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BUSINESS IS GREAT, THANK
I OUb When you play Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer!

THE BIG HOUSE!
NEW YORK AT $2- Standees

at every performance since the ,

opening at Astor.

LOS ANGELES BEATS ''ANNA
CHRISTIE'^ Tremendous at Criterion.

DETROIT 3rd WEEK!
Each week bigger than previous one!

ATLANTA BEST IN MONTHS!
State cleans up with "Big House."

"BIG HOUSE" just starting—

"CAUGHT SHORT" continues Big!

HELD 2nd week, Capitol, N. Y.

"DIVORCEE" new records daily!

WATCH FOR:
LON CHANEY in UNHOLY THREE
JOAN CRAWFORD in OUR BLUSHING BRIDES
GRETA GARBO in ROMANCE
WILLIAM HAINES in WAY OUT*WEST

AND THEN 1930-31!

JiHttrta at stcend-clatt matttr, Augutt it>. 1917, at the Fitl Ugici U LKliago, III., under the act of March .?, 1879. P'

W4ekly }>y Qmglty PubHsking Co., at 407 South Dttrborn St., Ghicago. Subscription, $i.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents.
uiy



You re BUYING Pictures Now/
HOW WILL YOU SELL THEM/

Eil' -^ at apopularPricef!
Exhibitors, youVe waited a long time for this. Now, here it is! And
naturally Ad-Vance brings it to you! AGAIN AD-VANCE HELPS SAVE
YOU MONEY! THEY CUT YOUR OVERHEAD—AND BUILD YOUR

BUSINESS ! That's what we all want these days

!

1

One Talking

per week
Trailer

$3.50

3 Talking

per week -

Traulers

$10.00

1

{Sptcia^ rates, comhi'

nation siUnt and talk-

ing trailers.)

^1

a—THE SMALLEST THEATRE CAN
AFFORD THEM!

b—THE BIGGEST THEATRE CAN BE
PROUD OF THEM!

c—^They are short and punchy and practical!

d—They are real seat-sellers!

e—Novel, different—like a personal chat

with your patrons!

125 feet of ticket-

selling trailers

!

Service includes syn-

chronized openings,
closings, day title

combinations.

(Sound on Film)

Real, intelligent selling copy, plus synchronized music, PLUS intensive sales TALK!
Hardly seems possible at that price! But wait'U you see and hear them. No more six to

ten minute trailers that reveal too much of the picture; no more time-wasting; money-

burning trailers. These mighty little "talkers" do the work! Ask the circuits that use 'em!

Sign the coupon below—IT'S AS IMPORTANT AS THE FILM BUYING CONTRACTS
YOU'RE NOW MAKING FOR THE SEASON!

l-AdVanceTiailex/ervice Corporation
CHICAGO NEW YORK^ LO/ ANQELE/

845Jb?5^AfflAvE. 630 Ninth Ave. 1928Jb.VEHMONTAvE.
LA30I{AT0I{IES and STUDIOS c-^ 111 WEfTCHESTE\jqUAB^,N.Y.

TEAR OFF AND IVl A I L THIS DIVIDEND COUPON

Advance Trailer Service Cbrp.

Ill Westchester Sq., Bronx, N. Y.

Gentlemea:

I am interested in your new talking trailer service at common-sense prices. Send me full particulars. I will be interested in

contracting for trailers per week. This inquiry places me under no obligation.

Tliea,trc (Address)
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"ADMIRAL BYRD
CONQUERS THE SCREEN ^^

—Film Daily

??WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE' off on

triumphant premiere long run at Rialto^ N. Y.^

ranked by audience and reviewers

with greatest hits of all times

!

y

^'^ONE OF THE SUPREME
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE
MOVIES.99 -N. Y. American

"The visual record of the feat accomplished by the

American hero and his intrepid followers is more im-

pressive than any volume containing the printed story.

The film is liberally besprinkled with the glimpses of

human interest,human drama, and pathos, all ofwhich

are so essential to entertainment."



EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

•^FICTION FADES AND
HOLLYWOOD IMAGINA-
TION PALES BESIDE
THIS OFFERING.''

—A^. Y. Graphic

July 5, 1930

"The picture, beautifully photographed, satisfyingly

complete, deftly cut and well titled, is worthy of its

subject. Even if it were not the opportunely offered

pictorial history of Byrd's important venture, it would

still be a great film."

''I AGREE ^ITH PARA-
MOLNT — EVERYBODY
SHOrLD SEE IT/'

—N. Y. Morn. World

"It is a vivid and comprehensive record, photographed

by experts and projected with clarity and coherence. Of

the technical excellence of the camera work, it may be

reported that it is flawless. The pictures are destined to

impress audiences with the glamor of the expedition."

^^A SUPERB EFFORT, A
GLORIOUS ACHIEVE

-

3IENT. WE ARE PROUD
OF IT." —iV. Y. Daily News

"It is a fast-moving, beautifully photographed, admi-

rably edited and excellently titled film of a brave and

worthy adventure, and into the most powerful sequence

—that shows the actual flight above the southern polar

regions—is synchronized the voice of Floyd Gibbons."

y^^

Admiral Byrd
— conquers the screen

=By JACK ALICOATE=^
WE HAVE just witnessed the

most unusual and powerful cine-

ma document of all time. "With
Byrd at the South Pole" will

live forever. It is a priceless

production jewel to add to the

Paramount P u b 1 i x treasure

chest, a darmgf and fearless pho-
tog-raphic achievement on the

part of the cameramen, Joe
Rucker and Willard VanderVeer
and last but most important, it

is the most significant historical

contribution to date by the mo-
tion picture industry of Ameri-
ca to the peoples of the world.
To this g;eneration, as well as
posterity, it ^ives an honest and
inspiring picture of the humor,

heartaches, trials and hardships
of that intrepid band, led by the
courageous and colorful Admi-
ral Byrd in his two years' con-
quest of the South Pole. "With
Byrd at the South Pole" is

noble — tremendous — unforget-

table.

Should Play Everywhere
IT SHOULD l)e seen by every man,
woman and child in America. It is

already l)acked by the most far-

reaching and legitimate publicity and
exploitation campaign the amuse-
ment business has ever known. It

should be played as a special and
have the enthusiastic backing of
every organization in your town or
city. "With Byrd at the South Pole"
is an unusual opportunity for the ex-
hibitor, a compelling feather in the
cap of Paramount, a decided achieve-
ment for the motion picture industry
and a vivid and dramatic summary
of a tremendous accomplishment in

which every red-blooded American
may well join with Admiral Byrd in

pardonable pride.

i*^^

Editorialfrom Film Daily—June 2Utn

"THE MOST HEARTEIV-
I>C; HUMAX IIOCUMEIVT
THE CAMERA EVER
FILMED.-' —A', y. Telegram

"The picture presents a very clear idea of the perils and

the hardships overcome and the unflagging courage

displayed. There are some sharp flashes not to be

equalled in the motion picture camera's recordings of

actualities. There are human touches too, and comic
ones.
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MOBS PACK RIALTO THEATRE DESPITE BLISTERING HEAT OF BROADWAYI

"With Byrd at the South Pole" is doing the biggest business on New York's Main Stem.

On wave of front page publicity heralding Admiral Byrd's triumphant return to America,

this picture is soaring to the GREATEST SUCCESS OF THE YEAR!

^'SETS A NEW MARK IN ^ , ,"One shares the gayeties of the men as well as their

perils and privations. There is a thrill in the mere sight

of Little America, with its snow-covered huts and its

tall radio towers, the only human community in the

vast Antarctic area."

PICTURE MAKING."
—A'^. y. Evening Post

^^PRORARLY THE
GREATEST MOVIE EVER
IMADE." —Editorial, Washington Star

"They left the Auditorium a band of rabid movie fans.

They had the honor of witnessing the preview of what

is probably the greatest movie ever made. One easily

could have witnessed miles and miles more of it. The

Byrd expedition has brought back a real movie! And
the movie men, as well as the explorers, certainly knew

their stuff!"

WITH BYRD AT THE
SOUTH POLE"

Edited by Emanuel Cohen Titles by Julian Johnson i\arrative of Polar Flight by Floyd Gibbons

PARAMOUNT lOiREATER
NEW SHOW WORLD-REATER
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PATHfS riCST
TWC SET PACE €N

GREATER PATHE fulfills its promise of Specials Only in its pro-

duction polic/. With the first two on the 1930-31 program

—

SWING HIGH and HOLIDAY—showing simultaneously on Broadway,

PATHE is setting the pace for super-showmanship product.



Pathe promised super

pictures . and here^s

delivery!

2 $H€T$ rC€Ai THE NEW
PC€GCA/Vi EATTEI^IES

AND 1 BLLLSEyES €N

GEO. Ai. CCHAN
THEATRE

SWING HIGH
The Musical Thriller of the Big Top

With 16 Famous Stars

HELEN TWELVETREES • FRED SCOTT • DOROTHY
BURGESS and Chester Conklin • Ben Turpin

Nick Stuart * Robert Edeson • Stepin Fetchit

Daphne Pollard • Sally Starr • John Sheehan

Micky Bennett • George Fawcett • Little Billy

Bryant Washburn • William Langan

Directed by JOSEPH SANTLBY Produced by E. B. DERR

CIVGLI
THEATKE
Opened July
In d efi nite run

3 fo

HGLIDAy
Philip Barry^s Sensational Stage Hit

with ANN HARDING • MARY ASTOR • EDWARD

EVERETT HORTON • ROBERT AMES • HEDDA

HOPPER
Directed by EDWARD H. GRIFFITH Produced by E. B. DERR



aiR CHANNELS THROB W
^ADIO SHOWS AND N

VOICE OF THE TITAN
ECHOES DOWN THE
PATHWAYS OF THE SKY!

m

'jti
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L

Resources of the Great Notional
Broadcasting Company^ Flung
Out Across a Teeming Notion^
Put Smash In Your Box-office!

NBC literally harnesses the air

we breathe for showmen who
ploy Radio Pictures.

No company in show business
quite matches Radio in air selling

its attractions.

Two splendid R K O hours a week
are broadcast by NBC over 50
stations that tower into the
clouds like Gods of flashing
steel and concrete.

NO OTHER SHOW OUT-
FIT GIVES YOU AS
MUCH IN GUARANTEED
RADIO BACKING!



ITH DRAMATIC STORY OF
EW TITAN CONQUESTS

12 MIGHTY HOLLYWOOD hRjRS
The atmosphere of the Radio studio ... Miracle City of Hollywood . . .

will be carried to every city in America in 12 big hours . . . one air smash
a month • . . with the start of the new show season.

All the Radio Pictures stars, bands, choruses, embracing upwards of

2,000 performers, will pour their genius into mikes planted inside the

Titan plant in Hollywood.

For that intimate, homey, man-to-man, woman-to-woman selling flavor

these 12 hours will quite excel anything ever flung across the ether from
the Citadel of the Cinema

!

Radio air experts, representing every
unit in the Great Family of Electrical!

Entertainment, are planning new sur-

prises with which to tell the dramatic
story of Radio Pictures to the millions

of American listeners. Radio Pictures

literally will own the air when Amos
'n' Andy's big show swings into action.

"Dixiana", "Cimarron", "Babes in Toy-

land" and all other Titan Attractions

will ride the air currents to popularity.
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THE SHORTEST—AND SUREST—DISTANCE
BETWEEN TWO POINTS

The Seller

Classified Advertising

Section of

Exhihitors HeraId-World

The Buyer

The Proof: In a sin^e issue the HEKALD^V^/OKLD carries

EIGHT riMES as many Classified Ads as the COMBIHED
WEEKLY TOTAL in the three other national motion picture

trade publications, including SIX ISSUES of each of the daily

papers.

That's why

i.s the

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

RECOGNIZED NATIONAL CLASSIFIEDADVERTISING MEDIUM



MAX SCHMELING
JACK SHARKEY

GALLANT FOX
(Earl Sande up)

BABE RUTH

BOBBY JONES

AND IN

PICTURE
BUSINESS

i

BILL TILDEN



AN EMPTY
MARQUEE
MEANS an
empty house!

OClOO Oo ooo d o o -o o o o o o o O g

?T

BUT WHEN YOUR MARQUEE
TALKS, the folks listen!

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer

LAUGHS right out loud

WHEN other companies

ANNOUNCE they are

ELIMINATING STARS!
NEXT season M-G-M
BRINGS you

32 STAR PICTURES
OUT of its 52 TOTAL!

PLATFORM

"tha/n, TneA^'



ETRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER PRESENTS
52 ''LUCKY STAR'' PRODUCTIONS FOR '30-'31

MARION DAVIES (3) GRETA GARBO (3)
Two big stage vehicles to begin with! "ROSALIE"
the Ziegfeld musical comedy by William Anthony
McGuire and Guy Bolton. Music by George Gershwin
and Sigmund Romberg. Lyrics by P. G. Wodehouse
and Ira Gershwin. And "THE FIVE O'CLOCK
GIRL" by Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson which
ran a solid year in New York, and was a winner on
the road. Kalmar and Ruby's swellest music. Big

Time vehicles for Marion— and backed by million

dollar Hearst ad drives!

LON CHANEY (1)
THE BUGLE SOUNDS is a powerful story of the
Foreign Legion by Major Zinovi PechkofF. Chaney
has a hard-fighting role such as he had in "Tell it to
the Marines" with the same director, George Hill.

Much of the picture has already been photographed
in actual locations in Africa while the famed Legion
was under fighting orders. Chaney's marked suc-

cess in Talkies, as shown in the completed "Unholy
Three" means a Chaney bigger than ever!

RED DUST, the play by Wilson Collison is strong in

theme as "Sadie Thompson." The great Garbo
who has hurdled the stars to a height of her own,
portrays the Parisian woman of the world, cast on
a lawless Chinese rubber plantation, moving amidst

the brutal passions of this frontier corner of the

world. The star of "Anna Christie" and "Romance"
(her new sensation!) is to be more than ever your

money star.

^.^-^-feoahyi/si

,^ifl^

WILLIAM ..r4lNES(4)
REMOTE CONTROL, the rollicking, romantic melo-

drama which enjoyed a successful Broadway run is

perfect for Bill Haines. The play by Clyde North,

Albert C. Fuller and Jack T. Nelson takes you into a

radio broadcasting room with Haines as announcer.

He unknowingly thwarts the Ghost Gang operating

by radio and wins a girl in the bargain. Haines is

surefire always and his merry manner is just right for

this one. Mai St. Clair directs!



NOR ^<^ARER (2) RAMON NOVARRO (3)
No star of the talking screen has delivered with the

consistency of Miss Shearer. Her four talking pic-

tures, "The Trial of Mary Dugan", "The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney"," Their Own Desires" and "The Divorcee"
have all been perfect Talkie performances. The record-

breaking career of "The Divorcee" has put Miss
Shearer right at the top, and "Let Us Be Gay"
another big one now follows. You can rely on the

two 1930-31 Norma Shearer pictures!

THE SINGER OF SEVILLE, already completed and
previewed is in the bag. It's great! In the cast:

Dorothy Jordan, Renee Adoree, Ernest Torrence.

Nance O'Neil. Directed by Charles Brabin from
Dorothy Farnum's dramatic story, with dialogue

by John Colton. Novarro surpasses himself as sin-

ger, comedian, lover—one of our greatest actors! In

one of the next year's Biggest! SONG OF INDIA by
Achmud Abdullah follows.

JOHN GILBERT (2) iOAN CRAWFORD (4)
WAY FOR A SAILOR, brings you a Gilbert you have
never had before. M-G-M knows its business! We
have a world of confidence that the great Gilbert pub-
lic will react to this rugged story with an enthusiasm
expressed in receipts. Sam Wood, director of hits,

is making it. Laurence Stallings of "Big Parade",

"What Price Glory", "Cock Eyed World" fame
wrote the dialogue from Wetjen's book. This pic-

ture has power!

GREAT DAY, is Vincent Youman's outstanding

musical dramatic success. Ready-made hits in it:

"More Than You Know," "Great Day," "Without

A Song," "Happy Because I'm In Love," etc. Joan

Crawford builds with every picture Watch "Our
Blushing Brides!") and "Great Day" is the biggest

vehicle she ever had. Harry Pollard, director. HER
FORTUNE by James Montgomery is another big-

time Crawford role. Joan gets the jack for yoa!



|jKt.ddl.tlt-IVI AN (2)
RAZZLE DAZZLE is their new riotous talkie that

comes in on the heels of "Caught Short" success!

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer is consistently the star-

builder, and this happy pair's stardom has been
celebrated with rousing box-office cheer. Dressler-

Moran supply the kind of laughs the public wants
in large gobs and you're going to make a great deal

of money with these well-promoted, laugh-cocked
comedies.

BUSTER KEATON (2)
The box-office is M-G-M's guide always, and the

box-office reports on "Free and Easy" demonstrate

gratifyingly that this clever comedian is a great bet in

Talkies. Within a short time his second talking comedy

"Forward March" will be convulsing your audiences.

It's a marvelous laugh-getter and Keaton will be all

set to enter 1930-31 as a prime contender for the top

of the comedy field*

iVKbiNCb imtstrT(2)
THE NEW MOON with Grace Moore co-starring with
Lawrence Tibbett will find Tibbett clinching the top

spot that he reached overnight as the screen's greatest

singer! This Schwab-Mandell show, with the Oscar-

Hammerstein, 2nd-SigmundRomberg songs, is a vehicle

that every producer bid for. In itself, a great property, it's

road-show-size with the Tibbett-Moore combination,

backed by M-G-M enterprise. Imagine those two sin-

ging "LoverComeBackTo Me!" Director,] ack Conway.

(4)
GRACE MOORE in a story based on Jenny Lind's

dramatic career is one of Four Giant Cosmopolitan

Productions. The golden-voiced beauty from the

Music Box Revue and Operatic worlds is destined to

be the new screen sensation. Recent Cosmopolitan

productions were of the size of "Caughr Short,"

"Broadway Melody," "The Big House"— so you

know what to expect. Backed by the heavy, national

advertising of Hearst!



Jack Buchanan

Lawrence Gray

Gwen Lee

Raquel Torres

Edwin a Booth

Barbara Leonard

Hcdda Hopper

It
Gilbert Roland

Anita Page

Dorothy Jordon

Harriett Lajke

^. Sv -
' J

^X'allace Berry

Harry Carey

1^

Raymond Hackett

» I

Ernesi Torrence

Robert Montgomery

Conrad Nagel Bessie Love Charles Bickford

Lewis Stone Mary Doran 'Roland Young
Leila Hyams

Kay Johnson

; -*. 3% r

Basil Rathbone

20 LUCKY STAR PRODUCTIONS
with Star-studded Casts

GOOD NEWS
Completed and previewed. It will outshine

the stage success!

THE MERRY WIDOW
The Talkies were invented for just such

a vehicle.

NAUGHTY MARIETTA
Victor Herbert's greatest music comes

to your house

TRADER HORN
The picture that the whole world

is waiting for!

BILLY THE KID
King Vidor's greatest. It challenges

his ''Big Parade."

MADAM SATAN
Cecil B. De Mille knows box-office.

Here's a Giant Show!

LIKE KELLY CAN
.Jimmy McHugh and Dorothy Fields

of "Blackbirds'' fame wrote the music!

TAMPICO
Joseph Hergesheimer writes a thriller

of the oil fields!

THE CRISIS
Winston Churchill's famed novel of

Civil War days!

MARCH OF TIME
A million dollars worth of up-to-the-

minute showmanship!

Edward Nuacnt Julia Fave

Luci'.le Powecs Duncan Renaldo Catherine Moylan

PASSION FLOWER
Katharine hlorris' best-seller is what

your public wants.'

MONSIEUR LE FOX
Willard Mack's Northwest Mounted

story of i.ooo thrills!

DARK STAR
Lorna Moon's best-seller, with Marie

Dressier in big cast.

WAR NURSE
Anonymous novel of a beauty on the

Western Front.

THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS
Charmaine, Diane, Madelon)

A laugh, a kiss a minute!

BALLYHOO ,

Beth Brown's successful novel with a

new circus angle!

THE WORLD'S ILLUSION
I Wassermann's tremendous book comes

to the talkies!

DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE
An original treatment of

Youth's romantic problems.

THE GREAT MEADOW
£[i;;:afaeth Madox Robert's frontier

novel in its loo.oooth copy!

DIXIE, THE DARK HORSE
The prize of racing stories in a big

thrill-picture!

Cliff Edwards

|1
fclliott Nugent

n
H»^ 'mmmm ^

--^^

J. C. Nugent John Miljan



METRO-GOLDWYN-MAVER'S ''SHORTS HEARD
AROUND THE WORLD''—SEASON 1930-1931

LAUREL-
HARDY C6)

The pair that draw like a

feature! They get promin-

ent billing in de luxe house

ads. They get it because

they mean extra business!

Laurel - Hardy are the life-

savers of many a show.

DOGVILLE
COMEDIES (6)
From their very first test on

a $2 Broadway roadshow

program they clicked as no

other novelty has done in

years! An amazing stock

company of dogs and they

Talk! "Dogville Comedies"

are next season's Wow!

HAL ROACH
STARRING COMEDIES

He's raised the standard of comedy
shorts and made them important
factors on programs!

CHARLIE OUR THE BOY
CHASE (8) GANG (8) FRIENDS(8)
Consistent
comedy success!

Chase is a name
that's been built

into a sure draw!

Hal Roach has a

brand new idea

for the ever pop-
ular Gang. The
folks love these

kids'

HalRoachdopes
out the big new
comedy ideas.
Here's his latest

and it's swell.

COLORTONE
REVUES (8)
M-G-M puts quality into
these all-color subjects that

you see in the biggest musi-
cal shows on Broadway.
They've won audience
favor!

HEARST
METROTONE
NEWS (104)
Playing all leading thea-

tres the M-G-M talking

newsreel represents the
combined efforts of Hearst
and M-G-M aggressiveness.

NOVELTY
GROUP (4)
Four tabloid ftjm treats.

"The Rounders", "Copy",
"Gems of M-G-M'' and
"Song Writers Revue."Two
reels each and each one dis-

tinctive entertainment.

BURTON
HOLMES (12)
"Around The World With
Burton Holmes" brings your
patrons the man who has

thrilled thousands at legit

prices. Unique! More thrill-

ing than fiction

!

FLIP THE
FROG (12)
A cartoon series by "Ub'"
Iwerks the man whose work
has been giving joy to audi-

ences for years. Better than
anything you've seen in

cartoon comedies

!

DID YOU GET THESE
TWO BOOKS YET?
M'G'M's 110 page '*Lucky Star'*

book and **Shorts Heard 'Round the
World'' book. Write for them today!



^1 congratulate you
if youVe got ^em^^

52^UCKYSTAR''
PRODUCTIONS from
WIETRO -GOLDWYN - MAYER
MARION DAVIES (3)

JOAN CRAWFORD (4)

GRETA GARBO (3)

RAMON NOVARRO (3)

NORMA SHEARER (2)

LON CHANEY (1)

JOHN GILBERT (2)

LAWRENCE TIBBETT(2)
BUSTER KEATON (2)

COSMOPOLITAN (4)
(GRACE MOORE)
WILLIAM HAINES (4)

DRESSLER & MORAN (2)

Lucky Star Productions
GOOD NEWS . MKRRY WIDOW /JflV
NAUGHTY MARIETTA x^"'/
BILLY THE KID . . TRADER HORN
MADAM SATAN (Cecil DcM .(If)

LIKE KELLY CAN
. . TAMPICO

THECRISIS . . MARCH OF TIME
PASSIONFLOWER . . MONSIEUR LE FOX
DARX STAR . . WAR NURSE
THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS
BALLYHOO . WORLDS ILLUSION
DANCE FOOLS DANCE
THE GREAT MEADOW
DIXIE, THE DARK HORSE

SHORT SUBJECTS
6 M-G-M DOGVILLE COMEDIES
6 LAUREL &. HARDY COMEDIES
8 CHARLEY CHASE COMEDIES
8 OUR GANG COMEDIES
8 "BOY FRIENDS" COMEDIES
M-G-M COLORTONE REVUES (8)

NOVELTY GROUP (4)

BURTON HOLMES (U)
FLIP THE FROG (12 CARTOON)
HEARST METROTONE NEWS (104)

iviETRO-

GOLDWYN-
MAYER

"Your Lucky Star"
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BIGGER
nWe Said It Was/

PREVIEWERS are wild in their praise

of this one. ./'Intensely dramatic"...

"certain box-office". .."a peach". . ."hotter

than blaming Youth'". . .That's the way

their comments run . . . They're all talking

about the wonderful cast . . .They're all com-

menting on the superb direction . ..They're

all saying that Universal certainly does mean

business... They're all agreed that this one

is bigger by far than any claims made for

it before previews . . .And it's a money-

getter just waiting for you to grab it for

a quick date -NOW!!!

6\V

^/!
Wa/m&t^^et/HCirVi

"TO

WITH PAULINE
STARKE
BEN LYON

Barbard Kent, Hdllam Cooley, Robert Ellis. Direct-

ed by Ernst LaemfTile. Produced by Carl Laemmie,

Jr. Presented by Carl Laemmie. Songs: "What
a Perfect Nisht for Love," "My Baby an' Me."

Universal first//



SMALL INDEPENDENT OR
WORLD-WIDE CIRCUIT

. In titles, Casts, Stories and Direction

Fox Pictures for 1930-31 are again the

Showman's Big Opportunity



ALL WANT AND NEED
FOX BOX OFFICE PICTURES

flL

''031 rheafres_,_,„„ "» ^'^^on i„ Sre.t

^^^ .experts «»„, ^

/'ng

Bowles

L^^ the/

---"c^ncy.fQ -— country ^__Z^ i^ear i^ .u.. -"""e s'ox out.

M"unci Lo;yg ^^er Baxter b^^ /jfle r ^^schnicoi 'eacJier anw

''°"« White /^'^""tensr ,7 /^''MufeL'*?^^ engS*^^"* *^

/
,

.

®^^en
associate ^he pSS?'*^'^ ^» "£ !°^ Produced

ani *^^ -ori: oJ'„f
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Ifs a Monumental

Achievement

That's what the Fourth Estate says

of the Motion Picture Almanac, and

that part of the newspaper world that

makes its living hy writing about

motion pictures and the industry

finds the Almanac of particular value

as an indispensable authority for

reference.

When Chester B. Bahn of the

Syracuse Herald writes that "the

Almanac is a monumental achieve-

ment" he has in mind the service it

gives him. Mr. Bahn says:

"I want to extend, if I may, my
congratulations upon the general ex-

cellence of the 1930 Motion Picture

Almanac.

"The Almanac is a monumental

achievement and, speaking selfishly,

a most valuable addition to my refer-

ence library."

(Coupon for Order)

EXHIBITORS HERALD WORLD
407 South Daarbom itrvat
Oileago, lIUnolB

Plea., forward a copy of Th« MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC
for in* at your ratall pric* of tZ.OO. I am associated with the
I«dn»ti7 In tha following capacity:

(Noln // check or money order accompanies ihlt coupon the
Jlmfinnc tcill be thipped tcilh postage prepaid immediately upon
publication.)

PLEASE PRINT NAME

.Nam«_

Addraaa ^. , __

C'>r - - Stata..

No^u Offered for

Qeneral Sale

The 1930 Motion Picture Almanac, right

up to date with the complete and interest-

ing material of importance to everyone*

connected with the motion picture indus-

try, is now available to everyone.

The hundreds of advance orders have been

filled and the Exhibitors Herald-World
is prepared to promptly supply everyone

with copies.

For convenience, an order blank is printed

in the adjoining column. In ordering by

telegraph, care should be taken to supply

complete address to insure immediate

delivery.
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY.

Admission Prices

THE %vddespread discussion now taking place in the

trade relative to a decrease in admission prices is, to

say the least, untimely. Theatres which are now consider-

ing this move are under the stress of unusual conditions,

seasonally and generally. Except in an isolated case no
decision on this matter can be advantageously made at this

time.

It can by no means be proven that restricted attendance

under existing conditions is due to an admission price that

the public is finding too burdensome. The intense summer
weather prevailing over a large part of the country, to-

gether with the current, insistent appeal of the outdoors,

are sufficient reasons for a lessening in attendance. It is

treading on dangerous ground to attempt to stimulate

attendance in the face of these conditions by decreasing

admission prices.

The theatre man, in considering this problem, must bear

in mind that there is no proof in support of the theory that

motion picture theatre business is reacting in sympathy
mth the depression in general business conditions. On the

contrary, it is the belief of leading experts throughout the

trade that the picture theatre continues now, as it has been
in the past, free to a very great extent from the influence of

any adverse conditions that may exist in the general busi-

ness world. The explanation of this is, of course, the fact

that the public in prosperity or in depression must have
amusement, and there is no amusement purchase compar-
able to the bargain in entertainment which the screen is

able to afford.

The news from the Publix theatre organization in this

connection is both interesting and important. It has been
made known that this organization is giving no thought
whatsoever to a decrease in admission prices at this time.

This news is interesting because it states the position of

a great theatre organization, shrewdly managed, and it is

important because it affords excellent guidance to theatre

men generally who are facing the problem.

Miss Bow
MISS CLARA BOW apparently has not taken the

trouble to read or understand the history of the busi-

ness in so far as it applies to players who decide to rewrite

the rules of the game to suit their own personal inclina-

tions. Between high-sounding criticisms of pictures, which

the public and certainly the trade are in no way interested

in receiving from her, together with failure to avoid cer-

tain definitely unfavorable types of publicity she seems
rapidly to be bringing herself to a point at which the pic-

ture business, with some regret, of course, may have to

make up its mind to struggle along without her assistance.

Miss Bow has been a great attraction in pictures; in fact,

for a time she was the industry's leading box office magnet.
But, neither then nor now, was she sufficiently important to

write the rules.

AAA
The Open Mind

'

I
'HE renewed interest now being manifested in a return

-*- of personal acts to the picture theatres brings to mind
the frequently made observation that the most dangerous

viewpoint in the amusement business is the inflexible view-

point. The changing circumstances in and about the amuse-

ment business lay down as the primary requisite for success

an open mind.

With the widespread establishment of sound a year ago,

the personal act in the picture theatre seemed to be def-

initely and finally on its way out. Now, after the passing of

about 12 months, a new state of affairs is encountered and
various leading showmen have already put personal acts

back in the theatres or are contemplating doing so.

As a basic principle, the screen must, of course, remain
the central, basic and dominant attraction of the theatre.

What may be added to it or dropped from it with profit

from time to time remains to be seen.

Independents

THERE is still room—and plenty of it—for the inde-

pendent producer with ability and a record which jus-

tifies a contract. This is attested to in the news of the week
which reports a new agreement between Radio Pictures

and Mr. Charles R. Rogers under which this independent

producer will make a series of pictures for release through
the Radio organization.

Many independent producers and many other individ-

uals and firms have gone by the boards in the picture busi-

ness during recent years for reasons which have nothing to

do with changed conditions in the industry. However, in

these cases it is comfortable to the persons concerned to

blame "conditions," thereby evading the onus of a failure

which, in fact, had nothing to do with the conditions.

Charlie Rogers is a keen and progressive showman—of a

kind there will always be room for in the business, regard-

less of "conditions."

Dubbing
nr'HE talking picture dubbed with a foreign language
-*- cannot be regarded as anything but a makeshift. No
real progress or permanent success can be gained with that

policy. The recent resolution of the International Actors

congress, held in Vienna, which is a strong protest against

dubbing is, of course, not a development of any particular

importance but it is a straw showing how the wind is blow-

ing. As such it should be carefully noted.

The American picture in the foreign market has quite

enough to contend with apart entirely from the intense

feeling which may easily be worked up against the practice

of dubbing.

As a makeshift, temporarily legitimate on account of the
shortage of talking pictures abroad, the picture dubbed in

a foreign language is excusable, but the practice should be
dropped generally' at the earliest possible moment.
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New Exhibition Contract Near;
Important Agreements Made

Among Delegates

Making History at

5-5-5 Conference

Felix Feist

Distributors

Gabriel Hess
Distributors

M. A. Lightm
M PT O A

Phil Reisman
Distributors

AI Lichtman
Distributors

Abram F. Myers
Allied States

^

Jack Mill«r
MPTO A

W. A. Steflfes

Allied States

Elimination and Availability

Provisions Adopted by 5-5-5
Netu Clauses Provide IS-Day Ad Protection, Reduction

in Payment for Percentage Film Pulled Off

By Jay M. Shreck

ATLANTIC CITY, July 1.—Although several times it appeared that

disagreement might result in abandoning efforts to draw a new Standard
Exhibition Contract, this situation was avoided and today sees the work
of the 5-5-5 conference nearing completion.

Discussions were heated at times but out of these arguments always came
reciprocal agreements which place new perspective on marketing and buying of

motion pictures. Important new or revised provisions of the contract are:

Five per cent elimination clause on contracts where the average rentals
are $250 or under.

Fifteen-day advertising protection clause ior prior run over sub-
sequent run.

Clause providing availability after three-day run in class A theatres.

120-day maximum availability for prior run houses.

Reduction from 75 to 65 per cent of last day's receipt as payment to

the distributor when a percentage picture is pulled off.

Clause providing for moral arbitration.

The conference has before it yet the discussion of arbitration regulations. It

appears now that an agreement will be reached on these by Wednesday night.

Score Charge Individual Matter

This afternoon an effort was made by Allied States to incorporate into the con-

tract provisions barring the score charge. Although exhibitors generally, both

affiliated and independent, held that the score charge was a serious injustice,

Sidney R. Kent, chairman of the conference, said that it was an individual policy

and could not be handled as part of the contract. In the opinion of some dis-

tributors, however, it is a situation "that is clearing itself."

The elimination clause, considered by independents as one of the most bene-

ficial provisions of the contract, inosfar as the small exhibitor is concerned, was

a compromise measure. As first drafted, it gave the theatre owner the privilege of

eliminating 10 per cent of groups of 20 or more pictures on the payment of 50 per

cent of the rental. It gave straight 5 per cent elimination on percentage bookings.

Exhibitors felt that this gave those booking on percentage a decided advantage

over those playing on flat rental.

Entails Millions Loss to Distributors

Distributors conceded this point despite the fact that it would entail the pos-

sible loss of revenue running into several millions.

This spirit of reciprocity was apparent throughout the proceedings.

Representing the various groups were: Distributors' representatives, Sidney R.

Kent, Gabriel Hess, Felix Feist, Phil Reisman and Al Lichtman; M P T O A, M. A.

Lightman, Jack Miller, R. R. Biechele, J. J. Harwood and Charles Picqnet; Allied

States, Abram F. Myers, Nathan Yamins, W. A. Steffes, Aaron Saperstein, H. M.
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Score Charge Curing Itself, Says Reisman

Richey, Col. H. A. Cole and Herman Blum.
Mondaj' sessions emphasized the senti-

ment of all parties to the contract confer-

ence to draft a measure which would re-

ceive general endorsement throughout the

trade. The day was not without fireworks
but even these outbursts served a beneficial

purpose, for they brought an understanding
between groups and resulted in reciprocal

agreements being written into the contract.

It was during the morning and afternoon
sessions that an agreement was reached on
two of the most important clauses—those
pertaining to elimination and to availability

troversial subjects and were not written
into the contract until both distributor and
exhibitor had aired objections (plenty of

them), with each argument eliminating minor
considerations in favor of major ones.

Advertising Protection Brings Fight

Advertising protection also created a

heated discussion at both sessions, this con-
troversy lasting almost four hours. In this

E. A. Schiller, representing the AfSliated

Exhibitors, was pitted against the combined
forces of the M P T O A and Allied with
"interpolations" by distributors. It seemed
that this debate would be endless when
Kent suggested that the controversy be
postponed to permit disposition of other
important clauses of the contract.

One of the most important conces-
sions made by distributors viras in a
clause affecting elimination. In the
2-2-2 conference, provision had been
made for 5 per cent cancellation on
percentage booking without payment
on shelved pictures with 10 per cent
cancellation on block booking, the ex-
hibitor to pay half of the rental on
pictures not played. A new clause
gives exhibitors booking in blocks of
20 or more pictures, the 5 per cent
privilege comparable with that of per-
centage playing.

Jack Miller, head of the Exhibitors As-
sociation of Chicago, led the fight against
the ten-fifty arrangement. His conten-
tion was that if a distributor owned a
theatre and did not play a picture then sub-
sequent run theatres should have an oppor-
tunity of cancelling it, basing his contention
on the premise that the picture was bought
with a view of capitalizing on this prior run
advertising.

This agreement on elimination means
a loss to his company of between two
and three million dollars a year, one
distributor representative said.

Under this ratified agreement the exhib-
itor may elect during the playing season
pictures up to 5 per cent which he does not
want to play. These will be paid for, how-
ever, whep shelved. At the termination of
the contract, and if all obligations have
been met, these moneys will be refunded.
For example: The exhibitor buys four pic-
tures a week or 208 a year at $20 per pic-
ture. Ten per cent grants a cancellation
of 21 pictures. Rental on these 21 would
be $420. Under the elimination clause it

would cost the exhibitor 50 per cent or
$210. Under the new agreement, 5 per cent
or 11 pictures would be eliminated without
the rental charge. This saving would total
$220.

Feist Objects at First

Feist objected to the 20 picture minimum
until told that the number of pictures sold
depended on the individual distributor. It

was the opinion of Feist that on 5 per cent

POINTED
PARAGRAPHS

ATLANTIC CITY, July 1.

• In discussion of protection for first

runs from unfair advertising by subse-

quent runs, Myers arose to remark:
"Statistically, subsequent run houses

cere dying off like flies."

At the point in the conference when
arguments were becoming heated, Kent
reminded the delegates:

"The conference is not a dog fight."
A

When the exhibitors were bargaining
for a better than 10 per cent elimination

clause, Felix Feist brought down the

house with this:

"They want landlords to refund a
day's rent when business is bad."

A

The advertising protection situation

brought this from Steffes:

"Why should I care about the com-
petitor exhibitor? I am in business to

make money like him."

concession the entire block only should be
considered.

Fight for 10 Per Cent Elimination

Throughout the controversy both the

M P T O A and Allied fought strenuously
for the privilege of 10 per cent elimination.

"You must not overlook the fact that we in

small towns have no second runs on which
to slough off cluck pictures," said Light-
man. "Give us the privilege of 10 per cent
elimination without paying for pictures not
played, and you will sell as many or more
pictures than at present."

Distributors, however, held the 10

per cent excessive, and intimated that
such a provision might financially em-
barrass companies. Al Lichtman, who
said United Artists was not interested
in the elimination clause as it sold
only on the individual basis, was of

the opinion that a 10 per cent privi-

lege would induce the producers to
make every year a certain percentage
of "cheese pictures."

Definition of good and bad pictures

stumped the conference during the discus-
sion of the elimination clause, Reisman
contending that just because a picture did
not play a downtown house was no indica-

tion that it was a bad attraction.

Both distributors and exhibitor delegates
concurred in this theory, in pointing out
that their only argument was that by not
playing a first run downtown the advertis-
ing value of such a showing is lost. This
fact, they say, makes rental out of propor-
tion, for the price paid is determined par-
tially on the value of prior run advertising.

Block Booking Debated

Block booking had its inning during the
elimination discussion, Kent saying: "Five
per cent of your men would not eliminate
block booking if given the opportunity. Not
over five out of 1,250 exhibitors refused to
take ten unnamed pictures in our new sea-
son's announcement. I don't have to grant
10 per cent elimination or one damn pic-
ture. I do it to go along."

"I would rather buy in blocks," replied
Miller, "but I think it unfair that your own
houses can select and then the whole pro-
gram is forced upon subsequent run thea-
tres. I am talking now about the situation
in Chicago."

This brought Sam Dembow to his
feet. "We had to pay the distributor
$50,000 for pictures we did not play in
Chicago. Sure, we would like to elim-
inate them if we could."

Cole here cited a situation which he said

existed in a former Publix theatre in Texas
which he now operates. He said the con-
tract which reverted to him provided for

the elimination of from 20 to 40 per cent,

but that he could not drive a bargain like

that this year.
When it seemed that the conference

might be deadlocked on this issue, Kent,
Feist and Reisman took the question under
advisement and returned with a straight 5

per cent elimination clause, which was
agreed to.

Availability Agreed on Early

An early agreement was reached on the
availability clause, which specifies maximum
availability to first runs of 120 days. At
present there is no such provision. The
rule is that first runs must play within 90
days or lose protection. The picture re-

mains available, however, until the 120 day
period has elapsed. This new regulation
automatically cuts 60 day protection to 30
days, providing the film is not played
within the first 90 days.
Richey raised the point that such a clause

would function properly in Detroit and
other large cities, but he felt that this

would be a disadvantage to subsequent run
theatres in smaller cities. Neither Hess
nor Kent agreed with this contention, Kent
declaring, "We are not in the business to

let our prints lay around in cans. This is

merely a provision to take care of a situa-

tion caused by no limit being set. I never
took it that this should apply to smaller
cities."

"After first runs in cities, subse-
quent first runs in smaller cities are
anxious to play as early as possible,"

added Hess.

Reisman raised the point of whether or
not the clause would supersede any avail-

ability arrangement he might write into the
contract. "No, this limits maximum avail-

ability but should not supersede arrange-
ments for earlier showings," Kent assured
him. "What the clause does is that it does
not automatically give the first run exhibi-
tor a chance to hold up on setting pictures
in."

Ad Protection Tilt Renewed

On Tuesday the argument on the adver-
tising protection clause was resumed with
renewed vigor, Schiller emphasizing that
this protection was of more vital impor-
tance to first run situations than ever be-
fore. "With the introduction of sound, a

downtown house today has no more to
offer than outlying houses, yet these sub-
urban theatres pay only about 10 per cent
of the gross rental paid by first run sit-

uations. I tell you it is a serious matter.
If the situation continues, distributors will

be getting more from second runs and less

from first runs. So long as exhibitors ex-
pect their greatest revenue from first runs
we must have this advertising protection.
Miller and Steffes want to keep their peo-
ple at home and we want to bring them
downtown. Both are right, but have a
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Spirit of Reciprocity Evident Throughout

right to expect protection, for we are called
upon to give the distributor greater reve-
nue.

Personalities Creep In

So intense was discussion of this subject
that often personalities crept into arguments.
However, no one was bruised badly, and all

arguments ended with everyone happy and
smiling. Miller and StefTes took decided op-
position to the clause, Steffes contending that

adoption would put him out of business. It

would be impractical, said Miller, if exhibi-
tors could not present advertising material
on forthcoming pictures to the public.

Endless arguments through two sessions
Monday and the meeting Tuesday morning
all simmered down to the fact that what was
wanted was that subsequent runs should not
take undue and unfair advantage of the first

run situations through advertising that the
picture playing downtown could be seen
shortly at cheaper prices, also that subse-
quent run campaigns should not start until

the end of the downtown showing.
Kent's pointed observation was, "I don't

know any way you can stop it."

"A man paying for thirty days protection,"
responded Schiller, "certainly should have
protection in advertising. All we want is that
subsequent runs do not advertise while we
are running the picture. There should be
something in the contract making it a moral
obligation."

15 Day Period Is Factor

During the long discussion clauses were
written, rewritten and revised, and not until

Tuesday morning was a provision presented,
by Kent, on which it looked like agreement
could be reached.

The agreement finally reached is

that the subsequent run exhibitor
cannot advertise a specific picture
during the prior run unless he has it

booked to play within fifteen days
after the close of the prior run. It
also provides that a subsequent house
cannot unfairly advertise that admis-
sions are lower. Should the exhibi-
tor not abide by these provisions it

may be considered a breach of con-
tract and the distributor may take
the matter before the arbitration
board provided the exhibitor has
signed a moral arbitration pact. If

the exhibitor has not entered into
arbitration, then the distributor has
the right to cancel the contract.

Hess pointed out that the present con-
tract had an advertising protective clause but
that since 1923 only two out of 50,000 cases

before the arbitration boards concerned ad-
vertising.

The new contract will have two forms, one
of which will contain all provisions and will

be filed away by the distributor and the ex-
hibitor, and the short form will be signed
when booking a group of pictures. The pro-
vision for arbitration is included in the latter.

When signing for pictures, exhibitors if they
elect may cross out the arbitration clause. If

this is not done, however, the contract is

sent to New York for approval. Should the

SIDNEY R. KENT
Chairman of Conference

distributor not desire to arbitrate with this

exhibitor, he will return the contract with the

statement that it will be signed if the arbi-

tration clause is stricken from it.

5 Per Cent Clause Taken Up
Tuesday afternoon the 5 per cent elimina-

tion clause, which had been agreed to, was
placed before the conference for reconsid-
eration, distributors feeling that 5 per cent
elimination on all fiat rental contracts was
excessive. It was suggested that it apply
only to theatres having $150 average rental.

Affiliated theatres took exception to
this and Schiller was asked to consult
with executives of other chains in

New York. This he did, and found
that three, including Dembow, who is

in attendance at the conference, were
willing to abide by the majority.

"I will go along," said Schiller, "but I

still think it an injustice."

Limit Raised to $250

The limit then was raised to $200 and
finally to $250, with this sum including the
score charge.

"We have to consider this 5 per cent
elimination," said Kent, "for it means 5 per
cent of our business. You must stop some
place. You have benefited the greatest
number of exhibitors with $200 eliminations
—exhibitors whom you really hope to
benefit."
On the suggestion of Steflfes, however,

the ante was raised and agreed to by the
distributors.

"Added Clauses" Provided For
Another important provision adopted

Tuesday concerned "added clauses," It pro-
vides for conditional provisions not incon-

sistent with contracts and which may be
included under the title "added clauses,"

and so long as they have been added subse-
quent to the adoption of a contract and are
in line with the business policy of the

company.
In the short contract, independent distrib-

utors objected to the clause on representa-
tion, Reisman holding that it would force
these companies into the theatre field if it

were necessary for them to name prior runs
in the contract. This, then, was altered to

read that it should be specified "if sold on
a basis of prior run."

Myers Strikes Snag
Again Myers sought to have the question

of score charges incorporated in the con-
tract but hit a snag, Kent declaring that
"the score charge is an individual policy
and cannot be handled as part of this con-
tract. It is no more a part of the contract
than film rentals."

Paramount's general manager said
he had been unable to get Warner
Brothers or First National even to

discuss it.

"Keep Warner Brothers and First
National out of the contract then,"
suggested Steffes.

That the score charge is curing itself was
the belief of Reisman. Opinion was ex-
pressed by Miller that there was no more
license to charge a score charge than there
was to charge for film in the silent days.
The seriousness of the situation was

stressed by Myers, who contended that
segregation of score charge and rental was
never justified. •

Pulling Off Films Studied

The question of pulling off pictures play-
ing on percentage was definitely agreed to
Tuesday. This clause provided that 65 per
cent of the last day's receipts should be
awarded the distributor when the show is

pulled.
Miller had held out for 50 per cent but

Tuesday announced his willingness to go
along with the majority, especially since 65
per cent was a reduction from the initial 75

per cent. In case the percentage picture is

not played, the exhibitor agrees to pay the
percentage agreed to on gross receipts for

30 preceding days.

Miller's objection was that the ex-
hibitor should not be forced to play
a poor picture full time on the 65
per cent basis.

"We are only too glad to play
good pictures full time," he said.

The question also was brought up that
pictures were pulled often because the ex-
hibitor is playing the percentage-booked
picture for too many days. This was not
in accord with Kent's opinion. He held
that exhibitors were tending toward two
days instead of three.

Paid Advertising Included

The old question of paid advertising in

pictures again is included in the contract.
"We simply have put in a warranty that

we don't receive compensation," said Hess,
"and as long as the distributors don't get
anything, the exhibitor isn't losing any-
thing."

"Five per cent of your men would not eliminate block booking if given the opportunity," said Sidney R.

Kent, chairman of the conference, to the exhibitors' representatives. "Not over five out of 1,250 exhibitors

refused to take ten unnamed pictures in our season's announcement. I don't have to grant 10 per cent

elimination on one damn picture. I do it to go along."
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NMiy
NO matter whether it is a Rockefeller

center, a new theatre on Main street

or a hotel, none feels fully dressed unless

it has its sound installation. The New
Waldorf Astoria in New York is no ex-

ception. It is understood that Western
Electric is to supply equipment with two
talking picture installations, public speak-

ing systems and radio outlets included in

sound accoutrements. This is considered

the largest single sound installation since

its introduction.

And while on the subject of Western
Electric it is said that Erpi—Electrical

Research Products—may become an off-

spring such as Graybar. In other words,
Graybar in its expansion, which necessi-

tated the sale of product other than that

of Western Electric, withdrew and be-

came a separate entity with the sale of

stock to employes.

^ ^ ^

With arbitration ruled from the pres-

ent contract, some have held that all pro-

visions of license have been voided. As
a result, lawsuits have been instigated in

Michigan against exhibitors who have
broken contracts. The outcome of these
legal skirmishes will prove interesting as

will moral arbitration, which likely will

become effective with the adoption of
new contract.

* * *

Several of the industry's big men are

at Atlantic City this week striving to

formulate a new standard exhibition con-

tract. With the interest of three factions

—distributor, affiliated exhibitor and inde-

pendent theatre owner at stake—the task
is no simple one. Fortunately, the ma-
jority of controversial questions were
ironed out at the 2-2-2 conference, leav-

ing only a few clauses on which an
agreement is to be reached- It is likely

that Tuesday or Wednesday will see the
new draft of the contract complete.

* * *

The industry has suddenly had a yen
for codes of ethics. First it was the pro-
duction code, then the advertising code
and now there is talk of a code to govern
advertising by subsequent run theatres.

Jack Miller of Chicago believes that a
code of ethics might be applied to selling

film, a suggestion which has brought
from distributors the retort, "How about
buying?"

* * *

In the matter of protection, the distrib-

utor is between two fires, circuit theatres
and independent houses. His own desire
is to get cans of film off the shelf as fast
as possible. This desire may be realized
through new protection regulations being
diafted in several of the key centers.

A Soldiers Sweetheart
Bernice Claire captivates the admiration of her "warriors" and incidentally the love of

Walter Pidgeon, who plays the male lead opposite her in First National's forthcoming pic-

ture "The Toast of the Legion."

I

A lady fair and a soldier brave.

She drums upon their hearts.

mmm
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"It can by no means be proven that restricted attendance under existing conditions is due to an admission
price that the public is finding too burdensome. The intense summer weather prevailing over a large part of
the country together with the current, insistent appeal of the outdoors are sufficient reasons for a lessening in

attendance. It is treading on dangerous ground to attempt to stimulate attendance in the face of these condi-
tions by decreasing admission prices."—From Martin J. Quigley's editorial on page 16,

Western Electric Appeals from
Patent Decision for DeForest

John Balaban May
Get Supervisory
Post in Transfer

The latest of the Balaban brothers to be

transferred is John Balaban and rumor has

it that he will assume the post of supervisor

of the Middle West and Canada, with head-

quarters in New York after September 1.

He follows in the steps of Sam Katz and
A. J. Balaban, both of whom were founders

of the original concern which became so im-

portant in exhibition circles in Chicago.

A Chicago-Detroit district convention was
called this week in Chicago, at the Edgewater
Beach Hotel, arrangements being made by
William H. Pine of the Chicago Balaban and
Katz publicity department.

St. Louis MPTO Opposes
Price Cuts on Protests

Of Neighborhood Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, July 1.—Vigorously announc-
ing its opposition to price cuts as a means of

increasmg motion picture theatre patronage,

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St.

Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois

have passed resolutions calling upon Fox and
AIGM to take immediate steps to restore the

former schedule of admission charges at_ the

Fox and Loew's State theatres in St. Louis.

Numerous protests against the new rates

from the neighborhood theatres of St. Louis

and from towns surrounding the city were
received by the MPTO officials. They de-

manded that something be done to remedy
the situation. The charge was made that if

the price war was permitted to continue it

would force many of the smaller theatres

out of business and in time affect every town
in the St. Louis trade territory.

Educational Convention
Delegates Entertained at

RCA Photophone Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, July 1.—The twenty
_
thou-

sand delegates to the annual convention of

the National Educational Association in_ ses-

sion here are having their first experience

with sound motion pictures. Continuous pro-

grams of pictures of particular interest to

educators have been presented for the past

three days by RCA Photophone portable

equipment installed in a miniature theatre

and this afternoon a special program was
given to members' of the department of Visual

Instruction. It was estimated that more than

six thousand of the delegates have visited

the RCA Photophone theatre during the

period of the convention.

Reis Patent on Sound on Film
Valid and Infringed, Says Court

In Cases of Other Patents Sued Upon, Judge Rules That
If Valid, They're Not Violated

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July L—The United States court of appeals of the third cir-

cuit at Philadelphia has before it an appeal by Western Electric following a
ruling that the Reis patent for reproducing sound on film "is valid and is

infringed."

This decision was made in the case of DeForest Phonofilm and General Talk-
ing Pictures against Stanley Company of America and Western Electric.

est company, referring to the court's decision,

said : "The Reis patent, without which sound-
on-film is not intelligible, is basic and all-

important. The success of sound-on-film was

In the cases of the three DeForest patents
sued upon, namely, the patent for method of
and means of controlling electric currents,

and the two patents concerning sound re-

cording attachment for motion picture cam-
eras, the court ruled that these patents "if

valid are not infringed upon."
The Court's Decision

The court decision reads as follows:

"I am of the opinion that the defense of
license has not been sustained ; that the Reis
patent, in suit No. 1,607,480, for method of

reproducing photographic sound records,

granted November 16, 1926, is valid and in-

fringed by the defendant; that claim 7 of
DeForest patent, in suit No. 1,466,701, for
method of and means for controlling electric

currents by and in accordance with light

variation, granted September 4, 1923; DeFor-
est patent, in suit No. 1,693,071, for sound-
recording attachment for motion picture

cameras, granted November 27, 1928; claims
12, 13, 14, 15 and 17 of DeForest patent, in

suit No. 1,695,414, for talking moving picture

machine granted December 18, 1928, if valid,

are not infringed by the defendant.
"A decree may be submitted, (Signed)

Hugh M. Morris, Judge."
Based on Large Group of Patents

J. J. Lyng, vice president of Electrical Re-
search Products, today issued the following
statement with reference to the decision

:

"Western Electric's legal position in the

field of sound pictures is based not upon a

single patent but a large group of patents

which it controls. The Reis patent is not in

any sense a basic patent and Judge Morris
did not hold that it was. The effect of Judge
Alorris' decision in favor of the Reis patent

is simply to place it in line for adjudication

by a higher court. In our opinion the Reis
patent is invalid and Western Electric ap-
paratus does not infringe upon it, but if even-
tually it should be held that the Reis patent

is valid and infringed its use is in no wise
essential to the successful operation of the
Western Electric sound system.

"No exhibitor using Western Electric ap-

paratus need have any anxiety as to the abil-

ity and intention of Electrical Research Prod-
ucts company which is willing to protect him
in the uninterrupted use of his equipment."
M. A. Schlesinger, president of the DeFor-

only made possible through this invention,
which limits and restricts the ray of light to

the size of the aperture."

The following statement was issued by the
Western Electric Company:
"Western Electric's defense of the Stanley

Company of America in the patent infringe-
ment suit brought by the DeForest Company
has been upheld with respect to every patent
except one, in a decision handed down by
Judge Morris of the United States District

Court for the District of Delaware.

One Exception, Says Western Electric

"The one exception is the Reis patent for

the method of reproducing photographic
sound records. Western Electric announces
that an appeal has been filed on this point to

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,
third circuit, at Philadelphia.
"With regards to all of the other patents

sued upon, namely, the three DeForest pat-

ents. Judge Morris ruled that those patents,

if valid, are not infringed upon by the de-
fendant."
The Reis patents are the inventions of

Elias Reis, now deceased, and were applied

for thirteen years ago in this country. All
rights therein were acquired by Dr. DeForest.

In May, 1929, the DeForest Phonofilm and
General Talking Pictures started suit against
the Fox-Case Corporation, Powers Cinephone
and the Stanley Company, claiming infringe-

ment on recording and reproducing sound on
film patents. It was subsequently agreed to

drop the recording angle and to try the case
on the question of reproducing, which in-

volved only the Stanley Company. The West-
ern Electric Company stipulated that it was
the defendant in fact and that the Stanley
Company was a licensee.

Kentucky Exhibitor Dies
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

MADISONVILLE, KY., July 1.—Benjamin
Eskind, owner of the Kentucky theatre here,

and well known throughout the trade, died
suddenly at his home in this city.
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Speakers Stress Kindredship of

Screen and Press at Byrd Fete
Paramount Honors North and South Pole Explorer at Luncheon

Attended hy Mayor Walker, Leaders in World of Journalism

And Members of Producer-Exhibitor Company
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Kindredship of screen and press was emphasized at

the Paramount luncheon held Saturday to honor Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd
and his associates who have just returned after two years of exploration during

which they conquered the Sovith Pole regions.

At the speakers' table were seated, among others, Adolph Zukor, a leader in

the world of motion pictures and Adolph Ochs, one of the world's foremost men
in journalism, and publisher of the New York Times.

These two men, the speakers pointed out,

have preserved for posterity the record of
Admiral Byrd's expedition—Ochs through the
vivid word pictures pubHshed in the Times,
and Zukor through the extraordinary film,

"With Byrd at the South Pole."
Admiral Byrd spoke highly of the han-

Byrd Picture Gets
Five Stars from Critic
For the Erst time since using the

star system of grading pictures, Mae
Tinee, Elm critic for the Chicago
Tribune, awarded Eve stars to the
Paramount production, "With Byrd
at the South Pole." The usual num-
ber, meaning extraordinary, is four.

dling both of the word picture and the screen
picture of his two years' exploration of Little

America. Speaking of the latter, he said that
he was apprehensive for fear that the pic-
ture would be too dramatic.
"When I first viewed the picture with Presi-

dent Hoover," said the admiral, "I was happy
to see if anything it had been under-drama-
tized."

He paid high respect to Emanuel
Cohen, editor of Paramount News,
for his appreciation of picture values
which had made the picture such an
extraordinary document. Also, he
voiced his highest regard for the
Paramount cameramen, Vander Veer
and Rucker, who accompanied the
expedition and endured its hardships.

In closing his talk, Byrd again
thanked Zukor, Ochs, Mayor Walker,
who had assisted him in organizing

Mayor Jimmy
Has His Fun

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Mayor
James J. Walker, whose machine gun
retorts are internationally famous,
did not fail his audience at the
luncheon tendered by Paramount to
Rear Admiral Byrd at the Ritz Carl-
ton hotel Saturday.
Introduced by Emanuel Cohen, as

were others, as a member of the
Paramount family, the mayor replied:

"I once had a remote connection
with the motion picture industry. In
fact, the longer that connection the
more remote I became. And as I re-
call those days," he added, referring
to the time when he was general
counsel for the M P T O A duriig its

strife with Famous Players, "I was
not then a member of the Paramount
family."

the expedition, and Sam Katz, presi-

dent of Publix, who had helped
finance it and was now showing the
picture in the theatres over which he
has supervision.
Ochs described the Paramount picture as

"the most extraordinary thing ever presented

to civilization."

Addressing more than 200 members of the

Paramount Publix organization and repre-

sentatives of the press were Zukor, Ochs,
Mayor Walker, Secretary to the President
Akerson, Dr. Finley, editor of the New YorJc
Times, and Floyd Gibbons, noted war cor-

respondent whose monolog describes the

South Pole flight.

Pathe Promotes Nine
To New Positions in

Branches Over Country
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Nine new promo-
tions in the various Pathe branches through-
out the country have been announced by
Phil Reisman, general sales manager for

Pathe.
Charles Lundgren has been made sales

manager of the Chicago office. In Salt Lake
City, Floyd Heninger, transferred from the

Portland branch, becomes assistant man-
ager and head booker. El Winward, form-
erly holding Heninger's position in Salt

Lake, is now covering Idaho territory. In

Kansas City, James Lewis is covering the

city and southern Missouri, while Joe
Mazetis succeeds Lewis as office manager
and head booker.

In Memphis, Nelson T. Powers, forrner

head booker, becomes a salesman, being

succeeded by T. J. Brown, who also be-

comes office manager. John Stapleton, for-

mer cashier in Portland, is covering the

Eastern Oregon territory. Leon Abrams,
formerly assistant booker in Kansas City, is

now handling Colorado bookings out of

Denver.

Holders of Stock in

Paramount Publix on
June 6 Were 16,486
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—The number of

stockholders of June 6 in Paramount Publix

numlvered 16,486, setting a new high record

for the company. On March 7 there were

13,731 and in June, 1929, 9,855.

Joseph Santley Signs

Long Term with Pathe
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Joseph Santley, di-

rector of Pathe's "Swing High," has been

placed under a long term contract to the com-

pany by E. B. Derr, president.

East and Midwest
Liberty Exchanges
Now Established

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Rapid progress in

the establishment of Liberty Exchanges
throughout the country is being made by M.

M. H. Hoffman Adolph Pollak

H. Hoffman, organizer and president of Lib-
erty Productions Company, Ltd. These
branches, which will extend from Coast to

Coast, will distribute the Liberty "Giant 20,"

consisting of 12 "Broadway Playhouse" pic-

turizations and eight "Victory Specials."

Adolph Pollak, president of Hollywood
Pictures and a director of the Midtown Bank
of New York, will head the Liberty Exchange
in New York City, with Liberty branches in

Boston, New Haven, Buffalo, Albany, Phila-
delphia and Washington under his guidance.

During his trip to the Middlewest, from
which he has just returned, Hoffman estab-
lished exchanges in Chicago, Milwaukee and
Indianapolis.

Exhibitors Warned by
Anonymous Ads Against

Entering Chain Until—
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, July 1.—Considerable inter-

est is attached to the appearance of paid an-
nouncements in Canadian publications in

which independent exhibitors are advised
not to become affiliated with any theatre
chain until a new project is investigated.
There is no identification to the advertise-
ments other than a box number. Consider-
able gossip has ensued and the names of
Fox and Nathanson have been linked with
the mystery proposal.

Mr. Zukor and
Mr. KeUy

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July l.—Dr. Finley,
editor of the New York Times and
head of the National Geographical
Society, speaking at the luncheon
given by Paramount to Rear Admiral
Byrd, said that he had always had a
great desire to meet Adolph Zukor.

"I returned from abroad on the
same boat with Mr. Zukor," he said,

"but not until we were entering the
harbor with everyone standing at the
rail viewing the city did I think that

that desire was to be fulElled. I had
had Mr. Zukor described to me, and
I was positive that the man standing
next to me was Mr. Zukor. I turned
to him and asked, 'You are Mr.
Zukor, aren't you!'' To which the

man replied, 'My name's Kelly.'"
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Chain theatre expansion has reached the saturation point in the United States and future expansion will

be in the foreign field, a man conversant with the situation tells the Herald-World. He says the changes now
taking place will be a benefit to the ten thousand theatres independently owned.

Halt in Chain Expansion Aid to
Independent House, Says Official

Future Acquisition of Theatre
Properties Abroad, He States

Anti-Trust Charges

OfGovernmentDented

(Special to the Herald-World)

ByRadio Corporation Policies Are Undergoing Important Changes at This
Time, Says Executive Conversant with Situation

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—The policies of producers- distributors in pur-

chasing and building theatres, it is learned, are undergoing vast changes.
A man conversant with the situation, who has been closely associated with

this phase of motion pictures, is of the opinion that the changes which he sees

taking place will be beneficial to the 10,000 independently owned houses of

the country.

NEW YORK, July 1.—In answer to

charges by the government, made in bringing

suit against the Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica in Delaware for alleged violation of the

Sherman anti-trust act, the Radio corpora-

tion denies that "it has—done anything of

which the government should complain, _ but,

on the contrary, what was done in obtaining

rights under patents of others was necessary

for and has resulted in the establishment of

modern radio, which could not otherwise

have been lawfully established, nor brought

to its present efficient position."

Sam Taylor and Murphy
Cleared in the $2,300,000
Suit Against Harold Lloyd

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 1.—New develop-

ments today in the $2,300,000 suit against

Harold Lloyd brought by Mrs. H. C. Witwer,
widow of the author, were the dismissal of

Sam Taylor and John L. Murphy as defend-

ants. The judge of the federal court dis-

missed Mrs. Witwer's case against them
shortly after the plaintiff closed her case. A
motion had been made that evidence pre-

sented had been insufficient as to both Taylor

and Murphy.
Lloyd is attempting to show in his defense

that business used in "The Freshman," which

the plaintiff charges was lifted from a Wit-

wer story, had been used several times in

pictures previously made by Lloyd. The de-

fense has just begun its case and the trial is

expected to continue for the next two weeks.

Joseph Schenck, Star of

Popular Vaudeville Duo
Of Van and Schenck, Dies

(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, July 1.—Joseph Schenck, who,
with his friend, Gus Van, made a name for

themselves on the vaudeville stage, being

known as "Van and Schenck," died suddenly

from heart trouble in his hotel here. The
night before he died he sang, as usual, to a

packed house.
They began singing when they were con-

nected with Brooklyn street cars, and from
there they went to Broadway via Coney
Island. They had been in association for 18

years.

James Ryan Leaves Fox
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 1.—James Ryan has

left the employ of Fox following four years

of service. He has been a production execu-

tive for the past year, prior to which time he

was costume director.

The Herald-World informant explains the
present situation briefly

:

Chain theatre expansion has
reached the saturation point in this

country. Additional activity in this

direction will be undertaken by some
of the circuits, but this will be mini-
mized in comparison with past ac-
quisitions. Future expansion will be
in the foreign £eld.

The rapid expansion of the past,

according to this executive, has been
due to the close association between
distribution departments and direc-

tors of theatre operation. The enor-
mous values of theatre properties, he
says, have made this impractical.
Therefore, a new order of things has
developed.

This man holds that because of past poli-

cies many cities have become overseated. To
cite an example, he says that there is not a

locality in the New York area which is not
confronted by this problem.

Through rapid expansion, both in acquisi-

tion and in building, he says, many theatres

today will show a loss at prevailing admis-
sion prices, even if packed to the doors.

Pressure by distribution departments in

the past for representation in certain locali-

ties prompted the theatre divisions of com-

panies to purchase theatre sites on which
construction has not started and undoubtedly
never will.

And as this executive explained it, in the
past it was a question of distribution repre-
sentation as against theatre operation profit.

Today, this situation is changed, he says.

New Tariff Will Not
RetardForeign Trade,

SaysSecretaryLamont
(Special from Department of Conimerce)

WASHINGTON, July 1.—Secretary of

Commerce Lamont, in speaking of the new
tariff regulations which have recently gone
into effect, says that in his opinion the new
tariff law will not retard the growth of

American foreign trade. The United States

will continue to buy from and sell to the

nations of the world quantities of products.
Our great and growing buying power enables
our people to steadily expand their purchases
from foreign countries.

Associated Publicists Open
HOLLYWOOD.—Bill Henry, Bill Wise and Milton

Watt have opened publicity at Tec Art.

Federal Grand Jury Getting Charges

Of Unfair Protection to N. J. Chains
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Exhibitors around the country will watch with interest

the developments in the decision of the M P T O of New Jersey that its new offi-

cers lay before the federal grand jury its charges of unreasonable protection grant-

ed to circuits by the distributors. Other resolutions passed at the eleventh annual

convention call for a protest against any elimination of the 10 per cent rejection

clause in contracts, demand extension of release time under the new contracts, and
exhibition of pictures under a guarantee and percentage system.

Sidney Samuelson is getting acquainted with his duties as president and Allied

States director. Peter Adams and Sam Warlbalow are the new vice presidents,

Frank Warren was named treasurer, Henry Nelson secretary, and Thornton Kelly

alternate Allied director.

Joseph M. Seider, whose experience particularly in legislative matters has stood

the organization in good stead during his years as president, and Leon Rosenblatt,

retiring secretary, are cherishing the loving cups presented to them at the meeting

at the Traymore hotel in Atlantic City.
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Studio and Field Forces Pool Suggestions

For Greater Tiffany Production Plans

Grant L. Cook
Vice President

Oscar R. Hanson
Sales Manager

Carl J. Goe
Assistant Sales Manager

Arthur A. Lee
Foreign Manager

CLOSE cooperation between producing
forces and the selling staff in the field

in the shaping of the season's studio schedule

and output is the new note in the Tiffany
organization that is playing an important part

in the final shaping of the program for next
season. With that end in view, and with the

knowledge of exhibitor and public preference

in pictures, as brought out at the Chicago
convention. Tiffany executives now are mak-
ing the final arrangements for the coming
season.

The effect of this get-together of Phil

Goldstone, production chief in Hollywood,
with the sales leaders to solve the problem of

placing before the exhibitor the kind of pic-

tures that the public will want, as reflected

by the distributing forces' opinions, has its

effect all along the line in the plans of Tiffany
for the coming year.

For one thing, the decision to work out the

production schedule at the round table is a
factor in selecting stories for the more am-
bitious pictures of the new program. Exer-
cising of options on stories awaited the
outcome of the conference, and now the com-
pany's leaders are going ahead, armed with
the knowledge of what the salesmen know
will be most acceptable to the audiences. Six
of the 26 features are to be of the great pic-

ture classification, predicated upon the new
L. A. Young
President

responsibility placed upon the producing staff

by the caliber and success of "Journey's End."
The stories for those six are being chosen
from a number on which options had been
taken.

It is expected that there will be a dozen
Westerns, with a view to meeting the wants
of exhibitors particularly in the Middlewest
and South, it was stated.

In the short product field also. Tiffany's

plans take on added importance with an elab-

orate program calling for production of fifty

shorts in one and two reels. Included in this

list of half a hundred short features will be
the following:

26 Voice of Hollywood.
6 Tiffany Chimps.
6 Musical Fantasies.
6 Star comedies.
6 Additional comedies still to be

announced.
No silent prints will be made by Tiffany

this year, it was stated, but the sound will be
on both film and disc.

In line with the move noted in the an-
nouncements of several companies that a part

of their program will be directed toward at-

tracting children to the theatre. Tiffany calls

attention to the Tiffany Chimps series, in

which chimpanzees and monkeys go through
a variety of comedy subjects.

Charles M. Steele

Comptroller
H. William Fitelson

General Attorney
A. L. Selig

Publicity

Sterling H. Wilson
Contract Head
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Here's Milliken's

Rebuttal on Films

Shown at Beloit

Name of Picture

Namber
of Recommendations

Adults Family

Anna Christie — 9

Arizona Kid - 1

Aviator, The 1
?

Be Yourself — 4 2

Bean Bandit — - '^

Behind the Makeup 1

Big News 3 1

Biff Party -- 3

Bishop Murder Case, The 9 2

Broadway - 4

Burning Up .— - 2 7

Call of the West Not Reviewed

Cameo Kirby _ 6 1

Caught Short 1

Chasing Rainbows 6

Condemned 8

Courtin' Wildcats
Dance of Life 6

Dangerous Paradise 2

Dangerous Curves 3

Darkened Rooms 2

Devil May Care.— 4

Disraeli - 6

Drake Case, The - 7

Dynamite 6

Embarrassing Moments
Fast Company
Fighting Legion
Flight - 4

Four Feathers 3

Framed _ 3

Free and Easy 1

Frozen Justice - 3

General Crack 5

Girl from Havana. 4

Girl of the Port— 5

Girl Said No, The 5

Glorifying the American Girl.... 3

Golden Calf 4

Gold Diggers of Broadway 6

Grand Parade 5

Great Gabbo -
Greene Murder Case - 3

Half Marriage _ 3

Halfway to Heaven. _ 1

Happy Days - 1

Harmoiy' at Home 1

Hearts in Exile - 3

High Society Blues
Hit the Deck 3

His First Command _ 1

Hollywood Revue 5

Honey —
Hot for Paris 4

Hlusion .— - ~. 4

In Gay Madrid _

In the Headlines 2

Is Everybody Happy
Isle of Escape 1

Isle of Lost Ships -. ..

It's a Great Life _

Kibitzer .....— -

King of Kings.—
Lady Lies - 2
Lady to Love - 7

Laughing Lady ~ 6

Let's Go Places 5

Live Ghosts 1

Locked Door _ 8

Lone Star Ranger.—
Long, Long Trail -. 2

Lord Byron of Broadway 6

Lost Zeppelin
Love Doctor 4
Love, Live and Laugh 2

Love Parade _ 8

Lucky in Love _ — 1

Lucky Larkin _ 1

Man Hunter - 1

Marriage Playground 7

Men Without Women 5

Mexicali Rose _ 1

Mighty, The 7 1

Mississippi Gambler 5

Montana Moon _ 8 1

Mounted Stranger 1 4

Murder on the Roof.— 4

Navy Blues 1 2

New York Nights _ 3

Night Parade 4 1

No, No, Nanette 3 3

Not So Dumb 3 4

Officer O'Brien - 6

Only the Brave 10

On the Border...- 2

Parade of West.— 2

Party Girl — Not Recommended ....

Pirates of Panama (serial) 1

Playing Around _. 2 1

Pointed Heels - 3

Putting on the Ritz - 2 2

Racketeer _ 5

Redemption Not Reviewed
Return of Sherlock Holmes 4

Rio Rita 3 6

Milliken Provides Ammunition
Against Editor's Wild Charges

Only One of 150 Pictures Shown at Beloit, Wis., in Six Months

Was Not Recommended by Almost a Dozen Civic Groups, is

Reply to Tirade in Newspaper—^Calls for Cooperation
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Exhibitors who have seen their local newspaper
editors make unwarranted attacks upon the quality of motion pictures shown
but who have been forced to let the charges go unchallenged for lack of data

will find ammunition in the answer of Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the

M P P D A, to M. H. Dobson, editor of the Daily News at Beloit, Wis., in

rebuttal of editorial blasts that "the movies are rotten—ripe for a cleanup."

Milliken, in a survey of the 150 features are waiting for his new reform code to be
that played at Beloit theatres in the six
months ended May 31, showed that 147 of
them had been recommended by responsible
national and local groups "representing
religious, social, civic, educational and cul-
tural forces interested in motion pictures,"
two pictures were not reviewed, and one
was not recommended. One hundred of
the 150 were recommended for family pat-
ronage and 47 for adults.

Quotes Editorial Tirades

Likewise, to the editor's attack on block
booking Milliken pointed out that the one
picture which was not recommended had
been sold singly and had not been produced
by a member of the M P P D A.

Milliken first quoted the three editorial
tirades, as follows:

MAY 2—"The Movies Are Rotten-Ripe
for a Clean-Up At their worst the
pictures are vulgar and debasing; at their
best they fall short of the splendid possi-
bilities of the intelligent screen production.
.... Unless the moguls of the film indus-
try go through more than mere gestures of
voluntary reform they invite a reign of
more general censorship, against which
they have so piteously protested Will
Hays should go to work. In the language
of the movies he's talking a lot of 'hooey'
through his hat. Lovers of clean movies

Number
of Recommendations

Name of Picture Adults Family

Roadhonse Nights 5

Roaring Ranch _ 3

Romance of Rio Grande 8

Sailor's Holiday 1 1

Sally - 6

Sap, The 3 1

Saturday Nigrht Kid 2 3

Senor Americano 1 4

Seven Faces - 2 5

Seven Keys to Baldpate 7

Shanghai Lady _ 1

She Couldn't Say No 3

Ship from Shanghai, The 5 1

Showboat 2

Show of Shows 2 2

Side Street 3 3

Sky Hawk ..._ 2 7

Slightly Scarlet ._ 7

So Long Letty 1 1

Song of the West 2 2

Son of the Gods 2 4

South Sea Rose 4

Street Girl _ 4 6

Street of Chance 8

Sunny Side Up 3 2

Sweetie ~ - 1
'^

Taming of the Shrew.. 1 9

Tarzan the Tiger (serial)
J

They Learned About Women 5 1

This Mad World - 5

Tiger Rose 4

Trailing Trouble 4

Trespasser _ 8

Under a Texas Moon 3 1

Vagabond King 1 ^^
Vagabond Lover -. "

Vengeance 3 --.

Viking, The _
?

Virginian, The _ 3 5

Wagon Master, The 1
'

-.S
Welcome Danger l^

Why Bring That Up *

Woman Racket, The 5

Woman Trap 3

interpreted on the screen.

Editor Hits Block Booking
MAY 15—" The hat through which

Mr. Hays blows his hooey does not serve
as an adequate filter for much deleterious
stuflf that needs to be eliminated by the pic-

ture producers, and that if not eliminated
may lead to spread of censorship."
MAY 24—"When protests have been

made against certain types of pictures, the
common reply of the producers has been
that they are giving the people what they
want. But in the hands of a movie monop-
oly, the blind and block booking system
gives the producers the power pretty largely
to be dictators of what the public is sup-
posed to want, and to ram what it thinks
the public should want down the throats of
exhibitors and patrons."

Milliken, in his reply, after pointing out
the verdict of the responsible groups on the
150 productions, declared:

"It is quite natural tor one grain
of sand in one's eye to obscure all

the beauty of the surrounding lands-
cape, just as one bad motion picture
will obscure the good ones, yet the
list .... shows that only one pic-
ture in the 150 exhibited in six
months in Beloit could reasonably be
criticized from the standpoint of
morals, if we are to accept the im-
partial judgment of nearly a dozen
national and local groups interested
in civic welfare. Such a record, we
believe you will agree, is not deserv-
ing of the editorial classiBcation you
have given it.

"You might possibly be interested in in-

quiring locally to find out if these worth-
while pictures are faring well and, if not,

whether those who are inclined to criticize

are using any energy in support of the bet-
ter type. It is not encouraging to producers
and exhibitors to have their efforts toward
better pictures scantily appreciated. You
should know also that one of the very finest

pictures in the enclosed list has had more
rejections by exhibitors under the 10 per
cent rejection clause of their contracts than
any other picture issued within the last two
years, notwithstanding it is of the highest
type and has been universally commended.
Exhibitors are not altogether to blame for

rejecting this splendid picture in preference
to some of the frothier type if those de-

manding 'better pictures' do not become
interested in supporting them."

RCA'Victor Plans to Add
About 7,000 Employes to

Its Payroll This Month
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—The unempbj'ment
situation will be somewhat relieved, judging
from the plans made by the RCA-Victor cor-

poration, which will add about 7,000 employes
to its payroll this month of July.
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Whafs Major Pease Think of B. O.

Of ''All Quiet'\ Writer Asks
Article in The Nation Calls Attention to Technical Release Report of Or-

ganization, '^Appropriately Colored Blue"

WHEN Major Pease sees thousands of persons flocking to see "All Quiet

on the Western Front," what must he think of human nature? That's

what a writer in the current issue of The Nation asks, in commenting
upon the tirade of the self-styled Hollywood Technical Directors' Institute

and its president. Major Frank Pease, in a campaign to bar this war picture

and Dr. Sergei Eisenstein, Russian director, from this country on a charge of

spreading pacifistic propaganda.

THE writer in The Nation calls attention

also to the Technical Release Report on
pictures, from the same organization, noting
that it is "appropriately colored blue" and
"looks like a three months' laundry bill,"

rating each picture for 34 qualities and 174
subqualities.

To Arms, Citizens!

Under the heading "Zero for 'All Quiet,'
"

the article is as follows:
"Aux amies, citoyens! The foundations of

society are threatened again, but the gods
be praised, the Hollywood Technical Direc-
tors' Institute stands between us and
destruction. Major Frank Pease, president
of the institute (at the moment we have no
means of knowing whether there are any
other members), has sent the following tele-

gram to, among others, the president of

the United States, the attorney general, the
secretaries of War and the Navy, of com-
merce and the treasury, the governors of all

our states, and to foreign governments,
'especially to their military offices'—also to

the heads of national organizations and
editors:
Here The Nation quotes the message

which was sent to President Hoover by the
organization. The text of that telegram
was printed in last week's issue of the
Herald-World.
"Major Pease, not sure that he has made

his point clear, supplements this wire by a
circular which we have been fortunate
enough to receive," the writer goes on.
"He recommends this 'vile film' to every-
one's 'active hostility and deepest scorn.'

'Its evil aim,' he finds, 'is straight upon the

military establishments of the whole civil-

ized world. Its powers for subversive dam-
age transcend all national boundaries.' He
finds that it is even 'against the established

order and the status quo.'

205 Things to Be Rated

"Even more interesting, perhaps, are the

thoroughly admirable methods Major Pease's

Hollywood Technical Directors' Institute

has elaborated of passing on the merits of

the talkies. We regret that we cannot re-

produce here a photostatic copy of the

Technical Release Report. The document,
appropriately colored blue, looks at first

glance like a three months' laundry bill,

running by actual measurement 2 feet, 5fi
inches from top to bottom. It rates each
picture for 34 qualities and 171 subqualities.

There are five grades: excellent, good, fair,

poor, and bad.
" 'All Quiet' has a hole punched under

'bad' in respect of scenario, direction, dic-

tion, dialect, plausibility of plot, of situa-

tions, of characterizations, of backgrounds,
of dramatic logic, interpretation of death,
treatment of blasphemy and the Ten Com-
mandments, marriage, civilized conventions
of sex, and the double-entendre. We regret
to inform our readers, also, that the refer-

ences to heads of governments are marked
bad; the picture is unfit morally, seems also

to violate military eitquette, and does not
even reach as high as poor on one quality.

When Major Pease sees thousands of
people crowding to see it, what must he
think of human nature?"

Claim New Invention

By N. Y. Engineer Puts

SoundAhead 10 Years
A tone compensator, invented by Julius

Aceves, a New York consulting engineer who
for many years has been assistant to Prof.

M. I. Pupin of Columbia University, was
demonstrated for the first time at the meeting

June 4 of the Radio Club of America at the

Atlantic City Radio Trade Show. According

to Louis G. Pacent, the new tone compensator

will advance the art of sound picture record-

ing and reproduction by ten years. The
Pacent company has acquired entire rights to

the invention.

It is stated that the invention has important

application in the matter of radio broadcast-

ing, radio receivers, phonographs, but prob-

ably the most far reaching of all in talking

picture work, where it has brought about a

marked development in the method of "mix-
ing" or controlling input in recording sound
pictures through cutting down or building up
certain frequencies and eliminating stray

noise in the interest of naturalness.

Western Electric Gets
Government Order to

Equip 68 Hospitals
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—A government con-

tract for the installation of talking equipment
in 68 veterans hospitals has just been placed

with Electrical Research Products, Inc., by
the Veterans Bureau through General Frank
T. Hines, director. The order calls for port-

able and permanent sound equipment.

RKO Uses New Land Tract
For ''Half Shot at Sunrise"

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July L—RKO is using
its recently acquired San Fernando property
for locations on "Half Shot at Sunrise." Ap-
proximately 1,500 extras are working for three

days imder the direction of Paul Sloane.
Wheeler and Woolsey are featured.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending June 28

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—The business world is rapidly ad-
justing itself to the stock market condition of the first half of
this year, say finanical leaders, and September is seen as the

point for an upturn. The Guaranty Trust company's Survey

NEW YORK STOCK

American Seating _ „

Bninawick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film „

Do. pfd.
Eagtman Kodak

Do. pfd _ _ _

Fox Film "A" _.

Do. pfd. „
Gen. Theatre Equipment
Keith Albee Orpheum„

Do. pfd _ _.

Loew's, Inc _ _
Do. pfd. WW.
Do. pfd. xw ,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd
Paramount
Pathe Exchange „ ,

Do. "A" -

Radio Corporation _
Do. pfd. "A" - _
Do. pfd. "B" -

Radio Keith Orpheum— ,

Shubert Theatres
Stanley Company _.,

Univerflnl Pic. Iftt pfd.

Victor Talking Machine prl. pf

MARKET
Sales

""5^700

6,300
1,200

40,600
10

20,800

19,200
100

67,100
400

2,800
200

71,600
9.300
5,700

720,400

800
23«,600

6,200
20
25

High

"15%
19%
2014
195%
I2814
4iy8

32%
101

67%
100%
94
25%
56%
i%
8%
36%

Low Close

14 HVs
17 17%
ISVz 19
178 193
I2814 128%
38% 40 '/a

301^ 32%
101 101

58 62%
98 100
90 93%
25 25%
51% 55
3% 4
7 7%

32y2 3414

77% 70%
27%

77%
SIVr 29
14% 12% 12%
62 61 62
65 65 66

looks to a settling down for the summer. Among the most ac-
tive stocks of last week, General Electric was up V/i, Warner
Brothers Pictures A, 1 1^, Radio, down %, and RKO down ^.

Fluctuations for the past week are as follows

:

Warner Brothers A...

Do. pfd „

Sales
562,600

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
- 20Balaban & Katz pfd.

Do. pfd _ „ _ „ _.

Gen. Theatre, Inc _ 3,700
Marks Brothers cvt. p
Morgan Litho _ 13,800

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures 400

Do. vte 200
Consolidated Film Ind
Cons. Theatre _
Educational Pictures pfd 100
Film Insp. Mch „ „
Fox Theatres A 12,100
International Projector

Do. new „ „ _
Loew's, rts _ _ „ 200

Do. war _ _ 2,800
National Screen 1,000
National Theatre Supply.^
Sentry Safety _ 3,000
Technicolor, Inc _ 23.200
Trans-Lux .._ _ 1,900
Universal Pictures

High
44%

90

"33

35
35

19%
9'%

30
9%

4%
40%
8%

Low
38%

30

"7%

33
34

19%
"8%

30
8

30

25%
7%

Close
40%

90

"32%
"8'%

35
35

19%

"1%

30
8%,
30%

"~ivi
31
8%
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Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

A charming study of Universal's

lovely star, Jeannette Loff, above,

while below is Barte-Hill, young
baritone of the Chicago Civic

Opera company.

Looked almost as serious then as he does

now, didn't he? At this time, when he was
only three years old, he was probably won-
dering what he was going to do when he
got big. Who? Why, M G M's Buster

Keaton,

We know you won't believe us when we tell

you who this gracious dowager is, but—it is

Vivienne Segal, lovely Warner Brothers act-

ress, who plays her first character role in

Warner Brothers forthcoming talking film

called, "Viennese Nights."

What a dainty little damosel, garnished with a garland of posies,

and two "men o' war" ready to battle for her (it looks as though
the one on the right was already ready). However, we'll tell you
no more than that they are Joseph Cawthome, Robert Woolsey

and Bert Wheeler, appearing in Radio Pictures' "Dixiana."

Sittin' on the stars might be the proper title for this picture, and
Joan Peers and Joe Cook look happy enough to have that a fact.

They appear in Columbia's forthcoming picture, "Rain or Shine,"

which was adapted by James Gleason and Maurice Marks. Frank
Capra directs it.

d
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Two members of Pathe's foreign department receive a welcome to Culver City.

In the group, from left to right are Reginald Smith, managing director of Pathe's

London branch; Ricardo Cortez, feature player; Helen Twelvetrees, of "Swing
High" fame; Tay Garnett, director; H. E. J. Spearman, European representative for

Pathe, and Tom Buckingham, scenarist.

Here are the Sisters G—we don't know whether
they are twins or not, but they certainly look it

—who will high step through Warner Brothers'

"Recaptured Love," which will feature Belle Ben-
nett and John Haliday.

Warriors of the Nandi, being lectured by their chief, who tells them "that no
Nandi has ever retreated before the lion. Our fathers fought him, and we can
also." And thus the warriors arc urged on to their battle with the king of beasts—not to do so would be a disgrace—in the picture called "Ubangi" which Colum-

bia Pictures is producing. Rather up-to-date dress, we should say.

He probably is able to roll a cigaret

with one hand, and split bullets on
razor blades with the other. Walter
Huston appears in Warner's "The

Bad Man."

Petite Sally Eilers, who recently be-
came the bride of Hoot Gibson. She
will be seen soon in Norma Shear-
er's newest starring M G M picture

which is "Let Us Be Gay."

Here we have "Cappy" and "Dobie" Carey, child-

ren of Harry Carey, with their dad and Riano, the

Masai warrior who played with Carey in M G M's
picturization of "Trader Horn," which was directed

by W. S. Van Dyke.
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TAis IS the general tentative plan drafted

for the huge development announced by
John D. Rockefeller and RCA in New

York.

Harley L. Clarke Adds
To List of Titles; Is

Central Trust Director
Harley L. Clarke, president of the Fox

Films, has been elected a director of the Cen-
tral Trust company of Chicago. This adds
another title to the already imposing list which
he now has. He is also president of the Util-

ities Power and Light corporation, and his in-

fluence in this field extends to England where
this company controls the Greater London and
Counties, Ltd., which furnishes power and
light to 95 cities and towns in Great Britain.

«Suburban Night" Plan
Of Equity President for

Commutor Theatregoers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—In a letter to all

legitimate theatrical producing managers of

New York, Frank Gillmore, president of the

Actors' Equity Association, urged the crea-

tion of "Suburban Night" each week as an
inducement for commuters to attend plays.

He suggests that the curtains rise at seven

or seven-fifteen and ring down by nine-thirty,

thus enabliag those who live in the suburbs

to reach home at a reasonable hour.

F. G. Nixon-Nirdlinger
Badly Hurt in Auto
Crash in Atlantic City

(Special to the Herald-V/orld)

ATLANTIC CITY, July 1.—Fred G. Nix-
on-Nirdlinger, prominent in theatrical circles

in Philadelphia, where he is the owner of

about a dozen motion picture theatres, and is

also largely interested in legitimate theatrical

ventures in Atlantic City, was seriously in-

jured in an automobile accident on June 26th.

Premier Contracts Entire

Johnson 1930-31 Product
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July L—Nat Steinberg and
Barney Rosenthal, executives of Premier
Pictures Corporation, St. Louis, after one
week in New York, have closed contracts for

the entire 1930-31 programs sponsored by W.
Ray Johnston.

Capital Ruling Does NotAffect
Exhibitor-Distributor Contract

Damages of $27,270 Awarded Film Exchange Against Quality

Pictures by Arbitration Tribunal, But Non-Delivery Is Covered

By Decision Against William Notes Last November
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Contracts between exhibitor and distributor are not

affected by the decision of an Arbitration Tribunal last week in which $27,270.50

damages was awarded to Capital Film Exchange, a distributor, in its suit

against Quality Pictures Corporation, producing company, for failure to deliver

eight of twelve pictures contracted for.

While this award, made by an Arbitration Tribunal consisting of Major
Edward Bowes, Gabriel Hess and Leo Brecher, was said to be the first of its

kind and established a precedent, it has no bearing on non-delivery by distrib-

utor to exhibitor. That point was settled last November in the suit of William
Notes, exhibitor-owner of the Criterion and Empress theatres at Washington,
D. C, against RKO distributor.

The ruling in the Capital vs Quality suit,

made June 25, automatically becomes a
Supreme Court decision. In this case,
argued by Louis Nizer for the Capital Film
Exchange and Harry G. Kosch for Quality
Distributing Corp., the plaintiff was able to
prove definite losses in profit and overhead
sustained through the defendant's failure to
deliver. The contract between the two con-
tained no provision whereby failure to make
a picture contracted for, released the pro-
ducer from all obligation.

Covered in Standard Contract
Such a clause, however, is included in the

Standard Exhibition Contract under Article
Two, Sub. (b), and its validity has been
clearly supported in the decision against an
exhibitor in the William Notes case in

November, 1929. Notes had brought action
against RKO for damages sustained on
account of the defendant's failure to deliver
six pictures contracted for in a standard
form contract.

The six men composing the Arbitration
Tribunal in the Notes case were deadlocked
and called in Charles W. Darr to act as
Umpire. Louis Nizer, who represented
Capital Film Exchange in the recent case,
was attorney for R K O in the Notes case.

The Decision
In his decision rendered at Washington

on November 22, 1929, the Honorable
Charles W. Darr said " The Umpire
will take judicial notice of the dangers and
uncertainties involved in the production of
photoplays, and if the producing company
does not protect itself against such dangers
and hazards, it would be futile for it to
attempt to enter into any contract with
anyone, under any circumstances, if its fail-

ure to actually produce pictures in accord-
ance with its schedule would make it liable
for damages to the exhibitor."

Whatever changes may be introduced at

the 5-S-5 conference, it is certain that the
producers will permit no tampering with the

Second Paragraph, Subdivision (b), which
is their protection against such suits for

non-delivery.
In the case of Capital Film Exchange

against Quality, the distributor was able to

show actual and tangible loss of rental and
definite expenses incurred. An exhibitor,

however, could never establish the box-
office value of an unproduced picture.

Warner to Produce
Industrial Films
For Their Theatres

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Warner Brothers
has announced the intended production of in-

dustrial and commercial pictures with an en-
tertaining and educational value, to be shown
in their theatres as part of the regular pro-
gram. They will be produced by the recently

created industrial and commercial department
of Warner Brothers under the direction of
A. Pam Blumenthal.
The pictures will be one-reel features, and

talent will be selected for the making of these
pictures just as it is selected for the making
of pictures whose entire appeal is their songs
and story.

Producing activities will center in the War-
ner studios in Brooklyn, and the fleet of
portable trucks will supplement the studio
activity by making pictures anywhere.

Sono Art Moves Offices

To Paramount Building
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEVy YORK, July 1.—Sono Art-World
Wide is moving its offices from the Leavitt
Building, 130 West 46th street, to quarters in

the Paramount building.

Charles Rogers Signs Contract to Make
Four Super-Specials Per Year forRKO

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Charles R. Rogers, independent producer, has signed a
contract with Radio-Keith-Orpheum to produce four super-specials a year for the
company, according to an announcement by Hiram S. Brown, president. These
productions are to be distributed through all the houses of RKO and are also
to be given worldlwide distribution by Radio Pictures.

This marks the return of Rogers to £lm production, after his inactivity since
he had disposed of his interests in such stars as Corinne Griffith, and Ken Maynard,
and also his interests in Ashers, Small and Rogers, a producing-distributing cor-

poration in the independent field.

Rogers will return to Hollywood in the early future to carry out his production
plans. He is now negotiating with stars.
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Shades of Old Screen Days Return

But TheyWe Talking Qhosts!
And "The Birth of a Nation^ Will Be Ready in Fortnight as First of Ten

In Triangle Revival

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July L—The parade of screen memories is on! Ten si-

lent pictures, some of them conceded among the greatest of all time

and each directed by David Wark Griffith, are on the way back, desert-

ing the ranks of the ghosts of the projection room and talking out loud, some-
thing that is not being done in the best regulated ghost-families. "The Birth

of a Nation" is in production again.

D. W. Griffith

"IX/ITH this revival of the long ago, and the
» » not so long ago, the old Triangle Film
Corporation returns to action, with Harry E.
Aitken as president,

W. H. Kemble, vice

president and general
manager ; Roy Ait-

ken, director ; Camp-
bell MacCulloch, in

charge of production

;

Hex Wray of Phila-
delphia, secretary-
treasurer; Charles J.

McDonough, assistant

secretary - treasurer;

F. Heath Cobb, in

charge of exploitation

and advertising;
Stewart Jackson, in

charge of publicity

;

Louis Gottschalk in

charge of the sound music, and Robert Wray
as sound technician.

Griffith is personally in charge of the prolog

end epilog which are to be in dialog and new.

"The Birth of a Nation" is expected to be

ready for release in about three weeks and

the company states that all ten may go through

United Artists.

"Mickey" to Be Next

After "The Birth of a Nation" will come
"Mickey," the late Mabel Normand's box
office success of the old days, with Nancy
Welford of the stage in the leading role.

Then "Intolerance," and next "Broken Blos-

soms," with Richard Barthelmess probably

starring through arrangement with First Na-
tional. In succession then will be released "Or-
phans of the Storm," "Way Down East,"

"Dream Street." "The Idol Dancer," "The
White Rose," "The Love Flower," and "One
Exciting Night."
Ten of the stars of the original "The Birth

of a Nation" cast met last week at a reunion
as guests of the Los Angeles Breakfast Club
and included Mae Marsh, Mary Alden, Henry
B. Walthall, Donald Crisp, Spottiswood Aiken,

Joseph Hennaberry, Walter Long, Ralph
Lewis, Thomas Wilson and Elmer Clifton.

Struss Again at Camera
The camera work for the new picture is be-

ing headed by Karl Struss, who won the gold
medal last year from the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences and who helped
film the original shots in 1914. Bert Sutch is

assistant director in the revision and Edward
Seward, head electrician.

In the prolog, which is being acted person-
ally by Griffith and Walter Huston, three chil-

dren, Byron Sage, Betsy Heisler and Down
O'Day, appear in some of the sequences which
explain the origin of the idea of the picture

and the real birth of the Ku Klux Klan.

Henry Promoted to Head
Fox N.E. Theatre Service

r^trr,„l to llm Herat,I-Wrr^n

NEW YORK, July 1.—Kenneth Henry,
assistant manager of the Fox theatres at

Worcester, Mass., has been promoted to chief

of service for all the Fox New England
houses, in the series of promotions and trans-

fers which are being made by Herschel Stu-

art. Other changes include J. Brassil, chief

usher at the Fox Poll theatre in New Haven
to the assistant managership at Worcester;
Sam Shuboff, assistant manager at the Fox-
Poli Palace in Hartford to assistant manager
of the Fox-Poli Capitol in Hartford.
Al Mortinson, doorman at the Palace, has

been made assistant manager of the house,
and George French of the Capitol theatre in

Hartford to assistant manager of the Fox-
Poli theatre in Springfield, Mass.

''Hallelujah" Sets

Greenville Record
At One Time Show

CSfiecinl to the Herald-World)

GREENVILLE, MISS, July 1.—"The col-

ored entrance to the Saenger theatre was
almost wrecked last night when a crowd
seeking tickets for the midnight showing of

the King Vidor picture, "Hallelujah," swarmed
the box office in an effort to gain admission
for the one show advertised," says the Dem-
ocrat.

'

"Long before the appointed hour of 11

o'clock for the show to start, the street and
sidewalk were filled and a squad of half a
dozen policemen were unable to hold back the

rush, in which 716 secured tickets for the

show after clothes were torn, one woman
fainted and others were slightly bruised or
scratched in the rush.

"The entire balcony and gallery were turned
over to the colored patrons, while on the
lower floor 400 white people witnessed the
picture, the most interesting picture on the
life of the Southern Negro that was ever
presented here. The cast is 100 per cent col-

ored and some of the scenes were Delta cot-
ton fields. The only town mentioned during
the entire picture is 'Greenville.' Manager
Burgum said that in his many years con-
nected with theatre work in Pittsburgh, Des
Moines and Greenville he had never seen such
a scramble as took place last night. No book-
ing on 'Hallelujah,' other than last night's
performance, has been announced, but Mr.
Burgum hopes to get the picture for a mat-
inee and evening showing soon."

Atlanta Paramount Opens
Again July 4 in New Dress

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, GA., July 1.—The Paramount
theatre here is to reopen July 4 after having
been closed to permit builders, decorators,
electricians, acoustical experts and others to
make over the interior. With $100,000 bud-
geted for the changes in the theatre, Atlantans
are going to find practically a new place of en-
tertainment.

Far-reaching changes are being made in the
lobby, with the downstairs lounge greatly en-
larged. There will be new conveniences in

the form of smoking and rest rooms for both
men and women. And the theatre will be
equipped throughout with new chairs, of a de-
sign recently put upon the market.

Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt of New
York sent the above letter to the home
office of Tiffany Productions after view-
ing "Journey's End^' at the executive

mansion in Albany.

Pittaluga Society
Celebrates Opening

Of New Cines Studio
(Special to the Herald-World)

ROME, July 1.—Recently, Mr. S. Pittaluga,
president of the Pittaluga Society, celebrated
the opening of his new studio here called

"Cines." Among those present at the exercises
were S. E. Bottai, minister of corporations,
the deputy Pierantoni, and many representa-
tives of the motion picture industry and the
press.

The Cines studio will be used in the pro-
duction of talking pictures, and in speaking
about his first plans, Pittaluga mentioned a
picture entitled "Eleven Mothers and Eleven
Small Beds," in which picture Spadaro will

have the leading role.

In Naples, "Any Film" has begun the pro-
ductions of two new films. One is entitled

"Zappatore," and for this. Miss Jeana Oldji, a
promising young Rumania actress is being con-
sidered for the leading role. The first is to be
directed 'by Gustavo Serena and the second
picture, as yet untitled, by the engineer Fizz-
arotti.

Excavation Starting for

Warner Nashville House
(Special to the Herald-World)

NASHVILLE, July 1.—Excavation is start-

ing for the new Warner Brothers theatre and
12-story office building. Joseph W. Holman,
of Marr & Holman, architects, has just re-

turned from New York, where he signed a
contract with Warner Brothers for Marr &
Holman to do all the architectural work in

connection with the building, which he says
will be erected at a cost of $1,500,000.

Actual construction on the building will be-
gin about October 1, Holman said. The design
of the new theatre and office building will be
Venetian, with the lighting effects concealed.

A seating capacity of 3,000 is planned, and the

stage will be of sufficient size to play any type

of theatre production. The theatre is to open
Aug. 1, 1931.

Plain City Houses Merge
(Special to the Herald-World)

PLAIN CITY, O., July 1.—The Princess

and the Rialto theatres have merged. The
merger was brought about by H. C. Robey,
who when manager of the Princess organized

the Plain City Theatre Co. and bought the

Rialto. The Princess will be closed and the

Rialto will be remodeled. Sound installation

will be rushed.
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German Industry's Fate Hinges Upon Patents
Berlin Joint Conference May Clear Stagnation of Past Year with Its Slow Wiring of Theatres

THE delay in settling the patent contro-

versy between German and American
electrical concerns is having a stagnating
effect upon film conditions in Germany. Ob-
viously, the German industry is falling far

behind world progress in sound-film develop-
ments, and, as a consequence, silent and sound
film exhibitor demands are so disproportionate,

that market conditions are in a state of flux.

German first and second run cinemas are bui
slowly being wired with German reproduction
equipment, the patent controversy precluding
sales of American equipment. On the other

hand, unwired houses are in so great a ma-
jority in Germany that a supply of quality

silent films would seem to be necessary for

the coming j'ear if profitable demand is to be
met. This situation would seem to affect the

first and second run houses more than the

others, principally because of the lack of sound
films and because provincial houses are now
receiving films which were arranged for dur-
ing the past two years, thus making their

bookings secure for some little time to come.

German wired theatres are finding it diffi-

cult to secure sound films. With one exception
the American companies are not releas-

ing their sound product, domestic sound prod-
uct is slow in making its appearance, and
other foreign sound films are hardly yet mar-
ketable.

The German market is thus restricted to

silent features. However, there is a distinct

dearth of quality silent films. The Ameri-
cans have very few of these available, while
the German and other product seems to be
inferior and are not much in demand.
The German situation continues peculiar.

Many American successful silent films, a
talkie made in New York in the German
tongue and featuring recognized German
actors, a doubled version in German of an
American all-talkie, and several costly do-
mestic productions, have proved dismal fail-

ures, while on the other hand, certain cheap
domestically made silent features have attained
exceedingly great financial returns.

The consensus among the American film

leaders in Germany is that the silent film will

have no profitable future once the patent
troubles are settled and that its demand now
is merely due to the inability of exhibitors to

make satisfactory headway in the installation

of reproduction sets, together with the ex-
clusion of American features recorded with
American processes. The gradual technical
improvement shown in the few German-made
films so far exhibited, using Tobis Klangfilm
equipment, is a sign that the future German
soundfilm output will stand competition from
foreign sources, at least in its own and neigh-
boring markets. The American problem,
therefore, will be to furnish a superior prod-
uct, which should be solved in part by the

successful use of color in films.

Theatre Construction

There were 123 motion-picture theatres
(exclusive of reconstructions or renovations)
with approximately 80,000 seats built in Ger-
many during 1929, as compared with 157 thea-
tres with 105,000 seats in the previous year.

This slackening of cinema construction is due
to a glut of small-sized cinemas holding fa-
vorable sites in many of the larger German
cities. Of these 123 new theatres, 6 have a
seating capacity of 2,000 or more, these being
the Lichtburg and Stella Palast in Berlin,
the Emelka Palast in Dortmund, the Thalia
in Elberfeld, the Ufa Palast in Hamburg, and
the Capitol in Cologne. Five have a seating
capacity of 1,500 or more; the Eisenhof Licht-
spiele in Aachen, the Luxor Palast in Chem-
nitz, the Schauburg in Gelsenkirchen-Buer,
the Schauburg in Hamburg, and the Ufa
Palast in Stettin. In addition, 27 have a
seating capacity of between 1,000 and 1,500,

American production and dis-

tribution interests are not the only
ones that will benefit by the agree-

ment expected to be reached by
the joint conference now under-
way in Berlin. Film conditions in

Germany have reached stagnation

by the long patent controversy.

This is pointed out by Douglas
Miller, assistant commercial at-

tache at Berlin, and George R.
Canty, American trade commis-
missioner at Paris, in the accom-

panying article from "The Euro-
pean Film Industry in 1929," by
the United States Department of

Commerce.

6 between 750 and 1,000, and the rest under
750.

Sound-Film Exhibition

According to a German trade publication,

only 223 cinemas in Germany had been wired
at the end of 1929 for the reproduction of

sound films. This represents but 4 per cent

of the cinemas in the country and only 10.5

per cent of the number of daily operating

houses.
Quite naturally, the number and proportion

of sound-film cinemas vary in the different

German districts. For example, eastern Ger-
many possesses the largest number of wired
cinemas, with 58. while northern Germany
boasts of the highest proportion of such

houses, with 13 per cent. In central Ger-
many, which has a total of 453 cinemas, the

ratio of wired houses is lower than in any
other part of the country. This is probably
due to the fact that most of the theatres there

are small ones which can not afford to gamble
on the purchase and amortization of the sound
apparatus now on the market. As the size

and seating capacity of a cinema is an im-
portant factor in the purchase of this ex-

pensive installation, it is interesting to note

that of the 714 theatres in Germany seating

less than 300, only 9, or 1.2 per cent, are wired.

Of the 678 with 300 to 500 seats, 32, or 4.7

per cent, are wired ; of the 383 theatres seating

from 500 to 750, 48, or 12.4 per cent, are

wired ; of the 199 theatres with seating capac-
ity of 750 to 1,000, 60, or 31.3 per cent, are
wired ; while of the 132 theatres with seating

capacity above 1,000, 74, or 56 per cent, are
wired. These figures include only the houses
operating daily, as those operating irregularly

can not, in general, be considered as pros-
pects for sound equipment.
The following table shows, by districts, the

wired German theatres.

German Theatres Wired for Sound Films

Daily Cinemas Wired
Total Operating for Sound

District Cinemas Houses No. Per Cent
Eastern Germany 1,105 575 58 10.0
Central Germany 1,460 4 53 44 9.8
Northern Germany.... 658 277 36 13.0
Southern Germany 1,195 413 41 10.0
Western Germany 849 388 44 11.3

Total _ 5,267 2,106 223 10.5

The group comprising theatres with less

than 300 seats each has the largest number of
cinemas and smallest proportion of wired
houses (1.2 per cent)—principally the original

and now rapidly becoming inadequate Tobis
installations—while the group comprising thea-
tres with more than 1,000 seats each has the
sm.allest total number of cinemas and the
largest ratio of wired houses (56 per cent).

The smaller houses, unable to support the ex-
penditure for an adequate reproduction system,
generally purchase an inferior type because of
the price factor, whereas the larger ones, first

and second run houses especially, will grad-
ually become wired with better equipment.
Of the total number of 3,136 German cities

having cinemas, only 93, or about 3 per cent,

possessed wired houses at the close of 1929.

Obviously, the best prospects for an increase
in the sound-film theatre net are in the
larger cities. Of the cities with a population
of 100,000 or more, 95 per cent have wired
cinemas. These 47 cities have 1,234 daily
operating houses, of which 168 were wired at
the close of 1929. Of the cities with 50,000 to
100,000 population, 50 per cent have theatres
equipped for sound films, while only 1 per
cent of these less than 10,000 have such houses.
The ratio of wired houses to the total num-

ber of daily operating cinemas also decreases
according to the seating capacity. Of the
total number of wired houses throughout
Germany, 168, or 75 per cent, are in the group
of 47 cities with a population of 1(X),000 or
more.
On the other hand, of the total number o£

daily operating theatres (1,234) in these 47
cities, only 13.6 per cent are wired. In this

first category of cities, the largest number of
wired houses is in the eastern part of Ger-
many, where 51 of the total of 168 wired, or
30 per cent, are located. Western Germany,
with 17 large cities and 198 cinemas, has 34
wired houses. Southern Germany, with 12
large cities and 228 cinemas, has only 27
wired, while northern Germany, with 6 of the
larger cities and 156 cinemas, has about the
same number wired. Northern Germany has
a greater number of cinemas with over 1,000
seats more than the southern part.

Eastern Germany maintains its leadership in

sound-equipped theatre development chiefly be-
cause it includes Berlin and four other large
cities. Of the total of 488 cinemas in the
district, 382, or 78 per cent, are in Berlin,

while of the total of 51 sound-equipped
houses in eastern Germany, 42, or 82 per cent,

are in Berlin. Of the 2,106 daily operating
bouses in Germany, Berlin has 382, or 18 per
cent, and of the 223 wired houses throughout
the country, Berlin has 42, or 18 per cent.

Film Production

There were 192 films produced in Germany
in 1929 by 92 separate production units. Ufa,
with 13, produced the largest number of films

;

Aco followed with 8; and 3 companies—Horn-
film, Aafa, and the German producing branch
of an American company—share third place
with 7 each. Werofilm, Hegewald, Emelka,
and Albo show 5 each, and Terra produced 4.

Thirteen companies produced 3 films each, 18
companies 2 each, and 48 companies 1 each.
Only four sound films and four with syn-

chronization were produced. Of these Ufa
produced one in each category; F. P. S.,

Froelich, and Aafa each produced one sound
film and Greenbaum, Terra, and Eichberg each
produced a film with synchronized musical
effects.

There were 130 German films with a total

length of 313,285 meters produced in the first

nine months of 1929, and 90 sound pictures
with a total length of 23,353 meters, or less

than one reel average length. Three short
silent films with a length of 379 meters were
produced in the entire year, and 728 educa-
tional films with a total length of 412,803
meters ; most of the latter were industrial or
advertising films of various types. Of the
sound films only a comparatively small num-
ber, probably not more than 10 or 15, were
dialog films ; and hardly any of them could
be called standard talking pictures.

With the beginning of 1930 the Ufa brought
upon the market five sound features with Ger-
man dialog and English and other foreign
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German Exhibitors to

Benefit by Agreement
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, June 24. — An
agreement was recently arrived at
between the Kinoton-Vertriebsgesell-
schaft and the Nitzsche A. G., manu-
facturer of the Nitzsche sound-on-
disc apparatus, Meloton. Under the
terms of this agreement, Meloton
sets will be supplied to German the-

atres seating up to 350, and in cities

with up to 5,000 inhabitants, to the-

atres with up to 500 seats, with Kino-
ton ampUEers.

versions, which are of a much more arribitious

nature and correspond roughly to the sound
features produced by the American companies.
The average cost of the silent features was

very low and could be estimated at not more
than 120,000 marks. The great majority of
the sound films were also made cheaply and
v.-ould probably not average more than this

figure. However, the Ufa sound features pre-

viously referred to are reported to have been
made at a total cost of $2,000,000, or an aver-
age of $400,000 per picture, the most expensive
one being "The Blue Angel," which is reported
to have cost $700,000.

Only two German studios are now equipped
for the production of sound features, the Ufa
studios at Neubabelsberg and Tempelhof.

Distribution

During 1929, 426 feature films were cen-
sored in Germany, as compared with 520 dur-
ing 1928, 521 during 1927, and 515 during
1926. Of those censored during 1929, 192, or
45.1 per cent, represented domestic produc-
tion, as compared with 221, or 42.5 per cent,

durino- 1928 and 241, or 46.3 per cent, during
1927. American films censored during this

period totaled 142, or 33.3 per cent, as against
205, or 39.4 per cent, during 1928, and 192, or
36.8 per cent, during 1927. Other foreign films

totaled 92, or 21.6 per cent, as compared with
94, or 18 per cent, during 1928 and 88, or about
17 per cent, during 1927. Thus the German
share of the total market supply for 1929 in-

creased by 2.5 per cent, the American share
decreased by 6.1 per cent, and the other for-
eign share increased 3.6 per cent over 1928
figures.

Feature Motion-Picture Films Censored in Germany
Country of Origin 1929 1928 1927 1926

United States -.._ 142 205 192 229
Czechoslovakia . 20 10 12 7
England 17 IS 2 2
France _... 16 24 27 22
Austria _ 16 20 15 22
Ru.ssia _ 10 10 14 8
Japan 4
Denmark _ 3 4 6 7
Italy 2 5 6 8
Sweden 2 3 5 5
Hungary 2 2 12
Estonia _ _ _ 1

Brazil _ _ _ _ .... .... .... i

Germany _ 192 221 241 202

Total 426 520 521 515

This table reflects a gradual decline in the
American supply which is a result of the Ger-
man film-control decree, yet slightly more than
78 per cent of the market supply in 1929 was
furnished between domestic and American
production. Czechoslovak films seem to be
gaining in strength in Germany, but these are
seldom shown in first-run houses and are im-
ported more or less on exchange agreements
between the professional trades of the two
countries, rnuch similar to the manner by
which Austrian features get showings in Ger-
many. British films are slightly on the as-
cendancy in Germany because of German-
British joint-production efforts of the past few
years. The French film showed a slight de-
cline as compared with previous years. The
Russian film has a small but enthusiastic ap-
peal in certain parts of Germany.
The total of German-made features de-

creased 19, or 13.1 per cent, under the domes-

tic production of 1928. The American total

of 142 features reflected a decrease of 63
films, or 30.7 per cent, under 1928 figures.

Other foreign films more or less held their

own with the previous year.

The following table shows the total number
of features censored during the year by
months as divided among German-made,
American-made, and other foreign, together
with the German monthly percentages.

Feature Motion Pictures Censored in Germany
During 1929

Ger- Ameri- % Ger-
Month man can Other Total man

January 13 8 11 32 41
February 14 7 3 24 58
March _ 12 13 8 33 37

Total, first quarter.... 39 2.S 22 89 45
April 12 6 3 21 57
May 9 16 8 33 27
June 9 6 11 26 35

Total, second quarter 30 28 22 80 38
Total, first half 69 56 44 169 41

July _ „. 14 26 6 46 30
August 24 17 8 49 49
September 28 12 11 51 55

Total, third quarter 66 55 25 146 45
October 16 9 14 39 41
November 16 12 5 33 63
December 25 10 4 39 70

Total, fourth quarter 57 31 23 HI 51
Total, second halt....l23 86 48 257 48
Grand total 192 142 92 426 45

It is interesting to note that the German
feature supplv for the first six months of the
year was 54 films less than during the second
half. This may be explained by the fact that,

during the first half of the year, producers
v;ere hesitant in view of the indefinite demand
for silent features, and by their inability to

produce sound features. At the end of the

half year, however, it became apparent that

the German-American patent litigation was
hindering sound-film developments, and pro-
ducers, consequently were forced to renew
their previous silent-film activities, a situation

which should continue until more German
cinemas are wired.

So far as actual distribution is concerned,
the number of films distributed is somewhat
higher than the number of films censored,
since it represents certain carry-overs from
films censored the previous year. The total

number is 439 as against 426 films censored
in 1929; 237 films were of foreign origin and
202 of German make. This total compares
with 514 films distributed in Germany in 1928,

of which 217 wer German and 297 foreign.

No less than 79 companies distributed pic-

tures in the German market in 1929. Of these,

6 distributors handled 20 or more features
each, 3 from 15 to 20 features, 5 from 10 to

IS each, 8 from 5 to 10 each, 3 handled 4
features each, 9 handled 3 features each, 13

handled 2 features each, and 32 one feature
each.

General Situation

The general film situation in Germany was
discouraging during 1929. The number of
films produced was less than the preceding
year. Imports also fell off, and exports of
German films showed a very bad slackening.
The total box-office receipts of film theatres in

Germany were decidedly less. The main rea-

son for this state of affairs is the introduc-
tion of the talking pictures.

With the market practically barred to

American talking pitcures by the patent litiga-

tion already discussed, there was little incen-
tive for German theatre owners to install re-

producing apparatus, because German talkies

have expanded slowly and only at the begin-
ning of 1930 is there evidence that talking
pictures will be produced in the German lan-

guage which will be able to fill German thea-
tres and do a profitable business. Accordingly,
the year was practically lost so far as the
German film industry is concerned. While the
local aparatus companies, Klangfilm and Tobis,
have been making some progress in the manu-
facture and sale of their equipment, their

progress is slow because they can not sell

many machines to German exhibitors until It

becomes evident that there will be a steady
supply of good German talkies available.

Trade opinion in Germany has been some-

Frenchmen Exhibit Newly
Invented Outdoor Screen

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, June 24. — Two
French engineers are exhibiting in
the Paris fair their newly invented
cinema screen which, it is said per-
mits motion pictures to be shown out
of floors and in lighted balls. The
new screen consists of an ordinary
opaque or transparent screen in front
of which is placed a frame holding
rows of very thin, bright metal
blades standing perpendicularly to
the screen and covering its face.

what adverse to the sound film. One reason
for this is that the market has been barred
to most of the American productions, and
judgment of the trade in Germany is based
upon those few pictures which they have seen
and which are long out of date in America.

Certainly only a small number of English-
dialog pictures can be shown in Germany
profitably. When the novelty wears off, only
German dialogs will be financially possible.

It is highly doubtful whether German versions
of the English-dialog films made in the United
States will be successful, as the public is quick
to detect any flaws in the pronunciation or
speech of the actors.

It seems doubtful also that the Germans
will be able to export German-dialog films

very far outside their own boundaries, even
to small neighboring countries where German
is well understood. Local political feeling may
bar the use of the German language in such
countries.

The Klangfilm syndicate is going ahead with
wiring German theatres in the coming year.

The Ufa theatres are all being wired with
this system, and considerable progress will be
made in all the other larger cinemas, which
will not be able to obtain silent features sim-
ply because they are not being made, although
many of them would prefer to keep on with
the silent films.

The small country theatres will probably be
extensively wired with cheap disk systems ; for
example, the Kinoton, which is claimed to sell

for around $1,500. Whether the German film

audiences will be satisfied with the reproduc-
tion on equipment of this character remains
to be seen.

Production plans for 1930 call for a maxi-
mum of between 60 and 80 sound features, of
which 20 or 30 will be made by the Ufa,
according to present plans, and the other di-

vided among such companies as Emelka,
Terra, and the smaller producers, with a num-
ber financed by foreign companies. One
American firm is now going ahead with plans
to produce some 6 to 12 talking features in

Germany next season.

Film-Import Regulations

On February 1, 1929, the German Govern-
ment announced that the present import regu-
lations on motion picture films would be pro-
longed for one year—that is, up to June 30,

1931. This allows 210 foreign films to come
in, of which import permits for 160 are given
to German film renters in proportion to the
number of German films they released during
1928 and 1929. The remaining 50 import per-

mits are distributed among companies which
have exported German films in the last two
years.

The film commissioner, in issuing these reg-

ulations, made the reservation that special

regulations might be issued at any time re-

garding the importation of talking pictures.

At the request of the office of the American
commercial attache a promise was given by
the film commissioner that up to June 30,

1931, sound features would be treated just the

same as silent features in the handling of im-
port permits.

mn
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Expect Use of Radio
In Educational Work
To Increase This Year
According to present indications, it is ex-

pected that the use of radio will be greatly
increased in colleges and schools during the
corning year. Educational programs over the
radio have already developed to a consider-
able degree, and the national broadcasting
systems have offered generous use of their
facilities in the future, promising to cooper-
ate with school authorities, it is understood,
from a recent survey which has just been
completed by Levering Tyson, associate direc-
tor of University Extension of Columbia
University, who compiled it for the Asso-
ciation for Adult Education.

225 Playdates Set in

Minneapolis Territory
On Pathe's 'Swing High'

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 1.—Some 225 playdates

have been set in the Minneapolis territory for
showings of "Swing High," Pathe film of
circus hfe, with the list headed by the fol-
lowing :

St. Paul, Minn.—Arcade, Tuxedo, Park,
Uptown, Capitol, Paramount or Riviera or
Tower; Minneapolis, Minn.—La Salle, Park,
Franklin, Heights, Southern, Rialto, Nokomis,
Uptown or Granada, Grand, Empress, Ameri-
can, Homewood, Loring, Century or State or
Lyric; Duluth, Minn.—Lyric ; Faribault, Minn.—Paramount or Sun; Huron, S. D.—Huron;
Sioux Falls, S. D.—State or Egyptian ; Fargo,
N. D.—State or Garrick; Minot, N. D.—
Strand.

Columbia Roadshow Films
Will Number 10 Instead
Of Six in 1930-31 Line-up

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—As a result of the
production conference on the West Coast at-
tended by Joe Brandt, Harry Cohn and Joe
Goldberg, Columbia Pictures announces that
ten productions will be included in the Ex-
tended Run Giants group instead of six as
previously reported.
This group includes "Arizona," "Dirigible,"

"Virtue's Bed," "Rain or Shine," "Tol'able
David,^" "Charlie's Aunt," "The Miracle Wom-
an," ^"The Criminal Code," "Fifty Fathoms
Deep," and a second Holt Graves production,
the title of which will be announced later.

Cruze's ''The Big Fight''
Timely as Concerns Box
Office, Says Budd Rogers

(Special to the Herxld-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Budd Rogers, direc-
tor of sales for Sono Art-World Wide, is

urging exhibitors who are booking the James
Cruze production, "The Big Fight," to play
up the opportunity for exploiting the film.

Stressing the timeliness of "The Big Fight"
as being released between the two Sharkey-
Schmeling encounters, Rogers declares that a
"fight conscious" country enables every ex-
hibitor to cash in on this ready-made, whole-
sale publicity with ease.

Studio Executive in East
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Donn McElwaine,
director of publicity at the Pathe studios in
Culver City, is in New York conferring with
C. J. Scollard, executive vice president, andi
G. R. O'Neill, director of advertising and
pubUcity at the home office, regarding adver-
tising and publicity policies for 1930-31.

The Award of Merit
Will Be Yours If—
the Committee on Awards adjudges your theatre as deserving of the Herald-

World bronzed plaque for excellent sound reproduction.

Therefore, theatre owner or manager, if you believe that the sound in your
theatre is of such high quality as to merit the award, write to the Committee.

Individual consideration is assured your theatre.

The Committee also extends an invitation to exchange managers and others asso-

ciated with the motion picture industry to call to its attention theatres considered

worthy of this honor.

In all cases address your letters directly to: Committee on Awards, Exhibitors

Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

Kansas Exhibitors Map Fight
To Finish Over Sunday Closing

Exhibitors of Two States Pledge United Support to Production

Code—Ask Producers to Eliminate Music Tax—^Each Theatre

Assured of Vote by Action in Changing Association Name
(Special to the Herald-World)

TOPEKA, KAN., July 1.—Exhibitors of Kansas are preparing to wage a

fight to the finish to settle once and for all the vexatious Sunday closing prob-

lem, following the action of the Kansas-Missouri exhibitors' organization in

demanding repeal of the labor law that shuts down the theatres on the first

day of the week.

The adopted resolution provides theatre owners and managers with the argu-

ment that the law "is only invoked against those Sunday activities providing

Sunday recreation for the people" and serves "only to make technical law-

breakers of otherwise respected citizens."

This attack on blue laws was only one of According to a new ruling made at this con-
several concrete actions of the convention vention, the fourteen members shall be
last week at the Kansan hotel, at which elected from districts, seven from Kansas
Earl Van Hyning of Tola, Kan., was elected and seven from Missouri. The seven new
president, after R. R. Biechele had made
good his determination not to run for the
presidency which he had held for six years.
Other decisions were as follows:

Indorsed the Production Code of
Ethics and pledged united support to

the movement.
Urged producers to direct attention

to the necessity of frequent offerings
of pictures suitable for children and
family entertainment.
Requested producers to eliminate

all music tax for the theatres, point-

ing out that the producers are going
into the music business and need not
use taxable music.

M. A. Lightman, president of the MPT
O A, was the headlined speaker at the

banquet Wednesday night and discussed
exhibitor problems from the inside, as did

Judge W. F. Lilleston from the outsider's

viewpoint. Ben Endres of Leavenworth,
member of the state legislature, was toast-

master.

The new officers are:
President, Earl Van Hyning, Tola,

Kan.
Vice president, Barney Dubinsky,

Jefferson City, Mo.
Treasurer, Jay Means, Kansas City,

Mo.
The name of the organization now is

Motion Picture Theatres Association of

Kansas and Western Missouri, the change
having the effect of making the theatre a

voting unit rather than the theatre owner,
and insuring each theatre of a vote.

members elected from Kansas were: Harry
McClure, Topeka; R. R. Biechele, Kansas
City, Kansas; W. C. Robertson, Pittsburg;
C. L. McVey, Herrington; J. C. Hartman,
Wichita; A. R. Zimmer, Dodge City; E. E.

Sprague, Goodland. The seven elected from
Missouri were: Frank Weary, Richmond;
J. C. Staples, Rockport; C. R. Wilson,
Liberty; Lloyd Linhart, Clinton; Chas.
Burkey, Kansas City; Barney Dubinsky,
Jefferson City; A. F. Baker, Springfield.

Newark Gets Nineteenth
Roadshow of "All Quief'

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEWARK, N. J., July L—The nineteenth

road show of Universal's "All Quiet on the

Western Front" opened last Saturday night

at the Rialto theatre at a $2 top.

In Australia the picture proved very pop-
ular at the Royal theatre in Sydney in its

first Australian engagement, according to a
cable received from Here Mclntyre, general
manager for that continent.

Shaw May Favor Talkers,

Says Warner Story Chief
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—George Bernard
Shaw's plays may yet grace the talking
screen, according to Jacob Wilk, head of
Warner Brothers story department, who has
just returned from a trip abroad which in-

cluded an interview with Shaw.
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
WINCHESTER, IND.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
This is Dad's Day. Say, whoever started this Dad Day's stuff, any-

how? Dad hasn't been anything but a figurehead ever since Eve got

us all in bad by bulling the apple market, which has kept Dad's nose

on the grindstone ever since. This is the day when mother and the

girls will go down toivn and buy Dad a couple of shirts that are too

small around the neck and too long in the sleeves, get him a can of

Velvet when he smokes Big Deal, buy him a couple of neckties that

he w'ouldn't wear to a dog fight and instruct the salesman to include

all items in Dad's monthly invoice. Mother and the girls have just

got to show their appreciation somehow.
It's a mighty fortunate thing that Dad's Day comes on Sunday. The

guy who framed that up had his head working, for it leaves the other

six days of the week for mother and the girls to turn the grindstone

and gives Dad one day in which to catch his breath and write checks

in payment for silk hosiery, et cetera, and that Sport Model that Son
just had to have.

We are ready to head a svibscription for a memorial to the Hoosier
who first conceived the idea of Dad's Day. There's a guy whose
name should go down in history along with Lydia E. Pinkham,
Darius Green, A. J. Longaker, Phishy Phil Rand and other members
of the Four Horsemen. This nation has been too prone to forget

those who have blazed the trail for the march of progress through the

forests and jungles of ignorance, superstition, prohibition, and what
else can you think of?

Dad's Day is supposed to be a holiday, and that's the day when
they have chicken for dinner and Dad is supposed to go out to the

barnyard and chase an old hen around with a club for two hours
until he works up a good sweat and then comes in and turns the

ice cream freezer until he wears blisters on both hands and is excus-

able for using some very bad language.

We dads should hold a national convention for the purpose of

passing suitable resolutions in honor of the bird who is responsible

for the inauguration of this important occasion and we would like to

suggest, as permanent chairman, the name of Grasshopper Sprague
of Goodland, Kans., since he isn't a dad and never will be and would
therefore be qualified to render unbiased and unprejudiced decisions.

All in favor of the motion, say aye.

We have just come from a Dad's Day dinner given us bfy Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Brenner, and ivhat a dinner! Boy, if you could have
seen that dinner and the way it was served you could pass the Brown
Derby in Hollywood and never look in. There are two things that

have made Winchester famous. Mrs. Brenner's dinners and the way
she handles Bill. Bill needs handling. When a boy living out in

Newton county, Indiana, Bill acquired a habit of cooning water-

melons around the neighborhood that has stuck with him through
after life and Mrs. Brenner says he has worn out a brand new Buick
car already this season driving around the country locating melon
patches.

Last night Bill played "The Kibitzer" (if you know what "Kibitzer"
.means—we don't^ with Harry Green, Mary Brian and Neil Hamilton.
The director must have had it in for Harry Green for he loaded him
down with the burden of carrying the whole show, and the way he
carries it is nobody's business. If Harry hadn't talked and acted so

much like a Swede we would have taken him to be Jewish, but if

he is the father of little Mitzie Green we don't give^'a dum what he is

—he can be a Hoosier, Wolverine or Buckeye and it will be alright

with us. If you should ask us, we would advise you to get "THE
KIBITZER" and play it.

This is the season of the year when the press and broadcasting sta-

tions are advising people where to go to spend their vacations. It

has been over four years since we knew what a vacation looked like,

and today we wouldn't recognize one if we met it in the road.

Everytirae we take up the subject of vacations with George he says,

"Why, man, can you imagine the feelings of our readers if they would
thunjj over the leaves of the HERALD-WORLD for three or four

weeks in a desperate effort to find your column and fail to do it?

Don't you realize the condition that would leave the public in?"
That's the way it is with George, he wants us to keep both feet

on the gas and both hands on this typewriter all the while and we've
got corns all over us right now. What we need is a vacation and
that's what we are yelling about, but we don't want to take it now,
for there is no place in this Hoosier state to take it, so we are going

to wait until fall when the mallards come down from the North to

the lakes of Cherry county, Nebraska, and then you guys can read
Jim Jam Jems for two or three weeks and see how you like that.

If they hadn't sent Jay down to New York we might have stood

some show for a vacation, but after he has been there for a couple of

weeks he won't know there is anybody living west of 163d Street.

None of 'em do.
* '!: *

An exhibitor over in Ohio asked us if we could tell him how to

make home brew and we told him we could, that Home Brew was
our middle name. Then we told him to put five gallons of water in

a boiler, put in a handful of dogfennel, three slices of ash bark, some
sniartweed, a quart of salt to keep it from souring, three pounds of

limhurger cheese to give it body, one plug of horseshoe tobacco to

give it the proper amber color, and one half cake of Ivory soap
to make it foam, then boU two hours and then skim it off and bottle

when cool. Let it stand for four weeks and then try a little of it

on the old sow and if she pulls through it is ready for use.

We worked out this formula after drinking some of Zimmerman's
home brew down in San Marcos, Tex., last winter and found it to

be a wonderful improvement.
* * *

Schmeling got the decision on a foul. Well, how much better off

is Germany and how much worse off is this country? There are about
80,000 boobs in this country who ought to have their gourds packed
with sawdust to fill up the vacancy. Personally we look upon one
Master's Degree as being worth infinitely more than all the pug
championships that have ever been won.

) * *

Congress has passed the tariff biU and now it can adjourn and go
home and they can start explaining to the boys why it was necessary
to raise the duty on corsets in order to protect the farmer's corn
and wheat from foreign competition. Just what is a Congress for,

anyhow?

If Norman Krasna don't stop writing that column of his out in

Hollywood for the HERALD-WORLD we are going to sue him for

damages for throwing us into hysterics everytime we pick up the

magazine. There is no darn sense in Hodges letting his stuff come
through when he knows our physical condition.

* * *

We are now mingling with the Hoosiers. Won't some kind brother,

please pray for us?
J. C. JENKINS,

The HERALD-WORLD man.
P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD covers THE field LIKE an APRIL

shower.
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NEW PRODUCT
This department does not attempt to predict the pubh'c's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter

THE BIG HOUSE
PRISON RIOTS! Produced and dis-

tributed by Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer. Di-

rector, George Hill. Story and dialog,

Frances Marion. Additional dialog, Joe
Farnham and Martin Flavin. Photogra-

pher, Harold Wenstrom. Film editor,

Blanche Setvell. Cast, Chester Morris,

Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, Robert
Montgomery, Leila Hyams, George F.

Marion, J. C. Nugent, Karl Dane, Dewitt
Jennings, Mathew Betz, Claire McDowell,
Robert Em.met O'Connor, Tom Kennedy,
Tom Wilson, Eddie Foyer, Roscoe Ates,

Fletcher Norton. Release, June 21, 1930.

Length, 7,901 feet.

rLVERYONE who had anything to do with
the production of this Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture of prison life did an elegant piece of

work.
It is not the story that holds one's interest.

Instead, it is the fine direction of George Hill;

the exceptional performance by Wallace Beery
and others of the cast, the naturalness of the

dialog and the good photography.
Beery easily walks away with the picture, and

apparently without any effort. He is the comic
when comedy is necessary. In the dramatic

episodes he is a finished actor. When his role

demands pathos he lives up to the require-

ments. His role is that of a cruel murderer,
one who sees humor in his deeds, and he con-

vinces you.

"The Big House" is a grim story, and at

times depressing. Fortunately, the handling has

been such as to minimize the latter.

Prison revolts in several penitentiaries were
the basis for this picture. It is the story of a

hardened criminal, his cell mate, a suave
forger, and a youth who is committed to the

prison for murder while driving an automobile
in an intoxicated state. It is his first crime, yet

he is confined in the same cell with Beery and
Morris. Unwittingly, he becomes a double-
Grosser, and through this situation the love

angle is introduced.

The climax of the picture is the prison re-

volt. Here the highest pitch of excitement for

the audience is reached, and well it should be
with the crackling of machine guns, death to

prisoners and guards and the onrush of tanks

to suppress the uprising.

M G M has an excellent attraction in this

one.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

* * *

THE CZAR OF BROADWAY
GANGLAND! Produced and distrib-

uted by Universal. Director, William
James Craft. Author and adaptor. Gene
Towne. Dialog. Towne. Film editor,

Harry Lieb. Photographer, Hal Mohr.
Cast, John Wray, Betty Compson, John
Harron. Claude Allister. Wilbur Mack,
King Baggot, Edmund Breese.

T.HIS story might have been based on the

Rothstein murder in New York, and undoubt-

JFALLACE BEERY who runs away with the

stellar honors in M G M*s two dollar top pic-

ture, "The Big House."

edly it was. At least, it might well have been

based on newspaper stories of the case.

It is the story of a gentleman racketeer who
finds murder the simplest means to destroy

those who cross him, or whom he has crossed

and fears. Only in the end is he outwitted by

those whom he has cheated. He dies at the far

end of a machine gun, as those he has hated

have died.

Direction of the picture is not up to stand-

ard, and editing has done little to improve it.

There are many entertaining situations, but the

director has overlooked them.

John Wray has brought a fine stage tech-

nique to this picture, and from the screen were

chosen Betty Compson and John Harron, two

very capable actors. As the gentleman of the

underworld, Wray is the cool headed business

man, covering up his own crimes through

blackmail. Betty Compson is the refined cab-

aret entertainer, and John Harron "a gentleman

of the press."

In New York the picture played the Roxy
theatre the week ending July 3. — Jay M.
Shreck, New York City.

JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK
THE WOES O' THE IRISH. Produced

and distributed by Harold Auten.

Adapted and directed by Alfred Hitch-

cock. From the stage play by Sean
O'Casey. Scenario by Alma Reville.

Edited by Emile de Ruelle. With Sara

Allgood, Edward Chapman, John Laurie,

Dave Morris, Kathleen O'Regan, Barry

Fitzgerald, Maire O'Neil, John Longden,
Denis Wyndham and Fred Schwarz. Pro-

duced at Ellstree, London.

In this British screen version of "Juno and

the Paycock" Miss Sara AUgood as Juno gives

the same splendid performance that brought

forth tears and laughter from those who were

fortunate enough to have seen the stage play.

The picture retains all of the tragedy, all of

the comedy, and all of the charm of the lilting

Irish brogue. It is skilfully directed and, in

the hands of a capable cast, reaches great dra-

matic heights. That I found several dull

stretches in the development of the story, I.

attribute mainly to my inability to fully under-

stand Irish as it should be spoken.

The plot concerns the tribulations of Juno,

married to a blustering, strutting, drinking

Irishman, and mothering a morbid, resentful

son who has lost an arm and his health for

Ireland's freedom. And, as though that weren't

enough, her daughter, Mary, more sweet than

careful, gets herself into trouble. All this in

the midst of the Irish rebellion and the bloody

strife between the followers of the reptiblican

and free-state movements.
Edward Chapman as Captain Boyle, the Pay-

cock, and Sidney Morgan as Joxer Daley, his

drinking crony, are excellent actors and very

amusing. The supporting cast is equally human
and capable.—Harry Tugend, New York City.

THE BORDER LEGION
OUTLAWS OF THE WEST! Produced

and distributed by Paramount. Directors,

Otto Bower and Edwin H. Knopf. Au-

thor, Zane Grey. Adaptors, Percy Heath

and Edward Paramore, Jr. Dialog, Heath

and Paramore. Film editor, Doris

Drought. Photographer, Jack Stengler.

Cast. Richard Arlen, Jack Holt. Fay

Wray, Eugene Pallette. Stanley Fields,

E. H. Calvert, Etham Allen, Sid Saylor.

1 HIS is typically Zane Grey, something for

the Western fans. It is slow in spots, due, per-

haps to direction.

The pictme has a very capable cast, and this

overcomes to some extent the lapses into leth-

argy, a condition which Western fans are not

fond of.

Richard Arlen and Jack Holt are excellent,

as usual. Fay Wray is capable, although she is

given little opportunity for dramatic portrayal.

These three stand out, with the remainder of

the cast given only an occasional chance for

individual performance.
The introduction to the picture is rather
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unique, portraying the conditions which
prompted each man to join the outlaw band
known as the Border Legion, which was com-
prised of men from every station of life, all

banded together because of crimes from which
they had fled. On the Western frontier, follow-

ing the Civil War, they committed murders and
theft without compunction. Their boldness in

the end, however, brought death to the entire

Legion.
Dialog has been well handled with sufficient

lapses into silence, which is refreshing. Para-

mount, for the most part, has timed its dialog

as do stage attractions, and this fact is cred-

itable.

It is a clean-cut picture for the whole family.—Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES
HUSBAND AND DETECTIVES. Pro-

duced and distributed by First National.
Directed by Clarence Badger. Written
by Walter Hackett. Adaptation by For-
est Halsey. Edited by Jack Rollins.

With Billie Dove, Sidney Blackmer,
Clive Brook, Leila Hyams, Fletcher Nor-
ton, John Loder, Craufurd Kent, Albert
Gran, Alphonse Martell and Rolfe Sedan.
Sound footage 7,000 feet. Released June
15.

I HEY called it "Other Men's Wives" in the

stage production, but by any other name this

light and amusing farce is just as enjoyable.

Entire Radio Family Turns Exploiter

For National RKO Film Drive
Stills of Stars Taken with Each RCA Product and Models of Sessions

Clocks, for Example, Are in "Record Run" Sequences
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—So great has become the exploitation factor in the

new era of the talking picture that the show backing program parallels

in expanse and extent the idea of making only great pictures. For exam-
ple, the entire RCA family of nine companies is planning active support for

the RKO releases of next season. These nine associated concerns are Na-
tional Broadcasting Company, R C A-Victor, Radiola, RKO Theatres and
Vaudeville, RKO Productions, Photophone, RCA Communications, The
Radio Music Company, and Radiotron, Inc.

Wolheim, Irene Dunne and other
stars; then a switch to New York
with regular RKO artists on the air

from WEAF; £nally 15 minutes in

Los Angeles with highlights of
"Dixiana."
Radiotron and R C A-Radiola will use

Radio Pictures material wherever possible.

The Radio Music Company will cooperate
with Harms, Inc., in backing the song hits.

Eight Hookups on "Dixiana"
The hookups on "Dixiana," by the way,

are already eight in number: Victor is mak-
ing special records, as noted; A. L. Burt is

publishing the story as a Photoplay novel
for August release; Harms, Inc., is publish-

ing all the songs, and preparing streamers
and hangers for display; "Dixiana" perfume
is to be sold in department stores; Postal

Jumbo blanks with messages from stars are

to be available; Novelties include "Dixiana"
dolls and cushions; National Union Radio
dealer display material is prepared for

August release. And a fountain tieup is

being mapped, as well as one with Southern
Chambers of Commerce.

In the commercial cooperative field, tie-

ups include Pepsodent displays, a Fresh Air
Taxi-Cab manufactured by Louis Marx, an
Amos 'n' Andy candy bar by the Williamson
Candy Company of Chicago, and Victor will

release several records.
In "The Record Run," models of Sessions

clocks have been included in several
sequences.

"D ESIDES this combination of exploita-
-»-' tion power, Lord Thomas & Logan will
handle the advertising for the entire family
and will arrange cooperative tieups with
commercial advertisers. And associated
companies will be formed for the selling of
Radio Pictures product in conjunction with
some other RCA product. In the same
way, RCA products will be publicized by
Radio Pictures.

Stills Tied to R C A Products

Stills of Radio stars already have been
taken with each RCA product and these
enlarged, will be circulated among RCA
representatives in America and abroad.
R C A-Victor already has signed Bebe
Daniels and Everett Marshall, stars of
"Dixiana," to recording contracts. Each
number in the show that lends itself to it

will be recorded, and the same will be true
of each Radio musical. Two national
weekly radio hours are being used, Tuesday
evening and Thursday afternoon, with a
minimum hookun of 27 stations in the after-
noon and 50 at night, over NBC.

In addition there will be twelve
coast-to-coast broadcasts originating
in the RKO studios in Hollywood,
all to be coordinated with the release
of pictures. The first will be early
in September with a program tenta-
tively planned as follows: first 15
minutes devoted to short "takes" of
Miss Daniels, Richard Dix, Louis

Blue Law of 1862, Used to Prohibit Sunday
Showing, Found Invalid by Colorado Court

(Special to the Herald-World)
DENVER, July 1.—The Colorado Supreme Court judged the Colorado blue law

of 1862 as invalid. The law provided a penalty for keeping open on Sunday a
theatre, circus, or show, where admissions were charged.
In its enbanc decision the court affirmed the decision of District Judge Samuel

D. Trimble of the Crowley County district court in dismissing an action brought
against D. J. Mooney, owner and manager of the Princess theatre of Ordway, Colo.,

by District Attorney J. Arthur Phelps because Mr. Mooney operated his theatre
on Sunday. Mr. Mooney was represented by Emmett Thurmon, Denver attorney
and legal representative of the MP TO of Colorado and thd Rocky Mountain
Region.

And being one of those things that does not

depend nearly as much on its dialog as on its

situations for its humor and interest, the play

has lost nothing in the screen version. I be-

lieve Claiborne Foster was the lady in distress

on the stage. Billie Dove, if not quite as

accomplished an actress, is at least as beau-

tiful to look upon and as pleasant to listen to.

And if I remember rightly, the performance
of the divorce detective in the original was not

nearly as effective as Clive Brook's screen im-

personation. As a matter of fact. Brook steals

all the honors. Sidney Blackmer is stiU a bit

camera-shy but not sufiiciently so to mar his

natural assurance and smoothness. Leila

Hyams is well up to the high standard of the

rest.

The story is really too involved for complete

synopsis. It seems there was a jealous hus-

band; and a careless wife whose diamond
necklace was stolen when she visited another

man's apartment. On the recovery of that

necklace hangs this tale. The husband employs

a detective to recover it as evidence in his

divorce action. Like D'Artagnan, the muske-

teer, in his immortal journey to the Duke of

Buckingham, Billie, sister of the unfortunate

wife, sets out to bring back the necklace.

She becomes involved in a murder, an em-

barrassing affaire d'amour, a battle of wits with

the detective and a series of hilarious situa-

tions. What does it all get her? She re-

covers the necklace, saves her sister's honor,

outwits the detective, the police, her brother-

in-law and sundry others. To say that she adds

to her laurels by capturing a husband for her-

self is superfluous.

The direction of Clarence Badger is splen-

did. He has made of an amusing play, a thor-

oughly delightful and enjoyable picture. I'll

bet even the author thinks so.

—

Harry Tugend,

New York City.

Mascot Pictures Will

Produce Three Talking
Serials in Hollywood
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Mascot Pictures Cor-

poration will begin immediate work upon three

all-talking serials to be produced in Holly-

wood, according to an announcement by Nat
Levine, president.

The first will star Rin-Tin-Tin, which pic-

ture will be ready for release in August and
will be available in four forms, both all talk-

ing and silent serials and silent and talking

features.

The second will be a western serial, star-

ring Tom Tyler and the third will be a wild

animal serial, a sequel to "The King of the

Kongo."

Prizes Awarded in Poster

Contest by Universal on
**All Quiet" to Students

(Special to the Herild-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—The poster contest

conducted by Universal on wider poster ideas

for "All Quiet" and restricted to students of

the Art Students League, has just been con-

cluded, and checks have been mailed the prize

winners by Carl Laemmle, president of

Universal.

. The judges awarded the first prize to Jack
Wilhelm, the second prize to Joe M. Mcin-
tosh, and the third prize to Miss Lillian

Richter.

Fox "The Arizona Kid"
Being Shown in Canada

(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, July 1.—The Fox Movie-
tone version of "The Arizona Kid" is being
presented in Canada without hindrance de-

spite the legal complications reported from
California because of the alleged previous
production of a silent feature under the

same title with Art Acord as the star.
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HOLLYWOOD
^'TraderHorn"New
Bid for ''Ben Har''

Longevity Record
(Spfcial to the Hcrald-iVorld)

HOLLYWOOD, July L—MGM's experi-

ence with "Ben Hur" is closely paralleled by

its production of "-Trader Horn," the best-

seller of a few years ago. Inside reports have

it that the picture, production on which was
started 15 months ago, is nowhere near com-
pletion.

Following the completion of the original

script by Jack Neville, the company, headed
by Harry Carey, sailed for Africa early last

spring. Under the direction of W. S. Van
Dyke, it spent the balance of 1929 in the

wilds, and returned early in 1930 with wjhat

seemed at that time ample film.

When assembled with interiors shot on the

Culver City lot, however, the production

proved unsatisfactory to production heads.

Other writers were assigned to the story in

an effort to work out a better skeleton to be

filled out with additional exteriors, also to be

shot in the studio. A number of scenes with
crocodiles and two Swahili brought back from
Africa, together with "Central Avenue"
Africans, were shot from revised stories. The
result of this was also unsatisfactory.

Among the writers who worked on the

script this year was Jim Tully, the playboy
of hoboland, who spent six weeks on it. The
script is being revised by Cy Hume.
Nor is the script difficulty the lone hoodoo

M G M has had to contend with on the pic-

ture. A number of retakes were postponed
because of the serious illness of Edwina
Booth, the heroine, who brought back from
Africa some obscure form of malignant fever.

The studio engaged some of the best special-

ists in America in their sccessful effort to

combat it.

Brock, Sandrich to

Film RKO Shorts at

Coast Studios Soon
(Special to the Herald-Worli)

HOLLYWOOD, July 1—Louis Brock,

producer, and Mark Sandrich, director, will

film their series of "Nick and Tony" short

features at the RKO studio here instead of

New York. Brock arrived in Hollywood this

week. Sandrich will leave New York soon.

Production on the series is expected to start

within three weeks with Henry Armetta
starred.

New Warner Contracts
Include Stage Clause
(Spceial to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 1.—Following up
their recent decision to restore revues in pre-

senting their Vitaphone productions, Warner
Brothers and First National have incorporated
in all contracts for talent a clause by which
they may use the artists six months in pic-

tures and six months in vaudeville or stage
productions.

Hughes and Lee Purchasing
Control of Multi-Color Films

Christie's Vanity Series Is Being Cast—Finish Dane-Arthur Group

Of Six Comedies for Darniour—U Ready for

Second of Four Serials

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD July 1.—Howard Hughes has completed negotiations with

Rowland V. Lee and associates for purchase of controlling interests in Multi-

color Films, Inc. The deal is reported to involve close to $1,000,000.

A new $500,000 laboratory, able to turn out a million feet per week of film,

will be constructed by Hughes.

The plant will operate under the name of
Multicolor, Ltd., and a program of color
films is scheduled. Hughes will handle the
works of other producers as well as his own.

Vanity Series First
Casting began this week for the first of

the Educational-Christie Vanity fun-films at

Metropolitan. Nat Ross will direct from a
story by Dick Smith, Neal Burns and
Walter DeLeon. Metropolitan is the busiest
independent lot on the coast with 14 active
producers either filming or preparing. Addi-
tional office and production space is being
considered to handle new tenants.

"Dizzy Dates"
Karl Dane and George Arthur ended their

Darmour comedy series this week with the
completion of "Dizzy Dates." Six comedies
were completed within eight weeks under
Lew Foster's direction.

Mel Brown Speaks
The film of tomorrow must be far better

equipped with talent than was necessary for
the star of yesterday, says Mel Brown, who
is preparing to direct Amos 'n' Andy for
RKO. "The day when a beautiful girl with
intelligence enough to follow direction could

"Great Big" Columnist
Promoters* Dupe

(Special to the Herald-Worlcl)

HOLLYWOOD, July 1. — The
ever-present shoestring promoters of
million-gross sure shots have discov-
ered a new method of convincing
prospective angels of the importance
of their visionary projects. They slip

tips of their plans to a widely-read
but guillible syndicated columnist
here whose main concern is to get
exclusive news, regardless of its

source.
The columnist takes hook, line, and

sinker, never going to the trouble of
investigating the financial stability of
the promoter. Before the ink is dry
on the item, the promoter has it be-
fore his sucker, who generally takes

its importance at face value and
promptly digs down into the sock for

the coin. The racket is assuming the

proportions of a renaissance.

"A Gold Star
done in Harris-
20 mothers of

be elevated to stardom overnight is past.

The mastery of languages and ability to

play a piano and violin is Roing to be an
invaluable asset to the players of the

future.

"Gold Star Mother"
Columbia completed

Mother." The film was
color and will feature
soldiers.

"See America Thirst"
Casting will begin upon completion of the

script on "See America Thirst" at Uni-
versal. William Craft will direct from a

story by Vin Moore and Edward Luddy.
Al DeMond is producing.

Circus Serial
A ten episode chapter play, "The Big

Circus," is ready to begin at Universal with
Robert Hill directing. It is the second of

four serials to be filmed. William Lord
Wright is supervising.

RKO Busy
It is estimated that the payroll for the

"Half Shot at Sunrise" extra people this

week will exceed $75,000 nlus the added ex-

pense for location meals. Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey are starred for RKO.
"All Quiet on the K9 Front"
Dogs of war are be to unleased at M G M

this week. "All Quiet on the K 9 Front"
goes into filming with a cast of dogs under
the direction of Jules White and Zion
Myers.

Rupert Julian Signs
Rupert Julian will direct "Cat and the

Canary" for Universal. Al Cohn and John
Willard are preparing the screen version

and dialog. "Merry Go Round" is men-
tioned as Julian's next.

Reicher in Cast
Frank Reicher, dialog director, was added

to the cast of Grace Moore's "Jenny Lind"

at MGM this week. He plays the opera

bouse director in the operatic sequence of

the story.

Jackson in LeRoy Film
(Special to the Herald-Wo Id)

HOLLYWOOD, July 1.—Thomas Jackson

has signed with First National for an im-

portant role in Mervyn LeRoy's "Little Cae-

sar." Jackson again plays a detective.
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Mr. Ernie Rovelstad,

Ouigley Publishing Co.,

407 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Ernie

:

Oh, oh, oh, Ernie, you don't know what Gooble done since I wrote you that last

letter. He comes running in the office hollering, "Publicity, publicity, we need

some advance publicit3^" He calls up the General of the Gooble Troops, that's

what he calls the extras he hired for "All Quiet At Journey's End" and tells him to

march the soldiers up and down Hollywood Boulevard. Twelve o'clock the Presi-

dent of the Los Angeles Street Car Company calls up and says that the troops went

to lunch and left the tanks on the car tracks, and how does Sam think the motor-

men can get by ? Sam tells him they should take a taxi.

All of a sudden President Silvers comes in and says, "Hey, what are those joo

extras eating in The Brown Derby for, you want to bankrupt the Acme Produc-

tions?" And Sam says, "Ssh, it's a publicity stunt." "Publicity stunt?", says Sil-

vers. "What do you want a publicity stunt for? Where's your picture? You'

haven't even got a story yet?" So Sam says, "Mr. Silvers, are you telling me I

don't know how to run a picture?" So Silvers says, "Well, maybe you're right but

this sure looks funny to me," and he goes out. Ernie, I think President Silvers is

catching on.

Then Sam says to me, "That's right, we ought to have a story." So he dictates

a memo to all departments telling them if they got any loose stories around maybe
he could use one. He only got one, from a fellow in the publicity department, and

it's about submarines. Sam takes one look at it and says, "It's just the thing I

want."

"What about the 500 soldiers," I ask him. "We'll put them in the submarines,"

he says, "I don't want to waste the money we spent to drill them." That's how he

saves money.

The name of the submarine story is "Water on the Nee" but Sam still wants the

title should be "All Quiet At Journey's End." Sam ordered the Construction De-
partment to build eleven submarines and a battleship. The author in the publicity

department, his name is J. Williams Allan, says there is no battleship in the story

and only one submarine. "What is the story mostly about," I asked him. "About
race horses," he says. I almost fainted.

Respectably,

Norman.

P. S. Ernie, I don't think Sam even read the story he's such a liar. I tried to

get him on the telephone to tell him about the story before he builds all those sub-

marines but his secretary says he is forty miles off Santa Monica looking at a good
sea location. I say he's crazy, water is water all over, but you know Sam. Wait till

Sam finds out the story is aboiit race horses just like the one he threw away instead

of German soldiers. Wait till President Silvers finds out.

—NORMAN KRASNA.

New Fox Spokane House
To Be Marvel of Modern

Theatre Architecture
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 1.—The new Fox
theatre to he built in Spokane by the West
Coast organization will be one of the most
up-to-date theatre structures in .America, ac-
cordincr to an outline discussed by Harold B.
Franklin.

In the construction of the house, marble and
metal will be utilized in the first story, while
those above will be constructed of concrete,
detailed carefully to comply with the finished
form of the structure. In the foyer will be a
grand staircase. The design will be modern,
with the use of white glass illumination.
The interior of the auditorium will be ap-

proximately 120 feet square, with a shallow

balcony which will afford a full sight of the
orchestra. Beautiful and heavy drapes will

cover the walls of the auditorium in an effort

to make the theatre as accoustically perfect as

possible. The proscenium in to be made the
center of interest with great strength of detail,

and the whole design will be to give an im-
pression of restfulness.

Robert C. Reamer of Seattle is the architect.

>>

Helen Cohan Signed for

Part in Fox "Lightnin'
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Helen Cohan, the
daughter of George M. Cohan, has been signed
by Fox Films to play the part of Will Rogers'
daughter in "Lightin'," adapted from the John
Golden stage play. This will be her first ap-
pearance on the screen.

Joseph Engel, Production
Manager for Caddo, Guest
At Motion Picture Club

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—Joseph Engel, pro-
duction manager of Caddo productions, the
Howard Hughes organization which produced
"Hell's Angels," was a guest last week at a
luncheon at the Motion Picture Club, attended
by trade paper editors and publishers and ex-
ecutives of United Artists.

He gave a brief talk on the production de-
tails of "Hell's Angels" and answered ques-
tions asked in connection with it. He also

gave out some interesting facts about the
young Texan, Howard Hughes.

Property and Drapery
Structure Newest Under
Radio Building Program

(Special to the Herald-World)
' NEW YORK, July 1:—Ground has been
broken for the erection of a class "A" Prop-
erty and Drapery building, in keeping with
Radio Pictures $6,000,000 building and expan-
sion program. It will occupy, when finished, a
space 182 by 125, just south of RKO's new
sound stage.

One feature of the building will be a room
two stories high in which draperies may be
hung full length. Work is also progress-
ing on the class "A" camera building at

the southerly end of the lot. It will house the

camera, camera effects, sound effects and the

still departments and will be ready in about 60
days. Meyer Brothers are contractors for both
structures.

Futter Continues as
Columbia Producer

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 1.—Walter Futter,

who produced "Ubangi," Columbia's "Ingagi"
for the coming season, has signed to produce
a series of short subjects for release on the

same program. After their completion he will

produce another feature length freak picture

for them.
Incidentall}' since announcing their program

Columbia's officials have decided to rename
"Ubangi." The title now is "Africa Speaks."
The change was made in order to run no
chance of the picture being confused with
"Ingagi" by the public.

Tom Mix Seeks to Cut
Allowance to Daughter

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 1.—Tom Mix has
cited his daughter, Ruth, who eloped a short

while ago to Yuma, Ariz., and married Doug-
las Gilmore, to show cause why he should
continue to pay her a monthly allowance of

$250 in view of her recent acquisition of a
husband, who, he thinks, should support her.

The young couple ran away and were married
in Yuma, because girls under 18 can't marry
in California.

ttHolds ''Caught Short
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1.—"Caught Short," the

Dressler-Moran comedy of the stock market
crash, has been held over for the second week
at the Capitol theatre, according to an an-

nouncement by Major Edward Bowes, manag-
ing director of the theatre.

Gets $358,035 Tax Refund
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, July 1.—The Douglas
Fairbanks Pictures corporation has been
awarded a $358,0.'?5 refund from the bureau of

Internal Revenue on its tax pavment for 1917.

It was awarded by the federal board of tax
appeals.
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NEW CONTRACTS
(Stecial to the Herald-Woild)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.

Neal Burns, Walter DeLeon. Christie.

Writers.

Ed Wynn. Paramount. "Manhattan Mary."

Ina Claire. Paramount. "Royal Family."

Taylor Holmes. RKO. Directs. "His
Majesty, Bunker Bean."

Sam Shipman. Universal. Supervise prep-

aration. "East Is West."

Thomas E. Jackson. First National. "Lit-

tle Caesar."

Virginia Sale. Educational. Untitled.
A

Irene Rich. Warner Brothers. "Boy of

Mine."
A

Russell Gleason. Pathe. Five years.
A

Stanley Smith. Fox. *Trom Soup to Nuts."
Loaned by P. P.

A

Judith Vosselli. M G M. "Jenny Lind."
A

Tom Dugan. First National. "The Hot
Heiress."

A

Harry Gribbon. First National. "The
Gorilla."

A

Fred Kelsey, Arthur Hoyt, Laurance Gray,
Johnny Arthur, May Boley, Anders Randolf,
Sammy Cantor. First National. "Going
Wild."

A

Monte Bell. Universal. "East Is West."
Director.

A

Rupert Julian. Universal. Directs. "Cat
and Canary."

A

George Coogan. Educational. Dialog.
A

Mary Astor. Warner Brothers. "Steel

Highway."
A

Sidney Fox. Universal. Featured roles.
A

Nat Ross. Christie. Director.
A

Ernest Wood, Wilbur Mack, Max Asher.
Columbia. "Sweethearts on Parade." One
film.

A

Walter Huston. First National. Long
term.

A

Richard Boleslavsky. Columbia. "Return
of Lone Wolf." Directs.

A

Mosconi Brothers. Meyer Synchronizing
Service. Short term.

A

Buster Keaton. M G M. Long term.

Alice Miller Back
WithM G M; Writes

Crawford's Next
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLY^vVOOD, July L—Alice D. G. Miller

will write Joan Crawford's next story for

M G M. She recently finished a year contract
with Paramount.

Ruben on FourthRKO
(Special to the Hsrild-World)

HOLLYWOD, July L—J. Walter Ruben
is writing the adaptation and dialog for "His
Majesty, Bunker Bean" at RKO. It is his

fourth assignment at this studio.

Paramount and WarnersAhead
On Eastern Production Plans

Transfer of Vitaphone Variety Making to Brooklyn Plant Brings

Increased Activity—Paramount Now Casting "Best

People" and "Royal Family"

By HARRY TUGEND
NEW YORK, July 1.—Both Paramount and Warner Brothers are keeping

well ahead of their ambitious Eastern production schedule. The announcement
that all Warner shorts are to be made in the East has urged the Brooklyn
studios on to increased activity.

Paramount is concentrating on "Laughter"
while casting for the coming of "The Best
People" and "The Royal Family." "The
Best People," Avery Hopwood's stage suc-
cess, will go into production sometime in

July. Miriam Hopkins, who is one of the
Greek damsels cavorting hilariously on
Broadway in the 2,000 year old comedy
"Lysistrata," has been signed for one of
the principal roles. Aiding and abetting her
will be Frank Morgan, Carol Lombard, and
Charles Starett. Fred Newmeyer will direct
the production.

Cast Claire and March
Only Ina Claire and Frederic March thus

far have been selected for "The Royal
Family." A most noteworthy selection I

assure you. But may I not lift my voice
in supplication to the gods and casting
directors and pray that Haidee Wright be
secured, at all cost, for the part of Grandma
Cavendish? And far be it from my inten-
tion to tell these casting directors their

business, but may I not remind them that
Jefferson De Angelis, as grandma's man-
ager, helped make the stage play a thing
to be seen again and again? And may I

not point out that this Mr. De Angelis, who
has just celebrated his sixtieth year on the
stage, is right now spreading his sunshine
at the 48th Street theatre in "Apron
Strings" and oerhaps can be had?

If you've been around the Vitaphone
studio you must have noticed a lot of
motherly looking old women and their

bright-eyed voungsters. And there's not a

sign of Al Jolson so they can't be making
another "Mammy" or "Sonnv Boy." Harold
Beaudine has iust directed the gang of kids
in a skit bv Burnet Hershey called "Bare-
foot Days."

Hurley Completes Comedy
Arthur Hurley, having completed "Put-

ting It On," a comedy featuring Lillian
Bond, is preparing "Mr. Intruder," written
by the same authors, Stanley Rauh and
A. D. Otvos.
Harold Levey is writing special music in

Charlie Pays Cash;
No Suits for Him
HOLLYWOOD, July 1.—During

the aiming of a prizeSght sequence
in his current production, "City
Lights," Charlie Chaplin was pro-
ceeding up the aisle, followed by a
couple of huskies bearing water
bucket, sponge, towel, and other ring
paraphernalia. Nate Slott, an ex-
prize Gghter, acting as a second, sug-
gested that if Charlie himself carried
all the accessories into the ring, the
contrast of his slight physique and
those of his seconds would provide
a belly laugh.

Charlie agreed, incorporated the
gag into the scene, and gave Nate an
order on the cashier for $50 for the

suggestion.

preparation for the production of "The
Nightingale," to be directed by Roy Mack.
And it will not be anything like a spring
song in spite of its title, for the story con-
cerns a lot of gangsters and other bad boys,
with a machine gun obliggato.

Fox West Coast Urges
' Managers to Adhere to

Curtis Patriotic Week
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July L—In an appeal to

the American theatres to stimulate interest

and enthusiasm in a national "Patriotic

Week," beginning on July 4, Vice President

Charles Curtis has declared that the day set

aside for the signing of the Declaration of

Independence might well be lengthened into

a week of patriotic thanksgiving, and that he
would suggest drafting the theatres, along
with the radio, in reaching the masses of

people in this movement. He said: "I would
like to see every flag in the entire nation

waving during "Patriotic Week."
Harold FrankUn, president of the Fox

West Coast theatres, has complied with this

idea, and has asked the managers of all the

West Coast theatres to put every effort into

the campaign by having trailers made and
organizing a nation-wide publicity campaign.

Collen Moore Backing
Stage Comedy Success

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July L—An interesting

sidelight on the recent production of the com-
edy success, "June Moon," in Los Angeles, is

provided in the disclosure that the financial

backer of the piece was Colleen Moore, sister

of Cleve Moore, who portrayed the leading

male role.

A more interesting sidelight is that Miss
Moore, in her first venture as an impresario,

received a handsome profit.

Mitch Lewis Named
As Masquers' Head

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 1.—Mitchell Lewis,
noted character actor, has been elected pres-

ident of the Masquers' Club, succeeding Sam
Hardy, who has held the office for two years.

The club is an organization of male actors,

and now numbers 600 members of Holly-
wood's film colony. Reports of the officers

showed the club to be in its most flourishing

condition since its organization in 1925,

Amos 'n' Andy to Arrive
In Hollywood on July 14

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July L—Amos 'n' Andy, Ra-
dio Pictures' recently signed radio team, will

arrive in Hollywood for work on July 14,

when the rehearsals for their forthcoming
picture, "Check and Double Check," will be-

gin.
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F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
ANSWER TO BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 43

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 57.—Describe the experiments which led to the dis-

covery of the storage battery. You may ask why we should answer that question. The reason

is that such information (which may be found in the Bluebook) will give you a better under-

standing of the principles of storage battery action. Tell what takes place in battery plates dur-

ing the process of charging and discharging. Go into detail.

The question was : Tell us the reason

or reasons why an amplifier tube should

never be used as a rectifier. In a rectify-

ing tube, why zinll electrons not flow

from plate to filament? If a grid tube be

used as a rectifying tube, what should be

done about the grid?

THIS question brought a great number of

answers, but an astonishing number either

side-stepped the obvious errors contained

in the question or else made very wrong an-

swers concerning them. Only the following

had answers correct in all respects

:

Carl F. Daughtery, Karl Friedrich, G. T.

Baldy, "Bill" Doe, F. D. Peterson, Lester Van
Buskirk. Frank Dudiak, Francis E. Hersev, J.

T. Sanders, Gayle C. Grubaugh. Robert Dod-
son. Ellis Miller. Harlan B. Fox, T R. R-'and,

L. Brennan, G. L. Doe, W. T. Lathrop, T. R.

Sanders, William Turk, G. R. Eggleston, L.

D. Felt, Bryan Thomas, E. H. Brauninghouse,

John Wilson, Bert Billings, F. R. Wayne,
F. P. Allerton, Ben Edwards, William Truax,
James DeVoy, L. Styles, J. R. Malley, F. T.

Spencer, M. Golding, Harry Crowley, "An-
other Doe," R. L. Thompson, John R. Young,
Frank Williams and Spencer Van Vaulken-
burg.

Several of the answers were very excellent.

I compliment Brothers Dudiak, Daugherty,
Miller, Wayne and Thompson. After due
consideration, I have decided to print the re-

ply made by Daugherty, because it is com-
plete, well worded and very brief—all good
points. Daugherty says

:

"An amplifying tube should never be used
as a rectifier because of the fact that it wilf

not work well as an amplifier after having
served as a rectifying tube. Also, an ampli-
fying tube contains a grid, which is not nec-
essary in a rectifier, and if used as such, the

grid must be connected to the plate in order
to produce efficient results.

"Electrons will not flow from plate to fila-

ment in a rectifying tube because the plate is

cold and therefore could not produce elec-

trons. And since the filament is always neg-
atively charged and the plate is positively
charged during half of each cycle of the
alternating current, it follows that electrons
being negatively charged particles of elec-

tricity, could only flow from the filament to
the plate during this period of time, as neg-
ative is attracted by positive. During the
succeeding half cycle, then, while the plate is

negatively charged, it follows that no elec-

trons at all could flow, since negative repels
negative.

"If a grid tube is used as a rectifying tube,

the grid should be connected to the plate, as

On the Way
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

WELL, boys, after four days of almost

a nightmare of cleaning up odds

and ends and getting ready, at 10:30 a.

m., June 23, Friend Daughter and I

climbed into The Princess, our four-

wheeled chariot, headed her nose in the

general direction of the Boston Post

Road and landing in New Haven in the

early afternoon.

Parking ourselves in the nice quarters

provided by Local 273, in New Haven's

swellerino hotel, I had no intention of

going anywhere (except to dinner) until

midnight. However, an errand developed

and on the way to attend to it I saw the

sign of the Paramount theatre. This of

course "intrigued" me, and in I went.

I am very glad, indeed, that I did.

Walter Lloyd, the manager, is the kind
of manager one likes to meet. Also,

Louis A. Schaefer, house manager, is a

live wire. I enjoyed my talk with these

two men immensely, even though Lloyd
spoke of his "operators," for which sin

I could have cheerfully crowned him

—

but didn't. Manager Lloyd spoke very

highly of his projectionists, who he as-

sured me all took a keen interest in

their work. Manager Lloyd and House
Manager Schaefer, escorted nie up to the

projection room just as shift changing
time.

The Paramount theatre projection

room is excellent. It is well equipped.
Best of all, however, the projectionists

know their business and, as the manager
said, attend to it. The staff is composed
of Fred L. Warner, president of Local

273; J. A. B. Cassidy, T. Haeussler and
Marshall E. Jones.

Otherwise it might accumulate a charge of its

own and interfere with the efficiency of the

tube. A grid might be of some advantage
in a rectifying tube if it is connected to the
plate, as it would increase the surface of the
plate.

"In the last part of this question the term
filament is used. Should this not be the term,
grid, instead?" [Correct.—F. H. R.]

I wonder what has happened to our old
friend, Budge. His answers were seldom
worded in the best way for publication, but
he is a high grade man, a high grade projec-

tionist and we don't like to see that sort drop
out of the "school." Budge is, I venture the

assertion, studying the questions, even though
he has not sent his answers in recently.

I might say that appended to one of his

answers, G. I-. Doe of Chicago had this to

say:

"I have studied every question you have
asked in the present school, as well as in

the old one in the Moving Picture World. I

can say with sincerity that I have benefited
very largely by such study. I find that be-
cause of the better, more detailed understand-
ing brought about by such study, I am able to

not only handle my motion picture projection
equipment and my sound equipment more
efficiently but also more effectively. I can get
better results from it and I am better able to

guard against trouble.

"Not long ago my employer, the theatre
manager (and a most excellent one, by the
way) asked how it' came that I was able to

put on such good pictures and sound and
have so very little trouble, I replied to the
effect that it was for two reasons, first, that
he was himself a real manager and did not
attempt to tell me what I needed and did not
need. He always honored requisitions made
for the projection room and did it without a
lot cf squawking. Second, I had become
interested some years ago in a 'school' called

the Bluebook School, and had followed it up,

studying the many questions therein pro-

pounded, with the result that I had learned to

know my equipment and my profession.

"Richardson, you have certainly done a
great work in your departments and in the

school. Keep it up. Whatever quarrels you
may have had with some of our Chicago men,
rest assured you have many, many warm
friends in the projection rooms of Chicago
theatres and in local union No. 110, too."

For all of which I sincerely thank Brother
Doe. I have had some pretty chesty fights

with certain ones in that great city in years
gone by. However, were it all to be done
over again I would not do differently. I had
those quarrels because there most emphati-
cally was something to quarrel about and
certain ones in power resented by presuming
to tell certain unpleasant truths. 1 know I

have many friends in Chicago. I know it for

the reason that I am in correspondence with
Chicago men more or less constantly. I think,

however, the past year has taught at least

some of those who opposed me in the old
days that perhaps I was not so very wrong,
after all. Again I thank Brother Doe for
his words of encouragement.
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Fox Foreign Unites

First Talker Ready;

It ^sDone in Spanish
A new foreign department for the making

of Fox movietone talkers is now awaiting the

public reaction to its first completed picture

done in Spanish. It is "One Mad Kiss," star-

ring Don Jose Mojica, grand opera tenor.

This film, now ready for distribution, includes

dialog and ten original song numbers. John

Stone is in charge of the new department.

In the cast in addition to Mojica are Mona
Maris, Antonio Moreno and Tom Patricola.

Direction was by James Tinling.

Besides two other Spanish talking and sing-

ing pictures to be made this year, there will

be a Spanish version of "Common Clay," be-

sides a number of two-reel dramatic and

comedy features, all originals written for the

foreign market. Besides Tinling, the direc-

tors of the Spanish department, which will be

complete in itself, include Dave Howard, for

the features, Dick Harlan on the dramatic

shorts and Jack Wagner on the Spanish com-

edy shorts.

Spanish of the Madrid stage is being used

to avoid any complaints of employing dia-

lects in the talkers.

While only Spanish Movietones are being

made at present, Fox intends soon to add

French, German, Italian and the Scandina-

vian languages.

Versions in six languages have been made
of "Her Golden Calf," with masters of cere-

monies speaking six languages. Valdemar
Larsen officiated for the Swedish and Danish,

Frank Puglia for the Italian, Fritz Stephani,

German, Rene Cardona, Spanish, and Henri

Paillai, French.

694 Earphone Sets

Going to 64 Houses

Of Fox West Coast
A total of 694 earphone sets is required for

the equipping of 64 Fox West Coast theatres

for the benefit of the hard of hearing. Among
the theatres to be so equipped are the fol-

lowing in Los Angeles : Loew's State, Cri-

terion, Parftages (Hollywood), Egyptian, Bev-
erly, Adams, Belmont, Carthay Circle, Fig-
ueroa. Golden Gate, Manchester, Uptown,
Boulevard, Wilshire (Beverly), Ritz, Carmel.
Other towns in which theatres will have head-
sets are Pasadena, Bakersfield, El Centro, Glen-
dale, Huntington Park, Pomona, Long Beach,
Ocean Park, San Bernardino, San Diego,
Santa Ana, Santa Monica, San Pedro, Port-
land, Seattle Tacoma, Wenatchee, Yakima,
Bellingham, Everett, Butte, Great Falls, Po-
catello, San Francisco, Oakland, Sacramento,
Berkeley, Burlingame, Fresno, Palo Alto, San
Jose, Stockton, Cheyenne, North Platte, Rock
Springs, Denver, Trinidad, Topeka, Wichita,
Kansas City, Kan., Kansas City, Mo., Arkan-
sas City and Emporia.

Thousands of Keys Given

By Merchants in Contest

On Opening ''Locked Door"'

Opening of a locked door with one of thou-
sands of keys provided by various stores was
the climax of a contest arranged by the Cap-
itol theatre at Lawrence, Mass., to put over
United Artists' "The Locked Door." In each
ad was inserted the line, "Get your key to
'The Locked Door.'

"

There were no conditions of any kind to
qualify for the contest, which was backed up
by 29 prizes donated by as many merchants.

The Award of Merit

When the Herald-World, Award of Merit for better sound reproduction was pre-

sented to the Avalon theatre at Ottawa, Ontario, by the president of the Board of

Trade, the group above appeared on the stage of the Avalon. They are (left to

right) W. H. Hewitson, local representative of the Northern Electric Sound System;

Maurice LeGauIt, chief projectionist; Ambrose Nolan, supervising manager; W. Lyle

Reid, president of the Ottawa Board of Trade; P. J. Nolan, managing director of

Nolan Theatrical Enterprises; W. M. Gladish, and Samuel Ventura, assistant projec-

tionist.

The prestige that is enjoyed by the theatres that have merited and received

the Mark of Honor for Better Sound Reproduction is evidenced by the pledges

from theatre owners and managers to maintain the high standard of showing

of sound pictures that won for them the Herald-World Award of Merit.

Those pledges bespeak a better industry, an elevated plane of entertainment

presentation.

An example of the many testimonies to the pride of the managements of

theatres honored by the Committee on Awards is this from Harry Weiss, presi-

dent of Rex Theatre Corporation, St. Louis

:

"It is with considerable pride that we are displaying via trailer and lobby

the beautiful bronze plaque you have so kindly presented lis with.

"Our neighborhood will learn in short order not only the name of the

donor, but likewise that when conferred by America's leading trade journal

this award means something to us.

"We assure you that we will prize this award. We pledge you that we will

always present our programs in a manner that will prove that we have earned

the distinction signified by this plaque."
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TECHNIC OF RECORDING CONTROL
FOR SOUND PICTURES

J. P. Maxfield*
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Figure 1

npHE purpose of acoustic control in record-
-' ing is to make the sound record so corre-

late with the picture that the whole perform-
ance becomes pleasing to listen to and easy
to understand. It has been found that this

result is obtained when the recording is so
conducted that the voice, coming from the
horn, appears to follow the speaker wherever
he or she ma^" go in the set, i. e., when an
illusion of realit\- is obtained.

Before considering this matter in detail, there
are one or two preliminary points to be taken
up. The first has to do with the nature of
the material to be covered by this paper, which
i.s distinctly of a practical nature rather than
a theoretical. Any theory which may be dis-

cussed is in the form of an explanation of
v.'hy the technic operates as it does, the tech-
nic itself having been successfully used
throughout several commercial productions.

The second preliminary matter is a brief re-
viewof some of the material, which has been
mentioned previously from a theoretical stand-
point, and which should now be discussed from
the point of view of its practical use in the
making of talking pictures.

Dr. Knudsen discussed the curves shown in
Fig. I. The discussion here will deal only
with the one marked E(n). The vertical
ordinate represents energy of speech, corre-
sponding to the frequencies shown by the
abscissa. Fortunately for those who have to
operate the recording equipment, the high
maximum occurring at approximately 200 cy-
cles does not indicate maximum intensity or the
maximum amplitude, which is obtained at that
frequency. The data represented by the curve
were obtained in such a way, that the energy
shown includes not only the amplitude or the
intensity which occurs at any given frequency,
but also includes how often energy of that
frequency occurs in speech and also how long
it is sustained when it does occur. The high
maximum is brought about mainly by the fun-
damental tones of the voice. Since the fun-
damental occurs in all the vowel sounds, and
since the vowel sounds are generally held
longer than the other speech sounds, it is
seen that a large contribution to this high
maximum is brought about by the time fac-
tor rather than the intensity factor.

Dr. Knudson also discussed the curve shown
in Fig. 2, in which the ordinate shown at the
right hand of the curve, represents sensation
units expressed in decibels, while the abscissas
represent frequency or pitch. The lower line
of the curve represents the threshold of audi-

*Supervising Recording Engineer, Electrical Re-
search Products, Inc. This is the sixteenth paper of
the Technical Digest.
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bility, while the upper line represents the in-

tensity at which the sound becomes physically

painful. The useful range between these two
curves is of the order of 100 to 120 sensation

units. It would appear at first sight, that the

recording system, which covers a range of

approximately 40 sensation units, would be
totally inadequate. However, there are some
features which limit the practical use of this

whole range, other than those that reside in

the recording system: First, the average noise

in a theatre from the ventilators, audience,

etc., is seldom less than 30 sensation units

above minimum audibility, and' is frequently
as much as 40. It is, therefore, useless to

reproduce in the theatre any sound less than
40 sensation units above minimum audibility,

as they would become lost in this noise. Sec-
ond, the upper 30 or more sensation units

represent sound intensities of the magnitude
encountered from the firing of big guns, large

explosions and other uncomfortably loud
sounds.

Therefore, except for the few isolated cases,

where records are being made of such ex-

plosions, the practical useftil ranging has been '

reduced by 70 sensation units, and there re-

mains only 30 to 50 to be accommodated ordi-

narily. The Western Electric recording system

can easily accommodate 30, and when properly

maintained and operated, can accommodate 40.

When it is considered that the difference in

loudness, between a stage whisper and a very
loud shout is about 30 sensation units, it will

be seen that the limits of the system do not

ordinarily handicap recording.

In the terms of the movies. Fig. j is a

closeup of the curve shown in Fig. 2, with
four additional curves added. These four
curves represent the lines of constant loudness
of 20, 40, 60 and 80 loudness units above
minimum audibility. The top and bottom lines

are identical with the top and bottom lines

respectively, of the curves in Fig 2. This
curve indicates that in going from loudness
20 to 40, it is necessary to increase the gain
of the amplifying system 20 db for the fre-

quencies lying in the middle region. On the
other hand, in order to go from a loudness
20 to loudness 40, at the low frequencies, say
around 60, it is only necessary to go 6 to 8
db. However, loudness is mainly interpreted

by the middle region. If, therefore, a sound
which was originally made at loudness 20
were reproduced by increasing the intensity

by all its components by 20 db, it is obvious
that the loudness in the bass would lie slightly

above the curve representing a loudness of 60,

i. e., more than 20 loudness units too high.

Such reproduction would sound over-bassed or
"heavy." This is one of the reasons why the
human voice sounds heavy when reproduced
at a level considerably higher than that at

which the person actually spoke.

This effect is inherent in the ear, and as the
recording becomes more and more perfect, the
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Figure 3

loudness level, at which m.usic or speech is

reproduced, becomes more and more im-
portant. This ends the preliminary review.

The technic of acoustic control is based on
letting the camera be the eye and the mi-
crophone be the ear of an imaginary person
viewing the scene. It might be interesting,

therefore, to consider briefly how a person ob-
serves, that is, how he sees and hears what
is taking place around him.

When a person is viewing a real scene in

real life, he is viewing it with lenses—that is,

the eyes, and pickup devices—that is, the ears,

which are in a fixed relationship, one to the
other. This observer is equipped with two eyes
and two ears. The two eyes enable him to
appreciate distance or depth with much more
facility than would be possible with one eye,

while the two ears enable him to appreciate
direction and perhaps, to a sliq'ht extent, depth
where sound is concerned. The point of im-
portance, however, is the fact that the eyes
and ears maintain a fixed relationship to one
another.

It is probable that the most important
factor, particularly where monaural hearing is

concerned, is that which deals with the rela-

tive change in loudness of the direct and re-

flected sound. Since the intensity of the re-

flected sound varies relatively little from place
to place in a room, while the direct sound from
the source to the pickup device varies quite
rapidly with its distance, the ratio of the in-

tensity of the direct to the reflected sound also

varies considerably. Hence, as a source of
sound, such as a person speaking, recedes from
the microphone, the loudness of the voice ap-
pears to decrease slightly while the rever-
beration appears to increase materially. With
binaural listening, this is unconsciously inter-

preted as distance. It has been found that

this effect, when properly controlled, is also

interpreted as distance with monaural lis-

tening.

In the case of the talking pictures, the cam-
era has only one eye, or lens, and the re-

cording system has only one ear or pickup
device. Consequently those effects, which
were brought about by the binocular seeing
and by binaural hearing, cannot be made use
of. Long experience with the photography has
enabled the cameraman to create a part of the

depth illusion by the proper choice of the focal

length of the lens used, and by the proper
type of lighting. Fortunately, for the acoustic

engineer, the impression of depth depends
upon factors which are almost as effective

with monaural as with binaural listening;

namely, the change in the ratio of the inten-

sity of the direct sound to the reverberation

present.

[Continued in next weak*9 issue]
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BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Australian Theatre Gives "Disraeli" a Lift

With Balloons, Kites and Airplanes
[Pictures on next pagej

TALK about a complete advertising

campaign. Just read this about

the exploitation of the Warner picture,

"Disraeli" at the Capitol theatre in

Melbourne, Australia. Nothing, ap-

parently was left unexploited, and it

went over in great style. Balloons,

kites, sidewalk artists, illuminated air-

planes, refrigerators, furniture, this,

and a lot more, went into the makeup
of this campaign, but in order to do it

justice, it will be necessary to take it

up in a bit more detailed fashion. We
won't attempt to put the various stunts

in any particular order, but we'll just

give them to you as they come.

First off we have a talented artist, he is

spoken of as a pavement artist, who was sit-

uated on a prominent street corner, and he
daily drew the head of George Arliss as he
appeared in his "Disraeli" makeup. He was
good, and consequently he attracted a good
deal of attention, for thousands of people

passed the corner daily, and could not help

but see him. Another street stunt was an
actor, dressed in "Disraeli" costume, who
paraded the streets of Melbourne and also

visited various stores and business houses.

Sketches Drawn in Window

In one of the window tie-ups, a lightning

cartoonist drew sketches of Arliss and others

connected with the picture. A clothing dis-

play in a men's furnishings store served to

attract much attention by having a model
dressed as the well dressed gentlemen of

Disraeli's time might have dressed, and an-

other who wore the modern type of clothing

for 1930. This display took place at busy
periods during the day, and, of course, at-

tracted many onlookers. This same scheme
was carried on in several shops, tailor shops
included. Women's gown shops tied up with
the! picture by displaying, as had the men's
stores, a replica of the gown which Joan
Bennett wore in the picture, and also a dis-

play of the other different type gowns which
were worn in the latter part of the 19th cen-
tury.

Box Kites Flov^n

Early Victorian furniture was on display in

the windows of the furniture stores, along
with, a display of other items of antique in-

terest.

Box kites were flown over the Botanical

Gardens in Melbourne, advertising the com-
ing of "Disraeli" to the Capitol, carrying their

signs high into the heavens, so that they might
be seen from great distances. Balloons, with
Disraeli painted on them in great black let-

ters, were loosed and flown during the day,

that is, they were captive, but allowed to go

Initiating a new style in the advertising of a motion picture. These deluxe, double painted

"boards" were used by Sid Grauman and Howard Hughes in the exploitation of the world
premiere engagement of "Hell's Angels" at Graumans Chinese theatre in Hollywood.

up far enough to be seen above the buildings.

Also, an illuminated airplane flew over the

city and the suburbs at night, displaying a
Neon sign on each wing advertising the pic-

ture. This was the first time it had been

done in Melbourne and one of the first times

in Australia.

25,000 Folders Used

In the matter of folders and newspaper
tieups, 25,000 special folders giving the story

of "Disraeli" were distributed at the Capitol

and through a company which inserted one

of these folders in each of their weekly mag-
azine. A double spread newspaper advertise-

ment was used in one of Melbourne's papers,

tying up with various firms in Melbourne,

such as hats, showing the difference between

hats in the day of Disraeli and the style of

modern hats; ladies' costumes; refrigerators,

showing the old style bucket in the well and

the modern electric contraption; vacuum
cleaners, as opposed to the broom and brush

and dust pan. Then for automobiles, the

coach of those good old days, and the shining

automobile of these times. Period furniture,

as mentioned above, footwear and various

other lines of clothing and accessories of

modern times were brought into prominence

by this tieup.

One tailoring establishment had a display,

taking what the well dressed man had worn
down through the centuries up to the day of

Disraeli.

According to Stanley W. Higginson, pub-

licity director of First National Pictures

(A/Asia) Ltd., the benefits from this tieup

have spread throughout the continent, and he
is negotiating for a pronounced tieup in every

possible manner. Much credit goes toi Roy
Nelson, publicity manager for the Capitol

theatre. Most of the stunts were his ideas,

and he received the full cooperation of Hig-
ginson and his aides.

The Graphic of Australia, a paper for men
and women, gave the picture many pages of

type and stills, giving the life history, the

trials and tribulations of Disraeli, showing
how he had had to fight to put across his

idea, and how the picture was so much more
dramatic than the mere reading of it—thus

being able to tell an almost complete story,

but by no manner of means "giving the pic-

ture away."

Huge Poster in Display

A huge poster advertising Table Talk, an-

other Australian paper, had big posters Ayhich

it placed outside newsstands, advertising its

product, had on it a large picture of George
Arliss, in his "Disraeli" makeup, and this, on
75 per cent of the newspaper shops in Mel-
bourne, didn't cost the Capitol a thing.

The evening before the picture was opened
to the public, a private screening was given

for prominent people in the life of Mel-
bourne, and tasty invitation cards were sent

to all, bearing a request that they be present,

if possible, at the first showing of the picture.

It was a joint invitation from the directors

of the company.
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''DisraelV Exploit in Australia

Kite sign "Disraeli" Capitol. Pavement artist draws Disraeli.

Disraeli dress window tieup, with two live models.

Replica of Joan Bennnil's dress. Balloon with "Disraeli" Capitol.

Scrip Books for

Brides Is His Plan

For Wedding Gift
While Bob Harvey never has been a bride,

the director of publicity for the Northern
California division of Fox-West Coast Thea-
tres, with headquarters at San Francisco, has
the idea that brides would enjoy numbering
Fox-West Coast Theatres scrip books among
their wedding gifts. With this in mind he
laid out a neat advertisement for the San
Francisco newspapers in June with a cut of

a June bride and the suggestion of scrip books
for wedding gifts. Attention was directed to

the fact that these books are good for ad-
mission to all Fox-West Coast theatres and
at all times.

The advertisements resulted in an interesting
increase in the sale of scrip books, with an
inquiry for gift envelopes that suggested the
use to which the scrip books were to be placed.
Harvey suggests that this is one wedding
present that will not be exchanged, for who
has too many passports to the theatre?

Amateur Singers

Warble in a Tieup

To Paper and Radio
Amateur singers ! The singing may be good,

and it also may be horribly terrible, but in

either case it makes a real draw to the thea-

tre. An appropriate hookup was that of the

Palace theatre at Peoria, 111., and L. E. Wor-
ley, manager, for "The Rogue Song."

Five Atwater Kent dealers, the Peoria Star
and radio station WMBO were interested in

the contest. Singers were required to register

with each of the five radio dealers, and these
names were sent to the radio station so that

the individuals could be called for preliminary
auditions. These eliminations took place daily

for one week.
The radio dealers placed two full page ads

in the Star the day before the opening of the

contest, another on the following Friday and
still another on Saturday as a follow-up.

New York Fight Broadcast

To Afternoon Crowds in

R K O San Francisco Houses
Fight fans attending late afternoon shows

of the RKO Golden Gate and RKO Or-
pheum theatres, San Francisco, heard the

complete broadcast of the Sharkey-Schmeling
bout at New York. Stage and screen shows
were stopped during the fight and radios on
the stage presented the blow-by-blow account
as it was broadcast. Not a few were attracted

to both houses through the announcement of

this added attraction, with some leaving as
soon as the bout was over, having decided that
they had their money's worth.

37 Ads Around Theatre's

In Misspelled Word Stunt
The Logan theatre at Logansport, Ind., got

almost a whole page of free publicity recently

in co-operation with a clever stunt put on by
the Logansport Press. The show was "The
Golden Calf." Ranged around a center piece

of advertising for the theatre was a collection

of 37 small ads. In some of these ads there

were misspelled words. Individuals in Logans-
port were given awards for correct solution,

and there was a similar arrangement for out-

of-town readers.
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This is the airplane box office which is

making the rounds of southern Califor-

nia airports. Jean Harlow is acting as

box office attendant, and is being con-

gratulated by J. B. Alexander, her pilot,

and aeronautical director for Howard
Hughes' epic of the air "Hell's Angels,"
which is having its world premiere at

Sid Grauman's Chinese theatre in Holly-

wood. Grauman has charge of the world-
wide exploitation of the picture.

Refrigerator Tieup Is

Played Up in Papers as

Part of Essay Contest
A tieup was arranged by J. Lawrence

Schanberger, manager of Keith's, Baltimore,
and the Hines Company, distributors of the

General Electric Refrigerator in Baltimore, to

exploit Fannie Brice in "Be Yourself," while
it was shown at that playhouse.
Two large advertisements measuring 170

lines across three columns, were taken in the
Morning and Evening Sun and in the Balti-

more News, and in each the title of the pic-

ture was displayed prominently at the top with
the name of the theatre and the star. The
big catchline for the first ad was "Wanted a
Winner!" Then followed an explanation of
the folder being given out at the playhouse by
Miss General Electric during the two weeks
v/hich explained the contest by which one of
the patrons would win the refrigerator.

This was in the nature of an essay of 100
words or less on "Why 1 Want a General
Electric Refrigerator." The lower part of
each advertisement was given to the re-

frigerator. The second ad was similar to the

first with the catchline reading: "Come and
Win This Prize

!"

Electric Refrigeration

Is Cue for Essay Contest
The General Electric refrigerator essay

contest conducted in connection with the Pal-
ace theatre at South Bend, Ind., ended with
a capacity crowd. For two weeks sample
cooling devices had been on display in the
lobby with a young woman in charge as Miss
General Electric, to display the boxes and ex-
plain the rules of the contest. Hundreds of
essays on "Why I Want a General Electric
Refrigerator" were received, with the prize
one of the company's cooling systems. The
name of the winner was announced at the last

show at the theatre following the close of the
contest.

Here's the novel setup of the lobby of the Iowa theatre at Waterloo, Iowa, when Pathe's
"Swing High" of the circus came to town.

and different type of lobby display. People
like to clown, everyone does, and after buying
a ticket, the person begins clowning in the

lobby, and by the time he gets into the main
tent, he is all set to watch somebody else

clown, and think it funny.

Lobby Makes Excellent Tent

For Ballyhooing "Swing High^^
When Pathe's picture of circus life, "Swing High," played Jake Rosenthal's

Iowa theatre in Waterloo, Iowa, the entire lobby was done up in a tent, that is

to say, the impression one received was that of being under a great spread of

canvas, with the main tent beyond, and after viewing the preliminaries, to pass

from the sideshow affair into the main "hall."

In the "tent," placed in obvious positions, a

burlesque menagerie was established. A num-
ber of little express wagons were borrowed
from nearby hardware merchants, the theatre

staff constructed multi-colored boxes upon
them and the artist placarded them suitably

for the occasion. "Animals" could be seen here

and there, some ferocious and some inter-

esting, some unbelievable and some laughable,

but nevertheless they attracted attention.

There was the Mexican chin-chilla, a flying

red bat, the missing link (there always should

be one of those), a Grecian ground hog, red

bugs from Florida, a Caucasion hoozit, a real

live wild man shackled and manacled, a cut-

out of Zoe Nizenfat, the fat girl, and many
other weird and interesting collections.

Ingenuity and Imagination

But an explanation of these monstrosities

and vagaries showed that they were nothing

more than a mixture of ingenuity and imag-

ination. This is how it was done, Major Mil-

let, the smallest man in the world, was a tiny

celluloid doll, the Florida red bugs (a sure

cure for sleeping sickness) were three little

live alligators, the Caucasian hoozit (almost

human) was a mirror in which the onlooker

saw his own reflection. The flying red bat,

captured in the chimney of a house in Ireland,

was an ordinary red brick, and the chin-chilla,

well, that was nothing more than a—bowl of

chili.

The box office looked like the rear of a cir-

cus ticket wagon, and the cashier and ushers

were attired as clovnis. The front of the

house was decorated with flags, while a swing-
ing sign on the marquis proclaimed the fact

of "Ringworm Brothers, Greatest Show on
Earth, Swing High."

Art Weld, publicity manager for the Iowa,
originated the ballyhoo, and it probably did

the trick. Very little expense, no great outlay

of either time or money and yet a complete

Telephone Interview

Of Stars Is Put Over

In Broadcast Opener
A novel telephone interview of Pathe stars

of "Swing High" with picture editors of the

Baltimore newspapers was put on through a
hookup with the Pathe Studios in Culver City
for the opening at Keith's theatre. Donn
McElwaine at the studios had the stars con-
verse with the editors in a broadcast over
WCBM.

POSTER PRINTING
Cards—1-2-3-4-8-24 Sheets

Type or Special Designed Engraved
Posters

CHICAGO SHOW
PRINTING CO.

222-224 W.Madison St.

RANDOLPH 3217
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''Sally''Plays in Buenos Aires

Here are three pictures of the way the Grand Splendid theatre, in Buenos Aires, does

things, in a grand and splendid manner, ive should say. You won't have any difficulty

in seeing that the picture, "Sally,' starring Marilyn Miller is on the bill of fare, and

as far as we can see, nothing has been left undone. The Grand Splendid is one of the

leading first run houses in this South American city, and is owned by the firm of

Max Glucksmann, distributor of Warner-First National product in South America.
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The Lobby and Marquis

An attractive section of Lobby

A detailed study of Lobby section

Savings Bank Tieup

For "Caught Short''

Is Good Headwork
_
Had you thought of the possibilities of a

tieup with a savings bank for "Caught Short"?
I. Wienscheink, manager of the Majestic at
LaSalle, 111., did, and the results were de-
cidedly good.

The LaSalle Trust and Savings Bank co-
operated, and a cutout figure of a man with a
movable arm was placed in the window. The
upraised arm pointed to a sign with built up
cutout letters reading: "To be 'Caught
Short' shows a lack of thrift. Start saving
NOW—and you won't have to play on mar-
gin. See Polly Moran and Marie Dressier
in 'Caught Short' at the Majestic Theatre."
On the counter inside was a similar sign. In
addition a number of pieces of imitation
money were distributed.

Besides this, a Western Union stock quota-
tion ticker was placed in the lobby of the
theatre. There were also radio broadcasts
twice a day.

Theatre Party Nets

Funds for Outing of
Baltimore Children

To raise funds to give the poor children

of Baltimore an outing at Carhn's Amusement
Park, Baltimore, July 7, a special performance
was given at the Rivoli by Frank Price, Jr.,

manager, Sunday night June IS, with the
Advertising Club of Baltimore acting as
sponsor.

Perfect Legs Discovered;

_

Personality Girl Is Sought
The Granada theatre, St. Louis, has just

conducted a contest to discover the most per-
fect legs in that section of the city.

Each week the Granada had had some sort
of contest for pretty girls. First there was a
Bathing Beauty Revue, next a selection of the
girl with the most beautiful hair, then the
drive to find the perfect legs and following
that came to contest to pick the Personality
Girl.

A number of the leading merchants have
been co-operating in the contests.

Hyde Park Gets Glimpse

Of Shooting London Film
It was an interested crowd of Londoners

who watched Basil Deal shoot some of the
scenes from Galsworthy's "Escape" in Hyde
Park. After the Park had been cleared of its

regular inhabitants Dean and his crew and the
cast took possession.

First a band of Welsh guards played. Then
out of the mist came a handsome coach bear-
ing Sir Gerauld du Maurier, international

star. While the study lights blazed down upon
the neighboring lawns, a microphone picked
up the sound.

Midnight Matinees Win
San Francisco Paramount

Midnight matinees have been adopted as
permanent policy at the Paramount theatre,

San Francisco. The programs consist of the
regular screen show, starting at 11:30 o'clock,

together with the week's stage offering and
added numbers.

rmmm
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THE SHORT FEATURE

Newspictures

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 50—
Ships rush to beat new rates as Smoot-Hawley tariff

bill passes—Nippon flier starts flight around the
world as Japanese girls form cordon of honor to
guard plane at Van Nuys, Cal.—Steeplechase riders
spilled in Camblet Memorial meet at Brookline, Mass—Rough seas and gale hamper tiny yachts in Gold-
en Gate race—Oil leak prevents maiden flight of
Curtis Bleecker helicopter—Vesuvius is active again
—Old Grads parade at Harvard—Marionette expert
demonstrates new strides in old art—Record-break-
ing transcontinental flight ends in crash—New York
roars welcome to Rear Admiral Byrd.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 51—
Hoover greets Byrd and crew and presents medal
to South Pole explorer—11,000 participate in fete

celebrating athletic centennial in Stockholm—Eight
escape death in sudden collapse of seven-story build-

ing—Army demonstrates military activity in tourna-
ment in Chicago—Giant dogs feature seventh an-

nual Kennel Club Show at Del Monte, Cal.—Society
is decidedly in evidence at Rockefeller-Clark wed-
ding ceremony—Mrs. Helen Wills Moody wins in

singles at Wimbledon, Eng., but team loses cup to

Britain—Thrills abound as tallest skyscraper gets

ready for tenants, with window cleaners perched
perilously 65 stories above the street.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 277—A gallant
Briton makes his last appearance when Sir Henry
Segrave meets death while boat is setting world
record of 98 miles an hour—Metrotone shows how
to keep cool, when Denver girls out in the Rockies
find it quite easy to forget the heat—-Nation pays
to Rear Admiral Byrd—More free milk for New
New York babies when Mrs. William Randoloh
Hearst opens new station—English army holds fete
when Aldershot troops reenact famous battles—-Meet
Loretta, gay old bird; she's one of Long Island's
liveliest flappers.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 278—Belgium
hails hundredth birthday when Queen Elizabeth re-

views historic Brussels pageant—^Chicago sees some
real gunplay when land and air weapons go into

action at Military Exposition—California girls do a

real swim in 674-yard endurance race in Pacific
Ocean—New U. S. dry czar. Col. Woodcock, tells

all about his job—Here's the world's largest air-

plane. D-2000—Through the canal with the Ameri-
can dreadnaughts.

PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 95—Fifty veteran cy-

clists, in training for Olympic bike team, start

pedal grind over mountains of California—Steeple-

jacks brighten up Symbol of Right atop Old Bailey
criminal court in London—Balloon target is bombed
by swift planes in Army Air Corps maneuvers

—

Cookie firemen in Germany keep alert .nnd agile on
novel outdoor gymnastic device—Devout Shintoists

cross sacred 300-year-old bridge for holy rites in

Japan—Little Orphan Annie gets unusual treatment
at hands of Napoleon, her rough and ready guardian
.—Mussolini bestows honors on heroes of Carabi-
nieri militia brigade.

KINOGRAMS NO. 561 5—Vesuvius awakes and
Naples is menaced—^They keep ambulances ready
when Chamblet steeplechase is run—Chop suey sold

well, so he buys plane and starts around the world
—Old Grads gather for Harvard fete—Robert Har-
tung, Swiss ski expert, goes on a busman's holiday
through streets of Paris—^Dancers of Opera in

Paris pose for Brisgand, noter painter of women

—

Broadway gives splendid ovation to Rear Admiral
Byrd on return from Antarctic—Noted men are
honored at graduation at Pennsylvania Military
College.

KINAGRAMS NO. 5616—Rear Adrimal Byrd is

given fresh honors when he visits Hoover and
Washington—Youth of Swedish capital engage in ath-

letic drill with 7,000 girls and 4,000 men, giving ex-
hibition under Ling system—Warehouse full of goods
tumbles into street—Mrs. Helen Wills Moody de-

feats Joan Frey in Wightman Cup play at Wimble-
don, Eng.—Coast town puts on lot of dog when
annual kennel show is given at Del Monte—Only
56 floors up, and they're washing windows while
crowd below gasps—Flowers vie with fun in Fete
des Fleurs at Rennes, France.

KINOGRAMS No. 5617—Southern Cross ends heroic

flight from Ireland to New York—Jubilant Rumania
hails King Carol at Bucharest—150 girls battle sea

in long swim at San Diego—Monarchs and princes

grace Royal Ascot races—Steel robot dives for lost

treasure—Our friends in Berlin rush to beaches
when it's 90 in the shade, just as we do—Cornell
defeats favorites in annual classic on Hudson.

Educational Gets Fast Start

On Production for Next Year
Educational's product for the next season is now definitely under way, with

the Educational, Metropolitan and Mack Sennett studios either preparing or

shooting the first releases for the coming year.

cently with Mack Sennett, Jimmie Starr and
Walter DeLeon, all comedy writers under
contract, are working out the plot and details

of the picture.

Mack Sennett Starts

The Educational studio got off to a run-
ning start with the first Mermaid Talking
Comedy now in actual production, following
completion of the organization of the studio

staff. Stephen Roberts, Educational's ace di-

rector, is directing the untitled comedy on
which John Lockert and George Coogan, chief

scenarists, collaborated. Monty Collins and
T. Roy Barnes, the team which makes lie

current Mermaid, "How's My Baby?" are
co-featured, with Virginia Sale, sister of Chic,

and Greta Grandstedt in supporting roles.

First Vanity Underway

Production of the first comedy in the Van-
ity series at the Metropolitan Studios marks
the renewal of the business relations between
Educational Film Exchanges and the Christie

Brothers.

William Watson, director of "Dangerous
Females" and other outstanding current com-
edy hits, will direct the first Vanity.

Watson, under contract, will make many of

the Educational comedies produced at the

Metropolitan Studios. Harry McCoy, re-

King Carol of Rumania couldn't quite fig-

ure out how Paramount Sound News al-

most beat him to it when he returned

from voluntary exile to Bucharest to do
the purple. It was explained to him that

as soon as a newspaper flash announced
in New York that Carol was on his way
from Paris a cable was sent to Para-

mount News unit in Belgrade, Serbia, to

take a plane to the capital. Whereupon
S. R. Sozio, the cameraman loaded his

500 pounds of sound equipment and his

sound man, named Brunacci, aboard the

airplane. Voila!

Mack Sennett, having placed under long-
term contracts Andy Clyde, Marjorie Beebe
and Patsy O'Leary for featured roles, and
Earl Rodney, Walter Weems, Jack Jevne and
Vernon Smith for his scenario department,
placed in production the first comedy in his

two-reel series, and is now scanning the

beauty market for suitable material for his

Brevities. The Brevities will not be an all-

girlie series, but it will feature irrepressible

youth in its various forms of activity.

"Grandma's Girl" is the name of the first

Sennett two-reeler in the new line-up, and
features Andy Clyde. Nick Stuart, Margie
"Babe" Kane and Florence Roberts also have
signed for this comedy, which is a story of
an ultra-modern grandmother of this jazz

age.

Preparations also are being made on the

launching of the new Lloyd Hamilton, Tux-
edo, Gayety and Ideal Talking Comedies, pro-
duction of which will be divided between the^

Educational and Metropolitan Studios.

Comedy Newsreel

From Vitaphone Is

Takeoff on Others
A comedy newsreel is being issued by Vita-

phone Varieties, though there will be no reg-
ular weekly editions. The first issue, under
the title "The Snooze Reel," has been com-
pleted wtih scenes made by three directors,
Arthur Hurley, Roy Mack and Harold Beau-
dine.

Murray Roth is producing this comedy reel

and will make several more as the staff as-
sembles new shots. The reel, as the title indi-

cates, is a burlesque on current events films.

Eddie Buzzell to Make
New Series of Shorts

For Colujnbia Pictures
Eddie Bussell, actor and musical comedy

star, has been signed by Columbia Pictures
to make a series of single reel features, which
will be part of the 13 "Specialties," a group
of unusual one-reelers.

Biizzell has appeared on Broadway in seven
musical comedies, and a year ago he entered
the motion picture field in the title role of
"Little Johnny Jones" for Warner Brothers.

Theatre Installing Ventilator System
CHATTANOOGA—A ventilator is being installed

in the State theatre here. The cost of this system
will be approximately $18,000.
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MUSIC AND TALENT

Talkies^ Blessing in Disguise
Organ Novelties

ReplaceTiresome

Hours at Organ

Frankie Masters

(The following discussion of Talkies
versus the Organ is by Louise M.
Roesch, organist for Warner Broth-
ers theatres in New York, as told to

Ed Dawson, eastern representative
of "Music and Talent.")

The sudden realization that the

Talkies were actually here to stay

struck fear for the future to the hearts

of the majority of theatre organists and

orchestra musicians. I well remember
the panic I felt as I watched the the-

atres in ovir city being wired for sound.

Each one seeming to me like another

nail in my musical coffin. Week after

week, I heard of friends losing their

organ positions, some going into other

lines of work, others leaving the city.

I wondered how soon this hideous, evil

thing, "The Talkies," would overtake

me, too. As one drowning, I pictured

my entire musical life, those earliest

years of piano study, begun at the age

of five in the western city of Denver.

What would the dear Senor, that first

teacher, think of this ending of the mu-
sical career of his little pupil for whom
he prophesied a brilliant future and

composed "The Valse Louise" in honor

of her sixth birthday and for her first

recital? Then the two years at the

Western Institute of Music, and later,

study with the well - known organist

and composer, Dr. John Gower.

Then to New York, and three years

stage experience with high-class mu-
sical acts, followed by organ positions

in the various R K O theatres. I won-
dered what I should turn my talent to

when the blow falls. Then the idea

occurred to me, why not start an intro-

spection, take stock of any talents that

might be commercialized.

In the first place, my musical foun-
(Continued on paye 49, column 2)

Fanchon&Marco
Supplants Vaude
With Own Ideas

Frankie Masters, who was featured a few weeks
agro at the Oriental, has been returned there this

week again, in a pleasing unit called "Dancing Feet."

Frankie is so well liked that I doubt if Balaban &
Katz could afford to transfer him from the Tivoli to

any other theatre on their circuit, without receiving

a trainload of letters asking for his return.

EDDIE FITCH
featured organist

Still picking kangaroos

out of kinuras

this time at

SYDNEY

All Fox Theatres Will Drop

Stage Acts in Favor of

F & M Units

By W. S. RUSSELL

On May 25 the Fanchon and Marco

Corporation, a subsidiary of Fanchon

and Marco, Inc., of the West Coast,

took over control of the William Fox
Vaudeville Booking Agency, and it is

understood will replace vaudeville in

all the Fox theatres in the East with

Fancho and Marco Ideas. A large num-

ber of independently owned theatres

that were booked by the former Fox

office will also book these units, em-

ploying the same system that is being

used by the Paramount-Publix circuit.

The Crotona theatre, in the Bronx,

was the first eastern theatre to drop

vaudeville to play units. The Metro-

politan group, as well as other Fox the-

atres in and out of town will follow

suit as soon as practical. Theatres that

are scheduled for early policy changes

are the Park Plaza theatre, New York

;

the State theatre, Jersey City, and the

Princess theatre, an independent the-

atre, in Nashville, Tenn.

Doc Howe who has been in the East for

some time and is the general booking man-
ager of the coast company has been elected

the task of introducing the Fanchon and

Marco system as employed on the West
Coast in the East. He will remain there

for six weeks before returning to the West
Coast. Marco has been in New York to

supervise the new policy as well as direct

and stage a number of new units.

Production of most units will be confined

to the West Coast and will play only full

weeks and first halfs of split weeks while

the Eastern units assemble'd under the di-

rection of Marco will be used only as fillers

and to play second halfs of split weeks.
Marco and Howe will evenly divide their

time between New York and the Coast.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way

N. Y. City
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Before the

Mike
By BOBBY MELIN

Josef Koestner, noted NBC conductor who waves
the baton over many favorite radio bands, is one fel-

low who ifi bemoaning the rush of business in these

slack times. It seems that Joe recently purchased
a new golf outfit, complete from kniclcers to niblick

but has been so busy rehearsing, broadcasting and
orchestrating selections that he hasn't had an op-

portunity to break it in. It looks like Joe will have
to "beer" it for the present.

* • *

Gordon Vandover, better known as the baritone of

Tom, Dick and Harry, popular vocal trio, and Johnny
Wolfe, trumpet player and comedian are going fishing

next week—and there in Lies a story. When they
invade the wilds of northern Wisconsin, they will

carry with them a banjo and trumpet, for both de-

clare that they have discovered from previous ex-

periences that fish can actually be played into strik-

ing. Bud Vandover, brother of Gordon, is protect-

ing his upper lip from sunburn this summer with
the beginning of a mouse-tache.

* « «

Ralph Foote and his orchestra oi)ened at the Ter-

race Garden last week. Ralph has had many pre-

vious engagements here and his return to Chicago
was welcomed by his many friends. Desiring to

write something in this column about Harold Fair

of station WBBM I asked him what his official ca-

pacity was—-but he was dry on this subject. How-
ever, outside of arranging for duets, trios, quartets,

announcing, playing piano, arranging and producing
programs he hasn't a thing to do.

« * «

Marty Stone and His Congress Hotel orchestra con-

tinue to pack them in nightly with their exceptional

music—Pat Flanagan is a great favorite with the

feminine fans who have become deeply interested in

baseball and other sports so long they can hear Pat's

magnetic voice. Pat makes his headquarters at sta-

tion WBBM.
» • *

One of the sweetest boys to hit these parts from
the coast of California is Tom Gerun, who with
his "Sons of California" orchestra are the main at-

traction at the well known Lincoln Tavern, located

on Dempster Road. This is Tom's first visit here,

but we sincerely hope that it will not be the last, for

that sunny, winning smile of his will no doubt draw
back to the Tavern for another visit. Tom and his

boys are featured every Tuesday evening over the

CBS playing tunes recorded by them for the Bruns-
wick Record Co.

* • •

Anson Weeks and his orchestra are back again at

the Mark Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco—Freddie
Rich, broadcasting over the Columbia Broadcasting
System from station WABC—May Singhi Breen-Peter
de Rose seventh anniversary (they were among the

pioneered radio teams) was the occasion for an elabo-

rate half an hour from WEAF in which a number
of the station's artists participated to build up the

featured duo.
* * *

Rudy Vallee will not be off the air over the sum-
mer. The Fleischman Company, arranging to barn-
storm a national hookup with Vallee. It will pick

him up whatever town he is playing for a national

broadcast. Adolph Dumont, conducting the "Sign of

the Shell," is surely a good sign that the program
you are listening to is supreme in every sense of the
word, for no one can doubt me when I say that
Dumont is a musician of unusual ability.

« « «

Sam Roscy, pianist at Coffee Dan's, can be heard
every Tuesday morning over the Columbia Broadcast-
ing System, tickling the ivories for Barnadine Hayes
who is featured during the O'Cedar programs. Sam
also plays piano for the Santley office.

* * •

It is not very often that a manager of a hotel

will cross the continent to bring one of Cali-

fornia's sons back to the fold, but such is the case
of Tom Gerum, who has been offered an attractive

proposition by Mr. Martinelli, who motored from the
Coast to persuade Tom to return. Tom is a very
likable chap and hie music is really music to the
ears!

* • «

In a recent contest held by radio station WDAF
to determine the popularity of the various chain
artists heard over the above station, Tom Dick and
Harry were among the first five which included Rudy
Vallee and Lombardo. This is a marvelous tribute to
three fine boys who are comparatively newcomers,
instead of New Yorkers, but we know that it will

not be very long before this trio will be called to
the city of golden opportunities.

Talkies Blessing

(Continued from page 48, column 1)

dation was thorough ; at the same time,

my theatre patrons and friends praised

my ability to play modern rhythms. I

had acquired a library and a repertoire

of more than three thousand numbers,

during the months of cueing pictures

and playing them six hours a day.

What advantage would the stage experi-

ence be? I had sung a Httle, thought I could
talk i£ I had to, and knew a smile will go
a long, long way. That settled it. I would
defy this approaching evil and be a featured
entertaining organist. And now came the

happy discovery that the dreaded evil was
really a blessing in disguise. No more long,

tiring hours on the organ bench but a six-

minute feature three or four times a day at

double the salary of the old days. Plenty
of work, however, in obtaining material and
preparing a new and interesting program each
week.
My Original Microphone Novelties give the

audience an opportunity to entertain them-
selves, as well as be entertained. They love

to sing with the properly played rhythm of

the organ. Their pleasure is apparent the in-

stant the organ rises at hearing real live

music. The "Mike" helps me to speak and
sing softly and yet be heard distinctly in

every seat in the house. Although my natu-
ral voice is a lyric soprano, I sing into the

microphone only in the lower range, as tests

have proven it most pleasing.

Aside from just making good, the problem
of being a woman organist has had to be
dealt with. Managers have given various
reasons for their prejudice against the wom-
an ofganist. But I have found the path
is easy, if one will win the manager's respect,

by being business-like, punctual, willing to

listen to his suggestions in regard to the
presentation, never worry him with com-
plaints that can be avoided, prove to him you
are seeking constantly new novelties and the
latest songs for his audiences, and KEEP
SMILING.
"Happy Days Are Here Again" for the

UP-TO-DATE theatre organist.

LOUISE M. ROESCH,
Warner Bros. Theatres, New York City.

STAGE SHOWS
San Francisco Fox

Week Ending June 19
This week's stage show at the Fox is in the nature

of a ballyhoo for San Francisco, as Fanchon and
Marco's "Smiles Idea" has for its theme song
"Smiles," a composition of Lee S. Roberts, of this

city, and the favorite campaign song of Mayor James
Rolph, Jr., candidate for the nomination of Governor.

Walt Roesner and his orchestra adds to the happy
atmosphere by offering an arrangement of Hawaiian
melodies called "Paradise Islands" in which "On the
Beach at Waikiki," "One-Two and Three," "Song of
the Islands" and "Aloha Oe" figure prominently,
wit h the vocalist of the organization singing "I
Never Dreamt You'd Fall in Love with Me." A
scenic background with a flaming volcano added real-

ism to the offering of Hawaiian music. The Fanchon
and Marco girls come on singing "Smiles," with
some of them bearing grotesque heads and others
large books entitled "Lessons in Smiles." They have
a teacher who proves to be a good tumbler and
dancer.

The Slate Brothers, dancing acrobats, do a turn
quite out of the ordinary and succeed in injecting
considerable comedy in this. Their ensemble dancing
is unusually fine and they are called back for an
encore.

Dorothy NevjUe, whose voice is of a remarkable
range, appears high above the stage, apparently wear-
ing an enromous skirt, and sings several songs, in-

(Conthitted on page 50, column 2)

ORGAN
PRESENTATIONS OF
GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS

(The Ballad Sensaition)

A COTTAGE FOR SALE

WHEN THE LITTLE
RED ROSES
(Get the Blues for You)

HAVING YOU AROUND
IS HEAVEN

ON A LITTLE STREET
OF HONOLULU

(I'm a Dreamer)

AREN'T WE ALL?
from "Sunnyside Up"

SPECIALS
(Hits from)

HOLD EVERYTHING!
Introducing

WHEN THE LITTLE
RED ROSES
(Get the Blues for You)

,

SING A LITTLE THEME
SONG /-

TO KNOW YOU IS TO
LOVE YOU
Medley of Hits from

SUNNYSIDE UP"

We Also Have Individual Chorus
Sets for All Our Songs

Write for All Slides and Information lo

SAM LERNER, Mgr. of Publicity

De Sylva, Brown A
Henderson, Inez

745 7 Ih Ave^, New Yttrk City

(
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RENICK
USIC / ORP.
ELODIE^ V HARM

WE PREDICTED THESE HITS

STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from page 49, column 2)

TELLING IT
TO THE DAISIES

The Out-Standing Novelty
Song of the Year

REMINISCING
The Ballad Beautiful

ABSENCE MAKES
THE HEART GROW

FONDER
(For Somebody Else)

Another Novelty That
Gets 'Em!

UNDER A TEXAS
MOON
Theme of

UNDER A TEXAS MOON

AND THEY ARE HITS
NOW WATCH THESE
TWO NEW ONES
COME THROUGH

TM NEEDIN' YOU
A Fox-Trot with Plenty

of Appeal

JUNE KISSES
Lilting Fox-Trot That Clings

Write in for Material, Slides, Etc.

on the Above to

Cliff Hess
Special Service Department

RENICK MUSIC CORR
2I9W.46^5^ New York City

eluding "The Last Eose of Summer," the girls parad-

ing meantime with placards in the form of smiling

heads.
An eccentric musician who introduces himself as

Picolo Pete, and who is egotism personified in his

talk about his music, proved a real hit with the

xylophone. He waltzes around this instrument, chew-
ing an enromous cud of gum and keeps his eye on
the audience much of the time, but succeeds in pro-

ducing delightful music and proves a master in his

line of work.
The scene changes to one suggestive of Coney

Island, with a Crazy House, Ye Jail, Barrel, Play
Ball, and similar concessions. The Fanchon and
Marco Girls go through exercises standing on their

heads, turn diflficult somersaults, walk on their hands
in unison, and do balancing stunts on tables.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending June 12

Ed Lowry raided Broadway for some of its leading

lights so as to line up a show fitting for a proper
celebration of his 4000th appearance as master of

ceremonies at the Ambassador.
Peggy Bernier, who was the bright starette of the

musical comedy "Good News," was among those

brought to St. Louis for this recording breaking
occasion, while other top liners seen on the stage
were Art Kahn, the Six Maxellos, Nelson and Knight,
Lucille Peterson, AI and Jim Johnson, Townsend and
Bold as well as the Ambassadorians and the Foster
Girls. Ed styled his celebration Ed Lowry Happiness
Week.

I

BANISH
MUSIC?

I LEASE don t, plead millions of theatregoers.

"Better not," warn wise showmen.

"Sure we will," declare industrialists who control canned music in the theatres.

"The public can learn to like records as well as orchestras. Anyway, that's what
they're going to get."

And so the issue is defined: Shall talking pictures be used as an excuse for

reducing the theatre to a dehumanized museum (without reduction in admission
charge). Or, shall the atmosphere of the theatre be retained and the cause of

culture served through a victory for music?

The Music Defense League, organized to voice the public's desire for real music,
is gaining tremendous strength. Each vote counts more today than ever before.

If you virould like to see music restored to the theatres, SIGN AND MAIL THE
COUPON BELOW.

Tl-I€ AMCRICAN

F€D€RATION

OF MUSICIANS

Comprising IAO,000 professional

musicians in the United States

and Canada

JOSEPH N. WEBER, President

1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS ^^-7 5

1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Without further obligation on my
part, please enroll my name in the Music Defense

League as one who is opposed to the elimination of

Living Music from the Theat'.*e.

Name

Address «.

City State
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lOMGS

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending June 28

No. I

"When It's Springtime in the Rockies"
—(Villa Moret).

No. 2
"Dancing with Tears in My Eyes"—

(Witmark & Sons).
No. 3

"Stein Song"—(Carl Fischer).

No. 4
"It Happened in Monterey"—(Leo

Feist).

No. 5
"I'm in the Market for You"—(Red

Star Music Co.).

"You Brought a Nezv Kind of Love
to Me"—(Famous Music Corp.).

"If I Had a Girl Like Yott"—(Leo
Feist)^

No. 6

"Moon Is Loiv"—(Robbins).
No. 7

"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous
Music Corp.).
"Absence Makes the Heart Grow

Fonder^'—(Remick Music Corp.).

"Ro-Ro-RoUing Along" — (Shapiro
Bernstein).
"Around the Corner"-—(Leo Feist).

"Song Without a Name"—(Leo Feist).

"Happy Days Are Here Again"—
(Ager, Yellen & Bornstein).

"High Society Blues"—(Red Star

Music Co.).

"Reminisfing"—(Remick Mu.nc Corp.).

"Whafs the Use"—(Leo Feist).

"TOY TOWN ADMIRAL"— (Forest Music Pub.

Co.)—A song that will appeal to the kiddies. We
haven't had one of these songs for quite a while and

this might develop into a big seller. Is already get-

ting a big orchestra plug. Words by Fred Godfrey,

music by Paul Andrew.
"SONG WITHOUT A NAME"—(Leo Feist, Inc.)—

This song won first prize in a newspaper contest in

New York. Written up great both as to words and

music. Will no doubt get big plug and should sell.

Words and music by Benee Russell.

# # *

"SOMEWHERE IN OLD WYOMING"— (Joe Morris

Music Co.)—A waltz ballad of the type that this firm

has been quite successful in the past. These songs

always have a certain sale. By S. Lesser and Will

Havlin.
# # *

"AROUND THE CORNER"—(Leo Feist, Inc.)—

The melody writer one of our well known orchestra

leaders, has started this song out here so that it is

already selling. Written as a comedy fox trot it has

real merit. Words by Gus Kahn, music by Art

Kassel.

"WHAT KINDA PEOPLE ARE YOU ?"—Donald-
son, Douglas & Gumble)—An excellent comedy song

with a fox trot melody that makes a good orchestra

number. Is getting a good plug out here and al-

ready selling. By George Whiting, Al Hoffman and

Pete Wendling.
* ft *

"YOU'RE THE SWEETEST GIRL THIS SIDE OF
HEAVEN"— (Leo Feist, Inc.)—One of our leading

dramatic critics used a similar title in praising this

band of Guy Lombardo's. It makes a great title

and is well written. Lyric by Gus Kahn, music by

Harry Archer and Carmen Lombardo.
* * ft

"IT MAKES ME HAPPY TO WORRY OVER
YOU"— (Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble). A fox trot

ballad that is well written and looks commercial.

Makes good fox trot for the orchestras and the lyric

is well suited. Lyric by Edgar Leslie, music by

Burton Lane.

Don Williams (Brooklyn Marlboro) entitled his or-

gan solo, "Let's Sing," and in it offered a number of

"singable" songs which his audience lustily sang.

After playing "I'm in the Market for You," Don
orally announced that two vaud. bookers were in the
audience looking for "Helen Kanes," and that the
girls were to sing "Ain'tcha." "It Happened in

Monterey" was next sung, then Williams made a
clever introduction to "Ro-Ro-Rolling Along" and
closed with "Stein Song." Don Williams has been
featured at this house for only a few weeks and it

is surprising the following he already has.

Bob West (Brooklyn Fox) presented an original
and timely organ solo in his "baseball" presentation
this week. Opening with special lyrics on baseball to

the tune, "Fanicali, Fa-nic-a-la," which introduced
the solo, slides, with the names of each of the
Brooklyn "Dodgers" team were flashed on the screen,
amid tremendous applause for each individual's fav-
orite. Cleverly worded gag slides (referring to the
team's players) were interspersed with the following
"singable" numbers: "If I Had a Girl Like You,"
"Exactly Like You," "Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes," "Yes, Yes, Yesterday" (this is West's own
composition), "Around the Corner" and "The One
I Love." West's masterful manner of "cheerleading"
causes the audience to really enjoy his solos and join
in the singing with a will.

Henri Keates Opens New
Balaban and Katz

Theatre
Henri A. Keates who has the reputation of opening

more theatres than any other organist in the coun-
try, opened the mighty grand Gateway theatre or-
gan last Friday, June 27th.

This veteran of the consoles has also won the title

of "Father of Community Singing in Chicago" and
that name is justly his, for he fostered this type of

amusement at the McVickers theatre when Paul Ash
was leading his gang there.

Keates has appeared in nearly all of the Publix-
Balaban & Katz Theatres in Chicago and has gained
a wide following in the six years he has been fea-

tured at these theatres.

STAGE SHOWS
Kansas City Midland

Week Ending June 27
The Midland's last vaudeville bill for the summer

was headlined by the Runaway Four, a comedy act

which gained a great deal of favor with the audience

by its really humorous antics. The act is partly

acrobatic and thoroughly funny.

Ralph. Olsen and His Girls present the usual re-

vue, but Ralph is better than the usual leader. His
acrobatic dancing is above the average. The ballet

is good in some of its numbers.
Homer Romaine is a gentleman with ambitions as

to the trapeze, and he seems to be well on the way
toward realizing them. He tells jokes as he goes

along.

Carlton and Ballew are a musical pair, who get

their share of the laughs for their performance.

Their stuff is comedy, singing and talking.

Val Harris and Shari present "A Western Wildcat"
which isn't so hot. It is himiorous dialog, but of

the time-worn, old-man-young-girl type that one can

do without.

J^^ /^>

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending June 26

The current stage show at this Publix theatre is

one that is both highly amusing and entertaining,

and pleased the native Texans.

"Valentines on Parade" with "Vic" Insirilo and

His Merry Mad Musical Gang were on the stage

pouring on the red hot rhythm, while Helen Yorkc,

Virginia Johnston, Kendall Capps, Bobby Pinkus and

the Texas Rockets went through their turns in a

graceful manner which went over greatly.

Leo J. Weber, ace master of the Wurlitzer, pre-

sented "A Golfing We Will Go" as his organ solo.

Ernest Hauser directed the pit orchestra.

"Safety in Numbers" was the Paramount Picture

starring Charles (Bud) Rogers.

RUSSELL
SAYS

MUSIC O^ TAUEWT
CHICAOO

Hapenings in and out of Town this week. . . .

Dwight Brown formerly organist at the Palace the-

atre in Dallas, Texas, opened last week at the Fox
theatre in Atlanta. He will broadcast over station

WSB made popular by Iris Wilkens who has gone
to the Fox theatre in Portland. . . . Paul Specht
and his orchestra opened last week at the Wood-
mansten Open Air Garden in the East. . . . Gus
Amheim and his orchestra, featuring Eddie Bush
and his trio and the Three Rhythm Boys formerly
with Paul Whiteman's orchestra are to open at the
Cocoanut Grove following Ted Fio-Rito Friday eve-

ning, July 11. . . . Bert Frohman, formerly master
of ceremonies at the Fox theatre in St. Louis, has
been transferred to the Fox theatre in Detroit. . . .

The Comedy Club has been reorganized by some of
the boys, and renamed "The Spot Light Club." . . .

Sam Herman inaugurated his annual Bathing Beauty
contests in some of Chicago's theatres last week.
The Symphony was the first to start the season.

. . . He has also started his auction night at the
Broadway Strand for the summer. . . . Joey Ross
and his wife are breaking in a new act for vaude-

ville. The act will be called Joey Ross and Gladys
Bennett and vrill open on the Orpheum time. . . .

Met a very likeable fellow in the Woods building the

other day, his name is Mort Beck of the Donaldson,
Douglas and Gumble office, he came to Chicago last

week. He is planning on making his headquarters
in Chicago, taking the necessary business trips now
and then. He has been about the busiest fellow in

the building, going from one call to another each
day and night. . . . Met Joe Bennett in his office and
find he has a new song he has placed with DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson, called "Bless Your Little

Heart," and most of the music men say it will be
a bigger hit than "Funny Dear What Love Can
do," also his song. . . . Eddie Freckmann arranger
with the Berlin office after July 7th will become asso-

ciated with Witmark & Sons in Chicago. . . . Clar-

ence Parrish is out on a trip to Kansas City and
will leave immediately for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
You can't get away from it, he's another one of

those busy fellows. . . . You must have heard that

Eddie Talbert was married to Georgia Howard last

week, O yes, we wished them luck and much hap-
piness. . . . The Warner Club of Chicago are going

to have a golf tournament in which all members of

Warner Brothers subsidiaries will participate. Clar-

ence Parrish will be given a handicap of 90 so he
can end up with a score of 70. . . . We all join in

congratulating Bobby Melin on being the proud
father of a baby boy. Yes, and all are doing nicely,

Bob having suffered the most. . . . Understand that

Jay Wtimark has retired and that Sam H. Morris

will take over the responsibilities of executive. . . .

The Robbins Music Corporation have moved their

quarters to room 808, nicer and larger offices. . . .

Jimmie Carins can be seen running around working
on their new song "F'r Instance" by Paul Denniker
and getting them too. . . . Chick Castle will vacation

at Lake Geneva for a few weeks before looking up a

new connection. . . . Lou Forbes will be the new
master of ceremonies at the Paramount theatre in

Atlanta when it opens July 4th. Gladys Lyle is the

(popular organ artist at this theatre. . . . Fred War-
ing and His Pennsylvanians will be at the Capitol

theatre in New York the week of July 4th. . . .

Ed Lowry, master of ceremonies at the Ambassador
theatre in St. Louis has purchased a 5-passenger
Cadillac sixteen-cylinder sedan. The new car is fin-

ished in dust-proof gray with ebony trimmings, while
the interior is finished in English broadcloth. . . .

"Chick" Johnson, of the team of Olsen and Johnson
which appeared at the St. Louis theatre last week,
also purchased one of the 16-cylinder Cadillac club

sedan models. . . . Skouras Brothers have decided to

try Wally Vernon as master of ceremonies for the
new stage show at their Missouri theatre. Grand
boulevard and Lucas avenue, commencing on Friday,
July 4. Vernon has been mastering the stage shows
at the Granada theatre, Gravois and Lindenwood
avenue, a St. Louis Amusement Compan yhouse, for

the past several months and has a large personal
following along the Gravois. He first appeared at

the Granada some two years ago with a Publix unit
and made such a big hit the Skouras organization
prevailed upon him to remain in St. Louis.

i^H
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Sound Equipment Bargains

BUY AT LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES-
BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE—Sound-ou-Film
Heads, $198.50; Rochester-Built Turntables, $69.50;
Samson Pam, 250 Amplifiers, $54.45; Audak Profes-
sional Type Pickups, $17.95; Speedometers, $9.95;
Wright-DeCoster Speakers, $29.40; Jensen Speakers,
$17.80; Exponential Horns, $48.80; Giant Exponen-
tial Units, $46.35; Constant Faders, $13.90; Guaran-
teed Tubes, 50% ofi; Photo-cells, $14.95; G. E. Exciter
Lamps, 98c; Optical Systems, $29.50; Head Amplifiers,

$29.60; Synchronous Motors, $29.50; W. E. Approved
Sound Screens, $49.00. Write us your needs. Ad-
dress Service-On-Sound Corp., 1600 Broadway, New
York City, N. Y.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound
screens a foot, 75c. Synchronous % H.P., motors,
$50.00. H HP. variable speed motors, $27.50. Large
hub two-thousand foot reels, $2.00. Imported Mirror
Arc mirrors guaranteed finest made 7", $6.00. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, up-
per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,

$25.00. Gundlach lenses, $5.00. Mazda regulators,

$37.50. Lens polish, a pint, $2.00. New Strong
rectifier tubes for 30 ampere, $13.50; for 15 ampere,
$7.25. Heavy film splicers, $6.00. Mazda globes for
any machine, discount 10%. Sure-fit Simplex parts,
discount 10%. Two Simplex machines like new with
new Strong Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-in-
tensity generator, $1175.00. Powers 6B Mazda ma-
chine good as new, $300.00. Two Powers 6B bases,
$150.00. Any size carbons National Bio. Electra
Discount 10%. Two Strong low-intensity lamps,
demonstrators, $300.00. Two Strong 30 amperes rec-

tifiers slightly used, $250.00. Two Powers 6B ma-
chines complete with heavy Grimes Turntables ready
for sound projection guaranteed best made, $900.00.
Write or wire us your needs. Twenty years in the
theatre supply business. You take no chance when
you order from the Western Motion Picture Co.,
Danville, III.

Miscellaneous

BANNERS—3x10, cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-
ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Signs Shop,
Pueblo, Colorado.

1,000 3x8 BILLS, $1.00; 200 FLASH 11x14 TACK
CARDS, $2.85. King Printers, Warren Illinois.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES—Manufacturer to
you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

100 LIGHTING STUNTS WITH CHALK, $1.00.
Address Sailor Chris, 2926 Garfield, Kansas City,
Missouri.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service. Box 4673. Kan-
sas City, Mo.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-
less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 8j4x7'/£" letterheads $3.33. or 8'/jxll"
J4.44. postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox. Indiana

Equipment for Sale

TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTIOGRAPH. $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters. New De Vry suit-
case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minn.

FOR SALE—2 Simplex machines, very good con-
dition. Address Marquette Hall, Harper, Iowa.

FOR SALE—One pair Syncrodisk Tables with
pick-ups and fader. Used only sixty days. Perfect con-
dition. Address A. D. Boon, Franklin, Mo.

SIX BRAND NEW $55.00 record cabinets for
$35.00 each. FOUR NEW TYPE $25.00 lens holders
for $20.00 each. Address Box 489, Exhibitors Her-
ald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, lUinois.

FOR SALE—1 Pacent Reproducing Machine, Film
and Disc; in perfect condition. Apply State Theatre,
Bogalusa, La.

FOR SALE—I have one Reproducer Pipe Organ in

first-class condition. Cost $2250.00. Have $450.00
worth of music. I dare anybody to make me an of-

fer on it. Will trade for seats. Simplex Projector or

what have you? Address Strand Theatre, Jesup,
Georgia.

BRAND NEW RECORD CABINETS—$14.00 each.

Cost $35.00. Address Vitadisk Company, Inc.,

Rochester, New York.

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NON-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde, New York.

FIRST HUNDRED DOLLARS TAKES BEAU-
TIFUL Phototone Non-Synchronous Speaker Tubes,
Record Cabinet, Fifty Records, perfect condition.

Address Ritz Theatre. Clearlield, Pa.

"BESTLITE" SHUTTERS GIVE MORE LIGHT,
minimum flicker, perfect Technicolor. $15.00, the

price. Address BestUte Shutter Co., 3900 Third Ave.,
Sioux Cityt la.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN—ONE AUDI-
PHONE Talking outfit complete with Dayhght Screen.

Address Lanett Theatre, Lanett, Alabama.

WHAT A RELIEF! NO MORE WORRY over
bassy, barrely, boomy recording. SOS mixes out
mush, makes dialogue clear, sharp as a bell, sweetens
sour music. $25.00, week's trial, $5.00 down. Address
Service-On-Sound Corp., 1600 Broadway, New York
City, N. Y.

BARGAINS, DEMONSTRATORS, NEW AND
REBUILT Projectors, Reflector Arcs, Generators,
Rectifiers, Lenses, Movietone Masks, Magnascope
Screens, Booth Equipment, Lowest Prices. We are

factory surplus buyers. Address Service-On-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

FOR SALE—PHOTOTONE NON-SYNC. Good
as new with cueing rack and 200 records $225.00.
Minusa screen, 11x14, $15.00. Address Starette The-
atre, New Castle, Indiana.

TWO ACME S. V. E. PORTABLE projectors, like

new. $75.00 each. Address DeVaul's Films, Oneonta,
N. Y.

MOVIEPHONE SOUND ON FILM TALKING
equipment complete, for Powers 6A or 6B. Used two
months, lost lease. Will sell for $500.00 cash. Ad-
dress Liberty Theatre, Holbrook, Arizona.

PRACTICALLY NEW HALF SIZE CINEPHOR
lenses, also quarter size. 2 good used Simplex Pro-
jectors with G. E. Mazda. 2 Simplex Mazda with
National regulators like new. 2 new variable speed
motors. Prices right. Address Box 492. Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—FOUR DYNAMIC SPEAKERS.
Also 400 opera chairs. Write Nebraska Theatre
Corp., 2814 Leavenworth St., Omaha, Nebraska.

MOVIE-PHONE DISC EQUIPMENT for Sim-
plex, guaranteed good condition. Instructions for
installing. $330.00 cash. Address Mission Theatre,
Dalhart, Texas.

FOR SALE— 1 Holmes Portable Projector and
8x10 Raven Halftone Screen. Both for $125.00 cash.
-Address Strand Theatre, Jesup, Georgia.

FOR SALE—280 VENEER THEATRE SEATS
50c each. Phototone Non-Sync, good as new with
200 records $250.00. Address Lyceiun Theatre, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

FOR SALE—PHOTOPHONE NON-SYNC, 7
months old, 150 records, $190.00. Address Galen The-
atre, Marysville, Pa.

THE TALK OF THE TALKIES—Synchronized
reproducers, new 1930 models for lease at $5.70 a
week. ^ Rentals give you ownership. Address Life-
tone Service Incorporated, Oregon, Illinois.

2 REBUILT SIMPLEX MACHINES, double
bearing intermittent movemenis, with five-point pedes-
tals at $450.00 each. Address Box 481, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT BARGAINS. We can
save you money on anything you want. Write for
prices. Oldest independent theatre supply house in
America. You take no chance when you buy from
the Western Motion Picture Company, Danville. 111.

FOR SALE—STEEL PROJECTION BOOTH for
one machine, $10.00. 2 10^x13^ feet GOLD
FIBRE SCREENS, $25.00 each. 2 Mazda LAMP-
HOUSES with transformers, $50.00 each. Addresi
Rio Theatre, Oak Creek, Colorado.

FOR SALE—TWO PACENT DISC EQUIP-
MENTS Complete. Cost $2860, will sell for $800.00
cash. Address Liberty Theatre, Peru, Indiana.

MOVIETONE SOUND TRACK MASKS FOR
POWERS PROJECTORS, $6.00 per pair. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed or money refunded. Address Preci-
sion Mask Co.. 4026 West Florrisant, St. Louis. Mo.

"CAN YOU INSTALL YOUR OWN SOUND?"
Others have at a great saving. Detailed prints and
photographs are furnished. Write for prices and
terms. Address The Lifetone Co., Oregon, Illinois.

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in
guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps with or without machines at
reasonable prices. Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fans for AC and DC current. Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all

at bargain prices for immediate shipment. Write for
bargain list. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, reetifiers, re-
flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
1214 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Organs for Sale

PIPE ORGAN—LATE MODEL WURLITZER,
style "W." Slightly used, good as new. Cost $2,600.00.
Real Bargain. Will consider some trade. Address
Te-xas Theatre, Killeen, Texas.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case, like

new. Address National Equipment Co., 409 West
Michigan St., Duluth, Minn.

ADDITIONAL

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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Managers' Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn
modern theatre management and tneatre advertising.
The Institute's traming leads to better positions.
Write ior particulars. Address Theatre Managers
Institute, 325 Washington St.. Elmira, N. Y.

Help Wanted

WANTED—AN EDITOR-MANAGER for the So-
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers. Applications are
hereby invited for the combined position of business
manager of the Society and editor of the Society's
Journal. The editor-manager vyill be supplied writh

capable editorial and clerical assistants, and his duties
will be (a) to edit the Journal under the jurisdic-

tion of the Board of Editors; (b) to transact the
routine business of the Secretary and Treasurer and
the various committee chairmen, and (c) to assist the
President in coordinating the various activities of the
Society. Desirable qualifications of the applicant in-

clude a pleasing personality, managerial and technical
editorial ability, and a broad knowledge of the mo-
tion picture industry. The salary will be not less

than $6,000.00 per year.
Applications should be forwarded to J. H. Kur-

lander. Secretary of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, 2 Clearfield Avenue, Bloomfield, New
Jersey.

Positions Wanted

PROJECTIONIST, ELECTRICIAN, SIGN, SHOW-
Card Writer; and General Theatre Advertising. Non-
union, prefer small town, ten years' experience, best
of references. Reliable, will go anywhere. Address
T. L. Jackson, 921 W. 7th St., Joplin, Missouri.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE ME
WORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8
years' experience on Powers, Motiograph, Simplex,
also Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Age 24^3, mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St.. Rock Hill, S. C.

PROJECTIONIST—Long experience on all ma-
chines; Al Sound. Go Anywhere. Address Pro-
jectionist, Miami Camp Grounds, Miami, Oklahoma.

AT LIBERTY—Experienced Manager for park,
carnival, summer resort. Dance pavilion, hotel or
club. Other amusement propositions considered. Dy-
namic personality. Age 38. Married; have car; go
anywhere. References exchanged. Salary and per-

centage. State all first letter. Write, wire or phone
Hemlock 5721. Guy Hallock, Duluth, Minn.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-

tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhib-
itors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

OPERATOR, EXPERIENCED ON 'WESTERN
ELECTRIC and R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE system or
silent pictures. Go anywhere; references. Addresi
Alex Branik, 3486 Brush St., Detroit, Michigan.

THEATRE MANAGER DESIRING CHANGE,
preferably South or West, married, go anywhere.
References; successful record. Two weeks' notice
necessary; at present employed major chain. Handle
any type theatre or group, executive capacity. Thor-
oufrh experience all branches business. All replies
will be answered. Wire or letter. Address H. Nella,
Majestic Hotel, Utica, N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRIC OPERATOR. Age 21,

experienced, go anywhere. Address P. O. Box 89,
Richmond, Indiana.

AT LIBERTY—PROJECTIONIST. Experience
on silent and talkie equipment, can eive reference;
will locate anywhere. Address R. E. Huard, 34 Bond
St., Battle Creek, Mich.

PROJECTIONIST, SOUND OPERATOR, fifteen
years experience; write or wire. Address Barney
Ludesher, 1493 Washington St., Dubuque, Iowa.

FORMER WESTERN ELECTRIC SERVICE
ENGINEER SEEKS POSITION as Acoustic and
Projection man in a theatre. Nine years Radio
Amplifier and Public Address Experience. Can op-
erate. Address Box 400, Fort Jefferson, L. I.,

New York.

A-l THEATRICAL SIGN WRITER AND LOB-
BY DISPLAY ARTIST desires permanent connec-
tion with reliable concern. Thoroughly experienced
and dependable. Will go anywhere. Address R. J.
Callahan, 48 Costello St.. Dayton, Ohio.

MANAGER DESIRES POSITION-Knows show
business from A to Z. Am highly efficient, honest
and reliable. References exchanged. Can go any-
where. Address Box 485, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE MANAGER, ORGANIST. AD WRIT-
ER. WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND OPERATOR—Non-Union, married, aged 35, desires two or three
year contract south of Mason-Dixon line or outside
continental United States. At liberty about Sep-
tember 15th. Highest references. Address full par-
ticulars. Box 486. Exhibitors Herald- World. 407 S.
Dearborn St.. Chicago. Illinois.

YOUNG MAN DESIRES CONNECTION as ad-
vertising or house manager of theatre. Fifteen years
experience. Write Box 484, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
traiiied managers, theatre advertising men, theatre
service men, available for employment at short notice.
No service charges. Address 'Theatre Managers In-
stitute. 325 Washington St., Elmira, New 'York.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, assistant managers, advertising
men, service men, available for employment at short
notice. Address Theatre Managers Institute, 325
Washington St.. Elmira. New York.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED TO BUY—Two baby arc lights for Pow-
ers Projector at reasonable price. Address Fox Valley
Theatre, Fox Valley, Sask., Canada.

WANTED—TO PURCHASE—from 500 to 650 up-
holstered opera chairs for sound picture house. Also
two Simplex or Powers Projectors, must be prac-
tically new, at bargain prices. Address Exhibitors
Lock Box 674, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices, Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machines. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad, or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, California.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash. Chicago, Illinois.

Theatres for Sale or Rent

FOR SALE — STRAND THEATRE. JESUP,
GEORGIA. Population 3,000; drawing power 10,000.

New road opening up giving access to another town
only nine miles away with a population of 1,000. Best
located theatre in the South. Forty-five miles from
any large town or any other theatre. No opposition

and no likelihood of any. Have five year lease, just

renewed. Beautiful theatre—reasonable rent. Doing
good business. Other business interests force me to

sell. 400 seats, perfect sound equipment. House has
been acoustically corrected. Pipe-organ, non-synchro-
nizing machine. Balcony for colored trade. First

check for $15,000.00 gets it. Signed by W. P. Rig-

gins, Mgr., Strand Theatre, Jesup. Georgia.

THEATRE IN SOUTH BEND, INDIANA—Seat-

ing 1127—in theatre district. Inquire Dr. J. Burke,
South Bend, Indiana.

GOOD PAYING 350 SEAT HOUSE, 50c and 25c,

SPECIALS 75c and 35c, silent, no competition, near-

est sound sixty mountain miles. Building 55 ft. x
110 ft., three lots, store, six room house, dance hall,

weekly dances, shows seven nights. Must sell ac-

count of altitude. Less than half cost. Snap. Ad-
dress Rainbow Theatre, Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Lo-
cated in the finest game and fishing country in the
United States.

CAN SELL YOUR THEATRE QUICKLY—
SEND ALL PARTICULARS to Albert Goldman, 5

S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—250 SEAT HOUSE and equipment
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to appreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Hemdon,
Virginia.

A REAL NICE THEATRE IN TOWN 2500 POP-
ULATION. Talking Pictures. Six other towns to

draw from. At a bargain. Address R. W. Floyd,
Dyer, Tennessee.

FOR SALE—THEATRE BUILDING COMPLETE.
TOWN of 12.000, no competition, fully equipped
with sound and doini; a nice business. Address
D. O. Coleman, Southington, Conn.

TWO THEATRES—TOWN 5.000; must be sold

to settle estate; absolutely genuine bargain. Art-

rlress Box 488. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St.. Chicago. Illinois.

SACRIFICE SALE—BEAUTIFUL, NEW, MOD-
ERN BRICK THEATRE: 250 seats, perfect sound
eauipment. Address Princess theatre, Vardaman,
Miss.

Theatres Wanted
WANTED TO LEASE—Theatre not less than SOD

seats. About 50 miles from Chicago, Illinois. With
option to buy. Address Box 495, Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

BEFORE YOU BUY A THEATRE consult us.
Profitable houses always on hand. Address Albert
Goldman, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Films Wanted

,
WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE a few good,

silent comedies. Film must be in good condition.
Mail list and prices to the Pittsburgh Sales Company,
1317 Clark Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bankrupt Stock

BANKRUPT STOCK — FILMS — MACHINES,
also Talking Equipment. Stamp for list. Address
Box 255, Hickman Mills, Missouri.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash. Chicago. Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-
nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, Illinois.

Insurance

THE BIGGEST SAFEGUARD for your business
is the sure protection afforded by insurance. BUT
insurance improperly written is itself a loss of money
to you. For ten years we have made a study of the
theatre's insurance needs. Call on us or write us.
Address Jules Juillard & Co., Room 937, 175 W.
Jackson Blvd.. Chicago, 111.

Films for Sale

FREE 35 MM. FILM, SUITCASE PROJEC-
TORS, $30.00. 9mm. film cheap. List. Address
Seavey, 76 Laurel, Ridgefield Park, New Jersey.

COMEDIES, ACTION. WESTERN and Sensa-
tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition
film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co., 630
Ninth Ave., New York. N. Y.

EXCELLENT WESTERNS. $3 REEL; Powers
6A Projectors. $125.00. Address Marshall Films.
Rome, Georgia.

Chairs for Sale

VENEER SEATS—Two hundred for sale at bar-
gain price. Address Good-All Electric, Inc., Ogallala,
Nebraska.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

FOR SALE—1000 UPHOLSTERED SEATS. Im-
itation Spanish leather, veneered backs. $1.85 each.
1500 5-ply veneered chairs 95c each. Address Illi-

nois Theatre Equipment Company, 1029 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs, 600 up-
holstered, 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co..
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

1,000 used high-grade spring constructed theatre
seats covered in imitation Spanish leather. The seats
are all brand new with metal bottom boards. Very
reasoiiable prices. 500 spring edge seats covered in

imitation Spanish leather made by Heywood-Wakefield
Company. 1,000 upholstered seats in imitation leather,
veneer backs. 750 heavy 5-ply veneer theatre chairs
54 backs. Also several smaller lots of upholstered
chairs, panel backs, at very attractive prices. We can
furnish you with your needs—everything for the thea-
tre—in the used line—at a great saving. For more
information and prices, write Illinois Theatre Equip-
ment Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Would Like to Trade

$120 PER MONTH INCOME PROPERTY leased
to gov'.rnment, 10 years for Post-Oflice. Will trade
for Theatre building or Theatre business. Address
Box 493. Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago. Illinois.
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY

LETTERS E RO M READERS

Just Settled Everything
HERE'S NEWS FOR YOU BOYS THAT
have not had the pleasure of a visit from

our old friend, J. C. Jenkins. He is on the way
and sure will see you soon. He just came in

here and camped and believe me for three

days we just settled everything.

It was a mighty big surprise I had the

other night when I looked out on the sidewalk
out front and discovered one of the rubiest

rubes out thar that I have seed for quite some
time, and upon taking a second look I discov-

ered it was J. C. himself. Well, I went
straight out there and of all the bunny hugging
you ever heard of we were doing it. And
from that time on until his departure we
simply enjoyed ourselves, both talking at the
same time and paying but very little attention

to what the other had to say.

Laying all jokes aside, I certainly am sorry
that he has come and gone, as it is a long
time between his visits, so now it is just a
memory. But Mrs. Brenner and I will both
look forward to J. C. Jenkins' next visit to

Winchester, Ind. J. C, don't make it so long
between trips.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,

Winchester, Ind.

Rather Miss a Good Meal
ENCLOSED YOU WILL FIND MY
check for a two years' subscription for the

industry's greatest trade paper.
I would much rather miss a good meal than

to miss an issue of the Herald-World, which
is without doubt the greatest.

I call myself quite fortunate to be able to
be one of its readers and subscribers.

—

Paul
L. Dougherty, Gettysburg, Pa.

Talker Scripts in Book Form
I WISH TO CORRECT AN ERROR IN

the "Broadway" section of Section Two of
your issue of June 14, in which reference is

made to my book, a drama for the talking
screen. The title is "Broken Melody," not
"The Broken Melody," as it was formerly
called, and the name of the company is the
Talking Picture Publishing Co., not the Gen-
eral Talking Pictures Publishing Co.

But, more important, I am surprised at the
whole tone taken by the writer of the article.

He says the author "fondly hoped" this book
would mark the beginning of a new field of
literature indigenous to the movies. Why the
past tense? And why a mere hope? I am
enclosing a review from the Brooklyn Times
which you will admit indicates success not
failure.

The writer says in disparagement that the
scenario in general has slim chance of survival.
But that is exactly what I claim myself. I
claim that this new form will take its place.
For my script is entirely different from the old
scenarios, and is suited expressly for the new
conditions of the talking film, as any casual
reading will reveal.

He also mentions that most pictures are
produced directly from stage plays and best
sellers. But a book is a book, and it is not
impossible for a published screen play to be-
come a best seller. If it does not, no producer
is compelled to take it. I do not ask more
consideration, but I do expect equal considera-
tion with any other book.

In fact, it seems altogether strange to me

that a film trade paper should try to discourage
the publication of talking picture scripts in

book form. I think it quite evident that if

such publication became common it would be
of great benefit to the industry as a whole.
Because it would raise the talking picture to

the same literary plane, and eventually higher,
than the stage play and the novel. Would any
man in the industry be willing to admit that
the talking-picture-play is an inferior form and
does not deserve publication? The addition
of dialog to the films is making them not
merely equal. to the drama but greater than
both the drama and the novel in literary
quality.

I believe that ten years from now more
screen plays will be written than stage plays.
I refer to originals, not adaptations. And I

believe that they will be more widely read
than novels. There is no thought that people
who read the books will be kept from the
movie theatres. They will be attracted to them
more than ever as the most modern and great-
est of all entertainment media. Furthermore,
books arc a valuable aid in keeping pictures
alive long after they are off the boards and
also a fine method of introducing them into

libraries along with other great works of art.

In attacking my plan (if you really meant
to do so) your article is really attacking the
idea of writing originals for the screen. This
is a proposition which no prominent director
or producer will agree to. Originals are the
life-blood of the screen, which is like no other
form of entertainment ever devised by man.
When there will be plenty of good originals,

directors will never think of using second-
hand adaptations, except, as usual, for the
publicity value of the mere titles.

I trust you will be fair enough to give your
readers both sides of the question.—M. J.

Spivack, 310 Riverside Drive, New York Gty,
N. Y.

The Last May Explain It

CAN YOU BK^T IT? J. C, CAME TO
the best little town in Michigan, said we

had extra good sound, and then never even
mentioned the fact that he had been here

!

Even showed him my new building. Guess
I feel slightly slighted.

Guess he got sore because my subscription
was paid up for another year. I've got one
more guess I won't mention, but they were
just "out" when he was here and so was I.

—

Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay City,
Mich.

Plaque Is Greatest Pride
WE HAVE RECEIVED YOUR AWARD

for excellence of sound reproduction and
can truthfully say that in all our experience
in this industry we have never before felt as
much pride for any one achievement.

—

Mrs.
I. H. DiETZ, Star theatre, Covington, Ga.

Fox Port Chester House
Added to N. E. Circuit

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 1. — The Fox-Capitol,
at Port Chester, N. Y., has been transferred
from the New York division to the Fox New
England Chain, which is under the direction
of Herschel Stuart, general manager for the
New England circuit.

Vaudeville Now Accessory
To Motion Pictures, Says
Times-Picayune Editorial

(Special to the Herald-Worldj

NEW ORLEANS, July 1.—Vaudeville has
become an accessory to the motion picture,

says the Times-Picayune editorially in com-
menting on the vaudeville situation.

"One need not be very old, as human life

is generally estimated, to recall the birth of
vaudeville as an American form of entertain-
ments," says the editorial. "Its rise was rapid
and swept the land with almost as great
prairie-fire speed as the movie was to do later.

And where the vaudeville 'continuous perform-
ance' had arrived there were plenty who
assumed that it had come to stay, that it was
a type of entertainment that would hold the
field at least on equality with the legitimate.

"No one at that time even dreamed that the
'legit' itself was destined to give way before
dramatics in picturegraph. Yes, vaudeville has
had a long hold on popular favor, a much
better one indeed than the higher art of the
drama, but no longer through its own un-
assisted attractions. Just the other day the
Palace theatre, leading Chicago vaudeville
house, passed to the 'talkies,' leaving the
Palace theatre in New York city as the only
straight vaudeville show-place in the United
States. Otherwise, from end to end of the
land, vaudeville has become a mere accessory
to pictures with the film show as the week's
real headliner."

History of Printing Film
Being Shot in Baltimore

(Special to the Herald-World)

BALTIMORE, July 1.—A short film his-

tory of printing showing the evolution of
a newspaper is being made by Milton Stark,
commercial motion picture producer of
Baltimore, for the Baltimore Sunpapers. In
the scenario the story begins with the
showing of the birth of writing by hiero-
glyphics of the Egyptians and then the
progress of the written symbol into print-
ing and uo to the modern newspaper mak-
ing, showing the work of all departments
of a modern newspaper at work.

Two New Theatres to Be
Erected in Iowa Towns

(Special to the Herald-WorLi)

ONAWA, IOWA, July 1. — A new theatre
is to be built here at an estimated cost of
$35,000. It will be of Spanish design two
stories high, with a capacity of 600. Mrs.
Frandsen and Mrs. Weeks, proprietors of the
opera house are sponsors for the new theatre.

In Garner, la., a theatre is also to be built.

A contract was signed between the representa-
tives of the commercial club and Charles
Marks of St. Paul, whereby an uptodate pic-

ture house is assured.

Publix Manager Given
New Post in Georgia
(Special to the Herald-World)

CHATTANOOGA, TENN., July 1 —
Clint Lake, formerly city manager for Pub-
lix theatres here, has been transferred to
Atlanta, Ga., as manager of the Georgian.
He will be succeeded here by B. W. Bick-
ert, who for the past eight months has been
city manager for Publix houses in Marion,
Ohio.

Under New Management
(Special to the Herald-World)

CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO, July 1.—The
Falls theatre has changed hands and is now
under the management of O. E. Selleck, a
Chagrin Falls resident. The house was re-

cently remodeled and sound equipment in-

stalled.
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR HE

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Copyright, 1930

Columbia
AROUND THE CORNER (AT): Special cast-

June 13-14. Good for family night. I used it on
Saturday and it got by. Nice little picture. Seven
reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,
Tex.—General patronage.

THE SONG OF LOVE (AT) : Belle Baker—June
4-5-6. This is even better than the "Trespasser," in
my estimation. Belle Baker and Ralph Graves are
splendid, but young David Durant steals the show.
This kid is great and a natural born actor. It has
two drawbacks, the title and the paper. But if you
can get 'em in the first night your patrons will do
the rest.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada.—General patronage.

THE SONG OF LOVE (AT) : Special cast—June
6-7. First night good, second night terrible. It
seemed to please, but did not draw in the men, who
were afraid of the title. Some raved about it, yet
what good is a play if you can't make money on it ?

The little boy, David Durant, who sings, carried off
the honors. Ralph Graves took a hard part very
well. Belle Baker sings, emotes, both pleases and
displeases. There are good points and bad ones in
this. My chief criticism is that the sob stuff was
overdone and Belle Baker's songs were not especially
appealing. It is above average. It's a back-stage,
mother-love play. Columbia has given us excellent
prints, far better than Paramount, some of which
have been miserable. Columbia's exchange tries to
please you. If they can only turn out box office
attractions they will go far.—Philip Rand, Rex thea-
tre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

LADIES OF LEISURE (AT): Special cast—June
14-15-16-17. Marvelous. "The splendid coordination
of a well told story, fine direction and a capable and
intelligent cast make this picture outstanding. Miss
Stanwyck is a find. Graves and Sherman give a
fine performance. Columbia has produced some
mighty fine pictures this year. It is a treat to have
entertainment like this in your house.—S. B. Ken-
nedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HURRICANE (AT): Special cast—Weak. Seven
reels.—B. R. Johnson, Orpheum theati-e, Kerrobert,
Sask., Canada.—General patronage.

THE LONE RIDER (AT): Buck Jones—Six big
juicy reels of the type of entertainment small town
exhibitors have been starving for during the last
ten months. Photography excellent. Outdoor scenes
great.—E. W. Kundert. Ryan & Kundert, Empress
theatre, Beresford, S. D.—Small town patronage.

A ROYAL ROMANCE (AT): Special cast—June
4-5. Not as good as we expected. In the first place,
it was too short. One hour. You will need at least
two full reels of shorts. The story was a splendid
one, but the director seemed to cut short certain
scenes and sequences, giving one the feeling that it

was not fully developed. William Collier, of course,
does not draw, nor does Pauline Starke, and then.
too, a mythical kingdom romance ever fails to take
very well. The colored gentleman was a riot and
kept the young folks laughing. All in all, it is a
pretty fair and interesting picture, but doubt if it

will bring in the money. Sort of a second-class
picture, so to speak. We had by far the poorest
attendance since putting in the talker.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

Fox
THE ARIZONA KID (AT): Warner Baxter—Just

an average Western with not much action, but splen-
did acting by the star. As soon as the producers
learn that customers don't like for a dozen actors
hollering around while the leads talk, there will be
a lot more people made movie fans. Eight reels

—

Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

LET'S GO PLACES (AT) : Special cast—June
15-16. This is terrible. Dozens walked out. Just
a howling mob in this cast that you can't under-
stand, with the exceptional of Dixie Lee, Sharon
Lynn and Richardson. It must have been made on
a Monday morning. You'll save money by cancelling
it out.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay City,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930 (AT): Special
cast—Just a good program picture. EI Brendel is

practically the whole show. Song hits wex-en't up
to standard. Some good comedy and dancing. Hardly
as good as "Follies of 1929." Eight reels.—Warren
L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

Key to Sound Symbols
AT—All-Talking
TME—Talking, Musical Score, Effects

MC—Musical Coniedr
O—Operetta
ME—Musical Score. Effects (only)

DEFIMTIONS: AT. a picture im which all

speaking to be observed in the esseatial action
is recorded, the designation including aay mael-
cal score which the picture may have. TME. a
part-talking picture, the designation inclmding
the niusicnl score necessary in such types amd
any sound efTects.—MC. a picture corresponding
to the type of stage production called ^'musical
comedies.'* being extravaganzas or revues featur-
ing musical acts and dancing and with all so«ncl
essential to the action, including dialog, re-

corded.^—O, a picture corresponding to the
light operas of the stage called ''operettas."
ME, a picture which has a musical score, may
have sound effects, but whieii has no dialog.

NOTE: When no symbols appear directly after
the title, the picture was run in silent form.

SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS (AT): Warner
Baxter—This one will please. It's not big, but will
please everyone. Would class this one as an extra-
good program.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russell-
ville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS (AT): Will Rogers—June 10-11. Enjoyable play made so by personality
of Will Rogers, his dry humor and the good plot.
Good for any theatre, but not a money maker in
small towns. We did fairly well. We were jumping
all over the lot trying to get proper pitch of fader.
Rogers' voice very low, some others loud. It was
necessary to run it up to eight seconds to record
Rogers right. Print very dry and old, hence roaring
sound from speaker. That was quite unpleasant, but
everyone forgot that and also forgot French lingo
and some rapid talking in the general interest of
the picture. This is our first from Fox.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-
age.

NIX ON DAMES (AT) : Special cast—June 11-

12-13. Our poorest Fox picture so far. This is the
home life of actors in a boarding house. Nothing
but a lot of noise.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada.—General patronage.

BIG PARTY (AT) : Sue Carol—June 15-16. One
hundred per cent entertainment. A little rough in
spots, but that makes them like it. Plenty of com-
edy.—M. Ewing, Idle Hour theatre, Quinton, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

GIRL FROM HAVANA (AT): Special cast—May
19-20-21. Good story and well done. Seven reels.—^Benjamin Shnitka, Royal theatre, Innisfail, Alta.,

Canada.—Small town patronage.

J. C. Jenkins

'

—

His Colyum

The page of Jaysee Jenkins' com-

ment, together with his sundry and

several, but always interesting,

observations on other topics, is

found on page 34 of this issue.

Jaysee—Page 34

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN (AT): Special cast-
Very good. A little mushy talk in places, but if

you operate your controls right it's okay and a real
action picture. Made them gasp for breath. Play
it. Business okay.—Russell C. Dey, Reedsville Mov-
ies, Reedsville, Va.—General patronage.

SUNNY SIDE UP (AT) : Gaynor-Farrell—June
15-16-17-18. A wonderful picture. Clean and enter-
taining from start to finish. A picture for the whole
family and great for Sunday showing. Sweet little

Janet Gaynor sure put this one over. Without her
this would only be a good program picture, but with
Janet as the leading lady it makes a real special, if

ever there was one. Good luck and best wishes to
you, Janet, I hope you will make more like it. Print
poor. Thirteen reels—P. G. Held, New Strand thea-
tre, Griswold, la.,—General patronage.

SUNNY SIDE UP (AT) : Gaynor-Farrell—I wasn't
crazy about this, but what a crowd ! Couldn't seat
them. Two nights and the box office was left in a
healthy condition. Play it, it's sure-fire ! Never
mind what I think about it.—Russell C. Dey, Reeds-
ville Movies, Reedsville, Va.—General patronage.

CRAZY THAT WAY (AT): Special cast—Terri-
ble. Don't expect any business on this one the
second day. Many walkouts on this piece of cheese.
Six reels.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville,
Ky.—Small town patronage.

LONE STAR RANGER: George O'Brien—May 22-
23-24. Did some extra business on this one and sat-
isfied everybody. Seven reels.—Benjamin Shnitka,
Royal theatre, Innisfail, Alta., Canada.—Small town
patronage.

HOT FOR PARIS (AT) : Special cast—A little too
much French in this, but it went over okay. Good
business.—Russell C. Dey, Reedsville Movies, Reeds-
ville, Va.—General patronage.

WHY LEAVE HOME (AT): Special cast—Boy,
this is what I call a peach ! One of the best pro-
gram pictures I ever saw. Some real good dancing.
Every one will go out satisfied with the picture.

—

N. I. Morness, Beltone theatre, Burt, la.—General
patronage.

CAMEO KIRBY (AT): J. Harold Murray—June
13-14. A river boat picture of gambling life. Pleased
well.—M. Ewing, Idle Hour theatre, Quinton, Okla.—Small town patronage.

BIG TIME: Lee Tracy—June 9-10-11. Good little

picture, but it takes sound to get the full value out
of these pictures. Seven reels.—Benjamin Shnitka,
Royal theatre, Innisfail, Alta., Canada.—Small town
patronage.

THE COCKEYED WORLD (AT): Special cast-
June 8-9. A good picture. Lots of laughs. Victor
McLaglen hard to understand in spots. Twelve reels.—M. Ewing, Idle Hour theatre, Quinton, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

MGM
IN GAY MADRID (AT): Ramon Novarro—Good

business. And the ladies really liked this one. Per-
sonally not so hot. Spanish background was liked.—Russell C. Dey, Reedsville Movies, Reedsville, Va.
-—General patronage.

THE ROGUE SONG (O) : Lawrence "Khbett-June
7-8-9-10. An elaborate technicolor production that
proved one grand flop for me. The small town
audiences do not care for this class of singing pic-
ture. They want popular melodies, if the star must
sing. Did not gross film rental.—S. B. Kennedy.
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.—General
patronage.

LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY (AT): Special
cast—Good. Good business.—Russell C. Dey, Reeds-
ville Movies, Reedsville, Va.—General patronage.

REDEMPTION (AT) : John Gilbert—Why do they
pan Gilbert? He seems to be okay with my patrons.
Give him a suitable picture and his admirers will

flock back. Seven reels.—C. H. Spearman, Gem
theatre, Edmond, Okla.—^Small town patronage.

REDEMPTION (AT): John Gilbert—May 30-31.

Was scared of this on account of bad reports, but
was agreeably surprised with the picture. Had many
good comments. Gilbert's diction is first class and
his voice is pleasing. He never was popular here

and the box office returns were poor, but it is not

the fault of the picture, although the direction is

weak. Seven reels.—B. R. Johnson, Orpheum thea-

tre, Kerrobert, Sask., Canada.—General patronage.

REDEMPTION (AT): John Gilbert—If Gilbert:

has made a good picture since "Twelve Miles Out"
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I don't know what it is. This "Redemption" is about
the last word in nothing for an audience and Gilbert
does not register as an entertainer. He has a stilted,
unnatural manner with his voice and, as far as a
draw, his pictures lose money. Why M G M keeps
him under contract I don't know, when there are
dozens of the younger stars that could go farther
than this dud as a name to draw. The contrast
between Gilbert's voice and Nagel's is as a bell
against a tin pan and certainly Metro knows this.
A lousy picture from any angle, as an audience
picture. If we had seen the picture before running
it we would have let it lay.—Columbia theatre,
Columbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

THE DIVORCEE <AT) : Norma Shearer—June
9-10. I expected a "Ten Commandments, "Ben Hur"
and "Covered Wagon," on account of the noise made
about this pictui-g. I found this a picture such as
we should be getting most any old time. Just a
good picture. Have had lots and lots much better
than this. It's "modern," all right, and it wall
please your patrons, but patrons should be pleased
75 per cent of the time instead of about 10 per cent,
as present product is doing.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—General patronage.

THEIR OWN DESIRE (AT): Norma Shearer-
Very good, should please everyone. Many compli-
ments. Good print. Six reels.—A. Mitchell, Dixie
theatre, Russellsville, Ky.—Small town patronage.
THEIR OWN DESIRE: Norma Shearer—Good

show. Liked by everybody and it got the business.
Play it.—Russell C. Dey, Reedville Movies, Reedville,
Va.—General patronage.

THEIR OWN DESIRE (AT): Norma Shearer-
June 7. The incomparable Shearer in a splendid
dialog feature well adapted to her many charms.—E. H. Greenhalgh, Star theatre, Ferron, Utah.

—

Small town patronage.

THIS MAD WORLD (AT): Kay Johnson—June
4-5. Brother, when I say this is dialog, I mean
dialog. There is nothing else to it. You'll be sorry.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.

—

General patronage.

FREE AND EASY: Buster Keaton^une 14. Oh,
this was lousy in silent version ! It may be a sound
knockout but it's worse than poor silent. Pass it
up.—Frank Sabin. Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (AT) : Duncan Sisters—Very
good. Good show and did the business.—^Russell C.
Dey, Reedville Movies, Reedville, Va.—General pat-
ronage.

BISHOP MURDER CASE (AT): William Powell—hong drawn out, tiresome and will not please.

—

A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small
town patronage.

DEVIL MAY CARE: Ramon Novarro—May SI.
Good show. Held interest.—Prank Sabin, Majestic
theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

DYNAMITE (AT): George Bancroft—What a
show. Any time you see DeMille signed as director,
play it. Good bueiness and a good show. Bought
right.—Russell C. Dey, Reedville Movies, Reedville,
Va.—(Jeneral patronage.

WOMAN RACKET (AT): Special cast—Good.
Busmess okay.—Russell C. Dey, Reedville Movies,
Reedville, Va.—General patronage.

Paramount
THE VIRGINIAN (AT): Gary Cooper—June 8-9-

10. Holds my talker record. Wonderful crowd.
Stood up with "Ben Hur" and "The Big Parade."
People came from 50 miles away. Popularity of
book alone did it. Everybody out here had read it.
Don't suppose we will get another that will bring
them out like this, though one may be produced
even better. People like old favorite novels, but
just because a story runs in a magazine doesn't
mean box office. An all-talking "Covered Wagon"
might do it, however. The play was splendid, yet
Mary Brian, in spite of fine acting, was not appeal-
ing. Gary Cooper does not play up to the girl
enough. Richard Arlen as Steve won the plaudits
of the crowd. They missed a bet in not having camp
fire singing or making singing in Salvon long
enough or the country dance long enough. Our
Western people want singing and dancing and gen-
eral old-fashioned whoopee in their Westerns. That
is really the spirit of old-time Western celebrations
aa well as of those today. One reel was in bad
shape, but we got by on it. Surprised Paramount
would send out an old print.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.
RIVER OF ROMANCE: Charles Rogers—May 12-

13-14. Very good. Eight reels.—Benjamin Shnitka,
Royal theatre, Innisfail, Alta., Canada.—Small town
patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—Right smart base-
ball comedy-drama. Everyone will enjoy it.—Frank
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town
patronage.

SATURDAY NIGHT KID (AT): Clara Bow-
Good. Watch your prefigure on needle on Paramount
pictures. Very little is right for me. (31ara Bow
is good and draws good but not as well as in old
times. This show is not bad by any means. Did
a good business.—Russell C. Dey, Reedville Movies,
Reedville, Va.—General patronage.

DIVORCE MADE EASY (AT): Special cast-
Jane 13-14. This Is a very good program picture.
Fair print.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THUNDERBOLT: (5«orge Bancroft—May 15-16-17.
Good, with poor ending. Eight reels.—Benjamin
Shnitka, Royal theatre, Innisfail, Alta., Canada.^

—

Small town patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU (AT):
Special cast—Jane 13-14. A guperb picture, almost

flawless. Remarkable direction and acting. Finest
mystery murder play I ever saw. Warner Gland's
acting great. Jean Arthur lovely and a fine actress.
Neil Hamilton fine also. Our crowds were small,
as they always are on murder plays. We did not
net the price of the picture.—Philip Rand, Kex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

THE MAN I LOVE: Richard Arlen—May 29-30-31.
A good boxing story. Seven reels.—Benjamin
Shnitka, Royal theatre, Innisfail, Alta., Canada.

—

Small town patronage.

WHAT A NIGHT: Bebe Daniels—May 26-27-28.
Very good comedy. Six reels.—Benjamin Shnitka,
Royal theatre, Innisfail, Alta., Canada.—Small town
patronage.

Pathe

STRANGE CARGO: Special cast—June 2-3-4: A
mystery story that was not liked here. Seven reels.—Benjamin Shnitka, Royal theatre, Innisfail, Alta.,
Canada.—Small town patronage.

RKO
THE CUCKOOS (AT): Special cast—June 11-12.

Believe it or not, here is a better picture than "Rio
Rita." It is musical comedy, the songs are sung
just as well as in "Rio Rita," except that the songs
are popular instead of operatic. The comedy is more
pronounced. The technicolor is much better in this
than in "Rio Rita." The devil dance scene has
the best color I ever saw.—^Eleven reels.—J. S.
Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—General
patronage.

THE CUCKOOS (AT): Special cast—The great-
est assortment of laughs ever brought to the screen.
Wheeler and Woolsey are better than ever. Dorothy
Lee is great. You can't go wrong on this one.
Boost it to the skies and watch the cash customers
come out laughing. Small towns will eat it up.
Eleven reels.—Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre,
EUinwood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

BEAU BANDIT (AT) : Rod La Rocque—June 15.

Very good bandit type of picture. Talking excellent.
La Rocque's voice fine and he knows how to talk
in dialect and yet be understood.—E. H. Greenhalgh,
Star theatre, Ferron, Utah.—Small town patronage.

BEAU BANDIT (AT) : Rod La Rocque—Some-
thing different from what I expected. A very pleas-
ing border romance. Not much action but splendid
dialog. No kicks on this one. Seven reels.—Warren
L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

ALIAS FREN<3H GER'HE (AT): Bebe Daniels-
Jane 2-3. Possibly this was made just to keep
Bebe busy for an hour or two. Surely It didn't
take any longer than that to make this. Ben Lyon
is in it, too. Why? I don't know.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—General patron-
age.

AlrlAS FRENCH GERTIE (AT): Bebe Daniels—
Not a very strong picture for Bebe. She and Ben
Lyon both hanndled their parts with fine acting.
Seven reels.—C. H. Spearman, (Jem theatre, Edmond,
Okla.^^mall towm patronage.

VAGABOND LOVER (AT); Rudy Vallee—April
28-29. A good picture and they sure flocked in to
see and hear Rudy. He even made a hit with my
wife. Cut it out, Rudy ! -N. I. Morness, Beltone
theatre, Burt, la.—General patronage.

VAGABOND LOVER (AT): Rudy Vallee-Jnne
17-18. This is a very good picture. As a singer
this man is in a class by himself and he does not
try to act in the picture. Just natural

_
and that

is more than some are. Marie Dressier is a wow.
The whole cast is good and those that appreciate
good music and singing like it. We played it too

old to do much business on the picture. Very poor
print.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

TANNED LEGS (AT) : Special cast—Surprisingly
good program picture. Nice cast and nice story.

They could have left Ann Pennington out, for my
part. My patrons are getting tired of seeing her
wiggle. Arthur Lake very good.—L. L. Levy, Iris

theatre, Kerens, Tex.—^Small town patronage.

FRAMED (AT) : Evelyn Brenl^-May 28-29. An
entertaining picture of the underworld. With the
best recording on disc we have ever had.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—(Gen-

eral patronage.

LOVIN' THE LADIES (AT) : Richard Dix—One
hundred per cent entertainment. Everyone pleased.
Seven reels.—Flanagan and Heard, Vona theatre,

Vona, Col.—General patronage.

LOVIN' THE LADIES (AT) : Richard Dix—Here's
one that will please the Dix fans. Not a special

but very good entertainment.—C. H. Si>earman, Gem
theatre, Edmond, Okla.—Small town patronage.

LOVIN' THE LADIES (AT): Richard Dix—Sat-
isfactory screen fare. Dix is very good in talkers.

Nothing heavy, just the thing for hot weather.
Eight reels.—Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre,
Ellinwood. Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (AT):
Special cast—Just a little too heavy to make the
best of entertainment. Ten reels.—C. H. Spearman,
Gem theatre, Edmond, Okla.—Small town patronage.

THE CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (AT):
Chester Morris—Not a small town picture, although
the acting, direction, cast is plenty good. People
do not care for the morbid, dramatic plays any more,
although I thought it was a pleasant relief from the
singles. Won't draw much. Nine reels.—Warren
L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

SECOND WIFE (AT): Conrad Nagel—A very
good picture of purely dramatic nature. The mar-
ried folks praised it. Seven reels.—C. H. Si)earman,
Gem theatre, Edmond, Okla.—Small town patron-
age.

Tiflfany

THE PARTY GIRL (AT) : Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—Too fast for small towns. A dandy picture but
they were afraid to say they liked it. Should be
played to adults only. It will please better and
make more money. It's worth a raise in price at
box office. Did not make expenses for me.—Harry
Hobolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

SWELLHEAD (AT): Special cast—My patrons do
not want pictures played by a lot of barnstormers
like the cast in this one and, believe me, you don't
get to first base trying to put a thing like this
across. It positively does not have any possibilities,
either as entertainment or t>ox office. It will not
pay film rental in anybody's house. Let's have pic-
tures, not junk like this.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

PAINTED FACES (AT) : Joe E. Brown—June 10-
11-12. A very good picture and a good story. Tif-
fany's product has been okay so far. Nine reels.—
M. Ewing, Idle Hour theatre, Quinton, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

United Artists

THE TRESPASSER (AT): Gloria Swanson—Very
good. The women will go for it strong. Nine reels.—C. H. Spearman, Gem theatre, Edmond, Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

THE TRESPASSER (AT) : Gloria Swanson—I let
United Artists stick me again. Even if you had a
good night you couldn't make expenses with United
Artists' product. A fair picture, about as good as
an M G M program picture, only they charge three
time as much for it.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine the-
atre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THREE LIVE GHOSTS (AT): Special cast^June
14-15-16. This is a great entertainment. Story very
funny and a great cast. Beryl Mercer nearly stole
the picture. Gave satisfaction but did not draw
at the box office.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

TAMING THE SHREW (AT): Pickford-Fairbanks
—A very good production. Seven reels.—C. H.
Spearman, Gem theatre, Edmond, Okla.—^Small town
patronage.

Universal

PARADE OF THE WEST (AT): Ken Maynard—
The best Western in some time. Maynard does some
good riding. I'll buy all I can get like this. Six
reels.—Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellin-

wood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

PARADE OF THE WEST (AT): Ken Maynard—
A very good picture. When are they going to start
making comedies with Otis Harlan as the star ?

—

Flanagan and Heard, Vona theatre, Vona, C!ol.

—

General patronage.

HIS LUCKY DAY: Reginald Denny—June 4.

Denny fell down on this one.—Frank Sabin, Majes-
tic theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

HELL'S HEROES (AT) : Special cast—June 13-14.

If there ever was a picture that was the bunk this

sure was. Too gruesome and vulgar to show in any
community, especially to children. I wonder why
the producers make such junk. A flop at the box
office and I was glad of it. I was ashamed to show
this picture the second night. But it was either

that or a dark house. I looks now as if some of

these producers are working to see how quickly they
can bring censorship about. Why don't they wake
up and give 95 per cent of the public what they
want, and not cater to that 5 per cent, like they
are doing so many times? The public wants clean

entertainment. Why not give it to them? Seven
reels.—P. G. Held, New Strand theatre, Griswold,

la.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC
CITY: Special cast—June 12-13-14. Very good even
silent. Eight reels.—Benjamin Shnitka, Royal the-

atre, Innisfail, Alta, Canada.—Small town patron-
age.

THE WAGON MASTER: Ken Maynard—June
5-6-7. A good picture but silent it is not so effec-

tive as in sound. Six reels.—Benjamin Shnitka,
Royal theatre, Innisfail, Alta., Canada.—Small town
patronage.

THE LONG, LONG TRAIL (AT) : Hoot Gibson—
A very good Western that will go over good in the
small towns on Saturday. Nowadays people demand
pictures with action in them and not so much music.
The box office tells the difference. Six reels.—War-
ren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre, Ellinwood, Kan.
Small town patronage.

POINTS WEST: Special cast^June 11. Very
good (Jibson Western. Patrons enjoyed it. Buy it.

—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

Warner Brothers

GOLDEN DAWN (AT): Special cast—June 17-18.

A high class production of the operetta type. A
great deal of singing. Voices exceptionally good.
Songs tuneful. About the best technicolor we have
yet seen. Noah Beery dominates every scene_ in

which he appears and does some superb acting.

Balance of cast very satisfactory. This picture is

rtm
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Fortune Based on
Profits from Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

WINNIPEG, July 1. — There is

an interesting history behind the
National theatre, one of the pioneer
Elm houses of Winnipeg, which is

now in the hands of the wreckers.
For many years the lessee of this

theatre was M. J. Williamson who is

said to have made a small fortune
out of it. He invested the money in

oil and is now reputed to be wealthy.
For some years, the music at the
National was provided by Walter
Dolman, organist, who was paid $100
per week by Williamson. Theatre
organists locally now accept $29.50
as their scheduled weekly pay.

especially recommended to theatres that cater to a
high-class patronage. The new 12-inch Victor rec-
ords were furnished on this production. They are
only about a third as heavy as the others. Eight
reels.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.
—Small town patronage.

SONG OF THE WEST (O) : John Boles—A very
nice musical Western from the operetta, "The Rain-
bow." In technicolor. My patrons enjoyed it.

Bight reels.—C. H. Spearman, Gem theatre, Edmond,
Okla.—Small town patronage.

SONG OF THE WEST (AT): John Boles—June
10-11. A picture without much drawing power and
somewhat short of the entertainment expected by
patrons. Story very slight. Considerable singing
but songs did not seem to register with the audience.
Had many complaints. Technicolor very well done.
Eight reels.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre. Welling-
ton, O.—Small town patronage.

SONG OF THE WEST (O) : Special cast—Just
fair for a special. Very pretty and big, all in color,
but not much human interest. Joe E. Brown steals
the picture.—-L. L. Levy, Iris theatre. Kernes, Tex.—^Small town patronage.

ISLE OF ESCAPE (AT) : Special cast^Should do
for those who like action but the women don't care
for it. Too grueeome and rough. Six reels.—C. H.
Spearman, Gem theatre, Edmond, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

ISLE OF ESCAPE (AT): Monte Blue. Not so
good. Too much grass waving for the small towns.
Too much drinking. Lay off this stuff. Too short.—L. L. Levy, Iris theatre, Kerens, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

UNDER A TEXAS MOON (AT) : Frank Fay—AH
in techicolor with some beautiful scenes. Just lacked
a little something of being a fine picture. Eight
reels.—C. H. Spearman, Gem theatre, Edmond, Okla.—Small town patronage.

ROUGH WATERS (AT): Rin-Tin-Tin—Wow ! I
sure got stung. They sold me this for a feature
and then sent me 42 minutes of film. I had to
wire for an extra two-reel comedy, then had 45
minutes of shorts and a 42-minute feature. The
shorts cost more than the feature. Oy-yoi-yoi, such
a headache ! Good picture while it lasted.—L. L.
Levy, Irifi theatre, Kerens, Tex.—^Small town patron-
age.

DESERT SONG (O) : John Boles—June 5-6-7.

Excellent picture but business poor on account of
bad weather and hard times. Not a money maker
at the price I paid for it. Nevertheless it's worth
every cent of it.—B. R. Johnson, Orpheum theatre,
Kerrobert, Sask., Canada.—General patronage.

HEARTS IN EXILE (AT) : Doloree Ck)stello—Good
dramatic picture. The snow goes good this hot
weather. Grant Withers also leaves me cold. Miss
Costello very good.—L. L. Levy, Iris theatre, Kerens,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY (AT): Winnie
Lightner—Extra-good. Pretty old but everybody
liked it. If you play it, boost it, for it will stand
it.—L. L. Levy, Iris theatre, Kerens, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

Serials

ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD (Universal). My
patrons want all-talking pictures. What little talk-
ing there is in this cannot be understood.—M. Bwing,
Idle Hour theatre, Quinton, Okla.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Short Features

(SOUND)
COLUMBIA

THE CAT'S MEOW. 1. Only a fair cartoon.—
S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Can-
ada.—General patronage.
DESERT SUNK, 1. Krazy Kat—Good sound car-

toon. Music good. Produced many laughs.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-
age.

DESERT SUNK, 1. The poorest of the Disney
cartoons so far.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada.—General patronage.

HELL'S BELLS, 1. Silly Symphony—Mighty good.
Very clever. Music excellent. Book this series.

They take mighty well.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.—^General patronage.

STAGE DOOR PEST, 1. Could not be under-
stood.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada.—General patronage.

SUMMER, 1. Silly Symphony—Fair to good, but
not as good as "Cannibal (papers," which was splen-
did.^Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

EDUCATIONAL
THE BARBER'S DAUGHTER, 2. The average

Sennett comedy.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada.—General patronage.

THE CONSTABULE, 2. A funny slapstick com-
edy.—^Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES. Most of these are
very good.—Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre,
Ellinwood. Kan.—Small town patronage.

FOLLOW THE SWALLOW, 2. Lloyd Hamilton
•—Extra-good comedy. This kind of stuff will keep
the kids coming. All that ballyhoo about kid pic-

tures is baloney. Good comedies are what they
want, and the old folks, too. We're getting too

refined with our comedies. More rought stuff pleases.

—L. L. Levy, Iris theatre. Kernes, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

HIS BRIDE'S RELATIONS, 2. Lots of laughter.
Lots of fun for everybody. That tells the story.

—

L. L. Levy, Iris theatre, Kerens, Tex.—Small town
patronage.

MGM
RAILROADIN', 2. Our Gang—Very good. Rail-

road sounds excellent.—E. H. Greenhalgh, Star the-

atre, Ferron, Utah.—Small town patronage.

PARAMOUNT
MARCHING TO GEORGIE, 2. A very good com-

edy.—^Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—^General patronage.

THAT RED HEADED HUSSEY, 2. They don't
make them any better than this one.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

PATHE
AESOP'S FABLES.—The best single reel subject

on the market today. The singing and dancing
effects are remarkably synchronized. My patrons
look for these.—Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood the-
atre, Ellinwood, Kan.—^Small tovm patronage.

RKO
THE BRIDEGROOM, 1. Marc Connelly—Helen

Damnation !—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—General patronage.

EVENTUALLY BUT NOT NOW, 2. Couldn't be
better.—Flanagan and Heard, Vona theatre, Vona,
Col.—General patronage.

GENERAL GINSBERG, 2. Nat Carr-If my father
hadn't been a deacon I would cuss when I think
of this.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,
Tex.—General patronage.

MICKEY McGUIRE COMEDIES, 2. Seem to please
all the children from 50 to 75 and have had many
good comments on them. Sounds like the voices
are faked, but ish ki bibble. Recording fair.—L. L.
Levy, Iris theatre. Kernes, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

RECORD BREAKERS, 2. Alberta Vaughn—Not
a laugh in a carload. Just a eomglomeration of

noise and stale gags. Could not use Chapter 2 at

all. Two acts of records and no results.—L. L.
Levy, Iris theatie, Kerens, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

TIFFANY
VOICE OF HOLLYWOOD, 1. We have used two

of these. Entertaining, with dialog very clear.—

-

M. Ewing, Idle Hour theatre, Quinton, Okla.—^Small

town patronage.

UNIVERSAL

THE ACTOR. Benny Rubin—Okay.—Flanagan
and Heard, Vona theatre, Vona, Col.—General pat-

ronage.

BENNY RUBIN SHORTS, 1 and 2. Some are
fair, others poor. Rubin is a good dancer but that
is about all.—^Warren L. Weber, Ellinwood theatre,

Ellinwood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

CHINESE BLUES, 2. Sporting Youth—^How long,

O Lord, how long ? If I have to hear this silly

looking girl say, "Aw, Bert," one more time I will

end in the mad house.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre.

Grand Prairie, Tex.—^General patronage.

MARKING TIME, 2. You thought the others were
bad. Wait until you see this abortion.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—General patron-
age.

Falling Curtain

Causes $2,000 Suit
(Special to the Herald-World)

FORT WAYNE, IND., July 1.—
Because, it was claimed, a curtain at

the rear of a theatre conducted by
the defendant firm, in some manner
happened to descend on him while he
was sitting beneath it last April 26,

and struck him on the head, John W.
Lewis has Bled suit against the Riley
Amusement corporation here for
$2,000 damages in superior court. The
curtain, which it was said, had been
rolled up and was hanging a few feet
above Lewis, had an iron bar approx-
imately one-half inch thick extending
along the bottom, according to the
complaint.

WARNER BROS.
VITAPHONE ACTS Nos. 999, 3873, 1002, 989.

Here are four very good acts.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-
age.

WARNER VARIETIES. Lay off 'era for small
towns. Too much sameness. Too short for fillers.

Will not take the place of comedies, so turn out
to be just an added expense.—L. L. Levy, Iris the-
atre, Kerens, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Tries Fainting as Stall

But Bandit is Impatient
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, July 1.—A bold robber ap-

proached the Alameda theatre here, under the

management of Oscar Seltzer, and shoved a

diminutive pistol and a long blue sock through
the cashier's window and demanded the "gate

receipts."

Miss Eva Morarity, cashier, pretended to

faint and several minutes elapsed while she

sparred for time. Expected patrons failed to

come. Finally, impatent at the delay, the

robber reached through the window and
scooped up some $50 in loose change and
hurriedly departed, leaving no clues.

Plans Made for Fourth
By Indianapolis Group

(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, July 1.—Plans have
been made for the annual Fourth of July
celebration soonsored each year by the In-
dianapolis Indorsers of Photoplays. The party
this year will be held in the morning of
July 4 at the Palace theatre here. Mrs. Clar-
ence Finch is general chairman. Patriotic

organizations will decorate the theatre. The
affair is given for all school children and
their parents, war veterans, members of the

G. A. R. and all patriotic organizations. A
pageant will be given and a motion picture

viewed.

Nothing quiet about your business

if you book the thrilling

talking trailer to

Universal 's

"All Quiet on the Western Front"

ORDER FROM

NATIONAL
SCREEN SERVICE

Chicago New York Los Angeles
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^^
CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

May we extend the sympathy of the

Row, and incidentally ours, humbly, to

Henry Rudder, manager of the Lane

Court theatre. His father was killed re-

cently in an automobile accident.

By JIM LITTLE

TO say that it is beautiful is using a much overworked adjective in a very

proper place, but— it must be seen to be appreciated. That also is a trite

phrase^ but there is little else to do when there are only so many words to

fit the purpose. We speak of the Gateway theatre, the new Publix-Balaban and
Katz house, which opened its doors for the first time last Thursday evening,

June 26, to a preview showing.

T^ HE first thing we looked at was the park-
-*- ing- space in the rear of the building, sur-
rounded b}' a high wall, and capable of tak-
ing care of some 2,500 cars. This is indeed
an inducement to suburban theatre goers, for
there is nothing more distracting nor detract-
ing than to have to hunt around for a park-
ing space.

Flags were draped for blocks either side
of the theatre, and the marquis was just a
blaze of brilliance. The entrance was a scene
of bustling activity, and in front of the thea-
tre was a high powered searchlight which
sent its blue-white beam shooting everywhere.
In the lobby was a miniature piano with a
charming little lady playing, while a boy at-
tired in an usher's habit sang.

The color scheme indeed made one think
of Aladdin and his lamp, because it seemed
that only a genii could have produced such
lighting effects. It seems to be a rare com-
bination of the ornate and extremely simple.
The theatre itself gives one the idea of in-
finite space, for it has a false ceiling that
extends to the floor, at least, it looked as
though It did, and clouds float in the sky, and
little stars twinkle. And, speaking of the
stars twinkling, the whole atmosphere of the
house was like a prologue to the picture, "The
Light of the Western Stars," which was the
feature of the evening. This was supple-
mented by a newsreel and a comedy and sev-
eral Vitaphone Varieties.

_
Lighting effects give the impression that it

IS some sort of a mystic shrine, set out under
the_ stars, and the cleverly designed arches
which form the "skyline" catches the thought
that it is a hilltop on which one is sitting,
looking off into the distance and seeing
mirages in the sky.

Being admirably situated in the northwest-
ern section of the city, at the corner of Law-
rence avenue and Milwaukee, approximately.
It will afford a cheery rendezvous for those
living in that section and in the suburbs which
adjoin It. Rapp and Rapp of Chicago were
the architects.

Lou Weil has the position of district man-
ager as regards the new Gateway, which, by
the way, is a rather apt title for the house,
being located, as it is, at the gateway of the
Northwest. He is one of the four supervisors
that look after the Publix-Balaban and Katz
theatres in Chicago, having under his control,
besides the Gateway, the State, Belpark, Ber-
w>-n. Crystal, Central Park and LaGrange.

* * *

We understand that the Evanston theatre,
one of Clyde Elliot's houses, has been closed
for the summer, to reopen on Labor Day.
And along with that understanding goes the
rumor that Warner Brothers are dickering
for it.

* *

O. J. Wooden, former Paramount mana-
ger in Milwaukee, and known hiy everybody
in the row from one end to the other, has
taken the territory of Wisconsin, selling De

Forest equipment for General Talking Pic-
tures. A. Rolph Bernhoffen has been assigned
to the Minneapolis territory.

* * *

We learned with some concern that Henry
Herbel was ill in the hospital with pneumonia.
And we also find that Eddie Grossman is

still sick in bed with the same trouble. This
is being written last Friday, so we hope that
by the time this is in vour hands Henry and
Eddie will be bounding around again as
usual. The whole trouble is that they will
probably want to get back to work so soon
that they may not take a long enough con-
valescent period. We certainly hope that they
get on their feet again soon, for pneumonia
is not a cheerful malady, and it's not pleasant
to have it in the summer, much less any other
time.

* * *

Widening streets often displaces some old
landrnark, or "deletes" it in some manner, so
that it will never be the same again. This
will be seen when the widening of Ashland
avenue has been completed. The Lincoln
Hippodrome will have about one third of its

present size shaved off, making it smaller by
400 seats. During the interim, the G. & E.
company, which operates it, will go across
the street, reopening the Strand, on which
they have an option. This they will keep
running until the widening of the street has
been completed, and then it will be reclosed
as soon as the Hippodrome is ready again
for occupancy.

^ ^ :ii

Henri Ellman, dapper and smiling, left for
New York last week, looking as cool and
comfortable as the proverbial cucumber.
How he does it is a mystery, for on the hot-
test days you find Henri contentedly smoking
that indefatigable (pardon us) cigar, looking
as though he had just come in from a swim.
He still seems to be the busiest man in the
world, although some day we expect to get
the surprise of our lives and find him at his
office. Charlie Lindau is usually there, but
he's busy, too. The convention (we thought
you'd know it was the Tiffany convention
which was held last week at the Congress,
as long as we were speaking of Henri in the
same breath) evidently was a great success.
Everybody that was there is all set now to
keep on to "journey's end," which will prob-
ably be the pot at the foot of the rainbow,
and instead of being filled with gold will be
overloaded with contracts.

* * *

Theatres are put to a good many uses, it

is true, but the Gem, on State street, is most
certainly original, possibly that we have never
seen it done before. In the entrance, right
in front of the box office, stands a car, an
automobile, demonstrating conclusively, with
the aid of an ear of corn and a cucumber,
that a certain type of spark plug will always
fire, regardless of anything to the contrary.
Once again there was a crowd in front of
the Gem, but the box office was closed.

A dinner was tendered Fred Myers, for-

merly district manager of the Universal
houses in Milwaukee, last Friday evening,

upon his leaving that company for a post

with Warner Brothers, who have taken over
the theatres.

* * *

The Indiana theatre is discarding the sound
system with which it is now installed and is

replacing it with Western Electric.
^ ^ ^

Jay Faggan, manager of the Regal theatre,

is now in the East on a two weeks' vacation.
^ ^ ^

The other day we saw an old blue Packard,
with a delivery truck body, sailing around the

streets, and we later found out that it was
manned by Texas Jack Sullivan, who, in the

company of Art Mix, is bound for New York
after spending some time in the bad lands of

South Dakota, and after staying in New
York for some time, they plan to return to

the Black Hills, where a seven or eight reel

western thriller will be made, with Art play-

ing the major role. Texas Jack, who was and
is noted for his alacrity on the draw (that

means pulling a gun from a holster before

the bullet has had time to get out of the

nozzle), is the son of Buffalo John, one time

Texas ranger, and the picture is to be built

around some of his exploits. (At least, we
found out all this from Fred Martin.) He
should write us a column and tell us more
about it.

* * *

Jacob Lasker and Sons are remod-
eling the theatre at Devon Ave. and
Clark St., formerly the Ellantee, a

1,500 seat house, into a most modern
and perfect sound house. This thea-

tre will be known as the Roxy. This
is adding one more link to their

chain. They are now operating the

New Ritz Theatre, Berwyn, 111., Vil-

las, Cicero, 111., Bertha and the

Music Box, Chicago. The new thea-

tre will open in the early fall.

* * *

Fred Martin, now that we've mentioned
him, told us the other morning, a few morn-
ings after the day when the aerial battalion

began zooming about advertising the War
Show, that when he heard the airplanes for

the first time, he thought it was an exploita-

tion stunt of Sid (Srauman's for "Hell's

Angels." And from the way Sid Grauman
does things, we wouldn't be a bit surprised

to see a flotilla equally as large, and noisy,

doing just that thing.
^ * *

But, of course, Fred had to talk on fur-

ther, and for some reason, it's a pleasure

to hear him talk, and he said that he didn't

realize at first that it was the Educational
"airways" bringing back twenty plane loads

of contracts.
* * *

Now that we're talking about loads of

contracts, we noticed that the glass top of

Frank Ishmael's desk was cracked, and be-

fore we could ask him how it happened, he
said that the pile of contracts that he had
had on his desk the dav before had cracked
it. We always knew Frank was something
of a salesman, but now we know that—but

anyhow, the glass is cracked.
* * *

We heard that Cress Smith has got him-
self a new Packard that goes so fast that

the late Captain Seagraves would have
probably gotten a thrill from it. It seems
that it will go about 110 or 115 miles an
hour, but whether that is an average, we
don't know. It must be a real automobile.
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Over these Postal Telegraph

wires flash messages to

70,000 points in the United

States...8,000 in Canada
...to the trade centers of

the world.

The Speed
you want . . .

The Accuracy
you must have

HERE'S a typical situation—A prominent ex-

hibitor wants a certain picture to tie up with

a local event. He is in a hurry . . . insists red tape be

slashed. Communication between exhibitor, exchange

and producer must be accurate . . . rapid ... in

printed form for future reference.

Orders, quotations, reports, inquiries . . . daily

increasing thousands of business communications

flash across the vast network of Postal Telegraph

wires. Executives appreciate the speed and accuracy

—the alert messengers, highly trained operators,

second-splitting equipment, and the sense of respon-

sibility that Postal Telegraph employees make evident

in every transaction.

The only American telegraph company

offering a world-wide service of

coordinated record communications

Postal Telegraph, through affiliation in the Inter-

national System, goes to Europe, Asia, the Orient

over Commercial Cables; to the West Indies, Central

and South America over All America Cables; to

ships at sea via Mackay Radio.

Tostat Telegraph
Commercial

Cables
All America

Cables
Mackay
Radio



In a Few Days
You'll Get
the Details

of

THE ONE BIG
COMEDY
PROGRAM
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^/o. For

1930-1931
WORTH WATCHING FOR

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc. £. IV. MAMMONS, President
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributor! of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President



Stage Shows and
Lighting Control
build up your Business

A Showmcin's profits depend

on the public's appreciation

of his show. You can outdo

your competitor and get your
full share of the profits by in-

stalling an FA Major System
of Lighting Control

for your Auditori-

um or Stage.

Box OffM
Profits
Slippino
Througn
Your

Fin3ers

^ankc/Ldam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
Offitmt in tweniy-fiv« principal «ill»s
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Nathco Auditec
The Modern Acoustical Correction

Made in Six Beautiful Colors and Special Designs

Selected for

National

distribution for

five-point

superiority

IAbsorbative value is, of course, the prime
• requisite, and under separate tests at two

of the most famous acoustical laboratories it

shows a co-efficient satisfactory for auditorium
acoustical correction. In actual service it has
had splendid results in nicely balancing the
sound absorption with the volume and range of
tones, achieving clear speech and music to the
depth of the auditorium without interfering
noises.

2 In the beautiful color range—Green, Sand,
• Red, Gold, Magenta and Old Rose—there

certainly is one that will fit harmoniously in the
average theatre without any cost or labor for
decoration or covering. Specially designed
panels in many colors, are available for com-
plete color effects.

3 Exceptional widths and ample length
• makes single piece application practical.

Light enough in weight so that application
even on the ceiling is easily handled. There is

no under structure to be built. There is no dan-
ger of falling pieces.

4 Auditec is flameproof. Naturally you
• would not want to put flame carrying ma-

terial in your theatre.

Auditec presents a glazed, substantial surface;
offers little lodging for dirt, and can be cleaned
readily with a wall brush or a vacuum cleaner.

Auditec is made of a vegetable product that

can not breed or support insects or attract mice
or other vermin.

5 Auditec compares favorably with the low-
• est in cost, considering it is self-decorative

and requires the most inexpensive installation.
Ready cut panels keep you from paying for
waste.

VVTE have reached that point in progressive perfection in our
'^ search for the better acoustical corrective material and are

offering our thousands of theatre owning customers Nathco-

Auditec.

This beautiful material is a combination that meets all the re-

quirements in auditorium acoustics and achieves a decoration

equal to the finest interior.

The low cost of the complete installation will enthuse you as

will the results.

Special exclusive Nathco panel patterns are available as well

as six colors to match present decorations.

Send in the coupon
now. Your house
will be checked by
engineers without
obligation, from a

questionnaire we
will send you to fill

out. Write today.

National Theatre Supply Company

Gentlemen:
Please send me the Nathco-Auditec ques-
tionnaire and book.

Name of theatre.

Owner

Address

LSational Lheatre Supply Company
624 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

BRANCH OFFICES: DISTRICT OFFICES: BRANCH OFFICES:
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn,
Omaha, Neb.

St. Louis, Mo.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo. N. Y.
New Haven, Conn.

Chicago, 111.

New York, N. Y.
Atlanta, Ga.
Los Angeles, Calif.

New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

Washington, D. C.
Atlanta, Ga.

Charlotte, N. C.
Dallas, Texas
Memphis, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.

Oklahoma City,Okla.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Portland, Ore.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Francisco, Calif.

Seattle, Wash.
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THE SPOTLIGHT
is on the Projection Room!

All interest today is focused there.

Even price is secondary if Performance is assured.

What a satisfaction to know that with the Trans'

verter you secure that ideal combination . . . high

performance with prices that are really low.

Long in Dependability . . . Economical in Use . . .

you secure super-value when you specify the

Transverter . . . with Hertner Generator Control

Panels and Rheostats.

"If you show Pictures you need Transverter

Equipment, more so today than ever before."

Canadian

Distributor,

Perkins

Electric,

Ltd.

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY

12700 Elmwood Avenue

Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter
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CHICAGO CIVIC OPERA
TAKES NO CHANCES

^"LIGHT
FAILURE

HERE EXIDES STAND GUARD—exit and
h<yhts here luiU never fail. An Exide Emergency

mg Battery is on the job.

hazard
Light-

Theatre is protected against

sudden darkness with Exide

Emergency Lighting Batteries

THE beautiful Civic Opera House in the huge

new Chicago Civic Opera Building will

never be plunged into unexpected total darkness

. . . Exides are on the job.

Should electric current be suddenly interrupted,

lights will continue to burn brightly. The in-

stant current fails, Exides take over the entire

emergency load, immediately and automatically

. . . without a hand touching a switch.

Thousands of theatres of every size are install-

ing this reliable protection against current fail-

THIS BEAUTIFUL BVILDIHG houses the Chicago
Civic Opera Company's new theatre, which is guarded
against current failure by Exide Batteries. Graham,
Anderson, Probst and White, Architects, Chicago.

ure. An Exide Emergency Lighting System can

be fitted into any theatre budget . . . the cost

depends on the extent of protection desired.

And the upkeep cost is negligible ... no expert

electrical knowledge is required to attend these

dependable, long-lived batteries.

Write for information. If you wish, one of our

technical representatives will call and consult

with you on any phases of emergency lighting.

No obligation.

£xi6e
EMERGENCY LIGHTING

BATTERIES
THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, Philadelphia

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF STORAGE BATTERIES FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto
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Thisi MODIFIER isi instently
adjustecl to any sicreenin^ surface
Now you can remove the temporary, stationary, makeshift

modifiers from the screen and definitely solve all screen

modifying problems by installing the Vallen Automatic Screen

Modifier, v/hich is all the proscenium equipment needed to show

Widescope, Magnascope, Grandeur or any size film.

The Vallen Automatic Screen Modifier is a complete unit v/ith

metal screen frame, modifying travel control, modifying curtains

and push button operated electrical driving

equipment, extremely flexible in installation

and operation. Can be installed for use

v/ith small size screens or mammoth
screens; or readily changed when the small

screen is replaced. It requires no additional

space beyond the present screen frame.

In fact, provision is made for lacing the

screen to the metal frame of the modifier.

The modifying curtains are instantly contracted or expanded to

exactly conform with the screening surface of the film, simply by

pushing an electric control button. These control buttons can be

located at the most convenient positions in the theatre; on the stage

or in the projection room. The modifying curtains are always taut,

without unsightly folds and assure a straight picture line on all sides.

The Vallen Screen Modifier is efficient, practical and a necessary

proscenium unit. It has been demonstrated

to owners of many of the country's leading

theatres who have acclaimed it a necessity

and backed their approval with purchases.

A complete description of the Vallen

Automatic Screen Modifier and other

Vallen designed and proved equip-

ment will be mailed upon request.

For Fifteen Years Builders of Theatrical Equipment

VALLEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, Inc., AKRON, OHIO

^i

1^^^

m

jfoi* faiy size Screen

k::^.

I

I

a
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THEATRE FURNISHINGS

TALK
. . . what do yours say ?

What is it . . . this element which creates a favorable or unfavorable impression of your theatre? * A moment's reflec-

tion will convince you that it is the taste . . . the attention . . . which have gone into your theatre furnishings. This is what

flashes on every patron as he crosses the threshold. This, too, is what he takes away with him when he leaves. # A

theatre carpeted with Bigeiow-Sanford theatre carpets has taken the first important step towards a well furnished interior.

Made especially for theatre use, these floor coverings in

their attractive, colorful patterns set the stage for the other

theatre furnishings. They are right. ..m design. ..in weave.

And their good appearance is not a quickly-passing phase

...it lasts, despite the wear and tear of theatre use. « Con-

sider carefully before making your choice of theatre carpet.

And do not decide without seeing the special theatre car-

pets created by Bigeiow-Sanford,— the world's largest

, weavers of floor coverings. Dealers are everywhere... the

j

name of a nearby one supplied on request.

B I G E LOW
SAN FORD
Kugs and Carpets

Woven in the mills of the Bigeiow-Sanford Carpet Co. Inc.—an organization which embodies the combined resources and experience of America's oldest rug and carpet weavers— the

Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Companyand Stephen Sanford & Sons, Inc. MHh <j/ThompsonviIle, Connecticut; Amsterdam, New York;Clinton, Massachusetts. Main Sales Q^^ce.' 385 Madison Ave.

*Jew York. ia/M Oj^fw; Boston • Phili-ftelDhia • Pittsburgh • Atlanta • Dallas • St. Louis • Chicago • Detroit • Minneapolis • Denver • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Seatt)-
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The

OLYMPIC THEATRE
Altoona,

Pennsylvania

In this beautiful theatre, Acousti-Celotex,

applied to walls and ceilings, reduces

the ''period of reverberation" . . . keeps

syllables from being reflected back into

the auditorium . . . makes it possible

for the tones of voices and instruments

to travel undistorted to every patron.

Ho\f

AcoMsii-QQlote^/ficreases
GOOD hearing conditions mean just as "R O"!^ OTTIdl

much to your theatre as good projec- ^^^
tors. For people absolutely refuse to pat- ^m^m * #
ronize houses where sound pictures cannot m M^^ .^3 ^^ "W "^^ ' M ^^
be clearly and easily understood. m^^ m^ m W^ m, MM my^^
You can make certain ofsplendid hearing m ^L W^

conditions with Acousti-Gelotex, applied Ml ^L M
according to the recommendations of ^<_,
Acousti-Celotex engmeers. easily installed in new or old buildings — are famihar with Acousti-Celotex. Long

The Olympic Theatre, Altoona, Pennsyl- fastened directly over existing walls and before the advent of sound pictures they had

vania is one of the many where Acousti- ceilings. used this remarkable material to provide

Celotex has proved its effectiveness to the Decorative adaptability Acousti- "better hearing" in auditoriums, churches,

complete satisfaction of the management. Celotex brings distinctive beauty to the schools, colleges and many other types of

Here reverberation cannot turn words or theatre. Its decorative adaptability assures buildings.

1
The word

music into a meaningless jumble of sound. harmony with almost any architectural or C^EILCDTEX
Voices travel clear and distinct to the far- decorative scheme. (Reg. u.s. Pat. off ) is the trademark of amUndicates

manufacture r>y Ihe Celotex Company, Chicago, ill.

thest rows. Permanent and ""fool-proof" — This THE CELOTEX COMPANY
Enthusiastic audiences assure increased treatment is a permanent treatment with a 919 ]\[, Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

profits for this popular theatre. very low cost of upkeep. Acousti-Celotex • In Canada:

.
tiles can be painted and repainted— even Alexander Murray & Company, Ltd., Montreal

1 hese facts have OUtStanfline' -i i ^ i -i • -i ^- • Sales distributors throughout the JForldese jaClS nave Omstanamg
^^^^ 1^^^ ^„^ ^^1 pamtS -without impairing

Acousti-Celotex is sold and installed by approved
importances their efficiency. Acousti-Celotex contractors

Quick, easy installation—Acousti-Celotex Tested in manyfields~
comes in single, finished tiles, quickly and Architects and buiMers ni~w~8-3o"

THE CELOTEX COMPANY

A^^_ 919NorthMichigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

^^ ^1^ • MJAIHIB I " MB ^StMHiMHim^ Gentlemen: Please send me further information on the value of Acousti-

^^ ^J ^J jfil § I• I
Jjjj^ Ji^ ^Jl jj^

j

ph'' 3t Celotex in the presentation of sound pictures.'"'' ^"^ lMB»™«WMl«OWiiM« ^^^
FOR LESS NOISE-BETTER HEARING

Submit your problems to the Acoustical Engineers of The Celotex
'

Companyfor study and analysis

.

. . without charge or further obligation City - - State
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Theatre Managers-

Projectionists
Unless You Possess the Theatreman's Ency-

clopedia You Are Working Either Under a

Handicap or Incurring a Risk.

There is no better safeguard against a delayed break'

down in the operating equipment of a theatre and the

resultant inconvenience to patrons and possible refund

of a performance receipts, than a set of RICHARD-
SON^S MOTION PICTURE HANDBOOKS cover-

ing every phase attendant on the technique of projection

and sound manipulation.

A most necessary assistant in theatre management is

BUILDING THEATRE PATRONAGE (by Barry

and Sargent). This work shows you how to profitably

advertise and exploit your house and program—how to

adroitly handle every problem associated with theatre

operation. Endorsed by most of the leading theatremen

in the world.

Richardson's Motion Picture Handbook— Vol.

1 and 2 $ 6.20

Richardson's Motion Picture Handbook—Vol. 3 5.10

Complete Set (the three volumes) 10.20

Building Theatre Patronage 5.10

Remittance to accompany order, unless you

wish hoo\s sent C. O. D.

Order from

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn Street - Chicago, Illinois
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a
Paramount Theatreand Office Building,

New York. Theatre equipped throughout

with comfortable, acoustically correct

American Seating Company Chairs.

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects.

^
j;^»r^^^

Oo your patrons

may enjoy the

play or movie

infinitely more

• • • XVCSCRL^

Illustrating, Theatre Chair No. 7860

A chair of this type was installed
in the famous Chicago Civic Opera
House. Full upholstered back,
spring edge seat and Moderne
Standards. A triumph in building
into theatre chairs maximum ab-
sorption values. Only one of the
many American Seating Company
types and styles of theatre seating.

'/^AME THE TALKIES". . . sound repro-
V_> duction to synchronize with photog-
raphy. Theatres dressed up . . . another era
dawned. Beauty, harmony, comfort and
acoustical perfection. That is what the
public asked of theatres.

Electricity had wrought another miracle.
Architects made contribution. Sound to
be understood, must carry without rever-

beration, without echo.

So, American Seating Company saw a

modern problem. They undertook acous-
tical research. They found that chairs of
certain types have greatest sound absorp-
tion. That seats could aid the ear—as well
as make for comfort and beauty.

And soon the motion picture industry
found that chairs meant more than physi-

cal comfort—more than beauty to harmo-
nize w^ith the design and decorative charm
of interiors. That to attract patrons—to

keep them coming to the theatre, new
sound equipment was not enough. New^
chairs w^ere needed . . . chairs w^hose
acoustical properties brought to their

audiences the speaking or singing voice

—clearly and undistorted.

To many, reseating—the replacing of
old chairs with new— corrected sound
distortions, and brought the bigger box
office receipts that new sound equipment
failed to bring. New, acoustically correct
chairs paid for themselves in attracting
capacity crowds.

Free. . . This Booklet— "Acoustics and its

Relation to Seating "

That correct seating has a direct bearing on the
number ofpeople that patronize your theatre reg-

ularly is no longer disputed.
The facts are available. Just
use the coupon. It brings
you our interesting booklet,
"Acoustics and its Relation
to Seating"— and places our
Reseating Engineering Serv-
ice at your free disposal.

AMERICAN SEATING CO. (H.5)

14 East Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois

Please send me, without obligation, your Booklet,
"Acoustics and its Relation to Seating" and the facts

about your Reseating Engineering Service.

Name

Address

Theatre J

'American Seating Company
Makers of Fine Seatingfor Churches, Schools and Theatres

General Offices: 14 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois

Branch Offices in All Principal Cities
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The successful theatre today is the
one that pays strict attention to
its physical features. Cinema pa-
trons demand more than pictures.
They must be given every degree of
comfort, convenience and atmos-
phere.

To the enterprising exhibitor the
Better Theatres Section of Exhib-
itors Herald-World presents numer-
ous ideas and suggestions for in-

creasing profit through better public
service and management.

Subscription Rates of
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Consider

these features

of the New Model

Supreme Cooling Systems

Absolutely no interference with Sound
(noiseless Performance). No Drafts.

Cools at greater distances and more uni-

formly than any other system.

Five-speed motor for all weather conditions
(High Speed on cooling Blower 200 RPM,
Low Speed 85 RPM).

The only system furnished complete in all

respects. Easy to install.

A size to suit your own requirements exactly.

Reasonable cost—convenient terms.

Immediate delivery.

Model B Cooling Blower
Timken equipped TVs HP motor drive

HOT WEATHER IS HERE. FILL IN THE COUPON TODAY

Pat. Pending

The Supreme Automatic Oscillating
Air Diffuser assures draftless diffu-
sion of cooling breezes throughout

the auditorium.

(One of the exclusive Supreme
features)

Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corp.

St. Louis, Mo.

Send all the details of your Noiseless, Draftless Cooling Systems.

Name

Address „

Theatre Seats

Dimensions : length _ ; vvridth -

Balcony (yes) (no)

Have you a cooling system now?

Why is it unsatisfactory?

7-30

. ; height

seats..

I

Immediate Shipment at this time

iS^^s^ '*^pjp.m-#M M.Jim^.>^a.-i'Twr-,
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Entrance to the Avalon
Theater, Chicago^ Illinois.

The Pierce Electric Com'
pany, Chicago, ^vere the
contractors and John Eler-
son was the architect.

Look to the Future

Benina

Your Dimmerboard

C-H "Sim/j/fcity" Uirnmer
Plates are supplied hy leading
sivitchboard manufacturers
with the hnard they install. Fif^.

1 shoxvs the front of a typical
board f Fig. 2 the rear view shouj.
ing C-H plates and Fig. 3 the
complete plate. Dimmer plates
are the heart of any lighting con-
trol hoard. Make sure the C-H
trade-mark is on your plates for
long life, smooth lighting control
ana low maintenance.

THE dimmer plates behind the dimmerboard are the heart of your
lighting control. When you buy a board today be sure they meet

your requirements and operate with unchanged efficiency through
the years.

Cutler-Hammer "Simplicity" Dimmers, famous for their "velvet-

smooth" control of all lighting effects, are extremely compact, per-

mit double the number of circuits to be handled in a given space and
are easily adapted to every new^ requirement. They meet the needs
of a small show house as well as the largest.

C-H "Simplicity" Dimmers have many refinements not to be found
in the ordinary dimmer plate. The many contacts spaced in very

gradual steps assure smooth, flickerless control of all lighting effects

from full brilliancy to black out. Direct rack and pinion operation

removes play or backlash.

For over thirty years—in show houses in every part of the country

—Cutler-Hammer Dimmers have been known and asked for by par-

ticular theater owners. Their installation on your
new dimmerboard will insure long, trouble-free life

from your dimmer plates—that important mechanism
that is the heart of your switchboard.

Your architect or electrician knows the best dim-

mer plates you can buy. Ask them about Cutler-

Hammer "Simplicity" Dimmers! Identify them by

the C-H trademark.

CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus

1254 St. Paul Avenue Milwaukee, Wis.

\sk for a free copy
of"Illumination Con-
trol for the Modem
Theater". Shotvs
many typical Cutler-
Hamtner installations
. . . describes Cutler-
Flammer **Simplic-
ity*' Dimmers.

CUTLERHAMMER
Perfect Illumination Control for the Modern Theater^ *J (A-309)



NOTE^ON WRITERS AND

XUBJECTX iNTHi/ i^^ue:

^ The motion picture industry is

not so very unique in having a past
—even a somewhat lurid 7)ast. But
it is quite different from most of
the major commercial fields in hav-
ing its past beating so hard upon
its present that relatively only a
few years separate the two periods.

Indeed, is it the years that sepa-
rate? Perhaps it is only attitudes.

However that may be, the separa-
tion has finally been established—

•

the infant art (and industry) has
definitely grown up. There are few
associated with this maturity who
cannot recall through personal ex-
perience its infancy. The two
articles concerned with this infancy
(Those First Pains of a Growing
Art and Those Early Days in the
Equipment Field) can scarcely
hope to tell things heretofore not
generally known. But they do re-

mind us, in these days of cinematic
and theatrical grandeur, of the
vastness of that distinction between
the motion picture of today and
yesterday. The industry's present
wealth, its miracle as a science, its

beauty as an art, its organization,
its finesse, its dominating prestige—how well they are brought out
by the contrasts in these flights of
reminiscence! Aside from the
amusement that lies in these un-
earthed absurdities, we who have
probably learned by now to take
this splendid present for granted,
may do well to turn the pages of
the record backward to the past
that gave the present birth. . . .

Also, in a sense, these articles give
Better Theatres an opportunity
to echo the recent commemoration
in the Herald-World of the found-
ing of Exhibitors Herald, which
occurred at a time (1915) which
must be included in the period of
which the articles treat. . . . George
Schutz is associate editor of
Better Theatres, while Walter E.
Green is president of the National
Theatre Supply Company.

fl In presenting the seven interior

and section designs offered under
the title, A Portfolio of Theatre
Designs, some apology must be
made the designer, Morris Hobbs

of the architectural firm of A. S.

Graven, Inc., Chicago, for the less-

than-expected result from the en-
graver's efforts. The sketches were
made in colored crayon, and color

always offers some difficulties in the
making of black-and-white engrav-
ings. But in this case it was not
so much the colors as the paper on
which the sketches were made
which proved an obstacle to the at-

tainment of the contrasts in the
originals. The engravings do yield,

however, the lines and groupings
employed in the designs and it is

therefore felt that the sketches
succeed in serving their essential

purpose. Grateful acknowledg-
ment is made of the courtesy of

A. S. Graven, Inc., in permitting
their publication.

^ Canada's steady acquisition of
more and more fine theatres doubt-
less deserves the recognition of-
fered in Theatre Design in Canada.
In general, the Canadian theatre, as
might be supposed, expresses the
more popular types of architectural
treatment in the United States.
But with certain differences, to be
noted in both the illustrations and
the text. W. F. Gladish is himself
a long established citizen of the
Dominion, residing in Ottawa.
But as a writer on a variety of
subjects for the newspapers and
magazines, he travels a great deal

and is therefore widely conversant
with trends and changes in his

country.

^ Forced to be absent from these
pages for one month, Hugh S.

Knowles resumes his series, "Lo-
cating the Causes of Faulty Re-
production," with Stray Noises
from Auxiliary Equip7nent. Mr.
Knowles, who can need no intro-

duction to the regular readers of
Better Theatres (at least those
interested in the technical phases
of sound), is an electrical engineer
who has specialized for years in

both radio and theatrical sound
reproduction.

JI And now, just a word about the
last issue, for the purpose of cor-

recting an eri'or which, though
slight, is greatly regretted. In the
article on the Mindlin Playhouse in

Newark, credit was given to the
Macoustic Engineering Company
for acoustical treatment in this

theatre. It was another theatre,

also described in that issue, that
was acoustically corrected by this

company.

[18]
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LITTL£ THINGS
THAT MAK€

BIG DIfFERENGES

'i^'?i(i)
I
Booth accessories^ too, have question for you. Every item

had their day of revision to meet the re- offered as a part of its complete line of

quirements of talking pictures. accessories iir for "sound" has been

Scores of new devices have been thrust thoroughly investigated and rigidly

n th(on rne jorket during the past tested. This assurance of

year. Which make actual

prac-

^^
contributions to better projection?

Which are of doubtful

ticability is of utmost importance

to the exhibitor. Sound acces*

impor- sories are
till

little things . . . little things

tance? fll^^H] NATIONAL answers the that make big differences!

When you find this Stamp of Approval in advertisements of theatre

equipment and supplies you know: That the National Guarantee of

highest quality is coupled with that of a manufacturer; that the product

may be depended upon to give satisfactory service; that it may be
purchased at any National branch and that Its price will be right.

NATIONAL TH€ATR€
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities
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THOSE FIRST PAINS OF A GROWING ART

By GEORGE SCHUTZ

Th motion picture theatre of th pas t — I e s t w e forget

THE motion picture now voices so

convincingly its complete separa-

tion from its several infancies that

one need not be so very mean to remind
it of its past.

Even its latest infancy—when it

learned to speak—^was more of an ado-

lescence than gurgling babyhood. Within
only a couple of years our lad had got

his elusive voice under control and even
had begun to step out

with the ladies with
such absence of the

old bashfulness that

—well, frankly, some
folks (censors) were
scandalized and his

parents just had to

give him a talking to

(Production Code).

The analogy is not

entirely untenable, at

any rate.

In delving into
those gaudy early
days of the motion
picture industry, one

is confronted, of
course, with the sus-

picion that maybe it

would be just as well

to let the dead past

bury its dead. The
fact is strangely im-

pressed upon one that

Mr. Adolph Zukor, for

example, was not
always the chief exe-

cutive of one of the

world's most affluent

commercial organiza-

tions. And the amazing Warner enter-

prise, it is revealed, was actually at one

time but humbly expressed in a little

Pennsylvania "shooting gallery."

All of the industry's present person-

ages, however, shall be spared the

blushes of this inquiry, which will be

concerned with only the motion picture

theatre itself—as a building and as a

business. And with the attendant hu-

miliations thus restricted, it is not

difficult to find that a serious purpose,

as well as a curious interest, is served

by this search among the dusty archives.

As some know (and all of us would
like to know, if we ever got the chance),

few people can stand prosperity. At
least, a whole lot of it. And that, I take

it, can apply at times to their activities.

Not that I would infer that the motion
picture industry is too prosperous for

its own good. (Heaven forbid!) Never-
theless, there is some indication that it

m^>^4i('^^(»^^i«i>i»^<»<»<»<<fi<»t^it><it>'if^^4'<'<f'<»'<i>''4><»^^^

The Cascade, Newcastle, Pa., Warner Brothers' first theatre, typical of the early

days. Major Albert Warner is shown standing- at the right in the center.

has lost some of its old sweet simplicity,

and perhaps this glimpse of an earlier

day will help it to realize how far it has

departed from the ways it once held good.

The motion picture industry, it ap-

pears, is peculiarly fortunate in having

its old ways preserved for it in the words

of an assiduous investigator who was
contemporary with those ways. It re-

quired a sort of investigation of my own
among dusty, yellow-leaved tomes to

bring them to light. In those dark ages

when Lubin, Selig and other distant

names were the official stigmata of the

motion picture, David S. Hulfish was
interesting himself intensely in the tech-

nicalities of the new art. Among his

direct identifications with the motion
picture of his day was the position he

held as technical editor of Motography,

a film trade paper later absorbed by the

now Exhibitors Heeald-World. Hulfish

designed a work which would tell all

there was to be told

of the motion picture,

in the studio, in the

laboratory, in the
theatre, and he finally

brought out his great

volume under the au-

spices of the Ameri-
can Technical Society

(Chicago) in 1915.

The chapter which
concerns us in this

bit of reminiscence is

that on the motion
picture theatre, and
for this Mr. Hulfish

gave credit to the
American School of

Correspondence, the
latter's copyright be-

ing dated 1911. These
years exactly repre-

sent the age under
examination, and this

book and this chapter

shall be referred to

as our authority.

To go back 15 or

20 years to medieval
times in the motion
picture industry, is to

realize what we of today are missing.

One imagines that the exhibitor in those

days must have really enjoyed his work.

One senses that his wife, his children,

even his household pets, must have lived

with him in a contentment not per-

mitted those whose lord and master is

harassed by the complexities of a two-

billion-dollar industry. It's hard to be

an exhibitor nowadays. In the old days

it must have been fun, requiring only

one hand with no fingers missing to

figure up the expenses and receipts for

[15]
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a whole week. Here, for example, is a

specimen expense sheet for "a high class

store-front theatre" (to quote our

authority) of 15 or 20 years ago:

Eent, of complete theatre, week $40.00

Film rent, three reels daily change 50.00

Carbons - l-^O

Pianist - 15.00

Violinist - - 10.00

Drummer -
Tt'Y'r.

Usher - --
^
2.50

Electricity 18-00

Song Slides 2.00

Cashier 5.00

Singer -- 18-OJ

License 4 00

Projection operator.. 18.00

Porter 4.00

Ticket taker 5.00

General expense 10.00

of the singer, the music or entertain-

ment during intermissions on the pro-
gram," and similar objects of a proper
vigilance.

This matter of competition was inti-

mately associated, of course, with the

architecture of the theatre, and in this

respect maturity has brought the motion
picture no great change. Architecture
is still important in the fight for pat-

ronage, if any. But, oh, how different

the architecture!

One who happens to own 15 or 20

Total weekly ex-

pense, not in-

cluding mana-
ger $214.50

no—the total expense amounting to about $500, With a sm
iitionai amount for supplies and initial advertising expense,

nager will be able to open his doors to the public at a total c

)ense of not more than S600, and no debts.

Only country towns of small size without competition, or i

The weekly receipts

are given as $340, so the

exhibitor thus enjoyed a

profit which did not per-

mit him to jeopardize

his own health and mor-

als and the welfare of

his family in reckless

spending. Surely, those,

so to speak, were the

days

!

Naturally, our "me-

dieval" exhibitor was
not entirely free from
worry. There was, for

example, the somewhat
quaint problem of com-

petition. It seems not

to have occurred to ex-

hibitors in those early

days that competition

can be easily overcome
by merely buying the

other fellow's theatre.

But, according to our

authority, there were
other ways. They were
advised to study the

competing theatre and
their own as to "the color

of the front, the decora-
tions of the front, the

announcement signs for

number, attractiveness

and general desirability;

the poster service used for the films, the
.style of ticket window, the courtesy oi

the cashier, the method of taking tickets

at the door and the courtesy of the door-
keeper, the seat arrangement, the width
of aisles and the confusion or con-
venience of incoming and outgoing pa-
trons, the comfort of the seats, their

style, their width, the space between
rows . . . the illumination during the
pictures and during the intermissions,
the quality of the films, whether new or
old and whether clean or dirty or
scratched ; the quality of the projection,
whether dim or brilliant, whether steady
in light or full of fiicker, whether steady
in positions or full of jumps and jiggles

on the screen . . . the quality of the song
slides and their projection; the quality

Fig, 2. A Simple Front Design tor a Store-Front Theater

pupied or non-competitive city territory, will permit a success:

ater with so simple an establishment.

Such a tiieater could be established upon a prospective tic

e of SI 10 to S150 per week, since the return for the managi

An exemplary facade for a motion picture theatre, as recommended in
Mr. Hulflsh's textbook on matters cinematic, "written over 15 years ago.

million-dollar theatres today may find it

difficult to imagine the feelings of an
exhibitor contemplating the creation of

a new theatre in those days. The first

step sounds familiar—it was to find a

capitalist. But a capitalist then might
be one who had as much as $2,000 for

loaning purposes, and from that point

on, he who would observe the process of

creating a new theatre in the old days,

must be ready to relinquish all hold on
present reality. The words of our
authority are better than ours

:

"For a small enterprise, which will not

require more than, say, $2,000, with
anticipated profits (excluding manager)
of $50 to $75 per week, the manager and
promoter may profitably arrange to

'split the profits' with the capitalist.

This will yield the manager a revenue of

$25 to $37.50 per week if he can run the
theatre according to his expectations,
while the capitalist, who is sole owner of
the theatre under the agreement, will

receive a liberal return on his invest-

ment, even allowing for depreciation of
the theatre fittings."

However, for a larger enterprise "in-

volving much more capital, the capitalist

may insist upon an unequal division of
profits, because the anticipated salary
for the manager and promoter would

look large. In such an
instance, the manager
should insist upon a

fixed salary for himself

carried as a part of the

expense payroll of the

theatre ; and in addition,

an unequal division of

the net profits, giving

the capitalist the greater

portion, which he prob-

ably took, anyhow.
Now we come to the

theatre building itself,

its architecture, if I may
b3 pardoned for saying

S9, and the business of

equipping it. Only the

exact words of our

present source could be

authentic—and for typo-

graphical reasons, let us

eschew the usual quota-

tion marks.
AAA

A Store-Front City

Theatre Building. A
vacant business house

having been selected

both for location and for

size, the process of con-

verting it into a motion-

picture theatre is to re-

move the glass front and
framing for the door

and window, to replace

it with a closed front a

few feet back from the

sidewalk line into which
are built the ticket sell-

er's booth and the en-

trance and exit doors

and on the inside of

which is built the pro-

jection operator's booth. At the inner

end of the room a muslin screen about

three by four yards is stretched. The
room is filled with rows of chairs, either

kitchen chairs or opera chairs, as the

expense justified by the location will per-

mit, and a piano is placed near the pic-

ture screen.

Floor Plan. A few general rules may
be followed in floor plan construction

are given herewith ; aside from these a

large variation in floor plan is possible.

The projecting machine should be at

one end of the room and the picture

screen at the other end, both being so

high above the floor that the rays of

light from the projecting machine to the

lower edge of the screen ivill not be in-
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terrupted by any patrons in the aisle.

The front of the room must he closed

against the lights of the street, even
ivhen a patron is entering.

The operator's room rtiust he laid out

ivith reference to comfort and con-

venience, six feet square is a desirable

smaller limit.

The floor space, if limited, must be laid

out to seat as many people as possible,

up to the number which the traffic study
taill require.

The operator's booth must he lined

with sheet iron, top,

bottom and sides, ivith

a door having a latch,

and with two look-out

holes, one for the beam
of light from the
lenses, and another at

least a foot square and,

with the center at the

height of the operator's

eyes, through ivhich

the operator may look

to see his picture on

the screen; these re-

quirements are for pro-

tection against fire.

A floor plan which is

adaptable to the gen-

eral requirements of

any store-front theatre

is given in Fig. 1

[The figure is repro-

duced with this ar-

ticle]. This shows an
arrangement for the

maximum seating ca-

pacity for a store room
22 feet by 58 feet in-

side the walls. The
seating capacity shown
is 192. The front par-

tition of the theatre is

placed six feet back
from the sidewalk. The
ticket booth extends
forward from this par-

tition. A still deeper

front is desirable if the

floor space can be

spared; it gives adver-

tising space; it gives

opportunity for decora-

tive efi^orts without the

expense of decorating
the entire front of the business house ; it

suggests retirement in the theatre, and
when the prospective patron steps off the

sidewalk he feels that he is already
within the theatre, even before he has
purchased his admission ticket.

The entrance and exit doors in the par-

tition should be double doors. The en-

trans doors at A should swing both ways,
while the exit doors at B should swing
outward but not inward.
The ticket booth in Fig. 1 is six feet

by five feet inside, with a shelf one foot

wide across the front for making change.
The three glass windows should be made
with removable sash in order that screen
wire or grille may be substituted in the

warm weather.
The operating booth occupying the

upper part of the space D is built over
the ticket booth upon an elevated plat-

form about 5x9 in size. As the patrons
of the theatre are required to pass un-
der this platform it should be built upon
a platform about seven feet from the

floor. A stanchion is set from floor to

ceiling at E, about nine feet from the

side wall and five feet from the partition,

and with this stanchion as a corner post

a platform is built to cover the space D,
then closed in with walls from the plat-

form to the ceiling to form the operating

_/ HE diagrams referred to in the text of the article;

namely. Figures 1 and U- These are presented for the con-

venience of the reader, not for decorative purposes, as it

might be supposed. Figure 1, which is below, shows as

clearly as possible the seating arrangement for a theatre of
the period in question. Figure A is, ostensibly , a horizontal

section charting the declination of the sloping floor found
in the better theatres of the same period.

room. Windows for projection and look-

out are left in the wall toward the screen

/, and another window may be left in the

end for ventilation and over the doors

A in the partition. Entrance to the op-

erating room is obtained by means of

the ladder at F, which extends upward
along the wall and through a hole about

30 inches square in the floor of the oper-

ating room.

Below the operating-room platform,

extending from the stanchion E to the

wall, a screen G should be placed to pre-

vent the light of the street from reaching

the screen when the doors A are open;

this may be a curtain hung from the

edge of the operator's booth. The door-

keeper stands at the post marked H. A
movable chain or bar is provided to ex-

tend from the stanchion E to the wall of

the ticket booth to close the passage at

the dotted line /. This enables the door-

keeper to hold back patrons who come so

near the close of a picture or act that

they would be interfered with by patrons
passing out, or by patrons for whom
there is no seat.

The piano may be at K, either auto-

matic or manual. The screen J is shown
at one side of the center; this has two
advantages in the floor plan as shown.
It gives more room for the piano and

singer at the side

of the screen and it

brings the center of

the screen nearer to
the direct line from the
projection machine at

the end / of the operat-
ing room at D.
Another method of

building an operating
room is to build it over
the cashier's booth, ex-

tending through the
partition and project-

ing into the theatre
room as far as the
stanchion E. Set two
stanchions like E and
build the platform to

the ceiling, placing the

ladder F beside the
short wall of the ticket

seller's booth, just in-

side the entrance door.

The projecting machine
will stand against the
wall of the opei'ating

room at the exit door
side, and the projection
and look-out windows
should be placed in the
front wall accordingly.

A space of six or
eight feet between the
front chairs and the
picture screen should

be allowed, as the pic-

ture cannot be viewed

at a very close range.

If the seats marked
are left out, the added
convenience to patrons

in passing out of the

theatre may more than
compensate for the decreased seating
capacity.

Lighting Methods. Ceiling lights, say
a 16-candle-power lamp for each 50
square feet of floor, should burn during
the intermissions. Shaded wall lamps,
say an eight-candle-power lamp every ten

or 12 feet along each wall, should burn
all the time, including the time during
the pictures. The wall lamps should be
so shaded that the light will not shine

upon the picture screen, nor upon the
eyes of the audience.

The term "daylight theatre" is used
to designate a theatre in which the audi-

torium lights are not turned off during
the projection of pictures. This result

is attained by hanging the ceiling lamps
{Continued on page 74)
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THOSE EARLY DAYS IN THE EQUIPMENT FIELD

By WALTER E, GREEN

I n w hich another phase of the dear, dead past is investigated

EVERY economic system has had its

infancy, its crude beginning, its

growth, its readjustments, its con-

tinued development. But none of these

things are entirely an outgrowth from
within the system itself. No one indus-

try can grow alone. Its success is inter-

woven with the prosperity of an entire

system — perhaps an entire nation.

Neither is one branch of any given in-

dustry self-made. It rises or falls with
the advancement or decline of its inter-

related parts.

Hence a change in a general set up, a

readjustment in any one branch of a

given industry is rarely the result of ac-

tivity within that branch only. It is

more frequently the result of outside

pressure, perhaps from changing condi-

tions within the parent industry, perhaps
the reflection of a general industrial

trend.

In many cases a decided change in

manufacturing methods or in distribut-

ing policies is simply a recognition of the

fact that some old regime has served its

day and can no longer cope with the de-

velopment of its industrial associates.

That's what happened back in the

theatre equipment era B. C. {Before Co-

operative distribution)

.

When economic theorists want to make
their side of an argument clear, they

have a trick of getting down to the be-

ginning of things by saying, "Imagine,

for a moment, that we're back in the

Stone Age." We don't need to look back

quite that far, but for the sake of sim-

plicity let's imagine for a moment that

we're back in the stone age of the thea-

tre industry.

Those were the days when a hand op-

erated projector paralyzed the wrist of

its operator and cast a flickering villain

upon a canvas screen at the far end of

some hastily remodeled store building.

From the first, four main elements com-
posed the industry: (1) Producer, (2)

Equipment Manufacturer, (3) Dealer,

and (4) Exhibitor. To begin with,

equipment problems didn't bother any of

• The first ten years of the motion pic-

ture industry were marked hy a constant

turmoil of improvement, of new meth-

ods and technique, new equipment, new
possibilities. During that time a change

in the status of producer and equip-

ment manufacturer became apparent.

them very much, because there was so
little of it to worry about.

It was largely the combined effort of
producer and manufacturer that lifted

the infant industry out of its cradle.

These factors, with inventive ingenuity
as the nursemaid, saw the growing
youngster through the measles and
whooping eaugh periods and started him
"off to school." The public was a good
teacher. The young industry turned out
to be a prodigy. Promotion was rapid.

X HE first ten years of the motion pic-

ture industry were marked by a con-

stant turmoil of improvement, of new
methods and technique, new equipment,
new possibilities. During that time a
decided change in the status of producer
and equipment manufacturer became ap-
parent. Some manufacturers devoted
themselves to the making of producers'

equipment—cameras, lighting for sets,

etc. Others, creating for the theatre,

built projection machines. Some turned
their attention to the auditorium and
made seats, orchestra pit equipment, or

ventilating systems and so on. Still

others specialized in booth accessories.

The stage also came in for its full share
of specialized attention.

The exhibitor had done some changing,
too. He had come out of his store build-

ing. Improvement in pictures and equip-

ment, plus growing competition—to say
nothing of that constant clamoring for

bigger and better theatres from his pub-
lic—had refashioned his ideas of what
constituted a profitable business. More
significant than the ostensible improve-
ments in the theatre itself was that trend

toward centralized control that appeared
in the growth of chain theatre system.

In the midst of all this change, growth
and progress, the dealer in theatre equip-

ment and supplies was still lamely at-

tempting to struggle along with his orig-

inal methods. He was beginning to find

the going difficult.

His merchandising possibilities had
expanded by leaps and bounds from a

few fundamental units of projection

equipment to a formidable array of

everything applicable to a well equipped
theatre.

His difficulties were serious. He was
financially unable to carry so complete

a stock, and even had he not been so, he
would have been just as incapable of

offering a comprehensive installation and
maintenance service. He had, it is true,

several alternatives.

• The exhibitor had done some chang-

ing, too. He had come out of his store

building. Improvement in pictures and

equipment, plus growing competition

—

to say nothing of that constant clamoring

for bigger and better theatres from his

public—had refashioned his early ideas.

He might specialize, like the manufac-
turers whose products he sold, but spe-

cialization limited his sales possibilities.

Lack of an adequate sales organization
restricted him to local or sectional pat-

ronage. He was thus unable to reap the
profits from a small specialized line on
a national scale.

He might attempt to carry the whole
line, selecting at random for his stock

in trade. But such a policy left too

many gaps to be filled by special order.

Competition necessitated a fair sales vol-

ume on each particular item if the sale

were to show a profit. A dealer who sold

via catalog was of no particular use to

an exhibitor needing supplies at once.

J HERE was also the possibility of

functioning as manufacturers' agent for

one or more manufacturing firms exclu-

sively. Again, handling the entire busi-

ness for some growing chain system of

theatres offered itself as a means of
turning a very few small dealers into a
kind of individual purchasing agent.

Such opportunities, besides being exceed-
ingly limited, presented disadvantages
of their own.
There was still another way to meet

the issue. It was followed by the ma-
jority of the dealers and consisted sim-
ply in denying that that was an issue.

Most of them went on as best they could
in the same old way, with only those
changes in policy or status that actually

forced their way into their methods.
That was, in general, the situation some
ten years ago.

The next five years brought its full

quota of progress on the part of pro-
ducer, manufacturer and exhibitor. Still

the dealer in theatre equipment and sup-

plies plodded along under his same old

handicaps. But with this important dif-

ference: Each new unit of equipment,
each new step forward that the industry
took, served to intensify the inadequacies

of the distributing system.

The dealer was no longer just handi-

(Continued on page 66)
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Preliminary sketch projecting a sec-
tion of an auditorium wall designed
in a modernistic pattern, employing
contrasted mass effects through the
use of panels of varied size and color.

A group of black-and-white
reproductions of sketches in

color-crayon projecting
designs for theatre interiors.

All designs are by Morris
Hobbs of the stafiF of A. S.

Craven, inc., architects

A PORTFOLIO OF THEATRE DESI
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THE THEATRE OWNER'S LIABILITY IN INJURIES

By LEO T. PARKER

Late cases involving accidents and other common sources of litigation

IN
almost all cases involving injuries

to theatre patrons, the question

presented the jury is whether the

theatre owner was aware of the danger-

ous condition which caused the injury.

Obviously, although the proprietor de-

nies knowledge of the defect, or presence

of the thing causing the injury, the

court may infer his knowledge.

For instance, in Bury v. F. W. Com-
pany (283 Pac. 917), it was disclosed

that a patron slipped on a freshly oiled

floor resulting in severe injuries. He
sued the proprietor for damages. The
latter attempted to avoid liability on the

SHE SUED BECAUSE: She stepped on a

"round, hard substance" while descending the

stairs leading from the mezzanine floor, fell

down and broke her leg. She testified that if

the lighting facilities had been sufficient she

would have avoided the "substance" and would

not have broken her leg. . . . Ah, but listen to

this one from recent higher court annals.

—

contention that he did not know the floor

had been oiled. Notwithstanding this

argument the court held the proprietor
liable, saying:

"The defendant (proprietor) contends
that there was no evidence to show that
it had notice of the condition of the

floor. The evidence tended to prove that
the floor had been recently oiled. A rea-

sonable inference from the fact that the
floor had been recently oiled would be
that the defendant (proprietor) had
caused it to be oiled, and therefore knew
its condition."

Patron Must Use Care

J.T is well settled that a theatre owner
will be relieved from liability for an in-

jury to a patron if convincing testimony
is introduced proving that the theatre

owner exercised ordinary care to pre-

vent the injury, or that the injury re-

sulted from the patron's carelessness.

For example, in Stokes v. Commerce
Realty Company (25 S. W. [2d] 186),
decided during the past few weeks, suit

was filed by a woman patron against the
Aztec theatre, alleging that while de-

scending the stairway leading from the
mezzanine to the street floor of the the-

atre, she stepped upon a "round hard
substance" on the stairs and fell, break-
ing her leg and receiving other injuries.

The woman testified that the cause of

the fall was the insufficient lighting of

the stairway provided by the theatre

company as a means of reaching the

mezzanine floor and the upper floors of

the theatre building; and that if the

lighting facilities had been sufficient she

could have seen and avoided stepping

on the hard substance which caused her
ankle to turn.

The theatre owner produced witnesses

who testified that the woman carelessly

walked down the stairway and that, im-

mediately after the accident, they ex-

amined the stairway and found no "hard

substance" and, also, that at various

times prior to the accident the lighting

in the stairway was good. In view of

these facts the jury held the theatre

owner not liable and rendered a decision

that at the time of the accident there

was no "round hard substance" lying on
the stairway of the theatre, and the

patron did not slip or fall on such sub-

stance; that the theatre owner was not

"negligent in respect to the sufficiency

of the lighting" of the stairs; that in

HE SUED BECAUSE: While scuffling with a

fellow employe, all in fun, he was injured. He
was supposed to have been working. But that

didn't stop him from suing. The injury was

the result of his own silliness. But that didn't

stop the lower court from awarding him com-

pensation. However, the higher court had more

sense. . . . Another employe was dead, but

—

descending the stairway the patron
failed to "use ordinary care in watching
where she was going and keeping a

proper lookout ahead of her," and that

this failure directly contributed to the

accident. The higher court affirmed the

lower court's decision, saying:

"The jury found, primarily, that ap-

pellee (theatre owner) was not guilty of

negligence in the matter of lighting the

stairway, that there was no 'round hard

substance' on the stairway upon or by

reason of which appellant (patron)

could have slipped or fallen, and that

appellant was guilty of negligence 'di-

rectly contributing' to the accident."

Acts of Manager

J-T is well established that a manager
of a theatre may bind his employer or

the corporation by all the acts within

the scope of the conduction and opera-

tion of the theatre business. Moreover,

the general authority of the manager

cannot be limited by the employer giving

any private order or direction not known
to the party dealing with the manager.
Yet the owner may limit the manager's
authority by notifying persons accus-

tomed to transacting business with the

manager. Therefore, the theatre owner
is liable, under all ordinary circum-

stances of employment, for all acts done

by the manager within the scope of his

usual authority, or where he is held out

iby the employer as having proper au-

thority, although he has exceeded or vio-

lated his instructions. However, the

owner is not liable for any injurious

acts of the manager, performed outside

the scope of the employment, although

such acts relate to the theatre business.

Also, it is important to know that a

theatre manager may be personally liable

where he exceeds his authority, provid-

ing in doing so (1) he makes a false

statement or representation of his au-

thority, with intent to deceive; or (2)

he knowlingly makes a false statement

or representation, without intent to de-

ceive; or (3) he does a damaging act

believing he has authority, but actually

has none; or (4) where he acts on au-

thority from his employer and the act

is unlawful.

Both phases of the law relating to lia-

bility of a theatre corporation and man-
ager were considered by the higher court

in the recent case of Horwitz v. Dicker-

son (25 S. W. [2d] 966) . Here it was

HIS RELATIVES SUED BECAUSE: While

painting the marquee, he suffered an epileptic

fit, fell to the sidewalk and later died. He was

a chronic sufferer from epilepsy. Yet his rela-

tives sued the theatre for damages—and were

almost successfid. ... As for the moral, it's

this: A little knowledge of law never hurt

anybody, not even the guy who does wrong..

disclosed that a man named Dickerson
filed suit against a theatre manager
named Horwitz, individually, and the

Horwitz Theatres, Inc., to recover actual

and exemplary damages for an assault

alleged to have been made upon him by
Horwitz.
The facts are that at the time of the

assault complained of there was in exist-

ence a strike of union motion picture

operators who had been employed in the

theatres owned by Horwitz Theatres.

While the strike was in existence, the

(Continued on page 60)
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Health in Adversity

BLIND optimism has apparently ceased to be in economic
style. Efforts to "muscle in" our late, lamented prosperity

would seem to be no longer in good taste. Its crudity is being
admitted—and its danger. Business shows signs of having
settled down to the slower gait that current conditions seem to

indicate, using the attendant increase in leisure to do a little

old-fashioned stock taking.

Of the number of sources of such indications, none is more
convincing in the present instance than that ambitious Letter

issued monthly by the National City Bank of New York.
Long after the recession had set in, its messages remained
courageous—courageous at first, then stubborn. The change in

tone of the June issue is very definite, indeed. One is thus

persuaded that even those whose mission it is to prornote trade

have come to believe that trade is better promoted by facing

whatever facts there may be so that we may study the eco-

nomic evils they represent.

Directing this kind of healthy common sense toward its far-

flung theatre interests, the Fox-West Coast Theatres circuit

has urged its managers to study the conditions in their respec-

tive communities. In the June 11th issue of ISJotv, its vigorous

and invigorating house organ, an editorial (signed "F. W.,"
whom we assume to be Frank Whitbeck, advertising director)

asks the circuit's theatre managers, "Just what do you know
about local conditions?" And the reason for this inquiry?

"There are strange circumstances concerning a business de-

pression as it affects a theatre," we learn. "Usually the the-

atre is the last to feel a coming slump in business. . .

then it slips in overnight and we wake up to the fact that

hard times are with us. That's why I ask, what do you know
about local conditions?"

The managers are urged to go to the business men in their

communities to get the true local "low-down" on conditions—^to

the chambers of commerce, the leading merchants, progressive

manufacturers.
"Let your reason be cognizant of true conditions," they are

advised, "let your mind work to remedy them, let your enthu-

siasm spread to business assocates in your community and
then, all together, work for a greater era of prosperity. . .

courage and clear thinking.

"You alone cannot right a situation, but if you preach

optimism and practice thrift, if you work shoulder to shoulder

with those you inspire with your confidence, you will make
a better town in which to live and business in that community
will improve.

"Your theatre is a barometer of prosperity. Keep your the-

atre prosperous, let there be an atmosphere of activity, an in-

vitation to fresh coolness, of cleanliness and hospitality.

"Through your theatre, preach prosperity. Let your em-

ployes broadcast your doctrine of good times ahead. But—

•

"Today find out where you stand and stop kidding yourself."

The analysis of the National City Bank Letter is less arous-
ing, perhaps, but it goes rather frankly into kinds of indus-

trial direction which have accounted many times for restricted

business. In a sense, the extreme prosperity of recent years

is itself held guilty.

Educating the Public

BECAUSE of the type of media used, it is likely that a

large portion of the motion picture world has not had an
opportunity to observe at first hand the interesting "educa-

tional" campaign that Halsey, Stuart & Company, the broker-

age firm associated in the reorganization of the Fox holdings,

has been carrying on.

The purpose of the "education" is to interest the public in

participating in the financing of motion picture enterprises

—

specifically, in this case, the Fox properties. Proving success-

ful in its immediate purpose, it must necessarily work bene-
fits for any motion picture concern of similar interest in

public financing and equal substantiality. The advertisements
are large and attractive, with clean-cut copy and persuasive
illustrations. And what are they telling the public about the

motion picture industry? Things quite different from those
Mr. and Mrs. Public is in the habit of hearing about "the
movies."

The phenomenal growth of the motion picture industry,

for one thing, is described. Interesting facts are given. That
the first film theatre was opened only 28 years ago, in Los
Angeles. That within the next five years there were over
5,000 motion picture theatres in the United States alone.

And that 22 years later this number had grown to 22,000.

Charts tell the story of other amazing growths. By 1915
attendance had reached the huge number of 5,000,000 daily.

But more amazing still is the increase from then on, totaling

16,400,000 by 1929, only 14 years later. In 1924, Mr. and Mrs.
Public learn, box office receipts amounted to the staggering
sum of $500,000,000. Yet in only five years $200,000,000 was
added to the annual theatre intake. In 1915, only one of the
large industries, with an investment of $400,000,000. In 1929,
the world's fourth largest industry, with a total investment
of two billion dollars!

Much more is the public being told, but these items indicate
what it is being told. This seems to us to be a kind of propa-
ganda that is good for everybody in the motion picture busi-
ness. It should offset at least some of those meretricious kinds
which have formed the principal brand of information about
"the movies" available to those upon whose serious interest

and confidence the motion picture theatre is dependent.

NEW ADVERTISERS
Sarasone Screen Company,
80 Boylston Street,

Boston, Massaehusetts.

Talking Picture Equipment
246 Stuart Street,

Boston, Massachusetts.

Company of New Englar A, Inc.,

Introducing a now screen lor sound pictures Offers to the theatre industry a neiv sound-on-film system.

General Register
1704-.') Paramount
New York City.

Corporation,
Building,

Offers for sale all types a / ticket machines.

[26]
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NEW REGULATIONS in PENNSYLVANIA S CODE

Concluding the revised sections pertaining to theatre build ngs

THE new regulations of the Penn-
sylvania safety code, ivhicli was re-
cently revised, concern operation of

motion picture projectors, the installa-

tion and maintenance of emergency light-
iyig systems, and fireproofing. In the
opening installment of the new regula-
tions in the last issue of Better Theatres,
the section on fireproofing was given in
its entirety, while that on emergency
lighting wo.s hut little more than begun.
The parts given pertained to administra-
tion of the regulations, their scope and
the legal meaning of the terms used
throughout the section. We continue with
this section on the installation and main-
tenance of emergency lighting systems
in the theatre and similar public build-
ings.

Section 4. Specifications

Rule 1. General Requirements, (a)
All emergency lighting systems installed
in the buildings enumerated in Section
2 of these regulations shall be approved
by the Industrial Board before installa-
tion.

(b) The emergency source of energy
for illumination shall be a device in-
stalled within the building, or shall be
secured from an independent generating
station entirely separate from that which
provides the regular or main service. In
the latter case the energy for regular
and emergency service shall enter the
buildings by means of independent cir-

cuits in separate conduits connected only
by an approved automatic throw-over
switch. Energy furnished for both serv-
ices through a single substation, even
though the substation may be supplied
from separate genei'ating stations, is

not acceptable.

In buildings where oil is the normal
source of lighting supply, approved gen-
erative electric light systems for emer-
gency purposes shall be provided, and
the electric lights shall be kept burning
in conjunction with the oil lights during
all occasions when the buildings are in
use.

Gas (artificial or natural) may be
used as an emergency source of illumina-
tion in buildings enumerated in para-
graphs 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 of Section
2 of these regulations. If gas is used
as an emergency source of illumination
the normal source shall be electricity
and the emergency gas lig-hts shall be
kept burning in conjunction with the
electric lights during all occasions when
the buildings are in use and artificial

illumination is required. Such gas lights
shall be guarded and all inflammable
decorations of any kind shall not be lo-

cated within six (6) feet of any such
gas light.

(c) The control of emergency illu-

mination (except gas) in case of failure
of the main supply shall be fully auto-
matic and not dependent upon the man-
ual operation of any switch or other
device.

(d) Emergency lighting systems
shall produce and maintain for a period
of at least one and one-half hours an
intensity of illumination of at least five

tenths (0.5) of a foot candle on the
floor, at exit doors and at hallways, pas-
sageways, stairways, runways, ramps,
etc., leading to the outside building exits.

Also, such systems shall produce and
maintain a minimum of intensity of illu-

mination of twenty - five hundredths
(0.25) of a foot candle at all points on
the floor of the auditoriums for the one
and one-half hour period.

In theatres and motion picture thea-
tres whei'e arrangements have been
made to automatically continue the
showing of motion pictures even though
a power failure has occurred, the inten-
sity of illuminations at all points on the
floor of the auditoriums may be reduced
to 0.15 of a foot candle for the one and
one-half hour period when special per-
mission has been granted by the depart-
ment.

(e) All engine and turbine systems
shall provide illumination not later than
fifteen (15) seconds after power failure.

(f) The manufacturers of emer-
gency lighting systems shall provide
with each device a complete set of in-

structions for the installation, operation
and maintenance of the equipment. A
copy of the instructions to be issued
shall be filed with the Department at

the time of the approval of the system.

(g) All generative systems shall be
provided with a name plate setting forth
the name of the manufacturer, the ca-

pacity in watts, volts and amperes, the
kind of current whether A. C. or D. C.

and such other details as may be spe-

cifically mentioned in the special require-

ments of different types of equipment.
The plate shall be securely fastened to

the equipment and shall not be removed
therefrom under any circumstances.

(h) The total connected emergency
load shall not be greater than that which
the system is designed to carry for the

period of one and one-half hours.

(i) All emergency lighting systems
shall be so connected that the entire

normal source of supply in locations

where emergency illumination is re-

quired cannot be used unless the emer-
gency service is ready for use.

(j) No switches other than the fol-

lowing shall be permitted to be installed

on the emergency lighting circuits.

Location switches designed to cut off

from the emergency source certain

rooms which are not being used. Such

switches shall be arranged to cut out the
normal source of illumination as well as
the emergency source but shall not cut
off the emergency source from the hall-

ways, passageways, stairways, ramps,
etc., leading to outside building exits.

(k) All milliammeters, ammeters,
and voltmeters used in connection with
emergency lighting systems shall be of
the d'Arsonval (permanent magnetic
moving coil) form, with scales not less

than two (2) inches long and guaran-
teed accuracy of not less than 2 per
cent of full scale value at any point on
the scale.

(1) No device or system shall be in-

stalled until floor plans or sketches have
been filed with and approved by the De-
partment. Such plans or sketches shall

be in triplicate and shall show the pro-
posed location of the equipment, its ca-

pacity, the location of all exit or other
lights connected to the emergency sys-

tem together with their voltage and
wattage rating, the type of battery to

be used and any other information which
the Department may request from time
to time. Where so desired the informa-
tion required above may be included on
the general building plans and sub-
mitted for approval. Notice of the com-
pletion of the installation shall be filed

with the Department before final ap-

proval is given.

Rule 2. Special Requirements for
Storage Battery Systems, (a) Where
storage batteries are provided as the
emergency source of supply, they shall

be designed and constructed to ade-
quately meet the requirements of emer-
gency lighting service and shall be con-

tained in sealed glass jars, except as

hereafter provided. The cells shall be
mounted, housed and connected in ac-

cordance with accepted good practice,

and as outlined in Rule 2, Paragraph
(c). Where a capacity greater than
three hundred and fifty (350) amperes
at the one and one-half (1%) hour rate

is required, the cell elements may be
mounted in approved lead lined wooden
tanks equipped with sheet glass covers.

Other types of batteries may be used
when approved.

(b) Storage battery emergency light-

ing systems shall be equipped with a

device for automatically maintaining the
batteries in a fully charged condition.

Each time the emergency lighting sys-

tem is used because of the failure of

the main supply, a charge at maximum
rate shall be given the battery immedi-
ately thereafter. The same rate of
charge shall also be given the battery as

often as necessary to assure its mainte-
nance in a fully charged condition.

All storage battery emergency light-

(Continued on page 62)
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Another theatre will be
added to those of today's
virile spirit in architecture
with the completion of this

new link in the West Coast
Theatres chain. The design
reveals the growing appre-
ciation of the modernistic
motif as a medium of fantasy

The modernistic design of a

new Fox theatre in Spokane
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A sketch by the architect of the ex-
terior, executed in marble and metal,
at the first story, and concrete above.
A novel feature planned consists in ten
huge panels commemorating' ten of the
greatest motion pictures ever produced.

THE modernistic approach to archi-

tecture steadily extends its consid-

eration of the motion picture the-

atre—and in doing so, develops methods
of special application to this complex
type of structure.

The word has been, "Not art moderne
for the theatre—especially the film the-

atre ! Why, it is there that people go for

lightness of mood, forgetfulness of the

world they actually live in—for fantasy!"
Yet the modernistic spirit began to

find expression in the film theatre, in

women's lounges at first, in exteriors,

then in lobbies and ultimately in the

auditorium itself. Experimentation (and
it is solely of the United States that

these lines are written) in theatres of
exclusive clientele led to experimentation
in the larger, more frankly commercial
houses. And this experimentation has
developed methods of treatment which
discloses the motif as a resourceful ally,

not an enemy, of fantasy.

This resourcefulness, as well as the

acceptance of modernism by business-

minded leaders in motion picture exhibi-

tion, is well brought out in the new the-

atre of the Fox-West Coast circuit in

Spokane. The design for the exterior is

characterized by Harold B. Franklin,

president of the circuit, in significant

words. It calls for "frankness of profile

and material," he has said. It was this

element of frankness in the modernistic
treatment which once seemed to have
frightened motion picture theatre design-

ers from the motif.

For the exterior, marble and metal are

used at the first story. Above this por-

tion the material is concrete, relieved by
decorative detail in harmony with the

general lines of the structure.

Important decorative elements in

the design of thfe exterior are ten huge

panels commemorating ten photoplays
adjudged the greatest ever produced.

The lounge, as well as the ceiling of

the foyer, will be visible from the street

through a series of large windows. At
one corner of the theatre, projecting like

a pinnacle of the structure itself, will be
placed a revolving sign.

-I HE main foyer continues through to

both of the streets along which the site

extends. Here a grand staircase will as-

cend to the lounge, which in location

corresponds to a mezzanine balcony in

the foyer.

The color scheme throughout the the-

atre consists in bright hues contrasted

with black, while illumination, mostly in-

direct or concealed, extensively employs
white glass. The railing of the grand
staircase will be embellished with etched

glass and silver.

The auditorium is about 120 feet

square, with a shallow balcony placed in

as intimate relation to the main floor as

possible. Mural pictorial effects, scrolls

in pierced plaster and similar media sup-

ply the decorative elements in a light-

hearted, yet essentially modernistic, man-
ner. The center of this aesthetic interest

is the proscenium arch, which is executed

with great strength of detail.

Flanking the arch are the organ
grilles, done in modernistic pattern. At
the center of the arch is a great "sun-

burst" executed in deep masses with col-

ored glass. It is lighted from concealed
positions to the rear and incorporates a

ventilating grille. Extending into the
auditorium ceiling, a great fan-like deco-

rative feature radiates from the sun-
burst.

This new Fox-West Coast theatre was
designed by Robert C. Reamer, architect

of Seattle.
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View of the auditorium in the Capitol, Saskatoon, called "the most picturesque theatre in the Prairie Provinces."

By W. F. GLADISH

Reviewing the trend of
motion picture theatre archi-

tecture in the Dominion, as

represented by four new
houses, the Capitol in Saska-
toon, the Granada and
Monkland in Montreal, and
the Granada in Sherbrooke.
The locations thus range
f r om town to iii c t r o p o I i s

PROBABLY any I'ecently con-

structed theatre in any city, large

or small, in the Dominion of Can-
ada is, according to current popular

standards, an architectural gem. Perhaps
not palatial, nor extremely costly, yet the

new motion picture house in the average

Canadian city is cozy, practical and con-

sidered attractive.

With the exception of two or three

theatres in such places as Montreal,

Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton, Winnipeg
and Vancouver, there are no tremendous
cinemas in the Dominion and the usual

run of modern theatres has an average

of 1,500 seats, usually all on one floor

but sometimes partly in a balcony seat-

ing about 250 and flanking the projec-

tion room. The "Canuck" has to figure

on a scattered population, a rather sud-

den saturation point, higher costs on

some materials, a sharp division of

languages in some sections and other

factors which are probably less pro-

nounced in the United States and other

countries. Therefore, he is more cau-

tious, or canny, and so does not jump
into the building of a huge theatre un-

less the local situation has been closely

studied and the project found to be war-
ranted.

In some respects, Canada has adopted
the theatre structural trend of the

United States but there has been an
avoidance of some features. For in-

stance, among so-called atmospheric
houses, there are probably more of

Spanish design or architectural influ-

ence than all others put together. Chin-
ese, Egyptian, Babylonian, Turkish and
other effects are conspicuous by their

absence. As in other things, the average
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The auditorium, looking from the stage, of the Granada theatre in Montreal, a theatrical showplaee in Canada's first city.

Canadian does not care for anything
that can be considered as bizzarre and
the Spanish or the semi-modernistic
type seems to be about his limit.

First of all, Canada had an avalanche
of store shows, of course. Then worn-
out legitimate, vaudeville or burlesque
houses were converted into "movies."
Then purely moving picture theatres
were built without the semblance of a

stage. Prologs, ballets, big orchestras
and novelties were introduced into the
"picture show" and thousands of dollars

were spent in adding stages to the the-

atres that had been intended solely for
screen entertainment. Then came the
"talkies," and stage shows were aban-
doned and orchestra pits became
strangely vacant. The result has been
a little surprising. After having passed
through the various stages of develop-

ment, the Canadian theatre builder ad-

mits that he does not know what is

coming next in the way of motion pic-

ture theatre entertainment, so this is

what is taking place

:

During the past year or more a great
majority of the new theatres have been
built with a stage, proscenium arch,

footlights and all—or with provision for

the easy installation of a stage—just in

case the stage performs a comeback, or

in case the people demand something in

human form for the eye and ear once
more.

A SAMPLE of this is to be found in

the new Granada theatre in Montreal,
one of several new houses recently

opened by United Amusements, Ltd.

The Granada was built for audiens but
it has a complete stage measuring 28

feet, with drop curtains, drapes, lights,

distinct proscenium arch and every-
thing. True, the stage is handy for
the accommodation of the loud-speaker
horns for the present but it is ready
for any show development. There are
no near-stage, or side boxes, as in old
theatres, but there are ornamental
columns, surmounted by stone balus-
trades on each side of the stage, which
might easily be fitted with boxes so that
people might sit to be seen as well as to

see—if that time ever comes again.
The Granada is large, as theatres go

in Canada. With its 1,728 seats, it is

probably the largest house opened in the
Dominion in a year. Incidentally, these
1,728 seats are in 57 rows—rather a
considerable depth—but every seat is

in front of the stage, and those in the
back seats get the screen talk and

111
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The auditorium, looking toward the left wall, of the Monkland theatre, a neighborhood house in Montreal.

shadows just as easily as those down
front. More attention is being paid to

lobbies, a point which was rather over-
looked by theatre designers a few years
ago when they felt that the street was
good enough for waiting crowds. Film
fans will wait and so the lobbies and
foyers have become spacious. The one
at the Montreal Granada measures 30
by 87 feet. The theatre has a front-

age of 90 feet and a total depth of 212
feet.

Turning to the Canadian West for
another example, the new Capitol the-
atre in Saskatoon, Sask., has a stage no
less than 80 feet wide and proportionate
in depth. It was built for talking pic-

tures and has thick carpets to deaden
the sound of tramping feet, but it has
that big stage for come what may. The

Saskatoon Capitol, designed by Murray
Brown of Toronto, an outstanding Cana-
dian theatre architect, is of the average
size of 1,600 seats—1,400 on what was
once known as the orchestra floor, and
200 somewhat more luxurious chairs on
a narrow balcony just under the glass-

covered portholes of the projection

room.
The Capitol at Saskatoon has a Span-

ish interior with Spanish lounges, Span-
ish garden walls and blue sky overhead.

It was the first atmospheric theatre in

the "prairie provinces" of the Dominion
and created plenty of talk when Man-
ager Frank Miley, local veteran show-
man, opened the doors. Miley had his

first "opening" at the old Daylight the-

atre in Saskatoon back in 1911 and this

latest theatre creation is rated as a

$400,000 enterprise.

The incidental Spanish furnishings
and wrought iron lamps in the new
Capitol cost more than the first theatre.

And you can walk around in different

luxurious places in the Capitol, where-
as the old Daylight just had seats, a
projection "booth," a screen and a few
other essentials. The new Capitol has
spotlights emitting their beams of light

through the edge of the balcony when
desired and the atmospheric skyline is

considered worthy of the price of ad-

mission alone. The lofty entrance leads

one up over a hidden intervening alley,

away from the main street, until one
enters the theatre proper beyond. This
long lobby helps to absorb the crowds.

J5aCK to the East again, in Sher-

brooke. Que., we find another typical

theatre of the Spanish type, another
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A view of the auditorium in another of Canada's new Granada theatres, that in Sherbrooke, in the province of Quebec.

Granada. Yet it is quite a bit different.

It was designed by D. J. Crighton,
Montreal architect. The atmospheric
treatment here is largely bits of tiled

roof, balconies, windows and character-
istics walls with tree tops beyond.
Along the sides there are niches for
statues and pottery, while the walls bear
heraldic shields and Spanish crowns.
The Granada has a roomy lobby flanked
by recesses topped by tiled roofs where
one may lounge with ease. A unique
decorative feature consists of the prow
of an old boat, with a rockery in the
background. There is water in the boat,

not around it, and small fish lazily spend
their days there. A drinking fountain
caps the bow of the boat. A large pro-
portion of the population of Sherbrooke
is French but this Spanish atmospheric
theatre is literally the show place.

Still another strain of Spanish de-

velopment is seen in the new Monkland
theatre in the West End of Montreal,

Canada's largest city. This theatre may
be regarded as slightly under the aver-

age size of recent Canadian theatres,

having 1,325 seats. But the cost was
$350,000. Back of the atmospheric

effect is concrete and steel, and Manager
Allan McBeath asserts that the Monk-
land is so nearly fireproof that the in-

surance is negligible. It was also de-

signed by D. J. Crighton of Montreal.

The Monkland has a small balcony,

boxes at the rear almost under the bal-

cony, and a stage pretentiously installed

for eventualities. The sidewalls of the

auditorium represent stately Spanish

mansions, with lofty windows, shallow

marble balconies, tiled roof effects and
impressive regal shields centering the

wall panels. Here, too, there is just a
suggestion of gardens beyond, with tree-

tops showing above the tile roofing.

UnE of the most distinctive of Cana-
dian theatres is the Patricia theatre at
London, Ontario. This is not a new
house but it was made over in startling

style to meet modern demands. A Cana-
dian Indian theme was adopted, the
heads of Redskins in feathered war re-

galia topping the numerous square col-

umns around the interior. Donald C.

Routledge of London, Ont., was the
creator of this unique design.

And so we have a general outline of
the trend in Canadian theatre design, as
indicated by recent creations in various
cities of the Dominion. In general, the
designs are attractive, yet conservative,

and above all practical.

1,1
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Keep the Lobby CrowdsAmused
When You Stand 'Em Up

There is nothing like good reproduction o£ music to keep the waiting crowds in theatres in

good humor and in the right frame of mind to enjoy the show. This is a vital point as the

waiters, when too weary, fail to appreciate the picture and then also fail to boost it.

Wright-DeCoster Reproducers

Contented patrons are walk-
ing and talking advertise-
ments for every theatre.

Wright-DeCoster equipment
helps to make them con-
tented.

Ideal reproducers for broadcasting radio or

record music. They reproduce w^ith beauty and
fidelity.

Owners and Managers
Enthusiastic

H. Kapalin, Managing Director of the Cen-
tury Publix Theatre, Minneapolis, says,

—

"We wish to express our approval o£ the in-

stallation of your Model A Reproducer in our
music sales department and the very attrac-

tive speakers in our rest rooms and lobby. It

has not only increased our music sales but has
also added a great deal of life in our lobby."

G. E. Greene, Managing Director, Minnesota
Publix Theatre, Minneapolis, writes,

—"Since
your Model A instrument has been installed

in the Music Sales Department, we have re-

ceived no end of compliments regarding the
atmosphere of warmth they have created and
as to the beauty and quality of tone repro-

duction."

Even if You Do Not Sell Music or Records You
Will Profit by Installing Wright-DeCoster

Equipment

An attractive ornament to any lobby or rest room.
Several speakers of this type may be connected to
the main reproducer for radio or record repro-
duction.

This phonograph and power radio speaker is

very handsome in design and finish. It em-
bodies the capacity of our new speaker, supple-

mented by an amplifier and magnetic pick-up
which are nationaily recognized as the finest

instruments of their kind in the world. In
addition to the beautiful appearance of the

cabinet, it is augmented by a very attractive

arrangement of colored lights back of the
elaborately carved grill.

TRADE MARK

Write for Complete Information and

Address of Nearest Sales Office

The Speaker of the Year

WRIGHT-DECOSTER, Inc., 2225 university Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Export Dept., M. Simons & Son Co., 25 Warren St., New York City

Cable Address—Simontrice, New York.
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SOUND IN THE THEATRE
w0mtm

STRAY NOISES FROM AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

By HUGH S. KNOWLES

The seventh article in the series, "Locating the Causes of Faulty Reproduction"

WHILE the design and adjustment

of the principal units in a sound

installation, which have been

considered in the previous articles in this

series, are important, more frequently

than not poor reproduction is due to the

use of either poorly designed, or poorly

selected, auxiliary equipment. In many
cases both the exhibitor and the manu-
facturer of sound equipment have had to

rely on the trial and error method of

selecting this auxiliary equipment and

the selection may be good, bad or indif-

ferent, since the man who works on this

basis is rarely in possession of sufficient

data on the various units available to

order intelligently the kind he requires

for testing the equipment properly.

This is not intended as a criticism of

the practice of carefully listening to the

final installation, where this is done by
someone who is really competent to

judge, since this is the real "proof of

the pudding" in a sound installation and
very elaborate test equipment is required

to measure quantitatively the overall

fidelity of the installation, which neces-

sarily involves the acoustical characteris-

tics of the theatre.

The design practices in the sound
equipment field have followed those in

the radio industry very closely, since

many of the men now engaged in sound
equipment work have come from the

radio industry. In this there are two
schools of design—one which concerns it-

self primarily with the overall perform-
ance without much thought to the per-

formance of any one single unit in the

system, and the other which concerns it-

self principally with the performance of

each unit with less thought to the over-

all performance. The argument ad-

vanced by the first group is that it

is only the overall performance with
which we are concerned, while that ad-

vanced by the sound group is that if

each unit is made as nearly perfect as

possible, new individual units can be sub-

stituted at a later date without modify-
ing the whole system.

The Radio and Sound Convention at Atlantic City

MORE than 25,000 people attended

the fourth annual convention and
trade show of the Radio Manufacturers
Association, the National Federation of

Radio Associations, the Radio Wholesal-

ers Association, the National Association

of Broadcasters and the Institute of

Radio Engineers, in Atlantic City, from
June 2-6.

The new auditorium and the conven-

tion hall, which is reputed to he the

largest of its kind in the world, exhibited

more than 200 booths with the latest

models and improvements of radio and
its relative devices. A number of hotels

also carried on a radio show of their

own by contributing demonstration
rooms. Most of the manufacturers who
had booths at the convention hall were
also represented in these demonstrations.

This was the second time that the R.

M. A. and its affiliated organizations
have congregated at Atlantic City since

1926. Nothing was left to the imagina-
tion of the visiting delegates, as all sorts

of clever publicity and exploitation

stunts were arranged from the minute
one alighted from the train and entered
into the convention hall. One of the most
notable features was a Bosch radio air-

plane that flew constantly over the en-

tire length of the boardwalk with the
electrical line, "Welcome Dealers." At
night this was very effective and aroused
considerable interest from the prome-
naders.

Another feature that played a consid-

erable part in "selling" the spectators

who were there for pleasure, was the

Brunswick recording truck, which was
placed in front of the auditorium and
kept playing the latest records.

This and other exhibition buildings
were made very noticeable by the spray

of light that General Electric supplied

from the million-dollar pier. As a matter
of fact the committee of the R. M. A.
even supplied the regular Floyd Gibbons
and Amos 'n' Andy features right on the
boardwalk by means of amplification,

and for the busy business man who had
one eye on the show and the other on
business, the New York Evening World
supplied photo-radio copies of the New
York edition. This is the latest achieve-

ment of radio publishing.
Inside the huge auditorium the an-

nouncements were made as usual through
the means of an address system. As an
extra-added attraction the auditorium

management had installed an 11-manual
Midmer-Losh organ of 32,000 pipes. The
installation and operation cost is said to
have exceeded $500,000. Hart Giddings,
staff organist of the National Broadcast-
ing Company, presided at the daily re-
citals, and on Wednesday afternoon Jesse
Crawford, organist of the New York
Paramount Theatre, was guest soloist.

RCA Victor was not only represented
at the auditorium hall but had a build-
ing of its own on the boardwalk about a
half mile from the convention hall. The
building was constructed in a permanent
manner and displayed the latest models
of the organization.
A number of manufacturers who at

one time were primarily interested in the
radio field and who have since entered
the sound motion picture industry, were
also represented with their latest crea-
tions.

The regular annual banquet was held
and there a number of prominent men
in the industry discussed future plans
and improvements. Among those who
spoke were Dr. Lee DeForest, president
of the Institute of Radio Engineers; and
Louis G. Pacent, president of the Meet-
ing Radio Club of America.
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The "independent" equipment manu-
facturers have used the overall perform-
ance argument largely because they do

not control the design of many (and in

some cases none) of the units used in the

system. The result is that when a new
pickup is announced as the best on the

market its use in a particular installa-

tion may actually be inferior to the one

already in use although with the proper

associated equipment it might be capable

of giving distinctly improved perform-
ance.

Pickups are designed either to give

constant output over the whole musical

scale with a theoretically perfect record

(one cut at "constant velocity"), or with
a rising characteristic at the low end to

compensate for the reduced output of a

record below 150 cycles. (This reduced
output is due to the fact that the groove
width would have to be more than

doubled, resulting in halving the running
time to seven minutes, or less, to secure

constant output down to 60-80 cycles.)

Either is satisfactory when used with
the proper system, but the former will

give a deficiency of bass when operated
with a system designed for the latter,

and the latter will give excessive bass

when operated with a system designed
for the former.

Another important factor in determin-

ing the operation of a pickup with any
one system is its impedance at some
given frequency, and also the variation

in impedance over the audio range. (In

many circles the impedance of a pickup

is discussed as if it were a fixed value.)

Two pickups having the same impedance
at 1,000 cycles may have very different

impedances at, say, 4,000-4,500 cycles,

where the scratch filter begins to operate.

Knowledge of the impedance of the

pickup at the high fi-equency end is im-

portant in determining its suitability for

the scratch filter, fader and amplifier in

use.

A knowledge of all of these factors

(which can hardly be expected of the

projectionist is necessary in answering
one of the most common questions asked

today ; namely, "How can I make my film

attachment be not only as clear but have

the same quality, or 'timbre,' as my turn-

table attachment?" To do this a number
of things must be determined.

The impedance of the pickup at the

arbitrary frequencies of 100, 400, 1,000

and 4,000 cycles, and the output voltage

(corrected for the "reference level") at

these frequencies, should be obtained

from the manufacturer. A slightly doc-

tored frequency charactertistic, or varia-

tion in output voltage with frequency,

can usually be obtained from the pickup
salesman.

With these data, the firm supplying the

film attachment should be able to ap-

proximate closely the requirements for

the particular installation in which the

pickup has been found satisfactory. By

the use of a constant frequency, constant

level film, the overall frequency charac-

teristic of the head and head amplifier

can be determined and this be modified

to resemble the pickup characteristic. In

general, this means the use of a head
amplifier with a rising characteristic

toward the high end and a fairly sharp

cut off at the high end to keep p.e. cell

hiss or rush ("shot effect") at a mini-

mum. Where the new electrolytic cells

are used, the rise may be carried up to

higher frequencies without an objection-

able cell rush.

The output impedance of the head am-
plifier should then be reduced (reduced
in nearly all cases, because the output
tube in the head amplifier usually has a

plate impedance of about 12,000 ohms)
to approximately that of the pickup at

1,000 cycles. Normally the variation in

output impedance of the head amplifier

with frequency will be very much less

than that of a pickup, because the pri-

mary of the output, or impedance ad-

justing transformer, is "loaded" with the

plate resistance of the output tube and
this makes the output "look" mainly like

a resistance, whereas the pickup usually

behaves more nearly like an inductance

(neglecting resonance in the useful audio
range) , and the impedance varies directly

with frequency. A "match" over the

whole range is not easy to make, but a

match at 1,000 cycles usually represents

a good compromise.

£— -'"^ .^jj^^^^^ \m ^^^^HBBBI^mB^m^
Here is a complete SOUND-ON-FILM system

that is TRUE to its name.

DISC A Sm^J « %9^|f# FILM

DESIGNED FOR SMALLER THEATRES
It meets a great demand and gives the smaller exhibitor a good

chance to compete with the larger theatres.

^'^' '^^'^'WSttSV ^^R^^'^'^ I^^^B^^^JWB^SIIliWM ^..iijiKi

jl^HBj^H^^^H^^^^^^^^m^^^^^^B^

ONE PAIR OF SOUND HEADS COMPLETE WITH HEAD
AMPLIFIERS TUBES OPTICAL SYSILMS—MOTORS

AND DRIVES, ETC.; FOR

NO DRAG on the FILM OPTICAL REPRODUCTION

—

The whole assemibly can be taken out and replaced in

TENMINUiLS.

Microphonic noises caused by vibration are eliminated by
mounting all tubes on RUBBER CUSHIONS and SPRINGS.

'
' .'^1^^^^^^^ Send for Further Particulars at Once.

r

2^

fALKING PICTURE 1

16 STUART STREET
EQUIPMENT COMPANY ^•>

BOSTON, MASS.
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The Most Remarkable Invention Since

the Introduction of Sound

S-A-F
RAY

Patents Pending

"Reproduction by a Talking Ray of Lighf

Removes Sound Apparatus

from Reach of all Local
Electrical and Mechanical

Interference

"Miraculous"
—

"Marvelous"—that's what theatre

owners say when they hear S-A-F Ray sound re'

production. It is the first time they ever heard the

sound as it was recorded in the studio—free from

static, frying, grumbling, jangle and scratch.

Sound reproduction has been revolutionized. The

reproducing apparatus has been set free from all

the connections that carried stray sounds into it.

S'A'F Ray reproduces nothing but the actual

sound waves registered on the film.

Thousands of expense and weeks of time are NOT
needed to install S-A'F Ray. Its enormous benefits

can be had in a day or two. It is as simple to install

as a modern radio set. Its price is astoundingly

reasonable.

Learn about S'A'F Ray now, for within a few

months it will be the standard method of Sound'

ou'Film reproduction. It is so vastly superior to all

present methods that it will sweep the field. A
bulletin explaining all details is ready for you to

read. Send the coupon for it.

^SIMPLIMUS, INC.
67 Church Street

Boston, Mass. y

^.*' ^^''' ^^'
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Normally the input to the fader is

switched from the pickups to the output

of the head amplifiers, so it is important

to have the output of the head amplifier

comparable to that of the pickup, with

some method of controlling this output

so the readings on the fader can be made
equal for both types of recordings. This

adjustment of the head amplifier should

give a latitude in output voltage of be-

tween 10 and a hundred to one (20 to

40 decibels), depending on the amount
of amplification in the head amplifier

and in the variations in output which are

common in the p. e. cells used.

All of these design features can only

be of use if the projectionist takes proper

care of the equipment. Once a unit of

the type described is installed, the out-

put of both machines on disc and film

should be "equalized." The same exciter

lamp voltage, or current, should be used

on each machine, and for test work, new
bulbs with no sign of blackening should

be used. Both lamps should be adjusted

so there is no blue or yellow fringe. The
optical system should be clean and the

aperture carefully cleaned with a rag
which leaves no lint. A slight obstruc-

tion in the constant density (Western
Electric) type of recording may produce
only a diminution in volume, in the vari-

able area recordings (RCA Photo-

phone) such an obstruction may cut off

the peaks or valleys of the recording and

result in harsh reproduction.

No matter how the head amplifier is

designed, it cannot supply any delicate

overtones which the optical system, aper-

ture and p. e. cell do not pick up. The
problem of good reproduction is that of

preserving these minute variations in

current produced by light variations.

They cannot be supplied by the system.

[The eighth article in the series will appear
in the next issue]

IMEVi/in the

Vi/QrldofSotfid
Conducted by G. J. REID

IT
is said that you can't get anything

out of nothing. And for ordinary

purposes, I guess that's about true.

But not infrequently in this extraordi-

nary age one has to make certain special

revisions of old notions and it seems that

the vacuum tube forces us to understand

a vacuum, though ostensibly nothingness,

yet a kind of nothingness that one really

can get something out of.

Such thoughts are inspired by reflec-

tions on the development and widespread
application of the vacuum tube, which
has made talking motion pictures, radio

and so many of our current scientific

miracles possible. And the other day

there came to this desk a paper by engi-

neers of the General Electric Company

which considers this something-from-
nothingness business from unusually in-

teresting angles. Here are their own
words

:

"The very nature of a vauum gives it

a tremendous aspect. Few persons out-

side the scientific world can readily con-

ceive of a space entirely empty of matter,

even of the gaseous substance termed the

air. Hence, when the earliest scientific

'magicians' began doing tricks with

vacua, they utterly astonished the laity.

The classic experiment of Otto von
Guericke with the two hemispheres was
a long-remembered case in point.

"Von Guericke, burgomaster of Magde-
burg, was a pioneer in electrical science.

His accomplishments included the inven-

tion of an air-pump with which he ob-

tained a partial vacuum—not a high
vacuum, such as is common today, but
still one in which the air content was
pretty thin. One day in 1654, he called

by appointment on Emperor Ferdinand
III, accompanied by two teams of eight

horses each, with their drivers and vari-

ous queer paraphernalia. He showed the

emperor two copper bowls which, when
placed, together, formed a hollow sphere.

Between them von Guericke inserted a
ring of leather soaked in wax and oil,

making an air-tight joint, but there was
no mechanical connection whatever.
With his air-pump he drew off a great

deal of the air from the sphere through
a hole which was closed by a tap.

"The teams of horses were then

Racon Horns
and Units are

covered by U. S
Patents Nos.
1507711
1501032
1577270

73217-7321
1722-448
1711514

Is Racon^s latest development. Thi^
Horn is especially adapted where there's

inadequate space between screen and
wall. Air Column slightly less than 10 ft.

Depth 30 inches. Bell 30x40 inches.

Weight 30 pounds.

Innumerable Theatres are equipped with
RACON Speakers Because

Products are leaders in the industry
Amplifies as perfectly as the parent horn, No. 4320, on both speech

and music.

Yes, you'll find the same full, rich tones of musical reproduction

and the same clearness and distinctness of speech that is only possible

with RACON Horns and Units.

Patented non-vibratory, non-porous material and construction, plus light

weight, which make for perfect results and maximum convenience.

These outstanding features of RACON products have made imitation and

competition impossible.

Protect yourself against patent infringement suits by

using RACON Horns and RACON Units as these are

fully protected by patents.

Improve your Sound Equipment with RACON Speakers

and Watch Results!

OUR LATEST CATALOG IS YOVRS UPON THE ASKING

f^APAAl ELE^TRIV VA. \NV.
Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

Factories: 18 to 24 Washington Place, New York ST/1DGH, BUCKS. ENGLAND
ind 3 MTJTDAL ST., TORONTO, CANADA

Racon Giant Electro-
Dynamic Type Horn Unit
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INSULITE ACOUSTILE makes sound pictures in

your theatre sotmd right. The acoustics of any

theatre^ old or neW/ can be corrected, quickly

and economically/ by the application of this all

wood-fiber product. For years Insulite Acoustile

has been recognized as a superior material for

controlling sound. Now, it has been improved,

made more attractive in appearance, thicker, and

25% more efficient.

Insulite Acoustile is the ideal material for the treat-

ment of theatres showing sound pictures, as it has

a more uniform sound absorbent coefficient over the

entire freq^uency range than any other material. And
that's an important factor to remember . . because .

.

while some materials may be efficient at a fewpoints

in the frequency range, they are worthless at others.

Insulite Acoustile is efficient at all frequencies.

Easily and quickly

applied on

New or Old Surfaces

Harmonizes with any

architectural or

decorative treatment

And Insulite Acoustile will do more than correct

the acoustics in your theatre . . it will improve the

appearance as well. In its natural cream color and

pleasing texture, Insulite Acoustile looks like fine

tile, and in units of varied sizes it can be arranged

in patterns or beautifully decorated to harmonize

with any type of architecture or desired color

scheme. Write today for additional information

and samples.

USE THIS ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING SERVICE

If- the audiences in your theatre are unable to hear

clearly and distinctly, let the insulite Acoustical

Engineers help you. This staFf of experts will gladly

analyze your problem and recommend to you the

simplest and most economical solution. There is no

charge for this service and you are underno obligations.

JUST MAIL THIS COUPON

THE INSULITE CO.
{A Backus-Brooks Industry}

1200 Builders Exchange, Dept. 50G MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Please send me additional information on the superior features of Insulite
Acoustile, also your free booklet and samples.

Name.

Address.

City .State.

INSULITE ACOUSTILE
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Acoustics
atJLowu Costs
Here is the logical, economical treatment
for poor acoustics. Theater owners, every-
where, report amazing results with Acous-
tical Westfelt. One theater owner wiites

:

"We believe that $100 worth of this material
will accomplish almost as much acoustically as
SIOOO worth of the more supposedly scientific

acoustical materials". Application of Westfelt
is remarkably simple—quick, easy, positive! Re-
quires no expert engineering; involves no archi-
tectural difficulties.

FREE
BOOK
GIVES
YOU ALiLi
THB

FACTS

THE WESTFELT

HANDBOOK
ACOUSTICS'

New Wfstfelt II.indlMok of Acoustics prepared with the
assistance of Prof. Paul E. Sabine, well-known acoustical
engineer, tells you how to proceed to make your theater
acoustically right. Demand for this authoritative, non-
technical book has made a third printing necessary. Sample
of Acoustical Westfelt and prices mailed with your request
for this book. Write today t

Acoustical Division

WESTERN FELT WORKS
4029-1113 Ogden Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Also manufacturers of Rug and Carpet Cushions
and manufacturers and cutters of felt for all uses

Eastern Sales Office:
42-44 East 20ih St., New York Gty

Northwest Sales Office:
1110 Post St., SeaItU, Wash.

ElVDORSED
BY

THEATERS
EVERYWHERE

coust/ca/A ^i^stfdt
FLAME- PROOF

brought up, one being hitched to each
of the copper bowls, or hemispheres. At
the signal to go, the 16 horses pulled and
strained, but their utmost exertions could
not drag the hemispheres apart. The
emperor, amazed, found it impossible to

believe that the bowls were locked to-

gether merely by the difference in air

pressure between the atmospheric den-
sity outside and the partial vacuum
within.

"This was the vacuum doing tricks.

The vacuum universally at work did not

come until two centuries later, and Edi-
son was the scientific 'magician' of this

later affair. By that time men knew
much more about electricity, and there
is a close working relation between elec-

tricity and the vacuum. Edison hit on
a relatively minor aspect of it when he
placed a hair-like carbon filament within
a vacuum and then connected the fila-

ment to an electrical circuit. The resis-

tance of the filament to the passage of

the electric current made it glow with
incandescent light, while the vacuum pre-

vented it from burning up—and lo ! the

incandescent electric lamp was born, es-

sentially a vacuum device.

"Had Sir Walter Scott seen this he
might have paraphrased his own incred-

ulous comment on the experiments of

William Murdock, the pioneer of gas
lighting. When he heard of Murdock's
work he exclaimed, 'There is a madman
who proposes to light London with

—

what do you think?—smoke!' If he had
known of Edison's lamp he would prob-

ably have scoffed, 'There is a madman
who expects to illuminate the world with
—what do you suppose?—nothing! A
vacuum!'
"As it was, Edison's idea of an elec-

tric lamp was considerably ridiculed at

the time. Among other criticisms,

doubts were heard of the possibility of

producing with facility such a high vac-

uum as was necessary. Sir William
Crookes, the English scientist, who was
then studying the subject, was asked if

vacua as high as Edison required could

be created in quantity. He replied

promptly and succintly, 'Why, such
vacua can be produced by the ton!' And
so they have been ever since.

"Edison, as fate would have it, did

more than construct a practical and
popular electric lamp depending on a

vacuum. He was the first to observe a

peculiar electric current originating with
the hot filament inside the vacuum and
known at the time as the Edison Effect.

It was 30 years before scientists, work-
ing principally with Crookes' tubes, fully

understood what this meant—that a hot

filament in a vacuum gives off a stream
of electrons (an electric current, but not

usually a powerful one) capable of being
manipulated in many remarkable ways
and behaving variously in vacua of vary-

ing degrees.

"In the successive brilliant discoveries

that occurred in this great field, Millikan,

J. .1. Thomson, Fleming, DeForest, Lang-

muir—all of them laboratory experi-
menters of the great line—participated.

This work culminated at length in the
modern vacuum tube with its boundless
possibilities, already numerous and by
no means even approaching finality.

Radio broadcasting, one of the most spec-

tacular and best understood of modern
feats with vacua, was one of the earliest,

following that of radio telegraphy.

"Great numbers of these modern tubes
are now in world-wide use, each with its

vacuum, and each vacuum more nearly
perfect than ever before produced by
man. So completely are these tubes and
bulbs 'exhausted' (that is, evacuated of
air) that out of every seven hundred mil-

lion molecules originally in each tube,

only one remains ! Yet in every cubic

inch of space in each tube there are still

to be found, after the pumps have done
their best, more molecules of air than
there are people in the world ! Thus it is

far from utterly empty space, although a

living creature in such an enclosure

would instantly suffocate, if he did not

literally explode before he had time to

smother.

"This is quite sufficiently a condition

of empty space. And innumerable such

spaces are now in constant useful service

in the every-day world. During the fall

of 1929, General Electric manufactured
its one hundred millionth vacuum tube.

It is roughly estimated that about 250,-

000,000 tubes have been produced by all

manufacturers since vacuum tubes first

made their appearance, around 1915. If

all these tubes are still in service they

represent in the aggregate a million and
a quarter barrels of vacua. Could all

this 'empty space' be lumped together in

one spot, it would have a larger cubic area

than the interior of the Lincoln Memorial
at Washington, and almost as great as

the Senate chamber and the national hall

of representatives combined. And this

does not take into account the vacua in

incandescent-lamp bulbs.

"They comprise a diverse and ex-

traordinary scientific family, these vac-

uum tubes. The first of them was the

well known pliotron of Langmuir, which
lies at the heart of radio broadcasting.

The most recent, the thyratron, just de-

veloped by Dr. A. W. Hull in the General

Electric laboratory, is capable of greatly

simplifying electric power transmission

and solving some of America's economic

problems of power supply. Thus out of

the vacuum—out of practically empty
space—the scientific wizards of today

have already brought whole industries,

wealth, prosperity, advancement, perhaps

a new phase of civilization!

"Obviously, then, the present electric

age, so-called, is unfolding in really

astounding fashion. More and more the

scientists is thinking of electricity—the

invisible, inconceivably tiny electron—as

the warp and woof of the physical uni-

verse. If this be so, the electrical age

not only has come to stay but it may in

time reveal its successive distinctive

epochs, like the geological eras in the
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— *'and my attendance
increased over 50% 0ff

uxtA SYNCRODISK '
SOUND — ON— FILM*

Has actually been in

deiily use since the

first of last March.

Fourteen theatres

have been equipped.

It has proved itself

superb. Now it's

ready for your

theatre.

Read every word C

Written by the

owners of the

1st and 2nd
installations.

Export Dep'l.

15 Leight St.

New York City

Cable Address

ARLAB
New York City

(JHajesttc ©l^eatre

426 Jefferson Avenue

-1. Y. April e. 1930

Ur. Carl U. Wabar
irabsr Maohlna Co,

69 Ruttar Stra
Rochester, H.
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. , , .and. I want
you to know how much'

I appreciate your ser-
vice and the quality of

your product,

o After using your
Syncrodisk Sound On Film
and Disc for four weeks
under regular operating
conditions, I cannot
find a place where I

can criticise it
adversely.
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Write Today!

Weber Machine Corporation
59 RUTTER STREET, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

11
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THE NEW

Patented January 14, 1930

SOUND SCREEN
Gives Better Projection

Both Visible and

Audible

The woven fabric lets the sound pass freely

through the screen and the reflective material

used has an inherent resonance which causes the

whole screen to vibrate in synchronism with the

sound waves, greatly enhancing the transmission

of sound to the audience.

Durability. The Sarasone Screen is made of a

tough material which will hold its shape and last

indefinitely.

THE SARASONE SCREEN IS

FLAME PROOF
SEAMLESS, ALL SIZES

Can Be Easily Reprocessed with our Flame Proof

solution which is applied by spraying. This

method is very inexpensive.

Send today for a sample of the fabric from

which Sarasone Screens are made—and ask for

the price of a New Satasone Screen for your

theatre.

Approved "Acoustically" by

Electrical-Research Products, Inc.

For Use with

Western Electric Sound System

MANUFACTURED BY

SARASONE SCREEN CO.
80 Boylston Street Boston, Mass.

TALKING NEEDLES
Especially Treated for

TALKING PICTURE
RECORDS
Approved by

EJectrical Research Products Co.
For Use With

Western Ellectric Sound System

Wall-Kane Needle Mfg.

Co., Inc.
3922—14th Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

age of the earth. The world has already
passed through the magnetic-electrical

epoch, now it is entering upon the vac-

uum-electrical. Perhaps this will be fol-

lowed by the atomic-electrical, and that
in turn by the cosmic-electrical, in which
tremendous undiscovered forces of outer

space will become servants of dominant
man. In that epoch a literal tour of the

solar system may have been practically

achieved, and the world will have gaily

dispatched its interplanetary Lindbergh
—a good-will ambassador to the stars

!

Fantastic? Ah, but 'truth is stranger
than fiction'—and stranger than ever as

the years pass."

SouND-ON-FiLM Apparatus

• NEW sound-on-film equipment has
been developed by Simplimus, Inc.,

called the Saf-Ray sound system, and em-
ploys only one photoelectric cell for the

two projectors. This cell and the single

head amplifier are located between the

two projectors. The only change in

the sound head is the substitution of the

lens assembly where the photoelectric

cell was formerly located. The light

from the sound tract is picked up by this

lens and focused on a periscopic unit lo-

LICHT 5HJEL0

LIGHT FROM
PROJECTOR N51

/

The Saf-Ray system

cated in front of the head. This unit

reflects the light at a 90-degree angle

and throws the beam on a mirror facing

the photoelectric cell. The mirror being-

pivoted, it can be set so as to divert the

light from either projector into the

photoelectric cell.

No wires run from the projector to

the amplifier. A ray of light binds the

amplifier head to the projector.

Exciter lamps in the projectors are

kept on a separate circuit, the reason for

this being to keep the sound system com-
pletely isolated from the projectors, elec-

trically and mechanically.

The Saf-Ray sound system is sold

either with or without the sound rack.

Model A includes two sound heads with
exciter lamps, optical units, light ray
projection unit and the main sound rack,

including the change-over mirror, p. e.

cell, head amplifier tubes, a fader,

Saf-3 mixer and a six-tube power am-
plifier (less tubes) mounted and wired
ready for operation. Model B is prac-

tically the same as Model A, except that

it does not include the sound rack, fader
or Saf-3 mixer.

An Amplifier and a Speaker

• A NEW amplifier has been brought
out by the Amplion laboratories,

called the Amplion Type PA-50 power

Amplion power amplifier.

amplifier. It is made under the Loftin

White patents. The design is said to

make feasible the modulation of two 50-

watt power tubes with one type-224 radio

tube, this tube operating directly from
the standard phonograph pickup.

Another new Amplion development is

a 12-foot exponential horn, designed for

outdoor use where a good deal of power
is needed. Two tone-arms have been
built into this 12-foot speaker in order

to allow the attachment of the Amplion-
102 units, which work in tandem.

The material from which the horn is

made has a density that is much greater

than mahogany, and its porosity is al-

New Amplion speaker.
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most as low as that of glass, tests show.

It is impervious to water, the same mate-

rial being used in the construction of

small motorboats and for the finish on

large steamships. In a test of this

speaker, it was found that it could be

heard at a distance of one mile with only

10 watts of audio-frequency power feed-

ing into it.

Film and Disc Equipment

• NEW sound-on-film and disc equip-

ments designed especially for smaller

houses have been developed by the Talk-

ing Picture Equipment Company of

Boston.

Elimination of drag on the film has

been sought by having the film sprocket

mounted on roller and ball bearings.

The disc attachment.

An overlarge sprocket is mounted on the

drive shaft with a balanced flywheel.

The rollers are placed above and below
the sound aperture, and there is also a

so called "idle" roller.

Instead of a mechanical slit for the

optical system, a special arrangement of

lenses is employed to form the light into

a narrow slit of constant dimensions. A
standard eight-volt horizontal filament

exciting lamp is held in place by a re-

movable bracket. The potassium type of

photoelectric cell is also used.

All tubes, including the photoelectric

cell, are mounted on rubber cushions and
springs. All wires leading to and from
the amplifier are connected to a terminal
panel inside the sound head.

In the disc attachment, the turntable
is of cast iron and the pickup is of stand-
ard make and is mounted on a rubber
cushion. Impedance is matched and bal-

anced with the amplifier circuit.

Amplification is double channel and

MELLAPHONE Equipped Theatres

fulfill to the utmost, your pa-

tron's expectations of a good Talking
Picture.

SOUND ON FILM—
Simple in construction, easily installed and
adjusted. The most satisfactory Sound on
Film Equipment you can buy both from the

angle of mechanical simplicity and quality;

and true presentation of sound. G.M. Photo
Electric Cells. All Aluminum Film Head,
uses no chain. Latest Samson Head Ampli-
fiers. Real Synchronous I/4-H.P. Motors.

Finest Optical System Attainable. Gleason
Gears.

MELLAPHONE SOUND ON Disc
SOUND ON

FILM and DISC
MELLAPHONE Turn Tables

EA. Complete with
Pickup and Fader

Mellaphone Turn Tables are quiet, vibra-

tionless, and free from all wavering, and
retain these essential qualities through years
of service. Resynchronizing Control. Audak
or Electric Research Pickups. Spring Sus-
pended Mechanical Filter. Gleason Gears.
Lamp, Guard and Needle Cups.

Territory for Dealers*250
MELLAPHONE CORPORATION ROCHESTER

NEW YORK

Silver-Marshall
Sound Engineers to the Slirewd Showman

Silver-Marshall Audio TransFormers

have been the standard of compari-

son in tone reproduction since 1925.

New Silver-Marshall Auditorium
Speakers are clearing up sound prob-

lems and building patronage in many
a modern theatre. Technical advice

from our laboratories is free; im-

portant economies are resulting from

recent Silver-Marshall discoveries.

Describe fully your house and your

problem: Address the Chief Sound
Engineer, Silver-Marshall, Inc., 6431
West 65th Street, Chicago, III.

You should have a copy of

Building Theatre Patronage for

handy reference

This is not a book to be read over once. It is a treatise

embracing theatre management in all details. It is

needed on every managers desk to be consulted when'

ever inspiration is needed. The wise manager will

consult it many times daily.

Have this inexpensive assistant at your command

—

price $5.10 at

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Order accompanied by certified chec\, money order or draft receives

immediate attention. Will also mail C.O.D., if desired.
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W, B, KING
Theatrical Engineer

Consultant

Is your theatre in the red? We
can furnish plans how to put it

on the right side of the ledger.

King Studios
INC.

Designers. Decorators and Furnishers of

Theatres Complete

309 S. Harwood Dallas, Tex.

South's Largest Concern Specializing in Acous-

tical Correction and Acoustical Materials.

%^Jk^AjJk^AjJk^^i^

BUY
fnow;

»150
Per Pair

OF
ORIGINAL

VITADISC
Complete with Pickups and Faders. Full
size and full weight, ISO lbs. Quiet and
vibrationless. Spring Suspended Me-
chanical Filter. Audak Pickups. Special
low prices on Amplifiers, Speakers and
Tubes. Write or wire at once.

ITADISC COj
92 MORTIMER ST. ROCHESTER, M. T.

^rwrrrrwr^r^rnn^
mill I iMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiii^priiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTiw

SlIDE
COMPANYUAUIY

Organ Novelties
brenfeert Effects
Advertising Slides
Trailers Transparencies

6 EAST UKE ST.ROOM 406 Jt
mil nil II II

I

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir^^iiiiiiMiiiimniiiiiiiiiiii^mi

RANdlph 3729
STAte 5698

the entire outfit operates on 110 volts, 60-

cycle, A.C.

Sound Screen of Yarn

• THE Sarasone Screen Company of

Boston has brought out a sound
screen woven in a pattern from yarns
and a special reflective material. The
surface effect is one of myriads of tiny

reflectors, so arranged that there is one
to each well of the weave. The woven
nature of the screen, of course, allows

the sound to pass freely through it.

A New Tube Checker

• E. T. Flewelling, a well known figure

in the i-adio industry, has joined the

Van Home Tube Company of Franklin,

O. He is thus associated now with Dr.

John S. Van Home, known for vacuum
tube research and
development. Flew-
elling resigned as

president and chief

engineer of Radio
Products Company
and will work on a

new line of radio

service instru-

ments and short

wave adapters for

the Van Home
Tube Company, ac-

cording to J. L.

Leban, vice presi-

I dent.

Flewelling has already developed a

new circuit for tube checking, improving
upon an earlier model.

The Van Horne-Flewelling tube
checker is a simplified development of

the complicated units. It checks both

E. T. Flewelling-

Van Horne-Flewelling tube checker.

plates of 280 tubes; the pentode, or

double screen-grid tube; and the 866

mercury rectifier. All sockets and the

table of normal tube ratings list all tubes

in numerical order. There are no live

contacts exposed and tubes that are

short-circuited in any way are indicated

without any possible injury, it is said, to

the checker. Each instrument is equipped

with a screen-grid lead, heater leads for

Kellogg tubes, and on-and-oflf switch. It

is sold completely equipped for fastening

to counter or wall. All contacts are

cadmium plated. Panels are of bakelite

equipped with either Jewell or Weston
meters. It may be used on 60 cycle, 110-

115-volt A. C. circuits.

New Photoelectric Cell
• A NEW photoelectric cell is the Arc-

turus "Photolytic" cell made by the

Arcturus Radio Tube Company of New-
ark, N. J., which company stresses sev-

Arcturus photolytic cell.

eral points of special application to use
in motion picture reproduction. It con-

tends that in this cell the absence of

ionization results in elimination of

"rush" or background noises; that the

design permits the use of a transformer
coupling to the first stage of the ampli-
fier, which can be removed from the

projector, thus eliminating the possibil-

ity of gear noises being picked up by the

first stage and also eliminating the pick

up of noises from stray currents; that

there is no continued noise from the

speakers upon the breaking of the film,

nor any damage therefrom to the cell

from the sudden increase in light; that

operation requires little attention due to

the absence of an anode potential. It is

further pointed out that a thousand-hour
test disclosed only a ten per cent depre-

ciation.

Incidentally, word comes that C. E.

Stahl, who has been connected with the

radio-sound industry since its early

days, has joined the Arcturus company
as general manager. He has also been

elected to the board of directors.

Two New Accessories

• SUDDEN starting of projectors is

responsible for considerable film

breakage and inconvenience to the pro-

jectionist, not to mention excessive

strain and premature wear and tear on

the projector mechanism. The usual

starting devices employ fixed resistors,

the resistance value of which cannot be

altered to compensate for the "wearing

in" of the projector and for other vary-

ing conditions as time goes on. Also,

the usual fixed resistors frequently break

down, requiring troublesome and costly

replacements.
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The Clarostat Manufacturing Com-

pany of Brooklyn, has developed a pro-

jector starting box to make possible the

gradual starting of any sound projector.
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Clarostat starting box.

The desired starting rate may be ad-

justed to suit exact requirements at any

time and the device may be set for that

rate until conditions require a change.

The equipment comprises a starter box
proper (mounted on wall), together with
a special three-position snap switch

mounted on a plate to fit the usual four-

inch round box, in place of the usual

starting switch. The switch is provided

with "start," "run" and "off" positions.

The starter box is 6x9x4 inches and is

provided with ventilation and with
knockouts for BX, or conduit, wiring.

Two bakelite covers slide back and ex-

pose adjusting screws, which, by means
of a screwdriver, may .be set for any de-

sired starting speed.

The Clarostat company has also devel-

oped a device which it calls a Photo-
electric Exciter Fader Clarostat. This
device serves to fade or gradually dim

Exciter Fader Clarostat

one exciter lamp while the other is

brought up to desired brilliancy. It con-

sists of a heavy-duty rheostat of special

design, with micrometric regulation of

resistance. No switch points or wire

windings are employed. The exciter

lamps are subjected to minimum strain,

as contrasted with the sudden turning

on and off of filaments. The device is

housed in a heavy metal box with knock-

outs for BX cable. Standard ventilation

is provided.

GREATEST TALKING TRAILER
Ever Produced

FLOYD GIBBONS
First Appearance on Talking Screen

ANNOUNCING
" With Byrd at the South Pole"

stnie^iminiw£^Gents/-^M'pc^
(Jl Sensaimm « JIdveriistM^%

TAnONAL SCMEN SEKVH
CMIC Jlk O O

810 SO.-WABA$H AVE.

The

g^^^TR^jQNE SCREEN

Pat. U. S. and Canada

FOR SOUND
Has, in actual competitive tests, established a reputation as the

One screen that conibines the best in both picture and sound
effects.

It is the logical descendant of the Raven HAFTONE screen that

has made Broadway projection famous.

FLAME-PROOF SCREENS IF DESIRED
RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION

1476 Broadway New York City

t

Made In 500, 1000, 1500
and 2000 wall eapacii;

THE EASY
ELECTRIC HEATER
Designed especially for Theatre
Organ Chambers, Box Offices, etc.,

but will prove useful in many
other places.

AISLE LIGHTS
For Theatre Chairs, Ramps &

Stairways

KAUSALITE
MFG. CO.

8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.

FLUSH WALL
AISLE LIGHT

STANDARD CHAIR TYPE
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1E=ZIEIE
(Trade Mark)

SOUND SCREEN
(Patent Pending)

The only practical sound screen on the market today because it has been developed by a suc-
cessful showman.

EASY on your audiences' eyes EASY for your projectionist
EASY on your lights EASY on your check book

Perfect for sound reproduction

Send for particulars

E-ZEE SCREEN COMPANY
2285 Genesee Street, BUFFALO, NEW YORK

Special Terms to Dealers Shipments Made to Foreign Countries

The Bifocal F2.0I lie LPllUCCU 1 ^.V / ) )

Super-Lite Lens trad^^ab^

THIS new convertible Projection Lens that

meets all the requirements presented with

the use of both Sound and Silent Film, without
changing the Projection Lens in the machine.

TTie manner in which the sound picture is

shifted and centered on the screen is just anoth-

er quality of this w^onderful product.

Projection Optics Co., Inc.
330 Lyell Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., U. S. A.

Elec-Tro-Fone
Synchronous

Gear Drive
For Film or Disc

Genuine G. E.

Sync-Motors

Timken Roller
Bearing Speed
Reducer, Hard-

ened Tool Steel

Worm and
Bronze Gear
1800 to 90
R. P. M.

Available

for High

or Low
Model Turn

Tables.

Patented Slow
Pick-up Clutch.

No Stripped
Gears or Tom

Film.

Eliminates Waver
and Flutter.

fMo rubber
\ -•, connectors.

Universal ball ^.j,^ f„^ ,„„
and pin joints 1^, particulars

Elec-Tro-Fone Corp.
2490 University Ave.

St. Paul, Minn.

Wherever you go—from famous
theatres to the small suburban mov-
ies—from Broadway to Main Street

—you will find Perfection Rheo-
stats recognized as the highest

standard in the motion picture

world.

Leading managers, exhibitors,

projectionists all unite in according
first place to this Union-Made rheo-
stat, and the only one so made

—

Perfection in name and perform-
ance.

HOFFMANN & SOONS
387 First Avenue New York City

Mfg. Division
Contracting Electrical Engineers—Moving Pic-

ture Theatre Electrical Specialists

sound

talks

by F. H. RICHARDSON '

Inspection

• THE MAN who desires to secure
good, clean-cut sound reproduction

and projection must and will pay very
close attention to the daily inspection.

Test each hour separately. Mass pro-
duction may be all very well but it won't
work in the matter of inspection.

A

Dirty Hands
• THE PEOJECTIONIST caught han-

dling sound film with dirty hands,
particularly if the dirt contains oil or
grease, should be taken right smack out
to the woodshed, his unmentionables
neatly folded and an oaken barrel stave
thoroughly applied—all of you know
bow.

A

Instruction Books
• REMEMBER THAT if you want the

best results from sound equipment
you will do exceedingly well to really

study the instruction books supplied by
its manufacturer. The chap who thinks

he can get really good results in sound
without real study and understanding of
the apparatus should go out to a farm
and commune with certain short haired,

long eared motors often used in the cul-

tivation of corn and other crops. He
would or should feel really at home
there.

A

Grounding Fader
• FROM TEXAS comes an anxious

query as to whether it will do any
damage to the amplifier to attach a
ground wire to the fader stud to which
the amplifier ground wire is connected.

Gott mit Heaven, no! If a stud is

grounded, what harm will it do to

ground it again? Also under some con-

ditions it might even do good.
A

Be Immaculate
• A,BOVE ALL THINGS, the projec-

tionist who is the real thing won't

omit cleanliness from his program. He
will guard the films from oil as he would
guard his own mother from evil things.

Dust on the battery tops will be to him
an abomination, and electrolyte mixed
with it will constitute high treason

against sound.
A

Clean Ground Wires
• DON'T IMAGINE that because a

ground wire is clamped by its holding

screw that there is connection with the

ground. Take the screw once in a rea-

sonable while and make sure the contact

of the metal is perfectly clean by tick-

ling its surface with some 00 sandpaper.

Many a bit of metal which shrieks of

perfect cleanliness when you look at it

is shrieking a lie, for on it is a very thin

but highly insulating layer.
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BETTER PROJECTION
A Department Conducted for the Projectionist and the Exhibitor

By F. H. RICHARDSON

Continuous Projection: An Inquiry

AT the last meeting of the Society of

Z\ Motion Picture Engineers in

-L\- Washington, Arthur J. Holman
of Brookline, Mass., read a most inter-

esting paper on the "Lens Wheel
Projector."

"The objective system of this projec-

tor," said Mr. Holman, "is composed of

a stationary front element and pairs of

rear elements which constitute the pe-

ripheries of the two revolving lens

wheels. The objective interposes the

same amount of glass between the aper-

ture plate and the screen, as does the or-

dinary projection objective, and in gen-

eral it has similar characteristics. A
mathematical analysis furnishes three

simple equations which enable the de-

signer to predict the performance char-

acteristics of any design.

"Variation in film shrinkage, one of

the most serious problems confronting

the designer of continuous projectors, is

easily compensated by adjustment of

the objective system in accordance with
the laws of the optical system as con-

tained in these equations. The projec-

tor is equipped with a device which en-

ables the projectionist to instantly and

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

accurately adjust the objective system
to accommodate any variation in film

shrinkage."

Mr. Holman, in his paper, then goes,

on at length to describe the various ele-

ments of this type of projector and the

problems encountered in attempting to

put such a system of rotating lenses into

action in motion picture work.
In order that the condenser beam may

illuminate the aperture evenly, as it

must do if the results are to be satis-

factory, and to the further end that

light be not wasted, Mr. Holman has

been using a cylindrical surface in the

main condenser, and a complementary
sphero-cylindrical gate lens, which is

mounted quite close to the film. The
cylindrical element provides a vertically

elongated spot at the gate, while the

sphero-cylindrical lens element again

changes the beam to round when it

enters the rotating objective.

Now while I have not myself ex-

amined this projector (hence cannot

presume to discuss the matter authori-

tatively) I have nevertheless secured

several excellent views of the mecha-

nism, by courtesy of Mr. Holman, and

the whole assembly appears to be the

most simple of its kind that I have yet

examined—^and I have examined many
non-intermittent projector types and
tested several of them.

In Fig. 1, we have an excellent view
of the mechanism, including one of its

lens wheels. Those lens wheels interest

me immensely. They interest me for

the reason that there is a lot of glass

surface to keep immaculately clean, and
unless I am in error, they will soon ac-

cumulate very fine scratch marks when
placed in the hands of projectionists,

take 'em as they come. Those wheels

will, it seems to me, have to be cleaned

once each day, no matter how thor-

oughly they may be protected, and
cleaning such a surface will have to be

done very carefully—more carefully

than the average man will do it without

damaging results. At least, that is my
impression. Then, too there must be 18

or 20 lenses in each wheel of a projec-

tor, or a total of close to 40 lenses.

Now I am not by any manner of

means saying that such an assemblage

of lenses cannot be ground and polished

with sufficient accuracy to project each

Fig. 3

ll
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detail of a picture with fine registra-

tion at a distance of, say, 100 to 150

feet. But frankly I have my doubts as

to that, when it comes to commercial

production.

Fig. 2, provides us with a view of the

projector aperture and we see that it is

high with relation to its width. Now
that means, of course, that the plan is

to illuminate two frames of film and
dissolve them together, which is the

ideal way of accomplishing projection

—

or would be were there no objections.

The trouble, is however, that there

are objections, because it becomes neces-

sary that the aperture spot be enlarged

sufficiently to cover two full frames of

film, and that ordinarily means just

about enough loss of light to fully com-
pensate for the removal of the cut-off

shutter, the latter, of course, not being
used on such a projector.

However, Mr. Holman, proposes to

mitigate this by using a condenser
which will elongate the spot vertically,

making it into an oval form, the greater

length being up and down.
This, however, necessitates the use of

an additional lens to return the beam to

spherical form before it enters the pro-

jection lens, and that, laying aside all

other things, means an added light loss

of about ten per cent. So as to the mat-
ter of any added light economy by using
this projector, I don't know. But I do

know that such an arrangement seems
to me to be rather difficult of accom-
plishment.

In Fig. 3, we have a view of the side

of the aperture, which seems to be in

curved form, though just why that

should be necessary, I don't know. Pos-

sibly, however, it is due to the up-and-

down length of space through which the

film photograph is "picked up" by the

optical system.

Now don't get the idea that I am
"knocking" this projector. I most em-
phatically am not. I am merely setting

the thing foi-ward as I see it at this

time. Possibly after we know a bit more
about it the thing may put on a differ-

ent appearance.

One thing is morally certain—the

elimination of the cut-off shutter means
the total elimination of flicker at any
speed of projection, hence motion pic-

tures would be easier on the eyes, al-

ways provided there be no counteracting

thing (such as poor definition) that

would serve to offset, or partly offset,

the advantage, or possibly set up an
even worse condition.

I submitted this article to Mr. Hol-

man for his comment, which is as

follows

:

"Since Mr. Richardson has very

kindly offered me an opportunity to

comment on his article concerning our

continuous projector, I am glad to clear

up some of the doubts this article

might create. Everybody knows that

'seeing is believing,' and when it comes

to continuous projection, every one

'must be shown.' Therefore, since Mr.
Richardson has not seen our projector

and has never seen how it performs, it

is not at all surprising that the old

doubts arise.

"In regard to keeping the lens wheel

clean, it will be of interest to you to

learn that these lenses require cleaning

perhaps once every three or four

months. Centrifugal force and the air

currents within the enclosing case pro-

vide a natural cleaning effect, hence the

projectionist has little to do in this re-

spect. It must be remembered that

these are lenses and not mirrors. With
reasonable care, lens wheels should not

deteriorate appreciably in five years

service, due to scratching of the lenses

incident to cleaning.

"Mr. Richardson's point, in regard to

securing the required accuracy in com-
mercial construction of lens wheels, is

well taken. Just how this problem has

been solved is fully described in an
article appearing in the June, 1930

issue of the S. M. P. E. Journal, pages
623-635. I have perfected a lens grind-

ing and polishing machine which pro-

duces exactly matched lenses in quanti-

ties at low cost.

"Regarding the light transmitting

efficiency of the condenser and objective

system, there is nothing to choose be-

tween our projector and the best in-

termittent projectors. Our present mask
system cuts off about the same amount
of light as does the shutter of the inter-

mittent projector, but we have recently

devised a means for saving this here-

tofore wasted light, thereby increasing

the light transmitting efficiency of our

system about 100 per cent. Our con-

denser system has many advantages,

one of the most important being a much
cooler spot, due to the greatly reduced

light concentration.

"There is no doubt but what the

elimination of flicker, both visible and
invisible, reduces eye strain, hence it is

not at all surprising that our projected

picture may be viewed for long periods

without producing fatigue or a sensitive

state of the eyes. After witnessing di-

rect side-by-side comparison tests, ex-

perts, on two occasions, have stated that

the performance of our projector, as re-

gards definition, steadiness and illumi-

nation, is the equal of the best results

obtainable with the latest new intermit-

tent machine. Having equalled the best

in these respects, our system of projec-

tion has in addition all the well recog-

nized advantages of continuous projec-

tion and none of the difficulties."

VACUUM TUBE COUPLING

I
HAVE had many inquiries as to how
amplifier tubes were connected. It

is not hard to understand just how and
why such connections may puzzle the

mind of men not well up in amplifier

theory. I have therefore asked the

E R P I engineering staff to set forth

the dope understandingly and offer two
freehand drawings, with explanations.

When the output of one tube is to be
applied to the input of another tube, it

must be always done through some
coupling medium. This may be either

a transformer or a resistance device.

In Fig. 1, we have a transformer

'n P(/ i
'P

cT

in.ry d^tUry Battery O^Tiry 0'<^^") ^^^^'V'

-h |. Ai- -ik

Fig. 1

coupled layout. In transformer coupled

amplification, as shown, the signal is

transferred from the plate circuit of the

first tube to the grid of the second tube

by the magnetic action.

In Fig. 2, we have a resdstance

coupled amplification layout, in which
the signal is transferred from the plate

of one tube to the grid of the next one

by means of the voltage drop across the

resistance. In Fig. 5, condenser C is

employed to insulate the grid from the

B battery. LL are the grid leak resis-

tances.
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McGUIRE EXPLAINS
THE following letter was received

from our old and valued friend, P.

A. McGuire. It is in answer to a criti-

cism I made of certain articles recently.

I have never made any criticism of

either the Council or its work, but these

articles, it now seems without intention,

made it appear that no one ever did any-

thing until the Council came into the

field and that was the sole reason for

my objection. That was the only thing

I criticised. I have never said anything

but kind words concerning the Council

and the excellent work it has already

done. Friend Mac writes as follows:

"Dear Rich: I note with a little re-

gret that you are complaining about the

report recently issued by the Projection

Advisory Council, signed by Jesse J.

Hopkins, chairman of the board of di-

rectors. Your criticism appeared in the

Herald-World and has also been pub-

lished in a letter addressed to Mr.

Lawrence Filferlik, editor of Cinematog-

raphy. Mr. Hopkins was merely mak-

ing a report to the members of the Pro-

jection Advisory Council, giving some

details of the work of the Council in the

past year. It was an official report, not

a history of the motion picture indus-

try, and therefore supplied no informa-

tion i^egarding the work of individuals

or other organizations.

"You are well aware of my personal

friendship for you and I have given

ample evidence of my high regard for

the splendid work you have done to de-

velop motion picture projection and

place it on a higher level. I also have a

great respect for the splendid accom-

plishments of the Society of Motion

Picture Engineers and the American

Projection Society and do here em-

phatically repeat what I have said on

other occasions—that the work of the

Projection Advisory Council does not in

any way come in conflict with your ac-

tivities or of any other organization in

this country. The Projection Advisory

Council has taken up certain special ac-

tivities and is particularly interested in

seeing that the public press has a better

understanding of the problems of the

projectionist and a greater realization

of the importance of projection.

"It cannot be said that any work is

absolutely original, but certainly we can

claim that the Projection Advisory

Council, working to put certain ideas

and requirements on an organized basis

is successfully doing a certain line of

work, which does not leave itself open

to criticism.

"Ordinarily I would wait until I saw
you about this matter and I would make
explanations, as I have done in this let-

ter. You and I would have a friendly

battle, as we have had dozens of times

before, and then go out to lunch. Un-
fortunately, you say, 'I believe that as

a matter of ordinary courtesy, whoever
fathered the article might well have at
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The Most Valuable Theatre
Lighting Handbook—FREE
For many years The Hub Electric Company has been a

leader in designing, building, and instaUing complete the-

atre lighting systems. Many of America's finest motion

picture theatres—including those noted for their superb

stage presentations—have been completely equipped by

Hub.

The results of these years of experience—backed by un-

ceasing research and extensive investigations—are to be

found in this comprehensive manual. It is compiled in

loose-leaf form so that new material can be added as

needed—thus constantly keeping it up to date.

A copy will be sent without charge or obligation to every-

one interested in this most important department of suc-

cessful motion picture theatre operation.
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THE ILEX
F:2.5

Dual Focus

Projection Lens

—

Fills the complete screen when
running either sound-on-film or

standard film with sound-on-disc

by enlarging the sound on film

picture to that of the standard

film size picture.

No. 2—Set in position

for silent lllm.

PATENTS PENDING

No changing Lenses. A shift of

the lever brings picture into

sharp focus in either position.

Lens centering device furnished

with each lens to center picture

on screen when making change-

over from sound-on-disc to

sound-on-film.

Maximum Sharpness and Bril-

liancy assured.

Literature at your dealers
or sent on request.

ILEX OPTICAL
COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

Established 1910

least spoken of what has been done by-

others.' That, of course, implies a lack
of courtesy, consideration and fairness
on our part and is a reflection on Mr.
Jesse Hopkins, chairman of the board of
directors of the Projection Advisory
Council, who signed this report. If ever
there was a fair minded, clear thinking,
progressive, earnest and efficient worker
for all that is good, that man is Jesse
Hopkins. He was president of the
American Projection Society for two
years and is now assistant director of
projection, associated with Harry Rubin,
director of projection for Publix thea-
tres. I am quite sure that you have the
same high regard for Jesse Hopkins
that I and others who know him have,
and that you would not desire to create
false impression by anything that you
might write or say regarding him.

"Furthermore, my good friend, Mr.
Fiferlik, says 'the editor of Cinematog-
raphy refrains from taking part in

any controversies centering about who
should receive credit for the develop-
ment of better conditions in the motion
picture industry.' Our dictionary is

rather a poor one and therefore I am
unable to get a full list of synonyms

for 'controversy,' but I can say this,

that the Projection Advisory Council is

entering into no 'debate, discussion, dis-

pute, quarrel or contention' with you or

any other individual or organization in

this industry. We do not wish any
credit for anything that we have done
or expect to do. We have seen a chance

to secure better recognition of the im-
portance of the projectionist and to tell

the public and the industry something
about his problems. This is a real job

and has never heretofore been put on an
organized, systematized basis. That you
did and are doing splendid work is ab-

solutely beyond question. That the

Projection Advisory Council has a field

all to itself, which presents an oppor-

tunity to do something worthwhile, is

also beyond question.

"I think we are justified in believing

that there must have been a real need

for such an organization as the Projec-

tion Advisory Council for it to have be-

come so successful and secured inter-

national recognition and standing in

less than one year after its formation."

All right, Mac, we'll let it go at that.

More power to you and to the Projec-

tion Advisory Council.

PROJECTION COSTS VERSUS RESULTS

THIS article is addressed especially

to exhibitors. I am sure it will be
read with kindly thought and considera-

tion, even by those who possibly may
not agree with my conclusions. It is

written with but one thought in mind,
the logical effect of what is paid in

wages to projectionists on the results

obtained in lowering machinery deterio-

ration and in improvement of the show
itself, which latter, of course, means in-

crease in box office receipts.

You will agree that in a year's time
any theatre except those catering

wholly to transient trade is likely to

increase its box office receipts if it in

any way improves its show and main-
tains that improvement. Let us sup-

pose that in a certain town or city are

two theatres, both of essentially the

same size and general excellence as the-

atres. Let us also presume them to be

so located that they draw from the same
clientele. One of these theatres has a
manager who will employ only a pro-

jectionist who is able to put a brilliant,

evenly illuminated, sharp, well timed
picture on the screen, without stops due
to break-down. The dimensions of the

picture "fit" the size of the theatre.

There are no glare spots of light to

hurt the eyes of the audience. In other

words, projection being in the hands of

a thoroughly competent motion picture

projectionist, backed up by a competent
manager who does not employ a projec-

tionist and then presume to issue orders

concerning the details of his work, the

productions are placed before audiences
at their full entertainment value. This
manager demands results and does not

then hamper them by bickering about

details, provided the results seem to

come with reasonable efficiency, without

waste in either equipment deterioration

or in electric power.

The other theatre, however, has a

manager who likes to issue lots of or-

ders, and who is very keen on "saving

money" in overhead expense. He spends

more time and energy in ascertaining

how cheaply a projectionist can be in-

duced to work than in ascertaining how
much knowledge he has concerning the

technique of projection. Projector parts

must be used until they cannot be made
to function any longer. He employs a

projectionist or "machine operator" and
then proceeds to issue a lot of orders

concerning the details of projection,

about which he in all probability knows
little or nothing.

The net results of such foolish pro-

cedure, of course, is that productions

are not placed before audiences in that

theatre at their full entertainment
value. Such a manager does not sense

the fact that he is not a projectionist.

He does not understand that it is the

business of a manager to select com-
petent projectionists, place them in

charge of projection and demand re-

sults. That is all he is concerned with
in projection results, which includes ex-

cellence of what the audience sees on
the screen, what it costs to put it there

and what relation to overhead expense
the results have.

Assuming that the run of productions
in each will have about the same basic

drawing power, which theatre will

prosper more? The answer is, the first
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one, is it not? Faulty or poor projec-

tion is an exceedingly costly proposition

from the box office viewpoint, when any
extended period of time be considered.

It is of course only natural and right

that the exhibitor use all honorable

means to obtain things as cheaply as

he may, remembering, however, that

when cheapness operates against quality

it seldom or never is cheapness in any-

thing save name. When "cheapness"

detracts from qvxdity, as it easily may
do in projection, it then is what may be

justly called a very expensive form of

"cheapness!"

It is cold, hard fact that when the

exhibitor pays too low a wage to projec-

tionists he cuts directly into two things

;

namely, efficiency in operation and en-

tertainment value in what the audience

sees upon the screen. That statement

is based upon the fact that without ex-

pert knowledge of at least some
branches af electrics, optics, mechanics,

and now of sound reproduction, plus

very careful, intelligent, energetic work
it is not even to be hoped that projec-

tion will be carried on in a way which
will be efficient in keeping current ex-

pense and machinery deterioration down
to its lowest, or in keeping results upon
the screen or in the horns or loud speak-

ers up to the highest excellence.

I was myself an exhibitor (and a suc-

cessful one, too), a long time ago. When
it came to the matter of employment of

projectionists I communed with myself
somewhat as follows:

"I must employ a union projectionist.

If I pay merely the union scale, which
is the minimum amount a man can be
had for, I will have to take any man I

can get and he will not care over much
about the job because he can get a job

just as desirable in another theatre. He
therefore will be quite independent, in-

clined to do about as he pleases and not
be much inclined to work hard to give

me the lowest operating cost and the

highest possible results upon my screen.

I will offer a substantial advance over
the scale and see what happens. I'll

try it out anyhow!
"And I did. I let it be known that

I was willing to pay ten dollars above
the scale to each of the two men I must
have. Twenty dollars a week, yes, but
I would have 14 shows a week, with
800 seats per show, or 11,200 seats per
week, to sell to the public. Did it work?
I'll say it did! I had offers from the

best men then working in theatres of

the class of mine in the city. I inter-

viewed four of them and examined into

their knowledge. I selected two. I told

them, 'There is the projection room.
You are at liberty to get such supplies

as you may need from time to time,

rendering an account, of course. Where
machine parts are involved, turn in the
old part or parts replaced at my desk.

I want just one thing from you. I want
results. As long as you deliver the

goods you stay. I won't accept excuses.
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CI N EPHO R
» » LENSES « «
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FLATNESS
OF FIELD

The rigid tests to which Cinephor Lenses are sub-
jected before leaving the B&L factory are your
guarantee of the highest quality Projection Lenses.

The test for Flatness of Field— illustrated above— is based on comparison of

different areas of the lenses. This assures you of that absolute uniformity so nec-

essary for perfect projection.

All Cinephor Lenses are so critically tested and so uniformly dependable that

the purchaser finds it unnecessary to make any selection for quality.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL COMPANY
679 St. Paul Street « » Rochester, N.Y.

Makers of Orthogon Eyeglass Lenses for Better Vision
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2-Bearing 30/50 to 100/150 Ampere Actodector

MULTIPLE ARC OPERATION
The ability to maintain uniform intensity of illumination

—even during change-overs in multiple-arc operation—is

only one of the many desirable features of Roth Actodec-
tors. They are particularly suitable for use with sound
equipment because of their quiet operation, which results

from exceptional commutation, liberal proportions and
dynamic balance. . . . Widely used by the large circuits

because of their demonstrated ability to meet the par-

ticular power requirements in the projection booth. . . .

We solicit an opportunity to discuss your problems with

you.

ROTH BROTHERS and COMPANY
Division oi Century Electric Company

1400 W. Adams St. Chicago, IIL

' ' T H E Y KEEP A - R U N N I N C '
'
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Deliver acceptable results upon my
screen, without waste of current and
other things, and you stay. Start com-
ing to me with excuses and off goes
your head.'

"

And did they make good? Certainly!
I had made sure they knew their busi-

ness, hence they could make good if

they wanted to. I knew and they knew
they could not get ten dollars over the

scale elsewhere and they worked rather
astonishingly well. I had no means of

actually checking results, of course, but
believed and do still believe that I

gained at least one hundred dollars a
week by that proceeding, because of the
careful work of those two men.
To sum all this up, I am of the opin-

ion that exhibitors will do exceedingly
well to look very much more carefully

at what they buy in projectionists' abil-

ity, rather than at what they have to

pay for it. By this, however, I do not

mean that it would be wise to go to ex-

cess in the matter of wages. I do mean,
however, that the work of projection is

so exceedingly important from the box
office viewpoint, as well as from the

standpoint of overhead, that it is good
business procedure to pay sufficient

money to attract men of high ability.

We need expert knowledge, and high
ability in projection nowadays is some-
thing you cannot get at a low wage. It

is a thing which must be paid for, and
if it is not obtained, then the waste will

COMMUNICATIONS to

the editor of this depart-
ment should be addressed
(until further notice) as
follows

:

F. H. Richardson
Better Theatres

407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago, 111.

be large and the results upon the

screens and through the horns will not

have that high excellence necessary to

fill all those seats.

WIDE FILM AND INSTALLATION COST
INQUIRIES are now coming in strong

with regard to what will be neces-
sary in the way of equipment when wide
film arrives. These inquiries are all

quite similar to the following, received
from Projectionist Alva M. Bowyer of

the Lyric theatre in Oak Hill, W. Va.,

though most of them come from exhibi-

tors or managers. Bowyer says

:

"Dear Mr. Richardson: If a theatre
installs wide film will it be obliged to

install complete new projectors? In a

theatre seating 700, having a projection

distance of 75 feet, what dimensions
would wide film have on the screen?
Would the projection angles be
changed?"

I cannot say what I would like to

without acting unfairly to certain busi-

ness interests. However, there are im-
portant things I can advise you on
without violating any confidences.

As to changes in projection equip-
ment which will of necessity follow the

advent of wide film, I may say that I

know what is being done, but it is this

very fact which embarrasses me, for in

fairness to my sources of information
I cannot at this time say exactly what
additional expenditures the exhibitor

will be called upon to make. I can say,

however, some things which should

serve to relieve the mind somewhat.
When the element of time is consid-

ered, there is nothing to cause the ex-

hibitor much uneasiness. In the very
nature of things it will be utterly im-
possible for wide film to be installed in

any save a relatively small number of

our great deluxe theatres for at least a
considerable time. It just cannot be
done! It will take a lot of time to get
the projection equipment into mass pro-

duction also, much time must of neces-

sity elapse before there will be any-
thing more than a very limited supply
of wide film. This latter is complicated

just now by the condition of one of the
companies which was to be a chief pro-

ducer of the broadened celluloid produc-
tions. How long that condition will last

no one, of course, knows.
The exhibitor therefore need feel no

immediate alarm or worry about finan-

cial outlay. He will have plenty of

time to prepare for it. Also, the outlay

required will not be nearly so great as

he has been led to believe it would. I

don't really believe there will be any
widely distributed showing of wide film

productions for, say, two years. My
opinion is based upon that of men who
are certainly well able to judge, since

they know all the facts.

And now as to projection angles. I

am not permitted to go into particulars

at this time, but when vdde film comes,

it will come in a way that there cause

no added problem of projection angles.

That is flat and final.

Remember, gentlemen, that regard-

less of what myself or anyone else may
have said in the first blush of excite-

ment, you won't have wide film thrown
into your hands "all of a sudden." It

just can't be done! Also, machinery
cost won't be anything to be alarmed
about. It will be relatively moderate.

As to width of the wide film screen

image, the Roxy theatre uses one a little

less, as I remember it, than 40 feet wide.

Like the ordinary film, you can control

the size of the screen image, within rea-

sonable limits, by proper selection of

lenses. Just what the prevailing pref-

erence of image width for auditoriums

of various sizes will be, only time can

tell. I would say it probably will range
from 30 to 40 feet, though possibly

small theatres may drop even below 30.

THE BEST PROJECTION PLANT I VE SEEN
RECENTLY, while showing a South

. African projectionist around our
city and knowing the Paramount in

Brooklyn to have a fine installation, I

took the gentleman there. I will admit
that while the S. A. man must have been
just a bit amazed, I was myself sur-

prised. As you know, I have inspected
hundreds upon hundreds, if not thou-
sands, or projection rooms. I have, I

believe, seen some of the best the United
States and Canada have to offer, but that
of the Brooklyn Paramount tops any-
thing yet inspected.

To begin with, the projection room
itself is perhaps 35 feet long—maybe
a few feet more or less. It has ample

front-to-back depth, without a lot of sur-

plus space. It contains two Brenkert
Master Brenographs, one dissolving

stereopticon, three Simplex projectors

(one with rear shutter), two Brenkert
C-14 spots and one Hall & Connolly
flood.

At the rear are two long, narrow,
steel-frame tables having brass bound
linoleum tops. These tables are for con-

venience. They make a handy place to

perform any light tasks, such as making
cue sheets. A typewriter is supplied for

that purpose.

Set into the right wall, is the switch
board, the starter for the motor gen-
erator, and one other small panel, the

purpose of which I cannot now remem-
ber. The switchboard is covered by a

heavy, steel-frame glass door. Cans
with push-in tops are provided for waste,

such as carbon stubs, while a steel cabi-

net contains an ample supply of carbons.

In the rear wall is about the neatest

sound panel I have seen. It sets in

flush with the wall, and back of it is a

small, narrow room entered by a full-

sized door, so that one may go into the

room and work on the back of the panel.

It is a perfect arrangement.
Back of the rear wall, to the left of

this panel room, is the rewind room,
equipped with two rewinders mounted
upon marble-topped tables. On the re-
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wind table are two Newmade film hold-

ers each containing a kind of leader or

trailer. There also is an American film

safe for holding the film when not in

use. It is piped to the open air. The
room, like the projection room, is ample
in size, without excess space.

At the right of the projection room is

a bathroom and toilet lined with white
tile, and a room equipped with individual

steel lockers, one for each projectionist.

Next to this is a non-sync room equipped
with a Western Electric non-sync ma-
chine with three turntables. Between
the bath room and the projection room
is a rheostat room equipped with twelve
large resistances and a huge emergency
one for good measure. There also is a
motor generator, used only in emerg-
ency, the current supply ordinarily used
being direct.

There is an office for the man in

charge, equipped with a desk and phone
connected with outside lines. Incident-

ally, in the main projection room are

three telephones, one connecting with
the observer and stage, one to the stage
and pit, and one to all the theatre offices.

On the other side of the projection

room is a narrow hallway leading past
the work shop and the battery room.
The latter contains huge E 90 13-pIate

Exide batteries. At its outer end, this

hallway open into the main storeroom,
which contains (take notice) a vacuum
cleaner, steel lockers and steel shelving,

many small steel drawers for slides, etc.,

a steel cabinet with 20 shelves contain-
ing sheet gelatine in colors. There also

is a steel shelf rack, on which I saw, for
example, a gallon can of carbon tetra-

chloride, which is the correct agent for
cleaning film. I also observed more than
a dozen spare lenses and an ample sup-
ply of carbons stored away in their con-
tainers.

These rooms are well finished. The
floors are all covered with high grade
rubber matting in squares of about a
foot. They are variegated greens.
On the walls are handsome portraits

of Publix' supervisor of projection,

Harry Rubin, and of Jessie Hopkins, his

right hand man (and a darned good one,

if you ask me.)

I desire to congratulate Paramount on
this splendid projection installation and
the truly excellent quarters in which it

is housed. I also wish to congratulate
Supervisor Rubin and his assistants,

Hopkins and Sam Galuber. The latter

was in direct charge of the installation,

I believe. The projectionists holding
positions in this magnificent plant are
William Paster, Morris Heller, John
Hurley, George Van Duers, Frank Hoff-
man, Nat H. Hewitt, Charles Lippman,
John Timmerman, William Garbade,
Richard Cancellare, Nathan Asen and
Nathan Kaplan.

I sat through one whole performance
(without knowing who were on duty at

the time) and found no room for criti-

cism of the work

It's Performance

That Counts

STRONG
High and Low Intensity Automatic
Reflector Arc Lamps fill every require-
ment of talking pictures as they must

be presented.

FOR SALE BY TRUSTWORTHY
INDEPENDENT SUPPLY
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

The STRONG ELECTRIC CORP.
2501 Lagrange St. TOLEDO, OHIO

Export Offices: 44 Whitehall St., New York, N. Y.

oes^- -^ss

INCANDESCENT

for Sound Photography
MODERN Kliegs, in which high-candle-power incandescent

lamps are used for the light source, furnish brilliant evenly
diffused light, high in actinic qualities, permitting photography
with clearness of detail, full color values, sharp definition, and
freedom from sound interference: are efficient in light control
and utilization; afford complete command over the direction,

diffusion and divergence of the light beam; light in weight;
operate on the service line, whether a. c. or d. c; modern in

every respect, and adapted to present day studio conditions.

Other Kliegl lighting specialties include:

Spotlights
Floodlights
Sclopticons
Footlights
Borderlights
Exit Signs

Aisle Lights
Dimmers

Color Wheals
Color Frames
Color Rolls
Color Boxes

Music Stands
Connectors

Plugging Boxes
Floor Pockets
Scenic Effects

Shutters

Color Mediums
Color Caps

Lamp Coloring
Terminal Lugs

Resistances
Stage Cable

For Descriptive Literature write

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc.

eSTABUISHED 189^6

THEATRICAL • DECORATIVE • SPECTACULAR

321 West 50th Street
NEW YORK, N.Y.

OS**- -r9SO
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New Developments
of the

SUPERIOR PROJECTOR

Quality Intensity

Type FR-6 High Intensity Lamp
Hundreds of Successful Installations Tell
Their Story of the Best Possible Projection at

Lowest Operating Cost.

HALL & CONNOLLY, Inc.
24 Van Dam St., N. Y. C.

soon to be announced will

make this outstanding pro-

jector UNIVERSAL .for

all types of sound equipment

without the aid of altera-

tions or special attachments.

This marks another big step

forward in maintaining
leadership and faith in the

industry to serve the exhib-

itor well.

Manufactured by

Coxsackie Holding

Corporation

Coxsackie, N. Y., U. S. A.

"Day by Day SUPERIOR in every way**

Gari^er^

ChanjMrr-

FOR BETTER
MIRROR ARC
PROJECTION

"Kurrent Changer" is not a

reconstructed, built over. Direct

Current Supply, but is an en'

tirely new unit, built solely for

Low Intensity.

Where throw permits, "Na-

tionals" provide the most satis-

factory and economical projec

tion known.
Complete infoTmafion

on one or ho^h thz

above—gladly.

^J^gulafor-
FOR BETTER

MAZDA PROJECTION

REPRESENTATIVES
IN ALL THE PRINCIPLE CITIES
OF THE UNITED STATES ANDCANADA
9^«<ie3y CARVER ELECTRIC CO.

UNION CITY IND.

PUBLIX STUNTS

THE Publix projection department,
has, under the supervision of our

old friend, Harry Rubin, pulled a num-
ber of very excellent stunts, the latest

being the livening up of what has al-

ways heretofore been a rather dull

trailer used to advertise coming fea-

tures. I know that I have myself sat

through the running of a great many of

them without anything very much re-

sembling interest. Now, however, it is

different in the Publix theatres, thanks
to Rubin and his competent staff of as-

sistants. The various effects are ar-

ranged and remarkably competent in-

structions are sent out with each one,

so that the receiving projectionist has
small trouble putting it on. These ef-

fects were described in a previous
article in this department. But here is

a new one, the effect for Clara Bow in

the "True to the Navy." It necessitates

the use of two motion picture projectors

and a Brenkert F-7 effect projector. The
thing ran about as follows:

A glass effect design representing a
life preserver was made and projected

to the Magnascope screen with the

Brenkert F-7 effect projector. Both the

center and the area outside of the life

preserver were opaqued to prevent the

transmission of light, except through
the design. Of course nothing but the

life preserver was projected by the F-7.

The light was tinted slightly by using
gelatine in front of the lens, this to

maintain the proper balance of illumi-

nation.

Then a motion picture projector with
a circular aperture, inserted just large

enough to cover the center of the afore-

said life preserver, was brought into

use, and through this aperture were
projected the titles and close-ups of this

trailer. The regular projection lens was
used in this projector.

Next came the second motion picture

projector with a specially made aperture

which blanked out the entire life pre-

server on the screen but permitted the

rest of the Magnascope screen to show.

Through this aperture was projected

film taken from a review of battleships,

the particular scene used being one of

battleships in a heavy sea coming head-

on toward the camera. A lens of short

focus was used in this projector.

You will thus see that with the two
film projectors and the effect projector

in operation we would have a really

stunning effect. There would be the

stationary life preserver, in the center

of which would be Clara Bow's face

with the titles, etc., upon and around it,

while outside the preserver great battle-

ships come rushing toward us.

My compliments to Rubin and his

staff. It is such stunts and really beau-

tiful novelties that help fill theatres.

Audiences not only receive the desired

advertising impression, but also they are

highly entertained at the same time.
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PLANNING THE THEATRE
A Department of Architectural Assistance Conducted

By PETER M. HULSKEN, A. I. A.

ANSWERING Mrs. A. DeL.: Space
. does not allow the publishing of the

lengthy inquiry received from this sub-
scriber. I wish to repeat my former
statements that this department does
not furnish any prospective builders
with any plans but simply devotes it-

self to give the necessary information
to subscribers who have building plans
and wish preliminary information to

find out whether it is feasible for them
to proceed with their building opera-
tion. Their difficulties will be properly
explained and suggestions offered. This
department also will criticize prelimi-
nary sketches but at all times it rec-

ommends to subscribers to employ re-

putable architects. Therefore I suggest
to you to have a conference with an
architect to see whether your plans are
feasible. However, I wish to state that
I have gone very carefully over your
letters and have studied your different

plans and your proposition is not easily

solved because your requirements are
so much more that it will be hard to in-

corporate them in the building of the
size you contemplate.

I do not quite understand from your
plans what you mean by the front wall
leaning ten feet. Am I correct to in-

terpret that one side of your lot is 100
feet and the other side 90 feet?

A

I further understand that you wish
your building to be 80 feet long and 50
feet wide. Your requirements for the
stage are 12 feet in depth and you de-
sire to have your lobby 16 feet wide. If

you take those two dimensions with the
thickness of the walls off the size of
your building, it would leave your
auditorium floor 49 feet. Off this dimen-
sion you must deduct at least ten feet
from the curtain line to the back of the
first row of seats, and for an aisle at
the rear of the house to connect the cen-
ter aisle and the wall aisles with the
entrance doors from the lobby. This
would leave your space for seats 34 feet,

or 13 rows, as no seats should be closer
than two feet six inches from back to

back. You will have approximately
twenty-two 20-inch seats in a row, giv-
ing you a total seating capacity of 286
seats.

According to my opinion, it would be
impossible to construct the boxes on the
side walls, for if you intend to enter
those boxes from the wall aisles you are
losing too many valuable seats on the

NOTE:
• IN THIS DEPARTMENT "Better

Theatres" will be glad to answer
questions pertaining to the preliminary
considerations involved in the plan-
ning of a new theatre or in the remod-
eling of an existing one. Only requests
for ideas will be answered, since this

department cannot assume the prac-
tical functions of an architect. ..AH
communications intended for this de-
partment should be addressed to "Bet-
ter Theatres," 407 S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago. They will be answered in the
department. None will be answered
by mail. Although only initials will be
used in signing the questions pub-
lished, it is a requirement that all

letters bear the signature and address
of their writers. The replies will be
prepared personally by Mr. Hulsken,
who is a practicing architect and a
member of the American Institute of
Architects.

auditorium floor and I think the seats

on the floor are a great deal better than
box seats. If you wish to raise the
boxes high enough above the floor so

that people could be seated underneath
them you practically will have to build

a balcony to enter from that into the
boxes.

Do not make your stage floor five

feet above the low point of the auditor-

ium floor, as that is entirely too high to

obtain good vision lines. Keep your
stage down to not more than three feet,

six inches, as that is the limit of the

height which could be recommended.
It would be a very bad proposition to

place your cooling system under the

stage apron, as that would blow the cool

air directly in the faces of the audience.

It would be better to arrange the outlets

for the cooling system about eight feet

above the floors. This would give a bet-

ter circulation and would not bother the

audience.

Your projection room could be built

over your lobby, as it takes entirely too

much space off your auditorium floor if

you would place it in the back of the

auditorium and it would bring your pro-

jection lenses too close to your screen.

The horns for the speaking apparatus
should be placed directly behind your
screen and they require approximately
six feet between the screen and the rear

wall of the stage.

You also show on your sketch three

offices to the left of the building and
two offices to the right. With the dimen-

sions which you give for those offices,

they would come away into the auditor-

ium. It would be better to just make
one office on each side and take it off

the lobby space.

You further state in your inquiry
that you wish not to spend any more
than from $3,500 to $3,700. This is ab-

solutely impossible. My suggestion to

you would be to use the full length of

the lot, eliminate the stage, just put in

a wide apron, eliminate your boxes on
the side walls and build just one office

on each side of the lobby and place

your projection room above the lobby.

A

Free Plans
An Editorial

THERE are so many requests for free

plans in this department that I am
just wondering what is meant by them.

In my opinion there is no such a thing

as "free plans." The meaning of it, in

my estimation, is that someone would
offer them free of charge, without
obligation or without selling any manu-
factured article. In all the cases where
free plans are offered this is merely done
as a medium of advertising a certain

product, and the cost of these plans is

included in the price of the material or

product, and in most instances, except

for small houses, these plans are of no
direct use to any builder.

It takes architects and draftsmen to

make plans, and none of those people

would spend their time and energy with-

out remuneration—someone has to pay
them and the cost of such plans must go
in the overhead cost of the manufacturer
and is ultimately paid back by the con-

sumer.

Furthermore, no one who furnishes

plans without cost is such a good mind
reader that such plans would fit the sizes

of a building lot or the other require-

ments of the owner.
Sometimes contracting firms offer free

plans as an inducement in order to ob-
tain the contract. If those plans are
given out for legitimate bidding to dif-

ferent contractors, it will soon show that
the price of the contractor who offered

those plans free of charge exceeds the
other bids a great deal more than the
cost of said plans. Therefore have a

reputable architect make your plans and
he will save you in economical designing
several times the cost of his commission.
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A Moving Picture—

with Dialog
If you have ever seen a workman
fall from an old -fashioned, sure-to-

slip ladder, you've heard that

ladder variously and pointedly ad'

dressed, with gestures and gusto,

because it slipped up in a big mo-
ment.

The Dayton Safety Ladder always

plays its part well. It cannot

slide, slip, or topple. It is strong,

light, easy to carry when folded

flat. Has wide, firm leg-spread,

with straight back, for close work
next to walls. Will stand securely

in aisles. Roomy, protected plat-

form has auxiliary step giving add-

ed height. Made in sizes 3 to 16

feet. Moderately priced.

Type "B" Dayton Ladder, too

—

smaller, popular-priced, safe for all

purposes. Seven sizes.

Write Dept. BT-7 for complete
information

The Dayton Safety Ladder

Company
121-123 "W. Third St.

Cincinnati, Ohio

DATTON
SafetyLadder

(Patented)

Stock carried by Pacific Coast repreacntattvo^
E. D. Bullard Co.^ Lom Ang«loM and San Fran-
citco, and by 160 other dittributorM from eoatt
to coa$t. Made and distributed in Canada by

Percy flermant^ Ltd.^ Toronto,

Modern
Installations

The tendency among theatres, both
large and small, throughout the
country is to modernize. Evidence
of this encouraging situation is

found in the many installations

of equipment reported by leading

manufacturers.

THE DISC-0-PHONE COMPANY
Reproducers

Strand theatre, Florala, Ala. . . . Ozark
theatre, Ozark, Ala. . . . Strand theatre,
Dothan, Ala. . . . Bonifay theatre, Bonifay,
Fla. . . . Olive theatre, Conalsonville, Ga.
. . . Cairo theatre, Cairo, Ga. . . . Mani-
vista theatre, Chipley, Fla. . . . Palm thea-
tre, Foley, Ala. . . . Coleman theatre, Fort
Gaines, Ga. . . . First National theatre,
Brundidge, Ala. . . . Townley theatre,
Townley, Ala. . , . Booth's theatre, Carra-
belle, Fla.

ROTH BROTHERS & COMPANY
(Division of Century Electric Company)

Generators

Paramount theatre, Middletown, N. Y. . .

Paramount theatre, Fort Fairfield, Me
. . . Paramount theatre, Salem, Mass. . .

Paramount theatre, Lynn, Mass. . . Para
mount theatre, Cheyenne, Wyo. . . . Para-
mount theatre, Brainerd, Minn. . .

Paramount theatre, Syracuse, N. Y. . .

Paramount theatre, Montgomery, Ala. . .

Paramount theatre, Hammond, Ind. . .

Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation
New York, N. Y. . . . Paramount theatre
Abilene, Tex. . . . Paramount theatre
Peekskill, N. Y. . . . Annex theatre, De-
troit, Mich . . . Fargo theatre, Fargo, N
Dak. . . . Crystal theatre, Chicago, 111. . .

La Grange Theater, La Grange, 111. . .

LaSalle Gardens theatre, Detroit, Mich
. . . Atlas theatre, Cheyenne, Wyo. . .

Lyric theatre, Duluth, Minn. . . . Black-
stone theatre. South, Bend, Ind. . . . Tiv-
oli theatre, Aurora, 111.

RCA PHOTOPHONE, INC.

Reproducers

Grand theatre, Bessemer, Ala. . . . Cham-
pion theatre, Binningham, Ala. . . . Liber-
ty theatre. La Verne, Ala. . . . Birmingham
theatre, Birmingham, Ala. . . . Rainbow
theatre, Glendale, Ariz. . . .Orpheum thea-
tre. Flagstaff, Ariz. . . . Royal theatre,
Hot Springs, Ark. . . . Queens theatre,
Lake Village, Ark. . . . Muior theatre.
Areata, Cal. . . . Auburn theatre, Auburn,
Cal. . . Avalon theatre. Casino, Cal. . . .

Azusa theatre, Azusa, Cal. . . . Anzelus
theatre, Baypoint, Cal. . . . Bishop theatre.
Bishop, Cal. . . , Paramount theatre, Coa-
chilla, Cal. . . . Colton theatre, Colton,
Cal. . . . Show Shop theatre, Glendale,
Cal. . . . Tuiks theatre, Gridley, Cal. . . .

Jackson theatre, Jackson, Cal. . . . Reel
Joy theatre. King City, Cal. . . . Pike thea-
tre. Long Beach, Cal. . . . Adams theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal. . . . Bards Hill Street
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. . . . Colonial
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. . . . Fairfax
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. . . . Gaiety
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. . . . Gaiety thea-
tre, Los Angeles, Cal. ... La Tosca thea-
tre, Los Angeles, Cal. . . . Marquis thea-
tre, Los Angeles, Cal. . . . Optic theatre,

Los Angeles, Cal. . . Regent theatre, Los
Angeles, Cal. . . . Washington theatre, Los
Angeles, Cal. . . . Los Gatos theatre, Los
Gatos, Cal. . . Lyric theatre, Manteca,
Cal. . . . California theatre, Mayfield, Cal.

. . . Segonia theatre, Mill Valley, Cal. . . .

Arabian theatre, Oakland, Cal. . . . Palace

theatre, Pittsburg, Cal. . . . Richmond the-

atre, Richmond, Cal. . . . Mission theatre,

Sacramento, Cal. . . . Edison theatre, San
Francisco, Cal. . . . Lincoln theatre, San
Francisco, Cal. . . . Pompei theatre, San
Francisco, Cal. . . . S. S. Malolo, Pacific

liner. . . . Hester theatre, San Jose, Cal.

. . . Rialto theatre, Stockton, Cal. . . .

Wasco theatre, Wasco, Cal. . . . Little

theatre, Colorado Springs, Col. . . . Grana-
da theatre, Denver, Col. . . , Victory the-
atre, Lamar, Col. . . . Pratt's theatre, Deep
River, Conn. . . . Lawrence theatre. New
Haven, Conn. . . . Lindy theatre. New
Haven, Conn. . . , Belmont theatre. Water-
bury, Conn. , . . Park theatre, West Ha-
ven, Conn. . . . Tunxis theatre, Windsor,
Conn. . . . Walbur theatre. Laurel, Del.
.... Lewes Auditorium, Lewes, Del. . . .

Criterion theatre, Washington, D. C, . . .

Empress theatre, Washington, D. C. . . .

Via theatre. Crescent, Fla. . . . Italian

theatre, Tbor, Fla. . . . Alamo theatre, At-
lanta, Ga. . . . Palace theatre, LaFayette,
Ga. . . . Al-Dun theatre, West Point, Ga.
. . . Star theatre, Malad City, Ida. . . .

Oak theatre, Berwyn, 111. . . . Butler thea-
tre, Chicago, 111. . . . Garden theatre, Chi-
cago, 111. . . . Crystal theatre, Dundee, 111.

. . . Washington theatre, East St. Louis,
111. . . . American theatre, Mt. Carmel, 111.

. . . Southern theatre Oak Park, 111. . . .

Webb theatre. Savannah, 111. . . . Liberty
theatre, Vandalia, 111. . . . Lyric theatre,
Connersville, Ind. . . . Star theatre, Tre-
mond, Ind. . . . Circle theatre, Goshen,
Ind. . . . Iowa theatre, Bloomfield, la. . . .

Strand theatre, Boonet, la. . . . Olympic
theatre, Calmar, la. . . . Ritz theatre, Cen-
terville, la. . . . Uptown theatre, Daven-
port, la. . . . Amuzu theatre, Des Moines,
la. . . . Forrest theatre, Forrest City, la.

. . . Orpheum theatre. Fort Madison, la.

. . . Grand theatre, Greenfield, la. . . .

Humota theatre, Humboldt, la. . . . Rex
theatre, Iowa Falls, la. . . . Olympic thea-
tre, Lenox, la. . . . Granada theatre, Web-
ster City, la. . . . Iowa theatre, Winterset,
la. . . . Morris theatre, Cimarron, Kan.
Liberty theatre, Columbus, Kan. . . . Lyric
theatre, Colby, Kan. . . . EUinwood thea-
tre, Ellinwood, Kan. . . . Harris theatre,
Hugoton, Kan. , , . Lyceum theatre,
Leavenworth, Kan. . . , Opera House,
Oberlin, Kan.- . . . Gem theatre, Olanthe,
Kan. . . . Webster theatre, Ottowa, Kan.
Sunfiower theatre, Peabody, Kan. . . .

Northrum theatre, Syracuse, Kan.; Arista
theatre, Lebanon, Ky. ; Lincoln theatre,
Louisville, Ky. ; Dixie theatre, Arcadia, La.

;

Bijou theatre. Church Point, La.; Mill-In
theatre, Delhi, La. ; Good Pine theatre, La.

;

Victory theatre, Harvey, La. ; Liberty thea-
tre, Independence, La.; Metaire theatre,
Metaire Ridge, La. . . . Evangeline thea-
ti-e. New Iberia, La. . . . Lincoln theatre.
New Orleans, La. . . . Princess theatre,
Selma, La. . . . Cameo theatre, Deering,
Me. . . . Casco theatre, Portland, Me. . . .

Baltimore theatre, Baltimore, Md. . . . Carey
theatre, Baltimore, Md. . . . Fulton thea-
tre, Baltimore, Md. . . . LaFayette theatre,
Baltimore, Md. , . . Red Wing theatre,
Baltimore, Md. . . . Firemen's New thea-
tre, Hurlock, Md. . . . Community theatre,
Ridgely, Md. . . . Princess theatre, Bridge-
water, Mass. . . . Majestic theatre. Fitch-
burg, Mass. . . . State theatre, Hudson,
Mass. . . . Grand theatre, Indian Orchard,
Mass. . . . Capitol theatre, Moncon, Mass.
. . . Perrless theatre, North Abington,
Mass. . . . Cameo theatre, Palmer, Mass.
. . . Union Square theatre, Pittsfield, Mass.
. . . Bellevue theatre, Roslindale, Mass. . . .

Day St. Olympia theatre, Somerville, Mass.
. . . Imperial theatre. So. Boston, Mass.
. . . Star theatre, Whittinsville, Mass. . . .

Dream theatre, Winthrop, Mass. . . . Win-
throp theatre, Winthrop, Mass. . . . Fam-
ily theatre, Worcester, Mass. . . . Temple
theatre. Bay City, Mich. . . . Buchanan
theatre, Detroit, Mich. . . . Castle theatre,
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Detroit, Mich. . . , Courtesy theatre, De-
troit, Mich. . . . Cozy theatre, Detroit,
Mich. . . . Echo theatre, Detroit, Mich.
. . . Empress theatre, Detroit, Mich. . . .

Forrest theatre, Detroit, Mich. . . . Frank-
lyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. . . . Fredro
theatre, Detroit, Mich. . . . Hippodrome
theatre, Detroit, Mich. . . . Wolverine the-
atre, Detroit, Mich. . . . Colonial theatre.
Iron Mountain, Mich. . . . Lakeview thea-
ter, St. Claire Shores, Mich. . . . State
theatre, Olivia, Minn. . . . Mounds theatre,
St. Paul, Minn. . . . Best theatre. Hazel-
hurst, Miss. . . . Palahatchie theatre, Pal-
ahatchie, Miss. . . . Auditorium theatre,
Braymer, Mo. . . . Finke theatre, Califor-
nia, Mo. . . . Crystal theatre, Crystal City,
Mo. . . . Royal theatre, Higginsville, Mo.
. . . Lewis theatre, Independence, Mo. . . .

Gem theatre, Jefferson City, Mo. . . . Co-
liunbia theatre, Kansas City, Mo. . . . Eb-
lon theatre, Kansas City, Mo. . . . Palace
theatre, Kansas City, Mo. . . . Plaza thea-
tre, Lamar, Kan. . . . Arbo theatre, Ne-
vada, Kan. . . . Charwood theatre, St. Jo-
seph, Kan. . . . Cameo theatre, St. Louis,
Mo. . . . IvanJioe theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
. . . Lee theatre, St. Louis, Mo. . . . McNair
theatre, St. Louis, Mo. . . . Melvin theatre,
St. Louis, Mo. . . . Tarkio theatre, Tarkio,
Mo. . . . Orpheum theatre, Chinook, Mont.
. . . Strand theatre, Lincoln, Neb. . . . Capi-
tol theatre, Madison, Neb. . . . Moon theatre,
Omaha, Neb. . . . Muse theatre, Omaha,
Neb. . . . Ely theatre, Ely, Nev. . . . Roxy
theatre, Reno, Nev. . . . Orpheum theatre,
Dover, N. H. . . . Gorham Opera House,
Gorham, N. H. . . . Colonial theatre, Keene,
N. H. . . . Globe theatre, Manchester, N.
H. . . . Lyric theatre, Manchester, N. H.
. . . Strand theatre, Milford, N. H. . . .

Palace theatre, Atlantic City, N. J. . . .

Colonial theatre. Beach Haven, N. J. . . .

Liberty theatre. Cape May, N. J. . . . E.
I. Dupont de Nemours Company, Y. M. C.
A., Carney's Point, N. J. . . . Star theatre,
Cliffside, N. J. . . . Glassboro theatre, Glass-
boro, N. J. . . . Oxford theatre, Little
Falls, N. J. . . .Milburn theatre, Milburn,
N. J. . . . DeLuxe theatre, Newark, N. J.

. . . Treat theatre, Newark, N. J. . . .

Weequahic theatre, Newark, N. J. . . . Isis

theatre. New Egypt, N. J. . . . Bergen
theatre, Tenafly, N. J. . . . Blaker's thea-
tre, Wildwood, N. J. . . . Capitol theatre.
Woodbine, N. J. . . . Alamento theatre,
Alamagords, N. M. . . . Pastime theatre,
Albuquerque, N. M. . . . Aztec theatre, Az-
tec, N. M. . , . Allen's theatre. Farming-
ton, N. J. . . . Del Rio theatre, Portalis,
N. J. ... El Raton theatre, Raton, N. J.

. . . Orpheum theatre, Amsterdam, N. Y.

.... Royal theatre, Bronx, N. Y. . . .

Brighton Playhouse, Brooklyn, N. Y, . . .

City Line Playhouse, Brooklyn, N, Y. . . .

Echo theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. . . . Grand
theatre, Brookljm, N. Y. . . . Broadway
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. . . . Liberty
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. . . . Nostrand
theatre, Brookljm, N. Y. . . . Parascourt
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. . . . Community
theatre, Catskill, N, Y. . . . Palace thea-
tre. Corona, N. Y. . . . Strand theatre,
Dolgeville, N. Y. . . . Rialto theatre, Roch-
ester, N. Y. . . . Temple theatre, Roches-
ter, N. Y. . . . Temple theatre, Geneva, N.
Y. . . . Greenport theatre, Greenport, N.
Y. . . . Community Hall, Hensonville, N. Y.
. . . Laurelton theatre, Laurelton, N. Y.
. . . Lowville theatre, Lovsrville, N. Y. . . .

Colonial theatre, Monroe, N. Y. . . . Daly
Roof theatre. New York, N. Y. . . . Luxor
theatre, New York, N. Y. . . . Palace thea-
tre. New York, N. Y 68th Street Play-
house, New York, N. Y. . . . Verona thea-
tre, New York, N. Y. . . . Windsor thea-
tre, New York, N. Y. . . . Happy Hour
theatre. North Creek, N. Y. . . . Pearl
River theatre. Pearl River, N. Y. . . . Em-
pire theatre, Port Henry, N. Y. . . . Grand
theatre, Rochester, N. Y. . . . Star theatre,
Salem, N. Y. . . . Sayville theatre, Say-
ville, N. Y. . . . Wedgeway theatre, Sche-
nectady, N. Y., and others.
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The Theatre Owner's Liabihty in Injuries

{Continued from page 25)

projectionists' union hired a band of
union musicians, of which Dickerson
was one, to play upon a truck which bore
signs advertising the Metropolitan,
Loew's State, Majestic, Kirby, Queen,
Crown and Best theatres, situated in
the city, as being fair to organized labor.
As the truck was moving over the

streets and the band playing thereon,
Horwitz drove his automobile up behind
the truck and pelted the occupants there-
of with eggs, a number of them striking
Dickerson, who sued Horwitz Theatres
and its manager for damages in the sum
of $75 for his hat and clothing, and
$1,000 for physical pain, mental suffer-

ing and humiliation, and $2,000 exem-
plary damages.

Horwitz admitted that he threw the
eggs but testified that he did so on his

own initiative, and not as an agent or
manager of the theatres, and that the
acts of Dickerson and those associated

with him were such as to anger him or

any other ordinary man.
Other testimony was submitted which

made it clearly apparent that the par-

ade, instigated by the striking motion
picture operators and musicians, was
intended as an affront to Horwitz, and
that the paraders were using this means
to compel Horwitz to pay the wages de-

manded.
It is interesting to observe that the

lower court held Horwitz Theatres and
Horwitz personally liable, but the higher

court reversed the decision, explaining

the law, as follows

:

"It can hardly be sei-iously contended

that one employed as was Horwitz would

be acting within the scope of his au-

thority were he to assault one who ad-

vertises business enterprises other than

those of which he is general business

manager, or one who speaks disparag-

ingly of such business. Anything more
completely outside of the functions in

which he was employed than the assault

committed on appellee could hardly be

conceived. Masters and employers are

answerable for damages occasioned by

their servants and overseers in the

exercise of the functions in which

they are employed, but they cannot,

in reason, be held responsible generally

for any wrongful conduct a servant

or overseer may be guilty of outside

of such functions. If the servant,

under the guise and cover of executing

his master's orders, and exercising the

authority conferred upon him, wilfully

and designedly, for the purpose of ac-

complishing his own independent, mali-

cious, wicked, or wrongful purpose, dods

an injury to another, the master is not

liable for the injury done."

Scope of Employment

It is well established that a theatre

employe is not entitled to compensation

or damages for an injury, unless the ac-

cident resulting in the injury arose from
the scope of the employment.
For illustration, in Nevins v. Roach

(228 N. W. 709), it was disclosed that

an employe, without direction of his em-
ployer, used his own automobile to go
on an errand. The employe was injured

while making the trip. It is interesting

to observe that the higher court held the

employer not liable, stating the follow-

ing important law:

"The suit presents two questions: (1)

At the time of the accident, was Maxon
engaged in the service of his master, or

about his master's business? (2) Is the

master liable for injuries inflicted by

his servant while engaged in unnecessar-

ily driving his individual automobile

upon the master's business, but without

the latter's knowledge or his expressed

or implied authorization? . . . The test

of the liability of the master for his

servant's acts is whether the latter was
at the time acting within the scope of his

employment. The phrase 'in the course

or scope of his employment or authority,'

when used relative to the acts of a serv-

ant, means while engaged in the service

of his master, or while about his mas-

ter's business. We think it clearly ap-

pears from this record that Maxon (em-

ploye) was not acting in the course of

his master's service, or incident thereto,

at the time this accident occurred."

Injuries While at Play

Another important point of the law

is that a theatre employe is not entitled

to damages for an injury where the tes-

timony shows that he was injured while

attending to his regular duties, if the

accident did not result from negligence

of the employer and was foreign to the

work being performed.

For instance, in Talge v. Beard (169

N. E. 540), it was disclosed that while

two employes were performing their

work, they playfully became engaged in

a scuffle and one of them was injured,

and he sued his employer for damages.

Although the lower court allowed the

injured workman compensation, the

higher court reversed the verdict, stating

the following important law:

"An injury, in order to be compen-

sable, must not only arise in the course

of the employment, but it must also arise

out of the employment."

Liability in Chronic Disease

It is important to observe the distinc-

tion made by the courts between injuries

received by employes as a result of

physical defects, and those caused by an

accident which occurs within the scope

of the employment. In the latter in-

stance the employer is liable, but where

the injury results from a physical defect

of the employe, the employer is not

liable. So held the higher court in the
late case of Andrews v. L. & S. Amuse-
ment Corporation (170 N. E. 506).

The details of the case are that a man
nam.ed Andrews was employed as a
handy man by the L. & S. Amusement
Corporation which owns and operates a
theatre. One day Andrews was directed

to paint the marquise. He asked a fel-

low employe for a pail of water and they
both walked toward the faucet and while
thus proceeding Andrews had an epilep-

tic seizure or fit which caused him to

fall, and in falling his head struck the
cement sidewalk. He sustained a frac-

tured skull from which he died on the
same day.

Andrews' dependents sued the theatre
corporation for damages on the conten-
tion that the accident arose from the

employment. The higher court held the
theatre corporation not liable, saying

:

"If the epileptic fit itself had killed

him, like an attack of heart disease, all

concede that there would be no recov-

ery. The risk of falling to the pavement
in such a fit was not due to the employ-
ment. Had Andrews fallen from a lad-

der, from a scaffold, from a stairway,

or down a hole, the chances of injury
would have been increased. If there had
been an accident causing his fall, we
would have another element in the case.

There was no accident; he fell because
of internal disorders, and the injury re-

sulted from no added risk because of his

employment."

Oral Agreements

Generally speaking, a manufacturer or
seller is not obligated by oral agree-
ments made by his salesman, particular-
ly if the theatre owner or the manager
signs a written contract or order. In
other words, the sole implied authority
of a salesman is to solicit orders and
send them to his employer for accept-
ance. Moreover, either the theatre
owner or the manufacturer may cancel
a written or a verbal order given to

the manufacturer's agent, providing the
cancellation is mailed before the sales-

man's employer accepts the order.
Another important established rule of

the law is that a theatre owner cannot
change or vary the obligation of a writ-
ten contract of sale by introducing testi-

mony showing that the salesman or his
employer made oral promises.
For example, in Portland v. Whitmore

(150 S. E. 607), it was disclosed that
a salesman approached a manager and
obtained an order. The order blank had
printed thereon the following: "Orders
are not binding on this company unless
accepted by the general office."

The purchaser refused to pay for the
merchandise on the contention that the
salesman had made verbal promises
which the manufacturer failed to fulfill.
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The lower court held the purchaser not
liable, but it is important to know that
the higher court reversed the verdict,

stating important law as follows

:

"The defendant (purchaser) had
notice from the order blank itself that

the agent did not have authority to con-

tract, but only to accept orders. But,

even had he had such authority, the fact

that the defendant (purchaser) has
signed the v^rritten order, the law pre-

sumes that all preliminary negotiations

were included and merged in the writ-

ing, if it purports to contain all of the

contract, and parol evidence cannot be

introduced to vary its terms."

License Law Valid

It is well settled that a theatre taxa-

tion or license law is invalid which is

discriminatory, or not uniform with re-

spect to all other theatre owners. How-
ever, usually theatre license laws are

valid, if the same are reasonable.

For illustration, in North Fort Worth
Amusement Company v. Card (23 S. W.
[2d] 778), a state law was enacted which
required theatre owners to pay annual
licenses. The law provided as follows

:

"Theatres Tax—From the owner of

every regularly established and recog-

nized theatre, where moving picture or

other entertainments or exhibitions are

given for private profit, in cities, towns
and villages having the following popu-
lations respectively:

"Population Annual Tax
"Under 1,000 $ 5.00
"1,000 to 2,500 15.00
"2,500 to 5,000 20.00
"5,000 to 10,000 25.00
"10,000 to 15,000 30.00
"15,000 to 20,000 40.00
"20,000 to 30,000 50.00
"30,000 to 40,000 60.00
"40,000 or more 75.00"

The owners of small theatres having
a seating capacity of 500, sued to invali-

date the law, testifying that they were
not allowed to show the first-run pic-

tures, but only had the privilege of
showing such pictures after they had
been shown in the larger theatres ; that
they charged only 20 cents admission,
while these other larger theatres charged
60 cents admission; that the attempted
classification by the legislature based on
the place where the theatres weie con-

ducted is not such a classification as

would make a tax placed thereon equal

and uniform.

The court held the law valid, saying:

"We think we are safe in saying that

the fourteenth amendment was not in-

tended to compel the state to adopt an
iron rule of equal taxation. The courts

of this state hold that occupation taxes

are equal and uniform when the same
amount is exacted alike from all persons
of the same class, trade, calling, or pro-

fession. . . . The legislature may classify

subjects of taxation, and these classifi-

cations may, as they will, be more or

less arbitrary; but when the classifica-

tion is made all must be subjected to the

payment of the tax imposed, who, by the
existence of the facts on which the
classification is based, fall within it."

Proprietor's Duty

If the conduction of a public resort or
amusement place requires the proprietor
in the exercise of reasonable care to fur-
nish provision for guarding the patrons
from danger, or provision for aiding
them in escaping from danger resulting
from their use of certain facilities, or
for saving them after they have through
their negligence gotten themselves into

danger, the owner must make such rea-

sonable provisions.

Just what reasonable care is required

of a proprietor of a public resort de-

pends upon the conditions and the cir-

cumstances present. No absolute test

can be set up.

Moreover, this law is applicable to

proprietors who operate public resorts

into which persons may go without pay-

ment of admission price.

For instance, in Nordgren v. Strong
(149 Atl. 201), it was disclosed that a

proprietor named Strong operated a pub-
lic amusement resort. He charged no
admittance fee, but admitted the public

freely, relying for his income upon his

patrons paying admission into a theatre,

renting his bathing suits, lockers, and
boats, buying his food and refi'eshments

and using his skating rink. The patrons

could use the pavilion and pier and en-

joy the bathing without renting or pur-

chasing anything.

One day a girl, who had paid no ad-

mission into the resort or for the use

of a bathing suit, attempted to swim
to a float in deep water. When within

a short distance of the float, she called

for help. There were, at the time, no
ropes or other means of support in the

water with which the girl might support

herself. Other persons on the float

looked to find a life preserver, or any
object which they could throw to her,

but there was none. The girl drowned
before assistance came and her depend-
ents sued Strong for damages. Although
the lower court held Strong not liable,

the higher court reversed this verdict,

stating the following important law

:

"If there had been on the float any
life preservers or life lines, they could
have easily thrown them to Miss Cullen,

who were but a few feet from her, and
thus assisted her to the float. . . . One
who invites others to come upon his

place of business and use his facilities

is under a duty to exercise reasonable

care to have and keep the premises and
the facilities reasonably safe for his in-

vitees. . . . All who visit a public resort

of the character of Strong's Pavilion

are patrons of the proprietor, whether
they have paid the proprietor anything
or not; to all who came to his resort he

owed the duty of exercising reasonable

care."

Safe Condition

Usually a theatre owner who operates
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a theatre in a leased building is bound
to exercise ordinary care to keep the

premises in safe condition, otherwise he
is liable in damages for an injury sus-

tained by a patron or any other person
who rightfully is on the premises. This
law is particularly applicable with re-

spect to entrances and public passage-

ways. If, however, both the theatre

owner and the owner of the theatre

building exercise an ordinary degree of

care to maintain the building in a safe

condition, neither is liable in damages
for an injury sustained by a patron or

other person. These important points

of the law were upheld by the higher
court in the recent case of Weidman v.

Consolidated (148 Atl. 270).

In this case it was disclosed that the

lessee of a building placed in an entrance

a rubber mat of the usual kind having
a flexible steel frame of interlocking

units with their open spaces alternately

inlaid with hard rubber about one inch

thick. A woman, who tripped on the

mat, sued to recover damages for in-

juries sustained. In view of the fact

that the rubber mat was usually con-

sidered safe for entrances, the higher

court held neither the lessee nor the

owner of the building liable and stated

the following important law in the de-

cision :

"By inducing or inviting the use of

passageways built for the beneficial en-

joyment of the premises, the owner or

occupier raises the implication that

nothing is known of particular perils.

The liability, therefore, of the owner or

occupier in the use of the passageways

by a pedestrian, depends on the failure

of the owner or occupier to use ordinary

care and prudence to keep it in a reason-

ably safe condition and suitable for such

user, in subordination, however, to its

primary purpose of a private way. The
owner or occupier of the premises had
the right to lay suitable mats or run-

ners, and their use was not a breach of

any obligation, unless the passageway
became unsafe for its customary use by
reason of the defective condition of a

mat which the traveler did not know,

but which the owner or occupier had
negligently suffered to exist after he had
notice, actual or constructive, of the de-

fect long enough before any damage
was sustained to have removed or re-

placed the dangerous condition or given

warning of its existence."

New Regulations in Pennsylvania's Code
(Continued from page 27)

ing systems shall be equipped with a

charging device capable of placing the

batteries in a state of full charge within

twelve hours after restoration of power
following a power failure, except that

the Department may permit smaller

charging equipment in buildings where
intervals of sixty (60) hours or more
occur between performances. Such
charges shall be returned to the trickle

rate of charge when the battery has

reached a state of full charge.

(c) All storage batteries used in

emergency lighting systems shall be

mounted in a well ventilated room or

cabinet, which, during the period of pub-

lic occupancy of the building at all times

when artificial illumination is required,

will be maintained at a temperature of

not less than 65 deg. F. The arrange-

ment of the battery with regard to the

mounting of the cells shall be of ample
strength and rigidity to carry the

weight without appreciable sagging. The
arrangements of cells shall be such as to

provide an aisle on at least one side of

every row, and if the cells are arranged

in more than one tier, the tops of the

cells in the upper tier shall be not more
than six (6) feet from the floor. Where
battery capacities are proportionately in-

creased the Department may permit

lower temperatures than 65 deg. F.

(d) Storage battery systems where
the trickle method of charging is used,

shall be provided with a device which
will clearly and accurately indicate the

rate of trickle charge. Ammeters may
also be provided to indicate the full rate

of charge.

(e) All storage battery systems shall

be provided with a voltmeter to indicate

the voltage of the battery under load at

all times.

(f ) The name plate required by Rule

1, Paragraph (9) of these regulations,

shall also contain the rated final voltage

of the battery under load at the end of

the one and one-half hour period and the

specific gravity of the electrolyte when
the batteries are fully charged.

(g) The capacity of the storage bat-

tery when fully charged shall be suffi-

cient to carry the connected emergency
load for a period of not less than one
and one-half (1%) hours with a final

voltage not less than eighty-seven (87)

per cent of the nominal lamp voltage.

(h) All storage battery systems
shall be provided with a device which will

give both an audible and a visual sign

before the battery becomes discharged

to a point approximately fifteen per cent

below its rated capacity, or when there

is a break of the battery connections or

of the circuit leading to the automatic

throw-over switch. The signals shall be

located in a place where someone desig-

nated by the owner, manager or super-

intendent as a responsible person, will

see or hear the alarm.

(i) The manufacturer of storage

battery emergency lighting systems shall

supply with each device a hydrometer
and directions for its use in order that

the owner may be in a position to test

the specific gravity of the electrolyte.

Such a test shall be made at least once

every two weeks.

(j) A test of storage battery emer-

gency lighting systems and inspection of

all circuits for satisfactory operation

shall be made within one hour prior to

the opening of the rooms or buildings

subject to these requirements on every

day the rooms or buildings are intended

to be used. No building coming under

the scope of these regulations shall be

used unless both regular and emergency
supplies of illumination are available.

(k) The use of batteries of emer-

gency lighting systems as the source of

energy for other apparatus such as fire

alarm system is prohibited except that

such batteries may be used as the source

of energy for the supervisory devices of

approved fire alarm systems.

(1) Where the period of interruption

of the main lighting supply has extended
to one hour, the person or persons in

charge of the assembly shall cause such
assembly to be dismissed unless permis-
sion has been granted by the Depart-
ment to continue performances for a
longer period. Such permission will be
based upon the system having the same
proportionate additional capacity as for

the one-hour period.

Rule 3. Special Requirements for Gen-
erator Systems Operated by Internal
Combustion Engines, (a) Generator
systems operated by internal combustion
engines, except those whose power is de-

rived from natural gas or illuminating
gas, shall not be placed within the walls

of a place of public assembly unless such
devices are placed in a fireproof com-
partment, the bottom of which is venti-

lated direct to the outer air and the only
entrance to which is from the outside of

the building. The main oil supply, if

located in the building, shall be buried
at least two feet underground, or located
within a fireproof enclosure of at least

twelve inches in thickness; six inches
shall be earth or sand solidly tamped,
and six inches shall be concrete; the
earth or sand to be filled in between the
tank and concrete enclosure. The fuel

tank shall be located at least fifteen feet

away from the heating plant, two feet

away from any foundation footings and
filled from the outside of the building.

(b) The fuel reservoir of the com-
bustion engine shall not contain more
than one pint of fuel at any time and the
reserve supply of fuel shall not be stored
in the compartment or building. Not
more than one pint of lubricating oil

shall be stored in the compartment at
any one time and it shall be kept in a
metal container with self-closing lid.

(c) All starting batteries of engine
generator systems shall be provided with
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a device which will clearly indicate the

rate of charge.

(d) Engine generator systems using

a starting battery to turn over the mo-
tor shall be equipped with a device for

automatically maintaining the batteries

in a fully charged condition. A full rate

of charge shall also be given the battery

whenever necessary.

(e) The manufacturer of such sys-

tems shall furnish with each device a
hydrometer and directions for its use in

order that the ovraer may be in a posi-

tion to determine the specific gravity of

the electrolyte. Such a test shall be made
at least once every two weeks.

(f) A test of emergency lighting

systems shall be made within one hour
prior to the opening of the rooms or

buildings subject to these requirements

on every day the rooms or buildings are

intended to be used. The clock system
of automatically testing the engine daily

at a predetermined time may be used.

A responsible person shall always be on

hand to witness this test.

Rule U. Special Requirements for Wa-
ter Power Systems, (a) Where emer-

gency lighting systems of the water
power generating type are installed the

pressure used shall not be less than 20

pounds per square inch. Forty pounds
is considered a fair average pressure

and is, therefore, used as a basis for the

calculations in paragraphs (b), (c) and
(d).

(b) Where available pressure is such

that an effective pressure at the nozzle

of forty pounds per square inch can be

secured the following amount of water

by adequate piping shall be delivered to

produce the specified capacities:

ted capacity Gallons per minute
in watts at 40 lbs. pressure

300 28
500 46

1,500 135
2,500 222
5.000 430

10,000 840
20,000 1,650

(c) Where available pressure is such

that an effective pressure at the nozzle

of more than 40 lbs. can be secured the

quantity of water for normal output may
be decreased in the proportion of the

increased pressure to 40 lbs. Example:
for 60 lbs. pressure the quantity re-

quired would be 40/60 or 2/3 that speci-

fied in the table shown in paragraph
(b).

(d) Where the effective pressure at

the nozzle is less than 40 lbs. the rated

capacity of the set shall be decreased by
the following percentages of the 40 lb.

pressure rating shown in paragraph
(b):

Permissible
Per cent per cent

Lbs. per decrease decrease in

sq. inch wattage water quantity
at nozzle capacity required

35 20 6

30 35 13
25 50 20
20 66 28

(e) The water line leading to the

emergency lighting system shall join the

main as close to the meter as possible.

There shall not be any valves between
the meter and the emergency system ex-

cept those necessary for use in an emer-
gency. Such valves shall be of a type
that can be locked open and shall be
maintained in that position.

(f) All water power systems shall

be provided with means for regulating

the voltage and all systems of more than
ten (10) kilometers capacity shall be
provided with governors.

Rule 5. Special Requirements for
Steam Turbine Systems. (a) Valves
on the steam line between boiler and the

emergency lighting system shall not be
permitted except such valves as may be
necessary to turn off the steam in cases

of emergency. Such valves however
shall be of a type that can be locked open
and they shall be maintained in that

position.

(b) Steam turbine emergency light-

ing systems shall be capable of handling
the full load for which they are designed
even though the steam pressure may at

any time fall fifteen (15) per cent below
the normal pressure carried on the boiler.

(c) All steam turbine systems shall

be provided with means for regulating

the voltage and all systems of more than
ten (10) kilowatt capacity shall be pro-

vided with governors.

Projector Operation

Section 1. Administration
The rules set forth in these regula-

tions shall apply to the projection of mo-
tion pictures everywhere in this Com-
monwealth except in cities of first class,

second class, second class A and private

homes.
(a) No person or persons shall re-

move or make ineffective any safeguard,
safety appliance or device attached to

machinery except for the purpose of im-

mediately making repairs or adjust-

ments; and any person or persons who
remove or make ineffective any such
safeguard, safety appliance or device,

for repairs or adjustments, shall replace

the same immediately upon the comple-
tion of such repairs or adjustments.

Section 2. Definitions

For the application of these regula-

tions :

(a) The term approved shall mean
approved by the Industrial

Board.
(b) The term hoard shall mean the

Industrial Board.
(c) The term department shall

mean the Department of Labor
and Industry.

(d) The term secretary shall mean
the Secretary of Labor and
Industry.

(e) The term motion picture pro-

jector shall mean a machine
or device for projecting mo-
tion picture film.

(f) The term motion picture pro-

jectionist or projectionist shall

mean the licensed operator of

a motion picture projector.

(g) The term motion picture ap-

prentice projectionist or ap-

prentice projectionist shall
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mean a person who is per-

mitted to assist a projectionist

primarily for the purpose of

learning to become a projec-

tionist,

(h) The term motion picture pro-

jection room shall mean a

room or booth enclosing a

motion picture projector and
constructed in accordance with

speciiications issued by the

Department of Labor and In-

dustry.

Section 3. Specifications

Article 1. Theatrical Motion Picture
Projection

Ride 1. Projectionist and Apprentice

Licenses Required, (a) No motion pic-

ture projector using flammable films shall

be operated at any gathering or assembly

of persons unless the projectionist is at

least eighteen (18) years of age and is

licensed in accordance with the require-

ments hereinafter set forth.

(b) Each apprentice projectionist

shall be required to have an apprentice

license. Such licenses will be issued only

to persons over the age of 17 years.

(c) Licenses shall be obtained from
the Department and will be issued as

outlined in Rules 2 and 3 of these regu-

lations.

(d) No projectionist license shall be

issued until the applicant shall have

served at least six (6) months appren-

ticeship under an apprentice projection-

ist license issued by the Department.
Application for apprentice projectionist

license shall be accompanied by a letter

from the owner or proprietor of the

theatre stating that the applicant will

be permitted to learn motion picture

projection.

No apprentice projectionist license

shall be required for any person holding

a projectionist license issued by another

state or by a city in this state, provided

that the requirements for license are

equivalent to those of Pennsylvania.

Not more than one licensed apprentice

projectionist shall be permitted in the

projection room at any one time. Ap-
prentice projectionists are not permitted

to project motion pictures during the

ab.sence of the regular licensed projec-

tionist.

Rule 2. Application for Projectionist

or App7-entice Projectionist License,

(a) Each applicant for a projectionist

or apprentice projectionist license shall

fill out a prescribed application form,

copies of which may be obtained from
the Department of Labor and Industry.

Completed application blanks shall be

sent to the Department of Labor and In-

dustry. Each applicant for a projec-

tionist license will then receive notice

when he shall appear for examination.
(\)) No examination will be required

for the i.ssue of apprentice projectionist

licenses.

Rule 3. Examination of Applicants

for Projectirmist License, (a) The
examination of each applicant for a pro-

jectioni.st licen.se shall be written, or

written and oral, and at the discretion of

the Secretary of Labor and Industry, or

his duly authorized representative, shall

include a demonstration of ability.

(b) The examination of each appli-

cant for a projectionist license shall

relate to the following subjects:

1. Handling of the head, lamp, appli-

ances and wiring of the projection equip-

ment in the projection room.
2. Practical testing for electrical de-

fects in the lamp and wiring in the pro-

jection room.
3. Use of various safety appliances in

the projection room.
4. General precautions to be observed

in operating motion picture projectors

and inspection of all connections.

5. Projection.
6. Laws and regulations governing mo-

tion picture projection.

If the examining committee is satisfied

that an applicant's knowledge of the

English language is insufficient to en-

able him to read the questions and to

write his answers, the questions pertain-

ing to the written examination may be

read to him and his answers thereto may
be transcribed by some authorized person

and placed on record.

(c) Each applicant for a projection-

ist license who secures a grade of 70 per

cent to 74 per cent inclusive shall be

given a provisional license valid until 15

days after the date of the next examina-

tion. Unless a grade of 75 per cent is

obtained on the next examination a pro-

visional license will again be issued un-

der the terms previously stated. Upon a

third failure to attain a grade of 75 per

cent an apprentice projectionist license

may be issued.

(d) An applicant for a projectionist

license who has failed to secure more
than 69 per cent in either the written,

oral, or demonstration part of his first

examination shall not be eligible for re-

examination in such part until after one

(1) month from the date of such failure.

An applicant for a projectionist license

who has failed to secure more than 69

per cent at any subsequent examination

in either the written, oral, or demonstra-

tion part shall not be further eligible for

re-examination in such part until after

six months from the date of such second

or subsequent failure.

(e) Each apprentice projectionist

shall be eligible to apply for examination

for a projectionist license after a period

of six months' apprenticeship provided

such apprentice projectionist is over 18

years of age.

Rule U- Display of Licenses, (a) All

projectionists and apprentice projec-

tionists engaged in projecting motion

pictures before an audience shall have
their licenses in the projection room
readily available for examination by
proper authority.

Rule 5. Renewal and Revocation of

Licenses, (a) All projectionist licenses

shall be renewed once each year. Each
application for renewal shall be made
within the thirty (30) days preceding
the expiration of such projectionist li-

cense.

(b) If necessary because of failure

to secure a projectionist license, each

apprentice projectionist license shall be

renewed once each year. Each applica-

tion for renewal shall be made within the

30 days immediately preceding the ex-

piration of such apprentice projectionist

license.

(c) Any license may be revoked at

the discretion of the Secretary of Labor

and Industry for non-observance of any
regulations herein set forth.

Rule 6. Persons Permitted in Projec-

tion Room, (a) No person under 18

years of age shall be allowed in any pro-

jection room during the time that motion

pictures are being projected from that

room provided that nothing in this re-

quirement shall be construed to prohibit

the presence of an apprentice projection-

ist over the age of 17 years. Such ap-

prentice projectionist shall hold an
apprentice projectionist license.

(b) No projectionist or apprentice

projectionist shall allow any person to

be present in the projection room during
the projection of motion pictures unless

he has necessary business to transact.

In such cases such person shall retire

from the projection room immediately
upon the conclusion of the business he
came to transact.

Rule 7. Special Requirements for
Projectionists and Apprentice Projec-
tionists, (a) The following require-

ments shall be observed by all licensed

projectionists and apprentice projection-

ists:

1. The projector and its connections
shall be tested by the projectionist prior
to each performance.

2. The removal or dismantling of any
safety device from the lamp or from the
projector, such as fire shutters, film
guards, eye shields, film magazines, port
shutter fuse system, mechanical or elec-
trical safety devices, or similar devices
is prohibited during the projection of
motion pictures.

3. The use of lamp served with oxy-
hydrogen or acetylene gas with any pro-
jector is prohibited.

4. The overfusing of circuits or the
making of any electrical connections not
permitted by the Electric Safety Regula-
tions of the Department of Labor and
Industry is prohibited.

5. The projectionist shall promptly re-
port in writing to the management every
defect in the projector or its connections.
No defective projector shall be operated.

6. Badly torn films shall not be used
and their presence in the booth shall be
reported to the management as soon as
practicable. All films shall be inspected
before being used.

7. Persons employed as rewind boys
are not permitted in projection room un-
less regularly licensed as apprentice pro-
jectionists.

8. No more film shall be wound on a
reel than it is designed to carry.

9. Each projection room shall be kept
clean at all times. No pieces of film or
other loose combustible material shall be
allowed to remain therein unless con-
tained in a metal fireproof can with self-
closing lid, as required by the Regula-
tions for Protection from Fire and Panic—Theatres and Motion Picture Theatres,
which reads in part as follows:
"A metal can with self-closing cover

shall be provided as a receptacle for
wa.ste material. Hot carbons shall be
thrown into a separate metal container
provided for that purpose. The projec-
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tion room shall be kept free from loose

ends or strips of film, paper, oils, rags,
and all other rubbish. Smoking or strik-
ing matches or using open lights in pro-
jection room is absolutely prohibited."

10. The interior of the projection room
shall remain readily accessible to all

authorized persons. While the public is

on or has access to the premises, the pro-
jection room door shall be kept closed.

11. No film or films other than the film

on the projector and the film on the re-

winder shall be exposed in the projection
room at the same time, as required by the
Regulations for Protection from Fire and
Panic—Theatres and Motion Picture The-
atres, which reads in part as follows:
"A separate fireproof self-closing metal

case or multiple case with individual
compartments with separate lids, made
without solder, shall be provided for each
individual film and such film cases shall

be tightly closed at all times. Each film

shall be kept in one of such cases or
compartments at all times when the same
is not in the magazine of the projector
or in the process of rewinding."

12. Every film fire, together with the
apparent cause thereof, shall be promptly
reported by the projectionist through the
management to the Department of Labor
and Industry.

Rule 8. Safety Devices Required.

(a) Each projection room shall be

equipped with an approved type of en-

closed film rewinder.

(b) All projectors, stereopticons and
spot lights shall be securely fastened to

the floor. Projectors shall be provided

with automatic fire shutters or aprons

and all such projectors that are so con-

structed that the eyes of the projectionist

are exposed to the flare of the crater

image or "spot" shall be provided with

an approved eye shield. Every motion
picture projector shall be equipped with
an approved device, which in case of acci-

dental interference with the proper op-

eration of the projector, will function

automatically and instantly to cut ofi:

the light and stop the projector before

fire has occurred.

(c) Means shall be provided to en-

able the projectionist to signal the man-
agement when necessary. Such signal

shall consist of a telephone, bell or buzzer
and shall be located where it will be

heard in the manager's office or by the

ticket seller or ticket receiver.

(d) Toilet and wash facilities shall

be provided for projectionists except

where a licensed assistant or relief pro-

jectionist is available at all times for

relief purposes and where a signal system
is installed as required by paragraph (c)

of this rule.

The location of such toilet and wash
facilities shall be within the walls of the
projection room proper or in an approved
fire resistive compartment or room di-

rectly connected to the projection room.
When sewer facilities are not available

chemical toilets may be provided if in-

stalled according to the regulations
of the Department covering Industrial

Sanitation.

Article 2. Non-theatrical Motion Picture
Proj ection

Rule 9. Types of film,. (a) Two
types of motion picture films shall be
recognized in these regulations, viz.

flammable or nitrocellulose films, and

slow burning or acetatecelluose films.

Rule 10. Permits for Use of Build-

ings, (a) Every building or room in

which motion pictures are exhibited un-

der the provisions of Article 2 of these

regulations shall be approved for such
purpose by the Secretary of Labor and
Industry or his duly authorized repre-

sentative. Such approval shall be signi-

fied by the issuance of a permit. Appli-

cation for such permit shall be made to

the Secretary of Labor and Industry,

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, on a form
furnished by the Department.

Application for a permit shall be ac-

companied by a floor plan or sketch

showing general seating arrangement,
width of aisles, and the number and
width of exits. No permit shall be re-

quired for exhibiting motion pictures for

classroom instruction, but the projection-

ist shall be licensed.

(b) Two types of permits for the use

of buildings for exhibitions of motion
pictures shall be issued.

1. Permits to cover buildings or rooms
in which either flammable or slow burn-
ing films may be exhibited. Such permits
shall only be issued when an approved
fireproof projection room is provided.

2. Permits to cover buildings or rooms
in which only slow-burning film may bs
exhibited. Such permits shall only be
issued when an approved portable pro-
jector is provided.

Rule 11. Licenses for Projectionists.

(a) No person under 16 years of age
shall be licensed to operate an approved
motion picture projector in any room or

building coming within the scope of

Article 2 of these regulations. Licenses

to operate the theatrical type of motion
picture projectors in such buildings or

rooms will not be granted to persons

under 18 years of age. All licenses is-

sued in conformity with the provisions

of Article 2 of these regulations shall

be known as non-theatrical projectionist

licenses.

(b) Each applicant for non-the-

atrical projectionist license shall fill in

a prescribed application form, copies of

which may be obtained from the De-

partment of Labor and Industry. Each
application shall state clearly whether
the applicant desires a non-theatrical

license for both flammable and slow-

burning films, or only for slow-burning
films. Completed application shall be

sent to the Department of Labor and
Industry.

(c) Two types of non-theatrical li-

censes shall be issued.

1. Non-theatrical licenses for the op-
eration of projectors using either flam-
mable or slow-burning films. This
license will only be issued after success-
fully completing a satisfactory examina-
tion.

2. Non-theatrical licences for the
operation of projectors using only slow-
burning films.

(d) All non-theatrical licenses shall

be renewed every two years. Each ap-

plicant for renewal of a license shall be

made within the 30 days preceding the

expiration of such non-theatrical license.

(e) Any license may be revoked at
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the discretion of the Secretary of Labor
and Industry for non-observance of any
regulations herein set forth.

Rule 12. Operation of Projectors and
Handling of Films, (a) All projectors

and other equipment shall be operated

and handled at all times in a safe man-
ner. The projectionist shall use all

safety appliances with which the pro-

jector was equipped when approved.

(b) The accumulation of flammable
films in any building or room coming
within the scope of Article 2 of these

regulations is prohibited. Flammable
films intended for exhibition shall not be
taken into any such building until all

flammable films used in previous exhibi-

tions are removed therefrom.

(c) No film or films other than the

one on the projector and the one on the

rewinder shall be exposed at the same
time.

All other films shall be kept in fire-

proof containers.

Rule 13. Making of Slow-Burning
Films, (a) Each slow-burning film

intended for use with projectors ap-

proved for and under permits granted
for slow-burning films shall be plainly

marked to indicate that it is slow-burn-

ing film. Such indication of the nature

of the film shall be accomplished by a

marking along the edge, by the use of a

leader stating that it is a slow-burning
film, or by other equivalent means satis-

factory to the Department of Labor and
Industry. Manufacturers or distributors

of slow-burning films may register their

products and markings with the De-

partment of Labor and Industry,

Rvle lU. Approval of Motion Picture

Projectors, (a) All types of portable

motion picture projectors shall be sub-

mitted for approval, and such approval

shall be obtained before their use is per-

mitted. Approvals will be granted to

two (2) classes of projectors as follows:

1. Class "A" which shall be marked:
"For use with either flammable or slow-

burning films."

2. Class "B" which shall be marked:
"For use only with slow-burning films."

(b) No portable motion picture pro-

jector shall be used for exhibiting a type

of film for which it has not been

approved.

Those Early Days in the Equipment Field

capping himself. The clumsiness of his

outworn methods were becoming a seri-

ous obstacle to the further progress of

the entire industry. They were reflected

in such serious economic hazards as

1. No one dealer was financially cap-

able of carrying the entire line in a sat-

isfactory v/ay, and

—

2. Specialization meant that the same
overhead expense, plus a profit, had to

be derived from a limited number of

items. No one dealer's sales organiza-

tion was sufficient to take full advantage
of a national market.

3. In general, individual dealers were
incapable of maintaining a staff of in-

(Continued from page 18)

stallation and maintenance experts. Such
service was therefore both costly and
unreliable.

4. The manufacturer had no definite

and dependable outlet for his products.

5. Excessive competition among deal-

ers made it difficult for the manufacturer
to obtain prices that left a profit.

6. In purchasing his equipment, the

exhibitor was confronted by several

marked disadvantages; (a) The incon-

venience of purchasing from scattered

S' lurces, (b) lack of selection due to lim-

i1 5d stocks of individual dealers, (c) high
C( st of credit transactions, (d) lack of

p-otection by a reliable guarantee of sat-

is faction covering all equipment, and (e)

ir adequate installation and maintenance

service.

Along about this time it was becoming

obvious to everyone concerned that some-

thing would have to be done. The dis-

advantages of the system could no longer

be ignored. It was, furthermore, the

dealer's move. The weak point in the

whole industry lay in his methods. It

was up to him to find a remedy.
[A discussion of the development of theatre equip-

ment manufacturing and distribution certainly cannot

end at this point. The closing sentence itself indicates

the further consideration necessary—the remedy.
This will be discussed by Mr. Green, from a point

of view authoritative and Interesting because of his

vast experience in th« theatre supply field, in the

next issue of BETTER THEATRES.l

Notes on Theatre Equipment Affairs
Conducted bv G. J. REID

USERS of Motiograph projectors

who still have the Model F, will be
glad to learn that the Enterprise

Optical Company, manufacturers
of Motiograph equipment, have
developed a rear cylindrical shut-

ter like that employed in its

Model H, for attachment to the

older type of projector.

Announcement of this develop-

ment has just come from the

company, together with data
concerning the adaptation of the

new type of shutter to the Model
F mechanism. States the manu-
facturer :

"The need for increased illumi-

nation made necessary by the

use of so-called 'porous screens'

in sound projection is fully met
with the horizontal cylindrical

shutter, which, in addition to its

function as a reducer of heat on

the film, also permits a greater

percentage of light to reach the screen

than the old type front shutter. This
is very evident by a comparison of the

Pig. 1.

two types of shutters as regards blade

area. In the old type shutter, the pro-

portion of blade area as against light

opening was in the nature of

60% blade area and 40% light

opening. The horizontal shutter

has a blade area of only 45%
with a light opening of 55%.
[See Fig. 1.]

"This, as may be figured, rep-

resents a direct increase of 15%
over the old type of shutter. An
additional increase must be con-

sidered, due to the efficient cut-

off principle involved in only the
horizontal cylindrical type of

shutter. By reason of its cylin-

drical shape, the shutter cuts off

the light beam from top and bot-

tom simultaneously, resulting in

a quicker cut-off than is possible
with a disc type of shutter and
resulting in a greater gain in

illumination. [See Fig, 2.]
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"The illustration shows two blades of
the shutter in action in the light beam.
One may be seen near the aperture cut-

ting the light beam from the bottom,

greater than room temperature. In addi-

tion these forced air currents perform
an important function in preventing free

dust and dirt from reaching the film.

Fig. 2

while at the same time the top blade may
be seen cutting the light beam from the

top.

"The shutter when attached to the

Model F mechanism presents the appear-
ance as shown in Fig. 3. It affords the

Model F user all the advantages, insofar

as the shutter is concerned, obtainable

with the later Model H mechanism. These
include the increase in illumination, the

same advantages of reducing the heat on

This is of especial value in sound film

projection. The action of these air cur-

rents is shown in the diagram. [See

Fig. 4.]

"The horizontal cylindrical shutter for

attaching to the Model F mechanism is

not an attachment or make-shift in any
sense. It is identically the same as on

the Model H mechanism and includes the

shutter and housing drive shafts and at-

taching parts.

Figs. 3 and 4

the film, heat at the aperture, light

dowser on the shutter housing, shutter

setting and adjusting device, etc.

"The horizontal cylindrical shutter

also offers the advantage of forced air

circulation, which efficiently cools the

mechanism film gate, film tension device

and aperture to a degree only slightly

Arrangements have been made at the

factory (and this is suggested) for the

installation of the horizontal cylindrical

shutter at the time the mechanisms are

sent in for repair. In this way the mech-
anism may be put in perfect running

condition, like new, and when so

handled, the new shutter is installed at

K
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Get the Best They Cost l^iess

ffTDRYFHOUT
73650.WABASHAYEXHICAGQILL.

Makes The
Right Start
Dead Sure

Shows exactly how film
fits frame plate before
starting. Prevents start-
ing wrong reel. Ready at
any instant, never ob-
structs operation. A
necessity when sound
film is run. Guards eyes
while giving full vision
of light at cooling plate.
Easy and quick to at-
tach. Write for price
and details.

GER—BAR
Improved

FRAMING LIGHT
SHIELD

THEWTER EQUIPMENT
GUERCIO AND BARTHEL
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111.

Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002
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no additional charge for labor. The in-

stallation does not require structural

changes in the mechanism in any way,
nor does it involve special drilling or

fitting."

New Switchboard Unit
• A NEW development in switchboard

equipment is the Switchfuz Unit just

brought out by the Frank Adam Elec-

tric Company of St. Louis. It is made up
of a combination switch and fuse unit

with a dead front safety type feature.

The same unit can be applied to a light-

ing branch panelboard as the main
feeder, or subfeeder, connection, and it

can also be applied to feeder panelboard
and switchboard construction.

The Switchfuz frame is formed of a

single piece of No. 12 gauge galvanized
sheet steel, the end of which is open. The
cover is made of full, cold-rolled, full

pickled and annealed sheet steel. Two in-

sulating bases are mounted inside the
steel frame of each unit—the switch
base, which is permanently fixed in posi-

tion, and the fuse base, which is move-
able. On the moveable base are mounted
the fuse clips and contact blades which
fit into the clips of the switch base.

The bases are from the 30-, 60- and
lOO-ampere, 250-volt units and are made
in one piece and of cold-molded asbestos
composition. Bases for the 200-, 400- and
600-ampere, 250-volt units are of the
unit type, there being an individual base
for each switch clip and fuse clip. Ebon-
ized asbestos bases are furnished
for the 800- and 1200-ampere units. The
current carrying parts of each unit are
mounted on these bases and are made of
hard-drawn copper and are cadmium
plated.

The basic idea of the Switchfuz is that
of the knife switch, like the insertion of
a blade into a contact clip, with double
breaks on each pole. All live parts are
protected by steel covers. The opening
of the door disconnects the fuses for re-

placing blown fuses, or to disconnect the
circuit. All poles of the unit are mounted
on the same fuse base support, operat-
ing something like a multi-pole switch.

The door upon which the fuse base
support is mounted is hinged to the

frame of the unit, the hinges being riv-

eted to both the frame and the door. If

the circuit is to remain disconnected, the

fuse base can be shifted to the "off" po-

sition and the door closed. When the fuse
base is in the "off" position, the contact

blades do not enter the contact clips and
the circuit is open.

The door cannot be closed unless the

operating cam, which shifts the move-
able base to either the "on" or "off" po-

sition, is moved through its complete
traveling distance. The contact parts of

the .switch are ground in, and this fea-

ture, together with the fact that the

operating door is riveted to the frame,

keeps the fuse base and switch base in

alignment. To disconnect the circuit, one
open.s the door and turns the cam handle

to the "off" position, then closes the door.

The unit has been designed to allow

ample air .space around the fuses to in-

sure radiation of the heat incident to the

location of the fuses in the circuit.

A New Light Camera
• A NEW Eyemo camera developed by

Bell & Howell should be of interest to

newsreel, industrial and exploration cam-
eramen. It includes the major features

The new Eyemo in operation.

of the Filmo 70-D camera, having seven

film speeds, a built-in turret head accom-

modating three lenses, .a variable area

viewfinder and the new relative exposure

indicator.

An integral crank permits hand crank-

ing. A speed indicator may be set at any
of the seven speeds. The governor acts

as a brake and makes it impossible to

turn faster than the previous speed

established.

The new Eyemo uses 35-mm. film and
can be held in the hand or used on a

light portable tripod.

By Way of News
• THE Claude Illumination Company

was incorporated by Claude Neon
Lights to manufacture and market illu-

minating devices which have been devel-

oped in the low-voltage field of gaseous

tube lighting. The new company is a

Delaware corporation with a capitaliza-

tion of 100,000 shares of common stock,

with a nominal par value of $1. Of this,

45,000 shares will be issued shortly.

None of it, however, will be offered for

public subscription. The new company
will manufacture a low voltage flood light

in a variety of colors, and among the de-

velopments to be handled are full-spec-

trum display lighting for show cases, and
also a variety of lighting devices for the

motion picture and phonograph indus-

tries. Leroy P. Sawyer is to be presi-

dent. Most of Sawyer's career has been

in connection with General Electric

Mazda lamp interests.

Theatres Opened
—The Strand theatre has been re-
equipment installed and house

BOONE. IOWA,
decorated, sound
reoi)ened.
I'RATT. KAN.—The new .$100,000 Barron theatre,

erected by Charles Barron, opened recently.

WICHITA. KAN.—The State theatre has been re-

decorate<l and reopened featuring audiens.

BENTON, KY.-Leon Willett haw oiiened a picture

theatre in the Burnham Building on Main Btreet.

House has been named the Dixie.

booklets
. . . briefly describing the new brochures and bulle-

tins issued by manufacturers and distributors on
their product. Those of further interest may be pro-

cured directly from their publishers or through Better

Theatres. Manufacturers and distributors arc invited

to send in their publications immediately upon their

issuance for review in this department

Mechanical Refrigeration

• A house organ published as infre-

quently as "The Weather Vein" may
well be classified as a booklet or bulletin

on something new in equipment. There
are usually new developments in the

methods of "weather manufacture" and
it is, of course, the mission of the Car-

rier Engineering Corporation's quarterly

to present information on air condi-

tioning.

"The Weather Vein" for June-July-

August goes rather deeply into the sig-

nificance of air conditioning, in addition

to discussion of Carrier equipment itself.

Pointing out that a single decade ago
mechanical refrigeration was little

known to the public, this issue begins

with a story of the development of me-
chanical refrigeration in general and of

the Carrier centrifugal system in par-

ticular. The first really engineered

mechanical refrigeration machine, we
learn, was developed by Professor Carl

Linde in Munich 60 years ago. The
Carrier centrifugal system was brought
out in 1922. Its adoption by the Roxy,
for example, offers some interesting sta-

tistics.

The Roxy equipment has a capacity of

500 tons of refrigeration. It would take

5,000 blocks of ice each weighing 200

pounds (200 pounds is about four times

as much as the housewife usually orders)

to equal this capacity. And it would
take 250 two-ton trucks to transport this

much ice! As to the Carrier equipment
itself, much is told, in non-technical lan-

guage, of its construction and operation.

The booklet is generously illustrated

with photographs and diagrams.

The 48 pages are saddle-stitched be-

tween paper covers of glossy finish. The
stock is tinted enamel of good weight.

Editor Esten Boiling has compiled in this

issue much information for those inter-

ested in mechanical refrigeration.

Six Booklets on Photography

• Information on cinematography and
allied fields has come in copious quan-

tities from the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, contained in six new booklets, all

of them reprints. Five contain papers

read before the Society of Motion Pic-

ture Engineers and subsequently pub-
lished in that association's Journal. The
other is a reprint from the New Inter-

national Encyclopedia, for which the

article on photography v.'as prepared by
Glenn E. Matthews of the Kodak Re-
search Laboratories.

The latter article constitutes a com-
prehensive monograph on photography
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in all its branches, and what cine-

matography means to the basic field is

indicated by Mr. Matthews' introductory

observation on photography, that "one

of its offsprings, the motion picture in-

dusti-y, has in the last two decades so far

overshadowed its parent that it now is

to be recognized as the world's fourth

largest industry."

Sections are devoted to photographic

organizations, military photography,

theoretical progress, applications of

photography, motion pictures, color

photography, physical measurements,
manufacture of sensitized materials,

photographic apparatus, photographic

process and phototheory. There is also

what is doubtless one of the most com-

plete bibliographies on general photog-

raphy and cinematography in print.

The five reprints from the S M P E
Jouriial are "The Surface Treatment of

Sound Film," by J. I. Crabtree, Otto

Sandvik and C. E. Ives; "Some Proper-

ties of Chrome Alum Stop Baths and
Fixing Baths," by Crabtree and H. D.

Russell; "A Method of Testing for the

Presence of Sodium Thiosulphate in

Motion Picture Films," by Crabtree and

J. F. Ross; "A Method of Blocking Out
Splices in Sound Film," by Crabtree and
Ives (this was discussed by F. H.

Richardson in a recent issue of the

Herald-World) ; and "A Quick Test for

Determining the Degree of Exhaustion

of Developers."

In the brochure on the surface treat-

ment of sound film, the authors observe

that sound-on-film prints require a spe-

cial form of the lubrication found neces-

sary for newly processed prints to

facilitate passage through the projectors.

The sound-on-film lubricant must be of

a kind setting up no extraneous noise

through the reproduction mechanism.
Examining the problem involved, the

authors describe experiments that dis-

closed a solution of paraffin wax in a

solvent like carbon tetrachloride as a

suitable lubricant. The method of form-
ing and applying the lubricant is fully

described. The effect cf application on

the sound quality is elaborately charted.

The other booklets f except that on

splicing, which Mr. Richardson dis-

cussed) are of interest exclusively to the

specialist in cinemaphotography itself,

and their contents are well indicated by
their titles.

Arc Lamp Instructions

• The Strong Electric Corporation of

Toledo, 0., has issued a compre-
hensive book on instructions on its

equipment that should be, it would seem,

in the hands of all projectionists using

that well known company's equipment.

The instructions cover not only gen-

eral use of the apparatus but advise the

operator in correcting any maladjust-

ments. They are printed in good-size

type on pink-tinted enamel paper meas-
uring 8y2xll inches. There are numer-
ous illustrations. The booklet contains

25 numbered pages and is saddle-

stitched.

Elevator Signals

• The elevator signals treated of in a
new booklet issued by the Richards-

Wilcox Manufacturing Company of

Aurora, 111. (Chicago suburb), are of

interest chiefly to the builder of loft and
office buildings, in which, of course, may
be incorporated motion picture theatres.

This company also manufactures theatre

curtain control equipment.

The various items in the line of ele-

vator signals is described in both word
and picture. The printing is in sepia on
tinted enamel paper. The covers are of

heavy paper. Pages number 23.

A

Projection Accessories

• A booklet on accessories for the pro-

jection room has just been issued by
the Dworsky Film Machine Corporation

of Brooklyn, featuring new develop-

ments in automatic enclosed rewinders,

cleaners, hand rewinders, renovators and
tables.

To each item a page is devoted, giving

data on construction and operation, sizes

and prices, with illustrations. The re-

wind described may be used as both a

rewind and an inspection machine. One
of the cleaning accessories is a combina-
tion cleaner and wiper to be used with a

cleaning fluid to remove oil from film.

Especially for sound-on-film product

would the film renovator described seemi

to be applicable. The film is passed

through troughs containing a cleaning

fluid, then between rubber squeegees,

and after going through roller buffers,

it is pulled through rubber rollers. An
open type of rewind is also described,

while another type is a knee-control re-

wind. Descriptions of hand rewinders,

Filmex cleaning fluid and tables complete

the booklet.

The stock is white enamel, the eight

pages, measuring 6x9 inches, being

stapled between decorative, green, deckle-

edged covers.

Notes on Safety Ladders

• A folder has been issued by the Day-
ton Safety Ladder Company, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, on its product. This bulletin

is printed on enamel stock, thrice folded,

giving eight pages measuring 3x6 inches.

Among the points of safety ladder con-

struction briefly discussed (with eight

photographic illustrations) are easiness

of use, safe height range, size of plat-

form, auxiliary step, strength of con-

struction, variety of uses, etc. There is

also a table showing price and weight

and size for each model in the Dayton
line.

Theatres Opened
lake providence, la.—The Ace theatre re-

opened recently. House was closed for several weeks
for installation of sound equipment.
WINTHROP, me. — Sound equipment has been

installed in the Gem theatre and house reopened.

DETROIT, MICH.—The La Salle Gardens, recently

acuqired by Publix, has reopened as the Publix Cen-
tury theatre.
DETROIT, MICH.—The Tuxedo theatre, recently

taken over by Publix, has been remodeled and re-

named the Publix-Toledo.
FAIRMONT, MO.—The Midway theatre has opened

in the Lambert Building, located at Blue Ridge and
Independence road.

Impossible-To-Stall-Or-Jam

New-Tiflfin

Curtain-Control

Starts, Stops, or Re-

verses at Any Point

Scenery
Catalogue

XJpmn Request

Detailed
Description
Upon Request

gTcenicSitidios
TIFFIN.OHIO

Motion Picture Patents My Specialty

PATENTS
William N. Moore

Patent Attorney

Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

TTie first important step is to learn

whether you can obtain a patent. Please

send sketch of your invention with

$ 1 0, and I will examine the pertinent

U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost

and manner of procedure. Personal at-

tention. Elstablished 35 years.

Copjrright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00

Theatre Equipment
NEW AND USED

Most (omplete stock in the ^^

Muving Picture Uschlnei, Sereau*.
Booths. Opera Chairs. Spotllgliu.
Stercoptlcons, Film Cabinets, Pon
able Projectors. M. P. Cameras, Get)
eraior Sets, Reflecting Arc Lampi
Carbons, Tickets, Mazda l.amps as'l

Supplies.
I'rojertloD Machines repaired aiiO

overhauled. Repair parts for ^1'

luaticjs JiA^ia cnalrs. Attractive S x 10 ft. muslin ban
nera SI. 50; on paper 60 cents.

We Pay Highest Prices lor Used
Projection Machines, Opera Chairs, ets.

Everything lor the Theatre—Write lor Catalog "H"

Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash Ave., Cliicugo

Humphrey Davy & Associates
Consulting Electrical Engineers

4324 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Lay Out Plans and Prepare Specifications, incl.

Projection Room, etc., details

Each Project STUDIED INDIVIDUALLY
Correspondence Solicited

Every Theatre Needs These
as a Part of Its Equipment

RICHARDSON'S
MOTION PICTURE
HANDBOOKS

Vols. 1 and 2 _ _ _$ 6.20
Vol. 3 (on sound only) _ _ j 5.10
Combination price (the 3 volumes) $10.20

Building Tteatre Patronage _ _ $ 5.10
(By Barry & Sargent)

We Are Handling Them for the Convenience of
tlie Trade

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
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|^|^\y I ^V^nHC3ll5 illustrated descriptions of devices related

to motion pictures and allied crafts, recently published by the U. S. government and

selected for Better Theatres by William N. Moore, patent specialist of Washington, D. C.

1,759,914. METHOD OF PRODUCING FILMS
FOR COLOR CINEMATOGRAPHY. Alexander
Pilny, Zurich, Switzerland. Filed Nov. 5, 1928,
Serial No. 317, 262, and in Germany Nov. 8, 1927.
7 Qaims. (CI. 88—16.4.) 1,754,425. SOUND AMPUFIER. Frank C.

Hinckley, Stratford, Conn., assignor to Columbia
Phonograph Company, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., a
Corporation of Neiw York. Filed May 28, 1926.
Serial No. 112,259. 4 Claims. (CL 181—27.)

1. A method of producing film strips for
cinematography ivhich comprises splitting a series
of images rectangularly and projecting them onto
longitudinal parallel portions of a film strip by
folding the strip longitudinally at right angles to
present said portions for receiving the partial
images.

1,760,198. TELEVISION APPARATUS. Clin-
ton W. Hough, Boonville, N. Y., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Federal Telegraph Com-
pany, a Corporation of California. Filed Aug. 13,
1927. Serial No. 212,762. 5 Claims. (CL 178—6.)

p—
ya e

/--£

1. A scanning system comprising a plurality
of piezo electric crystal elements, one of said
piezo electric crystal elements being arranged for
vibration along a vertical axis and the other of
said piezo electric crystal elements being arranged
for vibration along a horizontal axis, means in-
termediate said piezo electric crystal elements, and
means controlled by said last mentioned piezo
electric crystal element for directing a beam of
light over a pre-determined area.

1,760,284. DUPLEX HORN FOR SOUND RE-
PRODUCERS. Grover G. Rehficld, Chicago, HI.,
assignor, by mesne agreements, to Radio Corpo-
ration of American, Ncvp York, N. Y., a Corpora-
tion of Delaware. Filed Feb. 27, 1922, Serial No.
539,366. Renewed Feb. 21, 1925. 5 Claims. (CI.
179—100.12.)

4. In combination, an amplifier comprising an
enclosure including side portions and a bottom
portion, a horn-like structure at the entrance end
of said enclosure, a resonance chamber communi-
cating with the outlet end of said horn-like struc-
ture, said resonance chamber including a curved
bottom section, which with the bottom of the en-
closure provides the lower limitation of the res-

onance chamber, a curved part forming the top
of said resonance chamber, said top and bottom
sections contacting at their edges with the side
portions of the enclosure whereby said side por-
tions form the side walls of the resonance cham-
ber, and said top contacting along its rear edge
with the loiwer edge of one wall of said horn-like
structure and curving for a slight distance down-
wardly and forwardly and then extending up-
wardly for a predetermined distance and then
curving upwardly and forwardly on an arc struck
on a large radius, whereby a bell-like mouth por-
tion for the resonance chamber is produced, said

resonance chamber being provided with a parti-

tion, and said partition being reversely curved but
to a degree different from the curvlature of the
top of said chamber and dividing the chamber into
two substantially equal compartments having exit
openings of approximate equal area.

1,760,219. CINEMATOGRAPH PROJECTION
APPARATUS. John Edward Thornton, West
Hampstead, London, England, assignor to John
Owdcn O'Brien, Manchester. England. Filed Jan.
13, 1927, Serial No. 160,963, and i!n Great Britain
Jan. 28, 1926. 2 Claims. (CI. 88—18.2.)

1. A sound reproducing apparatus comprising a
wireless receiving get, a phonograph, an amplify-
ing horn having a pair of inlets respectively asso-
ciated with the phonograph and with the wireless
receiving set, means including a movable valve for
normally shutting oft the inlet connection to the
I>honograph, and automatic means for moving the
valve to cauHe the same to shut off the inlet con-
nection associated with the wireless receiving set
when the phonoeraph i» in operation.

I. Cinematograph film projection apparatus
comprising a framing, an electric motor mounted
within the framing, gearing driven by the motor,
a casing carried by the framing within which the
gearing is housed, two spindles and a crown wheel
projecting through the casing, a clutch between
the motor and the gearing to allow for the stop-
ping of the rotation of the spindles and crown
wheel independently of the motor, a Geneva wheel
driven intermittently from the gearing to exhibit
the film, a lamp and lens by which the film is

illuminated and projected, a friction drive for the
spindles to allow for a change in sizel of the reels
during projection, an arm for reversing the fric-

tion drive for rewinding the film, a lid to close
over the film during projection and a spring and

levers to prevent contact with the spindles and
crown wheel when the lid is raised.

1,760,862. LOUD-SPEAKER. Julius Wein-
berger and Irving Wolff, New York, N. Y., as-
signors to Radio Corporation of America, a Cor-
poration of Delaware. Filed March 31, 1927.
Serial No. 179,743. 17 Claims. (CI. 181—31.)

1. The combination of a loud speaker device
haying a vibratile diaphragm, with a frame mem-
ber, a plate secured to the front of said frame,
a driving unit secured to said frame rearwardly
of said plate, said vibratile diaphragm being con-
nected to said plate and to said driving unit, and
a casing embracing said vibratile diaphragrm and
a portion only of said frame.

1,760,220. CINEMATOGRAPH SPOOL CASE.
John Edward Thornton, West Hampstead, London,
England, assignor to John Owden O'Brien, Man-
chester, England. Filed Jan. 26, 1927, Serial No.
163,806, and in Great Britain Feb. 20, 1926. 1
Claim. (CI. 88—17.)

A detachable spoolcase for use in cinematograph
film apparatus comprising in combination with a
casing of a framing mounted within the casing,
a drum upon which the film isl wound carried by
the framing, a hollow spindle passing through one
side of the framing upon which the drum is

mounted, a spool arranged in line with the drum
upon which the film is wound after exposure, a
second hollow spindle passing through the side
of the framing upon which the spool is mounted,
a leader strip permanently affixed at one end to
the drum and at the other end to the forward
end of the film, a second leader strip permanently
affixed at one end to the spool and at the other
end to the rear end of the film, a toothed sprodcet
feed drum and a Maltese wheel, mounted in the
framing, over which the film passes and by which
it is driven, two further spindles mounted in the
framing, a loop forming sprocket wheel mounted
on each spindle to deliver the film to and from
an exposure aperture in the casing gearing
mounted outside the framing within the casing by
which the loop forming sprockets are continuously
driven and the Maltese wheel intermittently ro-
tated, idle rollers carried by the framing to re-
tain the film in contact with the feed drum and
apertures in the casing to give access to the
hollow spindles.

1,757,459. SOUND-TRANSLATING SYSTEM.
Henry C. Harrison, Port Washington, N. Y.,
assignor to Western Electric Company, Incorpo-
rated, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New
York. Filed May 2, 1923, Serial No. 636,088.
Renewed Aug. 18, 1927. 16 Claims. (CI. 181—
27.)

1. A sound translating member comprising a
horn having a plurality of diaphragms of low
elasticity spaced along a portion of the length of
said horn and in contact with the inner surfaces
of said horn.
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THEATRE PROJECTS
FOLLOWING is a list of new proj-

ects in motion picture theatre con-

struction compiled from reports

available on July 1. The list also in-

cludes remodeling- projects and contracts

awarded. An asterisk before the item
indicates that additional information has
been received since a previous report.

THEATRES PLANNED
California

ALAMEDA.—The Alameda Amusement Company
has plans by Miller & Pflugler, 580 Market street,
San Francisco, for a reinforced concrete theatre and
store building to be located on Central avenue. The-
atre will have seating capacity of 3,000. Cost esti-

mated. $500,000.
COMPTON.—The Fox-West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

Washington street and Vermont avenue, Los Angeles,
plans the erection of a reinforced concrete theatre.
Architect not selected. Cost estimated, $250,000.
FRESNO.—The Fox-West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

Washington street and Vermont avenue, Los Angeles,
plans to erect a Class A theatre. Architect not se-
lected. Cost estimated, $250,000.
MARTINEZ.—E. B. Hough has plans by W. E.

Weeks, 111 Sutter street, San Francisco, for a .six
or seven-story Class A theatre to include hotel, to
be located on East Scobar street. Theatre will have
seating capacity of 1,400. Cost estimated, $500,000.
SACRAMENTO.—Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,

1708 Talmadge street, Los Angeles, plans to erect
a new theatre at Tenth and L streets, with seating
capacity of 2,500. Cost estimated, $2,450,000.

Colorado
DENVER.—The Fox-West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

plans the erection of a new building to replace the
burned Queen theatre, located at First and Broad-
way. It will be known as the Fox. Scheduled to
be opened about Labor Day. Cost estimated, $150,000.

Connecticut
TORRINGTON.—Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc..

321 West Forty-fourth street. New York, has plans
by Thomas W. Lamb, 644 Eighth avenue. New York,
for a proposed new theatre to be located at 70
Main street. Cost estimated to exceed $150,000.

Illinois

CHICAGO.—Fox Chicago Company, S. Meyer, 59
West Monroe street, plans the erection of a brick
theatre, store and office building at Ninety-second
and Commercial streets. Cost estimated, $2,000,000.
CHICAGO.—W. Sevic, 1900 Blue Island avenue,

has completed plans for a three-story brick theatre
and apartment building. Will soon take bids on
general contract. Cost estimated, $370,000.

Indiana
EAST CHICAGO.—E. A. Varger & Company has

plans by L. H. Warriner, 723 Washington street,
Gary, Ind., for a two-story brick theatre to be lo-

cated at Chicago and Forsythe streets. Cost esti-

mated, $100,000.
HAMMOND.—H. P. Downey, 344 Carroll avenue,

has plans by L. C. Hess, 411 Hohman street, for
three-story brick theatre and store building to be
located at Calumet and Carroll avenue. Cost esti-

mated, $100,000.
MICHIGAN CITY.—Owners' agent, N. N. Bern-

stein, 504 Broadway, Gary, Ind., plans the erection
of a theatre at 814 Franklin street. Architect not
selected. Cost estimated, $15,000.

Iowa
DAVENPORT.—Third & Brady Street Corporation,

G. M. Bechtol, 211 Brady street, has plans by A. S.
Graven, 100 North La Salle street, Chicago, 111., for
a two-story brick theatre, hotel and store building to
be located at Third and Brady streets. Cost esti-

mated, $2,000,000.
Maryland

BALTIMORE.—Fox Theatres Company, 850 Tenth
avenue. New York, plans the erection of a theatre
and office bulding. Cost estimated, $1,000,000.

Nebraska
NORTH PLATTE.—W. R. Maloney and Keigh

Neville have plans by A. S. Graven, Inc., 100 North
La Salle street, Chicago, 111., for a two-story brick
theatre and store building. Cost estimated, $150,000.

New Jersey
ASBURY PARK.—Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,

321 West Forty-fourth street. New York, plans the
erection of a two-story brick theatre on Lake drive.
Cost estimated, $250,000.

Ohio
BUCYRUS.—The Bucyrus Theatre Company. J. C.

Fishman, 2160 Delaware avenue, Lakewood, O., has
plans by W. Unger, Walnut and East Mansfield
streets, for a one-story brick theatre and apart-
ment building to be located on Sandusky street.
Cost estimated. $150,000.
CLEVELAND.—Fox Theatres Company. 850 Tenth

avenue. New York, plans the erection of a theatre
here in the near future.
DAYTON.—^Warner Brothers have acquired the old

Masonic Temple site on South Main street, upon
which they propose to erect a theatre and office

building. Theatre will have seating capacity of 1,600.
Cost estimated, $4,000,000.

Desig^n for the facade, proposed
V^'^arner Brothers theatre, Wilkins-
burg, Pa. John Eberson, architect.

Pennsylvania
PITTSBURGH.—Fox Theatres Company, 850

Tenth avenue. New York, plans the erection of a
brick theatre and office building. Cost estimated,
$6,000,000.

CHATTANOOGA.—R. H. Hunt & Company, James
Building, are preparing plans for a fireproof theatre
to be located at Sixth and Market streets, 100 by 200
feet, with seating capacity of 2,554. Claude Brown,
realtor. 111. East Eighth street, is negotiating with
interest who propose to erect structure. Cost esti-

mated, $500,000.
Texas

EL PASO.—Fox Theatres Company plans the erec-
tion of a two-story fireproof theatre, with seating
capacity of 1,200. Cost estimated to exceed $350,000.

REMODELING
California

LOS ANGELES.—The California theatre has been
remodeled, new projection and sound equipment in-
stalled and recently reopened under the management
of Fred Miller.

Coloroydo
DENVER.—The Colonial theatre has been reno-

vated, sound equipment installed as house reopened
as the Colorado theatre, under the management of
J. B. Melton, owner of the Victory theatre.

Illinois

ELGIN.—The Rialto theatre, a Publix house, is

being remodeled. The improvements include new
ventilating system, sound equipment, acoustic devices
and probably new furnishings, to cost about $30,000.
LINCOLN.^The Lincoln theatre, which was gutted

by fire some months ago, has been rebuilt at an
estimated cost of $75,000, and house reopened.
ROCK ISLAND.—A new cooling system has been

installed in the Fort theatre.
Indiana

HARTFORD CITY.—The Dawn theatre is being
improved.
HUNTINGTON.—The Jefferson theatre is being

remodeled.
LOGANSPORT.—A new cooling system has been

installed in the Logan theatre.
PLYMOUTH.—Improvements to the Rialto theatre

includes an improved ladies' rest-room, new seats
and a new front.

Iowa
CHARITON.-The Ritz theatre, operated by the

A. H. Blank interests, reopened recently after being
practically rebuilt.

FORT DODGE.—Approximately $25,000 has been
expended for improvements to the old Plaza theatre,
including redecoration and erecting a $5,000 marquee.
The house recently reopened as the Iowa theatre. It

is operated by the Corn Belt Theatres Corporation.
W. A. Rheiner is manager.
MARSTALLTOWN.—About $25,000 is being ex-

pended for improvements to the Casino theatre, a
Publix house, and includes a new ventilating system,
sound-room, redecorating, etc.

MASON CITY.—The Cecil theatre, operated by
the M. M. Moon Company, has been improved with
a new canopy.

Maryland
BALTIMORE.—The McHenry Theatre Company,

Inc., has awarded the contract to Henry Pierson &
Sons, 1000 Oliver street, for the erection of a one-
story brick addition, 55.2 by 79.8 feet, to the theatre
at 1032 Light street. Improvement estimated to
cost about $20,000.

Michigan
DETROIT.—The Adams theatre, a Publix house,

has been improved, redecorated, sound equipment in-

stalled and recently reopened.
DETROIT.—The Davison theatre, owned by Max

Carp, is being remodeled.
DETROIT—The Hippodrome theatre, a neighbor-

hood house, owned by Henry Takos, has been re-
modeled.

Minnesota
DASSEL.—The Lakeland theatre has been redeco-

rated and sound equipment installed.

Missouri
BUTLER.—A new cooling system is being installed

in the Fisk theatre.
NEW MADRID.—A new cooling system has been

installed in the Dixie theatre.
ST. LOUIS.—D. Reichmann has plans by Wede-

meyer & Nelson, Wainwright Building, for an addi-
tion and remodeling theatre at 1310 Franklin avenue.

New Jersey
*LONG BRANCH.—Walter Reade, 1531 Broadway,

New York, has awarded the contract to A. Milne,
7 Watchung avenue, Plainfield, N. J., for alterations
to two-story brick theatre.

Oregon
PORTLAND.—The Rivoli theatre, an 1,800-seat

house, is being remodeled. Will reopen in September
with pictures.

Wisconsin
GREEN BAY—The Grand theatre, operated by the

Fox interests, has been renovated, redecorated and
reopened.
MILWAUKEE—The Violet theatre, a neighbor-

hood house, has been renovated and reopened under
the management of D. Evans, formerly with the
Egyptian theatre here.
RICHLAND CENTER—The Richland theatre has

been improved with new carpets, acoustic devices and
a new screen.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
California

ALAMEDA—The T. & D. Enterprises will shortly
start construction work on a new theatre, with seat-

ing capacity of 2,500, to be located on Central ave-
nue, between Park and Oak streets. Scheduled to
be completed in eight months. Cost estimated,
$1,000,000.
LOS ANGELES—The Serrano Corporation, care

H. de Roulet Company, 3778 Wilshire boulevard, has
awarded the contract to Simpson Construction Com-
pany, Architects Building, to erect a twelve-story
reinforced concrete class A theatre, store and office

building. Co.st, estimated, $1,250,000.
*SAN PEDRO—Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,

Warner Brothers Downtown Theatre Building, Los
Angeles, has awarded the contract to Lange &
Bergstrom, Inc., Washington Building, Los Angeles,
for the erection of a one-story reinforced concrete
balcony theatre and store building, 125 by 200 feet,

at 488 West Sixth street. Cost estimated, $250,000.

Illinois

*WATSEKA—Kaiser Ducett Company, Rialto Square
Building, Joliet, 111., has the general contract to
erect a two-story brick theatre, store and office

building on Main street. Owner withheld. Cost es-

timated, $75,000.
Indiana

*BLUFFTON—M. Hanley, Hotel Rich, Fort Wayne,
Ind., has awarded the contract to B. & G. Construc-
tion Company, Berne, Ind., for replacing burned
theatre at Washington and Johnson streets, with a
new one-story brick structure. Cost estimated,
$35,000.
FORT WAYNE—The Paramount theatre, under

construction on East Wayne street, is scheduled for
completion and opening early in September, House
will have seating capacity of about 2,400.

Michigan
CLARE—The new Princess theatre is being

erected.
New York

PORT JARVIS—The New Theatre Company, Inc.,

127 Pike street, has awarded the general contract to

Shapiro Brothers, 1560 Broadway, New York, for the
erection of a two-story brick theatre, store and office

building at 129 Pike street. Cost estimated, $100,000.

North Carolina
ALBEMARLE—R. L. Smith and A. F. Biles are

erecting a new theatre on West Main street, with
seating capacity of 700. House is to be completed
early in September. Lessee, Stanley Amusement
Company. Cost estimated, $50,000.

Vermont
BURLINGTON—Queen City Realty Company has

awarded the contract to Charles Smith & Sons, Water
street, Derby, Conn., for the erection of a one and
four-story brick theatre and hotel building. Cost
estimated, $300,000.

Wisconsin
MEDFORD—O. J. Blakeslee, owner and operator

of the Cozy theatre, has awarded the contract for
the erection of a new house, with seating capacity
of about 500.
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National Run MiUs, Inc.
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Acme Engineering Corporation
Basson & Stern
Essannay Electric Manufacturing Co.
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Reynolds Electric Company

DIMMERS
CuUer-IIammer Manufacturino Company

DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENTS
Guereio and Barthel
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HaU. & Connolly, Inc.
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The J. K. McAuley Manufacturing Companv
Strong Electric Corporation

LENS MOUNTS
GoldE Manufacturing Company

LENSES
Bausch & Lomb Optical Company
Ilex Optical Company
Projection Optics Corporation

MAZDA ADAPTERS
Monarch Theatre Supply Company

MAZDA REGULATORS
Garver Electric CoTii/iany

NEEDLES, PHONOGRAPH
Sound Service Systems, Inc.

Wall-Kane Needle Manufacturing Co.

ORGANS
George Kilgen & Sons, Inc.
The Link Com.pany, Inc.

The Marr and Colton Com.pany, Inc.
The Page Organ Company
Robert Morton Organ Company
Rudolph Wurlitzer Ccmipany

ORGAN HEATERS
Kausalite Manufacturing Company
Time-0-Stat Controls Corporation

PATENT ATTORNEYS
William N. Moore

PROJECTORS
Coxsackie Holding Corporation
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
Holmes Projector Company
International Projector Corporation

RAILINGS, GRILLES
Zero Valve and Brass Corporation

REELS
Heives-Gotham Company
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REWINDERS
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SOUND AND MUSIC
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Radio Industries of Canada, Ltd.
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Renier Manufartuiiiifi Cniii pniuj
Sterling Motiitti Pirtiirp A /> naratu-'^ Cnvpnration
Talking Picture Equipment Company of New
England, Inc.

Universal Film Screening Company
Universal Sound Products Corporation
Vitadisc Company
Walt's Theatre Company
Weber Machine Corporation
Western Electric Company
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Belson Mfg. Company
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Major Equipment Company
Kliegl Brothers
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THEATRE PRINTING. PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service
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TICKETS
Arcus Ticket Company
Autnmatir Tirhet Register Corporation

TICKET MACHINES
General Register Corporation

TKAILEKS
.\d- I ance Trailer Service Corporation
National Screen Service, Inc.

UNIFORMS
Lester, Ltd.
Maier-Lavaty Company

VENDING MACHINES
Margaret Felch

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Arctic Nu-Air Corporation
Blizzard Sales Company
Kooler-Aire Engineering Corporation
Lakeside Company
Supreme Heater & Ventilator Company

BETTER THEATRES CATALOG BUREAU
"Better Theatres" offers on this page an individual service to its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any product listed

herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, manager, architect or projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below and mail to "Better Theatres"

Division of Exhibitors Herald-World. Renders will find many of the products listed by this Bureau are advertised in this issue.

) Aeoouniing tyttemt
I Acoustical Initaltationa
) Adapter!, carbon.
4 Adding, talaulatlno «aotilnti
I Admiition ligni.
t Addreiiing mathlnei.
7 Advertising novelties, naterlals
I Advertising projects.
5 Air tonditlonlng evuipaeat
!• Air dome tents,
11 Aisle lights.

12 Aisle rope.
13 Alarm signals.
14 Amplifiers
II Arc lamps, reflettlit

IB Architettural ssrvlte.
17 Arc regulators.
11 Artificial plants, flowers.
19 Art titles.

20 Airtomatit ourtain lontrol.
21 Automatit projection cutouts.
12 Autonatlt sprinklers.

B
23 Balloons, atfvertlslni.

24 Banners.
21 Baskets, dttoratlve.
It Batteries.
27 Bell-biiZ2er signal systems.
21 Blosks, pulleys, stage-rigging.
29 Blowers, hand.
31 Booking igenelti lor auslilaw.
31 Booking agensles (state kind).
32 Boilers.
33 Bolts, Chair anthar.
34 Booths, projeotla*.

35 Booths, ticket.

3S Box, lege shalra.
37 Brass grills.

31 Brass rails.

BS Brokers-Theatra promotlan.
40 Bulletin kaardt, thangeakl*.

41 Cakle.
42 Cabinets.
43 Caloium llghti.

44 Cameras.
41 Canopies tor fronts.
48 Carbons.
47 Carbon sharpeners.
41 Carbon wrenthes.
49 Carpets.
10 Carpet cushion.
11 Carpet eleaning toBpound
12 Carpet covering.
13 Cases, film ihlpplni.
54 Cement, flim.

15 Chair covers.
16 Chairs, wisker.
17 Chairs, theatre,
II Change maksrs,
51 Changeable letters.

M Change overs,
81 Color heods.
82 Color wheels,
13 Condensers.
84 Cueing devliN.
88 Cueing serviia.

88 Cue ihteti.
17 Citout naahliei, dls«ia>

81 Date strips.

II Decorations (state kind)
70 Ditaonitors theatr*

72 Disintrttanla— •erlumca
~3 Diiolay tutout machinet
74 Dnori. flreoroot

75 Draoer'et
76 Drinkinj tnynlalni
77 Duplioatino maahln«%
71 Dynamic icakfn

79 Eleetrlo elreult testlis intir*

ments.
BO Electric tans.
81 Electrieal flowers.
82 Eleotris clskups.
13 Electrls power generatlni

plants.
84 Elestrical retordlng.
85 Eleatrie signs.
88 Eieetrls signal and sestr»i

systeHi.
S7 Emergency lighting (laiit*.

II Exit light signs.

81 Film cleaners.
90 Filmsplicing machine.
91 Film tools (state kind).
92 Film waxing mathine.
93 Fire alarms.
94 Fire escapes.
95 Fire extinguishers.
96 Fire hose.
97 Fire hose reels, sarts.
98 Fireproof surtains.
99 Fireproof doors.

100 Fireproofing materials.
101 Fixtures, lighting.
102 Flashlights.
103 Flashers, elestrie slga.
104 Flood lighting.
105 Floorllghts.
106 Floor ooverinf.
107 Floor runners.
108 Flowers, artlfiiial
109 Footlights.
no Fountains, decorative.
111 Fountains, drinking.
112 Frames-poster, lobby display.
113 Fronts, metal theatre.
114 Furnaees, coal burning.
113 Furnases, oil burning,
lis Furniture, theatre.
i|7 Fuses.

Ill Generators.
119 Grilles, brass.
120 Gummed labels.
'21 Gypsum produets.

H
122 Hardware, stage.
123 Heating system, eoal.
124 Heating system, oil.

125 Horni.
126 Horn lifts.

127 Hon towers.

I

!28 Ink. pencils for slides.

129 Insurance, Fire.

130 Insurance. Rain,
131 interior decorating servtee.

'32 Interior IMunlpated signs

high Intensity

reflectinu ar«
eguipment. tur

i« Laofit nim ciiun,,,

136 LaOirri. lait^t)

136 Lamps, decoraiivt
:37 Lamo Oio toionng
138 Lamoi. oenrrai liohtin

t39 Lamps, intanOPtcent
tion.

140 Lamps.
<4I Lamps.
142 Lavatory

Ings.

143 Lavatory fixtures.
144 Ledgers, theatre.
i45 Lenses.
146 Letters, changeable
147 Lights, exit.

148 Lights, spot.
149 Lighting fixtures.

150 Lighting installations
161 Lighting systems, iomoime
132 Linoleum,
153 Liquid soap.
154 Liquid soap eontainen
155 Lithographers.
156 Lobby display frames.
157 Lobby gazing balls

158 Lobby furniture.
159 Lobby desorations.
160 Lubricants (state kind).
151 Luminous numbers.
182 Luminous signs, interior,

terior.

display eatout.
ticket,

pop corn,

sanitary vending,
boxes, theatrical.

'Tt.S l««it*r«' luaallei

183 Machines,
164 Machines,
165 Machines,
166 Machines,
167 Make up,
168 Marble.
169 Marquise.
170 Mats, leather.
171 Mats and runners.
172 Mazda projection sdaotert.
173 Mazda regulators.
174 Metal lath.
176 Metal polish.
176 Mirror, shades
177 Motor generators.
178 Motors, phonograph.
179 Motion picture cable.

110 Musical Instrument! (state

kind),
111 Music lid sound reproducing

devices.
182 Music publishers.
183 Music rolls.

114 Music stands.

185 Napkins.
186 Needles, phonograpn
117 Non-synchronoui loux de-

vices.

188 Novelties, advertising.
189 Nursery furnishlnis and atun-

ent,

190 Oil burners.
191 Orchestral pieces

192 Orchestra pit fittings, tarniaii-

Ings.
f*3 Organs.
!94 Organ novelty slides.

195 Organ lifts.

196 Organ chamber heaters.

197 Ornamental fountains
ill OrnsBeatai vetal wark.

.ruu Paint, icreen.

.-0) P.-oer drinkinc tuc*
202 P,io" towels
203 Pertumers.
204 Phonograph motors.
205 Plionograph needles.
206 Phonograph turntables
207 Photo frames.
208 Pianos.
209 Picture sets.

210 Player pianos.
211 Plastic fixtures ana aeca<>

tions.

212 Plumbing fixture*.

213 Positive flia.
:i4 Posters.
215 Paster frames.
216 Poster lights.

217 Poster paste.
218 Portable projectors
213 Pottery decorative.
220 Power generating plants
221 Printing, theatre.
222 Programs.
223 Program oavcrt.
224 Program signs, iiiunlaated.
225 Projection lamps.
226 Projection machlaes.
227 Projection machine parts

221 Projeotian room equipaient.

229 Radlaten.
230 Radiator covert.
231 Rails, brass,
232 Rails, rope.
233 Rain insuranae.
234 Rectifiers.
235 Reconstrietlon servlo*.

236 Records.
237 Record cablneti.
238 Recording, eleotrlcal.

239 Redecorating servlee.

240 Reflectors (state kind).
241 Refurnishing service.

242 Regulators, Mazda.
243 Reels,
244 Reel end signals.
243 Reel packing, carrying casec.

246 Resonant orchestra platform.
247 Reseating service.

248 Rewinding film,

249 Rheostats.
250 Rigging, stage,

251 Roofing aiaterlait.

252 Safes, fliB.

253 Safety Itddcrc.
254 Scenery, stage.
255 Scenic artlitC lerviM.
256 Screens.
257 Screen paint.
258 Screens for iouad pictures.

259 Seat covers.
260 Seat Indicator*, vatant.
261 Seats, theatre.
262 Signs (state kind).
263 Signs, parking,
264 Signals, reel <.
265 Sign flasheri.

266 Sign-sloth,
267 Sign lettering servloe.

?6I Sidewalk asaahlBCs. earn a

cers.
TKi Blldei.

./I blide l.iiitriiit

272 Slidr making uuinu
273 Slidf oiati

274 Shutttirt. mftal Are.

275 Soag containeri. Mama
?7f) Sound and music reproOui'

devices.

277 Sound-proof Instaiiat'om
278 Speakers, dynamic.
279 Speed indicators.
280 Spotlights.
281 Stage doors-valanees. etc

282 Stage lighting equipmeal
283 Stage lighting systems.

284 Stage rigglng-bloeks. aali'<»

285 Stage scenery.

286 Stair treads.

287 Statuary.
288 Steel loskers

289 Steroptlcons.

290 Sweeping oompouiia«
291 Switchboards.
292 Switches, automatic.
293 Synehronous sound de*>m>

T
294 Talley coulter*.
295 Tapestries.
:96 Tax tree busIc.
297 Telephones, Inter-eaaiBan'"

Ing.

2>8 Temperature regulatlaa •

tem.
299 Terra Catta.
300 Terminal*.
301 Theatre accounting cystc>i>

302 Theatre dImBerc.
303 Theatre ceats.

304 Tickets.

305 Ticket booth*.

306 Ticket ohoppers.

307 TIsket holder*.

308 Tiiket Rack*.
309 Ticket *elllng Biekiaaa

310 Tile.

311 Tile stand*.
312 Tone arm*.
313 Tool oases, operatart'.

314 Towels, paper.

315 Towels, alotli.

316 Trailers.

317 Transformer*.
318 Tripods,
319 Turnstile*, regieterlag.

.120 Turntable*, phonagraah.

U
BIi UnlfarB*.

322 Valances, tor baxes.

323 Vases, stone.

324 Vacuum cleaaeri.

325 Ventilating tan*,

326 Ventilating, eoollng system

327 Ventilating systems, complctf

321 Veading machines, soap, U»
els, napklas, eto.

329 Vitrolite.

)30 ValuB* aaatral*.

331 Wall karlaa.
332 Wall leather.

333 Watohmaa's claaK*.

334 Water caolers
VIS WhMla Mlv
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Those First Pains of a Growing Art
{Continued from page 17)

in 60-degree conical shapes, or the equiv-

alent in ornamental shades, so the light

from each ceiling lamp covers a circle

on the floor under the lamp but does not

shine on the picture screen, nor does it

shine back toward the entrance into the

eyes of the seated patrons.

Low Cost Store Front. To build for

the lowest cost of starting operation, in

a location where only the minimum ex-

pense is justified, or where only the

minimum expense is desired, the front

partition may be modeled upon the style

shown in Fig. 2 [also reproduced in con-

junction with this article]. This is all

simple carpenter work and painter work.
The complete change in the store room,
ready for chairs, piano, wiring and pro-

jecting machine, should not exceed $150

;

200 chairs of the kitchen variety at $100

;

electric lamps and wiring at $100 ; a pro-

jecting machine at $165; and a rented'

piano—the total expense amounting to

about $500. With a small additional

amount for supplies and initial advertis-

ing expense, the manager will be able

to open his door to the public at a total

cash expense of not more than $600, and
no debts.

Only country tovsois of small size with-

out competition, or unoccupied or non-
competitive city territory, will permit a

successful theatre with so simple an
establishment.

Such a theatre could be established

upon a prospective ticket sale of $110 to

$150 a week. The item of supplies in

the expense sheet includes tickets, car-

bons, condensers, lamp renewals, machine
repair parts, etc., and piano tuning, in-

cluding in this case also the rent of the

piano. This is a fair expense account
for a small city house, even though at

a much larger initial cost, where com-
petition does not compel a larger ex-

pense, yet where the patrons constantly

are comparing this residence district

theatre with the more pretentious down-
town motion picture theatres. With
such distant competition for comparison,
it is necessary to maintain a quality of

picture projection and music which will

stand the comparison, if the theatre is to

be a continued business with profits.

The cost of operating this theatre, eve-

nings only—for it would be either in a

small town or in a residence territory of

a city—for a program of two reels of
film and a song, would be, by the week,
about as follows:

Rent and heat $10.00
Electricity 5.00
Film 20.00
Song slides 2.00
Supplies 13.00
Operator 15.00
Cashier 3.00
Doorkeeper 5.00
Pianist 5.00
Singer 5.00

Weekly expense $83.00

In a non-competitive small city, not

only will the rent be lower, but the wage
rate will be lower throughout.

Elaborate Store-Front. The floor plan

will be the same in this case as in Fig.

1, the difference being found in the qual-

ity and appearance of the elements going
to make up the theatre.

A decorative front will cost $500 to

$2,000 for the front partition complete
with operating room and cashier's booth,

including all the decoration in front of

the partition. Another $500 or more will

be needed to raise the floor and to install

200 opera chairs at $1.20 to $1.60 each.

The inside decorations and the picture

screen of modern type will raise the ex-

pense $200 to $300 at least. The total

expense need not exceed $6,000 ; with any
pretension toward beauty and luxury, it

cannot be kept below $2,000.

For designing and building the front,

a firm in the special work should be
employed, unless the manager who is

starting the theatre is of long experience
and knows exactly what he wants. The
large number of such theatres which
have been built has developed construc-
tion firms and workmen particularly

skilled in such work, whose very presence
on the job will insure that refinement
and perfection of detail which the man-
ager desires but which the inexperienced
manager employing inexperienced work-
men is likely to overlook, leaving his

house inferior to those of his competi-
tors.

In selecting or approving a plan by a
professional designer, the manager
should see that the cashier's booth is

large enough for comfort all the year
round and that the projection operator's

booth is large enough for two operators
and two projecting machines. Not only
may competition enforce the employment
of two operators, but it will be found
positive economy to give the operator an
assistant during the rush hours of Sat-
urday night. AAA

Thus, we learn, one went about get-
ting himself a new theatre according to

the best arts and sciences of the period.
No Italian Kenaissance to worry about.
Not even an elementary knowledge of
things Spanish was required. And as

for "atmospheric" effects, they needed to

consist in no more than what blew in

from the lobby on a winter's night.

In the theatres distinctly of the better
class, of course, the design became some-
what more complex. For example, there
was the sloping floor to contend with

—

sometimes. On that our authority in-

structs as follows

:

AAA
Sloping Floor. This method of floor

construction raises the eyes of patrons
in the back seats above the heads in the
front rows, giving the patrons at the
back of the house a better view of the

picture screen or stage. The sloping

floor construction is necessary in houses

classing above the simplest of store-front

theatres. It is a good bid for business

to equal or excel a competitor, because it

gives a greater comfort to the patron
and makes the picture theatre resemble
more closely the larger, more pretentious

city houses.

A side view of a store-front theatre

with one wall removed is shown in Fig.

4 [reproduced elsewhere]. This shows
the sloping floor and one method of con-

structing it for store-front houses.

Where the building is erected specially

for theatre purposes, even though it be
a part of a business block and a store-

front in appearance, this plan is easily

followed, but where an old building is

remodeled it is necessary to cut the floor

joists at the picture screen end if the
entrance doors are to be level with the

street or sidewalk.

A raised floor may be constructed upon
the store-room floor by building a few
low trestles or "horses" across the house,

say 18 inches or two feet high at the
street partition of the house and getting
lower toward the picture screen. Joists

for the inclined floor are laid sloping

upon these trestles and taper to a point

at the toe where the new sloping floor

meets the old level floor. The slope may
extend two-thirds the way to the picture
screen, and the front third of the house
may be level.

Steps may be built between the street

level and the raised floor, or the floor

may be sloped up from the street line to

avoid steps, even carrying a slope into

the aisle of the theatre.

The floor plan arrangement for the
street end of the theatre of Fig. 1 is

suitable for the theatre of Fig. 4, or the
projection booth may be built over the
ticket booth.

In the theatre of Fig. 4, the require-

ment for the height of the projection
room floor and for the height of the
projection window is that the rays of
light from the lens to the lower edge of
the picture screen should clear the heads
of persons standing in the aisle.

Stage. If a stage is to be built, either
for vaudeville purposes, or for scenic
effect in the theatre, the stage floor

should be three feet above the theatre
floor in front of the stage. The proscen-
ium arch in such a stage may extend to

within one foot of a low ceiling, and
within three feet of each side wall.

If for decorative effect only, the pic-

ture screen may be stretched perma-
nently across the opening. The pro-
jected picture should be kept a foot or
two above the bottom of the screen.

[Fop our purposes, the theatre may be considered
more or less ready for the opening, a point in the
process at which advertising became important—even
as now, though with some difference. What was re-
garded as real go-getter exploitation in filmdom's dark
ages will be discussed, along with other astounding
matters, in the next issue.]
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New Zoning Brings Big Gains to Independents
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"kHighest rating ever before given to a

photoplay by Mae Tinee is 4 stars.

/%-

MAE TINEE9 famous critic

of tlieCHICAGOTRIBUNE,

smaslies precedent; gives

aWITH BYRD
tVe south pole

5 STARS!
ug outstanding business premiere engagements Roosevelt^ Chicago; Hialto, ISexc York; Coltmibia, Washington. Nation-uide hit.
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ANN HARDING • WILLIAM BOYD • EDDIE QUILLAN • HELEN TWELVETREES

FRED SC< MARY ASTOR • JAMES GLEASON EDWARD

EVERETT HORTO^ JUNE COLLYER • SALLY STARR MARJOR4E RAMBEAU

RICAR' 'HILLIPS HOLf" GEORGE DURYEA STEPIN FETCHIT

ZASU PITTS » CHESTER CONKLIN ^ DOROTHY BtJRGgSS • F^AMCigj; tIPTQN

THELMATODD • GEORGE STONE • RUSSELL GLEASON • BRYANT WASHBURN

DAPHNE POLLARD • LEW i JOHN T

BEN BA ^UR HOYT • HEDDA HOPPER • MATHEW BETZ • HELEN

BAXTER • FRANK"^' "^^GBORN * ED DEERING * TOM DUGAN ' ^^^"»'*** ""^'^AH

GEORGE FAWCETT • BEN TURPIN • NICK STUART • MONROE OWSLEY

CREIGHTON HAL ROCKLIFFE FELLOWS • LITTLE BILLY

MICKEY BENNETT • BABE KANE DESON ROBERT McWADE

SWING MGti
Directed by Joseph Sanlley

Produced fry E. B. Derr

NIGHT wcpr
Directed by Russell Mack
Produced hv E. B. Derr

H € L I DAT
Directed by Edward H. Grijjitlt

Produced by E. B. Derr

13 E y C N D
VI CT€ cy
Directed by John Robertson

Produced Iry E. B. Derr

HER MAN
Directed by Toy Garnett

Produced by E. B. Derr

^y?

B€^-€rFI€E
NAMEf IN
PATH t'f/lrjt

Luc FEATURES
And other big pictures with other great Pathe Personalities

to come! CONSTANCE BENNETT, ROBERT ARMSTRONG and
MARY LEWIS are great stars in productions on the way,

supported by brilliant casts in their respective features



JULY 4th
IS

NEW YEAR'S DAY

Exhibitors with Paramount for 1930-31

hail dawn of Greatest Profits

in Amusement History!

TT'S always a good season for good shows. Paramount exhibitors have been proving this all

-*- through the current season. Today they're licking heat and all other competing factors with

such timely, money-getting Paramount hits as:

WILLIAM POWELL in '^ Shadow of the Law" and "For the Defense." JACK OAKIE, the comedy

star of the hour in "The Social Lion" and "The Sap from Syracuse." Zane Grey's "THE BORDER

LEGION" with Richard Arlen, Jack Holt, Fay Wray, Eugene Pallette. GARY COOPER in "A Man

from Wyoming," with June CoUyer, Regis Toomey. "DANGEROUS NAN McGREW" with Helen

Kane, James Hall, Stuart Erwin, Victor Moore, Frank Morgan. CLARA BOW slim, trim and

alluring in "Love Among the Millionaires" with Stanley Smith, Mitzi Green and Stuart Erwin,

Ji



Now a GREATER New Show World Arises

with the New Season's First Record Wrecker!

ff

at
the

WITH BYRD
SOUTH POLE"
• • • • • MAE TINEE of CHICAGO TRIBUNE smashes prece-

dent; gives five stars to "With Byrd at the South Pole". . .

" Probably the greatest movie ever made. " — Editorial,

Washington Star, *'Everybody should see it."—N. Y. Morning
World. Typical of nation-wide comment on what critics call

"the greatest picture ever made."

A FLOOD OF THE GREATEST
PRODUCT IN SCREEN HISTORY!
47 SPECIALS

Harold Lloyd
Moran & Mack
The Spoilers

Follow Thru
Marx Brothers

Manslaughter
Monte Carlo

The Little Cafe

Tom Sawyer
Huckleberry
Finn

Heads Up
Morocco

Rose of the

Rancho

The Sea God
Fighting

Caravans

The Best People

The General

Scarab Murder
Case

The Right to

Love

And More!

23 STAR HITS
•

4 Richard Arlen

2 George Bancroft

4 Clara Bow

2 INancy Carroll

3 Ruth Chatterton-Clive Brook

3 Jack Oakie

2 William Powell

3 Buddy Rogers

Short Features

104 Paramount Sound News

12 Paramount Pictorials

104 Paramount Acts (I reel)

26 Paramount Comedies
(2 reels)

18 Paramount Screen Songs
(i reel)

18 Paramount Talkartoons
(J reel)

LV 1930
V*d. Thu Fn Sal

2 3 (3) 5
9 lO n 12
16 17 15 19
23 24 25 26
30 31 x?r"7.r Join ill the Great Nation-

wide Nen^ Year's Celebration

ParAMOUNT'S Greater New Shoijv World:
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I'LL BACK THESE DIRECTORS
AGAINST THE WHOLE WORLD!

(No. 696 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Corl Loemmie,
President of the Universol Pictures Corporation)

WITH THE WHOLE WORLD EXCITEDLY ACCLAIMING THE DIRECTORIAL
genius displayed by Lewis Milestone in the greatest picture ever produced— ''All Ouiet on the

Western Front"

—

I want you to realize that Universal has also corralled other master-directors to

make dead sure of box-office success for you.

HERE'S A LIST THAT WILL COMPEL YOUR RESPECT AND PROVE TO YOU
that I am in deadly earnest when I say ''Universal First'' is the significant slogan of the year!

MONTA BELL WILL DIRECT "EAST IS WEST." MR. BELL DIRECTED "THE BELLAMY
Trial," "Young Man of Manhattan," "Man, Woman and Sin," "His Secretary" and other successes.

MAL ST. CLAIR WILL DIRECT "THE BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT." MR. ST. CLAIR Dl-

rected "The Grand Duchess and The Waiter," "Montana Moon" and other hits.

EDWIN CAREWE WILL DIRECT "RESURRECTION." MR. CAREWE DIRECTED "RA-

mona" and other successes.

TOD BROWNING WILL DIRECT "OUTSIDE THE LAW." MR. BROWNING DIRECTED

"The Unholy Three," the original successful silent version of "Outside the Law," and other hits.

JOHN ROBERTSON WILL DIRECT AT LEAST ONE PICTURE FOR UNIVERSAL MR.

Robertson directed "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," with John Barrymore, and other hits.

WILLIAM WYLER JUST FINISHED DIRECTING "THE STORM.'^ MR. WYLER
directed " Hell's Heroes" and other successes.

JOHN STAHL WILL DIRECT "THE LADY SURRENDERS." MR. STAHL DIRECTED

"In Old Kentucky" and other successes.

RUPERT JULIAN WILL DIRECT ONE OF OUR MOST IMPORTANT FORTHCOMING
pictures. Mr. Julian directed "Merry-Go-Round," "The Phantom of the Opera" and others.

WILLIAM JAMES CRAFT HAS JUST COMPLETED "LITTLE ACCIDENT." MR. CRAFT

directed "Czar of Broadway" and other hits. He will also direct the new Cohens & Kellys picture and

"See America Thirst."

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON WILL DIRECT TWO PICTURES, AS YET UNTITLED.

Mr. Anderson amazed the world with the beauty of "The King of Jazz," which was the first picture

he ever made.

HOBART HENLEY WILL DIRECT ONE PICTURE, AS YET UNTITLED. MR. HENLEY

directed "The Lady Lies," "Wickedness Preferred" and other successes.

IF THESE STAR DIRECTORS CAN'T SMASH ASIDE ALL COMPETITION, YOU
might as well close up the old shop.

CLIMB ABOARD AND TAKE THE SAFE AND SURE ROAD TO HITLAND!
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Theatre Managers-

Projectionists
Unless You Possess the Theatreman's Ency-

clopedia You Are Working Either Under a

Handicap or Incurring a Risk.

There is no better safeguard against a delayed break'

down in the operating equipment of a theatre and the

resultant inconvenience to patrons and possible refund

of a performance receipts, than a set of RICHARD'
SON^S MOTION PICTURE HANDBOOKS cover'

ing every phase attendant on the technique of projection

and sound manipulation.

A most necessary assistant in theatre management is

BUILDING THEATRE PATRONAGE (by Barry

and Sargent). This work shows you how to profitably

advertise and exploit your house and program—how to

adroitly handle every problem associated with theatre

operation. Endorsed by most of the leading theatremen

in the world.

Richardson's Motion Picture Handbook— Vol.

1 and 2 $ 6.20

Richardson's Motion Picture Handbook—Vol. 3 5.10

Complete Set (the three volumes) 10.20

Building Theatre Patronage 5.10

Remittance to accompany order, unless you

wish hoo\s sent C.O.D.

Order from

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn Street - Chicago, Illinois
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ROGERS RIOTS EVERYWHERE
As They Rush To See Our WILL in
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international success
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IRENE RICH FRANK ALBERTSON
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN LUMSDEN HARE

BRAMWELL FLETCHER

Adaittatton and dialog by Owen Davis, Sr.

Directed by JOHN BLYSTONE
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set for new
records I

CHICAGO
Theatre

beginning July 18th
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The rush for fox pictures is on..

THEY CAN'T EVEN M^IT for RELEASE DATE

Old Man Summer!
Big theatres once shuddered in fear
o€ the Summer Slump*

No longer—in Chicago!

Big pictures mean Big Protits^even on
hot days and sultry nights.

Try and get them!

The Roosevelt Theatre did.

COMMON CLAY . . .

Released August 179but
sho'wing there July ll.

^^v^n^^pqpm*P**«l



United Artists Tiieatre did.

SONG O' MY HEART
Released Sept. 7« but
ShoMring there July 4*

Mae Hinee gives it

* • * *
and calls it

**the most charming picture
that has ever been screened^'

—Chicago tribune

Good for Chicago!

Good for Publix!

Good for



GREAT CIRCUITS NAIL
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RADIO TITAN LIGHTS THE INDUSTRY WITH
THE FLAME OF INSPIRED SHOWMANSHIF

Already the Thunder of Titan Progress Rings Across

the World as Giant Circuits Quickly Book the New
Attractions. Thirty-four Super-shows • • With Amos
'n' Andy in the Vanguard . • • Comprise the Sen-

sational New Pageant of the Titans

!

• . .No Fabled Argosy Ever Swept to Victory as

Swiftly as the Titan Show Machine • • . Now in

its Second Year and Well on the Way to Leader-

ship • • . Absolute and Supreme I
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It^s a Monumental

Achievement

That's what the Fourth Estate says

of the Motion Picture Almanac, and

that part of the newspaper world that

makes its living by writing about

motion pictures and the industry

finds the Almanac of particular value

as an indispensable authority for

reference.

When Chester B. Bahn of the

Syracuse Herald writes that "the

Almanac is a monumental achieve-

ment" he has in mind the service it

gives him. Mr. Bahn says:

"I want to extend, if I may, my
congratulations upon the general ex-

cellence of the 1930 Motion Picture

Almanac.

"The Almanac is a monumental

achievement and, speaking selfishly,

a most valuable addition to my refer-

ence library."

(Coupon for Order)

EXFliniTORS HERALD WORLD
407 South D«arborB Blr»«t
Qilcago, IllinolB

Pleas, forward a copy of Th« MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC
for m* at your ratall prica of $2.00. I am assoelated with the
iMdastry In iha following capacity:

(Note // check or money order accompanies this coupon the

Almanac tcill be shipped with postage prepaid immediately upon
publication.)

Nam*

Addrass..

I

atjr..._

PLEASE PRINT NAME

_.Slata

Now Offered for

Qeneral Sale

The 1930 Motion Picture Almanac, right

up to date with the complete and interest-

ing material of importance to everyone

connected with the motion picture indus-

try, is now available to everyone.

The hundreds of advance orders have been

filled and the Exhibitors Herald-World
is prepared to promptly supply everyone

with copies.

For convenience, an order blank is printed

in the adjoining column. In ordering by
telegraph, care should be taken to supply

complete address to insure immediate

delivery.
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY.

Screen Advertising

IN important places and in a pretentious manner plans

are being worked out to bring to the screen films

which are intended to be commercial advertisements.

These films, naturally, will be paid for by the adver-

tiser. The exhibitor will be expected to project theni

upon his screen as part of his regular programs.

According to present plans these films will be prepared

in such a manner as to provide entertainment for the

audience as well as advertising for the manufacturer or

distributor.

In the minds of some exhibitors the test as to whether

or not these films should be run will depend upon how
much entertainment value they contain and how little

advertising.

In the minds of other exhibitors the single fact that

the films contain advertising, and are primarily produced
for advertising purposes, will render them unfit for the-

atrical presentation regardless of how high or how low

they assay in entertainment value.

The idea of using the screen for advertising purposes

commercially is practically as old as the screen itself.

At one time in the development of the motion picture

business thousands of theatres regularly used advertising

slides and thereby added to their revenue. Whether or

not exhibitors will be paid for running these new films

which are now in contemplation remains to be seen

—

however the indication is that they will not be paid. The
aim seems to be to make the pictures sufficiently entertain-

ing so that they will be purchased by the theatre owner

at a nominal price or else gladly accepted gratis.

The many previous attempts to distribute films con-

taining advertising did not gain much ground because of

the hostility of the average exhibitor toward the whole

idea of commercializing his screen. The present effort,

however, is practically certain to make some progress for

the reason that it is being sponsored by producers who
control circuits and these producers, consequently, are in

a position to order these films into their theatres. This

condition is likely to have a great influence on the future

of advertising films because with the precedent set by
large circuits it is bound to receive at least some following

from smaller circuits and individual theatre owners.

The whole question of screen advertising is a serious

one because it is difficult or impossible to tell in advance
what the public's reaction will be. There is little ques-

tion that large nmnbers of the public will object to being

shown commercial advertising when they have paid to see

an entertainment program. It is argued—and quite cor-

rectly—that therel is likely to be little objection if the

advertising films are made sufficiently entertaining.

The public pays for magazines and newspapers which
contain advertising but the price is a nominal one because

of the fact that the publications contain advertising. No
similar readjustment of price seems either desirable or

possible in the case of the motion picture theatre.

Many radio broadcast features containing advertising

and, in fact, primarily based on advertising, are exceed-

ingly popular. It is very plain that the public does not

willingly tolerate this advertising but in this case the

public has no choice; it does not pay for the radio enter-

tainment and it is compelled to accept what is offered

or to seek entertainment elsewhere.

Neither magazine nor radio advertising affords any
accurate basis for comparison with screen advertising.

Depending upon the treatment of individual subjects,

screen advertising may prove successful and profitable.

But it is a scheme that is laden with considerable hazard
and danger. Its consequences should neither be over-

looked nor regarded lightly—by either producer or

exhibitor. AAA
Contract Conference

JAY M. SHRECK, in an off-the-record report on the

Atlantic City standard contract conference, says that

an outstanding impression gained in observing the pro-

ceedings of the meeting was both the willingness and the

determination of all parties to conciliate, compromise and
generally get together.

This is decidedly good news and it comes as a logical

fore-runner of the fact that the conference was one of

considerable definite accomplishment.

While the final draft of the proposed contract will not

be available for some time, various of the controversial

points which have been agreed upon present in them-
selves interesting developments.

The proposed elimination of 5 per cent of the product
in a block booking at the option of the exhibitor, in cases

where a block of 20 or more pictures have been signed for

at an average picture rental of $250 or less, introduces in

such contracts the element of flexibility which should be
most helpful to theatre owners in the various circum-

stances that occur.

The vigorous contest made by representatives of affiliated

theatres for a 15-day protection period on advertising is

another novel and interesting development. It seems
highly equitable that something in this connection should

be done and the provision accepted at the conference seems
a reasonable and safe one.

The question of score charges, one which is exceedingly

disturbing to a large number of exhibitors, has been pro-

nounced a matter of individual company policy. Placing

the question in this status does not give the exhibitors

an immediate victory but it represents a safe escape from
the possibility of an united front being put up by distrib-

utors, insisting upon continuance of the score charge
indefinitely.

Left as a matter of individual company policy, the score

charge is very likely to pass gradually and quietly out of
existence.
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Independents Make Big Gains
As Result of New Zoning Plans

Talking Film Bares

4 Million Arson Plot
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW^ YORK. July 8.—Martin J.
Quigley's suggestion that talking pic-
tures be used in identiGcation of
criminals has been carried a step fur-
ther, according to word from Niagara
Falls, where, according to the police,

actual pictures of attempted arson
were taken, thus breaking up a
$4,000,000 arson racket.

Theatres Lead in

8 Million Building

Contracts in Jane
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Contracts award-
ed for theatres led the construction field

the last week of June, according to the
Engineering News Record. The contracts
for theatre construction totalled $8,475,000
during that period.

New Amusement Finance
Shows Large Gains Over
First 6 Months Last Year

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Although the
public offering of bonds and stocks showed
a decrease during the first six months, ac-

cording to Otto P. Schwarzchild, editor of
American Underwriting Houses and Their
Issues, new financing of amusements
showed a decided increase. The total dur-
ing the first six months of last year was
$27,365,000, as against $110,625,000 the same
period this year.

14 Tons of Pathe Film
Ignited by Sun's Rays at

Bound Brook Print Plant
(Special to the HeraldiWorld)

NEW YORK July 8.—Fourteen tons of
film, most of it scraps, burned Monday at

the printing plant of Pathe, near Bound
Brook, New Jersey, causing damage esti-

mated at $20,000. Hot rays of the sun ig-

nited the film.

Camden Chamber Votes
Limited Sunday Showing

(Special to the Herald-World)

CAMDEN, N. J., July 8.—Camden coun-
ty's Chamber of Commerce has voted for
a liberal Sunday, "permitting limited pro-
fessional sports and amusements Sunday
afternoons and evenings." The Chamber
next will conduct a public referendum.

Ethel Barrymore Helps
Organize English Actors

(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON, July 8.—British actors are un-
der way in the organization of the British

Actors' Equity Association, and they are being
aided in this by Ethel Barrymore.

70 Per Cent of Unaffiliated

Exhibitors Improve Position
Pronounced Tremendous Factor in Promoting Good

Feeling Between Theatre Man and Distributor

By JAY M. SHRECK

NEW YORK, July 8.—Zoning is now underway or has been complet-

ed in every territory of the country except Salt Lake City, Butte and New
Orleans. The conunittee will take the New Orleans situation under con-

sideration July 21.

It is not likely that zoning will be undertaken in Salt Lake City and Butte,

the opinion being that the topography of that section obviates the necessity of

protection plans. The Denver territory presents a similar situation, eJthough

Denver itself will be zoned.

In a survey of accomplishments of the zoning committees which I have just

made, the following results insofar as independent exhibitors are concerned

stand out prominently.

Seventy per cent of the independent exhibitors have bettered their pro-

tection position.

Twenty-five per cent have remained where they are.

Five per cent are not in as good a position.

Explanation of this at first would seem unfavorable. The position of the 5

per cent was that heretofore they had been favored but in formulating zoning

regulations they were placed on an equitable basis with all other exhibitors,

whether independent or circuit.

Men who have been conversant with the protection situation for years speak

in highest laudatory terms of the work of the zoning committees.

"It has been a large job," said one. "This constructive work has been going

along without brass bands or other hullabaloo. It has created more good feel-

ing between exhibitors and distributors than anything in the history of

the industry.

"The little exhibitor aind leirge circuit theatre man for the first time have

sat around the table and discussed their problems openly cuid fairly. There

are dozens of instauices where the large exhibitor has released his product to

the little fellow after hearing the latter's story. I tell you it has been the

biggest accomplishment in our business."

Aside from the beneficial results to the exhibitor one man pointed to bet-

terment of conditions insofar as the public is concerned.

"Through intelligent zoning, pictures must be played within a prescribed

time. This means the public will get pictures newer and fresher. In no in-

stance reported thus far is the time between completion of the first run and

the showing of the smallest subsequent run greater than six months. You

can see what that means to the public."

Sees Maximum of 60 Days

This prompted discussion of the 120-day maximum availability clause in the

new contract. "I can't see why the zoning as completed or being formulated

shouldn't decrease that to sixty days," replied one man.

Referring to the great gains made by independents in territories where zon-

ing has been completed, it was pointed out that these were made possible "be-

(Continued on page 20, column 1)
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TALKING pictures have brought

many recruits to the screen but

none has established himself, or her-

self, more securely than Ann Harding,

who has the stellar role in Pathe's cur-

rent Broadway success, "Holiday."

On leaving the auditorium of the

Criterion preview it was anything but

the exception to hear, "The picture's a

natural." I agree in that appraisal of

the attraction.

"Holiday" is a fine piece of entertain-

ment. E. B. Derr, president of Pathe,

Avho is in charge of production, has de-

livered a picture which merits play-

dates throughout the country. It is not

every day that you can see such an

entertaining picture.

^ ^ ^

Broadway and Seventh Avenue are

Rumor Street. "I understand" is one
of the favorite phrases of the street.

You can take it or leave it, just as you
like.

However, there has been a persistent

rumor of a deal between Universal and
William Fox which seems to be kept

alive by various recent visits of Mr.

Fox to the Universal ofifice. Of these

visits, P. D. Cochrane, secretary of

Universal, says

:

"There is absolutely no deal in

contemplation."

Okay

!

^ ^ ^

Abram Myers, president of the Al-

lied States, said at Atlantic City that

the most serious problem confronting

exhibitors was the score charge. An-
swering this statement, Phil Reisman,

general sales manager of Pathe, said

:

"It is gradually curing itself."

Mr. Reisman is right according to in-

dependent exhibitors whom this writer

has talked with. The score charge

today, as pointed out in the Herald-
World two weeks ago, is a matter of

negotiation. You pay it or you don't.

That depends on salesmanship.

* * *

Again reverting to Atlantic City.

There was a heated argument on one

clause of the new contract between
exhibitors and distributors. The ex-

hibitors were, not only persistent, but

arbitrary. Said a representative of dis-

tribution :

"For years I have heard of how
hard a film salesman was. Now I

sympathize with him."

—JAY M. SHRECK.

Squeezing Through College

When speaking of "crushes," one immediately thinks of something to drink, but in the

case of the pictures below, we're not so sure, and the best way of telling what the "crush"

part of it is is to see the Educational-Mack Sennett Talking Comedy, entitled "Campus
Crushes," including in the cast Nick Stuart, Marjorie Beebe and Andy Clyde.

Nick Stuart and Marjorie Beebe. Find Andy Clyde.

Marjorie Beebe and Andy Clyde. Poor Andy.
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Sponsors Believe Newr Contract
Foolproof Against U. S. Action

Agreement Not to Be Offered
For Approval by Government

All Elements of

Trade Must Help
Pact, Says Kent

Sidnsr R; Kent

"The flood of messages that have come
in," said Sidney R. Kent, 5-5-5 conference
chairman, in New York, "shows the great

satis faction
which all phases
of the industry

feel in the work
of the men who
met at Atlantic

City.

"However, all

of this effort, all

of the wonderful
spirit of concili-

ation and coop-

eration which
was manifested

at the meetings,

will go for noth-

ing unless every

force in the in-

dustry makes a special effort to preserve

this agreement in the same frame of mitid

in which it was made. Distributors, chain

operators and independent theatre own-

ers must give every possible support to

their representatives that sat around the

table at Atlantic City and worked this

thing out, and if this is done we shall

have a continuing peace and harmony in

this industry.

"Now that the meetings are over, I wish

to take this occasion publicly to express

my appreciation to Mr. Lightman of the

MPTOA and Mr. Myers of the Allied

States Theatre Owners, and their associ-

ates, for the very wonderful and broad-

gauged manner in which they faced the

problems that came up for solution.

Messrs. Schiller and Dembow, represent-

ing the big circuits, also deserve the

thanks of this industry for the generous

spirit of tolerance and fair play which

they exhibited toward the independent

theatre owners. These and other con-

ferees made this agreement possible only

by patience, sympathy and a broad view

of the industry's welfare."

Woman Stench Bomber
To Jail; Union Men Are
Cited in Dynamite Suit

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, July 8.—Mrs.
_
Annie

Risso was sentenced to 30 days in jail by

Police Judge George J. Steiger, after she had

pleaded guilty to a charge of having placed

stench bombs in Nasser Brothers theatres.

Karl Dietrich, business agent for the mu-

sicians' union, and Karl Seit and George

Madin were also cited to show cause why they

should not be held in contempt of court, fol-

lowing affidavits that they had violated a tem-

porary restraining order issued in the $300,000

damage suit filed by Nasser Brothers against

the musicians' union and other organizations,

charging them with having been responsible for

the dynamiting of the Royal theatre and the

placing of stench bombs in several other

houses.

Rephrasing of Draft Goes to Myers of Allied and Light-
man of M P T O A for Consideration

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Sponsors of the new standaurd exhibition con-

tract, drafting of which was completed by the 5-5-5 conference last week
at Atlantic City, believe that it is foolproof against further govern-
ment action.

Because of this belief the contract will not be submitted to the government
for approval. In addition, some of the leaders feel that to do so would be a

step toward government paternalism, a situation which would place the indus-

try in a disadvantageous position.

the representatives of our national organ-
ization in this conference. We tried to

come to a complete understanding of the
needs of the industry. We realized that

the work of this conference was of prime
importance to the business, and with others
labored to make its results entirely con-
structive. Our organization believes that
contractual and other relations between the
dififerent divisions of our industry have
been inmeasurably improved by this con-
ference. A sense of fairness characterized
the whole procedure.

"We have one of the largest indus-
tries in the world, and from many
definite viewpoints the most impor-
tant. It is essential that business re-

lations within this industry be as
nearly mutual as possible and the
best of understandings exist; so that
we can at all times make our affairs

with the public meet up with every
proper expectation and our screen
service generally reach the maximimi
in beneficial results. There are many
new elements in this business, and
more are coming. Its stability and
soundness places it in the very front
rank among American industries. The
biggest bankers and the leading serv-
ice and electrical corporations of the
nation are now an integral part of
our industry, which is essentially
American in every way. We are en-
deavoring to adjust our relations to
conform to these very substantial
business situations.

"In this mutual effort to bring about
the advancement of our business the Allied
States organization, headed by Abram S.

Myers, contributed fully to the ultimate re-

sult. The distributors, headed by Sidney
R. Kent, and the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, represented
by General Counsel Gabriel Hess, were en-
tirely reciprocal and helpful in bringing
about these understandings and agreements.

"A voluntary arbitration system was
evolved which overcomes all objections
presented in the recent adverse decision
of Federal Judge Thatcher. This plan is

to go into effect as soon as practicable. A
Conciliation Board was formed to hear
cases of an exceptional nature so as to
meet every character of controversy which
might arise."

Myers, on his return to the national

capital, stated that despite failure of the

conference to act on the score charge Al-

{Continued on next page, column 3)

Rephrasing of the contract along lines

suggested by conferees at the S-5-5 sessions
has been completed by Gabriel Hess, and
the draft is now in the hands of the printer.

Copies will go forward this week to M. A.
Lightman, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, at Memphis,
and to Abram F. Myers, president of Allied
States, at Washington.

Then to Exhibitors -

If approved by Lightman and Myers, it

will be submitted to the exhibitors for
ratification.

Just how soon the new contract will be
placed in use is problematical, although the
impression exists that . the license itself,

along with its moral arbitration regulations,

will become effective in a majority of cases
on the new season's product.

Both Sidney R. Kent, chairman of

the conference, and Lightman beUeve
that the fairness which characterized
the whole procedure has resulted in

a new and better understanding be-
tween the different branches of the
industry.

Said Lightman:

"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America feel that very substantial progress

was made at the Atlantic City Conference
in neutralizing business situations within

the industry. So many changes in owner-
ship and personnel have featured the indus-

try within the past few years, and with
others in prospect, that all of these situa-

tions must be comprehended in every move
affecting the business.

"This was the settled determination of

Even Waves Tremor
When Sophie Warbles

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Take this

or leave it! Paula Gould writes that

Sophie Tucker (star of Warner
Brothers "Honky Tonk" we might
add), quelled a mild panic at sea dur-

ing an electrical storm. Writes Miss
Gould:
"At the completion oi her last

number, one of the songs from her

talking picture 'Honky Tonk," the

storm abated and the He de France
sailed on quietly through the night.

What power that woman has, even

over the waves!
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Bill Grants German Ministry
Drastic Power Over Pictures

Head of Interior Department Would Have Authority to Fix Renter's

Quota According to Momentary Requirements of

Market—Based on Cultural Value
By DR. RICHARD OTTO

BERLIN, July 8.—While the Paris patents conference is sitting, the German
government has introduced a new film bill in the Reichstag to replace the old

contingent law which expired at the end of June.

The bill is short and gives almost arbitrary power to the minister of interior

who can issue regulations restricting the distribution of foreign pictures.

Contravention of such regulations can territories have offered difficult tasks but in

other districts it is believed the w^ork of the

committees w^ill be comparatively easy. Los An-
geles, Detroit, Kansas City and Omaha have
regulations in force, and plans are nearly com-
pleted in Chicago.

Necessity for the present zoning meetings
was created by the grovfth of chains, it was
pointed out. Five or six years ago film boards
of trade met annually and prepared protection
plans they thought fair. Perhaps complaints
would be received from two or three zones.

Then chains started to grow and certain thea-

tres would wag their tails at the distributors.

The theatre man, said the Herald-World
informant, in reporting the bad business to the
home office, would blame the publicity man,
protection and bad pictures—never did he say
it was lack of ability on his part "which," said

this man, "was the real reason in 99 per cent
of the cases."

Zoning committees, it is said, after adopting
the principles will apply these principles to all

alike. Protection naturally varies in different

territories but it is the rule that Balaban and
Katz in Chicago, owing to the number of thea-
tres, is granted the least protection—twenty-
eight days.

be punished with confiscation of film, fines or
imprisonment.
Added to this bill is a lengthy official

commentary in which the government ex-
plains its views. The government declared
that the former system of treating pictures
as merchandise cannot be upheld and that

in future they have to be regarded as

cultural assets.

The government adds that the former
system of restricting importation from
abroad without regarding domestic produc-
tion of foreign companies incorporated in

Germany under the German law "did not
safeguard interest of the national produc-
tive ability and national ideals."

The paper then mentions the Geneva
treaty of November, 1927, intending to

abolish import restrictions, but which Ger-
many, Great Britain, France, Italy and
India only ratified while reserving the right

of adopting measures for protection of the
cultural and national interests.

To safeguard these cultural and
national interests the minister of the
interior will be empowered to restrict

the exhibition of foreign pictures by
fixing the renter's quota according to
the momentary requirements of the
market

Silent and sound pictures will be
dealt with separately. Every foreign
picture must be registered at the of-

fice of the subordinate to the ministry
of the interior.

The picture will be considered as under
the following conditions: The producing
firm must be national. The director and,
in case of sound, the composer, as well as
the majority of persons engaged in the
production, "must belong to the German
cultural spirit." While German nationality
is not considered essential, the picture
must be produced in Germany as far as the
subject of the production permits.

New Zoning Called Big
Benefit to Public As

Well As Independent
(Continued from page 17)

cause circuit theatres have given." An official

prominent in the business views the recent de-
velopments as follows:
"The 5-5-5 conference has agreed on a con-

tract and likewise has agreed on the arbitra-
tion form. But the big bugbear has been pro-
tection. It has created 90 per cent of the
trouble heretofore. We are glad that intelli-

gent handling of zoning by the committees is

minimizing that situation."

"Imagine," he stresses, "a circuit theatre
asking and getting 400 mile protection. Yet
that situation was uncovered and corrected.
That theatre must have expected its patrons to
arrive t)y plane."

In undertaking zoning it was found that the
bulk of the complaints came from Kansas City,

Los Angeles, Chicago and Milwaukee. These

Report Warners
Plan Department

For Stage Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Evidence that music
and talent again is getting a secure hold on the

stages of motion picture theatres is found in

a report here that Warner Brothers will

launch a stage show department for its the-

atres shortly. If the company undertakes
stage show presentation, and executives neither
deny nor confirm the report, it is believed that

the new Hollywood theatre on Broadway, the
stage of which is being enlarged, will be the
key situation.

In this connection it is reported also that

the company, instead of organizing its own
unit, might effect a working agreement with
a circuit organization now operating such a
department.

Sono-Art Ahead of Studio
Schedule; Several Films
All Set for Distribution

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—SonoArt's produc-
tions "What a Man," "Reno," and "Rouge"
or "Rio Grande" are now on the shelf ready
for distribution. SonoArt is ahead of produc-
tion schedule, according to executives. The
future plans of the company will be made
known this week by George W. Weeks, vice

president and general manager, who it is un-
derstood has returned to New York from the
Coast but will not be here officially until

Thursday.

New Contract Foolproof
Against U. 5. Action, Is

Belief of Its Sponsors
(Continued from page 19, column 3)

lied would "bring every ounce of influence

to bear on the distributors to abandon the

practice."

"The delegates of Allied Association to

the 5-5-5 conference have used their utmost
endeavors to get action by the conference
on the vitally important question of score

charges. The distributors have made no
defense of the practice of collecting score
charges, but have taken the position that

since Warners and First National refuse to

join in a movement to abolish score
charges nothing can be done to grant the
exhibitors relief in this matter.

"Your delegates have made a special
study of this subject and are con-
vinced that no defense of the practice
was offered because none exists, and
have also found that in many sections
no score charges are in fact being
exacted by distributors other than the
two above named. Apparently, there-
fore, the imposition of the score
charges is only for the purpose of

adding to the film rental agreed upon
by the parties.

"The failure on the part of the distribu-
tors to meet one of the outstanding issues
of the conference makes it necessary for
the exhibitors of the country individually
and through their organizations to oppose
in every way possible this indefensible ex-
action and to bring every ounce of influ-
ence to bear on the distributors to abandon^
the practice."

Under the terms of the new arbitration-
draft, arbiters will meet in the Film Boards
of Trade offices. Each arbitration board"
will comprise four arbiters, two distribu-
tors and two exhibitors, the latter being
selected by the party whose card is under-
consideration. Arbiters will serve six.

months.
Expenses of the arbiters will be paid out

of a filing fee of no less than $2 and no-
more than $5.

Should a deadlock occur the four mem-
bers of the board will select a fifth.

Also National Board

In addition to the local board, there will'

be a national arbitration body to hear only
"extraordinary cases," or cases not covered'
by the language of the standard contract.
Such cases must be recommended to the
national body by the local boards.

Six members, three exhibitors and three
distributors, will comprise the national
committee, which will meet not oftener
than every 30 days.

The three exhibitor members will be
chosen by the defendant from panels of
arbiters selected by the MPTOA and Al-
lied. Affiliated theatre representatives will
sit on the board when cases involving their
interests are under consideration.

It will be at least three weeks before
completed drafts of the key and short form'
contracts and the arbitration regulations

;

will be ready for publication.

'Once a Gentleman* Shown
Theatre Men by Sono-Art

(Special to the.Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8;—Two hundred thea-
tre men in addition to press representatives
will attend a preview Thursday night of Sono-
Art-World Wide's "Once a Gentleman" at the
Roerich museum. Prior to the showing of
the attraction starring Edward Everett Horton •

a dinner will be given by First Division Pic-
tures, New Yovk. distributor, for SbnoArt--
World Wide.

wmm
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Circuits Staging Merry Race
For Films Despite Early Year

Winners of First

Heats in Circuit

Race for Bookings
Warner chain of nearly 1,000 theatres

books Radio Pictures' long and short

features.

Publix acquires entire Fox product for

something like 1,500 theatres in eight mil-

lion-dollar deal.
A

Publix and First National near closing

of deal for F N's program of 35 features.

A

James R. Grainger closes booking con-

tracts for Fox pictures in 249 theatres in

Michigan and Detroit, 170 in Famous
Players-Canadian houses and 79 in But-

terfield chain.

Big Links Stay Open
Though Tom Thumbs
Must Close on Sunday

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, July 8.—The exhibitors of

Ottawa, Ontario, won a signal victory in

the decision by the civic officials that local

Tom Thumb golf courses could not oper-

ate on Sundays, despite the general use of

real golf links on that day. The ruling is

that trick courses can not be operated on
Sundays any more than the theatres can

—

and the latter do not.

Must Have License Now
(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, July 9.—Miniature
golf courses have been placed under the

watchful eye of the police department

through passage of an ordinance by the

Minneapolis city council.

Six courses, three of them Torn Thumbs,
have sprung up in Minneapolis in the last

two months. Charges that players were
allowed on the courses early and late,

thereby disturbing the sleep of near-by-

residents, and of vociferous language be-

ing employed by some of the players,

caused the council to act.

The miniatures now must pay a license

fee of $25 and remain open only between
the hours of 8 a. m, and 12:30 a. m. Any
offensive conduct on the part of players

will bring prompt police action.

Citizens Not ''Blue'* So
City Dads to Repeal Law

(Special to the Herald-World) .

BORDENTOWN, N. J., July 8.—This is

one town in New Jersey, a state which has

its blue law skirmishes with the regularity of

the rising and setting sun, which believes that

so long as the community is not at all "blue"

on the Sabbath the law which has been en-

forced only once since 1921 should be re-

pealed.

The city fathers will vote on it tonight with

every indication that it will be stricken from
the books.

Warners Book Radio's Entire
Program for Thousand Houses

Publix Seeking F N's 35 Following Fox Deal—Grainger
Signs 249 Houses in Michigan and Canada

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Although the new selling season has been underway
only a comparatively short time, executives of the industry's great theatre cir-

cuits are letting no moss grow under their feet in their drive to assure ample
product for their screens.

First of the extensive booking deals was
Publix's acquisition of the entire Fox out-
put for something like 1,500 theatres, which
was announced two weeks ago. Close to

$8,000,000 was involved in this transaction.
R K O Booked Into Warner Houses
A deal approximating that has just been

announced by Radio Pictures. Both its

features and short subjects have been
booked to play the Warner Brothers chain
of nearly 1,000 houses.
These theatres are in New York, Penn-

sylvania, Ohio, Illinois, New Jersey, Massa-
chusetts, Connecticut, West Virginia, Mary-
land, Tennessee, Missouri and the District

of Columbia.
Another extensive booking which is ex-

pected to be closed shortly will give Publix
First National's program of 35 features.

This deal, it is said, has been under con-
sideration for several weeks by Ned De-
pinet of First National and William Saal of

the theatre circuit.

Grainger Books 249 Houses

J. R. Grainger, vice president in charge
of distribution for Fox, following the clos-

ing of the Publix deal, departed for De-
troit and Toronto where he closed con-
tracts covering bookings in 249 theatres in

Michigan and Canada.
The Canadian deal was with Famous

Players-Canadian Corporation, operating
170 houses. In Detroit he closed with the
Butterfield chain, operating 79 theatres.

In the Warner Brothers-Radio Pictures
deal, Edward Alperson, Clayton Bond, his

assistant, and George Skouras, theatre execu-

tive, represented Warners, while Charles
Rosenzweig, general sales manager, Jerome

Safron, Eastern division manager, and
Cleve Adams, Western division manager,
acted for R K O.

Radio Films for Warners

The Radio pictures which will be avail-
able to Warner theatres will include the
Amos 'n' Andy special; "Dixiana," starring
Bebe Daniels; Edna Ferber's "Cimarron,"
starring! Richard Dix; "Leathernecking,"
with Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey;
"Babes in Toyland," Victor Herbert's mas-
terpiece; starring vehicles for Bebe Daniels,
Richard Dix and Betty Compson; produc-
tions by Herbert Brenon and Associated-
Radios, making 34 major productions in the
feature list.

On the short feature program will be
starring vehicles for W. C. Fields; Clark
and McCullough; Karl Dane and George K.
Arthur; Louise Fazenda; the Mickey Mc-
Guire comedies; the novelty cartoons,
"Toby the Pup"; and the "Humanette" and
"Nick and Tony" series.

St. Louis WCTU Pledges
To Boycott Films Until
Drinking Scenes Go Out

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, July 8.—Members of the
WCTU meeting at their headquarters,
on June 30, pledged themselves to boy-
cott attendance at motion picture shows
"so long as drinking scenes and the use
of liquor are shown as the smart thing to
emulate in our college and family life."

The union has a membership drive un-
derway in St. Louis.

Another Church Group Endorses Move
To Place Film Trade Under Government

(Special to the Herald-World)

ASTORIA, ORE., July 8.—Support of the movement to have the motion picture
industry declared a public utility under the supervision of a federal commission,
v/as voted by the Oregon organization of the Methodist Episcopal church meeting
in annual conference here.

Federal regulation of trade practices as vrell as moral standards, which is sought
by the Federal Motion Picture Council of America, lay reform organization, and
which has been endorsed at previous church conventions, is speciGcally asked for in

a resolution drafted by the conference public morals committee and passed by the
convention.
Charging that the American motion picture is corrupting Christian induences and

citizenship, and that efforts to obtain the cooperation of the industry itself had
failed, the resolution pledges cooperation "with the Federal Motion Picture Coun-
cil of America in its effort to obtain passage of the bill declaring the motion pic-

ture to be a public utility and providing for a federal motion picture commission to

regulate the trade practices of the motion picture industry and to establish deGnite

moral standards to be applied before the production of Blms which are licensed for

interstate and international commerce, the expenses of the commission to be paid

by the license fee of pictures."
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BritonAsks Booking Holiday;
Hits Guarantee, Score Charge

Would Start September 1 K Exhibitors Concur—Simon Rowson
Tells General Council That Growth of Circuits Is

"Very Salvation of the Industry"

[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

LONDON, July 8.—Payment of guarantees and score charges is disturbing

exhibitors on this side of the Atlantic just as they are in America, according to

reports which have just reached here from the 5-5-5 conference.

The theatre men of England at the meeting of the General Council of the

Cinematograph Exhibitors Association at Blackpool suggested more drastic

procedure, however, than the resistance displayed by their brother exhibitors

in America.

R. V. Crow in a paper read at the con-
ference urged a "booking holiday" unless
what he termed an equitable agreement
could be reached with the renters.

It was finally agreed that the coun-
cil submit to members of the C E A
a resolution to the effect that busi-
ness relations would be discontinued
with those renters who continued to
exact guarantees and score charges.

Adolph Zukor has suggested that a
round table conference be held, probably
not unlike the 5-5-5 meetings, it was stated.

Crow was of the opinion that the Zukor
proposal should be accepted, adding:
"We can go to that conference, not as

beggars, but armed with a weapon every
one of us can use, and which for want of

a better term I will call a 'booking holi-

day.'
"

Would Start September 1

September 1 would be the date of this

so-called "booking holiday" should the ex-
hibitors concur in it.

Simon Rowson in his paper, "What Next?"
gave the delegates a thought for serious con-

sideration when he stated:
"... the growth of the circuits is not

the menace which some people unthink-
ingly call it, but the very salvation of the
industry."

Says Independent Meets Issue

"They represent," he continued, "the
process of rationalization characteristic of

all important businesses at the present
time. I can testify, as a renter, that on the
whole their influence is directed to bringing
down film prices; they impose conditions

of trading which tend to become standard-
ized and advantageous when extended to

other theatres.

"It may be that in particular areas the
smaller independent theatre is unable to

compete with the more attractive edifices

and the better fare which the circuit thea-
tre can offer. But this is only the experi-
ence of other trades."

He was of the opinion, however, that
generally the independent successfully met
the competition of the circuits.

Frudenfeld Leaves RKO;
To Take Post with Publix

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, July 8.—Arthur Frudenfeld,
divisional director for Radio Keith Or-
pheum theatres in Missouri and Kansas
with headquarters in St. Louis has resigned
and within the next few weeks will assume
an important executive position with the

Publix Circuit. He departed for New York
on July 4 to confer with Publix officials.

Frudenfeld came to St. Louis in 1928 to

become manager of the St. Louis theatre,

and later was promoted to divisional direc-

tor last January.

Hoffman Places Three
More Liberty Exchanges

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Three additional ex-
changes for Liberty Productions have been
established by M. H. Hoffman, president of
the company. The new locations are in Chi-
cago, Milwaukee and Indianapolis.

This comes close on the heels of the an-
nouncement of the founding of similar ex-
changes in New York, Buffalo, Albany, New
Haven, Boston, Washington and Philadelphia.

FILM BUYER
For Service

For booking and exploitation

jacts the theatre man is keeping

FILM BUYER at his elbow ready

for use at an instant's notice, and
he is using it every day, the many
letters from exhibitors show. The
next appearance of this service fea-

ture will be as Section Two of the

July 26 issue of

Exhibitors

Herald-World

Reichstag Passes
Law Establishing
Foreign Film Censor

(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, July 8.—A law providing that all

foreign films must pass under censorship's

eagle eye has been passed on in Germany by
the Reichstag. Every film from outside the

country must submit to the opinions of the

committee chosen.

$10,698 ''All Quief Gross
During 3 Days, Including
July 4, at Central Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—A gross box office

record of $10,698 was the total receipts of
Universal's "All Quiet on the Western
Front" during the three days holiday, in-

cluding the Fourth, at the Central theatre

here. The daily figures are as follows : Fri-

day, July 4, $3,698; Saturday, July 5, $3,800,

and Sunday, July 6, $3,200, making a total of

$10,698.

At the Royal theatre in Toronto, and the
Strand, in Vancouver, the film played to a
standout business, the Vancouver house tak-
ing in $3,509 the first day. The film is also
being shown at the Rialto in Newark, N. J.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending July 3

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Resumption of selling was the ent movement, General Electric seeming to resist pres-

first trend on the market on the return of traders from sure better than most of the leading issues,

the weekend vacation. Few stocks showed any consist- Fluctuations for the past week were as follows

:

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales
Sales

Brunswick-Balke-Collender 3,000
Consolidated Film - 1,500
Do pfd 1,300

Eastman Kodak — _ 21,500
Fox Film "A" _ _ 25,400
General Theatre Equipment 7,900
Keith-Albee-Orpheum, pfd _ 200
Loew'e Inc. _ 63,200
Do pfd WW _ 200
Do pfd xw ..._ _ 400

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pfd _ 100
Paramount — — 30,900
Pathe Exchange _ „.... 4,800
Do "A" „ _ _... 900

Radio Corporation 290,200
Do pfd "A" 400

High Low Close
High Low Close

19% 14% 19y8
loya 1778 19

20 19 20

202% 190% 192

41% 40 40%
331/2 31% 33

103 102% 102%
67% 621/2 65%

106 106 106
941/4. 94 94

25%
67%

25% 25%
55 57

41/8 3% 378
814 71/2 7%
3678 34% 35%
55% 65 55

Do pfd "B" _ 1,400
Radio-Keith-Orpheum 56,400
Shubert Theatres _ 2,300
Warner Brothers 132,800
Do pfd ..._ 200

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Balaban & Katz „ _ 60
General Theatres, Inc 1,560
Morgan Litho 400

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures „ 500
Do vtc _„ 1,100

Fox Theatres _ 2,900
Loew'a war _ _ 600
National Screen 800
Sentry Safety _ 600
Technicolor, Inc 4,600
Trans-Lux _ ."..... 6,200

77%
30%
14%
431/4

47y8

75
33%
9%

38%
36
9%
9%
31%
4y8
36%
8%

75
29
12%
401^
4778

72
31%

35
35
81^
9
30%
4

29

7%

75
29%
14%
41%
47%

72
33
9%

35
35
8%
9%
31%
4
29
7%

mmmmmmm mmm
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Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera
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An excellent portrait of a distin-

guished actor. George Arliss is

now sojourning in England after

having completed "Old English'*

for Warner Brothers.

It must be a very interesting story Mel Brown is telling Sue
Carol, or maybe it's a few sidelights on the work of a direc-

tor. Sue has just completed "She's My Weakness" for Radio
Pictures, with Arthur Lake. Brown is to direct Amos 'n'

Andy in "Check and Double Check."

Arnold Lucy plays the part of

"Kantorek," the old German
schoolmaster who urges all his

pupils to don uniforms in Uni-
versal's "All Quiet."
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"Now, let me see," says Monty Collins, hand to temple and in deep
thought over the apparent mysteries of nature, while T. Roy Barnes

is just a little bit undecided as to just what to do in a case like this.

But the mystery will probably be explained in "How's My Baby?" an
Educational-Mermaid Talking Comedy

Just a "grand" get together of the whole family, With Joe E. Brown,
Mrs. Brown and the two little Browns waxing muidcal at their home
in Hollywood. Joe, who just has to open his mouth to throw an
audience into paroxysms, is now at work on a First National-Vita-

phone production called "Going Wild."

J
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The Climax! "Give me the papers, or I'll tear up the child." This little dramatic

incident took place on the Hal Roach-M G M lot, when Stan Laurel, the girl;

Oliver Hardy, the father; Charley Chase, the villain, and Edgar Keimedy, the
servant, found time to clown a little bit in between scenes. We can't make out

what kind of a cigar the fond father is smoking, or is it all moustache.

"Uncle Sam" doesn't seem to know exactly what
is in the wind, but he does know that Gertie Mes-
singer is already to celebrate the Fourth, naval
treaty or no. David Sharpe and Gertie Messinger

are Hal Roach-M G M players.

Mervyn Leroy is all set to fire the shot that will put action into this race. And
what a race it will be—that is, if appearances aren't deceiving. The one on the
right looks as though it might have two "lungs," while the one on the left looks
as though it should—have a horse. However, Loretta Young and Grant Withers,

who play in First National's "Broken Dishes," are all set to go.
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Univcrsal's famous crane, which took some of
those great shots in "All Quiet," is used in the
filming of "The Storm" in the studio. A house
within a house. Paul Cavanaugh, and William

Boyd, are seen at the railing.

We don't have to tell you who this

is, and we'll bet the M G M picture,

"Romance," which she stars in, will

be just that. Greta enacts the role

of an Italian opera singer.

The screen's greatest mother, Belle

Bennett, in a beautifully youthful
study, with a touch of wistfulness.

She appears in Warner Brothers'
"Courage" and "Recaptured Love."
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A magic baton waves, and dulcet harmonies and melodies emanate from the orches-

tra pit. The audience sits, soothed by the charm of it and thrilled when the fortis-

simo crashes the walls with its power. Leo Zahler holds the "stick." He is the
musical director at the Darmour-Radio Pictures studio, and his music is heard in

many of the productions which this company puts out.

We don't wonder that Walter Pidgeon looks at

Claudia Dell with something akin to adoration in his

eyes, and what man wouldn't in the presence of a

princess. Claudia appears opposite Walter in "Sweet
Kitty Bellairs," a Warner film.

A cruel murderer is at large and the suspects— well, the suspects are pictured above.

Who is it, and what was the purpose behind it all. No one knows, and yet everyone
will know— that is, as soon as this group plays for us across the silver sheet, seeking

the killer of "Ebenezer Laurel" in "The Laurel-Hardy Murder Case," which will be
released by M G M.

Addie McPhail, who has about the
nicest dimple we ever saw, portrays

the role of the newly married young
lady in the Pathe two-reel comedy

entitled "Rich Uncles."

Looks quizzical, does he? Perhaps

Walter Pidgeon is wondering how
anyone can be as beautiful as

Claudia Dell, who appears with him
in Warner's "Sweet Kitty Bellairs."

Almost like a spectre, a baleful sort of being, gazing

down the passage of a monotonous life, certain that

there is no pleasant bypath to dart into until— but

Chester Morris tells you about it in M G M's "The
Big House"

M
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The Award of Merit
Will Be Yours If—
the Committee on Awards adjudges your theatre as deserving of the Herald-

World bronzed plaque for excellent sound reproduction.

Therefore, theatre owner or manager, if you believe that the sound in your
theatre is of such high quality as to merit the award, write to the Committee.
Individual consideration is assured your theatre.

The Committee also extends an invitation to exchange managers and others asso-

ciated with the motion picture industry to call to its attention theatres considered

worthy of this honor.

In all cases address your letters directly to: Committee on Awards, Exhibitors

Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

Paramount Starts Production Drive

At Coast Studios With 35 Pictures
Means Work for Several Thousand Actors and Studio Artisans—Lasky,

Back from New York, Predicts Genuine Prosperity

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—One of the biggest production drives in the his-

tory of Paramount West Coast Studios is now under way, having been
launched this week. Thirty-five all-talking pictures are in work or in

preparation and it is expected that during the months of July, August and Sep-

tember, actual shooting will be in progress on 22 of these feature length pro-

ductions. This huge schedule will give work to several thousands of actors,

technicians and others connected with the studios.

THE announcement was made by Jesse
L. Lasky, first vice president of Para-

mount Publix in charge of production.
Lasky has just returned to Hollywood from
the east, where he made plans for new pic-

tures at the New York studios, and at the
same time conducted a survey of business
conditions throughout the country. Lasky
expressed himself enthusiastic over the in-

dustrial outlook in the United States and
predicted an era of genuine prosperity for
the months to come. The increased pro-
duction schedule is the result of this busi-
ness survey, Lasky stated.

Seven Pictures Now Filming

Seven productions are being filmed at

this time. These are "The Sea God," with
Richard Arlen and Fay Wray; "The Spoil-
ers," with Gary Cooper, Kay Johnson and
others; "The Better Wife," with Ruth
Chatterton and Clive Brook; "West of the
Law," with Rosita Moreno, Eugene Pallette
and a big cast; Ernst Lubitsch's "Monte
Carlo"; Maurice Chevalier's latest, "The
Little Cafe," and the Spanish production
of "Grumpy."
Seven other features in the cutting and

editing rooms, being made ready for early
releases are "For the Defense," starring
William Powell; Moran and Mack in "Any-
body's War" ; "Let's Go Native," with Jack
Oakie and Jeanette MacDonald; "Man-
slaughter," with Claudette Colbert and
Fredric March; Cyril Maude's "Grumpy,"
and the all-Technicolor production, "Follow
Through."

Bancroft Film Preparing

Now in preparation are a George Bancroft
vehicle, as well as pictures to star Clara
Bow, Jack Oakie, Leon Errol, and Charles
Rogers. Walter Huston and Kay Francis
are rehearsing for the filmization of "The
General,' and rehearsals are under way for
"Morocco" and "Tom Savo'er."
Production is also underway at the New

York studios of the company. Shooting is

Nancy Carroll's next starring vehicle,

"Laughter," while being edited are "The
Sap from Syracuse," starring Jack Oakie;
"Heads Up," starring Charles Rogers, and
the Four Marx Brothers in "Animal Crack-
ers." Director Fred Newmeyer is prepar-
ing "The Best People," scheduled to go
into production immediately.

<tBouncing Babies" Cut by
Canadian Censors* Knife

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, July 8.—No one would ever
have thought that an "Our Gang" Comedy
would arouse the attention of film censors
but such has been the case in Ontario where
the Provincial Board of Censors has made
three deletions in "Bouncing Babies," the ob-
jectionable scenes showing one of the kids
breaking electric light bulbs in order to stop
automobile traffic.

"Legit" at Lowest
Ebb Since War

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Not since
1919, when war time conditions prac-
tically stopped stage production,
have there been as few legitimate at-
tractions on Broadway as at present.
Only 14 theatres out of 65 are open
for business.
Equity officials attribute the slump

to general business depression, to the
fact that many of the leading drama-
tists are in Hollywood and to the lack
of cooling facilities in the dramatic
houses.

Carnival Receipts

Will Need to Grow
To Pay License Fee

(Special to the Herald-World)
MARION, IND., July 8.—Carnivals vis-

iting here will have a tough time in the
future if an ordinance just introduced in

the city council at the behest of the retail

bureau of the Chamber of Commerce is

passed. The ordinance provides the ex-
tremely high fee of $100 for the first day,
raising $50 a day until the sixth day, when
it is $350 a day thereafter. Medicine shows,
side shows and animal shows will be forced
to pay $50 a day flat rate. It was said the
local ordinance was written following that
in effect at Anderson, Ind.

Sono Art to Release Film
Entitled "Rainbow" Under
Title of "Costello Murder"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—The most recent pic-

ture of Sono Art-World Wide, before this

known by the title of "Rainbow," is to be
released as "Costello Murder." The picture
is now in production under the supervision of
James Cruze.
Budd Rogers, sales director, reports that

the company has secured complete circuit

bookings on the "Dude Wrangler" with the
Dent chain in Texas, and the Robb and Row-
ley circuit.

Mike Simmons, director of advertising and
publicity for Sono Art, is staging a question-
naire contest over the radio, in connection
with the showing of "The Big Fight" at the
Globe.

Cutler-Hammer Acquires
Schweitzer and Conrad

(Special to the Herald-World)
MILWAUKEE, July 8.—Cutler-Hammer,

Inc., of this city have announced that they
have acquired the common stock of Schweitzer
and Conrad, Inc., of Chicago, manufacturers
of high voltage equipment. The. newly
acquired company will continue to operate as
an independent manufacturing and selling unit.

Schweitzer and Conrad have been retained
as consulting engineers and will continue their

interest in the management as members of the
board of directors. Other members of the new
Schweitzerand Conrad board are F. R. Bacon,
who is chairman of the Cutler-Hammer board
and F. L. Pierce and Louis A. Lecher who are
also members of the Cutler-Hammer board.

Musician Charged With
Having Slain Constable

(Special to the Herald- World)
ANDERSON, IND., July 8.—Robert Wood,

musician at a local theatre, has been arrested
on a warrant from Kentucky charging him
with the murder of a constable at Catlettsburg,
Ky., last December. He is charged with hav-
ing shot the officer during an altercation.

When questioned. Wood said he witnessed the
shooting but that that was his only connection
with the affair.

He said he stepped outside a theatre in

which he was playing to witness the arrest of
a man by the constable. The man about to be
arrested fired the shot, he declared.

*'Ingagi" Returns for Run
In Chicago Loop Theatre

The return of "Ingagi," the Congo Pictures,
Ltd., film, which is causing so much contro-
versy, has been brought back to Chicago's loop,

and will show at the Castle theatre, which is

operated by C. E. Beck.
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DISTRIBUTOR SAYS:

"The chains, through their buying power and
through the rentals they pay, should be accorded

protection, but they should not be too drastic in

their demands . . . Excessive protection demands re-

tard distribution and delay incoming revenue."

EXHIBITOR SAYS:

"/ have no objection to chain operation, but in

our state it has been the so-called individucdly

owned theatre which has held the whiphand in

defeating adverse legislation such as admission

taxes and so forth."

Independent's Power in Law
Making Is Protection Factor

Drastic Protection Harmful,
Say Distributor and Exhibitor

Loew's Capitalizing

On Short Feature
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8. — Loew's,
Inc., is capitalizing on the short fea-

ture. E. A. Schiller is a conBrmed
believer in the box office value of this

type of product, and as a result Loew
theatres are giving shorts marquee
billings.

Latest of the Loew bookings of
shorts are the Pathe Vagabond Ad-
venture Series for 114 days in Great-
er New York. "Sacred Fires" starts

tomorrow at the 175th Street theatre

in New York and at the Kings theatre

in Brooklyn.

Assets of A, T, & T, May
Reach Three Billions by
August, With New Rights

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 8.—The total assets of

the American Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany may exceed $3,000,000,000 for the first

time by August 1, when the current rights to

buy additional shares expire, if the same pro-
portion of stockholders as formerly elect to

pay for their shares under the single payment
plan.

In June, the total assets amounted to about

$2,845,000,000, compared with $2,704,000,000 on
March 21 and $2,477,000,000 on December 21,

1929. The company is offering $257,940,700

additional stock to stockholders of May 23

record, at $100 a share, and on a one for six

basis.

Need for Discrimination
Between Child and Adult
Films Seen by Hays' Aid

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, July 8.—Mrs. Thomas G.

Winter, associate director of public relations

for the Hays organization, told a group of 300

clubwomen here last week that there is an
urgent need for intelligent discrimination be-

tween films for children and films for adults.

In discussing the recent code of ethics, Mrs.
Winter told the clubwomen that there never

can be uniformity of opinion as to what is

and what is not artistic, but that she believed

the code is bound to have an influence.

Ballroom Closed
(Special to the Herild-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, July 8. — The Indiana

theatre roof ballroom has just closed. Tom
Devine, manager, stated the sudden decision

to close is due to a change in schedule for the

fall opening, which will occur early this year,

record, at $100 a share and on a one for six

basis.

And Distribution Executive Declares Excessive Privilege

Delays Incoming Revenue of Sales Companies
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Protection, an issue with so many ramifications that

the 5-5-5 conference in Atlantic City held that it could not be incorporated in

the standard exhibition contract, is today, according- to exhibitors, a problem,

the solution of which will determine the status of the independent and small

theatre man.

state and in neighboring states, and in each
campaign it was the small exhibitor who
turned the tide by convincing the legis-

lators that heavy taxes, blue laws and the

like would be so burdensome that it would
mean the passing of the small theatre."

That many distribution executives feel

the same about the situation is indicated in

their conversations. As one prominent
official put it:

"There is no objection to legiti-

mate protection. The chains, through
their buying power and through the
rentals they pay, should be accorded
protection, but they should not be too
drastic in their demands. The circuit

executives should not overlook the
fact that the distributor must get his

pictures off the shelf. Excessive pro-
tection demands retard distribution

and delay incoming revenue."
The efforts of C. C. Pettijohn in revising

protection regulations in the various sec-

tions of the country are expected to relieve

the situation, although in some of these
cases the new rules have not met with
general approval.

An exhibitor, well known nationally, in

discussing the situation in the exhibition
field, told me this:

"The independent and small exhibitor has
to stay in this business. Even though the
revenue from him may be comparatively
small, as the distributors tell us, he's got
to continue to operate. If he doesn't, the
onrush of adverse legislation will put, not
only him, but the chains as well, out of
business.

"I have no objection to chain op-
eration, but in our state it has been
the socalled individually owned thea-
tre which has held the whiphand in
defeating adverse legislation such as
admission taxes, and so forth.

"Certainly, the chain people should
have protection, but they also should
be broad enough to see our side of it.

"In the past I have been called upon to
fight adverse legislation both in my own

Flesh and Blood Music
Asked to Interpret Film
Flesh and blood music in the thea-

tre, to interpret talking pictures, is

proposed by E. F. Nutter, manager
of the Cliftona theatre at Circleville,

Ohio, as a necessary part of the com-
plete program. To that end he has
offered the use of the theatre to the
American Federation of Musicians
for a test program, in which a con-
ductor of national note would direct

an orchestra of 35 leading players

from key cities, and a noted organist

also would play. It is planned to seek

the world premiere of a talking pic-

ture for the occasion.
Nutter believes that dialog has re-

duced the intimate contact between
picture and patron by which the lat-

ter lived the story of the production

and placed himself in the role of the

hero.
Details of Nutter's proposal will

be found on page 49.

Inspection of Houses for

Fire Hazards Begins Soon
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, July 8.—Inspection of

local theatres is to start immediately under the

direction of Alfred Hogston, state fire marshal.

The work will be done by a deputy marshal
and a member of the Indianapolis fire preven-

tion bureau. Three days a week will be given

to the survey, during which time every hazard

in each theatre will be checked.

Alleged Forger Is Taken
Back to Coast for Trial

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, July 8.—Charged with

forging $15,000 in_ checks on the United Art-

ists Corporation in Los Angeles, Frank D.

Fernekes was arrested in this city, and taken

back to California to stand trial. The pris-

oner is under nine indictments for forgery.

i'l
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U. S. Films Boost Prestige throughout Europe
Nations Are Dropping Policy of Throwing Up Legislative Smokescreen Against American Industry

ITALY
ITALY'S film trade is handicapped se-

verely by the drastic censorship of all

classes of pictures, says Mowatt W. Mitch-
ell, American commercial attache at Rome.
Dubbing talking pictures with Italian has
not been well received, and theatre owners
have been too discouraged to put in equip-
ment.
Only one new theatre was erected in

1929, the 2,500-seat Odeon in Milan. Fifty-
one houses were sound-equipped, with
American apparatus in 25 of them. Like-
wise production was low, only four pictures
being made, all silent, last year. The Cines
studio in Rome was the only modern film

plant. There were 806 films presented to

the censors, American predominating.

BELGIUM
'T*EN new theatres were built in Belgium
^ m 1929, and two others were remodeled
for a total addition of 9,000 seats, accord-
ing to Lucian Putnam, secretary to the
American commercial attache in Brussels.

Eleven houses were sound-equipped, all

with American apparatus. Only five films
were made, one of these in sound and the
other chiefly on patriotic subjects. The
principal producer was Lux Films (G.
Schoukens) but the films were of no impor-
tance to the world market, though the
sound film may be projected in France, the
sound having been made in a Paris studio.

There were 700 new films placed before the
censors in Belgium, 70 per cent of them
American.
The situation in general was satisfactory,

though the exhibitors complained of the
taxes, and reductions were hoped for in

1930.

THE NETHERLANDS
THE advent of the sound film was the

outstanding development in the Nether-
land film situation in 1929, and in six
months 57 theatres had been equipped, says
Paul S. Guinn, acting commercial attache
at The Hague. Four new theatres were
constructed and others were remodeled, but
domestic sound apparatus was used in 45
of the 57 installations. Only two features
were made in the country in the year,
neither of them in sound. Of 700 pictures
presented, 600 were American.

It was a favorable year and the trade is

confident of the future of sound there, such
pictures commanding high prices. Prac-
tically every house wants sound. Legisla-
tion, too, was not unfavorable.

DENMARK
T~^ESPITE expectations regarding sound
•'-'^

it was not a satisfactory year, in the

opinion of Paid H. Pearson, assistant trade

commissioner at Copenhagen. Theatre
earnings decreased about 13.5 per cent,

though this was accounted for in part by
the temporary closing of several large thea-

tres to put in sound. At the same time ex-

penses increased.
Of the 400 theatres, about 270 operated

daily, 18 of them having sound. No new
houses were built. There was little pro-
duction, only two features being made, with
a few one-reels. A. S. Nordisk Tonefilm,
Mosedalsvej, Copenhagen, was the only
studio equipped for sound pictures.

The United States was far ahead in films
supplied of the 545 features and 959
sketches shown, and all of the feature sound
films were of American make. Germany
offered the greatest competition.
The industry was handicapped by the 40

per cent tax on gross income. Exhibitors
noted a preference for flesh music to that
of sound pictures. Theatre owners com-

The film market in China for

American productions is linked up
closely with the censorship issue,

possibly even more closely than in

any other country. An intimate

study of the situation in China has
been made by Robert Aura Smith,
neivspaper man of long experience
and former dramatic editor of the

Cincinnati Commercial Tribune,
who now is on a tour of the world
collecting information on topics of
the hour. His article will appear
in an early issue of the Herald-
World.

Highlights of the motion picture
industry in the countries of Eu-
rope, exclusive of Britain, France
and Germany, already treated, are
presented in the accompanying
article, concluding the series of
surveys for the past year as com-
piled by the United States Depart-
ment of Commerce from report of
trade commissioners and commer-
cial attaches.

plained about the prices of equipment and
charged that Americans were trying to keep
Danish equipment out of the market.

NORWAY
AMERICAN film prestige is holding up in

Norway, said Marquard H. Lund,
American commercial attache in Oslo, who
pointed out that most of the criticism came
from professional critics and a certain po-
litical element, which opposes commune
operation of theatres, which is the system
controlling 103 of the theatres. Norwegian
text is shown with the pictures, but a sur-
prisingly large number of the people under-
stand English or German, except for idioms
of course. There was no adverse legisla-
tion.

Four American sound installations were
made in 1929. Three silent features were
produced but there were no studios. The
Statens Filmkontrol censored 825 pictures,
and of the 337 released, 216 were American.

SWEDEN
THERE is a definite trend toward larger

and more modern theatres in Sweden,
as noted by T. O. Klath, American com-
mercial attache in Stockholm. Seven new
houses were opened in 1929, and 60 theatres
had been equipped for sound at the end of
February, 1930. "Permanent home of the
silent film" was the advertising line carried
by the Roda Kvarn for a time but it finally

announced sound, showing how talking pic-

tures had captured the market.

Seven Swedish pictures were made in the
year, and five additional with other Euro-
peans' cooperation. Svensk Filmindustri
had the lone studio of importance. Of the
60 wired theatres, 20 had American equip-
ment, 27 Nordisk of domestic manufacture
and 11 Klangfilm.

Three-fourths of the 350 features cen-
sored were of American origin. Only a
fiftieth of the film length was barred, but
two-thirds of all film censored was for-

bidden for children under 16 years. Ameri-
cans provided practically all of the sound
film.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
F'lFTY more theatres were constructed in

1929, and the requirements of seating
capacity were more than met, says Dr. Alois
Broft, of the office of the American com-
mercial attache at Prague. From August
15 to the end of the year fourteen first-runs
were sound-equipped, eight of American
make.
There were 25 features produced at an

average cost of $9,000 each, and all silent.

There was joint production with foreign
producers in five cases. There was a total
of 947 pictures imported from America, next
coming Germany with 551 out of the total
of 1,829.

ESTONIA
ONLY one of the 55 theatres in Estonia

was equipped with sound, and that was
of a phonographic type with the loud-
speaker behind the screen, writes Edward
Hunt, of the office of the American com-
mercial attache at Tallinn. But plans for
1930 called for a considerable number of
wirings. Two features were made last year,
the lone studio being operated by Estonia
Film, and that for silent only.
There was double-barreled censorship, by

the police and the department of education,
and of the pictures shown, the American
were far in the lead, with German second.

LATVIA
/^NLY one theatre in Latvia is equipped
^-^ for sound, and no new houses were con-
structed last year, reports Basil Dahl, act-
ing commercial attache at Riga. American
equipment, they charged, was too high in

price, theatre owners saying the price was
50 per cent higher than in America. Only
one film was started in 1929.

A crop failure in 1928 had its adverse ef-

fect on film business last year, yet the ratio

of American films released was increased
from 38 per cent to 50. Talkers, after a
first success, slowed down, but the trade
felt that films with music would be well re-

ceived.

LITHUANIA
TOBIS was the first to get a foothold in

Lithuania with sound, writes Hugh S.

Fullerton, American consul at Kovno. The
domestic ignorance of foreign languages
was expected to be a handicap to sound pic-
tures, however. There were seven theatres
of a permanent character in Kovno, but no
new houses appeared in 1929.
The general status of the film trade in

Lithuania was good, nevertheless. Price
played a greater importance than quality,
as the buying power was low. American
films have an established popularity, though
German film percentage showed growth.

FINLAND
'T*HERE were three new theatres con-
-•- structed, says C. Roderick Matheson,
secretary to the American commercial at-

tache in Helsingfors. Four houses in Hel-
singfors had sound, all American, and the
only sound films shown were American as
well. A total of 460 American films were
passed by the censors, as against 154 Ger-
man, the nearest competitor. Legislation
was not adverse.

POLAND
SOUND had a very beneficial effect on the

local industry, with a pronounced de-
rnand for Polish films, but the sound film
did not meet with much enthusiasm, as only
a small percentage of the people under-
stand English, reports Gilbert Redfern,
assistant trade commissioner, Warsaw.
Then, too, few of the exhibitors could af-
ford sound installation. There was no

(Contintted on page 36, column 1)
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Union, Seeing Organist Return,
May Drop Orchestra Demands

First and Second Class Houses
InMilwaukeeAwaitNfwRuling

FILM BUYER
For Service
For booking and exploitation

facts the theatre man is keeping
FILM BUYER at his elbow ready
for use at an instant's notice, and
he is using it every day, the many
letters from exhibitors show. The
next appearance of this service fea-

ture ivill be as Section Two of the

July 26 issue of

Exhibitors

Herald-World

Joe Cook to Feature in

RCA Radiotron's Hour
From WEAF on July 17

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Joe Cook, star of
musical comedy and vaudeville and soon to be
seen in motion pictures, will make his first

appearance on the air in two years during the
RCA Hour to be broadcast by the RCA
Radiotron company, Thursday evening, July
17, at 10 o'clock. Eastern Daylight Time, from
Station WEAF over an N B C network. Cook
is best remembered as the star of the musical
play, "Rain or Shine," which ran for a year on
Broadway and then toured the country, and
as the featured comedian in the "Vanities."

The new picture, in which he will be starred,

is a film adaptation of "Rain or Shine." On
the Radiotron program Cook will be heard in

several of the stories and songs for which he
is famous, and in excerpts from his recent

book of humor, "Why I Will Not Imitate Four
Hawaiians."

Columbia to Broadcast
, Radio Versions of Its

Pictures Every Week
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Beginning July 15,

Columbia will broaclcast each week a radio

version of one of its productions over station

WLTH in Brooklyn. The programs will : be
under the direction of Harold Davis Emerson.
Each feature will be presented by a cast of
professional players including Judge Gustam,
Ida Ellis and Ethel Rosmon.

Sound News Trucks Now
Free to Enter Canada

[•., (Special to the Herald-World)

'OTTAWA, July 8.—Canadians are in for

a wave of topical sound pictures thanks to

the removal by the Federal Department of

Customs of the regulation prohibiting the free

adipiission of commercial motor vehicles into

the Dominion insofar as sound trucks are con-
cerned. Formerly there was so much red tape

at^d expensive bonding that the news weekly
crews stayed out of Canada.
The ruling by the Federal Department at

Ottawa was largely due to the desire of vari-

ous Provincial censors for more Canadian or

British views in the talking topicals. This
could hardly be effected with sound trucks

practically ruled out of the country.

Agreement at August Session Would^^ancel Require-
ment for Four-Piece Bands Where Q^gan Is Used

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, July 8.—An agreement whereby organists may be per-

mitted by the musicians' union to operate independently in first and second-
class houses is expected to be re,ached;at a meeting of the Milwaukee local with
theatre owners and managers in August. Second-class theatres include de luxe
neighborhood houses.

"

Such an agreement would be hailed with enthusiasm by the exhibitors, who
now are under a working agreement with the musicians under which first and
second-class theatres employing a union organist must also employ an orchestra

of not less than four men. Third-class houses are permitted to feature an
organist alone.

Closely connected with this predicted de-
velopment is the forecast of officials of the
musicians' union in Milwaukee that music
will again return to the theatre, not in the
capacity before the advent of sound but
rather as auxiliary entertainment to the
regular photoplay program. Vaudeville,
from all appearances, is on the decline,

theatre men say.

The working agreement that re-

quires orchestras in first and second-
class houses using organists was en-
tered into with the local operators be-
fore sound took such a hold on the

r theatres. With the coming of sound
the theatre operators maintained that
they could get along without orches-
tras, although recently some of the
first and second class theatres have
expressed a desire to feature an or-

gatiist. However, the union has in-

sisted on its agreement, believing that
i , if it allowed a first or second-class
' house to feature an organist alone, it

would give no consideration to the
musicians.

First class houses include those theatres

in Milwaukee's downtown district. Fox's
Wisconsin is the only strictly photoplay-

house downtown featuring an orchestra and
organist. For some time R K O's Palace-
Orpheum and Riverside theatres both
featured orchestras in connection with vaude-
ville, but with the Palace-Orpheum adopt-
ing a straight picture policy, the Riverside

was forced to increase its orchestra, which
now has fourteen pieces, to take care of

those musicians affected by the Palace
change.

Few Organists in Neighborhoods

Second class theatres constitute the de-

luxe neighborhood theatres which charge
from 45 to 60 cents admission, while the

third class theatres charge 35 cents or less

for admission. Prior to thej advent of
sound, practically all of the independent
neighborhood houses in Milwaukee were
featuring organists, but competition has be-
come so keen and the overhead so heavy
that exhibitors called it impossible for these
theatres to meet the costs. At present
there are only a very few of the local neigh-
borhood houses who are featuring organ-
ists.

From all appearances the theatre opera-
tors have proved to the musicians that they
are capable of operating without them and
the decision now rests with the public, who
apparently have not as yet made up their

minds.

Radio Helps Take Up Slack
The radio has helped tremendously in

taking up the slack as far as musicians
are concerned. Also many local union mu-
sicians have been successful in obtaining
jobs in roadhouses, night clubs and cafes

in and around Milwaukee.

The musician to suffer the most is the

oldtimer who is neither good looking nor
able to dance, sing or play "hot" stuff,

according to officials of the local union.

Pathe's General Auditor
Finishes 20 Years* Service

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Samuel Machno-
vitch, general auditor of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., has just rounded out 20 years of serv-

ice with this pioneer film company. He was
called to the office of executive vice president

C. J. Scollard and before a number of execu-
tives including treasurer Arthur Poole and
general sales manager Phil Reisman, was pre-

sented with a twenty-year gold service pin

by Scollard.

Neighborhood House Operators Walk
Out as Protest to Staff Reduction

(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, July 8.—Forty-six operators in 21 small and neighborhood
motion picture theatres here walked out last night in protest to the order of the

owners reducing the force of operators in half.

For many years two operators have been kept in booths at all times, but, accord-

ing to W. A. Steffes, president of the M P T O of the Northwest, it is not done
in smaller houses in other parts of the country and was imposing an unfair burden
on the owners of the smaller theatres.

4
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Educational Comedy Producers —
July 12, 1930

The Metropolitan studios

on Las Palmas avenue,
Hollywood.

THE recent affiliation of the Educa-
tional and Metropolitan sound studios,

and the Mack Sennctt studios operating

independently, gives Educational one of

the great motion picture producing plants

of the world—possibly the greatest among
all-short subjects companies. A combined
area of 60,000 square feet of sound stages

is available at the Educational and Met-

ropolitan studios, while there are 40,000

square feet of sound stages at the Mack
Sennett studios, in addition to an aquatic

stage housing a swimming pool, adapted

to talking picture production. Each of the

three studios is completely equipped with

the most modem recording apparatus.

i\

Paul Terry (Top) Philip A. Scheib Frank Moser
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The Educational Program for 1930-31
Mack Sennett and Al Christie to Head Production Activities Embracing 114 Short Subjects

EDUCATIONAL'S
line-up for 1930-

31 consists of 114

comedy and novelty

subjects. It is designed
to form the strongest
program of its kind,

from the standpoints

of name-power, pro-

duction and distribu-

tion facilities.

For 1930-31, Educa-
tional has fortified its

leading position with
the expansion of studio

properties, through the

affiliation of the Edu-
cational and Metropoli-
tan studios. With the

addition of the Mack
Sennett studios, where
Sennett will produce
his two series of com-
edies, there are 100,-

000 feet of sound
stages available for the
largest part of the new
season's product, it is

stated.

Two of filmdom's
masters of comedy.
Mack Sennett and Al
Christie, will produce
for the 1930-31 pro-
gram. Encouraged by
the success of Educa-
tional's first full year
of sound production,
E. W. Hammons, presi-

dent of Educational,
obviously planned the
new season's! activity

so that Educational in

1930-31 could outshine
even itself of previous
years. To the product
of the veteran Mack
Sennett is now added
that of Al Christie,
who thus resumes an
old association with
Presidentf Hammons
and the Educational
program. The entire
Educational 1930-31
program may be seen
at a glance elsewhere.

Sennett, during the
coming production sea-
son, will make 26 two-reel talking com-
edies, many of which he will personally
direct. The spirit of modernity which pre-

vails in Sennett's current product will be
carried on in the new line-up. His satires

on timely topics have hit a new mark of

popularity and the new series will also be
characterized by the comedy dean's poking
fun at current subjects of interest. The
Mack Sennett Brevities, the series of single-
reel comedy novelties, will feature beauti-
ful girls and natural color. The entire
series will be photographed by the Sennett
color process.

Hamilton to Make Six

Lloyd Hamilton, who has risen to the
top ranks in talking comedies just as he did
in the silent ones, will make a series of six

two-reelers. He will continue in charac-
terizations of the awkward, bashful boy that
have made him famous, it is announced.

Eight Mermaids will feature the fast-

action hokum that has made this venerable

J. he kids and
the box office

By E. W. HAMMONS
v^*"^,

E. W.
President, Educational Film

r ^ OMEDY is the Esperanto of
^—^ the entertainment world, and
when it is good comedy it is

appreciated by all creeds, na-

tionalities and ages. Its power
to attract is as widespread as the
face of the world. And the com-
edy is the exhibitor's strongest
weapon in his fight to revive
kid patronage.
The youngster contingent

wields powerful influence in

our business, and its attitude is

directly reflected in box-office

receipts. Their admissions, together with the admissions of the
fathers and mothers, sisters and brothers whom they have brought
into the theatres, have represented millions of dollars of revenue
yearly. Sight must not be lost of this, nor of the fact that the chil-

dren of today are the adults of tomorrow, and it is important to

keep their interest in the motion picture theatre lively.

Children have always loved the "movies" for their action and
movement, but they have been getting too little out of the sophisti-

cated dramas of the "talkie" era, and a loss of their patronage has
been generally felt. Comedy is the forceful element which can bring
the children back, because comedy must essentially have action. It

cannot be denied that comedies today are more important.
Individual, rather than mass production has been the policy metic-

ulously followed during Educational's current year activities, and
this has been resulting in such outstanding product that the same
plan will be pursued in the new line-up. The entire system of making
comedies has been revolutionized by sound. Selection of story ma-
terial is now made with the same care that is exercised in selecting

the best feature material; names that are valuable at the box-oflBce

are found, not only in the principal roles, but in the supporting casts

as well; a new technique has been developed in the direction of

comedies, and a higher type of humor, with a more widespread
appeal, has been evolved. "Gag-men" have been replaced by efficient

comedy writers, who understand story construction, as well as humor.

HAMMONS
Exchanges^ InCt

series popular. The Mermaids, one of Edu-
cational's first two-reel comedy series, have
enjoyed the public's interest for a whole
decade.

Two-Reel Talking Comedies

26—Mack Sennett Talking Comedies
6—Lloyd Hamilton Talking Comedies
8—Mermaid Talking Comedies
6
—

"Vanity Talking Comedies
6—Tuxedo Talking Comedies
6—Ideal Talking Comedies
6—Gayety Talking Comedies

64—Two-reel talking comedies
One-Reel Series

12—Mack Sennett Brevities
26—Paul Terry-Toons
12—Lyman H. Howe's Hodge Podge

50—One-re%l comedies and novelties

The Tuxedo, Ideal,

Gayety and Vanity
series, each consisting
of six two-reel talking
comedies, will be de-
signed to run the
gamut of comedy, from
the rapid-fire, rough-
and-tumble action com-
edy to the situation
comedy. Production of
the Hamilton, Mer-
maid, Tuxedo, Ideal,

Vanity and Gayety
series is being divided
between the Educa-
tional and Metropoli-
tan studios.

Twenty-six cartoons
in the Terry-Toon
series, and 12 novelty
reels in the Lyman H.
Howe's Hodge-Podge
series, complete the
program. Paul Terry
and Frank Moser are
producing the Terry-
Toons at the Audio-
Cinema Studios, Long
Island City, where they
maintain a full staff of
artists and cameramen.
Philip A. Scheib is in

charge of orchestra-
tions and synchroniza-
tions. The series is

unique in that the
music of the world's
best composers is

played by an excep-
tionally fine symphonic
orchestra, in augmen-
tation of the antics of
the comic animal char-
acters.

Sees Comedy Year

Lyman H. Howe's
Hodge-Podge will con-
tinue its policy of com-
bining some sense and
some nonsense. This
series will be made
with sound-on-disc
while all the other
series will be available
in both sound-on-film
and sound-on-disc re-
cording.

Five production units have already started
work on Educational's comedy program for
the new season, while preparations are be-
ing made to start production on the other
four series.

"Educational's 1930-31 program as out-
lined, is calculated to fill any exhibitor's
comedy requirements on a yearly basis in

a most satisfactory manner," said S. W.
Hatch, general sales manager of Educa-
tional, who recently made a country-wide
survey and heard expounded among all the
exhibitors he visited the theory that straight
comedy is more than ever "the thing" in

short features. "Our all-comedy program
offers a diversity of laugh-subjects that will
suit every need for a well-balanced program
of short features. The 64 two-reel subjects,
divided into seven brands, and the 50 single-
reelers, forming three different series repre-
sent a line-up that should enable the exhibi-
tor to maintain a consistently high stand-
ard in comedy entertainment throughout
the vear."
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Ahove are examples of heyeity exploitation
of Educational product^ which is shotcn get-

ting big marquee play at two leading the-

atres—at leftf the Paramount in New York^
and at right, the Pantheon in Toledo,

EXPLOITATION on Educational's comedies wiU be given a bigger play
during the coming season than ever before," Gordon S. White, director

advertising and publicity for Educational, states regarding his com-
pany's plans for 1930-31. "The current season has definitely proved to us that

the increased importance of the short comedy can be turned into dollars and
cents for the exhibitor through exploitation, with the extensive campaign on the

Educational-Mack Sennett special, 'Match Play,' as a specific example. There has
probably been no other two-reel feature so widely exploited, with chain store

and large department store window displays, golf merchandise tie-ups, the

Scanlan 'pitch and putt rug' tie-up, marquee and lobby display, radio, newspaper
and magazine publicity, unusual theatre advertising, novelty give-aways, etc. Big
plans are now under way to develop to the fullest extent all exploitation possi-

bilities which present themselves in the new season's product. Since comedy is

so effective in reviving children's patronage, emphasis will be laid on special

exploitation stunts to bring the children into the theatre."

Below Andy Clyde is shown in scenes from
two Educational-Mack Sennett comedies. At
left, as in **Scotch,'* tcith Billy Sevan and
Rosemary Theby, and at right, with Mar-

jorie Beebe in **Campus Krushes."

ONE year and a half in Mack Sennett's talking comedies has placed Andy
Clyde's name on the marquees of the finest theatres in the country. The
fidgety old man character created by Clyde, and which is considerably

aided and abetted by the nervous shrill voice of a high-strung old fellow, is one
of the most incisive interpretations of a likable and infinitely human character.

The character he has created is thoroughly human and understandable, inspiring

sympathy always, just as it is always inspiring laughs. Sennett has placed Clyde
under contract for a long term and announces he will continue to feature him.

A n d y Clyde
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Educational Players

TOP ROW: Andy Clyde, first as

he appears in his famous character-

ization in Mack Sennett's comedies,
of a whimsical but kindly old man,
and in the next picture, as the

"beardless youth" he really is. Last

in the row is Marjorie Beebe, fea-

tured comedienne in Mack Sennett

mirth-provoking productions.

CENTER ROW: Marga-

ret Kane (whose name
is further amplified with

the fetching appellation,

"Babe"), one of Mack
Sennetfs relatively recent

selections in his constant

quest for feminine pul-

chritude plus comic tal-

ent. And Monty Collins,

famed comedian featured

in the Mermaid series of

talking comedies.

BOTTOM ROW: Patsy
O'Leary (poised on the

edge of the dressing table

in her studio boudoir),
another Mack Sennett

comedienne who attests

that producer's Ziegfeld-

ian inclinations. And the

noted Educational star,

Lloyd Hamilton, in two
characteristic moods.

J
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Continuing: Educational Players
TOP ROW: The Mack Sennett
comedienne, Betty Boyd, who will

continue in feminine leads on the

1930-31 program, followed by Nick
Stuart, well known for his portray-

als of Young America in long fea-

tures and now selected for juvenile

roles in short subjects under the

Sennett banner. BELOW: T. Roy
Barnes (in the only elongated pose
on the page), who will be featured

in talking comedies of the Mer-
maid series of eight pictures.

SECOND ROW: The vet-

eran comedian of the

screen (despitehis
youth), Franklin Pang-
born, who will be fea-

tured on next season's

Educational program in

Mack Sennett comedies.
And Ann Christy, also a

Mack Sennett player, who
will appear in feminine
leads opposite comedians
of distinction.

LOWER CENTER: Albert Conti,
who has been seen as a rollicking
young man about town in many a
full-length comedy-drama and who
will be on Educational's 1930-31
short subjects program as a fea-

tured comedienne in Mack Sennett
product. BOTTOM ROW: Natalie
Moorhead, featured comedienne in
Sennett comedies, and Greta Gran-
stedt, Scandinavian beauty who
will appear prominently in 1930-31
Mermaid talking comedies.
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Smash! Smash! Smash/ On all fronts of popularity! Never

before in motion picture history has there been such a

tremendous, consistent, and dynamic drive to the top of

recognition. Practically unknov/n eight months ago. Tech-

nicolor TODAY is . . . Box-Office . . . hig BOX-OFFICE . . . every-

where it shows! 53 million color pages, in six months, the

greatest advertising bombardment ever turned loose in the

industry— in The Saturday Evening Post, and in all the lead-

ing fan and trade magazines. Yet this is just a start! Tech-

nicolor advertising will continue throughout the year, winning,

earning, holding new friends and greater audiences every

month. Feature the name, TECHNICOLOR! Spotlight it—for

"solid-capacity" runs in YOUR theatre!

Technicolor
/s nafura/ co/or

T.^cJoLCLLC^oJSiJ

THE GREATEST ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
IN MOTION PICTURE HISTORY . . .



Play Up
lechnicoior
and Build Up

Receipts

Show Girl in Hollywood, starring

ALICE WHITE (First National)

JOE E. BROWN is funnier than ever in

Hold Everything (Warner Bros.)

The Rogue Song — LAWRENCE TIBBETT and CATHERINE DALE 07VEI I u, a scene

from thf> rtiagnificent Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer Technicolor rr.usicol drama

When a Technicolor Picture

comes to town it's the exhibitor's

opportunity to cash in on the

thousands upon thousands of

Technicolor full-color advertise-

ments that Technicolor's smash-

ing national advertising cam-

paign has circulated among the

drav^ing population in the area.

In The Saturday Evening Post,

in all the large-circulation fan

magazines, in the leading trade

periodicals. Technicolor is blaz-

ing a trail of color— smash after

smash— that is the topic of cur-

rent interest wherever movies

are shown. When a Techni-

color Picture comes to town its

audience is ready and waiting to

GO/ Right now color-enthusiasm

is at its "white-hottest" degree.

Every patron of your theatre is

waiting for the cue— waiting,

listening, watching for your an-

nouncement— IT'S IN TECHNI-

COLOR! Play up Technicolor

and build up receipts! Tie in

directly with Technicolor's mighty

advertising support. Reap results

in bigger, better—greater B.O.I

i
•
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Technicolor Is a Box-



RICHARD BARIHELMESS stars in First Na-

tional's Son of the Gods, with Technicolor

Hit the Deck, with JACK OAKIE and POLLY WALKER, in Radio's successful Techmcoicr

picturization of Vincent Youmans's hilarious musical comedy

DENNIS KING in Paramount's Tech-

nicolor hit. The Vagabond King

MAURICE CHEVALIER stars again in Technicolor in Para-

mount's newest sensation. Paramount on Parade

Under a Texas Moon, outdoor Technicolor

production (Warner Bros.)

Technicolor glorifies Song of the West, with JOHN
BOLES and VIVIENNE SEGAL (Warner Bros.)

Song of the Flame, First Nolional's tremendous Technicolor musical

production, with BERNICE CLAIRE and ALEXANDER GRAY

Office Home 'yHc/y'erf/se iff
:!.'V/ 'U'-''--. ' ^^^P|^



Technicolor
is natural cofor

PAUL WHITEMAN stars with Technicolor in Universal's loveliest and

liveliest musical-merrymaking extravaganza, King of Jazz

TECHNICOLOR IS A BOX-OFFICE NAME
ADVERTISE IT I

SOME OF THE

TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTIONS
BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT, with Vivienne Segal

(First National); BRIDE 66, with Jeonette Mac-

Donald and John Garricit (United Artists),

Technicolor Sequences,- BRIGHT LIGHTS, with

Dorothy Mackaill (First National); CHASING

RAINBOWS, with Bessie Love and Charles King

(Metro-Goidwyn-Mayer), Technicolor Sequenc-

es,- DIXIANA, with Bebe Daniels (Radio Pictures);

FOLLOW THRU, with Charles "Buddy" Rogers

and Thelma Todd (Paramount); GOLDEN

DAWN, with Walter Woolf and Vivienne Segal

(Warner Bros.); HEADS UP, all-star cost (Para-

mount); HELL'S ANGELS, with Ben Lyon, James

Hall, Jane Winton and Thelma Todd (Caddo),

Technicolor Sequences; HIT THE DECK, with Jack

Oakie and Polly Walker (Radio), Technicolor

Sequences; HOLD EVERYTHING, with Winnie

Lightner, Georges Carpentier and Joe E. Brown

(Warner Bros.), Technicolor Sequences; IN THE

GAY NINETIES, starring Marion Davies (Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer), Technicolor Sequences; KING

OF JAZZ, starring Paul Whiteman (Universal);

MAMBA, with Eleanor Boordman, Jean Hersholt

and Ralph Forbes (Tiffany); MAMMY, starring

Al Jolson (Warner Bros.), Technicolor Sequences;

MLLE. MODISTE, with Bernice Claire, Walter

Pidgeon and Edward Everett Norton (First Na-

tional); NO, NO, NANETTE, with Bernice Claire

and Alexander Gray (First National), Techni-

color Sequences; PARAMOUNT ON PARADE,

all-star cast (Paramount), Technicolor Sequences;

PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ,with Harry Richman (United

Artists), Technicolor Sequences; RIO RITA, with

Bebe Daniels, Robert Woolsey and Bert Wheeler

(Radio), Technicolor Sequences; SALLY, starring

Marilyn Miller (First National); SHOW OF

SHOWS, with 77 stars (Warner Bros.); SHOW
GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD, with Alice White (First

National), Technicolor Sequences; SON OF THE

GODS, starring Richard Barthelmess (First Na-

tional), Technicolor Sequences; SONG OF THE

WEST, with John Boles and Vivienne Segal

(Warner Bros.); SONG OF THE FLAME, with

Bernice Claire, and Alexander Gray (First Nation-

al); SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS, all-star cast (War-

ner Bros.); THE CUCKOOS, with Bert Wheeler,

Robert Woolsey and Dorothy Lee (Radio); THE

GOOD BAD GIRL, starring Marilyn Miller (First

National); THE MARCH OF TIME, all-star cast

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),Technicolor Sequences;

THE MELODY MAN, with Alice Day and William

Collier, Jr. (Columbia); THE MYSTERIOUS

ISLAND, with Lionel Barrymore, Lloyd Hughes

and Jane Daly (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer);

THE ROGUE SONG, with Lawrence Tibbett and

Catherine Dale Owen (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer);

THE SINGER OF SEVILLE, starring Ramon

Novarro (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Technicolor

Sequences; THE VAGABOND KING, starring

Dennis King, with Jeanette MacDonald (Para-

mount); UNDER A TEXAS MOON, with Frank Fay,

Noah Beery, Myrna toy and Armida (Warner

Bros.); UNDER WESTERN SKIES, with Sidney

Blackmer and Lila Lee (First National); VIEN-

NESE NIGHTS, all-star cast (Warner Bros.);

WHOOPEE, starring Eddie Cantor (United Artists).

WM
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NEW PRODUCT

This department does not attempt to predict the pubh'c's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter

"LOST GODS"
AND FOUND GODDESSES! Pro-

duced and distributed by Talking Pic-

ture Epics under the auspices of the Al-

giers Museum. Synchronized musical

score arranged by Sven and Eugene Von
Hallberg. With Count Byron Khun de
Prorok.

/iGAIN the Cameo theatre, just ofif Broad-

way, presents a picture unusually and enter-

taingly different from those balanced in bright

lights around the corner. Talking Picture

Epics has dug up an old, old story. The
archaeological explorer digs down deep into

the ancient ruins of a three thousand year old

civilization and uncovers the homes of the

"Lost Gods" and goddesses of Carthage, ruined

and wiped out by the invading Romans. We
watch the uncovering of the tombs of Utica

where Cato and Julius Caesar battled for

supremacy, 800 B. C. We witness the excava-

tion of huge vaults disclosing 7,000 urns each,

containing the bones of a child sacrificed to the

gods, and see the restoration of beautiful

mosaic floors which depict the life and cus-

toms of a civilization 3,000 years old.

Across the Sahara desert we follow the ex-

pedition on its exploration into antiquity, and
in the wastes of ancient Libya, in the north

of Africa, we meet a race of white giants.

Men, more than six and a half feet tall, with

painted veiled faces, long hair. The women,
tall and graceful, with faces unveiled, un-

painted, and hair cut short.

And there we behold the discovery of the

Gk)lden Tomb of the goddess who was the

sacred founder of the Sahara races. After

twenty centuries, the bones of the mythologi-

cal queen are imcovered, stiU intact, and bril-

liandy ornamented with gold, silver and

precious stones.

The synchronization with a score arranged

from original oriental is very effective. Some-

what less so is the explanatory talk of the ex-

plorer himself. Count Byron Khun de Prorok.

His rather monotonous tone fails to bring out

the dramatic possibilities of the picture.

"Lost Gods" is a fascinating and educational,

record of mankind and is good entertainment.
—Harry Tugend, New York City.

FOR THE DEFENSE
WELL MOUNTED SHOW. William

Powell, starring. Kay Francis, Scott

Kolk, Don Elliott, James Finlayson, Wil-

liam Davidson, Tom Jackson, Harry
Walker, Charles West, and Charles Sulli-

van supporting. Paramount-Publix Pro-

duction.

construction given it are rare in their in-

genuity. Extreme praise is also due its director

and cast. Paramount has executed the show in

a peculiar—or to say the least—an unusual
manner. Instead of telling the story with the

old-school pantomime the producer has given
it four or five sets and has filled the scenes

with long but not tiring dialog. The lines

spoken by Miss Francis, Mr. Powell and Mr.
Kolk would prove annoying for their length

were it not for the power and the fire with

which they are spoken, as well as for the punch
that has been written into the dialog by a

writer who knows his stage.

It is a well mounted show built for and

around a star who is after many years coming

into his own.

—

Douglas Hodges, Hollywood.
* * *

"WHITE CARGO"
FOREIGN TALKER. Produced by

W. P. Films, Ltd., London. With Leslie

Faber, John Hamilton, Gypsy RJiouma,

Maurice Evans, Sebastian Smith, George
Turner, Tom Hermore, Humbertson
Wright, Henri De Vrica. Running time

about 80 minutes.

A

T.Ens is said to be the last picture where
you find William Powell, an excellent actor

by the way, entering prison doors. He enters

them in the last scene. The "stretch" is a

sacrifice Powell makes for the girl he loves.

It is a way of showing her he "really cared."

The idea of the play and the fundamental

STRUGGLE of white men to become ac-

climatized to the scorching interior of West

Africa and the ultimate marriage of one of

them to a half Negro girl are presented in the

talker version of the wellknown stage play,

"White Cargo."

A capable English cast enacts the various

roles with only one woman, Tondeleyo, and

her part has been reduced considerably in

comparison to the stage original. The film is

poorly recorded and drags in action and dialog

in several sequences.

In spite of its few shortcomings it is easily

the best English talker shown on the Coast to

date in regard to picture value. Unfortunately

the producers gave little thought to the fact

that the younger generation make up a large

part of the theatre going public.

—

Tom Hacker,

Hollywood.
* * «

"INSIDE THE LINES"
GIBRALTAR IS SAVED! Produced

and distributed by Radio Pictures. From
the play by Earl Derr Riggers. Direction

and adaptation by Roy Pomeroy. Dialog

by John Farrow. Photographed by Nick
Musuraca. Released July 20, 1930. With
Betty Compson, Ralph Forbes, Montagu
Love, Mischa Auer, Ivan Simpson, Betty

Carter, Evan Thomas, Reginald Sharland

and William von Brincken.

*'t
Inside the lines," now showing at the

Globe theatre, is, like all stories of war tinie

secret service activities, full of melodramatic

situations, spies, counter-spies, secret panels,

secret service and all the other properties of

the 10-20-30 days with the exception of the

usual villainess. It also conforms with the

old melodramas in that its plot is thin, incredi-

ble and full of inconsistencies.

It all happens in Gibraltar during the World
War. Jane is sent by German agents to get

the secret to the mine control field in the

harbor. She meets her fiance, Eric, whom she
has left in Germany before the war. He is

attached to the governor's staff but does not
reveal the fact that she is not the friend of

England she pretends to be. Spies are con-
tinually being caught and executed, and, fear-

ing for her safety, he tries to persuade her to

leave Gibraltar. She refuses but doesn't tell

him her real mission. He surprises her in the

act of stealing the key to the harbor and pre-

tends to be a German spy himself. The Gov-
ernor's Hindu servant enters, Eric sees him,
fakes a suicide, and shoots him just as he is

about to blow up the entire British fleet in

the harbor. Eric then learns that Jane is really

in the British secret service and they are re-

united.

Exceptional acting and direction might have
saved the picture. But Betty Compson, as Jane,
gives a performance which falls short. Her
gestures are too stilted and artificial and her
voice has a "Helen Kane" quality which falls

flat in her dramatic role. Ralph Forbes as

Eric does his best with the poor material hand-
ed him but it's too great a handicap. Nor are

any of the balance of the cast to blame for

the picture's shortcomings. The direction is

quite ordinary. The photography and sound
recording are very much better.

—

Harry Tug-
end, New York City.

* * *

GRUMPY
INGENIOUS ACTING. Directed by

George Cooper for Paramount-Publix.

Co-directed by Cyril Gardner, Phillips

Holmes, Cyril Maude, Frances Dade.

VJTRUMPY" is a fine picture which stars a

man who appears to know all about dialog

pictures and all about the necessary turns and
sides of pantomiming. The central character

is Cyril Maude, a man of considerable experi-

ence on the stage.

It is away from the old triangle way of

plotting motion pictures. A hero and heroine

have their share of the picture but their part

in it is one of love interest. The main interest

is in a third character who bears the burden
of the plot and action from beginning to end.

It is therefore necessary to have a fourth leg

to the quadrangle. That role is the menace
enacted by Paul Cavanaugh, a talented actor.

With both young men in love with the girl

and with the old man cleverly scheming to

attain his own whims the story has a hold on
success at its inception. With a billion dollar

diamond and a lot of chasing to and from
London it becomes exciting. But above all

the success of this show is greatly dependent
upon the ingenious work of Cyril Maude. He
is all over the screen. His acting has no equal

in character men of his type in HoIIy^vood.

—

Douglas Hodges, Hollywood.
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U. S. Prestige Shows Growth
In Europe: Sound Big Factor

(Continued from

local manufacture, and experiments with
French and German sets had not been satis-

factory.
SWITZERLAND

DESPITE its late arrival, sound was a
revolutionary development, in Switzer-

land, comments Henry E. Stebbins, clerk
to the commercial attache at Berne. The
delay was caused partly by the unsatis-
factory results of one-language projection,
by the policy of European producers in con-
sidering Switzerland of only secondary im-
portance, and by the large number of left-

over silent pictures due to the fact that
Switzerland is a non-producing country.
But it was not long before ten houses had
been equipped. Seven new theatres were
built and four closed.
The general feeling was that the Ameri-

can films are the best. Western pictures
drew well.

Censors were very liberal, and full co-
operation was given by the exhibitors.

AUSTRIA
RAPID conversion of silent theatres to

sound was noted in Austria by John A.
Embry, American commercial attache at

Vienna. Twenty-three were wired, fifteen

with American equipment.
In the production field it was doubted

whether Austria ever would become a com-
petitor in the commercial picture. There
was only one studio in Vienna, Selenophon,
equipped for sound. America continued
to supply the bulk of pictures, fifteen of
them sound. Theatres showing sound pic-

tures played to capacity audiences.

HUNGARY
THE number of theatres in Hungary re-

mained at 524, with only one having
sound, reports Walter M. Slavik, assistant
trade commissioner, Budapest. There was
no studio equipped for talking pictures.
An interesting feature was the issuance

of a governmental decree that 20 censorship
certificates would be granted to each Hun-
garian-made picture. One certificate was
required for each foreign-made film but the
distributors of American films managed to

get most of their films censored before the
decree went into effect. Those that did not
had to pay $265 each for a certificate.

Introduction of sound brought a pickup
in business, but a general economic depres-
sion late in the year hurt attendance.

SPAIN
AGAIN in Spain the sound film was the

big development of the year, wrote
Julian C. Greenup, American trade commis-
sioner at Madrid. Attendance took a jump,
but then dropped, with the impatience of
the people over not being able to under-
stand the language. Eighteen theatres had
had installations before 1930.

Close to 500 films were brought in for

1930, three-fourths of them of American
origin and about 125 of them in sound.
From 20 to 25 pictures were made in Spain
during the year. Few additional films were
expected this year. Ten new theatres ap-
peared and 300 houses were functioning
daily. One hundred to 150 houses were re-

constructed following the Novedades fire.

PORTUGAL
SIX new theatres were constructed but

none was wired for sound and it was
doubted whether there ever would be gen-
eral use of talking pictures, says J. L.
Pinkerton, American consul at Lisbon. He
pointed out that there was a rule of the
Portuguese government that no foreign
language, not even one phrase of it, could
be used in titles of silent films or in the
speech of talking pictures.

Three pictures, all silent, were made in

page 28, column 3)

Portugal. There were 545 American films

censored, as aeainst 150 French. German
competition was making itself felt, however,
and the number of Russian was expected to
grow. The outlook was good and attend-
ance showed a .e'ain over 1928.

JUGOSLAVIA
THIRTEEN theatres were equipped with

sound, reports Stewart E. McMillin,
American consul at Belgrade. The year
was bad for the film trade but sound
brought increased interest. Between 60 and
65 per cent of the censored films were re-

ported to be American.
In Belgrade it became the general con-

viction that no theatre could continue its

business long without sound, but there was
little movement toward wiring outside of
Belgrade and Zagreb.

GREECE
ONLY one new theatre was built, that in

Saloniki, according to Ralph B. Curren,
assistant commercial attache at Athens. A
few sound installations were made. Only
two pictures were produced, as the produc-
tion end of the industry in Greece is still in

its infancy. There were 130 features and 80
serials shown in Athens last year, but only
about 30 per cent of the features, it was
estimated, were of American origin, the
others being French and German. All the
serials were American, however. Scarcity
of good American silent films was given
as the reason for this. The initial high cost
of wiring a theatre was an obstacle to
sound growth. Another was language.
Nevertheless it was expected that most of
the theatres in Athens and many in Piraeus
and Saloniki would wire this year.

RUMANJA
ONLY four commercial pictures were

made in Rvimania during 1929, reports
Sproull Fouche, American commercial at-

tache at Bucharest. Four new theatres
were built. Installation of sound in the
Trianon in Bucharest was such a success
that widespread interest was aroused.
American talkers were used. Singing and
dancing pictures were best liked.

Three hundred American films were
brought into the market and 150 German.
There was increased taxation of amuse-

ments, but no other negative legislation.

TURKEY
THREE of the four new theatres in Tur-

key were built in Angora, states John T.
Harding, assistant trade commissioner at
Istanbul. Two houses in Istanbul were
equipped for sound, with American appa-
ratus.

Only eight pictures were made in Turkey.
There were no studios. Of the 222 features
released, 12 of them in sound, 80 per cent
were American.
The general condition was bad, explained

by unfavorable conditions in all lines and a
lowered purchasing power. American pres-
tige went to an even higher level, but with
French the foreign language, this A-meri-
can popularity was expected to strike a

snag, though American silent films would
continue most popular,

RUSSIA
BUSINESS in Russia was in a state of

stagnation, in the opinion of George R.

Canty, American trade commissioner in

Paris, judging from reports in the German
trade press. The difficulty was laid to the

sound film in the respect that film exports
from Russia thus were excluded from lucra-

tive foreign fields. Another indication of

slack production in Russia was the fact that

several leading directors were traveling

abroad.

Canadian Protests That
Hollywood Gives Wrong
Impression of Canada

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, July 8.—In a letter to the

Vancouver Province, a Canadian correspon-
dent asks "How long are Canadians going

to allow Hollywood to misrepresent their

country to the world?"
It seems that "the American version of

Canadian drama—is that none of it is true and
all of it romantic nonsense," says an editorial

in the Portland "Oregonian," apparently in

reply to the aforementioned Canadian edi-

torial. It continues

:

"It is remarkable, at the least, that while
criticism of Canada is seldom if ever heard
this side of the border, criticism of America
seems to be constant on the other side. This
we think is of more importance, as a Canadian
problem, and as a proper source for Canadian
chagrin, than any innocently preposterous

Canadian film manufactured in Hollywood."

Wonderphone Firm Sued
By Masterphone; $50,000
And Injunction Sought

(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, July 8.—Suit has been filed

here against the Universal High Power Tele-

phone Company by the Masterphone Sound
Corporation, asking for damages of $50,000.

The complaint sets forth that the plaintiff, has

been selling a sound device under the name
of Masterphone, employing the defendant to

make and assemble its apparatus exclusively

for the Masterphone company.
The complaint alleges that the defendants

offered equipment for sale under the name of

"Wonderphone" that was similar to Master-
phone apparatus, all the rights to which it is

alleged, belong exclusively to the Masterphone
corporation.

Masterphone also asks for an injunction.

The complaining firm is managed by Ed
Jensen.

Derr West, Scollard
East, Pathe Layout

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Production of all

Pathe pictures hereafter will have the per-

sonal supervision of E. B. Derr, President

of the company,
according to an
announcement just

made. Under this

arrangement C. J.

Scollard, executive
vice president, will

direct activities in

the New York
office.

Derr, working
on the basis of in-

dividual picture
value, has pro-
duced two Broad-
way attractions

—

"Swing High" and
"Holiday." The
latter is now playing the Rivoli and is con-
sidered a "natural." "Swing High," the cir-

cus picture, is on the screen of the George
M. Cohan.

E. B. Derr

Business Men Band to Open
Theatre Closed Two Years

(Special to the Herald-World)

LIMA, OHIO, July 9.—Business men here
have organized a company to reopen the
Quilna theatre, which has been closed for
more than two years. The house is now being
wired for sound, and will be under manage-
ment of F. C. Fitch.
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum

NILES, MICH.
DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
There are a few things one ought never to get. One of them is

ptomaine poison. There is this about ptomaine poison: "WTien
you've got it you know you've got it. You don't need a doctor to
diagnose your case. That's one advantage in having ptomaine poison.
You might suppose that when one got ptomaine once, that would

satisfy him. With most people it would, but with us it is different.
We got ptomaine several years ago when we were young and foolish
and it soon wore off. We got it again four years ago up at Petosky,
Mich., and it made a more lasting impression on us. Then last week
at Muncie, Ind., we negotiated another dose of it by consuming
something like a quart of ice cream, since which time we haven't
cared if Congress never adjourned and the Democrats elected the
entire ticket.

If you have never felt like a dishrag, you have never had ptomaine
poison. There is one sure way of knowing whether you've got
ptomaine or not. If you have strength enough to turn the steering
wheel you may be sure you haven't got it, it's something else that
ails. We had strength enough left yesterday to drive to Niles, Mich.,
where there are three of the best nurses in the country and our
cousin, Julia Armstrong, is all three of 'em, and that's why we are
now in Niles at this time trying to scratch off enough copy to fill

this colyum so as not to hinder George from taking his vacation up
on the bass lakes in Northern Wisconsin, where he has no business
going unless we were with him, so that's that about ptomaine. But
don't get it!

* * *

It looks like the producers are working the moon overtime. They
gave us "UNDER THE SILVERY MOON," then "UNDER A TEXAS
MOON," and now we have "MONTANA MOON." Just what has
the moon got to do with it, anyhow? If they want a moon, why
do they always come out West and use our moon? Don't Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island have any moons? It must be that our
Western moon shines brighter than any other, but according to the
vote Morrow received in New Jersey, they must have plenty of moon-
shine down there.

But getting back to "MONTANA MOON." They couldn't have
picked a better moon than Montana's moon, and they couldn't have
picked two better characters for "MONTANA MOON" than Louise
Fazenda and Ford Sterling. Not that we'd give a durn about the

story, for nobody will go crazy about that, but without Louise and
Ford in it our ptomaine might have got a deeper hold on us. That's
why we want to thank the producer for giving us "MONTANA
MOON." Further than that, we can't see any particular necessity

for having produced "MONTANA MOON." li they will let our
Nebraska moon alone we won't kick about it, but we won't have
'em monkeying with that.

Every time we see a woman sit down with a 1930 gown on we are

reminded of what the preacher said when he got up to deliver his

morning sermon. He said, "Brethern, I shall endeavor to make my
address long enough to cover the subject and short enough to be
interesting."

* * *

Andrew Mellon says that the new tariff bill will bring prosperity

to the country. Hurrah for Andy! If there is anyone qualified to

speak on the benefits of a tariff it ought to be Andy. His bank
account should attest that. And we hope that when he said "the

country" he had in mind and included that unorganized territory

West of Pennsylvania. But we are wondering what Bill Jones will
say about it when he drives up to the elevator with a load of wheat
and is offered 60 cents a bushel for it!

* * *

But getting back to ptomaine poison. What you want to do
when they hang that onto you is to cooperate with something. You
should cooperate with the Republicans and Democrats, with the
Methodists and Baptists, with the Hoosiers and Swedes, and with
the horse doctor and hired girl. And if you don't understand what
we mean you should be like the colored brother when the pastor
was delivering a sermon on cooperation and he arose in the back part
of the church and said, "Bnidder Pahson, won't you please 'splain

what you all means by cooperation?" And the parson replied,

"Well, brudders and sisters, so dat you all may know what ah
means by cooperation ah will 'splain hit dis heah way. When de
Knights of Columbus ball team plays de Ku Klux Klan and dey
have a Niggah to do de umpirin and dey gib all de gate receipts to

de Jewish synagogue and dey all jine in a roast pig barbecue durin'

Lent, dat's what ah means by cooperation."

Right now, during our period of convalescence, we feel the need
of a little cooperation, and if any of you feel like cooperating with

us, you may wire us, prepaid. We will give you until next Thursday
to think it over.

* * *

When ptomaine poison grabs your frame
And you're about to give up hope,

You'll never stop to ask the name
But swallow any kind of dope.

When Doc comes in and looks quite wise
And asks you all about your ills.

You'll breathe a prayer and close your eyes
When he prescribes a quart of pills.

If you believe what we have said

And think that we are still quite sane.

Though you feel normal in your head.

It's a cinch, by gosh, you've got ptomaine.

* * *

The other day we were on Deer Creek down in Indiana, the creek
made famous by James Whitcomb Riley. We saw the "Ole Swimmin'
Hole" but we didn't go "Out to Old Aunt Mary's." If we could slip

back about 60 years and could go down on that creek to the "Ole
Swimmin' Hole" with a fish pole and a dozen bunches of firecrackers

on the coming Fourth of July, we wouldn't give a durn if they made
a dozen more "Moon" pictures.

There is nothing like that in store for us, however, for we've got

to keep rambling over the country writing this bull colyum in order
to keep this magazine on its feet, while George is pulling out wall-

eyed pike, black bass and crappies and his wife is putting a few
more bottles on ice. We hope that guy falls out of the boat and
gets sopping wet, that's what we do. He'd be getting just what's

coming to him. Outside of that, we don't expect to have a bit of

fun on the Fourth.

After reading the foregoing (if you have had strength enough to

do it) and you feel the urge to kill somebody, pick out the guy
who crys his songs when he sings over the radio—and be sure that

the gun is loaded with buckshot.

Having thus exposed our mental as well as physical condition,

we beg to remain,

J. C. Jenkins,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD covers THE field LIKE an AprU
shower.
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Player Outlook Is Bright as

24,000 Work During Month
Universal and Columbia at Top with New Program Schedules

—

LeRoy Directs "Little Caesar"—D. W. Griffith Completes
"Abraham Lincoln"—Asher to Supervise "Dracula"

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Coast studios hitting high spots in production
activity used more than 24,000 extra players during June. This is an increase
in excess of 700 people over the previous 30 days with July expected to es-

tablish new records for summer shooting.

Universal and Columbia top the active
schedules of pictures filming but First Na-
tional and R K O are using the greatest num-
ber of extra people. It looks like a prosperous
hot-weather season for names on the casting
sheets.

do "Sons o' Guns," he plans to spend four
months on vacation abroad before starting

production.

LeRoy's "Caesar"
Mervyn LeRoy is completing preparations

for "Little Caesar" at First National. Shoot-
ing starts this week. Edward G. Robinson,
borrowed from Universal, plays the leading
male role.

Hairy J. Brown
Harry Joe Brown is directing "Squealer"

for Columbia. Jack Holt is starred with
Dorothy Revier, heading a supporting cast
including Matt Moore, Zasu Pitts and Davey
Lee.

"Tol'ahle David"
Benjamin Glazer is writing dialog for a

new version of "Tol'able David" at Columbia.
No cast or director has been named.
"Abraham Lincoln"

D. W. Griffith completed "Abraham Lin-
coln" at United Artists studio. Henry B.
Walthall, "Little Colonel" of "Birth of a
Nation," has a similar role in the new film.

"Dracula"
No cast selections or editorial assignments

have been announced to date but E. M. Asher
will supervise the production of "Dracula" at
Universal. Tod Browning directs.

Beaudine Re-directs
William Beaudine is re-directing "Father's

Son" for First National. He did the silent

version under "Boy o' Mine" title. It makes
the third that Beaudine directed both sound
and silent.

Joe Rock Directing

Joe Rock is directing Eddie Buzzell in

"Bedtime Stories for Grownups" at Colum-
bia. It is a short feature with a large sup-
porting cast headed by Mildred Harris. Buz-
zell and John P. Medbury wrote the story.

Shooting began this week.

Bradley King
Bradley King has completed the film ver-

sion and dialog for "Adios" at First National.
Richard Barthelmess is starred. Frank Lloyd
directs.

ff

Jolson Plans Trip Before
Starting **Sons o' Guns

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Although Al Jol-

son is making his headquarters at the United
Artists studio, where he is under contract to

Di-a-log

HOLLYWOOD.
THE agent situation in Hollywood has

risen far above what it was five years
ago. It no longer is popularly regarded by
producers as a racket. There are numerous
cases where men and women operate as
agents and are nothing more than racket-
eers, it is true, but those cases today com-
pared with the number of them a few years
ago are negligible.

Agents today are for the most part a
dignified class of workers, productive in

their field, and observant of an unwritten
code of ethics. They are respected and
desired by producers. Needless to say they
are also quite in the favor of actors, writ-
ers and directors.

It was formerly just as true that most
agents were unscrupulous fellows who at-

tempted to "take" their clients, and at the
same time gyp the producers.

Agents are permitted in the offices of
every studio in Hollywood. There are
agents who because of their past behavior
and reputations are barred. A list of 45
names comprises the principal firms in the
industry legitimately competent and worthy
of handling talent.

A regrettable phase of the present situa-

tion is that one agency has approximately
200 clients, another 100 and so on. It is

difficult for one agency to lend the per-
sonal attention necessary when it boasts
such a magnitude of talent.

It is, of course, also regrettable that

there remain in Hollywood any number of

petty agencies who endeavor to "make
stars" of newcomers to the colony and im-
mediately sign the young hopefuls on a
life contract and later cause a peculiar kind
of trouble. But that kind of people will

probably always exist in a show town as

surely as "ambulance chasers" will always
exist in a city.

DOUGLAS HODGES.

LUlie Says W. B. "Show"
Sketches Ran as "Shorts"

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Charg-
ing that Warner Brothers ran her two
sketches as "short subjects" instead
of using them in "Show of Shows,"
Beatrice Lillie brought suit against
the studio and Darryl Zanuck for
$100,000. Injury to her reputation and
breach of contract is claimed. Lillie

received $15,000 for the two short
Sims.

'Tlorodora''Suit Is

Test of Rights to

Interpolate Dialog
Estate of Leslie Stuart, Writer of

Original Operetta, Asks $350,-

000 from M G M.
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Producers are

following with interest the progress of a

suit filed this week against producers and
exhibitors of the M G M-Cosmopolitan pic-

ture, "The Florodora Girl," by the estate

of Leslie Stuart, whose operetta, "Flora-

dora," was an outstanding success 30 years

ago.
The case will provide the first test of

the rights of producers to interpolate dia-

log and songs without the consent of the

original author of a copyrighted work.
Contention has been rife on this point ever

since the advent of talking pictures, with
one set of lawyers claiming the broad as-

signments in use ten years ago transferred

dialog regardless of method of reproduc-
tion, while others take the stand that dia-

log, not having been in existence, could not
be transferred.
The suit names M G M, Fox West Coast

Theatres, and Marion Davies, in addition

to individuals concerned in the production
of the picture, and the Western Electric

Company. Plaintififs charge unauthorized
use of the songs popularized by the oper-
etta, and ask $350,000 in damages, besides
an injunction preventing further showing
of the picture.

Wallace Smith First of

''Horde" Unit to Alaska
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Wallace Smith
has left for Ketchikan, Alaska, to seek lo-

cations for "Silver Horde," which George
Archainbaud will direct for R K O. Smith
wrote the dialog and film version of the
story. The cast and technicians will leave
soon.

Anders Randolph Dead
(Special to the Herald-World)

BEVERLY HILLS, July 8.—Anders Ran-
dolph, one of the pioneer character actors of

the screen, passed away at his home here last

week, following an operation.

^np«v
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Hollywood
Tunes

Warner and Paramount Enjoy
Earned Breathing Spell in East

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Taylor
Holmes will direct "His Majesty, Bunker
Bean" for R K O, with Arthur Lake fea-

tured. Holmes is well acquainted with the

story, having starred in it for three years

on the stage.
* * *

Grace Moore sings in French, Spanish,

German, Italian and English for M G M's
"Jenny Lind."

* * *

Abby Krause is featuring Romberg's
"Student Prince" during the run of "White
Cargo" at the New California here. He is

the first console artist to be engaged since

the house reopened recently. Organ re-

cordings were used.
« * *

It is said that David Broekman, com-
poser, will leave Universal to take over the

music department of another large studio.
* * *

Buddy DeSylva is mourning the loss of

his mother, who died here this week.
* * *

Ed Wynn will star in "Manhattan Mary"
for Paramount.

* *

Stanley Smith has been borrowed from
Paramount for the male lead in "From
Soup to Nuts" at Fox.

* * *

Life insurance in the amount of $500,000

is carried on both Amos and Andy by
RKO.

* * *

Alice White is back at Metropolitan
where she began her career three years

ago as script clerk.
* * *

Oscar Radin, Broadway musical conduc-
tor, is slated for the musical direction of

"New Moon" for M G M. Radin arrived

here recently.
* * *

"Modes of Hollywood," Fanchon and
Marco Idea presenting the first Fanchon
created fashions, opens at the Colorado,
Pasadena, July 17.

* * *

Spanish lyrics are being written for Bus-
ter Keaton's "Forward March" at M G M.
He sings two numbers.

* * *

Margaret Adams of the Shubert operetta,

"Three Little Girls," is here from New
York under contract to Universal.

* * *

Pat Flaherty likes the James Hanley-
Joseph McCarthy song numbers in "Man
Trouble." He caught a preview of the

film and heard "Pick Yourself Up," "You
Do, Don't You" and "What's the Use of

Living" at Fox and phoned New York
that the ditties were all top-notch.

* * *

"All Quiet on the Western Front" has

inspired Lou Handman and Bernie Gross-
man of the Universal music staff to write

a song with the same title as the film. It

is a ballad and now being recorded.
* * *

Complete mystery surrounds the filming

of "Just Imagine," DeSylva,_ Brown and
Henderson's musical production for Fox.
The cast names of the principal players are

"LN-18," "J-21," "D-6," "RT-42," "Z-4,"

and El Brendel bears "Single O." Wise-
crackers suggesting that it was a submarine
opus were promptly informed that it was
not, and so it remains a mystery. It would
make a good guessing contest, anyway.

HACKER.

Murray Roth Adds "Modern Fairy Tales," Novelty Reel, at

Vitaphone—Paramount Is Working on "Laughter" and
Outdoor Sequence to "Sap from Syracuse"

By HARRY TUGEND
NEW YORK, July 8.—The intensive production of the past few weeks has

resulted in the slowing up of activities in the Warner and Paramount eastern

studios. Both companies are enjoying a well-earned breathing spell, and are

just managing to keep busy.

Vitaphone has started on a new series. With Ripley's "Believe It or Not"
and "The Snooze Reel" well under way, Murray Roth is adding "Modern Fairy
Tales," a novelty reel with Harold Beaudine directing. I have not learned

whether there are dragons and giants involved, but it is safe to say they will

include princes and princesses. A. Dorian Otvos wrote the dialog and E. B.

Du Par is supervising the photography.

Otto Kruger, best known for his perform
ance in "The Royal Family," has been signed
for a light comedy called "Mr. Intruder."

Supporting are Alan Brooks and the English
actress, Veree Teasdale. The play will be
veree English, a language with which Kruger
is veree much at home, having played Shake-
speare in Winthrop Ames' production, "Will
Shakespeare." It should be veree good.

In addition to the stars from the legiti-

mate stage, Mr. Roth has delved into the

vaudeville field for his Variety material.

York and King, ye olde fashioned tyntypes,

will appear in a one reeler. So will the

Three Sailors whose hilarious acrobatics were
last seen in the "Sketch Book."
Paramount's studio is doing very little be-

sides working on "Laugher" and a new out-

door sequence to the "Sap from Syracuse."
The ailing Marx Brother having recovered,

"Animal Crackers" is practically in the ship-

ping can. There is only one short scheduled

so far for the week. Its title indicates a
girlie-girlie show. They call it "Beautiful but

Dumb."
Ginger Rogers will not go west to appear

in Irving Berlin's production. She will re-

main to fill the leading feminine role in Ed
Wynn's starring picture, "Manhattan Mary,"
which will be filmed here in August.

Lila Lee Ordered to

Take Six Weeks Rest
From Work in Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—As a result of

continuous work in talking pictures over a

period of many months, Lila Lee has had a

breakdown in health and has been ordered by
her physicians to take six weeks off for com-
plete rest and recuperation. She has been play-

ing the leading feminine role in "The Gorilla,"

at the First National studio, in which she will

be featured with Joe Frisco, Walter Pidgeon
and Harry Gribbon.
During the past year she has appeared in

Who Said Employment
Was Abnormal?

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.— In the

days of the silent picture it took a

staff of at least 35 when a company
•went on location. Today, this work-
ing crew has increased to 92. In other

words, the films are doing all they can

to aid the unemployment situation.

Director Robert DeLacy discov-

ered this fact when he left for Lone
Pine, Cal., to make exteriors for

Pathe's "Pardon My Gun."

the following First National pictures : "Drag,"
"Dark Streets," "Murder Will Out," "Woman
Hungry" and "The Queen of Main Street,"

as well as in "Show of Shows," "Queen of the

Night Clubs," "Honky-Tonk," "Sacred Flame,"
"Love, Live and Laugh," "Double Crossroads,"

"Those Who Dance" and "The Unholy Three."

Ceballos Featured on
Return of Stage Revues
To Warners' Hollywood

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—In announcing the

return of stage revues to its Hollywood thea-

tre, Warner Brothers placarded the Boule-
vard and the roads around Hollywood with
the name and features of Larry Ceballos, who
handled stage production in the house from
time it was opened until it was discontinued.

In the interval, Ceballos has been directing

dances in both Warner Brothers and First

National pictures. In addition, one of the

Hollywood dailies got out a special edition

to welcome Ceballos on his return from
Burbank.

Alice White Production
Heads First National's
July and August Releases

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 8.—The First National

releases for July and August, as announced
by Ned E. Depinet, general sales manager, are
as follows : July 6, "Sweet Mama," Alice
White; July 20, "The Road to Paradise,"
Loretta Young; August 3, "Numbered Men,"
Conrad Nagel and Bernice Claire ; August 10,

"The Dawn Patrol," Richard Barthelmess, and
August 24, "Top Speed," with Joe E. Brown,
Bernice Claire and Jack Whiting.

Dorothy Revier Signs New
Long Term With Columbia

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Dorothy Revier has
been signed to a new long term contract by
Columbia Pictures. Among the recent pictures

in which she carried a role were "The Call

of the West," "Vengeance," and "Murder on
the Roof."

Sennett Sued for $50,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Mack Sennett

Studio is being sued for $50,000 on behalf

of a 13 year old child. The complaint alleges

the boy lost the sight of one eye due to im-'

properly guarded dynamite caps which were
the property of Sennett's.
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Mr. Ernie Rovelstad,

Quigley Publishing Co.,

407 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Ernie

:

Things is going from bad to worse, Ernie, no fooling. The United States of

America navy fleet is anchored in San Pedro and Sam has gone down there to

see the Admiral about using the navy in the picture. He changed the title again.

First it was a race horse picture called "Hot for Fanny," then it was a war picture,

"All Quiet at Journey's End," now it's a submarine and airplane picture called

"Water Wings."

He is very excited about the airplane sequences. When he told President Silver

that he decided to make a air epic Silver said, "Well, there's a fellow called Howard
Hughes who's made d pretty good air picture tlmt cost $4,000,000." So Sam says,

"Pooh, we'll use if for a trailer for 'Water Wings.'

"

We both went to a theatre the night before last to see the Byrd picture about

the South Pole. I wanted Sam to see it because what kind of a supervisor is he

going to be if he never sees a picture? Well, when the picture is finished I say

to him, "How did you like it?" So he says, "All right, remind me tomorrow to

send a wire to this Byrd actor, I think I got a nice part for him in 'Water Wings.'
"

I'm no fool, I just didn't remind him, anyway he probably won't want a airplane

picture by the time I could send a wire to anybody.

We're have a little trouble with the submarine business, too. For a whole mile

around the studio there are a lot of steam shovels and dredges digging up the land.

You see, Sam built all the submarines right in the Construction Department cmd

all of a sudden he reminded himself how is he going to get them in the waterf

So to save money he is building a lake on the Acme lot. All the time now he is

trying to save money. He took five dollars off his secretary's salary and the same
afternoon he ordered two more submamrines because twelve is his lucky number.

That's Gooblci for you.

I got a big suspicion that President Silvers is becoming disgusted. A month and

a half already and all Sam did was to start two pictures and throw them away.

I think Sam knows he is getting in bad with Silvers because he just sent around

invitations to a big party he's throwing on Stage Number Five. Sam told me he's

going to present Silvers with a set of expensive silverware. "Where are you going

to get it?" I asked him. "From the prop department," he said. That's Gooble

for you.

Respectfully,

NORMAN KRASNA.

Stuart Walker Signs on
Long Term to Columbia

For Post as Director
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 8.—Stuart Walker, well
known stage producer and director has been
signed by Columbia Pictures to a long term
contract, joining its staff of directors. Walker
is said to have set a record in discovering
stars of both the screen and stage.

Night Baseball Weakens
Under Cold Coast Winds

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 8.—According to in-

formation received by Harold B. Franklin,
night baseball is somewhat less popular than
it was when it first began. The chilly night
air seems to be the chief objection, and it is

even finding disfavor with the ball clubs them-
selves, in the northern part of California.

The players after a while opposed it, be-
cause it interfered with their personal leisure

and ruined their chances with bigger leagues.

It seems that night baseball is rapidly becom-
ing a dead issue, and exhibitors will not have
much competition from that quarter.

Third Version of Phantom
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Universal has
completed a sound cartoon version of
"Phantom of the Opera" with Oswald the

Rabbit. It makes the third time that the

Universal staff has worked on the "Phan-
tom" story.

Market Bullish! Buyer WUd!
He Mumbles *n' Mumbles!

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8. — Jack
Warner turned down a big offer last
week for the post-war flapper opus,
"Flaming Youth." As the prospective
buyer arose to go he mumbled:
"Well, I think we're both crazy!"

Montmartre's Receiver
Plays Up the Advertising

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—The receiver
operating the Montmartre Cafe has re-
versed the cafe's advertising policy. Un-
der the former management, its only dis-
play in front was the dignified legend,
"Brandstatter's Montmartre Cafe" in mod-
est lighting. It is now using a transparent
in red and white over the entrance to an-
nounce its featured orchestra and guests to
passersby.

Bank Succeeds Ullman
As Valentino Executor

(Special to the Heraid-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—The resigna-
tion of George Ullman, executor of the
estate of Rudolph Valentino was accepted
today. Ullman had been charged with mis-
management by Alberto Gugliemli, brother
of the deceased star. A California bank has
been appointed as special executor of the
estate, pending a hearing scheduled for
Monday.

Niblo Plans Indian Film
Series in Historic Setting

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Fred Niblo is

contemplating producing a series of two
reel Indian legend films in color and sound.
He would use real Indians and historical
locations which will soon be extinct, he
says. It is not certain at this time whether
he will direct "Red Dust" for M G M or
another story now in preparation.

Harry Langdon Victorious
In $11,000 Civil Court Case
HOLLYW9OD, July 8.—Harry Lang-

don's victory in a suit over eleven thousand
dollars in notes Monday has given the peo-
ple of this community considerable reason
for rejoicing. The comedian has a town
full of friends. Most of them feared that
he was going to lose his case, a civil one.

Broughton in Charge of
Sono-Art Outdoor Films

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Cliflf Brough-
ton completed supervision of "Sweethearts
on Parade" at Metropolitan with Alice
White starred. He begins a series of out-
door films starring Bill Cody within two
weeks for Sono-Art.

DeForest Hollywood Plant
Will Make Home Talkers

(Special to the Heraid-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Dr. Lee De-
Forest announced today that he expects to
build a plant in Hollywood to make talking
pictures for the home. He returns to the
east tomorrow.

Pasadena Egyptian Sold
(Special to the Herald-World)

PASADENA, July 8.—Warner's Egyptian
theatre here has been sold. Details of the
transaction and names of the new owners
are not available at this time. The house
will be remodeled.

Reed Rests for New Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 8.—Luther Reed is

spending a week in San Francisco prior to
starting the direction of "Babes in Toy-
land" for Radio.

^nnp
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SOUND REPRODUCTION

F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 58.—By just what action is the current produced by

storage batteries? Go into some detail on this, please. What will happen if a battery is per-

mitted to become entirely discharged before recharging? What will happen if a battery be
charged too fast?

MEETINGS AT PROVIDENCE AND SPRINGFIELD

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE only trouble is that this department
would have to be stretched out of all

proportion in order for me to say all the

nice things I would like to say about the

cities we are going to visit. For instance,

Providence.

In Providence we were the guests of the

branch of the American Projection Society

located in that city, of which Philip Sugar-

man is president, Thomas J. McDade, secre-

tary; Robert E. Durant, vice president; and
Arthur Slater, treasurer. I present herewith

a photograph of these gentlemen. They are

all high grade projectionists, which means men
of ability coupled with energy and pride in

their work.

The strain of such trips as these is so great

that I find it necessary to confine my visits to

theatres to one or two in each citv. In Provi-

dence I called at the Loew's State theatre,

which is very ably managed by J. P. McCar-
thy. The State has a very fine projection

room. It is 50 feet long, 14 feet from front

to back and has a ten-foot ceiling. Every
thing was as clean as a new pin. There are

three Simplex projectors, spotlight effect pro-

jectors, etc. The sound equipment is Western
TElectric and the sound, I may say, is excellent.

Arthur Slater is chief projectionist. The rest

of the staff consists of Sidney Clark, W. J.

Gilbert, J. B. Smith, L. S. Scheldon, W. R.

Murphy and C. C. Turcott. The theatre seats

3,500. The picture is 20 feet, eight inches

wide. The projection distance is 183 feet, six

inches, while the angle of projection is 18

degrees. The State is a beautiful, finely

•equipped theatre throughout.

We also visited the Paramount, which has
just opened its doors under the able manage-
ment of Edward L. Read, a man who has
come from the ranks of motion picture pro-

jectionists to the management of this large

and beautiful theatre. I met Edward Anthony,

-who is one of the projectionists, and Herbert

Slater, who is the business agent of the local

union. Three Simplex projectors are used,

with Western Electric sound equipment. The
•projected picture is 20 feet wide. The pro-

jection angle violates all rules of good pro-

jection. Sorry, gentlemen, but the truth is the

truth and I didn't make the angle. It is 24

degrees.

At 11 :15 o'clock a little more than 30 peo-

ple gathered in the Majestic theatre and lis-

tened to the message I had to deliver. Sev-

eral men from outlying cities were present,

also several theatre managers. However,
some of the Providence men were not. I

really don't like to criticize but it does seem
; as though men should not appear so utterly

Officials of the Providence branch of the American Projection Society—Philip Sugarman,
president; Thomas J. McDade, secretary; Robert E. Durant, vice president, and Arthur

Slater, treasurer.

lacking in interest in the profession of motion

picture sound projection as to miss a meeting

at which such matters as wide film and other

future developments will be discussed.

I want again to compliment the Providence

branch of the American Projection Society

and local union 223. The first, because of its

enterprise in staking this particular affair; the

second, because I have always found it to be

ready to do its share toward anything that

promises to advance projection knowledge.

T * *

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

AFTER a short run of 80 miles from Provi-

dence, we arrived here, where we were

met by S. Small, president of local 196, and

Frank Walsh, its secretary, both courteous

gentlemen and very capable officials.

After putting "The Princess" to bed in her

garage stall, we were conducted to the Fox
Poli theatre by Projectionists A. J. Payette

and F. E. Blanchan. The Poli is a mighty

nice house. I met Manager Daniel Torgan,

with whom an enlightening and very pleasant

conversation was had. Mr. Torgan impressed

me as a live-wire manager. The Fox Poli

seats 2,700. Its projection room is small but

is very well equipped and very neat and clean.

The projection staff is composed of Frank
Walsh, J. Wisniowski, F. F. Colter, and F. E.

Blanchan. The equipment is Western Electric

sound apparatus and Simplex projectors.

Sound was excellent and the picture well

projected, though Manager Torgan is, as I

advised him, in error in not using the propor-

tional mask for sound-on-fi!m productions. I

talked with him concerning this and believe

he will install one, as he is not satisfied with
the square picture.

Next went over to the Publix Paramount,
which is managed by Benjamin Greenberg.
Greenberg was out to dinner, so I missed the
pleasure of a chat with him.

The projection room is excellent. I found
everything to be kept scrupulously clean.

John F. Gatelee and Charles E. Jury were the
projectionists on duty at the time of my visit.

The equipment is Western Electric and Sim-
plex. It is a very fine house and seats 2,900.

I personally believe, however, that the results
would be better if the size of the picture were
somewhat reduced. That is not intended as a
criticism but is merely a statement of the
matter as I see it.

The meeting at midnight was surprisingly
large. The local served ice cold soda, which
seemed to be very popular. The local had
invited the projectionists of surrounding cities

and the following were well represented

—

Chicopee, Ware, Palmer, Westfield, Holyoke,
North Hampton, Greenfield and Hartford.
The men listened until 2:30 a. m. with wrapt
attention and at the end of the talk they made
a whole lot of noise with their hands in evi-
dence of their satisfaction of the proceedings.

I want to compliment the Springfield local

on its enterprise. I also want to compliment
those men who closed their shows early. At
least some of them made a rather long drive
in order to be present. If they knocked any
holes or made any dents in the speed laws of

Massachusetts, I'll not be the one to give

them away.

¥M
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TECHNIC OF RECORDING CONTROL
FOR SOUND PICTURES

J. P. Maxfield'

Figure 4

[Continued from last wettk*s issue]

THE loss- of direction, brought about by the
use of one ear only, causes some rather un-

expected results. When two ears are used,
a person has the ability to consciously pay
attention to sounds coming from a given di-

rection, to the partial exclusion of sounds
coming from other directions. With the loss

of the sense of direction, which accompanies
the use of monaural hearing, this conscious
discrimination becomes much more difficult,

and the incidental noises occurring in a scene,

as well as any reverberation which may be
present, are apparently increased to such an
extent that they unduly intrude themselves on
the hearer's notice. It is, therefore, necessary
to hold the reverberation, including these
noises down to a lower loudness than normal,
if a scene recorded monaurally is to satisfac-

torially create the illusion of reality, when
listened to binaurally.

This apparent increase in reverberation and
incidental noises may easily be heard, by com-
pletely stopping up one ear and listening with
the other only. It is easier to detect the effect

in a room, where the incidental noises are
fairly loud, and where the amount of damp-
ing is slightly less than in the normal living

room.

Since it is possible to create the illusion of

depth or distance in both the visual and
audible parts of the talking picture, it is

necessary that the amount by which the voice

appears to move forward and backward in

the set, should correspond with the amount
the image appears to move. The amount by
which the voice appears to move forward and
backward in the set, depends upon the amount
of reverberation present, and upon the relative

distance of the microphone from the fore-

ground and background action. In general,

the more reverberation present, or the fur-

ther the microphone from the source of sound,
the greater is the apparent distance of the

voice from the near foreground. It has also

been found by experience, that if the condi-

tions have been made correct to obtain this

illusion, then the voice or sound also appears
to follow the picture across the screen.

There is one important difference between
the imaginary observer in the scene and the
taking of a talking picture. The real observer
maintains his pickup device, namely ears, at

the same distance from the scene as his lenses,

that is eyes. This is not necessarily the case
with the talking pictures, as the cameraman
may at will, use lenses of different focal

lengths, whereas the observer cannot change
the focal length of his eyes beyond that

* Supervising Recording Engineer, Electrical Re-
search Products, Inc. This is file sixteenth page of
the Technical Di'jcst

amount required to accommodate focus. The
use of long lenses by the cameraman is

equivalent to a means of bringing distant ac-

tion into the near foreground. When such

action is brought into the near foreground by
the use of the closeup, it is also necessary to

pull the sound up, so that it appears to be

coming from a similar distance, that is from
the image on the screen.

There is one other point to be kept in mind
regarding the analogy between the imaginary

observer and the talking picture equipment.

If a speaker in the scene walks away from
the imaginary observer, he walks away from
both his eyes and his ears. It is, therefore,

necessary to place the microphone in the same
approximate direction from the action as the

camera, in order that the speaker shall ap-

proach the microphone when approaching the

camera and vice versa.

In view of the above, it cannot be too

strongly stressed that it is important to use

one microphone only for a given camera posi-

tion. Naturally if the camera position changes

during the scene, the microphone position

should change accordingly, so that the proper

relation between the ear and eye is maintained.

The insistence on this requirement on one

of the early pictures made, led some humorist

to call this technic "The Trail of the Lone-
some Mike." It should be noted from pre-

vious paragraphs ; one microphone position

only for one camera position. There are

some cases involving complicated setups,

where closeups and long shots are being at-

tempted simultaneously, where more than one
microphone may be legitimately in the set at

one time, but only one of them should be on
at any given time. The one that is on,

naturally should correspond with the camera
whose picture is to be used in the final cut.

This use of closeup and long shot simul-

taneously, requires a knowledge of how the
scene is going to be cut, and should, therefore,

be avoided if there is any doubt about the
cutting.

During one of the first pictures that was
made with this technic, the studio people were
coaxed into making the sets with sufficient

reverberation to produce the depth effect. The
set in question was about 25 or 30 feet wide
and some 35 feet long and approximately 24
feet high, as shown in Fig. 4. It represented
a large hall in an old fashioned European
home, and there was an entrance onto a stair-

way from a second story room at the back of
the set. The dialogue was started in the

middle foreground b" a man at A, and then
a young lady came out of the second story

room at B, and said a few lines, the dialogue
continuing until both people were at the foot
of the stairs at F, midway back in the set.

The studio people insisted on making a closeup
and a lone: shot simultaneously, and as the

long shot covered a considerable angle, it was
impossible to get a microphone into the scene
sufficiently near the young lady to take care
of a sound track for her closeup at entrance.

When the rushes were shown in the review
room, the first to come through was the long
shot, and the result was exceedingly good, the

voice appearing to come from the mouths of
the speakers. The second rush showed the

long shot scene with the closeup of the young
lady cut in at the proper place. This picture,

however, was coupled up with the only sound
track available, namely, the long shot sound
track. Of the five people in the review room,
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Figure 5

three unconsciously moved their heads to one

side to see around the girl, in order to find

out who was speaking in the room behind her.

The effect was so disconcerting that it was
necessary to retake the closeup with its own
sound track.

Since the interpretation of distance by the

microphone depends upon the acoustic prop-

erties of the set, there is only one microphone
distance at which the proper sound distance

will be obtained. This is analogous to limit-

ing the cameraman to a single lens for his

camera. Hence, when a change is made to a

long focus lens, it is necessary to move the

microphone nearer the scene than was neces-

sary for the shorter focal length.

It is now time to consider how much the

microphone must be moved when the lens is

changed. With sets built in the manner to be

described later, the microphone should be as

far away from the foreground action as it

would be necessary to place a 30 to 35 milli-

meter lens, in order to obtain the same sized

image as will be obtained with the long focus

closeup lens actually in use.

Fortunately, if the difference in focal length

between two cameras used simultaneously is

not too great, the ears' interpretation of the

depth effect is not sufficiently accurate to cause

any trouble. It is, therefore, possible to use
a 35 to 40 millimeter lens simultaneously with
a two inch lens without difficulty, provided the

depth of action is not over 12 to 15 feet. In
scenes of ordinary living rooms, no trouble

would be caused by this arrangement, pro-
vided the two inch lens is not brought much
closer to the subject than the shorter focus
one.

Figure 5 shows two views of the same set

and the same action, the right hand section

indicating the situation for a long shot, while
the left hand section indicates the camera and
microphone positions for close-ups of each of
the three dialogues, namely, those at positions

1, 2 and 3, respectively. The long shot was
made with a 35 millimeter lens, whereas the
close-up cameras were equipped as follows

:

Camera for position 1, 4 in., for position 2,

6 in. and for position 3, 4 in. The corre-
sponding microphones are shown. It will be
noted in the close-up section that three micro-
phones were in use, but it should be further
noted that only one was used at any one time.

That is, when the dialogue was taking place in
position 1, its microphone was on, and simi-
larly for positions 2 and 3. The action occur-
ring during the transition from positions 1 to

2, and 2 to 3, was taken care of by the long
shot made under the conditions shown in the
right hand section.

[Concluded in next week^s issuejQ
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Predicts Grand Opera

ToBePopular on Screen

Within Next Five Years
Prediction that within five years screen

grand opera will be offered and will prove
popular is made by Dr. P. Mario Marafioti,
former voice coach of Caruso and Galli

Curci, who recently went out to the coast
to accept the position of studio voice
trainer at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer camp.

In confirming the opinions expressed by
Roman Novarro, Lawrence Tibbett and
other stars desirous, of playing operatic
roles on the screen, that this form of en-
tertainment is a natural growth of the
present trend in film operettas, Dr. Mara-
fioti outlined some of the revolutionary
developments in studio musical expansion
which have been brought to his attention.
During the past year musical activities at

the Culver City studio have ranged from
the organization of a vocal training de-
partment to the creation of an engineering
division concentrating on delicate tech-
nical problems of musical recording. Col-
laborative study by sound engineers and
musical conductors brought about various
changes in orchestral arrangement; for ex-
ample, percussion instruments were muffed
and specially tuned microphones placed
under the tympanic pieces.

Sound Technique Advance
Makes Changes Necessary

In Studio and Laboratory
Advances in both the sound and optical side

of talking pictures, in the past few months,
have created revolutionary changes in the

processes of production at the studios. A vast
construction program to care for changed con-
ditions on stages, the employment of entire

laboratories of precision instruments to deal
with microscopic measurements in the now ex-
acting work, and strange new discoveries in

optics and acoustics figure in the development.
Experiments in gaseous illuminants, on the

principle of the Neon light, is one of the
latest developments, as engineers are seeking
"cold light." Incandescent lighting, now in

general use, generates great heat on the stages.

At the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios this

problem_ has been met by the construction of
big refrigeration plants in connection with the
stages to keep cold air moving into the sets.

Musical Score in DeMille^s

"Madame Satan'' for MGM Runs
Steady for Over Ten Minutes
Record for the longest unbroken musical

score as yet placed in a talking picture is

claimed for the Zeppelin ball sequence of
Cecil B. De Mille's new Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer opus, "Madam Satan."
The score in question runs ten and onehalf

minutes. When it is recalled that talking pic-
ture reels are shorter than the old silent

variety, running about eleven minutes, it can
be seen that the record nearly approaches the
physical limit.

Buster Keaton Plans to

Make Talkers in German
Buster Keaton, screen comedian, already en-

gaged on his second talking picture in Spanish,
is going to add German to his repertoire next
season.
During his tour of Europe, which will start

as soon as his Spanish production of "For-
ward March" is completed, Keaton plans an
extended stay in Germany. When he comes
back,_ he will make his next picture in both
Spanish and German.

The Award of Merit
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The Dreamland Theatre Offers You Only The Best of Sound
Dreamland Theatre Awarded

Coveted Bronze Plaque

FROM THE HERINGTON SUN OF APRIL 17, 1930

Manager C. L. McVey of tht

Dreamland Theatre is plenty proud
this week. His theatre has been
judged among the best in the United
Statey in the tnatte'r of sound re-

production and effort to give h]-=:

audiences the best that can be had
in the way of entertainment. With
the award goes a handsome bronz*
plaque, which is now on display in

the Dreamland lobby The award
Is made by the Exribitors flerald-

World. the largest movie m-^gazine

printed, A photograph of the plaque

appears ajoining. There is only one

other plaque in the i-l^te, and only

two have been awarded In the ci'.y

of Chicago. You can't blame Mac lor

beiqg proud.
Before the award is made, the

theatre is checked carefully, all

newspaper clipping about the thea-

tre obtained, the efforts of the

manager checked by outside person;.

and witnessed before a notary.

Money -won't buy it—it's strictly

an award of merit.

And if you don't think the Dream-
land is good, lii-'len to this: Mr. C
B. Barrett,, technical inspector for

the Electrical Research Product;,

Inc., New York, an engineer spec

lalizing in acoustics, was sent to

Herington this week to find oi;', why
the Theatre was getting such goo.'

yjund results.

He brought test reels and ran
them; the WTiter was privileged to

set in on the show, while Mr. Bar-
rett explained the workings of

sound. He made an exact drawinr,

of the building to scale, made a re-

10 JiiKiaiiiB;!;;

port on the materials used in th;,'

-vails; in fact everything that migh;
have a bearing on sound reproduc-
tion was carefully considered and
noted. The house is what is term-
ed a "naturai." When buiit tf.'..t'.cs

were imknown an no attempt was
made to make if acou-sticaliy per-
fect No change was made by the
Western Electric engineers when
the equipment was installed.

It can readily be seen wh>' the
engineers take such an Int-^rest in

the Dreamland and why the nation-
al award was made.

No little credit is due Fred Wood,
the projectionist at the thcatrg^
Mr. Barrett declared. He thoroughly
understands the talkie mechanism
and keeps the equipment in perfect
shape. His projection room is one
of the cleanest and finest In the
jlate.

Here's more good news for the
Dreamland patrons. Mr. McVey has
contracted for the very latest re-
frigerating equipment to "cool th'j

theatre this summer. It is a regu-
lar ice machine, installed in the
basement, is noii'eless and will kee;j

the big room cool in the hottest
days. Is is the same equipment as
used in the largest theatre? and
will make the Dreamland even more
modem.
Herington can count herself

fortunate in having a theatre like

the Dreamland, and in having a
manager like Mr. McVey. who is

constantly striving to give his pat-

rons the best in entertainment

YOUR SUMMER COMFORT IS ASSURED
MANUFACTURED WEATHER

We are now installing and will have in operation at an

early date a new iilnproved Lipman System of

Refrigerated
COOLED

DE-HUMIDIFIED

No Drafts-

Air WASHED
PURIFIED

-No Chills—Just Real Comfort.

Herington is the smallest town In the United States to have

a theatre cooled by Electric Refrigeration. The manage-

ments way of expressing appreciation to patrons of the

theatre for their support

Lipman Electric Refrigeration Plant to Be Installed in

the Dreamland Theatre

..'iii'fSBiaiiBpaw eiiiai 2

The prestige accorded to a theatre which has merited and won the Mark of Honor
for better sound reproduction is evidenced in the above, which is part of an issue

of the Dreamland Theatre Calendar, issued by the Dreamland theatre at Herington,
Kansas. Seventy-five hundred of these Calendars are printed each month, 4,500 of
them being mailed^ to rural routes in a radius of 25 miles. The Calendar has been

used by the Dreamland for eight years.

Exhibitors whose theatres have been honored with the Hekald-World
plaque for better sound reproduction are daily finding more and more ways
to apply the Award in calling attention to the excellence of program presen-

tation in their houses, and thereby building up attendance.

It is a question, however, whether any theatre has won the recognition in

actual space devoted to the Award in a single issue that was attracted by
the Armo theatre at South Bend, Ind. In a spread in the South Bend
Tribune in one Sunday edition there were three displays of the plaque in

news story and advertisements, and each was in two colmnns.

In his letter, with which he enclosed a copy of the newspaper, Manager
M. Lerman of the Armo wrote the committee:

"In the society section you Avill find our ad and a picture of the plaque,

as well as an ad inserted by the DeForest office of New York. The small

cut you see in our ad has been used in nearly all our ads this week (the

Award had been made just a week before) , and the larger two-column cut

will be imprinted on all window cards we use in the future. Our ads in

the News-Times were similar to these."
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BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Stage Unit, Flying Field Dedication, Army
Camps Used in Anniversary Celebration

THEATRE anniversaries may be

celebrated in many and various

ways, among them celebrations that in-

form people that the house has been

in operation for a year or more and

celebrations that inform them that

here is a real event, commemorating a

year, or whatever space of time the

theatre has been serving the public. It

either enhances the idea of service, or it

merely gives the impression that here

is another theatre that has managed to

remain in business for 365 days more.

In this brief sketch, we should like to

tell you of the first anniversary which

the Greater Majestic theatre in San

Antonio, Texas, celebrated, and how it

utilized current and interesting meth-

ods of showing its patrons that here

was a house which deserved a little

blowout, and incidentally, increased

patronage, which would bring more

smiles to the box office.

Among the many, sixteen in all, tieups and

ballyhoos that Manager John Thoma, who is a

live wire if there ever was one, put over was

the special unit attraction that he framed for

the stage. The pit orchestra was transverted

to the stage, and played in conjunction with

the Cavalier band which was an attraction for

the week. Thus there were 20 or more mu-
sicians on the stage and supplemented by

Stuart and Lash on comedy, put on a 25 min-

ute presentation of music, songs, dance and

comedy, which brought the entire program to

a nice flashy finish.
A

You may wonder why we speak of the finish

first. It is just because Thoma seemed to

realize the drawing power of actual music by

actual musicians from the stage. In a very

decided way it usurps the idea from the minds

of many people that orchestral music is no

longer necessary, and that the music that

comes from the horns behind the stage is all

that is necessary to a finished program. It is

most encouraging to see that such an idea as

this can be made to function as this did, for it

was successful to the fullest, and indeed was
a splendid aid to the program. It was played

up in advertisements, and was an item of con-

siderable drawing power, which augmented the

box office receipts pleasingly. This seemed to

be the feature of most interest, and it should

f)e of interest to the many people that think

the day of musician has passed.

And now we come to the other and varied

stunts by which Thoma intrigued his patrons

to help him celebrate his anniversary week.

LUNA
Three Days Starting

SUN.. MARCH 2

,«>^^ Hot

t^A Tunes

This throwaway, writes Charles H.
Lawshe, manager of the Luna theatre at

Logansport, Ind., has been used by him
on several occasions and found very ef-

fective. To "The Theatre" Lawshe re-

ports (and Lawshe is a new member of
The HOE Club): "The particular one
enclosed was drawn to appeal to the

younger 'folks' from the surrounding
country towns and was distributed at a
local basketball tournament that pulled
fans from these particular places. The
herald was distributed the day prior to

the opening of the picture, M G M's, "So
This Is College." A young folk's picture,

a young folk's ad, and a manager with
young ideas. Fair enough!

They are stunts that are used many times, but
the more often they are described, the more
often thev may be used profitably, because they
at least form a workable background.
Through a tieup with three radio stations,

announcements were broadcast between the

hours of three and four daily, both the week
before the eventful seven days, and including

those also. The radio ticup in this connection

was such a success that it has been incorpo-
rated as a permanent feature. Entertainment
and organ recitals were put on at different
periods during the day, and over station
WOAI, Vernon Geyer played on the theatre
organ, plugging Anniversary Week.

Flying field dedications do not usually fall

appropriately for adequate tieups with theatre
anniversaries, but the dedication of the new
Randolph Field, known as the World's Largest
Flying Field, came just at the right time, and
of course we might expect this hustling man-
ager to be right on deck to utilize it to the
full. It was apparently a 100 per cent tieup.

The newsreel cameramen and trucks were
at the field, getting the lowdown on all the
happenings, which were shown at the theatre
as soon as possible. Announcements of the
theatre performances were made through the
loudspeakers at the field, and cars at the field

carried signs informing everyone that this par-
ticular week was anniversary week at the
Greater Majestic. The military ball at the
new $1,000,000 Auditorium was posted with
signs, and special announcements were made
over public addressograph speakers in the
auditorium. Thus a socalled Military tieup
was accomplished, which worked exceedingly
well both ways.

Ice cream tieups are not new, but they can
be made most effective. In this case, 1,000 free
servings of ice cream were made to adults in

the basement of the theatre at the opening
matinee on Friday. On Saturday morning at

10 o'clock, 1,500 free servings to kiddie boost-
ers were made, and on Wednesday afternoon,
1,000 adults were served free. And the beauty
of this entire arrangement was that it didn't
cost the theatre a cent.

Six free passes were issued daily in a tieup
with station KTAF for the best reasons "Why
They Like the Greater Majestic Programs."
A half hour of this would bring 300 to 400
calls.

A

Tieups with army camps are not available
to every theatre manager, but Texas seems to

have a monopoly on them. However, it must
be remembered that Texas is a rather large
state. Tickets were put on sale for the
Greater Majestic at the following Army
Camps : Fort Sam Houston, Kelly Flying
Field, Camp Mormoyle, Duncan Field, Camp
Travis, Camp Bullis, Camp Stanley, Brooks
Field and Randolph Field, dedication of
which has already been mentioned. There
were special displays in .SO of the canteens
which catered to the wants of the soldiers.

The other means of bringing this event be-
fore the patrons were the usual methods em-
ployed, which included special displays in soft

drink parlors and lunch spots, in the city and
along the highways. Special 1 sheet displays

were placed in hotel lobbies, roof gardens, etc.

Special trailer announcements were made, and
of course, the help of the newspapers was lib-

eral, which is perhaps the biggest item to be
considered, no matter what the exploitation.
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Friends of Popularity

Winner Get First News
In Newspaper Press Room

The Colfax theatre at South Bend, Ind., and
the South Bend Tribune recently conducted
a very exciting contest to determine who was
the most popular girl in the city. With several

close running applicants, the voting became
strenuous during the campaign.
Miss Margaret Bryan, an employe of the

Oliver Farm Equipment Company, was se-

lected as the most popular girl. She gets a

two weeks' trip to Hollywood. Just to show
the excitement created, two of her friends

were in the press room of the newspaper wait-

ing for the first Sunday morning papers. The
announcement was made then. They made a

dive for the first two papers and then went
to the winner's home, where a large party of

persons was awaiting the return. The winner

of second place received a baby grand piano.

Capitalizes on His Music

Experience by Writing of

Tibbett Singing Picture

Capitalizing upon his former experience as

a concert violinist and music teacher in

Springfield, Ohio, Willard Osborne, manager
of the Regent theatre there, sent out a letter

to several thousand residents which might be

of service to other exhibitors in publicizing

"The Rogue Song" and the singing of Law-
rence Tibbett of the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany.
"Because of my interest in music," wrote

Osborne in his opening paragraph, "I couldn't

resist writing a note to you."

At the close of the letter Osborne sug-

gested: "After you see this picture, I would
consider it a favor if you would write me
personally your opinion of this great pro-

duction."

Mickey Mouse Clubs Are

Going Strong in the West
Elmer Grace, Pacific Northwest repre-

sentative of the Walt Disney studio, has

been most successful in inaugurating
Mickey Mouse clubs at theatres in Oregon
and Washington. While in Portland he
held a number of interesting sessions with
the various women's clubs in order to ob-
tain their cooperation on placing the films

in Portland.
Mickey Mouse films are nowr being

shown in Oregon at Medford, Eugene,
Salem, Corvallis, Portland, McMinville and
Pendleton; in Washington at Kelso, Long-
view, Chehalis, Centralia, Aberdeen, Ho-
quiam, Olympia, Tacoma, Seattle, Everett,
Bellingham, Mt. Vernon, Anacortes, Wen-
atchee, Yakima, Spokane, Vancouver and in

Lewiston, Ida.

Theatre Benefit Helps

Free Employment Bureau
The management of the Indiana theatre at

Bloomington, Ind., recently took cognizance
of the unemployment situation and set about
aiding in the best way possible. Civic officials

of Bloomington wanted funds for a free em-
ployment bureau in the city hall. The theater
held a benefit performance May 28, 29 and 30
to aid in raising funds to carry on this work.

Serves Patrons Ice Cream
The Newman theatre, a Publix house, cele-

brated its eleventh anniversary recently with
Newman Anniversary week, during which time
over 6,000 persons were served ice cream on
the mezzanine daily, from one o'clock, until
nine. It was reported that business increased
130 per cent during the week. That's not a
bad hot weather stunt.

This attractive front, decorated in a true American style, is the entrance to the Prado theatre
in Havana, Cuba, all set for the showing of Pathe's Spanish version of "The Grand Parade."
The lobby was decorated with 22 x 8 and 11 x 14 lobby cards. Considerable noise was made
in the neighborhood by a band of minstrels, the leader giving out ihrowaways and carrying

on a big sing to announce the showing.

ByrdFilm Interests Business Men
And Tieupsfor Picture Come Easy
Tie-ups galore were made in connection with the showing of "With Byrd at the

South Pole" at the California theatre, San Francisco, and business houses which
rarely ever enter into such a plan, entered in this exploitation campaign with
real enthusiasm.

Robert E. Hicks, the new manager of this

house, and George W. Fischer, director of

publicity, just about had their pick of stores
in which to make displays and they cer-

tainly selected some good ones. But pub-
licity efforts were not confined to stores by
any means, and a well rounded campaign
was carried out that produced results.

The campaign was launched with a Byrd
expedition display in the windows of The
Emporium, San Francisco's largest depart-
ment store, and after being shown a week
was moved to the mezzanine floor of the

California theatre. These displays brought
the house a flood of letters and those who
wrote in were sent some special-advertising

matter later on.

Oil Smooths the Way
A tieup was effected with the Veedol Mo-

tor Oil Company and this concern sniped

the theatre's billboards, while the theatre

did the same with the boards of the oil

company. The oil concern paid for 30,000

rotogravures and these were distributed

through service stations, barber shops,

beauty parlors and the two other local Pub-
lix houses.
Use was made of almost five hundred

street car cards in cars and a similar num-
ber were tacked up. Several hundred win-

dow cards telling of the use of Veedol oil

at the bottom of the world were distributed

by the oil company.
The Owl Drug Company gave over

two full windows to displays of drug prod-

ucts used by the Byrd expedition and a

Byrd sundae was featured at all its soda
fountains.
The truck fleet of the San Francisco

Chronicle made use of Byrd banners and this

daily featured the explorer in its rotogravure

section.

Navy Helps With Banners
The Navy department cooperated in

many ways, furnishing flags and banners
for decorating the exterior of the theatre

and giving over its "A" boards on market

week to California theatre posters. It also

furnished a band on one occasion.
Owing to the fact that cameraman Joseph

T. Rucker is a San Franciscan several
Rucker nights were celebrated, with dif-

ferent organizations to which he belongs
attending enmasse. On several occasions
Mrs. Rucker and the children were in at-

tendance. On one occasion disabled vet-
erans were entertained, with the Yellow
Cab Company bringing the men from the
hospital.

Full window displays were made by A.
G. Spalding & Bro., dealers in sporting
goods, the L. E. Waterman Company, the
Gillette Safety Razor Company, Underwood
Typewriter Company and the Singer Sew-
ing Machine Company.
The lobby of the; theatre was trans-

formed into an Antarctic scene and a huge
cutout of Rear Admiral Byrd, in his fur

togs was mounted on the marquee. Fol-
lowing the opening the enthusiastic re-

views from the local press were collected
and mounted on a board in the lobby.

New Miss Indiana Goes

Into Stageshow for Week
Miss Lorraine Wolf of Evansville, Ind.,

named "Miss Indiana" at the Indiana pageant
of beauty held in the Indiana theatre at In-
dianapolis, will appear in Galveston, Texas,
in August. The new Miss Indiana will ap-
pear as a special feature of the Indiana stage-
show for one week.

"Oldest Living Couple^'
The Warner Brothers theatre in Albany,

N. Y., is conducting a rather interesting type
of contest which is known as the "Oldest
Living Couple" contest, and which seems to be
attracting plenty of attention. So far, it has
been discovered that the oldest living couple
is Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Miller, 91 and 89 years
old respectively.
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When the Palace theatre at Maryville, Tenn., contracted for Western Electric equipment it

started advertising the fact from the time the freight car carrying the apparatus was shipped
from. Hawthorne, Chicago suburb. The car went through four states with the huge banner

telling what it was all about.

Films with Exploitation Appeal
To Attract Youngsters Asked

[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

CINCINNATI, July 8.—The problem—and it is a problem of more than pass-

ing significance—of retriving decreased juvenile patronage through the medium
of pictures with an especial appeal to children, as recently stressed by high exec-

utives of leading producing companies, and commented upon editorially in

Exhibitors Herald-World, is one which exhibitors in this section, especially in

the suburban and outlying districts, have given much serious thought and consid-

eration, without, however, having arrived at a definite or satisfactory solution.

The question which confronts the exhibitor

as he racks his brain in a vain endeavor to

solve the problem, is, of course, the type of
picture suitable for the child and still contain-
ing suffiicent "adult content" to be interesting

to the elders.

Uses Special Matinees

If the children's type of picture is to be
exhibited as a steady diet, and these pic-

tures do not have the adult appeal, the
adult patronage stands in a fair way to

decrease in consequence. On the contrary,
if only the adult type of picture continues
to be shown, the situation will remain as
it now is without having been improved in

any particular.

" 'Tis a consummation devoutly to be
wished," agree the exhibitors in this ter-

ritory, who in some instances have endeav-
ored to strike a happy medium without,
however, any appreciable result in the box-
office checkup.

Probably the most far-reaching experi-
ment so far tried is at the Forest theatre,

a suburban house located in a fashionable
neighborhood district. Here, Miss H. Dora
Stecker, manager of the house, and herself
a former social case worker of considerable
note, with an unusual flair for the welfare
and comfort of children, inaugurated a
series of special Saturday matinees dedi-
cated exclusively to children.

This was done with the support and co-
operation of local Parent and Teacher's
clubs, Child Welfare Society, Mother's
clubs and other recognized organizations
with similar altruistic ideals. Features and
shorts with a distinctly juvenile angle were
shown weekly covering a considerable pe-
riod of time. At the outset, the matinees
were well attended, not only by the chil-

dren, but by their parents and chaperons
as well. Then attendance fluctuated. Stage
acts, put on by local youngsters with more

than ordinary talent in diversified arts, were
added. The result was similar to that ob-
tained when only pictures were shown.

Problems of Neighborhoods

Exhibitors in downtown Cincinnati are

apparently not so deeply concerned over
the question, especially irt those houses
which show first and second runs. In other
words, they do not, on account of a reason-
ably constant flow of transient patronage,
miss the lack of attendance in juvenile pat-
ronage, and do not, therefore, cater par-

ticularly to that class of following. The
suburban exhibitor, however, and those
whose locations are in towns adjacent to

the larger cities, which competion is an
important factor, must needs vary their

bookings to include children's pictures,

whenever possible, at least occasionally.

Another angle to the situation which is

perplexing some exhibitors hereabout is:

"What is a child?" The question is not
facetious. It has deeper significance than
may appear on the surface. Some hold that

a child sufficiently mature in reasoning to

be interested and thoroughly appreciative

of a children's picture is, in this sophisti-

cated and rapidly-moving age, sufficiently

mature mentally to absorb the run-of-mine
screen productions. On the other hand, if

a child is too young to comprehend a chil-

dren's picture thoroughly, such a booking
is a waste of time.

Prices Another Question

Other houses in the Cincinnati region
where children's pictures have been shown
either on Saturday matinees or other stated
times, have encountered still another prob-
lem, that of admission prices. Naturally,
when a parent accompanies an older child

to such a performance, and two full admis-
sions are paid, or an admission and a half,

as the case may be, one and sometimes two

very small children are brought along. This
has given rise to controversy between par-
ent and cashier. Even a half-admission
cannot consistently be charged, regardless
of the fact that the infant patrons often
occupy seats to the exclusion of others who
have paid.

Exhibitors are unanimous in the opinion
that Westerns, especially those of an un-
usually virile type, are the best draw for
children, and many houses book them ac-
cordingly without stressing in their adver-
tising the adaptibility of such subjects to
the juvenile mind. They find that the
"kids" of today are very keen of percep-
tion when it comes to Westerns, and are
quick to patronize them.

Asks Juvenile Booking Office

Some of the exhibitors have told the
writer that they were in favor of launching
a movement whereby some producer could
be induced to make a specialty of pictures
suitable for children, and maintain such a
booking department, the same as now ob-
tains with other types of pictures, although
they fail to make particularly specific rec-
ommendations, since the line of mental
demarcation between the precocious child
and many adults is sometimes rather fine.

They agree, however, that such pictures
as "Babes in Toyland," "Seventeen," "Pen-
rod," "Huckelberry Finn," "Black Beauty,"
and Dickens' "Christmas Carol," would be
ideally suited to a combination of adult and
children audiences, to say nothing of the
more modern pictures, including, of course,
the always-dependable Westerns, either as
full length features or shorts.

Low Hand Buys Ticket

On Wheel Placed in Lobby
A stunt of stunts has been pulled off by

Manager Harold Bishop of the Capitol thea-
tre, Calgary, in the placing of a wheel of
chance in the lobby for the current engage-
ment of "Street of Chance" with an invitation
to the public to try a hand. At each of the
stops on the wheel was a poker hand. The
legend was as follows

:

"Who pays for the 'Street of Chance'?
Spin the wheel. The hand on which the ar-
row stops is yours. Low hand pays for the
tickets."

Much better than matching coins to see who
walks up to the b. o.

What Picture Did to Me
Popularity Contest Theme

Manager T. R. Tubman of the Regent and
Imperial Theatres, Ottawa, has organized a
picture popularity contest at each house in
which patrons are asked to submit a list of
the features for the past month in the order
of their box office value, based on the finan-
cial records of the two theatres.

Fifteen local merchants are cooperating in
the contests, which are to be held monthly,
by giving merchandise prizes while Tubman
himself is offering 24 passes for each theatre.
"What the picture did to me" is the theme of
the tests.

"Mammy^^ Is Broadcast

From Projection Room
A progressive step in the exploitation of

motion pictures was taken by Skouras Broth-
ers Enterprises when Al Jolson's "Mammy"
was broadcast from radio station KMOX, the
Voice of St. Louis. The broadcast was started
at 11 p. m., and was in charge of George
Junkin, manager of KMOX, who described
the film and continuity during the parts where
there was no talking in the picture. The film
was broadcast direct from the private screen-
ing room of Skouras Brothers in the Ambas-
sador Theatre Building.

4Si«iW«ap vpmm
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Turns Theatre Over

To Business Men and
Packed House Results

Just what it may mean to the theatre man-
ager when he opens his house to a community-
event is evidenced in the prestige won by the
Warner Fabian theatre in Hoboken, N. J.,

v/hen Manager Bert Leighton hooked up with
the townsfolk to offer the use of the theatre
to the Hoboken Business Men's Association
to inaugurate a citywide sales stimulation
campaign.

For one thing, there was a contest for
prizes to be displayed at the theatre. Inspec-
tion of the awards was free to the public for
an hour and a half every day before the
theatre opened.

Hundreds of stores carried special window
displays. The Association decorated the two
streets on which the theatre fronts, with ban-
ners and lights. Five full pages of advertis-
ing by the merchants were carried in the
newspapers. And on the night that the awards
were made there was a huge audience awaiting
the appearance of the city officials and business
men on the stage.

Taking Politician for

A Ride Is Novel Means

Of Exploiting Picture
Manager Dave Himelhoch of the Coli-

seum theatre, Seattle, Wash., in connec-
tion with the showing of "Free and Easy,"
tied in with the noted politician, A. Scott
Bullitt, who was "taken for a ride" in a
police squad wagon, and then returned to
a seat at the breakfast table, which was
spread for him and some 100 of his col-
leagues on the broad sidewalks in front of
the Coliseum theatre.

Prior to the evening performance an-
other celebration was given in front of the
theatre, which included a number of unique
floats in which pretty girls predominated,
and refreshments were served from stands
erected in front of the theatre. So great
were the crowds it was necessary to give
a midnight show to accommodate the
crowds who still milled around the Pike
Street jubilee.

The lobby display for the Fox Tower theatre in Milwaukee for the showing of the Fox film,

"The Sky Hawk." Manager Milton Harmon, who has since been made manager of the Fox
Garfield house in this city, got hold of Miss Friedel Braun, an 18-year-old aviation enthusiast

from Germany, who made nightly appearances in the lobby, with two huge propellors in the

background. The young lady, and incidentally the stunt, received much space in the papers.

Dog's Appearance in Person

Gives House Much Publicity

Scotty Wilson, owner and trainer of
Dauntless, the movie dog who appeared "in
person" at the Lyric theatre stage here,
demonstrated to members of the Indian-
apolis police traffic department and staff of
the Indianapolis News that his dog pos-
sessed semi-human intelligence. Incidently
he got the theatre a lot of free publicity.
The demonstration was given in front of
the office of the paper in the heart of the
downtown district and drew hundreds of
persons so that street cars had to be re-
routed.

Tickets for "The Big House"
Float to Earth from Airplane

Manager Lou Golden of Fox theatre
most successfully introduced "The Big
House" to Seattle by tying up with an air-

plane company, and having a monster
Fokker plane fly over the city under slow
bell carrying a huge banner "THE BIG
HOUSE" printed upon it. A large supply
of complimentary tickets were dropped for

the opening day. Particular attention was
paid to the residential section of the city.

Broadway Gets Sample of Circus

Ballyhoo as "Swing High^^ Opens
The George M. Cohan theatre took on the aspect of a real circus for the presen-

tation of "Swing High" which opened Thursday, June 26th, to remain at that

house for an indefinite run. The lobby was made to represent the entrance to a

big-time ten show, draped with striped canvas which gave it the appearance of a

genuine big top. Large colored paintings illustrating the characters and scenes

from "Swing High" were on display in the lobby, as well as huge cutouts of the

principals.

these were plain cards in blue and white,

in addition to the regular window cards, of

which 5,000 were used throughout the city.

Thirty-five 24-sheet posters, 500 threes

and 500 ones were posted on billboards all

over New York.

Toy and Vanity Case Tieup
Tieups with the Branko toy and the

Mondaine vanity case afforded a great num-
ber of window displays in the principal
drug stores of the Times Square district

and outlying sections of the city. These
windows were so dressed as to play up
prominently the showing of "Swing High"
at the Cohan. Pathe Motocamera, through
tieups with their dealers in the city, also

secured windows in excellent locations dis-

playing the Pathe cameras and projectors
together with the "Swing High" acces-
sories.

Music stores and Victor record dealers

also cooperated in supplying windows for
the announcement of "Swing High" in con-
nection with the hit numbers from the pic-

ture. Joe Rivkin has been stepping fast and
furious on the decoration of the theatre and
on all exploitation in general in connection
with the showing.

A giant banner, one of the largest ever

used for theatre exploitation, is taking up
the entire 43rd Street wall of the Cohan.
This banner, with a blue background and
white lettering, was a very elaborate and at-

tractive affair and announces "Pathe Pre-
sents Swing High."

Two Barkers Proclaim

Two barkers with stentorian voices and
costumed as circus ringmasters were con-
tinuously informing the Times Square
crowds that Pathe's musical thriller of the

big tops was on view, with sixteen famous
stars and so forth.

Ten thousand "Swing High," heralds

were distributed at the leading hotels as

well as at the ball game at Polo Grounds
Thursday. Special window cards were
made up for display in conspicuous places;

And What to Do Next?
Tied on Sunday Shows

(Special to the Herald-World)

DUNNELLON, FLA.. July 8.—
The question of whether Dunnellon
is to have Sunday shows remains un-

settled. A special election was held
last week to decide the matter, but it

will have to be done all over again,

for the vote was a tie. Eighty-three
ballots were cast for and against the

proposal.
Another election will be called in

the near future, the date to be set by
the city council.

Theatre Man Honored
By Baltimore Ad Club

Of thirteen elected governors of the Adver-
tising Club of Baltimore, Frank Price, Jr.,

manager of the Rivoli, and a member of the
club, was the only one elected to ser\'e a three-
year term and received the largest number of
votes of anj' member elected. Others on the

board were elected for one j'car each.
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THE SHORT FEATURE

Making 6 Comedies in 30 Days
Reflects Pathe Plant Activity

Completion of six short comedies at the Pathe Culver City plant is evidence of

the active production schedule being carried out by the West Coast comedy de-

partment of the company, as reported by President E. B. Derr.

and will substitute a new color process for all

NEW CONTRACTS

First to be made was "Hold the Baby," a

Whoopee Comedy directed by Fred Guiol and
featuring Robert Agnew, Phj'llis Crane and
Addie McPhail. Following closely on the heels

of this one was "Some Babies," another of

the Whoopee brand. Little Billy, famous
midget comedian, and Bob Carney are feat-

ured in this Wallace Fox production.

The two subsequent pictures marked the

start of the new Campus Series. "Two Plus
Fours," featuring Nat Carr, Thelma Hill and
the Three Rh\-thm Boys, was the first. Ray
McCarey scarcely finished directing this col-

lege film before Harry Delmar had cameras
grinding on "All for Mabel." Sally Starr, Bob
Carnej' and Si Wills portray leading roles in

the latter Campus Comedy.

The fifth short was "Give Me Action," a

Rainbow Comedy directed by Frank T. Davis.
Harrjf Holman, John Hyams and Marcia
Manning comprise the cast. "Dance With
Me," a Checker Comedy featuring the vaude-
ville team, Wanzer and Palmer, marked the

sixth two-reeler of the month, and the first

directorial endeavor of Hugh Cummings,
Pathe scenarist and gag-man.

future releases where natural color is used.

Details of this process, that is claimed to facil-

itate the taking of films in their natural hues,

will be announced later.

Betty Compson to Make Her
First Vitaphone Variety

Betty Compton, is to make her talking and
singing picture debut in a Vitaphone Varieties

two-reel musical comedy titled, "The Legacy,"

directed by Carl McBride from a story by
Herman Ruby. M. K. Jerome and Harold
Berg wrote the music and lyrics. In the sup-

port are John Hundley, Jack White, the Trado
Twins, Charles Seiter, Eddie Davis and twelve

dancing girls. She has been signed by War-
ner Brothers for feature pictures.

New Process for Color
Columbia Pictures has discontinued the use

of Photocolor for its series of colored shorts

Another Columbia Short on

Broadway for Extended Run
The success of Columbia short subjects for

Broadway showings continues with the book-
ing of "Barnyard Concert," a Walt Disney
"Mickey Mouse" cartoon, into the Rialto for

an indefinite run.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5618—Hail gallant crew of South-
ern Cross with official recognition at City Hall in
New York and with handclasp of President Hoover
at Washington—^Tom Greene beats Betsy Ann in
race of river packets on the Ohio—Street is cov-
ered with mosaic of flowers in religious fete at
Genzano, Italy—Earl McDonald sets gasoline ablaze
and then dives into it from height of 110 feet in
Brooklyn—Gallant Knight wins the Latonia at Cov-
ington, Ky.—French one-lungers still going strong
as prehistoric cars show in race of 18 miles in
Fratice—Hunter brothers smash endurance records
to bits in flight in Chicago.

KINOGRAMS NO. S619—Good horses and fair
ladies divide honors at race track at Auteuil,
France—Southern Cross off to complete flight leaves
New York for San Francisco—Bobby Jones gets
great welcome on return from annexing more golf
prizes in England—Royal worshipers reopen St.
Pauls in London—"Four White Devils" risk lives
in trapeze and rings skyhigh at Rye, N. Y., and no
net below—Happy prisoners hold an "at home"
when inmates of Monkey Island at Cincinnati make
play—Memorial to Marshal Foch is dedicated in
his presence at Chantilly.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 52—
Cornell oarsmen win intercollegiate championship

—

Carol takes Rumanian crown amid acclaim of loyal
subjects—Yokohama celebrates 72d "anniversary as
treaty port from days of Commodore Perry—Thou-
sands are delayed by million dollar fire in trolley
barn at Woodside. N. Y.—Britain's rulers present
colors to Eton College R. O. T. C.—Swimmers col-

lapse after battling seas in San Diego channel con-
test—Brave ocean fliers safely complete trans-Atlan-
tic hop.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NE.WSREEL NO. 53—
Tom Greene trims Betsy Ann in annual Ohio river
classic—Enact pioneer days in 133d anniversary of
Spanish mission at San Juan Bautista, Cal.

—

Destroy giant smokestack to pave way for big indus-
trial progranr~3t-=B«&w«e4:S W. Va.—Hound dogs
compete for cash prizes in summer raccoon chase

—

Speeds at 75 miles an hour to smash motorcycle
race record—Leaps from 110-foot platform to pool
of blazing gasoline—World's endurance mark is

broken by Hunter brothers in Chicago.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 279—Paddle-
wheelers race on the Ohio, with Tom Greene out-
distancing Betsy Ann for packet championship

—

Fliers set new endurance record as Hunter broth-
ers hear radio greetings sent them from mother
and sister—Atlantic fliers reach New York after
east-west hop—Metrotone takes you to wrestling in

its native heath in Kyoto, Japan.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 280—U. S.
envoy says it with music as Dr. Prince, ambassador
to Yugoslavia, writes march to Belgrade Royal
Band—Canadian cadets perform in gymnastic ex-

hibition of Royal Military College—Metrotone
brings message from India, with V. J. Patel, Bom-
bay leader, telling why his country demands free-

dom—Here's a trip through the fjords of Norway
and then up into the snow country—Boy, 11, pub-
lishes "Life of Hoover" and Billy March of Con-
necticut wrote it himself—"Lady Lindy" flies from
England to Australia and Amy Johnson of London
is acclaimed by Sydney after 11,000-mile trip.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 57—Bobby Jones, king
of golfers, is welcomed back to America at cele-

bration in New York after triumph in Britain—Six-

alarm fire wrecks railroad warehouse at Charles-

town, Mass.—French race gas-buggies in memory
of good old days—Canadians parade in honor of

St. Jean Baptiste—Kenneth and John Hunter set

air endurance record near Chicago—Steamboats race

for championships of Ohio river.

From one of the new Vagabond Adventure series of the Van Beuren Corporation, released by
Pathe, is taken this scene. It is from "The Lair of Chang-How." The picture played its

second week at the Strand in New York after a week at the Brooklyn Strand.

FitzPatrick Film Holds

Unique Place on Program
Excluding the news reel, James A. Fitz-

Patrick's, "Independence Day" picture is said

to be the first and only short subject ever

shown at the R K O Palace theatre, New York,

where it opened last week. This film was
featured as part of the "Patriotic Week" cele-

bration adopted by R K O theatres throughout
America in celebration of the Fourth of July.

m
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Red Star Plans

New Use for Orchestra and Organ
Plans Test for
Interpreting of
Talking Picture

Adolph Goebel

Big Expansion
In Foreign Field

Campbell & Connelly to Distrib-

ute in France, Spain, Bel-

gium, Italy, Portugal

By ED DAWSON
NEW YORK, July 8.—Expansion

plans for Red Star Music Company,
Inc., a subsidiary of Fox Film, were an-

nounced for the publishing company by
Pat J. Flaherty, vice president and gen-

eral manager, on his return from Movie-

tone city.

Important is Flaherty's statement that

during the 1930-31 season the Red Star

catalog will have distribution and ex-

ploitation in France, Spain, Belgium,

Italy and Portugal. Distribution will go

through Campbell & Connelly, Inc.

During this month the Red Star gen-

eral manager expects deals to be closed

which will extend distribution of the

company's music into Germany, Cen-
tral Europe and South America.

Campbell & Connelly is also han-

dling Red Star's catalog in the British

Empire, with the exception of Australia

and Canada, the Australian rights be-

ing owned by B. Davis of Sydney,
while the Canadian territory is han-

dled by the company's New York
office.

As contact man between Red Star and
Fanchon & Marco and other Fox activities,

Flaherty has appointed Harry Hume, who for

the last eight years has been San Francisco

manager for Irving Berlin, Inc. He at one

time was associated with Shapiro, Bernstein

& Company.
Under Flaherty's supervision Red Star has

shown rapid development. The company
states that almost every vaudeville bill and
stage presentation is featuring one or more
Red Star tunes. This is a highly commend-
able situation.

Twin Cities "Organ Crazy"
Says Ramon Berry

Theatre goers of the Twin Cities are "organ

crazy" and want every bit of it that the theatres will

give them, says Ramon Berry, now attending the

University of Minnesota. Ramon Berry is well

known to musicians and theatre men of the Middle

West, having been organist for years at the Alamo
theatre, Chicago neighborhood house that formerly

belonged to the Lynch Brothers circuit.

Adolph Goebel, whose likeness appears above, is

another of the New York organists who are being

sent away from the Metropolitan area by the Para-

mount-Publix Corporation to ace houses. For three

years he has been featured organist in a number of

de luxe houses throughout the East and for some

period of time has been chief organ demonstrator for

the Robert Morton Organ Company. His opening of

four de luxe theatres for the Loew Corporation in

the past three years speaks highly of his ability at

the organ. He not only has proved himself an asset

to every house in which he has played, but also has

made a big name for himself with his organ novel-

ties, which he broadcast from the last theatre he

played in. In the house where he is now, Goebel is

presenting organ novelties new to it.

LEONARD SMITH

Solo Organist

AVALON THEATRE
Fifth Year with

National Playhouses

(Now Affiliated with Warner Bros. Theatres)

E. F. Nutter Offers Theatre's Use

To Federation for Music

With TaUier

A complete and decisive test of per-

sonal orchestra and organ accompani-

ment to interpret the talking picture

is to be made by E. F. Nutter, man-

ager of the Cliftona theatre at Circle-

ville, Ohio. He has offered the thea-

tre to the American Federation of

Musicians for an experimental per-

formance to be attended by represent-

ative musicians from all key cities.

Return of flesh and blood music to

the theatre, not only for musical accom-

paniment of the stageshow but also for

interpretation of the motion picture pres-

entation is the idea behind the project

of Nutter, who, in a letter to the Her-

ald-World, deplores admission price

cutting and expresses his conviction that

this interpretation of the talking picture

will increase attendance.

"We know beyond doubt that the audi-

ence will welcome the musician back to the

theatre," writes Manager Nutter, "and if

we can add novelty to his return by apply-

ing his talent to the musical interpretation

of motion pictures, a practical as well^as a

novel use of his services will be made.

Nutter has been an exhibitor for fifteen

years. Until two years ago he owned and

operated two small houses in northern

West Virginia; now he is operating the

Cliftona in Circleville for Harry Clifton.

Nutter, bv the way, was one of the winners

of $50 prizes in Harold Lloyd's "Speedy"

exploitation contest and was also a ^con-

tributor to Lloyd's "Welcome Danger."

Nutter holds that "the chief reason for

lack of consistent attendance lies with the

method of presentation now in use."

"The atmosphere of the theatre today

lacks movement, action, life—and that in-

definable something only flesh and blood

can give it," he says. "The public feels

this void in the atmosphere of the theatre.

They are bored with the same mechanical
introduction and ending; the same weary
dialog; the existing impossibility of launch-

ing themselves into the role of the hero or

heroine and living the part shown upon the

screen.

"Dialog has separated the character on

(Continued on page 51, column 2)
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WIT/AAKK
PKEyEAITATIOAlX
Mi[> ANATEMAL
FOK ORGAN lo/"Ty

SPECIAL SETS

TWO GREAT LITTLE
NOVELTY SETS FOR
TALKING OR "MIKE"

ORGANISTS

"TAKE ALONG A
UTILE LOVE"

and

"WASN'T IT NICE"
Short, Breezy and Interesting

Novelties

Featuring Our Two Big Song Specials

JUST RELEASED
from

First National-Vitaphone Production

"Bright Lights"
ANOTHER "AM I BLUE" ENTITLED

"Nobody Cares If I'm Blue"
Chorus Sets Ready

Still on Top of the Music Ladder

STAGE SHOWS

"Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes"

Sure Fire for Audiences to Join In

AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST

VICTOR
HERBERT'S

PARISIAN
MOONLIGHT

ROSES ARE
FORGET-
ME-NOTS

THINE

ALONE

WRITE. P O R
ADD. INFORMATION

TO
wTA/A NA/ARD

"VITAPHONE" RE6'0 TRADE MARK

n.WITnAHKe/yONc/*
1659 BROADWAY

NEW YORK.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending July 4

It was Arkansas Week at the Mainstreet this week
with the Weaver Brothers and Elviry back again for
another of their regular visits. This is one of the
bills that is a sure-fire, never-failing source of

amusement for all ages and types. Whenever the
Weavers are in town the Mainstreet has a big week.
Besides the brothers and their unique sister, there
are now collected in the act a great number of
cousins and friends and neighbors from back home,
until it looks as if several of the hills back there
must have been depopulated to recruit the act. The
hillbilly talk and the utter tomfoolery of the capers
are the things that keep the audience in a continual
uproar. The brothers are expert musically on their
saw blades and other unnamed instruments fash-
ioned on the farm The whole troupe gets to-

gether on a real, old-fashioned barn dance, which
is a whirl.

Heras and Wallace open the bill with their com-
edy tumbling act, which is about average.

Orville Stamm and Blllie DeVane present a singing
and dancing act, assisted by three girls. A health
and physical culture talk is a special feature of
the act.

Portland Fox Broadway
Week Ending July 3

Firemen, policemen and street cleaners are found
in the unique City Service Idea as promulgated by
Fanchon & Marco. Portland's Own Commissioner
Bigelow spoke and was carried off stage by the fast

stepping, nattily attired helmeted coppers and hel-

meted firemen.
The big hand of the program goes to Laddie

Lamont, a fellow of normal appearance, who is

quite unusual. Instead of performing on the stage
he mounts a ladder of some six feet in height,

where he does his stuff, including juggling three
axes, and rope acts.

Shapiro and O'Malley, comedians, pull some good
gags.

Sel Meza, dancer, also does a good number.
Ensemble steps by the Sunkist group, composed of

six boys and six girle, are exceptionally good.

Besides all these, Don Wilkins is back in Portland
as master of ceremonies with the Broadway Band.
Henri LeBel puts forward his choicest variety of

Wurlitzer numbers.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending July 10

The Indiana's stage show, a Publix unit called

"Satan's Holiday," presents a cast of variety artists

headed by Larry Rich, a large fellow with a large

sense of humor. The program includes a sensa-
tional adagio act in which a slight young lady is

tossed hither and yon by two sturdy young men in

whom she apparently has the greatest confidence.

Further dancing of the popular sort is done by
Ralph Levin, formerly a local boy, who is good at

his steps and wiggles and gets a fine hand from the

audience.

Other performers are Bub Taylor, a Southerner,

whose provincialisms prove to be amusing ; Ralph
Moore, a trumpeter, and Charles Roddick, a pianist.

JULIA DAWN
The Golden Voiced Organist

STILL DOING
NOVELTIES

FOR
DELUXE
THEATRES

^K (t-^t^ ' '^^1

NOW AT
PARAMOUNT'S

PRINCE
EDWARD
THEATRE
SYDNEY

AUSTRALIA

Charlie Davis and his band offer several diverting

musical numbers and join in the comedy of the

piece. Naturally the orchestra directed by Davis
carried through the patriotic holiday spirit with ap-

propriate numbers. The show on the whole will

compare favorably with the average Publix stage

show.

Oklahoma City Orpheum
Week Ending June 27

A gorgeous spectacle of Russian street fair, comic
opera and Cossack carnival is Fanchon and Marco's
"Carnival Russe" Idea presented to the big Orpheum
theatre audiences.

And it was as full of melody, mirth and color as

a plaintive Russian lullaby and vivacious as a folk

song, with Countess Sonia and Alex-Sherer-Bekefi
and the Sunkist Beauties. The performances were
all excellent.

The R K O Big Time Vaudeville was excellent, pre-

senting Jimmy Burchill and Blondes of 1930, Sol

Gould with Helen Kay Booth and his two Eskimos,
the Cook Sisters acting like two little girls from Mis-
souri, and the Six Galenos.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending July 3

An overture of "Changes" by the Joyboys in the

pit under the direction of Jimmy Innes precedes
Fanchon and Marco's "Changes" Idea. "If I Had a
Girl Like You" is offered by four of the boys of the
band as a vocal number in connection with the
overture.

The opening episode shows a studio and includes

a snatch of song by Doc Baker and a bit of light-

ning cartooning by Art Hadlcy. The chorus of

12 Changeable Charmers then go into their song and
dance routine in fine fashion.

Murifl Gardner offers some excellent toe dancing
as well as tap dancing in the next episode during
the course of which the chorus slips behind a screen

a half dozen times and emerges each time with a
different costume. The number is interesting and
fascinating in its changes.

Walzcr & Deyer inject a bit of comedy into the

Idea, the male member doing a bit of singing and
the girl engaging in general comical antics which
make a hit with the audience.
"Hindu Land" with an oriental setting is next

offered by the chorus, with Doc Baker singing the
vocal selection in connection with the episode.

Swiftly the scene changes and the setting is switched
to the continent with the chorus in fitting costumes.
Muriel Gardner gives a fine exhibition of dancing in

connection with this last episode, which brings her

plenty of applause.

St. Louis St, Louis
Week Ending June 27

Ray Mayer and Edith Evans, billed as "The Cow-
boy and the Lady," with Ray playing the piano and
wise cracking while Miss Evans sang, proved the

best bit of a bill that averaged up very well.

Manny King, a comedian who has a burlesque skit,

went across in nice style, while Audrey Wykoff, a
dancer, and her father and grandfather, who also

dance, got their share of the applause.

A young woman who calls herself Natacha Nattova
and her adagio dance was not so hot for hot

weather. Tom Lomas & Company were seen in stilt-

walking grotesqueries.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending June 5

The Majestic orchestra under the direction of Eddy
Sauer rendered the lively overture, "The Voice of

R K O," which opened the current week's big time

vodvil bill at the Greater Majestic theatre this week.
Three Allison Sisters were first on the program

with their clever acrobatic tumbling, which proved
them to be alert, peppy and versatile in every respect.

Galla-Rini and Sister were two musicians of the
highest type, as they displayed their skill on every
instrument of each description for which they re-

ceived a good routine of applause from the natives.
Chain & Conroy were on next with their tomfoolery

and other nonsense that kept the crowds in an up-
roar most all of the time.

The Lockfords also drew a huge hand which they
deserved for their work. Comic antics, acrobatic
dancing and juggling and funny capers throughout
brought this laughfest to an end. Unbilled man did
a fast tap dance number.

^mm^i
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Before the

Mike
By BOBBY MELLIN

Robert Phillips, the possessor of the marvelous

voice heard every morning during- the Tone-Casters

programs, recently won a contest held by Atwater
Kent Radio Company at the State Auditorium, In-

diana. Earl Bammel, orchestra leader at the popular

Merry Garden Ballroom, is one of radio's most ver-

satile batoneers. His specialty is anything from
symphonic interpretations to jazz. Earl has a lik-

able personality and should be a drav?ing card at

the above ballroom for some time to come.

« * *

Painters, decorators and artists hold sway in the

new National Broadcasting Chain studios nearing

completion on top of the Merchandise Mart, Chicago.

These men are applying finishing touches to the

elaborate studios, the construction work itself being

entirely complete. The two most famous taxicab

men in the world, Amos 'n' Andy, radio's favorite

characters have just been made life members of the

National Association of Taxicab Owners. Engraved

life membership cards were presented to them by

members of the executive committee of the asso-

ciation.

Consternation reigned in the Chicago NBC studios.

Don Bernard, program manager, dashed madly back

and forth from studio to studio and back again. An
audition had been set to hear a promising young
singer and her accompanist had been unable to ap-

pear because of illness. There was for once no pro-

fessional pianist on hand. Things looked hopeless

—

then Fred Waldncr, young tenor, uncovered a hith-

erto hidden talent and saved the day. Appropriating

Dad Pickard's mandolin, he struck off a few chords

that sounded like a suitable musical accompaniment

—and the audition went on.

* * *

Johnny Hamp and his orchestra opened at the

Schroeder hotel the early part of this week, and

from reports of the crowds that attended the open-

ing, it looks like Johnny will be there for the sum-

mer. This is more than a compliment to Johnny, for

the back woodsmen of Wisconsin are hard to please.

They will broadcast over station WTMJ, alternating

with the orchestra being featured from the Badger

Room of the Wisconsin hotel.

« « *

Radio-Keith-Orpheum has teamed Baby Rose Marie,

kidlet on the R-K-0 radio hour, with the Ipana

Troubadors, a chain feature, for vaudeville. The
combination is breaking in this week in Newark. It

must be booked for only those states where child

performers are permitted. That doesn't include New
York. Baby Rose Marie made an instantaneous hit

on her first appearance "before the mike," and it

was necessary to sign this talented personality for

an indefinite period.

Feeling that another's program is better than your

own and that the public is entitled to the former,

may sound a bit idealistic, yet that is the motivating

idea which prompted the Campana Melodeons, KYW,
Chicago, local commercial program, to give up their

period on the station in order that the Camel Pleas-

ure hour might have that time. Hitherto only the

first half of the NBC Camel program could be heard

from KYW as the Melodeons had contracted for and
were using the half hour immediately following. But

the public's interest in the Camel presentation caused

the Campana sponsors to withdraw their claims for

the period.
* * *

Irma De Baun, who is known to the radio public

as Peaches in the Evening in Paris program heard

over the Columbia system every Monday night, is

gifted with an exquisite soprano voice as well as

with clever dramatic ability. She makes the illusion

so perfect that you feel you are really in Paris. Lois

Bennett is one of the bright new Itiminaries of the

air. She gained her first radio renown as the Quaker
Girl.

« « «

Jules Herbuveaux, director of KYW'S studio or-

chestra, is quite enthusiastic over their new location

atop the Stauss Building, judging from the happy
mood he is always in. Jerome DeBord, known as the

Yodeling Troubadour, has been entertaining radio

listeners of the Middle West for seven years. Old-
time songs and yodeling numbers are his specialty.

More Musical Talent for
Two Proud Dads

Here's welcoming two new and happy recruits to
the Balaban & Katz Baby Club. A daughter was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Nolan, June 21. Nolan is

already training her to do relief work as master of
ceremonies at the Chicago theatre.

Preston Sellers, organist on the B & K circuit, is

composing some new crooning melodies for his

daughter, born June 22. The mother, Edna Sellers,

also is a well-known organist in Chicago in B & K
houses. That makes it an organ symphony.

Brite at Lead, S. D.
Joe Brite is now in Lead, S. D., as organist for

the Homestake Opera House. Brite is well known for
his work as a solo organist throughout the Middle
West and the Rocky Mountain region.

New Music Plan

{Continued from page 49, column 3)

the screen from his audience. They are
now two distinct personages. There is no
possibility of illusion. The audience is now
an audience and no more than that. Even
the music of the theatre is unreal. There
is no personal touch attached to it. The
public is aware of this condition, this lack
of flesh and blood entertainment. They
want some kind of human element on the
scene. They miss the entrance of the or-
chestra to the pit; the murmur of voices
immediately following; the thrill of the
opening overture; the flourish of the baton
and the blare of the trumpet at the finale."

^Vith the conviction that this state of
afifairs has followed the pulling out of or-
chestras and organists following the advent
of sound, Nutter has presented his plan to
the American Federation of Musicians
through George Pope, business manager
of the Columbus, Ohio, local.

Orchestra and World Premiere
The plan of the test performance calls for

the selection of a conductor and organist
of national prominence, and a personnel of
35 men of more than ordinary ability, from
35 key cities. There will be an effort also
to obtain the world premiere of an out-
standing all-dialog attraction for the occa-
sion, with representatives from all trade and
musical organizations, and the press, invited.

Nutter, who believes that "selling talking
pictures to the public is a far more difficult

job than we had with silent product," holds
that a new era in entertainment is neces-
sary, to renew interest just as sound re-
newed interest two years ago. He declares
that talking pictures no longer are a nov-
elty, and blames lack of plot, imitation of
successful pictures, "inclination of the pro-
ducer to lower star value," poor speaking
voices, poor recording and reproduction.
But above all these he blames the present
method of presentation.

ARMIN HAND
Conducting

at the

Capitol Theatre

CHICAGO

Orchestral Features, Pit and Stage
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BEST SELLERS
Week Ending July 5th

No. I

"When Ifs Springtime in the Rockies"
—(Villa Moret).

No. 2
"Dancing with Tears in My Eyes"—

(Wilnmrk).
No. 3

"Stein Song"—(Carl Fischer).

No. 4
"I'm in the Market For You"—(Red

Star).

"If I Had a Girl Like You."— (Feist).

No. 5 _

"You Brought a New Kind of Love"—
(Famous).

No. 6

"Absence Makes the Heart Groiv
Fonder"—(Remick).
"Song Without a Name"— (Feist).

"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous).
No. 7

"Around the Corner"— (Feist).

"It Happened in Monterey"— (Feist).

No. 8
"Old New England Moon"—(Berlin).

"Ro-Ro-Rolling Along"—(Shapiro).
"Moon Is Low"— (Rohhins)
"Cottage for Sale"—(De Sylva).

"Down the River of Golden Dreams"
—(Feist).

"Exactly Like You"— (Shapiro).

"When You Come to the End of the

Day"—(Berlin).
if ^ if

"CHEER UP, GOOD TIMES ARE COMIN' "—
(Robbins Music Corp.)—An optimistic song that is

written up perfect. Both the words and melody are

excellent. Is being played and sung a lot and will

no doubt be a big hit. Lyrics by Ray Klages, music

by Jesse Greer.
• * *

•'JUNE KISSES"— (Remick Music Corp.)—Very ap-

propriate for this time of the year. An excellent

fox trot with a suitable melody. "Words by John
Roberts, music by Jack Clifford.

* * *

"OLD NEW ENGLAND MOON— (Irving Berlin,

Inc.)—An old fashioned waltz ballad that is of the

type, when it clicks, lasts a long time. This number
already getting big air plugs will surely sell and
might be another of the big waltzes. Words and
music by. Dave Vance and George P. Howard.

' «

"I'M SOMETIN' THAT MEANS NOTHIN' TO
VOU"— (Milton Weil)—A trick title idea with a fox

trot melody that is O. K. Also looks like it should

sell. Words and music by Milton Samuels and
Nelson Shawn.

« * *

"I LOVE YOU SO MUCH"— (Harms, Inc.)—This
song in the Radio picture, "The Cuckoos," has an
excellent melody that all the orchestras are going
for. Commercial possibilities of becoming a big

seller. Words by Bert Kalmar, music by Harry Ruby.

ji!^^ /3^

His Complete Organ Solos
Are Being Broadcast

Harold Daniels is called the only organist that has
his complete organ hoIos broadca/it over WKBI, Chi-
cago's premier Sport Station. They are broadcast
every night except Sunday and he expects to start

a Sunday program soon. He is now at the New
Center theatre, a Greater Talkie house.

ORGAN SOLOS
Henrietta Kamern (New York Loew's 175), who is

billed as the "Singing Organist" and since her ad-

vent here has rapidly gained favor, presented an

original organ solo in her "Trip to Songland" this

week. Miss Kamern, making a beautiful appear-

ance at the organ, opened her solo with an intro-

duction over the "mic" of the songs, "Ro-Ro-Roll-

ing Along," "Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life" and "On
the Sunny Side of the Street." Two choruses each

of the popular numbers were played by Miss Kamern
and sung lustily by the audience (Miss Kamern in

a most pleasing voice sang along with the audience)

and "Sweet Mystery of Life" was offered in various

combinations. An interpolation of the finale of the

"Fortune Teller" added greatly to the presentation.

Frederick Feibel (New York Paramount). Mr.

Feibel, who is one of the most popular radio organ-

ists in these parts, gained himself many more

friends this week, when he relieved Mr. Egon Putz

(who is on his vacation) of the presentation of the

"supper-show" organ overture. Mr. Feibel offered a

twenty minute recital of classical and operatic num-
bers which he played entirely from memory. His

selections consisted of the following numbers: "Pomp
and Circumstance," by Elgar ; three selections of

real American songs, "Waters of the Perkiomen,"

"Land of tlie Blue Skies" and "By the Waters of

the Minnetonka." He used as a finale excerpts from

the overture, "Raymond." His masterly manner of

handling the organ proved Mr. Feibel to be a

musician of the first rank, and the appreciative

reception from the audience proved his popularity.

Harry Zimmerman (Chicago Belmont) entitled his

solo for this week "The Missing Link," based on that

popular game. Golf. With special gag slides he
played incidental music telling the audience through
the slides to sing. He really didn't have to, for when
the trailer was flashed on the screen telling the

patrons Balaban & Katz was presenting Smiling
Harry Zimmerman he received a grand hand, and
when he offered "Singing a Vagabond Song" and
"My Future Just Past" they all responded lustily.

Ned Miller then appeared on the stage beside the

organ and offered "Down the River of Golden
Dreams," also receiving a fine reception. Harry con-

tinued with "Cherie" and "Around the Corner and
Under the Tree," the audience making necessary an
encore with their applause.

Bcrnic Cowham (Flushing, N. Y., Keith-Albee)
presented a timely organ novelty in his "School
Days" presentation. Opening with his special ver-

sion of the "Voice of the R K O," Cowham then
orally explained that he would conduct a school of

three classes, namely, the left, right and shelf

classes. As the left class pondered over a gag ques-
tion, the right class sang "If I Had a Girl Like
You." After they got the answer, the right class

had an example while the left sang "Stein Song."
The shelf then sang "Moon Is Low" and all joined

in the singing of "Exactly Like You," "Dancing
with Tears in My Eyes" and "East Side, West
Side." The usual good reception was accorded him.

ATTENTION
ORGANISTS

STOP WORRYING
Organ Novelties Comedy Choruses
Gag Slides Tongue-Twisters

I'VE GOT 'EM
Also Special Black & White

Slides for $1.00 Each

Material and prices cheerfully submitted

KAE STUDIOS
125 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

ALLEY

Hello Everybody—Jay Witmark. vice-president and
general manager of the music firm of M. Witmark
& Sons, and associated with the company since its

foundation, has announced his retirement from
active participation in business. Mr. Witmark is

widely known in the music business, having been a

member of the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers and the Music Publishers'

Protective Association since their inception and hav-
ing been instrumental in securing many important and
far-reaching reforms which have worked toward the

betterment of the music business. Mr. Witmark
leaves shortly for a well-deserved rest. Mr. E. H.
Morris, music company executive whose offices in-

clude the general managership of the Music Sales

Corporation and the vice-presidency of the Music
Publishers' Holding Corporation, organization units

of Warner Brothers affiliated music companies, has
taken over the direction of M. Witmark and Sons
for the time being.

* * *

Mr. Morris has already assumed his new duties,

combining them with his present offices. He is the
youngest executive in the music publishing buisiness

and his various ofiices involve responsibilties of tre-

mendous importance in the music field. His appren-
ticeship was begun under the Warner banner several

years ago and provided him with a thorough working
knowledge of all phases of the music publishing

business, particularly the distribution and exploita-

tion of popular music.
* « •

Mr. H. A. Roesch, a resident of Chicago and the

proud father of Louise M. Roesch, Warner Brothers'

"ace" New York organist, now playing at the

Warner-Strand, Brooklyn, is here on a short visit

and he is getting the biggest thrill of his life in

hearing Louise's beautiful voice and fine organ play-

ing. You see, Mr. Roesch has never, till now, heard
his daughter at the organ and he still seems sort of

mystified and not sure if it really is his daughter he
is hearing.

« >^ #

Dropped in to see Jack Glogau, Shapiro, Bern-

stein's popular general manager and he told me to

see Eddie Moebus and Harry Tinney, up in the pro-

fessional department. Both Eddie and Harry are

raving about the great professional play the firm's

big numbers are getting. The numbers are "Exactly

Like You," "On the Sunny Side of the Street" and
"Ro-Ro-Rolling Along." They're good numbers and
they deserve the break. While there I went upstairs

to see Harry Blair and he was as happy as a lark,

because he had just returned from Paramount-Publix
office and had added thirty-six new organists' names
to his already big list. Freddie Whitehouse, Blair's

right hand bower, was up there, too, and, incident-

ally, Freddie is a lot responsible for the popularity

of Shapiro, Bernstein's with the organists throughout

the country, because he is helping the organist out

very much with some of the best organ material for

the "mic" organist that any firm ever put out.
* * •

Irving Mills and Clarence Gaskill have just com-
pleted a timely song which they have dedicated to

Col. Charles Lindbergh's brand new "eaglet." They
have called it "Baby Lindy" and Mills Music Com-
pany, who are publishing the number, expect a huge
sale of this novelty.

* * *

The Radio Music Company (Leo Feist) are enjoy-

ing a huge success in their "Down the River of

Golden Dreams," a dreamy waltz by Nat Shilkret

and John Klcnner.
* * *

"AH Quiet on the Western Front," the song writ-

ten by Lou Handman of the firm of Handman, Kent
& Goodman, was inspired by the picture of the same
name, and will undoubtedly do just as good as the

picture. The firm are planning their biggest cam-
paign on this number.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way

N. Y. City
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Sound Equipment Bargains

FACTORY TO YOU—CUT OUT THE MIDDLE-
MAN—BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE—Sound-on-
Film Heads, $198.50; Photocells, $14.95; GE Exciter

Lamp, 98c; Optical Systems $29.50; Head Ampliiiers,

$29.60; H h.p. Synchronous Motors, $29.50; Rochester
Built Turntables, $69.50; Samson 250 push-pull ampli-

fier, $54.45; Audak Tuned Pickups, $33.95; Standard
Audak, $17.95; Speedometers, $9.95; Wright-DeCoster
Horns, $14.70; Jensen Speakers, $17.80; Exfonential
Horns, $48.80; Giant Exponential Units, $46.35;

Junior Units, $21.95; Constant Faders, $13.90; Sound
Mixers, $19.50; W. E. Approved Sound Screens,

$49.00; R. C. A. Licensed Tubes, 50% off; Acoustical

Felt, 29}/^c sq. yd.; Bargains, Demonstrators, Rebuilt

Booth Equipment. Write us your needs. Address
Service-on-Sound Corp., 1600 Broadway, New York
Ci ty, N. Y.

DISC-0-PHONE TURNTABLES NOW $50.00

EACH, with pickup fader and all attachments. Free

trial offer. Address The Disc-O-Phone Co., Florala,

Ala.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound

screens a foot. 75c. Synchronous 14 H.P., motors,

$50.00. % HP. variable speed motors. $27.50. Large

hub two-thousand foot reels, $2.00. Imported Mirror

Arc mirrors guaranteed finest made 7", $6.00. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, up-

per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,

$25.00. Gundlach lenses, $5.00. Mazda regulators,

$37.50. Lens polish, a pint, $2.00. New Strong

rectifier tubes for 30 ampere, $13.50; for 15 ampere,

$7.25. Heavy film splicers, $6.00. Mazda globes for

any machine, discount 10%. Sure-fit Simplex parts,

discount 10%. Two Simplex machines like new with

new Strong Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-in-

tensity generator, $1175.00. Powers 6B Mazda ma-
chine good as new, $300.00. Two Powers 6B bases,

$150.00. Any size carbons National Bio. Electra

Discount 10%. Two Strong low-intensity lamps,

demonstrators, $300.00. Two Strong 30 amperes rec-

tifiers slightly used, $250.00. Two Powers 6B ma-
chines complete with heavy Grimes Turntables ready
for sound projection guaranteed best made, $900.00.

Write or wire us your needs. Twenty years in the

theatre supply business. You take no chance when
you order from the Western Motion Picture Co.,

Danville, 111.

Miscellaneous

THEATRE ADVERTISING— FLASHY 3x8
BILLS; 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4.25, postpaid. King
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10, cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-
ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Signs Shop,
Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES—Manufacturer to

you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

100 LIGHTING STUNTS WITH CHALK, $1.00.

Address Sailor Chris, 2926 Garfield, Kansas City,

Missouri.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service, Box 4673. Kan-
sas City, Mo.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-
less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 SJ^x?'^" letterheads $3:33, or S'/^xll"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays. EXH-124. Knox, Indiana,

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—2 POWERS MACHINES with gov-
ernor type speed control. Also an extra Powers head—all heads just over-hauled. Address Sun Theatre,
Plainwell, Mich.

MOVIEPHONE DISK EQUIPMENT for two ma-
chines—for Powers or Simplex, complete cost $1,000.
Used less than a week. Lost lease. Must be sold at

once at price of $150. Direction for installing. Ad-
dress G. M. Beede, Westboro, Mass.

TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTIOGRAPH, $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters. New De Vry suit-

case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minn.

FOR SALE—One pair Syncrodisk Tables with
pick-ups and fader. Used only sixty days. Perfect con-

dition. Address A. D. Boon, Franklin, Mo.

SIX BRAND NEW $55.00 record cabinets for

$35.00 each. FOUR NEW TYPE $25.00 lens holders

for $20.00 each. Address Box 489. Exhibitors Her-
ald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE— 1 Pacent Reproducing Machine, Film
and Disc; in perfect condition. Apply State Theatre,

Bogalusa, La.

FOR SALE—I have one Reproducer Pipe Organ in

first-class condition. Cost $2250.00. Have $450.00

worth of music. I dare anybody to make me an of-

fer on it. Will trade for seats, Simplex Projector or

what have you? Address Strand Theatre, Jesup,

Georgia.

BRAND NEW RECORD CABINETS—$14.00 each.

Cost $35.00. Address Vitadisk Company, Inc.,

Rochester, New York.

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NON-SYNC.
M.ACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections-

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde, New York.

FIRST HUNDRED DOLLARS TAKES BEAU-
TIFUL Phototone Non-Synchronous Speaker Tubes,

Record Cabinet. Fifty Records, perfect condition.

Address Ritz Theatre. Clearfield, Pa^

"BESTLITE" SHUTTERS GIVE MORE LIGHT,
minimum flicker, perfect Technicolor. $13.00, the

price. Address Bestlite Shutter Co., 3900 Third Ave.,

Sioux City, la.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN—ONE AUDI-
PHONE Talking outfit complete with Daylight Screen.

Address Lanett Theatre, Lanett, Alabama.

FOR SALE—PHOTOTONE NON-SYNC. Good

as new with cueing rack and 200 records $225.00.

Minusa screen, 11x14, $15.00. Address Starette The-

atre, New Castle, Indiana.

TWO ACME S. V. E. PORTABLE projectors, like

new $75.00 each. Address DeVaul's Films, Oneonta,

N. Y.

PRACTICALLY NEW HALF SIZE CINEPHOR
lenses, also quarter size. 2 good used Simplex Pro-

jectors with G. E. Mazda. 2 Simplex Mazda with

National regulators like new. 2 new variable speed

motors. Prices right. Address Box 492. Exhibitors

Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.", Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—FOUR DYNAMIC SPEAKERS.
Also 400 opera chairs. Write Nebraska Theatre

Corp., 2814 Leavenworth St., Omaha, Nebraska.

MOVIE-PHONE DISC EQUIPMENT for Sim-

plex guaranteed good condition. Instructions tor

installing. $350.00 cash. Address Mission Theatre,

Dalhart. Texas.

FOR SALE— 1 Holmes Portable Projector and

8x10 Raven Halftone Screen. Both for $12o.00 cash.

Address Strand Theatre, Jesup, Georgia.

DON'T PAY HIGHWAY ROBBERY PRICES
FOR PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS. We supply

standard replacements all leadirig systems same price

to manufacturers, dealers or exhibitors—$14.95. btate

make and type wanted. Address Service-on-Sound

Corp., 1600 Broadway New York City, IN. Y.

FOR SALE—280 VENEER THEATRE SEATS
50c each. Phototone Non-Sync, good as new with
200 records $250.00. Address Lyceum Theatre, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

FOR SALE—PHOTOPHONE NON-SYNC, 7
months old, 150 records, $190.00. Address Galen The-
atre, Marysville, Pa.

THE TALK OF THE TALKIES—Synchronized
reproducers, new 1930 models for lease at $5.70 a
week. Rentals give you ownership. Address Life-
tone Service Incorporated, Oregon, Illinois.

2 REBUILT SIMPLEX MACHINES, double
bearing intermittent movements, with five-point pedes-
tals at $450.00 each. Address Box 481, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT BARGAINS. We can
save you money on anything you want. Write for
prices. Oldest independent theatre supply house in
America. You take no chance when you buy from
the Western Motion Picture Company, Danville.. 111.

FOR SALE—STEEL PROJECTION BOOTH for
one machine, $10.00. 2 10^x1354 feet GOLD
FIBRE SCREENS, $25.00 each. 2 Mazda LAMP-
HOUSES with transformers, $50.00 each. Addresi
Rio Theatre, Oak Creek, Colorado.

FOR SALE—TWO PACENT DISC EQUIP-
MENTS Complete. Cost $2860, will sell for $800.00
cash. Address Liberty Theatre, Peru, Indiana.

MOVIETONE SOUND TRACK MASKS FOR
POWERS PROJECTORS, $6.00 per pair. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed or money refunded. Address Preci-
sion Mask Co.. 4026 West Florrisant, St. Louis. Mo.

"CAN YOU INSTALL YOUR OWN SOUND?"
Others have at a great saving. Detailed prints and
photographs are furnished. Write for prices and
terms. Address The Liletone Co., Oregon, Illinois.

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in

guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps with or without machines at

reasonable prices. Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fans for AC and DC current. Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machiiies, film containers, all

at bargain prices for immediate shipment. Write for

bargain list. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler.

1214 E. N":nth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Organs for Sale

PIPE ORGAN—LATE MODEL WURLITZER,
style "W." Slightly used, good as new. Cost $2,600.00.

Real Bargain. Will consider some trade. Address
Texas Theatre, Killeen, Texas.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case, like

new. Address National Equipment Co., 409 West
Michigan St., Duluth. Minn.

ADDITIONAL

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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Managers' Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn
modern theatre management and theatre advertising.
The institute's training leads to better positions.

Write for particulars. Address Theatre Managers
Institute. 325 Washington St.. Elmira, N. Y.

Help Wanted

WANTED—AN EDITOR-MANAGER for the So-

ciety of Motion Picture Engineers. Applications arc
hereby inrited for the combined position of business
manager of the Society and editor of the Society's

Journal. 'The editor-manager ^yill be supplied with
capable editorial and clerical assistants, and his duties
will be (a) to edit the Journal under the jurisdic-

tion of the Board of Editors; (b) to transact the
routine business of the Secretary and Treasurer and
the various committee chairmen, and (c) to assist the
President in coordinating the various activities of the
Society. Desirable qualifications of the applicant in-

clude a pleasing personality, managerial and technical
editorial ability, and a broad knowledge of the mo-
tion picture industry. The salary will be not less

than $6,000.00 per year.

Applications should be forwarded to J. H. Kur-
lander. Secretary of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, 2 Clearfield Avenue, Bloomfield, New
Jersey.

Positions Wanted

PROJECTIONIST, ELECTRICIAN, SIGN, SHOW-
Card Writer; and General Theatre Advertising. Non-
union, prefer small town, ten years' experience, best
of references. Reliable, will go anywhere. Address
T. L. Jackson, 921 W. 7th St., Joplin, Missouri.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE ME
W^ORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8

years' experience on Powers, Motiograph, Simplex,
also Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Age 24^, mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St.. Rock Hill, S. C.

PROJECTIONIST—Long experience on all ma-
chines; Al Sound. Go Anywhere.

_
Address Pro-

jectionist, Miami Camp Grounds, Miami, Oklahoma.

AT LIBERTY—Experienced Manager for park,
carnival, summer resort. Dance pavilion, hotel or
club. Other amusement propositions considered. Dy-
namic personality. Age 38. Married; have car; go
anywhere. References exchanged.

^
Salary and per-

centage. State all first letter. Write, wire or phone
Hemlock 5721. Guy Hallock, Duluth, Minn.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-

tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhib-
itors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

OPERATOR, EXPERIENCED ON WESTERN
ELECTRIC and R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE system or
silent pictures. Go anywhere; references. Address
Alex Branik. 3486 Brush St., Detroit, Michigan.

THEATRE MANAGER DESIRING CHANGE,
preferably South or West, married, go anywhere.
References; successful record. Two weeks' notice
necessary; at present employed major chain. Handle
any type theatre or group, executive capacity. Thor-
ough experience all branches business. All replies
will be answered. Wire or letter. Address H. Nella,
Majestic Hotel. Utica. N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRIC OPERATOR. Age 21,
experienced, go anywhere. Address P. O. Box 89,
Richmond, Indiana.

A-T LIBERTY—PROJECTIONIST. Experience
on silent and talkie equipment, can eive reference;
will locate anywhere. Address R. E. Huard, 34 Bond
St., Battle Creek, Mich.

PROJECTIONIST, SOUND OPERATOR, fifteen
vears experience: write or wire. Address Barney
Ludesher, 1493 Washington St., Dubuque, Iowa.

FORMER WESTERN ELECTRIC SERVICE
ENGINEER SEEKS POSITION as Acoustic and
Projection man in a theatre. Nine years Radio
Amplifier and Public Address Experience. Can op-
erate. Addresi Box 400, Port Jefferson, L. I.,
New York.

A-1 THEATRICAL SIGN WRITER AND LOB-
BY DISPLAY ARTIST desires permanent connec-
tion with reliable concern. Thoroughly experienced
and dependable. Will go anywhere. Address R. J.
Callahan, 48 Costello St., Dayton. Ohio.

MANAGER DESIRES POSITION—Knows show
business from A to Z. Am highly efficient, honest
and reliable. References exchanged. Can go any-
where. Address Box 485, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE MANAGER. ORGANIST. AD WRIT-
ER. WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND OPERATOR—Non-Union, married, aged 35. desires two or three
year contract south of Mason-Dixon line or outside
continental United States. At liberty about Sep-
tember 15th. Highest references. Address full par-
ticulars. Box 486. Exhibitors Hcrald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

YOUNG MAN DESIRES CONNECTION as ad-
vertising or house manager of theatre. Fifteen years
experience. Write Box 484, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, theatre advertising men, theatre
service men, available for employment at short notice.
No service charges. Address 'Theatre Managers In-
stitute, 325 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained inanagers, assistant managers, advertising
men, service men, available for employment at short
notice. Address Theatre Managers Institute, 325
Washington St., Elmira. New York.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED TO BUY—Two baby arc lights for Pow-
ers Projector at reasonable price. Address Fox Valley
Theatre, Fox Valley, Sask., Canada.

WANTED—TO PURCHASE—from 500 to 650 up-
holstered opera chairs for sound picture house. Also
two Simplex or Powers Projectors, must be prac-
tically new, at bargain prices. Address Exhibitors
Lock Box 674, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices, Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machines. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad, or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, California.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash, Chicago. Illinois.

Theatres for Sale or Rent

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK—Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25%
of value. West Virginia town, drawing population
ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers save
postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply.
Address Box 627, Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE — STRAND THEATRE, JESUP,
GEORGIA. Population 3,000; drawing power 10,000.
New road opening up giving access to another town
only nine miles away with a population of 1,000. Best
located theatre in the South. Forty-five miles from
any large town or any other theatre. No opposition
and no likelihood of any. Have five year lease, just
renewed. Beautiful theatre—reasonable rent. Doing
good business. Other business interests force me to
sell. 400 seats, perfect sound equipment. House has
been acoustically corrected. Pipe-organ, non-synchro-
nizing machine. Balcony for colored trade. First
check for $15,000.00 gets it. Signed by W. P. Rig-
gins, Mgr., Strand Theatre, Jesup, Georgia.

THEATRE IN SOUTH BEND, INDIANA—Seat-
ing 1127—in theatre district. Inquire Dr. J. Burke,
South Bend, Indiana.

GOOD PAYING 350 SEAT HOUSE, 50c and 25c,
SPECIALS 75c and 35c, silent, no competition, near-
est sound sixty mountain miles. Building 55 ft. x
110 ft., three lots, store, six room house, dance hall,
weekly dances, shows seven nights. Must sell ac-
count of altitude. Less than half cost. Snap. Ad-
dress Rainbow Theatre, Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Lo-
cated in the finest game and fishing country in the
United States.

CAN SELL YOUR THEATRE QUICKLY—
SEND ALL PARTICULARS to Albert Goldman, S
S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—250 SEAT HOUSE and equipment.
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to appreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Herndon,
Virginia.

A REAL NICE THEATRE IN TOWN 2500 POP-
ULATION. Talking Pictures. Six other towns to
draw from. At a bargain. Address R. W. Floyd,
Dyer, Tennessee.

FOR SALE—THEATRE BUILDING COMPLETE.
TOWN of 12.000, no competition, fully equipped
with sound and doing a nice business. Address
D. O. Coleman, Southington, Conn.

TWO THEATRES—TOWN 5,000; mu.st be sold
to settle estate; absolutely genuine bargain. Ad-
dress Box 488. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St.. Chicago, Illinois.

SACRIFICE SALE—BEAUTIFUL, NEW, MOD-
ERN BRICK THEATRE; 250 seats, perfect ucund
equipment. Address Princess theatre, Vardaman,
Miss.

Theatres Wanted

WANTED TO LEASE—Theatre not less than SCO
seats. About 50 miles from Chicago, Illinois. With
option to buy. Address Box 495, Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

BEFORE YOU BUY A THEATRE consult us.
Profitable houses always on hand. Address Albert
Goldman, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Films Wanted

WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE a few good,
silent comedies. Film must be in good condition.
Mail list and prices to the Pittsburgh Sales Company,
1317 Clark Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bankrupt Stock

BANKRUPT STOCK — FILMS — MACHINES,
also Talking Equipment. Stamp for list. Address
Box 255, Hickman Mills, Missouri.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash. Chicago. Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what 1

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some oi the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-
nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, Illinois.

Insurance

THE BIGGEST SAFEGUARD for your business
is the sure protection afforded by insurance. BUT
insurance improperly written is itself a loss of money
to you. For ten years we have made a study of the
theatre's insurance needs. Call on us or write us.
Address Jules Juillard & Co., Room 937, 175 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Films for Sale

FREE 35 MM. FILM, SUITCASE PROJEC-
TORS, $30.00. 9mm. film cheap. List. Address
Seavey, 76 Laurel, Ridgefield Park, New Jersey.

COMEDIES, ACTION, WESTERN and Sensa-
tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition
film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co., 630
Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

EXCELLENT WESTERNS, $3 REEL; Powers
6A Projectors, $125.00. Address Marshall Films.
Rome, Georgia.

Chairs for Sale

VENEER SEATS—Two hundred for sale at bar-

gain price. Address Good-All Electric, Inc., Ogallala,
Nebraska.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

FOR SALE— 1000 UPHOLSTERED SEATS. Im-
itation Spanish leather, veneered backs. $1.85 each.

1500 5-ply veneered chairs 95c each. Address Illi

nois 'Theatre Equipment Company, 1029 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs, 600 up-
holstered, 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co..

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago. Illinois.

1,000 used high-grade spring constructed theatre
seats covered in imitation Spanish leather. The seats

are all brand new with metal bottom boards. Very
reasonable prices. 500 spring edge seats covered in

imitation Spanish leather made by Heywood-Wakefield
Company. 1,000 upholstered seats in imitation leather,

veneer backs. 750 heavy 5-ply veneer theatre chairs

l/i backs. Also several smaller lots of upholstered
chairs, panel backs, at very attractive prices. We can
furnish you with your needs—everything for the thea-

tre—in the used line—at a great saving. For more
information and prices, write Illinois Theatre Equip-
ment Comoany, 1029 S. Wabash Are., Chicago, III-

Would Like to Trade

$120 PER MONTH INCOME PROPERTY leased

to government, 10 years for Post-Ofifice. Will trade
for Theatre building or Theatre business. Address
Box 493, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Illinois.
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY

LETTERS FROM READERS

Wants Livelier Stories

HAVEN'T SEEN MY NAME IN THIS
column for a long time and feel kind of

lonesome for it.

Of course, I have a kick to make or I would
not take the time to register it. This time it's

about stories the producers are pushing on us.

It seems that with all the good material run-

ning loose they would screen some of it in-

stead of some of this mushy wushy stuff that

gives most everyone a pain in the neck. Too
much attention is given to dialog and the action

is left out.

It's no novelty to hear people talk. Talk is

what drove people from the legitimate theatre

to the movies and now I am afraid the talkies

are going to drive them back to the legit

again unless something is done to put life into

the stories. I have witnessed pictures where
there was just about to be some action when
bang—all they did was talk about what hap-

pened and what might have happened and left

the patrons disappointed. I don't say anything

against talkies, for they are great, but all the

life seems to be taken out of them. Give us

stories with action and let the dialog be a

secondary consideration.

The kids have shown their lack of interest

in pictures and the old folks don't give a

whoop for pictures that they have to bring an

interpreter along with them to enjoy. So why
make pictures just for the middle aged folks

who go to dances, basket ball games, carni-

vals, etc. And, speaking of those things just

mentioned, why do they go to those things?

Because there they will see action and action

is what stirs things up.

Where are all the Harold Bell Wright, Zane
Grey, James Oliver Curwood and many other

outdoor story writers gone to? Don't they write

any more, and if not aren't there any more
writers that can spin yarns with interest in

them?
I really think that the producers are em-

ploying folks that pick their stories that are

too highbrow. They have lost interest in the

common people—^the people that throw the coin

in the window and say "Gimme two" and walk
away contented to the seats to enjoy the

movies. Nowadays they ask how the show is,

go in and stay for awhile and then before you
know it they are walking out again, giving

everybody around the theatre a dirty look.

—

Jack Greene, Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.

Plans Presentation Ceremony

PLEASE ACCEPT OUR THANKS FOR
the bronzed plaque which you have awarded

us. We are making preparations for a pres-

entation ceremony and will send you news-
paper copy of what we actually do.—H. M.
Anderson, North Bay Theatre Co., Ltd.,

North Bay, Ont., Canada.

See Big Results

THIS WILL ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT
of Medal of Merit Plaque awarded our

Family theatre at North Branch, Minn., for

which we desire to most sincerely and truth-

fully thank you and express our pride and
satisfaction in possessing such a beautiful

trophy, which we believe will be accepted by
our patrons as positive proof of our excep-

tional high quality reproduction of sound
pictures.

Upon receipt of the plaque we had wired for

a trailer announcing the award and notice to

patrons that it was on display in our lobby. It

has received considerable attention and I am
of the opinion that it will mean many dollars

of additional business to us, if accepted by
the public as an Award of Merit and not as

merely an advertising medium for publicity.

—

E. I. Davidson, Family theatre, North Branch,
Minn.

Richardson Coming
F. H. RICHARDSON WILL TALK HERE

in the Fox Strand theatre at midnight, July
21. If you care to write this up, invite all

your subscribers in this section to hear him.
The Oshkosh projectionists' local wants to

make his visit worthwhile.

Out of town guests can meet at Trades
Hall, Washington boulevard, one-half block
off Main street, opposite the post office. There
will be no charge to hear Richardson. With
many thanks.

—

Harvey Getchet, Rex theatre,

Secretary, Local 167.

Independent Protests Chains
I AM INDEPENDENT AND WILL BE

as long as there is a nerve in my body. I

have been kicked, buffeted and made the goat
by all the big producers in the business but
I am hollering and going to keep on holler-

ing. It will be a mighty long day yet before
any one, two or three groups of producers
secure control of the picture business in Amer-
ica even if it does look dark today for the

independent man. I want every independent
theatre operator to get busy and report all

unfair tactics to the Federal Trade Commis-
sion at Washington.
The unfairness, the weakness of some of

the big men in the show business today is

appalling.

The unfairness of the big chain operators
is going to be their downfall. Watch them
with their blood price pictures for next year
when they sell to the independent man, and
what they will get for their product on a

percentage basis from the chains.

I have fought the chains for six years and
will fight them six more. If I cannot get

pictures suitable for this house I will run
stock and my advice to any exhibitor that can
to do so this fall. The day of the 50 cent
talking picture is over and don't kid yourself

This Little Cooling
System Worked Overtime

(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

OTTAWA, July 8.—It actually
happened. During the performance
at B. F. Keith's Theatre, Ottawa,
Friday evening, June 27, Manager
Joe Franklin telephoned the building
superintendent to "turn off the cold,"

the temperature in the theatre having
reached the "abattoir degree" thanks
to the cooling system.

that you fellows can get the business that was
done last year with them.
There is one way that will put the chains

on an even basis with the independent theatre
owner. Let him write his state senator and
have a bill drawn up to tax all chain thea-
tres in his state at $10 a seat per year. It is

started in Iowa and if it goes through it will

spread like a forest fire. You cannot crush
a few of us independent fellows without them
fighting back and they will. The biggest
trust in the country today is the picture busi-

ness and if they don't reform there is going
to be a day of judgment. Yes, I am a red
and got red blood in my veins. They have
not bluffed me out nor will they stick you
fellows that have nice theatres. Don't give
them away. I am thinking the chains are
going to have a severe case of indigestion
about the first of December and there will be
a lot of coughing up these small town theatres.

I suppose I am requesting a lot from you
in asking you to print this but I have my blood
up and if you don't print it tear it up. You
at least will know how I feel and how thou-
sands of other independent theatre owners
feel.

—

Chas. C. Dunsmoore, Capitol theatre,
Marshalltown, Iowa.

Robot Man
FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHER Ex-

hibitors, I wish to call attention to a man
going around booking as an exploitation man
styled as Robot, the mechanical man. He
booked with my theatre and made a tieup with
the stores here and appeared on our streets
for three days, and the act was so silly that
no one follows him excepting a few kids. He
makes up and goes about the streets in an
auto and appearing at stores and at stated
times, and after looking at him for a few
rninutes you have just that sunk feeling or
pity for him. He positively does not create
any interest in the theatre and it is so dumb
that folks stand around and you hear re-
marks, "What is he doing it for?"

Exhibitors, take warning and do not tie in
with this.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.

Puhlix-Saenger Theatres
Of N. C. Purchases Three
Houses from J. R. Quails

(Special to the Herald-World)

BURLINGTON. N. C, July 8.—Announce-
ment IS made by H. F. Kincey of the district
office m Greensboro that Publix-Saenger
Theatres of North Carolina, Ind., has pur-
chased the Paramount, Carolina and Lyric
theatres of Burlington, formerly under the
operation of J. R. Quails. The change in
ownership was to become effective yesterday.

H. T. Lasley will represent Publix-Saenger
here and will have the management of the
Paramount theatre.

President's Brother Visits Studio
HOLLWOOD.—Theodore Hoover, brother of

President Hoover, and Dean of the School of Enffi-
neering at Stanford University, visited Warner Broth-
ers studio recently.

J
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR NE

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Copyright, 1930

Columbia
PRINCE OF DIAMONDS (AT): Special cast—An

offering that will make good entertainment in most
anyone's theatre. It is most interesting and mighty
wejl done.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winches-
ter, Ind.—General patronage.

FLIGHT (AT) : Jack Holt—^Words cannot express
the greatness of this picture. Absolutely the bast
picture we have run and it was sold at a fair price.

Had them tell us that it was good, better and still

more praise. Buy it, then tell them about it. Twelve
reels.—J. C. Ligon, Glendale theatre, Glenwood,
Ark.—General patronage.

VENGEANCE (AT): Jack Holt—Does not have
general appeal, from the box office angle, appealing
more to men than women. But it is a very credit-

able piece of work all the way through, being pro-

duced and acted as it should be for this type of

picture. There is a very good chance in this type
to overact, but here they do not do this thing ; they
do it j'jst right.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,

Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

First National

LOOSE ANKLES (AT): Special cast—May 23-24.

Take this one and you won't be ashamed to look

'em in the face as they come out, 0>medy in plenty.

Eight reels.—J. C. Ligon, Glendale theatre, Glen-
wood, Ark.—General patronage

SPRING IS HERE (AT) : Special cast—June 6-7.

Part of this was good, yes, fine, but I don't think
it has much drawing power. Paid too much for

this. When you have to pay 50 per cent of your
gross for a feature, then pay for shorts, express and
advertising on top of this, you can't stay in there.

When are they going to make them so a small town
can run them ? Eight reels.—J. C. Ligon, Glendale
theatre, Glenwood, Ark.—General patronage.

PARIS (AT) : Special cast—May 6-7. A dandy
picture, but I don't believe that any audience likes

to hear very much of foreign language. Partly in

color and beautiful.—J. C. Ligon, Glendale theatre,

Glenwood, Ark.—General patronage.

PLAYING AROUND (AT): Alice White—May
20-21. Another fair show from Alice White, but she
does not mean anything at my box office. Personally
I like her. Eight reels.—J. C. Ligon, Glendale
theatre, Glenwood, Ark.—General patronage.

THE FLIRTING WIDOW (AT) : Dorothy Mackaill
—June 3-4. This is a good show. Seven reels.

—

J. C. Ligon, Glendale theatre, Glenwood, Ark.

—

General patronage.

MURDER WILL OUT (AT) : Special cast—April
25-26. One that you can't keep from liking if your
town likes mystery. It is the best of its type we
have run. Seven reels.—J. C. Ligon, Glendale thea-

tre, Glenwood, Ark.—General patronage.

THE GREAT DIVIDE (AT) : Dorothy Mackaill—
Good outdoor picture. We received a bum print,

full of patches.—George Rauenhorst, CiTstal thea-
tre, Fulda, Minn.—General patronage.

THE GREAT DIVIDE (AT): Dorothy Mackaill—
Jane 24-25. A real good picture, well acted. An
orchestra blares full volume throughout the dialog

and it's impossible to understand. I never heard so

much racket in my life. Second night was a com-
plete flop. Eight reels.—Robert Yancey, New Bonny
theatre, Mam^field, Mo.—General patronage.

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS (AT): Special cast—May
10. The best picture I have seen. Wonderful enter-
tainment and, oh, why don't they make some more
like it. More compliments on this than any I have
run. Still telling me about it. Eight reels.—J. C.

Ligon, Glendale theatre, Glenwood, Ark.—General
patronage.

PAINTED ANGEL (AT): Billie Dove—April 23-

24. This will get by in most any town, but Billie

Dove is not the box office hit that you are charged
for when you buy this picture. Eight reels.—J. C.
Ligon, Glendale theatre, Glenwood, Ark.—General
patronage.

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES (AT): Eddie Buzzell-
April 26-27. One of the best action pictures to
date. Three good peppy horse races that put it

over big. Eddie BuzzcU good as Little Johnny Jones.
Alice Day also very good. Would like to see more
pictures with this little personality kid playing the
lead. Played "The Brat«," a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Laurel-Hardy comedy with this one and we gave
them their money's worth. Good print. Eight reels.

—W. J. Carter, Maxlne theatre, Croswell, Mich.

—

Small town patronatrc.

Key to Sound Symbols
AT—All-Talking
TME—^Talking, Musical, Score, Effects
MC^—Musical Comsdy
O^Operetta
ME Musical Scora, Effects (only)

DEFINITIONS: AT, a picture in which all

speaking to be observed in the essential action

is recorded, the designation including any musi-
cal score which the picture may have.^—TME, a

part-talking picture, the designation including
the musical score necessary in such types and
any sound effects.-^MC, a picture corresponding
to the type of stage production called '^musical

comedies,** being extravaganzas or revues featur-

ing musical acts and dancing and with all sound
essential to the action, including dialog, re-

corded.^—O, a picture corresponding to the

light operas of the stage called **operettas.'*—

ME, a picture which has a musical score, may
have sound effects, but which has no dialog.

NOTE: When no symbols appear directly after

the title, the picture was run in silent form.

Fox
HIGH SOCIETY BLUES (AT): Gaynor-Farrell—

Just as good as "Sunny Side Up," but, of all weeks,
a street fair had to come to town the week we
played this. So receipts were terrible. We want to
play it again. Ten reels. A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre. Eminence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

LET'S GO PLACES (AT): Special cast—May
27-28. Just another picture. Eight reels.—J. C.
Ligon, Glendale theatre, Glenwood, Ark.—General
patronage.

GIRL FROM HAVANA (AT): Special cast—Not
bad at all. A real nice little melodrama that kept
everyone interested. A good little program attrac-
tion.—Playhouse theatre, Clyde, N. Y.—Small town
patronage.

THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS (AT): Will Rogers
—April 29-30. Well, this is a good show, but a
little old. In some places the print was black, and
when it is that way there's not much pleasure in
listening to it. However, if you can buy this right,
play it. Nine reels.—J. C. Ligon, Glendale theatre.
Glenwood, Ark.—General patronage.

CRAZY THAT WAY (AT) : Special cast—May 2-3.

Oh, boy, the craziest picture ever filmed by anybody.
Mr. Showman, if you have this, take it from me

—

pay for it and set it out. So darn rotten it smelled
bad. Seven reels.—J. 0. Ligon, Glendale theatre,
Glenwood, Ark.—General patronage.

WHY LEAVE HOME (AT) : Sue Carol—June 22-

23. Too old. The poorest one from Fox yet, although
it is not so bad as some we have used from other

J. C. Jenkins

•

—

His Colyum

The page of Jaysee Jenkins' com-

ment, together with his sundry and

several, but always interesting,

observations on other topics, is

found on page 37 of this issue,

Jaysee—Page 37

producers.—M. Ewing, Idle Hour theatre, Quinton,
Okla.—Small town patronage.

HOT FOR PARIS (AT): Victor McLaglen—May
16-17. This kind of stuff is not entertainment for
many people. About 25 per cent of the men and
a few women will like it. Had it not been for the
Swede that played with McLaglen it would have been
a wonderful flop, and then a salesman has the nerve
to tell you it is a good show ! This and "The Cock-
eyed World" are about the poorest pictures for what
they cost I know of. Eight reels.—J. C. Ligon,
Glendale theatre, Glenwood, Ark.—General patron-
age.

FROZEN JUSTICE (AT) : Lenore Ulric—June 21.
Played this on Saturday night. Drew well and they
liked it. Somewhat rough, but I think it pleased
everybody who saw it. Nine reels.—M. Ewing, Idle
Hour theatre, Quinton, Okla.—Small town patronage.

SO THIS IS LONDON (AT) Will Rogers—Will
Rogers' wisecracks keep them laughing. Good any
day in the week. Eight reels.—George Rauenhorst,
Crystal theatre, F\ilda Minn.—^General patronage.

HARMONY AT HOME (AT): Special cast—Not
so good.—N. E. Frank, Regent theatre, Wayland,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

MGM
THEY LEARNED ABOUT WOMEN (AT): Van

and Schenck—June 10. A good production. Real
good baseball games that pleased our patrons. Some
comedy and good action.—George Lodge, Green Lan-
tern theatre, Claymont, Del.—^General patronage.

CLIMBING THE GOLDEN STAIRS, 2. Charles
King—Entirely in color and very beautiful. Used
this with "High Society Blues" and they made a
wonderful program, for which I charged! 50 cents
night admission.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre.
Eminence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

THE GIRL SAID NO (AT): Special cast—Very
good. Nice business and was generally liked.

—

Russell C. Dey, Reedville Movies, Reedville, Va.

—

General patronage.

THE GIRL SAID NO: William Haines—June 21.
A great deal of good comedy, as might be expected
from Haines. At times his actions are almost silly

and unworthy of so good a comedian. Seven reels.

—

(5eorge Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymont,
Del.—General patronage.

MONTANA MOON (AT): Joan Crawford—One
of the finest pictures I have ever run on Friday-
Saturday. 'Ray for Metro. I had saved it for
Sunday. Can be billed heavy.—B. J. Vanderby,
Strand theatre, Springfield, S. D.—^General patron-
age.

FREE AND EASY (AT): Buster Keaton—Splen-
did entertainment. Twelve reels.—^N. E. Frank, Re-
gent theatre, Wayland, Mich.—Small town patron-
age.

THE ROGUE SONG (AT): Lawrence Tibbett—
June 20-21. A good picture of its kind, but it just
didn't draw for us. The lights went out the second
night and we couldn't show. Won't buy any more
like it as we ha^^e to pay too much and they won't
make as much money as the cheapest little comedy
and won't please the people here. It's good, though.
and a beautiful picture, well acted. We had to give
it more volume than any picture we have run yet.
Twelve reels.—Robert Yancey, New Bonny theatre,
Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

WISE GIRLS (AT): Special cast—Exactly like
watching and listening to a stage play. Very good
and pleased all.—Playhouse theatre, Clyde, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

UNTAMED (AT) : Joan Crawford—Extra good.
Business picked up the second night, always a sure
sign with us that the picture was liked. But busi-
ness here is terrible. We have to have an out-
standing picture to even break even. People just
come up and look over the lobby and walk on. I'm
at my wit's end trying to think up stunts to get
them in. Eight reels.—A. N. Miles, Ehninence thea-
tre. Eminence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

DEVIL MAY CARE (AT) : Ramon Novarro—Very
good. Eleven reels.—N. E. Frank, Regent theatre,
Wayland, Mich.—Small town patronage.

ANNA CHRISTIE (AT): Greta Garbo—Quite an
unusual attraction, with a rather uncertain audience
reaction. Difllcult to tell how much it pleased.
Everyone speaks dialect.—Playhouse theatre, Clyde,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.
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Paramount
THE BIG POND (AT): Maurice Chevalier—As

good a picture as you would care to see.—George
Rauenhorst, Crystal theatre, Pulda, Minn.—General
patronage.

SOCIAL LION (AT) : Jack Oakie—As good as
ever, this Oakie boy. Good for Sunday. Laughs all

through the picture. Six reels.—George Rauenhorst,
Crystal theatre, Fulda, Minn.—General patronage.

STREET OF CHANCE (AT): William Powell-
June 22-23-24. A good talking program picture.
The star fine, story good of the kind, but it is the
kind people have had too much of. Murder and
rough stuff. This making a hero of the crook has
had its day here. They juBt won't come and see
them. Picture did a terrible flop at the box office.

—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

ONLY THE BRAVE (AT) : Gary Cooper—June
27. A fine talking picture. Interesting story, stare
and cast splendid. Gave 100 per cent satisfaction.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—General patronage.

HALF WAY TO HEAVEN (AT): Buddy Rogers—A mighty fine program picture. I wish they could
all make them as good as Paramount makes them.
Print good.—B. J. Vanderby, Strand theatre, Spring-
field, S. D.—General patronage.

THE LOVE PARADE (AT): Maurice Chevalier—
A pretty good picture, but not the type for a small
town.—B. J. Vanderby, Strand theatre, Springfield,
S. D.—General patronage.

DANGEROUS PARADISE (AT): Nancy Carroll—
Quite an interesting picture and is different from the
average run of offerings that are being shown at
this time and should prove to be good entertainment.
However, it will not stand advanced admission
prices.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.—General patronage.

THE RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES (AT):
Special cast—Only fair.—Russell C. Dey, ReedviUe
Movies, ReedviUe, Pa.—General patronage.

THE STUDIO MURDER (AT): Special cast-
June 25-26. Another murder story and an awful
flop at the box office. A fine cast worked hard to
make entertainment out of it. Nothing to the story.
Did not draw, did not satisfy. We are suffering
from having too many of this type of pictures, but
live in hopes of having our sentence worked out by
next year. Then we will reform.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS (AT): Special
cast—June 20-21. A good talking program picture.
The star gi'eat. Story good. But picture did not
draw at box office.— Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

FAST COMPANY (AT) : Jack Oakie—One of the
best hot weather pictures available anywhere. It is

a baseball story and a mighty good one. It will
stand a run on your longest day's program. Say.
if you are using some programs three days and
others two days, place this one on the three-day
showing.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.—General patronage.

Pathe
GRAND PARADE (AT) : Helen Twelvetrees—Not

so good. Had some walkouts on this one. Plenty
of drinking and noise. Could have been handled
more cleverly and would have made good picture.
Parts of the minstrel show disgusting. Not a pic-
ture for children to see. Don't see why producers
can't make some good talking pictures. Business
will continue to be rotten until better talking pic-
tui-es are made. Eight reels.—W. J. Carter, Maxine
theatre, Croswell, Mich.—'Small town patronage.

SAILOR'S HOLIDAY (AT): Alan Hale—Poor.
No drawing power. Supposed to be a comedy, but
I didn't hear anybody laughing. Alan Hale too old
and big and fat to be a hero. I'm thankful it hit
the same week as the street fair. Seven reels.

—

A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.

—

Small town patronage.

BIG NEWS (AT): Special cast—May 10-11. Very
good picture, with plenty of action. Plenty of
noise, which made it hard to understand. Robert
Armstrong registers well in our town. Eight reels.

—W. J. Carter, Maxine theatre, Croswell, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

RKO
BEAU BANDIT (AT): Rod La Rocque—It's a

classic, if that ancient term may be applied to any-
thing so modern as American border life. This is a
Western different from anything you have seen. No
killings nor roughneck stuff by the leading man,
the motive of the story being a desire to make two
young people happy by a gentleman bandit, who
risks his own neck in doing so. Rod La Roque
successfully impersonates a clever highwayman with
a Robin Hood flavor as a Mexican bandit. He
makes a hit in this one. Everyone but the box
office was well pleased. This is the first Western
we have presented for a long time. It was not the
"cat's," but the kids came back. Eight reels.—A. J.
Gibbons, Illinois theatre. Metropolis, HI.—^Gfeneral

patronage.

THE CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (AT):
Chester Morris—June 28-29. A good high-class pro-
duction, but not a small town audience picture. Ten
reels.—^N. E. Frank, Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich.
—Small town patronage.

NOTICE

D. J. Harkins is not an author-

ized representative of EXHIBI-

TORS HERALD-WORLD.

THE CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (AT):
Special east—A pretty good picture, but not the
special they sold it to me for. So it goes.—B. J.
Vanderby, Strand theatre, Springfield, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (AT): Richard
Dix—A mighty good mystery picture. Pleased 100
per cent.—B. J. Vanderby, Strand theatre, Spring-
field, S. D.—General patronage.

NIGHT PARADE (AT): Special cast—Junei 28.
One of the best talking pictures we have played.
Satisfies them all.—Bert Silver, Silver Family thea-
tre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

Tiffany

BORDER ROMANCE (AT): Don Terry—June 19-
20. Good entertainment from beginning to end.
Armida and Don Terry do some good singing.
Enough comedy to please. Will please the Western
fans. Seven reels.—M. Ewing, Idle Hour theatre,
Quinton, Okla.—Small town patronage.

United Artists

HELL HARBOR (AT): Lupe Velez—Whatever
good qualities the picture may have were spoiled
for me by the sound results.—^Playhouse theatre,
Clyde, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THREE LIVE GHOSTS (AT): Special cast—May
3-4. A good picture that drew fairly well for us.

—

W. J. Carter, Maxine theatre, Croswell, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

Universal

MOUNTED STRANGER (AT): Hoot Gibson-
Just another Western. They are all alike.—B. J.
Vanderby, Strand theatre, Springfield, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FLYING HOOFS: Jack Hoxie—June 17. Just a
small town show. Good of its kind, but suitable
only for small theatres.—George Lodge, Green Lan-
tern theatre, Claymont, Del.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING LEGION (AT): Ken Maynard—
Nothing to it. About half silent. Couldn't under-
stand the rest. Why must Universal insist on hang-
ing these lousy ones on us?—B. J. Vanderby,
Strand theatre, Springfield, S. D.—-General patron-
age.

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS: Reginald Denny-
June 14. Very good comedy, well received by our
patrons. Good enough for any theatre.—(3eorge

Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Del.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE SHANNONS OF BROADWAY (AT): The
Gleasons—June 17-18. A very weak program picture.

I wasn't disappointed, ae I did not expect much after

playing "The Ctohens and Kellys in Scotland."—M.
Ewing, Idle Hour theatre, Quinton, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

THE SHANNONS OP BROADWAY (AT): The
Gleasons—Terrible. Nothing to it.—B. J. Vanderby,
Strand theatre, Springfield, S. D.—General patron-
age.

TRAILING TROUBLE (AT): Hoot Gibson—Just
a fair Western.—B. J. Vanderby, Strand theatre,

Springfield, S. D.—General patronage.

BROADWAY (AT): Special cast—This is Univer-
sal's "super-picture." I didn't realize how many so

called super-pictures I had under contract until I

played this one. Would have been all right if it

could have been bought at a little above program
price. Universal will have to change their ways of

making and selling pictures, or "go boom." We live

to learn.—B. J. Vanderby, Strand theatre, Spring-

field, S. D.—(General patronage.

Warner Bros.

THE HOTTENTOT (AT) Edward Everett Horton
—One of the funniest pictures we've ever played,

but it did not draw. Had the poorest Saturday
business we've had since we started sound. Eight
reels.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Ky.—^Small town patronage.

Serials

TARZAN THE TIGER (Universal). Ten episodes

of this would have been plenty. It has been dragged
along over 15 until everyone is worn out with it.

—

A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.—
Small town patronage.

Short Features

(SOUND)

EDUCATIONAL
HUNTING THE HUNTERS, 2. A very funny

talking comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PRINCE GABBY, 2. Edward Everett Horton—

A

splendid high-grade comedy. This man is funny.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General i>atronage.

THE TALKIES, 2. Good slapstick comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

MGM
PERFECT DAY, 2. Laurel-Hardy—Perfect comedy

entertainment.—A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre.
Eminence, Ky.—Small town patronage.

PARAMOUNT
HOME EDITION, 2. A very good cumedy.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
ON GUARD, 2. Collegians-^ust fair. Not so

good and not so bad.—M. Ewing, Idle Hour theatre,
Quinton, Okla.—Small town patronage.

SILENT
MISCELLANEOUS

WHERE FLOWERS BLOOM (Favorite), 1. Col-
ored subject. One of the finest we ever ran. If
you want a one-reel colored subject that your patrons
will talk about, buy these of the Favorite Film Com-
pany, Detroit. Great subjects and the finest color I

ever saw.—^Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

Report Erny & Nolen to

Build Number of Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, July 8.—A permit was
issued on June 26th for the erection of a
motion picture theatre at 1814 Chehenham
avenue, Philadelphia, by Erny & Nolen, who
are also the owners. Plans were drawn by
W. H. Lee. The cost of construction is esti-

mated at $250,000, and it is understood that
it will be one of the most completely equipped
modern theatres of its type in this vicinity.

It is reported that Erny & Nolen, the devel-
opers, contemplate the erection of a number
of other theatres in the same district.

Betty Masthaum Becomes
Bride of Harry Grabosky

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, July 8.—The marriage
of Miss Betty Mastbaum, 17-year-old daugh-
ter of Mrs. Etta W. Mastbaum and the late

Jules E. Mastbaum of the Stanley Company
of America, to Mr. Harry Grabosky, took
place at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila-

delphia, on June 23rd. The wedding was fol-

lowed by a supper and' dance at the hotel at

which 275 guests were present. The bride

was attended by her sister, Mrs. Benjamin
Colder, whose marriage to Congressman
Colder took place several months ago.

Klein Corporation Takes
Over Davidson Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, July 8.—Management of
the Davidson theatre here has been assumed
by the Klein corporation, according to a re-

cent announcement. Officers of the corpora-
tion are B. F. Klein, president and treasurer

;

Medford W. Stone, vice president, and L. A.
Lecher, secretary. The corporation took over
the theatre from Sherman Brown on May 19.

Fred Meyer Given Party
On Taking Warner Post

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, July 8.—A party in honor
of Fred S. Meyer, former managing director

of the Universal theatres in Wisconsin in-

cluding the Alhambra, was tendered him by
local theatre men before he left Milwaukee
to accept an executive position with Warner
Brothers.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By JIM LITTLE

BEING the week of tlie Fourth of July,—not when you get this issue, but at

the time this is being written—the Row early assumed that pleasant

and leisurely attitude that usually permeates business before an extended

weekend approaches. But in the same breath, we might say that the more
leisurely the attitude, the more desultory the news, so all that we can do is to

jot do^vn a few views and observations, and, well

—

T^HIS closing of theatres is becoming more
-'- and more prolific, which is probably not
news, but each day we hear of one or more
houses that have shut down completely for
the summer, or are closing each week except
Saturdays and Sundays, and that only tenta-
tively.

In this realm, the most recent are the Tem-
ple theatre and the Casima, which are plan-
ning to follow the Saturday and Sunday
schedule for the summer. The Adams theatre
has closed indefinitely, but perhaps we should
qualify that and say for the summer at least.

^ ^ ^

We dropped in on Fred Martin, and found
him sitting in deep thought in Max Stahl's

office. Fred was supposed, that is, we had the

idea that he was going to write a sparkling
column for this page last week, but when we
saw him, and heard what he said, we forgave
him. The protection question is evidently
proving quite a dampener as far as contract-
ing goes, and Fred's quandary was merely a

sample of what is going on in the minds of

many, and probably all, film men around Chi-

cago. So when Fred gets things all straight-

ened out, we will expect to hear pithy and
pointed and rather spontaneous things from
him in the matter of columns. The page and
its readers are avidly awaiting the propitious
issue (and now, if you'll forgive us for using
the word propitious) we'll say that

Hi ^ *

We were quite pleased to see Eddie Gross-
man back at his desk again, looking fit and
busy as usual. Busy sometimes is a mislead-
ing word, but in Eddie's case, it is most apt,

and is about the best adjective that we can
conjure up. Incidentally, we got into United
Artists office about ten-thirty, but look as we
might, we couldn't find Frank Young any-
where around. Al Hoffman was about, smil-

ing and vague as ever. Al's the funniest fel-

low. You can talk to him, and you'd swear
he wasn't listening to a word you say, and
then all of a sudden, he'll come through with
an answer to a question that you asked fifteen

minutes before. And Sam Gorelick, well, you
can almost always tell what he's going to say
to you. It's usually, "What's new?" and he
always says it first unless we beat him to it,

and the answer is always the same in both
cases.

* * *

Sam Schaeffer is always telephoning when
we go in to call on him. Invariably he is sit-

ting anywhere but at his own desk, which is

a perfectly good desk, but doesn't seem to

have any attraction for him. Seats are scat-

tered everywhere, and orders, well, the last

time we were in to see him, he read us off a
list something like this. The Pershing, Oak
Park, Crawford and Madison Square theatre,
between them are having 5,600 seat replace-
ments. Of course, that doesn't please Sam, at
least he tries not to show it, but he looks
pretty tickled anyhow. Incidentally, in the
line of complete new chairs, he has orders
from the Elite theatre in Crawford, Nebraska,

for 569 and from Brookings, South Dakota,
orders for 1,700. And all this in one week.
Looks as though theatres were being improved
even if business isn't reputed to be so good.
According to Sam, Firmset cement is sticking

as close as ever, and it looks as though it

would never let go.

* * *

Chick Lewis, manager of the Round Table
Club department of the Motion Picture News
was in town for a few minutes visiting around
here and there dropping in to say, "Hello," on
his way to California on his vacation.

* * *

Cecil B. Maberry dropped into Chicago
just long enough to kick over the traces, and
when he left for St. Louis, he had a charming
Mrs. Maberry along with him. Congratula-
tions, C, and all the happiness there is.

:}: ^ :{c

Frank Ishmael made one of the trips we
all Hke to take, over the Fourth. He went
to see his mother.

It's always one of the greatest pleasures
during our perigrinations along the Row to
drop in and see Dan Roche. He told us about
another one of his famous exploitation stunts
which he pulled in Kansas City for "Swing
High," where he gave away a pony, had a
parade, and had a trained mule sitting on a
chair outside the box office. The pony was
ultimately given away to some happy child,
and everything went over with a bang. We
always expect that to happen when Dan tackles
anything. It just can't be otherwise. And
while we're talking about Pathe, we might
mention that Harry Lorch is still in New
York.

* * *

Albert Dezel, sales manager of Road
Show Pictures, is in Minneapolis arranging
the advance publicity of "White Cargo"
and "The Primrose Path," which are sched-
uled to play the Shubert theatre.
This house has just been wired with De

Forest talking equipment and Bainbridge
is making a bid for first run pictures.
Dezel has entered into a partnership

vyith L. E. Goetz of Movie-Phone Corpora-
tion and intends to roadshow pictures
throughout the Middlewest.

* * *

Frank Flaherty, sales manager at, the
Paramount exchange, is leaving the com-
pany's employ August 2 to enter the ex-
hibition field. He is taking over two thea-
tres. We expect to have more details of
his new venture later.

* * *

The Savoy, located on West Madison, and
the Edwards, located on Wentworth, are the
41st and 42nd theatres to be treated acous-
tically by the Therm-0-Proof company of
Chicago. This material, after it is put on in

a rather artistic fashion, might remind one of
a rare old tapestry which has been designed
to exactly fill one of the wall panels. It is

made up into different designs, and, besides

It looks as though we would have to

run a few more biographies, which might
not be a bad idea, for it would seem that

"columiiatic" ideas are somewhat scarce,

or else the ribbons are all off the type-

writers. Let's see, now. Sam Gorelick,
Al Blasko and Fred Martin. Someday—
but why talk about it? They may sur-

prise us and send something in, and we
rather like and appreciate surprises.

giving a house better sound, as it is supposed
to do, it dresses it up considerably.

* * *

Here we have "Ingagi" again in the
loop. Even though it does cause a good
deal of controversy, people seem to go and
see it, and after all, a picture is meant pri-

marily to be entertaining. We wonder if

the "Ingagi" sign will hang outside the
Castle theatre as long as the one advertis-
ing "White Cargo."

* * *

And speaking of pictures being back in

the loop. When we dropped in to see Charley
Loewenberg the other day, we found him
very busy, so much so that he didn't have
to tell us that he was. Of course we sort

of stood around, thinking that there pos-
sibly might be a break and that we'd get a
chance to say hello, at least. But first it

would be a telephone call, and then some
petite damsel would run in with a paper to

be signed, or somebody that looked mighty
important would bustle in as though for a
conference, and we'd just about decided to
leave, when Charley got a breathing spell,

or breath (we don't know which) and slip-

ping rather slyly up to us he whispered, " 'AH
Quiet' plays the Garrick beginning this

week." Whereupon, we took our departure,
for just try and talk with anyone who has
anything to do with a picture that is to
open up within, let us say, a month. We
hope Charley's smile will be a broad one
when he stands in the lobby at the Garrick,
as it was when we found him, one night,
smiling broadly to himself in the lobby of
the Roosevelt.

* * *

Dropped in the other night and saw most
of "The Big House." And if we missed the
beginning, we couldn't have missed much.
The audience was on the edge of its seats,
and that is no exaggeration. Talk about a
picture! Well, perhaps it isn't well to talk
too much about a picture, but this just
struck us right. The first thing we thought
of, of course, was Dan Roche. And now
you may wonder why a picture of prison
life should bring Dan to mind. Perhaps you
remember that he was putting on one of
his stunts in connection with "Swing High"
in Columbus, Ohio, when the disastrous
fire broke out in the penitentiary. He wasn't
there during the thick of it, but he saw
enough of the aftermath to make him think
that there were some shows which, an exploi-
tation man had to compete with that didn't
stand very much competition. If we may
reiterate just a stateent from the review of
"The Big House" by Jay Shreck, which was
carried in last week's issue, we should say that
picture is "an elegant piece of work."

* * *

We haven't heard any more about the

miniature golf turnament, or should we say
the golf tournament on the miniature
course. As yet, nothing seems to be in the
wind concerning a real big match, so it

might be feasible after all to visit C. E.
Beck at his neat little golf course, and put
on a real show. Although it might be a
little congested, there would be plenty of
room for innate skill to penetrate the mass.

* * *

This week we expected to,be honored with
a column of brevities from the facile pen
of one Al Blasko, but it would seem that
Essaness needs the services of a most
capable man most of the time.

i*«P
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"^^How can we get color

at low cost?^^

... IHE answer is easy. Eastman

Sonochrome Tinted Positive Films,

available in a number of delicate

tints, lend color and atmosphere to

every scene. I'hey are especially de-

signed to give faithful rendition of

sound. And they cost no more than

ordinary black-and-white positive.

fASrMA \ KODAK COMPA \Y
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood



[ADVERTISEMENT]

"BIG HOUSE" SENSATIONAL FROM COAST TO COAST!
M-G-M Slashes Season's Biggest Success! Records Broken Everywhere!

EXH IBITO RS

RALDW
<<TELL THEM NOT TO WAIF

"I'VE JUST CLOSED WITH M-G-M FOR '30-'31!"

IT'S tough on the salesmen of other companies

!

THEY don't even get a look-in when M-G-M's there

—

THE LEADERSHIP OF M-G-M IS UNDISPUTED!
"BIG HOUSE" has set the industry aflame—

"CAUGHT SHORT", "DIVORCEE", "OUR BLUSHING
BRIDES", "UNHOLY THREE" and a flock more commg
IT pays to play the favorite

NOW and in 1930-1931 -G-IV



Make Peace on Patents; Quota Still Undecided

EXH IBITORS

RALDWO
-G-M BREAKS

ITS OWN
BEST RECORD!
Imagine! 28 per cent more
New Season contracts

are in tiian ever before

at this time—

NATURALLY smart showmen si^n witK

THE outfit tKat makes

BIG House, Cau^Kt Short, Divorcee,

BLUSHING Brides, Let Us Be Gay, etc.

1930-31 brings you the most

AMBITIOUS line-up ever attempted by

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

1930-1931
Contracts

<3»\

^^^

Best Previous
Year

Vol. 100, No. 3
.. ^ o» 7fl 70)7 nt the Post Ofhce iU Chicago, 111, tinder the act of March S. 1879. Published JulV 19, 1930

lVeiry\V Qutol^^PuufsT:^^^^^^^ tetlfrTs^f'ancaoo. Subscription. $3.00 a year. S.n.le copies. 25 cenu. X



^
in't it a Shame

Vto Beat Your Wite on Sunday,

when youVe got Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Fri-

day—Saturday too. So goes the quaint negro spiritual. The exhibi-

tor has a lot of things to beat these days, what with Tom Thumb

Golf Courses, Night Baseball, Summer Temp., etc., and yet many

exhibitors are doing it very successfully. The answer is

Good Box - Office Pictures
And that's why there have been smiles this summer, from large

circuit bookers and independent exhibitors who have played

^'WHAT A MAN!" the Reginald Denny laugh-getter,

which has elicited 100% reviews all over the country ; James

Cruze's *'COCK O' THE WALK", which opened at the Roxy;

'THE DUDE WRANGLER'' a new fresh type of out-door

comedy. And now, to start the 1930-31 season, two new James

Cruze productions— iHE BIG FIGHT" which has just finished its

pre-release run at the New York Globe Theatre, and *'ONCE A

GENTLEMAN", with Edward Everett Horton, which had a sen-

sational pre-release run at Pantages New Hollywood Theatre.

These sure sellers are now available for pre-release bookings.

Don't Deny Yourself
The opportunity of turning the summer into a profitable season.

Play these tried and proved box-office attractions. They have

made good everywhere. They will make good for you.



JULY 4 til
IS

BrEW VEAH'S DAY
*' 2'^^j^^M

P A It A M O U N T ' S !

GREATER
\

NEW §;ilOW WORER I

The Sign of Happiness

!

OPTIMISM SWEEPS INDUSTRY
as Paraniount's Big New
Year Hits send box office

figures soaring upward!

HAPPY
PARAMOUNT
NEW YEAR!



PARAMOUNT Exhibitors Set for Biggest Season

to Mighty Appeal of Splendid New
PARAMOUNT Super^Shows!

t
VARIETY REPORTS SMASHING BUSINESS ON "WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE"!
"Minneapolis—Biggest opening week in four months. The talk of the town. Brilliant box ojffice

performer. Built up by leaps and bounds. Very fine. Held over,^' ''Chicago—Came through to

best business in the Loop, Couldn't be sweeter. Continuing to build,^^ ''Baltimore—Good show-
ing. Held over,^'' "Portland, Ore,—Byrd in the lead. Magnetic draw. Scored well." "Detroit—
Nice,^^ (^Quoted verbatim from Variety box office reports,)

47
SPECIALS

Harold Lloyd
Moran & Mack
The Spoilers

Follow Thru
Marx Brothers
Manslaughter
Monte Carlo

The Little Cafe
Tom Sawyer

Huckleberry Finn
Heads Up
Morocco

Rose of the Rancho
The Sea God

Fighting Caravans
The Best People
The General

Scarab Murder Case
The Right to Love

And More!

.^z:^

SHORT
FEATURES

104 Paramount Sound News

12 Paramount Pictorials

104 Paramount Acts
(I reel)

26 Paramount Comedies
(2 reels)

18 ParamountScreen Songs
(I reel)

18 Paramount Talkartoons
(I reel)

New Yearns MSell RingersI
^*±*

The l^martest
1980-31 Buy on Earth!

CREAXER
UTEUr SHOUT WORLD
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Top Place
I ^Tl^V^ to ''^

I'if

m
Chr to ^^Quiet'

With 35 Grand I

T^t ': $U00 drop ivom'the pvecedmg

despite A ^^'^^g picture v^.J^^ ..^^

^AU Quiet' Still

Leads New York's i

Long Run Films
|

J
Continued heavy take by "All Quiet/'.and

'

ytairly healthy grosses by the Capitol, with
.<l Florodora Girl," the Paramount playing
^Safety -in Numbers," and Roxy's Will
Rogers film, "So This Is London," were the(
highlights of theatre activities along New I

York s main stem.
The Universal war story brought

grand, maintaining its hoyi;*-! '
"-

of. seven wppL^ a ^
^>»''^I thl- boiil>^T50'^*RSc. J^*uT ^""""A^'v^ea^^^rA grand, maintaining its hoiiix*- -^^^ -W rated K

t \^:^^^SS#^^^^^- ^-' ";r-^ \° ^^^^ ^«re Y of
.
seven wegt.^lA^Ji^'^^ ^^^^t" (0-) V Califo

f'AII Quiet"0ii5r
Draw at 'Frisco;

Clips 38 Grand

wifhluftZ':?~7^^;r'^<^° theatres,

"All Quiet on th; Western f''1 .T!.'^
°^

other big week's h,7 ,
°"'' ^'^ un-

reported^ for a%ui
'"''' !'^\'^'-&^^' ever

$38,000 wi^h a%ai J oTl Or""fh'^'p"^

rated 105% ^'°'^^'^ $24^00^^^^
Califomia.j-twijU^'JT'' „r.Zv' (^"Vf-l.

Hell of Pitz.
d-^~;^^v.>^^-- J It Of the \V00d3 ." •-

t^-> ^'P^'afhe best of notices and tr,

,,eek received the be.t.^^
$10,000 to 't

umphed over the hejt
Jhg^iaisir

first four days (IbU.o^
.
^^^

took the skids with

^Al.°?^-ON7H^ro^|||^g^

i^ Gapt. Guard's

$5,800 is High

Of OttawaRuns

to box offices here d"""!
\^^ipts a m""""

a couple of sl>o»ets e« ^,'„c,ion «tamed

,a,y boost. Not o»e I" "
'''Jr\hibitots them-

bustoess p.." fo; J^Vtatnesfwas slow b„t

-'"%fre^e^ teST°" accou.tt of the

more or less <=. 1^

humidity. ., ^/jowcri. ,,. Regent:
Weather: Warn, ^^ti^^,

^^^ ^"^
c' „ of ""'

"<;iiffar Plum i'apa. ^

Gr^'s^ $5,800. ?.t.^TlprDAVS." CF°^V.. attractions

'Young Desire"

The Big Thing
In S. F.-$12,500

Ft^ . ancisco—Stage

louses are doin

^ presentations in

a come-back, draw-picture houses are doing a come-back, draw-

ing a larger attendance at the Paramount

than pictures. The Embassy is scheduled

to offer presentations for the first time be-
f
than pictures. 1 he tmbassy is sc

to offer presentations for the first time be

L ginning June 25.

The week in San Francisco has been a

[ very poor one, with but two theatres doing

/good business. The Casino had a rating of

' 135% and gross receipts of $12,500. The
picture, "Young Desire," was considered

excellent, as was the manner in which it

was displayed. The fourth week of "'^"

[Quiet on the Western j"ront
Ttc o-1-ne.a. f ' • •"̂

was displayed.

Quiet on the \. ^.j^.— .-
,

^^— ^—

10%. ..YOUNG DESm
^ d«s O*..^,

.
^

. -A Stage ol i " Rating: ,",^ Oti^^lions: _, '>.,„„. $12,500. . r^K- 1 .EilS^JllWWrr

_- . zvtiidv.

-'a"dc. Golden Gate "u, P ^r'" ^^ome<i/' Rkq
.^f-- til Quiet on tie W?J""'L'''-" """^ ^how
AJan from Blanklcy's'' £,7" ^'"'"h" Warfield;

.?i'^".'L^'i'h." . Orpheum °' Broadu'ay. Casn,„.

HERE are a few headlines

clipped at random from

ONE issue of Motion Pic-

ture News—June 21, 1930.

They're just a sample of how
Universal is hitting the head-

lines in trade and newspapers

all over the country— par-

ticularly in the columns of

box-office reports. And
that's the kind of language

you understand best. READ
ABOUT UNIVERSAL

EVERYWHERE!

,
tions
Frolic

'l35<!'g

Across the World,'
' Calijorina . "Safety •

yarnouiit.

UNIVERSAL FIRST!
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ANOTHER TRIUMPH OF

ONE MAD

DON JOSE MOJICA MONA MARIS
Star of the Chicago Grand
Opero Company.

Lyric beauty of "The Arizona Kid"

and "Romance of Rio Grande"

ANTONIO MORENO
Perennial favorite last heard in

"Rough Romance"

Dialog by DUDLEY NICHOLS

Directed by JAMES TINLING

Hear Don Jose Mojica sing

'Oh, Where Are You?'? "I

Am Free"/ "Behind fh

Mask", "In My Arms
Mad Kiss", "Once in a While

Hear Mono Maris

'Only One".

Published by RED STAR MUSIC CO.

729 Seventh Avenue, New York
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OUTDOOR RECORDING

KISS

TOM PATRICOLA
Singing and dancing comic of

stagd and screen.

J



NEW YORK
CRITICS CELEBRATE!

The greatest

picture that

has come to

the talking

screenl

That's the verdict of the New York critics

after reviewing HOLIDAY ot the Rivoli

Theatre. They dusted off their vocabulary

and polished up a new set of superla-

tives to acclaim this as the outstanding

sensation of the season.



IRENE THIRER-N.Y. DAILY NEWS—
(Rotes four stars) ****

"One of the year's best ten .... It starts oflF with

a bang, never lets up at all.''

QUINN MARTIN-N. Y. WORLD
" 'Holiday' is one talking motion picture which I

would be proud to have produced."

REGINA CREWE-N. Y. AMERICAN
tt'Th6 picture Has every element of audience

<ippeal. The dialogue is the best thus far heard

in the talkies."

GEORGE GERHARD-
N. Y. EVENING WORLD
"When along about Thanksgiving time, students

of the cinema begin sefecting the ten best pic-

tures of the year, you can expect to see a pre-

ponderant majority of them set down 'Holiday'

in first, second or third place. This is a screen play

which you just can't miss."

JULIA SHAWELL-N. Y. GRAPHIC

"'Holiday' is one stage contribution which en-

riches the current motion picture season."

THORNTON DELEHANTY-N. Y. POST

"'Holiday' fs the kind of picture that no civilized

person has the right to miss."

ROBERT GARLAND-N. Y. TELEGRAM

"Kn<E»vfing nothing about talking pictures, but

knowing what I like^ I like the talking picture

version of Mr. Philip Barry's 'Holiday' very much

indeed ... I'm certain you'll enjoy it."

HOLIDAY
Philip Barry^s Sensational Stage Hif

with ANN HARDING
MARY ASTOR * EDWARD
* EVERETT HORTON •

ROBERT AMES * HEDDA
HOPPER * Directed by Edward

H. Griffith • Produced by E. B. Derr

PATHE



South

Lorsen Expedition

QUEEREST CREATURES ON EARTH
^ hattJing for sujor
— jn a strajngre
%. ofice and snouj in

MOSTTURILUIMG AaiCIM [VtRflllHED

Produced^ndDistrjbu tedby
^aiMngwicrure^pics,im.
II %Vest 4»2^^)streef--Ne«j Vork City^INi:!:
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(JlOW yOVL CCLTtp
SOUND ' ON FILM

The Same Models Equipped for

Sound-on-Film and Disc

$299500



THEATRES
PATRONS

DESEfLVE
DEMAND

SOUND SATISFACTION
As Obtained With RCA PHOTOPHONE Sound Reproducing System

Again RCA PHOTOPHONE steps forward to the benefit

of the small theatre. The owner of the house of limited

capacity who feels that sound-ON-film ONLY will meet his

requirements may now install the finest equipment at o

considerable saving.

1%* Heretofore RCA PHOTOPHONE Small Theatre Equipment

has been available only in the combination of Sound-on-

film and disc. By now making the selection of equipment

optional with the exhibitor RCA PHOTOPHONE makes it

possible for every theatre to offer its patrons the highest

quality of sound reproduction at the lowest possible cost.

RCA PHOTOPHONE has always been first in anticipating

and meeting the needs of the small theatre—has made
it possible for the small house to compete successfully

with the large house on the basis of sound quality.

Back of every installation lie all the inventive genius,

technical knowledge and unmatched resources of the

world's greatest electrical engineering organizations.

First in quality... First in installation service and first in

service after installation . . . RCA PHOTOPHONE is the ex-

hibitor's best guarantee of sound satisfaction.

Small Theatres Can Have the Best in Sound, Either for

Film or Disc • • • at Prices and Terms Assuring

Profitable Operation!

Exhibitors operating theatres up to 1,000 seating capacity may install

RCA PHOTOPHONE Sound Reproducing Equipment, either sound-on-film

or sound-on-film and disc for Simplex S, 60-cycle AC motor generator or

battery operated, complete with all equipment parts, F.O.B. v/arehouse.

Terms Cash, One Year or Two Years. Exhibitor to pay cost of installation.

^2500^^^ $299500
SOUND-ON-FIUM SOUND-ON-FILM AND DISC

PHOTOPHONE
SOUND EQUIPMENT

RCA PHOTOPHONE, INC.
Executive Qnd Commercial Offices

411 Fifth Avenue • New York City

UNITED STATES BRANCH OFFICES

Atlanta, Ga., 101 Marietta Street

Boston, Mass., Room 706 Statler Office BIdg.,

20 Providence Street

Chicago, III., 100 West Monroe Street

Cleveland, C, Suite 203 Film Building

Dallas, Tex., 1700 Commerce Street

Denver, Col., Room 1014 U. S. National

Bank Building

Detroit, Mich., Suite 603» Fox Theatre Building

Los Angeles, Col., 811 Hollywood Bank BIdg.

Philadelphia, Pa., 261 N. Broad Street

Pittsburgh, Pa., William Penn Hotel

San Francisco, Cal., Room 2012 Russ |Bldg.

235 Montgomery Street

Seattle, Wash., Suite 506 Seattle Orpheum
Theatre Building

Washington, D. C, 1910 K Street, N. W.

Origin U. S. A.

Canadian Distributors

Electrics, Ltd. Sound Equipments, Ltd.
366 Mayor St., Montreal, Que. Royal Alexandei' Hotel, Winnipeg, Man.

Brancfies atui Agents in Principal Foreign Countries
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Announcing Change in Press-day and

Revised Schedule of Text and

Advertising Deadlines

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD,
commencing with the issue of

August 2, 1930, will be published

on Fridays instead of on Wednes-
days.

NEW YORK DEADLINE under the

new schedule will be

—

WEDNESDAY NOON

HOLLYWOOD DEADLINE under the

new schedule will be

—

MONDAY NOON
CHICAGO DEADLINE under the new

schedule will be

—

THURSDAY NOON

This change has been adopted as the result of a survey which indicates that the

requirements of the trade will be better served by having the Herald-World

distributed nationally in the less crowded early part of the week rather than in

the rush of the week-end.
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CONCEDED
OX-OFFIC

COLUMBIA'S P
r^

BROTHERS

THE stage success by Herbert

Ashton, Jr., with Bert Lyteil

in the same dual role he made

famous in the play.

THE LION AND
THE LAMB
IAD BY mmons m ^

sensstioiiai serial by

E, Fhiilips " Opp^nhfdm m
Collier's Weekly.

MEET THE WIFE
IYNN STARLING'S rolfkk-

1^ ing stage comedy^ a sme,

riot in picture form.

A Christie production

LOVER
COMEBACK

THE famous McCall's Maga-

zine story by HelenTopping

Miller. Beautiful romance and

sparkling humor.

MADONNA
OF THE
STREETS

EVELYN
BRENT in

another story that

suits her great

possibilities. From

the famous best-

selling novel by

W. B. Maxwell.

i/,j ' ^~, >t

AMIGHTYLINE-UP-BUTYOU I

NOW WATCH FOR THE ^^i^, a « b
BIG ANNOUNCEMENT OF COLUMBI
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[HEGREATEST
LIN UP

^fUSPECIALS
r

SUBWAY
EXPRESS

OUTSTAND.
ING mystery

thriiistase success

of the year. A
sell-out play by

Eva Kay Flint and

MartKa Madison.

THE FLOOD
THRILLING, breath-taking

n^ry (^ man's strtigsle

witKr.^e'm:

AFRICA SPEAKS

TheWomanWho
Came Back
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The LAST PARADE
QUDDiES in war, enemies

D in peace. Powerful,
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absorbing, thrilling I An
outstanding masterpiece by

Casey Robinson.
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theatres

have replaced unsatisfactory

sound equipment ii^ith • • •

Western Electric!

v/hy? Because of loss of business
due to poor reproduction . . . lack of proper servicing . . . program

interruptions.

The insistent public demand for quality sound reproduction led

these 981 theatres to change their equipment.

It's profitable to install Western Electric in the first place— it costs

less in the long run.

Westerti
sou N D

lectric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc,

250 W. 57th Street, New York
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Opera star

PATHE

REVIEW
E PI T E D

congratulates Id^the

j/fuaio Keview \ot a

masterwork in music

''o/l^y 1 express to you my appreciation

of the work you are doing with the

Audio Review in creating a new and

distinctive form of entertainment. In re=

cent issues I have heard some of the

finest compositions of the greatest com=

poserS/ such as Tschaikowsky^ Dehussy^

Chopin^ Rimsky=Korsakoff and other

classics/ interpreted with authority and

combined with pictorial matter that adds

immeasurably to the harmonic setting.

''T^he Audio Review is undoubtedly a

valuable contribution to contemporary

musical art and pictures as expressed

on the audible screen.''''

it<J-KilAA^ Cft^
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CUT GAB! GIVE
'EM ACTION .

TITAN COMEDY
FORMULA . . .

MIGHTY RADIO RESOUR
INTO YEAR'S GREATEST

6 BROADWAY
HEADLINERS 6 NICKTON AND

W . C . FIELDS
CLARK AND McCULLOUGH
LOU BROCK Production

LOU BROCK Production

6 DANE.ARTHUR
COMEDI ES 8

MICKEY
Mc GUI RES

LARRY DARMOUR Production

LARRY DARMOUR
Production

6 LOUISE
FA Z E N D A 12

TOBY
The PUP

m
COMEDIES
LARRY DARMOUR Production

Sensational Cartoons
Charles Mintz Production

.r>
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COMEDIES!

12
HUMANETTES

STARRED IN FIRST OF
THESE EXTRAORDINARY
SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
• •oBIG SCREEN NAMES
IN OTHERS... FRANK
NEWMAN Production

•
DRAW NAMES! FAST
TEMPO! WITH THE
FULL- ARM TITAN
SOCK IN EVERY REEL!

/

All Titan Short Product

NowMade In the Great

Hollywood Studios of

Radio Pictures • • •

The Miracle Facilities

and Genius of Which

Guarantees the Finest

Comedies of the Hour!
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FIRST NATIONAL'S
FIRST 1930-1931
RELEASE SMASHES
EVERY SUMMER
RECORD AT^ ^ ^
NEW YORK WINTER
GARDEN THEATRE

5 OUT
OF 5

SAYIT'sBIG
Tremendous at the

Boyd, Philadelphia.

Top business at
Mosque, Newark.

Excellent at Strand,

Albany.

Big at Troy Theatre,

Troy, N. Y.

Exceptional summer
gross at Strand,
Syracuse.

with

BERNICE CLAIRE
CONRAD NAGEL
RAYMOND HACKETT, RALPH INGE
TULLY MARSHALL, GEORGE COOPER,
MAURICE BLACK, WILLIAM HOLDEN,

BLANCHE FRIDERICI, IVAN LINOW
Adapted from the stage ploy "Jailbreak" by Dwight Taylor

Directed by MERVYN LEROY
Screen version and dialogue by Al Cohn and Henry McCarty

[ W % ^f^APt_N1ASK L->

Punch-Packed Jail-

Break Drama Grossed
Biggest Business On
Broadway For Tiiree

Tremendous Weeks
PLAY IT NOW! GET IT FROM

FIRST NATIONAL
'ViToptione" li the registered trade mark of the Vitaptione Corp. designating its products.
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY

The Byrd Picture

THE EXHIBITOR who is not interested in increasing

the prestige of his theatre and in creating new theatre-

goers in his community is usually the fellow who does not

go very far in the show business and does not stay very

long.

By seeking to increase the prestige of his theatre we do

not mean paying unreasonable prices for film to be run
just for the glory of running it, and in bringing in new
theatregoers we do not mean conducting elaborate and
expensive promotional campaigns which may or may not

pay out.

From time to time there are subjects available to the

theatres which will serve the two objectives of increasing

the prestige of the house and at the same time creating new
theatregoers. These pictures should be gotten and they

should be backed with the most vigorous campaign pos-

sible with, the thought in mind that such an eflfort is con-

tributing not only to good business for the particular

engagement but is building better business for every future

engagement.

A picture which accurately fulfills the requirements of

this type of subject is the Byrd Antarctic picture. This

production is a most extraordinary picture. It is the result

of one of the most heroic and exalted uses to which the

motion picture has yet been put. If the picture was merely

a routine and spiritless record of the great Byrd adventure

at the South Pole it would still be a subject of vast impor-

tance and consequently of vast interest to the public. But
being the moving and dramatic story which it is, it rates

tremendously as an attraction in itself and tremendously in

its potential good to the whole theatre business.

There are not enough pictures of this kind and in the

nature of things there never is likely to be very many.

When there is one available, the forward-looking theatre

man will be quick to grasp his opportunity,

AAA
Zoning

WHAT has long been a glaring inequality and favorit-

ism in distribution is now being constructively ad-

justed in the new regulations which are being formulated

and put into practice in connection with zoning and clear-

ance protection.

Surveys of the national market have revealed many
extraordinary conditions obtaining. Important first run

theatres, because of tactical strength, have demanded and

received protection in vast areas. In one case exclusive

privileges covering a territory 400 miles distant were held.

In many cases pictures have been held back from release

to surrounding situations until the pictures in question

were actualy untimely and out of date.

There are certain reasonable privileges which properly

go with metropolitan first run engagements. These are

being well paid for and should not be disturbed. But the

very human inclination of demanding all that can be gotten

has been so widely pursued that the zoning and protection

situation in the past few years has become, in many cases,

absolutely absurd.

The new regulations, worked out in friendly conference,

represent a new and thoroughly constructive development

of the current season. All those whose conscientious efforts

have contributed to the formulation of the new regulations

are to be congratulated. Their work will contribute impor-

tantly to the conunon good.

AAA
Selling

IN VIEW of the disturbed state of affairs in general busi-

ness, a study of the conditions which would await dis-

tributors at the outset of the current selling season was
looked forward to with much interest.

Sufficient experience is now available in this matter to

reflect the favorable prospect that theatre men, insofar as

new contractual arrangements on product are concerned,

are proceeding in their usual manner and are evidencing

no particular apprehension over the conditions to be met
with in the coming season.

There are, of course, many who for one reason or an-

other are holding back, assuming the conventional "buyer's

attitude." But this is a condition which always exists in

barter and trade and is not especially given rise to by exist-

ing conditions in the general business world.

Developments to date indicate a radical change in the

map which reflects the affiliations of producers and pro-

ducer-owned circuits. A lot more trading will, of course,

be done, and it will probably be some time before the

alignments for the coming season are definitely in view.

AAA
Rockefeller

AN UNUSUALLY gratifying development is the John
^ D. Rockefeller, Jr., association with the Radio Cor-

poration of America for the building of a huge amusement
center in New York City. Mr. Rockefeller's identification

with this great undertaking can only be interpreted as a

strong endorsement of the present status of the amusement
business and its future possibilities. In view of the fact

that the talking picture will be the dominant attraction in

the proposed Radio City, the compliment to the motion
picture industry in particular is plain.

The Rockefeller interests have unexcelled facilities for

inquiry and investigation, and their policy has always been
one of strict conservatism. In addition, they recognize the
public responsibility which is entailed whenever and wher-
ever the Rockefeller name is used. All of this means that

their action in entering into the Radio City project will be
a far-reaching influence on the amusement business in

general and the talking picture in particular.

Exhibitors HERALD-WORLD MARTIN J. QUICLEY, Publisher and Editor
Incorporating Exhibitors Herald, founded 1915; Moving Picture -Wohi.d, founded 1907; Motography, founded 1909; The Film Index, founded 1906

Published every Wednesday
Clifford, Assistant Treasurer.
spondence should be addressed ._ „_ _ _ . _ . . _._-^
week as Section Two of Exiiibitore HeralivWorld, and the Film Buyer, a quick reference picture chart, is published every fourth week as Section Two of Exhib-

itors Herald-World. Other Publications: The Motion Picture Almanac, Pictures and Personalities, published annually; The Chicagoan.
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Reach Patents Peace at Paris;
German Quota Still Undecided

Interuse of Sound Systems
Certain, Statement Indicates

Stage Fighting

For Business
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—The New
York dramatic stage, with fewer
shows on the boards than during any
period since 1919, is turning hand-
springs in an effort tc regain its

former prestige. For instance :

Suggestion is now made that per-
formances be held in the morning.

Suggestion is made that perform-
ances start at 7 p. m. to catch the
commuting crowd.

Suggestion is made that reserva-
tions for seats be accepted through
Western Union and Postal.

Suggestion has not been made, but
it is an actual fact that box office

prices are being reduced—which may
be a partial solution.

FN's ''Dawn Patror
Draws $30,096 in

First Four Days
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—"The Dawn Patrol,"

First National's prize picture of the season, is

doing a tremendous business at the Winter

Garden, the first iour days having drawn
$30,096 through the box office. On the first

day more than 11,000 persons passed the

wicket.

This Richard Barthelmess picture is a run-

ning grind from 9 o'clock in the morning to

2:30 o'clock the following morning, and is es-

tablishing a record for the Winter Garden, a

1,400 seat house.

Talk along Broadway is that such a draw
is beneficial not only to the individual attrac-

tion but to all pictures playing on the street.

Those who have observed the picture's record

also point out that it is ,an indication of the

excellent product which may be expected for

the new season from First National and all

other companies as well.

"Dawn Patrol" has been establishing this

record during a period when Broadway busi-

ness is below par because of the heat.

Rudolph Schildkraut

Dies; Heart Attack
Suffered at Studio

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Death today of

Rudolph Schildkraut, veteran star of screen

and stage, at the home of his son, Joseph
Schildkraut, also a star of motion pictures,

came as a shock to his many friends. He had
suffered a heart attack yesterday while work-
ing at the studio but had appeared stronger

again last night when he received friends

who entertained him. He had had a slight

heart attack last November.
Rudolph Schildkraut was horn in Constan-

tinople and early in life made a name for him.-

self on the stage in Continental Europe.
Among the outstanding pictures in which he

appeared were "Christina," for Fox and Cecil

B. DeMille's, "King of Kings," a Pathe
release.

Old Kontingent Law Would Hold If Reichsrat Adjourns
Before Final Passage of New Bill

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—Although the American film industry,

through Will H. Hays and German interests have reached a general un-

derstanding on the talking picture patent situation, the German govern-

ment is not ready yet to drop the quota bill, which is to replace the pres-

ent Kontingent.

The latest from Berlin is that the quota bill has passed the second and third

readings in Reichstag, and, if it becomes a law, will be in force until Decem-
ber 1, 1931.

There is a possibility, however, according to

Berlin advices, that the bill will not pass be-

fore the summer recess. This would leave

the old Kontingent law in force, a statute

which has permitted only twenty pictures from
such companies as Paramount, Metro-Gold-
^^yn-Mayer and Fox to be shown in the
country.

While no final accord has been
reached in the patent situation, the
official statement indicated that
an agreement on interchangeability
seemed certain. Hays' visit to Ber-
lin adds weight to this belief.

The oflicial statement issued following pro-

tracted conferences in Paris follows

:

"The understanding reached, it is believed,

will result in an agreement providing for com-
plete interchangeability of motion picture sound
recording and sound reproducing apparatus
between the interests involved."

Old Law Stays in Force

In describing the quota situation. Dr. Rich-

ard Otto, in a special cable to the Herald-
WORi.D, says

:

"It is still uncertain when the bill will be-

come a law. The Reichsrat (federal council)

may not pass the bill before the summer re-

cess. Meanwhile the old Kontingent law will

remain in force. Old import certificates will

Add Whoopee Coaster

To Showman's Worries
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS. July 15. — A new
form of competition for motion
picture theatres is being pro-

moted in St. Louis—the "Whoopee
Auto Coaster." The amusement, not
new elsewhere but new here, threat-

ens to make the same inroads among
patrons of picture shows who like

motoring that the miniature
^
golf

courses have made among golf "bugs
and bugettes." The first of the

Whoopee coasters has been built on
the St. Charles road one-half mile

east of Pattonville, Mo., and covers

a nine-acre tract. The place opened

July 4, and has been doing good busi-

ness at a dime per person despite a

picket line established by organized

labor because non-union workers
were used in its construction.

still be available, but with a slight change;
while the silent pictures can be imported for

every certificate, three certificates will be nec-

essary for every sound picture."

"Germany may produce next season
80 or 90 talkers. This estimate is

uncertain, since producers are, under
present conditions, reluctant in mak-
ing plans known. Silents, six in num-
ber, will only be produced by D L S
(Exhibitors' Producing Syndicate)
at the urgent demand of franchise-
holders. No other German producer
announces silents, as their production
has ceased to be remunerative.

"According to the last monthly report of

the Prussian Chamber of Commerce, the crisis

in the German film industry continues un-

abated. The larger first run theatres are be-

ginning to close down, following the example
of smaller halls.

Strike on Tax Planned

"Berlin exhibitors have been planning a pro-

test-strike against the entertainment tax. The
Berlm municipality has allowed exhibitors a

respite until October 1. Exhibitors, however,
want the entertainment tax remitted during
the summer. Employes of Berlin picture thea-

tres, at a meeting, protested against the closing

plan as well as against the tax.

"Patents litigation is still going
on. Tobis won an action in Zurich
against the Fox Film Corporation.
The latter is now barred from run-
ning pictures in Switzerland over
RCA Photophone projectors.

"Kinoton won in Berlin an appeal against

Klangfilm. An injunction ol)tained by Klang-

film was withdrawn. Exhibitors can now in-

stall Kinoton and manufacturers of Kinoton

Lorenz Company now offer complete installa-

tion for 5,500 marks. Meanwhile, litigation

between Klangfilm and Kinoton still goes on.

"Louis Blattner has formed a German Blatt-

nerphone Company for exploitation of Dr.

Stille's patent for recording sounds on running

steel plates. Schuchardt Company will manu-
facture the apparatus and will place one hun-
dred on the market January 1.

"Following the advice of Gus Schlesinger

and Phil Kauffmann, Warner Brothers is be-

ginning to make German versions in Berlin,

using a special system of synchronization

(dubbing), technical details of which are kept

secret. The first picture to be produced in

German will be 'The Gold Diggers of Broad-
way.'

"
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THE independent producer today has

his greatest opportunity, according

to the head of a chain theatre organiza-

tion.

This opportunity, says this theatre op-

erator, Ues in the independent's foresight

in producing "something different."

"The trouble with the producers," says

this executive, "is that they all follow the

leader. By doing this they alienate mass

attendance.

"The way for the independent to over-

come this is to be original and not follow

the cycle of production, which is one of

the greatest errors of the business today.

"A picture may be great from the pro-

duction standpoint, and artistically, but if

it follows too closely the groove of pre-

vious pictures you cannot possibly call it

box office. AAA
"Also, what you and I may call a per-

fect picture from the standpoint of pro-

duction and artistry is not necessarily

a picture built for the box office.

"Regardless of what others may say,

the exhibitor must play for mass atten-

dance. Occasionally, the artistically pro-

duced picture will make money through

judicious advertising, but more often it

must be shelved.

"You and I may like a picture, but for-

getting individual opinion, the first_ ques-

tion we must ask ourselves is, 'Is it box

office?' AAA
"Today I am paying $2,000 to shelve a

picture. I have seen this picture and I

know that it would antagonize a majority

of my patrons. In its stead I will_ play

a much cheaper picture—but it will be

box office, and I will have kept mv
patrons. AAA

"As I said, let the independent pro-

ducer be independent in the type of pro-

ductions he makes and he has the

greatest opportunity of his life."

JAY M. SHRECK.

Dismay in Fire Averted
By Owner and Organist

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, July 15.—Quick wit of a

theatre organist and prompt work on the part

of the theatre owner and two policemen pre-

vented trouble when film caught fire in the

projection room of the Edgemont theatre,

Frankford. Two thousand persons, the ma-
jority of them boys and girls, were in the

theatre at the time and all were led to safety,

while the fire was extinguished.

It was about 3 :30 p. m., near the end of

the feature film, when indications of the fire

startled the crowd. The manager notified

police and quieted the children, while the or-

ganist swung into a march and the audience

kept time to the music as they filed out in an

orderly manner.

Comic Aspects of Gentility

GENTLEMEN and their careers may differ, apparently, for consider the

hero of "Once a Gentlenian," James Cruze's latest production for

Sono Art -World Wide. Always a gentleman though he is, the action,

while qualifying easily as comic, hardly comes under the head of polite

comedy, as may be inferred from these scenes from the picture, the cast

of which is headed by Edward Everett Horton and Lois Wilson.

Edward Everett Horton and Lois Wilson

Miss Wilson, Emerson Tracy and Horton

^mmmmmi
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Re-zoning Is Seen as Removing
Lone Obstacle to New Contract

Return to Arbitration Means
Their Salvation, Say Exhibitors

Ci "Common Clay" is the classic story of

a certain mould and fashion. Like every

other great story theme, there have been

many imitations and adulterations, but

"Common Clay" remains the genuine

article.

The Fox production of "Common
Clay" as a talking picture brings this

story to the screen in a most impressive

manner. It has in many sequences an in-

tense dramatic effect that will cause the

pi'oduction to be not a little talked about.

Constance Bennett, in the leading role, is

ideally suited to the job in hand and gives

a performance that will hasten her al-

ready lively progress to stellar honors.

The surrounding company is excellent

and the production altogether is an inter-

est-compelling drama.

"Common Clay" is a strong dramatic

vehicle, thoroughly well done.

^ "Holiday," a current contribution of

Pathe, is an excellent example of the

socalled society drama made effectively

interesting and popular. "Holiday" is a

fine and finished production, presenting

in its chief character Ann Harding, one

of the very best performers of the talk-

ing pictures. Added to Miss Harding's

very- considerable histrionic contributions

are those of Edward Horton and Mary
Astor.

The good stage play, "Holiday," has

been made into a very much better talk-

ing picture, without, however, any par-

ticular variance from the routine of the

stage play. The picture has a good story,

into which Edward Horton's lines and

reading inject a generous quantity of

humor.

Quinn Martin of the New York

World, in writing about "Holiday," ac-

knowledged that he would have been

proud to have been the producer of the

picture, wihich, for a newspaper critic

with a lofty ideal, is pretty strong en-

dorsement.

We quite appreciate Mr. Martin's en-

thusiasm. Any producer might well be

proud of "Holiday."

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.

Distributors Approve New Instrument and Theatre
Owners' OK Is Expected to Be Given Soon

[Text of 5-5-5 Arbitration Agreement on Page 53]

NEW YORK, July 15.—It appears now that the only obstacle to ratification
of the new standard exhibition contract is protection, but with national re-zon-
ing underway, it is not believed this will prove serious.

Distributors have placed their approval on the agreement and exhibitors are
expected to do likewise shortly.

Although exhibitors may not agree to all

clauses as written into the contract, the gen-
eral opinion is that to be able to return to ar-
bitration is a salvation. While admitting that

the Thacher decision was right, these exhibi-

tors hold that elimination of arbitration was a
serious blow to them.

C. Parsons, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; Mark E.
Cory, Paramount; and A. Mclnerny, United
Artists.

Zoning Committee Is

Named in San Francisco

{Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, July IS.—The working
out of an acceptable zoning and clearance plan
for the territory served by local film exchanges
is underway, following a meeting of distribu-

tors and exhibitors held last week at the call

of the Allied Amusement Industries of North-
ern California.

This gathering, which took the form of a

luncheon affair, was attended by about 80 and
resulted in a decision to commence work at

once on the drafting of a uniform agreement
on zoning and clearances to meet the peculiar

needs of this territory. A committee was ap-

pointed to draw up the plan, as follows

:

Theatre owners and managers—Louis R.

Greenfield, Louis R. Greenfield Theatres; Rob-
ert A. McNeill, Golden State Theatre & Realty

Corporation ; A. M. Bowles, Fox West Coast

Theatres; Ed Smith, Publix Theatres; Cliff

Work, R K O ; M. Naify, T. & D., Jr., Enter-

prises; and C. C. Griffin and Carol Nathan,

independent exhibitors.

Film exchanges—Morgan A. Walsh, Warner
Brothers; J. J. Patridge, Paramount; Grove

r

Decision Postponed
On Charge of Fight

Film Infringement
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, July 15. — Federal
Judge Thompson reserved decision in fed-

eral court after hearing testimony in the
suit of Harry W. Eilperin of New York,
to collect from seven Philadelphia motion
picture distributors their profits from al-

leged "pirating" of Sharkey-Schmeling
fight pictures.

Attorneys for the defendants contended
that Eilperin had no case because he failed

to copyright the fight films until after he
had begun suit. They also maintained that
since the original film could not be legally
shown here because of the federal law,
prohibiting the transportation of fight

films, Eilperin was without standing in

court as the films exhibited here were
copies made here from a photograph of
original film shown in New York.

9f
It's No Longer "Buddy

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July LS.—Paramount again
has decided to drop the name "Buddy" from
the billing of Charles Rogers. Fans, says the

company, were responsible for the decision.

MPTO Forms Committee to Act as

Arbiter in Film Contract Disputes
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, July 15.—A grievance committee to act as an arbiter between
exhibitors and distributors has been appointed by the M P T O of Kansas and
Western Missouri. Exhibitors who believe distributors have violated their con-

tracts may bring their cases to this committee, which will meet with the exchanges

in an effort to come to an agreeable understanding, according to the plan.

The board of directors of the association, meeting here, voted to lower the dues

of independent exhibitors who own only one theatre in towns of 600 population or

more. The dues have been lowered from ly^ cents per capita, to % cent per capita

for exhibitors coming under this classification. Indendent exhibitors in towns of

less than 600 population will pay a flat rate of $1 per year. Chain houses will

continue to pay lYz cents per capita.

The lowering of dues is expected to increase the membership of the association,

which now is conducting a membership drive. The territory of Kansas and West-

ern Missouri has been cut into districts, with an association representative in

each section.
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Educational Adds Nine Prominent
Comedians to 1930-31 Players

New Artists Signed as Production Gets Underway at Three Studios on
First of New Seasons Two-Reel Talking Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—With the signing- of a number of new featured
phiyers, a big impetus was given this week to the production work at

Educational and Metropolitan studios, which, with the Mack Sennett
studios, are now well launched on Educational's two-reel talking comedy line-

up for the new season.

Nine prominent names were added to the EducationaLMetropolitan star
line-up during the week. They include Charlotte Greenwood, Ford Sterling.

Johnny Hines, Clyde Cook, Tom Patricola and his vaudeville partner, Joe
Phillips; Bert Roach, Marian! Shockley and Ray Cooke.
pDUCATIONAL'S promise that the
*—

' Tuxedo comedy series will boast some
of the finest casts in the two-reel field dur-
ing the coming season, seems borne out by
the star acquisitions of this group of short
features. Charlotte Greenwood, Ford
Sterling and Bert Roach will all be seen
under the Tuxedo banner, the first of
which will be before the camera at the
Metropolitan studios within a few days.

Series Gets Collegiate
Quite a collegiate flavor is given to the

Vanity Comedy series at the outset, not
only by the title of the first release, "The
Freshman's Goat," but by its cast. Marian
Shockley and Ray Cooke, who have the
featured parts, are both members of na-
tional college fraternities, Shockley being a

member of Kappa Alpha Theta at the Uni-
versity of Missouri, and Cooke of Sigma
Nu at Dallas, Tex. Other members of the
cast include Churchill Ross, who made
such a hit in Universal's series of Col-
legians; Ronny Rondell, Iris Adrian and
Eddie Barry. Direction is in charge of

Nat Ross.
Tom Patricola will be seen in the first

of the new Ideal comedy series, featured
with his vaudeville partner, Joe Phillips.

This talking comedy went into production
at Educational studios a few days ago, un-
der the direction of William Goodrich, fol-

lowing the completion of the first of the
new Mermaids.
Johnny Hines, whose first fame was

made as one of Educational's earliest stars,

when he played in the popular Torchy
comedy series, returns with an assignment
to the new Gayety comedies. Clyde Cook
has not yet been assigned to a particular
series. Cook also has previously been seen
in comedies bearing the Educational Pic-
tures trade-mark.

Four Noted Directors
The Educational and Metropolitan staffs

now boast four well known comedy direc-
tors' names. Stephen Roberts, for some
time senior director at the Educational
plant, continues, and William Goodrich,
who has directed many laugh hits on this

lot, returned with the beginning^ of work
on the first Ideal. At Metropolitan in ad-
dition to Nat Ross, is William Watson,
who has directed many of the most fa-

mous comedy stars on the screen and
whose picttires for the last year included
several of the most popular of Christie's
short feature hits.

Comedy

Players

Signed by

Educational

(Top)

Charlotte Greenwood

(Bottom Row)
Tom Patricola

Clyde Cook

Johnny Hines

Writers Seek New
Guarantees ofFilm
Men in ''Legit'' Field

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—The probability
that the coming season will see great-
er activity in the production of dra-
matic shows by motion picture companies,
is causing Dramatists' Guild of the Au-
thors' League to take steps to protect its

members. The existing basic agreement
between producers and authors of legiti-

mate productions provides that the film

rights be placed on the open market for
competitive bidding. It also stipulates that
the film rights cannot be acquired until af-

ter the show has actually opened.
These provisions insure the author the

greatest possible benefit. The producer is

given 50 per cent of the money from the
film rights and can therefore buy the show
for half of what it would cost another
company. For example. Paramount, acting
under the Gilbert Miller label, produced
"Journey's End." The film rights were
bought bv TiflFany and half of the price
went to Paramount.
Warner Brothers, preparing for an ac-

tive season of legitimate stage production.
is now negotiating with the Authors'
League for modification of these provi-
sions. But inasmuch as the basic agree-
ment does not expire until January 1, it is

understood that little can be done right

now. The league mav consent to give the
legitimate show producer greater protec-
tion but insists UDon guarantees that every
production be given full onoortunitv for

successful long-runs in New York and else-

where. The league points out that while
other musical comedy hits have been given
road tours, no such arrangement is planned
for Warner Brothers "Fiftv Million
Frenchmen." Should such a policy be ad-
hered to, it would mean substantial loss of
income to the authors, it is said.

Themnyer Again Is Head
Of National Association

Opposed to Blue Laws
Succeeds President Flury; Gale Is

Named Secretary for Sixth

Term
Dr. Joseph A. Themper, who had been

president of the National Association Op-
posed to Blue Laws four years prior to a

year ago, has again been made chief of the

anti-blue law movement in the United
States.

Dr. Themper was chosen at the annual
election of officers in the Annapolis hotel,

Washington, D. C, to succeed Prof. Henry
Flury.
Linn A. E. Gale, founder of the organ-

ization and former newspaperman, was
elected to his sixth term as secretary. He
at one time headed a pro-Sunday moving
picture drive in West Virginia which re-

sulted in Sabbath shows being legalized in

several cities.

Mavor Spencer M. De Golier of Brad-
ford, Pa., was again named honorary pres-

ident. Clarence Darrow, Chicago criminal
lawyer, was chosen for another term as

chief counsel. The staff of legal counsels,
extending through several states, was re-

elected in a body. It includes: Secretary
of State David C. Winebrenner of Marv-
land; Olin T. Ross of Columbus: H. S.

England of Detroit: C. P. Barringer, Salis-

bury, N. C. ; Marx Lewis of New York: P.

W. Austin, John J. McGinnis, May Bige-
low, and other Washington lawyers; P. J.

Wallace of Great Falls. Mont., and A. Scott
Bullitt of Seattle, Wash.
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Film Fate in China Hangs on Winning Interior

Problem of Rigid Political Censorship Matched by Varying Electric Power and Language Issue

TROUBLE with the motion picture cen-

sor is not solely an American institu-

tion. The latest field of battle between the

custodians of the law and the purveyors of

entertainment is 5,000 rniles from Holly-

wood. The ministry of the interior of the

Nationalist Government of China has estab-

lished a sweeping censorship of all pictures

on political and moral grounds. They have
applied their pressure at the distributing

center, Shanghai, and have set up the

Shanghai Special District Film Censorship
Committee.
The twelve film distributors in Shanghai

who represent all the major American com-
panies, as well as some French, German
and Japanese organizations, have joined in

a protest against certain phases of the new
regime, and their case is being carried on
through the American consulate. They
hope to have the edict sufficiently modified

that they can fulfill the wishes of the Na-
tionalist Government with a minimum of

confusion and delay.

It's Political Censorship

The mandate has some interesting an-

gles. Obscenity, nudity, suggestion and the
seventeen other points which are kept in

view by the American film censor boards
are conspicuously absent. The Chinese
cover that entire field with one word,
"morality," and leave the committee and
the distributors to fight it out. Manifestly,
the first object of the censorship is polit-

ical rather than moral.
The opening statement of the conditions

which are laid upon producers and distrib-

utors is this:

"No film may be shown which is in viola-

tion of the political principles of Kuomintang
(the theory of the Nationalist Party) or which
might affect the prestige of the nation"

Morality enters in the second condition,
but it is linked to other problems. It reads:
"The Committee must refuse license to any

film,, or any part of film which may he disad-

vantageous to morality or to the public peace"
Finally, the ministry of the interior pro-

poses that motion pictures shall support
the public enlightenment and a strong cen-
tral government, for the mandate reads:

"License will be refused to all pictures

which might conduce to superstitious prac-
tices, or might encourage feudalism."
Those three clauses constitute the "prin-

ciples" upon which films are censored. So
vague are they that the leading distributors
are convinced the issuance of the mandate
indicates simply a desire to have film im-
port definitely under control.

Question of Personal Reaction
"Under such conditions," declared a

leading Chinese distributor, "the actual
footage taken from any films would depend
entirely upon the personal reaction of the
members of the censorship committee. We
could not say in advance that this picture
or that picture would be passed or rejected,
and it seems likely that the censor's reac-
tion would not be very much different from
that of boards in other places with which
we are familiar."

But, while the "principles" of this cen-
sorship are rather vague, its provisions for
application are concrete and detailed.

In the case of Chinese film, the producing
companies must submit their stories to the
censor board, in detail, before any of the
picture is made, and the finished product
also must be sent up for censorship. This
obviously is impossible in dealing with
imported film, so the Committee is author-
ized to examine all way-bills and shipment
invoices of importers, and these must be

The fate of the motion picture

business of American companies in

China depends upon development
in the interior, says Robert Aura
Smith, former dramatic critic of

the Cincinnati Commercial Trib-

une, in the accoimpanying article.

Smith describes the woes of the

distributors because of the rigid

political censorship, the problem

of varying electric power, and the

language difficulties.

inspected and stamped by the censors be-
fore any film can clear the Chinese cus-

toms house. As soon as the film has been
delivered, then, the censor board has a

detailed list of all films received. The
importer in turn must submit a detailed

record of all film footage to be used for

distribution, and this must be passed, at a

showing, by the board. The expenses of

the censorship are to be met by a fixed

charge of fifty cents (Mexican) for each
reel.

Re-censored Each Three Years

If the censors approve a film a tempo-
rary distribution and exhibition license is

issued, which must be ratified, in turn,

upon report, by the department of justice

and the department of education. All un-
licensed film is prohibited, and the com-
mittee has the power to enter any place of

exhibition, examine the film, and if it is

discovered that the regulations have not
been met, assess a fine of $50 for each
violation.

Even when all the requirements have
been met, the distributors are not free

from anxiety, for every picture has to be
re-censored at least once every three years.

"China is a changing country," ex-

plains the ministry of the interior,

"and it is quite possible that some-
thing which was in accord with the

present political and social conditions

might be out of date and subversive

within three years, so we must insist

that all films be returned, within that

time, for re-censorship."

But there was a harder blow than re-

censorship. The committee decreed that

the provisions of the mandate applied to

all film distriluited from Shansihai regard-

less of the time of its importation. The
censorship became o-oerative only on Jan-

uary 1, 1930, but the committee decided

that its principles must be applied^ to all

foreign film now in China. The distribu-

tors who have been bringing in film for ten

years or more and have immense supplies

on hand are worried. If they comply with

the order, the censor board will have to

see 10,000 feet of film a day for the next

vear in addition to all the newly imported

film, before they can come abreast of the

distributors.

Three Million Feet of Film

"It is a physical impossibility to show
the film now on hand in Shanghai to the

censorship committee," declared Luther

Jee, director of Peacock Motion Picture

Corporation, largest distributor in Chma.
"We have in our vaults, right here in the

Capitol theatre, more than 2^500 reels of

film. We have on hand for distribution m
China at least 200 features, more than .200

magazine one-reelers, at least 100 two-reel

comedies, and more than a hundred miscel-
laneous short subjects. That is largely
Pathe and First National product, and I

know that the other distributors are in the
same position. Universal is well stocked.
Pathe-Orient has a big supply on hand,
and the same thing is true of Odeon-Para-
mount, Hongkong Amusement Company
and the United Artists agency. It would
be conservative to state that here are

3,000,000 feet of film in Shanghai today,
imported before January 1.

"The first thing which we are up against,"
he remarked, "is the actual limited size of
the market. That sounds foolish, I know,
and many of the folks back home can't

quite understand it. Here is China, with
400,000,000 people, dozens of very large
cities, and an immense area. It ought to

be, they say, a perfect film market for years
to come, and expansion should take place
at a phenomenal rate. What they do not
realize is the fact that of these 400,000,000
the number of even potential theatre-goers
is very small, indeed.

Current Variation Is Problem

"We are also up against a power prob-
lem everywhere in China. If we want in-

land theatres to operate, we have to equip
them, and at the present time it means
virtually supplying a different type of
equipment for every theatre. Actual elec-
tric voltages vary from city to city over
a surprising range. Why, even here in

Shanghai, where our current is the usual
220 volts, instead of the standard world-
recognized 60 cycle current, for some rea-

son or other we have 50 cycle, so that
every motion picture motor which is to

be used in Shanghai has to be especially

wound. And a quarter of a mile away,
over in the French concession, the current
is 110 volts. LTp in Harbin it is nominally
220, actually about 150.

"Over in Hankow they have direct

current instead of alternating, so that
means still another type of equip-
ment. And in hundreds and hundreds
of cities, which are down on the map
as perfectly legitimate prospective
theatre towns, there is no electric

current at all!

"You can readily understand, then, why
quite a bit of the sound apparatus sent out

for use here had to be changed directly it

arrived. Sound, by the way, has also con-

tributed its share of our problems which
are as yet unsolved."

"Is it possible to generalize, then, on the

condition of the film business in China and
its prospects?" he was asked.

Future Lies in Interior

"Yes, it is," responded Mr. Jee. "There
are less than 350 places in China where
moving pictures are shown, so there is ob-

viously a big future market for develop-
ment. But that expansion cannot possibly

take place at the rate which has obtained
during the last few years. Our seacoast

towns were a good market, and _we have
supplied them. At the present time their

normal capacity has about been reached.

Our future lies in the interior towns, and
we cannot begin operations on a large

scale until peace and order are established,

communication improved, power installed,

and at least a part of our public educated.

"I am not pessimistic when I say that

the expansion of the film market in China
must necessarily be a slow process. The
Chinese like movies, but they will not be

mass-consumers, in the American sense,

for some years to come."
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TomThumb Receipts Drop, But More
Courses Join Putt-Putt Army

Latest Layouts Would Hold Bag if Craze Passes-—Residents Hold Whip at

Milwaukee)—Hamilton, Ont., Charges $100 License

(Special to the Heraid-WorldJ

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Gate receipts of the myriad miniature golf

courses which dot Los Angeles are beginning to drop off, reports for

the last two weeks show. Many others, however, are in the process of

construction. The cause of the first-named development is the fact that the

town is over-run with them, and competition already is bringing a cut in prices.

The reason for the second development is that the public, after making the

rounds of the courses in one neighborhood, becomes too familiar with them
and the courses are abandoned.

T NDICATIONS are that the craze, which
-' took Los Angeles by storm, will die to a

considerable extent with the last rose of

summer, say exhibitors, leaving the courses

lately completed holding the bag for the

investment.
In view of this condition. West Coast

Theatres, which planned to embark in the

business on a large scale, making the

course play a gratis service to patrons, is

proceeding slowly and keeping a close

watch on the gates of the better courses.

So far, their holdings in the game amount
to only six courses.

Residents Hold Whip
Over Milwaukee Toy Golf

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, July 15.—Miniature golf

courses are legally permissible in residential

districts of the city so long as they do not

prove a nuisance to inhabitants of the coni-

munity. The Board of Appeals has made this

decision and stipulated that residents may
secure injunctions preventing the courses from
operating if they do become a nuisance.

Canadian City Charges

Courses $100 for License
(Special to the Herald-World)

HAMILTON, ONT, July 15.—The city

council of Hamilton has imposed an annual
license fee of $100 on Tom Thumb golf

courses on the ground that they, were busi-
ness enterprises organized for profit and,
as such, were in the same category as the

theatres. >

In the Herald-World last week it was noted
that at Ottawa, Canada, exhibitors have the
satisfaction of knowing that while they
cannot operate: on Sundays the Tom Thumb
courses cannot either.

A parallel also of the Hamilton, Ontario,
case of $100 annual license fees for the min-
iature courses was shownf also at Minne-
apolis, though in Minneapolis the charge is

only one-fourth of that amount.

Fox-R K O Theatre Trade
Would Give Radio Control
Over Madison with Four

(Special to the Herald-World)

MADISON, WIS., July 15.—Fox will cede
its Strand house here to R K O and the latter

chain will turn over its Palace-Orpheum in

Milwaukee to Fox, under the conditions of a

plan now reported pending. This deal would
give R K O a clear field in the city, for it now
operates the Capitol, Orpheum and Garrick
houses.

Dr. W. G. Beecroft, owner of the Strand,
leased it to Sol Levitan, A. O. Paunack and
A. P. Desormeaux, who in turn leased it to

Fox Midwesco, Inc.

More Warner Chain

Moves Reported in

Tulsa and in Texas
(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA CITY, July 15.—Further ex-

pansion by Warner Brothers is seen in the

purchase of several deluxe houses in Tulsa and
at several strategic points in Texas, to take

place in the near future.

Tom H. Boland, representing the Midwest
Enterprises, has confirmed the report of sale

of Midwest Enterprise Theatres here to

Warner Brothers, the string consisting of the
new Midwest, not yet opened, the Orpheum,
Empress, Liberty, Folly and Palace. The con-
sideration is not named, but it is believed it

will mount into several million dollars.

The Oklahoma theatres are to be remodeled
and refurnished by Warner Brothers and new
seats added. Their only opposition in Okla-
homa City is the Publix group, consisting of
the Criterion, Capitol, Ritz, Victoria and
Momand's Circle.

Warner Gets Control of

Three at Springfield, Ohio
(Special to the Herald-World)

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, July 15.—Warner
Brothers has acquired 50 per cent of the stock
in the Regent-State, Fairbanks and Majestic
houses here.

C M. Patee, ''First

Exhibitor, ^'Is Dead;

Began Show in '98
(Special to the Herald-World)

LAWRENCE, KAN., July 15.—Clair M.
Patee, owner of the Patee theatre here and
said to be the first motion picture exhibitor
in the United States, died last Friday in
his rooms over the theatre. He was 72.

Although others claimed the honor,
Patee always maintained that he was the
first in this country to open a theatre ex-
clusively for films. He started in 1898.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending July 12

(Special to the Herald-World)

That a strong technical position has been built up by the

stock market, as pointed out before in this column, is con-

firmed by the steadily rising course noted in the past week,

with Friday seeing leading issues rise to the best levels to

date on the recovery.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales
Sales

500

_ 400

_ 4,500

2,600

_. 22,200

29,400

General Theatre Equipment _ 17,400

American Seating

BrunBwick-Balke-CoUender

Consolidated Film

Do pfd -

Eastman Kodak _..

Fox Film "A"

Loew's, Inc.

Do pfd WW
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Paramount _

Pathe

Do "A"
Radio Corporation ....

Do pfd "A"
Do pfd "B" _

Radio-Keith-Orpheum

Shul^ert Theatres

pfd

53,600

600

900

33,500

2,800

2,400

540,900

500

700

150,600

1,500

High
High
71/2

181/2

20%
211/8

204%
41%
32%
69

103

261/8

58%
4

8%
39%
55%
741/3

30%
14%

Low
Low

i6y2

181/8

19

186%
381/2

30

62%
101

26

54%
3%
71/2

33%
54%
72%
26%
13%

Close
Close

7%
17%
19%
20

204

41%
32%
68%
103

26%
58%
3%
8%
39%
55%
72%
30%
13%

Among the leaders were General Electric up 3^, Radio
Corporation of America 4^, Westinghouse Electric 6%,
Radio-Keith-Orpheum 1^4 and Warner Bros. Pictures A
up one point.

Following are the quotations on film stocks for the week

:

Stanley Co
Universal Pic. iBt pfd

Warner Brothers Pic. "A"
Do pfd

Warner Brothers _

Do cv pfd

100

20

99,100

100

3,000

20

55

58

42%
46%
47%
50

Inc.General Theatres,

Morgan Litho

Marks Brothers cvt pfd.

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
1,850 32%

- 650 9%
100 10

Columbia Pictures

Do ctv _

Fox Theatres "A"
Loew's war
National Screen ..

Sentry Safety

Technicolor, Inc. ..

Trans-Lux _

NEW YORK CURB
200

1,100

18,500

400

900

1,100

3,500

1,000

35

34%

31%

33%
8%

55

58

40

46%
44

50

30%
8%

10

85

34

7%
8%
30%
3%

28

55

58

42%
46%
46

50

32%
8%

10

35

84

9

8%
31%
3%
31%
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in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION by the Camera
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Russell Gleason, son of the famous
Jimmie Gleason, and all set to follow

in his father's footsteps. He is the
latest addition to the Pathe roster. No.

Not rooster—roster.

The original "Dancing Daughters," Dorothy Se-

bastian, Joan Crawford and Anita Page, who are

united again in Joan's newest starring production
for M G M, "Our Blushing Brides." Harry Beau-

mont directs.

l^

Most certainly this is a delightful pic-

ture of Margaret Adams, who has just

signed a Universal contract and who
may make her screen debut, after her

stage work in "Merry-Go-Round."
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Maybe John Francis Dillon, director, is taking in the philosophy of

the ragged old man who sits opposite him in this very informal

gathering, or maybe he's talking over some of the scenes of "Kis-

met," with the famous portrayer of that role, Otis Skinner, who is

appearing in First National's film of that title.

Fa-la-la. Doo-doodle-doo! What have we here? A little song and
dance act, and it looks as though it ought to be pretty good. And
why not, with Walter Pidgeon, Lawrence Gray, Joe E. Biown and

Frank McHugh. They pep up the plot in the forthcoming First

National picture, "Going Wild."
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W. S. Van Dyke may be thinking of the approach of dusk on the African
veldt, or he may be looking ahead to the first showing of "Trader Horn,"
which he directed for M G M. On the left is a pair of gazelle horns, the
owner of which was brought down by Van Dyke's gun. On the lovely

oriental cabinet are perchad golf trophies won by his clubs-

A tonsorial artist could do wonders for John Barrymore's
beard, but if he did, "Moby Dick" would never be finished.

Here we find John and Lloyd Bacon, talking things over
in connection with the forthcoming Warner Brothers pic-

ture of the sea which Bacon directs.

BUSTER* ANDbSCAR
FEATURED IN

MGM BARKIE-r ^^
^QOi

Perhaps Oscar is a girl's name in dogland, but this Oscar doesn't look a bit

like some of the Oscars we know. However, this is just a pair of hardworking
stars on their way to work. We don't have to tell you much about what

they are interested in in this caption, for it all seems to be very plainly

printed on the back of their trousseau—or tonneau.

You might be quite right in thinking that Mary Nolan
was praying—and she is, in a way, for she is all ready to
speak pretty words to the god of sound, via the "mike"
seen above, in connection with her starring role in Univer-

sal's "Young Desire."
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Fleming, an Ace on
Outdoor Attractions,

To Direct "Arizona"
(Special t€ the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—Victor Fleming,

who has to his credit such outdoor specials as

"The Rough Riders" and "The Virginian," has

been signed by Co-
lumbia to direct its

roadshow production

of the stage play,

"Arizona."

This stage play,

which did a turn of

the theatres, both here

and abroad, for more
than nine years, was
produced for the si-

lent screen by Doug-
las Fairbanks.

Columbia's version

will be all talking.

Columbia is now Victor Fleming
gathering an all-star

cast for the production, which is to be a

headliner of the new season's product.

£. R. Reichmann Dead;
Led Independents as

Counsel in Radio Fight
Ernest R. Reichmaim of counsel for the

independent radio and sound equipment manu-
facturers in their fight on A T & T, RCA a.nd

other large companies in the same field, died

in Chicago last week following an operation.

He was but 38 years old and only success had

been expected of the surgical treatment.

Reichmann, who was a member of the Chi-

cago legal firm of Urion, Drucker, Reichmann
and Boutel, had specialized in patent and cor-

poration law in connection with the radio and

sound industry. He was attorney for the in-

dependents in the litigation which resulted in

the voiding of the "tube clause" in permits

granted by R C A to other manufacturers. He
was active in the formation of the Radio

Manufacturers Association, the Radio Protec-

tive Association and the Audio Research

Foundation. The latter two groups were in-

strumental in the Congressional investigation

which led to the filing of suits by the govern-

ment against the great radio corporations.

Besides his widow, Reichmann is_ survived

by four children, his parents, two sisters and

a brother.

Rogers Closing Deals on
Sono Art First Runs
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July IS.—Budd Rogers, di-

rector of sales for Sono Art-World Wide, this

week is visiting the company's exchanges in

Albany, Buffalo, Toronto and Montreal for the

purpose of closing deals for first runs on "The
Big Fight," "Once a Gentleman," "What a

Man," "Cock o' the Walk" and "The Dude
Wrangler."

Copyright Law "Outrageous/'
Declares Judge in Film Case

Floyd Walter, Organist
In Albany, Plays for WGY

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, July 15.—Floyd H. Walter,

organist at the Madison theatre, is to be heard

over the air every Thursday night by arrange-

ment with station WGY.
The Madison showhouse is owned by

Warner Brothers.

Law Lets Fight Film Run
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN ANTONIO, July 15.—Motion pic-

tures of the Sharkey-Schmeling prize fight

were shown here for one week by the Em-
pire house, independent sound theatre,

without interference by the law.

Says Congress Should Clarify Situation Regarding Penalties-

Fine for Each Showing Is Enough, He Holds; Law Is

$250—^Berlin's Song Suit Settled

[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

ST. LOUIS, July 15.—Denouncing as "outrageous" the federal copyright

law as it applies to the misuse of motion picture films, popular music and
phonograph records, United States District Judge Faris has ordered Christ

Zotos, owner of two neighborhood theatres in St. Louis, to pay $13,200 for

the alleged use without permission of several copyrighted films for which the

actual rental charges would have been only $176.

Zotos, who operates the Melvin and Roosevelt theatres, appeared in court

without counsel. He told Judge Faris that he had offered to settle with the

complaining motion picture exchanges, Pathe, Tiffany and Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, for a contract /rental figure but they had refused to accept his offer.

Robert E. Maloney, attorney for the film and dealers because it is reported that no
companies, asked judgment for $250 for each
showing of a film without the permission of
the owner company, the minimum penalty
under the copyright law, plus a 10 per cent
additional for attorney fees. Under this pro-
vision Pathe will receive $1,000, Tiffany $2,000,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer $9,000, and Maloney
$1,200.

When Maloney had made his request for the

penalties, Judge Faris said

:

"All I can do is enter the decree but in my
opinion this law is outrageous. I have taken
the view that the penalty should be $10 but
several Courts of Appeals have taken the view
that it should be $250. Congress ought to

clarify the situation. It seems to me out-

rageous that a man should be subjected to a

penalty of this amount for the showing of a
copyrighted film, the singing of a copyrighted
song or the playing of a copyrighted record."

Maloney testified that a Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer picture was shown 36 times, one owned
by Tiffany Productions eight times and a

Pathe picture four times in violation of the

copyrights on the films.

Quiz On at Baltimore
(Special to the Herald-World)

BALTIMORE, July 15.—Forty Balti-

moreans engaged in publishing and selling

song sheets here may find themselves liable

to legal action for infringing the music
copyright laws, says Norman Forrest, As-
sistant United States District Attorney,

who is now making an investigation.

The investigator states that indictments

may be sought against the music publishers

royalties have been paid on the songs pub-
lished in the sheets sold, each of which
contains approximately one hundred songs.

These sheets have been circulated by an
organized body, it is alleged, and under
the copyright laws each of the distributors,

printers, peddlers and wholesalers of the
sheets is liable to fine or imprisonment,
Mr. Forrest says.

Berlin's Suit Settled
(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI, July 15.—The copyright in-

fringement suit of Irving Berlin, Inc., New
York, against Joseph and Robert Sterns,

operating the Marlowe theatre at Ironton, has
been dismissed in United States district court
here, the case having been amicably settled out
of court. Exhibitors were charged with hav-
ing violated copyright law in using a song
belonging to the plaintiff.

Censor Labels in Ads No
Longer Seen; Ah, Well—

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, July 15.—Regulations adopted
by the Ontario government this year for the

classification of films have already fallen into

disuse. It had been intended that all pictures

suitable for juvenile or family entertainment,

as directed by the Ontario Board of Moving
Picture Censors, would be designated as "U"
films in theatre advertising. The classification

mark is no longer seen except in very rare

instances and the designation is declared to

have lost its significance.

Players ' Salaries Seen on Rise Again

As Stars from Stage Get 'Acclimated"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Salaries of players, which took a decided drop as soon

as the sound wave thoroughly engulfed Hollywood, are on the rise. Last year

studios, with few exceptions, dismissed high-priced silent stars and replaced them
with importations from the stage at low figures.

Those of the former not inactive, it is recalled, became free lance players and

were more than willing to work by the picture for the same salaries they had been

receiving, rather than lose out altogether. This condition continued until late this

year. Now, however, with the recent slump in box ofBce returns, producers are

endeavoring to combine box office draw with histrionic ability. This, it is pointed

out, naturally narrows the field of selection and those players who are fortunate

enough to be within its scope are demanding larger and larger salaries, refusing

long term contracts at anything less than prices formerly prevailing.

Where a big studio must have a player, he gets his price, of course, but the

condition is regarded as working a hardship on the independent. Last week, for

instance, one independent had to abandon a production because the player who
alone could play the lead but whose stage draw exceeds his screen draw, demanded
three times the salary he formerly received on a long term contract with one of

the big studios.
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The Award of Merit
Will Be Yours If—
the Committee on Awards adjudges your theatre as deserving of the Herald-

World bronzed plaque for excellent sound reproduction.

Therefore, theatre owner or manager, if you believe that the sound in your
theatre is of such high quality as to merit the award, write to the Committee.
Individual consideration is assured your theatre.

The Committee also extends an invitation to exchange managers and others asso-

ciated with the motion picture industry to call to its attention theatres considered

worthy of this honor.

In all cases address your letters directly to: Committee on Awards, Exhibitors

Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, III.

Posters Cut Newspapers^ National

Ads in Hal/, Says Leander
Answers Charge That Billboards Distract Motorists With Claim That They

Relieve Monotony of Driving—Court Fight Taking New Turn

SO extensive have been the inroads of billboard advertising upon the national

advertising revenues of daily newspapers that the latter now must be content

with half of the amount they previously carried, says R. J. Leander, presi-

dent of the Chicago Show Printing Company.

'T'^HE latest development is newspaper use
-•- of the argument that billboards along
highways are a distraction to passing mo-
torists and a cause of traffic accidents. The
contingent favoring posters, on the other
hand, maintains they are not.

Leander, as head of the large outdoor
advertising firm handling show printing
and billing in the Midwest, declares the
poster services not only have cut in appre-
ciably upon the revenue of newspapers, but
rapidly are growing in strength.

See Bar Let Down in Chicago
A short time ago Director Cleaveland of

the Illinois department of public works or-
dered billboards and other advertising
cleared from the right of way of Sheridan
road near Chicago. This is an unincor-
porated strip of lake frontage occupied by
roadside commerce between two residen-
tial districts.

Several years ago a Chicago law barred
posters from boulevards. Controversy still

goes on concerning this point, however,
and there are intimations of a change in
the rule.

"Bills are now in the legislature," ex-
plained Leander, "for the outlawing of ad-

vertising along highways. But any one
who attempts to do that will find it a large
task. The chief contention is that posters
are a distraction to motorists. That of

course, is only a foolish supposition. They
are not a distraction. On the contrary,
they are a pleasing relief from the monot-
ony of driving.

Points Out Color Advantage
"Our business has increased so fast in

the last two or three years that we have
difficulty filling orders.
"One of the strong features about pos-

ters is their color attraction. The news-
paper prints its advertisements in only one
ink, with occasional exceptions. We use
any number of colors.

"Another big point in favor of billboards
is the constant appeal. Newspapers are
thrown away, but the billboard stays 'put'

until the contract runs out. And the con-
tracts, by the way, come much cheaper for
poster advertising."

Leander views the future of billboard
publicity v/ith the highest optimism. He
says it has already outdistanced magazine
advertising in volume and will in time
equal newspaper advertising.

Now Ministers Urge ''Code'* for Players

As Result of Bow's Front Page Exploit
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Following what they term the "sensational" nature
of front page publicity given Clara Bow recently, the Los Angeles Ministerial
Union has adopted a resolution urging the purification of motion pictures and also
a "strict code of ethics governing individual players."
The Union, according to one of its members, has submitted the resolution to the

Los Angeles Church Federation and to Will Hays. It is recalled in this connec-
tion that Hays, on taking the presidency of the A M P P D A, asserted that he
would never interfere with the personal habits of individual film players.

Later, when a copy of the new Production Code was sent to the Union, both
the code and Hays' policy were commended. A member said:
"Apparently none of our members were familiar with the Hays code. Our

attitude is not to find fault with pictures. It is the individual actor. Characters in

the public limelight command respect."

Screen, Stage and Civic

Personalities at Opening
Of Puhlix's New Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

ASBURY PARK, N. J, July 15.—Par-
amount Publix has opened its new 2,000 seat

theatre here, which is a part of the $3,000,000
convention hall, completed after 12 years plan-

ning.

Publix, in its usual thorough manner, made
of the opening an event of unusual signifi-

cance. Proceeds from the opening perform-
ance were donated to Monmouth county
charities.

In addition to civic officials present, the mo-
tion picture world was represented by Adolph
Zukor, Jesse Lasky, Paul Ash, Buddy Rogers,
Nancy Carroll, Ed Wynn, the Four Marx
Brothers, Ginger Rogers, Victor Moore and
other notables.

*'All Quiet," in 12th
Week, Passes 200th

Showing at Central
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—This marks the
twelfth week of Universal's roadshow attrac-
tion, "All Quiet on the Western Front," at the
Central theatre on Broadway. Yesterday the
picture passed its 200th performance at this

house, this $2 top record resulting from two
20 performance weeks and one 23 performance
week.
On Saturday the twentieth roadshow opened

at the Ocean theatre in Asbury Park, N. J.

Universal reports that the picture is playing
to tremendous business at all roadshow stands.

Exploiters Placed in

Field by Columbia to

Aid 1st Run Bookings
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—With "Hell's
Island" and "Rain or Shine," two Columbia
specials, scheduled for release this month, the
company's director of public relations, J. H.
Gallagher, has just sent into the field an in-
creased staff of exploitation men.

Duncan Sisters Are Sued
For $250,000 on Contract

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Suit for $250,000
against the Duncan Sisters has been entered
by G. G. Reid as their business agent, charg-
ing that Vivian and Rosetta Dimcan, on July
12, 1926, entered upon a contract with him
and S. S. McClelland to handle their affairs
on a 10 per cent basis and that payments
stopped in August, 1928.

Theatre May Adjoin New
Sydney Cohen Structure

(Special to the Herald-World)

STAMFORD, CONN., July 15.—Sketches
have been made for a theatre which may be
erected on the rear of the plot occupied by
the department store building which Sydney
S. Cohen, former president of the MP TO A,
is having erected here in the downtown busi-
ness district.

Oscar Hanson to Address
Denver Exhibitor Meeting

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK; July 15.—Oscar Hanson, who
erroneously had been reported as out, as gen-
eral sales manager of Tiffany, will address the
motion picture theatre owners' convention in
Denver, July 29 to 31.
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Talkies Require New
AdvertisingMethods,

Wanger Tells AMPA
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—The star system
of the days of the silent screen is no more,
according to Walter Wanger, manager of
production for Paramount, and with this

change new methods in advertising are
vital to the success of the individual talking
picture.

In addressing the weekly meeting of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,
Wanger said that the public no longer
could judge the type of story by a star's

name.

"With new names, new faces and a dif-

ferent kind of entertainment, new schemes,
new methods of attack are necessary for
the proper exploitation of pictures today,"
he told the advertising men, urging them to

evolve a new technique for the effective

presentation of the talking picture to the
public.

This new appeal, he said, must be made
to audiences in the small towns as well as
in the cities.

Harley Clarke Elected
To Board of American

Group of Arbitrators
(Special to the Herald World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—Harley L. Clarke,
president of Fox Film Corporation and of
General Theatres Equipment Corporation, has
been elected to the
board of directors of
the American Arbi-
tration Association, it

is announced by Lu-
cius R. Eastman,
president of the asso-

ciation.

Clarke, who is also

president of the Util-

ities Power and Light
Corporation of Chi-
cago, has for several

years served on the

National Panel of
Arbitrators for Chi-
cago. Eastman said

he had been chosen
because of his knowledge in the engineering,

electrical and construction fields.

Harley L. Clarke

Harry Marx Leaves
Fox Theatres Office;

May Join H. B, Franklin
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—Harry Marx, head
of the personnel department of Fox Theatres
Corporation, has tendered his resignation ef-

fective September 1. Marx' action is due to

the fact that under the new system now in

operation in Fox theatres, the personnel will

be trained by managers.
It is rumored that Marx will join Harold

B. Franklin's organization. Fox West Coast
Theatres.

Katz Launcfies Drive to

Kill Summer Drop Myth
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—A definite and de-

termined campaign to put on the shelf, where
it can become musty, the idea that summer
business must of necessity be bad, has been
launched by Sam Katz, president of Publix.

Executives of the company believe that this

bugaboo has held the spotlight too long and
are out to battle him.

Indicted Mayor and Trustee
Deny Bribe for Sunday Show

Commissioners Frown on Closing Everything on Sabbath, So Let

Theatres Open—Petit Jury to Hear Blue Law Cases

In Ohio—Church Drops Court Fight
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

ALBANY, July 15.—Mayor Oscar R. Kosel and Harry Williams, former
village trustee, both of Nyack, have been indicted by the Rockland county
grand jury on charges of accepting a bribe for the renewal of a permit allowing

Sunday motion picture shows in Nyack. Neither has been arrested.

The officials are alleged to have received the money last December in the

New Jersey offices of Bratter and Pollack, former owners of the Rockland thea-

tre in Nyack, and it is understood that the entire amount alleged to have been
involved was not more than $1,200.

Mayor Kosel, who is at Lake Placid, N. Y.,

recuperating from a nervous breakdown, has
denied the charge and maintains it has its

basis in political rivalry. Williams also has
denied the charge. He resigned from the
board at a regular meeting last week without
assigning a specific reason.

First intimation of the events leading up to

the charges came out last January in an affida-

vit placed with the village council by Harry
Trautman, who had been elected to the village

board but was forced to resign when the

mayor called attention to the fact that Traut-
man was not a property owner of record in

the village.

Juror Demands Action
It is rumored that wives of certain public

officials mentioned something about the situa-

tion at a social function and were overheard.
District Attorney Lexow presented the Traut-
man affidavit to the March grand jury but

could not marshal sufficient evidence to sup-

port the charge and the matter was thrown out

at the time.

One of the March grand jurors was not

satisfied and wrote a letter to Supreme Court
Justice Bleakley, who presided at the June
term of court and asked that the case be
brought to the attention of the June grand
jury, which was done.
The report as handed up last week carried

the announcement that the grand jury would
reconvene July 24 to hear further evidence

from certain other officials.

Petit Jury to Get
Sunday Cases Next

(Special to the Herald-World)

STEUBENVILLE, OHIO, July 15.—The
Sunday show fight here apparently has been

halted for the present. George Dell and Wil-
liam Hendricks, exhibitors, were arrested when
they opened their houses on Sunday.
The grand jury failed to indict the exhibi-

tors after their first arrest, and a new proced-

ure is contemplated for future alleged viola-

tions. Under a new Ohio statute information
will be filed, and the guilty persons will be
taken directly before a petit jury, without
waiting for an indictment.

Sauce for Gander—

;

Sunday Shows Now OK
(Special to the Herald-World)

OWENSBORO, KY., July 15.—The prac-

tice of summoning managers and employes of

the Bleish and Empress theatres to city court

for violation of Sunday closing laws, carried

on for the last ten Sundays, is now a thing

of the past.

The order was given Chief Thornberry after

Mayor Meredith met with City Commissioners
Cline and Miller to discuss the question of
summoning everyone who works Sundays.
This did not meet with the favor of the Com-
missioners. As a compromise it was agreed
that the operators of the two houses would
not be molested in the future for Sunday
performances.

Church Drops Court

Fight on Sunday Shows
Amusements and concessions will be per-

mitted to operate in Jackson, Miss., regard-
less of the Sunday blue laws, and all efforts

to cut down Sabbath business will be made in

an educational campaign through the Sunday
schools. This decision was reached by the

Ministerial association after the Calvary Bap-
tist church protested against operation of golf

links, the city swimming pool and other

concessions.

Tallahassee Defeats
Sunday Shows by 20 Votes
By the meager margin of twenty votes,

citizens of Tallahassee, Fla., have voted that

the ordinance permitting no motion pictures

Sunday afternoons from 1 p. m. to 7. m. shall

remain a law. A total of 346 voted against
changing the present rule while 326 voted
for it.

Justice Department Weighs Appeal
Of Theatre Charging Film Shutout
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

MILWAUKEE, July 15.—Although the Wisconsin state department of markets
could £nd no evidence of unfair trade practices a few weeks ago in the case of the

New World theatre in Milwaukee versus the £lm exchanges there, operators of the

house have appealed their case to the federal department of justice.

Claiming they have been unable to secure £rst run products and that the ex-

changes have been asking exorbitant prices, higher than their competitors pay.

Dr. Joseph and Leo Atanasoff, operators, have closed the theatre.

Ben Koenig, secretary of the Film Board of Trade, states that other neighbor-

hood competitors of the New World have obtained £rst run shows because they

were the high bidders. He said the state department of markets recommended
that the Atanasoff brothers be given opportunity to procure three-sevenths of this

season's £rst run pictures and the competitors and exchanges agreed to this, but

the brothers turned down the proposition.

The Atanasoff brothers contemplate no further action until they hear from the

department of justice.
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Y^
NEW PRODUCT

This department does not attempt to predict the pubh'c's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter

THE DAWN PATROL
A MIGHTY AIR DRAMA. Produced

and distributed by First National. Di-
rector, Howard Hawks. Author, John
Monk Saunders. Adaptation and dialog
hy Hawks, Dan Totheroh and Seton Mil-
ler. With Richard Barthelmess, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., Neil Hamilton, fFilliam
Janney, James Finlayson, Clyde Cook,
Gardner James, Edmund Breon, Frank
McHugh. Jack Ackrovd and Harry Allen.
Release, August 10, 1930. Footage, 9,500

feet.

r IRST NATIONAL in "The Dawn Patrol" has
a picture about which, without immodesty, it

may boast. This story of the American air

forces during the war is doing a tremendous
business at the Winter Garden in New York,
and since its opening performance it has played
to standout crowds.

It is a story without a feminine player in the

cast and consequently without romance. Yet, it

carries through it the fine theme of brotherly
love.

Three members of the cast have won new
laurels in this dramatic and spectacular episode
of the war. Our hats off to Richard Barthel-

mess, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Neil Hamil-
ton, with the latter given an opportunity for

his finest portrayal since "Beau Geste." Gard-
ner James, too, is excellent as the fear stricken
kid aviator who finally meets death as a man.
No one has slipped a peg in the production

of this attraction. The director, the camera-
man, the stunt fliers—all have combined with
the cast to make a picture that will be
outstanding.

Despite the absence of feminine players it is

as much a woman's picture as it is a man's. In
dealing with a different phase of fighting it

creates sympathy and therefore feminine appeal.

The air fighting is spectacular and thrill-

ing. These scenes represent a technical
accomplishment.
More power to the author and First National,

especially to First National. The author has
written a story with an unhappy ending, and
the producer has courageously left that denoue-
ment. It is a beautiful piece of work.
Two of the most gripping sequences are the

flight, in defiance of orders, of Barthelmess and
Fairbanks over the German lines, and the solo
flight of Barthelmess during which he destroys
a munition dump, but is doomed never again
to reach the Allied sector.

It is the story of two pals in the air service,

and a squadron commander who looks upon
himself as an executioner because of his re-

sponsibility in sending inexperienced youths
into the air and over the German lines to death.

The introduction of this phase of war, the
sending of young men who know only the rudi-

ments of flying into the air to combat experi-
enced enemy fliers, introduces into the picture a

sympathetic strain that will visibly affect both
men and women.
No one will want to miss "The Dawn Pa-

trol."

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS, whose newest First

National picture, "The Dawn Patrol," is keepiig
the police on their toes to handle the Broadway
crowds.

"DANGEROUS NAN McGREW"
CLEVER BURLESQUE. Helen Kane,

Victor Moore, James Hall, Stuart Erwin,
Frank Morgan, Louise Closser Hale, Rob-
erta Robinson, Allen Forrest. Paramount
Puhlix Production. Director, Mai St.

Clair. Charles Beehan and Garrett Fort

story.

OT. CLAIR has turned this out as a clever

burlesque on the style of Northwest Mounted
stories once upon a time produced for the

screen. He has done it subtly, mind you, and
cleverly. The burlesque has not prevented the

picture from holding love interest, sense and

suspense.

It is filled with laughs, good acting and

pathos. The most burlesque character is the

menace.
Hall plays an unimportant role as a mountie.

He gets his man and also gets his girl. But the

girl he gets is not the star of the show. She

is an ingenue whose name I'm unfamiliar with.

Helen Kane's work as the leading woman is

at its best. She sings and works with good

results. Paramount can be proud of this fea-

ture. Helen Kane is proud of Miss Kane and

is expecting to do greater things with her.

—

Douglas Hodges, Hollywood.

ONCE A GENTLEMAN
ALWAYS ONE. A Sono ArtrWorld

Wide picture. Director, James Cruze.
Author, George F. Worts. Adaptator,
Walter Woods. Dialog by Maude Fulton.
With Edward Everett Horton, Lois Wil-
son, Francis X. Bushman, King Baggot,
Emerson Tracy, George Fawcett, Fred-
erick Sullivan, Gertrude Short, Estelle
Bradley, William J. Holmes, Cyril Chad-
wick, Evelyn Pierce, Drew Demurest, Wil-
liam O'Brien, Charles Coleman. Length,
1 hour, 15 minutes.

A,.PICTURE has been produced in which
every member of the cast has a part to which
he or she seems especially adapted. This pic-
ture is Sono Art's "Once a Gentleman."
Too, this entertaining picture has in its cast

veterans of the screen such as King Baggot,
Francis X. Bushman, George Fawcett and
others.

Lois Wilson has the most engaging and lov-
able part in which she has appeared in some
time.

Edward Everett Horton's work is supreme

—

far better than it was in the silent films. His
voice records excellently, and is outstanding
even among other fine voice recordings. He is

a true comedian in the dialog picture.
"Once a Gentleman" is further evidence that

every producer today is making great efforts to
give the screen the best product possible.
The story is very amusing. It concerns a

valet who is provided with the cash and ward-
robe by his employer to take a real vacation
and for once be a gentleman.
For one month he lives among the elite in

New York and is accepted by them as a close
friend of a wealthy member of the Gotham
club. The embarrassing situations in which he
finds himself provide comedy episodes which
arouse constant laughter.
You can have real fun in watching "Once a

Gentleman."

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.
* * A

SWEET MAMMA
—AND SOME RACKETEERS. Pro-

duced and distributed by First National.
Director, Edward Cline. Screen version
and dialog by Earl Baldwin. Edited hy
Ed Schroeder. Photographer, Sid Hickox.
With Alice White. David Manners, Ken-
neth Thomson, Rita Flynn, Lee Moran,
Richard Cramer, Robert Elliott. Release,
July 6. 1930. Footage, 5,012 feet.

r IRST NATIONAL has given "Sweet Mamma"
sumptuous backgrounds, but in the main it

fails to click as it should, especially when one
considers that it was made under the direction
of Eddie Cline.

It may be that it follows too closely upon
other pictures depicting racketeer and gang
life; or, it may be that Alice White is not
sufficient to carry a story of this type.

Fortunately, Miss White has been given ex-

cellent support. Thomson does well by his

role of the suave racketeer who rules his

wm mn
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henchmen with an iron hand. Moran can al-
ways be relied upon. Manners is a likable
young fellow and as a new leading man shows
great promise.

Thomson has one of the finest voices yet
heard on the talking screen.

Joe Palmer rules racketeerland. Not until
he becomes infatuated with Goldie, the girl
friend of one of his gang and member of a
burlesque troupe, is his power weakened.

In order to win immunity for her boy friend,
Jimmy, the girl promises the police she will
take a job in the floor show of Palmer's cabaret
as a means toward exposing the gang.

She tips off a proposed bank robbery, but
when Jimmy realizes the dangerous position in
which she has placed herself, he informs
Palmer that he has double-crossed him.
The gang prepares to take the young man

for the usual "ride," but quick work by the
girl and police save him, and Palmer goes the
\vay of all gangsters.

Catchy music and dancing liven the attrac-
tion.—Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

* * *

ANYBODY'S WAR
EVERYBODY'S PICTURE! Produced

and distributed by Paramount. Directed
by Richard Wallace. Screen play by
Lloyd Corrigan. Adapted by Hector
Turnbull from the novel. "The Two
Black Crows in the A. E. F." by Charles
E. Mack of Moran and Mack. Added dia-
log by Walter Weems. With Moran and
Mack, Joan Peers, Neil Hamilton, Weaker
McGrail, Walter Weems and Betty War-
rington.

TJ- HE Two Black Crows take a hand in "Any-
body's War" armed with new gags, new situa-
tions, but the old, old laughs, the same old
laughs that followed them through vaudeville
and Broadway revues. I think this is a much
better picture than their last one, probably be-
cause the last one contained much of their too-
well-known routine.

There's a love story running through this pic-
lure. Not one to be taken too seriously, but
just enough to give you a breathing spell be-
tween laughs. And you'll need a breathing
spell. For the tall, lazy, shuffling Mack can
double up an audience with a gesture of the
hand.

He's Amos Crow, dog-catcher (official) of a
small Southern village. His shack is overrun
with mongrels whom he has caught but is too
soft-hearted to put to death. His personal and
pet hound. Deep Stuff, is his constant com-
panion and friend. So is Willie Crow, his co-
philosopher and crap-shooting buddy.

_
Lured by the tales of an easy and prosperous

life pictured to them by Recruiting Sergeant
Skip, they join the army and are sent abroad.
They take a personal interest in the love affair
of their white friends, Mary and Ted. Mary
has promised to wed Captain Davis who is

really a German spy. But let's forget the love
story. It's trite and unimportant.

The two Crows get into a crap game aboard
ship. An M. P. breaks up the game. In the
excitement, Amos swallows the dice. But they
continue the game with the aid of a fluoroscope
which clearly reveals the dice at the bottom of
Amos's stomach. Amos is able to manipulate
the dice by coughing.

Over in France Amos does his best to avoid
work and keep out of danger. But when his
dog. Deep Stuff, crosses over to the enemy
trench, he draws his bayonet and goes after him.
He saves the dog, and incidentally, sends back
plans of a surprise attack. Bedecked with
medals, the two Crows return home and are
welcomed by a brass band and hundreds of
stray dogs.

Mack's performance is really the only one of
importance. And he makes of it a thing of
laughter, excitement and even pathos. The di-

rection is splendid. It's a grand picture.

—

Harry Tugend, New York City.

A MAN FROM WYOMING
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT. Produced

and distributed by Paramount. Director,
Rowland V. Lee. Authors, Joseph Mori-
cure March and Lew Lipton. Screen play
and dialog by John V. A. Weaver and
Albert Shelby LeVino. Photographer,
Harry Fischbeck. With Gary Cooper,
June Collyer, Regis Toomey, Morgan
Farley, E. H. Calvert, Mary Foy, Emil
Chautard, Ed Deering, William B. David-
son, Ben Hall. Release, July 12, 1930.
Footage, 5,989 feet.

P
-"- ARAMOUNT has a neat picture in "A Man
from Wyoming." The title is a misnomer, how-
ever. One might expect to see a socalled West-
ern or outdoor film unreeled, but instead it is
a picture with a background of war in which
lovely June CoUyer and Gary Cooper find
romance.
The inconsistencies of the story and action

are in no way objectionable, for it is through
them that the humor of the piece is built. On
the shoulders of Regis Toomey falls the burden
of the comedy situations, and he has done well.
Weaver, with LeVino, has provided good dia-

log, although it is not the type of story that
Weaver does best.

"A Man from Wyoming" tells of two bridge
engineers who join the army when America
enters the war, one to become a captain in the
engineering corps, and his pal a lieutenant.
Near the front the hardboiled captain meets

a society girl who has gone AWOL from an
ambulance corps to find excitement at the front.
Disregarding army regulations the two are mar-
ried. The captain is ordered to the front and
is reported "killed in action."

The girl, courtmartialed, is sent to Nice.
Heartbroken at the news that her husband had
been killed, and to drown her sorrow, she gives

say parties at her father's villa near Nice.
To the hospital at Nice comes her husband

who liad been only wounded. He learns of the
parties given by his wife and misconstrues the
purpose of them. They quarrel and he returns
to the front before fully recuperating. The
armistice again brings them together, and they
decide to return to Wyoming to live happily
ever after.—Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

* * *

ON THE LEVEL
AND HE WAS. Produced and dis-

tributed by Fox Film Corporation. Di-
rector, Irving Cummings. Author, Wil-
liam K. Wells. Adaptor, Dudley Nichols.
Dialog by Andrew Bennison and Wells.
Editor, Al DeGaetno. Photographers, L.

W. O'Connell and Dave Ragin. With Vic-

tor McLaglen, Fifi Dorsay, William Har-
riman, Lilyan Tashman, Arthur Stone,

Leila Mclntyre, Mary McAlister, Ben
Hewlett, Harry Tenbrook, R. O. Pennell.

TA HIS is only a personal viewpoint, but in

"On the Level" Victor McLaglen appealed to

nie more than in any of his previous attractions.

There is something so human about the man
that whatever the picture may be is of little

consequence.
But McLaglen is not the lone ace in this pic-

ture. He has with him Lilyan Tashman, who
can hold her own in any cast, be her role that

of the vampire, which is never a pleasant one
unless handled as Miss Tashman handles it.

These two, with Fifi Dorsay, make a picture

tliMt offers good entertainment and fun.

McLaglen, whose business is steel riveting

and not real estate, becomes involved, unwit-

tingly, with a conniving outfit. He is induced

to interest steel workers in a plot of ground

which, supposedly, is to be sold for home sites.

After collecting a few thousand dollars of

his co-workers' money, the deal is exposed and

McLaglen is scheduled to be lynched. Only

the timely arrival of a sweetheart he had "left

behind" saves him.
However, McLaglen is "on the level." He

apprehends the gang of crooks and the money
if returned to the riveters with whom lie works.

-Jay M. Shrnck, Nctv York City.

LAWFUL LARCENY
LOVE LOOTING LADIES! Produced

and distributed by Radio Pictures. From
the stage play by Samuel Shipman. Di-
rected by Lowell Sherman. Adaptation
and dialog by Jane Murfin. Produced by
William LeBaron. Photographed by Roy
Hunt. With Bebe Daniels, Kenneth Thom-
son, Lowell Sherman, Olive Tell, Purnell
B. Pratt, Lou Payne, Bert Roach, Maude
Turner Gordon, Helene Millard and
Charles Coleman. Released August 17.

L,' /AWFUL LARCENY" is an apt title for
this picture, not only because it deals with a
story of heart-thievery, a not yet unlawful of-

fense, but also because Lowell Sherman, in a

supposedly minor role, lawfully pilfers all the
honors. It is true that he directed the picture.
All the more honor to him, for he has not
fattened his own part unethically. It's not
what he says or does but his manner of saying
and doing. His quizzical lifting of an eyebrow
can be more expressive than the histrionic

declamation of many screen actors. He is con-

sistently a performer of quality.

Bebe Daniels is good. She might have been
much better if the story were kept within a

lighter vein for she is best in its droU moments.
In fact, the whole play suffers from the too
oft-recurring theatrical tirades against the vam-
pire and the overly sad plight of the "fool

there was."

The tale is not very convincing. Vivian Hep-
burn is the rag and the bone, etc., who breaks
up the happy marriage of Marion and Andrew
Dorsey and wins all of Andrew's money. Marion
secures employment as Vivian's secretary.

Vivian really loves the suave Guy Tarlow.
Marion gives her a taste of her own medicine
by vamping Guy herself. Not only that but
she steals Vivian's ill-gotten gains and proves
that Vivian has been crooked in her gambling.
The story ends with Marion agreeing to remain
as Andrew's platonic boarder. But the twinkle

in her eye encourages us to have our doubts.

Kenneth Thomson as Andrew, the husband
and victim, is his usual likable and clean-cut

self. His splendid voice and diction are used
to good advantage. The picture is excellent

entertainment when Sherman is on the scene,

which is quite often.

—

Harry Tugend, New
York City.

THE UNHOLY THREE
THE VOICES OF CHANEY. Produced

and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Directed by Jack Conway. Based on the

novel by C. A. Robbins. With Lon
Chaney, Lila Lee, Elliott Nugent, Harry
Earles and Ivan Linow. Released July 5.

L.ON CHANEY talks. And in "The Unholy
Three" he proves that he is even better heard
than only seen. He handles a very difficult role

with the same smoothness and assurance that

made his silent screen performances a byword
in motion picture characterizations. Giving him
voice will greatly enhance his established repu-

tation as a masterful and finished actor.

The new version of "The Unholy Three" sur-

passes its silent original. Its humor is more
effective, its situations more dramatic and its

development and climax more exciting. Direc-

tor Jack Conway succeeds in building up melo-

dramatic suspense that holds the audience

breathless at times.

There is a very thrilling sequence in which a

mad ape pursues and kills Hercules, who al-

ways has been teasing him.

The performances of the entire cast are ex-

cellent. Harry Earles, the midget, prattles his

baby-talk in a most mirth-provoking manner.

At times his German accent is a bit hard to

catch. Linow acts the Hercules that he is and

Lila Lee gives a convincing, capable perform-

ance as the pickpocket confederate. — Harry
Tugend. Neiv York City.
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for Paramount this week when he shot final

scenes on "The Little Cafe." Maurice Chevalier
starred.

More Pantomime With Less
Talk for Universal Films

DeMille Will Do "Squaw Man"—Vanity Series, First of Educa-

tional-Christie Group, Is in Production

—

Harry Langdon at Universal

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, July 15.

—
"It is my opinion that in the future we should

develop as much of the drama as possible in pantomime and use dialog and
sound to give emphasis to the highlights of the film rather than make scenes

one continuous barrage of talk or music," Carl Laemmle, Jr., believes.

It is with this thought in mind that all

forthcoming pictures from Universal will have
an editorial writer to check scripts for super-
fluous dialog as a newspaper editor corrects
reportorial stories.

Laemmle also believes that a new tempo in

dramatic action and comedy will be conceived
when producers master spacing and dove-tail-
ing pantomimic action with vocal action.

Vanity Series Start

Educational-Christie started their first Van-
ity comedy this week with Nat Ross directing,
"Freshman's Goat." Cast consists of Marian
Shockley, Ray Cooke, Iris Adrian, Churchill
Ross and Eddie Barry. Christie has signed
the team. Buster and John West for other
comedies soon to start.

Revive "Squaw Man"
Cecil B. DeMille will direct a talking picture

version of "The Squaw Man" for M G M.
Josephine Lovett is writing the screen play.

A

Langdon Kept Busy
Harry Langdon moves to Universal this

week for the lead in "See America Thirst."
Slim Summerville plays opposite him. James
Craft will direct. Al DeMond supervises.

A

Gruhh Alexander
Text books designed to teach scenario writ-

ing are of no value to the student according
to J. Grubb Alexander, scenarist. "People
ambitious to write should study the construc-
tion of the better pictures and use them as
their models," he contends.

A

Wallace and Chatterton
Richard Wallace will direct Ruth Chatterton

in her next Paramount film, "Right to Love."
It will be his first effort since his recent return
from a trip around the world.

A

Billy Bakewell Signs
William Bakewell has signed for the juvenile

lead in "The Eat Whispers," Roland West's
production for United Artists. Bakewell re-
cently completed a role in the German vertion
of "All Quiet" for Universal.

A

John Stahl Directing

John Stahl began "Lady Surrenders" based
on John Erskine's novel, "Sincerity," at Uni-
versal. Conrad Nagel, Rose Hobart, Gene-
vieve Tobin and Edgar Norton are principals
in the cast.

A

Berger Finishes "Little Cafe"
Ludwig Berger completed his fourth film

Motley Flint Killed by
Former Realty Dealer;
Says He Ruined Him

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Motley H.

Flint, prominent Losi Angeles financier,

was shot dead yesterday morning as he
stepped from the witness stand after testi-

fying in the suit of David Selznick against
the Los Angeles First National bank for
the return of collateral. The slayer,

George D. Keaton, former real estate man,
immediately surrendered, saying Flint had
ruined him when First National bank stock
went down a hundred points, wiping out
his four thousand shares. Flint had a long
financial connection with pictures, looming
large in the structure of former Associated
Producers and Selznick Pictures. He was
back of Warners three years ago and fig-

ured in the sensational rise of their stock.

Olsen and Johnson Return
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Olsen and
Johnson returned yesterday for further
features for Warners.

And Clarence Brown
Is Electrical Engineer!

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN BERNARDINO, July 15.—
During a preview of M G M's "Ro-
mance" here the reproducing appara-
tus ceased functioning and was out
one reeL Clarence Brown, the direc-
tor, approached the technician in

charge and asked the trouble. He
assailed Brown with a voluble expla-
nation involving logarithms, obscure
electrical formulas, and whatnot.
Brown listened politely until the tor-

rent ceased, then, suppressing a smile,

thanked him and walked away.
The technician blushed profusely

when later informed by the assistant

director that Brown is a graduate
electrical engineer, having matricu-
lated in one of the best technical col-

leges in America.

Fox Appoints Dan Clark,
Cameraman, a Director;

Has Shot 76 Productions
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—After 12 years

with Fox as a cameraman, Dan Clark has been
made a director. He recently completed
photographing his
76th production for
this company in the

George O'Brien film,

"Last of the
Duanes," under Al
Werker's direction.

Clark's first direc-

torial eff'ort will be
"Wyoming Wonder,"
from the Max Brand
novel, "Alcatraz." The
cast for the film has
not been selected but
it is known that Rex,
screen horse, will have
a prominent role. Dan Clark

During Clark's 12

years with Fox he has photographed 64 pic-

tures starring Tom Mix, which gives him an
intimate knowledge of Western backgrounds.

Harry Rapf Signs New
Contract with MGM
At Reported Increase

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Harry Rapf has
signed a new five-year contract with MGM
at a reported increase in remuneration. The
closing follows several weeks of negotiation.

Rapf is understood to have received a flat-

tering offer from another firm to assume charge
of production. Rapf has supervised some of
M G M's biggest successes during the past

year, particularly the 1929 revue, which he is

said to have conceived and executed in the

face of protest from his associates.

Alien Production Leads
Fox to Enlarge Script

Dept.; Staff Now Has 35
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15 —Fox, now employ-
ing 35 scenario writers, is planning an even
larger department due to needs said to be
resulting from the establishment of a big
foreign picture department headed by John
Stone.

Amos 'n' Andy on Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Amos 'n'

Andy, the noted radio team, arrived today
to start work on their production for
Radio Pictures for next season. The ten-
tative title is "Check an' Double Check."

Johnston Succeeds St, John
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July IS.—Ivan St. John
has resigned as publicity director of Uni-
versal and has been replaced by John Le-
Roy Johnston.
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$1,000 a Head Asked
For Child Actors, Is Plaint

(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, July 15.—Children are
worth $750 to $1,000 for their serv-
ices on the screen, latest quotations
here reveal. The Society for the
Protection of Children Against
Abuse has just made this startling
discovery, which leads to the belief
that Chinese parents who sold their
offspring for morsels of food weren't
so oldfashioned after all. Officers of
the society state that poverty-
stricken fathers and mothers have
come to them offering to sell their
children for screen roles when they
heard the rumor that a £lm company
wanted pretty, gifted children and
would pay 3,000 to 4.000 marks
apiece.

Weinberg Will Write
Story of the Screen

(Special to the Heraid-World)

BALTIMORE, July 15.—Herman G. Wein-
berg, manager of the Little theatre, which is

closed for the summer, has gone to Long
Island where he will gather material for an
aesthetic history of the film industry. He
plans to make the story book length.

Weinberg's novelty film, "A City Sym-
phony," was recently shown at the Little in

Philadelphia. He is also at work on a new
Hungarian Rhapsody for orchestra rendition.

Although only 22 years old, Weinberg is

proficient on the piano and violin. He speaks
English, German, French, Yiddish and some
Russian.

Church Asks Houses Close
During Infantile Paralysis

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—A resolution con-
cerning the reported infantile paralysis spread
was passed here this week in the Mt. Holly-
wood Congregational Church. It read as fol-

lows:
"Inasmuch as our church is cooperating with

the Los Angeles Board of Health by closing

our church school to children under the age of
15 during the campaign against the disease, we
request that newspapers inquire into the reason
why motion picture houses have not cooper-
ated in the same way."

Liberty to Launch Work
On Two Features Soon

(Special to the Herald-World)

_
HOLLYWOOD, July IS.—Liberty Produc-

tions will launch filming on two features

within the next 30 days at Metropolitan. Casts

and directors will be announced shortly.

Liberty has a program of 20 feature length

films for the coming year.

Tay Garnett on Way to

Cuba for Added Scenes
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Tay Garnett left

on Sunday morning for Havana, Cuba, for

two weeks to get additional shots for "Her
Man," his latest Pathe picture.

Higgin and Buskingham
Now on "Painted Desere'

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Howard Higgin
is preparing to direct "Painted Desert" for
Pathe and Tom Buskingham is writing the

scenario and dialog.

Vitaphone Preparing to Make
Varieties in Several Tongues

Paramount and Warner Brothers Increase Production of Shorts

At Eastern Studios—Feature Output Continues at

Lasky Long Island Plant
By HARRY TUGEND

NEW YORK, July 15.—Both the Paramount and Vitaphone Studios have
increased their shorts production. Warner Brothers is novi^ turning out six

shorts weekly and Paramount three one reelers and one two reeler. The
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio also is taking on an international air.

To fill the heavy demand for native tongue the revue will be made in the other two
entertainment in Europe and Latin America,
Sam Sax, production manager, will turn out
Varieties in several languages. Each version
will be done as a separate subject and where
necessary with a native director and separate
cast. The initial effort is in Spanish in a
short titled "Where There's a Will." Roy
Mack and a Spanish assistant are directing.
The famous Willard Robison orchestra and

Hall_ Johnson singers have joined their vocal
and instrumental forces in a Vitaphone musical
short directed by Roy Mack.

languages in which "Monsieur le Fox" was
produced, French and Italian. If it is, the
same method will be used, rather than the
simple translations of dialog which filled the

bill with the former production.

Morris Campbell in 2 Reeler
Out of the Palace theatre, Mecca of all

vaudeville, come Joe Morris and Flo Campbell
to make a Vitaphone two reeler, "His Public."
Florence Talbot and Larry Jason are also in

the cast of this short which is directed by
Harold Beaudine.
"Laughter" is still in its production stage

at the Paramount Studio, with Nancy Carroll
doing most of the provoking. Sarah Edwards,
the mother in "Glorifying the American Girl,"

has been added to the cast.

Scheduled for August Start

George Cukor and Cyril Gardner will leave
Hollywood in time to co-direct "The Royal
Family" at the New York studio. The filming

of the stage success is scheduled to begin early
in August, with Frederic March and Ina Claire

heading the cast.

Tests of candidates for the leading role in

"Skippy" are being made both here and in

Holljrwood. Victor Schertzinger has been
chosen to direct the picturization of Percy
Crosby's popular novel and well known comic
strip figure. Bertram Harrison, Broadway
stage director, will assist Schertzinger and act

as dialog director.

Ed Wynn, who will soon start work in his

starring picture, "Manhattan Mary," is a daily

visitor at the studio preparing for the actual

filming which will start in a few weeks.

Raphaelson Reconstructs
Banned "Command to

Love" in Just 10 Days
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Universal tried

six different writers on the adaptation of the

banned play, "Command to Love" without find-

ing one that could get the story past the Hays
office, it is learned.

Samson Raphaelson tried his hand at the

story, renamed it "Boudoir Diplomat" and it

was accepted by the producers' association.

Raphaelson completed it in ten days, it is said.

Saloman Superintendent
Of Three Warner Plants

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—William Koenig,
general manager of Warner Brothers studios,

has just announced the promotion of A. M.
Saloman, who has been with the company for

12 years, to the post of studio superintendent
of the Warner Brothers, First National and
Vitagraph plants.

M G M to Use Special

Scenes to Fit Foreign
Taste in Alien Version

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—In filming the

Spanish and German versions of "The March
of Time," its 1930 revue, M G M will use only

the music of the English version. M G M
finds that a translation of an American sketch

into a foreign language will not go over be-

cause of the foreigner's different conception

of humor. The same is true of the thought

behind the lyrics of humorous songs, it is

believed.

Consequently, Harry Rapf, in charge of the

production, has engaged several Spanish and
German sketch writers, well knovvn in their

respective countries, to prepare special sketches

and lyrics to be substituted for the same spots

in the American version. Some of these are

adaptations of sketches already in use in Latin

America and Middle Europe, and others are

original.

Rapf has not yet decided whether or not

Frank Reicher Re-Signed
To Direct MGM Dialog

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Frank Reicher
has renewed his contract with M G M as direc-

tor of dialog.

He is completing his work as an actor in

"Jenny Lind," after which he and Sidney
Franklin will co-direct a German version of
"Anna Christie."

Milder Visits Midwest
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 15.—A trip of three
weeks duration which will take him to the De-
troit, Chicago, Cleveland, Milwaukee and Min-
neapolis exchanges, has just been started by
Max Milder, Central sales manager for War-
ner Brothers.

Phillips Wins Warner Golf
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Eddie Phillips,

featured in "Dancing Sweeties," won first

place in a golf tournament of 124 Hollywood
studio employes of Warner Brothers and First

National. J. L. Warner, vice president in

charge of production, presented the prize.

Shapiro Back in L, A.
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Victor Shapiro
returned today from New York.
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Mr. Ernie Rovelstad,

Ouigley Publishing Co.,

401 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Ernie :

Help, help, Ernie, the whole studio is crazy. If you only knew what's hap-
pened these last two days. President Silvers called a conference of the executives

to discuss Sam Gooble. I told you that was going to happen.

Everybody got up and made speeches how Sam was breaking down the morale

of the studio by playing handball against the "Puppets of Passion" set. I didn't

know that. Imagine, he stopped a whole production because he thought the set

made a good handball court. Then they complained about how "Water Wings"
already cost the company almost $100,000 and they haven't even got a story yet,

and what kind of a supervisor would allow that?

The biggest argument they had was that Sam had stopped the whole studio

from working by digging up the lot. You remember Sam had the submarines
built in the Construction Department instead of near the water and then he had
to build a whole mile lake right at the Acme Studios.

Well, it certainly looked like curtains for Sam. Director LeRoodle got up and
said, "I can see why we should make some concession to Mr. Gooble in the matter
of temperament and expense but when he sets fifty steam shovels to digging up
our entire studio I believe he is doing something beyond our means." Everybody
said, "That's right, that's right." Boy, it looked bad for Sam.

"And further," said LeRoodle, "it is about time we saw some return for our
money. We have invested $100,000 in Gooble and we should have made some
sort of profit on this large expenditure." Everybody was saying "Aye, aye."

Then President Silvers got up and cleared his throat and said, "Boys, it seems
you are right—" And just then the door bust open and a feller came in scream-
ing, "Oil, we've struck oil on the Gooble set."

W^hat more can I say, Ernie, than that last night Silvers gave a banquet to Sam
and there was all kinds of speeches about how Sam had brought more money to

the company by his maneuvering than any other director and all such nonsense.

What's the matter with those people? Just because one of the steam shovels

struck oil while digging out a lake for the submarines, does that make Gooble a

good movie director?

You can search me, all I know is I am too disgusted for words. Last night

after the banquet Sam came into our room and said he was a great guy and I

punched him in the eye, like I should have done long ago. I quit.

Respectably,

NORMAN KRASNA.

Gumbin, Official of New
Liberty Firm, on Coast;
Brandies Now Total 10

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Herman Gumbin,

Chicago business man, who has become asso-
ciated with the newly formed Liberty Produc-
tions, Inc., headed by M. H. Hoffman, has
arrived here to aid in the direction of the
company. Gumbin is treasurer of the corpora-
tion. He is said to be only 32 years old.

Liberty Productions, which was organized
only about four or five weeks ago, already
has announced the opening of ten exchanges
and expects to have a total of 25 branches in

a short time.

Jesse Lasfzy, Jr., in P F L
Foreign Production Unit

(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Jesse Lasky, Jr.,

arrived here this week from Europe to join

the foreign production department at Para-
mount. He will act as aid to Geoffrey
Shurlock.

Callaghan Returns West
(Special to the Ilerald-lVorld)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Andrew J. Cal-
laghan, business manager of Technicolor's
California division, has returned here follow-
ing conferences with Dr. PIcrbert T. Kalmus,
president, in Boston and New York.

Option on Darryl Zanuck.
Is Tafzen Up Before Due

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Warner Brothers
has exercised, six months in advance, an option
clause due next January in the contract of
Darryl F. Zanuck, general manager of produc-
tion at its Sunset Boulevard studio.

Gores Selling Midget Auto
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—The Gore Broth-
ers, coast exhibitors, are backing the distribu-

tion of a new type automobile in this territory.

Hollywood
Tunes

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Jack Demp-

sey returns to the stage this week in a
short three-act play, "Big Bout," at the
Strand in Long Beach.

* * *

Erno Rapee is using a different orches-
tra for each of the pictures he is scoring
for First National.

* * *

With the exception of "You Took Ad-
vantage of Me," retained from the original

stage play, "Present Arms," the song line-

up for R K O's "Leathernecking" is orig-

inal compositions by Sidney Clare and Os-
car Levant.

Evelyn Laye, English musical comedy
star, is here for the starring role in Sam
Goldwyn's "Lilli." She brought Frederick
Lonsdale's script for Ronald Colman's new
film.

Eddie Quillan's pointers on how to write
a popular theme song: "First, avoid orig-

inality whenever possible.

"Don't read the scenario until after you
write the song. It may cramp your style."

Or so it themes, he concludes.
* * *

Pat J. Flaherty has returned to his New
York office of the Red Star Music Com-
pany after a profitable trip to Hollywood.

* * *

The biggest ceremony in a popular m. c.'s

life is the one that the preacher performs,
according to Al Vaeth, m. c. at the Venice
Ship cafe. Vaeth married June Lee, act-

ress, this week at the beach night club.
* * *

Al Boasberg, credited with being the first

man to buy a two-pants suit only to burn a
hole in the coat, has a new M G M contract.

* * *

"Strangers May Kiss" has been purchased
by M G M as a sequel to "The Divorcee." It

is by Ursula Parrot and will be issued in

August by Cape and Smith.
* * *

The "Buddy" has been officially dropped by
Paramount from Charles Buddy Rogers' name.

HACKER.

Radio's "Dixiana" Will
Play Los Angeles July 23

(Special to the Herald-World)
LOS ANGELES, July 15.—"Dixiana," Ra-

dio Pictures musical romance of old New
Orleans with Bebe Daniels and Everett
Marshall in the stellar roles, opens at the Or-
pheum theatre here July 23, at a top scale

of $5.

U A Offers Bebe Daniels
$25,000 for Her Contract
In Doug Fairbanks Film

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, Tulv 15.—United Art-

ists has offered Bebe Daniels $25,000 for
release from contract to play opposite
Douglas Fairbanks in his first to be pro-
duced by them, "Reaching for the Moon."
Joan Bennett is slated to replace Daniels,
who was to get $60,000.

W B Gets Beverly Permit
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Warner Brothers
has made application for a permit to build a
1,890 seat theatre in Beverly Hills. It will be a
four-storv building.

«**«l MH
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SOUND REPRODUCTION

F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
BLUEBOOK SCHOOL QUESTION NO. 59.—What will happen if a battery be charged too

fast? How is the correct rate for charging ascertained? Exactly what is "electrolyte" ? What
is the effect of a greater number of plates and greater amount of electrolyte?

MY VISITS IN UTICA AND BUFFALO
UTICA, N. Y.

BEFORE going into Utica, let me deal with
something I overlooked back in Schenec-
tady town. I am sure Schenectady won't

mind, for it could not be mixed up with a
better city than the one I am looking out
over from the hotel window right now—and
that is Utica.

While in Schenectady, Friend Daughter and
I visited the R K O Proctors theatre, where
we were able to give the doorman the ha-ha
through the courtesy of its management. The
projection work was excellent, except that
there was some lack of care in the threading
of the projectors. The film was all of the
sound-on-film variety and two short subjects
were slightly out of synchronism—just about
as much as one or two sprocket holes of
wrong distance between the picture aperture
and the sound gate. Sorry, gentlemen, but
those are the facts, and that's that ! I also

think that a very much better result would be
had if that great big picture were reduced in

size.

Here in Utica we found the men had ar-

ranged very comfortable quarters in a most
excellent hotel, where Business Agent G. H.
Humphrey presently appeared with the glad-
hand of welcome and a smile 18 inches wide.

I have addressed the Utica men several
times and want to compliment the local upon
its readiness to welcome anything which seems
to offer benefit to its members, or to advance
them in knowledge concerning their work.
(Business Agent Humphrey, who is present
as I dictate this article, just broke in to say,

"Eleven years ago, in 1919, I believe it was,
to be exact, you came into this town to ad-
dress us for the first time. We parked you in

this same hotel, in the English room of which
you addressed the theatre managers and pro-
jectionists. That visit gave a greater impetus
to the acquiring of technical knowledge along
projection lines than anything that has ever
happened in Utica.")

I had not intended visiting any theatres in

Utica, but when Chief Projectionist John
Aliller of the Warner-Stanley theatre showed
up bearing an invitation to visit that house
and with a look in his eye which said, "I dare
}'ou to decline !"—well, I went and am darned
glad I did, for the Warner-Stanley is not only
a beautiful 3,500-seat house but is just as well

managed as it is beautiful. I only state a fact

when I say its sound and its pictures are

excellent. The sound distribution is remark-
ably good, considering the width of the

auditorium.
Its projection room also pleased me im-

mensely. It was as clean as a new pin ! The
equipment is Simplex and W E. At one end is

a large motor generator room in which are

two 250-ampere Westinghouse motor gen-

erators, both working perfectly.

The projection staff is composed of John
Miller, chief; Oscar Anden, second man; and
Ben Marmelstein and George Miller, besides

S M P E Bulletin No. 6
T N keeping with my promise, I advise

-*- you that the June issue of the Journal
of the Society of Motion Picture Engi-
neers has but one article I would regard
as of any particular interest to theatre

men; namely, "Loudspeakers and Theatre
Sound Reproduction,'' by Louis Malter.

There is another article of minor interest

to projectionist'^., ''Apparatus Developed
to Simplify Manufacture of Lens Wheels
for Continuous Projectors.'' There are of
course other excellent articles but they
would have no lalu^. to projectionists, ex-

hibitors or theatre managers. The journal

subscription price is $12 per year, single

copies $1.50. (I believe I once told you
$11.00 per year and $1.20 per copy. If I

did that was an error.) The Journal is

published monthly.

two apprentices, H. Terrill and W. P. Cornett.

The room has a separate and adequate ven-
tilation plant. The Warner-Stanley is managed
by John R. Allen, with whom I had a pleasant

chat. He expressed himself in unmistakable
terms as appreciating high class projection

work and expressed full confidence in the

ability of his projection staff, with whom he

assured me he seldom interfered.

The meeting was in the Warner-Stanley.
All members of the Utica local, of course,

were present, plus the following representa-

tives from other cities

:

C. Brdnkessel, president of local 253,

Rochester, N. Y. ; B. Dawes, president of local

336, Syracuse, N. Y. ; and B. Gushing, Jack
Seely, H. W. Kelly, R. Rowe, E. Cumings,
C. Linstruth, G. Rafflaub and Paul Henry, all

of Syracuse (where there has been a strike in

progress for a long while, so that the men did

not feel able to stage a meeting in their own
city) ; L. Taft, Ilion, N. Y. ; W. Williams,

H. Burley, L. Tracy, and M. Ten (all of the

names I was able to make out), all of Rome,
N. Y.
The lecture had to be somewhat curtailed, as

the local had staged a dinner in honor of my
visit and in celebration of the opening of club

rooms that the local has established. The din-

ner was enjoyed thoroughly, even to the large,

tall glasses from which great clouds of foam
were blown before absorbing the delightful

contents. The same may have been lemonade,

but it didn't taste like it. My compliments

to the men of Utica, and to those others who
were enterprising enough to attend the meet-

ing.
^ ^ ^

BUFFALO, N. Y.

TN Buffalo we found the hand of friendship
-* and cooperation extended in the persons of

Ben Tinzel, president; Alec Cohen, secretary;

and A. F. Ryde, busuiess representative, oi

local 233. The city of Buffalo has 53 theatres.

The local has 108 members. Some of the large

downtown theatres use seven on the projec-

tion staffs, that number decreasing with the

size and class of the theatre until in some of

the small outlying theatres there is but one

man. In company with Brother Cohen I

visited two Buffalo theatres.

The first was the Great Lakes theatre, now
operated by Loew, with Albert Kaufrnan as

mianaging director and Edward McBride as

house manager. The projection room of the

Great Lakes somehow impressed me just a

little better than any I have ever looked at,

and you all know I have looked at plenty. I

can't tell you exactly why—it was a combina-
tion of its size, its equipment arrangement, its

orderliness and its cleanliness. As I looked

about I could not but be impressed by the vast

difference between it and the projection rooms
of other days. There are three Simplex pro-

jectors (two of them equipped for sound),

two Brenkerts spots, one H. I. Flood, one
Brenograph and one dissolving stero. The
sound is W E.

The decorations of the room are in dark
colors and the lighting is excellent. The bat-

tery room is above the projection room, while

the rheostat room is below. There are three

currents, 220-volt, 3-wire, D.C. and 25-cycle

A.C. and 60-cycle A.C.

The projection room is 49 feet long, 14 feet

from front to back and has an 18-foot ceiling.

The theatre seats 3,8(X). It is a beautiful

house. The sound and the picture are both

excellent. The projection staff consists of

M. Ostrowski, John Walsh, George Austin,

Leo McGuire, Hector Stewart, George Rettke

and David Hunter.
Next we visited Shea's Buffalo theatre,

which also is a beautiful 3,800-seat house. I

met and thoroughly enjoyed a long talk with

its general manager, Vincent McFall. Also

John Carr, manager of Shea's Century theatre,

was present. I enjoyed my talk with them.

The sound distribution in this theatre was
excellent, as also was its quality. The picture

was good and of correct size. The projection

room was excellent and gave evidence of being

in charge of men who both know their busi-

ness and attend to it. It has three sound-
equipped Simplex projectors, two Brenkert
7's, two Brenkert spots, an H.I. flood and a

dissolving stereopticon.

The plant is in charge of Chief Projection-

ist Jack Sawyer, who also has charge of all

of the nine Shea theatre projection plants in

and about Buffalo. The projection crew con-

sists of Paul Graf, Cecil Franklin, Sherrnan
Amick, Jacob Schreiber, George O'Brien,

Thomas Sacher, and Ton}' Christiano.

In the afternoon the entertainment commit-
tee took Friend Daughter and me over into

Canada to dinner. And now I am going to

(Continued on page 41, column 1)
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The Optical System of the Television Projector
By F. H. Richardson

IMA'IEDIATELY following the late denion-
tration of television by Dr. Alexanderson
in the General Electric consulting labora-

tory in Schenectady, there was a publication of

the lens system employed, and that publication

has caused me a lot of trouble for the reason
that a great many projectionists have asked
for an explanation of it.

Now I was just about as able to give an

—the laboratory where Dr. Alexanderson
works on the problem of television.

Dr. Kell showed me some very interesting
things, among them the projector by means
of which, a short time ago, a picture was
broadcast, picked up in Sydney, Australia, re-

broadcast and picked up in Schenectady, where
the image being broadcast appeared beside the
original after having traveled approximately

Projccior Lens Sqstcm

Nicol Polarising prisms-

Condcnsinq lens-

No.2 Diaphragm-

Lcrvs Condenser lens

DiaphVaqm No. 1

Condcrksinq
" Ittns

Arc liqht

Fig. 1

intelligent explanation as I would be to give
an explanation of Egyptian hieroglyphics.

Therefore, immediately upon my recent arrival

in Schenectady, I got in touch with Doctor
Alexanderson's laboratory. The doctor him-
self was away, but fortunately his assistants,

M. A. Trainer and R. D. Kell, were able to

do the honors. After finding what was wanted.
Dr. Trainer departed to the sanctum sanc-
torum of a stenographer, where he dictated
the desired explanation, leaving me meanwhile,
with Dr. Kell right there in the Holy of Holies

2;000 miles in about one-eighth of one second
of time.

Before describing the television lens system
(shown in Fig. 1), permit me to point out
that in motion pictures we project a picture

which is fully and completely illuminated over
its entire surface. This picture is projected
for about one-fortieth of a second. Then the

screen is entirely dark for approximately an

over, it is a monument to the power of the

thing we call persistence of vision, because so

rapid is the speed of this spot of light (which
goes clear across the screen, if I remember cor-

rectly, 48 times to each picture) that the whole
screen appears to be illuminated, although as

a matter of fact, it is at any period of time

(measured in millionths of a second) all dark
except for the portion covered by the spot.

Mr. Trainer's explanation of the lens sys-

tem is as follows

:

First, the light source is a ISO-ampere arc

light, the light from which is condensed by
condenser lenses A and A^ on diaphram No. 1,

the hole in the center of which is approxi-

mately three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter.

The light then passes through a water cell,

which subtracts a large portion of the heat

and, incidentally, a fairly high percentage of

the light, also.

Condenser lens B is so made that it causes

the diverging beam received to be sent for-

ward in the form of a parallel beam into a

Nicol polarizing prism, through which it passes

into the light valve and on into and through
a second Nicol polarizing prism.

Beyond this second polarizing prism the

light encounters condenser C, which converges
and focuses the light on the small opening in

diaphram No. 2, through which it passes and
diverges sufficiently to cover lens D, and here

is the bug in this particular plate of butter.

Examining the disc, which is called a "scan-

ning disc," you will see a row of lenses so

set that the end of the row is the height of

a picture nearer the center of the disc than
the beginning of the row. Now as I under-
stand the matter (I am changing Dr. Trainer's

description in an attempt to put it into lan-

guage the layman may possibly understand),
each one of these little lenses, about three-

quarters of an inch in diameter, draws a line

of light across the screen. The disc rotates

once to each space, which corresponds to one
picture in a motion picture. You will now see

that since lens D must be stationary, and each
one of the little lenses must in its turn be fully

illuminated, it follows that lens D must be a

great deal larger than the small lenses and its

BUY
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equal period of time. This procedure goes for-

ward as long as the projection continues.

In television the process is entirely different.

Looking at Fig. 1, we see the light beam con-

centrated on a small spot on the screen. In-

credible as it seems, that one little spot is the

only surface on the screen that is at any time

illuminated, but it moves across the screen

with very great speed, so that during the pro-

jection of each picture it has at some time been

on every point of the screen. That is pretty

bard for the layman to understand. More-

surface must be fully illuminated by the light

beams passing through the little hole in

diaphram No. 2.

Mr. Kell admits that 90 per cent of the

available light is lost right here. G is the pro-

jection lens, and F is a lens which causes the

"spot to stand still on the back of projection

lens G." Projection lens G, of course, merely
focuses the spot upon the screen.

The light valve is made up of three parts.

First, there is a Nicol polarizing prism, the

(Contitntcd on page 41, column 1)
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Syncrodisk Sound-on-Film head attached to

Simplex Projector

SYNCRODISK
SOUND-ON-FILM

STANDARD TURNTABLE

JUNIOR TURNTABLE

. . and Complete 9
Equipment i

One after another the Weber products have

evolved—experiment, tests, more tests and

finally real installations—each one must be per-

fect and a joy to the owner's heart.

SYNCRODISK SOUND-ON-FILM
It has been in daily operation on the firing line for the past
4 months. Now 1 4 theatres have complete installations and
over 30 orders are on the books and will be shipped by
July 15th.

SYNCRODISK TURNTABLE Th
standard size is turning on its perfect bearings, with all it's

moving parts in oil, in well over 1,300 different theatres

in Europe, Central and South America, the Phillippines,

Far East and here at home.

Syncrodisk
—

^Two turntables with Pickups
and Fader complete _ 500
SYNCRODISK JUNIOR h„=, .h= t.-

tie fellow vi^hose popularity is shooting up. Built precisely

to solve the great difficulty of the small house, the part-

time movie, school, church and auditorium for v/hich cost-

ly sound equipment is quite out of the question. Weber
quality, accuracy, dependability throughout.

Syncrodisk Junior—^Two turntables J -^ ^^^^
with Pickups and Fader complete X CJv/

WEBER MACHINE CORP.
59 RUTTER ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Syncrodisk Junior Turntable attached to

Simplex Projector

Export Dep't.

15 Leight St., New York Qty
Cable Address

ARLAB, New York
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TECHNIC OF RECORDING CONTROL
FOR SOUND PICTURES

J. P. Maxfield' 11

[Continued from la&t week]

The next major item deals with the design
of the set, with a view to obtaining the proper
conditions for the acoustic perspective. When
a person hstens with two ears in a real scene,

he is able by his sense of direction, to pay at-

tention to the sound coming directly from the

speaker, to the partial exclusion of the re-

flected sound and incidental noises coming
from all around him. However, with this

sense of direction destroyed by the use of one
ear only, he is no longer able to make this

discrimination, and the reflected sounds, that

is, the reverberation and incidental noises, ap-

pear to increase in intensity. It is necessary,
therefore, to insure that the set have less re-

verbration than would have been actually pres-

ent in the real scene. It has been found by
experience, that if the walls of a three walled
set are built of materials having similar

acoustic properties to those depicted in the

real scene, that the absence of the ceiling and
end wall provide sufficient damping to render
the acoustics suitable for recording. This of

course assumes that the sound stage is dead,

or that the set is built out of doors. In prac-

tice, however, it would be both inconvenient
and expensive to build the walls of a set of

the materials that would really have been used

*Supervising Recording Engineer, Electrical Re-
search Products, Inc. This is the sixteenth paper of
The Technical Digest.
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Improved Reproduction
with Mellaphone

Equipment
Mellaphone Sound on Film is an
advanced mechanical achievement.

G. I^I. Photo Electric Cells. All
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Samson Head Amplifiers. Reel
Synchronous. K H.P. Motor. Fin-

est Optical System obtainable.
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Mellaphone Turn Tables will give

you finer disc reproduction. Imme-
diate deliveries on all orders.
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had the scene been a real one. It is necessary,
therefore, to use imitations. These substitutes

should imitate acoustically the real materials
as nearly as possible, and in particular should
be braced sufficiently so that they do not tend
to materially partake of the vibrations set up
in the air by sound.

When a set has been designed in this man-
ner, experience has shown that the incidental

noises sound more realistic and convincing,

and that they may usually be recorded at the

time the original scene is taken. In one pic-

ture, on which this technic was used, some
dramatic scenes occurred which were to be
intensified by a period of sudden silence. In
order to accentuate the silence, the ticking of

a clock, situated on the rear wall of the set,

was to be the only sound heard. The question

was immediately asked what should be used
to imitate the clock. The obvious answer is

the clock, since it is difficult to get anj' other
instrument to sound more like the clock than
the clock does. The scene was recorded, using

the clock as the source of sound, with the

microphone in the normal dialogue position

for the action, and a very successful sound
resulted.

In view of the stress that has been laid on
the necessity of sets having more sound re-

flection than those previously in use,-- it might
be of interest to consider why some of the

sets of the past have given what is com-
monly called a "tubby" quality. There are

two ways in which a set can cause the sound
to persist in it for a short time after the

source has stopped. The first of these

methods is by reflection of sound from the

walls and floors and this method is the only

one which should be active to any extent. The
second method is by a diaphragm action of the

walls. In this case the sound sets the walls

into vibration, and they continue to vibrate

for a short time, thereby causing sound after

the original source has stopped. This type of

"hangover" usually has a decided frequency

characteristic and is highly objectionable.

In the earlier sets, the spacing of the stud-

ding, and other supports for the set-wall ma-
terial, was so great that the natural periods

of the wall sections occurred in the same fre-

f|r.ency region as the fundamental tones of

the average male voice. This resulted in an

accentuation of the low pitched frequencies

of the voice, without a corresponding accen-

tuation of the higher frequencies, which higher

frequencies are responsible for both the crisp-

ness and articulation. To make matters still

worse, where the sets were heavily draped, the

damping material usually absorbed these high
frequencies more efficiently than the lower

ones.

With these early sets, which were designed
in such a manner that they accentuated the
low frequencies, and removed, by absorption,
the high frequencies, it was practically im-
possible to record highly intelligible speech
unless the speaker faced approximately toward
the microphone. With the liver sets recom-
mended, if the high frequencies, particularly

those which carry the hissing sounds, fail to

reach the microphone directly from the speak-
er's lips, they do succeed in reaching it by
reflection from the walls of the set. It is,

therefore, possible with these sets to record
intelligible speech where the speaker is facing
directly away from the microphone position.

One interesting fact in connection with the
use of the technic described is that the pic-

tures recorded by it, are not run too loud in

the theatre. This probably results from the

fact that the reproduction is easily and com-
fortably understandable at the back of the

theatre, without excessive loudness.

There is one more important point to stress.

Except under very unusual conditions, the

mixer dials should be set at the beginning of

the take and not touched thereafter. In other
words, the record should be made with the

volume ranges demanded by the scene being
depicted. This rule applies to more than 90
per cent of the recording required for pictures.

Any one who has done much mixing will

realize the discomfort of complying with this

rule, because of the natural tendency to twist

the dials. Someone has facetiously nicknamed
this tendency "mixer's itch." Probably the

best way to overcome it is to continue to twist

the dials, but limit the amount of twisting

to about 3 db. Since 3 db is scarcely notice-

able to the ear, it does no damage to the over-
all artistic result and is therefore permissible.

After the mixer has become accustomed to

limiting the twisting to 3 db, he can then re-

nvember that since 3 db is hardly noticeable

to the ear, this amount of mixing not only
does no harm, but also does no good and
therefore is unnecessary. In view of the fact

that most of the recording does not require

mixer manipulation, it seems unfortunate that

it is necessary to appear to lay any stress on
the exceptions by enumerating a few. How-
ever, it is necessary from certain practical

considerations to occasionally control the vol-

ume during recording. An instance of this

is as follows : when two actors, playing oppo-
site one another, have very different voice in-

tensities, it is legitimate to have one volume
setting for the weaker voiced speaker and
another for the louder voiced speaker. This
technic should only be used when the speakers'

voices differ sufficiently, so that they would
be unsuitable from the standpoint of the legiti-

mate stage. A second example would be the

case of very soft dialogue of long duration
occurring within a scene. It is then advisable

to raise the level of this slightly, to avoid the

danger of its being interfered with by surface
noise after the prints become old. Other
similar situations would naturally be handled
in a similar manner. This rule might be re-

stated as : Never touch the mixer dials during
a take unless there is an important artistic

reason for the resulting unnaturalness.

[Concluded in next week's issuej
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The Optical System

Of the Television

Projector Apparatus
(Continued from page 38)

action of which is to polarize the light in one
plane. The polarized light then passes through
a cell, which is made up of a series of parallel

condenser plates set vertically and spaced pos-

sibly (just a guess) one thirty-second of an
inch apart and immersed in nitro-benzine.

This combination of nitro-benzine and con-

denser plates are charged with approximately
3,500 volts. When a motion picture is pro-

jected, the varying densities of the print absorb
varying proportions of the light and thus the

screen image is formed. In television there can

be nothing of this sort. The picture is literally

picked up out of the air in the form of num-
berless minute variations in voltage. These
variations in voltage are everything the re-

ceiver has to work with. Upon applying po-

tential to the condenser plate, they have the

faculty of rotating the polarized light, the

rotation varying with the potential of the im-

pulse received. The light then passes through
the second Nicol polarizing prism, which is ro-

tated through 90 degrees with regard to the

first prism, under which condition (with no
potential applied to the light condenser plate)

no light could pass through the cell. On the

other hand ,with a full potential, all the light

would pass through the cell. And since the

potential varies exactly in proportion to the

strength of the impulse received from the

sending station it follows that the shadings
necessary to form a screen image are produced.

In Fig. 2, we see the optical system set forth

in Fig. 1, as it really looks, plus Dr. Alexan-
derson at the right, and one of his assistants

at the left.

I don't think we need expect television in

the theatre for quite some while. Not only is

there the great difficulty of illuminating so

large a screen, but the prisms used, called

Nicol prisms, are very scarce and very expen-
sive. They are of natural mineral of which not
enough is yet available for even a very small
percentage of our theatres. There are substi-

tutes but they are very inefficient.

F, H, Richardson Tells

About His Visits to

Utica and Buffalo
{Continued from page 37)

tell you a secret. Drinking beer over there
is a perfectly legal proceeding. I won't tell

you how much was destroyed. You wouldn't
believe me, anyhow. Here, however, is the

dark secret I will divulge: "The dinner was at

a farm house. There were five of us. Brother
Ryde, the union business representative^ and
his secretary, Gertrude Garson, Projectionist

Eugene Honegger,. Friend Daughter and my-
self. The lady had cooked five good big

healthy chickens. There was just one-half of

one chicken left when we were done, and Miss
Garson, being of an economical turn of mind
and having an eye to the future, wrapped
that half-chicken carefully up and took it

along. Alas, she got none of it. The rest of

us devoured it later.

The meeting was well attended. After the

meeting I heard many expressions of satis-

faction. I want to compliment Local 233. It

is a live-wire, well managed organization. I

might add that the meeting was given in

Shea's Hippodrome theatre, which is a large

well equipped house. It has a W E sound
system, two Simplex projectors, two Brenkert
C14 spots and a stero. Its projectionists are

George Signer, Edward Glass, Lewis Bernstein,

Alec E. Cohen (secretary of the local),

Arthur White, Waher Dion and Nicholas

Feinen.

How thoroughly the newspaper editor appreciates the importance of the

Mark of Honor as a badge of prestige to a theatre in his city which has been
adjudged worthy of the award is being evidenced in many ways.

Take, for example, the extended article of an editorial nature that appeared
upon the first page of the Holt County Independent of O'Neill, Nebraska,

after the Royal theatre had been granted the Award of Merit for better sound
reproduction.

Here's the angle that attests the value placed upon the award. George N.

Miles, editor and publisher of the Independent, had taken it upon himself

personally to reconimend to the Committee on Awards the Royal theatre and
Mrs. Rasley, its proprietor, and the award came as a surprise to her,

"The people of O'Neill are proud to present this mark of honor to Mrs.

Rasley and the Royal theatre," the editor wrote. "Our people enjoy good
pictures and legibility in sound production, and Mrs. Rasley has given us both

of these as far as humanly possible, so that now it is only fitting that the peo-

ple show their appreciation by securing and presenting this Bronzed Plaque

of Honor.' '

The presentation was made by Mayor C. E. Stout of O'Neill on the stage

during the intermission between shows on the day marking the first anniver-

sary of the introduction of sound at the Royal theatre. A fitting occasion

indeed.
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum

CRAWFORDS, IND.
DEAR HERALD-WORLD:

This is the birthplace of "BEN HUR" and it really seems too bad
that General Lew Wallace could not have lived forever for the good
of mankind. Had we more men like General Wallace and more books
like "BEN HUR" we would have less need for courts and jails.

Crawfordsville is a beautiful little city of something like fifteen
thousand people, and nestling, as it does, among the rolling hills
covered with stately oak and elm trees was sufficient no doubt to
inspire General Wallace to write his masterpiece, which will survive
long after much of the present day drivel has been forgotten.
Through the courtesy of the Strand theatre we were privileged to

witness a showing of "A LADY TO LOVE," with Vilma Banky, Rob-
ert Ames and Ed Robertson, which was produced by M G M. We
shall not attempt to review the picture further than to say that we
seldom see better acting than we witnessed in this picture, and seldom
have we had our attention held closer to the story after it once got
under way. Miss Banky gave a wonderful portrayal of a wman torn
between love and duty, and Tony, the Wop, was as good as we care
to see. "A LADY TO LOVE" ought to make picture history.

* » *

Last night we stayed in Brook, Ind., and this morning, in company
with Mr. Shepherd who operates the Brook theatre, we drove out to
"Hazel Den" to call on George Ade, but we were sorry to learn that

he was confined to his bed and unable to receive callers. Mr. Ade
has a magnificent estate and has a beautiful residence located in a
grove of stately oak and elm trees and there are two golf courses,
an 18-hole course and a miniature course for ladies and children.
His flower garden would be the envy of the Portland Oregonians.

* * :/t

At Attica we found a theatre man who was pretty sore, and we
didn't blame him either. Somewhere along about the first of May
a man giving the name of McBride sold him a subscription to the

HERALD-WORLD for S3.00 and he has not received a copy of the
magazine nor heard from McBride since, and this leads us to make
the remark, by way of caution, that if you want the magazine it is

better to send your money direct to the office at 407 South Dearborn
St., Chicago, or wait for the handsomest man you ever set eyes on
(meaning otu'self, although we dislike to say it) and by doing this

you will save yourselves from being gypped by a bird who would
steal acorns from a blind sow.

We would like to meet this McBride, not that we want to associate

with him, but just to see what kind of a looking pusillanimous whelp
he is when he represents himself as being an authorized agent of

the HERALD-WORLD. Watch for him and if you meet him wire
the office collect.

Speaking of Scotch tendencies, do you know that the farther East

you go the bigger a nickel looks to some people? When we got

down in Pennsylvania recently we met some folks who thought a

nickel was big enough to cover a barrel head, which reminded us
very much of the Gump family. You will recall that a few days ago
Min was trying to panhandle Andy for some dough and he said, "Not
a cent. My right arm has become paralyzed from reaching in my
pocket to get money for you," and just then little Chester came in

and said, "Mama, a little boy just told me that you and papa were
my nearest and closest relatives, was he right about it?" And Min
replied, "Well, darling, your mother is your nearest relative but your

father is your closest." You can't beat that Gump family no way
you can fix it.

* * *

You have no doubt surmised from an occasional remark we have
made in this colyum that we are somewhat partial to the West, and
by the West we mean that expanse of territory lying West of the
Mississippi that the Almighty made first and then took what was left

and made the rest of the country out of the scraps. We are not
saying but what He did a mighty good job with what He had to
work with but it must have been awfully discouraging after what He
did out yonder.
You remember that Horace Greely gave the young men some

mighty good advice at one time, and we are glad that they didn't all

act on it, for if they had there would be nobody left back here to

patronize the bootleggers, and that would be av/fuUy tough on
Chicago.

WESTWARD HO, and the world awoke and blazed the way.
"WESTWARD HO" we hear the watchman in the crow's nest say.

And now there's nothing left that you and I may care to know
Since all the world has joined the glad refrain of "WEST-

WARD HO."
There. If that don't get a comeback through "THE VOICE OF

THE INDUSTRY" from some Hoosier, Wolverine, Sucker or Buck-
eye then the Undertaker has been neglecting his job. That's what
we said it for.

* * *

ROBINSON, ILL.
We drove in here this evening to visit our old friend Joe Hewitt,

and do you know, we believe that guy had a hunch that we were
coming, for he loaded his wife and the bulldog and the Angora cat

in the car and struck out for Bradford, Pennsylvania, but we'll betcha
that he's camping down on the Wabash and is fishing for catfish

right now.
As disappointed as we were not to find Joe here, we nevertheless

are glad we came, for we have had a chance to see his new Lincoln
theatre, and that's worth burning a lot of gas to see. Joe's ceiling

is covered with cork, that is, we mean Joe's Lincoln theatre ceiling,

(Joe's personal ceiling is covered with sawdust) and the Lincoln
is said to be the only theatre in the world having a cork ceUing. If

cork ceilings have anything to do with the acoustical properties of

a house you boys better go and get you some cork, for no theatre

on earth has better acoustics than the Lincoln and we have never
heard any better sound than we heard there tonight, and if the

HERALD-WORLD doesn't send Joe one of their plaques we are going
to make a fuss about it.

* « *

We came down through the Wabash valley today. The Wabash
valley you know is where they raise such big com. One fella told

us that the ears of com grew so large that one of them would
fatten an old sow and ten pigs and that they saw the cobs up into

cordwood. We had supposed that Hodges and Larry were pretty

strong on that stuff when they told us about that hiU in Hollywood
that was so strongly magnetized that it would pull the automobiles
clear ,up to the top of the hill. And Larry said that the folks had
to set the brakes on their cars every night or they would find them
up on top of the hill the next morning. We found a bit of Hollywood
pretty well magnetized when we were out there last fall, but that

was generally along about 3 a. m. Two of 'em got so "magnetized"
that they mistook the Educational Studio for the Ambassador hotel,

but at that Hollywood has nothing on the Wabash valley. Those
Wabash fellas are all bowlegged from being loaded down with belts

and blue ribbons.

J. C. Jenkins,

The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD COVERS the FIELD like an AprU

m
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BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Fox Milwaukee House GetsAbout200Window

Displays During Byrd Film Exploitation
WHEN you stop to consider just

how many window displays make

200, and then begin to think about their

location, you no doubt will be intensely

interested in the following account of

the exploitation of the Paramount film

"With Byrd at the South Pole" at the

Fox Strand in Milwaukee, in the doing

of which the Fox Midwesco publicity

stafif, under the direction of James

Keefe, did an excellent piece of work.

And this is how it was accomplished.

We might add that the newspaper pub-

licity which the expedition has received

helped the theatre in putting across

some A-1 tie-ups.

Approximately 200 window displays

throughout the city were featured, among
which were included 175 Atlantic and Pa-

cific Tea stores which carried window cards,

red on white, advertising the picture and
the theatre together with the beans and
coflFee brand used by Byrd and sold by the

stores.

Singer Sewing Machines

All Singer sewing machine stores in the

city carried placards as well as all Cunning-
ham radio tube stores. The Boston Store,

downtown department store, featured a

window display with a 24 sheet background
advertising Kolster radios, which Byrd used.

Gimbel Brothers featured a window full of

Byrd books in their book window and both
stores mentioned the picture at the Strand.

One sheets were posted on outside posts

of all Veedol stations and the picture re-

ceived mention in a full page newspaper
advertisement by Veedol. Special invita-

tions were mailed by The Milwaukee Jour-

nal to all school teachers inviting them to

attend the first showing of the picture at

the Strand theatre on Saturday morning at

9 a. m. Children were also urged to attend.

Ring in Kiddie Club

A tie-up was also arranged with the

Seckatary Hawkins club of the Milwaukee
Journal, one of the largest kiddies clubs in

the country. A scrambled picture puzzle

of Byrd's plane was featured in connection
with contest and tickets to the first 200

members of the club who arranged the

scrambled pieces properly to see the pic-

ture at the Strand, were awarded by the

theatre.
An arrangement was also made whereby

a five minute announcement concerning the

picture was made over radio station WISN
immediately following the special broadcast
on the Veedol hour by Admiral Byrd. In

this broadcast points of interest concerning
the picture were announced as well as the

fact that it was to appear at the Strand
theatre.
One hundred and fifty special sundae

An audience of 5,000 cheered the fifty men and women of Philadelphia and vicinity who
were winners in the Stanley-Warner-Philadelphia Inquirer-John H. McClalchy contest, when
the awards were announced on July 9th from the stage of the Mastbaum theatre. The con-

test, which has been underway for the past three months, was one of the greatest ever coru

ducted. The beautiful $30,000 Dream Home tvas awarded to James C. Taylor, motorcycle

policeman. The second prize, a De Bear Chrysler automobile, was won by James F. Brown,
a retired sculptor, and fifty other prizes having an aggregate value of $50,000, were awarded
after a staff of certified public accountants had been engaged for nearly a week checking

the votes.

strips advertising the South Pole sundae
were displayed in front and inside all Wal-
green drug stores. In addition 8,000 special

Byrd South Pole sundae cards were dis-

played by the Kresge stores in Milwaukee.
The Owl Drug store also featured a window
display of model planes together with
"stills" from the picture.

A tie-up was also arranged with the Mil-

waukee Public Library whereby books on
Byrd and the South Pole were advertised

on sandwich boards in front of the main
and branch libraries. Six thousand book
marks advertising the picture were also

distributed by the library. All bookstores
in the city also featured special window

displays featuring books on Byrd together
with "stills" from the picture.

The lobby of the Strand the week before
the picture opened featured ten special dis-

plays of model tri-motored planes similar

to the plane used by Byrd. During the run
of the picture the lobby of the theatre was
attractively decorated with large cut-outs of

an Antarctic nature.

Maybe It Was a "Came the

Dawn" Kind of Picture!
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.—Every-
body had gone borne hours before

when little Danny Meyer awoke in

a Pico street theatre last week. A
passing milkman heard the child

shout and called the police. Detec-

tives showed the boy how to open
the door from the inside and took
him home. By that time Danny
didn't remember the name of the pic-

ture that had so absorbed his inter-

est—or had put him to sleep.

It^s Stage Show This

Time, Not the Picture

That Gets Many Tieups
Usually it is the picture that is tied up

with some timely event, but when the
Paramount theatre, San Francisco, Cal.,

presented the Harry Gourfain stage pro-
duction, "Round the Town" the same week
that the convention of the American Elec-
tric Railway Association was being held
the opportunity of associating the two
could not be passed up.

A quick tie-up was made with the Mar-
ket Street Railways and an interesting dis-

play was made in the theatre lobby of
models of street cars from the earliest days
of the city. These included the first steam
dummy, the so-called balloon car of 1871,

early day horse cars, the world's first cable
car of 1873, and modern electric cars.
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Effective Use of Type in Newspaper Display

AN USHER'S
LIFE is not a
simple one!

HEAR WHAT THE
USHER AT THE
ASTOR THEATRE
SAYS:

"There hasn't been a vacant

seat since 'The Big House'

opened. We're kept on our

toes all right, but it's a thrill

to hear the folks applaud

and to listen to the fine

things they say about the

picture. This is one film that

I never tire of looking at!'

"JUfrigei ated"

THE

BIG
HOUSE

THE CASHIER AT
THE ASTOR
THEATRE DECLARES:

SHE SAYS:
"How Many?"
ALL DAY
LONG!

"I'm the busiest person on Broadway I

believe. We haven't enjoyed such busi-

ness since 'The Big Parade' played here.

When people are willing to stand up and

watch a picture it must be good. We
have standees at every performance!" THE

ASTOR
BROADWAY and 45(h STRirT

Tflct Dslly 2:S0-S:!O. Thrte TImti
Sun. & Holfc 3^8:50. Mm. (Enc- Sa(-)

50c lo JI.OO. Evening 50c to ilOO

EXTRA 6 P. M.
PERFORMANCE
TOMORROW

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYHR'S
Cosmopolitan Production

Chesier Morris, Wallace Beety, Robt. Montgomer-
L€ilaHYami,Uwis^S[one,Ceori;eF.M:.rir,n.J.C.Nui;cn

Direcri-n, Ctoru-e Hdl

'FtiiaBnrtinTrrT

"Refrigerated"

ASTOR
BROADWAY &l. 45.h STREET

Twicf Diilv 2;S0.8:SO. Three Timei
Sun. 6i HoU. J-6-8:50. Man. (Eiic. Sar.)

£0c lo 51.00. Evcninei 50c to SZ-OO-

BIG
HOUSE
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S Cosmopolitan Produccioa

Chester Morris, Wallace Beerv, Robtf Montgomerv.
Leila Hyams, LewirSione, George F. Marron, J. C. Nugent

BIG
WORDS

from the press for

THE
A'ifllv tons. One o( ihe

red bv WalUce Beer>, who <

Hill, (he d>r.

"TKla film lUndi head and thoul-

deri above anyihinf of'Iti kind
offered by the novict."

BIG
HOUSE

pcrfonnsncc ihal will ito down in iKi

Kallcry ofoutiundlngicreen porinvL
ai lenaallonal. See 'The Bis Houte."

-Th* Bi« Houtc' i

"To M-C-M ia«* (he credit (of hrlni

Inf lo iht aiuMbU Kre«n the (in

reallr impontm dnnuile ipecr^cle c

lire behirvd ike xrim, tni walli, 1

U unkeiireiingiT recommended |.

mmie goeri who like iheir thrllU ii

'The BlB Hou«' teem, with I

action. The priion ouibreak k
are *peciaciibrly ihritllnii awnyt

"A genuinely ihrillinE photoplay, one
that ii luperbly acted and directed."

"Stabbine. (hrobbinii, ihrillinE drama
held audience .pellbound. The film

fiaini {, icrri/ic tempo with the fini

flathet and maintaini in furloui pace

until (he final Kquencei. Here I* ai

luKy a dith a»ever wa* Mt before King
Movie Fan." -c,,^,. n. y. Amnu^n

ASTOR DWAY &. 45(h ST.

BROADWAY'S PROPHECY
COMES TRUE!

"THE BIG HOUSE" has created an

absolute sensation in New York.

This was predicted bv Broadway theatre

men who sensed an advance interest in

-THE BIG HOUSE" comparable to

that which attended the opening of

"The Big Parade" a few years ago.

"THE BIG HOUSE" with its sincere,

straightforward, gripping story of prison

revolt is rcpeatinK the overnight

triumph of "The Big Parade."

We urge the public to purchase seats

advance to avoid standing on Imc

paying highcr-than-box-officc prices.

Rfl,iEc,ou.r

ASTOR
B'wav &. 4Sth Sirecl

THE BIG
HOUSE

The Arrow

Tells the

THE ^V
story!

First Matinee Today
at 2.50 -Tonight 8.50

ASTOR
Broadway & 45th St.

Twice D«ilvThera(.« - 2.S0—8.50
Three Time. Si I., Sun. ^Holi, 3*fl-W
Seal) Now On Sale—All Scau Reserved

ifith Wallace Beery. Cheifer Morris, Leila

Hyanu, Robert Montgomery, Lcu'is Stone,

George F. Marion. Director, George Hill.

A Mrtro-Ooldtvyn-MayeT—Cojmopoliian Production HOUSE
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HE GETS
EARFUL!

AN

"Re/rigerat^"

ASTOR
BROADWAY & ^Sih STREET

Twlc« 'Ot.Wy l!50-8:5O. Three Tirvi
Sujv&. HiiU. 3-6-8:50. Man (EscSai.)
50c CO $1.00. Eventngi 50c to SIOO.

LISTEN TO WHAT
THE DOORMAN AT THE
ASTOR THEATRE SAYS:

"It reminds me of 'The Big

Parade' the way the folks

are packing in. And I hear

nothing but raves when they

come out."

BIG
HOUSE

METRO-OOUDWYN-MAyER'S'
Cosmopolitan Production

Chester Morrii, Wallact Beery>

Robt. Montgomery, Leila Hyama, Lewis Sione,

George F. Marion, J. C. Nugent

Direction, Oeorge Hill

THE NEWEST ELECTRIC
SIGN ON BROADWAY!
— it symbolfees the greatest

film attraction ISJew York
has welcomed since Talkies

began I

Seats Bought
In Advance
EllminaTte
Standing On
LIneOr Paying
Higher Than
Box-Off ice
Prices I

"ReJTigerated"

ASTOR
B*WAY & 45th ST.

Sun.&, HoU. 3-

George Hill

No
bunk-

mental nvaddle
— no hokum about

jaiz-mad youth— no
backstage flapdoodle,

no theme songs, but instead

a sincete drama of flesh-and-blood

people in a really important photoplay

that will set the pace for all talkies to come

BIG MONTGOMERV

HOUSE
Siery diwl dialaiue Iry Fro

ASTOR THEATRE opens tutesda^/
Twice Daily Thereafter1 SALE—aJI Seou Reiencd

BROADWAY MAKES
A PROPHECY!
You can tell when something out of the

ordinary is coining in the amusement
world.

A few years ago "The Big Parade" arrived

on Broadway, scarcely heralded, yet smart

theatre men sensed the advance interest

that preceded an overnight sensation!

'THE BIG HOUSE" arrives under similar

conditions. Those who have seen it in pre-

view are of the opinion it will repeat the

electrifying success of "The Big Parade."

A precaution to eliminate standing on line

for tickets or paying higher - than - box

-

office prices is to purchase seats now for

future performances.

OPENS TONIGHT
8.45 —Twice Daily Thereafter

THE BIG HOUSE
CHESTER MORRIS. WALLACE BEERY. LEWIS STONE. ROBERT MONTGOMERY
LEILA HYAMS, GEORGE F. MARION. J. C. NUGENT Di'tct.on GEORGE HILL

SiofY and DiiloB bv Franc" Mirion Addidon.l Dialog bv Jot Firnham and Marim n*v,n

A Metro-Coldu-yn-Mayer— Cosmopolitan ProdiKtion

ASTOR Broadway & 4Sth St.

No bunfc—no sentimental twaddle—
no hokiim about jazz-mad youth-
no backstage flapdoodle, no theme"
songs-but INSTEAD: i

A sincerefTalking PICTURE—a straight-

forward story of bars and stripes —
done without soft soap or maudlin,

romantic mayonnaise—

An-^aclual factual dfarna of people of

'

flesh and blood fighting the forces of

darkness. And through it all is a vein

of comedy that is all the greater be-

cause it comes directly out of character.

"The Big House" is of the stuff that

everlasting things are made!

BIG
HOUSE t WALLACE BEERY I

OPENS
TOMORROW i >—1

NIGHT

EFFECTIVENESS in newspaper advertising does not depend, as is so often the opinion, on art layouts.

An apt example of this is the daily campaign in New York newspapers on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayers "The Big

House," rvhich is playing to capacity attendance at the Astor theatre on Broadway.

In this campaign art has been minimized, with the judicious use of type stressed.

"The Big House" advertising campaign has been under the direction of Hoivard Dietz and Si Seadler. Results

attest its effectiveness.
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Bertha Groh, a member of the W9XAP-WMAQ staff, is shown beside the Western Television

equipment installed in the Chicago Daily News broadcasting studio. Miss Groh's left hand
rests on the multi-lens system of one of the scanners. The other scanner appears at the right.

Chicago News Station to Put
Talking Pictures on the Ether

Talking pictures of the ether—sound with television—is the latest feature of

radio entertainment being planned by the new Chicago Daily News television

studio. The work of installing apparatus is completed and only the making of

satisfactory tests remains before the new project will be placed on the air.

The call letters of the Daily News tele-

vision station will be W9XAP. It will be
a IjOOO-watt station, operating on 2800 kilo-

cycles. It will give programs in conjunc-
tion with its sister sound station, WMAQ,
also owned by the Daily News, with the

first sound-television program to be pre-

sented some time between July 19 and
August 1.

Installation of television marks a new
departure in endeavor of that nature by a
newspaper. The Daily News is said to be
the first publication in the world to own
and operate such sending equipment.

Enrichment of sound radio with the addi-
tion of sight radio by one of the pioneer
broadcasting stations is expected to do
much to increase the speed with which tele-

POSTER PRINTING
Cards—1-2-S-4-8-24 Sheets

Type or Special Designed Engraved
Posters

CHICAGO SHOW
PRINTING CO.

222-224 W. Madison St.

RANDOLPH 3217

vision is adopted throughout the country.
Western Television's system is being

used, and Western Television Corporation
built the apparatus and tubes.

Technique Made Simple

It is said that the modern equipment in-

stalled in the W9XAP studio will make tele-

vision broadcasting technique almost as
simple as sound broadcasting. The scan-
ning disc, which throws a beam of light

upon the artists as they move about, oper-
ates at 900 revolutions a minute, syn-
chronous with the 60-cycle lighting circuit.

Two huge photo-electric cells, 16 inches in

diameter, are suspended from the ceiling

of The Daily News studio, on a track ar-
rangement, and provide the artist pickup.
The announcer's pickup is entirely separate
and distinct from that of the artists. The
pickup units in the studio have a three-tube
amplifier which builds up the feeble tele-

vision impulses for transmission to the
"mixer" and thence to the main amplifier
in the operating room where the signal is

boosted approximately one million times
and sent out to listeners and spectators.

Must Use Two Receivers

To enjoy this form of broadcast the lis-

tener (and we must now add, the spectator)
is required to use two receivers. One is

the customarj' long wave set for sound; the
other is the short wave receiver for tele-

vision. The usual loud speaker and tele-

vision equipment are accessories.

The chief aim of the studio is to provide
presentation of television-radio plays, dra-
matic skits and acts in which symmetry of

motion might delight the eyes. Perform-
ances by stars of the screen now become
possibilities for radio television entertain-

ment in newspaper promotion.

Return of Orchestra to

San Francisco Theatre

Gets Plenty of Notice
Living music has returned to the Em-

bassy theatre, after an absence of three
years, and the change in policy in this
San Francisco house has come in for wide-
spread attention and comment. Liborius
Hauptman, a Viennese conductor, has made
his bow with the Embassy Melodists, a
company of former symphony musicians
forming an orchestra of intimate propor-
tions.

It was in the Embassy theatre that
sound productions were introduced to San
Franciscans through the medium of the
Vitaphone and it was here that the first

orchestra was dismissed in favor of me-
chanical music.
"White Cargo" was the film attraction

offered in connection with the change in
policy and Owner William B. Wagnon in-

troduced another innovation in the form of
a lobby ballyhoo. A shadow box was fitted

up and in this lifesize figures were posed in

a characteristic scene from the picture.
The production was featured in newspaper
and marquee advertising as the "world's
most sensational show."

Portland Broadway

Offers Swim to All

In Tieup with "Naf*
"Get a swim with your talking picture en-

tertainment" must have been the slogan at the
Fox Broadway theatre in Portland, Ore., at a
party recently staged for patrons.
Through a tieup with a natatorium one-half

block from the showhouse Manager Floyd
Maxwell and his associates were able to offer

not only a theatre party but a heap of water
fun as well.

Joan Crawford in "Blushing Brides" was
on the screen. Fanchon and Marco presented
"Smiles Idea," and a dance was given on the
mezzanine floor of the theatre. To round out
the program, Don Wilkins and his Broadway
band gave a World War patriotic medley dedi-

cated to gold star mothers of Portland, bring-
ing the audience to its feet with the conclud-
ing number "Stars and Stripes Forever," at

which the flag was flashed on the screen,

backed by marching heroes of the great
conflict.

New Orleans Tudor Marks
Second Sound Anniversary

Celebrating its second anniversary of sound,
the New Orleans Tudor theatre, which first

installed talking pictures in that city, carried

a special birthday program last week. Busi-
ness, it is reported has been exceptionally
good. The feature attraction during anniver-
sarv week was "La Marseillaise."

TALKING TRAILER
Paramount'

s

Sensational Laughing Hit

TTie Two Black Crows

MORAN AND MACK
in

"ANYBODY'S WAR"
Order From

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
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Snapshot Tieup Will

Get Box Office; It

Did for Wisconsin
Two ballyhoo men dressed in silk top-

pers and swallowtail coats, used in a tieup
between Fox's Wisconsin at Milwaukee
and the Badger Snapshot Service, "did the
work" in an exploitation stunt for the pic-
ture, "So This Is London."
The ballyhoo men meandered through

the city with placards on their backs boost-
ing the show and took snaps of people as
they went along. These v/ere mounted on
a board in the Wisconsin lobby. All who
could identify themselves on the snapshots
were given free ducats to see the picture.
The staff also distributed ISO drug store
cards in connection with developing service
offered by the store in publicizing the film.

James Keefe of the Fox Midwesco pub-
licity department was in charge of the
stunt.

Gil Martin Employs Relics

To Boost "Florodora GirV
At the Sterling Theatre

Gil Martin, manager of the Lincoln theatre

at Sterling, 111., gave his town a treat in the

way of historical curiosities when "The
Florodora Girl" came to his showhouse.
"Do You Remember When" was the key-

note of his boosting campaign for the picture

and he carried out the idea through a tieup

with the local Cadillac agency which pro-
vided a 1902 model Cadillac. This was placed
in front of the theatre for two days in advance
of the playing date. Card copy and cutouts
tied up with the picture, and the copy on the

contest was to the effect that those guessing
the year the car was made would be entitled to

see "The Florodora Girl" as guests of the

Cadillac distributor. Special copy circulars on
the contest were also distributed from the

theatre.

Arrangements were made with the Sterling

Gazette to run a series of style pictures, de-

picting fashions of the "Gay Nineties" to

further advertise the film. Martin also nego-
tiated with the Radcliffe drug stores for dis-

plays of bathing caps and accessories in stills

from the motion picture production. Window
cards at the Lincoln theatre called attention

to "The Florodora Girl."

How Many Words in

Letters of 'Thilco"? It

Made Big B. O. Contest

Speaking of tieups, the Indiana theatre at

Indianapolis sponsored a word hunt stunt that

even beat the cross-word puzzles.

Working with Philco radio dealers in the
city, the theatre management carried out the

idea of making the greatest possible number
of words from the one word "Philco." Words,
to be counted, had to appear in Webster's
unabridged dictionary and abbreviations did

not count.
Charlie Davis, master of ceremonies, pre-

sented from the stage a new screen-grid

Philco radio to the winner. This prize, to-

gether with other new Philco radios, was ex-
hibited on the mezzanine floor of the show-
house in a special display during the contest.

T^ew Prize Specialty
The Owens-Illinois Glass company of To-

ledo, O., manufacturers of specialties used as

premiums, prizes and business "pullers," has
developed a new line of varicolored glass salt

and pepper shakers, which will be known as

the "Tea Time" shakers.

They're Champion Posters

Unique in their treatment of the subject, these four pictures were adjudged
the best in a prize poster contest conducted on Universal's masterpiece, "All
Quiet on the Western Front" The contest was for members of the Art Stu-
dents League of New York. Sometimes one is told that the product turned
out by a student in any profession never amounts to much, but a study of
what these students have done would make him prepare to change his con-
victions. The contrast of black and white serves to make the pictures more

forceful.

Catitlaemmk
PRESENTSALL

OUIET ON THE

WESTERN
FRONT >

LOUIS WOLHEIM
-^^ LEWIS Ams

AND
JOHNWRAY

^%#^-t

a Universal' P(cUin>

'ALL OUIET'
westernJlfront

LOUIS WOLHEIM
LEWIS AYRES —
JOHN WRAY

Carl Laemmk Jr. production

directed bq IfWis Milestone

Winner of First Prize

Drawn by Jack Wilhelm

Winner of Second Prize
Drawn by Joe M. Mcintosh

B^S

m̂K
mk

'^^p

V

b^^M T^^B 1
W^m^ 1

Winner of Honorable Mention
Drawn by Clitus D. Reeder

Winner of Third Prize

Drawn by Lillian Richter
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THE SHORT FEATURE

Columbia Adds 13 Travel Talks

From Bray; LaPrade Supervises
Further expanding Columbia's already ambitious plans to provide exhibitors

with an abundance of short feature material for next season, the company has

acquired distribution rights to a series of thirteen travel pictures in one reel, to

be produced by Bray Pictures Corporation. "The Rambling Reporter" is the title

of the series.

Newspictures

Malcolm LaPrade, known to radio listeners

as "The Man from Cook's," will supervise the

talks and the sound effects that will accompany

the travel pictures. LaPrade is wellknown for

his hundreds of travel talks. For five years

he has been entertaining on the radio via

the National Broadcasting chain, his present

charge being the Collier hour.

LaPrade is said to have written more than

a million words on world touring, for lectures,

magazine articles and stories.

Tom Griselle will supervise the music effects.

Griselle won the $10,000 prize of Victor Talk-

ing Machine Company for the best composi-

tion in poular style, with his "Two American

Sketches" : "Nocturne" and "March." He is

a leading exponent of the classical-jazz type

of composition and an experienced conductor,

pianist and musical arranger.

Bray Pictures Corporation has been in ex-

istence since 1913 and is recognized for spon-

soring the novel and unusual in pictures.

Travel and exploration films have been one of

the company's specialties for a number of

years. It has sent many expeditions into the

unknown corners of the world.

Mickey McGuire Finishes

Snapshots for Columbia
Mickey McGuire has completed the role of

master of ceremonies in the all-talking Screen

Snapshots issue No. 24, by arrangement with

Larry Darmour of Darmour Productions.

Ralph Staub directs the Snapshots for Co-
lumbia. In this release Mickey introduces

Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Dolores

Del Rio, June Collyer, Ruth Roland, Lawrence

Gray, Mae Murray, Jack Holt, Matt Moore,

Buck Jones, Alice White, Lloyd Hughes and

Marie Prevost.

General Electric Cascade Film Ready
"Tlie Conquest of the Cascades" is the title of a

sound picture made hy the General Electric Company
portraying construction of the new eight-mile Cascade

tunnel. It is available with or without sound.

Evidence of the ever-increasing popularity of talking pictures on ocean liners is ample in this

view of the cabin lounge on the new S. S. Britannic, crack liner of the White Star Line,

which docked at New York early last week after its maiden voyage from Liverpool. Note

the screen in position for sliowing sound pictures. The portable equipment on the Britannic

was installed by RC A Photophone. Twelve sound programs are averaged for passengers on
each voyage.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5620—Twenty-three days in the
air. Hunter brothers land with endurance record

—

England welcomes royalty of Japanese—Have a
good time with 5,000 barrels, but they're all empty—-Fifteen balloons soar for championship at Hous-
ton and winner comes down 900 miles away in
Kentucky—.Unveil Washington head carved on
mountain peak at Rushmore, S. D.—Girl athletes
set new world records—Royal Air Force amazes
throng of half million at Hendon, England.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5621—Make ski-jumping a mid-
summer sport at St. Mary's Glacier in Colorado

—

Risk lives to light dome of St. Peter's at Rome for
Jubilee Illumination—Japanese pray to God of Har-
vests with maidens planting sacred rice—Take sky-
ride over man-made canyons in New York—Indian
tribes make powwow whoopee at Flagstaff, Ariz.—
Departing French pay tribute to foreign enemy as
Occupation of Germany ends.

/UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 55—
; Winner of national balloon race lands in Kentucky

I
after 900-mile drift—Smothers to death in barrel

I
leap over cataract at Niagara Falls—endurance fliers

break world mark at Chicago—British airmen thrill

crowds in sensational feats—Mussolini reviews mass
calisthenics by army of 5,000 boys—Ceremonies at-

tend unveiling of great national ftrgmoria l v>jth

-4©rmer presidents' likenesses carved on mouritain
at Rushmore, S. D.—Big blimp is destroyed -by
aerial gunners in sham war thrill at Chicago.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 281—Royal Air
Force in England thrills throngs—Fliers land after
553 hours in air in setting endurance record

—

Swim records sink at national meet—Japanese fes-

tival welcomes summer—Bobby Jones is home with
more titles—New York millions flee the heat—

-

Western flocks hit the snow trail—All Paris meets
at the Grand National.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 282—Metro-
tone soars over Niagara—New York's poor kids
get an airing—Spanish amateurs invade bull ring
—Carrying light to prison is the work of national
board headed by Secretary Wilbur—Sensational
race in big swim meet—Metrotone films revolt in
India.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 58—Students drill on
vanishing coast defense guns—English royal family
visits restored shrine—2,000 exercise in big turn-
fest—Canadian Premier lauds U. S. amity—Firemen
enjoy their day off—Salvage scuttled German war-
ship—Boy Scouts hold forest jamboree.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 59—British welcome
Japanese crown prince and bride—Fliers land after
three weeks in air—British airmen give greatest
sky show—Elite hold garden party for charity

—

Balloons soar in elimination meet—Dedicate part
of nation's memorial—Fastest trolley races with
plane—Make torch of barrel tower—Outboard
broncs buck Dixie waves—Michigan sprinter sets
world mark.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 56—Natives rejoice as last French troops evacuate
Rhineland—New masts are set in "Old Ironsides"
after 31-year retirement—Geishas and priests con-
sign Japan's rice crop to heaven in weird rite

—

Building experts, in blimp, give final OK to
Chrysler building in New York—"Dips better'n
tips," says waitress, so she wins flying license—St.
Peter's at Vatican observes end of jubilee year.

Lloyd Hamilton Completes

'"Prize Puppies^' As Last of

Talker Series ; Plans New One
"Prize Puppies," Lloyd Hamilton's final pic-

ture in his first series of talking comedies, will

be released by Educational Pictures August 3.

Hamilton has been signed for a new series by
the same company and preparations are already
underway for the first in the 1930-31 group.

In "Prize Puppies" the comedian is sup-
ported by a dog cast that includes everything
from mongrels to thoroughbreds. The human
side of the picture is personified in Will Hays,
Harry Fenwick and Stella Adams. Alf
Goulding directed.
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MUSIC AND TALENT

Drive Is On to Increase Music Sales

Organ Wins in

Interpreting of
Talker^ He Says

Dialog Easily Heard, Startling

Effect Given to Drama,

Says Nutter

Use of flesh and blood organ music

as musical interpreter on the screen is

a success. So says E. F. Nutter, man-

ager of the Cliftona theatre at Circle-

ville, Ohio, following an actual test of

his proposal that the talking picture

must have the assistance of musicians

on the ground to restore the close con-

nection between patron and hero or

heroine that was destroyed by the ad-

vent of sound.

While awaiting decision of the local

of the American Federation of Musi-

cians on his offer to turn over the

theatre to the Federation for a test pro-

gram with an orchestra of picked play-

ers from key cities in the pit under the

leadership of a nationally known con-

ductor, and with a noted organist,

Nutter put his proposal to the test

with an organist applying his idea to

Paramount's "The Texan," which is

chiefly action and dialog, as Nutter
explained.

"The results exceeded even my own ex-

pectations," Nutter wrote the Herald-World.
"Although improvising, the organist was
able to catch every sequence of importance
in the picture, thus augmenting the lifelike

reproduction of sound and voice with the

proper musical interpretation.

"By the closing of all stops except vio-

lin, vox-humana and tibia, even the lowest
tones in the dialog sequences were easily

heard in any part of the theatre, and during
the dramatic, the pathetic and the silent

scenes, the organ accompaniment was
startlingly effective. Especially effective,

also, was the accompaniment to the_ open-
ing number recorded in the film, which the

organist picked up in the identical key, and
the two or three song numbers throughout
the picture.

"In the event the American Federation
of Musicians declines our offer of a test

performance—which I think unlikely in

view of their present status—we propose
to hold a test of our own to which the

public will be admitted."

Ted Meyn

This is the first time that a photo of the
young and popular organist who signs him-
self **Ted Meyn, the name is mine" has ever
appeared in a trade paper. It isn*t because
Ted has not done things. No sir, it is becauss
he is one of the most unassuming boys in the
business. Ted Has accomplished a lot in the
few years that he has been an organist. He
was one of the '*ace" men for Pantages circuit

and is now one of the **ace" organists on the

Loew circuit. He is permanently located al

Loew's beautiful and deluxe theatre in Jersey

City, N. J. Ted, besides gaining a lot of popu'
larity for his pleasing organ solos and novel-

ties, is winning many new friends througK his

accordion playing in the foyer of the theater

(something, it Is believed, that no other organ-
ist has ever attempted to do) , Right now,
Ted and his family are sojourning back home
in Kansas. After a good rest down on the

farm, Ted intends to gel back on the job and
give his audience a million and one new novel-

ties to go into raptures over. Oh, yes, Ted
Meyn is also known as one of the best dressed

organists in the business.

Olive Faye Heads Revue
Olive Faye, the blonde featured player in the last

"Vanities," who headed the cast of "Sportland," Pub-

lix revue that opened Friday, June 11, at the

Brooklyn Paramount, rejected a film contract last

week, 'tis said, because she preferred to stay on the

stage. The revue also has Stan Kavanagh, George

Beatty, Sis and Buddy Roberts and the Dave Gould

Girls.

Has Mexican Orchestra
The Empire theatre, independent talker at San

Antonio,, now has a Mexican Symphony Orchestra,

under the direction of Eulalio Sanchez, formerly

with the Military Police Band of Mexico. This is

the only picture house in the city having musicians.

Richmond-Mayer
Seeks Solution

Of Conditions \

Asks Dealers to Suggest Ways to

Nationally Promote Song

Distribution

By ED DAWSON
NEW YORK, July 15.—A cam-

paign to increase sales of music has
been launched by Richmond-Mayer
Music Corporation of New York, one
of the largest distributors of songs in

America.
To encourage participation in this

undertaking, the company is offering

$250 in awards to the 14 music dealers

submitting" the best answers to a ques-

tionnaire which has just been broad-

cast. Judges will be

:

John G. Paine, executive chairman.
Music Publishers Protective Association.

Jack Harden, president, National Asso-
ciation of Sheet Music Dealers.
Harry Meixell, secretary. Music Indus-

tries Chamber of Commerce.
The questionnaire follows

:

1. Have you noticed a decrease in music
sales? What, in your opinion, do you con-

sider the prime cause?
2. Is it your belief that sheet music is

priced too high to the consumer?
3. What retail price will give the greatest

volume of sales?

4. Is the radio hurting or helping music
sales?

5. How do you account for the short life

of the average popular song of today com-
pared with that of previous years?

6. How would you go about improving
music conditions ?

7. Have you observed a decrease in the de-

mand for classic and standard music? To
what do you ascribe this decrease, if any?

8. What do you consider a fair margin of
profit in your own establishment?

9. Has talkie music proved profitable to

you? Are there any evils or advantages of
this type of music that you can discuss?

10. What can be done nationally to promote
the personal performance of music in the
home with a subsequent increase in music
sales?

11. Can you suggest a slogan appropriate for
music to be adopted by the industry?

12. Please offer some general remarks con-
cerning conditions as you find them, and
remedies for improvement of the existing state

of affairs.

The Richmond-Mayer campaign closes

August 10, when the replies to the question-

naire will be analyzed.
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Before the

Mike
BY BOBBY MELLIN

Along the highways, these days, any place with a
room bigger than a telephone booth has a sign

"Dancing." This means it has a radio set. Road-

housee, cafes, small restaurants and Bar-B-Q joints

put in a radio these days and have all manner of

music laid at their doors. The oldtime hired orches-

tra is gone, the place chooses its entertainment from
a dozen stations. Radio, indirectly, has brought an
income to hundreds of these roadside resorts.

Radio is gripping the public more and more every

day. A Chicago fan speeded forty miles an hour on

the outer drive into the arms of a traffic cop. "I've

only got five minutes to make Amos and Andy," he

told the officer. "Pleaee don't stop me. I havn't

missed them in months." The cop smiled, "There's a

fine radio set In jail," he said, and took him in.

While the fan posted bail he heard his favorite pro-

gram. Which goes to prove that when a radio pro-

gram makes a hit it makes a real one.

Ted Pearson, NBC announcer, keeps in trim for

his announcing duties playing tennis and boxing, also

ping-pong. Teddy realizes that it is Quite necessary

to be in good physical condition in order to be in

good mental condition for cheerful, pleasant and ac-

curate announcing—Bernice Berwin, NBC National
Players, probably has interpreted more radio roles

than any Western studio performer. Bernice does

between six and ten characterizations each week and
she's been on the air about six years.

East eind Dumke, radio stars of station WON, are
two boys who know how to put on a radio program.
Besides harmonizing and monologs, they are now
doing blackface. In other words giving you the
"dark" side of life—Mary Cantrell, who ipossesses the
lovely voice heard over WGN, is also a composer of
songs, having published them with great success, both
artistically and commercially.

Fred and Elmo of station KYW make merry with a
pair of voices that more than please the ears of
countless listeners every afternoon—-A perfect gentle-
man is Rex Gushing, who is heard every evening
with Danny Rosso's orchestra from the Edgewater
Beach hotel. Rex has a pleasing voice and is cer-

tainly an asset to Danny's band, which is one of
the best in the city—^Irma Glenn of station WENR is

considered one of the most popular radio organists
we have.

Charlie Pierce of the Pershing Hotel Ballroom is

surely packing them in. And we can safely say that
the reason for this is "personality," which Charlie
has abundance of, besides his music heard over the
mike via WIBO nightly—Leo Braverman, conductor
of the studio orchestra at station WIBO, is an ac-
complished violinist, having studied with some of the
finest string teachers in United States and Europe.
Leo is a fine boy and should go a long way in the
radio field.

Leon Blom of WBBM does not say much, but lets
his music speak for him in tones of loud praise,
for who can deny the fact that from his violin ema-
nates alluring music. The kind of music that changes
a wellknown saying to "The more you hear, the more
you want"—WilUam S. Paley, 27-year old president
of the Columbia Broadcasting System, has a bed to
live in equipped with book shelves, light switches
and a radio panel.

• • •

After five years as musical director of WLS, Don
Malin has left the radio field and has become asso-
ciated with the R. J. Wiese life insurance agency of
Chicago. Coming to WLS in 1925, after editorial
work on farm papers, Don adopted his hobby of
music to the job of designing musical programs, and
with great eucccss. In Chicago radio circles he at-
tained a reputation for his choral music presenta-
tions. Stere Cisler, chief announcer, has succeeded
Mr. Malin in the post of program director.

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Oriental

Week Ending July 11
Mark Fisher and his aides just "Boop-Boop-Pa-

Doop"-ed all over the place in a clever little show by
this title. The curtain went up and there sat the
orchestra, all set to go, and incidentally, going at
a pretty good clip then. In slid Mark, and robed
in a gorgeous purple cape (fitting, of course, for a
"king" of ceremony,) introduced the show with a
"boop-boop" song. The Ballet entertained with a
native dance, and then Florence Amelia tapped around
a bit in a charming little gown, and then proceeded
to whirl herself into public favor. And how that
girl can whirl. We got delightfully dizzy watching
her, and enjoyed it. Next the orchestra played "I'm
Needing You," and Mark sang in his usual pleasing
way, but—minus the cape. Then an Apache dance ap-
peared in the persons of Di Gitanues, and the treat-
ment that the poor girl stood for was amazing. Even
Mark entered the festivities now and then by direct-
ing a sizable foot in certain directions. Claire Bart
was then introduced, and imitated Helen Kane to
perfection. In fact, she was chosen from a contest
which was instigated to find a double for Helen, both
in manner of singing and looks. We don't know
about the looks, but it seems as though it must have
been part of the bargain. She warbled prettily to

Mark, singing "He's So Unusual"and "Aint'cha" so
realistically that we wanted to leave our seats and
go right up and show her that "he" wasn't unusual
at all. But we restrained ourselves. A doll dance
came next, with all the little girls of the ballet wear-
ing hideous masks with cunning 1870 costumes, in-

cluding the little lace pantaloons. Cocia and Verdi
probably can play beautifully, but they clowned and
clowned with their violins and cello starting out to

play something worthwhile and ending up in a roar
of laughter—from the audience. They went over big.

Next "Row-Row-Rolling Along" was played, and
the genial master of ceremonies added his voice to
the chorus. The grand finale consisted of the ballet

in a megaphone dance, but they did not holler through
them. They merely used them as a pivot to dance
around. The Apaches and the Whirligig (pardon.
Miss Amelia) did a routine, and the show ended with

a huge electric sign, in the form of hoops, being
lowered on the stage, bearing the words "Boop-Boop-
Pa-Doop." It was a good show.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending July 10

The Big Time R K O vaudeville at the Greater

Majestic theatre for the current week seemed to

please the patrons though the new policy now only
has four acts of high class numbers on the program
each week.

The Lime Trio opened the bill with some mighty
clever and eccentric gymnasts turns.

Wilson, Kepple & Betty were on next with a col-

lection of varied twists and steps. This act went
over in nice form.

Headlining this week's stageshow was Harry Fox
and His Company of singers and dancers who with
Joan Carroll, musical comedy star, went through
several graceful hits.

Closing the show were Sidney Tracie and Miss
Bessie Hay, two admirable and versatile hoofers who
were assisted by Pan! Humphrey at the baby grand
piano.

Eddie Saner and His R K O-Iians offered the ever
popular circuit march hit, "The voice of the R K O,"
while Vernon Geycr at the mammoth organ played a
selection of songs.

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending July 10

An overture of "Italian Airs" by the Paramount
Pit Orchestra (RnbinoS leading) preceded the "Gin-
ger Snap" unit. Rubinoff, who is billed as "RubinofE
the Great," is great but at times he seems to overdo
himself in his leading, unnecessarily getting himself
in a frenzy and all but pulling his hair out, when
the audience is perfectly aware that the orchestra

does not need that magnetic personality of Rubinoff

to make them bring out their best. They are all

accomplished musicians and it appears a trifle fool-

ish to see the leader become acrobatical in his lead-
ing. Nevertheless, Dave Rubinoff is one of the great-
est "showman" directors of all time (if he could
only control himself slightly).

His beautiful rendition of "O Sole Mio" on his

violin, beggars description, as he is a master of it

if there ever was one. At a number of shows dur-
ing the week he stopped the show with this solo.

Frank Cambria's "Ginger Snaps" unit proved to

be an entertaining presentation. In a picturesque
setting of a village, Al Evans, unit m. c, offers the
only real bit he is permitted in the entire show.
Evans, dressed as a baker, pleasingly introduces him-
self and show in song. Stage blacks out and scene
changes to a set of huge ginger bread dolls and
other figures reminiscent of our childhood concep-
tion of these cookies. The stagehand opened pro-
ceedinKs with a well played rendition of "Exactly
Like You" as the Gamby Girls (12) offered a high-
kick routine. Dick and Edith Barstow proved them-
selves accomplished dancers with a toe routine that
was entirely new to this audience. Incidentally Dick
Barstow is the only male on any stage who does
a toe routine.

The Harrington Sisters (two little misses in little

girl dresses and with baby voices) proved highly en-
tertaining with the novel songs. Their singing of
"I Want to Be a Golddigger" (in which they carried
and displayed their conception of the necessary im-
plements with which to "gold-dig") earned them a
very gratifying reception.

The Gamby Girls, attired in fancy evening dresses
and with tiaras, offered a rhythmic toe routine and
were followed by Rudy Vallee and His Connecticut
Yankees, who entered on a special platform and pre-
sented their usual routine of songs. Rome and Gaut,
comedians and dancers (one about four feet tall and
the other about seven), offered a routine of "hoke"
comedy and clever dancing that proved highly pleas-
ing to this audience. Vallee cleverly Introduced the
clever Jack Oakie, the Paramount picture star who
has been gaining greatly in popularity in the past
few months. Jack sang a few numbers and stopped
the show with his rendition of "Alma Mammy." As
the entire company entered for the finale. Jack Oakie
led the orchestra.

Hollywood Warner

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending July 10

The Joyboys in the pit under the direction of
Jimmy Innes offer "Popular American Airs," includ-
ing "Stars and Stripes Forever," "Under the Double
Eagle," and "Columbia the Gem of the Ocean," as a
prolog to Fanchon & Marco's "Gyp-Gyp-Gypsy" Idea.

The Idea includes the Caligari Brothers, celebrated
international comedians ; Frank Avers and Greta,
wire dancers ; Jean Alexandrea, prima donna ; Jack
Vlaskin, Russian acrobatic dancer ; Ruth Leavitt,
singer, and the sixteen Gypsy Sweethearts.

The settings for the Idea are attractive as well as
the costumes and the presentation is well received.

Week Ending July 18
The return of the Ceballos revue at the Warner

on July 4 brought the well equipped stage facilities

and orchestra pit back into use after many months
of idleness. The show borders on lavishnese and
Arthur Marentz takes the baton for Leo Forbstein's
band.

The opening features the song, "Love Comes in the
Moonlight," with Al Sexton, Martha Holland and
an ensemble of ravishing beauty. Everett and Lowry,
a clever dance team, are in the same number.

Getting a big hand vrith her delightful little toe
si)ecialty is Carita Crawford. The petite lass has
an appealing personality that gets over to an en-
thusiastic audience. We see her again in "Wasn't
It Nice." Very capable and makes a pretty picture.

Ken and DeBard Brothers do a "whoops my dear"
song novelty that pleases. A tap specialty featuring
Messrs. Jensen, Thompson, Dougherty, Newsy,
Ospring, Davis, Humison and Hopkins made a hit.

"Honeymoon Parade" and "Rubberneckin' Around"
were two other lavish numbers featuring the entire
ensemble. Al Sexton and the whole company in
"Strike Up the Band" concluded the review.

Warners apparently spared no expense in staging
the show. The cast numbers 100 people besides the
orchestra of 20 excellent musicians.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way
N. Y. City
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ONCS

BEST SELLERS

Week Ending July 12

No. I

"When It's Springtime"— (Villa

Moret).

No. 2

"Dancing ivith Tears"—(WiUnark).

No. 3
"Stein Song"—(Carl Fischer).

"You Brought Me a New Kind of
Love"—(Famous).

No. 4
"Around the Corner"—(Feist).

"I'm in the Market for You"—(Red
Star).

"It Happened in Monterey"— (Feist).

No. 5
"Absence Makes the Heart Grow

Fonder"—(Remick).

"If I Had a Girl Like You"—(Feist).

No. 6

"Song Without a Name"—(Feist).

"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous).
No. 7

"Ro-Ro- Rolling Along"— (Shapiro-

Bernstein).
"Down the River of Golden Dreams"

—(Feist).
"Moon Is Low"—(Robbins).

No. 8
"Somewhere in Wyoming"—(Morris).

"Reminiscing"—(Remick).
"I Love You So Much"—(Harms).
"Bye Bye Blues"—(Berlin).
"Moonlight on the Colorado"— (Sha-

piro).

"What's the Use"—(Feist).

"I Remember You from Somewhere"
—(DeSylva).

"Just Like in a Story Book"—(Red
Star).
"Ten Cents a Dance"—(Harms).
"Telling It to the Daisies"—(Remick).

"Old Neiv England Moon"—(Berlin).

* * *

"MY FUTURE JUST PASSED^'—(Famous Music
Corp.). This song in the new Paramount picture,

"Safety in Numbers," written up great. Ought to

develop into a big song. Words by George Marion,

Jr., music by Richard A. Whiting.

• • *

"SINGING A SONG TO THE STARS"—(Robbins

Music Corp.) The theme song of the new Metro
picture, "Way Out West." A beautiful song with

an excellent melody. This song should be among
the big numbers in a short time. Lyric by Howard
Johnson, music by Joseph Meyer.

• * *

"I REMEBER YOU FROM SOMEWHERE (Some-

where in My Dreams)"— (DeSylva, Brown). A num-
ber already being played and sung a lot on the air.

Has a good chance of becoming real big. Both the

lyrics and melody are excellent. Words by Edgar
Leslie, music by Harry Warren.

• * *

"AFTER SUNDAY AFTERNOON"—(Harris &
Newman)—^These writers and also their own publish-

ers have a neat little summer song here. A pretty

lyric and a good fox trot melody. Words by Charles

Newman, music by Harry Harris.

• • •

"PUTTIN' IT ON FOR BABY"—(Remick Music

Corp.). A number on the idea of the famous "Yes,

Sir, That's My Baby." A real hot song both as to

words and music and should go big around CHiicago

territory as it's a typical Chicago tune. By Ted
Koehler and Rube Bloom.

Society Dancers
At the Roxy

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 15.—Two of America's

first families were represented last week in
the stage production at the Roxy theatre.
Hariette Alexander Caperton and Earl Vernon
Biddle, Jr., prominent members of Richmond,
Virginia, society, were engaged by S. L. Rotha-
fel (Roxy) to contribute an original adagio
dance composition. Biddle, who has just com-
pleted the law course at Washington and Lee
University, was one of the leading all-round
athletes of that institution, participating in the
U's football, track, wrestling and boxing teams.
Miss Caperton was a student at St. Catherine's
School in Richmond. The couple first began
their stage work at a society benefit in Rich-
mond. This appearance met with such success
that they were encouraged to enter Ned W.ny-
burn's "Gambols" a season or two ago. Since
then they have definitely deserted the activities

of society for a career on the stage.

ORGAN SOLOS
Leo Terry (Chicago Senate) entitled his solo "Re-

member When," introducing all old i)opular niunbers.

All the slides used were at least twenty to twenty-

five years old and the song he used first was called

"I'm Wearing My Heart Away for You." This he

burlesqued by singing it the way an illustrated song

singer would have sung it years ago and believe me
he really put it over. The other songs he used in-

terspersed with gag slides were "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland," "In

the Shade of the Old Apple Tree," "Gray Bonnet,"

"Rosie O'Grady," "Moonlight and Roses" closing vrith

"Some of These Days." The way Terry put the

entire solo over was a credit to him and to show

the audience's appreciation of his work they forced

him to encore. The success of this solo was due to

Terry's keeping any lagging or dragging out of the

entire solo.

Albert F. Bro^vn (C!hicago Marbro) incorporated the

Marbro orchestra with its new personable leader.

Jack Stanley, in his organ orchestra presentation

called "Melodies on Parade." He opened with slides

and incidental words to the tune of "Anchors

Aweigh." The first popular song was "I'm in the

Market for You" followed with "You Brought a New
Kind of Love to Me" and "Sing You Sinners."

Then by contrast Jack Stanley offered a violin solo

accompanied by Al Brown, using the numbers

"Souvenir" and "Moonlight and Roses" and received

a great hand.

Henri Keatcs (Chicago Gateway) called his solo

"Everything Happens for the Best," incidentally based

on Rossiters new number of the same title and in

fact using the tune's music. The numbers used

were "When It's Springtime in the Rockies,"

"Around the Corner and Under the Tree," "Give

Yourself a Pat on the Back" and "Funny Dear."

Now for the fun, after a few new tongue twister

slides that had the patrons in convulsions he fol-

lowed with some slides that instructed the audience

to laugh to variotis tunes, for instance Ha Ha to a

fast tune. He closed with "Happy Days Are Here

Again" and "I Want to Be Happy." This is the

latest new B & K theatre that Keates has opened

and believe me he sure starts them all singing with

a bang.

j/<^ /3>

Organ Pair Take to Road
Ron and Don, organists for several weeks at the

Paramount theatre, San Francisco, and well known

through their novelty musical presentations, have

left to make a tour of southern Publix theatres.
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UALI 1 1 COMPANY
Organ Novelties
brenfeert Effects
Advertising Slides
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Hello Everybody:—This is the first time in my
recollection that the music firm of Leo Feist has
not had a new song in its catalog for a month.
Joe Decatur says that the five new songs ("If I Had
a Girl Like You," "Song Without a Name," "It Hap-
pened in Monterey," "Around the Corner" and
"River of Golden Dreams") are so darned good and
selling so well that they found no necessity for new
tunes this month.

« * *

And they're not the only ones enthusiastic about
their songs. C^t this.

» * »

Harms, Inc., wellknown for publication of musical
scores of the leading stage productions for many
years and now garnering added additional work from
publication of scores of leading picture productions,

is publishing the hits of two recent First National
and Vitaphone productions.

The score of "Bride of the Regiment" includes

"When Hearts Are Young" by Sigraund Romberg.
"Dream Away," "Broken Hearted Lover" and "One
Life—One Love" from the additional score by Al
Bryan and Eddie Ward. "Song of the Flame" in-

cludes "Cossack Love Song," "Song of the Flame,"
"One Little Drink" and "When Love Calls."

• * *

Cliff Hess of Remick's is on his vacation and he's

the only one of the firm who is not all pepped up
over the idea of Remick's publishing the score of
Earl Carroll's eighth edition of the "Vanities." That
is. Cliff may not be but if he isn't it's because he
doesn't know about it. Anyway, everyone else is and
they are probably right. Remick hasn't the habit

of missing and "Telling It to the Daisies" is just

another example of their ability to pick 'em.
« « «

Two of M. Witmark and Sons' newest numbers
are getting plenty of acclaim from band and or-

chestra leaders throughout the country. The tunes
are, "Take Along a Little Love" by Richard A.
Whiting and Seymour Simons, and "Roses Are For-
Get-Me-Nots" by Charles O'Flynn, Al Hoffman and
Will Osborne (the popular crooner and band leader).

• • *

Dorothy Dick, Carman Lombardo and Harry Link
have completed a little summer tune that sounds as
if it had "It." The song is called "Until We Meet
Again, Sweetheart," and Santly Brothers publish
it. Incidentally the Santly tune, "Give Yourself a
Pat on the Back" is getting a big play by dance
bands, radio and organists and it is a tune that is

sure to make the firm lots of the Do, Re, Mi.
• • •

Famous Music is publishing "Back Home," which
was respectfully dedicated to Rear Admiral Richard
E. Byrd by Irving Kahal, Sammy Fain and Pierre
Norman after they witnessed the thrilling scenes in

Byrd's picture of the Antarctic, "With Byrd at the
South Pole."

• « *

Rudy Vallee, whose name may be familiar to you,
is featuring "When Vagabond Dreams Come True,"
inspired by Rudy's autobiographical volume bearing
the same title. The song is by Mitchell Parish, Lew
Porter and Lou Hershcr, and is a very catchy fox
trot especially suitable for Mr. Vallee's talents. Mills
Music, Inc. is the publisher.

• • •

After around eight months' inactivity in his

studios, Emil Velazco informs me that he has had
more requests for organ lessons and practice lessons
than he can accommodate. That can't mean anything
other than that organists expect a happy year.

• • •

Talking about organists, Herbie Kern, former or-
ganist at the Fox Seattle, is now in N. Y. (presum-
ably on a vacation). Billy Barnes and Will Huffman,
who have been working and vacationing, respectively,
in Germany, are back in the good old U. S. A.
Adolph Goebel, formerly of Loew's Yonkers theatre,
is at the Paramount, Atlanta. Bernie Cowham is

leaving for Oshkosh, Wis. Ted Mcyn is going to
Kansas City.
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Urges Lower Rentals

THE NEW CONTRACTING SEASON
is now on with all indications that the

distributor is going to ask again for your
eye teeth in rentals.

But this I know: in the small town with
eggs at 22 cents, butter at 30, wool at 18

and 20 cents against 35 to 40 last year, with
cattle at the pre-war level and hogs the
same, wheat at below a dollar, the money is

going to be mighty scarce for amusement
in the small towns.
Hoover deplored the depression under the

rule of the Democrats some eight years ago
during the inflation period and I wonder
how he explains conditions today. The
farmer is further in the hole than he ever
was, his credit is over-extended, and 85 per
cent of the farms are mortgaged in this

section for what they are worth with the
depreciated value of land.

The exhibitor that pays last year's sound
prices is going to be a sucker. Rentals
must come down 40 per cent from what
they have been for the small town to make
any money, and the bottom is not yet
reached in farm prices.

This is the condition in the rural districts

and while there may be some improvement
in isolated spots, it is not in the country
towns of this size.

This is the situation and as far as my
case is concerned, the distributor is going
to meet the case squarely with reductions
in rentals. No small town exhibitor can
pay the prices he paid last year, for attend-
ance is at the lowest in our experience of

ten years in this spot.—A. E. Hancock,
Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.

Proud of Award
WE WISH TO THANK YOU FOR THE

beautiful bronze plaque which you awarded
us. We are proud of this Award and we feel

that we do have excellent sound and we are

going to try and have the best at all times.

We wish that you could visit our little theatre

and see and hear the equipment.

Thanking you again for the beautiful bronze
plaque, we remain R. L. Harris, Harris
theatre, Hugoton, Kansas.

Guiding Influence

ENCLOSED FIND MY CHECK FOR
$3.00 for which please enter my subscrip-

tion for the Herald-World. I am back in the

game again after a two-year "layoff" and
must have the guiding influence of the Herald.
Also please send me your last edition of

"What the Picture Did for Me." I will try

to have some reports for you in a week or so.

I have been wondering if there is another
theatre in the United States as small as ours
running sound. We seat 100 and are located

in a town of 288 population. We have re-

cently installed disc equipment and are
highly pleased with the results.

Looking forward for renewed relations, I

am, Jos. W. Springer, Strand theatre, Eliza-

liethtown, Ind.

Patrons Congratulate Him
I HAVE RECEIVED THE PLAQUE.
your award to our theatre for good sound

reproduction, for which please accept our
hearty thanks.
We have the plaque on display in the lobby

and we are receiving many congratulations
from our patrons. I am very proud of the
plaque, also very happy to be a subscriber to

the Exhibitors Herald-World.—-W. J. Van
Ryzin, Brewster theatre, Brewster, Ohio.

For Livewire Exhibitors
THE HERALD-WORLD IS THE ONLY
paper in the industry for the real livewire

exhibitors, and it is a boon to the small town
manager.—E. R. Tinkham, Chic theatre, Milo,
Maine.

Cooperation with Exhibitors
WE HAVE BEEN ADVISED THAT
we have been given the award of merit

and the bronzed plaque has been received
by us. It came at a time when we were
holding a large July 4 celebration in Beres-
ford and the plaque was given a conspic-
uous place in our lobby, where it was
admired by hundreds.

This is a 350 seat house and is equipped
with the latest BesTone deluxe sound
system.

Again is clearly demonstrated the co-
operation which the Herald-World gives to

the exhibitor.—E. W. Kundert, Ryan & Kun-
dert. Empress theatre, Beresford, S. Dak.

Foreclosure Is Asked
On State at Hammond;
Razed by Bomb in 1927

The State theatre at Hammond, Ind.,

which was the target of a bomb attack in

1927 that sent one man to prison, has again
encountered difificulties, this time of a
financial nature.

Demanding payment of a $1,200,000 debt,
the American Bond and Mortgage com-
pany, as trustee for the bondholders, has
filed foreclosure proceedings against it.

Constructed as a joint enterprise by the
State Street Merchants' Improvement asso-
ciation, the theatre was built in 1925.

A $900,000 bond issue of the association
together with the defaulted interest brings
the total deficit to $1,200,000, the amount
involved in the controversy. Although the
association is the principal defendant, sev-
eral contractors and firms having claims
against the theatre also were named.

Plan Telegraph Branches
As ''Legit's" Box Offices

The League of New York Theatres is

considering a plan whereby Western Union
and Postal Telegraph companies will serve
as "box offices" for legitimate playhouses.
A discussion of the plan is proposed for a
coming meeting of the league.
Terming the proposal as "very promis-

ing," Harlow D. Savage, executive secretary
of the organization, says he hopes to re-

ceive detailed suggestions from the tele-

graph companies to present at the next
meeting.
The plan implies that tickets may be

purchased and reserved at the box office

price plus the telegraph charges.

Milwaukee Houses Open
Hour Earlier But Keep
Old Time in Clock Fight

(Special to the Herald-World)
MILWAUKEE, July 15.—Milwaukee Mo-

tion Picture Owners' association has decided
to continue operating on standard time but
will open theatre doors an hour earlier to
accommodate observers of daylight saving
time, it is announced.
Observance of the new policy is necessarj'

because many who " formerly came to the
theatre at 7 o'clock in the evening were un-
able to get in and consequently went away.
Reduced admission prices, ordinarily good un-
til 7 o'clock standard time, but now open
until 8 o'clock, have also had a tendency to
bring patrons earlier.

Baltimore to Ballot on
Daylight Saving Time

(Special to the Herald- World)
BALTIMORE, July IS.—Motion picture

houses here may have to operate on a day-
light saving basis instead of on standard time
after next November. The issue, which has
been one of dispute for some time, will be
balloted upon at a city election in November
to do away with the present "voluntary basis."

All theatres except one first run house, the
Rivoli, are now operating on standard time.
W. H. Jennings, of the Citizens' Daylight

Saving League says his organization never was
opposed to the voluntary plan, while Frank W.
Lawson, secretary of the Standard Time
League, says those in his organization will be
glad to express their opinion b_\- ballot.

New Orleans Saenger
Offers Summer Prices

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW ORLEANS, July 10.—A sliding scale

of from 25 cents to 60 cents is the special
summer price schedule just instituted by the
Saenger theatre at New Orleans. The
schedule will be in effect from Monday
through Saturday.
The regular bargain matinee from 11

o'clock in the morning to 1 o'clock in the
afternoon is not affected, but the New York
office of Publix Theatres has made a special
concession allowing entry to children under
twelve years to any seat at any time, includ-
ing Sundays, at a straight 15 cent price. It
is reported that a number of New Orleans'
neighborhood houses have reduced general
admission to 10 cents for adults and 5 cents
for children.

British Society Expert
Aids Goldwyn in Series

Sam Goldwyn has recruited Lady Maureen
Stanley of London to act as social and artistic
adviser in a. series of talking pictures on
English society life.

Lady Stanley will launch her screen en-
deavors in an all-talker starring Ronald Col-
man in which she will be in charge of the
settings. Her signing by Goldwyn is the re-
sult of a visit she made to America with her
father-in-law, the Earl of Derby. The Earl
and Lady Stanley, while the guests of Joseph
E. Widener in Philadelphia, met Mr. Goldwyn,
who later contracted for her services.

Seven Get Long-Term
Contracts With MGM

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July IS.—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer has announced distribution of new long-
term contracts to seven members of its studio
personnel.

Those on the studio scenario staff who re-

ceived contracts are Florence Ryerson, Dan
Totheror and James Forbes. Others include
Director Robert Z. Leonard, Hedda Hopper,
Dr. P. M. Marafioti and Al Boasberg.

mmmmtm
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Proposed New Rules of Film Arbitration

The draft of the new arbitration

agreement as offered at the 5-5-5 and
now awaiting ratification for incorpora-

tion in the Standard Short Form License
Agreement, is as follows:

RVLE 1

Terms of Submission to Arbitration

1. A submission to arbitration under the provi-

sions hereof shall be irrevocable and have the same
effect as if made by a rule or order of court.

2. The parties shall submit to the jurisdiction of

the arbitrators appointed hereunder as fully and in

the same manner as if such arbitrators constituted a

Court of competent jurisdiction and shall produce all

such books, records, documents or things and give

such evidence as they could be compelled to produce
or give if the subject matter of the arbitration were
the subject matter of legal proceedings.

3. There shall be no appeal from the decision or

award of a majority of the Board of Arbitration and
the parties shall abide by and forthwith comply with
any such decision of award which shall be enforce-

able in or by any court of comijetent jurisdiction

pursuant to the laws of such jurisdiction now or

hereafter in force.

4. The par-ties shall accept as conclusive the find-

ings of fact made by such Board of Arbitration and
consent to the introduction of such findings as evi-

dence in any judicial proceeding resorted to for the

enforcement of such decision or award.

RVLE 2

Personnel of Board of Arbitration

1. The Board of Arbitration shall consist of four
members, two of whom shall be members of a Film
Board of Trade (hereinafter called "the distributor's

representatives"), two of whom shall be proprietors,

or managers of theatres (hereinafter called "the ex-

hibitor's representatives"), all of whom shall be ap-
pointed as provided in the next succeeding paragraph

;

provided, however, that in no event shall any ex-

hibitor's representative be the manager of any the-

atre or theatres owned or controlled or affiliated by
a producer or distributor of motion pictures.

2. Each Film Board of Trade shall name a panel
of five of its members and each local Exhibitor'6

Association shall name a panel of ten exhibitors from
which panel respectively the two distributor's and two
exhibitor's representatives on the Board of Arbitra-
tion shall be chosen as hereinafter provided. If

there is no local Exhibitor's Association or if such
Association fails to name such panel, or the exhibi-

tors named for the panel of exhibitors refuse to act.

then the American Arbitration Association shall be
requested to name the panel of ten exhibitor's

representatives.

3. The persons named upon said panels of dis-

tributor's and exhibitor's representatives respectively

shall serve for one month and thereafter until their

respective successors are appointed. Additional names
may be added to any panel to fill vacancies for any
reason.

4. The arbitrators shall not confer with each other
or with either party to a dispute at any time prior

Ito the hearing thereon by the arbitrators; and no
member of the Board of Arbitration shall hear or
determine any controversy in which he has an inter-

est, direct or indirect. Any member of the Board of

Arbitration having such interest shall be deemed to

be disqualified and to have failed to act wtihin the
meaning of this rule.

5. The office of Clerk of the Board of Arbitration

shall be filled by the Secretary of the Film Board of

Trade in the city where the arbitration is to take

place unless a different person is appointed Clerk by
agreement between the local Exhibitor's Association

and the Film Board of Trade in such city in which
case the compensation of the Clerk of the Board of

Arbitration shall be paid weekly one-half by the

Film Board of Trade and one-half by the local Ex-
hibitor's Association.

6. Immediately prior to the hearing of any con-

troversy submitted for arbitration the Clerk of the

Board of Arbitration shall draw two names from each
of the respective panels of arbitrators and the dis-

tributors' representatives and the exhibitor's repre-

sentatives whose names are so first drawn shall con-

stitute the Board of Arbitration to hear and
determine such controversy. An officer of or any
person duly authorized in writing by the Local Ex-
hibitor's Association shall have the right to be pres-

ent at the time the names of the arbitrators are

drawn from each of the respective panels thereof.

7. If any arbitrators shall refuse or be unable to

serve or shall be challenged, the Clerk of the Board
of Arbitration shall immediately draw from the panel

of arbitrators from which the name of such arbitra-

tor was drawn, the name of another arbitrator who
shall act in place of such arbitrator.

8. If the arbitrators or a majority of them are
unable to reach a decision, then they or a majority

of them shall select an Umpire who shall be neither
a distributor nor an exhibitor of motion pictures, nor
engaged in the motion picture business. In such case
the hearing before the Umpire shall be at such time
and place as he shall designate and shall be had be-
fore him alone. If the arbitrators or a majority of
them are unable to agree upon the selection of any
Umpire the Clerk of the Board of Arbitrators shall
request the American Arbitration Association to
make such selection.

9. The arbitrators shall not be entitled to or re-
ceive any compensation, excepting in controversies
in which an Umpire shall be entitled to reasonable
compensation which shall be paid by the unsuccessful
party.

10. Each party shall have the right to challenge
without stating any reason therefor not more than
two of the arbitrators, in which case the arbitrator
or arbitrators challenged shall be disqualified from
acting as such.

11. The arbitrators shall not act as personal advo-
cates of either party and shall deem themselves
chosen as judges to consider the controversy sub-
mitted to them for determination upon the merits
and in accordance with these Rules.

12. For the guidance of arbitrators a copy of the
"Recommendations to Arbitrators in the Motion
Picture Industry Based Upon the Suggestions of the
American Arbitration Association" shall be mailed
by the Clerk of the Board of Arbitration to each
person named upon the respective panels of arbi-
trators.

RVLE 3

Powers of Board of Arbitration

1. The members of the Board of Arbitration shall
before any hearing designate from among their num-
ber a chairman, whose duty and authority as chair-
man shall be strictly limited to maintaining order
to the end that all proceedings before the Board of
Arbitration shall be conducted speedily and with
decorum.

2. The Board of Arbitration shall have general
power, after a thorough and impartial hearing of
any dispute or controversy.

(a) to determine such dispute or controversy,

(b) to make findings of fact in respect thereof,

(c) to direct specific performance of contract
and/or that same has been breached in whole
or in part and/or that damages on such ac-

count be paid ; and
(d) to direct what shall be done by either or both

parties with respect to the matters in dispute.

3. The parties to a controversy shall be afforded
full opportunity to be heard in person or by counsel
and to submit their evidence. Either party shall

have the right to make a statement, in writing under
oath, of their case and to deliver such statement to-

gether with the written evidence in support thereof

to the Board of Arbitration, at the time and place
of the hearing of a controversy but not prior thereto.

All evidence excepting hearsay evidence offered by
either party shall be heard or received by the Board
of Arbitration.

4. The findings, determination, decision, award and
directions of the Board of Arbitration, with respect

to any matter submitted for arbitration shall be con-
clusive and binding upon the parties hereto ; and a
copy thereof shall be given or sent to the parties by
the Clerk of the Board of Arbitration.

5. In any controversy submitted to a Board of Ar-
bitration uiK)n the complaint of a distributor which
is determined in favor of the exhibitor the Board of

Arbitration may in its discretion include in its deci-

sion an award of a sum to be paid by the exhibitor

not to exceed the cost to the exhibitor of railroad

transportation from and return to the city or town
in which the exhibitor's theatre is located and an
additional sum not to exceed $10 provided the ex-
hibitor has attended the hearing.

6. The Board of Arbitration shall not have the
power or authority to make any decision or award
which shall be at variance or in conflict with any
of the provisions of the written contract between the
parties thereto or their rights and obligations there-

under.
RVLE 4

Submission of Controversies to Board of Arbitration

1. Whenever possible distributors and exhibitors

shall endeavor to settle their disputes and controver-

sies without resorting to arbitration.

2. "Whenever a distributor or an exhibitor shall be
unable to settle any dispute or controversy between
them arising under any contract containing the arbi-

tration clause of the Standard License Agreement,
the complaining party shall notify the Secretary of

the Film Board of Trade located in the city out of

which the exhibitor is served that such party desires

to submit the claim or controversy to the Board of

Arbitration having jurisdiction thereof, advising the
Secretary of the name and address of the other

party to the controversy and the nature thereof. The
Secretary thereupon shall mail a written notice to

the parties to the controversy and the local Exhibi-
tor's Association that such controversy has been re-

ferred to the Board of Arbitration at the request of

one or other of the parties and of the time and place
of hearing. Such hearing shall not take place less

than five days from the date of the sending of the
notice thereof.

3. In case either party to a controversy referred to
the Board of Arbitration shall claim that irreparable
injury will result unless there is a speedy determina-
tion thereof and shall make a written demand that
hearing thereon in less than five days, setting forth
facts deemed by the Clerk of the Board of Ai-bitra-
tion sufficient, the notice provided for in Paragraph
2 hereof may be dispensed with and in such case only
twenty-four hours written notice of the time and
place of the hearing shall be given to the parties to
the controversy, the local Exhibitor's Association and
the respective panels of arbitrators.

4. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to
prohibit the filing of claims or controversies by dis-

tributors or exhibitors directly with the Clerk of the
Board of Arbitration having jurisdiction thereof.

5. Except in the case mentioned in paragraph 3

hereof each of the parties to a controversy submitted
for arbitration shall have the right to one adjourn-
ment of the hearing thereof for a term of one week
by sending to the Clerk of the Board of Arbitration
a written demand therefor at least three days prior
to the date fixed for the hearing of such controversy.

6. Every dispute or controversy must be submitted
for determination to the Board of Arbitration within
nine months after the date of the breach of contract
or of the act of omission or commission out of which
such dispute or controversy shall have arisen. A
dispute or controversy shall be deemed submitted
when a written statement thereof is delivered to the
Clerk of the Board of Arbitration. A claim or con-
troversy which cannot be submitted for arbitration
because of the limitations of time prescribed in this
paragraph may not be introduced as a counter claim.

7. If either of the parties to a controversy sub-
mitted for arbitration fails to appear at the time
fixed for the hearing thereof, the default of such
party shall be noted by the Clerk of the Board of
Arbitration. In case of a default in appearance of
the complainant, the complaint shall be dismissed,
and in case of a default in appearance of the re-
spondent, the Board of Arbitration shall hear the
evidence of the complainant and shall make an award
to the same effect as if both parties had been present.

8. The members of any Board of Arbitration or a
majority of them having made an award upon the
default in appearance of one of the parties to a con-
troversy, upon application made within seven days
after the making of an award setting forth a rea-
sonable excuse deemed by them sufficient for the
default in appearance, may in their discretion re-
open the proceedings and reconsider the award upon
such terms and condition as it may deem just.

9. Refusal of either party to produce any books,
records, documents or things to give evidence upon
the hearing of any controversy submitted for arbi-
tration shall be a ground upon which the Board of
Arbitration may make an award in favor of the other
party.

10. Unless otherwise agreed between the parties,
the arbitration shall take place in the city wherein
is situated the exchange of the distributor from which
the exhibitor is served, or if there is no Board of
Arbitration in such city, then in the city nearest
thereto in which there is a Board of Arbitration. If
either party fails or refuses to proceed to arbitrate
and an application for an order so to do is made by
the other party to the United States District Court
or to any court of a state wherein such arbitration
would otherwise be held, then such arbitration shall
take place at such place as the court to which such
application is made may lawfully direct.

RVLE 5
Claims Against Third Parties

1. If in a controversy in which a claim is made
against a distributor for damages for failure or de-
lay in delivering any motion picture, and the dis-
tributor's defense to such claim is that such failure
or delay was caused by reason of the failure of
delay of another exhibitor in returning the print of
such motion picture or in forwarding it to the com-
plaining exhibitor as directed by the distributor the
Board of Arbitration, if such other e-xhibitor is party
to a Standard License Agreement with such distribu-
tor containing an arbitration clause incorporating
these rules, shall riostpone the hearing of such con-
troversy and shall direct that such other exhibitor
be brought in and made a party thereto. If the
Board of Arbitration, if such other exhibitor is party
exhibitor is entitled to damages on account of such
exhibitor but if the Board of Arbitration shall find
that such failure or delay was caused by such other
exhibitor, the Board of Arbitration shall make its

award against such other exhibitor for the amount
of damages awarded to the complaining exhibitor.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept. ^
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Theatres for Sale or Rent

FOR SALE—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE;
seats 322—sound equipment. County seat town; main
line of Rock Island and Santa Fe railroads now
building in. 22 miles to the nearest show. Show
making money; but am forced to sell because of ill

health. Address G. A. Hart, Stratford, Texas.

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK—Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25%
of value. West Virginia town, drawing population
ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers save
postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply.

Address Box 627, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE — STRAND THEATRE, JESUP,
GEORGIA. Population 3,000; drawing power 10,000.
New road opening up giving access to another town
only nine miles away with a population of 1,000. Best
located theatre in the South. Forty-five miles from
any large town or any other theatre. No opposition
and no likelihood of any. Have five year lease, just

renewed. Beautiful theatre—reasonable rent. Doing
good business. Other business interests force me to

sell. 400 seats, perfect sound equipment. House has
been acoustically corrected. Pipe-organ, non-synchro-
nizing machine. Balcony for colored trade. First

check for $15,000.00 gets it. Signed by W. P. Rig-
gins, Mgr., Strand Theatre, Jesup, Georgia.

THEATRE IN SOUTH BEND, INDIANA—Seat-
ing 1127—in theatre district. Inquire Dr. J. Burke,
South Bend, Indiana.

GOOD PAYING 350 SEAT HOUSE, 50c and 25c,
SPECIALS 75c and 35c, silent, no competition, near-
est sound sixty mountain miles. Building 55 ft. x
110 ft., three lots, store, six room house, dance hall,

weekly dances, shows seven nights. Must sell ac-

count of altitude. Less than half cost. Snap. Ad-
dress Rainbow Theatre, Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Lo-
cated in the finest game and fishing country in the
United States.

CAN SELL YOUR THEATRE QUICKLY—
SEND ALL PARTICULARS to Albert Goldman, S

S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—250 SEAT HOUSE and equipment.
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to appreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Hemdon,
Virginia.

A REAL NICE THEATRE IN TOWN 2500 POP-
UL.ATTON. Talking Pictures. Six other towns to
draw from. At a bargain. Address R. W. Floyd,
Dyer, Tennessee.

FOR SALE—THEATRE BUILDING COMPLETE.
TOWN of 12.000, no competition, fully equipped
with sound and doine a nice business. Address
D. O. Coleman. Southineton. Conn.

TWO THEATRES-TOWN 5.000: must be sold
to settle estate: ahsolutelv genuine barcain. Ad-
dres-! Box 48R. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St.. Chicago, Illinois.

Theatres Wanted
WANTED TO LEASE—Theatre not less than 500

Beats. About 50 miles from Chicaeo. Illinois. With
option to buy. Address Box 495. Exhibitors Herald-
World. 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, Illinois.

BEFORF. YOTT BUY A THEATRE consult us.
Profitable boti^ec always on band. Address Albert
Goldman. 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicairo, Illinois.

Help Wanted
WANTED—AN EDITOR-MANAGER for the So-

ciety of Motion Picture Eneineers. Appliratinns are
heretiT inT'trd for the combined position of business
tnanaeer of the Sorietv and editor of the Society's
Journal. The editor-manaeer will be sunnlied with
capable editorial and clerical assistants, and his duties

will be (a) to edit the Journal under the jurisdic-
tion of the Board of Editors; (b) to transact the
routine business of the Secretary and Treasurer and
the various committee chairmen, and (c) to assist the
President in coordinating the various activities of the
Society. Desirable qualifications of the applicant in-
clude a pleasing personality, managerial and technical
editorial ability, and a broad knowledge of the mo-
tion picture industry. The salary will be not less
than $6,000.00 per year.

Applications should be forwarded to J. H. Kur-
lander. Secretary of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, 2 Clearfield Avenue, Bloomfield, New
Jersey.

Positions Wanted
PROJECTIONIST, ELECTRICIAN, SIGN, SHOW-

Card Writer; and General Theatre Advertising. Non-
union, prefer small town, ten years' experience, best
of references. Reliable, will go anywhere. Address
T. L. Jackson, 921 W. 7th St., Joplin. Missouri.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE MEWORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8
years' experience on Powers, Motiograph, Simplex,
alio Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Age 24'/^, mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St., Rock Hill, S. C.

PROJECTIONIST—Long experience on all ma-
chines; Al Sound. Go Anywhere. Address Pro-
jectionist, Miami Camp Grounds, Miami, Oklahoma.

AT LIBERTY—Experienced Manager for park,
carnival, summer resort. Dance pavilion, hotel or
club. Other amusement propositions considered. Dy-
namic personality. Age 38. Married: have car; go
anywhere. References exchanged. Salary and per-
centage. State all first letter. Write, wire or phone
Hemlock 5721. Guy Hallock, Duluth, Minn.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-
tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhib-
itors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

OPERATOR. EXPERIENCED ON WESTERN
ELECTRIC and R. C. A, PHOTOPHONE system or
silent pictures. Go anywhere: references. Address
Alex Branik, 3486 Brush St., Detroit, Michigan.

THEATRE MANAGER DESIRING CHANGE,
preferably South or West, married, go anywhere.
References; successful record. Two weeks' notice
necessary; at present employed major chain. Handle
any type theatre or group, executive capacity. Thor-
oiich experience all branches business. All replies
will be answered. Wire or letter. Address H. Nella,
Majestic Hotel, Utica, N. Y.

AT LIBERTY—PROJECTIONIST. Experience
on silent and talkie equipment, can trive reference;
will locate anywhere. Address R. E. Huard, 34 Bond
St.. Battle Creek, Mlich.

PROJECTIONIST, SOUND OPERATOR, fifteen
years experience: write or wire. Address Barney
Ludesher, 1493 Washington St., Dubuque, Iowa.

MANAGER DESIRES PO.STTTON—Knows show
business from A to Z. Am highly eflficlent, honest
and reliable. References exchanged. Can go any-
where. Address Box 4R5, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE MANAGER. ORGANIST, AD WRIT-
ER. WESTERN ELECTRIC SOTTND OPERATOR—Non-Union, married, aged 35. desires two or three
year contract south of Mason-Dixon line or outside
continental United States. At liberty about Sen-
tember 1.5th. Highest references. Address full oar.
ticulars. Box 4Rfi. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St.. Chicago. Illinois.

YOTTNG MAN DESIRES CONNECTTON as ad-
vertising or bouse manager nf theatre. Fifteen rears
exnerienre. Write Box 4R4. Exhibitors Herald-World.
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago. Illinois.

ATTENTION. THEATRE OWNERS. Speriallv
trained managers, theatre advertising men, theatre

service men, available for employment at short notice.
No service charges. Address Theatre Managers In-
stitute, 325 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, assistant managers, advertising
men, service men, available for employment at short
notice. Address Theatre Managers Institute, 325
Washington St.. Elraira. New York.

Sound Equipment Bargains

FACTORY TO YOU—CUT OUT THE MIDDLE-
MAN—BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE—Sound-on-
Film. Heads, $198.50; Photocells, $14.95; GE Exciter
Lamp, 98c; Optical Systems $29.50; Head Amplifiers,
$29.60; % h.p. Synchronous Motors, $29.50; Rochester
Built Turntables, $69.50; Samson 250 push-pull ampli-
fier, $54.45: Audak Tuned Pickups, $33.95; Standard
Audak, $17.95; Speedometers, $9.95; Wright-DeCoster
Horns, $14.70; Jensen Speakers, $17.80; Exfonential
Horns, $48.80; Giant Exponential Units, $46.35;
Junior Units, $21.95; Constant Faders, $13.90; Sound
Mixers, $19.50; W. E. Approved Sound Screens,
$49.00; R. C. A. Licensed Tubes, 50% off; Acoustical
Felt, 29^c sq. yd.; Bargains, Demonstrators, Rebuilt
Booth Equipment. Write us your needs. Address
Service-on-Sound Corp., 1600 Broadway, New York
City, N. Y.

DISC-0;PHONE TURNTABLES NOW $50.00
EACH, with pickup fader and all attachments. Free
trial offer. Address The Disc-0-Phone Co., Florala,
Ala.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound
screens a foot, 75c. Synchronous ^ H.P., motors,
$50.00. Vs HP. variable speed motors. $27.50. Large
hub two-thousand foot reels, $2.00. Imported Mirror
.\rc mirrors guaranteed finest made 7", $6.00. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, up-
per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,
125.00. Gundlach lenses, $5.00. Mazda regulators,
$37.50. Lens polish, a pint, $2.00. New Strong
rectifier tubes for 30 ampere, $13.50: for 15 ampere,
$7.25. Heavy film splicers. $6.00. Mazda globes for
any machine, discount 10%. Sure-fit Simplex parts,
discount 10%. Two Simplex machines like new with
new Strong Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-in-
tensity generator, $1175.00. Powers 6B Mazda ma-
chine good as new, $300.00. Two Powers 6B bases,
$150.00. Any size carbons National Bio. Electra
Discount 10%. Two Strong low-intensity lamps,
demonstrators, $300.00. Two Strong 30 amperes rec-
tifiers slightly used, $250.00. Two Powers 6B ma-
chines complete with heavy Grimes Turntables ready
for sound projection guaranteed best made. $900.00.
Write or wire us your needs. Twenty years in the
theatre supply business. You take no chance when
vou order from the Western Motion Picture Co.,
Danville. 111.

Equipment for Sale

ONE P^CENT DISC TALKING EOUIPMENT
IN PERFECT CONDITION—for $600.00 cash. One
extra good Simplex only slightly used for $400.00;
one Simplex good condition for $300.00: one Powers
6B including GE Mazda unit for $200.00: one Re-
producco Pipe Organ for $150.00. Address Royal
Theatre, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

FOR SALE—2 POWERS MACHINES with gov-
ernor type speed control. Also an extra Powers head—all heads just over-hauled. Address Sun Theatre,
Plainwell. Mich.

MOVIEPHONE DISK EOUIPMENT for two ma-
chines—for Powers or Simplex, complete cost $1,000.
Used less than a week. Lost lease. Must be sold at
once at price of $150. Direction for installing. Ad-
dress G. M. Beede, Westboro, Mass.

ADDITIONAL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ON FOLLOWING PAGE

mmmm
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TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTiUGRAi'H. $65. OU each. Portable Zemtli
projectors. Edison Underwriters. New I)e Vry suit-
case machines and standard Ds Vry movie camera.
300 reels ot film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Uuluth,
Minn.

FOR SALE—One pair Syncrodisk Tables with
pick-ups and fader. Used only sixty days. Perfect con-
dition. Address A. D. Boon, Franklin, Mo.

SIX BRAND NEW $55.00 record cabinets for
$35.00 each. FOUR NEW TYPE $25.00 lens holders
for $20.00 each. Address Box 489, Exhibitors Her-
ald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—1 Pacent Reproducing Machine, Film
and Disc; in perfect condition. Apply State Theatre,
Bogalusa, La.

FOR SALE—I have one Reproducer Pipe Organ in
first-class condition. Cost $2250.00. Hare $450.00
worth of music. I dare anybody to make me an of-
fer on it. Will trade for seats, Simplex Projector or
what have you? Address Strand Theatre, Jesup,
Georgia.

BRAND NEW RECORD CABINETS—$14.00 each.
Cost $35.00. Address Vitadisk Company, Inc.,
Rochester, New York.

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NON-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde, New York.

FIRST HUNDRED DOLLARS TAKES BEAU-
TIFUL Phototone Non-Synchronous Speaker Tubes,
Record Cabinet, Fifty Records, perfect condition.
Address Ritz Theatre. Clearfield, Pa.

"BESTLITE" SHUTTERS GIVE MORE LIGHT,
minimum flicker, perfect Technicolor. $15.00, the
price. Address Bestl-te Shutter Co., 3900 Third Ave.,
Sioux City, la.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN—ONE AUDI-
PHONE Talking outfit complete with Daylight Screen.
Address Lanett Theatre, Lanett, Alabama.

FOR SALE—PHOTOTONE NON-SYNC. Good
as new with cueing rack and 200 records $225.00.
Minusa screen, 11x14, $15.00. Address Starette The-
atre, New Castle, Indiana.

TWO ACME S. V. E. PORTABLE projectors, like
new, $75.00 each. Address DeVaul's Films, Oneonta,
N. Y.

PRACTICALLY NEW HALF SIZE CINEPHOR
lenses, also quarter size. 2 good used Simplex Pro-
jectors with G. E. Mazda. 2 Simplex Mazda with
National regulators like new. 2 new rariable speed
motors. Prices right. Address Box 492, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—FOUR DYNAMIC SPEAKERS.
Also 400 opera chairs. Write Nebraska Theatre
Corp., 2814 Leavenworth St., Omaha, Nebraska.

MOVIE-PHONE DISC EQUIPMENT for Sim-
plex, guaranteed good condition. Instructions for
installing. $330.00 cash. Address Mission Theatre,
Dalhart, Texai.

DON'T PAY HIGHWAY ROBBERY PRICES
FOR PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS. We supply
standard replacements all leading systems same price
to manufacturers, dealers or exhibitors—$14.95. State
make and tvpe wanted. Address Service-on-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway New York City, N. Y.

FOR SAT.K—2Rn VENEER THEATRE SEATS
30c each. Phototone Non-Sync, good as new with
200 record? $230.00. Address Lyceum Theatre, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

FOR SALE—PHOTOPHONE NON-SYNC. 7
month.'; old. 130 records, $190.00. Address Galen The-
atre, Marysville. Pa.

THE TALK OF THE TALKIES—Synchronized
reproducers, new 1930 models for lease at $3.70 a
week. Rentals give you ownership. Address Life-
tone Service Incorporated, Oregon. Illinois.

2 REBUILT SIMPLEX MACHINES, double
bearing intermittent movements, with five-point pedes-
tals at $430.00 each. Address Box 481, Exhibitors
Herald-World. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT BARGAINS. We can
save you money on anvthing vou want. Write for
prices. Oldest independent theatre supply house in
America. You take no chance when ymi buv from
the Western Motion Picture Company, Danville, Til,

FOR SALE—STEEL PROTECTION BOOTH for
one machine. $10.00. 2 10'/4xl3'^ feet GOLD
FIBRE SCREENS. $23.00 each. 2 Mazda LAMP-
HOUSES with transformers, $50.00 each. Addresi
Rio Theatre. Oak Creek, Colorado.

FOR SALE—TWO PACENT DISC EQUIP-
MENTS Complete. Cost $2860, will sell for $800.00
cash. Address Libertv Theatre, Peru, Indiana.

"CAN YOU INSTALL YOUR OWN SOUND?"
Others have at a ereat saving. Detailed prints and
photographs are furnished. Write for prices and
terms. Address The Lifetone Co., Oregon, Illinois

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-_B

and 6-A motiograrih machines, all motor driven, in
guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity

arc reflector lamps with or without machines at
reasonable prices. Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating lans lor AC and DC current. Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, ail
at bargain prices ior immediate shipment. Write for
bargain list. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-
flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co., a44 Wabash.
Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
1214 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Equipment Wanted
WANTED TO BUY—Two baby arc lights for Pow-

ers Projector at reasonable price. Address Fox Valley
Theatre, Fox Valley, Sask., Canada.

WANTED—TO PURCHASE—from SCO to 650 np-
holstered opera chairs for sound picture house. Also
two Simplex or Powers Projectors, must be prac-
tically new, at bargain prices. Address Exhibitors
Lock Box 674, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices. Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machine.s. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad, or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, California.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
S44 Wabash, Chicago, Illinoii.

Chairs for Sale

VENEER SEATS—Two hundred for sale at bar-
gain price. Address Good-All Electric, Inc., Ogallala.
Nebraska.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

FOR SALE—1000 UPHOLSTERED SEATS. Im
itation Spanish leather, veneered backs. $1.85 each.
1500 S-ply veneered chairs 93c each. Address Illi-

nois Theatre Equipment Company, 1029 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs, 600 up-
holstered. 800 veneer.

_
Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago. Illinois.

1,000 used high-grade spring constructed theatre
seats covered in imitation Spanish leather. The seats
are all brand new with metal bottom boards. Very
reasonable prices. 300 spring edge seats covered in

imitation Spanish leather made by Heywood-Wakefield
Company. 1,000 upholstered seats in imitation leather,
veneer backs. 730 heavy 3-ply veneer theatre chairs

^ backs. Also several smaller jots of upholstered
chairs, panel backs, at very attractive prices. We can
furnish you with your needs—everything for the thea-
tre—in the used line—at a great saving. For more
information and prices, write Illinois Theatre Equip-
ment Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Managers* Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn
modern theatre management and theatre advertising.
The Institute's training leads to better positions.

Write for particulars. Address Theatre Manager!
Institute, 323 Washington St.. Elmira. N. Y

Organs for Sale

PIPE ORGAN—LATE MODEL WURLITZER,
style "W." Slightly used, good as new. Cost $2,600.00.

Real Bargain. ^Vil! consider some trade. Address
Texas Theatre, Killeen, Texas.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case, like

new. Address National Equipment Co., 409 West
Michigan St., Duluth, Minn.

Films for Sale

BIG STOCK OF WESTERNS, SERIALS, CAR-
TOONS AND COMEDIES priced low for quick sale.

Write at once for our list if you are in the market
to buy for CASH. Address Security Pictures, Film
Exchange Building, Omaha, Nebr.

FREE 33 MM. FILM, SUITCASE PROJEC-
TORS, $30.00. 9mm. film cheap. List. Address
Seavey, 76 Laurel, Ridgefield Park, New Jersey.

COMEDIES, ACTION. WESTERN and Sensa-
tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition
film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co., 630
Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

EXCELLENT WESTERNS, $3 REEL; Powers
6A Projectors, $125.00. Address Marshall Films,
Rome, Georgia.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-
less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 8^4x7!4" letterheads $3.33, or S'Axll"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

Films Wanted
WANTED _ USED MOVIE FILMS, ALSO

EQUIPMENT. Address Claude & Caeser, Kirklin,
Indiana.

WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE a few good,
silent comedies. Film must be in good condition.
Mail list and prices to the Pittsburgh Sales Company,
1317 Clark Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago, Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some ot the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, Illinois.

Bankrupt Stock

BANKRUPT STOCK— FILMS — MACHINES,
also Talking Equipment. Stamp for list. Address
Box 235, Hickman Mills, Missouri.

Insurance

THE BIGGEST SAFEGUARD for your business
is the sure protection afforded by insurance. BUT
insurance improperly written is itself a loss of money
to you. For ten years we have made a study of the
theatre's insurance needs. Call on us or write us.

Address Jules Juillard & Co., Room 937. 175 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Would Like to Trade

$120 PER MONTH INCOME PROPERTY leased

to government, 10 years for Post-Office. Will trade
for Theatre fcuilding or Theatre business. Address
Box 493, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Illinois.

Partner Wanted

WANTED—A PARTNER TO BUY ONE-HALF
INTEREST in my Theatre in Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan. Will sell one-half interest in Theatre business

or building, or half interest in both. This Theatre
has been a paying proposition for twenty-five years.

Partner must be sober and reliable and williiig to take
an active part in management of same. If interested

communicate with George C. Nichols, 1029 Madison
Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miscellaneous

ADVERTISE IN RURAL WEEKLIES—Lists free.

Address Meyer Agency, 4112 H. Hartford, St. Louis,
Mo.

GET FAT—Without drugs, method 25c. Address
Edwin Wilkins, Refugio, Texas.

THEATRE ADVERTISING— FLASHY 3x8
BILLS: 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4.25, postpaid. King
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10, cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-
ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Signs Shop,
Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES—Manufacturer to

you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

100 LIGHTI.N'G STUNTS WITH CHALK, $1.00.
Address Sailor Chris, 2926 Garfield, Kansas City,
Missouri.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service, Box 4673, Kan-
sas City, Mo.
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR NE

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Cop.Trighl, 1930

Columbia
GUILTY: Special cast—June 13-14. Very good.

Here's one you can step on and look the people in the
face when they come out and ask them how they
enjoyed the picture, for you will know they will say
it was fine. It is real entertainment. If some pro-
ducers had had this, it would have been a special,
and Columbia still gives us a full-size picture. It's

funny the other companies cannot afford to.—Har-
old Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich.—General
patronage.

MUKDER ON THE ROOF (AT) : Special cast-
Nothing big but a good picture. Seven reels.—Harold
Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson, la.—General
patronage.

First National

LOOSE ANKLES (AT) : Special cast—Good. Every-
one praised it. Young and Fairbanks are well liked
in Carson. Seven reels.—Harold Smith, Dreamland
theatre, Carson, la.—General patronage.

NO, NO, NANETTE (AT): Bernice Claire—Had
more favorable comments on this than on any pic-
ture we have run since installing sound. We ran it

too late to make any profits on it.—Jack Greene, New
Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Staall town patronage.

NO, NO, NANETTE (AT): A very good picture.
Color was wonderful. Very good print—Mary Pur-
cell, Muse-U theatre, Oartez, Col.—General patronage.

FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS (AT) : Cblleen Moore—From point of cleverness, think this the greatest
piece of work that Colleen has done. It did not do
anything at the box office, though.—Jack Greene, New
Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town patronage.

Fox
THE ARIZONA KID (AT) : -Warner Baxter—July

4-5. A very good Western. Drew well on a Friday
and Saturday and gave universal satisfaction. Last
two Fox pictures have been on full-sized screen. Eight
reels.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.—Small town patronage.

GIRL FROM HAVANA (AT): Special cast—June
25-26. A mighty good play of adventure. A story of
man and woman detectives hunting down a bunch of
jewel thieves and hero and heroine each believing the
other a crook, yet falling in love with one another.
Lots of action, romance, fine cast, absorbing interest
and funny spots. Worth playing. A short show,
you will need fillers.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Sal-
mon, Ida.—General patronage.

TEMPLE TOWER (AT) : Special cast—June 21-22-
23-24. The further adventures of Bulldog Drummond
but not nearly as good as the original.—S. B. Ken-
nedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES (AT): Gaynor-Farrell—
July 1-2. Some patrons remarked that this was the
finest talking picture they had yet seen. Did not have
as much drawing power as "Sunny Side Up" but it

is the first midweek picture that made any money in
this town in the past 30 days. If Fox can consistently
turn out such pictures as they have this past year,
with as good recording on disc as "High Society
Blues," their new product ought to be a good buy
for small towns this coming year. Saw "Common
Clay" recently on a special screening and believe it

will make box officp history. Ten reels.—W. J. Purcell,
Lonet theatre, Wellington, O..—Small town patronage.

WHY LEAVE HOME (AT) : Special cast-June 27-
28. Extra-fine comedy-drama filled with music, hila-
rious plot and Al east. You can boost this big and
play it on your best night. Three husbands date up
three chorus girls and tell their wives that they are
sroing duck hunting. The wives engage three college
boys to teach them how to do the modern dances. All
meet at a mountain road house and the fun is on.
Walt«*r Catlit and Sue Carol lead in an exceptional
cast.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ROMANCE OF THE RIO GRANDE (AT) : Special
ca.it—Quit* a wonderful picture. Don't be mislead by
reports about Mexican dialect among minor charac-
ters spoiling show. This is a great story. Play has
everything, humor, action, romance and more music
than arv play we have yet had. The music is very
fine. This is to my mind one of the big outstanding
plays. Mv patrons complimented me on it. A few
there were, who like cheap Western r. who did not
care for it. but if you are running a high class house
you will want this special. P'-i'^t fine. Fox hasn't
griven me a poor print yet, which cannot be said of

Key to Sound Symbols
AT—AU-Talking
TME—^Talking, Musical, Score, Effects

M(^ Musical Comady
O Operetta
ME—Musical Scors, Ejects (only)

DEFINITIONS: AT, a picture in which all

speaking to be observed in the essential action
is recorded, the designation including any mnst-
cal score which the picture may have. TME, a

part-talking picture, the designation including
the musical score necessary in such types and
any sound effects.—MC, a picture corresponding
to the type of stage production called **mu8ical

comedies," being extravaganzas or revues featur-

ing musical acts and dancing and with all sound
essential to the action, including dialog, re-

corded. O, a picture corresponding to the

light operas of the stage called "operettas."

ME, a picture which has a musical score, may
have sound effects, but which has no dialog.

NOTE: When no symbols appear directly after

the title, the picture was run in silent form.

Paramount, who has sent me four plays in bad shape.—^Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General
patronage.

THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS (AT) : Will Rogers-
Old Will is a good one. No "putting-on" with him,
just natural.—'Mary Purcell, Muse-U theatre, Cortez,
Col.—General patronage.

SUNNY SIDE UP (AT): Gaynor-Farrell—This is

the best sound picture I ever had. Peojile are still

raving about how good it was. Print was good.
Sound-on-film.—Mary Purcell, Muse-U theatre, Cor-
tez, Col.—General patronage.

SUNNY SIDE UP (AT) : Gaynor-Farrell—Old, but
played it at $1 for the whole family and 30-15 cents
singles, and made friends if I did not make much
money. A dandy picture.—^George E. Fuller, The
Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala.—Small town patronage.

SUNNY SIDE UP: Gaynor-Farrell—June _ 29-30-

July 1. Played this one a little old but it did nice
business and pleased 100 per cent, so what more can
we ask ? Thirteen reels.—^Harold Kortes, Sun theatre,

Plainwell, Mich.—General patronage.

MGM
SAUGHT SHORT (AT): Dressler-Moran—June 16-

17. We found this very disappointing. This pair
makes a good relief in some one else's picture but
they can't put their own over. There was three times
as much comedy in their part in "Chasing Rainbows"
as there is in this entire picture.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—General patron-

age.

LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY (AT): Charles
Kaley—June 25-26. Was disappointed in this one.

both on the screen and at the box office. A tough
title to sell and picture does not click anything like

J. C. Jenkins

—His Colyum

The page of Jaysee Jenkins' com-

ment, together with his sundry and

several, but always interesting,

observations on many topics, is

found on page 42 of this issue.

Jaysee—Page 42

a special.—T. B. Gline, Richmond theatre, Richmond,
Vt.—Small town patronage.

WISE GIRLS (AT) : Special cast—Very good. J.

C. Nugent kept the audience laughing all the time.
Eleven reels.—Harold Smith, Dreamland theatre, Car-
son, la.—^General patronage.

UNTAMED (AT): Joan Oawford—A fine picture
that drew me the best business that I've had for
some time. Seemed to please generally, as business
was very good the second night.—Harold Smith,
Dreamland theatre, Carson, la.—General patronage.

THE SHIP FROM SHANGHAI (AT) : Special cast
—Just fair. First reel was good but the rest was
barely understandable.—Harold Smith, Dreamland
theatre, Carson, la.—General patronage.

A LADY TO LOVE (AT): Vilma Banky—June
18-19. Personally, did not care for this, though not
as bad as I expected from reports. Did more business
with this than with "Lord Byron of Broadway" on
same days of the week. Figure that out.—T. B.
Cline, Richmond theatre, Richmond, Vt.—Small town
patronage.

THE GIRL SAID NO (AT) : William Haines—This
would have been a dandy if they had left out some
scenes which did not need to be there. I can't under-
stand why the producers think vulgarity is funny. It

may get by in the city but the little towns that try

to show good pictures can't use this type. Nine reels.

—Harold Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson, la.—

-

General patronage.

STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL (AT): Special
ca.st—June 25-26. I have pulled many feet of film,

both silent and sound, through the projectors, but
this is absolutely the nearest to nothing I have ever
worn my sprockets out on. It was so punk that we
refused to sell tickets to second night run, letting
them in free on condition they wouldn't cuss us when
they came out.—J. S. Walker. Texas theatre, Grand
Prairie. Tex.—General patronage.

BISHOP MURDER CASE (AT) ; Special cast—Not
so hot. The players do not talk plain. Two of them
talk okay but the rest sound like they are just learn-
ing to speak. Don't come back with that old gag
about equipment. We know our equipment is okay,
for it delivers the goods on most of them if the talk-

ing is right. Why should it fall down on this one?—
Russell C. Dey, Reedville Movies, Reedville, Va.—
General patronage.

THEY LEARNED ABOUT WOMEN (AT): Van
and Schenck—A good show and one that will please
them, but the name certainly does not draw. How-
ever the picture is 100 per cent and will stand up
for two or three nights. Recording good.—Russell C.

Dey, Reedville Movies, Reedville, Va.—General patron-
age.

HALLELUJAH (AT) : Special cast—Very remark-
able production, with excellent acting and singing.

However, did not draw.—The Playhouse theatre,

Clyde, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
SARAH AND SON (AT): Ruth Chatterton—Ruth

is a wonderful actress, no doubt about that, and the
story was put on in first class manner. But oh,

boy, this kind of stories will drive us all nuts !—Jack
Greene, New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small
town patronage.

KIBITZER (AT): Harry Green-Pretty fair but
lacks laughs, and laughs were expected. The trailer

said we would die laughing. If we had run the
trailer after showing of the pictures perhaps they
would have laughed.—Jack Greene, New Geneseo the-
atre, Geneseo, III.—Small town patronage.

SEVEN DAYS LEAVE (AT): Gary Cooper—If
many more pictures of this type come along we will

have to go out of business. Cannot understand why
they pick such drivel as this to make pictures out
of when there are so many other stories that appeal
to the public in general.—Jack Greene, New Geneseo
theatre, Geneseo, lU.^^Small town patronage.

YOUNG EAGLES (AT) : Buddy Rogers—Good pic-

ture. Drew good and pleased. Eight reels.—Harold
Smith, Dreamland theati-e, Carson, la.—General pat-
ronage.

HALF WAY TO HEAVEN (AT) : Buddy Rogers-
Very good. Play this.—Russell C. Dey. Reedville
Movies, Reedville. Va.—General patronage.

THE VAGABOND KING (AT): Dennis King—
Gros.=ied more on this than on any picture played in

last three months, but extra advertising expense and
high fi'm rental took most of the cream. I find that
when they turn out for a big picture they lay off pic-
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tures for the balance of the week, so the week's results
are disappointing.—Geoi-ge E. Fuller, The Playhouse,
Fairhope, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THE VIRGINIAN (AT): Gai-y Coopr—A wonder-
ful production. Hayed it the first week of our open-
ing with sound-on-hlm and it pulled and pleased.—
George E. Fuller, The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala.—
Small town patronage.

THE MIGHTY: George Bancroft—May 18. Nice
picture but Paramount prices too high.—Harold
Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

STREET OF CHANCE (AT) : William Powell—
Too much dialog, not enough action.—Jack Greene,
New Genesee theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town pat-
ronage.

STREET OF CHANCE (AT): William Powell-
Very good. Pleased the few who ventuied out. Eight
reels.—Harold Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson, la.

—General patronage.

POINTED HEELS (AT) : Special cast—June 15-
16-17. We paid, in all, $5,000 to make ready for the
"New Show World" that Paramount lauds to the
skiee—and got this thing. What a let-down. Unless
the producers discard their lemons and pocket the
loss, the theatre-going public will get as tired of
"talkies" as they did of silents. "Talkies" alone
don't spell entertainment, not by a long shot. Enter-
tainment means brains in back of a picture. In
"Pointed Heels" brains were absent, also entertain-
ment. A few snapshots of backstage chorus girls,

a long-drawn out series of reels, a flash of a techni-
colored chorus dance seen at a great distance, an
overworked story, and to save it all from sheer bore-
dom, they had to make Helen Kane get drunk. So
this is the "New Show World" ! Better label it, "The
Same Old World of Bunk, via the Talking Route."

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General pat-
ronage.

DANGEROUS PARADISE (AT): Nancy Carroll—
This was an entertaining story. Had suspense and
some action and went over good.—Jack Greene, New
Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town patronage.

DANCE OF LIFE (AT): Special cast—June 22-

23-24. This seemed to take fairly well with my
patrons. A few praised it, nobody kicked. The danc-
ing of Hal Skelly was fine. Nancy Carroll did all

she could with an unattractive part and at times was
her old sweet self. The all-color revue was beautiful
but was taken from too great a distance. The same
old plot of backstage life, where husband neglects his
wife, is getting terribly old. Though classed and
bought as a special. It is not one. Songs were good
and you will get by but the title won't help you.
The name of Nancy Carroll is all you have to work
on. If Paramount had found a good plot the rest
would have been okay.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

RKO
LOVE COMES ALONG (AT) : Bebe Daniels—Tire-

some picture. Lacks continuity. No reason why a
gob in this day and age should be so illiterate. Has
no fitting ending, just stops off because they run out
of film. No story. Ned Sparks does the dumbest
part in "talkiee" in quite awhile. Bebe is an artist

but should have better background than this to get
box office results. Fell flat in a community that likes

Bebe.—Mrs. W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winches-
ter, Ind.—(Jeneral patronage.

HIT THE DECK (AT): Special cast—June 28-29-

30-July 1. Not nearly as great as R K O would have
you believe. Wonderful music but dialog poor in
places. Business only average.—S. B. Kennedy, CJen-

tral theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.

—

-GeneTal patron-
age.

HE KNEW WOMEN (AT): Ix)well Sherman-
June 18-19. Just twaddle.—J. S. Walker. Texas the-
atre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—General patronage.

RUNAWAY BRIDE (AT): Special cast^June 23-

24. Don't let the title discourage you, as this is an
excellent underworld picture.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—General patronage.

VAGABOND LOVER (AT): Rudy Vallee—Fair
picture. Rudy can sing but can't act. Marie Dress-
ier took the picture away from him.—Mary Purcell,
Muse-U theatre, (Jortez, Col.—^General patronage.

SECOND WIFE (AT): Special cast—A fair little

Speed
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TORS HERALD-WORLD.

picture. Nagel has a wonderful voice.—Mary Purcell,
Muse-U theatre, Cortez, Col.—General patronage.

Tiffany
SWELL HEAD (AT) : Johnnie Walker—Pleased

all. Good snappy story of the prize ring, with suffi-

cient comedy relief.—The Playhouse theatre, Clyde,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

PARTY GIRL (AT) : Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—
June 23-24. A very good picture. Good story, good
acting. Advertised adults only and did a nice busi-
ness. Picture really not so bad, though no Sunday
school fare.—T. B. Cline, Richmond theatre, Rich-
mond, Vt.—Small town patrongae.

United Artists

LUMMOX (AT: Winifred Westover—Disagreeable
story of the sentimental type. No comedy. A very
poor drawing card. An exhibitor would be money
ahead to pay for it and not play it. Brings nothing
but damage to the box office. Many walkouts.—The
Playhouse theatre, Clyde, N. Y.—Small town patron-
age.

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW (AT) : Pickford-
Fairbanks—June 18-19-20. Entertaining picture. First
time the schools cooperated with us and it helped
considerably.—S. B. Kenney, Central theatre, Sel-
kirk, Man., Canada.—General patronage.

BULLDOG DRUMMOND (AT): Ronald Colman—
June 29-30. This one is no good, terrible. Take my
advice, boys, and don't play this one. Picture too
dark. Colman was all right but he had better get in

some good pictures or he won't last very long.—Mary
Purcell, Muse-U theatre, Cortez, C!ol.—^General pat-
ronage.

THREE UVE GHOSTS (AT): Special cast—Not
the type of comedy the small town wants. Cockney
dialect makes the dialog practically impossible to
understand. A complete flop for me. Nine reels.—
George E. Fuller, "The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

THREE LIVE GHOSTS (AT): Special cast—June
25-26-27. An excellent comedy-drama that failed to
draw as it should have. Played this before, silent,

and packed them in.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada.—General patronage.

Universal
TRAILING TROUBLE (AT): Hoot Gibson—June

27-28. Excellent action picture.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—General patronage.

ROARING RANCH (AT) : Hoot Gibson—June 20-

21. Excellent for Saturday small town trade. Lots
of clean comedy.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—General patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN SCOTLAND
(AT) : Special cast—About the biggest piece_ of
cheese that ever left the studio. No story, no action,
one or two laughs and a lot of Scotch dialect that no
one could understand. The Lord knows it's hard
enough to understand good English in the talkies
without injecting brogues. "It's a braw brect moon-
lect nect tonect." Applesauce!—Jack Greene, New
Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town patronage.

Warner Bros.

THE AVIATOR (AT): Edward Everett Horton—
June 27-28. Very good. Pleased a Saturday night
crowd. Horton is really good and his shows are
clean as a whistle.—T. B. Cline, Richmond theatre,

Richmond, Vt.—Small town patronage.

Commercial

Cables

dlldmerica
Cables

Wackay Radio

Short Features

(SOUND)
COLUMBIA

BARNYARD BATTER, 1. An excellent Krazy
Kat.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,
Canada.—General patronage.

EDUCATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES. Educational has

some pretty fair comedies but will have to spruce

up to catch up with the other fellows.—Jack Greene,

New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.

FOLLOW THE SWALLOW, 2. Lloyd Hamilton—
This is good.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Sel-

kirk, Man., Canada.—General patronage.

WESTERN KNIGHTS, 2. Pretty fair Western
comedy.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,

Man., Canada.—^General patronage.

FOX
ALL STEAMED UP, 2. Pretty fair. Turkish bath

type of comedy.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Ida.—^General patronage.

KNIGHTS OUT, 3. Kind of a d Yankee in

King Arthur's court affair. Some did not like it

but it is different and well made and you will get

by.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General
.patronage.

MGM
METRO ACTS. Most Metro acts are good and

make a very good short for small towns, as these

people are not used to this stuff.—T. B. Cline, Rich-

mond theatre, Richmond, Vt.—Small town patronage.

SKY BOY, 2. Harry Langdon—A good comedy.

T. B. Cline, Richmond theatre, Richmond, Vt.^Small
tov^n patronage.

PARAMOUNT
DEEP C MELODIES, 1. Song act. Good.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

FIRE BUGS.—Talkatoon Cartoon comedy.—(Jood.

—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General

patronage.

SCREEN SONGS. These all go over very nicely.

— Jack Greene, New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.

—

Small town patronage.

SCREEN SONG. Yes, we have no bananas. Ex-

cellent.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—
General patronage.

TALKARTOONS. Enjoyed very much.—Jack
Greene, New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small

town patronage.
PATHE

PATHE COMEDIES. Most every one of them is

good. Would say 99 per cent okay.—Jack Greene,

New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.—Small town pat-

ronage.
RKO

MICKEY'S WHIRLWIND, 2. Mickey McGuire--

Plenty good.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand

Prairie, Tex.—General patronage.

TIFFANY

VOICE OF HOLLYWOOD, No. 1. This is the first

of these I have played and it was very good.
.
My

people like this stuff. Some thought ^e had in a

?Sion outfit.-T. B. Cline. Richmond theatre.

Richmond, Vt.—Small town patronage.

UNIVERSAL

HALLOWEEN, 2. Sporting Youth Series-What

have I done that I must be punished so?—J. b-

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.-General

patronage.

Keegan Assists Depkin at

Warner Wisconsin Houses
Tack Keegan has been named assistant to

Bernard Depkin, Jr., general manager for

Warner Brothers Wisconsm theatres. Uayid

Flam, formerly with Fox, is the new director

of publicity for the circuit. Ben Steerman is

home office contact man and Eugene Arnstem

Ser for the circuit. Mathew Asenbauer

will be purchasing agent; Faye Samoskey is

stenographer and Elsie Halfman, secretary to

^Theatre managers in the chain including

those at Milwaukee, have been selected as

follows: Downer, Frank Dau ;
Riviera Robert

Gross; Juneau, Walter Johnson; Venetian'

E W Van Norman; Kosciuszko, Edmund

Einstein; State, Lucien Hull; Lake, Jack

Pfeffer Kenosha at Kenosha F. Westphal;

Venetian at Racine, Owen McKivett ;
Sheboy-

Pan at Sheboygan, R. G. Wood; Appleton at

Appleton, Harold Janecky.

Chair Snaps; Woman Hurt;

Seeks $25,000 of Publix
(Stecial to the Herald-World)

GULFPORT. MISS., July 15.—The Pub-

lix Theatres, Inc., operator of the Anderson

theatre was named defendant in a V^.UUU

damage suit filed by Mrs. E. G^ Herrm, who

says she was injured when a chair m which

she sat collapsed.

MOVIE STAR ROTOGRAVURES
JUST OUT. 25c SELLERS. READY FOR FRAMING

Up to 1,000 5c Each
1,000 or Over 5c Each
Nancy Carroll, Janet Gaynor,

Charles Farrell, Greta Garbo,

, John Barrymore, Maurice Chev-
' alier, Dolores Costello, Bebe

Daniels, Conrad Nagel, John
Boles, Marilyn Miller, Clara Bow,
Ronald Colman, Wm. Hamcs,
Ramon Navarro, John Gilbert,

Buddy Rogers, Rudy Vallee,

Richard Dix, Richard Barthel-

mess, Mary Brian, Alice White,
Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer.

Write for Set of "FREE SAMPLES"
One-Fourth Deposit on C. O. D. Orders.

M. E. MOSS © PUB. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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\^
Henri Ellman Gets on the Desk

To Say:

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By JIM LITTLE

THE outstanding event of last week was Rear-Admiral Richard E. Byrd's

visit to Chicago, during which time he was entertained royally, as befits

a conquering hero whom everybody admires. Thus, Chicago had, in the

flesh, the man who has made history, and at the same time the thrilling tale of

his exploit shown in pictures at the Roosevelt.

T^ESPITE the great heat of the day,
-'-^ which was tempered somewhat toward
noon by a cooling breeze from the lake,

thousands thronged the route of the
parade, straining and craning to get a
glimpse of one of the outstanding figures
in the world today. The cavalcade (only it

was a line of the most beautiful automo-
biles) swung up Michigan avenue, while
airplanes droned overhead. Byrd, clad in
an immaculate white suit, graciously ac-
knowledged the acclamation which was ac-
corded him, and at the finish of the parade
was entertained at the Press club, whose
tradition now boasts the honor of having
welcomed Byrd to this great city.

The explorer's address at the Press club
was broadcast over the Columbia network,
and the dinner in his honor at the Stevens
that night was attended by nearly 1,500
eminent people in the life of Chicago.

Included in Byrd's party were his com-
panions on the polar trip, among them be-
ing four Chicagoans. They were Lloyd
Grenlie, radio operator; Captain Alton
Parker, the pilot of one of the expedition's
planes; Ensign Thomas Mulroy, fuel en-
gineer, and Carl Peterson, radio operator.

We should like, in our humble way, to
welcome these men back to Chicago, for
they »iost certainly are Chicago personal-
ities, and also are players in one of the
greatest true story epics, if not the great-
est, ever put into pictures. When you see
the snow, it is real snow, and when you
see the ice, it is quite certain that it is cold
ice, and very thick.

* * *

Jack Hess, Western advertising director
of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, left Monday for
New York to consult with home office ad-
vertising officials on the national exploita-
tion campaign for Radio Picture's, "Dixi-
ana,'" one of the first to be released on
Radio's 1930-31 program and described as
an extravaganza of the big, costly type.

* * *

Henry Herbel is still in the hospital,
slowly recovering from his attack of pneu-
monia. We hope that recovery will be
more rapid each day, and that he will soon
be back at his desk, with all like troubles
a thing of the past and no more to come.

* * *

During his absence, Gil Rosenwald, as-
sistant sales director of Universal's West-
ern Division, is subbing for Henry as tem-
porary branch manager.

The circuit which Jacob Lasker & Sons
is whipping into shape has recently added
one more house to the chain, this time
being the Auditorium in Berwyn. This
makes the sixth house which is to be under
their direction, the others being the Ber-
tha, the Ritz in Berwyn, the Villa in Cicero,
the Music Box and the Ellantee in Chi-
cago, and the Auditorium. The Ellantee

is being extensively remodeled, and is to

be renamed the Roxy.
* * *

Irving Feidler, who, according to Frank
Young, is probably the best checker in the
whole of these United States, has left his

place on the Wabash to go to California,
where he is planning to engage in other
pursuits, but still within the show busi-

ness. Once they get into it, they never
get out, but just change about a bit.

* * :|t

And now that we've mentioned Frank
Young, that automatically leads us to say
something about United Artists, which
seems to be having its vacation at this

time, although Frank and Sam Gorelick
and Al Hoffman are still gracing the prem-
ises. Marion Shannon, cashier, is away on
her vacation, as is Irene Graham, assistant

booker, Leona Ginsberg, secretary to Cres-
son Smith, and Art Rosenthal, the poster
clerk. We didn't see Eddie Grossman, and
we thought that he might be away, too,

but we evidently got down a bit too early.

However, Eddie is usually there when we
go in, and at ten o'clock probably has
about a day's work all completed.

* * *

We always knew Fred Martin (we can't

let a week go by without saying something
about Fred) was pretty clever, but now
we've found it out, for it is in black and
white, as plain as the day and all in all a

splendid piece of work. It is about the

neatest little announcement of a forthcom-
ing product that we've seen in a long time,

and it's gotten up in such a way that it

will undoubtedly be worthy of competing
for honors in some typographical display.

It is something like a wedding announce-
ment as far as size is concerned, and in

the form of a letter it tells in a few well

chosen words the highlights of Educa-
tional's policy. On the third page is the

list of the coming attractions, and at the

bottom—well, it's a quartrain, and decidedly
Martinesque, but it has "with due apolo-

gies" at the bottom of it. Fred says it

wasn't plagiarized, but was just "swiped."
Somehow or other, although he says the
man that wrote it is dead, we just can't

reconcile, ourselves to the idea that Fred
didn't have something, very much some-
thing to do with it, and here it is:

For the sfcoio shall be full of lauahler

And the cares that infest the day
Shrll fold their tents like Arabs

And silently steal atuay.

What more of a boost could Educational
comedies ask for than that?

* * *

L. E. Goetz and wife left last week for

Hollywood to confer with Willis Kent re-

garding the filming of "Ten Nights in a

Barroom."
William Farnum will head the cast and

it will be made at the Tec-Art studio, with
Goetz and Kent handling the supervision.

Albert Dezel will handle the state-right

Henri Ellman

Chicago has captured New York City. I

was walking down in front of the Paramount
Building on Broadway, and ran into Max
Balaban without his

straw hat, but he had
two or three dollars

in nickels and dimes
in his hand. That's his

passion.

In the next block
on Times Square I

ran across another
wellknown Chica-
goan, William Bur-
ford, formerly with
the Great States The-
atre Circuit, walking
with John Dromey,
the Great States Buy-
er. They were also

walking along with-
out hats. It seems as though they all have
got the "hatless fever."

In front of the R K O office I saw our good
friend Nat Blumberg, who is western general

manager of the R K O Theatres. It felt right

good to see Nat as he has been away from
Chicago for six or seven weeks on one of his

inspection tours.
A

The very next day, in front of the Warner
office, I met another friend, a fellow who had
a grin on his face and looked as though he

just got paid off. It was none other than

James J. Coston.

The other evening I walked over to the

Warwick hotel and there I saw Emil Stern

and Sidney Spiegel of the Essaness theatres.

I suppose they are on a shopping tour. Maybe
they will buy a new outfit or two, or perhaps

they will buy pictures, or maybe they will sell

their theatres.

They tell me another big timer arrived in

New York. The New Yorkers had better look

out for this fellow, as he comes from Rose-
land. He is none other than Louis Rhine-
heimer.
Our good friend Floyd Brockell is very busy

with Bill Saal, getting lined up buying next

year's product.

J. J. Rubens seems to be rather happy with
New York City, but told me he wished he
could leave for Chicago at once. Great city,

Chicago.
Oscar Hanson, general sales manager of

Tiffany, spent two weeks in the wilds of Can-
ada. He told me he shot a deer. I later

found out it was an animal that looked some-
thing like a cat but reminds one of the stock-

yards.
I stopped off at Detroit on my way to

Chicago. Thought I would buy some ginger

ale, yes ale.

After spending a week in New York City

with Max Balaban the following verse, in my
opinion, seems to associate itself with Max:

I would like to live in a house by the

side of the road,

Where the race of men pass by.

The men who are good and the men who
are bad,

As good and as bad as I.

I would not sit in the scomer's seat, nor

head the cynic's ban,

I would like to live in a house by the

side of the road.

And be a friend to man.

Will now close with love and kisses to our

readers.
—HENRI.

sales of "Primrose Path" and "White Car-
go" in the middle west during his partner's

absence in California, while Ken Leach, the

office manager, will assist Si Greiver in re-

leasing "White Cargo" in this territory.



THE SHORTEST—AND SUREST—DISTANCE
BETWEEN TWO POINTS

The Seller

Classified Advertising

Section of
Exhibitors HeraId-World

The Buyer

The Proof: In a sin^e issue the HEKALD'^OKLD carries

EIGHT TIMES as many Classified Ads as the COMBIHED
WEEKLY TOTAL in the three other national motion picture

trade publications, including SIX ISSUES of each of the daily

papers.

That's why

15 the

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

RECOGNIZED NATIONAL CLASSIFIEDADVERTISING MEDIUM

I
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and

for your

box-office

there is just

ONE BIG

COMEDY

PROGRAM
for

1930-1931
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EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. HAMMONS, President.

Member Motion Picture Vrnducorn and Diatributors of America
Inc., Will H. HayB, i'rcaident

\>^c.d



10,234 Theatres of U. S. Are Wiredfor Sound
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''SET HIGH MARK FOR BLACKFACE COMEDIANS 55

rwo
BLACK CROWS
'One of the great-

est war comedies

since Chaplin's

Shoulder Arms' ."

—N. Y. Journal

"Thoroughly en-

joyable entertain-

ment FOR THE
ENTIRE FAM-
ILY."
—N. Y. American

—Motion Picture News

MORAN
AND MACK

"Famous pair

much better in

'Anybody's War'

than in their first

film."

—N. Y. Graphic

All Coiiiedv!

No Back Stage!

All Blackface!

'"ANYBODY'S WAR" PARAMOUNT
'ol 100 No 4 Entered as second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March S, 1S79. Published j"i-.

,
i-ii-

. '» weekly by Quigley Publishing Co., at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Suhscrifiiion, $S.OO a year. Single cofics, ?5 ccttif.
''H
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Again
—in the first six months of

1930 Exhibitors Herald-

World published the largest

volume of paid advertising of

any motion picture trade

publication.

Exhibitors Herald-

World has the largest

paid circulation in the

field — and the only

circulation in the field

attested to by the

Audit Bureau of

Circulations.

Btm...
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HE NEVER SHOWS ON THE SCREEN. RUT

f *^«^

\ <fN

3C .

- ir
V-

^ A
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H - 1 1I

— •

S'^fi ' .
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« HIS
a«-v

• s:^^

IS TREMENDOUS!
^ He's Cameraman X. of PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS. Concealed behind the gun in the final

trade-mark shot in each of the 104 issues of the Champ News Reel of Them All! Representative

and symbol of the world-wide army of expert PARAMOUNT lens wizards who bring the news,

REAL NEWS, smoking hot, to your screens twice a week. Symbol of PARAMOUNT SOUND

NEWS. ^ The de luxe, modern sound news reel that universal exhibitor approval has jumped to

acknowledged leadership of the field! Approval shown by the hundreds of voluntary "fan" letters

pouring into the office of Editor Emanuel Cohen. C| Here's what smart showmen write: "We

prefer PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS because of (1) ITS KEENER COVERAGE OF THE NEWS

BY WORLD-WIDE STAFF; (2) MORE SCOOPS AND EXCLUSIVE STORIES THAN OTHER

REELS; (3) FASTER REGULAR SERVICE; (4) SMARTER SHOWMANSHIP IN EDITING REEL;

(5) PERFECT QUALITY OF SOUND; (6) REAL NEWS! NO LIBRARY RE-HASHES." ^ The

greatest single-reel, seat-selling asset in the motion picture market—PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS!
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^> ^Aurner Bros, give you
IN JULY awidArCUST

OH SAILOR
BEHAVE

with OLSON and JOHNSON
America's Funniest Clowns!

IRENE DELROY . CHARLES KING • LOWELL

SHERMAN . NOAH BEERY . LOHI LODER

A Lavishly Produced Technicolor

Version of the David Belasco

Stage Success

CLAUDIA DELL • ERNEST TORRENCE

WALTER PIDGEON . PERRY ASKAM

I

THREE
FACES

EAST
The Great Spy Drama of All Time!

With CONSTANCE BENNETT
• ERIC VON STROHEIM •

A SOLDIER'S
PLAYTHING
By VINA DELMAR, Author of

"Kept Woman" and "Bad Girl"

BEN LYON • LOni LODER • HARRY LANGDON
• JEAN HERSHOLT • FRED KOHLER *

WARNER BROS. TRAILERS

BLAZE A TRAIL TO
THE BOX OFFICE I !



BIO OMESu—WHEX YOU NEED THEM MOST"™

VIENNESE
NIGHTS

The First Romance Composed
Expressly for the Screen

!

Entirely in Technicolor!

An Epochal Attraction

!

-JH -

.

THE

MATRIMONIAL

A Gay Sophisticated Farce That Explains
How Paris Got Its Reputation

!

ULYAN TASHMAN . FLORENCE ELDRIGE . JAMES GlEASON
BERYL MERCER • MARION BYRON . VIVIEN OAKLAND

ARTHUR EDMUND CAREW/E

^M.^

'Vihaphone" is the registered trade-mark of The

Vitophone Corporation designating its products
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Ifs a Monumental

Achievement

That's what the Fourth Estate says

of the Motion Picture Ahnanac, and

that part of the newspaper world that

makes its living hy writing ahout

motion pictures and the industry

finds the Almanac of particular value

as an indispensable authority for

reference.

When Chester B. Bahn of the

Syracuse Herald writes that "the

Almanac is a monumental achieve-

ment" he has in mind the service it

gives him. Mr. Bahn says:

"I want to extend, if I may, my
congratulations upon the general ex-

cellence of the 1930 Motion Picture

Almanac.

"The Almanac is a monumental

achievement and, speaking selfishly,

a most valuable addition to my refer-

ence library.'
»j

r
I (Coupon for Order)

EXHIBITORS HERALD WORLD
I 407 South DaarborB •lr«at

I

Chicago, Illlnoia

. PUas« (erward a copy of Th« MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC
I for m* at yonr ratall prle* of $2.00. I am associated with the

I
Imdnstry In th« following capacity

:

I _

I fNote^—lf check or money order accompanies this coupon the

I
Almanac teill be shipped with postage prepaid immediately upon

I
publication.)

I
PLEASE PRINT NAME

. Nam*. ^

I Addrass „ „

I

I city _.Slal« _

Now Offered for

Qeneral Sale

The 1930 Motion Picture Almanac, right

up to date with the complete and interest-

ing material of importance to everyone

connected with the motion picture indus-

try, is now available to everyone.

The hundreds of advance orders have been

filled and the EXHIBITORS Herald-World

is prepared to promptly supply everyone

with copies.

For convenience, an order blank is printed

in the adjoining colimin. In ordering by

telegraph, care should be taken to supply

complete address to insure immediate

delivery.



TITAN CHALLENGE
ROARS ACROSS THE



fcAPlO HURLS SONGS
AROUND PLANETTO
SELL DIXIANA //

Night of Nights
Hour of Hours
JULY 29fh
Great ''Dixiana'' Broadcast

from 50 NBC Stations • • .

First of the 12 Titan Hours -

Direct from the Radio
Pictures Hollywood Studios.

TITAN FLINGS TIERNEY'S MELODIES SKYWARD
AS STARS FILL HEAVENS WITH GOLDEN VOICES
Radio Pictures leaps to the forefront of show merchandising July
29 with the first of its scheduled 12 air smashes broadcast from the
giant Hollywood plant of the Titan. Fifty NBC stations will pitch
the music of great bands and the voices of eminent stars into the
ether and carry this stupendous ticket-selling ballyhoo to the far
corners of the globe! The smashing tunes of ''Dixiana'' will be
driven with a whoop into the consciousness of millions of radio
listeners. Needless to say the reaction in tickets sold will be
instantaneous at box-offices everywhere.

ALL TITAN HOLLYWOOD HOURS
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN ADVANCE
TERRIFIC SHOW DRIVE ALREADY UNDER WAY

. . . WRITE OR WIRE FOR INFORMATION

New Orleans Chamber of Commerce . . . Other Southern Units Endorsement

and Cooperation . . . RKO Coast to Coast Dixiona Hour . . . Songs . . .

Records . . . Harms (Song Cover) . . . Radio (Hug Over Networks on Big

Hours . . . National Union Radio Dealer Window Posters . . . Dixiano Perfume

. . . Postal Telegraph Jumbo Blanks . . . Illustrated . . . Cooperative News-

paper Ads . . . Dixiona Drink . . . General Tieup . . . Cigar Tieup . . .

Woolsey Still . . . Dixiona Songs for Kiwonis, Etc., Clubs of South . . . South-

land Week Campaign . . . Also Dixie Week Campaign . . . Trick Window

Card Display . . . Dixiona Cotton Plug . . . Boles in Miniature . , . Opera

Clubs and Wornen's Culture Groups for Marshall Plug . . . Costume Contrast

Gog for Clothing Shops . . . Men and Women . . . Duelling Pistol Contest

• . . Hanger . . . Pennants, Banners, Etc.

'Oixiand" Songs
Will Ride the Air
Curi-ents to Pop-
ularity Over tlie

Foiiowing Great
NBC Stations,

July 29 , 10:^0,
Eastern Day*

light Time:

KECA KFSD
KGO KGW
KHQ KOA
KOMO KPRC
KSD KSL
l(STP KTAR
,KTHS KVOO
WAPI WBAP
WCAE WCSH
WDAF WEAF
WEBC WEEI
WFI WFJC
WFLA WGR
WGY WHAS
WHO WIBO
WIOD WJAR
WJAX WJDX
WKY WMC
WOAI woe
WOW WPTF
WRC WRVA
WSAI WSB
WSM WSMB
WSUN WTAG
WTAM WTMJ

M«
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We toldyou
about these

CONCEDED—THE GREATEST!
BOX-OFFICE LINE-UP
COLUMBIA'S FR\fv% SPECIALS

MOTHERS

rHE,.,.,.™.b,K.*,-

THE UON AND
THE IAMB

Kz::z:

MADONNA OF
THE STREETS

PVEL

LOVER
COME BACK

THEi.m«uiMcCill'<M^t*-

Millt'. B<»liy ro^ho .(.d

AFRICA SPEAKS

A"::,-.t;r,:l"';
Cols'*da A(,.un Eiptddisn

t,P»1LH«lt.i»dW.h.,

THE FLOOD
At>«JLLlHG,t-..J..ut^,

<.ii,<nt>.<>i..i«»*.Tob.UT-

MEET THE WIFE SUBWAT EXPRESS

KirHiroirKlMinkiMid^Ko.

TheWomanWho
Cam* Back

pvEL/N BREKT,- ,r.p.

The LAST PARADE

BUDDIES in -V. f»>ia

AMIGHTY LINE-UP-BUTYOU HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING YET!
NOW WATCH FOR THE
BIG ANNOUNCEMENT OF

#^ ^% EXTENDED RUN
COLUMBIA'S 10 Giants

Feast your eyes on the nexttwo pages^
J
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Columbia astounds

TO BE SOLD INDIVID
TOL'ABLE DAVID

By JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER

THE silent picture that made

film history. The Photoplay

Gold Medal winner.

THE

MIRACLE WOMAN
FROM the sensational stage

triumph "Bless You Sister."

Barbara Stanwyck, greatest find

of the year, is featured.

DIRIGIBLE

JACK HOLT, Ralph Graves

and Frank Capra together again

to beat all past records.

A HOLT-GRAVES
SPECIAL

A MOTHER one by the team

w\- that smashed box-office

records in Flight and Submarine.

RAIN
OR

SHINE
The Play that ran a

year on Broadway

GREATEST
stage come-

dy success of the

year, with Joe

Cook and an all-

star cast. Directed

by Frank Capra.

mmm
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ie shovf-vforld v/ith

EXTENDED RUN

lALLY AS AVAILABLE

VIRTUE'S

BED

THE play by

Co u rtcn ay

Savage that

astounded New
York. Realism all

the way through.

Great pict u re

material. Featuring

Barbara Stanwyck.

CHARLEY'S AUNT
By BRANDON THOMAS

THE comedy-sensation or all

time. A laugh in every frame.

An AL CHRISTIE Production

FIFTY FATHOMS
DEEP

ATHRILLING, pov^erfyf

under-sea drama. A
worthy successor to Submarine.

»*y'Ji>:'
'

-;:
'

-->^--^ ^-
''yy7yT̂

|^|.^j«.«.«.^..|gg||||j|ygy^^^ ,.-..:-
,-

ARIZONA
*^HE big outdoor epic by

t Augustus Thomas. To be

produced on a lavish scale.

Victor Fleming Directing

CRIMINAL CODE
By MARTIN FLAVIN

THE powerful stage play that

was awarded theTheatre Oub

Gold Medal as the outstanding

dramatic triumph of the year.

ATTRACTIONS



NEW YORK
by The

*-v '1 V

I*

-^•.:

P';

Greatest Reception Since Lindiiergii!

U^'<JSC

I f%

>^

"Deserves a long and successful run.

Unfailingly dramatic. Genuinely heart-

breaking. Superior."

—

Herald Tribune

f
"As beautiful as motion pictures get

V" to he.'''' —Telegraph

f "Of all the pictures based on the World
War none has surpassed this newest

one in the vividness of its scenes."

—The World

"A stunner! Grimly impressive. Flying
' scenes are glorious. Holds enough

drama, pathos, laughs, thrills to keep
you fascinated every minute. A lulu.

Don't miss it." —Mirror

^/ "Thriller. Stunning shots of air squad-

rons in action. Certainly packs a kick!"

—TVctvs

.

-*"•

"Picture of merit. Credit to screen. Kx-

ceptionally well pictured, beautifully

photographed and grimly realistic."

—Jotiiiial

"Best war story of the air. It has some
of the greatest flying stuff ever seen

upon any screen."

—

Evening World

"Strong men shed tears without shame.

In all my movie-going days I am yet to

see more hair-raising, more believable

aerial photography. It is too good to

be true. Most obviously the answer to

their prayers."

—

Telegram

"Ace of all flying pictures. A great

story. Beautifully directed and well

played. Worth seeing. Brings a lump
in the throat just to think about it.

Don't miss this picture."

—

Graphic

«|K«y

-'lis

-Q£

^1

^ =»

I SI

national
Pictures

RICHAaD

I



"Vilophene" is the registered trade inarit of tlie Vitophone Corp. designating its products.

*The Daiw^n Patrol" has shaken the founda-
tions of Broadway.

Sacrifice, Fear, Love, Cowardice, Despair
aimed at the heart of humanity.

Tremendous air scenes! Crashing planes!
Reckless sky fighting! Itlazing w^ith machine-
gun rapidity at every known emotion

!

Xo wonder those critical first-nighters
dashed off to spread the new^s....

**The greater motion picture is here!"

^ ar/7fl^ DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS, JR.

NEIL HAMILTON
From llie slory I ho Flij^hl Comniaiulcr" by

John iVI<»nk SaunJdefcsL..,-
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Announcing Change in Press-day and

Revised Schedule of Text and

Advertising Deadlines

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD,
commencing with the issue of

August 2, 1930, will be published

on Fridays instead of onWednes-
days.

NEW YORK DEADLINE under the

new schedule will be

—

WEDNESDAY NOON

HOLLYWOOD DEADLINE under the

new schedule will be

—

MONDAY NOON
CHICAGO DEADLINE under the new

schedule will be

—

THURSDAY NOON

This change has been adopted as the result of a survey which indicates that the

requirements of the trade will be better served by having the Herald-World
distributed nationally in the less crowded early part of the week rather than in

the rush of the week-end.



ONLY THP
MIGHTY
PLAY THE
CARTHAY
CIRCLE •

Here T h e y A-r e

22 in Five Years

THE VCHGA BOATMAN
BARDEIYS THE
MAGNIFICENT

WHAT PRICE GIORY

SEVENTH HEAVEN

lOVES OF CARMEN

SUNRISE

FOUR SONS

STREET ANGEl

IIIAC TIME

INTERFERENCE

THE BARKER

THE DIVINE lADY

THE IRON MASK

THE BLACK WATCH
FOUR DEVILS

DYNAMITE

THEY HAD TO SEE PARrS

RIO RITA

DEVIL MAY CARE

HAPPY DAYS

ALL QUIET ON THE

WESTERN FRONT

SO THIS IS LONDON

AND NOW THE

EX HI BITO RS
C E LE B R A T E!

On the heels of its record smashing run at the

RIVOLI, NEW YORK, Fox West Coast grabs it for its

greatest theatre, the CARTHAY CIRCLE, LOS ANGELES

A T H E A
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IRENE THIRER-N.Y. DAILY NEWS-(Rates four stars****)

"One of the year's best ten ... It starts off with a bang/ never lets up at ail.

QUINN MARTIN-N.Y. WORLD
"'Holiday' is one talking picture which I would be proud to have produced.

THORNTON DELE HANTY-N.Y. POST
Holiday' is the kind of picture that no civilized person has the right to miss.

//

tt

II

I

II

REGINA CREWE-N. Y.AMERICAN
"The picture has every element of audience appeal. The dialogue \% the best

thus far heard in the talkies.'

^t

M:

II

JULIA SHAWELL-N.Y. GRAPHIC
Holiday' is one stage contribution which enriches the current motion picture

// /

season.
//

GEORGE GERHARD-N. Y. EVENING WORLD
"When along about Thanksgiving time, students ot the cinema begin selecting

the ten best pictures of the year, you can expect to see a preponderant
majority of them set down 'Holiday' in first, second or third place."
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THE SURPRISE BOX-OFFICE SENSATION OF THE SEASON

Philip Barry's Sensational Stage Hie

with ANN HARDING • MARYASTOR - EDWARD EVEREH
HORTON • ROBERT AMES • HEDDA HOPPER
DIRECTED lY EDWARD H. CRIfFITH • PRODUCED tY E. B. DERX

Already Booked

RIVOLI THEATRE
New York

CARTHAY CIRCLE
Los Angeles

UNITED ARTISTS
Portland, Ore.

FOX THEATRE
Seattle

FOX WA R F I E ID
Son Francisco

STANLEY DELUXE
Pittsburgh

STATE THEATRE
Detroit

BUFFALO THEATRE
Buffalo, N.Y.

METROPOLITAN THEATRE
Boston

ROOSEVELT THEATRE
Chicago

CELEBRATE WITH

» PAVMIS 31
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wifh WltttAM BOYD » HELEN TWELVETREES « JAMES OLEASON
FRED scon • RUSSELL GLEASON « LEW CODY • ZASU PITTS

DOROTHY BURGESS ' JUNE COLLYER Original story by Hope

Sennett • Directed by John Robertson • Produced by EB. Derr

l-IISK BBaVSIB

wHh HELEN TAfaVETREES • MARJORIE RAMBEAU • RICAROO

CORTEZ • PHILLIPS HOLMES - JAMES GLEASON OH^Iftol tfory

by Howard Hfggin ond Toy.Oomett • Pitoloptoy by Tl^omos

Buckingham • Directed by Toy Garhett ' Produced by EB. Derr

aSllpM'l' TAT«|ttK

starring EDDIE QUILIAN with -Solly Storr and Frances Upton

Ortginoj story by Wolter De Leon • Directed by Russell Mock

Produced by E. B. Derr

Wi*N««N»»--'^A-»'«ii

»

#TATiaSI» HM»H
with HaEN TWELVETREES • FRED SCOH • DOROTHY BURGESS

ond Chester Conklin, Ben Turpin, Nick Stuort, Robert Edeson,

Stepin Fetchit, Daphne Pollard, Solly Starr, John Sheehan,

Mickey Bennett, George Fowcett, Little Billy, Bryant Washburn,

William Longon • Directed by Joseph Sontley • Story by Joseph

Sontiey ond Jomes^Seymour ' Produced by E. B. Derr

Oriftn U. S. A.

PA-ri-i E
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The
Independent

Film Trade

Paper

EXH IBITORS

HERALDWORLD
Home
Office:

407 So, Dearborn St.

Chicago

In This Issue
THEATRE SITUATION

Total of 10,234 U.S. Theatres Wired for
Sound, Herald-World Survey Shows—Of 14,-

500 Total Film Houses of Better Type, 6,769

Are Individually Owned and Operated—In-

dependent Houses Should Give Distributors

Half of Film Revenue, Says Individual Con-
versant WITH Situation.

INDEPENDENT STATUS

Produce Good Pictures and They'll Be
Booked, Whether by Producer-Owned Houses
OR Unaffiliated Theatres, Joe Brandt Tells
Independents—Says Independent Producers
Stand In Enviable Position Because Individu-

ally-Made Pictures Now Are Wanted By'

Theatres— Declares Dollars Will Decide.

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS
NEWS

Lankford blue law proposal is un-Christian and un-American,
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY.

The Motion Picture Market
The true and essential facts of the motion picture market

are widely misunderstood.

The popular impression as to the extent of the market con-

trolled by producer-owned theatres is not substantiated by a

survey just completed.

Out of the 10,234 sound equipped houses in the United

States on July 1, only 2,252 houses fall into the producer-

owned classification, distributed as follows:

PUBLIX 1,013

FOX 601

WARNER BROTHERS . 402

R K O 119

LOEW 117

Total: 2,252

NOTE: While these figures are as nearly correct as it is possi-

ble to obtain in an unofficial survey, it is not submitted that

they are absolutely correct because deals involving both the

purchase and the sale of theatres are being constantly negotiated.

While, as noted above, these figures are not represented to

list the absolute numerical strength of the various producer-

distributor circuits, their importance, as a practical matter, is

not lessened because, even allowitig for a fair variation, they

still reflect a condition which contradicts the prevailing im-

pression in the industry.

AAA

The independent circuits, namely, the various groups of

theatres which are not owned or controlled by producing and

distributing organizations, account for a total of 1,213 houses

out of the total number of wired houses of 10,234.

AAA

The remainder of the sound equipped houses, representing

the independent theatres which are individually owned and

operated, total 6,769. AAA
In the case of the producers operating theatre chains,

namely, those listed above, it is competently estimated that

approximately 50 per cent of their total collections in film

rental comes from their own theatres and from the theatres of

other producer-exhibitors with whom they have booking affili-

ations.

This, of course, leaves the producer-exhibitors dependent for

the remaining 50 per cent of their collections upon the inde-

pendent circuits and upon the individually owned and operated

theatres.

NOTE: These figures are exclusively concerned with feature

rental receipts. AAA
J

It is competently estimated that the total number of theatres

in the United States at this time, of representative character,

is 14,500. It is predicted that all, or practically all, of these

theatres which are not now sound equipped, numbering some-

thing less than 4,500, will be wired within the next year.

With reference to the Canadian market of approximately

900 theatres, 362 houses are wired.

AAA
From these figures it may be quickly seen that neither nu-

merically nor on the point of film rental paid do the producer-

owned theatres even nearly approach a position of domination

in the film market. Numerically, the producer-owned houses

constitute approximately 20 per cent of the market, with

respect to houses now wired, and on the point of film rentals

they account for not more than one-half of the collections.

These figures present, at least theoretically, the surprising

fact that despite the development and extension of producer-

owned chains it would be possible for independent producers

and distributors to attain a volume of collections equal to that

of any producer-exhibitor, provided only that the product

offered to the independent chains and the individually operated

theatres had an appeal equal to that of the product offered by

the producer-exhibitors.

AAA
This information relative to the present state of the motion

picture market, which is the result of an honest and impartial

survey, is offered to the trade for the purpose of clarifying and

fixing conditions as they actually exist, dissipating the impres-

sions which, though widely held, are based more on idle con-

versation than on facts.
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10,234, or 70 Per Cent of U.S.
Theatres Are Wired for Sound

Short Feature Producer-Owned Circuits Have

Theatre Now ^^Y 2,252 of Nation's Houses
17^.. T> 7 Herald-World Survey Reveals Amazing Figures in Mo-torBroadway Hon Picture Theatre situation

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.— Broad- Sound equipped theatres in the United States on July 1 totaled
way finally is to have its short fea- t a o o /i

• i t^^. pi • •

ture theatre. The Wallack, in iU,zd4, or approximately 7U per cent oi the motion picture houses
West 42nd Street is now being re- i^ this country.
modeled and will run as a grind
house, presenting 12,000 feet of Qn this same date there were 362 wired houses in Canada, or
nlni a perrormance, the bill to in-

clude comedies, cartoons, newsreels 40 per cent of the total number of theatres in the Dominion.
and novelties. It will run continu-

ous from 11 a. m. to 11 p. m. with These and Other amazing figures concerning the theatre situation
admission 25 cents. j -^ i^ • ^i i^i i i i m i i ^i

^, , , - „ ,
and Its bearins; upon the nlm market have been compiled by the

The theatre, the first all short or f j

feature theatre on Broadway, HERALD-WORLD following a comprehensive survey just com-
barring of course the Fox newsreel

ril*»t A
house, will open this week. It will

"

be operated by Max Cohn for Ex- -.^ ..., i > r i i i

ceUo Estate, Inc. Reports of a IViost surprising m the analysis OI the survey was the number
short feature theatre on Broadway ^f producer-owned theatres, a figure far below the total gen-
have persisted tor years, in each o o

instance, however, the name of erally accepted.
Earle W. Hammons of Educational
always was associated with the The number of theatres controlled by the five producer-owned
rumored project. ••en

Circuits lollows:

Formal Agreement Publix 1,013

On World Patents fox 601

Is Signed at Paris ^^'''Jf*'
brothers 402

(Special Cable to the Herald-World) R IV. O - 119
PARIS, July 22.—Formal settlement of the « , .. ^ —

American-German patent situation, signed to- LiOCW^ S - - 1 1 /

night, calls for full exchange of patent and
protection license rights, interchangeability of

sound pictures and patent rights and infor- Total 2 252
mation and world division into three parts, '

one to be supplied solely with German ap- ^. . , -. -,-, ,, ,. | ttt-'t*
paratus, one with American and the third by Lircuits independently Operated havc, accordiug to the Hllin-

Germany, Central Europe, and Scandinavia ALD-WORLD SUrVCy, a tOtal of 1,213 thcatrCS.
are allotted to Germany ; America receives

the United States, Canada, Australia, New Thcsc fiffurcs, both for produccr-owucd aud independent cir-
Zealand, India and Russia, trance, tngland, n •> r r
Italy, Spain and Latin America are open to ^uits, are Substantially corrcct, but from time to time will change,

. ,
this being governed by sales and purchases. ~

Limiting U Features to

20 Reported Provision With a total of 3,465 theatres being operated by
Of Selling of Its Houses circuits, there remain 6,769 sound equipped houses

MiLWAurEE:'',T22'!l'N..o.ia.io„s individually owned and operated, giving the latter
are reported to be iinderway whereby Urn- ^ Substantial and positivc valuc in the film market.
versal, in relinquishing various units oi its *

theatre chain to competitors, would have its

product booked by the recipients for ten Jn the United Statcs today there are, according to the HERALD-
years to come. This would apply to Pub-

. . ,.
lix, getting the theatres in New York state, WORLD survcy and to lueu who are lu immediate touch with the
Balaban & Katz, acquiring those in Wis- ^

^ ^ .

consin, and possibly others. situatiou, 14,500 Hiotiou picturc theatres of the better type.
One of the reported provisions is that

S"iSd'to"twentr'^"'
°^ '°"^ ^'''"''' ^f ^^^^^ ^^^^^ remain 4,266 to be sound equipped and it is
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ll
The Theatre Situation in America at a Glance

14,500 is total of film t/ieatres in tlie United States of tfie better type,

10,234 or 70 per cent of U, S. t/ieatres have been wired.

6,769 of the total theatres are independently owned,

2,252 are controlled by five producer-owned chains,

4,266 theatres of U. S. remain to be sound-equipped.

These 4,266 are expected to be wired by end of this year.

Theatres and circuits not controlled or operated by producers should give distrib-

utors one-half of film rental revenue, says individual conversant with this

phase of the situation.

indicated by the HERALD-WORLD survey

that these installations will have been made by

the end of this year.

Half of Revenue

That the individually owned theatres and the

individually owned circuits provide a substan-

tial revenue to the distributors is the statement

of a man conversant with this phase of motion

pictures.

"Theatres and circuits not con-

trolled and operated by the pro-

ducers should give the distributors

approximately half of their film

rental revenue/' said this man.

"These theatres offer a very substantial mar-

ket, not only in revenue but also in presenting

the motion picture in districts and territories

which, in my opinion, will never be reached by

the producer-owned houses.

"Your survey offers some of the most inter-

esting data yet collected about the present the-

atre situation. It clears up in the minds of the

industry the belief that the producer-owned

theatres were nearing the majority mark, which

they are not and, I believe, never will.

Doubts Further Expansion

"With the present reahgnment on booking it

seems logical to presume that the producer-

owned circuits \vdll not go in for further ex-

pansion of noticeable proportions.

"Your figure of 6,769 individually owned

and operated houses is interesting. The fact

that they are all sound equipped is an indica-

tion in itself that they are theatres of the better

class and will continue to operate and provide

revenue for the distributors. That fact makes

further expansion of the producer-owned the-

atres unnecessary.

"With only slightly over 4,000

theatres yet to be wired, it is ap-

parent that the market for silent

pictures is fading rapidly. It is my
understanding that few companies
are planning to make silent prints

on the new season's product. An-
other year and the silent picture,

unless imported, will be no more.

"With approximately 50 per cent of the film

rental coming from the producer-owned the-

atres, it is a foregone conclusion that the indi-

vidually owned circuits and theatres must be

booked if the distributors are to realize their

profit."

In its estimate of a total of 14,500 theatres,

the HERALD-WORLD has considered only the

legitimate motion picture house—not halls

which show a picture only occasionally, or

other such places which have been equipped

for special showings of some type or other.
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"Produce the pictures and they'll get the bookings whether in producer-owned or individually-owned the-

atres. . . . The independent producer is in an enviable position. The theatres, whether producer-owned or

individually owned, must have individually treated pictures if they are to show profits.^'—Joe Brandt.

Good FilmsAssured of Booking,
Brandt Advises Independents

Unaffiliated Producer Holds
Enviable Position Now, He Says

Theatres Must Have Individually Treated Pictures to

Show Profits, Columbia President Declares
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Dollars and cents, not just talk, will tell the

real story of the success of the producer with no theatre affiliations in

providing box office attractions.

Joe Brandt, president of Columbia Pictures Corporation, emphasized this in

an interview this week. He was decidedly optimistic, pointing to the past sea-

son as an indication that the producer is not handicapped because he does not

own theatres.

^ The big picture of the week is "The
Dawn Patrol," in which First National

presents an extraordinarily fine produc-

tion concerned with war in the flying

corps. "The Dawn Patrol" is somewhat
reminiscent of "All Quiet on the West-
em Front" and "Journey's End" in that

it is a stark, realistic story of a few in-

dividuals caught in the dizzy whirlwind
of the Great War. There is little senti-

ment and no sentimentality—the story

moves along uncompromisingly as it car-

ries a few characters through the emo-
tional stress of combat by airplane.

The airplane scenes are effectively reg-

istered and amount to an exceedingly im-
portant attraction of the production.

"The Dawn Patrol" is adapted from
the popular story of John Monk Saun-
ders entitled "The Flight Commander,"
and has been Very competently directed

by Howard Hawks, himself an aviation

enthusiast and brother of Kenneth
Hawks who lost his life while directing

scenes for an aviation picture some time
ago. Richard Barthelmess, the leading

player, oflfers a sympathetic and convin-
cing characterization. He is quite ably

assisted by Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
Neil Hamilton. There are no feminine

characters in the story—the second time,

we believe, this has been attempted in

motion picture production.

This production, opening last week at

Warner Brothers' Winter Garden the-

atre, Broadway, leaped quickly into a

conspicuous success, proving the axiom
that anytime and anywhere there is

strong patronage awaiting the type of

subject which the public wants.

"The Dawn Patrol," in its quiet mo-
ments, has an intimate stfength and ap-

peal. In its spectacular scenes of com-

bat in the air it is vividly impressive. It

is, in short, an entertainment of conse-

quence.

—MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.

"The independent producer—if that is

what you insist on calling him—is in an
enviable position," he said. "The theatres,

whether producer-owned or individually

owned, must have individually treated pic-

tures if they are to show profits.

"We are in a position to produce
that t5rpe of picture for we are not
bound by star contracts.

"We find a good story and fit the

star to the story not the story to the

star, the latter being an unfortunate
condition existing where stars are

under contract.

"To emphasize my point I have only to

call attention to only two of our successes,

'Flight' and 'Ladies of Leisure.' Both were
individually treated and both were box
ofiSce.

"Produce the pictures and they'll get the

bookings whether in producer-owned or in-

dividually owned theatres."

Brandt said that he felt that the new
standard exhibition contract would benefit

the industry generally. Anything that was
an improvement, he said, was certain to

be beneficial. ,

50 Canadian Managers
Of Paramount Discuss

Policy at Conference
(Special to the Herald-World)

CALGARY, July 22.—More than 50 man-
agers of the western division of the Para-
mount-Publix Canadian Corporation gathered
in this city last Friday to meet J. J.

Fitzgibbons, newly appointed director of thea-
tre operations of the Canadian chain, H. M.
Thomas of Winnipeg, western division man-
ager, being the chairman. John Balaban of
Paramount-Publix was also introduced to the
managers, who represented 65 theatres in
cities from Port Arthur to the Pacific coast.

A formal announcement was made that poli-

cies of the Canadian company had been
discussed.

The conference held here replaced the
convention originally planned to take place at
Banff on August 5, following the eastern di-

vision meeting at Toronto on August \. Fitz-
gibbons left for the east after the Calgary
meeting to attend the Toronto convention.

Night Baseball May Be
Adopted in Southeast
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTGOMERY, ALA., July 22. — The
Southeastern League may become a night
baseball organization the last half of the split

season. Montgomery is playing night ball now.
Tampa has ordered lights for its park and

the other four clubs are giving the owl game
serious consideration.

JOE BRANDT

General Electric Finishes Film
SCHENECTADY.—General Electric has completed

a film called "Opportunity" depicting the high school
graduate working in various departments of the Gen-
eral Electric Company where training courses are
maintained.
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TRAVELING up and down the street

one rumor persists in connection with

Warner Brothers. We are passing it on

purely as a rumor and nothing else.

The rumor, as it is told here and there,

is that Warners are considering extend-

ing their activities beyond the entertain-

ment field.

They would, so the rumor hounds have

it, enter the Fourth Estate through the

purchase of the New York World.

Now you have it, believe it or not.

AAA
While the theatre is in its usual sum-

mer slump this fact is having its salutary

effect upon the soimd equipment busi-

ness, according to an electrical man who
has just returned from the road.

Especially is this true of replacements.

He foimd in cases where the box office

takes a slide downward the exhibitors are

quick to replace the socalled bootleg

sound equipment with improved instal-

lations, hoping through better sound to

regain lost attendance.

A A A

It would seem that some one has been

talking out of turn at Publix.

The current Publix Opinion cautions

members of the company against discuss-

ing organization matters with members
of the Fourth Estate.

It is pointed out that a person not

trained in newspaper work often over-

looks the news value in a piece of confi-

dential information and by doing so

causes its publication prematurely.

It is stressed that news of the theatre

company should originate from an ac-

credited source.

That makes it more difficult for the

news hounds. AAA
Undoubtedly the Globe theatre is the

hottest spot in town today. Despite this,

Columbia's "Hell's Island" has been do-

ing excellent business.

It may be that the heat of the interior

puts the patrons in a frame of mind to

see the picture, a story of the desert.

JAY M. SHRECK.

Theatres in Louisiana
City Closed by Epidemic

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOMER, LA., July 22.—A ban has been
thrown on all public gathering places, includ-

ing theatres and churches, here by the local

board of health as a precaution against the

spread of infantile paralysis in Claiborne
parish.

The board has ordered all persons 16 years
of age and under to remain in their homes
for 21 days. Dr. H. A. Marlett, parish health
officer, reports there have been 40 cases with
seven deaths since the disease became appar-
ent

The Soft, Warm South
Where moons hang low, and nights are dusky, with warm gulf breezes whispering in the
trees. A portrait and a scene from a picture which promises to bring the very spirit of the
delightful old South to the screen—that pulsating restlessness which in itself holds all that

is beautiful. This is promised us by Radio Pictures in its production "Dixiana," directed by
Luther Reed.

A Southern Belle is Bebe (Daniels)

Everett Marshall and Bebe Daniels

A\
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A Discussion on

ADVERTISING
By Mr. Adolph Zukor

President, Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation, an ac-

knowledged leader in the motion picture industry and
an eminent figure in the world affairs of business.

(Reported by MARTIN J. QUIGLEY)

N industry, like an individual, is inclined to go from one extreme to

another. During the past few years the motion picture business in con-

junction with its general program of economic readjustment has gone

from the extreme of an extravagant use of certain forms of advertising to

another extreme which has consisted of an unwise and unsound curtail-

ment of at least one essential form of advertising: namely, advertising

within the trade.

Under the stress of a broadcast readjustment which the trend of the

business had rendered necessary, the pendulum on trade paper advertising

has been permitted to swing too far in the direction of curtailment. A
swing back toward the point of normalcy is now both advisable and neces-

sary.

I regard advertising within the trade as an essential activity of the busi-

ness of motion pictures. The trade press is or should be the voice of the

industry and the scene in which is depicted evidence of tlie thought, ac-

tion and progress of the business. When the trade press reflects, or tends

to reflect, a quiescent state of affairs in the industry it is a bad condition

for the business and for all the concerns in the business.

C ONSIDERING directly the interests of our organization, I want to

see a vigorous and enterprising trade press; one that is alive with the

progressive thought of the business. Advertisements in the trade press

that are well-written and effectively displayed serve to stimulate the exhib-

itor's interest in his business; such advertisements being properly and

accurately informative are a valuable aid to the theatreman.

I make it a practice to study the advertisements of all of the companies.

When I see good advertising, whether it is from Paramount or from some

[over]



other company, I am interested and pleased, because I know that such ad-

vertising stimulates interest in product; is an inspiration to better work

on the part of every other advertising department; and that it is contribut-

ing to the spirit of progress in the business.

E
^* ^w ^*

XAMPLE is one of the greatest influences in life. Through the

trade press the successful showmanship efforts of one exhibitor in any

particular part of the country are held up for the guidance of all other

exhibitors. Here is a sphere of great service for the trade press.

Advertising to the public is, of course, an important activity of the in-

dustry but the logical first step of the industry in publicity is advertising

witliin the trade. However important may be any local or national ad-

vertising effort aimed at the general public it must be remembered that

the media for reaching the trade are the trade media. It is in tliese publi-

cations that the producer and distributor is enabled to send his business

message directly and surely into the hands of the man who is most inter-

ested in the news of the business, whether it be about product or about

something else that concerns the business of motion pictures.

When the trade press publishes an important advertisement or an im-

portant article we know that tlie information concerned is going directly

to the persons for whom the information is intended. When it appears

elsewhere we know that while it may reach some small part of the trade

it does not reach the whole trade and, whatever its merit may be, that

merit is non-existent for all those whom it does not reach.

THE trade paper in the motion picture business is bound to be a big

influence—either for progress or retrogression. When I read the trade

paper week by week and find a volume of enterprising and effective ad-

vertising copy, and an editorial section which is alive to the progress of

the business, I am stimulated and I know that a similar effect is achieved

throughout the business. If, on the other hand, I pick up a trade paper

and find but few advertisements and these indifferently displayed I feel

that the dominant urge of the business is for the moment held in abeyance

and that the industry is foolishly sacrificing an opportunity for advance-

ment.

The trade press is the mirror of the business; at all times it should re-

flect a picture of initiative, enterprise and intelligent activity.

(Originally published, Exhibitors Herald-World, May 26, 1928, issue.)

y?
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"I hold that this bill (Lankford Sunday closing bill for the District of Columbia) is intolerant, selfish,

partial, un-American, un-Christian, unjust, unfair and unconstitutional. It is another attempt to Puritanize

America by legalizing religious obligations and persecuting dissenters."—From the late Representative

Florian Lampert's remarks as printed in the Congressional Record.

Brands Blue Law Bill Unjust;
Warns It's for Entire Nation

Questionnaire Is Sent to

Candidates Asking Views
On Blue Laws and Taxes

Fred Wehrenberg's Organization

Wants to Know Their Attitude

Toward Motion Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, July 22.—The August primary

elections are just around the corner and the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St. Louis,

Eastern Missouri and Southern Ilhnois has

taken steps to ascertain the views of all can-

didates for membership in the state legisla-

ture on questions vitally affecting the motion

picture industry. A questionnaire has been

sent to each candidate for either the state

senate or house of representatives, asking:

1. Are you in favor of creating a board of

censors for motion pictures?

2. Are you in favor of levying a privilege,

or license, tax on motion picture shows and

other amusements?
3. Are you in favor of closing motion pic-

ture theatres and other places of amusement

on Sunday?
A yes or no answer is requested for each

question, and the questionnaire also provides

ample space for the candidate to amplify his

views.

The candidates are asked to return the

questionnaire at once to Fred Wehrenberg,

president of the owners' organization.

Bell and Howell Export

Sales Surpass Mark of

1929, Report Reveals

J. H. McNabb, president of the Bell and

Howell Company of Chicago, manufacturers

of film equipment, announces that export sales

of his firm for the first six months of 1930

are well ahead of those for the correspond-

ing 1929 period.

"American motion picture equipment is

building up foreign demand as a result of

consistent effort on the part of manufacturers

to supplement domestic sales," says McNabb
He also pointed out that establishment of

the Filmo Company of Holland, at Amster-

dam, and the Filmo Company of Central

Europe at Zurich, Switzerland, this year, has

aided sales. Merchandising and servicing

originates from these plants.

RKO Will Broadcast
From Studio July 29
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—The stars of Radio

Pictures' "Dixiana" will broadcast from the

company's studio over the NBC network on

the night of July 29. Bebe Daniels, Everett

Marshall, Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and

Dorothy Lee are among those scheduled to go

over the air.

Protest on Lankford's Plan
Solon's Last Legislative Act

Crime to Sell Raw Potato but Cooked One Is OK, Said
Lampert—Georgia Sunday Closing Upheld

[By Washington Correspondent of the Herald-World]

WASHINGTON, July 22.—Blue law legislation is not necessary to bring

about a proper observance of Sunday, according to the late Representative

Florian Lampert of Wisconsin, who died Friday as a result of injuries sustained

in an automobile accident.

One of Lampert's last acts before leaving Washington was to insert in the

Congressional Record a determined attack upon the Lankford Sunday closing

bill for the District of Columbia.

A member of the house committee on
the District of Columbia, he was consist-

ently the foe of what he termed "un-
American and un-Christian" legislation.

Seeing in the Lankford bill the hand of the

church interests, he warned that the

church has no business in politics and that

"unless the churches get out of politics and
keep their hands off the state, one of these

days the churches are going to lose their

prestige and their influence." The public,

he cautioned, will not tolerate too much
interference in civil affairs on the part of

the professional reformers and clergymen;
"religion by law is contrary to the plan of

the Author of Christianity," and Sunday
observance, to his mind, is purely a re-

ligious and not a civil duty.

"A Sunday law which requires cer-

tain things to be done or not to be
done on Sunday is therefore religious

and not moral or civil, for what is

civil on Monday is civil on Sunday,
and what is immoral on Sunday is

also immoral on Monday from a civil

standpoint," he declared.

"The Lord's Day Alliance Commit-
tee of professional reformers admits
framing this bill, ostensibly for the

District of Columbia only, but it is

actually plaimed as a model law for

the whole nation.

"This proposed religious law is entirely

devoid of equal justice and Christian char-

ity. It also compels those who conscien-

tiously observe another day to observe

Sunday also 'as holy time.' I hold that

this proposed bill is intolerant, selfish, par-

tial, un-American, un-Christian, unjust, un-

fair and unconstitutional. It is another at-

tempt to Puritanize America by legalizing

religious obligations and persecuting dis-

senters."

Georgia Sunday Shows Illegal

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, July 22. —Advice
from Atlanta states that operation of a

Sunday motion picture show in that state

is illegal whether part of the proceeds go

to charity or even if the entertainment is

free, the Georgia Supreme court held July

17. The vote was split, 3-3, which affirms
the verdict of a lower court.

Show at Gulfport Again
(Special to the Herald-World)

GULFPORT, MISS., July 22.—Gulfport
theatres showed again last Sunday in defi-

ance of the Sunday closing law. Motion
picture theatres operated in the afternoon
at the Strand theatre, owned by the Publix
Theatres, Inc., after a three-weeks Sunday
closing order.

To Testify Before Legislators
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, July 22.—The com-
mittee appointed by the city council to in-

vestigate the 1794 blue laws will submit
testimony to the legislature when an at-

tempt will be made to repeal or modify the
Sunday law.

Fort Myers for Open Sunday
(Special to the Herald-World)

FORT MYERS, FA., July 22.—At a
public hearing before the Fort Myers City
Council, approximately 500 citizens voted
overwhelmingly for a liberal Sunday and
the city government pledged itself to

amend present ordinances.

May Show at Tallahassee
(Special to the Herald- World)

TALLAHASSEE, FLA., July 22.—Tal-
lahassee will be wide open hereafter on
the Sabbath, with the exception of Sun-
day shows and even they may be open
during hours not conflicting with church
services if the electorate so desires. The
city commission amended old ordinances
which restricted trade and amusements.

Enforced at Steubenville
(Special to the Herald-World)

STEUBENVILLE, O., July 22.—The
Sunday blue laws were enforced in Steu-
benville and surrounding section by
Sheriff William Yost on July 13 and only
minor disputes occurred.
A jury returned a verdict of guilty

against George Dellis, exhibitor, on trial

for Sunday operation of his theatre, but
the judge withheld sentence in order to
give defense attorneys an opportunity of
appealing to a higher tribunal. William
Hendrick, exhibitor, will be tried later.
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Here^s How to Win
The Award of Merit
The Committee on Awards will decide whether your theatre is deserving of the
Herald-World bronzed plaque for excellent sound reproduction.

Therefore, theatre owner or manager, if you believe that the sound in your
theatre is of such high quality as to merit the award, write to the Committee.
Individual consideration is assured your theatre.

The Committee also extends an invitation to exchange managers and others asso-

ciated with the motion picture industry to call to its attention theatres considered

worthy of this honor.

Iti all cases address your letters directly to: Committee on Awards, Exhibitors

Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

Warners Arrange a Dozen Releases

For August Silver Jubilee
And Affiliated Companies Will Help Fete 25 Years of Activity

Since Brothers Started Exchange in Pittsburgh

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Twenty-five years of activity since the Warner
brothers opened an exchange in Pittsburgh -will be celebrated through-

out the month of August, vi^ith all the many affiliates of the company
joining in the plan of general celebration of the Silver Jubilee.

In that quarter of a century Harry M., J. L.

and Major Albert Warner have seen the fol-

lowing outstanding developments in which
they took an important part

:

Opening of the exchange as an in-

termediary between producer and
distributor.
Development of five and six reel

pictures as profitable at a time when
it was generally thought that one and
two reels were all the public would
accept.
Adoption of a policy of screening

successful novels.
Introduction of talking pictures on

a commercial basis.

And on August 5 occurs the fourth an-
niversary of the showing of talking pictures
at the Warner theatre in New York.

One of Largest Organizations

In those 25 years the Warner freres have
experienced the vicissitudes as well as the
fortunes of the industry, and have built up

an organization that now, with its subsidiaries,

is among the largest in the industry.

Twelve pictures, selected as among the

best of the two companies for the coming
season, have been scheduled for release in

August by Warner Brothers and First

National.

August Releases Listed

From Warner Brothers will come "Sweet
Kitty Bellairs," "The Matrimonial Bed," "Re-
captured Love," "Three Faces East," "Vien-
nese Nights" and "Dancing Sweeties." First

National will release in August "The Dawn
Patrol," "Road to Paradise," "Numbered
Men," "Bright Lights," "One Night at Susie's"

and "The Way of All Men."
Vitaphone Corporation, subsidiary of War-

ner Brothers, will perform its share of duties

in the Silver Jubilee. Talking, singing and
dancing short pictures play a large part in

the Vitaphone Varieties, and Warner Broth-
ers points out that fifteen hundred Varieties

have been made to date.

Harry M. Warner J. L. Warner Major Albert Warner

More Pantomime, Less
Dialog to Form Screen
Technique, Says Laemmle

Universal Production Chief Sees

Need for Greater Use of
Silent Films Method
(Special to the Herald-World)

UNIVERSAL CITY, July 22.—Further de-

velopment of the talking picture along lines

peculiar to itself and not in imitation of the

stage, is indicated in predictions by Carl
Laemmle, Jr., general manager of Universal
City, who states that two years of experimen-
tation have proved that the future technique
of motion pictures must provide a more even
division of pantomime and dialog. In other
words, more of the silent film's pantomime
and less speaking.

"The novelty of mere dialog has passed,"
Laemmle said, "and now that talking and
sound pictures have become a standard screen
product, producers can call upon their past
experience to great advantage in developing
what may appropriately be termed a 'new
screen technique.'

"Too many talking pictures have relied

solely upon dialog to put over necessary busi-

ness and dramatic punches in their plots. In
silent films dramatic force and emphasis came
from pantomime alone. It is my opinion that
in the future we should develop as much of
the drama as possible in pantomime (as we
used to do in silent film days) and use the
dialog and sound to give emphasis to the
high lights of the production, rather than
make scenes one continuous barrage of speak-
ing or music.

"A new tempo in dramatic action and com-
edy will be conceived when screen producers
master the art of spacing and dove-tailing
pantomimic action and vocal action.

"In 'Outside the Law,' a crook play which
Tod Browning is now directing for Universal,
we have employed less dialog than in any
talking picture we have made to date, build-
ing our big dramatic punches mostly in pan-
tomime and topping them with spoken words.
The result is startling. The pantomime proves
a fine builder of suspense and the dialog en-
hances the climax. Chattering dialog pictures

have passed from vogue. A careful combi-
nation of stage and screen technique will make
for a permanent standard in audible picture
making."

Ben Grimm on Job
As Columbia 's New
Advertising Chief

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Ben H. Grimm, Joe
Brandt's choice as advertising manager of
Columbia, to succeed Hank Linet, resigned, is

handling the advertising and sales promotions
departments under the supervision of J. H.
Gallagher, director of public relations.

Grimm entered the motion picture field after

four years with the New York Evening Jour-
nal, and was at various times in executive ad-
vertising capacities with Universal, Associated
Exhibitors, and Selznick, as well as on the

staff of Moving Picture World.

Theatre at Cardington
Damaged in Film Fire

(Special to the Herald-World)

CARDINGTON, O., July 22.—The projec-
tion booth in the Cardington theatre here was
badly damaged when the film ignited during a

performance. The management succeeded in

quieting the audience.
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New Plan Drawn Up
For Kansas City Area

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY. July 22.—A newly
proposed protection and zoning code
for Kansas and Western Missouri is

now before the distributors in New
York, following a meeting of the zon-
ing committee Friday and Saurday
at which the new plan was approved.
The £rst proposed code drawn up a

few weeks ago was disapproved, out
it is believed that the new provisions,
details of which were withheld, will
meet the sanction of the sales leaders.
Dave Palfreyman represented C.

C. Pettijohn, chief counsel of the
Film Boards of Trade, and then went
to Omaha and Des Moines.

Sono-Art Finishes 8 of

20 Productions Booked
For 1930-31 Calendar

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Eight of the 20

productions scheduled for 1930-31 release by

Sono Art-World Wide are already finished

and in the exchanges ready for distribution, a

statement from Harry H. Thomas, vice-presi-

dent, says. Some of these pictures have al-

ready played pre-release runs in independent

and circuit first run houses.

The eight pictures which have been com-
pleted are: "The Big Fight," "Once a Gentle-

man," "What a Man!" starring Resjinald

Denny; "Cock o' the Walk," with Joseph
Schildkraut and Myma Loy; "Dude St'an-

gler," with Lina Basquette ; "Reno," with Ruth
Roland; "The Costello Murder Case," with

Tom Moore and Lola Lane ; and "Romance
Rogue," witth Raymond Hatton and Myrna
Loy.

Preparations are now being made for pro-

duction of "The Circus Parade" by Jim Tully,

which is to be personally directed by James
Cruze and released as one of the company's

specials.

Milton, Pa., Company to

Build 1,200-Seat House
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILTON, PA., July 22.—Pappas Brothers,

operators of the Bijou theatre here, have an-

nounced that a new house is to be constructed

within the next five months by the Milton

Theatre Company, of which they are half

owners.
The new theatre will have a seating capacity

of 1,200 and is to be erected on the site now
occupied by the Bijou. The Legionaire house,

also owned by the Milton Theatre Company, is

being equipped with Western Electric sound
apparatus.

Written for Stage, Play
Will Go on Screen First

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—Warner Brothers

will reverse the usual procedure in the pro-

duction of "Illicit," by Robert Riskin and

Edith Fitzgerald.

Scheduled for production on Broadway, J.

L. Warner has now decided to screen it first,

then produce it as a stage attraction at a later

date.

Publix Buys Two Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

SPARTANBURG, S. C, July 22.—Sale of

the Palace and Lyric theatres at Rocky
Mount, N. C, to the Publix-Saenger Corpo-

ration has been announced by C. H. Arring-

ton, owner of the houses, and H. C. Kincey,

Publix-Saenger official.

See St. Louis Zoning Solution;

New CodeDrawn at Kansas City
Committee Members at St. Louis Think 28 Days Sufficient Protec-

tion as Against 90 Days Requested—Second Plan Worked
Out at Kansas City After First Is Rejected

[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

ST. LOUIS, July 22.—Reasonable protection within the real zone of their

activity for all exhibitors in Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois is the

problem that is being tackled these hot days by a special joint committee of

the M P T O of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois and the

St. Louis Film Board of Trade.

Fred Wehrenberg, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners, is chair-

man of the committee, while Miss L. B. Schofield is acting as its secretary.

Two meetings have already been held in the offices of the Film Board of

Trade but final decisions have not been reached in any one case. The St. Louis

situation, which is perhaps the most complex in the territory, has not been

gone into as yet.

shall be granted to the first runs over the St.

Louis Amusement Company houses, but some
real diplomacy may be needed in the final de-

termination as to the protection for subse-

quent runs for the houses in the St. Louis
Amusement Company chain over rival inde-

pendent houses.

90 Days or 28?

In some instances a protection of ninety

days is being asked whereas the committee
members feel that perhaps 28 days would be

more equitable. Owners of first run houses
also feel that their zone should extend beyond
the limits of the city in which they operate,

but they may not receive so wide a protection.

There are many elements that must be con-

sidered in working out a fair protection deci-

sion. When an exhibitor pays a large sum
for a first run showing he certainly is en-

titled to some real protection, but on the other
hand the picture should not be kept off the

market until it is out of date and unprofitable

for subsequent showings.

While the task is tough and the days are

hot it is believed the local committee will be
able to solve all situations. It is fortunate

that all interests are represented on the execu-
tive committee of the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners.

Wehrenberg in a special letter to his mem-
bership has stressed the importance of proper
zoning and protection in the territory and
pointed out that it is essential for the com-
mittee to have the full cooperation of every
exhibitor. With this in view all exhibitors
are being urged to give full information con-
cerning their local situations so that the com-
mittee may act intelligently and fairly in pro-

tecting the interests of all concerned.

The task that is being undertaken by the

committee is neither an easy nor pleasant one.

Selfishness is always bound to creep into such
situations and it is not always possible to

please everyone regardless of how equitable

a final decision is reached, exhibitors pointed
out.

In the St. Louis territory there are many
ticklish questions concerning the amount of

protection to be granted to a first run and
the territory to be covered in the zone of

such protection.

For instance, Publix in East St. Louis and

Alton, 111., would like much more protection

than the committee finally will recommend,

and the same applies to the Fox West Coast

Theatres in Southern Illinois.

In St. Louis the first run houses
of Skouras Brothers Enterprises and
their allied chain of neighborhood
and suburban houses, the St. Louis
Amusement Company, constitute per-

haps the biggest problems that will

come before the committee. The
Fox-Loew interests control two of

the local first runs, the Fox theatre

and Loew's State, while the Radio-
Keith-Orpheum organization has the

St. Louis, Orpheum £nd Grand Opera
House.

Perhaps it will not be hard to work out a

decision as to the amount of protection that

M P T O Moves to Hav2
Philadelphia Rezoned

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, July 22. — A committee
has been appointed by the M P T O and local

distributors to draft a plan for the rezoning
of the Philadelphia territory in order to relieve

any unfairness in protection.

A series of meetings and conferences will

be held in the near future for the purpose of

formulating a satisfactory zoning system for

the entire district.

Report Loew Organization to Assume
Direction of Fox Theatres in 6 Cities

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, July 22.—A report that the Loew organization is to take over the

management of the Fox theatres in St. Louis, Washington, Atlanta, Detroit, Brook-

lyn and Philadelphia on August 15, is being circulated here.

The Fox interests control the Loew chain but the Loew organization has been

held intact. Now Loew is to have charge of the Fox houses, it is said.

It is generally believed that St. Louis is over-seated in the Srst-run field, and

it is therefore probable that some change in the local situation may follow shortly

after the new arrangement is perfected.

It is almost certain that the Fox, with its 5,200 seats, will he used as the Srst-

run house for all important Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Fox pictures in the future.

It is thought that the extra patronage brought in under such a policy may make
the big house proBtable.
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Organ ofOwnTheatre PlaysRequiem
For Beloved Theatre Owner

Kept List of Poor in Exclusive Summer Resort for Fifteen Years

and Admitted Them Free—And "Rusticators"

Were His Friends, Too
[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

BAR HARBOR, MAINE, July 22.—An exhibitor who believed he could

perform a service for the poor of his community has had his reward. The
improvident of the town—and it's a city known far and wide for wealth

and social distinction—had been his guests for fifteen years. And when the

organ that he bought so that his patrons could have the best of entertainment

was played at his own funeral services on the stage of the theatre, rich and

poor alike packed the structure two hours before the opening hymn.

THE society folk who throng to Bar Har- it is now one of the prettiest little theatres in

bor, Me., are known to the natives as

"rusticators," but among the 5,000 permanent
residents of the island, ten miles square and
with no industries, there were many who could
not afford the price of tickets to the theatre.

None knew that better than Joel Emery,
founder and for 22 years proprietor of the

Star theatre, the lone motion picture play-

house ever operated at Bar Harbor.
Fifteen years ago Emery began compiling

a list of those he felt could not afford to pay
their way into the theatre. Of course it con-
sisted chiefly of children and aged people, but
there were others too. Every day Emery
personally distributed through the mails, or

via a member of his staff, envelopes contain-

ing tickets for use the following afternoon
and night. Thus, at every performance there

were at least 20 who entered free. Whole
families were passed into the theatre. Every-
body on the list was invited at least once a

week.
Contributed to Charity

When there was any worthy charity in-

volved, Emery was always willing to donate
the use of his theatre or a part of an after-

noon or night's receipts.

It was in 1908, that Emery conceived the

idea of establishing a picture house in Bar
Harbor. He was then a plumber in Bar
Harbor, and was using an unimpressive build-

ing as his workshop. He tore out the parti-

tions, installed ordinary chairs and a far from
elaborate curtain. In the front was placed
the box office. There was no space for a

lobby. The seating capacity was about 150.

Emery reconstructed his theatre twice, and

the northeast. The seating capacity is about
750, and the chairs have long since been re-

placed by the most comfortable of seats. The
decorations provide a contrast with the shed-
like structure in which he opened his business.

If there was anything about his theatre of

which he was most proud, it was the organ.

It was uncommonly expensive for a town the

size of Bar Harbor. Music experts claim it

is the finest as well as largest organ in use

in Maine outside Portland.
The organ was used in his own funeral

service. Emery died unexpectedly this month
in the Eastern Maine General hospital at

Bangor, Maine.
The body was brought to Bar Harbor, and

placed in the theatre he loved so well. On
the stage the casket rested. The formal serv-

ice was led by the pastor of the leading
society church of the island, not because of
the prestige of the clergyman, but because
the minister and theatre owner were close

friends.

Fox and R K O Trade of

Theatres in Madison Is

Stricken from Record
(Special to the Herald-World)

MADISON, WIS., July 22. — H. J. Fitz-

gerald, vice-president and general manager of

the Fox Midwesco houses, has received definite

notice from New York headquarters that the

reciprocity deal between R K O and Fox in

this city has been dropped.

Austgen Balks Bandit's
Dayton Job; Refuses to

Open Loew House Safe
(Special to the Herald-World)

DAYTON, July 22. — Ernest C. Austgen,
manager of Loew's Dayton house, is one
theatre manager who refuses to be bullied by
robbers.

A few days ago a bandit entered his show-
house and demanded that he open the safe.

Austgen refused, saying he did not know the
combination. After repeated threats of bodily
harm, the robber gave up his attempt to get
into the safe and fled.

The bandit had first tried to get Robert
Curry, assistant manager, to open the safe,

with the statement that he was a company
auditor from New York headquarters of the
Loew circuit, but had no success.

New Listing of Stock
Reveals Warner Buy

Of Theatre Circuits
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Warner Brothers
application to list $750,000 additional optional

6 per cent convertible debentures due in 1939
and 156,710 additional common shares on the

New York Stock exchange has been approved.

It is revealed that the purpose of the new-
listings is for the purchase of more than 125

theatres of the Federal Theatres Company,
Appel Amusement Company, Crescent Theatre
Circuit. Heins Theatre Circuit, Burroughs &
Boas Theatre circuit, Mid-West Theatre Cir-

cuit and other houses in the East and West.

Limiting of Number of
Houses Is Considered by

Washington Showmen
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, July 22.—Limiting of the num-
ber of theatres in a certain district to pre-
vent overseating was discussed and a commit-
tee appointed to consider it, was one of the
points taken up at the July meeting of the
Washington State Exhibitors' Association
here.

Exhibitors also raised the contention that if

arbitration is to be universally adopted it ought
to include all matters and not special ones.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending July 19

While the past fortnight has reflected a substantial im-

provement in the stock market, with a slight let-down in the

short session at the week end, public action is awaited before

the leaders can predict any sustained upward movement.

Nevertheless, the market has been the most pleasing since
the early months of the year.

Following are the comparative statistics of film stocks for
the past week:

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales High

American Seating SOO 10

Consolidated Film 3,000 19%
Do. pfd 3.100 21%

Eafltman Kodak _ 21,500 216%
Do. pfd. ._ 50 128%

Fox Film "A" 161,400 48%
Gen. Theatre Equipment 59,000 36

Keith Albee Orpheum 200 110

Loew's, Inc - 104,900 76%
Do. pfd. WW 200 lOTVa

Do. pfd xw 2, .300 97

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd -.., 200 26%
Paramount - — 79,600 62%
Pathe Exchange 12,500 5%
Do "A" „ 9.100 11%

Eadio Corpor.ntlon _ .723.500 44

Do pfd. "A" — - 400 56%

Low Close
7 10

18% 19%
20%20%

204% 208
128 128

41% 46%
32% 35

110 110

69 74

1071/2 107%
951/2 9&%
26% 26%
58% 62%
3% 5

8%
39%

10%
424i

54% 55%

Sales High
Do pfd. "B" „ 1,200 76

Radio Keith Orpheum 095,000 35%
Shubert Theatres ..._ 8,500 18%
Universal Pic. Lit pfd 60 58

Do. pfd 200 48%
CHICAGO STOCK MARKET

Balaban & Katz 50 75
Gen. Theatre, Inc 4,100 36
Morgan Litho 200 8%

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures _ 100 39%
Educational Pictures pfd 275 12
Fox Theatres 11,000 10%
Loew's rts 600 40
Do. war 2,300 10%

Sentry Safety 2.500 4%
Technicolor. Inc 2,800 34
Trans-Lux _ 1,800 9

Low Close
73 75
30% 34
14% 17%
57 57
47% 48%

75 75
32% 35%
8% 8%

39% 39%
12 12
9% 10%

35 40
9 10%

31i|
4

32%
8% 8%
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Here's Frank O. Heron, a pal

of Hy Daab, publicity director

for RKO Radio Pictures, and
incidentally assistant treasurer of

that company.

Robert Woolsey looks as though he was getting all set to bite the

unfortunate cigar in two, and Bert Wheeler looks as though he was

egging him on to do it. Jobyna Howland looks on with resigna-

tion, probably, for southern hostesses are agreeable. From Radio

Pictures' "Dixiana."

Here is Cecil B. DeMille and
one of his pheasants. The
M GM producer-director has a

huge pheasant farm or ranch,

which is his hobby.

Heap big men! Wallace Beery indulges in a little tete-a-tete with

Charley Yazzi (Little Charley) and Hoslein Tsoe, veteran Indian

scouts who fought in Geronimo's campaigns. They are on location

in New Mexico for the shooting on M G M's "Billy the Kid," star-

ring John Mack Brown.

Can it be that Sydney Blackmer is scolding Dorothy Revier for run-

ning away from him, or is it that the pretty white horse succeeded

in beating the black one (you can't see much of him) in a race

across the hills. They will both be seen in "The Bad Man," a First

National-Vitaphone production.

A
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O. p. Heggie looks as though he was in somewhat of a petulant mood, al-

through there is a twinkle in his eye, but Dorothy Revier looks quite stern.

James Rennie watches her with interest, wonderng, perhaps, what is going
to happen next. But we soon can all see for ourselves, just as soon as First

National's picture, "The Bad Man," is all set to be shown.

Well, well! Look who's here. Know 'em? We'll bet you
do, and no matter what they do or how they do it, they

always bring a smile to the faces of their great multitude

of followers. Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, Hal Roach-
M G M players, "put on the dog."

It's a pretty liigh fence, but it also looks like a pretty big

dog—sort of a good kind of doggy to have around if

trouble began. However, Anita Page, M G M player, who
is being seen now in "Our Blushing Brides," likes to play

with the family pet, Bings.

Although this is a scene from "Inside the Lines," a Radio picture, it almost

seems as though it would be a delight to be there, although the title has a

somewhat sinister sound, making one think of spies and intrigue. We wonder

if Reginald Sharland will keep on playing, or will he just stop to admire the

violinist. Doesn't Betty Compson look lovely?
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This charming group makes up the new Hal Roach-M GM unit

known as "The Boy Friends." Incidentally, there seems to be some
girl friends, too. They have completed their first comedy, "Doctor's

Orders." Left to right: David Sharpe, Gertie Messinger, Mickey
Daniels, Mary Kornman, Grady Suton and Dorothy Messinger.

Just see the way Farina is looking at those doughnuts, and we'll bet

a hat that he gets one of them yet. Chubby doesn't look as though
he meant to pass them around at all. Jackie looks all set to catch

one, but poor little Mary Ann thinks it's hopeless. Hal Roach-
M-G-M "Our Gang" will be seen in "A Tough Winter."

The enemy forces are either making an attack, or a ground force has slid stealthily upon

the aviators. But it looks like airplanes to us. Richard Barthelmess supports his wounded

comrade, while Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., wonders whether it is wise to let the other out

of the hut or not. This scene is from "The Dawn Patrol," a First National picture which

opened in New York on July 10.

We hardly think the wild waves would talk

back to this lovely "traffic cop" as she does
a "turn" at regulating the tides of the Paci-

fic. She is Helen Wright, featured Univer-
sal player.

I
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Rapid Return of Film Prosperity Seen
In Central European States

Qermany Legislated

Into a Pulp Under

Qiiise of Efficiency
Restoration of prosperity in the

Central European states with a rapid

development both in sound film pro-

duction and installations in theatres is

predicted by Trade Commissioner

George R. Canty at Paris in a review

of the film markets of Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Austria and Hungary
for the first four months of this year.

At the same time, Canty points to the feel-

ing that the German dialog film will dominate
the Netherlands market, get a firm footing in

Scandinavia, and be most profitable in Switzer-

land.
GERMANY

Business in general is at its lowest ebb in

years, largely because of the patent situation,

but this is expected to take a turn for the bet-

ter following the announcement of the reaching

of a general understanding at the recent con-

ferences in Paris. The country has been legis-

lated into a pulp under the guise of efficient

control.

The small theatre owner has been
the chief sufferer. He has found it

financially impossible to purchase a
domestic equipment for talking pic-

tures and at the same time has seen
the supply of silent films diminish.

The producer has been restricted

from purchasing foreign recording
equipment.
German sound films are in reality of less

popularity in Germany than in the other central

nations. For one thing, a German audience

is very critical. Song and dance reviews have
met with very little success in Germany itself.

English Dialog Passing

The American film with incidental English

dialog is passing the novelty stage, and the

American all-sound film has no demand. But
American features with German dialog should

have a splendid reception, Canty says.

There is no shortage of sound films in Ger-
many; German studios' output has been suffi-

cient to meet the demand during the patent

^restrictions, but there is a dearth of current

silent pictures. Silent importations from
America obviously are few, comparatively, and
German prriduction is below other years.

Distribution of American pictures
is practically at a standstill, except in

one case, all others confining them-
selves to the silent pictures pre-
viously bought or that the American
distributors are bringing on the
market.
All this lethargy is expected to pass, how-

ever, when the kontingent situation is settled,

with the new plan for control by the secretary
of the interior still up in the air.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Distribution is exceedingly cumbersome,

partly because of the peculiar geographical
situation and also because the German langu-
age meets with considerable unpopularity in

Prague and other sections.

Most of the business outside of
Prague is done in cities along the
frontier where the German tongue
predominates. Yet the narrow strip

Con6rmation of the trends in the
Central European £lm markets, as
shown in the detailed reports from
each country in the HERALD-
WORLD as summarized by the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce at Washington, is given
in the report of Trade Commissioner
George R. Canty at Paris for the
first £ve months of the current year.

Among these trends are:

The silent film has been
relegated to the background.
Sound synchronized versions

are acceptable only when a
superfilm is involved.
The German dialog film has

the greatest demand in Ger-
many, Czechoslovakia, Aus-
tria, Hungary, Poland, Jugo-
slavia and Rumania.

Film progress has been adversely
affected by the German patent liti-

gation, but rapid development next
year is indicated.

between Poland, Himgary and
Rumania is so involved in its political

preferences that titles have to be
written in three or four languages.
Nevertheless the sound film has found
considerable appeal and theatres have
been wired at a relatively amazing
rate.

The demand is unquestionably for sound
films, those with German dialog having the

best box office results. In Prague, however,
the American pictures with song and dance
are popular. German dialog films had yet to

be released except in one theatre in Prague.

The future success is expected to lie with

the picture with popular theme that has been

recorded in both the domestic and German

Young Stumps Ellman,

But It's Easily Explained

It happened at a gathering of the
Tiffany Pictures Corporation sales

force in Chicago some time ago. L.
A. Young, president, attended and
made it a point to meet and converse
with everyone. Young's many ac-
quaintances know that he is a home-
loving man, so the several present
gasped when he turned to Henri Ell-

man of Chicago and asked:

"Henri, have you been taking good
care of my women?"
"Your women? You? Me? Us?

What women? What in the world"—stammered Ellman.

The explanation is simple. Young
has been greatly interested in a home
for aged women near Chicago and in

addition to making substantial £nan-
cial contributions to it, had in-

structed Ellman to see that the home
was supplied with motion pictures
from time to time. It will take Ell-

man ten years to get through being
"kidded" by the rest of the Tiffany
men.

Films with Qerman
Dialog Take Lead in

Neighboring States
tongues. English dialog is losing ground now.
No studio has been wired yet for sound re-

cording. Eighty-six theatres have been wired,
40 with American apparatus.

AUSTRIA
The German film has at least a temporary

dominance in Austria. The results as of
May 1, showed that only two or three American
sound films had played the Vienna first-runs.

Austrian production is at low ebb, and
kontingent licenses are issued without regard
to the 20 to 1 ratio.

Exhibitors demand for soimd films

is taking definite form. American
synchronized versions, without dia-

log in German, are finding tough
sledding. But German-Dialog pic-

tures are packing them in at Vienna.
Silent film records have been broken
by several German-made features.

American distributors feel that their lot in

Austria will be very disappointing until such
time as American agencies will be able to com-
pete with German producing agencies in quality

and quantity.

Two leading Austrian studios are reported
to be planning to put in Tobis-Klangfilm equip-
ment for recording. No reports are evident
that American equipment is to go into either
of these plants. On May 17, it was reported
that 47 theatres had been wired, 28 with Amer-
ican equipment.

HUNGARY
German features, mostly with German dialog,

are meeting with unusual success in Hungary
owing to the scarcity of American pictures
with German or Hungarian dialog.

Hungarians want dialog pictures rather than
silent. The Germans have included some pic-

tures with local background and these have
stimulated release of other German pictures.

Film opinion in Budapest is that
the American picture will eventually
compete favorably with the German
when it is presented in the German
tongue and includes a story under-
standable to the native theatre goers.
Exchange managers hope to maintain
their prestige of the silent film days
when they present some pictures in

Hungarian dialog and supporting
films in German.
The administration of the local quota is

called careless, and distributors, with no
domestic production to face, find that specially

created licenses are available for purchase
from the government controlled Film-Fund.

A recent decision of the Film-Fund has
brought out a third category of licenses, in

addition to short and long features. The -local

authorities have decided that foreign shorts
measuring more than 400 meters are to be
subject to sharper restrictiions, requiring two
short subject licenses for the distributiion of

five pictures of the two-reel classification.

The government controlled studio is to be
equipped soon with Tobis-Klangfilm for short

feature production. No film in Hungarian
dialog has been marketed as yet. It was esti-

mated on May 15, that 30 theatres were wired
for sound, ten of them with American
apparatus.
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Chicago Protection

Likely to Continue

Same as Last Year
Protection in Chicago will remain substan-

tially as it has been the past year, according
to indications at the beginning of the week.
No committee meetings had been held since
the plan based on the present system was sent
to the Hays office in New York for approval,
and none were scheduled. This was regarded
as indicating that the committee members
were satisfied to leave things practically as
they have been, since the buying season, al-

ready here, would create an urgent need for
immediate action were important changes to

be made.
Such, in fact, was the attitude at the offices

of the Film Board, where it was said that,

contrary to "stories" in some papers, the ab-
sence of material dissension and the inability
ultimately to find much fault with the current
system had led to a practical agreement on
the continuance of the present terms, the
main provisions of which were published in

the Her.ald-'VS'orld of June 28.

No move has thus far been made to have
Chicago follow other cities in forming a per-
manent committee for the adjudication of pro-
tection terms.

It is stated definitely that the enforcement
of rules controlling double-featuring, admis-
sion prices, giveaways, etc., would be left to
the exchanges themselves and not be incor-
porated as part of the general protection plan.
Along with the city system, that for the

state of Illinois also awaits formal approval,
but no committee meetings had been scheduled
at the beginning of the week for such action.

Report 1,500 Houses
Plan Miniature Golf
Links; Fox in Lead

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—It is understood that

1,500 theatres of the country are considering
installation of either indoor or outdoor minia-
ture golf courses, with Fox taking the lead at

its Kew Gardens theatre, now dark. Plans are
being drawn and when these, along with esti-

mates of cost, are submitted, executives will

decide on this new entertainment project and
the extent to which it is to be carried.

A course is now under construction in the

rear of the Roxy theatre.

Publix, Warner Brothers and Loew have
denied that they are contemplating a similar

move, although theatres of these circuits would
have to be included if 1,500 installations were
under consideration.

Hank Linet Joins
General Talking Pict

In Advertising Post
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Hank Linet, who
has just resigned as publicity and advertis-
ing director of Columbia, has joined Gen-
eral Talking Pictures. Linet returns to
the sound company in an executive capac-
ity, his post to include that of advertising
and publicity.

Children Will Come Back, Say
Exhibitors—and They Get 'Em

One Admits Boys and Girls Under 12 Free—Another Stages Yo Yo
Top Contest on Theatre Stage—Third Invites Champion Tree

Sitter to Make Personal Appearance—and All Profit

[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

MADISON, WIS., July 22.—Both the Eastwood and the Parkway theatres,

local independent houses, are making unusual efforts to draw the children's

business in this city.

This movement follows the point brought up at several sales conventions

that there must be a special attempt in production for the new season to pui:

out pictures that will draw the youngsters back to the theatre.

The Eastwood, managed by A. P. Desor-
meaux and located on the east side of
Madison, is admitting boys and girls under
12 free when accompanied by parents, dur-
ing the months of July and August.

Yo Yo Contest Staged

The Parkway theatre recently staged a
Yo Yo contest. This sport has taken the
city by storm and almost every boy and
girl is the proud possessor of at least one
of these tops. The contest was held on
the stage of the Parkway on a Thursday
afternoon.
Awards included complimentary tickets

to the theatre and a jeweled wrist watch
and loving cup, awarded by one of the
city's jewelers. In addition children under
14 were admitted at reduced prices. Two
children were admitted for the price of one
ticket and one cent.

The program in connection with the spe-
cial matinee was in keeping with juvenile
appeal and included Rin-Tin-Tin in

"Rough Waters," besides Aesop's Fables,
newsreel and Vitaphone Vodvil.

Tree Sitter Appears on Stage

At Racine, Jimmy demons, ingenious
10-year-old, who climbed the heights of
fame by means of a catalpa tree in his
back yard, was obtained by Robert Un-
gerfeld to make a personal appearance at

Fox's State theatre in that city.

McNamee's contract. McNamee's running de-

scription of new events has brought to Uni-
versal's newspaper newsreel a new prestige.

Its bookings have increased 300 per cent and
future sales contracts have multiplied the pre-

vious quarter's figures by 480 per cent.

In his statement Laemmle said that the silent

version would continue to be produced "for
the benefit of many smaller exhibitors, who
have rallied to his banner in the past." Uni-
versal Newsreel jumped into immediate popu-
larity at its inception one year ago. Upon the

addition of McNamee monolog to it, bookings
began to increase among circuit and independ-
ent houses.

Mike Simmons Slated
To Succeed E. L. Klein
As A M P A President

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Mike Simmons,
advertising and publicity director of Sono
Art-World Wide, is slated as the next
president of Associated Motion Picture Ad-
vertisers to succeed Edward L. Klein. The
nominating committee also has selected
Charles W. Barrell of Western Electric as
first vice president, George Bilson of First
National as treasurer, and Edward Finney
as secretary.

Renew McNamee Contract
as Talking Newsreel Sales
Show 480 Per Cent Gain

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Carl Laemmle, who
inaugurated the "Talking Reporter" for news-
reels, has announced the renewal of Graham

Gottesman Resigns As
W B Theatre Executive

(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—The resignation of
Alfred Gottesman as a Warner theatre exec-
utive was announced today by Albert Warner
in a statement paying high tribute to Gottes-
man's showmanship and executive ability.

Dickey Writes for Columbia
NEW YORK.—Paul Dickey, playwright, is the lat-

est addition to the staff of Columbia Pictures. He
will write the screen story for "Fifty Fathoms Deep,"
one of the pictures announced on the new season
program of Columbia.

Linking ofMany Theatres in New Booking

Circuit Expected to Be Completed Soon
Formation of a large-scale Chicago film booking organization which, it is said,

would link Publix, Essaness and other theatres, was to be completed this week.
Emil Stern of Spiegel & Stern (Essaness) said on July 21, that details of the or-

ganization would be available within a few days.

Floyd Brockell, general manager of Balaban & Katz Midwest (Publix sub-
sidiary), stated, however, that although such a booking circuit was being "talked
of," nothing definite had been accomplished.
Included in the group of theatres mentioned as being involved in the booking

arrangement are the Lynch theatres in Chicago, which are associated with Pub-
lix. Whether Publix would have any further connection with the new venture
could not be learned. Brockell, who was mentioned as one of those interested in

the organization of the enterprise, declared that there would be no connection be-
tween it and Publix and that were he to join the new booking circuit, it would
necessarily mean his leaving B & K-Midwest.
Rumor has persistently had it that there is a financial connection between Pub-

lix and Essaness, but this has just as persistently been denied.
The independent exhibitors would welcome the formation of an organization

booking for theatres in which it was not directly financially interested, according
to Aaron Saperstein, president of the Illinois Independent Theatre Owners, Inc.
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Y^
NEW PRODUCT

This department does not attempt to predict the pubh'c's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter

HELL'S ISLAND
DAT DEVIL DESERT. Produced and

distributed by Columbia Pictures. Di-

rected by Edward Sloman. Written by
Tom Buckingham. Adapted by Joe
SwerUng. Pliotographed by Ted Tetslaif.

With Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Dorothy
Sebastian, Richard Cramer, Harry Allen,

Lionel Belmore, Otto Lang and Carl

Stockdale.

J ACK HOLT and Ralph Graves as two virile

hard-boiled soldiers of the Foreign Legion

snarl and smile and growl and laugh at each

other in such a convincing and entertaining

manner, that we forget that "Hell's Island" is

a bit too reminiscent of "The Cock-Eyed

World" and several other earlier pictures. And
Dorothy Sebastian as the torrid torso shaker

over whom they aU but kill each other, helps

greatly to make this oft told story enjoyable,

exciting and at times hilariously funny. The
humor, although broad and ribald occasion-

ally, is not at all offensive.

If the perspiring and restless audience which

witnessed the performance at the unbearably

hot Globe theatre could sit through it and en-

joy it, the picture should be a hit in a com-

fortable house.

Mac and Grif, soldiers of the Legion, fall

for the dancer in a saloon. She loves Grif but

Mac refuses to relinquish his claim. Mac is

slightly wounded in a battle with the Riffs and

refuses to accept Grif's offer to help him. They
quarrel and swear to "get" each other. Mac
is shot in the back by a Riff scout and loses

consciousness believing Grif did it.
_
Grif

strikes his superior officer, who orders him to

leave Mac, and carries his dying rival back

to the village.

Grif is sentenced to ten years at Hell's

Island for having hit the officer. Knowing
nothing of this, Mac recovers in the hospital

and agrees to serve as an Island prison guard.

The dancer ojEfers to go with him as his wife.

She has learned that there is no other way for

her to be near Grif. On the Island, her sacri-

fice and the reason for Grif's imprisonment is

revealed to Mac and he helps the two of them
to escape.

The picture is full of action and suspense.

It is capably directed and beautifully photo-

graphed.

—

Harry Tugend, New York City.

* * *

ONE MAD KISS
DESERVED ANOTHER. Produced

and distributed by Fox Films. Directed

by Charles Van Enger. Dances by Mona
Maris and Tom Patricola. With Don
Jose Mojica, Mona Maris, Antonio Mo-
reno, Tom Patricola and others.

HERO OF THE WEEK

"O,' NE MAD KISS," presented at the Cameo
theatre, is just another one of those time-worn,

incredibly romantic tales of a warbling Robin
Hood. The action, obvious as it is, is most
rudely interrupted by the gay caballero's re-

peated song bursts. According to the program,

JACK HOLT for his work as a hardhoiled mem-
ber of the Foreign Legion in Columbians **Hell's

Island,**

eight men collaborated in the composition of

the song numbers. A little less help on the

musical end and a few more hired hands on
the plot would undoubtedly have helped a

great deal.

If this picture is an attempt to make a star

of Don Jose Mojica, its hero, it falls far short.

Except for two rows of flashing white teeth, he
is not the type. His voice has a fine operatic

quality but our lady-fans demand much more
than that of their movie idols.

The story doesn't warrant much telling. Jose

is a political outlaw in a Latin country. He
defies the dictatorship of Estrada, an unscrupu-

lous local politician, and outwits all efforts of

his soldiers to capture him. After a little ex-

citement and too much singing, Jose wins the

love of Rosario, a dancer, and succeds in de-

posing Estrada.

The well known talents of Tom Patricola

are completely wasted in the small role al-

lotted him. The star of the bygone "George
"White's Scandals" hasn't a chance to show the

stuff that made him one of the biggest Broad-

way attractions. Mona Maris as Rosario and
Antonio Moreno as Estrada are just ordinary.

The sound recording is badly done and the

direction not much better.

—

Harry Tugend,

New York City.

FOR THE DEFENSE
POWELL TOP NOTCH. Produced and

distributed by Paramount. Director, John
Cromwell. Author, Oliver H. P. Garrett.
Story suggested by Charles Furthman.
Photographer, Charles Lang. With Wil-
liam Powell, Kay Francis, Scott Kolk,
William B. Davidson, John Elliott,

Thomas E. Jackson, Harry Walker,
James Finlayson, Charles West, Charles
Sullivan, Ernest S. Adams, Bertram Mar-
burgh, Edward LeSaint.

-L ARAMOUNT'S fine production technique
and William Powell's splendid portrayal com-
bine to make "For the Defense" a picture
worthwhile.

Although excellent throughout the picture,
Powell does his most convincing work in the
court room scenes. These have been handled
admirably.

The cast is well balanced, but after all it is

Powell's picture. He has ample support in Kay
Francis and William B. Davidson, but it is the
sparkling attorney, Powell, who steals the
show.

"For the Defense" is the story of a brilliant

but cagey attorney who has no qualms about
jury bribing.

Irene Manners kills a man with her automo-
bile, but the young chap with whom she is

riding assumes the blame. William Foster
takes the case at the urgent request of Miss
Manners.

Rather than rely upon his shrewdness in

presenting the case he bribes one of the jury-

men.

The district attorney learns of this bribe, a
thing he had suspected in other cases handled
by Foster. And this shrewd attorney who had
saved many a man from "going up the river"
is sent there himself.

A nice story lifted above the average by
Powell.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

"EVOLUTION"
WORTH SEEING. Produced by War-

ner Brothers.

N,O credits are given on this clever short

film produced by Warners. Dialog explaining
the various sequences is synchronized. It opens
with the earliest forms of picture animation
and goes down through the ages to the present
talker.

Passing in revue in their respective ages the

bits of film appear to be taken from old Vita-

graph successes and show Dolores Costello as

a child actress with Anita Stewart, John Bunny
and Flora Finch, Wally Reid, Norma Talmadge,
Bronco Billy, cuts from "The Great Train Rob-
bery" and a score of other oldtime favorites.

The audience showed their appreciation by loud
and long applause for each of the actors.

—

Tom
Hacker, Hollywood.
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WILD COMPANY
AND BAD COMPANY. Produced and

distributed by Fox. Director, Leo Mc-
Carey. Authors, John Stone and Bradley
King. Adaptor, Bradley King. Dialog,

Miss King. Editor, Clyde Carruth. Pho-
tographer, L. n . O'Connell. With Frank
Albertson, H. B. Warner, Sharon Lynn,
Joyce Compton, Claire McDoivell, Mil-

dred Van Dorn, Richard Keene, Frances
McCoy, Kenneth Thomson.

-T OX'S "Wild Company" loses considerable

through the fact that it is another in the cycle

of racketeer pictures. This is the third seen
on Broadway in as many weeks. Two have
played the Roxy, where this attraction was
shown.
The picture is entertainment, but not out-

standing. Fortunately for it H. B. Warner has

a strong characterization as the rich father

whose pampered son becomes involved in a

night club robbery and murder.
Frank Albertson as the son has some excel-

lent scenes with Warner.
The son, Larry Grayson, becomes a tool in

the hands of a racketeer and his sweetheart.

Because of the wealth and political influence

of the young man's father, he is a valuable

asset to the racketeer.

During the robbery of a night club, the

owner is killed. Larry is accused by the

racketeer and his sweetheart. The jury re-

turns a verdict of manslaughter.

However, instead of sending the young man
to "the big house," the judge, admonishing the

father, suspends sentence. He cautions wealthy
parents against permitting their children to get

into "wild company."

—

Jay M. Shreck, New
York City.

CAMPUS CRUSHES
OKAY! Produced and directed by

Mack Sennett. Distributed by Educa-
tional. With Andy Clyde, Marjorie

Beebe, Nick Stuart, Lincoln Stedman
and others.

ANDY CLYDE, Majorie Beebe, Lincoln

Stedman and Nick Stuart put laughs in this

collegiate comedy. Beebe has two suitors who
vie for her hand. In the mixup that follows,

after the two boys meet, Andy Clyde gets

locked in an icebox dressed in his nightshirt.

Sol Hoopi's Hawaiian music, dubbed into the

opening titles and sequences, has plenty of

appeal and helps a comedy of this sort.

—

Tom
Hacker, Hollywood.

* * *

MELODY OF HEARTS
FOREIGN ROMANCE. Produced and

distributed by UFA Films, Inc. Pro-

ducer, Erich Pommer. Director, Hanns
Schuarz. Scenario by Hans Szekely.

Music directed by W. R. Heymann. Set-

tings arranged by Erich Kettelhut. With
Willy Fritsch and Dita Parlo.

G_ ERMAN filmdom has produced a master-

piece in this love drama. "Melody of Hearts"

is the kind of story that almost makes one

^vant to dash in and lend a helping hand to the

heroine, who, in her attempt to get up in the

world, gets a bad start, loses the respect of the

one she loves, and regains it.

The girl is Dita Parlo, star of "The Hungarian

Rhapsody" and well known on the German
screen. She fits the role perfectly, that of a

country lass who comes to the city and meets

"the man" on her first day, Willy Fritsch, a

soldier. The meeting place is a carnival with

its blaring music and noisy throngs.

From that point interest grows as the char-

acter of the two principals unfolds itself. It

would bring a throb or two to any American

audience to watch the shy love-making that

follows, for it is distinctly different from the

hurry-up wooing in American pictures.

Dita loses her first job as a maid because she

comes home late. Seeking shelter she unknow-

ingly enters a house of ill fame. Later her soldier
sweetheart, passing the place with his regiment,
sees her on the steps. Disgusted with the turn
of events, he leaves the army and returns to
his home in a smaU town where his parents
have arranged for his marriage to the daughter
of a ranking family.

The climax comes in another carnival setting.

Dita, who has left the city to hunt her lover,

comes upon the scene while WiUy Fritsch and
his betrothed are riding the merry-go-round.
Dita's beauty attracts a group of town rough-
necks who seize her. The hero deserts his

made-to-order "frau" just in time to rescue Dita,

whom he does not at first recognize. When he
sees who she is he declares he wiU have none of

her, and goes home. The other girl upbraids
him. Fritsch leaves.

Dita meantime has headed for the river and
suicide. Fritsch saves her from drowning.

Superfluous scenes make the picture drag at

times but the charm and homeliness wrapped
around the drama, despite the sordid moments,
make it an appealing production. There is no
overacting; every part is well handled.

This picture is made in both the German and
English versions. Most of the action is shot in

Budapest.

—

Howard Oiseth, Chicago.

LET US BE GAY
EX-WIFE VS. EXHUSBAND. EXCEL-

LENT. Produced and distributed by
Metro-GoldwyiirMayer. Director, Robert
Z. Leonard. From the stage play by
Rachel Crothers. Adapted by Frances
Marion. Dialog by Frances Marion and
Lucile Newmark. With Norma Shearer,

Rod La Roque, Marie Dressier, Gilbert

Emery. Edda Hopper, Raymond Hackett,

Sally Filers, Tyrell Davis, Wilfred Noy,
William O'Brien and Sybil Grove. Sound
footage, 7,121 feet. Released, August 8.

N,ORMA Shearer and Marie Dressier share

the honors in this delightfully entertaining ver-

sion of Rachel Crother's stage play. Miss Dress-

ier is no doubt laugh insurance for any picture.

But the role of a belligerent, blustering society

dame here allotted to her is a perfect vehicle

for her brand of humor. Norma Shearer as a

prim, old fashioned and almost homely wife

who later blossoms out in all her modern glory,

is a revelation in the art of makeup. The ex-

cellence of her acting ability has already been

demonstrated in her previous pictures and is

only strengthened by her superb performance

in "Let Us Be Gay."

We meet her here as Mrs. Brown, a wife and

mother of the old school, unbobbed, unpow-

dered, and really uninteresting. Who then can

blame the tall, handsome Mr. Brown for his

signal surrender to the charms of a gay, beauti-

ful and designing product of the jazz age? In

spite of his pleas for forgiveness, she divorces

him and passes out of his life.

A few years later, at the fashionable home of

the old but energetic society general, Marie

Dressier, there is a bit of intrigue going on.

Marie wants her granddaughter to marry the

clean unsophisticated young Raj-mond Hackett.

But the child has an eye for more experienced

things, and with the stubborn temperament of

her grandmother, prefers the attentions of the

more world-wise Mr. Brown.

Marie sends for a certain dashing and male-

conquering divorcee whom she has met abroad,

to vamp Mr. Brown away from her grand-

daughter. Enter Mrs. Brown. A smart, poised,

intelligent and beautiful Mrs. Brown who bears

only a faint resemblance to her former drab

self. After a few minor complications and very

amusing situations the divorced pair are re-

united and Grandma Dressler's plans for her

granddaughter's future are on the road toward

realization.

With the exception of Rod La Rocque, who

plays the part of the husband, the entire cast

gives a splendid performance. La Rocque is

unable to reach the high standard of the rest.

Nevertheless the picture is altogether far above

the ordinary. I enjoyed practically every imn-

ute of it.—Harry Tugend, New York City.

MANSLAUGHTER
OF THE BEST! Produced and dis-

tributed by Paramount. Directed and
adapted by George Abbott from a story

by Alice Duer Miller. With Claudette
Colbert, Fredric March, Ivan Simpson,
Hilda Vaughn, Natalie Moorhead, Emma
Dunn, Richard Tucker, Stanley Fields.

Photographed by Archie Stout.

A SMART and intelligently directed talker
version of the silent picture made by Para-
mount several years ago. George Abbott has
crammed it with true picture technique re-

sulting in a barrage of clever dialog and swift,

clean-cut action.

It is the story of a beautiful girl who suf-

fered a sentence of manslaughter before real-

izing that the world was not a plaything. She
wins a pardon after two years in prison and
swears to even the score with her jilted lover,
who has since regretted sending her to jail.

She is determined to cause his ruin but love
is greater than vengeance and aU is forgiven.
Boy, page William Powell!

Claudette Colbert gives a flawless perform-
ance except in several minor sequences and
they were technical. Fredrio March has the
role of district attorney and it fits him per-i

fectly. Hilda Vaughn, as the ugly duckling
maid, is a good actress. Photography and
sound are excellent.

—

Tom Hacker, Hollywood.

THE TIGER
FOREIGN TALKER. Produced and

distributed by UFA Films, Inc., Berlin.
Producer, Alfred Zeisler. Director,
Johannes Meyer. Scenario by Rudolph
Katscher and Egon Eis. Music by Willi
Kollo. Sound in charge of Dr. Erich
Leistner. Settings by W. A. Herrmann.
With Charlotte Susa, Harry Frank and
Trude Berliner.

H,ERE is a story of the Berlin underworld
that rivals the better type of American murder
mystery pictures. With one or two exceptions,
the action is rapid and the plot wastes no time
in traveling to its destination.

The principals are for the most part German
stage stars who are having their first chance at
motion picture acting and they make good

—

there is no question about that.

Charlotte Susa, beautiful blond actress who
plays the leading role, reminds one of Vilma
Banky. She is the "woman in the evening
gown" who enters an underworld cafe and
shoots a society woman to get a valuable lava-

lier. No one suspects her of the crime and the
police think it's the work of "The Tiger," pull-

ing another of his "jobs."

Susa's suave, easy way fools not only
the police but the underworld itself. Then she
becomes friendly with a detective who poses as
a criminal. Therein lies her undoing. At-
tracted by his handsomeness and cleverness, she
suggests they operate together in their plun-
dering.

Their first, and, incidentally her last "job" is

the robbing of the detective's own house. The
atmosphere of the drawing room throws
Susa into a confessional mood. She admits
that she is "The Tiger." Then follows a shoot-

ing scene that is extremely well done.

The detective, dutifiul ofiicer of the law, calls

police headquarters for the patrol wagon. Not
quite the natural course for a handsome man
with a beautiful woman, perhaps, but it per-

sonifies the rigid German principle of adhering
to form rather than letting impulse and per-

sonality gain the upper hand.

This story contains considerable dialog and
only the German version is offered. It is pos-

sible, however, to get the sequence and an
understanding of the play from the acting alone.

It seldom drags and at times fairly races along.

The dancing of Trude Berliner provides pleas-

ing divertisement from the serious mood of the

plot.

—

Howard Oiseth, Chicago.
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HOLLYWOOD
Educational Gets all Set for

Films of Newly Signed Stars
R K O and Universal Top Shooting Schedules—Langdon in Lib-

erty's "Ape"—McCarey Ready for New Fox Film

—

Beaudine Ready for Annual Trip Abroad
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—In line with the new Educational-Christie policy
of signing the best comedy talent available, Al Christie has placed Johnny
Hines, Charlotte Greenwood and Charles Ruggles under contract for the new-
product.

Hines will star in a series of new comedies.
Greenwood will make a series of comedies
under Al Christie's super\dsion. ''Charley's

Aunt" will be made into a talker with Charles
Ruggles featured. He has been loaned by
Paramount. Preparations began for filming of
these comedies at Metropolitan studios this

week.

Two Busy Lots
R K O and Universal are forging ahead

with their current program despite the un-
comfortable hot weather that has prevailed
here for the past week. The end of July will

see seven in production at R K O. These in-

clude "Amos 'n' Andy" and "Cimarron."

Langdon at U
Harry Langdon is taking the featured role

with Slim Summerville in "See America
Thirst" at Universal. When he completes
this assignment he moves to Metropolitan for
"The Ape," which Liberty Productions are
preparing. Adam Hull Shirk, who wrote the
continuity of "Ingagi" is the author of "The
Ape."

McCarey Preparing
Leo McCarey is preparing for the filming

of Stewart Edward White's story, "The Shep-
per-Newfoundlander" at Fox. McCarey re-

cently completed "Wild Company" under the
working title of "Roadhouse."

"Leather Pushers" in Sound
Kane Richmond, newcomer, has the lead

in a new series of "Leather Pushers" at Uni-
versal. Joan Marsh, Sally Blane, Nora Lane,
Sam Hardy and Jack White are in the cast.

Albert Kellc\- is directing.

Beaudine Sails
Having finished five films for First Na-

tional, W'illiam Beaudine is ready to make
hi? annual trip abroad.

Leonard Signs
Robert Z. Leonard signed a new contract

with M G M this week. He will direct Marion
Davies in "Rosalie."

Amos and Andy Alone
Talked United States
(Special to the JlcraUl-World

)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—In honor of the
recently arrived Amos 'n' Andy, R K en-
tertained the members of the press last week
at a tea at the Beverly Wilshire which was,
to quote Henry Van Porter, "chawmin'." The
grill room in which the affair was held re-

sounded with "Sho, sho," "propolition," and
other phrases in Negro dialect and Holly-
wood's conception of it. Only two people pres-
ent refrained from this style of conversation,
and their accents were almost Etonian. They
were Amos and Andv.

Paramount Denies
Schulberg Retiring

Or Changing Post
General Manager of Western Pro-

duction to Stay Several

Years, Says Lasky
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22. — Widespread
rumors of the retirement of B. P. Schulberg
from Paramount, current throughout Holly-
wood and hinted at anonymously in other
trade papers, were denied in a statement re-

ceived from Paramount by the Herald-
World today, which read

:

" 'B. P. Schulberg is under a long-term
contract as general manager of West Coast
production with the Paramount Publix Cor-
poration and he will remain with the com-
pany for several years,' it was declared today
by Jesse L. Lasky.

"Lasky, who is the first vice president of
Paramount in charge of production, made this

statement following persistent reports that
Schulberg is planning to leave the organiza-
tion or is to be transferred to another post.

" 'Mr. Schulberg is thoroughly satisfied with
his position in the corporation,' said Lasky.
'He has made an enviable record for himself
and for our Hollywood studios, and I am
happy to say that there is absolutely no foun-
dation for these rumors.'

"Schulberg made no comment other than the
statement, 'Rumors of this sort do not de-
serve even denial.'

"

Cowan and Innes Visit

Paramount Coast Studio
{St'cciiil to the HcraldAVorld)

HOLLYWOOD, July 29.—James R. Cowan,
general manager of Paramount studios in

New York, and Hiller Innes, manager of the
home office production, arrived here this week
for a short stay. It is their first visit to the
Hollywood plant of Paramount.

"Aw, Here Comes Girl!"

That's Lad's Reaction
(Special to the He raid- World)

HOLLYWOOD. July 22.—Apropos
of the recent decision of several
studios to make more pictures with
juvenile appeal, an amusing incident
was recently noted by a member of
the HERALD-WORLD staff. Seated
in front of him at a local theatre was
a small boy who applauded long and
loud when the main title of a West-
ern flashed on the screen and quiv-
ered with excitement at the fast-rid-

ing exploits of the hero in the open-
ing scenes. As the cowboy vaulted
from his horse at a railroad station

and rushed over to greet a comely
miss alighting from a train, the kid
lost his tension and slumped back in

his seat, muttering to himself,

"Aw-w-w, here comes the GIRL in!"

Universal Starts Special

Department to Develop
Story Ideas in Embryo

(Special to the Herald-World)

UNIVERSAL CITY, July 22.—A special

department to make it possible for authors and
playwrights with ideas and semi-completed
manuscripts to get an immediate and authori-

tative production reaction to their work, with-

out red-tape, has been established at Universal
by Carl Laemmle, Jr., production chief. He
has appointed Robert Wyler as its director.

Acting as an assistant to Laemmle, Wyler
will interview professional writers who have
stories or story suggestions, discuss situations

and dialog treatments and permit story crea-

tors opportunities to present their ideas, ac-

cording to the plan.

"We want to get into immediate contact

with men who have ideas for motion pictures

while these ideas are being created," said

Laemmle. "The new department is created

solelj^ to avoid red-tape and permit profes-

sional men to personally discuss stories and
treatments without having to write out special

synopses or spend weeks in preparation of data
demanded by the average reading department."

Lydell Peck Appointed
Assistant to Sheldon
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—Lydell Peck,
the young Oakland attorney who joined the
Paramount writing staff shortly after his mar-
riage to Janet Gaynor last fall, has been ap-
pointed assistant to E. Lloyd Sheldon, asso-
ciate producer for Paramount.

Felix Feist, Jr., Named
Paul Bern's Assistant
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—Felix Feist, Jr.,

son of the M G M sales executive, has been
appointed assistant to Paul Bern, production
supervisor at the firm's Culver City studio.
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Unit Executives

Get More Power,

More Assistants
(Sfecial to the Hcraid-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—More and
more latitude is being given unit produc-
tion executives, variously designated as
supervisors and associate producers, by the
heads of the larger studios here. So abso-
lute is their authority becoming that the
system nearly parallels that in vogue ten
years ago, when independent producers fin-

anced their own productions for distribu-
tion through such firms as the former
Associated First National. The only differ-

ence is that the present-day executives
handle no cash.

This condition has become noticeable at

Paramount in the past month, with the ap-
pointment of assistants to all the associate
producers under contract to that studio.

It is even more pronounced at M G M,
where supervisors have one or more as-

sistants permanently assigned to them, in

addition to writers, cutters and readers
who are entirely independent of the main
studio story department. Supervisors are
allowed to handle all details of productions
produced by them, having to obtain the ap-
proval of the studio head only on finished

stories and finished productions, being held
responsible for results alone.

The system, naturally involves an in-

crease in the payroll, but preliminary re-

sults seem to justify it. The only
complaint so far has come from the vice
president of one company, who commented
dryly that the more assistants he hired for

the active production head of the studio,

the more difficult it was for himself to get
fo see him.

19 Super Productions
On Schedule of United

Artists for 1930-1931
Company Will Spend $500,000 for

National Advertising,

Brochure Says
{Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22. — The announce-
ment brochure book issued by United Artists

shows that the company will turn out 19 super

productions in 1930-31. An investment of

$17,000,000 is being made to produce these pic-

tures, the brochure states. It is an elaborate

and tastefully prepared brochure.

An extensive national advertising campaign
in the newspapers has been laid out, which,

it is said, will cost more than $500,000. These
advertisements, consisting of 1,200 lines each,

will be used in 132 newspapers in 43 cities.

Each ad will deal with an individual release

as the opening campaign on that picture. Ex-
ploitation men will also be sent into the field

to assist the exhibitor.

National radio tie-ups are being arranged

and other methods of increasing box office are

now under planning.

Concerto for **Africa"
Composed by Van Dyke

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 22.—W. S. Van
Dyke, director of M G M's "Trader Horn,"
has proved his versatility by composing a

concerto, "Africa," for public presentation.

"Africa" is a short feature of the Dark
Continent, symbolized with, the beat of

tomtoms and the barbaric strains of the

woodwind. It was first shown at a Los

Angeles club where Van Dyke gave a talk

on the filming of "Trader Horn."

Three Given Star Roles
In **Boudoir Diplomat"

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 22.—Jeannette Lofif,

Mary Duncan and Mary Nolan are scheduled
for the featvired roles in "The Boudoir Dip-
lomat," it was announced today by Carl
Laemmle, Jr.

7"1170 Acquitted of Theft
In Cinema Schools Case

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 29.—U. M. Dailey and
Vincent Barnett were acquitted of five counts

of grand theft growing out of the operation

of the Cinema Schools, Inc., here this week.

**Torable David" Direction

In Sound Goes to Blystone
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—A directorial

plum for John Blystone is that awarded him
by Columbia to do the all-talking roadshow
special of "Tol'able David," winner of the

photoplay medal.

Benjamin Glazer is doing the adaptation of

the story by Joseph Hergesheimer which first

appeared in the Saturday Evening Post.

Deforest on Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—Dr. Lee de Forest

arrived here this week. He visited the studios

during his short stay.

LL PrecisionB E L L &
HOWE

MAKES Simplicity Practical

(above) Dial ofprecision
instrument used for test-

ing hardness oftools and
metals used in manufac-
ture of Bell & Hoivelt

cinemachinery.

(at right) Bell & Houiell

engineer testing hardness

of a punch used in the

B & H perforator for

tvidefilm.

EARLY designs in cinemachin-

ery called for many controls

and moving parts. To these fund-

amental designs Bell & Howell

Engineers brought precision, de-

pendability, and simplicity which

freed the industry for the achieve-

ment of accomplishments which

mark it as one of the wonders of

the modern world.

At your disposal today is the

experience and facilities of the

Bell & Howell Engineering De-

velopment Laboratories, which perfected the Standard Cameras, Perforators, Splicers, and

Printers upon which the industry largely depends. Bring your problems to these engi-

neers. Consultation on all phases of sound installations especially invited.

A Hew E/emo for your local News Reel

With seven speeds, 3-lens turret, and built-in hand crank for op-

tional use, the new 35 mm. Eyemo presents the theater owner
and local news reel cameraman with unmatched versatility in a

hand-held professional camera. Turret holds lenses ordinarily

used on the Eyemo. One Cooke 47 mm. F 2.5 lens furnished as

standard equipment. Hand-crank speed automatically controlled.

New B & H Special Camera and Projector Lens

Cleaning Kit

After months of research. Bell & Howell have perfeaed a camera

and projection lens cleaning fluid which leaves the lens perfealy

clean without damaging the glass by blemish or stain. Special

chamois, lintless linen, and camel's hair brush are provided.

Price $2.00 at B & H dealers' or write today for literature.

BELL & HOWELL
BELL & HOWELL CO., Dept. S, 1851 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III. r New York, 11 West 42nd Street

Hollywood, 6324 Santa Monica Blvd. ' London (B & H Co., Ltd.) 320 Regent Street »• Established 1907

WTW^tF^W^T
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^ Ufie Sound ^ox'
HOLLYWOOD.

WE'A'E given Sain Gooble a vacation. So many picture executives thought

they were Sam that the poor fellow was getting swell-headed. Since Sam
walked into our life we've been having a swell time. Everything we said about

Hollywood and California still goes, and double. Everything except about the

local cops. They've changed. Dumber.

We'd like to mention a few of the things the Chamber of Commerce doesn't

boast about. You hear of California fruit being so good and plentiful. All right,

we're not saying it isn't so, but what we are saying is you can't get good California

fruit in California. Every decent, respectable orange goes flying East, every melon

that isn't ashamed to look itself in the face is put on freight trains, every walnut

not crawling with bugs is sent out of the state by air-mail. They're having a grape

war now. You can buy California grapes all over the world cheaper than you can

right in California.

I'l^alk into a tobacco shop and buy a package of cigarets. Matches? In your

hat. Sit up and beg for them until the cows come home ; nothing doing. The lit-

tle convenient books of matches haven't been seen here yet. There are a fezu

boxes of amateur blow torches that pass for friction matches but we tried one and
now we light the Lucky by rubbing two sticks together.

They have more salesmen here than moths, and now I'm talking of big numbers.

Not counting insurance, auto, and realty fleas, they have "Vineyard Representa-

tives." You know what a "Vineyard Representative" is? Here's how I met mine.

He walked into the office during lunch hour. "Mr. Krasna," he exploded, "dear

Mr. Krasna, your good friend Mr. Bernard Williams told me to be sure and see

you today, and here I am." There he was, all right, and I hope he roasts in Hades.

It developed that my good friend Mr. Bernard Williams had asked him to please

sell me some of his exqueeesite wine. Eighteenth Amendment? Indeedy. It was
this way. His company would send down a barrel of unfermented wine—Vol-

stead forgot to say anything about unfermented wine—and I could let it hang
around the house until developments developed. Is it my fault if the stuff turns

illegal on me? No. The Eighteenth Amendment only forbids transporting it.

"How long must I keep the grapes before I can start pouring?" I ask him. "Five

minutes," says the genius.

It cost us twelve and a half dollars and we finally used the wine to drown the

kittens. Williams didn't know him from Shakespeare, the salesman had seen his

name on the door next to mine.

Say, I know things about this town I do. They got people going around with

machine guns. Every time someone drops dead on account of the heat these babies

fill 'em full of lead. They'd rather have a murder in town than a heat prostration.

If you only knew how much ammunition is used a day.

NORMAN KRASNA.

Five Starring Films Are
OnMG M's Schedule of
Releases for Next Month

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Five starring ve-
hicles are on Metro-Gojdwyn-Mayer's release
schedule for August. These will be "Way Out
W'est," with William Haines ; Norma Shearer
in "Let Us Be Gay"; Ramon Novarro in

"Singer of Seville"; and Buster Keaton in his

second dialog picture, "Forward March."
"Good News," musical comedy, is also on this

schedule.

"Way Out West" presents a new type of
characterization for Haines. Fred Niblo di-

rected. In the supporting cast are Leila
Hyams, Polly Moran, Cliff ("Ukulele Ike")
Edwards, Francis X. Bushman, Jr., Vera
Marsh, Charles Middletone and Jack Pennick.
"Let Us Be Gay" is an adaptation of the suc-
cessful stage play of the same name. Robert
Z. Leonard directed. The cast includes Marie
Dressier, Rod LaRocque, Gilbert Emery, Hcd-
da Hopper, Raymond Hackett, Sally Filers,

Tyrrell Davis, Wilfred Noy, William O'Brien
and Sybil Grove.
"The Singer of Seville" is Novarro's third

audible film, Dorothy Jordan plays the femi-

nine lead. Charles Brabin directed. "Forward
March" provides Keaton with a new leading
woman, Sally Eilers. Edward Sedgwick di-

rected. "Good News" was co-directed by Ed-
gar MacGregor and Nick Grinde, with a cast

headed by Bessie Love, Mary Lawlor, Stanley
Smith, Cliff Edwards and Gus Shy.

Margaret Schilling to

Play Lead for Warners
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—Margaret Schill-

ing is on her way to the film capital to take

a leading role in "Child of Dreams," a War-
ner Brothers production.

Miss Schilling has stepped successively from
soprano in a church choir to radio singer, and
later to featured roles in "My America" and
"Strike Up the Band." There Warner Broth-
ers discovered her. It is said she has never
faced a camera, except for a .screen test.

Production Near End on
Eight of First National's
Films for New Program

(Special to the Herald- World)

BURBANK, CAL., July 22.—Productions
nearing completion at First National's Bur-
bank studios, which have been operating at

close to capacity during the summer, include
"Kismet," "Adios," "Sunny," "Going Wild,"
"College Lovers," "The Hot Heiress,"

"Father's Son" and "The Gorilla."

Otis Skinner, star of "Kismet," his most
famous stage play, has completed his work be-

fore the cameras and has returned East. In

the cast of "Kismet" are Loretta Young, David
Manners, Sidney Blackmer, Mary Duncan and
Edmund Breese. John Francis Dillon directed.

Richard Barthelmess has practically completed
"Adios." This is a tale of early Southern
California life and in the cast are James
Rennie, Mary Astor, Alarion Nixon, Fred
Kohler and Robert Edeson. Frank_ Lloyd is

the director. Rapid progress is being made
on "Sunny," which stars Marilyn Miller. Joe

Donahue, Laurence Gray, Clive Cook and O.

P. Heggie, are prominently featured in the

cast. William A. Seiter is the director. "Go-

ing Wild" stars Joe E. Brown. "College Lov-

ers" is specially designed for the fall season,

when college football is at its height. "The

Hot Heiress" is a comedy originated by Her-

bert Fields, Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart.

"Father's Son" is adapted from Booth Tark-

ington's popular play, "Boy o' Mine." "The

Gorilla" is adapted from the stage play by the

same title.

Two important pictures practically ready tor

shooting are "Little Caesar," a greater story

by W. B. Burnett to be directed by Mervyn

LeRoy; and "Mother's Cry," from a novel by

Helen Grace Carlisle.

Howard Hughes May Ask
Hunter Brothers to Try
Another Endurance Flight

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—The Hunter

brothers, world's endurance flyers, may make
an attempt to break their own record of 553

hours if the plans of Howard Hughes material-

ize. The flyers are appearing at Grauman's

Chinese here in conjunction with the showing

of "Hell's Angels." It is reported that Hughes
plans another attempt under the more favor-

able California climatic conditions.

President Theatre Taken
For Fox Newsreel House

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 22.—Fox West
Coast Theatres have taken over the President,

a downtown legitimate theatre, and will run

it as a newsreel theatre.

ff
Sullivan Completes Silent

Version of "Hell's Angels
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.— C. Gardner Sul-

livan, formerly head of Universal's scenario

department, has completed the silent version

of "Hell's Angels" for Howard Hughes.

From Newspaper to Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22. — Mrs. Kyle D.

Palmer, wife of the political editor of the Los
Angeles Times, has been appointed third as-

sistant to Hunt Stromberg, supervisor at

M G M.

Burton Holmes on Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—Burton Holmes
is here making final arrangements for his 12

talking travelogues which M G M will release.
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Hollywood
Tunes

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—Attired in shorts,

Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson arrived here via

plane from Cleveland. They will do "Fifty

Million Frenchmen" for Warners.
* * *

Dr. Mario Marafioti has renewed his con-

tract with M G M. He is teaching John Gilbert,

Grace Moore, Reginald Denny, Anita Page,

Mary Doran, Bessie Love, Robert Montgomery
and others.

* * *

Conway Tearle left Hollywood last week
with London as his destination.

"Reducing" is the title of the next Dressler-

Moran laugh film for M G M. Charles Reisner
will direct.

^ ^ ^

Gus Arnheim returned to the Cocoanut
Grove this week. His band includes two sing-

ing trios, steel guitar section and soloists.

Russ Colombo, Eddie Bush and Art Fleming
make up the first trio. The Three Rhythm
Boys, formerly with Paul Whiteman are also

on the list.
sji j{: ^

Max Fisher and his music open at the

Egyptian here for a short stay.

"Hell's Angels" is celebrating its 100th per-

formance at Grauman's Chinese. A midnite

show is given every Saturday night.

^ :{: ^

Abe !Meyer has a steer hide measuring 96

by 90 inches being stretched for what is be-

lieved to be the largest drum on the coast.

It will be used for sound efllects.

^ '^ '¥

"Europe is all right, but it's not as European
as Europe is in pictures," says Marie Dressier

on her return to Hollywood.
^ ^ "^

Baby pacifiers are being used by Paul Sloane

to squelch irritated talker artists at R K O.
Hs * *

Warners bought "Jackdaws Strut," by Har-

riet Henry for an early filming.

* * *

Lenore Coffee is writing the screen version

of Balzac's "Honor of the Family" for First

National.
^ ^ ^

Mitchell, Gottler and Meyer wrote the songs

in First National's "College Lovers."
* * *

Harrv Joe Brown let Davey Lee direct a

scene for Screen Snapshots. Dorothy Revier

and Matt Moore went through several re-

hearsals before little Davey was satisfied.

* >}: ^

"Taking the Whole World for a Ride" and

"Do You, Dontcha? Wontcha?" are two songs

written by Lou Handman and Bernie Gross-

man for Univernal's "See America Thirst."
* * *

Eugene Busch, assistant to Frank Reicher,

han returned to M G M after a week's illness.

HACKER.

Robards and Phillips Are
In Chesterfield Talker

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Jason Robards and

Dorothy Phillips have been added to the cast

of Chesterfield's alltalker, "The Jazz Cm-
derella." This picture marks Miss Phillips

return to the screen after an absence of two

years. Nancy Welford and Myrna Loy are

at present in the cast. Scott Pembroke is di-

recting.

Great Times for Youngsters
At Studios in Eastern Sector

Paramount Completes Three "Mother Goose" Stories and Gets

Set for "Skippy"—^Vitaphone Uses 25 Children in Two-
Reel Musical and Plans Others of Similar Type

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Children are crying for parts and getting- them at

both Warner and Paramount Eastern Studios. It has been a long time since

the demand for juvenile performers has been so great.

Paramount has just completed three "Mother Goose" shorts and all will re-

tain many of the kids for the production of "Skippy." Vitaphone used a cast of

25 children in its two-reel musical called "Showing Off" and is planning others

of a similar type.

Paramount is far ahead of its short schedule Miss Patricia Henry, of Beverly Hills, to Fred
but will probably find it necessary to slow up Niblo, Jr., son of the M G M director and the

soon to make room for features. "The Best late Josephine Cohan Niblo. Young Niblo is

People," starring Miriam Hopkins and Charles a member of the writing staff of M G M. The
Starrett, probably will go into production on wedding will take place in September.
July 28 under the direction of Fred Newmeyer ,

and Bertram Harrison.

A few weeks ago, in this column, it was
urged that Haidee Wright be obtained for the
role of Fannie Cavendish in "The Royal
Family." Now Paramount says the prayers
will be answered, whereupon prediction is

made that the picture will be one of Para-
mount's best.

Warner Brothers is continuing its foreign

shorts. "Alpine Echo" is the second of the

series. It is being done in Spanish with Tito
Coral in the leading role. Douglas Stanbury
heads the English version.

Helen Broderick, who is responsible for

most of the laughs in "Fifty Million French-
men," and Lester Allen who is not so depress-

ing himself, have combined their clowning
capabilities in a Variety entitled "For Art's

Sake." The cast includes Jimmy Barry, Helen
Rock and Philip Lord. Harold Beaudine is

directing and attempting to time the laughs.

After completing "For Art's Sake," the Brod-
erick and Allen team will hie to the west
coast for the film version of "Fifty Million

Frenchmen."
Murray Roth, director-in-chief of the Vita-

phone studio, has purchased Paul Gerard
Smith's one-act plays, "The Gob," "One On the

Aisle" and "Compliments of the season."

Fred Niblo, Jr., to Wed
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22. — Announcement
has been made of the approaching marriage of

Derr Sees Trend Away
From Star Films; Pathe

To Follow This Policy
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—Has the film in-

dustry finally decided that instead of the star,

the play's the thing—all the players and the

aggregate production? E. B. Derr, president

of Pathe and in active charge of production,

is among those who believe that it has so

decided, declaring that the trend is away from
stardom and in the direction of more balanced
stories, cast and production. Every picture on
Pathe's new program, he said, will follow this

idea.

"Fourteen established favorites appeared in

our recent production, 'Swing High'," Derr
pointed out, "while the cast of a later produc-
tion, 'Holiday,' included 11 players, each of

whom has been featured separately on either

stage or screen. Several have been starred.

Now we are presenting 'Beyond Victory' with
such players as William Boyd, Lew Cody,
James Gleason, Fred Scott and Russell Glea-
son.

"In the sequences dealing with the pre-war
life of each soldier appear such players as

Helen Twelvetrees, ZaSu Pitts, June Collyer,

Dorothy Burgess and Purnell Pratt."

Riesner Directing New
Dressler-Moran Series

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—When
M G M production executives Grst

reviewed "Caught Short" in feature

form, the director, Charles Riesner,
wras hauled up on the carpet to ex-

plain its expansion from two-reel
form, as contemplated when it was
started. The head men couldn't see

it, and its shelving was seriously dis-

cussed, with Riesner coming in for

plenty of condemnation. Finally it

was decided that the tieup with
Eddie Cantor's book, coupled with
the Dressler-Moran draw at the box
office, might bring in enough to pay
production cost and the production

was released. The rest is history.

Riesner is now the fair-haired boy,

busily engaged in directing "Reduc-
ing," the first of a proposed series to

star Dressier and Moran in topical

women's subjects.

Carewe Universal-Bound
To Direct **Resurrection"

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 22.—Edwin Carewe
moves to LTniversal after he completes the di-

rection of "The Spoilers" for Paramount on
August 1. He will direct "Resurrection" with

Lupe Velez starred. Harry Wilson, publicity,

is again with him.

Liveright Joins Staff

at Paramount Studio
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Horace Liveright,

one of America's foremost publishers, has
joined the production staff of Paramount and
leaves soon for Hollywood to act as adviser to

B. P. Schulberg on novels and plays suitable

for the screen.

Wright Assists Bachman
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HOLLYW'OOD, July 22.—William Wright,
for the past three years a member of the Para-
mount studio publicity staff, has been promoted
to assistant to J. G. Bachman, associate

producer. •

wnt^amu
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAJ^D
NAME

STARTING
DATE

Columbia Studios

"Bedtime Stories Joe Rock
for Grown
Ups"

"Shadow Ranch" Louis King

Mildred Harris
Eddie Buzzell

(Short Series)

Buck Jones
Maroruerite De La Motte
Al Smith
Kate Price

'The Squealer" Harry J. Brown Jack Holt
Dorothy Revier
Matt Moore
ZaSu Pitte
Davey Lee

First National Studios

'Going Wild"

"Adios"

Wm. A. Seiter

Frank Lloyd

Joe E. Brown
Laura Lee
Laurence Gray
Walter Pidgeon

Richard Barthelmess
Mary Astor
Marion Nixon
Fred Kohler
Robert Edeson
Arthur Stone

'College Lovers" John Adolfi

"The Hot
Heiress"

"The Gorilla"

'Father's Son'

Jack Whiting
Marion Nixon
Phyllis Crane
Frank McHugh

Clarence Badger Ona Munson
Ben Lyon

Bryan Foy

William
Beaudine

Joe Frisco
Harry Gribbon
Lila Lee
Walter Pidgeon

Leon Janney
Lewis Stone
Irene Rich

Fox Studios

'The Red Sky" A. P. Erickeon

"A Devil With Frank Borzage
Women"

"Sea Wolf Alfred Santell

"Men on Call" John Blystone

Alfred Werker"The Last of
the Duanes"

"Just Imagine" David Butler

"Soup to Nuts" Ben Stoloff

"Common Clay" Dave Howard

Metropolitan Studios

'Sweethearts on Marshall Neilan Alice White
Parade"

'Feet First" Clyde Bruckman Harold Lloyd

'Birth of a D. W. Griffith

Nation"
(Synchronizing)

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

"Olympia"
Untitled

"Remote
Control"

"Way for
Sailor"

"Forward
March"

Jacques Feyder
Sidney Franklin

Malcolm
St. Clair

Sam Wood

Imported Ca^t
Grace Moore
Reginald Denny
William Haines
Mary Doran
John Gilbert

(Foreign version)

*^ll Quiet on
the K-9 Front-

Edward Sedg-
wick

Myers and WhiteDog Caiit

Buster Keaton
Conchita Montenegro

June 26

June 30

June 30

June 2

June 21

June 21

June 23

June 23

June 30

J. Harold Murray June 5

Lois Moran
J. M. Kerrigan

Charles Farrell April 30

Rose Hobart
Milton Sills June 2

Jane Keith

Edmund Lowe June 4

Mae Clarke
Warren Hymer
George O'Brien April 30
Lucile Brown
John Garrick June 23
Maureen O'SuUivan
Ted Healy June 23
Frances McCoy
Mona Maris (Spanish version) June 23

June 21)

June 6

June 30

April 13

April 13

June 2

June 4

June 18

June 23

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

Paramount Studios

"The Spoilers" Edwin Carewe Gary Cooper
"The Better
Wife"

Dorothy Arzner Ruth Chatterton
Clive Brook

"The Sea God" George Abbott Richard Arlen
Fay Wray

"The Little
Cafe"

Ludwig Berger Maurice Chevalier

Untitled otto Brower
Edwin Knopf

Richard Arlen

Pathe Studios

'Her Man"

'Beyond
Victory"

Tay Garnett

John Robertson

Helen Twelvetrees
Marjorie Rambeau
Rieardo Cortez
Phillips Holmes
James Gleaeon

William Boyd
Helen Twelvetrees
Fred Scott
Robert Armstrong
All-Star

R K Studios

'Half Shot
At Sunrise"

"Leather-
necking"

"The Silver
Horde"

Paul Sloane

Eddie Cline

George
Archainbaud

Dorothy Lee
Edna May Oliver
Wheeler-Woolsey

Irene Dunne
Ken Murray
Ned Sparks
Benny Rubin
Louise Fazenda

Joel McCrea
Evelyn Brent

Roach Studios

Universal Studios

"Outside the
Law"

"The Spell of
the Circus"

Tod Browning

Robert Hill

Mary Nolan
Ludwig G. Robinson
Eddie Sturgis

Francis X. Bushman,
Alberta Vaughn
Tom London
Walter Shumway

Jr.

Warner Brothers Studios

"River's End"

"Sit Tight"

Michael Curtiz

Lloyd Bacon

"Gay Caballcro" Alan Croeland

'Barber John's Alan Dwan
Boy"

Charles Bickford
Dorothy Mackaill

Winnie Lightner
Joe E. Brown
Claudia Dell
Paul Gregory
Hobart Bosworth

Victor Varconi
Fay Wray

Grant Mitchell
Phillip Holmes
Lucille Powers

"Steel Highway" William Wellman Grant Withers
Mary Astor
Regis Toomey
Jartes Cagney

"A Husband's
Privilege"

Roy Del Ruth Lew Cody
Edward Martindale
Irene Delroy

STAE'nNG
DATE

June 4

June 7

June 10

June 21

July 1

May 29

May 21

June 11

June 12

July 30

'Bigger and Arch Heath Mary Komman "The Boy June 2

Better" Mickey Daniels Friends"
Grady Sutton Series
Dorothy Granger

May 27

July 1

June 4

June 23

June 23

July 7

July 7

July 7
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum

French Lick, Ind.
DEAR HERALD-WORLD

:

According to a foreign dispatch, Hungary is considering crowning
Prince Otto king and it is considered quite likely that if this is done
it will bring on war between France and Italy. My gosh, think of it!

Nebraska wants to be careful who she elects governor or Ohio is

liable to declare war on Idaho and that will force Texas to declare
her neutrality.

Did you ever think what a bunch of mulletheads the human race
is? It seems like the more there are born the more there are like

Thompson's mule, and he swam the river to get a drink. (Note

—

You will observe that we used the word "swam,'" but Hodges' Webster
that W'e swiped seems to be silent on that word, and as it sounds better

than "swim" in that case, we are going to use it, anyhow, Webster or

no Webster, and, George, you let it alone. You might want to use

"swum" or "swamed" and that would make it worse yet. We can't

understand what was the matter with Webster, anyhow!)
* * *

SANTO DOMINGO GIRLS LIKE AMERICAN HUSBANDS—
headline in the press.

They say the reason why they like American husbands is because
"American husbands are so thoughtful of their wives." Ha, Ha, that's

a good one! Girls, you don't know these gazabos up here. "Thought-
fulness" is a word that the American husband doesn't include in his

vocabulary. We know a husband out in Hollywood who came home
one night and kissed his wife by mistake and then begged her pardon
because he said he didn't recognize the place.

* * *

An Associated Press dispatch says that "the Mellon interests are

negotiating for 50 more banks in Pennsylvania." Probably a back-

fire measure against the Bank of Italy. "Monopoly" in this country

has come to mean, "More huckleberry pie."

* * *

Yesterday we met George I. Stern, who sells Sono Art-World Wide
pictures, and we found George just like all the other film salesmen,

willing to take our word for it that it was all right. We've got a

warm spot for these film boys, for we know what they are up against,

and besides that, we never met one that wasn't a friend of ours.

There is this about these film boys we admire—you can always depend
on what they say (when they are talking about the weather) and
George says that World Wide is batting 100 per cent and nobobdy out.

He also tells us that Eddie Dowling is making pictures for his com-

pany. Well, that settles it. If Eddie makes as good pictures as "THE
RAINBOW MAN," the World Wide company will cinch the pennant

without much of a struggle.

You remember that love scene of Eddie's in "THE RAINBOW
MAN," don't you? Well listen, Gertie, as much experience as we
have had, Eddie has us pushed clear into the creek with nothing on

but a frown. Eddie had an easy job, however, for just look who he

was making love to ! We have forgotten for the moment just who she

was but as we remember it now it was Marion Nixon, and at the

time we saw the picture it looked like an awfully easy job and Eddie

did it just as we would have had him do it.

If they will make more pictures like "THE RAINBOW MAN," we

wiU agree to quit squawking so much. And if we can meet George

Stern oftener, that will please us too.

They say that red lights mean danger. If that is true, they should
take 'em out of the congested districts and put 'em in the city parks
awhile.

R. M. Dalrimple, who is connected with the theatres at Newton,
Oblong and Robinson, drove over to Robinson and took us over to his

home in Oblong for Sunday dinner. When you have lived in hotels
and cafes as long as we have and then sit down to Mrs. Dalrimple's
dinner table, you will want to get up and give three cheers for

Columbus for discovering this country. There are just two things
you can figure on to a certainty. One is that Mr. and Mrs. Dalrimple
are mighty swell folks, and the other is that we. are receiving more
consideration than we are entitled to. The way we are feeling right

now we don't care if we don't get another bite to eat for six weeks.
* * *

We know now why we are getting the kind of music we get over
the radio. There is a guy down in New Jersey who has installed a

radio in his hen house and has arranged with a broadacsting company
to furnish music all night for his hens so they will lay more eggs,

and that explains where this hen house music is coming from. If we
were a rooster we wouldn't associate with any durned hen that would
lay eggs to some of the music mc are hearing.

* * *

Last night we saw Marion Davies in "THE FLORADORA GIRL."
According to a press dispatch, someone is suing Marion for $250,000

for infringement or something. They have brought suit for entirely

too much money.
::< * *

French Lick is where Pluto water is made, and Pluto water is what
iTiade French Lick. Also, French Lick, you know, is where the Ameri-
can Monte Carlo is located and that's where the Indiana politicians

are made. It is also the gathering place for some of the boys who
have had a run of good luck crossing the Canadian border. We
dropped into Monte Carlo today to look things over and found it as

quiet as a graveyard. We didn't lose a nickel. But speaking of

politicians, we note that Charles W. Bryan is going to be a candidate

for governor of Nebraska again this fall. Anytime Charley isn't a

candidate for some office you may know that our Democratic brethren

have finally woke up and attended the primaries. If Harry M. Palmer
of Omaha, don't step out and get Charley's political scalp we hope the

state goes back to the Sioux and Poncas where she came from. What
our Democratic friends out there need is some of this Pluto water,

but if they should nominate Charley, they won't need any.
* * '^

Isn't it pleasant to sit around the lobby of a hotel where there

are a dozen or so fellows who are as dumb as an oyster and who
act like a bunch of pelicans and never say a word? We got into

such a bunch tonight and we tried to get into conversation with one
pelican but all we could get out of him was "yes" or, "no" or, "I don't

know," and he hitched his chair away from us and looked at us as

though he wasn't just sure whether we were a confidence man or just

plain crazy.
* * *

Regardless of what Dun and Bradstreet and the press agents say,

business throughout this section of the country is not only bad but

terrible. We have found many theatres closed and many more that

have cut their playing days down to two days, and some to one, and
that means only one thing. Perhaps we should take an optimistic

view of it and say that everything is lovely but we made it a rule

early in life never to lie (unless there was something in it), therefore

we are going to report the conditions just as we find them. George
says time's up. We supposed he'd gone fishing.

J. C. Jenkins,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

p S.-The HERALD-WORLD covers THE field LIKE an April

shower.

jm.'''4'^rmmmssfm^X'
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SOUND REPRODUCTION

F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
FROM THE U. S. TO CANADA AND BACK AGAIN

TORONTO.
TORONTO is one of the queen cities of

the great Northern Dominion. It is a

truly beautiful city. Her people are

courteous and progressive.

We drove through a beautiful country from
Buffalo to that magnificent hostelry, the Royal
York, where William Covert, second vice

president of the I A T S E and M P M O, his

wife and daughter, and Charles Dentlebeck,

president of local 173, and his "better half"

greeted us.

Toronto local 173 enjoys the unique distinc-

tion of having its entire jurisdiction organized
100 per cent and having all the 117 theatres

under contract with the union. It is, I believe,

the only union in the I A which has its entire

territory organized. The wage scales run from
a minimum of $50 per week to the maximum
of about $100. Its president, Charles Dentle-
beck, has for a long time held the position of

supervisor of projection for Canadian Famous
Players. He is a very able union official and
motion picture-sound projectionist.

William Covert has held the position of
vice president for many years. He is the

Canadian representative on the I A executive
board. It is but plain justice to say that the
work of Brother Covert has been very effi-

cient. It is common kowledge that the men
of Canada have prospered under his direction.

We arrived in Toronto late. Down at the

"border" I began to think the customs men
were going to demand that I give them my
bones and hair, merely because we had two
reels of film with us. As it was we had to

hand over $82.20 (which we probably will get

back at some future time), plus $10 for bond-
ing the car—all because of those two reels.

We have to go into Canada four times this

trip, so the dear Canadian guv'ment will have
$82.20 times four plus $10 times four, equals
$368.80, all but $40 of which we will maybe
some day receive a check for.

The meeting was held in the Tivoli theatre.

Several theatre managers and, I believe, all

of the projectionists in the jurisdiction were
present. Brother Covert afterward advised me
that he had heard many expressions of satis-

faction on the lecture, which is either the third

or fourth I have given before local 173.

In introducing my 'umble self to the audi-
ence. Vice President Covert was most kind.

Being a modest man, as all of you know, I

nearly blushed at the speaker's words of
commendation.
Our old friend, Harry Dobson, for many

years one of the leading men in the Toronto
projection field, has taken a position with the
government, with which he is identified with
projection affairs.

Incidentally, I was advised by Brothers
Covert and Dentlebeck that the Ontario gov-
ernment has adopted a new set of laws to

govern projection matters within the province.

Both of these gentlemen assured me that they

are far in advance of anything of the sort

yet done. I expect to be able to tell you about
them very soon.

"All Quiet " a "Stem-Winder"

TNDICATIONS noticeable along the
-* route that Uiiiversal's "All Quiet on
the Western Front" is making the public

not so quiet in praise of it, leads me to

horn in on said praise. Through the

courtesy of the producer, I and Friend
Daughter witnessed a performance of "All

Quiet" put on at the Central theatre in

New York by Projectionists Barney
Weiner and Hyman Cohen, and tlianks to

their careful work the picture was well

screened. Also, believe you me, that pro-

duction is a sterrv-winder. Play it, is my
advice to theatre managers. I've seen

some war pictures, but this one is the

real thing in illustrating the stark horror

of war and its futility.—F. H. R.

HAMILTON, ONT.

THOSE Hamilton projectionists are not
only live wires but they also are high

voltage. I'll say they are. I have addressed
them several times and each meeting is larger

and better than the last. This time there were
not only all the projectionists and some of

the Hamilton theatre managers at the meet-
ing, but also there were projectionists from
Lx)ndon, Ont., 80 miles away, if I remember
correctly, as well as from St. Catherines, Gait,

Kitchener, Guelph, Brantford and Woodstock,
all in Ontario, and also several managers from
the same cities.

We were greeted by a reception committee

composed of H. Usher and his wife, and H.
M. Konkle, president ; Hugh J. Sedgwick, sec-

retary-treasurer, and F. E. Baldassari, of

local 303. Incidentally, Baldassari has a ma-
chine which he insisted would roll 60 miles

each hour. He demonstrated that fact at

7 a. m., with myself and Friend Daughter on

board. Whoops, my dear ! He need prove

nothing to your editor ever again. If he as-

serts the moon is made of saurkraut—well,

so far as I am concerned it is made of just

that. Otherwise, he'd be taking me up there

to see.

The meeting was both large and highly suc-

cessful. When it was over we were automo-
bubbled to a nighthawk cafe, where something

like 70 projectionists and theatre managers ate

goodies and drank * * until they just plain

could hold not one more swallow, whereupon
short speeches were made by managers and
out-of-town projectionists. Boy, was that

SOME party. Then at 7 a. m., in the broad

open light of the day, Baldassari proceeded to

offer visual proof of the skipping ability of

what passes for his automobile! If ever I see

that thing again I'll run so darned fast

that a mile a minute will be real slow. Bald-

assari is one mighty fine chap, all right. He

and I are friends, but his flivver—raus mit it!

I cannot close this without telling you what
a nice projection room and plant the Palace
theatre, managed by George Stroud, has. It

is in charge of Projectionists H. Usher, M. A.
Bartleman, Fred Emery and P. G. Tinling.

The room itself is of ample size and is very
well ventilated. The sound equipment is

RCA Photophone, type B-SPU, mounted on
Simplex projectors, all of which have every
appearance of being well cared for. The bat-

tery and the motor generator rooms are over-

head, and here is what is to me a new one!
Both batteries are contained in an iron chest

about four feet long by maybe three feet wide.

It has a hinged iron lid, with proper vent

holes, of course. The metal is heavy sheet

iron. The battery tops were perfectly clean

and dry. The installation appeared to me as

just about ideal, the batteries thus being fully

protected from both dust or accidental con-

tact with anything. The battery room contained

two vertical old-time Hertner Transverters.

They had been in use for nine years and only

last year was it found necessary to install a

new set of bearings.

I also dropped in at the Capitol, managed
by Leonard Bishop. Projection is by H. J.

Sedgwick and A. C. Martin. Both sound and
picture are excellent, as we would expect with
such men on duty. The projection room was
spick and span as to cleanliness. It is tri-

angular in shape and is well ventilated. Its

W E amplifier panel is set into the wall so

that its rear side is perfectly accessible from
the rewind room. Its setting is just about
the neatest job I have seen up to this time.

My only objection to Hamilton is that every

time I go there they treat me so well and I

find things so satisfactory in projection that

I don't want to leave the darned place!

Incidentally, at dinner time they hauled us

out to a lake shore place and we all took part

in the massacre of a perfectly good dinner.

Friend Daughter ate so much that she found
next day she had gained a pound, whereupon
—but I'll not relate to you the remarks she

made. But she wouldn't eat anything except

three meals a day for two whole days there-

after!

ERIE, PA.

T^ROM Hamilton we had intended going to

^ Crystal Beach, Ont, to be the guests of

Brother Ryde, business representative of the

Buffalo local, but we did not crawl into the

feathers at Hamilton until 7 a. m. that day

and when we finally arose your editor did not

feel able to do any celebrating, so we went
down, crossed the border, expressed our

views of customs officers in general to those

at the Peace bridge and set our course east-

ward.

In Erie we had a small but interested set

of listeners. Too weary to visit theatres.

July 5 is too soon after the pulling of the

Eagle's tail feathers, anyhow, so I guess we'll
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let it go at that, with the remark that pro-
jection matters at the meeting might have
been somewhat improved.

CLEVELAND TOWN
CLEVELAND is the sixth city in size in

the U. S. I was well pleased with the
opportunity of addressing its projectionists
but still too much done up by the strenuous
go-round of the past few days to visit any
of its theatres.

The meeting was not as well attended as it

might have been, still something like 50 or 60
of the men showed up (possibly more). As
Brother Wellman, secretary, explained, the
men had had a pretty strenuous time during
the holidays and were still too tired to attend.
The Cleveland local is one of the "big fel-

lers" among locals. It has 125 theatres under
its jurisdiction and its membership runs up
to 217. I was assured by the officials that at
any other time there would have been a very
big turn-out.

Joseph Sheiver is president of the local. V.
A. Wellman is its secretary and has been for
ten years past. That's a good long stretch,
but Harry Holmden, business representative,
has him licked to a stand-still, for he has held
that office for 14 great big long years.
Allthe 125 theatres are under contract with

the union and the contract has a year to run.
The larger theatres are either Loew or R K O
houses. I was sorry I was unable to visit a
few of the theatres but it couldn't be done.

I shall have very interesting things to say
in the Better Theatre section Proiection de-
partment concerning the National Carbon
Company and the Hertner Electric Company,
both of which great plants I visited and en-
joyed a long and most interesting talk with
their engineers. That National Carbon Com-
pany laboratory certainly has some most inter-

esting things and some very wonderful
things, too.

MARION, OfflO

T EAVING the great city of Cleveland, we
•'-' turned the nose of our gas buggy South,
the next stop being a purely social visit to two
progressive projectionists, R. S. Slagel and
H. J. Seckel, whose guests we were to be for

that night. These two boys shoot pictures at

the screen of the Palace theatre in Marion.
Your editor has caused it to be understood
that neither of the charming ladies these men
have married need worry in case their hus-
bands seek the Happy Hunting Grounds, for

after such meals as I ate, one at each of the

homes, I am willing to provide Friend Daugh-
ter with a new step-mother pronto.

Incidentally, those who say there is no op-
portunity may read what I shall now say with
considerable interest. Last year when I was in

Marion, one Carl Haeberman, was chief usher
in the Palace theatre. He had started as a

common everyday usher. So efficient was
Haeberman's work that he was soon promoted
to the position of assistant manager. Again
the excellence of his work was recognized and
he was promoted. Haeberman is now the man-
ager of the Palace theatre, a Publix house,

which I can, myself, testify has been consid-

erably improved under his management. Of
course, such results cannot be expected to

happen always as quickly, but the fact remains
that he who really studies his job and does his

best will get ahead.

One thing, however, I would like to point

out. Friend Daughter noticed it and so did I.

The sound was too low the night we were at

the Palace. Manager Haeberman should have
a competent man in the auditorium all the

time to check up on the sound, for the pro-

jectionists cannot reasonably be expected to

control sound volume accurately when they

are located up above in a sound-proof room.

Otherwise, the Palace seemed to be a most
splendidly operated theatre. I compliment
Manager Haeberman and Projectionists Slagel

and Seckel. In them the Palace has three most
excellent men.

RCA Installs Rear Projection

H In installing rear projection at Harry
Kiene's Bijou theatre in Indianapolis, RCA
Photophone engineers had a real problem.
It was necessary to adjust the sound head
to conform. The method requires that the

film be reversed while traveling through
the projector, thereby placing the sound
track on the opposite side of the film gate.

H The top picture shows both projectors

and amplifier. In the middle is a closeup

of the sound head on the Simplex projector,

also the tube Tungar battery chargers on
the rear wall. Below is a view of the disc

attachment as well as the amplifier.

11 Kiene also owns the Sanders theatre.

RCA Photophone was placed in the Sanders

as well as the Bijou.
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RECORDING SOUND ON DISC
Col. Nugent H. Slaughter'

Figure 1

Corner of a Wax Shaving Room

THE development of commercial talking pic-

tures first assumed a practical form from tlie

experiments which started at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone Studios in 1925. At that time, the

only method of recording suitable for this

work was the disc method, long employed in

phonograph recording. The availability of this

thoroughly developed method of recording

contributed largely to the rapid progress made
in the new art. Naturally, in the application of

disc recording to talking pictures, many new
problems have been encountered ; but all such

problems have been solved as they have arisen.

The important features of any method of

recording are quality of reproduction, uniform
and reliable performance, and adaptability to

a rapidly changing art. In all these respects

disc recording compares well with other

methods.

The recording of sound on disc involves

processes entirely common to other systems

*Chief Engineer in Charge of Recording for Warner
Bros. Vitahone Productions. Fifteenth Paper if Tech-
nical Digest. Copyright, 1930, by Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

450
Per Pair

COMPLETE
WITH PICKUPS
AND FADERS

^^Outstanding

Quality at a

Production
Price!"

VITADISC
I- nil size and full weiglit, 150 lbs. Oiiict
.-infl yibrationlcss. Spring suspended me-
chanical filters. Audak pickups. Simple
in construction, equal to the best in tone
i|ualities. Special prices on Amplifiers,
Speakers, Tubes, etc. Write or wire al

ITADISC COj
«a MOKTunm ST. BocanTSR, n. t.
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of recording, except for the actual conversion
of electrical energy into some form of perma-
nent record and the steps immediately follow-

ing up to the point where the record is

employed to re-establish electrical energy.

Since those processes common to other sys-

tems of recording have already been described
in some detail, this discussion will be confined

to the processes peculiar to wax recording and
their analogy to certain processes in film

recording.

The material used in the actual making of a

disc record may be called the wax negative
stock corresponding to the negative film em-
ployed in the film recording process. The wax
negative consists of a soft wax blank in the

form of a very thick disc which has a con-
sistency and appearance much like beeswax.
Its surface must be prepared, not by sensitiz-

ing, as in the case of film, but by a smoothing
process known as wax shaving, which makes
the wax negative receptive to mechanical,
rather than light, impressions. The shaving
of wax is accomplished on machines such as

are illustrated in Fig. i. A closer view is

shown in Fig. 2 in which a wax may be seen
rotating under the cutting knife, while a suc-
tion tube draws away the shavings so pro-
duced. This entire machine must be set up
with great precision so that it will l>e free
from vibration and so that the carriage which
supports the knife and moves it across the

wax will perform in a very uniform manner.
Most important of all is the cutting knife
itself which is ground from selected sapphire,
the only material which has proven satisfac-

tory for this exacting service. The grinding is

done with the finest of diamond dust and is

carried out with the greatest of skill and care
to obtain a cutting edge more than a half inch
long which will be so perfect that it will leave
the wax with a mirror-like finish. In the illus-

tration (Fig. 2) the difference between the
smooth outer portion of the wax, which has
already been finished, and the rougher central

portion is discernible.

Occasionally one of these spinning waxes
will break because of some internal defect, and
fly ofT the turntable of the wax shaving ma-
chine with serious results for the operator.
For this reason the hinged guard, which may
be seen in the illustration, has been provided.

In spite of the great precision required in

wax shaving, the cost of wax "negative stock"
is very much less than the corresponding cost
of film negative stock, the saving amounting
to many thousands of dollars annually for a
studio of moderate size.

In the recording of a disc record one of
these wax negatives is placed on the turntable
of a disc recording machine, as may be seen
in Fig. 3. This turntable is driven through a
system of gears enclosed in the large gear pot
shown directly beneath the turntable by means
of a motor which is at all times synchronous
with the motor used on the stage to drive the
camera so that the proper relative speeds of
the wax and film required for synchronism
will be maintained. The record speed is 33 1/3
r.p.m. which corresponds to 90 feet per minute
traveled by the film in the photography or pro-

jection of sound pictures. The large gear pot
contains an oil damping arrangement designed

to eliminate any small speed variations of the

turntal>!e which might otherwise he introduced
by the motor and gears so that the speech or

music recorded will be entirely free from
flutter.

An electrical recorder rests lightly on the

surface of the s<jft wax. A sapphire cutting

Figure 2

Wax Shaving Machine in Operation

jewel or stylus cuts a shallow groove in the

wax as it rotates. The depth of this groove

is controlled by a sapphire advance ball which
may be adjusted by the thumb screw at the

right of the recorder. As the record rotates

the recorder as a whole is slowly drawn from
the inner part of the record toward the outer

edge so that the groove has the familiar spiral

form. The rate of advance of this spiral may
be set at anj? one of three different speeds by
means of the gears seen at the upper right of

Fig. 3. The speed chosen will depend upon
the character, particularly the loudness of the

sound being recorded. At the beginning of

each record a much wider-spaced spiral is

used to separate the start of the first groove

from the body of the recording so that the

operator in the theatre will have no difficulty

in setting the needle of the reproducer exactly

on the starting point. This special spiral

groove, which lasts for about one turn of the

record, is accomplished by a cam which en-

gages for this first turn only.

[Continued in next week's issue]

Figure 3

W^ux Recording Machine, Showing Drive
Mechanism
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Installations ofRCA
Photophone Doubled
Inside of Six Months

Nearly twice as many RCA Photophones
have been installed by the Radio Corporation
o£ America during the first six months of 1930
as had been installed in the previous sixteen
months, a report of the company shows.
Sydney E. Abel, general sales manager for

RCA Photophone, Inc., in discussing the prog-
ress made says : "We did not really get under
way in the distribution of our product until

about February last. At that time we an-
nounced the provisions incorporated in the
radical change of policy that had been adopted.
Immediately thereafter the company's business
began to assume huge proportions."

450 in Foreign Countries

RCA made its first Photophone installation

October 1, 1928, and up to January 1, 1930, the
aggregate number had reached 410. During
the first half of this year 775 equipments were
installed in the United States, including in ad-
dition to those placed in theatres, clubs, steam-
ships and other non-theatrical enterprizes, 51

of the 60 sound equipments contracted for by
the government for army posts throughout the

country. This does not, however, include in-

stallations made in foreign countries.

The company had, on June 30, 1,185 installa-

tions in the United States and 450 in foreign

countries.

Used by Oversea Studios

Abel attributes the company's success to the

fact that it has made it possible for the ex-

hibitor to procure superior sound reproducing
apparatus at a fair price and at terms within

his ability to pay. "This is borne out by the

very substantial number of replacements we
have made," he points out.

Abel also directed attention to the recording
equipment manufactured by R C A Photophone,
Inc., and stated that in addition to the eight

studios in Hollywood that record their pro-

ductions by the RCA Photophone system,

many of the motion picture studios in England
France and Italy employ the company's
apparatus.

Theatres shortly to be fitted with RCA
Photophone apparatus include the follow-

ing:
Amiens Excelsior

Avignon Paladium
Bordeaux Fern na
Boulogne-sur-Mer Omnia Pate

Bruxelles Ambassador
Bruxelles Eden Palace

Cognac Cine-Patiie

La Rochelle FamiU-> Palace

Marmande Comoedia
Lille Omnii
Marseille Gyptis

Namur Ren^'ssanc
Nice Central

Nice Politeama

Nice Excelsior

Niort Familia

Paris Victor-Huijo

Paris Excelsior Pathe
Paris Si'vrps Pa 'ace

Paris Cine-Magic-Palace
Paris Barb°s Palace
Paris Palais Mont-arnass-
Rochefort Apollo-Palace

Toulon C-sino

Paris Paris de G'ace

W E Installs Three Sets

In Austria; Total Is 22
Completion of three more installations in

Vienna brings the number of Western Electric

installations in Austria to a total of 22. All

but three of this number are in Vienna. The
houses just equipped in Vienna are the Im-
perialkino, Operakino and Paramount's private

theatre.

Western Electric's total in Poland is now 19,

following the completion of Warsaw's eighth

installation. The company also has 10 in

Budapest and 13 in Roumania.

The Award of Merit

Here are shown tuo forms of evidence of the value placed upon the EXHIBITORS
HERALD-WORLD Award of Merit for better sound reproduction. Above is a view

of the Stella theatre at Council Grove, Kan., with the plaque displayed upon an
easel in front of the house. Below is a reproduction of the Calendar put out by
W . R. Bratton of the Stella theatre, with the details of the presentation ceremonies.

% Ki
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Stella Theatre CALENDAR £or JULY
COUNCIL GROVE, KANSAS

MONDAY TUESDAY
JULY 1

Creta Garbo In

"Anna Christie**
Wilh CHARLES BICKPORD & MARIE DBESSLEB

WEDNESDAY

July 7 July 8

"HONEY"
Slarring NANCV ( AHRdl.L with HARRY GBEFN,
SKEETS GALI.AGHKR, LTILIAN ROTH and

STANLEY SMITH

July U July 15

Show o£ Shows
100 SHOWS IN ONE — 100 PER CENT TECHNI-

COLOR — STARS! STABS! STARS!

July 21 July 22

Hot for Paris
With VICTOR McLAGLEN, FJtl DORSEY and

EL BRENDAL (the funny Swede)

DENNIS KING In

The Vagabond King
with JANETTE MACUONALD

Happy Days

Ted Lewis In

Is Everybody Happy
With ANN-I'E.NNINGTON

^The Cuckoos*

July, 23 July 24

FANNY BBICE in

Be Yourself
With ILXRKY GHEFN and ROItT, ARMSTRONG

of "Oh Yeah" Fame.

Julj 26 July 26 V
GEORGE BANCRO^T in \

Ladies Love Brutes ^
Wilh MARY ASTOR and FUFiiKHIi K M \IU H X

R. C. A. Sound i
Mondiiy. Wednesday and Friday A

2:30P.M._Hkand35f X
MerehanU Free MaiinK Everj' Saturday 3>

Shows 7:13 and 9:15. Saturday ShonTi 6:15.8:15. 10:45 *
ALL PKTl'RES 100 FEB CENT TALKIES I
— COOL — COOL — COOL— COOL — X

Brinit Your Wrajw! Do»t> Io 60 degrees if you like- ^

July 30 July 31

SOPHIE TUCKER in

Honlcy Tonle

Coming Auguit 6-7 —"PARAMDUNT ON PARADE"

FRIDAY SATURDAY
July 4 July 5

"Tile Arizona Kid"

"THE UGHT OF THE
WESTERN STARS

*Tlie Hottentot*

Malinee Eve

C^vvT
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TECHNIC OF RECORDING CON-

TROL FOR SOUND PICTURES

J. P. MAXFIELD*

[Concluded from last week]

The final matter is scoring. Scoring is nor-
mally divided into two parts, pre-scoring and
post-scoring. Pre-scoring refers to the con-

dition where the sound record is made first,

and the scene photographed synchronously
with the playing of this record. The acoustics

of pre-scoring should be designed to fit the

acoustics that would be expected in the scene
which is to be depicted with the sound record,

and therefore each case is a problem of its

own. However, the principles governing the

acoustics for this type of scoring are similar

to those for sets.

In general, pre-scoring is best limited to in-

cidental music, music for dancing, marching
or for other off stage sounds. It is difficult

to pre-score a song in which the singer ap-
pears in a close-up or semi-close-up in the

picture, since it has been found that the singer

pays more attention to keeping in synchronism
with the record than to acting. It is, there-

fore, preferable under these conditions to

make a direct synchronous take.

Post-scoring is the addition of music and
occasionally dialogue to a scene which has al-

ready been photographed. The greater part

of post-scoring is done in a room or studio

known as a scoring stage, the acoustics of

^Supervising Recording Engineer^ Electrical Re-
search Products, Inc. This is the sixteenth paper of
The Technical Digest.
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MELLAPHONE
SOUND-ON-FILM

Simple construction, advanced me-
chanically. G.M. Photo Elec. Cells.

All aluminum filmheads, no chains.

Samson head amplifier. Real syn-

chronous, l^ H.P. motor. Superior
optical system. Lowest price.

TURN TABLES
Mellaphone turn tables are designed pri-

marily to excell in tone; demand has kept
the price within the limitations of economy.
Let your choice be guided wisely by Mella-
phone Equipment.

i
MELLAPHONE
CORPORATION
ROCHESTER, N. Y.ki
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ORCHESTRA ^O
^s^s^Qsom^m

MASONITE
. ROCKWO)ol/

Figure 7

which can be adapted to the requirements of
this type of work. The two important acoustic
factors controlling such a stage are first, its

time of reverberation, and second, the distribu-
tion of sound absorbing, and sound reflecting

material within it. It is well known that for
two ear listening, the time of reverberation of
a room for music depends upon the size of
the room. This is also true for one ear listen-

ing or recording, with the difference that the
numerical value of the time is less than for
two ear listening.

The method of obtaining any given time of
reverberation within a room is completely de-
scribed in Watson's "Acoustics of Buildings."
The time of reverberation which is most de-
sirable for various sized rooms is shown in

Figure 6. It should be noted that in this

figure there are two lines plotted. The upper
of these represents the maximum acceptable
time, whereas the lower one represents the
minimum time. Any value lying between these

two lines is pleasing and leaves some leeway
of choice to the musical director, as to just

what he thinks is the best musical reproduc-
tion.

The distribution of the damping is shown
approximately in Figure 7. It should be noted
that this is an attempt to artificially repro-

duce natural listening conditions, namely, the

music is reproduced in the live end, which
would correspond to the stage of an audi-
torium, and the microphone is placed in the

comparatively deader end, which would cor-

respond to the audience position. The listen-

ing end of a room in an auditorium is not
ordinarily damped artificially, because the

clothing of the audience constitutes very ef-

fective sound absorbing material.

The adjustable damping shown in Figure 7,

is for two purposes : First to compensate for

orchestras of different numbers of musicians,

and second, to control the time of reverbera-
tion, so that it lies in the desired region as

shown in Figure 6. Approximately 4 sq. ft.

of rock wool 2 in. thick is equivalent in damp-
ing, to the clothing of one musician.

There are probably many arrangements of
the orchestra players, which will give highly
satisfactory results. Considerable experience
has failed to disclose an arrangement which
is superior to the natural arrangement which
the musical director would choose, were he
giving a concert in a small auditorium. In
view of the fact that it is often necessary to

photograph an orchestra while playing, this

natural arrangement, which is satisfactory

from a visual standpoint, as well as a musical
one seems desirable. It should also be noted
that with such a natural arrangement, no

special experience is required on the part of

the musical director. Samples of orchestra
recording, made with this type of arrange-
ment, can be listened to by purchasing any of
the symphony orchestra records made in this

country by the Victor Talking Machine Com-
pany, and issued since the summer of 1927.

In scoring, as in ordinary dialogue record-
ing, the dials should be operated as little as
possible during a take. With orchestras of 30
pieces or less, it is scarcely ever necessary to

touch the mixer dial during a take. How-
ever, with very large orchestras, a loudness
range of 50 db is sometimes, and this range
is slightly too great to be handled with
the present system. It is, therefore, necessary
to do some manipulation. There are two ways
in which this compressing of the range may
be handled. The first is to permit the volume
to rise fairly close to over-load and then begin
cutting down on the volume control to avoid
valve clash or the record cutting over. This
method is probably the easier one for the un-
trained mixer, but unfortunately removes a
great deal of the "punch" from the big
crescendos. The second method requires some
knowledge on the part of the mixer of the

music that is to be played. When a crescendo
is commencing, the mixer should start reduc-
ing the volume slowly before the loudness has
approached the danger point, and having low-
ered it the requisite amount, leave it alone
entirely for the remainder of the crescendo.
In a similar manner the raising of the level

for the very soft parts should also anticipate

the actual pianissimo passage.

TECHNIC OF RECORDING CONTROL FOR
SOUND PICTURES, by J. P. Maxfield. Sixteenth
Technical Digest Paper, based upon lecture-demon-
stration before School in Fundamentals of Sound Re-
cording and Reproduction conducted by the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Hollywood,
1929. (K-2 Mx) Copyright, 1930, by the Academy.

Two Sound Tracks

Are Made by Erpi to

Show "Hell's Angels''
To assure reproduction of every sound effect

in the air drama, "Hell's Angels," two sound
tracks were run sirnultaneously with the regu-
lar film in the premier at Grauman's Chinese
theatre in Hollywood.

It was necessary to install a complete special

double film inter-locked system in the house
to accomplish this, since all sound track is on
separate films. Electrical Research Products
set up three dummy projector systems to play
the separate sound track. A switching panel
permitted the third dummy to connect in

parallel with either of the two.

The result was the playing simultaneously of
two sound tracks with excellent naturalness.

Included in the picture were six reels of
"Magnascope film." Twelve IS-B horns were
installed for these scenes, which made it neces-
sary to develop a special amplifier S3'Stem.

Three 42-A amplifiers were finally used as

bridging amplifiers to feed into two 43-A am-
plifiers.

This group of amplifiers could be connected
through a switch with the regular sound in-

stallation in such a manner that the sound
from the effects system was five times as

powerful as the sound from the regular sound
system.

The installation was made under the direc-

tion of H. A. DePalma, theatre installation

engineer, assisted by L. A. Aicholtz, recording
engineer both of electrical Research Pro-
ducts, Inc.

122 Sets in London County
London county, with a total of 122 Western

Electric installations, has the largest number
of any county in England. Lancashire follows

with 103 and Yorkshire is third with 87.
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BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Theatre Can Be Made Coininunity Center of

Business, Murphy and Savage Show
Live exhibitors know the value of

community service as a means of ob-

taining business. Every theatre can

be made a community center if it is

properly managed. There is no reason

why it cannot be just as important an

institvition in community service as

officials of the city government. Wise
managers realize the benefits from such

efforts.

Hoboken, N. J., is one city that has had the

importance of theatres for this purpose im-

pressed upon it. A. W. Savage, operator of

the RivoU house, has promoted the idea to

such an extent that he has almost everybody

in town cooperating with him. His latest step

is the tendering of a complimentary dinner to

the Hoboken Prosperity League, a civic better-

ment organization, in connection with the

showing of "Ingagi," African jungle film, at

his theatre.

Murphy Stages Celebration

The enterprising Melvin Murphy, manager

of the new Gateway theatre of the Publix-

Balaban and Katz system in Chicago, staged

a civic celebration that attracted the interest

of the entire northwest side of the city, when
his house opened.
Now to get back to the Hoboken project.

The government and business officials of that

city are aware of the fact that it pays to keep

things moving, and that one of the deterrnin-

ing factors in any town's success is its ability

to draw out-of-town business.

So Manager Savage of the RiyoH and mem-
bers of the promotion committee for the

Hoboken Prosperity League put their heads

together to see what could be done about it.

John H. Kelley, chairman of the committee

finally decided that there was nothing better

than strong theatre entertainment for putting

Hoboken on the map.

Gives Complimentary Dinner
Savage arranged for the complimentary din-

ner and plans for the best in show progranis

were discussed. All the representative busi-

ness men of the town were there. They urged

the Rivoli manager and other operators in the

city to book the very best that can be ob-

tained for the fall and winter seasons.

The inspiration back of all this came from

Savage's booking of "Ingagi" even before it

had been shown in New York. His move m
giving the complimentary dinner not only

stirred up theatre interest in general but

focused the eyes of the public upon "Ingagi,"

and made for a bigger box office. It has

established him as a leader in his community.

Parade on the Program
Through a tieup with the Jefferson Park

Business Men's Association and the Milwau-

kee-Montrose Business Men's Association on

the northwest side of Chicago, Manager Mur-
phy made the opening of his Gateway house

one of the summer's biggest events in that

district.

H. M. Rogers, manager of the Palace house at Sweetwater, Tex., put lots of snap into the

front he had up for a week prior to the showing of "The Return of Dr. Fu Manchu" at his

theatre. In darkened corners of the foyer he had models dressed in Chinese costumes,

the same he used in "Son of the Gods." This gave the impression of so many Chinamen
standing about. "It takes these and many other stunts to make the grade in the good old

summertime when the opposition is all outdoors," says Rogers.

Thousands of people, including business and
professional leaders, joined in the observance,

a feature of which was a huge parade. For
several days business houses in the district

offered bargain prices. Opening of the the-

atre is regarded as a history-making event

in business there. It is predicted that the

opening of the magnificent theatre will not
only bring more trade to the business firms

now located in that section but that it will

Discovered: Tree Sitters

Can't Go to the "Movies"!
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, July 22.—Tree
sitting something else for exhibitors

to think about? Well, it is estimated
that at least 300 boys and girls are

perched in various limbs around this

town, despite protests of parents.

Girls as well as boys have the fever
and it seems to be spreading. Con-
testants are being "refueled" by
means of tin cups raised and lowered
by pulleys. Now if these kids usually

went to the "movies" twice a week,
and if they stay up in their respec-

tive trees a month, the attendant loss

to exhibitors won't be much and
think of the great contribution made
to the study of Evolution!

induce many more to locate their business

sites there.

The Gateway, in other words, will be the

center of a province all its own. It will be a

neighborhood gathering place because it has
free parking space for 1,000 automobiles. This
alone will be a big inducement to bring people

to that locality. The initiative of Manager
Murphy in tying up with business men's or-

ganizations in celebrating the opening had
much to do with successfully launching the

house as a community center. He has a good
start. Now it will be a matter of following
up with publicity and advertising and giving
service to his district.

Circus Puts Fox Theatre

Over with Trumpets, et al
When the circus visited Napa, Cal., E. J.

Sullivan, manager of the Fox theatre, decided
that as it was but a transient attraction it

would be best to show a spirit of friendliness

and make no special attempt to divert patron-
age. In fact, he arranged for some publicity

in the main tent in the form of a Fox banner.
Attending the show he noted the absence of

the banner arranged for and was waxing
rather warm under the collar, when lo, the
leather lunged announcer, introduced by _

a
blare of trumpets, made a neat speech, prais-

ing the Fox theatre as a steady purveyor of
clean entertainment, and down came the ban-
ner directly over the main exit where it could
be seen by everyone leaving the big tent.

r^blEZlTv^
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W hen Jake Rosenthal ran "The Cuckoos" at his Iowa theatre in Waterloo, Iowa, he asked
Art W eld, publicity director, for something neiv in the way of exploitation. After much
searching about, W eld managed to find an old hearse, and after some more searching, a pair

of "hosses.' Finally the outfit was assembled, a sheet thrown over the dummy inside, and
the perambulator ivas set in motion, with the slogan, "He died laughing at 'The Cukoos.'

"

Rosenthal's Hytone broadcasting bus folloived, playing a record of Chopin's funeral march.
The stunt may have been catalogued as "dead," but the business wasn't.

This Service Ranges From Free

Parking to Deluxe Kitchen
Talk about service! At least this manager hasn't much time to waste wonder-

ing about Tom Thumb golf courses raising hob with his box office receipts, al-

though it is plenty good cause for worry, we know. However, this popular sport

as yet has failed to make a dent in the receipts at the Fox Broadway house in

Portland, according to Floyd Maxwell, manager, and here's the reason why.

Service—sometimes a much abused word stage idea, furnished by Fanchon & Marco.
The house also provides a cool service,

their refrigeration being likened to the ice

glaciers on Mount Hood. During the first

week of semi-torrid weather, and with "So
They Had to See London" with Will Rog-
ers the house record was beaten with a

trifle over $17,000 being rung up.

"Excellence of Service" is found as a

keynote in considerable of the Fox Broad-
way advertising, and patrons after all being
the final judge, have expressed their entire

satisfaction in terms of dollars and cents.

—is perhaps the paramount reason why
grosses continue at this popular house, de-
spite three splendid outdoor parks now
opened, golf, beaches and other attractions.

Service at this house starts at the box of-

fice, where the cashiers have been picked
not only for their efifectiveness, but also for
their pleasant personalities. The idea is

carried along with the quick dispatch
through the door, and to the ushers, who
weekly make records in handling big
crowds.

Recently free parking was added to the
service at a neighboring garage, thus do-
ing away with congested lots or the patron
spending a half hour endeavoring to find

parking space.

And again a most unique service has been
added for the convenience of deaf patrons,
the entire back row of the theatre has been
equipped, so that on call the polite ushers
will carry the ear phones to the afflicted and
tune them with the picture to add to the
enjoyment. Just another real service.

On the mezzanine floor is found a fully-

equipped kitchen, dear to the feminine
heart, in which is found the latest Hotpoint
range, Servel refrigeration, electric dish
washer and a complete set of cooking uten-
sils and dishes. This is primarily for the
women's clubs, and all that is necessary is

for them to bring their dainty foods, hold
their lodge sessions, or discuss the fash-
ions, serve tea and then enjoy a two-and-a-
half hour show. On the same floor during
two evenings a week the younger set are

found waltzing to the strains of the Fox
Broadway orchestra and incidentally on
these nights the box office rings up several

hundreds more than on the regular nights,

though there is never any advance in price.

The musical service is provided by Her-
man Renin's Victor Recording Band, now
presided over by Don Wilkins, who has

just returned to Portland from a trip

through the south; Henri LeBel, who pre-

sides at the Wurlitzer, and features some
sterling organ concerts to add to the weekly

'^Hidden Letter ' Contest

Draws Attention to Ads

In Roxian^s House Organ
The Roxian theatre in McKees Rocks,

Pa., one of the Imperial chain, uses a Hid-
den Letter contest in connection with the

distribution of its house organ by which
special attention is drawn to the ads. The
house organ is the brain-child of H. Shul-

gold. The object is to find letters in the

advertisements which will spell out the

name of a coming attraction at the theatre.

y\n editorial on blue laws was a feature of

a recent issue.

40 Warner Houses in Tieup

To Give Free Soft Drinks
Forty Warner Brothers theatres in Phila-

delphia and vicinity have tied up with the

Blue Anchor Beverage Company, one of

Philadelphia's largest manufacturers of soft

drinks, to provide patrons with cold drinks free

of charge. The beverage company agreed to

furnish the refreshment booths and to supply

girls to serve the drinks, space in the theatres

being the only contribution made by manage-

ments of the various theatres. The beverage

company plans to buy 3,000 lines of news-

paper advertising space announcing the serv-

ice and listing the theatres.

Winners in St. Louis

Popularity Contest

Get Vacation Trips
Two vacation trips to Panama are the grand

prizes in a popularity contest being conducted
by the St. Louis theatre, an R K O vaudeville
and motion picture house, in a tieup with the

St. Louis Public Service Company.
The contest, launched to determine the most

popular employes of St. Louis business con-
cerns, has become one of the best business-
getters the theatre has had. The competition
opened July 12 and will run until August 8.

The winners will get vacation trips with all

expenses paid and free street car, bus and
theatre tickets. Other lesser prizes are also

included among the awards.

How It Operates

Here is the way the contest is operated

:

Each admission ticket purchased at the St.

Louis theatre will count for ten votes. Each
one dollar weekly commutation ticket bought
on the street cars and buses will also be worth
ten votes. The voters may cast the ballots

for themselves or they may give their votes
to some one else, but no matter which way
they do it, they must, after the end of each
week, deposit them, together vnth a special

coupon from Transit News, the commuter's
weekly paper issued by Public Service, in the
ballot box at the theatre.

The two persons scoring the largest number
of votes will get the trips to Panama; the
two next highest will get a trip to the Mis-
souri Ozarks with all expenses paid. The next
twenty-five people will receive such prizes as
weekly commutation tickets for buses and
street cars or theatre passes good for the re-

mainder of the year.

Announced Each Week
To add to the appeal of the whole, the

theatre announces the contest leader at the
end of each week and that person is given
a theatre party for a group of ten persons.
The city street car company has, since the

contest opened, issued free show tickets to

400 purchasers of weekly commutation books.

Saenger All Set for

Big Kiddies Week in

New Orleans Show
The New Orleans Saenger management has

promoted a kiddie show as the latest piece of
publicity work, and has done it in such a way
that the whole tovvn is talking.

Local child artists are being worked into a

stage program. Picking of the performers is

now under way and the actual performance is

to be given during the week of August 1. The
show will be divided into two acts, one called

"Twelve of Dixie's Dearest Darlings," and
the other the "Kiddie Revue." In addition
Sammy Cohen, the film comedian, will have
an important part as star of the entire

program.

Director Niggermeyer, of the Publix pro-
ducing department, who is in charge of the

show, has arranged to dress the kiddies in the

best togs that costumers can provide and
everything points to a record B. O. week at

the Saenger.

Saenger Strand's 13 Years

Of Service Is Celebrated
Saenger's Strand in New Orleans cele-

brated its thfrteenth anniversary last week,
also the advent of Saenger Amusement com-
pany into New Orleans. The feature dur-
ing the week was "Strictly Modern" with
Dorothy Mackaill.
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Paul JFhiteman got a reception fit for a king when his picture, "King of Jazz" came to the Fox Lincoln theatre in Springfield, III. Whiteman
ivasn't there in the flesh to enjoy the reception, of course not, but it's too bad he couldn't come and see what this house did to promote his

picture. J. B. Giachetto, manager of the Fox Springfield Theatres, a link in the Fox West Coast Service Corporation's chain, was in charge of
the promotional campaign.

Films Not a 'Danger'

To Other Arts^ Says

De Mille to Critics
(Sfecial to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK CITY, July 22.—"If anyone
doubts that the motion picture as an art is

surging irresistibly forward, that person need
only scan the history of all who have
attempted to prophesy regarding it."

This is the statement of Cecil B. De Mille,

M G M producer-director, who has just com-
pleted "Madam Satan," his second sound film.

"For seventeen years I have tried to be a
prophet on 'where films are going' with abso-
lutely no success," says DeMille. "Less than
a year ago I made a statement that despite

the talkers the silent picture would always
live. And today you are hard put to find a
non-talking film.

"In 1913 I was moderately enthusiastic

about the motion picture, for I started in the

industry as a light amusement. I had no idea
of a time when more than $20,000 would be
needed to make a picture. And every pro-
ducer in the business has been confounded by
his own prophecies.

"As long as this contmues to happen, as
long as the films continue in genuine progress
to outstep the tallest imaginations of its own
sponsors, certainly we can take with a grain
of salt the words of those calamity howlers
who do not like pictures, and who claim to

see in them a 'danger' to other arts."

99

Mail Presentation No
Good, So Stage Is Picked;

More Patronage Results
WTien the prize winners in the nationwide

picture puzzle contest of the Bond Electric

Corporation were announced it was found that

the winner of one of the $500 prizes was a

resident of San Francisco. The presentation

of the check by mail would result in no added
publicity, so the makers of dry batteries and
flashlights arranged with the management of

the Paramount theatre to have the award
made from the theatre stage.

In the absence of Mayor James Rolph, Jr.,

the award was presented by Supervisor Dr.

J. M. Toner, the affair attracting considerable

added patronage to the theatre. The donor
of the prize advertised the special presenta-

tion quite extensively.

Lincoln ^sDisplayfor "KingofJazz
Rivals Attraction ofPicture Itself

The Fox Lincoln theatre at Springfield, 111., used a display front for its show-

ing of "King of Jazz" that rivalled the attraction of the screen production itself.

J. B. Giachetto, manager of the Spring-
field houses in the Fox West Coast Service
Corporation circuit, had charge of the pro-
motion, which included everything from
drawings of the jazz master down to a

pair of kiddies who sang the theme song
of the picture.

Art Layout Attractive

The art layout used in front of the house
could not fail to attract attention. The fat

roundness in the caricature that artists

make of Paul Whiteman has become a

symbol of what is good in popular music,

and the Lincoln management utilized this

with excellent effect. Likenesses of White-
man were tossed into the array at random,
with a cutout of John Boles thrown in for

good measure. So much for description of

the front. The rest is all evident from the

pictures.

But Giachetto used more than the art

work to make this show a success. An air-

Byrd Film Held Test

Of Theatre Patronage
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERKELEY, CAL., July 22.—
"Well, we'll see if Berkeleyans are
sufficiently interested in a truly

worth while movie to go to see it,"

the Berkeley Daily Gazette said edi-

torially when it was announced that

the him "With Byrd at the South
Pole" was coming here. "As this

picture is not sensational, is devoid
of plot and contains no 'love' scenes"
continues the editorial, "it has not
proven altogether popular with the

masses or profitable for the theatres

where it has been exhibited. This
seems strange, too, in the country
from which Byrd sailed on his un-

usual mission to the foot of the

world. As a pictorial record of one
of the most remarkable modern voy-
ages of discovery, this picture is

without parallel in present-day life."

plane was hired to distribute announce-
ments of the picture.

, The two cute kiddies shown in the pho-
tographs are Betty Esslinger, 9 years old,

and Thomas Fernandes, 10 years old. They
were dressed in costume and sent on a
parade through the department stores with
announcements of the film. The day be-
fore the picture opened Giachetto took
them out to the factory district of the city

to do the same stunt again, and somehow
these youngsters put it over in a way that

no grown up could, he declares.

Organist Plays Out Front
Harry Wagner, organist at the Lincoln,

played the piano in front of the theatre
before the picture began each day that it

showed. The kiddies were used on the
stage in connection with the prolog of the
film, while Wagner was at the organ. Be-
fore the feature the youngsters sang "In
Old Monterey," the theme song of the pic-

ture. And each time they sang the house
stormed with applause.
"The art work, special music and featur-

ing of the two kiddies with their singing
made this picture a great box office attrac-

tion for me," says Giachetto.

Orpheum at New Orleans

Gives Patrons $2 Checks

To Start Savings Account
A two-dollar check to each patron of the

theatre ! That's the novel plan of Manager
Vic Meyer of the New Orleans Orpheum
theatre and President James J. A. Fortier of
the Continental Bank and Trust company in a
novel thrift tieup.

The check when deposited at the bank en-
titles the bearer to open a savings account.
The only stipulation is that the check remain
in the bank at least one week and that a
dollar a week be deposited during the year.
Figured to its ultimate value it means that

the patron receives 9 per cent on the money
deposited. A miniature bank cage has been
set up in the Orpheum lobby and the checks
are distributed as patrons enter.

MkiM:
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Tieups^ Tieups^ Tieups—Here^s

Alhambra ^s on "The King ofJazz
Sound pictures have opened wider fields of exploitation for the enterprising

theatre manager and publicist, wider fields for the promoting of his stunts.

Especially is this true in pictures which feature popular musical selections.

When the "King of Jazz" played at Universal's AJhambra theatre, Milwaukee,
one of the big features of a splendid exploitation campaign executed under the
personal direction of Fred S. Meyer, was a tieup with over 25 music stores and
music departments in other stores.

An excellent tieup was arranged with
Vesey Walker, one of Wisconsin's- best
known musical instrument dealers, who
handles all the instruments nationally in-

dorsed by Whiteman's men. A large cutout
head of Whiteman, 9x5 feet, was mounted
as a background for the large window. A
cutout sign, 4x3 feet, with a list of instru-
ments endorsed by the band and two 22x28
processed signs placed in conspicuous spots
in the other windows, completed the
display.

Many Signs in Stores

A large cutout sign 5x4 feet on a Leedy
Drum tieup was placed in the window of
the Wurlitzer music store. The Planner
Hafsoos music store featured a sign with
stills from the picture along with the title

of the picture and name of the theatre in

their window. A sign tying up the White-
man band and Leedy drums was placed in

the window of the Buech Saxophone shop,
while 22x26 processed cards with stills

mounted were placed in the smaller musical
instrument stores that did not carry the
national tieup instruments.

The Radio Specialty Company, Atwater
Kent jobbers in Milwaukee, distributed 50
processed signs among their retail dealers
on Paul Whiteman's broadcast and the

Atwater Kent radio. Fifteen processed
signs were distributed by the Specialty
Music company to their dealers. A number
of Paul Whiteman hangers also were dis-

tributed to their dealers. This firm supplied
the stores with title pages and saw that
they were given proper display.

A 22x28 processed sign and title pages
were featured in the windows of the Kaun
Music store as well as the Hambitzer Music
house. Twenty processed signs, 22x28,
were distributed by the Victor jobbers to

their smaller stores. Five thousand heralds
were distributed to their department store
accounts.

Department Stores Help

Fifteen processed signs 22x28 were dis-

tributed by the Columbia representative
among his dealers. A number of Universal
Whiteman hangers were also used. A spe-
cial Whiteman "King of Jazz" cutout, fur-
nished by Columbia was used in making
Columbia record window displays. In all

instances processed signs were used in

window displays or placed in a conspicuous
part of the window.
Leading department stores also aided in

the exploitation. One thousand heralds
were distributed in the record departments
of Gimbels, while special signs on "King
of Jazz" records were displayed as well as
special Columbia phonograph record com-
pany cutout of Whiteman. Three thousand
heralds were distributed in the record de-
partments of the three Schuster stores. Spe-
cial signs advertising the records were dis-
played as well as the special Columbia
Phonograph company cutout of Whiteman.
The Tillman music department in the

Espenhain department store carried nothing
but "King of Jazz" displays ranging from
a large cutout to processed signs provided
by the phonograph jobbers and the Alham-
bra. Title pages were mounted on all the
department's panels and fifty Whiteman

hangers were tied to a fifty-foot wire strung
across the music department on the main
floor.

Orchestrations on Radio

Radio broadcasting was also brought into
use to exploit the picture. Because this
method on a strictly commercial basis costs
a great deal of money, the Alhambra sent
for orchestrations from the music publish-
ers and distributed them among the broad-
casting bands in hotels and radio stations.
These included Isham Jones, Art Collins,
the WTMJ studio orchestra, the Uptown
Village orchestra over the Racine, Wiscon-
sin, station and the Wisconsin Roof orches-
tra. The hits from the picture were sung
over WTMJ and WISN on various com-
mercial hours and mentioned as numbers
from the "King of Jazz."

A rather unusual tieup was effected by
Charles Lowenberg of Chicago, Universal
exploiteer, with William J. Lachenmaier,
who paid for a full picture page on the
back page of the Milwaukee Sentinel, in re-
turn for a trailer on the screen. '

A contest also was inaugurated by the
Wisconsin News in connection with $100 in
cash and fifty sets of theatre tickets were
given in prizes to the best reproductions
of Whiteman's features. The prizes were
divided into two classes, artistic and unique.

125 Streetcar Cards

Outdoor advertising included 125 street-
car cards printed in three colors announc-
mg the picture at the Alhambra, fifty 24
sheet boards, twelve of them illuminated
and_ all of them in choice locations. In
addition, 100 tire covers were displayed on
Checker cabs. A tieup with Western Union
through a telegram from Roxy gave the
theatre displays in twenty-two of their city
branches and three railroad terminals. Spe-
cial processed 14x30 inch cards were used.
A tieup was effected with the 23 Milwau-

kee Walgreen drug stores whereby 20,000
rotos were distributed, a roto being
wrapped along with each parcel. The copy
tied up with their fountain lunch.

Side Walls in Lettered Velour

The two side walls of the Alhambra lobby
were garbed with blue velour with silver
letters mounted on it. Two 18 foot cutout
beaver board displays containing photos
and copy completed the side walls. The
box office was made up in modernistic style
and arrayed entirely with silver. The entire
display was illuminated with a series of
bunch lights, spot lights, reflectors, etc. A
Whiteman Old Gold display was also fea-
tured in the restroom and Old Gold cigarets
given away.
An Old Gold tieup also was featured, in

connection with which 300 processed cards
14x22 inches were placed in 150 flash loca-
tions.

Ann McDonough handled the newspaper
advertising and publicity in connection with
the campaign, while all tieups and general
exploitation were executed by Harry Glazer.
L. G. McDaniels was responsible for the
art work and cutouts and Milton Schultz
and Connie Woederhoeff had charge of the
shadow box and theatre front displays.

^DELPHI
Our Admission Prices Are the Lowest in Rogers Park

DaUy—Adults, 30c; Children Under 12, 10c

Sun. and Hol.^-Adults, 35c; Children, 15c

To the 2,600 New Families Who Have
Just Moved Into Our Community We
"EXTEND A HEARTY WELCOME"
and take thiA opportunity to introduce ourselves and to

tell you about

"YOUR OWN NEIGHBORHOOD
THEATRE"

The Adelphi Theater is conveniently located at the comer
of Estes Ave. and Clark Street. Broadway Car No. 1 and
dark Street cars No. 2Z stop in front of entrance. The
theater contains 1287 comfortable seats all on one floor.

The theater itself is as nice a neighborhood house as you
can find. It is owned and operated by men living in your
own coramunity, men who are interested in all commu-
nity affairs and men who spend what they earn in their

own community. You will find here a homey atmosphere
and courteous attendants. You get a hearty 'lltank
you" from Miss Buettner, our caAhier, when you buy your
ticket. Morris at the door thanks you when you drop
your tickets. Any one of the boys. Art, Lou or Melvin,
will see that you are seated promptly and that you are
comfortable during your visit to this theater. We want
you to know that you can check -bundles, or umbrellas
free of charge. And we also call your attention to the
convenient parking facilities. We haven't said anything
about our shows and the remarkable programs we ofiFer.

V/e ask you to read next week's offerings listed below.
This is just an example of what you can expect and really

get at this theater.

And last, but not least, let us tell you that this

theater has been officially proclaimed a perfect

talkie theater and has been awarded a "bronzed
plaque" for its perfect reproduction of "sound'
and talking pictures.**

This honor has been bestowed upon only one other
theater in Chicago. We ask you to give us your consid*

eration and we hope that our little efforts will help to

in*ke yea glad at your decision of moving into our com-
manaty.

Speaking about community work in the
management of a theatre, Ludwig Suss-
man of the Adelphi theatre, Chicago
neighborhood house, shows in the above
ad a keen sense of how to win com-
munity interest, as well as an alert at-

tention to the news of the day as it af-

fects his business.. The Adelphi, it will

be recalled, urns the first neighborhood
house in Chicago to win the Herald-
World plaque for better sound reproduc-
tion, and Sussman, as announced last

tveek, followed up by deciding to install

thirty earphones for the 'benefit of the
hard of hearing. Another clever exploi-

tation move.

Theatre Night Feted by

Athletic Club of Oakland
Fox West Coast Theatres Night was cele-

brated recently by the Athens Athletic Club
of Oakland, Cal., at an affair that brought
club members and theatre managers and
attaches together in a manner that could
not be otherwise than beneficial. The occa-
sion marked the eightieth week of Hermie
King's engagement as master of ceremonies
for the Fox-Oakland theatre, one of the

longest continuous runs any musical direc-

tor ever has had in Oakland.

Following a dinner dance a special show
was put on for the entertainment of club
members and their guests, with Hermie
King as master of ceremonies. Practically
the entire Fanchon and Marco show came
over from the Fox-Oakland, together with
manager Frank Newman and executives of

the Northern California division from the
San Francisco headquarters.

New Song on "All Quiet"
"All Quiet on the Western Front" is the name of

a new song written at Universal with music credit to
Lew Hanman and lyrics by Bernie Grossman. Han-
man, Kent & Goodman is the publisher. .Song will
have no tieup with the picture but will try to capi-
talize on the success of the film.
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The Motion Picture Bureau of Stand-

ards' Box Office Prosperity Gauge, de-

signed by Nat Levi of the San Fran-

cisco First National Office for the joint

First Natiorud - Vitaphone convention
held recently in that city. On this all

forthcoming attractions were listed,

with the release numbers and princi-

pal stars. Miniatures were sent to all

the exhibitors in the territory.

''Box of Candy Idea' Hits

Manager's Sweet Tooth;

A Few Tieups; AlVs Sweet
When the Fanchon and Marco "Box of

Candy Idea" came to the Fox California the-

atre, San Jose, Cal., manager A. C. Miller

lost no time in letting the public know that it

was a sweet show. He induced the City Coun-
cil to issue a Candy Week proclamation and
in this the council members congratulated the

theatre management for bringing out an idea

for helping business. Confectionery stores in-

stalled special displays and made special

drives on boxed candy which resulted in

much added business for the week.

A tieup was effected with the Toledo scale

interests and the Sunkist beauties were
weighed frequently in public to demonstrate
how they thrive on a candy diet. The pub-
licity proved great for the show and also

helped the business of those who co-operated
in making it possible, so that everyone was
satisfied.

Hanford, Cal., Gets Taste

Of Big-time from Sharpe
When the neighboring town of Hanford,

Cal., celebrated Homecoming Day, an event

which attracted thousands of former resi-

dents, George Sharpe, manager of the Wilson
theatre, Fresno, took the Fanchon and Marco
organization there to add to the gaiety of the

RunningBenefitfor Orphans Goes
Over Big and Also Gets Publicity

When it comes to having publicity literally placed in your lap, the Fox Up-
town theatre in Milwaukee, managed by Louis Orlove, did the trick. In doing
anything for people, there are always some who sincerely appreciate any effort
in that direction, and it implants more firmly than ever the good will and con-
fidence that every theatre owner seeks to establish.

Orlove heard of the retiring of the presi-
dent of the Parent Teachers' Association in
Milwaukee and immediately got in touch with
him and sold him on the idea of running a
benefit for the orphans at the Uptown theatre.

The idea was at once accepted by the re-
tiring president, who arranged with prominent
business men of Milwaukee to sponsor the
huge free kiddie party. Arrangements were
made with the street railway company to
transport the children to the theatre on the
Saturday afternoon of the party.

An ice_ cream dealer was promoted to serve
the kiddies with ice cream ; candy concerns
offered hundreds of boxes of candy gratis ; de-
partment stores planned to present the chil-

dren with novelties and kiddies from seven
different orphan societies of different creeds,
were invited to the party.

Orlove contacted all the daily and Sunday
newspapers which devoted column after col-

umn of ink on the Uptown. Several news-
papers carried front page stories on the party
and were on hand to "shoot" pictures of the
kiddies in front of the theatre for their paper.
One of the city's hardest dailies to crash

from a publicity angle ran four advance stories

on the affair and also ran a picture in the
Sunday edition the day after the event.

Sky Writer Makes
More $ $ Marks for

California 's B. O,
While sky writing is not brand new to

San Francisco it is still very much, of a
novelty, so when Theodore Poison, local

aviator, wrote the words "Welcome Bar-
thelmess" in smoke against the noonday
azure the message had several hundred
thousand readers. This was one of the

stunts arranged by Manager Robert E.

Hicks of the California theatre in connec-

The CINEMA ART GUILD Presents

-AS-

'MonsieurBeaucaire
By Booth Tarhmgton

"THE BIG PARADE"
OF ROMANCE IN FRANCE

Lieut. Com. Richard E. Byrd
-IN-

"America's Polar Triumph"

CONTINUOUS
I lo 1 1 P. M.

SAT. & SUN., 75cCINEM
The Art Theatre of Shadow Silence

CHICAGO AVE.
• JUST EAST OF
** MICHIGAN

The Cinema Art Guild of Chicago

ivielded the magic wand given to all the-

atres which possess cameras, and from
the past was draivn Rudolph Valentino

playing in the old Paramount film, "Mon'
sieur Beaucaire." The name is rather un-

obtrusively written, yet it gives one some-

what of a start when it is read, and—a

desire to see the picture.

tion with the world premiere of "The
Dawn Patrol" and the personal appearance
of Richard Barthelmess.
The visiting star was accompanied by

his mother, Jack L. Warner, vice president
in charge of production for First National
and Warner Brothers; Mrs. Jack L. War-
ner, Howard Hawks, director of the pic-

ture; Mrs. Hawks, sister of Norma
Shearer; Hal B. Wallis, coexecutive of
First National, and Mrs. Wallis, better
known as Louise Fazenda. The party was
welcomed at the station by Ed Rainey,
representing Mayor James Rolph, Jr.;

Chief of Police Quinn, executive of Publix
Theatres, Ken Whitmer, who serenaded
the party as a one-man band, and a group
of dancing girls from the Paramount the-
atre. A motorcycle escort led the parade
of cars to the Mark Hopkins hotel. Among
the distinguished^ guests at the evening
performance, when Richard Barthelmess
appeared in person, was John H. Trum-
bull, Connecticut's famous flying governor
and father-in-law of John Coolidge, with a
party of local civic leaders.

During the week the California theatre,

in cooperation with the San Francisco
Chronicle, threw a party for San Francisco
caddies, admitting them by badge. The
boys not only saw a great air picture but
likewise saw their idol, Bobby Jones, in

action in a newsreel from England.

Stage Weddings Popular

Now; Seven Couples Want
Honor at Dayton Colonial

Theatre marriages are so popular in Dayton,
Ohio, that when the management of the R K O
Colonial house offered seventy-five dollars as

a wedding gift to any couple who would be

married on their stage they heard from seven
pairs of applicants.

The stage wedding was part of an exploita-

tion plan to put over the engagement of "One
Romantic Night." The stunt was given play

in the newspapers and merchants featured it

in their window displays. Eleven of the busi-

ness houses contributed gifts.

Lillian Gish spent part of her girlhood in

Dayton and this was played up in the adver-
tising as well as in the Sunday feature sec-

tions of newspapers. Tieups were arranged
with florists, clothiers, hardware dealers and
jewelers. Complimentary tickets were given
to couples procuring marriage licenses between
certain dates. The bride and groom chosen
were married on the stage on the third day of
the picture's run.

The campaign was conducted by M. N.
Blattner, manager of the Colonial

; Joseph
Keller, publicity man for the house, and John
I. Wagner, United .Artists representative.

His Wife Grows Flowers;

Manager Displays Them
It's a lucky thing for C. H. Buckley, owner

and operator of the Harmanus-Bleecker the-

atre in Albany, N. Y., that Mrs. Buckley has
one of the finest flower gardens in that dis-

trict. Two huge vases at either end of the
stage are always filled with beautiful flowers,

while the lobbj^ and other sections of the
house also give daily evidence of Mrs. Buck-
ley's ability in cultivating flowers.

mttA'i
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THE SHORT FEATURE

MGMNow Two Months Ahead
Of Schedule in Short Product

Two months ahead of schedule, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's production units al-

ready have a large number of the short feature releases for next season in the

exchanges for viewing by exhibitors. The layout of short product well into

October has been completed.

Detailed evidence of that efficiency in pro-
duction is seen in the reports from the various
units making the one and two-reel product.

Eight of the eighteen to he made by
MG M's own studios have been finished.

Hal Roach studio has completed eight

of the thirty it is to deliver.

Burton Holmes is putting the finishing
touches on his twelve single-reel travel
pictures.

Two of Vb Iwerks' dozen animated car-

toons of Flip the Frog are done.

The Hal Roach studio, in completing one-
fourth of its product for M G M, has the
following pictures ready. Laurel and Hardy
have completed "The Laurel-Hardy Murder
Case" and their second production, "The
Rap," has gone East. Charley Chase has
completed "Girl Shock" and "Dollar Dizzy,"
"Pups Is Pups" and "Teacher's Pet," the first

two of Our Gang's forthcoming eight have
been screened already in M G M's home office.

Boy Friends Complete Two
Hal Roach's new comedy unit. The Boy

Friends, featuring David Sharpe, Mickey
Daniels, Grady Sutton, Mary Kornman, Ger-
trude Messinger and iDorothy Granger, finds

the production pace to its liking with the re-

sult that "Doctor's Orders" and "Bigger and
Better" are in the cans. Furthermore, each
of the Hal Roach releases have been entirely

refilmed in French, German and Spanish
versions.

Of those from M G M's own studio, four
of the six M G M Dogville Comedies are in

the exchanges. The first, "Hot Dog," had
pre-release key city engagements. The others
ready are "College Hounds," "Who Killed
Rover" and "The Dogway Melody."

Novelty Four Ready
M G M's Novelty Group of four varied sub-

jects has been completed entirely, namely:
"The Song Writers' Revue," "Copy," "The
Rounder" and "Gems of M G M." Such well-
known players as Jack Benny, Dorothy Se-
bastian, George K. Arthur, Polly Moran,
Marion Harris, Benny Rubin, Roscoe Karns
and Gus Edwards appear in one or more re-

leases of the series.

The early subjects of the eight M G M
Colortone Revues are now in production and
preparation under the direction of Sammy
Lee of "Ziegfeld Follies."

The two "Flip the Frog'" cartoons that have
been finished are "Fiddlesticks" and "Flying
Fists."

Hearst Mctrotone News, M G M's sound
newsreel with the complete sound recorded
where the pictures are taken, will continue
along at the rate of two releases each week
throughout the year.

All the Hal Roach comedies starring Laurel
and Hardy, Charley Chase, Our Gang and

The Boy Friends are all-talking and in two
reels each. The same is true of M G M's
Novelty Four, the Colortone Revue series and
the Dogville Comedies. The Burton Holmes
(all-talking) and Flip the Frog (sound and
effects) series are one reel each.

The Burton Holmes travel subjects, titled

"Around the World with Burton Holmes,"
are to be released starting August 23.

Wright to Have Charge of

Western Group and Shorts

On New Columbia Contract
William Lord Wright has contracted with

Columbia to supervise the filming of a group
of Western features and short subjects sched-
uled for early release by that company.

Wright, a newspaperman for more than 20
years, entered the motion picture field in 1913
as feature writer for Motion Picture News.
He was in charge of the first series of "Col-
legians" for Universal and wrote a number of
original screen stories, including "Harvest of
Hate" and "Plunging Hoofs."

Ripley Makes Third Film
Robert L. Ripley of "Believe It or Not"

fame, has just had his third film of a series

of "Believe It or Not" Vitaphone Varieties
finished under the direction of Murray Roth.
In this picture, Ripley has introduced Clar-
ence Willard, "the man who grows." Willard
is able to add several inches to his height.

Steel Pier Books 73 Films
The Steel Pier theatres at Atlantic City, three in

number, have just booked 73 pictures for the 14-week
summer amusement season. The three houses have
an aggregate seating capacity of over 6,000.

Theatre Proposed as War
Memorial for Women

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, July 22.—A definite

proposal has been made in Ottawa,
the Canadian capital, for a theatre
which would be regarded as a na-
tional women's war memorial to seat
2,000 persons and to be under the
direction of an experienced theatre
manager. Funds have already been
raised and a site has been provided
by the Canadian government. The
project has been delayed because of
difficulty in deciding the type of
structure to be erected.

Firm to Rent Theatres

To Show Industrial Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—"Service
Wins Again," an industrial Glm made
by the Richfield Oil Company and re-

corded on Western Electric equip-
ment, is to be shown in theatres rent-
ed by the company for use after the
regular show is over at night, and
particularly for the bene£t of Rich-
land dealers.

The production is a talking pic-
ture, produced and written with an
eye to audience entertainment. It

has a plot similar to those of regular
screen plays, with such actors as
Lloyd Hamilton, Eddie Baker, Neal
Burns and Dot Farley.

Educational Begins

Work on Five Series

Of '30, '31 Comedies
Five series out of the seven groups of

two-reel comedies which Educational an-
nounces for release in the 1930-31 season
are already underway at the three studios
producing this program—the Educational,
Metropolitan and Mack Sennett plants, it

has been announced.

Since the names of 11 stars were an-
nounced a short time ago, a dozen more
players have been added to Educational's
list of stars and featured players. Others
are to be added for the two series that will

soon go into production.

Those who have been placed on the Edu-
cational comedy roster most recently in-

clude Bernard Granville, Dick Stewart,
Catherine McGuire, Jerry Drew, Al Alt,

Marcia Manning and Ray Daggett, all of
whom will perform in the newest Mermaid
comedy. Johnny Hines, who has returned
to Educational to star in a new comedy series,

will be assisted by Helen Bolton, Estelle Brad-
ley, Vernon Dent, Adrienne Dore and Frank
Rice. William Watson will direct.

Andy Clyde is to be featured in the first

two pictures at the Sennett studio. Sen-
nett has announced two titles in the new
lineup. They are "Grandma's Girl" and
"Divorced Sweetheart."

Nat Ross has just finished directing
"The Freshman's Goat," the first in the
Variety series of comedies.

Baltimore Piwne Concern

Uses Films with Lectures

Motion pictures with lectures are being used
for educational purposes by the Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone company at Balti-

more. These are loaned to schools, clubs,

theatres and other organizations. A reading
notice to this effect appears in the little six

inch square C. and P. Call, sent to company
patrons.
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MUSIC AND TALENT

"U" Invades Foreign Music Field

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Oriental

Week Ending July 24
Johnny Perkins, the rotund comedian, is the

crowd's favorite this week. He drives off with 250

yards of wit and follows through with the singing

of two or three songs in a more serious vein. En-
cores inspire him to give humorous impersonations
of stage and screen stars. Joe Morris accompanies
him at the piano in the songs.

Benny Meroff and his orchestra start off the fire-

works with a medley number titled "Odds and Ends"
that feature Benny's muscle antics. "Oh, Lawdy" is

the principal musical offering, sung by orchestra

members. This number gets a large hand.

Gus Hurwyn and Will Ballbach in "The Boys from

West Point" clown their way through a military

march and jig that is characterized by delightful

rh3rthm of movement. Their gymnastics are en-

thusiastically received.

The Zivin Twins, Edith and Lillian, are excellent

in their acrobatic dance of lightning twists and turns.

Their handsprings and sundry other stunts bring un-

stinted applause. A group of 12 girls provides the

extra footwork in this number in "Lobster Salad"

act, with costumes in keeping with the title.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending July 17

This week marks the return of stage acts, after sev-

eral weeks of a straight picture policy. The original

inimitable Enright Stage Band is back on the job

with Buddy Paige acting as master of ceremonies.

The offering opens with the boys standing before

a front drop singing "Here We Are."

George Dewey Washingon, Negro baritone blues

singer, scores a great hit, especially with "St. Louis

Blues" and "At the End of the Road." This fellow

has a powerful and beautiful voice that reaches every

nook and cranny of this huge theatre.

Queen, Queen and Queen, three charming young

ladies, offer some pretty and difficult tap steps and

go over well.

Christy and Nelson in a comedy acrobatic act are

original and very entertaining. They bring many

good laughs. One noteworthy offering of the band

is their rendition of "If I Had a Girl Like You,"

with Buddy soloing at the piano.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending July 24

Fanchon & Marco's "Bells & Belles" Idea opens

with a prolog by the orchestra in the pit under the

direction of Jimmy Innes playing "Song Hits from

the International Revue."

The opening episode brings Eddie Hill, Ted Francis

and Byron, adagio trio, Loretta, acrobatic danseuse

and the beautiful belles chorus onto the scene before

a setting of Independence Hall in Philadelphia. They

{Continued on next page, column 2)

Owen Gray is one of the featured members
with Otto Gray and his Oklahoma Cowboys,
broadcasting and stage unit. Since leaving

Station WLW, Cincinnati, the Gray outfit has
been meeting with phenomenal success, and
both the press and public acclaim the Gray
act one of the outsanding natural hits of the

year. Owen Gray, strapping son of the leader

of the group, is a true type Westerner, stands

6 foot 3, born and reared on a ranch, and

can ride a bucking broncho or rope a steer

with the best of them.

Harry Zimniernian

Solo Organist

BELMONT THEATRE
Publix Balaban & Katz

CHICAGO

Own Company
Forms After
Goodman Deal

Frank Goodman Sails for England,

France and Germany
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 22.—Universal
Pictures Corporation is the latest of

the American film producing and dis-

tributing companies to invade the

foreign field.

The Carl Laemmle organization

now has established its own music
company overseas under the name of

Universal Music Company, Ltd.

This new move by Universal, which

places it in direct competition in the

states across the Atlantic with other big

American film and music publishing

companies, follows upon completion of

the deal with Handman, Kent & Good-
man whereunder the latter concern be-

came exclusive music publisher for

Universal.
The new company has acquired Handman,

Kent & Goodman and the following officers

have been elected

:

President, Frank Goodman.
Vice president, Lou Handman.
Treasurer, C. B. Paine.
Secretary, Miss Helen Hughes.

Immediately following the closing of the

deals, Frank Goodman sailed on the Bremen
to complete important deals in England,

France and Germany.
First announcement of the Universal deal

with this music publishing concern was made
in the Herald-World issue of April 19, when
acquisition of half rights in the company by
Universal was made known, with the an-

nounced object "in order to control world
rights to the popular and incidental music
which it is using in its pictures."

Uses Special Orchestra One
Night a Week for

Relief Work
William B. Wagnon, who conducts the Embas»y

theatre, San PVancisco, hae adopted the policy of

employing a special orchestra for Monday night,

when a jazz program is presented on the stage. This

relieves the regular orchestra, Liborius Hauptman
and his Embassy Melody Artiste, for that night. An
orchestra recently was added at this house, following

two years without one.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS BROOKS

1437 B'way

N. Y. City
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WITyAAKK.
PREoTEAITATIOMJ'
AND AXATEMAL
FOK OP.GAMiy*Twr

SPECIAL SETS

TWO GREAT LITTLE
NOVELTY SETS FOR
TALKING OR "MIKE"

ORGANISTS

"TAKE ALONG A
LITTLE LOVE"

and

"WASNT IT NICE"
Short, Breezy and Interesting

Novelties

Featuring Our Two Big Song Specials

JUST RELEASED
from

First National-Vitaphone Production

"Bright Lights"
ANOTHER "AM I BLUE" ENTITLED

"Nobody Cares If Fm Blue"
Chorus Sets Ready

Still on Top of the Music Ladder

"Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes"

Sure Fire for Audiences to Join In

STAGE SHOWS

AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST

VICTOR
HERBERT'S

PARISIAN
MOONLIGHT

ROSES ARE
FORGET-
ME-NOTS

THINE

ALONE

.,,,i 1 T E. FOP.
ADD/ I N FOR M AT 1 ON

TO
w^A/^ WARD
CIAL.^ERVICE MGK. I

•VITAPHONE" REO'D TRADE /-NARK

n-WITMARKe/yONy*
1659 BROADWAY

NEW YORK»

{Continued from page 47, column 1)

offer the song "The Bells Are Ringing for Me and
My Gal."
Tommy Harris engages in a bit of gay repartee

with Eddie Hill and then goes into a bit of eccentric
dancing.
The Dunbar Bell Ringers are the hit of the Idea

and with unusual artistic ability ring out "Bells of
St. Mary's," "To a Wild Rose," and "I Want to be
Happy."

Eddie Hill next sings several funny songs after
which Eva Thornton, prima donna, garbed as a bride,
offers a vocal selection. The chorus, attired as guests
at the wedding, swing into a ballroom dance routine
while the Dunbar Bell Ringers chime in. A huge
silver bell, hung from atop stage, swings glittering
in the spotlight, adding color to the scene.

Jack Martin at the Wisconsin theatre organ plays
"The Key to the Mystery," which includes "The
Moon Is Low," "Just Can't Be Bothered with Me,"
"In Old Monterey" and "You Brought Me a New
Kind of Love," the words to all of which are flashed
upon the screen.

Cincinnati R K O Albee
Week Ending July 18

The current bill marks the initial presentation by
R K O, which acquired the Libson group of theatres.
This is the only house in Cincinnati playing stage
acts.

Rogers and Wynn, two juveniles, in the "hello"
spot, get off to a good start with some individual and

(Continued on next page, column 2)

KATHERINE
KADERLY
ORGANIST

DBOOKlrA^
^

StationFPAP-NewYorli City

enny
^^^ Ai ^^^r

has been re-signed for

the Fifth Year

by

After 5,000 sensational performances
at the

Marbro Theatre
Chicago

ALLEY

HELLO EVERYBODY—Well, by the time you read
this colyum I will be in the old hometown, the city

of gunmen and beautiful buildings, whatever you
want to call it, it's HOME. Don't worry though,
I'll continue to bore you, I hope, for some time to
come. Anyway I'm just making a short trip and
will be back on the eld main stem in two weeks.
That's to relieve some of you who thought I wouldn't
be back, ha ha I

* * *

I was just wondering if you had ever thought of

the, phenomenal rise of that wellknown organist,
Jesse Crawford. His story is like one of the old
Horatio Alger stories we all read when we were kids.

You know, "Poverty to Riches," etc. No kidding, it's

the truth. Jesse Crawford was a poor little orphan
in an asylum some years ago and, just think, now
he demands and gets 15 grand for playing an organ
solo at some ric'n man's private estate. That's about
the topnotch for one organ solo, but that's the truth,

Crawford played a solo for an eccentric Pittsburgh
steel man last week and received that amount for

doing it. That is an interesting story, but his meet-
ing of his present wife is even more interesting.

Like Mr. Crawford, the future Mrs. Crawford had
worked her way up through small movie houses until

she became the organist at the Roosevelt theatre in

Chicago. Jesse, at that time, was organist at the
Chicago theatre, a few blocks away.

One night a little more than seven years ago, Mr.
Crawford dropped into a dance given by the Chicago
Organist's Club. There he was introduced to the
beautiful, slim, black-haired Helen Anderson. Six

months later they were married. They have one child,

Jessie, four years old, who already is being in-

structed in the organ by her fond parents.

* * *

Handman, Kent and Goodman, music publishers

to Universal Films, have made a peach of a tieup

with the New York Daily Mirror and each week are
having the Mirror publish one of their songs as an
added inducement to buy the Mirror. It's a great
tieup and is one way of getting the public song
conscious again.

* * *

One of the most distinctive records ever made by
the Columbia Phonograph Company is of the song
"On Revival Day" (a Joe Davis number), recorded
by Bessie Smith, who is known as the "Queen of

Blues." Columbia Intends to release it as a special.

Talking about Joe Davis and his company reminds
me they have a great number in "Wonder." It's a
beautiful fox-trot ballad by Andy Razaf, Spencer
Williams and Cliff Burwell. Mr. Davis feels that this

song will be equally as successful as "S'posin' " and
he intends to do everything possible to make it so.

Besides the two mentioned songs, Davis has three
others that show fine potentialities. They are "I'm
Drifting Back to Dreamland," "Suez" and "Blue
Turning Grey Over You."

Ray O'Hara and His Governor Clinton Orchestra
are introducing a new waltz ballad over the air in

a number of their programs. I heard it and was
pleased with its pretty little melody. I inquired

about it and found out that my good friend Charles
Williams, organist at Loew's State, Times Square,
and Ray O'Hara and Max Wartell are the writers of
it. Charley is one of those guys that wouldn't men-
tion it to a fellow (even though he knows I want
the news). I'll really tell you just what kind of a
fellow Charley is. First, he is affectionately known
to his intimates as "Deacon," secondly, he plays a
H of a game of golf, and thirdly, I believe he
is a smuggler, in fact I know it because on his re-

turn from his recent trip to Canada he presented me
with a one ounce bottle of "Peter Dawson's." That's

between you and me, of course. I know what you're

thinking, but I'm sorry, I can't do anything for you.

* * *

In my talking about Charley I darn near forgot

to tell you the name of the tune. Well, it is en-

titled "By All the Stars Above You."
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Before the

Mike

By BOBBY MELLIN
Clem & Harry, two of radio's most popular croon-

ers, inform me that they will discontinue the Lelewer
Hat prog) ams for the summer months, renewing them
the early part of September—KYW Chicago has so
many composers on its staff that, as Walter Winchell
would say, "they get in your hair." There are at
least nine song writers and composers numbered
among the station's personnel. They include Fred
Rose, Wayne King-, Dan Russo, Whitey Berquist,
Maurice Wetzel, Fred Fischer, Carleton Colbey, Rex
Maupin and Russell Wildey.

* * «

Dan Russo, leader of the Edgewater Beach hotel
orchestra, got his first theatrical "experience" as a
program boy in a small theatre in Michigan—Marty
Stone, who waves the stick over the Congress Hotel
orchestra, studied to be a marine engineer at the
University of Michigan, but becoming first violinist

of the college's symphony orchestra turned him
astray—Wayne King-, batoneer heading the Aragon
orchestra, one of the best bands Chicago has ever
been honored with, studies philosophy and plays
golf in his spare time.

* =:; «

Husk O'Hare is featured one hour each evening
over station WJJD, Chicago, playing dance music.
Husk is an oldtimer around those parts and is wel-
comed back with pleasure—Doris Shank, pianist at
the KYW station, certainly can tickle the ivories. If

you haven't heard her play, make it your business to

do so immediately—Our good friend Walter Pontius
continues to be the ace tenor at station WGN. Walter
is gifted with a lyric tenor that is more than pleasing
to the ears.

If it's something about musical numbers, page Mark
Pascoe. He's librarian as well as trombonist for
Leon Bloom, WBBM's musical director, and he has
both his mind and the extensive WBBM musical
library so efficiently catalogued that when ai'tists and
continuity writers burst in with "Mark, what is the
number I want?" the answer is instantaneous . . .

and always right.

One who owes her radio debut to the publishers
is beautiful auburn haix-ed Patricia Ann Manners,
heard now over station WENR. It was while re-

hearsing at the Witmark office that Joe White, the
Silver Masked Tenor, chanced to hear her sing and
immediately signed her to sing -with him on his

broadcasts. Miss Manners first won her fame on
the musical comedy stage, being featured in the
"Student Prince" and "My Maryland." She is gifted

with ruby lips, pearly teeth, fascinating eyes and an
extraordinarily lovely voice.

Dell Lampe, radio orchestra leader, won for him-
self a golf sweater and hose to match as first prize

in a golf tournament held recently at the Wood-
ridge Country club. I am of the opinion that Chicago
claims the best golfers among the orchestra leaders

and think it would be a good suggestion to hold a
golf tournament to find out who is the champion
among them. I know good golfers like Joe Sanders,
Carleton Coon and Tommy Gerun will welcome this

thought.

Pat Barnes is leaving WGN. Thus is one good sta-

tion further reduced in its popular features. Barnes'
new position takes him to New York City as one of

the managers for National Radio Advertising, pro-

ducers of recorded programs. So listeners possibly

may still hear Pat's wax images. Chicago regrets to

see Pat leave the home town, but wishes him all the

success in the -world in his new location.

Speaking of vacations, meet Bobby Brown, ver-

satile man of radio. His title is WBBM's production
manager. Besides that, among other things, he is

a singer, banjo player, general entertainer, feature

announcer, continuity writer and program director.

And a vacation has added to the list, when Walter
Preston, director of WBBM, left on his vacation to

motor up to some of Wisconsin's lakes, Bobby "took

over the controls" without a hitch and is keeping
things going like clockwork besides taking care of

his regular duties.

STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from page 48, column 2)

team tap dances, following which they introduce their
"mom" and "dad." who regale the crowds with a
song number and some dance steps which were the
vogue 30 years ago. Then the quartet do some nifty

hoofing for a finish.

Rudell and Dunigan, piano, songs, comedy and
patter, in the deuce spot, have considerable routine
stuff, although the customers seem to like it.

Louise Groody, erstwhile musical comedy star, and
later of the films, together with Neville Fleeson, pian-
ist, headline in No. 3 position in "Song Photos."
Miss Groody does her "Tea for Two" song which she

featured in "No, No, Nanette." Changing to a dra-

matic tempo, she then does a character travesty on
"Anna Christie," Fleeson assisting In the finale. In

conclusion she does a Harlem interlude in song and
dance, all of which click heavily,

Roy Sedley, who has a nonchalant style similar to

Jack Oakie, is assisted by Billy Smith and Virginia

Martin in putting the house in an uproar with their

wisecracks. Some clever eccentric and acrobatic danc-

ing bring prolonged applause.

Art Landry and his 10-piece oi'chestra close the

show and stop it as well. Jack Sadof in a Milt Gross

type of comedy gets the lion's share of laughs. Red
Thomas, Harry Eig and Sadof do a "hot rhythm"
number that registers in a big way. The audience

just can't get enough, and Landry finally begs off in

a curtain speech.

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending July 17

The Publix Stage Show unit at the Texas theatre

for the current week is produced by C. A. Nigge-

meyer and is entitled "Garden Gambols."

Kaye and Sayre, two clever novelty dancers, made a

hit. Montrose & Reynolds, character comedians, pull

some mighty nice gags. Luella Lee, eccentric vocalist,

sings several of the latest song hits and draws a good

hand for her efforts. The finale has the Little Texas

Rodiets going through a routine of difficult dance

steps.

"Vic" Insirilo and His Monarchs of Melody put

forth every effort in their well trained organization.

Ernest Hauser and the Texas Grand Orchestra pre-

sent "Spanish Sketches," most pleasing overture.

Leo Weber, at the console of the mighty-voiced

Wurlitzer organ, plays a selection of his own original

"ideas" that always go over in a very nice way.

Baltimore Loew's Century
Week Ending July 19

"Steel Blues," the Loew-Capitol Theatre stage unit,

staged under the direction of Louis K. Sidney, is pre-

sented, with Dave Schooler acting as master of cere-

monies.

Curtains part on full stage set to represent a steel

foundry, with members of band in steel workers' cos-

tumes, seated up stage. Dave Schooler, in light blue

overalls, is in front, with the Chester-Hale girls, m
fantastic costumes, seated on representation of red

painted steel framework running full width of stage.

Schooler sings and the girls go into steps on the

framework, then come down and go into routine steps.

A piano is pushed upon the stage camouflaged as a

(Continued on page 51, column 1)

R K O Intact Stage Shows
The first R K O intact vaudeville shows to play

from coast-to-coast, began to operate from New York
last week, opening with a split week between the

Madison and Chester theatres. Charles J. Freeman
is in charge of the R K O vaudeville booking de-

partment.

The Singing Organist
Original Microphone Novelties

WARNER BROS. THEATRES
NEW YORK

\^YouCai^tGoWirom
MtkAnyFeist Som

IT HAPPENED1 MONTEREY
/rom "KING OF JAZZ"

iFIHADAGnailREYOU"

^^^''RIVER.fGOLDEN DREAMS

if^ROUNDmCORNeR"
*YOU'Re THE S«A»eETEST,
GIRLTHIS SIDEofHEAUEN"

'CHECK<»»;POUBLECHECl(

kSONG WITHOUT A NAME
•^JOST CANY BE

BOTHERED WITH ME./^

'ALONE WITH MY DREAMS'
'WHERE THE dOLDEN
OAFFOOlCS GR.OW''

YOU'RE ALWAYS IN MY ARMS"
frOfT? "R.IOR.ITA''''

\IHEADliEAM'
*l lOVE YOU SO*
'SO SVMRATHETlC

^HAT (VAS DESTINV"

*YOUR
"

AM I THE owe?
^F MY FRIENDS RND YOU»
THEY'LL STEAL YOU FROM ME

'A\Y REVERIES"
'CARIBBEAN LOVE SONG"

*DONALD.THE DUB"
COMEDY GOLF SONG

'ragamuffin romeo'
from "KING OF OA.-Z.-Z."

'MINNIE %. mermaid"

SONG oTihe BAYOU'

WiMiWi
2.Z\ YiAO'^ST, NEW YORK

i-«, . .> ::,
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ORGAN SOLOS
Bill Meedcr (Richmond Hill. N. Y., R K O theatre)

opened his solo with an invitation (via slide) to the

audience to join him in a few minutes of song.

Meeder has educated his audiences to sing in the

yeai- he has been at this house, and they need no
encouragement other than to have him play and a

slide on the screen, then they so to it. This pleasing

solo could have been titled, as Meeder has the happy
faculty of originality and showmanship that is so

necessary to the organist today. Each of his 6olos

carries a continuity and this is no exception. The
idea conveyed and explained orally by Meeder was
of a vacation trip and each of the numbers played

by him were in keeping with the solo, and an
intricate part of it. The songs were, "With You,"
"Absence Makes the Heart Grow Fonder," "Remi-
niscing," "Take Along a Little Love." "I Love You
So Much." Meeder works different than any other

organist this reviewer has seen. He is in a small

neighborhood house and he appeals to his audiences

in an intimate manner that has done wonders for his

popularity.

Tears in My Eyes' and "On Sweetheart Trail."
Words to all the numbers were flashed on the screen
with fitting "cafeteria" interludes.

Henri Keates (Chicago Oriental) went back into

the myths for his feature idea and called it

"Aladdin's Lamp," a pleasing stunt based on the

Arabian Nights theme that if one rubbed the magic
lamp music would come forth. Using slides de-

scribing the Aladdin of yore, he played popular music

from memory to accompany. He didn't need to urge

his audience to sing. They started off with the first

slide and soon he had the shelf competing with those

below in the singing of "Cherie." Then he had the

whole house unite in "I'm Following You," "The One
I Love" and "I'm in the Market for You."

Fred Kinsley (New York Hippodrome) presented

an original and entertaining solo this week. Pre-

ceding each of the singing numbers. Kinsley intro-

duced the number with a cleverly spoken introduc-

tion (through mike) and then played the number.

Each of the numbers was played well. They were

tunes audiences like to sing. The songs were: "Ro-

Ro-Rolling Along," "Telling It to the Daisies." "Danc-

ing with Tears in My Eyes" and "Anchors Aweigh."

Incidentally this is the last solo Kinsley will play as

the house closes for the summer, nevertheless Kinsley

has left an impression on the audiences that patronize

this house, of knowing his business and always giving

them an entertaining five to ten minutes every time

they entered this house.

Louise M. Roesch (Brooklyn, N. Y. Warner-Strand)

offered one of the most entertaining "mike" novel-

ties she has yet presented at this house. This nov-

elty was called the "Song War" and incorporated

all the usual war talks except that the enemy were

the folks in the audience who did not sing. The

idea Mies Roesch conveyed in her oral talk, via

"mike," was for the audience to combat the "enemy"
with songs. Opening was "Pat on the Back" (of

which she played two choruses) she then beautifully

sang "Ro-Ro-Rolling Along" and had the audience

join in the second chorus. A most gratifying recep-

tion was accorded her after the final number, "Tell-

ing It to the Daisies."

Jack Martin (Milwaukee Wisconsin) at the Wis-

consin theatre organ played "A-la-Cafeteria," offer-

ing "In Old Monterey," a parody on "Louise," with

words concerning hayfever : "I'm Dancing With

PARAMOUNT-PUBLIX SAYS:

LOU BREESE
CONDUCTS OVERTURES THAT

ARE OUTSTANDING and

PAUL ASH SAYS:
"He is an 'Ace' Master of Ceremonies"

Now /'ralured at the

MINNESOTA THEATRE, Minneapolis

Glen Shelley (Tebbetts Oriental, Portland, Ore.)
played a most unusual organ novelty called "A Trip
on the Portland Limited." This crack train of the
Union Pacific is heard steaming out of the local

station, while Shelley rings a monster engine bell.

Whistes blow, spurting steam is heard through organ
manipulation, and, as the mogul makes its important
stops along the route, Shelley plays "Springtime
in the Rockies," "Utah Trail" and "Cheyenne," fin-

ishing with a big musical swirl, "Chicago," accom-
panied by gunfire and color effects on the screen.

Jack Martin (Milwaukee Wisconsin) the week end-
ing July 10, played "Requests," which includes "A
Cottage for Sale," "Wabash Blues" and "Should I,"
with the words for each flashed upon the screen.

Herbert Koch (New Orleans Saenger) at the giant
organ as his first number rendered "The Song of the
Night Court, Guilty," which made a hit, followed by
others of topical nature. Herbie has only one fault-
he is going to jam his head against the sides of the
organ when he attempts to shake his hair as his

predecessor was wont to do. Herb's hair is too short.

Arthur Hays (Memphis Loew's Palace) had an
organolog last week that was timely to say the least.

While the mercury was dancing around 106 in the
shade, he hit the nail on the head with a novelty
called "Turn Off the Heat." He had a large trick

thermometer mounted on the console and opened his

solo with a parody on "Turn on the Heat," followed
by an explanation via microphone about the "Ein-
stein Temperature Control" (called Einstein because
no one knew what it was all about). The ther-

mometer responded to the human voice ; the louder

they sang the colder it got. On the first chorus the
mercury rose to the top of the thermometer, resulting

in pleading over the mike to pep up the singing
and bring it down, which the audience naturally did.

After succeeding choruses the mercury slid down-
ward and Hays started putting on winter apparel,

finishing the solo in a raccoon coat, muffler and fur

cap. By a coincidence, the real heat wave was
broken the following day.

Atlanta Is Added to Area
Served by Stai^e Shows
From New Orleans

Addition of Atlanta. Ga., to the territory served

by stage shows made up in New Orleans, and the

possibility of the territory being expanded to include

Florida also, has been announced by officials of

Saenger Theatres, Inc. Local Saenger officials were
advised that a group of Florida representatives would
go to Atlanta next week to review the first of the

stage shows and decide whether they will be adopted

by that state. The New York officials are also

reported en route to Atlanta to arrange for the

expanded scope of the territory covered by the local

shows.
New Orleans' importance as a theatrical center

will be increased materially by the expansion of

the territory served. Charles A. Niggermeyer left

July 5 for Atlanta, where he will meet Gene Kear-
ney, Boris Moros and John Friedl to make arrange-
ments for the induction of the Niggermeyer units

into Atlanta.

New Type Show Given at

Missouri Theatre After
Price Cut by Fox

/The stage show at the Missouri Theatre in St.

Louis will consist of a new type of vaudeville pres-

entation. Robert Alton, who trained the original

Missouri Rockets, has been brought back from Holly-
wood to direct the stage presentations. There will be
vaudeville changes every week, as well as regular
features such as AI Eldridge and his Missourians, the
Missouri Rhythm Girls and the Missouri Quartette.

The vaudeville acts for the opening week will include

Al Gordon and his dogs, Uhlis and Clark, dancers,
and Danny and Eddy, who perform on roller skates.

The new policy at the Missouri theatre is Skouras
Brothers' answer to the price cut made by the Fox
theatre a few weeks ago.

Feibel at the Console
Frederick Feibel is presenting the 11 a. m. and

5 :30 p. m. organ concerts at the New York Para-
mount in the absence of Egon Putz on vacation.
Feibel also broadcasts a half-hour organ recital over
the Columbia chain at 8:30 a. m. on Wednesdays.

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending July 19th

No._ I

"When It's Springtime in the Rockies"
—(Villa Moret).

No. 2
"Dancing with Tears"—(M. Wit-

mark).
No. 3

"You Brought Me a New Kind of
Love"—(Famous).

No. 4
"Stein Song"—(C. Fisher).

No. 5
"If I Had a Girl Like You"— (Feist).

"I'm in the Market for You"-—(Red
Star).

"Swinging in a Hammock"—(Berlin).

"It Happened in Monterey"—(Feist).

"Around the Corner"— (Feist).

No. 7
"I Love You So Much"—(Harms).
"Absence Makes the Heart Grow

Fonder"—(Remick).
"Moon Is Lotv"—(Robbins).

"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous).
"Song Without a Name"—(Feist).

"I Remember You from Somewhere"
—(De Sylva).

No. 8

"What's the Use"— (Feist).

"With My Guitar and You"—(Sher-
man Clay).

"Old Nezv England Moon"—(Berlin).

"Somewhere in Old Wyoming"—
(Morris).

"Moonlight on Colorado"—(Shapiro),

"So Beats My Heart"—(De Sylva.)

"Reminiscing"—(Remick).

"Dozvn the River of Golden Dreams"
—(Feist).

"Exactly Like You"—(Shapiro).

"With You"—(Berlin).

"DANCING THE DEVIL AWAY"—(Harms, Inc.)

—A hot tune from the picture. "The Cuckoos."
What a dance tune it makes and the orchestras are
playing it plenty. Words by Bert Kalmar, music by
Harry Ruby.

* « «

"WHAT'S THE USE"—(Leo Feist, Inc.)—An ex-
cellent fox trot tune by a writer who at one time
had some big songs to his credit. The lyric by a
local boy has merit, too. Is already selling good.
Words and music by Isham Jones and Charles New-
man.

* « *

"EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR THE BEST"—
(Will Rossiter)—If we all adopted this slogan we
would have a better world to live in. This Chicago
publisher has a good song here and it should sell.

By Walter Fett. Harold Leonard and W. R. Williams.

* « «

"WASN'T IT NICE"—(M. Witmark & Sons)—

A

cute thought here. A nice melody with appropriate
lyrics and the song looks commercial. Lyric by Joe
Young, music by Seymour Simons.

"MOONLIGHT ON THE COLORADO"— (Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co.)—A hilly bill.v idea. Well written
and if the public goes for it. might be another big
song for this type. Words by Billy Moll, music by
Robert A. King.

* * *

"IT'S EASY TO FALL IN LOVE"— (Irving Berlin,

Inc.)—A fox trot novelty song that makes a good
orchestra tune. Has a cute lyric and will be great
for the soubrettes. Words by Coleman Goetz, music
by Pete Wendling.

j/,<^ /3^
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STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from page 49, column 2)

piece of machinery. When the side is taken off June
Carr is revealed seated on top. She goes into a song
accompanied on the piano by Schooler; this is fol-

lowed by a tap dance by June atop the piano, accom-
panied by Schooler ; then they switch with appropriate
remarks.

Then follow the Chester-Hale girls in sports cos-

tumes. Schooler announcing them with comedy chatter.

The girls take off Schooler's overalls, revealing him in

another costume. They go into routine steps, with
Schooler singing and then leading them in a tap
dance.

Then on comes June Carr in a comedy dance novelty
joined in the finish by Schooler and they do a bur-

lesque athletic dance.

After that the Lcs Gelis Brothers, from Earl Car-

roll's "Sketch Book," are introduced and do some soft

shoe work in a novelty dance with acrobatics with a

midget featured. After this George Wild, leader of the

Century orchestra, directs the band, while Schooler

plays Lisit's E Flat Concerto on a piano. This is

followed by the finale with emery wheels whirling on

the backdrop, making sparks for the background.

New^ Orleans Saenger
Week Ending July 18

Following the lead of the street car men and har-

ness bulls of the police department, Ben Black and
the Saenger Stage Band appear this week sans coats.

But, parsing up this slight discrepancy in their

wardrobe, the boys made a hit just the same in

"Tovm Topics," the Publix unit staged by Charles

Niggcrraeyer.

The headliner is divided into three sections this

week, with Ben Dova in the lead.

Ben Dova impersonates a souse who has filled up
on squirrel whisky, as he climbs a lamp post and does

nerve wracking stunts.

Harry DowlLng is back with us again as a bois-

terous lady impersonator, red hair. No. 10 shoes and
no stockings, with an act that stopped the show.

Harry has one or two rather shady jokes.

Another good act is Carlos Peterson, who, despite

his name of Swedish extraction, does an exceptionally

clever Russian dance assisted by the Dixie Rockets.

And last but not least, Irene Taylor, who worked
with the chorus in So Long Sally, charmed—angels

could do no more.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending July 18

Walter Davidson and his Louisville Loons returned

to the Mainstreet this week for a happy and hilarious

homecoming. They played at this house for 92 suc-

cessive weeks several years ago, which was the long-

run record for the Mainstreet. Harlan Christie was
with the Loons as usual, but an added member of

the troupe was the attractive soloist, Rosie Moran.

Another Kansas City favorite reappeared on the

same bill, Peter Higgins, the Irish tenor of Radio

Pictures and R K O vaudeville. The songs he sang

were particularly well-received by his friends here.

They were: "Lonesome Road," "Smiling Irish Eyes,"

"Gonna Get a Girl," "I'm Falling in Love with

Someone," and "Happy Days." Frank Dixon was
his pianist.

Next in favor on the program were Johnnie Mills

and Tim Shea in a clowning and tumbling act.

Cecelia Blair, a "smiley, swagger stepper," lived

up to the adjectives and flung a wicked foot.

Margie and Teeps Lucille, sisters who sing some-

what after the manner of the Duncan Sisters, did

their bit very well.

St. Louis Fox
Week Ending July 25

Eddie Peabody was right at home in mastering the

Fanchon and Marco prince of stage ideas "Good
Fellows," which included a bevy of real entertainers.

Lucille Page, Fanchon & Marco's darling, was very

well received and did her bit in excellent shape.

And that's not just a play of words. If you see

Lucille you will know what I mean.

Bud Averill and His Songsters proved a sensa-

tional chorus of 18 male voices. Harrison & Elmo,
Two Boys from Cork, got their share of applause.

Helen Burke was a very vivacious dancer and easy

Mort Harris and Ted Snyder, who wrote the music and lyrics of the Sherman, Clay songs,
"Shoot the Hoodoo Away," and. 'With My Guitar and You" for the Pathe picture, "Swing
High," are again represented in another Pathe production, "Night Work" for which they
wrote, "Vm Getting Tired of My Tired Man" and "Deep in Your Heart." Shapiro, Bern-
stein and Co., are the publishers of these two likely tunes. The boys are shown here with

Fred Scott (left) who sings the numbers in "Swing High."

on the eyes, and speaking of eyes and other things
reminds us that the Sunkist Beauties, some of those

California stunners, were among those present.

The M G M Four proved an excellent quartette.

Tom Terry at the organ got his audience to sing

with him.

William Parson conducted the pit orchestra in the

overture.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending July 18

Fanchon and Marco's "Overture Idea" at the Fox
this week presents a number of clever and original

touches. Especially deserving of praise are the Sun-
kist Beauties, who execute their unique dances with

grace and intelligence. Their first appearance shows
them/ costumed in D'Artagan suits, in front of a

black drop. They remove their boots and the boots

step out and do a dance of their own. Of course

someone in a black wi-ap could step into those boots

and dance away although remaining invisible to the

audience.

Then a boudoir doll with long, dangling arms and

legs and fluffy head moves across the stage in a most
animated dance. The doll proves to be animated by

a man completely covered by a black suit.

Again the Sunkist Beauties perform a graceful and
artistic dance reminiscent of a Greek painting.

Two comedy novelty musicians. Edison and Gregory,

play tunes by means of air pressure on everything

from an automobile tire to a vacuum cleaner. A
saw and a violin bow also make music for them.

Another unusual feature is an adagio dance in

which one man plays partner for ten girls.

A touch of grand opera is introduced when Louise
Manning in rose satin, sings "II Trovatore," from
the side stage while the anvil rings and sparks fly

from the center of the stage during the "Anvil
Chorus."
Jack Goldic, wearing violet trousers and white

satin shirt, tumbles and turns somersaults and
dances on his hands in a manner that arouses the
enthusiasm of the audience.

Helen Hille plays the banjo, sings "Do, Do Some-
thing," changes her costume and tap dances, all with-

out leaving the stage.

William A. Krauth conducts the orchestra in "I

Love You So Much," delightfully interpreted.

ATTENTION
ORGANISTS!

HAVE YOU YOUR NEXT
WEEK'S SOLO?

If You Haven't

I Have!

Write for cue sheets on:

"A GOLFING WE WILL GO*'

"GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN SONG"

Two Sure-Fire Organ Solos

KAE STUDIOS, 125 W. 45th St.

MILTON KAE NEW YORK CITY

K^T
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,^ $1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept. ^^

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
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Theatres for Sale or Rent

FOR SALE—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE;
seats 322—sound equipment. County seat town; main
line of Rock Island and Santa Fe railroads now
building in. 22 miles to the nearest show. Show
making money; but am forced to sell because of ill

health. Address G. A. Hart, Stratford, Texas.

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK
Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25%

of value. West Virginia town, drawing population

ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers save

postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply.

Address Box 627, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE — STRAND THEATRE, JESUP,
GEORGIA. Population 3,000; drawing power 10,000.

New road opening up giving access to another town
only nine miles away with a population of 1.000. Best

located theatre in the South. Forty-five miles from
any large town or any other theatre. No opposition

and no likelihood of any. Have five year lease, just

renewed. Beautiful theatre—-reasonable rent. Doing
good business. Other business interests force me to

sell. 400 seats, perfect sound equipment. House has

been acoustically corrected. Pipe-organ, non-synchro-

nizing machine. Balcony for colored trade. First

check for $15,000.00 gets it. Signed by W. P. Rig-

gins, Mgr., Strand Theatre, Jesup, Georgia.

THEATRE IN SOUTH BEND, INDIANA—Seat-

ing 1127—in theatre district. Inquire Dr. J. Burke,

South Bend, Indiana.

GOOD PAYING 350 SEAT HOUSE, 50c and 25c,

SPECIALS 75c and 35c, silent, no competitio_n, near-

est sound sixty mountain miles. Building 55 ft. x
110 ft., three lots, store, six room house, dance hall,

weekly dances, shows seven nights. Must sell ac-

count of altitude. Less than half cost. Snap. Ad-
dress Rainbow Theatre, Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Lo-

cated in the finest game and fishing country in the

United States.

CAN SELL YOUR THEATRE QUICKLY—
SENT? ALL PARTICULARS to Albert Goldman, 5

S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—250 SEAT HOUSE and equipment.
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to appreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Hemdon,
Virginia.

A REAL NICE THEATRE IN TOWN 2500 POP-
ULATION. Talking Pictures. Six other towns to

draw from. At a bargain. Address R. W. Floyd,
Dyer, Tennessee.

FOR SALE—THEATRE BUILDING COMPLETE.
TO\VN of 12.000, no competition, fully equipped
with sound and doing a nice business. Address
D. O. Coleman, Southington, Conn.

TWO THEATRES—TOWN 5,000; must be sold

to settle estate; absolutely genuine bargain. Ad-
dres<; Box 488. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St.. Chicago, Illinois.

623-SEATER WITH SOUND—Population 4,200;
no opposition. Sunday town. Address Empress
Theatre, Belding, Mich.

Help Wanted

WANTED—AN EDITOR-MANAGER for the So-
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers. Applications are
hereby invited for the combined position of business
manager of the Society and editor of the Society's
Journal. The editor-manager will be supplied with
capable editorial and clerical assistants, and his duties
will be (a) to edit the Journal under the jurisdic-

tion of the Board of Editors; (b) to transact the
routine business of the Secretary and Treasurer and
the various committee chairmen, and (c) to assist the
President in coordinating the various activities of the
Society. Desirable qualifications of the applicant in-

clude a pleasing personality, managerial and technical
editorial ability, and a broad knowledee of the mo-
tion picture industry. The salary will be not less

than $6,000.00 per year.
Applications should be forwarded to J. H. Kur-

lander. Secretary of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, 2 Clearfield Avenue, Bloomfield, New
Jersey.

Positions Wanted

PROJECTIONIST, ELECTRICIAN, SIGN, SHOW-
Card Writer: and General Theatre Advertising. Non-
union, prefer small town, ten years' experience, best

of references. Reliable, will go anywhere. Address
T. L. Jackson, 921 W. 7th St., Joplin, Missouri.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE ME
WORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8

years' experience on Powers, Motiograph, Simplex,
also Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Age 2454, mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St.. Rock Hill, S. C.

AT LIBERTY—Experienced Manager for park,
carnival, summer resort. Dance pavilion, hotel or
club. Other amusement propositions considered. Dy-
namic personality. Age 38. Married; have car; go
anywhere. References exchanged. Salary and per-

centage. State all first letter. Write, wire or phone
Hemlock 5721. Guy Hallock, Duluth, Minn.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-

tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhib-
itors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

OPERATOR, EXPERIENCED ON WESTERN
ELECTRIC and R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE system or
silent pictures. Go anywhere; references. Address
Alex Branik, 3486 Brush St., Detroit, Michigan.

THEATRE MANAGER DESIRING CHANGE,
preferably South or West, married, go anywhere.
References; successful record. Two weeks' notice
necessary; at present employed major chain. Handle
any type theatre or group, executive capacity. Thor-
ough experience all branches business. All replies
will be answered. Wire or letter. Address H. Nella,
Majestic Hotel, Utica, N. Y.

AT LIBERTY—PROJECTIONIST. Experience
on silent and talkie equipment, can give reference:
will locate anywhere. Address R. E. Huard, 34 Bond
St., Battle Creek, Mich.

PROJECTIONIST, SOUND OPERATOR, fifteen
vears experience: write or wire. Address Barney
Lt:desher, 1493 Washington St., Dubuque, Iowa.

THEATRE MANAGER, ORGANIST. AD WRIT-
ER. WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND OPERATOR
—Non-Union, married, aged 35. desires two or three
year contract south of Mason-Dixon line or outside
continental United States. At libertv about Sep-
tember 15th. Highest references. Address full par-
ticulars. Box 486. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, theatre advertising men, theatre
service men, available for employment at short notice.
No service charges. Address Theatre Managers In-
stitute. 325 Washington St., Elmira. New York.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, assistant managers, advertising
men, service men, available for employment at short
notice. Address Theatre Managers Institute, 325
Washington St., Elmira. New York.

Sound Equipment Bargains

FACTORY TO YOU—CUT OUT THE MIDDLE-
MAN—BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE—Sound-on-
Film. Heads, $198.50; Photocells, $14.95; GE Exciter
Lamp, 98c: Optical Systems $29.50; Head Amplifiers,

$29.60; 54 h.p. Synchronous Motors, $29.50; Rochester
Built Turntables, $69.50; Samson 250 push-pull ampli-

fier, $54.45: Audak Tuned Pickups. $33.95; Standard
Audak, $17.95; Speedometers. $9.95; Wright-DeCoster
Horns, $14.70; Jensen Speakers, $17.80; Exponential
Horns, $48.80; Giant Exponential Units, $46.35;

Junior Units, $21.95; Constant Faders, $13.90; Sound
Mixers, $19.50; W. E. Approved Sound Screens,
$49.00; R. C. A. Licensed Tubes, 50% off; Acoustical
Felt, 2914c sq. yd.; Bargains, Demonstrators, Rebuilt
Booth Equipment. Write us your needs. Address
Service-on-Sound Corp., 1600 Broadway, New York
City, N. Y.

DISCO-PHONE TURNTABLES NOW $50.00
EACH, with pickup fader and all attachments. Free
trial offer. Address The Disc-0-Phone Co., Florala,
Ala.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound
screens a foot. 75c. Synchronous ^ H.P., motors,
$50.00. 5i HP. variable speed motors, $27.50. Large
hub two-thousand foot reels, $2.00. Imported Mirror
Arc mirrors guaranteed finest made 7", $6.00. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, up-
per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,
$25.00. Gundlach lenses, $3.00. Mazda regulators,
$37.50. Lens polish, a pint, $2.00. New Strong
rectifier tubes for 30 ampere, $13.50; for IS ampere,
$7.25. Heavy film splicers, $6.00. Mazda globes for
any machine, discount 10%. Sure- fit Simplex parts,
discount 10%. Two Simplex machines like new with
new Strong Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-in-
tensity generator, $1175.00. Powers 6B Mazda ma-
chine good as new, $300.00. Two Powers 6B bases,
$150.00. Any size carbons National Bio. Electra
Discount 10%. Two Strong low-intensity lamps,
demonstrators, $300.00. Two Strong 30 amperes rec-
tifiers slightly used, $250.00. Two Powers 6B ma-
chines complete with heavy Grimes Turntables ready
for sound projection guaranteed best made, $900.00.
Write or wire us your needs. Twenty years in the
theatre supply business. You take no chance when
you order from the Western Motion Picture Co.,
Danville. 111.

Equipment for Sale

ONE PACENT DISC TALKING EQUIPMENT
IN PERFECT CONDITION—for $600.00 cash. One
extra good Simplex only slightly used for $400.00;
one Simplex good condition for $300.00; one Powers
6B including GE Mazda unit for $200.00; one Re-
producco Pipe Organ for $150.00. Address Royal
Theatre, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

FOR SALE—2 POWERS MACHINES with gov-
ernor type speed control. Also an extra Powers head—all heads just over-hauled. Address Sun Theatre,
Plainwell, Mich.

MOVIEPHONE DISK EQUIPMENT for two ma-
chines—for Powers or Simplex, complete cost $1,000.
Used less than a week. Lost lease. Must be sold at
once at price of $150. Direction for installing. Ad-
dress G. M. Beede, Westboro, Mass.

TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTIOGRAPH. $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters. New De Vry suit-
case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minn.

FOR SALE—One pair Syncrodisk Tables with
pick-ups and fader. Used only sixty days. Perfect con-
dition. Address A. D. Boon, Franklin, Mo.

SIX BRAND NEW $55.00 record cabinets for
$35.00 each. FOUR NEW TYPE $25.00 lens holders
for $20.00 each. Address Box 489. Exhibitors Her-
ald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—I have one Reproducer Pipe Organ in
first-class condition. Cost $2250.00. Have $450.00
worth of music. I dare anybody to make me an of-
fer on it. Will trade for seats. Simplex Projector or
what have you? Address Strand Theatre, Jesup,
Georgia.

ADDITIONAL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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BRAND NEW RECORD CABINETS—$14.00 each.
Coat $35.00. Address Vitadisk Company, Inc.,
Rochester, New York

FOR SALE—THREE TQRNTABLE NON-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde, New York.

FIRST HUNDRED DOLLARS TAKES BEAU-
TIFUL Phototone Non-Synchronous Speaker Tubes,
Record Cabinet. Fifty Records, perfect condition.
Address Ritz Theatre. Clearneld, Pa.

"BESTLITE" SHUTTERS GIVE MORE LIGHT,
minimum flicker, perfect Technicolor. $13.00, the
price. Address Bestllte Shutter Co., 3900 Third Ave.,
Sioux City, la.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN—ONE AUDI-
PHONE Talking outfit complete with Daylight Screen.
Address Lanett Theatre, Lanett, Alabama.

PRACTICALLY NEW HALF SIZE CINEPHOR
lenses, also quarter size. 2 good used Simplex Pro-
jectors with G. E. Mazda 2 Simplex Mazda with
National regulators like new. 2 new variable speed
motors. Prices right. Address Box 492. Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—FOUR DYNAMIC SPEAKERS.
Also 400 opera chairs. Write Nebraska Theatre
Corp., 2814 Leavenworth St., Omaha, Nebraska.

MOVIE-PHONE DISC EQUIPMENT for Sim-
plex, guaranteed good condition. Instructions for
installing. $350.00 cash. Address Mission Theatre,
Dalhart. Texai.

DON'T PAY HIGHWAY ROBBERY PRICES
FOR PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS. We supply
standard replacements all leading systems same price

to manufacturers, dealers or exhibitors—$14.95. State
make and type wanted. Address Service-on-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway New York City, N. Y.

FOR SALE—280 VENEER THEATRE SEATS
30c each. Phototone Non-Sync, good as new with
200 records $230.00. Address Lyceum Theatre, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

FOR SALE—PHOTOPHONE NON-SYNC, 7

months old, 150 records, $190.00. Address Galen The-
atre, Marysville, Pa.

THE TALK OF THE TALKIES—Synchronized
reproducers, new 1930 models for lease at $5.70 a
week. Rentals give you ownership. Address Life-
tone Service Incorcorated. Oregon, Illinois.

2 REBUILT SIMPLEX MACHINES, double
bearing intermittent movements, with five-point pedes-
tals at $450.00 each. Address Box 481, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT BARGAINS. We can
save you money on anything you want. Write for
prices. Oldest independent theatre supply house in

America. You take no chance when you buy from
the Western Motion Picture Company, Danville^ 111.

FOR SALE—STEEL PROJECTION BOOTH for
one machine, $10.00. 2 1054x131/^ feet GOLD
FIBRE SCREENS, $23.00 each. 2 Mazda LAMP-
HOUSES with transformers, $30.00 each. Addres»
Rio Theatre, Oak Creek, Colorado.

"CAN YOU INSTALL YOUR OWN SOUND?"
Others have at a great saving. Detailed prints and
photographs are furnished. Write for prices and
terms. Address The Lifetone Co., Oregon, Illinois.

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in
guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps with or without machines at
reasonable prices. Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fans for AC and DC current. Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all

at bargain prices for immediate shipment. Write for

bargain list. Address Illinois Theatre Eouipraeni
Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opers
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash.
Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
1214 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

TWO LATEST MODEL SYNCRODISK SENIOR
TURN-TABLES With Pick-Ups and Fader, $65.00
each. Mason, 240 Columbia Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

PAIR VITADISC TURNTABLES WITH PICK-
UPS, Fader; $125.00. Address Lee, 302 So. Harwood
St., Dallas Texas.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED TO BUY—Two baby arc lights for Pow-
ers Projector at reasonable price. Address Fox Valley
Theatre, Fox Valley, Sask., Canada.

WANTED—TO PURCHASE—from 500 to 650 up-
holstered opera chairs for sound picture house. Also
two Simplex or Powers Projectors, must be prac-
tically new, at bargain prices. Address Exhibitors
Lock Box 674, Pine BlufE, Arkansas.
WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices. Simplex

Projectors—Mechanism or complete machines. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad, or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, California.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

EXCELLENT WESTERNS, $3 REEL; Powers
6A Projectors, $125.00. Address Marshall Films,
Rome. Georgia.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash. Chicago, Illinois.

WANTED—Sampson No. 19 or 20 Amplifier, 60
cycle. Address Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

WANTED—TWO MARQUISE SIGNS—eleven feet

long, changeable letters. Address Hippodrome, Ogdens-
burg, N. Y.

Chairs for Sale

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

FOR SALE—1000 UPHOLSTERED SEATS. Im-
itation Spanish leather, veneered backs. $1.85 each.
1500 5-ply veneered chairs 95c each. Address Illi-

nois Theatre Equipment Company, 1029 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs, 600 up-
holstered, 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

1,000 used high-grade spring constructed theatre
seats covered in imitation Spanish leather. The seats
are all brand new with metal bottom boards. Very
reasonable prices. 500 spring edge seats covered in

imitation Spanish leather made by Heywood-Wakelield
Company. 1,000 upholstered seats in imitation leather,
veneer backs. 750 heavy 3-ply veneer theatre chairs
54 backs. Also several smaller lots of upholstered
chairs, panel backs, at very attractive prices. We can
furnish you with your needs—everything for the thea-
tre—in the used line—at a great saving. For more
information and prices, write Illinois Theatre Equip-
ment Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Managers* Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn
modern theatre management and theatre advertising.
The Institute's training leads to better positions.
Write for particulars. Address Theatre Manager!
Institute. 325 Washington St.. Elmira, N. Y.

Organs for Sale

PIPE ORGAN—LATE MODEL WURLITZER,
style "W." Slightly used, good as new. Cost $2,600.00.

Real Bargain. Will consider some trade. Address
Texas Theatre, Killeen, Texas.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case, like

new. Address National_ Equipment Co., 409 West
Michigan St., Duluth, Minn.

Films for Sale

BIG STOCK OF WESTERNS, SERIALS, CAR-
TOONS AND COMEDIES priced low for quick sale.

Write at once for our list if you are in the market
to buy for CASH. Address Security Pictures, Film
Exchange Building, Omaha, Nebr.

FREE 35 MM. FILM, SUITCASE PROJEC-
TORS, $30.00. 9mm. film cheap. List. Address
Seavey, 76 Laurel, Ridgefield Park, New Jersey.

COMEDIES, ACTION. WESTERN and Sensa-
tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition

film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co., 630
Ninth Ave., New York. N. Y,

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-
less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 8y2x7'A" letterheads $3.33, or 854x11"
$4.44, postpaid. SoUidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

Films Wanted

WANTED _ USED MOVIE FILMS, ALSO
EQUIPMENT. Address Claude & Caeser, Kirklin,
Indiana.

WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE a few good,
silent comedies. Film must be in good condition.
Mail list and prices to the Pittsburgh Sales Company,
1317 Clark Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago. Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-
nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, Illinois.

Bankrupt Stock

BANKRUPT STOCK — FILMS — MACHINES,
also Talking Equipment. Stamp for list. Address
Box 255, Hickman Mills, Missouri.

Insurance

THE BIGGEST SAFEGUARD for your business
is the sure protection afforded by insurance. BUT
insurance improperly written is itself a loss of money
to you. For ten years we have made a study of the
theatre's insurance needs. Call on us or write us.
Address Jules Juillard & Co., Room 937, 175 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Would Like to Trade

$120 PER MONTH INCOME PROPERTY leased
to government, 10 years for Post-Office. Will trade
for Theatre building or Theatre business. Address
Box 493, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Illinois.

Partner Wanted

WANTED—A PARTNER TO BUY ONE-HALF
INTEREST in my Theatre in Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan. Will sell one-half interest in Theatre business
or building, or half interest in both. This Theatre
has been a paying proposition for twenty-five years.

Partner must be sober and reliable and willing to take
an active part in management of same. If interested
communicate with George C. Nichols, 1029 Madison
Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miscellaneous

ADVERTISE IN RURAL \\TEKLIES—Lists free.
Address Meyer Agency, 4112 H. Hartford, St. Louis,
Mo.

GET FAT—Without drugs, method 25c. Address
Edwin Wilkins, Refugio, Texas.

THEATRE ADVERTISING— FLASHY 3x8
BILLS: 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4.25, postpaid. King
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10, cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-
ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Signs Shop,
Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES—Manufacturer to
you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service, Box 4673, Kan-
sas City, Mo.

ilT
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY

LETTERS FROM READERS

Real Modesty
THE WRITER HAS JUST RETURNED
from his vacation at his old home in the

East.

I was very sorry to have missed Old Dad
Jenkins during my absence, but glad to know
he made the recommendation for the plaque

which had long been a cherished wish, but

true modesty on my part prevented my re-

ceiving one as I really believe that this honor
should be bestowed through sources other

than ownership or management on its own
merits, as against managers seeking the

plaques themselves for the reason that every-

one believes (if they ha,ve any fair sound)
that he merits the same.

I would suggest that in order to get the

full benefit and publicity of this award the

plaque be forwarded to Mr. K. V. Lewis, edi-

tor of Robinson Daily News, so we may better

tie up with him in publicity for presentation.

Again thanking you, and with all good
wishes, I am

—

Joe Hewitt, Lincoln theatre,

Robinson, 111.

He Replies, And How!
MY ATTENTION HAS BEEN CALLED

to the article that you have published in

your recent issue of the Exhibitors Herald,
in the Voice of Industry on page 55, regard-

ing my act.

I wish to state that I have been working
with the Publix theatre since last January and
at present am working out of Marc Wolf's
office out of Indianapolis, Indiana. I feel that

he can inform you much better than I can
about the merits of this act, and the results

that he received from using it.

However, I had a three-day layoff and my
agent booked Winchester. I did not want to

play the engagement as there was no money
in the date for me but d'd not wish to break
the contract with Mr. Brenner at Winchester.

The said contract with exhibitor was sub-

ject to cancellation after the first day if at-

traction was not satisfactory with manager.
The contract was not cancelled ; as a matter
of fact everything was satisfactory until the

finish of the engagement, when my agent went
to collect salary. The manager wished to cut

salary in half as he stated we did him no
good. I wish to further state that the picture

I was exploiting was not due to show there

until the following Sunday.

I played the following week at Richmond,
Indiana, at the Tivoli Publix theatre, managed
by Ray Howard. Mr. Brenner went so far as

to call Mr. Howard, telling him the act was
terrible, and advised him against playing it,

after the Publix theatre had been playing my
act for several months. Do you think Publix
would play a silly act as Mr. Brenner states if

the act did not have merits? My attraction

has played the leading cities of the United
States from coast to coast, this being my 24th
annual tour, and never have I had such a let-

ter as Mr. Brenner contributed to your maga-
zine published. The world must be wrong and
Mr. Brenner right. I sincerely hope you will

make a thorough investigation of my attrac-

tion and publish your findings in your column.

You may get in touch with the following
managers I have played in the past few
months: Mr. Sam Soloman, manager of the
Paramount theatre, Youngstown, Ohio. Played

this theatre three times in five weeks. Mr.
Tallman, manager, Ceramic theatre, East
Liverpool, Ohio. Mr. Guy Martin, district

manager of Anderson, Indiana, territory out
of Anderson. Have played every theatre in

his territory. One may get in communication
with him at the New State theatre, Anderson,
Indiana. Mr. Harry Muller, manager. State
theatre, Anderson. Mr. Doc Armington, man-
ager of Rivoli Publix theatre, Muncie, Indi-

ana, or Mr. Marc Wolf, district manager of
Publix theatres out of Indianapolis. Have
played all of his theatres, finishing his last

theatre this week here at Crawfordsville, Indi-

ana. You may wire here immediately at my
expense to the manager of the Strand Publix
theatre and receive information regarding this

attraction.

I regret very much that Mr. Brenner takes
that attitude towards this attraction, and am
very sorry the letter was published, and will

appreciate it very much if you will make a
clear investigation and correct Mr. Brenner's
statements in your Exhibitors Herald-
World.

I also enclose a press story on the front
page of Crawfordsville paper to verify my
statements, concerning my attraction.

It surely cannot be a silly act, or an act of
pity to receive the front page of a paper that

has never given anything to the Strand Publix
before I came here.

—

George "Nervo" Tomp-
kins, Strand Publix theatre, Crawfordsville,
Indiana.

A Beautiful Possession

I WISH TO ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT
of the plaque. We cannot express our ap-

preciation in words. It is a beautiful posses-
sion, and a fitting tribute to our hard work
in making our house deserving of such a

prize. Our patrons are very much interested

in it, and all say we deserve it. Allow us to

thank you most sincerely. We will strive to

live up to all the plaque represents.—H. F.

Jenkins, City theatre, David City, Neb.

His Idea of a Picture

ALLOW ME TO PASS A FEW RE-
marks about the much advertised "Ingagi."

I have just finished a three day run with this

highly touted sensational African picture. Ex-
hibitors read columns in almost every trade
paper about "Ingagi" and like myself I doubt
if they know anything definite about the pic-

ture. I am wise now. Had I known before-

hand what the picture consists of I can
assure you I would not have used it under
any circumstances. In the five years that I

have been in this business I have never shown
a screen entertainment that hits as close to

the zero mark as this. My customers must
agree with me, as I had more walkouts on
this than I have had on the last 100 pictures

put together.

The question as to whether the scenes are
genuine or not means nothing, as I see it.

Even if it is all authentic I would not raise

the rating on this hoax one. degree. What is

wrong? I can't see one thing right with it.

Advertised as the most sensational film ever
produced and advertised with photos that

show scenes that did not appear in the picture

at all are among the worst accusations

against it.

Advertised entirely in sound. I did not note

over a dozen sound effects in the entire eight

reels. Less than one-eighth of a reel in sound
effects. The sound consists of some of the
most terrible music ever recorded and the
announcer's voice which runs throughout the
picture is such that it actually sounds like

the gentleman had a clothes pin on his

nose and a bag of mush in his throat. As far

as the sound effects go we used to use a lot

more on most pictures with the old non-syn.
With good clear announcing this picture
might have almost gotten by with about 10
per cent of the audience.
As for the photography some of it was

good but a lot of it was so "rainy" that it

almost appeared like a snowfall—which would
be ridiculous in the heart of Africa. The pic-

ture has no plot. It is supposedly a picturiza-

tion of an African big game hunt. Of the
first two that passed out on this, I heard one
remark to the other. "It wasn't worth 2 cents."

I couldn't help but agree with the dissatisfied

patron. I called them back and remarked

:

"We have a good talking comedy tonight,

come back in 10 minutes."
In one respect only "Ingagi" does not fail.

It does bring them in. I used more paper on
this than on anything I ever ran and used it

sensibly. The gross exceeded the best I have
had for 8 months and this in spite of ex-
tremely hot weather. But for three times that

gross I wouldn't knowingly run another
"Ingagi." Any of you exhibitors that had
planned to run this will be wise indeed if you
review it first—perhaps in the house of some
unfortunate exhibitor who has already signed
on the dotted line and feels he must go
through with it. What hurt as much as any-
thing here is the fact that I raised the ante
a dime—and people do hate to get taken in

that way.
Changing the subject, I would like to say

that I have been a regular subscriber to the
Herald-World since going into the show
business on a full time basis and two of my
operators have been getting this most excel-
lent magazine for about the same length of
time. I just can't imagine an exhibitor being
without it and getting by.—L. V. Bergtold,
Dodge County Show Houses, Dodge Center^
Minn.

Hats Off to Jaysee

JUST HAD THE PLEASURE OF MEET-
ing and entertaining your representative,

J. C. Jenkins. We certainly enjoyed his short
visit, and personally we think he is a wonder-
ful character. Our only regret is, that he
couldn't stay longer. Anyway we will be
hoping he will call again soort and make a
longer stay.

—

Mr. and Mrs. Earle Williams,
Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.

Glen W, Dickinson Buys
Plaza at Chanute, Kan^

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, July 22.—Glen W. Dick-
inson Theatres, Inc., has just purchased a
twenty-year lease on the Plaza house at Cha-
nute, Kan., and will take over operation
August 1. The name will be changed to the
"Dickinson."
The theatre will be handled in the deluxe

way, as the company's other houses are.

Western Electric equipment will be installed,

together with all cushioned chairs, new car-

pets and new drapes.

Celebrated Exchange in

Milwaukee Taken Over
{Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, July 22.—Winnie De Lo-
renzo, booker and office manager of the

Celebrated Players' Exchange here, and Wil-
liam (Boots) Scharun, cashier, have taken

over the exchange from J. S. Grauman. Both
have been connected with the local exchange
for the past ten years and are pioneers in the

exchange field in this territory.
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Copyright, 1930

Columbia
GUILTY (AT) : Special cast—Only a fair program

picture that didn't mean a thing at the box office.
Ckilumbia has too many pictures that don't mean any-
thing.—A. F. Botsford, Royal theatre, Ainsworth,
Neb.—Small town patronage.

MEXICALA ROSE (AT) : Sam Hai-dy—July 5. A
A good picture of the barroom kind. The acting fine
and those who like this kind of stuff said it was
good. Plenty of boozing and rough stuff. Good print.
Pleased a Saturday nifrht bunch.—Bert Silver, Sih'er
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

BROADWAY HOOFER (AT): Special cast—July
H-12. This is a clever picture, made so by two very
clever people, Saxon and Egan. Not much to the
story and in towns of this size it's over the head of
most of them. Louise Fazenda furnishes a few grins.
Some comedy would have helped the picture. Will
hustle you to get film rental out o£ it. Those who
knew what it was all about liked it. Business very
rotten, and there you are.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

LADIES OF LEISURE (AT): Barbara Stanwyck—June 22-23-24. Very good picture. Barbara Stan-
wyck and Ralph Graves very good. It was sure a
relief from that back-stage stuff we have been get-
ting. My patrons are so fed up on these singing,
dancing, back-stage pictures that I can't get them
out any more. What the most picture patrons want
is pictures with good stories. Eleven reels.—^P. G.
Held, New Strand theatre, Griewold, la.—General
patronage.

AROUND THE CORNER (AT) : Special cast—An-
other weak program from (Columbia. Where are all
of Columbia's boosters? We don't hear much from
them lately. Grape nuts, 'fhere's a reason.—A. F.
Botsford, Royal theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

SOLDIERS AND WOMEN (AT): Special cast-
Fair to poor is all we can give this one. Disc.—E. N.
Collins, Star theatre. Humble, Tex.—General patron-
age.

TEMPTATION (AT): Special oast—A weak pro-
gram picture. You won't have many requests for
more like this one.—A. F. Botsford, Royal theatre,
Ainsworth, Neb.—^Small town patronage.

CALL OF THE WEST (AT) : Special cast—A good
picture. Starts out with the regular Broadway show
girl stuff but about half way through the wiggling
girlies are shelved and the action takes place on a
ranch.—A. F. Botsford, Royal theatre, Ainsworth,
Neb.—Small town patronage.

CALL OF THE WEST (AT): Special cast—July
9-10. Nothing to get excited about. Mildly enter-
taining.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,
Tex.—General patronage.

SONG OF LOVE (AT) : Belle Baker—You can't go
wrong on this one, a money maker for anyone. Nine
reels.—Fred Flanagan, Vona theatre, Vona, Col.

—

General patronage.

First National
LILIES OP THE FIELD (AT): Corinne Griffith—June 23-24. After using this picture one can under-

stand why Corinne is going to retire. Her voice just

does not come through in a way that it can be easily

understood. This almost broke the record of "Lum-
mox" for poor business.—H. R. Cromwell, Bedford
theatre, Bedford, Pa.—General patronage.

SON OF THE GODS (AT) : Richard Barthelmess—
June 16-17. An excellent picture which was liked by
our patrons. But not much technicolor in it, so one
must be careful in stressing the color.—H. R. Oom-
well, Bedford theatre, Bedford, Pa.—General patron-

age.

SON OF THE GODS (AT): Richard Barthelmess—^May 11. A story with a moral. Well caiSt and di-

rected. Suitable for any house, any time. Nine reels.

—H. F. Higgins, Princess theatre. Saint Mai-ys, Kan.
—General patronage.

SON OF THE GODS (AT): Richard Barthelmess
—A very fine production. Barthelmess has never had
much of a following here but we had many fine com-
pliments on the picture. Business is very poor.—A.
F. Botsford, Royal theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

FURIES (AT): H. B. Warner—June 30-July 1—
This is no good as a business getter and people
panned it. No reason why this should have been
made. ' Would call it hash.—H. R. Cromwell, Bedford
theatre, Bedford, Pa.—General patronage.

THE GREAT DIVIDE (AT) : Dorothy Mackaill—
July 2-3. A very good picture which drew well for

us, as the story was something different than we have

Key to Sound Symbols
AT All-Talking
TME—Talking, Musical, Score, Effects
MC Musical Comedy
O^Operetta
ME Musical Score, Effects (only)

DEFINITIONS: AT, a picture in which all
speaking to be observed in the essential action
is recorded, the designation including any musi-
cal score which the picture may have.^TME, a
part-talking picture, the designation Including
the musical score necessary in such types and
any sound effects.^—MC, a picture corresponding
to the type of stage production called **niusical
comedies," being extravagan/as or revues featur-
ing musical acts and dancing and with all sound
essential to the action, including dialog, re-
corded.-^O, a picture corresponding to the
light operas of the stage called **operettas."
ME, a picture which has a musical score, may
have sound effects, but which has no dialog.
NOTE : When no symbols appear directly after
the title, the picture was run in silent form.

been running.—E. R. Tinkham, Chic theatre, Milo,
Me.—Small town patronage.
NO, NO, NANETTE (MC) : Lawrence Gray—

A

lavish production, action, romance and comedy. Many
favorable comments. A special good for any house.
Sunday, yes. Well cast and directed. Will draw.
Boost it.—H. F. Higgins, Princess theatre. Saint
Marys, Kan.—General patronage.

SALLY (AT) : Marilyn Miller—As good as anything
we have used yet. Marilyn Miller is a very clever
girl. She entertained every minute and her dancing
brought forth many comments. We are looking for-
ward to seeing her again.—A. F. Botsford, Royal
theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.—Small town patronage.

HARD TO GET (AT): Dorothy Mackaill—An en-
tertaining little picture that will no doubt please the
majority.—A. F. Botsford, Royal theatre, Ainsworth,
Neb.—Small town patronage.

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES (AT) : Eddie Buzzell—
July 5. A very good picture with a lot of excitement
in the horse racing line. A good show for the regu-
lar small town Saturday night patrons.—E. R. Tink-
ham. Chic theatre, Milo, Me.—Small town patronage.

Fox
NOT DAMAGED (AT): Lois Moran—June 19-20-21

This is my first Fox picture that did not go over very
good on account of having a very suggestive scene in
it. Will someone kindly let me know why they put
such scenes in a picture? Our patrons just don't like

smut in pictures and they aren't backward telling me
so. I think it is time these producers are waking
up and give us clean pictui-es with a good etory.

J. C. Jenkins

—His Colyum

The page of Jaysee Jenkins' com-

ment, together with his sundry and

several, but always interesting,

observations on many topics, is

found on page 35 of this issue.

Jaysee—Page 35

Surely that ought to be easy to do. Eight reels.

—

P. G. Held, New Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—
General patronage.

THE ARIZONA KID (AT) : Warner Baxter^une
18-19. People liked this and showed their approval by
their comments. Small towns need this kind of pic-

tures.—^H. R. Cromwell, Bedford theatre, Bedford,
Pa.—General patronage.

THE ARIZONA KID (AT): Warner Baxter—

A

good Western picture that drew good business, but
how much better it could have been had Bajiter
spoken English? If the great powers that be could
only get it out of their swelled heads that pictures
must be full of dialect to be real we would have less

complaint at the box office. Broken English is hard
to understand any place, but put it on a record and
it wears the audience out trying to understand it.

—

A. F. Botsford, Royal theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

LONE STAR RANGER (AT): Special cast—July
4-5. Very good. Fox pictures are my best bet. When-
ever I play a Fox the box office clicks. I think Fox
pictures are the best bet for the small town exhi-

bitor. Mr. Bluebaugh, manager, and Mr. Ironfield,

assistant manager, sure are fine boys to do business

with. Seven reels.—P. G. Held, New Strand theatre,

Griswold, la.—General patronage.

THE LONE STAR RANGER (AT) : Special cast-
May. 9. A man wanted for murder satisfies the law
that it was self-defense and is given a pardon on
condition he makes good, and how! Plenty of action.

Well directed. This will suit Western fans. Eight
reels.—H. F. Higgins, Princess theatre. Saint Marys,
Kan.—General patronage.

SO THIS IS LONDON (AT) : Will Rogers—Jidy
2-3. Just about the best entertainment anybody can
have. Everyone knows of Will. They read his news-
paper articles and hear him on the radio. The masses
appreciate him because he is one of them. Has the

best ending of any picture, as Will sings "America,"
and the lord "God Save the King," to the same tune.

This is so funny that even Will laughed.—H. R.

Cromwell, Bedford theatre, Bedford, Pa.—Generat pat-

ronage.

THE GOLDEN CALF (AT) : Special cast—We be-

lieve that this picture deserves every word that J. C.

said about it a week or so ago. Legs are very essen-

tial in this mad old world of ours, but Dad doesn't
care to bring Maw and the kids and pay good money
to see nothing else. Will the producers ever get
away from such stuff and make pictures that
all decent people can enjoy ?—A. F. Botsford, Royal
theatre, Ainsworth. Neb.—Small town patronage.

DOUBLE CROSS ROADS (AT) : Special cast-
Not bad. Faint praise is the best we can give this.

—E. N. Collins, Star theatre. Humble, Tex.—General
patronage.

HOT FOR PARIS (AT) : Victor McLaglen—June
30-July 1. No special by any means, though sold to

us as one. Only a few liked this picture. If it had
not been for El Brendel it would have been no good
at all. He did help to keep the few who came to

see it from walking out. McLaglen is not a bit

funny, his voice is awful. Bellowing and bawling Is

anything but funny. No more such pictures for us.

Eight reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmar-
nock, Va.—General patronage.

HOT FOR PARIS (AT) : Victor McLaglen—You
can understand what they mean but you have to

guess what they are saying most of the time. Plenty
of comedy and dialog. Not a Sunday picture. Not
as suggestive as "The Cock Eyed World." It will

please.—H. F. Higgins, Princess theatre. Saint Marys,
Kan.—^General patronage.

SUNNY SIDE UP (AT) : Gaynor-Farrell—May 24-
25. This was the sweetest of the year. How they
smiled when they walked out ! Receipts indicate these
stars are welcome here. Thirteen reels.—O. A. Fosse,
Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town pat-
ronage.

SUNNY SIDE UP (AT) : Gaynor-Farrell-June 18-

19. Extra-good in every way. Some said it was the
best show we have ever run. It's a real pleasure to

run a picture like this one. Sweet, clean and packed
with entertainment. All the cast very good. Twelve
reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock,
Va.—General patronage.

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN (AT): Special cast-
Some liked it and others didn't. Didn't hear any
women say they liked it. Don't believe it will rate
high among the money makers.—A. F. Botsford, Royal
theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.—Small town patronage.

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES (AT) : Gaynor-Farrell—
Doesn't begin to be the picture "Sunny Side Up" is.

Would call it a good pi'ogram picture with neither
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of the stai-s doing anything out of the ordinary. No
songs worth mentioning.—A. F. Botsford, Royal the-

atre, Ainsworth, Neb.—Small town patronage.

CRAZY THAT WAY (AT) : Special cast—Just as

the title suggests. Don't promise much if you show it.

Some of your people will be disappointed.—A. F.

Botsworth, Royal theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

MGM
THE FLORADORA GIRL (AT): Marion Davies—

July 7-8. An excellent show. If you can overcome
your people's dislike for costume, they will enjoy this.

Comedy, action and the styles of 30 years ago make
it worth the money.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre.

Grand Prairie, Tex.—General patronage.

THE BIG HOUSE (AT): Special cast—July 6-7-8.

Realistic. The cast seemed to actually live their
characterizations. Direction flawless, photography ex-

cellent. It's a mighty good picture to book. With
this release Leo gives the exhibitor his new visual

changeover signal, which is something all producers
should adopt. It is simple and works perfectly. Ten
reels.—E. W. Kundert, Ryan & Kundert, Empress
theatre, Beresford, S. D.—General patronage.

THE ROGUE SONG (O) : Lawrence Tibbett—June
25-26-27. A most artistic production, all in techni-
color, but a complete failure at the box office. Music
lovers will enjoy it. Tibbett has a magnificent voice
but the majority of the people marked time until
Laurel and Hardy appeared, as they often do in this

picture.—H. R. Cromwell, Bedford theatre, Bedford,
Pa.—General patronage.

THE ROGUE SONG (O) : Lawrence Tibbett—

A

real special. What a pleasure to be able to bring
such a marvelous production to a small town. Too
much rental for this time of year in Florida.—Mrs.
D. L. Morrison, Reliance theatre, Clermont, Fla.

—

Small tov.'n patronage.

THE ROGUE SONG (O): Lawrence Tibbett—

A

fine production. Good story. No drawing power. No
good for small town. Not enough Tibbett fans to

put it over and when they can hear the stars sing
over the radio, why pay the theatre ? Ten reels.—H.
F. Higgins, Princess theatre. Saint Marys, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE ROGUE SONG (0) : Lawrence Tibbett—July
13-14-1.5. This is a great picture. Star wonderful
singer and actor. Good east. Interesting stoi'y. One
hundred per cent satisfaction. We had a poor print.

The business on the picture nothing to rave about.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—General patronage.

THE GIRL SAID NO (AT): William Haines—
June 20-21. Typical Haines production with wise-
cracks and eliminations by the Pennsylvania censors.

—H. R. Cromwell, Bedford theatre, Bedford, Pa.—
General patronage.

IN GAY MADRID (AT) : Ramon Novarro—June
30-July 1. (Jood picture but not as good as "Devil
May Care."—^J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—General patronage.

MONTANA MOON (AT) : Joan Crawford—July
4-5. The kind of a picture that would be good any-
where. Crawford gets better and people like her.

Clifl" Edwards and Benny Rubin are funnier than ever
and help the picture a lot.—H. R. Cromwell, Bedford
theatre, Bedford, Pa.—General patronage.

MONTANA MOON (AT) : Joan Crawford—July 5.

An up-to-date production that held the attention of
our patrons. Good enough for any town, large or
small. Seven reels.—George Lodge, Green Lantern
theatre, Claymont, Del.—Genei-al patronage.

FREE AND EASY (AT) : Buster Keaton—Best
Keaton picture to date. Everyone enjoyed "Free and
Easy." Did nice business. The holiday helped to
make this one go over good. Weather fine. Nine reels.

—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.

—

General patronage.

WISE GIRLS (AT) : Special cast—June 28. A
good small town picture that small town people can
appreciate. Just a slice of life that is real.—H. R.
Cromwell, Bedford theatre, Bedford, Pa.—General pat-
ronage.

DYNAMITE (AT): Charles Bickford—There are
some points about the story that are not made quite
clear in the picture, but making allowances for the
amount of subject covered and using your reason or
imagination, as the case may be, this is a special pro-
duction. A lot of money has been spent to make it.

Has a good story and is suitable for any house,
anywhere. Your patrons will have varied opinions
but all will be pleased. The title does not draw. You
must push it. But do not be afraid. Twelve reels.

—

H. F. Higgins, Princess theatre. Saint Marys, Kan —
General patronage.

A LADY TO LOVE : Vilma Banky—June 30. Act-
ing fine in this production but the moral tone is not
desirable.—George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre,
Claymont. Del.—General pationage.

SEA BAT (AT) : Charles Bickford—July 4-5. Ter-
riVjle. To make it worse they inserted seven difi'erent

dialects, including the Scandinavian, and filmed it

with plenty of outside noises.—J, S. Walker, Texas
theatre, (jrand Prairie, Tex.—General patronage.

CHASING RAINBOWS (AT): Bessie Love—This
is real entertainment, and although the back-stage
stuff has been overdone, this one pleased everybody.
Eleven reels.—Mrs. D. L. Morrison, Reliance theatre,
Clermont, Fla.—Small town patronage.

SO THIS IS COLLEGE (AT): Special cast—May
18. This feature contains all the elements of pleas-
ing entertainment, comedy, drama, action, thrills, it's

all there. Star« easy to look at. Comments were
favorable. Nine reels.—H. F. Higgins, Princess the-
atre. Saint Marys, Kan.—General patronage.

DEVIL MAY CARE (AT) : Ramon Novarro—Very
pleasing. Singing extra-good. Novarro's voice is

beautiful and his manner most attractive. Business
good, even with thunder storm one night. This should
do extra business for any theatre. Nine reels.—^R.

D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—Gen-
eral patronage.

NAVY BLUES (AT) : William Haines-July 2-3.

Just like the rest of Metro's pictures. I can't make
any money on Metro's pictures. It seems as if my
patrons just won't turn out when I play a Metro
picture. Print good. Seven reels.—J. G. Held, New
Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

Paramount
THE VIRGINIAN (AT): Gary Cooper—An excel-

lent picture of the wide open spaces. All exhibitors
should try to play this one, unless Paramount wants
the entire gross. We have used their silent pictures
for years but have been unable to get a fair price

on their sound pictures.—A. F. Botsford, Royal the-

atre, Ainsworth, Neb.—Small town patronage.

BURNING UP (AT) : Richard Arlen—July 6-7-8.

A good racing story. Stars and cast very good. A
program picture. Hardy and Tulley Marshall fur-
nish the comedy and they are funny, too.—Bert Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

DANGEROUS CURVES (AT): Clara Bow—May
16-17. No comments either way but the box office

told the story of a fallen star. Clara has done her
bit for the industry and Paramount. Eight reels.

—

O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—

•

Small town patronage.

POINTED HEELS (AT) : Special cast—June 28-29.
Back stage story without a story, a little color, boop-
a-doop, and there you are. We ran six reels of shorts
to brace it up and, of course, lost plenty, as the cost
was almost doubled this way. Seven reels.—O. A.
Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town
patronage.

GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL (A) : Mary
Eaton—June 16-17. If attendance at a show is any
indication of its merit, then this is a very poor pic-
ture, for we did not get film rental. The story was
no good. Small town and country patrons want a
good clean story, no matter how simple. Eight reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.

—

General patronage.

THE CARNATION KID (TME) : Douglas McLean—
July 3. Very good program picture, about half-talk-
ing. A terrible print, the penalty for playing them
old. Grossed about half the film rental.—Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

WELCOME DANGER (AT): Harold Lloyd—May
2-3. When Phil Rand plays this the world will know
more about it than I could tell you in a week. Plenty
good for small towns. Ten reels.—O. A. Fosse, Com-
munity theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town patron-
age.

ILLUSION (AT) : Buddy Rogers—Like many oth-
ers now on the screen, this one is very interesting.
These two stars are good looking but if they have
anything else on the balance of the cast I did not
see it. Six months ago this picture would have been
considered good entertainment but we had more
walkouts on this than on any of 15 pictures.—W.
H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

DANGEROUS PARADISE (AT) : Nancy Carroll-
Fair program picture. Six reels.—Mrs. D. L. Morri-
son, Reliance theatre, Clermont. Fla.—Small town
patronage.

Pathe
THE GRAND PARADE (AT): Helen Twelvetrees—June _30-July 1. A good story to this picture but

the setting was too old and consequently patrons be-
lieved the picture old. It failed to bring us anything.—E. R. Tinkham, Chic theatre, Milo, Me.—Small
town patronage.

THE GRAND PARADE (AT): Helen Twelvetrees
—May 16-17. A drunken minstrel and a mistreated
girl friend try to be the whole show and parade their
weaknesses both on the stage and back of the curtain,
then try a stage come-back wearing a halo. For fear
that you would not get it the first time, she repeats
several times that he should be getting a ring. Seven
reels.—H. F. Higgins, Princess theatre. Saint Marys,
Kan.—General patronage.

THIS THING CALLED LOVE (AT): Constance
Bennett—July 5-6. A heck of a lot of talking by a
clever star. If this makes a picture for your audi-
ence, buy this. If they want action, suspense and
thrills, let Pathe find something different for this
girl to do. I'm convinced that the small town could
do a pretty fair business on neat little Westerns, talk-
ies, of course. We saw Hoot in one last night and
liked it. Sally Filers was co-star. Eight reels.—O.
A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small
town patronage.

THIS THING CALLED LOVE (AT) : Edmund
Lowe—May 22. Many favorable comments, an un-
usual example of love. It will please but it will not
draw.—H. F. Higgins, Princess theatre. Saint Marys,
Kan.—General patronage.

RED HOT RHYTHM (AT) : Special cast—May 9-10.

Pathe pictures and stars just won't do a thing for us.
In fairness to Pathe, will say "The Sophomore" was
okay. We have lost money on every Pathe picture
since we played the college opus. Nine reels.—O. A.
Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town
patronage.

THE AWFUL TRUTH (AT) : Ina Claire—May 7-8.

If we must have a censor board and they would cut
out a whole feature like this one, whenever they

show up, the board's popularity would be greatly in-
creased with exhibitors. This picture has nothing to
recommend it. Six reels.—^H. F. Higgins, Princess
theatre. Saint Marys, Kan.—General patronage.

HIS FIRST COMMAND (AT): William Boyd—
July 4. This is one of the best progi-am pictures we
have played. Gave 100 per cent satisfaction.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HER PRIVATE AFFAIR (AT): Ann Harding-
July 2-3. A very interesting picture, of court type.
Well done, rich in settings. Gave satisfaction and did
fair business for these days. Pathe has made some
very good pictures this past season. All have been
well liked by our patrons. Eight reels.—^R. D. Car-
ter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—^General pat-
ronage.

RKO
LOVE COMES ALONG (AT) : Bebe Daniels—July

9-10. A very good picture. It is rough story, the
cast is fine. Bebe Daniels' singing and acting splen-
did. She can act and she can sing. The music is

fine, making it a fine entertainment for any audience.
But we did no business, about 75 per cent of ex-
penses, but no fault of the picture. The show going
people in this town are busted.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

SECOND WIFE (AT): Special cast^-Pretty good.
Not a knockout but average entertainment. Recorded
on disc.—E. N. Collins, Star theatre. Humble, Tex.—^General patronage.

RIO RITA (AT) : Bebe Daniels—June 23-24. Very
good, singing fine, scenes beautiful, pleased those who
saw it, yet it did not draw well. Just broke even.
It may have been because it was old. We were dis-

appointed with the business it did. Fifteen reels.

—

R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—(Gen-

eral patronage.

THE FALL GUY (AT): Special cast—July 2-3.

Ordinary.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prai-

rie, Tex.—^General patronage.

Sono Art-World Wide

BLAZE O' GLORY (AT): Special cast—July 3-4.

Boy, here is one good picture which fills your house
more second night than the first. That's the kind of
a picture to play. A sad picture but one that well
pleased. Nine reels.—E. M. Jackson, Flaxville,

theatre, Flaxville, Mont.—Small town patronage.

HELLO, SISTER (AT): Special cast—July 9-10.

Very good play with plenty of music and high life.

Pleased 95 per cent here.—E. M. Jackson, Flaxville
theatre, Flaxville, Mont.—Small town patronage.

TiflFany

SWELLHEAD (AT) : Special cast—Very good.
This one partly compensates for some of the poor
ones from this company.—E. N. Collins, Star theatre.
Humble, Tex.—General patronage.

HIGH TREASON (AT) : Special cast—Terrible.
Everyone walked out who didn't go to sleep. Some-
thing must be done about Tiffany making this kind of
junk. How can a theatre stand four- more years of
this?—E. N. Collins, Star theatre. Humble, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE MEDICINE MAN (AT) : Special cast—Poor
picture.—E. N. Collins, Star theatre. Humble, Tex.

—

General patronage.

PAINTED FACES (AT) : Joe E. Brown—Brown is

hard to understand at times with the German mix-
ture. Eight reels.—^Fi-ed Flanagan, Vona theatre,
Vona, Col.—General patronage.

SUNNY SKIES (AT) : Special cast. Well, this one
is another so-so college show and will not attract any
business and I am not sure but that it keeps 'em
away.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.—General patronage.

United Artists

PUTTING ON THE RITZ (AT) : Harry Rich-
man—June 29-30-July 1. ITiis is a mighty big en-
tertainment. In this picture are Richman, Bennett,
Gleason and Tashman, all great in their characters.
Singing, dancing, come<ly good. One reel of fine

coloring. But the picture did not draw here. This
is a city picture where people know what it is all

about. Those who did see it liked it but enough did

not come to make expenses, and there you are.—Bert
Silver, Sliver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE TRESPASSER (AT) : Gloria Swanson—This
is a very good play and Gloria Swanson is sure some
actress. Pleased everyone but I did not make film

rental with it.—E. M. Jackson, Flaxville theatre, Flax-
ville, Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE TRESPASSER (AT) : Gloria Swanson—July
4. A very good picture but we had trouble with the
sound-on-disc. Patrons greatly disappointed, as we
advertised this as a holiday special.—E. R. Tinkham,
Chic theatre, Milo, Me.—Small town patronage.

Universal

LUCKY LARKIN: Ken Maynard—June 24. A fine
action picture. Everything good and kept our people
in a roar most of the time. Pleased everybody.

—

George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Del.
—General patronage.

CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD (AT) : Special cast-
July 6-7-8. Boy, Universal spending big money in
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advertising, coming- around telling you about their
wonderful pictures for 1931, and "must have big-
money for them as we are starting to only release
five big ones." "Well, I for one must say the first
one is a flop, and how, for the exhibitors. Booked
for three nights with fair house first night, 18 people
second, and none for the third. I'll say they are
putting out big pictures! This was a money loser
for me. I can take any fair picture and please the
people better than I did with "Captain of the Guard."
Had about 25 walk out first night. If we have to
run 6uch pictures small theatres will have to close
down. I for one am never going to buy any more
Universals. Ran July 6-T-S, and had to close down
on the eighth. Nine reels.—E. M. Jackson, Flaxville,
Mont.—General patronage.

PARADE OF THE WEST (AT) : Ken Maynard-
July o. Just one of the best Westerns we have had
in a long time. Ken Maynard is always a sure box
office attraction for us. This one has singing, talk-
ing, action, fancy riding and fun. Give us good
Westerns and action pictures and the children -will
come flocking back as in the good old days. Busi-
ness good. Seven reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax thea-
tre, Kilmarnock, Va.—^General patronage.
MOUNTAIN JUSTICE (AT): Ken Maynard—

A

crackerjack for Saturday. I thoroughly enjoyed this,
mainly because I am a Kentucky mountaineer. The
vernacular was good but they slipped a few times.
Seven reels.—Mrs. D. L. Morrison, Reliance theatre,
Clermont, Fla.—Small town patronage.

TRAILING TROUBLE (AT): Hoot Gibson—June
27-28. A good comedy Western.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—(Jeneral patronage.

YOUNG DESIRE (AT): Mary Nolan—July 2. A
very good program picture. The star splendid, story
good. Direction fine. The best carnival and circus
picture we have played. Print good. Business ter-
rible but no fault of the picture.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

SHANNONS OF BROADWAY (AT): The Glea-
sons—They all seemed to like this one. Eight reels.—Fred Flanagan, Vona theatre, Vona, (3ol.—General
patronage.

BROADWAY (AT): Special cast—June 26-27-28.
Only a program picture about five reels too long.
Recording fair. Twelve reels.—^P. G. Held, New
Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

TRIGGER TRICKS (AT): Hoot Gibson—June
2a-26. Not up to Hoot's standard. Just a fair West-
ern. Six reels.—P. G. Held. New Strand theatre,
Griswold, la.—General patronage.

HIDE OUT (AT) : James Murray—A good show.
Seven reels.—Fred Flanagan, Vona theatre, Vona,
Ckil.—General patronage.

SHANGHAI LADY: Mary Nolan—July 1. Inter-
esting picture. Acting good and quite satisfactory
for a small town. About an average production.

—

George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Del.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.

ROUGH WATERS (AT): Rin-Tin-Tin—Once
again the high powered picture makers must have
gone on a vacation and left the prop men and scrub-
women in charge of Rinty. Only the kids and a few
of the weak minded liked it.—A. F. Botsford, Royal
theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.—Small town patronage.

MAN HUNTER (AT) : Rin-Tin-Tin—A cheap little
program picture that will soon be forgotten. They
must have let the office boy make this one. Not
worth the money we paid.—A. P. Botsford, Royal
theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.—Small town patronage.

SONG OF THE WEST (AT): John Boles—June
27-28-29. A good picture but too much singing for
a Western. The public wants more action. This
picture made no money for me, rental too high.
Eight reels.—P. G. Held, New Strand theatre, Gris-
wold, la.—General paOronage.

SAY IT WITH SONGS (AT): Al Jolson—A good
picture that will please everyone who likes Al's pic-
tures. However, it didn't do a very big business.-

—

A. F. Botsford, Royal theatre, Ainsworth, Neb.

—

Small to-wn patronage.

SAY IT WITH SONGS (AT): Al Jolson—
Good singing and acting. Good story. Jolson does
not draw for us. Did not gross rental. Attendance
below average. Nine reels.—H. F. Higgins, Princess
theatre. Saint Marys, Kan.—General patronage.

GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY (MC) : Special
cast—La-vish production. Voices clear. Story and
title good. Will draw. Suitable for any house. Nine
reels.—H. F. Higgins, Princess theatre. Saint Marys,
Kan.—General patronage.

Miscellaneous

HER UNBORN CHILD (AT), Windsor Pictures:
Special cast—June 21-22. Leave it alone. We played
it on heavy advertising and it did not please. It is

cheaply built. A four wall picture with nothing
sensational, as they would have you believe. Harri-
son's report said, "More appeal than 'The Singing
Fool.' " How do they get that way? Nine reels.

—

O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—
Small town patronage.

Short Features

(SOUND)
COLUMBIA

SPOOK EASY, 1. Krazy Kat—This is the best we
ever ran. How the folks enjoyed it!—Fred Flanagan,
Vona theatre, Vona, Col.—General patronage.

NOTICE

D. J. Harkins is not an author-

ized representative of EXHIBI-

TORS HERALD-WORLD.

WHEN THE CAT'S AWAY, 1. Mickey the Mouse—^Very good, gets the laughs. Good music.—Fred
Flanagan, Vona theatre, Vona, Col.—General patron-
age.

EDUCATIONAL
GRASS SKIRTS, 2—Funny slapstick comedy.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—

-

General patronage.

HOLLYWOOD STAR. 2. Talking comedy and a
classic. A wonderful story and too true. Terribly
funny to us. Review of our experiences for three
months when we first became synchronized.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—^Gen-
eral patronage.

THE LUNKHEAD, 2. Funny slapstick comedy.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, (jreeuville, Mich.—^General patronage.

MGM
BRATS, 2. Laurel-Hardy—This is good, as all of

the Laurel-Hardy comedies are. Some are better than
others, yet there are no comedies that please our
patrons like these.

—

R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
Kilmarnock, Va.—^General patronage.

FIFTY MILLION HUSBANDS, 2. Charlie Chase-
All of Charlie Chase's comedies are good and this is

no exception. It has some action and that is what
our patrons want.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

HEAD GUY, 3. Harry Langdon—Good but not
quite as good as "Skirt Shy" and some of the other
Langdons that had more action in them. Above
average present day comedies.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax
theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

LAZY DAYS, 2. Our Gang—A little slow but sure-
fire with the kids.—^H. F. Higgins, Princess theatre.
Saint Marys, Kan.—General patronage.

MADAME Q, 2. A good burlesque on a court trial.
Everybody enjoyed it.—^Mrs. D. L. Morrison, Reliance
theatre, Clermont, Fla.—Small town patronage.

PERFECT DAY, 2. Laui-el-Hardy-Don 't know
whether this was a comedy or tragedy. The boys
were still sinking in the mudhole at the fadeout.
If they were really drowning, it was a calamity, for
this team is really good.—H. F. Higgins, Princess
theatre, Saint Marys, Kan.—^General patronage.

WHEN THE WIND BLOWS, 2. Our Gang—About
as good an most of the Gang comedies. "They are
not as good as they once were.—^R. D. Carter, Fair-
fax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

WHISPERING WHOOPEE, 2. Charley Chase—All
Chase comedies are good.—^H. R. Cromwell, Bedford
theatre, Bedford, Pa.—General patronage.

PARAMOUNT
BEARDED LADY, 2. Louise Fazenda—Like all

other of the Paramount-Christie talking plays, just
not worth the time it takes to run them. Absolutely
no good for small town and country.—-R. D. Carter,
Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

FOR LOVE OF MONEY, 2. Christie Comedy—

A

good comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—^General patronage.

THE RED HEADED HUSSY, 2. This is the first
comedy we have had from Paramount in a long, long
time that has had a laugh in it.—R. D. Carter, Fair-
fax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

RINGS ON MY FINGERS, 1. Average for this
subject. Photogi-aphy and cartoon work excellent.

—

O. A. Fosse, C!ommunity theatre, Ridgeway, la.—

•

Small town patronage.

SCRAPPY MARRIAGE, 2. Christie Comedy—

A

good funny comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family thea-
tre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

SO THIS IS PARIS GREEN, 2. A good burlesque
on French stuff. Some smiled, some laughed, some
walked out on it. Ii thought it was funny but you
know there is a difference of opinion in this talking
picture stuff.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—^General patronage.

PATHE
AFTER THE SHOW, 2. Jack Pepper—Good com-

edy. Plenty fast to hold interest.—O. A. Fosse,

Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town pat-

ronage.

AUDIO REVIEW No. 15, 1. These will pass as
well as a sound news. Photography fine as a rule.

—

O. A. Fosse, Cbmmunity theatre, Ridgeway, la.

—

Small town patronage.

DIXIE DAYS, 1. Fable—This is a good one. The

later ones are getting better.—O. A. Fosse. Commu-
nity theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town patronage.

FABLES. Getting better all the time.—H. R.
Cromwell, Bedford theatre, Bedford, Pa.—General pat-
ronage.

HAUNTED, 2. Evelyn Knapp—Good comedy. On
the spooky order. Kids got excited.—O. A. Fosse,
Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town pa1>
ronage.

HIGH TONED, 2. Very poor, in our judgment.
About two-thirds of Pathe comedies have fallen down
of late.—E. N. Collins, Star theatre. Humble, Tex.

—

General patronage.

RIDE 'EM, COWBOY, 2. A good comedy. Would
call it a Western musical comedy.—H. R. Cromwell,
Bedford theatre, Bedford, Pa.—General patronage.

TIFFANY
VOICE OF HOLLYWOOD, 1. This will please

them all. Has a few R K O stars in it.—Fred
Flanagan, Vona theatre, Vona, Col.—General patron-
age.

UNIVERSAL
THE ACTOR. Eddie Cantor—Good.—P. G. Held,

New Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—^General patron-
age.

BACHELOR DADDIES, 2. Sunny Jim—Very good.
Pleased all, both young and old. Universal should
keep this little fellow with them.—R. D. Carter,
Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

FOOTLIGHT FOLLIES, 2. Sporting Youth Series—Poor.—P. G. Held, New Strand theatre, Griswold,
la.—General patronage.

HURDY GURDY, 1. Oswald the Rabbit—All
pleased.—Fred Flanagan, Vona theatre, Vona, Col.

—

General patronage.

INCOME TACT, 1. Benny Rubin—Very poor.—
Fred Flanagan, Vona theatre, Vona, Col.—(Jeneral
patronage.

LIVE GHOSTS, 2. Sporting Youth Series—This
series will give anyone a pain. No good.—E. N.
Collins, Star theatre. Humble, Tex.—General patron-
age.

THE LOVE TREE, 2. Pat Rooney—The Pat
Rooney comedies we have run have all been good
entertainment. Soiig and dance help to put them
over.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock,
Va.—^General patronage.

PUSSY WILLOW, 1. Oswald the Rabbit—Very
good.—Fred Flanagan, Vona theatre, Vona, Col.

—

General patronage.

SEEING STARS, 2. Sporting Youth Series—Poor.
—P. G. Held, New Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

—

General patronage.

SPORTING YOUTH SERIES, 2. These are good.
—^Mrs. D. L. Morrison, Reliance theatre, Clermont,

Fla.—Small town patronage.

WARNER BROS.

VITAPHONE ACT No. 827. Vitaphone Varieties-
Good.—P. G. Held. New Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—^General patronage.

VITAPHONE ACT, No. 995-96. Pretty good.—
P. G. Held, New Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

VITAPHONE ACT No. 1011-C (Song Painting).
Ann Seymour—This is a splendid one-reel subject.

One of the best we have seen.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

VITAPHONE ACTS, Nos. 1026, 1000, 967, 102X.

These four subjects are very weak in entertainment
value. Not much with us. Used three with one show
to get a wrinkle.—^Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

VITAPHONE ACTS, Nos. 4122, 1017, 1010, 992.

These four subjects are very good fillers but all of

them are too short to be a good buy for any small

town house, where you have to give them value

received for their money.—Bert Silver, Silver Family

theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

Theatre Manager's Mother Dies

SAN FRANCISCO.—Mrs. Pauline Pincus, mother
of Henry Pincus, local theatre manager, and Charles
Pincus. with Paramount at Omaha, died recently of

heart trouble.

MOVIE STAR ROTOGRAVURES
JUST OUT. 25c SELLERS. READY FOR FRAMING

Up to 1,000 5c Each
1,000 or Over 5c Each
Nancy Carroll, Janet Gaynor,
Charles Farrell, Greta Garbo,
John Barrymore, Maurice Chev-
alier, Dolores Costello, Bebe
Daniels, Conrad Nagel, John
Boles, Marilyn Miller, Clara Bow,
Ronald Colman, Wm. Haines,
Ramon Navarro, John Gilbert,
Buddy Rogers. Rudy Vallee,
Richard Dix, Richard Barthel-
mess, Mary Brian, Alice White,
Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer.

Write for Set of "FREE SAMPLES"
One-Fourth Deposit on C. O. D. Orders.

M. E. MOSS © PUB. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Actual Size.
11x14 In.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By JIM LITTLE

HEARING for the first time in 40 years—that's what happened the other night

at the Adelphi theatre, which is managed by Ludwig Sussman, and which
incidentally, was awarded the Exhibitors Herald-Woeld Plaque during

the early Spring. Sussman has had earphones installed, thirty of them in number,
and although he never expects to increase his patronage appreciably because of

them, he never-the-less derives a great deal of satisfaction from them.

N the lobby of the theatre is a board, thusiastic about it that we feel like writing
on for hours, but we hope if we stop we'll leave

room for some "inimitable" colyum.) The
same woman with whom we talked said,

"Why don't more theatres put these in?

Then we wouldn't have to come so far."

And that's the whole thing in a nutshell.
Here's something that can give happiness
and pleasure to many people, a minority,
we know, but after all, why not try to give
them a little pleasure.

IRVING "FIL" MACK
Wantt to Know

"If You Remember 'Way
Back When"

I with innumerable letters pinned upon it,

letters which have been sent to him as a
result of the installation of earphones.
They came, and are still coming, from all

parts of the city and surrounding suburbs,
congratulating him on his having them as
part of his equipment, and thanking him,
too, for bringing to those who might never
otherwise be able to get the full enjoyment
out of a talking picture, the ability to hear
the spoken word as well as a normal person.

* * *

We happened to drop in one night, just

to try the earphones on and see what they
were like. Thirty chairs are fitted with a

place to plug in the phones. The phones
are kept handy to the entrance, so that any-
one requesting them can be given them
with the slightest of delays. That's all a

person hard of hearing need do. Just re-

quest an attachment at the door, and it

is given him, if there are any available.

There usually are, for it is seldom that they
are all in use at one time.

All one does is to sit down and plug in,

and clamp the receiver to the head. There
is a control system (a little slide attach-
ment) which allows ten degrees of loud-
ness, which is plenty loud. And there you
sit, looking at the picture, and having the
voices brought right to your door—or your
ear.

That same night we talked to a woman
who had been deaf for many years, so deaf
that even with the help of a mechanical
contrivance, she heard with difficulty. We
talked with her after she had seen the pic-

ture, and on what had been for a long time
a rather resigned and forlorn face was a
look of wonder, of amazement. And why
not? She had heard human voices with
ease.

^ * ^;

Once again the pictures, which were so
enjoyed in their silent form by people with
impaired hearing, are available to these same
people by this remarkable device, joined up
with intense electrical power. They can
not not only see the film, but hear it, and
when we said that Manager Sussman was
deriving a great deal of satisfaction from
them, perhaps you can understand what we
meant.

There are those letters in the lobby, some
from people who had given up hope of
ever hearing again—one woman, in fact,

who had never heard, deaf from childhood.
Imagine the feeling that must have come
over her when she did hear.

It almost seems that while those poor
individuals who have lost their hearing look
upon this as a theatre, they also must look
upon it as something of a shrine, where
miracles take place. And that is quite a
worthwhile part of life—making others be-
lieve in the miracles of modern science.

From all over Chicago they now come.

And to vv'ind this up. (We are so en-

Fifth of the promotions to man-
agerial positions from the Chicago
Pathe staff under the regime of
Harry S. Lorch, who himself ad-
vanced from branch manager to Mid-
west divisional manager, is that of
Charles Lundgren to sales manager
of the Chicago office.

Closings this summer are topping the 1929
number somewhat. The down-state interrup-
tions in operation are estimated to total about
50, while a survey of Chicago adds about 25
more. Many of these represent the usual
summertime phenomena, but an increased
amount of indefinite closings indicates that the
general business recession, plus an increase in

overhead, is an important factor. Indefinite
closings do not necessarily mean that, of
course, but conditions being what they are, film

trade observers see something more sinister

than usual in this aspect of the situation. Of
a single group in Chicago, numbering 11

theatres, nine were reported as being closed
indefinitely. Of a group of 36 down-state
houses, about half were closed indefinitely.

Installation of sound equipment is also account-
ing for a good share of the current closings.

Jack Hess, Western advertising director of
R K 0, returned last week from New York,
where he had gone to confer with home office

officials on the advertising campaign for Radio
Pictures' "Dixiana." And he brought along
Larry Lipton, formerly of Fox, to be a mem-
ber of his staff. In case you don't know
Larry, is a brother to Dave Lipton, long
established as a publicist of parts over at

B&K.
* * *

Al Kuehn, manager of Simansky & Miller's

Forest theatre, started out Canada-ward with
his family but, we regret to report, didn't get

quite that far. Up around the border floods

had made things extremely wet in more legiti-

mate but less agreeable ways, so he turned the

vehicle around and came home again.

W. H. Tracy, formerly of the Educational

exchange in Milwaukee, was along the row last

week, telling folks that he has opened a state's

rights office at 102 Ninth street, Milwaukee,
where Ben Lauthain and Herman Wolfgang,
distributors of Continental reproducers, also

Eddie Silverman of Essaness was booker for

Vitagraph.
Ike Van Ronkel was manager of Bluebird Pic-

tures.

Jack Willis was district manager of General
Film corporation.

Ben Beadell was manager of Selznick.

Balaban & Katz operated the Wallace theatre.

Jones Linick & Schaefer bought 48 theatres in

one crack.

There was no Trailer Service.

Bill Weinshenker worked in a theatre on Hoi-

sted street.

Bruce Gottshaw was a theatre manager for

Ascher Bros.
Ralph Kettering worked as a box office boy—(I

don't)—but he did.

Chicago had a Motion Picture Club.

Kitty Kelly was Movie Editor of the Chicago
Tribune.

Chicago had four (4) Motion Picture Trade
Papers.
Irving Mack was office boy for Ralph Kettering

at W^hite City.

La Salle theatre was on the second floor.

Roxy tried to put a theatre over in Chicago and
was a flop.

Bill Hollander of B & K was seUing ads for

the New York Telegraph.

Jack Hess was poster clerk for Paramount.

Ben Judell was district manager for Mutual.

Emil Jansen was manager of World Pictures.

Nat Rothstein was advertising manager of a

Chicago department store.

Terry Ramsayc was publicity manager of Mutual
Film Co.
Calvin Brown was his assistant.

Nate Wolf and Salo Auerbach were bookers for

General Film Co.
"The Spoilers" was a big hit and the first "big

special."

Floyd Brockell was manager of the Paramount
Exchange in the Powers Bldg.

When Jimmy Grainger was handling publicity

for a road show picture in Chicago.

The Universal Exchange was located at Wash-

ington and Wells streets.

H. O. Martin was road showing from Chicago

Griffith's picture "Hearts of the World."

"Moe" Wells of Adams theatre operated a vaude-

ville booking agency.

have their offices. Tracy is handling Big 4

product for Wisconsin.

* * *

Jack Miller has his dad, O. A. Mille-, with

him this summer to help make his self-

enforced relinquishment of the delights of

Lake Geneva, Wis., more endurable. The elder

Mr. Miller, who of course shares some of his

time with his three other Chicago sons, Dolph,

George and Harvey, is 74 years old . ._. By the

way, the apartment house Jack is building in

Austin now has its roof and partitions, which
is about all a building really needs. However,
Jack assures us that he does not intend to

stop there.
^ ^ ^

"We are not shutting down," says Bert

Rosenberg, Chicago district representative for

De Forest talking equipment, in reply to a

statement made in an Eastern trade paper that

the Chicago office of General Talking Pic-

tures was closing and that distribution of

equipment would be handled by Mitchell and
Murtagh. International Photo Plays, a sub-

sidiary company which occupied the same of-

fice at 810 S. Wabash, is the concern being

closed, explains Rosenburgh, who goes on to

say that this in no way affects De Forest
talking equipment.



^^How can we get color

at low cost?^^

... IHE answer is easy. Eastman

Sonochrome linted Positive Films,

available in a number of delicate

tints, lend color and atmosphere to

every scene. I'hey are especially de-

signed to give faithful rendition of
•

sound. And they cost no more than

ordinary black-and-white positive.

EASIMA V KODAK CO VIPAVY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood

: ;iA >



[ADVERTISEMENT]

"LET US BE GAY" HELD OVER SECOND WEEK CAPITOL, NEW YORK
Norma Shearer's Newest Talkie Repeating Sensational Triumph of "The Divorcee"
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United Artists saves the day. The powerful "super 19

appear in the nfck of time to bring new hope and

sensational success to all theatres for the new season, j

Samuel Gpldwyn presanH

_ RONALD
"'" COLMAN

P
Joseph M. Schenck presents I |

Arthur Hammerstein's
| |

RAFFLES'

nspiration Pictures present [
* Joseph M. Schenck presents

HENRY
i

NORMA
KING'S Jtalmadge

"Eyes of ^
THE World"

•n ''DU BARRY
WOMANefPASSION

>hnHollondandUnaMerket
j

2 A SAM TAYLOR production

JL

MARY
PICKFORD

in

''FOREVER

YOURS"

Joseph P. Kennedy presents

GLORIA ^ '"The LOHERY
SWANSON BRIDE"

^'lAfUAT A with JEaNEUE MacDONALD
'" WMAl A John Gorrick, Joe E. Brown,

kAf|QQ%*f|'/ Robert Chisholm, Joseph

Alton Dwon production |
j

M - 11

Florenz Ziegfeld and

Samuel Goldwyn present

EDDIE

CANTOR

I
Joseph M.

Mocouloy, ZoSu Pitts

Music by Rvdolf Friml
'WHOOPEE'«/ i i

J L.

it

Joseph M. Schenck presents ' '
J J__.--._ Sotnuel Goldwyn presents

ROLAND
WEST'S
"THE BAT
WHISPERS" . « in An Original Story

with CHESTER MORRIS |
by Frederick Lonsdale

u

Schenck presents

D. W.
GRIFFITH'S

'ABRAHAM
LINCOLN"

clfh WALTER HUSTON
and UNA MERKEL

Samuel Goldwyn presents

EVELYN
If Joseph M. Schenck presents

DOUGLAS
LAYE U FAIRBANKS _

____._.__._ _^, in f^ in Irving Berlins production —
" L I L L I

" "REACHING FOR

and Una Mcrkel

oseph M. Schenck presents

DOLORES

DEL RIO
and

WALTER

HUSTON
I o story by WILIARD MACK

Joseph P. Kennedy presents

GLORIA

SWANSON
in A Modern Society

Drama

H
Jostph M. Schenck presents | |Joseph M. Schenck presents

JOAN
BENNEH

A MUSICAL

COMEDY-DRAMA

from the Writers, Composers •

JC
JL

George Fitzmourice

production

THE MOON''
with BEBE DANIELS

and Producers of

"Sunnyside Up" "SMILIN'
THROUGH"DE SYLVA, BROWN

and HENDERSON '
: Directed by Sidney Fronkli

I 'li

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN
in

'CITY LIGHTS'

H
Joseph M. Schenck presentsHoward Hughes'

''HELLS AL JOLSON
ANGELS''
The Gigantic Air

Spectacle

'Sons o- Guns'
with LILY DAMITA

JNITEDOARTISTS SUPER 19' FOR 1930-1931

Vol. 100, No. 4 A Quick Reference Piqture_Chart_ J,i! 2*», 1930 :^.



THE SHORTEST—AND SUREST—DISTANCE
BETWEEN TWO POINTS

The Seller

Classified Advertising

Section of
Exhibitors HeraId-World

The Buyer

The Proof: In a single issue the HERALD'-V/ORLD carries

EIGHT TIMES as many Classified Ads as the COMBIHED
WEEKLY TOTAL in the three other national motion picture

trade publications, including SIX ISSUES of each of the daily

papers.

That's why

is the

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

RECOGNIZED NATIONAL CLASSIFIEDADVERTISING MEDIUM

^^P«9HB
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AU contents of the Quigley publications are copyrighted 1930 by the Quigley Publishing Company, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111. All editorial and business
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•A FRAGMENT OF AN EMPIRE (D) Amkino
ABRAHAM LINCOLN (D-AT) United Artists

•ACQUITTED (D-AT) Columbia

ACROSS THE WORLD WITH MR. AND MRS. MARTIN
JOHNSON (Trav-PT, M) Talking Picture Epics

•AFGHANISTAN (E) Amkino

AFTER THE VERDICT (ME) International

•ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE (Mel-AT) BKO
•ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE (Mel-AT) _ MGM
•ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT (D-AT)..Uni7ersal

•ANNA CHRISTIE (D-AT) MGM
•APPLAUSE (D-AT) Paramount
•ARGYLE CASE, THE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers

•ARIZONA KID. THE (0) - Fox
•AROUND THE CORNER (C-AT) _ Columbia

•AROUND THE WORLD VIA GRAF ZEPPELIN (Trav) ....

Talldng Picture Epics

•ARSENAL (D) Amkino
AVIATOR. THE (CD-AT) Warner Brothers

AWFUL TRUTH, THE (CD-AT) Paths

B

BACK PAY (D-AT) First National

•BAD MEN'S MONEY (W) .BeU Pictures

BAD ONE, THE (CD-T) United Artists

•BARNUM WAS RIGHT (F-AT) Universal

•BATTLE OF PARIS (D-AT) - Paramount

BE YOURSELF (CD-AT) United Artists

•BEAU BANDIT (CD-AT) Ja K O
•BEAUTY AND BULLETS (W) - Universal

•BEHIND THAT CURTAIN (My-AT) Fox
BEHIND THE MAKEUP (D-AT) —Paramount

•BELLAMY TRIAL (D-AT) MGM
BENSON MURDER CASE. THE (My-AT) Paramount

BEYOND THE RIO GRANDE (W-AT) Big 4

BEYOND VICTORY (D-AT) _ - Pathe

BIG FIGHT, THE (CD-AT) Sono Art

BIG HOUSE, THE (D-AT) - MGM
•BIG NEWS (My-AT) _ - -...Pathe

•BIG PARTY, THE (CD-AT, M) Fox
BIG POND, THE (CD-AT, S)...- -...Paramount

BIG TIME ( D - AT) JFox

•BISHOP MURDER CASE (My-AT) 31 G M
BLACKMAIL (My-AT) - Sono Art

BLAZE O'GLORY (CD-AT) .Sono Art

•BLUE ANGEL, THE (D-AT, S) ~ Wa
BORDER LEGION, THE (W-AT) Paramount

•BORDER ROMANCE (R-AT, S) Tiffany

•BORN RECKLESS (D-AT) Fox

•BORN TO THE SADDLE (W) Universal

BREAKUP, THE (Trav-PT, M) Talking Picture Epics

•BREEZY BILL (W) BeU Pictures

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT (C) First National

BRIDE 66 (MC) United Artisti?

BRIGHT LIGHTS (CD-AT) .Universal

•BROADWAY MELODY (MC) MGM
•BROADWAY SCANDALS (D-AT) Columbia

•BULLDOG DRUMMOND (Mel-AT) United Artists

•BURNING THE WIND (W) Universal

•BURNING UP (CD-AT) Paramount

Alphabetical

Listing of

Pictures

•COVERED WAGON TRAILS (W) .Bell Pictures
COWBOY AND OUTLAW (W) BeU Pictures

CUCKOOS, THE (MC) Jl K O
•CRAZY THAT WAY (C-AT) Fox
CRIMSON CIRCLE, THE (PT. M) International
•CZAR OF BROADWAY (D-AT) Universal

D
•DAMES AHOY (F-AT) Universal
•DANCE OF LIFE. THE (CD-AT-S)...' Paramount
DANGEROUS NAN McGREW (C-AT, S) Paramount
•DANGEROUS PARADISE (D-AT) Paramount
DANGEROUS TRAIL THE (W-AT) Big 4

•DARKENED ROOMS (My-AT) Paramount
DARK RED ROSES (AT) International
•DARK STREETS (D-AT) First National
DAWN PATROL, THE (D-AT) First National
•DEMON OF THE STEPPES, THE (D) _.: Amkino
DEVIL MAY CARE (D-AT) MGM
DEVIL'S HOLIDAY. THE (D-AT) Paramount
•DEVIL'S PIT, THE (ME) Universal
•DISRAELI (D-AT) Warner Brothers
DIVORCEE, THE (CD-AT) _ M G M
•DOCTOR'S SECRET, THE (D-AT) Paramount
•DOUBLE CROSS ROADS (D-AT) „ Fox
•DRAG (D-AT) _ First National
•DRAKE CASE, THE (D-AT) Universal
•DREAM MELODY (D) Excellent
DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION United Artists
DUDE WRANGLER, THE (CW-AT) Sono Art
DUMBBELLS IN ERMINE (CD-AT) Warner Brothers
•DYNAMITE (D-AT) AI G M

E
EASY GOING (C-AT) M G M
•EMBARRASSING MOMENTS (C-AT) Universal
•EVANGELINE (D-M E) United Artists
•EVIDENCE (T) Warner Brothers
•EYES OF THE UNDERWORLD (W) Universal
EYES OF THE WORLD United Artists

•GIRL IN THE SHOW, THE (CD-AT) MGM
GIRL OF THE PORT (Mel-AT) RKO
GIRL OVERBOARD (D-TME) Universal
GIRL SAID 'NO,' THE (CD-AT) _ MGM
GIRL WITH THE BAND BOX, THE Amkino
GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL (MC) Paramount
GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY (MC) Warner Brothers
GOLDEN CALF, THE (MC) Fox
GOOD NEWS (MC) M G M
GOOD INTENTIONS (Mel-AT) Fox
GRAND PARADE, THE (D-AT) Paths
GREAT DIVIDE (Mel-AT) First National
GREAT GABBO (D-AT) Sono Art
GREAT POWER. THE (D-PT) Bell Pictures
GREEN MURDER CASE. THE (My-AT) Paramount
GREEN GODDESS, THE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers
GRIT WINS (W) Universal
G U I LTY ? (D-AT) Columbia

H

•HALF WAY TO HEAVEN (D-AT) Paramount
•HALLELUJAH (D-AT) _ M G M
HAPPY DAYS (MC) Fox
HARD TO GET (CD-AT) „ „ First National
•HARMONY AT HOME (C-AT) Fox
•HARVEST OF HATE (W) Universal
HAWK ISLA N D (My-AT) B K O
HE KNEW WOMEN (Mel-AT) _ 3KO
•HEARTS IN EXILE (D-AT) Warner Brothers
•HEART'S MELODY (D-AT, S) _...Uf»
HELL HARBOR (D-AT) United Artists
HELLO SISTER (CD-AT) „ Snno Art
HELL'S ANGELS (D-AT) United Artists

•HELL'S HEROES ( D-AT) .Universal
HER MAN (D-AT) Pathe
•HER OWN DESIRE (D-AT) M G ST

HER PRIVATE AFFAIR (D-AT) Paths
•HER PRIVATE LIFE (D-AT) First National
HER UNBORN CHILD (D-AT) Windsor Pictures
•HER WAY OF LOVE (D) Amkino
•HIDE OUT (C-AT) Universal
HIGH ROAD. THE (CD-AT) MGM
HIGH SOCIETY BLUES (AT, S) Fox

•HIGH TREASON (D-AT) Tiffany
•HIS FIRST COMMAND (D-AT) Pathe
HIS GLORIOUS NIGHT (D-AT) MGM
HIT THE DECK (MC) RKO
•HOLD EVERYTHING (MC) - Warner Brothers
•HOLD YOUR MAN (CD-AT) Universal
HOLIDAY (CD-AT) Pathe
HOLLYWOOD REVUE (MC) M Q M
•HOMECOMING (D-M E) _ Paramount
HONEY (CD-AT) Paramount
HONKY TONK (CD-AT) Warner Brothers
HOT CURVES (C-AT) Tiffany

•HOT FOR PARIS (CD-AT) Fox
•HOTTENTOT. THE (CD-AT) Warner Brothers
•HOUSE OF HORRORS (MyC-ME) First National
HOUSE OF SECRETS (D-AT) Chesterfield

•HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (D-S) _ Paramount
•HUNTED MEN (W) Bell Pictures

HUNTING TIGERS IN INDIA (Trav-PT, M)
_ Talking Picture Epics

•HURRICANE (D-AT) Columbia

•CALL OF THE DESERT Bell Pictures

•CALL OF THE WEST (AT) Columbia

CAMEO KIRBY (D-AT) _ - Fox

•CANYON OF MISSING MEN, THE (W) Bell Pictures

•CAPTAIN COWBOY (W) BeU Pictures

•CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD (MC) Universal

•CA PTA I N SWAG G E R ( D- M E) Pathe

•CARELESS AGE, THE (CD-TME) First National

•CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (D-AT) BKO
•CAUGHT SHORT (C-AT) MGM
•CHARMING SINNERS (D- AT) - Paramount

*CH ASI NG RAINBOWS (CD-AT) M G M
•CHASING THROUGH EUROPE (D-TME) _ Fox
CHEER UP AND SMILE (CD-AT, S) Fox
•CHILDREN OF PLEASURE (CD-AT) JW G M
•CHINA BOUND (CD) „.. MGM
CHINA EXPRESS (D) Amkino
*CH RISTINA (D-PT) Fox
CIRCLE, THE (CD-AT) _ MGM
•CITY GIRL (D-AT) - Fox
CLANCY IN WALL STREET (C-AT) Aristocrat

•CLEANUP, THE (D) ExceUent
•CLIMAX, THE (D-AT) - Universal

COCOANUTS, THE (MC) Paramount
•COCKEYED WORLD. THE (CD-AT) Jox
COCK 0' THE WALK (CD-AT) Sono Art

•CODE OF THE WEST (W) _ BeU Pictures

•COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC CITY Universal

•COHENS AND KELLYS IN SCOTLAND (F-AT)....Universal

•COLLEGE COQUETTE (CD-AT) Columbia
CONCENTRATIN' KID „ Universal
CONDEMNED (D-AT) United Artists

COURAGE (D-AT) Warner Brothers
•COURTIN' WILD CATS (WCD-AT) _ Universal

•FAME (D-PT) Warner Brothers
FALL GUY, THE (C-AT) Eadio Pictures

•FAR CALL, THE (D-ME) Fox
•FAST COMPANY (CD-AT) - Paramount
•FAST LIFE (D-AT) First National
FATHER'S DAY (CD-AT) _ M G M
FIGHTING FOR THE FATHERLAND Sono Art
•FIGHTING KID, THE (W) BeU Pictures

•FIGHTING LEGION, THE (WCD-AT) Universal
•FIGHTING TERROR, THE (W) 3eU Pictures

FIREBRAND JORDAN (W-AT) Big 4

FLAME OF THE FLESH (D-AT) United Artists

•FLIGHT (D-AT) Columbia
•FLIRTING WIDOW, THE (D-AT) First National
•FLORADORA GIRL THE (C-AT. S) MGM
•FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS (D-AT) First National
•FOREST PEOPLE (E) Amkino
FOREVER YOURS _ United Artists

•FORWARD PASS (CD-AT) First National
•FOUR DEVILS (D -TM E) Fox
•FOUR FEATHERS, THE (D-ME) - Paramount
•FRAMED (Mel-AT) _ -...BKO
•FREE AND EASY (C-AT) MGM
•FROZEN JUSTICE (D-AT)...- Fox
FURIES (D-AT) First National

GAY NINETIES, THE (CD-AT) JI G M
•GENERAL CRACK (D-AT) Warner Brothers

GHOST TALKS, THE (My-TME) Fox
•GIRL FROM HAVANA (D-AT) Fox
•GIRL FROM WOOLWORTHS (D-AT) _ First National

•IDLE RICH (D-AT) M Q H
•ILLUSION (CD-AT) _ Jaramount
•IMMORTAL VAGABOND (D-AT, S) Uf»
IN GAY MADRID (CD-AT) JM G M

•IN OLD ARIZONA (W-AT) Fox
•IN OLD CALIFORNIA (D-AT) Audibl*
•IN OLD SIBERIA (D) AmMno
•IN THE HEADLINES (D-AT) _..Warner Brothers
•IN THE NEXT ROOM (My-AT).... - First Nation*!
•INVADERS. THE (W) 3eU Pictures
•IS EVERBODY HAPPY (CD-AT) Warner Brothers
•IT CAN BE DONE (CD-PT, ME) Universal
•IT'S A GREAT LIFE (CD-AT) _ MGM

.JEALOUSY (D-AT) - „ _ Paramount
•JIMMY H I GG I NS (D) .._ _ -imklno
•JOURNEYS END (D-AT) Tiffany
•JOY STREET (CD-M E) _ Fox

K
•KIBITZER (CD-AT) _ _ Paramount
•KING OF JAZZ (MC) _ Universal
•KISS, THE (D-ME) M G M
KITTY (D-M E) Sono Art
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LADIES IN LOVE (CD-AT) _ Chesterfield

LADIES LOVE BRUTES (0-AT) Paramount

•LADIES OF LEISURE (D-AT)...„ - Columbia

LADY LIES, THE (CO-AT) Paramount

LADY OF SCANDAL, THE (CD-AT) M G M
LADY TO LOVE, A (D-AT) _ MGM
•LAST COMPANY, THE (D-AT, S) Ufa

•LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY, THE (D-AT) MGM
•LAST PERFORMANCE (D- AT) - Universal

•LAST ROUNDUP, THE (W) Bell Pictures

LAUGHING LADY, THE (D-AT) Paramount

•LAW OF THE PLAINS (W) Bell Pictures

LET US BE GAY (CD-AT) MGM
LET'S GO PLACES (CD-AT) - J'oi

•LIGHT FINGERS ( D-AT) Columbia

•LILIES OF THE FIELD (D-AT) First National

•LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS, THE (W-AT) Paramount

•LITTLE JOHNNY JONES (CD-AT) Jlrst National

LOCKED DOOR. THE (D-AT)..._ United Artists

•LONEHORSEMAN. THE (W) Bell Pictures

•LONE STAR RANGER (W-AT) - ...Foi

•LONESOME (CD-TME) - -...Universal

•LONG. LONG TRAIL. THE (W-AT) Universal

•LOOSE ANKLES (CD-AT) - First National

•LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY (CD-AT) .- MGM
LOST GODS (Trav-PT, M) Talking Picture Epios

•LOST ZEPPELIN. THE (D-AT) TifTanv

LOTTERY BRIDE _ .United Artists

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT (MO ™!"'^^
•LOVE COMPS ALONG (Me'-AT) It K U

LOVE COTTAGE, THE (MC) .United Artists

•LOVE DOCTOR, THE (CD-AT)
,.

•LOVE IN THE CAUCASUS, (D) AmUino

LOVE, LIVE AND LAUGH (D-AT. S) Vox

•LOVE PARADE, THE (D-AT) Paramount

•LOVE RACKET, THE (D-AT) - J^rst National

•LOVE WALTZ (CD-AT) -
"•i^JI'

•LOVIN' THE LADIES (C-AT)..._ % ,^
LUCKY IN LOVE (AT, S) - ^....Patne

•LUCKY LARK IN (W-AT) .Universal

•LUCKY STAR (D-PT, ME) _ "—."J".^
LUMMOX (D-AT) -United Artists

M
MADAME SATAN (CD-AT) - -M G M
•MAMBA (D-AT) ...- -.^^J"""
•MAMMY (CD-AT) _ - -Warner Brothers

•MAN AND THE MOMENT (D-PT, ME) First National

•MAN FROM BLANKLEY'S. THE (F-AT)....Warner Brothers

•MAN FROM NEVADA. THE (W) Bell Pictures

•MAN FROM WOWHERE, THE (W)..._ .Bell Pictures

•MAN FROM THE RESTAURANT, THE - Amkino

•MAN'S MAN, A (CD-ME) — MGM
•MAN WITH THE CAMERA, THE _ -*:™^'"°

MARCH OF TIME (R) MGM
•MARIANNE (CD-AT)

v:. iv;-
- - -M G M

•MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND, THE (CD-AT) Paramount

MARRIED IN HOLLYWOOD (D-AT, S)...- Foi

•MASQUERADE (CD-AT) - Fox

MEN ARE LIKE THAT, THE (CD-AT) _ Paramount

•MEDICINE MAN, THE (CD-AT) .Tiffany

•MELODY LANE (D-AT) Universal

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN (CD-AT) -Fox

•MEXICALI ROSE (D-AT) Columbia

MIDNIGHT DADDIES (C-AT) Sono Art

MIDNIGHT MYSTERY (My-AT) Jtadio Pi cures

• M I DST R EA M (D-PT) .Tlffiny

•MIGHTY, THE (D-AT) — .Paramount

•MISSISSIPPI GAMBLERS (D-AT) Unhctsal

•MISTER ANTONIO (D-AT)
V.''A'V,

•MONTANA MOON (0) MQM
•MOONLIGHT MADNESS (D-AT) Unlverial

•MOST IMMORAL LADY. A (D-AT) JTlrst NationiJ

•MOUNTAIN JUSTICE (W-AT) Universal

•MOUNTED STRANGER CW-AT) Universal

MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930 (R) Fox
•MURDER ON THE ROOF (D-AT) Columnla

MURDER WILL OUT (My-AT) Siist National

•MY MAN (CD-AT) Warner Brothers

MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANOHU (My-AT) Jaraninunt

•MYSTERIOUS ISLAND (D-PT) H G M

N

"NAVY BLUES (C-AT) _ - MGM
"NEATH WESTERN SKIES (W) Bell Pictures

NEW YORK NIGHTS (D-AT) -...United Artists

NIGHT HAWK, THE (W-AT) - - Big 4

•NIGHT RIDE (D-AT) - — Universal

NIGHT WORK (C-AT) _...Pathe

NIX ON DAMES (D-AT, S) _..- Fox
•NO, NO, NANETTE (CD-AT) First National

•NOAH'S ARK (D-PT, ME) _ Warner Brothers

NOT DAMAGED (D-AT) Fox
•NOT SO DUMB (CD-AT) -..- MGM
NOTORIOUS AFFAIR, A (CD-AT) -...First National

NUMBERED MEN (D-PT) ..._ - Universal

•OFFICER O'BRIEN (D-AT) Pathe
•OH, YEAH 1 (CD-AT) _ Pathe
•OKLAHOMA KID, THE (W) BeU Pictures
•OLD AND NEW _ „ Amkino
•O'MALLEY RIDES ALONE (W) 3ell Pictures
ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S (CD-AT) Universal
•ON THE LEVEL (CD-AT) Fox
ON WITH THE SHOW (MC) Warner Brothers
ONCE A GENTLEMAN (C-AT) „ United Artists

•ONE HYSTERICAL NIGHT (C-AT) Universal
ONE EMBARRASSING NIGHT (C-AT) _ ...MGM
•ONE MAD KISS (CD-AT, M) _ Fox
ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT (CD-AT).... United Artists

•ONE SPLENDID HOUR (0) Excellent

•ONE WOMAN IDEA, THE (D-ME) Fox
ONLY THE BRAVE (D-AT) ...- Paramount
•OTHER TOMORROW (D-AT) First National
•OUR MODERN MAIDENS (D-PT) SI G M
•OVERLAND BOUND (W-AT) ....BeU Pictures

•PAINTED ANGEL (D-AT) First National
•PARADE OF THE WEST (WC-AT) _ Universal
•PARAMOUNT ON PARADE (R)...- Paramount
PARDON MY GUN (WC-AT) Pathe
•PARIS (D-AT) First National
•PARIS BOUND (D-AT) Pathe
• PA I NTE D FACES (C D -AT) 'Kffany
•PARTING OF THE TRAILS (W) Bell Pictures
•PARTY GIRL (D-AT) Tiffany
PEACOCK ALLEY (D-AT) Tiffany
•PERSONALITY (CD-AT) Columbia
•PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (My-PT) Universal
•PHANTOM RIDER. THE (W) BeU Pictures
PICCADILLY (D-ME) Sono Art
PICK 'EM YOUNG (C-AT, S) Pathe
•PIONEERS OF THE WEST (W)... BeU Pictures
•PLAYING AROUND (D-AT) First National
•PLEASURE CRAZED (D-AT) Fox
POINTED HEELS (D-AT) Paramount
•PRINCE OF DIAMONDS (AT) - Columbia
•PRINCE OF HEARTS, THE (D) BeU Pictures
PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ (MC) United Artists

R

"RACKETEER, THE ( D-AT) - Pathe
RAFFLES (Mel-AT) _ United Artists

•RECAPTURED LOVE (D-AT)..._ Warner Brothers
•RED HOT RHYTHM (MC) - Pathe
•REDEMPTION (D-AT) M G M
RENO (D-AT) -...Sono Art
RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU, THE (Mel-AT)

Paramount
•RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. TH E (D-AT)Paramount
RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD, THE... MGM

•RICH PEOPLE (CD-AT) Pathe
•RIDERS OF THE RIO GRANDE (W) BeU Pictures
•RIDERS OF THE STORM (W) JBeU Pictures
•RIDIN' KID (W-PT, ME) Universal
RIDIN' LAW (W-AT) _ Big 4

•RIVER OF ROMANCE, THE (CD-AT) Paramount
RIVER, THE (D-PT, ME) -...Fox
ROAD TO PARADISE (0) _ Universal
R A D H U S E NIGHTS (CD-AT) ...Paramount
•ROARING ADVENTURE (W) Universal
ROARING RANCH (W-AT) Universal
ROGUE SONG (0) - - MGM
ROMANCE (D-AT) - M G M
ROMANCE OF RIO GRANDE (D-AT, S) Fox
•ROUGH ROMANCE (D-AT, S) Fox
•ROYAL ROMANCE, A (F-AT) Columbia

•SACRED FLAME, THE (D-TME) Warner Brothers
SAFETY IN NUMBERS (CD-AT, S) Paramount
SAILOR'S HOLIDAY (CD-AT) - Pathe
•SALLY (D-AT) First National
•SALUTE (D-AT) - _ JFox
SAP FROM SYRACUSE (C-AT) -..- Paramount
•SAP, THE (CD-AT) - Warner Brothers
SARAH AND SON (D-AT) - Paramount
•SATURDAY NIGHT KID, THE (D-AT) Paramount
•SAY IT WITH SONGS (D-AT) Warner Brothers
•SCA N DA L ( D ) - _Amkino
SEA BAT, THE (Mel-AT) M G il
SECOND CHOICE (D-AT) Warner Brothers
•SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY, THE (My-AT) Warner Brothers
SECOND WIFE (Mel-AT) - RKO
SECRET OF THE PUEBLOES, THE (W-AT) Big 4
SEEDS OF FREEDOM (D)...- - Amkino
SENOR AMERICANO (W-AT) _ Universal
•SEVEN DAYS LEAVE (D-AT) Paramount
SEVEN FACES (D-AT) Universal
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (MyCD-AT) _.._ K K O
SHADOW OF THE LAW (D-AT) _ Paramount
SHANGHAI LADY. THE (CD-AT) _ Universal
SHANNONS OF BROADWAY (C-AT) Universal
SHE COULDN'T SAY NO (MC) Warner Brothers
•SHIP FROM SHANGHAI, THE (D-AT) MGM
•SHOW BOAT (D-AT) Universal
•SHOW FOLKS (CD-ME) _ Patlie
•SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD (D-AT) First NaUonal
•SILENT ENEMY, THE (Trav-PT, M) Paramount
•SIN FLOOD (D-AT) _ First National
SINGER OF SEVILLE (D-AT)...- MGM
•SINGLE STANDARD, THE (D-ME) - MGM
SINS OF THE CHILDREN (CD-AT) - MGM
•SKIN DEEP (D-PT, M) Warner Brothers
SKINNER STEPS OUT (AT) Universal
SKY HAWK (D-AT) Fox
SLI GHTLY SCARLET (D-AT) - Paramount
SMILING IRISH EYES (D-AT) Jirst National
SOCIAL LION. THE (C-AT) - Paramount
SOLDIERS AND WOMEN (D-AT) Columbia
•SO LONG LETTY (D-AT) - Warner Brothers
SONG 0' MY HEART (D-AT, S)-. Fox
SONG OF THE WEST (0) .Warner Brothers
SONS 0' GUNS (MC) United Artists
•SO THIS IS COLLEGE (C-AT). MGM
SON OF THE GODS (D-AT) First National
SOPHOMORE, THE (C-AT) Pathe
SONG OF KENTUCKY. A (D-AT)..._ Fox
•SONG OF LOVE (D-AT) Columbia
SONG OF SONGS (MC) _ Warner Brothers
•SONG OF THE FLAME (D) First National
•SONGS OF THE SADDLE (W-AT) Universal
SO THIS IS LONDON (C-AT) Fox
SOUTH SEA ROSE (D-AT) - Fox
•SOUTH SEAS (Trav-PT, M)...- - .Talking Picture Epics
• S PEA K EASY (CD-AT) Fox
•SPEEDWAY (CD-ME) MGM
•SPI ES (Mel) - M G M
SPRING IS HERE (MC)..._ -..JPirst NatlonaJ
SPURS —- Universal

•SQUALL, THE (D-AT) _ First National
•STORM OVER ASIA (D) - —.Amkino
•STO RM, THE (D-AT) Universal

•STREET OF CHANCE (D-AT) Paramount
STRICTLY MODERN (CD-AT) First National
STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL (CD-AT) MGM
•SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS (0-AT) Fox
•SUNNY SIDE UP (D-AT) Fox
SUNNY SKIES (CD-AT) - Tiffany
•SWEETIE (CD-AT) „ Paramount
SWEET MAMMA (CD) Universal
SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES (D-AT) First National
•SWELLHEAD (CD-AT) Tiffany
SWING HIGH (CD-AT, S) Pathe
•SYNTHETIC SIN (D-ME) First National

TAKE THE HEIR (C-ME) lti« 4
TALK OF HOLLYWOOD (CD-AT) Sono Art
TAMING OF THE SHREW (C-AT) United Arlista

•TEMPLE TOWER (Mel-AT) Fox
TEXAN. THE (D-AT) Paramount
•TEXAS COWBOY, A (W) 3eU Pictiues

•BAD MAN, THE (WCD)... Universal
DAWN PATROL, THE (AT) First National
NAUGHTY FLIRT, THE (CD-AT, S) Universal

•NEW BABYLON, THE (D) Amliino
RIGHT OF WAY, THE (D-AT) - Universal

WAY OF ALL MEN, THE (D-AT) Universal
•THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS (CD-AT) J.'ox

•THIRTEENTH CHAIR (Mel-AT) MGM
•THIS MAD WORLD (D-AT) MGM
•THIS THING CALLED LOVE (CD-AT) Pathe
•THOSE WHO DANCE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers
•THREE OUTCASTS (W) Bell Pictures

THREE LIVE GHOSTS (CD-AT) United ArtisU
*TH REE SISTERS (D-AT) Fox
•THUNDER (D-ME) M GM
•TIGER ROSE (D-AT)..- Warner Brother*
•TIME. PLACE AND GIRL, THE (D-AT) ....Warner Brothers
TOAST OF THE LEGION (D-PT) - Universal
•TONIGHT AT TWELVE (CD-AT) Universal
•TRAIL OF '98 (D-ME) MGM
•TRAILING TROUBLE (W-AT) Universal
•TRANSPORT OF FIRE (D) _ .Amkino
TRENT'S LAST CASE (My-PT, ME) Fox
TRESPASSER. THE (D-AT) United Artists

TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN (D-AT) MGM
TRIGGER TRICKS ( D-AT) Universal
TROOPERS THREE (D-AT) Tilfany

TRUE TO THE NAVY (C-AT, S) I'arainount

TWIN BEDS (C-PT. ME)...- Tilfany
TWO O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING (My-AT) ...BeU Pictures

TWO WEEKS OFF (CD-ME) First National

u
•UNDER MONTANA SKIES (0) Tiffany
•UNHOLY THREE, THE (Mel-AT)...- MGM
•UNKNOWN RIDER, THE (W) Bell Pictures
UNMASKED (D-AT) - - Artclass
•UNTAMED (D-AT) - M G M
•UNDER A TEXAS MOON (F-AT, S) Warner Brothers
•UNDERTOW (D-AT) - Univeisal
•UP THE CONGO (Trav-PT) - - Sono Art

VAGABOND KING, THE i D-PT, ME)
•VEILED WOMAN, THE (D-ME)
•VENGEANCE (D-AT)
VENUS (ME)
VIKING, THE (D-ME)
•VIRGINIAN. THE (D-AT)
•VOICE OF THE CITY, THE (D-AT) .

Paramount
Fox

Coliiniliia

United A 1 lists-MGM
I'arainountMGM

w
WAGON MASTERS. THE (W-ME) Universal
WALL STR EET (D-AT) Columbia
WEDDING RINGS (D-AT) First National
WELCOME DANGER (C-AT)-.- J'aramount
WESTERN HONOR (W) BeU Pictures

WESTERN METHODS (W) 3ell Pictures

WHAT A MAN! (CD-AT) - Sono Art
WHAT A WIDOW (CD-AT) United Artists

WHAT MEN WANT (D-AT) Universal

WHEN YOU GIVE YOUR HEART AWAY (CD-AT) Ufa
•WHERE EAST IS EAST (D-PT, ME) MGM
WHISPERS -...United Artists

WHITE CARGO ( D-AT) Miscellaneous
WHITE DEVIL (D-PT) Ufa
WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU (D-M) Universal

•WHITE OUTLAW (W) - Universal

WHOOPEE (MC) - -...United Artists

WHY BRING THAT UP (CD-AT) Paramount
•WHY LEAVE HOME (MC) Fox
WIDE OPEN (CD-AT) _ Warner Brothers
WILD COMPANY (Mel-AT)..._ Fox
WILD MEN OF KALIHARI (Trav-PT, M)

Talking Picture Epios

WISE GIRLS (CD-AT) - M G M
•WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE (Trav-PT, ME) .

Paramount
WOMAN RACKET (D-AT) M G M
WOMAN TO WOMAN (D-AT) Tiffany

WOMEN EVERYWHERE (Mel-AT, S) Fox
•WONDER WOMAN (D-PT, ME) MGM
•WORDS AND MUSIC (CD-AT) Fox
WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT (C-ME) Big i

•WRECKER, THE (D-M E) Tiffany

•YOUNG DEARIE (D-AT) Universal

•YOUNG EAGLES (D-AT) -.-Paramount
YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN (CD-AT) Paramount

•YOUNG NOWHERES (D-AT) _ First National

(I
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Amkino
Silent Sound

•IN OLD SIBERIA (D) 6500
(K) JiUy, 1929. With A. 5Ihilinsky and Taskin.

*HER WAY OF LOVE (D) 6000
(E) Aug.. 1929. With E. Cessarskaya.

•MAN WITH THE CAMERA. THE (EX). 6000
(R) Sept.. 1929. No Star.

GIRL WITH THE BAND BOX. THE 6000
(E) Sept., 1929. With Anna Stenn.

•SEEDS OF FREEDOM (D) 6900
(E) Sept., 1929. With L. M. Leonidoff.

•AFGHANISTAN (E) 6000
(R) Sept.. 1929. No Star (Travelogue).

•FOREST PEOPLE (E) 5800
(R) Sept.. 1929. No. Star.

•SCANDAL (D) 7200
(R) Oct., 1929. With L. Filkovskaya.

•ARSENAL (D) 6900
(R) Nov. 2. 1929. With S. Svazhenko.

•NEW BABYLON. THE (D) 8000
(E) Nov, 30, 1929. With A. Sovolevski and E. Kuzmina.

•LOVE IN THE CAUCASUS (D) 7837
(R) Nov. 30, 1929. With K. KaralashviU and Kira
Andronedashvili.

•MAN FROM THE RESTAURANT. THE..6000
(E) Jan. 4, 1930. With M. Cheokov and V.
Malinovskaya.

•DEMON OF THE STEPPES. THE (D) 6800
(R) Jan. 18. 1930. With Uikolai Saltvkov.

•A FRAGMENT OF AN EMPIRE (D) 7000
(E) Jan. 25, 1930. With Feodor Nikitin and L.
Semonova.

•CHINA EXPRESS (D) 6000
(R) Nov. 9, 1930. Special cast,

•OLD AND NEW (DD) 7500
(E) Mav 2. 1930. No star.

•STORM OVER ASIA (D)
•JIMMY HIGGINS (D)
•TRANSPORT OF FIRE (D)

Aristocrat Pictures

Silent Sound
CLANCY IN WALL STREET (C-AT) 7100

(R) April 1. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Charles Murray. Lucien Littlefleld.
THEME: A plumber goes Wall Street and becomes
a millionaire.

The Feature

Artelass
Silent Sound

UNMASKED (D-AT) 5449
(R) Dec. 15, 1929. Sound on disc and film. With
Eobert Wanviok, Sam Ash, Milton Krims, Lyons
Wickland. Susan Corrow, William Corbett, Charles
Statley, Kate Eoemer. Waldo Edwards, Roy Byron.
Clyde Dellson, Helen Mitchell, Jlarie Burke.

Audible Pictures

Silent Sound
•IN OLD CALIFORNIA (D-AT) 5400

With Henry B. Walthall. Helen Ferguson. George
Duryea, Eay Hallor, Orrol Hiunphrey. Larry .Steers,

Eichard Carlyle, Harry Allen, Lew Stern, Paul
Ellis. Charlotte IMonte, Gertrude Chorre.
TH3;irE: A story of stolen love and a youth's
heroic rescue of a girl from a runaway coach, with
the Mexican border as the ba<!kiround.

Bell Pictures

Silent Sound
•BAD MEN'S MONEY (W) 5 reels

(R) October, 1929. With TaMma Canutts.
•BREEZY BILL (W) 5 reels

(R) March, 1930. With Bob Steele.
•CALL OF THE DESERT -.5 reels

(R) April. 1930. With Tom Tvler.
'CANYON OF MISSING MEN, THE (W)..5 reels

(R) March. 1930. With Tom Tyler.
•CAPTAIN COWBOY (W) 5 reels

(R) November, 1929. With Takima Canutts.
•CODE OF THE WEST (W) 5 reels

(R) February, 1930. With Bob Custer.
•COVERED WAGON TRAILS (W) 5 reels

(R) April. 1930. With Bob Custer.
•COWBOY AND OUTLAW (W) 5 reels

(R) .January, 1930. With Bob Steele.
•FIGHTING KID. THE (W) 5 reels

(E) October, 1929. With Fred Church.
•FIGHTING TERROR. THE (W) 5 reels

(R) November, 1929. With Bob Custer.
GREAT POWER. THE (D-PT) 8 reels

With Minna Gombel.
THEME: A story of Wall street

•HUNTED MEN (W) 5 reels
(R) May 15. 1930. With Bob Steele.

•INVADERS. THE (W) 5 reels
mi December. 1929. With Bob Steele.

•LAST ROUNDUP. THE (W) 5 reels
(Rl November. 192fl. With Bob Custer.

•LAW OF THE PLAINS (W) 5 reels
(R) November. 1929. With Tom Tvler.

•LONE HORSEMAN, THE (W) .5 reels
(R) DecembeT. 1929. With Tom Tvler.

•MAN FROM NEVADA THE (W) 5 reels
(R) November. 1929. With Tom Tvler.

•MAN FROM NOWHERE. THE (W) 5 reels
(Rl April. 1930. With Boh .Steele.

•'NEATH WESTERN SKIES (W) 5 reels
(R) .January, 1930. With Tom Tvlpr

•OKLAHOMA KID, THE (W) .". .5 reels
(R) .January. 1930. With Bob Cust»r.

•O'MALLEY RIDES ALONE (W) 5 reels
(R) March. 1930. Wi'h Bob Custer.

•OVERLAND BOUND (W-AT) 5200
With Leo Maloney, .Tack Terrin, Allene Ray, Walley
Wales.

•PARTING OF THE TRAILS (W) 5 reels
(Rl Deceinber. 1929. With Bob Custer.

•PHANTOM RIDER. THE (W) 5 reels
(R) December. 1929. With Tom Tvler.

•PIONEERS OF THE WEST (W) ...5 reels
(R) February, 1930. With Tom Tyler.

Key to Symbols
The following appear immediately after the

title to indicate the nature of the pro.Iuction:
C Comedy AT All-talking
D Drama PT Part-talking
CD Comedy drama M^—Music
F Farce E Sound eflfects

Mel Melodrama MC^—Musical comedy
My Mystery O—Operetta
Trav—Travel R—Revue
W^—Western S Singing

EXAMPLE: CAT. all-talking comedy. FMy-
AT, all-talking farce mystery. CD-AT, S. com-
edy drama, all-talking with singing.

(R) signifies release.

NOTE : An asterisk preceding; the title in-

dicates either that there is a silent version or
that the picture was produced only in silent

version. Pictures marked with en rslerisk which
have sound versions are indicated by the sound
symbols appearing after the title.

•PRINCE OF HEARTS. THE (D) 5 reels
THEME: A society drama.

•RIDERS OF THE RIO GRANDE (W). 5 reels
(R) December, 1929. With Bob Custer.

•RIDERS OF THE STORM (W) 5 reels
(R) November. 1929. With Takima Canutts.

•TEXAS COWBOY. A (W) 5 reels

(R) February, 1030, With Bob Steele.
•THREE OUTCASTS (W) 5 reels

(E) September. 1929. With Takima Canutts,
TWO O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING (My-AT) 7 reels

With Edith Eoberts, Noah Beery, Margaret Livingston.
•UNKNOWN RIDER. THE (W) 5 reels

(R) Soplember, 1929. With Fred Church.
•WESTERN HONOR (W) 5 reels

(R) Mav, 1930. With Bob Steele.
•WESTERN METHODS (W) 5 reels

(R) December. 1929. With Fred Church.

Big 4 Corporation
Silent Sound

BEYOND THE RIO GRANDE (W-AT) 5 reels

(R) April, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Jack Perrin, Starlight, Franklvn Farnum, Charline
Burt, Emma Tansey, Buffalo Bill, .Jr.. Pete Morri-
son, Henry Rnquemore. Edmund Cobb, Henry Taylor.

DANGEROUS TRAIL, THE (W-AT) 5 reels

(R) September, 1930. Sotmd on disc and lUm. Cast
to be announced.

FIREBRAND JORDAN (W-AT) 5 reels

(R) June, 1930, Sound on disc and film. With
Lane Chandler, Aline Goodwin. TaJcima Canutt,
Sheldon Le\vis, Margueiite Ainslee, Tom London, Lew
Meehan, Frank Taconalli, Alfred Hewston, Fred
Harvey. Cliff I..vons.

NIGHT HAWK. THE (W-AT) 5 reels

(R) August, 1930. Sound on disc and film. Cast
to be announced.

RIDIN' LAW (W-AT) 5 reels

(E) May, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
.Jack Perrin. Starlight. Takima Cfinutt, Rene Bordon,
,Jack Mower, Ben Corbett, Robert Walker. Fern
P^nmPtt. Pete Morrison. Olive Toung.

SECRETS OF THE PUEBLOES, THE (W-AT) 5 reels

(R) .July, 1930. Cast to be announced.
TAKE THE HEIR (C-ME) 6 reels

(R) .Tanuan-. 1930. With Edward Everett Horton,
Dorothy Devore, Frank Elliott, Edyfhe Chapman, Otis
Harlan. Kav Deslvs. Margaret Campbell.

WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT (C-ME) 6 reels

(E) March. 1930. With Walter Forde. Pauline
Johnson,

Running Time

The fixed speed for sound film is 90
feet per minute.

This makes the running time of 1,000
feet 11 to 11% minutes.
Knowing the length of a picture and

the running time per 1,000 feet, the run-
nine time of the picture can he easily

computed.
The variance in the speed at which

silent film is run through the projector
makes it difficuh to compute the run-
ning time of a silent picture with any
degree of accuracy.

Projectors are now designed for a film

speed of 90 feet per minute—the same
as the fixed speed for sound film—hut
the rate at which silent film is actually
run varies from 70 to 110 feet per min-
ute, and infrequently as high as 125 feet

per minute.

Chesterfield
Silent Sound

HOUSE OF SECRETS (D-AT) 6100
With Marcia Manning, Joseph Striker, Elmer Gran-
din, Herbert Warren, Francis M. C!erdi, Eichard
Stevenson, Harry H. Southard, Edward Kingiiam.

LADIES IN LOVE (CD-AT) 6300
(R) May 15. 1930. With AUce Day, Johnnv Walker,
THEME: A radio love story,

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT (MO 6039
(E) February 15, 1930, Sound on disc and film.
With Suzanne Keener, Norman Foster, Doris Ean-
kin, Lester Cole, Abe Reynolds, Hooper Atchley.
Burt Matthews. Dorothee Adams.
THEME: The story of a song writer, the girl he
loves, a selfish and designing mother and a cabaret
owner.

Columbia
Silent Sound

•ACQUITTED (D-AT) _ 5781
(R) October 26, 1929. With Lloyd Hughes, Margaret,
Sam Hardy, Charles West, George Rigas. Charles
Wilson, Otto Hoffman.

•AROUND THE CORNER (C-AT) 6419
(R) April 25. 1930. With George Sidney, Charles
Murray, Joan Peers, Xja-rry Kent, Charles Delaney,
Joss De Vorska, Fred Sullivan.
THEME: An Irish cop and a Jewish pawnbroker and
a prize fight.

•BROADWAY SCANDALS (D-AT) 6395
(R) November 10, 1929. With Sally O'Neill, Jack
Egan, Carmel Myers, Tom O'Brien, J. Barney Sherry,
John Hyams, Charles Wilson. Doris Dawson, Gordon
EUiott.
THEME: Story of a boy singer, who is attracted
by a vamp stage star, who takes him away from his
girl friend. But the girl makes good and wins her
lover away from the vamp.

•CALL OF THE WEST (D-AT) 6500
(E) April 15, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Dorothy Itevier, Matt Moore. Katherine Clare Ward,
Tom O'Brien, Alan Roscoe, Vic Potel, Nick De
Ruiz, ,Joe De La Cruze, Blanche Rose, Ford West,
Gertrude Bennett, Connie lie Mont, Buflf Jones,
THEME: A love epic of the open spaces.

•COLLEGE COQUETTE (CD-AT) 5566 6149
(R) August 5, 1929. With Ruth Taylor, John Hot-
land, William Collier, Jr., Jobyna Ealston, Edward
Piel, Jr,

THEME: A story of a girl who Inlls herself be-
cause her boy friend falls in love with another girl.

Story takes place on a college campus.
FLYING MARINE (D-PT. ME) 5736 5951

(E) June 5, 1929, With Ben Lyon, Shirley Mason,
.Tason Robards.
THEME: Story of one brother risking his life and
giving up the girl he loves for another brother.

•GUILTY? (D-AT) 6371
(El March 3, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Virginia Valli, John HoUand, John St. Polls. Lydia

,

Knott, Erville Alderson, Richard Carlyle, Clarence
Muse, Eddie Clayton, Robert T. Haines, Pranlt
Fanning, Ed Cecil, Gertrude Howard.
TECEnVTE: A drama of social contrasts and adapted
from "Black Sheep."

•HURRICANE (D-AT) 5842 5735
(R) September 30, 1929. With Hobart Bostworth,
Johnny Mack Brown, Leila Hyams, Allan Roscoe,
Tom O'Brien, Lelia Mclntyre, Joe Bordeaux and
Eddie Chandler.
THEME': Story of a father who offers his daughter
to a pirate to get revenge on his former wife. But
daring rescue follows when it is revealed that she is

his own daughter.
•LADIES OF LEISURE (D-AT) 9113

(E) April 5, 1930. (TOS) April 19, 1930. Sound on
disc and film. With Barbara Stanwyck, Lowell
Sherman, Ralph Graves, Mane I»reyost, Nance O'Neil,
George Fawcett, Johnnie Walker, Juliette Compton,
THEME: A drama of New Tork's gay social whirl.

Adapted from the David Belasco stage play by
Milton Herbert Gropper.

LIGHT FINGERS (D-AT) 5578 5700
(E) .July 29, 1929. With Ian Keith, Dorothy Eevier,
Carroll Nye, Ralph Theodore, Tom Rickets.
THEME: A story of a girl, who discovers a thief,

but saves him from the police to win his love.

•MEXICALI ROSE (D-AT) 5126 5735
(B) December 26, 1929. Sound on disc and film.

With Barbara Stanwyck, Sam Hardy, William Jan-
ney, Louis Natheatts. Arthur Rankin, Harry Vejar,
Louis King, Julia Beharano.
THEME': A drama of Old Mexico.

MURDER ON THE ROOF (D-AT) 5400
(E) .January 19, 1930. (TOS) February 8, 1930,

With Dorothy Eevier, David Newell, Eaymond Hatton,
Edward Doherty.
THEME: A story of a lawyer, who is framed by
a crook, but whose daughter saves him by a clever

plot.
PERSONALITY (CD-AT) 6304

(R) February 14, 1930. Sound on disc and fUm.
With Sally Starr, Johnny Arthur. Blanche Frederici,
Frank Hammond, Buck Black, Lee Kohlmar, John
T. Murray, Vivian Oakland, George Pearce. -

THEMTI: A comedy of married life.

PRINCE OF DIAMONDS (AT) 6418
(R) March 26. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Aileen Pringle. Ian Keith, Fritzi Ridgeway, Tyrrell
Davis, Claude King, Tom Eicketts, E. Alyh Warren,
Gilbert Emery, Frederick SuUivan, Sybil Grove,
Colonel McDonnell, Joyzelle.
THEME: A romance of adventure.

ROYAL ROMANCE, A (F-AT) 6359
(E) March 17. 1930. SoimA on disc and film.

With William Collier, .Jr., Pauline Starke, Clarence
Muse, Ann Brody, Eugenie Besserer. Walter P.
Lewis. Betty Boyd, Ullrich Haupt, Bert Sprotte,
Dorothy De Borda.
THEME: A farce based on "Private Property."

SOLDIERS AND WOMEN (D-AT) 6671
(R) April 30, 1930. With Aileen Pringle, Grant
Withers, Helen Johnson. Walter McGrail, Emmett
Corrigan, Blanche Friderici, Wade Boteler, Eay
Largay, William Colvin. Sam Nelson.
THEME: A story of the U. S. Marines in Haiti.

•SONG OF LOVE (D-AT) 7720
(E) November 25. 1929. With Belle Walker, Ralph
Graves, David Durand, Eunice Quedens, Arthur
Houseman, Charles Wilson, „.„

•VENGEANCE (D-AT) 6160

(R) February 22, 1930. (TOS) March 8. 1930.

Sound on disc and film. With Jack Holt. Dorothy
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Revier, Phillip Strange, George Pearce, Hayden
St-evenson, Irma A. Harrison, Onest A. Conly.
THEME: A drama of revenge in the Congo.

*WALL STREET (D-AT) 6336
(E) Decemi)er 1, 1929. With Ealph luce and Aileen.

Pringle.

First National
(Sound pictures are on disc only)

Silent Sound
BAC K PAY ( D-AT) 5672

(B) June 1, 1930. Sound on disc. With Corinne
Griffith, Graut Withers, Montagu Love, HaUam
Cooley. Geneva Mitchell, Vivian Oakland.

THE BAD MAN (WCD)
(R) October 5, 1930. With Walter Huston, Dorothy
Kevier, O. P. Heggie, Marion Byron, Sidney Blaclt-

mer, James Eennie, Guinn WUlianLs, Arthiir Stone,
Edward Lynch, Harry Semels, Errille Alderson.
THEME: A Mexican bandit tries to act as match-
maker. The hmnorous way he goes about it forms
the basis of the story.

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT (0) 7418
(E) June 22. 1930. Sound on disc. With Vivienne
Segal, Walter Pidgeon, Ford Sterling, Louise
Fazenda. Lupino Lane, Myrna Loy, Alan Prior,

Harry Cording.
BRIGHT LIGHTS (CD-AT) -...

(E) August 24. 1930. With Dorothy Macliaill, Frank
Fay, Noah Beery. Eddie Nugent. Inez Courtney, Tom
Dugan, James Murray, Frank McHugh. Daphne Pol-
lard. Jean Bary, Virginia Sale, iBMmund Breese,
Philip Strange.
THEME; A chorus girl's rise to fame—from the
chorus, to a dancing role in a dive in Africa, to hula
dancing back in New York and finally to stardom
on Broadway.

•CARELESS AGE. THE, (CD-PT, ME) 6308
(E) September 16, 1929. With Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Loretta Young, Carmel Mvers, Holmes Herbert.
Kenneth Thomson, George Baxter. Wilfred Noy, Doris
Llovd, Ilka Chase, Eaymond Lawrence.
TTTRTArR- Story of a youth who falls in love with a
gold digger, who gives him the runaround.

•DARK STREETS (D-AT) - 5514 5416
(B) August 11, 1929. With Jack Mulhall, Lila Lee,
Aggie Herring. Earl Plngree, Will Walling, B. H.
Calvert, Maurice Black.
THEME: Two brothers, one is a cop and the other
a crook. The cop lives and the crook is killed.

DAWN PATROL, THE (D-AT) 7418
(E) August 10, 1930. With Eichard Barthelmess,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Neil Hamilton, William
Janney, James Flnlayson, Clyde Cook. Gardner
James. Edmund Breon, Frank McHugh. Jack
Ackroyd, Harry Allen.
THEME: A Squadron of youthful aviators risk their
lives with the British Air Forces. Barthelmess goes
up in place of young Fairbanks and sacrifices him-
self for love of his comrade.

•DRAG (D-AT) - 5633 7642
(E) July 21, 1929. Sound on disc (TOS) August
10. 1929. With Richard Barthelmess, Lucien Little-

fleld. Katherine Ward. Alice Day, Tom Dugan. Lila
Lee. Margaret Fielding.
THEME: An ambitious young newspaper man and
writer finds living with his wife's family intolerable,
and flees to a foreign country to seek freedom.

•FAST LIFE (D-AT) 6702... 7541
(R) September 29. 1929. Sound on disc. (TOS)
October 5. 1929. With Douglas Fairbanks, .Jr..

Loretta Young. Chester Morris. William Holden.
Frank Sheridan. Ray Hallor. John Sainpolis.

THEME: A boy and girl, secretly married, are ac-
CT-'-sed of improprieties. A fight ensues, and a friend
Is mortally shot. The boy. convicted of the murder,
is doomed to execution when another friend con-
fesses to the crime.

•FLIRTING WIDOW. THE (D-AT) _ eew
(E) May 11. 1930. Sound on disc. With Dorothy
Mackaill, Basil Rathbone. William Austin. Leila
Hyams. Claude Gillingwater. Emily Fitzroy. Anthony
Bushell. Flora Bramley.

•FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS (D-AT) 6950
(E) November 11. 1929. Sound on disc. (TOS)
.January 4, 1930. With Colleen Moore. Frederic
March. Eaymond Hackett.
THEJrE: The story of an Irish girl posing as a
French actress, who finds her sweetheart is a crook.
and later weds a rich admirer.

•FORWARD PASS (CD-AT. S) 4920 7246
(E) November 10. 1929. Sound on disc. W^th
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. Loretta Young, Guinn Wil-
liams. Peanuts Bvron. Phyllis Crane. Bert Rome.
Lane Chandler. Allen Lane, Floyd Shackleford.
TRElVtE: The story of a bov who resolves to quit
football hut. urged on by the girl of his dreams,
wins the honors for his college,

FURIES (D-AT) 6606
(E) March 16. 1930. Sound on disc. With H. B.
Warner. Lois Wilson. Jane Winton. Pumell Pratt,
Natalie Moorhead.

GIRL FROM WOOLWORTH'R (D-AT) 6171
(R) October 27. 1929. With Alice White. Charles
Delaney, Wheeler Oakman. Ben Hall. Rita FIvnn,
Gladden James. Bert Moorehead. Patricia Caron.
William Olmond. Mllla Davenport.
TPIEME: Pat is separated from her first love. Bill
Harrigan, and goes in a nicrbt club as an enter-
tainer. After a bit of trouble Bill succeeds In
winnlni? Vat, back

•GREAT DIVIDE (MEL-AT) 6722
(TOS) Nov. 10. 1929. fTOS) March 1. 1930. With
Dorothy Mackaill, Ian Keith. J.,ncien LIttlefleld. Ben
Hendricta, Myrna Loy. Frank Tang. Crei'-hton Hale.
George Fawcett, .lean Laverty. Claude Gillingwater,
EoY Stewart, James Ford.
THEMD: A )xiy steals a girl to make her love him.
His plot proves successful after three days.

•HARD TO GET (CD-AT) 5981 7324
(TOS) Sept. 28. 1929. With Dorothy Mackaill.
.Timmle Flnlayson. Ixml.se Fazenda. .Tack O.-ikie. Ed-
mund Bums. Clarissa Selwyime. Charles Delaney.
THEME; A drl meets two boys, one's rich, the
other poor. The poor oroves to be her man.

•HER PRIVATE LIFE (D-AT) 6488
(R) August 25. 1929. With Billic Dove. Walter Pid-
geon, Holmes Herbert. Montagu Love. Roland West.
Thelma Todd. Mary Forbes. Brandon Hurst. ZaSu
Pitta.
THEME; I,a<ly Helen attenipts to kill herself when
she catches the man she loves cheating in a card
game. He explains later that he did it to shield
his elster.

•HOUSE OF HORROR (MvC-IME) 5919
(R) April 28. 1929. With Louise Fazenda. Chester
Conklln. .Tames Ford. Thelma Todd. William V.
Mong. Emile Chautard. William Orlamond. Dale
Fuller, Tenan Holtz.
TI-rE\rE: Two countn' bt'-ka visit their uncle who
own.s an antique shop In which many mysteries occur.

•IN THE NEXT ROOM (My-AT) 7498
rR) .January 26. 1930. (TOS) April 19. 1930. With
Jack Mulhall, Allc<; Day, Ttoljcrt O'Connor. .Tohn S.
I'olls, Claude Alllstcr, Aggie Herring. DcWltt Jen-
nings, Webster Campbell, Lucien Preval.
THEME: .Tack, a young reporter, helps solve the
mysteries In the home of hla sweetheart, Alice.

•LILIES OF THE FIELD (D-AT) - 5996
(E) January 5, 1930. (TOS) March 1, 1930.
With Connne Griffith, .Tohn Loder. Freeman Wood,
Patsy Paige, Dve Southern. Eita LeRoy. Jean Barry,
Betty Boyd, Mary Boley, Virginia Bruce.
THEME: Mildred's husband di'.orces her and takes
their child. Mildred makes a living by worldng in
a cafe. Her cliild dies and she marries Ted.

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES (D-AT) - 6621
(R) November 17, 1929. (TOS) February 13, 1930.
With Eddie Buzzel, Alice Day, Edna Murphy, Kob-
ert Edeson, Wheeler Oakman, Donald Reed.
THEME: Johnny rides his sweetheart's horse and
loses. They think he framed to lose and the Rider's
club stispends him. He comes back and wins the
biggest race of the year.

LOOSE ANKLES (CD-AT) _ 6190
With Loretta Young, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Louise
Fazenda, Ethel Wales, Otto Harlan, Daphne Pollard,
Inez Courtney, Norman Douglas. Dddie Nugent, Ray-
mond Keane.
THEME: Story of a girl who is bequeathed a million
dollars providing she marries the man her atint con-
sents to. And what a time she has getting her man.

LOVE RACKETT, THE (D-AT) - 6118
(E) December 8, 1929. With Dorothy Mackaill, Sid-
ney Blackmer, Edmund Bums, Myrtle Stedman,
Alice Day, Edith Yorke, Martha Mattox, Edward
Davis, Webster Campbell, Clarence Burton, Tom
Mahoney, Jack Curtis.
THEME; A story of a girl who reveals her past
wrongs in order to save an innocent girl from a man
she killed. But her lover asks her to marry him
anvwav.

MAN AND THE MOMENT (D-PT. ME) 6539 7086
(E) June 23. 1929. (TOS) August 3, 1929. With
BUlie Dove, Eod LaEocque, Gwen Lee, Eobert
Schable. Charles Sellon, George Bunny.
THEME: A boy and a girl marry. They quarrel.
He steals her and takes her on his yacht where he
teaches her to love him.

MOST IMMORAL LADY, A (D-AT) 7145
(R) September 22, 1929. With Leatrice Joy. Walter
Pidgeon, Sidney Blackmer, Montague Love, Josephine
Dunn, Robert Edeson, Donald Reed, Florence Oak-
ley, Wilson Benge.
THEME: Story of a girl who blackmails a rich
banker and then falls in love with his son. The
father forbids the boy to see the girl. Later the
two meet in Paris and marry.

MURDER WILL OUT (My-AT) 6200
(R) April 6, 1930. Sotmd on disc. With Jack
Mulhall, Lila Lee. Noah Beery, Malcolm MacGregor,
Alec B. Francis.

THE NAUGHTY FLIRT (CD-AT. S)
(R) September 21. 1930. With Alice White. Paul
Page. Robert Agnew- Myrna Loy. Douglas Gilmore,
George Irving.
THEME: Alice White gets her man. hut not before
several interesting and exciting events take place to

prevent this.

NO. NO NANETTE (MO _ .9100
(TOS) Januaiy 11. 1930, With Bernice Claire. Alex-
ander Gray. Lucien Littlefield. Louise Fazenda.
Lilyan 'l?ashman, Mildred Harris.
THEME: Two married men, with strict wives, -^o-

cretly consent to back a show for a boy and girl

who intend to marry. The wives hear of the work,
but It ends happily.

NOTORIOUS AFFAIR, A (CD-AT) 6218
(E) May 4. 1930. (TOS) May 3. 1930. Sound on
disc. With Billie Dove. Kenneth Thompson, Basil
Eathbone. Kay Franci*^. Montagu TjOve. Philip
Strange. Gino Corrado, Elinor Vandivere.
THEME: She was the daughter of luxury, he a mu-
sical genius. Though she belonged to him, he be-
longed to the world. It is a story of how she saved
him from himself—for herself.

NUMBERED MEN (D-PT)
(E) September 7, 1930. With Conrad Nagel, Ber-
nice Claire, Eaymond Hackett. Ealph Ince, Tully
Marshall, Maurice Black, William Holden. George
Cooper, Frederick Howard, Blanche Frederici, Ivan
Linow .

THEME: A 5ad!break at prison results in some un-
pleasant moments for some of the characters involved
in the prisoner's lives.

ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S (CD-AT) „.

(E) September 14, 1930. With Billie Dove, Douglas
Fairbanks. .Tr.. Helen Ware. Tully Marshall, James
Crane , Claude King.
THEME: A young architect, son of a convict, is

kept on the straight road but goes to Jail anyway
in deferLse of his sweetheart who has committed
murder. But unknown oircumstances bring about his

release.

•OTHER TOMORROW (D-AT) 5800
(E) .Tanuarv 19. 1930. With Billie Dove, Grant
Withers. Kenneth Thomson, Frank Sheridan, Otto
Hoffman. William Grainger Scott Seaton.
THEME: Story of a girl who marries another man
when her sweetheart quarrels with her. But in the
end she goes to her former lover and admits her
love.

PAINTED ANGEL (D-AT) 6470
(R) December 1. 1929. With BiUle Dove. Edmund
Ijowe. George MacFarlane. J. Farrell MacDonald,
Cissy Fitzierald. Nellie Bly Baker, Will Stanton.

Norma Selby. Douglas Gerrard. Shep Camp. Peter
Higgins, Red Stanley.

PARIS (D-AT) 90O7
(E) November 24. 1929. With Irene Bordonl. Jack
Buchanan, Louise Closser Hale, Jason Eobards,
Margaret Fielding. ZaSu Pitts.

THEME: A young chap goes to Europe and falls

in love with a dancer. His mother attempts to

break the affair. The girl overhears the plot and
gives the boy the air.

PLAYING AROUND (D-AT) 5972
(TOS) April 5, 1930. With Alice White, Chester

Morris, William Bakewell, Eichard Carlvle. Marion
Bryon Maurice Black, Lionel Belmore, Shep Camp,
Ann Brodv. Nellie V. Nichols.

RIGHT OF WAY, THE (D-AT)
(E) October 19, 1930. With Conrad Nagel. Loretta
Young. PVed Kohler. William .Tanney, George Pearce.

Emmett King, Harry Cording. Brandon Hurst, Holli-

well Hobbes, Olive Tell, Yola D'Avril, Snitz Ed-
wards.

. . *
THEME: A brilliant lawyer becomes a victim of

amnesia as a result of a fight. How his life while

in this state affects his real life forms the theme
of the story.

ROAD TO PARADISE (D-AT) 6935
(E) .Tuly 20. 1930. With Loretta Young. Jack
Mulhall George Barraud. RajTnonrt Hatton K.ithlvn

Williams. Dot Farley, Winter Hall, Ben Hendricks.

.Tr Georgette Rhodes. Purnell Pratt. Fred Kelsey.

THEME: Loretta Young. In a dual role, imper-

sonates a society girt and rnlis her wall safe. She

Is caught but not prosecuted, and thereby hangs
the tale.

•SALLY (D-AT) 9277

(R) January"i2. 1930. With Marilyn Miller. Alex-

ander Gray, .Toe E. Brown. T. Eoy Barnes, Pert

Kelton Ford Sterling. Maude Turner Gordon, Nora
Lane, E. J. Eadcliffe, Jack Duffy.

THEME: A former waitress makes good as a FoUies

dancer and wins the man she loves.

SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD (D-AT) _ _...72I3

(E) April 20, 1930. (TOS) May 10, 1930. Sound
on disc. With Alice White. Jack Mulhall, Ford
Sterling, Blanche Sweet, John Miljan, Virginia Sale,

Spec O'Donnell. Lee Shumway, Herman Bing.
TTTF.MTi: The story of a girl who, when starred,

becomes imbearably temperamental. Shown the
stupidity of her attitude by her sweetheart, she goes
ttaxk to work and becomes a spectacular success.

SIN FLOOD (D-AT)... - _
(E) 1930. Sound on disc. With Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. Dorothy Eevier, Noah Berry, Anders Ea.ndolph.

•SMILING IRISH EYES (D-AT) 7932 8550
(E) July 28, 1929. Sound on disc. (TOS) Septem-
ber 7, 1929. With Colleen Moore, James Hall,
Claude Gillingwater. Eobert Homans. Aggie Herring,
Betty Francisco, Julanne Johnston, Eobert O'Connor,
John Beck, Edward Earl. Tom O'Brien. Oscar Apfel.
THEME: The vicissitudes of a romance between an
Irish colleen and a young violinist.

SON OF THE GODS (D-AT) __ „ 8344
(E) March 9, 1930. Sound on disc. With Eichard
Barthelmess, Constance Bennett. Dorothy Mathews,
Barbara Leonard. Jimmy Eagles. Prank Albertson,
Mildred Von Dorn, King Hoo Chang, Geneva MitcheU.
THEME: The heartbrealts of a young American who
has been reared by a Chinese.

SONG OF THE FLAMB (D-AT) _ _ 6503
(R) May 25. 1930. (TOS) May 17, 1930. Sound
on disc. With Bernice Claire. Alexander Gray, Noah
Beery, Alice Gentle, Bert Roach, Inez Courtney,
Shep Camp, Ivan Linow.
THEME: A stoiy of a scheming revolutionist in
Russia.

SPRING IS HERE (MC) 6386
(R) April 13. 1930. Sound on disc. With Lawrence
Gray, Bernice Claire, Alexander Gray, Louise Fazenda,
Ford Sterling, Inez Courtney.

SQUALL. THE (D-AT) -.7085 9456
(R) May 26. 1930. Sound on disc. (TOS) June
29. 1929. With Myrna Loy. Alice Joyce, Eichard
Tucker. Carroll Nye. Loretta Yotuig.
THEME; The story of a gypsy girl who. fascinated
by a rich cotuitry gentleman, nearly ruins his home
Ufe.

STRICTLY MODERN (CD-AT) - 5632
(B) Marc)» 2, 1930. Sound on disc. With Dorothy
Mackaill. Sidney Blackmer, Julanne Johnston, War-
ner Richmond.

SWEET MAMA (CD-AT) _ _... 5012
(R) July 6, 1930. With Alice White, David Man-
ners, Rita Flynn, Kenneth Thompson. Lee Moran.
Lee Shumway, Lou Harvey, Richard Cramer, Robert
Elliott.

THEME: Alice White rescues her boy friend from
the clutches of a gang of crooks.

SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES (D-AT) -.7003
(R) June 15. 1930. Sound on disc. With Billie

Dove. Clive Brook. Sidney Blackmer. Leila Hyams,
.Tohn Loder. Cranfurd Kent.

SYNTHETIC SIN (D-ME) _ 6724 7035
(R) January 6. 1929. Sotmd on disc. With Col-
leen Moore. Antonio Moreno, Kathym McGuire.
Edythe Chapman. Montagu Love. Gertrude Astor,
Gertrude Howard, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Raymond
Tucker.
THEini!: A stage-struck girl encotmters gang life

in New York, and after experiences which lead almost
to a murder charge against her. she is freed to be-
come the wife of her sweetheart, a playwright.

TOAST OF THE LEGION (D-AT)
(R) October 12. 1930. With Bernice (31aire, Walter
Pidgeon, Edward Everett Horton, Claude Gillingwater,
Frank McHugh, Judith Voseli, June Collyer, Albert
Gran, "G" Sisters.
THEME: A French manne<iuin becomes an opera
singer but loses her sweetheart, biu she inadvertently
gets him back at a banquet In her honor.

TWIN BEDS (C-PT. ME) 5902 7266
(E) July 14, 1929. Sotmd on disc. With Jack
Mulhall, Patsy Ruth Miler, Armond Kaliz, (Jer-

tnide Astor, Knute Erickson, Edythe Chapman,
Jocelyn Lee, Nita Martan, ZaSu Pitts, Eddie Grib-
bon, Ben Hendricks, Jr.. Carl Levines, Alice Lake,
Bert Roach.
THEME: A drtmlc. entering the wrong apartment
at night—the apartment of newlyweds—creates a
situation which nearly ends in estrangement of bride
and groom.

TWO WEEKS OFF (CD-ME) _ 6701 8081
(R) Mav 12. 1929. Sound on di-sc. (TOS) June 8.

1929. With Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall, Ger-
trude Astor, Jimmy Flnlayson, Kate Price, Jed
Prouty. Eddie Gribbon, Dixie Gay, Gertrude Mes-
singer.
THEME: A comedy situation created by mistaken
identity in which a plimiber is thought to be a
famous film star.

WAY OF ALL MEN, THE (D-AT) 7003
(B) August 3. 1930. With Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,

Dorothy Revier. Anders Randolf, Eobert Edeson,
Henry Kolker, Noah Beery, Wade Boteler. William
Orlamond, Ivan Simpson, William Courtney. Julanne
Johnston. Eddie Clayton.
THEME; In the face of an impending flood, a hand-
ful of trapi)ed men alter their characters and swear
love for one another and extend forgiveness for past
wrongs. The flood is averted and the old characters
ilmmediatelv appear and squabbling continues.

"WEDDING RINGS (D-AT) 6621

(E) December 14. 1929. (TOS) May 17, 1930.

Sound on disc. With H. B. Warner, Lois Wilson,
Olive Borden. Hallam Cooley, James Ford, Kathleen
Williams, Aileen Manning.
THEME: The efforts of two girls, one a senseless

flapper, the other a sane young woman, to win the
love of a wealthy clubman.

YOUNG NOWHERES (D-AT) - 5256 7850
(B) October 20. 1929. Sound on disc. (TOS) No-
vember 23. 1929. With Eichard Barthelmess. Marian
Nixon. Bert Roach. Anders Eandolf, Eaymond
Turner. Joselyn Lee.
THEME; The romance of an elevator boy. and the
troubles encoimtered when he gives a party for his

sweetheart In the apartment of a wealthy tenant.

Fox
Silent Disc Film

•ARIZONA KID. THE (W-AT) 7902 7902
(E) April 27. 1930. (TOS) May 24, 1930. Sound
on disc and fllm. With Warner Baxter, Mona Maris,

Carol Lombard, Theodor Von Eltz, Arthur Stone. Mrs.

Jiminez, Walter P. Lewis, Jack Herrick, Wilfred
Lucas, Hank Mann. De Sacia Mooers. Larry Mc-
Grath, Jim Gibson.
THEME: The exploits of a recldess, love maldng
bandit and two of his sweethearts, painted with
sweeping strokes against the brilliant background of

the old West. ^.^^
•BEHIND THAT CURTAIN (My-AT) _ .....8300

(E) June 30, 1929. Sound on film. (TOS) August
31. 1929. With Warner Baxter, Ix)is Moran. Gilbert

Emery, Claude King, Philip Karloff, Jamiel Hassen.
Peter Gawthome, John Rogers, Montague Shaw,
Finch SmUes, Mercedes Velasco, E. L. Park.
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THEME: Girl marries unhappily, flees to old friend
in the desert; husband, a criminal, follows, is killed,
and happiness is left for the two.

•BIG PARTY, THE (CD-AT, M) 6656 6520
(R) February 23, 1S)30. With Sue Carol, Walter
Catiett, Dixie Lee, Frank AJbertsou, Hichard Keene.
"Whispering" Jack Smith, Charles Judels, Douglas
Gilmore. Ilka Chase, Dorothy Brown, Elizabeth
Patterson.

BIG TIME (D-AT) 8038 78IS
(Rl September 29, 1929. Sound on di^c and film.
With Dee Tracy, Mae Clarke, Daphne Pollard,
Josephine Dunn, Stepin Fechit.
THEME: Hoofer teams up mth another while wife
is

_
ill.

_
Wife goes to Hollywood, becomes star, he

drifts in as an extra, and she finds she still loves
him

»BORN RECKLESS (D-AT) _ 7123 7I2J
(R) May 11, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Edmund Lowe, Catherine Dale Owen, Warren Hymer,
Marguerite Churchill, Lee Tracy, William Harrigan,
Soy Stewart, Frank Albertson, Paul Page. Ferike
Boros, Paul Poreasi, Joe Brown. Eddie Gribben.
Pat Somerset, Ben Bard, Mike Donlan.
THEltE: A portrayal of the bonds of gangdom and
their lifelong entanglement.

CAMEO KIRBY (D-AT) _ 6078 6120
(R) January 12. 1930. (TOS) February 13. 1929.
With J. Harold Murray, Norma Terris. Douglas
Gihnore, Robert Edeson, Charles Morton, Stepin
Fechit, John Hyams, Mmme. Daumery, Myma Loy,
Beulah Hall Jones.
THEME: The stormy life of a gambler who finally
wins the girl of his heart.

•CHASING THROUGH EUROPE
(D-PT, ME) ..„ 5622 _ 558

1

(R) June 9. 1929. Sound on film. With Sue
Carol, Nick Stuart, Gustav von Seffertitz, Gavin Gor-
don, E. Alyn Warren.
THEME: Hero steps in In time to save a beautiful
lady from an unhappy marriage, with Europe fur-
nishing the continental atmosphere.

CHEER UP AND SMILE (CO-AT, S) 5730
(R) June 22, 1930. With Dixie Lee. Olga Baclanova.
Johnny Arthur, John Darrow, Franklin Pangbom,
^Vrthur Lake, Whispering Jack Smith, Charles Judels,
Sumner (Jetchell. Buddy Messinger,
THEME: A college boy finds night club life too
hectic and goes h.ick to college iind to big sweetheart.

•CHRISTIANA (D-PT) 7105 7911 7651
(B) December 15, 1929. With Janet Gaynor, Charles
Morton, Rudolph Schildkraut, Lucy Dorraine, Harry
Cording.
THEME: A bit of a Cinderella story, in which
marriage that might have been unhappy is avoided,
with a background of Holland and a circus.

•CITY GIRL (D-AT) 8217 6240 6171
(R) February 16, 1930. With Charles FarreU, Mary
Duncan, David Torrenoe. Edith Torke, Dawn O'Day,
Guinn WilUams, Dick Alexander, Tom Magulre, Ed-
ward Brady.
THEME: A case of bringing the city to the old
farm, in the person of the farmer's daughter-in-law.
and finally the couple decide to stay and help father.

•COCKEYED WORLD, THE (CD-AT)....9240 11109 10702
(R) October 30, 1929. (TOS) October 5, 1929.
With Victor McLaglen. Edmund Lowe. Lily Damita.
Leila Kamelly. El Brendel. Bobby Burns, Jeanette
Dagna, Joe Brown, Stuart Erwin, Ivan Linow. Jean
Bary
THEME: Two marines constantly vieing with each
other over some girl.

•CRAZY THAT WAY (C-AT) _ 5800
(B) March 30, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
.loan Bennett, Kenneth MacKenna, Regis Toomey,
.Tason Robards, Sharon Lynn, Lumsden Hare, Baby
Mark .

THEME: The story of a young society girl who Is
much courted but neither loves nor is Interested In
any man—until the right ones arrives and she Is
forced to use all her wiles to win him.

DOUBLE CROSS ROADS (D-AT).._ _.. 5800 5800
(R) April 20, 1930. (TOS) May 3, 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Lila Lee, Robert Ames,
^fontara Love. Ned Sparks, George McFarlane. Edith
Chapman, Tom Jackion, Charlotte Walker, William
y . Mong. Thomas Jefferson.
THEME: The story of an ex-conviot, who has
determined to go straight, and his sweetheart, a
young cabaret singer, who outwit a gang of crooks
enaeavoring to get the ex-convict "pull" one more
safe-rracking .1ob.

•FAR CALL. THE (D-ME) 6282 5313
(R) April 28, 1929. Sound on film. With Charles
Morton. Leila Hvams. Ullrich Haupt. Stanley ,T. San-
ford. Warren Hymer. Arthur Stone, Charles Middle-
ton, Pat Hartigan. Ivan Linow. Dan Wolheim Ran-
dolph Scott. CTharles Gorman, Bernard Seigel. WiUle
Fung Harrv Gripp, Frank Chew. Sam Baker.
THEME: Story of the sea. with sea rover planning
seal hatchery raid and is prevented with girl who
dissuades him

•FOUR DEVILS (D-PT, ME) 9496 9298 9295
(R) September 15, 1929. (TOS) November 9. 1929.
With Janet Gaynor. Marv Duncan. Charles Morton.
Barry Norton. Farrell MacDonald, Nancy Drexel
THEAIE: Circus acrobats, brought up from childhood
fo-fther. eventuallv coming to love each other, and
realizing it all the more after vampire steps into
picture.

•FROZEN JUSTICE (D-AT) 6129 7583 7368
fR) October 13. 1929. With T.<y>nare Ulric. Obert
Frazer. Ixiuis Wolhoim. Ullrich Hanot. L^iski Winter.
Tom Patricola. Ali^e Lake, Gertrude Astor Adele
Wmdsor. Warren Heymer. Nevneen Farrell. Arthur
Stone .

THEME: Story of the frozen north unscrupulous
trader and an 'Eskimo,

•GHOST TALKS THE (My-PT. ME) 6482
(R) March 30, 1929, Sound on film. With Heien
Twelvetrees, Charles Eaton, Carmel Myers, Earle Foxe,
Stenin Fechit.
THEME: Correspondence school detective solves mys-
tery and marries girl.

•GIRL FROM HAVANA (D-AT) _ .6545 6060 5986
(R) September 22, 1929. With Paul Page. Lola
I^ne, Natalie Moorhead, Senneth TholmpBon, WarrenHymer. Joseph Girard, Adele Windsor.
THEME: Girl solves jewelry murder mystery, and
Anally marries the son of the murdered man, who
vrnR also looking for the crooks.

GOLDEN CALF. THE (MC) 6552
<n\ Mar'-h in, 1930 Sound on disc and 'film.
With Jack MulhaU. Sue Carol. Walter Catiett. El
Brendel, Marjorie White, Richard Keene, Paul Page.
Ilka Chase.
THEME: An artist's secretary, secretly in love
with her employer, reverts from her puritanical ways
to become a dashing model and by so doing be-
comes the artist's favorite.

GOOD INTENTIONS (Mel-AT) 6340
(S) June 29, 1930. With Edmund Lowe. Marguerite
Churchill, Regis Toomey, Eddie Gribbon, Owen Davis,
Jr., Earle Fox. Robert McWade, Henry Kolker, Pat
Somerset, J. Carrol Naish, Georgia Caine, Hale Ham-
ilton.

THEME: A gangster falls in love with his victim
and sacrifices himself.

HAPPY DAYS (MC) - 7650 7514
(R) March 2. 1930. (TOS) February 22, 1930.

Grandeur wide film version 7514. (TOS) January
22. 1930. With Charles FarreU. Janet Gaynor,
Will Rogers, El Brendel, Victor McLaglen, Edmund
Lowe, J. Harold Murray, Jack Smith, David Rollins,
Ann Pennington, George Jessel, Sharon Lynn, Wil-
liam Ck)llier, James Corbett.

HARMONY AT HOME (CD-AT) 6550 6395
(R) January 19, 1930. Marguerite Churchill. Charles
Eaton, Charlotte Henry, William Collier, Sr., Rex
Bell, Dixie Lee. Dot Farley, Elizabeth Patterson,

Clare Kummer, Edwin Burke, Elliott Lester, Charles
J. McGuirk.
THEME: Father's promotion makes family want to

put on thg ritz, which tliey do for a wliile, but
flnaUy decide that the old way of living is best.

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES (CD-AT, S) 9238
(R) March 23, 1930. (TOS) April 26. 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Janet Gaynor, Charles Far-
reU, WiUiam CoUier, Sr., Hedda Hopper. Lucien
Llttlefleld, Louise Fazenda. Joyce Compton, BrandMi
Hurst.
THEME: A musical romance in which the love of a
boy and girl reconcile their families, one a family
of aristocrats and the other a famiy of new rich.

•HOT FOR PARIS (CD-AT, S) 5613 6639 6697
(B) December 22, 1929. (TOS) January 11, 1929.

With Victor MoLagen. Flfl Dorsay. El Brendel. Polly

Moran. Lennox Pawle. August Tollaire. George Faw-
cett, Charles Judels, Eddie DiUon, Rosita Marstini.

Agostino Borgato, Yola D'AvrU, Anita Murray, Dave
Yalles.

THEME: SaUor wins lottery and when they try to

find him to give him his, prize money, he leads them
a merry chase, thinking they want to jail him.

•rW OLD ARIZONA (W-AT)..._ 8724
(R) January 20, 1929. Sound on film. (TOS)
March 23. 1929. With Warner Baxter. Edmund
Lowe. Dorothy Burgess.
THEME: Bandit plunders rich to give to poor. When
he finds the girl he loves untnie, he takes uniQue
revenge.

•JOY STREET (CD-ME) _.._ 8754 5748
(R) April 7, 1929. Sound on fUm. With Lois
Moran, Nick Stuart, Bex Bell, Jose Crespo, Dorothy
Ward. Ada WiUiams. Maria Alba. Sally PhUlips,
Florence Allen. Mabel Vail. John Breedon.
THEME: Story of the escapades of wealthy youths,

LET'S GO PLACES (CD-AT) 6745 6620
(R) February 2, 1930. (TOS) March 8, 1930. With
Joseph Wagstaff. Lola Lane. Sharon Lynn. Frank
Richardson, Walter Catiett, Dixie Lee. Charles Judels,

Ilka Chase. Larry Steers.
THEME: Mistaken identity and changed names
causes much misunderstanding but it comes out aU
right In the end.

•LONE STAR RANGER (W-AT) 5948 5904 5736
(R) January 5. 1930. With George O'Brien. Sue
Carol. Walter McGrail. Warren Hymer. Russell
Simpson. Lee Shumway, Roy Syewart. Colin Chase,
Richard Alexander, Joel Franz, .Joel Riekson. Oliver

Eckhardt. Caroline Rankin, Eliznbeth Patterson,

THEME: Bold, bad bandits brouclit to time by a
fa.st shootin' he-man. upholder of the law,

LOVE. LIVE AND LAUGH (D-AT. S) 8390 8217
(R) November 3, 1929. With (Jeorge Jessel, LUa
Lee, David Rollins. Henry Kolker, Kenneth Mac-
Kenna. John Reinhart. Dick Winslow Johnson. Henry
Armctta. Marcia Manon, .Terry Mandy.
THEME: Italian goes to Italy, gets in the war, re-

turns home disabled and finds his wife, who thought
him dead, married to another.

•LUCKY STAR (D-PT. ME) 8824 8940 8644
(R) August IS. 1929, (TOS) September 28, 1929.

With Charles Farrell. Janet Gavnor, Hedwiga Reicher.

Guinn (Bio Boy) Williams, Paul Fix, Gloria Grey,
Hector V. Samo.
THEME: Hero and coward in the war. Hero
wounded. Gird falls in love with him. but mother
wants her to marry coward. Hero gets well, and
everything is lovelv.

MARRIED AT HOLLYWOOD (D-AT, S) 10064 9747
(R) October 27, 1929. Sound on disc and film.

Part color. (TOS) January 18. 1930. With Harold
Murray. Norma Terris. Walter Catiett, Irene Palaska,

Torn Patriocola. Lennox Pawle. John Garrick,

THEME: Heir to throne wishes to marrv American
girl. Mother objects and outs things in his way but
he finally has his wish, becoming player in picture

in which she stars.

•MASQUERADE (CD-AT) 5674
(R) .Tulv 14, 1929, Sound on film. With Alan
Birmingham. T.<>ila Hyams. Clyde Cook. FarreU Mac-
Donald. Arnold Luoy. George Pierce. Rita L<»Roy.

John Breedon. Jack Pierce. Pat Moriarty. Jack
Carlisle. Frank Richardson.
THEME: Crook gang finally goes to jail, and man
and girl find happiness after much trouble.

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN (CD-AT) 7438 7246
(B) February 9. 1920. With Kenneth Mr-Kenna,
Frank Albertson. Paul Page. Walter McGrail. War-
ren Hymer. Farrell MacDonald. Stuart Envin. George
La Guere, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Charles Gerard. Pat
Somerset.

THEME: Fourteen men trapped In a disabled sub-
marine.

MOVIETONE FOLLIES Of 1930 (R) 7522 .

(R) May 4, 1930. Sound on film. With El Brendel,
Marporie WTilte. William Collier. Jr., Noel Francis,
Frank Richardson, Miriam Seegar
THEME: Fascinating, fervent youth at play, with
plentiful interludes of bright comedy and romance.
Fun and fast-stepping action against the background
of a Broadway show

NIX ON DAMES (D-AT. S) 6236 6071
(R) November 24. 1929. With Mae Clarke. Robert
Ames. WilUam Harrigan. Maude Fulton. George Mac-
Farlane. CamiUe BoveUe, Grace Wallace. Hugh Mc-
Cormack, Benny Hall. Gilly Colvin. Frederick Graham,
Louise Beaver.
THEME: Two-man acrobat team has differences

over same girl, but happiness comes to all in the end.

NOT DAMAGED (D-AT, M) 6866
(R) May 25, 1930. Sound on film. With Lois
Moran. Walter Byron, Robert Ames. Inez Courtney.
George "Red" Corcoran. Rhoda Cross. Ernest Wood.
THEME: A poor, hard working youth may not
always have a heart of gold—and a wealthy young
man-about-town may not always be a bounder.

ON THE LEVEL (CO-AT) 5813
(B) Sound on disc and film. With Victor Mc-
Laglen. Lilyan Tashman. William Harrigan. Arthur
Stone. Leila Mclntyre. Mary McAlister, Ben Hew-
lett, Harry Tenbrook. R, O, Pennell,
THEME: The story of a steel worker who becomes
infatuated by a beautiful woman and thereby in-
volved in a real estate raxjket.

ONE HAD KISS (D-AT. M) 5766
(R) July 13, 1930, Sound on disc and fUm. with
Don Mojica, Mona Maris, Antonio Moreno, Tom
Patrlcola.
THEME: Romance of a political outlaw leading a
sucessful revolt against a tyrannical dictator and
winning the love of a beautiful dancer in a Latin
country.

ONE WOMAN IDEA. THE (D-ME) 6106 _ 6111
(R) June 2, 1929. Sound on film. With Rod La
Rocque, Marceline Day, Sharon Lynn, Sally Phipps.
Shirley Dorman, Ivan Lebedoff, Douglas Gilmore,
Gino Corrado, Joseph W. Girard, Arnold Lucy,
Frances Rosay, Guy Trento, Daniel Hasson, Tom
Tamarez, Coy Watson.
THEME: Story of a Persian prince who is at-
tracted to the unhappy wife of a cruel English lord.
They visit Persia, and events transpire.

PLEASU RE CRAZED (D-AT) 54fiO
(R) July, 1929. Sound on film. With Marguerite
Churchill, Kenneth McKenna, Dorothy Burgess, Camp-
bell Guilan, Douglas Gilmore. Henry Kolker. Freder-
ick Graham, Rex BeU, Charlotte Merriman.
THEME: Husband and wife lease home from crooks.
Wife attempts to poison husband, but the girl in
the crook gang with whom he has fallen in love
saves him.

RIVER, THE (D-PT, ME) 6536 6807 6597
(B) October 6, 1929. (TOS) November 23, 1929.
With Charles Farrell, Mary Dimcan, Ivan Linow,
Margaret Mann. Aldredo Sabato.
THEME: The part the river plays in the lives of
a man and a maid, including a whirlpool and a
murder.

ROMANCE OF RIO GRANDE (D-AT, S)..7757 8862 8652
(R) November 17. 1929. With Warner Baxter. An-
tonio Moreno. Mary Duncan, Mona Maris, Robert
Edeson, Agostino Borgato, Albert Roccardi, Mrs. Jim-
inez. Majel Coleman, Charles Byers, Merril McCor-
mlck.
THEME: College bred son of a Mexican mother
and American father is attacked by bandits. Taken
to grandfather's ranch, where there is a clash between
grandfather and nephew.

ROUGH ROMANCE (D-AT. S) 4800
(R) May 18. 1930. With George O'Brien. Helen
Chandler. Antonio Moreno. Noel Francis. Eddie Bor-
den. Harry Cording, Roy Stewart, David Hartford,
Frank Lanning.
THEME: The Ufe and death struggle between two
men of the great open spaces: one a stalwart young
lumberjack, the other a menacing desperado—and the
love-inspired bravery of a lonely woodland lass.

SALUTE (D-AT) _ 6438 7678 772T
(R) September 1, 1929. (TOS) October 26, 1929.
With George O'Brien. WiUiam Janey, Prank Albert-
son, Lumsden Hare, Stepin Fechit, David Butler,
Rex B ell, John Breedon.
THEME: One brother at West Point, the other at
Annapolis,

SEVEN FACES (D-AT) 8219 7757
(B) December 1. 1929. With Paul Muni, Mar-
guerite Churchill, Lester Lonergan, Eugenie Besserer,
Gustav von Seyffertitz, Russell Gleason, Walter
Rogers,

SKY HAWK (D-AT) _ 6966 7100 692f
(R) January 29. 1930, With John Garrick. Helen
Chandler. Gilbert Emery, Lennox Pawle. Lunsden
Hare. BiUy Bevan. Daphne Pollard, Joyce Compton.
THEME: Lone pilot in combat with giant dirigible
proves his courage.

SO THIS IS LONDON (C-AT) 8298 8298
(R) .Tune 8. 1930. Sound on disc and fUm. With
Wll Rogers, Irene Rich. Frank Albertson. Maureen
O'Sullivan. Lumsden Hare. Martha Lee Sparks. Mary
Forbe s. Dorothy Christy. Ellen Woodsten.
THEiVrF): A stor>' of mi.'^understandings between
Americans and Britons, with many pierced shafts
thrown in. but ending in a happy compromise and
mutual understanding.

SONG OF KENTUCKY, A (D-AT) 7519 7281
(R) November 10, 1929. With Lois Moran. .Toe

Wagstaff, Dorothy Burgess. Douglas Gilmore, Hedda
Hooper. Edward Davis. Herman Blng, Bert Wood-
ruff
THEME: Race track romance centered around the
Kentucky Derby,

SONG 0' MY HEART (D-AT, S) 7740
(R) Not set. With .Tohn McCormack. Alice .Toyce,

Maureen O'Sullivan. Tom Clifford, J. M. Kerrigan,
.Tohn Garrick. Edwin Schneider. Farrell Macdonald,
Fffle Elsler. Emily Fitzroy. Abdres de Segurola,
Edward Martindel.
THEME: A story laid In the Ireland of beauty,
tradition and sentiment.

SOUTH SEA ROSE (D-AT) 6489 6353
(R) Derenibpr 8. 1929. With Lonore Ulric. Charles
Biokford. Kenneth MoKenna. Farrell MacDonald.
Elizabeth Patterson. Tom Patricola, Ilka Chase.
Gfeorge MacFarlane. Ben Hall. Daphne Polard. Roscoe
Atps, Charlotte Walker. Emil Chautard.

•SPEAKEASY (CD-AT) 5775
(R) March 24, 1929. Sound on film. (TOS) April
27. 1929. With Paul Page, Lola Lane. Henry B.
Walthall. Helen Ware. Warren Hymer. Stuart Erwin.
Sharon Lynn. Erville Anderson. James Gullfoyle,
Helen Lynch, Marlorie Beebe. Sailor Vincent, Joseph
Cawthorne, Ivan Linow.
THEME: Girl reporter proves to fighter In speak-
easy that he was framed in his last fight, so he
goes back to the ring and regains his lost crown.

SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS (D-AT) 7400
(R) March 10. 1930, (TK3S) March 15. 1930, With
Warner Baxter. Catherine Dale Owen. Albert Conti.
Hedda Hoprer. Claude AUister. Bela Lugosti.
THEME: UglT hut wealthy man has his face re-
made by a iilastio surgeon to win the love of the
girl he loves

SUNNY SIDE UP (D-AT) Ill3t
(R) December 29, 1929, Sound on film. With .Tanet
Gavnnr. Charles FarreU. Sharon Lvnn. Frank Rich-
ardson. El Brendel. Marjorie White, .Toe Brown,
Marv Forbes, Alan PauU. Peter Gawthome.
THEME: Wealthy young man. after wondering what
it is all about, comes to the realization that he really
loves the East Side girl.

•TEMPLE TOWER (Mel-AT) 5200 5200
(R) April 6, 1930. Sotmd on disc and film. With
Kenneth MacKenna. Marceline Day, Henry B. Wal-
thall. Cvril Chadwick, Peter Gawthorne, Ivan Linlow,
Frank Lanning.
THEME: The breaking up of a sinister band of jewel
thieves, led by an Apache, the Masked Stranger,
by a dauntless young man and operators from Scot-
land Yard.

THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS (CD-AT) 8602
(R) September S. 1929, Sound on disc and film.
(TOS) December 7. 1929. With WUl Rogers. Irene
Rich. Marguerite Churchill. Fifi Dorsav. Owen Davis.
Ivan Lebedeff. Rex Bell. Christiane Ives. Edgar Ken-
nedy. Marcelle Corday, JIarcia Manon, Theodore Lodl,
Bob Kerr, Andre Cheron, Gregory Gay.
THEME: Oil is discovered, and then the family has
to go to Paris. The mother wants the daughter to
marry a marquis, but they all .^ee the folly involved
and the worth of the old home town.

THREE SISTERS (D-AT)
Sound on film. With June CoUyer. Tom Dresser.
Louise Dresser. Kenneth McKenna, Joyce Compton,
Addie McPhail. Clifford Saum, Paul Poreasi, John
Sainpolis, Sidney DeGrey.
THECME: Three sisters, two of whom marry and the
third studies opera. War breaks out. trouble ensues,
but after the armistice, everything is righted and
happiness comes.

TRENT'S LAST CASE (My-PT, ME) .5809 5894
(R) May 31, 1929 Sound on film. With Raymond
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Griffith, Kaymond Hatton. Maroeline Day, Donald
Crisp. Lawrence Gray. Nicholas Soussanin, Anita
Garvin, Ed Kennedy.
THEME: Amateur detective discovers foul murder to
be suicide.

VEILED WOMAN. THE (D-M, S) -.5181 5192
(R) April 14. 1929. Sound on film. With Lia Tora,
Paul Vinventi. Walter McGrail, Josef Swickard, Ken-
neth Thompson, Andre Cheron, Ivan Lebedeff, Maude
George.
THEilE: Toun? girl becomes gambling house at-
txaotion, shoots patron, Pierre takes the blame, and
later they discover thev love each other.

WOMEN EVERYWHERE (Mel-AT, S) 7500
(R) June 1. 1930. With J. Harold Murray. Fifl
Dorsay, Clyde Cook. George Grossmith, Walter Mc-
Grail. Rose Dione. Ralph Kellard.
THEME: A romantic story of love and gun-running
in Morocco.

•WORDS AND MUSIC (CD-AT) 6500
(R) July 21, 1929. Sound on Mm. (TOS) Septem-
ber 21. 1929. With Lois Moran, David Percy, Helen
Twelvetrees, William Orlamond. Elizabeth Patterson.
Duke Morrison. Frank Albertson. Tom Patricola.
Bubbles Crowell. Bitmore Quartette.
THE5IE: Contest staged by college for the best musi-
cal comedy number.

*WHY LEAVE HOME (MO 6388
(R) August 25. 1929. With Walter Catlett, Sue
Carol, David Rollins. Richard Keene. Dixie liee,

IS'ick Stuart. .Tean Bavy. Ilka Chase.
WILD COMPANY (Mel-AT) 6666

(Rl With Frank AlberLsnn. H. B.
Warner, Sharon Lynn, Jo.yce Compton, Claire Mc-
Dowell, Frances McCoy, Richard Keene, Kenneth
Thomson, Mildred Van Dorn. Bela Lugosi. Bobby
Callahan. George Fawcett.
THEME: A pleasure loving young man gets en-
tangled with a gang of racketeers and a murder. His
father's self-condemnation saves him and reunites him
with his sweetheart.

International Photo Plays
Silent Sound

AFTER THE VERDICT (ME) 7174
(R) June 1. 1930. With Olga Tschechowa.

CRIMSON CIRCLE. THE (PT. M) 6800
(Rl Februarj- 1, 1930. With Stewart Rome.

DARK RED ROSES (AT) _ ....5747
(R) March 1. 1930. With Stewart Borne.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Silent Sound

•ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE (MEL-AT) 8000
(R) January 26, 1929. (TOS) March 9. 1929. With
William Haines. Karl Dane, Lionel Barrymoe. Leila
Hyams. TuUv ^^arshall. Howard Hickman. Billy
Butts, Evelyn Mills.
THE.\IT;: a sii i'1-.-sful bank crook goes straight for
the girl he loves and maniei.

•ANNA CHRISTIE (D-Ai) 6700
(R) Februars' 21, 1930. (TOS) February 13. 1930'.

Sotmd on disc. With Greta Garbo. Charles Bickford,
George Marion. Marie Dressier.
THEME: A girl, who lived a Ufe of hardships, goes
to her drunken father, who is a sea captain. Here
she meets the man she loves and marries him.

•BELLAMY TRIAL. THE (D-AT) _ 7542
(R) Mach 2, 1929. (TOS) April 13. 1929. Sound
on disc and film. With Leatrice Joy, Betty Bronson.
Edward Nugent.

BIG HOUSE, THE (D-AT) 7901
(R) June 21, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Wallace Beery, Chester Morris, Robert Montgomery.
Karl Dane, liwis Stone, Leila Hyams.
THDME: A gripping story of convict life and at-
tempted escape from a biii prison.

•BISHOP MURDER CASE, THE (Mel-AT) 5727 7901
(R) January 3, 1930. Sound on film and disc. With
Basil Rathbone. Leila Hyams, Raymond Hackett.
Polly Moran, Charles Quartemaine.
THEME: Several suspects in a murder case. Philo
Vance, young attorney, finds the guilty party after
manv sleepless nights.

•BROADWAY MELODY, THE (MC) 5943 9372
(B) March 9, 1929. (TOS) April 20. 1929. Sound
on disc. With Anita Page. Bessie Love. Jed Prouty,
Kenneth Thomson. Edward Dillon, Mary Doran,
Eddie Kane, J. Emmett Beck, Marshall Ruth.
THEME: A song writer gets a job for his sweetie
and sister in a Broadway show. The act is cut out
and one sister left out. Then the writer realizes that
he loves the other sister. But they're all reunited
after a bit.

CAUGHT SHORT (C-AT) _ 6873
(R) May 10. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Marie Dressier, Polly Moran, Anita Page, T. Roy
BajTies. Owen Lee.
THDME: Two housewives caught in the stock market
crash.

•CHASING RAINBOWS (CD-AT) 8100
(B) .January 10, 1930. (TOS) March 1, 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With Bessie Love. Charles
King. .Tack Benny, George K. Artliur, Polly Moran.
Gwen Lee, Nita Marfan, Eddie Phillips, Marie
Dressier.
THEJIE: A vaudeville team is broken after many
years together. The male part marries another woman.
Tlieir marriage goes wrong and the original pair get
together again.

•CHILDREN OF PLEASURE (CD-AT) 6400
(R) April 12, 1930. Sotmd on disc and film. With
Lawrence Gray, Helen Johnson, G*ynne Gibson,
Benny Rubin.
TJTEME: A New York song writer finds disappoint-
ment in his love for a society girl and~tums to a girl
of his own set.

•CHINA BOUND (CD) _ 6000
(R) May 18, 1929. With Karl Dane. George K.
Arthur. Polly Moran, Josephine Dunn, Hatty Woods,
Carl Stockdale.
THBME: The boss fires Eustls because he loves
his daughter. The bo.ss' daughter is sent on a trip
to China. En.stis also goes on the same boat. A
revolution starts and F/ustis saves the girl.

DEVIL MAY CARE (D-AT) „ 8813
fR) February 7. 1930. Sound on film and disc.
With Rrirnon Novarro. Dorothy Jordan, .John Mlljan,
Marlon Harris. William Humphrey. George Davis.
CIlfTord Bruce.
THEifE: A soldier who In to be shot, escapes and
marries the srirl who tried to give him up to the
police.

•DIVORCEE. THE (CD-AT^ 7533
IT.) April 2f;. 1930. (TOS) April 12. 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Norma Shearer. Chester
Sforris. Robert Montgomery. Zclda Sears, Mary Doran.
TirKMK: Kmotlonal cxnerienne of a young woman
who !« divorced from her hu-sband.

•DYNAMITE (D-AT) 10771 11550
(R) D<-cem>wr 13 1929, TORi .Tanuan- 4, 1930.
Sound on rtl«c. With Charles Elckford, Kay John-
son^ Conrad Nagel, .Tulla Faye.
THKMB: Rich (firl marrlcE doomed man so she can

• inherit money. But the man Is freed and the girl
learns to love him.

*FLORADORA GIRL. THE (C-AT. S) _...7260
(R) May 31. 1930. With Marion Davies.
THEME: A love story of old New York in the gay
nineties.

•FREE AND EASY (C-AT) 5240 8413
(R) March 22. 1930. (TOS) April 26, 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Buster Keaton, Anita Page,
Trixie Friganza. Robert Montgomery, Marion Schil-
ling, Gwen Lee.
THEME: Story of a girl who seeks fame In Holly-
wood, with a manager who is continually getting into
trouble.

•GIRL IN THE SHOW, THE (CD-AT) 5163 7574
(R) August 31, 1929. (TOS) August 31, 1929.
Sound on film and disc. With Bessie Love and
Charles King.
THEME': A girl who gets jealous because she Is
taken from the star role and marries the manager
to get revenge on him.

GOOD NEWS (MC) 8100
Sound on disc and film. With Mary Lawlor, Stan-
ley Srhith, Bessie Love. Gus Shy, CUtT Edwards,
Delmer Daves.
THEME: A fast musical comedy adapted from the
stage hit of the same name.

•GIRL SAID "NO," THE (CD-AT) 5722 8382
(R) March 15, 1930. (TOS) April 12, 1930. Sound
on disc. With WiUiam Haines, Leila Hyams, PhyUis
Crane, Willard Mack.
THEME: Misadventures of a young college gradu-
ate seeking to establish himself in the business world,
and to win the girl of his choice.

HALLELUJAH (D-AT, S) 6570 9555
(B) November 30, 1929. (TOS) January 18. 1930.
Sound on disc. With Mae McKiimey, William
Fountaine, Daniel L. Haynes, Harry Gray, Fannie
Bell De Knight, Everett McGarrity. Victoria Spivey,
Milton Dickerson.
THEME: A singer, accused of mtu-der, turns evan-
gelist and preaches against the type of girl he once.
loved.

•HIS GLORIOUS NIGHT (D-AT) 5353 7173
(B) September 28, 1929. (TOS) October 26, 1929.
Sound on film and disc. With John Gilbert, Kath-
erine Dale Owen, Nance O'Neill, Gustav von Seyf-
fertitz. Hedda Hopper. T>'rell Davis. Gerard Barry.
Madeline Seymour, Richard Carle. E-va Dennison.
THEME: A princ«ss. who dismisses her lover be-
oausa he is of peasant birth, only to learn after-
wards that he is a respected military officer of
means.

HOLLYWOOD REVUE. THE (R) 11699
(R) November. 1929. (TOS) November 16. 1929.
Sound on disc. With Bessie Love, Charles King.
Marion Davis, Norma Shearer. William Haines, Joan
Crawford, .John Gilbert. Marie Dressier, PoUy Moran.
B ros Sisters, Anita Page, Buster Keaton.
THEME: A series of acts with singing, dancing,
comedy, done by the above stars.

•IDLE RICH, THE (D-AT) 7351
(R) June 15, 1929. (TOS) June 22, 1929. With
Conrad Nagel, Bessie Love, lieila. Hyams, Robert
Ober, James Neill, Edythe Chapman, Paul Kxuger.
Kenneth Gibson.
THEME: A young chap who gives his fortune to
the poor so the family of the girl he loves will come
to an understanding with him.

IN GAY MADRID (CD-AT) _ 7654
(R) May 17. 1930. With Ramon Novarro, Dorothy
Jordan. Beryl Mercer, L. Howell.
THE'ME: Adventures of Spanish college students and
their loves.

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (CD-AT) 6106 8575
(R) December 6, 1929. (TOS) January 25, 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With Dimcan sisters,
LawTence Gray, Jed Phouty, Benny Rubins.
THEME: Tvvo sisters, one who loves the piano player,
Jimmy, the other, despises him. They quarrel, but
come to realization that the three must stick to-
gether.

•KISS. THE (D-ME) 7200
(R) November 16, 1929. (TOS) December 21, 1929.
Sound on disc. With Greta Garbo. Conrad Nagel,
Anders Randolf, Holmes Herbert, Lem Ayres, George
Davis.
THEME: A wife who shoots her husband to save a
man she loves. She is acquitted by the jury, but
finally admits that she did the Irilling.

LADY SCANDAL. THE (CD-AT) 6858
(R) May 24. 1930. With Ruth Chatterton, Ralph-
Forbes. Basil Rathbone, Moon Carroll, Cyril Chad-
wick, Nance O'Neill.
THEME: Complications attending the romance be- '

tween an aristocratic yoimg Britisher and an actress.

LADY TO LOVE. A (D-AT) 8142
(R) March 8, 1930. With Vilma Banky, Edward G.
Robertson, Robert Ames. Richard Carle. Lloyd Ingra-
ham. Anderson Lawler. Henry Armetta. George Davis,
THEME: A lovely lady has been tricked into mar-
riage. Her beauty and the overwrought typically
Neapolitan expostulations of her beridden husband
furnish the key to the entertainment.

•LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY. THE (D-AT) .6484 8651
(R) July 6, 1929. With Norma Shearer, Basil Rath-
bone, (Jeorge Berraud. Herbert Bnmston. Hedda
Hooper. Moon Carrol. Madeline Se.vmour. Cyril Chad-
wick. George K. Arthur, Finch Smiles, Maude Turner.
THEME: Mrs. Cheyney marries the man who catches
her robbing.

LET US BE GAY (CD-AT) 7121
With Norma Shearer, Marie Dressier, Tyrell Davis,
Raymond Hackett.
THEME: Adaptation of the stage play In which a
divorced couple are unexpectedly Ijrought together at
a Westchester house party.

•LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY (CD-AT) 7069
(R) February 23, 1930. (TOS) March 15, 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With Ethelind Terry.
Charles Kaley, Bennie Kubln, Cliff Edwards, Marion
Schilling.

MADAME SATAN (CD-AT)
Sound on disc and films. With Roland Young, Regi-
nald Denny, Kay Johnson, Lillian Roth, Elsa Peter-
son.
THEME: Spectacular adventure story with' musical
background and several sequences on board the Zep-
pelin.

•MAN'S MAN, A (CD-ME) 6683
(R) May 25, 1929. (TOS) .Tune 22. 1929. With
Wiliam Haines, Josephine Dunn, Sam Hardy, Mae
Busch.
THEME: A soda jerker and his stage-struck wife
are fooled by phoney picture director. But this en-
ables them to start life anew.

MARCH OF TIME. THE (R)
Sound on disc and film. With Weber and Field,
De Wolf Hopper, Louis Mann. Marie Dressier, Trixie
Friranza, Fay Templeton. .Tosephine Sahcl.
THBAfE: A revue in three sections dealing with the
celebrities, dances and humor of the past, present
and future.

•MARIANNE (CD-AT) 6563 10124
(R) .July 20, 1929. (TOS) October 10, 1929. Sound
on film and disc. With .VTarion Davis. Oscar Shaw.
Robert Ca.stle, Scott Kolk, Emll Chautard, Mack
Swain. Oscar Apfel, Robert Ames,
THEME: A French nurse In the army.

•MONTANA MOON (0) - 79 17
(R) March 20, 1930. (TOS) April 19, 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Joan Crawford, Johnny Mack
Brown, Dorothy Sebastian, Benny Rubin, Clifl Ed-
wards.
THEME: Story of a New York girl camping out in
the West, who chooses between her Eastern and her
Western suitors.

•MYSTERIOUS ISLAND (D-PT) 8560
(R) October 5, 1929. (TOS) November 23, 1929.
Sotmd on disc. With Lionel Barrymore. Jane Daly,
Lloyd Hughes. Montagu Love, Harry Gibbon, Snitz
Edward. Gibson Gowland. Dolores Brinkman.
THEME: Mysterious adventures under the sea.

•NAVY BLUES (C-AT) 6195 6936
(R) December 20. 1929. (TOS) Janaury 18, 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With William Haynes, Anita
Page. Karl Dane, J. C. Nugent, Edythe Chapman,
Wade Boteler.
THEME: A sailor's day leave on shore. He meets
the girl and they're married.

•NOT SO DUMB (CD-AT) - 6875
(R) January 17. 1930. (TOS) February 13. 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With Marion Davies, Elliot
Nugent, Raymond Hackett, Franklin Pangborn. Julia
Faye, William Holden, Donald Ogden Stewart, Sally
Starr, George Davis.
THEME: A nice, but diunb girl, whose mouth gets

her into endless trouble.
ONE EMBARRASSING NIGHT (C-AT) _

(R) June 21, 1930. With Tom Walls, Ralph Lynn.
Winifred Shotter.
THEME: Embarrassing adventures of a young man
ofi* for a rest cure, ajid a rtmaway girl.

OUR BLUSHING BRIDES (CD-AT) 9138
(R) July 25, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Joan Crawford, Anita Page, Dorothy Sebastian.
Robert Montgomery, Raymond Hackett, John Miljan.
Hedda Hooper, Martha Sleeper.
'I'hkMF,; (ionhicting romances of three girls who have
been working together as models in an exclusive dress
shop.

•OUR MODERN MAIDENS (D-PT) 6978
(B) August 24, 1929. (TOS) November 9, 1929.
Sotmd on disc. With Joan Crawford, Rod La Roque,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Anita Page, Edward Nugent.
Josephine Dunn, Albert Gran.
THEME: A girl who falls in the wrong path with
a boy who don't love her.

•REDEMPTION (D-AT) 6819 6019
(R) AprU 5. 1930. (TOS) AprU 12, 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With John (jilbert, Eleanor
Boardman. Renee Adoree. Conrad Nagel.
THEME: A debauche atones for his wayward life by
a noble sacrifice.

RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD, THE (D-AT) 7716
(R) June 28, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
IDUiott Nugent, Louis Matm, Mary Doran, Leila
Hyams, Robert Montgomery, Jeaime Wood. Francis
X. Bushman, Jr.

THEME: A German emigrant sacrifices everything
for his children and is saved by one of them) when
it appears certain he will lose his home and business.

ROGUE SONG. THE (0) 9723
Sound on disc and film. With Lawrence Tibbett,
(Catherine Dale Owen, F. Lake. Latirel and Hardy.
THEME: Story of a bandit chief who woos by means
of his gloiious voice.

ROMANCE (D-AT)
(R) July 19, 1930. With Greta Garbo. Gavin Gor-
don, Lewis Stone.
THEME: Adaptation of the stage play, dealing with
the love of an actress for a clergyman.

SEA BAT, THE (Mel-AT) _ 6253
(Rl June 7, 1930. With Charles Bickford, John
Miljan, Raquel Torres, NUs Asther.
THEME: Dramatic love story against a tropical back-
ground.

•SHIP FROM SHANGHAI, THE (D-AT) 6225
(B) January 21, 1930. (TOS) May 3, 1930. Sound
on fUm and disc. With Louis Wolheim, Conrad
Nagel. Carmel Myers, Holmes Herbert, Zelfie TUbury,
Ivan Linow, Jack MacDonald.
"FHEMB: A half-crazed saUor piloting a ship on
which are many people.

SINGER OF SEVILLE. THE (D-AT) 9178
Sound on disc and film. With Bamon Novarro.
Dorothy Jordon, Benee Adoree, Ernest Torrence, Nance
O'Neill, Marie Dressier.
THEME: The romantic career of a yotmg Spanish
student with an operatic voice.

•SINGLE STANDARD, THE (D-ME) _
With Greta Garbo, NUs Asther, John Mack Brown,
Dorothy Sebastian, Lane Chandler, Bobert Castle.
Mahlon Hamilton. Kathlyn Williams, Zeffle Tilbury.
THEME: A girl who meets a sailor she loves. He is

called away and she marries another man. The
sailor rettirns, but against her wishes and girl sticks

to her husband and babv.
•SO THIS IS COLLEGE (C-AT) 6104. 9I4J

(R) October 26, 1929. With EUiott Nugent, Robert
Montgomery, Sally Starr.
THEME: Two college pals who get into a quarrel
over a girl. But they succeed in winning the
chajnpionship football game.

•SPEEDWAY (CD-ME) 6962
(R) September 7. 1929. Sound on disc. With Wil-
liam Haines, Anita Page. Ernest Torrence, John
MUjan, Karl Dane.
THEME: A youth who wins the first victory for

an old racing veteran. And also the girl.

•SPIES (Mel) 7999
(R) June 15, 1929. With Rudolph Klein Eigge,
Gerda Maurus, Lien Deyers. Louis Balph, Craighall
Sherry, Willy Fritsch, Lupu Pick.
THEIUE: A criminal with a strong gang tries to
run a German city. But vou "can't beat the law."

STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL (CD-AT) 4970
(B) April 19, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Catherine Dale Owen, Alison Skipworth, Paul Cav-
anagh, Lewis Stone, Ernest Torrence.
THEME: Adaptation of Somerset Maugham's bril-

liant comedv of English society folk.

•THEIR OWN DESIRE (D-AT) _ 5850
(B) December 27, 1929. (TOS) .January 4, 1930.
With Norma- Shearer, Robert Montgomery, Lewis
Stone. Belle Bennett, Ernest Torrence.

•THIRTEENTH CHAIR (Mel-AT) 5543 6571
(B) October 12. 1929. Sound on film and disc. With
Conrad Nagel. Ijeila Hyams, Margaret Wycherly.
Helen Milliard. Holmes Herbert. Mary Forbes, Bela
Lugosi, John Davidson, Charles Quartermaine, Moon
Carol.
THEME: A murder trial in which the guUty parson
Is found after a hard battle.

•THIS MAD WORLD (D-AT) 5446
(R) May 3, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Basil Rathbone, Kay .Johnson. Louise Dresser.
THEME: A drama during the world war as seen
from the German side.

•THUNDER (D-ME) 7783
(R) .Tune 25, 1929. (TOS) August 17, 1929. With
Lon Chaney. James Murray. Phyllis Haver, George
Duryna, Francis Morris. Wally Albright.
THEME; An old engineer who loves his work, but
Is put on the retired role when his eyes weaken.
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Then lie comes to tile aid of thousands of helpless
people and rescues tliem from a flood. He gets his

old job back again.
•TRAIL OF '98, THE (D-ME) 8799

(B) January 5, ly29. (TOS) March 23, ia29. With
Dolores Del Rio, Harry Carey, Tully Marshall, Ralph
FoiOes, Tenen Holtz, Karl uane. ueorge -l-ioicz, ivus-

sel Simpson, John jjown, George Cooper.
THEJVLE: The days of the Gold Rush and the boy
who makes good to win his sweetheart.

•TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN, THE (D-AT) 10000
(R) June S, li)2U. (TOS) July 13, 1929. I,ewis
Stone, Norma Shearer, H. B. Warner. Raymond
Hackett, Idlyan Tasliman, Olive Tell, Mary Doran,
DeWitt Jennings, Wintield North, Ijanders Stevens,
Charles Moore. Claud AJlister.

THEME; A boy attorney saves his sister from jail

by proving that she didn't liill, as accused.
•UNHOLY THREE, THE (Mel-AT) _

(R) July 5, 1930. With Lon Chaney, Lila Lee. Ivan
Linow, Harry Earles, Elliott Nugent in addition to

Lon Chaney.
•UNTAMED (IJ-AT) - 5348 7911

THEME: Three crooks led by a ventriloquist.

(R) November 23, 1U29. (TOS) December U. 1929.
With Joan Crawford, Robert Montgomery, Ernest
Torrence. Holmes Herbert. Joim Miljan, Gwen Lee,
Edward Nugent, Don Terry, Gertrude Astor. Milton
Famey. Lloyd Ingram. Grace Cunard, Tom O'Brien,
Wilsoi. Benge.
THEiME: The escapades of a girl, reared in the
South Seas, who is brought to New York by her
guardian.

•VIKING, THE (D-ME) - 8186
(R) November 28. 1929. (TOS) October 26. 1929.
All Technicolor. With Pauline Starke, Donald Crisp,
IjeRoy Mason, Anders Randolf, Richard Alexander,
Hariy Lewis Woods. Alberi MacQuarrie. Roy yrewart,
Torben Meyer, Claire MacDowell, Julia Swayne
Gordon.
THEME: A story of the tenth century revolving
around the explorations of Lief Ericson.

•VOICE OF THE CITY, THE (D-AT) 7427
(R) April 13, 1929. (TOS) May 18, 1929. With
Robert Ames. WiUard Mack, Sylvia Field. James
Farley, John Miljan. Clark Marshall, Duane Thomp-
sons^ Tom McGuire. Alice Moe, Beatrice Banyard.
THEME: An accused murderer escapes jail, and
in the incidents which follow the real criminal is

discovered.
WAY OUT WEST (C-AT) _

(R) July 12. 1930. With William Haines. Kath-
erine Moylan.
THEME: A new type of Western comedy, with a
romantic and adventurous background.

•WHERE EAST IS EAST (D-PT, ME) 6500
(R) May 4, 1929. (TOS) June 15, 1929. With Lon
(jhaney. Lupe Velez. Estelle Taylor. Lloyd Hughes,
Louis Stern. Mrs. Wong Wing.
THEME: The story of a faitlUess mother and wife,
and the efforts of her husband, a trapper of wild
animals, to protect his daughter from a fate simUar
to his own.

•WISE GIRLS (CD- AT) 8818
(R) September 25, 1929. Sound on disc and film.
With Elhott Nugent, Norma Lee. Roland Young. J.

C. Nugent, Clara Balduiok. Marion Sliilling. Leora
Spellman, James Donlan.
THEME: A family comedy revolving around two
sisters desirous of marriage, a testy old father, and
a young man. brave at heart but not in spirit.

•WOMAN RACKET, THE (D-AT) _ 6387
(R) January 24, 1930. Sound on disc and fllm.
With Tom Moore. Blanche Sweet. Sally Starr. Bobby
Agnew. John Miljan. Tenen Holtz, Lew Kelly, Tom
London, Eugene Borden, John Bryon, Nita Marfan,
Richard Travers.
THEME: A wife deserts her husband to return to
the life of a cabaret entertainer. She becomes In-
volved in criminal machinations, but through her
husband, a detective, the case is solved and she re-
turn<! to him.

WONDER OF WOMEN, THE (D-PT, ME)..6835 8796
(R) July 31, 1929. (TOS) August 17, 1029. With
Lewis Stone. Leila Hyams. Peggy Wood, Harry Miiers,
Sarali Padden. George Faweett. Blanche Frederi-i.
Wally Albright. Jr., Carmencita .Tolmson, Anita
Louise Fremault. Dietrich Haupt, UUrio Haupt, Jr.
THEME: The story of a famous composer, who.
financially embarrassed, finds solace in his former
sweetheart. In the death of his wife, however, he
finds the inspiration for his greatest works.

Paramount-Publix
Silent Sound

•APPLAUSE (D-AT) 6896 7066
(R) January 4. 1930. With Helen Morgan. .Toan
Peers. Fuller Mellish. Jr.. Henry Wadsworth. Jack
Cameron, Dorothy Chimming.
THEME: The story of a girl who is bom as her
father dies in the electric chair for murder, and
the sacrifice the girl makes for her mother.

BATTLE OF PARIS (D-AT) „ 6202
(R) November 30. 1920. With Gertrude Lawrence,
Charles Ruggles, Walter Petrie, Gladys Dy Bois,
Arthur Treacher, Joe King.
THEME: A Paris street singer, after the theft of a
wallet from an artist, returns it to him and the two
fall in love, only to have their happiness broken by
the war and an American dancer. An injury to the
artist, however, reunites the sweethearts.

BEHIND THE MAKEUP (D-AT) 6364
(R) January 11. 1930. With Hal Skelly. Fay Wray.
William Powell. Kay Francis. Paul Lukas. E. H.
Calvert. Agostino Borganto.
THEME: The tragic death of an actnr. whose thiev-
ing proclivities break the heart of his teammate, re-
unite the teammate and his first love, the girl who
had married the unscrupulous actor.

BENSON MURDER CASE. THE (My-AT) 5794
(R) April 12, 1030. With William Powell, Natalie
Moorhead, Eugene Pallctte. Paul Lukas. William
Bnvrl. E. H. Calvert. T)}"h!>rd Tn-ker. Mnv Bentty.
Mlscha Auer, Otto - Yamaoka. Charles McMurphy.
Dick Rush.
THEME: The mysterious murder of Anthony Benson
and its puzzling aftermath. From S. S. Van Dine's
novel.

BIG POND, THE (C-AT, S) _..- 6984
(R) May 3. 1930. (TOS) May 24, 1930. With
Maurice Chevalier. Claudette Colbert.
THEME: Foreigner makes good in American big
business but almost loses in love

BORDER LEGION. THE (W-AT) _ _ 6088
(R) June 28. 1930. With Richard Arlen Eugene
Pallette. Jack Holt. Fay Wray. Stanley Fields.

BURNING UP (CD-AT) 5338 5251
(R) Fehniary 1. 1930. Soimd on film. With Richard
Arlen. Mary Brian. Tully Marshall. Charles Sellon.
Sam Hardy. Francis McDonald.
THEME: An automobile race, with events leading
up to It. between an unscrupulous driver and one
whose integrity cannot be questioned, the latter win-
ning the girl of his choice.

CHARMING SINNERS (D-AT) _ 6 1 64
(R) August 17, 1929. With Ruth Cnatterton, Cuve
Brook, Mary Nolan, William Powell. Laui-a Hope
Crews, I'lorencB lildildge, Montagu Love, Juliette
Crosby, Lorraine Eddy, Claude Aliister.
'X"Hii...viE : rile stuiy of a vvue ..no u^es a ioriiier

sweetheart to discipline her husband.
COCOANUTS, THE (MU) _ _ 8613

(R) August 3, 1929. With the Four Marx Biothers,
Mary Eaton, Oscar Shaw, Katherine Francis, Mar-
garet Dumont, Cyril Ring, Basil Ruysdael, Sylvan
Lee, Gamby-Hale and Foster Girls.

DANCE OF LiFt, iHt (CJ-Ai, S< 7488 10619
(R) September 7, 1939. Sound on disc. With Hal
Skelly, Nancy Carroll, Dorothy Revier, Ralph Theador.
Charles D. Brown, a1 St. .lolui. -.Aay xiuiey, v.>s^ar

Levant, Gladys Du Bois, James T. Quinn, James
Farley, George Irvin.
THEiVlE: An engrossing story of the vicissitudes of
bacJistage liie.

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW (CD-AT, S).... 6571
(R) July 5, 193U. With Helen Kane, James Hall,
Stuart Erwin, Victor Moore, Frank Morgan.
THKME: Helen Kane hoop boopa doops her way
to the Royal Canadian Mounted.

•DANGEROUS PARADISE (D-AT) 6434 5244
(R) February 22, 1930. (TOS) Februai-y 22, 1930.
Sound on film. With Nancy Carroll, Richard Arlen,
Warnei Oland, Gustavo von Seytfertitz.

THEME: The experience of a girl, a member of a
night club orchestra and a wealthy guest of the
club who, against odds, outwit three unscrupulous
men sec.ung to Kidiiup the g.ii.

DARKENED ROOMS (My-AT) _ 6066
(R) November 23. 1929. With Evelyn Brent. David
Newell. Neil Hamilton. Doris Hill, Gale Henry, Wal-
lace MacDonald, Blanche Craig, E. H. Calvert,
Sammy Bricker.
THEME: A story revolving around a fake medium

DEVIL'S HOLIDAY, THE (D-AT) 6743
(R) May 24, 1930. (TOS) May 17, 1930. With
Nancy Carroll, PhiUlp Holmes. James Kirliwood.
Hobart Bosworth. Ned Sparks. Morgan Farley. Jed
Prouty. Paul Lukas. ZaSu Pitts. Morton Downey.
Guy OUver, Jessie Pringle. Wade Boteler, Laura La
Varnie.
THEME: The story of a manicurist, grafter and pro-
fessional "good girl," in whose life suckers, sinners
and saints play strange parts. She scoffs at them
and laughs at love. But love triumplis.

DOCTOR'S SECRET, THE (D-AT) 5823
(R) January 26, 1929. With Ruth Chatterton, H.
B. Warner, John Loder, Robert Edeson, Wilfred Noy,
Ethel Wales, Nanci Price, Franli Finch-Smiles.
THEME: A drama ol marital lie. vvith a aoctor.
through his clever story, as a mediator between hus-
band and wife.

•FAST COMPANY (CD-AT) 6459 6863
(E) Septemtwr 14, 1929. Sound on disc. With
Jack Oakie, Richard (Slieets) Gallagher, Evelyn
Brent. Gwen Lee.

•FOUR FEATHERS. THE (D-ME) _ _ 7472
(R) December 28. 1929. With Richard Arlen, Fay
Wray, WiUiam PoweU, Cllve Brook, Theodore von
Eltz, Noati Beery, Zack Williams, Nol>ie Johnson,
George Fawoett.
THEME: The tribulations, and final, victory, of a
young man overcome by cowardice.

GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL (MC) 6780 7727
(R) December 7, 1929. With Mary Eaton, Edward
Crandall. Olive Shea. Dan Healy. Kaye Renard.
Sarah Edwards. In revue scenes. Eddie Cantor,
Helen Morgan, Rudy Valee.
THEME: A girl's ambitions carry her to the pin-
nacle in Broadway shows.

GREEN MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT) 5383
(R) August 31, 1929. With William Powell, Flor-
ence Eldridge. Ullrich Haupt, .lean Arthur, Eugene
Pallette, E. H. Calvert, Gertrude Norman, Lowell
Drew. Morgan Farley. Brandon Hurst. Augusta Bur-
mester. Marcia Harriss. Mildred Golden, Mrs. Wil-
fred Buclvland, Helena Phillips, Shep Camp, Charles
E Evans.
THEME: Several members of a family are killed,

and . Well, Philo Vance ferrets out the mur-
derer.

HALF WAY TO HEAVEN (D-AT) 5179 6254
(R) December 14. 1929. With Charles (Buddy)
Rogers, Jean Arthur, Paul Lucas, Helen Ware, Oscar
Apgel, Edna West, Irvin Bacon, Al Hill. Lucille
Williams. Richard French, Freddy Anderson, Nestor
Aber, Ford West. Guy Oliver.
THEME: A circus story in which a conniving
aerialist loses, not only his job. but the girl he is

trying to win.

HOMECOMING (D-ME) _ 8156 8156
(Rl February 10, 1929. With Lars Hansen, Dita
Parlo. Gustav Frohlich.
THEME: The story of a man who returns home only
to find his wife in love with Ids best friend.

HONEY (CD-AT) 6701
(R) March 29, 1930. (TOS) April 5, 1930. With
Nancy CarroU. Lilhan Roth, Mitzi, Richard (Skeets)
Gallagher. Stanley Smith. Harry Green. Jobyna How-
land, Z.-iSu Pitts, Charles Sellon.

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY: See Ufa.
ILLUSION (CD-AT) 6141 6972

(R) September 21. 1929. Sound on disc. With
Charles (Buddy) Rogers, Nancy CarroU, .Tune CoUyer.
Knute Erickson. Eugenie Besserer, Kay Francis.
Maude Turner, William McLaughlin. Katherine Wal-
lace, William Austin, Frances Raymond, Eddie Kane,
Michael Visaroff.
THEME: A story of backstage in vaudeville.

JEALOUSY (D-AT) _ 6107
(E) September 28. 1929. Sound on disc and film.

With Jeanne Eagels, Frederic March, Halliwell
Hobbes, Blanche Le Clair, Henry Daniell, Hilda
Moore.
THEME: The struggle for love induced by three

persons—an artist, a rich man and the sweetheart of

the artist.

KIBITZER (CD-AT) 6569 7273
(R) January 11, 1930. Sound on disc. With Harry
Green , Mary Brian. Neil Hamilton, David Newell.
THEME: A humorous series of experiences result-

ing from stock marl^et transactions and love.

LADIES LOVE BRUTES (D-AT) - 7171
(B) April 26, 1930. (TOS) April 19, 1930. With
George Bancroft, Frederic March, Mai-y Astor, Stanley
Fields.

LADY LIES, THE (CD-AT) 7004
(R) September 21. 19S9. Sound on disc. With Wal-
ter Huston. Claudette Colbert. Charles Ruggles.
Patricia Deering. Tom Brown, Betty Garde, .Te^n

Dixon, Duncan Penwarden, Virginia Tnie Boardmnn,
A^erne Deane.
THEME: Two children intervene between father and
relatives and the father, a widower, marries the

girl of his choice, bringing happiness to his family.

LAUGHING LADY. THE (D-AT)
"

(R) December 28. 1929. With Ruth Chatterton

Clive Brook.

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS, THE (W-AT). 5035 6213
(R) April 19, 1930. (TOS) May 3, 1930. With
Richard Arlen, Mary Brian, HariT Green. Fred
Kohler, Regis Toomey, William LeMaire, George
Chandler, Sid Saylor, Guy Oliver, (Jus SaviUe.
THEME; A Zane Grey story of the West.

LOVE DOCTOR, THE (CD-AT) 5503 5378
(R) October 5, 1920. Sound on disc. (TOS) Octo-
ber 19, 1929. With Richard Dix, June CoUyer, Mor-
gan Farley, Miriam, Seegar, Winfred Harris, Lawford
Davidson, Gale Henry.
THEME: Doctor Sunmer determines that love shall
not interfere with his career, but Grace and Vir-
ginia are in love witli him.

LOVE PARADE, THE (D-AT) 7094 10022
(R) January 18. 1930. Soimd on disc. With Maurice
Chevalier. Jeanette MacDonald. Lupino Lane. LUlian
Roth. Edgar Norton. Lionel Beliiiore, Albert Roi--
cardi. Carleton Stockdale. Eugene Palette, RusseU
Powell. Margaret Fealy. Virginia Bruce.
THEME: Almost a fairy story of a prince charm-
ing and a lovely queen.

MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND, THE (CD-AT). .6610 7182
(R) December 21. 1929. (TOS) December 21. 1929.
With Mai-y Brian. Frederic March. Lilyan Tashman.
Huntley Gordon. Kay Francis, WiUiam Austin.
Seena Owen, Little Mitzi, Billy Seay, PhlUippe de
Laoey, Anita Louise, Ruby Parsley, Donald Smith,
Jocelyn Lee, Maude Turner Gordon, David Newell.
THEME: The theme deals with one of Cupid's
vagaries.

MEN ARE LIKE THAT (CD-AT) 5467
(R) March 32, 1930. With Hal SkeUy. Doris HiU,
(iliarles Sellon, Clara Blandick, Morgan Farley,
Helen Chadwick, WiUiam B. Davidson, Eugene Pal-
ette, George Fawcett.
THEME: The sunny side of American family life,

presented humorously and humanly.
MIGHTY, THE (D-AT) 6097 6802

(R) November 10, 1929. (TOS) November 16, 1929;
.January 11, 1930. With George Bancroft, Estlier
Ralston, Warner Oland, Raymond Hatton, Dorothy
Revier. Morgan Farley. O. P. Heggie. Charles Sel-
lon, E. H. Calvert, John Cromwell.
THEME: A gunman returns from the war a hero,
and remains a hero.

MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU, THE (My-AT) 7663
(R) August 10, 1929. (TOS) August 20, 1929.
With Warner Oland. Jean Artliur. Neil Hamilton.
O. P. Heggie, William Austin. Claude ICing. Charles
Stevenson. Noble Johnson. Evelyn Selbie, Charles
Biblyn. Donald McKenzie. Lawford Davidson, Lask
Winters, Charles Stevens, Chapel Dosset, TuUy
Marshall.
THEME: A Chinese picture with most of the action . .

taking place in London.

ONLY THE BRAVE (D-AT) 6024
(R) March 8. 1930. With Gary Cooper, Mary Brian,
PiiiUips Holmes, James Neill. Morgan Farley. Guy
OUver, Virginia Bruce. WiUiam Le Maire, Freeman
S. Wood, John H. Elliott.

THEME: A young Union cavalry man wlio. dis-
appointed in love, volunteers to go as a spy into the
Confederate lines.

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE (R) 9125
(TOS) May 10, 1930. With Richard Alien, Jean
Arthur, WUliam Austin, George Bancroft, Clara Bow,
Evelyn Brent, Mary Brian, Clive Brook, Virginia
Bruce, Nancy Carroll, Ruth Chatterton, Maurice
ChevaUer, Gary Cooper, Leon Errol, Stuart Erwin,
Kay Francis, Skeets GaUagher, Harry Green, Mitzi
Green, James Hall, PhiUips Holmes, Helen Kane,
Dennis King, Abe Lyman and Band, Frederic March.
Nino Martini, Mitzi Mayfair, David Newell, Jacli
Oakie, Warner Oland, WUliam PoweU, Charles
Rogers.
THEMEl: This picture is described as a talking,
singing and dancing festival of the stars.

POl NTED H EELS (D-AT) 5689
(R) December 21, 1929. With William PoweU, Fay
Wray, Helen Kane. Richard "Skeets" GaUagher,
PliilUps Holmes, Adrienne Dore, Eugene Palette.
THEME: A story of the stage.

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU. THE (My-AT) 6576
(B) May 17. 1930. (TOS) May 10, 1930. With
Warner Oland, Neil Hamilton, Jeah Arthur, 0! P.
Heggie, WiUiam Austin, Evelyn Hall, David Dunbar,
Tetsu Komai, Toyo Ita. Amiirose Barker.
THEME: More and stranger adventure of the in-
sidious one.

RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, THE (D-AT)
- 6378 70 1

2

(R) October 26, 192,9. Sound on disc. (TOS)
November 16, 1929. With CUve Brook, H. Reeves
Smith. Betty Lawford. Charles Hay, PhiUips Holmes,
Donald Crisp, Harry T. Morey, Hubert Druce, Ar-
thur Maclv.
THEME: In which Sherlock Holmes in some of his
clever disguises apprehends the viUain.

RIVER OF ROMANCE, THE (CD-AT) 7028 7009
(R) July 29, 1929. (TOS) August 3, 1929. With
Charles (Buddy) Rogers, Mary Brian, June CoUyer,
Henry B. Walthall, WaUace Beery. Fred Kohler,
Natalie Kingston, Mrs. George Fawcett, Anderson
Lawler, George Reed.

ROADHOUSE NIGHTS (CD-AT) 7202
(Bi February 22. 1930. (TOS) March 1. 1930.
Sound-on-fllm. With Helen Morgan, Charles Ruggles,
Fred Kohler. Jimmy Durante, FuUer MeUisli, ,Ir.

Leon Donnelly, Tammany Young, Joe King, Lou
Clayton, Eddie Jackson.
THEME: A story of a newspaper reporter break-
ing into a madhouse for a story.

SAFETY IN NUMBERS (CD-AT, S) 7074
(R) June 21, 1930. (TOS) May 3, 1930. With
Charles Rogers, Josephine Dunn, Roscoe Karns. Vir-
ginia Bruce. CJarol Lombard, Katherine Crawford.
THEME: Three beauties of the Broadway stage try
to motlier Buddy Rogers.

SAP FROM SYRACUSE (C-AT)
(R) July 19, 1030. With Jack Oakie, Ginger
Rogers.
THEME: The world's dumbest creature is made the
butt of his friends' jokes, mostly on shipboard.

SARAH AND SON (D-AT) 6868
(R) March 2. 1030. (TOS) March 2, 1930. With
Ruth Ch.atterton. Frederic March, FuUer MeUish, Jr.,

Phillip de Lacy.
THEME: A story of mother love.

SATURDAY NIGHT KID, THE (D-AT)....6392 6015
(R) Oetoljer 26, 1929. Sound on disc. (TOS) No-
vember 2. 1929. With Clara Bow, James Hall.
Jean Arthur, Charles SeUon, Ethel Wales, Frank
Ross, Edna May Oliver. Heymen Meyer, Eddie Dium,
Leone Lane, Jean Harlow.
THEME: Tlie ever present triangle in the lives of a

boy and girl.

SEVEN DAYS LEAVE (D-AT) _ 6507 7300
(R) January 25, 1929. (TOS) February 1, 1930.
With Garv Cooper, Bervl Mercer, Dalsey Belmore.
Nora (Jec'il, Temple Pigett, Arthur Hoyt, Arthur
Metcalfe.



10 FILM BUYER SECTION July 26, 1930

SHADOW OF THE LAW (D-AT)...., .:. 6120
(E) June 14„ 1930. With WilUam- PoweU, Marion
ScMlling. . .

TEtEiUi: William PoweU trite to go straight after

a spectacular jail break.
»SILENT ENEMY, THE (Trav-PT, M) oa 7551

(E) May 19, 1930. (TOS) May 2i, 1039.
THEME: An epic of the American Indian, depicting
the Ojibway tribe in its fight against hunger.

SLIGHTLY SCARLET (D-AT) 5234 6204
(E) February 22, 19S9. (TOS) March 8, 1930.
Sound-on-ftlm. With Eyelj-n Brent, Clive Brook,
Paul Ltikas. Eugene Palette, Helen Ware, Virginia
Bruce, Henry Wadsworth, Claud A Ulster, Christiaue
Yves. Morgan Parley.
THEME: A charming American girl and a debonair
Englisliman flirt in Paris.

SOCIAL LION, THE (C-AT) 5403
(E) June 7. 1030. With Jack Oakie, Mary Brian,
Skeets Gallagher, Olive Borden. ,

THEJIE: Smart cracking Jack Oakie in a story of

an amateur pugilist trying to go society.

•STREET OF CHANCE (D-AT) 5962 7023
(E) February 8. 1930. Sound-on-fllm. With Wil-
liam Powell, Jean Arthur, Kay Francis, Regis
Toomey. Stanley Fields, Brooks Benedict, Betty. Fran-
cisco, John Eisso, Joan Standing, Maurice Black, Irv-

ing Bacon.
THEJIE: The story of the aU-absorbing power in
a man's life—gambling.

•SWEETIE (CD-AT) 6303 8859
(E) November 2, 1929. (TOS) December 7, 1929.
With Nancy Carroll, Stanley Smith, Helen Kane,
Joseph Depew, Jack Oakie, William Austin, Stuart
Erwin, Wallace MacDonald, ADeen Manning,
THEilE: A high school picture in which tootbaU
plays a big part.

TEXAN, THE (D-AT) 7I4<2

(E) May 10, 1930. (TOS) May 24, 1930. With
Gary Cooper. Pay Wray, Emma Dunn.
THEME: Touching story of boy who cannot deceive
another's mother.

TRUE TO THE NAVY (CD-AT. S) 6396
(E) May 31, 1930. With Clara Bow, Harry Green,
Frederic March, Sam Hardy. ;

THEME: The gobs have a swell time trying to keep
up with Clara Bow.

VAGABOND KING, THE (D-PT, ME) 9413
(E) April 19, 1930. (TOS) March 1. 1930. With
Dennis King, Jeanette MacDonald, O. P. Heggie,
lillian Eoth, Warner Oland, Arthur Stone, Thomas .

Eicketts.
THEME: Based on the life of Francois ViUon, a
Parisian poet who lived in the 15th century.

•VIRGINIAN, THE (D-AT) 7404 8717
(E) November 9, 1929, (TOS) January 18, 1930.
With Gary Cooper, Walter Huston, Eichard Arlen,
Mary Brian, Chester Conkliu, Eugene Palette, E. H.
Calvert. Helen Ware, Victor Potel, Tex Young, Charles
Stevens.
THEME: A rustler type of western, with Texas as

the setting. A typical story of the cattle ranches
in the latter half of the nineteenth century.

•WELCOME DANGER (C-AT) 10796 9955
(E) October 19. 1929. Sound on disc. (TOS)
January 18. 1930. With Harold Lloyd. Barbara
Kent, Noah Young, Charles Mlddleton, William Wal-
ling.

WHY BRING THAT UP (CD-AT) ;..6I24 7982
(E) October 12, 1929. Sound on disc. (TOS) No-
vember 2. 1929. With Moran and Mack, Evelyn
Brent, Harry Green, Bert Swor, Freeman S. Wood,
Lawrence Leslie, Helene Lynch, Selmer Jackson,
Jack Luden, Monte Collins, Jr., George Thompson,
Eddie Kane, Charles Hall.

•WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE (Trav-PT, M). .7411

(E) .Tune 2S. 1930.
THEME: The complete pictorial record of the famous
Bvrd expedition.

•YOUNG EAGLES (D-AT) 6710 6406
(E) April 5. 1930. (TOS) March 22, 1930. With
Charles (Buddy) Rogers. Jean Arthur, Paul Lukas,
Stuart Erwin, Frank Eoss, Jack Luden. Freeman
Wood, Gordon De Main, George Irving, Stanley
Blystone.
THEME: An air epic.

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN (CD-AT) 7306
(E) May 17, 1930. With Claudette Colbert. Norman
Foster, Ginger Rogers, Charles Euggles. Leslie Austin,
Four Aalby Sisters, H. Dudley Hawley.
THEME: 'The story of a yoimg sports writer and his

motion picture columnist wife, whose aggressiveness
keeps the family in funds. A drink of poison liquor

and temporary blindness afford the climax of the
story.

Pathe
Silent Disc Film

AWFUL TRUTH. THE (CD-AT) 6229 6124
(R) August 16. 1929. (TOS) September 7. October
19, 1929. With Ina Claire. Henry Daniels. Theo-
dore Von Eltz, Paul Harvey. Blanche Frederici,
Judith Vosselli, .Tohn Eoche.
THEME: (Quarrels and Jealousy result in divorce,

with neither the wife nor the husband desiring it.

Amends are made, they remarry and sail for Paris
on their second honeymoon.

BEYOND VICTORY (D-AT) _

William Boyd. Helen Twelvelrtes. James Gleason,
Fred Scott. Russell Gleason. Lew Cody, Zasu Pitts,

Dorothy Burgess, June CoUyer.
THEME; Five men facing death on the battlefield

go back home on the wings of remembrance.

•BIG NEWS (My-AT) _ 6950 6130 6028
(R) September 7. 1929. With Robert Armstronir.
Carol Lombard, Tom Kermedy. Warner Richmond.
Wade Boteler, Sam Hardy, Charles Sellon, Eobert
Dudley.
THE\rE: A newspaperman Is discharged for alleged
drunkenness. Is threatened with divorce and is framed
by a gang. He Is ultimately vindicated of any
wrong doing.

•CAPTAIN SWAGGER (D-ME) 6312 6312
(R) October 14. 1929. With Rod LaRocque, Sue
Carol. Richard Tucker. Victor Potel, Ulrich Haunt.
THEME: A story of the aftermath of the world
war, with an American aviator, both in war and in
civil life, the nemesis of a German warrior.

GRAND PARADE, THE (D-AT. S) 7650 7450
(R) F'-bruarr 2, 1030, (TOS) Febniarv 8. 1930.
With Helen Twelvetrees. Fred Scott, Richard Carle,
Marie Aatalre, Russell PoweU, Bud Jamleson. Jimmy
Adams.
THEAfE: A minstrel, who has surrendered to drink.
ctac' a comeback after his marriage and Is the hit
of the show.

HER MAN (D-AT)
Helen Twflvetree.'i. Marjoiie Rambeau. Rioardo Cor-
tpz. Phillip'! Holmes. .Tame:; Gleason,
THEME: She was his girl and he forced her to bow
to his will until love for another blossomed within
her heart, to purify and transform her nature.

HER PRIVATE AFFAIR (D-AT) 5562 6543 6440
(R) October 5, 192U. (TOS) November 9, 1929,
January 18, 1930. With Ann Harding, Harry Ban-
nister, Kay Hammond, WUliam Oilamond, Lawford
Davidson, Elmer Ballard, Fraul; Eeicher.
THEME: A story of blaclmiaU and murder, and the
part they play ui bringing together again a judge
and his estranged wife.

•HIS FIRST COMMAND (D-AT)..._ 5577 5995 5850
(R) January 19, 1930. With William Boyd, Dorothy
Sebastian, Gavin Gordon, Helen Parrish, Alphonz
Ethier, Howard Hickman, Paul Hurst, Jules Cowles,
Rose Tapley, Mabel Van Buxen, Charles Moore.

HOLIDAY (CD-AT) 8870
With Ann Harding, Mary Astor, Edward Everett
Horton, Eobei-t Ames, Hedda Hopper, Moru-oe Owsley,
Wm. Holden and others.
THEME: A boy. who would rather enjoy life in his
youth than settle down to providing for old age,
breaks his engagement to a girl who doesn't agree
with him, and goes off with her sister who does.

LUCKY IN LOVE (AT, S) 6987 6670
(R) August 17, 1929. With Morton Downey. Betty
Lawford, CoUn Keith-Johnson, HaUiweU Hobbs, J. M.
Kerrigan, Richard Tabor, Edward O'Connor, Mary
Murray, Mackenzie Ward, Louis Sorin, Sonia Karlov,
Tyrell Davis, Elizabeth Murray.
THEME: A musical romance. A yoimg American
singer of Irish descent, wins the hand of the daugh-
ter of an impoverished earl, who is on the verge
of losing his castle.

NIGHT WORK (C-AT) _ 7564
Eddie QuiUan, Sally Starr, Frances Upton, John T.
Murray, George Duryea, Ben Bard, Robert IMcWade,
Douglas Scott, Addle McPhail, Kit Guard, Georgia
Caine, George Billings, Charles Clary, Tom Dugan.
Arthur Hoyt, Billie Bennett. Tempo Pigott, Ruth
Lyons, Nora Lane, Babe Kane, Jack Mack, Arthur
Lovejoy. Marian Ballou, Martha Mattox, James Don-
lin. Harry Bowen, Ruth Hlatt, Vincent Barnett.
THEME: A young man of moderate circumstances
tmwittingly agrees to support an orphan, but he
doesn't mind when he meets the baby's nurse.

OFFICER O'BRIEN (D-AT) 5440 6776 6740
(R) February 15, 1930. (TOS) March 8, 1930.
With William Boyd, Ernest Torrence, Dorothy Sebas-
tian. Clyde Cook, Russell Gleason, Paul Hurst,
Arthur Houseman, Ealf Harolde.

•OH, YEAH! (CD-AT) 5657 7001 6890
(R) October 19, 192,9. (TOS) October 20. 1929.
With Robert Armstrong, James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts,

Patricia Caron, Bud Fine, Frank Hagney, Harry
Tyler, Paul Hurst,
THEME: Two hoboes, one accused of a theft in
a railroad town, wring a confession from the real
thief, but find themselves in a hospital as the result
of a wreck. This reunites them with their sweet-

PARDOn' my gun (WC-AT, M) _ 5650
With Sally Starr, George Duryea. Mona Ray, Lee
Moran, Robert Edeson, Hani; MacFarlane, Tom Mac-
Farlane, Harry Woods, Stompie, IjCw Meehan. Ethan
Laidlay, Harry Watson, Ida May Chadwick, Al
"Rubber Legs" Norman. Abe Lyman's Band.
THEME: The intense rivalry between two ranches
brings treachery Into the annual rodeo contest which
is won by the hard riding hero who is rewarded
by romance. Featuring music by Abe Lyman's Band.

•PARIS BOUND (D-AT) _ 6684 6783 6684
(R) August 3, 1929. (TOS) August 10, 1929. With
Ann Harding, Frederic March, George Irving, Leslie
Fenton, Hallam Cooley, Juliette Crosby, Charlotte
Walker. Carmelita Geraghty. Ikla Chase.
THEME: A husband and wife, their marriage re-

sented by former sweethearts, become estranged, only
to learn that their love Is too great to permit of

divorce.

•RACKETEER, THE (D-AT) 6035 6118 6119
(R) November 9, 1929. With Eobert Armstrong,
Carol Lombard, Eoland Drew, Jeanette Loff, Patil

Hurst. John Loder.
THEJIE: The killing of a gangster by police brings
love into the life of a young violinist who had been
befriended by the gangster.

•RED HOT RHYTHM (MC) 5783 6981 6981
(R) November 23, 1929. With Alan Hale, Walter
O'Keefe, Kathryn Crawford, Josephine Dunn, Anita
Garvin, Ilka Chase.

•RICH PEOPLE (CD-AT) _ 6306 7122 7074
(R) January 5. 1930. (TOS) October 19. 1929.
With Constance Bennett, Regis Toomey, Robert Ames,
Mahlon Hamilton, Illta Chase, John Ijoder, Polly
Ann Young.
THEME: A story of a sailor's off day.

•SHOW FOLKS (CD-ME) 6581 6581 6581
(R) October 21, 1929. With Eddie QuiUan, Lina
BasQuette, Robert Armstrong, Carol Lombard. Bessie
Barriscale, Craufurd Kent.

•SOPHOMORE. THE (C-AT) 5799 6653 6526
(R) October 24. 1929. (TOS) August 24, 1929.
With Eddie QuiUan. Sally O'Neil. Stanley Smith,
Jeanette Loff, Russell Gleason, Sarah Padden, Brooks
Benedict, Spec O'Donnell.

SWING HIGH (CD-AT. S) _ 8100
(R) May 18, 1930. (TOS) May 24. 1930. With Helen
Twelvetrees. Fred Scott. Chester Conklin. Ben Turpin,

• Dorothv Burgess, Nick Stuart. Eobert Edeson. Stepin
Fetchit. Daphne Pollard, Sally Starr. John Sheehan,
Mickey Bermett, George Fawcett, Bryant Washburn,
Little Billy and William Langan.
TilE>nD : Life and love under the Big Top with aU
the glamour of the circus as a backgrotmd.

•THIS THING CALLED LOVE (CD-AT)..6687 6875 6697
(E) December 15, 1929. With Constance Bennett.
Edmund Lowe, Roscoe Kams. ZaSu Pitts. CarmeUta
Gerachtv. John Roche. Stuart Erwin. Ruth Taylor.
THEME: A girl who would not believe that mar-
riages were made in heaven finds that after all real
happiness is in the arms of her husband, rather
than in the arms of other men.

Radio Pictures
Silent Sound

ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE (Mel-AT) 6416
(A) April 20, 1930. (TOS) April 19, 1930. With
Bebe Daniels. Ben Lvon.

•BEAU BANDIT (CD - AT) _.._ 61 69
(B) March 2. 1930. With Conrad Nagel, Doris
Kenyon.

•CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (D-AT) 8191
(R) February 23. 1930. (TOS) March 8. 1930. With
Chester Jforris, Betty Compson.

CUCKOOS. THE (MC) 9170
(E) May 4, 1930. With Bert Wheeler, Robert
Wonlsey.

D I X I A NA (0)
(TOS) Mav 24. 1930. With Bebe Daniels. Everett
Marshall. Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey. Joseph Caw-
thnrn. Tnbvna. Howlnnd. Dnrotbv Lee, Ralf Harolde.
Edward Chandler. Raymond Maurel.
THESfE: A story of the love of a circus girl for the
son of a Southern gentleman.

FALL GUY, THE (C-AT) 6175
(E) June 15, 1930. With Jack MulhaU, Pat O'Mal-
ley, Ned Sparks, Wynn Gibson, May Clark.

•FRAMED (Mel-AT) 61 36
(R) March 16, 1930. With Evelyn Brent,- E. Toomey.

*GIRL OF THE PORT (Mel-AT) 6174
(R) Februarj' 2. 1930. With Sally O'NeU, M. Lewis.

HE KNEW WOMEN (Mel-AT) _ 6342
(E) May 18, 1930. (TOS) April 26, 1930. With
LoweU Sherman, Alice Joyce.

HIT THE DECK (MC) _.._ „ 9327
(E) February 2, 1930. With Polly WaUier, Jack
Oakie.

•LOVE COMES ALONG (Mel-AT) 7038
(R) January 5, 1930. With Bebe Daniels, Lloyd
Hughes.

•LOVIN' THE LADIES (C-AT) 6139
(R) AprU 6, 1930. (TOS) AprU 26, 1930. With
Richard Dix, Lois Wilson.

MIDNIGHT M YST E RY (My-AT) 6463
(R) June 1, 1930. With Betty Compson, Alice Joyce.

SECOND WIFE (Mel-AT) 6058
(E) February 9, 1930. With Conrad Nagel, Betty
Compson.

•SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (My CD-AT) 6579
(E) January 12, 1930. With Eichard Dix, it
Seegar.

Sono Art-World Wide
Silent Sound

BIG FIGHT, THE (CD-AT) 7300
(E) August 1, 1929. Sound on disc and film. With
"Big Boy" Guinn Williams. Lola Lane, Stephin
Fetchit. Ralph Ince, Wheeler OakmaiL

BLACKMAIL (My-AT) _ 7136
(R) October. 1929. Sound on disc and film. With
Donald Calthrop, Anny Ondra. John Longden.
THEME: A mystery drama of London's Scotland
Yards.

BLAZE O'GLORY (CD-AT) 8800
(R) December. 192S. Sound on disc and film. With
Eddie Dowling, Betty Compson. Henry WalthaU,
Fraiikie Darro.

COCK OF THE WALK (CD-AT) 7200
(R) May 15, 1930. (TOS) April 26. 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Joseph Schildkraut. Myma
Loy. Olive TeU. Edward PeU. Wilfred Lucas.
THEME: The story of a conceited philanderer who
employs his physical charms to a great intrinsic
advantage.

DUDE WRANGLER. THE (WC-AT) _ .6200
(R) July. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With Lina
Basquette. Francis X. Bushman. Clyde Cook. George
Duryea. Ethel Wales.

FIGHTING FOR THE FATHERLAND (ME) 6000
(R) April. 1930. Synchronized. With cast of promi-
nent Germans engaged in the world war.
THEME: This war story presents actual shots from
the front.

GREAT GABBO (D-AT).... _ 9950
(R) October, 1929. Sound on disc and fllm. (TOS)
December 21. 1929. With Erich von Stroheim. Betty
Compson, Margie Kane.
THEME: The rise and faU of a great ventriloQUlst.

HELLO SISTER (CD-AT) 6500
(R) January. 1930. Sound on disc and fllm. With
Lloyd Hughes, Olive Borden, George Fawcett.

KITTY (D-ME) _ 8300
(R) June. 1929. Sound on disc and fUm. With
Estelle Brody, John Stuart, Marie Ault, Dorothy Ctim-
ming.

MIDNIGHT DADDIES (C-AT) _ _ _...5644
(R) August. 1929. Sound on disc and fllm 'Vtitk
Harry Gribbon. Andy Clyde. Alma. Bennett.

ONCE A GENTLEMAN (C-AT)
Everett Horton, Lois Wilson.

PICCADILLY (D-ME) 8O0O
(R) July. 1929. (TOS) August 24. 1929. With GUda
Gray, Anna May Wong. Jameson Thomas,

RENO (D-AT) _ _ _ 7000
(R) September 1, 1930. Sound on disc and fllm.
With Ruth Roland, Kenneth Thompson, Montagu
Love. Sam Hardy.
THEME: A story of America's divorce haven, and
adapted from ComeUus Vanderbilt, Jr.'s novel of the
same title.

TALK OF HOLLYWOOD (CD-AT) _ 6586
(R) December, 1929. Sotmd on disc and fllm. With
Nat Carr. Fay Marbe. Hope Sutherland.

UP THE CONGO (Trav-PT) 5800
(R) December 15, 1929. With African natives.
THEME: A novelty jungle picture.

WHAT A MAN! (CD-AT) 6800
(R) June 1. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Reginald Deimy, Miriam Seegar,

Talking Picture Epics
Silent Sound

ACROSS THE WORLD WITH MR. AND MRS.
MARTIN JOHNSON (Trav-PT, M) 8208

(R) September 1, 1930. Sound on fllm.
THEME: Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson and three
boy scouts who visited them in Africa. Cannibals.
animals, and natives of various countries. An authen-
tic adventure picture.

•AROUND THE WORLD VIA
GRAF ZEPPELIN (Trav-ME) 4950

(R) February. 1930. Sound on disc and fllm.
THEME; The historical trip of the Graf with the
Hearst cameraman aboard.

BR EA K U P. THE (Trav- M E) - .4900
(R) May 15, 1930. Sound on fllm.
THEME: Captain Jack Robertson and dog, Skooter.
in an Alaskan adventure picture.

HUNTING TIGERS IN INDIA (Trav-PT. M) 8020
(R) .January 1, 1930. Sotmd on disc and fllm.

THEME: Commander G. M. Dyott and animals and
natives of India in an authentic adventure fllm.

LOST GODS (Trav-PT. M) _ 6000
Sound on fllm.
THEME: Count Khtm De Prorok and natives In a
romance of archeology in the Carthaginian district.

•SOUTH SEAS (Trav-PT. M) _ 5890
(R) September 1. 1930. Sound on fllm.
THEarE: Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Pinchot and their
son. Giffv. in an Informal accoimt of their cruise.

WILD MEN OF KALIHARI (Trav-PT. M) _ 5300
(R) May 15. 1930. Sotmd on fllm.

THEME; Dr. Ernest Cadle and natives and animals
of the Kallhari desert in an authentic adventure fllm.

Tiifany Productions
Silent Sound

•BORDER ROMANCE (W-AT, S) 5974
(R) May 18. 1930. With Armida. Don Terry. Mar-
jorie Kane. Victor Potel. Wesley Barry. Nita Marfan.
Frank Glendon. Hary von Meter. William CosteUo.
TH33ME; American horse traders rescue beautiful girl

from Mexican bandits.
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•HIGH T R EASO N ( D -AT) _..- 8263
Sound on disc and film. With Benita Hume. Basil
Gill. Jameson Thomas. Humberston Wright.
TUEME: Spectacular forecast of love and life in 1940.

•HOT CU RVES (C-AT) 7893
(R) June 1. 1930. With Benny Rubin. Bex Lease,

Alice Day. Pert Kelton. PaiU Hurst, John Ince, Mary
Carr. -.. '] ^

THEJtE: World series baseball and a love aSPair.

•JOURNEY'S END (D-AT) :..II455

(R) About April 1. 1930. (TOS) April 19. 1930.
With Colin Clive. Ian JVladaren. Anthony Bushell.
David Manners. Billy Bevan. Charles Gerrard, Robert
A'Dair. Thomas Whitelj-, Jack Pitcairn. Warner
Klinger.
THEME; R. C. Sheriff's world famed play of the
war.

LOST ZEPPELIN. THE (D-AT) 6882
(B) December 20, 1929. Sound on disc and film.

(TOS) February 13. 1930. With Conway Tearle.
Virginia Valli. Ricardo Cortez.
THEME: A Zeppelin lost in the antarctic, and a
man's saeriflce.

•MAMBA (D-AT) 7014
(R) March 10. 1930. (TOS) March 22. 1930. Sound
on disc. All Technicolor. With Jean Hersholt.
Eleanor Boardman. Ralph Forbes.
THEJIE: The revolt of South African natives against
a bestial plantation owner.

•MEOrciNE MAN. THE (CD-AT) 6211
(R) Jime 15. 1930. With .lack Benny. Betty Bronson,
Eva Novak. Billy Butts. Georgie Stone. Tom Dugan,
Will Walling. E. A. Warren.
THEJIE: Elliott Lester's stage play. The conquests
of a medicine show proprietor with small town belles.

•MIDSTREAIH (D-PT) 7472
(R) July 29. 1920. Sound film. With Ricardo Cortez,
Claire Windsor, Montagu Love, Helen Jerome Eddy,
Larry Kent.
TTTEME: Society drama on the order of "Faust."

•MISTER ANTONIO (D-AT) 5353 6985
(R) October 1. 1929. Sound on disc and film. With
Leo Carrillo, Viginia Valli. Gareth Hughes. Frank
Reicher.
THEME: An adaptation of Booth Tarkington's play.

•PAI NTED FACES (CD-AT) 6836
(R) November 20. 1929. Sound on disc and film.

With Joe E. Brown. Helen Foster. Barton Hepburn.
Dorothy Gulliver. Lester Cole. Rihcard Tucker.
THEJIE: A story of the love of a circus clown for

his ward.
•PARTY GIRL (D-AT) 7401

(R) January 1. 1930. Sound on disc and film. (TOS)
January 11. 1930. With Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,

Jeanette Loff. Judith Barrie, Jolin St. Polls. Lucien
Prival. Marie Prevost.
THESCE: An expose of the "party girl" racket.

PEACOCK ALLEY (D-AT) 6060
(R) January 10, 1930. Sound on film. With Mae
Murray. George Barraud. Jason Robards, Richard
Tucker.
THElfE: A society drama.

SUNNY SKIES (CD-AT) _ _ 6994
(R) May 12. 1930. With Benny Rubin. Marceline
Day. Rex I^ease. Mariorie Kane, Wesley Barry, Greta
Granstedt.
THEJfE: A college musical.

•SWELLHEAD (CD-AT) 6213
(R) March 24. 1930. With James Gleason, Johnnie
Walker. Marion SchiUing, Paul Hurst.
THEME: A swell headed prize fighter who forgets
the friends of his poorer days after attaining the
heights—and his awakening.

•TROOPERS THREE (D-AT) _ 7239
(R) February 15, 1930. Sound on film. (TOS) Feb-
ruary 22. 1930. With Rex Lease, Dorothy Gulliver,
Slim SummerriUe, Roscoe Kams.
THTTNCE: A story of the U. S. Cavalry.

•UNDER MONTANA SKIES (CD-AT, S) _ _
With Kenneth Harlan, Slim Summerville, Dorothy
Gulliver. Nita Marfan. Christian Franlt. Harry Todd,
Ethel Wales, Lafe McKee.
THEME: A comedy drama of a cowboy troupe meet-
ing with a troupe of stranded actors in the West.

•WOMAN TO WOMAN (D-AT) 6079 8065
(B) November 5, 1929. Sound on disc and film.
(TOS) November 23. 1929. With Betty Compson,
George Barraud, .Juliette Compton.

•WRECKER, THE (D-M E) 6558
(R) August 20. 1929. Sound on disc and fUm. With
Carlyle Blackwell, Benita Hume, Joseph Striker,
Winter Hall.
THEME: Story of a train disaster.

UFA
(Dialog in English)

Silent Sound
•BLUE ANGEL, THE (D-AT, S)

Sound on disc and film. With Emil Jannings. Mar-
lene Dietrich. Rosa Taletti. Hans Albers. Kurt (Jerron.
Karl Huszar-Puffy. Reinhold Bemt. Rolf JMueUer.
Rolant Vamo. Karl Balhaus, Hans Roth. Gerhard
Bienert, Robert Klein-Loerk. WUhelm Diegelmann,
rise Fuerstenberg. Eduard von Winterstein.
THEME: An elderly professor, while trying to save
his pupils from the wiles of an entertainer in a
waterfront saloon, is enmeshed by her. becomes her
companion and they wed. He Is barred from the
faculty and compelled to be a clown in the girl's

troupe. Returning to be billed as clown and former
professor In his home town is too much for the old
man—he goes insane, runs amuck, then slinks back
to the schoolroom and dies at his desk.

•HEART'S MELODY (D-AT, S) _ —
Sound on disc and fUm. With Willy Fritsch, Dita
Parlo. Goery Mall. Marca Simon. Annie Mewes, Laslo
Dezsoeffy, Jlka Gruenlng. Juli Ligettl.
THEME: An attempt at suicide brings a renewed
romance between an Hungarian soldier and his sweet-
heart, who had been forced to submit to improprie-
ties by an avaricious landlady.

•IMMORTAL VAGABOND (D-AT, S)
Sound on disc and film. With Liane Haid, Gustav
Froehlich. H. A. Schlettow. Karl Gerhardt.
THEME: A yotmg composer, absenting himself from
his home village in order to arrange for the produc-
tion of his new operetta, loses the girl of his heart
to another man. Unveiling of a monument to his
memory brines the two together again, the girl now
widowed, and they wander forth—the immortal vaga-
bonds.

•LAST COMPANY, THE (D-AT, S) _...

Sotmd on disc and film. With Conrad Veidt, Karin
Evans. Erwln Kaiser. EQse Heller. Maria Petersen,
Heinrich Gretler. Paul Henckels, Ferdinand Asper,
Martin Herzberg. Werner Schott, Dr. Ph. Manning,
W. Hiller. Ferdinand Hart. Alex. Granach, Gustav
Puettjer. Alb. Karchow. Horst von Harbou.
THEME: A tragedy of the Napoleonic wars of 1813.
Captain of gallant thirteen surviving men makes mill
his fort, miller's daughter falls in love with him and
refuses to quit the mill. Outnumbered by the enemy,
thirteen, the captain and the girl are killed.

LOVE WALTZ (CD) _
Sound on disc and film. With Lillian Harvey, John
Batten, George Alexander, Jiillian Mowrer, Gertrude
de Lalsky, Ludwig Diehl, Hans Junkerman, Victor
Schwannecke, Karl Ettlingtr.
THEME: The story of the scion of a wealthy Ameri-
can automobile manufacturer who, tiring of home
life, becomes valet to a duke, and marries the duke's
Sweetheart, a princess.

•WHEN YOU GIVE YOUR HEART AWAY (CD-AT)
Sound on disc and film. With Lillian Harvey. Igo
Sym, Harry Halm. Alexander Sascha. Karl Platen,
Valeria Blanka, Rudolf Biebrach, Wolfgang Kuhle,
Fritz Schmuck.
THEME: The story of a little orphan who, as a
stowaway on a freighter, finds love and happiness
In her marriage to the boat's captain.

•WHITE DEVIL (D-PT. S) _
Sotmd on diso and film. With Ivan Mosjuiin, IJI
Dagover. Betty Amanu. Fritz Alberti. Georg Seroff,
A. Chakatouny. Harry Hardt. Alexander MursI^y. Ken-
neth Rive. Hugo Doeblin. Alexei Bondireff. Lydia
Potechina, Henry Bender, R. Biebrach. Bobby Burns.
THEME; A story of a leader of a rebellious band
in the Caucasian mountains, his conflict with the
Czar of Russia and his troops, prompted by the des-
perado's marriage to the Czar's favorite dancing girl,
and the eventual mortal wounding of the leader.

•HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (D-AT. S) 6137 6165
Distributed by Paramount-Publix. Sound on disc.
With Willy Fritsch, Lil Dagover, Dita Parlo, Fritz
Greiner. GiseUa Bathory, Erich Kaiser- Tietz, Leo-
pold Kramer.
THEME: The vicissitudes of a romance between a
peasant girl and a count, who is a gay young officer
of the Honved Hussars.

Universal

United Artists

Silent Sound
ABRAHAM LINCOLN (D-AT)

(R) Septemlwr 28. 1930. With Walter Huston. Una
Merkel. Kay Hammond, Jason Robards.

•BAD ONE, THE (CD-AT) 6673
(R) April 12. 1930. Sound on fUm. With Dolores
Del Rio. Edmund Lowe, Ullrich Haupt, Don Alva-
rado, George Fawcett.

BE YOURSELF (CD-AT, S) 5977
(R) February S. 1930. (TOS) March 15, 1930.
Sound on film. With Fannie Brice, Harry Green,
Robert Armstrong. Gertrude Astor.

BULLDOG DRUMMOND (Mel-AT) 6163 8376
(R) August 3. 1929. With Ronald Colman, Joan
Bermett. Lilyan Tashman, Montagu Love.

CONDEMNED (D-AT) _ _ 7448
(R) December 7, 1929. With Ronald Colman, Ann
Harding. Louis Wolheim, Dudley Digges.

DU BARRY. WOMAN OF PASSION (D-AT) .

(R) November 18. 193U. With Norma Talmadge.
Conrad Nagel. William Farnum, Ullrich Haupt,
Hobart Bosworth

•EVANGELINE (D-ME) __ 7862 8268
(R) Auiust 24. 1929. With Dolores Del Rio, Roland
Drew. Donald Reed.

EYES OF THE WORLD _..

(R) October 18. 1930. With Una Merkel, Fern Andra,
Frederick Burt. Nance O'Neill.

FOREVER YOURS _
(R) November 29. 1930. With Mary Pickford. Ken-
neth MacKenna, Don Alvarado, Ian Maclareu, Char-
lotte Walker.

HELL HARBOR (D-AT) _ 8354
(R) March 2. 1930. (TOS) March 15. 1930. Sound
on fUm. With Lupe Velez, Jean Hersholt, John Hol-
land. A. St. John.

HELL'S ANGELS ( D-AT) _.._

With Ben Lyon. James Hall, Jane Winton, Thelma
Todd. .John Darrow.
THEME: The airman and his part in the world war.

LOCKED DOOR, THE (D-AT) 6844
(R) November 16. 1929. With Barbara Stanwyck,
Rod LaRoctiue. William Boyd, Betty Bronson.

LOTTERY BRIDE (MC) _ _
(R) August 16, 1930. With Jeanette MacDonald,
John Garrick. Joe E. Brown. Joseph Macauley. Robert
Chisholm. ZaSu Pitts, CarroU Nye,

LOVE COTTAGE. THE (MC) _.._ _
An Iving Berlin production.

LUMMOX (D-AT) _ 7533
(R) January 18. 1930. With Winifred W(*tover.
Dorothy Janis, Lydia Titus, Ida Darling. Ben Lyon,
MjTta Bonillas. Cosmo Kyrle Bellew. Anita Bellew,
Robert Ullman, Clara Lan'gsner, William CoUier, Jr.,
Bdna Murphy. Troben Meyer. Fan Bourke. Myrtle
Stedman, Danny O'Shea, William BakeweU, Sidney
Franklin.
THEME: From Fannie Hurst's story of a hired girl

who manages to combat her sordid smroundings by
a series of self-sacrificing deeds, all of which are
misconstrued.

NEW YORK NIGHTS (D-AT) 7447
(B) December 28. 1929. With Norma Talmadge, Gil-
bert Roland. John Wrav. Lilvan Tashman.

ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT (CD-AT) 6592
(R) May 3, 1930. (TOS) April 5. 1930. Sound on
film. With Lillian Gish, Conrad Nagel, Bod La
Rocque. Marie Dressier. O. P. Heggie.
THEME: This formerlv was "The Swan."

PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ (MC) _ 7883
(R) March 1, 1930. Sound on fUm. (TOS) Febru-
ary 22. 1930. With Harry Richman. Joan Bennett,
.Tames Gleason, Lilyan Tashman.
THEME: The story of a musical comedy and night
club star who. with success, deserts his former com-
panions and teammates, only to return to them when
bad booze blinds him.

RAFFLES (Mel-AT)
(R) July 26. 1030. With Ronald Colman. Kay Fran-
cis, Frances Davde. BramweU Fletcher.

SONS 0' GUNS (,MC) _
With Al Jolsnn.

TAMING OF THE SHREW (C-AT) _ 6116
(R) October 26. 1929. With Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks.

THREE LIVE GHOSTS (CD-AT) 7486
(R) September 15. 1929. With Robert Montgomery,
Claud AUister, Charles McNaughton. Beryl Mercer,
.loan Bennett.

TRESPASSER, THE (D-AT) 8223
(R) October 5. 1929. With Gloria Swanson, Robert
Ames, Kay Hammond.

•VENUS (ME) 6814 6882
(R) October 12. 1929. With Constance Talmadge.
Andre Roanne. Jean Murat, Max Maxudian.

WHAT A WIDOW (CD-AT)
(R) .July 5. 1930. Sound on film. With Gloria
Swanson, Owen Moore, Lew Cody, Margaret Liv-
ingston.

WHISPERS _
(R) December 20, 1930. With Chester Morris.

WHOOPEE (MC)
(R) September 7. 1930. With Fddle Cantor. Ethel
Shutta. Paul Gregory, Chief Caupolican.

Silent Disc Film
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT (D-AT) 12423

(R) Sept. 1. 1930. (TOS) May 10. 1930. With Louis
Wolheim, Lewis Ayeis. John Wray. Slim SummerriUe.

, Russell Gleason. William BakeweU. Walter Brown
Rogers. Ben Aexander. Owen Davis. Jr.. Heinle Conlc-
lin, Bodil Rosing, Beryle Mercer, Marion Clayton,
Edwin Maxwell, IJertha Marm. Arnold Lucy, Joan
Marsh, Tola D'Avril, Poupee Andrict.
THEME: An epio of the world war. showing its

effects on the yoimger generation drawn in before
they had actually grown to manhood.

BARNUM WAS RIGHT (F-AT) 4316 5042 4938
(R) September 22. 1929. With Glenn Tryon. Mema
Kennedy. Otis Harlan. Basil Radford. Isabelle Keith.
Lew Kelly, Clarence Burton. Gertrude Sutton.
THEME: Poor boy wants to marry rich girl. Leases
old estate, himts for hidden treasure, house blows
up in the end but the boy gets the girl.

•BEAUTY AND BULLETS (W) 4277
(H) December 16. 1929. With Ted WeUs, Duane
Thompson. Jack Kennedy. Wilbur Mack.
THiaiE: Girl finds brother member of gang of rob-
bers whicli has robbed stage coach.

BORN TO THE SADDLE (W-ME) 4126
(R) March 10. 1930. With Ted WeUs, Duane Thomp-
son, Leo White, Merrill McCormick, Byron Douglas,
Nelson McDowell.
THEME: An eastern millionaire and his daughter are
rescued from outlaws by a wealthy Chicago broker
posing as a cowboy.

BURNING THE WIND (W-AT) 5202
(R) February 10, 1930. With Hoot Gibson. Cessare
Gravine, Virginia Brown Faire, Boris Karloff, Robert
Holmes.
THEME: The story of a son who returns from school
in the east and saves his father's homestead from
being usurped by land robbers.

CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD (MC) 5913 7513 7519
(R) April 20. 1930. (TOS) March 29. 1930. With
Laura La Plante. John Boles. Sam de Grasse. James
Marcus, Lionel Belmore. Stuart Holmes, Evelyn Hall,
Claude Fleming. Murdock MacQuarrie, Richard
Cramer. Harry Burkhardt. George Hackathorne, DeWitt
Jennings.
THEME: The love story of Rouget de I'llse. com-
poser of the 'Marsellaise" song, and Marie Marnay,
the "torch of the revolutionists."

CLIMAX. THE (D-AT) 5013 5974 5846
(R) .January 26. 1930. With .Jean Hersholt, Kathryn
Crawford. Henry Armetti. LeRoy Mason. John Rein-
harat. William Wortliington. George Gillespie, Ervin
Renard, Jean Bordet.

•COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC
CITY (F-AT) 7752 7400

(R) March 17. 1930. With George Sidney. Mack
Swain, Vera Gordon. Kate Price. Cornelius Keefe,
Nora Lane, Virginia Sale, Tom Kennedy.
THE'ME: Bathing suit manufacturers and a beauty
contest, in which a $25,000 prize rehabilitates busi-

COHENS AND KELLYS IN
SCOTLAND (F-AT) 6584 7600 7609

(R) March 17, 1930. (TOS) March 15. 1930. With
George Sidney. Charlie Murray. Vera Gordon. Kate
Price. E. J. Ratcliffe. William Colvin. Lloyd Whitlock.

CONCENTRATIN' KID
(R) August 24. 1930. With Hoot Gibson. Sally
Eilers.

COURTIN' WILD CATS (WCD-AT) 5142 5226 5118
(R) December 22. 1929. With Hoot Gibson. Eugenia
GUbert. Harry Todd. Jos. Girard. Monte Montague,
John Oscar. Jim Corey. James Earley, Pete Morrison,
Joe Bonomo.
THEME; Story of a boy who is supposed to be 111,

sent to join a circus by his father. There he meets
a wildcat (the heroine) and finally subdues her.

CZAR OF BROADWAY (D-AT) 7106 7314
(R) May 31. 1930. With John Wray, Betty Compson.
.John Harron. Claude Allister, King Baggot. Wilbur
Mack. George Byron. Duke Lee. Henry Herbert..

DAMES AHOY (F-AT) 5271 5895 5773
(R) FelJruary 9. 1930. (TOS) April 5. 1930. With
Glenn Tr>'on. Helen Wright, Otis Harlan, Eddie
Gribbon. Clertrude Astor.
THEME: Three gobs, a blonde and $500.

•DEVIL'S PIT. THE (ME) 5597 5780 6642
(R) March 9. 1930. With entire cast made up
of natives of Maori. New Zealand.
THEME: Maori folk story.

•DRAKE CASE. THE (D-AT) 5688 6442 6642
(R) September 1. 1929. (TOS) September 21. 1929.
With Gladys Brockivell. Robert Fraser. Forrest Stan-
ley. James Crane. Eddie Hearn. Doris Lloyd, Tom
Duggan, Barbara Leonard. Bill Thome. Francis Ford.
THEME: Murder will out. this time in the person
of the Drake family's attorney.

•EMBARRASSING MOMENTS (C-AT). 5521 5330 5230
(B) February 2. 1930. With Reginald Denny,
Mema Keimedy. Otis Harlan. William Austin, Vir-
vinia Sale. Greta Granstedt. Mary Foy.
THEME: Fictitious marriage finally results in real one.

•EYES OF THE UNDERWORLD (W) 4208
(R) April 28. 1930. With Bill Cody. Sally Blane.
THEME: Wealthy sportsman falls in love with pub-
lisher's daughter, whose father is killed by gangsters.
Gangsters capture girl and sportsman rescues her.

FIGHTING LEGION, THE (WCD-AT) .6937 6763
(B) April 6, 1930. With Ken Maynard, Dorothy
Dwan. Harry Todd, Frank Bice, Tarzan the horse,
Les Bates.

•GIRL OVERBOARD (D-PT, ME) 7531 7536 7391
(B) July 28, 1929. With Mary Phllbin. Fred Mac-
kaye. Otis Harlan, Edmund Breese, Francis Mc-
Donald.
THEME; In which a girl is rescued from drowning,
marrving the man who saves her.

•GRIT WINS (W-ME) _ 4598
(B) February 27. 1930. With Ted WeUs, Kathleen
(jollins, Al Ferguson, Buck Connors, Nelson Mc-
Dowell. Edwin Moulton,
THEME: Oil is discovered, and things begin to hap-
pen.

•HARVEST OF HATE (W-ME) 4719
(E) August 4. 1929. With Jack Perrin. Helen Foster,
Tom London. Hex.

HELL'S HEROES (D-AT) 5836 6289 6148
(E) .January 5. 1930. With Charles Bickford, Eay-
mond Hatton, Fred Kohler, Pritzi Eidgeway.
THEME: Three bandits and a baby girl.

•HIDE OUT (C-AT) 5759 5297
(R) March 30. 1930. With James Murray. Kathryu
Crawford. Carl Stockdale, Lee Moran, Edward Heam,
Eobert Elliott.

•HOLD YOUR MAN (C-AT) _ 5023 5921 5794
(E) September 15. 1929. With Laura La Plante,
Scott Kolk. Eugene Borden. Mildred Van Dorn.
THEilE: After several misunderstandings, man finds
he is still in love with his wife.

•IT CAN BE DONE (CD-PT, ME) 6090 6560
(R) March 24, 1929. With Glenn Tryon, Sue Carol.
Richard Carlyle, Jack Egan, Tom O'Brien.
THEME; Jerry, clerk in a publishing concern. Im-
personates his boss, sells the manuscript written by
the girl's father, and all Is well.
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KfNG OF JAZZ (MC) 9100
(E) 1930. With Paul Whiteman, John Boles. Jeanette
Loff, Laura La Plante. Glenn Tryon. Merna Kennedy,
KathrMi Crawford, Otis Harlan, Slim Summerville,
Stanley Smith, George Sidney. Charlie Murray, Billy
Kent, Grace Hayes. Sisters G, Ehythm Boys,
Bros Sisters, George Chiles. Jaques Cartier, Wynn
Holcomb. Al Norman, Frank Leslie, Jeanie Lang,
Charles Irwin. Paul Howard, Walter Brennan, Marian
Statler, Don Eose, Tommy Atkins Sextet. Nell O'Day,
Wilbur Hall. John Fulton. Eussell Markert Dancers,
Hollywood Beauties.

•LAST PERFORMANCE (D-AT) 5790 5628 5999
(E) October 13. 1929. With Conrad Veidt, JIary
Philbin. Leslie Fenton. Fred MacKaye. Anders Ran-
dolph. Sam de Grasse. George Irving. Wm. H. Turner,
Eddie Boland. '

THEME: A magician sacrifices the love he held for
his assistant, and finally sacrifices his life,

•LONESOME (CD-PT, ME) 6142 6461
(R) January 20, 1930. With Glenn Tryon. Barbara
Kent.
THEME: A fellow and girl who are just working
along without life meaning very much to them, and
then—they fall in love.

•LONG. LONG TRAIL, THE (W-AT)....5286 5495 5785
(E) October 27, 1929. With Hoot Gibson. Sally
Filers. Kathryn McGture, James Mason, Walter Bren-
nan. Archie Ricks.
THEME: A waster makes good and finally marries
his employer's daughter.

•LUCKY LARKIN (W-ME) 5779 5897 5975
(E) March 2. 1930. With Ken Maynard. Nora Lane,
Tarzan the horse. James Parley, Harry Todd, Charles
Clary.

•MELODY LANE (D-AT) 6760
(E) July 21. 1929. With Eddie Leonard. .Josephine

Dunn. Rose Coe. George Stone, Huntley Gordon.
THEME: A vaudeville team, man and wife, separate
because the wife does not want the baby daughter
to grow up in vaudeville atmosphere. They are re-

united again finally.

•MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER (D-AT) 6825 5506 5384
(R) November 5. 1929. (TOS) November 16. 1929.

With Joseph Schildkraut, Joan Bennett. Carmelita
Geraghty, Alec B. Francis. Otis Harlan. Billy Welch.
Charles Moore. Gertrude Howard.
THEME: River boats and a gambler who finds the

girl of his dreams.
MOUNTED STRANGER (W-AT) 5554 5905 5984

(R) February 16. 1930. With Hoot Gibson. Louise
Lorraine. Fancls Ford, Malcolm White. James Correy. •

THEME: Heroine is wounded in saving her lover

from rival gang, but she finally recovers, and villain

is slain.

•MOUNTAIN JUSTICE (W-AT) 5804 6797
(E) May 30, 1930. With Ken Maynard, Kathryn
Crawford, Otis Harlan. Paul Hurst. Les Bates.

THEME: Ranch owner's son. aided by heroine,

avenges his father's death. Cowboy songs and humor
prominent in picture.

•NIGHT RIDE (D-AT) 5278 5534 5429
(R) January 12, 1930. (TOS) January 2.5. 1930. With
Joseph Schildkraut. Barbara Kent. Edward G. Robin-
son. George Ovey. Hal Price. Ralph Welles. Harry
Stubbs. DeWitt .Jennings.

THEME: A newspaper reporter taken for a ride by
gangsters, but he escapes, and gets commended by
his chief for his story.

•ONE HYSTERICAL NIGHT (C-AT) 5242 5283 5279
(R) October 6. 1929. With Reginald Denny. Nora
Lane, E. J. Ratcliffe, Slim Summerville, Fritz Feld,
Llovd Whitlock, Leo White. Rolfe Sedan.
THEME: Jealous aunt tris to get .$2,000,000 inheri-

tance away from nephew by making him appear
insane, but the plot fails.

•PARADE OF THE WEST (WC-AT) 5582 6906 6785
(R) January 19, 1930. With Ken Maynard. Gladys
McConnell, Otis Harlan. Jackie Hanlon. Frank Rice.

THEME: A wild west show, a horse named Man
Killer, a villain, a hero and a girl.

•PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (My-PT) 8479
(B) December 1,5. 1929. (TOS) February 13. 1929.

Wits Lon Chaney. Mary Philbin, Norman Kerry,
Arthur E. Carewe, Virginia Pearson, Snitz Edwards,
Gibson Gowland, Bernard Siegel, Caesare Gravine.
Edith Torke.
THEME: Mystery concerning a beautiful singer at

L'Opera in Paris.

•ROARING ADVENTURE (W) 4344
(R) October G. 1929. With .Tack Hoxie. Mary Mc-
Allister. Marin Sais. Francis Ford.
THEME; A rancher's son. who lives In the East,
visits his father, and while there, breaks up a gang
of cattle thieves and finds the girl of his heart.

•ROARING RANCH (W-AT) 5242 6094 6094
(R) April 27, 1930. With Hoot Gibson, SaUy Filers.
Wheeler Oakman, Bobby Nelson, Frank Clark, Leo
White.
THEME: Hero foils villain's attempt to rob him of
rich oil lands, after they set fire to his ranch build-
ings.

•SENOR AMERICANO (W-AT) .5412 6592 6450
(B) November 10. 1929. With Ken Maynard. Kathryn
Crawford. J. P. McGowan. Gino Corrado, Tarzan the
horse . Frank Beale. Frank Yaconnelli.
THEME: Young American wins the heart of a Span-
ish girl by saving her father from losing his ranch
because of a crooked land dealer.

•SHANGHAI LADY (CD-AT) 5847 6043 5S26
(R) November 17. 1929. (TOS) December 7. 1929.
With Mary Nolan, .Tames Murray. Wheeler Oakman,
Anders Eandolph. Tola D'Avril. Mona Eico, Jimmle
Leong. Irma Lowe. Lydia Yeamans Titus.
THEME: Two people, a man and a girl who have
strayed from the straight and narrow find love in
spite of odds, which reforms them.

•SHANNONS OF BROADWAY (C-AT) .5653 6278 6155
(R) December 8, 1929. With .Tames Gleason. Lucille
Webster Gleason. Mary Philbin. .Tames Breedon. Harry
Tyler. Helen Mehrmann. Slim Summerville, Tom Ken-
nedy, Walter Brennan, Alice Allen, Robert T. Haines.
THEME: A Er.oadway musical comedy team buys an
hotel in a little New England town, and after many
tribulations, sell it for $25,000,

•SHOW BOAT (D-AT) 10290 1 1993 11772
(R) .July 24, 1929. With I.,aura La Plante, .Toseph
Schildkraut Emily Fitzroy. Otis Harlan, Helen Mor-
gan, Jane La Verne, Alma Eubens, Jack McDonald,
Neely Edward'^.
TFTBME; A story of the Mississippi,

•SKINNER STEPS OUT (AT) 6645 6652 6521
(R) December 4, 1929. With Glenn Tryon, Merna
Kennedy, E. .T. Rntcliffe, Burr Mcintosh, Lloyd
Whit lock, Kathryn Kerrigan, Edna ITarian.
THF.'MK: Skinner finally wins the position which
he makes bis wife believe he has.

•SONS OF THE SADDLE (W-AT)
(R) AumiBt 3. 1930, With Ken Maynard. Doris Hill.
Jor- Oirard, Francis Ford, Harry Todd.

SPURS
'Rl July 20, 1930. With Hoot Gibson and Helen
Wrifht

•STORM. THE (D-AT)
fR) .Tulv 27. 1929. Lupe Velez. William Bovd. Paul
CavanauBh. .Joseph de Gasse, Tom London. Ernest
Adams,

THEME: Conflict of two men for love of the same
girl whose choice is not made until the storm reveals
it to her.

TONIGHT AT TWELVE (CD-AT) 5172 7051 6984
(E) September 29, 1929. With Madge Bellamy,
George Lewis, Robert Ellis, Margaret Livingston, Vera
Reynolds, Norman Trevor, Hallam Cooley, Madeline
Seymour, Don Douglas. Josephine Brown.
THEME: "Tonight at twelve," written on a letter,
catises some dissension in the Keith family, but ex-
planations straighten out the matter.

TRAILING TROUBLE (W-AT) 5336 5354 5198
(E) March 23, 1930. Hoot Gibson. Margaret Quinby.
Pete Morrison. Olive Young. William McCall.
THEME: Adventures of cowboy in city, where he
saves Chinese girl from gang of ruffians and returns
to ranch, where plot against him is exposed.

TRIGGER TRICKS (W-AT) 5123 5461
(R) June 1, 1930. With Hoot Gibson. SaUy Filers
Walter Perry, Max Asher, Monte Montague.

UNDERTOW (D-AT) 6233 5132 5025
(R) February 23, 1930. (TOS) March 8. 1930.
Mary Nolan. Eobert Ellis. John Mack Brown.
THEME: The wife of a lighthouse keeper thinks she
wants to run away when her husband becomes blind,
but she realizes at the end that she was wrong.

WAGON MASTER, THE (W-ME) 5697 6519 6335
(R) September 8, 1929. With Ken Maynard. Edith
Roberts. Fred Dana, Tom Santschie, Jackie Hanlon.
Bobbie Dunn, Al Ferguson.
THEME: A story of a wagon express, and how it

is saved from bandits; a pretty girl and the hero of
the express outfit.

WHAT MEN WANT (D-AT) 6041
(E) July 13. 1930. With PauUne Starke. Ben Lyon.
Hallam Cooley, Robert Ellis, Barbara Kent. Car-
melita Geraghty.
THEME: Sister gives up the man she loves so that
the younger sister may wed him.

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU ro-AT) 7549
(R) June 1. 1930. With Leni BiefenstaM, B. Spring,
Ernst Peterson.

WHITE" OUTLAW (WC-ME) 4541
(R) May 25. 1930. Ee-issue. Jack Hoxie, Marceline
Day William Welsh, Dulte Lee, Floyd Shackleford.
Charlie Brinley.
THEME: A cowboy befriends a wild horse, and
breaks up a gang of horse rustlers.

YOUNG DESIRE (D-AT) 6110 6529
(B) June 15. 1930. With Mary Nolan. William Jan-
ney, Mae Busch, Ralph Harrold, Claire McDowell.
George Irving.
THEME: Dancing girl in carnival show gives up
marriage with college youth rather than ruin his
career, and dies in spectacular leap from balloon,
freeing the man she loves,

Warner Brothers
(Sound Pictures are on disc only)

Silent Sound
AVIATOR, TH E (CD-AT) 6743

(TOS) January 18, 1930. With Edward Everett Hor-
ton. Patsy Ruth Miller. Armand Kaliz. Johnny
Arthur. Lee Moran. Edward Martlndel. Phillips Smal-
ley. William Norton Bailey.

•ARGYLE CASE. THE (Mel-AT) 7794
(TOS) August 31, 1929. With Tliomas Meighan. H.
B. Warner. Gladys Brockwell, Lila Lee, Bert Roach.

COURAGE (D-AT) 6639
With Belle Bennett, Marian Nixon, Richard Tucker,
Leon Jaimey.
THEME: A drama of mother love and the struggle
of a woman whose children are taken from her.

DISRAELI (D-AT) 8044
(B) November 1, 1929. (TOS) December 14, 1929.
With George Arllss, Joan Bennett, Anthony Bush-
nell, Doris Lloyd.
THEME: Historical drama of the life of the one-
time prime minister of England and author.

DUMBBELLS IN ERMINE (CD-AT) 5200
(E) May 10. 1930. With Robert Armstrong, Barbara
Kent, Beryl Mercer, James Gleason, Clayde Gilling-
water. Julia Swayne Gordon, Arthur Hoyt. Mary Foy.
THEME: Comedy-drama adapted from the stage play,
"Weak Sisters," by Lvnn Starling.

EVIDENCE (D-PT) 7152
(TOS) October 26. 1929. With Pauline Frederick,
Lowell Sherman. Conway Tearle.
THEME: A lawyer believes the evidence against his
wife instead of believing her.

GENERAL CRACK (D-AT) 9809
(R) Januarv 25. 1930. With .John Barrvmoe.

GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY (MC) 9009
(R) October 5. 1929. (TOS) November 23. 1929.
With Nick Lucas. Ann Pennington, Winnie Lightuer,
Conwav Tearle, Nancy Welford.

GREEN GODDESS. THE (Mel-AT) 6653
(B) March 8, 1930. (TOS) Februarv 22. 1930. With
George Arllss. Alice Jovce, H. B. Warner. Balph
Forbes, David Tearle, Betty Boyd, Eeginald Sheffield,
Nigel de Brulier, Ivan Simpson.
THEME: A suave and graceful Indian rajah plots a
charming end for three English travelers in a plane
crash—death for one, tortures for the second, and
life In his castle with him for the third—a woman.
From William Archer's stage play.

HEARTS IN EXILE (D-AT) 7877
(E) August 14. 1029. (TOS) December 7. 1929. With
Dolo res Costello. Grant Withers, James Kirkwood.
THEjME: Exiled to Siberia, the picture portraying the
march through the snowy wastes, the life of political
exiles, the domestic side of existence in the frozen
north.

»HOLD EVERYTHING (MC) 7513
(E) Mav 1, 1930. (TOS) March 29. 1930, Mav 3,
1930, With Winnie Lightner and Joe E. Brown, Sally
O'Nell, Dorothy Rei'ier, Georger Carpentier, Bert
Roach. Edmund Breese.
THEME: All-Technicolor production from the musl-
ral comedy of the same name, with additional music
bv Hender.son and Brown.

•HONKY TONK (CD-AT) 6412
IV.) Aumist 3. 1929. (TOS) August 31. 1929. Vnth
Sophie Tucker. Lila Lee, Audrey Ferris, Geoge Dur-
vea. Mahlon Hamilton, ,Tohn T, Murray,

HOTTENTOT, THE (CD-AT) 7241
(Rl August 10, 1929. With Edward Everett Horton.

IN THE HEADLINES (D-AT) 6427
(P.) August 31, 1929. (TOS) October 12. 1929. With
Grant Withers. Marion Nixon, Clyde (Dock. Spec
O'Donnell. Edmund Breese.
THEME: Tlie newspaper reporter, his girl friend and
the boss solve a murder, and have a great time
aecompllRhing It.

•IS EVERYBODY HAPPY? (D-AT, M) 7371
(TOS) Decpbmer 21, 1929. Ted Lewis and his band.
-Mso Ann Pennington and her dances,

NOAH'S ARK (D-PT. ME) 7752 9478
With Dolores Costello, George O'Brien. Noah Beery.
Louise Fazenda. Ouinn Williams, P.aul McAllister.
Anders E.indnlf. Nigel de Brulier, .\rmand Kaliz,
Myrna Txiy, William Mong, Malcolm White.
THEME: The Flood and the Ark, paralleled with
the story of modern life heading Into the World War.

MAMMY (CD-AT) 7570
(B) May 31. 1930. (TOS) April 5. 1930. With Al
Jolson, Louise Dresser, Lois Moran, Lowell Sherman,
Hobart Bosworth. TiUly Marshall. Mitchell Lewis.
THEME. Tale of a minstrel troupe and its end man,
from the story by Irving Berlin. Songs also by Berlin.

MAN FROM BLANKLEY'S, THE (F-AT) 6167
(B) December 15, 1929. With Fannie Brice, Guirm
Williams, Andre de Segurola, Ann Brody, Bichard
I'ucker, Billy Sealy, Edna Murphy, Arthur Hoyt,
THEilE: Drawing room farce based on the play by
F. Anstey.MY MAN (CD-AT) 6136 9247
(B) December 15, 1929. With Fannie Brice. Guinn
Williams, Andre de Segurola, Ann Brody, Bichard
Tucker, Billy Sealy, Edna Murphy. Arthur Hoyt.
THEMIE>: "Big Boy" is just a demonstrator but
Fannie's big sister steals her from him anyway.
When Fannie gets her big chance to sing in a show,
"Big Boy" realizes his mistake as Fanny sings "My
Man" to him.

ON WITH THE SHOW (MC) 8864
(TOS) August 17. 1929. With Betty Comnson. Sam
Hardy. Molly O'Day, Joe E. Brown, Sally O'Nell,
Louise Fazenda, William Bakewell. Purnel Pratt,
Fairbanks Twins, Wheeler Oakman, Thomas Jefferson,
Lee Moran, Harry Gibbon, Arthur Lake, Josephine
Houston, Henry Kirk, Otto Hoffman, Ethel Walters,
Hantiount Four, Angelus Babe.
THEME: Two stories in one, and with Technicolor.
A musical comedy production is the backgrotind for
a backstage story.

RECAPTURED LOVE (D-AT) 6094
With Belle Bennett. John Halliday, Junior Durkin.
THEME: Drama of modern marriage with a novel
triangle twist.

SACRED FLAME, THE (D-PT, ME) 6015
(R) November 30. 1929. With Pauline Frederick.
THEME: She loves one of two brothers, and when
he's crippled and urges her to go about with the
other she comes to love him instead. The cripple's
death casts suspicion upon them, but the mother ex-
plains she innocently was the cause.

SAP. TH E (CD-AT) 7310
(R) November 9, 1929. With Edward Everett Horton,
Patsy Buth Miller, Franklin Pangborn, Edna Murphy,
Alan Hale, Eussell Simpson, Louise Carver, Jerry
Mandy,
THEME: When the struggling Inventor finds that his
brother-in-law has embezzled from the bank of which
he is a clerk, and that the cashier has done ditto,
the inventor frames a fake holdup, gets his share,
succeeds in speculations, and buvs out the bank.

SAY IT WITH SONGS (D-AT) 8324
(B) August 24, 1929. With Al Jolson, Davey Lee,
Marian Nixon.
THElvnH: A sinner who was a pugilist finds radio
station manager flirting with his wife and the man-
ager dies from the fall when the singer hits Mm.
The singer Is convicted, urces his wife to divorce him.
bTit the son makes It all right.

SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY. THE (My-AT) 5268
(B) ,\.pril 26. With Grant Withers, Lnretta Toung,
H. B. Warner. Claire McDowell, Sidney Bracy,
Craufurd Kent.
THEME: Mystery-drama based on the novel, "The
Agony Column," bv Earl Derr Biggers,

•SECOND CHOICE (D-AT) 61 50
(B) January 4, 1930. With Dolores Costello.

SHE COULDN'T SAY NO (MC) 6413
(B) February 15. 1930. (TOS) February 22. 1930.
With Winnie Lightner. Chester Morris. Johnny Ar-
thur. Saiiv Eilf^rs. Tully Marshal- Louise Veavers.

SKIN DEEP (D-PT, ME) 5940
(TOS) October 5. 1929. With Monte Blue, Betty
Compson, .John Davidson. Tully Marshall.

SO LONG LETTY (D-AT) 5865
(R) November in. 1929. (TOS) .January 11 and Feb-
ruary 8. 1930. With Charlotte Greenwood, Bert Boach,
Grant Withers. Claude Gillingwater, Patsy Buth
Miller TTelen Foster. Marion Bvron.

SONG OF SONGS (MC) 11692
(B) December 2S, 1929. With 77 stars, including
John Barrymore. >fonte Blue. Ted Lewis. Bichard
Barthelmess. Sally Blane. Irene Bordoni. Dolores Cos-
t'Uo. Princes I^ec. Douglas Fairbanks. .Tr.. Frank Fay,
Winnio Lirhtner. Nick Lu-'os Jack Mulhall, Bin-Tin-
Tin, Ben Turpin, Grant Withers,

sown OF THE WEST (0) 7185
(B) Mardh 15, 1930. With .John Boles, Vivienne
Segal, Joe E, Brown, Edward Martindel, Harry Grib-
bon, Marie Wells, Sam Hardy, Marion Byron,
Budolph Cameron.
THEME: The story of a man. discharged from the
army, who becomes an Indian scout. Mils his enemy
by accident, masQuerades as a parson, marries a
colonel's daughter becomes a gambler, goes to the
dogs after estrangement from his wife and finally
stages a comeback and is reinstated in tke army.

THOSE WHO DANCE (Mel-AT) 6876
(B) April 19. With Monte Blue, Lil^ Lee. Betty
Compson. William Boyd. DeWitt Jermings, William
.Tanney. Wilfred Lucas.
THEME: Underworld melodrama based on the story
by George Kibbe Turner.

TIGFR ROSE fD-AT) 5509
(B) December 21, 1929. With Lupe Telez. Monte
Blue.

TIME, PLACE AND GIRL, THE (D-AT) 6339
(TOS) June 22, 1929. With Grant Withers, Betty
Compson. James Klrkwood. Bert Boach.

UNDER A TEXAS MOON (F-AT, S) _ _.7498
(E) April 1. (TOS) April 6. 1930. With Frank Fay,
Baquel Torres. Myrna Loy. Noah Beery, Fred Kohler,
Armida. Tully Marshall.
THEME: Musical farce all in Technicolor, based on
the story by Stewart Edward White.

VIENNESE NIGHTS (0)
(TOS) May 24, 1930. With Alexander Gray, Viyienne
Segal. Jean Hersholt, Bert Eoach, Louise Fazenda,
Walter Pidgeon. Jtine Pnrcell, Alice Day, Milton
Douglas.

W I DEO PEN (CD-AT) 634

1

THEAIE-: Comedy farce presenting complications in
the life of a mild mannered bridegroom.

Windsor Pictures
HER UNBORN CHILD (D-AT) 8000

(R) December 26, 1929. With Adele Romson, Paul
Clare, Pauline Drake, Doris Eanltin, Frances Under-
wood
TTTEaiE: A boy and a girl in love, forgetting every-
thing else.

Miscellaneous
Silent Sound

WHITE CARGO (D-AT)
Produced by W. P. Film Company, Ltd., London.
(R) February 21, 1930. With Leslie Faher, .John
Hamilton, Maurice Ei'ans. Sebastian Smith, Humhers-
ton Wright, Henri De Vrica, George Turner, Tom
Hermore, Gvpsy Rhouma.
THEME: Tlie struggle of white men to become ac-
climatized in the horril)le oven which Is West Africa.
A forerurmer of the South Sea stories.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Columbia

Victor Gems

(One Reel)

AT A TALKIE STUDIO, Buddv Doyle, directed by Basil

Smith, Released Aug. 14, 1929.
PARLOR PEST, Bovce Combe, directed by Basil Smith. Re-

leased Aug. 28. 1929.
HARMONY CLUB. Geoffrey O'Hara, directed by BasU Smith.

Released Sept. 11. 1929.
LISTEN LADY, Grace LaRue. Hale Hamilton, directed by

Basil Smith. Released Sept. 25, 1929.

ON THE BOULEVARD. Sweet and McNaughton. directed by
Basil Smith, Released Oct. 9. 1929.

BOY WANTED, .Toe Phillips, directed by Basil Smith. Re-
leased Oct. 23. 1929.

DAY OF A MAN OF AFFAIRS. A, Maurice Holland,
directed bv Basil Smith. Released Nov. 6. 1929.

Silly Symphonies

(One Reel)

SKELETON DANCE. Released Aug. 29. 1929.
EL TERRIBLE TORREADOR. Released Sept. 26. 1929.

SPRINGTIME.
HELL'S BELLS.

Krazv Kat Kartoons

(One Reel)

With Sound
Terry-Toons

RATSKIN. Released Aug. 15. 1929.
CANNED MUSIC. Released Sept. 12. 1929.
PORT WHINES.
SOLE MATES.

Educational

Mack Sennett Talking Comedies

LUNKHEAD. THE (1370). Harry Gribbon. Andy Clyde and
Thelma Hill cooking a stew in a re<:tanrant. Harrj'

wants to marry Thelma, but she has other plans. She
"frames" Harrv in a manner that cures him of her for

life. lS4n ft. Released Sept. 1, 1929.
GOLFERS. THE (1371). HariT Gribbon. Andy Clyde and

and Thelma Hill. Comedy as a matter of course. They
all "play at" pasture pool, but Charlie Guest, well-known
California pro. shows them how it should be done. 1S74
ft. Released Sept. 22, 1929.

HOLLYWOOD STAR. A (1372). Harry Gribbon. Andy Clyde
and Marjorie Beebe. Satire on the old cowboy meller and
the talking picture in which evervthin^ that could cro

wrong, does go wrong. 1790 ft. Released Oct. 13, 1929.

BULLS AND BEARS (1378). Marjorie Beebe. Andy Clyde.
Daphne Pollard. Daphne makes plenty in paper profits,

but Andv's stock is potatoes—much more substantial.
1S38 ft. Released March 2, 1930.

HE TRUMPED HER ACE (1379.) Marjorie Beebe. .Tohnny
Burke. Marjorie could stand a lot. but when Johnny
trumped her ace, she sued him for divorce. The judge
was the kibitzer who had misled .Tohnny. P. S —Mar^e
didn't get the divorce. 18!i,5 ft. Released March 23. 1930.

CLANCY AT THE BAT (1373). Harry Gribbon and Andy
Clyde. Rolling the baU of fun on the diamond. As a
batter, Harry poves to be slightly batty. 1954 ft. For
release Nov. 3. 1929.

NEW HALF-BACK. THE (1374). Harry Gribbon and Andy
Clyde. Football taken not too seriously. 2 reels. For
release Nov. 24. 1929.

UPPERCUTT O'BRIEN (1375). Harry Gribbon. Andy Clyde,
Marjorie Beebe. The two boys are opposing fight pro-
moters. 1601 feet. Release December -5. 1929.

SCTOCH (1376). Billv Bevan and Andy Clyde co-featured.
Both partake freely of the fluid that ages in the bathtub,
and when they begin to "see things" they hastily leave
the home of the honevmooners. much to the latter's

delight. 1956 ft. For release January 19. 1930.
SUGAR PLUM PAPA (1377). Andy Clyde. Harry Gribbon

and Daphne Pollard. Daphne married the wealthy Andy
so that she could marry off her sailor son to a princess.

But the maid had "It." 1932 feet. Released Feb. 16,

1930. (TOS) Feb. 8. 1930.
MATCH PLAY (789). Walter Hagen. Leo Diegel. Andy Clyde.

Marjorie Beebe. Mack Sermett special, with Hagen and
Diegel, two of world's golf champs, play golf that thriUs.
while AndT Clvde and JIarjorie Beebe score heavily in
laughs. 2002 ft. Released March 16, 1930.

HONEYMOON ZEPPELIN (1380). Marjorie Beebe, Daphne
Pollard, Nick Stuart. Nick makes a 1930 rescue, swinging
from a hydroplane to a fast-moving blimp in order to

save Marge from marrving a man she doesn't love. 1976
ft. Released Apil 13. 1930.

RADIO KISSES (1381). Marjorie Beebe, George Duryea,
Rita Carewe. Marge conducts an advice to the lovelorn
service over the air. but she almost fails when she tries

to get her man. 1891 ft. Released May 14, 1930.
CAMPUS CRUSHES. Marjorie Beebe, Andy Clyde, Nick

Stuart. Release June 15, 1930. 2 reels.
THE CHUMPS. Marjorie Beebe. Andv Clvde. Release July

6. 1930. 2 reels.
GOODBYE LERGS NVV Stuart. Daphne Pollard. Andy Clyde.

Release July 27, 1930, 2 reds.

Coronet Talking Comedies

Starring Edward Everett Horton

GOOD MEDICINE (451). Edward Everett Horton as a
patient-less doctor who gets a position in a hospital
through Olive Tell. Enid Bennett plays the part of the
wife. I'fes ft. Released Dec. 8. 1929.

RIGHT BED. THE (448). E^dward Everett Horton found
a blonde. But his wife (Betty Boyd) was a brunette.
1523 ft. Released April 14. 1929.

TRUSTING WIVES (449). Mixing love sonnets with marsh-
mallow cake. Edward Everett Horton and Natalie Moor-
head in a battle of wits. 1S99 ft. Relea,sed June 23. 1929.

PRINCE BABBY (450). A silk-hat burglar who came to
steal, but stayed to conquer. 1615 ft. Released Sept. 15,
1929.

Jack White Talking Comedies

LOVERS' DELIGHT (1665). Johnny Arthur and Pauline
Garon are a pair of the one-vear-old lovebirds whose
neighbors are "cats." 1523 ft. Released June 30, 1929.

LOOK OUT BELOW (1666). Raymond McKee is used by
Thelma Todd to make her husband jealous and it develops
into a whoopee party on skyscraper girders. 1614 ft.

Released Aug. 18. 1929.
HUNTING THE HUNTER (1667). Raymond McKee and

Harold Goodwin. Their wives d.dn't mind their hunting
wild animals, but they drew the line at wild women.
1506 ft Released Oct. 20, 1929.

MADHOUSE. THE (1668). Eddie Lambert and Monty
Collins. Everything, including the kitchen sink, mili-

tates against a peaceful Sunday morning. 1643 ft. Re-
leased Dec. 1. 1929.

HOT AND HOW (2616). Co-featuring Phyllis Crane and
Harold Goodivin. The younger generation maki s whoonee,
but changes the speed to slow motion when the older

generation makes its appearance. 1528 ft. For release

Jan. 12. 1930.

OH DARLING (2617). Addie McPhail. Norman Peck. He
was too bashful to make love to his wife, but he found
it easy to sav "darling" to another. 1565 ft. Re-
leased Feb. 15. 1930. (TOS) Feb. 8. 1930.

DAD KNOWS BEST (2618). Ta.vlor Holmes. Helen Bolton.

Dad promises to show son how to win his woman, and
acouires one himself. 1840 ft. Released March 30.

1930. (TOS) Feb. 8, 1930.

Lloyd Hamilton Talking Comedies

HIS BIG MINUTE (1005). Llnyd Hamilton, a lad from
the countrv. comes to Bloodv Gulch and gets in wrong
with a couple of bad men. 1805 ft. Released May 5,

1929.
DON'T BE NERVOUS (lOOS). Lloyd Hamilton, who is afraid

of his own shadow, is mistaken for a gangster. Even the
gangster's moll makes the mistake and makes violent

love to him. 1718 ft. Released July 7, 1929.

HIS BABY DAZE (1007). Hamilton is nursemaid to little

Billv. who turns out to be circus midget, bent on a
nefarious mission. 1751 ft. Released -^ug. IS. 1929.

PEACEFUL ALLEY (1008). Lloyd Hamilton tries to reform

little Douglas Scott, who has "taking ways." 1835 ft.

Released Sept. 29. 1929.
TOOT SWEET (1009). Lloyd likes Lena and she plays him

for all he's got and (hen leaves him flat for her apache.
1802 ft. Released Nov. 10. 1929.

GRASS SKIRTS (1010). Ruth Hiatt marries Lloyd, an in-

viilid, in the thought that his death will make her

eligible for the Jollv Widow's club. Lloyd, however, gets

well. 1667 ft. Released Dec. 22. 1929.

CAMERA SHY (1349). Lloyd Hamilton. Ruth Hiatt. Lloyd
has written a storv for the screen which he thinks is

better thnn Stella Dallas. .\nd he thinl;s he can nlay

the lead better thnn Barrymore. 1654 ft. Released Feb.
9 1930. (TOS) Feb. 8. 1930.

POLISHED IVORY (1350). Lloyd Hamilton. Lloyd was
encaged to deliver a piano which he did—but the in-

striiment was in parts. 1642 ft. Released March 16,

1930.
FOLLOW THE SWALLOW (1351). Hamilton took the fam-

ily to an amusement park and won the luclry number
ticket for an auto, hut his two-vear-old thought it was
something to eat. 16S6 ft. Released April 27. 1930.

GOOD MORNING. SHERIFF (1352). Hamilton is involun-

tarily made sheriff of a tough burg, and unconsciously

makes a hero of himself. 1735 ft. Released May 25,

1930.
HONK YOUR HORN. Llovd Hamilton, Ruth Hiatt. Re-

leased .Tune 29. 1930. 2 reels.

Lupino Lane Comedies

SHIP MATES (2613). I>upino Lane is a goofy gob, and his

fellow-sailors make the most of his sappiness. 1570 ft.

Released June 2, 1929.
BUYING A GUN (2612). Fttn in a gun shop with the

brothers Lupino (Wallace and Lupino Lane). 1531 ft.

Released .Tulv 14. 1929.
FIRE PROOF (2614). Lupino Lane starts an opposition Are

house, and his little four-vear-old playmate tries to boost

his business by starting ilres. 1598 ft. Released Sept.

8 1929
PURELY CIRCUMSTANTIAL (2615). Lane is a newlywed

against whose happiness circumstances seem to conspire.

2 reels. Released Nov. 17, 1929.

Mermaid Talking Comedies

CRAZY NUT, THE (1436). Franklin Pangborn imagined he

had every imaginable illness. When the doctor told him
he would die, he promptly proceeded to get well. John
T. Murray and Vivien Oakland in the cast. 1480 ft.

Released June 2, 1929.
TICKLISH BUSINESS (1437). Montv Collins and Vernon

Dent are a couple of Tin Pan AUey guys, and women and
songs are their major troubles, 1843 ft. Released Aug.
05 1929.

TALKI'eS, THE (1438). A funnv idea of how a tallcing

picture is made, Montv Collins and Vernon Dent are

th" goofy "sound experts." 1522 ft. Released Oct. 27,

1929
ROMANCE DE LUXE (1439). Monty Collins and Nancy

Dover. Love and danger generously mixed. ThriUs of

the high and dizzy tvpe. 1335 ft. Released Dec. 29,

1929. „ ^
BIG JEWEL CASE. THE (1440). Eddie Lambert. Fred

Kelsev. Anita Garvin. Eddie is a detective by profession,

but a coward by nature. 1480 ft. Released Feb. 23,

1930.
WESTERN KNIGHTS (1441). E<Jdie Lambert, Al St. John,

Addie McPhail. Eddie suddenly bcomes a cowpuncher
and outwits the villain. 1661 ft. Released Apnl 20,

1930
PEACE AND HARMONY (1442). Eddie Lambert. Monty Col-

lins. Addie McPhail. A lovenest with four lovebirds

turns into a battle field. 1660 ft. Released May 18,

1930
HOW'S THE BABY. T. Rov Barnes. Monty Collins, Addie

McPhail. Released June 22, 1930. 2 reels.

CAVIAR (1585). One reeL Released Feb. 23, 1930.
PRETZELS (1586). One reel. Released March 9, 1930.
SPANISH ONIONS (1387). One reel. Released March 23.

1930.
INDIAN PUDDING (158). One reel. Released April 6,

1930.
ROMAN PUNCH (1589). One reel. Released April 20, 1930.
HOT TURKEY (1590). One rceL Released May 4. 1930
HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE (1591). One reeh Released May

18, 1930.
SWISS CHEESE. One reel. Released June 1, 1930.
CODFISH BALLS. One reel. Released June 15. 1930.
HUNGARIAN GOULASH. Released June 29. 1930.
BULLY BEEF. One reel. Released July 13, 1930.
KANGAROO STEAK. One reeL Released July 27, 1930.

Tuxedo Talking Comedies

SOCIAL SINNERS (1880). A bug exterminator mingles in
high society. Raymond McKee, Cissy Fitzgerald, Marion
Byron. 1710 ft. Released Sept. 1. 1929.

DON'T GET EXCITED (1881). Lloyd Ingraham sails for
Hawaii to get away from an annoying guitar-strumming
neighbor, only to find him occupying the adjoining cabin
on the boat. Harold Goodwin. Addie McPhail and Estelle
Bradley. 1444 ft. Released Nov. 10, 1929.

DRUMMING IT IN (1882). Raymond McKee and PhiUip
Smalley work for Mr. Plrtle, the drum manufacturer.
The boys visit their employer's countrv estate, and almost
wreck the place. 1600 ft. Released Jan. 26. 1930.

TROUBLE FOR TWO (1883). Raymond McKee. Anita sus-
pects her husband of flirting, and decided to do the
same. Both find themselves in the same party, with
different partners, and then the real fun begins. 1527

BITTER FRIENDS (1884). Eddie Lambert, Addie AIcPhaiL
Edward Clark. Eddie and Edward are partners in busi-
ness, but they might just as well be competitors for all
the teamwork they do. 1607 ft. Released April 27,
1930.

FRENCH KISSES. Montv Collins, Betty Boyd, Two reels.
Released .Tune 15, 1930.

FitzPatrick

PEOPLE BORN IN SEPTEMBER: Horoscope, obtainable on
disc and film. One reel. For release August 20.

BARCELONA TO VALENCIA: Traveltalk. On disc only.
One ret'l. Released August 26.

LABOR DAY: Holiday short. Obtainable on film only. For
release .-August 26.

PEOPLE BORN IN OCTOBER: On film and disc. One reeL
For release September 14.

VALENCIA TO GRANADA: Traveltalk. On film and disc.
One reel. For release September 21.

COLUMBUS DAY: Holiday short. On disc only. One reeL
For release on September 21.

PEOPLE BORN IN NOVEMBER: Horoscope. On film and
disc. One reel. For release October 3.

GRANADA TO TOLEDO: Traveltalk. On film and disc.
One reel. For releas" October 15.

ARMISTICE DAY: Holiday short. On disc only. One reeL

THANKSGIVING DAY: Holiday short. On disc only. One
reel. For release October 15.

PEOPLE BORN IN DECEMBER: Horoscope. On film and
disc. One reel. Released Oct. 2.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR: Holiday short. Disc only.
One reel. For release November 9.

IN OLD MADRID: Traveltalk. Film and disc. One reel.
For release November 15.

PEOPLE BORN IN JANUARY: Horoscope. Film and disc.
One reel. For realease December 1.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

M G M Colortone Revue

CLIMBING GOLDEN STAIRS (R-1). Released Aug. 3, 1929.
MEXICANA (R-2). Released Aug 31. 1929.
DOLL SHOP. THE (R-4). Released Sept. 28, 1929.
GENERAL. THE (R-4). Released Oct. 26. 1929.
SHOOTING GALLERY. THE (R-5). Released Nov. 23, 1929.
THE ROUNDERS (B-7). Released Jan. 18. 1930.
KIDDIES REVUE (R-10). Released March 15. 1930.
THE CLOCK SHOP (E-12). Released May 10. 1930.

Charley Chase Hal Roach Comedies

STEPPING OUT (1847). Going out without wife to have
a good time. Release November 2.

LEAPING LOVE (1847). Charlie faUs in love with both
mother and daughter, but marries cigarette girl. Release
June 22.

THE BIG SQUAWK (1710). In which bashful Charley wins
his girl. Release May 25.

SNAPPY SNEEZER (1729). Charlie has hay fever in this
one. Release July 20, 1929.

CRAZY FIGHT (1702). Charlie in a role as a dancer.
Release September 7, 1929.

REAL IVIcCOY, THE. Charley Chase. Telma Todd. Edgar
Kennedy. Charley being chased by a cop for speeding.
Directed by Warren Doane.

GREAT GOBS (1914). Release December 28. 1929.
WHISPERING WHOOPEE (1907). Release March 8, 1930.
ALL TEED UP (1893). Release. April 19, 1930.
50 MILLION HUSBANDS (1840). Release Jlay 24, 1930.
FAST WORK (1866). Release June 28, 1930.

Laurel and Hardy Hal Roach Comedies

BERTH MARKS (1807). The life of two fellows sleeping
in an upper berth in a speeding train. Release June 1.

THEY GO BOOM (].<64). Hardy playing doctor in helping
Laurel with his terrific cold. In which the bed goes
boom. Release September 21.

ANGORA LOVE (1884). Trying to hide a goat from the
hardboiled landlord. Release liecember 14, 1929.

MEN 0' WAR (1822). Two sailors go rowing into other
people's boats. Release Jtme 29. 1929.

NIGHT OWLS. Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy. The two
boys volunteer to rob a house so a poUce officer can gain
fame by the arrest. Directed by James Parrott.
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PERFECT DAY (1S45). Laurel and Hardy foing picknicking
in an old flivrer that causes a delay tliat never ends.
Eelease August 10, 1029.

BACON GRABBERS (1S62). Two detectives sent to bring
back an unpaid radio that is owned by a hardboUed in-
dividual. Release October 19.

THE HOOSEGOW (1S65). Eelease November 16, 1929.

BLOTTO (2654). Belease February 8, 1930.

THE BRATS (192S). Belease March 22. 1030.

BELOW ZERO (1S89). Belease April 26. 1930.

HAY WIRE. Belease May 31, 1930.

Harry Langdon Hal Roach Comedies

SKY BOY (1S81). Harry landing on an iceberg with his
rival bov friend. Belease October 5.

HOTTER THAN HOT (1765). Harry and a beautiful blonde
locked in a building that's on Are.

FIGHTING PARSON. THE. Harry Langdon, Nancy Dover,
Thelnia Todd, Eddie Dimn. Harry as a traveling min-
strel. Directed by Fred Gulol.

SKIRT SHY (C-223). Eeleased November 30. 1929.

THE HEAD GUY (1878). Eelease January 11, 1930.

THE BIG KICK (1827). Belease March 29. 1930.

THE SHRIMP (1738). Eelease May 3, 1930.

THE KING (1787). Eelease June 11, 1930.

Our Gang Hal Roach Comedies

SATURDAY'S LESSON (1577). The Gang refuses to work
until a devil scares them into working. " Belease July 9.

LAZY DAYS (1870). The Gang helps Farina earn fifty

bucks. Eelease August 15.

RAILROADIN' (1736), The Gang goes riding in a train
vrith a crazy driver. Belease June 15.

SMALL TALK (2330). The Gang In an orphan home.
Wheezer is adopted and the Gang go to visit him at
his elaborate home. Eelease Mav 18.

BOXING GLOVES (1603). The Gang runs a prize fight in
which .Toe Cobb and Chubby are the puglists. Belease
September 9.

BOUNCING BABIES (1908). Wheezer getting rid of his
baby brother, who gets all the attention in his home.
Belease October 12.

CAT. DOG & CO. (1919). Eelease September 14. 1929.

MOAN AND GROAN. INC. (1914). Release December 7,
1929.

SHIVERING SHAKESPEARE (1870). Eelease January
25, 1930.

THE FIRST SEVEN YEARS (1843). Eelease March 1.
1930.

WHEN THE WIND BLOWS. Release April 5. 1930.
BEAR SHOOTERS (18S1). Eelease Mav 17. 1930.
A TOUGH WINTER (1880). Eelease June 21, 1930.

Metro Movietone Acts

GEORGE LYONS (79). Numbers: a. "Beloved"; b. "Ah.
Sweet Mystery of Life": c. "Don't Be Like That": d.
"St. Louis Blues"; e. "Bainbow 'Round My Shoulder."
646 ft. For release August 3, 1929.

CECIL LEAN AND CLEO MAYFIELD (80). Number: "His
Lucky Day." 1735 ft. For release August 10. 1929.

GEORGIE PRICE (81). Numbers: a. "The One That I
Love Loves Me"; b. "I'm Marching Home to Tou." 714
ft. For release August 17, 1929.

PHIL SPITALNY and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
Numbers: a. "Medley of Musical Comedy Hits": b.
"Farewell Blues." 71 ft. For release August 24, 1929.

VAN AND SCHENCK (831. Numbers: a. "That's How Tou
Can Tell They're Irish"; b. "Bainbow 'Bound My
Shoulder": c. "Bamona"; d. "The Dixie Troubadours."
838 ft. For release August 31, 1929.

GEORG'E DEWEY WASHINGTON (84). Numbers: a. "Just
Be a Builder of Dreams"; b. "Down Among the Sugar
Cane." 632 ft. For release September 7, 1929.

TITTA RUFFO (85). In "Credo" from "Othello." 525 ft.

For release September 14. 1929.
METRO MOVIETONE REVUE—"Bits of Broadway" (86).

For release September 21. 1929.
MADAME MARIA KURENKO (87). Numbers: a. "The

.Jewel Sontr." from Fau.st; b. "II Bacio"; c. "The Last
Eose of Summer." 840 ft. For release September 28,
1929.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH (88). Numbers: a. "How
D'Ta Do": b. "Ka Krazy for Tou"; c. "If I Had Tou."
727 ft. For release October 5. 1929.

YVETTE RUGEL '89). Numbers: a. "Paradise Lost"; b.
"Marie"; r. "The Parting." 713 ft. For release Oc-
tober 12. 1929.

SONG WRITERS REVUE. THE. Gus Edwards, Dave Dryer.
Fred A. .^hlert. Bov Turk, Boy Heindorf. Naeio Herb
Brown, Arthur Freed. Boy Egan, Fred Fisher and Jack
Bennv. Directed bv Sammy Lee.

BILTMORE TRIO (90). Number: "Jail Birds." 860 ft
For release October 19, 1929.

CLYDE DOERR (91). Saxophone act.. Numbers: a. "Saxo-
phone March"; b. "Sunny South": c. "Technicalities":
d, "Bye, Bye, Sweetheart." 795 ft. For release Octo-
ber 26. 1029.

JIMMY HUSSEY (97). Number: "Uneasy Street." 841 ft.
For release December 7. 1929,

ROY EVANS (assisted by Al Belasco) (98). In comedy
Rketch. F,xclusJye Colvmibia artist. 795 ft. For release
Dc-ember 14, 1929,

THE REVELLERS (89). Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
a Four L»sr Clover"; b. "Bose Of WaikiM"; c. "Breez-
ing Alonc! With the Breeze." 607 ft. For release De-
cember 21. 1929.

MADAME MARIA KURENKO (100), Numbers: a, "Shadow
Song" from "Dinorrah"; b, "Song of India." 714 ft.
For releape Denember 2. 1929.

WALTER C. KELLY flOl). In "The Vlfglnla Judge." 803
ft. Frr releas/" January 4, 1930.

VAN AND SCHECK (102). Numbers: a. "Fverythlnir's
Golne to Br- All Bight": b. "Ain't Got Notbin' Now";
c. "St. Louis Blues." 709 ft. For release January 11.
1930.

CLYDE DOERR (103). Saxophone act. Numbers: a, "Wed-
ding of the Painted Doll"; b. "If I had Tou"; c.

"Original Music." .';72 ft. For release January 18,
10.?ri,

BILTMORE TRIO (104). Tti "College Bomeos." 853 ft. For
re1r.a-o January 25, 1930.

TOM WARINn (V.'-,). Belease November 2 insn
TITTA RIIFFO I'VlK Eel»,-,o„ Xovember 9 1929'
FARI. f- e"^! I. '710) Belr.ace November 16 19''9
DUni OF Kl^RFKIARTO 'coo) ReTr-avo XnvemWr 23 19'>q
AAPnwsON'S COMMANDERS (090). Release November 3(V

1929.

Paramount

Christie Talking Plays

LET ME EXPLAIN. Starring Taylor Holmes, with John T.
Murray and Vivienne Oakland. Adapted from Kenyon
Nicholson's domestic sketch, "The Annonymous Letter."
Eeleased January 25, 1930. Two reels.

THE DUKE OF DUBLIN. Starring Chariie Murray. Comedy
sketch of Irish ditch digger who suddenly gets a million
and runs a wild apartment house. Eeleased February 1,

1930. Two reels,

DON'T BELIEVE IT. Starring James Gleason with LucUle
Gleason and John Litel, A husband becomes invisible
when he returns from a bust in Florida in a rented taxi-
cab. Gleason's sketch which was played on stage. Ee-
leased February 8. 1930. Two reels.

SCRAPPILY MARRIED. With Johnny Arthur. Bert Boach,
Buth Taylor and Mabel Forrest. Two warring couples
across the haU from each other in an apartment house.
From playlet by Wilson ColUson. Eeleased February 22,
1930. Two reels.

THE BEARDED LADY. Louise Fazenda in a sideshow bur-
lesque with all typical characters of a dime museum.
Eeleased March 1. 1930, Two reels.

DOWN WITH HUSBANDS. With Johnny Arthur. Bert
Boach and Frances Lee. Based on Howard Green and
Milton HoclTy's sketch, "Wives on Strtlte, " Men im-
porting fair strikebreakers to Paducah to break their
wives' walkout. Beleased March 8, 1930. Two reels.

THE STRONGER SEX. Carmel M.vers, Bert Boach. George
Stone and Frances Lee. in comedy sketch by Florence
Eyerson and Colin Clements of a free-love author and
her real life and home longings. Beleased March
15. 1930. Two reels.

HIS HONOR. THE MAYOR. Charlie Murray in a politican
campaign comedy sketch. Eeleased March 22, 1930. Two
reels,

JED'S VACATION. Charley Grapewin, Anna Chance, in their
own vaudeville sketch about adopting a baby. Intro-
duction on musical comedy stage. 1909 ft. Eeleased
April 13. 1929.

DEAR VIVIEN. Raymond Hatton and Sam Hardy in a
clever comedy skit about a business man who wrote let-
ters, with which a blackmailing blonde is holding him
up. 1891 ft. Beleased June 23. 1929.

THE SLEEPING PORCH. Baymond Griffith, Barbara Leon-
ard and John Lithel in sketch about a husband who is
sleeping out in the snow to cure a cold and his scheme
with a convict to get him out of it, 150 ft. Beleased
Sept, 7. 1929.

FARO NELL, or In Old Califomy. Louise Fazenda. Jaclt
Luden and Frank Rice in a travesty revival of an old
western melodrama. Laid on the desert and in an
old-fashioned movie western saloon. 1819 ft. Beleased
Oct. 5, 1929.

ADAM'S EVE. .Johnny Arthur. Frances Lee. in a comedy
sketch starting with a bridegroom's pre-marriage cele-
bration and ending in a mixup in the apartment of two
chorus ladies, 1618 ft. Released Oct, 12, 1020,

HE DID HIS BEST. Taylor Holmes, C.Ttmel Myers and
Kathryn McGuire. in farce comedy playlet of Holmes
entertaining a friend's wife for the evening, ending in a
comedy sword duel. 1616 ft. Released Oct. 19, 1929.

THE FATAL FORCEPS. Ford Steriing. Bert Roach and
Will King, in comedy of a dentist on trial for nearly
murdering a saxophone plaver. whose music had driven
him crazy, 1664 ft. Eeleased Nov. 2. 1929.

THE DANCING GOB. Buster and .John West, in combina-
tion of West's stage dancing and comedy taking place
at a naval training station where she actors are mistaken
for sailors. 1823 ft. Eeleased Nov, 9. 1929.

DANGEROUS FEMALES. Marie Dressier and Polly Moran
in a comedy of two old spinsters about to entertain either
the evangelist or a dangerous criminal, with Dressier
getting a little intoxicated with the visitor. 1873 ft.

Eeleased Nov. 16. 1929.
BROWN GRAVY. All colored cast in Oetavus Eoy Cohen

story about a fake medium swindling the gullible
patrons, novel feature is inclusion of Georgia Jubilee
Singers in spirituals. 1627 ft. Eeleased Nov. 23, 1929.

HE LOVED THE LADIES. Taylor Holmes, Helene Milard
and Albert Conti, in farce comedy sketch of a near
elopement of a wife and how Holmes, the husband,
cleverly handles the situation. 1764 ft. Beleased Nov.
30. 1929.

WEAK BUT WILLING. Will King. Billy Bevan and Dot
Parlev in a comedy in a carbaret. with the Hebrew
comedian in a role of a husband being given a birthday
party and not being able to get any food, 1627 ft.

Eelea.sed Dec. 14. 1929.
MARCHING TO GEORGIE. Buster and John West and

Frances Lee in a comedy starting on a battleship, with
Buster as a salior and John as comic captain, and end-
ing in a mixun in a girl's boarding school. 1850 ft.

Eelea.sed Dee. 21. 1929.
THAT RED HEADED HUSSY. Chariey Grapewin and Anna

Chance as a couple of old-time vaudevillians in a martial
sketch staging a fake quarrel in front of their fighting
daughter and son-in-law. 1521 ft. Released Dec. 28,
1929

FOR LOVE OR MONEY. Lois Wilson. Bert Boach and
Ernest Wood, in a comedy at the race track, with horse
race atmosphere and Bert Roach proring his friend's
wife's love, 1827 ft, Beleased Jan. 4. 1930.

SO THIS IS PARIS GREEN. Louise Fazenda, Bert Boach
and George Stone, in a burlesque of the Parasian Apache
theme, laid in the cabarets and Latin quarter of Paris.
Eeleased Jan. 18, 1930. Service talks, Feb. 15, 1930.

Pathe

George LeMaire Comedies

AT THE DENTIST'S (0501). George LeMaire and Louis
Simon Scene: Dentist's office. Louis Simon, suffering

from a toothache, goes to George LeMaire for treatment.
For rela=e March 24, 1929. Two reels.

DANCING AROUND (0502). George LeMaire and .Toe Phil-
lips. .Scenes; Exterior and carbaret. George LeMaire
and Joe Phillips take girls out for big time, Ivan Brun-
neU's Montrealers play "My Album of Dreams" and
Vivienne .Johnson sings "Marie," For release April 21,
1929. Two reels.

GO EASY DOCTOR (0503). George LeMaire, Louis Simon,
George LeMaire as the bone-breaker—Louis Simon as the
nut—and howl For release July 14. 1929,

THE PLUMBERS ARE COMING (0504), George LeMaire.
Louis Simon. LeMaire and Simon, two burglars, trying
to act like plumbers. For release August 18, 1929. Two
reels,

GENTLEMEN OF THE EVENING (0505), George LeMaire.
Lew Hearn. Evalvn Knapp. George LeMaire as the house
detective. Lew Hearn as a delegate in Association of
Inventors of America convention and E-valyn Knapp as
the girl in the case. For release Oct. 20, 1929. Two
reels.

BARBER'S COLLEGE (0506). George LeMaire, Lew Heam,
Sam Raynor, Gladys Hart. Lew Heam as "Good Time
Charlie," graduate of a barbers' college, creates havoc
in a barber shop. For release Dec. 15, 1929. Two reels.

TIGHT SQUEEZE, A (0507). George LeMaire, Jimmy ConUn,
Evalyn Knapp. The adventures of a pair of impecunious
young men who borrow dress suits to call upon their
best girls. For release Feb. 2, 1930. Two reels.

THE NEW WAITER (0308). Eebla. Leonard Henry. Robert
Hine, Quentin Tod, Beginald Smith, Ann Maitland, Reg.
Casson, Barrie Oliver, Betty Oliver, Betty Frankiss, Joy
Spring. Moyra GiUis, the (Jharlot Chorus. Escapades of
a would-be waiter. For release June 8, 1930. Two reels.

Manhattan Comedies

EFirst Series]

HER NEW CHAUFFEUR (0511). Louis Simon, Verree Teas-
dale, Averill Harris. He thinks she is his bride-to-be and
she thinks he is her chauffeur. Then her husband arrives.
Eelease May 19, 1929. 2 reels.

WHAT A DAY (0512). Louis Simon, Kay Mallory. They
wanted to go on a picnic and what a picnic they had.
Belease June 16, 1929. 2 reels.

HARD BOILED HAMPTON (0513). Harry Holman, Evalyn
Knapp, Doris McMahon, Alice Bunn, Andy Jochim.
Holman is a hard boiled lawyer with a fast line. For
release July 28. 1029, Two reels.

BIG TIME CHARLIE (0514). Lew Hearn, Dick Lancaster,
Evalyn Knapp. A hick comes to New Tork to make
wlioopee on New Tear's Eye. Eddie Elkins' Orchestra
plays in night club sequence. For release October 6,

1929. Two reels.

LOVE, HONOR AND OH, BABY (0515). Herbert Tost.
Franklyn Ardell. Evalyn Knapp. Kay Mallory. A very
modern version of "the worm that turned" tieme. For
release Decemoer 15. 1929. Two reels.

A PERFECT MATCH (0516). Paul Baron, Ann Butler, Clara
Langsmer, George Mayo. The bridegroom bortows his
friend's apartment to stage the marriage festivities. He
loses his job and wife leaves him. For release April 6.

1930. Two reels.

[Second Seriesl

LIVE AND LEARN (1511). Ed Deering. Addie McPhaU.
Maurice Black, Gertrude Astor, George Towne Hall. David
Durand. A jealous husband endeavors to reach his wife
who is quarantined in an apartment with her former
spouse. Eelease June 15. 1930. 2 reels.

SWELL PEOPLE (1512). Harry Gribbon. Dot Fariey. John
Hyams. Leila Mclntyre. Marcia Manning. A millionaire
brick-layer invites a bank president and liis vrife to dinner
at his manson. Belease August 24. 1930. 2 reels.

A ROYAL FLUSH (1513). Ethel Davis. Duke Martin,
Norma Leslie. Bessie Hill, Hugh Allan, Wm. Von Brinken,
Jimmy Aubrey, Vincent Bamett, A maid masquerades
as a countess to help her lion-hunting mistress. Release
October 19, 1930. 2 reels.

Checker Comedies

[First Series]

THE SALESMAN (0531). Frank Davis. Helen Eby-Eocke.
He knew nothing about cars but he sold one to her. Be-
lease .July 21. 1929. 2 reels.

TURKEY FOR TWO (0532). Frank T. Daris. WilUam Fraw-
ley. Noel Francis, Two escaped convicts with a fond-
ness for turkey comes to a Westchester inn at Thanks-
giving. Jack LeMaire's Golden Booster Orchestra fea-
tures "I'll Say She's Pretty." For release August 25,

1929. Two reels.

SMOOTH GUY. THE, (0533). Frank T. Davis and Evalyn
Knapp. A bean salesman with a grand spiel tries his

line on a smaU town girl. For release Oct. 27, 1929.

Two reels
ALL STUCK UP (0534). Harrv McNaughton. Olyn Landick,

Charles Howard, Evalyn Knapp, Lester Dorr, Joe B.
Stanley. How paper hangers go on strike and guests

at newlyweds' housewarming try to finish the job with
mirthful results. Release Jan. 19. 1930. Two reels.

RICH UNCLES (0535). Richard Carle. Addie McPhail. Ed
Dearing, George Town all. Spec O'DonneU, Peggy
Eleanor, The rich uncle arrives and finds the bridge In
the company of one of her former suitors who he mis-
takes for the bridgegroom. For release May 11, 1930.
Two reels,

TRYING THEM OUT (0536) Billy Caryll, Duncan and
Godrey. Charles Bego. Billie Rego. Jessie Hitter. Harry
Eogers. Archie McCaig. Don and Luis, the Plaza Boys.
.An amateur performance in an English music hall. For
release May 25, 1930. Two reels.

[Second Series]

AMERICA OR BUST (1531). Daphne Pollard. Jimmy Aub-
rey. Buster Slarin. Bobby Dunn, Lee Shumwav, Bobby
Hale. Tempe Pigott. Norma Leslie. 'Arriet 'Bmingway
makes six attempts to beat the quota and finally gets into
America on her seventh try bringing with her 'Arold. her
precious son. who wants to see the Hinjuns. Eelease July
27. 1930, 2 reels,

DANCE WITH ME (1532). Arthur Wanzer. Mabel Palmer,
Cupid Ainsworth. Kewpie Morgan, John Morris. Mary Gor-
don, The story tells what happens at a truck drivers' baU.
Eelease October 5. 1030, 2 reels,

DISTURBING THE PEACE (1533), Si Wills. Bob Carney.
Two correspondence school detectives try to annrehend a
maniac and land him in the insane asylum. Eelease No-
vember 30, 1930. 2 reels.

Melody Comedies

[First Series]

SYNCOPATED TRIAL (0571). Morgan Moriey, Lew Sey-
more. A musical mock trial. Eddie Elkins' Orchestra
and Ed Prinz Dancers feature. For release Sept. 8,

1929. Two reels.

AFTER THE SHOW (0572). Jack Pepper, Morgan Moriey,
Paul Gamer. .Tack Wolf. Numbers: "Can't Find a
Girl." "A-Hunting We Will Go." "Here We Are."
".Tig-A-Boo-,Tig." "Ain't That Too Bad," "Mississippi
Mud." For release Nov. 10. 1929. Two reels.

A NIGHT IN A DORMITORY (0573). Ginger Eogers, Ruth
Hamilton. Thelma White. Morgan Moriey. Eddie Elkins
and Orchestra, The adventure of a school girl in a
night cbib as related by her to her school mates in the
dormitorv. For release .Tan. 5. 1930. Two reels,

SIXTEEN SWEETIES (0W4), Thelma White, Bob Carney,
Si Wills, Harry McN.iughton. George McKay. Eddie El-
kinc a^d Orchestra, A miniature revue. For release
April 20. 19S0. Two reels.
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PICK 'EM YOUNG (0575). Bobby Agnew. Mary Hutchinson,

Mona Eay. Carmelita Geraghty, Fanohon Frankel, Vera
March. George Hall. Bobby must marry in order to

inherit a fortune. He seeks the aid of a matrimonial
bureau, much to his grief. Music—"Boy of My Dreams."
"LitUe bv Little." "Wedding March," "Moaning" for

You." "She Might Be Bad for You." For release May
i. 1930. TsTO reels.

MUSICAL BEAUTY SHOP (0576). Ethel Baird. Leonard
HeiuT. Pope Stamper. Sammy Lewis. Barrie Oliver. Joy
Spriiig. Betty Oliver. Jo>Ta Gillis. the Chariot Chorus.

Modern business and music combined to make manicures
and massages easy to take. For release June 1. 1930.

Two reels.

[Second Series]

MIND YOUR BUSINESS (1571). Robert Agnew. Dorothy
Gulliver. John Hyams. Mary Foy, William Eugene, Guy
Voyer. A real estate salesman, who loses his job and his

girl, masquerades as a female singer at a dance for pros-

pective customers in order to win them both back. Re-
lease July 20. 19SU. 2 reels.

Variety Comedies

BEACH BABIES. Charles Kemper. Evalyn Knapp, Naomi
Casey. Charles Kemper tries to shine in the eyes of

Evalyn Knapp while Naomi Casey makes him appear
ridiculous. For release Aug. 6. 1929. Two reels.

HAUNTED (0532). Bob Millikin, Evalyn Knapp. Charles

Kemper. Mvsterv comedy embodying all the thrills of

The Cat and the Canary, The Gorilla, The Bat and
others. For release Sent. 1. 1929. Two reels.

END OF THE WORLD (0553). Ale.xander Carr, Lorin BaSer.
Marcia Mannijig. A wealthy Hebrew, believing the world
is about to end. gives his son thousands and his consent

to the latter's marriage to an Irish maid. For release

Sent. 29. 1929. Two reels.

HIS OPERATION (0554). Charles Kemper. Sally Noble.

He must have quiet, but what a racket they raise. For
release Nov. 24. 1929. Two reels.

WEDNESDAY AT THE RITZ (0S.55). Charles Kemper. Eva-
lyn Knapp. The almost-married young man and some
girl and thev meet "Wpdnesday at the Ritz." Release
Dec. 22. 1929. Two reels.

DOING PHIL A FAVOR (0557). Mackenzie Ward and Tal
Lester. A British society man is jealous of )iis wife and
uses his friend Thil to test her fidelity. Release Feb.
16. 1930. Two reels.

HIS BIRTHDAY SUIT (055S). Dr. Carl Herman. Steve

MiDs. Billv M. Green. Cliff Bragdon. What happens
at a vaudeville show when two little boys attempt to aid

the Great Hokey in his mystery act. For release May 4,

1930. Two reels.

HER HIRED HUSBAND (0556). Noel Francis. .Terry Nnms.
Ethel Norris. Harry McNaughton. James Coughlin. Austin
Fairman. She must have n huohnnrl irr.-.ieri'"*e)- so '^'"

hires her maid's mnn and complications set In. For
release Jan. 1, 1930. Two reels.

Follv Comedies

[First Series]

FANCY THAT (0541). Waiiam Frawley. Earle Dewey.
What a party would look like if two hobos suddenly
became millionaires. Frawley sings "Dearest One." For
release Stpt. 22, 1929. Two reels.

SO THIS IS MARRIAGE (0542). Guy Toyer. Norma PaUat.
Earle Dewey. Miniature musical comedy of marriage and
its problems. Theme song: "After You Say "I Love
You." " For release Nov. 17. 1929. Two reels.

BEAUTY SPOT, THE (0543). Special Cast. Releasing April
6. 1930.

RIDE 'EM COWBOY (0544). Thelma White, Bob Carney,
Lester Dorr. Ormar Glover, Eddie Elkins and orchestra.

Release AprU 13. 1930. Two reels.

CHILLS AND FEVER (0545). Al Shean. Mary Oark.
Evalyn Knapp. An amateur theatrical society rehearses

in a deserted house which is thought to be haunted by
two travelers who have lost their way in the rain. For
release April 27, 1930. Two reels.

REDHEADS (0546). Nat Carr. Charles Kaley. Joan Gay-
lord. Katherine Wallace. Bessie Hill. Mona Ray, Ethel
Davis. Trouble starts when the wife of a fashion shop
owner discovers that hubby has engaged show girls as

models. Music—"Since I Met You." "Shake Trouble
Away," "Wedding March." For release May 18, 1930.

Two reels.

[Second Series]

TWO FRESH EGGS (1541). Al St. John. .Timmy Aubrey.
Ernest Young. Helen Patterson, Billy Taft, EUa Van. Two
starved friends in search of a free meal become chef and
waiter in a cafe but even then they don't eat. Release
July 6. 1930. 2 reels.

THE BOSS'S ORDERS (1542). Gene Morgan, Addie Mc-
Phail, Arthur Hoyt. Gertrude Astor. Meeka Aldrich, Ni-
nette Faro, Dick Stewart. Two married salesmen enter-

tain a couple of French women in the interest of their

company and their wives find them with the female for-

eigners in a cafe. Release August 31. 1930. 2 reels.

Golden Rooster Comedies

GARDEN OF EATIN' (0561). James Gleason. Lucille Web-
ster Gleason, The story of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie's bean-
ery that tried to become ritzy—and what happened when I

Orciestra plays "Pouring Down Rain." For release Aug.
11. 1929. Two reeels.

RUBEVILLE (0563). Harry B. Watson, Reg. Merville, Jere
Delaney, Josephine Fontaine. Miniature musical comedy.
Numbers: "Sally," "Maggie," "Sweet Long Ago," "Rag-
ging the Scale," "She May Have Seen Better Days."
"Sweet Sixteen," "Wabash." "Bedelia," "Yaka Hoola
Hicky Doola," "Over the Waves." For release Dec 8,

1929. Two reels.

FIFTY MILES FROM BROADWAY (0566). Harry B. Wat-
son, Eei; Merville. Olga Woods. Miniature musical com-
edy. Numbers: "How Is Everything Back Home," "Trail
to Yesterday." "Carolina Moon." "Oh, TUlie," "School-
days," "Stimmer Time," "Rosie. You Are My Posie,"
"Stars and Stripes." "Wait Till the Sun Shines Nellie."
"Give My Regards to Broadway." Release March 16,
1930. Two reels.

RUBEVILLE NIGHT CLUB (0564). Harry B. Watson. Beg
Merville, Josephine Fontaine, Olga Woods. Miniature
musical comedy. Numbers: "I'm Ju^^t a Vagabond
Lover," "It's Always Fair Weather," "Stmrise to Sun-
set," "Maggie," "Harmonists," "Nola," "Doin" the
Raccoon," "Under the Double Eagle," "Turkey In the
Straw," "MocMng Bird." Release Jan. 26, 1930. Twc
reels.

CROSBY'S CORNERS (0565). Ee? MendUe, Felix Rush.
Josephine Fontaine. George Patten. Miniature mtisical
comedies. Numbers: "Down On the Farm." "I'll Do
Anything For You," "Every Day Away From You."
"What a Day," "I Ain't Got Nothing for Nobody But
You." "Sweet 16." "Here We Are." "Ragging the
Scale." "Good Night Ladies," "Merrily We RoU
Along," "Jingle Bells," "Auld Lang Syne." Release
Feb. 23, 1930. Two reels.

FAIRWAYS AND FOUL (0562). James and Lucille Webster
Gleason. The Gleasons on a golf course. Release Oct.
19, 1929.

Buck and Bubbles Comedies

FOWL PLAY (0523). Buck and Bubbles. The boys have
to deliver an ostrich. On the way they become en-
tangled with a yaUer-skinned vamp. What happens is

plenty. Numbers: "Suwanee River." "Oh. You Beauti-
ful Doll." "When I Get You Alone Tonight." "Give
Me a Little Kiss Will You. Hun." "Coal Black Mammy
of Mine." "Chicken Reel." For release Dec. 29, 1929.
Two reels.

HIGH TONED (0524). Buck and Bubbles. When his dusky
rival not only grabs his job of butler, but also his
lady friend. Wildcat brings in Denny and LiUy the goat
to start something. Numbers: "Mv Old Kentucky
Home." "Home. Sweet Home." "12th Street Rag,"
"Clarine Marmalade," "Lonely Me." Release Feb. 9.

1930.

DARKTOWN FOLLIES (0525). Buck and Bubbles. Broke
and hungry. Wildcat and Dennv show their samples of
song, dance and joke and stumble onto the rehearsal of
a Darktown Follies and get the job. Numbers: "St.
Louis Blues." "I'm Caazy For You." "Rachmaninoff's
Prelude," "Mean To Me." "Som.e Rainy Day." Release
Shrch 2, 1930. Two reels.

HONEST CROOKS (0526). Buck and Bubbles. A mysteri-
ous black bag, buried in a haystack by a couple of
crooks. IS found by the boys, full of money. When they
try to return it. things happen—and howl Numbers:
"Turkey in the Straw," "Old Black Joe." Release March
23. 1930.

BLACK MARCISSUS (0521). Buck and Bubbles. WUdcat
is enmeshed in the wiles of a siren wkile trying to
rescue his pal. Denny, from matrimony with another
dusky charmer. Numbers: "Dixie." "That's How I
Feel About You. Sweetheart." "If I Had You." "Chopin's
Funeral March." and "Wagner's Wedding March." Re-
leased Sept. 15, 1929. Two reels.

IN AND OUT (0522). Buck and Bubbles. Buck and
Bubble^ as Wildcat and Demmy do some furmy stepping
"in and out" of jail. Numbers: "Prisoner's Song,"
"Hap-Hap-Happiness" and 'The Good Old Summertime."
Released Nov. 3. 1929. Two reels.

Pathe Audio Review

Elephant—It's the Climate—Songs of the

Rainbow Comedies

THE BEAUTIES (1501). Ruth Hiatt. Dick Stewart, Charles
Kaley. Bessie Hill. Harry Alasters. Billie Gilbert. Muggins
Davies. An artist is painting a masterpiece which he will
enter in an international contest. Three conspirators plot
against his success. Songs and dance numbers throughout.
Release June 29. 1930. 2 reels.

HOLD THE BABIES (1502). Robert Agnes. PhyUis Crane,
Addie McPhail. Dick Stewart. Richard Carle. Spec O'Don-
nell. A young, newly married man finds himself serving
as an impromptu nursemaid for his sister-in-law's bawling
baby. Release August 17. 1930. 2 reels.

GIVE ME ACTION (1503). Harry Holman. John Hyams,
Marcia Manning. A clever stenog softens the heart of a
grouchy lawyer who sends her on a vacation with pay to
marry the young hero son of his old classmate. Release
September 28, 1930. 2 reels.

Whoopee Comedies

BIG HEARTED (1551). Harry Gribbon, Vivian Oakland.
Dorothy Gulliver, Ray Hughes. A nervy salesman and his
wife take possession of one-half of a duplex bungalow and
start borrowing from the voung married couple who oc-
cupy the other half. Release Jvme 22, 1930. 2 reels.

CARNIVAL REVUE (1552). T. Roy Barnes. Ruth Hiatt. Ray
Hughes. Frank Sabini. Eddie Clark. A young man who is

in love with a headliner of a circus follows the show and
gets a job as mj'stio mind-reader. Release August 3, 1930.
2 reels.

SOME BABIES (1553). Little BiUy. Bob Carney. Richard
Carle. Ruth Hiatt. .John Hyams. A hungry actor enters
his midget partner in a baby contest where they meet a
pretty girl whose rich tmcle wants a jester. Release Sep-
tember 21. 1930. 2 reels.

Rodeo Comedies

RANCH HOUSE BLUES (1561). Mildred Harris. Don
Douglas. Harry Woods. Nick Cogley, Billie Burt, Empire
Comedy Four, Tom Mahoney. An unsuspe<:ting rancher

sells his ranch to his unscrupulous neighbors who know it

has valuable oil veins but the hero, heroine and kid
brother save the day. Release .July 13, 1930. 2 reels.

HEARTS AND HOOFS (1562). Cornelius Keefe, Mona Rico,
Fred Warren, George Rigas, Hector Sarno. A gypsy girl

elopes with a cowboy when her gyp.?y lover thinks she is

going to kill him (the cowboy) for instilting her. Release
September 7, 1930. 2 reels.

HALF PINT POLLY (1563). Tom Tyler. Mona Ray. Hank
& Tom McFarlane. Marcia Manning. Charles Clary. Bobby
Dunn, Harry O'Connor. Al Smith. Bud Osborne. The story

concerns the rivalry of two ranchers who endeavor to de-
feat each other's entrv in the aimual rodeo horse race.

Release October 9, 1930. 2 reels.

Campus Comedies

TWO PLUS FOURS (1521). Nat Carr. Thelma Hill. Ed
Deering. Harry Barns. A. Binker and Bing Crosby (the

Rhythm Boys). Spec O'Donnell. Giving credit to college

boys nearly breaks Tailor Ginsburg until his pretty niece

speaks to the boys. Released August 10, 1930. 2 reels.

ALL FOR MABEL (1522). Si Wills, Sally Starr. Cupid
.Ainsworth, Charles McClelland. Leila Mclntyre. Bob and
Si butt into the love affair of the college athletic champ
and accidentally best him. Released October 12, 1930.

2 reels.

ISSUE NO. I.

Steppes.
ISSUE NO. 2. Notes from Paris—The Street That Jack

Built—Fences.
ISSUE NO. 3. Safari—Winter White—Blow the Man Down.
ISSUE NO. 4. Borneo. High lite in Borneo—Paris, Spires

—New York, Cossacks.
ISSUE NO. 5. TivoU—Gats and Guns—HUls of Home—

ISSUE NO.' 6. Spooks—He Styles (Pathechrome)—On With
the Dance.

ISSUE NO. 7. We Knew Them When—The Land of Yester-
day—Whiskey Johtmie.

ISSUE NO. 8. Fancy Steppers—Red Hot Hollywood—
Nocturne.

ISSUE NO. 3. Things We Live With—Indian—Lauder and
Fimnier—"Gator."

ISSUE NO. 10. Imported Noise—'Way Up There—Scoring
the Picture.

ISSUE NO. II, Grey Mystery—^Home Sweet Home—^Lore
Finds a Way.

ISSUE NO. 12. Do You Remember ?—Art Comes to Pole-
cat Creek—Cape Cod.

ISSUE NO. 13. Fairy Story—A Night Out in Paris.
ISSUE NO. 14. Flight—Heaven Will Protect the Working

Girl—Hay and Sunshine—Designing Mermaids.
ISSUE NO. 15. America—Riotous Drama from Old Nippon—Ye Olde Newspaper.
ISSUE NO. 16. Sweet Alice Ben Bolt^Tiber—Jungle Out-

rage.
ISSUE NO. 17. Rough English Art—Two Story Piano—

.Jewels—Men of Darmouth.
ISSUE NO. 19. Fish and How—Little Bo-Peep—Violins.
ISSUE NO. 19. The Grapes—ArtftU Athletics—Loneness

Pines.
Frogs—Anchors Aweigh—Havana.
Busy Bee—Coal Belt Art—Artful Mud—

ISSUE NO. 20.
ISSUE NO. 21.

Rio Grande.
ISSUE NO. 22.
ISSUE NO. 23.

lumbus.
ISSUE NO. 24

In Sweden—La Paloma—Chemical Forest.
Away with the Wind—Mandy Lee—Co-

Niagara—Eve's Leaves—Washington—Dance
of the Daily Dozen.

ISSUE NO. 25. Chateur—Literary Collies—Ethermist.
Musical America—Sailor Take Care—TempleISSUE- NO. 26.

Emanu—El.
ISSUE NO. 27
War.

ISSUE NO. 28.

ISSUE NO. 29
Egyptian Derby.

Poppies—Very Limited—Very Sad—Port of

Desert Giants—Cellos—Double Trouble.
Prehistoric—Neapolitan Classic—Music

—

Pathe Silent Review

ISSUE NO. I. Zooming Over Luzon—The Bowery—High Up
—Fish Fight.

ISSUE NO. 2. Making Hon. Movie—A Dot on the Map

—

Headless.
ISSUE NO- 3. Snanny Scenery—It's the Climate—Elephant.
ISSUE NO. 4. Fences—Temple of India—Chicken—^The

Street that Jack Built.
ISSUE NO. 5. Very Shapely—Safari—Winter White.
ISSUE NO. 6. High Life in Borneo—Hon. Stenog In Japan

Birds and Bees and Blossoms.
ISUE NO. 7. TivoU—Machine—The Other Side of It—Bust

and How—^Where Babies Come From.
ISSUE NO. 8. Spooks—Spring in Normandy—Circus.
ISSUE NO. 9. Land of Yesterday — Ups and Downs — We

Knew Them When.
ISSUE NO. 10. Fancy Steppers—He Styles—Nocturne.
ISSUE NO. II. Things We Live With—Indian—Gator.
ISSUE NO. 12. Way Up There — Bird Hunt- Hon. Quick

Change—Oranges.
ISSUE NO. 13. Grey Mystery—Love Nest—Love Finds a Way.
ISSUE NO. 14. Do You Remember?—^Very Dizzy—Cape Cod.
ISSUE NO. 15. Hell on Earth— Big Fly Spectacle — Faliy

Storv.
ISSUE NO. 16. Flight—Comic Section—Ye Olde NewsreeL
ISSUE NO. 17. Tiber—Jewels—^Designing Mermaids.
ISSUE NO. 18. Rough English Art^-Bedtime Story—Riotous

Drama from Old Nippon.
ISSUE NO. 19. Desert Giants—Fish and How—Odd Timers—Little Bo Peep.
ISSUE NO. 20. The Grape—Artful Athletics—Lonesome Pines.
ISSUE NO. 21. Frogs — Hay and Stmshine — Catch as Can

Catch—Havana.
ISSUE NO. 22. Busy Bee—Educated Mud Pie—Fancy Fan

for Miladv, etc.

ISSUE NO. 23. Big Health Picture— Chemical Forest — In
Sweden.

ISSUE NO. 24. Niagara—Eve's Leaves—Dance of the Daily
Dozen—Wa shington.

ISSUE NO. 25. Colum»Tus—Away With the Wind—Half Shot.
ISSUE NO. 26. Snappy Snaps—Ethermist—Artful Angles.
ISSUE NO. 27. Chateau—Ugly Duckling—Back to Back.

Aesop's Fables

Dinner Time, Stage Struck, Presto Chango, Skating Hounds.
Faithful Pups, Oistard Pies. Woodchoppers, Concentrate,
.Tail Breakers. Bug House College Days. House Cleaning
Time. A Stone Age Romance, The Big Scare. Jungle Fool,
Fly's Bride, Summer Time. Mill Pond. Tuning In. Barn-
yard Melody. Night Club. Close Call, Ship Ahoy, The
Iron Man, Singing Saps, Sky Skippers. Good Old School-
days. Foolish FoUies. Dixie Days. Western Whoopee, The
Haunted Ship, Oom Pah Pah. Noah Knew His Ark.
A Bugville Romance, A Romeo Robin, Jungle Jazz,
Snow Time.

Grantland Rice Sportlight

Wiiming Patterns. Three Aces. Crystal Champions. Clowning
the Game. Sport Almanac. Modem Rhythm. Hoot. Line
and IMelody. Duffers and Champs. Boyhood Memories,
Gridiron Glorv. Body Building, Stamina, Feminine Fitness.
Sport A-La-Carte. Carolina Capers. Interesting Tails,
Happy Golf, Bow and Arrows, The Feline Fighter. Splash-
ing Through, Dogging It, Big Too Champions, Spills and
Thrills, Fish. Fowls and Pun. Fairway Favorites. Hooked,
Sporting Brothers. Champion Makers. Campus Favorites.
Somewhere Out.

Topics of the Day

Topical Hits. Topical Tips. Topical Bits, Topical Quics. Press-
ing His Suit. Topical Nips. Topical Clips. Topical Pips,
Topical Flips, Topical Slips, Topical Rips, Topical Fits,
Topical Wits, Topical Pits, Topical .Slips, Topical Licks,
The Potters, Topical Kicks. Topical Ticks, Topical Hicks.
Topical Nicks. On the Air. In the Park, Cover Charge.
Home Sweet Home, What, No Bait!, Van Beuren News.
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Song Sketches

MANDALAY: Featuring James Stanley, baritone.
TRUMPETER, THE: Featuring .Tames Stanley, baritone.

SONGS OF MOTHER: Featuring Francis Luther and Eliza-
beth Leno.x.

LOVE'S MEMORIES: Featuring Francis Luther, Lois Ben-
nett and Evalyn Knapp.

DEEP SOUTH: Featuring James Stanley and Lois Bennett.

VOICE OF THE SEA: Featuring James Stanley and Mar-
garet Olsen.

Vagabond Adventure Series

Featuring Tom Terris as the Vagabond Director. The Golden
Pagoda, locale. India: Streets of Mystery, locale, India;
The Glacier's Secret, locale. South Pole: The Lair of

Chang-Ow. locale. China: Temples of Silence, locale,

Anghor: Sacred Fires, locale. Benares; Valley of the
Kings, locale Egypt; Sata,n's Pit. locale. Volcanoes of

White Islands; Jungle Fury, locale, Rangoon; The Lotus
Dream, locale. Hong Kong: Love That Kills, locale. Malay
Forest; Drams of Fear, locale. New Guinea; The For-
bidden Shrine, locale. Arabia.

Radio Pictures

Record Breakers

[.\lberta Vaughn-AI Cook]

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

AS YOU MIKE IT (0602). Released Sept. 8. 1929.
MEET THE QUINCE (0603). Released Sept. 22. 1929.

LOVE'S LABOR FOUND (0604). Released Nov. 10. 1929.
THEY SHALL NOT PASS OUT (0G05). Released Nov. 24,

1929
EVENTUALLY BUT NOT NOW (0606). Released AprU 13.

1930
CAPTAIN OF THE ROLL. THE (0607). Released Dec. 22.

1929.
THE SLEEPING CUTIE (0607). Released .Tan. 5. 1930.

LOST AND FOUNDERED (0608). Released .Tan. 19. 1930.

OLD VAMPS FOR NEW (0609). Released Feb. 2. 1930.

THE SETTING SON (0610). Released Feb. 16. 1930.

THE DEAR SLAYER (0611). Released March 2. 1930.

CASH AND MARRY (0612). Released March 16. 1930.

LAND OF SKY BLUE DAUGHTERS (0613). Released March
30, 1930.

Mickey McGuire

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

MICKY'S MIDNITE FOLLIES (0701). Released Aug. 18.

1929.
MICKEY'S SURPRISE (0702). Released Sept. 1.5. 1929. Serv-

ice Talks. Feb. 15. 1930.
MICKEY'S MIXUP (11703). Released Oct. 13. 1929.
MICKEY'S BIG MOMENT (0704). Released Nov. 10. 1929.

MICKEY'S STRATEGY (0705). Released Dec. 8. 1929.

CHAMPS (0706). Released Feb. 2. 1930.
MASTER MIND (0707). Released March 2. 1930.
LUCK (0708). Released March 30. 1930.
WHIRLWIND (0709), Released April 27. 1930.
WARRIOR (0710). Relea.sed May 25. 1930.
MICKEY THE ROMEO (0711). Released .Tune 22. 1930.

MICKEY'S MERRY MEN (0712). Released July 20. 1930.

WINNERS (0713). Released Aug. 17. 1930.

RCA Shorts

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

BURGLAR. THE (0801). Released Aug. 11. 1929.

ST. LOUIS BLUES (0802). Released Sept. 8. 1929.

TWO GUN GINSBURG (0803). Released Oct. 13. 1929.
HUNT THE TIGER (0804). Released Nov. 10. 1929.
BLACK AND TAN (0806). Released Dec. 8. 1929.
GUNBOAT GINSBURG (0808). Released Jan. 12. 1930.

OLD BILL'S CHRISTMAS- (0807). Released Feb. 9. 1930.

CAMPUS SWEETHEARTS (0813). Released March 9. 1930.

GENERAL GINSBURG (08101. Released April 13, 1930.

HOT BRIDGE (hsO.t). Released May 11. 1930.
BARNUM WAS WRONG (0809). Released June 4. 1930.

OFF TO PEORIA (0811). Released July 13. 1930.

WHO'S GOT THE BODY (0812). Released Aug. 3. 1930.

RCA Novelties

(All-Talking—One Reel)

HEADWORK (OSOl). Released Sept. 15. 1929.

GODFREY LUDLOW & N B C ORCHESTRA (0902). Re-
leased Nov. 10, 1929.

THE FAIR DECEIVER (0903). Released Jan. 5. 1930.

THE STRANGE INTERVIEW (0904). Released March 2.

1930.
PALOOKA FLYING SCHOOL (0906). Released AprU 27.

1930.

RCA Marc Connelly

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

TRAVELER. THE (0907). Released Aug. 18. 1929.
UNCLE. THE (0909). Released Oct. 13. 1929.
SUITOR, THE (0910). Released Dec. 8, 1929.
THE BRIDEGROOM (0908). Released Feb. 2, 1930.
THE MAGNATE (0911). Released March 30. 1930.
THE GUEST (Oni2). Released May 25. 1930.
GOOD TIME KENNETH (0913). Released July 20, 1930.

Universal

Snappy Cartoon Comedies

(Oswald the Rabbit)

(Synchronized Only—One Reel)

WEARY WILLIES. Released Aug. 5. 1929.
SAUCY SAUSAGES. Released Aug, 19, 1929.
RACE RIOT. Rclea.sed Sept. 2. 1929.
OILS WELL. Ji'lea.sed Sept. 16, 1929.
PERMANENT WAVE. Released Sept, 30, 1929.
COLE TURKEY. Pu;leased Oct. 14. 1929.
PUSSY WILLIE. Released Oct. 28. 1029.
AMATEUR NITE. Released Nov. 11, 1929.

SNOW USE. Released Nov. 25. 1929.
NUTTY NOTES. Released Dec. 9. 1029.
UNDER THE WHITE ROBE (3990). Oswald. Release May

19, re-issue.
HOT FOR HOLLYWOOD (3990). Oswald. Release May 19,

1930.
ANTHONY & CLEOPATRA (3991). Released May 26, 1930.

RG'ISSUG
HELL'S HEELS (3992). Oswald. Release June 2. 1930.
COLUMBUS AND ISABELLA (3993). Release June 9, 1930.

Re-issue.
MY PAL PAUL (3994). Oswald. Released June 16, 1930.
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (3995). Release June 23, 1930. Re-

issue,
NOT SO QUIET (3996). Oswald. Release June 30. 1930.
SHOULD POKER PLAYERS MARRY? (3997). Release July

7. 1930. Re-issue.
SPOOKS (3998). Osweld. July 14. 1930.
SONG OF THE CABALLERO. Released June 29. 1930.
SONS OF THE SADDLE. Release July 20, 1930.
SPOOKS. An Oswald Cartoon. Silent and sound. 1 reel.

Release July 14, 1930.

Collegians

(AU Star)

(Talking—Two Reels)

ON THE SIDELINES. Released Aug. 5, 1929.
USE YOUR FEET. Released Aug. 19, 1929.
SPLASH MATES. Relea.sed Sept. 2. 1929.
GRADUATION DAZE. Released Sept. 16, 1929.

Special

(Talking)

SWEETHEARTS: Rooney Family, two reels. Released Sept.
2 1929

LOVE TREE, THE: Rooney Family, two reels. Released Sept.
16. 1929.

ACTOR, THE: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Sept. 16. 1929.
INCOME TACT: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Sept. 30,

1929.
ROYAL PAIR. THE: Rooney Family, two reels. Released

Sept. 30, 1929.
DELICATESSEN KID. THE: Benny Rubin, two reels. Re-

leased Oct. 14, 1929
LOVE BIRDS: Rooney Family two reels. Released Oct. 14,

1929.
POP AND SON: Benny Rubin, one reeL Released Oct. 28,

1929.
MARKING TIME: Rooney Family, two reels. Released Oct.

28. 1929.
BROKEN STATUTES: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Nov.

11, 1929.
THREE DIAMONDS. THE: Rooney Family, two reels. Re-

leased Nov. 11. 1929.
PILGRIM PAPAS: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Nov. 25.

1929
HOTSY TOTSY: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Dec. 8,

1929.

Universal Comedies

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

BABY TALKS: Sunny .Tim. Released Sept. 11. 1929.
WATCH YOUR FRIENDS: All star. Released Oct. 9. 1929.
NO BOY WANTED: Sunny .Tim. Released Nov. 6. 1929.
SUNDAY MORNING: All star. Released Dec. 4. 1929.
STOP THAT NOISE, with Sunny Jim. Silent and sound.

2 reels. Release July 16, 1930.

Sporting Youth

(AU Star)

(Talking—Ttvo Reels)

LADY OF LIONS. Released Nov. 25, 1929.
HI JACK AND THE GAME. Released Deo 9, 1929.

Serials

No. 6

No. 7

ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD, THE (Talking and Silent-
two reels). Craufurd Kent.

No. I. FATAL CIRCLET. THE. Released Sept. 30. 1929.
No. 2 CRY IN THE NIGHT, THE. Released Oct. 7. 1929.
No. 3 DUNGEON OF DOOM. THE. Released Oct. 14. 1929.
No. 4 DEPTHS OF THE LIMEHOUSE. Released Oct. 21.

1929.
No. 5 MENACE OF THE MUMMY. Released Oct. 28.

1929.
DEAD OR ALIVE. Released Nov. 4, 1929
SHADOWS OF FEAR. Released Nov. 11. 1929.

No. 8 BAITED TRAP, THE. Released Nov. 18. 1929.
No. 9 BATTLE OF WITS. A. Released Nov. 25. 1929.
No. 10 FINAL JUDGMENT, THE. Released Dec. 2, 1929.
TARZAN THE TIGER (Synchronized and Silent). Frank

^Merrill. Consists of 15 episodes released from Dec. 9.

1929 to March 17. 1930.

JADE BOX, THE (Synchronized and Silent). Consists of
10 episodes, released from March 24. 1930. to May 26.
1930.

THE LIGHTNING EXPRESS No. 7, A DOORWAY OF
DEATH. Featuring Louise Ixirraine. Silent and sound,
two reels.

Western Featurette

FIGHTING TERROR, THE, Featuring BiUie Sullivan. A
Re-issue. Silent only. Release Juy 19, 1930. Two reels.

Vitaphone

I.—Stars of Varieties

A
Release
Number
2703 ABBOTT. AL. in

cliaracterizations
2629 ADAIR, JANET, in

tnid in n.nrrativp song.

477 ADMIRALS, THE, A Naval Quartette harmonizing popu
lar songs with ulmlele accompaniment.

"Small Town Rambles": songs and

"Here Comes the Bridesmaid."

952 AHERN, WILL AND GLADYS, ia 'On the Rancho"—
song and dance.

910 ALBRIGHT, "OKLAHOMA" BOB, and his Rodeo Do
Flappers, song and dance.

943 ALDA, MME. FRANCES, singing "Ave Maria" by
Verdi.

451 ALDA. MME. FRANCES, grand opera star singing
"Star Spangled Banner."

805 ALDA. MME. FRANCES, singing "The Last Rose of
Sununer" and "Birtti oi ilorn."

1036 ALEXANDER, KATHERINE, in "The Hard Guy."
903 ALLEN, FRED & CO., Fred AUen's Prize Paylets. Co-

author and comedian of "The Little Show," in three
brief travesties.

1025 ALLEN. FRED, George S. Kaufman's comedy, "The
StUl Alarm." One song.

418 ALPERT, PAULINE, in "What Price Piano?" offering
original piano arrangements.

419 ALBERT, PAULINE, a piano medley of popular songs.
419 AMATO, PASQUALE, a piano medley of popular songs.

Neapolitan Romance. Lillian Mines at the piano.
Sings "Tonno Sarinete" and the Toreador Song from
"Carmen."

977 AMES. LIONEL "MIKE," in "The Varsity Vamp"—
female impersonator in a college comedy.

866 ANDERSON &. GRAVES, vaudeville team in "Fishing
Around." a comedy of angling.

875 APOLLON, DAVE AND HIS RUSSIAN STARS—revue
with four songs.

2255 ARDATH. FRED &. CO.. in "Men Among Men." com-
edy of a man alibiing an iatoiicated friend to his wife.

720 ARDATH, FRED & CO., ia "The Corner Store." a
slapstick comedy with four songs. Directed by Bryan
Foy.

785 ARDATH, FRED &. CO., "The Singing Bee." rustic
comedyj^three_ songs.

"These Dry Days," a rollick-786 ARDATH, FRED & CO.
ing comedy.

366 ARISTOCRATS. FOUR,
instrumental group in a

544 ARISTOCRATS, FOUR,
in a new song offering.

545 ARISTOCRATS, FOUR,

Vitaphone's popular vocal and
series of songs.
Vocal and instrumental group

Vitaphone's instrumental and
vocal group in three songs.

546 ARISTOCRATS, FOUR, Popular Vitaphone singers and
instrumentalists in new songs.

547 ARISTOCRATS, FOUR. Five songs by Vitaphone's vo-
cal and instrumental group.

571 ARNAUT BROS.. "The Famous Loving Birds," in sing-
ing and whistling numbers.

913 ARNST, BOBBE & PEGGY ELLIS—female vocal-
three iongs.

3972 ARTHUR, JOHNNY, in "Paper Hanging"—comedy-
large cast.

4035 ARTHUR, JOHNNY, in "Bridal Night."
3636 ARTHUR. JOHNNY, stage and screen star, in a do-

mestic comedy. "Stimulation."
896 AUBREY. WILL & CO., "A Night on the Boweiy."

Popular vaudeville player in a medley of old favorites
sung in a Bowery saloon.

B

in croomng"the child wonder,"

"The Globe Trotters,"

"Without Band," a
act.

JAMES, in "The Under Dog"—comedy

international pianist playing

803 BABY ROSE MARIE,
jazzy melodies.

2556 BAILEY AND BARNUM
singing three songs.

2557 BAILEY AND BARNUM
comedy singing and talking

2558 BAILEY AND BARNUM in "The Two White Ele-
phants." in "high yaller" make-up they sing popular
jazz songs.

724 BAKER, PHIL, in "A Bad Boy from a Good FamUy,"
gives four songs with accordion- A comedy number.

725 BAKER, PHIL, in "In Spain." a hilarious farce with
Shuberts' comedian as star.

436 BARCLAY, JOHN, musical comedy and concert star in
operatic airs, and an impersonation of Chaliapin.

2910 BARD, BEN, "The Champion Golfer," an original com-
edy sketch.

2700 BARRIOS, JEAN, in "Feminine Types." Female im-
personator sings three songs with his impersonations.

941 BARRY AND WHITLEDGE, in "Jest for a While."
Male and female—two songs.

989 BARTLETT, EDWIN, in "Desert Thrills"—flash act-
four songs.

926-27 BARTON.
(two reels).

278 BAUER, HAROLD,
Chopin's "Polonaise in A Flat.'

2144 BARTRAM & SAXTON, "the two Kentucky boys of
jazz" in three song numbers, with guitar and orchestra
accompaniment.

2763 BAXLEY, JACK, in "Neighbors," a comedy sketch with
songs.

2697 BELL &. COATES, "The California Songbirds," in
popular songs.

476 BENNETT TWINS, "Little Bare Knee Syncopators" of
stage and vaudeville in a song and dance recital.

2597 BENNY, JACK, comedian in "Bright Moments." his
noted monologue.

947 BERGEN, EDGAR, in "The Operation." Ventriloquist.
Amazing novelty.

547 BIFF & BANG. "Fisticuff Funsters" in a burlesque
boxing match.

2869 BILLY, LITTLE, versatile midget star in "The Flaming
Youth." original songs and fast tap dancing.

4093 BILLY. LITTLE, the famous midget, in "No Questions
Asked."

795 BLUE RIDGERS. THE, Cordelia Mayberry in back-
woods sN'ncopation.

2885 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "The Country Gentlemen." a
comedy skit with songs.

2940 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "Pigskin Troubles." a com-
edv of campus and gridiron.

2920 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "The Side Show." in which
these musical comedy comedians recite, dance, sing and
swan jokes.

2640 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "The Aristocrats" in which
tliey employ tlieir pantomime stunt in accompaniment
to their songs.

2233 BOSWORTH, HOBART, in "A Man of Peace." A
QUiet man of the jnountains becomes suddenly em-
broiled in a feud.

2870 BOWERS, BRUCE, in "Artistic Mimicry," in which he
does a variety of imitations.

3190 BOYD, WILLIAM, in "The Frame," with Charles B.
Middleton—Drama.

2699 BRADY, FLORENCE, in "A Cycle of Songs."
2734 BRADY, FLORENCE, stage and variety star in "Char-

.icter Studies."
2745 BRADY, STEWART, "The Song Bird." boy soprano in

fliree songs.
789 BRENDEL. EL — FLO BERT, in "Beau Night"; com-

edy chatter, clever gags and pantomime.
2733 BRIAN. DONALD, musical comedy star in a quartet of

songs,
614 BRITT. HORACE, renowned 'cellist, playing Massenet's

"Eb'gv" and Popper's ".Serenade."
780 BROADHURST, GEORGE & CO., in "Three O'clock in

the Morning." Wise cracks and dancing of a drunken
sailor in a night club.
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2235 BROCKWELL. GLADYS, in "Hollywood Bound." a sat-

ire on male beauty contests, with a cast of five
987 BROOERICK. HELEN, in 'NUe Green"—bumorous tour

of Eg>'pt—se\en scenes.
1006 BROKENSHIRE, NORMAN, in "The Fight"—satire on

modern prize flthts, by King Lardner.
2232 BROOKS & ROSS, vaudeville headliners. in "Two Boys

and a Piano."
2589 BROWNE. FRANK & KAY LAVELLE. in "Don't

Handle the Goods," ij'lophone. singing and patter act.
970 BROWNE. JERRY & BETTY, in "Let's Elope," col-

legiate kids, cutting up in best campus manner.
2590 BROWN. JOE E., in "Don't Be Jealous." Famous

stage and screen comedian as dancing teacher to a
pretty wife with a jealous husband.

2265 BROWN & WHITAKER. in "A Laugh or Two." Vaude-
ville headliners in gags and jokes.

2328 BROWN & WHITAKER. in "In the Park." a humor-
ous skit with music.

496 BROWNING. JOE. popular comedian In a talking and
singing number.

2570 BROX SISTERS. THREE, in "Glorifying the American
Girl." Popular trio of stage and variety in a trio of
songs.

2571 BROX SISTERS. THREE, in "Down South," In which
they sing three haunting southern melodies.

2888 BROX SISTERS. THREE, in "Headin' South." harmon-
izing in Southern songs.

3816 BUCHANAN. JACK, in "The Glee Quartette"—London's
favorite comedian—two songs.

609 BUDDIES. FOUR. "Harmony Songsters." in four num-
bers.

888 BURKE AND DURKIN. "A Tete-A-Tete in Songs"—
three songs.

891 BURNS &. ALLEN, in "Lamb Chops." popular sons
and dance team in snappy steps and stories.

2679 BURNS AND KISSEN. popular comedians in comedy
Greek makeup, singing funnv songs.

833 BUTLER, ANN, AND JAY BRENNAN. in "Tou Don't
Know the Half of It," songs and chatter.

930-31 BUZZELL. EDDIE, in "Hello Thar"—comedy in two
reels.

963-64 BUZZELL. EDDIE, in "Keeping Company" with
Evalvn Knapp nnd ciav Clement. Comedv—two reels

975-6 BUZZELL. EDDIE, in "The Royal Fourflusher."
2704 BYRON ARTHUR & CO.. in "A Funny AtTair." a

comedy of mixed identities. The star is supported by
Kate. Eileen and Kathr>-n Byron.

2781 CAMPEAU. FRANK, in "The People Versus"—drama-
four scenes.

2179 CARLE. RICHARD, in "Stranded." playlet of a
stranded- opera producer, with two songs.

2239 CARLE. RICHARD, with May McAvoy, in "Sunny Cali-
fornia." .story of a vrife who induces her husband to

quit cold Ne.w York for glorious Califorina.
2551 CARLE. RICHARD, stage star, in a comedy sketch.

"The Worrier." a. man who does the worrying for others
at so much per worry.

376! CARPENTIER, GEORGES, in "Naughty, but Nice,"
popular as a prize fighter, stage and screen star. One
song,

2309 CARR. NAT. popular comedian, in a monologue of
laughable incidents,

507 CARRILLO. LEO. in a clever monologue. "At the Ball
Game."

2369 CARRILLO, LEO, in a dialect monologue. "The For-
eigner."

2552 CARRILLO. LEO. noted stage star, in a recitation of
the most dramatic poem of the world war. "The Hell
Gate of Soissons."

935 CARROLL, ALBERT, in "Impersonations," Impersonates
four famous stars.

1046 CARSON. JAMES B., in "Everything Happens to Me."
294 CASE ANNA, opera star, accompanied by Metropolitan

Grand Opera Chorus singing 'Cachaca" and "Anhelo."
2562 CEBALLOS. LARRY. REVUE, in which Vitaphone Girls

and AI Herman, sing and dance.
2627 CEBALLOS. LARRY. "Eoof Garden Revue." Beautiful

girls and an adagio team in songs and dance.
2661 CEBALLOS. LARRY. "Undersea Revue." Noted variety

stars and a chorus in a spectacular revue.
2693 CEBALLOS. LARRY. "Crvstal Cave Revue." with songs.
2739 CHANDLER. ANNA, in "Popular Songs."
2696 CHASE. CHAZ, "the uniaue comedian." who eats every-

thing—fire, paper, violins, flowers shirts, etc,
2598 CHIEF CAUPOLICAN. "the Indian baritone," the only

Indian who has sung in grand opera, in three classic
songs.

876 CICCOLINI GUIDO, & ERIC ZARDO. pianist, in three
classic numbers.

2242 CLEMONS. JIMMY, vaudeville star, in "Dream Cafe."
songs and dance.

883 CLIFFORD & MARION, in ".lust Dumb." new gags.
jokes and stories. Miss Marion is the girl with "the
Earl Carroll legs."

2709 CODEE &. ORTH. in "Zwei und Vierstigste Strasse,"
in German, with three songs,

757 CODEE & ORTH. in "A Bird in Hand," a comedv
sketch,

2798 CODEE & ORTH in "Stranded in Paris," comedv skit.
885 CODEE &. ORTH. in "Music Hath Charms." comedy

playlet.
2800 COHEN. SAMMY, in "What Price Burlesque": imi-

tations.
2244 COLEMAN. CLAUDIA, in "Putting It Over," comedy

impersonations,
2249 COLLEGIATE FOUR. THE. in "Campus Capers." the

college spirit in songs,
2121 COLONIAL GIRLS, THREE, In "The Beauty of Old

Time Music": harp, flute, celln and coloratura soprano.
"The Master Sweeper"

—

"Ducking Duty"rollicking com-

969 CONKLIN, CHESTER,
comedy playlet,

3988 CONKLIN. HEINIE. in
edy of doughboy life.

1015-16 CONLEY. HARRY J., in "Slick as Ever."
2273 CONLEY. HARRY J., in "The Bookworm." comedv

playlet which was the hit of "LeMaire's Affairs."
2577 CONLIN & GLASS, in "Sharps and Flats," in amusing

antics and songs.
2583 CONNOLLY & WENRICH, musical c/imedv star and fa-

mous composer in a number of Wenrich's songs.
491 CONRAD. EDDIE, Broadway comedian in a comedy

sketch.
563 CONRAD, EDDIE, assisted by Marion Eddy, in four

songs.
2284 COOK, CLYDE, in "I.ucky in Love"; comedy of a hus-

band who extracts $200 from his wife for a poker game.
2159 COOPER &. STEPT, song hit writers in several of their

popular songs.
1047 CORRETT. JAMES J., in "At the Round Table"
842 CORBETT. JAMES J. & NETL O'BRIEN, Famous

heavyweight champion, and celebrated minstrel in com-
edy chatter.

2769 CORCORAN, RED. in "I'm Afraid That's All," Four
banjo numbers.

37i;s CORNWALL. ANNE, in "The Baby Bandit."
2272 COSCIA & VERDI, in a burlesque of operatic airs and

the artistic temperament.
2659 COSLOW. SAM. in "The Broadwav Minstrel." present-

~,.- '-i..r"'2r "' ^'' ""5' popular compositions..
2245 COWAN, LYNN, vaudeville headliner, in three of his

original songs.
2258 COWAN, LYNN, the "Community singer," in five popu-

lar songs.
2547 COWAN. LYNN, leads audienc? in choral singing—four

numbers.
2680 COWAN. LYNN, in a new rol'-ction of old songs.
2253 COYLE & WEIR, songs and dances by clever team of

youngsters.
2133 CRANE. HAL, in "The Lash." a dramatic playlet of

the Tombs, written by Crane, a big hit in vaudeville.
2118 CRAVEN. AURICLE, the dancing violinist and singer,

in three numbers.
2685 CROONADERS, THE. in "Crooning Along." Four bovs

in five lilting songs.
2736 CROONADERS, THE, in "Melodious Moments"; for

songs.
2140 CROWELL & PARVIS, vaudeville's talented children,

in songs and dances.
733 CRUMMIT, FRANK & JULIA SANDERSON, in "Words

of Love," giving three of Cramifs own songs.
727 CRUMIT, FRANK, famous songster and composer.

singing several of his own compositions.
2120 CRUSE BROTHERS, the "Missouri sheiks," in "Old

Time Melodies in an Old Time Way." with vioiin.
guitar and banjo,

2126 CRUSE BROTHERS, in popular melodies and ditties,
2299 CUGAT. X. &. HIS GIGOLOS, in "A Spanish Ensem-

ble." Famous violinist in Spanish selections, assisted
by several talented musicians and dancers,

254 CUGAT. X. & CO.. in "By the Camp Fire," Caruso's
violin accompanist, his musicians and dancers in five
beautiful numbers,

2125 CUMMINGS. DON, the "drawing room roper," in a
lariat exhibition, accompanied by Vitaphone orchestra,

736 CUNNINGHAM &. BENNETT, popular singing compos-
ers, in three local numbers and an impersonation.

1039-40 CURTIS. BEATRICE, in "The Play Boy,"

D
1021 DALE. JAMES, in "Matinee Idle."
3676 DAVIS. FRANK, in "—And Wife." with Bemice Elliott—comedy angle on domestic relations.
509 D'ANGELO, LOUIS, assisting Giovanni Martinelli in the

duet from Act IV, of the opera "La Juive."
2968 DEIRO. GUIDO. famous piano-accordionist in two de-

lightful selections,
2702 DE LA PLAZA & JUANITA. in "Siesta Time," Fa-

mous tango artist and his company in thrilling dances
and some songs.

2542 DELF, HARRY, Broadway comedian, in songs and
comedy monologue.

2251 DELF. HARRY, in "Soup," which displays his remark-
able mimicry of a whole family eating soup.

2563-64 DELF. HARRY, in "Giving In," supported by Hedda
Hopper, directed by Murray Roth, An engaging playlet,

415 DE LUCA, GIGLI, TALLEY AND GORDON, in the
Quartet from "Rigoletto."

488 DE LUCA. GIUSEPPE, baritone of the Metropolitan
Opera, singing "Largo al Factotum" from "The Barber
of Seville."

518 DE LUCA. GIUSEPPE. & BENIAMINO GIGLI, in se-
lections from Act II. of the opera. "La Gioconda."

2290 DEMAREST, WILLIAM, in "Papa's Vacation," a riot-
ous comedy playlet by Hugh Herbert and Murray Roth.
Directed by Brvan Fov

2143 DEMAREST. WILLIAM, in "When the Wife's Away."
comedy playlet directed by Bryan Foy; with three songs.

2138 DEMAREST. WILLIAM, in "The Night Court." comedy
sketch directed by Bryan Foy

443 DE PACE. BERNARDO, wizard of the mandolin, in
four selections.

2609 DICKERSON. HOMER. "Broadway's Smart Musical
Comedy Star," in three songs,

912 DERICKSON AND BROWN, in "A Song Drama,"
Charles Derickson, dramatic tenor, and Burton Brown,
pianist, offer two selections.

864 DIAMOND. CARLENA, renowned harpist, dances, sings
and plays the harp,

565 DIPLOMATS, the "high-hat s.vncopators of jazz," in
four selections.

2122 DISKAY, JOSEPH, famous Hungarian tenor, concert
and radio artist, in two songs.

980 DIXON. JEAN, in "Two Rounds of Love," comedy with
.Tames Rennie,

2668 DONER, KITTY, in "A Bit of Scotch." Male imper-
sonations and sLx songs.

2669 DONER. KITTY, famous male impersonator, and two
assistaats in four songs.

734 DONOHUE, RED & U-NO, in "A Traffic Muddle."
Famous clown and his mule in a comedy skit.

2298 DONER, TED, dancing comedian and his Sunkist Beau-
ties, in a singing variety,

824 DOOLEY &. SALES, in "Dooley's the Name"; rollicking

repartee and laughable songs,
993 DOUGLAS, TOM, in "The Cheer Leader." drama of

college life,

2146 DOVES. THE TWO, in "Dark Days," comedy dialogue
and original songs.

2178 DOVES, THE TWO, in "Flying High." Blackface com-
edy of two aviators stranded at the North Pole.

2257 DOVES. THE TWO. in a comedy of two negroes In a
haunted house.

2127 DOWNING, HARRY & DAN. in "High Up and Low
Down": songs, laughs and female impersonations.

441 DOYLE. BUDDY, vaudeville's blackface comedian, in

three songs.
442 DOYLE, BUDDY, in three songs in blackface.
2889 DREYER. DAVE, in "Tin Pan Alley." Popular com-

poser in popular compositions of his own.
775 DUFFY & GLEASON, in "Fresh from HoUywood"; a

comedy skit with songs.
3900 DUGAN, TOM, in "She Who Gets Slapped"—comedy

of a husband who is afraid of his wife.

3883 DUGAN. TOM. and BARBARA LEONARD, in "Sur-
prise"—comedy.

2115 DUNCAN. HERRING & ZEH. popular California sing-

ers in solos, a duet and some trios.
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EDDY, HELEN JEROME, in "Niagara FaUs"—drama
in three scenes.
EDDY. HELEN JEROME, in "Christmas Knight"—
drama.
EDISON & GREGORY, in "The Two CoUege Nuts."
who extract music from saws, balloon tires and pumps.
EDWARDS. NEELY. &. LEW BRICE, in "The Window
Cleaners"—comedy of two warbling window washers
singing about their profession,
EDWARDS. NEELY, in "Her Relatives"-slapstick com-
edy of pesty in-laws who come to spend the evening and
stay a month.
EISMAN, RAY, in "The Little Artist," Clever child
entertainer in a song and dance recital,

ELLIOTT, BERNICE, in "—And Wife," comedy in
four scenes on domestic relations.
43 ELLIOTT. BERNICE, in "Reno or Bust"—a two-
reel farce comedy.
ELMAN, MISCHA, celebrated riolinlst, playing Dvorak's
"Humoresque" and Cossec's "Gavotte,"
ETTING, RUTH, assisted by Ohman & Arden—a novelty
presentation in three songs.
ETTING, RUTH, in "Broadway's Like That"—star of

"Whoopee." in a dramatic playlet with two songs.

2283 FASHION PLATES OF HARMONY, a quartet of dis-
tinctive concert voices in famous and original com-
positions,

3179-80 FERGUSON. HELEN, in "Finders Keepers." a two-
reel comedy drama from the pen of George Kelly.

2238 FERRIS. AUDREY, in "The Que.stion of Today." a
dramatic playlet.

1017 FIELDS. LEW. in "23—Skidoo."
1028 FIELDS, LEW, in "The Duel."
2147 FIELDS, SALLY, comedy entertainer, in "The Hostess."

a laughing sketch with songs.

2588 FIELDS & JOHNSTON, vaudeville headliners in a com-
edy skit. "Terry and Jerry."

920 FISHER &. HURST, in "Apartment Hunting," song and
dance.

434 FLEESON & BAXTER, of the vaudeville stage, in a
musical satire,

435 FLEESON & BAXTER, in "Song Pictures," a review
of popular melodies with Miss Baxter at the piano.

2581 FLIPPEN, JAY C, musical comedy and vaudeville star.
in a fast comedy skit. "The Ham What Ain,"

466 FLONZALEY QUARTETTE, worid's foremost stringed
instrument ensemble, now disbanded, playing Mendels-
sohn's "Canzonetta" and Pochon's "Irish Heel,"

467 FLONZALEY QUARTETTE, famous stringed ensemble,
playing Borodin's "Nocturne" and Mozart's "Minuet."

2281 FLORENTINE CHOIR, Italy's greatest ensemble of
choral voices, singing "Adoramus te Christe" and the
"Toreador Song" from the opera, "Carmen,"

2282 FLORENTINE CHOIR, oldest choral organization in the
world— more than 800 years old—singing. "Ninna, Nan-
na" and "Santa Lucia I^untana."

2839 FOLSOM. BOBBY, musical comedy actress in "A
Modern Priscilla." contrasting the Puritan Priscilla and
the same girl today.

788 FOLSOM, BOBBY, in "Typical Types"; Ziegfeld beauty
in songs and imitations.

3238-39 FORD, HARRISON, in "The Flattering Word." two
reels of clever comedy by George Kelly,

557 FORD, SENATOR, famous humorist and after-dinner
speaker, in an original monologue,

1018 FORD, WALLACE, in "Fore. "

973 FORD. WALLACE, in "Absent Minded." comedy of an
absent-minded youth.

1035 FOX, HARRY, in 'The Lucky Break."
1039-40 FOX. HARRY, in "The Play Boy."
2819 FOX, ROY, the whispering cornettist. in three selections

and two band numbers.
828 FOX. HARRY, &. HIS SIX AMERICAN BEAUTIES.

Musical comedy star and six chamber maids in a trav-
esty on the modern chorus girl.

829 FOX, HARRY. & BEE CURTIS, in "The Fox and the
Bee": clever chatter, songs and a dance interlude.

1012-13 FOY, EDDIE. JR.. in "Tlie Heart Breaker,"
2575-76 FOY. EDDIE, & BESSIE LOVE, in a clever playlet

of back-stage life. "The Swell Head," starring the
famous stage clown and the screen leading woman,

2579 FOY FAMILY, THE, in "Foys for .Toys." a satire on
talking motion pictures, with Eddie Foy's family, di-
rected by Bryan Foy.

2580 FOY FAMILY, THE, in "Chips of the Old Block,"
presents the children of the famous comedian, Eddie
Foy. in songs and dances and a monologue by Eddie
Foy, Jr,

2705 FRANKLIN. IRENE, famous American comedienne, sup-
ported bv .Terry Jarnigan. in three of his songs,

777 FRANKLIN. IRENE, stage artist, in a duo of song
ch.aracterizations,

2271 FREDA & PALACE, in "Bartch-a-Kalloop." their na-
tionally famous vaudeville act. Comio anti(^s and songs.

625 FREEMAN SISTERS, "Sunshine Spreaders from Roxy's
Gang," in popular selections with piano and ukulele,

1030 FRIGANZA, TRIXIE, in "Strong and Willing." Two
songs.

2791 FRIGANZA, TRIXIE, stage and variety star, in "My
Bag 0' Trix," with two songs,

1019-20 FRISCO, JOE, in "The Song Plugger," Two songs.

939 FRISCO, JOE, in "The Benefit," comed.v—three songs,

445 FROOS, SYLVIA, "The Little Princess of Songs," child
vaudeville headliner, in three songs,

446 FROOS, SYLVIA, clever child entertainer, in three songs.

2188 GABY. FRANK, popular ventriloquist, in "Tlie Tout."
a skit of comedy moments at the race track.

610 GALE BROS., juvenile comedians, in fast dancing and
song.

3825 GARON. PAULINE, in "Letters." a comedy of wife vs.

stenographer,
3336 GENTLE, ALICE, grand opera soprano, singing "Haba-

nera." from "Carmen."
2132 GIBSON. HOOT. TRIO, the Hawaiian Serenaders en-

gaged by Hoot Gibson, screen star, to play at his ranch
on ukuleles and steel guitars,

414 GIGLI, BENIAMINO. famous Metropolitan opera tenor,

in scenes from Act II. of Mascagni's opera, "Cavalleria
Rusticana."

415 GIGLI, GORDON, TALLEY AND DE LUCA, In the
Quartet from "Rigoletto."

498 GIGLI, BENIAMINO, celebivited tenor, in four songs in
English, French, Spanish and Italian,

499 GIGI, BENIAMINO, AND MARION TALLEY. in the
duet, "Verranno a Te Sull'Aura,

547 GIGLI, RANIAMINO, in selections from Act II. of

Ponchielli's opera, "La Gioconda,"
518 GIGLI & DE LUCA, in a scene from Act I. of Bizet's

opera, "The Pearl Fishers," accompanied by the Vita-
phone Symphony Orchestra.

2260 GILGERT. MASTER, sensational child artist from
vaudeville, in an unusual routine of songs and dances.

2338 GILLETTE. BOBBY, famous banjoist from the variety
stage, assisted by Doris Walker, radio and stage artist,

in four selections,
2107 GIVOT. GEORGE. PEARL LEONARD AND NINA

HINDS. "The College Boy" and "The Melody Girls."
in popular songs.

480 GLANVILLE. RUTH, America's premiere saxophonist, in
three selections,

3829 GLASS GASTON, in "South Sea Pearl," a Technicolor
romance of the South Seas, with Charlotte Merriam,

704 GOLDIE, JACK, in "The Ace of Spades." a fast singing
and chatter act, with the variety headliner in blackfaee.

832 GOTHAM RHYTHM BOYS, kings of harmony, in three
songs, directed by Murray Roth,

2670 GOTTLER, ARCHIE, famous song writer, in a melody
of t!ie songs which have made him celebrated,

562 GOULD. VENITA. famous impersonator of stars. In
impersonations of four stars in some of their songs.

4097-98 GRAHAM. EDDIE, in "An 111 Wind."
4168 GRAHAM. EDDIE, in "Twixt Love and Duty."
1037 GREEN, EDDIE, in "Temple Belles." Three songs.
2746 GREEN. JANE & CO., in "Singing the Blues." The

Broadway star in three numbers. I)irected by Bryan Foy.
2750 GREEN, JANE, "The Melody Girl," in three songs.
825 GREEN. CORA, the famous Creole singer, in three

negro songs.
830 GREEN, EDDIE, & CO.. of "Hot Chocolate." a Broad-

way negro musical comedy, in "Sending a Wire." a
comedy skit.
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3719 GREENWAY. ANN, in "And How," a tuneful singing
and dancing show in Technicolor.

2600 GREY, ANN, and her boy friends. In Are songs. Miss
Grey is a popular radio artist.

985 GROGAN, OSCAR, exclusive Columhia recording artist,
in Footnotes." a snappy song and dance number.

3278 GUZMAN, ROBERTO, Mexican tenor, in 'The Military
Post,'* sings two songs, with a picturesque backgroimd

in Technicolor.
3279 GUZMANN, ROBERTO, sings "La Paloma" and "Te

Quiere" in 'A Spanish Fiesta," filmed in Teclanicolor.

H
392 HACKETT, CHARLES, tenor of Chicago Civic Opera

Co., in two solos from "Eigoletto"—"Questa O Quella"
and "I,a Donna E Mobile."

552 HACKETT, CHARLES, noted tenor, sings, "Song of the
Nile," by Cadman, and the •'Song of India," hv
nimsky-Korsahow.

2379 HACKETT, CHARLES, noted tenor, assisted hv Joyce
Compton. in two numbers, "Who Is Sylvia?" and "Ser-
enade."

890 HACKETT, CHARLES, in two numbers, "I Looked Into
Tour Garden" and "I Heard You Singing."

916 HACKETT, CHARLES, in a concert recital of two
numbers, with Solon Albertini at the piano He sings.
"11 Mio Tesoro Infanto" and "O Paradise."

899-900 HACKETT, CHARLES, sings two scenes from
Faust." assisted by Chase Baromeo.

4209 HAGER, CLYDE, in "Eailroad Follies."
2319 HAINES, ROBERT, noted stage star, in "Ten Min-

utes." a gripping drama of a prisoner in the death cell.
2269 HALEY & McFADDEN, musical comedy and vaudeville

headliners, in "Haloyisms." witticisms and wise-cracks.
835 HALL. BILLY (SWEDE) & CO., in "Hilda." Hall

and his burlesque characterization of a Scandinavian
chambermaid.

873 HALLIGAN, WM. S, MARY MULHERN. in "Some-
where in .Tersey," a comedy directed bv Brvan Foy.

863 HALPERIN, NAN, noted star of stage and variety. In
comic character songs. Directed bv Murray Eoth.

740 HAMPTON HOPE, screen and opera star, in the fourth
act of Massenet's opera. "Manon."

536 HAPPINESS BOYS (Billy Jones and Ernest Hare), sing
four popular songs.

537 HAPPINESS BOYS, favorite radio stars, in four new
songs.

986 HARDIE, RUSSELL, the hit of the "Criminal Code."
in a one-reel drama titled "The No-Acccunt."

2262 HARRINGTON SISTERS, from "The Passing Show," in-
a Garden of songs.

783 HARIRS & RADCLIFFE, colored comics, in "At the
Party." with two songs.

1044 HARMON, JOSEPHINE, in "Harmonizing Songs." Three
songs

2757 HARRIS, VAL, & ANN HOWE, in "Fair Days." Val
Harris is a noted "rube" cflmedian.

2758 HARRIS. VAL, & ANN HOWE, in a comedy sketch.
"The Wild Westerner."

769 HAVEL, ARTHUR, & MORTON, of the msical comedy
-Stage, in a peppy nlavlet with songs. "Playmates."

761-2 HAYAKAWA. SESSUE S. CO.. in a two-reel dra-
matic Playlet. 'The Man Who Laughed Last."

2762 HAYNES, MARY, in her original sketch. "The Beauty
.''hop." with songs.

192 HAYS. WILL, President of Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, in an address welcoming
Vitaphnne to the motion picture industry.

512 HEARST NEWSPAPER RADIO KIDS, popular radio
youncsters in a song recital.

774 HEATHER. JOSIE, character comedienne, in three songs.
1047 HELLINGER. MARK, in "Kt the Kound T.ihle."
3413 HENDERSON, DICK, in "The Musio Shop." a recital

of snappy songs.
3280 HENDERSON. DICK, famous vaudeville comedian, in

"At the Church Festival," a peppy recital of songs and
icsts.

933 HENLERE. HERSCHEL, "The Madcap Musician," in a
musical novelty.

2517-18 HERBERT. HUGH, character comedian, in a sketch
of married life. "The Prediction."

2578 HERMAN. AL, blafkface comedian, in two songs.
4097. S8 HIRBARD EDNA, in An TU Wind "

715 HILLBILLIES, THE ORIGINAL, novel musical num-
hoTt hy plavers from the North Carolina hills.

760 HITCHCOCK. RAYMOND, noted musical comedy star,
in a monologtie. "An Evening at Home with Hitchie."

2110 HJLAN'S BIRDS. "Cockatoos at their Best," an im-
ii<nial b'rd act. Directed by Brvan Foy.

2753 HOLLINGSWORTH & CRAWFORD, "in a playlet of
familv life. "Bedtime."

42,30 HOUMAN, HARRY, in "The Big Deal."
954 HOLTZ. LOU, in "Idle Chatter." a hilarious mono-

logue bv famous Broadway comedian.
1047 HOPPER. DeWOLF, in "At thn Ttonnd Table."
763 HORLICK. HARRY, & GYPSIES, popular radio group,

in five songs.
2237 HORTON, EDWARD EVERETT, noted stage and screen

star, with Lois Wilson, in a plavlet. "Miss Information."
4168 HOWARD, ESTHER, in Twixt I,ove and Dutv."
4240 HOWARD, ESTHER, in "Who's the Bos-;."
2596 HOWARD. JOSEPH E., composer of musical comedies,

in a recital of his own songs.
962 HOWARD, LORRAINE, & FLORENCE NEWTON, in

Wedding Bells." a song burlesque of modem matri-
mony.

349 HOWARD. WILLIE &. EUGENE, musical comedy stars,
in a comedy sketch titled "Between the Acts of the
OpfTi."

543 HOWARD, WILLIE &. EUGENE, stage stars, !n a
crirnr-rtv sketch. "Pals."

572 HOWARD. WILLIE & EUGENE, In a comedy sketch
with songs.

722-23 HOWARD. WILLIE & EUGENE. In "The Musio
>f3kers." a two-reel comedy directed by Bryan Fov.

750-51 HOWARD. WILLIE /k EUGENE, in' a dramatic
playlet, ""Mv People." directed bv Brvan Fov.

972 HOYT. WAITE. *• J. FRED COOTS, the boy wonder of
iMseball. In "A Battery of Songs."

2837 HUGHES &. PAM, In "The Fall Guv, a sketch in which
Bav TTnvhes sines and does his comedy falls.

850 HUNTER, FRANK & CO., in "Moving Day," a com-
edv. with th" well-known Broadway merrymaker.

2180 HURLEY. PUTNAM & SNELL, popular song trio. In
Jazz and romfdv songs.

867 HURST 6. VOGT. vaudevlUe players, in a comedy skit
entitled "Before the Bar."

2247 HYAMS &. McINTYRE. stage and screen plaTets. In a
short satire. "All In Fun."

22S4 HYMAN, JOHNNY. In "Playing Pranks with Webster,"
'n which he writes words, breaks them Into syllables.

2572 INGENUES THE girls' orchestra from Zlegfeld "Fol-
Ik-s." In four numbers.

2573 INGENUES. THE, five orchestra selections
4180 IRVING, WILLIAM, In "Ginsberg of Newbcrg."
4139 IRVING, WILLIAM, In "Won to T>osc."

2555 IRWIN, CHARLES, "the debonair humorist" of variety
-rtaBe, In a comedy monologue.

3359 JANIS, ELSIE, musical comedy star, in four of her
popular songs.

901 JANS & WHALEN, "Two Good Boys Gone Wrong," a
presentation of spicy songs, tricl^y steps, and irrepressi-
ble wit.

534 JESSEL, GEORGE, in a comedy, monologue and solo,
"A Few Minutes with George Jessel."

355 JESSEL, GEORGE, stage star, in a comedy monologue,
"At Peace with the World."

535 JESSEL, GEORGE, in a comedy skit, "A Theatrical
Booking OfBce."

566 JEMIMA, AUNT, "the original funny flour-maker," with
Art Sorenson at the piano, in five songs.

869 JOHNSTON, GRACE, and the Indiana Five In yocal
and orchestra selections, directed by JIurray Both.

735 JUNE, English musical comedy star, in two songs.

K
560 KAUFMAN, IRVING & JACK, harmony songsters, in

three selections.
849-50 KEANE, ROBERT EMMETT, stage star. In a playlet,

"Gossip."_
EMMETT, & CLAIRE WHIT-
comedy of humorous situations

921-22 KEANE, ROBERT
NEY, in "Boom 909,'
and flip cracks.

907 KEATING, FRED, in "Illusions"; the famous magldan
performs some of his adept magical feats.

4200 KENT, BILLY, in "Dining Out."
1044 KING. JACK, !n "Harmonizing Snnss."
2650 KJERULF'S MAYFAIR QUINTETTE, consisting of

three harpers, violinist and a vocalist, in three uTimbers.
826 KLEE, MEL, known as "The Prince of Wails," In

blackface monologue and song, directed by Murray Both.
981 KNAPP, EVALYN, in "System," a humorous satire on

modem business methods.
515 KOUNS, NELLIE & SARAH, concert sopranos, slnghig

"Ija Paloma" and "Swiss Echo Duet."
847 KRAFT & LAMONT. rope thrower and his partner. In

"Barin' to Go." Director, Murrav Both.
2737 KREMER & BOYLE, stage comedians, in a skit. "Idle

Chatter."
475 KREMER, ISA, famotis interpreter of baUad and folk

songs, in three numbers.
984 KUZNETZOFF AND NICOLINA, popular concert artists,

in "A Bussian Ehapsody," four songs.
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LADOUX. GENE, in "The Body Slam"
-905 LAHR. BERT, in "Faint Heart." Two reels of
fast and furious comedy.
LAKE. ALICE, in "Dining Out."
LAMBERT, EDDIE, in "Ginsberg of Newberg."
LAMRERT, EDDIE, in "The Body Slam."
LAMBERT, FDDIF. in "Won to Lose."
LAMBERT, EDDIE, famous concert pianist, in four
selections.
-96 LANE. LUPINO, in "Evolution of the Dance"; two-
reel Technicolor revue.
LANG & HEALY, in "Who's Who." riotous comedy.
LA RUE. GRACE, musical comedy star. In two songs.
LA VALLES, THE, in a Spanish serenade, a group of
Spanish songs.
LEE KIDS, the famous movie children. Jane and Kath-
erine. Two songs.
LE NARR, ADELE, "the wonder Md in vaudevlUe,"
singing and dancing.
LEWIS, BERT, Broadway comedian. In three songs,
LEWIS, BERT, new selections of three comic ones.
LEWIS, FLO, Broadway comedienne; in a humorous
sketch. "Give Us a Lift."
LEWIS, JOE, night club favorite, in four songs.
LEWIS, MARY, grand opera star, singing "Dixie" and
"Carry Me Back to Old Virginny," with male choras
singing "Swing Along, Sue."
LEWIS, MITCHELL, stage and screen star, in a dra-
matic playlet, "The Death Ship."
LIGHTNER, WINNIE, musical comedy and screen star,

in three comic songs.
LIGHTNER, WINNIE, "Broadway's Tomboy," In three
of her inimitable comedy songs.
LIPTON AND TERRILL. Five song numbers, with
Lipton imitating all kinds of musical instruments.
LITTLE BILLY, in "The Head of the Family," comedy
behind the scenes of a traveling circus. The most famous
midget in the leading role.

•63 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN, in "His Big Ambition."
4100 LITTLEFIELD. LUCIEN. In "Out for Game."
.01 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN, "The Potters" in "Getting
a Baise," adapted from J. P. McEvoy's newspaper
stories.
28 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN, "The Potters," the second
of the J. P. McEvoy newspaper stories, "At Home."
82 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN, "The Potters" in "Done
in Oil." third of the series.

84 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN, "The Potters" In "Pa Gets
a Vacation."
10 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN, "The Potters." in "Big
Money." This time Pa Potter is the tliird in a love
triangle.
LOBO—the dog of dogs, in a flash novelty.
LODER, LOTTI, in "Lonely Gigolo." "The Girl from
Vienna" in a gorgeous Technicolor flash.

LOFTUS. CECILIA, noted stage star, in "Famous Im-
personations."
LOOM IS TWINS, vaudeville child entertainers, in three
songs.
•98 LORCH. THEODORE, in "An 111 Wind."
•6 LOVE, BESSIE, AND EDDIE FOY, in a two-reel
comedy playlet. "The Swell Head."
LOVE, MONTAGU, stage and screen star, in "Character
Studies."
LOWRY, ED, "the happy jester." In three song selections.
LYDELL AND HIGGINS, in their popular rustic act,
"A Friend of Father's."
LYONS, AL. AND FOUR HORSEMEN, introducing the
rioted accordionist and his three accompanists In "Mu-
sical Melange."
LYONS, JIMMY, varieties "general of hilarity," In an
amusing monologue OD war and statesmen.
LYONS, JIMMY, in a monologue packed with satire.
LYTELL, BILLY, AND TOM FANT, in "Two of a
Kind." Song and dance.

M

2111 MARSHALL, S. L, &. THREE BAD BOYS, the "sUver
voiced American soprano" and "the Hollywood enter-
tainers." in three songs, directed by Bryan Foy.

1024 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, grand opera star in two
songs from Scene I. Act rv, of "Alda."

198 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, fam.ous tenor of Metropoli-
tan Opera Co., singing an aria, "Vestl la Giubba"
from "I Pagliacci"

204 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, grand opera star, singing
"Celeste Aida" from Verdi's opera, "Aida."

474 MARTINELLI & JENNIE GORDON, in a scene from
Act II. of Bizet's Carmen."

509 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, assisted by D'Angelo, basso,
in a duet from Act IV. of the opera, "La Juive."

510 MARTINELLI GIOVANNI, in the aria, "Va Proncer
Ma Mort" from Act IV. of the opera, "La Juive."

943 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, in selections from "Mar-
tha." assisted by Livia Marracci, soprano.

944 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, in arias from "H Trova-
tore," assisted hv Livia Marracci,

953 MARTINELLI GIOVANNI, singing "Celeste Aida,"
from Verdi's opera, "Aida," assisted by Adam Didur,
basso.

974 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, in the prison scene from
Grounod's "Faust."

2731 MAUG HAN, DORA, star of the English music haUs, In
The Bad, Bad Woman." She sings three songs.

2732 MAUGHAN, DORA, in song impressions, assisted by
Walter Fehl, tenor.

492 MARVIN, JOHNNY, musical comedy and phonograph
star, in four popular songs.

961 MASON, HOMER, AND MARGUERITE KEELER, In
"Jloney. Money, Money," a hilarious comedy of a too-
rich pair.

951 MAY. JOE, AND DOROTHY OAKS, in "A Perfect
Understanding." an offering of snappy Jokes and songs.

2339 MAYER & EVANS, "The Cowboy and His Girl." In a
n6W S6l6CtiOIl.

2336 MAYER & EVANS, in a comedy sMt with songs.
728 MAY HEW, STELLA, musical comedy star, in songs,
965 MAYOR, LEW, in "Gym Jams," a novel exhibition by

the ace juggler.
2239 McAVOY, MAY, screen star, in a comedy. "Smmy

California." with Bichard Carle in the cast.
2169 McINTOSH, BURR, stage and screen star, in his own

dramatic plavlet. "Non-Support."
708 McKAY AND ARDINE. popular variety team, in a fast

comedv. "Back from Abroad."
423 McKEE, MARGARET, the famous whistler, in a whist-

ling and singing number.
946 McLALLEN. JACK AND SARAH, in a wise-oracMng

skit, "Oh, Sarah."
2694 McLEOD, TEX, premiere rope spinner, in a singing and

lariat-throwing act.
lOOO McWILLIAMS. JIM, In "Grand Uproar."
612 MERLE TWINS, syncopating songsters, in three popular

numbers.
4035 MERRIAM. CHARLOTTE, in "BridM Night."
2593 MEYERS AND HANFORD, "The Arkansas Travelers,"

in barefoot dancing and down-south songs.
3190 MIDDLETON, CHAS, B., in "The Frame," a gripping

3740 MIDDLETON, CHAS. B., in "Christmas Knight," a
novel drama with a powerful pundi.

2263 MILJAN. JOHN, screen star, in a comedy sketch with
songs. "His Night Out."

623 MILLER AND FARREL, poptilar entertainers with
mandolin and miniature piano, in three selections.

862 MILLER AND LYLES, negro comedians, in a comedy
skit, "Tliey Know Their (3roceries," directed by Bryan
Foy.

879 MILLER AND LYLES, in a comedy skit with song,
"Harlem Knights."

923 MILLER AND LYLES, in "The Midnight Lodge," a
comedv sketch with a song.

881 MILLER, EDDIE. "The One Man Quartette," one man
singing a quartette arrangment of popular songs.

619 MONTGOMERY. HARRY. "The Humorologist." present-
ing •! comedy of words in monologue.

519 MOORE. FLORENCE, & LT. GITZ RICE, "Broadway
comedienne and soldier-composer." in two songs.

963 MOORE. CLARENCE, presenting "Lobo—the Dog of
Dogs." in an exhibition of canine intelligence.

884 MORAN. EDDIE. AND HIS ORCHESTRA. "Shake It
Up." in a snappy offering of three popular songs.

2297 MORAN. POLLY, screen comedienne, in a monologue
with songs.

4209 MORGAN. GENE, in "T('>il'-oad Follies"
712 MORGAN. JIM AND BETTY, vaudeville headliners. In

"Songs As Tou Like Them."
3988 MORGAN. PHIL, AND HEINE CONKLIN, In "Duck-

ing Dutv." a comedy skit of doughboy life.

2199 MORRISON, ALEX, famous trick golfer, and a clever
comedv act. "Lesson in Golf."

485 MORRISSEY AND MILLER, ponpiar vaudeville team,
in "The Morrissev and Miller Vitanhone Bevue."

2293 MORRISSEY AND MILLER NIGHT CLUB, a varied
revue with songs and monologue.

1004 MORSE. LEE. in 'The Mn=ic Racket."
490 MOSCOW ART ENSEMBLE, famous group of Russian

singers in New York. In a dancing and singing offer-

ing. "A Russian Wedding Celebration."
608 MOULAN, FRANK, musical comedy star. In thres

songs.
2695 MOUNTED POLICE QUINTETTE, offering characteristic

songs in "The Northern Patrol."
873 MULHERN, MARY, AND WM. HALLIGAN, in a com-

edv skit. "Somewhere in Jersey." Directed by Bryan
Foy.

' " 'The Collegiate Model." One

'The Sen'ant Problem "

VERE. accordionist and girl Iml-

617 MAC GREGOR, BOB. radio Scotch comedian. In comedy
monologue and songs.

613 MAC GREGOR. KNIGHT, musical comedy and concert
baritone, In three .songs. Including "On the Road to
Mandalav,"

2795 MACK AND PURDY, variety headliners. In a parade
of f.iit chatter, "An Everyday Occurrence,"

716 MARCELLE. MISS, singing sculhcm s.vncopated songs.
Dirrftnr, I!ry:in Foy.

2741 MARLOWE AND JORDAN. English music hall favorites,

in Songs and Impressions."

1007-08 MUNSON, ONA,
song.

4140 MURRAY, JOHN T.
2108 MURRAY AND LA

tator, in songs and accordion solos,

849 MURRAY. JOHN T., & VIVIEN OAKLAND, screen and
stage players. In "Satires."

889 MURRAY, JOHN T., & VIVIEN OAKLAND, in a bur-
lesque murder trial, "The Hall of Injustice."

3873 MURRAY. JOHN T.. & VIVIEN OAKLAND, In a
comedy skit, "Who Pays."

2256 MUSSER. CLAIR OMAR, world's foremost marlmba-
phonist, in three selections.

N
2190 NAVARRA. LEON, talented piano player, in classical

and jazz tunes.
2116 NAZARRO. CLIFF. AND TWO MARJORIES. Nazarro

gives a number of piano selections, while the Two Mar-
jories sing negro spirituals.

719 NEAL SISTERS, vaudeville headliners, in a singing
act, "Blondes That Gentlemen Prefer."

2548 NELSON, EDDIE, AND COMPANY, in a comedy sHt,
"Stop and (3o."

2296 NEWELL. BILLY AND ELSA, "Those Hot Tamales"
of vaudeville. In a comic song number.

2766 NEWHOFF AND PHELPS, varietv favorites in an
original sketch with songs. "Cross Words."

870 NICHOLS. "RED," & HIS FIVE PENNIES, In three
samnles of shivering syncopation.

2662 NORMAN, KARYL, the famous "Creole Fa.shlon Plate."
In "Types." He gives his famous female impersona-
tions, and sings.

2663 NORMAN, KARYL, In "Silks and Satins." further
female impersonations and songs.

2756 NORTH, JACK, banjo wizard, in "The Ban-Jokester.

"

2707 NORWORTH, JACK, stage and variety matinee Idol, In
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three songs.
1014 NORWORTH, MR. AND MRS. JACK, In "The

787 NO°RWORTH, MR. & MRS. JACK, in "Odds and Ends,"
peopy natter, with, several of Norworth's songs.

2289 NOTRE DAME GLEE CLUB, popular collegiate glee
club; semi-classical and collegiate songs.

, playlet by Jack Lait, "lead,

"The Eternal Triangle." Novel

o
4140
349

3873
429

+30
2607-

842

838

838

895

978

553

3781

2119

2710

950

OAKLAND, VIVIEN, in "The Servant Problem."
OAKLAND, VIVIEN, AND JOHN T. MURRAY, stage
and screen pla.vers, in "Satires."
OAKLAND AND MURRAY, in a burlesuue murder
trial. "The Hall of Injustice."
OAKLAND AND MURRAY, in "Who Pays," a comedy.
OAKLAND, WILL, popular radio tenor, in three selec-
tions.
OAKLAND, WILL, in four songs.
08 OBER, ROBERT, stage and film star, in a two-reel
playlet. "A Hegular Business Man."
O'BRIEN, NEIL, AND JAMES J, CORBETT, famous
minstrel and the former heavyweight champion, in com-
edy chatter.
O'CONNELL, HUGH, in a newspaper comedy. "The
Familiar Face."
O'CONNELL, HUGH, in a newspaper playlet, "The
Interview."
O'CONNELL, HUGH, in third newspaper series, "Dead
or Alive."
O'CONNELL, HUGH, in "Find the Woman," another
of the newspaper series comedy.
OHMAN AND ARDEN, "the piano duetists," in three
selections.
O'MALLEY, PAT, in "The People Versus," dramatic
playlet.
O'NEIL AND VERMONT, famous blackface comedians,
in two songs.
ORTH, FRANK, in "Meet the Wife," an original one-
act play.
OSTERMAN, JACK, in "TaU;ing It Over," male vocal
two songs.

2246 PADDEN. SARAH, stase star, in "The Eternal Bar-
rier." a dramatic monologue.

2268 PADDEN, SARAH, in a plavlet entitled "Souvenirs."
746 PAINTER. ELEANOR, musical comedy star, in three

songs.
794 PALM BEACH FOUR, Night Club Quartet, in songs.

4240 PANGBORN. FRANKLIN, in "Who's the Boss?"
3674-75 PANGBORN, FRANKLIN, in "Poor Aubrey," com-

edy playlet based on the play, "The Show-off."
3942.43 PANGBORN, FRANKLIN, In "Heno or Bust," a

two-reel farce comedy.
2883 PARAGONS, THE, in an atmospheric presentation with

songs, "In the Tropics."
928 PAULO, PAQUITA & CHIQUITA, in romantic tunes

of Spain and Mexico.
2103 PEABODY, EDDIE, in "Banjoma nia. " Five selections.
2539 PEABODY, EDDIE, banjoist, and his partner, Jimmie

Maisel. in "In a Music Shop."
2560 PEABODY, EDDIE, king of banjo players, with his

partner. Jimmie Maisel, in five selections.
3641 PENNINGTON, ANN, in "HeUo, Baby," "Technicolor

flash.

4168 PERCIVAL, WALTER, in "Twist Tx)ve and Duty."
940 PERFECT, ROSE, in "The Girt With the Golden Voice,"

prima donna of George White's Scandals; sings three
songs.

815 PETERSON, CHARLES C, billiard champion, in an
exhibition of fancy shots.

917 PICON. MOLLY, comedienne. Two songs.
3816 PLANTATION TRIO, in "The Land of Harmony." Four

songs.
2320 POLICE QUARTET, four singing cops from Hollywood,

in four selections
2554 POLLARD, DAPHNE, English comedienne, in an act

for which she is internationally famous, "Wanted—

a

Man."
2567 POLLARD, DAPHNE. English comedienne, in a comedy

sketch. "Cleo to Cleopatra."
3800-01 POTTERS, THE, in "Getting a Raise," first of the

Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

3827-28 POTTERS, THE, in "At Home," second of the
Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

3881-82 POTTERS, THE, in "Done in Oil." third of the
Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

3883-84 POTTERS, THE, in "Pa Gets a Vacation," fourth
of the Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy
newspaper stories.

4009-10 POTTERS, THE, in "Big Money," fifth of the
Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

841 PRICE. GEORGIE, stage star in 'TJon't Get Nervous."
Two songs.

2106 PRIOR, ALLAN, Australian tenor, musical comedy star,
in two songs.

4093 PROUTY. JED. in "No Questions Asl^ed."
1007-08 PRYOR, ROGER, in "The CoUegiate Model."
2101 PULLMAN PORTERS, THOSE, "Kings of Harmonv,"

in a selection of songs.
2128 PURSELL, JUNE, "Hollywood's radio girl," in three

songs.

2574 QUILLAN, EDDIE, AND FAMILY, in "A Little Bit of
Everything." Two songs.

R
524 RAISA, ROSA, & GIACOMO RIMINI, in a duet from

Act IV. of Verdi's "II Trovatore."
2545 RAISA, ROSA, opera star, in two popular pieces,

"Good-bye" and "Eli Eli."
2546 RAISA, ROSA, singing "Plasir d'Armour" and "La

Paloma.
2900 RANGERS. THE, in "After the Round-Up," a cowboy

carnival with songs.
33^ RATOFF, GREGORY, in "For Sale." Comedy.
2356 RAWLINSON, HERBERT, screen star in a monologue.
530 RECORD BOYS, THE, "the radio winners," presenting

popular and comedv songs.
531 RECORD BOYS, THE, in a second group of popular

and comedy songs
2748 REDMOND & WELLS, In "The Gyp," a satire on fake

fortune telling.
2628 REGAN, JOSEPH, America's foremost Irish tenor, in

three songs.
980 RENNIE, JAMES, in "Two Hounds of Love." Comedy

of a scrappily married stage pair.
482 REVELERS, THE, radio and phonograph artists, in

three harmony numbers.
483 REVELERS, THE, radio and phonograph artists in

three harmony numbers.

^^H 515^' PAN NY, vaudevUle headllner, in character songs.
519 RICE. LT. GITZ, AND FLORENCE MOORE, in comedy

monologue and songs.
2279 RICE, IRENE, screen star, in dramatic playlet, "The

Beast."

2368 RICH. IRENE, i

Kindly light."
4033 RICH, LILLIAN,

playlet.
2270 RICHARDSON, FRANK, the "joyboy of song." in a

program of popular song hits.
2329 RICHARDSON, FRANK, in a program of varied mod-

em times.
3799 RICHMOND, WARNER, in "Vengeance." Dramatic

playlet of a trio of circus dare-devils.
2248 RICHARD, VERNON, in "The Hunt," offering several

hunting songs.
2277 RICHARD, VERNON, in "In the Mines." Richard and

the Black Diamond Four in a selection of songs.
415 RIGOLETTO QUARTET, from "Rigoletto." with Ben-

iamino Gigli, Jeanne Gordon, Marion Talley, Giuseppe
De Luca.

524 RIMINI, GIACOMA, & ROSA RAISA, opera stars, sing-
ing duet from Act IV. of Verdi's opera ."II Trovatore."

2267 RIN-TIN-TIN, dog start of the films, and his master.
Lee Duncan. Rinty performs some of his tricks, flash-
backs showing scenes from some of his pictures.

1005 RIPLEY. ROBERT L., in "Believe It or Not,"
813 ROBERTSON, GUY, in "Highwater." a song-poem of

the southland.
2550 ROGERS. CHARLES, in a light comedy satire, "The

Movie-man."
2541 ROGERS. CHARLES, in his popular vaudeville comedy,

"The Ice-man."
420 ROLLICKERS, THE, harmony singing quartet, with

piano accompaniment.
421 ROLLICKERS. THE, harmony ciuarter. Two numbers.
516 ROSELLE & MACK, songs and dances.
558 ROSENBLATT. CANTOR. JOSEPH, most famous singer

of Hebrew chants, singincr "Omar Rabbi Elosor."
2203 ROSENBLATT. CANTOR, JOSEPH, and male choir,

singing "Hallelujah."
910 ROSENER. GEORGE, in "The Fallen Star." Drama

Characterization of a fallen star.

1007-08 ROSENTHAL. HARRY, in "The Collegiate Model."
2348 ROWLAND. ADELE. jazz singer and musical comedy

star, in "Stories in Songs."
2539 RUBIN, BENNY, stage comedian, in monologue and

songs.
2790 RUBIN, JAN, violin virtuoso, assisted by Vernon

Richard. Iri^h tenor, and Monn Content, in three songs.
2568-69 RUGGLES. CHARLES, & CO., stage star, in a play-

let. "Wives, Etc."
1047 RUNYON. DAmoN. in ••.^t ti<p Round T.ible."
726 RYAN. DOROTHY. A ROSETTE, in ,a charming song

act. "Mirth and Melodv."
874 RYAN. COLETTA. & DUKE YELLMAN. in "Song-

olotry." songs and piano numbers.
1029 RYAN & LFE, in "4 TeneTnpnt Tn-ele."
998 RYAN, BEN. A HENRIETTE LEE, in "Websterian

students." Comedy.

2160 SARIN. FRANK &. TEDDY, vaudeville headliners. In
pronram of songs.

733 SANDERSON. JULIA, & FRANK CRUMIT. famous
musical comedy team, in a song program. "Words of
Love."

9IE SflMTLEY, ZELDA, in "Little Miss Ever\'bodv." SLx
numbers.

424 SCHEPP, REX, famous banjoist, in a program of his
own conception.

745 SCHMELING. MAX. German heavyweight champion.
disnlavs his pusrilistio skill

379 SCHUMANN-HEINK, MME„ opera star, sings "Danny
Bnv." "Rosarv" and "Stille Nacht."

521 SEDANO- CARLOS, famous concert vir>iinist. in Soanish
dances. Mozart's "Minuet" and Beethoven's "Turkish
March."

796 SEDLEY, ROY. & HIS NIGHT CLUB REVUE; catchy
ttin^s, neppv dnn-^ing and rollicking comedv.

548 SEELEY. BLOSSOM, stage and variety star, in a pro-
f^rnm of songs.

495 SEGAL, VIVIENNE, &. JOHN CHARLES THOMAS,
musicaT cnT^^dy star and the Arneri'-an baritone, in
"Win Yon Rpmember Me?" from "Mavtime."

2814 RERFNADERS. THE, in red hot comedy, presenting a
dnnble Qunrfet of male voices.

1027 SHAW AND LEE, in "Going Places." Song and

song program.
Faithful." Comedy

"Ducks and

r'nn'^ing.

known as the "Beau Brummels,' In

in "colored synco-

American violinist,

in G Major" and
Lark."

2686 SHAW &. LEE
two songs.

1012-13 SHEA. OLIVE, in "The Heart Br-a'-er "

713 SHELLEY. FRANCES, leading lady of "Rain or Shine,"
in two songs.

846 SHELLEY. FRANCES, AND FOUR ETON BOYS, stage,
radio and night club entertainer, assisted by a male
quartet in three songs. Directed by Murray Roth.

819 SILK, FRANK X., burlesque tramp comedian in a
monologue of songs.

752 SINCLAIR & LA MARR, two wise-cracking ladies from
vaudeville, in "In at the Seashore."

463 SISSLE & BLAKE, international stars of syncopation,
in three ditties.

464 SISSLE & BLAKE, well-known song writers and en-
t-^rtainers, in their version of the "Big Parade."

302 SMECK, ROY, "the wizard of the strings," in "His
Pastimes," popular solos on Hawaiian guitar and ukelele.

394 SMITH. JACK, the whispering baritone of radio and
vaudeville fame, in comedv and popular songs.

817 .<?MITH. KATE, songbird of the South, singing two
"hot" songs.

2109 SNOWDEN. CAROLYNNE & CO.,
nation." with dance orchestra.

438 SPALDING, ALBERT, renowned
plays Chopin's "Nocturne No. 12
Franz Schubert's "Hark. Hark, the

439 SPALDING, ALBERT,, two violin solos, "Gypsy Airs,
bv Sarasate, and "Souvenir," bv Drdla.

801 SPALDING, ALBERT, playing his own composition,
"Alabama." and Chopin's "Valse in G Flat."

798 SPALDING. ALBERT, playing Mozart's "Minuet in D,"
and Kreisler's "Leibesfreud."

797 SPALDING. ALBERT, plays on the violin "Ave Maria"
and "Waltz in A."

799 SPALDING. ALBERT, in two sparkling violin solos,

"Traumerei" and "Romanza Andalura,"
800 SPALDING. ALBERT, great American violinist, playing

"Liebeslied" and "Cavarina."
484 STANBURY & GAMBARELLI. "the Doug and Gamby"

of the Roxv Gang, in a program of songs and dance.
861 STANBURY. DOUGLAS, &. HIS VETERANS, singing

"I'm Marching Home to Tou."
918 STANBURY, DOUGLAS, in "Pack Up Tour Troubles,"

singing five numbers.
714 STANLEY &. GINGER, a variety song and dance team,

in "A Few Absurd Moments."
2586 STANTON, VAL & ERNIE, variety and musical comedy

comedians, in a comedv sketch, "Cut Yourself a Piece
of Cake."

2587 STANTON, VAL & ERNIE, in an act in which they
have appeared on the stage, "English as She is Not
Spoken."

4140 STAUBER. MARY, in "The Servant Problem."
2349 STOLL. FLYNN & CO.. the jazz-mania quintet. In a

program of soncs.
2783 STONE, IRENE, musical comedy star, in "Songs as

You Like Them."
929 SUMMERS AND HUNT, in "Some Pumpkins." Bam

dance. Two songs.
539 SUNSHINE BOYS, in a group of songs.

540 SUNSHINE BOYS, radio stars in
3334 SWEET. BLANCHE, in "Always

drama.
2544 SWOR, BERT, musical comedy star.

Deducts."
2543 SWOR, BERT, in his famous comedy sketch,

ful Sermon."
731 SYNCO, PETS. THE FOUR, variety artists in a semi-

classical instrumental number. "Musical Moments."

"A Color-

415 TALLEY. GIGLI. DE LUCA & GORDON, in quartet
from "Rigoletto."

499 TALLEY, MARION. &. BENIAMINO GIGLI. in a duet
from Act I. of the opera. "Lucia Di Lammermoor."

767 TATE, HARRY, famous comedian of the London music
halls, in a laughable skit, "The Patent OfHce."

754-55 TATE, HARRY, English comedian in a comedy
sketch, "Motoring."

2666-67 TERRY, ETHEL GRAY, dramatic sketch, "Sharp
Tools."

41 THOMAS, JOHN CHARLES, American baritone, singing
the prologue to "I Pagliaci."

493 THOMAS, JOHN CHARLES, baritone of the musical
comedy stage, singing "Danny Deever" and "In the
Gloaming."

495 THOMAS, J. C, AND VIVIENNE SEGAL, in a duet,
"Will You Remember Me?" from "Maytime."

827 THOMAS, QUINTETTE, NOMAN, in "Harlem Ma-
nia," negro songs and dances.

955 TIMBERG, HERMAN, in comedy songs and dances, in
"The Love Boat."

2755 TIMBLIN AND RAYMOND. vaudevUle headliners. in
"A Pair of Aces." Sing three songs.

955 TIMBERG. SLIM, in "Revival Davs," a colored comedy.
784 TINY TOWN REVUE, "Pageant" of the LilUputians,"

clever dancing and singing by midgets.
766 TISDALE. CLARENCE, a negro tenor, in southern songs,
992 TOLER, SIDNEY, in -The Devil's Parade."
897-98 TOLER. SIDNEY, in a burlesque on the old-time

melodramas, "In the Nick of Time."
1036 TRACY, SPENCER, in "The Hard Guy."
936 TRAHAN, AL, vaudeville and musical comedy feature,

in "The Musicale," songs and patter.
940 TRAPS, BUDDY, marvel drummer in "Sound Effects,"

2105 TRIGG & MAXWELL, in "hot songs" and hot fingers.
909 TRUEMAN, PAULA, in "A Glimpse of the Stars," in

which she impersonates famous stage and screen stars.

2359 TUMANOVA. RENEE & CO.. "three Russian gypsies."
famous all over Europe, in a program of songs.

u
2758 ULIS & CLARK, musical comedy stars, in a sketch

with songs. "In Dutch."
479 USHER, MAY, vaudeville comedian, in "Lyrics of Life."
503 UTICA JUBILEE SINGERS, negro spiritual singers, in

a program of Southern plantation songs.

395 VAN & SCHENCK, stage and vaudeville
&ram of songs.

465 VAN &. SCHENCK, famous radio and
a group of popidar songs,

904 VARSITY THREE, THE (Babe, Bob &
in "Blue Streaks of Rhythm," songs and

717 VELIE, JAY. musical comedy tenor, in
Songs."

2784 VELIE, JAY, in a group of songs.
718 VELIE. JAY. in songs of love.

4036 VERNON, BOBBY, in "Cry Baby."
2815 VERNON. HOPE, variety star, in a

songs and imitation of violin sounds.
709 VIOLINSKY. SOL, eccentric composer

star, who plays the piano and violin
Pour selections.

stars, in a pro-

stage stars, in

•Tack Hauser),
dances.
"A Journey of

group of four

and vaudeville
simultaneously.
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2538
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WALDRON, JACK, talented stage actor in a song
number, "A Little Breath of Broadway."
WALTHALL, HENRY B., famous screen star—the Little
Colonel of the screen epic, "Birth of a Nation"—in a
dramatic playlet, "Retribution."
WALTHALL, HENRY B., in a crook drama. "The
Pay Off."
WARD, FANNIE, perennial flapper of the English and
American stage, in "The Miracle Woman."
WARD, SOLLY, vaudeville and stage headUner, in one
of his best known comedy sketches, "At the Party,"
WATSON, BOBBY, in "The Baby Bandit."
WASHBURN, BRYANT, in "Christmas Knight," a
novel drama.
WASHBURN, BRYANT, in a human interest drama,
"Niagara Falls."
WATSON. BOBBY, in a Technicolor musical, "Contrary
Mary."
WATSON, BOBBY, in a domestic comedy. "Maid's
Night Out."
WAi'SON. FANNY & KITTY, in "Bigger and Better."
harmonizing in popular song numbers.
WATTS AND GILBERT, "the talking violin and blues
singers." Bobby Gilbert plays the violin, while Wade
Watts croons the blues.
WEBB, CLIFTON, in George S. Kaufman's "The Still

Alarm."
WEBER AND FIELDS, famous musical comedy stars,

in "Mike and Meyer."
WELLMAN AND RUSSELL, in the "Sweet Long Ago,"
a picturesque offering of colonial costumes and old-time
tunes and modem rielodies.
WELLS. GIL, popular blues singer, in three of his

latest songs.
WERRENRASH, REINALD, famous baritone, singing
"On the Road to Mandalay." and "Duna."
WERRENRATH, REINALD, American baritone, singing
"Long, Long Trail" and "Heart of a Rose."
WEST. PAT & MIDDIES, syncopated blues players, in

a lively program.
WEST, ARTHUR PAT, in "Russian Arotmd." Four
songs.
WEST. ARTHUR, PAT, in a singing atmospheric com-
edy, "Ship Ahoy."
WESTON *. LYONS, in a "Bowery Bouncer and His
Belle." Apache dances and songs.
WHEELER. BERT, stage star, in a comedy of theatrical
life. "Small Timers."
WHITE. EDDIE, variety and musical comedy star. In
a monologue with songs, "I Thank Tou."
WHITING AND BURT, in "Song Sayings," an act
from the big time vaudeville circuit.
WHITMAN, FRANK, "the surprising flddler" who
plays his violin with a card, bottle or a bow. Four
selections.
WHITMORE. DOROTHY, popular prima donna. In a
group of songs.
WILDLEY & SHEEHAN, radio and vaudeville artists
in a groun of song«.
WILLIAMS, FRANCES. "Broadway's Queen of Jazz."
in a group of songs.
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882 WILLIAMS. ROGER, in "Moments ot Mimicry," di-
rected by Murray Eoth.

2237 WILSON, LOIS, screen star, mth Edward Everett Hor-
ton, in a comedy playlet. "Miss Information."

2126 WONG, JOE. "Ciilnese Jazz Boy." in a sroup of songs.
2129 WOOD, BRITT, in "The Boob and His Harmonica,"

an offering that is different.

979 WORK, MILTON C, famous international bridge ex-
pert, gives highlights and humors of the popular pastime.

992 DEVIL'S PARADE, THE, with Sidney Toler. A musi-
cal revue set in Hades.

4200 DINING OUT, comedy, with Billv Kent and Alice Lake.
2566 DIXIE DAYS, the negro spirituals of the South are

sung by a group of Southern darkies, four songs.
2590 DON'T BE JEALOUS, with Joe E. Brown, musical

comedy star, in a one-reel playlet. Directed by Bryan
Foy.

3988 DUCKING DUTY, a comedy of doughboy life after the
signing of the armistice. With Heinle Ccnklin and
PhU Morgan.

8899 JAPANESE BOWL, THE, a tender romance of old Japan
told in enchanting love songs. Filmed in Technicolor.

8760 JAZZ REHEARSAL, THE, a snappy singing and danc-
ing rehearsal in Technicolor.

839 JUST LIKE A MAN, a comedy ot a man who thought
he could run his wife's job at home. Directed by
Arthur Hurley. Written by John Hobble; with Martin
May, Mary Mulhem and SybU Lee.

527 YACHT CLUB BOYS, a popular instrumental and vocal
group in a program of comedy songs.

528 YACHT CLUB BOYS, in four popular songs.
874 YELLMAN, DUKE AND COLETTA RYAN, in "Song-

ology."
928 YORKE AND JOHNSON, vaudeville stars and radio

artists, in a program of three songs.

876 ZARDO. ERIC AND GUIDO CICCO'-INI. concert
pianist aad new leading tenor, in three classic songs.

//.

—

Playlets and Flash Varieties

A
973 ABSENT MINDED, with WaUace Ford, stage star, in a

riotous comedv sMt.
2664-65 ACROSS THE BORDER, with Sarah Padden. stage

star in a thrilling playlet. Directed bv Brvan Foy.
2648-49 AIN'T IT THE TRUTH, a comedy of manners, in

two reels, written by Ealph Spence.
2677-78 ALIBI, THE, a stirring dramatic playlet in which

Kenneth Harlan, famous screen star, has the leading
role.

903 ALLEN'S. FRED. PRIZE PI AYLETS with Fred Allen
in three of his original blackout sketches.

818 ALL GIRL REVUE, all-singing and all-dancing show
with four songs,

3289-90 ALL SQUARE, a highly dramatic playlet.
3334 ALWAYS FAITHFUL, vrith Blanche Sweet, screen star,

in a comedy drama.
2130 AMATEUR NIGHT, with William Demarest, noted

screen star. Comedy presenting the old-time weekly
feature of amateur night.

3719 AND HOW. with Ann Greenway. A singing and danc-
ing show in Technicolor.

3736—AND WIFE, with Frank Davis and Bernice Elliot.
A brand new comedv anule on domestic relations.

920 APARTMENT HUNTING, with Fisher and Hurst, vaude-
ville headliners, in an amusing skit and songs.

875 APOLLON. DAVE. AND HIS RUSSIAN STARS, Dave
ApoUon. comedian musician playing American jazz;
four songs.

3280 AT THE CHURCH FESTIVAL, with Dick Henderson,
vaudeville favorite, in an offering of jokes and songs.

988 AT YOUR SERVICE, with a Broadway cast. A trav-
esty nn modern hotel ser\icp G'^od conr^dv.

2252 AUTHOR, THE, comedy with Walter Weems, noted
variety star. Directed by Bryan Foy.

B
3758 BABY BANDIT. THE. with Bobby Watson and Anne

Cornwall. One reel bcflroom farce.
3640 BARBER SHOP CHORD. THE, snappy song and dance

entertainment in a musical barber shop
2279 BEAST. THE. with Iipn" Rich kno--1 "as the p-ropn's

lovelist lady." in a drama supported by John Miljan.
llirpr-ffrt hv Brvn Fnv

1005 BELIEVE IT OR NOT (Robert C. Ripley) No. 1.
Drawings of strange things.

939 BENEFIT, THE. with ,Toe Frisco. Broadway star, in
song and dance with a screaming imitation of Helen
Morgan.

4230 BIG DEAL. THE, comedy, with Harrv Hnlman.
840 BIG PARADERS. THE. a flash of songs and dances

with six heavyweight boys and girls.
925 BIGGER AND BETTER, with Fanny and Kitty Wat-

son, harmonizing comediennes in a presentation of com-
edv songs,

4123 BODY SLAM, THE, with Eddie Lambert, Gene Ladoux
and William Irving. A slapstick comedy of the wrest-
ling racket.

2273 BOOKWORM, THE, with Harry J. Conley, a comedy
sketch written by Willard Mack. DircL'ted bv Brvan
Fov,

4035 BRIDAL NIGHT, with .Tohnny Arthur and Charlotte
Merriam. A honeymoon in a haunted house.

960 BROADWAY'S LIKE THAT, with Ruth Etting. She is
supported bv an excellent cast.

967 BUBBLE PARTY. THE, comedy, three songs. Brings
hack the Gay Nineties.

3898 BUBBLES. Technicolor flash, with the Vitaphone
Kiddies.

999 CAVE CLUB, THE, singing and dancing act with a
Broadway cast.

2562 CEBALLOS' REVUE. LARRY, musical vevue with the
Vitaphone Girls, eight numbers.

2627 CERALLOS' REVUE. LARRY—ROO"^ GARDEN REVUE
a flash act classic song and d.ince show,

2693 CEBALLOS' CRYSTAL CAVE REVUE. LARRY, flash.
Larry Ceballos is famous for his exotic and eccentric
arangements.

993 CHEER LEADER. THE. a drama with a background of
college life, with Tom Douglas.

1007-08 COLLEGIATE MODEL. THE. with Ona Munson.
Musical comedv with a college background,

3740 COMMUNITY KNIGHT, with Bryant Washburn, Helen
.Terome Eddy and Charles B. Middleton. A one reel
dramatic playlet.

2288 COMMUNITY SINGING, with Lynn Cowan in five songs.
Directed by Brvan Foy.

4167 CONGO JAZZ (I^ooney Times No, 2). Animated song
cartoons h.^sed on screen song hits.

3753 CONTRARY MARY, with Bohbv Watson in a lavish
song and dance presentation in Technicolor.

4036 CRY BABY, with Bobby Vernon and Mary Louise
Trcen, Domestic cornerlv of ^ vailing kid,

4161 CRYIN' FOR THE CAROLINES, musical novelty.

D
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DANCE OF THE PAPER DOLLS, with the talented
Vitaphone Kiddies, Songs and dance.s in Technicolor.
DANGER, romance portrayed in drama with a Broad-
v::iv cast.

DEAD LINE. THE, a thrilling drama of the under-
world.
DEAD OR ALIVE, a r/imedy playlet with Hugh O'Con-
nt-II, adept imcrprefcr of "drunk" roles.
DEATH SHIP. THE. with Mitchell Lewis, .Tason Eo-
bards, screen stars, in n thrilling dramatic plavlet,
DESERT THRILLS romance in the desert with capti-
vating singing and dancing.

E
4033 ETERNAL TRIANGLE, THE, with Lillian Rich, Wynd-

ham Standing and Armand Kaliz. A humorous satire
of love in three countries.

183 EVENING ON THE DON, flash act of 11 performers
and an orchestra.

1022 EVOLUTION, presenting the development of motion pic-
tures, with scenes from early productions contrasted
with up-to-date talkies.

3895-96 EVOLUTION OF THE DANCE, a Technicolor re-
view of the development of the dance through the ages.
Lupino Lane finishes the number with a burlesque of
interpretative dancing.

904-05 FAINT HEART, with Bert Lahr. two reel comedv
playlet. In the cast is al-:o Bo'ib- Ar i t.

910 FALLEN STAR, THE. with George Bosener, drama.
Characterization of a fallen star.

807 FAMILIAR FACE, THE, with Hugh O'Connell, comedy
drama of a metropoUtan newspaper office.

1006 FIGHT, THE, with Norman Brokenshire. famous radio
personality. Supported by Hazel Forbes. Ziegfleld beauty.
From a Ring Lardner storv.

3179-80 FINDERS KEEPERS, with Helen Ferguson, a two
reel comedy bv George Kellv, Pulitzer prize winner.

978 FIND THE WOMAN, with Hugh O'Connell in another
comedy role of the sous- newspaper reporter.

3238-39 FLATTERING WORD, THE, with Harrison Ford in
a satire of the touring actor. George Kelly wrote the
playlet.

985 FOOTNOTES, a dancing and singing novelty with a
Broadway musi'-al come' iv cast.

1018 FORE, with Wallace Ford, A farce comedy of the
husband who next to his golf loved his wi'e b?st.

3335 FOR SALE, a comedv with Gregory Ratoff, stage star.
1023 FOWL TRIANGLE, slapstick comedy of a husband ex-

perimenting a two-yolk egg.
3190 FRAME. THE, a crook drama with William Bovd. as-

sisted by Charles B. Middleton.
2149 FRENCH LEAVE, a rememherance of the war days with

comedy situations and songs.
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GATES OF HAPPINESS, musical rerae.
GAY NINETIES, THE, or the Unfaithful Husband, a
burlesdue of ths plays in the gay nineties, with three
songs.
01 GETTING A RAISE, the first of the J. P. McAvoy
"The Potters" series with Lucien Littlefleld and Lucille
Ward in the principal roles.
GINSBERG OF NEWBERG, with Eddie Lambert and
William Irring, Comedy of real estate business.
GOING PLACES, with Shaw and Lee. Song and danc-
ing.

64 GIVING IN, Harry DeX the Broadway comedian,
in an engaging playlet directed by Murray Both. Hedda
Hopper is in the cast.
50 GOSSIP, a two reel comedy with Robert Emmett
Keane. who is supported by John Miljan. screen star.
GRAND UPROAR, with Jim McWilliams. Burlesaue of
grand opera.
GYIVI-JAMS, fun and trick juggling in a gymnasium
with Lew Mayor.

H
HALL OF INJUSTICE, THE, starring the stage and
screen players John T. Murray and Vivien Oakland, a
take-off on a modern murder trial. Directed bv Murray
Koth.
HARLEM KNIGHTS, a comedy with Miller and Lyles,
famous colored comics of tlie legitimate stage.
HAWAIIAN NIGHTS, selections by native Hawaiian
orchestra and dances bv Hawaiian girls.

HEAD OF THE FAMILY, THE, a comedy with Little
Billy, vest pocket comedian of the stage.
HEAD MAN, THE. Hugh O'Connell in a new comedy,
role. He is supported by Kitty Kelly.
13 HEART BREAKER, THE, with Eddie Foy. Jr. Two-
reel musical comedy, with four songs,
42 HELLO BABY, peppy songs and dance by Ann
Pennington.
31 HELLO THAR, a two reel comedy of the Tiikon
with Eddie Buzzell.
HER RELATIVES, s slapstick comedy of pesty in-laws
yvith Neely Edwards.
63 HIS BIG AMBITION, a Potters comedy, with Lucien
Littlefleld and Lucille Ward.
HOLIDAY IN STORYLAND, a Technicolor song and
dance presentation with the talented Vitaphone Kiddies.
HOLLAND, a Technicolor musical number with a B6c-
turesque Dutch setting.

HOLLYWOOD BOUND, a satire on male beauty contest
starring Gl.'idys Biockwell with James Bradbury. Neely
Edwards and others.

HOW'S YOUR STOCK? a story of the pitfalls of Wall
St, as told by the ticket tape with Eugene Palette,

Mary Doran. Charles SeUon and others.

HUNT, THE, a program of hunting songs offered by
Vernon Richard, Duncan Sisters and the Frolickers
Quartet.

907 ILLUSIONS, with Fred Keating, magician in some of

his trick offerings.

4097-98 ILL WIND. AN, or NO MOTHER TO GUIDE HER,
burlesque on the oldtimc "nullers."

938 IMAGINE MY EMBARRASSMENT, a comedy attrac-

tion with Ann Codec and Frank Orth.
2117 IN A BLACKSMITH SHOP, a sextette of soloists fea-

turing J. Delos Jcwkes, Directed by Bnan Foy and
accompanied by the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra,
"The Anvil Chorus" and the "Armour's" song from
"Robin Hooii" are included.

2142 IN A iVIONSTERY CELLAR, a monastery quartet with
bass singer in a picturesque presentation of monastery
life, with five songs.

838 INTERVIEW, THE, Hugh O'Connell as the drunken
reporter in a newspaper comedy, written by Russell
Grouse, directed by Arthur Rurley,

2277 IN THE MINES. Vernon Rickard and the Black Dia-
mond Four in "A Few Minutes in the Mines," with
seven songs.

897-898 IN THE NICK OF TIME, with Sidney Toler. A
two-reel comedy burlesque on the old blood and thun-
der mellers.

963-64 KEEPING COMPANY, with Eddie Buzzell. A com-
edy cf a pet girl and a pet dog.

878 KIDDIES KABARET, THE, Kiddie Night Club Review
with a cast of youngsters who sing and dance. Di-
rected by Murray Koth.

2133 LASH, THE, Hal Crane stars in his own dramatic
playlet which has been one of vaudeville's biggest hits.

William Davidson and Richard Tucker are in the cast.

2368 LEAD. KINDLY LIGHT, human and moving pla.vlet by
Jack Lait starring Irene Rich.

2259 LEMON, THE, Hugh Herbert and Walter Keems are
featured in this playlet of a man who buys a cigar
store from an unscrupulous salesman.

934 LETTER BOX, THE, with little Sybil Lee in a comedy
of a little girl who wins the blessing of her grouchy
grandfather for the runaway marriage of her parents.

3825 LETTERS, a comedy presenting the question of life

against secretary with Pauline Garon.
444 LINCOLN'S GETTYSBURG ADDRESS, an interpreta-

tion and an impersonation of Abraham Lincoln by
Lincoln Caswell in w'hich he reads the famous Gettys-
burg Address

919 LITTLE MISS EVERYBODY, impersonations cf stars
with Zelda Santlev offering six vocal selections.

968 LOBO, DOG OF DOGS. Clarence Moore offers his
clever canine who is featured with Horace Heidt and
His Californians.

3931 LONELY GIGOLO, with Lotti Loder in a Technicolor
presentation in song and dance.

95 LOVE BOAT, a pirate ship manned by a crew of
lovely girls, Herman Timberg in humorous songs and
dances,

914 LOW DOWN, "a bird's eye view of Harlem." Well
known negro entertainers in a song and dance number.

1035 LUCKY BREAK. THE. with Harry Fox A comedy of
the unluckT inventor of an unbreakable mirror.

2284 LUCKY IN LOVE, starring Clyde Cook, film star.

Written by Hugh Herbert and directed by Murray Roth.
Cist of ten.
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M
MADCAP MUSICIAN, Herschel Henlere presents his
one-man band in a novelty comedy act.

MAID'S NIGHT OUT, with Bobby Watson in a snappy
domestic comedy.
MAN OF PEACE, A, s'tarring Hobart Bosworth, dean
of cinema actors. Dramatic playlet of a quiet man
who becomes involved in a feud.
MARRIED, comedv with novel situations.
MASTER SWEEPER, THE, with Chester Conklin. screen
star, in a satirical comedy.
MATINEE IDLE, with Henry Hull and James Dale, A
sophisticated comedv of the idle matinee idol.

MATTER OF ETHICS. A, Vivien Oakland and a large
supporting cast in a drama of the unfaithful wife and
her vengeful doctor husband.
MIDNIGHT LODGE. THE. xvith Miller and Lyles,
colored comics, in a fun offering.

MILITARY POST, THE. with Roberto Guzman, Mexi-
can tenor, in a picturesque offering ot songs. Filmed
in Technicolor.
MINSTREL DAYS, a colored cast in songs, dances,
and gags.
MISS INFORMATION. Lois Wilson and Edward Ever-
ett Horton in a dramatic nlavlet by Hugh Herbert.
MONEY, MONEY. MONEY, with Homer Jiason and
Marguerite Keeler in a humorous skit.

82 MORE SINNED AGAINST THAN USUAL, a bur-
lesque on the old time mellers with Charlotte Merriam,
Charles B, Middleton and Theodore Lorch.
MOVING DAY, Frarik Hunter and Company in a com-
edv skit.

MUSIC RACKET, THE. with Lee Morse, the "South-
em Aristocrat of Song." in two songs.

MUSIC HATH CHARMS, Vitaphone's favorite comedy
stars. Ann Codec and Frank Orrh.' in a farce comedy.
The bashful music student takes violin lessons from
a gold digging instructress.

MUSIC SHOP. THE, a humorous musical offering with
Dick Henderson.

N
NAGGER. THE, with Mr. and Mrs, Jack Norworth.
Bedroom farce,

NAUGHTY. BUT NICE. Georges Carpentier. prize

fighter, in a song and dance offering with a bevy of

girls,

NEW RACKET, THE. crook drama with Gardner James,
James Bradbury. .Tr.. Irene Homer and others.

NIAGARA FALLS, a human interest drama with
Bryant Washburn and Helen Jerome Eddy.
NIGHT AT COFFEE DAN'S. A, WUliam Demarest is

featured as master of ceremonies.
NIGHT COURT, THE. William Demarest as a lawyer
brings a Night Club gang to night court.

NIGHT ON THE BOWERY. A. old time favorites are
simg bv William Aubrey and Company.
NILE GREEN, a comedy tour of Egypt with Helen
Broderick of "Fifty Million Frenchmen."
NINETY-NINTH AMENDMENT. THE. a comedy of

Charles Richmond. Veree Tesdale and Hugh O'Connell.

NO-ACCOUNT. THE. a drama of a lad who steals for

his sweetheart, with Russell Hardie and Josephine
Hutchinson.
NO QUESTIONS ASKED, with Little Billy. Comedy
fpaturintr midget.
NON-SUPPORT, a one act playlet written and played
by the screen star. Burr Mcintosh. A drama of

divorce.

o
1002 OFFICE STEPS, an iiltra-moclem office with singing

and danrinp typists and bosses.

4169 OLD SEIDELRERG. entertainment set in a German
bppr srarden. Two sonps.

946 OH SARAH. .Ta^l: McLallen and Sarah in an offering

of snnps and wisecracks.
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3880 ONLY THE GIRL, a technicolor musical presentation

contrasting love la tlie old fashioned way with the

modem jazz love.

2275 ON THE AIR, comedy In a broadcasting gtatlon with
Hugh Herbert as a comedy cUef of police.

952 ON THE RANCHO, WiU and Gladys Ahem, rope-danc-

ers, singers and comedians, in a htunorous offering.

947 OPERATION, THE, Edgar Bergen, ventrUoQUist, In a
comedy sketch with his dummy.

834 OPRY HOUSE, THE, with Lew Hem, Doris Walker
and the Mound City Blue Blowers, Jazz Hngs of

radio, phonograph and musical comedy, tliree songs.

4099-4100 OUT FOR GAME (Potters No. 6), with Lucien
IdtUeflcld. Sixth of the J. P. McEvoy's newspaper
stories.

782 OUTLAW IN-LAW, THE. a clever comedy of mothers-
in-law.

2287 OVERTONES, a dramatic playlet of characters as they

are and as they would appear to others. Ursula
p^ucit, stage actress has the feature role.

2290 PAPA'S VACATION, riotous comedy by Hugh Herbert

and Murray Roth with William Demarest as a letter-

carrier on his vacation.

2517-18 PREDICTION, THE, comedy of a man whose life is

changed by the telling of his fortune. Hugh Herbert
is featured.

982 PAULO, PAQUITA AND CHIQUITA, In romantic tunes

of Spain and Mexico, songs and dances.

3793 PAY OFF, THE, with Henry B. WalthaU, dramatic
plavlet on the lives of ei-conricts.

3781 PEOPLE VERSUS, THE, with Pat O'Malley and Frank
Campeau. Drama.

951 PERFECT UNDERSTANDING, A. with Joe May and
Dorotliy Oaks, song and dance.

3674-75 POOR AUBREY, with Franklin Pangbom, a comedy
playlet from the pen of George Kelly.

1010 POOR FISH, THE, comedy playlet with Hobart Cavan-
augh, Stanley Eidges and others.

3687 POOR LITTLE BUTTERFLY, a technicolor flash with

songs and dances.

1039-40 PLAY BOY, THE, comedy of kleptomaniac in love,

with Harry Fox and Beatrice Curtis.

3827-28 POTTERS. THE, "At Home, second of the series in

which Pa Porter invites his boss for diimer. Comedy
with Lucien Littlefleld.

3881-82 POTTERS. THE, "Done in Oil," more comedy with

Lucien Littlefleld as Pa Porter investing in an oil

field.

3983-84 POTTERS, THE, in "Pa Gets a Vacation," the

Potters provide fun in the country.

4009-10 POTTERS, THE, in "Big Money." the eternal tri-

angle involves Pa Potter in more humorous adventures.

2238 QUESTION OF TODAY, THE. a comedy drama with
Audrey Ferris, Wampas Baby star, featured. Georgie

Cooper is in the cast.
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REALIZATION, a comedv drama sketch directed by
Bnan Foy with Hugh Herbert featured.

08 REGULAR BUSINESS MAN, A, dramatic playlet of

a man who wins both wife and fortune on a Quick
Wall St. turnover. Starring Robert Ober.

43 RENO OR BUST, with Franklin Pangbom and
Bernice Elliot in a two reel farce comedy of marriage.

RETRIBUTION, a clever dramatic playlet starring

Henry B. WalthaU.
REVIVAL DAY, with Slim Tlmblin, burnt cork character
comedian in a comedy presentation.

ROAD KNIGHTS, a sathering of talented tramps who
offer singing and dancing specialties.

•22 ROOM 909, Robert Emmett Keane and Claire Whit-
ney in a light comedy with clever gags.

•6 ROYAL FOURFLUSHER. THE, with Eddie Buzzell

in the role of a mad modern in a mythical court.

RUSSIAN AROUND, with Arthur Pat West. Burlesque
of Russian songs and dances.

849 SATIRES, sparkling satire on Broadway mystery plays,

starring John T. Murray and Vivien Oakland, popular
stage and screen artists.

796 SEDLEY, ROY, AND HIS NIGHT CLUB REVUE, a
complete night club revue with Roy Sedley as master
of ceremonies assisted by Beth Miller, a blues singer,

and Billy Smith, eccentric dancer.

2139 SERPENTINE, THE, Vltaphone Girls, featuring Elmira
Lane, soprano, in a novel dance creation accompanied
by a jazz orchestra.

4140 SERVANT PROBLEM, THE, with John T. Murray,
Vivien Oakland and Mary Stauber. Comedy.

1031 SCOTCH LOVE, a tipiht triangle of Scotch love, with
Eric Blore. Nora Swinburn and Ray Collins.

4210 SCHOOL DAZE, musical flash set in country school.

884 SHAKE IT UP, Eddie Moran's Orchestra In three popu-
lar songs.

3989 SHAKESPEARE WAS RIGHT, a Technicolor offering

that proves Shakespeare had pep in songs and dances.

2666-67 SHARP TOOLS, Ethel Grey Terry. WiUiam Davidson
and others in a dramatic sketch in which two crooks are
brought to justice by the chUdren of an officer killed
by the gang.

4127 SINKIN' IN THE BATHTUB (Looney Tunes No, 1),
first of a series of animated song cartoons based on
screen song hits,

390O SHE WHO GETS SLAPPED, slapstick comedy with
Tom Dugan.

1017 23—SKIDOO, with IjCW Fields. Comic beer garden
skit.

1015-16 SLICK AS EVER, with Harry J. Conley and Com-
pany. Comedy of a lad who sought the truths of life.

2240-41 SOLOMON'S CHILDREN, a dramatic playlet written
especially for Vltaphone by Hugh Herbert in which Mr.
Herbert plays an old Jewish father who believes his
family likes him only for his money.

178 SONG OF THE VOLGA BOATMAN, a double male
Quartet of Russian singers offers this song whOe men
are seen pulling the boat along the Volga.

1019-20 SONG PLUGGER, THE, with .Toe Frisco. Two songs.
3829 SOUTH SEA PEARL, THE, with Gaston Glass. Musi-

cal comedy set in the South Seas. Filmed in Techni-
color.

2268 SOUVENIRS, Sarah Padden. stage star. In a dramatic
playlet of a mother of a shiftless son.
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SPANISH FIESTA, A, with Roberto Guzman, Mexican
tenor, in a presentation of two popular songs of
Spain. FUmed in Technicolor.
STAND UP, THE, drama against the glittering back-
ground of New Tear's eve with Bobby Watson and
Wilbur Mack.
STILL ALARM, THE, with Clifton Webb and Fred
Allen. Comedy.
STIMULATION, with Johnny Arthur In a comedy of a
husband who leaves tls wife at home and tries to bare
some fun with other women.
STRONG AND WILLING, with Trlile Friganza. Two
songs.
SULTAN'S JESTER, THE, songs and dances In a
Persian background. Filmed in Technicolor.
76 SWELL HEAD, THE, a two-reel playlet starring
Eddie Foy, son of the famous clown of vaudeville, and
Bessie Love, film star, with five musical nimibers.
SURPRISE, a slapstick comedy with Tom Dugan and
Barbara Leonard.
SYMPATHY, a laugh-a-minute comedy with a hen-
pecked husband out on a spree. The cast: Hobart Cava-
naugh, Regina Wallace, Harry Shaimon and Wynne
Gibson.
SYSTEM, with Dudley Clements and Evalyn Knapp in

a comedy satire on big business methods.
SUNNY CALIFORNIA, a comedy of California starring
May McAvoy and Richard Carle. Neely Edwards and
Arthur Collins in the cast.

TAKING WAYS, Ann Codec and Frank Orth in a
comedv of love-making burglars.
96 TAXI TALKS, romedy-drama. with Mayo Methot.
Kathern Alexander, Roger Pryor and others,

TEN MINUTES, starring Robert Haines, famous char-
acter of the stage, who plays a part of a prisoner in the
death house,
THANKSGIVING DAY, a delightful comedy by Addison
Burkhart in which two young doctors and an under-
taker play the chief roles, Harrv Kelly is in the cast.

THANK YOU. DOCTOR, comedy skit set in a private
sanitarium for the in,<:ane.

THEN AND NOW, Billy and Hlsa Newall in a song
offering contrasting the courting days of 1890 with the
flaming vouth of today,
TENEMENT TANGLE. A, with Ryan & I^e, Comedy,
TINY TOWN REVUE, clever dancing and .singing by
midcrets less than three feet tall, four musical numbers.
23 TRIFLES, a drama from the pen of Susan Glaspell.

with Jason Rnbards, Sarah Padden, Blanche Friderici,

Frank Campeau and others.
TWIXT LOVE AND DUTY, with Esther Howard. Eddie
Graham and Walter Perdval. One reel burlesque of old
Western melodrama,
TWO ROUNDS OF LOVE, with ,Tames Rennie and Jean
Dixon in a comedv of a scrappllv married stage pair.

TUNING IN, a comedy sketch of a radio broadcasting
room, four musical selections,

TWO OF A KIND, with Billy Lytell and Tom Fant In

a novelty song offering.

u
926-27 UNDER DOG, THE, a two reel comedy with James

Barton, musical comedv star.
2134 UNDER THE SEA. the submarine Quartet with Gus

Reed and his frollckers in sailor chanteys and sea
songs.

3780 VANITY, a drama of a vain wife, with Ruth L.vons,

Vivien Oakland and Rudolph Cameron.
1032-33 VARSITY SHOW. THE. two reel musical comedy.
977 VARSITY VAMP, THE, Lionel "Mike" Ame.s, Michi-

gan TT football plavor, in a fpmale imnersonafion.

3799 VENGEANCE, drama in the circus with Warner Rich-
mond. Natalie Moorhead. Gardner James and Mickey
McBann,

2104 VISIONS OF SPAIN. Lina Basquette is featured In

this carnival of Spanish songs and dances. Sam Ash
appears with Miss Basquette.

w
998 WEBSTERIAN STUDENTS, Ryan and Lee in a comedy

3826
fckit.

WEDDING OF JACK AND JILL, THE, a Technicolor
musical offering with the clever Vltaphone Kiddles.

3849 WHAT A LIFE, musical travesty on prison reform.

2143 WHEN THE WIFE'S AWAY, a comedy sketch of a
husband throwing a party while the wife's away. Wil-
liam Demarest, songs and beautiful girls.

3667 WHITE LIES, a drama of a Russian peasant girl In

an American factory who finds her prince.

3873 WHO PAYS, .John T. Murray and Vivien Oakland In a
comedy of extravagant wives who make their husbands
pay.

3668 WINDOW CLEANERS, THE, Neely Edwards and Lew
Brice in a j^resentation of two warbling window-wash-
ers singing about their profession.

2568-69 WIVES. ETC., starring Charles Ruggles of stage fame
with a supporting cast of four. Ruggles plays a. young
man who gets married while drunk and finds his wife

a complete stranger. _
4240 WHO'S THE BOSS?, slapstick comedy, with FranKhn

Pangbom and Esther Howard,
915 WHO'S WHO, with Lang and Healy in a comedy rou-

4139 WON TO LOSE, a race track comedy, with Eddie Lam-
bert and William Irving, . ,

979 WORK, MILTON C, international bridge expert giving

the humors and tragedies of the game while explaining

some difficult hands.

1009 YAMEKRAW, a negro rhapsody with song and dance
music by James P. .Johnson, negro composer.

833 YOU DON'T KNOW THE HALF OF IT. Ann Butler

and Jav Brennan in a comedy number with song.

7/7.

—

Orchestras

Release No. Orchestra

2584 Araheim, Gus, Cocoanut Grove Orchestra.

2585 Amheim, Gus and His Ambassadors.

2136 Amheim, Gus, Cocoanut Grove Orchestra.

2797 Bernie, Dave, Orchestra

2796 Bernie Dave, Orchestra.

958 Bernie, Ben, Orchestra.

549 Brown Brothers, Six Original.

2285 Bumetl, Earl, Orchestra.

2286 Burnett. Earl, Orchestra.

2294 Burnett, Earl, Orchestra.

2295 Burnett, Earl, Orchestra.

752 Ciunmlns, Bernie and Orchestra.

823 EUis, Segar and Hotel Embassy Orchestra.

710 Green's Faydettes.

711 Green's Flapperettes.

2112 Green, Hazel & Co.

729 Hallet, Mai and Orchestra.

730 Hallet, Mai and Orchestra.

21 14 Halstead, Henry, Orchestra.

422 Hawaiian Nights.

902 Heidt, Horace and His Califomians.

908 Heidt, Horace and His Californians.

732 Henry, Tal and Orchestra.

468 Kahn, Roger Wolfe and Orchestra.

469 Kahn, Roger Wolfe and Orchestra.

2280 Imperial Russian Cossacks.

869 Indiana Five, The.

2572 Ingenues, The.

2573 Ingenues, The.

705 Lerdo's Mexican Orchestra.

390 Lopez, Vincent and His Orchestra.

2561 Lowry, Ed and Orchestra.

2274 Lyman, Abe and Orchestra,

2338 Lyman, Abe and Orchestra,

707 Mexican, Tipica Orchestra.

2276 Moore, Prof, and Orchestra.

2266 Morgan, Gene, Orchestra.

2300 Newsboys Harmonica Band.
870 Nichols. "Bed" and His Five Pennies.

872 Pollack. Ben and His Park Central Orchestra.

770 Reisman, Leo and Hotel Branswick Orchestra.

2594 Rich, Dick and Orchestra.

2595 Rich, Dick and Orchestra.

2291 Rose, Vincent and Jackie Taylor's Orchestra.

2292 Rose, Vincent and Jackie Taylor's Orchestra.

736 Rosenthal, Harry and Orchestra.

2123 Spikes. Reb and His Follies Entertainers.

2730 Stafford, Jesse Orchestra.

706 Tajado's Tipica Orchestra.

742 Tremaine, Paul and Aristocrats.

771 Vallee, Rudy and His Connecticut Yankees.

427 Waring'B Pennsylvanians.

428 Waring's Pennsylvanians.

2261 Wayman's Debutantes, Harry.

791 Wliite, Jack and Montrealers,

844 White, Jack and Orchestra.

IV.—Overtures, Marches and Concerts

Release No. Title

2499 Ameer, The _ *Witkout

Brice Fannie-M.V.E. 49338-2-3 Without
2479 Burlesco Pomposo _ Without

2459 By Wireless Galop - _ Without

2450 Cinderella Blues Without

2470 Cloister Episode, A. _ Without
2480 Cohens and Kellys, The Without
2389 Dance of the Hours __ Without
2918 D'Amour Without
2930 Desert Song Overture .Without

462 Evolution of Dixie ~ .With Film
2380 Firefly Overture _ Without

2530 Funiculi Funicviia Without

2527 God Save the King,.._ .Without

2428 Gold and Silver. Without

2360 High Jinks _ -Without

2400 Katinka Without
2469 La BarcaroUe -Without

2528 La Marsellaise _ _ _ Without

448 Light Cavalry Overture-

2460 Lindbergh Forever

2438 March Lorraine

..With Film
Without

Without
. -Without2529 Marcia Reale of Italy.:

2440 Mariette-French 2 Step. _ Without

2489 Mexicana - Without

263 Mignon - _ Without

2437 MUe. Modiste _ Without
2510 Moon Maid _ _ _ .Without

450 Morning. Noon and Night „ With Film

2390 Morris Dance Without
2429 National Emblem March. Without

2490 Nochecita _ Without

461 Orpheus Overture _ .\Wth Film
2488 Our Gang Kid Comedy Without

2170 Phedre Overture With FUm
447 Poet and Peasant _ With Film
449 Raymond Overture _ _ .With FUm

_...Without

Without

-Without

Without

With FUm
Without

2410 Sari Overture _

2439 Semper Fidelis

2399 Shepherd's Dance
2519 Speed Maniacs „

381 Spirit of 1918 _

2449 Spirit of St. Louis...- - _
2330 Stars and Stripes, Overture Without

2520 Star Spangled Banner -...Without

2448 Suite From the South Without
314 Tannhauser Overture _. With Film

2509 Three Twins _ _ _ Without

2378 Torch Dance Overture _ _ _ Without

2419 Under the Starry Baimer _ - - Without

Without means record without film.



SONG HITS IN
Picture

ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT

BE YOURSELF

BIG PARTY

BIG POND

BLAZE 0' GLORY

BORDER ROMANCE
BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT

BRIGHT LIGHTS

CALL OF THE WEST
CAMEO KIRBY

CAPTAIN OF THE GUARDS

CHASING RAINBOWS

CHEER UP AND SMILE

COHENS AND KELLYS IN SCOTLAND

CRAZY THAT WAY
CUCKOOS, THE

CZAR OF BROADWAY

DANCING SWEETIES

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW

DEVIL MAY CARE

DIVORCEE. THE
DOUBLE CROSS-ROADS
FLORODORA GIRL

FORWARD PASS

FREE AND EASY

FROZEN JUSTICE

GIRL FROM WOOLWORTH'S

GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL

GOLDEN CALF

GOLDEN DAWN

GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY

Producer Songs

Universal ( 8) All Quiet on the Western
Front

MOM (14) Cooking Breakfast For the

One I Love
(14) When a Woman Loves a Man
(14) Kickin' a Hole in the Sky

Fox (12) Bluer Than Blue Over You
(12) Good for Nothing But Love

(12) Nobody Knows But Rosie

Paramount ( 6) You Brought a New Kind of

Love to Me
( 6) Livin' in the Sunlight

( 6) Mia Cara

Sono Art (16) Wrapped in a Red, Red Rose
(16) Dough-Boy's Lullaby
(16) Put a Little Salt on the

Blue-Bird's Tail

Tiffany ( 3) Yo Te Adoro

First National ( 9) Brokenhearted Lover

( 9) Dream Away
( 9) When Hearts Are Young

First National (19) Every Little Girl He Sees

(19) Song of the Congo
(19) Nobody Cares If I'm Blue

( I) Singin' on a RainbowColumbia

Fox

GOOD INTENTIONS
GRAND PARADE

GREAT GABBO

HAPPY DAYS

HARMONY AT HOME
HELL HARBOR
HELLO, SISTER

HIDE-OUT

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES

HIT THE DECK

IV^ G M

Universal

Fox

R K

Universal

Warner Bros.

Paramount

M G M

M G M
Fox

M G M

First National

M G M

Fox

First National

Paramount

Fox

Warner Bros.

Warner Bros.

Fox

Pathe

Sono Art

Fox

United Artist

Sono Art

Universal

Fox

( 5) Romance
( 5) Home Is Heaven
( 5) After a Million Dreams

( 8) For You
( 8) You, You Alone
( 8) Maids on Parade

( 1) Happy Days Are Here Again

( I) Lucky Me. Lovable You
( 1) Everybody's Tap

(12) Where Can You Be
(12) Scamp of the Campus
(12) You May Not Like It

(12) Shindig
(12) When I Look Into Your Eyes

(10) March of the Siamese
(instrumental

(12) Let's Do

( 9) I Love You So Much
( 9) Dancing the Devil Away

( 8) That Homestead Steady of

Mine
( 8) Collegiate Love
( 8) Melancholy

(19) Kiss Waltz
(19) Hullabaloo

( 6) Dangerous Nan McGrew
( 6) I Owe You

(14) Charming
(14) Shcpard's Serenade
(14) If He Cared

(10) Won't You Give In

(12) My Lonely Heart

(10) My Mother Was a Lady
(10) Also seven other old-timers

(13) H'lo Baby
(13) Huddlin'
(13) One Minute of Heaven
(13) I Gotta Have You

(14) The Free and Easy
(13) It Must Be You

( 4) The Right Kind of Man

(19) Someone
(19) You Baby Me, I'll Baby You
(19) Oh What I Know About Love

( 5) There Must Be Someone
Waiting

(12) Maybe Someday
(12) Can I Help It

(12) I'm Telling the World

( 9) Aftica Smiles No More
( 9) In a Jungle Bungalow
( 9) My Heart's Love Call

(19) Painting the Clauds
(19) Tiptoe Thru the lulips

(19) In a Kitchenette
(19) What Will I Do Without You

(12) A Slave to Love

( 1) Molly
( I) Moanin' For You
( I) Alone in the Rain

(17) I'm In Love With You
(17) Web of Love

(17) Icky
(17) New Step
(17) Every Now and Then

( 4) Mona
( 4) I'm On a Diet of Love

(12) We'll Build a Little World of

Our Own
(12) Happy Days
(12) A Toast to the Girl I Love

(12) A Little House to Dream

s ( 7) Caribbean Love Song

(16) What Good Am I Without
You

( 8) Can It Bo
( 8) Just You and I

(12) I'm in the Market For You
(12)High Society Blues
(12) Just Like a Story Book
(12) Eleanor

( 9) Halleluiah
( 9) Sometimes I'm Happy
( 9) Harbor of My Heart

(20) Keepin' Myself for You

Key Numbers to the Puhlishen
[NOTE.—The following music publishers are listed alphabetically.

The songs are listed according to the motion picture production in
which they are featured and these films are listed alphabetically by
title in the adjoining columns. The number preceding the title of
each song is the key number indicating the publisher of the song.]

No. I—AGER, YELLEN. BORNSTEIN COMPANY, 745 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y.

No. 2—IRVING BERLIN., INC., 1607 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

No. 3—BIBO-LANG MUSIC COMPANY, 1595 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

No. 4—DESYLVA. BROWN & HENDERSON, INC., 745 Seventh ave. (Subsidiary ot
Warner Brothers).

No. 5—DONALDSON, DOUGLAS AND GUMBLE, 1595 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

No. 6—FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION, 719 Seventh avenue, New York, N. Y. (Sub-
sidiary of Paramount-Publix).

No. 7.—LEO FEIST, INC., (RADIO MUSIC COMPANY), 231 W. 40th street. New
York. N. Y.

No. 8—HANDMAN, KENT AND GOODMAN, INC.,
(Subsidiary of Universal).

745 Seventh ave.. New York, N. Y.

Picture

HOLD EVERYTHING

HONEY

HOT FOR PARIS

IS EVERYBODY HAPPY

ISLE OF ESCAPE

IT'S A GREAT LIFE

JAZZ CINDERELLA

KING OF JAZZ

LADIES IN LOVE
LET'S GO NATIVE

LET'S GO PLACES

LILLIES OF THE FIELD

LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY

LOVE AMONG THE MILLIONAIRES

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
LOVE COMES ALONG
LOVE FINDS A WAY
LOVE PARADE

MAN TROUBLE

MARIANNE
MASK AND THE DEVIL

MELODY MAN
MEN WITHOUT WOMEN

MONTANA MOON

MOUNTED STRANGER
MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930

MY MAN
NAVY BLUES
NEAR THE RAINBOW'S END

Producer Songs

Warner Bros. ( 4) When the Little Red Roses
( 4) Sins a Little Theme Song
( 4) To Know You Is to Love You
( 4) Take It on the Chin
( 4) Physically Fit
( 4) Isn't This a Cockeyed World
( 4) Girls We Remember
( 4) You're the Cream in My

Coffee

Paramount ( 6) Sing You Sinners
( 6) Let's Be Domestic
( 6) In a Little Hope Chest
( 6) I Don't Need Atmosphere

Fox ( 5) Sweet Nothings of Love
( 5) I'm the Duke of Ka-Ki-Ak
( 5) If You Want to See Paree

Warner Bros. (19) (I'm Blue For You) New
Orleans

(19) Wouldn't It Be Wonderful
(l9)Medicine Man For the Blues
(19) Samoa
(19) In the Land of Jazz

Warner Bros. ( 9) Drink to the Isle of Love
( 9) My Kalua Rose

M G M ( 2) I'm Following You
( 2) Hoosier Hop
( 2) I'm Sailing on a Sunbeam

Chesterfield ( 3) True Love
( 3) Too Good to Be True
( 3) I'm a Hot and Bothered

Baby

Universal ( I) Song of the Dawn(DA Bench in the Park
( I) I Like to Do Things
( I) Musical Charms
( I) Happy Feet
( 7) It Happened in Monterey
( 7) Ragamuffin Romeo
( 7) My Bridal Veil

Chesterfield ( 3) How I Love You

Paramount ( 6) Let's Go Native
( 6) It Seems to Be Spring
( 6) I Got a Yen for You

Fox (12) Fascinating Devil
(12) Boop Boop a Doopa Doo Trot
(12) Snowball Man

First National (19) I'd Like to Be a Gypsy

M G M (14) Should I

(14) Woman In a Shoe
(14) A Bundle of Old Love Letter*
(14) Only Love Is Real

Paramount ( 6) Love Among the Millionaires
( 6) Believe It Or Not, I've Lost

My Mind

Chesterfield (18) Love at First Sight

R K (9) Until Love Comes Along

Pathe (10) A Kiss Before Dawn
Paramount ( 6) Dream Lover

( 6) My Love Parade
( 6) March of the Grenadiers

Warner Bros. ( 2) To My Mammy
( 2) Let Me Sing and I'm Happy
( 2) Across the Breakfast Table

Fox (12) Pick Yourself Up, Brush
Yourself Off

M G M (4) Marianne

M G M (10 )Frasquita Serenade
Also known as. My Little

Nest of Heavenly Blue

Columbia ( 2) Broken Dreams

Fox (12) The Hills of Old New Hamp-
shire

M G M (14) Montana Call
(14) Moon Is Low

Universal (10) Wonderful Star of Love

Fox (12) Here Comes Emily Brown
(12) I'd Like to Be a Talking

Picture Queen
(12) Doing the Derby
(12) Cheer Up and Smile

Warner Bros. (ID I'm an Indian

M G M (4) Navy Blues

Trem Carr (16) R»-Ro-Rolling Along



w

LRRENT FILMS
I

'\the Songs in This Directory
0. »—HARMS. INC., 62 W. 45th street, or 1571 Broadway, New York, N. Y. (Sub- 1

1
sidiary of Warner Brothers).

Ifo. 10—EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC COMPANY, 225 W . 46th street. New York, N. Y.

to. ri—MILLS MUSIC. INC., 150 W. 46th street. New York, N. Y.

«0. 12—RED STAR MUSIC COMPANY, 729 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y. (Sub-
I

sidiary of Fox).

Ilo. 13—JEROME H. REMICK MUSIC COMPANY, 219 W . 46th street. New York, N. Y.

j

(Subsidiary to Warner

ilo. 14—ROBBINS MUSIC COF
sidiary of Mctro-Goldw

Brothers)

iPORATION, 799 Seventh avenue, New York, N. Y. (Sub- 1

yn-Mayer)

Uo. 15—SANTLY BROTHERS, 755 Seventh avenue, New York, N. Y.

Wo. 16—SHAPIRO, BERNSTEI
, N. Y.

N AND COMPANY. INC , 1567 Broadway, New York,

1^0. 17—SHERMAN, CLAY /\t

and Kearney and Sutte
4D COMPANY, 745 Seventh avenue. New York. N. Y., 1

r streets. San Francisco (main office).

iiio. 18—JOE DAVIS MUSIC COMPANY. (TRIANGLE). 1659 Broadway. New York, N.'y.
)Mo. 19—M. WITMARK and sons, 1659 Broadway, New York, N. Y, (Subsidiary of !

1
Warner Brothers).

Klo. 2(>—VINCENT YOUMANS, INC.. 67 W. 4tth street. New York, N. Y.

Picture Producer Songs

NEW YORK NIGHTS United Artists ( 2) A Year From Today

iJNIGHT WORK Paths (16) Tired of My Tired Man
,^0. NO, NANETTE
i!

1,'

1

First National (19) Deep In Your Heart
(19) As Long As I'm With You
(19) Dance of the Wooden Shoes
(19) King of the Air
(19) Dancing on Mars

|N0T DAMAGED Fox (10) Sugar Foot Strut
(12) Whisper You Love Me
(12) Nothing's Goin' to Hold Us

Down

JONE MAD KISS Fox (12) Behind the Mask
(12) Lament

i

(12) Oh Where Are You
(12) One Mad Kiss

'1 (12) Monkey on a String
1

,1
(12) Only One
(12) El Florero Espanole

i
(12) 1 Am Free

1

''other TOMORROW
(12) In My Arms

First National (10) Down South
(10) Kiss Before Dawn

PAINTED ANGEL First National (13) Only the Girl

(13) Help Yourself to My Love
(13) Everybody's Darling

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE Paramount ( 6) Sweepin' the Clouds Away
( 6) Any Time's the Time to Fall

in Love
(10) Apache Dance

PARDON MY GUN Pathe (16) Deep Down South
PARTY GIRL Tiffany (16) Oh How 1 Adore You

(16) Farewell

PLEASANT SINS Superior (10) Hello Margot

ii

(British) (10) In Each Other's Arms
(10) Gin and It

f PUTTIN- ON THE RITZ United Artists ( 2) Puttin' on the Ritz
( 2) With You
( 2) There's Danger in Your Eyes.

Cherie
( 2) Alice in Wonderland
(15) Singin' a Vagabond Song

QUEEN HIGH Paramount ( 6) Seems to Me
( 6) Brother, Just Laugh It Off
( 6) I'm Afraid of You

RICH PEOPLE Pathe ( 4) One Never Knows
RIO RITA R KO ( 7) 'You're Always in My Arms

( 7) Rio Rita
( 7) If You're in Love You'll

Waltz,
( 7) Sweetheart We Need Each

Other
( 7) Ranger's Song
( 7) Kinkajou
( 7) Following the Sun Around

ROGUE SONG M G M (14) The Rogue Song
(14) When I'm Looking at You
(14) Narrative

SACRED FLAME First National (13) The Sacred Flame
SAFETY IN NUMBERS Paramount ( 6) My Future Just Passed

( 6) Do You Play, Madame
( 6) Bee in My Boudoir

SAILOR BEHAVE Warner Bros. ( 4) Love Comes in the Moonlight
( 4) Leave a Little Smile
( 4) Highway to Heaven

SALLY First National ( 9) Sally
( 9) If I'm Dreaming
( 9) Wild Rose
( 9) Look For the Silver Lining
( 9) All 1 Want to Do Do Do Is

Dance
SAP FROM SYRACUSE Paramount ( 6) 1 Wish 1 Could Sing a Love

Song
SEA BAT M G M (14) Lo Lo
SEEING STARS Universal (10) Dancing Butterfly

SHE COULDN'T SAY NO Warner Bros. (19) Watching My Dreams Go By
(19) Darn Foo Woman Like Me

SHOWGIRL IN HOLLYWOOD First National ( 4) I've Got My Eye On You
( 4) Hang Onto a Rainbow
( 4) In Hollywood

SHOW BOAT Universal (10) Down South
SLEEPING CUTIE R KO (10) Wonderful Star of Love

SO LONG LETTY First National (13) My Strongest Weakness Is

You
(13) One Sweet Little Yes 1

Picture

SONG 0' MY HEART

SONG OF THE CABALLERO
SONG OF THE FLAME

SONG OF THE ISLANDS
SONG OF THE WEST

SONS OF THE SADDLE

SO THIS IS PARIS GREEN
SOUTH SEA ROSE
SPORTING YOUTH

SPRING IS HERE

STORM, THE
SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS
SUNNYSIDE UP

SUNNY SKIES

SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE
SWING HIGH

TALK OF HOLLYWOOD

TANNED LEGS

THEIR OWN DESIRE
THEY LEARNED ABOUT WOMEN

TRESPASSER, THE

TIGER ROSE
UNDER A TEXAS MOON

UNTAMED

VAGABOND KING

VAGABOND LOVER

VIENNESE NIGHTS

WER WIRD DENN WEINNEN

WAY OUT V/EST

WHAT A WIDOW

WHAT MEN WANT

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU
WHOOPIE

WHY LEAVE HOME

WILD COMPANY

WOMEN EVERYWHERE

YOUNG DESIRE
YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN

Producer Songs

Fox (12) Song 0' My Heart

(12) 1 Feel You Near Me
(12) A Pair of Blue Eyes
(12) Rose of Tralee

Universal ( 8) Mi Caballero

First National ( 9) One Little Drink
( 9) When Love Calls

( 9) Palace Song
( 9) Liberty

( 9) Passing Fancy
( 9) Harvest Song

Tiffany (10) Song of the Islands

Warner Bros. (19) Come Back to Me
(20) The One Girl

(20) West Wind

Universal ( 8) Trail Herd Song
( 8) Down the Home Trail

Paramount ( 3) La La Mama

Fox ( 4) South Sea Rose

Universal (10) Dancing Butterfly
(instrumental)

Warner Bros. ( 9) With a Song in My Heart

( 9) Yours Sincerely

(13) Cryin' For the Carolines

(13) Have a Little Faith in Me
(13) Bad Baby
(13) What's the Big Idea

(13) How Shall 1 Tell

Universal ( 8) Pierret and Pierrote

Fox (12) Cinderella By the Fire

Fox ( 4) Sunnyside Up
( 4) Aren't We All

( 4) If 1 Had a Talking Picture

of You
( 4) Turn on the Heat

Tiffany ( 3) Wanna Find a Boy
( 3) Must Be Love

Columbia (18) Sweethearts on Parade

Pathe (16) It Must Be Love
(16) Do You Think 1 Could Grow

on You
(16) There's Happiness Over the

Hill

Shoo the Hoodoo Away(17)
(17) With My Guitar and You

Sono Art (18) Sarah
(18) No, No, Babie
(18) Daughter of Mine
(18) They Say Goodnight in the

Morning
(18) 1 Get It From My Daddy

R K ( 9) You're Responsible

( 9) With Me—With You

M G M (14) Blue Is the Night

M G M ( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

A Man of My Own
There Will Never Be Another
Mary
Harlem Madness
Does My Baby Love
He's That Kind of Pal
Aintcha Baby

United Artists ( 2) Love, Your Spell Is Every-
where

Warner Bros. (19) Day You Fall in Love

Warner Bros. (19 Under a Texas Moon
(19 1 Want a Bold C^ba.lero

(19) Esia Noche De Amor

M G M (14 Chant of the Jungle
(14 That Wonderful Something Is

Love

Paramount ( 6) Only a Rose
( 6) Song of the Vagabonds
( 6 Some Day
( 6 Vagabond King Waltz
( 6 Love Me Tonight
( 9 Little Kiss Each Morning

R KO ( 9 1 Love You, Believe Me 1

Love You
( 9 Then I'll Be Reminded To

You
(II Nobody's Sweetheart

Warner Bros. ( 9 1 Bring a Love Song
( 9 You Will Remember Vienna
( 9 Here We Are
( 9) Regimental March
( 9 I'm Lonely
( 9 Ja Ja Ja (Yes Yes Yes)

British Inter- (10 No Use Crying
national
(made in

Germany)

M G M (14 Singin' a Song to the Stars

United Artists (20 Love Is Like a Song
(20 Your the One
(20 Say, Wee Cherie

Universal ( 8 My Baby and Me
( 8 What a Perfect Night for

Love

Universal ( 8 Loving You
Ziegfeld- ( 5 My Baby Just Cares For Me
Goldwyn ( 5 She's a Girl Friend of a Boy

Friend of Mine

Fox ( 4 Look What You've Done To
Me

Fox (12 That's What 1 Like About
You

Fox (12 Beware of Love
(12 One Day

Universal (10 Hello Margot

Paramount ( 6 I've Got It

( 6 I'll Bob Along With a Bob-
D-Link

pa
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In This Issue—Educational's Announcement

EXH IBITO RS

RALDlW
STRAIGHT TALKIE

!

CAUGHT SHORT"
"DIVORCEE"-
THE PUBLIC LOVED]
THEM I

GRETA GARBO
TALKS AGAIN in'-ROMANC£'
IT'S HER. G-KEATEST-

3ILL HAINES .n"WAY OUT
WEST"- A WOW !

T

THEW CAME
'THE BIG HOUSE'
WHAT A SHOW '.

WHERE PO you;

STAND M/5TER.
EXHIBITOR, FOK
1950 - 1951 l_

NORMA SHEARER
'n'let us be g-ay"

JOAN CRAWPORD.^
"our blushing pridesj
they'i^e Big- ones /
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'OOD COMEDY was never

In such demand or of such importance as it is

today. It IS a vital, an essential, part of the new

screen entertainment. In a year and a half of the

talking comedy it has won an enthusiastic public

approval, and has enabled exhibitors to build pro-

grams that are more satisfying as entertainment

and more economical in cost.

It is the theatre's one best bet to appeal

to the juvenile patronage that has been drifting

away. The youngsters can understand and enjoy

the comedy, and will come to see it.

This new meaning of the comedy makes

it a matter that calls for the most careful thought

in your planning for the coming season. EDUCA-

TIONAL is the one sure, safe place to turn for it.

Though acknowledged Short Feature leaders for

more than ten years, EDUCATIONAL PICTURES

have never stood out so far ahead of the field.

Their leadership since they ushered in the New

Day of the Comedy with their first sound releases



has been so pronounced as to belie all competition. It Is recognized by

the entire Industry.

The current season has seen these great comedies on the screens

of almost every de luxe theatre m the land—and altogether In more

than 7,000 of the country's I0,000 wired theatres. It has seen their

box-office value attested by big exploitation campaigns by leading show-

men, by an entirely new exhibitor attitude toward the advertising of

short features.

And now, with greatly enlarged studio facilities, EDUCATIONAL

is advancing to a still bigger year of comedy. The Educational, Metro-

politan and Sennett Studios offer an array of specialized comedy brains

and talent, under the leadership of MACK SeNNETT and Al CHRISTIE,

that is without a rival. And other studios in the East will provide hu-

morous novelties on the same high quality plane.

With a comprehensive national advertising and publicity campaign

behind these pictures, EDUCATIONAL offers you a line of talking com-

edies and novelties that, consistently played and consistently exploited,

can be one of your biggest assets for I930-I93I; a group of pictures

which we proudly and confidently announce as the greatest comedy

program the screen has yet seen.

.^^O^/-*--^"^
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THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM'
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I he record of this

great series of talking comedies has

been nothing if not spectacular.

The paeans of praise they have

won from the press are without

precedent. So are the reception

given them by the public, the rec-

ord breaking theatre bookings and

their revolutionary exploitation.

They have moved forward with

marvelous strides in recent months.

Every comedy a new surprise.

Stories! Stars! Lavish production!

A million miles from the old con-

ception of a short film comedy!

Real features in two reels.

And for I93O-I93I MACK
SENNETT has doubled the pace!

Recorded by RCA Photophone
•THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

lUk*



What an array

of star names In the current

''"SENNETTS!"ANDY CLYDE of "CLANCY AT

'the bat," "MATCH PLAY" and many other

red hot hits; MARJORIEBEEBEof"HONEYMOON

ZEPPELIN" and a dozen other successes; DAPHNE

POLLARD of "SUGAR PLUM PAPA," NICK STUART

of "CAMPUS CRUSHES," GEORGE BARRAUD, BUD

JAMISON, ANN CHRISTY! Clyde and Miss Beebe

arealreadysignedfor I93O-I93I. Andyou'll

see many of the others, and still more

big feature names. And, as now,

they'll be personally directed^

by MACK SENNETT.

VlA"
fX i



. e Twc REEL Li-nvD hamiltan

. . .TALKINfi COMEDIES. .

Dtars may

come and stars may go

in dramas and musical

novelties and other

pictures—but in com-

edy Lloyd Hamilton

goes on to greater and

greater achievements.

One season of talking

comedies has carried

Hamilton to a new

high position of popu-

larity. His name on the

marquee means more

profits anywhere in

the world.

OF HIGHEST HONO^

HALL OV FAME



Talking Comedies

When you want fast action

and laughs, and lots of both, turn to

Mermaids. For years they have repre-

sented the utmost limit in fast and

hilarious movement consistent with

good stories and good acting. And in

all their many seasons of popularity

Mermaids have never stepped faster

than they are doing right now. Just

look over the current MERMAIDS.

Names like T. ROY BARNES, EDDIE LAM-

BERT, MONTY COLLINS, AL ST. JOHN—in

such pictures as "HOW'S MY BABY?"

"WESTERN KNIGHTS" and "THE MAD-

HOUSE." Knockout laugh hits every-

where. And that's just a hint of the

good things to expect next season.



Anoi:her series that offers lots of rapid-fire action^ and that

Is full of belly-laugh gags and plenty of sure-fire hokum in the best modern

dress. Every one a rip-roaring comedy snorter that is ideal for balancing a

program containing one of the heavier, more serious dramatic features. And

the casts will include popular well established comedy names that will be an

invitation to every comedy lover in your community.

1-*wJ'



TWO-REEL

GAVETV
TALKING C€MEDIES

CHRISTIE PRODUCT!

patronage,

generation in'

world to try t<

Comedies will

appeal will be

Let your audiences be gay. It's your best assimmce of satisfied

is gayety itself! Youth and beauty! Pepandgijffi^r! The younger

liveliest and funniest mood. What a

ow. And that's just the kind of

pr your program. Both men and gi

casts, and Al CHRISTIE will be i

ley set for the

jse peppy Gayety

^ars of real popular

large of production.
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ANITY
TALKING COMEDIES

AL CHRISTIE PRODUCTIONS

Deauty may be largely vanity, but how

they all love it! Especially when It is surrounded by

good fun, as It will be In this new series. The pick of

Hollywood's beautiful girls; some of Its choicest comedy

talent; Al CHRISTIE'S masterful production! With as

much action and excitement In every one as you'd find

on a college campus on the day of the big game.



e^nrUxedo
iSel Xdlkinq Comedies

AL CHRISTIE PRODUCTIONS
Tuxedos will boast some of the finest casts among all the

new season's two-reel comedies. The names now being lined up will be a valuable

asset to any theatre's advertising copy. The stories, by well known authors,

will be the kind you will chuckle over for weeks. And so this old established

and popular brand, with Al CHRISTIE now at the helm, will step forth to greater

laughs and greater glory.

, -THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM" ,



^^ ALLTALKINC ONE-REEL ALL COLOR. m
Light comedy-novelty stories that hit the high spots of our

hectic modern life. Our sports, our hobbies, all our crowded interests. And

always girls, girls, beautiful girls! When you must put more pep in your pro-

gram, and "make it snappy" is the order for your short features, MacK SeNNETT

Brevities will always turn the trick.

Photographed by

MACK SENNETT
NATURAL COLOR THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Recorded by

RCA Photophone

'rocess
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Recorded by

^P/kDL TEHRY
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In a few weeks, with

a few releases, TerrY-ToONS estab-

lished themselves among the most

popular of screen novelties. No audi-

ence can fail to respond to that jazzy,

lilting swing that Terry and Moser get

into every one of these sound cartoons

through their unique process. Millions have

swayed to the rhythm and laughed at the fun

of such gems as "CAVIAR," "HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLES/'

"SWISS CHEESE" and "BULLY BEEF." They are tune-

ful as well as funny—offering much of the

world's best music as well as some of its

best laughs—a dash of paprika for any

program. And oh! how the children

I

estern Electric System

^ Produced by

Audio-Cinema, Inc.

i^\



1^ ONE-REEL

Li|man H.Howe*s

HODCE-PODCE
\N\TW SOUND

HoDGE-PoDGE is unique.

It IS the only novelty reel that com-

bines sense and nonsense in such

Infinite variety. Famous places and

peoples, others that are odd; a few

words of wisdom, a few more of Jest;

a moment of inspiring scenic beauty;

cartoons that make them laugh,

"shots" that make them thrill.

Hodge-Podge is a delightful and

invigorating ten -minute excursion

up and down the highways and the

byways of the world.

. THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM" ,



Greatest S udio Resources

of the comedies

offered in this announcement are the

greatest studio resources andthegreat-

est specialized brain power ever de-

voted to one company's short feature

comedy program.

Educational has pursued a

policy of steady expansion ever since

the introduction of sound into com-
edies. This has recently culminated in

the affiliation of the EDUCATIONAL
and Metropolitan Sound Studios,

giving EDUCATIONAL the finest studio facilities in the

history of any short feature organization. There are

thirteen big stages at these two studios, six of which,

totaling over 60,000 square feet, are sound-proofed

and furnished with the most up-to-the-minute sound

production equipment. With several portable outfits

mounted on trucks, the comedy units at the EDUCA-
TIONAL and Metropolitan Studios have practically

unlimited working facilities.

EDUCATIONAL Studios operate with the RCA
Photophone method. METROPOLITAN Studios use the
Western Electric System.

The MACK SENNETT Studios at Studio City,

where the two-reel MACK SENNETTTALKING COMEDIES
and the single-reel MACK SENNETT BREVITIES are being

produced, similarly rank among the finest in the in-

dustry as well as the most beautiful. Here there are

two big sound-proofed stages with a total of 40,000
square feet, as well as an aquatic stage, housing a

swimming pool, also adapted for talking picture pro-

duction, and portable truck equipment. The RCA
Photophone system is employed,

From these great production centers will come
the talking comedies which EDUCATIONAL now offers

you for 1930.1931. A splendid guarantee behind a
splendid program of short features!

I

Metropolitan Studios
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The coming of talkies," says Photoplay Magazine^

"has brought astounding advances in the field of short pictures^

particularly in the comedy line."

Photoplay is so impressed by these "astounding advances"

that it inaugurates a monthly review of short features. And, of

course, starts it off with a review of EDUCATIONAL'S latest comedy

release! A fine reflection of the public's attitude, which it is Photo-

play's business to know.

Educational is justifiably proud of the leading part it

has played in the "astounding advances" in short features in the

last year and a half. For no one company's product has ever led

the march of progress in its field with greater honor.

We direct exhibitors' attention to a review of the unfailing

progress of EDUCATIONAL'S TALKING COMEDIES in the current

season as an indication of the progress to be confidently looked for

in the coming year. From "THE LION'S ROAR" and "THE BRIDE'S

RELATIONS" down through such hits as "LOOK OUT BELOW,"

"DON'T BE NERVOUS," "PRINCE GABBY," "CLANCY AT THE BAT"

and "SUGAR PLUM PAPA," to such current first run smash laugh

successes as "HONEYMOON ZEPPELIN," "GOOD MORNING,

SHERIFF," "WESTERN KNIGHTS" and "MATCH PLAY," they have

been one steady procession of "astounding advances," until to-

day they are playing in the finest theatres in every city in the

land and are being watched for by millions of eager fans.

Here is a real background of national prestige and popu-

larity for the biggest opportunity you ever had to make money

with short features. Get these I930-I93I talking comedies signed

up now and begin planning now to exploit them consistently.

Play these comedies for the pleasure of your child patrons as well

as the grown-ups. You are sure the children will understand and

enjoy them. How well the adults appreciate them is proved by

the record of the last year. Advertise them to appeal to both the

kids and their parents.

Whatever your feature picture line-up for the coming sea-

son, you can win new child and adult patronage, and make more

money, by playing and advertising these talking comedies.

(f
(S^d^ocxxtloruxJt U uztu/Liu^

'THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM'
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I ^^nt to
LAUGH /

CHARLIE MACK: ''We found that out, Uncle Sam. Folks is just

dyin' to forget their troubles and the heat, and bust right out

laughin'. The way the crowds in NewYork, Los Angeles, Salt Lake,

Boston and other villages is pourin' into theatres and roarin'

and screamin' at 'ANYBODY'S WAR' is almost scandalizin'."

MEET THE NATION'S CRAZE FOR COMEDY
WITH THE YEAR'S FUNl^IEST PICTURE!
"Funniest war comedy since

Chaplin's 'Shoulder Arms'."
—N. y. Journal

"Screamingly funny. Bales of

laughter."— yV. Y. Eve. World

"Set audiences into spasms
of hilarity." —N. Y. Mirror

"Famous pair much better in

'Anybody's War' than in their

first film." —N. Y. Graphic

ALL BLACKFACE!

NO BACK STAGE!

ALL COMEDY!

THE TWO BLACK CROWS
MORAN & MACK

iff ^^ANYBODY^S WAR ^^

PARAMOIJI^T'S NEW YEAR LAIJGHTE RPIECE !
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BEST BALANCED
..HIOHEST QUALITY..MOST COMPLETE
SHOBTS PBOOBAM ON THE MABKET

104 PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS. Twice weekly the snappy, ultra

modern sound news leader of the industry conies to you.

104 PARAMOUNT ACTS. Each one reeL Headline stars. Same qual-

ity as Paramount features. Every conceivable variety.

26 PARAMOUNT COMEDIES. Each two reels. Paramount, always

famous for comedy, gives you the class fun gems of the field.

1« PARAMOUNT SCREEN SONGS. Each one reel. With the fa-

mous bouncing ball. Most popular single reel release in filmdom.

IB PARAMOUNT TALKARTOONS. Each one reel. A cartoon release

of sensational popularity. Max Fleischer Prod. (Also producer of Screen Songs.)

12 PARAMOUNT PICTORIALS. Each one reeL The de luxe magazine
reel of the screen. Sparkling rotogravure section in celluloid.

PARAMOUNT SV.W SIII»U' tV€>lllJ) SHORTS
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BRING BACK the KIDS
and keep them coming with

UNIVERSAL SERIALS

HERE ARE 4 SURE-FIRE WAYS

1. Play
THE INDIANS
ARE COMING

o . HEROES OF
2. then -p^^ FLAMES

3. ./.en
THE SPELL OF
THE CIRCUS

4. and FINGERPRINTS

UNIVERSALS ^e'r ia ls""

" ^

^
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Don't let the soap manufacturers kid you!

B. O. means Big Ones and Box Office,

and Fox crashes the one with the other

^sk Chicago

JOHN McCORMACK
in

SONG O' MY HEART
sent house records at the United Artists Theatre

as high as the thermometer.

Mae Tinee said in the Chicago Tribune; ''A broth of a

picture. We'll go again that we may once more fall under

the thrall of a golden voice that keeps its spell upon us

until the very end of one of the most charming pictures

that has ever been screened."

Rob Reel wrote in the Chicago Evening American;

"A thing of beauty visually and a joy forever audibly . . .

every moment is delightful. The singer's personality comes

over celluloid like a million as does his voice."

WILL ROGERS
in

SO THIS IS LONDON
broke laugh records at the Chicago Theatre.

George M. Cohan's international stage success by

Arthur Goodrich convulsed even the critics.

Mae Tinee said in Chicago Tribune;

"I laughed like a fool . . . It's human. It's funny. Young
Maureen O'Sullivan and Frank Albertson I Jove."

Carol Frink wrote in Chicago Herald Examiner;

"Will Rogers, actor, and George Cohan, playwright, are

a pretty swell combination."

COMMON CLAY with constance bennett and lew ayres
Best heart-talkie of the year.. if you don't mind a good cry you'll find a real, an exciting

and convincing story in this excellently directed and acted heart-drama.— C/?>/V<*^o Times

. . Human, engrossing, splendidly

directed, staged and acted . . Its

punches are legitimate, its surprises

startling ones . . A sensational pic-

ture , . You'll be immensely im-

pressed — Chicago Tribune

Destined to be popular because

of its emotional pitch and because

it has been well acted and pre-

sented. — Chicago Evening Post

F

Suspenseful, engrossing and con-

vincing . . Whole cast splendid . .

Audience reaction remarkable. Folks

sit on the edges of their seats . . and

actually burst into cheers. You'll do

the samel— Chicago Svening American



MIGHTY MERCHANDISING MESSAGE
HURLED INTO MILLIONS OF
AMERICAN HOMES IN FIRST GREAT
''DIXIANA'' BROADCAST FROM
HOLLYWOOD . . .
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ENCHANTED MILLIONS HEAR
TITAN FLINGS HIS MESS

Dlll^



"DIXIANA" AIR-SOLD AS
AGE FROM THE CLOUDS

JULY 29th! DAY OF DAYS! NIGHT
OF NIGHTS! . . . FIRST OF THE
SCHEDULED 12 TITAN RADIO
HOURS BROADCAST FROM THE
RKO STUDIOS IN HOLLYWOOD!
At One Grand Stroke the Mightiest Merchandising Coup in the

Sweep of All Show Ages!

Fifty NBC Stations in Action at Once! . . . Like Towering Gods
of Steel and Concrete . . . Crashing an Invincible Ticket-selling

Story Down the Pathways of the Sky!

Uncounted Millions in HomeS/ in Clubs and Cafes, on Ships

Tossing in Tumbling Seas, Sit Before Loud'Speakers with Eager

Ears Attuned to the Sweeping Drama and Music of "DIXIANA'^

. . • Now Breaking Records in Los Angeles and San Francisco at

the RKO Orpheum Theatres!

THESE MILLIONS ARE YOUR
POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS. NEVER
BEFORE IN THE HISTORY OF
AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISE • • ANY-

%
WHERE IN THE WORLD... HAS THERE

BEEN SUCH AN ASTOUNDING
EXHIBITION OF PRACTICAL.
TICKET-SELLING MERCHANDISING!

BEBE EVERETT

DANIELS MARSHALL
BERT ROBT.

WHEELER WOOLSEY
Dorothy Lee, Joseph Cawthorn, Jobyna Howlond
Rolf Horolde, Bill Robinson and 5000 others . . •

Directed by LUTHER REED - Music by HARRY TIERNEY

PersonoUy Supervised by WILLIAM LE BARON
Story and Lyrics by ANNE CALDWEU



Toy

TITAN SHOOTS FOR
LEADERSHIP WITH
GRAND NEWSMASHES
Crack RADIO Show Machine Sets
Burning Pace With Steady Flo^ of
Sensational Nevf Product . . . Week's
Production Bulletins Smoke With
Details of VICTORY Sweep.
AMOS ^N' ANDY already in Hollywood at work on the greatest attraction of

all show ages.

EDNA FERBER'S ''CIMARRON/' years best seller, soon to be biggest of

all outdoor shows . . . Directed on colossal scale by WESLEY RUGGLES with

RICHARD DiX in role of YANCEY CRAVAT — 5000 OTHERS.

"RECORD RUN/' first great railroad melodrama of the talkies . . . Ready for

release.

"ESCAPE/' JOHN GALSWORTHY'S mighty drama, now a hard-hitting Titan

talker . . . Produced by BASIL DEAN and ready for early release.

"LEATHERNECKING/' new titan laugh show, just completed.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE/' wheeler and WOOLSEY comedy sensation,

just completed . . . Every showman in the world will be proud to play it.

WATCH TRADE PAPERS FOR
NEW TITAN DEVELOPMENTS ON ALL SHOW FRONTS

..^'
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FIVE DAINTY BITS OF

B A U TY
HEADED STRAIGHT FOR STARDOM

An appreciofion of

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
By Buddy DeSylva

of DeSylva, Brown and Henderson

WHEN v/e first saw Maureen O'Sullivon in iONG O'

MY HEART, Winfield Sheehan said "There's the
girl you woof for your next picture." In the months that
followed we worked on the story of JUST IMAGINE
end tempororily lost sight of Miss O'Sullivon. in our
search for a leading lady, we must have tested fifty of
the most popular stars in pictures. None of them quite
filled the bill. Then we saw SQ THIS IS LONDON and
were tremendously impressed by Maureen's work. Our
search for a leading lady was over when we saw and
heard her screen test. She has everything we were
looking for— beauty, charm, naturalness, grace, lov-

able personality and a sweet voice.

We stake our reputations on the belief that Maureen
O'Sullivon will be a sensation in JUST IMAGINE and that

It will be a greater success than sunny side up.

'maMM
"SI

CLAIRE LUCE
Dazzling blonde recruit from the

stage. Was premiere donseuse

Ziegfeld Follies. Leading woman
stage plays "Burlesque", "Scarlet

Pages." Slated for v/omen OF ALL

NATIONS, Vs'OMAN CONTROL, UP THE

RIVER, NEW MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1931.
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MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
Born in Kansas City. Theotre Guild Dramatic School
at fourteen. Won Winfhrop Ames scholarship first term.

Otto Kahn scholarship the second. Youngest leading
woman New York stage 1927 and 1928. Pictures

THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS, SEVEN FACES. BORN RECKLESS. Watch
for her in that biggest of big epics THE BIG TRAIL. Also

i
7rtE SPIDER, THE SPY.

JOYCE COMPTON

I

LIVING proof that all college girls don't
• wear horn spectacles and flat heels.

Hair red as the sunset, eyes as blue as
the sky- Added loveliness toHIGH SOCIETY
BlUES, WILD COMPANY. See her in THE
CISCO KID and SHE'S MY GIRt.

LOUISE HUNTINGTON
IF

you saw the stage plays "The
Constant Nymph", "The Marriage

Bed","The Nut Farm"and "City Haul"
her signing by Fox is no surprise-

Has youth, looks, personality. Wilt

be seen in fair WARNING, HfR K'ND

OF MAN, THE MAN WHO CAME BACK
SCOTLAND YARD, UP THE RIVER.
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QPEAKING of beauties for the

j
^ screen, just lamp these

1 beauties for the box office. Six

bang-up features— for release

in August and September —
guaranteed to make your sum-

mer complete. In talking screen

styles, they are the last word.

A love
str. ^y NC^ ^^^/-o.e^ . °"9e

Be/.,, O^/?
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There Is No Substitute

For Circulation

—

—as proof of the service a

publication is rendering

a field

^as proof of just where a

publication stands in the

estimation of a field

EXHIBITORS HERALD -WORLD Has

The Largest Circulation In The Motion

Picture Trade. (Proof by the Audit

Bureau of Circulations*)

*The HERALD-WORLD is the only motion picture trade publication whose circulation state-

ments are audited by the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
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FIRST

NATIONALS

MIGHTY
SaUADRON

OF

HITS!
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Here they come!
The Armada Of The
Industry! ''The Dawn
Patrorieads the
fleet! Every one an
ace! Bombing, blast-

ing, blazing a record M^^^l^t^
of unequalled ac-

,::^r^w ^m^'-m
complishments. Ride ^^^^''^
with First National's

Squadron Of Hits

to record business.
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^iJophone" i» »h« rtpiHtred irode mark of Iho Vilaphone Corp. dosignaling its products
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY.

The Problem of Product

THE problem of product—always in evidence in one

form or another—is right now assuming threatening

proportions. At this time the outstanding phase of the

problem has to do with the question of quality—the qual-

ity of the talking pictures to be produced now that the

novelty interest in talking pictures is passed, and now that

the public has come to look critically at the essential enter-

tainment value of the new type of product.

It is now very plain to every competent observer that a

somewhat diflFerent and a finer production skill is necessary

for the production of the successful talking pictures. Or-

ganizaton simply as organization counts for less and expert

individual eflfort counts for more. The more or less success-

ftil formula which prevailed in the leading studios for the

making of good silent pictures no longer fulfills the re-

quirement. The addition of sound did not merely make
motion pictures audible; it changed the essential nature of

this type of entertainment, creating radically different re-

quirements, as well as the great new opportunities.

Silent motion pictures came into the world as a radically

new and different form of expression, with little guidance

from any outside source and very little to look to in the

way of precedent. Talking pictures, however, partake gen-

erously of various other forms of expression, including the

stage and literature generally. In this way various prece-

dents have been introduced which either must be followed

or respected. Persons who grew up in silent production

became supreme in their sphere and were not dependent
upon outside help and, in fact, outside assistance usually

proved of very little value.

Expertness in silent production does not necessarily

imply expertness in the making of talking pictures. This is

a fact which, apparently, is not fully realized in the studios

and it is upon this fact that a great deal of the apprehen-
siveness about next season's product may properly be based.

The selection of material is now a more difficult prob-

lem than ever before and, milike in the old days, a fortu-

nate selection of material does not virtually insure a good
picture. The elements of characterization and treatment

are now tremendously more important and, in addition,

there is the very difficult job of writing effectively, and
then having read effectively, the spoken word.

Altogether, the job of the studios during the coming sea-

son is a formidable one.

That the situation is critical is attested to in the fact

that several productions that are being importantly de-

pended upon already carry the sinister label of failure.

Progress

THE Paramount Publix corporation's financial statement

for the first six months of this year is a sensational

piece of news for the business world. During a half year

when business generally has been at a low ebb the Para-

mount company succeeded in showing a 65 per cent

increase in net income.

A very striking feature of the statement is the earning

for the second quarter of $3,600,000, as compared with

$2,556,000 in the first quarter.

It was, of course, during the second quarter of the year

when general business showed itself to be in considerable

distress and when, also, various sectors of the amusement
business commenced to show the effect of the status of

general business conditions.

In addition to the tribute to the development and pres-

ent strength of the Paramount organization, this fiinancial

statement is sufficiently brilliant to cast an optimistic glow

upon the amusement business generally and the motion

picture business in particular. It plainly shows the increas-

ing opportunity and possibilities of the picture business

and it shows also the very important point that the picture

business, catering efficiently to the public's demand for

good entertainment at low prices, stands in an enviable

position, whether the times are good or otherwise.

Miniature Golf

THE initiative and enterprise toward the miniature golf

course development which many exhibitors are dis-

playing is a very creditable reflection on the business acu-

men and showmanship of these men.

The following excerpts from a letter just received from
the William C. Smalley circuit in New York State tell an

interesting and informative story:

"Thought you would be interested in knowing that we
are building miniature golf courses in all of the towns in

which we have theatres located in order to control admis-

sion prices and hours. This is working out very satisfac-

torily as we charge 50c admission (night) to both theatre

and golf course in Cooperstown, which is a sununer resort.

If the golf courses were operated by non-theatrical parties

no doubt the admission price would only range from 25c

to 35c, average prices in other towns in which we do not

operate theatres. Not only has it served as a protection to

the theatres but it has proven a very profitable invest-

ment."

The point also is correctly made that persons in the show
business have great advantages over non-theatrical persons

in putting over successfully a miniature course. The con-

trol of hours and admission prices is very important.

There are also excellent advertising possibilities at low
cost. The theatres can be advertised at the courses and the

courses can be advertised at the theatres. Prizes in the

form of admission tickets to the theatres can be offered to

the end of stimulating interest in both the courses and the

theatres.
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New Era Is Seen as Trade Hails
U. S.-German Patent Agreement

Renewal of American Power in

Other Countries Now Expected
U andRKO
In 3 Million
BookingDeal

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—A three

million dollar booking deal has
just been closed between Universal

and R K 0, giving to the nation-

wide R K circuits all the produc-
ing company's 20 specials for the

coming season. This arrangement
includes not only specials but also

roadshow attractions. The first

picture to be shown under the new
contract is "Little Accident,"

which opens tonight at the Globe
theatre here. Among pictures in-

cluded are: "All Quiet on the

Western Front," "Outside the

L a w," "Strictly Dishonorable,"

"East Is West," "Ourang," "Lady
Surrender," '*The Cat Creeps,"

"Merryground," "Resurrection,"
"Saint Johnson," "Boudoir Diplo-

mat," "See America Thirst,"
"Cohens and Kellys in Africa," and
a picture by the author of "All

Quiet."

Foreign Production by
Fox Will Be Confined
to Hollywood: Sheehan

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Fox has deter-
mined to confine foreign production to
Hollywood. In addition to the Spanish pic-

tures now being made, French and Italian

features will also be produced. This deci-

sion was reached after a survey made by
General Foreign Manager Clayton P. Shee-
han. The first two productions in French
and Italian are "Common Clay" and "The
Last of the Duanes."

R K O Division Managers
Summoned by Plunkett for

Chicago Meeting Aug, 6
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—All divisional man-
agers of the R K O Circuit have been sum-
moned to a meeting in Chicago on August 6 by
Joseph Plunkett. Fourteen divisions of the
United States and Canada in which R K O op-
erates will be represented.

Moss Theatre Chain Plans
Put on Shelf Temporarily

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Plans for a B. S.

Moss national chain of theatres have been
temporarily abandoned. Whether or not
the plan will eventually materialize, will
not be known definitely until Moss re-

turns to the city on September 1.

Work of Otterson, Ross, Graham and Germans Brought
''Concrete Results/' Declares Hays on Return

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—The patent agreement between American and German

sound equipment manufacturers will open a new era of cooperation in technical

progress of the screen, in the opinion of Will H. Hays, president of the Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, and chairman of the Paris con-

ference, who returned from Europe Tuesday.

Discussing foreign trade, he said that "Judged by popularity of our pictures

abroad, there is every reason to believe that the American motion picture industry

will continue to play its part in making the motion picture a potent instrument of

entertainment and education throughout the world."

In a statement relative to the patent conference. Hays said: "Upon the outcome

of these negotiations hinges the freeing or possible closing of many markets to

world producers of motion picture films because of conflicting patent claims made.

Concrete Results Achieved
In Eliminating Issue, Says Hays

"The agreement reached at Paris between J. E. Otterson, representing Electrical

Research Products; C. J. Ross, representing RCA Photophone, and J. C. Graham,

representing certain American producers, on the American side, and the German

delegates, reflects concrete results achieved in eliminating the patent controversy,

which threatened to hobble progress of sound talking picture development in

many parts of the world.

"The purpose and scope of the memorandum for the exchange of patent rights

throughout the world were siunmarized completely as follows in an official state-

ment issued upon conclusion of conference:

Producers of Two Nations Can
Enter Each Other's Markets

" 'Arrangements agreed upon make it possible for motion picture producers of

all countries to obtain licenses to produce pictures in aD countries of the world

under both German and American patents and provide for interchangeability of

motion pictures in all countries and upon all makes of licensed apparatus of the

respective parties.'

"The result of this arrangement is that American producers can now enter the

German market and the German producers can now enter the American market.

" 'As regards manufacturing and sale of apparatus, the German and American

interests have made an arrangement for the complete interchange of patent rights

and manufacturing and technical information, to the end that apparatus incorpo-

rating the best German and American ideas will be available for installation in

all countries.

"'Under the arrangements, apparatus required in the following countries wiU

be made in German factories:

" 'Germany (including Free City of Danzig, Saar Basin and Territory of Memel)

,

Austria, Hiuigary, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Holland, Dutch East Indies,
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The agreement between American and German sound picture interests on the control of patents means:

1

.

The removal of barriers to the full development of the audible motion picture.

2. The complete return of American producers and equipment manufacturers to activity of international

scope.

3. New opportunities for the technician in sound to develop equipment according to the best ideas con-

ceived by both American and German inventors.

4. World wide distribution of the pictures of American producers to an extent commensurate with the

great popularity of American films abroad.

5. The admission of all countries into an international motion picture industry through the licensing of

producers of all nations under both German and American patents.

6. Greater possibilities in the audible screen as an educational medium.

7. A wider range for the audible motion picture as a medium of public entertainment.

8. Enjoyment by the exhibitors of all nations of the best that can be achieved by the highly developed sci-

entific and artistic organizations of the motion picture industries in both the United States and Germany.

9. Greater interest of the public in motion picture entertainment as a result of the unhampered devel-

opment of the film art.

10. A new spirit of co-operation in the film trade throughout the world.

Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Jugo-
slavia, Roumania * and Bulgaria.

" 'Similarly, apparatus required in the fol-

lowing countries will be made in American
factories

:

" 'United States, its territories and posses-

sions, Canada and Newfoundland, Australia,

New Zealand, Straits Settlement, India and
Russia.

" 'Apparatus required in all countries of the

world will be made in both American and
German factories.

" 'The purpose of the previously stated

phase of the agreement is to provide for the

full use of manufacturing facilities of both
German and American interests to aid in

making certain that the motion picture indus-
try will be equipped in the best way, and
that the greatest possible distribution can be
made for motion picture producers in the
shortest possible time.

Agreement Includes All Nations
• " 'It is understood that the arrangements
made are not only available to American and
German interests but available likewise to

interests of all other nations, the purpose
being to provide for the widest possible use
of patent rights and technical information con-
trolled by German and American interests.

These interests seek world-wide development
of the motion picture talking industry.'

"The spirit of friendliness and fairness
which characterized the negotiations through-
out is rejected in statements made by two of
the American delegates, following the conclu-
sion of the conference in Paris. I quote from
the statement made by J. E. Otterson, repre-
senting Electrical Research Products, Inc.:

Compromises Brought Results
" 'The position was that each party had

exclusive positions and the effort we made
was to equalize them in a manner justly rep-
resenting the equity of the situation. I think
that has been achieved. I, at least, am satis-
fied an'l I believe the Germans are.'

"'J. C. Ross, representing RCA Photo-
phone, stated

:

"'It is a fair arrangement. Such results
are only brought about, of course, by conces-
sions on the part of parties interested. The
understandings are satisfactory, I think, both
to the German interests and to ourselves.'

"As for myself, the agreement, I am con-
fident, will open a new era of cooperation in

the technical progress of the art through the

interchange of patent rights and manufactur-
ing and technical information now provided.

World-Wide Selling to Follow
"The industrial representatives of motion

picture fields in both countries have now
shown the way to a better understanding of

the mutual interests of the motion picture

screen in the field of sound development.
There is every reason to hope that the same
good understanding will be made effective

eventually in the widest distribution every-
where of the best films made anywhere.
Certainly, judged by the popularity of our
pictures abroad, there is every reason to be-
lieve that the American motion picture in-

dustry will continue to play its part in mak-
ing the motion picture a potent instrument
of entertainment and education throughout the
world."

Perfect Peace Now,
Is Germany's Belief

[By Special Correspondent to tha Herald-World]

BERLIN, July 31.—There is peace between
Film-Germany and America. The trade papers
say so, and Will Hays has been received here
with overwhelming expressions of friendship.
At a luncheon given in his honor by the
"Spitzen-Organization," the association repre-
senting every section of the picture trade,

Hays read a lengthy speech, describing the
motion picture as the messenger of interna-
tional amity and the talkie as the forerunner
of universal peace.

While Will Hays was still in Berlin, the

Reichstag passed new quota regulations, which
gave the trade almost a shock. What impres-
sion they may make abroad, cannot be
guessed yet.

Will Not Restrict Imports

Following the principle agreed upon at

Geneva, the new German law puts no lestric-

tion on import, but for national and cultural

reasons it limits the distribution of foreign
product by German renters.

The new regulations are, therefore, prac-
tically a revised edition of last year's kon-
tingent law, but, according to general opinion
here, not an improved one, and they bring
new difficulties and drawbacks.

Last year's 160 import permits are reduced
to 120, but of these only one third can be
utilized for sound pictures. In addition 60
more permits for silents or 20 more for

talkies will be allotted to producers selling

German pictures abroad. These, however, can-
not be used before next year. Thirty more
permits are to be kept at the disposal of the
minister of the interior, who can allot them
in cases of emergency and to alleviate hard-
ship. Besides there is a possibility of a fur-

ther issue of 20 permits.

The reservations contained in the new law-

show its experimental character, and this is-

still more made evident by the fact, that the-

minister of the interior is empowered to alter

any of these provisions if the condition of the
market should demand it.

Provisions Called Unclear

How the new regulations will work, no-
body knows. There is even doubt about the
meaning of some of their provisions. It is-

presumed now, that Ufa-Parufamet may dis-

tribute 15 foreign silents or five talkies and
smaller distributors will get only two or one
respectively.

One new feature of the law is, that it places-

the shorts (under the quota) which formerly
came in unrestricted. One fifth of a permit
will be needed for every new role of Micky
the Mouse. Another very important new pro-
vision is the introduction of compulsory trade

shows for imported pictures, in order to pre-

vent blind or block booking. The exhibiting

trade is much against this and asks, why
should blind booking be forbidden for foreign

pictures only?

The question, how German pictures produced
in foreign studios or pictures produced jointly

with a foreign company will be dealt with
under the new law, causes the greatest con-
cern. By the letter of the law they must be con-
sidered as foreign, and therefore, the rules^

could make such joint production very diffi-

cult. But the Minister has the right of mak-
ing exceptions, and how will he exercise it?

As soon as these regulations had been made
public, Will Hays left Berlin for Paris to-

meet the Conference delegates there, and the-
following day Harry M. Warner arrived from
Geneva.
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RKO-Pathe Merger Predicted as
Latter Promotes Kennedy Aid

E. J. O'LearyNamed Sales Head
Of Pathe to Succeed Reisman

And Reisman Follows Metzger as General Manager of
Universal Distribution—Combine Rumors Denied

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Important changes in the executive personnel of

Pathe and Universal are announced concurrent with persistent reports that a

merger is pending between the former company and R K O.

These rumors, although denied by Pathe, were given credence in film circles

after the announcement that Phil Reisman had resigned as general sales man-
ager to join Universal in the same capacity.

•J A picture which was able to maintain
patronage against the devastating heat of
last week in New York City is one that

will have to be reckoned with during the

coming season. Such a one is "The Big
House" which succeeded in holding up
what, for the season and the weather,

was very flattering business during the

past week at its Broadway engagement
at the Astor theatre.

"The Big House," in many ways, com-
mends itself for especial attention. It is

concerned with the powerful theme of

prison life, culminating in a sensational

attempt at jail break. The direction of

the picture is extraordinarily faithful and
convincing throughout. Time after time
the story offered temptation to the direc-

tor to become sloppy and sentimental. To
the sterling credit of George Hill it may
be recorded that no such temptations

were yielded to. The story and dialog

attest to the great expertness of Frances
Marion. Joe Farnham and Martin
Flavin are credited with "additional dia-

log" and these two also share in the

achievement because, in fact, "The Big
House" is an achievement in dramatic
entertainment.

The towering acting strength is con-

tributed by Wallace Beery who has done
many fine things but nothing more vivid,

compelling or genuine than this convict

role in "The Big House."
There is a certain timeliness and pub-

lic interest in this jail break story. But
the finished production needs no favor-

able set of circumstances to make its

presence known. It is an unusually

powerful attraction any time and place.
AAA

^ What amounts precisely to a striking

development has been the progress made
by Universal's Talking Reporter, a silent-

ly produced newsreel which features a

running discussion by Graham Mc-
Namee, a big name of radio broadcast.

When this feature was first introduced

it was inclined to be regarded by some
as more or less a substitute for a news-
reel produced in sound. Whether it was
or was not is no longer important be-

cause this subject as it is now being pro-

duced has developed into an attraction of

real importance. There is a wealth of

evidence to prove its present great popu-
larity with theatre audiences and there

is every indication that this popularity is

going to keep on building steadily.

Photographing the subjects silently and
later adding the running description of

the events by Graham McNamee keeps

Reisman's appointment at Universal followed

the resignation of Lou B. Metzger as general

Lou Metzger Phil Reisman

manager of U. Metzger will announce his new
affiliation soon.

Succeeding Reisman at Pathe is E. J.

O'Leary, according to C. J. Scollard, executive
vice president and general manager. O'Leary,
who joined Pathe two years ago as feature

sales manager, has been, during the last year,

assistant to Joseph P. Kennedy in the manage-
ment of the company.
Reisman assumes his new duties at Univer-

sal on August 4.

In denying the report of a merger of
Pathe and R K O, it is pointed out that
for two years Pathe has had a booking

this reel just as flexible as the old news-
reel, permits of a high degree of cur-

rency in the subjects and renders possible

an exceedingly broad scope both in cov-

erage and in the selection of subjects.

The resultant newsreel is a fine

chronicler of interesting events of the

day and then, with the addition of the

voice, it becomes a thoroughly well-

rounded subject of very obvious appeal

to all types of people. McNamee's lines

are inclined at times to labor and strain

rather seriously after a far-fetched witti-

cism but with the improvement in ma-
terial and in editing that may be expected

the grounds for this criticism should dis-

appear.

The Talking Reporter has become a

real attraction. Universal is to be cori-

gratulated on the evolution of this

unique subject.

—MARTIN J.
QUIGLEY.

agreement with R K O theatres. It is

said that this contract, to run for five
years, has given rise to the present
report.

O'Leary, Pathe's new sales manager, came
with the company after having been associated
with Kennedy in various banking enterprises
in Boston.

He first was sales representative for F B O
in Maine, and following this became Boston
branch manager, then district manager for New-
England. He left F B O to join Pathe.

Charge Congo Pictures

Used 'Heart ofAfrica*
In Producing 'Ingagi'
Parts of "Ingagi" Film Alleged

Taken from "Duped" Negative

of MacKenzie Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—"Ingagi," the
motion picture depicting wild life in Africa,
ran into further trouble when action was
brought in the United States district court
charging that the producers of the picture
used "The Heart of Africa" without
authority.

The action was brought against Congo
Pictures, Ltd., and William Alexander, the
producers of "Ingagi," by Louis Mizer, at-

torney, on behalf of Byron P. Mackenzie,
son of Lady Mackenzie, the famous African
game hunter, who made "The Heart of
Africa" on an expedition to British East
Africa in 1914.

Judge William Bondy of the district
court for the Southern District of New
York signed an order directing the defend-
ants to show cause why they should nat
be enjoined from distributing or exhibiting
"Ingagi," which has already grossed more
than $1,000,000. The bill of complaint is

supported by affidavits made by Byron
Mackenzie, Earnest L. Frisbee, William
Rubenstein and Dorothy Pierrez.

That of Frisbee charges that more than
half of the "Ingagi" film was made up of
scenes from the Mackenzie picture, which
it is believed were secured from a "duped"
negative of the latter. The substantial body
of the "Ingagi" picture is composed of
"Heart of Africa" scenes, with sensational,
faked scenes concerning the life of wild
gorillas and native women, said the state-
ment of Frisbee.
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tKMf
r-pvHERE are two kinds of offices, one

X a Rickley panelled affair in a sky-

scraper and the other in a vest pocket.

This piece of gossip has to do with the

latter. A story persists that within a

large company, mostly related to mo-

tion pictures, there is considerable in-

ternal disturbance caused by the fact

that a high executive of the concern

carries his office in his vest pocket. All

might be well, even under those con-

ditions—but this high executive at the

moment happens to be on an extended

vacation. Such are stories that float

along Broadway.
* ft •

John Zanft, former general manager

of Fox Theatres, has gone to Europe.

There this fact would be the news, as

broadcast by the publicity department but

it fails to explain Zanft's present status

with Fox. Zanft's stay abroad according

to those who are in the know, is indefi-

nite, as is his association with Fox. Not

until he returns, it seems, will definite an-

nouncement be made.

ft « •

Comparative grosses for the first five

days in this week at two of Broadway's

largest theatres, Paramount and Roxy,

arc extremely interesting. The Para-

mount, seating slightly less than 4,000 was

during this period, $5,000 ahead of the

Roxy, seating 6.000, on gross. There

must be only one reason to account for

this. The stage attraction, in this writer's

opinion, always excels the show at the

Paramount. Therefore, the stage attrac-

tion is eliminated. There is but one fac-

tor left, and that is the picture. A man
who, of necessity, must watch the public

reaction to entertainment, explains the

p-eater Paramount gross in this way

:

"Roxy, unfortunately, has a poor run of

pictures." The Roxy gross for the first

five days of the past week was around

$43,000. At the Paramount, the books

showed a gross of $48,000. This is an

unusual situation.

AAA
We understand that there are two

young men in the motion picture busi-

ness, who are practicing daily, and under

cover, with a view of challenging Bruce

Gallup and Howard Dietz to a cham-

pionship game of ping pong. Gallup and

Dietz too long have been peers at table

tennis in the motion picture industry, ac-

cording to these young men, and plans

are under way to uncrown them.

JAY M. SHRECK.

Possibly a misleading title, but one might infer that from M G M's "Madame Satan," which
Cecil B. DeMille is whipping into sliape. The scenes below are from the Zeppelin sequence,
and we should say that they are unusual, to say the least. Among those included in the cast

are Reginald Denny and Kay Francis, whom we see below.

In the distance, the City

Looks as though Trouble has stepped in
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Fourth Big Tourney on Coast
Opens at Lakeside on Sept. 7

Mescal! Seeks Third Victory
To Keep Herald-World Trophy

No Chip on Shovilder,

Says Schlesinger
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Declaring
that be did not enter the motion pic-

ture business with a chip on his

shoulder, M. A. Schlesinger, presi-

dent of General Talking Pictures
Corporation, said in £ling a patent
suit against RCA Photophone and
RKO Radio Pictures that be "cer-

tainly was not willing to participate

in any deal which would have made
me a glori£ed usher for the electrical

interests."

His statement said in part:

"I did not enter this industry with
a chip on my shoulder; nor is it my
intention to force an economic up-
heaval in the £eld.

"First and foremost, my interests

lie with the independent theatre

owner. I bad to work out my own
problems for sound installation in

our kindred theatre holdings. Before
my advent into the business of sound
equipment manufacture, I was willing

and able to utilize the then existing

sound machines, but certainly was
not willing to participate in any deal

which would have made me a glori-

6ed usher for the electrical interests.

"Our subsequent acquisition of the
DeForest Phono£lm was the salva-

tion. In it we found a machine that

afforded legal and valid protection,

and which could be manufactured and
installed in theatres on equitable

terms not entangled with sugary
coated, but nevertheless burdensome
obligations.

"Thus far our efforts have been re-

warded with commercial and legal

success, of which we are proud and
elated."

Audak Company Make
New Allowance Policy

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—The Audak
Company, makers of electrical pickup
known as the Tuned Professional, announce
a new change in policy, to further the in-

stallation of the new model. They are of-

fering theatre owners an allowance of $10
on their old Audak pickups and $6.50 on
other makes. In discussing this trade-in
plan, the company said "the plan was first

tried as an experiment and met with in-

stant success. Practically all of the leading
theatres in the country are changing over
to the Tuned Professional, which has
proved a boon to the exhibitors, as it

eliminates the troubles of heartaches pre-

viously experienced with pickups."

Broadway Gets "Holiday"
Again for Indefinite Run

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Pathe's "Holi-
day," starring Ann Harding, which is con-
sidered one of the finest current produc-
tions, returns to Broadway August 1 for an
indefinite run at the Cameo. The picture
already has had a record run of three weeks
at the Rivoli.

Winners in Six Divisions Will Get Special Honors, with
Four to Six Prizes in Each Division

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—The Fourth Motion Picture Golf Tourna-

ment will be staged this year at Lakeside Golf Club September 7, it was

announced today after the first meeting of the committee in charge.

All plans were laid at the meeting with full expectations of staging an even

bigger tournament than the $4,000 event of last year. There will be trophies

for each of the following divisions : producers, directors, actors, exhibitors,

writers and technicians. From four to six prizes will be oflFered in each

division.

Lakeside is the most popular location for
tournaments, it was concluded in 1929. It

was found that a great majority of motion
picture people play the course every Sun-
day and therefore are on hand to compete
for motion picture honors.

The committee in charge consists of

Douglas Hodges, chairman; George Mar-
shall, treasurer; Jack Boland, Conway
Tearle, Huntly Gordon, Richard Arlen,

Gene Hornbostel, Alfred Cohen, Howard
Strickling, Robert Fairbanks and Larry
Urbach.

Last year's honors went to Johnny Mes-
call, who shot a 73 to annex the second

leg on the grand trophy oflfered by Exhib-

itors Herald-World to a three-time winner.

Comp^any. The latter decree is being
appealed.

Suits also are pending against Powers
Cinephone and Fox Case.
In a statement the company said: "Al-

ready many lesser organizations, appre-
hending and anticipating expectancies of

successful termination of General Talkiag
Pictures' suit, have besieged the company
with requests for license terms."

Fourth DeForest
Suit Is Aimed at

Photophone, RKO
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—General Talking

Pictures Corporation has just launched its

fourth major suit on patent infringements.

A bill of complaint has been filed by the

company's counsel. Darby and Darby,

against RCA Photophone and RKO
Radio Pictures at Wilmington, Del.

The papers allege infringements on six

patents by R C A and 10 by R K O.

Involved in the proceedings is the Ries

patent, No. 1,607,480, which was decreed

valid in General Talking Pictures' case

against Western Electric and the Stanley

Fox to Devote Large
Part of Advertising
To Newspaper Space

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—A decided cut in

the amount of outdoor advertising by the Fox
theatres is indicated by an announcement from
ofificials of the corporation. As a result of a

recent survey, it has been decided that, while

there will be no curtailment in the advertising

budget, the greater part of the expenditure

will be devoted to newspaper space.

This decision vwU affect about 300 Fox
theatres between the Mississippi and the At-
lantic seaboard.

"In the development of the motion picture

from a fad to one of the leading industries

of the country," the formal announcement
said, "the newspapers have given very definite

assistance. Beside furnishing a medium which
is most flexible, they have been instrumental

through their criticism and their other com-
mentary columns in building up a news inter-

est in motion pictures which has a distinct

value."

All de luxe houses come under the new or-

der, including the Roxy in New York.

Radio Speeds Plans for Big Series of

Premieres After ''Dixiana" Hit in L. A.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Radio Pictures, encouraged by the success of "Dixiana"

at the RKO o'rpheum in Los Angeles, is speeding plans for a series of premieres

of pictures in other cities throughout the country. ....
Jerry Safron, eastern division manager and Cleve Adams, western division man-

ager, have been in Washington laying ground work for an elaborate opening in the

capital city. ... , . ^ ,

Advertising and promotional campaigns on this picture have been spectacular,

with particular stress laid on radio broadcasting.

According to reports, the opening in Los Angeles was beyond the sanguine expec-

tations of RKO. The crowd is said to have numbered more than 10,000 awaiting

a glimpse of screen and stage stars attending the premiere. (Pictures on page 43.)
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Film Industry Pictured as Qreat Columbia to Make

Field for Public Investment
Elaborate Brochure Is Issued by Halsey, Stuart & Company, Fox Brokers,

Analyzing Motion Picture Trade
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—The possibilities of the motion picture industry

as a field for investment are concisely set forth and emphasized in a

handsome brochure just published by Halsey, Stuart & Company, the

investment house.
ernizing backward communities." On the
economic side, it "contributes a very substan-
tial share to the prosperity and business ac-
tivity of the country."
Halsey, Stuart finally recommends to inves-

tors a review of certain important features of
the motion picture industry which make il

particularly attractive to the man with money
on which he would like safety and a good re-

turn. They emphasize the low cost and basic
nature of the service rendered, the stability of
the attendance, the extensive ownership of
valuable physical property, and the outlook
for continued progress, and development in

the industry.

THE book points out the tremendous step

forward of the industry in comparatively
few years, from an idea to a two billion dol-

lar field employing in the United States alone
some 235,000 people. A set of decidedly per-

tinent and highly interesting statistics are
worth repetition, at least in part. The two
billion dollars of capital invested is divided

roughly into two parts, one and one quarter

billions of dollars in theatres and exhibition

equipment, and $750,000,000 in production fa-

cilities. The weekly attendance figures for the

world reach the astounding total of 250,000,-

000, of which 115,000,000 represents the

United States attendance.

U. S. Produces 85 Per Cent
The remarkably rapid transition from the

silent to the talking picture, accomplished
largely within the space of one year, was ef-

fected at an estimated cost of $500,000,000 in

new capital. The United States produces 85

per cent of the world's output of pictures. 80
per cent of the United States total originat-

ing in California.

In stircessive sections of the book, Halsey,
Stuart outline the reasons for their belief that

the motion picture industry should appeal to

even the most conservative of investors.

Pointing out the universal appeal of the pic-

ture theatre, they say, ". . . the industry was
able to report the largest attendance of the

year during the months of November and De-
cember following the stock market crash of
1929." Further along, "The public goes to

the movies, too, because it can easily afford

them."
"EMminat'ng S'»ctionalisni"

Under the heading "The economic, social

and cultural effects of the movies," is brought
out thnt the motion picture is a "prominent
factor in eliminating sectionalism and in mod-

Katz Sailing to Purchase
Houses for Puhlix, Report

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Sam Katz, head of
Publix, and Emanuel Cohen, editor of the
Paramount newsreel and chief of that com-
pany's short feature department, sail Saturday
for England and Europe.
Katz will make a survey of the theatre field

with a view, it is understood to foreign ex-
pansion of the Puhlix chain. There is a possi-

bility especially of theatre purchases in Eng-
land. Cohen will inspect his newsreel organ-
ization.

(tEx-Mistress" Keeps Name
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—The novel "Ex-
Mistress" will be produced by Warner Broth-
ers under its own name instead of under the
title "One Hour of Love," as it was previously
announced. Neil Hamilton will play the male
lead.

Six Pictures with

Appeal to Juvenile
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Joe Brandt, presi-

dent of Columbia Pictures, has announced that

six of the 20 features on the company's pro-
duction schedule for 1930-31, will be made to

carry a special attraction for the juvenile.

This is in line with the company's policy of
giving attention to the juvenile audience as a
factor in swelling motion picture grosses. The
six pictures which will carry the juvenile
appeal will, however, be primarily interesting

from an adult point of view.
Columbia is reported to have appropriated

over one-third of its 1930-31 budget for the
making of talking pictures and short subjects
which will have adult appeal and also be
adapted to the taste of the nation's youth.
The group of six films with juvenile appeal

does not include the eight Buck Jones
Westerns and five series of short features

which Columbia is producing, Brandt explained.

Film Engineers Society
Will Meet at New York
From October 20 to 23

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 31.—The fall meeting of

the Society of Motion Picture Engineers will

be held at the Pennsylvania hotel here October
20 to_23.

This was announced by W. C. Kunzmann,
chairman of the program committee, follow-
ing a meeting of the board of governors
yesterday.

Michigan, New Jersey
Chains Book Sono Art

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, fuly 31.—The Bntterfield Cir-

cuit in Michigan and the Stanley-Fabian chain
in New Jersey are the latest big bookers of
SonoArt-World Wide pictures.

Bntterfield has booked "Cock o' the Walk,"
"What a Man" and "The Dude Wrangler,"
while Stanley-Fabian theatres will play "Once
a Gentleman," "The Big Fight," "What a Man"
and "Cock o' the Walk."

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
From July 21 Up to and Including July 30

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—The forward march of the bull

market continued this week, though there were moments
when the command "At ease" was not obeyed. For ex-

ample, on Monday amusement shares were the target for a

bit of bearishness, and Warner Brothers was pushed down
five points, recovering to close ofif only 3^^. Paramount

dropped a fraction on the day, Loew's held even, Fox lost a

part of a point and the .same was true with R K O. On the

other hand, General Electric and AT&T were up a

fraction.

Following is a summary for last week and up to and in-

cluding Tulv 30

:

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales High

American Seating 400 IflVi
Brunswick-Balke-Collender 2.100 16%
Consolidated Film 1.100 19%
Do pfd .._ _ „ 3,600 21

Eastman KcKlak 28.310 217%
no pfd 50 ]28V|

Fox Filn, "A" 51.600 49%
Gen. Theatre Equipment 10,200 3,5%
Keith Albee Orpheum 1,000 112%
Loew'H, Inc 66,800 77%
Do rifd ww__ 100 10.514
Do pfd xw.._ 600 96%

Metro-Holdwyn-Mayer, pfd BOO 25%
Paramount „ 66,000 62%
Pathe Exchange 3,400 5
Do "A" _ 2.200 n

Radio Corporntion 989,600 46%
Do pfd "A" _ 400 56
Do pfd "B" _ 700 75%

Low Close
10 10

15 15%
18% 19'4

20% 20%
202 211
128 128
44% 47%
33% 34

112% 112%
70 73%
105 Vt 10514
96% 96%
24% 24%
58% 60%
4% 4%
9y4 9%
39% 44%
55% 65%
7414 7414

Sales High
Radio Keith Orpheum 346.000 35%
Shubert Theatres _ 10,700 19
Universal Pic let pfd 240 48
Warner Brothers _ 437,100 45
Do pfd 600 48%

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Balaban & Katz 350 75
Oen. Theat., Inc 3.100 35%
Morgan Litho 1,850 10%

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures 200 42%
Educational Pictures, pfd _ 250 2II4
Fox Theatres _ 6,400 11
Loew's rts „ 200 38
Do war _ 900 10%

National Screen . _ _ 800 31%
Sentry Safety 4,200 3%
Technicolor, Inc _ 3,100 32%
Trans-Lux 2,000 9%

Low Close
31% 33
16 18%
45% 47%
38 39%
48% 48%

7.5 75
33% 34%
9 10%

40% 40%
20 21%
9% 10

38 38
9% 9%
30% 31%
2% 3

31 32
8% 9%
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\W
Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

Is this a bit of old Spain or Mexico?
Anyhow, it doesn't matter much when
"Adios" is being said, which is the
title of the F N picture in which Rich-
ard Barthelmess and Mary Astor play.

There probably is room for three, but what is a poor automobilist going to do? Perhaps
the whole Gang could have been taken for a ride if Chubby hadn't been so fat, but he
makes a splendid backstop for Wheezer if anything should happen to the car. We don't
know whether there is to be a race or 'not, but we'll bet it will be a good one. The latest

comedy for the Hal Roach M-G-M Gang is entitled "A Tough Winter."

Lunch time on a sound truck, and it looks as though it tasted pretty good. Probably
they're hungry, and why shouldn't they be, after working hard all the morning on a

picture. In this case, Grant Withers, Sue Carol, Edna Murphy and Eddie Phillips are

working on Warner Brothers' "Dancing Sweeties." We can't just figure out what it can
be that Grant Withers is gazing at, but the milk is vanishing anyway.

A litde intimate glimpse into the prepa-
ration for shooting scenes. Here is

Perc Westmore, famous make-up and
hair specialist, getting Otis Skinner

ready for FN's "Kismet."
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The profile that will grace Warner
Brothers' "Moby Dick," which fea-

tures John Barrymore. Below, Cliff

Edwards, who plays the com-
edy doughboy in Buster Keaton's

M G M film, "Forward March."

Like something out of EMckens. Virginia

Sale, sister of the talented Chic, as she ap-

pears in a character role in the forthcoming
Warner Brothers' production of "Moby
Dick," in which John Barrymore is the star.

Charles Bickford, popular M G M leading

male player, puts on his old clothes and lends

a helping hand at the gasoline pump in his

filling station, located opposite the M G M
studios at Culver City.

Beauty and the Beast. Evidently Raquel Torres, charming MGM
featured player, finds this "animile" quite interesting, but he looks
as though he could be exceedingly interesting if he ever happened
to open his mouth. Raquel may be seen now in "The Sea Bat,"

which Wesley Ruggles directed.

We wonder if a shelf fell down, or is there some unseen person who
wields a mighty left ort right, and who is more or less sure of his

aim. But do "his-s" throw dishes? That is probably a moot ques-

tion, which will be answered when we see Grant Withers, Loretta

Young and O. P. Heggie in F.-N's "Broken Dishes."
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Midnight Shows on Broadway
Boost B. O. 3 to 7 Per Cent

From $3,000 to $5,000 Added
Weekly by Late Extra Shows

MPTO ofNew Jersey

Raises $10,000 Fund
For Court Action Plan
Overbuying of Films by Producers^

Theatres Cited by Samuelson
As Reason for Course

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—At a meeting of

MP T O of New Jersey a fund of $10,000 was
raised to carry into court the action planned
by the organization against motion picture

trusts for unfair tactics, according to Sidney
E. Samuelson, president.

He cited as reason for the action the over-
buying of films by producer-theatres, making
it impossible for independent houses to obtain
sufficient films to operate, and the system of
giving unfair protection to producer theatres,
on which point, he said : "This means that
producer-owned theatres get films anywhere
from 30 to 100 days before independent the-
atres, if allowed to exhibit it."

A third reason noted by Samuelson was
discrimination in price whereby producers
lease their own or other producers' films to
producer-theatres for about 20 per cent while
independent theatres are charged anywhere
from 25 to 50 per cent of box office receipts.

78 Fox and 58 Loew
Houses Sign forAll
Warner- Vitaphones

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Seventy-eight
Fox theatres and 58 Loew have just signed
to play during the coming season all

Warner Brothers and Vitaphone pictures,
including feature length productions. Fox
and Loew houses are located in the metro-
politan district. Closing the deal were J.
Sullivan and A. Blumstein for Fox theatres,
David Loew and Eugene Picker for Loew,
Claude C. Ezell, George Balsdon, Edward
Goldstein and Harry Decker for Warner.
Warner Theatres to Play
40 Fox Pictures During Year

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—J. R. Grainger
has closed a contract with Spyros Skouras
of Warner Brothers theatres, whereby this
large circuit will play 40 Fox pictures dur-
ing the year commencing August 17. Film
rental will be \n excess of $3,000,000, ac-
cording to Grainger. The contract assures
the showing of Fox pictures in 133 cities in

11 states. This is the second large chain
to contract Fox products, Grainger having
closed an $8,000,000 booking deal with Pub-
lix in June.

Silver Screen, 10-cent
Film Magazine, Started

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 2>\.—Silver Screen, de-
scribed as the first 10 cent motion picture mag-
azine to be sold on the news stands, is due for
its initial appearance on October 10. Ruth
Waterbury will occupy the editorial chair.

Alfred A. Cohen of Screenland, Current
Reading and The Thinker, is publishing it.

Paramount Theatre Figures Show Times Square District

Has Best Draw for Nighthawks
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 3L—The i^iidnight show is a successful venture at the

picture theatres on Broadway.
Increases in grosses for the week at the houses which are presenting these

extra performances range from three to seven per cent, depending, as does box
office intake generally, upon the type of picture showing.

Broadway undoubtedly is unique in this the midnight performance at the Roxy
would be responsible for an increase of

between only three and five per cent.
This variance in percentage between the

Paramount and Roxy is accounted for, ac-
cording to observers, by the fact that the
former house is directly in the center of

Times Square, where the nighthawks con-
gregate.

William Brandt Will

Leave Films; Gets
Three Legit Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—William Brandt,
one of the old timers in motion picture ex-
hibition, has forsaken this field for that of
the competitive legitimate stage. Formerly
circuit owner and later general manager of
Fox Metropolitan Theatres, Brandt is to
take over three legitimate houses in Brook-
lyn and Queens and one in the Bronx. He
will start operation September 1.

Brandt, with a night top of $1 and mati-
nee of 50 cents, plans definite competition
with the motion picture theatre. All his

promotional activities will be directed along
this line, also.

The houses leased are: the Flatbush in

Brooklyn, the Boulevard in Jackson
Heights and the Windsor in the Bronx.
These have been leased for periods ranging
from five to 15 years. Negotiations are
still under way for the Jamaica, formerly
known as the Shubert-Jamaica, from B. S.

Moss.
Brandt will book through the Shubert

and Erlanger offices. Louis F. Werba, one
time manager of Werba's Flatbush and
other Brooklyn houses, will be general
manager of the new chain.

respect. Although the midnight perform-
ance is no stranger to other localities, it is

in the Broadway deluxe houses that it has
reached its most secure foothold.

Gross Raised to $73,000

Taking the Paramount theatre as an il-

lustration of the possibility of gross in-

crease through midnight performances:
Box office figures show that the theatre

can rely upon between $3,000 and $5,000
as the weekly gross on this added per-
formance.

This brings the average week gross for
the house to a figure between $72,000 and
$73,000, the midnight show being respon-
sible for seven per cent of the sum.
This seven per cent represents additional

revenue totalling more than a quarter of

a million dollars.

The gross on this performance varies
according to the picture on the billing. A
man's picture, according to one executive,
has the greatest pull, although the crowd
attending is mixed.

Public Is Shopping for Films

Features with stars such as George Ban-
croft and William Powell will always hike
the midnight gross. No explanation of
this is even ventured, although records
prove it to be true.

Likewise, midnight Thursday can be
counted on to bring additional patrons to
the wicket, for at this performance the pic-

ture for the week beginning Friday is

shown.
Occasional previews with no announce-

ment of the picture's title is good for in-

creased revenue. This is evidence that the
public is shopping for something different,

even though the nature of that something
is unknown.
An executive of Fox, however, stated that

80 More Chicago Theatres Added to

Those Buying All Their Film as a Unit
Eighty Chicago theatres, will be added within the next week, to those now buy-

ing their product as a unit. Incorporation papers expected to be approved will

establish the Midwest Theatres Corporations, formation of which was reported in

the HERALD-WORLD of July 26.

Of the 80 houses, all of the better class smaller type, are the seven Lynch houses,
which have been booked by Balaban & Katz Midwest (Publix), and the 12 Essaness
theatres, the latter circuit having just leased the Chateau, former stock bouse.
Besides these, the group will include the theatres of Floyd Brockell, general man-
ager of B & K-Midwest; Lou Rineheimer and Harry Balaban.
Brockwell will leave Publix to become one of the managing executives and the

treasurer of the new circuit. Emil Stern of Essaness will be president, while
Rineheimer will be secretary.

Practically all of the other theatres are strictly independent houses, according
to Stern.

Cooperative him buying is also being practiced by members of Illinois Indepen-
dent Theatres, Inc., under a system just inaugurated by that association prohibiting
individual buying by any of its membership, said to number about 115 theatres.
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Curtis Pushes Button Opening
Curtains for Warner Jubilee

Signal Gives Cue for Playing of Selected Overture, "In Memory of

You," Theme Song of Silver Anniversary, in Circuit's The-

atres Throughout Country, Connected by Direct Wire
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—With Vice-President Charles Curtis pressing the

all-important button at his home in Topeka, Kan., tomorrow, Warner Brothers

will commence their silver anniversary celebration, to last through the month.

That signal will part the theatre curtains in the company's houses in Newark,

Washington, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, New Haven, St. Louis, Milwaukee,

Chicago, Atlantic City and Albany, and give the cue for the selected overture,

"In Memory of You," the theme song for the anniversary.

The installation of the direct wire circuit to

the various theatres is said to have cost sev-
eral thousand dollars.

H. M. Warner, president of Warner
Brothers Pictures, cabled from Ger-
many, where he is attending the tech-
nical conference of the film industry,
that he wanted the initial perform-
ances in each of the key cities to be
for the benefit of a local charity.

Those tie-ups have been made, and in

various cities the announcements have
come in for considerable prominence
in the newspapers, notably in Chicago.
The silver jubilee should see a near record

for a month's releases. The number of pic-

tures to be issued to exhibitors in August has
been increased over those first announced. Be-
sides the six promised by Warner's, First Na-
tional Pictures, the affiliation of Warners',

In the Thick of the Fight

Go where you may—to the battlefront where dodging shells becomes a pastime, or into

a surging revolutionary country—go where you may and you will always find undaunted
newsrcel cameramen and newspapermen. On their shoulders rests the responsibility of
giving to the world, both on the screen and in print, stories of these history-making events.

To these men is accorded honor as it is to those actually in combat.
The picture published herewith shows James Mclnnis, Fox-Hearst cameraman, grinding

away as the storm of revolution broke around him in India. Mclnnis, with Louis de Roche-
mont, director of the unit, and W. K. Hawk, sound technician, was despatched to India when
the first mutterings of the revolt presaged its world-wide significance.

is doing its part with at least seven of its

best productions to be released this month.
"The Dawn Patrol" is First National's first

best bet, followed by "The Bad Man," with
Walter Huston taking the role made famous
by Holbrook Blinn on the stage. Then come
"Numbered Men," "Bright Lights," "The Way
of All Men," "One Night at Susie's" and "Top
Speed."
From the Warner side of the house will

appear in quick succession "Three Faces East,"

a mystery play with Constance Bennett and
Erich Von Stroheim in the prominent roles

;

a French farce, "The Matrimonial Bed,"
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs," a Belasco stage suc-

cess ; and "Oh Sailor, Behave," introducing

Olsen and Johnson in comic roles. "A Sol-

dier's Plaything" and "Viennese Nights," plus

John Barrymore in "Moby Dick" to top off

the schedule, should send the jubilee month
over with plenty of life.

Deny That Old Style

Comedies Will Take
Place of Varieties

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—When the Warner
office here was approached with the floating

tale that Vitaphone Varieties was to be aban-

doned in favor of the old style comedies, the

answer came with a swift and emphatic no.

On the contrary, with a heavy schedule of

shorts ahead at the Eastern Studio in Brook-
lyn, the Varieties are going bigger than ever,

according to a company executive. He pointed

out that short subjects of this type are decid-

edly in demand in the foreign field.

In England, he said, there is a greater public

interest in the screen vaudeville of the Va-
rieties type than in regular features. The
fascination of the English for the old music
hall entertainment causes the American shorts

to hit just the right spot with the motion
picture fans on the island. IE the Eastern
Studio produced shorts only for the foreign

market, he said further, without even a show-
ing in this country, Warners would be more
than repaid for the production cost.

That in itself is good and sufficient reason
why they haven't the slightest thought of cut-

ting down on their regular shorts production
aiound the Warner plant.

175 Managers for

Famous in Canada
Consider Policies
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, July 31.—More than 175 man-
agers of Famous Players Canadian Corpora-
tion in Eastern Canada anji high executives of
the Paramount Publix Corporation attended
the annual convention of eastern managers at

the Royal York hotel today, the meeting being
held under the supervision of Clarence Rob-
son, eastern divisional general manager, and

J. J. Fitzgibbons, newly appointed director of
operations. The meeting consisted largely of
greetings, introductions and announcements
regarding international policies and group con-
ferences, with particular regard to the adopted
Paramount policies for the Canadian houses.
The sessions were of a closed nature.

Grimth in N, Y, for

Lincoln Film Premiere
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—D. W. Griffith

has arrived in New York for the premiere
of "Abraham Lincoln," which will play
Broadway at $2 top.

Ben H. Atwell will publicize the New
York run.
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Know Your
Exchange
—Managers—

The exchange manager is the direct

contact between exhibitor and distrib-

utor, and therefore it is to their mu-
tual advantage to know each other.

The Herald-World presents a series of

brief sketches of exchange managers
and their outstanding activities in the

motion picture field.

THAT man Lefko, who presides over the

destinies of Pathe at the Pittsburgh ex-

change, signs himself with just one initial

ahead of his name
and that's "S." We're
not going to divulge
any secrets but from
his record we gather
it stands for "Sales."

He has been with
Pathe about two and
a half years.

Lefko has been in

the film business for
sixteen years and has
soaked up a lot of
experience in that

period of time that

now is standing him
in good stead.

He was born in

S. Lafko

Philadelphia on Nov. 6, 1896.

'X'HIRTEEN may be an unUicky number for
-•- some folk, but to Harry Ballance, district
manager of Paramount-Publix, with head-
quarters at Atlanta,
it's just the opposite,
for he's hitting the
ball harder than ever
in his thirteenth year
with the company.
His district includes
the branches at At-
lanta, Memphis, Char-
lotte, Jacksonville,
New Orleans, Dallas
and San Antonio.
Ballance has been a
San Diego exhibitor.

He was Los An-
geles branch manager
for Metro in 1915-16, H. G. Baliamw

resigning to join Paramount. After two years
he was promoted to district manager for New
England, and in the following year became
sales manager for the division including New
York.

GO West, young man, said Horace Greeley,
so Jack Ellis dutifully went Southeast.

Not such a great distance, however, only from
New York City to

Brooklyn. But now
he has reversed direc-

tions and is back in

the Big Town as New
York exchange sales

manager for R K O
Radio Pictures.

It was ten years
ago that Jack hied
himself into the film

business. He had a

big advantage over
some folk at that. He
had won the short-
hand championship of
New York City in

1916 with his brother
and so was all set to hang up some speed
records in signing contracts.

See General Upward Trend in

Paramount Half-Year Record
Eight Millions Net Is 65 Per Cent Gain Over Same Period in 1929

—^Estimated Profit for Second Quarters Shows
41 Per Cent Increase

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—A six months net profit of more than $8,000,000,

which indicates an upward trend this year in the motion picture business, has

just been announced by Paramount Publix.

The company in its consolidated statement
said

:

"Paramount Publix Corporation estimates
its consolidated net profit for the six months
ending June 28, 1930, after all charges and
taxes, at $8,434,000, equal to $2.98 per share
on 2,832,277 shares, the average number out-
standing during the period. The profit for the
six months created a new high record for the
company for this period of the year, and is

approximately 65 per cent ahead of the profit

for the corresponding period of 1929, which
was $5,130,000.

The estimated profits for the three months
ending June 28, 1930, is $3,600,000, and is equal
to $1.21 per share on 2,972,742 shares, the
average number outstanding during the quar-
ter. This profit compares with a profit of

$2,556,000 for the same period of 1929, equal

to $1.14 per share on 2,242,862 shares then
outstanding.

The estimated profit of $3,600,000
for the second quarter is also a new
high record for the second quarter of
any year and is approximately 41 per
cent ahead of the profit for the cor-

responding period of 1929.

The profit of $2.98 per share for the
first six months on an average num-
ber of 2,832,277 shares compares with
a profit of $2.31 on 2,224,683 shares,

the average number of shares out-
standing for the corresponding period
in 1929, and is an increase in earnings
per share of 29 per cent.

The company, since June, 1929, has issued

600,000 new shares for the acquisition of the-

atres and other properties. That these new
properties have contributed their share to the

profits is indicated by the 65 per cent increase

in net earnings.

pany is approximately 30 per cent ahead
of its last year's figure at this date in the

small theatres.
The buying power of small exhibitors

who are in a position to pick and choose
from a large number of available pro-
grams, he pointed out, denotes a basically

healthy condition in thousands of commu-
nities not served by chains.

Depinet Sees Big Year
For Independents;
FN 30% Up on '29

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Independent and
small town exhibitors are confidently pre-
paring for a prosperous year, according to

Ned E. Depinet, general sales manager of
First National.
A close check of small town business,

written by First National, up to and includ-
ing July 12, he said, showed that this com-

New Tone-0-Graph
Development Devised
For Sound'On-Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—A development
described as "new and startling" in sound-
on-film has been announced by Tone-O-
Graph, Inc., the new name of the North
American Sound and Talking Picture
Equipment Corporation.
A noticeable difference in result giving

higher frequency, greater volume and truer

tone of reproduction are held out as the

advantages of the acquisition.
_

It is de-

scribed as an optical unit which conveys
the image of the exciter lamp filament to

the sound track in a purely optical trail.

The general set up is no different than the

present old method in the form of the

mechanical contrivance.
The development of the new unit, accord-

ing to the announcement, is protected by
basic patents owned by the Full Tone Proc-
ess Company of Cleveland, who has li-

censed the Full Tone Reproduction Corp.
of Ohio, for the use of their patents for

sound-on-films. A laboratory test, it is

said, shows the possibilities of reproducing
with this unit, as far as the optical unit

and the photo electric cell is concerned,
16,000 cycles.

The theory back of the unit is purely
optical, the big feature being the cylin-

drical microscopic lens, focal length of

which is .005.

Tone-O-Graph claims as the great advan-
tage of this development the fact that it

offers to the theatre positive patent pro-
tection.

M GM Buys New Grey Novel
NEW YORK. — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has an-

nounced the purchase of "The Shepherd of Guade-
loupe," Zane Grey's latest novel. It will be put into

production as soon as the screen adaptation can be
made.

Jack Ellis

Grauman Arranges Double Premiere in N. Y.

For '^HelVs Angels'' at Gaiety, Criterion
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—New York is to enjoy a spectacle seldom seen in

motion pictures—that of a double premiere.
Sid Grauman, who is handling the roadshowing of Howard Hughes' $4,000,000

attraction, "Hell's Angels," announces that the special will open on Broadway on
or about August 15 at both the Criterion and Gaiety theatres.
Grauman, who will go East shortly, states that two of the largest electrical

displays ever used in motion picture promotion are planned for the fronts of the

houses.
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Metropolitan
THEATRE

The Metropolitan theatre in Houston took the miniature golf course craze and knocked it

for two sand traps and a birdie of an efxploitation stunt. The Metropolitan is cashing in on
the big crowds at the courses in that city by getting represented on the score cards. Five
thousand of these are used at six of the courses each week, with the theatre and the courses
splitting the cost of printing 50-50. In addition to the score cards, the theatre has a permanent
display frame at the clubhouse of each course, with a weekly change of copy, plugging the
current show. Two passes a week to each course fixes this, and gets an enormous circulation,

says Bob Kelly, district exploitation representative for Publix.

Miniature Qolf a Foe? No, Theatre

Owners Make It an Ally
Smalley Circuit Builds Courses Adjacent to Houses—Independent Courses

Decline—Residents Protest Neighborhood Tom Thumb Layouts

EXHIBITORS throughout the country are rapidly making an ally out of

miniature golf, the fad which, for a time, threatened to become a serious

competitor to motion picture theatres. Many showmen have purchased
rights to putt-putt courses and established them on lots adjacent to their

theatres. Some make a separate charge for golf and the theatre. Others add
to their show admission and give patrons their golf and show all for one price.

T^HIS has had a tendency to do two things

:

-•- First, the convenient location has drawn
large crowds away from independent courses;
and second, it has won the support of people
in the residential districts who protest against
having miniature golf disturb their peace.

The slump in business of pony golf courses
as a result of competitive effort by showman
was noted in Los Angeles sometime ago and
first announced in the Herald-World. A
number of mercantile houses in that city dis-
played window signs offering free putt-putt
tickets to all customers whose purchases
amounted to one dollar.

Zoning arrangements have been sought in
many cities to restrict construction of the
courses, but these will have little effect upon
theatre-golf combinations, for the houses are
usually located in business districts.

Smalley Chain Makes Golf Ally

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, N. Y., July 31.—Making an ally
of the miniature golf craze, the William
Smalley Theatre Circuit is installing Tom
Thumb courses near its houses in the cities of
this territory. At Cooperstown, a summer re-

sort, the chain charges 50 cents for both the-

atre and golf.

New Orleans Citizens Protest
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, July 31.—Householders
in all sections of the city are protesting

against the invasion of putt-putt courses into

Ah, a New Species

"Canopy Sitters!"
(Special to the Herald-World)

GULFPORT. MISS.. July 31.—
This city has a new type of "sitting"
contest. The Strand theatre has in-

augurated a contest for boys between
12 and 16 years of age in which tbey
are given prizes for marathon sitting

atop the theatre's canopy on Twenty-
sixth street. It is called a "canopy
contest." Ray Peterson, the Strand
manager, announces that prizes of
$10 for Grst place and $5 for second
place will be given, to be awarded
only if the contestants stay aloft

more than 50 hours.

the residential districts. Attendance at down-
town houses has not been seriously hurt, but

neighborhood theatres are hard hit.

Lynch Builds Own Course

B. T. Lynch, operator of the Manor, Chi-
cago neighborhood house, has built a minia-
ture golf course alongside the theatre. A
separate charge is made for golf and theatre.

The entire side of the theatre building has
been decorated, with trees painted on it.

Courses Won't Move
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, July 31.—Two pony golf

courses here, notified to move their present lo-

cations or quit business, have made it clear

they will do neither without a court battle.

They were ordered to move for violation of

the city's zoning ordinance.

Business Slumps in Los Angeles
(Special to the Herald-Wo'-ld)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—The slump of

business at pony golf courses in Los An-
geles has become more evident, with an-

nouncement by a number of mercantile houses
through window cards that they will give free

putt-putt tickets to all customers whose pur-

chases amount to one dollar.

Seek Blue Law Repeal
(Special to the Herald-World)

LONGMONT, COLO., July 31.—Now that

miniature golf has become the rage and is

proving exceedingly popular, opposition has
developed against the Longmont blue laws of

1882, and a special election is called for

August 12 to vote on a repeal of the ordi-

nance. Signatures on petitions seeking the

election numbered some 1,400 persons.

Madison to Act
(Special to the Herald-World)

MADISON, WIS., July 31.—Complaints
from citizens may result in the adoption of

an ordinance compelling miniature golf

courses to close at 10 o'clock in the evening
and to pay a license fee into the city

coffers. The plan will be laid before the

next meeting of the common council.

Protests have come in from residents in

the vicinity of some of the courses who
charged that they remained open until late

hours and made themselves a public nui-

sance. The amount of the proposed license

fee has not yet been determined.

Files Injunction

An injunction has been filed here by Charles

S. McFerran, vice president of the National

Bank of the Republic of Chicago, to prevent

the erection of a Tom Thumb miniature golf

course adjacent to his residence, at Wilmette,

a suburb. H. J. Popperfus is the builder of

the course. MacFerran, in his suit, says the

neighborhood is a residential district and that

the course would disturb the qtiiet of the

community.

And They're Still Building
(Special to the Herald-World)

WICHITA, July 31.—About 20 miniature

golf courses are now in operation in all parts

of the city, with new ones being built every

week, and as a result a new form of competi-

tion is facing the theatres of this city. The
new fad, which is taking the city by storm,

is hurting theatre patronage to a considerable

extent.

Fox theatres, through their attorney, are try-

ing to secure a new license fee for tent thea-

tres playing this city during the summer sea-

son. The Fox interests here state that they

have a year round payroll and the tent shows
hit them during the slack season, yet they go
on paying huge rentals and taxes. At the

present time the city commissioners have taken

no action on the matter.

A New Golf Arrives
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, July 31.—Barnyard golf, com-
monly known as horseshoe pitching, is the
latest competitor of theatre box offices here.

At several prominent points in the city deluxe
grounds have been opened and are being
largely patronized.
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18 Foreign Talkers

On First National,

Warner Schedules
60 Foreign Film People Invade

America to Begin Work
at Burbank

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 3L—At least eighteen

foreign language pictures are promised for

this season by Jack L. Warner, vice-president

in charge of production of Warner Brothers
and First National. Production is scheduled
to begin immediately.

Six German, six French and six Spanish
versions of current attractions will be produced
for export at the Warner and First National
Studios at Burbank. Sixty foreign actors,

actresses and directors are under contract for
importation to this country for the pictures.

The first group has already arrived, having
come in on the New York of the Hamburg-
American line last week, headed straight for

the Coast.

All eight will be used in the next picture

to be produced, "Those Who Dance," in both
French and German versions. Monte Blue,

William Boyd and Lila Lee played the leads
in the original made some months ago. In the

French edition roles will be taken by Rolla
Norman, Daniel Mendaille, Jeanne Helbling
and Suzy Vernon. Wilhelm Dieterle, Anton
Pointner, Lissi Arna and Carla Bartheel will

feature in the German, with Dieterle directing.

A Spanish version will be made later with
Antonio Moreno in the lead.

"El Hombre Malo" which is "The Bad
Man" in Spanish style has been completed
already, with Moreno heading the cast. Ac-
cording to schedule, "Show Girl in Holly-
wood" and "Moby Dick" are to follow "Those
Who Dance" in production.

Henry Blanke, head of Warner Brothers'
foreign production department, will supervise
the running of the foreign language pictures.

Meyer-Reiger Leases
Space in Film Center

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—The Meyer-Reiger
Company, among whose clients are Para-
mount, R K O and Pathe, have leased a large
space in the Film Center building on Forty-
fourth street. The company will be equipped
with three of the latest and largest types of
developing machines.

The lease involves over $80,000 for the
term, and was completed by John A. Kennedy
for Cross & Brown, agents for the building.

Brulatour Decorated
By French Government

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—The order of the
Legion of Honor has been conferred by the
French government upon Jules E. Brulatour,
the decoration being accorded for his work
while in charge of the picture branch of the
Commission of Public Information in France
during the war.

Gerber Heads Publicity
Of Fox Washington House

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, July 31.—Leaving his
publicity post for Columbia Pictures Corpora-
tion, Ned Gerber has been appointed publicity
director of the Fox theatre here. He will work
under the supervision of the managing direc-
tor, Hardie Meakin.

Theatre Situation at a Glance
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New Checking Service for Percentage

Engagements Already Available
Federal Theatrical Accounting Service Is Established by Harry Ross—

•

Will Give Distributors and Exhibitors Reliable Source for Checkers

ASERVICE that will tend to modify the trials and tribulations attendant

upon the checking up of percentage engagements has been established

by Harry Ross, connected with Paramount-Publix for many years, and

who recently left that company to head one of his own, known as the Federal

Theatrical Accounting Service, Inc. Its scope will be national, and the head-

quarters of the organization are located in the Palmolive building in Chicago,

with branch offices already established in Milwaukee, Detroit and Indianapolis.

Harry Ross

THE company was formed for the pur-
pose of furnishing expert auditing and

accounting service to both the distributor

and the exhibitor,
who, no doubt, have
felt the need of such
an organization at

one time or another.
The saving to both
distributors and ex-
hibitors in their ac-
counting and book-
keeping departments
alone seems suffi-

cient reason for its

entrance into the
field of the industry.

Checkers Scarce

One of the out-
standing problems

met by Ross during his experience in the
industry was the so-called "percentage en-
gagement" and the difficulty which was ex-
perienced in procuring reliable and trust-

worthy men to act as "checkers." At
times the distributor, said Ross, with a

large number of percentage engagements
to be checked, found himself in the unen-
viable position of being compelled to con-
duct a search for desirable men to act as
"checkers," entailing great loss of time and
added expense to the exchange budget.

In many cases these men, when found,
either failed to report at the theatre, made
incorrect reports or left the theatre before
the closing of the boxoffice with the result
that the distributor did not receive a cor-
rect "checker's statement." Added to this

was the vast amount of additional labor
entailed on the exchange force by reason
of routing the checkers, computing their
time and expense accounts, checking over
their reports and making out salary checks,
all of which, after having been carefully
gone over in the exchange was again
checked over by the accounting department
in the New York office. The cost of this

additional labor on percentage engagements
oftentimes equalled or exceeded the addi-
tional rental derived from the engagement.

Checkers All Over Country
The plan of operation, as outlined by

Ross recently, contemplates the placing of
expert "checkers" in every town and city
in the United States of 5,000 population
or over. These men will all be local resi-

dents, selected from a list furnished by the
local chamber of commerce. Each man on
the list will be interviewed personally be-
fore a choice is made and his record will
be carefully scanned before he is appointed
as a representative of The Federal The-
atrical Accounting Service, Inc. After a
selection is made for_ the particular town
or city, his name is_ given a bonding com-
pany which again investigates the repre-
sentative and if found satisfactory he is

placed under bond and then given train-

ing and instruction in his duties by an
expert accountant.

In no case will a so-called "professional
checker" be selected, the representatives all

being men whose line of business permits

them to assume the duties of represent-

ing the Ross organization without in-

terfering with their regular duties. At pres-
ent several hundred men are representing
the new organization throughout the Mid-
dle West, men taken from the ranks of

advertising solicitors, insurance solicitors,

bond salesmen, special writers, mail car-

riers and store managers all of whom work
on their own time. These men were given
a thorough training in the duties of a

"checker" and were carefully instructed to

at no time act in an offensive manner
towards an exhibitor or theatre employe.

Some Are Bank Employees
They are working under the direct super-

vision of branch and division managers
and special field representatives who are

constantly supervising their activities. In

the larger cities arrangements have been
perfected whereby several large banking
institutions supply expert men from their

banking forces, men whose bank duties per-

mit of their absenting themselves during
the hours required at the theatre.

Another point in the exhibitor's favor

stressed by Ross is the fact that his rep-

resentatives act as a deterrent on the pos-

sibilities of dishonest theatre employes.

Andy Anderson Is Host
At Golf Meet for Film
Men at Detroit Lakes

(Special from M. A.)

DETROIT LAKES, MINN., July 31.—
Andy Anderson, local exhibitor and presi-

dent of the Detroit Lakes Golf Club, was
recently host to a golf tournament here of

exhibitors, exchange managers and film

salesmen from Minnesota, North and South
Dakota and Wisconsin.

C. L. Hiller, operator of the Grand thea-

tre at Crookston, Minn., and his son, Er-
nault, walked off with high honors at the

end of the two-day competition. Fred Cub-
berly, connected with the film industry in^

this section for a number of years, was an-

other of the prize winners, as was C. S.

Noreen of Hutchinson, Minn. Some of

the players who had strong scores but
failed to place in the prize money were
Barney Benfield of Morris, Minn. ; Herb
and Andy Anderson of Detroit Lakes;
Thomas Burke, United Artists representa-
tive, and Milton Hill of Canada.
A banquet was held in the evening at

the Greystone hotel at which Mark Miller

of Cloquet, Minn., president of the North-
west Theatre Owners' Association, was the

principal speaker. Among producing com-
panies represented were: Metro -Goldv/yn-
Mayer, United Artists, Columbia. Tiffany,

Universal, Pathe, Paramount and Educa-
tional.

Patrons Storm When
Writer Razzes Byrd Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

DES MOINES, July 31.—A storm
of protest arose when a local column-
ist remarked somewhat sarcastically

that Rear Admiral Byrd and his crew
bad posed theatrically for the South
Pole pictures. The writer said it was
evident that they were as interested

in registering well as they were in

gathering scientihc data. The editor

was Sooded with letters attacking the

columnist for his poking fun at Byrd
and his men. Which proves the pub-
lic will not have its hero maligned.

United Artists to

Give Radio Records
For Film Exploiting
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—New 12-inch rec-

ords for radio exploitation purposes are being
made by United Artists, to be given gratis to

first run exhibitors for advance work on each

picture. The first of these covers "RafHes"
with Ronald Colman, and the second is on
Gloria Swanson's "What a Widow."
Alys Havrilla does the announcing and Fred

Smith, former director of WLW in Cincin-

nati, prepares the radio script and picks the

actors for the roles, where the actual players

do not speak. The records are not for sale,

being the property of United Artists, to whom
they must be returned. The records are

double-faced, the same program being on both
sides.

RKO Gets 8 Theatres
From Brapter-Pollak;

All Are in the East
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Radio-Keith-Or-
pheum adds eight more theatres to its chain
by a deal just closed. The new houses, ac-
quired from the Brapter-Pollak Circuit, are
the Playhouse and the Pickwick at Green-
wich, Conn. ; the Rex at Irvington, N. Y.

;

the Embassy at Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. ; the
Rahway and the Empire at Rahway, N. J.;
and the Lincoln at Kearney, N. J.

The theatres will be operated by RKO
Theatres Operating Corporation, a subsidiary
of RKO.

Publix-Saenger Leases
Seven North Carolina
Houses, Charlotte Hears

(Special to the Herald-World)
CHARLOTTE, July 31.—Seven theatres in

the eastern portion of this state have recently
been added to the Publix-Saenger chain, re-
ports current here state. The properties are
said to involve an investment of approxi-
mately $750,000, and were acquired by leases.

The theatres are : Lyric, Rock Mount ; White,
Greenville ; Carolina and Paramount, Burling-
ton ; Mason and North State, Goldsboro.

Change Name of Film
NEW YORK.—The final and definite title of Buster

Keaton's newest starring vehicle has been announced
hy Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as "Douph Boys." It was
formerly known as "Forward March."

Fox Pacific Chain Buys
Three Portland Theatres;
Two Managers Retained

(Special to the Herald-World)
PORTLAND, ORE., July 31.—Fox Pacific

Theatres has just announced purchase of the
Egyptian, Neutune and Uutown houses here.
Manager Al Rosenberg and Al Finkelstein will
remain with the new ownership, which is a
subsidiary of Fox West Coast Theatres.
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CanadianExhibitors
GetSecond Warning
On Copyright Music

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, July 31.—A letter, the second

of its kind, to all exhibitors in Canada, warn-

ing them that legal action would be taken for

"unauthorized use of our property," has been

sent out by the Performing Right Society,

through its general manager, James Annand.
The society has made an effort to impose an

annual license fee upon all Canadian theatres

and exhibitions for playing copyrighted music

said to be controlled by the organization.

This has led the Musical Protective Society,

with headquarters here, to investigate the

question of musical licenses in Canada. No
decision has been reached.

The Performing Right Society, in the two
letters it has sent out, has made no mention

of the amount of tax which it would try to

collect, and the exhibitors, generally, have

ignored the notices—in many cases because of

the indefiniteness of the warning.

New Daylight Saving Blamed
for Lower B. O. in Milwaukee

Pushing Clock Ahead Doubles Attendance at All Parks and In-

creased Amount of Golfing Is 20 to 38 Per Cent, Com-
mission Secretary Finds in Survey

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

MILWAUKEE, July 31.—Drop in the box office receipts of Milwaukee
theatres, especially the downtown houses, appears to be responsible, at least

partially, to the new daylight saving time, according to the results of a survey

just completed by Jerome C. Dretzka, secretary of the county park commission.

This survey, taken since daylight saving time went into effect in Milwau-
kee, shows an unusual increase in the number of persons using county parks.

A particular check was made of golf courses and it was found that golfers at

one park increased 20 per cent over the same period last year ; at another 22,

and at still another 38 per cent.

Katherine Swan Back
At Paramount Studio

(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

J>l'E^N YORK, July 31—Leaving Columbia's

scenario department to return to the Para-

mount fold, Katherine Swan will join D. A.

Doran, scenario editor at the Paramount As-

toria studios.

'

Miss Swan's background of experience in-

cludes work in a production capacity with

Norman Bel Geddes, the Shuberts and Basil

Dean. She was at one time associated with

Pathe. Prior to her engagement with Colum-
bia, she was manager of the American Stock

Company at the Theatre Femina in Paris.

Dietz Is New Columbia
Manager at St. Louis
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Andrew Dietz has

been named branch manager for Columbia

Pictures at St. Louis. He comes to Columbia

from Sono Art-World Wide, where he acted

as division manager.

Dietz entered the motion picture field in

1915 through Pathe and later joined Realart.

He returned to Pathe in 1922 as division

manager, later becoming associated with Sono
Art-World Wide.

At all parks general attendance has doubled,
the survey shows. Tennis courts and bath-
ing beaches also have succeeded in drawing
twice their usual number. Conclusions from
the survey, Dretzka believes, are that a
greater number of persons of all classes are
now utilizing park facilities, with the new
hours allowing them sufficient time for out-
door recreation.

There are seven torn thumb golf courses in

Milwaukee with prospects for 70 more in a
fortnight, it was stated.

Despite the factors, comparatively few Mil-
waukee theatres have closed, nor have there

been many price reductions in admission.
The only two downtown theatres to drop

prices are L. K. Brin's Garden and Majestic
theatres, the top price now being 50 cents

where before it was 60. Even this, however,
does not appear to aid the box office a great

deal unless a particularly good picture is

shown. Good films and a moderate admission
price appear to be what Milwaukee theatre

patrons are seeking.

Only One Projectionist

Asked for Small Houses
The projectionists' union in Chicago was

asked this week to permit the employment of

only one man in the projection rooms of small

theatres. The request was made by the Ex-
hibitors Association of Chicago through Jack
Miller, its president, who pointed out that the

move was in line with the custom of both the

union and the exhibitors' organization to sug-

Standard Exchanges
Organizes in New York

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Offices have been

opened in Buffalo and Albany by a new state

right exchange known as Standard Film Ex-
changes, Inc., with J. Berkowitz as manager.

The company will operate in upper New
York state, handling 10 sound specials, 16

syndicate talking westerns, eight melodramas,
three Mascot serials and 18 Alice Cartoons.

Actual distribution will be through First

Graphic Exchanges, Inc.

Morosco's Plans Indefinite

After F N Contract Ends
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—Walter Morosco's
contract with First National ends next month.
To date he has announced no plans as to his

future affiliation. For the past five rnonths

he has been acting as a supervisor of pictures

other than the Corinne Griffith productions.

Friday Matinees Asked
To Give Adults Saturdays

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, July 31.— Ex-
hibitors can get a hint or two from a

letter written by a newspaper reader
and published in a local paper as fol-

lows: "It seems to be the vogue to

hold a special matinee for children

beginning at 10 o'clock on Saturday
mornings. I suggest that this be
changed to Fridays, at least during
the summer holidays. Children have
nothing to do during the summer, and
there are a lot of us working women
who get off at noon Saturday and
want to escape the cares of this

world in a good picture. How can
we when half the good seats are oc-

cupied by boys and girls seeing the

show for the third time and com-
menting audibly on what they have
see a couple of hours back? We will

stand for this in the winter on ac-

count of school, but give us a respite

in the summer. Please."

gest changes in the contract as new conditions

occur. The present contract has until 1932 to

run.

The month of August, however, will bring
the beginning of negotiations between ex-

hibitors and musicians over a new contract,

the present one expiring on Labor Day. This
agreement, when consummated, was regarded
as a distinct victory for exhibitors and it is

thought that the situation then, caused by
sound is essentially the situation today, any
change b^ing against the employment of even
the number of musicians now required.

Two Warner Specials on
Broadway Next Month

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 31.—Warner Brothers

comes to Broadway next month with two
of its new season's specials, "Moby Dick" and
"Old English." "Moby Dick" reopens the
new Hollywood which closed for alterations

shortly after its premiere. "Old English" re-

opens the Warner, also closed for renovation.
"Moby Dick" as the "Sea Beast" was one

of John Barrymore's finest opuses more than
four years ago. This classic of the old whal-
ing days had an extended run at the Warner.
In the talking version Joan Bennett plays op-
posite Barrymore.
"Old English," starring George Arliss, is a

talking adaptation of the John Galsworthy
stage play in which Arliss also created the
stellar role.

$45,000 Fire Sweeps
St. Louis Volland Plant

(Special to the Herald-World)
ST. LOUIS, July 31.—Fire swept the four-

story plant of the Volland Scenic Studios,
Inc., here and caused damages estimated at
$45,000.

No one was in the building when the fire

broke out and the flames got a big start be-
fore being discovered. When the first fire-

men arrived the fire was already beyond con-
trol. Fire Chief Alt estimated the loss at

$25,000 to the building and $20,000 to the
contents.

Cantor to Appear at
Three Warner Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Eddie Cantor o£
song fame will make personal appearances at
three Warner Brothers theatres, announces
Spyros P. Skouras, managing director of
Warners theatre circuit.

The houses and the dates are: Earle in

Washington, August 1 ; Mastbaum in Phila-
delphia, August 8; Stanley in Pittsburgh,
August 15.
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Y^
NEW PRODUCT

This department does not attempt to predict the public's
reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter

MANSLAUGHTER
A LADY IN JAIL! Produced and dis-

tributed by Paramount. Directed and
adapted by George Abbott. Based on the
novel by Alice Duer Miller. Dialog by
George Abbott. Camera, A. J. Stout.

With Claudette Colbert, Frederic March,
Emma Dunn, Natalie Moorehead, Richard
Tucker, Hilda Vaughn, G. Pat Collins,

Gaylord Pendleton, Stanley Fields, Arn-
old Lucy, Ivan Simpson and Irving
Mitchell. Released August 9. Sound
footage 7,954.

Hi.ERE is the talking version of what was a
box office silent some years back. It is far

superior to the original and, in fact, is better

than Miss MiUer's story, as we remember it.

First to last it is a personal triumph for that

versatile transplantation from the legitimate,

George Abbott. Able direction shines through
the picture, making it more than convincing.

The story is an excellent one, and again to

the credit of George Abbott, it moves rapidly,

packed with action, and holds the attention well.

If the silent went over, this should dive over.

The director has worked in some excellent bits

of straight silent, and throughout cut a great

many of these extraneous and annoying super

sounds. One particularly effective sample:

Frederic March strolling through a wooded
park at night, whistling. There is no loud

sound of footsteps, just a soft background
rustling and the clear tone of the whistle.

This is a tale of young Lydia Thome, who
has too much money, a fast roadster, and an

entirely selfish viewpoint. An indulgent aunt,

Emma Dunn, does her best with her, but that

isn't much. The clever young district attorney

meets and falls in love with her, but at the same
time is possessed of a strong sense of the ob-

ligations of his office and the idea of equal

justice for the wealthy and those not so. Con-
sequently, when the fast moving Lydia, in es-

caping a pursuing traffic officer, neatly skids

her car, forcing the officer to crash into it and
kill himself, Dan O'Bannon prosecutes and con-

victs her, then resigns and slips downhiU.
The several years in jaU, one may gather,

does the spoiled little rich girl a lot more good
than harm. She is pardoned, determined to
wreck the career of her prosecutor, by this time
well on his feet again. Having the opportunity
in her hands to do just that, she finds she can't
quite make it, and the D. A. has both position
and girl.

Claudette Colbert, as Lydia Thorne, does a
finished piece of work, enhanced by an inter-
esting voice. Frederic March as the D. A. is

no less apt in his role. The two have an ex-
cellent supporting cast, with Richard Tucker as
the lawyer rival for the girl, and Hilda Vaughn
as the maid, doing perhaps the best work, not
forgetting Ivan Simpson as the always perfect
butler.—Charles S. Aaronson, New York City.

THE BOSS'S ORDERS
Pttthe—Talker

The Boss gives orders to entertain two French
importers. A pair of married salesmen meet
them, and they turn out to be female. Dinner
at a French restaurant, and the two wives ap-
pear, unknown by the respective spouses. The
wives follow the girls into the ladies' room, and
a swapping of clothes takes place, despite the
objections of the French girls. Follows the usual
chase and capture, and husband beating ends
the story. Not particularly funny, very little

punch. Directed by Fred Guiol. Running
time, 20 minutes.

* * *

RAFFLES
A CLEVER CROOK! Produced by

Sam Goldwyn. Distributed .by United
Artists. Director, Harry D'Arrast. Au-
thor, E. W. Hornung. Adaptor, Sidney
Howard. Dialog, Howard. Editor, Stuart
Heisler. Photographers, George Barnes
and Gregg Toland. With Ronald Colman,
Kay Francis, Bramwell Fletcher, Francis
Dade, David Torrence, Alison Skipworth,
Frederick Kerr, John Rogers, Wilson
Benge. Running time, 1 hour, 20 minutes.

T.HE box office is the best gauge of this pic-
ture. Its draw at the Rialto, even during this
hot weather, has been exceptional.

In one respect this is a surprise, for crook
pictures have been in the majority these past
few weeks. On the other hand one cannot
overlook the draw of Ronald Colman.

It seems that wherever you find Colman
there you will find the crowds. Such is the case
at the Rialto.

Colman, however, is not alone in the cast.

One cannot see the picture without appreciating
the fine work of Kay Francis. Together they
are an excellent team. As excellent in fact,

or even superior, to the previous teams of
which Colman has been a part.

The story of "Raffles, the Amateur Cracks-
man," should be wellknown, both from its stage
version and its early picture version. This
character perhaps is as well known as Sherlock
Holmes, although they are the antithesis of each
other.

A burglar, labelled The Amateur Cracksman,
has baffled Scotland Yards. He commits rob-
bery after robbery without leaving the slightest

clue as to his identity.

Finally, The Amateur Cracksman, in real life

a Mr. Raffles, socially prominent and a noted
cricket player, falls in love with a charming
and sophisticated girl.

Just as he vows to give up his life of crime,
a young friend confesses that he has passed a

bogus check for 1,000 pounds. The money
must be in the bank by Monday if the young
chap is to remain out of prison. Raffles de-

cides upon one course. He goes to the home
of nobility for a week end game of cricket and,
incidentally, to steal the valuable necklace of

Lady Melrose.

A band of crooks almost thwart his plans,

but through a ruse he obtains the jewelry and

returns to London. Here he is shadowed by
Scotland Yard operatives from whom he es-
capes just as they are chuckling over their suc-
cesslul catch.

r ^^l^^^i*^}^^ *^ cleverly handled throughout.—
Jay M. Shreck, New York City

* * *

"DEVIL WITH WOMEN"
HERO LOSES THE GIRL! Victor Mc

Laglen star. Fox Production. Directed by
Irving Cummings. Mona Maris in leading
feminine role. Length, 7,140 feet.

Central America provides the setting for
a romance of a soldier of fortune. McLaglen
IS the fighting Yankee who heads a troup of
I'ederals and aids in holding at bay the beUig-
erent bandits of the hills.

He is in all the scenes. The plot revolves
closely about him. He wins battles almost
single-handedly. He is sentenced by the bandit
leader to be shot at sunrise. There is no es-
cape you believe, but he does escape. He kills
the leader of the gang. He finds himself be-
sieged in the viUa of the heroine Again there
is no escape. Outlaws surround the house. The
ammunition is low. The four hundred are elos-

B ^ T; T^",
'S°"™"nio«s surrender is imminent.

But McLaglen wraps himp^lf in an Indian shawl
to protect himself from tue machine gun fire
and rushes headlong from the besieged house.How he does it I cannot tell you but he glori-
ously drives the four hundred down the valley
and away. The next development is the cul-
mination of the courtship.

It is a show filled with excitement and
humor. McLaglen, it will be noted, gets along
very nicely without the offensive use of pro-
fanity that was quite apparent, unnecessarily,
in other of his starring vehicles.—Douglas
Hodges, Hollywood.

* *

MONTE CARLO
MEDITERRANEAN MADNESS! Pro-

duced and distributed by Paramount Pub-
lix. Directed by Ernst Lubitsch. From a
story by Hans Mueller, entitled "The
Blue Coast," and an episode of "Monsieur
Beaucaire," by Booth Tarkington and
Evelyn Sutherland. Adaptation and con-
tinuity by Ernest Vajda. Additional dia-
log by Vincent Lawrence. Music by Leo
Robbins, Richard Whiting and W. Franke
Hurling. Photography by Victor Milner.
With Jeannette MacDonald, Jack
Buchanan, Claude Allister, Zasu Pitts,
Tyler Brooke, John Roche, Lionel Bel-
more, Alberti Conti, Helen Garden, Don-
ald Novis, David Percy and Eric Bye.
Release date, December 6.

A modernized musical comedy version of
the operetta "Monsieur Beaucaire," with an epi-
sode of the original interpolated to bring about
the happy ending which it lacked. The story
IS slight, and since dueling is out of fashion,
does not have the suspense of the original. The
picture is packed with production value and
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sumptuously dressed, and does not suffer from
an overabundance of songs. The direction, of

course, leaves nothing to be desired. There is

a dearth of comedy relief, the usual comedy
team having been omitted and Zazu Pitts having
been given only a couple of funny lines.

Miss MacDonald, an Austrian countess, runs
away to Monte Carlo just before she is married
to Allister, an Austrian duke, for his money.
Buchanan, a French count, falls in love with her
at sight, but cannot contrive to meet her. He
masquerades as her hairdresser and makes love
to her. Becoming financially embarrassed, she
tries to recoup at the tables, but loses every-

thing. Pretending to have won for her,

Buchanan gives her beaucoup francs, then kisses

her. Insulted, she throws his money back to

him when the duke shows up again. However,
she sees the unhappy ending of "Beaucaire" at

the opera and flies back to his arms, after which
he unmasks.
The picture has two fair songs in "Always"

and "Give Me a Moment, Please," but no hits.

Another one is put over in an effective manner
when MacDonald sings it above the rattle of
the train on which she is riding. She sings an-
other one in a bed. Buchanan is acceptable as
a singing hero, but the picture could do with a
Chevalier. Allister is very, very English as an
Austrian duke. The balance of the cast is ade-
quate.

—

Hunter Lovelace, Hollywood.
* * *

SINS OF THE CHILDREN
POOR FATHER! Produced and dis-

tributed by MetroGoldwyn^Mayer. Di-
rected by Sum IP'ood from a story by El-
liott and J. C. Nugent. Dialog, Elliott
Nugent and Clara Litman. Camera, Henry
Sharp. With Louis Mann, Robert Mont-
gomery, Elliott Nugent, Leila Hyams,
Clara Blandtvick, Mary Doran, Francis X.
Bushman, Jr., Robert McWade, Dell Hen-
derson, Henry ArmcttOt, Jane Reid, James
Donlan, Jeane Wood, Lee Kohlmar. Re-
leased June 4. Footage 7,716.

L«/OUIS MANN does an excellent characteri-
zation as the barber who makes endless sacri-

fices for his children, but the story simply does
not stand up. After his ungrateful children suc-
ceed in planting grey hair upon grey hair in

the all too docile head of Adolf Wagenkampf,
one son, Johnnie, comes striding home on
Christmas Eve to pay off a mortgage, bring his
pockets full of money and effect a glorious
family reunion. Thus is the whole thing
spoiled.

Up to the point of Johnnie's well timed ar-

rival, the picture was a possibility, thanks to

Louis Mann. The affectionate father drops a

bright financial future to send one son to the
West for his health, then puts up valuable real

estate to cover another's shortage in collections.

The eldest son does his bit by changing his

name from Ludwig to Lawrence Warren on his

return from college as a doctor, and adds insult

to injury by marrying decidedly outside the
family type, after the old man has mortgaged
his barber shop to outfit an office.

Alma, the daughter, slips in the direction of
the son of the wealthy former friend of Adolf.
After Adolf pays a visit to the man of means
and unburdens his soul in an impassioned
tirade, the son does the right thing. It is here
that the authors succumb and Horatio Alger,
Jr., steps in to finish the job.

It is really regrettable that Louis Mann could
not have been given a more finished vehicle for
his character work. It is difficult to see how
this picture, the sentimental appeal of which
is damaged by the conclusion, can carry very
far.

The method employed of picturing the sub-

sequent scenes almost one by one, each closing

with a fade out, then moving on to the next
one, had the effect of making the whole appear
rather choppy, causing a break in the pace
of the action.

The supporting cast seems on the whole well
chosen and capable. Probably the best work
is done by Elliott Nugent as Johnnie, Leila
Hyam, as Alma and Mary Doran as the mani-
curist.

—

Charles S. Aaronson, New York City.

GOOD INTENTIONS
CROOKS AGAIN! Produced and dis-

tributed by Fox Film Corporation. Direc-

tor, William K. Howard. Author, How-
ard. Adaptor, George Manker Watters.

Dialog, Watters. Editor, Jack Murray.
Photographer, George Schneiderman.
With Edmund Lowe, Marguerite Church-
ill, Regis Toomey, Earle Foxe, Eddie
Gribbon, Robert McWade, Georgia Caine,

Owen Davis, Jr.. Pat Somerset, J. Carol

Naish, Henry Kolker, Hale Hamilton.

Release June 29. Length, 6,340.

WNE must admit that this is a well produced
picture, but having seen one gang picture after

another during the last few weeks interest in

them has become almost negligible.

Naturally, Edmund Lowe can be relied upon
to give a forceful portrayal, but it is difficidt

for him in a theme which has been greatly

overdone.

Again, this is the story of a gentleman crook,

a society debutante, a cabaret, a robbery, a

double-cross and—. You know the rest.

Lowe, leader of a gang of robbers, falls in

love with a beautiful society debutante. Al-

though she is fascinated by him, her heart be-

longs to the nephew of a leading banker.

The gang pulls a daring robbery, stealing

thousands in securities from the banker. Lowe
is accused of double-crossing, in that he does

not share the spoils.

The gang turns against him and robs the

banker's nephew and the girl with whom Lowe
is in love. The nephew is held as hostage.

At the risk of his own life, Lowe enters the

den where the nephew is held and frees him.

Then the guns crash and Lowe passes from the

picture.

It is well produced, Lowe's acting is well

paced and the dialog is sufficient.

—

Jay M.
Shreck, New York City.

* * *

DIXIANA
GREAT SHOW, SUH! Bebe Daniels,

star. Everett Marshall, Bert Wheeler,

Robert fVoolsey. Dorothy Lee, Joseph

Catvthorn. Ralf Harolde, Bill Robinson,

Jobyna Hotvland, Edward Chandler, Ray-

mond Maurel, Bruce Covington, George

Herman. Eugene Jackson, in cast.

Directed and adapted by Luther Reed,

Music by Harry Tierney; Art Director

Max Ree. Assistant Director Fred Fleck.

Produced and distributed by Radio Pic-

tures.

IvADIO presents for your approval a picture

partly in Technicolor, a talking picture built

about a plot concerning Southern people in

the pre-war days when mint juleps and slavery

were in vogue.

It is the kind of picture everybody (excepting

possibly Hollywood) enjoys. Even Hollywood

has placed its okay on this one. That is un-

usual because my impression has always been

that Hollywood has never liked a picture (ex-

cepting possibly Potemkin).
And what a villian this man Harolde makes!

His style is that of the black hearted, cunning

menace. He does all of his share in making

the show a success. He wrenches beautiful

maidens from the strong arms of the hero. He
cheats the hero in other ways; he takes his

money. He gambles, kills, lies and outrages

everyone he may. Meanwhile he smiles and

leers—and romances.
The work of Miss Daniels is better than in

"Rio Rita." She is one of the most successful

of the silent stars who have borne their fame

into the talking era. Unlike the others she has

profited by the transitioin rather than suffered

by it. And that is welcome news.

Marshall is neither the Tibbett nor the Gil-

bert type of hero. He has an excellent voice

but his appearance adds little to it. It is to be

regretted that he had so little ,
opportunity to

demonstrate the quality of his beautiful bari-

tone.

It is a story of New Orleans. Daniels is a

star of the winter circus. Marshall is the son
of a cotton grower.

The girl's questionable social standing brings
her embarrassment when her prospective
mother-in-law stops the plans for her wedding
to the wealthy young man. Her return to the
circus is followed immediately by her sweet-
heart's departure from his plantation. In the
city he encounters a short career of gambling
and drinking. In one way and another—-cer-

tainly by the aid of Wlieeler and Woolsey—the
hero and heroine are brought together. Their
part in the show is indispensable to its success.

Their indefatigable comedy work gives the
show its finishing touch. They are consistent

laugh getters.

—

Douglas Hodges, Hollywood.

AUDIO REVIEW NO. 31

Pathe—Sound
Nyanza, the Victoria cataract of the Zambezi

river in Africa, the highest falls in the world,
features this issue. Some fairly good cioseup
shots of the pouring tons of water make it in-

teresting. "High and Wild" is a novel unit
taken by Nicholas Cavaliere, showing a few of

the peculiar stone and bronze animals and
figures on the high cornices of New York's
buildings. Looking at different types of wood
through a microscope is the reason for "Big
Timber Expose." "Sea Tag" pictures a large

flock of sandpipers bathing their ankles in the

ocean off the New Jersey coast while hunting
for the next meal. Running time, 9 minutes.

* :I: *

OUTSIDE THE LAW
THE MIRACLE KID! Produced and

distributed by Universal Pictures Corpo-
ration. Direction, story, and adaptation

by Tod Browning. Dialog by Garrett Fort.

Cameraman, Roy Overbaugh. Associate

Producer, E. M. Asher. With Mary Nolan
Edward G. Robinson, Owen Moore, Rock-
cliffe Felloives, Eddie Sturgis, John
George, and Delmar Watson.

Ai.N underworld story, a remake of an old

Priscilla Dean picture by the same director,

with no startling improvement made by him.

The technique of the continuity, which re-

places dialog with action wherever possible, is

commendable, but its tempo is slow and the

picture drags.

The story concerns a bank robbery. Owen
Moore, a Jimmy Valentine, and Mary Nolan,

his accomplice, perpetrate this in a Coast city,

strange to them, of which Robinson is the un-

derworld boss. Moore, acting the part of an
advertising dummy in the bank's windows, con-

trives to be locked in overnight and, dodging
the watchman in his hourly rounds, steals half

a million in bills, which he passes out of a win-

dow to Mary Nolan. Conforming to the Hays
code, actual details of the robbery are not

shown. This is just as well, for it could only

have been done by a miracle worker in these

days of time-lock vaults.

The two hide away in an apartment in which
also lives a police captain, to whom Moore takes

a great fancy. They are ferreted out by Robin-

son, who demands 50 per cent. He is breaking

down their door on Christmas Eve to get it

when the captain surprises him in the act. In

the resultant gun duel, the captain is severely

wounded. Robinson is knocked out by Moore
when the latter discovers the kid's dad was the

victim. Moore and Mary Nolan phone the

doctor and, having been miraculously redeemed
by love for the kid and Mary Nolan's discovery

of love for Moore, await both doctor and police,

who have discovered their hiding place. The
picture ends with their sentence for one year

and the promise of a vine-covered cottage,

chickens, and kiddies thereafter.

Moore is capable. Miss Nolan is typical of her
part, and Fellowes handles well the small part

of the captain, but all would have been better

with faster timing. The child, Delmar Watson,
is good, as is also an unnamed negro maid.

The picture has sentimentality, rather than

sentiment.

—

Hunter Lovelace, Hollywood.
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Paramount Adds 18 Writers to =
Get One of Strongest Staffs Di-a-log

Fourteen Playwrights and Four Novelists Come Into the Fold and
Lasky Expects to Turn Out Entire Schedule of 32

Features Before End of September
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 3L—With the addition of 18 well-known writers to

its staff this week, Paramount probably now boasts of one of the greatest

scenario staffs in the motion picture industry.

includes Fifi D'Orsay, Cliff (Ukulele Ike) Ed-
wards, and Edward Brophy.

Doing Comedies

On his arrival here this week, Jesse L.
Lasky announced he had brought fourteen
well-known playwrights and four popular
novelists into the fold to turn out 32
feature productions in Hollywood this
summer.

_
The playwrights are: Zoe Akins, Mar-

tin Brown, Bartlett Cormack, Salisbury
Field, Marie Baumer, Maurice Hanline,
Vincent Lawrence, Henry Myers, William
H. Post, Daniel H. Rubin, Austin Strong.
Sam Spewack, John V. A. Weaver and
Lajos Zilahy. The novelists are: Charles
Francis Coe, William Slavens McNutt, Ed-
ward E. Paramore, Jr., and Viola Brothers
Shore.
Lasky expects to turn out the entire list

of 32 pictures before the end of September.

"The Cat Creeps" Goes Spanish
The versatile Antonio Moreno, with Lupita

Tovar, will do a lead in the Spanish version
of "The Cat Creeps," to be distributed to 33
Spanish speaking nations. Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

declares the English version will be made in

the daytime and the Spanish edition at night,

necessitating the first 24 hour schedule in

history.

Mines Starts with Christie
Johnny Hines' first Christie picture, tenta-

tively titled "Johnny's Week End," is in pro-
duction at the Metropolitan Sound Studios,
with "Barnacle Bill" Watson directing.

Mickey Throws a Party
A party, guaranteed not to be rough, will

be given by Mickey (Himself) McGuire,
prior to beginning "Mickey's Musketeers," the
first of a new Darmour-Mickey McGuire
series. Cast, producer and scenario editor
will attend.

That Busy Mr. Hersholt
Jean Hersholt, who darts from lot to lot

with all the speed of a tri-motor monoplane,
has signed to do two pictures simultaneously
for Universal. He'll be Charley Yong in

"East Is West," remove his Oriental paint
and then appear as the physician in "The
Cat Creeps."

Mr. Leslie Thrasher's "Lil"
"For the Love O' Lil," the final production

on Columbians 1929-30 schedule, which is

based on Leslie Thrasher's covers for Liberty,
is under way this week. Sally Starr, Jack
Mulhall and Elliott Nugent head the cast.

Denny Quite Parisian
Reginald Denny has the lead in "Those

Three French Girls" as his first assignment
under his new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer con-
tract. Harry Beaumont will direct. The cast

The second Mermaid comedy at Educational
studios, according to reports, will be under
way soon, with Stephen Roberts directing and
Bernard Granville, Dick Stewart and Kather-
ine McGuire heading the cast.

An Elaborate "New Moon"
Work on the elaborate settings for "The

New Moon," in which Lawrence Tibbett and
Grace Moore will sing the leads, is under way
on the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot. The musi-
cal comedy will include the song hits of the
original Broadway productions, in addition to

special numbers for Mr. Tibbett and Miss
Moore.

Another Mexican Invasion
Chiquita, talented Mexican star, will ap-

pear with Tom Patricola in a new Ideal com-
edy being done by Educational. This will be
Chiquita's first motion picture

has been singing in vaudeville
of years.

Laughs in "War Nurse"
Marie Prevost has been signed by Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer to play the comic "Rosalie"
in "War Nurse." The picture will be di-

rected by Edgar Selwyn and Robert Ames,
Bob Montgomery, June Walker and Anita
Page.

although she
for a number

"Lookin' for Trouble"
Is Next Quillan Special

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—Pathe plans to

make Eddie Quillan's next picture a big spe-

cial, as is evidenced by the assignment of
Robert Armstrong and Jimmie Gleason to

featured roles in the production, which will be
called, "Lookin' for Trouble." This is the

first time the former co-stars of the stage

have been together since their successful

farce, "Oh, Yeah?"

Tidden Makes His Debut
InMG M's "Great Day''

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—Fritz Tidden,
newspaper man, makes his debut as a character

comedian in Joan Crawford's Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer picture, "The Great Day." His smart-

cracks about the lot caught the attention of

Harry Pollard, and he was shoved in a good
part.

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.

A/TETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER found it-
-'-'- self denying reports this week that

Greta Garbo will conclude her services

there. It remains a fact, according to di-

rectors and writers wishing to remain
anonymous, that Garbo is extremely aes-
thetic and has no desire to remain on the
screen.
They have it that if she leaves M G M she

will simultaneously leave the screen. A
major portion of the people of the industry,

to quote my informants, and most people
outside it, have an inaccurate picture of
Garbo's personality. She is sincerely in-

terested in doing what she has contracted
to do and wishes to do it without the
flare and ballyhoo many actors demand.
She enjoys hiking in the hills and enjoys

music and tennis. She never appears at

public functions. The screen to her has
meant money that provides her and her
family in Europe with things they have
always wanted. Its adulation has been
tawdry and undesired.
Her antipathy for the gaze of people has

falsely established a legend about her "tem-
perament." Even on the set no one may
watch her emote. It annoys her. But she
denies that it is temperament. It is merely
good taste.

'tTLTELL'S ANGELS" is surprising many
•*--' of the pseudo critics who howled

scornfully about it at its opening. It is all

that was predicted of it. It is breaking
records at the Chinese theatre and you
can't convince me that Sid Grauman is

entirely responsible for that. His exploita-

tion has been sensational but even sensa-

tional campaigns are inadequate to make a

picture gross $100,000 a month for many
months.
Howard Hughes is playing golf in Hol-

lywood while his three million dollars is

beginning to come back to him. He doubt-
less expects to make no profit but has
good reason to believe all his investment
will return.

It will probably come in handy. The
picture enterprises of the young man have
been financed by earnings from the Hughes
Oil Tool industries in Texas. Up to re-

cently the Hughes company owned many
exclusive and necessary patents for drills

to sink oil wells. Many of the patents have
expired, with the result that competition
has cut in tremendously on Hughes' annual
revenue.

DOUGLAS HODGES.

Denies Barry Assignment
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—United Artists has
denied the report that Philip Barry would
adapt "Smilin' Through" for sound produc-
tion, to feature Joan Bennett.
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No More Idling at

This Studio Fountain
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.— The
month of August will £nd no promis-
cuous Coca Colaing in Burbank. Or-
ders have been issued at the First
National Studios closing the studio
fountain between meals. Cause for
this hot weather measure is not
stated in the order.

Claiming ''Dawn Patrol"
Is *'HelVs Angels" Steal,

Hughes Sues Warners
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 3L—Howard Hughes,
the young millionaire producer of "Hell's

Angels" is suing Warner Brothers-First Na-
tional Studios for the alleged infringement of

copyright, claiming that many of the episodes
in the First National "The Dawn Patrol" pic-

ture were stolen directly from the picture

made by him.
Hughes asked that an injunction be issued

restraining the Warner concern from showing
the picture further.

Mix Tax Trial Dropped;
Tom Antes Up $173,000

especial to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 31.—Tom Mix's trial

on charges of falsely reporting and underpay-
ing of federal income taxes has been taken off

the calendar of the United States Circuit

court here.

It is stated that the star of western pictures

has made retribution by paying $170,000 in

back taxes as well as three fines of $1,000
each on misdemeanor charges of turning in

false reports. Three felony charges in which
Mix and Miss Marjorie Berger, income tax
collector now serving a sentence, were co-

accused, have been dismissed.

ff

Hoffberg Buys S. A.
Rights for ''Pagliacct

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 31.—With the purchase

of the South American rights for the Audio-
Cinema production, "Pagliacci," J. H. Hofif-

berg Company, Inc., will exploit the first com-
plete opera to be seen south of the gulf.

Two roadshow companies will divide the
territory for the showing of the Leoncavallo
opera on the screen. Marcel H. Morhange
will cover Argentine, Uruguay and Paraguay,
and A. H. Keleher will take Chile, Peru,
Ecuador and Bolivia.

Younger Resigns as Head
Of Tiffany Scenario Staff

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—A. P. Younger

has resigned his position as head of the
scenario stafiF of Tiffany productions. Al-
though he advised the New York office of his

desire to withdraw from the post, no ac-
ceptance of the resignation has been indicated
to date. Phil Goldstone states that Tiffany
hopes to persuade Younger to withdraw the
resignation.

Non-Payment Charged
In Mackaiirs Pay Suit

(Special to the Herald-World)
LOS ANGELES, July 31.—Dorothy Mac-

kaill, screen star, has filed suit against First
National Pictures for $16,250 back salary. She
alleges that she has not received wages due
her for the last month under a five year con-
tract with the company, made in July, 1925.

Busy Times in Eastern Studios
Of Paramount and the Warners

Fred Newmeyer Starts Directing " The Best People" for Paramount—^D. A. Doran, Jr., Appointed Scenario Editor at Long Island
Plant—Ten Vitaphone Varieties Are Completed

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 3L—With production started on Paramou.nt's "The Best
People" and 10 Vitaphone Varieties completed at Warner's studio, busy times
are here at both the Eastern production places.

Fred Newmeyer is directing "The Best
People," a picturization of Avery Hop-
wood's stage success. Henry Wadsworth,
Winifred Harris, Harry Mestayer and
David Hutcheson were selected for the re-
maining roles, and things are moving fast.

Filling "Skippy" Title Role

While Victor Schertzinger is supposed to
have gone to Hollywood for a vacation,
actually he will give the once-over to a
flock of young hopefuls, with aspirations
for the title role in "Skippy," the picture
version of Percy Crosby's likeable young-
ster of cartoon fame, which Schertzinger
will direct on his return to the city in
about three weeks.

D. A. Doran, Jr., formerly with Pathe
and Columbia, has been appointed scenario
editor at Paramount's Eastern studio.

Dramas, Comedies, Musicals

Dramas, comedies, and musicals are in-

cluded in the 10 new ones from Warner's
plant, set for release early this month.
"Five Minutes from the Station," with
Lynne Overman, Sylvia Sidney and Burton
Churchill; "The Naggers at Breakfast,"
with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth; and
"The Substitute," by H. I. Phillips are the
comedies. On the novelty list Robert L.
Ripley's second "Believe It or Not" and
"Horse Sense," featuring Bob Roebuck and
his horse, Sportincr Life, are features.
One of the Vitaphone "Celebrities"

series, titled "At the Round Table," will

star Mark Hellinger, Damon Runyan,
James J. Corbett and De Wolf Hopper.

Heavy Schedule Ahead
A heavy schedule seems to be in the

offing, with a flock of releases set for Sep-
tember and October.

Stanley Smith hit Paramount's Eastern
studio this week to take the juvenile role
in Ed Wynn's forthcoming vehicle, "Man-
hattan Mary." He will be teamed with
Ginger Rogers, who is to handle the lead
created by Ona Munson in George White's
original stage production. Norman Taurog
is directing and Gertrude Purcell and Sid

Technicolor Seeks

Screen's 3rd Dimension
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—The possi-

bility of color on the screen being
more than just pleasant to the eye is

claimed by Technicolor. Through
the proper use of colors in back-
grounds, throwing out the figure, a
third dimension can be attained.

The producers, under the guidance
of Mrs. Natalie M. Kalmus, Techni-
color's art director, are working with
various shades in order to obtain the
desired effects. The work, it is ex-
plained, is made difficult because of
the fact that the motion picture
scene is rapidly changing throughout,
and yet the colors must always be in

harmony.

Silvers are polishing of? the adaptation
from the stage hit.

Marion Harris, assisted by J. Russell
Robinson at the piano, completed "It's All
Over," a one-reel short subject. Howard
Bretherton directed and Jay Gorney offi-

ciated as musical director. This lady is a
well-known singer of blues songs.

Free-Lancing Lucrative
For Hersholt; Will Play
2 Universal Films Next

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31. — Jean Hersholt
has found the free-lance field a lucrative one,
his latest assignment being a contract to do
two pictures for Uni-
versal. He will play
the featured roles in

two of that company's
biggest productions on
this year's schedule,

"East Is West," which
Monta Bell is to di-

rect, and "The Cat
Creeps," with Rupert
Julian directing. The
latter was originally

entitled "The Cat and
the Canary."

Hersholt has found
talking pictures to his

liking, as demonstrat-
ed through his per-
formance in such pictures as "The Case of
Sergeant Grischa," "Mamaba," "Viennese
Nights," and "Hell Harbor."
Following completion of his contract with

Universal, Hersholt will play a featured role

in another picture, announcement of which is

to be made shortly.

Jaan Hersholt

Charles A. Logue Resigns
As Scenario Chief for **U"

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—Charles A. Logue

has resigned as scenario head of Universal.

No successor so far has been appointed. Carl
Laemmle, Jr., henceforth will exercise much
more supervision over the scenario department
than heretofore.

Studio Digest Suspends
After 3 Weeks in Field

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 31, — The Studio

Digest, recently projected film daily paper, has
suspended publication after three weeks of
existence. Its publisher, Arthur MacArthur,
has joined the firm of Ruth Collier, Inc.,

agents.

Claudia Dell Gets Lead
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—Claudia Dell has
been given the leading role in "Bad Women,"
Warners production of life in a woman's
prison. Other cast members will be Martha
Mattox, Vera Gordon, Blanche Friderici and
May Boley.
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*^ The Sound ^ox'
»»

HOLLYWOOD.
HOLLYWOOD, dear Hollywood, I keep learning things about it every day.

Was riding with a friend of mine in his car day before yesterday when a

little green Ford crept up on us from behind and pushed in our tail-light.

All told, the damage was thirty-five cents' worth of one electric bulb.

But—the local constabulary. Two of them came running over. One grabs

my friend by the collar and jerks him out of the car. "Walk!" he says. My
friend manages a few steps. The cops seem disappointed. One of them, with

a face like a veal chop if ever I ate one, pushes his foot-long nose into my friend's

mouth. Still disappointed. "Been drinkin'?" he asks, after having taken every

kind of a test except a blood sample. "No," isays the friend.

Does this satisfy the cops? Ixnay. They open the rumble seat, they take

out the laundry bundles, they look in every cylinder—no liquor. Werry, werry
disappointing. One of the cops finally takes out a pad and writes out a ticket

for reckless driving and goes away. We couldn't figure this one out until we
saw the back of the green Ford. It has a blue light on it. Blue lights mean
something to cops out here ; all the bigshots have them on their autos. It's

no trick to have the swell roads California has when every motorist pays five

dollars a day for fines. AAA
Advertising as she is spoke in Sunny, Calif.

:

Twenty-four sheets plastered with "Hell's Angels—Never Again With Sid

Grauman's Prologue." Tsk, tsk, and it was a nice prologue, too.

AAA
This friend who got the reckless driving ticket has a job at a local studio.

All he does is sign stars' names onto pictures. On Hollywood boulevard every

store has a series of photographs instead of window displays. Like this : "Two
the Woofle Waffle Shop, where I always eat breakfasts of scrambled eggs and
bacon with toast, forty cents, from nine to twelve, not responsible for hats and
coats. With love, Doris Dolores." Pooh, pooh, Doris Dolores never ate a waffle

in her life and never saw that photograph.

This fellow I'm telling you about certainly loves his work. All day long he

thinks up new angles. For one thing, he never lets a player have the same
handwriting twice. Some players he doesn't like and he has them spell words
wrong. There's one gal who snubbed him at a party. All requests for that

star's photographs that come from east of Salt Lake City he signs, "X, her

mark."

He once had a set of swell foreign pictures he bought from a barber on Vine
Street. He sent them out with the star's autograph, too.

NORMAN KRASNA.

'*Raffles" Called Colman's
Best Box Office Talker

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 31.—"Raffles," Ronald
Colman's third talking picture, has proved a
greater box office attraction than either his

"Bull Dog Drummond" or "Condemned," ac-

cording to figures from the first four houses
in which it has been presented. These houses
are: The Rialto in New York, United Art-
ists in Chicago, Stillman in Cleveland and
United Artists in Detroit.

The picture has, in spite of the summer
heat, approached to within a few dollars of
the house record in Detroit. "Raffles" is the
first United Artists picture of the new season.

R K O Changes Sherman
Contract to 5 Years
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 3L—Lowell Sherman
had a very good reason for relinquishing a
two year contract with R K O. That means
that his first acting-directing assignment was
a success.

The reason was a brand new five year con-
tract to replace the two. He will act in and
direct Samuel Shipman's original story, "The
Losing Game," soon to be produced by R K O.

Sue Carrol in Feminine
Lead with Amos 'n' Andy

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 3L—Sue Carrol is to

have the feminine lead with the famous radio
pair, Amos 'n' Andy, in their forthcoming
R K O production.

Cohens and Kellys to

Film Africa Game Hunt
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—This time the

Cohens and Kellys will be hunting game in

Africa. Charlie Murray and George Sidney
have been signed to take the leads in the fifth

of Universal's Cohens and Kellys series,

"Hunting Big Game in Africa."

In all probability the complete original cast

will be used for the picture. William James
Craft will direct.

Musicians Engaged for

"Atmosphere Service'

By Fox at the Studios
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 3L—The musical de-
partment of Fox Studios has issued the fol-

lowing order : "All musicians employed by the
Fox Film Corporation are engaged for at-

mosphere service unless rehearsal or record-
ing sessions develop." This is the only West
Coast studio in which this arrangement is in

effect.

Film Colony Says Flier

Endangered Their Lives
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 3L—Film stars and
executives residing at Malibu Beach have filed

complaint with the aeronautical branch of the

Department of Commerce, alleging that Wil-
ford Deming, Jr., endangered their lives by
flying within 18 inches of the ground in stunt-

ing his airplane at the beach.

Among those who signed the complaint
were : B. P. Schulberg, film executive ; Fran-
ces MacDonald, actress ; Dick Hyland, writer,

and his wife, Adelea Rogers St. Johns, actress
;

Walter Morosco, film executive, and his wife,

Corinne Griffith, actress.

t(Playboy of Paris" Is

Chevalier's Next Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—Paramount has
changed the title of "The Little Cafe,"
Maurice Chevalier's current vehicle, to

"Playboy of Paris." As is wellknown, the

locale in which the play is laid is that gay
city. Ludwig Berger directed the picture, and
such well known funsters as O. P. Heggie,
Eugene Pallette, and Tyler Brooke are in the
supporting cast. The leading woman is new
and is taken from the extra ranks, Frances
Dee.

Pathe Assigns Walters
To Pen Specific Stories

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—Pathe has dis-

pensed with a nominal head of its scenario
department. Eugene Walters, Broadway play-
wright, who has been occupying this position

is now assigned to writing specific stories. E.

B. Derr, vice-president, and Charles Sullivan,

general studio manager, are directly super-
vising the preparation of scenarios, with the
assistance of Ray Rockett, recently placed
under contract to aid Derr.

Pair Cling to Icebergs
After Plane Is Wrecked

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 31.—After clinging to

icebergs for two days following the wreck of
their plane, Captain Clayton Scott, pilot, and
John Selby, mechanic, were rescued this week
from Icy Bay, Alaska. R K O is filming "The
Silver Horde" in Ketchikan, Alaska. Scott
and Selby were proceeding from Cordova,
Alaska, to Ketchikan to begin their work on
the film. The two were uninjured, dispatches
said.

"U" Restricts Mention of
Steamship Lines to Two

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 31.— Waher Stem,
business manager of Universal studio, has
issued an order to writers and directors ban-
ning the mention of any steamship line in Uni-
versal pictures other than the North German
Lloyd Line and the U. S. Lines. The order
states this is necessary because of certain
reciprocal arrangements in effect.
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

Columbia Studios

"The Lono Wolf" Richard
Boleslavsky

"For the Love of James Tinling
Lil"

"Shadow Ranch" Louis King

"The Squealer"

Bert Lytell
Patsy Ruth Miller
Otto Matiesen

Sally Starr
Jack Mulhall
Elliott Nugent
Margaret

Livingston

Buck Jones
Marguerite De La Motte
AI Smith
Kate Price

Harry J. Brown Jack Holt
Dorothy Revier
Matt Moore
ZaSu Pitts
Davey Lee

July 8

July 23

June 30

June 30

First National Studios

"Adios"

"CoUesre Lovers" John Adolfi

"The Hot
Heiress"

"The Gorilla"

"Father's Son"

"Kismet"

"Father's Son"

"The Gorilla"

Frank Lloyd Richard Barthelmess
Mary Astor
Marion Nixon
Fred Kohler
Robert Edeson
Arthur Stone

Jack Whiting
Marion Nixon
Phyllis Crane
Frank McHugh

Clarence Badger Ona Munson
Ben Lyon
Joe Frifco
Harry Gribbon
Lila Lee
Walter Pidgeon

Leon Janney
Lewis Stone
Irene Rich

Bryan Foy

William
Beaudine

"Sunny"

John Francis
Dillon

William
Beaudine

Bryan Foy

William Seiter

"Little Caesar" Mervyn LeRoy

Otis Skinner
Loretta Young
Sidney Blaekmer
Montagu Love
Leon Janney
Lewis Stone
Irene Rich

Lila Lee
Walter Pidgeon
Joe Frisco
Harry Gribbon

Marilyn Miller
Lawrence Gray
O. P. Heggie
Clyde Cook
Edward G.

Robinson
Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr.
Sidney Blaekmer
Ralph Ince

June 21

June 21

June 23

June 23

June 30

June 7

June 30

June 23

July 21

July 2i

Fox Studios

"Just Imagine" David Butler

"Soup to Nuts" Ben Stoloff

"Common Clay" Dave Howard
"The Big Trail" Raoul Walsh

"Renegades" Victor Fleming

"Fair Warning" Alfred Werker

John Garrick
Maureen O'Sullivan

Ted Healy
Frances McCoy
Mona Maris

John Wayne
Marguerite

Churchill

Warner Baxter
Myrna Loy
George O'Brien
Louise
Huntington

(Spanish version)

June 23

June 23

June 23

April 30

July 21

July 22

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

"Way for
Sailor"

"Forward
March"

Sam Wood John Gilbert

Edward Sedg- Buster Keaton
wick Conchita Montenegro

"AD Quiet oa Myers and WhiteDog Cast
the K-9 Front"

"Anna Christie" Jacques Feyder Greta Garbo (German Version)

"Trader Horn" W'- S. Van Dyke Harry Carey
Edwina Booth

"New Moon" Jack Conway Lawrence Tibbett
Grace Moore

"Three French Harry Beaumont Fifi Dorsay
Girls" Cliff Edwards

Reginald Denny

June 4

June 18

June 23

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

Metropolitan Studios

Untitled

"Sweethearts
Parade"

"Feet First"

"Birth of a
Nation"

Bill Watson Johnny Hines

on Marshall Neilan Alice White

Clyde Bruckman Harold Lloyd

D. W. Griffith

Christie

June 20

June 6

(Synchronizing) June 30

Paramount Studios

"The Little
Cafe"

Untitled

"Anybody's
Woman"

Untitled

Untitled

Untitled

"Morocco"

Ludwig Berger Maurice Chevalier

otto Brower
Edwin Knopf

Dorothy Arzner

Ludwig Berger

otto Brower
Edwin H. Knopf
Cukor-Gardner

Josef von
Sternberg

Richard Arlen

Ruth Chatterton
Clive Brook

Maurice
Chevalier

Richard Arlen
All Star

Kay Francis
Walter Huston
Gary Cooper
Marlene Dietrich

June 21

July 1

July 1

R K O Studios

'Half Shot
At Sunrise"

"Leather-
necking"

'The Silver
Horde"

Paul Sloane

Eddie Cline

George
Archainbaud

Dorothy Lee
Edna May Oliver
Wheeler-Woolsey

Irene Dunne
Ken Murray
Ned Sparks
Benny Rubin
Louise Fazenda
Evelyn Brent
Joel MeCrea

June 11

June 12

July 30

Roach Studios

"The Rat"

Untitled

James Parrott

George Stephens
Lloyd French

Stan Laurel
Oliver Hardy
Mary Kornman
Grady Sutton
David Sharp
Dorothy Granger
Gertie Messinger

July 14

United Artists

"The Bat
Whispers"

Roland West Chester Morris
Una Merkel
Gustav Von

Seysfertitz
Ben Bard

Universal Studios

"Outside the
Law"

"The Spell of
the Circus"

"The Lady Sur-
renders"

"See America
Thirst"

"East Is West"

Tod Browning

Robert Hill

John Stahl

William Craft

Monta Bell

Mary Nolan
Ludwig G. Robinson
Eddie Sturgis

Francis X. Bushman,
Alberta Vaughn
Tom London
Walter Shumway
Conrad Nagel
Genevieve Tobin
Rose Hobart

Slim Summerville
Harry Langdon
Lupe Velez
Lew Ayres

Jr.

May 27

July 1

July 7

July 18

July 21

Warner Brothers Studios

"Divorce Among Roy Del Ruth
Friends"

"River's End" Michael Curtiz

"Sit Tight"

"Captain
Thunder"

"Barber John's
Boy"

"The Steel
Highway"

"A Husband's
Privilege"

Lloyd Bacon

Alan Croeland

Alan Dwan

Iiene Delroy
James Hall
Lew Cody
Charles Bickford
Dorothy Mackaill

Winnie Lightner
Joe E. Brown
Claudia Dell
Paul Gregory
Victor Varconi
Fay Wray
Grant Withers
Phillip Holmes
Lucille Powers

July 7

William Wellman Grant Withers
Mary Astor

Roy Del Ruth
Regis Toomey
Lew Cody
Edward Martindale
Irene Delroy

June 4

June 23

June 23

July 7

July 7

July 7
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Bloomington, Ind.
DEAR HERALD-WORLD

:

We went into the dining room to supper tonight and the girl

brought us a dinner card. We asked her if she had a supper card, and
she said they didn't serve suppers. We found something on the card
that looked kinda Frenchy and we thought it was some kind of soup
and we ordered some and when she brought it in it was a little raw
fish that looked like the candle fish we used for bait when we were
fishing for salmon out on Puget Sound last fall. From this time on we
are going to have a lot of sympathy for salmon. There ought to be a

law against printing anything on a dinner card that isn't United States.
« « *

There is a guy on our floor of this hotel who has a radio and he has
it tuned in on that ben house music down in New Jersey. There is a

law in this country against killing 'em that ought to be repealed, so all

we can do is suffer in silence, but we will betcha that the roosters

down in New Jersey will raisell about keeping the hens awake all

night.
* * *

The more we travel this state the more we are convinced that we
ought to be out West of the Missouri. Not but what it is a good
state filled up with excellent people, but these Hoosiers have got the

blues, and we are getting 'em, too. Wherever we go we hear nothing
but hard times talk, and business conditions justifies their present
state of mind.
Indiana has harvested a splendid crop of wheat and her corn crop

looks like 100 per cent, but somehow this outlook does not seem to

stimulate business. The only business expansion we find anywhere is

expansion of chain stores, chain theatres, chain drug stores and chain
banks. And the next thing we know there will be chain farms, all

controlled from one central head. After that, then what? Figure it

out to suit yourselves. We shudder when we think of it, but if they
start forming chain fishing we are going to blow up.

* * *

Decatur, 111.

The more we see Joe Brown and Winnie Lightner play, the funnier

they are. We have seen "HOLD EVERYTHING" three or four times
and we saw it again tonight, and if we could see them in something at

least twice a week for the balance of our life, we'd be willing to cancel

the mortgage on the old homestead and give you the best pup in the

litter. That pair is a whiz-bang, if you know what we mean.

We met our old friend, C. E. Morrow, who operates the Morrow the-

atre here in Decatur. The Morrow is still running silent and of course

is having rather a hard time of it, especially since this hot weather set

in, but at that, Mr. Morrow says he hasn't had a losing week yet. A lot

of it is due to the fact that Mr. Morrow takes ofif his coat and goes

after the business in a showmanlike manner, even taking his turn in

the booth to save overhead. He expects to install sound this coming
fall. He deserves to win and we hope he does.

* « •

EIGHT PEOPLE DIE FROM EXCESSIVE HEAT—headline in a

Chicago paper. But at that the heat hasn't anything on the racketeers.

CHICAGO IS FAST BECOMNG A FAVORITE SUMMER RE-
SORT—another headline in the same paper. Los Angeles ought to

send back to Chicago and get herself some real press agents. All of

which goes to prove our contention that the only place to spend a

summer vacation is in the mountains.

A fellow said to us the other day, "Say, I don't want to appear per-

sonal in my remarks, but the way you pan some pictures I think you
are crazy." And we replied, "Well, friend, there is nothing personal
in your remarks whatever, and there are probably several thousand
more who concur in your opinion, but be it known that we are a sort

of an independent cuss and we have had a policy that we have tried to

adhere to strictly all our life and that is to tell the truth as we see it,

regardless of what anyone on earth thinks about it. And now, just

what producing company are you associated with?" From then on
the silence was oppressive.

* * «

"LADIES LOVE BRUTES" is not a bad picture, not when George
Bancroft is the brute, but back in our younger days when we had to

fight 'em off, as Joe Brown would say, it was hardly considered proper
to make love to a married woman when her husband was standing by
and looking on. Grandma would have been shocked at such a pro-

ceeding, but granddaughter occupies a front seat at the show and goes
home and dreams of the brute, and the next day elopes with the
"heavy" from "Ypsilanti, Mich. We are living in an age of progress,

with the mercury at 110 in the shade.

* * *

Champaign, 111.

This is the town where the state university is located. If the Univer-
sity of Illinois turns out as many graduates in the athletic field as do
most state universities, it would seem that the high school coaching
field would soon become overcrowded. All college diplomas should
bear the imprint of a ball bat, a football, a tennis racket, a set of hur-

dles or a cocktail shaker as an insignia to designate to a prospective

employer just what line the applicant is most proficient in. Grandpa
and Grandma used to study grammar, physiology and mathematics and
read ancient and modern history. Today they study the fashion plates

and sport page and read "THREE WEEKS." [Editor's Note: Aw,
"Three Weeks" is too old—and tame!] The important positions today
are filled by men and women who, when in college, thumbed a lexicon

more often than they did the long-stemmed goblets.

We knew a college graduate once who applied for a position in an
engineering corps and when asked for his credentials replied, "Why,
I'm the man who made the touchdown by an end run last season and
won the game for our dear old Alma Mater." And the superintendent

replied, "Oh, yes!" But he didn't get the job. Alma used to be proud
of her progeny but of late she is becoming somewhat near-sighted.

* * *

Isn't it a joyous sensation to drive all day in the blistering hot sun
and then go into a hotel and be assigned a $1.50 room for $3 on the

third floor and no elevator, give the bell hop two bits to carry your
luggage up, 15 cents for him to bring you a pitcher of ice water, go

down and eat a 75-cent dinner for a dollar and a quarter, tip the wait-

ress enough for a show ticket and then pay your bill in the morning to

a clerk who acts like he was sorry you stopped there.

Sometimes we wonder if we wouldn't really be better off to go back
to the blanket and tepee. We could at least have the squaws do all

the work.
* ii> «

This heat wave that we're passing through

Has put us on the blink;

We foam and fret and fuss and stew,

We cannot sleep a wink.

There's no cool place where we can get

And our B.V.D.'s are soaking wet.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD Man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD COVERS THE FIELD like an April
shower.
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SOUND REPRODUCTION

F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
GREAT MEETINGS IN FOUR GREAT STATES

COLUMBUS, O.

THE men here have nothing of the slow

in their composition. Moreover, they

are not easily discouraged. Due to the

attitude of an exhibitor, who I believe is acting

very unwisely, to say the least, the local is

and has for some time past been faced with a

fight. It has "lost" several houses.

This, of course, has depleted the treas-

ury, yet the men were willing to shoulder
the expense of my visit. Not only that,

but this local, although not a large one,

supplied the very best hotel accommodations
available in Columbus, which must have cost

them a pretty stiff sum. More than that.

Brother E. E. James, and Brother Demas
Snyder and his wife, acting for the local,

motored Friend Daughter and me out to Port

Columbus for dinner at that splendid air field,

where we destroyed delicacies as we watched
a great three-motored plane come in with

twelve passengers from somewhere out in

Oklahoma, while smaller planes were coming
and leaving literally constantly. Port Colum-
bus is the place where railway transcontinental

air-railway passengers change from railway to

plane, or vice versa.

That, it seemed to me, was ample in the

way of entertainment, but much to our sur-

prise they marched us out on the field and
loaded us into a big cabin biplane, which
whisked us up into the atmosphere to a height

of 3,000 feet, from whence we gazed down as

the ship soared over the twinkling lights of

Columbus. It was an odd experience because
the sun had gone down and the shadows of

twilight had gathered just enough to bring

the lights out brightly without hiding the de-

tails of the city from our gaze. We will both
have happy memories of the courtesies ex-
tended us by local No. 386.

The meeting was at midnight. All the mem-
bers of 386 were there, as well as some of

the Columbus managers and projectionists

from cities within a radius of from 40 to 50

miles. I seem to have lost my notes, but as

I recollect it, men were there from four or

five cities, one of which was Marion, O., 40
or more miles away.

And now I want to talk for a few moments
to the Columbus exhibitor who is fighting the

union, if I may. It is not the purpose of
this department to fight the battles of either

labor or capital. Those matters are outside
our province. However, it is perfectly proper
that we discuss anything which has an effect

upon the excellence of the work in the pro-
jection rooms of theatres.

According to my information the exhibitor

in question gives no reason for the fight ex-
cept that he can operate more cheaply outside
of the union, which, of course, may all be
true enough. Doubtless, however, he might
further lessen the operating expense by pur-
chasing old, out-of-date projectors and the
cheapest possible sound equipment. The ex-
hibitor might do well to consider that the
moment you begin to cheapen things you also

begin to lower its quality, and in the exhibi-
tion of motion pictures the moment you begin

to lower the quality you also begin to make
the show less attractive and in the course of
time to reduce box office receipts.

Mr. Exhibitor, there isn't one iota of dif-

ference between cheapening the quality of
your equipment and cheapening the men who
handle it. The result obtained from equip-
ment is a product of two things, the excel-

lence of the equipment itself and the skill,

the knowledge and the pride in accomplish-
ment of the men who handle that equipment.
You may get fairly good results out of good
equipment for a while from cheap men, but
inevitably the results of that cheapening will

eventually show up and operate to the reduc-
tion of your box office receipts. Such, at

least, has been my observation.

DAYTON, O.

TJ^ ROM the city of Columbus we motored
^ west to the "Home of the National Cash
Register," yclept Dayton. There we were
received into the charming home of Otto Nel-
son, who is in charge of the motion picture

division of the National Cash Register Com-
pany. We remained there for two peaceful
and thoroughly enjoyable days, our rest broken
only by a lecture to the projectionists of Day-
ton and surrounding cities, at a meeting ar-

ranged by Friend Nelson after the Dayton
local had declined, for just what reason I

do not now remember. When Nelson heard
that he got in touch with the officers of the

local and the meeting was arranged in one of
the theatres of the city. It was attended by
the men of Hamilton, Middletown, Danville
and several other surrounding cities.

Incidentally, I want to pay a compliment to

Otto Nelson—not because he did this particu-

lar thing but becanuse he well deserves it.

Nelson has been in charge of the extensive
motion picture activities of the National Casli

Register Company for many years. He is a

regular attendant at the meetings of the So-

A man giving the name Daniel
Harkins is reported to have stated
to theatre managers in the East that
he represents Exhibitors Herald-
World. Daniel Harkins is not an
authorized representative of Exhibi-
tors Herald-World.
One manager reports that this man

is wanted by the police of Boston
on a charge of passing bad checks.
This manager states that he was
asked to cash a check but refused
because it was against the house
rules, though he did lend the man
five dollars. He adds that another
manager did accept a check and it

was returned from the bank with the
notation that there was no account
entered in that name.

Exhibitors and all others are ad-

vised to send in their subscription

payments direct to Exhibitors Her-
ald-World, 407 S. Dearborn street,

Chicago.

ciety of Motion Picture Engineers. He is a

man who knows his job and attends to it.

Quiet and unobtrusive. Otto Nelson is a man
who may be depended upon. He has done
good work for the National Cash Register

Company, which organization should, and I

believe does, recognize that fact. My com-
pliments to Nelson. I value his friendship

very highly.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

I
HAVE always liked the men of Terre

Haute. I like them because they are live-

wire progressive men. The meeting at Terre

Haute was not large, but I believe all the pro-

jectionists and some of the managers were
present in spite of the rather terrific heat—

a

mere 112 degrees that day. Once when Friend

Daughter was driving, she stopped the ma-
chine, hoisted her beautiful nose up in the

air and sniffed two or three times. Naturally

I was curious to know what it was all

about. Said she: "I just wanted to see if

I could smell any sulphur. We certainly

are approaching a scandalously warm cli-

mate and I hope it is not that."

DETROIT.
FROM Terre Haute we pointed the nose

of the gas buggy north again, to Detroit,

upon the route to which lay Marion and Fort

Wayne, Ind. Fort Wayne was one of the

very, very few locals that had declined to re-

ceive us. Don't know just why but that's

their affair—and, I believe, most locals who
have heard this lecture will agree that it was
their loss, too. Since both these cities lay on

this route I then wrote Marion, which is a

mixed local, suggesting that they hold the

meeting and invite the projectionists of five

or six surrounding locals to attend. From
that local I did not receive even a reply. So
we drilled right on through to Detroit, a dis-

tance of somewhere between three and four

hundred miles, where your editor has a son

and a flock of grandchildren living and there

we remained for three days.

The Detroit projectionists had accepted my
proposition. The Detroit local is a very live-

wire organization and I may say that under
the able business management of Brother

R. M. Kennedy it is prospering. I heard

many kind words spoken of Business Manager
Kennedy.

There are a good many Detroit men out

of work just now. In fact, there are about
40 men holding down chairs. This is because
so many of the great industrial organizations

upon which the city depends are either closed

down or are running very short-handed.
The meeting was held in the Majestic the-

atre. There were between three and four
hundred men present, all of whom listened

attentively until 3 a. m. Incidentally, I might
say that a great many of them came forward
and handed me subscriptions to the Herald-
WoRLD—something like 50, as a matter of fact.

I might add that several hundred have done
that same thing during the course of this

present trip. It is the first time I have ever

{Continued on next page, column 2)
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Houses Equipped by Erni Now ^^.o^t^or:^^:^^:^^^'^^
J- J- J- •/ .e vey Getchel of the Oshkosh local, attended

Total 6242: United States Has 4246 '^nd'^^^S.^'lv^^rA^Tm^^^
^ and projectionists, enjoyed the entire meeting.

Recently signed contracts for Western Electric sound systems in the United Theatre men and projectionists from all the

c^ ^ !• ^ 1 1^1 • 1 • 1 • 1. . rJ,-.
towns withm a radius of 150 to 200 miles from

htates indicate a healthy revival in business conditions. The total installations, Oshkosh were invited to attend this meeting,

6242, which includes 4246 in this country and 1996 in the foreign field show ^""^ judging from the size of the crowd in

a big increase in the number of wired houses. '
attendance it was evident that a good many

^ took advantage of the opportunity. Uf course
Among the recent contracts are the New erated by C. S. Piper. B. G. Gates and the main thing, or feature, of the program

Strand in Ipswich, Mass., the Broadway of George Vinton, officers of the company. was Richardson's talk to the men. Since most
Tacoma, Wash., one of the Philip Smith Complete equipment for the taking of °^ ^^^ projectionists and the theatre men from
houses; and the President in Los Angeles. ^^^^^ pictures has been installed in the

out-of-town were unable to get_ to Oshkosh
Two of the Fox West Coast theatres the body of the truck. The equipment is

until about midnight, the meeting was not
Bijou and the Imperial of La Crosse, Wis., valued at approximately $23 500 and in-

called until soon after 12. Mr. Richardson
are included; also the Manor, Pittsburgh, eludes generators batteries recording- an ^^^ introduced to the group of men by James
Pa., a Warner house; the Flatbush in p^^atus and a s^all dark 'room for film

Canavan, national president of the union, who
Brooklyn and the American theatre m loading and developing of test shots. With ^^°^'' through the medium of the talking pic-

JNewark
. •

i j ^ r u space at a premium the arrangement is un-
^''^'

_
Recent installations include the follow- ^^^^^^^ compact, and also is uFilized for the ^^e highlight of Richardson's talk was his

mg- transporting of cameras, tripods, micro- discourse on the subject of 70-mm. film, the

Tampa, Fla.. Franklin 853 Phone, cable and Other equipment. "^^ proposed wide screen and the equipment

Tuckahoe, N. Y., Lyric necessary for the presentation of wide film.

Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Embassy Mr. Richardson presented a reel of 70-mm.

f::& lie^..:^!:!!::::;;;:::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::-499 Academy to Publish ^'r I'Ta^^
fox production, "Happy Days,-

West Sullivan, Me.. Alhambra 303 ^ " -^ »* «>'«'«'0** which had been shown_ at the Roxy theatre

Buffalo, N. Y., Teck 1,695 7%r jT" j -C T\ J^
New York. The examination of this reel of

Arverne, N. Y., Arverne _ 1,086 Il/etV VOilHTlG Of UCltCl film caused considerable interesting comment

rI^°H';r'N T 9.!nI?J^H' '^'" 486 ^ ^ among the spectators, and on lifting thisCamden, JN. J., stanaara 4oo >^ r^ -m >-» -m

,

. .^ ,
-t^. _, ' . i- . i i

Oakland, CaL, Regent fin Snun/I /t fitr*nWill Tt tT weighty reel of film one immediately became
Poison, Mont., Liberty ^^"' »-'«'«*'ftt* ^l.tiL.Ut UBtig confirmed of Richardson's humorous but sin-

Middieto"Vn!^-pI.: i":::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;;:::::::::::: 669 "Recording sound for Motion Pictures- cere statement,, "that it win take a reai man
Woodsville, N. H., Henderson. 505 will be the title of a revised edition of the ^o handle projection when 70-mm. film be-

Dallas, Texas, Cliff Queen Academy of Motion Picture Arts and comes a general actualltJ^ The interested
Westminster, Md. State 770

sciences' DanerT whfrh win L ^fili^?;^^ group of men were informed that the reel of
Lawrenceburg, Ind., Liberty 605 oLiences papers wnictt will be published * -, ^ r, •

t, j • <_ i /in „ j.
Philadelphia. Pa„ Pearl ! 1.305 in book form this fall. It will cover the ^'^f

film weighed approximately 40 pounds.
Brooklyn NY., Broadway Park fundamentals of sound recording and re-

Perhaps this fact v/ill dimmish the tendency

c'aSS^dgf- Ohto'-'LyrTc ' production. The McGraw-Hill Book Com- ^T""^
'""""^ projectonists to double the reels,

Cambridge, uino, Lyr.c ...

^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^ volume. unless Some mgemous workman perfects a

rpv . . . small derrick, or overhead crane for projec-
Portsmouth N H Wentworth Hotel the papers were originally prepared by tion rooms, to handle this new film in loading

loeft' 2a St^t7" 965
^^^^'"? ^°'^'}'\ d'/ectors and engineers co- and threading the projectors.

Ne^^^r-N^^j:, G^:;;;:;;;:;;:::;::;::::::;;:::::;:::::::::;:;;:::;..'!!
"J""^'"'/,

^^.^fe Academy m presenting ^o specific information regarding the new
Petersburg, Va., Cockade 252 a recent official COUrse for 900 studio -jp f,{L nrniertnr wac; p-ivpn p<; the Tnter-
Napoleon, Ohio, State 686 employees. ^^^-^ tim projector was given, as the inter-

Kansas City, Mo., Mokan 1,183 national Projector Corporation does not care
Bronx, N. Y., Crescent Open Air Garden 465 to divulge its plans at the present, though

§?ookiy^:*^.'^.,^i6l'1?^et:::;:::::;::::::;:::::::::::::;:::::''483 Great Meetings in ' ^^\ f
>^hardson urged the .projectionist to

Sacandaga Park, N. Y., Rustic
'-'v^- j. r.^. v-^ .^ «- » «-^ o .«» avail himself of every bit of information pos-

Eldorado Spgs.,' Mo., Opera House 386 jrr /-» - ^ , - sible at the first ooportunitv, since there were
Perryton, Tex., Ellis 752 T Olit* Lrfeat OtOteS ^g things Coming in the future that even the

CkveUnd, Ohii. Homesiea^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^n- I w
ordinary man does not dream of.

Ruston. La., New Astor 9S7 i-rt*f>f>T. n 1f*h ft W*f1^t~kn A film was shown which was taken at the
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Trimble XXM t^fSI, ±\.lL.llUrUbOn

International Projector Corporation factory,
Wichita Falls, Tex.. Gem 601 ,,..,, j j- i- - r -ji- t>- i j j •

Woodbine, la., Woodbine 216 {Continued from preceding page) Under direction ot Mr. Kichardson, and in

Hoisington, Kans., Royal 620 „^^^^4.^A <.,,k^„„-„<-- „ ^ j ^ which he talked, showing the various phases
San Francisco, Cal., Peerless accepted subscriptions, or even consented to

f mannfartnre of the nlrts and units which
Glendora, Cal, Mission take orders for my books when on a trip.

ot manutacture ot the parts and units wmcn
Grants Pass, Ore., Rivoli, 690 I have thought it best to keep entirely away

^"*" '"*°
S"^

comple e assenibly of the Sun-
Kansas City, Mo., Co onia 1,165 f,.„~ „„^r, ^^+t„.., tt„. „ ^ •. •

^ avvuj/
j ^^^ Super-Simplex models. Mr. Rich-

Bethlehem.^^H.: Colonial
'.

*irn„. th.t S' .^h wl \w
'' 1"°"^ •

'° ^rdson explained the various mechanisms and
RoseviUe, Mich., Rosevil e _ obvious that. With such big things looming ,1^ ^^.-fo +1.0,, ^io„»^ ;„ +t,o k„;m;,.^ r^f tU^

, . * on the horizon of the future, the men should *^ ^^"^^ ^^^
^^^^f

'" *^ building of the

Newton, Conn., Town Hall be reading, Studying and keeping up to date,
new modern projectors.

_

Savannah, Ga., Savannah 1.320 that I concluded it was best to alter my pol- ^^- Richardson discussed television briefly

Hardin. Mont.. Harriet 707 i^y, at least for the present. I have been
but assured everyone present that it was a

Providence R. I Castle 770 ^/^; ^ -,^irr.r.\.\.^A .f tt,o k j: t commg thing and a proposition that would be
Houston, Tex., St. Elmo .. .

rather astonished at the number of subscnp- ,. ^ t ?i .^t, i.
• u j ... * iu u

Manchester, Vt., Arca"e 400 tions handed me In Utica in Buffalo in
^ ^"^

^.t''
^" ^^""^ Vt^^ ° '*^^ ? ^^^ ^"'';

Kingstree, S. C, Carolina 330
"o^is nanaea me._ in utica, in ^uttalo m ngsg. He spoke of his visit to the General

Arkadelphia, Ark., Royal 438 ^amilton, Ont., in loronto, m Springfield, Electric consulting laboratory of television
Nantasket, Mass., Apollo Mass., and m several other places the number with Dr Kell at Schenectady

crag;,'inrNatiInS".*::::;:::::::::=
°f subscriptions has been very large. In An interesting feature of 'the lecture was

Rockmart Ga., Joy..... 330 Springfield, for example, almost 50 men bur- the showing of Mr. Richardson's collection of

De7/o^t, Mich.; Rosedale°^^^^^^^
'^'^"^'^ ^^ .'^'^ ^^^'^^ ^^^'^ ^"^ subscriptions. slides illustrating the development of the mo-

Lisbon, N. H.,' Empress In Detroit Friend Daughter and I were tion picture projector from the pioneer models
. treated royally by the local. As a matter of to the present day projectors. There was

mj
J,

» ri* w
fact, they hauled me over to Canada, where certainly some difference between the early

I\ O t*t il tV e S t J^ I t in S we ate so much and drank so much (lemon- Edison kinetoscope, the early motiograph, the

ade, of course) that I'm afraid if we hadn't early Powers, and the marvelous pieces of

Operates TratyelinS^ ?"* °"'' °^ ^^^^ ^'^^ pretty quick we would have mechanism with which pictures are projected
O just plain busted. Those Detroit men cer- today shown by the slides.

Sound Makinff TJnit ^^^"'y ^o know how to do the thing right. At the close of the lecture the men enjoyed
O a social period around a barrel of something

What is believed to be the first traveling
[The following is a report not by Mr. that proved to be more than water. The

sound recording unit on the Pacific Coast ^^fu ,'\',.- °'^ ,^^^ ^:
Thompson of fellows in the Oshkosh local No. 167, are cer-

designed exclusively for commercial and .^^^-^SmV.'o ZrtheZZe Mr RiM '--^'"^^ ^ ^°°^ ^""^^ "^ entertainers and the
scenic work in colored motion pictures, is {'f/^fIIJ:!/ l?/w A^^Li//r,l f entire event was one which will linger long
now operating in the key cities of the

'''' " ^'"'''^ ^« ^" ^'^"""^ '''"'^•]
in the memory of everyone who was fortunate

Northwest. OSHKOSH, WIS. enough to attend. Another visit from Rich-
Northwest Films, Inc., is the concern T^ H. RICHARDSON's visit July 21, to the ardson is anticipated and when he comes again

owning the unit, which is installed in an -t^ . Oshkosh local (167) of projectionists and i: is hoped that a bigger and better attendance
automobile truck, and is supervised and op- stage hands union was a decided success from than ever will be there to welcome him.
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General Talking Pict.

Chicago Branch Now
Handles 19 States

The Chicago branch of the General Talk-
ing Pictures Corporation, under the super-
vision o£ Bert Rosenberg, now has charge of
19 states, or more than a third of the states

in the Union. Interests of the company are
directed by the Chicago office in the following
states : Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska, Minne-
sota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Colorado,
Nevada, Utah, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho,
Washington and Oregon.

Issuance of the recent Ries patent decree
by Federal Judge Hugh M. Norris in favor
of Dr. Lee DeForest has given added impetus
to the business of General Talking Pictures,

Rosenberg says, and the Chicago branch has
shown growth in sales and installations.

Rosenberg has a trained corps of engineers
to give first aid to exhibitors in case of emer-
gency, but there is no service charge on equip-
ment. An experienced airplane pilot also is

being trained to act as service engineer on
DeForest equipment. When he completes his

course he will be given a plane to make
hurry-up service calls.

Recent installations of DeForest equipments
are listed below

:

Greenfield theatre Milwaukee, Wis.
Lawford theatre Havana, 111.

Home theatre _ Chicago, 111.

Door theatre Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Shubert theatre Minneapolis, Minn.
Grand theatre Lincoln, 111.

Morrow's theatre _ Decatur, 111.

New Grand theatre Bluffton, Ind.

Avaloe theatre Chicago, 111.

Capitol theatre Morrison, 111.

Park theatre Champaign, 111.

Rialto theatre _ Bremen, Ind.

Hildreth theatre —Charles City, la.

Luna theatre _ North Platte, Nebr.
St. Clair theatre _ East St. Louis, 111.

Grand theatre. „ _ St. Marys, Ohio
Lyric theatre Huntington, Ore.
Bird's Rivoli theatre Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ideal theatre..— _ Xemont, 111.

Fairy theatre — _Granville, 111.

Avon theatre Decatur, 111.

Majestic theatre _ Algoma, Wis.
Picadilly theatre Columbus, O.
Auditorium theatre...- Brillion, Wis.
Arlington theatre Arlington Heights, 111.

Paramount theatre. Logansport, Ind.
Carey Ward theatre _ Carey, Idaho
Edwards theatre „ „ Chicago, 111.

Harmony theatre _ Chicago, 111.

Galva theatre _ _ Galva, 111.

Princess theatre Farmington, 111.

Plaza theatre....- Dyersville, 111.

Princess theatre _ _...Monticello, la.

States theatre Chicago, 111.

Dale theatre St. Paul, Minn.

Titled Author Will Prepare

Spanish Pictures for M G M
Edgar Neville, titled Spanish author, has

arrived in Hollywood to begin preparing
talking pictures in his native language for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He will adapt Eng-
lish plays and stories for the Spanish talk-
ing screen and also intends to contribute
original stories.

Neville relinquished his post with the
Spanish embassy in Washington to accept
the assignment with M G M." He is a well-
known dramatist of the modern school in
Spain.

"Gay Caballero" Renamed
NEW YORK.—Warner Brothers have announced a

change m the title of their forthcoming comedy film,
first billed as "A Gay Caballero." Its new name is
"Captain Thunder."

Award of Merit to Be
Presented Lyric,

on the Stage

Monday Night, July 14

The above bronze placque is presented by the Herald

World, the magazine which is devoted to the motion

picture industry, and is endeavoring in every way to

make the industry as efficient, as possible. Therefore

the theatres of the country that are measuring up to

the high standard set by the leaders of the industry secure

this honor which is given after no little inquiry and in-

vestigation into the management of a theatre.

We have just been informed that the Lyric is to

receive this award. To say we are proud is putting it

mildly. Words are inadequate with us to express our

appreciation. As far as we know the Lyric is the first

theatre in this state to receive this award.

This page, reproduced from the house organ of the Lyric theatre at

Harrison, Ark., shows one form of the exploitation of the Award of
Merit.

A special ceremony with Mayor Robert B. Gaston making the presentation
was the cuhnination of the campaign of D. E. Fitton, president of Ozark Thea-
tres Corporation, and Joe Smith, manager of the Lyric theatre at Harrison,

Ark., when the Lyric won the Herald-World plaque for better sound
reproduction.

The ceremony was heralded in the house organ as illustrated above, and the

actual presentation event was awarded practically a full column of the front

page of the Harrison Daily Times, which recognized the award's significance

to the entire community.
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RECORDING SOUND ON DISC

Figure 4

JFax Recorder in Operation

[Continued from last issue]

As the record proceeds the speech or music
sounds on the stage set up an electric current

in the system which is essentially an electrical

copy of the sound, and this current is applied

to the electrical recorder, causing the stylus

Col. Nugent H. Slaughter*

to move from side to side so that the groove
which is cut in the wax will have the char-
acteristic wavy appearance shown in Fig. 5.

The means of accomplishing this side to side

motion is illustrated by the diagrammatic view
of the recorder in Fig. 6. A strong magnetic
field is set up across the pole pieces by means
of the magnetic field coil. The diamond shaped
armature to which is rigidly connected the
cutting stylus stands in this mag-
netic field between the pole pieces,
and around it are placed the two
speech coils through which are
passed the amplified electric cur-
rents from the stage. These cur-
rents cause either end of the arma-
ture to be poled alternately north
and south magnetically in accord-
ance with the speech current, and
the resulting magnetic forces cause the ar-
mature to rotate or oscillate about its axis,

thus moving the stylus from side to side.

At the conclusion of a scene or take we have
in the wavy grooves, which are illustrated in

Fig. 5, something which corresponds to the

latent image on a piece of film which has been
exposed in the film recording machine. There
is, however, one important difference in the

fact that the wax record may be immediately
used, if we so desire, to reproduce the sounds
which were recorded on it. This procedure,
known as making a playback, usually results

in sufficient damage to the wax so that it

would be unsuited for use as a final reproduc-
tion. For this reason an extra wax is usually

recorded where a playback is required. These
playbacks from soft wax records are fre-

quently of great value, not primarily as a

check on the recording but rather as a check

TONLoiEAPH
Scores another triumph by securing LICENSE under Full Tone

Reproduction Co. Patents which cover reproduction

of Sound from Film.

Exhibitors Receive Full Patent Protection

YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD SOUND-ON-FILM
UNLESS YOU'VE HEARD THE NEW

FULLTONE TONE-0-GRAPH

Simplex Film Disc $1 750.00 Powers $1800.00

Immediate Delivery

TONE-O-GRAPH, INC.

Formerly

NORTH AMERICAN SOUND & TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT CORP.

729 7th Avenue, New York City
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MlFE-EOGE. BEftR,lt«
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Figure 6
Sectional View of an Electrical Recorder

on the performance which has been recorded.
Many directors rely to a large extent on play-
backs, while others take little interest in them.
Although their true value in aiding produc-
tion cannot be accurately estimated at present,

playbacks will certainly find a place of much
importance in the ultimate scheme.
Having completed the recording of a scene

which the director has approved after hearing
one wax played back, the other wax record
or records go through additional processes
which correspond generally with the film de-
velopment and printing. After suitable prepa-
ration, the wax record is immersed in an
electroplating bath by means of which a heavy
layer of copper is deposited on the surface of
the soft wax. This copper layer or shell, when

Figure 5

Enlarged View of a Wax Record

separated from the wax, constitutes an exact
copy of the original recording, except that it

is negative in character, bearing ridges where
the original record bore grooves. This differ-

ence is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the black
portion represents a cross-section of an orig-

inal wax and hence the white portion may be
taken to represent the copper shell which has
been obtained from the original.

This shell is called a matrix, or sometimes
a master negative, and is used to make a few
of the familiar black pressings or finished rec-

ords. In the case of original recordings these
records may be used for re-recording, whether
preliminary or final, and in the case of final

recording they are used in testing the quality
of the recording and of the production.

[Continued in next issus]

* Chief Engineer in Charge of Recording for Warner
Bros. Vitahone Productions. Fifteenth Paper of Tech-
nical Digest. Copyright, 1930, by Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

Figure 7

Magnified Cross-Section of Grooves in a Wax
Record
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BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Ever Try Giving 20-Hoiir Anniversary Show?

Big Hit at Fox in San Francisco
The special use to which an anniversary

can be put in box office promotion has
been demonstrated ably by the Fox thea-

tre in San Francisco, which staged a pro-
gram that attracted mammoth crowds to

the birthday festivities in honor of its first

birthday.

Proceeding on the conviction that birth-

days are just as important events in the life

of a theatre as they are in the life of a boy
or girl, Archer M. Bowles, northern Cali-

fornia manager for Fox West Coast Theatres,

arranged a monumental show that ran 20

hours for the birthday and obtained a tieup

with a broadcasting station that brought lit-

erally loads of publicity. The last show
ended at 3:30 a. m. the following morning.

When the Fox was dedicated one year ago
the management had Will Rogers appear in

person. When the anniversary celebration

approached this summer it was decided to

make Rogers' picture, "So This Is London,"
the chief attraction.

The Shell Oil Company offered to broad-

cast its regular Shell Happy Hour from the

stage of the theatre. This program was given

at 8 o'clock in the morning. The Shell peo-

ple saw the value of the publicity that would
come through the public broadcast and they

stood all the expenses connected with it. The
doors opened at 7 a. m., and by 8 o'clock there

were nearly 4,000 in the house.

This Exhibitor Gives

Rail Men Call Service
(Special to the Herald-World)

SMITHS FALLS, ONT.. July 31.—"All railroad men expecting to be
called, please leave name with ushers
or doorman." This is the notice Man-
ager McNeil of the Capitol house
here has posted in his theatre. Smiths
Falls is a railroad town, and McNeil
has instituted this system of service
for his patrons. It is similar to the
arrangements which many theatres
make to handle special calls for phy-
sicians who are attending a perform-
ance.

Several hundred "shut-ins" who were large-

ly dependent on radio for their entertainment
were provided with free transportation

through a tieup with a taxicab company and
were the guests of the theatre at the early

morning program.

Mayor James J. Rolph, Jr., candidate for

governor of California, was introduced from
the stage by Bowles as another feature of

the publicity.

The Shell Radio Hour went out over all

stations of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany in 11 western states, thus giving the
theatre some fine advertising outside of
the city. Hugh Barrett Dobbs, manager at the
San Francisco station, plugged the anniver-
sary daily over the air for two weeks before
it occurred and urged out-of-town people to
attend. Managers of two hotels near the
Fox gave special rates to visitors during the
celebration.

The Shell Oil tieup gave the theatre a
wealth of publicity besides what it got over
the air, too. The house printed two-sheet
boards, featuring the broadcast and anniver-
sary show and the Shell concern posted them
in 400 oil stations in northern California.

An elaborate rotogravure folder was placed
on resort and timetable racks in hotels and
railway stations, featuring the Fox as "The
World's Finest Theatre." During anniversary
week packets of safety matches were dis-

tributed, advertising the theatre and telling

of its large parking grounds.

Special billboards were set out by Robert
Harvey, in charge of publicity, which pictured

the magnitude of the celebration. News-
papers donated reading space freely and were
given advertising which featured statements

on the anniversary by Harold B. Franklin,

president of Fox West Coast Theatres, Will

Rogers and Bowles.

You'd almost think people were paid for coming to the Fox theatre at San Francisco judging by the picture at the left, but they were not.

It's just part of the first anniversary celebration of the theatre, the chief feature of which was a 20hour show. The time, as will be noted by

the clock on the billboard, was 7:55 o'clock in the morning. The house already contained 4.000 people and the doors had opened only 55 min^

utes before. The view at the right shows a night scene at 11 :40 p. m., and still they're standing in line! The show continued until 3:30 o clock

the following morning. The Fox anniversary idea was ballyhooed with such gusto that a lot of people thought it was the Fourth of July, and

most of them came to the theatre to celebrate. "Leo," the M G M lion, also came. He is in his own limousine at the front of the house. 1 he

Fox comedy, "So This Is London," starring Will Rogers, was the screen attraction.
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'South Pole ' Sundaes^ Blind Men^
Wrecked Cars Sell Byrd Picture

"With Byrd at the South Pole" has, since its release, been a perpetual feed

trough for publicity-hungry exploitation hunters, but Tom Johnson, manager of

Publix's' Criterion house at Oklahoma City, got some food for advertising out of

it that made his city sit up and take notice.

He started the ball rolling by employing tising completed Johnson's exploitation job.

three blind men. And what good are blind The Criterion house enjoyed some of the best

men? you ask. Well, he sent them out with business in its history and Oklahoma City

their canes to traverse the streets carrying hasn't forgotten that publicity campaign yet.

signs, both front and rear, which read "I

would give $1,000 to see 'With Byrd at the

South Pole.'"

Ah, a South Pole Sundae!

While the blind men were out about town
urging the rest of the world to see the Byrd
picture, Johnson hustled around to the ice

cream and frigidaire concerns to get the

South Pole angle worked into his exploita-

tion. The frigidaire establishments had win-
dow cards reading "See 'With Byrd at the

South Pole' at the Criterion." Five hundred
drug stores in the city made special South
Pole sundaes, dedicated to Byrd and his crew.

These were served before and while the film

was shown. Cigar stores also had a special

brand of Rear Admiral Byrd cigars.

And speaking of wrecks attracting atten-

tion, Johnson took 10 old Ford cars, had them
wrecked and battered up at a garage, and
set them in prominent places with large plac-

ards that stated "This happened while hurry-

ing to see 'With Byrd at the South Pole' at

the Criterion theatre." Every one who came
along stopped from force of habit to see

what the wreck was about, and there was the

publicity staring them in the face. How could

they help but come to the Criterion?

Boy Scouts Carry Film
When the film arrived a troupe of Boy

Scouts met it at the depot and brought it to

the theatre. A street car with an orchestra

aboard was operated through the business and
residence section with large banners on either

side labelled "The street cars and busses will

take you to see 'With Byrd at the South
Pole,' now showing at the Criterion theatre."

Innumerable window cards were also placed

in business establishments of all kinds.

Many prominent citizens were invited to a
pre-view of the picture. They passed the

good word along and made more business for

the box office.

All inmates of orphanage establishments
were admitted without charge in the after-

noon. One paid admission also entitled any
number of school children to enter in a group
in the afternoon. They received sample Byrd
airplanes made of candy.

Extensive billboard and newspaper adver-

Redhaired "Wimmin "

Judged in Etnboyd's

Popularity Contest
Fort Wayne, Ind., is one place (maybe not

the only one) where red hair gets a big hand,
and the management of the Emboyd theatre

is responsible for the whole thing.

Clara Bow's, "Love Among the Millionaires"

would be a lovely excuse for starting a "red-

head" popularity contest, thought the manage-
ment of the Emboyd. Straightway the theatre

officials set out to find all the red-haired girls

in the city and the county. And it had to be
honest-to-goodness red hair, too, it couldn't

be halfway red, and dishwater blondes with
dye in their thatch weren't permitted.

A tieup was negotiated with a newspaper
to get the necessary publicity and the public

was told that the purpose was to learn just

how many red haired girls Fort Wayne had.

The girls had to be unmarried, of course,

and each of them was given a pass to the

show. They were required to be in the Em-
boyd lobby at a set time with a coupon from
the newspaper filled out. The next step was
to get all of them who could be persuaded to

appear on the stage where the audience, by
applause, picked the prettiest girl.

Seeing the possibility for advertising, a
jewelry firm donated a wrist watch to the

winner, giving the girls an added incentive for

entering the contest.

POSTER PRINTING
Cards—1-2-3-4-8-24 Sheets

Type or Special Designed Engraved
Posters

CHICAGO SHOW
PRINTING CO.

222-224 W. Madison St.
RANDOLPH 3217

Uptown Gives Dance to

Patrons at Kansas City

The Uptown, deluxe neighborhood house
operated by Fox in Kansas City, has insti-

tuted something new in the way of plugging
for patronage by entertaining its patrons with
a dance.

"What Men Want" was given its midwest
premier in a midnight showing on the screen
iDefore the dance. After the picture the pa-
trons were escorted across the street to the

Garret ballroom, where the theatre was host
at the dance. A 10-piece orchestra played.

Tickets purchased for the show were honored
at the dance.

Des Moines Theatre

Will Re-open August 8
Improvements reported to cost $120,000

will be completed on the Des Moines the-

atre at Des Moines by the time it re-opens
August 8. The Des Moines will be one
of the finest sound houses in its territory

when it is finished, Nate Frudenfeld, divi-

sion manager for Publix, has stated.

The repairs include reconstruction of the

main floor, new seats, installation of a

modern cooling system, a new glassed-in

foyer, dome ceiling with special acoustical

material, larger screen, new sound appa-
ratus and new announcement boards.

Here's a good example of the use of tri-

angles as a background in putting to-

gether a mighty effective ad. It's the
work of George Landy for Radio Pic-

tures' "Lawful Larceny" when played at

the R K O Orpheum in Los Angeles.

Theatre Shutdown Is

Turned Into Publicity

Stunt at Des Moines
The Des Moines house at Des Moines

has demonstrated that even the closing of
a theatre for remodeling can be a tool

for a publicity stunt. When the house shut
down for repairs a large blackboard was
placed at the front with the statement that
leading citizens wished success to the the-
atre in its reconstruction plans.

Dozens of signatures of prominent citi-

zens were written on the board, all in

regular white crayon. Hundreds of per-
sons stopped to read this unique publicity.

Rotary Club Entertained

At Anniversary of Theatre
J. C. Keller, manager of the Liberty the-

atre at Eunice, La., recently commemorated
the sixth anniversary of his house by enter-
taining the city Rotary club at a barbecue at
the Jejeune flying field in Eunice. In the
evening Keller entertained at a bridge party
in his home.
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Exploiting ^^Swing High'Mn Kansas City

Here is the circus box office for "Swing
High" at Pantages in Kansas City.

Louis Charninsky, manager of the Pantages theatre in Kansas City used these people to

exploit the Pathe picture. It was a circus, he says.

This side show scheme was employed with a decidedly novel effect for ballyhooing the

circus film.

Charninsky himself as the "ringmaster" in

the exploitation feat
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A tieup with a Frigidaire concern has helped the Fox Wisconsin house at Milwaukee not
only to keep up its patronage at matinees but to increase it during the hot weather period.
The above picture shows a view of the mezzanine floor of the theatre where cold drinks are
served. The tieup made it possible to exhibit the refrigerator and a water cooler in the
theatre. A fortune teller, with her shroud, is shown at the left doing her bit to interest the

feminine contingent.

Tell the WorldAbout Your Cooling
System^ Says Madison Operator

When you have a good thing tell the world about it. That is the maxim
R K Orpheum and Capitol theatres in Madison, Wis., are following in advertis-

ing the efficiency of their cooling systems. John Schamberg, manager of these two
houses, is awake to the selling power of his theatres during the hot weather be-

cause they are equipped with the best and most modern cooling apparatus.

Scharnberg is of the opinion that if you
don't blow your own horn, no one else is

going to do it for you. He wanted an
effective way to let the public know he had
a couple of the coolest, healthiest retreats

from the heat that there were to be found
in his city. He did some thinking on the

proposition and then here is what he did:

Health Officer Writes Letter

Inviting Dr. F. F. Bowman, health com-
missioner of Madison, to the Orpheum and
Capitol theatres, he asked him to investi-

gate the ventilating and cooling systems
of the two houses, Dr. Bowman afterward
sent Scharnberg a letter recommending the
Orpheum and Capitol which is reprinted
below:

"At your request we have made an in-

vestigation and inspection of the R K O
Orpheum and Capitol ventilating and cool-
ing plants and are pleased to advise that
we have found their operation satisfactory
and efficient.

"They provide an even temperature
throughout the theatre, even in the warm^
est weather, without the creation of drafts
of air currents when the cooled air is

forced into the auditorium.

"I was pleased, furthermore, to note that
the constant changing of the air added to
the comfort and well-being of your patrons,
because of the excellent atmospheric con-
ditions throughout.

"A careful check of the thermometers
showed a very uniform temperature is con-
stantly maintained, approximately between
68 and 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

"We find that the RKO Capitol theatre

is ventilated and cooled with 72,000 cubic
feet of conditioned air per minute. This
amount of air is washed with 350 gallons
of water per minute.

"An examination of the water, after the
air had passed through the conditioning
process, showed about .04 ounces of dirt

was removed from the air every minute.
In addition to purifying the air a consid-
erable amount of water is taken up which
tends to overcome any unusual dryness
which might otherwise be experienced.

"We believe that this system creates a

satisfactory and pleasant atmosphere with
sufficient change of air to make the thea-
tre a wholesome place."

This letter gave Scharnberg an excellent
key to some good publicity. He featured
it in a full-page of co-operative advertis-
ing in one of Madison's newspapers with the
caption, "These merchants say it's easy to
keep cool at the RKO Orpheum and Capi-
tol theatres."

FREDDIE MEETS EDDIE. Fred G.
Sliter (right), manager of Boston Educa-
tional and Sono Art-World Wide, former-
ly managed Fox's Milwaukee office, where
Eddie Vollendorf was his assistant. Vol-
lendorf, now booker for the Fox Mid-
wesco circuit, couldn't resist calling upon
his old sidekick when he visited in the

East recently.

Here Is Queen of Tieups;

Lady Manager Gives Town
Thrill in "Divorcee" Exploit

Some of our gentlemen exhibitors will

probably say "It takes a woman to put it

over" when they have heard how Grace
M. Fisher, managress of the Capitol house
at Cumberland, Md., tied up with Western
Union.
When "The Divorcee" came to her the-

atre she had bills printed with the words
"Petitions for Divorce." An additional line

at the bottom carried the words "For rapid
service use Western Union." In exchange
for this credit line the telegraph company
delivered these "petitions" throughout the
city by means of seven uniformed messen-
ger boys. This document, legal in appear-
ance, created a sensation and could not
fail to attract the eye.
The managress also ran a "Star Meas-

urement Contest" in a newspaper. The
idea was for the readers to guess the meas-
urements of the features of Conrad Nagel,
who is featured in "The Divorcee." This
contest continued for four days, and the
winners were announced on the opening
day of the picture.

Town Lifts Carnival Ban
ALBANY, N. Y. — The common council of Water-

town has rescinded a resolution passed in 1926 pro-
hibiting carnivals in that city and has voted to permit

them to show.

State at Dayton Gives

Passes in Photo Tieup
The State theatre at Dayton, O., has tied

up with a newspaper in that city to give

show admissions in a camera stunt. A
photographer for the paper snaps groups
of people on the streets daily. Readers
who find themselves in the pictures, which
are printed, are given passes to the State
upon presenting themselves to the city edi-

tor of the paper.
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This freckled-faced youngster, Seth Per-

kins by name and tree-sitter by occupa-
tion, gave Irving Grossman, P u b I i x
publicity manager at Des Moines, a happy
thought for a hot promotion stunt.

Grossman signed him for a four-day en-

gagement at the Paramount theatre, if

and when the boy leaves his perch.

Cleveland Stillman House
Gives Patrons Ticker ''Tips'

^

In ''Caught Short" Showing
Tips, hot off the ticker, were given citi-

zens of Cleveland when the M G M pro-
duction "Caught Short" came to the Loew
Stillman house there,

Manager George Gilliam tied up with
Western Union to have a ticker placed
in the lobby of the theatre. A uniformed
messenger boy operated the machine and
took the tape from it, handing it to both
patrons and passersby on the sidewalk.
Copy on the tape read "Caught Short

—

Loew's Stillman . . . Ticker Courtesy West-
ern Union Telegraph Company—Don't
Write—Telegraph."

One hundred and fifty window cards were
printed with pictures of Polly Moran and
Marie Dressier, and with copy reading "A
sure tip. Go bullish on Laughter Preferred
and see Marie and Polly in 'Caught Short'

—

Loew's Stillman." These were designed
especially for distribution in brokers' of-
fices, although they were also used else-

where. Handbills and circular letters were
also distributed. Ten thousand envelopes
were printed with the word "Confidential"
in large type.

What! Tree-Sitters Disappearing?
No^ ParamountFinds Champ ofAll
The tree-sitting mania which has swept the country this summer has given at

least one publicity man another idea for an exploitation stunt, namely Irving

Grossman, Publix promotion man at Des Moines.

Grossman capitalized on the popularity of
a young tree-sitter named Seth Perkins by
signing him for a four-day "sitting" at the
Paramount house in Des Aloines.

The Perkins youth sometime ago perched
aboard a pine tree at the municipal airport,

where hundreds came to see him. He was,
in fact a pioneer in Des Moines tree-sitting

and made an excellent subject for the public-
ity. Grossman approached him after he had
been aloft several days and offered him the
contract on the condition that he remain aloft

for at least one full week.

How He Hangs On!
Another stipulation was that if Perkins re-

mained in the tree more than a week he should
receive two dollars for every extra day.
Then, at the end of his marathon, he was told

he would be brought to the theatre for the
four-day engagement. But the two dollars

added for every extra day was too tempting
to the boy, and at last reports he was still

clinging to the branches, with the first week
finished long ago.

Seth has become so popular with visitors

and pilots landing at the airport that he has
been the recipient of innumerable gifts. Some
of the fliers have made a habit of giving him
a dollar every time they stop at the field. A
business concern even donated a radio set for

his use.

A new angle came into the publicity when

A puzzle, placed in front of the Strand
theatre in New York, when the Pathe
Vagabond Adventure picture, "The Lair

of Chang How" came there made the

sidewalk before the house a veritable

beehive of humanity every night the film

was shown. The picture ran at the Strand

for two weeks. During that time the

management, through a tieup with Sam
Lloyd, a New York thinker-up of puzzles,

presented the Missing Chinaman trick. A
copy of it is shown in miniature in the

upper right hand corner of this picture.

It proved a good box office puller at the

Strand for when the passersby stopped to

study the puzzle they couldn't miss the

art work on the theatre billboards for

"The Lair of Chang How."

a girl stepped up one day and had the temer-
ity to propose to Seth. "What does she think

I am," the youngster asked, "a old man or
somethin'?"

Great for the Theatre

The local newspapers have made much of
this champion tree-sitter, carrying pictures of
him eating, writing and even bathing in the

tree. One day they printed a story in which
he wrote about his experiences.

All this has been capital publicity for the

Paramount house, for the youngster is receiv-

ing all of his "incentive" (better call it cash)
from the theatre.

Grossman is now all set to put the boy on as

a feature at the Paramount—if he doesn't stay

up in the tree all summer.

Is Flag Pole Sitter

Thing of Past? No,

Says This Theatre
Barney Google and "Shipwreck" Kelley

m.ade flag pole sitting quite a fad for a while,

but everybody has sort of had the notion that

clinging to a rod way up in mid-air for days

at a time, with only birds for companions, was
a thing of the past, until—
The Orpheum house at Terre Haute, Ind.,

revived the ancient art by having Miss Betty
Fox, a flag pole sitter, appear in person at its

performances, and the crowd flocked in to see

the marvel.
Miss Fox, it appears, had set a record of

100 consecutive, non-stop hours of flag pole

sitting atop a 50-foot pole on the Orpheum.
When she got through "sitting," the manage-
ment brought her down and had her give five

minute talks at each performance for a week,

probably on the sensations of a flag pole sitter.

The stunt was a big crowd pleaser, at any
rate, and unlike most flag pole sitters, this one,

so they say, had beauty and personality.

Which made it all the better.

Picking Helen Kane 's

Double Big Business

Getter for Indiana
Bex office business at the Indiana theatre in

Indianapolis went up just like a thermometer
does in this warm weather recently when the

management staged a contest to pick Helen
Kane's double.

The theatre tied up with the Indiana Thea-
tre ballroom and the Indianapolis Times for

the contest, which was put on a week before
the "boop-boop-a-doop" girl appeared in per-

son at the house.
Girls from 6 to 16 years old were eligible.

The one who could sing and act in a way most
resembling Helen Kane received $25 in cash

and was given a personal audition before the
actress. A preliminary contest was held in

the ballroom, where judges selected five girls

from the total entries. These five appeared
on the stage with Miss Kane. One of the

girls was eliminated each night thereafter until

only the winner remained. The four who were
eliminated were given prizes and received an
autographed picture of Helen Kane.
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THE SHORT FEATURE

Roach Makes 12'Day Plane Trip

To Speed Contact in Key Cities
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

LOSS ANGELES, July 31.—Frequent contact by air between the Hal Roach
comedy studios in California and distribution centers throughout the country is

seen as a result of a twelve-day aerial trip just completed by the producer of

two-reel comedy features for M G M.

Newspictures

Distributors and theatre men will be kept
aware of latest developments in comedy
production and will be able to have frequent

conferences with
Roach as a result of

the latter's pioneering
trip, it is believed. On
his airplane swing
around the circuit, a
trip marking a new
departure in contact
between a studio head
and_the theatre public,

Mr. Roach visited

jCxchanges and exhib-
itors in Seattle, Port-
land, San Francisco,
Denver, Boise, Chey-
enne and Colorado
Springs, carrying with
him the latest short

Hal Roach

feature prints and rushes and advance infor-
mation as to studio plans for the coming
season.

Roach Gets Flying Lessons
The comedy

_
producer recently acquired

a Travelair cabin monoplane, equipped with
Pratt and Whitney Wasp motor. The
plane's motor is of the 425 horsepower type
and the craft will seat four passengers, in
addition to a pilot and assistant. Roach's
pilot. Jack Rand, who guided the airship
on its twelve-day western tour, is a former
army man, and ranked as one of the best
transport pilots in the country. He has
given the comedy producer a course of les-
sons in airplane technique, and Roach is

now fully prepared to pilot his own machine
at any time. Periodic trips throughout the
country and from the west to the east coast
are foreseen as a logical development of the
producer's first flight.

Exchange managers and showmen visited
by Roach on the newly-completed trip were
enthusiastic about the prospects of getting
continual first-hand information and rush
pictures from the Culver City producer, and
also enthused over the idea of discussing
with him at short intervals problems of
comedy presentation and exploitation.

Roach's pilot. Jack Rand, declared that
the young producer is one of the best
pupils he has ever had. For many years
Roach has been recognized as a good polo
player.

Big Schedule Ahead
Plans at the Culver City comedy studio

call for the busiest summer production
schedule the plant has experienced. A mini-
mum of 30 comedies will be produced for
1930-31 release, comprising six Laurel-
Hardy comedies (two to five reels in
length); eight Charley Chase comedies;
eight "Our Gang" releases; and eight pic-
tures in the new and currently popular

"Boy Friends" series. Many of these pro-
ductions will be made in foreign as well as
English dialog versions.

Enthusiastic cables from Barcelona and
Seville followed the showing in Spain of
the first Laurel-Hardy and Charley Chase
Spanish dialogue comedies, and the box-of-
fice appeal of these stars in Latin-American
and Spanish-speaking sections has been
demonstrated to be fully as great as in

domestic circles. German and French
adaptations of recent comedies have also
been made by the same comedians, for re-

lease during the coming year.

Film Stars Featured in

Columbia Fan Magazine
James Finlayson, Scotch comedian, acts as

master of ceremonies in the camera trip

through Hollywood, which is pictured in the

latest edition of "Screen Snapshots," Co-
lumbia's fan magazine. The issue gives

glimpses of such stars as Mary Pickford,

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Maurice Chevalier,

Dorothy Jordan and Ben Lyon.

Three years is the period specified in the

new contract of Graham McNamee, the

'^Talking Reporter" of the Universal

Newspaper Newsreel. In four months
bookings of the newsreel have shown a

spurt of 300 per cent.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 285—Mr. and
Mrs. Hoover give party at White House for war
veterans still paying the price of valor—Zaro Agha,
who says he's 156 years young, comes to America
from Turkey to find out what it's all about, and
incidentally makes a little money to lay away for
the time when he feels age coming on—Daredevils
on Steel Pier at Atlantic City do somersaults in
autos, ride plunging steeds and are shot from
cannon—They're at it in all varieties of endurance
contests now, with bike riding, tree-sitting and
seesawing—Spain celebrates bullfight day at gay
Pamplona.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 286—President
Hoover signs naval agreement as aid to peace—Hill
climbers meet Waterloo and can't make the grade
at Martinez, Cal.—Sole survivor of "Last Man's
Club" drinks toast to departed comrades at inn at
Stillwater, Minn.—Nipponese maidens take up
whoopee—"Iron Bobby" gives golfing lessons

—

Rugby League in Australia holds first champion-
ship match at Sydney.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5624—Hundreds escape death as
cars leave rails—-Mrs. Hoover is guest of hillbillies

at mountain school in Virginia—Zaro Agha, who
claims 156 winters and the same number of sum-
mers, comes to America from Turkey to tell how
he got this way—Philadelphia public park replaces
old rowboats with motorcraft—Yankee athletes win
meet in Berlin—Daughters of Indian chiefs compete
in beauty contest and Gutzon Borglum, sculptor,

picks Jeannette Bluehorse—-Found! Golfer with
perfect form and they call him "Iron Bobby"

—

French celebrate Bastile Day.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5625—President Hoover signs

naval treaty—Air speedsters hop in 7,000 mile race

around U. S. with sixteen fliers in first sport plane

contest—Grandma at 70 swims twenty miles to cele-

brate birthday—Children of Iceland preserve old

folk dances—Teet Teet adopts a stepmother and
here's the girl who owns the cat that owiis the

rat that takes his meals with the kittens—All

aboard, girls, for canoe pageant at South Casco,

Maine—Many a cowboy bites the dust in rodeo at

Isaquah, Wash.

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL NO. 59-Hundreds es-

cape death as cars plunge 50 feet to street—First

Lady presides at closing exercises of Virginia moun-
tain school that Mrs. Hoover financed—Great mili-

tary review marks observance of Bastile Day in

France—Jeannette Bluehorse, Sioux princess, wins
beauty contest of daughters of chiefs—Zaro Agha,
who says he's 156-year-old Methusaleh of modern
times, arrives from Turkey—Rail-plane line is tested

at Glasgow—"Iron Bobby," mechanical golfer, shows
perfect form—Heroes hunt 152 victims of mine
blast in Silesia—Two take hymenial vows with swim-
ming pools as matrimonial sea—Crowds are thrilled

as entire fire force of Paris fights million-dollar
fire—Kids romp in rolling surf while rest of New
York swelters.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 60—
Hoover affixes signature to ix)ndon Naval Pact

—

Girl canoeists show ability at South Casco, Me.

—

Little Rock entry leads in American 7,000-mile plane
derby—Children ride puppets while they get their

haircuts in Chicago—Leathernecks spray swamps
with Paris Green to stop crop pest ravage in Rich-
mond, Va.—Swimmers afloat two days in try for
endurance record at Rockaway Park, N. Y.—Motor-
bikers spilled in vain attempt to conquer 85 per cent
grade in Franklin Canyon, Cal.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 62—President is host to

crippled heroes—Boy Scouts find ole swimmin' hole
in camp in California—Hoover mountain school in

Virginia ends term—Bobby Jones III learns to

whistle—Italy's king sees big air army in daring
sky battle.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 63—Hoover signs naval
treaty—French celebrate independence day—Probe
Ruth Hanna M'Cormick campaign funds—Cowboys
rally in wild west rodeo at Salinas, Cal.—Tiniest
mother tends buxom babe—Duce's war birds fight

tribesmen in mimic battle—Railroad flyer upset in

crash.
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World Premiere of ''Dixiana
99

And below we find a few of the sdnrillating brilliants which always sparkle on first nights, and which add zest and lustre to the brilliant mass.

They all turned out for Radio Pictures' film about the vagaries and enchantment of the dear old South, which opened at the Orpheum theatre,

Los Angeles, July 22, 1930.

i "DIXIANA" iiu

f RADIO'S
'4 MIGHTY Ui'

.- MAROI-CRAS

Thelma Todd and Ivan Lebedeff
(at the "mike") attend.

A mighty attractive marquee attracting a rather large
crowd; we should say 12,000. Charming little Lina Basquette was

one of brilliants.

Bebe Daniels, the star, and her husband, who
is none other than Ben Lyon.

William Le Baron
President of Radio Pictures

Luther Reed (left) directed, and Harry Tier-

ney composed the music.

Dorothy Lee's smile is enough
to soothe any tired camera.

Can it be that Regis Toomey is

wondering what to say?
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MUSIC AND TALENT

Boosts Return of Stage Shows
Presents New
Tip to Exploit

Entire Show
Build Up Leading Personalities,

Such as M. C.'s, Exhibi-

tors Advised

The return of stage shows gives ex-

hibitors an effective vehicle for box
office promotion. Stage entertain-

ment, if properly publicized, can have
an extremely strong appeal. One of

the most effective methods to make
such a show an attraction is to "build

up" the leading personalities. The
master of ceremonies, for example,
can be made a good link to make tie-

ups. What he wears and where he
buys its are factors that will make
sources for tieups. An example of

how this can be carried out in stage
show exploitation will, if you ever go
to Houston—and there is no reason
why you shouldn't—make itself evi-

dent everywhere you look.

Bob Kelly, Paramount-Publix exploiter in

Texas, has helped the Metropolitan, deluxe
house at Houston, to attain new heights in

this type of box office promotion.
Some time ago Publix instructed Kelly to

put on a campaign that would popularize its

new stage shows. And how he did popularize
these stage shows ! Everybody, from the cab
drivers to the mayor, is talking about the

acts at the "Met." Kelley employed innum-
erable tieups and advertising exploits, with
three stage personalities being the center of
most of the publicity. It would take a book
to describe all the individual campaigns he
has employed, but here are a few of the ideas

he used that should give exhibitors some
noble thoughts for their own exploitations.

Posters on Highways
One hundred one sheets were used on the

Metropolitan's three stage characters, "Jimmy"
Ellard,. master of ceremonies; Johnny Win-
ters, organist, and Carbonara, conductor of
the pit orchestra. Fifty-six sheets plugging
the stage programs were posted on arterial

highways in the city and in outlying towns.
The same copy was used on 100 three

sheets. This posting campaign was followed
a week later by a newspaper campaign, with
the running of an 18-inch institutional ad on
the theatre and its stage policy. Each paper,

in addition, carried an institutional story on
the theatre, and a two column cut of the
three stage personalities.

The fact that Carbonara, musical conductor,

(Continued on next page, column 2)

Benny Meroff

Versatility seems to us to be synonymous with
Benny, after which comes Meroff, of course,

beiniT the last name of an exceedingly capable
master of ceremonies who can do about any-
thing needed to round out an evening's enter-

tainment, whether it be dancing, juggling or

playing one of his 15 odd instruments. He
has just been re-signed for his fifth consecu-

tive year by 6 & K to preside at the Marbro
theatre. Last week he appeared at the Ori-

ental theatre and for his first debut as official

M. C. for the week and made an instant hit

with the Oriental audience. A report of the

show appears on this page.
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STAGE SHOWS
c — — II

Chicago Marbro
Week Ending July 31

This week is Benny MeroSf's week at the Marbro.
He and hi.s talented stage orchestra give eome excel-
lent entertainment in their medley of "Odde and
Ends." The odds and ends are provided by mem-
bers of the orchestra who step out and do jigs and
other things which they can't ordinarily do while
tied to their horns. Benny has just finished a
highly successful week at the Oriental. It was his

first appearance as a featured master of ceremonies
in that theatre, and the zip and pep with which he
captures his audiences at the Marbro had the same
happy results at the Oriental.

Not to be forgotten in the Marbro's program is

the work of Johnny Perkins. Johnny am,blee out
from the sidelines along about the middle of the
stage show with his corporeal facade and all to

throw the crowd into a rollicking mood. He tradefi

wisecracks with Meroff and then surprises the audi-

ence by breaking into song of the tenor variety.

Edith and Lillian, the Zivin Twins, acrobatic

dancers, are pleasing in their act, assisted by the
Kurnicker Ballet, which puts the necessary stepping

into the program in "Lobster Salad."
Gus Hurwyn and Will Ballbach, billed as "The

Boys from West Point," give a comic imitation of

marching soldier boys and top it off with acro-

batics.

Jack Santley and his Marbro orchestra are in the

opening episode called "Living Composers," an en-

tertaining number.

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending July 24

"White Caps" is the title of the stageshow at the

Texas theatre this week.
In this nifty, nautical Publix presentation. The

Four Cheer Leaders, sailor boys from one of Uncle
Sam's battleships, draw a good hand for their songs.

Others in the cast who come in for their turn
are Du Callion, Lillian Barnes and The Little Rock-
ettcs, all very clever, with a variety of dances and
songs that receives nice applause.

"Vic" Insirilo and His Monarchs of Melody are on
the stage, playing popular jazz tunes of the day,

which always go over great with the natives at the

Texas.
Ernest Hauser and the Texas Grand Symphony

Orchestra render the overture on the magic pit,

which is, by the way, the only one of its kind in

The Alamo City.

Leo J. Weber, one of the best organists this side

of Chicago, offers a series of organ solos on the

Wurlitzer, accompanied with song slides, which have
the old and young singing most of the time.

Philadelphia Masthaum
Week Ending July 25

"Ginger Snaps" is a well staged production, with

Al Evans acting as guest master of ceremonies.

Evans handles the stage band well and possesses a

pleasant tenor voice of good volume and range. He
plays and sings an arrangement of various song
hits, calling it the "Story of the Kiss." The stage

decorations carry out the idea of the title of the

production, with a huge plate of ginger snaps form-

ing the background. The orchestra is partially hid-

den by ginger cookies large and small, with icing

decorations.

The Gamby Girls first appear in yellow pajamas
with silver platters which they handle quite dexter-
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Leo Terry

their upturned feet and keep him "up in the air"

for several hilarious moments. This is a novel finale

to a more than acceptable act.

The Three Gobs, negro lads, do some of the fastest

stepping seen here in a long time. Their dancing

and encore singing are snappy and keen.

Paul Bordon, with a bag full of trick bicycle

stunts, gets over in a big V7ay and scores repeat-

edly. Nelson and Knight with their dancing act are

received very well.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending July 31

The stage show at the Enright this week is

dominated by a personal appearance of Davey Lee.

This little fellow is a wonderful lad and he com-
pletely captivates the audiences with his short speech

and with his singing of "Mammy," "Sonny Boy"
and "Little Pal." He stops the show cold every

performance, and is the most unaffected child actor

we have ever been privileged to see or hear.

Baddy Page, m. c, and the stage orchestra offer

both classical and jazz offerings with equal success,

and are going over in a big way. During their ren-

dition of "The Kiss Waltz," Mary Bracken does a
good acrobatic dance.

Art Frank and an unbilled girl partner put on a
good offering, with Art playing the part of an aged
rube with young ideas. They tell some good stories

and both do some nice tap dancing. Frank is espe-

cially clever and scores heavily with an eccentric

acrobatic dance.

ORGAN
PRESENTATIONS OF
GREAT SONGS
SHALL SLIDE SETS

Leo Terry, well known as an organist around

the country, has been elected to the Senate

by Balaban and Katz, no not in Washington,

but at the Senate theatre, where he has been

earning encore after encore. Drop in some-

time, say hello and hear one of his solos and

be convinced that he is a great showman.

ously as they dance. They form a gingerbread man

by holding brown plaques like ginger cookies.

Dick Barstow, in a silk and velvet costume of red-

dish brovm, wins approval by his clever and difficult

combination toe and tap dancing. All of his tap

dancing is performed easily and gracefully on his

toes and the hearty applause proves that the audience

appreciates the difficulty of his stunts.

The Harrington Sisters, dressed just alike, in

orange, present another of those crooning sieter acts,

depending upon the clever wording of the songs for

their appeal. "We're Going to Be Golddiggers" is

their most popular number.

The Gamby Girls in lovely bouffant skirts of

gingerbread brown, worn over numerous little

ruffles of soft yellow, with headdresses repeating the

golden note, dance most pleasingly.

That amusing pair, Rome and Gant, extremes in

size, handle the comedy end of the bill very suc-

cessfully.

The presentation ends with a picturesque arrange-

ment of all the performers against a conventional

background of moonlit vista and poplar trees.

Oklahoma City Orpheum
Week Ending July 25

While the weather has been very hot, yet the Or-

pheum's business has been very good, and Fanchon

and Marco's "Ivory Idea" pleases big crowds daily.

The cast includes Copper and Orren in "Mimiobatic

Oddities," the Four High Hatters, My Meyer, Betty

Lou Webb, Goetz & Dnffy, Peggy Carse and the

Snnkist Bcanties.

The E K O Big Time Vaudeville presented a bril-

liant new bill of variety.

The Acts—Derickson and Brown, Manny King and

Company, O'Neil and Manners and Audrey Wykoff.

Des Moines Paramount
Week Ending July 27

Of course, Al Morey, the new master of ceremonies,

is in the spot at all performances while the audi-

ences look over the good looking young leader and

find him prime. The stage band in white trousers,

white shirts and gay ties look cool and snappy, a

welcome sight with the temperature well above the

100 mark for days at a time. Morey shows his

versatility by presenting a violin number.

Tumbling and various acrobatic stunts make a

good act from the Maxellos. Some stunts requiring

the utmost in skill and courage are presented and

take well. The big point of the act is reached, how-
ever, when the Maxellos, one and all, combine to

bring Al Morey into their performance. They throw
him gently from one to the other, balance him on

Portland Fox Broadway
Week Ending July 27

Sixteen lively youths and comely maidens, who
comprise the Mack Bissett dancers, make the Fanchon
& Marco "Love Songs" idea most acceptable hot
weather stage fare. Castleton and Mack are an un-
usually clever pair of acrobats, and have no trouble
in being encored a number of times.

Don Wilkins, m. c, leads the Broadway Band in

an entertaining burlesque of the "Main Stein Song."
Another novelty offering is put on by Henri LeBel,

{Continued on next page, column 2)

Boosts Stage Shows

(Continued from page 44, column 1)

had composed much incidental music in Para-
mount pictures and also written the Penguin
music and Whale music in "With Byrd at the
South Pole," got ample playup in a local

"high hat" magazine. This magazine, called

"The Gargoyle," not only used a full column
story of Carbonara, but also devoted a five-

minute radio talk to him on its regular Sun-
day broadcast hour.
A tieup with a Houston paper makes it

possible for the Metropolitan to jointly spon-
sor a contest for lyrics, which are put to

music by Carbonara. The Houston Chamber
of Commerce is back of this stunt, insuring
an exceptionally large amount of publicity.

The popularity of Jimmy Ellard, master of
ceremonies, has been responsible for any num-
ber of tieups. Two Houston newspapers run
these ads twice each week. Even the Houston
Ice Cream Company has warmed up to the

tieup idea and gives away 20,000 bricks week-
ly of a special "Jimmy Ellard" ice cream.

Each brick carries his name on it and a

theatre tag stuffed inside. The ice cream
concern uses 200 window streamers and ad-

vertisements to make known the fact that

the cream is sampled at the theatre every
Saturday night after the show, at the Johnny
Winters Pep Club.
A number of companies carry ads in the

newspapers featuring stars of the Metropoli-

tan stage. A Houston taxi-cab company, for

example, used a quarter page plugging the

girls in the show. An autortiobile company
plugged Ellard in a car ad, while a dairy firm

carried copy on the showgirls and how they

kept healthy drinking a certain brand of milk.

A local Florsheim dealer advertises the sale

of a pair of shoes to Jimmy Ellard; another

ice cream company has an ad telling of

Johnny Winters keeping cool with a "Cold

Snap" (trade name for the ice cream), and

the Coca-Cola Company tells of showgirls

drinking their product. At least four ads of

this nature appear in Houston papers each

week and plug the current attraction.

(New Song Sensation)

SO BEATS MY HEART
FOR YOU

from West Coast Musical

"Rah! Rah! Daze"

(The Ballad Sensation)

A COTTAGE FOR SALE

WHEN THE LITTLE
RED ROSES
(Got the Blues for You)

HAVING YOU AROUND
IS HEAVEN

ON A LITTLE STREET
OF HONOLULU

SPECIALS
(Hits from) " .

HOLD EVERYTHING!
Introducing

WHEN THE LITTLE
RED ROSES
(Get the Blues for You)

SING A LITTLE THEME
SONG

TO KNOW YOU IS TO
LOVE YOU

We Also Have Individual Chorus
Sets for All Our Songs

Write for All Slides and lifformnlion to

SAM LERNER, Mgr. of Publicity

De Sy19a, Brown 6^

Henderson, Inc.

745 7lh Ave., New York City

:
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STAGE SHOWS
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By BOBBY MELLIN

Leon Bloom, musical director of WBBM, is using

to good advantage his many years of experience as

concert musician in several countries throughout the

world, and even more years in research work as a

student. Each Monday evening at 7. The Musical Ap-
preciation Series brings WBBM listeners an interest-

ing story of the origin of various musical composi-

tions, little known bits about the lives of famous
composers, and easy-to-listen-to analyses of music

and musicians that cannot help but add to one's

appreciation of music of all types. Mr. Bloom pre-

pares the whole program, personally giving the

word story, and at the same time directs his sym-

phonic orchestra as they play the music of which

he speaks.

• • •

Eric V. Sagerquist is the new conductor of station

WIBO. He is known to be a violinist of consider-

able accomplishment.—^Our most esteemed friend,

Al Carney, organist at station WCFL, seems to be

enjoying his work more than ever, for Al is becom-
ing jollier and fatter as he goes along—seems . to

,

be aging in the wood.—I understand Henry Francis

Parks is back at WCFL, and wish him lots of luck.

The age-old troupers' law, "the show must go on !"

worked its iron will on Al Caniperon of the famous
"Try and Stump Us" Al and Pete team the other

day. Despite the fact that he had been seriously ill

in bed for two days, Al disobeyed the doctor's orders

because he "couldn't desert a pal," and hobbled down
to the studios just five minutes before the regular

program was to go on, went through the program
doubled up with i)ain ; did it so well no one knew
anything was wrong, though announcement of his

illness had been made ; then colla;psed. However, Al
is hale and hearty again.

• * •

Joseph Parsons, basso organizer of the sensational

Chicagoans, male quartet, staff artiste of KYW, is

around the Loop looking very happy. And, believe

me, Joe has a right to feel that way. For after

trouping from one end of the country to the other

for 23 years, in everything from grand opera to

burlesque and what-not, it certainly must feel good
to be back home. If you haven't heard the Chi-

cagoans sing, tune in on KYW and get the treat

of your life.

William Morris has effected a radio tieup with
King Features for commercial purposes. The first

coup in this deal is Beatrice Fairfax, who goes on
the air with her "advice to the lovelorn" act, the
first such idea on the air.—Tom Gerun's Band, now
at the Lincoln Tavern, Morton Grove, 111., goes into

the Congress hotel, Chicago, September 20th.—Guy
Lombardo will be held over at the Pavilion Royale
at the salary of $4,000 a week, with a percentage of

the covers over that amount.
* * *

Closing Saturday night, July 12th. at the Am-
baBsador hotel here and ready to begin an engage-
ment at the Granada Cafe, Chicago, the Ted Fiorito

orchestra was left out in the cold when the Granada
management extended the engagement of Aaronson's
Commanders there for three months. Fiorito went
to the Hollywood Gardens, Pelham Parkway, N. J.,

replacing Paul Whiteman, July 25th. Fiorito for-

merly was at the Edgewater Beach hotel, Chicago,
for an extensive stay.

* * •

A peculiar twist of the National Broadcasting
Company having to use and announce a band booked
by its rival Columbia Broadcasting system occurral
at the Congress hotel starting July 29th, when Jules
Iberti's orchestra went in for two months. Albert:
is under contract to Columbia and must be announced
over the air as a Columbia band, but unfortunately
the N. B. C. has the wire in the Congress. The
hotel's contract calls for four sustaining programs
monthly with a band chosen by the hotel.

* • •

Barney Richard's unusual arrangements and fine
interpretations of modem harmonies have won local
recognition for himself and the orchestra he conducts
at the Via Lago Cafe on Wilson avenue, near the
lake. Barney has a very pleasing personality and
should be very popillar with the Chicago dance-goers,
for his music has that certain thing called "it" which
the majority of orchestras are endeavoring so hard
to attain.

the master organist, with the assistance of Lorain
and Lorain, two lovely organists, making a most
pleasant triple console. Incidentally this is said
to be but one of three places in the broad U. S. A.
where this novelty has been used. They open vrith

"Indian Love Call" and several other Indian songs,
and receive an ovation. The revue is most colorful
and spectacular and well costumed.

New York Capitol
Week Ending August 1

The Undersea Ballet, devised and staged by
Arthur Knoor under the i>ersonal supervision of

Louis K. Sidney, features Raye, Ellis & La Rue, Ray
Collins, C. J. Lindemann, and the Capitol Corps.
An old salt sits in an ofl; corner, telling the story

of a mean old father turned into an octopus, a young
girl drawn to the bottom of the sea and there
turned to a pearl, and two devoted brothers who
go in search of her. The little boy on his knee
falls asleep, and the curtain goes up on the depths
of the sea.

Seen through a screen, the effect is quite charm-
ing, enhanced by the novel feature of large fish in

various colors slipping across the face of the screen.

The Ballet Corps attempts the impression of the
movement of undersea life, and with the arrival of

the two brothers, the pearl emerges from the shell

and we have a few minutes of rather good adagio
dancing, featuring Raye, Ellis, and La Rue, sensa-

tional dancers.
The whole scene is rather too short, and we have

seen decidedly better stage presentations at the
Capitol

.

Don Albert conducts the Capitol Grand Orchestra
in an arrangement by William Schulz, of the staff,

called "Mid Summer Night Sketches."

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending A ugust 1

Gentle as a spring zephyr is the bill at the Saenger
this week, but pleasing nevertheless with a kaleido-

scope of color restful to the tired nerves and re-

freshing as the drink of the Southern gentlemen to

which a touch of mint has been added with loving

care (apologies to a certain brand of pies), for Sport
Carnival seems to hit the spot, as attested by the

crowded auditorium.
The Dixie Rockets, with new clothes and a different

brand of talcum, please in a series of dances on the

banks of the river of make-believe, tantalizing in

the extreme.
The Three White Flashes, acrobatics on roller

skates, are marvelous—the best seen on the Saenger
stage, while Llora Hoffman and Charlie Hill, in sin-

gles and doubles, leave nothing to be desired in the
way of comedy and musical entertainment. Llora
is good to look at, and weighs over one hundred and
thirty pounds, with a few extra ounces thrown in,

while Charlie needs to imbibe a fattening fluid to

even up with his partner.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Koch on the organ seem to

improve as the time goes on.

Baltimore Loew's Century
Week Ending July 26

"Singing to the Stars," a musical fantasy staged

under the direction of Louis K. Sidney, from the
Capitol theatre. New York, is offered.

This attraction opens in one with Wesley Boynton,
tenor, on at right singing a solo "Singing the Song
of the Stars," accompanied by the orchestra in the
pit.

Then the curtains part slowly revealing full stage
with cool blue hangings and a back drop through
which stars twinkled. The Chester-Hale girls came
on from both sides dressed in long, full black ballet

gowns with small silver stars dotted over them and
wearing black hats faced with silver and silver stars

on the sides over white wigs. They go into ballet

steps and after a few movements Hilda Bustova,

protege of Pavlowa, comes on in regulation short

white ballet costume and goes into a toe dance. As
this finishes six show girls come on in display cos-

tumes and arrange themselves with others on the

stage in tableau.

As this is finished a scrim curtain against the back
drop is raised revealing Peggy Taylor and the Gary
Leon Ensemble, adagio dancers, against the back

drop of futuristic design of black and silver with

houses and stars and three large electric stars.

This troupe of three men and a girl go into the

twirls and swings of some intricate adagio move-
ments which gain applause. After their number the
twenty Chester-Hale girls come on again in blue and
silver short ballet costumes and go through ballet

steps and are joined in the finale by all members
of the company and with the three large electric stars

in the back drop whirling.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending August 1

Headlining the Mainstreet stage bill is Kitty
Doner, the masculine impersonator. Her attempts
to be funny in her impersonations are not as suc-
cessful as they might have been. Something about
the horseplay falls flat. She is, however, a good
enough dancer.
Frank Dobie, comedian from the stage show,

"Gay Paree," succeeds much better wih his rough
and tumble, infectuous humor, and he presents one
of those always-popular ventriloquist acts, which
are sure fire with the audience.

Charles Bennington and bis newsboys' band carry
out some novel stuff. Mr. Bennington has lost one
leg, and he usee the fact to originate a peg-legged
number which is a wow. This he originally had in
a musical comedy he staged, but he has repeated
it for the benefit of the Mainstreet stage.

The De Taregos present a number of national

dances, particularly American Indian, Viennese, and
Argentine ones. The act is elaborately and carefully

carried out and offers much grace and beauty.
Lytell and Fant, regular visitors to Kansas City,

come along once more with very much their usual
line of chatter.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending July 17

It's a toss up this week which is produced on the
more elaborate scale, the "Seeing Double" Idea of

Fanchon and Marco, or the symphonic overture of
Walt Roesner and his orchestra, entitled "River
Sketches."
The master of ceremonies introduces members of

the twin aggregation and as each is introduced a
double strolls on in identical attire. Seven pairs are
presented and smg "Seeing Double," followed by a
lively dance.
The St. John brothers do a clever balancing and

tumbling act and are followed by Sylvan Dell and
her pet dog Bonzo, who has appeared in pictures

and on the vaudeville stage. They are the only
couple in the act not billed as twins. The Connor
Twins sing "Montana Moon" and demonstrate that

it is possible for twins to have good voices.

The back curtain goes up on a scene which ap-
parently discloses six girls posing before as many
mirrors, but the reflection proves to be a twin sister.

Each pair comes forward sepai-ately and offers some
specialty, the Holly Twins dancing and others singing

and offering musical numbers.
The master of ceremonies calls for a friend from

the audience and on comes a twin brother. They put
on a riotous number, with some good patter and
dancing, and close with a comedy acrobatic stunt.

The company then appears before a dazzling silver

curtain with half the girls attired in white sport cos-

tumes and the others in black to represent their

shadows, making a novel showing.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending July 10

The current stage show, the Fanchon & Marco
"Romance Idea," based on the song, "Romance," fits

in well with the vacation season and is well received.

It combines attractive stage settings, pretty girls,

dancing, singing and acrobatics.

The stage act proper is prefaced by Walt Roesner's

orchestral fantasy, "Arabian Nights," in which
music by Rimsky-Korsakoff and Tschaikowsky is

skillfully blended.

The "Romance Idea" is opened with Robert Cloy
singing "Romance" with groups in the background
representing some of the famous lovers of history.

A girl acrobat and dancer, who seems as much at
home on her hands as on her feet, entertains after

the lovers have disappeared.
Walt Roesner calls for the audience to select four

notes in the scale of C and leads the orchestra

through a novel improvision in which these are
featured.

Robert Cloy, in college garb, sings more about
romance and introduces the Sunkist Beauties and
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their boy friends who do college song and dance
numbers, closing with the familiar "Stein Song."
Jerome Mann sings "Hungry Women" and makes

a real hit with hie impersonations of Ted Lewis and
Pat Rooney. Robert Cloy comes on again, this time

in gob costume, and sings another verse of "Ro-
mance" as the boys and girls do a half and half

dance reminiscent of the sea, the girls clad in attire

of blue and white, alternately representing a boy
and a girl as they turn.

the real sensation of the show proves to be
Castleton and Mack, comedy and dancing acrobats.

They perform difficult feats with apparent ease and
get rounds of applause for their work. Their best

Btuut is a slow motion act that proves a dead ringer

for screen exhibitions of this kind, even to the

facial expressions.

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending July 11

The life of a member of a popular stage band is

no sinecure as in a season he impersonates, cowboys,
drug and grass, useful and useless citizens up and
down the scale (apologies to the popular author of

Up and Down the Alley), and this week the band
under the direction of Ben Black are plain ordinary
gobs with funny little caps, shirts a la Chinese, who
have a devil of a time keeping their panties from
slipping over their waistbands, judging from the
way they give them an extra yank when out stage.

For, while as members of the good ship. White Caps,
the current Publix unit, they dress and act like

devil boys of the seven seas.

The stage band and settings this week compose the
entire program, assisted of course by two or three
acts and the Rockets, who wear sailor costumes of
white, with the exception of two buxom lassies who
probably sat on the floor while awaiting the call boy.

The stage was set to represent the decks of a
battleship, with huge guns that belched fire and
smoke. There was the captain on the bridge, en-
listed men mending the thing-a-ma-gigs that lead
from the deck to the top of the mast—only they
were girls this time—budding admirals shooting craps
back of the turrets, while the band merrily tooted
"She Loved a Sailor," and other nautical tunes in-

cluding "You're in the Navy Now."
Jokes that delighted grandpa were delineated by

Du Callion.

The Four D Cheer Leaders, young men with good
voices, who gave college songs and those of a popular
nature, made a hit.

Lillian Barnes sang two selections.

But even at that the entertainment staged by
Charlie Niggermeyer was good, and pleased mightly,
augmented by a sailor's horn pipe, interpreted by the
stage band leader. Captain Black (our Ben). The
dance was good, but several members of the band
evidently were of the idea that they were to represent
the little lady that never saw the Streets of Cairo,

to the delight of the audience.

Herbie at the organ indulged in another of his

trick numbers under the title of "Something Dif-
ferent," which is given a decided news punch by a
snappy parody, Lindy's Baby. Herbie is a won-
der and is making good.

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending July 11

The stage show, "Lanterns," Chinese Whoopee
Eevue, a Paramount-Publix production, was beauti-

fully staged and colorful, with several novel and
surprising features.

In commemoration of the holiday, a divertissement,

"Washington Crossing the Delaware," was shown.
A large framed portrait of the Father of His Coun-
try was shown on the back drop, the center of the
frame being gradually illuminated as a moving pic-

ture in colors of the patriots crossing the Delaware,
with waving flags and stormy waters was thrown on
the screen.

The stage settings of "Lanterns" were artistic, the
costumes gorgeous and the talent of the oriental
players outstanding. A large lantern on a drop in

front of the stage was gradually illuminated, dis-

closing a Chinese street scene in the background,
with the ensemble in appropriate costumes singing
"Tell Me China Maiden" very melodiously. The
twelve Chinese boys and girls composing the en-
semble (or perhaps they were Japanese) were an
extremely talented group of entertainers and their
singing and dancing compare very favorably with
the best American ensembles seen recently. They
left the stage with the girls whirling brilliantly

colored parasols.

Then the huge lantern was lifted, shots were heard
and a Tong War seemed to be in progress as two

colored boys in navy uniforms ran on to the stage
and kept the audience laughing at their nonsense.
Later, one danced while the other played the guitar.

Again the lantern in front of the stage was illumi-

nated, showing a Chinese mandarin standing with
bowed head as he struck a gong. A huge dragon's head
with open mouth and gleaming white teeth appeared
backstage and as the gong sounded again the "teeth"
revolved, proving to be white seats in which were
seated the Chinese orchestra. And how those ori-

entals could play the banjo and guitar, as the
ensemble danced.

A beautiful oriental girl in lavender chiffon moved
to the front of the stage and danced gracefully aa
the rest of the girls kept time. Then the Chinese
master of ceremonies gave his impression of Rudy
Vallee singing a love song and also of a college boy
strumming his ukelele and singing, both of which
were well done and greatly appreciated by the
audience.

The final act was extremely beautiful and pic-
turesque as well as full of action. A large statue of
Buddha was placed on a landing at the rear of the
stage with steps leading down at each side. Down
these steps came the girls of the ensemble in gor-
geous costumes, each carrying a lighted lantern on a
standard which was placed on the steps. The orches-
tra moved to the front of the stage and played as
the boys and girls of the ensemble danced a Russian
dance. Then different members of the unit put over
individual stunts, such as tap and Russian dancing,
while one fat little Chinese gave a "shimmy dance"
that had the audience in hysterics.

In the finale lighted lanterns were lowered from
above, forming a striking picture as flickering lights
were turned on and off.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending July 11

The radio child artist. Baby Rose Marie, head-
lined the bill at the Mainstreet and helped that house
materially in running up the biggest Kansas City
gross for the week. She appeared with the Ipana
Troubadors, a jazz band of eleven members who have
gained fame for themselves on the radio. Baby Rose
Marie's performance was natural and childlike to a
great degree, and her songs and ways gained the
hearty applause of the audience. She was allowed
to give more time to her act than most child per-
formers, and even so, the audience did not get
enough. Baby Marie seemed to enjoy her act as
much as anyone on the other side of the footlights
dij.

The opening number on the bill was a song and
3ance act by the Zastro and White Company. The
troupe consists of six members, four young women
and two young men. Two of the women sing, and
the other two, with the men of the act, form a
dancing group. The act was very favorably received.

Chamberlin and Earle, a comedy team, specialize in
humor and songs.

Venita Gould, a regular visitor to Kansas City
vaudeville stages, is an impersonator of note. In
this appearance she gives imitations of Helen Kane,
Blossom Seeley, Maurice Chevalier, and Ted Lewis.
She does also a dramatic scene from the play, "The
Little Show."

The fifth act of the bill is "Oklahoma" Bob Al-
bright, assisted by Genevieve Herbert, Beverly Birks,
and "Snowball."

To You, Happy in America,

To you enjoying your Summer, stop
in your mad whirl of pleasure and
consider the poor Australian. We
are in the middle of "winter" now,
and some days the thermometer

' drops so low that it is actually un-
comfortable in swimming ! When
this happens, there is nothing left
to do but gather around the bar
and strive to forget one's sorrows
vrith a cocktail, or perchance a
whiskey-an-soda, — or even beer

!

Consider the poor Australian, and
shed a silent tear for poor old

EDDIE FITCH
Wurlitzerizing

at

THE REGENT — SYDNEY

Pantages in Kansas City
Back to Stage Shows

Beginning August 8, the Pantages theatre in

Kansa.". City will go back to its former policy of
stage shows, presenting Fanchon and Marco units,
for which Louis Charninsky, manager, has recently
signed up. These shows will be presented in addi-
tion to the regular picture program, and are slated

to improve the standard of the Pantages consider-
ably.

This change in offering comes simultaneously with
the news that the Pantages has changed hands,
passing by a 99 year lease out of the hands of
Pantages Theatre Company into the management of

Cliarno Amusement Company, a newly formed com-
pany headed by A. A. Mack of Mack Amusement
Company, which owns the Twelfth Street theatre
here. Louis Charnisky, manager of the Pantages
for peveral years, will continue as manager, and
will fill the capacity of secretary-treasurer in the
new corporation

.

Chick Castle Leaving As
Robbins Chicago Chief

Every music publishing office in the Woods- build-

ing had a grudge against the other fellow's home
office a week or so ago, when it was learned that
Chick Castle was leaving Robbins after a home
office disagreement. Castle has been Robbins' Chi-
cago manager for the past few years and is known
as one of the best managers in the business. Chick
ie also known for his fastidious taste in clothes

and .as the Beau Brummell of Boul Mich. The boys
are all sore because Chick was the only remaining
personality on the Main Stem. Chick has been
vacationing and says he will soon be bade in harness.

Saenger Radio Programs
Gaining in Favor

The Saenger radio programs broadcast every
Monday and Thursday at New Orleans over WSMB
are gaining greatly in favor. The program for the
last week was of special interest because Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Koch gave an organ duet. The two
are better known here as Mr. and Mrs. "Herbie."
Mr. Herbie is the organist at Saenger's and his wife
accompanies him on the organ. On the same pro-
gram was a musical number dedicated to Admiral
Byrd and the musical numbers of the Saenger stage
show were given with Ben Black and his band in

the spotlight.

Charlie Davis Takes Lead
In Popularity Contest

Charlie Davis, head of the band organization at

the Indiana theatre at Indianapolis that bears his

name, has found he really is popular. He returned
recently from a tour of Publix houses in the East.
The Indianapolis Times and Veterans of Foreign

Wars, in connection with a pageant to be given at

the state fair grounds, are staging a Brown Derby
contest, the brown derby going to the city's most
distinguished citizen. As this is written, hundreds
of nominations have been made, but the first entry

was for Davis.

Helen Kane Near Record
Helen Kane, the boop-boop-a-doop girl, played to

near record business at Skouras Brothers' Ambas-
sador theatre in St. Louis the week ending on July

24. Receipts for the week are said to have approxi-

mated $40,000. Paul Whitman and musicians are

the only ones that ever brought more business to

the Skouras house, according to available records.

Sevitzky at Mastbaum
Fabien Sevitzky, formerly first cellist in the

Philadelphia Orchestra, starts August 29 as musical

director and conductor of the Mastbaum theatre

Symphony Orchestra. He will continue as conduc-

tor of the Philadelphia Chamber String Simfonietta.

Tampa Publix Gives Employes Party
The Publix division in Tampa, Fla., was host re-

cently to its employes at a supper and beach party on
Indian Rocks beach.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way

N. Y. City
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BEST SELLERS
Week Ending July 26

No. I

"Dancing With Tears in My Eyes"—
(M. Witmark).
"When It's Springtime in the Rockies"

—(Villa Moret).
No. 2

"You Brought a New Kind of Love
to Me"-—(Famous).

"Stein Song"—(Carl Fisher).

No. 3

"If I Had a Girl Like you"—(Feist).

No. 4

"Szvinging in a Hammock"—(Berlin).

"Around the Corner"—(Feist).

"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous).
"It Happened in Monterey"—(Feist).

No. 5

"So Beats My Heart For You"—(De
Sylva).

"I'm in the Market for You"—(Red
Star).

"Down the River of Golden Dreams"
—(Feist).
"Absence Makes the Heart Grow

Fonder"—(Remick).
"Moonlight On the Colorado"^

(Shapiro).

No. 6

"Bye Bye Blues"—(Berlin).
"What's the Use"— (Feist).

"I Love You So Much"—(Harms).
"Somewhere in Wyoming" — (J.

Morris)
"Song Without a Name"—(Feist).

"Old New England Moon"—(Berlin).
"Just Like in a Story Book"—(Red

Star).

"Ro-Ro-Rolling Along"—(Shapiro).

"VENETIA"— (Sam Fox Pub. Co.)—A high class
number of the type that this publisher is known
for. A beautiful number. Words by Harry D. Kerr,
music by J. S. Zamecnik.

"IT'S A LONG, LONG ROAD I'M TRAVELIN'
ON" (But I've Got Good Shoes)—(Remick Music
Corp.)—An optimistic song written with a different
twist. Clever idea and a good melody. Lyric by
Joe Young, music by Cliff Hess.

"SHARING"— (Davis, Coots & Engel)—A pretty
little fox trot song that looks commercial and is get-
ting a nice radio plug. "Words by Benny Davis, music
by J. Fred Coots.

* * «

"YOU BROUGHT A NEW KIND OF LOVE TO
ME"— (Famons Music Corp.)—A great song that is

featured in the Paramount picture, "The Big Pond,"
now playing in town and featuring Maurice Chevalier.
This number looks like a real hit. By Irving Kahal,
Sammy Fain and Pierre Norman.

•TM NEEDIN' YOU"—(Remick Mpsic Corp.)—

A

very pretty thought by a great lyric writer. The
melody is by one of the outstanding radio acts in
the country. This combination has a good song
here. Lyric by Joe Young, music by Little Jack
Little.

"WAS I TO BLAME FOR FALLING IN LOVE
WITH YOU"—(Leo Feist, Inc.)—This number is used
as the theme song of the Studebaker Champions, who
are very big on the NBC chain and with their help,
this number should go a long way. It's well writ-
ten. Lyric by Gus Kahn, music by Victor Young
and M. Neuman.

ORGAN SOLOS
BOB WEST (Brooklyn, N. Y., Fox), who is billed

as "The One-Man Show" and "The One Organist
Who'll Make You Want to Sing in Spite of Your-
self," and really does, presented another of his

snappy solos, which he entitled, "Making Whoopee."
Opening his solo with the club yell, "Whoopee,"
and. to which most everyone responded, West played
"Pat on the Back," a special chorus of Stein Song,
to the words "Lala," then, "Telling It to the Daisies,"

"Exactly Like You," "Kitty from Kansas City,"

"Swinging in a Hammock" (with an extra whistling
chorus), "Song Without a Name," "Ro-Ro-Rolling
Along," "Anchors Aweigh" and "In the Market for

You." Between each two numbers. West either

cheered them, had them yell "Whoopee" or had a
clever gag slide on the screen for them to laugh to.

The advertising the Fox theatre does for West cer-

tainly are the truth.

HAL PEARL (Chicago Fox Sheridan). If you have
not been in this theatre in the last few months you
are due for a shock, as patronage has picked up sur-

prisingly. Pearl has also built up a great following,

and when his name was flashed on the screen and
the organ began to rise he was greeted with a big

hand from the audience. His solo was called "Thrills

and Spills," and was written around the various

marathon stunts that are now sweeping the country,

interspersed with gag slides and special material.

The numbers used were, "Tain't No Sin," "Dancing
With Tears in My Eyes," "What's the Use," and
a chorus, boys answering the girls, that is always
funny, "Sweeping the Clouds Away," "If I Had a
Girl Like You" and "Sunny Side Up." The audience

howled for more and were still applauding when the

feature picture was flashed on the screen. He should

have given one more chorus, as the applause war-
ranted an encore. Other organists might take a tip

from this last sentence. Pearl uses only the best

material obtainable and is always original.

TED MEYN (Jersey City Loew's) introduced a

novel and entertaining solo in his "School Days"
presentation last week. Opening with an oral ex-

planation that he was the teacher and the audience

the pupils, he then played a special version of "School

Days." What Meyn classed as the national anthem,

"How Dry I Am," was next played and lustily sung
by most of the audience. School was next called

to session and the "pupils" sang the A B C's to the

tune of "Coming Through the Rye." "Telling It to

the Daisies formed the Botany lesson, while the Con-

centration test featured three or four cleverly writ-

ten tongue-twisters, all to the tune of "Happy Days
are Here Again." The music lesson consisted of

a whistling chorus of "Honey" and the lesson in

"Love, "Around the Corner," closed this smart

solo.

EARL ESTES' (Chicago Gateway) solo this week
was entitled "A Mock Trial," using special material

telling the audience they were on trial for singing

with the lyrics of "I'm in the Market for You."
The numbers he used were "Wonderful Something,"

"Never Dreamt," "Absence Makes the Heart Grow
Fonder" and "If I Had a Girl Like You." For an
encore Earl announced he would play a number of

his own composition, entitled "Prep and Pep," ac-

companying himself on his accordion. The reception

accorded him forced him to ask the audience to sing

a chorus of an old number, "I'm Following You,"

to the accompaniment of the accordion, and believe

me they all responded

.

MARSH McCURDY (New York Loew's State)

offered an entertaining novelty in his presentation

called "Master Songs of Six Americans." McCurdy
introduced each number, before he played it, through

a mike, and in a most pleasing voice. The featured

numbers were: "Old Man River," "At Dawning,"
"Indian Ix)ve Call," "Remember," "Rhapsody in

Blue" and "Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life." An ou1>

of-the-ordinary solo done in an original and show-

manly style and to a great reception from the

audience. McCurdy is taking the place of Charles

Williams, who is vacationing.
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CHICAGO, ILL., Aug. 1.

HELLO EVERYBODY—Well folks, this pleasant
vacation in the old home town sure has been a good
one and I hope I can remember to mention all the
fellows I had the pleasure of meeting and also all

the old acquaintances I saw. Thought I'd take a day
off from my vacation and drop into the music pub-
lishers' offices and say "hello." Walked up dear old
Dearborn street 'til I got to Randolph, then up to
the ninth floor of the Woods building. The first

one I ran into was Harry Werthan, formerly of
Remick's. Harry is retired now and was happily read-
ing over a letter he had received from Harry
Gourfain, Publix stageshow producer out on the
West Coast. Harry has a lot of friends here and
also in New York who would probably care to
write to him so his address is 2300 Bay avenue,
San Francisco, Cal. Miss "Johnny," sec. to Jimmy
Cairns, introduced me to Werthan and I want you
all to know that he is a regular fellow. Miss
"Johnny" proved herself to be a great help to me
and introduced me to a number of the boys. Of
course, .limmy Cairns, the western manager of
Santly Brothers, was geniality itself, but couldn't
forget to get in a plug. He brought it up something
like this: "I was 'RoUin' Down the River (Chi-
cago)' the other day." It was just a gag for the
firm's latest song, but at first I didn't get it.

Jimmy told me that Victor Young, leader of the
Goldkette Orchestra, had received so many requests
for a repetition of "F'r Instance" when he played
it last week over the Studebaker Hour, WGN, that
he will again feature the same number in this

week's program. Dropped in to Donaldson, Douglas
and Gumble's office and had the pleasure of meeting
Art Stiller, who is now manager of this firm, after
being with Remick's for the past six years. Art is

looking fine and sends his greetings to all his

friends back East. Met Bill Donahue, leader of the
mini Orchestra, who are now at the Drake. Saw
the Chicago manager of Harms, Harry Fink, and
for at least a half hour we both tried to place each
other, finally got it. We had known each other
in the days before either of us was in this business.

While I was there Biliy Knight, Harms Detroit,

manager, dropped in. Yes, and while in the ofiice

Dillon of the Wanderers Quartette was rehearsing
the firm's new song, "Dixianna." Miss Andre
Collins, secretary to Harry Fink, was tickling the
ivories with those beautiful fingers of hers. While
I was there. Doc Davis, bandleader, was getting

some songs to plug for Harry. Walter Hirsch, the
writer of "My Jean," a new DcSylva, Brown and
Henderson song, dropped in and he and I had a
long chat about the old days. Walter took me in

to see Bob Schafer, midwest manager of Sherman,
Clay and Co. Bob is just as genial as when he
was the New York manager of Sherman, Clay.

Oh, yes, while there. Bob and Miss Kenny, his sec-

retary, put on an act for the benefit of Tommy
Gordon, an R K O headline act, Milton Samuels,
Davis, Coots and Engel's Chicago manager, and my-
self. Went in to I. Berlin's offices to see AI Beilin

but he was out. Instead saw Bob Allen and Jack
Perry. Willie Horwitz is now manager for Robbins
and Perry is Prof, manager. We dropped into Rob-
bins' office and Jack insisted on us hearing the

firm's new song, "I Wonder How It Feels." It sure

is a great tune and it looks like a natural. Went
downstairs to see Clarence Parrish, Western man-
ager of M. Witmark's, and found him to be a peach
of a fellow. While there George Hamilton, man-
ager of the Goldkette Orchestra, came in, also Bill

Parent, general manager of booking for M. C. A.
Eddie Freckman was there, too. Wanted to see

Marty Fay, Shapiro, Bernstein's new manager, but
he was oat. But I did see Jean Walz, the arranger.

DeSylva's manager, Joey Stool, was also out but
I saw Joe Manne, Earl Hayden, Marvin Lee, from
the N. Y. office, and (Jertrude Lincoff, a clever little

lady who is writing some songs we'll all be sing-

ing. Milton Weil and Erwin Barg were both out
when I went into Milton Weil's office, but Miss
Phoebe Story was very helpful. Weil's latest songs
are "Virginia Lee" and "Moon of Spain." Dropped
in to see Walter Donovan, Famous' manager.
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Theatres for Sale or Rent

FOR RENT—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE
—Seals 4U0; silent equipment. County seat town;
center of four highways, no competition; 30 miles to

nearest show, forced to give up as I have too many
other business interests to look after. Equipment for
sale. An opportunity. Address Mrs. Mary Miller,
Napoleon, N. D.

FOR SALE—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE;
seats 322—sound equipment. County seat town; main
line of Rock Island and Santa Fe railroads now
building in. 22 miles to the nearest show. Show
making money; but am forced to sell because of ill

health. Address G. A. Hart, Stratford, Texas.

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK
—Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25%
of value. West Virginia town, drawing population
ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers save
postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply.

Address Box 627, Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE IN SOUTH BEND. INDIANA—Seat-
ing 1127—in theatre district. Inquire Dr. J. Burke,
South Bend, Indiana.

GOOD PAYING 350 SEAT HOUSE, 30c and 23c,
SPECIALS 75c and 35c, silent, no competition, near-
est sound sixty mountain miles. Building 55 ft. x
110 ft., three lots, store, six room house, dance hall,

weekly dances, shows seven nights. Must sell ac-
count of altitude. Less than half cost. Snap. Ad-
dress Rainbow Theatre, Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Lo-
cated in the finest game and fishing country in the
United States.

CAN SELL YOUR THEATRE QUICKLY—
SEND ALL PARTICULARS to Albert Goldman, 5

S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111.

FOR SALE—230 SEAT HOUSE and equipment
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to appreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Hemdon,
Virginia.

A REAL NICE THEATRE IN TOWN 2500 POP-
ULATION. Talking Pictures. Six other towns to
draw from. At a bargain. Address R. W. Floyd,
Dyer, Tennessee.

FOR SALE—THEATRE BUILDING COMPLETE,
TOWN of 12,000, no competition, fully equipped
with sound and doing a nice business. Address
D. O. Coleman, Southington, Conn.

TWO THEATRES—TOWN 3.000; must be sold
to settle estate; absolutely genuine bargain. Ad-
dress Box 488. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St.. Chicago. Illinois.

623-SEATER WITH SOUND—Population 4,200;
no opposition. Sunday town. Address Empress
Theatre, Belding, Mich.

Theatres Wanted

TO LEASE—THEATRE NOT LESS THAN 500
SEATS. Would prefer a theatre within 100 miles of
Chicago, Illinois. WITH OPTION TO BUY. Ad-
dress Box 300, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago, Illinois.

New Equipment

THE LATEST INVENTION—THE PERFOR-
ATED SILVER SOUND SCREEN. Invisible seams,
unexcelled for colored pictures. Clear sound, depth
and reflection. The only perfect screen for third
dimension. For particulars apply Sunbeam Silver
Sound Screen, 48 Montgomery St., Newburgh, New
York.

Positions Wanted

PROJECTIONIST, ELECTRICIAN, SIGN, SHOW-
Card Writer: and General Theatre Advertising. Non-
union, prefer small town, ten years' experience, best
of references. Reliable, will go anywhere. Address
T. L. Jackson, 921 W. 7th St., Joplin, Missouri.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE ME
WORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8

years' experience on Powers, Motiograph, Simplex,
also Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Age 2454. mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St., Rock Hill, S. C.

AT LIBERTY—Experienced Manager for park,
carnival, summer resort. Dance pavilion, hotel or
club. Other amusement propositions considered. Dy-
namic personality. Age 38. Married; have car; go
anywhere. References exchanged. Salary and per-

centage. State all first letter. Write, wire or phone
Hemlock 5721. Guy Hallock, Duluth, Minn.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-

tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhib-
itors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

OPERATOR, EXPERIENCED ON WESTERN
ELECTRIC and R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE system or
silent pictures. Go anywhere; references. Address
Alex Branik, 3486 Brush St., Detroit, Michigan.

THEATRE MANAGER DESIRING CHANGE,
preferably South or West, married, go anywhere.
References; successful record. Two weeks' notice
necessary; at present employed major chain. Handle
any type theatre or group, executive capacity. Thor-
ouch experience all branches business. All replies
will be answered. Wire or letter. Address H. Nella,
Majestic Hotel, Utica, N. Y.

AT LIBERTY—PROJECTIONIST. Experience
on silent and talkie equipment, can give reference;
will locate anywhere. Address R. E. Huard, 34 Bond
St., Battle Creek. Mich.

PROJECTIONIST, SOUND OPERATOR, fifteen
vears experience: write or wire. Address Barney
Ludesher, 1493 Washington St., Dubuque, Iowa.

THEATRE MANAGER. ORGANIST. AD WRIT-
ER. WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND OPERATOR
—Non-Union, married, aged 35. desires two or three
year contract south of Mason-Dixon line or outside
continental United States. At libertv about Sen-
tember 13th. Highest references. Address full par-
ticulars. Box 486, Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 S.

Dearborn St.. Chicago. Illinois.

ATTENTION. THEATRE OWNERS. Speciallv
trained managers, theatre advertising men, theatre
service men, available for emplovment at short notice.
No service charees. Address Theatre Managers In-
stitute. 323 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Speciallv
, trained managers, assistant managers, advertising
men, service men, available for employment at short
notice. Address Theatre Managers Institute, 323
Washington St., Elmira. New York.

PROJECTIONIST—Al—LONG EXPERIENCE all

machines and sound. Address Fred T. Walker, 2717
N. Rockwell St., Chicago, III.

Sound Equipment Bargains

FACTORY TO YOU—CUT OUT THE MIDDLE-
MAN—BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE—.'^oiind-on-

Film Heads. $198.30: Photocells. $14.93; GE Exriter
Lamn. 98c: Optical Svstem? $29.50: Head Amp1ifier=,

$29.60: M h.p Svnchmnou': Motors. $29 50: Rochester
T!uilt Tiirntahles.' $69-30: Samson 230 nii«h-piiI1 amnli-

fier. $34.43: Audak Tuned Pickups. $33.93: Standard
Aiidak. $17.05: Speedometers. $9.93: Wright-DeCoster
Horns. ?14.70: Ten=en Sneakers. $17.80: Exrnnential
Horns. $48.80-' Cian* Exoonontia! Units. $4fi.3S:

Tnninr Unif-=. $21.°^: Con.stant Farlcrs. $13.90: Sound
Mixers. $19.30: W. E. Approved Sound Screen.-!.

$49.00; R. C. A. Licensed Tubes, 50% off; Acoustical

Felt, 2954c sq. yd.; Bargains, Demonstrators, Rebuilt
Booth Equipment. Write us your needs. _ Address
ServiceonSound Corp., 1600 Broadway, New York
City, N. Y.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound
screens a foot. 73c. Synchronous J4 H.P., motors,
$50.00. Vi HP. variable speed motors, $27.50. Large
hub two-thousand foot reels, $2.00. Imported Mirror
Arc mirrors guaranteed finest made 7", $6.00. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, up-
per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,
$25.00. Gundlach lenses, $5.00. Mazda regulators,
$37.30. Lens polish, a pint, $2.00. New Strong
rectifier tubes for 30 ampere, $13.50; for 15 ampere,
$7.25. Heavy film splicers, $6.00. Mazda globes for
any machine, discount 10%. Sure-fit Simplex parts,
discount 10%. Two Simplex machines like new with
new Strong Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-in-
tensity generator, $1175.00. Powers 6B Mazda ma-
chine good as new, $300.00. Two Powers 6B bases,
$130.00. Any size carbons National Bio. Electra
Discount 10%. Two Strong low-intensity lamps,
demonstrators, $300.00. Two Strong 30 amperes rec-
tifiers slightly used, $250.00. Two Powers 6B ma-
chines complete with heavy Grimes Turntables ready
for sound projection guaranteed best made, $900.00.
Write or wire us your needs. Twenty years in the
theatre supply business. You take no chance when
you order from the Western Motion Picture Co.,
Danville. Ill

DISC-O-PHONE TURNTABLES NOW $50.00
EACH, with all attachments. Free trial offer. Ad-
dress the Disc-O-Phone Co., Florala, Ala.

Equipment for Sale

JENSEN 14" SPEAKERS, $35.00. FADER
BOXES, $930.00. Address Lee, 302 Harwood, St.,
Dallas, Texas.

NEW EQUIPMENT BARGAINS—TUBES, 30 day
replacement guarantee. No. 227, 90c; 226, 78c; 250,
$2.85: 210, $2.70; 183, $2.22: 245, $1.30; 244, $1.50;
171, 90c. ACCOUSTIC matting highly efficient, ab-
sorption co-efficient, 43c: guaranteed at 754c per
square foot. ARC lamps, pick-ups, speakers, sound
screens approved by Western Electric, and many more
items at greatly reduced prices. Name your require-
ments. Address Apparatus Sales & Service Co., 1223-
1227 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

ONE PACENT DISC TALKING EQUIPMENT
IN PERFECT CONDITION—for $600.00 cash. One
extra good Simplex only slightly used for $400.00;
one Simplex good condition for $300.00; one Powers
6B including GE Mazda unit for $200.00; one Re-
producco Pipe Organ for $130.00. Address Royal
Theatre. Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

FOR SALE—2 POWERS MACHINES with gov-
ernor type speed control. Also an extra Powers head
•—all heads just over-hauled. Address Sun Theatre,
Plainwell, Mich.

MOVIEPHONE DISK EQUIPMENT for two ma-
chines—for Powers or Simplex, complete cost $1,000.
Used less than a week. Lost lease. Must be sold at
once at price of $150. Direction for installing. Ad-
dress G. M. Beede, Westboro, Mass.

TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DELUXE MOTIOGRAPH. $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters. New De Vry suit-
case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minn.

FOR SALE—One pair Syncrodisk Tables with
nick-ups and fader. Used onlv sixty days. Perfect con-
dition. Address A. D. Boon. Franklin. Mo.

ADDinONAL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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SIX BRAND NEW $5S.OO record cabinets for

$35.00 each. FOUR NEW TYPE $25.00 lens holders

for $20.00 each. Address Box 489, Exhibitors Her-
aJd-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

BRAND NEW RECORD CABINETS—$14.00 each.

Cost $35.00. Address Vitadisk Company, Inc.,

Rochester, New York.

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NON-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde, New York.

FIRST HUNDRED DOLLARS TAKES BEAU-
TIFUL Phototone Non-Synchronous Speaker Tubes,
Record Cabinet. Fifty Records, perfect condition.

Address Ritz Theatre. Clearheld, Pa.

"BESTLITE" SHUTTERS GIVE MORE LIGHT,
minimum flicker, perfect Technicolor. $13.00, the

price. Address Bestlite Shutter Co., 3900 Third Ave.,

Sioux City, la.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN—ONE AUDI-
PHONE Talking outfit complete with Daylight Screen.
Address Lanett Theatre, Lanett, Alabama.

PRACTICALLY NEW HALF SIZE CINEPHOR
lenses, also quarter size. 2 good used Simplex Pro-
jectors with G. E. Mazda 2 Simplex Mazda with
National regulators like new. 2 new rariable speed
motors. Prices right. Address Box 492, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—FOUR DYNAMIC SPEAKERS.
Also 400 opera chairs. Write Nebraska Theatre
Corp., 2814 Leavenworth St., Omaha, Nebraska.

MOVIE-PHONE DISC EQUIPMENT for Sim-
plex, guaranteed good condition. Instructions for
installing. $350.00 cash. Address Mission Theatre,
Dalhart, Texat.

DON'T PAY HIGHWAY ROBBERY PRICES
FOR PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS. We supply
standard replacements all leading systems same price

to manufacturers, dealers or exhibitors—$14.95. State
make and type wanted. Address Service-on-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway New York City, N. Y.

FOR SALE—PHOTOPHONE NON-SYNC. 7

months old. 130 records, $190.00. Address Galen The-
atre. Marysville. Pa.

THE TALK OF THE TALKIES—Synchronized
reproducers, new 1930 models for lease at $5.70 a
week. Rentals give you ownership. Address Life-
tone Service Incorporated, Oregon, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT BARGAINS. We can
save you money on anything you want. Write for
prices. Oldest independent theatre supply house in
America. You take no chance when you buv from
the Western Motion Picture Company, Danville,. 111.

"CAN YOU INSTALL YOUR OWN SOUND?"
Others have at a great saving. Detailed prints and
photographs are furnished. Write for prices and
terms. Address The Lifetone Co., Oregon, Illinois

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in
guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps with or without machines at
reasonable prices. Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fans for AC and DC current. Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all

at bargain prices for immediate shipment. Write for
bargain list. Address Illinois Theatre Enuipmeni
Company. 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, eenerators. rectifiers, re-
flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co.. 844 Wabash.
Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SA.LE—Reflector Arc Lamps anrt arces^inries
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers fi-A and 6-B and Sim
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler
1214 E. Ninth Street. Chicago. Illinois.

^.T^.Xt'J.-^TH''^ MODEL SYNCRODISK SENIORTURN-TABLES With Pick-Ups and Fader, $65.00
each. Mason, 240 Columbia Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

PAIR VITADTSC TURNTABLES WITH PICK-
UPS. Fader; $125.00. Address Lee, 302 So. Harwood
St., Dallas Texas.

Organs for Sale

PIPE ORGAN—LATE MODEL WURLITZER,
style "W." Slightly used, good as new. Cost $2,600.00.
Real Bargain. Will consider some trade. Address
Texas Theatre, Killeen, Texas.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED TO BUY—Two baby arc lights for Pow-
ers Projector at reasonable price. Address Fox Valley
Theatre, Fox Valley, Sask., Canada.

WANTED—TO PURCHASE—from 500 to 650 up-
holstered opera chairs for sound picture house. Also
two Simplex or Powers Projectors, must be prac-
tically new, at bargain prices. Address Exhibitors
[x)ck Box 674, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

\VANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices. Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machines. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois,

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad, or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. California.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street.
Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs.
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash. Chicago. Illinois.

WANTED—Sampson No. 19 or 20 Amplifier, 60
cycle. Address Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

WANTED—TWO MARQUISE SIGNS—eleven feet
long, changeable letters. Address Hippodrome, Ogdens-
burg, N. Y.

Chairs for Sale

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

FOR SALE— 1000 UPHOLSTERED SEATS. Im-
itation Spanish leather, veneered backs. $1.85 each.
1'500 5-ply veneered chairs 93c each. Address Illi-

nois Theatre Equipment Company, 1029 S. Wabash
Are., Chicago, 111.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs, 600 up-
holstered, 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago. Illinois.

1,000 used high-grade spring constructed theatre
seats covered in imitation Spanish leather. The seats
are all brand new with metal bottom boards. Very
reasonable prices. 500 soring edge seats covered in

imitation Spanish leather made by Heywood-Wakefield
Company. 1,000 upholstered seats in imitation leather,
veneer backs. 750 heavy 5-ply veneer theatre chairs
l/i backs. Also several smaller lots of upholstered
chairs, panel backs, at very attractive prices. We can
furnish you with your needs—everything for the thea-
tre—in the used line—at a great saving. For more
information and prices, write Illinois Theatre Equip-
ment Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Managers' Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn
modern theatre management and theatre advertising.
The Institute's training leads to better oositions.
Write for particulars. Address Theatre Managers
Institute. 325 Washington St.. Elmira, N. Y.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-
less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 2.^0

envelopes. 500 SVixVW letterheads $3.33. or 8^x11"
$4.44. postpaid. SoUidays, EXH-124, Knox. Indiana.

Films for Sale

BIG STOCK OF WESTERNS, SERIALS, CAR-
TOONS AND COMEDIES priced low for quick sale.

Write at once for our list if you are in the market
to buy for CASH. Address Security Pictures, Film
Exchange Building, Omaha, Nebr.

FREE 35 MM. FILM, SUITCASE PROJEC-
TORS, $30.00. 9mm. film cheap. List. Address
Seavey. 76 Laurel, Ridgefield Park, New Jersey.

COMEDIES, ACTION. WESTERN and Sensa-
tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition
film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co.. 630
Ninth Ave.. New York. N. Y.

EXCELLENT WESTERNS. $3 REEL: Powers
6A Froiectors, $125.00. Address Marshall Films,
Rome, Georgia.

Films Wanted

WANTED _
EQUIPMENT.
Indiana.

USED MOVIE FILMS, ALSO
Address Claude & Caeser, Kirklin,

_
WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE a few good,

silent comedies. Film must be in good condition.
Mail list and prices to the Pittsburgh Sales Company,
1317 Clark Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case, like
new. Address National Equipment Co., 409 West
Michigan St., Duluth, Minn.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago. Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some oi the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring vour work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St„ Chicago, Illinois.

Pop-Corn Equipment Wanted

WANTED—POP-CORN ELECTRIC POPPER, up-
right glass enclosed prefered. Address Ben Brinck,
West Point, Iowa.

Bankrupt Stock

BANKRUPT STOCK — FILMS — MACHINES,
also Talking Equipment. Stamp for list. Address
Box 253, Hickman Mills, Missouri.

Insurance

THE BIGGEST SAFEGUARD for your business
is the sure protection afforded by insurance. BUT
insurance improperly written is itself a loss of money
to yoti. For ten years we have made a study of the
theatre's insurance needs. Call on us or write us.
Address Jules Juillard & Co., Room 937, 175 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago. 111.

Would Like to Trade

$120 PER MONTH INCOME PROPERTY leased

to government, 10 years for Post-OfBce. Will trade
for Theatre building or Theatre business. Address
Box 493, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Illinois.

Partner Wanted

WANTED—A PARTNER TO BUY ONE-HALF
INTEREST in my Theatre in Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan. Will sell one-half interest in Theatre business
or building, or half interest in both. This Theatre
has been a paying proposition for twenty-five years.

Partner must be sober and reliable and willing to take
an active part in management of same. If interested
communicate with George C. Nichols, 1029 Madison
Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miscellaneous

ADVERTISE IN RURAL WEEKLIES—Lists free.

Address Meyer Agency, 4112 H. Hartford, St. Louis,
Mo.

THEATRE ADVERTISING— FLASHY 3x8
BILLS: 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4.25, postpaid. King
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10, cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-
ery— Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Signs Shop,
Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES—Manufacturer to
you. Low cost. Address Gera Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service, Box 4673, Kan-
sas City, Mo.
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY

LETTERS FROM READERS

Blank Patches

YOUR LATEST ISSUES OF YOUR VAL-
uable magazine have brought to all the exhib-

itors the great news of the producers and their

1930-31 product, and we can expect excellent

pictures. But will the exchanges distribute

their new expensive films on reels with broken
hubs? Believe me it is very disgusting when
we show pictures which have been ruined with
blank patches.

A week ago I played a two-reel comedy
with 53 blank patches, and one patch about
2j4 ft. long on the end of reel 2. Now can the
small theatre or any theatre survive by show-
ing such pictures? I should say not, and this

can be remedied by managers giving strict

orders to their operators to use their brains
and to rewind all films on good reels, keep
projectors in good condition, proper tension,
handle and rewind films with care. I am
saying this because there is no excuse for
such carelessness. If every operator was care-
ful, films would have longer runs and small
theatres would benefit by lower rentals, so, Mr.
Manager, if you have a butcher in your pro-
jection room tell him to bury his hatchet and
use his brains or you will replace him with one
that will.

Mr. Exchange Manager, give orders to your
rewind department to keep a record of the
theatres that ruin your films and replace all

broken reels with national reels.

Here's hoping the butcher projectionist will
use the brains God gave him.

—

William Bosse,
Jr., Projectionist and Manager, La Sirena
theatre, Providence, R. I.

More Than Appreciated
PLEASE ACCEPT MY THANKS FOR

the beautiful plaque received in yesterday's
mail.

Am making plans for an advertising cam-
paign to sell my part of the territory "perfect
sound" and I am sure it will reflect at the
box office. Will send in some press dope later.

Assuring you the plaque is more than appre-
ciated, with my very best wishes.

—

Jack Pierce,
Lyric theatre, Stigler, Okla.

General Appeal in Films
TALKING PICTURES ARE COMING IN
now for their share of discussion and would

that I might say something worthwhile rela-
tive to the present talking picture offerings
that are coming along mine-run, no particu-
lar producers being in mind.
The making of successful box ofiice talking

pictures seems to be in the offing. At first

the thing seemed easy. As a matter of fact
it was easy because the moving picture pa-
trons had tired of the silent pictures that were
given them as a regular fare, and were good
and ready for something different, and the
novelty of talkies got 'em at first and they
were actually thrilled. They thought the per-
fect entertainment had arrived. What a mis-
take this is we are now finding out. Why?
Now, then, you know why as well as I do,

but to settle the argument and answer my
own question, in going back to my statement
above, they have not mastered the making
of box office talkies, and the reason for this

is, they cannot turn out enough in the run
of pictures that have general appeal. Each
individual talkie only appeals to a class ; the
back stage offering appeals to a type of movie
fan, a Western to the Western fans, who
are many now in my town. There doesn't

seem to be any demand for pictures of the
revue type. Triangle stories, such as there

have been many of this year, do not have any
box office draw. Out of the whole thing
since talkies settled down to regular fare to

my knowledge there have been two natural
great box office pictures. Shall I name them
and how.—"The Virginian," first, and "Wel-
come Danger," second. Well, of course, there

have been some few talkies this season that

have brought good box office business through
high powered publicity, but even these men-
tioned are mighty few.
Taking a short cut to the conclusion, I wish

to say if box office talking pictures with gen-
eral patronage appeal cannot be produced,
the producers of screen entertainment most
naturally will return to the old method of
silent pictures with a synchronized score,

which at its worst was better than present
talkies.—^W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.

are more than proud to point it out as a mark
of honor.
Again let us thank you.—Ross H. Wooley,

Liberty theatre, Luverne, Ala.

A Great Help
WE RECEIVED OUR AWARD OF MERIT
and wish to thank you very much for it.

Needless to say, we are very proud of it and
have given it a conspicuous place in our lobby.

We find your paper a great help in all depart-

ments.—Mrs. O. A. Jenson, Silverhill theatre,

Oshkosh, Neb.

Pleasure to Meet Richardson
THROUGH THE COURTESY OF OSH-
kosh local No. 167 of the stagehands and

projectionists union, I had the good fortune
to hear F. H. Richardson, editor of the pro-

jectionist department in your good trade

paper, and also author of the projection hand-
books, and am herewith enclosing a short

writeup of the event which you may use as

you see fit. (Printed on page 34.—Ed.)
I have followed Richardson's works and

writings for several years and it was indeed

a pleasure to meet the man and hear him
personally. He has also a splendid person-

ality, being the kind of a man that makes one
proud to know and converse with him.

—

Kenneth W. Thompson, Whitman and
Thompson, projectionists, Hancock theatre,

Hancock, Wis.

Greatest Boost
PLEASE ACCEPT OUR MOST HEARTY
thanks for the beautiful bronze plaque that

we received for the quality of sound we offer

in the Liberty theatre. This plaque is on ex-

hibit in the entrance of the theatre in the

center of a large mirror under a reflected

light, and we haven't heard so many favorable

comments and congratulations since we played

the "Birth of a Nation," the first time.

The Luverne Lions Club and the mayor
and city officials were instrumental in the

theatre receiving the award.
It is the greatest boost we have ever had,

and the townspeople, as well as the theatre.

A Word from "Pop" Dibble
"LEST WE FORGET." I NOTE IN THE
Herald-World of July 19th an article on

the death at the age of 72 years of C. M.
Patee, "first exhibitor," who it stated began
showing movies in 1898.

That was quite a while ago, but it does
not make him "first exhibitor" or oldest pio-
neer exhibitor of movies, as your truly, "Pop"
Dibble of Branford, Connecticut, was showing
those 50 feet in length features two years
before that date throughout the New England
states and New York state, and has con-
tinued, commencing in 1896, up to the present
time as an exhibitor of moving pictures, and
is still a licensed projectionist of moving
pictures in the state of Connecticut.
Also is still in excellent health and 77 years

of age. And the old 1896 Kinetiscope, with
some of the 50 feet in length films, is still

carefully preserved, also more than 40,000 feet

of nearly 30 years old films which, as you
know, we used to necessarily buy, as film

rentals had not then been heard of. So
"that's that, and thus and so."

Also, I would mention that I plan and hope
in the near future to present something in-

teresting to you, and to the readers of the
Herald-World.—John P. Dibble, 69 Church
street, Brandford, Conn.

His Favorite Columnist
MY FAVORITE COLUMNIST CALLED
on me last week in the person of J. C.

Jenkins. A talk with a man of his experi-

ence and good common-sense is extremely
refreshing and instructive. "J. C. and His
Colyum" is contributing wise counsel to the

exhibitors.

I have long been a reader of the Herald-
World and have always found it to be the

outstanding leader of its field. I admire an
editorial policy that allows the staflf freedom
to express their honest opinions, and you have
that.—C. E. Morrow, Morrow's theatre, De-
catur, 111.

Investigating and Instructive

THE HERALD-WORLD HAS DURING
the last twelve months provided some very

interesting and instructive reading. Mention
should be made of the very excellent series

of articles appearing about January, dealing
with the theory of sound. Brother Richard-
son's department has been another section

that is worth the subscription alone.

The supplement, "Better Theatres," is one
looked for thing each month. This little edi-

tion contains a mine of information, and
must, I feel sure, be read from cover to cover
by all Herald-World subscribers.

The recently formed supplement of "Film
Buyer" is also going to prove a great boon.
It certainly has a few rough spots at present,

but once the corners have been knocked oflf,

it will fill a much wanted need.
With best wishes and a hope that the good

work will be carried on.—A. West, 479 Cashel
St., Linwood, Christchurch, New Zealand.
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Copyright, 1930

Columbia
THE LONE RIDER (AT): Buck Jones—The best

Western Jones ever made. Wonderful direction.
True to life. Give Buck good stories and a good
director and he'll deliver the goods. It's great for
Email towns, at least. Six reels.—HaiTy Hobolth,
Maxine theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE LONE RIDER (AT) : Buck Jones—June 9-10.
Our first Buck Jones Western and we were sure
pleased with it. Film very light, with exception of
first reel. If you need Westerns for a change, you
can play safe by using these, for they rate far
ahead of the slapstick Westerns and it is a welcome
change for your audience. We are in a hurry for
the other seven. They fill the bill to a T.—Davidson &
Johnson, Family theatre. North Branch, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

First National

SON OF THE GODS (AT) : Richard Barthelmess—
My folks, almost without exception, were of the
opinion that it was the best Barthelmess to date.

—

M. W. Larraour, National theatre, Graham, Tex.

—

General patronage.

SALLY (AT): Marilyn Miller—June 29-30. A
wonderful picture. Will establish a reputation for
your house. All in color. Ghockful of real comedy,
with Joe E. Brown in the lead. Good for any night
in the week.—Davidson & Johnson, Family theatre,
North Branch, Minn.—Small town patronage.

Fox

ON THE LEVEL (AT): Special cast—July 11-12.
Well satisfied with this one. Rates much better than
average and is a dandy for Friday and Saturday
night's crowds. Fifi Dorsay will be sure to please
your Saturday niaht crowd in this one with her
"big boy" stuff. Her comedy is keen and, for that
matter, all three of them are there with the goods.—^Davidson & Johnson, Family theatre. North Branch,
Minn.—Small town patronage.

THREE SISTERS (AT) : Special cast—Fox started
out with good shows but it has been so long since
I_ have run a good Fox picture that when I adver-
tise a Fox show my patrons just won't come in.
This one is about as rotten as it's possible to make
one. If I had to depend on Fox productions I would
just lock up and end the misery.—^A. Mitchell, Dixie
theatre, RassellvilJe, Ky.—Small town patronage.

THE LONE STAR RANGER (AT) : Special cast-
July 13-14-15. Oh, boy. it's a peach! Book it. We
knocked^ ehautauqua cookoo with this. Fine story,
fine acting, plenty of excitement, splendidly directed.
George O'Brien and Sue Carol are in this and make
a dandy pair. Fox knows how to make Westerns.
I wish, however, that producers, when making West-
ern scenes showing old-time dances, would make
the dances longer and make songs in saloons or
camps longer also. Flashes of songs and dances do
not satisfy. People also want hokum and comedy
with Westerns, but not all comedy, as many of Hoot
Gibson's were. Now, Fox, remake "Three Bad
Men" in talkies. It will cro big.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.
BIG TIME (AT): Special cast—July 9-10. Fair

back-stage play with same old plot. You can com-
fortably skip this one. Singing fair but only one
song. Hero very clever in his line. Well made
but nothing big.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930 (AT): Special
cast-Just fair. An attempt to feature 131 Brendel
!n a weak fitory.—Playhouse, Clyde, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

SO THIS IS LONDON (AT): Will Rogers—Very
(rocKl. Rogers a box office attraction.—Playhouse,
Clyde, N. Y.—Small town paronage.

HAPPY DAYS (AT): Special cast—Fairly good
but drjfs not compare v/ith "Hollywood Revue."

—

Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town patronage.

SKY HAWK (AT) : Special cast—July 4-5. This did
not come anywhere near up to our expectations.
Film very dark in places. Dialect hard to under-
stand and the opportunity of showing it in our
houne did ub no credit.—Davidson & Johnson, Family
theatre. North Branch, Minn.—Small town patron-
age.

CAMEO KIRBY (AT): Special cast—July 11-12.
Booth Tarkington costume play of the South. Very

Key to Sound Symbols
AT—All-Talking
TIME—Talking, Musical, Score, Effects
MC^—Musical Comadj
O-^Operetta
ME—Musical Scors, E.ff«cts (only)

DEFINITIONS: AT, a picture in which all

speaking to be observed in the essential action
is recorded, the designation including any masi.
cal score which the picture may have. TME, a

part-talking picture, the designation Incladins
the musical score necessary in such types and
any sound effects.—-MC, a picture corresponding
to the type of stage production called '^musical

comedies,*' being extravaganzas or revues featur-

ing musical acts and dancing and with all bound
essential to the action, including dialog, re.

corded..^O, a picture corresponding to the

light operas of the stage called "operettas."

—

ME, a picture which has a musical score, may
have sound effects, but which has no dialog.

NOTE: When no symbols appear directly after

the title, the picture was run in silent form.

fair play. We took an awful licking on it. People
refused to come in. Not as good as old silent ver-

sion. Hero had a splendid voice. Norma Terris
looked too old for a young Southern belle. CJood

action and lots of music and good plot. Better play
it in middle of the week, this scares the regular
Saturday fans.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

THE COCKEYED WORLD (AT): Special cast-
July 3-4. Most all were disappointed in this. No
plot. Too much sameness to the evp>-!aotmg squab-
bling of the two soldiers over girls. Funny in spots.

Price altogether too high. Young men liked it,

women did not. Not a world beater. It drew well,

however.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

MGM
THIS MAD WORLD (AT) : Special cast—The

title is against this picture but it is good entertain-
ment and Kay Johnson has a superb voice and is a
real actress. She was the hit of "Dynamite" and
she certainly carried her difficult role in "This Mad
World" to perfection. Her voice registers, in my
opinion, better than that of any star we have played.
She has personality to a marked degree and the
audience was strong for her in "Dynamite." and
again expressed themselves as to her splendid per-
formance in "This Mad World." She's a relief from
the baby doll type and I hope she goes far. I'm for
her as much as the audience was. Basil Rathbone
was good, too, in support.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia
theatre, Columbia City, Ind.—General patronage.

J. C. Jenkins

—His Colyum

The page of Jaysee Jenkins' com-

ment, together with his sundry and

several, but always interesting,

observations on many topics, is

found on page 32 of this issue.

Jaysee—Page 32

A LADY TO LOVE (AT): Vilma Banky—One
of my patrons remarked as he came out of the the-

atre that he did not think it possible to make one
so rotten, and that is just what this picture is

—

rotten.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Euesellville, Ky.
—Small town patronage.

FREE AND EASY (AT): Buster Keaton—July
13-14. Personally, I didn't like it but it drew a fair

crowd and seemed to please about 75 per cent.

—

Harry Hobolth. Maxine theatre, Imlay City, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

SHIP FROM SHANGHAI (AT): Special cast—
This has plenty of action in it and is suitable for
small towns to run on Saturdays.—-A. Mitchell, Dixie
theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

NOT SO DUMB (AT): Marion Dumb—When you
show this one, hide out. It's no good and there will

be plenty of walkouts. If you have it booked, use
only one day and don't run matinee. The matinee
will kill the chances for anyone on your night run.
—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small
town patronage.

Paramount
MARRLAGE PLAYGROUND (AT): Special cast^

A picture that follows the book or magazine story,

as the case may be, very closely. It is exceptionally
well done and appeals to a class but not to the
general patronage.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

WHY BRING THAT UP (AT): Special cast-
July 16-17-18. Another disappointment. Did not
please or draw. Moran and Mack give one skit you
hear on records and one new one (I think it is

new). The rest is bickering and slashed up shots
of back-stage. Everyone waits for something big
to be seen and happen and nothing happens at all.

Not a big play by any means. Poorest kind of a
story.—Philip Rand, Plex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

THE VIRGINIAN (AT) : Gary Cooper—July 12-13.
This sure is a wonderful picture. Gets the busi-
ness and pleases. We received a worn out print.

Twelve reels.—N. E. Frank, Regent theatre. Way-
land, Mich.—General patronage.

STREET OF CHANCE (AT): William Powell—
In playing your favorite game you make a shot off

a long run on the green for the cup and your fel-

low players call it before you sink it. That's a
putt! And now I tell you after all that lingo, here's
a picture, and what a picture ! Perfect in story,

perfect in talking. What more do you want? Set
it in now.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

Pathe

RACKETEER (AT): Robert Armstrong—July 9-10.

Just fair. Print very dark.—N. E. Frank, Regent
theatre, Wayland, Mich.—General patronage.

RKO
LOVE COMES ALONG (AT): Bebe Daniels-

July 16-17. Not very good entertainment and. no
drawing power. Eight reels.—N. E. Frank, Regent
theatre, Wayland. Mich.—General patronage.

THE CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (AT):
Even Betty Compson could not put this picture over.
It is a fairly good picture but it is not the kind
of a picture that proves popular at my box office.

It is heavy drama, morbid and depressing.—M. W.
Larmour. National theatre, Graham. Tex.—General
patronage.

Tiflfany

TROUPERS THREE (AT) : Special cast—Action
mixed with several thrills and packed with delightful
comedy go to make this one of the best program
pictures of the year. I believe the sound in this
would go good in the poorest house acoustically in

the United States.—L. V. Bergtold. Opera House,
Dodge Center, Minn.—General patronage.

TROOPERS THREE (AT): Special cast—Have
no way of knowing its worth, as I had rotten film
and rotten record^. Insist on good prints and rec-
ords or starve.—Harrv Hobolth. Maxine theatre, Im-
lay City, Mich.—Small town patronage.

BORDER ROMANCE (AT); Special cast—The
title describes the picture. It proved popular here
nnd was a well staged, well made little picture.

—

M. W. Larmour, National theatre, Graham, Tex.^
General patronage.
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PAINTED FACES (AT) : Special caat—An excel-

lent plot and characterization. In the pereon of Joe
E. Brown, somewhat spoiled by the results I got
from the recording. The story is 60 good and Joe
is so human that it went over fine in spite of this.

—L. V. Bergtold, Opera Houfie, Dodge Center, Minn.
—General patronage.

PARTY GIRL (AT): Special cast—Not half as

bad as the censors, reformers and advertisers would
make you think. We play lots of pictures that do
not have the bad reputation of "Party Girl" that

are far worse. I believe it will get by as a fair

program picture.—M. W. Larmour, National theatre,

Graham, Tex.—General patronage.

NEAR THE RAINBOWS END (AT): Special east

—It is a hard job to make an old-time Western
with dialog, as the talking slows down the story

as well as the action. Here they have done a very
good job, and if anything will bring the kids back
to the theatre, pictures like this will do it. Two
group singing numbers among the cowboys are right

out in front. This sort of pictures fills a long felt

want among the small town theatres.—-W. H. Bren-
ner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patron-
age.

JOURNEY'S END (AT) : Stung again. I have
been stung on a large number of pictures since put-

ting in sound but in "Journey's End" I received the
worst skinning of all. The critics said it was the
best yet and I foolishly believed them, but never
again. I am cured. It may be a good picture but
I had more walkouts and more_ kicks on it than on
any picture in the ten years' history of this theatre.

The English dialect is peculiar sounding and hard
to understand. The actors seemed to talk too rapidly.

And as I had advertised the picture widely as the
greatest talking drama of the year, this flop_ hurt
the theatre's reputation terribly. The picture is not
the kind that will prove popular with the average
audience. It may be art but it most positively is

not entertainment. It is well cast and unusually
well acted. But it most positively did not deserve
all of the "to-do" that has been raised over it.

—

M. W. Larmour, National theatre, Graham, Tex.

—

(Jeneral patronage.

Universal

THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN SCOTLAND
(AT) : Special cast—A fairly entertaining picture.

—Playhouse, Clyde, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Warner Bros.

GENERAL CRACK (AT) : John Barrymore—War-
ner Brothers made some good pictures this year but
this roadshow is not one of them. It is a costume
picture and has a little color in it but no entertain-

ment.—M. W. Larmour, National theatre, Graham,
Tex.—General patronage.

THE SHOW OF SHOWS (AT) : Special east—If
your crowd would enjoy a program of 20 or 30

Vitaphone acts, then buy this, for that is what it

consists of. However, it does have a master of

ceremonies between each act. He is billed as Frank
Fay. About half of my crowd took the trouble

to look me up and tell me that the picture would
have been passable if he had been left out.—M. W.
Larmour, National theatre, Graham, Tex.—General
patronage.

Short Features

(SOUND)

COLUMBIA

BARNYARD BATTLE. Krazy Kat—A good one
and no mistake. They make battle to the tune of

"Poet and Peasant" overture and it clicked many
laughs from our audience. A fine filler for a weak
program.—Davidson & Johnson, Family theatre.

North Branch, Minn.—Small town patronage.

SINGING BRAKEMAN. Jimmy Rogers—This was
a pleasing short. Rogers has a wonderful voice

and is featured as a railroad brakeman
_
waiting for

his run and he entertains with his guitar. He is

there on the guitar and will please your audience.

—Davidson & Johnson, Family theatre. North
Branch, Minn.—Small town patronage.

STATION BUNK, 1. Just about as good as the

average act.—-M. W. Larmour, National theatre,

Graham, Tex.—^General patronage.

MOVIE STAR ROTOGRAVURES
JUST OUT. 25c SELLERS. READY FOR FRAMING

Up to 1,000 5c Each
1,000 or Over 5c Each
Nancy Carroll, Janet Gaynor,
Charles Parrell, Greta Garbo,
John Barrymore, Manrioe Chey-
alier, Dolores Costello, Bebe
Daniels. Conrad Nacel, .John
Boles, Marilyn Miller, Clara Bow,
Ronald Colman, Wm. Haines,
Ramon Navarro, John Gilbert,
Buddy Rogers. Rudy Vallee,
RicVard Dix, Richard Barthel-
mess, Mary Brian, Alice White,
Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer.

Write for Set of "FREE SAMPLES"
One-Fonrth Deposit on C. O. D. Orders.

M. E. MOSS © PUB. CO., Hartford, Conn.

EDUCATIONAL

CLANCY AT THE BAT.^ Here is a rube baseball
game that is a peach. Will be sure to please any-
one that understands baseball. Clancy is the man-
ager and believe me he is some manager and saves
the old ball game in a pinch by knocking the old
apple for a home run to win the game.—Davidson &
Johnson, Family theatre. North Branch, Minn.

—

Small town patronage.

CLANCY AT THE BAT, 2. Good baseball story
spoiled by the fellow who took part of the old man-
ager, who isn't funny. Should go well in baseball
circles. Fell flat here.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

GOOD MORNING, SHERIFF, 2. Lloyd Hamilton—This was considered very good by us and gave
satisfaction to our audience. Western stuff. Lloyd
elected sheriff in wild and wooly town out West.
He gets his man, not by using his gun, but by
smoking out his victim. Anyway, he is a brave
man when he brings his man in.—Davidson & John-
son, Family theatre. North Branch, Minn.^Small
town patronage.

GRASS SKIRTS. Lloyd Hamilton—Fine line of
comedy. Widow wants to marry sick patient sure
to die, picks on Hamilton. Gives him renewed in-
spiration, he gets well and things happen. Not as
good as "Scotch" but better than average.—David-
son & Johnson, Family theatre. North Branch, Minn.
—Small town patronage.

SCOTCH. If your patrons are all church members,
don't show this one on Sunday. It's a knockout
comedy for your Saturday night crowd. One of
the funniest comedies we have screened and it sure
clicked the laughs from start to finish. We rate
it a corker.—Davidson & Johnson, Family theatre.
North Branch, Minn.—Small town patronage.

SUGAR PLUM PAPER. This comedy came up to
its promise of being okay. Many laughs in it and
it will click any place. Much better than average.
—Davidson & Johnson, Family theatre. North
Branch, Minn.—Small town patronage.

TRUSTING WIVES, 2. Edward Everett Horton—
This was rated as a clever picture but it may be
clever yet you won't find very many laughs in it

and that is the main thing required when you pay
for comedies. Not so good, to our notion.—David-
son & Johnson, Family theatre. North Branch, Minn.
—Small town patronage.

M GM
COLORTONE REVUE, 2. These Colortones are

very good.—Harry Hobolth, Maxine theatre, Imlay
City, Mich.—Small town patronage.

LAZY DAYS, 2. Our Gang—Very good. The
best comedy we have used for a long time.—N. E.
Frank, Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich.—General
patronage.

M G M SOUND NEWS. I sure made a misstep
when I signed for this. It's just a review, no news
to it. Wish I had the old silent news back again.
—N. E. Frank, Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich.

—

General patronage.

SKY BOY. Harry Langdon—Most of it just a
silly rot. Langdon's talking comedies are no good.
—N. E. Frank, Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich.

—

General patronage.

PARAMOUNT

CHORDS OF MEMORY, 1. Song act. Too bad.
Men roasted it. Women liked the music.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-
age.

GETTING A TICKET, 2. Very good.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-
age.

LADY LOVE, 1. Screen eong. Good.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-
age.

PARAMOUNT NEWS. And still Mussolini talks
to us. Mr. Cohen must be in cahoots with the
Fascists. He rings in Italian stuff ad nauseam.
For Pete's sake, Cohen, cut it out. We have good
live stuff in the U. S. A. every day. Go after it.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General
patronage.

WISE FLIES, 1. Cartoon with music. Good.—
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General
patronage.

PATHE

WEDNESDAY AT THE RITZ. Very weak. Not
much to these talking comedies.—N. E. Frank, Re-
gent theatre, Wayland, Mich.—General patronage.

RKO
THE MAGNET. Marc Connelly in a rather hu-

morous act.—M. W. Larmour, National theatre,
Graham, Tex.—General patronage.

WARNER BROS.

VITAPHONE ACT NO. 875 (Dave Apollon). This
performer should be barred from all screens in the
world. His opening is rotten and vulgar. He should
be sent back to Russia or further. Warner Broth-
ers would do well to hear his act.—Hari-y Hobolth,
Maxine theatre, Imlay City, Mich.—Small town
patronage.

VITAPHONE ACT NO. 973 (Absent Minded).
A right good comedy sketch.—M. W. Larmour, Na-
tional theatre, Graham, Tex.—General patronage.

VITAPHONE ACT NO. 967 (Bubble Party). I be-
lieve it would be appreciated in a large ultra-smart
house but it fell fiat here. M. W. Larmour, Na-
tional theatre, Graham, Tex.—General patronage.

VITAPHONE ACT NO. 36G8 (Window Cleaners) . A
comical Einging act that went over nicely. It is

unique.—M. W. Larmour, National theatre, Graham,
Tex.—General patronage.

Warner Brothers Gets
Majestic in Milwaukee

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, July 29.—The holdings of
Warner Brothers in Wisconsin have been in-

creased with the acquisition of: the Majestic
house in this city. The circuit also operates
the Sheboygan, which it acquired from the

Milwaukee Theatre Circuit.

R. W. Bollenbeck will manage both the

Majestic and the Sheboygan, it is stated, while
R, G. Wood, formerly manager of the Sheboy-
gan, will be transferred.

Rebuilt Queen Theatre in

Denver Will Open in Fall
(Special to the Herald-World)

DENVER, July 29.—The Queen .theatre

which was burned some time ago, so that only

a wall or two was left standing, has been
practically rebuilt throughout by the Fox West
Coast Theatres, and it is expected that it will

be one of the fine houses in the city. The
seating capacity will be about 1.200. The archi-

tect is M. S. Fallis of Denver.

Grace House Is Target
Of Bombs in Milwaukee

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, July 29. — The Grace
theatre, local neighborhood house, has been

badly damaged by a bomb attack, the front of

the building being torn up. Paul Oresic is the

manager and R. S. Haynes, a non-union man,
the operator. The Grace is the fourth house
to be bombed here.

New House to Be Ready
For Patrons in August

(Special to the Herald-World)

CLARE, MICH., July 29.—The new theatre

building here is progressing rapidly. The thea-

tre is to be of modern design, with all up-to-

date equipment. John Asline, the owner of

the house, expects to have it ready to open
about the first week in August.

Gaumont Under Repair
(Special from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON, July 29.—The Gaumont
Palace, Paris motion picture house, has closed

its doors for the summer to undergo enlarge-

ment. When it is reopened in October it will

accommodate 6,500 patrons. From projectors

to screen there will be a space of sixty meters
(approximately two hundred feet).

TALKING TRAILER
Paramount* s

Sensational Laughing Hit

TTie Two Black Crow^s

MORAN AND MACK

"ANYBODY'S WAR"
Order From

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
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Henri Ellman Gets on the Desk

To Say:

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By JIM LITTLE

RADIO advertising is expanding its talents, for its certainly has a talent of

making itself understood and listened to, and one of the most recent

moves in this expansion program, as far as Chicago is concerned, and no
doubt it is being done in other cities, is the broadcasting each evening of the

programs which may be seen at neighborhood theatres.

friends on the avenue. He was returning
to Los Angeles, where his business head-
quarters are located. Guess he must have
gone back there to cool off—at least, a
blanket is a more or less necessary part of
the nocturnal equipment out there than it

has been here for the past number of
weeks.

* * *

Dave Rice, formerly with the Celebrity
Exchange here, is now connected with
Congo Pictures, and has the Indianapolis
territory for the sale of "Ingagi." Despite
all the to-do about this picture, it seems
to be getting monetary results all the
time. And those are the results that count.

* * *

Nothing definite seems to be known
about the future of the new Film Building
that was begun and then allowed to idle

along for a while. That's too bad, for
the exchanges, and also for us, for it looks
as though everything would still be strung
along the Row, and that will make it nec-
essary for us to continue our strolls.

* * *

Al Hoffman is having his troubles, and
there seems to be nothing that can cause
so much trouble as a broken spring. They
are, and will always be, we suppose, the
bane of the autoist's existence, for what
fun is it to ride around with a broken
spring. And while it's being fixed you can't

ride around, so what's the use of having a

npHROUGH station WCHI, operated and
-'- owned bj^ the Illinois Women's Athletic
Club, the nightly features at a number of
Chicago neighborhood houses are broadcast
in a simple and concise manner, which
gives the listener last minute informa-
tion. This is rather a good stunt, for
many people sit around, having looked at
the papers, which have been discarded, and
all of a sudden they wonder what to do,
and finally decide that they would like to
see a picture. "Now what was at so-and-so,
and did you notice if that comedy we were
speaking of has come to that little theatre
yet? We certainly don't want to miss
that."

And then from out the loud speaker
comes a voice: "Tonight the feature pic-
ture at this theatre is this, and the follow-
ing comedy and news events, as well as
a number of novelties make up the pro-
gram. For tomorrow evening, etc."

Thus last minute notices are very apt to
glean last minute patronage, and last min-
ute patronage is quite often apt to be
appreciative. This doesn't necessarily fol-

low, but it is sometimes true.

Eight theatres are availing themselves of
this service at present, the idea being spon-
sored by the Allied Exhibitors Association.
They are the Adelphi, Ardmore, Calo, De-
Luxe (on Wilson avenue), Avon, Avaloe,
America and the Ritz. This service entails
an expense of $5 per week, but it rather
seems that it is money well spent. It is

under the direction of Irving Barr, who,
as perhaps you know, is Percy Barr's
brother.

* * *

Captain Jacques M. Swaab, one of the
aces of the world war, and known through-
out the country for his flying propensities,
flew to Chicago a few days ago in order to
be present at the opening of "The Dawn
Patrol" at McVickers on Wednesday last,

July 30. Captain Swaab is also a member
of the Press Club, and he was entertained
at a luncheon there by the members, who
were present at the request of some of his
old cronies. We should imagine that Cap-
tain Swaab would find that the picture
brought back many reminiscences.

* * *

Wp- should like, to offer the sincere
sympalhy of all those tvlio know Wahaxh
nvonue m the Row. and incidentally, ours,

humbly, to Edna Enk, of the Educational
office, who recently lost her mother.

* * *

"What a Man" seems to be garnering
in the playdates, and we understand that
exhibitors arc booking it heavily. We sup-
pose Fred Martin just looks at them, and
smiles, and—well, what can the poor ex-
hibitor do but sign?

* Dr *

Henry Peters, who is perhaps better
known fand probably only known to a
pood many people) as "Hank," dropped in

for a few days during that delightful spell

of torrid weather to say hello fo lii^ many

car? But all syllogisms may lead into com-
plicated dissertations, and there hasn't been
enough cool weather yet for anything like

that.

Raffles is still going strong at the United
Artists. People still like, and probably
always will, a good mystery picture, and
Raffles seems to be filling the bill to per-
fection. Ronald Colman is rather excel-
lently cast in this production, and it is a
vehicle worthy of his talents.

* * *

The Manor, operated by B. T. Lynch,
now boasts one of these "petite" golf
courses, with its pretty green trees, tanta-
lizing slopes and unsurmountable hazards.

* * *

Joe Pastor, owner of the Ardmore and
Orchard theatres, is sojourning away from
all this heat (we hope it's cool there) with
his two charming daughters. They are
golfing and fishing and having a regular
great time up in Minnesota. We've never
been to Minnesota, but from all the things
we've heard said about the state, it must
be a great place. Just at present it boasts
the presence of two very lovely little ladies.

* * *

We got the surprise of our lives the
other day when we ambled into Charley
Loewenburg's office and he said, "Sit down.
Haven't a thing to do just now." We were
so surprised that we almost stood there
speechless, for to find Charley with even
the vaguest moment of leisure on his hands

HIRAM BROWN spent several hours in

Chicago the other day between trains

with Nat Blumberg of R K O. I suppose Mr.
Brown will show Hollywood just how to make
Amos 'n' Andy into a big money maker.
Abe Kaufman, Balaban & Katz buyer, is

lonesome these days as Mrs. Kaufman is en-

joying her vacation in South Haven. Poor
Abe.

They say money is scarce. I don't

believe it as far as Jimmie Coston and
Eddie Silverman are concerned, as both

of these gentlemen have bought new
Lincolns. Well, good luck, Ed and Jim
—/ hope you both enjoy poor Henry
Ford's autos, but don't drive over 8o.

Oscar R. Hanson, general sales manager of

Tiffany, passed through from New York visit-

ing some Tiffany exchanges, including Chi-

cago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis and a speech in

Denver. He sure looks all sunburned.

Our old friend Steve Montgomery was a

visitor last week. It sure was good to see

Steve. Steve does like to drop in on Chicago.

It has been rumored that we are go-

ing to have another circuit in Chicago.

Won't the film salesmen like that? The
more circuits the less film men. Shame
on you!
Max Balaban is winding up all his bookings,

so that he can take his family to Minocqua,

Wisconsin, for a week or ten days. I hope

Max brings back that ten pound fish that he

has been promising me for five years.

Here's hoping that Johnnie Jones of the

Rialto theatre plays enough golf during these

hot days so he will have enough pep to spend

a few hours in Chicago to buy a few pictures

from some of his old pals. Good luck, John-

nie—maybe some day you will be able to beat

your namesake, Bobby. , ,, . „—HENRI ELLMAN.

is decidedly unusual. But there were a

good many leisure moments along the Row
as soon as the cool breezes began to blow

off the Lake. After such an attack as the

sun god put up, the wilted legions could

only sit back and be thankful that at last

he had been routed. And so Charley, per-

haps, felt just like we did, and so—we
had a delightful chat, and an excellent

chopped chicken liver sandwich.
* * *

We understand that Henry Herbel is so

much improved that he is now resting com-
fortably at home, after his long siege of

four weeks in the hospital, and he is ex-

pected back at his desk very soon.
* * *

Latest additions to those taking, or about

to take, a (much needed, of course) vaca-

tion: Henry Stern, taking. Henry, who is

manager of the Marquette and Highway
theatres, is at Elkhart Lake, Wis., with his

family for a week or two or maybe more.

. . . Albert Bartelstein, taking—and also

about to take, since Albert (and likewise

his brother and copartner, Ben) vacations

spasmodically, spending a few days now
and a few days then with his family, who
are at South Haven, Mich., for the sum-
mer. The Bartelsteins operate the Annetta

theatre in Cicero. . . . And Miss Myrtle

Collins, about to take. Miss Collins, who,

as everyone knows, is Tess Heraty's first

assistant at the Exhibitors' Association of

Chicago, expects to spend her two weeks
of respite at Williams Bay, Wis.

The time has rolled around again for

the annual Pow Wow at the Crystal Lake
Country Club, Oscar Florine's home course.

Those that'll be there? Too numerous to

mention. But here are some, besides, of

course, Oscar: Jack Miller, Frank Schaefer,
Floyd Brockell, Felix Mendelssohn and
George Miller.



BRINGING MARKETS CLOSER . .

HELPING THE INDUSTRY GROW

I

TT 7"HEREVER there is a town, there

^ ^ are motion pictures. The puny in-

dustry of 1904 has become an industrial

giant.

This phenomenal growth has been

largely dependent on communications

facilities—for only when an industry has

rapid, accurate contact with markets

can it make the most of sales oppor-

tunities.

Today, more than ever before, motion

picture men demand speedy communica-

tion. Executives insist that their de-

cisions be dispatched with promptness

. . . distributors must keep in daily touch

with producers . . . information must be

received without delay. . .

Daily over the vast network of Postal

Telegraph wires flash increasing thou-

sands of messages that reach their desti-

nation speedily and leave a permanent,

printed record for future reference.

Postal Telegraph reaches 70,000 points

in the United States—8,000 in Canada.

Courteous, alert messengers ... ac-

curate, efficient service . . . highly trained

operators ... a sense of responsibility

made evident in every transaction . . .

these are some ofthe reasons business men
are turning to Postal Telegraph service.

The only

American telegraph company

offering a world-wide service

of coordinated

record communications

Postal Telegraph, through affiliation

in the International System, goes to

Europe, Asia,theOrient oxerCommer-

cial Cables; the West Indies, Central

and South America over All America

Cables; ships at sea via Mackay Radio.

The only American telegraph com-

pany offering a world-wide service of

coordinated record communications.

T^ostat Telegraph
Commercial

Cables
All America

Cables

Mackay Radio
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MORE
BIG STAR
NAMES
make the

ONE BIG
COMEDY
PROGRAM
Bigger Still

You've read inside the big

news of tiie sliort feature field-

Educational's Announcement
of its comedy and novelty

program for 1930-1931. Since

this announcement went
to press many more big star

names have been added to

malce these comedy featur-

ettes more important to your

box office. Already Educa-

tionars star line-up reads like

a Blue Book of Comedy-and
there are still more to come.

^alkuw Gcfiriedie

'ia

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. HAMMONS, President.

Member, Motion Picture Producer; and Diilributors of Amertco, Inc.

WHI H. Hoys, Pretident



Amazing Proof of
Perfect Aeousties at Loivest Cost

'*A«»ouslic*ally Correct**
"Vourfult liberally used on sidewalls and

backwalls (opposite screen) and in some
cases on ceiling, makes a house acoustically
correct."

Film Sound Corporation
Cleveland, Ohio

''^Low CosU $900 Saved*'
"We believethat SI OO.OOworth of this ma-

terial will accomplish almost as much acous-
tically asSl ,000.00 worth of the supposedly
more scientific acoustical materials."

Chas. F. House,
Midwest Theatre, Rockford, III.

-Easy to Install*'
"Our Talking Pictures are now spoken of

as being equal to the best to be seen, voices
and dialogue all clear. We are well pleased
with results. We did the work of putting up
the felt with our regular employees."

First National Theatre
Sylacauga, Ala.

Just three letters out of hundreds! But they play up the three great values in which Acoustical Westfelt
excels: successful acoustics, low cost and simplicity of installation. You don't have to turn your place
upside down to install Acoustical Westfelt! Yet results are amazing—as the records of over 1200
motion picture managers prove. Write us for sample and free Handbook of Acoustics.

Af*tpusiical M0i9'isi*tn

W'V.STE,nTii F E l> T WORKS
102»- 1 115 0^d<;n Ave., Clii<*a^«», III.

Also manufacturers *»/ Hug and Carpet Cushions and manufacturers and cutters offelt for all uses
Eastern Sales Office: 42-44 East 20th Street, New York City

Northwest Sales Office: 1110 Post Street, Seattle, Washington

Westfelt is absolutely flameproof. Available in rolls J4" <i"<^ V^" thick, 54" wide and 75' long.

I^rice per square yard, 14" thickness 45c; '/z" thickness 75c. Write for sample and free Handbook.

ticaI
FREE

This new Handbook of
Acoustics, authoritative,
up-to-date;tells the causes
of poor acoustics and gives
remedies. Write for your
copy today.

f/c/f
Vol. 100, No. 5 Aii)^ii$t 2, 1930



Showing the rear wall of the Oak Park Theatre,

Kansas City, Mo., which was treated with In-

sulite Acoustile.

A view of the side walls of the Oak Park The-
atre, showing the decorative possibilities of In-

sitlite Acoustile.

INSULITE ACOUSTILE
is as Popular in Talkie Theatres

as in Talkie Studios

N the making of a "Talkie" Picture the studio

acoustics ntHSt be right . . . and in the showing of

a "Talkie" Picture, theatre acoustics is equally

important.

That's why more and more Studios drz going In-

sulite/' and Theatres all over the country are cor-

recting their acoustics for the proper showing of

"Talkies" by installing Insulite Acoustile.

Unless your theatre has been built comparatively

recently, it wasn't designed with the proper

acoustics for the showing of "talkies .

Your patrons in certain parts of the theatre may

be annoyed with "dead spots" and in other places

by a jumble of reverberations. Both of these faults

can be easily and ecomically corrected by the ap-

plication of Insulite Acoustile.

Insulite Acoustile has a sound absorbent coefficient

of .37 at a frequency of 512, and has a uniformity

over the entire frequency range that is unequalled

by any other material. The installation of Insulite

Acoustile is a simple and economical method of

acoustical correction. Expensive remodeling is not

necessary, as Insulite Acoustile can be applied

directly to the existing surfaces.

Insulite Acoustile not only corrects the acoustics

of your theatre, but improves the appearance as

well. Light cream in color, Insulite Acoustile looks

like fine tile. It can also be beautifully decorated

to harmonize with any scheme.

LET OUR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT ASSIST YOU
The Insulite Co. Acoustical Engineers are at your ser-

vice to analyze and work out a solution of your accous-

ticdl problem. You may be sure that their recommenda-
tions will give you the results you want in the simplest and

most economical way. There is no charge or obligation in-

curred for this service.

FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON

; THE INSULITE CO.
' {A Backus-Brooks Industry}

J 1200 Builders Exchange, Dept. 50H MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

s

J OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
j

Please send me additional inFormation on the value of Insulite Acoustile for the treatment
' of theatres showins sound pictures.

' Name

[
City State

w

INSULITE ACOUSTILE
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rays for itself

at the

Box Office

SOUND pictures are only a few years

old. Why have so many theatres

in this short time hastened to install

Acousti-Celotex to improve hearing

conditions in their theatres?

Because Acousti-Celotex pays for it-

self at the box-office . . . puts theatres

wired for sound on a definitely profit-

able basis . . . pays prompt dividends

in cold cash.

Acousti-Celotex is pulling real

crowds by making it possible for them

to hear every spoken word and every

note of music clearly and distinctly.

Syllables are no longer reflected back

toward the audience in a jumble of

sound—but rendered clear and distinct

to the limits of the auditorium by

Acousti-Celotex.

The Capitol Theatre, Altoona, Penn-

sylvania, pictured here, is among the

many where enthusiastic audiences as-

sure ever-increasing receipts.

This definite assurance of
success:

Study ofyour theatre—Each theatre

requires individual treatment. The
Acoustical Engineers of The Celotex

Company will calculate the exact foot-

age of Acousti-Celotex required and

the proper places for its application in

order to insure the results you are after.

The accuracy of their recommendations

has been checked and proved in thou-

sands of actual Acousti-Celotex instal-

lations.

Quick, easy installation—Acousti-

Celotex may be fastened directly over

your present walls or ceilings. It comes

in single, finished tiles quickly and

easily applied in new or old buildings.

Decorative adaptability^ Acousti-

Celotex harmonizes with almost any

architectural or decorative scheme . . .

so that the beauty of your theatre is in-

creased by the acoustical treatment.

Permanent and 'fool proof"—
Acousti-Celotex can be painted and re-

painted, even using lead and oil paints,

without impairing its effectiveness. The

treatment is permanent.

Tested in many fields— Architects

and builders have used Acousti-Celotex

for years in all types of auditoriums . .

.

have proved beyond question that it

provides "better hearing."

THE CELOTEX COMPANY
919 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

In Canada:
Alexander Murray & Company, Ltd., Montreal

Sales distributors throughout the World

Acousti-Celotex is sold and installed by ap-

proved Acousti-Celotex contractors

The Capitol Theatre

Altoona, Pennsylvania

Here Acousti-Celotex applied to walls and ceilings

provides ideal hearing conditionsfor the presentation

ofsound pictures . . . pulls increased patronage by in-

creasing the pleasure of audiences.

Submit your problems to the Acoustical Engineers of

The Celotex Company for analysis and recommenda-

tion . . . without charge orfurther obligation.

Cee-oteX
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.t

Is tbe trademark of and indicates manufacture by
The Celotex CompaD;, Cbicago, 111.

/Lcousti-Celotex
FOR LESS NOISE-BETTER HEARING

THE CELOTEX COMPANY ^-"^ ^-^ ^-^''

919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Gentlemen: Please send me further information on the value of Acousti-

Celotex in the presentation of sound pictures.

Name .—

Address

City - State
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BACK UP A FINE FRONT

A fine front attracts patrons but fine furnishings bring them back.

One can't work without the other. Inside ... as well as out . . . your

theatre must be alive . . . interesting . . . attention-compelling.

Bigelow^-Sanford special theatre carpets ... the foundation of a

well-furnished interior . . . w^ill help to create and maintain this up'

to-the-minute atmosphere. They are colorful . . . novel in design . .

.

yet aWays in excellent taste. Their w^ide variety of patterns as-

sures easy selection for all types of theatre furnishings. And their

rugged construction means floor coverings that w^ill give gratify-

ingly long service.

See these floor fabrics . . . the product of the w^orld's largest w^eavers

of rugs and carpets ... at your nearest dealer. A post card inquiry

w^ill bring you his name and address.

BIGELOW-SANFORD

Woven in the mills of the Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co. Inc., an organization which embodies

the combined resources and experience of America's oldest rug and carpet weavers— the

Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Company and Stephen Sanford &. Sons, Inc. Mills at Thompsonville,

Connecticut; Amsterdam, New York; Clinton, Massachusetts. Main Sales Office: 385 Madison

Avenue, New York. Sales Offices : Boston • Philadelphia • Pittsburgh- Atlanta • Dallas

St. Louis • Chicago • Detroit • Minneapolis • Denver • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Seattle
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Operate All Curtains
With Silent, Mechanical

Hands
VALLEN Automatic Curtain Control Units are compact, safe, noiseless and

absolutely practical, designed to meet the specific requirements and con-
ditions of driving and controlling stage equipment.

Vallen Curtain Control Units move the curtains smoothly back and forth at

a constant rate of speed exactly as you wish and without any manual effort.

Electric motor driven and completely controlled thru a single pushbutton,
which provides instantaneous selection of start, stop
or reverse. Pushbutton stations may be mounted in

any convenient position and may be controlled from
any number of locations.

Vallen Automatic
Screen Modifier

A completely automatic, absolutely

fireproof, safe device for modifying

the screening surface of any mam-
moth screen to meet the needs of

small as well as large size film.

Absolutely THE equipment for

this job and positively will not have

to be replaced.

The Vallen Automatic Screen

Modifier is a complete unit consist-

ing of a metal screen frame, to

which the screen may be laced;

modifier, and modifying curtains of

flame-proof black velour. Simplicity

of design and construction permits

it to be quickly and readily in-

stalled, for no additional space is

required beyond the size of the

screen frame. Electrical push but-

ton control stations for regulation

can be operated by stage employees

or direct from projection room.

•NEW
FEATURES*

Vallen Junior Automatic Cur-
tain Control, Small in size^

light in weight. Curtain speed
70 f.p.m.

FEATURES',

hIGH SPEED.

NOISELESS,
DISC

CLUTCH.

O STARTING
SWITCH-

The proper presentation of silent pictures, talking
pictures or vaudeville requires a synchronized opera-
tion of curtain equipment to create an atmosphere of

dignity and provide fitting accompaniment to sound
and scene. This is exactly what Vallen equipment
does for you.

Vallen Curtain Control equipment has been used for

fifteen years in theatres, auditoriums and schools in

all parts of the world, and has def-

initely and permanently solved all

curtain moving problems.

One of the Vallen Curtain Control
Units will meet your needs, help im-
prove your programs and perform a

distinct service that has no equal. A
letter will bring full information.

Vallen High Speed Automatic
Control for all large curtains.

A heavy duty unit with a cur-

tain speed of 145 f.p.m.

Vallen Electrical Co., inc.

AKRON, OHIO

^CONTROL CIRCUIT

INDICAHNG CIRCUIT-T

CONTROL STATIOM

CREfiN ™
OPEN Qf

START
STOf I

L4I
REVEHSl

^OPERATED
ALL WITH ONE BUTTOM

Vallen Automatic Syncontrol designed for use with Talking; Picturea,
Supplied standard with curtain position indicators (Aa* max be ir»-

stalled in the projection room. Curtain speed 215 f.p.m.

THEATRICAL EQUIPMENT
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The successful theatre today is the
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WHEN you are sick you don't ask your

doctor for a bottle of medicine—any

kind of medicine. You tell him how you feel.

He questions you until he finds out ex-

actly what is the matter with you. Then he

recommends the medicine he knows from

experience will do you the most good.

m^^-
iMEMnflBi^mitMSDiis^

Why not follow the same common-sense

procedure in selecting carpet to improve

the acoustics of your theatre? • Send us

the coupon below. We will send you the

form at left. You answer seventeen simple

questions— all pertaining to your theatre

— and make two simple sketches. • When
we receive the form back from you, our

Acoustical Engineer goes over your an-

swers and recommends the grade of car-

pet best suited for your theatre — the

grade that will improve your acoustics.

ALEXANDER SMITH
CARPET

We are particularly well equipped to give

you this personal service: (1) Because

we carry in stock or make to order a range

of carpets wide enough to satisfy the most

modest house as well as the most luxuri-

ous; (2) Because of our experience with

many kinds of theatres — The Eastman

Theatre in Rochester, renowned for its

acoustics, uses Alexander Smith Carpet.

Fox Theatres have standardized on Alex-

ander Smith Carpet and it is also exten-

sively used in Publix and Warner Bros.

Theatres. W. & J. Sloane, 577 Fifth

Avenue, New York, sole selling agents.

B.T.Aug 2

Theatres Division, W. & J. Sloane,

577 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Without cost or obligation please send me
your Acoustical Data Form.

Name

Address-

City -State-
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A NECESSARY PART OF ANY
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

is a set of

Richardson's Handbooks on Projection

To thoroughly know all the fundamentals of both silent and sound projec

tion, this set is most essential.

In treating this subject the author deals profusely with every angle of

projection—illustrating his lessons with diagrams and pictures.

Some of the many angles dealt with are: Arc Light Source; Carbons;

Condensers; Electrical Action; Projection Angle; Generators; Fuses;

Insulation; Lenses; Light Action; Optics; Picture Distortion; Practical

Projection; Resistance as it applies to the projection circuit; Spotlights;

Switches; Wiring; The Microphone; Recording Sound; Sound Reproduce

tion; Light Valve Recording; Disc Record Recording; Cleaning and Splic'

ing Sound Film; The Photo-Electric Cell; Electrical Condenser; Amplifiers

and Their Care; Horns and Loud Speakers; Motor Control Box; etc.

You cannot afford to longer delay having the help of these books at your

finger tips at all times.

Tear off and use the hlan\ helow.

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn St.

Chicago, III.

Please send me the books checked hereunder, and for which I am enclosing my remittance of $.

Richardson's Handbook—vol. 1 and 2 of the 5th edition $ 6.20

Richardson's Handbook—vol. 3 (on sound) of the 5th edition $ 5.10

Combination rate (complete set) $ 1 0.20

Signed.

Address
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e inside

ofyour theatre will

bring patrons from
Now the spotlight is turned from the

outside of the theatre to the inside.

From the exterior that first attracts pa-

trons to the interior that actually sells

and keeps patrons sold. Owners and
managers now focus attention on the

seated audience . . . make the interior of
their theatre so inviting that it brings

patrons from without!

In the competition for

patron favor, seating . . .

the chairs your audience
sit in from 2I/2 to 3 hours,
can be made to contribute

definitely to bigger volume.
For comfortable chairs . .

.

seating that permits of
healthful relaxation is al-

ways appreciated by the

theatre goer. Showmen find

that extra comfort brings

extra profits.

So, American Seating
Company undertook re-

search. Posture specialists

worked with engineers.
Chairs were built to con-

form with proved posture
principles. From a maze of
research findings, came

without\
comfort features that were quickly rec-

ognized by the motion picture industry.

Roomy, luxurious chairs . . . seating built

to fit the body—to correctly support the

spine ... to give the utmost
in easy, natural comfort
without slumping.

Then followed acousti-

cal research. It was found
that seating had a direct

bearing on the acoustics of

the theatre . . . that prop-
erly built seating had a

sound absorption value

that assisted in producing more perfect
sound effects. Chairs were built that

stopped excessive reverberation, echo
and hollow sounds—that helped sound
reproduction and eliminated rasping
noises, jumbling of words.

Your theatre

—

reseated -with these com-
fortable, acoustically correct American
Seating Company chairs will prove to be
a magnet of patron drawing power . . .

an investment you must eventually make
if you expect your daily receipts to show
a steady, healthy increase. The facts are
available. Just use the coupon. It brings
you our interesting booklet, "Acoustics
and its Relation to Seating"—and places

our Reseating Engineering Service at your
free disposal.

Illustrating Theatre Chair
No. 8136 with 843 Standard

A comfortable chair of un-
usually attractive design that
is meeting with the enthusias-
tic reception of theater own-
ers and managers. Specially
built for maximum sound
absorption. Only one of
the many American Seating
Company types and styles

of theatre seating.

cAcousticsy
anditsRdalionloSeaUng

N StATINO CmUNY

AMERICAN SEATING CO., 14 East Jackson Blvd. (H.8)

Chicago, Illinois

Please send me, without obligation, your Booklet,
"Acoustics and its Relation to Seating" and the facts
about your Reseating Engineering Service.

Name

Address

Theatre

American Seating Company
Makers of Fine Seatingfor Churches, Schools and Theatres

General Offices: 14 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois

Branch Offices in All Principal Cities
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^X^uld you Black-Out

y^^^ Entire Yiouse?

WAVERLY THE-
ATRE, Stanley
Warner Co., Drexel
Hill, Pa., equipped

with 115-volt Exide
Battery for Emer-
gency Lighting.

Typical 60-cell 115-volt Exide
Emergency Lighting Battery

£xi5e
EMERGENCY LIGHTING

BATTERIES

YOU can't predict the results if sudden current failure

plunges your house into total darkness. Modern

theatre owners guard against such "black-outs."

Automatic Protection

You can guarantee your patrons continuous perform-

ance . . . with Exide Emergency Lighting Batteries on

the job. Should power fail . . . lights continue to burn,

projector continues to operate . . . Exides take over the

emergency load instantly and automatically, without a

hand touching a switch.

Moderate Cost

Exide Emergency Lighting is not expensive. Write us

today. "We'll send one of our technical representatives

to consult with you on any phases of Emergency Light-

ing. He'll tell you all about it . . . how you can fit it

into your budget. No obligation. Or, if you wish, we

will send you our Emergency Lighting Bulletin.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, Philadelphia
THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF STORAGE BATTERIES FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto



NOTE^oN WRITERS AND

XUBJECTX IN TH/ IviTUE :

fl Whatever may be one's own
"attitude" toward a style of mo-
tion picture architecture and
decoration that has gained and re-
tained vast popularity, one need
but an open mind to listen to AZ-
fonso lannelli on this subject with
proiit. Because of the excellent
reputation of his work and be-
cause a greal deal of it has been
for motion picture theatres, his
article, "An Approach to the Mod-
em Idea in Design," as an expres-
sion of the modernist's point of
view, certainly cannot be taken as
merely the reaction of an artist,
lannelli knows the theatre as he
knows his crayons and his mallet
and chisel, hence he may speak on
the art of theatre design with no
apologies to the practical man. As
an artist, he is, despite the con-
notations of his name, an Ameri-
can. Born in Italy, he came to
this country when he was but ten
years old. His education in art
included a comprehensive course
of study at the Art Students'
League and he later became an
associate of Gutzon Borglum,
whose giant mountainside sculp-
tures have won him a fame un-
common in his field. It was in
California, however that lannelli
met the great architect, Frank
Lloyd Wright, who, admiring lan-
nelli's work, asked him to return
to Chicago with him. Here lan-
nelli decided to locate and here he

joined those experimenters who
were then laying the foundation
of what is now modern architec-
ture, lannelli 's works, chiefly in
sculpture and the plastic arts,

adorn many prominent Chicago
buildings, including, as a recent
example, a series of plaques for
the Planetarium. Internationally
famous, his studio, though com-
modious, is housed in a remodeled
frame dwelling located many miles
from the Loop in a green little

suburb. That, briefly, is the man.
His ideas he has written himself.

fl Other "attitudes" toward the
motion picture theatre are ex-
pressed in the designs of Arthur
Frederick Adams, though, of
course, the method of conveying
them is less argumentative. Mr.
Adams, who is associated with
C. W. and George L. Rapp, the
noted theatre architects of Chi-
cago and New York, is well repre-
sented by the numerous motion
picture theatres which this archi-
tectural flrm has done. The orig-

inal drawings were entirely in

color, but the engraver has done
very well with his subjects and the
resulting black-and-whites have
retained most of the essential out-

lines and shadings of the originals.

^ Well, the organists are to stage
a come-back. They never left in

our favorite theatre, but of
course sound pictures did make
severe inroads on the number of
musicians employed, and we have
published the opinions of many
an organist about this effect.

Whether times have changed it is

difficult to say, but Leo Terry,
who ought to know, believes they
have. And in "I Predict the Or-
gan Solo's Come-Back," he tells

why. Terry has been a featured
organist in theatres for a long
time, as time goes in show busi-

ness, and is now so employed at
the Senate theatre, a neighbor-

hood house in Chicago operated by
Publix-Balaban & Katz.

fl W. Hi^ Mooring ("Egypt in a
JJ^Pfiem Pattern") is a member of
the London motion picture trade
press.

^ "Cooperative Distribution of
Equipment" is the second article

by Walter E. Green in a series of
three on developments in theatre
equipment distribution. The final

one will be published in the next
issue of Better Theatres. Mr.
Green is president of the National
Theatre Supply Company.

^ Just about when one thinks
that there really aren't any more
different ways of meeting the
tastes of the public, along comes
something like the Orpheum Audi-
torium-Sky theatre—or shall we
say, theatres? M. H. Edwards,
who tells about this novel bit
of branch-theatre operation ("A
Single Theatre With Two Audi-
toriums"), is a writer on matters
theatrical for the trade press.

fl Leo T. Parker ("New Decisions
on Contracts and Leases") is a
Cincinnati attorney regularly con-
tributing analyses of late verdicts
of the higher courts in cases of
interest to motion picture theatre
people.

^ George Schutz ("Those First
Pains of a Growing Art") is as-
sociate editor of Better Thea-
tres. The article, the first in-

stallment of which was published
in the July 5th issue, is based on
"Motion Picture Work," by David
S. Hulfish. The book was pub-
lished in 1915, while the chapter
upon which the article is largely
based, is accredited therein to the
American School of Correspon-
dence and copyrighted in 1911.

^ The present article by Hugh S.

Knowles ("Tone Controls and
Their Relation to Stray Noises")
is the eighth and concluding one
in the series, "Locating the Causes
of Faulty Reproduction." Mr.
Knowles is an electrical and radio
engineer who has done much
practical work and research in the
allied field of theatre sound.

[11]
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A A. BUT

Emergencies are poor things to wait for.

You can avoid them by asking your National

Representative to make a periodic check-up

on your projection equipment. If repair v/ork

or overhauling Is needed the National Re-

pair Department will take care of it for you.

Factory methods. Genuine repair parts.

Equipment to replace your own while the work

Is being done. Moderate charges. Ask at your

nearest National Branch for further details.

This stamp of approval is your

guarantee of manufacturers'

quality. Look for it in theatre

equipment advertisements.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Brttnches in all Principal Cities

ON WENT THE SHOW!
Friday night at the LYRIC . . . The feature was on, every-

thing running smoothly as usual. Then, a mechanism

froze . . . There wasn't a very large crowd— that show

didn't mean so much. But the next day, Saturday, is a

weekly box office picnic at the Lyric. The matinee gets

good attendance and the two evening shows pack 'em

in . . . Yes, there was negligence involved—there usually

is. The complete overhauling of projectors had been

recommended some weeks before but it's human nature

to put things off . . . And now in a jam—what? . . . There

was a hurried phone call to a National Branch. For half

an hour one projector did the work of two. Then a

National Repair Expert was in the booth and on went

the show! No loss of patronage. No cut in Saturday

profits . . .That's the sort of rush repair service National

has made available to every American exhibitor. A phone

call to your nearest National Branch will get results—as

quickly as it's humanly possible to get them; as reliably as

the skill of Expert Projection Repair men can make them.
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AN APPROACH to the MODERN IDEA in DESIGN

By ALFONSO lANNELLI

A noted artist reflects upon the motion picture theatre of today

MANY motion picture theatres are

monotonous, and it seems to me
that they are so largely because

of the similarity in decoration. We
have developed a certain fixed attitude

toward the motion picture theatre that

will not let us deviate from its prescribed

methods. The procedure has been very

much like that which is to be found in

other fields—^literature, painting, the

plastic arts—in those instances when
certain "schools" have been established.

While at first such movements are of

some value, having for their purpose the

fostering of an original idea that seems
good, they all too often continue beyond
the period of their usefulness and be-

come, indeed, an impediment to further
originality. This latter condition, I be-

lieve, has dominated the situation, in

motion picture theatre design for some
time.

Because of a dual notion that only the

exotic is romantic, and that motion pic-

ture stories are romantic (even though
many of them are extremely realistic)

,

we have formed certain habits of treat-

ing theatres like rococo temples, Spanish

villas, Italian gardens. Furthermore, the
idea seems to be predominant that only

styles of this type are capable of creating

a suitable atmosphere of romance, of

fantasy. Both attitudes I call false.

In the first place, the greater number
of motion pictures are not concerned
with romance in the extravagant degree
that the present mode in theatre design

attempts to represent. Most of the

stories are of today—realistically of to-

day—and it is my observation that, ex-

cept for the new kind of plays made up
largely of music, they are becoming more

-.,>.,
-^\''*^

A design which frankly accepts the bare facts of the theatre as its theme, reproduced from a color sketch by the author.

There are light coves at the wainscote and ceiling. The organ grilles, the heating and ventilating grilles, the exit lights

and other essential utilitarian elements are considered as contributing to the whole architectural and decorative scheme.
[13]
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Another design, reproduced from a color drawing by the author, utilizing terra cotta blocks for walls in a unit motif which
serves as the theme for the whole interior. At both wainscote and ceiling division are coves concealing colored lights,

and similar lighting- effects are produced through the piercings in the plaster at the organ grilles from fixtures in the
organ chambers. The plan incorporates the idea of changing the lighting colors, transforming the decorative "mood."

and more so. And not only do the stories

concern themselves with the activities

possible only to people of today, but the

Vi^hole background is more often made up
of such strictly modern things as motor
cars, airplanes and skyscrapers. Do the

clothes have great lace collars, knee
breeches, leg-of-mutton sleeves? And in

many pictures, the settings are extreme
examples of the most extreme interpreta-

tion of the socalled Art Moderne.
But if fantasy is wanted, one need not

go to other lands of another distant day
to find effective elements of a design.

The various styles that have been built

up out of our own attitude toward life

and of the things peculiar to our own
day, offer plenty of elements with which
to create an atmosphere of romance, of

fantasy. And the resulting fantasy is

likely to have also the added feature of

appealing to the intelligence as well as

the emotions.

It seems to me that the real reason for
the notions upon which the prevailing
designs are based is that the problem of
the theatre and its use has not been ade-
quately analyzed. Some other countries,
particularly Austria and Germany, have
done so. But we haven't to an extent
making our efforts as effective as theirs.

The fundamentals in architecture and de-
sign have been applied to the theatre
scarcely at all, though in our office build-

ings, schools and even churches, they are

brilliantly revealed. In short, we have
not commonly realized that from the

functional considerations of the theatre

themselves, we could create a structure

that would be not only highly serviceable,

but beautiful as well.

The method used is partly traditional,

of course. It is taken for granted that

gorgeous effects should be produced in

the theatre in order to furnish a

luxurious background, and for these

effects we go, with blithe unoriginality,

to some palace in Europe (built in a

Europe that is even now dead and gone
forever) and rehash this palace in an at-

tempt to fit it to the functions of the

most modern of the arts and probably

the most modern of spirits—America.
And the cost! We spend thousands of

dollars in producing these effects by
means of ornamental plaster and color

decoration—for a building, mind you,

that is kept dark 95 per cent of the time.

Most of the effects are visible only when
the lights are on, yet most of the atten-

tion of designers is not on the lighting

but on the background itself. This

surely represents a waste, not only in

today's artistic resources but in money.
We need a created theatre. Architects

must realize that the most dramatic in-

teriors, those most stimulating to the

minds and emotions of the people, can

come only from the consideration of the

functions of the theatre under modern
conditions and to modern purposes. They
must recognize that even such typical

utilitarian elements as the organ cham-
bers can be made very dramatic, if con-

sidered as organ chambers and not as

Spanish balconies, and that similarly

other necessary elements of the motion
picture theatre, such as aisle lighting,

heating and ventilating openings in

their most practical form, can be treated

so as to give a spectacular dramatic ef-

fect. All this affords a vast field for the

artist, for there is within the modern
theatre much room for the imagination
and inventive talents of each individual

designer.

Modern methods have a decided advan-
tage in being capable of perfect adapta-

tion to any size and any type of theatre.

They can be applied to the creation of

such romantic, suggestive forms as the

Schauspiel House in Berlin, by Hans
Poelzig. Or they can produce a small,

extremely simple and matter-of-fact

theatre, without loss of dramatic effect,

such as the Art Guild Cinema in Chicago,

or the Eighth Street by Frederic Kiesler

in New York.
There is some basis for the belief that

we have already acknowledged a su-

periority in the new forms. Every now
(Continued on page 60)
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A preliminary study for a de-
sign of a feature in the main
foyer of a motion picture
theatre in which the general
decorative treatment is based
on a fantastic theme. This
feature the designer calls a
"Tower of Jewels" and is

dominated by a soaring pyra-
mid effect upon which colored
lights play. The upper por-
tion of the tow^er is treated in
shades of gold and silver.

A portfolio
of theatre designs

On this and the following

four pages are presented
sketches of designs for audi-

torium and foyer decorative

treatments. The reproduc-
tions are from originals in

colored crayon by Arthur
Frederick Adams of the staff

of C. W. and George L. Rapp,
prominent theatre architects
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Design for a feature in the main
foyer of the theatre represented in
the auditorium design on the oppo-
site page. This feature likewise
suggests oriental sources and is de-
signed to carry out its theme with
the aid of colored lighting. The
idea of fancifulness is even more
boldly expressed here than in the
auditorium, since the foyer is effec-
tive in setting the tone of the house.

for a foyer
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'

A feature for the main foyer in the
theatre for which the auditorium
mural treatment on the opposite
page was designed. This feature
is built up out of vertical glass
motifs behind which glows a
changing play of colored light. As
in the previous foyer feature, the
idea of fantasy is well emphasized.

for a foyer
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A Few References to the Weather, With

No Remarks, We Hope, About Business

w] HAT does a theatre man think about on a hot day ?

About business? Maybe, but we've got a mental image
of just how some Gluyas Williams would picture him doing
it. For, despite certain indications to the contrary (which
we are either too selfish or too prudent to name), theatre

people are really human after all, so unless we have underesti-

mated this newer branch of the socalled human family, theatre

folks, on a hot day, think about—you said it—the weather!
Not the weather, mind you, in its multifarious significance

to the theatre business (how that word business grates upon
the law-abiding tongue at a time like this!), but simply the

weather—temperature, air pressure and above all, humidity,

considered for themselves alone, like the groom and his bride.

If we were even to mention the weather in its other aspects,

such as its effects on the theatre business, then we should

only be raising an issue, whereas our only wish at the moment
is to lower the temperature.

Frankly, we think that the only issue worth the theatre

man's notice on a hot day is, not how to get more people

into his theatre, but how to get himself to the shore of some
cool body of water. Somebody of argumentative propensities

unaffected by the heat, of course, may object that this is

saying one and the same thing. We think that objection

—

in fact, any objection—is in such bad taste in midsummer
that we do not intend to reply to it before November, if at all.

But even granting that there is a measure of truth in the

objection, disagreeable though it is, it may be said certainly

with equal truth that the refusal of the box office to support
even the modest comfort suggested is a condition for which
this two-billion dollar industry is at least partly to blame
itself.

Consider the department stores, how when the sun is friend,

they plan for the time when it is foe. Do they display over-

coats for July? For those who haven't noticed, we point out
that they do not—they endeavor to warn us about days like

these, with gossamer garments and with bathing suits (that

is, what is left of what used to be bathing suits).

Consider also the fiction magazines : They scour all author-
dom for light, fluffy stories with which to fight the midsum-
mer indifference toward type. And so we might go on, through
many fields of commerce.
But the motion picture industry! Ah, how does it try to

lure a perspiring public? With marquees asking that public

to interest itself in such hot subjects as "The Divorcee," "The
Bad One," "The Devil's Holiday" and "Hell's Island," which
is worse, since the devil, on a holiday, might conceivably pick

out a cool spot for it.

Nor will "The Big House" seem quite large enough to people
finding the dimensions of the great outdoors none too ample,
and New York, expert ballyhooer though she be, has not sold

itself as a summer resort sufficiently to make "Young Man
of Manhattan" adequately enticing. The same must apply,

of course, to "The Arizona Kid," while the amount of frigid-

ity to be expected from "White Cargo" and the new Clara Bow
picture we leave to your own cool judgment.

[20]

Now if theatre business this summer is good, then the

present system, if any, is the proper one. But if patronage
is sloughing off because of the heat, then what is needed is

cooler stories—and above all, cooler titles.

It should be easy. Even on a day like this we can think

of several good ones. For example, "All Wet on the Western
Coast." And what a refreshing picture could be made with
the title, "A Coca Cola Romance!" Perhaps in many cases

stories like the torrid ones being presented could be revamped
to fit the occasion. It seems entirely possible to us that with
a few pokes and twists here and there, "The Big House" could

have been made to deserve the title, "The Big Ice House."
And instead of sending the Cohens and Kellys to Scotland and
Atlantic City, which, cool as they may be at times, have no
such effect on the imagination of a sweltering populace. Why
not send them to Alaska for July and August? It even could

have been stipulated, for the psychological effect, that in "The
Devil's Holiday" his Satanic Majestiy spent it at one of the

Poles, either one, since both have been well discovered, but
preferably the North Pole. Yes, the possibilities seem endless,

but of course we cannot keep this up forever.

X HIS, however, is as far as we are willing to go in being

serious concerning midsummer and the "movies," inasmuch
as profound editorials at this time of the year had better

be left unread, as unquestionably they are. Editors, waxing
warm over some issue in midsummer, are wont to become
overheated in their contentions, and what is worse, more than
commonly all wet. For after all, its not the heat but the

humidity.

It is the weather alone, not the theatre business or its con-

nection with the weather, that we have tried to make our
exclusive subject, and on that subject only one thing of any
importance remains to be said. It is that the motion picture

theatre has gone farther than any other institution to deny the

fallacy that whatever the weather may be, you can't do any-
thing about it. You can. More than one patron has a bad
cold to prove it.

Such proof, of course, is a trifle superfluous and fortunately

is being dispensed with by more and more theatres all the

time, not only because it is fairly well established that few
people, if any, go to theatres to contract colds, but also because

the effect of the change in leaving the theatre for torrid

reality may have powerful psychological effects, such as creat-

ing a desire to attend the theatre again as soon as possible.

To what further extent the weather, considered purely as

weather, lends itself to editorial comment on a day like the

present one, we cannot say offhand. If this were the con-

ventional type of editorial, pointing out evils and demanding
remedies, it is certain that we could write on the weather,
purely as weather, forever. But we're in a mood which, thank
heaven, is not conventional, and moreover, we haven't noticed

that editors have been able thus far to do much about the

weather. On the other hand, the motion picture theatres

have. We're going to the "movies."
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I PREDICT THE ORGAN SOLOS COME-BACK

By LEO TERRY

And Terry's been in the business too long not to know w hereof he speaks

opinions by
professional

I
HAVE read different articles pro and
con about the talkies and in silence

have observed the different happen-

ings that have occurred in theatres. I

have heard theatre patrons'

the score, the opinions of

people, and have even at-

tempted research work in

the hope of answering the

popular question of, "What
is it coming to?" They are

a study, these talkies, as

regards their relation to

the human musician in the

theatre.

I have never been pessi-

mistic concerning the ef-

fect that the talkies had
upon musicians in the the-

atre, but I will admit that

in the beginning, when the

talkies came overnight, you
might say, it suddenly be-

came an all - important
question. No one could

fathom it or offer a solu-

tion of the problem for the

theatre musician. Positions

of all sorts were hanging
in the balance, it made no
difference whether one was
an outstanding feature in a performance
or not. The talkie was a new idea for the
ever-changing requirements of the the-

atre populace, an idea that presented for
the exhibitors an opportunity to capital-

ize on that idea of "something new."
No one can deny that the sound pic-

tures are an improvement and represent
progress in the industry. They have
come to stay. The talkies, happening so

quickly, the gigantic organization be-

hind them swept the country over night.

One hundred per cent talkie theatres

were the result, and in many cases they
still are operating on this policy. It must
be "box-office" or they would not do it.

Exhibitors realize that the theatrego-

ing public demands variety in amuse-
ment. Variety in the theatre there

always will be. Any one type of perform-
ance may be all right for a while, but in

time will become tiresome, I don't care

what kind of a performance it is. In the

better theatres and the deluxe houses

throughout the country, from my obser-

vation, there is a growing tendency to

go back to the "variety" in motion pic-

ture theatre production, and this means
that the solo organist is once more being

featured. Of course, there are many the-

atres that have never relinquished the

feature organist, but there are a great

many more theatres that are re-estab-

lishing the feature organist, and with
success.

A capable organist has everything at

his finger tips. He satisfies that part of

the audience that wants community
singing, classics or "hot" instrumental

numbers and novelties in-

corporated in a cleverly

balanced organ solo. The
possibilities for a touch of

variety in the performance
lies in the organ console if

the organist will only get

it out. I think that the re-

quirements of the solo or-

ganist at present are more
than they were several
years ago and the demand
for finesse is greater.
Finesse can be manifested

even in community "sing"

solos and only organists

who are also real musi-

cians will be in great de-

mand. The organist who
has ideas, creates original

solos and who is forever

striving for that "some-
thing new," is the one re-

quired by the present con-

ditions.

In the beginning of this overnight
talkie crisis, we must admit that at

times things looked dark,

and they looked darker be-

cause it all happened so

quickly. Exhibitors, per-

formers, musicians and or-

ganists were walking
around in circles. I believe

that nothing happens that

cannot ibe adjusted one

way or the other. I believe

that sound pictures came
for the best. I believe that

the organist who is a real

musician and showman
will benefit by the elimina-

tion of mediocrity. His

ability will be appreciated

more by his audiences not

only because of the diver-

sion from the monotony of

sound pictures but because

he stands out more as a

feature. His versatility
and showmanship becomes

a needed part of the mo-
tion picture show.

I look for a very good season this com-

ing year and an increasing demand for

capable solo organists. I think that the

turning point of the all-sound perform-

ance is about reached and that the sound

J HE radio has edu-

cated the masses to

better music. The col-

leges are educating the

youngsters to sing col-

lege songs, theatres

are educating all

classes to sing every-

thing, so it looks to me
that there was never a

better time than now

to be able to do every-

thing, from imitating

a symphony orchestra,

be a John McCormack
or Al Jolson, Sousa's

band, Paul Whiteman's

orchestra, do a couple

of specialty acts and

make 'em sing, all in

nine minutes."

picture will revert back to its place as

merely a unit of the performance. It

will take time and the decision will be

made by the theatregoing public.

My experience in the show business

has taught me that when variety is

taken out of show business, the business

is taken out of the show. The organ solo

supplies variety. It is the organ solo

that is going to hold the interest.

1 HE demand is for better solos. The
radio has educated the masses to better

music. The colleges are educating the

youngsters to sing college songs, the-

atres are educating all classes to sing

everything, so it looks to me that there

was never a better time than now to be

able to do everything, from imitating a

symphony orchestra, be a John McCor-

mack or Al Jolson, Sousa's band, Paul

Whiteman's orchestra, do a couple of spe-

cialty acts and make 'em sing, all in nine

minutes.

Present signs support the belief of

those of us natural optimists who have

held all along that giving up real music

in the theatre was only temporary. It

was natural, I suppose, for theatre ownei'S

and managers to look upon the coming

of sound as a way to reduce some of

their overhead. Not only that, but the

very novelty of the talkies was enough

to make even the most

hard-headed showmen lose

sight of the natural attrac-

tion of well-exploited, flesh-

and-blood personalities in

their houses. One wouldn't

think that experienced men
would give up so easily

what they had spent great

sums of money and much
time and energy to build

up. But then, in show
business making revolu-

tionary changes is pretty

much of a common thing,

and the theatre executives

held out both hands to

sound—which left nothing

for the organist to hang
on to.

But these same theatre

men can go into reverse

just as quickly as they

speeded up for sound. It's

up to the public with them.

And unless my observations are "all

wet," the public has declared itself for

real music in the theatre along with talk-

ies, and especially for organ solos, which
have always given them a light-hearted,

good time in the theatre.
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Looking upward at
the auditorium
through the great
balcony curve.

One of the most notable
theatres in England is the
Lytham Palace, located, not
in London, but in Lytham,
Blackpool, by the sea. Egyp-
tian in motif, the ancient
elements are reinterpreted
from the modern classicist's

less alien point of view

EGYPT IN A MODERN PATTERN

By W. H. MOORING

THE New Lytham Palace, Lytham,
Blackpool, just opened by the

Blackpool Tower Co., Ltd., strikes

a new note in theatre construction and
design in this Lancashire seaside dis-

trict. It is essentially modern, and as re-

gards design, is the most original in the

country. It is a model of its kind,

Frank Matcham & Company., the de-

signers (of which F. G. M. Chancellor,

F. R. I. B. A., is the architect), is the

firm which cooperated with Thomas
Lamb of New York, in the construction

of the Empire, which has been justly de-

scribed as one of the finest cinemas in

the world. He is, moreover, the architect

who has been appointed to build North
London's home of Shakespeare, the Sad-

ler's Wells theatre. The skill and
imagination shown by the architects of

these two famous theatres is evident in

the design of this new theatre.

The outside is typically modern and is

an example of a style which is compara-
tively recent and a very worthy contribu-

tion to architecture. The front of the

cinema is very colorful, the main struc-

ture being cream-colored faience with
a buflf frieze, a plum-colored parapet and
an effective paneled frieze in cream on a

blue ground, depicting sculptured figures

with a Wedgewood effect, which is par-

ticularly striking.

Coming to the interior, one enters the

circle from two points at the side, and it

is from these points that the full beauty
of the interior is most instantly appre-

ciated. The main features of the side

walls are painted sphinxes on stepped

dados, and two main panels at the front

of the balcony to represent a desert

scene. This scheme is repeated in motif
right around the auditorium under the

balcony, while over the proscenium arch

is a colored frieze representing a quiet

desert scene.

A mass of colors in the most coura-

geous style transforms the auditorium
into the spirit of Egypt. All the colors

are true to the country—barbarous and
regal and eminently suited to a palace of

romance. Even in the seating, which is of

the very latest style, there are five dif-

ferent shades of upholstery, no two
shades of seats being placed together.

Steel has played a great part in the

construction of the cinema. The balcony
and ceiling are entirely constructed of

steel. It is believed that the balcony in

the Palace is only the second in England
to be constructed in this manner. The
most modern type of electric lighting

has been used, consisting chiefly of tubes
and beads of glass descending from glass

friezes and concealing three colored

lights at the top. These lights illumine

the glass tubes, which gleam from top to

bottom. Three colored lighting is used
throughout the auditorium.

No modern theatre is complete without
its lounge and cafe, and in this direction

the Lytham Palace is charmingly served.

The tearoom and lounge is situated im-
mediately over the entrance and can be
easily reached from either stalls or circle.

Connected with the tearoom and foj'-er

are a women's boudoir and a gentlemen's
retiring-room.

The tearoom-lounge, situated over the lobby.
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Above: The auditorium, at the proscen-
ium arch. Lines are essentially modern,
but they enclose mural panoramas of
the Egyptian landscape, the "barbar-
ous" coloring of Northern Africa, and a
proscenium frieze of a desert scene.

Left: The facade of the Lytham Pal-
ace, exclusively modern classical In
treatment. The dominant material is
cream-colored faience, which is orna-
mented -with a buff frieze, another
frieze in cream and a plum parapet.

The
Lytham Palace

inside and out
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COOPERATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF EQUIPMENT

The second article of a series
on the past, present and future the theatre supply field

WHEN four years ago this sum-
mer, the leading dealers in

theatre equipment and supplies

got together to consider cooperative

distribution, it wasn't because they were
particularly anxious to forfeit the indi-

viduality of the businesses they had
established. It was because they recog-

nized the fact that the motion picture

industry had outgrown its system of

equipment distribution. As individuals,

they knew they could no longer cope with

the gigantic strides of the industry.

They could no longer serve it with satis-

faction, either to their customers or to

themselves.

In general, the economic limitations of

the Individual Dealer Era were reviewed

in a foregoing article. We saw how no
individual dealer was financially capable

of stocking and offering service on a com-
plete line of theatre equipment and sup-

plies. Specialization was impractical,

due to the limited territories from which
each dealer received his patronage. Ex-
cessive competition led to unstable prices

on standard merchandise. Equipment
manufacturers suffered from the uncer-

tainty of scattered competitive outlets.

The exhibitor was handicapped by the

inconvenience of purchasing from scat-

tered sources. He was but poorly pro-

tected. Credit transactions were costly,

since the purchase of complete theatre

equipment involved several contracts

with as many different dealers and at

varying interest rates.

It was for the solution of these and
allied economic shortcomings that leading

dealers met on a common ground. They
were all actively competitive. The first

"get-together" was therefore something
of a peace conference. Considered as

such, it appropriates the distinction of

being one of a very few from which has

grown actual and valuable accomplish-

ment.
Out of this conference came a merger

in which 30 outstanding theatre equip-

ment distributors participated. A ma-
jority of them are still actively engaged
in the business. There were some in the

field, as there are always, who, unable

to see the actual necessities underlying

such a movement, withheld their coopera-

tion and continued to work inde-

pendently. For some, this decision may
have arisen from a lack of business fore-

sight. Others may have considered the

retention of their own names in connec-

tion with a business of greater im-

portance than the obvious limitations and

This architect's
sketch projects
the front exterior
of the intimate
playhouse to be
erected by the
Fox-West Coast
circuit at Ver-
mont and Frank-
lin Avenues in Los
Angeles for a dis-
criminating clien-
tele. The archi-
tecture will be
medieval French
and surrounding
space will permit
trees and flowers.
Each of the 900
seats will be a
loge chair. Only
one matinee and
one evening per-
formance will be
given. The archi-
tects are Morgan,
Walls & Clement.s.

The Fox Los Feliz

Design for a new Fox-

West Coast Theatre in

Los Angeles to seat 900

By W. E. GREEN

shortcomings of the whole business itself.

Whatever the cause, four more years

of inability to meet the equipment issues

of the industry wore away that resist-

ance to a noticeable extent. It is within
recent months that these dealers, awak-
ening finally to the futility of individual

distributing in the motion picture equip-

ment industry of today, have moved
definitely toward cooperative effort. This
trend, appearing among former oppo-

nents to the "peace conference" and its

plans, is further evidence of the economic
soundness underlying the present meth-
ods of equipment distribution.

-fl- HE results of the growth of this co-

operative movement are tangible. To
begin with, the establishment of the

National Theatre Supply Company mark-
ed the refinancing of the theatre supply
business. The limitations of small

dealer capital were automatically elimi-

nated. Under the new system, each of

the constituent parts, the 30 branch
stores, offered a complete line of stand-

ard equipment and supplies. Special de-

partments, supervising the more tech-

nical lines of equipment, were established

and "tied in" with direct efficiency to the

scope of service within each branch.

The adequate financial power of the

new company provided other immediate
remedies for the major weaknesses of the

old system. It opened the markets of the

world to National Theatre Supply Com-
pany buyers. Due to the sales volume
of a national market, merchandise of su-

perior quality could be purchased in

great enough quantities to be sold profit-

ably at prices formerly charged for

mediocre materials. This proved par-

ticularly true in such fields as those of

stage curtains, drapery fabrics and floor

coverings. This same rise in standards
of quality has been reflected throughout
the entire range of theatre equipment.

Briefly, this change in distribution

methods has had these notable effects on
the manufacturing of standard equip-

ment:

(1) The manufacturer, working under
the hazards of the individual distributing

system, had found his market to be de-

cidedly uncertain. The new cooperative

organization offered a single and reliable

source for the disposition of his prod-

ucts. The company's sales volume was
{Continued on page 40)
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A SINGLE THEATRE WITH TWO AUDITORIUMS

By M. H. EDWARDS

Describing the Auditorium

MANY exhibitors, looking to the
ultimate in comfort and con-

venience for their patrons, have
provided rooms, nooks and crannies,

especially built or converted, into which
the male can momentarily retire to woo
Lady Nicotine. Other exhibitors, equally

solicitous and recognizing the new de-

mands of the female of the species, have
likewise provided space where milady can
enjoy a few puffs from her favorite fag.

Seldom, if ever, has a straight "picture

house" provided an entire theatre where
patrons, regardless of gender, may in-

dulge in smoking during the presentation
of the picture. The management of the

Orpheum-Auditorium and the Sky thea-

tre in Cincinnati, however, has done just

that, making what is virtually a single

theatre with two auditoriums.
This theatre is located in Peebles

Corners, Walnut Hills, near one of the

busiest intersections in that fashionable
suburb and about 15 minutes from the
heart of the downtown business district,

easily accessible by street cars and bus.

Originally part of a store and office

building erected by the Loew interests,

the Orpheum opened December 17, 1909,

n n c i n n a t w th

the Loew organization at that time de-

siring to compete with the Keith and
other theatres in the downtown section

where vaudeville was the prevailing

policy. Special attention was accord-

ingly paid to acoustics, little realizing at

the time that these same acoustics were
to play such an important part in the

then undreamed of talking pictures.

With a stage 70 by 40 feet, the house

played some of the biggest name acts in

the business, as, for instance, Annette

Kellerman and her diving girls, who used

an inbuilt tank measuring 90 feet from
stage to gridiron; Eva Tanguay, Julian

Eltinge, Harry Lauder and other promi-

nent stars. However, the vaudeville

policy finally failed and a dramatic and
musical stock company was installed.

After two years this met a similar fate

and a policy of straight pictures was
adopted, continuing ever since.

Both the Auditorium and Sky theatres

are equipped with Western Electric

sound equipment. The former has a

The illustration at the top of the page
shows the auditorium of the Sky thea-
tre on the roof. It measures 90x70 feet
and seats 1.000. Smoking is permitted.

its branch on the roof

Transvox screen, while the latter has a
Da-Tone X. The management lays par-

ticular stress on the fact that these

sister-theatres were among the first in

Ohio to install sound equipment.
The Auditorium is the only house in

the Cincinnati suburbs playing daily

matinees and the only straight picture

house in the city featuring organ over-

tures before each showing. This is also

done in the Sky theatre, the same or-

ganist playing both houses.

Both houses draw heavy patronage
from the downtown sections, as well as

from the suburban districts, due partly

to the quality of the sound, for the ex-

cellence of which the management was
recently awarded a Herald-World
plaque. In fact, many of the Cincinnati
exchanges have been using the Audi-
torium for trade showings.
A considerable portion of this pat-

ronage however, must be attributed to

the choice the public has of witnessing
the same performance in either of the
two theatres, each of which offers priv-

ileges peculiar to itself.

The house, as originally built, con-

tained 1,000 seats in the auditorium, 600
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in the balcony and 500 in the gallery, a

total of 2,100 full-upholstered seats with

full-upholstered backs, all built with spe-

cial springs. There are eight boxes, four

on each side. Although business thrived

(as business was reckoned in those

days), the late Colonel I. M. Martin,

head of the Or-

pheum company,
who was also exec-

utive head of
Chester Park, quite

some time later

conceived the idea

of establishing a

roof garden atop

the six-story build-

ing where patrons

could enjoy smok-
ing and other com-
forts possible in a

theatre set apart

from the conven-

tional kind. The
Auditorium Roof
Garden, 90 by 70

feet in size and
with a seating ca-

pacity of 1,000,

was thereupon es-

tablished. The pub-
lic was quick to

recognize the addi-

tional privileges
and business in-

creased by leaps

and bounds. Quite
often the mascu-
line portion of the

audience took ad-

vantage of the
smoking privilege

in the Roof Garden
while their wives
enjoyed the same
programs d o w n -

stairs in the Audi-
torium.

building proper is 120 feet in width.

Two high speed elevators located at

the left of the lobby give constant serv-

ice to the Sky theatre, which is 600 feet

above the level of the adjacent Ohio
river, far above the "fly line" and swept
by cooling river breezes during the sum-

UiI PON the death
of Colonel Martin
a few years ago,

control of the
house passed to his

son, M. Chester
Martin, and inci-

dental to a pro-
gram of remodel-
ing, the main
floor theatre was
rechristened the
Orpheum - Audito-
rium, and the roof

theatre became the
Sky theatre. The
building is an L-
shaped structure,

with the lobby
fronting 50 feet on
McMillan Street
and running back to a depth of 80 feet

on the one side, with a 180-foot depth
on the other. The offset at the rear end
of the lobby has a 70-foot wing to the
east, which extends the remaining 100
feet to the rear, v/hile the rear of the

J. HESE pictures show the Orpheum-Auditorium theatre

proper, the "headquarters" of this unique theatrical establish-

ment. The view above is of the lobby, which also effects entry

to the "branch office" on the roof by means of elevators. Below
is shown the auditorium of the ground level theatre.

mer. The only offices on the upper floors

are those now occupied by Martin and
his house superintendent, on the third

floor.

Showings in the Auditorium are con-

tinuous from 2 to 11 p. m., with mati-

nees scheduled at 2 and 3:30 p. m., and

evening performances at 7 and 9. The
Sky theatre operates only in the evening,

with showings at 7:30 and 9:30, thus

permitting the films used in the Audi-

torium to be immediately hoisted directly

to the Sky theatre by means of miniature
elevators built for

the purpose, under
which arrangement
showings in the

Sky theatre at once

follow those in the

Auditorium.

1 HE Sky theatre

is equipped with
four especially
built, electrically

operated Ozon-
ators, or dispens-

ers, to expel smoke,
thus insuring
fresh, wholesome
air regardless of

the amount of
smoking in which
the patrons may
indulge. The thea-

tre is entirely
devoid of fancy
trappings or adorn-

ments. It is, how-
ever, cool, comfort-

able and cozy. The
sides are provided

with casement win-
dows with steel
frames, which are

kept open during
the summer but

covered with heavy
black velour drapes

before nightfall.

The floor is con-

structed of one foot

of asphalt laid over

concrete. Steam
heat is provided in

winter, operating
from the same
plant which sup-

plies the Audi-
torium.

In contrast, the

Auditorium has a

deep, rich carpet

laid over three-

quarter inch Ozite.

The walls are
treated in gold
metal- threaded
damask, the color

scheme being red

and gold through-

out. The prosce-

nium arch is 60

feet in height.
Brunswick - Kres-
chell air condition-

ing equipment in both theatres provide
washed and filtered air, which is changed
approximately every two minutes.
Some inquiry has failed to reveal any

similar theatre and quite likely this is

the only "branch" theatre business.
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NEW DECISIONS ON CONTRACTS AND LEASES

By LEO T. PARKER

Including higher court V e r diets other types o cases

TWO contracts legally comprise a

single agreement if the secondary
agreement contains a clause refer-

ring to the original contract and both

contracts relate to the same subject

matter.

For illustration, in Goodwin v. Cabot
Amusement Company (149 Atl. 574), the

testimony disclosed that a theatre corpo-

ration held leases on two theatres known
as the Pastime theatre and Cumberland
theatre. In 1917, the corporation entered

into a written agreement with a person
named Bibber, under the terms of which
the latter was to manage and operate the

theatres during the remainder of the

time mentioned in the respective leases.

For compensation he was to receive one-

half the net profits and was also to share
one-half of the net losses.

In 1918, Bibber assigned, with the con-

sent and approval of the corporation, his

rights in the agreement to another per-

son named Gustin. In 1926, Gustin and
the corporation signed another contract

styled an "Additional Agreement to the

Agreement of June 13, 1917." The
agreement provided that in the event
Gustin should die, his estate should re-

ceive from the corporation a sum equal

to 25 per cent "of the profits from said

theatres for each month from the date of

the death of the said party of the sec-

ond part (Gustin) to the date of the
expiration of the period covered by this

agreement."
Later Gustin died and the corporation

argued that the second contract, stipu-

lating payment of 25 per cent of the
profits, was invalid on the grounds that
it was not a part of the original agree-
ment. However, the court held the cor-

poration bound to pay 25 per cent of the

profits to Gustin's estate, saying:
"The original and additional agree-

ments must be regarded as one. By its

very terms, clearly expressed, the so-

called new agreement provided for a fu-

ture in which on account of sickness or

death Gustin might not be able to render

• THE theatre organization entered into

contracts with the musicians' union,

agreeing to certain terms which included

the stipulation that the theatres would

employ orchestras. Before the contract

expired, sound pictures were developed

and the theatres, installing sound equip-

ment, decided they had no further need

for orchestras. They dismissed the mu-

sicians. The union sued. But the case

went to a higher court for settlement.

service. Instead of the 50 per cent of

the net profits which would have come to

Gustin, had he lived, 25 per cent was to

go to his estate. As has been stated, the
two agreements are to be considered as
one. The original written contract,

clear in its terms, was modified and
changed by the so-called additional agree-
ment under seal, equally clear in its

terms, but the result is one contract still

clear as to its terms, and with purpose
and intention also clear."

Contract with Musicians

INJUNCTIONS have frequently been
issued on behalf of theatre owners and
against labor unions to prevent the lat-

ter's officers and leaders from calling a

strike or improperly persuading the

members thereof to strike. Therefore,
if a court has the power to prevent a
contractual violation on the part of em-
ployes, it has equal power to prevent such
violation on the part of the employer.

For example, in Weber v. Nasser
(286 Pac. 1074), it was disclosed that

the Allied Amusement Industries is

authorized by several theatre owners to

enter into contracts to cover and control

the employment of members of the

musicians' union. The president of the

union met with the employers through its

trade organization to establish the terms,

prices, and conditions under which the

musicians would work. A contract was
entered into in 1926, by the terms of

which the theatre owners agreed to em-
ploy orchestras for two years at a stipu-

lated wage. Before termination of the

two-year contract the theatre owners in-

stalled talking pictures and the officials

of the union filed suit to compel the thea-

tre owners to continue during the re-

mainder of the two-year period to em-
ploy the orchestras. The higher court

held the theatre owners bound to employ
and pay the musicians, saying:

"It is contended for by appellants

(union) that the contract is one of

mutual collective bargaining made be-

tween the union, a labor organization, on

the one hand, and the theatre owners
as employers on the other, whereby
terms, conditions, and prices of employ-

ment are contracted for by mutual cov-

enants, equally binding upon employers

and employes alike and enforceable by
both parties."

Contracts Made by Son

It is well established in law that ordi-

narily a father is no more liable for

• IS a father liable for the provisions

of a contract made by his son? . . .

This father left the city temporarily and
before leaving, placed his son in charge

of the business. While the father was
away, the son signed two contracts. When
his father returned, he refused to assume
the obligations. He said he had not

given his son authority to sign contracts.

The case went finally to a higher cQurt.

agreements made by his son than he is

for contracts made by strangers. How-
ever, if the father places his son in a
position whereby persons are led to be-

lieve that the father intended that the
son transact business for him, the father
is liable. So held the court in Matthews
& Company v. Pehrson (225 N. W. 921).

In this case it was disclosed that a
father temporarily left the city and
placed the management of the business
in care of his son. During the absence
of the father, the son made two written
contracts. The father refused to assuriie

the obligations of the contracts, contend-
ing that he was not liable since he had
not given his son authority to make valid

contracts. However, the court held the
contracts binding on the father and ex-

plained that the law implies that an em-
ployer is responsible for obligations

made by any person who is given man-
agement of the business.

City Lease Upheld

U;SUALLY, a long term lease of city

property is valid and enforceable if,

when the lease was given, the city council

complied with state laws and the various
provisions of the city charter.

For illustration, in the recent case of

Woodward v. Fox-West Coast Theatres
(284 Pac. 350), it was disclosed that the

Fox-West Coast Theatres leased a lot

from a city for the period of 50 years,

at a yearly rental of $14,000. By the
terms of the lease the theatre corpora-
tion agr,eed to construct on the premises
within two years a building to cost not
less than $300,000, adaptable to amuse-
ment, mercantile, commercial and office

purposes.

The important questions of the law
presented the court involve the validity

of the lease contract and also certain

ordinances or resolutions of the city com-
mission, which were passed with a view
of complying with the provisions of the
city charter authorizing the leasing of

real estate belonging to the city. The
{Continued on page 51)
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THOSE FIRST PAINS OF A GROWING ART

By GEORGE SCHLTZ

Concluding the study of the theatre as it was, believe it or not

IN
looking back upon the methods used

by motion picture theatre operators

from 15 to 20 years ago, one is im-

pressed by the precision with which they

went about the thing. The whole process

of picture exploitation was reduced to

certain fundamentals which seem, in

these days, to be buried beneath a great

fear of the public. The showman today

labors under the conviction that he can't

say enough about the picture he is to

present, whereas the early exhibitor

knew that the less said the better.

This is doubtless just another example

of the comfortable simplicity that the

motion picture theatre business once en-

joyed and which, also, seems to have been

lost. To recall the old ways in theatre

advertising and allied matters, let us re-

fer again to our source, separating my
words from those of Mr. Hulfish [_"Mo-

tion Picture Work," by David S. Hulfish,

published 1915] by suitable space so that

we may dispense with quotation marks:

Advertising. A sign at the door of

the theatre may announce the titles of

the films being shown, or may announce

merely that motion pictures are being

shown. It is customary to announce the

titles of the films if the films can be

obtained from the film exchange long

enough in advance to prepare the sign,

or if posters are delivered with the films.

At times it may help business to adver-

tise the name of the maker rather than

the name of the film, or to post the an-

nouncement as to the nature of the pic-

ture, "A roaring farce tonight," or

"Beautiful colored picture tonight,"

rather than a title which might not sug-

gest the nature of the film. In all of

these details of his announcement boards

at the front of the theatre, the manager
must use his judgment as applied to his

patrons. Variation in signs is advisable

;

and always bear in mind that the pro-

gram, the film pictures, the song and the

music, or vaudeville, if any, if mentioned

in the theatre front signs, must justify

the sign and fulfil all its promises.

Poster Service. Title posters may be

obtained from the film exchanges at a

very small cost—five cents each is the

usual charge—or they may be obtained

from companies making a specialty of

supplying title posters for films. . . . The
charge for a poster service consisting of

a weekly shipment of posters for the cur-

rent films, which the theatre manager
then holds until he gets the films and

ultimately throws away the posters

which he has received for which he never
got the films, is from $5 to $10 per
month.

In addition to simple "title posters"

containing a stock form of border design

(sometimes in color) and the title of

the film printed upon it, the film manu-
facturers publish with each film an at-

tractive colored poster, one-sheet size.

A quantity of these are delivered to the

film exchange with every film sold, and
in turn the film exchange will furnish

them to the exhibitor to whom the film

is rented. As to the terms upon
which the exhibitor may secure

these posters, that is a matter in-

dividual to the film exchange. Usually

they are furnished free to the customers
who get the films first, paying the higher

nrices for the early runs of the film.

Later users of the film do not get any
posters because they are all gone. The
"title poster" service is a resource when
the manufacturer's more desirable pic-

ture posters cannot be obtained.

Electric Signs. An electric sign, with
a word in letters formed by electric

lamps, such as "Theatre," "5c Theatre,"

"Motion," or "Pictures," or even "5c,"

can be seen a long way up and down the

street.

A simple electric sign . . . has the

words, "Theatre 5c," in letters studded
with electric lamps. With 4-candle-

power lamps taking about 12 watts each,

and with electric current at 10 cents per

kilowatt, the cost of current for operat-

ing this sign four hours in an evening
would be about 50 cents. To this may
be added cost of lamp renewals, interest,

and depreciation on the sign, if so de-

sired. The cost of such a sign is about

$50.

Announcement Slides. The program
of the theatre always may be announced
by advertising announcement slides.

These take the form of "Picture Changed
Daily," "Song Changed Twice a Week,"
"New Song Tomorrow," "Colored Pic-

ture Tomorrow Night," "Special Educa-
tional Show for School Children, one

hour, beginning at four o'clock Friday,"

all of which are direct advertising slides,

but will not be so considered by the

patrons because they pertain to the show.

Although they take but a minute or two,

they may well be omitted on Saturday
night's rush, particularly if so doing will

put on one more show in the evening.

"Next show" slides are of doubtful

utility, announcing the subjects for to-

morrow. It is doubtful whether at any
time it is advisable to announce the sub-

jects for tomorrow, if competitive thea-

tres are near by, unless the subject is a
special one and, therefore, specially ad-

vertised. When used, the "next show"
slides must be prepared by the theatre

manager or projection operator, from
day to day, as the titles are learned

ahead.

Printed Programs. With "daylight

pictures"—the expression is used to

mean that the lights of the room are not

turned off while the pictures are being
shown—a printed program may be given
to the patron at the door. The printed

program always carries advertising mat-
ter, and should be so designed as to ad-

vertise the theatre properly, as well as

to serve its paid advertisers.

Newspaper. Advertisements inserted

in the newspapers are seldom profitable

in the large cities; in the smaller cities,

it may be found so; but in the country
town, where the newspaper is weekly and
everybody reads all of it, 50c or $1 per
week is well spent. The simple an-

nouncement, with some display line in it,

may or may not give the titles.

Handbills. In the large city, the thea-

tre located in the residence district will

find that the handbill will take the place

of the newspaper in the small town and
cost but little more. A thousand bills,

six by nine inches in size, may be had
from the local printer for a price not to

exceed $2, and a boy, at $1 for the after-

noon, will deliver them. This expense
should put a handbill into every resi-

dence within five blocks of the theatre.

Such a handbill should contain some spe-

cial announcement as an excuse for its

existence; the title and short mention of

the nature of some special film to be
featured will be sufficient excuse; or a

prize voting contest, or special program
of specific nature.

Noise Wagon. Painted banners are

mounted on a wagon—sometimes called

a "sandwich wagon"— and driven
through the streets, a bell being hung
inside which rings continually, or a
drummer or bugler being carried. Its

utility is limited. Days when the coun-
try people are in town form one excuse
for this advertising device.

Feature Films. The manager should

see the film himself before deciding to

feature it. It may be seen at some other

(Continued on page 66)
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THE NEW PLAZA IN SYDNEY Views of the latest addition to

the important chain of motion

picture houses operated by
Hoyt's Theatres, Ltd., in Aus-
tralia. The motif is Spanish
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# ON THE site of the old Colonial theatre,
which was one of the first amusement places

in Australia to adopt motion pictures as a regu-
lar form of entertainment, Hoyt's Theatres, Ltd.,

has created the Plaza in Sydney, which has
some'what more than the essentials of even the
deluxe motion picture theatre of today. Archi-
tecturally, it presents an imposing facade of
classical lines, and an interior lavishly built up
out of the arches, balconies, extravagant scrolls
and coloring of medieval Spain. In its general
decorative scheme, which is by John Foster of
Boston, the Plaza resembles an earlier Hoyt
theatre, the Plaza in Melbourne, which is lo-
cated above the Regent. In both houses, the
auditorium has a single floor, the Plaza in
Sydney seating about 1,200. The auditorium
walls are richly decorated in plaster scrolls and
small balconies, virhile the ceiling is colorfully
paneled with stenciled beams. Equipment in-
cludes Western Electric sound apparatus. Sim-
plex projectors, Brunswick-Kroeschell heating
and ventilation, and a Christie organ for solos.
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TRADE MARKTriumphant!
Wright-DeCoster Reproducers

Successful All Over the World
A veritable sensation throughout the United States and foreign countries! In this series of

advertisements we will not only show the great number of theatres using Wright-DeCoster
Speakers and Horns but also acquaint theatre owners with the location of nearby sound
installation manufacturers who are making the correct installations.

Read the Endorsements of Prominent Manufacturers of Sound Equipment

AMERICAN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

J. A. BRADLEY, PRESIDENT
SIOUX FALLS, S. D.

Wright-DeCoster, Inc., 3""'^ 12, 1930.

St. Paul, Minn.
Gentlemen

:

We are herewith enclosing a list of theatres where we have installed

Wright-DeCoster speakers. In. putting in these speakers, we have
made a number of replacements of other equipment which has cost
considerably more than the Wright-DeCoster.
Personally, we could not understand why the speaker that cost

$275.00 could be outclassed with a trial, side by side, with one that

sells for $72.50, but hearing in this business is believing, and we left

it to the judgment of the exhibitor, and without exception, they
decided on the Wright-DeCoster.

Yours very sincerely,
AMERICAN THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc.,

Jos. A. Bradley, President and Gen. Mgr.
JAB:DA
ENC.l

LIST OF THEATRE INSTALLATIONS
S. T. Theatre, Parker, S. D.
Gem, Philip, S. D.

Royal, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Capitol, Sioux Falls, S. D.
New Theatre, Adrian, Minn.
Dirk's, Marion Junction, S. D.
Jacobson's, Garretson, S. D.
O'Neill's, Spearfish, S. D.
Tivoli, Hawarden, Iowa
Brown & Shearer's, Rapid City,

S. D.
Crystal. Flandreau, S. D.
Strand, Bridgewater, S. D.
Vik's, Lake Norden, S D. .

Majestic, Lake Benton, Minn.

Scenic, Tyler, Minn.
Crystal, Onida, S. D.
Wilson's, Clear Lake, S. D.
Hurd & Clustka's, Arlington,

S. D.
Rialto, Clark, S. D.
Holman's, New Effington, S. D.
Dreamland, Alpena, S. D.
Werner's, Le Sueur, Minn.
Rosebud, Bonestell, S. D.
Cottrell's, Ellsworth. Minn.
Lyric, Artesian, S. D.

July 14, 1930.

THE NATIONAL MOTION-AD CO.

MFRS. OF FETTIFONE TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Wright-DeCoster, Inc.,

St. Paul, Minnesota.

Gentlemen

:

We have been selling the Wright-DeCoster speakers as a part of our
FETTIFONE installations for the year past, and we are pleased to

tell you that we have never had a complaint regarding them.

We carefully investigated and tested the different speakers on the

market before deciding to use the Wright-DeCoster. and we are

thoroughly satisfied, both as to quality and service givin us.

Yours very truly,

NATIONAL MOTION-AD COMPANY
R. G. Phillips, President.

LIST OF THEATRE INSTALLATIONS
E. J. Kleinsasser, Freeman, S. D.

Chicago Daily News, Screen

Laboratory, Chicago

Princess, Davenport, Okla.

Rockett Bros., Waxahachie,
Texas

Riverton, Riverton, Illinois

Coliseum, Toluca, Illinois

Palace, Jonesborc, Louisiana

Frost, Frost, Texas

Edwards & Case, Paw Paw, 111.

Gem, Kouts, Indiana

Strand, Union City, Michigan
Opera House, Millbridge, Me.
Fairway, Forescue, Missouri

Arlington, Arlington Heights, 111.

Odeon Hall, Bethel, Maine
Weedville, Weedville, Penna.
Sunshine, Darlington, Ind.

Buffalo, New Buffalo, Michigan

MELLAPHONE CORPORATION
MANUFACTURERS OF SYNCHRONOUS

SOUND EQUIPMENT
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

July 15, 1930.

Wright-DeCoster, Inc.,

Saint Paul, Minn.

Gentlemen:

We believe that you will be interested in

knowing that in the majority of our thirteen

hundred Sound Installations Wright-DeCoster

Speakers have been used to the great satis-

faction of the Exhibitors.

Very truly yours,

MELLAPHONE CORPORATION.
C. Fenyvessy.

CF;.MR

Write, for Full Information
and Address of Nearest

Sales Office

The Speaker of the Year

SONO EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
(SONOFILM)

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
July 15, 1930.

Wright-DeCoster, Inc.,

St. Paul, Minn.
Gentlemen

:

We have been using your Dynamic Unit and
Horn for quite a while now and are pleased
with the performance of your speakers.

We have made quite a few theatre installa-

tions of Sonofilm and your speaker has been
used on every installation. We also appreciate
the co-operation given us by your company.

Very truly yours,

SONO EQUIPMENT CORPORATION.
R. W. Langsenkamp, Pres.

RWL:RC

WRIGHT-DECOSTER, Inc., 2225 university Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

F>xport Dept. M. Simons & Co., 25 Warren St., New York, Cable Address, Simontrice, N. Y.

^^^^1^^—^,——

—

^^m^mTHIS IS NO. 1 OF A SERIES OF SIMILAR ADVERTISEMENTS^^i^—

—

^^m^^^m^—i^
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SOUND IN THE THEATRE

TONE CONTROLS AND THEIR RELATION
TO STRAY NOISES

By HUGH S. KNOWLES

The eighth and concluding article
the series, "Locating the Causes of Faulty Reproduction"

IN
the new fall advertisements of

radio receivers much space is de-

voted to a description of "tone con-

trols" of various types and both the

merits and demerits of these devices

have been discussed extensively. Controls

of this type are not new in the sound
reproduction field. At least one ampli-

fier was marketed about two years ago
in which the amount of bass reproduc-

tion could be controlled. The amount
of bass is usually varied in amplifiers

for theatre work although there are one

or two which also include a means of

changing the treble response.

In the theatre the value of "tone con-

trols" is restricted largely to the com-

pensation for a deficiency of bass or

treble in some other part of the sys-

tem. It is a valuable selling point for

the manufacturer of sound equipment
because with it he can approach the

"quality" of some other sound device

which the exhibitor has become accus-

tomed to and therefore likes. If the re-

production has more highs than the ex-

hibitor is accustomed to it is "too shrill"

although the system to which the ex-

hibitor is accustomed may be badly de-

ficient in them. In systems in which
the treble is suppresed with a "low pass

filter" this control may also be used to

help surpass noise or needle scratch in

old. records or cell hiss in film attach-

ments—iboth at the cost of fidelity, how-
ever.

The real field of usefulness for a tone

control lies in compensating for a de-

ficiency of bass or treble in the pickups

or head amplifiers, or in the speakers.

By having the response at various fre-

quencies adjustable the overall charac-

teristic of the system may be greatly

improved. Its value is definitely re-

stricted to the cases in which a fixed ad-

justment can be made, however. There

is much talk of correcting for the de-

ficiencies in recordings but actual ex-

perience in the field has indicated that

the projectionist is either no judge of the

proper ratio of bass to treble, too busy
to make the adjustment, too indifferent

or a combination of all three. Devices

of this kind soon go the way of "level"

or volume indicating devices of the me-
ter type and other refinements which
are actually used by only a very limited

number of projectionists.

The fact that the tone control has to

be set permanently would appear to in-

dicate that if the auxiliary equipment
and amplifier were properly selected no

adjustable compensator would be re-

quired. This would be true except for

the fact that all theatres are not treated

properly acoustically and there are wide
variations in the amount of sound ab-

sorption at the bass and treble ends of

the musical scale. The intensity or appar-

ent loudness of a tone with a fixed

speaker output is greater when the ab-

sorption is reduced. Since most of the

absorbing material used absorbs a great

deal more at the high frequencies than

at the low the effect of introducing more
absorption is to reduce the volume as a

whole but the volume of the treble the

most. This increases the ratio of bass

to treble and makes the apparent pitch

drop.

This can be overcome to some extent

either by increasing the amount of

highs from the amplifier or more fre-

quently by decreasing the amount of

lows.

Where controls are available it is im-

portant to know the type of frequency

response which produces a certain qual-

ity. A barrel like tone is usually due

to excessive intensity of the frequencies

between 60 and 250 cycles or a "hump"
in this range. Very "bassy" reproduc-

tion with indistinct "S's" and "labioden-

tal" consonants is due to a deficiency in

highs. A sort of nasal reproduction may
be due to -a deficiency of both bass and

treble, that is to transmission of the mid-
dle register only. Sharp or tinny repro-
duction is usually due to a deficiency of
bass and good treble. The amount of
real highs can be determined by listen-
ing carefully to the "S's" which should
sound as if a little steam were escaping.

Once the best position of the tone con-
trol has been determined for an average
recording it should be set. The other
factors in amplifier operation which
are within the control of the pro-
jectionist and which can cause faulty op-
eration are principally poor monitoring
(operating the fader at too high or too
low a setting)

, poor care and inadequate
checking of the batteries and failure to

replace faulty tubes. The effect of all

but the last have been discussed in pre-
vious articles of this series.

1- HE tubes which are most apt to cause
faulty reproduction are the output or
power tubes. Improper operation of the
others always introduces some distortion

but this is usually less important than
the diminution in volume. The output
tubes have the problem of handling the
greatest amount of power and since the

tubes are usually in push-pull the two
tubes have to have similar characteris-

tics or be "matched" to give the maxi-
mum undistorted output. The output
tubes should not only draw approxi-
mately their rated plate current at the

proper plate and grid voltages but should

have their plate currents matched within
about 4 per cent or less. Two tubes
which draw approximately 50 milliam-
peres each, for example, should have plate

currents which agree within 2 milliam-
peres when placed in the same socket and
under the same conditions.

Matching in push-pull stages, other
than in the output, is usually much less

important except in certain amplifiers

where there is very little filtration of the

plate power supply circuit and where this
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matching or balancing is depended on to

keep down the hum. In this connection

it is important to note that a slight

amount of unbalance in the power stage

may rise to much more hum than can be

accounted for by the unbalance in this

stage alone. This is due to the unbalance

affecting the "hum" (A. C.) component
of the current which reaches and passes

through the filter to the first stages.

There is a much greater individual

variation and variation between makes
in the 224 or screen grid type than in

other tubes. Where they are used the

usual meter readings in test sets (which

measure the "static" characteristics)

are only partially satisfactory and the

mutual conductance should be checked

where possible, or the actual relative am-
plification of a number of tubes deter-

mined in the amplifier and a good one

selected.

Where 224 tubes are used early in the

amplifier, that is in one of the first

stages, some may be found to be noisy.

The four point support type (X press)

and more particularly the type in which
there is no "quartz" thimble or tube

which isolates the heater from the cath-

ode are apt to be the quietest. In gen-

eral tubes of the quick heater type give

less amplification than the slow heaters.

If meters with a switching or plug in

arrangement are not included in the

standard equipment of the amplifier some
kind of tube or "set" tester should be

provided the projectionist. Periodic

checks are very valuable in catching in-

cipient failures and in permitting the

substitution of a good tube when one be-

gins to fail.

When the rectifier is poor or failing

(whether it is of the "dry" or tube type)
the volume of the speaker will be low
and the quality will be slightly harsh
(due to the generation of harmonics).
Either the tube or dry rectifier should
be replaced in this case. Not infrequently

one or two speakers in a group become
inoperative without the knowledge of the

projectionist or the manager and both
the quality and the distribution of the

sound are affected.

In dynamic units of either the horn or

the conventional type rattles are usually

due either to a "feathered" voice coil

tube (one which has hit the pole piece

severely and frayed out the end of the

tube) , to a faulty diaphram (either

metal or paper) , to inadequate field sup-
ply or to the combined load impedance of

the speakers being substantially less than
the amplifier is supposed to operate into.

The latter effect will be common to all

speakers when a test of the type sug-

gested above is conducted.
In conclusion it may be said that an

increasing and wholesome interest in the

less technical details of sound equipment
is being taken by the projectionist which
not only makes it possible for him to

cure many of the causes of faulty repro-

duction but provides an interesting in-

sight into the design, operation and

maintenance of sound equipment in gen-

eral. The time is rapidly approaching

when this knowledge will be as general

and as valuable as that which the pro-

jectionist has acquired regarding the

projection equipment proper.

[The End]

IMEVi/in the

Vi/orldofSQiird

Conducted by G. J. REID

SYNCRODISK sound-on-film appara-
tus (for use with Powers and Sim-
plex projectors), manufactured by

the Weber Machine Corporation of Roch-
ester, N. Y., does not use, in the new
models, the conventional friction gate,

but features a rotating drum on which
the film is controlled. This is for the

purpose of eliminating friction, which is

said to be reduced to a minimum by the

use of roller bearing contacts.

The rollers are precision ground ball

bearings and the case of seasoned cast

aluminum. All parts are chrome and
cadmium plated to prevent corrosion and
also to harden the surface, and the upper
film roll is resiliently mounted to pre-

vent excessive tension.

The optical system is represented by

Racon Horns
and Units are

covered bj U. S
Patents 'Nos.

1507711
1501032
1577270

73217-73218
1722-448
1711514

Air Column slightly less than 10 ft.

Depth 30 inches. Bell 30 1 40 inche-,.

Weight 30 pounds.

Innumerable Theatres are equipped with
RACON Speakers Because

Products are leaders in the industry
The New Racon Horn No. 5325 is the latest member of the Racon
family—especially appealing where there is very little space between
screen and wall.

Amplifies as perfectly as the parent horn, No. 4320, on both speech
and music.

Yes, you'll find the same full, rich tones of musical reproduction
and the same clearness and distinctness of speech that is only possible

with RACON Horns and Units.

Patented non-vibratory, non-porous material and construction, plus light

weight, which make for perfect results and maximum convenience.

These outstanding features of RACON products have
made imitation and competition impossible.

Improve your Sound Equipment with RACON Speakers
and Watch Results!

OVR LATEST C4T4LOC IS YOURS UPON THE ASKING

[^APA/M EL^^TKIV VA. in v.

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

Factories: 18 to 24 Washington Place, New York SLOUGH, BUCKS. ENGI^ND
and 3 MUTUAL ST., TORONTO, CANADA

Racon Giant Eleotrv-
Dynamic Horn Unit
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before buying or replacing your

sound equipment- have your theater

checked for proper acoustics
Regardless of the type or quality of your sound equipment you

cannot have satisfactory results until your auditorium is cor-

rect acoustically. Find out now by the easy Auditec Question-

naire method the sound conditions. This test costs you noth-

ing, simply send in the coupon.

If you do need correction there is the modern, efficient

Auditec.

^^LD
/or Acoustical Corrections

Most of the reasonably priced acoustical materials are make-

shift adaptations and have to be suitably covered. Auditec

comes decorative in tones to match your theater interior. Six

beautiful solid colors or panels of special designs in multiple

colors are available. It comes cut in panels to fit your walls

complete with moulding, ready to install. The price is so low

that it usually can be bought out of current income. Do not

delay this important matter. Have your theater tested by

experts—get ready for your fall business now.

THE NATIONAL RUG MILLS, Inc.

^

1001 Clybourn St., Milwaukee, Wis.

National Theater Supply Company

Gentlemen

:

Please send me the Auditec questionnaire and book, "Correct-

ing the Acoustics in the Auditorium.

%,

Name of theater

.

Owner

Address
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SYNCRODISK
Stands Them Up!

Clear, Sweet, Life-Like— that is Syncro-

disk quality reproduction. It holds a steady

patronage who tell their friends and thus

build up your business.

SYNCRODISK SOUND -ON-HLM— People,
many people, have stopped to tell the house
managers it is by far the best they've ever heard.

SYNCRODISK TURNTABLE— The machine
that built the Weber reputation. Beautifully de-

signed and constructed for dependable, long,

trouble-free service. Over 1,300 in use. Two
Turntables with Pick-ups and Fader, complete,

$500.

SYNCRODISK JUNIOR—Similar in design and
quality to the big one, but built for the small

house, the part-time movie, school, church or

auditorium. Two Turntables with Pick-ups and
Fader, complete, $150.

WEBER MACHINE CORPORATION
59 Rutter St., Rochester, N. Y.

Wa\ILI\IEIR

S'OILNIDjfCiPIEIEN
X PATENT PENDING J

Features an Unequaled Surface
MAKE YOUR OWN COMPARISON

YOU WILL FIND ITS
SNOWHITE SURFACE—FAR WHITER

''Why Have Less"

WALKER SCREEN CO.
Brooklyn, N. Y.238 Sixth Street

the manufacturer as delivering four
times the light obtainable with the ordi-

nary mechanical slit system. The con-

J

J^
ID

OzlEX
TEADEMAKK

The Bifocal F2.0

Super-Lite Lens
THIS new convertible Projection Lens that

meets all the requirements presented with

the use of both Sound and Silent Film, without

changing the Projection Lens in the machine.

The manner in which the sound picture is

shifted and centered on the screen is just anoth-

er quality of this wonderful product.

Projection Optics Co., Inc.
330 Lyell Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., U. S. A.

Syncrodisk Sound Head on Simplex

centrated beam of light is less than one-

thousandth of an inch in width and the

claim that it produces comparable re-

sults from variable density recordings

as well as from the variable area type

seems entirely logical.

In the Syncrodisk head amplifier, the

frequency curve is almost perfectly flat,

reproducing high and low frequencies

equally well, and amplifiers can be fur-

nished with either 500 or 4,500 ohms out-

put impedance.

The volume control, or fader, is fur-

nished complete with a dummy fader, in-

Syncrodisk Fader Setup

eluding the necessary operating connec-

tions; a switch for changing from film

to disc, also a semi-automatic switch for

controlling the exciter lamps on both ma-
chines. The advantage of this feature

is not only the elimination of the

"thump" c,aused by the use of separate

exciter lamp switches, but the elimina-

tion of the possibility of failure to turn

off the exciter lamp not in use, or to

turn on the lamp on the machine started.

The drive consists of three tubular,

endless round belts, which drive the

sound head direct from a synchronous

constant speed motor, alleviating any
starting shock which might occur with

a directly connected motor. The pro-

jector is driven with a silent chain from
the sound head and all bearings are

either special bearing bronze or roller

bearings. The photoelectric cell is totally
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Eliminates "Wildcat*' Noise from

Sound'on-Film Reproduction

S-A-F
RAY

Patents Pending

"Reproduction by a Talking Ray of Light"

Removes Sound Apparatus

from Reach of all Local
Electrical and Mechanical

Interference

By completely breaking all mechanical and elec-

trical connection between the sound apparatus

and the projector, S'A'F Ray prevents noises in

the projector from reaching the speaker.

The only connection is a beam of light. The only

sound that can travel over this beam is the sound

recorded on the film. Vibrations due to passing

vehicles, men walking about the projection booth

and similar mechanical disturbance cannot reach

the amplifying instruments because all ""bridges"

that could carry them are cut off. Electrical dis-

turbances that might be reproduced as sounds are

also eliminated by the absence of wires for them

to travel on. The only sound that reaches the

patron is the sound on the film.

Installed as quickly and easily as a radio; just set

it in place and plug in on a light socket, then make

a few simple changes in the projectors. Costs far

less than present styles of reproducer. Write for

free bulletin.

LIGHT FROM
PROJECTOR N9 2

POWER AMPLIFIER SIMPLIMUS, INC*
AC OPERATED

67 Church Street

Boston, Mass.

S-A-F RAY will operate ^
on any projector. ^

•
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shielded in a cushion mounting and is

easily replaced. Exciter lamps are ad-

justable in all directions, making them
easy to focus for maximum light. An
extra lamp mount complete with the lamp
is furnished for each sound head, so that

it may be prefocused and quickly re-

placed if a lamp should burn out while

the projector is running.

THE NEW

SOUND SCREEN
Patented January 14, 1930

Gives Better Projection

Both Visible and

Audible

THE SARASONE SCREEN IS

FLAME PROOF
SEAMLESS, ALL SIZES

Send today for a sample of the fabric from

which Sarasone Screens are made—and ask

for the price of a New Sarasone Screen for

your theatre.

Approved "Acoustically" by

Electrical-Research Products, Inc.

For Use with

Western. Electric Sound System

SARASONE SCREEN CO.
80 Boylston Street Boston Mass.

ai^S.

»150
Per Pair

COMPLETE
WITH PICKUPS
AND FADERS

"Outstanding
Quality at a
Production
Price!"

VITADISC
EQUAL to the best in tone qualities.

Full size and full weight, ISO lbs., es-
sential to smooth vibrationless operation.
Spring suspended mechanical filter. Audak
pickups.

Buy "VITABISC" AND BE ASSURED OFCOMPLETE SATISPACTION. Write or wire.

ITADISC COj
«S MOKTUOB ST. KOCHnflB, N. T.

3^rwrrr^r^^r'^rnn%

A 50-Watt Amplifieb
• THE Radio Receptor Company, Inc.,

of New York, is now marketing a

50-watt Powerizer amplifier. It incorpo-
rates two UV-845 power tubes and two
UX-866 mercury vapor rectifier tubes.

Full wave rectification is used and the
50-watt tubes are arranged in push-pull.

The 50-watt Po^verizer

The total output is estimated at well over

50 watts, although the rating is placed

at 50 watts.

The Powerizer is arranged in three

panels. The lower panel contains the

power supply and push-pull power stage.

The middle panel contains a two-stage
driver, or voltage amplifier. The upper
panel has a main switch and attenuator,

as well as voltmeter and control switches,

so that either high or low line voltage

may be compensated for by the operator.

The amplifier may be employed in vari-

ous combinations with microphone pre-

amplifier and radio or phonograph input.

The three-panel arrangement described is

but one of the many forms in which it

is made up.

Connector and Exciter

• TWO new products brought out by
the Amplion Corporation of America

are a double unit connector and an ex-

citer. The former could be called a

horn in order to double the power capac-

ity of the horn to which it is attached.

The exciter is built to furnish humless
direct current to the fields of the Am-
plion air-column speaker units. It uses

the new gas type of Tungar rectifier and
is said to be able to deliver 21/2 amperes
at 16 volts. Ten Amplion units may be
connected in multiple series to this ex-

citer.

By Way of News
• HERMAN STARR, vice president of

Warner Brothers and president of

First National, has been elected a direc-

tor of the DeForest Radio Company, ac-

cording to an announcement by James
W. Garside, president of the company.

Pacent installations have occurred in

a few more out-of-the-way places

among them being three threatres in the

city of Bratislavia in Czechoslovakia,

which makes a total of 14 in that coun-

try. In Luxemburg, Germany, sound
equipment has been installed at the

Cinema Metropole Palace. In Central
America, Pacent has put through a deal

for a number of installations through
Anker Brothers of Guatemala City. In

Turkey, Pacent has appointed Elie Gel-

aki, its representative for France and
Belgium, as its representative in Turkey.

sound

talks
—by F. H. RICHARDSON

Horns and Baffles

• There has been much discussion as to

which is the better for theatre work,

the loud speaker we dub a "horn," or

the cone type known as the direction

baffle. Measurements have been made by
engineers and they conclude that the lat-

ter has a better uniformity of response

and a superior frequency range, while

they say the horn has the greater effi-

ciency of operation. As to input power
capacity and distribution characteristics,

the two are approximately the same.

Greater naturalness is attributed to the

directional baffle. All of which may be

Amplion connector and exciter

"manifold," as it serves to connect two

of the air-column speaker units to one

TALKING NEEDLES
Especially Treated for

TALKING PICTURE
RECORDS
Approved by

ElecbicaJ Research Products Co.

For Use With

Western EJectric Sound System

Wall-Kane Needle Mfg.

Co., Inc.
3922—14th Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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SOUND-ON-FILM
MELLAPHONE

ADVANCED mechanically, simple in con-

struction, facilitating positive adjust-

ments and operation. G.M. Photo Elec.

Cells. All aluminum filmheads, no chains.

Samson head amplifier. Real synchronous
% H.P. motor. Superior optical system.

Lowest price.

TURN TABLES
Mellaphone turn tables are designed pri-

marily to excell in tone; demand has kept

the price within the limitations of economy.
Let your choice be guided wisely by Mella-

phone Equipment.

i
MELLAPHONE
CORPORATION
ROCHESTER, N. Y.y
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COOL
as an evening lake breeze—
happy, refreshed audiences—^big-

ger receipts, if you have an

^^^m^^^m-p^^
Cooling and Ventilating System

Write today for

this book.

ARCTIC NU-AIR
CORP.
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very true but I have observed but one
point of recognizable difference between
the two, and that is that the baffle is not

so directional as the horn, aside from
that possible characteristic, the horn, so

far as my own observation goes, cer-

tainly does give most excellent results.

(Personally, I am of the opinion that

the best type of sound distributor for

theatrical work has not yet been found.)
A

Don't Do It

• There is a mistaken idea among a
portion of projectionists that they

may dispense with projector aperture

changing by using the proportional aper-

ture for silent pictures as well as for

sound-on-film. This is a very wrong pro-

ceedure.
A

Rear Shutter and Dust
• Dust blown upon the film by the rear

shutter, which acts more or less as

a fan, is complained of by several cor-

respondents. I believe they have jumped
to conclusions without giving the matter
proper consideration. The air current is

extremely beneficial in two ways : First,

it is effective in reducing the tempera-
ture of the film. Second, it aids in keep-

ing the entire mechanism cooler. An air

current may draw a certain amount of

dust, but if it carries it to the film, it

will carry it away. Just because the

cooling plate and mechanisms may ac-

cumulate dust does not mean that the

film will do so. The plate and mechan-
isms are stationary, while the film moves
rapidly and no single portion of it is con-

stantly exposed to the action of the air.
A

Daily Inspections
• The projectionist should go over his

equipment every day before projec-

tion begins. He should do this very

carefully. Test each horn individually.

Check up the pickup apparatus. After
careful examination for length and diam-
eter, select enough needles to last

through the day's run. Examine the fila-

ments of each exciting lamp. Test the

centering of the light beam at the sound
gate. And so on, through the entire

equipment, including the batteries,
A

Watch the Batteries
• Watch those batteries closely. Many

a premature battery failure is caused

by carelessness in permitting them to

run too low. Others have got "ambi-
tious" and have tried to "hurry up" the

charging process. That doesn't work
worth Adam either. The instruction

books tell exactly how to charge batter-

ies and one can't do it with any howling

degree of success any other way. Stick

to the instructions religiously and thus

get satisfactory results.
A

Uniform Signals
• The recommended signal practice

(and I think the recommendation
should be followed) is as follows: One
buzz, set the fader up one number or

step. Two buzzes, set the fader down
one number or step. Three buzzes, tele-

phonic conversation is desired. It is well
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W. B, KING
Theatrical Engineer

Consultant

Is your theatre in the red? We
can furnish plans how to put it

on the right side of the ledger.

King Studios
inc.

Designers, Decorators and Furnishers of

Theatres Complete

309 S. Hanvood Dallas, Tex.

South's Largest Concern Specializing in Acous-

tical Correction and Acoustical Materials.

Elec-Tro-Fone
Synchronous

Gear Drive
For Film or Disc

Available

for High

or Low
Model Turn

Tables.

Universal ball

and pin joints

Genuine G. E.

Sync-Motors

Timken Roller
Bearing Speed
Reducer, Hard-

ened Tool Steel

Worm and
Bronze Gear
1800 to 90

R. P. M .

Patented Slow
Pick-up Clutch.

No Stripped
Gears or Tom

Film.

Eliminates Waver
and Flutter.

No rubber

i^ connectors.

Write for full

particulars

Elec-Tro-Fone Corp.

St. Paul,
2490 University Ave.

Mimi.
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lE-ZIElE
(Trade Mark)

SOUND SCREEN
(Patent Pending)

The only practical sound screen on the market today because it has been developed by a luc-
cessful showman.

EASY on your audiences' eyes EASY for your projectionist
EASY on your lights EASY on your check book

Perfect for sound reproduction

Send for particulars

E'ZEE SCREEN COMPANY
2285 Genesee Street, BUFFALO, NEW YORK

Special Terms to Dealers Shipments Made to Foreign Countries

Silver-Marshall
Sound Engineers to ilie .Slirewd Showman

Silver-Marshall Audio Transformers

have been the standard of compari-

son in tone reproduction since 1925.

New Silver-Marshall Auditorium
Speakers are clearing up sound prob-

lems and building patronage in many
a modern theatre. Technical advice

from our laboratories is free; im-

portant economies are resulting from

recent Silver-Marshall discoveries.

Describe fully your house and your

problem: Address the Chief Sound
Engineer, Silver-Marshall, Inc., 6431

West 65th Street, Chicago, III.

You should have a copy of

Building Theatre Patronage for

handy reference

This is not a book to be read over once. It is a treatise

embracing theatre management in all details. It is

needed on every managers desk to be consulted when-

ever inspiration is needed. The wise manager will

consult it many times daily.

Have this inexpensive assistant at your command

—

price $5.10 at

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Order accompanied by certified chec\, money order or draft receives

immediate attention. Will also mail C.O.D., if desired.

that this practice be standardized so that
projectionists and observors may change
from one theatre to another, or from one
city to another without confusion.

Sudden Hissing

• If you had good sound a few weeks
ago, but now, though there is good

volume, there is a lot of hissing, crack-
ling and what not—well, you'd better
get busy looking things over. Maybe
it's current leakage at the batteries.

Maybe it's current leakage through oil

soaked wires upon which dust has
settled. Maybe it's anyone of many
things, but that noise does not belong
and if you know your business and at-

tend to it it will soon be absent.

New Photophone Instructions

• RCA Photophone has kindly for-

warded me copies of new instructions

compiled for projectionists who handle
its equipment. I have examined the
matter ard unhesitatingly pronounce it

most excellent.

Cooperative
Distribution
of Equipment

(Continued from page 24)

sufficient to warrant contracting for his

entire output in many instances. The
risk he had previously run, that of being
unable to dispose of a portion of his

merchandise if his factory output was
held at capacity, was eliminated. Ca-
pacity production, with his output
already arranged for, lowered his produc-
tion costs. He was therefore in a posi-

tion to increase the quality of his

products without necessitating increases

in former prices.

(2) The same financial stability that

gave the manufacturer a sure market
served him also in another important
way : It made it possible for him to turn
a greater share of his attention to the

further perfection of his products and to

the introduction of new improvements.
To the average American exhibitor,

the decided purchasing advantages thus
brought about have become an essential

part of the structure of the motion pic-

ture industry, so that with the creation

of efficiency through the establishment
of completely stocked and expertly

staffed branches, unit for unit inspection

to insure reliability, economy of credit

transactions and day or night emergency
service maintained directly for the ex-

hibitor, the equipment division of the in-

dustry has not lagged in the phenomenal
development of the motion picture.

[So does Mr. Green, who is the president of the
National Theatre Supply Company and who has long
been associated with this cooperative movement in
equipment distribution, picture the present. In his
article in Hetter Theatres of July 5, he peered hack.
ward into the past. In a concluding article in the
August 30th issue, he will gaze forward, and guided
by current signs, tell what he believe.s the future will

bring to the business of supplying equipment to mo-
tion picture theatres.

1
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BETTER PROJECTION
A Department Conducted for the Projectionist and the Exhibitor

By F. H. RICHARDSON

Converters and Lenses: Two Visits

ALONG the route of the tour I am
/\ making this summer in the inter-

JL X. ests of projection, were two cities

so situated on my itinerary that I had
time to visit old friends connected with
projection, and not only because the sea-

son of warm weather bids one to wel-

come the lighter, rather than the tech-

nical, types of articles, but also because

these visits did produce interesting side-

lights on projection, I take the liberty of

reporting them.
One of these cities was Rochester,

N. Y,. where the Bausch & Lomb Optical

is located; the other was Cleveland, the

home-town of the Hertner Electrical

Company.

I like John Hertner because he is an
electrical engineer par excellence. I have
consulted Hertner on many problems on
questions having to do with electrical

matters and never yet have I received

anything but a straight-forward answer.

The Hertner Electric Company began
the manufacture of motor generator sets

for use in motion picture theatres in the

year 1915. It's first equipment was of

the vertical type. Almost from the start

it found favor because it was honestly

made. When a projectionist wrote in

and asked about some trouble he did not

get a lot of hot air. The Hertner Elec-

tric Company would not advise him that

no trouble could possibly occur with rela-

tion to the equipment. Instead he was
told as nearly as possible what the

trouble was and how to remedy it. In

that way that sort of thing was so unique

that it made a big hit.

It is of interest, perhaps (although

already set forth in the past), that the

Hertner people were pioneers in the

development and marketing of the series

arc generator. Under the condition then

existing in most theatres, with the car-

bons being fed by hand, this machine,

with its inherent constant current and
widely varying arc length, was a real

boon, because with multiple operation

with 70 volts on the generator, as was
common practice, it required almost con-

stant attention on the part of the pro-

jectionist to keep the arc in proper trim.

With the appearance of the reflector

low intensity arc there came a call for

the use of currents of from 15 to 20
amperes, while the spotlight and other

appliances consumed from 35 to 60

amperes. This condition made it incon-

venient to use the same generator for

both, since a series unit does not control

so well at an output less than half of its

rating. The result was the reintroduc-

tion of the multiple set. The Hertner
Company was early in the field, with not
only the larger multiple units but also

with small sets, for which no call had
existed hitherto.

In the past few years the demand has
again increased and larger and larger

sets are required. This is occasioned

partly by the use of the high intensity

arc along with the talking pictures, and
partly because of the much greater use

of other current consuming devices. To
take care of this increasing demand the

Hertner Company, two years ago, erected

a new factory of steel, brick and glass

on a five-acre tract about a mile from
the old location. This plant, besides af-

fording two and a half times the floor

space, is fitted with up-to-the-minute

machinery to facilitate the building of

Transverters.

While here the other day I saw, among
other tools used in the production of

laminations, a press which reaches from
a concrete bed in the floor to the roof of

the building. I saw a balancing machine
so delicate that it has been cut away
from the floor and rests on a massive

block of concrete reaching down to the

solid shale earth. I saw how each unit

is given a test under load for a whole

COMMUNICATIONS to

the editor of this depart-
ment should be addressed
(until further notice) as

follows:

F. H. Richardson

Box 100

South Lyme, Conn.

day, then run again on the following day
for a test which is put into the records.

High voltage transformers are used to

give each of the generators and motors
a final check for grounds, and when
through this department, the Trans-
verter should be as near perfect as it is

possible to produce such apparatus.

I might add that the new plant is in a

remarkably well lighted building. It is

heated in winter by a plan which, it

seems to me, might well be adopted,

possibly with some modifications, for

theatres. I am told that it is very much
more effective and also very much more
economical than steam. Hot air is

blown in by a fan through floor openings.

I believe the company would be very will-

ing to supply information as to the

manufacturer of the equipment, which,

so far as I am aware, has never yet been
used in any theatre.

i>l OW the visit to Bausch & Lomb,
where for many years my old friend,

I. L. Nixon, has had charge of the pro-

jection lens department.

I have known for a long time that the

problems of the lens manufacturer have
been multiplied by the advent of this,

that and the other thing, including

sound, and that the meeting of these

problems has been a tremendous task.

It is, however, a task that I must say
has been very well taken care of.

Bausch & Lomb, I believe, is the only

optical company in existence in the

United States to-day which was supply-

ing stereopticon lenses in 1896, when the

motion picture came over the horizon of

human affairs. (I also want, in justice,

to say that while I have had several

scraps with them over projection optics,

they have always been honest.) They
even admitted once, after two years of

battle, that I was right and they were
wrong.

I think it would be of interest to my
readers to hear something of the prob-
lems of the lens manufacturer, so I have
backed Friend Nixon into a corner and
by various threats have succeeded in get-

ting him to discuss them briefly. Gen-
tlemen, I introduce you to the manager
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Inquiries Without Sufficient Information

IT is rather astonishing how many
seek information from this depart-
ment upon projection troubles with-

out giving anything like an adequate
description of the conditions. Here is

an example:

"Dear Mr. Richardson: We have disc

equipment only, Pacent reproducer. On
some film, sound-ov-film type, the film

track is so wide that it allows a dazzling
white light to shine through on the left

side of the screen, out of a frame of the
picture. The only way we have of over-
coming this trouble is to move the
screen to the left, which is not a satis-

factory arrangement. Can you advise
us of some method of eliminating the
sound track?"

Now it is my sincere desire to give
real aid to all who apply. But what can
I doin such cases as this? And I think
inquiries as badly put, or worse, average
at least two dozen a week.
You will observe this inquiry says,

"disc equipment only." Then the corre-
spondent says he is projecting sound-on-
the-film productions, and says it em-
phatically, too. But why? In another
place he says, "out of frame of the pic-
ture," and only the Creator knows what
is meant by that! It seems apparent
that he really is running sound-on-film
productions and is doing so without a
special projector aperture. Why he uses
them, if he has, as he says, disc equip-
ment only, I leave it to you to guess.

I have answered this particular corre-
spondent by mail, as probably 95 out of
every hundred must be answered.

If you want real help, though, you
must examine into the trouble very care-
fully before writing, then describe it

accurately and in full detail.

One thing more: When you seek ad-
vice, please enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. One two-cent stamp
is not much, but hundreds of them run
into real money. Also, not infrequently
I cannot answer correspondents for the
simple reason that their names cannot be
made out at all. I ask only that you
extend the cooperation necessary to per-
mit me to serve you as much according
to your expectations as possible.

of industrial sales, and a man who I

believe is just about as well posted in

the projection man's problems as anyone
in the United States of America—Mr.
I. L. Nixon:
"The problems (Mr. Nixon speaking)

which have confronted our company in

the manufacture of projection lenses

have been very interesting. Some of

them have been very pleasant ones, and
others very perplexing. It is interesting

to think back over the years since we
first started to make lenses for the pro-

jection of motion picture film and to

see the change in ideas that have taken
place since we first commenced to make
lenses. They were then of very simple
construction, to be sold for only a few
dollars a piece. To reflect on them and
see the type of lens that is being made
today, with all the skill and precision

that we have been able to develop during
these years, makes one realize that the

motion picture industry has justification

for being the fourth or fifth largest in-

dustry.

"In the early days the projectionist

whom we had to deal with had little, if

any, knowledge of the principles of the
optical system. Today we are encounter-
ing hundreds of highly trained men who
have a good grasp of the problems, and
who, by their cooperation with us, are
making it easier for us to arrive at a

common basis of understanding that will

lead to the setting up of standards of
performance that mean the elimination
of many of the exaggerations and claims
for various optical set-ups that have
sometimes been encountered in the past.

"In the early days, the idea of the
manufacturer of a projector was to de-
sign it mechanically, then come to us or
to some other lens manufacturer, and
say they wanted an optical system to fit

their mechanical design. They have now
realized that this is the wrong procedure.
We now have the most pleasant working
arrangements with leading projector
manufacturers and distributors, as well
as with many of the large film producing
companies, on their special optical prob-
lems. Such a condition can only lead to

a better understanding all around, and

in a general improvement in the pro-

jected picture on the screen.

"As many of you know, we introduced

the Cinephor lens quite a number of

years ago. At that time it was the high-

est priced lens on the market. It was
introduced with considerable hesitation,

because we were fearful as to whether
or not projection lenses could be sold at

such high prices. But we had been told

that the projectionist was looking for

better quality in lenses, and we are very

happy to say that our volume of sales

over the years since the Cinephor was
first introduced has proven that was
true.

"During all those years our Scientific

Bureau, which is now under the direc-

tion of Mr. W. B. Rayton, has continually

studied the problems of projection, and
while many new calculations and samples
of different types of construction of

lenses were made and tried out, we al-

ways came back to the same conclusion,

which was that the Cinephor lens could

really not be improved upon for the

standard 35-mm. film and for the range
in size of pictures for which it was then

being used. Other types of lenses have
been introduced, some at very much
higher prices. Undoubtedly many of

these have been sold. But we are going
on record as saying that when actual fair

and critical tests have been made, none
of them have been found to excel the

performance of Cinephor lens.

"Our Scientific Bureau did its share

in the perfection of the performance of

the reflecting arc lamps, which has en-

joyed such wide popularity, by cooper-

ating with the various manufacturers of

these lamps in working out their prob-

lems as to the best type of reflector to be

used. A very large percentage of all the

reflectors used on the reflecting arc

lamps today have been developed and are

manufactured by the Bausch & Lomb
Optical Company.

"Recently, developments in the in-

dustry such as the much talked of wide
film, the use of two sizes of aperture

openings on the 35-mm. film, and others,

have introduced most perplexing prob-

lems to the optician in the way of

designing of lenses and illuminating
systems. It is a veiy easy thing for the

producer of motion picture films to say,

'We are going to adopt wide film,' but
it is not so easy for the optician to turn
out lenses that will project just as satis-

factory a picture from the wide film as
from the regulation film using, of course,

the same focal length of lens. We are
happy to say, however, that we are ready
to meet this problem, so far as projec-
tion lenses are concerned, whenever the
real demand comes for them, although
these have not been put on an extensive
production basis as yet. These lenses

are the ones which have been used by
both Fox and Paramount in their show-
ings of wide film in New York City.

"The shorter focal lengths of this new
series of lenses, which will be known as
the Super-Cinephor, will be greatly ap-

preciated by those projectionists who are
projecting large-sized pictures with the
present standard film where the mag-
nification is increased to such an extent
that much of the detail is lost and the
lack of flatness of field is emphasized.
This series of lenses will be made down
to 21/2-inch focus, with the shorter focal

lengths, of course, being intended to be
restricted to the 35-mm. film.

W IDE film presents still another
problem, that of uniform illumination.

Our Scientific Bureau has spent a great

deal of time working on this problem in

cooperation with manufacturers of car-

bons and arc lamps. Definite conclu-

sions have not as yet been reached on
this. Suffice it to say that we will have
the illuminating system available for

wide film when it becomes generally in

use in the theatres. Obviously, such
optical systems as these will be consid-

erably more expensive than those which
have been considered in the past but we
feel certain that we are justified in our
belief that the motion picture industry
in the future, in all of its phases, is go-
ing to run on a scientific engineering
basis and that quality of production will

be the main objective and initial cost of
installation of secondary consideration.
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"Another problem which has received

much consideration by our company is

the use of two sizes of aperture open-

ings on the present standard film. The
desire in most cases is to project the

same size of picture on the screen from
the two different apertures. We have
felt that projectionists will be satisfied

with nothing less than the best optical

performance, consequently we have rec-

ommended the use of two different focal

lengths of lenses, rather than a supple-

mentary lens or an adjustable focus lens.

Our long experience in optical manufac-
ture places us in a position to know that

some sacrifice in quality of image must
be made in the case of lenses of variable

focus, because there is only one separa-

tion point between lens combinations at

which the best results can be secured.

Any other setting means a sacrifice of

quality. Our thought has been that the

theatres would be justified in the pur-

chase of two pairs of projection lenses

of different focal lengths until such time

as standardization of aperture opening

might come about.

"There are, of course, other problems
which we are studying but no statement

can be made about them at the present

time."

DIAGONAL SPLICES
THOMAS SHARON of Galesburg, 111.,

writes that he recently saw a copy
of a paper issued by the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Engineers in which a film

splice was shown made diagonally across

the film. It seemed to be of the usual

width of the straight splice. He wants
to know if such a splice holds well.

I do not recommend such a splice, be-

cause I do not think it represents good
practice. In fact, I believe it is an error

to publish such freak things in a pub-
lication purporting to be authoritative.

Seen in such a publication, it might cause

experimenting on the supposition that it

is approved by the Society, whereas I

don't think the S M P E has ever ap-

proved of diagonal splices.

So far as I am aware, no one up to this

time has conducted any real tests of the

efficiency of such splices. It does not

seem to me to stand to reason that a
splice which must bend in a fairly small

circle, or an arc of the circumference of

such a circle, would not tend to loosen

rapidly, unless it happened to be a very
firmly fixed job of cementing. The act

of bending must, in the very nature of

things, stretch the splice to some extent,

and such stretching will of necessity tend
to pull the splice apart or loosen it up.

"But," do I hear you say, "the

straight-across splice must make the

same bend."

Certainly, but because of the fact that

the total bend is through a far shorter

arc, the "stretching" is not nearly so

much, or so it seems to me.
Diagonal splices are not nearly so easy

to make as the straight ones, to start in

with, and certainly if there is any ad-

vantage In strength after use, it should

Merely "Good Enough'^ Is Not
Good Enough for Hub Products

The Hub Electric Company has always been in the forefront to

advance the cause of quality. We have never believed that it

was sufficient to make our products "good enough." We have
always endeavored to make them better; to put in that extra

measure of value; to maintain our standards always, and to raise

them whenever possible. This policy has been a tremendous
factor in making us leaders in our line.

The above paragraph is quoted from the foreword of the latest

edition of the catalogue of Hub products and installations, and
handbook of advanced motion picture theatre lighting. It tells

in a few well chosen words the policies which have been instru-

mental in placing this organiziation in the forefront of the elec
trical lighting industry.

By the way, have you received a copy of this wonderful
file-catalogue? It will be a pleasure to send you one for the
asking.
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THE ILEX
F:23

Dual Focus

Projection Lens—

Fills the complete screen when
running either sound-on-film or

standard film with sound-on-disc

by enlarging the sound on film

picture to that of the standard

film size picture.

No. 2—Set In position

for silent fllm.

PATENTS PENDING

No changing Lenses. A shift of

the lever brings picture into

sharp focus in either position.

Lens centering device furnished

with each lens to center picture

on screen when making change-

over from sound-on-disc to

sound-on-film.

Maximum Sharpness and Bril-

liancy assured.

Literature at your dealers
or sent on request.

ILEX OPTICAL
COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

Established 1910

lie with the straight splice. Personally,
I think it is, as I have said, an error to

print such things unless there is a state-

ment that it does not hear the approval
of the Society. Moreover, I am of the
opinion that no such approval ought to

be given until such time as the thing has
been tried out in practice by several

practical projectionists.

I say, by "practical projectionists," for

the reason that a laboratory test of such
a thing is not worth much. In a labora-

tory a perfect splice will always be made
by men who not only have plenty of time

to do the job right but who know how
to do it right and who have all the equip-

ment and facilities for doing it right.

All that is quite different from the pro-

jection room of a theatre, where splices

must often be made speedily and some-
times super-speedily, by men harassed
by thoughts of other things of immediate
importance. These men may have ce-

ment which has seen its best days. They
may be supplied only with a God-made
splicer (fingers and thumbs) and so on.

It is that sort of splice which tells the

tale, not the perfect laboratory one.

COUNCrL ON PERISCOPIC PROJECTION
THE periscopic projection room being

installed in one of the new build-

ings in Pennsylvania, which was
commented upon in this department re-

cently, has been brought to the atten-

tion of the Projection Advisory Coun-
cil, which body has written Governor
Fisher of Pennsylvania, setting forth

certain objections.

In this the Council has acted wisely.

It seems to me that projection was
abused quite sufficiently when the pro-

jection room was jammed right up
against the ceiling in order to get it

where it would occupy space of the least

possible value. That almost universally

practiced piece of foolishness did harm
a-plenty. But now come architects with
a proposition to go that one better and
stick the projection room above the ceil-

ing with the projectionist entirely out
of sight of the screen, save for a peri-

scopic peephole of some sort.

And for what is all this? Why, just

so that the auditorium decoration may
be in no wise interfered with. They
even propose to arrange the periscopes

so that they may be pulled up out of

sight when not actually in use and thus
have projection matters shoved com-

pletely and entirely off the map.
Now I am not especially interested in

the building in question, for the rea-

son that it is not proposed to use it for

regular shows. Only an occasional film

will be run, hence no great harm will

be done. But it is not at all impossible

that if the thing can be worked out into

even a fairly good screen result, archi-

tects will talk exhibitors into the fool-

ish stunt and then we will be faced with
very real trouble.

In commenting on the plan at first I

was mild. Actually, those who started

that stunt in Pennsylvania are jeopar-

dizing good projection. Periscopic pro-

jection certainly will make for decrease

in the sharpness of the image, for since

no projectionist on the face of the earth

can judge definition accurately when
viewing his picture, maybe a hundred
or more feet away, through a periscope.

And decrease in definition means added
eye strain. Such a plan will also breed

other faults. I respectfully suggest to

those who sponsored the idea, that they

also keep the people out of the hall, lest

their presence detract from its

"beauty." Some theatregoers are not so

darned good looking, you know!

SOUND AND WIDE FILM
CHARLES T. ANDERSON of St.

Louis, writes, "I have five theatres

located in small cities within a radius

of 50 miles of St. Louis. I have built

up this holding through several years of

close attention to business, coupled with
plenty of hard work. I have every one

of them on a paying basis, and though
the profit from each is small, the total

makes me feel very comfortable.

"And now, Mr. Richardson, I want to

say that your departments and your

books have been my chief source of re-

liable information and my rock of sal-

vation in many a time of trouble. As to

your sound book, it is the only one of

the lot having real value, and I bought
them all.

"One thing puzzles me, so I come to

you for explanation. Several have told

me that sound will be better with the

much talked of wide film, than with the

present film. Why is this so, or isn't it

so at all? Another thing, are we ever

going to get through being compelled to

ditch perfectly good equipment and in-

stall new expensive stuff merely because

something new comes along."

Answering the last question first, I

hope not. This "ditching" process repre-

sents advancement and advancement is

always good. Right now I'll bet ten

perfectly excellent dollars to a no-good

tomato that exhibitors couldn't be

coaxed to go back to silent pictures, even

if they could have the money back they

paid for sound equipment and even

though the public would stand for it.

As to the sound being better with
wide film, it surely will be, for the rea-

son (simply stated) that the sound
track is wider, hence it will not be

necessary to crowd so much into so

small a space. With variable density

(Movietone type) the lines will be both

longer and wider and naturally the
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longer, wider line can carry more sound
in better shape than can the shorter,

narrower one. With the variable area

the same argument applies.

I think we may safely assert that

there will be improevement in both vol-

ume and tone and that betterment will

be due to enlargement of the space in

which the record is contained.

FRAMING LIGHT
WP. NELSON, chief projectionist

• of the Rialto & State theatres,

Salt Lake City, writes interestingly as

follows

:

"I have never yet seen any comment
made by projectionists upon the articles

and discussions in your department. By
this I mean that no one has writen com-
menting on the various things printed.

I have been following the department
with both pleasure and profit for ever so

long—in fact, since before you made
your trip out West [1917] and was good
enough to visit the boys in Ogden, with
which local I was then affiliated. I still

have the photographs of the midnight
dinner at which you gave your address.

That was a dozen years or more back,

and the small glasses in the picture now
before me were not filled with water.

"I am enclosing photographs I made
of a framing light-shutter lifter. Fig.

1 shows it when not in use. Fig. 2 shows
it in use. Only one motion is necessary

to bring the device into operation

—

swinging the lamp down into position

opposite the aperture. This automatic-
ally switches on the light and at the

same time lifts the fire shutter, thus
providing ideal conditions for framing
the film when threading.

"Since the advent of sound, the opera-

tion of framing the film correctly when
threading has become highly important.

It was because of this fact that I got

busy and invented the device. I have
had it patented and intend to have them
manufactured here in Salt Lake City."

This framing light-shutter lifter looks

like one darned good stunt to me. In

fact, if it is as good and practical as

the photograph makes it seem to be, I

am for it.

OUTRAGING FILM
FROM a certain section of the Far

West comes a letter, in which this

occurs

:

"I am very glad to read that you are

to visit our section of the country this

summer. Would like to have you out to

our wigwam to dinner if it can be

arranged.

"There is one thing I am convinced

you should take up in your lecture;

namely, the way "ham" machine opera-

tors, in this section at least, butcher up
the ends of film reels with changeover
cue marks. You will remember that sev-

eral years ago this particular evil was
being gradually eliminated, or at least

was being largely reduced. The ex-

changes then were placing between the

THE SHOW MUST
GO ON!

There must be no interruption in the

Performance.

It's the first law of the stage and appHes

from the Manager down to the mechan-
ics of operation, alike.

Are you safeguarded against a "Dark
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Have you a "reserve guard" against pos-

sible current interruption?

Can you throw in another switch and
instantly shunt around the trouble?
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means sure protection.
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Transverter.

Canadian
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ELECTRIC HEATER
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Stairways

KAUSALITE
MFG. CO.

8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.

FLUSH WALL
AISLE LIGHT

STANDARD CHAIR TYPE
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You'd Expect it of

Tight-Rope Walkers

They'd be happy on old'fashioned lad'

ders. You wouldn't expect them to

work.

But your workmen don't use ladders

for performing. They need a founda-

tion, not a perch. They must be safe

to work well. They must be safe to

work at all.

The Dayton Safety Ladder makes lad-
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Company
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end of the film and the trailer, "End
of Part One," on a long strip of white,
opaque film. The projectionist would
leave the upper magazine door open and
when that showed up he started the
other projector.

"But with the talkers that was not
practical and it appears from the condi-

tion of the ends of reels I now receive,

a large percentage of the projectionists

are too lazy or sloven to look at the film

on the rewind to get their own cues be-

fore projecting it. Instead of that they
put on gummed stickers, opague splices

from two to three sprocket holes wide,
eight or ten scratch marks near the end
of the reel, or aflix several "X's" with
a china marking pencil.

"Once in a great while I am unable to

locate any action which will serve as a
cue. In that case I put on a splice, but
only one sprocket hole in width, and I

use transparent film. It does not show
appreciably on the screen and can be
heard as it passes through. I attach a

drawing illustrative of several types of

the "cues" described.

The one at the left consists of three

pieces of slide-binding tape pasted

aA
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diagonally across three sets, of two
frames each. In the center, A is an
opague patch two holes wide. B is a

gummed sticker. C indicates china pen-

cil marks. At the right the scratch

mark "cue" so often found is shown.
I have also found punch marks in

Vitaphone film.

"You may imagine how the end of

nearly every reel I receive looks. The
exchanges promise help but does just

exactly and precisely nothing at all. You

August 2, 1930

can imagine how aggravating it is to re-

ceive such stuff and have to show it

with mutilations made before I get them.

It makes me appear a sloven projec-

tionist. I think this a subject you might
well touch upon in your talk. It would
do a lot of good.

"Another thing I object to is the

habit of some producers of carrying the

sound (talk) right down to the very last

frame of film. You can imagine the

difficulty of making a smooth change-

over. The Mack Sennett folks are of-

fenders against projection in this re-

spect. Also, Fox often carries the talk

of disc prints beyond the end of the

film.

"Personally, I don't quite see why a

couple of feet of silent could not be at

the end of each reel. The action could

be inconsequential and it would give us

fellows a chance to make a smooth
changeover. God knows we have trouble

in plenty with sound, anyhow.
"The nicest stuff to handle comes

from M G M. Wish all producers would
follow their plan, which is to close and
open each reel with inconsequential ac-

tion. For example, a last scene in Wil-

liam Haines' "Navy Blues" he leaves the

room and there were four or five feet of

the empty room following, on which one

could changeover at any point, smoothly.

"In closing, may I compliment you on
Volume three of the Bluebook—the vol-

ume on sound. It is very good. In fact

it is so excellent that someone stole my
copy."

I have kept the name and location of

my correspondent sub rosa for the rea-

son that if I published what he said

about film butchery by some of the men
around him, there might be war. I thor-

oughly agree with him. Such practices

represent just plain laziness, slovenli-

ness and incompetency. The men who
do them have no valid right to dub
themselves projectionists.

The exchanges, as I have many times

pointed out, could stop this species of

outrage immediately if they really

wanted to. It is very simple. On a set

date eliminate all punch marks from
film as it comes in. Have the inspector

thereafter carefully examine every reel

end, charging the theatre last using

films to which such marks have been

affixed for the damage done. And that

would end such malpractices.

I

SOUND-OLD LENSES-A. C.

EVERY little while I get an inquiry

as to whether it is possible to have
satisfactory sound when using A. C. at

the arc. It is surprising that exhibitors

still cling to the old, out-of-date practice

of using A. C. at the arc. It is expensive,

both in current consumption and at the

box (Office. However, by carefully shield-

ing the circuits and apparatus, it is quite

possible to have satisfactory sound with

A. C. at the arc. Western Electric, for

example, has many such installations that

are operating very well.

I also have a request every once in

awhile for information as to lining up
old, out-of-date lenses. I have ceased to

try to do this. My answer to such re-

quests is to install up-to-date lenses. It

is an exceedingly poor policy, no matter
from what point of view we examine it,

to try to carry on with such old junk.

The man who is proud (as some actually

seem to be) that he has "used his projec-

tors 12 years," or "has used the same
lenses ever since he went into business

15 years ago," merely is proud of the
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fact that he is years behind the times.

He likes to kick his box office in the shins

and then bewail the fact that it doesn't

take in enough money.
There still are some theatres in this

great land that would benefit if some
junkman were to break in some night

and steal every darned thing in the pro-

jection room. Sounds a bit fantastic,

perhaps, but it is literally true just the

same.

WANTED: GLASS

I
HAVE entered so very many projec-

tion rooms and found the door of

the upper magazine standing wide open
while the projector was in operation

that it has set me thinking. The pro-

jectionist does this, of course, in order

that he may at all times observe the

process of projection, may know exactly

how much film remains to be "shot."

We all know this to be wrong. We all

know it to be bad practice and a viola-

tion of both rules and law. We know
that, all right. But it nevertheless is

being done and the only way it will ever

be stopped is to make it unnecessary to

open the door to see the film. I suggest
this:

There now is non-shatterable glass

and wired glass. I believe it entirely

possible that non-shatterable wired
glass may be had. At least it certainly

could be easily made if any one wanted
a quantity of it. Such a glass would be
exactly as safe as the sheet metal from
which the upper magazine doors are

now made. That must be admitted, even
by the strictest fire marshal.

Then why not make a suitable metal
frame to hold such glass and have a
glass door by means of which the pro-

jectionist may have a full view of the

upper reel at all times?
The added cost would be very trifling,

compared with the total cost of a pro-

jector, and certainly such a door, prop-
erly made, would be infinitely better

from the viewpoint of the projectionist

(especially if the interior of the upper
magazine be suitably illuminated).

SEVERAL MATTERS
FROM Edmund M. Burke, projection-

ist of Fort Plain, N. Y., comes this

letter

:

"Dear Brother Richardson: I have
served as projectionist in the local thea-

tre for more than seven years. During
that time I have worked seven days per
week and have missed only ten days
work, due to illness. That is a record
I'm a bit proud of.

"When sound came, the management
installed a cheap sound outfit and after

seven months of struggling with the * * *

thing it was heaved out. It was a busi-

ness killer instead of getter.

We then put in R C A Photophone, and
it is a go-getting success, all of which
is illustrative of the fact that we can't

get something for nothing in this sinful

old world!

Oes-"

Packed Houses
ID EFLECT good judgment by master showmen who
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I see the governor of New York has

just signed a bill giving motion picture

projectionists one day per week off,

which surely is a step in the notorious

right general direction. More power to

him!
"I want to register myself as in favor

of making all Movietone prints strictly

Movietone, and all Vitaphone, or disc

prints, strictly Vitaphone. This thing

of combination prints of sound-on-film

and disc recordings on the same reel is

not so good! Such combinations never
work well. They are unjust to projec-

tionists.

"As to titles, I still am in favor of

calling all men who project motion pic-

tures and sound motion picture, Sound

Projectionists, as you long ago sug-
gested. My manager still uses the old

title."

Well, your manager is in error in that.

His cash drawer gets more cash if pro-

jection is high class and sound repro-

duction and projection is competently
handled. He therefore should, for his

own sake, accept anything tending to en-

courage the man in charge of his projec-

tion. To insist that that man still is

nothing but a "machine operator" is cer-

tainly anything but encouraging. By
many men it now is accepted as a direct

insult.

Sound must be very nearly perfectly

reproduced and projected in order to be

effective from the box office standpoint.

To get such sound you must have high
grade equipment and that equipment
must be expertly handled and properly

serviced.

The seven-day week went out of fash-

ion some years ago, thanks be ! It is no
longer done, except by the very few. All

work and no play makes the motion pic-

ture-sound projectionist a dull worker.
It ought to be prohibited by law and that

law ought to be enforced right up to

the handle, save only in cases of genuine
emergency.
As to placing sound-on-film and disc

film on the same reel—well, if they
handed me that sort of a combination,

I would hand it back to 'em—unpro-

jected. It is an outrage.

E OFFERS A WAY TO END THE WOBBLES

HAROLD W. BEAN, projectionist at

the Palace theatre, Penacook, N. H.,

sends the following

:

"That article, 'Wobbles,' in the March
1st issue, interested me a lot. I had
trouble of this sort with a disc outfit.

Thought it might be the same class of

wobble. The cause was the gear trans-

mitting vibration to the pickup arm. I

eliminated the trouble by placing two
pieces of sponge rubber on top and in

under the pickup arm standard, clamping
a large brass washer to hold the arm so

it would have no metallic connection with
the pickup arm.

"I have been studying sound ever since

I have been reading the Herald-World.
It is very interesting to me, who has been
in the radio 'game' ever since DeForest
made his first Audion, the RJ4. This
may have no value. If so, just drop it

carefully and completely in the waste
paper basket and that will be that."

Friend -Bean's wobble is not of the sort

suggested in the March 1st issue. It is

one caused by vibration communicated to

the pickup by the gearing. His sugges-
tion would, I believe, work out all right
in such a case. However, I believe the
rubber would have to have a very sub-
stantial thickness. Thin rubber would
not do. Also, as he suggests, it must be
sponge rubber. Such a medium ought to

last a good while and be able to absorb
the very fine vibration set up by the
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Bean's way to remedy the "wobbles"

gearing, unless the gearing be pretty

rough and bad.

I myself have had a piece of sponge
rubber a half-inch thick under the horn
of my Western Electric loud speaker for

about two years. It still is sufficiently

resilient to allow me to shove my finger

down into it fully half way.

I commend Bean's suggestion to those

who for any reason may be unable to

build and install a spring vibration ab-

sorber such as I published in this depart-

ment, unless I am mistaken, not long ago.

However, be warned, those who try this

out, to get thick sponge rubber. Also,

do not clamp it down any tighter than
is necessary.

In order that all this might be per-

fectly clear, I requested Friend Bean to

forward a sketch, which he did. You
will see that he has cleared up the points

I have named—^thickness of rubber and
clamping of screws. Looks as though it

would work very well.

A SYSTEM FOR SELECTING ANY ADAPTER ASSEMBLY

THE International Projector Corpora-
tion has evolved a scheme, now al-

most ready for release, which looks

mighty good to your Uncle Dudley. The
plan has been evolved and worked out
by our old friend, Herbert Griffin, gen-
eral sales manager. It consists of a
series of very finely made informative
drawings, plus certain compilations of
figures, by means of which the projec-
tionist may almost instantly select for
his Simplex projector, any adapter as-

sembly necessary to accommodate any

focal length lens of any make now on

the market, to the new Simplex lens

mount.
The advantage of this is that the pro-

jectionist who desires to project, for ex-

ample, Magnascope, 35-mm. and Movie-

tone (or any other film carrying sound
impression), may secure the three re-

quired lenses, and by means of the tabu-

lation and drawings, select the adapter

mountings necessary to fit them to the

new Simplex, and when this is done, any
one of these lenses may be instantly

pulled out merely by loosening two
knurled thumbscrews and another lens

substituted.

The big point in this, however, is yet

to come. This arrangement is so planned
that when the other lens is shoved in, it

will be in perfect focus. It is, therefore,

entirely possible to change lenses in a

matter of one or two seconds, with every

assurance that the lens that is substi-
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tuted will project a picture in perfect

focus.

Another important point in this mat-

ter is that this assembly is so arranged

that when a lens is put in, it will always

be in exactly the same rotational posi-

tion; i.e., if you make, for example, a

chalk mark on the bottom of one of

these lenses, you may change that lens

100 times and still the chalk mark will

always be in exactly its marked position.

The projectionist will understand the im-

portance of this, because of the fact that

often the rotation of the lens will change
the position of the picture on the screen,

sometimes by several inches.

AS TO COLOR
SAMUEL LeBARDI of San Francisco,

asks "What, in your opinion, is the

immediate prospect for the increased

use of color in motion picture films. I

would appreciate your opinion. I have
been approached to invest considerable

money in a color process. I was for

four years a projectionist, then a thea-

tre manager for eight more years. I

have always followed your writings very
closely and have noticed that you are

one whose prophecies are usually pretty

closely fulfilled. I therefore ask you to

favor me with your advice in this mat-
ter. I enclose a little present as pay-

ment for it and the many helps you have
given me in years past."

I have returned the "present," which
was rather surprisingly liberal. Friend
LeBardi surely must have prospered
since leaving the projection room. I

thank him most cordially for his in-

tended kindness. I am using his inquiry

in this department because it is of wide
interest, sending him a carbon by mail,

of course.

There is every prospect that the use

of color will be increased in the very
near future. The chief stumbling blocks

are slowly being removed. One was
the rather excessive production costs.

Another was found in what can only be

described as technical difficulties.

These latter are slowly being over-

come, and the production costs, I have
been informed, are coming down. The
chief producers of colored pictures have
been Technicolor, Multicolor, Eastman-
Sonochrome, Harris and Photocolor. All

these producers report the slow solution

of technical troubles and a reduction in

production costs.

It would, of course, be impossible to

phophesy from all this just how fast

color will come, or whether or not the

public will approve of the complete

shelving of the black and white. How-
ever, I myself believe the time will come
when at least far more than half the

productions will be in color. I also be-

lieve, though, that this will not be any
very sudden change, and that it will

only come when we have what amounts
to a very real simulation of reality in

color through all the shades nature pro-

vides us in her own "pictures."
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PLANNING THE THEATRE
A Department of Architectural Assistance Conducted

By PETER M. HLLSKEN, A. I. A.-

Choosing the Site

An Editorial

SELECTION of a sits is obviously an
extremely important step in the proc-

ess of establishing a new motion picture

theatre. While the great circuit organiza-

tions have specialists who are constantly

applying their expert knowledge to this

phase of the matter, the smaller chains

and the independent operator, inquiries

received indicate, is not always possessed

of the background necessary to give him
a true picture of the requirements of a

site, and it is to this class of exhibitor

that we address ourselves in this brief

discussion of theatre locations.

We shall, therefore, confine ourselves

to the consideration of sites for theatres

of between 1,200 and 1,500 seats in towns
(or communities) up to 40,000 in popu-

lation. This department feels sure if

these timely hints are taken seriously

into consideration by the prospective

builder, it would be greatly to his own
benefit, as the economical cost of con-

struction of the proposed building de-

pends a great deal on the proper selection

of the site.

The paramount issue of a site should

be its location. It should be as close to

the 100% corner of the district as pos-

sible, as the location of the theatre is

responsible for most of the results at the

box office. Generally, most of the excava-

tion is under the stage. Furthermore, it

is very essential that the site have at

least one alley on one side and one in the

rear.

More mistakes have been made in the

selection of too narrow a lot. It is not

advisable to select a lot less than 70 feet

in width, for if there is only one alley on
one side and in the rear, it would be

necessary, according to the majority of

building codes, to provide a court from
eight feet to ten feet in width on the
other side for exit purposes. It is more
economical to construct a wider house, as

that reduces the construction cost per cu-

bic foot. The most economical width of a

theatre is between 85 feet and 90 feet,

since there is absolutely no waste space,

the majority of building codes allowing
thirteen 20-inch seats to a row. This
width would then allow three banks of

seats, with two center and two wall aisles.

It is very important, if one wants to

keep the cost of construction down to the

minimum, that every square or cubic foot

is used, as waste space costs as much as

NOTE:
• IN THIS DEPARTMENT "Better

Theatres" will be glad to answer
questions pertaining to the preliminary
considerations involved in the plan-

ning of a new theatre or in the remod-
eling of an existing one. Only requests

for ideas will be answered, since this

department cannot assume the prac-

tical functions of an architect. ..All

communications intended for this de-

partment should be addressed to "Bet-

ter Theatres," 407 S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago. They will be answered in the
department. None will be answered
by mail. Although only initials will be
used in signing the questions pub-
lished, it is a requirement that all

letters bear the signature and address
of their writers. The replies will be

prepared personally by Mr. Hulsken,
who is a practicing architect and a
member of the American Institute of

Architects.

useful space. If there is any way pos-

sible, try to eliminate outside fire escapes

from the balcony to the alley or to the

court, not only because they are un-

sightly but because they are not condu-
cive to the safety of the patrons. In the

majority of cases it is just as easy to

build the fire escapes inside of the

building.

The depth of the lot should range from
175 feet to 200 feet. These depths would
allow for stores on each side of the the-

atre lobby, and for offices above, which
would return a very substantial revenue
and would reduce the amount of theatre

rental to the minimum, and would give a

large circulating space in lobby and
foyer.

We believe that the space provided in

the lobby and the foyer for the circula-

tion of patrons, is just as valuable as

space occupied by seats, since after

patrons have entered the theatre, they

should find an interesting, pleasant place

in which to wait for seats, so that wait-

ing will not seem so long.

A Review
THEATRES AND MOTION PICTURE
HOUSES (Chapter IX) in The Practical

Requirements of Modern Buildings, by
Eugene Clute; The Pencil Points Press,

Inc.: New York ($6.00).

IN the preface to this volume, which
considers many classes of buildings

other than the motion picture theatre,

Mr. Clute, who is well known in architec-

tural circles as an editor and writer.

recognizes a difficulty encountered by de-

signers of limited experience in getting

the sort of information they really re-

quire from other designers who either

have specialized in a certain type of

structure, or have somehow obtained ex-

perience of extraordinary proportions.

It is to give such information that the

author has prepared the present work.

It is well to remember this purpose in

considering the only chapter in which
we are here interested, that on the thea-

tre, and particularly those sections of the

chapter which involve the motion picture

theatre. For at least in this chapter,

Mr. Clute has kept strictly to his avowed
purpose, and the value of the chapter to

architects and others is dependent on the

extent to which they have need of in-

formation which will give them a general

picture of the character and require-

ments of the motion picture theatre

building.

So often has it authoritatively been

said that the motion picture theatre is

one of the most highly specialized types

of buildings, that one need not point out

the necessity of such a picture as Mr.
Clute gives to architects approaching the

task of designing a modern film theatre.

Besides the obvious factors represented

in codes and crowds, less patent consid-

erations lie in the unusual mechanics of

the entertainment itself, and all influence

the procedure of the architect immensely.

This special character of the theatre Mr.

Clute examines rather closely, and
though he keeps to essentials, no reader

(not even the layman, perhaps) need end

the chapter without a pretty clear idea

of the vast differences between the thea-

tre building and other structures.

Regarding such typical departments of

the building as the balcony, the seating

and the stage, a valuable amount of fun-

damental specifications is also given,

forming information that should prove

of direct benefit to the architect having

little or no experience in such matters.

Concerning the seating, however, the

author might not have departed unrea-

sonably from his purpose if he had given

some information on more advanced
methods in addition to describing the

older method of drawing in sight-lines

and clinging to prescribed dimensions

based on these. Leaving out some in-

dication of the parabolic device and its

related methods, with only the comment
that "there are more scientific mathe-

(Continued on page 60)
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New Decisions on

Contracts and

Leases
{Continued from page 27)

city charter authorized the council to

provide for the lease of any land or

buildings owned by the city.

Another clause in the charter author-

ized the city council to provide for the

sale of such portions of the real property

belonging to the city not needed or not

likely to be needed within a reasonable

future time.

It was contended that the lease was
void because the commission was re-

quired by the charter to sell any property
"not needed or not likely to be needed
within a reasonable future time." Also,

certain taxpayers argued that the lease

was void because the charter of the Fox-
West Coast Theatres expires in 1970 and
that it cannot contract beyond the stated

period of its own existence. Notwith-
standing these contentions, the higher
court held the lease valid, saying:

"Under the laws of its creation the city

may have its existence extended for an-

other period, not exceeding 50 years,

upon application before its present char-

ter expires, which it would no doubt do
if at that time it was a live and going
concern and had not in the meantime sold

or assigned its lease, as it may do under
the terms of the lease."

Unaware of Lease

Two important precautions are di-

rected to the attention of the owners of

theatres by the outcome of the recently

decided case of Graeper v. United States

(38 F. [2d] 354). These two points are:

Don't through carelessness permit some-
one to lease the theatre building over

your head, and be careful to investigate

the various phases of taxation before in-

corporating a theatre business.

The testimony in the above case dis-

closes that for five or six years a man
named Graeper was the owner and oper-

ator of a moving picture theatre and was
occupying the premises under a lease

from month to month at a rental of $165
a month.
A man named von Herberg, without

the knowledge of Graeper, obtained a

lease of these premises for the term of

five years at the same rental for the first

two years as the latter had theretofore

been paying, and two hundred dollars a
month for the remaining portion of the

term. Graeper thus found himself in pos-

session of a building equipped, furnished
and perpared for the moving theatre

business, without any lease or right to

occupy the premises. He thereafter, in

connection with von Herberg and asso-

ciates, organized a corporation with a

capital stock of $20,000, divided into 200

shares. Graeper received 74 shares for

his equipment.
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An entry was made in the books of the
corporation, to the effect that the value
of the lease was $11,700. Later Graeper
purchased von Herberg's stock and when
filing income tax returns over a period
of three years he deducted $2,340 a year
as amortization of the lease. These de-
ductions were disallowed by the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue and an
additional tax of $1,300 was assessed
aganist Graeper as transferee of the
stock and property of the corporation.

Graeper sued to recover these pay-
ments of taxes. However, the court hel-i

that the government rightfully assessed
the taxes, saying:

"Now the only question in the case i.s

the value, if any, of the lease at the time
it was assigned and transferred to the
corporation over and above the right to

occupy the premises and pay the stipu-

lated rent. The plaintiff (Graeper)
claims the lease was worth $11,700 at

that time, or at least worth what he sub-
sequently paid von Herberg for his stock

in the concern. . . . Von Herberg and his

associates had, without knowledge of the

plaintiff, and perhaps surreptitiously,

obtained a lease of the premises occupied

by the plaintiff. The plaintiff was there-

fore at their mercy. He was compelled
either to accede to their demand or go
out of business. . . . Von Herberg and
associates 'had bludgeoned him,' or as

otherwise stated, 'had substantially

stolen the property from him,' but this

affords no reason why he should pass his

loss on to the Government."

Refused City License

It is well settled that municipal officials

cannot legally waive or ignore the pro-

visions of the city ordinances. There-
fore, it is advisable for theatre • owners
and managers to conform with the ordi-

nances, otherwise serious consequences

may result. So held the higher court in

New Strand Theatre Company v. Com-
mon Council of City of Racine (230 N.

W. 60).

The facts of this case are that a thea-

tre corporation applied for a municipal

license to conduct its business. The city

ordinance provides that applications for

licenses shall be signed by the president

and secretary of the corporation. How-
ever, for many years the city officials had
waived this requirement and had issued

licenses without strict adherence to the

ordinance.

When the theatre corporation applied

for its license the application was not

signed by its president and secretary as

required by ordinance. The city officials

refused to issue the license and the thea-

tre corporation instituted legal proceed-

ings to compel the officials to issue the

license. It is interesting to observe that

the court held the refusal of the officials

to issue the license justifiable, saying:

"It is contended that the provision was
waived by the city by course of conduct.

... It had been the practice for years

to issue such licenses without compli-

ance with that provision of the ordi-

nance. However, there is a serious ques-
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tion whether municipal officers may
waive the provisions of a valid police

regulation. The better rule is that the

provisions of the ordinance are condi-

tions precedent. . . . There seems to have
been a good purpose in having the appli-

cation signed by the responsible officers

of the corporation. It is provided in the
ordinance that the application for, and
the acceptance of, a license constitutes

an agreement on the part of the licensee

to conform to all the requirements of the
ordinance. The proper execution of the

application was therefore a condition
precedent to its consideration."

Damages for Injury

The general rule is that an owner of
a theatre owes a duty to patrons to ex-

ercise ordinary care to keep the premises
in a reasonably safe condition and to

give warning of hidden peril.

The owner is not an insurer of the
safety of the patrons while on the
premises, and in controversies where
doubt exists the details of the testimony
may be submitted to a jury. Usually,

the higher court will not reverse the

jury's decision, unless the evidence
clearly indicates error on the part of the
jury in arriving at the verdict.

For example, in Bowden v. S. H. Kress
& Company (152 S. E. 625), a patron
sued to recover damages for an injury
sustained when she slipped and fell on
the floor. The jury held the proprietor
liable and the higher court upheld this

decision, saying:

"Viewing the evidence of plaintiff (pa-

tron) with that liberality which the law
demands in cases of nonsuit, it is ap-
parent that there was an accumulation
of oil upon the floor where the plaintiff

sustained her injury. This accumulation
was unusual, for the reason that the tes-

timony tended to show that there was
much more oil at this point than at any
other point in the building. . . . These
pertinent facts point unerringly to the
conclusion that the oil was not properly
applied, or that it was applied in a negli-

gent and unusual manner. . . . Hence the

trial judge properly submitted to the
jury the question as to whether the con-

dition had existed for such length of

time as to have been discovered by the
exercise of ordinary care."

Patron Allowed $38,500

Few theatre owners and managers
realize the importance of exercising cau-

tion and care when ejecting a patron
from a theatre. The result of improperly
and illegally ejecting a patron is well

illustrated by the outcome of the recent

case of Denny v. Hill Theatre (149 Atl.

343). In this case it was held that the

theatre proprietor, the theatre manager
and the arresting officer may be person-
ally liable in heavy damages for using
unnecessary force when ejecting a

patron.

The facts of the case are, according
to the testimony of the patron and an
eyewitness, that the theatre manager
stopped the patron as he was going down
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the stairs, intending to leave the theatre
after seeing a performance, and ordered
him to go back the other way. A verbal

discussion followed, then the manager
called some woman and told her to get an
officer. The special officer arrived after

the patron had returned to his box.

When the officer arrived, the manager
walked over and told the patron to get

out of the theatre, seizing him by the

coat and holding his hands behind his

back. The patron tried to get away and
while the manager held the patron's

hands behind him, thus preventing his

running away or defending himself, the

special officer hit him upon the head with
a billy.

The patron, who was severely injured,

sued the theatre owner, the manager and
the officer for $50,000 compensatory dam-
ages, and for $8,500 exemplary damages.
The higher court held the injured patron
entitled to recover $38,500 damages, say-

ing:

"We find no serious contention, if any,

that the verdict for the sum of $8,500
for exemplary damages in favor of the

plaintiff, Harry Denny, and against the

defendants, Theron Krum and Benjamin
Harris, is excessive, and certainly we
cannot say that it is and consequently

that verdict may stand. But with re-

spect to the verdict of $50,000 in favor

of the plaintiff, Harry Denny, and
against the defendants, Theron Krum,
Benjamin Harris, and Hill Theatre, Inc.,

for compensatory damages, it is argued
that it is execessive, and we think it is.

It is sufficient to say that our examina-
tion of it results in the conclusion that

the limit of compensatory damages jus-

tified by the evidence in the case is the

sum of $30,000."

Liability in Gas Leakage

It is well settled that a gas company
is not liable for injuries to theatre pa-

trons or damage to the building caused

by an explosion of gas, unless the gas
company's employes negligently caused
the leak or failed to repair it after re-

ceiving notification of the leak. More-
over, a theatre owner is personally liable

for injuries caused by exploding gas if

the testimony indicates that he knew that

gas was escaping and he failed to

promptly notify the gas company.
For example, the Ingledue v. Davidson

(283 Pac. 837), it was disclosed that an
old and abandoned gas pipe extended up-

wardly from the basement of a theatre

building. One day an explosion occurred

that resulted from ignition of gas that

escaped from the upper end of the pipe.

A patron, who was seriously injured,

sued to recover damages. The evidence

showed that the unused gas pipe was in-

securely plugged, which permitted gas to

escape.

The proprietor attempted to avoid lia-

bility on the grounds that he had notified

the gas company that he smelled escap-

ing gas. However, it was shown that he

had failed to request the gas company to

investigate and repair the leak. Also,

it was shown that the proprietor was

aware of the location of the unused gas

pipe and he did not investigate the

source of the leak. Therefore, the court

held the patron entitled to damages,
saying:

"The patron was an invitee on the

premises at the time of the explosion.

The owner or occupier of a building must
exercise ordinary care to render the

premises reasonably safe to persons
whom he induces to come thereon by in-

vitation, express or implied. ... It ap-

pears that at no time prior to the ex-

plosion had this gas company received

any notice that there was any leakage of

gas from any of the gas pipes on the

premises, nor information sufficient to

put the company upon notice that such
leakage existed."

Railing Around Balcony

At various times the higher courts

have held that theatre owners are ex-

pected by the law to maintain a safe and
reasonably high railing around balconies

to prevent persons from falling out. An
important case decided during the past

few weeks involving this point of the

law is Henry v. Publix Theatres Corpo-
ration (25 S. W. [2d] 695).

The testimony in this case indicated

that a young woman named Henry at-

tended an evening performance at a the-

atre in company with a young man as

an escort, who purchased tickets for

them at the price charged for such per-

formance. They entered the theatre

building and were escorted by an usher

to a seat on the lower floor near the rear

of the building and approximately under
the front of the balcony, or second story

of the building. This balcony was about
20 feet above the lower floor. After the

performance had proceeded for some
time, a girl, Miss Bills, fell from the bal-

cony and struck Miss Henry with her

body across the neck and shoulders, pain-

fully and seriously injuring her. The
evidence disclosed that Miss Bills fell

over a railing only 29 inches high which
suri'ounded the balcony. The lower court

held the theatre owner not liable but the

higher court reversed this decision, say-

ing:

"As the operator of a public theatre,

to the performance of which all persons

were invited to attend on the payment of

the admission price, appellee is charged
with the duty to exercise ordinary care

for the safety of those who respond to

its invitation and attend such perfor-

mance. To every such person there is

an implied warranty that such care has

been exercised for his safety, A breach

of this duty will constitute negligence.

If an attendant to a performance given

in its theatre should receive an injury

proximately resulting from such negli-

gence, the appellee (theatre owner)
would be responsible to the injured party

for the damages suffered. . . . An ordi-

narily prudent person always has due re-

gard for the safety of others and pro-

vides against any foreseeable occurrence,

the natural consequence of which prob-

ably would result in injury to another
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person. . . . The proof established the

height of the railing and width of the

aisle to be as alleged, and also that the

theatre was dark and the front row of

seats in the balcony was occupied. . . .

It was the duty of the theatre owner to

exercise ordinary care to maintain the

aisle in question in such a manner that

those who have occasion to use the aisle

in the darkness of the building may do

so with reasonable safety to themselves."

Sunday Closing Law
Generally speaking, a theatre owner

cannot avoid liability for violating a

state or a city law on mere technicalities.

In other words, a court, in rendering a

decision involving violation of a statute

or ordinance, construes the intended

meaning of the law-making body which
passed the law.

For instance, in Sayeg v. State (25

S. W. [2d] 865), the validity was con-

tested of a state law that prohibited the-

atre owners from operating theatres on
Sunday and charging admission fees.

A theatre owner attempted to avoid

the law by operating his theatre on Sun-
day without charging a regular admis-
sion fee. In the front of the theatre a

man was stationed with a box to receive

"free offerings" of patrons. In front of

the show was the sign:

Regular Admission—10c & 30c
Today Your Free Will Offering

However, the court held acceptance of

free offerings from patrons the equival-

ent of charging admission fees, saying:
"It is claimed that since no admission

fee was charged, and such fact being
necessary to prove under the above stat-

ute, the state has failed to make out its

case. Under a state of facts paralleling

those shown here, it was held that the

method employed as detailed above was
but a subterfuge and evasion of the law
which would not be countenanced."

Owners' Right to Stock

It is well settled law that any person

who breaches a valid contract is liable

in damages to the other contracting

party. Also, the person who first

breaches the contract cannot compel the

other party to fulfill his obligations.

For instance, in La Renzie v. Eagle
River Amusement Company (230 N. W.
54), it was shown that two persons
began the construction of a theatre build-

ing. After they had expended a con-

siderable amount of money, they mort-
gaged the property for $22,000 but were
unable to complete the building. The
owners approached a man named Ash-
ton and represented to him that the prop-

erty could be mortgaged and bonds is-

sued for the amount of $36,000, with
which the then existing encumbrances
could be paid and moneys obtained to

construct the theatre. The owners also

represented that they would be able to

obtain additional money to assist in pay-
ing their indebtedness, exclusive of the

mortgage indebtedness on the property.

In order to make progress with the con-

struction work, the owners conveyed the

title to the property to Ashton. It was

further agreed that a corporation should

be organized and that the owners would
receive $14,900 in stock and that Ashton
should take stock for his advancement.

Unfortunately, the owners were not

successful in floating a bond issue and
after Ashton had advanced $40,000 and
the corporation was partly organized, the

owners sued to compel Ashton to retrans-

fer to them the title to the property in

order that they might have opportunity

to complete the organization and receive

the agreed $14,900 worth of stock.

It is interesting to observe that the

higher court held that the owners were
not entitled to receive the stock, since

they had breached the agreement to sell

the bonds. The court also held Ashton
entitled to retain title to the property,

and said

:

"The plaintiffs (owners) have failed to

perform their contract. Being in default

upon the contract, which was thereby

rendered incapable of performance, they

cannot assert rights under the contract,

which could only be asserted upon full

performance by them. The contemplated

arrangement failed largely by reason of

the plaintiffs' default. The property re-

mains, therefore, in the hands of E. M.
Ashton as security for the advances
made. . . . Until the amounts so advanced
are repaid, the interest of the plaintiffs

is an equity of redemption."

Lower Court Reversed

Usually a higher court will not uphold

a lower court's decision which convicts

a theatre owner of violating a municipal

ordinance, unless convincing legal evi-

dence of the records of previously de

cided cases are presented showing that

the decision rendered by the lower court

is justifiable.

For instance, in Provo City v. Para-
mount Theatre Company (285 Pac. 645),

the Paramount Theatre Company was
convicted in a lower court of violating a

city ordinance. It appealed and pleaded

the invalidity of the ordinance.

The counsel for the city failed to file

a brief citing the established law on the

subject. Therefore, the higher court re-

versed the lower court's decision and held

the theatre company was not liable,

saying

:

"The duty does not rest upon us, un-
less we in our discretion choose to as-

sume it, to search the record and the

authorities to find reasons to sustain the

judgment of the trial court. . . . Under
the circumstances we deem it unwise to

write an opinion, construing the law with
respect to municipal powers, which will

serve as a precedent to guide or control

municipal legislative officers in the exer-

cise of their discretionary duties.

read the ads
. . . because they teU a story of mod-
ern progress in the science of equipment
design, manfacture and application. The
things you use in your work are a part

of your stock in trade—and not all the

story about them is told in article form.

Read the ads—they're chockful of ideas.

with a
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There are dozens of daily jobs about
the theatre that can be done a little

more quickly and better with this new
step ladder. Changing electric signs,

cleaning electric fixtures, maintenance
or cleaning of backstage rigging—all

these lighter jobs can be efficiently

handled from the broad enclosed plat-

form. Both this and the handy shelf

never need to be touched. They open
and close with the ladder. The work'
man has complete freedom of the hands.

For heavier work the "Gold Medal"
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steel tie-rods and knee braces—a re-

markable combination for strength and
lightness in weight.
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The Market for American Motion

Picture Equipment in

the Far East
[_The following is a compilation of re-

ports on the markets in Asia for American
inotion picture equipment, following a sur-
vey conducted by the U. S. Department of
Commerce. The survey also included the
markets of Africa and Oceania, and the
reports on these will be presented later.

This material on the Asiatic and African
continents completes the presentation be-

gun in Better Theatres over a year ago,

when government reports on similar mar-
kets in Europe and South America were
published. The compilation of the reports

is by Nathan D. Golden, assistant chief of
the motion picture division of the Depart-
ment of Com,inerc&.'\

THE countries of the East and
Africa are developing into impor-

tant markets for motion picture

equipment of American manufacture.

The exhibitors of Australia, New Zea-

land, and Japan regard American equip-

ment as the best in quality of perform-

ance and construction. In the Near
East the major part of the projection

equipment used is of German and French
manufacture. This is primarily due to

the failure of American equipment to be

introduced on any large scale and the

high initial cost of our equipment.

Sound and talking pictures are being

introduced. This should open to Ameri-
can manufacturers a large and fertile

field of exploitation, since new equipment
is invariably installed when a theatre

prepares to present sound pictures.

There are hundreds of theatres in the

markets covered whose projectors are old

and antiquated. Most of them have out-

lived their usefulness and are ready for

replacement with up-to-date equipment.

There are also many theatres using but
one projector.

Since price is the determining factor

in the purchase of new equipment,

American manufacturers must compete
with those of Germany, France, and the

few manufacturers of Australia and
Japan to gain a foothold in those regions.

However, the superior quality of Ameri-
can equipment is fast overcoming this

price barrier.

Australia
From report by Charles F. Baldwin, Sydney

X HE great popularity of motion picture

entertainment in Australia and the
consequent rapid increase in the number
of cinemas have made that country an
important market for projecting ma-
chines and other motion picture equip-
ment. Through Australia the construc-
tion of new theatres is progressing at a
rather astonishing rate, and in each new
house emphasis is being placed upon
modem equipment and advanced ideas of
exhibition. In many characteristics the
Australian market is similar to the
American, and the growing tendency to

emulate the American example in theatre

management increases that resemblance.

Australia's cinema-equipment demands
are supplied principally by the United
States, Germany, and England, in order
of importance, and by domestic manu-
facturers. Australian manufacturers
compete mainly in the trade in acces-

sories and projecting machines. In the
latter they have been very successful and
are offering strenuous competition to

imported projectors.

Three projectors of American make
are the most widely used imported ma-
chines in Australia. Other foreign ma-
chines on the market are the Goertz and
the Ernemann, of German manufacture,
and the Kalee, made in England. The
latter is not highly regarded in Austra-
lia, and its sales are small. Some time
ago a vigorous attempt to promote sales

of the Ernemann machine was made, but
the effort was unsuccessful.

Projectors of Australian manufacture
are the Cummings and Wilson (C & W)
and the Garvey. The latter is not an
important competitor, but the C & W
machine is selling well and offers the
most effective competition to imported
projectors. Assisted by a protective

import duty, Cummings and Wilson
(Ltd.), has developed a machine which is

rapidly gaining in popularity, not only be-

cause of its Australian manufacture, but
also because its price is lower than that
of the imported machines. It is reported
that 200 C & W projectors were sold dur-
ing 1929. Selection of these machines
by several large new theatres, including
the Regent in Sydney and the Audi-
torium in Melbourne, is a further com-
mentary on their popularity.

In addition to theatrical machines, the
following nonprofessional projectors are
sold in Australia: Two American ma-
chines, Pathe, and Butcher's Empire.
Because of its design, another American
projector is often also included in that
category. Generally speaking, American
amateur machines suffer because of their

relatively high price, although vigorous
efforts are being made to increase their

sales.

The American standard projectors re-

tail in Australia from $950 to $1,090 and
a semi-portable projector sells from $290
to $415. The Cummings & Wilson ma-
chine sells for approximately $875 and
the Garvey for $485. The Goertz sells

from £175 to £195, and the Ernemann
from £185 to £215, and the Kalee from
$850 to $950.

Among the so-called non-professional

projectors, one American make sells for

$440, the Pathe for $220, Butcher's Em-
pire for $290, and another American
make for $315.

In spite of their relatively high price.

American projecting machines are popu-
lar in this market because of their ad-

vance design and improvements. Because
of these refinements, they are regarded
throughout Australia as the highest

grade projectors sold in the country. The
popularity of the domestic C &W ma-
chine is attributable not to new improve-
ments, but rather to sentiment and lower
price. The machines are not equipped
with such devices as speed indicators and
loop setters, which appeal to exhibitors.

In some cases the inclosed feature of an
American machine is preferred, while

other exhibitors favor the open machine
of another American make ; sentiment in

that regard is about divided.

In general, the two above - mentioned
American projectors embody all the fea-

tures which appeal to the Australian

buyer, an advantage, however, which is

offset by a price which often acts as a

sales obstacle.

Projection equipment.— Virtually all

large urban and most large suburban
houses in Australia operate two or more
projecting machines. The motion picture

industry is conducted on so extensive a

scale, and audiences are so accustomed to

efficient exhibition, that interruptions

caused by failure of one projector could

not be permitted. It must be remembered
that the Australian motion pipture world
is dominated by the American influence,

and houses are operated after American
methods. In all representative theatres,

and except in the smallest communities,

the use of more than one projector is cus-

tomary. In most of the larger houses
three machines are used.

Because of the absence of definite

information, it is difficult to say whether
or not the majority of projectors in use

in Australia are old or new models. The
recent opening of several large theatres

in Australia has naturally resulted in the

installation of new machines; it is also

known that most of the older leading

houses operate modern machines. Where
older machines are in use, they are made
as modern as possible by the addition of

new devices or by remodeling. The man-
ager of a large Sydney firm which rep-

resents one of the leading American pro-

jectors says that the remodeling of old

machines has developed into a service of

considerable importance. In general,

therefore, it may be said that either new
or improved machines are in operation in

practically all leading Australian thea-

tres, and that obsolete machines are in

use only in the smallest city houses or in

some of the more remote small towns.

Generators.—There is a good field for

the sale of American generator sets in

Australia. One large American company
is well established in the market and does

a considerable business in sets ranging in

price from $390 to $475. Another Amer-
ican set sells complete with switchboard
and all accessories for $1,580. The prin-

cipal competition to American generators

is offered by the Compton set, of British

manufacture, which ranges in price from
$390 to $485. There is no domestic com-
petition of importance, and the prospects
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for increased sales of American equip-
ment are believed to be good.

Arc lamps.—High-intensity and mir-
ror-reflector arc lamps are in wide use,

but they are being superseded to some
extent by incandescent lamps, although
comparatively few of the latter are yet in

operation because of their shorter range.
The mirror arc is used in most of the
larger houses, while the incandescent
lamp is becoming increasingly popular
for smaller theatres.

Screens.—Practically all screens used
in Australia are of domestic manufac-
ture. Attempts have been made to sell

imported screens, but their higher price

has militated against their sale. Domes-
tic producers, assisted by a protective
tariff, dominate the market, and the
domestic screens have proved satisfac-

tory. There seems to be little hope, under
existing conditions, of stimulating a de-

mand for foreign-made screens.

Visvxil education.—^Visual education is

in a relatively early stage of development
in Australia, but a promising start has
been made. Several large colleges have
purchased projecting machines, and
efforts are being made by Harrington's
(Ltd.), a large Sydney company, to stim-

ulate interest among other educational
institutions. The great popularity of mo-
tion pictures as entertainment in Austra-
lia induces the belief that the country
should eventually devote more attention

to education by means of the film.

At present, however, stills are more
widely used than motion pictures for vis-

ual education, largely because of the lack

of suitable educational pictures. Motion
picture production of any kind has not
been particularly successful in Australia,

and aside from the "Know Australia"
series of films, sponsored by the Austra-
lian branch of a large American film

organization, little has been done in the
direction of filming educational pictures.

It is believed, however, that a demand
for these films could be stimulated, and
American producers of scientific, techni-

cal, or other instructive pictures would
do well to keep in touch with develop-

ments. While the demand at first would
probably be small, a carefully planned
campaign of propaganda might stimulate

more widespread interest.

Government departments which have
under their supervision matters pertain-

ing to education are Education Depart-
ment, Bridge Street, Sydney, New South
Wales; Education Department, Treasury
Gardens, Melbourne, Victoria; Education
Department, Flinders Street, Adelaide,
South Australia; Public Instruction De-
partment, Brisbane, Queensland; Educa-
tion Department, St. George's Terrace,
Perth, Western Australia ; and Education
Department, Public Buildings, Murray
Street, Hobart, Tasmania.

Portable projectors.—There is a fairly

large field for portable motion picture

projectors in Australia, and the market
is considered to be open for the introduc-
tion of makes which have not yet been
sold there.

No portable projectors are made in

Australia, but German competition is

keen. The main German make on the

market is the Goertz. Some English ma-
chines are imported, but their competi-

tion is not considered serious. The ma-
chines having the largest sales are of

American manufacture.
American projectors are well liked.

There is, however, as in the case of the

tariff generally, a preferential tariff rate

applying to projectors manufactured in

the United Kingdom.
The most satisfactory way for an

American exporter to sell in Australia is

generally through appointing a resident

agent. German competition is so keen

that it is very difficult to sell to most im-

porters direct by correspondence unless

the product is already wellknown.

The oversea manufacturer of portable

motion picture projectors grants a maxi-

mum of 50% discount to his distributor.

The latter grants not more than 33 1-3%
discount to dealers.

Terms of credit are conventional and

differ widely. It is understood that some
manufacturers grant terms of 30 days

after sight and that others require cash

against documents. The terms depend
upon the standing of the local importer,

how well he is known to the exporter,

etc. Many importers of American com-

modities in general in Australia pay by
establishing a letter of credit in the

United States.

The purchaser of a portable motion

picture projector generally receives terms

of 30 days.

BRISBANE
From report by R. L. Rankin, American consul

Projectors.—There are 268 motion pic-

ture theatres in the state of Queensland.

About 75% of them use projectors of

American manufacture, 15% are Kalee

(British), and the remainder miscellane-

ous German makes.

The American projectors sell for about

$975 and the German and English at

$825. It should be noted, however, that

in order to bring the American machines

down to this price, German lamp houses

and Australian stands or bases are used.

The German lamp houses are reported as

cheaper and are considered by certain

individuals to be better in both appear-

ance and operation, than the American.

Bases and other minor parts of Austra-

lian manufacture are used solely on ac-

count of their cheapness, which results

from the lack of transportation charges

and the customs duty.

American projectors are preferred

mainly because of the interchangeability

of parts. They also have an excellent rec-

ord for standing wear throughout a long

period of years.

The equipment in theatres in Queens-

land varies widely. Most of them, how-
ever, have two projectors. Models of all

ages are found, from the latest to some
at least 15 years old. The old American
projectors are giving better service than

those of other nationalities, and the new
American machines are preferred.

KH€ALTHfUL A •

poier-A're
NATURE'S R€fRIGERATION

A Complete Cooling

and Air Conditioning

System that gives you—

Comfortable, refreshing summer cooling

Steady supply of fresh washed air—com-

pletely changed every three minutes

Ends the menace of high humidity

Perfect WINTER ventilation without

chilly drafts

The lowest cost complete cooling and air

conditioning system you can buy.

A SUCCESS—Used by Paramount-Publix,

Warner Bros., Fox, R-K-O and other cir-

cuits and exhibitors from coast to coast.

Write for catalog and
detailed information.

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp.
1915 Paramount Bldg., New York, N. Y.

B. F. Shearer Co., West Coast Diatrlbatora

Seattle Portland Los Angeles
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Motion Picture Patents My Specialty

PATENTS
William N. Moore

Patent Attorney

Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

The first important step is to learn

whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with
$ 1 0, and I will examine the pertinent

U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost

and manner of procedure. Personal at-

tention. Elstablished 35 years.

Copyright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00

Theatre Equipment
NEW AND USED

Most complets stock in the U. 8
Moving Pieturg Uschlnei. Scretnt,
Booths, Opera Chairs, Spotlights,
Stereoptlcons, Film Cabinets, Port
able Projectors, M. P. Cameras, Gen
eraior Sets, Reflecting Arc Lampa.
Carbons, Tickets, Mazda l.amps aa*!
Supplies.
I'rojei'Ilon Maoblnea repaired and
overhauled. Repair parts for »l'

makes opera chairs. Attractive 3 x 10 ft. muslin ban-
ners Sl.fiO; on paper 60 cents.

We Pay Higheit Prices tor \}iet
Projection Machines. Opera Chairs, et).

Evcryttiino tor the Theatre—Write for Catalog "H"
Movie Sapply Co.. 844 Wabash Ave. Chicago

Humphrey Davy & Associates
Consulting Electrical Engineert

4324 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lay Out Plans and Prepare Specifications, incl.

Projection Room, etc., details
Each Project STUDIED INDIVIDUALLY

Correspondence Solicited

Arc lamps and generators.—Mirror-re-
flector arc lamps are used in about 70%
of the Queensland theatres, while the

high-intensity type is not in use at all.

There is no demand for American gen-
erator sets, the complaint being that they
are not adaptable for the mirror arcs;

this can hardly be true, however, inas-

much as they are being used with mirror
arcs in the United States. A German ma-
chine, manufactured by Max Levy, is the

most popular.

Screens.—There is little uniformity in

the type of picture screens in use. Most
of them, however, are sheeting of com-
paratively cheap quality.

Visual education.—The Department of

Public Instruction supervises matters
pertaining to education, but has not

adopted motion pictures to any consider-

able degree. The cost of such an under-
taking in a state of so great area as

Queensland is likely to prevent the gov-

ernment from taking action along that

line. Definite attempts are being under-
taken by private firms to introduce mo-
tion pictures on an educational basis, but

no plan has been developed as yet which
would be on a paying basis. It is hoped,

however, to work out a system compar-
able to that which exists in New South
Wales.

ADELAIDE
From report by Leo J. CaUanan

Projectors.—Metropolitan Adelaide has

about 16 motion picture theatres, of

which it is estimated 60% use American
projectors, 30% Australian projectors,

and 10% other projectors.

One American machine has been most
favored and most widely used because of

its workmanship, simplicity, and long

life, but the C & W Australian machine is

gaining in popularity and is much
cheaper. Australian Films, Ltd., 33 Gren-
fell Street, Adelaide, is the agent for

that American machine, and the German
Hahn-Goerz, and Harrington's Ltd., 10

Roundle Street, Adelaide, is the agent for

the other American machines and Kalee
projectors. There is no other firm of im-

portance in Adelaide handling motion
picture equipment.

Most of the equipment in use is mod-
ern. The majority of the Adelaide the-

atres are equipped with two projectors,

while a few have three. American projec-

tors are considered superior to all others.

Generators.—It is estimated that 75

per cent of the generator sets in use are

British. They have given good service

and are strongly established. The chief

obstacles American generator sets have
to overcome are the tariff preference ac-

corded to British equipment and buyer
preferences for British goods. There is

not, however, prejudice against Ameri-
can equipment.

Arc lamps.—Mirror reflector arc lamps

are generally used, those of German man-
ufacture being favored. Hoyts new Re-

gent theatre has the only high intensity

arcs in Adelaide.

Screens.— Specialized motion picture

screens are not used. Ordinary canvas

screens are made to suit particular re-

quirements.

VisuM education. — The schools of

South Australia have not made any reg-

ular use of visual education.

New Zealand
From report by Julian B. Foster, Wellington

There are four different makes of

American projectors in use in New Zea-

land, besides the Ernemann (German),
Kinex and Kalee Indomitable (British),

and Pathe and Gaumont (French). It is

estimated that 60% of the projectors

used are brought in from the United
States, 30% from (Germany, and the bal-

ance divided between the French and the

British.

Prices of these projectors range from
£175 to £230 ($850 to $1,120) according

to the equipment attached. There is no
wide variation in the prices of the ma-
chines.

There are no special features that

make the American machines appeal to

the theatre owners in New Zealand. It is

felt, however, that American machines
are in far greater demand because the

United States supplies by far the great-

est portion of the films. Undoubtedly
good salesmanship accounts for our heavy
sales to a certain extent. The Australian

Films, Ltd., Wellington, handles practi-

cally all makes with the exception of

Ernemann and one American make.
These are handled by Ernemann Sup-
plies, Ltd., and Harrington's Ltd. These
three firms are the chief importers of

projectors in New Zealand. During the

past three years by far the greater por-

tion of machines installed have been
American, and, according to the reports,

they are giving excellent service.

The three firms above mentioned are

practically the only ones in New Zealand
who could do justice to the lines in ques-

tion. They have the confidence of the

theatre owners, and it is a very difficult

matter for other dealers to make sales,

as the interests of the theatre owners are

closely allied with the concerns named.
Another small concern handling that type

of equipment in a small way is Water-
worths, Ltd.

All of the larger theatres are equipped
with two machines, and the smaller ones

are gradually installing two. Owing to

the small size of the projection rooms, it

is felt that a good machine with two heads

on one stand would find a ready sale in the

smaller theatres which are too small to

take two separate machines. Most of the

machines in the larger theatres are re-

cent models; during the past two years

over 200 American machines of one make
have been installed. While there are many
old types still used in the smaller the-

atres, the general trend seems to be to

install up-to-date operating appliances.

The American projectors in use at the

present time are said to be giving much
better service than the other models.

Generators.—The possibilities for the

sale of American generator sets for use

in motion picture theatres to convert
alternating current to direct current
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ColdE
PROJECTION IMPROVERS

De Luxe Rewind
The perfected power rewind. Made of aluminum and iron,

seamless. Nickel steel long life shafts in bronze bearings.
Can't start while open. Stops automatically. Saves time
and film.

Humidaire
Cools shield, film and gate with a current of moistened air.

Prevents burned fingers and film. Preserves bearings. Saves
its cost daily.

Unilens Method
Uses your present lens to reproduce standard and sound'
on'film without cutting pictures. Operates at a fingeftouch.
Always in order. No fuzz.

Framing Light Shield
Assures proper framing and starting pro-ier reel. Widely
imitated; not yet equalled. Fits any machine.

Send for full description o/ Golds ImpTOvers

GoldE Mfg. Co., 2013 Le Moyne St., Chicago, lU.

HOUR
SERVICE

CIRCUS H(RRL05
P/^OGR9Wr
OBT65P05T^R5

EXHIBITORS
* Printing Service
> 711 South Dearborn Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

Impossible-To-Stall-Or-Jam

New-Tiflfin

Curtain-Control

Starts, Stops, or Re-

verses at Any Point

Scmnery
Catalogue

I'jimn Hmqu«»t

DetmlUd
Dmteriptimn
Vp»n Rmqu*Bt

cenicStudios
TIFFIN.OHIO

Every Theatre Needs These
as a Part of Its Equipment

RICHARDSON'S
MOTION PICTURE
HANDBOOKS

Vols. 1 and 2 _ _$ 6.20
Vol. 3 (on sound only) _ _ $ 5.10
Combination price (the 3 volumes) $10.20

Building Theatre Patronage _ % 5.10
(By Barry & Sargent)

We Are Handling Them for the Convenience of
the Trade

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

seems to be exceedingly good at the pres-

ent time, owing to the number of hydro-
electric plants throughout the country
providing power for exhibitors.

A7-C lamps and screens.—High-intensity
and mirror-reflectors arc lamps are used
in motion picture theatres in New Zea-

land and are constantly in demand. The
screens used are mostly canvas and
plaster.

Visual education. — Visual education

has been used very little in New Zealand.

Several attempts have been made to se-

cure the attendance of school childi^en at

the theatres in the afternoon, but the

lack of suitable and sufficient films has

been a handicap. It is said that the edu-

cation department has now refused to

allow children to be taken away from
school to attend educational pictures, but

that the matter of visual training by edu-

cational pictures meets with the approval

of that department, and machines will

probably be installed in the larger schools

in the not far distant future. If a regu-

lar and good supply of educational sub-

jects was assured, together with a

suitable type of portable machine, it is

believed that the department would begin

to feature that means of education.

The only government representatives

that have under their supervision mat-

ters pertaining to education are the edu-

cation department and education boards.

The latter are local boards controlling

educational m.atters in their different

districts.

Fiji Islands
From report bxj Quincy F. Roberts, Suva

There are six motion picture theatres

in the colony of Fiji, with an estimated

total seating capacity of approximately
2,000.

Projectors.—There are two American
machines, two English machines, and two
German machines in use. The newest ma-
chine in Fiji is the English Kalee in-

stalled in the Universal theatre at Suva.

The Suva theatres are equipped with
two projectors, a new machine in use

and an old projector kept for emerg-
ency use.

There appear to be no special features

that appeal to theatre owners in Fiji, and
there is no evidence that American pro-

jectors are giving any better service

than other makes. Owners of British and
American machines feel that their equip-

ment is giving satisfaction.

The market for projectors is so small

that dealers and merchants of Suva are

not interested in handling them. The the-

atre owners deal direct with agents in

Australia, New Zealand, and England.

Current.—The power supplied at Suva
is direct current at a voltage of 240.

It is understood that power at other

places is also direct current.

Arc lamps and screens.—Mirror-reflec-

tor arc lamps are used in both the Suva
theatres. Ordinary canvas screens of

local manufacture are used in Fiji.

Visvnl education.—The Director of Ed-
ucation has charge of education in the

colony of Fiji. Visual education has

made no progress in the colony, the great

STAGE EQUIPMENT
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PIN RAILS
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problem being to obtain funds for schools

and teachers.

Society Islands
From report by Lewis V. Boyle, Tahiti

X ROJECTORS.—There are five motion

picture theatres in the French Establish-

ments of Oceania, and the combined seat-

ing capacity of all the theatres is 2,000,

All of the theatres are using American
motion picture projectors, models 1923

and 1925. All the theatres are equipped

with only one projector except the the-

atre in Papeete, which has two pro-

jectors.

Generators.—There is no opportunity

for the sale of American generator sets

for use in motion picture theatres in con-

verting alternating current to direct cur-

rent, as there is no electric current avail-

able in the colony except in the city of

Papeete. The four theatres outside that

city use individual power plants. The the-

atre in Papeete is about to be equipped

with generator sets purchased in the

United States.

Arc lamps.—There are no high - in-

tensity and mirror reflector arc lamps
used in the theatres in the colony at the

present time, although the theatre in

Papeete is about to be equipped with such
appliances. It is believed that the the-

atres outside of the city are too small to

purchase such equipment.

Screens.—The motion picture screens
in use in all the theatres are made of

white cloth painted with water paint.

Visiuil education.—Visual education is

not used in any of the schools of the col-

ony. There is little possibility for the

sale of equipment to the educational

institutions of French Oceania, as those

institutions do not have funds available

for that purpose. The colony is unable
to provide for its schools anything other

than meager facilities and equipment.

Philippine Islands
From, report by G. C. Howard, Manila

An AMERICAN projector and the

Pathe are the two types in use in the

Philippines. The American machine sells

to users from $600 to $1,200, according
to equipment, and the Pathe from
$500 to $700.

The Pathe is the largest seller, by rea-

son of its cheapness, the average theatre

in the islands being small and unable to

afford any but the lowest-priced equip-

ment. The American projector sells to

the largest theatres in the Provinces only

and to the Manila houses. It is felt that

the Pathe would sell to the Manila the-

atres also if it were a totally inclosed

model, but the fire laws of Manila do not

allow the use of open types, and for that

reason the American machine is used ex-

clusively in Manila. The Pathe machine

is said to be simpler to operate, and
therefore better suited to the needs of

theatres having only operators of medio-
cre ability.

Only the larger theatres in Manila
have more than one projector, those in

the Province using but one.

Except for the five large Manila houses

—Lyric, Ideal, Majestic, Savoy, and Pal-

ace—which use the latest models, projec-

tors are practically all old types.

American and French projetcors are

both giving good service and no prefer-

ence can be found on this score.

Generators. — Practically all electric

service in the islands, with the exception

of Manila, is direct current. In Manila
some five or six houses are using gen-

erators, but nearly all of them use

transformers.

Arc lamps and screens.—No high-in-

tensity arc lamps are sold in the Philip-

pines, the mirror - reflector type only

being used.

Home - made screens are universally

used.

Vistml education.— All matters per-

taining to education are under the con-

trol of the Department of Public Instruc-

tion, Ayutamiento, Intramuros, Manila.

No attempts to utilize the motion picture

as an educational medium have been
made in the Philippine Islands.

[To be eontlnned]

An Approach to the Modern Idea in Design
(Continued from page 14)

and then of late a motion picture theatre

is erected which indicates that a field is

opening up to the original worker who
cannot reconcile conditions today with
those of a distant alien past.

This broadening of the designer's lati-

tudes has not come too early. In our
efforts to produce something new, we
have ransacked all the books on the work
of the ancients. Not long ago a very
sizeable fortune was expended to make
a Mayan temple in Detroit and in Los
Angeles, and it seems a paradox that

we should attempt a new creation by re-

adapting an old temple, made out of solid

masonry, to a modern shell of 20th Cen-
tury material, and to use the ornaments
and symbols that were a product of life

as an ancient people lived it and that had
meaning only to them. And our method
of recreating them? Color and plaster,

which, considering the subject, could only

create confusion and insincerity.

The only possible method we can

follow in lending art to practical pur-

poses, whether those purposes be the;

atrical or otherwise, is to understand and
fully appreciate those purposes and to

meet their functional demands frankly.

The materials chosen should be those

best suited to practical purposes—the

artist will find a way to give them
aesthetic value also. Efficiency should

be the designer's guide. When it is,

we shall have theatres that will express

both the motion picture and our own na-

tures, will be dramatic in themselves.

And—perhaps most important of all

—

they will cost less money.

/\ rveVieWt continued from the department, Planning the Theatre, on page 50

matical processes for establishing

sightlines," deprives the inexperienced
designer of information concerning a de-

cided advance in motion picture theatre
architecture.

Highly desirable even in a work of

such general character is the treatment
of balcony suspension, the text of which
is valuably augmented by a detail draw-
ing showing the balcony framing of an
actual theatre.

Without detracting a great deal from
the merits of the chapter, one may yet
question the effectiveness of the author's
insistence that "the projection booth
should be placed at the back of the thea-

tre directly opposite to the screen and

at such a height that the projecting lens

is as nearly level with the center of the

screen as is practicable." The statement,

"very often, on account of conditions,

the projection booth has to be placed con-

siderably above this level," might only

add to the confusion of one who had been
to "the movies" often enough to know
that today the projector lens is invari-

ably much higher than the center of the

screen. The real problem, that of the

length and shape of the auditorium and
also the form and position of the bal-

cony, is therefore neglected.

Fully as valuable as the text are the

illustrations, particularly the details and
projections. A complete set of plans is

also given of one theatre, which, how-
ever, is not a motion picture theatre,

though, of course, it involves many fea-

tures common to the picture house.

The format is plain but attractive with
board covers and enamel paper of good
weight, permitting full value to the en-

gravings. Besides the chapter on the the-

atre, there are others as fully illustrat-

ed on hospitals, nurses' homes, schools,

churches, residences, hotels, clubs, apart-

ment buildings, park and farm buildings,

passenger stations, industrial buildings

and garages, libraries and museums. The
entire volume numbers 231 pages, of

which 31 are devoted to the theatre

building.—G. S.
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NOTES ON THEATRE
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Conducted by G. J. REID
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|ET busy! Extend yourselves.

Try and analyze the reason for

business depression. Compare
your own state of mind to that of your
patrons."

That is what W. B. King would have

us say to exhibitors. Mr. King, who is

president of King Studios, Inc., well

known Southwestern theatre equipment
concern, writes that he feels that present

business conditions could be somewhat
bettered if each business man—that is

to say, in our case, each exhibitor

—

would study his own special situation

with the end in view of discovering just

what are the factors underlying it and
if any can be removed. Mr. King sug-

gests that it would not be a bad idea if

we would urge, editorially, such a "stock-

taking." Of course, such self-investiga-

tions are always worth while. But since

Mr. King has himself written at length

on his idea, we can do no better than let

him have the floor. And though we may
not agree with him at all points, at least

we feel that there is value in his sugges-
tions. Since it concerns, in a way, equip-

ment, such remarks may not be amiss
here. Continuing, after the opening
noted above, Mr. King writes (address-

ing himself to exhibitors) :

"Be honest with yourself in the final

diagnosis of your own particular atti-

tude pertaining to your present state of

conservativeness on the outlay of money
for all purposes. If you find you are
prone to hang on to your dollars, re-

gardless of the fact that you could im-
prove the quality of the merchandise
that you are offering your patrons, as
well as the general atmosphere of your
theatre by turning loose a few of your
dollars, then you have felt the pulse of
your patrons.

"Now when people as a whole are in

the state of mind as above described,

then they, not unlike yourself, do a lot

of conservative shopping for values.

Therefore, it behooves all theatres, due
to the fact that amusement is considered
a luxury, to create an extraordinary de-

sire for their merchandise. Now all of
this chatter is plain every day horse
sense. All exhibitors who expect to sur-
vive had best get to work figuring out
ways and means of hypnotizing their

patrons into spending a few dimes, using
as their hypnotic powers, good sound,
which can be produced by correcting
acoustical defects, and a clean, pleas-
ingly decorated, well appointed theatre,
which can be produced by calling in a
qualified specialist in this line.

"The average exhibitor fails to realize

that he is looked up to as a leader in his

line of business in his own particular
territory. When his patrons stop com-
ing, instead of trying to figure ways and
means of enticing them to return, he
just figures the jig is up and enters into
that long vigil of monotonous waiting.
By so doing, he only encourages his pa-
trons to do likewise.

"The symptoms as described apply to
all lines of endeavor and are brought
about mostly by newspaper propaganda
and its effect on the minds of those who
are inclined to be pessimists at all times.
The proper time to extend one's self 100
per cent is generally when the country at
large is in a state of depression. All

people are harder to please at such a
time. Therefore, if exhibitors expect to

do their part in regard to changing the
state of mind of their patrons, they
must show some signs of progress
themselves.

New Fuse Wrench
• A HANDY tool, devised for tighten-

ing and loosening the caps of ferrule
type renewable fuses, is a new fuse
wrench brought out by the Jefferson
Electric Company of Chicago.

It is well known that a tight contact
between the fuse cap and the element
is necessary to the successful operation
of the ferrule type of renewable fuses.

Burnouts are often experienced, the cas-

ings are damaged when the caps are not
screwed down tightly, resulting from the
fact that resistance is introduced, which
causes the element to overheat. In the
past, if the slot in the fuse cup was shal-

low, or the blade of the screw driver
narrow, the securely assembled cap gave
some trouble in loosening. When pliers

or a wrench was used, the teeth chewed
up the cap surface and prevented a good
contact between the cap and the clip.

The new Jefferson fuse wrench is de-

signed to solve both these difficulties, as
it consists of a hard wood handle with a
hole in each end, each of which contains

a hardened strip for engaging the slot

in the fuse cap, or plug. In tightening
or loosening the cap on a fuse, all that

is necessaiT is to insert one end of the

fuse into the wrench and turn. The fuse

fits snugly into this hole and the strip is

held squarely into the slot, which enables

greater leverage and makes for a tighter

connection and also makes it easy to

loosen the cap, even though it is securely

fastened.

By Way of News
• IN line with new equipment being in-

stalled in theatres, the Fox theatre

circuit has placed an order for 12 Auto-

matic Screen Modifiers with the Vallen

Electrical Company Inc., of Akron, 0., the

first of which is to be placed in the Fox
Philadelphian. This apparatus has been
found especially suitable for use with

the larger film size and mammoth screens,

such as Widescope, Magnascope and
Grandeur, but it is also adaptable for

use with small size film. Similar instal-

lations have been made in the houses of

M. T. O'Brian Theatres, Ltd., Renfew,

Ontario, which include the Pembroke,
Renfew and Arnprior theatres.

booklets
. . . briefly describing: the new brochures and balle-

tins issued by manufacturers and distributors on
their product. Those of further interest may be pro-

cured directly from their publishers or through Better

Theatres. Manufacturers and distributors are invited

to send in their publications immediately upon their

issuance for review in this department

Theatre Lighting

• THE importance of the art and the

science of theatre illumination may
be said to be matched only by the mag-
nitude of this vast subject, and since

the workman must know his tools, a

handbook just issued by the Hub Elec-

tric Company (2219 W. Grand Avenue,
Chicago), setting forth its lighting sup-

plies for public buildings, should prove
of value in the library of those interested.

The line of product described would
seem to cover practically every item in

this class of illumination, from the un-

seen to the seen, from lobby to stage.

And besides ample descriptions of the

devices themselves, there are brief dis-

cussions, admirably illustrated, suggest-

ing their application. Product descrip-

tions include the various sizes and types

available, as well as shipping weights,

while for some, prices are given. Both
photographs and diagrams augment the

descriptive matter.

The arrangement of the book (for this

has outgrown the proportions of a book-

let) is one of its many great merits. All

pages leading off sections devoted to a

certain class of equipment are tabbed, so

that at a glance one may turn to the

section on, say, stage switchboards,

borderlights, etc.

Two typical electrical layouts for thea-

tres are offered, though they are not for

motion picture houses of the larger sizes.

Body stock is heavy enamel paper of

sepia tint, while the pages are clipped

between heavy art paper covers so that

any may be easily removed. It is a

durable and attractively printed volume
physically, while for the person inter-

ested in theatre, large hall and school

illumination, it is a veritable dictionary.

Acknowledging the book as, of course, a

publication in the interest of sales, one

need not lose sight of its value as a

source of reference—and to those less

familiar with illumination details, as a

source of some education also.

Color Lighting

• The multifarious uses of color hoods
in illumination are described by the

Reynolds Electric Company (2650 W.
Congress Street, Chicago) in the course

of setting forth such product in its re-

cently issued Bulletin No. 80.

Colored glass attachments described

are hoods, plates and dimmers, and their

application to utilitarian and decorative

illumination in the auditorium, at the

stage, on the exterior and elsewhere is

indicated by both word and picture. The
information includes all the necessary

data for ordering, which incidentally

shows the types of this class of product.

(Continued on page 66)
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New Inventions illustrated descriptions of devices related

to motion pictures and allied crafts, recently published by the U. S. government and
selected for Better Theatres by William N. Moore, patent specialist of Washington, D. C.

1,759,024. FILM WINDER. Christian Selbach,
Kitano-Machi, Kobe, Japan. Filed Dec 20, 1926,
Serial No. 156,027, and in Japan June 5, 1926.
2 aairas. (CI. 88—18.7).

1. A film-winder comprising a plurality of
rotable shafts, a plurality of film cases respec-
tively carried thereby, a plurality of rotating
wheels for driving said film cases respectively, cam
members in cooperation with said shafts respec-
tively, for raising and lowering the shafts to
operate said film cases to engage and disengage
said wheels alternatively, means for connecting
said cam members with each other, said means
comprising rods with roller, a pulley, a flexible

connecting medium over said pulley, a rocking
lever attached to the frame and carrying said
pulley, all adapted to be acted upon by the film
after every half of the performance of the film

projection.

1,759,614. ACOUSTIC AMPLIFIER. Harry E.
Hall, St. Charles, IlL, assignor to Freeman and
Sweet, Chicago, IlL, a Copartnership composed of

Hadley F. Freeman and Donald H. Sweet. Filed
April 21, 1924, Serial No. 707,825. Renewed Sept.
20, 1929. 9 Claims. (CI. 181—27.)

^^^
1. In an acoustic amplifier, in combination, a

base, a loud speaker unit supported thereby, said

base defining an oral cavity over the diaphragm
of said unit, and walls defining an annularly con-
voluted enlarging passage opening downwardly
above the outer edge of said base.

1,754,928. LOUD-SPEAKER. Carl R. Al-
bertus, San Leandro, Cal., assignor to The Mag-
navox Company, Oakland, Cal., a Corporation of
Arizona. Filed July 28, 1927. Serial No. 209,092.
17 Claims. (CI. 181—31.)

1. In combination, an actuating unit, an air
actuator, and a rigid driving element for trans-
fering energy between the unit and actuator, the
direction of transmission through said element be-
ing obli(|ue both to the direction of movement of
the unit, and that of the air actuator.

1,750,910. PROJECTING APPARATUS. San-
der Stark, Rochester, N. Y., assignor to Bausch
& Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed March 14, 1925.
Serial No. 15,448. 4 Claims. (CI. 88—24.)

1. In a projection apparatus, the combination
with a light source embodying a reflecting arc
forming a convergent light pencil having a homo-
geneous portion, and a condenser arranged in
the focal point thereof to magnify the homogene-
ous portion of the light pencil, of a second con-
denser so located with respect to the first as to
receive the image of said homogeneous portion as
projected by said first condenser, a lantern slide
holder arranged closely adjacent to the plane of
the second condenser, and a projector lens in
which the image formed by the second condenser
is imaged.

1,758,797. LOUD-SPEAKER. Edward W. Kel-
logg, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Elec-
tric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed
Aug. 2, 1926. Serial No. 126,465. 19 Claims,
(a. 179—115.5.)

1. In an apparatus for reproducing sound, a
diaphragm adapted to vibrate as a whole, an
annular armature of magnetic materia] mounted
thereon, a magnetic member cooperating with the
armature, a winding mounted in a groove on said
member adapted to actuate said armature and
diaphragm, the air gaps betwen said member and
armature being constant in length but variable in

area.

1,758,185. CINEMATOGRAPH COLOR FILM
AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE. John Ed-
ward Thornton, West Hampstead, London, Eng-
land, assignor to John Owden O'Brien, Man-
chester, England. Filed March 31, 1927, Serial
No. 180,023, and in Great Britain May 6, 1926.
4 Claims. (CI. 95—2.)

1. The method of manufacturing a strip of
film material which consists in coating a strip of
celluloid with a thin layer of insoluble bichromated
gelatine applying thereto two strips of sersitized
colloid drying and shrinking the same, coating a
strip of porous paper with a thin layer of soluble
gelatine drying and shrinking the same, damping
the face of the two strips and laying one strip on
the other to amalgamate them into a single strip

of film material.

1,758,393. SOUND-LOCATING APPARATUS.
Hiram B. Ely, Philadelphia, Pa. FUed Sept. 19,

1927. Serial No. 220,531. 10 Claims. (CI. 181—
26.) (Granted under the act of March 3, 1883,
as amended April 30, 1928, 370 O. G., 757.)

10. In a sound apparatus, a pair of horns
mounted for movement in unison, said horns
formed with means for individually baffling non-
frontal sound waves.

1,758,184. MANUFACTURE OF MULTICOLOR
CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS. John Edward Thorn-
ton, West Hampstead, London, England, assigrnor

to John Owden O'Brien, Manchester, England.
Filed Nov. 2, 1926, Serial No. 145,897, and in
Great Britain Dec. 5, 1925. 3 Claims. (CI. 95—2.)

^/v/m-ma/er/d/
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2. The method of producing a multi-width
multi-layer cinematograph colloid film positive
comprising coating a temporary reinforcing back-
ing with colored colloid arranged in a pluarlity
of parallel stripes, sensitizing the colloid, print-
ing component images one at a time in a straight
line across the multi-width film, severing the film

into a plurality of strips of single-width, removing
the paper reinforcement, cementing the printed
colored strips together in accurate register and
adding a layer of water-proof varnish.

1,758,768. MULTICOLOR CINEMATOGRAPH
AND OTHER FILM. John Edward Thornton,
London, England, assignor to John Owden
O'Brien, Manchester, England. Filed May 5, 1924,
Serial No. 711,254, and in Great Britain May 18,

1923. 3 Claims. (CI. 95—2.)

Crtmjat^^
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1. A double width multi-color screen-mosaic
picture positive comprising a double width film of
transparent material, a color-mosaic screen in two
colors covering each half width of the double
width film, an adhesive substratum between each
color-screen and each half width of the film, and
a half-picture of negative character upon each
half width of the film superimposed on its own
color-screen.
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THEATRE PROJECTS
IM

FOLLOWING is a list of new proj-

ects in motion picture theatre con-

struction compiled from reports

available on July 29. The list also in-

cludes remodeling projects and contracts

awarded. An asterisk before the item
indicates that additional information has
been received since a previous report.

THEATRES PLANNED
California

COMPTON. —The Fox-West Coast Theatres. Inc..

Washington and Vermont Avenues. Los Angeles, has
plans by Balch & Stanberry, Film Exchange Build-
ing, Los Angeles, for a two-story reinforced concrete,
marble and tile theatre, with seating capacity of 2,000,
to be located on Compton Street. Estimated cost,

$375,000.
LOS ANGELES.—Paramount Famous Lasky Cor-

poration, 5451 Marathon Street, plans to erect theatre,
store and office building at Sunset Boulevard, Selma
avenue, Vine and Argyle Streets. Architect not se-
lected. Estimated cost, $2,000,000.

PASADENA.—A. E. Chitner, La Brae Theatre
Building, Los Angeles, has plans by S. C. Lee,
Petroleum Securities Building, Los Angeles, for a
two-story reinforced concrete Class A French design
theatre, with seating capacity of 2,500. Estimated
cost, $300,000.

VALLEJO.—The Fox-West Coast Theatres. Inc.,

Washington and Vermont Avenues. Los Angeles,
plans to rebuild the Vallejo theatre which was gutted
by fire early in the spring. Estimated cost, $13,300.

District of Columbia
•WASHINGTON.—Warner Brothers Pictures. Inc.,

John J. Payette, general manager, Washington cir-

cuit. New Jersey Avenue and K Street, N. W., has
plans by Rapp & Rapp, Paramount Building, New
York, for a modern theatre and store building to be
erected on site of the Apollo theatre at 624 H Street,
N. E. Theatre will have seating capacity of 2,500.

Georgia
MARIETTA.—Manning & Wink have plans by

Daniell Beutell, Georgia Savings Bank Building, At-
lanta, Ga., for a proposed new theatre.

Kansas
HUTCHINSON.—Midland Court Theatres, 610 Mid-

land Building, Kansas City, Mo., has plans by Boiler
Brothers, 110 West Tenth Street, Kansas City, Mo.,
for a brick, teiTa cotta and reinforced concrete thea-
ert. Estimated cost, $400,000.

Louisiana
LAKE PROVIDENCE.—Max Levy has plans by

J. W. Smith and associates. Quachita National Bank
Building, Monroe, La., for a brick theatre, 50 by 150
feet, with seating capacity of 75'0.

1^1 iSSiSSt 7)131

QUITMAN.—Walter and Sam McNeill have pur-
chased the Royal theatre. Contemplate eroccin't a
new structure and installing sound equipment.

Montana
FORSYTH.—Wolfe & Faust plan the erection of

the New Forsyth theatre, with seating capacity of
500. Estimated cost, $35,000.

New Jersey
NEWARK.—The Stanley Company of Amsrica has

acquired the properties at 870-76 Broad Slrecr, ad-
joining present holdings, as site for a nov,' 1 heatre
and office building.

New York
ALBANY.—R K O Theatres, 1564 Broadway, New

York, has plans by John Eberson, 200 West Fifty-
seventh Street, New York, for a proposed theatre
to be located at North Pearl and Clinton Streets.
Estimated cost, $1,200,000.

SCHENECTADY.—R K O Theatres, 1564 Broadway,
New York, plans the erection of a modern Spanish
design theatre on State Street, opposite Crescent
Park, with seating capacity of 3,600.

WHITE PLAINS.—Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,
321 West 44th Street, New York, has plans by John
Eberson, New York, for theatre to be located on
Mamaroneck Avenue. Cost estimated to exceed
$150,000.

Ohio
BELLEFONTAINE.—James H. May, of Glovers-

ville, N. Y., has acquired three downtown lots as site
for proposed new theatre.
CINCINNATI.—Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., 321

West 44th Street, New York, plans to erect a new
theatre and office building at Sixth and Vine Streets.
Estimated cost, $5,000,000.

Oklahoma
NORMAN.—A. W. Parr plans the erection of a

brick and marblecrete stone theatre on East Main
Street. Estimated cost, $50,000.

BRISTOL.—The Bristol Theatre Corporation, W. P.
Engel, secretary, 1901 First Street, Birmingham, Ala.,
plans the erection of a two-story brick, tile, stone
and terrazzo theatre. McDonald & Company. South-
em Trust Building, Atlanta, Ga., engineers. Esti-
mated cost, $225,000.

VICTORIA.—Rubin Frels plans the erection of a
brick theatre on West Constitution Street.

Virginia
MAGIC CITY.—Theatres Holding Corporation.

Roanoke, Va., plans the erection of a new theatre.
Estimated cost, $50'0,000.

REMODELING
LITTLE ROCK.—The Palace theatre will be re-

modeled, including new furnishings.
PINE BLUFF.—The West End theatre has been

remodeled and sound equipment installed.
Colorado

LAS ANIMAS.—Modern cooling system has been
installed in the Simons theatre.

Georgia
ATLANTA.—Improvements to the Paramount

theatre includes redecorating, remodeling front, lobby
and mezzanine floor, new carpets, draperies, ligliting
effects, seats, etc. Cost estimated at $100,000.

Illinois

ALEDO.—The Aledo Opera House has been mod-
ernized and wired for audiens.
STREATOR.—The Majestic theatre, a Publix

house, has been remodeled and sound equipment in-
stalled. House is expected to reopen in August.
TUSCOLA.—Improvements have been made to the

Strand theatre, including a new canopy at the
entrance.

Indiana
GARRETT.—The Royal theatre has been remodeled.
MICHIGAN CITY.—The Tivoli theatre, a Great

States house, has been remodeled, redecorated and re-
opened with a straight picture policy.

Iowa
CRESCO.—The Cresco theatre has been remodeled

and redecorated.
COUNCIL BLUFFS.—New cooling system has been

installed in the Broadway theatre, a Publix house,
costing about $25,000.

Kansas
LUCAS.—Modern cooling system and sound equip-

ment has been installed in the Isis theatre.
Massachusetts

BOSTON.—Modern cooling systems have been in-
stalled in the Strand and Uphams Corner theatres.

Michigan
BAY CITY.—The Orpheum theatre, owned by

W. S. Butterworth, is being improved to the extent
of about $250,000.
CALUMET.—New ventilating and cooling systems

have been installed in the Laurium theatre.
Minnesota

BENSON.—The Viking theatre has been renovated.
KEEWATIN.—Extensive improvements have been

made to the Capitol theatre and house reopened.
ROSEAU.—New opera chairs have been installed in

the Princess theatre.
Mississippi

VICKSBURG.—New ventilating systems have been
installed in the Alamo and Saenger theatres.

Nebraska
CENTRAL CITY.—The Empress theatre will be

remodeled and wired for audiens.
NELIGH.—New cooling system has been installed

in the Moon theatre.

[At the request of the executive commit-

tee of the American Red Cross: Bett5:r

Theatres is happy to publish this appeal

in behalf of that great humanitariam or-

ganization's membership campaign.^

New Hampshire
MANCHESTER.—The Strand theatre has been

remodeled.
New York

AMITYVILLE.—Modern cooling system has been
installed in the Babylon theatre, costing $10,000.
NORTH TONAWANDA.—Shea's Riviera has been

improved with new picture equipment, magnascope
screen, draperies, lights and decorations.

North Dakota
MAYVILLE.—The Delchar theatre has been re-

modeled.
Ohio

SPRINGFIELD.—The Liberty theatre has been re-
decorated and sound equipment installed.

TOLEDO.—Modern cooling system will be installed
in the Rivoli theatre.

Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA CITY.—New cooling systems have

been installed in the Publix, Criterion and Capitol

OKLAHOMA CITY.—The Palace theatre is being
remodeled and new cooling system installed.
OKLAHOMA CITY.—The Midwest, Orpheum, Em-

press, Liberty and Folly theatres, all Mid-West
houses, have had cooling systems installed.
TULSA.—The Orpheum theatre has been remodeled

and reopened. Improvements cost $10,000.
Pennsylvania

NORRISTOWN.—The Brockway theatre has in-
stalled stafety controls.
PHILADELPHIA.—Modern cooling system has been

installed in the Stanton theatre, costing $60,000.
PITTSBURGH.—The lobby and stage of the War-

ner theatre is being remodeled and new cooling system
installed.

South Carolina
ANDERSON.—Improvements to the Strand theatre

includes new addition providing 100 new seats, extra
sound equipment and new sign. Cost estimated at
$15,000.
LEXINGTON.—Modern cooling system has been

installed in the Lexington theatre.
*CHATTANOOGA.—The Rialto theatre, a Publix

house, has been remodeled and modern cooling system
installed.

CHATTANOOGA.—New ventilating system has
been installed in the State theatre, costing about
$18,000.

Texas
CUERO.—The Hall Industries plans to improve the

Rialto theatre, rearrange and install new sound
equipment.

Utah
SALT LAKE CITY.—Modern ventilating and cool-

ing system has been installed in the Capitol theatre,
costing about $20,000.

West Virginia
WHEELING.—Paramount Pictures Corporation,

Paramount Building, New York, which recently pur-
chased the Rex theatre, plans remodeling the house.

Wisconsin
MILWAUKEE.—The Classic theatre has been re-

modeled and new equipment installed.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
California

PASO ROBLES.—The T. & D. Enterprises, Inc.,
988 Market Street, San Francisco, has awarded the
contract to Salih Brothers, Melrose and Western
Avenues, Los Angeles, for the erection of a theatre,
store and apartment building. Estimated cost,
$150,000.
*SAN PEDRO.—Warner Brothers Pacific States

Theatres, 1708 Talraadge Street, Los Angeles, has
awarded the contract to Lange & Bergstrom, Wash-
ington Building, Los Angeles, for the erection of a
Class A reinforced concrete theatre. Estimated cost,

$200,000.
Florida

TAMPA.—Mrs. Ignacio Haya, care Oscar A. Ayala,
320 Cass Street, will soon let contract for the new
Rivoli theatre and store building to be erected at
Seventh Avenue and Fifteenth Street, 70 by 200 feet.
Theatre will have seating capacity of 1,5'00.

Indiana
HAMMOND.—H. P. Downey has general contract

to erect a three-story brick and terra cotta theatre,
100 by 150 feet, at 3000 Calumet Street. Estimated
cost, $200,000.

Louisiana
LAFAYETTE.—Southern Amusement Company,

care Jefferson theatre, and Bert Tiller, vice president.
Lake Charles, La. ; will soon award the contract for
a new 1,200-seat theatre, to include mezzanine, bal-
cony, ladies' rest-room, men's smoking-room, etc.

Maryland
BALTIMORE.-J. J. Zink, 2826 Overland Avenue,

will soon let contract for the erection of a one-story
brick and concrete theatre at Edmondson Avenue and
Edgewood Street for the F. H. Dinkee Enterprises,
Arcade Building. Estimated cost, $150,000.

Missouri
WEST PLAINS.—Catron Estate, care H. C. Kellet,

has plans_ by Boiler Brothers, 114 West Tenth Street,
Kansas City, Mo., for a brick, reinforced concrete and
terra cotta theatre, fireproof construction, to be lo-

cated on West Main Street, 120 by 40 feet. Lessee,
Dean & Davis. Estimated cost, $50,000.

Oklahoma
*NORMAN.—A. W. Parr will soon start work on

a one-story brick and stone theatre and store building.
Lessee Griffith Amusement Company. Estimated
cost, $50,000.
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(Refer to Items by Number)

Rekakks :

Name- Theatre. -City

State .Seating Capacity
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We g,ratefully acknowledg,e a Letter from San Quentin

:

ToO the Editor. Better Theatres: Although I am not
a subscriber 1 have the pleasure of reading every issue.

Yours is a precious publication among the 30 or 40 men
here who are interested in the theatre or the motion pic
ture industry. The data contained is hard to obtain,

especially by those of us who are too unfortunate to have
any available funds. One of the men here is a sub-

scriber and when he receives his copy he must \eep it to

himself until he finishes reading it.

We are fortunate enough to have a class in motion pic
ture projection and sound equipment here now. In fact,

it has just started. Something li\e 60 men have enrolled.

We are also fortunate in having several competent teach'

ers. The class has caused quite an interest here and we
have interested some very big men on the outside who are

striving to help us all they can. This is indeed something

to be than\ful for.

I have wor\ed in many theatres throughout the United

States but in a somewhat different capacity from projec

tionist. My trade is that of installing and maintaining

pipe organs. Alhough that is my trade, I have studied

stage and studio lighting, electricity, electric signs, motion

picture projection, and now sound equipment. I am con-

tinually reading and studying the aforementioned subjects

whenever I can get new data. Of course, I am also inter'

ested in lenses and cameras of all \inds.

I have also wor\ed in a few of the studios so as to

gain more \nowledge of the industry. I am hoping to go
to wor\ at one of the large studios at the beginning of
production next year. As soon as I can, I will be a
regular subscriber to the Herald-World, for I do not
want to be without it.

In loo\ing over your Better Theatres Catalogue, I

find a great many things which are of interest to me.
I'll admit there are a great many but they will all be of
help to me, inasmuch as I really want to \now theatre

equipment and studio equipment from beginning to end.

I am enclosing my list, which I hope you luill not consider

too large, or that I am trying to ta\e advantage of a good
thing. That is not the case, for I will be mighty grateful

for anything I can get.

Is there any way in which I can possibly get the articles

Mr. F. H. Richardson and others have been writing?

Surely would li\e to have them so that I could have them
hound for future reference. Do you ever have anyone

write on pipe organs, their construction, etc.?

You can be sure of receiving my subscription within

the next six or seven months.—No. 46868.

Those First Pains of a

Growing Art
(Continued from page 29)

theatre or at the film exchange ; the film

exchange will be able to tell the man-
ager where the film is being shown that

he may go there to see it. The fact that

a specific film is being advertised largely

by its manufacturer is not sufficient basis

for a manager to decide to feature it for

his patrons, for such advertising may not

be justified by the film, or even if so

warranted, the film may have real merit
and still not be suited to the tastes of

the theatre, as the manager knows them.
Having selected a feature film, adver-

tise it only a day ahead, both by theatre-

front signs and handbills. In addition, a

printed program for the next night with
the feature film advertised may be
handed to patrons leaving the theatre on
the night before the feature is put on.

Be careful that the word "Tomorrow" is

prominent in the theatre-front announce-
ment, which is posted a day ahead, or
some patron, reading the sign carelessly,

may go inside and be disappointed be-

cause he did not see the feature film

mentioned for the next night.AAA
As to the latter admonition, many of

us have found occasion to wish that it

were more strictly observed in our two-
billion-dollar industry of today.

There is, I think, a difference between
today and the past that is really quite
favorable to the motion picture indus-
try's finally achieved adulthood. For one
thing, practically all of our theatres, no
matter how insignificant, have sloping
floors. And even in the North, and de-
spite rather audacious changes in styles,

I doubt the existence of any cashiers who
suffer much while at work from the cold.

We may waive other improvements.
These acquisitions appearing in both
theatre architecture and theatre manage-
ment, alone show progress.

Changes there have been that have
brought their tragedies. Once in awhile,
for example, an exhibitor operating on a
smaller scale is heard to complain. Some
of the old contentment is gone. Every-
thing is more complex. But is that not
true of life in general? Shaving has
nothing to do with show business, at

least not directly. Yet not long ago the
exhibitor's razor was in one piece, fold-

ing up in most elementary fashion. To-
day it is probably in three pieces and
has to be put together and taken apart.
This change to complexity has made pos-
sible (though not assured, I swear) the
attainment of old age with one's face
practically intact. Change is inevitable.

We are wedded to change, for better and,
unfortunately, for worse.

Of the motion picture theatre as once
it was, much more could be said, of

advertisements are
. . . interesting—they have to be, these
days. Ant] they offer the executive a

quick means of keeping abreast of the
times in his business. Products are

offered because they are useful. The ad-

vertisements tell why in a manner re-

quiring the smallest amount of a reader's

time.

course, than has been presented in this

account. Despite its simplicity, we must
have observed that there was much to be

said about it. The past, however, has
its limitations, while the future, as some-
one has so eloquently declared, is bound-
less. I, for one, earnestly hope that in

preparing the future, the architect and
the exhibitor will not look to the some-
what distant past herein described for

their guidance.

[The End]

booklets
{Continued from page 61)

Rear Shutter Assembly
• The advance in projector design

represented by the rear shutter at-

tachments which may be placed on
models previous to the removal of the

shutter from in front of the head, and
for those who wish to save their pro-

jectors from comparative obsolescence,

the International Projector Corporation

(90 Gold Street, New York, N. Y.),

manufacturers of Simplex, have issued a

booklet of complete instructions on the

attachment and operation of its rear

shutter for the older models.

An introductory section describes the

rear shutter and details its advantages.

The instructions for its substitution for

the front shutter then follow, with eight

photographic diagrams illustrating each

major step in the process. Instructions

also include advice in the operation and
maintenance of the attachment.

The booklet is unusually well made for

a book of instructions, being printed on

excellent enamel paper, with heavy paper
covers. The resulting degree of dura-

bility is doubtless not amiss in the aver-

age projection room.
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THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
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THE TWO BLACK CROWS, MORAX AXD MACK.
In "Anybody's War" are playing to crowded, delighted, laughter

swept mobs in key points throughout the country. By long odds,

the big comedy hit of the hour!

oT. 100, No. ^ntered as second-class matter. August 20, 1917, ot the Post Office at Chicauo, 111., under the act of March 3, 1879. Pubti.

weekly by Quigley Puhlishiny Co., at 407 South Dearborn St., Clticai/o. Subscription, $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents.^M!r^Boust 9, 1930^
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A
GEORGE
JESSEl

f\

SHOWDOM'S
BIGGEST

IN

i_PARAMOUNT

No Other ShortsProgram Is So Rich inReai
First Line Box Office Personalities!

Paramount turned shorts from a
problem into a pleasure. Through
over 1,000 theatres of all types and
sizes we analyzed exhibitors' needs
and the public's tastes in shorts.

We set up our 1930-31 shorts accord-
ingly. In number, length and sub-
jects they exactly fit showman's
practical demands. The quality is

the same as in Paramount features.

BROAD'iVAY'S BRIOHTEST STARS gaiiicr a I Para-
mount's great New York studio, located a stone's throw from
the Gay White Way, to make Paramount Sound Acts and
Paramount Comedies. No othercompany has this advantage.

104 PARAMOUNT ACTS. Single
reel. 6 PARAMOUNT COMEDIES.
2 reels. Deluxe productions. 18 PAR-
AMOUNT SCREEN SONGS. Most
popular single reel subject on the
market. 18 PARAMOUNTTALKAR-
TOONS. Also a Fleischer single reel
hit. 104 PARAMOUNT SOUND
NEWS, the industry's leader. The
new super - magazine, 18 PARA-
MOUNT PICTORIALS. Single reel.

BEST BALANCED • HIGHEST QIJALITY • MOST COMPLETE



lOWERIUl!
describes this supreme melodrama — one of the

Warner Bros, big money attractions for 1930-31 f

WARNER BROS. TRAILERS-BLAZE ATRAILTO THE BOX-OFFICE!



ihe hazardous year of 1917 lives

again in this supreme melodrama.

You see a desperate conflict

waged not by the physical daring

of armies but by the steel -keen

wits of spies.

You see men and women
engaged in breathtaking ente r-

prises in enemy cities, the co n-

sequences of which hold the

destiny of nations.

You see a woman of siren

charm lure the man she loves to

destruction.

POWERFUL is the one word

to describe this tremendous dra-

ma of the European spy system.

CONSTANCE BENNETT

ERIC VON STROHEIM

Anthony Bushell,WilliamCourtenay,Crauford

Kent, Charlotte Walker, William Holden.

WARNER BROS. 1930-31 PRODUCTIONS
BIGGER THAN THE BIGGEST- -BETTER THAN THE BEST!
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There Is No Substitute

For Circulation

—

-as proof of the service a

publication is rendering

a field

^as proof of just where a

publication stands in the

estimation of a field

EXHIBITORS HERALD -WORLD Has

The Largest Circulation In The Motion

Picture Trade. (Proof by the Audit

Bureau of Circulations*)

*The HERALD-WORLD is the only motion picture trade publication whose circulation state-

ments are audited by the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

:
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CAMERAS
PURR ON
AMOS '

MIGHTIEST STARS OF ALL
CREATION WELCOMED TO
HOLLYWOOD . . . START
WORK ON GREATEST ALL-
TIME ATTRACTION . . . .

""^55^
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TITAN SMASHES MOW PATH

TO LEADPP^HIP

Setting the Heart of the World Afire!

RADIO'S
MIGHTY DRAMATIC SPECTACLE

Second Week Orpheum, Los Angeles! Second
Week Orpheum, Frisco! Poised for Sweep
Engagements Portland, Seattle and Points West!

First Great Railroad Melodrama off the TalkersI
LOUIS WOLHEIM...ROBERT ARMSTRONG...JEAN

ARTHUR. Sensational new sound effectsDANGER LIGHTS
ESCAPE . . LEATHERNECKING
Ml w^ Ik r ^'fl Wr I iff%. I ^ U iM K. ISC
^ I JkJI i^ B B ^^ 1^ And a Grand Array of Others Moving

Swiftly Toward the TITAN Stages . .

y . nX-S PICTURES ^

->V«eQ. U S.^ Pol. Off " *

C'V Vi^tl^fil

>-•<'> -

1

1

^1 1
M.

^ im^BL
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HOLIDAVlt^.
FOR EXHIBITORS

Jii

MAN
A REAL REASON
TO C E L E B RATE!

{
PAT HE

idMB
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r-/\-v.-|-5!
The inside story which tells

the truth about the one out-

standing attraction of 1930

MAN
E. B. DERR. Prendent

C. E. SULLIVAN
Vice President

C. J. SCOLLARD
Executive Vice President

E.B. DERR to PAT SCOLLARD:
"I'll stake my reputation that HER MAN is the outstandins drama of

the season. It's another HOLIDAY for the exhibitors."

C.E. SULLIVAN to PAT SCOLLARD:
"If HER MAN is not what the public wants, then the keenest critics in

Hollywood are not good judges of pictures."

PAT SCOLLARD to PHIL REISMAN:
"Note attached wires from E.B. Derr and C.E. Sullivan. You saw a

rough print of HER MAN when you were on the Coast. Evidently

E. B. and Charlie are of the same opinion as you were."

PHIL REISMAN to FIELD FORCE:
"The enclosed wires from E. B. Derr and C. E. Sullivan confirm what I

have broadcast to you since returning from the Studios. HER MAN
is the greatest box office attraction that has been delivered to our

Sales Organization or any other Sales Organization since talking pic-
PHIL REISMAN i .,„, L. _ L J //

General Sales Mana&er tures have been made.'

HER MAN
with HELEN TWELVETREES • MARJORIE
RAMBEAU RICARDO CORTEZ • PHILLIPS

HOLMES • JAMES GLEASON • Original

story by Howard Higgin and Tay Garnett • Photo-

play by Thomas Buckingham • Directed by Tay

Garnett • Produced by E. 8. Derr

PAT HE
Ik



AND HERE'S WHAT THE DIRECTOR
AND CAST THINK ABOUT IT ••

TAy GARNETT:
"It is the meatiest story, the most aptly cast production I have ever had the privilege of

directing. If it does not prove a sensation at the box affice, I'm neither a prophet nor

a director."

HELEN TWELVETREES:
"My role of 'Frankie' in hHER MAN is the greatest opportunity I have had in pictures.

It is the sort of part that comes to an actress once in a lifetime."

MARJORIE RAMBEAU:
"I am indeed grateful for the opportunity of making my debut on the talking screen in a

characterization that in its sh.ejer realism and humanism equals anything I have ever done

on the stage
"



<(flj^

"%^

ANN HARDING WILLIAM BOYD i

|^% _^ /«-^^||^w^- ""^ ^H
^L ^ "^^U^B ,., H
mtK^L * * ^^1^^K 4^>»^ JRP

F n
CONSTANCE
BENNETT

HELEN
TWELVETREES

NOT 60
BUT 100%
VARIETY SAYS-

EDDIE QUILLAN JAMES GLEASON

'If 607o of Patfie's Product is

60°/o as sood as HOLIDAY

tfiey hiave no more worries

PATHE HAS A PERFECT SCORE
Already completed

HOLIDAY
HERMAN
BEYOND VICTORY
NIGHT WORK
SWING HIGH

In production

IN DEEP

LOOKIN FOR TROUBLE
THE GREATER LOVE
THE PRICE OF A PARTY

In preparation

THE LAST FRONTIER
ADAM AND EVE
THE SIREN SONG
TAKING THE RAP
NORTH OF THE YUKON
THIS MARRIAGE BUSINESS
RAWHIDE
I TAKE THIS WOMAN
ALL THE WAY
ROMANCE HARBOR
LAZY LADY

CELEBRATE WITH PATHE
MAPPv rammi<;tfp IL
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Soffi^eitiuvgy 91ett>i
f

Here is Why We Are E^stablishing A
Ne-w Precedent in Theatrical History

By Staging the Neiv York, Premiere of

'*Hell's Angels'* Simultaneously In

T-wo of Broadway's Major Theatres

H "HELL'S ANGELS" were to play in one theatre OILY—
there would be thousands of disappointed patrons daily.

The magnitude of "Hell's Angels" demands greater capacity on
Broadway than any one theatre can offer.

Therefore we take this means of announcing to the trade and to

the theatre-going public of Greater New York that leases have been
signed for both the

CRITERION THEATRE -< '- GAIETY THEATRE
'^B.'eoaawaif ai 44i(i JjeoaaWa^ at 4^ih

Both theatres will stage the dual Metropolitan Premieres

Friday evening, August 15, at 8:30 sharp, with a $2

per seat policy to he maintained for an extended run.

NEVER BEFORE in the history of the motion picture industry has

a productiojTL demanded the combined capacity of two theatres and
Vv'e firmly believe that even the added capacity of the two will not be
halfadequate to accommodate the tremendousNew York demand for

Howard Hughes^ Qreatest Picture of All Time

HELL'S
ANGELS

WHILE VISITING NEW YORK do not fail to see the spectacular electrical dis-

plays at both theaters, totalling 28,000 square feet of illuminated sign presentation.

SID GRAUMAN
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MIGHTY di

Tlaoul
GREATESf

ENDEL
Tl

POWER
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TIRAH
I Walsh's
F WORK!

Story by RAOUL WALSH an J HALG.EVARTS
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ia^ Parade
with THE LAUGH S

irij

irllll

(71111tE
FRANK CAPttA
Fxo duct±o2n^

tk:
LOUISE FAZENDA
JOAN PEERS

WILLIAM COLLIER Jr.
TOM HOWARD

SMASH HIT AT GLOBE THEATREJ^
BOOKED BY ALL THE BETTER FIRStIr
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Profit-MakerskOn
I SENSATION of the SEASON!

''A SHRIEKING RIB -TICKLER''
—Chicago Herald-Examiner

''POSITIVELY MARVELOUS"
—Rob Reel, Chicago Eve. American

"AUDIENCE LIMP FROM LAUGHTER"
—Washington Star

"A SIDE-SPLITTING VEHICLE"
—Washington Post

"A KNOCKOUT OF FUN"
—Washington hierald

"UNQUALIFIEDLY RECOMMENDED"
—Washington Times

N. Y.; WOODS, CHICAGO; KEITH'S WASHINGTON

RUNS/ INCLUDING R. K. O. EVERYWHERE!



ACES OF FIRST NATIONAL'S
SQUADRON OF HITS!

With one mighty swoop,
they buried Old Man
Slump under a heap of

broken records. « «. *

Overnight they were
acclaimed the industry's

heroes. They made the
world safe for profits.

Their deeds have en-
deared them to the
public's heart.

Bigger receptions than
Lindbergh's follow them
into the country's finest

theatres. . .

Watch First National's
Squadron Of Hits. They're
all aces! * • • • ,

Topped the top

in Pittsburgh

and Washing-

ton. Set for "A"

playing time

everywhere.

"Vilophone" i» the registered trade mark

of the Vitaphone Corp. designotmg its products

Play These Hits During August, Warner
Brothers Silver Jubilee Month

J
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In This Issue
TAXATION
Industry Must Unite in Fight on Taxation

Menace, Declare Leaders, Citing Assessment
Measures in Fifteen States as Cue for Joint
Action—Proposed Rates on Admissions Run as

High as 10 Per Cent—See Threat Against
All Amusements—^Independents and Chains
Urged to Forget Differences in This Crisis.

ZONING
Expect Zoning Throughout United States

TO Be Settled by End of August—Dallas and
Indianapolis Only Two Centers to Meet In-

terference—Rezoning Will Place Definite

Relations on Paper, Available to Exhibitor

and Distributor—Texas Allied Turns Down
Protection Plans.

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS
NEWS

Two thoa!>and entry blanks are mailed for Herald-World Golf
Tournament—September 14-15 are new dates set for competition.

American producers are urged to make use of Kontingent rights

—Patents peace allows German exhibitors to screen U. S. pictures

once more, says Berlin.
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY.

International Deal

ALONG drawn out siege of litigation, entailing a great

loss in time, money and energy would have been the

inevitable result had not an agreement been worked out

between American and German owners of patent rights

on equipment used in the recording and reproduction of

talking motion pictures.

Such an agreement has been arrived at. The confer-

ences which led to this happy conclusion were those held
recently in Paris which were presided over by Mr. Will

H. Hays.

As the formal statement which has been issued indi-

cates, the conferences pursued policies of compromise and

conciliation. An agreement was reached. What the even-

tual effects of this agreement will be with respect to the

various parties concerned cannot be definitely stated. The
fact that an agreement was reached, however, makes plain

that all of the principal parties concerned were assured

that their several rights and contentions were appropri-

ately safeguarded.

Whether one party or another receives some slight ad-

vantage in the operation of the agreement is a matter of

very small importance. The outstanding feature of im-

portance is that a cooperative scheme of development for

talking pictures has been arrived at, thus eliminating

costly litigation, dispute and delay which could not have
been avoided had not some such agreement been arrived at.

All those participating in the conferences performed a

service of genuine and lasting worth.

Altogether, the international deal on talking pictures

and talking picture equipment and patents amounts to a

notable achievement. AAA
Crook Stories

THE insistent complaint of a large number of exhibi-

tors against the obvious over-emphasis on crook and
underworld plays in the schedules of various of the pro-

ducers is entitled to be heard and acted upon.

Not many months ago Mr. Hoover, as president of the

United States, drew the attention of the American people

to the fact that the crime question is one of the most
serious and important issues facing the American public.

Ways and means of lessening crime and providing for more
thorough enforcement of existing laws and regulations are

occupying to a considerable extent the time and attention

of public officials the country over.

Certainly the motion picture industry is not fulfilling

a public spirited role when, under existing conditions, it

turns out a long series of crook and underworld dramas,
one after another. No matter what the treatment of such
stories may be, when there is an over-abundance of them

—

as there has been lately—they cannot help but serve to

exploit crime and criminal ways. In many cases sympathy
in some degree for the criminal is created and in prac-

tically all cases they tend toward creating an undue famili-

arity with practices which are popular in the underworld.

In a few of the large centers the underworld story is

taken as a matter of course and it is not in these cases

that the exhibitor's problem is most pressing. There is

probably just as good reason for lessening the screen's

attention to crime in these cases as in any other, but it

is in the smaller towns and in the neighborhoods that the

exhibitor is encountering active hostility toward under-

world stories. This hostility is, of course, also vented upon
the theatres which present such pictures.

The exhibitor may not regularly be able to tell the

producer what kind of stories he should produce; but his

judgment seldom fails in the matter of what kind of

stories not to produce. In this connection it is interest-

ing to recall that exhibitors were loud in their protest

against the revue type of talking picture and the back-

stage musical picture long before Hollywood knew that

this type of subject had become a dead letter.

It would be a matter of very good common sense for

the producer to note carefully the exhibitor's current

protest against crook stories.

Silver Anniversary

WARNER BROTHERS, whose part in realizing the
audible screen will always entitle them to a con-

spicuous chapter in the record of this great development
in theatrical entertainment, celebrated last week the silver

anniversary of their entrance into the picture business.

The whole industry is glad to join the chorus of con-

gratulations to Warner Brothers not only because of their

individual success but also because of their great con-

tribution in hastening the wedding of sound and pictures..

Retrenchment

THE Fox Weet Coast theatres have been heralding a

decrease in appropriations for advertising—a course

which strikes us right at this time as being both tactically

and practically unwise and uncalled for.

In view of general business conditions we see no reason

for resorting to fanfare about a lessening effort on build-

ing business. Such a pronouncement cannot help but curb
the spirit of cooperation on the part of the newspapers if

not, in fact, the actual practice of cooperation. Also, in

the face of business conditions as they exist there is far

greater warrant for more effort rather than less effort in

promotion.

Such a pronouncement cannot help but have an unde-
sirable effect upon other theatre operators when it comes
from a producer-owned circuit. In this way additional

ill effects may easily be transferred on from the circuit to

the distributing branch of the organization.

In the face of any possible need of economy, promotion
should be the last item in theatre operation which should
be compelled to submit to the knife.
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Industry Must Unite in Fight
On Tax Menace, Assert Leaders

Levy Measures Cited in Fifteen

States as Cue for Joint Action

Weints Cool Music
For Hot Weather

(Special to the Hcrald-lVorld)

OMAHA, Aug. 7.—A citizen who
had been sorely smitten with the 111
degree heat here commented the
other day on a theatre he had vis-

ited: "Yes, the Paramount was 6ne
and 'AH Quiet on the Western Front,'

was good, but I wish they wouldn't
play such hot music on days like

these." Asked what he meant by
"hot music," the man said: "I mean
this slow music. I ordinarily like

operas, but not on a hot day. Then
I want something lively and snappy,
something to make me forget. Slow
music makes me feel hotter than
ever." Some agree that he is right,

while many will say his idea of hot
music is all wet.

15 Million in 5 1-2%
Bonds Offered for

Expansion by Publix
(Stccial to the Heraid- World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—With the offering

of $15,000,000 worth of 5!^% sinking fund

bonds, new financing for the Paramount Pub-
lix Corporation will be carried out. The issue,

due on August 1, 1950, is being marketed by

Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and Hallgarten & Co., at

94^2, to yield more than 5.97 per cent.

The proceeds will be used by the corpora-

tion to acquire the M. E. Comerford holdings,

covering 61 theatres in Pennsylvania, New
York and Rhode Island, and for reimbursing

the company in part for previous capital ex-

penditures. The new issue will be callable at

102^ as a whole, but not in part except for

the account of the sinking fund, on any in-

terest date on 30 days' notice until February

1, 1948. Thereafter "the redemption price will

be par plus one-half of one per cent for each

six months between redemption date and date

of maturity.

Rowland Denies Returning
To FN; Warners Spike
Rumor Jack Is Leaving

(Stceial to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Richard A. Rowland
today said in reply to a rumor emanating from

the Coast that he was returning to First Na-

tional : "I have heard nothing about it." The
report was also denied at First National.

A report also originating on the Coast that

Jack Warner was leaving Warner Brothers

also was denied.

Watervliety N. Y., Bans
Carnivals as Nuisance

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

ALBANY, N. Y., Aug. 7.—Carnivals, which

have been the proverbial thorn-in-the-side to

exhibitors in Watervliet for two or three

years, a city near here, will no longer dis-

turb the theatre owners' peace.

These carnivals, which operated nearly

every week in the year, became such a nui-

sance that the common council decreed they

should be barred from the city.

Proposed Rates on Admissions as High as Ten Per Cent—Situation Viewed as Threat to Amusements
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Aggressive efforts to slap burdensome taxation on the

theatres of the country are now being made in 15 states.

Tax committees are at work at the present time in 14 states, with the tax

body in Mississippi having already completed its deliberations.

The 15 states in which legislatures will be asked to consider amusement taxa-

tion when they convene the first week in January are:

Iowa

Mississippi

Idaho

Pennsylvania

Indiana

New Hampshire

Oregon

Nebraska

Texas

Utah

Ohio

Massachusetts

South Dakota

Washington

California

Taxes planned range from three mills to ten per cent, with a ten per cent ad-

mission tax favored in most instances. These taxes are directed not alone at the

motion picture theatre but at all forms of amusement to which admission is

charged.

Deader.^ in the industry view the situation with alarm. In their opinion it is

now the greatest menace facing the business. While admitting that the con-

s-tant threat of censorship in different localities must be given serious considera-

tion, these leaders feel that for the present the industry's activities must be di-

rected toward staving off proposed taxation.

"If the public wants its motion picture entertainment at a nominal cost

it must not permit its legislators to place a burdensome tax on the thea-

tres," said one leader.

"In many instances it would prove disastrous. Business has been none too

healthy this summer, and add to this the increased operating expense which the

exhibitor has had to assume as a result of sound installation, and you have a

picture of the future of the business should the theatres have taxes slapped upon

them.

"It is a real menace at this time. It is going to require an aggressive cam-

paign not only by the theatres but by the industry as a whole. The inde-

pendents and the chains must join hands in the fight. If they have had dif-

ferences they must forget them. The independent is a power in legislation

and neither the independent nor the chain theatre must have axes to grind

in the present situation.

"Theatre tax legislation undoubtedly has its protagonists among those who

oppose chain operation of any type, whether it be a drug store, a grocery store

or a theatre. It is a wrong attitude to assume but that is no reason to overlook

the fact that the danger is here."
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THE post office department's plans

to take action against forced pub-

licity, in other words, publicity

published by second class publications in

trade for advertising, is not likely to have
any effect upon motion picture companies
and theatres.

The general opinion is that motion pic-

tures must be advertised, and the adver-

tising men, whether associated with thea-

tre or producing company, are willing to

rely upon the news value of their stories

for space.

Newspaper executives for the most
part remain noncommittal on the subject,

a majority of them saying, "Our paper is

not at all affected by the hammer over the

head method of advertisers."
* * *

One of the industry's leading execu-

tives of a few years ago has been urged
to return to the motion picture field as

the directing head of one of the big com-
panies. It seems, however, that he has

given little serious thought to the propo-
sition, and the possibility that he will re-

turn is remote.
* * *

The passing of Frank Rembusch's Mo-
tion Picture Congress, which was out-

lined to exhibitors attending the national

convention of the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners of America, at Memphis, was
unheralded. There was a reason for

abandoning the project, however, and
that reason, it is understood, was diffi-

culty in forming the sales organization.
* * *

If the Broadway theatres are not care-

ful they will be back again to Sunday or
Monday opening. Warner Bi'others at

its Strand theatres in both New York and
Brooklyn has shifted to Thursday for
new picture offerings, and the same pol-

icy is in force at the Rialto and Rivoli,

extended run houses, when new attrac-

tions are presented. Columbia also is

opening its Broadway runs on Thursday
at the Globe. Whether other houses
along the street, such as the Paramount
and the Roxy, will follow suit is problem-
atical.

JAY M. SHRECK.

MPTO Sifts Theatre Ads
Stating Sole Appearance
In Baltimore This Season

(Special to the Herald-World)
BALTIMORE, Aug. 7.—Investigation is be-

ing made by the M P T O of Maryland, Inc.,
into the recent advertising of the Auditorium
theatre here on "All Quiet on the Western
Front" and "Journey's End." The house,
which is m.anager by Fred C. Schanberger,
Jr., advertised that these pictures would not
be shown at any other playhouse in the city
during the season. A reserved seat policy
was followed, with $1.50 top.

The Witching Hour
Midnight! What an interminable train of thoughts that one word starts. Midnight ! And
most people shudder, and think of ghostly deeds, or crime stalking abroad, unhampered.
Radio Pictures has chosen a singularly attractive title in "Midnight Mystery." Included in the
cast are Betty Compson, Lowell Sherman, Raymond Hatton, Rita La Roy, June Qyde and

Marcelle Corday.

Circumstantial evidence enters

Perhaps she knows all about it
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Objectionable Ads Made Club
To Force Federal Film Control

Copy Written in Home Offices

Causes Propaganda to Solons
Famous Canadian to

Play All Warner, FN
And Vitaphone Films

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, August 7.—By a deal just

completed with Famous Players Canadian

Corporation, all Warner Brothers, First Na-

tional and Vitaphone attractions will be

shown in all theatres owned and operated in

Canada by the Famous Players Canadian or-

ganization.

At the same time First National has closed

with the W. S. Butterfield Theatres, Inc., and

Butterfield Michigan theatres for a full show-

ing of the First National prosperity group in

Michigan.

The Canadian contract is claimed to be one

of the largest booking arrangements ever

made in Canada, and follows closely upon the

recently made deal with Fox and Loew the-

atres for the showing of Warner and Vita-

phone pictures in the Fox and Loew houses

in the metropolitan area.

It is understood that the box office success

of "The Dawn Patrol" and others of the

prosperity group have been instrumental in

arousing the confidence of Mid-Western ex-

hibitors.

Off-Color Paper in Other Industries Run Without Danger
Of Adverse Laws, Say Ad Men

Photocolor Finds New
Natural Color Process;

Uses Black-White Camera
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—A new development

designed, through the use of Photocolor

process treatment, to project pictures on the

screen in natural colors with the use of the

ordinary black and white camera, has just

been announced by Photocolor Corporation.

The statement of the company points out

that this development not only simplified

greatly the entire color operation, but has also

reduced costs to a considerable extent. In

addition, it is possible with this new process

to duplicate with the regular black and white

camera, after minor adjustments have been

made, any of the trick shots which ordinarily

can not be accomplished with the regular

color camera.

"The practicability of the improved Photo-
color process," the statement said, "has been

thoroughly demonstrated and a series of

shorts are now in process of production for

early fall release. It is expected that many
important productions will be photographed
and processed by Photocolor during the com-
ing months."

Giegerich Heads Pathe
Advertising and Publicity;

Others in New Capacities
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—A realignment in

the advertising and publicity department of

Pathe brings Charles Giegerich, recently with
Powers Cinephone, in as chief of that depart-

ment.

Joseph O'Sullivan will direct publicity, and

G. R. O'Neil will devote most of his time

to specializing on unusual advertising cam-
paigns and other exploitation work.

"/ grant that objectionable advertising still is used by some advertising men,
especially in posters, but it is gradually being brought to the zero mark," says

a New York advertising man, commenting on a situation which is being used

by reformers to bolster up their case for federal control, "The exploitation

man often has to assume a great deal of the responsibility for such ad-

vertising, but after all he ts no more responsible than the producer who makef:

the picture."

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Objectionable motion picture advertising

is being used to give strength to the campaign for federal control of mo-
tion pictures.

This advertising in most instances is not copy originated by the theatres. It

is on the other hand advertising conceived in the home offices of the producing

and distributing companies.

The Hays office, it is learned, is loaded with mail the moment a piece of off-

color advertising appears. If the activities of the reformers halted here the

situation could be judicially handled, but it so happens that congressmen and
senators also are flooded iwith this propaganda.

What stumps so many advertising men,
as well as others in the business, is that

other commercial enterprises are permitted
to publish objectionable advertising without
danger of adverse legislation. In this re-

spect, the advertising men point out, the

motion picture is always a more fertile

field for reform activity.

An advertising man, in discussing
the situation, ran through the pages
of several magazines of national cir-

culation, all magazines of high stand-
ing.

In each off-color advertising was
found, the automobile industry being
the principal offender. Others were
perfume and hosiery manufacturers
and distributors.

"Motion picture advertising is mild
in comparison," he said. "If we pub-
lished advertising like this we'd get a
call from the Hays office immediately.
It just can't be done anymore.

"I grant that objectionable advertising

still is used by some advertising men, es-

pecially' in posters, but it is gradually be-

ing brought to the zero mark.
"The exploitation man often has to as-

sume a great deal of the responsibility for

such advertising, but after all he is no more
responsible than the producer who makes
the picture.

"The exploitation man is held to account
for the success or failure of a picture. If

the theme of the picture is oflf-color, natu-
rally his methods of advertising it will be.

That may be no excuse, but nevertheless
it is the truth."

This advertising man was of the opinion,

however, that the condition is rapidly im-
proving, especially since the publication of

the Hays advertising code.

Herschmann Now Aids
National Screen Sales

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—After many years'

association with Loew Theatres, Max Hersch-
mann is now actively engaged with National
Screen Service in charge of their special

service sales. He will work with W. P.

Garyn, general sales manager.
Before his present connection, Herschmann

was selling special trailers in the metropolitan
territory.

Broadway Favorites to Be Heard on New
lO'in. Checker Discs in Paramount Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, August 7.—Paramount Publix Corporation has contracted to add
in many of their theatres a number oi the new discs recently put out by the

Checker Music Corporation, an affiliation of the Stanley Recording company.

The Checker Company have just completed the first set of records of popular

10 inch, 33 1/3 R.P.M. discs. Available in the group of records are instrumentals

vfithout voice, instrumentals with vocal chorus, overtures and marches.

The vocals are sung by Broadway's leading radio, recording and stage favorites,

it is understood, and include such numbers as "It I Were King," "Sing You Sin-

ners," "The Stein Song," and "What Is This Thing Called Love."
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American Producers Urged to Make
Use of Kontingent Rights

Patents Peace Allows German Exhibitors to Screen Standard American
Pictures Once More, Says Berlin

[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

BERLIN, Aug. 7.—The Patents Peace was heartily welcomed by the

whole trade. It is a relief for everybody in the industry. The commit-
tee of the German Exhibitors' Association immediately adopted a reso-

lution welcoming the sound patents peace and expressing the German exhibi-

tors' satisfaction of being able to screen again American standard productions

together with all other high class foreign product in their halls.

exhibitors. They are also afraid that joint

production with foreign companies or Ger-
THE American pictures, the German exhibi-

tors say, which so long enjoyed full home
rights in German theatres, must come back,

and the American distributors are urged to

make early use of their kontingent rights and
to supply pictures to the German exhibitors

under conditions they are able to bear.

Herr Ludw.g Scheer Makes Move
It is interesting to note, that this resolu-

tion was issued by Herr Ludwig Scheer, the

President of the German exhibitors' Associa-
tion, who is otherwise known as the strong-

est advocate of an independent Film-Europe.
Meanwhile Herr Scheer's plan of an ex-

hibitors' producing and renting syndicate is

taking shape. A provisional committee, to

which prominent exhibitors of all parts of

Germany and of Austria belong, has been
formed. The company is to be named "Reichs-
film A. G." and the capital, contributed by
exhibitors only, will be one million marks.
The new kontingent regulations have

shocked all sections of the trade and are

meeting with the strongest opposition every-
where.

Opposed to Kontingent

The director of Siedfilm, Herr Goldschmed,
wired from Italy his strongest protest against

"the incredible tightening of the kontingent"
and proposed a concerted move of all the

German distributors against it.

M. Charles Delac, President of the Chambre
Syndicale Francaise de la Cinematographic,
expressed his great concern regarding the new
law. The law was formed, he said, without
ascertaining the opinion of the thirty Franco-
German cooperative producers and may
jeopardize all future Franco-German coopera-
tion.

Mr. K. Schwedschikow, head of the Soviet-
Kino, now in Berlin, said, his plans of making
Berlin the center for Soviet pictures and
building up a great producing" and renting
organization here with the existing Prome-
theus Company as a nucleus, were all put in

doubt through the new regulations.

Soviet-Kino Is Barred

The Soviet-Kino, he added, cannot now fi-

nance its own productions in Germany, can-
not employ Russian directors and must not
take scenes in the Soviet-Union.

Similar fears are entertained by the German

He Falls 33 Feet in

Greenville House
(Sl^ccial to the Hcrald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 7.—"Vol"
Richards of this city, supervising
architect for the Arctic Neu-Aire
Company, is in King's Daughters'
hospital in Greenville. Miss., suffer-
ing from internal injuries received
July 28 when he fell 33 feet in the
Saenger theatre there. Richards v^ras

inspecting the cooling system being
installed in the house when he slipped
on the blower chute and fell to the
stage floor. He struck his head and
chest in the fall. Physicians pro-
nounced his condition critical.

man production in foreign studios will be
impeded.
The German Exhibitors' Association is mak-

ing representations to the Minister, but re-

frains from taking drastic decisions, as it

thinks that the new regulations can only be

temporary.
Mr. Harry AI. Warner's stay in Berlin wa;

the object of much speculation.

Before leaving, he called the Press together,

only to tell the journalists, that his intention

was not to give any information at all. The
best thing now, he said, was to write nothing.

The Press, of course, was not satisfied with
this news, and the representative of a leading
Berlin daily walked out, greatly annoyed.
Warner Brothers, it is now announced, will

jointly with Tobis, make a talkie version of a

successful German adaptation of "The Beg-
gar's Opera" under the direction of G. W.
Pobst.

SpoorPlans Showing
ThirdDimension Film
To Press in 10 Days

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 7.—George K.

Spoor left Los Angeles yesterday with the
announcement that within 10 days "The
Record Run" will be shown to the trade
press. It is an RKO production, photo-
graphed in three dimensions.
Spoor said he believed the picture will

open in September at the RKO theatre

here. It will also be shown in Chicago and
New York soon after that date. Other cities

that will get the picture are Boston, De-
troit, Kansas City, Philadelphia, St. Louis
and San Francisco.
He reiterated his conviction that the

natural vision cinema system will never be
for small theatres and that introduction of

third dimension films will not make an up-

heaval in the equipment industry. "Equip-

ment necessary for 3-dimension pictures,"

he said, "will be leased by us to theatres in

no more than 110 cities." Therefore there

is no reason, he said, for exhibitors to be-

come alarmed.

''All Quiet'' Closing

At Central After 269
Shows at $2 Top

(Sfecial to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—"All Quiet on the

Western Front," Universal's screen transcrip-

tion of Remarque's war story, will close at

the Central theatre here on Sunday, August 10.

Having opened on April 29, the film will

have played 269 performances at a $2 top.

Up to August 1, it had shown to a total of

194,529 people. What is believed to be an

all time standee record was established with

a total of 5,785.

Organist Opens Stops

And Stops Fire Injuries
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 7.—The
courage of Rose McGlinn, organist in

Warner Brothers theatre at 333 Mar-
ket street, prevented possible injuries
when 500 persons were routed from
the house as fire broke out in an ad-
joining building. As debris fell on
the roof. Miss McGlinn, with all the
stops of her organ open, played at its

loudest tone to drown the noise of
fire engines. Manager Russell Rose
and two patrolmen meanwhile mar-
shaled the crowd to safety. The
theatre, which was recently reno-
vated and re-decorated, was damaged
by smoke and water.

Independents Meet
In New Orleans to

Talk BookingAgents
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 7.—The first an-
nual convention of Allied States motion
picture exhibitors appointed A. E. Gross,
Cortez Henry, Lazarus Newcomb, R. J.

Brunet of the Harlequin, Ben Halpern of
the State, and Art Kern of the Happy Hour
theatre, all of New Orleans, as a committee
to investigate the advisability of selecting a
booking agent for the association. Com-
mittee reports that a thirty days investiga-
tion proves that films are held up sixty days
after first run and then released to the
L^nited Theatres and held up another sixty
days before their release to independents,
causing hardships.

The association probably will buy for its

membership of approximately 100 theatres,
although no action has been taken. The
zoning committee was to report on zoning and
sixty day independent protection. Block
booking was denounced.

Officers elected are president, A. Bethan-
court, Houma ; vice-president, E. C. Hunt of
New Orleans; E. Bernson of the State,

Bogalusa; secretary and treasurer, Ben Hal-
pern of New Orleans. Directors are Henry,
Lazarus Newcomb, R. J. Brunet, A. E.
Gross, Cortez, J. A. Dicharry of the Lin-
coln, sergeant of arms, A. Ruffino of the
Gaiety, all of New Orleans. William
Kreisle of the Opera House in Morgan City,

and D. H. Suddeth of the Grand in

Natchitoches. Prominent exhibitors attend-
ing were W. B. Fordyce of the Princess,

Selma, La.; A. J. Bailey of the Bailey thea-

tre in Bunkie; R. L. Granger of the Liberty
in Alexandria; E. A. Antony of the Ideal

in Ponchatoula; M. A. Berensen of the
State, Bogalusa; M. J. Brunet, G. A. Heck of

the Valentino; L. S. Hemstreet of the

Queen; Alex Schuman of the Coliseum;
Mrs. Henry Lazarus of the Wonderland.
No final conclusion was reached on any

matter. All questions were referred to the
committee. The independent movement has
dragged but is now reviving and spreading
through the entire state. It was stated

there were 75 at the meeting.

James Whale Signs for

Long Term with Tiffany
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—James Whale, Eng-
lish stage director and the man who made
"Journey's End," has been signed to a long

term contract with Tiffany Productions, Inc.

Fie will begin work on Octolier 1.
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"The exhibitor may not regularly be able to tell the producer what kind of stories he should produce; but

his judgment seldom fails in the matter of what kind of stories not to produce.'"'—From Martin J. Quigley's

editorial on page 16.

Expect Zoning Throughout U. S.

To Be Settled By End of August
Dallas and Indianapolis Only

Two to Meet Interferences
This Exhibitor Learns

Protection Significance
(Sr<-^"'l to the hcrntd-ll'ortli)

NEW YORK. Aug. 7.—When one
of the zoning committees convened
to consider protection in its territory,

an independent theatre member arose

and said "I don't believe in protec-

tion for anybody and will not serve

on a committee which considers it.

It doesn't matter whether it is a large

or small theatre, it should be able to

play a picture when it wants to."

The distributor representative
arose in rebuttal and asked "Just
what do you think producers would
use for money if first run theatres

did not pay for protection, making it

possible to give you pictures for ten

and twelve dollars."

To which the exhibitor replied.

"That makes no difference."

This exhibitor, however, partici-

pated in the proceedings and on the

adoption of the zoning regulations

for which he voted favorably arose

to remark that for the first time he

appreciated the significance of pro-

tection and that deliberation had
given him great understanding.

RCA Photophone Grants

License to Metropolitan

To Produce Sound Films
(Sl'ccuil to the Hcndd-Wurld)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Contracts have been

signed between RCA Photophone, Inc., and

the ^[etropolitan Motion Picture company of

Detroit, Mich., by which Photophone grants

a license to the Detroit company to produce

sound news reels, advertising, and commer-

cial and industrial sound motion pictures for

a period of years.

The Metropolitan company also has pur-

chasect four RCA Photophone portable sound

reproducing machines. Active operations in

production are expected to begin by August In.

Embassy, Newsreel
House, in Nine Months

Grosses $380,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—In the nine months

since its opening on November 1 last, the

Embassy, New York's exclusively news reel

theatre, has grossed $380,000. This is an

average of $10,000 per week.

The average daily attendance was 5,715,

which in a 578 seat house, is remarkably

good. The best week so far showed an at-

tendance of 49,000, or 7,000 a day.

Rezoning Will Place Definite Regulations on Paper,
Available to Exhibitor and Distributor

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Reports received from members of various

zoning committees of the country point to an early agreement on this

problem.
The end of August, it is indicated, will find rezoning accomplished in all ter-

ritories with the exception, perhaps, of a few minor disagreements which can

readily be ironed out.

It is pointed out that in only two terri-

tories have zoning committees encountered
annoying interferences—in Dallas and in

Indianapolis.

"At these deliberations there has
been less foolishness than usual," it

was said. "While in many instances
there have been recalcitrants, cooler

heads in all cases have gone along
without engaging in controversy."

Rezoning, it is pointed out, will benefit

everybody, for it places on paper for the

first time definite regulations which will be
available to every exhibitor and every
distributor.

In the past there has been no system in

protection, each distributor granting any
protection which he thought advisable in

his dealings with larger theatres. Under the

new arrangements, it is pointed out, every-

one's rights will be equalized, for the regu-

lations will be an open book.

Should the exhibitor find occasion for

complaint, he may take his case before the

zoning committee, which will be established

at the film exchange center. Members of

this committee will hear his objections and
act upon them.

Denver Committee Agrees
(Special to the Herald-World)

DENVER, Aug. 7.—After four afternoons

of hard work the committee appointed for

Gets to Box Office

Just $1,000 Too Late
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

BOSTON, Aug. 7.—Missing by a

matter of seconds a cash box contain-

ing more than a thousand dollars,

which had just been removed from
the ticket office, a young man, about
22 years old, stepped from a snappy
automobile in front of the Publix
Orpheum theatre here, walked up to

the ticket office and relieved Miss
Selma Sheppard, the cashier, of $45

in change, just as she was closing up
for the night.

zoning the Denver territory finally agreed up-
on a plan which the members believed would
be satisfactory to a great majority of exhibit-
ors in the Denver zone. The plan has now
been submitted for approval by the home
offices of all distributors. The plan provides
for 45 days protection for first run houses
over second run houses in Denver, and 21

days protection over towns in the vicinity of
Denver within a radius of about 27 miles.

The committee also zoned Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, Colorado, Albuquerque, N. M., and
other of the larger towns in the district.

The committee which zoned the City of
Denver was composed of the following six

exhibitors: A. J. Hamilton, E. B. Ellison,

Gus Kohn, Tom Sullivan, H. A. Goodridge
and H. Swiger ; and the following six dis-

tributors : A. P. Archer, J. H. Ashby, R. J.

Morrison, J. S. Hommel, S. H. Cain and
F. H. Butler. A separate committee zoned
the territory outside of Denver, and was com-
posed of the following exhibitors : F. H..

Ricketson, Fox Colorado Theatres ; Dan Rob-
erts, Rapid City; S. D. Leo Fay, Socorro,
N. M. ; C. Clare Woods, Publix Theatres Cor-
poration ; W. R. Martin, Stratton, Neb., and
the following distributors: J. H. Ashby, F.

H. Butler, R. J. Morrison, S. H. Cain and
S. N. Feinstein.

Philadelphia Adoption Near

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 7.—The new zon-
ing plan for this city has not yet been adopted
but backers of the movement believe there
will be little difficulty in securing a speedy
ratification of the resolution.

Await Exhibitors' Replies

(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI, Aug. 7.—Although nothing

tangible has been done as yet in the matter

of rezoning in this territory, questionnaires

are being sent exhibitors to ascertain their

reactions and suggestions. It is expected that

some tangible action will be taken soon.

U. S. Film Shows Fur Industry
WASHINGTON.—A film of three reels has just

been completed by the U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture, showing the various phases of the fur industry.
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Rezoning Strikes Snag in Texas
When Allied Unit Rejects Plans

Turns Down Protection Within Cities and Over Outlying Towns

—

Forcing Higher Admissions or Refusing Product Would
Bring Complaint to Attorney General, Says Cole

Rezoning has struck a snag in Texas. Members of the Allied Theatre Own-
ers of Texas are standing pat with their president, H. A. Cole, in refusing

to become a party to proposals to lay out a new protection plan in the state

at large as well as within the 15 or 16 cities of 40,000 population or over.

This action comes at a time when rezoning has been completed amicably for

practically all the United States. '

Furthermore, any attempt to bring into being any new system either by
forcing the smaller exhibitors to raise their admissioa prices or by refusing

product which had been contracted for will be met by the filing of complaints

with the attorney general, said Cole.

The plan proposed by the Film Board of

Trade, which Cole, in Chicago on his way
to a meeting of Allied States leaders in Min-
neapolis, declared to be less sweeping than
the one requested by Paramount-Publix that

called for 30 to 50-mile protection, comes
under two classifications, both applying to

cities of 40,000 or more. The classifications,

as stated by Cole, are:
Revision and standardization of

zoning and protection now existing

within the corporate limits of such
cities, such revision to take into con-
sideration and be largely based on
admissions charged.

"Extra territorial" protection, in

the form of prior dating privilege
granted to first run theatres in these
cities, covering against theatres in

all towns within a radius of 25 miles.

So, said Cole, "It is a pitiful and—to an
outsider—probably a humorous picture that

we have before us the million dollar Palace

theatre at Dallas, with its uniformed ushers,

stage presentations, orchestra and so on,

cringing and asking for 'protection' against

the little movies at Garland, Mesquite, Forney,
Grand Prairie, Arlington and what-have-you.
David and Goliath had nothing on this piti-

ful spectacle, and our hats are off to the

exhibitors in these communities who surely

must have the people of Dallas flocking to

their towns to see the big features while
they are new."

Sees Violation of Trust Laws
Cole stated it as legal opinion that to be-

come a party to a protection agreement in-

volving consideration of admission prices

would be contrary to the anti-trust laws of

Texas.
The plan, laid before the Allied exhibitors

in the presence of Joe Luckett of the Film
Board of Trade committee, was turned down,
for these expressed reasons, according to

Cole:
"The plan for revision within the

cities would have the effect to con-
trol admission prices and to force a
theatre to raise those prices or to
obtain pictures so old that their box
office value would be negligible.
"The plan for 'extra territorials'

protection we oppose even more
strenuously, although the immediate
effect might be small. Compara-
tively few towns would be affected,
probably 20 or 25, and possibly even
these would not be seriously dam-
aged. However, we would object to
this just as strenuously if the radius
were ten miles and not a single mem-
ber of ours afTected at all."

Cole advancf'd the theory that "neither Dal-
las nor any city is entitled per se to picture
patronage from surrounding towns which are
separate economic entities."

He said the industry has been built up on

the basis of simultaneous showing of pictures

on Main Street and Broadway, that the exhib-

itor has invested his money on the under-
standing of being first-run, and that to set

him hack to second-run would be indefensible.

He declared that "25 miles and prior dating

privilege today would undoubtedly become
fifty miles and 60 day protection tomorrow,"
and that "the avarice of human nature and
more especially the unhuman rapacity of cor-

poration would insure a cancerous growth of

this practice."

It is expected that this entire subject will

come in for further warm dicussion at the

annual convention of the Texas exhibitors in

November.

Cutler-Hammer Absorbs
Reynolite Electrical Unit

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Aug. 7.—Cutler-Hammer,
manufacturers of electric control apparatus,

has acquired the Reynolite division of the

Reynolds Spring Company of Jackson, Mich.,

as another of its subsidiaries.

Among the Reynolite products which will

now be included in the Cutler-Hammer line

are bakelite flush plates, plural plugs, etc.

Reynolite was the first producer of flush plates

molded of bakelite and the line is today one
of the most complete of such plates in the
world, it is said.

Zeidman Quits Paramount
As Associate Producer

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 7.—B. F. Zeid-
man has resigned his position with Para-
mount. His three year contract as an asso-
ciate producer expired this week. He has
been in the picture business since 1912.

Two "Cameramen" Shoot
Natives, Get Cash, Run

(Special to the Herald-World)

WEST POINT, lA., Aug. 7.—Two
men, posing as motion picture cam-
eramen, are operating a clever
"racket" in this region whereby they
take local pictures for merchants,
collect their fees in advance and then
either send the film C. O. D. or else

fail to send it entirely. The picture-
taking is usually done through a tie-

up with local exhibitors. When the
exhibitor receives the film, he is al-

most forced to pay the second price

to avoid disappointing the merchants.
In other words, the theatre operator
is the sucker. The two "racketeers"
have been using a new Hudson auto-

mobile with a Kansas license.

Dallas Outlying

Houses Do Record
B. O., Declares Cole
Neighborhood theatres in Dallas have

had the best six months box office in

years. Col. H. A. Cole says. He added
tliat 99 per cent of the reason for this lay

in the matter of comparative admission
prices, the 20-cent outlying house pulling

heavily from the higher priced downtown
theatres.

In discussing the new standard exhibi-

tion contract Cole declared:

"I always have maintained that a fair

system of arbitration would be accepted

by 99 per cent of the exhibitors, and now
that we have it we're going to stand by it.

Allied leaders always have been in favor

of arbitration excepting compulsory arbi-

tration, enforcement through Film Boards

of Trade and the fact of the arbitrators

having no powers except in the contract."

Bill for Admission Tax
Menaces 5. D, Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

PIERRE, S. D., Aug. 7.—Exhibitors in this

state are finding considerable cause for worry
in the re-appearance of a theatre admission
tax bill in the legislature. The bill calls for

a tax of 10 per cent on the box office charge.

Last year the bill was killed in committee,
due largely to the efforts of Charles Lee
Hyde, local theatre owner and a state senator.

Hyde will undoubtedly oppose the measure
again this year but it is feared that lack of
organization among exhibitors will materially
weaken the opposition to it.

Roenheld Becomes General
Musical Director of "U*'

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7.—Heinz Roen-
held, composer and conductor, has been
selected by Carl Laemmle to take the post
of general musical director at Universal
City, succeeding David Broekman.
The composer of several songs for "Cap-

tain of the Guard" and other Universal fea-
tures, Roenheld at one time was musical
director and manager of Universal's two
Berlin theatres.

Lon Chaney Back After
Having Throat Treated

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—After two weeks
here undergoing throat treatment, Lon
Chaney has returned to Hollywood, report-
ing himself completely cured.
He will resume work at the Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer studios on an adaptation of one
of Gaston Leroux's mystery stories, "Cheri
Bibi," following a bit of fishing in the
Sierras.

George Eastman Gives
Million to Italian Clinic

(Special to the Herald-World)

ROME, Aug. 7.—Announcement has been
made through a royal decree of a million dol-

lar donation to the Italian government from
George Eastman, chairman of the board of
directors of the Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.
The money will be used by the government

for the erection of a clinic and college here.
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2,000 Entry Blanks Mailed for
Herald-World Golf Tournament

Sept. 14-15 New Dates Set for

1930 Pacific Coast Competition
Amos 'n* Andy Get
The Air Just the Same

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7. — WhenRKO took Amos 'n' Andy to its
Hollywood studio, where they are
rehearsing for their £rst talking pic-
ture, the company had to assume re-
sponsibility for delivering the radio
program to the broadcasting com-
pany. The broadcast goes out over
the air twice a day, once for the
Eastern circuit and once for the
West. The daily wire bill for the two
connections is understood to be
about $1,000.

Radio Pictures to
Show in All Houses
Of Famous-Canadian

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—R K O Radio Pic-
tures has negotiated contracts with the Fa-
mous Players Canadian Circuit for its 1930-
31 product. The pictures will be shown in
all theatres of the Canadian organization.

Warner Brothers to

Begin New Theatre in

Newark September 1
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Plans have been
completed for the construction of a new War-
ner Brothers theatre in Newark, N. J. Build-
ing operations are scheduled to begin about
September 1. John Eberson, who has de-
signed a number of Warner houses, is the
architect of the new house. Several novel
and unique features are planned for the lobby
and interior.

Sono Art Closes Deal
For First Run on Four

With Warner in East
(Special to the Herald-World)

' NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Sono Art-World
Wide Pictures, Inc., has just closed a deal
with Warner Brothers for both first and sec-
ond runs in Connecticut and Massachusetts
on "What a Man," "Cock o' the Walk," "Once
a Gentleman," and "The Big Fight." These
pictures are the first four on Sono Art's
1930-31 schedule.

Medal Film to Handle
Pathe Pictures in Cuba

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Pathe's entire
schedule of features and shorts will be dis-
tributed in Cuba by the Medal Film company.
The Medal company has been handling Pathe
product in these territories for the past seven
years.

Vanderbilts Make Indian Film
COLON, P. C. Z.—Alfred, 18, and George, 16

years old, sons of Mrs. Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt,
have gone by airplane to San Bias to make a motion
picture of native life among the Panama Indians.

First Preparations Bring Indications This Year's Contest
Will Top All Previous Events

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7.—Two thousand entry blanks for the fourth annual
Herald-World Film Golf Tournament were sent today to Pacific Coast mem-
bers of the motion picture industry. Previously, the committee had met and
changed the date of the tourney, following advices that the Lakeside Golf
Club, chosen as the site of this year's -competition, will not be available on
September 7 and 8, the dates previously set. Filmdom's 1930 West Coast golf
tournament will therefore be held over the Lakeside course on September 14
and 15.

Despite the magnitude of the invitation
list, it is expected that the actual entries
will be held to not more than 400, in order
that the tournament may be played off in

two consecutive days. Two hundred com-
peted for the Herald-World cup and other
prizes in the 1929 tournament, which had
50 more entries than either of the two
previous competitions.

A Record Entry Expected
The 1930 tourney is regarded as being

certain of breaking the 200 mark in entries,

partly because of the popularity of the
Lakeside course. Fully 100 motion picture
people called the Herald-World's Hollywood
offices following reports that this location
had been decided on, asking for the starting
time at once. They were informed that it

was impossible to promise a definite start-

ing time for anyone and that all preference
should be indicated on the entry blanks.

Each entrant, it is pointed out, will be
given his starting time 18 days before the
opening rounds of the tournament.

Besides the Herald-World trophy, which
is a three-time award given for the best low
gross score, there will be fully 50 other
prizes, according to present indications.

With actual preparations for the tournament
underway only a short time, the posting of

prizes has already begun. The first new
trophy to be offered came from the Holly-
wood Plaza hotel, while the second was
from Schwab's. The standing trophy for

the best low net score is presented by First

National. Roy Webb won the first leg on
this prize in last year's tournament.
Two legs on the Herald-World trophy

are possessed by John J. Mescall, who was
tournament victor in 1928 and 1929. If he
wins this year, he will take permanent
possession of the cup.

It's Mescall Versus the Field

Mescall last month visited for the first

time in his career a pro who gave him a
series of three lessons. The three lessons
are said to have cut four strokes off Mes-
call's play. He enters this year with no
handicap.

The committee in charge of the tourna-
ment is composed of Douglas Hodges,
chairman; George Marshall, treasurer; Jack
Boland, Alfred A. Cohn, Harold C. Good-
win, Larry Urbach, Howard Strickling, Milt
Howe, Huntly Gordon and Conway Tearle.

Application blanks may be obtained from
members of the publicity department of any
studio, or from any member of the Herald-
World staff at 1605 N. Cahuenga boulevard,
Hollywood.

Paramount to Change
Radio Hour to Tuesday

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Beginning August
26, Paramount Publix hour on the air will

be Tuesday from 10:15 to 11:00 p. m. (E.

D. S. T.) instead of Saturday from 10:00 to

11:00 as at present.

The last of the Saturday night broad-
casts will be August 23 at the usual time.

The program is on the Columbia chain.

MPTOA Picks Philadelphia as Next
Convention Site; Meeting to Be Held This Fall

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—The eleventh annual convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America will be held in Philadelphia this fall, it has been
announced by M. J. O'Toole, secretary. The decision to have the next convention
in Philadelphia is the result of a ballot of the directors, conducted by M. A.
Lightman, national president.
At the last meeting of the organization in New York it was decided to pick the

next convention city in this way in order that the claims of all cities could be
duly considered. The only other contending city was Pinehurst, N. C, the home
of Charles W. Picquet, national vice president.

Dates for the convention, as well as the convention hotel in Philadelphia, are
to be decided upon soon. Officers are optimistic concerning the next nation-wide
meeting of exhibitors and predict it will be one of the largest in the history of the
MPTOA.
Members of the board of directors who participated in the ballot on the con-

vention site were: William Benton, New York; M. E. Comerford, Pennsylvania;
Samuel Dembrow, New York; Fred Desberg, Ohio; Edward M. Fay, Rhode Island;
Harold Franklin, California; Jack Miller, Illinois; Moe Silver, New York; Maj.
L. E. Thompson, New York, and Fred Wehrenberg, Missouri. ''
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"Visits to the smaller theatres ivill show that the lobbies are disgusting, due to the type of paper they are

putting up. . . . If the distributors cannot get together through the Hays organization, then the law depart-

ments should be called upon to give their opinion of what legal action could check the activities of these

poster renting companies."—Joe Brandt.

Industry Is Urged to Put an End
To Second-Hand Lohhy Paper

Brandt Scores Present Practices Among Smaller Theatres—Demands That

Poster Renting Companies Be Curbed Through Hays Action

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—The loss of prestige suffered by the motion pic-

ture industry as a whole, and the small exhibitor, in particular, because

of the second-hand paper used in the latter's lobbies, is stressed by Joe
Brandt in discussing the lithograph situation.

"D EFERRING to the poster renting compa- pilfered from the industry and should have
-•-^ nies which supply many of the small ex-

hibitors with their posters, the president of
Columbia said, "These companies have made
very material inroads into the accessory in-

comes that belong to the producer and the loss

of revenue will be greater as their activities

increase."

Present Lobbies "Disgusting"

Pointing out the necessity of making use
of every possible means and form of in-

genuity to induce the public to enter the the-

atres, he emphasized the important part played
by the lobby display in that effort,

\"isits to the smaller town and subsequent-
run theatres will show, he said, "lobbies that

are disgusting, due to the type of paper they
are putting up. It is dirty and looks as

though it had been through the war. The
natural thought of the public must be that

if the outside of the theatre is sloppy the

interior is also, and the picture worse. If the

distributors cannot get together through the

Hays organization, then the law departments
should be called upon to give their opinion of
what legal action could check the activities

of these poster renting companies."

"Pilfered" from Industry
Speaking of the profits lieing made liy these

companies, Brandt declared, "This money was

gone into the coffers of the producing com-
panies as part of rentals. Irrespective of the

income, it is of the utmost importance that

something should be done to eliminate these

poster mounting companies."

.»'

King Jazz Drops Suit

Against "King of Jazz'
Film After Settlement

(Sfecial to the Herald-lVorld)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Injunction proceed-
ings brought by King Jazz and His Orches-
tras, Inc., against Universal because of the

use \>y the latter of the title "King of Jazz"
in a motion picture, has been discontinued and
the action settled.

It developed during the argument on a mo-
tion for a preliminary injunction that there

was no real conflict between .Universal in its

use of the title and the use by Frank Graves,
president of the plaintiff company, in connec-
tion with his orchestras.

At the suggestion of the court, several con-
ferences were held b}' the attorneys for both
sides, and as a result, an amicable settlement

was reached. No cash was involved in the

settlement.

Derr Due in New York
After Trip with Pathe

'31 -'32 Announcement
(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—President E. B.

Derr of Pathe will arrive in New York next
week with definite announcement of the 1931-

32 program. Before leaving the Coast, he
saw production begin on two more of the

schedule of 20 planned for the current year,

of which 10 have already been completed.

The two are "The Painted Desert," with
William Boyd in the lead; and "Big ^loney,"

featuring Eddie Quillan, Robert Armstrong
and James Gleason. Final story preparations

are under way on "The Greater Love," fea-

turing Ann Harding; "Sin Takes a Holiday,"

with Constance Bennett heading the cast ; and
"The Price of Party," to star Helen Twelve-
trees.

Derr also has purchased the rights to "Re-
bound," the stage success, probably to be one
of the next season's specials. "Her Man,"
"Beyond Victory" and "Night Work" have
been completed and are already showing on
the Coast.

Morris Kinzler Added to

Fox Theatres Publicity
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Fox Theatres Cor-
poration has added Morris Kinzler, former
general press representative for Florenz Zieg-
feld, to its publicity staff.

Switch Release Dates
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 6.—Al Jolson's "Big
Boy" will be released August 30 and "Vien-
nese Nights" will go to exhibitors September
30, says Warner Brothers.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending August 6

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Coming out of the pendulum Tuesday, for example, a list of twenty losses and twenty
movement which had characterized the market since July 18, gains showed Eastman Kodak up 2^ points and General
stocks this week gave evidence of steadying, with a slight Electric one-eighth higher, while Radio alone was off.

increase in trading volume. Following is a resume of transactions for the week:

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales

American Seating 100
Bruswick-Balke-Collender 3,600
Consolidated Film 900

Do. pfd 400
Eastman Kodak 19,200

Do. pfd
,

...'....".'. ' 10
Fox Film "A" 39,800
Gen. 'rheatre Equipment 5,700

Do. pfd 200
LoeWs, Inc 30,900

Do. pfd. WW 100
Do. pfd. xw goo
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd 400
Paramount 23.600
Pathe Exchange 3,600

Do. "A" i,eoo
Radio Corporation 534,100

Do. i)fd. "A" 600
Do. pfd. "B" 1.100

High Low Close

91/4 91/4 91/4

1.6% 15% ley*
21 18% 19
2o.y2 20% 20%

2141/2 205% 214
130 130 130
47% 44 Va 46 Vs
34% 32% 33%
112% 112 112%
74% 68% 7iy4
106 106 106
97% 96% 97
24% 24% 24%
eova 57% 59%
4% 4% 4%
9% 9 9%
45% 40% 44%
55% 55 55
76 74 76

Sales

Radio Keith Orpheum 174.500
Shubert Theatres 2,390
Universal Pic, Ist pfd 110
Warner Brothers 191.000

Do. pfd 300

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Balaban & Katz 10
Gen. Theat. Inc 1.300
Morgan Litho 2,350

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures 300
Educational Pictures 100
Film Insp. Meh 100
Fox Theatres 2,402
Do war 100

National Screen 902
Sentry Safety 1.400
Technicolor, Inc 5,902
Trans-Lux 1.600

High Low Close

33% 30% 32%
19 17% 17%
47% 45 45

38% 33% 36
48% 48% 48%

95 95 95
35 32% 33%
11% 9y4 11%

39 38% 39
20 20 20
2 2 2

10% 9% gy*
9% 9% 9%
31% 30% 31%
2% 2% 2%

31 28% 30
9% 9% 9%
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V^
Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION .frzl:^

Melodious harmonies flow into the niike.

Bert Wheeler, Dorothy Lee and Robert
Woolsey, who were featured in the radio

broadcast on July 29 of "Dixiana," Radio
Pictures' operetta, in the R K O hour.

And looking into the glass, it gleamed
with a ruddy color (or is it amber), which
causes George Arliss to meditate up)on it,

as the character he portrays in Warner
Brothers' "Old English."

Harry Garson, who will direct Universal's

jungle drama, "Ourang," was evidently so

intent upon his packing for the long trip

to Borneo that he tied Dorothy Janis up
along with the equipment.

We can't see that there is anything particularly frightful about the

two amiable gentlemen standing in the aisle, but Arthur Hoyt looks

at them with a rather terrified air. Perhaps it's logical, however, for

the title of the F N picture in which Lawrence Gray, Joe E. Brown
and Hoyt play is "Going Wild."

How to make spaghetti, or a new way to make spaghetti, we don't
know which, but it certainly looks as though numerous accessories

were needed to insure success. Cliff Edwards, M G M comedian,
shows Mary Doran just how to do it. Mary will play feminine lead

in William Haines' new film, "Remote Confml."
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This can't be an engine of death, judging from the expression on
Chick Johnson's face, so it must be a plaything. It is a ventri

—

ventril—oh, water bicycle, which Olsen and Johnson, famous come-
dians, ride in the Warner comedy, "Nancy from Naples." EMrector

Archie Mayo is getting a free ride.

A study in expressions, in fact, a most excellent study. It looks
as though it might be a story, perhaps not a nice story, by the way
little Sue Carol is attempting not to overhear. Grant Withers, Nick
Stuart (who is her husband in Warners' "Dancing Sweeties,") and

Eddie Phillips evidently like it.

This strange looking contraption upon which pretty Raquel Torres, charming M G M
player is leaning is a camera truck, and camera. The truck was recently perfected by
John Arnold, head of the camera department of the M G M studio, and is being shown
and demonstrated to Raquel by the gentleman himself. It is a combination camera truck

and fixed stand, and he is here shown operating the jack which makes it a fixed stand.

Sally Eilers is here shown making up Buster
Keaton for one of the comedy sequences for

his newest starring vehicle for M G M, en-

titled "Forward March." Sally plays the

feminine lead.
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Lovely Belle Bennett, whose petulant tears have brought her fame
and many attractive contracts, caught "in the act." And all this

apparatus looks as though it was enough to make anybody cry.

There's considerable to shooting a scene, as you can see. She
appears in Warner Brothers' "Recaptured Love."

Looks as though it would be just too bad if any prison ofKcial

should appear. These men are all ready for business and apparently
in a very dangerous mood. Wallace Beery is evidently sighting

something, and his crew is all ready to back him up. This is a

scene from M G M's "The Big House."

1

This might be an artist's conception of a

"bird" of Paradise, but instead this lovely

lady is Irene Delroy, is to be seen in Warner
Brothers pictures, and will shortly appear in

"Nancy from Naples."

Bridge as it was played—when? Well, we won't venture to say just when, but we do
know that this attractive foursome appears in Warner Brothers' "Sweet Kitty Bellairs."

Edmund Carewe doesn't look much like a "dummy," (pardon us), but we can't figure

out if Walter Pidgeon trumped Claudia Dell's ace or not. June CoUyer is either thinking

of bridge or the partner on her left, but isn't that an adoring look?
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New Plan Adopted for Servicing

RCA Photophone Equipment
Latest Step in Expansion Campaign Includes Creation of Three Distinct

and of Technical Branches—Aiken, Swisher and Jackson Named
Head Districts

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Another important step in the campaign of ex-

pansion of R C A Photophone, underway for the past several months,

created this week three distinct divisions and also district service

branches of the installation and service department.

THESE changes in organization are said

to have been made necessary by the peak
load now being carried by that department
as a result of unprecedented business done
by the commercial department during the past
six months. The divisions, known as East-
ern, Central and Western, will function under
the direction of division service manager, C.

C. Aiken, with headquarters in New York

;

O. V. Swisher, working from Chicago ; and
A. E. Jackson in Los Angeles.

Cities in the Three Divisions

Supplementing district and service branch
offices previously placed in a number of cen-
trally located cities, each of the three newly
created divisions will maintain district offices

and fully equipped service stations as follows

:

Eastern district—New York, Boston, Phila-
delphia, Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Albany and
Montreal.

Central district—Chicago, Minneapolis, Kan-
sas City, Oklahoma City, Denver, Dallas,
Cincinnati, Cleveland and Detroit.

Western district—Los Angeles, San Fran-
cisco and Seattle.

The purpose of the extensive action is to
provide exhibitors in every section of the
country with prompt and adequate service at
all times, it is stated. Repair stations will

be established in New York City, Chicago and
Los Angeles in order to take care of any
major repairs that may be required by exhib-
itors in the three divisions.

To Give Night Service

Completely equipped stockrooms in each of
the 19 districts are expected to make spare
or renewal sound equipment parts available
within the shortest possible notice. Arrange-
ments have also been made to provide night
service at each district office until midnight

Not How You Say It

But What You Do Say
(Special to the Herald-World)

HAMILTON, OHIO, Aug. 7.—
John A. Schwalm, who pilots the
destiny of the Rialto theatre here,
has answered hundreds of telephone
calls in regard to pictures playing his
house, and has received numerous
wisecracking retorts. But he con-
siders the following entitled to the
prize, although he firmly believes
that the prospective patron was seri-
ous.
A woman, apparently with a flair

for detail, called the Rialto, explain-
ing that she had mislaid the evening
paper, and asked: "What picture
are you showing tonight.^ My two
brothers are visiting me, and I want
to get up a little theatre party for
them."
"Such Men Are Dangerous,"

Schwalm replied courteously.
"Oh, is that so.' Well, I don't

know that you are such an angel
yourself," came the terse reply, as
the receiver was hung up with a
bang.

every day of the week, including Sundays.
Each district service station and office will

be in charge of a district service manager.
Immediately upon the opening of a dis-

trict station, it is planned, exhibitors in the

territory will be notified. The division serv-

ice managers, Aiken, Swisher and Jackson,
have gone to their respective territories fol-

lowing a four-week conference in New York,
during which the new plan was discussed with

J. E. Francis, manager of the installation and
service department ; C. L. Lootens, assistant

manager in charge of service ; and A. C.

Hulan, assistant manager in charge of instal-

lations.

"The Freshman's Goat''

Bunts in Educational'

s

Releases for September
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Among the 1931-32

productions of Educational to be released in

September, is "The Freshman's Goat," a Van-
ity Talking Comedy, scheduled for release

September 7. This is the first of seven com-
pleted productions to be released in that

month, and introduces Marian Shockley, co-

featured with Ray Cooke. Nat Ross directed.

The others are "French Fried," a new Terry-

Toon, and "A Flying Trip," the first in the

series of Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge,
which are to be released September 7. The
second week in the month Johnny Hines
makes his bow in the first of the new Gayety
series, called "Johnny's Week-End." The
cast includes Helen Bolton, Estelle Bradley,

Vernon Dent, Adrienne Dore and Frank Rice.

"His Error," a new Mermaid featuring T.

Roy Barnes and Monty Collins, is set for

September 14. Tom Patricola and Joe Phil-

lips will be seen in one of the new Ideal

Series, "Si, Si, Senor!" on September 21.

The first of the Mack Sennett Brevities is set

for the last week in September and is yet

untitled.

September will also see the wind-up of re-

leases of Mack Sennett's current program of

thirty talking comedies. "Average Husband,"
featuring Natalie Moorhead, Andy Clyde, Pat
O'Malley and Albert Conti, will be released

September 9. "Vacation Loves," the conclud-

ing subject in Sennett's initial series of talk-

ing comedies, features Andy Clyde and Betty

Boyd, will be released September 28.

Edwin O'Brien to Write
Comedies for Darmour

C^t^rrinl tr *he Herald-Wn-ld)

LOS ANGELES. Aug. 7.—Edwin K.

O'Brien has joined the Larry Darmour com-

edy writing staff. He recently comnleted a

comedy writing assignment on the R K O
feature "Half Shot at Sunrise." co-starring

Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey.

Know Your
Exchange
—Managers—

The exchange manager is the direct

contact between exhibitor and distrib-

utor, and therefore it is to their mu-
tual advantage to knou: each other.

The Herald-World presents a series of
brief sketches of exchange managers
and their outstanding activities in the

motion picture field.

T. M. Eckert

DEMEMBER the General Film Company?
-*-^ T. M. Eckert, now branch manager of

R K O at Sioux Falls, S. D., entered the in-

dustry on February 1,

1913, as a salesman
for General Film in

the St. Louis office.

He became boss of

the branch, but
severed connections

two years later to

enter the state rights

field at Pittsburgh,
handling Winston
Churchill's produc-
tion, "The Crisis," as

well as others.

Going to First Na-
tional at Cleveland,
Eckert soon after-

wards opened the
Cincinnati branch and managed it for several

years. His next move was to Paramount.

GENERAL FILM was also the starting

point for Earle W. Sweigert, New Jersey

manager for Paramount. He joined General
Film in Philadelphia

in 1912, becoming
booker before he left

in 1914 to become
connected with the

Electric Exchange
(later Pathe). In

1916 Sweigert became
branch manager for
Hearst's International

Film Service, Inc.,

and when that office

closed, within a year,

he became a Phila-

delphia salesman for

Paramount. Since
that date, in May,
1917, he has been

with Paramount. He was one of the first

eighteen in the 100 Per Cent Club.

Earle W. Sweigert

Buys Philadelphia House
PHTLADELPHTA.—TVi'> Warner-Stanley Com-

pany has purchased the Nixon-Nirfllin^er interest in

the Sixtv-i'-ith Str<-et theatre, giving the former
company full control.

AND here is another General Film gradu-
ate—H. P. Wolfberg, MGM's district

manager at St. Louis. He was with his first

love from 1911 to

1916, when he was
named division man-
ager for State Right
Exchanges, covering
Pittsburgh, Cleveland
and Cincinnati. After
the World War he
became a Paramount
salesman, advancmg
to manager of the

Kansas City office

and later Cincinnati.

To district manager
next, with control
over the Chicaeo, In-

dianapolis, Milwau-
kee and Minneapolis
territories, opening branches in Indianapolis

and Milwaukee.

H. P. Wolfberg
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'R-ii-n-n-i-n-g

Around Town

CHATTING with one of the managers in

upper New York (City) the other day
about ushers in general and male versus
female in particular. He has ideas on the
subject, principal among them being that the
fair ones are better than the snappy uniforms
and so forth on the lads downtown.
Reason number one, the girls are much more

apt to stay put in their jobs because the boys
will not stick on the small salaries they nec-
essarily get. Consequently the usherettes be-
come acquainted with the regular patrons,
know where they like to sit, make them feel

at home, an important consideration in the
neighborhood house.

Says he has folks coming in regularly for
eight or nine years or more, and new ones
arriving all the time. It's the new ones that

he wants to sell on the idea that they can
get good entertainment at his house, and the
girls do their share. Besides, girls are more
even tempered than boAS. They stand the
gaff better, and some fans sure can be "gaffy,"
take it from him.

Then again, the boys are just a little bit apt
to have a tendency to chat occasionallj' with
the young women patrons, which just won't
do at all. Anyway, he says he gets better staff

cooperation from a set of usherettes than he
could expect from an army of young adonises.

Now is the time, thinks he, and wiseh-, say

we, to sell the public once and for all time
on the talking motion picture. The novelty is

worn off, give them quality rather than quan-
tity, and with tears in his voice he laments
that he is not getting it to give them. "Give

me good stuff and I'll pack them in," is his

battle cry. He should know, he was grad-

uated from the swaddling clothes stage of the

business a long time ago.

AAA
The best selling point any small house has

in the summer, he thinks, and this goes for

the big ones, is a cooling system. It's worth
playing up, because unless there is a sure fire

smash on the bill, the folks won't be dragged

in when the mercury is reaching for the sky.

AAA
It's surprising the number of people who

leave anything from a dime to $4 in change

on the cashier's shelf and walk into the the-

atre. On busy nights this manager has a boy
outside shifting them back to the cage to pick

up their loose change while the girl inside

wears out her fingers rapping on the shelf for

them. He figures an average of at least one

out of ten are thus forgetful. Personally

we have never been able to afford that.

—

"CHIC," NEIV YORK CITY.

Child Sets Fire to Film
At Show in Brazil Home;
11 Youngsters Are Dead

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAO PAULO, BRAZIL, Aug. 7.—Burning
of a film which was being shown for chil-

dren in the home of Carlos and Armando
Archimarchi, 14 and 15 years old, resulted in

eleven deaths.

The Archimarchi boys were using a small

projector and charged the children three cents

each to attend the show given in their home.
One child lighted a match and ignited a heap
of film in a corner. The blaze spread to the

clothing of those present. The Archimarchi
boys were seriously burned in endeavoring to

beat out the flames.

Fox Opens Indoor Golf Course
August 18; It's "Kew Gardens"

Course One of Largest in East—Spectators Gallery Will Hold More
Than 200—Thousands to Be Started by

Various Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—The first indoor miniature golf course of more than
a thousand to be installed indoors and out by various theatres throughout the

country will be opened August 18 by Fox. It will be known as "Kew Gar-
dens" indoor golf course and will occupy the former Fox Kew Gardens thea-

tre in Queens. The course will be one of the largest in the East and is said

to have many features which will be introduced for the first time.

One of the outstanding attractions of the Kew Gardens course is the spec-

tators' gallery, seating more than 200 persons and affording perfect view of

play at the holes. Directly in front of the gallery and overlooking the course

is a veranda with a refreshment stand, where tables, chairs and divans are

available for players and spectators.

Actual water hazards, sand traps and bunk-
ers have been built into the course and there
are many stretches of rough. Every club in

the game can be used on the course, which
has three driving nets and many holes where
mashie, niblick and other shots can be used to

advantage.

West Coast Deluxe
Made into Golf Course

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 7.—The Deluxe the-
atre here has been transformed into an in-

terior miniature golf course of 18 holes as
an experiment. If successful, West Coast
Theatres will further its plans to convert
theatres into interior courses.

It is being attempted because of an appre-
ciable loss in profit in this vicinity. If success-
ful at the Deluxe, it will be applied in other
dark houses or houses where small margins of
profit are being realized.

The same exploitation policies applied to

theatres are being applied to golf courses.

Pardon Smile as Heat
And Bugs Scare Golfers

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOUISVILLE, Aug. 7.—The weather man
has been favoring the exhibitor over the minia-
ture golf course operator in Louisville this

year. The serious four-month drought in

Kentucky has turned many of the courses
brown. Moreover, the days have been too hot
for play, the nights have been made hotter

with the floodlights, and the lights have at-

tracted many bugs.

With the exception of a few courses in the
districts where there are a large number of
golfers and excellent parking facilities, it

would seem that miniature golf is slipping.

Downtown courses have been rather deserted.

One suburban course has already been torn up.

The chilled air theatres during the July-

Lobby Hole-in-One Device
Stymies Tom Thumb Effect

(Special to the Herald-World)

WILLARD, O., Aug. 7. — The
management of the Temple theatre
has placed one golf putting hazard in

the lobby and is giving free admis-
sion to any one who puts the ball in

the hole in one stroke. The device
is attracting considerable attention,
in addition to crefiting new business
for the house.

August heat wave have had all the best of

things.

As to night baseball, the management of

the Louisville baseball club in the Ameri-
can Association refuses to change its im-
pression that baseball is a daytime sport.

Capt. William Neal said, "We may eventu-
ally come to it but we are giving it no really

serious consideration now. We thought of

it more seriously last year, when it was an
unknown quantity, than we do now."
Reports from Indianapolis are that night

baseball is not hurting the theatres there.

People were lured by the novelty of the

thing at the start, it is pointed out.

Turning Putt-Putt to B. O.
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Aug. 7.—A number of motion
picture exhibitors in this territory have turned

to miniature golf as a means of increasing

their income.
Fred Wehreberg, owner of a number of

theatres in South St. Louis, and president of

the M. P. T. O. of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois, has a high class golf

layout on South Grand boulevard.

John Karzin, the real veteran among the

exhibitors of this territory, has closed ' his

Casino and Lincoln theatres and is now oper-

ating a golf course. He is not certain whether
he ever again will operate a motion picture

house.
Russell Armentrout has opened a golf

course in Pittsfield, while Clarence Denny of

Roodhouse, III, has started a golf layout in

Whitehall, 111. Oscar Wesley of Wilsonville,

III, has turned to golf as a sideline and has

a course in Carlinville, 111.

Combines Shows, Tiny Golf
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Aug. 7.—Fred W. Maussert has
built a miniature golf course adjacent to his

State theatre in Glens Falls. He will operate

both the theatre and the golf course during
the summer months.

New Orleans Slaps Pony Golf
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 7.—The city

board of appeal and review has refused the
application of A. S. Murray for a variation
in the zoning regulations to use property in

a residential "B" area as a site for a minia-
ture golf course. Chairman Gilbert Fortier
declared that the decision of the board in the
Murray case will apply to all others as well.

Missouri Taxes Putt-Putts
(Special to the Herald-World)

JACKSON, MISS., Aug. 7.—Miniature golf
courses are subject to a $100 tax in Missouri,
it has been announced by state tax commission
officials. This is included in Section 10 of
the privilege tax law of 1930.
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He Snoops on Sunday Show^ Police

Close House, Then Rescue Him
Mr. Rea Sees His Duty and Does It but Discovers That Blue Laws Are Not

So Popular as He Thought

[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

GULFPORT. MISS., Aug. 7.—Profoundly shocked when he learned that

the Strand theatre here was open in alleged violation of the Sunday
closing law, Oscar Tallmadge Rea, a traveling salesman for the Gulf-

port branch of H. T. Cottam & Company of New Orleans, hastened to the

office of the sheriff of Harrison county to reveal what he feared was a crime.

Three Harrison county deputies, spurred on by Rea, hurried to the theatre and
closed it.

/^HIEF DEPUTY MUGGINS, aided by
v^ Deputies Edward Vanzandt and Oscar
L. Meador, told Ray Peterson, manager of
the house, that the show could not go on.

Peterson regretfully ended it, giving passes
to the patrons permitting them to return
should it be resumed.

Alas, They Reward Him Not
Along about here the patrons learned that

Rea was responsible for their eviction. And
precisely at this juncture, Rea received a
greater shock. He learned that his ardor
for law enforcement was not appreciated.
For much to his surprise, the crowd from
the theatre, angered by being deprived of
their Sunday "movie," closed around him
in such a menacing attitude that alarmed
persons deemed it best to summon the
police.

Theatre Is Reopened
Luther W. Maples, commander of the

Gulfport post of the American Legion,
hearing of the closure, also arrived as the
angry crowd still swarmed around the thea-
tre. Maples opened the doors and re-ad-
mitted the patrons, the county officers hav-
ing left by this time, although city police
remained to preserve the peace.
The show has been operated the last four

Sundays under the auspices of the Gulf-
port post of the Legion, after a suspension
of several weeks due to litigation of Natchez
over the state Sunday closing law. The
Strand is operated by the Publix-Saenger
chain.

No Blue Laws for Them!
(Special to the Herald-World)

MEXICO, MO., Aug. 6.—Blue laws are
out! This town will have none of them. The
city council by a vote of 6 to 1 has tabled a
proposed ordinance to prohibit Sunday com-
mercialized amusements and it is considered
unlikely that any further action will be taken.
Tom Rainey, mayor pro tern., cast the only
vote against tabling.

Mexico has been enjoying Sunday motion
picture shows since April 20. And, oh yes,

miniature golf courses also have been operat-
ing on Sundays. Both the theatre and the
golf courses close during church hours, but a
certain element is against any form of Sun-
day diversion for themselves or anyone else.

Here's Another Notion
(Special to the Herald-World)

\
MONETT, MO., Aug. 6.—The Ministerial

Alliance has adopted a resolution opposing
Sunday picnics and any business meetings in

the public parks of the town. The city council
has been asked to pass an ordinance to that
effect.

And 13's Unlucky Number!
(Special to the Herald-World)

OWENSBORO, KY., Aug. 6.—For the thir-

teenth consecutive Sunday, employes of the
Blcich and Empress theatres, of the Strand
Amusement Company, were summoned to
police court for working on Sunday, in spite

of a statement of the mayor that he was
opposed to discrimination as between theatres

and other lines of business, as to Sunday law-

enforcement.
R. P. Thomas, resident manager, who ob-

tained warrants for various other classes of

workers, stated that he planned no further

effort on that line, but had merely taken

such action to show that discrimination was
being practiced. A straw vote recently taken

indicated that the public was strongly in favor

of Sunday shows, and for repeal of the blue

laws.

The ministers are not anxious to_ enforce

the law except as to theatres, and objected to

the straw vote.

$70,000 Embezzling Laid
To Paramount Employe

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Aug. 7.—Suit for $70,000

has been instituted against Edgar L. Jacobs,

39 years old, for nine years an employe of

the Paramount exchange here, who has been
arrested on a charge of embezzling the film

company's funds over a period of two years.

Jacobs admitted he had employed the funds
to speculate and had been wiped out by a

recent Wall Street crash. Garnishments have
been filed against five financial institutions in

Washington to try to recover a portion of

the money.

Scollard States Booking
Deal Led to Merger Talk

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—C. J. Scollard,

executive vice president of Pathe, denies that

contracts have been prepared or are going to

he prepared for the acquisition of Pathe by
RKO.

In a recent statement he said, "There is

no deal pending whereby Pathe will be utilized

as a producing organization for RKO or
any other company. The only deal we are
considering with R K O is for the sale of our
1930-31 product to RKO theatres."

*'Dixiana" Beats Record
Of "Cuckoos'* on Coast

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—According to a
wired report from the Coast, RKO's "Dix-
iana" beat the record of the "Cuckoos" for
Saturday and Sunday business at the RKO
Orpheum theatre in San Francisco, and is

expected to surpass both "Rio Rita" and
"Lawful Larceny," another Radio picture,

by about 9,000 more for the week in this

Coast house.

Switch RKO Managers
(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI, Aug. 7.—B. M. Moore, is

the new manager of the Majestic at Colum-
bus, Ohio, replacing Mark Silver, who has
been made manager of the Lyric here. Moore
was previously in charge of an RKO house
at Springfield, 111.

E. J. O'LEARY
Pathe's new general salesmanager, succeed-
ing Phil Reisman, has been assistant to
Joseph P. Kennedy in the management of

the company for the last year.

Christian Endeavor
Tirade Urges OK of
Hudson Censor Bill

Accuses Films of "Doing More to De-
bauch Morals^' Than Any

Other Agency
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Aug. 7.—A Concerted drive in

support of the Hudson bill for federal censor-
ship of motion pictures on the production lot

has been launched by the St. Louis and East-
ern Missouri branches of the Christian En-
deavor Union, a young people's organization.
A resolution passed by the Endeavor JTnion,

condemning motion pictures as doing "more
to debauch the morals and principles of young
people than any other one agency," has been
sent to the Missouri senators and representa-
tives in Congress, all St. Louis and Eastern
Missouri ministers, to the International Soci-
ety of Christian Endeavor, which has been
asked to start a national drive for Federal
censorship, and to a number of other young
people's organizations.

_
While granting that motion pictures have

"improved mechanically and artistically," the
resolution turns loose its avalanche of criti-

cism with these words

:

"Many of them, in moral tone, have become
increasingly worse each year with their scenes
depicting crime, immorality, scoffings at pro-
hibition and law enforcement, distorted pic-

tures of life and love, all of which have re-

sulted in the implantment of the idea of
crime and 'the life beyond the law' in the
minds and hearts of a great percentage of
youthful criminals.

"Pictures with such scenes do not represent
our choice of clean, wholesome entertainment,
nor do ' we believe that they represent the
choice of American youth throughout the
country, but that youth everywhere seeks, if

left to its own decision, the cleanest and high-
est ideals, directly contradictory to the claims
of the motion picture industry that we 'de-

mand' such pictures as mentioned above."

She's Marian Marsh Now
HOLLYWOOD.—Her name was Marilyn Morgan.

Now it's Marian Marsh. Warner Brothers is prepar-
ing her for important roles.
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Hanson Intimates
That Allied States

Will Invade Kansas
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Aug. 7.—When Oscar
Hanson, Tiffany sales manager, stopped off

in Kansas City last week, he dropped the

remark that Allied States intended to in-

vade Kansas City territory. Hanson was on
his way to Detroit from Denver, where he
attended a convention of the Rocky Moun-
tain Theatre Owners Association. Hanson
did not say where he obtained the
information.

Officials of the Motion Picture Theatres
Association of Kansas and Western Mis-
souri declared they had not heard of any
attempt on the part of Allied to establish

a unit here. The association is affiliated

with the M P T O A.
Rumor of an Allied invasion became cur-

rent last year when a group of exhibitors

were reported to be organizing with the

intention of petitioning Allied States for a

charter. The plan did not materialize and
since then there has been no talk of an

Allied unit until the chance remark hy

Hanson.

Court Grants Paramount
Exclusive Use of Name
In State of Washington

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

SEATTLE, August 1.—Paramount Publix
Corporation is upheld in its exclusive right

to the use of the name Paramount in the

state of Washington for theatres and in any
other manner they see fit, in a decision just

handed down by the superior court of the

state of Washington.

The court rendered the decision in dis-

missing the suit brought b\' W . F. Code, who
operated a motion picture theatre in Seattle

since 1921 under the name Paramount Theatre.
At the same time Paramount Publix was run-
ning a house in the city which they called

the Seattle. On March 1 last the name was
changed to Paramount. It was then Code
sought an injunction restraining the company
from usin^"- the name, on the ground that the

public confused the name with that of his

theatre thus nffecting his good will and dam-
aging his business.

Two Showings a Day
Of Three United Artists

Films on Broadway Soon
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—The next three
weeks will see three United Artists pictures,
all for indefinite runs and two set for $2
two-a-day showings, opening on Broadway.
Henry King's production, "Eyes of the

World." the screen adaptation of a Harold
Bell Wright story, featuring Nance O'Neill
and John Holland, is slated for the Rivoli
on August 14. "Hell's Angels" has its

double premiere at the Criterion and the
Gaiety on the following day. giving New
York a chance to see $4,000,000 worth of

motion picture.

"\braham lincoln." the D. W. Griffith

film, opens at the Central on August 25.

Walter Huston plays the Lincoln, supported
by Hobart Bosworth. Una Merkel, Henry B.

Walthall and Kay Hammond.

Be Wary But Fulfill Contract,
Steffes Tells Denver Meeting

Allied Official Urges Rocky Mountain Exhibitors to Abide by

Board of Arbitration Rulings—Huffman Stays in as

President of M P T O, Sullivan Is Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

DENVER, Aug. 7.—Be careful what contracts you sign, but once you have

signed them, fulfill them, Al Steffes of Allied States Association told the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Colorado and the Rocky Mountain Region at the

second annual convention here.

Stefles explained the new arbitration
clause and urged all exhibitors to abide
voluntarily by the Board of Arbitration rul-

ings made in disputes over any contracts
which they had signed that contained the
new clause.

Huffman Re-elected President

Harry E. Huffman was re-elected presi-
dent of the organization for another year
and Tom Sullivan was again named busi-
ness manager. Other officers elected in-

clude: Thomas Murphy, Raton, N. M., first

vice president; Mrs. Lee Mote, of the
Ackley theatre, Riverton, Wyo., second vice

OH OH!
Door Tender: Say Boss, a tramp oul-

side says he's eaten nothmg ior MX
days. .

Theatre Manager: Brin", him in. If

Jt'e cun fir d nut how he does it we can
keep this suburban open for another
week

favoring the privilege of securing in-

dependent servicing on sound equip-

ment when it can be obtained at less

cost than the regular service given by
the makers of the machine.

A resolution of condolence was sent to

the family of the late J. B. Micheletti, who
until his death was an active member of

the association.

The three-day convention came to a close

with a half-day of outdoor recreation and
a banquet in the evening at the Motor Club

of Colorado, situated in the mountains.

Expressing appreciation for the services of

President Huffman, the exhibitors presented

him with a wrist watch at the banquet.

president; Gus Kohn of the Fox Colorado
Theatres, treasurer. The board of directors
chosen includes the officers together with
the following: W. B. Cook, Dawson, N. M.;
Ed Schulte of the Rialto theatre, Casper,
Wyo., and L. J. Finske, district manager
for Paramount Publix.

In addition to Steffes, one of the prin-
cipal speakers before the convention was
Oscar Hanson, general sales manager for
Tiffany. His address concerned Independ-
ence and Tiffany franchises.

Approve Denver Zoning Plan

One of the accomplishments of the con-
vention was the passage of the zoning plan
as agreed upon by the committee for the
Denver distribution zone. It was given
lengthy discussion, after which it was ap-
proved by aj three to one vote of the
members.

Resolutions were passed against
score charges and carnivals and tent

shows. Another resolution was adopted

Public Responding Best

Ever to Good Pictures,

Franklin Tells Managers
The public never before has responded so

enthusiastically to motion pictures as it is

now for worthwhile productions, says Harold

B. Franklin, president of Fox West Coast

Theatres, giving the lie to "much loose talk

on the part of many who are just on the

fringe of the motion picture industry, in which

the opinion is voiced that the public is losing

interest in the talking motion picture."

Franklin, in his statement to the circuit's

managers, called attention to the plan to build

eight theatres in Kansas, Illinois and Mis-
souri, all within eight months, and to the fact

that thirteen other houses of the circuit are

nearing completion in the West.

Canada Lets Down Bars
On Byrd Film After Ban

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

OTTAWA, ONT., Aug. 7.—The Imperial
theatre in this city has just opened a show-
ing of "With Byrd at the South Pole." It is

the first appearance of the Byrd picture on a
Canadian screen since it was withdrawn from
the Toronto Tivoli and Montreal Palace
houses.

Veteran Boston Decorator Dies
BOSTON.—Zachariah Mode, for generations a lead-

ing interior decorator whose work included many of
Boston's leading theatres, died suddenly at his home
here.

Protection to Be Main Issue of Iowa
MPTO at Des Moines August 12

(Special to the Herald-World)

DES MOINES, Aug. 7.—Protection of the interests of smaller theatre owners
will be the theme of the annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Iowa at its session here Tuesday, August 12, E. P. Smith, president, has
announced.
A zoning committee, including five exchange managers who were appointed at a

preliminary meeting, will report at the convention. On the committee are three
independent exhibitors and one representative each from Paramount Publix and
the A. H. Blank interests.

Both of the chain organizations, as well as the independents, will demand pro-

tection in the showing of their new releases. The independents have suggested
taking the issue before the attorney general of the state and before federal author-

ities to determine the legality of a plan requiring exhibitors to wait from 30 to 120

days before showing current pictures.
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Y^
NEW PRODUCT

This department does not attempt to predict the pubh'c's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter

THE SAP FROM SYRACUSE
FUNNY JACK OAKIE. Produced and

distributed by Paramount. Director, A.

Edward Sutherland. Authors, John Wray,

Jack O'Donnell and John Harden. Screen

play, Gertrude Purcell. Photographer,

Larry Williams. Song writers, Edgar Y.

Harburg, John Green and Vernon Duke.
With Jack Oakie, Ginger Rogers, Gran-

ville Bates, George Barbier, Sidney Riggs,

Betty Starbuck, Veree Teasdale, J. Mal-

colm Dunn, Bernard Jukes, Walter Fcn-

ner. Jack Daley. Release, July 26, 1930.

Footage, 6108.

1 HIS is a light frothy bit of entertainment

that gives Jack Oakie another opportunity to

display his irresistible comedy.

It seems that the story of an Oakie picture is

of little consequence for it is the Oakie person-

ality that makes the picture box office. He has

a brand of comedy all his own and he has in

"The Sap from Syracuse" a vehicle which is

ample.

For the public which likes to laugh, and that

includes about ninety-nine and nine-tenths per

cent of the people, "The Sap from Syracuse"

is ace entertainment.

It is the story of a sap, a group of practical

jokesters, a pair of crooks, a girl and a mine.

Littleton Looney, a crane driver and an ad-

mirer of Napoleon, is the butt of all practical

jokes. Upon receipt of an unexpected inheri-

tance, he determines to take a trip to Europe.

On the boat he is flooded with cablegrams
signed by noted men which have been sent by
the practical jokers.

Because of these cablegrams he becomes the

center of attraction and it is whispered about
that he is a famous engineer traveling incognito.

He fails in all efforts to dissuade those on the

boat from this belief.

Ellen Saunders, also on the boat, is bound for

the Balkans, accompanied by a pair of crooks,

to save a mine which she owns. Believing that

Looney is the famous engineer she appeals to

him to assist her, and the situation in which he
finds himself becomes very embarrassing as

well as confusing.

Unable to convince her that he is not the

famous engineer he accompanies her to the Bal-

kans where he finds himself matching wits with
the two crooks and their cohorts. When it ap-

pears that the girl has been defeated the real

engineer who had been traveling as Senator
Powell exposes the crooks and the mine is

saved. Ellen and Littleton live happily ever
after.

George Barbier must not be overlooked for

his portrayal of Senator Powell. He handles it

very cleverly.

You will get a lot of fun out of the picture.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

HERO OF THE WEEK

JACK O.iKIE^ for his irresistible comedy work
in **The Sn,p from Syracuse^'* Paramount pro-
duction in which Oakie' s personality again

predominates.

THE SAP FROM SYRACUSE
ALL OVER THE SHOW . Produced and

distributed by Paramount.

WiHEN Wesley Ruggles eyed Jack Oakie that

day and said to himself, "I'd like to have his

future," and when Wesley later said to Oakie:
"Young man, you're under exclusive contract
to me from now on," Ruggles was using a very
good brain. Oakie is the "Sap" from Syracuse.
He is all over the picture. If it weren't for

his work in it there just wouldn't be any show.
That is possibly true of almost any of the late

pictures featuring Oakie. And why not? If

Oakie is big enough and good enough it merely
indicates the wisdom of his employers in build-

ing the show around him.

It's a story of mistaken identity, an old theme.
It will probably always be a good one. Shake-
speare took plenty of advantage of it.

Oakie inherits §18,000 and decides upon a trip

to France that will educate him in the erudite

wake of the Napoleonic era. Oakie's devotion
to Napoleon's character and greatness comes in

for gags continuously.

The love interest is in Ginger Rogers, very

competent ingenue. She is traveling to Mace-
donia to inspect her gigantic mining properties.

She mistakes Oakie for a mining engineer or

something of the sort and expects him to save
her mines from the Octopodean clutches of her
guardian.

The ending of the picture is fast. The mines
are on the verge of passing to the evil-doing
guardian. The engineer (Oakie) is still pre-
tending he is trying to find a solution to the
engineering problem. Suddenly he appears at
a conference of the Macedonians and Brook-
lynites and says: Dry up the river and use the
bed for a roadway through the mountains. That
simplifies it all. All that has been needed is

a method of transportation to haul machinery
up to the mines.

—

Douglas Hodges, Hollywood,
CaL

MONSIEUR LE FOX
TEN, TWENTY, THIRT'. Produced

and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Directed by Hal Roach. From an original
story by Willard Mack. Continuity and
dialog by Richard Schayer. Photography
by Ray Binger. With Gilbert Roland,
Barbara Leonard, Arnold Karss, Robert
Elliott, George Davis, Nena Quartaro,
Robert Graves, Jr. Length, six reels.

THIS is the English version of the melodrama
of the North woods which M G M is producing
in five languages. It is not a happy choice as

an ambassador from Hollywood. Its action and
situations are of the type that prevailed on
stage and screen twenty years ago, except that
its hero is the heavy until whitewashed at the
finish. The love interest is so weakly developed
that when the heroine, explaining to her father
why she helped the hero get the best of him,
says, "Because ... I love him." The preview
audience whooped with delight.

Roland, as the Fox, meets Barbara Leonard,
from Montreal, just after he has held up her
father's dog sled and taken one-fourth of his

gold. He falls for her and Quartaro, his dis-

carded sweetie, gives his cache away to Elliott,

sergeant of the Mounted. Heroine and father

ride away to their claim, followed shortly after

by Elliott in pursuit of the Fox. The whole
party meet in an abandoned cabin, the Fox
having turned back to save the life of the Ser-

geant, whose sled rolls over a cliff, breaking his

leg.

Grateful, the Sergeant gives the Fox three

hours to vamoose, but the father intervenes and
covers the Fox. The girl slips him a gun, and
he outwits the father. The Sergeant and his

aides then follow the Fox, first warning father

and daughter to wait in the cabin for guides
through the raging blizzard. As the snow
ceases, the father disregards the warning and
sets out with the girl, only to be buried in a

snowslide. The Fox is captured in rescuing the

girl, but all is forgiven when it is disclosed that

the Fox is by rights one-fourth owner of the

mine.

The production is draggy, blizzard noises are

overdone, and the cast overacts with the excep-

tion of Robert Elliott, always capable.

—

Hunter
Lovelace, Hollywood.
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OUR BLUSHING BRIDES
SALES GIRLS STEP OUT! Produced

and distributed by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.
Directed by Harry Beaumont. Dialog and
continuity by Bess Meredyth. Additional
dialog by Edwin Justus Mayer. Editor,
George Hivcly. Photography, Merritt B.
Gerstad. With Joan Crawford, Anita
Page, Dorothy Sebastian, Robert Mont-
gomery, Raymond Hackett, John Miljan.
Hedda Hopper, Albert Conti, Edward
Brophy, Robert O'Connor and Martha
Sleeper. Footage, 9138. Released July 19,
1930.

HEROINE OF THE WEEK

TeHREE sales girls who yearn for something
better than selling blankets and posing in the
latest styles, and get what they least expect in
each case, make this department store romance
active, but a trifle melodramatic.

Sales girls, we understand, are not supposed
to want what they should like. If they do, any-
thing might happen, and it does in this picture,
featuring Joan Crawford as the one of the three
sales girl pals who sticks to her idea that men
are not all that they might be, and who gets the
best break of all.

Jerry, Francine and Connie are in the same
department store and the same apartment. They
all have visions of luxury in modernistic set-

tings, plenty of money, and no alarm clocks in
the morning. Then the things begin to happen.
Francine, from her post behind the blanket
counter, becomes involved with Marty, who
dazzles her with a roll of bills. But Marty is

wanted by the police, his system being the use
of just such girls as Franky. When it's all over,
Franky comes back to tell Jerry the tale of woe,
then departs to her old home town.
But Connie does not fare so well. She is very

much in love with David Jardine, son of the
owner of the store. After pleasant pre-marital
relations in a too modernistic setting, David
marries an heiress, while Connie, after listen-
ing to the marriage ceremony on the radio,
takes poison and passes out of the picture, with
Jerry at the bedside. That leaves Jerry alone,
certain that men cannot be trusted, despite the
plea of Tony Jardine, the eldest son, to be
friends.

Tony had spent a good deal of time watching
Jerry as she posed in what made the picture at
times look like a fashion show. He makes the
mistake of thinking Jerry will fall for another
modernistic setting, this one in the treetops on
the Jardine estate. The setting, incidentally, is

rather too well done to be real. After Connie's
death, however, Tony overcomes her aversion
for his sex, and that ends the story of the three
little sales girls.

Joan Crawford is more than interesting as a
mannequin, and most excellent as an actress.
Dorothy Sebastian as Francine, and Anita
Page as Connie, do equally well, handling their
roles in a manner that rings true. Robert Mont-
gomery playing the self confident Tony Jardine,
and Raymond Hackett as his brother, do a capa-
ble piece of work. The dialog flashes in spots,
and is never really dull.

—

Charles S. Aaronson,
New York City.

T.

AUDIO REVIEW—NO.
Pathe—Sound
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HE highlight of this review is a series of
pictures showing the popular Prince of Wales
bounding from one end of the world to the
other opening buildings, laying cornerstones
and so forth. From the tender age of 6 to his
last tumble from a horse in 1928, we get flashes
of the world's most untouchable bachelor. An
odd little novelty gives us two marionettes sit-

ting on a hammock, going through all sorts of
antics to the singing of "Swinging in a Ham-
mock." The anatomical designs were by John
Held, Jr., and the marionettes by Sue Hastings.
Nothing startling, but unusual enough to be
amusing. "Persian Art in Old Bagdad" shows
a few close shots of rug making in Persia, with
boys weaving on the large hand looms, and an-
cient scenes depicted on the finished product.
Running time, 10 minutes.

/0.4.V CRAWFORD, for her most excellent aft-

ing in M G M*s *'Our Blushing Brides."

"THE SILENT ENEMY"
NO TALK! Distributed by Paramount

Publix. A W. Douglas Burden Produc-
tion. Directed by H. P. Carver. Story
by W. Douglas Burden. Scenario by
Richard Carver. Music by Massaid Kur
Zhlue. Photography by Marcel Le Picard.
Titles by Julian Johnson.

s.)ILENT pictures wiU never have passed into

obscurity. This is a beautiful thing that needs
no dialog to aid its effectiveness. Dialog prob-
ably would have detracted from its strength and
its sincerity.

It is a simply told story of the enemy that

has long confronted the redskinned natives of

the Hudson Bay country. Hunger is the menace.

There is a love story interwoven with the

plot, and subservient to it, that is exceedingly
well developed.

The story starts with the great hunter and
the medicine man in love with the daughter of

the Indian Chief. The girl is in love with the

hunter. In order to break down the hunter's

prestige in the tribe the medicine man attempts

to dissuade the chief from his plans to move in

the game country of the North.

In the closing reels of the picture great hard-

ships are endured. The old die and the young
ones starve. The medicine man, in the midst
of extremities, calls forth the word of Manitou.
He fraudulently interprets the message he re-

ceives to mean that the tribe has offended the

Spirit and that the great hunter must be sacri-

ficed on an altar of fire.

Well executed acting and photography build
this scene into a tense moment. It is convincing

and living. Not one frame that should have
been cut remains in the picture.

At the most high pitched point in the scene

the great herd of caribou that they have sought
for months is sighted. The life of the great

hunter is saved. Then as chief he leads his

people to the path of the caribou. Thousands
of these animals have been used in their

natural haunts in photographing the scene. It

is compelling and as effective as any part of the

picture.

And best of aU, here is the point where Bur-

den has chosen to end his picture.

It is one of the best silents Paramount has

ever handled.

—

Douglas Hodges, Hollywood,
California.

THE FLIRTING WIDOW
FICTITIOUS FIANCE. Produced and

distributed by First National. Directed
by William A. Seiter. Based on the story

"Green Stockings" by A. E. W. Mason.
Adapted and edited by John F. Goodrich.
Dialog same. Camera, Sid Hickox. With
Basil Rathbone, Dorothy Mackaill, Leila

Hyams, William Austin, Claude Gilling-

water, Emily Fitzroy. Flora Bentley, An-
thony Bushell, Wilfred Noy. Footage,
6664. Released May 11, 1930.

T HIS is a very light story, but sufficiently

amusing to be mildly pleasing. Basil Rathbone
and Dorothy Mackaill carry through a humor-
ously complicated situation capably and, with
fair support, make this screen adaptation of an
English comedy a passable picture where other-

wise it was in grave danger of falling rather

flat.

Celia Faraday is the eldest of three sisters.

She refuses to marry and thereby holds up the

parade of her younger sister to the altar, be-

cause of the old fashioned notions of the father.

On her return from a Southampton week end,
she discovers the youngster, Phyllis, in tears at

the prospect of waiting till her elder sister mar-
ries. On the spur of the moment, the bachelor
girl Celia invents a fictitious engagement to a

Colonel Smith, whom she met at a house party
just before his departure for Arabia with his

regiment.

Accidentally, the first letter, which she writes

at the insistence of her sisters, is mailed to the

East, where it is eventually received by a very

much alive Colonel John Smith. More curious

than interested, he returns to England to find

the writer. After the younger sister had been
safely married, however, Celia had published in

the papers notice of the death from wounds of

Colonel Smith. At that moment the colonel ar-

rives, discovers that he is supposed to be dead,

and spins an inspired tale about the death of

his heroic friend. Smith. The ensuing compli-

cation ties itself into a fairly amusing knot, then
unravels in the usual and inevitable manner.

Basil Rathbone as the fast thinking colonel

does a neat piece of work, ably seconded by the

artful innocence of Dorothy Mackaill's Celia.

The rest are at least competent, with the excep-

tion of WUliam Austin, whose attempt at James
Raleigh, a stupid and slow thinking English-

man, is neither funny nor very clever.

—

Charles

S. Aaronson, New York City.mm*
GRUMPY

GROUCHY BUT SOFTHEARTED.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Directors, George Cukor and Cyril Gard-
ner. Authors, Horace Hodges and
Thomas Wigney Percyval. Screen play
and added dialog, Doris Anderson. Pho-
tographer, David Abel. With Cyril

Maude, Phillips Holmes, Frances Dade,
Paul Lukas, Halliwell Hobbes, Paul
Cavanagh, Doris Luray, Olaf Hytton,
Robert Bolder, Colin Kenny. Release,

August 23, 1930. Footage, 6651.

G.YRIL MAUDE brings the finished perfor-

mance of a veteran of the stage to the Para-

mount attraction, "Grumpy," which has been
one of the comedy successes of the stage since

1913.

Maude is seldom off the screen during the

more than 6,000 feet and the result is that the

picture is packed with laughs both in dialog

and in situations.

The public's reaction to the picture when
shown at the Paramount theatre was decidedly
favorable and should be a guide as to its pos-

sible reception in other theatres of the country.

There were moments in the picture, especially

in the earlier sequences, when it seemed that

Maude to a degree overplayed the character of

the grouchy old attorney. This undoubtedly
was due, however, to the many years which he
had played the role of "Grumpy" Bullivant on
the stage. This criticism, however, is of minor
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importance and in no way lessens the interest

in the picture.

Grumpy is a retired London criminal lawyer,

railing at everyone but his granddaughter, of

whom he is very fond. To his country home
comes a recent acquaintance (Jarvis) of the

granddaughter to spend the weekend.

Returning to England and Grumpy's estate

during Jarvis' visit is Ernest Heron, the grand-

daughter's sweetheart who is the secret bearer
of a valuable diamond from South Africa.

That night, after all had retired with the ex-

ception of Ernest, the lights in the library are

flashed out, Ernest, in a fight with an unseen
person, is knocked unconscious and the dia-

mond is stolen.

Tlie next day Jarvis departs for London, fol-

lowed shortly by Grumpy who believes him
guilty of the crime. The only clue, however, is

a camellia found clutched in Ernest's hand.

In London Jarvis, the thief, is unable to dis-

pose of the diamond unless the camellia also

is turned over to the purchaser. Grumpy at

this moment forces his way into the Jarvis

apartment and the thief goes into hiding.

Jarvis at an opportune moment sneaks from
the apartment to return to Grumpy's country
home to search for the flower, but he has not
outwitted the old and ailing criminal lawyer.

Grumpy, after inspecting the police records
of Jarvis, follows and through his accusations

pins the guilt on Jarvis and recovers the dia-

mond.

It is an excellent cast throughout in an excel-

lent picture.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

* * *

HOT TAMALE
AN AESOP SOUND FABLE

Pathe

A,..LPHONSO Mouse strums the guitar outside

the wall while his little sweetie dances within,

then inside and some more of the same. As
he is leaving, along comes Fernando Feline, the

rival, who proceeds to spit Spanish at Alphonso.
Fernando tries the same strumming on a differ-

ent guitar, but it doesn't go over at all. Senor
Mouse returns in the nick of time to rescue his

fiancee, and rides away with her after filling

the other's horse with stones. The pursuit doesn't

materialize because Fernando's horse cannot
locomote, and the happy couple do some more
strumming. Fair as these go. Running time, 8

minutes.
* * *

THE RAP
FIRST LAUREL-HARDY FEATURE.

Produced by Hal Roach. Distributed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Directed by James
Parrott. Comedy construction by Jack
Stevens. Dialog by H. M. Walker. Edited
by Richard Currier. Sound. Elmer
Raguse. Running time, 1 hour 10 minutes.

T.HE first essay of the best of today's comedy
teams into the feature field is highly successful.

It is a screamingly funny takeoff on the prev-

alent prison-break deluge of dramas. From the

time the pair pave the way to the big house by
entering the home brew business, to the mo-
ment when Laurel prematurely precipitates the

outbreak while fumbling with a machine gun,

the film is a steady succession of hearty laughs.

The outbreak itself slows up the comic action,

as it is too long and the din is overwhelming,
but this doubtless wiU be cured by further cut-

ting. Even in this the comedians have their

moments.
There is a running gag about "what we don't

drink we can sell" which brings forth hearty
laughter every time it recurs. Laurel has a razz-

berry, caused by a loose tooth, which is not as

offensive as they usually are, and which gives

rise to much natural comedy.
There are no women in the story, conse-

cfuently no love interest, but I never thought of

it until today when some one who didn't see

the picture asked if there was. My reply was,
"No! But who cares?"

—

Hunter Lovelace,
Hollywood.

CONSPIRACY
STRONG STORY. RKO Radio Pic-

ture. Taken from play by John Emer-
son and Robert Baker. Adapted by
Beulah Marie Dix. Recorded by John
Tribbe. Directed by W . Christy Cabanne.
Associate producer, Bertrand Milhauser.
With Hugh Trevor, Bessie Love, Ned
Sparks, Ivan Lebedeff, Rita LaRoy, Mar-
tha Howard.

N.ED SPARKS is the central character of

"Conspiracy," an underworld or at least crook
picture. He does the best work of his screen

career in it. That is no mean compliment to a

man who has given those years to a profession.

His talent deserves a better harvest than he so

far has had.

It is a strong story of a young woman's en-

deavor to wipe out the leaders of a drug ring

with the help of her brother. Her efforts in-

volve her to such a point that to save her life

she kills one of the leaders. Her arrest is

imminent and to protect herself she takes refuge

in a home for girls. The part is played by
Bessie Love, somewhat confused with her role,

but nevertheless sympathetic.

Sparks is a philanthropist who operates the

community home. He is also highly interested

in criminology. It is this twist that has placed

him in the position of writing an analysis of

the murder. His idiosyncrasies and his ingenu-

ity prove the highest quality of entertainment
when projected by such an actor.

He brings about the happy ending by a bril-

liant piece of strategy which lands all the male
factors in the cooler.

—

Douglas Hodges, Holly-

wood, Col.
* * *

GOLDEN DAWN
COLOR AND MUSIC IN AFRICA.

Produced and distributed by Warner
Brothers. Directed by Ray Enright. Based
on the musical play by Otto Harbach and
Oscar Hammerstein. II. Screen play by
Walter Anthony. Music by Emm.erich
Kalman and Hubert Stothart. JFith Wal-
ter Wonlf, Vivienne Segal. Noah Beery,
Alice Gentle, Lupino Lane, Marion
Byron, Lee Moran, Nigel de Brulier, Otto
Matieson. Dick Henderson. Nina Quar-
tero, Sojin, Julanne Johnston. Nick de
Ruix and Edward Martindel. Footage
7447. Released June 14, 1930.

T.HIS is another example of a musical comedy
not going over any too well on the screen,

despite several good song hits from the Oscar
Hammerstein II and Otto Harbach show, popu-
lar on the stage some time ago, and Walter
Woolf's better than average baritone.

The story is rather too weak for the consump-
tion of the average motion picture goer, who is

generally all for action, fast and plenty of it.

Where we welcome melody on the stage, it be-

comes a bit tiresome in the picture version to

wait every few minutes for the story to go on
while the African air is filled with song. We
are never quite certain we are in Africa any-

way, the feeling of doubt being aided and
abetted by Noah Beery as Shep Keyes, the vil-

lainous king of the blacks, according to his

own story, and song. In very heavy makeup he
stalks about the jungle, singing a deep bass,

cracking his whip, and speaking in an attempted
dialect that most nearly resembles a Northern
citizen of the United States trying to speak like

a Southern negro. It doesn't sound like Africa,

to say the least.

The picture is in technicolor throughout,
with some fairly good effects, but is rather

blurred in places, which hardly helps.

Alice Gentle as Mooda has a decidedly good
voice and uses it to advantage. Vivienne Segal

as Dawn is pleasing and Walter Woolf's voice

is an asset. Marion Byron affords some fair

comedy relief with Dick Henderson and Lee
Moran, while a little acrobatics and tap work
carry out the musical comedy flavor.

—

Charles

S. Aaronson, New York City.

INSIDE THE LINES
HIGH STANDARD. Produced and di-

rected by RKO Radio Pictures. Direc-
tion and adaptation by Roy Pomeroy.
Story by Earl Derr Biggers. Continuity
by Edward Adamson. Dialog by John
Farrow. Soujid recorded by George
Marsh. Art Director Max Ree. With
Betty Compson. Ralph Forbes, Montague
Love, Mischa Auer, Ivan Simpson, Betty
Carter, Evan Comas, Reginald Sarland.

1 HAVE seen so few pictures dealing with the
spy system of the late war that I have often
wondered if the Government has discouraged
exposition of the intelligence department's
methods.
Radio has stepped to the front with this one,

to take advantage of perhaps the most dramatic,
and not melodramatic, of the sequence of situa-

tions that occurred during the great war.
Despite the fact that the ending is slightly

incomprehensible and unconvincing the picture
holds up to a high standard of entertainment.
It moves rapidly. The suspense is easily created
at the start with the commission of a frail young
woman, enacted by Betty Compson, to steal into

the garrison at Gibraltar and obtain the plans
of the Mediteranean fleet. From that moment
she is surrounded by her enemies, who, she
learns, would court-martial her to death in five

minutes once her identity became known.
Countless methods of the director supplement
the menace and build it. It easily grows to a

point where the lives of three people are in-

volved instead of only her own. It is at this

point that surprising developments draw to-

gether the plot and provide a snappy ending

—

and a happy ending.
Certainly, I liked it. I'd like more of them.—Douglas Hodges, Hollywood, Cat.

LITTLE ACCIDENT
NO HARM DONE! Produced and dis-

tributed by Universal. Directed by Wil-

liam, James Craft. Authors, Floyd Dell
and Thomas Mitchell. Adaptor, Gladys
Lehman. Dialog by Anthony Brown. Edi-
tor, Harry Lieb. Camera, Roy Overbaugh.
With Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Anita Page,
Roscoe Karns, ZaSu Pitts, Sally Blane,
Slim Summerville, Henry Armetta, Joan
Marsh, Albert Gran. Footage, 7897. Re-
lease date, September 1.

HilERE is a clever, fast moving light comedy,
which holds very closely to the manner of the

successful stage play of the same name from
which it is taken, and compares very favorably
with it.

Good clean fun, and the folks should get a

kick out of it no matter where they were
brought up. It gives every evidence of intelli-

gent and careful direction, which added to a

fine cast supporting the lead of Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., make it potentially as popular as

the stage original which filled a Broadway legit-

imate house for many weeks.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as the sudden father,

does remarkably well with a difficult role. He
carried his part just far enough without spoil-

ing the piece by overdoing it. Anita Page
helps decidedly in putting it across, and the

others, all popular, do their share capably.

—

Charles S. Aaronson, New York City.

LET 'ER BUCK
A GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHT

Pathe—Sound

A RODEO at Cody, Wyoming, with plenty of

jumps and a few stunts, makes this at least a

lively and fast moving short. The best part of

the show are the close shots of the bronco rid-

ing contests and the stetr wrestling, made amus-
ing with a few slow motion scenes. It winds
up with a Wyoming Roman race, which in Eng-

lish means a cowboy riding two horses standing

up, one foot on each. Lots of action and they

do move fast. Running time, 9 minutes.

•SEE



When it's

lOQ^Jechnicolor
it's 100%
BoxOffice

Right down the line— picture after pic-

ture— hit after hit—Technicolor is boosting

B. O. Each success proves all over again

Technicolor's "draw." Extends its nation-

wide fan-following! And serves to establish

pven more glitteringly this fact—

When it's 100% Technicolor it's 100% Box-

Office! One after another the big producers

are giving color full-play in outstanding

productions.

"Sweet Kitty Bellairs/' a Warner Bros.

LL-color, all-music-and-costume sensation,

'typifies the trend. Quaint England of the

70's is brought to life again— in theme, in

setting— perfectly synchronized with the

scope and majesty of color presentation.

TECHNICOLOR!

Watch for it. Wait for it. Schedule it.

"Sweet Kitty Bellairs" is sure-fire B. O.

'.^u^an



Some of the Technicolor Productions

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT, with Vivienne Segal (First National). BRIGHT

LIGHTS, with Dorothy Mockaill (First National). DIXIANA, with Bebe Daniels

(Radio Pictures). FOLLOW THRU, with Charles "Buddy" Rogers and Nancy

Carroll (Paromouni). GOLDEN DAWN, with Walter Woolf and Vivienne Segal

(Warner Bros.). HELL'S ANGELS, with Ben Lyon, James Hall, Jane Winton and

Thelma Todd (Caddo), Technicolor Sequences. HOLD EVERYTHING, with Winnie

Lightner, Georges Carpentier ond Joe E. Brown (Warner Bros.). KING OF JAZZ,

starring Paul Whitemon (Universal). LOTTERY BRIDE, with Jeonette MocDonald

(United Artists), Technicolor Sequences. MAMBA, with Eleanor Eoardman,

Jean Hersholt and Ralph Forbes (Tiffany). PARAMOUNT ON PARADE, all-star

cast (Paramount), Technicolor Sequences. SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD,

with Alice White (First National), Technicolor Sequences. SONG OF THE

WEST, with John Boles and Vivienne Segal (Warner Bros.). SONG OF THE

FLAME, with Bernice Claire and Alexander Groy (First Nationol). SWEET

KITTY BELLAIRS, with Claudia Dell and Perry Askam (Warner Eros.). THE

CUCKOOS, with Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and Dorothy lee (Radio).

THE FLORODORA GIRL, starring Marion Davies (Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer),

Technicolor Sequence-s. THE MARCH OF TIME, all-stor cast (Metro-Gcldwyn-

Mayer), Technicolor Sequences. THE ROGUE SONG, with Lawrence Tibbett

and Catherine Dale Owen (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer). THE TOAST OF THE

LEGION, with Bernice Claire, Walter Pidgeon and Edward Everett Horton

(First National). THE VAGABOND KING, starring Dennis King, with Jeonette

MocDonald (Paramount). UNDER A TEXAS MOON, with Fronk Fay, Noah

Beery, Myrna Loy and Armida (Worner Bros.). VIENNESE NIGHTS, all-star

cast (Warner Bros.). WOMAN HUNGRY, with Sidney Elackmer and Lila

lee (First National). WHOOPEE, starring Eddie Cantor (Samuel Goldwyn).

Everywhere you go— everywhere you look— in hundreds of

thousands of color pages every week, every month. Technicolor

odvertlsing is advertising YOU — listing and FEATURING the

Big Natural Color Hits, that are soon to appear ar your theatre.

Technicolor
Advertisinq
Advertises You

andbu/ldUD B, O.

-'I

Pla^up Technicolor :
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Beg Pardon,

Miss Daniels!
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7. — Bebe
Daniels will have the leading femi-
nine role in "Reaching for the

Moon," next United Artists-Douglas
Fairbanks release. A statement cir-

culated in Hollywood during the past

month was that Miss Daniels would
sell her contract with U. A. on the

role for $25,000 and that Joan Ben-
nett would replace her. Miss Bennett
is under contract to United Artists.

The statement, printed in the

Herald-World, has been traced and
found to be inaccurate. The picture

is scheduled to start rehearsals to-

day.—D. H.

Gainsborough's Action on
''Dawn Patrol/* One of

Two Suits, Is Continued
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7.—The plagiarism

suit brought by Gainsborough against "Dawn
Patrol" has been continued for one week pend-

ing the seeing, by the court, of both "Dawn
Patrol" and "Journey's End." Two suits are

now against the Barthelmess picture.

The first suit, instituted by the Caddo
Company, Howard Hughes, president, named
Warner Brothers, Inc., and First National

Pictures as defendants, and charges that they

and various individuals infringed the copyright

on "Hell's Angels." The plaintiffs seek an

injunction against the further presentation of

"The Dawn Patrol," released a month ago.

The First National picture was written by

John Monk Saunders and directed by Howard
Hawkes.

The second suit is brought by Gainsborough
Pictures, Ltd., producer, and R. C. Sheriff,

author, of "Journey's End," names the same
defendants, with the addition of Hawkes, and
asks the same relief. It charges that many
of the sequences in the international success

have been infringed by similar sequences in

the Barthelmess picture.

9>

Report U Dickering Silent

Rights with Paramount
On "American Tragedy

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7.—Universal is re-

ported dickering with Paramount for silent

rights to Theodore Dreiser's best seller of a

few years ago, "An American Tragedy."
This story, though never brought to the

screen, already has covered considerable
ground in Hollywood. D. W. Griffith had it

for a while under option, but allowed it to

lapse, after which Paramount bought it. The
purchase was before the talker wave. Some
production heads of Paramount are enthu-
siastic about it while others as enthusiastically

disfavor it. Paramount's policy is to retain all

material it owns, but it may make an excep-
tion in this instance.

Warners Adopt 52-Week Basis

At Studio to Meet Chain Needs
Vacation Shutdown Period Will Be Dropped After This Year—

.

Derr Sees Trend Toward More Dramatic Stories

—

U Spending Million on New Buildings

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7.—Terming it "an annual custom," Jack Warner today

announced the vacation shutdown period will be discontinued after this year.

During the past four years Warner Brothers always has allowed an 8 to 12 weeks'

vacation, "in order that the creative workers might rehabilitate themselves and

start the new year's work after a good rest."

"Because of the tremendous number of theatres we now own," Warner stated,

"we find that this plan is no longer practical, and beginning on November 1, when

we resume work after a short period of rest, we will operate on a 52 weeks per

year basis."

Pratt, Wade Boteler, Bert Roach,
Richard Tucker, Paul Weigle, Wil-
liam Holden, Rockcliffe Fellows,

Lora Baxter, George Stone, E. H.
Calvert and others.

"Because of the nature of the story some
of the parts are comparatively short, as far

as actual film footage is concerned. But no
part in a picture is too short to demand care-

ful casting, we feel, since every link must be

well soldered and carefully poHshed, if one

is to have a smooth, strong chain.
_
A small

bit, badly acted, may spoil an entire scene.

In the same way each bit of clever work con-

tributes that much to the excellence of the

entire picture.

"This is not an extravagance. I have al-

ways believed that real conservation of money
in any enterprise consists of judicious ex-

penditure. Getting the person most ideally

suited for every characterization in a picture,

no matter how small the part is, comes under
this heading in my vision of picture making.
It will be observed in all of our productions."

Universal Spending Million

Plans have been completed for the expendi-

ture of $950,000 by Universal in the construc-

tion of new buildings, and $750,000 of this

will be spent in the construction of a new
film laboratory, which, it is claimed, will be
the most efficient and the best fireproofed

building in the world for housing inflammable
materials.

The remaining $200,000 is being expended
for the construction of two huge sound
stages at Universal. The plans call for two
sdjoining buildings 150 feet square, with
sound-proof partitions which may be swung
open like huge doors, converting the two
buildings into one gigantic stage.

The new stages will have no permanent
equipment, all sound equipment used being
of the portable type which may be moved
from one stage to another or follow a com-
pany on location.

He said that the combined production
schedule of First National and Warner
Brothers consists of 13 pictures this week.
It is planned that they all will have been com-
pleted by September 20, when the plant closes

down for six weeks.
More than 40 feature-length productions

have been produced since January, Warner
said, with only three remaining to be started.

Warner will leave for New York within
a few days to discuss plans for the coming
year's program with his brothers.

"We will have the biggest year's production
in our history next year," he said. "The most
famous stage stars will augment the fine list

of contract players now at our West Coast
Studios, and we are rapidly purchasing the
finest books, plays and stories that are avail-

able for picture purposes."
"Two of the biggest pictures of the present

year's schedule open in the Hollywood and
Warner Brothers theatres at $2 top this

month," he said.

Derr Sees Drama With Force

The star system has received a number of
blows recently. Latest in the statements of
producers indicating the trend toward stronger
and more dramatic stories, finer casts and
better production, is that of E. B. Derr,
president of Pathe, this week.

"Fourteen established favorites ap-
peared in our recent production of
'Swing High,' " Derr points out,
"while the cast of 'Holiday,' includes
11 players each of whom has been
starred or featured separately on
either stage or screen.
"Now we are making 'Beyond

Victory,' with another carefully se-

lected cast. This picture shows a
small group of men marooned on a
wartime mission, facing momentary
death. In the tension of the mo-
ment each one talks of the person
or situation in civilian life which is

uppermost in his memory. In the
varied sequences appear William
Boyd, Helen Twelvetrees, Fred
Scott, James Gleason. ZaSu Pitts.

June Collyer, Lew Cody, Russell
Gleason, Dorothy Burgess, Purnell

New Title Temporary Too
HOLLYWOOD.—"The Doorway to Hell." That's

the new temporary title for "Handful of Clouds," just
finished by Warner Brothers.
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T TERE'S a swell story, and it's true—I swear it.

About two }'ears ago a small town Eastern newspaper man came to Holly-

wood with an idea of cashing in on some of the allegedly easy money floating

about. He came with his wife and two children and a family nest egg of six

hundred dollars.

For a month he scurried around, applying at this studio and that, but without

any luck. He wasn't a very forward fellow and he wasn't—to keep to the facts

©f the cast—much of a newspaper man. With the family funds steadily sinking

he turned back to newspapers, and after making the rounds of the larger Coast

papers he lined up a rewrite job at thirty-five per, which was ten dollars less than

the job he had in his home town.

For six months he struggled with the horrible syndicate material that passes for

small town reading matter and then he decided to make a break for something

more lucrative.

He asked a mutual friend for a letter of introduction to a publicity director at

one of the studios, and presented it. He had never met the gentleman before but

he was so desperate for a chance to get into a studio that he unloaded his whole

life story on the executive. He told about his wife and kids, the measly thirty-five

per, and the necessity of getting some kind of a job that would lead to a family

man's wages—say seventy-five dollars. He showed the publicity director creden-

tials of his six years of newspaper work, he admitted he wasn't the most absorbing

writer in the world but he felt he could hold down a movie press agent's berth, and

he was willing to start at the same salary the newspaper gave him, thirty-five.

The publicity director was sympathetic but not in a position to hire him. "But,"

said the executive, "if you say you need money as badly as you do. Ell give you a

letter."

The letter was to a prominent wholesale vendor of liquor. The bootlegger

advanced the newspaper man some capital and a few addresses and set him loose.

This was a year and a half ago. The film colony knows him well now. He
drives around in a beautiful Lincoln, he has sent his eldest boy to a school in

France and his other son is being tutored privately in Los Angeles. Two months
ago the real estate sections of the local papers listed his name as the buyer of one

of the largest apartment-hotels in Hollywood. The publicity director who gave

him the letter of introduction to the wholesale bootlegger has a son who recently

entered the interior decorating business. The former newspaper man gave the

young man his first contract, merely the assignment to refurnish the apartment

hotel, at a cost of $60,000.

He still comes around the publicity office now and then. He hasn't worn ofiF his

humble appearance as yet and he is ashamed of being a bootlegger. At times, he

says, he despises himself for earning his living the way he has. In another month
he intends to begin terminating his business and go abroad, to live with his family

in a villa in France.

NORMAN KRASNA.

Vivian Duncan Married
To Nils Asther at Reno

(Special to the Herald-World)

__
LOS ANGELES, Aug. 7.—Vivian Duncan,

"Little Eva" in the famous Duncan Sisters
team, has become the bride of Nils Asther.
The marriage took place at Reno, Nev., in

the county courthouse, and was witnessed by
five persons, including Rosetta, who has been
tlie other half of the "Topsy and Eva" com-
bination.

International Review of Cinematography,
Rome, Italy, will regularly contribute articles

to the Italian magazine concerning activities

and organization of the Fox West Coast or-

ganization. The information will be com-
piled and written by the public relations de-

partment.

Fox West Coast to Write
For International Review

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 7.—Fox West Coast
Theatres, in response to a request from Dr.
Lucian de Seo, director and editor of the

Copyright Suit Against
Marion Davies Dropped

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 7.—William C. Cur-
tis, who brought a $1,000,000 infringement of

copyright suit against Marion Davies, actress,

and others, has dropped the case.

Curtis had charged in his suit that the copy-

right to his musical composition, "Floradora,"

had been violated by the defendants in the

screen adaptation of "The Floradora Girl."

Jack Mulhall Is Given
Lead in Columbians
''For the Love o' Lil"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Jack Mulhall has
been chosen by Columbia to play the male
lead opposite Sally Starr in "For the Love o'

Lil," a picturization of Liberty magazine's

cover series. The picture has gone into pro-

duction under the direction of James Ting-
ling.

This week saw two additions to the cast of

Columbia's "Last of the Lone Wolf." They
are Lucien Prival and Otto Matieson. Bert
Lytell is starred as the Lone Wolf. The
company also has announced the completion
of the cast for the stage play, "The Squealer,"

with the addition of Louis Natheaux, Eddie
Sturgis and Eddie Kane.

Ernie Adams, Slim Whitaker and Robert B.

MacKenzie have been signed for Columbia's
"Shadow Ranch," the second in the series of
Buck Jones Westerns being directed by Louis
King.

Mother Plans Air Trip
To See Actor; He's Dead

(Special to the Herald-World)

DANVILLE, ILL., Aug. 7.—Mrs. Lula Hil-
ton of Fairmount, 111., isn't going to make
her airplane trip to Los Angeles after all.

She had all the arrangements made to fly

west and visit her son, who was sick. But
her son, Harlan Hilton, 30 years old, motion
picture actor, is dead. He died of meningitis
after a few days' illness, and his mother re-

ceived word of his death only a few hours
before she was ready to fly for his bedside.

Hilton was a former resident of this city.

His first appearance in the films was in "Lilac
Time." His most recent picture was "In Gay
Madrid."

Sullivan Now Assisting

Thalberg in Production
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7.—C. Gardner Sulli-

van has been signed by AI G M as assistant

to Irving Talberg. Sullivan's production ex-
perience dates from' 1914, when he came to

Hollywood as writer for and assistant to Tom
Ince. Since the death of the latter, he has
been successively supervisor for DeMille and
for United Artists. He resigned from U A
to become scenario head of Universal. He
relinquished that a few months ago.

Helperin and Draney Pool
Efforts on ''East Lynne"

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7.—Victor Halperin,

director for Liberty Productions, is collaborat-

ing with George Draney in the preparation
of continuity and dialog for "East L^mne,"
which will go into production at Metropoli-
tan this month. The classic English melo-
drama is being modernized with the assistance

of Aneas MacKenzie, English horseman and
fox-hunting expert.

Graves Signs with M G M
As Both Actor and Writer

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7.—Ralph Graves,
hero of many of Columbia's most successful
productions, has been signed to a long term
contract by M G M in the dual capacity of
actor and writer. The screen's latest "Ad-
mirable Crichton" has not yet been given any
definite assignment, but expects to be busy
between make-up box and typewriter.

«
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Bebe Daniels Will

Do Two Specials

A Year for RKO
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7. — By mutual ar-

rangement Bebe Daniels will make only two
pictures annually for R K O in the future, and
these will be big specials, of the magnitude of

"Rio Rita," her biggest success to date.

Zehner Unanimous Choice
For 233 Club President;
Johnston for Vice-Pres,

(Sl?ecial to the Hcrald-lVorld)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7.—Harry H. Zeh-
ner, assistant general manager of Universal,
will head both tickets at the annual 233 Club
election on August 20, according to President
Rex B. Goodcell. Reports of rival nominating
committees read at the July assembly made
Zehner the unanimous choice, it is announced.

John LeRoy Johnston was the unanimous
choice for executive vice president, with Henry
Otto, Charles Crockett, P. A. BeHannessy,
C. E. Toberman and Jean Hersholt as vice
presidential candidates.

Otto K. Oleson was named the sole candi-
date for treasurer. Morris Resch, Abraham
Goldman and Lee King are the candidates for
two secretarial positions, and Marco Hellman,
W. S. Van Dyke, Edwin Carewe, Samuel
Kress, J. J. Franklin, Lloyd Whitlock and Clif-

ford Smith are candidates for the board of
directors.

The 233 Club, organized with 24 theatrical

Masons six years ago, now has 2,000 members.

New Seattle Ordinance
Gives Censorship Body
Full Control Over Films

(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, Aug. 7.—Added authority and
considerable police power is given to the
board of film censorship by a new ordinance
now in the making here.

The ordinance is sponsoored by Mayor
Frank Edwards following the insistence of
various organizations whose representatives
seem to feel that the censors should have
more power. One of the provisions of the
new ordinance is to reduce the number of
members on the board from nine to five, and
also to give the new board full power to act,

v/hereas in the past the board acted merely
in an advisory capacity to the mayor.

The board will also have the power to

regulate publicity and advertising and displays

in lobbies.

If760-Seat Fox House in

Billings to Cost $225,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 7.—Plans for a Fox-
West Coast theatre at Billings, Mont., now
call for an outlay of $250,000. The theatre will

have a seating capacity of 1,760.

In addition to the theatre, the building will

house stores and offices. The building will take
in the better part of a city block and will be

the only Fox-West Coast house in Billings.

Robert Reamer of Seattle, is the architect.

Paramount Buys Property to

Add to Eastern Studio Layout
One Story Building Adjoining Astoria Production Plant Will Be

Available for Work September 1—^Warners Plan 52

"Celebrities" in One-Reel in Brooklyn
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Carrying through the Eastern studio expansion

program recently announced, Paramount Publix has purchased additional

property adjoining its present film plant in Astoria, L. I.

A one story brick and steel building with
a frontage of ISO feet and a depth of one
city block" will be available for production
work on the Paramount lot on September
1. The building is so constructed that ad-
ditions may be readily made as needed in

the future. Including the new property,
Paramount Eastern Studio now owns some-
thing more than two square blocks, giving
it plenty of room for open air stage settings.

18 Features at Least

The present production schedule calls for
at least 18 full length feature pictures during
the current year, and in shorts 104 one reel

and 26 two reel subjects. The studio is

running capacity and has been for several
weeks. "Animal Crackers," featuring the
four Marx Brothers; "Heads Up," with
Charles Rogers, Helen Kane, and Victor
Moore; and "Laughter" with Nancy Carroll,
Frederic March, and Frank Morgan have
been recently completed.
"The Best People" is now in production,

with Miriam Hopkins, Frank Morgan,
Charles Starrett, Henry Wadsworth and
others. Ed Wynn is all set to start work
on "Manhattan Mary," his first talking
screen comedy, with Ginger Rogers leading
the supporting cast and Lou Holtz and
Stanley Smith included. It is expected that
every available foot of space on the lot will

be taken up with these two productions.
Norman Taurog will handle the megaphone
for "Manhattan Mary."

Going Strong at Warners'

At the Warner Studio in Brooklyn, things
are still going strong. Walter Winchell,
the New York columner, will appear in a
short reel, just completed following the ex-
ample set recently by Damon Runyan and
Mark Hellinger, who were featured in the
Varieties novelty, "At the Round Table."
"One on the Aisle," one of three one-act
plays by Paul Gerard Smith, which have
just been purchased, is already in work with
Roy Mack directing. The other two are
"The Gob" and "Compliments of the
Season."
Grand opera is on the list for later Vita-

phone Varieties production. Giovanni Mar-
tinelli will sing "Celeste Aida," the prison
scene from "Aida," and selections from "II

Trovatore" and "Martha."
Helen Broderick and Lester Crawford,

featured comedy team of "Fifty Million

Spewack Signs Paramount Contract
HOLLYWOOD.—After two months on the Para-

mount lot, Samuel Spewack, playwright and short
story writer, has signed a contract and now be-

comes a permanent member of the writing staff.

It Seems That Script

Reached Another Studio
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 7.—The pro-
duction head of one of the smaller
Hollywood studios last week called

all his staff into conference and an-
nounced that anyone not turning back
script copies to his office after com-
pletion of a picture would be fined

one week's salary. He explained the
ruling as occasioned by his seeing
one of the studio's scripts on the

desk of an important executive of an-

other company.

Frenchmen," will appear in "For Art's

Sake," a Varieties comedy, directed by Har-
old Beaudine.

52 "Celebrities" Planned

The Brooklyn Studio plans a schedule of

52 "Celebrities" one-reel subjects to be
added to the 1930-31 program. The series

will feature stage and screen stars, as well

as notables in the news of the day. Nego-
tiations are already under way with a num-
ber of people for appearance in these shorts.

Chester Erskin, who directed "The Last
Mile" and "Subway Express" on the stage,

has sold his comedy, "My Mistake," to War-
ner for Vitaphone production. Arthur Hur-
ley, another Broadway legitimate director,

will handle the piece. He is already select-

ing a Broadway cast.

No Standard of Art in

Pictures? Des Moines
Writer Says Different
(Special to the Herald-World)

DES MOINES, Aug. 7.—Taking exception

to a statement by Everett Dean Martin, for-

mer chairman of the national board of re-

view for motion pictures, who said that "mod-
ern motion pictures have no standard of art,"

the Des Moines Tribune-Capital has published

an editorial suggesting that such an utterance

is "clearly in need of qualification."

The Tribune-Capital says : "While it is true

that in the movies realism is habitually com-
promised for the sake of happy endings and of

conventional morality, this is not always the

case. Although many Hollywood directors

wouldn't recognize an artistic film if they saw
one, others have produced picture plays which
will bear comparison with the better stage

plays.

"There are already evidences of a really

artistic type of talkie which, combining the

advantages of the camera and those of the

stage, will gain approval from the most high-

brow critics."

HarcoVs Tree-Sitting

Film is New Orleans'
First Homemade Talker

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 7.—The Harcol
Motion Picture Industries has begun work on
the first talking picture to be printed and
filmed here, A. Harrison, Jr., president of the

company has announced.
The subject of the screening is the tree-sit-

ting epidemic, which has broken out here. A
natural color camera has just been received
for the art work.
Harrison predicts that news events will

again be filmed in this city, as they were in

the days before silent newsreel died. His com-
pany is constructing a soundproof room, with
12-inch walls, and a blimp to fit over the cam-
era when the unit is on location. These are

being used in filming the tree-sitters. Serenade
music in the picture is provided by youngsters
who sing to the "sitters."
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:

Writing colyiims for a magazine when you want to go fishing is

like digging ditches when it is 110 in the shade. That's why we don't

like to work in the shade. Some people think it must be hard to

write colyums and it was when Jay handled our stuff, but since the

HERALD-WORLD sentenced him to a term down in New York and
George handles our stuff, it's just as easy as huckleberry pie. George
lets anything get by. You have no doubt observed that.

It was different when we were writing from Hollywood and Hodges
handled our manuscript. There's the most particular guy in the

world. He's so doggone particular that if it won't take the enamel
off the bathtub he won't touch it. He wouldn't let us speU. water with
two t's and he said "hain't got none" wasn't just the best expression to

use. That's why we swiped a brand new dictionary from him. If

Norman Krasna, who writes from out there, don't go crazy it won't

be Hodge's fault. We left there just in time. Well, anyhow, here is

the way we feel about writing colyums.

We scratch our gourd against our will,

And pound the type on this old mill

To try and earn some money.

On this one point we're aU agreed:

We can't write stuff you care to read

And we're not even funny.

If we could take this durned old mill,

And kick it down a long, steep hill

And throw it in the creek;

And you should say that was your choice,

And we felt sure you'd all rejoice.

We'd do it mighty quick.

For when you read this stuff we write

We know that you will want to fight.

Because your brain gets hazy.

But don't blow up and tear your shirt.

Just keep both feet down on the dirt,

For we are only crazy.

Occasionally we run across a theatreman who treats us as though
he thought the evidence would not warrant a conviction. We met one

such in Herman Bayer of the Favorite theatre at Covington, Ohio.

When we called, Mr. Bayer was lying on the lounge and was rather

indisposed, but when we introduced ourself he jumped up like he
had taken a dose of ipecac and grabbed us around the neck and told

us how glad he was to meet us.

Mrs. Bayer seemed delighted to meet us also, but she didn't grab us
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around the neck. How could she? Herman was standing right there.

Mr. Bayer took us over to see his theatre and then went with us to

see the tobacco warehouses, of which Covington is famous, being lo-

cated in a rich tobacco district. If all theatre folks were as delightful

as Mr. and Mrs. Bayer, we wouldn't care how rotten the producers

made their pictures—we'd like 'em, anyhow.

* * *

Chicago's policemen must be pretty good marksmen when they

shoot at a gangster in an automobile and hit a motorman in a street

car without taking a bit of aim. It seems that the only ones who are

in any danger there are the peaceful citizens who haven't any more
judgment than to be on the street when they open up their fusillade.

Chicago should keep her citizens off the streets until the war is over.

The first thing they know there won't be any left.

* * *

AN OPEN LETTER TO NORMAN KRASNA OF HOLLYWOOD
AND TEWANNEE

Dear Kraz:

You've got to do something with that Sam Gooble or he's going to

gum everything up out there. Sam is just running hog wild trying

to make them airplane and submarine pictures, and this hain't no bull,

Kraz. What you want to do is make Sam stick to "HOT FOR
FANNY" and other pictures of like dimensions and calibers with

scenes in 'em of two fellas measuring girls' legs like they did in

"THE GOLDEN CALF" and a fella fishin' a fountain pen out of

women's dresses with pincers and pleasure like they did in "THE
GIRL SAID NO."

You should insist that Sam puts plenty of pep in his pictures and
don't let him make pictures just to please the prudes, for prudes don't

increase the population and it's population that this business needs.

That's what is the matter with theatres today—it's lack of population,

and you and Sam ought to do something about that.

Then there is another thing. When you are around the Christie

studios don't get too close to Al Christie's airedale. That pup has

mange and he is covered all over with fleas and woodticks. Al him-

self is a pretty nice feller, but he hain't never give that bulldog of

hissen no trainin' like he ort to and he lets him run all over the lot

with Tay Garnett's mongrel, and you know yourself, Kraz, that that

hain't no way to bring a pothound up.

Then you want to remember this, too, Kraz. It's a pretty hard

matter for a man of your standing, temperament and disposition to

keep in good standing in the bible class out there in Hollywood. You
should lean pretty heavy on Amie Semple McPhcrson. And should

you get sick or something, don't monkey around, with that Doug
Hodges and Larry Urback of the HERALD-WORLD office, for them
doctors will want to give you Swamp Root for everything from asthma
to in-growing toenails. And here's another thing: Don't let Larry
drag you into the Brown Derby. If you do, he will want you to

order gafilter fisk and soy beans.

Keep us posted on how you are managing Sam and be sure that

Sam puts some leg measurin' scenes in his pictures, for we've got to

do something to increase the population around these theatres or

they're busted. You know that, don't you, Kraz?

Fraternally yours,

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S.- The HERALD-WORLD covers the field LIKE AN APRIL
SHOWER.
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F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
FOUR MEETINGS IN WISCONSIN AND MINNESOTA

MILWAUKEE.
TEAVING the home of the autos, Detroit,

I
J
we sped westward through Battle Creek
and Kalamazoo to Chicago. I only spent

one daj' in Chicago visiting the Her.ald-World
office and a few friends. In the evening
Friend Daughter and I went to the Chicago
theatre, a Publix house, and saw Will Rogers
in "So This Is London." I am thinking seri-

ously of suing Will Rogers for damages. It

took two days to get the kinks out of my face
caused by the violent, hilarious, raucous
laughter induced by—well, I don't know just
what, but anyway I certainly did laugh.

Projection was by Harry Ragan and Joseph

J. Karmazin. I wish to congratulate these
two gentlemen upon the excellence of their

work. Both the sound and the picture were
good.
From Chicago we pushed the landscape

northward, arriving in due time in Alilwaukee,
the city once made famous by a certain am-
ber, foam-covered fluid. I have got to hand it

to local union 164 and its business agent. Glen
C. Kalkoff. Few could or would have done
what he did that afternoon. In some manner
the letter of notification as to the time of our
arrival had become lost. Presuming he had
the letter, I of course did not again write
and he did not know how to reach me. The
local therefore had no notification as to the

time of our arrival.

We drove into Milwaukee about one o'clock

on Sunday and got into touch with Kalcoff at

the union offices. Inside of IS minutes he
had made excellent hotel reservations and
arranged for the care of the car at the garage.
And that night, though nobody knew we were
to come that day, he and Oscar E. Olson got
almost 100 men out to the meeting, and that in

spite of the fact that Sunday was a bad day
for such an affair. The thermometer stood
at about 100 degrees—in the shade, too. You
have got to hand it to men who do things
that way.
But that was not all, for late in the after-

noon Chester A. Mills, president of the local,

and Oscar Olson, who is supervisor of projec-

tion of Fox Midwesco, and his very charming
wife, took Friend Daughter and me out to a
roadhouse, where we totally ruined a perfectly

good meal and spent more than an hour in

the discussion of various m.atters pertaining

to projection.

As to the meeting, the men listened with
great interest and afterward many expressed
their satisfaction. These Milwaukee men are

very much on the job, and although I did not

visit any of their theatres, I will bet dollars

to hard boiled eggs that they are dehvering
the goods.

^ ^ ^

OSHKOSH, WIS.
[This is in addition to a report of the Oshkosh

meeting sent in by an attending projectionist and pub-

lished in the August 2d issue.]

ARUN of 100 miles or less brought us from
Milwaukee to our next stop, Oshkosh, a

city of about 40,000 population. It has but

five theatres, one of which is shut down now.
Nevertheless, Oshkosh local 167 handled the

preparations for the affair so well that some-
thing like 65 projectionists and theatre man-
agers were present.

Green Bay, 65 miles away ; Appleton and
Sheboygan, also 60 or more miles away; Fond
du Lac and Menominee, something like 90
miles away; and Hancock and Berlin, were
represented. The first four cities named have
mixed locals. They are small locals, but
Business Agent Hart tells me their entire

membership was present, by which it was
meant that not only the projectionists but also

the stage hands attended.
The meeting was in the Strand theatre, the

use of which was very courteously donated
by Fox-Midwesco. The men listened with
keen interest until 3 a. m., and then, having
discovered that I had a lot of historical slides,

they demanded that they also be shown. Osh-
kosh may be small but the men there are

very much on the job, for their union is one
of the very few I. A. organizations which has
maintained a school of projection for almost
six years.

Business Agent Hart is one of an increasing

number of men in the projection field who
realizes the value of study. He is interested

in his work and he does it well.

I visited three of the Oshkosh theatres and
found the conditions very good, although, as

in many other places, the managers are not
as keen as they might be in replacing worn
equipment parts. I respectfully suggest to

the managers and to the powers-that-be that

it is entirely possible to "save" the price of a
good intermittent sprocket but in the process
of doing that little thing, to lose one hundred,
five hundred or even a thousand dollars at the

box office.

(By the way, I almost forgot to mention the

fact that Friend Daughter went out in the

evening and undertook to trim Mrs. Hart at

Tom Thumb golf. She came back to the

A man giving the name Daniel
Harkins is reported to have stated

to theatre managers in the East that

he represents Exhibitors Herald-
World. Daniel Harkins is not an
authorized representative of Exhibi-
tors Herald-World.
One manager reports that this man

is wanted by the police of Boston on
a charge of passing bad checks. This
manager states that he was asked to

cash a check but refused because it

was against the house rules, though
he did lend the man five dollars. He
adds that another manager did accept
a check and it was returned from the
bank with the notation that there was
no account entered in that name.

Exhibitors and all others are ad-

vised to send in their subscription

payments direct to Exhibitors Her-
ald-World, 407 S. Dearborn street,

Chicago.

hotel with a face three feet long. Mrs. Hart
had licked the tar out of her. Sorry, really,

but anyone who plays golf until 3 a. m.,

should get licked—and not just on a golf
course, either!)

* * *

LACROSSE, WIS.

ABOUT half way between Oshkosh, and^ Minneapolis and St. Paul, lies the little

city of La Crosse, which is the home of local

No. 141. It has a most efficient secretary in

G. E. Thompson, who has quit the theatre

business but still retains his membership in

the local, although he is now in a totally dif-

ferent line. The local is a mixed one and a

small one, too, but it invited us to stop and
we did so. The local in Winona was invited

to attend the meeting but was conspicuous by
its total absence.

La Crosse has only five theatres, hence the

meeting was a small one. However, both the

managers and the projectionists attended, lis-

tened attentively and afterwards paid your
editor the compliment of expressing hearty

approval of the message delivered.

^ ^ ^

THE TWIN CITIES.

AND now we come to one of the "big shots"
- of the trip, Minneapolis and St. Paul,

commonly referred to as the Twin Cities of

Minnesota.
We were met at Hastings, 35 miles south of

Minneapolis, by Brother R. F. Smith of Min-
neapolis local No. 219, who came down in

his gas buggy to see that we got safely into

the great metropolis. I abandoned the "Prin-

cess" and Friend Daughter, leaving them to

trail along behind, tucked myself beside

Brother Smith in his high-powered Ford and
we trekked onward into Minneapolis, through
the first rain we had encountered since we left

New York—3,000 miles back.

We found that local 219 had parked us in

what seemed to be the Presidential suite in

the Curtis hotel. And now comes a joke.

After the grime of travel had been removed
and Friend Daughter had smeared makeup all

over her face and combed her hair, we con-

cluded that a bottle of ginger ale would help

the cause along. Therefore we ordered, but

iDing! just like that, they refused to serve it.

I called the manager, who explained that so

much was used for set-ups with liquor that

they no longer served it, and that was that.

Well, I went out and bought some ginger ale

at a drug store, lugged it up to the room and
to my amazement found an excellent bottle

opener prominently displayed in each of the

rooms. I again called the manager, who ex-

plained that while they did not serve liquor

set-ups, they would and did serve bottle open-

ers in order to avoid damage to their furni-

ture. Friend Daughter and I had several

large, healthy, full-sized giggles.

Presently, Horace Evans, ex-president of

the local ; W. H. Smith, business representa-

tive; Chauncey L. Greene of the sound com-
mittee; J. A. Dubray of Bell & Howell, who
is chairman of the Chicago section of the

(Continued on next page, column 3)
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Vitaphone Announces Long List of
Releases for Warner Silver Jubilee

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Vitaphone Corporation, which is cooperating to

help Warner Brothers celebrate its silver jubilee this month, has announced for

August release an exceptionally strong lineup of Varieties. The short reel pro-

ductions, which will feature a number of leading stage and screen stars, are now
in the exchanges.

One of the chief stars is Betty Compton,
who is starred in "The Legacy," a two-reel
comedy with songs and dances. The musi-
cal comedy star is assisted by Jack White
and John Huntley. Another of the new
shorts is "Many Happy Returns," a two-
reel drama with the stage stars, Walter
Connolly, Madge Evans, Ferdinand Gott-
schalk, John Breedon and Jean Shelby.
Others are "The Wanderer," featuring
Douglas Stanbury, baritone; "The Woman
Tamer," a slapstick comedy of a circus man,
and "Five Minutes from the Station," a
two-reeler with stage stars.

"Potters" Comedy Is Ready
"His Big Ambition," the seventh of the

J. P. McEvoy "Potters" series of comedies,
with Lucien Littlefield and Lucille Ward, is

available for jubilee showing, as are "Sinkin'
in the Bathtub" and "Congo Jazz," the first

two of the "Looney Tunes" series of Vita-
phone Song Cartoons.
Robert L. Ripley's first "Believe It or

Not" novelty is available and the second
is now in the laboratory.
"The Body Slam," "Ginsberg of New-

berg," and "Won to Lose," a group of

laughers featuring Eddie Lambert, Jewish
comedian, and Bill Irving, are now ready.

Two Lew Fields Vitaphone Varieties, "2i
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SOUND-ON-FILM
MELLAPHONE

ADVANCED mechanically, simple in con-
struction, facilitating positive adjust-

ments and operation. G.M. Photo Elec.

Cells. All aluminum filmheads, no chains.
Samson head amplifier. Real synchronous
54 H.P. motor. Superior optical system.
Lowest price.

TURN TABLES
Mellaphone turn tables are designed pri-

marily to excel! in tone; demand has kept
the price within the limitations of economy.
Let your choice be guided wisely by Mella-
phone Equipment.

i
MELLAPHONE
CORPORATION
ROCHESTER, N. Y.^
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—Skiddo" and "The Duel," are additional
shorts on the list.

Present Broadway Notables

Five characters of public interest are to

be presented in the novelty "At the Round
Table." The personalities, most of them
Broadway notables, include De Wolf Hop-
per, James J. Corbett, Mark Hellinger,
Damon Runyon and Milton C. Work, the in-

ternational authority on bridge.

Dramatic Vitaphone Varieties has pre-

pared a group which is already in the ex-
changes. It includes "The Hard Guy," with
Spencer Tracy and Katherine Alexander;
"Taxi Talks," featuring a Broadway stage
cast; "Christmas Knight," with Bryant
Washburn and Helen Jerome Eddy; Wil-
liam Boyd in "The Frame;" "The No Ac-
count," with Russell Hardie and Josephine
Hutchinson; "The People Versus— ," with
Pat O'Malley and Frank Campeau, and
"The Cheer Leader," with Tom Douglas.

Even Opera Is Included

A group of later Vitaphone Varieties adds
versatility to the August program with films

of opera scenes. Among them are Giovanni
Martinelli's rendering of "Celeste Aida"
(the prison scene from "Aida") and selec-

tions from "II Trovatore" and "Martha."
Still another set of shorts released by the

company this month is the technicolor

series of flashes, which contains such pic-

tures as "Shakespeare Was Right," "The
Wedding of Jack and Jill," "Only the Girl,"

"Lonelv Gigolo" with Lotti Loder, and
"The Dance of the Paper Dolls." Ann
Pennington's two-reel musical comedy,
"Hello Baby," is said to be one of the most
attractive of the technicolor releases.

Power Amplifier Put

Out by Amplion Uses

Loftin-White System
The new power amplifier, put out by the

Amplion corporation, is known as the Am-
plion Type PA50-P Power Amplifier, and is

made under the Loftin-White patents, but in

addition includes a number of other unique

and important features, developed in the Am-
plion research laboratories. The technical de-

tails of the Amplion inventions will not be

disclosed until patents have been granted.

However, these improvements have made it

possible to modulate two SO-watt power
tubes with one type-224 screengrid tube. The
224 tube operates directly from a standard

phonograph pick-up. The Amplion amplifier

utilizes two stages. A 224 tube is used in

the first stage and two 545 tubes (50 watt

each) are used in the output stage. Two
half-wave 566 rectifiers are required. If it

is desired to use smaller power tubes, SU's
may be substituted for the 545's by merely
changing a few resistors.

Am,usem,ent Park Gets

Photophone Apparatus
Elmer Haenlein and Max Stearn, managers

of Olentangy park at Columbus, have added
outdoor talkers to their entertainment. Port-

able Photophone, with a canvas projection

booth, is employed.

Four Meetings
With Richardson

In the Northwest
(^Continued from page 39, column 3)

SMPE; Emil R. Franke. manager of the
R K O Orpheum ; O. M. Leland, dean at

the University of Minnesota ; O'Sullivan Sloan,
exploitation expert of New York City, your
editor and Friend Daughter sat down to din-
ner together, filled up our interior arrange-
ments and discussed many topics of mutual
interest.

We were then "taken for a ride," which at

certain points I thought might be of the
famous Chicago variety. Our old friend,

Chauncey Greene, instigated the stunt, and be-

lieve you me, it was doings. The creator
only knows how many horsepower that in-

fernal buggy had under its hood but it skit-

tered around through traffic like a lost soul
trying to find its final home. Stepping on the

throttle of it was like stepping on the tail of

a jack-rabbJt.

The meeting was a large one and appar-
ently the men were deeply interested in the

message delivered. I did not visit any of the

theatres. Our friend W. Yutzy, now in charge
of Publix projection in this territory, had ar-

ranged to take me around but he had an
emergency call to St. Cloud, so that was
called off. I am quite sure, however, I would
have found both the equipment and the screen

and sound results good under Yutzy's man-
agement, because Yutzy is an energetic and
thoroughly capable man.
Next day Chauncey Greene planned another

of his stunts. He and Mr. and Mrs. Smith
took us out 15 miles to the famous Lake Min-
netonka, where we were invited on board a
gasoline water go-devil, which I think must
have had dynamite connected with its pro-

pellor. When your editor finally climbed out
of that particular streak of lightning, he was
like the proverbial drowned rat. When they
got all through trying to scare the liver out
of us, they got out the ski board, and since

Friend Daughter had her bathing suit on and
is a chip off the old block, she had to try

that stunt, too ! Oh, boy ! what a lovely duck-
ing she got ! She says that after the first

ten gallons, a person gets so he likes the

taste of the water in Lake Minnetonka.

Now it might look like I am slighting St.

Paul, but if so it is not intentional but due to

the fact that we did not get over there until

that night, just in time for the lecture, so the

meeting was all there was to it. I am real

sorry for that, because St. Paul is a large

city—almost as large as Minneapolis. It has.

22 theatres and a good lively projectionists'

organization.

Brother Mooney of the St. Paul local came
over and got me at midnight. The meeting

was composed of all the St. Paul projection-

ists and some of the exhibitors and managers.
I promise St. Paul that the next time I visit

the Twin Cities I will spend more time over

there.

Brooklyn Vitaphone Will

Do Foreign Versions of

Varieties; Spanish First

Heavy demand for native tongue talking

pictures in Europe and Latin America, has

induced Sam Fox, production manager for the

Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios, to begin work
on foreign language versions of many of
the Vitaphone Varieties to be produced this

year.

Extra versions of pictures will be made only

when the subject matter and the dialog of the

original are adaptable for foreign consump-
tion. Each will be treated as a separate sub-

ject with cast changes wherever necessary.

Native directors will assist the Vitaphone
executives.
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RCA Announces List

Of Photophones Put

In Use Since June 15
RCA Photophone has completed installa-

tion of sound apparatus in the following

houses in the United States since June 15:

Rivoli, Lincolnton, N. C. ; Trion, Trion,

Ga. ; National, San Jose, Cal. ; Fallon, Fallon,

Nev. ; Rialto, [Madawaska, Me. ; Home, Antigo,

Wis.; Seaside, Ocean View, Va. ; Ritz, Mans-

field, Ohio ; Blackstone, New Rockford, N. D.

;

Princess, Plain City, Ohio; Bijou, Mason
City, la. ; Palace, Arlington, Tex. ; De Ray,

Joplin, Mo.; The Pines, Waldron, Ark.

Shaul, Richfield Springs, N. Y. ; Palace,

Lovington, N. M. ; Electric, Crane, Mo.

;

North Star, Omaha, Neb. ; Palace, Farmer-

ville. La.; Hillcrest, San Diego, Cal; New
American, San Francisco, Cal. ; Lyric, Coroa-

polis. Pa.; Strand, Glassport, Pa.; Liberty,

Davton, Wash. ; Garden, Sioux City, la. ; Mid
City, W^ashington, D. C. ; Strand, Sunnyvale,

Cal.; Star, Hudson, N. Y. ; Ft. D. A. Russel,

Marfa, Tex.

Gem, Saginaw, Mich.; Doughty, Ocean
City, N. J. ; Cozy, Groton, S. D. ; Colony,

Brant Beach, N. J.; Star, New Milford,

Conn. ; Lyric, Oyster Baj', N. Y. ; Palace, Chi-

cago ; Perrien, Detroit; Royal, Hanford, Cal;
Atlas, Adams, Mass. ; Eris, Eldorado, Kan.

;

Star, Hay Springs, Neb. ; Arcade, Williston,

Fla. ; Princess, Winnsboro, La. ; Linney Audi-

torium, Mt. Lyon, N. Y. ; Opera House, Scott

City, Kan.

Court, Livingstons, Cal. ; Ritz, Codell, Okla.

;

Hippodrome, Belbarton, W. Va. ; Royal,

Lowell, Mass. ; Strand, Hull, Mass. ; Casino

Bldg., Lake Mahopac, N. Y. ; Park, Ocean
City, N. J.; Bijou, Visalia, Cal.; Seelys, Abi-

lene, Kan.; Bijou, Morrisville, Vt. ; Hights-

town, Hightstown, N. J.; Majestic, Albion,

111.; Majestic, Worcester, Mass.; New-Era,
Oswego, Kan. ; Blair, Mankato, Kan. ; Lyric,

Idabel, Okla. ; Gordon, ]\Iiddletown, Ohio

;

Liberty, Electra, Tex.

Acadia, Portsmouth, N. H. ; Evelann, St.

Matthews, Ky. ; Lincoln, Memphis, Tenn.

;

Winter Garden, Carrizo Springs, Tex. ; New
Linda, Shawnee, Ohio ; State, Princeton, 111.

;

Olympic, Latrohe, Pa. ; Eranada, Bartow, Fla.

;

Brandon, Brandon, Vt. ; Grand, Breckenridge,
Minn.

;
Quilna, Lima, Ohio ; Regent, Allegan,

Mich. ; Liberty, Kellogg, Idaho ; Imperial,

Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Pace, Gordon, Neb.; Strand,
Johnstown, Pa. ; Globe, Oxford, Pa. ; Almira,
Cleveland, Ohio ; New Peerless, Coolleemee,
N. C. ; Crane, Detroit ; Rialto, Hood River,

Ore. ; Palace, Marietta, Okla. ; Palace, El
Campo, Tex. ; Capitol, New Haven, Conn.

;

Rialto, Cedar Rapids, la. ; Waterloo, Water-
loo, la. ; Electric, Eldon, Mo., and Hollywood,
Philadelphia.

The Award of Merit

Animated Talker Cartoon

Shown National Catholic

Educational Association
"Finding His Voice," a talker of the ani-

mated cartoon variety, was shown at the

Municipal auditorium by Western Electric for

delegates and visitors to the convention of

the National Catholic Educational Associa-
tion.

"Mutie," introduced by "Speakie," is shown
the workings of the sound picture laborato-

ries, including enlarged details of the mech-
anisms that produce the sounds, those that

produce the pictures, and the combining of

the two on a single film. When "Mutie" finds

his voice he contests "Speakie's" right to the

stage, but they get together in close harmony
to sing "Good Night, Ladies" and "Merrily

We Roll Along," the latter being interrupted

by a man-and-boat-eating shark.

At the top is the display of the Plaque in The Fotogram, house organ of Hugh
Gardner's Orpheum at Neosho, Mo., and below is the two-column story that appeared

in the Neosho Times. At the left is the story in the Daily Democrat regarding the

tenth anniversary celebration and at the right the announcement in the Miner and
Mechanic, the other of Neosho's two weeklies.

A public keenly appreciative of the significance of the Hekald-World

plaque as definite evidence of prestige in presentation of sound is responding

by better patronage than ever, says Hugh Gardner of the Orpheum at Neosho,

Mo. Gardner called at the Herald-World offices in Chicago "to express his

thanks, in person, rather than just send a letter," as he put it.

Gardner is having the plaque set into the wall of the theatre lobby as a

permanent tribute to the excellent reproduction of sound at the Orpheum,

and says he's going to maintain the high standard of reproduction of sound

in talking pictures that won the theatre the award.
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RECORDING SOUND ON DISC
By Col. Nugent H. Slaughter*

Figure 8

Record Press, showing finished record just re-

moved from the dies, and record stock heating

on the steam table.

[Continued from preceding issue]

For studio uses the additional processes
corresponding to the printing and developing
of a positive film are not necessary, a fact

which results in further savings of many
thousands of dollars annually.

For theatre use, however, where thousands
of finished records are required, the risk of

damaging the original matrix is sufficiently

great to justify two additional steps in the

process. The matrix is electro-plated to derive
one or more metal records, sometimes known
as mother records, which are in all respects

similar to a finished record except that they

are composed of metal.
The studio method involves the use of

the original copper matrix as a "stamper."
This matrix is placed in a steel die in the
record press. Record stock is heated on
an adjacent steam table until it becomes
quite soft. This stock is black compound.
These records then become the new source
from which are derived by electro-plating

as many metal negatives, known as stamp-
ers, as may be required for use in producing

*Chief Engineer in Charge of Recording for Warner
Bros. Vitaphone Productions. Fifteenth Paper of Tech-
nical Digest. Copyright, 1930, by Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

450
Per Pair

COMPLETE
WITH PICKUPS
AND FADERS

"Outstanding
Quality at a
Production
Price!"

VITADISC
EQUAL to the best in tone qualities.

Full size and full weight, ISO lbs., es-
sential to smooth vibrationless operation.
Spring suspended mechanical filter. Audak
pickups.

Buy "VITADISC" AND BE ASSURED OFCOMPLETE SATISFACTION. Write or wire.

ITADISC COj
«a MomnxBB st. Rocmtsmi, M. T.

^r^rrwrrr^r^r^r^'^

the finished records. Fortunately, these
electro-plating processes, unlike the corre-
sponding sound film processes, have been
highly developed by years of experience and
may be performed with negligible loss of

quality.

The making of records of the "dailies"

is then rolled into a plastic ball and placed on
the stamper or matrix, which is heated by
steam in the dies to much the same tempera-
ture as the steam table. The press is then
closed, and by means of a hydraulic pressure
of more than a ton per square inch the record
material is pressed into the minute sound
grooves of the matrix. Cold water is then
turned into the dies, and after a short inter-

val the press is opened and the record is

separated from the matrix. It is then readv
to use.

The same operation is repeated as many
times as required to provide the desired num-
ber of copies. Both in cost and time required
the making of these records is very small
compared with sound-on-film records.

In order to re-create sound from a finished

record in the theatre, some form of repro-

i
.

y"^
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1
" ,'

s ^
s " :»

Figure 10

Frequency Charactertislic of an Electrical

Recorder

ducer must be provided which can first convert
the wavy groove on the record into electric

currents which will be essentially the same in

form as those set up by the microphone on
the stage. For this purpose a device similar

to a recorder, but equipped with a needle in-

stead of a cutting stylus, would serve. The
type of reoroducer ordinarily used in the
theatre is illustrated in Fig. p, and though
different in physical form, it is the same in

principle. The most important difference lies

in the provision of a permanent magnet to

produce the flux across the armature instead
of the electro-magnetic field coil used in the
recorder. This results in a very desirable
simplification of the theatre equipment.
The degree of faithfulness with which the

current set up by the reproducer will simu-
late the recorded current will depend princi-

pally upon the electrical characteristics of the
recorder and the reproducer. Fig. lo indicates
that the recorder operates with uniform effi-

ciency over a band of frequencies extending
upward to 5,000 cycles, which is about the
upper cut-ofT frequency used in the theatre.
At the low frequency end the recorder effi-

ciency droops in a manner which helps to
avoid over-cutting of the wax and at the same
time partially compensates for the tendency of
the stage and theatre acoustics to over-
emphasize the very low frequencies. The rea-

son for a consideration of over-cutting of the
lower frequencies is not apparent from the
curve of Fig. lo, unless it is remembered that
the recorder is a constant velocity device and
that the curve is plotted in terms of relative
velocity. This means that for a given input
voltage to the speech coils of the recorder, the
amplitude of the wave on the wax at a fre-

quency of 200 cycles will be twice as much as
the amplitude for 400 cycles, and five times as
much as the amplitude for 1,000 cycles, etc.

Since it also happens that the energy of speech
lies principally in the lower frequencies, it is

obvious that the heaviest waves on the wax

Figure 9

Electro-Magnetic Reproducer

and therefore the greatest tendency for two
adjacent grooves to cut into each other, occurs

at the lower frequencies.

Some idea of the precision with which this

stylus of the recorder must operate may be

gained from a consideration of this frequency
characteristic and some of the dimensions in-

volved. Since a pitch of 92 is normally em-
ployed, the center to center spacing of the

grooves on a wax record is about .011 inch.

The width of the groove itself is about .006

inch, so that about .005 inch is available for

lateral motion of the stylus—half of this

amount to either side of the mean position.

Since the maximum amplitudes occur at the

lower frequencies because of the constant
velocity characteristic of the recorder (above
200 cycles) the amplitudes of the higher fre-

quencies will be exceedingly small. Assuming
a full cut wax having roughly equal levels of
a variety of frequencies present the 200 cycle

amplitude will be about .(X)2 inch to either side

of the mean. The 1,000 cycle amplitude will be
about .0004 inch, 2,000 cycles .0002, and 4,000

cycles about .0001 inch. Assume then that the
volume drops about 20 db—a not uncommon
range in talking picture work—and the ampli-
tude of the 4,000 cycle wave becomes .00001

inch, or about ten millionths of an inch. It is

because of these small amplitudes that the
microscope seen at the left of Fig. 4 (See last

week's issue, page 36) becomes a useful acces-

Figure 11

Frequency Characteristic of a Typical
Reproducer

sory to a wax recording machine, affording a

ready means of determining the character and
general level of the record.

[Continued in next issue]

RECORDING SOUND ON DISC, by Col. Nugent
H. Slaughter. Technical Digest Paper based upon
lecture-detiionstro-tion before School in Fundamentals
of Sound Recording and Reproduction conducted by
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood. 1929-30. (R-4-SI)

RCA Radiotron Announces

24% Tube Price Cut
T. W. Freeh, president of the R C A Radio-

tron Company, Inc., has announced price re-

ductions averaging 24 per cent in the list prices

of four types of R C A Radiotron tubes.

"Economies introduced since the formation
of the RCA Radiotron Company seven

months ago make these new prices possible,"

Freeh says.
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BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Planes Pull Flying Billboard Between Them

In Spectacular Idea for Air Film
There are methods and more methods

of exploiting pictures, but to the pubUcity

folk for the Far Northwest premiere

showing of "Hell's Angels" at the Seattle

Fox must go the bay leaves for telling the

world about their show in a way that no
one could misunderstand.

As any one who has followed pictures will

know, "Hell's Angels" is billed as an "air

spectacle." Well, when the exploitation ex-

perts at Seattle had finished their advance
campaign, there were two "spectacles." Not
only the picture itself, but the exploitation as

well.

54 Planes in Town
Fifty-four airplanes were brought to town

to publicize the film, and the way they did

it made peace-loving Seattle dizzy. The cam-
paign planes pulled so many stunts in the

air that many of the populace walked around
with stiff necks for a week afterward.

Army, Navy and civilian airships partici-

pated in the grand prelude, with one of them
carrying Jean Harlow, leading lady of the

picture, who was brought by air from Holly-

wood as a special attraction. Six escort

planes followed the one in which she rode

with her pilot, J. B. Alexander, chief of aero-

nautics for Howard Hughes, the producer.

When the delegation arrived at Seattle, it

was escorted into the city by Army and Navy
planes, and after the entire delegation had
circled the business section a number of times,

several picked fliers staged a competitive stunt

contest over the bay district.

"Flying Billboard" Used
One of the highlights of the exploitation

was the "flying billboard" idea. No, not

a Fanchon and Marco "Idea," just a novel

publicity stunt. The "flying 24-sheets" were
dragged behind two planes at slow speed in

such a way that they could be easily read

from the ground.

City officials, including Mayor Frank Ed-
wards, were invited to the premiere. The
mayor acted as master of ceremonies, intro-

ducing Jean Harlow and other prominent per-

sonages from the stage. Two local radio

stations broadcast the program.
"Hell's Angels" established a new box office

record for Seattle. And a size-up of the ad-

vance work, with the second "air spectacle"

and all, would seem to indicate that there was
a reason for the picture's success.

Salem House Organ Hands
Out Latest Tips on Stars

R. L. Carper, manager of the Salem
theatre at Salem, Va., has made his house

organ a widely read article by giving human
interest features on screen stars. That, in

itself, isn't such an unusual thing, but he

Snappy Ads on "HelFs Angels"

SeattlesSmarteft Women
Are Discusiing

The Daring and Sophisticated

Sex Thente

HELI'S ANGELS
fl The stark romance in dju $4,000,000 super-

spectacle lias created more gossip and discussion

among modem women than any love-story ever

put on thtf screen.

qi. I woman ji

idards in tim

Atified

; of wai

changing' her moral

q Jean Harlow (described by critics as "the most

sensuous personality that has ever graced the

screen")t through her true-to-life portrayal o£ a

war-time heroine, flaunts this question before

every thinking woman.

NOW. Twice Daily

FOX THEATRE
All S«>U Rewrved Priee*: M»ti.. 3Sc, 50c. T>c\ Mfilits, 10c. 71c, $1.00

WEAPOLOCIZC.
For failing to accommodate the thousands who were dis«

appointed in not being able to secure seats last ntgkt for th«

Northwest Premiere of

HELLS
ANGELS

HOWARD HUGHES' $4,000,000 AIR SPECTACLE

To thoie who were turned iwij we (aggest ttat rejervations be mad*
DOW for the twice d:iily <2:i; and 8:11) performancci of ibe attraction

«t the rejerved seat box-office at the

FOX THEATHC
MISS JEAN HARLOW, tie feminine star of "Hell'.

Angels," who was enthusiastically received by the opening

night audience, has^rranged to remain in Seattle Saturday,

Sunday and Monday, and will appear in person twife daily.

Night,: )0c. 7Sc. 1.00

What a meek, apologetic approach into the attention field of the reader! Yet that

one catch phrase "WE APOLOGIZE" certainly steals its way into the reader's interest.

In a diplomatic tone the ad tells the public of Seattle that Columbia's "Hells Angels" is one

of the season's big attractions—not in just those words, but in a roundabout way of suggest-

ing reservations be made to avoid the rush. Not such a foolish notion for keeping the box
office busy after the first big notion. On the left is another ad with special appeal to women

patrons of the theatre.

has it put up in interesting style, which at-

tracts the eye.

The organ is called "Screen Gossip." It is

printed in pink color on thin cardboard and

small enough so it is convenient to carry. On
the front side appear short columns of Holly-

wood brevities such as "Close-ups and Long-

shots" and "Our Ho-hum Bulletin of May-
be-Nots and Maybes." Another column is

devoted exclusively to news of the Salem, its

prices, show hours, and so on. The calendar

of features for the month is given on the

rear side. The Salem is advertised on the

house organ as "The House Built for Sound
and Comfort."

,99

Kaypee Has Birthday
The Kaypee theatre at Mt. Gilead, Ohip,

the smallest first run talking picture house in

the state, is holding its eighth anniversary

celebration. The house is operated by the

Knights of Pythias lodge.

Dayton Newsboys
Ape ''King of Jazz'

At Colonial Matinee
Dan McNatt, manager of the R K O Colo-

nial at Dayton, must have received a lot of

ideas on how to improve Paul Whiteman's
appearance the other day when he was host

to 300 newsboys of the Dayton Daily News
at a matinee.

The matinee was given on a Saturday morn-
ing. The boys were dressed in a conglomera-
tion of costumes, from the most proper to the

most ridiculous, and the clothes were to rep-

resent the boys' conceptions of the "King of

Jazz," which was the feature picture at the

matinee.

The "wuxtra" boys paraded through the

streets before the show and gave the Colonial

some good advertising.
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^ Radio - Ke
Orpheum are glad

nounce. an extension of time for

those attending matinees. This provides a re-

markable bargain for patrons who visit the

morning, afternoon and early evening shows!

The Only Loop Theatres Giving These Distinct

Time Advantages to Matinee Show Goers

When the Radio-Keith-Orpheum circuit decided to change the time schedules for mat-
inees in Chicago this display ad ivas chosen to tell the public of the move. It appeared in

both morning newspapers. The changes were effective only in these three loop houses.

It Rains and Pours

But Modjeska Gets

Crowd for Wedding
Leonard Grossman, manager of the Mod-

jeska house at Milwaukee, which is a mem-
ber of the Fox-Midwesco circuit, got every-
thing from dishes to travehng bags when he
promoted a gift campaign for a stage wed-
ding at his theatre.

His opening gesture in the exploit was the

placing of an advertisement in the newspapers
for a young couple to marry on the Modjeska
stage. In the ad he offered numerous gifts.

The newspaoers had hardly come off the press
before replies began to arrive. Grossman
could not accommodate all, so he did the next
best thing—he made it a double wedding.

Fifteen hundred dollars worth of wedding
gifts were contributed by merchants, includ-
ing furniture, pictures, clothes, wedding rings,
traveling bags, rugs, wedding veils, shoes,
disshes, kitchen utensils and all the rest.

The coming wedding was announced on the
screen and names of cooperating merchants
were given. Newspapers carried stories daily,
but the names of the couples were held back
until three days before the event. Then
Grossman promoted full page layouts with
pictures of ?joth couples. An automobile pa-
rade of fifteen new DeSoto cars which carried
signs of the wedding was another feature.
Girls in the cars tossed out wedding invita-

tions promoted by a local printer.

Came the night of the double wedding.

And it rained and poured. But Grossman
had done his job so completely that the affair

couldn't have fallen flat had it wanted to.

Bringing umbrellas, slickers and galoshes,

they came in in throngs to witness the matri-

monial "tieup" and the Modjeska had a rec-

ord night.

An article in the Herald-World of June 28

stated that D. F. George, member of the ad-

vertising and publicity staffs of the Fox-Mid-
wesco Theatres, had carried out the wedding
idea at the Modjeska. Grossman explains

that George was not connected with the pro-

motion work.

Writer Scores Promoting
Of "Weak Sister" FUms

(Special to the Herald-World)

SYRACUSE. N. Y ., Aug. 7.—
"After some 18 years, I am still won-
dering why some exhibitors and their

divisional superiors fail to differen-

tiate between a picture deserving of
exploitation and increased advertis-

ing and those which are not," says
Chester B. Bahn, local columnist for
the Syracuse Herald. Deploring fur-

ther the lack of system and method
in advertising films, Bahn says: "Re-
peatedly, in the past and in the pres-

ent, I have seen high-pressure tactics

employed to put over a picture which
was below average. Chain executives,

seeking the reason for red entries,

might study the appropriations for

newspaper advertising."

Supervising the publicity for 100 or more
legitimate, vaudeville, and silent motion
picture houses between the Cape of
Good Hope and Victoria Falls—that's the

job of A. H. Hinton, director of pub-
licity for African Theatres, Limited. He
has been the head man in the advertising

department for the big South African
amusement circuit for more than 10 years

on the not so dark continent. (Photo by
Levson Studios.)

Vic Meyers Receives 1,000

Replies in Question Contest

With ''Hell's Angels" Showing
Vic Meyers, manager of the Orpheum thea-

tre in New Orleans, unleashed a tempest of

theatre interest among the women fans of his

town when he asked them the question,

"Would You Go to 'Hell's Island' for the

Man You Love?"

That, you will say, is an extremely embar-
rassing question. But it wasn't as bad as one

might think, because Meyers used it in con-

nection with his show, "Hell's Island." So
the query was perfectly legitimate.

And the most legitimate thing about it for

the women was that the one among them who
could write the best answer was to receive

a Majestic radio set, which was donated
through a tieup.

Well, Meyers got over 1,000 answers from
big women and little women, and old women
and young women. The plum in the fruit

basket of replies is given in part below

:

"I am a woman—and being a woman, the

virtue of sacrifice has been born in my soul.

. . . Hell's Island and life on it for the man
of a woman's heart and soul is only love and
sacrifice called by another name—the true

name is woman. To torrid regions—to frozen
areas—to palace—to shack—to heaven—to

HELL—anywhere with the man I love. I

am a woman."

Children Given Candy at

Hamilton Palace Matinees
The Palace theatre at Hamilton, Ohio, has

added materially to its juvenile patronage by
giving toy motor coaches filled with candy.

They are given to each child attending mati-

nees on certain days.
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COWNIES
A bitf.r xy to buy lun

$100,000.00

FUR FASHION REVUE
Visit the Season's Premier

Fur FASHION Event!

BAREST fur, from the *orld O*^ V^ bwn «n«"r.bla"d

Bid ffljhioned in»o ihese eiqjiiife eoatJ . . . jhown for
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e new leniA ».( ifa» fflihe fw eo«t fq^r the
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modsl«( en *h«i' maiianine floor of t

A O R Prlcii wm be gladfy quoted. The irfual Po'^mount-

Cowme eourteiv WHI ^'

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE

AUGUST
5th to 8th

510 MARKET ST.

Aggressive members of the Paramount
theatre's publicity department at Des
Moines obtained this effective quarter
page ad through a tieup with a fur con-
cern. The fur company wanted to have a
fashion revue. The Paramount officials

persuaded them to pick their house—
"the coolest spot in town." Notice the

play received by the theatre and its fea-

ture picture, M G M's "Romance."

Jesse Day Is New Manager

Of Orpheum in Des Moines

;

Assumes Duties August 15

Jesse Day, until recently manager of a Para-
mount Publix house in Fort Dodge, la., will

take over the reins of managership at the
Orpheum theatre in Des Moines August 15.

Day is wellknown in Des Moines, having
been connected for a number of years with
the A. H. Blank houses there, including the
Strand, Palace, Des Moines and Paramount
theatres. Leaving Des Moines, he managed
several houses in Wisconsin, later going to

Fort Dodge. He succeeds Jack Garrity at the

Orpheum, while the latter, it is rumored, will

have charge of an Orpheum house somewhere
in the West.

Wallace Beery Broadcasts

Scene from ''The Big House''

As Box Office Attraction

Wallace Beery, who played an important
role in the filming of "The Big House," is

also playing an important role in drawing
receipts to the box office.

He recently broadcast a scene from the

M G M picture over the Columbia national

chain from WABC in New York. He ap-

peared during the California Melodies hour.

Beauty Contest, Fur Revue Raise

B. O. 40 Per Cent at Des Moines
Box office receipts have jumped 40 per cent above the usual summer averages

and hit the financial stride of prosperous winter days at the Paramount house in

Des Moines as a result of publicity ventures which have featured one attraction

of public interest each week for the past three weeks.

Irving Grossman, new director of publicity

at the Paramount, started the ball rolling with
a beauty contest in which "Miss Iowa" was
chosen to represent the state at the Interna-
tional Pageant of Pulchritude in Galveston.
This attraction brought the crowds in droves
the first week.

108 Degrees But All's Cool

The next week a family size Frigidaire was
given away. The thermometer read as high
as 108 degrees in Des Moines, a mark close

to the city's record, but that only served to

bring more people to the Paramount. "Blush-
ing Brides" was the picture during Frigidaire
week.
The grand climax to three weeks of high-

powered exploitation has come with the tieup
that brings the $100,000 parade of winter furs
to the theatre. One of Des Moines' largest

fur companies hooked up with the Paramount
to make this possible.

Fur salesmen begin to think about selling

their winter goods along in August, so it

was natural that the fur company should will-

ingly tie up with the Paramount. Furs can-
not be displayed in a hot show window, nor
on the street with the sun beating down, any-
body knows that. Publicity men had adver-
tised the Paramount as "the coolest spot in

town" and it made an ideal location for a
fur fashion revue. The Des Moines theatre,

another large house, also owned by Para-
mount Publix, was closed for re-construction
and so the Paramount was chosen.

"Iceland Frolics" on Stage

Another flourish that added to the tempt-

ing program at the theatre was the stage

show, which had been named especially for

the big fur week. It was called "Iceland
Frolics." Now what could be nicer to the

theatre goer on a hot August night than the

thought of going to a place where they tell

you of Iceland and turn a nice cool breeze

on you?

The Iceland feature, combined with Greta
Garbo's "Romance" and the fur revue drew
the crowds like honey attracts bees. The re-

sult was the 40 per cent increase in box office

receipts.

Are these hard times? Well, they haven't

been half bad for the Paramount in Des
Moines.

Four Showmanship
Winners Named in

Columbia Contest
Columbia Pictures has just announced the

awarding of $500 in prizes to the four win-

ners of its showmanship contest.

The winners are named as follows : Warren
A. Slee, manager of the Colonial house,

Allentown, Pa. ; Heinie Johnson, publicity

manager of the R and R theatre. Big Springs,

Tex. ; George Landy, publicity manager of the

New Orpheum, Los Angeles ; Harold Bailey,

manager of the Capitol, Lawrence, Miss.

Competition was divided into three classes,

namely, awards for the most novel lobby dis-

play, the greatest amount of advertising space
and the greatest number of paid advertising

lines. Columbia gave as its purpose in pro-
moting the contest the bringing home to show-
men of the vital importance of advertising

and exploitation and the imperative need for

something more than the average, desultory

type of publicizing.

Slee took first prize of $150 in the lobby

display division with his jungle set for

Columbia's "Vengeance." Besides all the

other African trimmings, Slee's exhibit con-

tained a group of monkeys.
Second prize of $100 in this contest went to

Johnson, who covered his entire lobby en-

trance with an effective but inexpensive drape.

An opening was left at one side for the en-

trance and exit of patrons. To complete the

illusion, a cutout was used of a girl peeping
around one side of the drape. Across the top

of the set was emblazoned in large letters

the narne of the picture, "Broadway Scan-
dals."

George Landy brought home the bacon in

the free advertising contest, winning the $150
prize with his total of 5,250 lines of space.

He won by a large margin.
Bailey received the $100 award in the paid

advertising division with his total of 12,550
lines. This is said to be an unusually large

amount of paid advertising space for a city

the size of Lawrence, but Bailey asserts he
was amply rewarded for his expenditure.

''Caught Short ^^ Is

No Long Shot; Ws
Cinch for This B, O.

"Caught Short" was the shortest distance
between the box office and the patrons'
pocket book for H. E. Webster, manager of

the Majestic theatre at Kankakee, 111.

Webster drew big crowds to his showing
of the stock market picture by running a

series of questions in the financial section of

a local newspaper. The questions pertained

to the stock market and ten pairs of tickets

were awarded daily to those who submitted
correct answers.
Another tieup netted the theatre 2,000

heralds in a laundry hookup. The heralds

read: "Don't be 'Caught Short' on Blue
Monday—enjoy a good show at the Majes-
tic while the Kankakee laundry does the

work." These were placed in all packages
sent out by the laundry.

Window displays through the Kresge and
McClellen stores also advertised the film in

bath towel exhibits. Card copy was worded
"Don't be 'Caught Short' on bath towels.

It's cheaper to buy them here than have
them laundered."

MOVIE STAR ROTOGRAVURES
JUST OUT. 25c SELLERS. READY FOR FRAMING

Up to 1,000 5c Each
1,000 or Over 5c Each
Nancy Carroll, Janet Gaynor,
Charles Farrcll, Greta Garbo,
John Barrymore, Maurice Chev-
alier, Dolores Costello, Bebe
Daniels, Conrad Nagel, John
Boles, Marilyn Miller, Clara Bow,
Ronald Colman, Wm. Haines,
Ramon Navarro, John Gilbert,
Buddy Rogers, Rudy Vallee,
Richard Di::, Richard Barthel-
mess, Mary Brian, Alice White,
Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer.

Write for Set of "FREE SAMPLES"
One-Fourth Deposit on C. O. D. Orders.

M. E. MOSS © PUB. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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These 12 ads (numbered in the order of their appearance) were published in Los Angeles before the world premiere of Radio Pictures^ "Dixi-

ana" at the Orphevm. They illustrate effective use of playing up the principals. The mardi-gras note in each further strengthens the ads.
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PROCLAMATION
By The Mayor

City of Lewiston,

June 26,' 1930
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SifDCil uidieded tlui 26tb day o f June. 1!

E. G. BRADDOCK
MAYOR

Politics, you say? That's right. They
even got the mayor in on it when Tif-

fany's "Journey's End" came to Lewiston,
Idaho, for its North Pacific premiere. The
above proclamation, issued by the mayor,
ivas published in all newspapers of Lewis-
ton. It illustrates what can be done in

interesting city officials in exploitation of
pictures.

Two Girls Survive

Contest for Picking

Of "Miss Columbia''
The number of competitors in Columbia

Pictures' nation-wide contest to pick "Miss
Columbia" has narrowed down to two can-

didates from an original field of approxi-

mately 15,000.

The two remaining contestants are Miss
Dorothy Dawes of Brooklyn, who entered

as "Miss Film Fun," and Miss Lesley Beth
Storey, also of Brooklyn, who entered as

"Miss Tower Magazine." These young
women were the winners of contests put on
by the respective magazines which they are

representing in the Columbia contest.

Many newspapers, as well as 13 fan maga-
zines, joined in sponsoring the contests

throughout the country with Columbia.
Winners in each division of competition en-

tered the finals. Majestic radios were given
to the winners of each separate contest

through a tieup with the Grigsby-Grunow
Company.
When "Miss Columbia" is officially selected

by the judges from the two remaining can-

didates her likeness will be used as the com-
pany's trade mark leader on all films. She
will be given a trip through the Columbia
studios in Hollywood and will receive a week's
contract at a salary of $250. Should her
screen tests indicate her adaptibility for film
v/ork, she may be awarded a longer contract.
She will also appear in "Talking Screen
Snapshots."

Philadelphia Stanley House
Has Camp Benefit Matinee

The Stanley house in Philadelphia recently
gave a charity matinee performance for the
benefit of Camp Happy, the city's camp for
undernourished children. The matinee was
supervised by the director of public welfare.

Hammers on Mardi Gras Idea
and Gets Whole Town Talking

The showman who can hammer away on one idea long enough and loud enough
is the man who is going to make the public stop around to see what he is making
all the noise about.

Mardi Gras. This was the idea that George
Landy, exploitation representative for R K O
in Los Angeles, pounded and battered and
then pounded back into shape again in con-
nection with the world premiere of Radio's
"Dixiana"—just mardi gras.

But Landy kept hammering away at his

mardi gras idea so long that he finally got
the whole town talking. Every one thought
mardi gras, and acted a la mardi gras. (Mardi
gras, if there are any who don't know, means
a grand festival or celebration.)

Mardi Gras Idea Dominates
When Landy took charge of the publicity

for "Dixiana" he made up his mind to capi-

talize on this one idea and to get the public

into the mardi gras spirit. Some of the

methods he used are described below, but the
interesting fact is that Los Angeles fell into

the mood with a bang. The section in the
vicinity of the theatre became, on a small
scale, a replica of the ancient and honorable
mardi gras at New Orleans. Many early-to-

bed-and-early-to-rise parents came from far
suburbs to view the gala decorations and the
picture. And (we suppose) some even took
their vacations during "mardi gras week" so
they could properly celebrate with the

Orpheum.
Every newspaper ad (all of which are

shown on the next page) contained a note on
mardi gras. Radio publicity and billboards

advertised the picture in similar fashion.

The personal appearance of the cast after

the show had much to do with making it a
really mardi gras event. Amos 'n' Andy were
also present in the flesh.

Street Beautifully Decorated

Street decorations outside the theatre were
ala mardi gras, with beautiful illumination.

Special police handled the traffic. Thousands
of weighted balloons were dropped from the

roofs to the street and hundreds of packages
of serpentine were distributed to bystanders.
Police estimated the crowd for the opening
night at 11,000, which would be a consider-
able number of people in front of any show-
man's box office.

"Dixiana" special nights were conducted
away from the theatre. For example there

was a "Dixiana" night at Olson's night club
and another at the Ambassador Cocoanut
Grove, where broadcasts were held and the

stars appeared in person.

Ads in Spanish, Negro Papers

Besides advertisements in the regular daily

newspapers, special ads were run in the Film
Spectator, a Los Angeles publication ; the

Downtown Shopping News, and La Opinion, a

leading Spanish paper. The latter was found
especially effective through an ad playing up
Bebe Daniels' ancestry. Paid soace was also

taken in negro publications on Bill Robinson.
Throughout all of these ads the m_ardi gras
idea was prominently played, while individual
personalities were m_inimized.

Governors of all Dixie states were individ-

ually invited to attend the opening. All the

wired regrets and good wishes from them
were printed.

The lobby exhibit at the Orpheum contained
bouquets of flowers from each Dixie state,

consisting of the official state flowers in each
case. They were as follows : Louisiana,

magnolia ; Maryland, black-eyed susan ; West
Virginia, rhododendron ; Virginian, dogwood

;

North Carolina, daisy; Georgia, Cherokee
rose ; Florida, orange blossom ; Alabama,
goldenrod ; Kentucky, trumpet vine ; Missis-
sippi, magnolia ; Arkansas, sahuaro ; Texas,

bluebonnett. This exhibit was presented to
Miss Daniels after it was no longer needed
in the lobby.

No exploitation program would be halfway
cornplete without a bagful of tieups and the
"Dixiana" campaign had two or three bag-
fuls.

The Lucretia Vanderbilt Toiletries stores,

300 in number, used two window strips each
on the picture. In addition these stores issued
a handbill on the show, carrying a picture of
Bebe Daniels, the star, with the Vanderbilt
article plugged at the bottom.
A tieup with Victor brought two large win-

dow displays, each 15 feet wide in music
stores on phonograph records. Victor also
mailed 25,000 insert announcements with its

regular announcement of records to all cus-
tomers in Los Angeles county.
The Brunswick Company used four huge

truck banners and enlarged photographs of
Bill Robinson, one of the "Dixiana" actors,
on his tap dance records.

Marshall Autographs Books
Everett Marshall, star singer in the show,

w;ho was present at the premiere, agreed to
visit a book shop for one hour to autograph
books. This brought more window displays,
newspaper advertising and cards about the
shop—all gratis.

Through a tieup with the Sperry Flour
Company, carrier pigeons brought invitations
to attend the premiere to all mayors in other
California cities.

Window strips were placed in 150 United
Cigar stores, advertising the drink. Mission
Orange Dry, with a special photo of Dorothy
Lee, a "Dixiana" character.
Napkins, 25,000 of them, were placed over

Owl fountains in the city the day before the
opening, plugging the show. Another tieup,
with Chase and Sanborn, coffee manufactur-
ers, resulted in the placing of 300 special
window cards in grocery stores, all plugging
the premiere.
Housewives were allowed to test their pan-

cake-making skill in another part of the ex-
ploitation, which resulted from a tieup with
a newspaper. The newspaper's domestic sci-
ence department conducted the contest. The
winners received prizes and the newsboys ate
the pancakes. Now there was a contest that
was really worthwhile (the newsboys all said
so).

Employing the historic features of the pic-
ture, Landy obtained window displays of Con-
federate money and old duelling pistols.

Toy Plane Contest for

Boys Brings Big B. O. on
'Wings' at Norcatur, Kan.

Glen M. Deeter, manager of the Liberty
theatre at Norcatur, Kan., drew nearly every
boy in town to his showing of "Wings" by
staging a toy airplane contest for all lads
under 14 years of age.

Awards were made to the four best models
of homem.ade airships. These were exhibited
in front of the theatre while the picture was
being run. Inserts, cutouts and photos were
used for advertising, as well as an airplane
propeller placed in the lobby with the show-
ing date of the picture upon it.

Deeter says there was no end to the inter-

est_ in the contest. The boys got some good
training and the theatre got some good busi-

ness, so everything was satisfactorj'. The
house seats 300 and has two program changes
a week.
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THE SHORT FEATURE

ii
'Straight-Jacket^^ Roles Are Out;

Educational Fits Plays to Actors
(Special to the Hcrald-U'orld)

NEW YORK, Aug. 7.—Building comedy to fit the distinctive personalities of

the actors is the latest departure in story-writing policy adopted by Educational

Pictures,

vaudeville partner, Joe Phillips. This will

follow in production the first of the Mer-
maid series, "His Error," featuring Monty-
Collins, T. Roy Barnes, Virginia Sale and
Greta Granstedt. A production, especially

written for Lloyd Hamilton, is also being
prepared.

The Mack Sennett scenario staff, consist-

ing of John Waldron, Earle Rodney, Jack
Jevne, Walter Weems and Vernon Smith, is

now engaged in planning and writing mate-
rial for comedy players on the Sennett
roster.

Newspictures

Coincident with the signing of a galaxy
of screen and stage comedy stars a short
time ago, the company resolved to search
out a more effective method for comedy
production. The plan of writing the stories

to suit individual requirements of the per-

sonalities was finally decided upon. It is

now in use at both the Educational and
Metropolitan studios.

"The day has gone," says Al Christie, in

charge of production at the Educational and
Metropolitan studios, "when a comedy
scenarist could sit down and pound out a
comedy story that was so completely unbur-
dened by real characterization that almost
any player available at the moment could
be called upon to fill the role. The system
has now been reversed, and our writing
staff, consisting of Walter DeLeon, Jimmy
Starr, Neal Burns, John Lockert, George
Coogan and Harry McCoy, is employing
the new method. They are building comedy
around the personalities of Charlotte Green-
wood, Bert Roach, Buster and John West,
Ford Sterling, Lloyd Hamilton and Johnny
Hines.
The Educational studios are now prepar-

ing stories for the new Ideal Comedy series,

which is to feature Tom Patricola and his

Columbia Prepares

Series of Shorts to

star Eddie Buzzell
"Bedtime Stories for Grownups" is the title

of a new series of shorts conceived by the

scenario staff of Columbia Pictures.

Eddie Buzzell, of diversified experience on
stage and screen, has been selected for the
principal role. He will take the part of a
radio story teller.

Glimpses of "Venetian Nights^' latest of the Vagabond Adventure series made by Van
Beuren for Pnlhc release.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 61—
Record is broken in Marathon swim around Man-
hattan—Chicago police war on "Bum's Village"

—

High society acts as style show models in East-
hampton (N. Y.) charity affair—Floating island is
used as landing field at San Francisco—Flapper
telegram-deliverers get tryout—False residence front
is built in London to hide subway tunnel—fiere's
glass millinery and it's a transparent hat—Aerialists
defy death 100 feet in air—Saloon waiters get hot
feet and hold tray race in Rome—Elite of China-
town at Portland compete in baby show—Cowboy
caballeros thrill thousands at Cheyenne.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 62—Russian pulpwood is landed as U. S. bans further
convict-made goods—Fifty boys gather to compete
for 1930 Edison scholarship—Fishermen-oarsmen
beat_ rival crews in whaleboat contest off N'ew
Bedford, Mass.—Hindenburg visits evacuated re-
gions amid wild acclaim—Convict ship Success
reaches Newark—Workers on new Lindbergh Bea-
con at Chicago defy death at 600 feet in air

—

Shamrock V sails from Portsmouth, Eng.—Pirate
galleon, used as dancehall, is destroyed by fire

—

Marine, at S to 1, wins by a head at Saratoga
Springs—Divers seek victims drowned in bridge
collapse at Coblenz, Germany—New record is set as
blimp lands aboard liner at sea.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 64—Ten thousand see
Newark Bears and Jersey City Skeeters open mid-
night baseball—Chicago medical experts, in nursery
puzzle, try to decide whether Charles Evans Wat-
kins is George Edward Bamberger or vice versa

—

Aquatic stars hold fast meet at Belle Isle, Mich.

—

__ Spiritual of slavery days is revived at Sea Island
Beach, Ga. Longest stone arch bridge is laid at~

-CDtumbia, Pa.—Merry maids from Luther Gulick
camps stage canoe pageant—Vesuvius eruption stirs
before catastrophe.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 65—Gangland guns
bark challenge to government—Italian barkeeps
sprint in tinkling race—Edison greets boy candi-
dates—Sets record, in Manhattan swim—Orphans
have hot time cooling off—Tanks demolish house in
attack—Chief inspects boy scout camp in Maryland—Celebrate days of forty-niners in California.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 287—Meet
King Carol's own palace guard—Let's go to circus
with Paris kids—Swimmers meet in heart of New
York—Great earthquake disaster in Italy—Needed,
a Solomon in baby mixup—Bronco Busters ride 'em
rough.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 288—Prince
Henry of England opens Stanmore hospital for
crippled children—Dad and daughter are a rough
pair, but it's jiujitsu—Giant R-lOO dirigible on
Atlantic hop from England—French army has a
field day at Chalons-sur-Marne—Edison welcomes
"brightest boy" to scholarship test—Metrotone visits
scenes of Italian earthquake disaster.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 28t—R-lOO in
Canada, British sky liner conquering Atlantic—Bap-
tism season opens at Newport News—Rhode Island
boy wins Edison award—Tilden leads U. S. in
Davis Cup play—Baby blimp serves as ocean taxi—

-

Kid soldiers form their own army.

KINOGRAMS—NO. S627—Marine wins the Saratoga
Handicap by a nose—Shamrock V begins long voy-
age to try out for America's Cup—Lindbergh Bea-
con atop Chicago skyscraper, will guide aviators
300 miles away—Success, once English convict ship,

carries mute stories of what prisoners endured cen-
tury ago—49 smartest boys take Edison exam—Zoo
tenants are glad they insisted on a private bath

—

Von Hindenburg makes triumphal tour of Rhine-
land.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5628—Storm-tossed R-lOO ends
record flight—U. S. employe takes a few days off

in his Blue Ridge retreat—"Poor fish" have three
million dollar home in Chicago—Edison's test finds
brightest boy—Admiral Reeves reviews armada of
the air—Tilden wins last battle of the tennis
Titans—"Black Billy Sunday" adds 70 to his flock
at baptismal ceremony—Earthquake rocks Italy.
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MUSIC AND TALENT

Organ Appeal Leans on Originality

STAGE SHOWS
Kansas City Mainstreet

Week Ending August 8
Ledova, known in Kansas City, her home town,

as Eleanor Aikins, makes a triumphant return after

an absence of three years on a dance tour. Even if

she were unknown here, the novelty and artistry

of her act would arouse the enthusiasm of the

audience. As it is, the Mainstreet has been packed,

with a rumor that house records for the summer
have been broken by the offering. The troupe con-

sists of Miss Aikins and her dancing partner, two
pianists, and eight negro jubilee singers. At the

opening Miss Aikins and her partner appear in gor-

geous costumes of flame and black effects. Then
follows a solo ballet by Miss Aikins. Concluding
the performance is a highly effective Harlem num-
ber. Miss Aikins and her partner do a Harlem
dance, and in the background the Negro singers

appear in subdued lighting effects, singing. The
Negroes have a number of their own, and their

really beautiful voices could not fail to stir any
audience. As a finale, the Negroes are outlined in

the background with red and green lights, and the

dancers do their final number at front. The act

is one of the best that has appeared at the Main-
street for a long time.

Ray Hilling and His Seal open the program. This
seal is a marvel as a trained animal and does his

stuff better than many a human actor we have seen

recently. Besides, his tricks are new and original,

and he appears to have a spark of the natural born
comedian, under his seal-skin coat. He applauds
himself, after all of his best stunts.

Fred Lightner, brother of the famous Winnie, pre-

sents an act with the assistance of Roscella. It is

rather flat horseplay, and as one of our local

critics has put it, Winnie seems to have inherited

most of the aptitude for comedy in the Lightner
family.

Art Landry and his Musical Comiques, a Victor

Recording Orchestra, put on a highly entertaining

performance. They can play, to begin with, but
in addition to that, they are able to combine some
clowning with the music in a manner which does

not fall fiat, as so often is the case with orchestras

given to comics. Art himself is not the usual ego-

tistic fellow behind the baton. He gives you the

chance to see the members of his crew. The act is

excellent.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending August 7

The stage and musical program at the Fox this

week is in the language of Henry Van Porter, of

Amos 'n' Andy fame, "Chawmin'," spelled with a
capital C.

Walt Roesncr directs his orchestra admirably in

Friml selections. "Only a Rose," "Indian Love
Call" and "Allah's Holiday," combined with bits

from other Friml compositions, are blended into a
phantasy of unusual merit. Several tableaux illus-

trate the music and unseen singers add to the

beauty of the "Indian Love Call."

The stage act opens with Paul Rissell, tenor,

singing a bit from Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue"

{Continued on next page, column 2)

Bob Nolan

Just check these off on your fingers (and the
whole family's) when you're talking about
the accomplishments of Bob Nolan, master of
ceremonies at the Chicago theatre. Bob is a

vocal soloist, poet, music composer, violinist,

cellist, pianist, dramatist, whip expert, vaudc-
villean, fencer, musical director (no, we're
just started!), advertising manager, recording
soloist (Brunswick, Emerson, Victor), de-
signer and director of radio stations, sailor,

etcher, artist in oils (and that's not the
banana variety, either), speedboat designer
and driver, landscape gardener, agriculturist,

and finally soldier of fortune, provided he has
any time. And at that he's only just out of

his 33d year. Bob spent his earliest years on
a ranch in California but when he was 13 his

father moved the family to Santiago, Chile.

It's obvious that we can't give all the details

of all his multitude of activities, but we'll

just bring the story up to date by adding

that he has been lassoing his audiences for

two years in Chicago, starting with his join-

ing of the Ray Miller orchestra and record-

ing as a vocal soloist for Brunswick. For

eight months he has been protege of Louis

R. Lipstone, general musical production man-
ager for B. & K.

Books Singing Organist
Juliet Hatchette, singing organist, is appearing at

each performance of the Saenger at Greenville. Miss.,

where Dan Burgum is manager. Miss Hatchette has

been featured at the Saenger at New Orleans and
over station WSMB.

People Like
Variation in

Sing Program
Earl Estes, of Chicago Gate-

way- Uses Accordion for

Favorite Songs
By JIM LITTLE

People like variety; in fact, the old

adage is brought forth every so often

about variety being the spice of life.

As amusement is a rather large item
in this sojourn upon the "road," it fol-

lows that variety would feature great-

ly in this particular field. Pictures,

songs, presentations, all those that at-

tain any degree of popularity have
done so by the fact that they have been
different, which, in this case, is an apt

synonym for variety.

This particular brief deals with or-

gan solos, and will mention, we hope,

a number of stunts which have been
conceived to bolster up the attentive-

ness which sometimes becomes most
apathetic. Of course, people like to

sing, and in doing so, become less criti-

cal of that which is being offered them
because they are doing something
themselves. But if a novelty can be

worked in in a case like this, they are

apt to become enthusiastic, and when
they become enthusiastic about them-
selves, why—but for a few examples.
At the Gateway theatre, the new Balaban

& Katz house located on the northwest side

of Chicago, Earl Estes holds forth at the

console. He plays his regular numbers, but

to pep up his program, he accompanies his

audience, when they desire to sing some old

favorite, sometimes not necessarily old, but

nevertheless, a favorite, on the accordion.

This is proving very popular with the

patrons, and the response which it garners

is gratifying.

The "mike" has been used to good efifect

by Fred Kinsley at the New York Hippo-
drome. Before each singing number, he in-

troduced the song in a clever and original

manner, talking through the microphone.
Louise M. Roesch, organ soloist at the
Brooklyn Warner-Strand, uses the same
method at times, and despite the fact that

{Continued on page 52, column 2)

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS
1437 B way
N. Y. City
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STAGE SHOWS
(^Continued from preceding page, column 1)

WiMmi

and in a beautiful setting of blended blues the
ballet presents a fluttery dance to the same tune.

The stage is shadowy, the mood is pensive, the danc-
ing graceful and the complete result wonderfully
beautiful.

Mitzi Mayfair, dainty tap dancer in gauzy blue
pajamas, is attractive, light of foot and nimble of

body.
Webster and Morano, comics, sing a little, dance

a little and patter some to the enjoyment of the
audience.

The finale is especially spectacular. Everything
is colorful with the blue predominating. In the

background are three glistening fountain effects.

Renoff and Renova, the statues that come to life,

pose in an artistic presentation and follow with a
dance of grace and acrobatic skill. The ballet pose

and dance. Mitzi Mayfair returns in graceful move-
mente. Figures appear high in the wings, the ballet

and star dancers present a few more graceful turns

and the act is over.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending August 7

Harry Rose, as usual, put on a good show, despite

the fact that he was afflicted with considerable hoarse-

ness, and it was quite evident that at times it was
difficult for him to speak. However, although firmly

entrenched in the popularity which his audience

accords him, he "rose" in their estimation (please

pardon the pun, but we couldn't help it) by show-
ing that the old "show must go on" adage is still

paramount, and always will be. The title of the

stage presentation was "Lawn Party," and it began
"On a Blue and Moonless Night." The orchestra

then played the "St. Louis Blues" backwards, at

least Harry said that is what would happen, so very
discourteously, the orchestra turned its collective

back on the audience and played it backwards. The
Samuels Brothers did a routine of tapping that just

made everyone sit and marvel that human beings

could act with such precision. They're marvelous,
that's all there is to it. Sally Sweet (who, incident-

ally, is just what her name implies) sang "Don't You
Want No Lovin' " with such feeling that—oh, well,

we'd have done the same thing had we been in

Harry's place. Then came that deep dark "meler-
dramer," of ten, twenty and thirties, as Harry put
it, in which Sally, Harry and Billy Chandler car-

ried the audience through the heart-throbs and panics
which attended the villain's demand to give him the
child or he would sell the papers. The baby was
placed on the railroad tracks, and was saved, to
everyone's delight. Then a little skit called "Bring
Me a Girl," in which Woods Miller and the ballet

took part. A clever arrangement made it look as
though the girls were being brought out on platters,
to be showed off as delicacies. Clever, very clever.

The band struck up "By, By, Baby, Bye," and Harry
did a masterly job of singing it, despite his bad
throat. Here's to you, Harry. The finale made
much of "Sitting in a Tree Top" (it's marvelous
the way things get put to music) in which Harry
Rose and Sally Sweet sang the little song, and in the
background were numerous trees, lit up beautifully,
in each one of which was a pair of lovers. And
all too soon, a mighty pleasing stage show came to
an end.

Z3I w. 40^'^ST.. NEW YORK

JULIA DAWN
The Golden Voiced Organist

STILL DOING
NOVELTIES

FOR
DELUXE
THEATRES
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PARAMOUNT'S
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EDWARD
THEATRE
SYDNEY

AUSTRALIA

^^^^^K fl-''''

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending August 7

A medley entitled "Roses" by the Joyboys under
the direction of Jimmy Innes succeeds the Fanchon
& Marco "Good Fellows" Idea. The musical prolog

includes "Moonlight and Roses," "Mighty Like a

Rose," and "Roses of Picardy."
The opening episode of the idea features the Old

Heidelberg singing chorus offering "Old Heidelberg,"
"Stein Song," and "It's Always Fair Weather."
The chorus of eighteen male voices works in a thor-

oughly satisfactory manner.
Helen Burke does a bit of fast stepping followed

by Lucille Page who offers some exceedingly fine

acrobatic dance steps.

The M G M Four, male quartet, sings a parody on
"Coming Through the Rye," after which Freddy Ford,
a Swiss yodeler, bounces several notes off the rafters.

Seben and Leben, two blackface comedians, instill

comedy into the Idea and wind up with a uke and
dance number. For the grand finale the male chorus
in green and red uniforms sings "Song of the
Dawn," following which the various female members
of the Idea file down a staircase from the upper stage
attired in dazzling costumes.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending July 31

Teck Murdock in "O Henry," which is a thumb
nail musical comedy, featuring Iris Kennedy, head-
lines this stage show. Murdock is a very genial
dancing-singing comic and is assisted by two other
beauties in this farce comedy sketch in which breezy
chatter and patter makes up the routine.
The next best funster is Earl Faber, a comedian

full of hoakum. With a duo of partners he has a
turn of varied nonsense that runs to dance, song
and talk.

The Russian Art Circus, billed on several pro-
grams as the outstanding novelty act of the season,
is the first number to open the vodvil offering.
Marionettes and dogs are the entertainers in this

ace spot.

Four Carlton Brothers, all "rarin' to go," did some
clever rapid dance steps, comical dialog and a song
for good measure.
As an added attraction. Manager J. H. Thoma

put over the annual parade of local bathing beauties
in great style. These thirty misses are vying for
the title of "Miss San Antonio" at the Galveston
August revue. "Miss Universe" will be selected there
at that time.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending August 1

Frankie Richardson, one of Philadelphia's own
film stars, is given a great reception when he ap-
pears on the stage and the audience is loath to let

him go even after he has been extremely generous
with encores.

Richardson is introduced during the staging of
Fanchon & Marco's "Peasant Idea," a brisk and
lively stage show, opening with an Alpine village

setting and a gaily attired group of peasants, with a
few goats thrown in for local color. First there
is a gay peasant dance in the street of a Tyrolean
village, with the girls whirled around by their
partners and one of the goats walking a tight rope
overhead, as another calmly eats up some of the
scenery. A burlesque Spanish dance by the Diehl
Sisters followed.

"General" Ed Lavine, in the uniform of an Ameri-
can soldier, does some skillful juggling both with
his hands and feet. He also juggles a heavy hammer
and balls of different weights and retires from the
stage amid great applause after displaying three
layers of medals on coats and shirts.

Little June Worth does some lively acrobatic danc-
ing and leads the dancing ensemble.
Those clever comedians, Johnson and Duker, jug-

gle somebreros and various other types of hats in an
amazing and amusing way and they inject plenty
of humor into their act as one of them makes a
target of himself for members of the audience to

throw hats at. Very rarely does one of the hats
miss landing on his head as he hurls himself half

way across the stage to meet it.

Frankie Richardson, nattily attired in a becoming
gray suit with blue tie, makes the hearts of his

{Continued on next page, column 2)
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Before the

Mike
By BOBBY MELLIN

Don't bet on Pat—Speculation as to whether Pat,

WBBM's sport announcer, gives his play by play

descriptions of out of town Cub's games from the

studio or on the field in the city where the game is

being played, continues to lose money for baseball

fans and keep all the phones in the studio going top

speed. One Sunday afternoon Pat was describing

a game from wired reports received on the special

baseball ticker in the studio and 3 people answering
phones counted 105 calls in one hour. About one
third of them were checking on a bet that Pat was in

Boston. They lost.
# « «

Billy Stein, of the Music Corporation of America,
informs me that our good friend Louis Panico, the

ace trumpeter of all trumpists, is knocking 'em dead
playing one night stands.—Coon-Sanders orchestra

will return to the WGN wire when they revert back
to the Blackhawk Cafe this fall.—The Apollo Quar-
tette, one of Chicago's finest male quartettes, will

soon be heard over one of the big chains in the
near future.

« « *

Meet Clarence Parrish, one of the most versatile

men in the music business. His title is Western
Manager for the Witmark office. Besides that among
other things he is a singer, piano player, professional

man and road salesman. And he has added to this

list, radio artist, having demonstrated his vocal abil-

ity over station WSBC.—Harold Fair, program di-

rector and announcer, is vacationing in his home
town. Council Bluffs, Iowa. They say, however that

Harold is not just a "fair" announcer but really

excellent.
« « »

Ben Simon is the member of WGN's symphonic
orchestra, who is responsible for the unique violin

effects for which the orchestra is becoming famous.
When not thinking up trick violin arrangements, Ben
busies himself trying to make the other members
of the orchestra believe he can really play the game
of checkers. Ben was formerly conductor of the
Roosevelt Theatre Symphonic orchestra, and is con-

sidered to be one of the best concert violinists in

the United States.
« # «

Al Carney, popular radio organist, will appear
daily, excepting Sunday, in a half hour program of

organ music from the Chicago NBC studios, 11 :00

to 11:30 a. m. Central daylight saving time. Al's

series of programs started recently, and the broad-

cast will be heard through a wide NBC network.
He was a familiar figure at station WHT at one
time and is known to practically every radio fan

from coast to coast. Lots of luck to you, AI, old

boy.
« * «

A. W. (Sen) Kaney, radio's old timer, is boasting
these days that there is no danger of his being
late for a microphone appearance, even if he lingers

on the Rogers Park Beach longer than he ordi-

narily might. The reason is a new, roaring vehicle

of transportation, otherwise a new eight cylinder

sedan, some five years old. It only cost him twenty-
five dollars—but it works—anyway, at present. Sen
says he don't like these new low slung cars, but
why does he buy himself a German daschhound ?

Alex Robb is one NBC department head that Isn't

worrying about Chicago heat-waves these days.

However, he is vitally interested in California

weather. The secret is he's on leave of absence dur-

ing the making of Amos 'n' Andy's picture in Holly-

wood, in which he will play the part of the "King-
fish." Alex is credited with having "discovered"

the radio favorites, and was their manager for a
number of years.

* « #

The Wanderers, a male quarette under the per-

sonal supervision of the one and only Eddie Frek-
mann, are having a great time, if I can believe

what Eddie tells me. It seems that Mr. So and So,

who is the head of the Palmolive Company heard
the Wanderers air their tonsils and immediately
hired them to entertain his guests aboard his

yacht. They ate, drank and made merry with the

elite of the forty-thousand and came back with their

pockets filled with soap. It looks like they made a

clean job of it.

STAGE SHOWS
{Continued from preceding page, column 3)

feminine admirers miss a beat as he steps before

the footlights with his dazzling smile and a gracious

bow. After singing all his latest song hits, includ-

ing "I'm in the Market for You," "Walking with

Susie," "St. Louis Blues" and others, he finds the

audience demanding more, but after three curtain

calls they are finally quieted when he steps before

the footlights, thanks the crowd for their reception

and adds a few words of greeting from his fellow

Philadelphians, Janet Gaynor and El Brendel.

The Belcher Dancers prove to be one of the best

dancing units seen for a long time. All of the mem-
bers of the ensemble are very young and radiate

such an impression of the joy of living that it is

a pleasure to watch them. Their dance in brilliant

I>easant costumes of orange and blue to the strains of

a Hungarian Rhapsody is enthusiastically applauded.

New York Capitol
Week Ending August 8

The Invitation to the Dance, devised and staged

by Chester Hale under the personal supervision of

Louis K. Sidney, features Joyce Coles, Ivan Triesault,

Carlo Ferretti, Philip Tiltman and Capitol Ballet

Corps.
Costumes of colonial days, several of the most

popular of the old fashioned minuets, and a charm-
ing setting, are the keynotes of this wholly delightful

stage presentation. The lighting effects are par-

ticularly good, adding much to the scene. Joyce

Coles, supported by the ballet corps, is the most
attractive little dancer wooed by the clown, who ex-

tends the invitation to the dance to all the devotees

of terpsichore. For the lover of the aesthetic in

dancing this is a treat.

The popular leader of the Capitol orchestra, Yasha
Bunchuk, just returned from vacation, conducts the

"Leoncavallo's Melodies," his own compilation of

interpreted medleys, in his usual incisive manner.

St. Louis Fox
Week Ending August 7

Al Lyons makes his local debut as master of cere-

monies at the Fox this week and is to remain

throughout August according to the present plans

of the management. He is an accomplished musician

and possesses a good stage personality.

Fanchon & Marco's revue "City Service" is the

stage offering of the week. It is a novelty enter-

tainment idea and well received. The entertainers

include: Sharpio & O'Malley, Sev Maza, Eddie La-
ment, De Quincey & Stanley, George Jager, Frank
Sterling and the Sunkist Ensemble.

Cincinnati Albee
Week Ending August 8

To start off R K O month, the Albee is headlining

Little Jack Little, former radio pianist and vocalist

of WLW, local broadcasting station. Little is really

a resident of Cincinnati. He places a microphone

on the piano at one side of the proscenium arch

and his songs reach the audience through a loud-

speaker at the other side of the theatre. He fea-

tures his own composition, "I'm Needing You," using

(Contimied on next page, column 3)

ATTENTION
ORGANISTS!

HAVE YOU YOUR NEXT
WEEK'S SOLO?

If You Haven't

I Have!

Write for cue sheets on

:

"A GOLFING WE WILL GO"
"GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN SONG"

Two Sure-Fire Organ Solos

KAE STUDIOS, 125 W. 45th St.

MILTON KAE NEW YORK CIT\-

WITA\AKK.
PKEytAITATIOAIJ^
AND /AATEMAL
FOK OKGkn\J^TJ^

SMALL
CHORUS SETS

DANCING WITH TEARS IN

MY EYES
The "ace" ballad of the season.

Sure-fire for community singing.

TWO SMASH SONGS
from WARNER BROS. Films

KISS WALTZ
from "Dancing Sweeties"

and

NOBODY CARES IF I'l

BLUE
from "Bright Lights"

AND AND AND

Rudy Vallee's current sensational

smash hit

UVING A LIFE OF
DREAMS

Novelty Sets for Talking or "Mike"

Organists

"TAKE ALONG A
LITTLE LOVE"

and

"WASN'T IT NICE"
Short, Breezy and Interesting Novelties

Still Going Strong

WRITE. FOP.
ADD. INFORMATION

wTA/A WARD
Vita PHONE" reo'd trade mark

n.WITMAKKeZ/'ONy:
16 5 9 B R O A P "' * ^
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REMICK
USIC / ORP.

The ^^Y%' Have It

In these new REMICK Song
HITS

vm NEEDIN' YOU
The iox-trot ballad now

leading the "Beld"

If I COULD BE
WITH YOU

So irresistible that popular de-
mand wade us go after this one

IF YOU CAN'T HAVE
THE GIRL OF YOUR

DREAMS
The new Waltz Ballad-

Beautiful

REMINISCING
Everyone's Favorite

In Preparation
Soon to be Released

HOW ARE YOU
TONIGHT IN HAWAII?

WASTING MY LOVE
ON YOU

ORGANISTS:—Watch for new
activities in Slide Novelties.
They're coming back and we'll
back our songs up with real mate-
rial. Write for suggestions.

Cliff Hess
Special Service Mgr.

RENICK MUSIC CORR
2I9W.46'-"S^ NewYork City

Al Evans Does a Full Act
At a Minute's Notice

Not many m. c.'s can step in and do a full

act at a minute's notice. Al Evans, Pubiix
"Ginffer Snaps" unit m. c, can and did last

week while his unit was playing the Branford,
Newark. Eddie Garr, who is the house m. c.

and new at this house, was given top billing:

and Evans told to do an act. Al did and how
he did it. He offered a piano rendition of

classic and jazz numbers, and singing that

stopped a number of shows. His playing and
singing of an intricate and fast moving
original number, which he calls "Ivory and
Ebony," proved, conclusively, his great enter-

tainment ability.

Appeal of Organ Solo to

Audience Lies in

Originality
{Contimied from page 49, column 3)

it is not particularly new, it carries with
it the novel effect, and this is what is

wanted.
Hot weather tests anyone's disposition,

but it puts ingenuity at a premium. When
it's too hot to think, it's too hot to do most
anything, but Arthur Hays, of the Loew's
Palace in Memphis, put on a novel stunt
that was not directly responsible for cooler
weather, but carried the idea with it. Using
a huge thermometer as an indicator of the
volume of response which he got from the
audience, the harder and louder they sang,
the colder it got, and vice versa. The idea
went over big, and no doubt may have been
responsible for the fact that the next day
cooler weather did appear.

Slides are indispensable, of course, but it

adds to their attractiveness to intersperse
a program of clever slides with something
different. The idea of the accordion appeals
to people, as a change from strictly organ
music, but in that case, slides are neces-
sary for the balanced program. In small
theatres, a rather intimate style may be de-
veloped by the organist, and this is exactly
what the audience responds to. Making
rather a chummy affair out of the whole
business has given Bill Meeder, organist at

the RKO theatre in Richmond Hill, N. Y.,

a distinct prestige with the patrons of the
house'.

Eddie Garr Is New M. C.

At Warner-Branford
Eddie Garr, the new master of ceremonies at

the Warner-Branford theatre, Newark, N. J.,

who is gaining in popularity by leaps and
bounds, was formerly of the musical comedy
stage and was the featured player and lead

in the "Hit the Deck" road show. Garr is

also well known for his night club and band
work, having been in this end of the business

for a number of years. Eddie is a young,
handsome boy with a load of personality and
is also a versatile performer. His accomplish-
ments include piano playing, dancing and
singing. Eddie undoubtedly will become a fix-

ture at this house, if the audience has any-
thing to say.

Feist Offices Move
Business and executive offices of Leo Feist, Inc.,

in New York are now on the twelfth floor of the

Carl Fischer building at 56 Cooper Square.

Ramsey at Dallas Palace
Harold Ramsey has succeeded Johnny Winters as

the master organist of the Pubiix Palace theatre at

Dallas, Texas.

B

Whitmer Made M. C.
Ken Whitmer, who performs on a wide range of

musical instruments, from the piccolo to piano, has
heen made master of ceremonies at the Paramount the-

atre in San Francisco.

STAGE SHOWS
{Continued from page 51, column 2)

"The Old Broken Down Saloon Piano" as an encore.
Long Tack Sam, Oriental enteitainer, assisted by

his two daughters, and a company of ten men, have
a hodge-podge of magic, juggling, acrobatics, songs,
music and what not, all of which is very adroitly
accomplished.

Romaine Twins—^Ray and Tom—in a sketch, "Noisy
Neighbors," get their comedy effects across nicely.

Johnnie Mills and Tim Shea in an acrobatic travesty
on tumbling and general acrobatic work, keep the
audience in a constant state of hilarity. Their take-
off on foreign acrobatics is particularly funny.
Madame Olympia and her troupe of South Ameri-

ican greyhounds as well as Russian wolfhounds prove
a distinct delight. The canines assume some really

beautiful and artistic poses, and reflect exceptional
training in everything they do. They display almost
human intelligence.

There isn't a dull moment on the entire bill.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending August 7

The current program is billed as "Summer Fiesta
Week," which helps to pull them into this huge
vaudeville showhouse.
The opening act is "The Dakotas," starring Miss

"Chic" Cooper, sensational whip and roping celebri-

ties from far-off Australia ; their skill in handling
the rope is most spectacular throughout, with Antipo-
dean and Western feats of novelty.

Tim Ryan and Irene Noblette are two merry com-
ical jesters whose lines run from chatter to songs

;

they also appear on the same number with Henry
Santrey, the headliner on the program.
Harry Santrey and his "Soldiers of Fortune," are

next presented in a musical number that is really
one of the best bands on the American stage today.
His troupe has 17 dancers, singers and musicians
in a well staged manner which includes mirth,
melody and motion. Santrey himself does several
baritone solos which go over great. The orchestra
itself can entertain in many ways as well as play.

A big applause here.

Gene Sarli, subbing for Ed Sauer during his ab-

sence, conducts the Majestic R-K-Olians in several

popular numbers.
Vernon Geyer renders his selection of late songs

on the mammoth organ.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending August 7

This is Buddy Page's last week as m. c, and he
well demonstrates his amazing versatility as an en-
tertainer. In his inimitable manner he leads the
band through several hot numbers, and then takes
a turn himself at tap dancing, playing the xylophone,
banjo, saxophone, piano and organ. Not to men-
tion walking on top of a huge ball all over the
stage.

Madolyn Ward, a local favorite, sings "With My
Guitar and You," and later does a pleasing solo of
"Rio Rita," followed by a Spanish dance.

Wilton and Weber, billed as television artists, are
in reality the greatest ventriloquists ever seen here.

These fellows sing with their lips closed, and the
enunciation is clear and can be heard throughout
the house. They score heavily.

Wilton Crawley, blackface, performs some good
blues singing, as well as some exceptionally good
jazz music on the clarinet. He mixes some acrobatic

dancing into his offering also.

Oklahoma City Orpheum
Week Ending August 1

The Carta Tourney Girls replace the Sunkist Beau-
ties in the Fanchon and Marco Desert Idea and it

is a pleasing replacement. Garbed in costumes that,

however, are not up to the average excellence for

the Indian number, the girls show a brand of danc-
ing that is far ahead of chorus work usually accom-
panying unit shows.

The audience seems pleased with Ed and Morton
Beck, comedian singers. Next to the chorus, Cropley

and Violet, offering fancy rope-swinging combined
with acrobatics, are the outstanding numbers on the

bill.

Chief Eagle Feather came in from camp long

enough ago to learn about all there is to know of

tap-dancing. Muriel Stryker offers several satisfac-

tory dances.
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HENRI KEATES (Chicago Oriental) charmed h'e

listeners again with a series of seven well chosen

numbers. He started off with. "It Happened an Mon-
terey," which is an exceedingly pleasing number,

and seems to make a hit each time it is played,

especially when Keates plays it, and his "voice

pupils" warble. The ever popular "Stein Song"

came next, and the lusty response gave ample proof

that its popularity has not waned. "Exactly Like

You," a pleasing little number, came next, and then

"Coming Through the Rye," in the form of a tongue

twister, brought much merriment, and in a good

many cases, much concentration, to the enthusiastic

audience. A parody on "If I Had a Girl Like You"
went over in big style, followed by the regular ren-

dition of the song, which is a charming little num-
ber, and becomes even more so under Keates' nimble

fingers.

ARTHUR RICHTER (Milwaukee Wisconsin) offered

"Grab Bag" for his solo the past week. His selec-

tions with the words flashed upon the screen included

"Whispering," "Down by the Old Mill Stream,"
"Somewhere in My Dreams," and "I'm in the Market
for You."

JACK MARTIN (Milwaukee Wisconsin) has got-

ten to the point where he doesn't have much trouble
in getting the audience to sing his numbers. This
week at the Wisconsin organ he offers a number of

selections suited for the various voices including
the sopranos, tenors, baritones and contraltos. His
numbers include "Sing You Sinners," "Around the
Corner," "With You," "What's the Use," "Sweet
Adeline," and "Happy Days Are Here Again." The
words to all are flashed on the screen and Jack gets
some fine support.

KATHERINE KADERLY (Brooklyn, N. Y., Loew's
Metropolitan), who is the latest of New York or-

ganists to succumb to the new mode of presenting
solos, is now talking and introducing the songs
orally instead of with the ancient slide announce-
ments. Miss Kaderly orally announced the title of

this week's novelty, "A Song Fest," and then intro-

duced the first number, "Cheer Up" (first chorus
of which she played in a rhythmic style) and second
chorus for the audience to sing. The rest of the
numbers were played in a "singable" manner and
all joined in. The tunes were: "You Brought a
New Kind of Love," "Can't Be Bothered," "It Hap-
pened in Monterey," "Ro-Ro-Rolling Along" and
"Around the Corner." The applause at the finish

was so great that Miss Kaderly was forced to

encore. She appeased the audience's demand by
playing four special version choruses of "Around the
Corner."

LOUISE M. ROESCH (Brooklyn, N. Y., Warner-
Strand) presented a new novelty organ solo entitled

"The Song Show." Orally (through "Mike") Miss
Roesch stated facts about Auto, Style and Dog
Shows and then explained that the audience would
have their own Song Show. Each of the numbers
was pleasingly introduced and commented on by
Miss Roesch before they were sung by the audience.
Numbers featured were : "I Remember You From
Somewhere," "Dancing With Tears in My Eyes,"
"Take Along a Little Love" and "Around the

Corner." Each of the songs was sung by the audi-

ence with the added feature of having Miss Roesch
sing "Take Along a Little Love." Miss Roesch is

proving herself a big attraction at this house.

EARL AND ELSIE (Brooklyn, N. Y., Paramount),
at the twin consoles, offered "The Singing Lesson"
for their joint presentation this week. Earl and
Elsie are Earl Abel and Elsie Thompson. Abel
opened this solo with "Around the Corner," a song
that no one could resist singing to. A slide then

introduced Miss Thompson, who pleasingly sang
"You've Brought a New Kind of Love" as her organ
rose into the spot. Both then played the same
number as the audience joined in. A modern ver-

sion of "When You and I Were Young, Maggie"
was next offered. This number had some extremely

funny and catchy lines that not only had the

audience singing lustily but nearly rolling out of

their seats with laughter. "It Happened in Mon-
terey" played by both organists and sung by the

audience closed this solo.

tells of betting on the horses and flashes the five

entrants. Ballad, Hot, Popular, Novelty, and Best

Seller, on the screen with comedy names of horses

and jockeys. He opens with a ballad with Ned Miller

singing "A Song Without a Name" which was well

received. Then followed the Hot entry, "Who,"
Popular, "Should I," Novelty, a tongue twister, and
the Best Seller, "St. Louis Blues." The way he
played that stopped the show, forcing him to encore
with "Milanberg Joys." In playing the last two
numbers Terry did not use full organ and in this

showmanship twist the success of the solo lay. He
played very low down, using mutation stops of his

own concoction. Other organists using this solo

might benefit by following the same course.

HARRV ZIMMERMAN (Belmont Chicago) had as
his solo this week "Organesque" with slides telling

the audience about the organ and that picking the
right tunes and the right combinations is organ-
esque. The first number he played was "Sweeping
the Clouds Away." followed by a classical number
from Victor Herbert's light opera, "Sweet Mystery
of Life," and then offered "Telling It to the

Daisies," "My Ii\iture Just Passed." He changed the

keys while playing to see if the audience knew the
numbers well enough to keep singing. Comedy was
injected into the solo at this point calling it the
Chinese version of the "Stein Song," using Chinese
food names with the lyric of the "Stein Song." He
closed with "I'm in the Market for You," with every-

one in the house singing, for you know he has a
large following in this theatre, having been there

for going on three years.

LEONARD SMITH (Avalon Chicacro) entitlefl his
solo for this week's "Let's Take a Vacation." Very
anpropriate I'd say. After slides with incidental music
about vacations, the numbers he used were all popular
with special material, for instance, "Swim You
Swimmers" to the lyrics of "Sing You Sinners,"
"When It's Drink Time in the Lockers" to the lyrics

of "When It's Springtime in the Rockies," "Fishing
With Tears in My Eyes Because the Fish Never Bite"

to the lyrics of "Dancing With Tears in My Eyes,"

all excellently executed and well timed. Then he
followed with "It Happened in Monterey" and in-

jected some comedy, using special material on
"Marcheta," making it "Mosquito, Mosquito," closing

with "Around the Corner and Under the Tree" the

popular number. By that time everybody was singing.

Needless to say they showed their appreciation by

applauding.

BOB BILLINGS (Crystal Chicago) is now in his

fourth week under the B & K banner and offered a

solo called "There's Music In the Air." Bob is not

new at this theatre, having been there before for

over a year under different management. He is

also an accomplished singer, having studied voice

for a number of years. The numbers he used were

"It Happened in Monterey," "Without You," "On
the Sunny Side of the Street," "When It's Spring-

time in the Rockies," "Tain't No Sin" and closing

with "I'm Following You." This solo had all in the

house singing, and in this neighborhood they sing

and sing loud and want an encore too, but being

the last show it was too late. Watch this column

for reports on Bob's vocal offerings, which will ap-

pear here from time to time.

Wally Version Permanent
M. C. at the Missouri

Having definitely established himself in the hearts

of St. Louis patrons, Wally Vernon has been re-

warded with a long term contract as master of cere-

monies for Skouras Brothers' Missouri theatre.

Originally Vernon was booked for one week at

the Missouri. He had been a big success at the

Granada in South St. Louis, but the Skouras Broth-

ers were not certain how he would go on Grand

boulevard. He clicked from the start and so Charley

Skouras decided he wouldn't have to look further for

a permanent master of ceremonies.

LEO TERRY (Senate Chicago) offered "The Whoo-
pee Derby" as an organ solo last week and when one
says it was a sensation that's just what it was. Terry

Warner Is Doing Special

Organ Work in Sooth
William Warner, who has been feature organist

at the Palace theatre in Marion, Ohio, has resigned,

and is doing special organ work in the South, with

headquarters at the Imperial theatre, Columbia, S. C.
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THE BEST SELLERS

Week Ending August 2

No. I

"Dancing With Tears in My Eyes"—
(M. Witmark).

No. 2

"When It's Springtime in the Rockies"
—(Villa Moret).

No. 3

"You Brought a Nezv Kind of Love
to Me"—(Famous).

No. 4

"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous).
"Stein Song"—(Carl Fisher).

"Moonlight on the Colorado"—
(Shapiro).

No. 5

"It Happened in Monterey"—(Feist).

"Swinging in a Hammock"—Berlin.

No. 6

"Around the Corner"—(Feist).

"Doivn the River of Golden Dreams"
—(Feist).
"I'm in the Market for You"—(Red

Star).

"If I Had a Girl Like You"—(Feist).

"I Love You So Much"—(Famous).
"Song Without a Name"-—(Feist).

No 7

"Absence Makes the Heart Grow
Fonder"—(Remick).
"Anchors Aweigh"—(Robbins).
"Bye Bye Blues"—(Berlin).

"I Remember You From Soineuihere"—(DeSylva).
"Little White Lies"—(Donaldson).
"Rolling Down the River"— (Santly).

"So Beats My Heart"—(DeSylva).
"What's the Use"—(Feist).

"JUST A LITTLE CLOSER"— (Robbins Music
Corp.) An excellent fox trot ballad that looks like

a real hit. The melody is great as a dance tune
and should get a big air plug. Is the theme song
of the Metro production "Remote Control." Lyric
by Howard .Johnson, music by Joseph Meyer,

"CONFESSIN' THAT I LOVE YOU"— (Irring
Berlin, Inc.)—This ballad originally published by a
small Philadelphia firm created enough sales to

cause one of the larger firms to take it over. It's

a good song and already has started to be a big

seller. Lyrics by Al J. Neiburg, music by Doc
Daugherty and Ellis Reynold.

"NOBODY CARES IF I'M BLUE"—(M. Witmark
& Sons)—The theme song of the First National
Picture entitled "Bright Lights." Is a real good
song by two good writers. Lyric by Grant Clark,

music by Harry Akst.
» * *

"BETTY CO-ED"— (Carl Rischer, Inc.)—A six

eight song on the order of the "Stein Song." Is

a real good follow up song and should sell. Words
and music by Paul Fogarty and Rudy Vallee.

"I'M SINGING YOUR LOVE SONGS TO SOME-
BODY ELSE"— (Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.)—A waltz

ballad that is real pretty with an appropriate lyric.

A pretty thought in song.

"LITTLE WHITE LIES"— (Donaldson, Douglas &
Gumble>»T5A. new Walter Donaldson song that looks

like one of his best. Both the words and melody

are O. K. and it should develop into a big seller.

^e^d^ /^-
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

^'
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Theatres for Sale or Rent

FOR RENT—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE
—Seals 400; silent equipment. County seat town;
center of four highways, no competition; 30 miles to

nearest show, forced to give up as I have too many
other business interests to look after. Equipment for
sale. An opportunity. Address Mrs. Mary Miller,
Napoleon, N. D.

FOR SALE—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE;
seats 322—sound equipment. County seat town; main
line of Rock Island and Santa Fe railroads now
building in. 22 miles to the nearest show. Show
making money; but am forced to sell because of ill

health. Address G. A. Hart, Stratford, Texas.

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK—Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25%
of value. West Virginia town, drawing population
ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers save
postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply.
Address Box 627, Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE IN SOUTH BEND, INDIANA—Seat-
ing 1127—in theatre district. Inquire Dr. J. Burke,
South Bend, Indiana.

GOOD PAYING 350 SEAT HOUSE, 50c and 25c,
SPECIALS 75c and 35c, silent, no competition, near-
est sound sixty mountain miles. Building 55 ft. x
110 ft., three lots, store, six room house, dance hall,
weekly dances, shows seven nights. Must sell ac-
count of altitude. Less than half cost. Snap. Ad-
dress Rainbow Theatre, Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Lo-
cated in the finest game and fishing country in the
United States.

CAN SELL YOUR THEATRE QUICKLY—
SENTD ALL PARTICULARS lo Albert Goldman, 5
S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—250 SEAT HOUSE and equipment.
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to appreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Hemdon,
Virginia.

A REAL NICE THEATRE IN TOWN 2500 POP-
ULATION. Talking Pictures. Six other towns to
draw from. At a bargain. Address R. W. Floyd,
Dyer, Tennessee.

TWO THEATRES—TOWN 5,000; must be sold
to settle estate; absolutely genuine bargain Art-
dress Box 488. Exhibitors Herafld-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St.. Chicago, Illinois.

623-SEATER WITH SOUND—Population 4,200;
no opposition. Sunday town. Address Emnress
Theatre, Belding, Mich.

Theatres Wanted

TO LEASE—THEATRE NOT LESS THAN 500
SEATS. Would prefer a theatre within 100 miles of
Chicago, Illinois. WITH OPTION TO BUY. Ad-
dress Box 500, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago, Illinois.

New Equipment

THE LATEST INVENTIO.N—THE PERFOR-
ATED SILVER SOUND SCREEN. Invisible seams,
unexcelled for colored pictures. Clear sound, depth
and reflection. The only perfect screen for third
dimension. For particulars apply Sunbeam Silver
Sound Screen, 48 Montgomery St., Newburgh, New
York.

Positions Wanted

PROJECTIONIST, ELECTRICIAN, SIGN, SHOW-
Card Writer: and General Theatre Advertising. Non-
union, prefer small town, ten years' experience, best
of references. Reliable, will go anywhere. Address
T. L. Jackson, 921 W. 7th St., Joplin, Missouri.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE ME
WORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8

years' experience on Powers, Motiograph, Simplex,
also Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Age 24^j, mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St., Rock Hill, 5. C.

AT LIBERTY—Experienced Manager for park,
carnival, summer resort. Dance pavilion, hotel or
club. Other amusement propositions considered. Dy-
namic personality. Age 38. Married; have car; go
anywhere. References exchanged. Salary and per-

centage. State all first letter. Write, wire or phone
Hemlock 5721. Guy Hallock, Duluth, Minn.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-

tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhib-
itors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

OPERATOR, EXPERIENCED ON WESTERN
ELECTRIC and R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE system or
silent pictures. Go anywhere; references. Address
Alex Branik, 3486 Brush St., Detroit, Michigan.

THE.\TRE MANAGER DESIRING CHANGE,
preferably South or West, married, go anywhere.
References; successful record. Two weeks' notice
necessary; at present employed major chain. Handle
any type theatre or group, executive capacity. Thor-
ough experience all branches business. All replies
will be answered. Wire or letter. Address H. Nella,
Majestic Hotel, Utica, N. Y.

AT LIBERTY—PROjTECTIONIST. Experience
on silent and talkie equipment, can give reference;
will locate anywhere. Address R. E. Huard, 34 Bond
St., Battle Creek, Mich.

PROJECTIONIST, SOUND OPERATOR, fifteen
years experience; write or wire. Address Barney
Ludesher, 1493 Washington St., Dubuque, Iowa.

THEATRE MANAGER, ORGANIST. AD WRIT-
ER. WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND OPER.'^TOR
—Non-Union, married, aged 35, desires two or three
year contract south of Mason-Dixon line or outside
continental United States. At liberty about Sen-
tember 15th. Highest references. Address full par-
ticulars. Box 486. Exhibitors Herald-World, t07 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Illinois.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, theatre advertising men, theatre
service men, available for employment at short notice.
No service charges. Address Theatre Managers In-
stitute, 325 Washington St., Elmira. New York.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, assistant managers, advertising
men. service men, available for employment at short
notice. Address Theatre Managers Institute. 325
Washineton St.. Elmira. New York.

PROJECTIONIST—Al—LONG EXPERIENCE all

machines and sound. Address Fred T. Walker, 2124
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, III.

Sound Equipment Bargains

FACTORY TO YOU—CUT OUT THE MIDDLE-
MAN-BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE—Sound-on-
Film Heads, S198.50: Photocells, $14.95; GE Exciter
Lamp, 98c: Optical Systems $29.50; Head Amplifiers,
$29.60: H h.p. Synchronous Motors. $29.50; Rochester
Built Turntables. $69.50; Samson 250 oush-DuIl ampli-
fier, $54.45; Audak Tuned Pickups, $33.95; Standard

Audak, $17.95; Speedometers, $9.95; Wright-DeCoster
Horns, $17.64; Jensen Speakers, $17.80; Exponential
Horns, $48.80; Giant Exponential Units, $46.35;
Junior Units, $21.95; Constant Faders, $13.90; Sound
Mixers, $19.50; VV. E. Approved Sound Screens,
$49.00; R. C. A. Licensed TuDes, 50% off; Acoustical
Felt, 29!4c sq. yd.; Bargains, Demonstrators, Rebuilt
Booth Equipment. Chenille Carpet, $1.19 sq. yd.
Write us your needs. Address Service-on-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound
screens a foot. 75c. Synchronous 14 H.P., motors,
$50.00. 'A HP. variable speed motors, $27.50. Large
hub two-thousand foot reels, $2.00. Imported Mirror
Arc mirrors guaranteed finest made 7", $6.00. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, up-
per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,
$25.00. Gundlach lenses, $5.00. Mazda regulators,
$37.50. Lens polish, a pint, $2.00. New Strong
rectifier tubes for 30 ampere, $13.50; for 15 ampere,
$7.25. Heavy film splicers, $6.00. Mazda globes for
any machine, discount 10%. Sure-fit Simplex parts,
discount 10%. Two Simplex machines like new with
new Strong Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-in-
tensity generator, $1175.00. Powers 6B Mazda ma-
chine good as new, $300.00. Two Powers 6B bases,
$150.00. Any size carbons National Bio. Electra
Discount 10%. Two Strong low-intensity lamps,
demonstrators, $300.00. Two Strong 30 amperes rec-
tifiers slightly used, $250.00. Two Powers 63 ma-
chines complete with heavy Grimes Turntables ready
for sound projection guaranteed best made, $900.00.
Write or wire us your needs. Twenty years in the
theatre supply business. You take no chance when
you order from the Western Motion Picture Co.,
Danville. III.

DISC-O-PHONE TURNTABLES NOW $50.00
EACH, with all attachments. Free trial offer. Ad-
dress the Disc-O-Phone Co., Florala, Ala.

Equipment for Sale

JENSEN 14"
BOXES. $950.00.
Dallas, Texas.

SPEAKERS, $35.00. FADER
Address Lee, 302 Harwood, St.,

NEW EQUIPMENT BARGAINS—TUBES, 30 day
replacement guarantee. No. 227, 90c; 226, 78c; 250,
$2.85; 210, $2.70; 281, $2.22; 245, $1.50; 244, $1.50;
171, 90c. ACCOUSTIC matting highly efficient, ab-
sorption co-efficient, 43%; guaranteed at 7^c per
square foot. ARC lamps, pick-ups, speakers, sound
screens approved by Western Electric, and many more
items at greatly reduced prices. Name your require-
ments. Address Apparatus Sales & Service Co., 1223-
1227 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

ONE PACENT DISC TALKING EQUIPMENT
IN PERFECT CONDITION—for $600.00 cash. One
extra good Simplex only slightly used for $400.00;
one Simplex good condition for $300.00; one Powers
6B including GE Mazda unit for $200.00; one Re-
producco Pipe Organ for $150.00. Address Royal
Theatre. Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

MOVIEPHONE DISK EQUIPMENT for two ma-
chines—for Powers or Simplex, complete cost $1,000.
Used less than a week. Lost lease. Must be soI<l at
once at price of $150. Direction for installing. Ad-
dress G. M. Beede. Westboro, Mass.

TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTTOGRAPH. $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters. New De Vry suit-
case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Dulutli,
Minn.

FOR SALE—One pair Syncrodisk Tables with
pick-up? and fader. Used only sixty days. Perfect con-
dition. Address A. D. Boon. Franklin, Mo.

ADDITIONAL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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SIX BRAND NEW $55.00 record cabinets for
$35.00 each. FOUR NEW TYPE $25.00 lens holders
for $20.00 each. Address Box 489. Exhibitors Her-
ald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

BRAND NEW RECORD CABINETS—$14.00 each.
Cost $35.00. Address Vitadisk Company, Inc.,
Rochester, New York

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NON-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde, New York.

FIRST HUNDRED DOLLARS TAKES BEAU-
TIFUL Phototone Non-Synchronous Speaker Tubes,
Record Cabinet. Fifty Records, perfect condition.
Address Ritz Theatre. Clearlield, Pa.

"BESTLITE" SHUTTERS GIVE MORE LIGHT,
minimum flicker, perfect Technicolor. $15.00, the
price. Address Bestlite Shutter Co., 3900 Third Ave.,
Sioux City, la.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN—ONE AUDI-
PHONE Talking outfit complete with Daylight Screen.
Address Lanett Theatre, Lanett, Alabama.

PRACTICALLY NEW HALF SIZE CINEPHOR
lenses, also quarter size. 2 good used Simplex Pro-
jectors with G. E. Mazda. 2 Simplex Mazda with
National regulators like new. 2 new Tariable speed
motors. Prices right. Address Box 492, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—FOUR DYNAMIC SPEAKERS.
Also 400 opera chairs. Write Nebraska Theatre
Corp., 2814 Learenworth St., Omaha, Nebraska.

MOVIE-PHONE DISC EQUIPMENT for Sim-
plex, guaranteed good condition. Instructions for
installing. $350.00 cash. Address Mission Theatre,
Dalhart. Texai.

DON'T PAY HIGHWAY ROBBERY PRICES
FOR PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS. We supply
standard replacements all leading systems same price
to manufacturers, dealers or exhibitors—$14.95. State
make and type wanted. Address Service-on-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway New York City, N. Y.

FOR SALE—PHOTOPHONE NON-SYNC, 7
months old, 150 records, $190.00. Address Galen The-
atre, MarysTille, Pa.

THE TALK OF THE TALKIES—Synchronized
reproducers, new 1930 models for lease at $5.70 a
week. _ Rentals give you ownership. Address Life-
tone Serrice Incorporated, Oregon, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT BARGAINS. We can
save you money on anything you want. Write for
prices. Oldest independent theatre supply house in
America. You take no chance when you buv from
the Western Motion Picture Company, Danville, 111.

"CAN YOU INSTALL YOUR OWN SOUND?"
Otheri have at a great saving. Detailed prints and
photographs are furnished. Write for prices and
terms. Address The Lifetone Co.. Oregon. Illinois

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in
guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps with or without machines at
reasonable prices. Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fans for AC and DC current. Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
at bargain prices for immediate shipment. Write for
bargain list. Address Illinois Theatre Enuipmem
Comnany. 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Operj
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-
flecting arc lamps, etc Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co.. S44 Wabash.
Chicago. Illinois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories.
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B snd Sim-
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Toseph Spratler.
1214 E. N~nth Street. Chicago. Illinois.

TWO LATEST MODEL SYNCRODISK SENIOR
TURN-TABLES With Pick-Ups and Fader, $65.00
each. Mason, 240 Columbia Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

PAIR VITADISC TURNTABLES WITH PICK-
UPS, Fader: $125.00. Address Lee, 302 So. Harwood
St., Dallas Texas.

Organs for Sale

PIPE ORGAN—LATE MODEL WURLITZER,
style "W." Slightly used, good as new. Cost $2,600.00.
Real Bargain. Will consider some trade. Address
Texas Theatre, Killeen, Texas.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED TO BUY—Two baby arc lights for Pow-
ers Projector at reasonable price. Address Fox Valley
Theatre, Fox Valley, Sask., Canada.

WANTED—TO PURCHASE—from 500 to 650 up-
holstered opera chairs for sound picture house. Also
two Simplex or Powers Projectors, must be prac-
tically new, at bargain prices. Address Exhibitors
Lock Box 674, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices. Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machines. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad, or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. California.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago. Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash, Chicago, Illinois.

WANTED—Sampson No. 19 or 20 Amplifier, 60
cycle. Address Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

WANTED—TWO MARQUISE SIGNS—eleven feet
long, changeable letters. Address Hippodrome, Ogdens-
burg, N. Y.

Chairs for Sale

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

FOR SALE—1000 UPHOLSTERED SEATS. Im-
itation Spanish leather, veneered backs. $1.85 each.
1500 5-ply veneered chairs 95c each. Address Illi-

nois Theatre Equipment Company, 1029 S. Wabash
Are., Chicago, 111.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs. 600 up-
holstered. 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago. Illinois.

1,000 used high-grade spring constructed theatre
seats covered in imitation Spanish leather. The seats
are all brand new with metal bottom boards. Very
reasonable prices. 500 spring edge seats covered in

imitation Spanish leather made by Heywood-Wakefield
Company. 1,000 upholstered seats in imitation leather.
veneer backs. 750 heavy 5-ply veneer theatre chairs

l/i backs. Also several smaller lots of upholstered
chairs, panel backs, at very attractive prices. We can
furnish you with your needs—everything for the thea-
tre—in the used line—at a great saving. For more
information and prices, write Illinois Theatre Equin
ment Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Managers* Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn
modern theatre management and theatre advertising.
The Institute's training leads to better nosiiions.
Write for particulars. Address Theatre Managers
Institute. 325 Washington St.. Elmira, N. Y.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-
less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 2^0
envelopes. 500 ZVii^TVi." letterheads $3.33. or SVJxH"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124. Knox. Indiana.

Films for Sale

BIG STOCK OF WESTERNS, SERIALS, CAR-
TOONS AND COMEDIES priced low for quick sale.

Write at once for our list if you are in the market
to buy for CASH. Address Security Pictures, Film
Exchange Building, Omaha, Nebr.

FREE 35 MM. FILM, SUITCASE P'ROJEC-
TORS, $30.00. 9mm. film cheap. List. Address
Seavey. 76 Laurel, Ridgefield Park, New Jersey.

COMEDIES, ACTION. WESTERN and Sensa-
tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition
film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co.. 630
Ninth Ave., New York. N. Y.

EXCELLENT WESTERNS. $3 REEL: Powers
6A Froiectors. $125.00. Address Marshall Films.
Rome. Georgia.

Films Wanted

WANTED _ USED MOVIE FILMS, ALSO
EQUIPMENT. Address Claude & Caeser, Kirklin,
Indiana.

WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE a few gpod,
silent comedies. Film must be in good condition.
Mail list and prices to the Pittsburgh Sales Company,
1317 Clark Building. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case, like

new. Address National Equipment Co., 409 West
Michigan St., Duluth. Minn.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago, Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

hare, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St„ Chicago, Illinois.

Pop-Corn Equipment Wanted

WANTED—POP-CORN ELECTRIC POPPER, up-
right glass enclosed prefered. Address Ben Brinck,
West Point, Iowa.

Bankrupt Stock

BANKRUPT STOCK — FILMS — MACHINES,
also Talking Equipment. Stamp for list. Address
Box 255, Hickman Mills, Missouri.

Insurance

THE BIGGEST SAFEGUARD for your business
is the sure protection afforded by insurance. BUT
insurance improperly written is itself a loss of money
to you. For ten years we have made a study of the
theatre's insurance needs. Call on us or write us.

Address Jules Juillard & Co., Room 937, 175 W.
Jackson Blvd.. Chicago. 111.

Would Like to Trade

$120 PER MONTH INCOME PROPERTY leased

to government, 10 years for Post-OfSce. Will trade
for Theatre building or Theatre business. Address
Box 493. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Illinois.

Partner Wanted

WANTED—A PARTNER TO BUY ONE-HALF
INTEREST in my Theatre in Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan. Will sell one-half interest in Theatre business
or building, or half interest in both. This Theatre
has been a paying proposition for twenty-five years.

Partner must be sober and reliable and willing to take
an active part in management of same. If interested
communicate with George C. Nichols, 1029 Madison
Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miscellaneous

ADVERTISE IN RURAL WEEKLIES—Lists free.
Address Meyer Agency, 4112 H. Hartford, St. Louis,
Mo.

THEATRE ADVERTISING — FLASHY 3x8
BILLS: 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4.25, postpaid. Kiiii
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10, cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-
ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Signs Shop,
Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOKBY FRAMES—Manufacturer to

you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service. Box 4673. Kan-
sas City, Mo.
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY

LETTERS FROM READERS

W orked-Over Talkers
AS THE WIFE OF AN EX-EXHIBITOR

I would like to make a few remarks upon
present film productions.
When, oh when, will we ever have some

first-class silent pictures made expressly so,

and not just a worked-over talkie?

Hundreds of people have had the movies
spoiled for them by the poor talkies that are
now operating in the majority of small towns.
Scores of others have this entertainment
ended for them because of deafness, then the
dramatic work is not so good either.

The other night I went to see "In Old
Madrid" with Ramon Novarro starring. The
picture was very mediocre, but the worst thing
was that not more than one-fifth of the
talking could be understood.

It was an average theatre in an average
town, so I paid only 30 cents. But that I

consider is a small price to pay for being
cured of an expensive habit. I was so dis-
gusted I resolved to never go again to an
entertainment that required so much hard
work to get anyching out of, for it was only
after hours of reflection that I finally learned
what the show was about and I've been a
veteran movie attendant.
Never again do I want to go to a movie

until we can have a genuine silent drama
with real dramatic work.

Since there are thousands hke me, we may
be a constituency worth taking into account-
Mrs. M. J. Black, formerly of Waverly, 111.

Pledged to Good Sound
WE HAVE JUST HAD PRESENTED TO

us, by the city attorney of our little city,

the beautiful Herald-World Plaque awarded
us by the committee for the high quality of
our sound reproduction, through the efforts
of the Chamber of Commerce of Holton.
Permit us to express our sincere thanks for

the beautiful emblem, which you may be sure
we are indeed proud to receive, and also to
pledge ourselves to an earnest effort to live
up to its wording and intent.
Also want to thank the Herald-World for

making it possible for an exhibitor to receive
a splendid prize such as the plaque is.

With all good wishes, I am—F. J. Ledoux,
Perkins theatre, Holton, Kansas.

Box Office Says Differently
SOME OF YOU FELLOWS THAT HAVE
been complaining about Tiffany pictures just

wait until you run this if you have not already
had It. Some complained about J. E. Brown's
dialect, you could at least tell what he was
saying and to my town no complaint about
Joe.

You fellows that are still silent get "Jour-
ney s End." It will be as good silent as talk-
ing as you can no more tell what they are
saying than if they talked French or Span-
ish. (The recording is extra good.) Never
mind about all the critics' "wonderful,"'
great, good," and "4 stars."

_
Had more walkouts, more people complain-

ing, telling me they dont think they will want
to see a picture for six months. A bunch of
kids

^

stood in front and hollered "rotten pic-
ture." About two people claimed they could

understand the language and thought the pic-

ture great. Cost okay if they could talk, but

they could not. This kind of picture will

kill the talking theatre quicker than anything

I know of.

Give us "Tanned Legs," "The Golden Calf,"

and it will survive regardless of some few
knocks, as the majority will like them much
better than "Journey's End," even if J. C.

does knock them. I think he is getting child-

ish anyway. He was boosting "Montana
Moon" but some exhibitors had substituted a

different cast than the "Montana Moon" I

had. So someone must have stuck in some-
thing in "The Golden Calf." Just like some
exhibitors always changing pictures. "Jour-
ney's End" is the highest price picture I have
bought and I would not give $7.50 for another,

score included. I have nothing against Tif-

fany and wish them success, but they won't
get it on such as these in small towns.

—

R. S. Wenger, Miami theatre. Union City,

Ind.

Edlund's Idea of 'Em
I AM SENDING IN A FEW REPORTS
on some recent pictures. They Learned

About Women is a real good picture concern-
baseball and vaudeville. Van and Schenck
are good and the baseball scenes are excellent.

This is a good picture for any exhibitor to

play. Business was way off but that was no
fault of the picture. The Mounted Stranger
was just the average Western hokum but okay
for those who care for them. Hoot Gibson
possesses a good talking voice. Drew fairly

well the first night but flopped badly the last

two. Guess everybody who likes Westerns
came the first night. The Big Party, a Sue
Carol picture, had Dixie Lee and Dixie is a
real gal and we can stand more of her. This
is not a big picture but sure is a crowd pleaser.

Fox sure has a gang of real young stars and
is giving us some good little pictures. Free
and Easy was one of the best pictures it has
been our pleasure to play This picture has
everything, good stars, good music and lots

of laughs. Must confess that I never cared
for Keaton silent but he's all there in the
talkies. Don't fail to play this one.—J L.
Edlund. Jr.. Highwood theatre, High River,
Alta., Canada.

Here's Powell's Reaction
OTHER EXHIBITORS MIGHT LIKE TO
know the results I had with the following

pictures. Hold Everything, excellent produc-
tion. Had splendid drawing power. Audience
laughed most of the time Second night held
up well, considering how poor conditions are
around here. Technicolor good. If more of
the Warner Brothers specials had been up to
the standard of this one, we might have been
saved from some of the terrible losses we
have sustained on their product. The Man
Hunter, terrible. Rinty did the best he could
but he had little supnort and few opportuni-
ties. The direction of this picture is positively
the worst I have ever seen. A thing like this

might have been excused a year ago but
today it is a crime to send out such junk.
If you have this hooked, lay it up —W. J.
Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.

Too Much Brogue: Flanagan
EXHIBITORS WHO HAVEN'T PLAYED
them yet might like to know how I did

with these. The Long Long Trail, very noisy
in spots. Audience seemed pleased, no kicks.

How we packed them in for Broadway Scan-
dals! Columbia shows have all been good
and the Denver manager is certainly trying to

be on the square with the exhibitors. The
Mississippi Gambler was liked by our crowd.
I cannot understand how exhibitors pan some
shows and say people walk out on them when
the same pictures cause our people to tell me
how well they Hked them. Of course, I know
good sound is the main reason. Side Street
seemed to be a good show made wrong. Too
much brogue.
As for shorts, I found Sole Mate okay.

Merry Dwarfs was also very good. Marking
Time had plenty of dancing and seemed to
satisfy. Race Riot was very good for the
kids. We are geting tired of cartoons. Oil's
Well was just another Oswald. One a month
would be plenty. A Vitaphone Act, Blue
Ridgers, was very good. Pleased everyone.
Ccush and Marry okay also.

—

Fred Flanagan,
Flanagan and Heard, Vona theatre, Vona,
Colo.

A Word from Brenner
I WOULD LIKE TO REPORT ON A FEW

pictures just recently played. He Knew
Women, quite the best thing of it's kind that
has ever been done for the screen but I can-
not say anything about it as to audience re-

action for the very good reason that I have
just closed the poorest three days while show-
ing this picture in the twelve years I have
operated this house. Quite a number of walk-
outs, which shows while this is good it only
appeals to a certain class. Jealousy, quite the
poorest thing that has been released by any-
one. This is one of Paramount's earlier talk-
ing pictures and should be shelved, and if

they won't shelve it for you pay for it and
leave it. Border Romance—You managers
looking for extraordinary first-run material
suitable for hot weather, should get this. It

is the best entertainment that has been re-

leased by any one this past few months. If
you remember what I said recently about a
previous Tiffany, I said "Give us pictures,"
and here I say is a picture.—W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Kennedy Tells Them
HERE ARE A FEW REPORTS ON Pic-

tures. The Golden Calf, light but entertain-
ing. Brendel and Marjorie White keep the
crowd in good humor. If you have any doubt
that it pays to advertise, see this. While One
Romantic Night is well directed and ably acted,
it is hardly a small town picture. It is the old
story of the princess and the pauper in a new
settine but the splendid voices of the cast save
it. Miss Gish is far better audible than silent

and the rest of the cast have already estab-
lished their voices as beyond criticism. He
Knew Women is made to order for the woman
but rather sophisticated for small towns. There
is absolutely no action and the suspense is

trifling. Lowell Sherman gives a polished
performance as a poor but clever man-about-
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town. Alice Joyce is much improved in the

talkies. The Arizona Kid—here's a swell

Western. Much better in my opinion than "In

Old Arizona." Baxter played this part to

perfection. Some grand scenery, hard riding

and quick gun-play round out a swell evening
for any small town crowd.

And here are some shorts. Radio Kisses,

the first comedy with a color sequence. Can't

say that it helps it any. Fair Sennett comedy.
Stamina, an excellent "Sportlight." Social
Sinners, my patrons laughed more at this than
at any comedy we have run in talkies. Reason?
It has some action. Tarsan the Tiger, a high-
ly touted serial that was not very exciting for

a starter. In the Sliarkey-Schmeling Fight the

producers extracted any punch it might have
had by making the actual fight silent. The
foul blow is quite evident.—S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.

Make 'Em Clean, Says Silver

JUST PLAYED LILIES OF THE FIELD
and this talking picture did not satisfy here.

If the story is good, our patrons did not ap-

preciate it. The star was fine and some of the

cast were, too. But too much booze and
rough stuff. We have played better pictures

of this star. As entertainment, it looks to me
as though a lot of good talent had been wasted.
Light of the Western Stars, however, was a

mighty good, entertaining picture. Good story

and well acted. Gave good satisfaction. Hells
Harbor, is a strong picture—16 buckets of

blood, etc. The star and cast fine. Story in-

teresting but they don't all. like these terror

pictures. Satisfaction about 50 per cent after

the first show. A bad box office flop. The
biggest pictures don't always give the best

satisfaction in the talkies, we find. Good, clean

program pictures are what satisfies.

Here are two good comedies, also. Let Me
Explain, a good talking comedy with an all-

star cast. Purely Circumstantial, a very good
com.edy. Talking very good.

—

Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Lots of Action, He Says
HERE ARE SOME REPORTS ON Pic-
tures. The Golden Calf, light but entertain-

derful all-talking picture with lots of action

in it. Best Rin-Tin-Tin picture we have ever

shown. "Under a Texas Moon" is the theme
song. Boost the picture, it will please. Sunny
Skies, a nice picture for small towns. Lots
of comedy in this by Benny Rubin and this

fellow sure can dance. Seven Keys to Bald-
pate, why spoil Richard Dix in this type of

a picture. Nothing to it, no action, no comedy,
no story except that seven men that had seven
keys to Baldpate. Hope Dix's next picture is

better. I advise you to pay for it and leave it

on the shelf.

I recently played a short that deserves men-
tion. Sky High, which was like any M G M
comedy, good. This comedy is one of Lang-
don's best. Buy M G M comedies.—P. H. Bil-
let, Coliseum theatre, Annawan, 111.

Doesnt Care for Spanish
I'D LIKE TO MAKE SOME COMMENT
on pictures I have played recently. The

Midnight Mystery, fair mystery drama. The
Sea Bat, fairly interesting South Sea story.

Scenes showing the Sea Bat were thrilling and
interesting. Lady of Scandal, slow, draggy
story lacking in interest and human appeal.

I had Romance of the Rio Grande booked
for two days but canned it after the first

day's run. No action and too much Spanish
dialect. Fox was nice enough to furnish us
with a substitute. The Cohens and Kellys
in Scotland, poor entertainment, no story,

terrible. Ladies Love Brutes proved one of
the finest pictures we have run in many
months. Will please all classes. The Flora-
dora Girl is an unusually different picture that
will please. Excellent direction. Had lots of
compliments. The Texan, a fine Western

melodrama. The Fall Guy, a fairly good pro-
gram offering. The Devil's Holiday was ex-
cellent from the standpoint of story, acting,

photography and direction. Brought lots of
compliments. I found With Byrd at the
South Pole a remarkable production. Never
got tiresome. It was advertised big in sur-
rounding towns and I had sweet business.
The second day improved over the first.

Everyone should see this. Young Eagles was
only fair offering. The direction is not good.
The airplane scenes were good but no one
knew what it was all about.

—

-Armistead
Brothers, Lyric theatre, Easley, S. C.

No Ham and Egg Quartet
HERE ARE THREE PICTURES THAT I

have just played that I would like to make
some comment on. First of all, I found Hell's

Heroes the biggest piece of corruption that

has ever been run through a projector. Had
this booked for three nights but after the first

showing (during which half the patrons
walked out and stopped in the lobby and told

me how rotten it was) we placed the feature

back in its can and shipped it back to the ex-

change. How do they do it? I don't know
but they sure did it with this. And Trigger
'Tricks? Well, Hoot used to be our best bet

but now he's slipping. In the making of this

picture he must have got awfully tired, because
he failed to put in any action, and after all,

in Westerns that's what we crave. Hoof beats

were put in by the drummer and served as

comedy but there's nary a thrill in the whole
darn film can. On the other hand. Near the

Rainbozv's End is truly the best Western we
have plaved since the advent of talking pic-

tures. The song, "Ro-Ro-Rolin' Along," was
great. No ham and egg male quartet by a

long shot. Patrons were mighty pleased with
this picture and did not fail to tell us so.

Action a-plenty.

—

Carl Veseth, Palace thea-

tre, Malta, Mont.

Good But Didnt Draw
EXHIBITORS MIGHT LIKE TO KNOW

about these pictures that I've played re-

cently. The Viking, lovely but failed to gross

expenses. Dynamite, excellent drama but it

did not draw and I did not gross film rentals.

Lucky in Love, very nice little Irish picture.

Well liked by the few who came to see it

but for some reason it did not draw and did

not gross expenses. Words and Music—
Played this with a Maynard silent Western
in a double program and drew the best crowd
in months. Nice picture. Gold Diggers of
Broadway was dazzling. Unfavorable weather
on two of the three nights prevented this

from breaking house records and also had to

buck Chautauqua but had the satisfaction of

putting this grafting concern out of business

as far as this town is concerned.

Also here are a few shorts : Voice of Hol-
lywood No. I, nice short. Everything, with
Van and Schenck—nothing to this team.
Irish Fantasy was a good featurette.—B. R.

Johnson, Orpheum theatre, Kerrobert, Sask.,

Canada.

And That's That
I JUST READ MR. GEORGE "NERVO"
Tompkins' reply to Bill Brenner's article. I

don't know what the "Nervo" in his name
means, but I do know Bill Brenner and what
puzzles me is why Bill ever booked the act

in the first place.—R. S. Wenger, Miami thea-

tre, Union City, Ind. [This closes the case.—
Ed.J

Storm Doesnt Help B. O.

HERE ARE SEVERAL REPORTS pN
pictures I have played which other exhibi-

tors may like to know about. Happy Days--
This pair always draws for us and we did

good business with this one. Under a Texas
Moon, all technicolor and we believe it saves

the picture, as our patrons failed to find

much of a story to this one. The technicolor

is wonderful. Lilies of the Field did only a

fair business. Patrons did not like the end-
ing. This one will do for one night's show-
ing. Born Reckless did a good business on
Saturday night. It is okay to play when you
are sure of a crowd but not otherwise. High
Society Blues—Did this one draw? We'll say
it did ! Money, money, money. Play it and
you will not lose. This is the best one by
this pair yet. The Golden Calf should draw
for anyone by proper advertising. The story
is good and there is not too much singing and
dancing. Officer O'Brien, good story, good
acting, good print, good sound. What more
could we ask for? Oh, good box office re-

ceipts. Well, we did a fair business and
would have done better but we had a bad
wind and electrical storm. Lost our power
and also a lot of patrons. Try it.

Here are a few shorts we have just shown.
High Toned—Patrons are losing their inter-

est in this pair. Buck and Bubbles. Ace of
Scotland Yard—We are glad this one is ended.
This serial failed us. Only part-talking and
people want all-talking or not any. This one
did not help our business any. Love Birds—

•

This stuff is getting to be the same old story.
Using the same gags and dances does not
boost a series of comedies. Knights Out—
Our patrons liked this one and there were a
great many laughs. This pair should draw
for any of you. A Perfect Match—We didn't
see anything perfect about this one. A poor
comedy to run, even for a free show. Aesop's
Fables, good little one reelers to run and we
get a lot of comments on these little fellows.
Mickey's Strategy—These would be good but
we fail to get results with recording on disc.—E. R. TiNKHAM, Chic theatre, Milo, Me.

Gibbons Liked "Sally"
FM WRITING IN TO SAY A FEW
words of praise about Sally, the most suc-

cessful play we have presented this year.
Though not nearly so successful from the box
office point of view as the original "Sally,"
played by Colleen Moore a few years ago, that
is not the fault of Marylin Miller but the fault

of the times. Marylin Miller is an actress of
such accomplishments as will repay you for
all that you may spend in exploiting this fea-

ture, while the feature itself is a dazzling pre-
sentation in theme and color, perhaps unsur-
passed by anything on the screen.—A. J. Gib-
bons, Illinois theatre, Metropolis, 111.

Too Much Slapstick for Him
HERE ARE SOME REPORTS OF Pic-

tures I have run lately. In Gay Madrid,
acting was good but there was no action and
picture was dull, except in two places. A poor
picture for Novarro to make. The Mounted
Stranger, a fair Gibson production. Some
comedy but not quite as much action as usual
in Gibson's pictures. Devil's Pit, an unusual
picture. Quite interesting. Not a picture that

has much appeal for the average patrons of
pictures. Free and Easy, first portion was
very funny and Buster Keaton was up to his

usual standard. Toward the end, there was
too much slap stick.

—

George Lodge, Green
Lantern theatre, Claymont, Del.

Favorable Reaction
ALTHOUGH A LITTLE LATE IN SEND-

ing you our thanks for the bronze plaque
you so kindly gave us, nevertheless we are very
proud our theatre was fortunate enough to

obtain the coveted prize. We have had the

praise of our entire community and have felt

a reaction from our patrons most favorable
because this seems a way of proving to the
skeptical public that the "sound sounds right."

Allow us to thank you most sincerely for

the plaque, and assure you we will strive to

live up to all the plaque stands for.

Thanking you again.

—

Roy McAmis, Man-
ager, Princess theatre, Sayre, Oklahoma.
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Y^ Tess of Filmville

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By JIM LITTLE

PROBABLY one of the coolest spots in this man's town on a hot day is the

bungalow on top of the Sherman Hotel. Four sides for the breezes to blow
In from, and nothing in particular to impede them. That is where, on last

Tuesday, executives and managers of R K O had a hig meeting, at the behest

of Joseph Plunkett, vice president of Radio-Keith-Orpheum. Most of the party

arrived Tuesday morning so that they could have a few moments in which to

get comfortable before the afternoon session.

AIvEONG those present were Joseph Plunkett,

Nate Blumberg, Major L. E. Thompson,
E. M. Horoitz, J. J. Hess, Jules Levy, Charles

J. Freeman, H. R. Em.ce, Dave Beehler,

Charles McDonald, Lew Golding, Charles
Winston, Ace Berry, Morgan Ames, Thomas
Soriero, C. Vincent, C. Fernikoss, William
Elson and H. Gill.

* * «

R. V. Anderson, better known to all his

associates and the trade in general as Dia-
mond Dick, is on a tour covering all the

offices on his way to the coast. It seems
to have resolved itself into something re-

sembling a hatless endurance contest, and
the reason—well, he left New York with-

out a hat and has decided not to wear one
until he returns. And he isn't a "timid
soul" either. He even doesn't carry one in

his hand just to show the world that he
has got one. He is, by the way, but we
probably don't need to mention it (but we
will), sales director of the Universal News-
reel.

The Temple theatre, owned by a gentleman

named Bambero, is one of two owned by him
now. The other is the recently acquired

Lyons theatre in Lyons, Illinois.

* * *

Leo Salkin, formerly connected with Marks
Brothers, and now manager of the Oriental

theatre, left this week for a vacation, which
we hope, as we do all the rest, is the best

ever.
^ ^ ^

And speaking of vacations, Henri Keates
also is taking a well deserved change, and
during his absence, Eddie Michels will officiate

at the console for a week, and then Preston
Sellers will assume command.

* * *

The week of August 22 will see something
new in the idea of stage shows on the Oriental
stage. Two bands will vie with one another,
which no doubt will appeal to the patrons.
Incidentally, and very much so, the two bands
consist of one led by Al Kvale, and the other
by Harry Rose. 'T ought to be good.

* * *

Jack Warner rushed through the city last

week on his way to New York. He certainly
makes flying trips, even though he doesn't
go by airplane.

EXHIBITORS SHOULD KNOW—
That they are buying big pictures today

for less than they paid two and three

years ago.

That their patrons are not interested in

their overhead.
That it pays to advertise—box office re-

turns do not come from a gun.

That a one sheet and a set of photos
stuck in the lobby means just another
picture..

That a theatre with a good lobby litho-

graph and photo display can do a big

business.

That exchanges have poster departments,

and they operate them at a loss.

That they are still in the show business,

and patrons expect to be sold.

That when sound first came in, anything

clicked: Today the feature picture is the

attraction.

That a well illuminated theatre canopy
ivill attract people.

Sam Gorelick jotted these down one day, pat them
in a box, and here they are.

Roderick Ross, who is known, probably, to
every film man in Chicago, dropped in for
a brief visit the other day from his home
down in West Palm Beach, Florida. One of
the stories he told was about one time when
he entertained Harry Lauder. Things were
made interesting, and quite classical when he
was handed the title of Roderick Dhu, who
takes one of the principal character roles in
Scott's "Lady of the Lake."

* * *

Chicago theatre fans are having a treit
this week, those attending the Oriental are

because the original "boop-boop-pa-doop" girl

is there in person. Helen Kane is still very

popular with her public.
* * *

Oscar R. Hanson, general sales manager of

Tiffany productions, spent some time in Chi-

cago last week, going from here to Minne-
apolis.

•^ ^ ^

Walter Brown is now with Western Elec-

tric, and is located over in the Standard Oil

Building. We dropped in to see him the

other day, for we really had heard so much
about him that we felt we knew him. Not
knowing Walter Brown seemed almost like a

sin, so we rectified it (if that is what you do
to sins) and had a most delightful chat with

him. Electrical Research Products certainly

picked a good man this time. We knew that

before we met him, but now we're doubly
sure.

* * *

We were walking down Michigan near
Roosevelt Road the other day when some-
thing fastened itself with a great deal of de-

termination to our coat tail, and we stopped.

Of course we turned around and there stood

Sam Schaeffer, with a bandage on one hand,
but the hand he grabbed us with was perfectly

good. We can vouch for that. And then he
led us back a few doors to his new quarters

at 1150 South Michigan, and they're some
quarters. Of course it isn't fixed up like it

will be when he gets settled, but if the way
it looks now is any indication it's going to

he an ideal office and showroom combined.
Sam left for New York last week, to be gone
about ten days.

Tess Heraly

When it comes to writing biographies, it is

one thing to write about some other chap that
you happen to know, and quite another thing
to write about some
beautiful lady who
you rather secretly

admire. But in con-
juring up adjectives

with which to inter-

sperse the few para-
graphs that are to

come, we may have
to repeat some sev-
eral times, but each
time the word is

used, it will either

have a new meaning
or will strengthen
those used before.

Tess—do we need
to attach a last name
—or will we simply be informal and take

unto ourselves the privilege of calling a most
charming lady by her first name—was born
in this man's town about—well, she says her-

self that it was on December 5, some time in

the 20th century. Now isn't that just like a

woman. You know and yet you don't, which,
we suppose, is an excellent frame of mind
to be in, for the curious usually live on and
on, or else pop.

We would say that the Windy City should
be proud indeed to have been the birth place
of one of its representatives, shall we say,

Didos. (Perhaps you all know that Dido was
at one time the very beautiful queen of the
old Carthaginian state, which gave the Ro-
mans such a run for their money.) She has
lived here all her life (that is, we suppose
she has) during which time she managed to

reach the great height of 5 feet 6 inches and
the great weight of—please pardon us—all she
says is plenty.

Not married but—well, that is a lovely stone,
and Tess seems to have a twinkle in her eye
when she talks to someone, no, not everyone,
but someone, over the phone. The schools of
St. Xavier and Moser had her as a pupil,

and in 1919 she got her first position with
the Motion Picture News, and after that with
the Exhibitors Association of Chicago.

It's a great delight to drop into her office

in the Standard Oil building. Now and then
she isn't so terribly busy, and you do get a
chance to talk to her, but again—she seems
to be about the most popular being in the
place.

But we're forgetting about the biography.
See? What did we tell you about writing re-

spective biographies? Here's what Tess says
in answer to question about pet peeves and
favorite hobbies. "Tess, you're putting on
weight." (That's the peeve.) "Betting on
tips that never materialize." (That's the
hobby.) And as for sports. Well, without
consulting Tess we'd say it was golf, but as
she lists them it's swimming, riding and golf.

Favorite presidents are always difficult to
choose, but Tess is treading on pretty firm
ground when she says Jack Miller and all the
moving nicture players are all her favorite
stars. That, after all, doesn't leave much
chance for an argument.

(We really would like to say much more,
but perhaps we'd better say it to Tess.)

Exhibitors are sending in their congratu-
lation on the first anniversary of the Chi-
cago

_
Daily News-Universal Newsreel. It

was just a year ago that the Chicago Daily
News and Universal entered into a part-
nership to produce a newsreel, which has
been a great success, and has been warmly
lauded by exhibitors throughout the city.

May we, too, ofifer our congratulations.



What are Sound

and Color Worth?
... Naturally they are worth any-

thing you can afford to pay for them.

Here is a series of special tinted films

that lend charming color, and give

strikingly faithful sound, at the cost

of black-and-white. "^^Kastman Sono-

chrome Tinted Positive Films'' is the

name. They supply the two prime

features of the modern motion pic-

ture without any penalty of price.

KASTVIAV KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood



[ADVERTISEMENT]

M-GM FAR AHEAD IN S^LES ON NEW PRODUCT!
Volume of Contracts for 1930-31 Pictures bets New Mark for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer!
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AND NOW ITS "OUR
BLUSHING BRIDES!
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JOAN CRAWFORD KNOCKS
'EM FOR A LOOP!
NEW YORK—Held Over 2nd Week, Capitol, N. Y. Tremendous! "

LOS ANGELES—Biggest in Criterion history. Beats "Divorcee", "Big House"!

ST, LOUIS—Broke all house records.

NEW ORLEANS—Biggest since Christmas Week

!

WASHINGTON, D. C—Every record blooie!

PORTLAND—Business the sensation of town!

NASHVILLE—Biggest receipts in months!

DETROIT—Unprecedented 2nd week hold over at Michigan.

DENVER—Tremendous! Beats "Divorcee," "Caught Short."

When M-Q'M STARS them

they STAY STARRED!
I

Ji



Holdover Pictures Hit Amazingly High Mark

EXH IBITORS

RALD
LEO BREAKS ALL
ENDURANCE RECORDS
AS "TOP-OF-THE-
INDUSTRY'' SITTER!

^v^^

I .

He^s been up there a long time—

On top of the picture heap!
This year again he clinches the

Top position! With pictures like:

THE BIG HOUSE — CAUGHT SHORT (Dressier -Moran)
LET US BE GAY, DIVORCEE (Shearer) ROMANCE (Garbo)

OUR BLUSHING BRIDES (Crawford) WAY OUT WEST (Haines)

And Still They Come!

Stay On Top of the Heap in'30-'31With

ETRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER
I Mr» 7 Entered as second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office al Chicago, III., under the act of March 3, 1S79. Published Aiirliict Ifi IQ^flr, l-^u.

. uieekly by Quigley Publishing Co.. at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicni/c. Subscription, $3.00 a year. Single copies. 25 cents. -^"gUX- "Jr tZf^XJ
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There Is No Substitute

For Circulation

—

—as proof of the service a

publication is rendering

a field

—as proof of just where a

publication stands in the

estimation of a field

EXHIBITORS HERALD -WORLD Has

The Largest Circulation In The Motion

Picture Trade. (Proof by the Audit

Bureau of Circulations*)

*The HERALD-WORLD is the only motion picture trade publication whose circulation state-

ments are audited by the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
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HAPPY
NEW YEAR

DRAWING CARDS
FROM

PARAMOUNT!
These 18 Giant Box Office Hits Released

in August^ September and October are

Another Reason Exhibitors Rush to

Sign Paramount Contracts!



4 EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD August 16, 1930

SIGIVliVG A I930-31 PARAMOUNT
CONTRACT IS SHAKING HANDS
WITH PROSPERITY!
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WHERE WOULD THIS
INDUSTRY BE RIGHT
NOW WITHOUT METRO-
GOLDWYN-MAYER'S SEN-
SATIONAL SERIES OF HITS?
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
PICTURES ARE LICKIN

ALL OPPOSITION

!
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^^Y OUT WEST

AND A PUNCH
IN EITHER FIST
FOR NEXT SEASON

1931
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METRO-
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''Your Lucky Star"
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A NECESSARY PART OF ANY
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

IS a set of
*

Richardson's Handbooks on Projection

To thoroughly know all the fundamentals of both silent and sound projec-

tion, this set is most essential.

In treating this subject the author deals profusely with every angle of

projection—illustrating his lessons with diagrams and pictures.

Some of the many angles dealt with are: Arc Light Source; Carbons;

Condensers; Electrical Action; Projection Angle; Generators; Fuses;

Insulation; Lenses; Light Action; Optics; Picture Distortion; Practical

Projection; Resistance as it applies to the projection circuit; Spotlights;

Switches; Wiring; The Microphone; Recording Sound; Sound ReproduC'

tion; Light Valve Recording; Disc Record Recording; Cleaning and Splic'

ing Sound Film; The PhotO'Electric Cell; Electrical Condenser; Amplifiers

and Their Care; Horns and Loud Speakers; Motor Control Box; etc.

You cannot afford to longer delay having the help of these books at your

finger tips at all times.

Tear off and use the hlan\ helow.

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn St.

Chicago, 111.

Please send me the books checked hereunder, ^d for which I am enclosing my remittance of $

Richardson's Handbook—^v61. 1 and 2 of the 5th edition $ 6.20

Richardson's Handbook—Vol. 3 (on sound) of the ?th edition $ 5.10

Combination rate (compld;e set) — $10.20

j
Signed _

Address / _

City :
I

State _ _

Prompt shipment will be made if order is accom^ianied with certified chec\, money order or draft. We will also ship C O. D.

'A



Denny Seen at

Farcical Best
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with FIRST NATIONAL'S
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ofWAY
Reaches New Height^ of
Dramatic Achievement with

CONRAD NAGEL* LORETTA
YOUNG • FRED KOHLER

Hits The Heart Of Womanhood
Introduce*

ELSIE FERGUSON
to the talking screen

with Marion Nixon, Grant Withers,

John Halliday

m

Smiles of appreciation on the lips of exhibitors who
have bought First National product turn to laughs of

content as release after release continues to hold the

high level of merchandise and entertainment value.

Soon to take their place in this squadron of hits

are Otis Skinner in "KISMET," Lewis Stone and Leon

Janney in "FATHER'S SON," Marilyn Miller in

"SUNNY,"and Edward G. Robinson heading a starring

cast of names in "LITTLE CAESAR."

4^

FIRST NATIONAL WILL CONTINUE FIRST!



EVERY
MORE

WEEK AND EVERY
FIRMLY

COMMON CLAY
with CONSTANCE BENNETT

LEW AYRES
TULLY MARSHALL, MATTY KEMP, BERYL MERCER

Directed by VICTOR FLEMING

From the Harvard priz« ptay by Clevei Kinhead

Held over for 3rd week or Rexy. Business building every day
becouse of word o( moulh advertising. First i doys of 2nd
week beat Rrst 4 opening days by $5,280.

AUGUST 17

v%\

MAN TROUBLE
DOROTHY MACKAILL, MILTON SILLS

KENNETH MacKENNA, SHARON LYNN

ROSCOE KARNS

Story by Ben Ames Williams

Directed by BERTHOLD VIERTEL

See Milton Sills in a new kind of a role, bigger

than h e has ever hod. And.Dorothy Mackaill the

beautiful, great-to-see and great-to-hear as she

sings songs you'll remember. A romance that's

a spine tingler and heart toucher combined.

AUGUST 24

ZANE GREY'S GRAND STORY

LASTOFTHEDUANES
with fhe Big Shot of Western stars

GEORGE O'BRIEN
and LUCILE BROWNIE, talent from the stage

MYRNA LOY, the orchid of the screen

WALTER McGRAIL, popular leading man

Directed by ALFRED WERKER

Caviar to kids and all others who love to pile thrill on thrill...

Rattle of shots. ..Thunder of hoofs. ..O'Brien rides like a

Cossack, and can pock a lot of petting into his good right

arm. You'll gasp at the terrific foils of horses and men. ..44

calibre in everyway.
AUGUST 31

HAS THII
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PICTURE ESTABLISH

KliritKiUACY
JOHN McCORMACK
SONG O' MY HEART

with MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN,

JOHN GARRICK, ALICE JOYCE, J.M.KERRIGAN,
TOMMY CLIFFORD, FARRELL MACDONALD

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE

Box office bonanza proven by 3 big weeks at United Artists

Theatre, Chicago, in pre-release showing, bringing best business

in months. The marvelous voice that thrills the world of $5 a ticket

can now charm your customers at popular prices.

SEPTEMBER 7

ON YOUR BACK
IRENE RICH H.B.WARNER
RAYMOND HACKETT

MARION SHILLING

ILKA CHASE
Directed by GUTHRIE McCLINTIC

LibertyMagozine story by RitaWeimon that made
two readers for every one there was before. Mil-

lion dollar fashion parade of gorgeous girls in

glittering gowns. Great in heart interest, big in

suspense.
SEPTEMBER 14

VICTOR McLAGLEN

WOMEN
with MONA MARIS

HUMPHREY BOGART
LUANA ALCANIZ
Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS

The great lover of the screen. If yoo count the charmers. No
matter what you coll 'em, Janes, ikirts, wrens, rags, dolls, frails

or femmes, he knows what winds 'em up and makes 'em go.This

time he breaks hearts all over Central America...Uh huh, and
a few faces too. Laugh your head off. It will do you good.

SEPTEMBER 21

PKMNIC11



25YEARS RATHE
COMEDIES HAVE LED
THE FIELD
rhe great feature stars of

today were PATHE COAAEDY

players of yesterday—PATHE

picks the best and the public

approves the choice with fame

and fortune.

PATHE Directors, Authors, and Com-

posers are natural-born Creators of

snappy gags, high powered puns, hot

numbers, graceful melodies and toe-

I'ickling tunes, all in grand ensembles

of gorgeous girls surrounding comedy

stars whom the Gods destined to make

^he whole world laugh.

Believe it or not—the public knows this

and what the public knows is reflected

—every day— in the cash receipts.
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AND FOR 1930-31 PATHE IS

FARTHER AHEAD THAN EVER
RAINBOW COMEDIES RODEO COMEDIES
Fast and furious in all the colors of the rainbow,

with a pot of gold for the exhibitor who shows

them.

An answer to the public demand for talking

Westerns featuring cowboy songs and camp-

fire wit.

WHOOPEE COMEDIES MELODY COMEDIES
Young America mqkes joy unterrified and un-

defiled.
Musical tabloid with popular singers and
dancers. A riot of fast stepping melody.

MANHATTAN COMEDIES cAMPUS COMEDIES
Sophisticated comedy of Main Streets and the

Big Towns. Latest popular songs, new jokes,

smart gags.

College whoopee introducing things not found

in the curriculum of any university.

FOLLY COMEDIES CHECKER COMEDIES
The foibles of farce and gracefulness presented

by the daintiest dancers in the profession.

Slapstick in which the big stick of sure-fire en-

tertainment is wielded without restraint.



MewYork
acclaims if- ^Riof/

Amazingly Amusing . . . Merry . . • Mad • . •

Hilarious" -N. y. American

Comedy Riot •

Screened''
One of Funniest Yet

—Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Evening Journal

II

II

f'm*

it's a Scream... Heartiest Laugh in Months''
—George Gerhard, N. Y. Evening World

Audience in Constant State of Merriment"
—Mordaunf Hall, N. Y. Times

Melange ofHumor ... Irresistible"
—Richard Watts, Jr., N. Y. Herald-Tribune

Cash Customers Howled

Filled the Globe Theatre

//

//

— Lloyd Acuff, N. Y. Daily News

—Julia Sbawell, N. Y. Evening Graphic

Grand . . . Joe Cook Superior Comedian"
— Roberf Garland, N. Y, Telegram

A Riot . . . Real Thrills . . . Cook Is Great"
—Bland Johaneson, N. Y. Mirror

Good Show . .. Make You Forget Your
Worries" -n y s„.

Grandly Comic . . . Guaranteed Laughs"
—Whitney Bolton, N. Y. Telegraph

COOK tJZ.

^Hlflff
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY

The Advertising Code

A LOT of people outside the industry are inclined to

the belief that the Production Code, passed by the

leading producers last Winter and ratified by the Pro-

ducers and Distributors association, is a hollow gesture—

a

grandstand play intended to win some applause and
approval and in no way a serious program intended to

safeguard the moral character of the screen.

We are glad to be able to take issue radically with those

who hold such an opinion. The Production Code came
only after a great deal of thought and study—and only

after the imperative necessity of such a procedure was
realized by the responsible heads of the industry. It was
not entered into Ughtly and it is not regarded lightly—at

least not by those persons who are in a position to deter-

mine the trend of production matters.

We would like to be able to say as much for the Adver-
tising Code but the situation does not warrant any such

comment.

The real fault in the advertising situation—now and for

a long time back—lies with these same responsible heads
in the industry' who have taken the Production Code seri-

ously but, as far as the Advertising Code is concerned, it

is a fair guess that some of them at least do not even know
of its existence.

Yet the character of the advertising and publicity em-
ployed by the industry is in various respects as important
to the future of the business as the character of the screen

entertainment itself. The publication of suggestive adver-

tising threatens practically the same consequences as the
publication of suggestive pictures. Any and every effort

of the industry to display a respectable mien to the public
cannot possibly succeed if the advertising and publicity

published by motion picture companies is of a character
which leads the public to believe the worst it may hear
about the industry, its pictures and its people.

We do not beheve that the majority of the advertising

men in the industry were at all impressed with the neces-

sity of the Advertising Code which was adopted early this

Summer. Such an effort should have originated with the
advertising men and, most naturally, should have origi-

nated in the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.

But nothing of this kind happened. In the light of its

record this probably seems like a lot to expect from the
advertisers' association but still it seems natural that with
the deluge of justified criticism which has been registered

against a long list of incidents in motion picture advertis-

ing the association might have taken some note of the

matter.

This, of course, was not done. The Advertising Code,
such as it is, was impressed upon the advertising men by
the Hays association. A fair code, with at least one notable

exception, was arrived at, duly recorded and—from all

indications—promptly forgotten about.

The lack of interest in the code now may not be entirely

charged against the advertising men because at no time

have they showed any particular interest in it or in the

situation which necessitated it. The chief criticism here
may be laid at the doors of the leading executives who
have troubled themselves little if at all about the matter.

Every advertising man worthy of the name would rather

publish respectable copy than the other kind. When his

work is of the other kind it is usually because he thinks

that is what the company wants.

He reasons that the responsibility after all is with his

superiors. And he reasons correctly.

AAA
Mr. Shaw Relents

MR. GEORGE BERNARD SHAW, the brilliant and
somewhat irresponsible British author, has let it be

known that, finally, he has consented to have his works

—

all of them—filmed. In making this announcement Mr.
Shaw strikes an attitude which suggests that he possibly

felt that when this news reached the impressionable people
of the United States they would fall to their knees in an
act of thanksgiving for the great favor bestowed so liberally

upon them.

Mr. Shaw has studiously insulted motion pictures for

many years. He could well afford to do this before the
advent of talking pictures because his plays—without the

aid of a pulmotor crew of Hollywood scenarists—would
have died in the face of the camera. Now, however, with
talking pictures he decides—doubtlessly with the help of

substantial cash offers—that the screen may not be so bad
after all and graciously consents to having all of his plays

filmed.

But all of Mr. Shaw's plays will not be filmed unless,

possibly, some purposes other than entertainment are de-

termined upon by producers.

If other purposes are determined upon we would suggest

that "Heartbreak House," for instance, be produced as a

surgical film to be supplied to hospitals to be used in heu
of an ether anaesthetic. AAA
SOMEWHAT of a sensation both inside and outside the

trade was provided last week by the directors of

Warner Brothers in failing to provide for current dividend
requirements on the common stock of the company. While
the downward trend of the stock for some time portended
this development, still the progress of the company during
the past three years has been such as to give the incident

a sensational complexion.

Quite obviously the condition reflected in this passed

dividend could hardly have been the result of difficulties

in production and distribution, following so closely three

years of great prosperity in these departments.

The theatre department seems to account for the con-

dition now confronting the firm. The impression seems
to be widespread that the operation of a large circuit of

theatres, especially in connection with production and dis-

tribution, is a great and profitable business. The record

indicates, however, that there has been a great deal more
money lost in this effort thus far in its history than has
been earned.

Exhibitors HERALD-WORLD MARTIN J. QUICLEY, Publisher and Editor
Incorporating Exhibitors Herald, founded 1915; Movikg Picture-World, founded 1907; Motography, founded 1909; The Film Index, founded 1906.
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Clifford, Assistant Treasurer. Member Audit Bureau of Circulations. All contents copyrighted 1930 by Quigley Publishing Company. All editorial and business co^^^•
pondence should be addressed to the Chicago office. Better Theatres, devoted to the construction, equipment and operation of theatres, is published every fourth
week as Section Two of Exhibitors Herald-World, and the Filh Buyer, a quick reference picture chart, is published every fourth week as Section Two oft

Exhibitors Herald-World. Other Publications: The Motion Picture Almanac, Pictures and Personalities, published annually; Thk Cxicagoax.
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Survey Reveals Unusually Many
Pictures Held Over ThisSummer

Films' High Merit Wins Extra
Weeks Despite Business Status

Mould "Common Clay"

For Third Week at Roxy
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—"Common
Clay," the feature at the Roxy thea-

tre for the last two weeks, is to be
held for a third week, along with the

stage presentation. Indications drawn
from the attendance records of the

second week point to the greatest

third week in the history of the thea-

tre. Following a strong opening, the

picture continued to gain ground
with each succeeding day of the sec-

ond, until it has compiled the un-

usual record of considerably outdis-

tancing the attendance record of the

first seven days.

U in New Booking
Deal with Roxy on

1930-31 Specials
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—A booking deal

with Roxy for the playing of Universal new
season specials has been consummated, and

"All Quiet" will go into the Roxy on

September 5, following the $2 run which
ended at the Central theatre last week.

Three Universal pictures will have their

Broadway premieres at the Roxy under the

terms of the deal. They are "The Lady
Surrenders," with Conrad Nagel, Genevieve

Tobin and Rose Hobart; "See America
First," with Harry Langdon, Slim Summer-
ville and Bessie Love, and "The Cat and the

Canary," with Helen Twelvetrees, Lilyan

Tashman, Raymond Hackett and Jean

Hersholt.

Also, R K O has booked Universal's "The
Storm," to play over the long half of its

Metropolitan circuit, beginning last Wednes-
day. The picture features Lupe Velez, Paul

Cavanaugh and William Boyd.

Among other booking deals, negotiations

have been completed for the booking of all

Warner Brothers and Vitaphone produc-

tions into theatres owned by the Central

States Amusement company.

Merger of 26 Houses
In Oklahoma Becomes
Momand'Griffith, Inc.

(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA CITY, Aug. 14.—Negotia-

tions for the merger of Momand Theatres,

Inc., and the Griffith Amusement company
have been completed, and the new company
will be known as the Momand-Griffith Thea-

tres, Inc., and will be headed by A. B.

Momand, as president, with headquarters at

Oklahoma City.

The merger brings into one fold 26 thea-

tres located in 17 cities and towns in Okla-

homa and with consideration of about $2,000,-

000. Universal retains its 50 per cent interest

in the Griffith chain.

The theatres operated by the Griffith Amuse-
ment Company in Texas will continue to be

operated by that company.

Season Marked by Number of Repeat Engagements in

First-Run Houses of Same City
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—Holdover pictures this summer have hit an amazingly

high mark, especially when the general business depression is taken into consid-

eration. This would indicate that the public and the theatre men do not agree

on the entertainment and box office quality of the product being offered, for some
theatre men have blamed inferior pictures for the slump in receipts.

During the last weeks, a HEIRALD-WORLD survey shows, there has

been a noticeable increase in the number of holdover pictures, with thea-

tres throughout the country benefiting from this box office product.

One particularly interesting phase of this situation is the number of pictures

which, after playing one first-run situation for a week, are transferred to another

fixst-run house in the same city for a second week. A few examples of this follow

:

"Lef Us Be Gay" (MGM)
First week—Chicago, Chicago

Second week—Oriental, Chicago

''Caught Short" (MGM)
First week—Chicago, Chicago

Second week—Roosevelt, Chicago

''The Divorcee" (MGM)
First week—Chicago, Chicago

Second week—Oriental, Chicago

"The Big House" (M G M)
First week—Bleecker Hall, Albany

Second week—Leland, Albany

Other instances of repeat dates will be given in the survey. The following are

holdover pictures which have played the last eight or ten weeks:
"Song of My Heart" (Fox)—three weeks, United Artists, Chicago.

"Common Clay" (Fox)—three weeks, Roxy, New York.

"Common Clay" (Fox)—three weeks, Roosevelt, Chicago.

"Let Us Be Gay" (MGM)—one week. Majestic, Milwaukee, and three weeks

repeat engagement. Garden, Milwaukee.

"Our Blushing Brides" (MGM)—two weeks, Michigan, Detroit, and one

week repeat engagement, Madison, Detroit.

"The Big House" (M G M)—five weeks. United Artists, Detroit, and one week
repeat engagement, Madison, Detroit.

"The Big House" (MGM)—four weeks, Criterion, Los Angeles, and one

week repeat engagements at Hollywood Pantages and Boulevard.

"Romance" (MGM)—week, Loew's State, Los Angeles; week. Criterion.

"The Big House" (MGM)—12 days. Imperial, Long Beach.

"The Unholy Three" (MGM)—three weeks. United Artists, Portland.

"The Big House" (MGM)—two weeks, Warfield, San Francisco.

"The Big House" (MGM)—two weeks. Fox, Seattle.

"The Big House" (MGM)— four weeks, McVickers, Chicago.

"The Big House" (MGM)—one week, Stanford, with three-day repeat.

"Romance" (MGM)—two weeks, Stillman, Cleveland.

"Caught Short" (MGM)—three weeks, Stillman, Cleveland.

"Blushing Brides" (MGM)—two weeks, Columbia, Washington.

"The Big House" (MGM)—two weeks, Columbia, Washington.

"Let Us Be Gay" (MGM)—two weeks, Capitol, New York.

"Caught Short" (MGM)—two weeks, Capitol, New York.

"Blushing Brides" (MGM)—two weeks, Capitol, New York.

"Let Us Be Gay" (MGM)—two weeks, Boyd, Philadelphia; week, Karlton.

"The Big House" (MGM) two weeks, Stanton, Philadelphia.

"Holiday" (Pathe)—two weeks. Metropolitan, Boston.

"Holiday" (Pathe)—two weeks, Stanley, Philadelphia.

"Holiday" (Pathe)—three weeks, Rivoli; repeat. Cameo, for extended run.

"Little Accident" (Universal)—two weeks, RKO-Keith, Boston.

"Rain or Shine" (Columbia)—two weeks. Globe, New York.

The survey does not Include roadshow presentations, but does reveal the day

of the holdover pictures is still here and that box office product is being made.
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BROADWAY

COLUMBIA is giving a whole show

in the lobby and front of the

Globe theatre during the run of "Rain

or Shine," the circus picture starring

Joe Cook.

In the lobby is a demonstration of

"What Makes the Movies Talk."
_
An

attendant in charge answers questions

after a short explanation of the man-

ner of operation of sound on film.

A sign above the installation ex-

plains to the public that there are four

essential features—the exciting lamp,

the sound track, the photo electric cell

and the amplifier.

The demonstration is being given by

Columbia in cooperation with RCA
Photophone.

In front of the house is the menagerie

—an elephant, a Shetland pony and a

dog, all for the amusement of Broad-

way. And Broadway is amused judging

from the onlookers.

AAA
First National is not likely to have

any elaborate premieres on its pictures

this season.

The success of the run of "Dawn Pa-

trol," which opened at the Winter Gar-

den on a grind policy, is the factor

which determined the executives against

the costly premiere.

Through the grind policy the com-

pany gets quick returns on its invest-

ment without heavy expenditures for

openings.

It is understood that "Dawn Patrol"

has netted First National, from the

Winter Garden showing, $50,000, with

that total increasing weekly.

AAA
The First National policy will have a

real test beginning Friday night of this

week when Howard Hughes' "Hell's

Angels" opens at the Gaiety and Cri-

terion theatres. Like "Dawn Patrol,"

this is a picture of air fighting during

the World War. Unlike "Dawn Patrol,"

however, it will play two-a-day $2 top,

with the tickets $11 on opening night.

Sid Grauman, who is directing the

roadshowing of the attraction, arrived

in New York on Tuesday.

Two huge signs will light Broadway
during the run of "Hell's Angels," one
on each house.

The Roxy this week has one of the

most elaborate and gorgeous presenta-
tions of recent weeks. This, combined
with an excellent attraction on the

screen, "Common Clay," has brought a
revival of business at that house. The
empty seats, seen all too frequently re-

cently, have been filled and the waiting
line is again the order of the day.

JAY M. SHRECK.

Out in Nevada
With the one-word title of "Reno," Sono Art-World Wide's forthcoming production gives

infinite play for the imagination, for Reno has been and always will be (judging by the past

and present) a name to conjure with in the great American scheme of things. Happily,
Ruth Roland is the star of the picture, and has the very able support of Kenneth Thompson.

And happily, again, Montagu Love is in the cast.

Is an answer in the offing?

Are there two bears in this picture?
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The independent producer has benefited greatly by the prevailing situation in distribution because of
having no adjustments to make, says Budd Rogers, general sales manager of Sono Art-World Wide. The
slow selling season is at the turning point and by September at the latest there will be renewed activity,

Rogers predicts.

Boon to Independent Producers
Seen; Selling Spurt Held Near

Absence of Adjustment Need
Called Help to Independents

It Makes a Whale
Of a Story, Anyhow

(Sfecial to the Herald-Wortd)

NEW YORK. Aug. 14.—The ques-
tion now is did A. P. Waxman, direc-
tor of advertising and publicity for
Warner Brothers, plant that whale
within sight of the Statue of Liberty
as exploitation on "Moby Dick"
which opens at the Hollywood thea-
tre tonight.^
In view of the fact that it was the

£rst time in at least 40 years that a
whale had been sighted so close to
the main harbor the papers played it,

making it timely publicity for the
Warner picture.

9f

"Holiday'' Has Coast
Premiere at $5 Top;
Sets New Records

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—With reports ot
a box office draw coming in from all over
the country, "Holiday" had its West Coast
premiere Thursday night, August 7, at the
Carthay Circle, Los Angeles.

It was in the nature of a double celebra-
tion for Ann Harding, star of the picture,
as her birthday was coincident with the West-
ern opening. Searchlights were shooting
their rays into the sky, and according to
Pathe reports, thousands were turned away
from the theatre, where seats were $5 each.

E. H. Griffith, the director of "Holiday,"
flew from New York for the event. E. B.
Derr, president of Pathe Exchange, was pres-
ent, in addition to a number of other celebri-
ties.

At the Publix Indiana theatre, Indianapolis,
the picture smashed the house record despite
an extremely hot week. The Metropolitan
theatre in Boston topped all of the other
Boston houses. The Stanley in Philadelphia
and the Cameo in New York are holding the
picture over for another week, warranted by
the draw at the box office.

Paramount Publix
Pays $1 Quarterly
Dividend on Common

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—At a meeting of
the board of directors of Paramount Publix
Corporation, the regular quarterly dividend of
$1.00 per share on the common stock was
declared. It is payable on September 27,

1930, to stockholders of record at the close
of business on September 5.

Period of Slow Sales "Is Just About Over the Hump,
Declares Budd Rogers

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—The "slowest selling season in the history

of the business is just about over the hump" in the opinion of Budd
Rogers, general sales manager of Sono Art-World Wide, who finds that

the prevailing situation heis greatly benefited the independent producer.

Transition from silent to sound, Rogers said, is responsible for this condition of

stagnation.

This period had its inception the first of this year when sound installations in

the smaller theatres set a more rapid pace, he said.

It was at this time that the trading of silent for sound contracts forced ad-

ditional playdates on the smaller theatres and, he said, gave the independent
an opportunity to step in and book pictures on an individual basis.

Rogers pointed out that in some instances theatres were dated up from Febru-
ary last to this coming October, and that in these cases exhibitors are holding
off in buying programs for the new season.

In trading silent for sound contracts, Rogers said that the exhibitors in many
cases were forced to take double the product which still remained to be played
under the silent picture agreement,

"For example," he said, "say 15 silent pictures remained to be played and the

company had available 30 sound pictures. The exhibitor could not trade the 15

silents for 15 sound attractions. He had to take all of the 30. If he was booking
from three or four companies you can see what that would mean. Not only did it

pile up playdates, but it also gave the companies enormous rental increases, which
accounted for the big net earnings announced by the companies.

"The independent, especially a new compamy like ours, has had no adjust-

ments to make and therefore we have been in an enviable position.

"I believe the period of slow selling, however, is just about over the hump.
September at least should bring renewed activity to the distribution field."

Iowa MPTO Splits at Session; 50 Owners
Form Allied Unit in Dispute Over Policy

(Special to the Herald-World)

DES MOINES, Aug. 14.—A deBnite split into two separate organizations and
more or less disregard for the problem of protection on film releases for smaller
exhibitors marked the annual session of the Iowa MPTO here Tuesday. Ap-
proximately 50 theatre owners, out of a membership of 250, withdrew to form the
Allied Theatre Owners of Iowa, Inc.

That the old organization did not function and that more action was desired
were cited as reasons for the withdrawal, although no criticism was offered against
E. P. Smith, president of the group for several years. The Iowa organization bad
not been under the Allied States banner since March, Smith said.

Officers in the new group include: President, Torn Arthur of Mason City; vice-

president, F. B. Hageman of Waverly; directors, F. A. Puffer of Webster City; E.
O. Ellsworth of Iowa Falls, and Earl Neu of Carroll; Harry Heirsteiner of Des
Moines, and C. L. Niles of Anamosa.
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Big Field Open to Independent Producers
Individually owned and operated theatres equipped

with sound have a substantial and positive value in the
film market, being in numbers twice the combined total

of producer-owned houses and circuits independently
operated. Furthermore, the independent circuits' hold-

ings alone are almost one-hcJf as large in number bf

theatres as the total of producer-owned houses.

From a film rental standpoint, it is competently esti-

mated that the producer-exhibitors are dependent upon

the independent circuits and individually owned and
operated theatres for 50 per cent of their film rental

collections.

These facts, brought out in a HERALD-WORLD dis-

play, are shown graphically in the charts on this page.
They show that neither in actual numbers nor in

amount of film rental paid do the producer-owned the-

atres come even near dominating the motion picture

market.

SOUND THEATRE OWNERSHIP
PRODUCER
OWNED

ITHERTRE.S

ciRcuirs THEATRES
NOEPENDENTLY JMDEPEND£NriY

Owned owned
AND OPeRRTED

i.ooo

^ Producer - owned
theatres account for

only 22 per cent of

the total number of

sound - equipped
houses in the United

States, the graph on
the left shoivs. On the

other hand, fully one-

third are independ-

ently owned and op-

erated.

^ One - half of the

total of film rental re-

ceipts of the pro-
ducer-exhibitors must

come from independ-

ent circuits and from
houses independently

owned and operated,

it is estimated. This

is depicted in the

graph on the right.
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^ Left and right are shown the relative number
of sound and silent theatres in the United
States and Canada, while below is a comparison

of theatre holdings of five producer-exhibitors.
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Expect 20 Million Warner Issue
As Common Dividend Is Waived

Kahn, General Manager of

Fox Films in Germany,
Fetes Clayton Sheehan

Company Will Pay Heavy Fees in

Hope of Developing Busi-

ness, Says Sheehan
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, Aug. 14.—Henry M. Kahn, the

new general manager for Fox Film Corpo-
ration in Berlin, introduced himself and Clay-

ton P. Sheehan to a small circle of press rep-

resentatives at an informal luncheon in the

Hotel Bristol.

Kahn was born and bred in Berlin, bap-
tized with Spree water, as he expressed it,

studied the trade in America and represented

Fox Films with singular success in Sweden.
Kahn will only be representative for the

German speaking countries. For Eastern
Europe another appointment will be made.
Clayton Sheehan gave some information

about the future policy of Fox Films in

Europe.
The Paris patents' peace, he said, was not

signed by the Fox corporation, but as it opens
the trade with the German speaking popula-
tion of Europe, the best possible use will be
made of it and the heavy fees to German
license holders will be paid in the hope that
business will develop.

Movietone operators are now allowed in

Germany and five cameras on cars and more,
perhaps, on aeroplanes will now start work
here for Movietone News.

Michigan Butterfield

Chain to Play All Films
Of Vitaphone, Warner

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. W.-^Warner Brothers
has closed a booking deal with the Butterfield
circuit in Michigan, whereby the entire prod-
uct of Warner Brothers and Vitaphone will

be shown in the 60 houses comprising the
circuit.

The houses involved are located in Adrian,
Ann Arbor, Alpena, Battle Creek, Benton
Harbor, Big Rapids, Cadillac, Flint, Grand
Haven, Hillsdale, Ionia, Jackson, Kalamazoo,
Lansing, Ludington, Manistee, Niles, North
Adams, Owosso, Pontiac, Port Huron, Sag-
inaw, St. Joseph, Three Rivers, Traverse City
and Ypsilanti.

Ideal Sound Studios
Made Licensee of R C A

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—R C A Photophone,
Inc., has closed a contract with Ideal Sound
Studios, Inc., of Hudson Heights, N. J.,

whereby the latter organization becomes a
licensee of RCA Photophone equipment.
Ideal will use that system in connection with
all sound motion pictures to be made in the
Ideal Studios.

Eastman Pays Extra
Dividend of 75 Cents
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—The Eastman
Kodak Company has declared another extra
dividend of 75 cents on its common stock,
in addition to the regular quarterly payments.

Retrenchment Cuts Personnel
Of BothWB and First National

Regular Rate of 55 Cents on Preferred Is Voted—Deny
Raskob Is Slated for Chairmanship

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—Reports of new financing by Warner Brothers per-

sist following the waiving last week by the board of directors of the quarterly

common dividend, and also action taken by the company to retrench in the

home office personnels of both the Warner and First National organizations.

The usual run of rumors ensued. Newspaper reports had it that John J.

Raskob was to become chairman of the board. Denials followed.

It is understood that plans for new finan-

cing are being discussed between Goldman,
Sachs & Company, bankers for Warners, and
Hayden, Stone and Company, at one time
bankers for First National.
Terms of the new offering which, it is esti-

mated, will run as high as $20,000,000, have
not been decided upon, it is said. Goldman,
Sachs, it is said, would head the syndicate
making the offering, with Hayden, Stone par-
ticipating, and with a representative of the

latter company on the board of Warners.
Personnel Cut Called Drastic

Although passing of the common dividend
brought a sharp drop in Warner stock, some
of the loss was regained when the reports

were circulated that new financing was under
consideration. The shares on Tuesday ad-
vanced 4^ points to 295^. Later, however,
this slipped back to 26^.

At the time of passing the common
dividend, the regular quarterly dis-

bursement of 55 cents a share on the
preferred stock was declared, payable
September 1, on stock of record of
August 18.

In the personnel retrenchment, the number
of employes to be dropped will reach its peak
on Saturday, it is understood. Just what the

total will be has not been divulged, but it

has been indicated that the cut will be drastic.

Many familiar faces around the home offices

of these two companies are already missing,

among them George Harvey of the Warner
advertising staff, Florence Ross of the War-
ner publicity staff, and Lynde Denig of the

First National publicity department.

Raskob Chairmanship Denied
In regard to the action of the directors,

Samuel Carlisle, comptroller, said

:

"The company is in good financial shape
and I do not think we are over-expanded.
The dividend was passed to conserve cash in

the treasury which might be needed for future

production and expansion.
"It is true that earnings may be expected to

be low in the present quarter, but one must
consider the effect of the heat wave on the-

atre business, and the effect of the business

depression.

"The results of several satisfactory booking
arrangements we have recently made should
show in the period between September and
December.

"I have heard of no merger with any other

company, nor have I heard that John J. Ras-
kob was to become chairman of the board.

If either report were true I think I should
have heard of it."

At the Raskob office it also was denied as

"untrue" that he would be elected head of the

board.

Studios Prepare for

Seasonal Shutdown
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—In advance of

the annual shutdown, announced for Septem-
ber 20, the Warner Brothers and First Na-
tional studios have reduced the writing staffs

to those actively engaged in the preparation

of the few remaining pictures for 1929-30.

Of a normal staff of 20, only six remain on
the First National lot. Two of these will

leave before the first of next month. The
Warner staff is proportionately reduced.

The entire Warner and First National staff

has been advised that their pay will be stopped
within three weeks. The only exceptions are

executives and one secretary for each.

"Sunny," "Mother's Cry" and "Little

Caesar," the last three pictures on this year's

First National program, are shooting and will

be finished this month. Three other produc-
tions which were projected for this year have
been temporarily abandoned.
On the Warner lot "Illicit" is shooting and

the three pictures remaining for this year
will go into production next week. These
are "Children of Dreams," "Ex-Mistress" and
"Fifty Million Frenchmen."

MP TOA Helps Bar Coal Strike

Costing Five Million Daily Loss
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—In the recent settlement of differences between the an-
thracite coal operators and miners, thus averting a serious strike in the fall, the
M P T O A. under the leadership of M. E. Comerford, a national director of the
organization, was of material assistance. Comerford was aided at the New York
end by President M. A. Lightman and others.

By establishing contacts with financial and official heads of the coal interests in

New York, Comerford was able to advance negotiations to a considerable extent,

and also helped in procuring the endorsement by the miners organization at the
convention in Scranton, Pa.
Such a strike as was contemplated would have meant a loss of wages directly

and indirectly of more than $2,500,000 a day, and would have so disorganized in-

dustrial conditions generally as to make the daily loss reach a total of $5,000,000.
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Curtiss Flying Service Aids Theatres

In Promoting ^^Dawn PatroV^
Will Stage Dog Fights Over Houses—To Bombard with Circulars—Also

Furnish Planes for Lobby Displays

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—The 36 base stations of the Curtiss Wright Fly-

ing Service are to cooperate with theatres of the country in promoting
First National's "Dawn Patrol." This important promotional stunt has

just been announced by S. Charles Einfeld, advertising head of the producing
company, who completed arrangements for it with Lewis Churbuck, school

director for Curtiss.

T TNDER the arrangements the Curtiss serv-^ ice will stage dog fights over the theatres
and towns showing the picture prior to and
during the engagement. Towns will be bom-
barded with circulars calling attention to the
picture's showing and describing the benefits

of the Curtiss-Wright school.

Circulars Furnished Gratis

The circulars are furnished gratis by the

Curtiss people and are printed in fine color

with pictures of Barthelmess and other mem-
bers of the cast, and other suitable material
showing Curtiss planes and explaining the
school plan.

Also, the Curtiss-Wright bases will supply
without charge planes for lobby or marquee
use by the theatres. The moth type plane will

be available for this purpose.
The regular "wind tunnel" flying machines

which teach persons to fly without leaving
the ground also will be furnished to exhibitors

on request.

Five color posters with reproductions of
planes in action will be available gratis to

theatres for display purposes.

Tieup Helps Break Record
The tieup already has been tried out in At-

lanta where "The Dawn Patrol," it is said,

has broken all records at the Paramount the-

atre and where this cooperation is credited

with doing a great share of the job.

Curtiss-Wright maintains bases in the fol-

lowing cities

:

Alameda, Cal. ; Atlanta, Ga. ; Baltimore,
Md. ; Bridgeport, Conn. ; Buffalo, N. Y. ; Cald-
well, N. J. ; Chicago ; Cleveland, O. ; Colum-
bia, S. C. ; Columbus, O. ; Dallas, Tex. ; Den-
ver, Col. ; Detroit, Mich, : Hartford, Conn.

;

Indianapolis, Ind. ; Kansas City, Kan. ; Los
Angeles ; Louisville, Ky. ; Memphis, Tenn.

;

Miam.i, Fla. ; Milwaukee, Wis. ; Moline, 111.

;

New York City; Oklahoma City, Okla. ; Pitts-

burgh, Pa. ; Portland, Me. ; Providence, R. I.

;

Raleigh, N. C. ; Rockland, Me. ; San Fran-
cisco, Cal.; St. Louis, Mo.; Toledo, O., and
Valley Stream, N. Y.

Mills Music Granted
Publication Rights on

Tiffany Film Scores
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—Publication rights

on scores of Tiffany pictures for the United
States has been granted by the producing
company to Mills Music, Inc.

First Month of Tax Levy
Nets Mississippi $8,258

(Special to the Herald-World)

JACKSON, MISS., Aug. 14. — Admission
taxes during June, the first month of the new
levy, totalled $8,258.26, it was announced by
A. S. Coody, secretary of the state tax com-
mission. The joint revenue committee which
framed the ten per cent tax on admissions
estimated the levy would bring the state an
average of $10,000 a month. Since June is a
light month in the amusement business, ac-

cording to theatre owners, the tax is expected
to show an increase during the cooler months.

Ufa Convention Takes
Up Problem of Future;
Expect Color Next Year

Klitzsch Gives Resume—May Start

Sound Newsreel Dur-

ing 1931
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, Aug. 14.—The great event of the
week was the Ufa convention with an open-
ing speech, in which Herr Klitzsch, the gen-
eral manager, dealt at great length with the
present position and the future plans of the
Ufa.
The Ufa-Klangfilm contract, he stated, has

created the basis for sound film production
in Germany. He pointed to the continual
progress made in the Ufa studios, to the
daily experience gained, dozens of new pat-
ents, he said, were registered by the Ufa dur-
ing the last 16 months.

Experiment with Color
Also experiments were made with color

photography, a new and original system be-
ing developed. Early next year, the Ufa
hopes, its own color pictures could be put
on the market.
A sound newsreel would be started within

the next few months.
Concerning the financial position of the Ufa,

Herr Klitzsch gave the following figures

:

Millions of Marks Invested

Up to May 31, 1930, 11,000,000 marks had
been invested in sound production, over 4,000,-

000 marks were expended on sound pictures

for the present season, finished before May
31. Erection of the new sound studio at

Neubabelsberg, equipment of other studios and
laboratories had absorbed another four mil-

lions.

Installation of Klangfilm sets in all the Ufa
theatres had demanded another 4,000,000 till

May 31. All this was paid from the Ufa's
own capital, only for equipment of theatres

a rest balance of something over 3,000,000

marks was due after May 31. On May 31,

the Ufa had still liquid means amounting to

4,000,000 marks in bills and in cash.

Saenger House Name Changed
GREENVILLE, MISS.—The name of the Saenger

theatre here has been changed to the Paramount. It

re-opened this month after repairs had been made.
Dan Burgum is the manager.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending August 13

General recovery was the trend on the market the middle of
the week after a new attack by the bears. A. T. & T. gained

2^ points Wednesday, Eastman Kodak 3 5^ and Radio 1%.
A writer in the Chicago Tribune signing hmself "Scrutator"

says that "one of the remarkable things about the present low
state of business is that it has been accompanied by a great

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales

American Seating _ 500
Brunswick-Balke-Collender 5,300
Consolidated Film 1,500
Do pfd _ 5,000

E^astman Kodak 1 28,700
Do pfd 10

Fox Film "A" 58,200
Gen. Theatre Equipment 15,300
Keith-Albee-Orphcnm 200
Loew's Inc _ 31,300
Do pfd WW 300
Do pfd xw 800

Paramount _ 58,600
Pathe Exchange 6,400
Do "A" 2,000

Radio Corporation 607,100
Do pfd "A" 300
Do pfd "B" 1,400

Radio-Keith-Orpheum 171,300

High Low Close
9 9 9

16% 15% 16

isys 17% 17%
21 19% 19%

212 1945^ 196%
129% 129% 129%
46% 40% 41
33% 29 29%
109 108 108
72 621/4 62%

106 105 105
97% 95y8 95%
59 53 53%
4% 4 4
9% 7% 8
44% 37% S7%
55% 55 55%
75% 72% 72%
32% 26% 27%

deal of prosperous business for amusement enterprises." While
pointing out the growth of midget golf, he adds, "Three
large amusement companies listed in the stock markets showed
increases of 45 per cent in their profits for the first half of

1930, compared to the same period in 1929."

Market summaries for the past week follow

:

Sales High Low Close
Shubert Theatres 3,300 18 14% 15%
Universal Pic 1st pfd 30 45% 45% 45%
Warner Brothers 656,100 37% 24% 26%
Do pfd 800 48% 46 47

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Balaiban & Katz 14 73 73 73
Do pfd 72 92% 90% 90%

Gen Theat Inc 850 33% 29% 29%
Marks Brothers cvt p 138 9% 7 7

Morgan Litho 2.700 13% 10 10%
NEW YORK CURB

Columbia Pictures _ 900 39 35% 35%
Fox Theatres _ 6,200 9% 8% 9

Loew's rts _ 400 33% 33 33
Do war 2,200 9% 8 8%

National Screen _ 1,900 31% 30 30
Sentry Safety 1,500 2% 2% 2%
Technicolor, Inc 2,000 38% 27% 2784
Trans-Lux 2,500 9% 9 »
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Charming little Sally Starr, who so far

this season has appeared in three Pathe
films: "Pardon My Gun," a western;

"Night Work," starring Eddie Quillan
and "All for Mabel," comedy.

A searchlight for a dance hall might be con-
strued as being somewhat imaginary, but here
we have Raquel Torres indulging in a bit of

terpsichore, using this billion candle power
illuminator on the M G M lot as a stage.

"Look pleasant now, Cherie," says
Tommy Clifford, Fox Movietone
player, to his playmate, Cherie Lawes,
who is the daughter of Warden Lewis

E. Lawes of Sing Sing prison.

As you can see from this picture, the makeup artist is no negligible

factor when it comes to the filming of a scene. Here we find June
CoUyer and Arthur Edmund Carewe submitting to a few finishing

touches before shooting begins again on "Sweet Kitty Bellairs,"

Warner Brothers production.

Dan Carroll, Australian exhibitor, was entertained at lunch during
his recent visit to Paramount's Hollywood studio by Jesse L. Lasky
and other Paramount production executives. Left to right are Al
Kaufman, Henry Herzburn, Jesse L. Lasky, Sam Jaflfe, Dan Carroll,

David Selznick, B. P. Schulberg and M. A. Shauer.
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Andre Luguet, French actor, who
appears in M G M's "Olympia" and
(below) a charming study of Anita
Page who is seen in "Our Blushing
Brides" (M G M) starring Joan

Crawford.

"Just a Red Hot Mama," is Sophie Tucker,
who told the Fox Newsreel cameraman that

she liked to be fat, and was going to stay fat,

for a real mama has got to be plenty plump.
She's in London in "Follow a Star."

This certainly is a long pair of horns. We
won't venture to guess just what kind of crea-

ture they were once attached to, but Dorothy
Mackaill is being told by Noah Beery, both
of whom appear in F N's "Bright Lights." I

Who wouldn't be a soldier if this reward was waiting for you if

you came back? Claude Gillingwater evidently wants to ask Walter
Pidgeon something, but Walter is very much otherwise engaged.
Bernice Claire is the lovely "engager." They will be seen in First

National's "Toast of the Legion."

What is the song I am hearing? Can it be the song of Love?
says Louise Fazenda, as Lupino Lane pours forth his soul in one of

the ecstatic moments in First National's production, "Bride of the

Regiment." This comedy team supplies many of the laughable bits

which are interspersed throughout the film.
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John Stone, who sees to it that

Fox pictures are turned out for

foreign distribution. Below is coy
Joan Bennett, who plays opposite

John Barrymore in Warner Brothers
"Moby Dick."

The kid himself! Mickey McGuire, known
throughout the length and breadth of the
land by the children who flock to see him.
He may be cogitating about the role he will

play in his next R K O Darmour Comedy.

Petite Maureen O'SuUivan, Fox Movietone
player, evidently is getting a great kick out
of seeing her very own portrait displayed as

prominently as this for "Song o' My Heart"
at Grauman's Chinese in Hollywood.
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Ready? Set? Go! And away go Alan Crossland, Warner Brothers
director, Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd and Sigmimd Romberg, com-
posers, in a cloudburst of melody. Of course, we can't tell, but
it looks as though it might be. This trio has to its credit "Children

of Dreams" and "Viennese Nights."

Em Westmore, director of makeup for Radio Pictures, is here
shown putting on the finishing touches on Irene Dunne's makeup,
who is a new Radio contract player. Westmore and his assistants

recently moved into the spacious new quarters which house his

department, the motif of which is black and silver.
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Ping Pong is Joined to Putt-Putt

As Film Trade Eyes New Fad
Human Ingenuity Devises Another Diversion for Miniature Golf Fan—

Exhibitors Ponder Possibility of Making Craze Friend Instead of Foe

HUMAN ingenuity, having been credited with an utter boundlessness, and
ever struggling to expand even that infinitude, still refuses to resume its

more serious attentions to the amusement industry, continuing in the flip-

pant mood it adopted early this summer. Having then devised Tom Thumb
(putt-putt) golf, this inventiveness has now superimposed another game upon
its earlier creation. In St. Louis the management of one of the miniature golf

courses has added ping pong tables as auxiliary equipment, according to a

dispatch from a special correspondent of the Herald-World.

/>CHIC" CHATS

WHILE the adding of ping pong to putt-

putt golf is looked upon by some motion
picture exhibitors in that city in the more
abstract light of adding insult to injury, oth-

ers are reported to be watching this super-
imposition as another development in a field

which may sooner or later be added to the
business. Reports from New York have stated

that at least 1,000 Tom Thumb courses will

be operated in conjunction with theatres,

while such a union has already been effected

in several cities.

Would End Fad's Rivalry

Inquiry among exhibitors only increases the
expectation that the motion picture industry
does not intend to let putt-putt golf, even
thought it does not become generally aggra-
vated by the addition of ping pong, compete
importantly. Besides those who see in the
miniature courses a chance to operate a neat
little business on the side during the sum-
mer months, there are those theatre men who
see in the odd pastime imique exploitation
possibilities. The awarding of free tickets to

the theatre to those who make the course in

so many putt-putts, and similar devices, are
pointed out in this connection. It has also

been suggested that the little links might be
located on the roof of some theatres.

Other theatremen indicate that not only will

they refuse to have anything to do with the

new amusement, but that they have no fear
of it as a permanent attraction. Among in-

dications which lead to this belief are efforts

of miniature golf course owners to sell out.

In St. Louis this week a number of advertise-

ments appeared in newspaper want ad col-

umns, offering Tom Thumb courses for sale.

Many would have disappeared long ago, it is

argued, had not conditions been ideal for their

operation.

Ideal Conditions May Change
One of these conditions has been the weath-

er, which has been consistently dry and warm.
The courses have also been allowed to oper-
ate in many cities without paying a license

fee. Neither the weather nor the authorities

are likely to remain as friendly, it is pointed

out.

A special dispatch from Albany this week
disclosed action being taken by the New York
State Conference of Mayors reararding the

licensing of miniature courses. The confer-

ence is seeking information as to the number
of them in the state and the amount of at-

tendance, looking toward the introduction of

a bill in the legislature calling for a license

fee. A copy of the Kansas law exacting a

fee from such enterprises has been obtained.

Full-Sized Golf at Night, Too
There is also some expectation that an

effort will be made to compel these courses
to close at a certain hour at night. Mean-
while, despite adverse indications elsewhere,

the courses are reported to be springing up
rapidly in New York state.

In Kansas City last week night golf of the

full-sized variety made its debut, a nine-

hole course at the Eastwood Country Club
having been illuminated for a tournament,
which was declared to have been a success.

Exhibitors in that city have indicated some
alarm over the' spread of this new turn of

the golf craze, in which the father has
seemed to take example from the child.

Universal at Work
On Five Specials of

1930-31 Schedule
(Special to the Herald-World)

UNIVERSAL CITY, August 14.—Uni-
versal's new season schedule is going along
with plenty of action. Five specials are
now in work, another just completed and
a third ready to go into production.
Lupe Velez, Lewis Ayres, and Jean Her-

sholt are featured in "East Is West,"
Samuel Shipman's stage play adapted for
the screen by the author and directed by
Monta Bell. At the same time Harry
Langdon, Slim Summerville and Bessie
Love are working under the direction of
William James Craft in the production of
"See America Thirst."
Day and night is the order on "The Cat

Creeps," the screen version of John Wil-
lard's mystery thriller, "The Cat and the
Canary." During the day the English ver-
sion is being filmed while at night Spanish
holds the set. Rupert Julian is directing
the English and George Melford the Span-
ish featuring Antonio Moreno and Lupita
Tovar.

The screen adaptation of John Erskine's
story "Sincerity" is well on the way, with
Rose Hobart, Genevieve Tobin and Conrad
Nagel in the leading roles.

Far from Universal City Harry Garson
and his "Ourang" company are busy in the
Borneo jungles. Dorothy Janis is starring
in this special.

Shorts production is also moving rapidly,

with "The Spell of the Circus," one of the
new all talking Universal serials just com-
pleted, and Albert Kelley cutting the third
of the "Leather Pushers" series.

Officer and Mind
Reader "Cooperate"

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, N. Y., Aug. 11.—When
"Mingo" Charles, of Watervliet,
N. Y., being sought on a charge of
having shot a policeman in that city,

entered a theatre in Schenectady,
N. Y., which was featuring a mind
reader, he asked the latter if he
would leave town shortly. The ques-
tion had hardly been answered by the
mind reader, when Charles was on
his way back to Watervliet, a Sche-
nectady patrolman having spotted the

young man as he entered the theatre,

and placed him under arrest.

ONE of the Warner men was reminiscing
the other day anent the old Vitagraph

days in Brooklyn, when the studio was on
the site of the present Eastern plant. There
was no difficulty whatever in believing him
when he said Brooklyn was just one big va-
cant lot from the studio to Coney Island, and
that's a long, long way. We know, we were
lost in Brooklyn once. Stage coaches used to

travel the open spaces and there were pro-
duced the first of the old Western thrillers

and serials which caused father to dig down
for a dime at least once a week, for Saturday
was not Saturday without the old gun play
at the local "movies." That was before the
days of Hollywood. Now even if they could
find a stage coach around New York to run
in a Western, it would hardly look very ap-
propriate careening from side to side under
the elevated pillars. Well, every dog has its

day. Now they have to go 'way out West
to make Western pictures.

Talking about studio productions, he had
an idea which may not be half bad. He had
been watching a scene in the process of
shooting which was gone over at least 10
times. According to him the first time was
by far the best, the scene slipping further
and further with each successive try. On the
legitimate stage, when a show is to open on
a Monday night, for exam.ple, the managers
give the cast an out of town workout the
day before, than a dress rehearsal in the
opening theatre on Monday afternoon. For
the opening, they are all letter perfect, keyed
to the right pitch of nervous tension, and the
first performance is usually the best of the
entire run. Now, he says, "Why can't they do
the same thing with talking productions for
the screen?" Rehearse the cast over and
over till they are letter perfect, then shoot
the scene once and for all, even at the risk

of a few minor slips which probably will be
overlooked anyway. Not at all a bad stunt.

We pass it on for what it may be worth.

This one is for the folks whose general
and particular conversation the past six

months or so has started, ended and been
punctuated with laments in divers keys on the
state of business at present and its probable
disastrous future. The local of the Inter-
national Photographers' Union, with head-
quarters in New York, reports practically no
unemployment among its members at the
present moment. In fact, they claim a bet-
ter employment record just now than they
have had for a good while. Things have been
holding very steady with the exception of a
short break in March when they approached a
low record with 31 per cent unemployed. We
write the last statement to indicate that the
first is straight goods. The only way to ac-
count for the present highly satisfactory con-
dition, we understand, is good fat production
schedules on the way. The more the merrier!
That's great news and should be applied in

frequent doses to all the gloom purveyors. It

might work a cure.—"CHIC," NEW YORK
CITY.

Fox Reopens Pasadena
House Under New Name

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 14.—Fox West
Coast Theatres expect, within a week or two,
to re-open the Pasadena theatre in Pasadena
under its new name, the Fox. The house has
been re-decorated and repaired at an approxi-

mate cost of $100,000.

The Fox will seat 1,000 people. It is the

fifth house in Pasedana owned by Fox West
Coast.
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"Reliable authorities have estimated that nearly three-quarters of a million dollars are lost annually by all

theatres during the school reopening weeks. I want every theatre manager in Publix to make up his mind^
definitely and irrevocably, that this year his theatre will not contribute to that deficit. — David Chatkin iu

"Publix Opinion."

Act to Save $750,000 Lost to
Theatres in School Reopening

High Standard Product Cited
As One Weapon to Meet Issue

Death of J. J. Lyng
Ends Long Service

In Field of Sound
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—Funeral services

for J. J. Lyng, vice president in charge of

engineering of Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, Inc., were held on Tuesday morning
at the Riverside Memorial Chapel here.

Death was caused by a heart attack super-
induced by efforts made by Eyng in saving
his sister-in-law from drowning at Nepon-
sit, Long Island.

He was born in Carbondale, Pa., in 1875,

receiving his education there and in New
York City. He became an outstanding
figure in the experimental laboratories of

the Bell Telephone, an organization which
he joined in 1905. By reason of his work
in connection with the design of equipment
used in recording and reproducing talking

motion pictures, Lyng was made vice presi-

dent in charge of engineering of Electrical

Research Products in 1928.

He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mae
L. Lyng.

Hanson, Back from Trip

Through Midwest, Finds

Franchise Plan Works Well
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—The practical elimi-

nation of all obstacles encountered by the

franchise plan during its first year of oper-

ation is reported by Oscar R. Hanson, general

sales manager of Tiffany Productions, on his

return from a trip through Denver, Kansas

City, and other midwest cities.

Tiffany has now nearly 3,000 franchise hold-

ers, it is said, and reports gathered by Hanson
indicate that the exhibitors are more than

pleased with the product and service they

have received under the terms of the fran-

chise. He claims that the success of the

plan completely scouts the idea advanced dur-

ing the early stages of the agreement that

exhibitors would not hold together in a plan

of this nature.

"Whoopee" to Open at

Saratoga on August 22
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—"Whoopee," the

first Samuel Goldwyn-Florenz Ziegfeld screen

musical comedy which continues Eddie Cantor
in his popular stage role, will open at the

Palace theatre in Saratoga Springs on Friday,

August 22.

The production is an all color picture and
will reach Broadway late in September.

Katz's Statement That Countless Sources Scarcely Have
Been Touched Is Pointed Out by Chatkin

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—In an effort to save its proportion of the $750,000
which it is said the theatres of the country lose every year during the period of

reopening schools, Publix is cautioning its managers that these losses this year
must be checked.

"Reliable authorities have estimated," de-
clares David J. Chatkin in the current issue of
Publix Opinion, "that nearly three-quarters of
a million dollars are lost annually by all the-

atres during the school reopening weeks. I

want every theatre manager in Publix to make
up his mind, definitely and irrevocably, that

this year his theatre will not contribute to

that deficit.

"I realize perfectly that all the boys have
been working under pretty high pressure
lately. In the majority of cases, whatever
business was normally available, has been
gotten by the Publix theatre in that com-
munity. However, as Mr. Katz pointed out
at this time last year, there are countless
sources which have been hardly grazed.

These are the sources upon which the entire

energy of every Publix showman must be
concentrated in times of such unavoidable
slumps as school reopening.

"The weapons with which to com-
bat this temporary depression are not
lacking. The .product lineup has never
been so stupendous. Never before
have the various departments of the
home office been so well organized to
offer you innumerable aids in every
phase of your operation. The depart-
ment heads are only too eager to re-

spond to calls for helo from vou.
These home office aids must be used
now as they never have been before.

"The time to get an accurate picture of
the real value of a man is to study him
when he is under a handicap. The school
reopening, coupled with unfavorable busi-

ness conditions in some localities, will fur-

nish a sufficient handicap for that test.

"I want everyone in Publix to know that
his efforts will be watched with unusual
care during these three crucial weeks, so
that we may know just where our weak-
nesses and our strong points lie. I have
every confidence that the latter will be in

the overwhelming majority."

25,000,000 Under 18
See Shows Elach Week

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—More than
25,000,000 boys and girls of 18 years
and under are regular visitors at the
vaudeville and motion picture thea-
tres every week, according to the re-

search department of the Russell
Sage Foundation.
As a result of this investigation

the foundation plans an exhaustive
survey of the quality and style of the
shows offered on the Radio-Keith-
Orpheum circuit, which accommo-
dates a good share of the juvenile to-

tal. Authors, clergymen, lecturers
and sociologists are to be included in

the committee to be formed for the
survey.

Douglas Fairbanks to

Retire? No, He Starts

New Film in 1930 Dress
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—Far from having
any intentions of retiring from the screen,
Douglas Fairbanks will shortly begin work on
his latest picture, "Reaching for the Moon"
by William Anthony McGuire.

Fairbanks will wear modern 1930 dress in

this picture for the first time in some years.
"Reaching for the Moon" is Irving Berlin's

first film production. Bebe Daniels is to be
borrowed from Radio Pictures to appear op-
posite him.
Edmund Goulding will handle the direction

of the new Fairbanks film.

Tiffany Selects Levine
As Director of Casting

(Spc^-al to the Herald-World)

_
NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—Accepting a posi-

tion as casting director of the Tiffany Studios
in Hollywood, Abe Levine has resigned his
connection with the Guy Coburn agency.
Levine has been well known in theatrical

and motion picture circles for many years.

John Gilbert III
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—John Gilbert has
been confined to bed for a week with a case
of influenza. Physicians say his condition is

not dangerous.

J
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Among the exhibitors who attendsd the first annual convention of the Louisiana unit of

Allied States, held at iVetv Orleans last week. Inauguration of a booking agency was one

of the considerations of the convention. A. J. Bethancourt, elected president, is at the

extreme right, heading the table. Right to left, on the near side of the table, are Mrsi.

Henry Lazarus, E. Berensen, Henry Lazarus. M Berensen. Alex Scltuman and W\ B. Fordyce.

Others in the picture are: A. E. Grosz, Rene Burnet, Ben Halpern J. A. Dicharry, William
Kreisler, D. H. Suddeth and the Ruffino brothers.

Opinions Differ as to Popularity of

Screen Musical Shows
Harry Tierney, Radio Pictures Composer, Believes That a Good Musical

Show Will Always Appeal—Develops Public Taste

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—Is the popularity of the musical show on the

screen waning?
The answer is problematical and one guess perhaps is as good as

another. One person will tell you that the popularity of this type of screen

fare depends upon its presentation, while another will tell you that the public

cannot be dragged into a theatre billing a musical show.

SOAdE who have made a study of the box is spread that the public is tired of nfusical

office draw of different types of pictures
hold that if the musical show is to continue
in pubHc favor it first must have a strong plot.

It cannot rely, they say, upon singing and
dancing alone.

Harry Tierney, noted composer now under
contract to Radio Pictures, believes that good
musical shows, whether on the stage or
screen, will always be popular.
"Romance, pathos and laughter are en-

hanced by music fitting to the situation," he
says. "Everyone enjoys glorious melodies
logically woven into the story.

Public Familiar With Music
"Through the medium of the phonograph

and radio, the general public has becme fa-
miliar with the great works of the old mas-
ters—their waltzes, ballads, nocturnes and
berceuses—beautifully executed by the finest

musicians of our day. People in the smallest
towns have but to turn the dials of their
receiving sets to listen to the classics of
Tschaikowsky, Beethoven, Mozart and other
masters. Previously, only those living in a
community large enough to boast a symphony
orchestra were thus privileged.

Musical Taste Already Developrd
"The public is now educated to the finer

things in music and there is no reason why
they should not bear them from the silver

screen. The slipshod songs that may have
some momentary vogue because of a catchy
phrase in the verse, have no place in musical
productions worthy of the name.
"Every year in New York dozens of light-

weight musical shows barely exist through
one week's playing. As a result, propaganda

entertainment. Perhaps a fortnight later a

real 18-carat tuneful production comes
through and every management tries to fol-

low along the lines of that particular musical
success.

Surfeited With Cheaper Shows
"It isn't that Mr. and Mrs. Public have

lost their taste for musical shows—it's just

that they are surfeited with a cheap brand
that has been forced upon them. It rests

with the producers to furnish them with a

superior quality.

Tierney has contributed more than his bit

in making America musically minded, for he
has written the scores of numerous hits,

among them being, "Irene," "Kid Boots," "Up
She Goes," five editions of the Ziegfeld "Fol-
lies," and "Rio Rita." For the screen he has
composed the music for "Dixiana" and "Half
Shot at Sunrise" two of Radio's super-pic-
tures on the 1930-31 schedule.

"All Quiet" Makes Record
In First New England Run

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW BEDFORD, MASS., Aug. 14.—The
first engagement of "All Quiet on the West-
ern Front" in New England at the Empire
theatre here, which has lieen closed for over
a year, grossed $1,100 the first day, with a

price scale range from 10 to SO cents. The
house seats 1,650. There is a possibility that

the picture will be held over for a second
week.

Know Your
Exchange
—Managers—

The exchange manager is the direct

contact between exhibitor and distrib-

utor, and therefore it is to their mu-
tual advantage to know each other.

The Herald-TTorld presents a series of

brief sketches of exchange managers
(Hid their outstanding activities in the

motion picture field.

HENRY M. HERBEL has had fifteen

years with Universal, a career that at-

tests faithful service, as they all tell you at

the Chicago office

where he has been
manager for two
years. He has also

been manager at

Pittsburgh, Denver
and Calgary, but

that's only part of

the record since
starting in the In-

dianapolis office. He
also was at one time
division manager
with Cleveland head-
quarters supervising
the branches at Pitts-

burgh, Detroit, Cin-
cinnati, Indianapolis

Henry M. Herbel

and Charleston. And one year he was west-

ern sales director with jurisdiction over all

offices west of Chicago.
A

MAURICE WOLF, M G M manager at

Boston, is as well known in exhibition

circles as in distribution, as he started as a

theatre owner in

Houston for four
years, from 1910 to

1914, and was the

first president of the

state exhibitors' or-

ganization. Joining
Metro as a field man
he went to Canada
for 1916-17, but for

the next three years

was manager for

World Film at Salt

Lake City and Den-
ver. Then in July,

1919, he went to the

M. N. Wolf
Goldwyn company as

Los Angeles man-
ager and in 1923 became Boston manager.
He was supervisor of the Albany office for

five months as a special assignment and be-

came New England manager in 1927.

IT'S a varied experience in the field of en-

tertainment that Herbert M. Lyons has en-

joyed. Lyons, you know—or should know

—

is now manager of

the Jacksonville
branch for R K O.
Born in Bluefield,

VV. Va., on June 19,

1898, he was a pretty

young chap when he
b e cam e assistant
manager of the Elks
theatre there in 1915.

Two years later he
went on the road
with a musical com-
edy and then be-

came connected with
the Southern Motion
Pictures Corporation
of Petersburg, Va., H=rb=ri m. Lyon,

and Durham, N. C, as general manager for

seven and a half years.
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Radio Stock Unit Will

Plug Columbia Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. Aug. 14.—Columbia
Pictures has organized a travelling
stock unit to make daily visits to
radio stations in the metropolitan
area of New York and give digests of
the audible parts in new Columbia
productions. The company is to be
composed of professional players
under the direction of Harold Davis
Emerson. Sound portions of the pic-
tures will be interpolated with music
and atmospheric sound effects. In-
cluded in the list to be presented are
the 20 specials to which Columbia
holds radio and television rights.

Bernard Shaw Succumbs
To Lure of Talkers; Fears
"Legie' Will Go on Shelf

Signs with British International;

"How He Lied to Her Husband"
Is First Production
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—George Bernard
Shaw signified that he had at last succumbed
to the motion picture by signing his first film

contract in Wardour street, London's film

center. Although American film interests

have been negotiating with Shaw, he favored
an English company, British International
Pictures.

Uses His Own Contract

The play selected for initial production is

"How He Lied to Her Husband," written in

1904. The cast of the film, which will be all

English, will commence work almost imme-
diately. Despite the fact that Shaw never
before had signed a film contract, he took
to the company's offices his own contract,

printed and complete to the last detail.

Sees Theatre "Done For"
After beino- invited by Basil Dean to view

the screening of Galsworthy's "Escape,"'
Shaw became converted to the talking
motion picture.

On this subject, Shaw had this to say,

"The poor theatre is done for, I am afraid.

All my plays will be made into talkies

before long. What other course is open to

me? The theatre may survive as a place
where people are taught to act. Apart from
that, there will be nothing but talkies soon."

Six Fox Houses in New
York to Re-open Last
Of August; Two a Week

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—After being closed

during the summer for complete alterations.

Fox Theatres Corporation will reopen six

houses located in upper Manhattan and the

Bronx.
Friday, August 29, is the date set for the

resumption of programs at the Audubon, Cro-
tona, Manhattan, Valentine and U. S. The
Riverside, formerly a vaudeville and picture

house, will open for the first time as a Fox
motion picture theatre. More than $1,000,000
has been spent by the organization in the re-

conditioning, which includes new ventilation
systems, plans for seating, heating apparatus,
lobby improvement and electric signs.

Programs will be changed twice weekly at

all the houses, which will be operated on a
de luxe basis. "Common Clay" is to be the
first attraction at the theatres, to be followed
by "Manslaughter," with Claudette Colbert
and Frederic March.

U. S. Increases Motion Picture

Exports to Europe 63 Per Cent
Patent and Quota Bugaboos Wane in Face of Foreign Film Trade

Figures for 1930—Sound Product Leads as World
Expands Imports from America

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Aug. 14.—Despite patent restrictions, contingents spelled

with both "C's" and "K's" and miscellaneous hindrances to Aiherican films in

Europe, that continent, during the first six months of 1930, increased its impor-
tation of motion pictures from the United States by over 63 per cent, remaining
the American distributor's best foreign market, according to figures just com-
piled by the Department of Commerce.
The total European importation of American pictures for this period was

63,878,047 feet, with a declared value of $2,049,227, as compared with 40,423,942

feet valued at $1,327,413, in the first six months of 1929.

Europe thus assumes a commanding posi-
tion as the American distributor's biggest
buyer, outdistancing Latin American, his

second best market and a region which im-
ported but a little less than Europe in 1929,
by 25,590,409 feet. During the same period
of 1929, Europe took only about a thousand
feet more than Latin America. Thus far
in 1930, America's Southern neighbors have
imported 38,287,638 feet, with a value of
$939,759, which represents approximately
what they absorbed in the corresponding
period of 1929.

The increase in pictures for all foreign
markets during this period was 20,773,-

690 feet over the footage for the cor-
responding period of 1929, the total
American motion picture export being
138,850,878 feet, with a value of $3,497,-

969. These figures are for both sound
and silent pictures. Sound and silent

pictures exported during the first six
months of 1929 were valued at

$2,791,885.

The Department of Commerce figures
further show that it has been sound pictures
which have had the best of it in the foreign
markets, reaching the footage of 85,378,609
and a value of $2,173,945, as compared with
53,472,269 feet of silent pictures, with a
value of $1,324,024.

Exports of negative stock raise the total

film importation by foreign countries from
the United States during the first half of

this year to 144,932,674 feet, with a declared
value of $4,127,172, representing an increase
of 23,122,221 feet and $796,150.

Trade Balance Tops Three Million

The trade balance in the American motion
picture distributor's favor is 18,326,299 feet

in physical amount, and $3,374,854 in value,

the United States having taken 2,447,391

feet, with a value of $123,115, from other
countries. Total American film exports, in-

cluding negative stock, amounted to 3,684,-

602 feet, valued at $290,770. During the first

six months of 1929, total American film im-
portation was slightly in excess of the 1930
amount.

Figures showing the leading world mar-
kets for American motion pictures present
some interesting changes. During the first

half of 1930 Australia dropped from its 1929
position of first to third place, England be-

came first instead of second, while France
rose from seventh to second. The fourth
leading market in 1930 has been Argentina,
which ranked third in 1929. Canada and
Germany changed places, the former be-
coming fifth. Totals in feet and value for

these countries follow:

Figures for Leading Importers

United Kingdom, 23,677;004 feet, $1,098,-

434 (doubling its 1929 importation); France,
13,445,037, $301,466 (more than doubling its

1929 importation); Australia, 11,916,627 feet,

$295,967; Argentina, 8,781,479 feet, $249,792;
Canada, 8,649,511 feet, $352,511; and Ger-
many, 7,875,256 feet, $216,139.

Thus far in 1930, the Far East has im-
ported 28,711,647 feet of American motion
pictures, with a value of $672,309; British

South Africa, 1,789,693 feet, valued at $46,-

358; and all other countries and divisions

not previously mentioned, 3,636,138 feet,

with a value of $67,008.

/ 3-4% Dividend on
MGM Preferred to

Be Paid on Sept. 15
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—The board of di-

rectors of A/Tetro-Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-
tion declared a quarterly dividend of 1)4 Per
cent per share on the preferred stock. The
payment will be made September 15 to stock-

holders of record on August 30.

Famous Canadian Tries

Supervision Plan; Stein
In Charge at Toronto
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, ONT., Aug. 14.—Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corporation is experimenting
here with the plan of appointing district su-
pervisors.

The new departure has resulted in the ap-
pointment of Morris Stein, manager of the
Imperial house here, as supervisor for To-
ronto theatres.

Southeastern Theatre Owners and Film
Board Ratify Zoning; Exhibitors Agree

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, GA., Aug. 14.—The Southeastern Theatre Owners Association, at

its annual meeting, and the Film Board of Trade, at its meeting, both ratiiied the

protection plan as worked out by the zoning committee last week. Representatives
of affiliated theatres have advised both of these organizations that they believe

the plan is fair and will ratify it through the proper procedure immediately.
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Y^
NEW PRODUCT

This department does not attempt to predict the pubh'c's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter

COMMON CLAY
TWO WEEKS AT ROXY. Produced

and distributed by Fox. Director, Victor

Fleming. Author, Cleves Kinkead. Sce-

narist, Jules Furthman. With Constance
Bennett, Lew Ayres, Tully Marshall,

Matty Kemp, Beryl Mercer, Hale Hamil-
ton, Purnell B. Pratt, Ada Williams,

Charles McNaughton. Genevieve Blinn.

Release, August 17, 1930. Footage, 7961.

HERO OF THE WEEK

A,L LTHOUGH Hale Hamilton is given no place

in the billing of "Common Clay," undoubtedly
because of the few pictures in which he has

appeared, he certainly ranks as one of the

stellar players in this attraction.

Like any number of stage actors who have
turned to the screen since it became audible,

Hamilton displays a finished histrionic tech-

nique.

He and Constance Bennett more than any
other members of an excellent cast contribute to

the fine entertainment offered by this picture,

which was held over for the second week at the

Roxy.

"Common Clay" is highly dramatic and pre-

sents the theme, "Does one slip make a bad
woman?" Throughout the subject has been
handled with a fine sense of propriety, which
makes for boxoffice in any theatre, large or
small.

ElUen Neal, because of her love for " good
times, becomes a hostess in a speakeasy and,
during a raid on the place, is arrested on a

charge of vagrancy. She pleads guilty and is

given a small fine, but because of her age the
judge cautions her to leave the speakeasy and
get a job at honest work.

She becomes a maid in the Fullerton home
and is determined to lead a respectable life.

This she finds difficult, for Bud Coakley, a pal
of Hugh Fullerton, discloses her past life and
both he and Hugh try to force their attentions

upon her.

She falls in love, not wisely but too well, with
Hugh, and a baby is born. The Fullertons
offer her money but she answers that all she
wants is Hugh's love, and a name for her son.

The girl's apparent past life is brought out by
Bud. These facts have her lawyer stumped, but
he plays a trump card and brings both Bud and
Hugh to trial on a charge of delinquency, since
EUlen was under age when at the speakeasy.

On the stand EUen's mother is forced to ad-
mit that the girl is not her own, but the daugh-
ter of a close friend who committed suicide
rather than bring shame upon her lover. Ellen
asks that the case be dismissed, for she wants
to be as big as her mother.

The next day she is called to the home of the

attorney for the Fullertons, there to learn that

he is her father. As she starts to leave the

place defiantly, Hugh rushes after and begs her
forgiveness and love, which she is unable to

refuse.—Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

HALE HAMILTON, for his stellar work in

Fox*s "Common Clay,** though he icas given no
place in the billing.

QUEEN HIGH
EVERYBODY WINS! Produced and

distributed by Paramount. Directed by
Fred Newmeyer. Based on the play "A
Pair of Sixes," by Edward H. Peple.
Screen play by Lawrence Schwab, George
De Sylva and Lewis Gensler. Photog-
rapher, William. Steiner. With Charles
Ruggles, Frank Morgan, Stanley Smith,
Ginger Rogers, Helen Carrington, Ther-
esa Maxwell Conover, Betty Garde, Nina
Ollivette, Rudy Cameron, Tom Brown.
Footage, 7905. Release date, August 23.

G,̂JOOD fun and lots of it runs through this

screen version of the popular musical comedy
of the legitimate stage. Charles Ruggles and
Frank Morgan carry the comedy and make the

picture cracking good entertainment. The Para-

mount audience greeted the pair with great

good humor, and well they might, for they are

perfect foils, one for the other.

Fortunately, there are just sufficient light

melodies, and good ones, to be more than wel-

come. They help to lift the picture to a swing-

ing rhythm of lightness that leaves everyone
happy. Farcical incidents, piled one on the

other, as the two business partners whole-

heartedly disagree with each other on every-

thing, are handled neatly and carried just to

the right point, bespeaking excellent direction

and a highly competent cast.

T. Boggs Johns and George Nettleton are in
the feminine garter business, but which one
was responsible for the development of the firm
and its success are svdjjects on which they sim-
ply cannot agree. Their eternal and everlasting
bickering in and out of the office is extremely
amusing. When Johns brings his nephew into
the firm, Nettleton is more than slightly per-
turbed and says so. He retaliates by hiring his
niece as a stenographer, and there we have the
not at all unpleasant love interest between Polly
and Dick, the nephew. Finally the partners
reach the point where they are ready to break
part. The bright young lawyer is called, and
proposes a draw of two poker hands, the loser
to be the valet and general servant of the
other for a period of one year. Any breach of
contract will cost the offending party SlOO,
while if one reveals the fact of the agreement
to anyone he is to forfeit S10,000.

The deal of the poker hands, as each on©
picks up his cards, is delightful. Nettleton wins
with a pair of sixes, after Johns picked up
queen, jack, ten, nine, and then the four of
hearts to spoil a perfect flush. Johns is any-
thing but happy as the servant of his former
partner until the niece, Polly, who knows she
cannot have Dick until the contract is called off,

gives him the idea of flirting with Nettleton's
wife as a means to the desired end. He does
just that to perfection and the discomfiture of
Nettleton. Then he gives his partner a fresh
shock when approached with a proposal to

break the contract, by asking for a renewal.

Finally it comes out that the lawyer was play-
ing a little practical joke on them and the con-
tract was not legal at all. They go hunting for
the offender with shotguns, and when they find
him, proceed to dump him in the lake to their

mutual satisfaction. The niece and nephew get

together, and everybody is happy but the

lawyer.

Ruggles and Morgan have excellent support,
with Stanley Smith and Ginger Rogers as the

boy and girl doing very nicely, and the others

decidedly capable. Since almost everyone likes

a good laugh and better fun, this should go a

long way.

—

Charles S. Aaronson, New York City.

* * *

RAIN OR SHINE
A LOT OF LAUGHS. Produced and

distributed by Columbia. Director,

Frank Capra. Dialog and continuity,

Dorothy Howell and Jo Swerling. Pho-
tographer, Joe Walker. With Joe Cook,
Louise Fazenda, Joan Peers, William Col-

lier, Jr., Tom Howard, David Chosen,
Alan Roscoe, Adolph Milar, Clarence
Muse, Ed Martindale, Nora Lane. Tyrrell

Davis. Release, August 15, 1930. Foot-

age, 8228.

± HIS is a one man show from the first foot

of film to the last, and fortunately that one man
is Joe Cook, who overlooks no bets for belly

laughs.

Columbia has a picture here that looks like
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money. It has been done in a big way, espe-
cially the circus sequences. And through it ail,

whether in straight comedy or in comedy acro-

batics. Cook is the dominating character.

The burning of the circus is a thrilling climax
to ail the fun that has preceded it. The picture
miglit have been improved had the ending been
changed, or shortened. The dialog in this con-
cluding sequence between Cook and his foil is

a bit too protracted.

It is the story of the Rainey circus, which
had been inherited by Old Man Rainey's daugh-
ter, Mary, with provision made that Smiley
Johnson was to be the girl's business and
personal representative.

He took the job seriously, and in doing so

fell in love with Mary. She, however, became
infatuated with Bud Conway, a college boy
who joined the circus for a lark.

Business had been extremely bad, with rain

at every stand. Smiley was having trouble
with the performers, owing to inability to pay
salaries and through the activities of Dalton,

the ring master, and Foltz, the lion tamer, who
were conniving to get control of the circus.

At Shrewsbury Bud planned to get financial

aid from his father, but the scheme was ruined
through the ridiculous behavior of Smiley.

Mary was so furious that she discharged him
and made Dalton manager. He and Foltz pro-

ceeded to stir up discord among the perform-
ers. It was a big day at the box office, but
before the performers could be paid, Dalton
turned over the cash to the sheriff. He and
Foltz then offered to aid Mary on condition

she would sell them 51 per cent of the circus.

She was about to accept when Smiley reap-

peared, discharged Dalton, Foltz and all the

performers and gave a show all by himself.

The audience, however, was dissatisfied and a

riot ended in the burning of the circus.

Fun for everyone.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York
City.

* * *

MICKEY (HIMSELF) McGUIRE
"MICKEY'S MERRY MEN"
"MICKEY'S MVSKETEERS"

GOOD COMEDY. Produced by Larry
Darmour Productions for Radio Pictures

release. Directed by Al Herman. With
Mi(fkey (Himself) McGuire and gang.

Story by E. V. Durling and Joseph Lev-

ering. Photographed by Len Powers.

HEROINE OF THE WEEK

T.HE Darmour juveniles, under the direction

of Al Herman, contribute two more laugh-get-

ters in "Mickey's Merry Men" and "Mickey's

Musketeers."
Mickey (Himself) McGuire and his Tooner-

ville mischief-makers compete for boat-racing

honors against Stinky Davis and his troupe in

the "Merry Men" film. The comedy situations

are worked out cleverly and for plenty of

laughs. The kids loved it.

"Mickey's Musketeers" puts our hero in the

role of a bold and brave Knight bidding for

the hand of his ladv fair. The action exceeds

the dialog here and results are hilarious. Both

pictures hold up well throughout with excellent

picture values.

—

Tom Hacker, Hollywood.
« * *

LEATHERNECKING
DANCING MARINES! Produced by

RKO Radio Pictures from the mu-
sical comedy "Present Arms" by Her-

bert Fields and Richard Rogers. Direct-

ed by Edward Cline. Adaptation by Al-

fred Jackson. Continuity by Jane Murfin.

Songs by Fields, Rogers, and Lorenz Hart.

Added songs by Oscar Levant and Sidney
Claire. Musical director, Victor Baravalle.

Dance director. Pearl Eaton. Camera-
man. J. Roy Hunt. Sound engineer, John
Tribby. With Irene Dunne. Ken Murray.

Eddie Foy. Jr.. Louise Fazenda. Ned
Sparks. Lilyan Tashman. Benny Rubin,

Rita La Roy. Fred Santley, Baron von
Brincken, and Carl Gerrard.

^T has a good title but the material is poorer

than the average musical stage comedy, and the

players seem to feel just that way about it. The

RVTH CHATTERTON, for her excellent por-
trayal, with Clive Brook, of a convincing type
oj American life, in Paramount's **Anybody*s

Woman.**

songs seem trite, while the dancing lacks clever-

ness and sparkle. Ken Murray, Louise Fazenda,
Ned Sparks and Benny Rubin contribute some
light laughs, but the director has not taken full

advantage of their abilities in building up his

gags.

The story is simple. Very! And how! Foy
loves Irene Dunne, leading her to believe he's a

captain instead of the buck marine he is. The
locale is Honolulu, and Miss Dunne is an Earl's

daughter, vacationing there. She invites him lo

a ball at her house, and he attends in captain's

uniform decorated with a D. S. C, borrowed
from his captain. His buddies crash the gate

with their camp followers, and all are ejected

by the Earl in high dudgeon. The lovers quar-

rel, and are brought together on Lilyan Tash-

man's yacht (with the comedy teams) to recon-

cile them. The yacht is wrecked, and they

are marooned on a hula isle, from which they

are rescued by marines sent to arrest Foy for

impersonating an officer. Irene Dunne throws
herself into his arms on the parade ground,
thinking he is to be shot, but he is only being
presented with the D. S. C. and commission of

captain which were awarded him months before

his impersonation, and delayed in transmission.

So it seems that, being a decorated captain at

the time, he couldn't very well be guilty of

impersonating one. Or could he?

—

Hunter
Lovelace, Hollywood. Cal.

:!c $ ^

VENETIAN NIGHTS
VAGABOND ADVENTURE SERIES-^No. 9

PATHE—TALKING

1 OM TERRISS, the "vagabond director,"

takes a rambling trip through Venice, the queen
city of Italy. There are several good scenes

of the grand canal with its gliding gondolas

and hurrying motor craft. Ranging from there,

are glimpses of street barbers at work, natives

eating spaghetti by the yard for the enjoyment
of tourists, and the teeming slums which form
a most interesting contrast with the handsome
dwellings of the wealthy which line the banks

of the canal. Night falls, and the gondola slips

through the water, while within a girl reclines

on cushions and a young man sings one of

those famous melodies intimately associated

with Venice. This number of the vaeabond
adventures is interesting, as usual with this

series. Running time, 10 minutes.

ANYBODY'S WOMAN
MENACE-LESS! Produced by Para-

mount. Directed by Dorothy Arzner.
Photographed by Charles Lang. Story by
Gouverneur Morris. Screen play by Zoe
Akins. Ruth Chatterton, Clive Brook,
Charles Gerrard, Virginia Hammond,
Tom Patricola and Paul Lukas in cast.

Length, 7243 feet.

W,ITH no obvious menace and with a weak
title this picture brings Chatterton and Brook
to the screen again in excellent portrayals of a

convincing type of American life. A prosper-

ous lawyer. Brook takes for himself a show girl

wife and attempts to elevate her to his plane

of society. The near-futility of the endeavor is

the only menace to the happy ending-ness of the

show.

Aside from the scenario and construction the

show is well executed, directed and acted. It

therefore provides any audience an excellent

brand of entertainment.

When Gouverneur Morris prepared the story

originally I dare say he thought little of its

construction as suitable to motion pictures. It

is the Cosmopolitan magazine kind of story.

Morris can and does write more potent drama
for screen adaptation.

Chatterton's performance is always worth the

price of admission. It is true here. She sym-

pathizes with Brook when he has lost his runj

away wife. Brook is "drowning his sorrow"

with the bottle. When Brook awakens he is

informed that he proposed to and wed the

showgirl. It is a blow. His servants threaten

to leave him. That particular juncture is a

skillful execution of dry humor.

He invites guests. Only the males show up.

One of them, seated beside the hostess, insults

her. Another falls in love with her. The lover

is played by Paul Lukas.

It is simply by an overheard conversation be-

tween her and Lukas that Brook concludes this

girl has always conscientiously loved him. Al-

though up to this time Brook actually believed

she married him for his money it was not

brought out sufficiently strong by the director.

—Douglas Hodges, Hollywood, Cal.

* * *

DUDE RANCHING
PATHE—SOUND SPORTLIGHT

DuDEENS," or girls from the East on the

dude ranches way out West, wander around

in the foothills of the Rockies, pitch tents at

night, and apparently have a good time. The

party, with numerous pack horses, winds its

way through the rough mountain country, and

we get some panoramic views which are very

good. At the conclusion, the girls lounge about

the camo fire at night and sing songs to the

stars. Whether or not their voices were traiiied

for the scene does not matter, but the singing

was quite good and winds up this short feature

attractively. Running time, 9 minutes.

* * *

RECAPTURED LOVE
AN OLD STORY. Produced and dis-

tributed by Warner Brothers. Directed

by John Adolfi,. From the play "Misdeal"

by Basil Woon. Screen play and diedog

by Charles Kenyon. With Belle Bennett,

John Halliday, Dorothy Burgess, Richard

Tucker, Junior Durkin, George Bickel,

Brooks Benedict. Footage, 5,993. Release

date, June 14.

1 HE best that can be said of this picture is

that it vdll, like many others, just come and go.

The story is nothing new and very weak, though

it is the sort of thing that goes over quite well

a^ the conventional comedy drama of the stage.

It is. in fact, taken from the play, "Misdeal," by
Basil Woon. It is hardly outstanding on the

screen, desnite Belle Bennett's able work as

the wise wife, and .John Halliday of stage recog-

nition as the slightly erring husband.

Brentwood Parr is a successful business man,

conservative, quiet and so forth. One night his
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young son and his wife persuade him to spend
the evening at a cafe. The star of the show uses

her eyes to good advantage and Parr falls. Even-
tually, naturally, his wife discovers that the

business trips are Peggy Price and not contracts,

and divorces him.

He lives with his new wife, Peggy, who wants
nothing so much as a good time and lots of it,

for a while. But he is 50, and the pace begins
to tell. Then it is Peggy's turn to hear the busi-

ness trip story, while Parr pays periodical visits

to his original wife, there to enjoy the comfort
he cannot get at his second domicile.

He also discovers to his annoyance that his

best friend has been visiting his former wife,

and decides that he has a perfect right to exer-

cise the rights of a husband in both his homes.
Finally he agrees to divorce Peggy and go back
home. He dashes over to tell her as gently as

possible that he is through with her, but she
beats him to it by asking him to divorce her.

So the clever wife wins, and Parr, not much
older but stipposedly a great deal wiser, comes
back to the fireside, and all is as it should be.

The whole thing makes very little impression.

The dialog has no sparkle, and it is doubtful

if theatregoers anywhere wUl get much of a

thrill out of it.

Richard Tucker is his usual suave self as the

best friend, and Junior Durkin is fair as the

sophisticated young son. Though Belle Bennett
and John Halliday do well, too, much cannot
be expected when they have so little with which
to work.

—

Charles S. Aaronson, New York City.

* * *

"HOLIDAY"
100 PER CENT. Ann Harding, Robert

Ames, Mary Astor, Monro Owsley in
principal roles. Directed by E. H. Grif-

fith. Produced and distributed by Pathe.

Xl/ . H. GRIFFITH, the man responsible for
"Paris Bound" a year ago, is again responsible
for the direction of a sensational picture. He
has had here the advantage of a great cast and
a great theme. But however great the theme
he has at the same time had a Herculean task
in putting it on the screen intelligently and
convincingly.

While the picture is a triumph for Ann
Harding because of her unusual talent in such
a role it is no less a triumph for Griffith. It

is a general opinion in Hollywood that without
Harding in the role and without Griffith at the
megaphone the picture might easily have failed
in its finest passages.

Ames in the role of a very young lawyer affi-

anced to Miss Astor has an ambition to travel,

live quietly and devote ten years of his youth
rather than ten years of his old age to retire-

ment. He is a philosopher, as young as he is;

and he has little sympathy for people who sac-

rifice their entire lives hoarding money.
Practically all his associates in business as

well as his prospective father-in-law and other
in-laws brand him an idler.

It's difficult stuff to sell an audience of Amer-
icans. But Griffith and Harding make their

auditors understand it and make them like it.

The famUy that Ames is about to marry into
is ultra-wealthy and boasts of its breeding.
Ames is far beneath his fiancee in social levels.

He is not a welcomed suitor, according to the
precepts of the head of the family. But with
the acquisition of a small fortune his status be-
comes immediately affected. He is offered posi-

tions and opportunities.

His dislike for opulence causes a break be-
tween him and his fiancee. He is determined
upon his long deferred holiday in Europe. Miss
Harding, in the role of a dreamer, breaks her
family bonds and joins him.

—

Douglas Hodges,
Hollywood, Cal.

* -!: *

AUDIO REVIEW—NO. 33

PATHE—SOVND

OEVERAL very interesting views of the pyra-

mids of the Pharaohs and the great Sphinx
along the Nile in Egypt take the lead in this

Audio Review. A closeup of the Sphinx stand-

ing out alone against a dark background is espe-

cially good. It was taken by Gardiner and

Alice Wells on the new Infra-D film. The
Audio Review quartet parks itself about in a

barber shop of the nineties, and sings "She's

Only a Bird in a Gilded Cage," with a banjo

accompaniment. A novelty in a setting of

innumerable shaving mugs. A genuine Scotch-

man gives a lecture on the ancient and honor-

able game of bowls. Bowling on the green ap-

parently originated some time in the thirteenth

century and is not to be confused with alley

bowling. Mildly interesting. Running time,

10 minutes.

"HELL'S ANGELS"
IMMENSE! Produced by Caddo Pro-

ductions. Distributed by United Artists.

Directed by Howard Hughes. From a

story by Marshall Neilan and Joseph
Moncure March. Dialog by Joseph Mon-
cure March. Adaptation and continuity

by Howard Estabrook. Staged by James
Whale. Photography by Gaetano Gaudio
and Harry Perry. Score by Hugo Riesen-

feld. With Ben Lyon, James Hall, Jean
Harloiv, John Darrow, Lucien Prival,

Frank Clarke, Roy Wilson, Douglas Gil-

more, W^yndham Standing, Jane Winton,
and Evelyn Hall.

AT the time of its world premiere here, this

production was accorded faint praise by local

reviewers, with the exception of another rep-

resentative of the HERALD-WORLD. The pic-

ture has been and is doing land-office busi-

ness at the Chinese. Why? Because of Sid

Grauman's high-powered exploitation cam-

paign? Because it cost a lot of money? Be-

cause it was "Big" in the sense of mere size?

These reasons have been mentioned often

enough. But why not suggest this one?—It's

a thrilling show!

Thrills—big breath-taking scenes—have made
more than one roadshow production click when
it was weak in other elements. And "Hell's

Angels" presents spectacles such as never have

been seen before, and does so without inter-

rupting the thread of the story. Some of these

defy the observer to imagine how they were
photographed, so realistically are they portrayed.

The watch says it's a long picture, but the

mind doesn't. The action is knit closely to-

gether, and episode flows into episode so

smoothly that the drama steadily mounts from
the start of the picture to its beautifully han-

dled climax. The scenarist has done a job

that ranks at the top, for one can say of this

100 per cent taking picture, as of no other, "It

will be just as good in the silent version." All

hands deserve credit for maintaining true mo-
tion picture technique despite the exacting re-

quirements of the present medium.

Any director could be proud of having han-

dled the Zeppelin sequence, the bombing of

the munitions depot, and the chase and dog
fight which follow. Characterizations are

steadily and skillfully built up, and the dra-

matic sequence at the end when James Hall

shoots his brother, Ben Lyon, to preserve Allied

secrets and then goes to his own death as a

spy, will linger in the memory.

Both Lyon and Hall give splendid interpreta-

tions of an undying brotherly love, Lyon being

particularly human and holding the sympathy
of the audience even as a philanderer and cow-

ard who toes the mark too late. The blond
newcomer to the screen, Jean Harlow, is good
in an unsympathetic part. These three dom-
inate a cast which is above criticism.

"Hell's Angels" has high entertainment value.
—Hunter Lovelace, Hollywood.

LIEBE IM RING (LOVE IN THE
RING)

FIGHT PICTURE. Produced and dis-

tributed by Terra Film. Directed by
Reinhold Schunzel. Story by Fritz Rot-
ter. With Max Schmeling, Rudolf Bieb-
rach, Frida Richard, Reiuite Muller, Olga
Tschechowa, Kurt Gerron, Max Machon,
Hugo Fischer-Koppe, Julius Falkenstein.

JL HE only reasonable conclusion that can be
drawn after viewing this film is that Max
Schmeling is a much better boxer than he is an

actor. The photography is not of the best, and
the story merely the conventional two or three

fights with the appropriate love interest. It is

Schmeling's debut as a film actor in the talkies,

the picture having been made in Germany just

before he sailed for the United States.

A great deal of the dialog has been cut out;

through the early part of the film lips move,
but there is no audible conversation and the

subtitles are lacking. Spanish and Portuguese,

English and French all have their turn, but the

greater part of the dialog is in German. A few
of the lines seemed to be amusing, to judge
from the reaction of the German speaking por-

tion of the audience at certain times.

Max lives at home with mother, father and
the girl he loves. After one of his ring battles,

however, a woman of decided presence of mind
through some skillful maneuvers draws him up
to her apartment. She has been very much
taken with the champion, and the champion be-

comes very much taken with her, to the exclu-

sion of his sweetheart and his family. She
throws Max's managers into a disturbed frame
of mind by invading the training quarters and
interrupting the program.

The important battle approaches, and on the
preceding day Max's intended upbraids him for
the manner in which he has deserted her for
the other woman. Realizing the justice of the
accusation, the champion rushes to the apart-
ment and finds the girl in another man's arms.
At the conclusion of the fight, when he knocks
out his opponent, he receives two bouquets of
flowers, a small one from his sweetheart and a

larger one from the third corner of the triangle.

By giving the large one to his defeated oppo-
nent, he indicates that he has come to his

senses, and a scene in the dressing room ends
the picture.

Max Machon, Schmeling's trainer, is in the
supporting cast, and does very little better than
the fighter. The two girls, Olga Tschechowa and
Renata Muller, are capable in their roles as

sweetheart and trouble maker. German speak-
ing people in this country will probably be in-

terested by reason of the champion's presence
and the German dialog, but outside of that the

picture's possibilities are extremely limited.

—

Charles S. Aaronson, New York City.

SOME BABIES
A WHOOPEE COMEDY

Pathe—Talker

T ŴO actors, one a midget, are fired from a

vaudeville theatre after their first showing. No
meal is in sight until the larger of the two
picks up a purse dropped by a girl stepping

from her car, and then falls for the girl. She
tells him about a baby show going on that after-

noon, and be conceives the brilliant idea of

entering his undersized partner with the possi-

bility of winning a prize. The girl's father is

a millionaire, whose doctor had prescribed

amusement as the best cure for what ailed him.

He had seen the two, enjoyed their act and was
searching for them to be his private jesters. The
girl is one of the judges at the show. Just when
the "baby" begins to act its real age the father

walks in and that's that. No punch, and not a

really funny situation in the picture. Running
time, 20 minutes.

:

\
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HOLLYWOOD

Five Film Stars May
Be Seen on Stage in

FaII forArch Selwyn
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—Mary Pickford
is one of five motion picture stars who are ex-
pected to appear on the legitimate stage in

New York this fall under the leadership of

Arch Selwyn, producer. At the same time
Pickford is abandoning work on "Forever
Yours," which Xeilan started se\eral months
ago.

Viima Banky, Lya De Putti, Colleen Moore
and Kod La Roque, the others to show "m
person" on Broadway, already have their ve-

hicles chosen. Miss Putti will be the first

seen, in a comedy called "Alade in France"
some time next month. Mary Pickford is

studying several scripts, from which she is

expected to choose one for her first New York
appearance. In commenting on the announce-
ment of Arch Selwyn, Aliss Pickford said

her return to the stage depends on the finding

of a play to her liking.

Colleen Moore leaves Hollywood in 10 days
for New York for what is generally believed

to be a stage engagement. She states, how-
ever, that her trip is only to "talk over a pos-

sible contract with eastern producers." It is

another report, and possibly a more plausible

one, that she is preparing to go east to sign

contracts with a motion picture company for

starring- roles over a period of two years.

**Anna Christie*' Among
Foreign Language Films
Being Made on MGM Lot

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—Foreign produc-
tion is going strong at the M G M studios,

where "Anna Christie" and "The Trial of

Mary Dugan"^ are already being set to Ger-
man, with several other pictures to go into

production soon for Spanish versions.

Among the ones to be made into Spanish
are "Madame X," "Mr. Wu" and Buster Kea-
ton's "Dough Boys." Also, Ramon Novarro
will begin shorth' on the Spanish production
of "Call of the Flesh," both directing and
starring in the picture.

Ivan Petrovich Signed by
Goldwyn for Next Colman

(Special to the Hcmld-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—Ivan Petrovich
will undertake his first acting role in America
when he takes the male lead in support of
Ronald Colman for whom Frederick Lonsdale
is writing an original screen play, which he
will direct and also dialog. Irving Cummings
will direct the picture. Also included in the
cast are Frederick Kerr and David Torrence.

Three $1,000,000 Pictures
Start at RKO Within Month

"Babes in Toyland" and Amos 'n' Andy Going into Work, Says

Hiram Brown—Pressure to Keep Production Standards High

Is Being Feh More and More, Declares Henigson
(Special to the Heraid-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—Hiram S. Brown, presideiit of RKO, arrived

yesterday for his semi-anntial inspection of his company's Coast properties.

Following conferences with William Le Baron and with Lee Marcus,

Brown revealed that three $1,000,000 talking pictures will go into production

here within 30 days.

Of these, "Babes in Toyland" he said he
expected to be one of the most spectacular
pictures of the year. The third will star

Amos 'n' Andy, radio headliners.

There will be no slack summer
season so far as R K O is concerned.
Brown said. Companies frequently
make one picture of million-dollar
calibre at a time. It is distinctly
unusual for any company to make
three of this magnitude at once.

In addition to the studio properties. Brown
will inspect RKO theatres in this vicinity

during his trip. He expects to stay in South-
ern California about two weeks.

William Le Baron has decided to
use 42,000 extra players in filming
"Cimarron." It will be in the mak-
ing four months. The town of Osage
will be built and rebuilt not less than
six times. Each set will show the
town in a different period of its

history.

A total of 410,000 board feet of lumber
will be used for the frame and wood struc-

tures.

More than 1,200 sacks of cement and 140

tons of crushed rock and sand have been
ordered for various streets and concrete

buildings.

Louis Wolheim, one of the most competent
character actors on the screen, will follow in

the steps of Lowell Sherman at R K O this

month when he begins to direct as well as act

in pictures. He has signed a contract to be-

Old Studio 36 Holer Site
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—A 36-hole miniature golf

course is now under construction on the site of the
old Lasky studio here. It will be called the Paramount
Miniature Golf and is within a short walking distance
of the heart of the Hollywood theatre district.

"For Governor" Campaign
Rally Staged in Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 14.—

A

new wrinkle in campaign rallies was
staged recently when the Theatrical
Industries Rolph-for-Governor Club
took over the Capitol theatre and put
on a show open to the public. Mayor
James Rolph, Jr., the guest ot honor,
reviewed his campaign activities, and
short talks were made by Reba Craw-
ford, "The Angel of Broadway," Dr.
James A. Ghent, and others.

Owing to his opposition to censor-
ship and to his friendly attitude to-

ward the amusement industry. Mayor
James Rolph, Jr., has the backing of
practically a united industry in his

race for the nomination of Governor.

come effective at the conclusion of his role in

"The Silver Horde."

Lonsdale With MGM
The noted playwright, Frederick Lonsdale,

signed a contract today with Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer to write screen plays exclusively for
them.

Ziegfeld Signs Bromfield
Louis Bromfield has today signed a con-

tract with Florenz Ziegfeld to write the book
for his new show to feature Marilyn Miller.

Bromfield left this week for New York. The
production will go into rehearsal next week.

Demand High Standards
Pressure on film producers to keep their

standards of production high is making itself

felt more and more as audiences grow more
discriminating and exacting, declares Henry
Henigson of Universal Studios. No longer
can the mediocre and cheaply turned out film

find the generous market that prevailed when
the public's appetite for celluloid entertain-

ment was insatiable.

When science and invention present the

world with a new plaything, a crude and primi-
tive model at first does well enough, says
Henigson. The first automobile that delighted

us a few decades ago is a ridiculous thing in

the light of present day taste. Rapid improve-
ments in the automotive industry were re-

quired to keep pace with public discrimina-

tion.

"Motion pictures of a primitive
character were satisfactory in the
pioneer days, but the taste of the
public has outlawed them," asserted
Henigson. "Better technique, better
stories, better actors have been
brought to the industry, but they
must be better still to meet the grow-
ing demands of our audiences.
"The best picture will never fail

to satisfy, but we must have more
of them and fewer of the indifferent
type. There is a challange out to
those who are providing screen pro-
grams, to keep our standards high
and to raise them as rapidly as new
ideas are brought to us.
"That the industry is prepared to

meet this challenge seems to me in-

dicated by the extreme lengths to
which we are going to recruit the
best minds in music, drama and lit-

erature that the world affords."

E. B. Derr announced today that Pathe has
bought "Rebound," comedy success. It is

planned as an early special.
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ONE of the cutest things in Los Angeles is the "exchange" racket. There

are many surplus realtors around here, and so little surplus money that

the realtors have devised the game of "exchanges." They play it elsewhere

too, but here they go in for it deep.

You go to a realtor and say you want to list your property. He files it away
and soon someone else comes in and lists theirs. Then the realtor introduces

both eggs, who decide they each like each other's places. Just kids swapping
knives for marbles.

Here's the idea behind the exchanging. You buy your house for $5,000.

When you list it with the realtor you quote it at $7,500. So does the fellow

with whom you've swapped, and that makes your new property worth $7,500.

None of you argues about money because the price-boosting is free. Then
you exchange again, and this time you get a piece of property that was listed

for $10,000. Ooops, two exchanges and you've doubled your money. One
fellow changed five times and finally got his own property back. He originally

let it go at a $6,000 valuation, which was a thousand bucks more than it was
worth, and he got it back listed at $14,000. Next time you hear of someone
buying a $50,000 California property for half, find out how many exchanges

boosted the ante. AAA
A friend of mine visited a local studio and parked his car outside. When he

started it again he heard a little "eek" from under the rear wheels. He got out

of the car and found he had run over a wild rabbit. Sweet civilized Holly-

wood. The poor guy turns corners now expecting to see an Indian ride down
a buffalo. AAA
Two executives were discussing the possibilities of squelching the pesky

miniature golf courses. "I got it," screamed the brighter one, "we'll ruin their

business in six months. We'll wire them for sound."

AAA
No joke these overgrown pool tables. A producer wanted to get together

with his theatre manager to see what they could do about combatting the local

course that was eating into the theatre's business. They couldn't set a date

because the theatre manager wanted the conference held on the same golf

course. The producer insisted the manager come to his own favorite course,

which was two blocks away. AAA
Say, I found a gag out here that'll positively slay you. You see, traffic here

is started and stopped by bell-ringing. When the bell tinkles once, while

you're halted, that means you can go at the next bell. When you're moving
and the bell rings you have to stop.

I'm having a swell time. I bought a bell. Two short rings and bang, a'

Packard, a Buick and an Oldsmobile need overhauling. Cripes, a guy is gotta

do something in this town.
NORMAN KRASNA.

"Ingagi" Passes Censors
For Second Time in Ohio;
Extended Runs for Some

(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI, OHIO, Aug. 14.—"Ingagi,"
recently passed by the censor board at Co-
lumbus for the second time, is being shown
throughout Ohio, in some cases for extended
runs.

The only change made by the Ohio board
is the inclusion of a leader containing an-
nouncements which remove the possibility of

any misrepresentation, and which read in sub-

stance as follows

:

"This production, purporting to have been

filmed in Africa, is not an official record of

any scientific expedition, and has been pro-

duced solely for your entertainment. This

visual expedition was filmed partly in Africa,

and partly in our studios at Hollywood. The
pygmies and native women are not African
natives, but actors, as is also the gorilla which
appears in some of the later scenes."

Hawks on New Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—Howard Hawks
has been selected to direct Columbia's "Crimi-

nal Code," the adaptation of the Broadway
stage play. The picture will go into produc-

tion as soon as the cast has been named.

Griffith Picks Fifty

Finest All-Time Films
For N, Y, Evening Post

(Special to the Herald- Wo: Id)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—At the request of
the editor of the New York Evening Post,
Ejavid Wark Griffith listed the fifty motion
pictures which he considers the finest yet pro-
ducd. Among them are some of his own,
and he explains this

:

"Modesty, under ordinary circumstances,
would dictate that one should not include
his own works in such a list, but I have
included those of my own which I think
rightfully belong, not because I think they
are great, but because the public and the
press have generally acclaimed them as such."

Those of his own which he included are:
"The Birth of a Nation," "The Avenging
Conscience," "Intolerance," "Broken Blos-
soms," "Way Down East" and "Orphans of
the Storm."

Others on the list are "Stella Maris," "War
Brides," "Quo Vadis," "The Four Horse-
men of the Apocalypse," "The Miracle Man,"
"Passion," "The Mark of Zorro," "The Dark
Angel," "Driven," "The White Sister,"

"Greed," "Smilin' Through," "Tol'able David,"
"Robin Hood," "The Covered Wagon,"
"Merry Go Round," "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," "Down to the Sea in Ships,"
"Little Old New York," "The Sea Hawk."
"Monsieur Beaucaire," "The Marriage

Circle," "The Ten Commandments," "The
Kid," "The Merrv Widow," "The Last
Laugh," "The Big 'Parade," "The Valiant,"
"Wings," "Variety," "Beau Geste," "Stella
Dallas," "What Price Glory," "The Way of
All Flesh," "Ben Hur," "Seventh Heaven,"
"The Patriot," "Sunrise," "The Crowd," "The
King of Kings," "Disraeli," "Hallelujah,"
"Grass," "All Quiet on the Western Front."

Continental Picture,

"Fourth Alarm," Cast
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14. — "The Fourth
Alarm," the first selected melodrama in Con-
tinental Talking Pictures list for 1930-31, has
been cast with the following players, which
include Nick Stuart, Ralph Lewis, Ann Chris-
tie, Tom Santschi, Roy Whitlock and Harry
Bowen.

Russian Will Compose
"Resurrection" Music
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 14.—Dimitri Tiom-
kin, young Russian composer and pianist, has
been signed by Universal to create the music
for the production of Tolstoi's "Resurrection."
Edwin Carewe will direct the picture, Carl

Laemmle, Jr., has announced. John Boles
and Lupe Velez will be the stars.

Amos 'n' Andy Recluses
During Shooting of Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—Amos 'n' Andy
are filming "Check and Double Check" at

R K O with about the same privacy as they

have in their daily broadcasts. Absolutely no
one is permitted on the set without a special

pass.

Tay Garnett Back After
Airplane Trip to Cuba

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14. — Tay Garnett,

Pathe director, has returned to Hollywood
after an airplane trip to Havana, Cuba, where
he photographed exterior backgrounds for

"Her Man." His trip lasted 10 days.
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Littlefield Wants Trip

Without "Second Loots"
(Special to llw Herald-lVorld)

HOLLYWOOD. Aug. 14.—Lucien
LittleGeld, accompanied by his wife
and baby daughter, is preparing the
itinerary of a three-months trip

through Europe and the Continent.
While serving overseas in the serv-

ice of Uncle Sam several years ago,
Littlefield became familiar with cer-

tain portions of Europe, which only
inspired a desire some day to visit

London. Paris, Berlin and other parts

without having to salute "Second
Loots."

Only recently Littlefield completed
the featured character role in "Great
Day" which Harry Pollard is direct-

ing for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Ne-
gotiations are now pending for his

services in another feature produc-
tion. If they go through, the trip

must be delayed.

Sono-Art Drops Contract
For Three Denny Pictures;

He's in Demand at M G M
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—The contract
under which Reginald Denny was to star in

three more pictures for Sono-Art has been
cancelled by mutual consent. This contract

antedated his present one with M G M, which
was negotiated with the proviso that when
Sono-Art needed Denny's services, he would
be released to it by the latter. However,
Denny has been in great demand at M G M
and Sono-Art has abandond plans for future
pictures with him.

Arthur Loew Flies to

Hollywood to Confer
With Mayer, Thalberg

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—Arthur Loew,

foreign manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
arrived here today by airplane. It was a hur-
ried trip and unexpected by all except Louis
B. Mayer and Irving Thalberg with whom he
is having daily conferences.

Wanger and Goetz on
Coast for Conferences

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14. — Walter P.

Wanger, general manager of the production
department of Paramount Publix, and Harry
M. Goetz, assistant treasurer of the corpora-
tion and controller of the production depart-
ment, arrived here this week for a ten-day
stay. Conferences relative to production plans
for the New York and Hollywood studios
will be held.

Taylor and Lazarus to

Do Columbia Adaptations
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—Columbia has
signed Matt Taylor and Sydney Lazarus to
do adaptations. Lazarus will handle "Broth-
ers" and Taylor will do "Lion and the Lamb."
"Brothers" will start filming with Bert Ly-
tell in the lead.

Lang Joins Columbia
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—Walter Lang, new
addition to the directorial staff of Columbia
Pictures, will have charge of "Brothers" as
his first assignment. Bert Lytell will have
the featured role. Lang was for several years
stage director for David Belasco.

Paramount Writers' Council
Is Analyzing Story Material

Doran and His Staff in East Establish Writers' Row with Many
Wellknown Names—Parking Space Used for Sets Now

—

Warner Varieties Production Still Rushing
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK Aug. 14.—D. A. Doran, Jr., new editor at the Paramount
Eastern Studio in Astoria, has instituted what is to be known as a "writers'

council" for the staff.

Beginning immediately, all staff writers will meet once each week in con-

ference with the studio executives for a thorough discussion of all current

story material for future use.

LTnder the plan, all members of the writing
staff will each week read all treatments,
adaptations and finished scenarios and at the
conference submit written comments. In an
effort to consolidate and systemize the depart-
ment, Doran and his group of writers will be
located in a series of adjoining offices to be
known on the lot as "writers' row."

Many Wellknown Names
There are more than a few wellknown

names to be placed on the doors of "writers'

row." Donald Ogden Stewart, Doris Ander-
son, Ursula Parrott, Louis Stevens are among
them. Rosalie Stewart has been put in charge
of all story material for Claudette Colbert's
future vehicles. Iselin Auster is now serv-
ing as assistant to Doran.
Production activity has caused an overflow

of the usual limits of the Paramount film

plant. For the first time sets will be built on
the plot of ground across the street from the
studio, which was formerly used as a parking
space.

The parking space will be utilized for the
reproduction of a street in Greenwich Village,

which will serve as a background for much
of the comedy and romance in "Manhattan
Mary," directed by Norman Taurog.

Ina Claire Arrives
The unit engaged in filming "The Best

People" has made several excursions to loca-

tions in the vicinity of Great Neck, Long
Island, and Ed Wynn's company is traveling
over the bridge to Manhattan for a few shots.

"The Royal Family" will go into rehearsal
very shortly with the arrival at the Para-
mount plant of Ina Claire, who had been on
the legitimate stage in "Rebound" during the
summer out in Los Angeles. George Cukor
and Cyril Gardner, who will co-direct "The
Royal Family," will reach Manhattan in a
fevv days. Frederic March, who will play op-
posite Miss Gaire, is already in town ready
to go to work.

Claudette Colbert Returning
Claudette Colbert, now on a world tour,

is expected back at the studio about October
IS, according to cables received by executives.
She is carrying with her a portable camera,
and has been busy filming interesting episodes

Couldn't See "Holiday";
But It's in Evidence Now

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. Aug. 14.—When
picture rights to last season's stage
hit "Holiday" were first offered for
sale, there was no great scramble for
them in Hollywood. Only one studio
was then interested. It wanted the
play for Corinne Griffith who had the

contract privilege of okeying her
vehicles. She couldn't see it, feeling

that any motion picture version must
be inferior to the stage version. She
played in a couple pictures of her own
choosing afterwards, but has now re-

tired, temporarily.

seen on her journey. The film, forwarded to

the studio, will be ready for showing by the

time Miss Colbert arrives.

Following a week of rehearsals, "Manhat-
tan Mary," Ed Wynn's starring vehicle, has
been started in actual production. Ginger
Rogers, Stanley Smith and Lou Holtz are

playing the leads, with twelve other characters

still to be chosen during the prepress of the

picture. The role of the stage revue star in

the picture will be played by Ethel Moran, re-

cently added to the cast. She was selected

because of her good work in a one reel sing-

ing short subject completed not long ago.

Fifth Ripley Film Made
At the Warner film plant in Brooklyn, the

Vitaphone Varieties are being turned out with
dispatch. The fifth of the group of "Believe

It Or Not" sketches by Robert L. Ripley has
been completed under the direction of Murray
Roth, chief at the Eastern Studio. Ripley has
introduced in this latest number several of

his celebrated "queeriosities" and done a num-
ber of "Believe It Or Not" drawings.
Ralph Morgan, of stage recognition, is

starred in his first Vitaphone Varieties drama,
"Excuse the Pardon," based on a newspaper
story by Ruth Reynolds and adapted to the

screen by Burnet Hershey.
Eic Dressel, now playing on Broadway in

"Lysistrata," the Greek comedy, has also been
signed for the Varieties. He is cast for the

leading role in "Compliments of the Season,"

a two-reel drama based on the story by Paul
Gerald Smith. With Dressier will be Lenita

Lane, Pat O'Brien, and Weldon Heyburn, Ar-
thur Hurley is scheduled to direct.

Gavin Gordon Ends His
Contract withM G M to

Take Archainbaud Offer
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—A desire to be-

come a freelance player was the reason given
by Gavin Gordon in terminating his contract

with M G M this week. He mutually con-
cludes the contract which was made approxi-
mately one year ago. Recently Gordon was
seen as the leading man opposite Greta Garbo
in "Romance."
George Archainbaud, who is at present di-

recting "The Silver Horde" for RKO, suc-

ceeded in closing negotiations with M G M
for Gordon's services, since the actor's con-
templated finishing date with M G M permits
him to accept the offer.

Wilkerson Plans to Start

Hollywood Daily Reporter
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 14.—Bill Wilkerson
has just arrived here with a bankroll and ex-

pects to start a Hollywod paper called the

Hollywood Daily Reporter. He is signing up
journalistic talent and at the same time at-

tempting to supplement the easterners money
he brought with him. Larry Urbach is busi-

ness manager.
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SOUND REPRODUCTION

F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
FROM THE FAR NORTH THROUGH THE CORN BELT

DULUTH.
FROM St. Paul to Duluth there is a flock

of brand new concrete 163 miles long. Oh,
Boy ! aint it a grand and glorious feeling

when there is no speed limit and very little

traffic? We just turned the "Princess" loose

and she certainly did split the wind.
Shortly after we arrived and were parked

in the nice quarters provided by the local, W.
C. Kitzman, who is not only business repre-

sentative of local No. 509, but also is chief

projectionists of the Lyceum theatre and has
general charge of all projection in the Publix
theatres of Duluth, appeared on the scene.

After dinner he made an ambitious effort to

show us all of Duluth in about IS minutes.
You see Kitzman owns a Cord car. It is one
of those infernal front wheel drives and the
engineer of that particular machine (Kitzman)
only sneaks back to 40 per in very heavy
traffic. Curves he takes on two wheels at 45.

On a fairly clear straight-of-way he tries

to make the telephone poles look like a picket
fence. Nevertheless, Kitzman is a fine chap.

We enjoyed our visit with him immensely.
In our wanderings we ran into L. H. Anson,

district manager for Publix. Anson is a live-

wire manager. Having been in the motion
picture game for many years, he understands
all sides of the business. He believes in Duluth
as thoroughly as Harold Lloyd believes in

comedy.

I did not visit any Duluth projection rooms,
but Friend Daughter visited the one at the
Lyceum, the crew of which consists of James
B. Enochs, Frank Poulin, Fred Danieko, Chris
Burrud and Kitzman. She reported the room
to be in A-1 condition, clean as a new pin,

the sound and picture good. But beyond that
refused to commit herself. I am told that the
Lyceum is a "natural" sound house. It is

about the best that can be found in this part
of the state.

This local did something that very few
have so far done. It had notices of the meet-
ing printed in the newspapers for three days
in advance. Such a procedure gives valuable
publicity to projection, which is good. I

would recommend that other locals follow the

example set by Duluth.

The meeting did not start until 1 a. m., be-

cause men were coming from as far as 80
miles. The total attendance was about one
hundred. It included the men from Eveleth,
Minn., 60 miles away; Virginia, Minn., 65
miles ; Hibbing, Minn., 80 miles ; Cloquet,
Minn., 30 miles ; Superior, Wis., five miles
away; and all the men of Duluth.

Duluth is what may be called the capital of

the Massaba iron range, which is one of the
greatest iron mining districts in all of the
world. The city of Hibbing is located in about
its exact center. You may be interested in

knowing that the mining is done by steam
shovels. Enormous pits are dug. So huge
are they, in fact, that locomotives and trains

of cars are run down into the pits by circling

their sides around and around. The iron ore

is then loaded into the cars by means of steam

shovels, then the loaded cars are hauled out of
the pit. The sight of one of these immense
pits is worth many miles of travel.

I may add that, considering the hours
worked, the Duluth local has the best scale

of any union in Minnesota.
* * *

I think I will take this opportunity to ex-
press my thanks (and the thanks and apprecia-

tion of Friend Daughter) to all the many
locals already visited for their most kind and
courteous reception of, and care for, us two
weary, travel-stained wanderers.
Almost invariably the hotel accommodations

have been the very best that could be pro-

vided. Without exception, our reception has
been most cordial. In each case the locals

have done everything possible to make our
stay in their cities pleasant, and to make the

meetings a success.

I am especially well pleased to say that in

every case the men have expressed themselves

as thoroughly satisfied with the outcome of

our visit. In fact, in two instances this satis-

faction was such that it took the form of a

substantial present to your editor, and I can
assure you that pleased me a great deal more
because it was convincing proof of the extent

of the satisfaction given, than because of the

value of the present.

^ ^ H:

WINNIPEG.
T I NION 299, Winnipeg, Manitoba, wanted

us to visit them. It is more than 465

miles up there from St. Paul, and it was of

course impracticable to motor a total of 900

miles just to meet one local. However, when
the Winnipeg local was advised of that fact,

it proposed to pay the railroad fare for myself

and Friend Daughter, plus other expenses in-

cidental to the trip, including the customs on
the films that it would be necessary to import.

Now you can not refuse men when they are

willing to do more than their share, so we
parked the "Princess" in St. Paul, climbed

on board a Canadian Pacific train and rode

through the intense heat of the United States

to the wonderfully invigorating climate of

Winnipeg. Next morning we disembarked at

our destination to find the following reception

committee waiting at the depot:

W. Hale, past president of local 299; Alf
Wishart, president; J. E. Biggerstaff, chief

projectionist of the Lyceum theatre and super-

visor of projection for Universal; H. Spurr,

;Secretary of local 299 and projectionist of the

Gaiety theatre ; V. Armand, supervisor for

Publix Western division ; and A. Dennison,

projectionist of the Metropolitan theatre.

Winnipeg is the only city of any size in the

U. S. A. or Canada that I have not at one
time or another visited. I will admit I was
astonished. The local parked us in two beauti-

ful rooms in a splendid hotel. The main
arteries of traffic are at least 80 feet wide,

well paved and as clean as a new pin. The
city has many buildings which, while they per-

haps are not skyscrapers in the modern sense

of the word, are nevertheless huge commercial
edifices reaching up to 13 stories. There is a
magnificent park. Although it is up here in

the North, I even found them growing date
palms, and by golly they had fruit on, too

!

However, lest you think I am spoofing, they
were in a huge conservatory in the park.
The city has about 40 theatres, ranging from

those not-so-good to very excellent houses.
So completely filled in was my time while in

the city that I only visited one theatre, the
Metropolitan. The sound in this theatre was
excellent. The picture projection was good,
and from a rather hasty investigation I would
say the sound distribution was almost perfect.

The Metropolitan projection room is small
but it and the equipment appeared to be in

excellent condition. Both were perfectly clean
and I was assured that that was the normal
state of affairs. I mention that particularly,

because cleanliness is, as I have many times
told you, of very large importance where
sound projection is concerned. Dirt and sound
are deadly enemies. The Metropolitan pro-
jection staff consists of William Hale, A.
Dennison, W. J. Harris and P. Strogas.

By the way, I almost forgot to tell you that

I saw something new and excellent in the
Metropolitan. Ordinarily when the port fire

shutters are released, they come down with a
slam, and that I think you will agree is not
so good. The Metropolitan has the master-
cord, or whatever takes its place, so arranged
that when the port shutters are released grav-
ity causes them to pull up a plunger in a
slender but rather long cylinder. I do not
know exactly what the arrangement is but
presume there is a small hole in the top of
the cylinder which permits the air to escape
slowly, and thus the falling of the shutters

is retarded sufficiently to avoid any loud slam.

I have been promised a complete description

of this whole thing, which will be laid before
you in due time.

The meeting, of course, was at midnight,

though unfortunately I did not make note of
the theatre in which it was held. During a

recess which was called in the middle of the

meeting, we all climbed into cars and went
to a hotel where a very nice dinner and plenty-

of nice foamy beer was served. I finished

the talk there. The audience was large and
I have had no more attentive one anywhere.
One man came a distance of 150 miles to at-

tend. I am very sorry I did not make note
of his name and the town from whence he
came. He shook hands with me afterwards
and expressed himself as well satisfied with
having made the trip.

It took a lot of time and considerable ef-

fort to reach Winnipeg, but both Friend
Daughter and I are very glad we went. We
will both lone remember the kind hospitality

of the men of that northern city. Gosh, I

couldn't forget it if I wanted to ! Two repre-

sentatives of the local took Friend Daughter
out for a look—see at the city while I visited

the capitol to talk to the officials, as will be
hereinafter related. When she returned to our
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temporary camping ground, she was as proud

as could be. There has been almost no living

with her since. Every time I tell her what

to do she holds up a great big beautiful

pocketbook, on the flap of which is stamped,

in gold, "From the Boys of Local Union 299,

Winnipeg, Canada." I wouldn't mind that,

but when the boys took her over to see their

government buildings, Friend Daughter es-

pecially admired the two buffalos at the en-

trance, so someone gave her some green paper

buffalos, at the foot of which appeared the

legend, "Winnipeg." On the other side of

that paper was good sticky gum and she went
and stuck them all over the car. I would have
taken her out in the woodshed but she is a

modern "child," and that's that.
* * *

DES MOINES, lA.

WE left Winnipeg on a Northern Pacific

train, picked up The "Princess" in St.

Paul and motored south through tens of thou-

sands of acres of corn either already dead or

dying. No rain for over two months, coupled

with plenty of heat, has dealt the farmers a

terrific blow, from Winnipeg clear down to at

least as far as Wichita.

We had agreed with the Mason City, la.,

local stop and address it but due to a mis-

understanding we were unable to get there. I

had supposed the Winnipeg local would stage

the lecture Sunday afternoon or .night. In-

stead they arranged to have it Monday night,

so we were unable to get back to St. Paul, af-

ter an all-day train ride, until after 10 p. m.,

Tuesday, the day allotted to Mason City. 1

was very sorrv but it was one of those un-

avoidable things that sometimes happen and
cannot be helped.

Our next stop was with the Des Moines
Local No. 286. I addressed this local last

year. The members were anxious to have us

again, and Des Moines being the capital city

of my own home state, we stopped.

I had a nice visit with the Des Moines boys

and a very successful meeting. One Des
Moines man drove in from Gary, Ind., to at-

tend the meeting, and that is quite some dis-

tance, let me tell you. I had no opportunity

to visit the Des Moines theatres, but have
faith to believe that men who have sufficient

enterprise and sufficient interest in their pro-

fession to pay out their money for education

in projection matters, are doing good work.

Our course southwest through Des Moines
carried us through both St. Joseph, Mo., and
Topeka, Kan.

RECORDING SOUND ON DISC

School on Sound
Is Established by

Union at St, Louis
In the interest of better sound projection

the St. Louis Projectionists Union has been

conducting a Projectionists Sound School

every Tuesday evening.

A professor from one of the St. Louis

high schools is in charge, cooperating with a

special committee of the union composed of

Bob Thompson, Ruby S'Renco and Clay

Tabler. Experts from the Western Electric

Company also have given lectures on various

points during the school course.

RKO Ties Up With Railway;

Train Is Renamed "Dixiana'*

Renaming of the Southern Pacific Railroad's

crack Los Angeles-New Orleans train, "Dixi-

ana Special," is the latest tieup that RKO
Radio Pictures is bringing about in connection

with its special, "Dixiana."

Robert Woolsey has been featured with the

Southern Tobacco Company for United Cigar

Store windows, Dorothy Lee also with United
Cigar in connection with the Orange Dry
drink, and several hotels are running "Dixiana"
festivals in Los Angeles.

By CoL Nugent H. Slaughter*

[Continued from last issue]

The overall characteristic of wax recording

must take account also of the electrical char-

acteristics of the reproducer. The curve of an

average reproducer was shown in Fig. IJ. When
combined with the characteristics of the re-

corder, shown in Fig. lo, a gradual droop

toward the high frequency end results. An
additional, but smaller, downward trend to-

ward the high frequency end results from a

mechanical effect which is analogous to film

transfer loss. This effect results from the

relation between the finite size of the needle

point, which must be used in practice, and the

length of the waves in the groove representing

the higher frequencies, as a result of which

the needle tends to bridge over the high fre-

quency modulations on the wax just as the

finite width of the slit used in the film repro-

ducing equipment tends to integrate over the

higher frequencies with consequent loss of

volume.

The combination of the recorder and repro-

ducer characteristics with this latter effect

represents only that portion of the overall

frequency characteristic of sound pictures

which is contributed by the actual recording

and reproducing processes. It does not include

such important effects as the acoustics of the

stage, the characteristics of the microphone,

the amplifiers and the horns and the acoustics

of the theatre. Any attempt to compensate for

the recording characteristics alone would be

worthless. On the other hand, the characteris-

tics of the recording system as a whole may
be readily adjusted to produce the most pleas-

ing final result in the theatre.

To the low cost of wax negative stock and
the needed "prints" or finished records for

studio work may be added the important ad-

vantage of simplicity of handling. Playing

the records in the studio involves devices

which almost everyone understands sufficiently

to operate intelligently, and which can be
readily duplicated throughout the studio to

whatever extent is desired. For many pur-

poses a phonograph, modified only as to turn-

table speed is sufficient.

In actual recording on the wax disc, prac-

tically everything that might affect quality is

disclosed during the recording period or im-

mediately afterward by visual inspection of

the wax. This is well demonstrated by the

fact that much less than one per cent of the

records which are processed prove unsatisfac-

tory from a recording standpoint.

The disc recording machine has usually

been regarded as a stay-at-home machine,

resting comfortably on a vibrationless founda-
tion with carefully controlled temperature,

dust free air and other highly special condi-

tions. This is certainly the opposite to a desert

location set-up with temperatures well above
a hundred degrees, and a truck body as the

home of the machine. Many records have been

made on location under such conditions, with

results not distinguishable from studio rec-

ords. This is a good example of adaptability

of disc recording to special conditions. The
cutting of talking pictures represents the most
difficult problem encountered in the use of disc

records. Special equipment has been provided

for cutters, and the use of this equipment has

enabled the cutters to work in a very satis-

factory manner. Composite records are made
of each reel at various stages of the cutting,

which makes the picture and records suitable

for any projection room.

In these so-called pre-dupe records oppor-

tunity is afforded to approximate the final

product in such matters as adding sound ef-

*Chief Engineer in Charge of Recording for Warner
Bros. Vitaphone Productions. Fifteenth Paper of Tech-

nical Digest. Copyright, 1930, by Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

fects, and modifying the loudness, thereby
giving a better basis for criticism than if the
original records were used without any such
desired changes.
After the cutting of a picture has been com-

pleted, the records corresponding to each reel;

are re-recorded from the individual "dailies"'

of original dialogue, songs or other materiaL
This process involves extremely accurate tim-

ing of each individual record so that it corre-

sponds with the action of the picture film. It

involves the correction of any unwanted vari-

ations in loudness of different records, and
also occasional intended variation of loudness-

to correspond with the picture. Sound effects

of appropriate nature are added, together with
music, for certain scenes. At times the sound
on the final record will be a composite of
three or more individual records, all properly-

timed and balanced for relative loudness. The
timing is all controlled automatically from
predetermined cues.

In production work, speed is all-important.

At times,,. delays of even a few seconds seem
importantTirhfince it is necessary that recording
operations involve nothing that will hold up
shooting. Experience shows that recording on
disc machines meets this requirement in an
entirely satisfactory manner.

It is true that disc recording calls for the
use of things which have not heretofore in-

vaded motion picture studios, but a wax shav-
ing machine or a record press should not be
nearly so offensive as a microphone. The
former devices are behind the scenes, working
so effectively that their presence is never sus-
pected, while the microphone is still regarded
with a certain degree of suspicion.

As illustrating the efficiency with which the
wax negative is developed and printed, records
are made available on an over-night basis m.
any quantity which the various studio lieeds
require. In emergencies the records can be
processed in three hours after being recorded.
Additional records can be obtained on a few
minutes' notice if required in a hurry. In this

respect, the disc record keeps pace with the
ordinary schedule of development of the pic-
ture film.

Good quality of reproduction is essential,

and this quality must be consistently obtained
for successful work. Disc records can be du-
plicated without limit as to number, and each'

record will be just the same as all others.

The disc record has, to a high degree, the
very essential element of consistency; that is,

the quality of recordings from day to day is

not affected appreciably by the recording-
medium. The quality of reproduction can be
intentionally varied over a wide range by elec-

trical circuit changes, and thereby many de-
fects arising from inefficient pick-up of sounds,
can be partly eliminated. While this is true of
any method of recording, the consistent qual-
ity of disc recording makes easy such cor-
rections.

Surface noise is usually determined by un-
desired sounds on the recording stages, chiefly

camera noise. Where only the wanted sounds
are recorded, the surface noise is largely
negligible.

From the viewpoint of production efficiency,

the disc record has the merit of being ready
to go at all times on a moment's notice with
breakdowns or failures very rare. It has be-
come well adapted to studio use, and imposes
no restrictions on the cast, the director or the
cutter that are not fundamental to the art of
recording. Its present efficiency is only another
example of adapting a well established art to

a new field of endeavor.
The talking picture art is new, and so is-

the technique of recording as applied to pic-

ture work. As the art progresses, it may be

expected that disc recording will make further
contributions to its progress.

^
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Mayor J. Fulmer Bright of Richmond, Va., presenting the HERALD-WORLD Plaque
for Better Sound Reproduction to Harold W. Evens, manager of Loew's theatre.

Exhibitors who have won the Award of Merit for the excellence of sound
reproduction in their theatres are missing a bet if they fail to arrange for its

showing in the windows of the stores of their cities.

Harold W. Evens, manager of the Loew's at Richmond, Va., is planning just

such an innovation, following the broadcasting of the presentation ceremony.
He writes to the Committee:

"We want to express our thanks for the bronzed plaque for excellence in

sound reproduction. We had it presented in your behalf by Mayor J. Fulmer
Bright of Richmond.

"The presentation ceremony was held last week, immediately following our
regular performance. We invited an assemblage of the city's most influential

citizens, and after the presentation speeches, we screened "Raffles," our coming
attraction, as proof of the high quality of our sound. The presentation cere-

mony was broadcast over our leading station, WRVA. The plaque has been
prominently displayed in our lobby and we are now arranging to have it

placed in prominent windows in various sections of town, after which we
shall find a permanent place for it in our lobby wall."

Duo-Fone Installing

Sound in 18 Houses

On Philippine Islands
Nat Nathanson, far eastern representative

for the Duo-Fone Corporation of Detroit, has
announced signing of a contract with the Lyric
Film Exchanges, Inc., whereby the latter will

install the Detroit company's sound equipment
in 18 motion picture theatres on the Philip-
pine Islands.

Nathanson is now on a protracted visit in

Manila where he is inspecting installations.

The Lyric Film Exchanges, which has its

headquarters in Manila, has already wired the
Plaridel and Metropolitan houses in that city,

besides the Victoria in Pasig, Rizal, and the
Cine Pasay, in Pasay. The remaining 14 the-

atres are now being wired for sound in their

respective provinces.

O. S. Cole, president of the Lyric Film
Exchange, predicts that most of the theatres
in the Philippines will eventually be wired.
"In many cases the one obstacle, aside from
that of price, facing provincial exhibitors, was
the difficulty of operating and servicing the
complicated apparatus," Cole declared. "Given
equipment of simple construction that can be
operated with ease, it is easy to foresee the

time when 90 per cent of the theatres in the
Islands will be presenting talking pictures."

Montreal Manager
Tries Program of
All French Pictures

Harry Dahn, manager of the Capitol the-

atre at Montreal, is trying a week's program
of exclusively French talking pictures at his

house to draw the French patronage. He re-

cently ran a series of French sound comedies
as added attractions and they proved so pop-
ular with the French populace that he was
induced to undertake the new scheme.

Included in the group of foreign pictures

were : "Un TrouDans le Mur" ("A Hole in

the Wall"), a Paramount feature; "Amies de
Pension," comedy; "Clowneries," novelty;

"Clinque Musicale," a music film. The house
orchestra plays French numbers during the

performances.

Emergency Calls in

WE Houses Reduced
To 3% of Routines

The number of emergency calls made by
Western Electric equipped theatres during
the last eight weeks has been reduced to
five per cent of the number of routine calls,

says J. S. Ward, service manager for Elec-
trical Research Products. The previous
figure was about 21 per cent.

ERPI officials explain that this progress
is in direct line with a concerted drive to

reduce the need for emergency calls to a

minimum.

Liberty Combines Talkers,

Vaudeville in New Policy
Combined vaudeville and sound pictures will

be experimented with at the Liberty theatre

in Terre Haute, Ind., as soon as the house
has undergone the necessary repairs for the

change.
Vaudeville programs will consist of three

acts in conjunction with a feature sound pic-

ture. Admission prices will remain the same
as when only motion pictures were shown.
Programs will change Wednesdays and
Sundays.
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DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
Galesburs, 111.

We were invited out to dinner today to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom McSpadden of the West and Colonial theatres. Two other guests

at dinner were Mrs. Edwin Behrndt and her sister, of Cambridge,
Minn. Mr. and Mrs. Behrndt operate the Cozy theatre at Cambridge.
We missed Cambridge when we visited Minnesota but we don't expect
to miss it again when we are up there next season.

Mrs. Behrndt says that to try to operate a theatre without the help
of the HERALD-WORLD would be about as easy a task as trying to

throw a bull over the fence by the tail when he didn't have any tail,

except that she didn't put it just that way, but that's what she meant.
And Tom McSpadden said that neither could be done, although some
exhibitors had tried both.

About as jovial a company as we have met in some time we met
around Mrs. McSpadden's dinner table today, and it is going to be a

long time before we forget it.

* * *

We wrote one of our letters from this town a year ago last January,
and after the magazine came out we received a letter from Mrs. Earl

Williams of Knoxville, 111., in which she took occasion to step on us

with both feet for not driving over there to call on them. We knew
from the tone of her letter that we had passed up a couple of delight-

ful people, and we resolved never to do it again. Yesterday we called

on them and now we've got more confidence in our ability to judge
people than ever before. There is one thing about this rambling
columnist business that ought to be fixed. When one runs across such
delightful folks as the Williams's, the McSpaddens and the Behrndts,
he should be entitled to a week's lay-off without pay if he wants to

take it and double salary if he don't in which case we'd be working
for nothing most of the time.

It seems that nowadays we have to pay for everything we get. If you
want to ride the trains you must have a ticket. If you want to ride the

buses you must pay bus fare. And people won't pick you up on the

highways. The only place we know of where you can get a free ride is

in Chicago. There they will take you out for nothing. But the Cor-

oner will bring you back.
* * *

In speaking on the subject of Bolshevism and Communism and the

government's theory of checking the spread of this menace, Arthur
Brisbane suggests that prosperity would be the most effective weapon.
He said, "When men have something to divide, they lose their interest

in dividing." If you can say as much as that in ten times the space,

let's hear you say it. The fact is that the man who advocates Com-
munism is busted, always was and always will be. Communism was
conceived in poverty, born in poverty and thrives in poverty, and it

demands something for which it gives nothing in return. If you want
to know what Communism is, that's it.

* * *

If you can assign any sensible reason why stars should appear on
the stage or screen under assumed names rather than under their

proper names, we'll throw in with you and you can select any pup in

the litter you want, gratis. Why should Gertie McFadden assume the

name of "Yvonne Yancy"? We have observed of late that directors

are requiring stars to be addressed by their proper names and this is

an indication of returning sanity. There's too much damphoolishness
in this business and the public is getting hep to this kind of bunk.
Let's cut it out.

* * *

Creston, Iowa.
Albia, Iowa, wants Sunday movies, but Albia, Iowa, can't have them.

At least she can't for the time being. A petition was signed by 1,050
citizens of Albia, a majority of the voters in the town, asking the city

council to call an election for the purpose of voting on Sunday shows.
Attached to this petition was a certified check for $200 to cover ail

election expenses. The petition was presented to the council for action.

Two councilmen were absent, two voted to grant the request, two
voted to reject it, and it was up to the mayor to cast the deciding vote,

which he cast in the negative. Regardless of one's personal views on
the matter, it would seem that justice and fairness would demand that

the public have the right to express themselves on questions of this

kind. But two councUmen and the mayor took another view of the

case. There are too many people in this country holding offices by
mistake.

* * *

Monday we called on six theatres. Four of them were closed, and
the other two were gasping for breath. Wonder how far we missed
that 5,000 mark?

* * *

We have driven the most of the day with one hand. We've got

rheumatism in our left shoulder, and that's no bull. About next Sun-

day it will be up to our wife and the horse liniment to put us in shape
to go fishing for a few days.

Omaha.
It would seem that after "SUNNY SIDE UP," "HIGH SOCIETY

BLUES" and "COMMON CLAY" that the Fox organization would
have the right to adopt the Buick slogan, WHEN BETTER PIC-

TURES ARE MADE FOX WILL MAKE THEM.
After one views "THE GOLDEN CALF" and "THE GIRL SAID

NO" he begins to wonder just what effect the Hays "CODE OF ETH-
IS" is going to have on the moral tone of pictures. Then comes along

"COMMON CLAY" and he breathes a sigh of relief and actually feels

glad that he has some little connection with the business.

When the reviewers finally sum up the ten best pictures of the

year, if they don't list "COMMON CLAY" well up to the top of the

list, we are going to make a kick about it, which of course would be a

tremendous shock to the industry.

There is this about "COMMON CLAY" that is very noticeable: It

has an excellent cast, including Constance Bennett, Lew Ayers, Hale
Hamilton and Tully Marshall. It is also free from vulgar suggestions

calculated to get a laugh from the dizzy, and is a powerful arraign-

ment of the conduct of those in high places as compared with those

of the speakeasies, and the comparison won't sit well with the

upper class.

Tully Marshall, the blustering attorney for Miss Bennett, was just

Tully Marshall, and that was good enough. Hale Hamilton, the attor-

ney for the boy's father, must be a grandson of the famous Alexander
Hamilton from the way he handled the case, but his connection with

the early history of the case is where the big surprise comes in. The
picture is unique in several particulars and you will meet with one
surprise after another. If you want to, vou can set us down as saying

that a better directed picture than "COMMON CLAY" was never
made, but our judgment may not be worth anything. However, we
never ask anything for it, so that makes us just even.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD Man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD COVERS the field LIKE an April

SHOWER.
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BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Juvenile Shows by Booster Club Keep Hot
Weather Bugaboo Out of This Theatre

Summer, to many exhibitors, means
just another three or four months'

struggle with Old Man Non-attendance

on the battlefront of Hot Weather. The
whys and wherefores of meagre summer
attendance need not be gone into. Show-
men know, from study of local condi-

tions, what factors bother most in their

respective communities.
To combat the hot weather bugaboo one

must make preparations in prosperous periods
for the rainy days, so to speak. In this case,

it would be for the hot days. And one effec-

tive method is the utiHzation of local juvenile
talent for performances.

The Saenger theatre at New Orleans has
followed this plan and enjoyed outstanding
success, not only in maintaining, but in adding
to its attendance through a children's organ-
ization known as the Booster Club.

Performances where members of the Booster
Club appear bring surprising results to the
box office. The club now has 6,000 members
and its goal is 10,000. The Saenger idea may
not be an advisable one for all exhibitors to

follow but surely there are many who could
take some valuable hints from it.

35 Kiddies Give "Toyshop"
A program of a week's duration was recently

given called "The Toyshop," with 35 children
from the club participating. The actors
averaged approximately five years of age but
all were adept at acrobatic dancing, singing
and marching. All were equipped with cos-

tumes and uniforms for their numbers by the
theatre. One of the feature numbers was the

"March of the Wooden Soldiers," in which
the house orchestra accompanied. Charles
Niggermeyer was the producer of the stage
novelty. His material was all amateur. Not
a professional in the lot, for they were all

youngsters picked at random from the Booster
Club, but as Niggermeyer says, "You'd be
surprised at the talent to be found in a bunch
like that."

The Saenger goes a step farther than merely
making use of this juvenile talent for its

shows, however. The theatre, through its club,

cultivates an interest in theatre-going which
will prove exceedingly valuable in the future.

To belong to the Booster Club in New
Orleans is fully as great an honor for a

youngster as to be a full-fledged member of
a kids gang.

All Under 12 Eligible

All children under 12 years of age are
eligible for membership in the organization,
but they must first pay their year's dues of
five cents. Then they receive the Booster but-
ton, an emblem just as big in their eyes as the
fraternity pin to the college man.

On Saturday mornings the youngsters are
given special shows and afterward candy is

distributed by the club to all members upon
showing their badges in the lobljy. To make
the early Saturday show even more enticing,

The Washington Street Olympia gave a model air welcome for Richard Barthelmess and
his First National picture, "Dawn Patrol," in Boston. This lobby display contained toy

models of the various airships used in the production. There are fourteen ships in the

display—count 'em yourself.

the management selects groups from the club

to present their individual acts on a competi-
tive basis and prizes are given for effort and
skill. Miss Helen Strakova, a dancing teacher,

trains the kiddies free during the week for

their stage appearances. In this way the

Booster Club has become a school for children

with stage aspirations.

No restrictions are placed on the member-
ship of the organization. All the kiddies have
to do is visit the "King Booster" in the lobby

to pay their dues and get their badges.

Miss Strakova is now training a group of

toe dancers who will be presented in a ballet

entitled "Moonlight and Roses," honoring
Ben Black, Saenger master of ceremonies, who
is the composer of the song.

fense" and dressed it into a neat exploitation

stunt.

At the same time that the picture was be-

ing shown at the Paramount, the Pacific

Northwest Merchants and Maritime Associa-
tion was meeting in the city. The association

had a frolic at the city auditorium and Haas
conducted a contest to find the girl possessing

the form coinciding most closely with that of

Kay Francis. The winner was given the

actress' gown. Announcement of the award
was made at the association's frolic.

Everybody's Interested in

Women's Dresses, So Haas

Uses One for Exploitation

A woman's dress may be a very personal

item to some folk, but Jay Haas, publicity

man for the Paramount theatre at Seattle, has
his own ideas on the subject. He recently

obtained a dress purported to have been worn
by Kay Francis in the picture "For the De-

Found—Perfectly Bossed

Showhouse; It's in Oregon
The Oriental house at Portland, Ore., is

said to be a place where changes in personnel

are practically unheard of. Manager Walter
Tebbetts gets cooperation to the utmost from
his employes, who, it is told, are noted for

their efficiency.

Patrons have even noticed the pleasant at-

mosphere of friendliness between manager
and employes and given the house better busi-

ness.

Surely this must be the theatre employes'
paradise.
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flou) much can you say in a five-inch,

two-column ad? Manager John H.
Thoma of the San Antonio Majestic illus-

trates here what he can do with one of
that size. Not much space lost, is there?
The ad ran during the "Summer Fiesta

Week" at the Majestic.

Iris Birthday Club,

Free Popcorn a Hit

With Kerens Kiddies
"I note a writeup in a recent issue on what

exhibitors have been doing to draw juvenile

trade and it interests me because I am con-

ducting a campaign of this type myself," Man-
ager L. L. Levy of the Iris house at Kerens,

Tex., says in a letter to the Box Office Pro-
motion Department.

Manager Levy goes on to explain that he
keeps up the juvenile interest by offering free

popcorn to each child at Saturday matinees.

"The expense is small, yet this season has

proved profitable here," he says.

In a tieup with the Kerens Tribune, Levy
has organized a Birthday Club. The news-
paper carries ads on the organization with

copy to the effect that all kiddies between one

and 15 years of age may become members by
sending their names to the Tribune. Each
week the paper announces the list of members
whose birthdays fall in that week and they are

given two passes each to see the show. At
the theatre they are also given a bag of pop-

corn free.

The Iris is a new sound house in Kerens.

Its name was recently chosen by contest. "Pic-

tures That Please" was the slogan selected

for the house from a list of suggestions.

Biloxi Tree Sitters Given

Engagement at Saenger

The Saenger theatre at Biloxi, Miss., has
capitalized on the reputation of the city's

champion tree sitters by engaging them for

an appearance on its stage. With 407 hours

of tree sitting to their credit, the two boys,

Bobby and John McManus, have claimed the

junior title of the country. The re-fueling

crew in the endurance contest is also included

in the engagement.

An unusual and effective display is this that was made of R C A Photophone portable equip-

ment in the Jones Department Store at Kansas City during the showing of "Hell's Island,"
Columbia picture, at the Main Street theatre.

Cheese Tieup Brings Home Bacon
For Uptown House at Milwaukee

Milwaukee, which, it is said, was once quite a popular town for certain

beverages, is famed today as the metropolis of a state that produces cheese, but

it took the Milwaukee Uptown theatre really to capitalize on this important

Wisconsin product.

L. W. Orlove, manager of the Uptown, did

his capitalizing on cheese in an exploitation

stunt that involved a tieup with the Pabst
Corporation of Milwaukee. Here are the

details

:

The Pabst concern agreed to give free

samples of its products on the mezzanine floor

of the Uptown for a period of two weeks in

August. Swiss, Pabstette, Pimento and Amer-
ican cheese were served on soda crackers.

And that wasn't all. Patrons were given their

choice of drinks. That is, there were eight

different varieties of soft drinks and three

kinds of beer (no, it was only near beer).

No Sales Talk Here
Two women handed out the refreshments.

All Pabst products were displayed in a deco-
rated showcase. Two refrigerators loaned by
General Electric kept the drinks cool. In

addition an all-glass refrigerator, also pro-

vided by General Electric, was placed in the

lobby with a card informing that refreshments
were being served free on the mezzanine.
No sales talks were given by the women in

charge of the refreshment counter. The
entire affair was handled in such a way that

no one received the impression they were being
urged to buy.

Advance advertising was done by means of

two-sheet cards placed in the lobby a week in

advance. A trailer on the screen announced
free refreshments in advance and when the

serving was started this was replaced by an-
other trailer. Announcement was also made
from the stage.

Pabst Helps on Ads
The Pabst Corporation played an important

part in advertising the event, issuing 13 by 18

inch heralds which contained cuts and copy

on all pictures to be played at the theatre

during the tieup period. Fifteen thousand of
these were distributed.

Pabst window trimmers went out in the
neighborhood of the Uptown and decorated 42
show windows with their products. In the

center of each display was placed a window
card with the following wording : "An inno-
vation, Pabst products offer their refreshingly
cool delicacies and drinks free at the refresh-

ingly cool Uptown theatre." Similar displays

were also obtained in five National Tea stores

in the vicinity.

A special ad sheet gotten out by the Uptown
contained a story on the Pabst tieup. The idea
of both a drink and a bite to eat, all for
nothing, brought heavy patronage. And it all

came from capitalizing on home resources !

For Theatres with

Sound Equipment

Two Distinct Styles

—The Talking Trailer

—The Sound Trailer

.4sk Our Salesman to Screen

National Screen Service
New York - Chica-jo - Los Angeles
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Four Good Fronts for Pathe's "Holiday"

The Metropolitan theatre at Boston advertised the Pathe film with this simple but

effective conipo board display on its marquis.
Ann Harding's personality was strongly played up
in this cutout at the Detroit State for "Holiday."

Stills of punch scenes in trick shape compo background helped to

sell the picture for the Paramount at Toledo.
Terse descriptions and large cutout heads featured this display at

the Stanley house in Philadelphia.
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I Think I Owe it to My Patrons

To Call Their Attention to "All

Quiet on the Western Front".
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F. I- KOPPELBERGER.

One instance where a personal recom-
mendation is mighty compelling in a dis-

play ad. The layout tells its own story,

but it may be repeated that F. L. Kop-
pelberger used this method to float the

campaign for Universal's "All Quiet on
the Western Front," when it was shown

at the Rivoli in LaCrosse, Wis.

No More Gift Nights

At Toronto Houses
Theatre exploitation in Toronto, Ont., has

been impaired considerably as the result of a

ruling by the city government that exhibitors

must discontinue patronage-building stunts

such as gift nights, lucky ticket draws or any-
thing associated with them.

The ruling especially affects neighborhood
houses, which, it is said, had made a practice

of these promotion stunts.

The municipal government of Quebec had
previously placed a ban on the same practices

because it was claimed fake tickets were being
sold.

Florida Exhibitor

Pays "Flying" Visit

/. M. "Sonny" Shepherd, manager
of the Grand theatre at West Palm
Beach, Fla., dropped in to say hello
and how are you at the Herald-World
last week on a flying visit (via auto)
to Chicago. Sonny, in the course of
his chat, told bow long it took him
(in elapsed time, naturally) to drive
from Birmin'ham, Alabam', to Tulsa
and thence to Chicago. The time is

forgotten. Anyway it was a record
of some kind. By now he is back in

West Palm Beach tending to bis
colored patronage. Business, he ex-
plains, is good. In fact it is so good
that another colored house is to be
opened soon at Miami. "One of the
nice things about negro patronage is

you never have to worry about
politics buttin in," says Sonny.

The Universal picture. "All Quiet on the Western Front" u)us not so quiet in this ballyhoo

stunt. F. L. Koppelberger, manager of the LaCrosse Theatres, Inc., and his assistant,

William Freise, used the truck to promote the film when it came to the Rivoli house at

LaCrosse, Wis. The Western Electric sound outfit with the loudspeakers told everybody
all about it.

Effective Ad Brings Editorial That
Is More Effective at La Crosse

There's nothing like getting started on the right foot when you go to put on

a promotion campaign. That is the opinion of F. L. Koppelberger, manager of

the La Crosse Theatres, Inc., at La Crosse, Wis.

Koppelberger and his assistant, William
Freise, opened their publicity drive for "All
Quiet on the Western Front" with a quarter
page ad that contained the following words
in large type; "I think I owe it to my pat-

rons to call their attention to "All Quiet
on the Western Front." By glancing over
the ad (shown elsewhere in this depart-
ment), one will readily notice the effective-

ness of this wording when combined with
the art work.
Koppelberger goes on in the ad to de-

scribe the power of the drama. He doesn't
"spread it on thick," but his statement is

impressive.

Paper Prints Editorial

A few days after the ad appeared, the

La Crosse Tribune printed an editorial on the

picture, and the management of the Rivoli

theatre, where the film was being shown,
attributes the writing of this editorial

directly to the way the ad was laid out with
its personal statement from the manager.
The following is a portion of the editorial

which the paper devoted to the picture:

"As editor of the La Crosse Tribune, and
having just returned from a preview of the

picture, I feel that I, too, would be over-

looking an obligation to this paper's patrons
if I did not call to our readers' attention

this epic production. ... I can but wish
that every man and woman, that every child

over eight years of age in La Crosse could

see this picture. You've been thrilled and
gripped by shows before. But here is one
so perfect in its direction, its photography,
its sound, its acting, its idea and its human-
ness, that it will strike straight at your
heart."

This is said to be the first time that this

paper had ever devoted editorial space to

a motion picture.

Ballyhoo Truck Gets 'Em
It gave the La Crosse Theatres manage-

ment a nucleus around which to build pub-
licity. A whole flock of tieups were ar-

ranged and a ballyhoo truck was dispatched
through the city with the notice of the
picture's showing painted on its sides. The
vehicle was finished in white and gold and
"made a great flash," as Freise puts it. A
AVestern Electric sound outfit was mounted
on the truck and connected up with a loud
speaker. A photograph of the machine is

also shown elsewhere in this department.

POSTER PRINTING
Cards—1-2-3-4-8-24 Sheets

Type or Special Designed Engraved
Posters

CHICAGO SHOW
PRINTING CO.

222-224 W.Madison St.

RANDOLPH 3217

—

L
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Here is publicity in an enlarged form. When the Warner Brothers theatres in Chicago
donated their silver anniversary gift to the Chicago Tribune Free Ice Fund they tied up
with Western Union to make the presentation on this oversized gift order blank. Two stage

stars and a messenger boy are shown holding the document which represented a gift of

$705.45, the proceeds from a Saturday afternoon's matinee.

Warners Set Big Jubilee Drive in

Chicago and Milwaukee Houses
Nine Warner Brothers theatres in Chicago and its suburbs as well as 14

Warner-owned houses in Wisconsin found the silver anniversary celebration of

the Warner organization an excellent medium for a string of tieups.

two stage performers holding it and this

brought additional newspaper space.

Checker Cab Cooperates

Al Sobler, who was in charge of the
Chicago publicity campaign, asserted that it

was the first time the Tribune had tied up
with theatres to give them free advertising.

Another stunt employed in the Chicago
campaign was a tieup with the Checker Cab
Company, whereby hundreds of taxis car-

ried stickers on their rear windows adver-
tising Warners silver anniversary.

Special newspaper sections and innumer-
able tieups helped to tell Wisconsin in gen-
eral and Milwaukee in particular of the
jubilee event. Warners now operates nine
theatres in Milwaukee and five in other
Wisconsin cities, with a new downtown
house expected to be completed in Mil-
waukee by January 1, 1931.

A feature in the Milwaukee announcement
of the anniversary was the releasing in the
streets of 6,000 balloons, of which approx-
imately 3,000 carried free passes to Warner
theatres.

;

Matinee Tickets Given

A tieup was arranged with the Boston
store whereby a matinee ticket was given
with every 10 bar purchase of Lux toilet

soap. The primary purpose of this tieup
was to tell the public that all Warner houses
in Milwaukee, with the exception of the
Lake, are now conducting daily matinees.

The Venetian house at Racine made a
similar Lux tieup with the Racine Dry
Goods Company and booked "Koran the
Great" for a week as an added attraction.

A pre-arranged plan called for the donat-
ing of all matinee proceeds from one after-

noon to some charitable institution in the

city where the theatre was located. In Chi-

cago Warners had chosen the Free Ice

Fund, a charity promoted by the Chicago
Tribune, as the recipient of the matinee
proceeds.

The hookup with the Tribune proved an

exceedingly wise one. It brought the thea-

tres over a dozen good-sized stories and
several cuts of stars participating in the

benefit programs. The matinees netted a

total of $705.45, which was presented to the

paper in the form of an enlarged Western
Union gift order blank. Pictures were taken

of the gift order with a messenger boy and

MOVIE
JUST OUT.

STAR ROTOGRAVURES
25c SELLERS. READY FOR FRAMING
Up to 1,000 5c Each
1,000 or Over 5c Each
Nancy Carroll, Janet Gaynor,
Charles Farrell, Greta Garbo,
John Barrymore, Manrice Chev-
alier, Dolores Costello, Bebe
Daniels, Conrad Nagel, John
Boles, Marilyn Miller, Clara Bow,
Ronald Colman, Wm. Haines,
Ramon Navarro, John Gilbert,
Buddy Rogers, Rudy Vallec,
Richard Dix, Richard Barthel-
mcas, Mary Brian, Alice White,
Joan CraT?ford. Norma Shearer.

Write for Set of "FREE SAMPLES"
One-Fourth Deposit on C. 0. D. Orders.

M. E. MOSS '^ PUB. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Petersburg Palace

Stages Contest to

Identify Film Stars
"The Game of Movie Stars" was the name

of a contest conducted by Frank Harris,
manager of the Palace house at Petersburg,
Va., to exploit the picture "Sins of the
Children."

Composite photographs of stars were
jumbled together and patrons were to re-
assemble and correctly name the actors.
The Progress Index, Petersburg newspaper,
cooperated in the stunt, carrying several
front page stories and a five-column spread
on page two for four consecutive days prior
to the opening of the picture. Fifty pairs
of tickets were awarded to winners.

Another feature of the newspaper tieup
was the placing of a double page ad with
the Index to which merchants contributed
advertising. One letter of the name of a
star of "Sins of the Children" was placed
in a prominent location in the store window
of each business man who advertised in the
two-page section. The public was asked to
visit these stores and guess the name of this

star. Ducats were given to those guessing
correctly.

During the hot season the Palace has also
been offering another inducement to pat-
rons, free ice cream at matinees. A local
ice cream company provides the product in

Dixie cups.

Two Newspaper Tieups

Bring ^Em to Paramount
The Paramount theatre at Toledo literally

had newspaper publicity to give away when it

stationed a mind reader in its lobby. The
house tied up with the Toledo News-Bee to

obtain the psychic. The newspaper ran a
column for readers who wished to ask ques-
tions of the mind reader and these were sub-
mitted to her when she came to the theatre.

The Toledo Blade also tied up with the
Paramount, giving abundant reading matter
and art work on an act which dancers from
the current stage revue, "Coney Island," did
on the roof of the Blade building.

Air Race Tieup Pays Out
For Paramount at Seattle

First page news stories came easy for
the Paramount house at Seattle when it

tied up with the officials of the Portland-
Seattle airplane race for the showing of
"Dawn Patrol."

Eighteen pilots, most of them men of
note in aviation circles, were feted at the
Paramount immediately after they com-
pleted the race. It was the opening day of
the Seattle showing of the Barthelmess pic-

ture and gave the box office a flying start

for a good run.

Fox Eastern Houses Plan

To Adopt "Screen Mirror,"

Hollywood Fan Magazine
Tentative arrangements have been made

between Harold B. Franklin, president of Fox
West Coast Theatres, and Harry Arthur, gen-
eral manager of Fox Eastern Theatres,
whereby The Screen Mirror, a fan magazine,
will be circulated through the eastern Fox
circuit.

The Screen Mirror, which is edited and pub-
lished in Hollywood, has been used in Fox
houses on the Coast for some time, its popu-
larity leading the eastern chain to adopt it.
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THE SHORT FEATURE

Newspictures

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL No. 63—
R-lOO lands at Montreal after rough ocean flight

—

Tilden defeats Borotra but U. S. loses Davis tennis

cup at Paris—Coast guard at San Francisco nabs
rum ship and 18,000 bottles of liquor—Italian troops

seek additional earthquake victims at Melfi—New
York hairdressing expert shows proper aututnn

modes—"Black Billy Sunday" baptizes 70 converts

at Newport News, Va.—132 Navy aircraft stunt for

Admiral Reeves at San Diego—Arthur O. Williams,

Jr., wins Edison scholarship,

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 64—
New Orleans girl named "Miss Universe" at Galves-
ton beauty pageant—Sir Hubert Wilkins preparing
at Philadelphia for trip to North Pole by submarine
—Former German crown prince sponsors helicopter

flight at Berlin—Mrs. Hoover christens merchant
marine ship "Excalibur" at Camden, N. J.—Marl-
boro, Mass., hospital installs shoot-the-chutes as

emergency for helpless patients—Graduates of Lon-
don police school demonstrate skill—Mile. Andree
Peyre, Paree flapper, powders nose sitting on wing
of stunting plante—Fort Lee, N. Y., bridge over
Hudson nears completion—Kinsella gelding wins
Harriman stake at Goshen, N. Y., trotting race.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5629—Last cable for giant bridge
over Hudson rive.- finished at Fort Lee, N. Y.

—

Helen Wills Moody prepares for defense of tennis
crown at San Francisco—Maharajah of Pithapuram,
Indian prince, brings retinue to visit U. S.—Circus
animals size up Chicago—Hospital puts in shoot-the-
chutes for patients in case of fire—-"Miss Universe"
selected at International Pageant of Pulchritude in

Galveston—20 European beauties chosen at Deau-
ville, France, for contest at Rio de Janeiro—Speed
demonstration given at Hamburg, Germany—Bril-

liant finishes in harness races at Goshen, N. Y.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5630—Splash! Go hardy lum-
berjacks in log rolling contest—Japanese girl stu-

dents from all parts of country meet for gala field

day—Biblical lotus blooms in Illinois—Women fire

fighters at Chalfont, Pa., set several kinds of rec-

ords—-Trumpet made of buffalo horn is given to

Hoover by Boy Scouts—Ashton team of polo play-

ers from Australia play in America—Pro stars o'

aquatics perform.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 290 — Capt.

Hawks hops off from Long Island to set new trans-

continental air record— Metrotone brings new fall

styles as revealed by Amos Parrish to N. Y. Fashion
Clinic—French cavalry puts on a show at summer
tournament given by Saumur school—Los Angeles
'gators get first feed since last fall—U. S. tennis
team fails in attempt to win back Davis cup at

Paris—New York rooftop class shows instructors

how to teach taps.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 291—Hoover
on 56th birthday is presented with buffalo horn
by Boy Scouts—Harness racing gets underway at

Goshen, N. Y.—Captain Wilkins inspects submarine
with which he expects to go to the North Pole—
Reducing belles hear call of surf—Metrotone shows
and tells of India's revolt.

PATHE SOUND NEWS—NO. 66—R-lOO lands in

Canada on ocean hop from England—Dark horse
wins Saratoga opener—New dry director declares
policy—Hindenburg visits freed Rhineland—Put real

brand on new babies—Young swiss yodel with accor-
dions—-Quake leaves devastation in southern Italy

-—High flying aces dedicate airport.

PATHE SOUND NEWS N'O. 68—Forest fires rage
in parched woods of Massachusetts—New G. O. P.

chiefs sees better times—Fast trotters vie for
pacing title at Cambridge, Mass.—Navy hawks
soar in battle array—Britannia rules the sound
waves—Name belle of 17 as beauty queen at Gal-
veston, Texas—Wilkins inspects North Pole sub

—

Royalty attends Flanders pageant—Young divers
seek city championship of Houston, Texas.

Universal Adds More Prints to

Meet Talking Newsreel Demand
Universal's newspaper talking newsreel is going over with exhibitors generally,

with greater business promised for the fall, according to reports brought back
tQ New York from key cities by Richard V. Anderson, distribution manager of

this short feature.

More prints are being added to handle the

increase in business at present and a further

increase is anticipated for fall demand. Ander-
son found the McNamee newsreel very popu-
lar wherever he went. In Chicago, at the

Colony theatre, he said they reported a greater

number of telephone calls requesting whether
or not the newsreel was being shown than were
received on the feature.

Anderson will continue his tour of exchanges
and key cities, which will take him eventually

to the West Coast.

Allister Is Toastniaster

In New ^'Screen Snapshot"

Claude Allister, English character delinea-

tor, acts as master of ceremonies in "Screen
Snapshot" No. 23, the latest in the Columbia
series.

The picture shows Allister's trip through
Hollywood in which the following stars are

introduced to the screen audience : John Gil-

bert and Ina Claire ; Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford ; Eddie Cantor and wife.

"The Prince Business" is probably the

subject of this conversation between the

Prince of Wales and a Pathe News cam-
eraman, for that is the title of a featur-

ette in Pathe Audio Review which stars

the English prince.

Marion Davies, Charlie Chaplin, George Ban-
croft, Andy Clyde, Nick Stewart, Babe Kane,
Mack Sennett, Dorothy Sebastian, Neil Ham-
ilton, Karl Dane, George K. Arthur and Lew
Foster.

Prince of Wales Is

Featured in Pathe

Biographical Short
The world's most famous bachelor, none

other than the Prince of Wales, is starred in

a Pathe short feature entitled "The Prince
Business." The short, which is contained in

a new issue of Pathe Audio Review, presents
a pictorial biography of the prince in his news
film appearances from the age of six years
to his present age of 36.

It reveals him in 1900 when he was called

"Davie." Next he is shown participating in

his first cornerstone laying ceremony in 1914.

Other scenes include: His trip around the
world in 1919; visit to Hawaii; unveiling of
monument in Belgium; visit to America; in-

terview with Pathe news cameraman ; cannibal
dance in his honor at Port Elizabeth, Africa;
opening of the Peace Bridge in Quebec; his

twenty-eighth tumble in a steeplechase in 1928.

The rare scenes in this release, showing the
early life of Wales, are from negatives in the
private collection of Terry Ramsaj^e. The
original footage is said to be one of the oldest

pieces of film in existence.

Music, which is provided by the Audio
Review Symphonic Ensemble, ranges from the
imposing maestoso of Elgar's "Pomp and Cir-

cumstance" to "Humpty Dumpty."

Rockne Aids Ramsaye
To Complete Series

Of Football Classics
With the cooperation of Knute Rockne

of Notre Dame, Terry Ramsaye of Pathe
has just completed two of a series of six

football classics.

Made by arrangement with Christy
Walsh, the series will present the most
spectacular plays in football history, by the

most distinguished players, with Rockne
explaining the more intricate details of each
maneuver. Slow motion photography will

be used to show the skill of the players and
the trick of each play.
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Theatre Song Selection Hampered
Forcing Music

Is Dangerous
Says Organist

The Producer-Publisher Policy

Restricts Rounding Out

Of Program
By ED. DAWSON

NEW YORK, Aug. 14.—What is

looked upon in organ and orchestra

circles as a shortsighted, and even
dangerous, policy is the practice,

which, it is said, is becoming general,

of forcing musicians of a producer
owned circuit to play only music pub-

lished by the publishers controlled by
that producer.

Organists and pit orchestras especially

are affected by this policy, it is said, and
leaders n this field look upon it with

apprehension.
"Continuation of this policy," one organist

pointed out, 'Svill eventually cause us to do
one thing which we are trying not to do, and
that is flop.

No One Company Enough Songs
"No one company has enough songs in its

catalog to enable us to give a program that

will draw or hold the public interest. To me
the policy is shortsighted, and its adoption is

spreading rapidly. Believe me, it can reach
dangerous proportions if continued.

"Temporarily it may mean greater financial

returns for the publishers, but in the long run
it will not be beneficial to the theatres.

Should Vary Selections
"No company can force a hit, but every com-

pany can have excellent music and we should
be able to build our programs from selections

published by all companies.
"The present policy may be only temporary.

Let us hope so for the organists and orches-
tras in the past year have been hit hard enough
by the popularity of sound pictures. Another
set back and we'd be ruined."
While specific companies were named as

offenders, this oranigst preferred that names
be omitted.

Hears Song Four Times in

Two Hours Over Radio
When the same song is heard four times durintc

a two hour session at the radio, it must mean that
the song has qualities which appeal, and this is

evidently what "Singing a Song to the Stars" has
got, for Jack Perry, of the Chicago office of Rob-
bins, said that is what happened the other evening.

Bob Billings

BOB BILLINGS, who, several years ago, was
a piano roll recorder, and who then appeared
at the Crystal theatre, ending a two-year engage-
ment there in 1928, has been re-engaged to
play at that house by Balaban & Katz. He plan^
to offer voeal numbers in addition to his organ
solos, entering the category of singing organist.

This M. C. Air-Minded
Ed Lowry, master of ceremonies at Skouras

Brothers Ambassador theatre, St. Louis, took a

short vacation, flying to Atlantic City.

LEONARD
SMITH
Solo Organist

AVALON THEATRE

Fifth Year with

National Playhouses

(Now Affiliated with Warner Bros. Theatres)

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Chicago

Week Ending August 14
Ray Bolger laid them in the aisles with his loose-

jointed dancing and double-barrelled humor. The
title of the stage presentation was "Blue Mill," with
the backgrounds done in blue and the stage orchestra

seated in a mock flower garden with more blue

effects. But it was Bolger's show all the way. His
dances reminded one of an old barrel with all the

staves ready to cave in, and his monologs inter-

spersed in the program dug up plenty of laughs on
all subjects from politicians to pedagogs. The ver-

satile Helen McFarland had a heavy role in the pro-

gram. What with dancing, singing, and then dancing
while she played a xylophone, she must have been

pretty well tired out by the time it was over. The
orchestra accompanied as she did her tap dance act

with the xylophone, an excellent number.
Emille and Roumaine, acrobatic dancers, showed

the crowd a batch of new tricks in the art of tossing

human flesh around. They were really good. The
audience was thrown into a sentimental mood by
the singing of the three Dennis Sisters who appeared

in gowns to match the other color effects. Their

warbling of such numbers as "Cherie" and "On the

Sunny Side of the Street" were a signal for applause

that demanded encores.

The "Blue Mill" dancing unit, with its varied

costumes, added charm to the show and gave Bolger

"background."
Dean Fossler chimed in on the organ in singing

parts of the performance. The overture was "Cava-

liera Rusticana," played by the symphony orchestra,

under the direction of H. Leopold Spitalny. Allison

and Fields entertained in the lobby. The latter

played his fiddle, while Miss Allison sang and accom-

panied at the organ in pleasing style.

St. Louis St. Louis
Week Ending August 15

Art Landry and his orchestra and Ledova, the

dancer, share top honors on the stage for the week.

It is one of the best bills seen for several weeks.

Ledova is one of the most graceful and artistic

little dancers to arrive in town this year. She has

real class. Her male partner, Ivan Luttman, is very

good. Her troupe also includes two piano players

and a negro singing chorus.

Landry directs his band easily and rather sleepily,

but there is nothing drowsy about their music.

The bill for the week also includes Stevens Broth-

ers and Nelson and their wrestling bear ; Reynolds

and White, clown musicians, one of whom surprised

everyone by turning out to be a woman in male

attire, and Fred Lightner and Roscella Lightner.

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending August 15

There seems to be something missing at the

Saenger this week.
Herbie and his assistant Mrs. Herbie have for-

saken the giant organ at the Saenger this week for

a three days visit to Shreveport and it is up to

Ben Black and Charlie Niggermcyer to entertain

those who crowd the theatre these days of politics

and drought.
"The Dancing Keys," title of the Publix Unit, can

be likened unto the name of a Pullman coach—^tho

(Continued on next page, column 2)

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS
1437 BVay
N. Y. City
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Before the

Mike
By BOBBY MELLIN

Earle Tanner, lyric tenor, attached to station KYW,
Chicago, had musical-comedy experience before radio.

He toured Orpheum-Keith-Albee circuits and has

played in all the R K O and Publix theatres in Chi-

cago. His hobby is music, and it was this that

turned him from a promising career as a commercial
artist. His favorite sports are tennis and swimming

;

ambition, opera; matrimonial status, single. Has a
world of personality and should be a success when
television is in force.

* * *

Did you know that Harriet Lee, Columbia Broad-
casting System chain contralto star, was once a prime
favorite of the audience of KYW, singing under the

name of the Melody Maid—WBBM takes its place in

the ever popular game of "who's most popular?" with
a few facts that speak for themselves. Seventy-
eight phone calls in twelve minutes when the station

was oflf the air 15 minutes because of transmitter

trouble ; 8,627 letters the result of one-half hour
populai- program, breaking all known mail records.

Aviation fans will find both entertainment and
an interesting discussion of flying during the "High-
lights of Aviation" program over one of the local

stations, in charge of Major Reed Landis, well knowm
flyer. Each week famous aviators arriving in Chi-

cago to take part in the National Air Races to be
held in that city are "drafted" to tell their experi-

ences for the benefit of air minded listeners. Colonel

Charles Lindbergh and Amelia Earhart, are on the

list of speakers to be.
* * *

WBBM has a rare musician—a nine fingered or-

ganist. It's Al Melgard, who lost one finger in an
automobile accident a few weeks ago. Three weeks
after it happened he was back on the job and yet

no one has been able to detect the slightest difference

in his playing. Al says it's because he has "elastic"

fingers, I wonder if Al could teach me to "stretch"

a dollar so it would go a little further than it does
now?

« « *

Abe Maule, WGN's musical director, says he has
the only orchestra in Chicago that actually functions
as two complete and different types. As a symphonic
orchestra, the fourteen men, each playing more than
one instrument, with special arrangements by Maule,
give the impression of an orchestra with twice as
many men. As a dance orchestra, with both vocal

and instrumental trios and soloists and newest dance
music as soon as it comes off the publishers press,

the band is all that could be desired as an accom-
paniment to the terpisehorean art.

* * *

Sally, Irene and Mary, formerly known as the
Ashley sisters, are making a hit over station WGN.
Their voices blend and as are as mellow as a well
known advertised cigarette. Tune in this station the
next time your catching plugs and hear these girls

—

Larry Larsen is yearning for a vacation but it seems
that his employers feel reluctant in letting him go,

even for a few weeks, for Larry certainly is the
most popular organist WGN has ever had, barring
none.

* # *

Since he has been with the NBC in their Chicago
studios, Josef Koestner, the young conductor-com-
poser, created much comment with the several pro-
grams that he is associated with. "The Armour
Hour," "Conoco Adventurers," "Williams Oil-0-
Matic" all come under his supervision musically. Be-
sides the almost herculean feat of rehearsing for

three radio shows each week, Koestner finds time to
write incidental or "background" music for the
"Conoco" broadcast each week.

* * *

Known to radio fans throughout the country as
Amos 'n' Andy, Correll and Gosden are perhaps the
two most famous black face comedians in this chosen
land. Their picturesque portrayal of two colored
characters is acclaimed by those who know as a most
accurate picture of real life. They are regular
visitors in thousands of homes on the Pepsodent pro-
gram via the National Bi-oadcasting Company.

STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from preceding page, column 3)

name has no significance but the vehicle is O. K.
and more than pleases.

The headliner this week is Art Kahn, a remark-
able pianist, featuring "It Happened in Monterey."
and "Sing You Sinners," to many encores, while
Grant and Rosalie, adagio dancers, struggle hard
to take his honors. This latter team ranks with
any that has api>eared in this city for some time
and gives an exhibition that is extraordinary.
Knight and Nelson, the sailor and the girl, one

hardboiled, and the other an innocent little thing,

convulsed the audience with laughter. The act

convinces the audience that the little lady has no
business with a guy that according to his own state-

ment has several sweethearts in every port, and is

looking for more.
The Dixie Rockets are improving with each and

every appearance.
Taken as a whole the entertainment is above the

average, thanks to the members of the stage band
and Ben Black.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending August 14

And how the crowds flocked to this theatre to

see Harry Rose put over his clever little stage show,
"Raisin' Kane." But of course he had able assist-

ance, for none other than the famous Helen, of

"boop-boop-pa-doop" renown was there. Everything
ticked off like golden clockwork, and the walls

echoed to the usual amount of applause, which is

saying a great deal. The act opened up with the

Lambert Ballet, doing a clever little mask dance,

and singing a song about the Broadway Jester, and
then in popped Harry (he exactly fits that title, and
everyone seems to love it), who clowns around a
bit, and then says he's going to give the girls in

the ensemble a chance to show what they can do.

He chooses Camille Stanley, who does a difficult

buck with ease, then Marmcttc Carmen, who sings

well—and blues. And then came Eleanora Kaplin
who does a buck on her toes, and it's a mighty fine

piece of work. Harry next introduces the Capps
Brothers and Sister, who do a pretty routine of

dancing, garnering much applause. One particular

skating dance went over with a bang. Then Harry
featured "I Remember You From Somewhere," sing-

ing it himself, and assisted by the ballet, who did a

fantasy dance, and then—out came Helen Kane, and
is she popular with the audience ? We'll say she is.

She sang "Aintchu," "Sweeter Than Sweet," "I

Think You'll Like It," "Prep Step." and "Do Some-
thing." During the last two days of the offering, a

Helen Kane contest was held, which added greatly

to the amusement of the patrons. As a finale, the

band played "Cheer Up," with a ballet routine and
the Capps Brothers and Sister doing a fast tap. A
good show, as usual.

Frances Hopkins on Radio
Frances Hopkins of Granite City, HI., who has

served as organist at Loew's State theatre in St.

Louis and the McVickers theatre, Chicago, has joined
the studio staff of KMOX, the Voice of St. Louis,
and Is now giving daily radio organ concerts. Miss
Hopkins is also organist for the First Presbyterian
church in Granite City.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending August 14

The stage offering features the return of Dick

Powell as m. c. He had formerly played this house

for a year, and for the past several months ap-

peared at the Stanley in the downtown section (the

Enright being in the East End). Dick is a great

favorite here, and is just about as fine a crooner

as you would want to hear. (His first record has

just been recorded by Brunswick.)
The act opens with Dick behind a transparent

screen. He is singing into a microphone, which

broadcasts through two radios situated at either side

of the orchestra (pit. His number is one of his

biggest favorites "I'm Just a Vagabond Lover."

Later in the act, Dick stops the show with his sing-

ing of "With My Guitar and You." (This is a lot

of space we are devoting to Dick, but the boy is

THERE!)
He puts the stage band through some "hot" num-

bers, the best of which is "Arovnd the Corner," and

in which each of the boys has a little vocal solo.

(Continued on next page, cohimn 2)
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A new ballad that is the

most important piece of

material ever offered to

the theatre organist! - -

WHEN THE ORGAN
PLAYED AT
TWILIGHT

Slides by Workstel—now
available — either one

verse and two choruses

or just one chorus.

Write or wire for your copy

and your slides!

WHEN THE ORGAN
PLAYED AT
TWILIGHT

Is now in great demand.

It will undoubtedly be an

outstanding hit!

Your audiences will enjoy

hearing it and we are sure

you'll enjoy playing it.

Address your requests for

material to

MISS RIVA KAYE
ORGANIST SERVICE DEPARTMENT

SANTLY BROS.
INC.

755 7th Ave., N. Y. C, N. Y.
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ORGAN
PRESENTATIONS OF
GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS

(New Song Sensation)

SO BEATS MY HEART
POR YOU

THREE HITS FROM
OH! SAILOR BEHAVE

WHEN LOVE COMES
IN THE MOONLIGHT
HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN
LEAVE A LITTLE SMILE

A COTTAGE EOR SALE

SPECIALS
PICKIN'THE HITS „

Introducing

I REMEMBER YOU FROM
SOMEW^HERE

SO BEATS MY HEAR!
FOR YOU

HAVIN' YOU AROUND
IS HEAVEN

UNDER THE MOON IT'S

YOU
HOLD EVERYTHING

Introducing

WHEN THE LITTLE RED
ROSES

(Get the Blues for You)

SING A LITTLE THEME
SONG

TO KNOW YOU IS TO
LOVE YOU

We Also Have Individual Chorus
Sets for All Our Songs

Write for All Slides and Information to

SAM LERNER, Mgr. of Publicity

De Sylva, Brown &^

Henderson, Inc.

745 7lh Ave., New York City

STAGE SHOWS
(^Continued from preceding page, column 2)

Not to mention the eccentric dance they put on
when they desert their instruments for a moment.

Butts and Hadley put on an average tap dancing
act and get a fair hand.
Montrose and Hadley tell eome good stories coupled

with some tomfoolery. Pretty fair, but too risque
for the high class Enright audiences.
Anita La Pierre sings a popular French song, and

then with her French accent sings "If I Had a Boy
Like You." An attractive personality and a good
singer.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending August 14

Song hits from "The New Moon" are offered by
the Joyboys under the direction of Johnny Innes as

a prelude to Fanchon & Marco's "Box o' Candy" idea.

Lynn Cowan opens up the review with a song num-
ber, after which the chorus of twelve Sweetest of

Sweeties, attired in red and white candy-stick cos-

tumes with canes to match, strut their stuff. Reeves
& Leu do a novelty dance number attired in one
pair of trousers, followed by a number which includes

Marie, Lucy & Irene, and Reeves & Leu in another
novelty dance selection. The chorus in military cos-

tumes with scarlet cloaks, wind up this episode. Lynn
Cowan next offers two song selections, "Ro-Ro-Roll-
ing Along" and "I'm on the Verge of a Merger."
Lynn has plenty of pep and puts the songs over in

tine shape. Jones & Hull do a little of everything
including dancing, singing, wisecracking and tum-
bling, the latter of which is perhaps the best. The
finale finds the chorus in pink feathered dresses be.

fore a back-drop of lolly-pops and candies. Before

the curtain drops, a large candy box is brought into

view and the cover slowy raised while six or more of

the chorus suspended by straps from their heads,

hang twisting and twirling in the spotlight.

Baltimore Century
Week Ending August 2

"July Follies," musical revue from the Loew-
Capitol in New York, has Ray Teal acting as master

of ceremonies and features the Arnaut Brothers, who
were with Ziegfeld's Follies.

This stage unit opens with a full stage, with ten

Chester-Hale girls on doing routine steps and sing-

ing "I'll Have to See My Broker," accompanied by
the band seated behind low boarding up stage, all

in a futuristic setting and hangings of purple and
blue with silver lines. Ray Teal is on, directing the

band.
Following the opening chorus number, the Arnaut

Brothers are introduced by Ray Teal. They come
on in clown costumes, one with mandolin, other with

guitar, both carrying chairs. They seat themselves

and play a number of selections with comic pan-

tomime, getting laughs. Their selections include

"Broadway Melody" and "Cherie."

Following that comes Babs Lavelle in acrobatic

work and dance steps. Then Ray Teal directs the

band in a number which includes a saxophone solo

by Teal, then a vocal solo, "I've Got Those Low
Down Blues," and bass viol solo by a band member.

After this the Chester-Hale girls come on, intro-

duced by Teal as wearing appropriate hot weather
garb. The costumes consist of black lace over

short pants and bandeaus with high hats. They
sing "The Chester Hale Girls Are in Town." Teal

joins the dance in front with cane clarinet and
plays on it.

The Arnaut Brothers come on in their "Two Love
Birds" act, in which they pantomime and talk with
bird chatter. Very effective—applauded. This is

followed by Gaynor and Byron, men roller skaters

on a raised platform doing hard acrobatic stunts on
skates with many twirls. The Chester Hale girls

form a tableau on either side of the platform and
at the finale all of the company appear.

Seattle RKO Orpheum
Week Ending August 6

It has been decided that we must say "Varieties,"
instead of vaudeville, and while not 67 of 'em this

week, they proved all of the quality kind. Most
unusual and graceful were the acrobatics of Harry
Carlton and Josephine Chappellc; excellent comedy
eccentric dancing by Freddie Smith and Jimmie Rog-
ers; novel imitations by the celebrated Mile, and still

more lively comedy dancing and singing by Don
Santo, Exie Butler and their band of seven talented

musicians. RKO orchestra did their share in the

pit. On the screen Eddie Quillan's "Night Work"
proved fair ho1>weather entertainment.

ALLEY

HELLO EVERYBODY—Well, I'm back in the old

town again after spending an enjoyable vacation in

Chicago (didn't get shot, no not even half-shot) but
kidding aside, it's good to get back here and sizzle

the old feet up and down this "grand alley." I left

Bernie Cowham in Chicago last week and by now he
is worrying about the crops burning up on his farm
in Oshkosh, Wis. Bernie is the organist at the
RKO theatre. Flushing, L. I., and he is vacationing
on his estate but will be back on the job in a few
weeks. . . . Bill Gilroy, another of N'York's featured
organists, has been vacationing upstate in Utica.
While on the subject of organists, I hor)e you all will

have listened in on WOR Saturday and heard Alice

Redland play the organ. Miss Redland has been
featured for the past year in some of the most im-
portant festivals in Minneapolis. She has been here
for just a short visit. . . . Oh yes, I know many of

you either know or have heard of John Hammond.
Well, John just dropped out of sight last year after

leaving the Saenger theatre, in New Orleans, where
he was featured at the organ. John thought the
game was going to the wellknown dogs (and at that
time he was right) so he took up aviation and past
all tests until he got himself a limited commercial
pilot's licence. Since then he has bought himslf a
swell "crate" and made good toting passengers
around the Southern states. John is in N' York
now and has about decided to get back in the organ
game (first love, you know). We'll probably hear
a lot about John in the new future. , . . Miss Riva
Kayc, secretary to Lester Santly of Santly Bros.,

has been elevated to the position of being in charge
of Santly Brothers Department of Organists. Miss
Kaye, having been in the Leo Feist organization
and with Les, when he was with the firm, for the
past four or five years, is a capable young lady, pro-
fessionally, and a vivacious and happy-go-lucky girl,

personally. I am looking forward to seeing Santly
Bros, offices overrun with organists, after the word
gets around that little Miss Kaye is "boss" there.

. . . News comes from Mitch. Parrlsh that Mill's

Music, Inc., has a list of copyright old favorites

which are enjoying a steady demand from orches-
tra leaders throughout the country. Some of these
are : Dardanella, How Come You Do Me Like You
Do, Gallagher and Shean, Hinky Dinky Parlay Voo,
School Days, Sweet Rosie O'Grady, Georgia Camp
Meeting, etc. The popularity of these ditties only
goes to prove that old songs, like old wine, grow
better with age. . . . Rudy Vallee has gone and
written another song, this time with the collabora-

tion of Jimmy Morcaldi. The song is a fox-ballad.

The title is, "Forgive Me," and Feist publishes it.

Sounds like a great tune, Vallee'II put it over whether
it is or isn't. . . . Mabel Wayne and Gus Kahn have
just completed a peach of a Hawaiian fox trot in

their new one that Feist is publishing. The name is,

"Why Have You Forgotten Waikiki." . . . Talking of

Mabel reminds me that Stella Unger and Fred Phil-

lips have placed a song with DeSylva, Brown and
Henderson, Inc., which is expected to do big things.

It asks a question : "Oh, What Are You Doin' to

Me," and the DeSylva office, speaking for itself, an-
swers "plenty." Miss Unger is a comparative new-
comer to the ranks of the writers and is one of
the few women actively engaged in turning out lyrics.

Her success is indicated in a great measure by the

decision to translate her song, "Love Comes Once
in a Lifetime" into German, for the German produc-

tion of the Shubert success, "Three Little Girls,"

in which the song is used. . . . There's a furore at

the offices of M. Witmark and Sons, both in the

home office and the many branches throughout the

country. There's a perfectly good reason why. Wit-

marks have just been assigned to publish the songs

Al Jolson sings in his latest Warner Brothers Vita-

phone picture, "Big Boy." . . . This marks the first

time they have been associated with a Jolson success

since 1924 and "California, Here I Come." . . .

Two famous writing teams produced them: Mitdiell,

Gottler and Meyer, and Green and Stept.

^\
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(Week Ending August 9, 1930)

No. 1

"You Brought a New Kind of Love
to Me"—(Famotis).

No. 2

"My Future Just Passed"—
(Famous).

No. 3

"Dancing With Tears in My Eyes"—(M. Witmark).

No. 4

"Swinging in a Hammock"—(I.

Berlin).

No. 5
"Down the River of Golden

Dreams"—(Leo Feist).

No. 6

"I'm In the Market for You"—
(Red Star).

No. 7

"I Love You So Much"—(Harms).
No. 8

"Ro-Ro-RolUng Along"—(Shapiro,
Bernstein).

No. 9
"Little White Lies"—(Donaldson,

Douglas & Gumhle).

No. 10
"Just a Little Closer"—(Robbins).
"Kiss Waltz"—(M. Witmark).

Date of Baltimore Revue
at Loew Century Is

Postponed
(Special to the Herald-World)

BALTIMORE. Aug. 14.—Although much work has
been done by Howard Price Kingsmore, Loew's city

manager in Baltimore, and Junior McGeehan, pub-
licity representative connected with the same com-
pany on promoting the Greater Baltimore Revue with
Baltimoreans, the time of presenting it at the Cen-
tury has been postponed from September 1 to a later

date, due to a change in policy of dropping the
orchestra and the presentation acts for August and
September.
At each of the Loew theatres in Baltimore, circu-

lars were given out inviting boys and girls over
sixteen years of age who desired auditions to fill in

the applications and return them to the Century office.

About 2,000 applications were filed.

The co-operation of dancing schools, music acad-
emies and dramatic institutes was asked. The try-

outs were to be in charge of Victor Hyde and Chester
Hale was to attend rehearsals.

Eldrldge Song Handled by
Lewis, Manne, Butler

Al Eldridge, formerly at the Missouri theatre in

St. Louis, has written a new song entitled, "What
a Fool I've Been," which is being handled by Lewis,
Manne, Butler, Inc. The words and music are by
Eldridge, and the co-author is Henri Gendron. The
song was arranged by Jean Walz.

Santly Song Given Plug on
Lucky Strike Hour

"When the Organ Played at Twilight," the new
Santly Brothers song, whose popularity seems to be
attested by the fact that it was plugged the night
of Auguet 7 over the Lucky Strike Hour, over an
NBS network, and later give some time at the
Paramount Hotel. Jimmie Cairns is pretty well

enthused over it.

ORGAN SOLOS
EDDIE MEIKEL (Chicago Oriental) gave a very

pleasing fifteen minutes (if it amounted to that, it

was far too short) of clever stuff which went over
big. Specials for stenographers, mail clerks, bootleg-

gers, etc., each singing in turn, made a rousing lot of

fun for the audience. (Incidentally, the bootleggers
seemed to be the most numerous.) Eddie opened up
with "I'm in the Market for You," followed by "My
Future Just Passed," and the way in which it was
sung reminded one that it was entirely possible that
the title of the song was very fitting. "That's Where
My Money Goes" perhaps caused a little speculation,

but, nevertheless, the lusty response belied any grave
sorrow at the wonder. "Swinging in a Hammock" just

made one feel that there can't be any place quite like

a hammock with a bluebird standing guard. And the
finale rolled into the strains of the always popular
and pleasing "Let Me Call You Sweetheart." Good
stuff, Eddie.

"WILD OSCAR" (Pittsburgh Loew's Penn).
Lloyd Hill, professionally known as "Wild Oscar '

was brought to this house from New York as guest
organist about six weeks ago and has taken the
town by storm and from the latest reports is now
a permanent fixture at this house. He has become
known as the "Will Rogers of the Organ," as he is

billed as such all over this city. This week's solo

(another of his cleverly made-up burlesque radio

broadcasts), was entitled "A Medley of Moon Songs."
Opening with a good rendition of some "moon" song
as a beautiful wide angle effect slide of monlit
•waters was flashed on the screen, "Oscar" then

turned to his audience and orally (via the mike)
announced, in his pleasing manner, the titles of his

program. To enhance his solo. Oscar gave the audi-

ence the impression of an actual broadcast, but bur-

lesquing it VTith cleverly thought-up gags, which had
the audience in a joyful mood.
The songs, to which the audience was invited to

sing, were: "By the Light of the Silvery Moon,"
"Carolina Moon," "Under a Texas Moon," "Lazy
Louisiana Moon" and finishing with "Old New Eng-
land Moon."

Since his first week at this house, the audience

has proved their approval of "Wild Oscar" by the

tremendous receptions they accord him and by the

large amount of fan mail he receives.

KUSS KERSHNER (Capitol, Pottsville, Pa.) gave a

spotlight offering based on the song hit "If I Had a

Girl Like You," with an original twist to the presen-

tation by incorporating into it such well-known girl-

name-songs as "Sweet Adeline," "Louise," "Margie"

and "Diane." He opened and closed with "If I Had
a Girl Like You," and the whole affair proved to be

six minutes of very excellent entertainment.

ARLO HULTS (New York R K O Chester) pre-

sented a pleasing "spotlight" solo of a medley of

classical and popular songs. Hults, legitimate solos

are a distinct departure from the usual somewhat
dry overtures, inasmuch as he announces each num-
ber with a cleverly worded introduction through a

microphone, which is attached to the organ. Open-

ing with a well-played rendition of "Pomp and Cir-

cumstance," Hults followed with "Humoresque,"
"Schubert's Serenade," "Liebestraume," "Swinging
in a Hammock," "Somewhere a Voice Is Calling,"

and finishing with "Wedding of the Painted Dolls,"

to one of the most appreciative receptions this re-

viewer has ever heard.

RADIO SURVEY
For Week Ending August 8th

Through Radio Stations

WEAF, WJZ, WABC, WOR, WMCA
From 6 to Closing

Times
1—"Just a Little Closer" (Robbins) 41
2—"So Beats My Heart for You"

(DeSylva, Brown & Henderson) 30
3—"What's the Use" (Feist) 29
4—"Little White Lies" (Donaldson) 27
5—"I Love You So Much" (Harms) 27

6--"Cheer Up" (Robbins) 23
7—"Swinging in a Hammock" (Berlin).... 22
8—"Bye Bye Blues" (Berlin) _ 22
9—"You Brought a New Kind of Love to

Me" (Famous) - - 20
10—"I Remember You From Somewhere"

(DeSylva, Brown & Henderson) 18

aKouT

ISONGS

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending August 9

No. I

"Dancing with Tears in My Eyes"—
(Witmark).
"When It's Springtime in the Rockies"

—(Villa Moret).
No. 2

"You Brought a Neiv Kind of Love to

Me"-—(Famous).

"Swinging in a Hammock"—(Berlin).

"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous).
No. 4

"If I Had a Girl Like You"— (Feist).

"Stein Song"—(Carl Fischer).

No. 5
"It Happened in Monterey"—(Feist).

No. 6
"Whats' the Use"—(Feist).

"Absence Makes the Heart Grow
Fonder"—(Remick).

"I Love You So Much"—(Harms).
"Around the Corner"—(Feist).

^
No. 7

"Down the River of Golden Dreams"
—(Feist).

"Anchor's Aweigh"—(Robbins).
"I Remember You from Somewhere"—(De Sylva).
"Somewhere in Old Wyoming"—

(Morris).
"I'm in the Market for You"—(Red

Star).

"Bye Bye Blues"—(Berlin).

"Little White Lies"—(Donaldson).
"Nobody Cares if I'm Blue"—(Wit-

mark).
"Old Nczv England Moon"—(Berlin).

"Rolling Down the River"—(Santlv).

"So Beats My Heart for You"—('De
Sylva).

"Kiss Waltz"—(Witmark.)
"Moonlight on the Colorado"—(Sha-

piro).
^ ^ ^

"KISS WALTZ"—(M. Witmark & Sons)—A beau-
tiful waltz that is the theme song of Warner Bros,
production "Dancing Sweeties." Is already on the
road to being a hit. Lyric by AI Dubin, music by
Joe Burke.

* « *

"I WANT A LITTLE GIRL"— (Shapiro, Bernstein
& Co.)—A cute idea in song. Has very clever lyrics

and a good fox trot tune. Those boys also wrote the
recent "Ro-Ro-Rolling Along." Words by Billy Moll,

music by Murray Mencher.
* * *

"MOON OF SPAIN"— (Milton Weil)—A Spanish
moon song that is well written and has as one of its

writers the famous Rudy Vallee, who can pretty near
start any song. Words and music by Rudy Vallee
and Buddy Valentine.

* * «

"GOOD EVENIN' "—(Davis, Coots & Engel)—

A

pretty fox trot ballad of the home type. This song
looks commercial. By Tot Seymour, Charles O'Flynn
and Al Hoffman.

* * :?

"MY JEAN"—(De Sylva, Brown & Henderson)—
Two local writers have in this an excellent fox trot

ballad that is already enjoying quite a plug and will

no doubt sell real big. Lyric by Walter Hirsch, music
by Gertrude Lincoff.

* * *

"THE WALTZ YOU SAVED FOR ME"—(Leo
Feist)—This waltz number has been the theme song
for this orchestra for quite a while and the lyric,

just finished, is really pretty and should develop into

a good seller. Lyric by Gus Kahn, music by Wayne
King and Emil Flindt.

j/<^ /^-
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Mail Order Bargains

FACTORY TO YOU—CUT OUT THE MIDDLE-
MA-N—i;RA.\D -NEW .MKKCHANDiSI>-C50und-on-
Film Heads, S198.5U; Photocells, $14.95; GE Excuer
Lamp, 98c; Optical systems S29.50; Head Amplifiers,
$29. 6U; 'A h.p. Synchronous Motors, $29.50; Rochester
Built Turntables, S69.5U; samson 250 push-pull ampli-
fier, $54.45; Audak Tuned Fickups, $33.95; Standard
Audak, $17.95; Speedometers, $9.95; VVright-DeCoster
Horns, $17.64; Jensen Speakers, $17.80; Exponential
Horns, $48.80; Giant Exponential Units, $46.35;
Junior Units, $21.95; Constant Faders, $13.90; Sound
Mixers, $19.50; W. E. Approved Sound Screens,
$49.00; R. C. A. Licensed Tuoes, 50% off; Acoustical
Felt, 29^c sq. yd.; Bargains. Demonstrators, Rebuilt
Booth Equipment. Theatre Carpet, $1.19 per sq. yd.

Write us your needs. Address Service-on-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound
screens a foot. 75c. Synchronous % H.P., motors,
$50.00. H HP. variable speed motors, $27.50. Large
hub two-thousand foot reels, $2.00. Imported Mirror
Arc mirrors guaranteed finest made 7", $6.00. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, up-
per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,

$25.00. Gundlach lenses, $5.00. Mazda regulators,
$37.50. Lens polish, a pint, $2.00. New Strong
rectifier tubes for 30 ampere, $13.50; for 15 ampere,
$7.25. Heavy film splicers, $6.00. Mazda globes for
any machine, discount 10%. Sure-fit Simplex pans,
discount 10%. Two Simplex machines like new with
new Strong Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-in-
tensity generator, $1175.00. Powers 6B Mazda ma-
chine good as new, $300.00. Two Powers 6B bases,
$150.00. Any size carbons National Bio. Electra
Discount 10%. Two Strong low-intensity lamps,
demonstrators, $300.00. Two Strong 30 amperes rec-
tifiers slightly used, $250.00. Two Powers 6B ma-
chines complete with heavy Grimes Turntables ready
for sound projection guaranteed best made. $900.00.
Write or wire us your needs. Twenty years in the
theatre supply business. You take no chance when
you order from the Western Motion Picture Co.,
Danville. 111.

DISC-0-PHONE TURNTABLES NOW $50.00
EACH, with all attachments. Free trial offer. Ad-
dress the Disc-O-Phone Co., Florala, Ala.

Theatres for Sale or Rent

THEATRE—LIVEST CITY' IN SOUTHWEST.
Population 12,000. Best location. One other show.
Selling to dissolve partnership. Address State Thea-
tre, Fampa, Texas.

FOR RENT—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE—Seats 400; silent equipment. County seat town;
center of four highways, no competition; 30 miles to
nearest show, forced to give up as I have too many
other business interests to look after. Equipment for
sale. An opportunity. Address Mrs. Mary Miller,
Napoleon, N. D.

FOR SALE—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE;
seats 322—sound equipment. Countv seat town; main
line of Rock Island and Santa Fe railroads now
building in. 22 miles to the nearest show. Show
making money; but am forced to sell because of ill'

health. Address G. A. Hart, Stratford, Texas.

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK—Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25%
of Talue. West_ Virginia town, drawing population
ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers save
postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply.
Address Box 627. Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

GOOD PAYING 350 SEAT HOUSE, 50c and 25c.
SPECIALS 75c and 35c, silent, no competition, near-
est sound sixty mountain miles. Building 55 ft. x
110 ft., three lots, store, six room house, dance hall,
weekly dances, shows seven niehts. JIust sell ac-
count of altitude. Less than half cost. Snap. Ad-
dress Rainbow Theatre. Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Lo-
-ated in the finest game and fishing country in thi
United States.

FOR SALE—250 SEAT HOUSE and equipment.
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to appreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Hemdon,
Virginia,

A REAL NICE THEATRE IN TOWN 2500 POP-
ULATION. Talking Pictures. Six other towns to
draw from. At a bargain. Address R. W. Floyd,
Dyer, Tennessee.

TWO THEATRES—TOWN 5,000; must be sold

to settle estate; absolutely genuine bargain. Art-

dress Box 488. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

623-SEATER WITH SOUND—Population 4,200;
no opposition, Sunday town. Address Empress
Theatre, Belding, Mich.

Theatres Wanted

CAN SELL YOUR THEATRE QUICKLY-
SENT) ALL PARTICULARS to Albert Goldman, 5

S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

WANT TO RENn: TALKIE THEATRE,
EQUIPPED. Town of 5,000. No opposition. Ad-
dress Box 496. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE IN NORTH CAROLINA OR VIR-
GINIA. Address Box 52, Ahoskie, N. C.

New Equipment

THE LATEST INVENTION—THE PERFOR-
ATED SILVER SOUND SCREEN. Invisible seams,
unexcelled for colored pictures. Clear sound, depth
and reflection. The only perfect screen for third
dimension. For particulars apply Sunbeam Silver
Sound Screen, 48 Montgomery St., Newburgh, New
^nrk.

Positions Wanted

LOBBY' ARTIST DESIRES CHANGE. Experi-
enced house manager. Will consider either position
or combination. Address Rex Mosher, Imperial
Theatre, Alliance, Nebraska.

PROJECTIONIST, ELECTRICIAN, SIGN. SHOW-
Card Writer: and General Theatre Advertising. Non-
union, prefer small town, ten years' experience. be.=t

of references. Reliable, will go anywhere. Address
T. L. Jackson, 921 W. 7th St., Joplin, Missouri.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE ME
WORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8
years' experience on Powers, Motiograph. Simplex,
also Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Ape 24i/2, mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St., Rock Hill, S. C.

AT LIBERTY—Experienced Manager for park,
carnival, summer resort. Dance pavilion, hotel or
club. Other amusement propositions considered. Dy-
namic personality. Age 38. Married; have car; go
anywhere. References exchanged. Salary and per-
centage. State all first letter. Write, wire or phone
Hemlock 5721. Guy Hallock, Duluth, Minn.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-

tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhib-
itors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

AT LIBERTY—PROJECTIONIST. Experience
on silent and talkie equipment, can give reference;
will locate anywhere. Address R. E. Huard, 34 Bond
St., Battle Creek, Mich.

PROJECTIONIST, SOUND OPERATOR, fifteen
years experience; write or wire. Address Barney
Ludesher, 1493 Washington St., Dubuque, Iowa.

THEATRE MANAGER, ORGANIST. AD WRIT-
ER, WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND OPERATOR—Non-Union, married, aged 35, desires two or three
year contract south of Mason-Dixon line or outside
continental United Slates. At liberty about ^eo-
tember 15th. Highest references. Address full par-
ticulars. Box 486. Exhibitors Herald- World, 't07 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Illinois.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, tneatre advertising men, theatre
serTice men, available for employment at short notice.
No service charges. Address Theatre Managers In-
stitute, 325 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, assistant managers, advertising
men, service men. available for employment at short
notice. Address Theatre Managers Institute, 325
Washington St.. Elmira. New York.

PROJECTIONIST—Al—LONG EXPERIENCE all

machines and sound. Address Fred T. Walker, 2124
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

Equipment for Sale

JENSEN 14" SPEAKERS, $35.00. FADER
BOXES, $950.00. Address Lee, 302 Harwood, St.,

Dallas, 'Texas.

ONE PACENT DISC TALKING EQUIPMENT
IN PERFECT CONDITION—for $600.00 cash. One
extra good Simplex only slightly used for $400.00;
one Simplex good condition for $300.00; one Powers
6B including GE Mazda unit for $200.00; one Re-
producco Pipe Organ for $150.00. Address Royal
Theatre. Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTIOGRAPH. $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters. New De Vry suit-
case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth.
Minn.

GENNETT DISC EQITIPMENT—A REAL BUV
.—Will sell very reasonable—perfect condition. Ad-
dress Box 497, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—TWO SETS OF TALKIE TURN-
TABLES—One set for Simplex with motors and
pickups, $150.00. One set for Powers or Simplex
with pickups. $75.00. Address W. T. Zimmerman,
Warrenton, Mo.

NEW EQUIPMENT BARGAINS—TUBES, 30 day
replacement guarantee. No. 227. 90c; 226. 78c; 250,
$2.85; 210, $2.70; 281, $2.22; 245, $1.50; 244, $1.50;
171, 90c. ACCOUSTIC matting highly efficient, ab-
sorption co-efficient, 43%; guaranteed at 7l4c per
square foot. ARC lamps, pick-ups, speakers, sound
screens approved by Western Electric, and many more
items at greatly reduced prices. Name your require-
ments. Address Apparatus Sales & Service Co., 1223-
1227 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

ADDITIONAL

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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FOR SALE — ONE SIMPLEX MACHINE
PRACTICALLY NEW—One second-hand Powers
6A in good shape. One Photophone practically new
all motor driven 110 A.C. For quick sale, $500.00
takes all. Address Pastime Theatre, Loreauville, La

FOR SALE—LOBBY ADVERTISING THIS
YEAR'S FOX AND PARAMOUNT, good as new.
Address Ritz, Clearfield, Pennsylvania.

SIX BRAND NEW $55.00 record cabinets for
$35.00 each. FOUR NEW TYPE $25.00 lens holders
for $20.00 each. Address Box 489. Exhibitors Her-
ald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois

BRAND NEW RECORD CABINETS—$14.00 each.
Cost $33.00. Address Vitadisk Company, Inc..
Rochester, New York

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NON-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde, New York.

T>T^^T?T^'^T,J^UNDRED DOLLARS TAKES BEAU-llrUL Phototone Non-Synchronous Speaker Tubes
Record Cabinet. Fifty Records, perfect condition.
Address Ritz Theatre. Clearlield. Pa

"BESTLITE" SHUTTERS GIVE MORE LIGHTminimum flicker, perfect Technicolor. $15 00 the
price. Address Bestlite Shutter Co., 3900 Third Ave
Sioux City, la.

PWOMTT lAt^ ^'^a ^ BARGAIN-ONE AUDI-l^HONE Talking outfit complete with Daylight Screen
Address Lanett Theatre, Lanett, Alabama.

PRACTICALLY NEW HALF SIZE CINEPHOR
lenses, also quarter size. 2 good used Simplex Pro-
jectors with G. E. Mazda 2 Simplex Mazda with
National regulators like new, 2 new variable speed

H°*°Mi«r Vi"./^^^'- ^Address Box 492. Exhibitors
Herald-World. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois

Ai^°^^nn^^^^-^9UK DYNAMIC SPEAKERS.
Also 400 opera chairs. Write Nebraska Theatre
Corp., 2814 Leavenworth St., Omaha, Nebraska.

MOVIE-PHONE DISC EQUIPMENT for Sim-
plex, guaranteed good condition. Instructions for
installing. $350.00 cash. Address Mission Theatre
JJalhart. Texai.

DONT PAY HIGHWAY ROBBERY PRICESFOR PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS. We supply
standard replacements all leading systems same price
to manufacturers, dealers or exhibitors—$14.95 State

rnrn ^"«nn '?f' J'^"Hv ^^dress Service-on-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway New York City, N. Y.

THE TALK OF THE TALKIES—Synchronized
reproducers, new 1930 models for lease at $3 70 aweek.^ Rentals give you ownership. Address Lifetone service Incorporated, Oregon, Illinois

THEATRE EQUIPMENT BARGAINS. We can
nw?«/°"r>'?i°°f''- °.° anything you want. Write forpnces. Oldest independent theatre supply house in

/>,? Wo^;, ^°ii"^
^^^^ S? ''^^°" "^=n y°" buv fromtne Western Motion Picture Company, Danville. Ill

"CAN YOU INSTALL YOUR OWN SOUND'-Utheri have at a great saving. Detailed prints and
Pi^?^'"^?^^

^'^ f""i'shed. Write for prices andterms. Address The Lifetone Co., Oregon, Illinois

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-Band 6-A monograph machines, all motor driven inguaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps with or without machines atreasonable prices. Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fails for AC and DC current. Generators
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
at bargain prices for immediate shipment. Write forbargain list Address Illinois Theatre EquipmentCompany. 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois!

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opers
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, reetifiers, re-
flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago, Ilhnois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps ana accessories
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-

ilV'y, ^^\r u ^^" P"S?=- '^"t* .Toseph Spratler.
1214 E. Ninth Street. Chicago. Illinois

^TWp LATEST MODEL SYNCRODISK SENIORTURN-TABLES With Pick-Ups and Fader, $65.00
each. Mason, 240 Columbia Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

PAIR VITADISC TURNTABLES WITH PICK-
UPS, Fader; $125.00. Address Lee, 302 So. Harwood
St., Dallas Texas.

Organs for Sale

PIPE ORGAN—LATE MODEL WURLITZER.
style "W." Slightly used, good as new. Cost $2,600.00.
Real Bargain. Will consider some trade. Address
Texas Theatre, Killeen, Texas.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED—TO PURCHASE—from 500 to 650 up-
holstered opera chairs for sound picture house. Also
two Simplex or Powers Projectors, must be prac-
tically new, at bargain prices. Address Exhibitors
Lock Box 674, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices, Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machines. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad, or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. California.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash, Chicago, Illinois.

WANTED—Sampson No. 19 or 20 Amplifier, 60
cycle. Address Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

WANTED—TWO MARQUISE SIGNS—eleven feet
long, changeable letters. Address Hippodrome, Ogdens-
burg, N. Y.

Chairs for Sale

OPERA CHAIRS FOR SALE—SIX HUNDRED
I^IGHT Veneered chairs at very reasonable prices.
Address Windus Bros., Johnson City, N. Y.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

FOR SALE—1000 UPHOLSTERED SEATS. Im-
itation Spanish leather, veneered backs. $1.85 each.
1500 5-ply veneered chairs 95c each. Address Illi-

nois Theatre Equipment Company, 1029 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs, 600 up-
holstered. 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

1,000 used high-grade spring constructed theatre
seats covered in imitation Spanish leather. The seats
are all brand new with metal bottom boards. Very
reasonable prices. 500 spring edge seats covered in
imitation Spanish leather made by Heywood-Wakefield
Company. 1,000 upholstered seats in imitation leather,
veneer backs. 750 heavy 5-pIy veneer theatre chairs

H backs. Also several smaller lots of upholstered
chairs, panel backs, at very attractive prices. We can
furnish you with your needs—everything for the thea-
tre—in the used line—at a great saving. For more
information and prices, write Illinois Theatre Equip
ment Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Managers* Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn
modern theatre management and theatre advertising.
The Institute's training leads to better positions.
Write for particulars. Address Theatre Managers
Institute. 325 Washington St.. Elmira. N. Y

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-
less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 230
envelopes. 500 8^x7U" letterheads $3.33. or 8'/ixll"
$4.44. postpaid. Sollidays. EXH-124. Knox, Indiana.

Films for Sale

BIG STOCK OF WESTERNS, SERIALS, CAR-
TOONS AND COMEDIES priced low for quick sale.

Write at once for our list if you are in the market
to buy for CASH. Address Security Pictures, Film
Exchange Building, Omaha, Nebr.

FREE 35 MM. FILM, SUITCASE PROJEC-
TORS, $30.00. 9mm. film cheap. List. Address
Seavey, 76 Laurel, Ridgefield Park, New Jersey.

COMEDIES. ACTION. WESTERN and Sensa-
tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition
film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co.. 630
Ninth Ave.. New York. N. Y.

EXCELLENT WESTERNS. $3 REEL: Powers
6A Projectors, $125.00. Address Marshall Films.
Rome. Georgia.

Films Wanted

WANTED _
EQUIPMENT.
Indiana.

USED MOVIE FILMS, ALSO
Address Claude & Caeser, Kirklin,

WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE a few good,
silent comedies. Film must be in good condition.
Mail list and prices to the Pittsburgh Sales Company,
1317 Clark Building. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case, like

new. Address National Equipment Co., 409 West
Michigan St., Duluth. Minn.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co.. 844 Wabash. Chicago, Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

hare, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring vour work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago. Illinois.

Pop-Corn Equipment Wanted

WANTED—POP-CORN ELECTRIC POPPER, up-
right glass enclosed prefered. Address Ben Brinck,
West Point, Iowa.

Bankrupt Stock

BANKRUPT STOCK — FILMS — MACHINES,
also Talking Equipment. Stamp for list. Address
Box 255. Hickman Mills, Missouri.

Insurance

THE BIGGEST SAFEGUARD for your business
is the sure protection afforded by insurance. BUT
insurance improperly written is itself a loss of money
to you. For ten years we have made a study of the
theatre's insurance needs. Call on us or write us.

Address Jules Juillard & Co., Room 937, 175 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago. 111.

Would Like to Trade

$120 PER MONTH INCOME PROPERTY leased

to government, 10 years for Post-Office. Will trade
for Theatre building or Theatre business. Address
Box 493, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Illinois.

Partner Wanted

WANTED—A PARTNER TO BUY ONE-HALF
INTEREST in my Theatre in Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan. Will sell one-half interest in Theatre business

or building, or half interest in both. This Theatre
has been a paying proposition for twenty-five years.

Partner must be sober and reliable and willing to take
an active part in management of same. If interested

communicate with George C. Nichols, 1029 Madison
Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miscellaneous

ADVERTISE IN RURAL WEEKLIES—Lists free.

Address Meyer Agency, 4112 H. Hartford, St. Louis,
Mo.

THEATRE ADVERTISING — FLASHY 3x8
BILLS: 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4.25, postpaid. King
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10, cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-
ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Signs Shop,
Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES—Manufacturer to

you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATLTRES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service. Box 4673. Kan-
sas City, Mo.

J
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY

LETTERS FROM READERS

On Sticking Together
BEING AS IT IS COOL TODAY—94 IN
the shade—I thought I would write to the

bunch in the "Voice of the Industry" column.
Hello World and the Exhibitors therein.

Have any of you figured out what is the

matter with the game? I have sound and I

also have trouble. Not with the sound, it is

okay, but with the picture end of the game.
When the salesmen for the different houses
came to sell me, why I could get any picture
for my opening night with sound, until I

signed on the dotted lines, then I had to take
what I could get as all the good ones were
booked up.

They don't seem to know that what hurts
our business hurts them with the public also.

The salesman says, "Now Mr. Easy Mark, if

there is anything we can do to help you out
don't hesitate to call on us. We sure will

stand back of you." But he doesn't say how
far back they are standing. After you have
signed up they stand so far back you can't

get them on the phone.
It is rough how the little fellows out in

the sticks are treated. But who's at fault?

We are like a bunch of farmers, we don't
stick together on anything. We pay music
tax and no music, seating tax and plenty of
empties, score charges and for what—a sales-

man said it was for the music in the picture

and there is mighty little in it. Here is what
we pay for : no music, no action in most cases,

no picture that the public wants. Pictures are
not made for the public, but what the directors
think they want.

I wish there was a way to get the producers
to understand that the majority of people want
clean pictures. I have been in the game for

twenty years and every year I have been told

by the salesman that "we are making bigger
and better pictures this year." They are big-

ger but no better. Did you ever have to hide

as the people came out. When you had a
good clean picture like "Sunnybrook Farm"
you didn't, you stood at the door with a smile

a yard long to greet them, but you have had
to hide on some of this back stage stuff that

is killing the exhibitor.

This is my first whatever you may call it,

and I hope I have not hurt any of your feel-

ings, as we exhibitors are very chicken-
hearted when it comes to buying pictures from
the conventionally educated high power sales-

man. He is our friend in need (when he
needs.) Oh well, let the past be the past
and do the same thing the next time he comes
around.

I hope to meet all of you in the "Happy
Ground" and what a convention we will have.

Say what is this monstrosity you call J. C.

Oh well, let it go at that.—G. A. Duncan,
Lyric theatre, Carlisle, Ky.

Advertise Plaque
1 TAKE THIS OPPpRTUNITY TO
thank you for the beautiful bronze plaque

which you awarded this theatre for the high
quality of its sound reproduction.

It is with considerable pride that we are

displaying this plaque in our ticket office win-
dow, and drawing our patrons' attention to it,

not only in this way but in local newspaper
advertising.

We feel that this is a great honor which
you have bestowed upon us, and we will con-

tinuously strive to live up to the distinction

this plaque signifies.

Again I wish to thank you and I trust that

other exhibitors will get as much benefit out

of your magazine as we have. •— Andy
MuRDOCK, Ideal theatre, Heber City, Utah.

Too Much Carnival
I'D LIKE TO COMMENT ON SOME

pictures I have just recently played. No, No,
Nanette is a very fine picture with wonderful
technicolor shots. Our box office did not do
so well as it should, owing to a carnival com-
ing to town for the week, but it was no fault

of the picture. Sweetie is a good picture for

the younger set. We did only a fair business

on this one owing to that carnival. The Sky
Hawk—you can depend on this for a good
crowd. The name will draw them, if nothing
else. But the same thing was true here—that

carnival spoiled our box office. Beau Bandit,

a good picture to run Saturday night, but still

we had to buck the carnival and did not get

our usual Saturday night patrons.

A Tight Squeeze, a short, proved only a fair

comedy that gave our patrons a few laughs.

The Jade Box, the first chapter of which I

have just played, looks good, but you never
can tell. No talking in this yet. Sister's Pest
is a very good comedy for the kids and grown-
ups alike. Hired and Fired gave our patrons

a good laugh and they liked it first rate. We
run Pathe's Audio Review with Pathe Sound
News alternating every week and our patrons
like the change. Some are very interesting,

while others have nothing to 'em.—E. R.
TiNKHAM, Chic theatre, Milo, Me.

Sloiv on the Draw
HERE ARE A FEW MORE REPORTS OF

pictures. The Midnight Mystery, another
good talking picture that did not draw ex-
penses. Good satisfaction. A mighty good
picture. Dance Hall did not draw film rental,

either, and did not give satisfaction to those

who saw it. Parade of the West was a good
action Western, with some talking, but there

was too much cut out. Glorifying the Amer-
ican Girl was the worst box office flop we ever
played, and one of the best pictures. Also, the

highest film rental, as usual from this com-
pany. This company does not adjust when
the exhibitor has rough going nowadays.
There was a time when Paramount had a
heart.

I would also like to report on a few short

pictures. The Golfers, good funny comedy.
Bell of Night, an extra-good comedy. Evolu-
tion, the best short subject we have played.

Vitaphone Acts Nos. 1014, 1004, looi, ggo,

proved to be four good fillers.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

hate but Good
HAVE JUST PLAYED RIO RITA AND
thought it a wonderful picture. Bebe and

John Boles are a great pair. They both have
good voices. The colored scenes were beauti-

ful. The picture was a little old when we
got it but it was in good condition. Also
played High Society Blues recently and though

this one was not as good as "Sunny Side Up,"
some liked it better. Gaynor and Farrell make
the one wonderful team. Too bad they are

not playing this year together. They made
one big mistake when they quit starring them
together because when you see Farrell you will

think of Gaynor, and the other way around.

But maybe they will be playing together again.

Play it, boys, and be glad you did.

Welcome Danger is the first Paramount we
have used for about five years. This was a

pretty good picture. Harold makes them
laugh. Street Girl, boys, is a picture that you
will be proud to run. Ned Sparks is a scream.

But Three Live Ghosts is terrible. Could not

understand the dialect. Once in awhile you
could catch a word or two. Terrible, boys,

don't let United Artists talk you into taking

this one. Have six more to use and then good-

bye to United Artists, no more for me. Seven
Keys to Baldpate is a very nice little picture.

Dix has a very good voice, could understand

every word very clearly. Sally, some say, is

the best one we have shown. Color is good.

It's one that can stand lots of paper. Step on

it, boys. Will please them all. The Border
Legion was a very good Western.

—

Mary
PuRCELL, Muse-U theatre, Cortez, Col.

Source of Sound Knowledge
WE ATTRIBUTE OUR SUCCESS WITH

pictures and with sound equipment directly

to Exhibitors Herald-World, as it was
through this magazine that we collected most

of our data and information.—J. R. Haselden,

Jr., Grand theatre, Lancaster, Ky.

Analyzing "Sunny Side Up"
ALL PRODUCERS SHOULD STOP, LOOK,

listen and analyze the make up of Sunny
Side Up to see why it has such tremendous ap-

peal. Then they should go forth and produce

more like it. Was this an accident or were
brains behind it?

Well, we have first a story like hundreds of

others, nothing new—acceptable but nothing to

rave about. So it was not the plot. We have,

however, something few plays have, a delight-

ful team in Gaynor and Farrell, whose charm-

ing personality went far to put this over. Then
Fox was not stingy with talent, a thing to

ponder upon. They gave us three other stars

(some companies would split these actors up
and make two plays out of one). Then comedy
is full to the brim, with the clever El Brendel,

Marjorie White and Frank Richardson. Then
they gave us a bang-up stage chorus girl sensa-

tion in the trick act, "Turn on the Steam,"

with still another singer, Sharon Lynn. Then,
further, they gave us other specialties, such as

the celebration "block party." The charming
children act with Gaynor and Farrell in "If I

Had a Talking Picture of You."
They filled this chockful of everything to

make a play—romance, pathos, comedy, action,

singing, dancing, high life, low life, heart ap-

peal and no tragedy. Yes, producers should

study the details of this extraordinary success

and endeavor to make more successes like this,

for this play had something for everyone,

hokum, music and heart appeal, a great com-
bination.

The Sky Hawk, on the other hand, made it

three weak ones in a row for us. That is what

V
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kills the trade. Producers must send out only
A-1 pictures or the jig will be up for all of us.

People are darned fussy about their talkies.

They want only excellent entertainment, and
who does not? Producers killed the silent pic-

tures by sending out weak stuff, and it looks
as if they have not learned to profit by that

lesson. However, the fact is clear—all good
pictures, or ruin. What killed "The Sky
Hawk"? Nobody came. Poorest business on
any Sunday in years. I think people who
came to the matinee went out and told people
to lay off, due, perhaps, to English actors and
accent that they could not get and did not like.

Personally, I enjoyed the play very much, but
very few did. Better pass it up.

It was the same with Prince of Diamonds.
They refused to come out. Name killed it.

Stars unknown. Play itself is fair but it won't
please or draw. Better pass it up or play it

with double bill. Soldiers and Women also
failed to please or draw. Name the bunk, stars

no draw. Personally, I liked the play but I

couldn't find anyone else who did, but expect
there were some. No play for Friday, Satur-
day or Sunday, either. But Broadzvay Hoofer
was a mighty good musical play. Marie Saxon
was fine. Hope we will see and hear her again.

Jack Eagan is a clever singer and dancer,
while Louise Fazenda is funny. If all back-
stage plays were as good as this, people would
not refuse to come out and listen, but we have
had so many just so-so back-stage plays with
no lots, or with poor plots, that we could not
entice them out for this one. Sorry. This one
and "Broadway Scandals" are worth playing
and will please.

I would like to report on some shorts, also.

Spring Time, very good. Scrappily Married,
not the type to please. Let Me Explain will

just get by. (These so-called high-class com-
edies do not take.) Noah's Ark, very good.
People like this type. Good Morning, Sheriff
is fair, acceptable to kids only. The New Half
Back, very good football comedy. People actu-
ally laughed. Our first two-reel comedy that

has anywhere near come to pleasing. People
only like the one-reel cartoon type or one-act
song types. However, we have not yet run any
of Metro's two-reel comedies.

—

Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Like the Wheels of an Auto
PLEASE ACCEPT MY THANKS FOR

the beautiful bronze plaque awarded me for
which I am very proud. I expect to have
this mounted and placed in my lobby soon.
Would like to have a photograph of my thea-
tre and the display made and, if agreeable
with you, to publish in your very valuable
magazine for which I have been a subscriber
for years. To try and run a theatre without
same would be like trying to run an auto
without wheels. Again thanking you for the
honor bestowed upon my theatre. — F. S.
RiGGiNS, Blackshear, Ga.

A Lot o' Good Ones
HERE ARE SOME REPORTS ON Pic-

tures, so other exhibitors may know what
luck I had with them. The Vagabond Lover
drew the best crowd in weeks. Rudy can sing
but can't act. He doesn't have to. And what's
the use of anyone trying to star when Marie
Dressier is in the picture? Mountain Justice,
very good Saturday picture. Old-time songs
and dances very pleasing. Kathryn Crawford
good. She can really sing. The Long, Long
Trail, good Saturday picture. Gibson draws
well. Hope he makes some more Westerns
next year. The small town exhibitor needs
the Gibson and Maynard pictures. Senor
Americano, good Saturday picture. First reel

has no dialog, just music. But it's a good
picture and pleased my crowd. Hell's Heroes,
not so good. Too much desert stuff, too
rough. My crowd did not enjoy it. I got
Street Girl too old to do much good. But it

is a dandy picture. Jack Oakie steals the pic-

ture. Side Street, not much to it. Dialog
almost impossible to understand. Did not draw
and did not please.

I also have four shorts to report on. Mickey
McGuire Comedies are the best comedies of
the year. Very pleasing to all. The Record
Breakers were rotton at first and are getting
worse. Wish I had never seen one. And the
Sporting Youth Series is just as poor as Rec-
ord Breakers, and that is some punk. Pat
Rooney Comedies are very good. Please the
crowd.—-Iris theatre, Kerens, Tex.

Hopes3s 1930-31 Is as Good
I WOULD LIKE TO REPORT ON THE

following pictures : The Cohens and Kellys
in Scotland, fair program picture. High Soci-
ety Blues, good picture and a good story. If
Fox 1930-31 product is as good as in 1929-30,
Fox will be a lifesaver for many small exhib-
itors. Mounted Stranger— If Gibson doesn't
get more action and better stories in his pic-
tures soon, I, for one exhibitor, will be through
with his pictures. They are no drawing card
at the box office any more. Under a Texas
Moon was only a pretty good program picture.
No special about this one except the price.

Another Warner that lost money for me. Chas-
ing Rainbows, very good picture. Parade of
the West, good Western full of action. Ken
Maynard sure does some great stunt riding.

This picture is only part-talking. The Tres-
passer is a very good picture, but the rental

was too high. Man Himiter, just a little pro-
gram picture worth only half the rental War-
ner charges. Every Warner picture is losing
money for me.

Vitaphone Act No. 975-976, pretty good. I

like these Varieties better than the comedies
we get nowadays.—P. G. Held, New Strand
theatre, Griswold, Iowa.

For Those Still Silent

ANYONE INTERESTED IN SILENT Pic-
tures yet? Just played The Mighty, of what

is available in silent at this time in this Para-
mount group. This one will please above the
average. Here is also one short. Lay On
McDuff, which was good, as are all Jack
Duffy comedies.

—

Arno G. Weigang, Com-
munity theatre, Kenedy, Tex.

All of 'Em at Once
IT HAS BEEN SOMETIME SINCE I'VE

reported on pictures but I've begun to real-

ize just how important it is to do so, there-

fore I am sending a report on every subject

we've run since installing sound last spring.

It is a duty we owe each fellow exhibitor,

also a means of conveying to the producers
our opinion regarding their product.
Beau Bandit, fair. Too much Spanish dia-

lect, or what? Half Marriage, fair program
picture. Mister Antonio, fair. Too much
foreign dialect. In Old Arizona, fair. Too
much foreign dialect. The Delightful Rogue,
fair. The Lost Zeppelin, good. Happy Days,
fair, nothing to rave about. Tanned Legs,
dandy little picture. Painted Faces, fair pro-
duction. The Lone Star Ranger, fine picture.

Will make money. Street Girl, fine produc-
tion. Worth showing anywhere. They Had
to See Paris, a scream. Plenty good. Jazz
Heaven, good. Better than the name implies.

High Treason, named properly. Rotten. Worst
there is and it's a shame to have to pay ex-
press on such bunk. Romance of the Rio
Grande, good production. Rio Rita, excellent

production. Worth showing. Swellhead, fair

to worse.
Sunnyside Up, plenty sweet and a money

maker. Flight, fine. Best of its type. Didn't

draw very well. Clancy in Wall Street, fair.

Should be bought very reasonable. Hot for
Paris, not so hot. Fair. Gold Diggers of

Broadway. Well, they can't make 'em any
better. High Society Blues, good. Does not
compare with "Sunny Side Up," in our esti-

mation. So Long Letty, good. Born Reckless,

good. On With the Show, good. The Sky
Hawk, very good. Seven Keys to Baldpate,

okay. The Arizona Kid, okay but too much
foreign lingo. The Medicine Man, fair. Hold
Everything, good. Such Men Are Dangerous,

good. The Party Girl, a dandy picture and
you can show it anytime, anywhere. Should
draw well. Fox Movietone Follies, okay. The
Vagabond Lover, good. Rough Romance, good.
Around the Corner, good. So This Is Lon-
don, fine and will draw well. Troopers Three,
good. Talks well.

As to comedies, Educational Comedies are
usually good. Pathe Comedies are also good.
The Voice of Hollyivood Series has no force
here, and other shorts are usually worthless,
or worse.

—

James Moffitt, Auditorium thea-
tre, Tampa, Kan.

Action Plus Comedy
I THINK SOME OTHER EXHIBITORS
would like to know about these pictures.

The Laughing Lady, entirely too stagey and
we pulled it after the first day, in spite of the
fact it was booked three days. Oh, yes, we
took the loss. Beau Bandit is mighty good
entertainment. Has plenty of action, and good
comedy mixed in makes just about what the
fans are looking for right now. Others have
reported La Rocque's voice as hard to re-

produce. However, we got by very nicely with
the entire subject.

Half Way to Heaven, is a story that has to

do with the loves and hates of circus people,

with a big ariel act performance on the screen.

The whole thing was well done and is a cred-
itable piece all the way through.—W. H. Bren-
ner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Each a Dandy
HERE ARE SOME REPORTS ON Pic-

tures. Undertow, an excellent melodrama.
Acting of Mary Nolan and John Mack Brown
above the average. A fine picture, good for
any theatre. White Outlaw, good program
picture. Suitable for small towns. Dames
Ahoy, a really funny production. One of the

best Tryon pictures we have had. Pleased our
patrons. Caught Short, great audience appeal.

Full of comedy. Pleased our patrons. Funny
situations and acting of Marie Dressier and
Polly Moran fine.

—

George Lodge, Green Lan-
tern theatre, Claymont, Del.

Collins' Views
I WOULD LIKE TO GIVE MY VIEWS OF
some pictures recently played. Ladies of

Leisure is a special that proved very ordinary.

Folks here don't care for this kind of trash.

Call of the West (the last part of this is the

best) gave satisfaction. Beau Ba4tdit also was
very pleasing. High Society Blues pleased a

nice crowd. Temple Tozver—well, this Eng-
lish detective is a pain in the neck. The
Golden Calf, while twaddle, pleased most.

Framed was very good. In Such Men Are
Dangerous, Warner Baxter again proves he is

a real actor. A swell story, liked by everyone.

These shorts. Beauty Spot, High Toned,
Night in a Dormitory, Her Tired Husband,
were all very poor, indeed.—E. N. Collins,

Star theatre, Humble, Tex.

Dont Like Revues
I'VE JUST PLAYED They Had to See Paris

and didn't find it as good as I thought it

would be after all the swell writeups. How-
ever it seemed to please. Rogers is funny in

a dry way. We find Fox pictures good.
Hollywood Revue late and so to poor atten-

dance. Our patrons are not very fond of re-

vues. It takes a picture with a story to please

after the deluge of revues that have swept the

screen with more coming. Oh, Lord ! Per-
sonally, thought it was good but I see pictures

for nothing. The Thirteenth Chair was a good
picture but I had "Calgary Stampede" as op-
position and though my picture was a little

too weird to please everyone, not many saw
it. Dames Ahoy was a good comedy. Glenn
Tryon is well liked here but the picture is

much too short for a feature.—J. L. Edlund,
Jr., Highwood theatre. High River, Aha.,
Canada.
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Henri Ellman Gets on
The Desk to Say:

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By JIM LITTLE

ONE sure way in which patrons may be kept interested while waiting for

seats is to afford them a different type of entertainment, and this was the

case recently at the Chicago theatre. "Old men's" games, so-called, are

not supposed to have a popular appeal, but from the throng that gathered about

the tables where wizards in the fine arts of checkers and chess held forth gave

ample proof that such is not the case.

ON one balcony of the mezzanine floor of

the theatre was stationed Nathan Rubin,
a young man who can figure out on the checker
board just what his last move will be before
he starts. And on the other side was Samuel
Reshevsky, with a coterie of onlookers about
his tables, all, apparently, very much interest-

ed in the next move. This youthful sage of

the chess board, as well as his colleague in

the world of checkers, kept those waiting for

seats intensely interested, so much so, that

there were probably some who even forgot

they had come to see a picture.

* * *

Eddy Trinz certainly knows what it's all

about when it comes to driving from Los
Angeles to Chicago in torrid weather. About
two weeks ago he hopped into his Pierce,

and began the long trek eastward. Someone
told him that the desert route was excellent,

and upon that advice, he took it. The first

night wasn't so bad, but when day came it

began to get hot, and it stayed hot, from that

moment until he reached this big city, and for
some time afterward.

* * *

He met the heat wave when he reached
Needles, Arizona, and if there is a hotter
place on earth, it has yet to be found. Every
fifty miles or so, the radiator had to be filled

up with water, and the blast that blew through
the windshield was like the breath from a
furnace. All through cars needed a drink
every so often, and when you consider that
water has to be carted for miles out on the
desert, you can see that it is a pretty precious
necessity.

* * *

Eddy much prefers California weather to
the sort that we've been having for—well, it

seems all summer. He plans to spend a few
weeks here before starting his return journey.

Jack Goldhar, Detroit manager for United
Artists, dropped into town the other day, and
paid his respects to Floyd Brockell and Max
Balaban. And, as usual, he flew back to
Detroit.

* * *

Which reminds us that these United Artists
folk are getting more and more air minded.
Frank Young is all enthused about a flight
that he took, with his son, a couple Sundays
ago. It was out to the Municipal airport, and
Fred Martin happened to be out there when
Frank stepped out of the plane. Fred said
he had a grin on his face, and that he started
around asking the prices on machines right
away.

* * *

Elmer Bennish, of the Avon, Liberty and
Madeline theatre, is vacationing up in the wilds
of Wisconsin.

* * *

The Forest theatre, one of the Simansky,
Miller houses, was broken into recently. The
doors were jimmied, sometime during the
night, and about $75 in petty cash was taken.

Looking into the lobby of the Y. M. C. A.

or rather through it, and we saw Max
Schwartz and Frank Ishmael sitting at lunch.

Max was parked before a luscious looking

watermelon, and Frank—well, we've forgot-

ten just what he had partaken of, but we do
know that it was a cool spot, and Frank was
wondering how it would be possible to make
it his headquarters for the afternoon.

* * *

A few nights ago, we happened to pass Mc-
Vickers, where "The Dawn Patrol" is patrol-

ling, and we were amazed at the crowd. If

it can be considered as an omen of the com-
ing season, it is most encouraging. It was
about 8 o'clock in the evening, and the line

extended clear way around onto Dearborn
street. And at the Roosevelt, where "Com-
mon Clay" is doing plenty of business, we
found another line, almost equal to the other.

Good pictures will draw them in, and if it's

a hot day or night, good pictures and a cool

interior is sure to draw 'em in.

* * *

Charley Lindau is getting as bad as Henri
Ellman when it comes to being busy. If you
find him alone, it's not more than for a few
minutes, and then somebody walks in. How-
ever, one of the ladies who grace Tiffany's
Chicago office has just returned from her va-
cation. Her name is Florence Hillegonds.
Also, Alice Dubin has reached the happy
frame of mind where she makes the first nine
in something like 134. We presume this hap-
pened on her vacation.

^ ^ ^

Helen Dolak, of the Film Board, is now on
her vacation, and after her return. Miss
Pfister leaves for Mackinac Island, where she
will spend some time, going from there to

Canton, Ohio, her home, where she plans to

visit her mother.
^ ^ ^

Mrs. Jack Miller and her son, Elmer, are
sojourning about Wisconsin, just taking a
sort of ramblers trip, and may we say that
these rambler trips are great. No place in

particular to hurry, in fact, no hurry at all.

Just all leisure, and that's what a vacation
should be.

Charles Kuchen, and his two sons, were
among the many interested spectators at the

game two Sundays ago, when it was stated

that over half of Film Row was represented.

When they aren't talking contracts, it's base-
ball, and some of them seem to know quite

a bit about the game.
* * *

Henry Schoenstadt and his father, Herman,
landed in New York last week, after complet-
ing their tour of the Continent. We'll hope
it wasn't as warm there as it was here while

they were gone.

The recently completed negotiations be-

tween Warner Brothers and the Coston Cir-

cuit gives Warners eleven Chicago houses,

comprising the Capitol, Avalon, Stratford,

I am very sorry to hear that the little

daughter of my friend L. K. Brin, owner of a
circuit of theatres in Wisconsin, was taken
seriously ill with a very bad case of appendi-
citis. Here's hoping that she has a speedy
recovery.

I see where Jimmie Coston has finally

bought himself a thirty-ride, round-trip ticket

between Chicago and New York. He certainly

needs one as he has been making this trip

weekly. I wonder what the attraction is on
Broadway for Jimmie.

Ran across an old Chicagoan who is now
a resident of Broadway, and a visitor in Chi-
cago last week. He is none other than Alex
Halperin, who is chief booker for the Para-
mount-Publix Theatres for the Chicago dis-

trict.

I see where our friend, Mr. Flaherty, has
resigned from the Paramount Film Company
to take charge of running his two theatres, in

Melrose Park and in Maywood. Here's wish-
ing Mr. Flaherty a lot of luck in his new
venture.

Henri

Chatham, Jeffrey, Grove, Highland, West
Englewood, Cosmo, Empress and Studio.

Five theatres in Indiana taken over are the

Indiana, Indiana Harbor; the American, East
Chicago ; the Hoosier, Whiting, and the Par-
thenon and Orpheum in Hammond.
We understand that the Symphony has been

definitely added to the Warner Brothers
collection.

* * *

And we also garnered a rumor (they just

filter in and no one knows their source) that

Essaness is now the owner of the Regent the-

atre on Sheridan Road.

Al Heeney of the Senate and the Strand in

Springfield, and formerly manager of the

Senate and then the Roosevelt here, breezed

into Educational's exchange while we were
listening to some of Fred Martin's famous
stories. Perhaps we can think of one before

we reach the end of this page.

* * *

Also H. W. Szold ,of the Garden and Irn-

perial theatres in Peoria, dropped into this

very popular office.

* * *

O yes. Charles Mensing, of the Illini thea-

tre also made this office a stopping place, and
gave out the information that he is planning

a nine hole indoor golf course in his town.

And then of course, Fred Martin put in the

suggestion that tiddly winks and marbles might
interest the populace. Well, that may not be

such a bad suggestion. It also may be pro-

phetic of the very near future. Fred thinks

tiddly winks would be preferable to chess or

checkers.
^ ^ ^

And before he finished thinking about this

particular angle, in walked Leonard Rohr, all

the way from Dixon, Illinois, to see if Fred
wouldn't put on a stage show for him at the

Dixon theatre. (Perhaps the presentation

might be the "Lion and the House" or it might
be spoken of as "Feeling Hysterical," and
again, it might foe a battle between an eagle

and two pidgeons.)
* * *

Oscar Florine, by the way, tells us that

he has been called everything but Adolph.
Perhaps we can do him that little favor
sometime, and then he'll probably call us
up and ask us how long since his name
was Adolph, and then we'd have to tell him
that he shouldn't make suggestions about
names.
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trade publications, including SIX ISSUES of each of the daily

papers.
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MACK SEl\[l\IETr
TALKI]\[G COMEDIES

odera

W

!

with ^^
J^^WdY CLYDE ANN CHRISTY
•f'

• IVICK STUART

WHETHER the subject is an idea as far

advanced as television or as homely

as the average American husband, every

Mack Sennett Comedy takes its place

among the finest productions of this mod-

ern talking picture era, regardless of length.

Dollar for dollar, you'll get better story

treatment, casting, acting and direction,

greater production value, and more real en-

tertainment, in a two reel Mack SeNNETT

Comedy, than in nine out of ten feature

pictures on the market.

EDLCATIOIVAL FILM EXCHAIVGES, Ine^,
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America- Inc., Will

'AVERAGE HUSBAND
ivith

ANDY CLYDE PAT O'MALLEY
NATALIE MOORHEAD ALBERT. CONTl

< * V,^
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Big Pictures to the R^ftie /

United Artists saves the day. The powerful ''super 19"

appear in the nick of time to bring new hope and

sensational success to all theatres for the new season.

Samuel Gpldwyn presents

_ RONALD
""" COLMAN

ir II Joseph M. Schenck presents I I 7 Z ~~~ ~
f Arthur Hammerstein's ? * Florenz Z.egfeld ond

RAFFLES'

Joseph P. Kennedy presents

GLORIA ' I "The LOHERY
j j

SWANSONi:^ Bride' U
'""WHAT A
WIDOW!"

ir

with JEaNETTE MacDONAlD
John Gorrick, Joe E. Brown,

' Robert Chisholm, Joseph
Mocouloy, ZoSu Pitts

I
Allan Dwon production | J y^^u„^ j,y Rudolf Frintl

ri

nspiration Pictures present

HENRY
KING'S

"Eyes of

Joseph M. Schenck presents

NORMA
TALMADGE

H ,„ "DU BARRY
THE World" 1 1 womanoipassion

shnHollondondUnaMerkeli I
A SAM TAYLOR production^

XL

MARY
PICKFORD

in

"FOREVER
YOURS"

31

oseph M. Schenck presents

DOLORES

DEL RIO
and

WALTER

HUSTON
I a tiery by WILIARD MACK

Joseph P. Kennedy presents

GLORIA

SWANSON^
in A Modern Society

Droma

H JL

Joseph M. Schenck presents

ROLAND
WEST'S
"THE BAT
WHISPERS"

j

with CHESTER MORRISS
ondUnoMsrkel (j

H IL

Samuei Goldwyn presenr

EDDIE 14

CANTOR
in

"WHOOPEE'

Joseph M. Schenck presents

D. W.
GRIFFITH'S

"ABRAHAM
LINCOLN"

with WALTER HUSTON
and UNA MERKEL

Samuel Goldwyn presents

RONALD
COLMAN

in An Original Story

by Frederick Lonsdale

Samuel Goldwyn presents

EVELYN
LAYE

in

"LILLI"
George Fitzmaurice

production

IC
Joseph M. Schenck preientt

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

H/n
Irving Berlin's production

''REACHING FOR
:

I

THE MOON''
i I with BEBE DANIELS

IC
J L

Joseph M. Schenck presents
j

I Joseph M. Schenck presents

A MUSICAL I I JOAN
BENNETTCOMEDY-DRAMA

from the Writers, Composers
and Producers of

"Sunnyside Up"

DE SYLVA, BROWN
^

and HENDERSON

"SMILIN*
THROUGH"

Directed b/ Sidney Franklin

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN
in

'CITY LIGHTS'

JL

Howard Hughes'

''HELLS

ANGELS''
The Gigantic Air

Spectacle

Joseph M. Schenck presents

ALJOLSON
ni

"Sons o- Guns"
with LILY DAMITA

JNITEDMARTISTS SUPER 19' FOR 1930-193T

Vol. I( to; A Quick Reference Picture Chart ^^^FlI|L<«'



There Is No Substitute

For Circulation

—

—as proof of the service a

publication is rendering

a field

^as proof of just where a

publication stands in the

estimation of a field

EXHIBITORS HERALD -WORLD Has

The Largest Circulation In The Motion

Picture Trade. (Proof by the Audit

Bureau of Circulations*)

•The HERALD-WORLD is the only motion picture trade publication whose circulation state-

ments are audited by the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
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•A FRAGMENT OF AN EMPIRE (D) Amkino
ABRAHAM LINCOLN (D-AT) United Artists

•ACQUITTED (D-AT) Columbia

ACROSS THE WORLD WITH MR. AND MRS. MARTIN
JOHNSON (Trav-PT, M) Talking Picture Epics

•AFGHANI STA N ( E) Amldno
AFTER THE VERDICT (ME) International

•ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE (Mel-AT) EKO
•ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE (Mel-AT) - MOM
•ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT (D-AT)..UiiiTersal

•ANNA CHRISTIE (D-AT) M G M
•APPLAUSE (D-AT) _ Paramount
•ARGYLE CASE. THE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers

•ARIZONA KID, THE (0) - - - Fox
•AROUND THE CORNER (C-AT) Columbia

•AROUND THE WORLD VIA GRAF ZEPPELIN (Trav) ....

Tallting Picture Epics

•ARSENAL (D ) Amkino
AVIATOR, THE (CD-AT) Warner Brothers

AWFUL TRUTH. THE (CD-AT) JPathe

Alphabetical

Listing of

Pictures

CONDEMNED (D- AT) -...United Artists
COURAGE (D-AT) Warner Brothers
•COURTIN' WILD CATS (WCD-AT) ^...Universal
•COVERED WAGON TRAILS (W) Bell Pictures
COWBOY AND OUTLAW (W) Bell Pictures
CUCKOOS, THE (MC) Ji K O
•CRAZY THAT WAY (C-AT) Pox
CRIMSON CIRCLE, THE (PT, M) International
•CZAR OF BROADWAY (D-AT) Universal

•GIRL FROM HAVANA (D-AT) Fox
•GIRL FROM WOOLWORTHS (D-AT) First National
•GIRL IN THE SHOW, THE (CD-AT) M GM
•GIRL OF THE PORT (Mel-AT) RKOGIRL SAID 'NO,' THE (CD-AT) _ MGM
•GIRL WITH THE BAND BOX. THE.... Amkino
GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL (MC) Paramount
•GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY (MC) Warner Brothers
GOLDEN CALF, THE (MC) Fox
GOOD NEWS (MC) MGM
GOOD INTENTIONS (Mel-AT) FoxGRAND PARADE, THE (D-AT) Pathe
•GREAT DIVIDE (Mel-AT) First National
GREAT GABBO (D-AT) sono Art
GREAT POWER, THE (D-PT) Bell Pictures

•GREEN MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT) Paramount
•GREEN GODDESS. THE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers
•GRIT WINS (W) Universal
•GUILTY? (D-AT) Columbia

H

B D

BACK PAY (D-AT) _ First National
BAD MAN. THE (WCD)..._ First Nattlonal

•BAD MEN'S MONEY (W) 3eU Pictures

BAD ONE, THE (CD-T) United Artists

•BARNUM WAS RIGHT (F-AT) Universal

BAR L RANCH (W-AT) - Bi^' 4

•BATTLE OF PARIS (D-AT) _ Paramount
BE YOURSELF (CD-AT) United Artists

•BEAU BANDIT (CD-AT) Jl K O
•BEAUTY AND BULLETS (W) - Universal
•BEHIND THAT CURTAIN (My-AT) _ Jox
BEHIND THE MAKEUP (D-AT) -..Paramount
•BELLAMY TRIAL (D-AT) M G M
BENSON MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT) Paramount
BEYOND THE RIO GRANDE (W-AT) 3ig 4

B EYO N D VI CTO RY (D-AT) _ _ Pathe
BIG BOY (CD-AT, S) -— - Warner Brothers
BIG HOUSE, THE (D-AT) „ JVI G M
•BIG N EWS ( My- AT)..._ -..Jathe
•BIG PARTY, THE (CD-AT, M) Fox
BIG POND, THE (CD-AT, S)..._ Paramount
BIG TIME (D-AT) Jox
•BISHOP MURDER CASE (My-AT) JM G M
BLACKMAIL (My-AT) Sono Art
BLAZE O'GLORY (CD-AT) Sono Art
•BLUE ANGEL, THE (D-AT, S) Ufa
BORDER LEGION, THE (W-AT) Paramount
•BORDER ROMANCE (R-AT, S) Tiffany
•BORN RECKLESS (D-AT) _ Fox
•BORN TO THE SADDLE (W) Universal
BREAKUP, THE (Trav-PT, M) -...Talking Picture Epics
•BREEZY BILL (W) BeU Pictures
BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT (C).— First National
BRIDE 66 (MC) United Artists

BRIGHT LIGHTS (CD-AT) First National
•BROADWAY MELODY (MC) M GM
•BROADWAY SCANDALS (D-AT) _ Columbia
•BURNING THE WIND (W) - Universal
•BURNING UP (CD-AT) Paramount

•DAMES AHOY (F-AT) Universal
•DANCE OF LIFE. THE (CD-AT-S) Paramount
DANCING SWEETIES (CD-AT) Warner Brothfis

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW (C-AT, S) Paramount
•DANGEROUS PARADISE (D-AT) Paramount
DARKENED ROOMS (My- AT) Paramount
DARK RED ROSES (AT) International

•DARK STREETS (D-AT) First National
DAWN PATROL. THE (D-AT) First National
•DEMON OF THE STEPPES, THE (D) _ Amkino
DEVIL MAY CARE (D-AT) MGM
DEVIL'S HOLIDAY, THE (D-AT) Paramount
•DEVIL'S PIT, THE (ME) Universal
DISRAELI (D-AT) - Warner Brothers
DIVORCEE, THE (CD-AT) _ MGM
DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS (D-AT) Warner Brothers
DOCTOR'S SECRET, THE (D-AT) Paramount
DOORWAY TO HELL (D-AT)._ Warner Brothers
•DOUBLE CROSS ROADS (D-AT) _ Pox
•DRAG (D-AT) _ First National
•DRAKE CASE, THE (D-AT) _ Universal
•DREAM MELODY ( D) Excellent

DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION United Artists

DUDE WRANGLER, THE (CW-AT).— Sono Art
DUMBBELLS IN ERMINE (CD-AT) Warner Brothers
•DYNAMITE (D-AT) M G M

E

EASY GOING (C-AT) _ M G M
•EMBARRASSING MOMENTS (C-AT) - Universal

•EVIDENCE (T) Warner Brothers

•EYES OF THE UNDERWORLD (W) Universal

EYES OF THE WORLD United Artists

HALF WAY TO HEAVEN (D-AT) Paramount
HALLELUJAH (D-AT) MGM
HAPPY DAYS (MC) foi
•HARD TO GET (CD-AT) Krst National
•HARMONY AT HOME (C-AT). Poi
•HARVEST OF HATE (W) UniversalHAWK ISLAND (My-AT) RKO
HE KNEW WOMEN (Mel-AT) JIKO
•HEARTS IN EXILE (D-AT) Warner Brothers
HEART'S MELODY (D-AT, S)... Ufa
HELL HARBOR (D-AT) Unlti-d Artists
HELLO SISTER (CD-AT) Snoo Art
HELL'S ANGELS (D-AT) United Artists
HELL'S HEROES ( D-AT) Universal
HER MAN (D-AT) PatheHER OWN DESIRE (D-AT) MGM
HER PRIVATE AFFAIR (D-AT) PathsHER PRIVATE LIFE (D-AT) First National
HER UNBORN CHILD (D-AT) _ Windsor PicturesHER WAY OF LOVE (D) AmkinoHIDE OUT (C-AT) Universal
HIGH ROAD, THE (CD-AT) MGM
HIGH SOCIETY BLUES (AT, S) J-oxHIGH TREASON (D-AT) Tiffany

•HIS FIRST COMMAND (D-AT) . Pathe
•HIS GLORIOUS NIGHT (D-AT) MGM
HIT THE DECK (MC) KKO
•HOLD EVERYTHING (MC) - _ Warner Brothers
•HOLD YOUR MAN (CD-AT) Universal
HOLIDAY (CD-AT) pathe
HOLLYWOOD REVUE (MC) MGM
HOMECOMING (D-ME) _ Paramount
HONEY (CD-AT) Paramount
•HOT CURVES (CAT) Tiffany
•HOT FOR PARIS (CD-AT) Fox
HOUSE OF HORRORS (MyC-ME) First National
HOUSE OF SECRETS (D-AT) Chesterfield
•HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (D-S) Paramount
HUNTED MEN (W) Bell Pictures
HUNTING TIGERS IN INDIA (Trav-PT, M)

- - Talking Picture Epics
* H U R R I CA N E (D-AT) _ Columbia

•CALL OF THE DESERT Bell Pictures
•CALL OF THE WEST (AT) - Columbia
CAMEO KIRBY (D-AT) _ Fox
CANYON HAWKS (W-AT) ..._ _ Big 4
•CANYON OF MISSING MEN, THE (W) £ell Pictures
•CAPTAIN COWBOY (W) ..3eU Pictures
•CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD (MC) ......Universal

•CAPTAIN SWAGGER (D-M E) _ Pathe
•CARELESS AGE, THE (CD-TME) ...First National
•CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (D-AT) Jl K O
•CAUGHT SHORT (C-AT) _ _ MGM
•CHARMING SINNERS (D-AT) _ Paramount
CHASING RAINBOWS (CD-AT) MGM
•CHASING THROUGH EUROPE (D-TME) Fox
CHEER UP AND SMILE (CD-AT, S) „ Pox
•CHILDREN OF PLEASURE (CD-AT) MGM
•CH I NA BOUND (CD) M G M
•CHINA EXPRESS (D) _.._ Amkino
•CHRISTINA (D-PT) Fox
CIRCLE, THE (CD-AT) _ MGM
•CITY GIRL (D-AT) _ Fox
CLANCY IN WALL STREET (CAT) - -Aristocrat
•CLEANUP, TH E (D) „ JlxceUent
•CLIMAX, THE (D-AT) - Universal
COCOAN UTS, TH E (MC) Paramount
•COCKEYED WORLD, THE (CD-AT) Jox
COCK 0' THE WALK (CD-AT) Sono Art
•CODE OF THE WEST (W) BeU Pictures
•COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC CITY Universal
•COHENS AND KELLYS IN SCOTLAND (F-AT)....UniversaI
•COLLEGE COQUETTE (CD-AT) Columbia

•FAME (D-PT) - -...Warner Brothers

FALL GUY, THE (C-AT) Radio Pictures

•FAR CALL, THE (D-ME) - Fox
FAST CO M PA N Y (CD-AT) - Paramount
•FAST LIFE (D-AT) First National
PATH ER'S DAY (CD-AT) M G M
FIGHTING FOR THE FATHERLAND - Sono Art

•FIGHTING KID, THE (W) Bell Pictures

'FIGHTING LEGION, THE (WCD-AT) Universal

FIGHTING TERROR, THE (W) 3eU Pictures

FIREBRAND JORDAN (W-AT) Big 4

FLAME OF THE FLESH (D-AT) United Artists

FLIGHT (D-AT) Columbia
•FLIRTING WIDOW, THE (D-AT) First National
FLORADORA GIRL THE (C-AT, S) MGM
•FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS (D-AT) First National
•FOREST PEOPLE (E) - Amkino
FOREVER YOURS - _ United Artists

FORWARD PASS (CD-AT) - .First National

•FOUR DEVILS (D-TM E) - Fox
FOUR FEATHERS, THE (D-ME) —..Paramount
•FRAMED (Mel-AT) - R K O
•FREE AND EASY (C-AT) _ MGM
•FROZEN JUSTICE (D-AT)..._ -. — Fox
FURIES ( D - AT) First National

GAY NINETIES, THE (CD-AT) MGM
GENERAL CRACK (D-AT) Warner Brothers

GHOST TALKS, THE (My-TME) Fox

•IDLE RICH (D-AT) „ mGM
•ILLUSION (CD-AT) Paramount
•IMMORTAL VAGABOND (D-AT, S) . Ufa
IN GAY MADRID (CD-AT) MGM

•IN OLD ARIZONA (W-AT).— "'
jox

•IN OLD CALIFORNIA (D-AT) AudlbU
•IN OLD SIBERIA (D) ^Amkino
•IN THE HEADLINES (D-AT) -..Warner Brothers
•IN THE NEXT ROOM (My-AT) First National
•INVADERS, THE (W) — Bell Picture!
IS EVERBODY HAPPY (CD-AT) Warner BrothersIT CAN BE DONE (CD-PT, ME) Universal
•IT'S A GREAT LIFE (CD-AT) MGM

JEALOUSY (D-AT) ..„ — Paramount
'JIMMY HIGGINS ( D) _ AmMno
JOURNEYS END (D-AT)...- Tiffany
•JOY STREET (CD-ME)..- _ yox

K
• K 1 B I TZE R (C D -AT) _ Paramount
•KING OF JAZZ (MO) .„ Univerial
•KISS, THE (D-M E) _ -.. _ M G M
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LADIES IN LOVE (CD-AT) - Chesterfield

LADIES LOVE BRUTES (D-AT) _ Paramount

•LADIES OF LEISURE (D-AT) — Columbia

LADY LIES. THE (CD-AT) _ Paramount
LADY OF SCANDAL, THE (CD-AT) - MGM
LADY TO LOVE. A (D-AT) _ —MGM
•LAST COMPANY. THE (D-AT, S) _ _ Ufa
•LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY, THE (D-AT) MGM
•LAST PERFORMANCE (D-AT) _ Universal

•LAST ROUNDUP. THE (W)... Bell Pictures

LAUGHING LADY, THE (D-AT) _ Paramount
•LAW OF THE PLAINS (W) -...Bell Pictures

LET US BE GAY (CD-AT) - MGM
LET'S GO PLACES (CD-AT) _ Joi
•LIGHT FINGERS (D-AT) _ Columbia
LIFE OF THE PARTY, THE (C-AT) Warner Brothers

•LILIES OF THE FIELD (D-AT) First National

•LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS, THE (W-AT) Paramount
•LITTLE JOHNNY JONES (CD-AT) J^irst National

LOCKED DOOR. THE (D-AT) United Artists

•LONEHORSEMAN. THE (W) _ BeU Pictures

•LONE STAR RANGER (W-AT) Foi
•LONESOME (CD-TME) - -...Universal

•LONG. LONG TRAIL, THE (W-AT) Universal

•LOOSE ANKLES (CD-AT) First National

•LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY (CD-AT).... MGM
LOST GODS (Trav-PT, M) Talking Picture Epics

•LOST ZEPPELIN, THE (D-AT) Tiffany

LOTTERY BRIDE _ United Artists

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT (MO) Unlvenal
•LOVE COMES ALONG (Mei-AT) UKO
LOVE COTTAGE. THE (MC) United Artlsta

LOVE DOCTOR. THE (CD-AT) BKO
•LOVE IN THE CAUCASUS, (D) Amkino
LOVE, LIVE AND LAUGH (D-AT, S) Jor
•LOVE PARADE, THE (D-AT) Paramount
•LOVE RACKET, THE (D-AT)-.- _ - Mrst National
•LOVE WALTZ (CD-AT) _ Ufa
•LOVIN' THE LADIES (C-AT)...- _..- BKO
LUCKY IN LOVE (AT, S) - Pathe
•LUCKY LA R KIN (W-AT) _ Universal
•LUCKY STAR (D-PT, ME) _...Fox

LUMMOX (D-AT) _ United Artists

M
MADAME SATAN (CD-AT) _ _ MGM
•MAMBA (D-AT) Tiffany
•MAMMY (CD-AT) Warner Brothers
•MAN AND THE MOMENT (D-PT, ME) First National
•MAN FROM BLANKLEY'S, THE (F-AT)....Warner Brothers
•MAN FROM NEVADA. THE (W) BeU I'ictures
•MAN FROM NOWHERE. THE (W).... _ BeU Pictures
•MAN FROM THE RESTAURANT, THE „..- -AmMno
•MAN'S MAN, A (CD-ME) Jkl G M
•MAN WITH THE CAMERA, THE _ _ -Amkino
MARCH OF TIME (R) MGM

•MARIANNE (CD-AT) _ _ MGM
•MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND. THE (CD-AT) Paramount
MARRIED IN HOLLYWOOD (D-AT, S) Fox
•MASQUERADE (CD-AT) _..- _ Fox
MAYBE IT'S LOVE (CD-AT) - Warner Brotners
MEN ARE LIKE THAT, THE (CD-AT) _ Paramount
•MEDICINE MAN, THE (CD-AT).— „ Tiffany
MEN WITHOUT WOMEN (CD-AT) Fox
•MEXICALI ROSE (D-AT) _. Columbia
MIDNIGHT MYSTERY (My-AT).. JJadio PI tures
•MIDSTREAM (D- PT) Tiffany
•MIGHTY, THE (D-AT) Paramount
•MISSISSIPPI GAMBLERS (D-AT) Unlutsal
•MISTER ANTONIO (D-AT) - Tiffany
MOBY DICK (D-AT) _ Warner Brothers
•MONTANA MOON (0)— MOM
•MOONLIGHT MADNESS (D-AT) Universal
•MOST IMMORAL LADY, A (D-AT). First NationM
•MOUNTAIN JUSTICE(W-AT) Universal
•MOUNTED STRANGER (W-AT) Universal
MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930 (R) „ Fox
•MURDER ON THE ROOF (D-AT) Columnla
MURDER WILL OUT (My-AT) First National
•MY MAN (CD-AT) Warner Urotliers
MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU (My-AT) Paramount
•MYSTERIOUS ISLAND (D-PT) M G M

N

NAUGHTY FLIRT, THE (CD-AT, S) First National
•NAVY BLUES (C-AT) _ _ M G M
•'NEATH WESTERN SKIES (W) BeU Pictures
NEW YORK NIGHTS (O-AT) _ United Artists
•NIGHT RIDE (D-AT) _ Universal
NIGHT WORK (C-AT) - —.Pathe
NIX ON DAMES (D-AT, S) —_ Fox

•NO. NO. NANETTE (MC) - First National
•NOAH'S ARK (D-PT. ME) - —.Warner Brothers
NOT DAMAGED (D - AT) _ „ _ Fox
•NOT SO DUMB (CD-AT) MGM
NOTORIOUS AFFAIR, A (CD-AT) —.First National
NUMBERED MEN (D-PT) _ First National

OFFICE WIFE. THE (D-AT) _ Warner Brothers
•OFFICER O'BRIEN (D-AT) _. Pathe
OH. SAILOR BEHAVE (C-AT) _ Warner Brothers

•OH, YEAH ! (CD-AT) _ Pathe
•OKLAHOMA KID, THE (W) BeU Pictures
•OLD AND NEW „ Amkino
OLD ENGLISH (D-AT) Warner Brothers
•O'MALLEY RIDES ALONE (W) _ 3eU Pictures
ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S (CD-AT) Universal
•ON THE LEVEL (CD-AT) Fox
•ONE HYSTERICAL NIGHT (C-AT) Universal
ONE EMBARRASSING NIGHT (C-AT) _ -..MGM
•ONE MAD KISS (CD-AT. M) _ Pox
ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S (CD-AT) First National
ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT (CD-AT).... United Artist.'!

•ONE SPLENDID HOUR (D) _ ExceUent

•ONE WOMAN IDEA, THE (D-ME) Fox
ONLY THE BRAVE (D-AT) .— Paramount
•OTHER TOMORROW (D-AT) ....First National

•OUR MODERN MAIDENS (D-PT) MGM
•OUTSIDE THE LAW (D-AT) -.._ - Universal

•OVERLAND BOUND (W-AT) BeU Pictures

•PAINTED ANGEL (D-AT) First National

•PARADE OF THE WEST (WC-AT) Universal

•PARAMOUNT ON PARADE (R)..._ -...Paramount

PARDON MY GUN (WC-AT) Pathe

•PARIS (D-AT) First National

•PARIS BOUND (D-AT) - Pathe

•PAINTED FACES (CD-AT) _ Tiffany

•PARTING OF THE TRAILS (W) BeU Pictures

•PA RT Y GIRL (D-AT) -Tiffany

PEACOCK ALLEY (D-AT) Tiffany

PENNY ARCADE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers

•PERSONALITY (CD-AT) - Columbia

•PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (My-PT) Universal

•PHANTOM RIDER. THE (W) BeU Pictures

PICK 'EM YOUNG (C-AT, S) Pathe

•PIONEERS OF THE WEST (W).... BeU Pictures

•PLAYING AROUND (D-AT) First National

•PLEASURE CRAZED (D-AT) ^ox

POINTED HEELS (D-AT) Paramount

•PRINCE OF DIAMONDS (AT) Olumbia
PRINCE OF HEARTS, THE (D) BeU Pictures

PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ (MC) United Artists

R

•RACKETEER, THE (D- AT) - - Pathe

RAFFLES (Mel-AT) United Artists

•RECAPTURED LOVE (D-AT) Warner Brothers

•RED HOT RHYTHM (MC) - Pathe

•REDEMPTION (D-AT) M G M
RENO (D-AT) -..- -...Sono Art

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU, THE (Mel-AT)
Paramount

•RETURN OF SH ERLOCK HOLMES. TH E (D-AT)Paramount
RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD, THE.... MGM

•RICH PEOPLE (CD-AT) - J>athe

•RIDERS OF THE RIO GRANDE (W) BeU Pictures

•RIDERS OF THE STORM (W) _ 3eU Pictures

•RIDIN' KID (W-PT, ME) - Universal

RIDIN' LAW (W-AT) - — Big 4

RIGHT OF WAY, THE (D-AT).— First National

RIVER OF ROMANCE, THE (CD-AT) Paramount

RIVER, THE (D-PT, ME) Fox
ROAD TO PARADISE (0) Universal

ROADHOUSE NIGHTS (CD-AT) ....Paramount

ROARING ADVENTURE ( W) Universal

•ROARING RANCH (W-AT) __ Universal

ROGUE SONG (0) , M G M
ROMANCE (D-AT) - M G M
ROMANCE OF RIO GRANDE (D-AT, S) Fox
•ROUGH ROMANCE (D-AT, S) Jox
ROYAL ROMANCE, A (F-AT) Columbia

SACRED FLAME. THE (D-TME) Warner Brothers

SAFETY IN NUMBERS (CD-AT, S) _ Paramount

•SAILOR'S HOLIDAY (CD-AT) - Pathe

SALLY (D-AT) First National

•SALUTE (D-AT) - Joi
SAP FROM SYRACUSE (C-AT) _ —Paramount
•SAP, THE (CD-AT) - Warner Brothers

•SARAH AND SON (D-AT) ...- Paramoimt
SATURDAY NIGHT KID. THE (D-AT) Paramount
•SCANDAL (D) - Amkino
SEA BAT, THE (Mel-AT) MGM
SECOND CHOICE (D-AT) Warner Brothers

•SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY, THE (My-AT) Warner Brothers

SECOND WIFE (Mel-AT) _ E K O
SEEDS OF FREEDOM (D) Amkino
•SENOR AMERICANO (W-AT) Universal

•SEVEN DAYS LEAVE (D-AT) _ J>aramount
SEVEN FACES (D-AT) —.Universal
•SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (MyCD-AT) BKO
SHADOW OF THE LAW (D-AT) _ Paramount
SHANGHAI LADY, THE (CD-AT) _ Universal
SHANNONS OF BROADWAY (C-AT) Universal
SHE COULDN'T SAY NO (MC) Warner Brothers
•SHIP FROM SHANGHAI, THE (D-AT) MGM
•SHOW FOLKS (CD-ME) Pathe
SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD (D-AT) First National
SILENT ENEMY, THE (Trav-PT, M) Paramount
SINGER OF SEVILLE (D-AT)-._ MGM
SINGLE STANDARD, THE (D-ME).... MGM
•SKIN DEEP (D-PT. M) Warner Brothers
SKINNER STEPS OUT (AT) _ Universal
SKY HAWK (D-AT) -... Fox
SLIGHTLY SCARLET (D-AT) _ Paramount
SMILING IRISH EYES (D-AT) Jirst National
SOCIAL LION. THE (C-AT) ...Paramount
SOLDIERS AND WOMEN (D-AT) _ Columbia
•SO LONG LETTY (D-AT) Warner Brothers
SONG 0' MY HEART (D-AT, S)...- Fox
SONG OF THE WEST (0) Warner Brothers
SONS 0' GUNS (MC) United Artists
SO THIS IS COLLEGE (C-AT) JH G M
SON OF THE GODS (D-AT) First National
SOPHOMORE, THE (C-AT) - Patha
SONG OF KENTUCKY. A (D-AT) Fox
SONG OF LOVE (D-AT) Columbia
SONG OF SONGS (MC) Warner Brothers
•SONG OF THE FLAME (D) ._ _ First National
•SONGS OF THE SADDLE (W-AT) Universal
SO THIS IS LONDON (C-AT) - Fox
SOUTH SEA ROSE (D-AT) Fox
•SOUTH SEAS (Trav-PT, M).... - TaUnng Picture Epics
•SPEAKEASY (CD-AT) _ Fox
SPEEDWAY (CD-ME) _ _ _„_ MGM
•SPI ES (Mel) M G M
SPRING IS HERE (MC) —Jirst NaUonal
SPU RS .— - Universal

•SQUALL, THE (D-AT) _ First National
STORM OVER ASIA (D) .....Amkino

•STREET OF CHANCE (D-AT) Paramount
STRICTLY MODERN (CD-AT) First National
STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL (CD-AT) MGM
•SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS (D-AT) Fox
•SUNNY SIDE UP (D-AT) Fox
SUNNY SKIES (CD-AT) Tiffany
•SWEETIE (CD-AT) Paramount
SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS (CD-AT) Warner Brothers
SWEET MAMMA (CD) Universal
SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES (D-AT) First National
•SWELLHEAD (CD-AT) Tiffany
SWING HIGH (CD-AT, S) Pathe
•SYNTHETIC SIN (D-ME) First National

TAKE THE HEIR (C-ME) _ ....Big 4
TALK OF HOLLYWOOD (CD-AT) Sono Art
TAMING OF THE SHREW (C-AT) United Artists
•TEMPLE TOWER (Mel-AT) Fox
TEXAN, THE (D-AT) _ Paramount
•TEXAS COWBOY, A (W) _ 3eU Pictures
•BAD MAN, THE (WCD) _ Universal
DAWN PATROL, THE (AT) Jirst National
NAUGHTY FLIRT, THE (CD-AT, S) Universal
•NEW BABYLON, THE (D) ...Amkino
RIGHT OF WAY, THE (D-AT) „ .„ „ Universal
WAY OF ALL MEN, THE (D-AT) ....Universal
THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS (CD-AT) jfoi
THIRTEENTH CHAIR (Mel-AT) Jll G M
•THIS MAD WORLD (O-AT) _ MGM
•THIS THING CALLED LOVE (CD-AT) Pathe
•THOSE WHO DANCE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers
THREE FACES EAST (D-AT)..._ Warner Brothers
•THREE OUTCASTS (W) Bell Pictures
THREE LIVE GHOSTS (CD-AT) United Artists
THREE SISTERS (D-AT).... Fox
THUNDER (D-ME) MGM
TIGER ROSE (D-AT).... Warner Brothers
TIME, PLACE AND GIRL. THE (D-AT)....Warner Brothers
TOAST OF THE LEGION (D-PT) _ Universal
TONIGHT AT TWELVE (CD-AT) _ Universal
TRAIL OF '98 (D-ME).... „ MGM
TRAILING TROUBLE (W-AT) Universal
TRAILS OF DANGER (W-AT) _. _ Big 4
TRANSPORT OF FIRE (D) __ Amkino
TRENT'S LAST CASE (My-PT. ME) Fox
TRESPASSER. THE (D-AT) United Artists
TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN (D-AT) MGM
TRIGGER TRICKS (D-AT) ..„ Universal
TROOPERS THREE (D-AT) _ Tiffany
TRUE TO THE NAVY (C-AT. S)...- Paramount
TWIN BEDS (C-PT. ME)...- Tiffany
TWO O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING (My-AT)....BeU I'ictures
•TWO WEEKS OFF (CD-ME) First National

u
•UNDER MONTANA SKIES (0) . TiffanyUNHOLY THREE. THE (Mel-AT) -MGM•UNKNOWN RIDER, THE (W) BeU PicturesUNMASKED (D-AT) _ _ a rtclassUNTAMED (D-AT) aI G M•UNDER A TEXAS MOON (F-AT, S) Warner Brothers
•UNDERTOW (D-AT) - UniversalUP THE CONGO (Trav-PT) Sono Art

VAGABOND KING, THE (D-PT. ME).
VEILED WOMAN, THE (D-ME)
VENGEANCE (D-AT)
•VENUS (ME)
VIKING, THE (D-ME)
VIRGINIAN, THE (D-AT)
VOICE OF THE CITY, THE (D-AT)

Paramount
Fox

Cuhinibia
United AitlstsMGM

Paramount
MGM

w
WAGON MASTERS, THE (W-ME) Universal
WALL STREET (D-AT) _ Columbia
WAY OF ALL MEN (D-AT) First National
WEDDING RINGS (D-AT) First National
WELCOME DANGER (C-AT) J'aramount
•WESTERN HONOR (W) BeU Pictures
•WESTERN METHODS (W) 3eU I'ictures
WHAT A MAN! (CD-AT).... Sono Art
WHAT A WIDOW (CD-AT) United Artists
•WHAT MEN WANT (D-AT) Universal
WHEN YOU GIVE YOUR HEART AWAY (CD-AT) Ufa
WHERE EAST IS EAST (D-PT. ME) MGM
WHISPERS United Artists
WHITE CARGO ( D - AT) JMiscellaneous
WHITE DEVIL (D-PT ) Ufa
WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU (D-M) ...Universal
WHITE OUTLAW (W) Universal
WHOOPEE (MC) United Artists
WHY BRING THAT UP (CD-AT) ParamountWHY LEAVE HOME (MC) Fox
WIDE OPEN (CD-AT)..._ .Warner Brothers
WILD COM PA NY (Mel-AT) Fox
WILD MEN OF KALIHARl (Trav-PT, M)

Talking Picture Epics
WISE GIRLS (CD-AT) .MGM
WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE (Trav-PT. ME)—

Paramount
WOMAN RACKET (D-AT). MGMWOMAN TO WOMAN (D-AT) Tiffany
WOMEN EVERYWHERE (Mel-AT. S) Fox
•WONDER WOMAN (D-PT, ME) . MGM
•WORDS AND MUSIC (CD-AT) Pox
WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT (C-ME) Big 4

YOUNG DEARIE (D-AT) Universal
•YOUNG EAGLES (D - AT) ...Paramount
YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN (CD-AT) Paramount
•YOUNG NOWHERES (D-AT) First National
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Amkino
Silent Sound

•IN OLD SIBERIA (D) 6500
(K) July. 1928. With A. ZhiUnskj- and Taskin.

•HER WAY OF LOVE (D) 6000
(R) Aug., 1929. With K Cessarskava.

•MAN WITH THE CAMERA, THE (EX)....6000
(B) Sept., 1929. No Star.

•GIRL WITH THE BAND BOX. THE 6000
(R) Sept., 1929. With Anna Stenn.

•SEEDS OF FREEDOM (D) 6900
(R) Sept.. 1929. With L. M. Leonidoff.

•AFGHANISTAN (E) 6000
(R) Sept.. 1929. No Star (Travelogue).

•FOREST PEOPLE (E) 580O
(R) Sept.. 1929. No. Star.

•SCANDAL (D) _ _ _ 7200
(R) Oct.. 1929. With L. Filkovskaya.

•ARSENAL (D) 6900
(B) Nov. 2. 1929. With S. Svazhenko.

•NEW BABYLON. THE (0) _ 8000
(R) Nov. 30. 1929. With A. Sovolevski and E. Kuzmina.

•LOVE IN THE CAUCASUS (D) 7837
(R) Nov. 30, 1929. With K. KaralashviU and Kira
Andronedashvill.

•MAN FROM THE RESTAURANT, THE .6000
(R) Jan. 4. 1930. With M. Ctieckov and V.
Malinovskaya.

•DEMON OF THE STEPPES. THE (D) 6800
(R) Jan. IS. 1930. With Uikolai Saltvkov.

•A FRAGMENT OF AN EMPIRE (D). ...7000
(R) Jan. 25. 1930. With Feodor Nikitin and L.
Semonova.

•CHINA EXPRESS (D) _ 6000
(R) Nov. 9, 1930. Special cast.

•OLD AND NEW (DD) 7500
(Rl May 2, 1930. No star.

•STORM OVER ASIA (D)
•JIMMY HIGGINS (D)
•TRANSPORT OF FIRE (D)

Aristocrat Pictures

Silent Sound
CLANCY IN WALL STREET (C-AT) 7100

(R) April 1. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Charles Murray, Lucien Littlefleld.
THENfE: A plumber goes Wall Street and becomes
a millionaire.

The Feature

Artclass
Silent Sound

UNMASKED (D-AT)..._ _ 5449
(R) Dec. 15, 1929. Sound on disc and flim. With
Robert Warwick. Sam Ash, Milton Krtms, Lyons
Wickland, Susan Corrow, William Corbett, Charles
Statley, Kate Roemer. Waldo Edwards. Rov Byron.
Clyde Deilson. Helen >Dtchell. Marie Burke.

Audible Pictures
Silent Sound

•IN OLD CALIFORNIA (D-AT) 5400
With Henry B. Walthall. Helen Ferguson, George
Duryea, Ray Hallor. Orrol Humphrey, Larry Steers,
Richard Carlyle, Harry Allen, Lew Stem, Paul
Ellis , Charlotte Monte, Gertrude Chorre.
THEJIE: A story of stolen love and a. youth's
heroic rescue of a girl from a runaway coach, with
the Mexican border as the background.

Bell Pictures

Silent Sound
•BAD MEN'S MONEY (W) 5 reels

(R) October. 1929. With Yakima Canutts.
•BREEZY BILL (W) 5 reels

(R) March, 1930. With Bob Steele.
•CALL OF THE DESERT _5 reels

(R) April, 193(1. With Tom Tyler.
•CANYON OF MISSING MEN, THE (W)..5 reels

(Rl March. 1930. With Tom Tyler.
•CAPTAIN COWBOY (W) 5 reels

(R) November. 1929. With Yakima Canutts.
•CODE OF THE WEST (W) 5 reels

(R) February. 1930. With Bob Custer.
•COVERED WAGON TRAILS (W) 5 reels

(R) April, 1930. With Bob Custer.
•COWBOY AND OUTLAW (W) 5 reels

(R) January, 1930. With Bob Steele.
•FIGHTING KID, THE (W) 5 reels

(R) October, 1929. With Fred Church.
•FIGHTING TERROR, THE (W) _ ... 5 reels

(Rl November, 1929. With Bob Custer.
GREAT POWER, THE (D-PT) _... 8 reels

With Minna Gombel.
THEME: A story of Wall street

•HUNTED MEN (W) 5 reels
(R) May 15. 1930. With Bob Steele.

•INVADERS, THE (W) 5 reels
(R) December, 1929. With Bob Steele.

•LAST ROUNDUP. THE (W) 5 reels
(Rl November. 1929. With Bob Custer.

•LAW OF THE PLAINS (W) 5 reels
(R) November. 1929. With Tom Tvler.

•LONE HORSEMAN, THE (W) 5 reels
(R) December, 1929. With Tom Trier.

•MAN FROM NEVADA THE (W) 5 reels
(Rl November. 1929. With Tom Tvler.

•MAN FROM NOWHERE. THE (W) .5 reels
(Rl Aoril. 1930. With Bob Steele.

••NEATH WESTERN SKIES (W) 5 reels
(R) .Tanuarv. 1930. With Tom Tvler

•OKLAHOMA KID, THE (W) ...5 reels
(Rl .Tanuarv. 1930. With Bob Custfr.

•O'MALLEY RIDES ALONE (W) 5 reels
(Rl Urarch, IPSO. With Bob Custer.

•OVERLAND BOUND (W-AT) 5200
With Leo Maloney, .Tack Terrin, Allene Eav, Walley
Wales.

•PARTING OF THE TRAILS (W) 5 reels
(Rl December. 1929. With Bob Custer.

•PHANTOM RIDER, THE fW) _ 5 reels
(Rl December. 1929. With Tom Tvler.

•PIONEERS OF THE WEST (W) ...5 reels
(Rl Februarv. 1930. With Tom Tvler.

•PRI NCE OF HEARTS. THE (D) ...5 reels
THEME: A society drama.

•RIDERS OF THE RIO GRANDE (W) .5 reels
(Rl December, 1929. With Bob Custer.

•RIDERS OF THE STORM (W) 5 reels
(R) November. 1929. With Takima Canutts.

Key to Symbols
The following appear immediately after the

title to indicate the nature of the production:
G—Comedy
D-^Drama
CD—Comedy drama
F Farce
Mel—Melodram a
My Mystery
Trav—Travel
W—Western

AT—All-talking

PT Part-talking
M^—Music
E—Sound effects

MC—Musical comedy
O Operetta
R—-Revue
S-^Singing

EXAMPLE: C-AT, all-talking comedy. FMy-
AT, all-talking farce mystery. CD-AT, S, com-
edy drama, all-talking with singing.

(R) signifies release.

(NP) signifies picture was discussed in the
department, New Product (formerly T. O. Serv-

ice) in the issue indicated by the date.

NOTE; An asterisk preceding the title in-

dicates either that there is a silent version or
that the picture was produced only in silent

version. Pictures marked with an as erisk which
have sound versions are indicated by the sound
symbols appearing after the title.

•TEXAS COWBOY. A (W) 5 reels
(Rl Februarv. 1930. With Bob Steele.

•THREE OUTCASTS (W) 5 reels

(Rl Seirtimber, 1929. With Yakima Canutts.
TWO O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING (My-AT) 7 reels

With Edith Roberts, Noah Beery. Martiaret Livingston.
•UNKNOWN RIDER. THE (W) 5 reels

(Rl September. 1929. With Fred Clnirch.
'WESTERN HONOR (W) 5 reels

(Rl May. 1930. With Bob Steele.
•WESTERN METHODS (W) 5 reels

(R) December. 1929, With Fred Church,

Big 4 Corporation
Silent Sound

BAR L RANCH (W-AT) 5 reels

(Rl July, 1930. Sound on film and disc. With
Yakima Canutt, Buffalo Bill, Jr.. Wally Wales,
Ben Corbett. Fern Emmett. Betty Baker. Robert
Walker.

BEYOND THE RIO GRANDE (W-AT) 5 reels

(R) April, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Jack Perrin. Starlight. Franklvn Farnum, Charline
Burt, Emma Tanscy, Buffalo Bill, Jr., Tete Morri-
son, Henrv Roquemnre. Edmund Cobb. Henry Taylor.

CANYON HAWKS (W-AT) 5 reels

(Rl August, 1930. Sound on film and disc. With
Yakima Canutt, Buzz Barton. Wally Wales, Roljert
Walker, Robert Dunn, Robert Reeves, Rene Bordon.

FIREBRAND JORDAN (W-AT) 5 reels

(Rl June, 1930. Round on disc and film. With
Lane Chandler. Allno Goodwin, Yakima Canutt,
Sheldon Lewis, Marguerite Ainslee, Tom London, Lew
Meehan, Frank Y'aconalU, Alfred Hewston, Fred
Harvey. Cliff Lyons.

RIDIN' LAW (W-AT) 5 reels

(R) May, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Jack Perrin, Starlight, Yakima Canutt, Rene Bordon,
Jack Jlower, Bon Corbett, Robert Walker, Fern
Emmett, Pfte Morrison. Olive Young.

TRAILS OF DANGER (W-AT) 5 reels

(Rl September, 1930. Sound on film .and disc. With
Wally Wales, Virginia Browne Faire, .Tack Perrin.
Bobby Dunn. Pete Morrison, lyew Meehan, Joe Rick-
son, Frank Ellis. Buck Connor.

TAKE THE HEIR (C-ME) 6 reels

(Rl .Tanuary. 1930. With Edward Everett Horton.
Dorothy Devore, Frank Elliott. Edythe Chapman. Otis
Harlan. Kav Deslvs, Margaret Campbell.

WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT (C-ME) 6 reel*

(Rl March, 1930. With Walter Forde. Pauline
Johnson.

Running Time
The fixed speed for sound film is 90

feet per minute.
This makes the running time of 1,000

feet 11 to 11% minutes.
Knowing the length of a picture and

the running time per 1,000 feet, the run-

nine time of the picture can be easily

computed.
The variance in the speed at which

silent film is run through the projector

makes it difficult to compute the run-

ning time of a silent picture with any
degree of accuracy.

Projectors are now designed for a filin

speed of 90 feet per minute—the same
as the fixed speed for sound film—but
the rate at which silent film is actually

run varies from 70 to 110 feet per min-
ute, and infrequently as high as 125 feet

per minute.

Chesterfield
Silent Soutid

HOUSE OF SECRETS (D-AT) 6100
With Marcia Manning, Joseph Striker, Elmer Gran-
din, Herbert Warren, ITrancis M. (ierdi. Richard
Stevenson, Harry H. Southard, Edward Eingham.

LADIES IN LOVE (CO-AT) 6300
(Rl May 15, 1930. With Alice Day. Johnny WaUcer.
THEME: A radio love story.

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT (MC) 6039
(R) February 15, 1930. Sound on disc and film.

With Suzanne Keener. Norman Foster, Doris Ran-
kin, Lester Cole, Abe Reynolds. Hooper Atchley,
Burt Matthews, Dorothea Adajns.
THEIUB: The story of a song writer, the girl he
loves, a selfish and designing mother and a cabaret
owner,

Columbia
Silent Sound

•ACQUITTED (D-AT) „ 5781
(R) October 26. 1929. With Lloyd Hughes, Margaret,
Sam Hardv, Charles West. George Rigas, Charles
Wilson. Otto Hoffman.

•AROUND THE CORNER (C-AT) 6419
(Rl April 25. 1930. With George Sidney. Charles
Murray. Joan Peers. Larry Kent. Charles Delaney,
.Tess De Vorska, Fred Sullivan.
THEME: An Irish cop and a Jewish pawnbroker and
a prize flghi.

•BROADWAY SCANDALS (D-AT) 6395
(Rl November 10, 1929, With Sally O'Neill. Jack
Egan, Carmel Myers, Tom O'Brien, J. Barney Sherry,
John Hyams, Charles Wilson, Doris Dawson, Gordon
Elliott.

THEME: Story of a boy singer, who is attracted
by a vamp stage star, who takes him away from his
girl friend. But the girl maJtes good and wins her
lover away from the vamp.

•CALL OF THE WEST (D-AT) 6500
(Rl April 15, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Dorothy Revier, Matt Moore, Katherine Clare Ward,
Tom O'Brien, Alan Roscoe. Vic Potel, Nick De
Ruiz. Joe De La Cruze, Blanche Rose, Ford West,
Gertrude Bennett, Connie Le Mont, Buff Jones.
THEME; A love epic of the open spaces.

•COLLEGE COQUETTE (CD-AT) 5566 6149
(Rl AURUSt 5, 1929. With Ruth Taylor, .lohn Hot-
land. William Collier, Jr.. Jobyna Ralston, Edward
Piel. Jr.

THEME: A story of a girl who Icills herself be-
cause her boy friend falls in love with another girl.

Story takes place on a college campus.
•FLYING MARINE (D-PT, ME) 5736 5951

(Rl June 5, 1929. With Ben Lyon, Siiirley Mason,
Jason Robards.
THEME: Story of one brother risking his life and
giving up the girl he loves for another brother.

•GUILTY? (D-AT) 6371
(Rl March 3, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Virginia Valli, Jolm Holland, John St. PoUs. Lydia
Knott, Eryllle Alderson, Richard Carlyle, Clarence
Muse, Eddie Clayton, Robert T. Haines, Frank
Fanni ng, Ed Cecil, Gertrude Howard.
THEME: A drama of social contrasts and adapted
from "Black Sheep."

•HURRICANE (D-AT) 5842 5735
(Rl September 30, 1929. With Hobart Bostworth.
Johnny Mack Brown, Leila Hyams, Allan Roscoe,
Tom O'Brien, Lelia Mclntyre, Joe Bordeaux and
Eddie Chandler.
THEME: Story of a father who offers his daughter
to a pirate to get revenge on his former wife. But
daring rescue follows when it is revealed that she Is

his own daughter.
•LADIES OF LEISURE (D-AT) 9118

(Rl April 5, 1930. (NP) April 19, 1930. Sound on
disc and film. With Barbara Stanwyck, Lowell
Sherman, Ralph Graves, Marie Prevost, Nance O'Neil,
George Fawcett, Johnnie Walker, Juliette Compton.
THEME: A drama of New York's gay social whirl.
Adapted from the David Belasco stage play by
Milton Herbert Gropper.

•LIGHT FINGERS (O-AT) 5578 5700
(R) July 29, 1929. With Ian Keith. Dorothy Revier,
Carroll Nye, Ralph Theodore, Tom Rickets.
'THEME: A story of a girl, who discovers a thief,

but saves him from the police to win his love.

•MEXICALI ROSE (D-AT) 5126 5735
(R) December 26, 1929. Sound on disc and film.

With Barbara Stanwyck. Sam Hardy. William Jan-
ney, Louis Natheaux, Arthur Rankin. Harry Vejar,
Louis King, Julia Beharano,
THEME: A drama of Old Mexico.

•MURDER ON THE ROOF (D-AT) -.5400

(Rl January 19, 1930. (NPl February 8. 1930.
With Dorothy Revier. David Newell. Raymond Hatton.
Edward Doherty.
THEME: A story of a lawyer, who is framed by
a crook, but whose daughter saves him by a clever

plot.
•PERSONALITY (CD-AT) 6304

(Rl February 14. 1930. Sotind on disc and film.

With Sally Starr, Johnny Arthur, Blanche Frederic!,
Frank Hammond. Buck Black. Lee Kohlmar. John
T. Murray, Vivian Oakland, George Pearce.
THEME: A comedy of married life.

•PRINCE OF DIAMONDS (AT) 6418
(Rl March 26, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Aileen Pringle, Ian Keith, Fritzi Ridgeway, Tyrrell
Davis. Claude King, Tom Ricltetts, E. Alyn Warren.
Gilbert Emery, Frederick Sullivan. Sybil Grove,
Colonel McDonnell, Joyzelle.

THE]\IE; A romance of adventure.
•ROYAL ROMANCE, A (F-AT) 6359

(R) March 17. 1930, Sound on disc and film.

With William Collier, .Jr., Pauline Starke. Clarence
Muse, Ann Brody, Eugenie Besserer, Walter P.
Lewis. Betty Boyd, Ullrich Haupt, Bert Sprotte,
Dorothy De Borda.
THEME: A farce based on "Private Property."

SOLDIERS AND WOMEN (D-AT) 6671
(Rl April 30, 1930. With Aileen Pringle, Grant
Withers, Helen Johnson, Walter McGrail. Emmett
Corrigan, Blanche Friderici, Wade Boteler, Bay
Largav, William Colvin, Sam Nelson.
THE^rE: A story of the U. S. Marines in Haiti.

•SONG OF LOVE (D-AT) , 7720
(Rl November 25. 1929. With Belle Walker, Ralph
Graves. David Durand, Eunice Quedens, Arthur
Houseman. Charles Wilson. „..

•VENGEANCE (D-AT) „ 6160
(R) February 22, 1930. (NP) March 8. 1930.

Sound on disc and film. With Jack Holt, Dorothy
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Kevier. Phillip Strange, George Pearoe. Hayden
Stevenson, Irma A. Harrison. Onest A. Conly.
THEME: A drama of revenge in the Congo.

•WALL STREET (D-AT) - 6336
(R) December 1, 1929. With Ealph Ince and Aileen
Priiigle.

First National
(Sound pictures are on disc only)

Silent Sound
BACK PAY (D-AT) 5672

(B) Jiine 1, 1930. Sound on disc. With Corinne
Griffith, Grant Withers, Montagu Love, Hallam
Cooiev. Geneva Mitchell, Vivian Oakland.

THE BAD MAN (WCD) 7007
(R) October 5. 1930. With Walter Huston, Dorothy
Rerier, 0. P. Heggie. Marion Byron, Sidney Black-
mer. James Rennie. Guinn WillianL^. Arthur Stone,
Edward Lynch. Harry Semels. Errille Alderson.
THEME: A Mexican bandit tries to act as match-
maker. The humorous way he goes about it forms
the basis of the story.

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT (0) - 7418
(R) June 22, 1930. (NP) June 14, 1930. Sound on
disc. With Virienne Segal. Walter Pidgeon, Ford
Sterling, Louise Fazenda, Lupino Lane. Myrna Loy,
.Man Prior. HariT Cording.

BRIGHT LIGHTS (CD- AT) 6416
(R) August 24, 1930. With Dorothy Macljalll. Prank
Fay. Noah Beery, Eddie Nugent, Inez Courtney, Tom
Dugan. James Murray, Frank McBugh. Daphne Pol-
lard, Jean Bary, Virginia Sale, E-dmund Breese.
Philip Strange.
THEME: A chorus girl's rise to fame—from the
chorus, to a dancing role in a dive in Africa, to hula
dancing back in New York and finally to stardom
on Broadway.

•CARELESS AGE, THE. (CD-PT. ME) 6308
(R) September 16, 1929. With Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Loretta Tovmg, Carmel Mvers. Holmes Herbert,
Kenneth Thomson, George Baxter, Wilfred Noy, Doris
Lloyd, nka Chase, Raymond Lawrence.
THEME: Story of a youth who falls in love with a
gold digger, who gives him the nmaround.

•DARK STREETS (D-AT) 5514 5416
(E) August 11, 1929. With Jack Mulhall. Lila Lee,
Aggie Herring. Earl Pingree, Will Walling, B. H.
Calvert, Maurice Black.
THEME: Two brothers, one is a cop and the other
a crook. The cop lives and the crook is killed.

DAWN PATROL. THE (D-AT) 7418
(iVP) .July 19, 1930. (R) August 10. 1930. With
Richard ISarthelmess. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Neil
Hamilton. William Janney, James Finlayson, Clyde
Cook. Gardner James, Edmund Breon. Frank Mc-
Hugh.. Jack Ackroyd, Harry Allen.
THEME: A Squadron of youthful aviators risk their
lives with the British Air Forces. Barthelmess goes
up in place of young Fairbanks and sacrifices him-
self for love of his comrade.

•DRAG (D-AT) 5633 7642
(R) .Tulv 21. 1929. Soimd on disc. (NP) August
10, 1929. With Richard Barthelmess, Lucien Little-
field, Katherine Ward. Alice Day, Tom Dugan, Lila
Lee, Margaret Fielding.
THEME: An ambitious young newspaper man and
writer finds living with his wife's family intolerable,
and flees to a foreign country to seek freedom.

•FAST LIFE (D-AT) 6702 7541
(R) September 29. 1929. Sound on disc. (NP)
OotolXT 5. 1929. With Douglas Fairbanks. .Tr.,

Loretta Young. Chester Morris. William Holden.
Frank Sheridan. Ray Hallor. .John Sainpolis.
THEME: A boy and girl, secretly married, are ac-
cused of improprieties. A fight ensues, and a friend
is mortally shot. The boy, convicted of the murder,
is doomed to execution when another friend con-
fesses to the crime.

•FLIRTING WIDOW. THE (D-AT) 66M
(R) May 11. 1930. Sound on disc. With Dorothy
Mackaill. Basil Rathhone, William Austin. Leila
Hyams. Claude Gillingwater. Emily Fitzroy. Anthony
Bu-shell. Flora Bramley.

•FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS (D-AT) 6950
(R) Novemlier 11, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP)
January 4. 1930. With Colleen Moore. Frederic
March. Raymond Hackett.
THEME: The story of an Irish girl posing as a
French actress, who finds her sweetheart is a crook,
and later weds a rich admirer.

•FORWARD PASS (CD-AT, S) 4920 7246
(R) November in, 1929. Sound on rtis". With
Douglas Fairbanks. .Jr., Loretta Young, Guinn Wil-
liams. Peanuts Bvron. Phyllis Crane. Bert Rome,
Lane Chandler. Allen Lane, Floyd Shackleford.
THEME: The story of a boy who resolves to quit
football but, urged on by the girl of his dreams,
wins the honors for his college

FURIES (D-AT) 6606
(T!) March 16, 1930. Sound on disc. With H. B.
Warner. Lois Wilson. .Tane Winton, Pumell Pratt,
Natalie Mnorhead.

GIRL FROM WOOLWORTH'S (D-AT) 6171
(R) October 27, 1929. With Alice White. Charles
Pelaney, Wheeler Oakman, Ben Hall. Rita Flynn.
Gladdon .Limes. Bert Moorehead. Patricia Caron.
William Olmond. Milla Davenport.
THEJfE: Pat is separated from her first love. Bill
Harrigan. and goes in a night club as an enter-
tainer. After a bit of trouble Bill succeeds in
winning Pat back

•GREAT DIVIDE (MEL- AT) 6722
(TOS) Nov. 16. 1929. (ISTP) March 1. 1930. With
Dorothy Mackaill, Ian Keith, Lucien Litflefleld, Ben
Hendricks. Myma Loy, Frank Tang, Creighton Hale,
George Fawcett. .Te.an Laverty. Claude Gillingwater,
Rov Stewart, James Ford.
THEMD: A boy steals a girl to make her love him.
TTig plot proves successful after three days.

•HARD TO GET (CD-AT) 598! 7324
(TOS) Sept. 28, 1929. With Dorothy Mackaill,
,Timmie Finlayson, Louise Fazenda, .Tack Oakie, Ed-
mund Bums, Clarissa Selvirynne, Charles Delaney,
THEME: A girl meets two boys, one's rich, the
other poor. The poor proves to be her man.

•HER PRIVATE LIFE (D-AT) ...6488
(R) August 25. 1929. With Billie Dove, Walter Pid-
geon. Holmes Herbert, Montagu Love, Roland West,
Thelma Todd, Mary Forbes, Brandon Hurst, ZaSu
Pitts.
THEME: Lady Helen attempts to kill herself when
she catches the man she loves cheating in a card
game. He explains later that he did It to shield
his 8lst«r.

•HOUSE OF HORROR (MyC-ME) 5919
IT.) April 23, 1929. With Louise Fazenda, Chester
conklln. .Tames Ford, Thelma Todd, William V.
Mong, Emlle Chautard, William Orlamond, Dale
Fuller, Tenan Holtz.
T^^E^rE: two country hlcka visit their uncle who
owns an antiiiue shop In which many mysteries occur.

•IN THE NEXT ROOM (My-AT) 7498
(H) .Tanuary 2'1. 1930. (XP) April 10, 1930. wilh
Jack Mulhall, Alice Day, Robert O'Connor, .Tohn S.
Polls, Claude Alllster, Aggie Herring, DeWltt .Ten-

nlngs. Webster Campbell, Lucien PrcvaJ,

THEME: Jack, a yoimg reporter, helps solve the
mysteries in the home of his sweetheart, Alice.

•LILIES OF THE FIELD (D-AT) 5996
(R) January 5. 193U. (NP) March 1. 1930.
With Conune Griffith, Jolin Loder, Freeman Wood,
Patsy Paige, Dve Southern, Hita LeEoy, Jean Barry,
Betty Boyd, Mary Boley, Virginia Bruce.
THEME: iMildred's husband divorces her and takes
their child. Mildred makes a living by working in
a cafe. Her cliild dies and she marries Ted.

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES (D-AT) 6621
(R) November 17. 1929. (NP) February 13, 1930,
With Eddie Buzzel, Alice Day, Edna Murphy, Rob-
ert Edeson, Wheeler Oakman, Donald Reed.
THEME: Johnny rides his sweetheart's horse and
loses. They think he framed to lose and the Eider's
club suspends him. He comes back and wins the
biggest race of the year.

•LOOSE ANKLES (CD-AT) - 6190
With Loretta Young, Douglas Fairbanlcs, Jr., Louise
Fazenda, Ethel Wales. Otto Harlan, Daphne Pollard,
Inez Courtney, Norman Douglas, Eddie Nugent, Ray-
mond Keane.
THEME: Story of a girl who is bequeathed a million
dollars providing she marries the man her aunt con-
sents to. And what a time she has getting her man.

•LOVE RACKETT. THE (D-AT) 6118
(R) December 8, 1929. With Dorothy Mackaill, Sid-
ney Blackmer, Edmund Bums, Myrtle Stedman,
Alice Day, Edith Yorke, Martha Mattox. Edward
Davis, Webster Campbell, Clarence Burton, Tom
Mahoney, Jack Curtis.
THEME: A story of a girl who reveals her past
wrongs in order to save an innocent girl from a man
she killed. But her lover asks her to marry him
anvwav.

•MAN AND THE MOMENT (D-PT. ME) 6539 7086
(R) ,Tune 23. 1920. (NP) Augu.st 3. 1929. With
Billie Dove. Rod LaRocaue. Gwen Lee. Robert
Scha.ble. Charles Sellon, George Buimy.
THEME: A boy and a girl marry. They quarrel.
He steals her and takes her on his yacht where he
teaches her to love him.

•MOST IMMORAL LADY. A (D-AT) 7145
(R) September 22. 1929. With Leatrice Joy. Walter
Pidgeon. Sidney Blaclimer. Montague Love. Josephine
Durm. Robert Edeson. Donald Reed. Florence OaJt-
ley. Wilson Benge.
THEME: Story of a girl who blackmails a rich
banker and then falls in love with his son. The
father forbids the boy to see the girl. Later the
two meet in Paris and marry.

MURDER WILL OUT (My-AT) 6200
(R) April 6. 1930. Sound on disc. With Jack
Mulhall, Lila Lee, Noah Beery, Malcolm MacGregor,
Alec B. Francis.

NAUGHTY FLIRT, THE (CD-AT, S) _ 5187
(R) September 21, 1930. With Alice White, Paul
Page, liobert Agnew- Mvma Loy, Douglas Gilmore,
George Irving.
THEME: Alice White gets her man. but not before
several interesting and exciting events take place to
prevent this.

•NO. NO NANETTE (MC) _ .9100
(NP) .Tanuary 11, 1930. With Bernice Claire, Alex-
ander Gray, Lucien Littlefleld, Louise Fazenda,
Lilvan 'Ta.shman, Mildred Harris.
THEME: Two married men. with strict wives, se-
cretly consent to back a show for a boy and girl

who intend to marry. The wives hear of the work,
but It ends happily.

NOTORIOUS AFFAIR, A (CD-AT) 6218
(R) May 4, 1930. (NP) May 3, 1930. Sotmd on
disc. With Billie Dove. Kenneth Thompson. Basil
Rathhone. Kay Francis. Montagu Love. Philip
Strange. Gino Corrado. Elinor Vandivere.
THEME: She was the daughter of luxury, he a mu-
sical genius. Tlioiigh she belonged to him. he be-
longed to the world. It is a story of how she saved
him from himself—for herself.

NUMBERED MEN (D-PT) 5942
(R) September 7. 1930. With Conrad Nagel, Ber-
nice Claire, Raymond Hackett, Ralph Ince, Tully
Marshall, Maurice Black. William Holden. George
Cooper, Frederick Howard. Blanche Frederic!. Ivan
Linow.
THEIME: A Jailbreak at prison results in some tm-
pleasant moments for some of the characters -involved
in the prisoner's lives.

ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S (CD-AT) 5769
(R) September 14. 1930. With Billie Dove, Douglas
Fairbanlcs. .Tr.. Helen Ware, Tidly Marshall, James
Crane . Claude King.
THEME: A young architect, son of a convict, is

kept on the straight road but goes to jail anyway
in defense of his sweetheart who has committed
murder. But unknown circumstances bring about his
release

•OTHER TOMORROW (D-AT) 5800
(R) .Tanuary 19, 1930. With Billie Dove. Grant
Withers, Kenneth Thomson, Frank Sheridan, Otto
Hoffman, William Grainger Scott Seaton.
THE1\IE: Story of a girl who marries another man
when her sweetheart quarrels with her. But in the
end she goes to her former lover and admits her
love.

•PAINTED ANGEL (D-AT) 6470
(R) December 1. 1929. With Billie Dove. Edmund
Tjowe, George MacFnrlane. J. Farrell MacDonald,
Cissy FitZTer.ald. Nellie Bly Baker. Will Stanton.
Norma Selby. Douglas Gerrard, Shep {5amp. Peter
HIggins. Red Stanley.

•PARIS (D-AT) 9007
(R) November 24. 1929. With Irene Bordoni. Jack
Buchanan, Louise Closser Hale. Jason Robards.
Mnrgaret Fielding. ZaRu Pitts.

THEME: A young chap goes to Europe and falls

in love with a dancer. His mother attempts to
break the affair. The girl overhears the plot and
gives the hov the air.

•PLAYING AROUND (D-AT) 5972
(NP) April .'i. 1930. With Alice Wliite. Chester
Morris. William Bakewcll. Richard Carlyle. Marion
Bryon. Maurice Black, Lionel Belmore. Shep Camp,
Ann Brodv. Nellie V. Nichols.

RIGHT OF WAY, THE (D-AT) 6142
(R) Octolier 19. 1930. With Conrad Nagel, Loretta
Young. Fred Kohler, William Janney, George Pearce,
Bmmett King, Harry Cording. Brandon Hurst, Holli-
well Hobbes, Olive Tell, Yola D'Avril, Snitz Ed-
wards.
THEJfE: A brilliant lawyer becomes a victim of
amnesia as a result of a fight. How his life while
in this state affects his real life forms the theme
of the .story.

'ROAD TO PARADISE (D-AT) B935
(R) .Tuly 20, 1930. With Loretta Young. Jack
Mulhall. George Barraud. Raymond Hatton. Kathlyn
Williams, Dot Farley. Winter Hall. Ben Hendricks,
Jr.. Georgette Rhodes. I'urnell Pratt. Fred Kelsey.
THEME: Loretta Young, in a dual role, imper-
sonates a society girl and rohs her wall s,ife. She
is caught but not prosecuted, and thereby hangs
the tale.

•SALLY (D-AT) 9277
(R) January 12, 1930. With Marilyn Miller. Alex-
ander Gray. .Toe E. Brown, T. Roy Barnes, Pert
Kelton. Ford Sterling, Maude Turner Gordon, Nora
Lane, E. J. Radcliffe, Jack Dufi'y.

THEME: A former waitress makes good as a Follies

dancer and wins the man she loves,

•SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD (D-AT) - 7213
(E) April 20, 1930. (NP) May 10, 1930. Sound
on disc. With Alice White. Jack Mulhall. Ford
Sterling, Blanche Sweet, John Miljan, Virginia Sale,

Spec O'Donnell. Lee Shumway, Herman Bing.
THEMD: The story of a girl who. when starred,
becomes imbearably temperamental. Shown the
stupidity of her attitude by her sweetheart, she goes
back to work and becomes a spectacular success.

SIN FLOOD (D-AT)
(R) 1930. Sound on disc. With Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. Dorothy Revier, Noah Berry, Anders Randolph.

•SMILING IRISH EYES (D-AT) 7932 8550
(R) July 28, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP) Septem-
ber 7, 1929. With CoUeen Moore, James HiOl,
Claude Gillingwater, Robert Homans, Aggie Herring,
Betty Francisco, Julanne Johnston, Robert O'Connor,
John Beck, Edward Earl, Tom O'Brien, Oscar Apfel.
THEME: The vicissitudes of a romance between an
Irish colleen and a young violinist.

•SON OF THE GODS (D-AT) 8344
(R) March 9. 1930. Sound on disc. With Richard
Barthelmess, Constance Bennett, Dorothy . Mathews,
Barbara Leonard, Jimmy Eagles, Frank Albertson.
Mildred Von Dorn, King Hoo Chang. Geneva MitohelL
THEMD: The heartbreaks of a young American who
has been reared by a Chinese.

•SONG OF THE FLAMB (D-AT) 6503
(R) May 25, 1930. (NP) May 17, 1930, Sound
on disc. With Bernice Claire, Alexander Gray, Noah
Beery, Alice Gentle, Bert Roach, Inez Covutney,
Shep Camp, Ivan Linow.
THEME: A story of a scheming revolutionist in
Russia.

SPRING IS HERE (MC) _ 6386
(E) April 13, 1930. Sound on disc. With Lawrence
Gray. Bernice Claire. Alexander Gray, Louise Fazenda,
Ford Sterling, Inez Courtney.

•SQUALL. THE (D-AT) -.7085 9456
(R) May 20, 1930. Sound on disc. (NP) .Tune

29, 1929. With Myma Loy, Alice Joyce, Richard
Tucker, Carroll Nye, Loretta Young,
THEME: The story of a gypsy girl who, fascinated
by a rich country gentleman, nearly ruins his home
Ufe.

STRICTLY MODERN (CD- AT) 5632
(E) March 2, 1930. Soimd on disc. With Dorothy
Mackaill, Sidney Blackmer. Julanne Johnston. War-
ner Eichmond.

SWEET MAMA (CD-AT) _ .._ 5012
(R) July 0. 1930. (NP) July 19. 1930. With Alice
"Wliite. David Manners. Rita Flynn. Kenneth Thomp-
son, Lee Moran, I^ee Shumway, Lou Harvey, Richard
Cramer, Robert Elliott.

THEME: Alice White rescues her boy friend from
the chuches of a gang of crooks.

SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES (D-AT) _ 70O3
(R) June 15, 1930. (NP) .Tuly 5. 1930. Sound on
disc. With Billie Dove, Clive Brook, Sidney Black-
mer, Leila Hyams. John Loder, Craufurd Kent.

SYNTHETIC SIN (D-ME) 6724 7035
(R) January 6, 1929. Sound on disc. With Col-
leen Moore, Antonio Moreno, Kathym McGuire,
Edythe Chapman, Montagu Love, Gertrade Astor,
(Jertmde Howard, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Raymond
Tucker.
THEiME: A stage-struck girl encounters gang life

in New York, and after experiences which lead almost
to a murder charge against her, she is freed to be-
come the wife of her sweetheart, a playwright.

TOAST OF THE LEGION (D-AT)
(R) October 12. 1930. With Bernice Claire. Walter
Pidgeon. Edward Everett Horton, Claude Gillingwater,
Franl; JIcHugh, Judith Voseli, Jtine CoUyer, Albert
Gcan, "G" Sisters.

THEME: A French mannequin becomes an opera
singer but loses her sweetiieart. hut she inadvertently
gets him back at a banquet in her honor.

TWIN BEDS (C-PT, ME) 5902 7266
(E) July 14, 1929. Sound on disc. With Jack
Mulhall. Patsy Euth Miler, Armond Kaliz, (3er-

trade Astor, Knute Erickson, Edythe Chapman,
Jocelyn Lee, Nita iMartan, ZaSu Pitts, Eddie Grib-
bon, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Carl Levines, Alice Lake,
Bert Roach.
THEME: A drunlr. entering the wrong apartment
at night—the apartment of newlyweds—creates a
situation which nearly ends in estrangement of bride
and groom.

•TWO WEEKS OFF (CD-ME) 6701 8081
(R) May 12, 1929. Soimd on disc. (NP) June 8
1929. With Dorothy Mackaill, Jack MulhaU, Ger-
trude Astor. Jimmy Finlayson. Kate Price. Jed
Prouty, Eddie Gribbon, Dixie Gay, Gertrude Mes-
singer. '

"^

THEMD: A comedy situation created by mistaken
identity in which a plumber is thought to be a
famous film star.

WAY OF ALL MEN, THE (D-AT) 6032
(E) August 3, 1930. With Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,

Dorothy Eevier, Anders Eandolf, Robert Edeson,
Henry KoUter, Noah Beery. Wade Boteler, William
Orlamond, Ivan Simpson, WiUlam Courtney, Julaime
Johnston, Eddie (Dlayton.

THEME: In the face of an impending flood, a hand-
ful of trapped men alter their characters and swear
love for one another and extend forgiveness for past
wrongs. The flood is averted and the old characters
ilmmediatelv appear and squabbling continues.

•WEDDING RINGS (D-AT) 6621
(Rl December 14, 1929. (NP) May 17. 1930.

Sound on disc. With H. B. Warner. Lois Wilson.
Olive Borden. Hallam Cooley. James Ford. Kathleen
Williams. Aileen Manning.
THEME: The efforts of two girls, one a senseless
flapper, the other a sane young woman, to win the
love of a wealthv cluliman,

•YOUNG NOWHERES (D-AT) 5256 7850
(R) October 20. Ifl2n. Sound on disc. (ISTP) No-
vember 23. 1929. With Richard Barthelmess. Marian
Nixon, Bert Eoach, Anders Randolf, RaJ^nond
Turner. Joselyn Lee.
THEME: The romance of an elevator boy, and the
troubles encountered when he gives a party for his
sweetheart in the ariartment of a wealthy tenant.

Fox
Silent Disc Film

•ARIZONA KID. THE (W-AT) 7902 7902
(R) April 27. 1930. (NP) Jlay 24. 1930; Sound
on disc and film. With Warner Baxter. Mona Maris.
Carol Lomliard, Theodor Von Eltz. Arthur Ston". Mrs.
Jlminez. Waiter P. Lewis. Jack Herrick. Wilfred
Lucas. Hank Mann, De Sacia Mooers, Larry JNIc-

Grath, Jim Gibson.
THEME: The exploits of a reckless, love maldng
bandit and two of his sweethearts, painted with
sweeping strokes against the brilliant background of
the old West.

•BEHIND THAT CURTAIN (My-AT) 8300
(E) .Tunc 30, 1929. Sound on film. (NP) August
31. 1929. With Warner Baxter, Lois Moran. Gilbert
Emery. Claude King, Philip Karloff. Jamiel Hassen.
Peter Gawthorne. .Tohn Rogers. Jlontague Shaw,
Finch Smiles, Mercedes Velasco, E. L. Park.
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THEAEE: Girl marries unhappUj. flees to old friend
in tile desert; husband, a criminal, tollows, is killed,
and happiness is left for the two.

•BIG PARTY, THE (CD-AT, M) 6656 6520
IR) February 23. laSU. With Sue Carol. Walter
Catlett. Dixie Lee. Frank Albertson. Richard Keene,
• Whispering" Jack Smith. Charles Judels. Douglas
Gihnore. Ilka Chase. Dorothy Brown. Elizabeth
Patterson.

BIG TIME (D-AT) 8038 7815
(R) September 29. 1929. Sound on disc and film.
With Lee Tracy, JUae Clarke. Daphne Pollard,
Josephine Dunn, Stepin FecUit.
THEME: Hoofer teams up with another while wife
is ill. Wife goes to Hollywood, becomes star, he
drifts in as an extra, and she finds she still loves
him.

•BORN RECKLESS (D-AT) _ 7123 7I2S
(R) May 11. 1930. (NP) June 21. 1930. Sound on
disc and film. With Edmund Lowe. Catherine Dale
Owen. Warren Hj"mer. Marguerite Chui'chill. Lee
Tracy. William Harrigan. Roy Stewart. Frank Albert-
son. Paul Page. Ferike Boros. Paul Poreasi. Joe
Brown. Eddie Gribben, Pat Somerset, Ben Bard,
Mike Donlan.
THEME: A portrayal of the bonds of gangdom and
their lifelong entanglement.

CAMEO KIRBY (D-AT) 6078 6120
IR) Januarj- 12. 1S30. (NPi Februarj" 13, 1929.
With J. Harold Murray, Norma Terris, Douglas
Gilmore, Robert Edesou, Charles Morton, Stepin
Fechit, John Hyams, Mmme. Daumery, ilyma Loy,
Beulah HaU Jones.
THUME: The stormy life of a gambler who finally
wins the girl of his heart.

•CHASING THROUGH EUROPE
(D-PT, ME) _.._.5622 5581

(R) June 9, 1929. Sound on fUm. With Sue
Carol, Nick Stuart. Gustav yon Seffertitz. Gavin Gor-
don^ E. Alyn Warren.
THEME: Hero steps in in time to save a beautiful
lady from an unhappy marriage, with Europe fur-
nishing the continental atmosphere.

CHEER UP AND SMILE (CD-AT. S) 5730
(R) June 22, 1930. With Dixie Lee. Olga Baclanova.
Johnny Arthur, John Darrow. Franklin Pangbom.
Arthur Lake. Whispering Jack Smith. Charles Judels.
Sumner Getchell, Buddy Messinger.
THEME: A college boy finds night club life too
hectic and goes brtck to college and to his sweetheart.

•CHRISTIANA (D-PT) .: 7105 7911 7651
(R) December 15, 1929. With Janet Gaynor. Charles
Morton, Rudolph SchUdkraut, Lucy Dorraine. Harry
Cording.
THEME: A bit of a OndereUa story, in which
marriage that might have been unhappy is avoided,
with a background of Holland and a circus.

•CITY GIRL (D-AT) 8217 6240 6171
(R) February 16. 1930. With Charles Farrell, Mary
Duncan. David Torrenoe. Edith Yorke. Dawn O'Day.
Guinn WiUlams, Dick Alexander, Tom Magulre, Ed-
ward Brady.
THEME: A case of bringing the city to the old
farm, in the person of the farmer's daughter-in-law,
and finally the couple decide to stay and help father.

•COCKEYED WORLD, THE (CD-AT).. .9240 III09 10702
(Rl October 30. 1929. (NP) October S, 1929.
With Victor McLaglen. Edmund Lowe. Lily Damita.
Leila Kamelly, El Brendel. Bobby Burns. Jeanette
Dagna. Joe Brown. Stuart Erwin. Ivan Linow. Jean
Bary.
THEME: Two marines constantly vieing with each
other over some girl.

•CRAZY THAT WAY (C-AT) _ 5800
(R) March 30. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Joan Bennett. Kenneth MacKenna. Regis Toomey,
.Tason Robards, Sharon Lynn, Lumsden Hare, Baby
Mark.
THEME: The story of a young society girl who Is

much courted but neither loves nor is interested in
any man—until the right ones arrives and sha Is
forced to use all her wiles to win him.

•DOUBLE CROSS ROADS (D-AT) 5800 580O
(R) April 20. 1930. (XP) May 3. 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Lila Lee. Robert Ames.
Montagu Love. Ned Sparks. George McFarlane. Edith
Chapman. Tom Jacteon. Charlotte Walker. William
Y. Mong. Thomas .Jefferson.
THEME: The story of an ex-convict, who has
determined to go straight, and his sweetheart, a
yoimg cabaret singer, who outwit a gang of crooks
endeavoring to get the ex-convict "pull" one more
safe-cracking job.

•FOUR DEVILS (D-PT, ME) 9496 9298 9295
(R) September 15. 1929. (NP) November 9. 1929.
With Jnnet Gaynor. Marv Dimcan. CTiarles Morton.
Barry Norton. Farrell SlacDonald. Nancy Drexel.
THEJEE: Circus acrobats, brought up from childhood
together, eventually coming to love each other, and
realizing it all the more after vampire steps into
picture.

•FROZEN JUSTICE (D-AT) 6129 7583 7368
(Rl October 13. 1929. With I^eonare Ulric. Ohert
Frazer. Louis Wolheim. Ullrich Haupt. Laska Winter.
Tom Patricola. Al'^e Lake. Gertnide Astor. Artele
Windsor. Warren Heymer. Nevneen FarreU. Arthur
Stone
THEME: Story of the frozen north, unscrupulous
trader and an Eskimo.

•GHOST TALKS. THE (My-PT. ME) 6482
(R) March 30. 1929. Sound on film. With Helen
Twelvetiees. Charles Eaton. Carmel Myers. Earle Foxe.
Stepin Fechit.
THEME: Correspondence school detective solves mys-
tery and marries girl.

•GIRL FROM HAVANA (D-AT) .6545 6060 5986
(R) September 22. 1929. With Paul Page. Lola
Lane. Natalie Moorhead. Kenneth ThompEon, Warren
Hymer. Joseph Girard. Adele Windsor.
THEME: (3irl solves jewelry murder mystery, and
finally marries the son of the murdered man, who
was also loolring for the crooks.

GOLDEN CALF. THE (MC) 6552
(R) March 16. 1930. Sound on disc and film.
With Jack MulhaU. Sue Carol. Walter Catlett. El
Brendel. Marjorie White. Richard Keene, Paul Page.
Ilka Chase,
THEME: An artist's secretary, secretly in love
with her employer, reverts from her puritanical ways
to become a dashing model and by so doing be-
comes tne artist's favorite.

GOOD INTENTIONS (Mel-AT) 6340
(R) .Tune 29. 1930. (NP) August 2. 1930. With
Edmund Lowe. Marguerite Churchill. Regis Toomey,
Eddie Gribhon, Owen Dans. .Jr.. Earle Fox. Robert
McWade. Heniy Kolker. Pat Somerset, J. Carrol
Naish. Georgia Caine. Hale Hamilton.
THEME: A eiingst»r falls in love with his victim
and sacrifices himself.

HAPhY DAYS (inU) _ 7650 7514
(R) March 2. 1930. (NPl February- 22. 1930.
Grandeur (wide film! version. 7514 feet. With
Charles Farrell. Janet GajTior, Will Rogers, El
Brendel, Yictor McLaglen, Ednnmd Lowe, .T. Harold
Murray, Jack Smith, David Rollins, Ann Pennington,

(5eorge Jessel, Sharon Lynn, William Collier, James
Corbett.

HARMONY AT HOME (CD-AT) 6550 6395
(R) January 19. 1930. Marguerite Churchill, Charles
Eaton, Charlotte Henry, William CoUier, Sr.. Rex
BeU. Dixie Lee. Dot Farley. Elizabeth Patterson,
Clare Rummer, Edwin Burke, Elliott Lester, Charles
J. McGuirk.
THEME: Father's promotion makes family want to
put on the ritz, which they do for a while, but
finally decide that the old way of living is best,

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES (CD-AT. S) .._ 9238
(Rl March 23. 1930. (NP) April 2(5. 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Janet Gaynor. Charles Far-
reU. WiUiam Collier. Sr., Hedda Hopper, Lucien
Littlefleld. Louise Fazenda. Joyce Compton, Brandon
Hurst.
THEME: A musical romance in which the love of a
boy and girl reconcile their families, one a family
of aristocrats and the other a famiy of new rich.

•HOT FOR PARIS (CD-AT, S) 5613 6639 6697
(R) December 22. 1929. (NP) Januaiy 11. 1929.
With Victor MoLagen. Fifl Dorsay. El Brendel. Polly
Moran, Lennox Pawle, August Tollaire, George Faw-
oett, Charles Judels, Eddie Dillon, Rosita Marstini,
Agostino Borgato, Yola D'Avril, Anita Murray. Dave
Valles.
THEME: Sailor wins lottery and when they try to
find him to give him his prize money, he leads them
a merry chase, thinking they want to jaU liim.

•IN OLD ARIZONA (W-AT)..._ 8724
(R) January 20. 1929. Sound on film. (TOS)
March 23. 1929. With Warner Baxter. Edmund
Lowe. Dorothy Burgess.
THEME: Bandit plunders rich to give to poor. When
he finds the girl he loves untrue, he takes uuiQue
revenge.

•JOY STREET (CD-ME) 8754 5748
(B) April 7, 1929. Sound on film. With Lois
Moran. Nick Stuart. Rex Bell. Jose Crespo. Dorothy
Ward. Ada Williams. Maria Alba. Sally PhUUps,
Florence Allen, Mabel Vail, John Breedon.
THEME: Story of the escapades of wealthy youths.

LET'S GO PLACES (CD-AT) _ 6745 6620
(R) February 2. 1930. (NP) March S. 1930. With
Joseph Wagstaff. Lola Lane. Sharon Lynn. Frank
Richardson. Walter Catlett, Dixie Lee. Charles Judels,
Ilka Chase, Larry Steers.
THEME: Mistaken identity and changed names
causes much misunderstanding but it comes out all

right In the end.
•LONE STAR RANGER (W-AT) 5948 5904 5736

(R) January 5. 1930, With George O'Brien. Sue
Carol. Walter McGrail. Warren Hymer. Russell
Simpson, Lee Shumway. Roy Syewart. Colin Chase.
Richard Alexander. Joel Franz. .Toel Rickson. Oliver
Eckhardt. Caroline Rankin, Elizfibeth Patterson.
THEJIB: Bold, bad bandits brought to time by a
fast shnotin' he-man. upholder of the law.

LOVE. LIVE AND LAUGH (D-AT, S) 8390 8217
(R) November 3. 1929. With CJeorge Jessel. Lila
Lee. David Rollins. Henry Kolker. Kenneth Mac-
Kenna. John Reinhart. Dick Winslow Johnson. Henry
Armetta. Marcia Manon. .Terry Mandy.
THEME: Italian goes to Italy, gets in the war. re-
turns home disabled and finds his wife, who thought
him dead, married to another.

•LUCKY STAR (D-PT. ME) 8824 8940 8644
(Rl August IS. 1929. (NP) September 2S. 1P29.

With CTiarles Farrell. .Tanet Gaynor. Hedwiga Reicher.
Guinn (Big Boy) Williams. Paul Fix, Gloria Grey,
Hector V, Samo.
THEME: Hero and coward in the war. Hero
wounded. Gird falls in love with him. but mother
wants her to marry coward. Hero gets well, and
everything is lovelv.

MARRIED AT HOLLYWOOD (D-AT, S) 10064 9747
(R) October 27, 1929. Sound on disc and film.

Part color. (NP) .Tanuary IS, 1930. With Hnrold
Murray. Norma Terris. Walter Catlett, Irene Palaska,
Tom Patriocnla. Lennox Pawlc. John Garrick.
THEME: Heir to throne wishes to marn' American
girl. Mother objects and puts things in his way but
he finally has his wish, becoming player in picture

in which she stars,

•MASQUERADE (CD-AT) 5674
(R) .Tuly 14. 1929. Sound on film. With Alan
Birmingham. Leila Hyams. Clyde Cook. Farrell Xfac-
Donald. .\rnold Lucy. George Pierce. Rita LeRoy.
.Tohn Breedon. Jack Pierce. Pat Moriarty. Jack
Carlisle. Frank Richardson.
THF!ME: Crook gang finally goes to jail, and man
and girl find happiness after much trouble.

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN (CD-AT) 7438 7246
(R) Fehniarv 9. 1920. With Kenneth McKenna.
Frank Albertson. Paul Page. Walter McGrail. War-
ren Hymer. Farrell MacDonald. Stuart Erwin. George
La Guere. Ben Hendricks. Jr.. Charles Gerard. Pat
Somerset.
THEME: Fourteen men trapped in a disabled sub-
marine.

MOVIETONE FOLLIES 0,F 1930 (R) 7522
(R) Mav 4. 1930. (NT) .Tune 28. 1930. Sound on
film. With El Brendel. Marjorie 'Wliite. William
Collier. .Ir.. Noel Francis. Frank Richardson, Miriam
Seegar.
THEME: Fascinating, fervent youth at play, with
plentiful interludes of bright comedy and romance.
Fun and fast-stepping action against the background
of a Broadway show

NIX ON DAMES (D-AT. S) 6236 6071
(R) November 24. 1929. With Mae Clarke. Robert
Ames. William Harrigan. Maude Ftdton, George Mac-
Farlane. CamiUe Rovelle. Grace Wallace. Hugh Mc-
Cormack. Benny Hall. Gilly Colvin. Frederick Graham,
Louise Beaver.
THESEE: Two-man acrobat team has differences

over same girl, but happiness comes to all in the end.

NOT DAMAGED (D-AT. M) 6866
(R) May 25. 1930. (NP) .Tune 14. 1930. Sound on
fllm. With Ixiis Moran. Walter Byron. Robert Ames.
Inez Courtney. George "Red" Corcoran. Rhoda Cross.
Ernest Wood.
THEME: A poor, hard working youth may not
always have a heart of gold—and a wealthy young
man-about-town may not always be a bounder,

•ON THE LEVEL (CD-AT) 5813
(R) Sound on disc and film. (NP) .Tuly 19. 1930.
With Victor Mcl^aglen. Lilvan Ta.shman. William
Harrigan. Arthur Stone. Leila Mclntyre. Mary Mc-
Alister. Ben Hewlftt. Hany Tenbrook. R. O. Pennell.
THEME: The story of a steel worker who becomes
infatuated by a beautiful woman and thereby in-
volved in a real estate racket.

ONE MAD KISS (D-AT. M) 5766
(R) .Tuly 13. 1930. (NP) .Tulv 26, 1930. Sound on
disc and film. With Don Mojlca. Mona Maris. An-
tonio Moreno. Tom Patricola.
THEME: Romance of a political outlaw leading a
sucessful revolt against a tyrannical dictator and
winning the love of a beautiful dancer in a Latin
countrv.

•ONE WOMAN IDEA. THE (D-ME) 6106 6111
(R) .Tune 2. 1929. Sound on fllm. With Rod La
Rocnup. Alarceline Day. Sharon Lynn. Sally Phiops.
Shirley Dorman. Ivan Lebedoff, Douglas Gilmore,
Gino Corrado, Joseph W. Girard, Arnold Lucy,

Frances Rosay, Guy Trento, Daniel Hasson, Tom
Tamarez, Coy Watson.
THEME: Story of a Persian prince who is at-
tracted to the unhappy wife of a cruel English lord.
They visit Persia, and events transpire.

•PLEASURE CRAZED (D-AT) _...54€0
(R) July. 1929. Sound on fihn. With Marguerite
Churchill. Kenneth McKenna. Dorothy Burgess. Camp-
bell Gullan, Douglas GUmore, Henry Kolker, Freder-
ick Graham, Rex BeU, Charlotte Merriman,
THEME: Husband and wife lease home from crooks.
Wife attempts to poison husband, but the girl in
the crook gang with whom he has fallen in love
saves him.

•RIVER, THE (D-PT, ME) 6536 6807 6597
(R) October 6. 1929. (NP) Novemljer 23. 1929.
With Charles Farrell, Mary Duncan, Ivan Linow,
Margaret Mann, Aldredo Sabato.
THEME: The part the river plays in the lives of
a man and a maid, including a whirlpool and a
murder.

ROMANCE OF RIO GRANDE (D-AT, S)..7757 8862 8652
(R) November 17. 1929. With Warner Baxter. An-
tonio Moreno. Mary Duncan. Mona Maris. Robert
Edeson. Agostino Borgato. Albert Roccardi. Mrs. Jim-
inez. Majel Coleman. Charles Byers, Merril MoCor-
mick.
THEJIE: College bred son of a Mexican mother '

and American father is attacked by bandits. Taken
to grandfather's ranch, where there is a clash between
grandfather and nephew.

ROUGH ROMANCE (D-AT. S) 4800
(R) May 18. 1930. With George O'Brien. Helen
Chandler. Antonio Moreno, Noel Francis, Eddie Bor-
den, Harry Cording, Roy Stewart, David Hartford,
Frank Lanning.
THB.ME: The life and death struggle between two
men of the great open spaces: one a stalwart young
lumberjack, the other a menacing desperado—and the
love-inspired bravery of a lonely woodland lass.

•SALUTE (D-AT) 6438 7678 772?
(R) September 1. 1929. (NP) October 26. 1929.
With George O'Brien. William Janey. Frank Albert-
son. Lumsden Hare. Stepin Fechit. David Butler.
Rex Bell, John Breedon.
THEME: One brother at West Point, the other at
Annapolis.

•SEVEN FACES (D-AT) 8219 775T
(R) December 1. 1929. With Paul Muni. Mar-
guerite Churchill. Lester Lonergan. Eugenie Besserer,
Gustav von Seyffertltz, Russell Gleason. Walter
Rogers.

SKY HAWK (D-AT) _ 6966 7100 6927
(R) JanuaiT 29. 1930. With John Garrick. Helen
Chandler. Gilbert Emery. Letmox Pawle. Lunsden
Hare. Billy Bevan. Daphne Pollard. Joyce Compton.
THEME: Lone pilot in combat with giant dirigible
proves his courage.

SO THIS IS LONDON (C-AT) 8298 829J
(R) .Tune 8, 1930. (NP) May 31. 1930. Sound on
disc and fllm. With Will Rogers. Irene Rich. Frank
Albertson. I^faureen O'SulUvan. Lumsden Hare.
Martha Lee Sparks. Mary Forbes. Dorothy Christy.
Ellen Woodsten.
THEME: A stor^* of misunderstandings between
Americans and Britons, with many pierced shafts
thrown in. but ending in a happy compromise and
mutual understanding.

SONG OF KENTUCKY. A (D-AT) 7519 72*1
(R) November in. 1929. With Lois Moran. .Toe

Wagstaff. Dorothy Burgess. Douglas Gilmore. Hedda
Hooper. Edward Davis. Herman Blng, Bert Wood-
ruff^
THEME: Race track romance centered around the
Kentuckv Derby.

SONG 0' IVIY HEART (D-AT. S) 7740
(R) Not set. With John McCormack. Alice .Joyce,

Maureen O'Sullivan, Tom Clifford. J. M. Kerrigan.
.Tohn Garrick, Edwin Schneider, FarreU Mardonald,
BfRe Elsler, Emily Fitzroy, Abdres de Segurola,
Edward Martindel.
THEME: A story laid in the Ireland of beauty,
tradition and sentiment.

SOUTH SEA ROSE (D-AT) 6489 6353
(R) December 8. 1929. With Lonore Ulric. Charles
Bickford. Kenneth McKenna. Farrell MacDonald.
Elizabeth Patterson, Tom P,atricola. Ilka Chase,
George ITarFarlane, Ben Hall. Daphne Polard, Roscoe
Ati's. Charlotte Walker. Emil Chautard.

•SPEAKEASY (CD-AT) 5775
(R) March 24. 1929. Sound on film. (NP) April

27, 1929, With Paul Page, Lola Lane, Henry B.
Walthall, Helen Ware, Warren Hymer, Stuart Erwin,
Sharon Lynn, Erville Anderson. .Tames Guilfoyle.

Helen Lvnch, Marjorie Beebe, Sailor Vincent, Joseph
Cawthorne, Ivan Linow.
THEME: Girl reporter proves to fighter !n stieak-

easy that he was framed in his last fight, so he
coes hack to the ring and regains his lost crown.

•SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS (D-AT) 7400
(R) March 10. 1930. (NP) March 15. 1930. With
Warner Baxter. Catherine Dale Owen. Albert Conti,
Hedda Hopper. Claude AUister. Bela Lugostl.
THEME: Ugly but wealthy man has his face re-
made by a plastic surgeon to win the love of the
girl he loves.

•SUNNY SIDE UP (D-AT) III3I
(R) December 29. 1929. Sound on fllm. With .Tanet

(jaynor. Charles Farrell. Sharon Lynn. Frank Rich-
ardson. El Brendel. Jlarjorie WHiite. Joe Brown,
Mary Forbes, Alan Paull. Peter Gawthome.
THEME: Wealthy young man. after wondering what
it is all about, comes to the realization that he really
loves the East Side girl.

•TEMPLE TOWER (Mel-AT) 5200 5200
(R) April 6. 1930. Sound on disc and fllm. With
Kenneth MacKenna. Marceline Day. Henry B. Wal-
thall. Cyril Chadwick. Peter Gawthorne, Ivan Linlow,
Frank Lanning,
THEIME: The breaking up of a sinister band of Jewel
thieves, led by an Apache, the Masked Stranger,
by a dauntless young man and operators from Scot-
land Yard.

THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS (CD-AT) 8602
(R) September S. 1929. Sound on disc and film.
(NP) December 7. 1929. With WiU Rogers. Irene
Rich. Marquerite (Churchill. Fifi Dorsay. Owen Davis.
Ivan Lebedeff. Rex Bell. Christiane Ives, Edgar Ken-
nedy, Marcelle Corday, Marcia Manon, Theodore Lodi,
Bob Kerr, Andre Cheron. Gregory Gay.
THEME: Oil is discovered, and then the family has
to go to Paris. The mother wants the daughter to
marry a marquis, but they all see the foUy involved
and the worth oi^ the old home town.

THREE SISTERS (D-AT) „
Sound on film. With June Collyer. Tom Dresser,
Louise Dresser. Kenneth McKenna. .Joyce Compton,
Addle McPhail.. Clifford Saum. Paul Poreasi, John
Sainpolis. Sidney DeGrey.
THEiJIF: Three sisters, two of whom marry and the
third studies opera. War breaks out. trouble ensues,
but after the armistice, everything is righted and
happiness conies.

•TRENT'S LAST CASE (My-PT. ME) .5809 5894
(R) May 31. 1929 Sound on film. With Raymond
Griffith. Raymond Hatton. MarceUne Day. Donald
Crisp. Lawrence Gray, Nicholas Soussanin. Anita
Garvin. Ed Keimedy.
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THEME: Amateur detective discovers foul murder to
be suicide.

•VEILED WOMAN. THE (D-M, S) -.5181 5192
(K) AprU 14. 1929. Sound on film. With Lia Tora.
Paul Tinrenti, Walter McGrail. Josef Smckard. Ken-
neth Thompson. Andre Cheron. Ivan Lebedeff. Maude
George.
THEME: Young girl becomes gambling house at-
traction, shoots patron, Pierre talies the blame, and
later they discover they love each other.

WOMEN EVERYWHERE (Mel-AT, S) _ -.7500
(R) June 1. 1930. WiUi J. Harold Murray, Fifl

Dorsay, Clyde Cook, George Grossmith, Walter Mc-
Grail, Rose Dione, Ralph Kellard.
THEME: A romantic story of love and gun-running
in Morocco.

•WORDS AND MUSIC (CD-AT) ..- 6500
(R) July 21, 1929. Sound on aim. (NF) Septem-
ber 21. 1929. With Lois Moran, David Percy, Helen
Twelvetrees, 'William Orlamond, Elizabeth Patterson,
Duke Morrison, Frank Albertson. Tom Patricola,
Bubbles Croivell. Bitmore Quartette.
THEME: Contest staged by college for tie best musi-
cal comedy number.

•WHY LEAVE HOME (MC) _ _ 6388
(R) August 25, 1929. With Walter Catlett. Sue
Carol, David RoUins. Richard Keene, Dixie Lee,
Nick Stuart, .Tean Barj-, Ilka Chase.

WILD COMPANY (Mel-AT) -...6666
(R) With Frank Albertson. H. B.
(R) . (NT) July 20, 1930. With Frank Albert-
son, H. B. Warner. Sharon Lyun. Joyce Compton.
Claire McDowell, Frances McCoy, Richard Keene,
Kenneth Thomson, Mildred Van Dorn, Bela Lugosi.
Bobby Callahan. George Fawcett.
THEME: A pleasure loving young man gets en-
tangled with a gang of racketeers and a murder. His
father's self-condemnation saves him and reunites him
with his sweetheart.

International Photo Plays
Silent Sound

AFTER THE VERDICT (ME) 7174
(R) June 1, 1930. With Olga Tscheohowa,

CRIMSON CIRCLE. THE (PT. M) - 6800
(R) February 1, 1930. With Stewart Rome.

DARK RED ROSES (AT) 5747
(R) March 1, 1930. With Stewart Rome.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Silent Sound

•ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE (MEL-AT) 8000
(B) January 26. 1929. (NP) March 9, 1929. With
Willia.Ti Haines, Karl Dane, Lionel Barrymoe. Leila
Hyams, TuUy Marshall. Howard Hickman. Billji'

Butts. Evelyn Mills.
THEME: A successful bank crook goes straight for
the girl he loves and mairlei.

'ANNA CHRISTIE (D-AT) 6700
(R) February 21, 1930. (NP) February 13, 1930.
Sound on disc. With Greta Garbo. Charles Bickford.
George Marion, Marie Dressier.
THEME: A girl, who lived a life of hardships, goes
to her drunken father, who is a sea captain. Here
she meets the man she loves and marries htm.

•BELLAMY TRIAL. THE (D-AT) _ 7542
(R) March 2. 1929. (NP) April 13, 1929. Sound
on disc and film. With Leatrice Joy. Betty Bronson.
Edward Nugent,

BIG HOUSE. THE (D-AT) 7901
(R) June 21, 1930. (NP) July 5, 1930. Sound on
disc and film. With Wallace Beers', Chester Morris,
Robert Montgomery, Karl Dane, Lewis Stone, Leila
Hyams.
THEilE: A gripping story of convict life and at-
tempted escape from a big prison.

•BISHOP MURDER CASE. THE (Mel-AT) 5727 7901
(R) January 3, 1930. Sound on film and disc. 'With
Basil Rathbone. LeUa Hyams. Raymond Hackett.
Polly Moran, Charles Quartemaine.
THEME: Several suspects in a murder case. Philo
'Vance, young attorney, finds the guilty party after
many sleepless nights.

•BROADWAY MELODY, THE (MC) 5943 9372
(R) March 9. 1929. (NP) April 20. 1929. Sound
on disc. With Anita Page, Bessie Love, Jed Prouty,
Kenneth Thomson. Edward Dillon. Mary Doran.
Eddie Kane, J. Enunett Beck, Marshall Ruth.
THEME: A song writer gets a job for his sweetie
and sister in a Broadway show. The act is cut out
and one sister left out. Then the writer realizes that
he loves the other sister. But they're all reunited
after a bit.

CAUGHT SHORT (CAT) 6873
(R) May 10, 1930. (NP) .Tune 28, 1930. Sound on
diso and film. With Marie Dressier. PoDy Moran.
Anita Page, T. Roy Barnes. Owen I>ee.

THEME: Two housewives caught in the stock market

•CHASING RAINBOWS (CD-AT) - _ 8100
(R) January 19, 1930. (NP) March 1, 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With Bessie Love, Charles
King, .Tack Benny, George K. Arthur. Polly Moran,
Gwen Lee. Nita Martan, Eddie Phillips. Marie
Dressier.
THEME: A vaudevUle team is broken after many
years together. The male part marries another woman.
Their marriage goes wrong and the original pair get
together again.

•CHILDREN OF PLEASURE (CD-AT) 6400
(R) April 12, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Lawrence Gray. Helen Johnson, Gwynne Gibson.
Benny Rubin.
THEME: A New York song writer finds disappoint-
ment In his love for a society girl and turns to a girl
of his own set.

•CHINA BOUND (CD) 6000
(Rl May 18. 1929. With Karl Dane, George K.
Arthur. Polly Moran. Josephine Dunn. Hatty Woods.
Carl Stockdale.
THEME: The boss fires Eustls because he loves
his daughter. The bo.ss" daughter is sent on a trip
to China. Eustls also goes on the same boat. A
rerolutlon starts and F^istis saves the girl.

DEVIL MAY CARE (D-AT) - 8813
(Rl February 7. 1930. Sound on film and disc.
With Ramon Novarro. Dorothy .Tordan, .John Mlljan.
Marion TTarrls. William Humphrey. George Davis,
rilfford Bnice.
THEME: A .loldler who Is to be shot, escapes and
mDrriris the girl who tried to give him up to the
pollry?.

•DIVORCEE, THE fCD-AT> _ 7533
(R) April 2«. 1930. (NP) April 12. i()3(i, Sound
on disc and film. With Norma Shearer, Chester
Morris. Robert Montgomerv. Zclda Scars, Mary Doran.
TFTE.NrE: Bmotionnl exD"rirnre of a voung woman
who I" divorced from her hu-sband.

•DYNAMITE (D-ATi 10771 11550
(P.) Deeemher 1.3 1920. (NPi .T.-inii.ar\' 4 1930
Round on iWir. With Charles Bickford, Kay John-
"i. Conrad Nagel, ,Tulla Faye.
TTtEMB: Rich girl marri"fl doomed man so she can
Inherit money. But the rnan Is freed and the girl
]eam<? Ut love him.

•FLORADORA GIRL. THE (C-AT, S) 7260
(R) May 31, 1930. (NP) June 7. 1930, With Marlon
Davies,
THEME: A love story of old New York in the gay
nineties.

•FREE AND EASY (C-AT) 5240 8413
(B) March 22. 1930. (NP) April 26, 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Buster Keaton, Anita Page,
Trixie Friganza, Robert Montgomery, Marion Schil-
ling, Gwen Lee.
THEME: Story of a girl who seeks fame in Holly-
wood, with a manager who is continually getting into
trouble.

•GIRL IN THE SHOW. THE (CD-AT) 5163 7574
(R) August 31, 1929. (NP) August 31, 1929.
Sound on film and disc. With Bessie Love and
Charles King.
THEME: A girl who gets Jealotis because she Is
tal;en from the star role and marries the manager
to get revenge on him.

GOOD NEWS (MC)...— __ _ - _...8I00
Sound on disc and film. With Mary Lawlor. Stan-
ley Smith, Bessie Love. Gus Shy, Cliff Edwards,
Delmer Daves.
THEME: A fast musical comedy adapted from the
stage hit of the same name.

•GIRL SAID "NO," THE (CD-AT) 5722 8382
(B) March 15, 1930. (NP) April 12, 1930. Sound
on diso. With WiUiam Haines. Leila Hyams. PhyUis
Crane, Willard Mack.
THEME: Misadventures of a young college gradu-
ate seeking to establish himself in the business world,
and to win the girl of his choice,

•HALLELUJAH (D-AT, S) _ 6570 9555
(B) November 30, 1929. (NP) January 18, 1930.
Soimd on disc With Mae McKinney. William
Fountaine. Daniel L, Haynes. Harry Gray, Fannie
Bell De Knight, Everett McGarrity. Victoria Spivey,
Milton Dickerson.
THEME: A singer, accused of murder, turns evan-
gelist and preache.s against the type of girl he once
loved.

•HIS GLORIOUS NIGHT (D-AT) 5353 7173
(B) September 28, 1929. (NP) October 26. 1929.
Sound on film and disc. With John Gilbert. Kath-
erine Dale Owen, Nance O'Neill, Gustav von Seyf-
fertitz, Hedda Hopper, Tyrell Davis, Gerard Barry.
Madeline Seymour, Richard Carle, E^ia Dennison.
THEME: A princess, who dismisses her lover be-
oausa he is of peasant birth, only to learn after-
wards that he is a respected military officer of
means.

HOLLYWOOD REVUE. THE (R) 11699
(R) November, 1929. (NP) November 16, 1929.
Sound on disc. With Bessie Love, Charles King,
Marion Davis, Norma Shearer, William Haines, Joan
Crawford, John Gilbert. Marie Dressier, PoUy Moran,
Brox Sisters. Anita Page, Buster Keaton.
THEME: A series of acts with singing, dancing,
comedy, done by the above stars.

•IDLE RICH. THE (D-AT) _ 7351
(R) June 15, 1929. (NPI June 22. 1929. With
Conrad Nagel, Bessie Love, Leila Hyams. Robert
Ober, James NeiU. Edythe Chapman, Paul Kruger,
Kenneth Gibson.
THEME: A young chap who gives his fortune to
the poor so the family of the girl he loves will come
to an understanding with him.

IN GAY MADRID (CD-AT) _ _ 7654
(H) May 17, 1930. (NP) June 14. 1930. With Ra-
mon Novarro, Dorothy Jordan, Beryl Mercer, L.
Howell.

THEME: Adventures of Spanish college students and
their loves.

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (CD-AT) 6106 8575
(R) December C, 1929. (NP) .January 25, 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With Duncan sisters,
Lawrence Gray, Jed Phouty, Benny Rubins.
THEME: Two sisters, one who loves the piano player,
Jimmy, the other, despises him. They Quarrel, but
come to realization that the three must stick to-
gether

•KISS. THE (D-ME) 7200
(R) November 16, 1929. (NP) December 21, 1929.
Sound on disc. With Greta Garbo. Conrad Nagel.
Anders Randolf. Holmes Herbert. Lem Ayres. George
Davis,
THEME: A wife who shoots her husband to save a
man she loves. She is acquitted by the jury, but
finally admits that .she did the killing.

LADY OF SCANDAL, THE (CD-AT) 6858
(R) May 24, 1930. (NP) June 21, 1930. With Ruth
Chatterton, Ralph Forbes. Basil Rathbone, Moon
Carroll, Cyril Chadwick, Nance O'Neil.
THEME: Complications attending the romance be-
tween an aristocratic young Britisher and an actress.

LADY TO LOVE, A (D-AT) 8142
(R) March 8, 1930. With Vilma Banky. Edward G.
Robertson. Robert Ames. Richard Carle, Lloyd Ingra-
ham. Anderson Lawler, Henry Armetta, George Davis.
THEME: A lovely lady has been tricked into mar-
riage. Her beauty and the overwrought typically
Neapolitan expostulations of her beridden husband
furnish the key to the entertainment.

•LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY. THE (D-AT) ...6484 8651
(R) July 6, 1929. With Norma Shearer, Basil Bath-
bone, George Berraud. Herbert Brunston, Hedda
Hooper. Moon Carrol, Madeline Seymour, Cyril Chad-
wick. George K. Arthur, Finch Smiles, Maude Turner.
THEME; Mrs. Cheyney marries the man who catches
her robbing.

LET US BE GAY (CD-AT) 7121
(NP) July 26. 1930. With Norma Shearer, Marie
Dressier, Tyrell Davis, Raymond Hackett.
THEME: Adaptation of the stage play In which a
divorced couple are unexpectedly brought together at
a Westchester house party.

•LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY (CD-AT)...- 7069
(R) February 23. 1930. (NP) March 15, 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With Ethelind Terry.
Charles Kaley, Bennie Rubin, Cliff Edwards, Marion
Schilling.

MADAME SATAN (CD-AT) -
Sound on disc and film. With Roland Yotmg, Regi-
nald Denny. Kay Johnson. Lillian Roth. Elsa Peter-
son.
THEME: Spectacular adventure story with musical
background and several seauences on board the Zep-
pelin.

•MAN'S MAN, A (CD-ME) _ 6683
(R) May 25. 1929. (NP) .Tune 22, 1929. 'With
Wiliam Haines, Josephine Dunn. Sam Hardy. Mae
Busch.
THEME: A soda jerker and his stage-strack vrife

are fooled by phoney picture director. But this en-
ables them to start life anew.

MARCH OF TIME, THE (R) „ _...

Round on disc and film. With Weber and Field.
De Wolf Hopper. Tamils Mann, Marie Dressier. Trlxle
Fricanza, Fay Templcton, Josephine Sabel.
THEME: A revile In three sections dealing with the
celebrities, dances and humor of the past, present
nnd future.

•MARIANNE (CD-AT) 6563 10124
(R) .Tilly 20, 1929. (NP) October 10, 1929. Sound
on film nnd disc. With .Marion Davis, Oscar Shaw,
Robert Castle, Snntt Knlk, Emll Chautard, Mack
Sw.Tln. Oscar Apfel, Robert Arnes.

THEME: A French nurse In the army.

•MONTANA MOON (0) - _ 7917
(R) March 20. 1930. (NP) AprU 19. 1930. Sound
on diso and film. With Joan Crawford, Johnny Alack
Brown, Dorothy Sebastian, Benny Rubin, CUfE Ed-
wards.
THEJVIE: Story of a New York girl camping out in
the West, who chooses between her Eastern and her
Western suitors.

•MYSTERIOUS ISLAND (D-PT) - 8560
(R) October 5. 1929. (NP) November 23, 1929.
Sound on diso. With Lionel Barrymore. Jane Daly.
Lloyd Hughes, Montagu Love, Harry Gibbon, Snitz
Edward, Gibson Gowland, Dolores Brinlunan.
THEME: Mysterious adventures under the sea.

•NAVY BLUES (C-AT) 6195 6936
(B) December 20, 1929. (NP) January 18, 1930.
Sound on him and disc. With William Haynes, Anita
Page. Karl Dane, J. C. Nugent, Edythe Chapman,
Wade Boteler.
THEME: A sailor's day leave on shore. He meets
the girl and they're married.

•NOT SO DUMB (CD-AT) - _ 6875
(R) January 17. 1930. (NP) February 13, 1930.
Sound on film and diso. With Marion Davies, Elliot
Nugent. Raymond Hackett. Franklin Pangbom. Julia
Faye. William Holden. Donald Ogden Stewart. Sally
Starr. George Davis.
THEME: A nice, but diunb girl, whose mouth gets
her into endless trouble.

ONE EMBARRASSING NIGHT (C-AT) _ _
(R) June 21, 1930. With Tom WaUs, Ralph Lynn,
Winifred Shotter,
THEIVIE: Embarrassing adventures of a yotmg man
oft for a rest cure, and a runaway girl,

OUR BLUSHING BRIDES (CD-AT) 9138
(R) July 25, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Joan Crawford. Anita Page. Dorothy Sebastian.
Robert Montgomerj'. Raymond Hackett, John Miljan,
Hedda Hooper, Martha Sleeper.
THEME: (Conflicting romances of three girls who have
been working together as models in an exclusive dress
shop.

•OUR MODERN MAIDENS (D-PT) -.6978
(R) August 24, 1929. (NP) November 9, 1929.
Sound on disc. With Joan Crawford, Rod La Roque.
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. Anita Page, Edward Nugent.
Josephine Dumi, Albert Gran.
THEME: A girl who falls in the wrong path with
a boy who don't love her,

•REDEMPTION (D-AT) 6819 6019
(R) April 5, 1930. (NP) April 12, 1930. Sound
on diso and film. With John Gilbert. Eleanor
Boardmap. Renee Adoree, Conrad Nagel.
THEME: A debauche atones for his wayward life by

RICHEST MAN INTHE WORLD. THE (D-AT) - 7716
(R) June 28. 1930. (NP) June 21. 1930. Sotind on
disc and film. With EUiott Nugent, Louis Mann,
Mary Doran. Leila Hyams, Robert Montgomery.
Jeanne Wood, Francis X. Bushman. Jr.

THEME: A German emigrant sacrifices everything
for his children and is saved by one of them/ when
it appears certain he will lose his home and business.

ROGUE SONG. THE (0) - 9723
Sound on diso and film. With Lawrence Tibbett,

Catherine Dale Owen, F, Lake, Laurel and Hardy.
THEME: Story of a bandit chief who woos by means
of his glorious voice.

ROMANCE (D-AT) - - -
(B) July 19. 1930. With Greta Garbo, Gavin Gor-
don, Lewis Stone.
THEME: Adaptation of the stage play, dealing with
the love of an actress for a clergyman.

SEA BAT, THE (Mel-AT) _ 6253
(R) June 7, 1930. With Charles BicMord. John
Miljan, Raauel Torres. NUs Asther.
THEME: Dramatic love story against a tropical baok-
grouna.

•SHIP FROM SHANGHAI, THE (D-AT) _ 6225
(B) January 21. 1930. (NP) May 3. 1930. Sound
on film and disc. With Louis WoUieim. Conrad
Nagel, Carmel Myers, Holmes Herbert, Zeffie Tilbury,
Ivan Linow, Jack MaoDonald.
THEME: A half-crazed sailor piloting a ship on
which are many people.

SINGER OF SEVILLE. THE (D-AT) 9178
Sound on disc and film. With Ramon Novarro.
Dorothy Jordon. Renee Adoree. Ernest Torrence. Nance
O'Netll, Marie Dressier.
THEME: The romantic career of a young Spanish
student with an operatic voice.

•SINGLE STANDARD, THE (D-ME) _ _
With (Jreta Garbo, NUs Asther, ,Tohn Mack Brown,
Dorothy Sebastian, Lane Chandler, Robert Castle.

Mahlon Hamilton, Kathlyn WUliams, Zeffie Tilbury.

THEME: A girl who meets a sailor she loves. He is

called away and she marries another man. The
saUor returns, but against her wishes and girl sticks

to her husband and baby.

•SO THIS IS COLLEGE (C-AT) 6104. 9143
(R) October 26, 1929. With EUiott Nugent, Robert
Montgomery. Sally Starr.
THEiME: Two college pals who get into a Quarrel
over a girl. But they succeed in winning the
championship football game.

•SPEEDWAY (CD-ME) _ _ 6962
(R) September 7, 1929. Sound on disc. With Wil-
liam Haines. Anita Page. Ernest Torrence, John
Miljan, Karl Dane.
THEME: A youth who wins the first victory for

an old racing veteran. And also the girl.

•SPIES (Mel) ...- 7999
(B) June 15. 1929. With Rudolph Klein Rigge.
Gerda Maurus. Lien Deyers. Louis Ralph. Craighall
Sherry. Willy Fritsch. Lupu Pick.
THEME: A criminal with a strong gang tries to

run a German citv. But vou "can't t)eat the law."
STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL (CD-AT) 4970

(R) April 19. 1930. Sound on diso and film. With
Catherine Dale Owen. Alison Sklpworth, Paul Cav-
anagh, Lewis Stone, Ernest Torrence.
THEME: Adaptation of Somerset Maugham's bril-

liant comedy of English society folk.

•THEIR OWN DESIRE (D-AT) - 5850
(R) December 27. 1929. (NP) January 4. 1930.

With Norma Shearer, Robert Montgomery. Lewis
Stone, Belle Bennett. Ernest Torrence.

•THIRTEENTH CHAIR (Mel-AT) 5543 6571
(R) October 12, 1929. Sound on film and disc. With
Conrad Nagel. Leila Hyams, Margaret Wycherly.
Helen Milliard. Holmes Herhert. Mary Forbes. Bela
Lugosi, John Davidson. Charles Quartermaine. Moon
Carol .

THEME: A murder trial In which the guilty parson
is found aft/^r a hard battle.

•THIS MAD WORLD (D-AT) 5448
(B) May 3, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Basil Rathbone, Kay ,Tohnson. Louise Dresser.
THEME : A drama during the world war as seen
from the German side.

•TH UNDER (D-ME) 7783
(E) .Tune 25, 1929. (NP) August 17. 1929. With
Tjon Chaney, James Murray. Phyllis Haver, George
piirvca . Francis Morris. Wally Albright.
THEME: An old engineer who loves his work, but
is put on the retired role when his eyes weaken.
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Then lie comes to the aid of thousands of helpless

people and rescues them from & flood. He gets his

old job back again.
•TRAIL OF '98, THE (D-ME) 8799

(B) January 5. ia29. (NP) March 23, 1929. With
Dolores Del Bio, Harry Carey. TUlly Marshall, Ealph
Forbes. Tenen Holtz, Karl L»ane. lieorge iioitz, nus-
sel Simpson. John Down. George Cooper.
THEilE; The days ot the Gold Bush and the boy
who maiies good to win his sweetheart.

•TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN. THE (D-AT) _ 10000

(B) June 8. 1929. (NP) July 13, 1929. Lewis
Stone, Norma Shearer. H. B. Warner. Baymond
Hackett. lilj-an Tashmau, Olive Tell, Mary Dorau,
DeWitt Jennings. Wlnlield North. Landers Stevens,
Charles Moore. Claud Allister.

THEME: A boy attorney saves his sister from jail

by proving that she didn't kill, as accused.
•UNHOLY THREE. THE (Irtel-AT)

(E) July 5, 1930. (NP) July 19, 1930. With Lon
Chaney, Lila Lee. Ivan Llnow, Harry Earles, Elliott

Nugent In addition to Lon Chaney.
THEME: Three crooiis led by a ventriloQuist.

•UNTAivitU (U-Ai) 5348 7911

(B) November 23. 1929. (NT) December 14, 1929.

With Joan Crawford, Bobert Montgomery, Ernest
Torrence, Holmes Herbert, John Miljan, Gwen Lee,
Edward Nugent. Don Terry, Gertrude Astor, Milton
Famey. Lloyd Ingram, Grace Cunard, Tom O'Brien,
Wilsoi. Benge.
THEME; The escapades of a girl, reared in the
South Seas, who is brought to New York by her
guardian.

•VIKING, THE (D-M E) - 8 1 86
(B) November 28. 1929. (NP) October 26, 1929.

All Technicolor. With Pauline Starke. Donald Crisp,
LeBoy Mason, Anders Bandolf, Bichard Alexander,
Hany Lems Woods, Albert .MacQuarne. Roy .Scewart,

Torben Meyer, Claire MacDowell, Julia Swayne
Gordon.
THEME: A story of the tenth century revolving
around the explorations of Lief Ericson.

•VOICE OF THE CITY, THE (D-AT) ._ 7427
(E) April 13, 1929. (NP) May 18. 1929. With
Bobert Ames. Willard Mack. Sylvia Field. James
Farley. John Miljan, Clark Marshall. Duane Thomp-
son. Tom McGuire, Alice Moe. Beatrice Banyard.
THJSME: An accused murderer escapes jail, and
in the incidents which follow the real criminal is

discovered.
WAY OUT WEST (C-AT)

(E) July 12, 1930. With WiUiam Hahies. Kath-
erine Moylan.
THEME: A new type of Western comedy, with a
rotnantic and adventurous background.

•WHERE EAST IS EAST (D-PT, ME) 6500
(B) May 4. 1929. (NP) June 15. 1929. With Lon
Chaney, Lupe Velez, EsteUe Taylor, Lloyd Hughes,
Louis Stern. Mrs. Wong Wing.
THEME: The story of a faithless mother and wife,

and the efforts of her husband, a trapper of wild
animals, to protect his daughter from a fate similar
to his own.

•WISE GIRLS (CD-AT) - 881

8

(E) September 25, 1929. Sound on disc and film.

With Elliott Nugent. Norma Lee. Eoland Young. J.

C. Nugent, Clara Baldnick, Marion Shilling, Leora
Spellman. James Donlan.
THEilE: A family comedy revolving around two
sisters desirous of marriage, a testy old father, and
a young man, brave at heart but not in spirit.

•WOMAN RACKET, THE (D-AT) _ _.. _ 6387
(E) January 24, 1930. Sound on disc and film.

With Tom Moore. Blanche Sweet. Sally Starr. Bobby
Agnew. John Miljan. Tenen Holtz. Lew Kelly. Tom
London. Etigene Borden, John Bryon, Nlta Marfan.
Bichard Travers.
THEME: A wife deserts her husband to return to
tne life of a cabaret entertainer. She becomes In-
volved In criminal machinations, but through her
husband, a detective, the case is solved and she re-
turn.^ to him.

•WONDER OF WOMEN. THE (D-PT. ME)..6835 8796
(E) July 31. 1929. (NP) August 17. 1929. With
Lewis Stone. Leila Hyams, Peggy Wood. Harry Myers,
Sarah Padden. George Fawcett, Blanche Frederici.
WaUy Albright. Jr.. Carmencita Johnson, Anita
Louise Fremault. Dietrich Haupt. Ullric Haupt, Jr.

THEME: The story of a famous composer, who,
financially embarrassed, finds solace in his former
sweetheart. In the death of his wife, however, he
finds the inspiration for hig greatest works.

Paramount-Publix
Silent Sound

•APPLAUSE (D-AT) _ 6896 7066
(B) January 4. 1930. With Helen Morgan, .Toau
Peers. Fuller Mellish. Jr.. Henry Wadsworth. Jack
Cameron, Dorothy (Juimning.
THEME: The story of a girl who is bom as her
father dies in the electric chair for murder, and
the sacrifice the girl makes for her mother.

•BATTLE OF PARIS (D-AT) _ _ 6202
(E) November 3D. 1920. With Gertrude Lawrence.
Charles Bugsles. Walter Petrie. Gladys Dy Bois,
Arthur Treacher. Joe King.
THEME: A Paris street singer, after the theft of a
wallet from an artist, returns it to him and the two
fall in lore, only to have their happiness broken by
the war and an American dancer. An injury to the
artist, however, reunites the sweethearts.

BEHIND THE MAKEUP (D-AT) 6364
(E) January 11, 1930. With Hal Skelly. Fay Wray.
William Powell. Kay Francis. Paul Lukas, E. H.
Calvert. Agostino Borganto.
THEME: The tragic death of an aftor. whose thiev-
ing proclivities break the heart of his teammate, re-
unite the teammate and hig first love, the girl who
had married the unscrupulous actor.

BENSON MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT) 5794
(E) April 12. 1930. With WilUam PoweU. Natalie
Moorhead, Eugene PaUette, Paul Lukas. William
Bnyri. E. H. Cplvert. Richard Tiicker, May Beatty.
Mischa Auer, Otto Tamaoka, Charles McMurphy,
Dick Bush.
THEME: The mysterious murder of Anthony Benson
and its puzzling aftermath. From S. S. Van Dine's
novel.

BIG POND. THE (CAT, S) 6984
(B) May 3. 1930. (NP) May 24. 1930. With
Maurice Chevalier. Claudette Colbert.
THEME: Foreigner makes good in American big
hnsinpss but almost loses in love.

BORDER LEGION. THE (W-AT) - _ 6088
(B) June 28. 1930. (NP) July 5. 1930. With Bich-
ard Arlen. Eugene Pallette, Jack Holt, Fay Wray,
Stanley Fields.

•BURNING UP (CD-AT) _ _ 5338 5251
(R) February 1. 1930. Sound on film. With Bichard
Arlen. Mary Brian. Tully Marshall, Charles Sellon,
Sam Hardy, Francis McDonald.
THEME: An automobile race, with events leading
up to it. between an unscrupulous driver and one
whose Integrity caimot be questioned, the latter win-
ning the girl of his choice.

CHARMING SINNERS (D-AT) _ _ _ 6164
(E) August 17, 1929. With Euth (Siatterton, CUve
Brook, Mary Nolan, WiUiam Powell. Laura Hope
Crews, Florence Eldridge, Montagu Love, Juliette
Crosby, Lorraine Eddy, Claude Ailister.
THEilE: The story of a wife who uses a former
sweetheart to discipline her husband.

COCOANUTS, THE (MC) — - -...8613

(E) August 3, 1929. With the Four Marx Brothers.
Mary Eaton, Oscar Shaw, Katherine Francis, iVIar-

garet Dumont. Cyril Eing, Basil Buysdael. Sylvan
Lee, Gamby-Hale and Fost«r Girls.

DANCE OF LIFE, THE (CD-AT, S) 7488 10619
(B) September 7. 1929. Sound on disc. With Hal
Skelly, Nancy Carroll, Dorothy Eevier, Ealph Theador.
Charles D. Brown. Al St. John, ilay Boiey. Os,:ar
Levant, Gladys Du Bois, James T. Quinn, James
Farley, George Irvin.
THEJVIB: An engrossing story of the vicissitudes of
backstage life.

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW (CD-AT, S) _.657l
(B) July 5. 1930. (NP) July 19, 1930. With Helen
Kane. James Hall, Stuart Erwin, Victor Moore. Frank
Morgan.
THEME: Helen Kane hoop boopa doops her way
to the Royal Canadian Mounted.

•DANGEROUS PARADISE (D-AT) _ 6434 5244
(B) February 22, 1930. (NP) February 22. 1930.
Sound on film. With Nancy Carroll. Richard Arlen,
Warner Oland. Gustave von SeyfTertitz.
THEME: The experience of a girl, a member of a
night club orchestra and a wealthy guest of the
club who. against odds, outwit three unscrupulous
men seeking to iiidn^o the girl.

DARKENED ROOMS (My-AT) _ _...6066
(E) November 23. 1929. With Evelyn Brent. David
Newell. Neil Hamilton, Doris Hill. Gale Henry. Wal-
lace MaoDonald. Blanche Craig, E. H. Calvert,
Sammy Bricker.
THEME: A story revolving around a fake medium
racket.

DEVIL'S HOLIDAY, THE (D-AT)..._ 6743
(E) May 24. 1930. (NP) May 17. 1930. With
Nancy Carroll, Phillip Holmes. James Kirkwood.
Hobart Bosworth. Ned Sparks. Morgan Farley, Jed
Prouty. Paul Lukas. ZaSu Pitts. Morton Downey.
Guy Oliver. Jessie Pringle, Wade Boteler, Laura La
Vam ie.

THEirE: The story of a manicurist, grafter and pro-
fessional "good girl." in whose life suckers, sinners
and saints play strance parts. She scoffs at them
and laughs at Inve. But love triumphs.

DOCTOR'S SECRET, THE (D-AT) 5823
(R) .January 26. 1929. With Ruth Chatterton. H.
B. Warner. John Loder. Robert Ede.son. Wilfred Noy,
Ethel Wales. Nanci Price. Frank Finch-Smiles.
THT;;Nr"K: A rtnma nf mirital li'e with a doctor,
through his clever story, as a mediator between hus-
band and wife.

•FAST COMPANY (CD-AT)..._ 6459 6863
(E) September 14. 1929. Sound on disc. With
.Tack Oakie. Bichard (Skeets) Gallagher. Evelyn
Brent. Gwen Lee.

•FOUR FEATHERS. THE (D-ME) _...7472
(E) December 2S. 1929. With Bichard Arlen. Fay
Wray. WiUiam Powell, CUve Brook, Theodore von
Eltz, Noah Beery. Zack Williams. Noble Johnson,
George Fawcett,
THEME: The tribulations, and flnaV. victory, of a
young man overcome bv cowardice.

•GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL (MC) 6780 7727
(E) December 7. 1929. With Mary Eaton. Edward
Crandall. Olive Shea. Dan Heal.v, Kaye Eenard,
Sarah Edwards. In revue scenes, Eddie Cantor,
Helen Morgan. Rudy Valee.
THEME: A girl's ambitions carry her to the pin-
racle in Brnndwav shows.

GREEN MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT) 5383
(R) Aumist 31. 1929. With William Powell. Flor-
ence Eldridge. Ullrich Haupt. .lean Arthur. Eugene
Pallette. E. H. Calvert. Gertrude Norman. Lowell
Drew. Morgan Farley. Brandon Hurst, Augusta Bur-
mester. Marcia Harrlss. Mildred (Jolden. Mrs. Wil-
fred Buckland. Helena PhiUips, Shep Camp, Charles
E. Evans.
THEME: Several members of a family are killed,
and

—

-—. Well. Philo Vance ferrets out the mur-
derer.

HALF WAY TO HEAVEN (D-AT) 5179 6254
(B) December 14, 1020. With Charles (Buddr)
Rogers, .lean Arthur, Paul Lucas, Helen Ware, Oscar
Apgel. Edna West. Irvin Bacon, Al Hill. Lucille
Williams. Bichard French. Fredtiy Anderson. Nestor
Aher, Ford West. Guy Oliver.
THEME: A circus story in which a conniving
aerialist loses, not only his job, but the girl he is

trying to win.
•HOMECOMING (D-ME) .._ 8156 8156

(R) February 16. 1929. With Lars Hansen. Dita
Parlo. Gustav Frohlich.
THEME: The story of a man who returns home only
to find his wife in love with his best friend.

HONEY (CD-AT) _ 6701
(B) March 29, 1930. (NP) April 5. 1930. With
Nancy Carroll. Lillian Both. Mitzi. Bichard (Skeets)
Gallagher. Stanley Smith. Harrv Green. Jobyna How-
land, ZaSu Pitts, Charles Sellon.

•HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY: See Ufa.
ILLUSION (CD-AT) 6141 6972

(B) September 21. 1929. Sound on disc. With
Charles (Buddy) Bogers. Nancy Carroll, -Tune Collyer,
Knute Erickson. Eugenie Besserer, Kay Francis,
Maude Turner. William McLaughlin. Katherine Wal-
lace. William Austin. Frances Baymond. Eddie Kane,
Michael Visaroff.
THEjrB: A story of backstage in vaudeville.

JEALOUSY (D-AT) _ 6107
(B) September 28, 1929. Sound on disc and fltai.

With Jeanne Eagels. Frederic March. Halliwell
Hobbes, Blanche Le Clair, Henry Daniell, Hilda
Moore .

THEME: The struggle for love induced hv three
persons—an artist, a rich man and the sweetheart of

•KIBITZER (CD-AT) 6569 7273
(E) .January 11. 1930. Sound on disc. With Harry
Green . Mary Brian. Neil Hamilton, David Newell.
THEME: A humorous series of experiences result-

ing from stock market transactions and love.

LADIES LOVE BRUTES (D-AT) - 7171
(B) April 26. 1930. (NT) April 19. 1930. With
George Bancroft, Frederic March, Mary Astor, Stanley
Fields.

LADY LIES. THE (CD-AT) 7004
(B) September 21. 1929. Sound on disc. With Wal-
ter Huston. Claudette Colbert. Charles Buggies.
Patricia Deering. Tom Brown, Bettv Garde. Jean
Dixon, Duncan Penwarden. Virginia True Boardman,
Verne Deane.
THEME: Two children interrene between father and
relatives and the father, a widower, marries the
girl of his choice, bringing happiness to his family.

LAUGHING LADY, THE (D-AT) ^

(E) December 28, 1929. With Buth Chatterton
Clive Brook.

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS. THE (W-AT). .5035 6213
(E) AprU 19, 1930. (NP) May 3, 1930. With
Bichard Arlen, Mary Brian, narry ijieeu, Dred
Konier, Regis Toomey, William i^eMaire. George
Chandler. Sid Saylor, Guy Oliver, Gus Saville.
THEilE: A Zane Grey story of the West.

LOVE DOCTOR, THE (CD-AT) 5503 5378
(B) October 5. 1929. Sound on disc. (NP) Octo-
ber 19. 1929. With Richard Dix, June Collyer, -uor-
gan Farley, Miriam, Seegar, Wintred Harris. Lawiord
Davidson, Gale Henry.
THEME: Doctor Sumner determines that love shall
not interfere with his career, but Grace and Vir-
ginia are in love with liim,

LOVE PARADE, THE (D-AT) 7094 10022
(R) January 18. 1930. Sound on disc. With Maurice
Chevalier, Jeanette MacDonald, Lupino Lane, Lillian
Both, Edgar Norton. Lionel Belmore. Albert Eoc-
cardi, Carleton Stockdale, Eugene Palette, EusseU
Powell. Margaret Fealy, Virginia Bruce.
THEME: Almost a fairy story ot a prince charm-
ing and a lovely aueen.

•MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND. THE (CD-AT).66I0 7182
(E) December 21, 1929. (NP) December 21, 1929.
With Mary Brian, Frederic ilarch, Liiyan Tashman.
Huntley (Jordon. Kay Francis, William Austin.
Seena Owen, Little ilitzi, Billy Seay, Phillippe de
Lacey, Anita Louise, Euby Parsley, Donald Smith,
Jocelyn Lee, Maude Turner Gordon, David Newell.
THEilE: The theme deals with one of Cupid's
vagaries.

MEN ARE LIKE THAT (CD-AT) _ 5467
(B) ilarch 22. 193U. With Hal Skelly. Doris Hill,
Charles Sellon, Clara Blandick, Morgan Parley.
Helen Chadwick. WiUiam B. Davidson, Eugene Pal-
ette, George Fawcett.
THEME: The sunny side of American famUy life,

presented humorously and humanly.
•MIGHTY. THE (D-AT) — 6097 6802

(E) November 16, 1929. (NP) November 16, 1929;
January 11, 1030. With George Bancroft, Esther
Ealston, Warner Oland, Baymond Hatton. Dorothy
Eevier. Morgan Farley. O. P. Heggie, Charles Sel-
lon. E. H. Calvert. John Cromwell.
THEME: A gunman returns from the war a hero,
and remains a hero.

MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU. THE (My-AT) 7663
(E) August 10, 1929. (NP) August 20, 1929.
With Warner Oland. Jean Arthur. Neil Hamilton.
O. P. Heggie. William Austin. Claude King. Charles
Stevenson. Noble Johnson, Evelyn Selbie. Cliarles
Biblyn. Donald McKenzie, Lawford Davidson, Lask
Winters. Charles Stevens, Chapel Dosset, Tully
Marshall.
THEilB: A Chinese picture with most of the action
taking place in London.

ONLY THE BRAVE (D-AT) 6024
(R) March 8. 1930. With Gary Cooper, Mary Brian,
PhiUips Holmes. James NeiU, Morgan Parley, Guy
OUver. Virginia Bruce, WiUiam Le Maire, Freeman
S. Wood. John H. EUiott.
THEilE: A young Union cavalry man who, dis-
appointed in love, volunteers to go as a spy into the
Confederate lines.

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE (R) 9125
(NP) May 10, 1930. With Bichard Arlen, Jean
Arthur, WUliam Austin, George Bancroft. Clara Bow.
Evelyn Brent. Mary Brian. Clive Brook. Virginia
Bruce, Nancy Carroll, Buth Chatterton, Maurice
ChevaUer. Gary Cooper, Leon Errol. Stuart Erwin,
Kay Francis, Skeets Gallagher, Harry Green. Mitzi
Green. James HaU. PhiUips Holmes, Helen Kane,
Dennis King. Abe Lyman and Band, Frederic March,
Nino ilartini. ilitzi Mayfair, David NeweU, Jack
Oakie, Warner Oland, William PoweU, Charles
Rogers.
THEME: This picture is described as a talking,
singing and dancing festival of the stars.

POINTED HEELS (D-AT) 5689
(E) December 21. 1929. With WiUiam PoweU, Fay
Wray. Helen Kane. Bichard "Skeets" GaUagher,
Phillips Holmes, Adrienne Dore, Eugene Palette.
THEME: A story of the stage.

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU. THE (My-AT) 6576
(R) May 17, 1930. (NP) May 10, 1930. With
Warner Oland. Neil HamUton. Jean Arthur, O, P.
Heggie. WiUiam Austin, Evelyn Hall, David Dunbar,
Tetsu Komai, Toyo Ita. Ambrose Barker.
THEME: More and stranger adventure of the in-
sidious one.

RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, THE (D-AT)
6378 70 1

2

(B) October 26, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP)
November 16. 1929. With Clive Brook. H. Reeves
Smith. Betty La^vford. Charles Hay. PhiUips Holmes,
Donald Crisp. Harry T. Morey, Hubert Druce, Ar-
thur Mack.
THEME: In which Sherlock Holmes in some of his
clever disguises apprehends the villain.

•RIVER OF ROMANCE, THE (CD-AT) 7028 7009
(E) July 29, 1929. (NP) August 3, 1929. With
Charles (Buddy) Rogers, ilary Brian, June CoUyer,
Henry B. Walthall. Wallace Beery, Fred Kohler,
Natalie Kingston, ilrs. George Fawcett, Anderson
Lawlcr, George Eeed.

ROAD HOUSE NIGHTS (CD-AT) _ 7202
(R) February 22, 1930. (NP) March 1, 1930.
Sound-on-filni. With Helen ilorgan. Charles Buggies,
Fred Kohler, Jimmy Durante, FuUer ileUish, Jr.

Leon Donnelly. Tammany Young. Joe King, Lou
Clayton. Eddie Jackson.
THEilE: A story of a newspaper reporter break-
ing into a roadhouse for a story.

SAFETY IN NUMBERS (CD-AT. S) 7074
(E) June 21. 1930. (NP) May 3, 1930. With
Charles Rogers. Josephine Dunn. Roscoe Karns. Vir-
ginia Bruce. CJarol Lombard. Katherine Crawford.
THEME: Three beauties of the Broadway stage try
to mother Buddv Bogers.

SAP FROM SYRACUSE (C-AT)
(R) July 19, 1030. With Jack Oakie, Ginger
Rogers.
THEME: The world's dumbest creature is made the
butt of his friends' jokes, mostly on shipboard.

•SARAH AND SON (D-AT) _...6868

(E) March 2. 1930. (NP) March 2, 1930. With
Buth Chatterton, Frederic March, Fuller Mellish, Jr.,

Phillip de Lacy.
THEIME: A story of mother love.

SATURDAY NIGHT KID. THE (D-AT)....6392 6015
(B) October 26. 1929. Sound on disc. (NP) No-
vember 2. 1929. With Clara Bow, James HaU.
Jean Arthur. Charles SeUon, Ethel Wales. Frank
Boss, Edna May Oliver. Heymen Meyer, Eddie Dtmn,
Leone Lane, Jean Harlow.
THEME: The ever present triangle In the lives of a
boy and girl.

SEVEN DAYS LEAVE (D-AT) .._ 6507 7300
(E) January 25, 1929. (NP) February 1. 1930.
With Garv Cooper. Beryl Mercer. Dalsey Belmore.
Nora Cecil, Temple Plgett, Arthur Hoyt, Arthur
Metcalfe. ..,„SHADOW OF THE LAW (D-AT) _ - 6120

(E) Jime 14. 1930. (NP) June 28, 1930. With Wil-
liam Powell, Marion Schilling.

; .t
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THEilE: WilLiain Powell tries to go straight after

a spectacular jail break.

•SILENT ENEMY. THE (Trav-PT, M) 7551

(B) May 19. 1930. (NP) May 24, 1930.

THEiiE: An cuic ot tlie Aiuerioan Indian, depicting

the Ojibwav tribe in its fight against hunger.

•SLIGHTLY SCARLET (D-AT) 5234 6204

(K) Februarj' 22, 1930. (NP) March 8, 1930.

Sound-on-film. With Jivelyn Brent, (Jiive Bruoli,

PaiU Lukas Eugene Palette. Helen Ware. Virginia

Bruce, Henry Wadsworth. Claud AUister, Christiane

Yves. Morgan Farley.
THEJIE: A charming American girl and a debonair
Englishman flirt in Paris.

SOCIAL LION, THE (C-AT) 5403

(E) June 7. 1930. (NP) June 21. 1930. (With Jack
Oaliie. Mary Brian, Slceets Gallagher, Olive Borden.
'I'H i:\fK: Smart tracking Jaci; uakie in a siuiy ot

an amatetir pugilist trying to go society.

•STREET OF CHANCE (D-AT) 5962 7023

(K) February 8. 1930. Sound-on-fllm. With Wil-
liam PoweU. Jean Arthur, Kay Francis. Kegis

Toomey. Stanley Fields, Broolts Benedict, Betty Fran-
cisco, "Jotin Risso, Joan Standing, Maurice Black, Irv-

ine Bacon.
THEilE: The story of the aU-absorbing power in

a man's life—gambling.
•SWEETIE (CD-AT) 6303 8859

(E.) November 2. 1929. (NP) December 7, 1929.

With Nancy CarroU, Stanley Smith. Helen Kane,
Joseph Depew. Jad; Oalcie, William Austin, Stuart

Brwin, Wallace MacDonald, Aileen Manning.
THEJNIE: A high school picture in which football

plays a big part.

TEXAN, TH E (D-AT) 7142

(E) May 10, 1930. (NP) May 24, 1930. With
Gary Cooper. Fay Wray, Emma Dunn.
THEIME: Touching story of boy who cannot deceive

another's mother.
TRUE TO THE NAVY (CD-AT, S) 6396

(B) May 31, 1930. (NP) May 31. 1930. Witli Clara
Bow. Harrv Green. Frederic Marcli. Sam Hardy.
THE-ME; 'i'he gobs have a swell time trying to keep

up with Clara Bow.
VAGABOND KING. THE (D-PT. ME) 9413

(B) April 19, 1930. (NP) March 1, 1930. With
Dennis King, Jeauette MacDonald, O. P. Heggie,
liillian Roth, Warner Oland, Arthur Stone, Thomas
Ricketts.
THEJIE: Based on the life of Francois ViUon, a
Parisian poet who lived in the 15th centui-y.

•VIRGINIAN, THE (0-AT) 7404 8717

(R) November 9. 1929. (NT) January 18. 1930.

With Gary Cooper. Walter Huston. Richard Arlen,
Mary Brian. Chester Conklin. Eugene Palette, E. H.
Calvert, Helen Ware, "Victor Potel, Tex Young, Charles
Stevens.
THEME: A rustler type of western, with Texas as

the setting. A typical story of the cattle rancliea

in the latter halt of the nineteenth century.

•WELCOME DANGER (C-AT) 10796 9955

(R) October 19, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP)
January IS. 1930. With Harold Lloyd. Barbara
Kent, Noah Young, Charles Middleton, William Wal-
ling.

WHY BRING THAT UP (CD-AT) 6124 7982

(R) October 12. 1929. Sound on disc. (NT) No-
vember 2. 1929. With Moran and JIack. Evelyn
Brent, Harry Green. Bert Swor. Freem.an S. Wood,
Lawrence Leslie, Helene Lynch. Selmer Jackson,

Jack Luden, Monte Collins. Jr.. George Thompson,
Eddie Kane. Charles Hall.

•WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE (Trav-PT, IVI)....74II

(R) June 28, 1930. (NP) June 28, 1930.
THEME: The complete pictorial record of the famous
Bvrd expedition.

•YOUNG EAGLES (D-AT) 6710 6406

(R) April 5. 1930. (NP) March 22, 1930. With
Charles (Buddy) Rogers. Jean Arthur. Paul Lukas.
Stuart Erwin, Frank Ross. Jack Luden, Freeman
Wood, Gordon De Main. George Irving, Stanley
Blystone.
THEME: An air epic.

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN (CD-AT) 7306
(R) May 17, 1930. With Claudette Colbert. Norman
Foster, Ginger Rogers. Charles Ruggles. Leslie Austin.

Four Aalby Sisters, H. Dudley Hawley.
THEME: "The story of a yotmg sports writer and his

motion picture columnist wife, whose aggressiveness

keeps the family in funds. A drink of poison Uquor
and temporary blindness afford the climax of the

story.

Pathe
Silent Disc Film

AWFUL TRUTH. THE (CD-AT) 6229 6124
(R) August 16, 1929. (NP) September 7. October
19. 1929. With Ina Claire. Henry Daniels, Theo-
dore Von Eltz, Paul Harvey, Blanche Frederici.
Judith Vosselli. John Roche.
THEME: Quarrels and jealousy result in divorce,

with neither the wife nor the husband desiring it.

Amends are made, they remarry and sail for Paris
on their second honeymoon.

BEYOND VICTORY (D-AT) -

William Boyd, Helen Twelvetrtes. James Gleason.
Fred Scott. Russell Gleason, Lew Cody, Zasu Pitts.

Dorothy Burgess, June Collyer.
THEME: Five men facing death on the battlefield

go hack home on the wings of remembrance.
•BIG NEWS (My-AT) .6950 6130 6028

(R) September 7. 1929. With Robert Armstrong.
Carol Lombard, Tom Kennedy. Warner Richmond.
Wade Boteler. Sam Hardy, (bharles Sellon, Robert
Dudley.
THEME: A newspaperman Is discharged for alleged
drunkeimess. Is threatened with divorce and is framed
by a gang. He is ultimately vindicated of any
wrong doing.

•CAPTAIN SWAGGER (D-ME) 6312 6312
(R) October 14. 1929. With Rod LaRocque. Sue
Carol . Richard Tucker. Victor Potel. Ulrich Haunt.
THEMT5: A story of the aftermath of the world
war. with an American aviator, both In war and in
civil life, the nemeslg of a German warrior.

GRAND PARADE. THE (D-AT. S) 765i 7450
(Ri February 2. 1930. (NP) February S, 1930.
With Helen Twelyetrees. Fred Scott. R''-hTrd Carle.
Marie Astalre, Russell Powell, Bud .Tamieson, Jimmy
Adams.
TH35ME: A minstrel, who has surrendered to drink,
stages a comeback after his marriage and is the hit
nf The «how

HER MAN ( D-AT)
Helen Twelvetrees. Marjorie Rambeau, Ricardo Cor-
tfz. Phillip*? Holmes. .Tames Gleason.
THEME: She was his girl and he forced her to bow
to his will until love for another blossomed within
ber heart, to purlfv and transform her nature.

HEB PRIVATE AFFAIR (D-AT) 5662 6543 6440
(R) OctobfT 5. 1929. (NT) November 9. 1929,
.January 18. 1930. With Ann Harding. Harrv Ban-
nister. Kav Hammond. William Orlarnond, Lawford
Davidson, Elmer Ballard, Frank Eelcher.

THEME: A story of blackmail and murder, and the
part they phiy in bringing together again a judge
and his estranged wife.

HIS FIRST COMMAND (D-AT) 5577 5995 5850
(R) Januarv- 19. 19:i0. With William Boyd, Dorothy
Sebastian. Gavin Gordon, Helen Parrish, Alphonz
Ethiei-. Howard Hickman, Paul Hurst. Jules Cowles,
Rose Taplev. Mabel Van Buren, Charles Moore.

HOLIDAY (CD-AT) 8870
(NP) .Tune 14, 1930. With Ann Harding, Mary As-
tor. Edward Everett Horton, Robert Ames, Hedda
Hopper, Monroe Owsley, Wui. Holden and others,

THEME: A boy, who would rather enjoy life in his

youth than settle down to providing for old age,

breaks his engagement to a girl who doesn't agree
with him, and goes off with her sister who does.

LUCKY IN LOVE (AT, S) 6987 6670
(R) August 17, 1929. With Morton Downey. Betty
Lawford, Colin Keith-Johnson, Halliwell Hobbs, J. M.
Kerrigan. Richard Tabor, Edward O'Connor, Mary
Murray, Mackenzie Ward, Louis Sorin, Sonia Karlov,
TyrelJ Davis, Elizabeth Murray.
THEME: A musical romance. A young American
singer of Irish descent, wins the hand of the daugh-
ter of an impoverished earl, who is on the verge
of losing his castle.

NIGHT WORK (C-AT) 7564
Eddie Quillan. Sally Starr. Frances Upton. .John T.

Murray. George Durvea, Ben Bard. Robert McWade.
Douglas Scott. Addie McPhail. Kit Guard. Georgia
Caine, George Billings. Charles Clary, Tom Dugan,
Arthur Hoyt. Billie Bennett, Tempo Pigott. Ruth
Lyons. Nora Lane. Babe Kane. Jack Mack. Arthur
Lovejov, Marian BaUou. JIartha Mattox. James Don-
lin. HariT Bowen. Ruth Hiatt. Vincent Barnett.
THEME: A young man of moderate circumstances
unwittingly agrees to support an oi"Phan. but he
doesn't mind when he meets the baby's nurse.

•OFFICER O'BRIEN (D-AT) 5440 6776 6740
(H) Febniary 15. 1930. (NP) March 8. 1930.

With William Bnvd. lOrnest Torrcnce. Dnrnthy Sebas-
tian. Clvde Cook. Russell Gleason. Paul Hurst.
Arthur Houseman. Ralf Harolde.

*0H. YEAH' (CD-AT) 5657 7001 6890
(R) October 19. 1929. (NP) October 26. 1929.

With Robert Armstrong, James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts.

Patricia Carnn. Bud Fine. Frank Hagney. Harry
Tyler. Paul Hurst.
THEME: Two hoboes, one accused of a theft in

a railroad town, wring a confession from the real

thief, but find themselves in a hospital as the result

of a wreck. This reunites them with their sweet-
hearts.

PARDON MY GUN (WC-AT. M) 5650
With Sally Starr. George Duryea. Mona Ray, Lee
Moran, Robert Edeson, Hank MacFaiiane. Tom Mac-
Farlane, Harry Woods, Stomnie, T*w Jleehan. Ethan
Laidlny. Harry Watson, Ida May Chadwick. Al
"Rubber Legs" Norman. Abe Lyman's Band.
THEME: The intense rivalry between two ranche.s

brings treachery into the annual rodeo contest which
is won by the hard riding uero who is rewarded
hv romance. Featuring music by Abe Lvman's Band.

•PARIS BOUND (D-AT) - 6684 6783 6684
(R) August 3. 1929. (NT) August 10. 1929. With
Ann Harding. Frederic March. George Irving. Leslie

Fenton. Hallam Cooley. .Tuliette Crosby. Charlotte
Walker. Carmelita Geraghty, Ikla Oha.se.

THEME: A husband and wife, their marriage re-

sented by former sweethearts, become estranged, only
to learn that their love is too great to permit of

divorce.

•RACKETEER. THE (D-AT) 6035 6118 6119
(R) November 9. 1929. With Robert Armstrong.
Carol Lombard. Roland Drew. Jeanette Loff. Paul
Hurst, .John Loder.
THEMH: The killing of a gangster by police brings

love into the life of a young violinist who had been
befriended by the gangster.

•RED HOT RHYTHM (MC) 5783 6981 6981
(R) November 23. 1929. With Alan Hale. Walter
O'Keefe, Kathrj'u Crawford, Josephine Dunn, Anita
Garvin, Ilka Chase.

•RICH PEOPLE (CD-AT) 6306 7122 7074
(R) .Tanuary 5. 1930. (NP) October 19. 1929.

With Constance Bennett. Regis Toomey. Robert Ames.
Mahlon Hamilton, Ilka Chase, John Loder. Polly
Ann Young.
THEME': A story of a sailor's off dav.

•SHOW FOLKS (CD-ME) 6581 6581 6581
IR) October 21. 1929. With Eddie Quillan. Lina
Basnuette. Robert Armstrong. Carol Lombard. Bessie
Barriscale. Craufurd Kent.

•SOPHOMORE. THE (C-AT) 5799 6653 6526
(R) October 24. 1929. (NP) August 24, 1929.

With Eddie Quillan. Sally O'Neil. Stanley Smith,
Jeanette Loff, Russell Gleason. Sarah Padden, Brooks
Benedict. Spec O'Donnell.

SWING HIGH (CD-AT. S) 8100
(R) May 18, 1930. (NP) May 24. 1930. With Helen
Twelvetrees. Fred Scott. Chester Conklin. Ben Turpin.
Dorothy Burgess. Nick Stuart. Robert Edeson. Stepin
Fetchit. Daphne Pollard. Sally Starr. John Sheehan,
Mickey Bennett. George Fawcett, Bryant Washburn.
Littl e Billy and William Langan.
THEME: Life and love under the Big Top with all

the glamour of the circus as a backgrotmd.

•THIS THING CALLED LOVE (CD-AT). .6687 6875 6697
(R) December 15. 1929. With Constance Bennett,
Edmund Lowe, Roscoe Kams. ZaSu Pitts. Carmelita
Geraghtv. John Roche. Stuart Erwin. Ruth Taylor.
THEME: A girl who would not believe that mar-
riages were made in heaven finds that after all real

happiness is in the arms of her husband, rather
than in the arms of other men.

Radio Pictures (RKO)
Silent Sound

ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE (Mel-AT) 6416
(A) April 20. 1930. (NP) April 19, 1930. With
Bebe Daniels. Ben Lyon.

•BEAU BANDIT (CD-AT) 6169
(B) March 2, 1930. (NP) June 21, 1930. With
Conrad Nagel. Doris Kenyon.

•CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (D-AT) 8191

(R) February 23. 1930. (NP) March 8. 1930. With
Chester Morris, Betty Compson.

CUCKOOS, THE (MC) 9170
(R) May 4. 1930. (NP) May 3, 1930. With Bert
Wlieek-r.' Robert Woolsey.

DIXIANA (0)
(NT) AugiLst 2, 1930. With Bebe Daniels, Everett

Marshall. Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey, .Joseph Caw-
thorn. .Tnb.vna Howland. Dorothy Lee, Ralf Harolde.
Edward (Chandler. Raymond Maurel.
THE^rE: A story of the love of a circus girl for the
son of a Southern gentleman.

FALL GUY. THE (C-AT) 6175
(R) .June 15. 1930. (NP) May 31. 1930. With .Tack

Mulhall. Pat O'Malley. Ned Sparks, Wynn Gibson,
May Clark.

•FRAMED (Mel-AT) 6136
(R) March 16. 1930. With Evelyn Brent, R. Toomey.

•GIRL OF THE PORT (Mel-AT) 6174
(R) Februan' 2. 1930. With Sally O'Neil, M Lewis.

HE KNEW WOMEN (Mel-AT) 6342
(R) Jlay 18. 1930. (NPl AprU 20, 1930. With
Lowell Sherman. Alice Joyce.

HIT THE DECK (MC) 9327
(R) Februai-y 2. 1930. With Polly Walker. Jack
Oalde.

•LOVE COMES ALONG (Mel-AT) 7038
(R) January 5, 1930. With Bebe Daniels, Lloyd
Hughes.

•LOVIN' THE LADIES (C-AT) 6139
(R) April 6. 1930. (NP) April 20. 1930. With
Richard Dix. Lois WUson.

MIDNIGHT MYSTERY (My-AT) 6463
(R) June 1. 1930. With Betty Compson, Alice Joyce.

SECOND WIFE (Mel-AT) 6058
(Hi February 9. 1930. With Conrad Nagel, Betty
Compson.

•SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (My CD-AT) 6579
(R) January 12, 1930. With Richard Via. M.
Seegar.

Sono Art-World Wide
Silent Sound

BLACKMAIL (My-AT) 7 1 36
(R) October. 1929. Sound on disc and film. With
Donald Calthrop. Anny Ondra, John Longden.
THEME: A mystery drama of London's Scotland
Yards.

BLAZE O'GLORY (CD-AT) 8800
(R) December, 1929. Sound on disc and film. With
Eddie Dowling. Betty Compson, Henry Walthall,
Frankie Darro.

COCK OF THE WALK (CD-AT) 7200
(R) May 1.5, 1930. (NP) April 2i'>, 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Joseph Schildkraut, Myrna
Loy. Olive Tell, Edward Peil, Wilfred Lucas.
THEMB: The story of a conceited philanderer who
employs his physical charms to a great intrinsic
advantage.

DUDE WRANGLER, THE (WC-AT) 6200
(R) July, 1930. Sound on disc and fUm. With Lina
Basauette, Francis X Bushman, Clyde Cook. George
Duryea. Ethel Wales.

FIGHTING FOR THE FATHERLAND (ME) 6000
(R) April. 1930. Synchronized. With cast of promi-
nent Germans engaged in the world war.
THEME: This war story presents actual shots from
the front.

GREAT GABBO (D-AT)..._ _ _._ 9950
(R) October, 1929. Sound on disc and film. (NT)
December 21. 1929. With Erich von Stroheim, Betty
Compson, Margie Kane.
THEME: The rise and fall of a great ventriloQuist.

HELLO SISTER (CD - AT) _ __ 6500
(R) January, 1930. Sotmd on disc and film. With
Llovd Hughes. Olive Borden. George Fawcett.

ONCE A GENTLEMAN (C-AT)
Everett Horton. Lois Wilson.

RENO (D-AT) _ _ 7000
(R) September 1. 1930. Sound on disc and film.
With Ruth Roland, Kenneth Thompson, Montagu
Lore, Sam Hardy.
THEME: A story of America's divorce haven, and
adapted from Cornelius VanderbUt, Jr.'s novel of the
same title.

TALK OF HOLLYWOOD (CD-AT) 6586
(B) December. 1929. Sound on disc and film. With
Nat Carr. Fav Marbe, Hope Sutherland.

UP THE CONGO (Trav-PT) 5800
(R) December 15. 1929. With African natives.
THjEME: a novelty jungle picture.

WHAT A MAN! (CD-AT) 6800
(R) June 1. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Reginald Denny. Miriam Seegar.

Talking Picture Epics
Silent Sound

ACROSS THE WORLD WITH MR. AND MRS.
MARTIN JOHNSON (Trav-PT, M) 8208

(R) September 1. 1930. Sound on film.
THEME: Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson and three
boy scouts who visited them in Africa. Cannibals,
animals, and natives of various countries. An authen-
tic adventure picture.

•AROUND THE WORLD VIA
GRAF ZEPPELIN (Trav-ME) _ _..4950

(R) February. 1930. Sotmd on disc and film.
THEME: The historical trip of the Graf with the
Hearst cameraman aboard.

BREAKUP. THE (Trav- M E) _ 4900
(R) May 15. 1930. Soimd on film.
THEME: Captain Jack Robertson and dog, Skooter,
in an Alaskan adventure picture.

HUNTING TIGERS IN INDIA (Trav-PT. M) 8020
(R) .January 1. 1930. Sound on disc and film.

THEME: Commander G. M. Dyott and animals and
natives of India in an authentic adventtire film.

LOST GODS (Trav-PT. M) 6000
Sound on film. (NT) July 12. 1930.
THEME: Count Khtm De Prorok and natives in a
romance of archeology in the Carthaginian district.

•SOUTH SEAS (Trav-PT. M) 5890
(R) September 1. 1930. Sound on film.
THEME: Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Pinchot and their
son. GifTv. in an informal accoimt of their cruise

WILD MEN OF KALIHARI (Trav-PT, M) 5300
(R) May 15. 1930. Sound on fUm.
THEME: Dr. Ernest Cadle and natives and animals
of the Kalihari desert in an authentic adventure film.

Tiffany Productions
Silent Sound

•BORDER ROMANCE (W-AT, S) - 5974
(R) May IS. 1930. With Armida. Don Terry. Mar-
jorie Kane. Victor Potel. Wesley Barry. Nita Marfan.
Frank Glendon. Hary von Meter. William Costello.

THEME: American horse traders rescue beautiful girl

from Mexican bandits.
•HIGH TREASON ( D-AT) — 8263

Sound on disc and film. With Benita Hume, Basil
Gill. Jameson Thomas. Humberston Wright.
THEArR: Spectacular forecast of love and life in 1940.

•HOT CURVES (C-AT) _ 7893
(R) June 1. 1930. With Benny Rubin. Rex Lease,
Alice Day, Pert Kelton, Paul Hurst, John Ince, Mary
Carr.
THEME: World series baseball and a love affair.

•JOURNEY'S END (D-AT) 11455
(R) About April 1. 1930. (NP) April 19. 1930.
With Colin Clive. Ian Madaren. Anthony Bushell.
David Manners. Billv Bevan, Charles Gerrard, Robert
A'Dair. Thomas Whitely, Jack Pitcairn, Warner
Klinger
THEME: R. C. Sheriffs world famed play of the
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•LOST ZEPPELIN, THE (D-AT) - 6882
(R) December 20. 1929. Sound on disc and film.

(TOS) February IS. 1930. WitU Conway Tearle,

A'jrsinia Valli. ilicardo Cortez.
THEME: A Zeppelin lost in the antarctic, and a
man's sacrifice.

•MAMBA (O-AT) 7014
(R) Manh 10. 1930. (NP) March 22, 1930. Sound
on disc. All Technicolor. With Jean Hersholt,
Eleanor Boardman. Ralph Forbes.
THEME: The revolt of South African natives against
a bestial plantation owner.

•MEDICINE MAN, THE (CD-AT) 6211
(Rl June 15. 1930. With Jack Benny, Betty Bronson,
Eva Xovak. Billy Butts, Georgie Stone, Tom Dugan.
Will WaUins. E. A. Warren.
THDME: Elliott Lester's stage play. The conauests
of a medicine show proprietor with small town belles.

•M I DST R EA M ( D - PT) _ 7472
(Rl July 2'.i, 1930. Sotmd on film. With Ricardo
Oortez. Claire Windsor. Montagu Love, Helen Jerome
Eddy, Larry Kent.
THEME: Society drama on the order of "Faust."

•MISTER ANTONIO (D-AT) 5353 6985
(R) October 1. 1929. Sound on disc and film. With
Leo Carrillo, Viginia Valli, Gareth Hughes, Frank
Reicher.
THEME: An adaptation of Booth Tarldngton's play.

•PAI NTED FACES (CD-AT) _ _ 6836
(R) November 20, 1929. Sound on disc and film.

With Joe E. Brown. Helen Foster. Barton Hepburn,
Dorothy Gulliver, Lester Cole, Rihcard Tucker.
THEME: A story of the love of a circus down for
his ward.

• PA RTY GIRL ( D-AT) 740

1

(R) Jaiitiary.l, 1930. Sound on disc and film. (NP)
January 11. 1930. With Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,

Jeanette LofT, Judith Barrie, John St. Polls. Lucien
Frival. Marie Prevost.
THESHE: An expose of the "party girl" racket.

PEACOCK ALLEY (D-AT) 6060
(Rl January 10, 1930. Sound on fl)m. With Mae
Murray, George Barraud, Jason Robards, Richard
Tticker.

THE^rE. A society drama.
SUNNY SKIES (CD-AT) _ _ 6994

(R) May 12. 1930. With Benny Rubin. Marceline
Day. Rex Lease, Marjorie Kane, Wesley Barry, Greta
Granstedt.
THEME: A college musical.

•SWELLH EAD (CD-AT) 6213
(R) March 24. 1930. with .Tames Gleason, Johnnie
Walker. Marion SchiUing. Paul Hurst.
THE'ME: A swell headed prize fighter who forgets

the friends of his poorer days after attaining the
heights—and his awakening.

•TROOPERS THREE (D-AT) 7239
(Rl February 1.^, 19.'',ii. Sound on film. (NP) Feb-
ruary 22. 1930. With Rex Lease, Dorothy Gulliver,
Slim Summerville, Roscoe Kams.
THE^nS: .\ stor\' nf the U. S. Cavalry.

•UNDER MONTANA SKIES (CD-AT. S) _
With Kenneth Harlan, Slim Summerville, Dorothy
Gulliver. Nita Martnn. Christian Fran];. Harry Todd,
Ethel Wales, Lafe McKee.
THEME: A comedy drama of a cowboy troupe meet-
ing with a troupe of stranded actors in the West.

•WOMAN TO WOMAN (D-AT) 6079 8065
(Rl November 5, 1929. Sound on disc and film.

(NP) Novemlx^r 23, 192S). With Betty Compson,
George Barraud, Juliette Compton.

UFA
(Dialog in English)

Silent Sound
•BLUE ANGEL, THE (D-AT. S)

Sound on disc and film. With Dmil .Tannings. Mar-
lene Dietrich. Rosa Valetti. Hans Albers. Kurt Gerron,
Karl Huszar- Puffy, Reinhold Bernt. Rolf Mueller.
Rolant Vamo, Karl Balhaus. Hans Roth. Gerhard
Bienert. Robert Klein-Loerk. Wilhelm Diegelmann.
Tlse Fncrstenberg. Eduard von Winterstein.
THENCE: An elderly professor, while trying to save
his pupils from the wiles of an entertainer in a
waterfront saloon, is enmeshed by her, becomes her
companion and they wed. He Is barred from the
faculty and compelled to he a clown in the girl's

troupe. Returning to be billed as clown and former
professor in his home town is too much for the old
man—he goes insane, runs amuck, then slinks back
to the schoolroom and dies at his desk.

•HEART'S MELODY (D-AT, S) - — ~
Sound on disc and film. With Willy Fritsch, Dita
Parlo, Goery Mali, Marca Simon. Annie Mewes, Laslo
Dezsoeffy. Jlka Gruening, Juli Ligetti.

THESrE; An attempt at suicide brings a renewed
romance between an Hungarian soldier and his sweet-
heart, who had been forced to submit to improprie-
ties by an avaricious landlady.

•IMMORTAL VAGABOND (D-AT. S) -.

Sound on disc and film. With Liane Haid. Gustav
Froehlich. H. A. Schlettow. Karl Gerhardt.
THEME: A young composer, absenting himself from
his home village in order to arrange for the produc-
tion of his new operetta, loses the girl of his heart
to another man. Unveiling of a monument to his
memory brings the two together again, the girl now
widowed, and they wander forth—the Immortal vaga-
bonds.

•LAST COMPANY. THE (D-AT, S)
Sound on disc and film. With Conrad Veidt. Karin
Evans. Erwin Kaiser. Else Heller, Maria Petersen,
Heinrich Gretler. Paul Henckels. Ferdinand Asper,
Martin Herzberg. Werner Schott, Dr. Ph. Manning,
W. Hiller. Ferdinand Hart. Alex. Granach. Gustav
Puettjer. Alb. Karchow. Horst von Harbou.
THEME: A tragedy of the Napoleonic wars of 1813.
(Captain of gallant thirteen surviving men makes mill
his fort, miller's daughter falls in love with him and
refuses to quit the mill. Outnumbered by the enemy,
thirteen, the captain and the girl are killed,

•LOVE WALTZ (CD) _ - __
Sound on disc and film. With Lillian Harvev. John
Batten. George Alexander. Iiillian Mowrer. Gertrude
de Lalsky. Ludwig Diehl, Hans Junkerman, Victor
Schwarmecke, Karl Ettlinger.
THEME: The story of the scion of a wealthy Ameri-
can automobile manufacturer who. tiring of home
life, becomes valet to a duke, and marries the duJje's
Sweetheart, a princess.

•WHEN YOU GIVE YOUR HEART AWAY (CD-AT)
Sound on disc and film. With LilUan Harvev. Igo
Sym, Harry Halm, Alexander Sascha, Karl Platen.
Valeria Blanka. Rudolf Biebrach, Wolfgang Kuhle,
Fritz Schnmck.
THEME: The story of a little orphan who, as a
stowaway on a freighter, finds love and happiness
in her marriage to the boat's captain.

•WHITE DEVIL (D-PT. S) _.._

Sound on diso and film. With Ivan MosJuMn. Lll
DagOTOr, Betty Amann, Fritz Albertl, GJeorg Seroff,

A. Chal;atouny. Harry Hardt, Alexander Murslqi", Ken-
neth Rive, Hugo DoeblLn, Alexei BondirefF, Lydia
Potechina, Henry Bender. R. Biebrach. Bobby Burns.
THEME: A story of a leader of a rebellious band
in the Caucasian mountains, his conflict with the

Czar of Russia and his troops, prompted by the des-
perado's marriage to the Czar's favorite dancing girl,

and the eventual mortal wounding of the leader.

•HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (D-AT, S) 6137 6165
Distributed by Paramount-Publis, Sound on disc.

With Willy Fritsch, Lil Dagover, Dita Parlo, Fritz
Greiner. (3isella Bathory, Erich Kaiser-Tietz. Leo-
pold Kramer.
THEME: The vicissitudes of a romance between a
peasant girl and a cotmt, who is a gay young officer

of the Honved Hussars.

United Artists

Silent Sound
ABRAHAM LINCOLN (D-AT)

(R) September 2S. 1930. With Walter Huston. Una
Merkel Kav Hammond. Jason Robards.

•BAD ONE, THE (CD-AT) 6673
(R) April 12. 1930. Sound on film. With Dolores
Del Rio. Ednumd Lowe. Ullrich Haupt, Don Alva-
rado. George Fawcett.

BE YOURSELF (CD-AT, S) 5977
(Rl Febniary 8. 1930. (NP) March 15, 1930.
Sound on film. With Fannie Brice. Harry Green.
Robert .\rmstrong. Gertrude Astor.

CONDEMNED (D-AT) - - _...7448

(Rl December 7. 1929. With Ronald Colman, Ann
Harding. Louis Wolheim. Dudley Digges.

DU BARRY. WOMAN OF PASSION (D-AT) _...

(El November IS. 193u. With Norma Talmadge,
Conrad Nagel, William Farnum, Ullrich Haupt.
Hobart Bnsworth.

EYES OF THE WORLD
(I!i .\ii-ii^t 30, 193(1. With Una Merkel, Fern Andra,
Frederick Burt, Nance O'NeUl.

FOREVER YOURS
(R) November 29, 1030. With Mary Pickford. Ken-
neth MacKenna, Don Alvarado, Ian Maclaren, Char-
lotte Walker.

HELL HARBOR (D - AT) 8354
(Rl .March 2. 1930. (NP) March 15. 1930. Sound
on film. With Lupe Velez. Jean Hersholt, John Hol-
land. A. St. John.

HELL'S ANGELS (D-AT)
(NPi May 31. 1930. With Ben Lyon, James Hall.
Jane Winfon. Tlielma Todd. John Darrow.
THEJIE: The airman and his part in the world war.

LOCKED DOOR. THE (D-AT) 6844
(R) November 16. 1929. With Barbara Stanwyck,
Roil LaRocQue, William Boyd. Betty Bronson.

LOTTERY BRIDE (MC)
(Rl SipiemlHr (^ 1930. With .Teanette MacDonald,
John Garrick, Joe E. Brown. Joseph Macauley, Eobert
Chisholm, ZaSu Pitts. Carroll Nye.

LOVE COTTAGE, THE (MC) _
An Iring Berlin production.

LUMMOX (D-AT) 7533
(R) .January 18, 1930. With Winifred Westover.
Dorothy Janis. Lydia Titus, Ida DarUng. Ben Lyon,
Mvrta Bonillas, Cosmo Kvrle Bellew. Anita Bellew,
Robert Ullman, Clara Langsner, William CoUler, Jr..

Edna Murphv. Trohen Meyer. Fan Bourke. Myrtle
Stedman, Danny O'Shea, William BakeweU, Sidney
Franklin.
THEME: From Fannie Hurst's story of a hired girl

who manages to combat her sordid surroundings by
a series of self-sacrificing deeds, all of which are
misconstrued.

NEW YORK NIGHTS (D-AT) _ 7447
(R) December 2S. 1929. With Norma Talmadge, Gil-
bert Roland, ,Tohn Wray, Lilvan Tashman.

ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT (CD-AT) 6592
(Rl May 3. 1930 (NP) April 5. 1930. Sound on
film. With Lillian Gish. Conrad Nagel. Rod La
Rocguc. Marie Dressier. O. P. Heggie.
THEJCE: This formerly was "The Swan."

PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ (MC) 7883
(Rl March 1. 1930. Sound on film. (NT) Febru-
ary 22. 1930. With Harry Richman, Joan Bennett,
James Gleason, Lilyan Tashman.
THEME: The story of a musical comedy and night
club star who. with success, deserts his former com-
panions and teammates, only to return to them when
bad booze blinds him.

RAFFLES (Mel- AT) - -
(R) July 2r>, 1930. (NP) August 2. 1930. With
Ronald Colman, Kay FSrancis, Frances Dayde. Bram-
well Fletcher.

SONS 0' GUNS (MC) -

Witli A\ .Tolson.

TAMING OF THE SHREW (C-AT) - 6116
(R) October 2(3, 1929. With Mary Pickford and
Douclas Fairbanlts.

THREE LIVE GHOSTS (CD-AT) 7486
(R) September 15. 1929. With Robert Montgomery,
Claud .Mlister, Charles McNaughton, Beryl Mercer,
.loan Bennett.

TRESPASSER. THE (D-AT) 8223
(R) October 5. 1929. With Gloria Swanson, Robert
Ames. Kay Hammond.

•VENUS (ME) 6814 6882
(R) October 12. 1929. With Constance Talmadge,
.\ndre Roanne. .lean JIurat, Max Maxudlan.

WHAT A WIDOW (CD-AT) -

CR) .Ttilv 3. 1930. Sound on film. With Glona
Swanson. Owen Moore, Lew Cody, Margaret Liv-

ingston.
WHISPERS _ - " —

(R) Decemb7r"20,' 1930."' TOth' Chester Morris.
WHOOPEE (MC)

(R) September 27. 1930. With Eddie Cantor, Ethel
Shutta, Paul Gregory, Chief Caupollcan.

Universal ^., ^ r,. p..
Silent Disc Film

ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT (D-AT) 12423

(R) Sept. 1. 1930, (NP) May 10. 1930. With Louis
Wolheim. Lewis Ayers. John Wray. Slim Summerville.

Russell Gleason, William BakeweU. Walter Brown
Rogers. Ben Aexander. Owen Davis, Jr.. Heinle Conk-
lin. Bodil Rosing. Beryle Mercer, Marion Clayton,

Edwin Maxwell, Bertha Mann, Arnold Lucy, Joan
Marsh. Tola D'AvrU, Poupee Andriot.
THEME: An epio of the world war. showing its

effects on the younger generation drawn in before

thev had actually grown to manhood.
•BARNUM WAS RIGHT (F-AT) 4316 5042 4938

(R) September 22. 1929. With Glenn Tn-on. Mema
Kennedy, Otis Harlan, Basil Radford, Isabelle Keith.

Lew Kelly. Clarence Burton, Gertrude Sutton.

THDME: Poor boy wants to marry rich girl. Leases

old estate, hunts for hidden treasure, house blows
up in the end but the boy gets the girl, ^^

•BEAUTY AND BULLETS (W) - '•277

(R) December 16, 1929. With Ted WeUs, Duane
Thompson, Jack Keimedy, Wilbur Mack.
THEME: Girl finds brother member of gang of rob-

bers which has robbed stage coach.

*BORN TO THE SADDLE (W-ME) 4126
(R) JIarch 10. 1930. With Ted Wells, Duane Thomp-
son, Leo White. Merrill McCormiek. Byron Douglas.
Nelson McDowell.
THEilB: An eastern millionaire and his daughter are
rescued from outlaws by a wealthy Cliicago broker
posing as a cowboy.

BURNING THE WIND (W-AT) 5202
(R) February 10, 1930. With Hoot Gibson, Cessare
Gravine. Virginia Brown Faire, Boris Karloff, Robert
Holmes.
THEME: The story of a son who returns from school
in the east and saves his father's homestead from
being ustirped bv land robbers.

•CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD (MC) 5913 7513 7519
(R) April 20. 1930. (NP) March 29. 1930. With
Laura La Plante. John Boles. Sam de Grasse, James
Marcus, Lionel Belmore, Stuart Holmes, Evelyn Hall,
Clattde Fleming, Miirdock MacQuarrie, Richard
Cramer. Harry Burkhardt. George Hackathorne. DeWitt
Jeimings.
THEME: The love story of Eouget de I'llse, com-
poser of the 'Marsellaise" song, and Marie Marnay,
the "torch of the revolutionists."

•CLIMAX, THE (D-AT) 5013 5974 5846
(Rl .January 26. 1930. With Jean Hersholt. Kathryn
C^rawford. Henry Armetti. LeRoy Mason. John Rein-
harnt. William Worthington, George Gillespie. Ervm
Renard. Jean Bordet.

•COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC
CITY (F-AT) 7752 7400

(R) March 17. 1930. With George Sidney. Mack
Swain. Vera Gordon. Kate Price. Cornelius Keefe.
Nora Lane. Virginia Sale. Tom Kennedy.
THE'JIE: Bathing suit manufacturers and a beauty
contest, in which a $25,000 prize reh.abilitates busi-
ness.

•COHENS AND KELLYS IN
SCOTLAND (F-AT) 6584 760O 7600

(R) Manh 17. 1930. (NP) March 15, 1930. With
George Sidney. Charlie Murray, Vera Gordon. Kate
Price. E. J. RatclifTe. William Colvin, Lloyd Whitlook.

•COURTIN' WILD CATS (WCD-AT) 5142 5226 5118
(R) December 22. 1929. With Hoot Gibson. Eugenia
Gilbert. Harry Todd, Jos. Girard. Monte Montague.
John Oscar. Jim Corey. James Earley. Pete Morrison,
Joe Bonomo.
THEME: Story of a boy who is supposed to he Ul,
sent to join a circus by his father. There he meets
a wildcat (the heroine) and finally subdues her.

•CZAR OF BROADWAY (D-AT) 7106 7314
(R) May 31. 1930. (NP) July 5. 1930. With John
Wray, Betty Compson, John Harron. Claude Allister.
King Baggot. Wilbur Mack, George Byron, Duke Lee,
Henry Herbert.

•DAMES AHOY (F-AT) 5271 5895 5773
(R) Feluuary 9, 1930. (NP) April 5. 1930. With
Glenn TiTon, Helen Wright, Otis Harlan, Eddie
Gribbon. Gertrude Astor.
n-nCME: Three gobs, a blonde and .$500.

•DEVIL'S PIT. THE (ME) 5557 5780 6642
(R) -March 9. 1930. With entire cast made up
of natives of Maori, New Zealand.
THEME: Maori folk story.

•DRAKE CASE. THE (D-AT) 5688 6442 6642
(Rl SeptiTOber 1. 1929. (NP) September 21. 1929,
With Gladys Brockwell. Robert Eraser. Forrest Stan-
ley. James Crane. Eddie Hearn, Doris Lloyd, Tom
Duggan. Barbara Leonard. Bill Thorne, Francis Ford.
THEME: Murder will out. this time in the person
of the Drake family's attorney.

•EMBARRASSING MOMENTS (C-AT). 5521 5330 5230
(R) February 2. 1930. With Reginald Denny.
Mema Kennedy. Otis Harlan. William Austin, Vir-
vinia, Sale. Greta Granstedt. Mary Foy.
THEME: Fictitious marriage finally results in real one.

•EYES OF THE UNDERWORLD (W) 4208
(E) April 28. 1930, With Bill Cody, Sally Blane.
THEMD: Wealthy sportsman falls in love with pub-
lisher's daughter, whose father is killed by gangsters.
Gangsters capture girl and sportsman rescues her.

•FIGHTING LEGION, THE (WCD-AT). 6937 6763
(R) April 6, 1930. With Ken Maynard. Dorothy
Dwan, Harry Todd, Frank Rice, Tarzan the horse,
Les Bates.

•GRIT WINS (W-ME) _ 4596
(R) Febniary 27. 1930. With Ted Wells, Kathleen
(iollims, Al Ferguson. Buck Cormors, Nelson Mc-
Dowell. Edwin Moulton.
THEME: Oil is discovered, and things begin to hap-
pen.

•HARVEST OF HATE (W-ME) 4719
(R) August 4. 1929. With Jack Perrin. Helen Foster,
Tom London, Rex.

•HELL'S HEROES (D-AT) 5836 6289 6148
(R) January 5. 1930. With Charles Bickford, Ray-
mond Hatton. Fred Kohler, Fritzi Ridgeway.
THEME: Three bandits and a baby girl.

•HIDE OUT (C-AT) 5759 5297
(R) March 30. 1930. With James Murray. Kathryn
Crawford. Carl Stocltdale, Lee Moran, Edward Heam,
Robert Elliott.

•HOLD YOUR MAN (C-AT) 5023 5921 5794
(R) September 15. 1929. With Laura La Plante,
Scott Kolk. Eugene Borden. Mildred Van Dom.
THEJIE: After several misunderstandings, man finds
he is still in love with his wife.

•IT CAN BE DONE (CD-PT. ME) 6090 6560
(R) March 24, 1929. With Glenn Tryon. Sue Carol,
Richard Carlyle. Jack Egan, Tom O'Brien.
THEME: Jerry, clerk in a publishing concern. Im-
personates his boss, sells the manuscript written by
the girl's father, and all Is well.

•KING OF JAZZ (MC) 9100
(R) 1930. With Paul Whiteman. John Boles. Jeanette
LofT. Laura La Plante. Glenn Tryon. Mema Kennedy,
Kathr.vn Crawford. Otis Harlan. Slim Summerville,
Stanley Smith, George Sidney, Charlie Murray, Billy
Kent, Grace Hayes, Sisters G, Rhythm Boys,
Brox Sisters, George ChUes, .Taques Cartier, Wynu
Holcomb, Al Norman, Frank Leslie, Jeanie Lang,
Charles Irwin. Paul Howard. Walter Brennan, Marian
Statler. Don Rose. Tommy Atkins Sextet, Nell O'Day.
Wilbur Hall, John Fulton. Russell Markert Dancers.
Hollywood Beauties.

•LAST PERFORMANCE (D-AT) 5790 5628 5999
(R) October 13. 1929. With Conrad Veidt, Mary
Philbin. Leslie Fenton. Fred MacKaye. Anders Ran-
dolph. Sam de Grasse, George Irving, Wm. H. Turner,
Eddie Boland.
THEME: A magician sacrifices the love he held for
his assistant, and finally sacrifices his life.

•LONESOME (CD-PT, ME) 6142 6461
(R) January 20. 1930. With Glenn Tryon. Barbara
Kent.
THEME: A fellow and girl who are just working
along without life meaning very much to them, and
then—they fall in love.

•LONG, LONG TRAIL, THE (W-AT). ...5286 5495 5785
(E) October 27. 1929. With Hoot Gibson. Sally rfW
Eilers. Kathryn McGuire, James Mason, Walter Erani-i
nan, Archie Ridts, • 'iti n
THEME: A waster makes good and finally maiTifSHW'
his employer's daughter. '

•LUCKY LARKIN (W-ME) 5779 5897 5975
(R) March 2. 1930. With Ken Maynard, Nora L.atie',

Tarzan the horse, James Farley, Harry Todd,
,
gta^sr

Clary. riu gjiEbid -£l
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'MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER (D-AT) 6825 5506 _ 5384

(R) November 5. 1929. (NP) November 16. 1929.

With Joseph Schlldkraut, Joan Bennett, Carmehta
Geraghty. Alec B. Francis, Otis Harlan, Billy Welch,
Charles Moore, Gertrude Howard.
THEirE: River boats and a gambler who finds the

girl of his dreams.
MOUNTED STRANGER (W-AT) 5554 5905 5984

(B) Februarr 16. 1936. With Hoot Gibson. Louise

Lorraine. Fancis Ford, Malcolm White. James Correy.

THKiME : Heroine is wounded in saving her lover

from rival gang, but she finally recovers, and villain

is slain.

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE (W-AT) 5804 6797

(R) May 30. 1930. With Ken Maynard, Kathryn
Crawford. Otis Harlan. Paul Hurst, Les Bates.

THEME: Ranch owner's son. aided by heroine,

avenges his father's death. Cowboy songs and humor
prominent in picture.

•NIGHT RIDE (D-AT) 5278 5534 5429
(R) January 12. 1930. (NP) January 25, 1930. With
Joseph Schildkraut, Barbara Kent, Edward G. Robin-
son. George Ovey. Hal Price, Ralph Welles, Harry
Stubbs. DeWitt Jennings.
THEME; A newspaper reporter taken for a ride by
gangsters, but he escapes, and gets commended by
his chief for his story.

•ONE HYSTERICAL NIGHT (C-AT) 5242 5283 5279
(R) October 6, 1929. With Reginald Denny, Nora
Lane, E. J. Ratcliffe. Slim Summerville. Fritz Feld.

Llovd Whitlock. Leo White. Eolfe Sedan.
THFME: Jealous aunt tris to get .?2.000.flno inheri-

tance away from nephew by making him appear
insane, but the plot fails.

OUTSIDE THE LAW (D-AT)..._
(R) September IS, 1030. With Mary Nolan, Owen
Moore and Edward G. Robinson.

•PARADE OF THE WEST (WC-AT) 5582 6906 6785
(Rl January 19, 1930. With Ken Maynard. Gladys
McConnell. Otis Harlan. Jackie Hanlon, Frank Rice.

THEME: A wild west show, a horse named Man
Killer, a villain, a hero and a girl

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (My-PT) 8479

(R) December 15, 1929. (NP) February 13, 1929.

With Lon Chaney, Mary Phllbln. Norman Kerry,

Arthur E. Carewe, Virginia Pearson, Snitz Edwards,
Gibson Gowland. Bernard Siegel, Caesare Gravine,

Edith Torke.
THEME: Mystery concerning a beautiful singer at

L'Opera in Paris.

ROARING ADVENTURE (W)... 4344
(R) October 6. 1929. With .Tack H03de, Mary Mc-
Allister. Marin Sais, Francis Ford.
THEME: A rancher's son, who lives in the East,

visits his father, and whUe there, breaks up a gang
of cattle thieves and finds the girl of his heart.

ROARING RANCH (W-AT) 5242 6094 6094
(R) April 2Y. 1930. With Hoot Gibson. Sally EUers,
Wheeler Oalnnan. Bobby Nelson, Frank Clark, Leo
White.
THEME: Hero foils villain's attempt to rob him of

rich oil lands, after they set fire to his ranch build-

ings.

•SENOR AMERICANO (W-AT) 5412 6592 6450
(R) November 10, 1929. With Ken Maynard. Kathryn
Crawford. J. P. McGowan. Gino Con-ado, Tarzan the

horse , Frank Beale, Frank Yaconnelli.
THEME: Young American wins the heart of a Span-
ish girl by saving her father from losing his ranch
because of a crooked land dealer.

•SHANGHAI LADY (CD-AT) 5847 6043 5S26

(R) November 17. 1929. (NP) December 7. 1929.

With Marv Nolan, James Murray. Wheeler Oakman.
Anders Randolph. Tola D'Avril, Mona Rico, Jimmie
Leong. Irma Lowe, Lydia Teamans Titus.

THEME: Two people, a man and a girl who have
strayed from the straight and narrow find love in

spite of odds, which reforms them.

•SHANNONS OF BROADWAY (C-AT) .5653 6278 6155
(R) December 8, 1929. With James Gleason, Lucille

Webster (Jlea.son. Mary Philbln. .Tames Breedon. Harry
Tyler. Helen Mehrmann. Slim Summerville, Tom Ken-
nedy. Walter Brennan, Alice Allen. Robert T. Haines.
THEME: A Broadway musical comedy team buys an
hotel in i little New England town, and after many
tribulations, sell it for S25,000.

•SKINNER STEPS OUT (AT) 6645 6652 6521
(R) December 4. 1929. With Glenn Tryon. Mema
Keimedy, E. J. Ratcliffe, Burr Mcintosh, Lloyd
Whitlock, Kathryn Kerrigan, Edna Marian.
THEilE: SMnner finally wins the position which
he makes his wife believe he has.

•SONS OF THE SADDLE (W-AT)
(R) August 3. 1930. With Ken Maynard. Doris Hill,

.Toe Girard. Francis Ford. Harry Todd.
SPURS -

(R) .July 20. 1930. With Hoot Gibson and Helen
Wright.
THEME: Conflict of two men for love of the same
girl whose choice is not made until the storm reveals

it to her.

TONIGHT AT TWELVE (CD-AT) 5172 70,'5I 6984
(R) September 29, 1929. With Madie Bell.imy.

George Lewis. Robert Ellis, Margaret Livingston. Vera
Reynolds, Norman Trevor. Hallam Cooley, Madeline
Seymour, Don Douglas. Josephine Brown.
THEME: "Tonight at twelve," written on a letter,

causes some dissension in the Keith family, but ex-
planations straighten out the matter.

•TRAILING TROUBLE (W-AT) 5336 5354 5198
(R) March 23, 1930. Hoot Gibson. Margaret Quinby.
Pete Morrison. Olive Young. William McCall.
THEME: Adventures of cowboy in city, where he
saves Chinese girl from gang of rufOnns and returns
to ranch, where plot against him is exposed.

TRIGGER TRICKS (W-AT) 5123 5461
(R) .Tune 1. 1930. With Hoot Gihqon. Sally Eilers
Walter Perry. Max Asher, Monte Montague.

UNDERTOW (D-AT) 6233 513? 5025
(R) February 23, 1930. (NP) March 8, 1930.
Mary Nolan. Robert Ellis, John Mack Brown.
THEME: The wife of a lighthouse keeper thinks she
wants to run away when her husband becomes blind,
but she realizes at the end that she was wrong.

WAGON MASTER, THE (W-ME) 5697 6519 6335
(R) September 8. 1929. With ICen Maynard. Edith
Roberts, Fred Dana. Tom Santschie, Jackie Hanlon,
Bobble Dunn, Al Ferguson.
THEME: A story of a wagon express, and how It
Is saved from bandits; a pretty girl and the hero of
the express outfit.

•WHAT MEN WANT (D-AT) _ 6041
(R) July 13. 1930, With Pauline Starke, Ben Lyon,
Hallam Cooley. Robert Ellis, Barbara Kent, Car-
mellta Geraghty.
THE^fE; Sister glv&s up the man she loves so that
the younger sister may wed him.

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU (D-AT) 7549
(R) .Tune 1, 1930. (XP) .Tunc 14, 1930. With I/eni
Rlpfen'rtshl. B, Snrinc. Ernst Pet,erson.

•WHITE OUTLAW (WC-ME) 454I
(P.) May 25, 1930. Re-Issue. Jack Hoile, Marcellne
Dav WDllnm Welsh, Duke Lee, Floyd Shackleford.
Charl ie Brinley.
THEME: A cowboy befriends a, wild horse, and
breaks up a gani? of horse rustlers.

YOUNG DESIRE (D-AT) 6110 6529
(B) June 15, 1930. With Mary Nolan. William Jan-
ney. Mae Busch, Ralph Harrold, Claire McDowell,
George Irving.
THBilE: Dancing girl in carnival show gives up
marriage with college youth rather than ruin his
career, and dies in spectacular leap from balloon,
freeing the man she loves.

Warner Brothers
(Sound Pictures are on disc only)

Silent Sound
AVIATOR, TH E (CD-AT) 6743

(NT) January 18, 1930. With Edward Everett Hor-
ton. Patsy Ruth Miller, Armand Kaliz, Johnny
Arthur, Lee Moran, Edward Martlndel, Phillips Smal-
ley. WUliam Norton Bailey.

ARGYLE CASE, THE (Mel-AT) 7794
(TOS) August 31, 1929. With Tliomas Meighan, H.
B. Warner. Gladys Brockwell. Lila Lee, Bert Roach.

BIG BOY (CD-AT, S) -...

(R) August 30, 1930. Al Jolson starring.
THEME: Al jolson in the role of a lovable jockey.

COURAGE (D-AT) 6639
(NP) May 31. 1930. With Belle Bennett, Marian
Nixon. Richard Tucker. Leon Janney.
THEME: A drama of mother love and the struggle
of a woman whose children are taken from her.

DANCING SWEETIES (CD-AT)
(R) .Tulv IS. 1930. With Grant Withers, Sue Carol,
Edna Murphy. Kate Pi'ice.

THEME: Romance revolving around a dancing con-
test.

DISRAELI (D-AT) 8044
(R) November 1. 1929. (NP) December 14, 1929.
With George Arllss, Joan Bennett, Anthony Bush-
nell. Doris Lloyd.
THEME; Historical drama of the life of the one-
time prime minister of England and author.

DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS (D-AT)
(R) October 25. 1930. With .Tames Hall. Irene
Delroy. Le^v Cody. Nat-alie Moorhead. Edward
Martindel, Margaret Seddon.
THEME: Drama 15 minutes before the final edi-
tion, while New York is asleep, with the newspaper
the clearing house for the triumphs and tragedies
of the world.

DOORWAY TO HELL (D-AT) -

(R) October 4. 1930. With Lewis Ayres. Charles
.Tudels. Dorothy Mathews. Leon Janney, James
Cagney.

DUMBBELLS IN ERMINE (CD-AT) ....5200

(R) May 10. 1930. With Robert Armstrong, Barbara
Kent, Beryl Mercer, James Gleason, Clayde Gilling-
water, Tulia Swayne Gordon, Arthur Hoyt, Mary Foy.
THEINIE: Comedy-drama adapted from the stage play,

"Wealc Sisters." by Lynn Starling.
EVI DENCE (D-PT) 7152

(NP) October 26. 1929. With Pauline Frederick.
Lowell Sherman. Conway Tearle.
THElfE: A lawyer believes the evidence against his
wife instead of believing her.

GENERAL CRACK (D-AT) 9809
(Rl .Tanuarv 25. 1930. With ,Tohn Barrymoe.

GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY (MC) 9009
(R) October 5. 1929. (NP) November 23, 1929.

With Nick Lucas. Ann Pennington, Winnie Lightner.
Conwav Tearle. Nancy Welford.

GREEN GODDESS, THE (Mel-AT) 6653
(R) March 8. 1930. (NP) Fehi-uary 22. 1930. With
George Arliss, Alice Joyce. H. B. Warner. Ralph
Forbes, David Tearle. Betty Boyd, Reginald Sheffield,

Nigel de Brulier. Ivan Simpson.
TIIEME: A suave and graceful Indian rajah plots a
charming end for three English travelers in a plane
crash—death for one. tortures for the second, and
life in his castle with him for the third—a woman.
From William Archer's stage play.

HEARTS IN EXILE (D-AT) _.._ 7877
(R) August 14. 1929. (NP) December 7. 1929. With
Dolores Costello, Grant Withers, James Kirkwood.
THEJIE: Exiled to Siberia, the picture portraying the
march through the snowy wastes, the life of political
exiles, the domestic side of existence in the frozen
north.

•HOLD EVERYTHING ( M C) 75 13
(R) May 1. 1930. (NP) March 29. 1930. May 3,

1930. With Winnie Lightner and Joe E. Brown. Sally
O'Neil. Dorothy Revler, Georger Carpentier, Bert
Roach. Edmund Ereese.
THEME: All-Technicolor production from the musi-
cal comedy of the same name, with additional music
bv Henderson and Brown.

•IN THE HEADLINES (D-AT) 6427
(B) August 31. 1929, (NP) October 12, 1929. With
Grant Withers. Marion Nixon. Clyde Cook, Spec
O'DonneU. Edmund Breese.
THEME; The newspaper reporter, his girl friend and
the boss solve a murder, and have a great time
accomplishing It.

•IS EVERYBODY HAPPY? (D-AT, M) 7371
(NP) December 21. 1929. Ted Lewis and his band.
Also Ann Pennington and her dances.

LIFE OF THE PARTY. THE (C-AT)
Technicolor. (R) October 11, 1930. With Winnie
Lightner, Irene Delroy. Jack Whiting, Charles But-
terworth, Charles Judels.
THEME; Two girls decide to go in for professional
gold digging.

MOBY DICK (D-AT) - _
(R) August 14. 1930, John Barrymore starring.
THEME: Duel of man against fate, personified in
the bloodthirsty whale. Moby Dick.

MAYBE IT'S LOVE (CD-AT)
(B) September 20, 1930. With Joan Bennett. Joe
E. Brown, James Hall, and All-American Football
Team.
THEME: Girl, to save her father's position as col-
lege president, flirts with eleven girdiron stars, and
brings them to a jerkwater college town, with sensa-
tional results,

•MAMMY (CD-AT) 7570
(R) May 31, 1930. (NP) April 5, 1930. With Al
Jolson. Louise Dresser. Lois Moran. Lowell Sherman,
Hobart Bosworth, Tully Marshall, Mitchell Lewis.
THEME. Tale of a minstrel troupe and its end man,
from the story by Irving Berlin. Songs also by Berlin.

•MAN FROM BLANKLEY'S, THE (F-AT) 6167
(R) December 15, 1929. With Fannie Brice, Guinn
Williams, Andre de Segurola, Ann Brody, Richard
'l-urker. Billy Sealy, Edna Murphy, Arthur Hoyt.
THEME: Drawing room farce based on the play by
F. Anstey.

MY MAN (CD-AT) _ 6136 9247
(R) December 15, 1929. With Fannie Brice. Guiim
Williams. Andre de Segurola. Ann Brody. Richard
Tucker. Billy Sealy, Edna Murphy, Arthur Hoyt.
THEME: "Big Boy" is just a demonstrator but
Fannie's big sister steals her from him anyway.
When Fannie gets her big chance to sing in a show,
"Big Boy" realizes his mistake as Faimy sings "My
Man" to him.

•NOAH'S ARK (D-PT. ME) 7752 9478
With Dolores Costello, George O'Brien. Noah Beeiy,
Louise Fazenda, Gulnn Williams, Paul McAllister,
Anders Randolf. Nigel de Brulier, -4.rmand Kaliz,
Myrna Loy, William Mong, Malcolm White.
THEME; The Flood and the Ark, paralleled with
the story of modern life heading into the World War.

OFFICE WIFE, THE (D-AT) _
(R) August 23, 1930. With Dorothy Mackaill and
Lewis Stone.
THEIHE; The problem that confronts a man devoted
to his private secretary and not realizing he Is in
love.

OH, SAILOR BEHAVE! (C-AT). ._ _

(R) August 16, 1930. With Olsen & Johnson, Irene
Delroy, Charles King, Lowell Sherman, Lotti Loder,
Vivien Oakland.
THEME; Escapades of two American sailors in
Naples,

OLD ENGLISH (D-AT) _ _
(R) September 27, 1930. George Arliss starring.

THEME; A grand old sinner gets Into difficulties

and debt.
PENNY ARCADE (Mel-AT) (Temporary Title)

(R) September 6. 1930. With Grant Withers, Evalyn
Knapp, James Cagney, Joan Blondell.
THEME: Weak-willed lad. influenced by liquor, lets

himself in for underworld career ending in a killing.

•RECAPTURED LOVE (D-AT) .._ 6094
With Belle Bennett, John Halliday, Junior Durkin.
THEME: Drama of modem marriage with a novel
triangle twist.

SACRED FLAME. THE (D-PT, ME) _ 6015
(R) November 30. 1929. With Pauline Frederick.
THEME; She loves one of two brothers, and when
he's crippled and urges her to go about with the
other she comes to love him instead. The cripple's
death casts suspicion upon them, but the mother ex-
plains she innocently was the cause.

SAP, TH E (CD-AT) 7310
(R) November 9. 1929. With Edward Everett Horton.
Patsy Ruth Miller. Franklin Pangbom, Edna Murphy.
Alan Hale, Russell Simpson, Louise Carver, Jerry
Mandy.
THEME: When the struggling inventor finds that his
brother-in-law has embezzled from the bank of which
he Is a clerk, and that the cashier has done ditto,
the inventor frames a fake holdup, gets his share,
•succeeds in sneculntions. and buvs cut the bank.

SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY, THE (My-AT) 5268
m) April 26. With Grant With^^rs, Loretta Young,
H. B. Warner, Claire McDowell, Sidney Bracy,
Craufurd Kent.
THEME: Mystery-drama based on the novel, "The
Agony Column." by Earl Derr Biggers.

SECOND CHOICE (D-AT) _ 6150
(E) January 4. 1930. With Dolores Costello.

SHE COULDN'T SAY NO (MC) 6413
(R) February 15, 1930. (NP) February 22, 1930.
With Winnie Lightner. Chester Morris. .Tohnny Ar-
thur, Sally Eil-^rs, Tnlly Marshal- Louise Veavers.

•SKIN DEEP (D-PT. ME) 5940
(TOS) October 5, 1929. With Monte Blue. Betty
Compson. .Tohn Davidson. Tully Marshall.

SO LONG LETTY (D-AT) 5865
(R) November 16. 1929. (NP) January 11 and Feb-
ruary 8. 1930. With Charlotte Greenwood, Bert Roach,
Grant Withers. Claude GiUlngwater, Patsy Ruth
Miller. Helen Foster. Marion Byron.

SONG OF SONGS (MC) „ _ 11692
(R) December 28. 1929. With 77 stars, including
John Barrymore. Monte Blue, Ted Lewis, Richard
Barthelmess, Sally Blane, Irene Bordoni, Dolores Cos-
tello. Frances Lee, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. Prank Fay,
Winnie Lightner. Nick Lucas. Jack Mulhall, Rin-Tin-
Tin. Ben Turpln. Grant Withers.

SONG OF THE WEST (0) 7185
(R) March 15. 1930. With .Tohn Boles. Vivienne
Segal, Joe E. Brown, Edward Martlndel, Harry Grib-
bon. Marie Wells, Sam Hardy, Marion Byron,
Rudolph Cameron.
THEME; The story of a man, discharged from the
army, who becomes an Indian scout, kills his enemy
by accident, masquerades as a parson, marries a
colonel's daughter becomes a gambler, goes to the
dogs after estrangement from his wife and finally
stages a comeback and is reinstated in the army.

SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS (CD-AT) _
(R) August 9, 1930. With Claudia DeU and Perry
Askam.
THEME: An over-fiirtatlous girl of Merry Old
England over-reaches herself bv coquetry.

THOSE WHO DANCE (Mel-AT) 6876
(R) April 19. With Monte Blue, Lila Lee, Betty
Compson, William Boyd, DeWitt Jennings, William
Janney, Wilfred Lucas.
THEinD; Underworld melodrama based on the story
by George KIbbe Turner.

THREE FACES EAST (D-AT) _.._
(B) July 26. 1930. With Constance Bennett and
Eric von Stroheim.
THEME; The European spy system against the
background of the World war.

TIGER ROSE (D-AT) 5509
(R) December 21, 1929. With Lupe Velez, Monte
Blue.

TIME. PLACE AND GIRL, THE (D-AT) 6339
(NP) June 22. 1929. With Grant Withers, Betty
Compson, James Kirkwood. Bert Roach.

UNDER A TEXAS MOON (F-AT, S) -.7498
(R) Anril 1. 1930. (NP) April 6. 1930. With
Prank Pay. R,inueJ Torres. Myrna Loy, Noah Beery,
Fred Kohler. AiTnida. Tully Marshall.
THEME: Musical fame all in Technicolor, based on
the story bv Stewart Edward White.

VIENNESE NIGHTS (0)
(NP) May 24. 1930. With Alexander Gray, Vivienne
Segal. Jean Hersholt, Bert Roach. Louise Fazenda,
Walter PIdgeon, Jtme Purcell, Alice Day, Milton
Douglas.

WI DE O PEN (CD-AT) „ _ -...6341
THEME: Comedy farce presenting complications in
the life of a mild mannered bridegroom.

Windsor Pictures
HER UNBORN CHILD (D-AT) 800O

(R) December 26. 1929. With Adele Eomson. Paul
Clare, Pauline Drake, Doris Rankin, Frances tJnder-
wood
THEME: A boy and a girl in love, forgetting every-
thing else.

Miscellaneous
Silent Sound

WHITE CARGO (D-AT)
Produced by W. P. Film Company. Ltd., London.
(NP) May 24. 1930. With Alexander Gray, Vivienne
(R) February 21, 1930. (NP) July 12. 1930. With
Leslie Faber. John Hamilton. Maurice Evans. Se-
bastian Smith, Humberston Wright, Henri De Vrica.
George Turner, Tom Hermore. CJypsy Bhouma.
THEME; The struggle of white men to become ac-
climatized In the horrible oven which Is West Africa.
A forerunner of the South Sea stories.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Columbia

Victor Gems

(One Reel)

AT A TALKIE STUDIO, Buddy Doyle, directed by BasU
Smith. Beleased Aug. 14. 1929.

PARLOR PEST, Boyce Combe, directed by Basil Smith. Re-
leased Aug. 28. 1929.

HARMONY CLUB, Geoffrey O'Hara, directed by BasU Smith.
Beleased Sept. 11. 1929.

LISTEN LADY, Grace LaRue. Hale Hamilton, directed by
BasO Smith. Released Sept. 25, 1929.

ON THE BOULEVARD. Sweet and McNaughton, directed by
Basil Smith, Released Oct. 9, 1929.

BOY WANTED, Joe PhiUips. directed by Basil Smith. Re-
leased Oct. 23, 1929.

DAY OF A MAN OF AFFAIRS. A, Maurice Holland,
directed by BasU Smith. Released Nov. 6, 1929.

With Sound
Terry-Toons

Silly Symphonies

(One Reel)

SKELETON DANCE. Released Aug. 29, 1929.
EL TERRIBLE TORREADOR. Released Sept. 26, 1929.
SPRINGTIME.
HELLS BELLS.

Krazy Kat Kartoons

(One Reel)

RATSKIN. Released Aug. 15. 1929.
CANNED MUSIC. Released Sept. 12. 1929.
PORT WHINES.
SOLE MATES.

Educational

Mack Sennett Talking Comedies

LUNKHEAD, THE (1370). Harry Gribbon. Andy Clyde and
Thelma Hill cookinK a stew in a restaurant. Harry
wants to marry Thelma, but she has other plans. She
"frames" Harry in a manner thiif cures him of her for

life. 1840 ft. Released Sept. 1. 1929.
GOLFERS. THE (1371). Hariy Griblinn. Andy Clyde and

and Thelma Hill. Comedy as a matter of course. They
all "play at" pasture pool, Ijut Charlie Guest. weU-l;nown
California pro. shows them how it should be done. 1874
ft. Released Sept. 22. 1929.

HOLLYWOOD STAR. A (1372). Harry Gribbon, Andy Clyde
and Marjorie Beebe. Satire on the old nowboy meller and
the talking picture in which everythinn that could no
wrong, does go wrong. 1790 ft. Released Oct. 13, 1929.

BULLS AND BEARS (1378). Marjorie BeelJe, Andy Clyde.
Daphne Pollard. Daphne makes plenty in paper profits,

but Andv's stoclf is potatoes—much more substantial.

1838 ft. Released March 2. 1930.
HE TRUMPED HER ACE (1379.) Marjorie Beebe. .Tohnny

Burke. Marjorie cpuld stand a lot. but when Johnny
trumped her ace. she sued him for divorce. The judge
was the kibitzer who had misled Johnny. P. S.—Marie
didn't tret the dlvnroe. isng ft. Released March 23. 1930.

CLANCY AT THE BAT (1373). Harry Gribbon and Andy
Clyde. Rolling the ball of fun on the diamond. As a

batter. Harry poves to he slightly batty. 1954 ft. For
release Nov. 3. 1929.

NEW HALF-BACK, THE (1374). Harry Gribbon and Andy
Clyde. Football taken not too seriously. 2 reels. For
release Nov. 24. 1929.

UPPERCUTT O'BRIEN (1375). Harry Gribbon. Andy Clyde,
Marjorie Beebe. The two boys are opposing flght pro-
moters. 1601 feet. Release December -5, 1929.

SCTOCH (1376). Billy Bevan and Andy Clyde co-featured.

Both partake freely of the fluid that ages in the bathtub,
and when they begin to "see things" they hastUy leave

the home of the honeymooners. much to the latter's

delight. 1956 ft. For release January 19, 1930.

SUGAR PLUM PAPA (1377). Andy Clyde. Harry Gribbon
and Daphne Pollard. Daphne married the wealthy Andy
so that she could marry off her sailor son to a princess.

But the maid had "It." 1932 feet. Released Feb. 16,

1930. (TOS) Feb. 8, 1930.
MATCH PLAY (789). Walter Hagen, Leo Diesel. Andy Clyde.

Marjorie Beebe. Mack Sennett special, with Hagen and
Diegel, two of world's golf champs, play golf that thrills,

while Andv Clyde and I^Iarjorie Beebe score heavUy in
ladEhs. 2002 ft. Released March 16, 1930.

HONEYMOON ZEPPELIN (1380). Marjorie Beebe. Daphne
Pollard, Nick Stuart. Nick makes a 1930 rescue, swinging
from a hydroplane to a fast-moving blimp in order to

save Marge from marrying a man she doesn't love. 1976
ft. Released Apil 13, 1930.

RADIO KISSES (1381). Marjorie Beebe, George Duryea,
Rita Carewe. Marge conducts an advice to the lovelorn

service over the air. but she almost fails when she tries

to get her man. 1891 ft. Released May 14, 1930.
CAMPUS CRUSHES. Marjorie Beehe, Andy Clyde, Nick

Stuart. Release June 15, 1930. 2 reels.

THE CHUMPS. Marjorie Beebe, Andy Clyde. Release July
6. 1930. 2 reels.

GOODBYE LEGGS. Nick Stuart, Daphne PoUard, Andy Clyde.
Release July 27, 1930. 2 reels.

Coronet Talking Comedies

Starring Edward Everett Horton

GOOD MEDICINE (451). Edward Everett Horton as a
patient-less doctor who gets a position in a hospital
through Olive TeU. Enid Bennett plays the part of the
wife. 1868 ft. Released Deo. 8, 1929.

RIGHT BED, THE (448). Edward Everett Horton found
a blonde. But his wife (Betty Boyd) was a brunette.
1523 ft. Released April 14, 1929.

TRUSTING WIVES (449). Mixing love sonnets with marsh-
mallow cake. Edward Everett Horton and Natalie Moor-
head in a battle of wits. 1599 ft. Released June 23, 1929.

PRINCE BABBY (450). A silk-hat burglar who came to
steal, but stayed to conauer. 1615 ft. Released Sept. 15.

1929.

Jack White Talking Comedies
LOVERS' DELIGHT (1665). Johnny Arthur and Pauline

Garon are a pair of the one-year-old lovebirds whose
neighbors are 'cats." 1523 ft. Released June 30. 1929.

LOOK OUT BELOW (1666). Raymond McKee Is used by
Thelma Todd to make her husband jealous and it develops
into a whoopee party on skyscraper girders. 1614 ft.

Released Aug. 18. 1929.
HUNTING THE HUNTER (1667). Raymond McKee and

Harold Goodwin. Their wives d-dn't mind their himting
wild animals, but tliey drew the Une at wild women.
l.lOfi ft Released Oct. 20, 1929.

MADHOUSE, THE (1668). Eddi.' Lambert and Monty
Collins. Bvers'thing. including the kitchen sink, mili-
tates auainst a peaceful Sunday morning. 1643 ft. Re-
leased Dec. 1. 1929.

HOT AND HOW (2G16). Co-featuring PhyUis Crane and
Harold Goodwin. The younger generation maki^s whoonee.
but changes the speed to slow motion when the older
generation makes its appearance. 1528 ft. For release
Jan. 12. 1930.

OH DARLING (2617). Addle McPhail. Norman Peck. He
was too bashful to make love to his wife, but he found
it easv to say "darling" to another. 1565 ft. Re-
leased Feb. 15. 1930. (TOS) Feb. 8. 1930.

DAD KNOWS BEST (2618). Taylor Holmes. Helen Bolton.
Dad promises to show son how to win his woman, and
acquires one himself. 1840 ft. Released March 30,
1930. (TOS) Feb. 8. 1930.

Lloyd Hamilton Talking Comedies

HIS BIG MINUTE (1005), Lloyd Hamilton, a lad from
the country, comes to Bloody Gulch and gets in wrong
with a couple of bad men, 1805 ft. Released May 5,
1929

DON'T BE NERVOUS (1006). Lloyd Hamilton, who is afraid
of his own shadow, is mistaken for a gangster. Even the
crangster's moll makes the mistake and makes violent
love to him. 1718 ft. Released July 7. 1929.

HIS BABY DAZE (1007). Hamilton is nursemaid to little

Billv. who turns out to be circus midget, bent on a
npfarious mission. 1751 ft. Released Aug. 18, 1929.

PEACEFUL ALLEY (1008). Lloyd Hamilton tries to reform
little Douglas Scott, who has "taking ways." 1835 ft.

T!cli>as.>rl Sept. 29, 1929.
TOOT SWEET (1009). Lloyd likes Lena and she plays him

for all he's got and then leaves him flat for her apache.
1S02 ft. Released Nov. 10, 1929.

GRASS SKIRTS (lOini. Ruth Hiatt marries Lloyd, an in-
valid, in the thought that his death will make her
eligible for the Jollv Widow's club. Llovd, however, gets
well. 1667 ft. Released Dec. 22. 1929.

CAMERA SHY (1349). Lloyd Hamilton, Ruth Hiatt. Lloyd
has written a story for the screen which he thinks is

better than Stella Dallas. And he thiniis he can play
the lead I^etter than Barrvmore. 1654 ft. Released Feb.
fl 1930. fTDS) Feb. 8. 1930.

POLISHED IVORY (1350). Lloyd Hamilton. Lloyd was
cngatred to deliver a piano which he did—but the in-
strument was in parts. 1642 ft. Released March 16,
1930.

FOLLOW THE SWALLOW (1351). HamUton took the fam-
ily to an amusement park and won the luclrv number
ticket for an auto, but his two-vear-old thought it was
something tn eat. 1686 ft. Released April 27. 1930.

GOOD MORNING, SHERIFF (1352). Hamilton is involun-
tarily made sheriff of a tough burg, and unconsciously
makes a hero of himself. 1735 ft. Released May 25,
1930.

HONK YOUR HORN. Llovd Hamilton, Ruth Hiatt. Re-
leased June 29, 1930. 2 reels.

Lupino Lane Comedies

SHI" MATES (2613). Lupino Lane is a goofy gob, and his
fellow-sailors make the most of his sappiness. 1570 ft.

Released Jrme 2, 1929.
BUYING A GUN (2612). Fun in a grm shop with the

brothers I^unino (Wallace and Lupino Lane). 1531 ft.

Released .Tuly 14. 1929.
FIRE PROOF (2614). Lupino Lane starts an opposition fire

house, and his little four-year-old playmate tries to boost
his business by starting flres. 1598 ft. Released Sept.

PURELY CIRCUMSTANTIAL (2615). Lane is a newlywed
against whose happiness circumstances seem to conspire.

2 reels. Released Nov. 17, 1929.

Mermaid Talking Comedies

CRAZY NUT, THE (1436). Franklin Pangborn imagined he
had every imaginable illness. When the doctor told him
he would die, he promptly proceeded to get well. John
T. Murray and Vivien Oakland in the cast. 14S0 ft.

Released June 2 1929
TICKLISH BUSINESS (1437). Monty ColUns and Vernon

Dent are a couple of Tin Pan Alley guys, and women and
songs are their major troubles. 1843 ft. Released Aug.
95 1929

TALKIES, THE (1438). A funny idea of how a talking
picture Is made. Monty Collins and Vernon Dent are
the goofy "sound experts." 1522 ft. Released Oct. 27,
1929.

ROMANCE DE LUXE (1439). Monty Collins and Nancy
Dover. Love and danger generously mixed. Thrills of

the high and dizzy type. 1335 ft. Released Dec. 29,

1929.
BIG JEWEL CASE, THE (1440). Eddie Lambert. Fred

Kelsey, Anita Garvin. Eddie is a detective by profession,

but a coward by nature. 1480 ft. Released Feb. 23,

1930.
WESTERN KNIGHTS (1441). Eddie Lambert, Al St. John,

Addie McPhail. Eddie suddenly bcomes a cowpuncher
and outwits the viUain. 1661 ft. Released April 20,
1930.

PEACE AND HARMONY (1442). Eddie Lambert. Monty Col-
lins, Addie McPhail. A lovenest with four lovebirds
turns into a battle field. 1660 ft. Released May 18,

1930.
HOW'S THE BABY. T. Roy Barnes. Monty CoUlns, Addle

McPhail. Released June 22, 1930. 2 reels.

CAVIAR (1585). One reel. Released Feb. 23, 1930.
PRETZELS (1586). One reel. Released March 9, 1930.
SPANISH ONIONS (1387). One reel. Released March 23,

1930.
INDIAN PUDDING (158). One reel. Released April 6,

ROMAN' PUNCH (1589). One reel. Released AprU 20, 1930.
HOT TURKEY (1590). One reel. Released May 4, 1930
HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE (1591). One reel. Released May

18 1930
SWISS CHEESE. One reel. Released June 1, 1930.
CODFISH BALLS. One reel. Released June 15. 1930.
HUNGARIAN GOULASH. Released June 29. 1930.
BULLY BEEF. One reel. Released July 13, 1930.
KANGAROO STEAK. One reel. Released July 27, 1930.

Tuxedo Talking Comedies

SOCIAL SINNERS (1880). A bug exterminator mingles in
high society. Raymond McKee, Cissy Fitzgerald, Marion
Byron. 1710 ft. Released Sept. 1, 1929.

DON'T GET EXCITED (ISSl). Lloyd Ingraham sails for
Hawaii to get away from an annoying guitar-strumming
neighbor, only to find him occupying the adjoining cabin
on the boat. Harold Goodwin. Addie McPhail and EsteUe
Bradley. 1444 ft. Released Nov. 10, 1929.DRUMMING IT IN (1882). Raymond McKee and Phillip
Smalley work for Mr. Pirtle, the drum manufacturer.
The boys visit their employer's country estate, and almost
wreck the place. 1600 ft. Released Jan. 26. 1930.TROUBLE FOR TWO (1883). Raymond McKee. Anita sus-
pects her husband of flirting, and decided to do the
same. Both find themselves in the same party, with
different partners, and then the real fun begins. 1527
ft. Released .

BITTER FRIENDS (1884). Eddie Lambert, Addie McPhail,
Edward Clark. Eddie and Edward are partners in busi-
ness, but they might just as well be competitors for all
the teamwork they do. 1607 ft. Released April 27.
1930.

FRENCH KISSES. Alonty CoUlns, Betty Boyd. Two reels.
Released June 15, 1930.

FitzPatrick

PEOPLE BORN IN SEPTEMBER: Horoscope, obtainable on
disc and film. One reel. For release August 26.

BARCELONA TO VALENCIA: TraveltaUi. On disc only.
One rerl. Released August 26.

LABOR DAY: Holiday short. Obtainable on film only. For
release Atigust 26.

PEOPLE BORN IN OCTOBER: On film and disc. One reel.
For release September 14.

VALENCIA TO GRANADA: Traveltalk. On film and disc.
One reel. For release September 21.

COLUMBUS DAY: Holiday short. On disc only. One reel.
For release on September 21.

PEOPLE BORN IN NOVEMBER: Horoscope. On film and
disc. One reel. For release October 3.

GRANADA TO TOLEDO: Traveltalk. On film and disc.
One reel. For releas'^ October 15.

ARMISTICE DAY: Holiday short. On disc only. One reel.
For release Oct. 15.

THANKSGIVING DAY: HoUday short. On disc only. One
reel. For release October 15.

PEOPLE BORN IN DECEMBER: Horoscope. On film and
disc. One reel. Released Oct. 2.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR: Holiday short. Disc only.
One reel. For release November 9.

IN OLD MADRID: Traveltalk. Film and disc. One reel.
For release November 15.

PEOPLE BORN IN JANUARY: Horoscope. Film and disc.
One reel. For realease December 1.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

M G M Colortone Revue

CLIMBING GOLDEN STAIRS (R-1). Released Aug. 3, 1929.
MEXICANA (R-2). Released Aug 31. 1029.
DOLL SHOP. THE (R-4). Released Sept. 28, 1929.
GENERAL, THE (R-4). Released Oct. 25. 1929.
SHOOTING GALLERY. THE (R-5). Released Nov. 23. 1929.
THE ROUNDERS (B-7). Released .Tan. 18, 1930.
KIDDIES REVUE (R-10). Released March 15, 1930.
THE CLOCK SHOP (R-12). Released May 10, 1930.

Charley Chase-Hal Roach Comedies

STEPPING OUT (1847). Going out without wife to have
a good time. Release November 2.

LEAPING LOVE (1847). Charlie falls in love with both
mother and daughter, but marries cigarette girl. Release
June 22.

THE BIG SQUAWK (1710). In which bashful Charley wins
his girl. Release May 25.

SNAPPY SNEEZER (1729). Charlie has hay fever In this
one. Release July 20. 1929.

CRAZY FIGHT (1702). Charlie in a role as a dancer.
Release September 7, 1929.

REAL McCOY, THE. Charley Chase, Telma Todd, Edgar
Kennedy. Charley being chased by a cop for speeding.
Directed by Warren Doane.

GREAT GOBS (1914). Release December 28. 1929.
WHISPERING WHOOPEE (1907). Release March 8, 1930.
ALL TEED UP (1895). Release. April 19, 1930.
50 MILLION HUSBANDS (1840). Release May 24, 1930.
FAST WORK (1866). Release June 28, 1930.

Laurel and Hardy Hal Roach Comedies

BERTH MARKS (1807). The life of two fellows sleeping
in an upper berth in a speeding train. Release June 1.

THEY GO BOOM (1,-I64). Hardy playing doctor in helping
Laurel with his terrific cold. In which the bed goes
boom. Release September 21.

ANGORA LOVE (1884). Trying to hide a goat from ths
hardboiled landlord. Release December 14, 1929.

MEN 0' WAR (1822). Two sailors go rowing into other
people's boats. Release June 29, 1929.

NIGHT OWLS. Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy. The two
boys volunteer to rob a house so a police oflBcer can gain
fame by the arrest. Directed by James Parrott.
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PERFECT DAY (1S45). Laurel and Hardy BOing pickmclnng

in an old flivver that causes a delay that never ends.

Release Ausust 10, 1029.

BACON GRABBERS (1862). Two detectives sent to bring

hack an unpaid radio that is owned by a hardhoiled in-

dividual. Eelease October 19.

THE HOOSEGOW (1S65). Belease November 16, 1929.

BLOTTO (2G54). Release February S, 1930.

THE BRATS (102S). Eelease March 22, 1930.

BELOW ZERO (1SS9). Eelease April 26. 1930.

HAY WIRE. Eelease May 31, 1930.

Harry Langdon Hal Roach Comedies

SKY BOY (ISSl). Harry landing on an iceberg with his

rival bov friend. Eelease October 5.

HOTTER THAN HOT (1765). Harrj- and a beautiful blonde

locked in a building that's on fire.

FIGHTING PARSON, THE. Harry Langdon, Nancy Dover,

Thelma Todd. Eddie Dunn. Harry as a traveling min-

strel. Directed by Fred Guiol.

SKIRT SHY (C-223). Eeleased November 30, 1929.

THE HEAD GUY (1878). Eelease January 11, 1930.

THE BIG KICK (1827). Eelease March 29, 1930.

THE SHRIMP (1738). Eelease May 3, 1930.

THE KING (1787). Eelease June 14, 1930.

Our Gang Hal Roach Comedies

SATURDAY'S LESSON (1577). The Gang refuses to work
until a devil scares them into working. Release July 9.

LAZY DAYS (ISTO). The Gang helps Farina earn fifty

bucks. Belease August 15.

RAILROADIN' (1736). The Gang goes riding in a train

with a crazy driver. Eelease June 15.

SMALL TALK (2330). The Gang in an orphan home.
Wheezpr is adopted and the Gang go to visit him at

his elaborate home. Belease May 18.

BOXING GLOVES (160S). The Gang runs a prize flght In

which Joe Cobb and Chubby are the puglists. Eelease
September 9.

BOUNCING BABIES (1908). Wheezer getting rid of his

baby brother, who gets all the attention in his home.
Eelease October 12.

CAT, DOG & CO. (1919). Eelease September 14. 1929.

MOAN AND GROAN. INC. (1914). Eelease December 7.

1929.

SHIVERING SHAKESPEARE (1870). Release January
25, 1930.

THE FIRST SEVEN YEARS (1843). Eelease March 1.

1930.

WHEN THE WIND BLOWS. Eelease April 5. 1930.

BEAR SHOOTERS (1881). Eelease May 17. 1930.

A TOUGH WINTER (1880). Eelease June 21, 1930.

Metro Movietone Acts

GEORGE LYONS (79). Numbers: a. "Beloved"; b. "Ah.
Sweet Mystery of Life"; c. "Don't Be Like That"; d.

"St. Louis Blues"; e. "Bainbow 'Bound My Shoulder."
646 ft. For release August 3, 1929.

CECIL LEAN AND CLEO MAYFIELD (80). Number; "His
Luckv Dav." 1735 ft. For release August 10, 1929.

GEORGIE PRICE (81). Numbers; a. "The One That I
Love Loves Me"; b. "I'm Marching Home to Tou." 714
ft. For release August 17, 1929.

PHIL SPITALNY and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
Numbers; a. "Medley of Musical Comedy Hits"; b.

"Farewell Blues." 71 ft. For release August 24. 1929.

VAN AND SCHENCK (83). Numbers: a. "That's How Tou
Can Telt They're Irish"; b. "Rainbow 'Round My
Shoulder"; c. "Ramona"; d. "The Dixie Troubadours."
838 ft. For release August 31, 1929.

GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON (84). Numbers; a. "Just
Be a Builder of Dreams"; b. "Down Among the Sugar
Cane." 632 ft. For release September 7. 1929.

TITTA RUFFO (85). In "Credo" from "Othello." 525 ft.

For release September 14, 1929.

METRO MOVIETONE REVUE—"Bits of Broadway" (86).
For release September 21, 1929.

MADAME MARIA KURENKO (87). Numbers: a. "The
.Jewel Song," from Fau.st; b. "II Bacio" ; c. "The Last
Rose of Summer." 840 ft. For release September 28,
1929.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH (88). Numbers: a. "How
D'Ta Do"; b. "Ka Krazv for Tou"; c. "If I Had Tou."
727 ft. For release October 5, 1929.

YVETTE RUGEL (89). Numbers: a. "Paradise Lost"; b.
"Marie"; c. "The Parting." 713 ft. For release Oc-
tober 12. 1929.

SONG WRITERS REVUE, THE. Gus Edwards, Dave Dryer.
Fred A. Ahlert. Roy Turk, Boy Heindorf. Nacio Herb
Brown. Arthur Freed, Boy Egan, Fred Fisher and Jack
Benny. Directed by Sammy Lee.

BILTMORE TRIO (90). Number; "Jail Birds." 860 ft.
For release October 19. 1929.

CLYDE DOERR (91). Sa.-!ophone act,. Numbers: a. "Saxo-
phone March": b. "Sunny South"; c. "Technicalities";
d, "Bye. Bye, Sweetheart." 795 ft. For release Octo-
ber 26, 1929.

JIMMY HUSSEY (97). Number: "Uneasy Street." 841 ft.
For release December 7, 1929.

ROY EVANS (assisted by Al Belasco) (98). In comedy
sketch. Exclusive Columbia artist. 795 ft. For release
Decr-mher 14, 1929.

THE REVELLERS (89), Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
a Four Leaf Clover"; b. "Rose of Wailriki"; c. "Breez-
ing Along With the Breeze." 607 ft. For release De-
cemhpr 21. 1929.

MADAME MARIA KURENKO (100). Numbers: a. "Shadow
Song" from "Dlnorrah"; b. "Song of India." 714 ft.
For relfape Doccmber 2, 1929.

WALTER C. KELLY (101). In "The Virginia Judge." 803
ft. Fr.r release .January 4, 1930.

VAN AND SCHECK (102). Numbers: a. "Everything's
Going to Be All Right": b. "Ain't Got Nothin' ' Now"

;

c. "St. Louis Blues." 709 ft. For release January 11,
1930.

CLYDE DOERR (103). Sazophone act. Numbers: a. "Wed-
ding of the Painted Doll"; b. "If I had Tou"; c.
"Original Music." 572 ft. For release January 18.
1930.

BILTMORE TRIO (104). Tn "College Romeos," 853 ft. For
rulea-io January 25, 1930.

TOM WARING (565). Relea.'^e November 2 1929
TITTA RUFFO (120), Release November fl 1929
EARL & BELL '700). Relcn^e November 16, 1929
DUCI DE KEREKJARTO ffi22). Release November 23 1929
AARONSON'S COMMANDERS (698). Release November 3(V

1929.

Paramount

Christie Talking Plays

LET ME EXPLAIN. Starring Taylor Holmes, with John T.
Murray and Vivienne Oakland. Adapted from Kenyon
Nicholson's domestic sketch, "The Annonymous Letter."
Released January 25. 1930. Two reels.

THE DUKE OF DUBLIN. Starring Chariie Murray. Comedy
sketch of Irish ditch digger who suddenly gets a million
and runs a wild apartment house. Released February 1.

1930. Two reels.

DON'T BELIEVE IT. Starring James Gleason with Lucille
Gleason and John Litel. A husband becomes invisible

when he returns from a bust in Florida in a rented taxi-

cab. Gleason's sketch which was played on stage. Re-
leased February 8, 1930. Two reels.

SCRAPPILY MARRIED, With .Johnny Arthur, Bert Eoach,
Euth Taylor and Mabel Forrest. Two warring couples
across the hall from each other in an apartment house.
From playlet by Wilson Collison. Eeleased February 22,

1930. Two reels.
THE BEARDED LADY. Louise Pazenda in a sideshow bur-

lesQUe with all typical characters of a dime museum.
Released March 1, 1930. Two reels.

DOWN WITH HUSBANDS. With .Johnny Arthur, Bert
Eoach and Frances Lee. Based on Howard Green and
Milton Hoclo''s sketch. "Wives on Strike." Men im-
porting fair strikebreakers to Paducah to break their
wives' walkout. Eeleased March 8. 1930. Two reels.

THE STRONGER SEX. Carmel Mvers. Bert Eoach, George
Stone and Frances Lee. in comedy sketch by Florence
Ryerson and Colin Clements of a free-love author and
her real life and home longings. Released March
15. 1930. Two reels.

HIS HONOR, THE MAYOR. Chariie Murray in a politican
campaign comedy sketch. Released March 22, 1930. Two
reels,

JED'S VACATION. Charley Grapewin, Anna Chance, in their

own vaudeville sketch about adopting a baby. Intro-
duction on musical comedy stage. 1909 ft. Released
April 13. 1929.

DEAR VIVIEN. Raymond Hatton and Sam Hardy in a
clever comedy skit about a business man who wrote let-

ters, with which a bladvmailing blonde is holding him
up. 1801 ft. Relea,sed June 23. 1929.

THE SLEEPING PORCH. Raymond Griffith, Barbara Leon-
ard and John Lithel in sketch about a husband who is

sleeping out in the snow to cure a cold and his scheme
with a convict to get him out of it. 150 ft. Eeleased
Sept. 7. 1929.

FARO NELL, or In Old Californy. Louise Fazenda, Jack
Luden and Frank Eice in a travesty revival of an old
western melodrama. Laid on the desert and in an
old-fashioned movie western saloon. 1819 ft. Released
Oct. 5, 1929.

ADAM'S EVE. .Johnny Arthur, Frances Lee. in a comedy
sketch starting with a bridegroom's pre-marriage cele-

bration and ending in a mixup in the apartment of two
chorus ladies. 1618 ft. Eeleased Oct. 12, 1929.

HE DID HIS BEST. Ta.vlor Holmes. Carmel Mvers and
Kathrj'n McGuire. in farce comedy playlet of Holmes
entertaining a friend's wife for the evening, ending in a
comedy sword duel. 1616 ft. Eeleased Oct. 19. 1929.

THE FATAL FORCEPS. Ford Steriing, Bert Boach and
Will King, in comedy of a dentist on trial for nearly
murdering a saxophone player, whose music had driven
him crazy. 1664 ft. Released Nov. 2, 1929.

THE DANCING GOB. Buster and .Tohn West, in combina-
tion of West's stage dancing and comedy taking place
at a naval training station where she actors are mistaken
for sailors. 1823 ft. Eeleased Nov. 9, 1929.

DANGEROUS FEMALES. Marie Dressier and Polly Moran
in a comedy of two old spinsters about to entertain either
the evangelist or a dangerous criminal, with Dressier
getting a little intoxicated with the visitor. 1873 ft.

Eeleased Nov. 16, 1929.

BROWN GRAVY. All colored cast in Octayus Roy Cohen
stori' about a fake medium swindling the gullible
patrons, novel feature is Inclusion of Georgia Jubilee
Singers in spirituals. 1627 ft. Released Nov. 23, 1929.

HE LOVED THE LADIES. Taylor Holmes, Helene Milard
and Albert Conti. in farce comedy sketch of a near
elopement of a wife and how Holmes, the husband,
cleverlv handles the situation. 1764 ft. Released Nov.
30. 1929.

WEAK BUT WILLING. Will King. Billy Bevan and Dot
Farley in a comedy in a carliaret. with the Hebrew
comedian in a role of a husband being given a birthday
partn' and not being able to get any food. 1627 ft.

Released Dec. 14. 1929.

MARCHING TO GEORGIE. Buster and John West and
Frances Lee in a comedy starting on a battleship, with
Buster as a salior and John as comic captain, and end-
ing in a mixup in a girl's boarding school. 1850 ft.

Released Dec. 21. 1929.

THAT RED HEADED HUSSY. Chariey Grapewin and Anna
Chance as a couple of old-time vaudevilUans in, a martial
sketch staging a fake quarrel in front of their fighting
daughter and son-in-law. 1521 ft. Released Dec. 23,
1929.

FOR LOVE OR MONEY. Lois Wilson, Bert Roach and
Ernest Wood, in a comedy at the race track, with horse
race atmosphere and Bert Roach proring his friend's
wife's love. 1827 ft. Released .Tan. 4. 1930.

SO THIS IS PARIS GREEN. Louise Fazenda, Bert Eoach
and George Stone, in a burlesque of the Parasian Apache
theme, laid in the cabarets and Latin quarter of Paris.
Eeleased Jan. 18, 1930. Service talks, Feb. 15, 1930.

Pathe

George LeMaire Comedies
AT THE DENTIST'S (0501). George LeMaire and Louis

Simon. Scene; Dentist's oflice. TjOUis Simon, suffering
from a toothache, goes to George LeMaire for treatment.
For relase March 24, 1929. Two reels.

DANCING AROUND (0502). George LeMaire and Joe Phil-
lips. Scenes: Exterior and caibaret. George LeMaire
and Joe Phillips take girls out for big time. Ivan Bnin-
nell's Montrealers play "My Album of Dreams" and
Vivienne Johnson sings "Marie." For release April 21,
1929. Two reels,

GO EASY DOCTOR (0503). George LeMaire. Louis Simon,
George LeMaire as the bone-breaker—Louis Simon as the
nut—and howl For release .July 14, 1929.

THE PLUMBERS ARE COMING (0504). George LeMaire,
Louis Simon. LeMaire and Simon, two burglars, trying
to act like plumbers. For release August 18, 1929. Two

GENTLEMEN OF THE EVENING (0505). George LeMaire,
Lew Hearn, Evalyn Knapp. George LeMaire as the house
detective. Lew Hearn as a delegate in Association of
Inventors of America convention and E\'alvn Knapp as
the girl in the case. For release Oct. 20, 1929. Two
reels.

BARBER'S COLLEGE (0506). George LeMaire, Lew Hearn,
Sam Eaynor, Gladys Hart. Lew Hearn as "Good Time
Charlie," graduate of a barbers' college, creates havoo
in a barber shop. For release Dec. 15, 1929. Two reels.

TIGHT SQUEEZE. A (0507). George LeMaire, Jimmy Conlin,
Evalyn Knapp. The adventures of a pair of impecunious
young men who borrow dress suits to call upon their
best girls. For release Feb. 2, 1930. Two reels.

THE NEW WAITER (0508). Eebla. Leonard Henry, Robert
Hine, Quentin Tod, Reginald Smith, Ann Maitland, Eeg.
Casson, Barrie Oliver, Betty Oliver, Betty Frankiss, Joy
Spring, Moyra GiUis. the (iharlo: Chorus. Escapades of

a would-be waiter. For release June 8, 1930, Two reels.

Manhattan Comedies

[First Series]

HER NEW CHAUFFEUR (0511). Louis Simon, Verree Teas-
dale, Averill Harris. He thinks .she is his bride-to-be and
she thinks he is her chauffeur. Then her husband arrives.
Eelease May 19, 1929. 2 reels.

WHAT A DAY (0512). Louis Simon, Kay Mallory. They
wanted to go on a picnic and what a picnic they had.
Eelease June 16, 1929. 2 reels.

HARD BOILED HAMPTON (0513). Harry Holman, Evalyn
Knapp, Doris McMahon, Alice Bunn, Andy Jochim.
Holman is a hard boiled lawyer with a fast line. For
release July 28. 1929. Two reels.

BIG TIME CHARLIE (0514). Lew Hearn, Dick Lancaster.
Evalyn Knapp. A hick comes to New Tork to make
whoopee on New Tear's Eve. Eddie Elkins' Orchestra
plays in night dub sequence. For release October 6,

1929. Two reels.

LOVE, HONOR AND OH. BABY (0515). Herbert Tost.
Franklyn Ardell, Evalyn Knapp, Kay Mallory. A very
modern version of "the worm that turned" theme. For
release Decemoer 15. 1929. Two reels.

A PERFECT MATCH (0516). Paul Baron, Ann Butler, (Hara
Langsmer, George Mayo. The bridegroom borrows his
friend's apartment to stage the marriage festivities. He
loses his job and wife leaves him. For release April 6,

1930. Two reels.

[Second Series]

LIVE AND LEARN (1511). Ed Deering. Addle McPhall,
Maurice Black. Gertrude Astor, George Towne Hall, David
Durand. A jealous husband endeavors to reach his wife
who is quarantined in an apartment with her former
spouse. Eelease June 15, 1930. 2 reels.

SWELL PEOPLE (1512). Harry Gribbon, Dot Parley, John
Hyams, Leila Mclntvre. Marcia Manning. A millionaire
brick-layer invites a bank president and his wife to dinner
at his mansnn. Eelease August 24, 1930. 2 reels.

A ROYAL FLUSH (1513). Ethel Davis, Duke Alartin.
Norma Leslie. Bessie Hill. Hugh Allan. Wm. Von Brinken.
Jimmy Aubrey, Vincent Barnett. A maid masquerades
as a countess to help her lion-hunting mistress. Eelease
October 10, 1930. 2 reels.

Checker Comedies

[First Series]

THE SALESMAN (0531). Frank Davis. Helen Eby-Eocke.
He knew nothing about cars but he sold one to her. Ee-
lease Julv 21, 1929. 2 reels.

TURKEY FOR TWO (0532). Frank T. Davis. William Fraw-
ley. Noel Francis. Two escaped convicts with a fond-
ness for turkey comes to a Westchester inn at Thanks-
giving. Jack LeMaire's Golden Booster Orchestra fea-
tures "I'll Say She's Pretty." For release August 25.

1929. Two reels.

SMOOTH GUY, THE. (0533). Frank T. Davis and Evalyn
Knapp. A bean salesman with a grand spiel tries his
line on a small town girl. For release Oct. 27. 1929.
Two reels

ALL STUCK UP (0534). Harry McNaughton. 01.yn Landick.
Charles Howard. Evalyn Knapp. Lester Dorr, Joe B.
Stanley. How paper hangers go on strike and guests
at newlyweds' housewarming try to finish the job with
mirthful results. Eelease Jan. 19, 1930. Two reels.

RICH UNCLES (0535): Eichard Carle. Addie McPhail. Ed
Dearing, George Town all. Spec O'Donnell, Peggy
Eleanor. "The rich uncle arrives and finds the bridge in
the company of one of her former suitors who he mis-
takes for the bridgegroom. For release May 11. 1930.
Two reels.

TRYING THEM OUT (0536) Billy Caryll. Duncan and
Godrey, Charles Bego, BUlie Eego, .Jessie Hitter. Harry
Eogers, Archie McCaig. Don and Luis, the Plaza Boys,
-^n amateur performance in an English music hall. For
release May 25. 1930. Two reels.

[Second Series]

AMERICA OR BUST (1531). Daphne Pollard, .Jimmy Aub-
rcT. Blister Slavin, Bobby Dunn. Lee Shumway. Bobby
Hale. Tempe Pigott. Norma Leslie. 'Arriet 'Bmingway
makes six attempts to beat the quota and finally gets into
America on her seventh try bringing with her 'Arold, her
precious son, who wants to see the Hinjuns. Release July
27, 1930. 2 reels.

DANCE WITH ME (1532). Arthur Wanzer, Mabel Palmer.
Oipid Ainsworth. Kewpie Morgan. John Morris. Mary Gior-

don. The story tells what happens at a truck drivers' ball.
Release October 5. 1930. 2 reels.

ONE NUTTY NIGHT (1533). Si Wills. Bob Carney.
Two correspondence school detectives try to apprehend a
maniac and l.nnd him in the insane asylum. Eelease No-
vember 30. 1930. 2 reels.

Melody Comedies

[First Series]

SYNCOPATED TRIAL (0571). Jlorgan Morley. Lew Sey-
more. A musical mock trial. Eddie Elkins* Orchestra
and Ed Prinz Dancers feature. For release Sept. 8.
1929. Two reels.

AFTER THE SHOW (0572). Jack Pepper. Slorgan Morley.
Paul Gamer. Jack Wolf. Numbers: "Can't Find a
Girl." "A-Hunting We Will Go," "Here We Are,"
".Tig-A-Boo-Jig." "Ain't That Too Bad," "Mississippi
Jfurl." For release Nov. 10, 1929. Two reels.

A NIGHT IN A DORMITORY (0573). Ginger Rogers, Ruth
Hamilton, Thelma White, Morgan Morley, Eddie Elkins
and Orchestra. The adventure of a school girl in a
night club as related by her to her school mates in the
dormitorv. For release .Tan. 5, 1930. Two reels

SIXTEEN SWEETIES (0574). Thelma White. Bob Carney.
Si Wills, Harry M(!Naughton. George McKay. Eddie El-
kins and Orchestra. A miniature revue. For release
April 20. 1930. Two reels.
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PICK 'EM YOUNG (0575). Bobby Agnew. Mary Hutchinson.
Alona Ray. Carmelita Geraglity. Fanchon Frankel. Vera
March. George Hall. Bobby must marry in order to
inherit a fortune. He seeks the aid of a matrimonial
bureau, much to his grief. Music—"Boy of My Dreams."
"Little by Little," "Wedding March." ".Moaning' for
Tou," "She Might Be Bad for You." For release May
4. 1930. Two reels.

MUSICAL BEAUTY SHOP (0576). Ethel Baird. Leonard
Henrj-. Pope Stamper. Sammy Lewis. Barrie Oliver. Joy
Spring. Betty Oliver. Joyra Gillis. the Chariot Chorus.
Modern business and music combined to make manicures
and massages easy to take. For release June 1, 1930.
Two reels.

[Second Series]

MIND YOUR BUSINESS (1571). Eohert Agnew. Dorothy
Gulliver. John Hyams. Mar>- Foy. William Eugene. Guy
Voyer. A real estate salesman, who loses his job and his
girl, mastiuerades as a female singer at a dance for pros-
pective customers in order to win them both back. Re-
lease July 20. iS'oi). 2 reels.

Variety Comedies

BEACH BABIES. Charles Kemper, Evalyn Knapp. Naomi
Casey. Charles Kemper tries to shine in the eyes of
Evalyn Knapp while N'aomi Casey makes him appear
ridiculous. For release Aug. 6, 1929. Two reels.

HAUNTED (0552). Bob Jlillikin. Eval.vn Knapp, Charles
Kemper, Mystery comedv embodying all the thrills of
The Cat and the Canary, The Gorilla. The Bat and
others. For release Sept. 1, 1929. Two reels.

END OF THE WORLD (0553). Alexander Carr. Lorin Baker.
Marcia Manning. A wealthy Hebrew, believing the world
is about to end. gives his son thousands and his consent
to the latter's marriage to an Irish maid. For release
Seot. 20. 1929. Two reels.

HIS OPERATION (0554). Charles Kemper. Sally Noble.
He must have quiet, but what a racket they raise. For
release Nov. 24. 1929. Two reels.

WEDNESDAY AT THE RITZ (0555). (Charles Kemper. Eva-
lyn Knapp. The almost-married yoimg man and some
girl and they meet "Wednesday at the Ritz." Release
Dec. 22. 1929. Two reels.

DOING PHIL A FAVOR (0557). Mackenzie Ward and Val
Lester. A British society man is jealous of his wife and
uses his friend Phil to test her fidelity. Release Feb.
16. 1930. Two reels.

HIS BIRTHDAY SUIT (0558), Dr. Carl Herman. Steve
Mills, Billy M. Green, Cliff Bragdon. WHiat happens
at a vaudeville show when two little boys attempt to aid
the Great Hokev in his mystery act. For release May 4,
1930. Two reels.

HER HIRED HUSBAND (0556). Noel Francis. .Terry Norris,
Ethel Norris, Harrs- McNaughton, James Coughlin. Austin
Fairman. .She must have a husband immediately so she
hires her maid's man and complications set in. For
release Jan. 1, 1930. Two reels.

Folly Comedies

[First Serlesl

FANCY THAT (0541), WUliam Frawley. Earle Dewey.
What a party would look like if two hobos suddenly
became millionaires. Frawlev sings "Dearest One." For
release Sept. 22. 1929. Two reels.

SO THIS IS MARRIAGE (0542). Guy Voyer, Norma Pallat.
Earle Dewey. Miniature musical comedv of marriage and
its problems. Theme song: "After Tou Say 'I Love
You.' " For release Nov. 17. 1929. Two reels.

BEAUTY SPOT, THE (0543). Special Cast, Releasing April
e. 1930.

RIDE 'EM COWBOY (0544). Thelma White. Bob Carney.
Lester Dorr, Ormar Glover, Eddie Elkins and orchestra.
Release April 13, 1930. Two reels.

CHILLS AND FEVER (0545). Al Shean, Mary Clark.
Evalyn Knapp, An amateur theatrical society rehearses
in a deserted house which is thought to be haunted by
two travelers who have lost their way in the rain. For
release April 27, 1930. Two reels.

REDHEADS (0546). Nat Carr. Charles Kaley. Joan Gay-
lord, Katherine Wallace. Bessie Hill, Mona Ray, Bthel
Davis, Trouble starts when the wife of a fashion shop
owner discovers that hubby has engaged show girls as
models. Music—"Since I Met You." "Shake Trouble
Away," "Wedding March," For release May 18, 1930.
Two reels.

[Second SeriesJ

TWO FRESH EGGS (1541), Al St, .Inhn. .Timmy Aubrey.
Ernest Young, Helen Patterson. Billy Taft. Ella Van. Two
starved friends in search of a free meal become chef and
waiter in a cafe but even then they don't eat. Release
Jtilv 6. 1930. 2 reels.

THE BOSS'S ORDERS (1542). Gene Morgan, Addie Mc-
Phail, Arthur Hoyt, Gertrude Astor, Meeka .\ldrich, Ni-
nette Faro, Dick Stewart, Two married salesmen enter-
tain a couple of French women in the Interest of their
company and their wives find them with the female for-
eigners in a cafe. Release August 31. 1930, 2 reels.

Golden Rooster Comedies
GARDEN OF EATIN' (0561). James Gleason, Lucille Web-

ster Gleason, The story of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie's bean-
ery that tried to become ritzy—and what happened when I

Orchestra plays "Pouring Down Rain," For release Aug.
11, 1929. Two reeels.

RUBEVILLE (0563). Harry B. Watson. Reg. Merville. Jere
Delaney. Josephine Fontaine. Miniature musical comedy.
Numbers: "Sally," "Maggie." "Sweet Long Ago," "Bag-
ging the Scale." "She May Have Seen Better Days."
"Sweet Sixteen," "Wabash," 'TSedelia." "Taka Hoola
Hicky Doola," "Over the Waves." For release Dec. 8,
1929. Two reels.

FIFTY MILES FROM BROADWAY (0566). Harry B. Wat-
son. Reg Merville, Olga Woods. Miniature musical com-
edy. Numbers: "How Is Everything Back Home," "Trail
to Yesterday," "Carolina Moon," "Oh, Tillle." "School-
days," "Summer Time." "Rosle, You Are My Posie,"
"Stars and Stripes," "Wait Till the Svm Shines Nellie,"
"Give My Regards to Broadway." Release March 16.
1930, Two reels.

RUBEVILLE NIGHT CLUB (05G4). Harry B. Watson. Reg
Merville, Josephine Fontaine, Olga Woods, Miniature
musical comedy. Numbers: "I'm Just a Vagabond
Lover," "It's Always Fair Weather," "Sunrise to Sun-
set," "Maggie," "Harmonists," "Nola," "Doln" the
Raccoon." "Under the Double Eagle." "Turkey in the
Straw," "Mocking Bird." Release Jan. 26, 1930. Two
reels.

CROSBY'S CORNERS (0565). Reg Merville. Felix Rush,
Josephine Fontaine, George Patten. Miniature musical
comedies. Numbers: "Down On the Farm." 'Til Do
Anything For Tou." "Every Day Away From Tou."
"What a Day." "I Ain't Got Nothing for Nobody But
Tou." "Sweet 16." "Here We Are." "Ragging the
Scale." "Good Night Ladies," "Merrily We RoU
Along." ".Tingle Bells," "Auld Lang Syne." Release
Feb. 23, 1930. Two reels.

FAIRWAYS AND FOUL (0562), James and Lucille Webster
Gleason. The Gleasons on a golf course. Release Oct.
19, 1929.

Buck and Bubbles Comedies

FOWL PLAY (0523). Buck and Bubbles. The boys have
to deliver an ostrich. On the way they become en-
tangled with a yaUer- skinned vamp. Wliat happens is

plenty. Numbers: "Suwanee River." "Oh, Tou Beauti-
ful Doll," "When I Get You Alone Tonight," "Give
Me a Little Kiss Will You, Hun," "Coal Blaol; Mammy
of Mine." "Chicken Reel." For release Dec. 29, 1929.
Two reels.

HIGH TONED (0524). Buclj and Bubbles. When his dusky
rival not only grabs his job of butler, but also his
lady friend. Wildcat brings in Denny and Lilly the goat
to start something. Numbers: "Mv Old Kentuclcv
Home," "Home, Sweet Home." "12th Street Rag,"
"Clarine Marmalade," "Lonely Me." Release Feb. 9,
1930.

OARKTOWN FOLLIES (0525). Buck and Bubbles. Broke
and hungry. Wildcat and Denny show their samples of
song, dance and joke and stumble onto the rehearsal of
a Darktown Follies and get the job. Numbers: "St.
Louis Blues." "I'm Caazy For Tou," "Rachmaninoff's
Prelude." "Mean To Me." "Some Rainy Day." Release
March 2. 1930. Two reels.

HONEST CROOKS (0526). Buck and Bubbles. A mysteri-
ous black bag, buried in a haystaelc by a couple of
crooks, IS found by the boys, full of money. When they
try to return it, things happen—and bowl Numbers:
"Turkey in the Straw," "Old Black Joe," Release March
23 1930

BLA"ci< MARCISSUS (0521), Buck and Bubbles. Wildcat
is enmeshed in the wiles of a siren while trjnng to
rescue his pal. Denny, from matrimony with another
dusky charmer. Numbers: "Dixie," "That's How I
Feel About Y'ou, Sweetheart." "If I Had Tou," "Chopin's
Funeral March," and "Wagner's Wedding March," Re-
leased Sept. 15, 1929. Two reels,

IN AND OUT (0522), Buck and Bubbles, Buck and
Bubble^ as Wildcat and Demmv do some funny stepping
"in and out" of jail. Numbers: "Prisoner's Song,"
"Hap-Hap-Happiness" and 'The Good Old Stunmertime,

"

Released Nov. 3, 1929. Two reels.

Rainbow Comedies

THE BEAUTIES (1501), Ruth Hiatt. Dick Stewart. Charles
Kaley, Bessie Hill, Harrv- Masters, Billie Gilbert, Muggins
Davies. An artist is painting a masterpiece which he will
enter in an international contest. Three conspirators plot
against his success. Songs and dance numbers throughout.
Release .Tune 29, 1930, 2 reels.

HOLD THE BABIES (1502). Robert Agnes. PhyUis Crane.
Addie McPhail, Dick Stewart. Richard Carle. Spec O'Don-
nell. A young, newly married man finds him.self serving
as an impromptu nursemaid for his sister-in-law's bawling
baby. Release -August 17, 1930. 2 reels,

GIVE ME ACTION (1503), Harry Holman, John Hyams.
Marcia JIanning. A clever stenog softens the heart of a
grouchy lawj'er who sends her on a vacation with pay to
marry the young hero son of his old classmate. Release
September 28, 1930. 2 reels.

Whoopee Comedies

BIG HEARTED (1551), Harry Gribbon, Vivian Oakland,
Dorothy Gulliver. Ray Hughes. A nervy salesman and his
wife take possession of one-half of a duplex bungalow and
start borrowing from the young married couple who oc-
cupy the other half. Release June 22. 1930. 2 reels.

CARNIVAL REVUE (1552). T. Roy Barnes. Ruth Hiatt, Ray
Hughes. Frank Sabini. Eddie Clark. A young man who is

in love with a headliner of a circus follows the show and
gets a job as mystic mind-reader. Release August 3, 1930.
2 reels,

SOME BABIES (1553), Little Billy. Bob Carney, Richard
Carle. Ruth Hiatt. .John Hyams, X hungry actor enters
his midget partner in a baby contest where they meet a
pretty girl whose rich imcle wants a jester. Release Sep-
tember 21. 1930, 2 reels.

Rodeo Comedies

RANCH HOUSE BLUES (1561). Mildred Harris. Don
Douglas, Harry Woods, Nick Cogley, Billie Burt, Empire
Comedy Four, Tom Mahoney. Xn unsuspecting rancher

sells his ranch to his unscrupulous neighbors who know it

has valuable oil veins but the hero, heroine and kid
brother save the dav. Release -Tulv 13, 1930, 2 reels,

HEARTS AND HOOFS (1562). Cornelius Keefe. Mona Rico,
Fred Warren. George Rigas, Hector Samo. A gj'psy girl

elopes with a cowboy when her gypsy lover thinks she is

going to kill him (the cowboy) for Insulting her. Release
September 7. 1930. 2 reels.

HALF PINT POLLY (1563). Tom Tyler. Mona Ray, Hank
& Tom McFarlane. Marcia Manning. Charles Clary. Bobby
Dunn, Harry O'Connor. Al Smith. Bud Osborne. The story
concerns the rivalry of two ranchers who endeavor to de-
feat each other's entry in the aimual rodeo horse race.

Release October 9. 1930, 2 reels.

Campus Comedies

TWO PLUS FOURS (1521), Nat Carr. Thelma Hill, Ed
Deering, Harty Barris, A, Rinker and Bing Crosby (the
Rhythm Boys), Spec O'Donnell. Giving credit to college
boys nearly breaks Tailor Ginshurg until his pretty niece
speaks to the boys. Released August 10, 1930. 2 reels,

ALL FOR MABEL (1522). Si Wills, Sally Starr, Cupid
.Alnsworth, Charles McClelland, Leila Mclntyre, Bob and
Si butt into the love affair of the college athletic champ
and accidentally best him. Released October 12, 1930.
2 reels.

Pathe Audio Review

ISSUE NO. I. Elephant—It's the Climate—Songs of th»
Steppes.

ISSUE NO. 2. Notes from Paris—The Street That Jack
Biult—Fences.

ISSUE NO. 3. Safari—Winter White—Blow the Man Down.
ISSUE NO. 4. Borneo, High life in Borneo—Paris, Spires
—New Tork, Cossacks,

ISSUE NO. 5. TivoU—Gats and Guns—Hills of Home

—

Machine.
ISSUE NO. 6. Spooks—He Styles (Pathechrome)—On With

the Dance.
ISSUE NO, 7. We Knew Them When—The Land of Tester-

day—Whiskey Johnnie.
ISSUE NO. 8. Fancy Steppers—Red Hot Hollywood-

Nocturne.

ISSUE NO. 3. Things We Live With—Indian—Lauder and
Funnier— ' 'Gator.

"

ISSUE NO. 10, Imported Noise—"Way Up There—Scoring
the Pictiire,

ISSUE NO. II. Grey Mystery—Home Sweet Home—Love
Finds a Way.

ISSUE NO. 12. Do Tou Remember?—Art Comes to Pole-
cat Creek—Cape Cod,

ISSUE NO. 13. Fairy Story—A Night Out in Paris,
ISSUE NO, 14. Flight—Heaven Will Protect the Working

Girl—Hay and Sunshine—Designing Mermaids,
ISSUE NO. 15. America—Riotous Drama from Old Nippon—Te Olde Newspaper,
ISSUE NO. 16. Sweet Alice Ben Bolt—Tiber—Jungle Out-

rage,
ISSUE NO. 17. Rough English Art—Two Story Piano

—

,Tewels—Men of Darmouth,
ISSUE NO. 19. Fish and How—Little Bo-Peep—Violins.
ISSUE NO. 19. The Grapes—Artful Athletics—Loneness

Pines.
ISSUE NO. 20. Frogs—-Anchors Aweigh—^Havana.
ISSUE NO. 21. Busy Bee—Coal Belt Art—Artful Mud-

Rio Grande.
ISSUE NO. 22. In Sweden—La Paloma—Chemical Forest.
ISSUE NO. 23. Away with the Wind—Mandy Lee—Co-

lumbus.
ISSUE NO. 24. Niagara—Eve's Leaves^Washington—Bance

of the Daily Dozen.
ISSUE NO. 25. Chateur—Literary Collies—Ethermist.
ISSUE NO. 26. Musical America—Sailor Take Care—Temple

Emanu—El.
ISSUE NO. 27. Poppies—Very Limited—Very Sad—Port of
War.

ISSUE NO. 28. Desert Giants—Cellos—Double Trouble.
ISSUE NO. 29. Prehistoric—Neapolitan Classic—Musio

—

Egvntian Derby.
ISSUE NO. 30,

" Wets Win in Egj'pt—Love's Old Sweet Song—The Peri3etual Newsreel,
ISSUE NO, 31. Higli and Wild—Sea Tag—Big Timber Ex-

pose—The Tucker—Navanza,
ISSUE NO, 32. Persian Art in Old Bagdad—Two and the

Dloon—The Prince Business.
ISSUE NO. 33 "Only a Bird in a Gilded Case"-Rip Van

Winkle's Game—Rock Garden.
ISSUE NO. 34. Once There Were Three Bears—Around the

World in Eighty Looks.
ISSUE NO. 35. Pheasant—Marshland—The Day of Rest-

Dumb Dancers,

Pathe Silent Revietv

ISSUE NO. I. Zooming Over Luzon—The Bowery—High Up
—Fish Fight,

ISSUE NO. 2. Making Hon. Movie—A Dot on the Map-
Headless,

ISSUE NO. 3. Snappy Scenery—It's the Climate—Klephant,
ISSUE NO. 4. Fences—Temple of India—Chicken—The

Street that Jack Built.
ISSUE NO. 5. Very Shapely—Safari—Winter White.
ISSUE NO. 6. High Life in Borneo—Hon. Stenog In Japan

Birds and Bees and Blossoms.
I SUE NO. 7. Tivoll—Machine—The Other Side of It—Bust

and How—Wliere Babies Come From.
ISSUE NO. 8. Spooks—Spring in Normandy—Circus.
ISSUE NO. 9. Land of Testerday — Ups and Downs — We

Knew Them When.
ISSUE NO. 10. Fancy Steppers—He Styles—Nocturne.
ISSUE NO. II. Things We Live With—Indian—Gator.
ISSUE NO. 12. Way Up There — Bird Hunt — Hon. Quick

Chan gc—Oranges,
ISSUE NO. 13. Grev Mystery—Love Nest—Love Finds a Way.
ISSUE NO. 14. Do Tou Remember?—Very Dizzy—Cape Cod.
ISSUE NO. 15. Hell on Earth— Big Fly Spectacle— Fairy

Ston-.
ISSUE NO. 16. Flight—Comic Section—Te Olde Newsreel.
ISSUE NO. 17. Tiber—,Tewels—Designing Mermaids,
ISSUE NO. 18. Rough English Art^-Bedtime Story—Riotous

Drama from Old Nippon,
ISSUE NO, 19. Desert Giants—Fish and How—Odd Timers

•—Little Bo Peep.
ISSUE NO. 20. The Grape—Artful Athletics—Lonesome Pines.
ISSUE NO, 21. Frogs — Hay and Sunshine— Catch as Can

Catch—^Havana,
ISSUE NO, 22. Busy Bee—Educated Mud Pie—Fancy Fan

for Miladv, etc,

ISSUE NO. 23. Big Health Picture — Chemical Forest— In
Sweden.

ISSUE NO. 24. Niagara—^Eve's Leaves—Dance of the Daily
Dn^en—Wa shington.

ISSUE NO. 25. Columoiis-Away With the Wind—Half Shot.
ISSUE NO. 2ti. Snappy Snaps—Ethermist—Artful Angles,
ISSUE NO, 27. Chateau—Ugly Ducklinc-Back to Ba^k.
ISSUE NO. 28. Sailor Take Care—Muddy Mixtures—Temple

Emanu-El.
ISSUE NO. 29. Poppie.9—Very limited-Port of War—Double

Ti'ouhle.

ISSUE NO. 30. Hodzu Hapids—The Sealin' Racket—Lulworth
Cove—Poker Face.

ISSUE NO. 31. Bygone Bijoux—Pampered Pets—In Sunny
Iberia—^Egyptian Derby.

ISSUE NO. 32. Hurtling Hercules—Me and My Shadow

—

Cantering Canaries,

Aesop's Fables

Dinner Time, Stage Struck, Presto Change, Skating Hounds,
Faithful Pups, Custard Pies, Woodchoppers. Concentrate.
.Tall Breakers, Bug House College Days. House Cleaning
Time, A Stone Age Romance, The Big Scare. Jungle Fool,
Fly's Bride, Summer Time, Mill Pond, Tuning In, Barn-
yard Melody. Night Club, Close Call, Ship Ahoy. The
Iron Man. Singing Saps. Sky Skippers, Good Old School-
days, Foolish Follies. Dixie Days, Western Whoopee. Tke
Haunted Ship, Oom Pah Pah, Noah Knew His Ark,
A Bugville Romance, A Bomeo Robin, Jungle Jazz,
Snow Time, Hot Tamale, Laundry Blues,

Grantland Rice Sportlight

Winning Patterns, Three Aces. Crystal Champions, Clowning
the Game. Sport Almanac, Modem Rhythm, Hoot. Line
and Melody. Duffers and Champs, Bo.vhood Memories,
Gridiron Glory. Body Building. Stamina, Feminine Fitness,
Sport A-La-Carte, Carolina Capers. Interesting Tails,
Happy Golf, Bow and Arrows. The Feline Fighter, Splash-
ing Through, Dogging It, Big Top Champions, Spills and
Thrills, Fish, Fowls and Fun, Fairway Favorites, Hooked,
Sporting Brothers, Champion Makers, Campus Favorites,
Somewhere Out, Let 'Er Buck, Chasing Rainbows, Dude
Eanching.

Topics of the Day
Topical Hits, Topical Tips, Topical Bits. Topical Quips, Press-

ing His Suit, Topical Nips. Topical Clips, Topical Pips,
Topical Flips, Topical Slips, Topical Hips, Topical Blta,
Topical Wits, Topical Pits. Topical Slips, Topical Iileks,
The Fetters. Topical Kicks, Topical Ticks. Topical Hicks,
Topical Nieks. On the Air, In the Park, Cover Charge.
Home Sweet Home. What, No Bait!, Van'Beuien News.
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Song Sketches

MANDALAY: Featuring James Stanley, baritone.

TRUMPETER, THE: Featuring .Tames Stanley, baritone.

SONGS OF MOTHER: Featuring Francis Luther and Ebza-
betli Lenox. ^ , ^ . -

LOVE'S MEMORIES: Featuring Francis Luther, Lois Ben-
nett and Evalyn Knapp. j ^ • t. ..

DEEP SOUTH: Featuring James Stanley and Lois Bennett.

VOICE OF THE SEA: Featuring James Stanley and Mar-
garet Olsen.

Vagabond Adventure Series

Featuring Tom Terris as the Vagabond Director. The Golden

Pagoda, locale, India; Streets of Mystery, locale, India;

The Glacier's Secret, locale. South Pole; The Lair of

Chan?-Ow, locale. China; Temples of SUence. locale,

Anghor; Sacred Fires, locale, Benares; Valley of the

Kings, locale Egypt; Satan's Fury, locale. Volcanoes of

White Islands; Jungle Fury, locale, Bangoon; The Lotus

Dream, locale. Hong Kong ; Love That Kills, locale, Malay
Forest; Drums of Fear, locale. New Guinea; The For-

bidden Shrine, locale, Arabia.

Radio Pictures

Record Breakers

[Alberta Vanghn-AI Cook]

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

AS YOU MIKE IT (0602). Released Sept. 8, 1929.

MEET THE QUINCE (0603). Released Sept. 22, 1929.

LOVE'S LABOR FOUND (0604). Released Nov. 10, 1929.

THEY SHALL NOT PASS OUT (0605). Released Nov. 24,

1929
EVENTUALLY BUT NOT NOW (0606). Released April 13,

1930
CAPTAIN OF THE ROLL, THE (0607). Released Dec. 22,

1929.
THE SLEEPING CUTIE (0607). Released Jan. 5. 1930.

LOST AND FOUNDERED (0608). Released Jan. 19. 1930.

OLD VAMPS FOR NEW (0609). Released Feb. 2. 1930.

THE SETTING SON (0610). Released Feb. 16. 1930.

THE DEAR SLAYER (0611). Released March 2, 1930.

CASH AND MARRY (0C12). Released March 16. 1030.

LAND OF SKY BLUE DAUGHTERS (0613). Released March
30, 1930.

Mickey McGuire

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

MICKY'S MIDNITE FOLLIES (0701). Released Aug. 18,

1929.
MICKEY'S SURPRISE (0702). Released Sept. 15, 1929. Serv-

ice Talks. Feb. 15, 1930.
MICKEY'S MIXUP (0703). Released Oct. 13, 1929.

MICKEY'S BIG MOMENT (0704). Released Nov. 10. 1929.

MICKEY'S STRATEGY (0705). Released Dec. 8, 1929.

CHAMPS (0706). Released Feb. 2. 1930.
MASTER MIND (0707). Released March 2, 1930.

LUCK (0708). Released March 30, 1930.
WHIRLWIND (0709). Released April 27. 1930.

WARRIOR (0710). Released May 25. 1930.

MICKEY THE ROMEO (0711). Released .Tune 22. 1930.

MICKEY'S MERRY MEN (0712). Released July 20, 1930.

WINNERS (0713). Released Aug. I'l', 1930.

RCA Shorts

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

BURGLAR. THE (0801). Released Aug. 11. 1929.
ST. LOUIS BLUES (0802). Released Sept. 8, 1929.
TWO GUN GINSBURG (0803). Released Oct. 13. 1929.
HUNT THE TIGER (0804). Released Nov. 10. 1929.
BLACK AND TAN (0806). Released Deo. 8. 1929.
GUNBOAT GINSBURG (O808). Released Jan. 12, 1930.

OLD BILL'S CHRISTMAS (0807). Released Feb. 9, 1930.
CAMPUS SWEETHEARTS (0813). Released March 9. 1930.
GENERAL GINSBURG (0810). Released April 13, 1930.
HOT BRIDGE (0S0.5). Released Mav 11, 1930.
BARNUM WAS WRONG (0809). Released June 4, 1930.
OFF TO PEORIA (11811). Released July 13, 1930.
WHO'S GOT THE BODY (0812). Released Aug. 3, 1930.

RCA Novelties

(All-Talking—One Reel)

HEADWORK (0901). Released Sept. 15. 1929.
GODFREY LUDLOW &. N B C ORCHESTRA (0902). Re-

leased Nov. 10, 1929.
THE FAIR DECEIVER (O903). Released Jan. 5, 1930.
THE STRANGE INTERVIEW (0904). Released March 2,

1930.
PALOOKA FLYING SCHOOL (0906). Released AprU 27,

1930.

RCA Marc Connelly

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

TRAVELER, THE (0907). Released Aug. 18, 1929.
UNCLE. THE (0909), Released Oct. 13, 1929.
SUITOR, THE (0910). Released Dec. 8, 1929.
THE BRIDEGROOM (0908). Released Feb. 2, 1930.
THE MAGNATE (0911). Released March 30, 1930.
THE GUEST (0912). Released May 25, 1930.
GOOD TIME KENNETH (0913). Released July 20. 1930.

Universal

Snappy Cartoon Comedies

(Oswald the Rabbit, Fanny the Mule)

(Synchronized Only—One Reel)

WEARY WILLIES. Released Aug. 5. 1929.
SAUCY SAUSAGES. Released AuR. 19, 1929,
RACE RIOT. Released Sept. 2, 1929.
OILS WELL. It-leased Sept. 16, 1929.
PERMANENT WAVE. Released Sept. 30, 1929,
COLE TURKEY. Released Oct. 14, 1929.
PUSSY WILLIE. Released Oct, 28. 1929.
AMATEUR NITE. Bfileased Not, 11, 1029,

SNOW USE. Released Nov. 25, 1929.

NUTTY NOTES. Released Dec. 9, 1929.

UNDER THE WHITE ROBE (3990). Oswald. Release May
19, re-issue.

HOT FOR HOLLYWOOD (3990). Oswald. Release May 19,

1930.

ANTHONY &. CLEOPATRA (3991). Released May 26, 1930.
Re-issue.

HELL'S HEELS (3992). Oswald. Release June 2, 1930.

COLUMBUS AND ISABELLA (3993). Release June 9, 1930.

Re-issue.
MY PAL PAUL (3994). Oswald. Released June 16, 1930.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (3995). Release June 23, 1930. Re-
issue.

NOT SO QUIET (3996). Oswald. Release June 30, 1930.

SHOULD POKER PLAYERS MARRY? (3997). Release July
7, 1930, Re-issue.

SPOOKS (3998). Oswald. July 14, 1930.
SONG OF THE CABALLERO. Released June 29, 1930.

SONS OF THE SADDLE. Release July 20. 1930.

SPOOKS. An Oswald Cartoon. Silent and sound. 1
Release July 14, 1930.

SINGING SAP, Oswald. Released September 8, 1930,

FANNY THE MULE. Released September 15, 1930.

Collegians

(AU Star)

(Talking—Two Reels)

ON THE SIDELINES. Released Aug. 5, 1929.

USE YOUR FEET. Released Aug. 19, 1929.

SPLASH MATES. Released Sept. 2, 1929.

GRADUATION DAZE. Released Sept. 16, 1929,

reel.

Special

(Talking)

SWEETHEARTS: Roonev Family, two reels. Released Sept.
2, 1929.

LOVE TREE, THE: Rooney Family, two reels. Released Sept.
16, 1929.

ACTOR, THE: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Sept. 16, 1929,

INCOME TACT: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Sept, 30,
1929.

ROYAL PAIR, THE: Rooney Family, two reels. Released
Sept. 30, 1929.

DELICATESSEN KID. THE: Benny Rubin, two reels. Re-
leased Oct. 14, 1929.

LOVE BIRDS: Rooney Family two reels. Released Oct. 14,
1929.

POP AND SON: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Oct. 28,
1929.

MARKING TIME: Rooney Family, two reels. Released Oct,
28, 1929.

BROKEN STATUTES: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Nov.
11, 1929.

THREE DIAMONDS, THE: Rooney Family, two reels. Re-
leased Nov. 11, 1929.

PILGRIM PAPAS: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Nov. 25,
1929.

HOTSY TOTSY: Benny Rubin, one reeL Released Dec. 8,
1929.

Universal Comedies

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

BABY TALKS: Sunny .Tim. Released Sept. 11, 1929.
WATCH YOUR FRIENDS: AU star. Released Oct. 9, 1929.
NO BOY WANTED: Sunny .Tim. Released Nov. 6, 1929.
SUNDAY MORNING: All star. Released Dec. 4, 1929,

STOP THAT NOISE, with Sunny Jim. Silent and sound.
2 reels. Release July 16, 1930,

Sporting Youth

(AU Star)

(Talking—Two Reels)

LADY OF LIONS. Released Nov. 25, 1929.

HI JACK AND THE GAME. Released Dec 9, 1929,

Serials

TARZAN THE TIGER (Synchronized and Silent). Frank
Merrill. Consists of 15 episodes released from Dec. 9,

1929 to March 17, 1930.

JADE BOX, THE (Synchronized and Silent). Consists of
10 episodes, released from JIarch 24, 1930, to May 26,
1930.

THE LIGHTNING EXPRESS. Featuring Louise Lorraine.
SUent and sound, two reels.

TERRY OF THE TIMES. Featuring Reed Howes.

Western Featurette

FIGHTING TERROR, THE. Featuring Billie Sullivan. A
Re-is3ue. Silent only. Release Juy 19, 1930. Two reels.

Vitaphone

/.

—

Stars of Varieties

A
Release
Number
2703 ABBOTT, AL, In

characterizations

2629 ADAIR, JANET,

BOB, and his Rodeo Do

singing "Ave Maria" by

grand opera star singing

"The Last Rose of

952 AHERN, WILL AND GLADYS, In 'On the Rancho"—
song and dance.

910 ALBRIGHT, "OKLAHOMA"
Flappers, song and dance.

943 ALDA, MME, FRANCES,
Verdi.

451 ALDA, MME, FRANCES,
"Star Spangled Banner."

805 ALDA, MME. FRANCES, singing
Summer" and "Birth of Morn."

1036 ALEXANDER, KATHERINE, in "The Hard Guy,"
903 ALLEN, FRED & CO., Fred Allen's Prize Paylets. Co-

author and comedian of "The Little Show," in three
brief travesties.

1025 ALLEN, FRED, George S. Kaufman's comedy, "The
Still Alarm." One song,

418 ALPERT, PAULINE, in "What Price Piano?" offering
original piano arrangements.

419 ALPERT, PAULINE, a piano medley of popular songs,
419 AMATO, PASQUALE, a piano medley of popular songs.

Neapolitan Romance. Lillian Mines at the piano.
Sings "Tormo Sarinete" and the Toreador Song from
"Carmen."

977 AMES, LIONEL "MIKE," in "The Varsity Vamp"—
female impersonator in a college comedy.

866 ANDERSON & GRAVES, vaudeviUe team in "Fishing
Around." a comedy of angling.

875 APOLLON, DAVE AND HIS RUSSIAN STARS—revue
with four songs.

2255 ARDATH, FRED &. CO,, in "Men Among Men," com-
edy of a man alibiing an intoxicated friend to his wife.

720 ARDATH, FRED &. CO., in "The Corner Store." a
slapstick comedy with four songs. Directed by Bryan
Foy.

785 ARDATH, FRED & CO., "The Singing Bee," rustic
comedy—three songs.

786 ARDATH, FRED &. CO,, "These Dry Days," a rollick-
ing comedy.

366 ARISTOCRATS, FOUR, Vitaphone's popular vocal and
instrumental group in a series of songs.

544 ARISTOCRATS, FOUR, Vocal and instrumental group
in a new song offering.

545 ARISTOCRATS, FOUR, Vitaphone's Instnimental and
vocal group in three songs.

546 ARISTOCRATS, FOUR, Popular Vitaphone singers and
instrumentalists in new songs.

547 ARISTOCRATS, FOUR. Five songs by Vitaphone's vo-
cal and instrumental group.

571 ARNAUT BROS., "The Famous Loving Birds," in sing-
ing and whistling numbers.

913 ARNST, BOBBE & PEGGY ELLIS—female vocal-
three tongs.

3972 ARTHUR, JOHNNY, In "Paper Hanging"—comedy-
large cast.

4035 ARTHUR, JOHNNY, In "Bridal Night."
3636 ARTHUR, JOHNNY, stage and screen star, in a do-

mestic comedy, "Stimulation."
896 AUBREY, WILL & CO,, "A Night on the Bowery."

Popular vauderille player in a medley of old favorites
sung in a Bowery saloon.

B

"the child wonder," in crooning.

Globe Trotters,"

in "Without a Band," a
act.

In "The Two White Ele-
make-up they sing popular

"Small Town Rambles"; songs and

In "Here Comes the Bridesmaid,"
told in narrative song.

477 ADMIRALS, THE, A Naval Quartette harmonizing popu-
lar songs with ukulele accompaniment.

803 BABY ROSE MARIE,
jazzy melodies.

2556 BAILEY AND BARNUM in "The
singing three songs.

2557 BAILEY AND BARNUM
comedy singing and talking

2558 BAILEY AND BARNUM
phants," in "high yaller"
jazz songs.

724 BAKER, PHIL, in "A Bad Boy from a Good Family,"
gives four songs with accordion. A comedy number.

725 BAKER, PHIL, in "In Spain," a hilarious farce with
Shuberts' comedian as star.

436 BARCLAY, JOHN, musical comedy and concert star in
operatic airs, and an impersonation of Chaliapin.

2910 BARD, BEN, "The Champion Golfer," an original com-
edy sketch.

2700 BARRIOS, JEAN, in "Feminine Types." Female Im-
personator sings three songs with his impersonations.

941 BARRY AND WHITLEDGE, in "Jest for a While."
Male and female—two songs.

989 BARTLETT, EDWIN, in "Desert ThriUs"-flash act-
four songs.

926-27 BARTON, JAMES, in "The Under Dog"—comedy
(two reels).

278 BAUER, HAROLD, international pianist playing
Chopin's "Polonaise in A Flat."

2144 BARTRAM & SAXTON, "the two Kentucky boys of
jazz" in three song numbers, with guitar and orchestra
accompaniment.

2763 BAXLEY, JACK. In "Neighbors," a comedy sketch with
songs,

2697 BELL & COATES, "The California Sbugbirds," In
popular songs.

476 BENNETT TWINS, "LitUe Bare Knee Syncopators" of
stage and vaudeviUe in a song and dance recital.

2597 BENNY, JACK, comedian in "Bright Moments," his
noted monologue.

947 BERGENr EDGAR, in "The OperatioiL" VentrUoauist.
Amazing noveltv.

547 BIFF & BANG. "Fisticuff Funsters" In a burlesque
boxing match.

2869 BILLY, LITTLE, versatile midget star in "The Flaming
Youth." orisinal songs and fast tap dancing.

4093 BILLY,_ LITTLE, the famous midget, in "No Questions

795 BLUE RIDGERS, THE, CordeUa Mayberry in back-
woods syncopation.

2885 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "The Country Gentlemen," a
comedy skit with songs,

2940 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "Pigskin Troubles," a com-
edy of campus and gridiron.

2920 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "The Side Show," in which
these musical comedy comedians recite, dance, sing and
swap jokes.

2640 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "The Aristocrats" in which
they employ their pantomime stunt in accompaniment
to their songs,

2233 BOSWORTH, HOBART, in "A Man of Peace." A
quiet man of the mountains becomes suddenly em-
broiled in a feud.

2870 BOWERS, BRUCE, in "Artistic Mimicry," In which he
does a variety of imitations.

3190 BOYD. WILLIAM, in "The Frame," with Charles B.
Middleton—Drama.

2699 BRADY, FLORENCE, In "A Cycle of Songs."
2734 BRADY, FLORENCE, stage and variety star in "Char-

nnter Studies."
2745 BRADY, STEWART, "The Song Bird," boy soprano to

three songs.
789 BRENDEL, EL — FLO BERT, in "Beau Night"; com-

edy chatter, clever gags and pantomime.
2733 BRIAN, DONALD, musical comedy star in a quartet of

songs.
614 BRITT, HORACE, renowned 'cellist, playing Massenet's

"Elegv" and Popper's "Serenade."
780 BROADHURST, GEORGE &. CO., in "Three O'Clock in

the Morning." Wise cracks and dancing of a drunken
sailor in a night club.
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2235 RROCKWELL. GLADYS, in "Hollywood Bound." a sat-
ire on male beauty contests, with a cast of five,

987 BRODERICK. HELEN, in "NUe Green"—humorous tour
of Eg>-pt—seven scenes.

1006 BROKENSHIRE. NORMAN, in "The Fight"—satire on
modern prize flKhts. by Ring Lardner.

2232 BROOKS & ROSS, vaudeville headUners. in "Two Boys
and a Piano."

2589 BROWNE, FRANK & KAY LAVELLE, in "Don't
Handle the Goods." xylophone, singing and patter act.

970 BROWNE, JERRY & BETTY, in "Let's Elope." col-
legiate kids, cutting up in best campus manner.

2590 BROWN, JOE E., in "Don't Be Jealous." Famous
stage and screen comedian as dancing teacher to a
pretty wife with a jealous husband.

2265 BROWN & WHITAKER, in "A Laugh or Two." Vaude-
yille headJiners in gags and jokes.

2328 BROWN & WHITAKER, in "In the Park." a humor-
ous skit with music.

496 BROWNING. JOE, popular comedian In a talking and
singing number.

2570 BROX SISTERS. THREE, In "Glorifying the American
Girl." Popular trio of stage and variety in a trio of
songs.

2571 BROX SISTERS, THREE, In "Down South," in which
they sine three haunting southern melodies.

2888 BROX SISTERS, THREE, in "Headin' South." harmon-
izing in Southern songs.

3816 BUCHANAN, JACK, in "The Glee Quartette"—London's
favorite comedian—two soBgs,

609 BUDDIES. FOUR, "Harmony Songsters." in four num-
bers.

888 BURKE AND DURKIN, "A Tete-A-Tete in Songs"—
three songs.

891 BURNS & ALLEN. In "Iiamb Chops," popular song
and dance team in snappy steps and stories.

2679 BURNS AND KISSEN, popular comedians in comedy
Greek makeup, singing funnv songs.

833 BUTLER, ANN, AND JAY BRENNAN, in "You Don't
Know th(* Half of It." songs and chatter.

930-31 BUZZELL, EDDIE, in "Hello Thar"—comedy In two
reels.

963-64 BUZZELL, EDDIE, in "Keeping Company" with
Evalyn Knapp and Clav Clement. Comedv—two reels.

975-6 BUZZELL, EDDIE, In "The Royal Fourflusher."
2704 BYRON. ARTHUR & CO., in "A Funny AlTalr." a

comedy of mlied identities. The star is supported by
Kate, Eileen and Kathryn Byron.

"The People Versus"—

d

playlet of

2781 CAMPEAU. FRANK, In
four scenes.

2179 CARLE. RICHARD, in "Stranded,"
stranded opera producer, with two songs.

2239 CARLE. RICHARD, with May McAvoy. in "Sunny Cali-
fornia." story of a wife who induces her husband to

Quit cold New York for glorious Califorina.
2551 CARLE, RICHARD, stage star, in a comedy sketch.

"The Worrier." a man who does the worrj'ing for others
at so much per worrv.

3761 CARPENTIER, GEORGES, In "Naughty, but Nice."
popular as a prize fighter, stage and screen star. One
song.

2309 CARR. NAT. popular comedian. In a monologue of
laughable incidents.

507 CARRILLO, LEO, in a clever monologue, "At the Ball
Game."

2369 CARRILLO, LEO, in a dialect monologue, "The For-
eigner."

2552 CARRILLO. LEO, noted stag" star, in a recitation of
the most dramatic poem of the world war, "The Hell
Gate of Soissons."

935 CARROLL. ALBERT, in "Impersonations." Impersonates
four famous stars.

1046 CARSON. JAMES B,, In "Everrtbinc Happens to Me."
294 CASE ANNA, opera star, accompanied by Metropolitan

Grand Onera Chnnis singing 'Cachaca" and "Anhelo."
2562 CEBALLOS, LARRY, REVUE. In which Vitaphone Girls

and Al Herman, sing and dance.
2627 CEBALLOS, LARRY, "Roof Garden Revue." Beautiful

girls and an adaeio team in songs and dance.
2661 CEBALLOS, LARRY, "Undersea Revue." Noted variety

stars and a chorus in a spectacular revue.
2693 CFBALLOS. LARRY, "Crvstal Cav» Rptoc." with songs.
2739 CHANDLER, ANNA. In "Popular Songs."
2696 CHASE. CHAZ. "the unique comedian." who eats every-

thintr—fire, paper, violins, flowers shirts, etc.
2598 CHIEF CAUPOLICAN, "the Indian baritone." the only

Indian who has sung in grand opera, in three classic
songs.

876 CICCOLINI GUIDO, & ERIC ZARDO, pianist, in three
classic numbers.

2242 CLEMONS. JIMMY, vaudeville star, in "Dream Cafe."
songs and dance.

883 CLIFFORD & MARION, in ".Tust Dumb," new gags,
jokes and stories. Miss Marion is the girl with "the

'Earl Carroll legs."
2709 CODEE &. ORTH, in "Zwei und Vierstigste Strasse,"

in German, with three songs.
757 CODEE & ORTH, in "A Bird in Hand," a comedy

2798 CODEE & ORTH In "Stranded in Paris," comedv skit.

; 885 CODEE & ORTH, in "Musio Hath Charms," comedy
playlet.

2800 COHEN, SAMMY, in "What Price Burlesque": Imi-
tations.

2244 COLEMAN, CLAUDIA, in "Putting It Over." comedy
impersonations.

2249 COLLEGIATE FOUR, THE, In "Campus Capers," the
college spirit In songs.

2121 COLONIAL GIRLS, THREE, In "The Beauty of Old
Time Music" : harp, flute, cello and coloratura soprano.

969 CONKLIN, CHESTER, In "The Master Sweeper"—
comedy playlet.

3988 CONKLIN. HEINIE, In "Ducking Duty"rollicking com-
edy of doughboy life,

1015-16 CONLEY. HARRY J„ in "Slick as Ever."
2273 CONLEY. HARRY J„ in "The Bookworm." comedy

playlet which was the hit of "LeMaire's Affairs."
2577 CONLIN & GLASS, in "Sharps and Flats," in amusing

antics and songs.
,

2583 CONNOLLY & WENRICH, musical Cflmedv star and fa-
mous composer in a number of Wenrich's songs.

491 CONRAD, EDDIE, Broadway comedian in a comedy
sketch.

563 CONRAD, EDDIE, assisted by Marion Eddy, in four
songs.

2284 COOK, CLYDE, In 'l.ucky in Love"; comedy of a hus-
band who extracts .$200 from his wife for a poker game.

2159 COOPER &. STEPT, song hit writers in several of their
popular songs.

1047 CORBETT, JAMES J.. In "At the Rnimd Table."
842 CORBETT. JAMES J, & NEIL O'BRIEN. Famous

heavyweight champion, and celebrated minstrel in com-
edy chatter.

2769 CORCORAN, RED, in "I'm Afraid That's All." Four
banjo numbers.

37l>8 CORNWALL. ANNE, in "The Baby Bandit."
2272 COSCIA & VERDI, in a burlesque of operatic airs and

the artistic temperament.
2659 COSLOW, SAM, in "The Broadway Minstrel," present-

ing four of his most poptUar compositions.
2245 COWAN, LYNN, vaudeville headliner, in three of his

original songs.
2258 COWAN, LYNN, the "Community singer," in Ave popu-

lar songs.
2547 COWAN. LYNN, leads audience in choral singing—four

numbers.
2680 COWAN, LYNN, in a new collection of old songs.
2253 COYLE & WEIR, songs and dances by clever team of

youngsters.
2133 CRANE, HAL, in "The Lash," a dramatic playlet of

the Tombs, written by Crane, a big hit in vaudeville.
2118 CRAVEN. AURIOLE, the dancing violinist and singer,

in three numbers.
2685 CROONADERS, THE, In "Crooning Along." Four bovs

in five lilting songs.
2736 CROONADERS, THE, in "Melodious Moments"; for

songs.
2140 CROWELL & PARVIS, vaudeviUe's talented children,

in songs and dances,
733 CRUMMIT, FRANK & JULIA SANDERSON, in "Words

of Love." giving three of Crumit's own songs.
727 CRUMIT. FRANK, famous songster and composer,

singing several of his own compositions.
2120 CRUSE BROTHERS, the "Missouri sheiks." In "Old

Time Melodies in an Old Time Way," with vioiln,
guitar and banjo.

2126 CRUSE BROTHERS, in popular melodies and ditties.
2299 CUGAT, X. &. HIS GIGOLOS, in "A Spanish Ensem-

ble." Famous violinist in Spanish selections, assisted
by several talented musicians and dancers.

254 CUGAT, X, & CO., in "By the Camp Fire." Caruso's
violin accompanist, his musicians and dancers In five
beautiful numbers.

2125 CUMMINGS, DON. the "drawing room roper." In a
lariat exhilMtion, accompanied by Vitaphone orchestra.

736 CUNNINGHAM & BENNETT, popular singing compos-
ers, in three local numbers and an impersonation.

1039-40 CURTIS, BEATRICE, in 'The Play Boy."

D
1021 DALE. JAMES. In "Matinee Idle."
3676 DAVIS. FRANK, in "—And Wife." with Bemice Elliott—comedy angle on domestic relations.
509 D'ANGELO, LOUIS, assisting Giovanni Marfinelli in the

duet from Act IV, of the opera "La .Tuive."
2968 DEIRO, GUIDO, famous piano-accordionist in two de-

lightful selections.
2702 DE LA PLAZA & JUANITA, in "Siesta Time." Fa-

mous tango artist and his company in thrilling dances
and some songs.

2542 DELF, HARRY, Broadway comedian, in songs and
comedy monologue.

2251 DELF, HARRY, in "Soup." which displays his remark-
able mimicrv of a whole familv eating soup.

2563-64 DELF, HARRY, in "Giving In," supported by Hedda
Hopper, directed by Murray Roth. An engaging plavlet.

415 DE LUCA. GIGLI. TALLEY AND GORDON, in the
Quartet from "Rigolpttn."

488 DE LUCA, GIUSEPPE, baritone of the Metropolitan
Opera, singing "Largo al Factotum" from "The Barber
of Seville."

518 DE LUCA, GIUSE°°E. & BENIAMINO GIGLI. in se-
lections from Act II. of the opera. "To, Gloconda."

2290 DEMAREST, WILLIAM, in "Pana's Vacation." a riot-
ous comedy playlet bv Hugh Herbert and Murray Roth.
Directed bv Bryan Fov

2143 DEMAREST. WILLIAM, in "When the Wife's Away."
comedv plavlet directed bv Brvan Fov; with three songs.

2138 DEMAREST. WILLIAM, in "The Night Court," comedy
sketch directed bv Brj'an Foy

443 DE PACE, BERNARDO, wizard of the mandolin, in
four selections.

2609 DICKERSON, HOMER, "Broadway's Smart Musical
Comedv Star." In three songs.

912 DERICKSON AND BROWN, in "A Song Drama,"
Charles Derickson, dramatic tenor, and Burton Brown,
pianist, offer two .selections.

864 DIAMOND. CARLENA, renowned harpist, dances, sings
and plays the harp.

565 DIPLOMATS, the "high-hat s.vncopators of Jazz," in
four selections.

2122 DISKAY, JOSEPH, famous Hungarian tenor, concert
and radio artist, in two songs.

980 DIXON. JEAN, in "Two Rounds of Love," comedy with
.Tames Rennle.

2668 DONER, KITTY, In "A Bit of Scotch." Male Imper-
sonations and sl.^ songs.

2669 DONER. KITTY, famous male impersonator, and two
assistants in four songs.

734 DONOHUE, RED & U-NO, In "A Traffic Muddle."
Famous clown and his mule In a comedy skit,

2298 DONER. TED, dancing comedian and his Sunkist Beau-
ties, in a singing variety.

824 DOOLEY & SALES, in "Dooley's the Name"; rollicking
repartee and laughable songs.

993 DOUGLAS, TOM, in "The Cheer Leader." drama of
college life.

2146 DOVES. THE TWO, In "Dark Days," comedy dialogue
and original songs.

2178 DOVES, THE TWO. in "Flying High." Blackface com-
edy of two aviators stranded at the North Pole.

2257 DOVES, THE TWO, in a comedy of two negroes in a
haimted house.

2127 DOWNING, HARRY & DAN. In "High Up and Low
Down"; songs, laughs and female impersonations.

441 DOYLE. BUDDY, vaudeville's blackface comedian, in
three songs.

442 DOYLE. BUDDY. In three songs In blaclrface.

2889 DREYER. DAVE, in "Tin Pan Alley." Popular com-
poser in T>opular compositions of his own.

775 DUFFY & GLEASON. in "Fresh from HoUywood"; a
comedv skit with songs.

3900 DUGAN. TOM. in "She Who Gets Slapped"—comedy
of a husband who is afraid of his wife.

3883 DUGAN, TOM, and BARBARA LEONARD, In "Sur-
prise"—comedy.

2115 DUNCAN, HERRING & ZEH, popular California sing-
ers in solos, a duet and some trios.
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dramaEDDY, HELEN JEROME, in "Niagara Falls"-
in three scenes.
EDDY, HELEN JEROME, in "Christmas Knight"—
drama.
EDISON & GREGORY, in "The Two College Nuts."
who extract music from saws, balloon tires and pumps.
EDWARDS. NEELY. & LEW BRICE, in "The Window
Cleaners"—comedy of two warbling window washers
sincring .ibout their profession.
EDWARDS, NEELY, in "Her Relatives"—slapstick com-
edy of pestv in-laws who come to spend the evening and
stay a month.
EISMAN, RAY, in "The Little Artist." Clever child
entertainer in a song and dance recital.
ELLIOTT. BERN ICE. in "—And Wife," comedy In
four scenes on domestic relations.
43 ELLIOTT. BERNICE, in "Reno or Bust"—a two-
reel farce comedy.
ELMAN, MISCHA. celebrated violinist, playing Dvorak's
"Humoresqtte" and Cossec's "Gavotte."
ETTING. RUTH, assisted by Ohman & Arden—a novelty
presentation in three songs.
ETTING, RUTH, in "Broadway's Like That"—star of
"Whoopee," in a dramatic playlet with two songs.

2283 FASHION PLATES OF HARMONY, a quartet of dis-
tinctive concert voices in famous and original com-
positions.

3179-80 FERGUSON, HELEN, in "Finders Keepers." a two-
reel comedy drama from the pen of George Kelly.

2238 FERRIS, AUDREY, in "The Question of Today," s
dramatic playlet.

1017 FIELDS, LEW, in "23—Skidoo."
1028 FIELDS, LEW, in "The Duel."
2147 FIELDS, SALLY, comedy entertainer, in "The Hostess,"

a laughing sketch with songs.
2588 FIELDS & JOHNSTON, vaudeville headliners in a com-

edy skit, "Terry and Jerry."
920 FISHER & HURST, in "Apartment Hunting," song and

dance,
434 FLEESON & BAXTER, of the vaudeville stage. In a.

musical satire,

435 FLEESON & BAXTER, in "Song Pictures," a review
of popular melodies with Miss Baxter at the piano.

2581 FLIPPEN, JAY C, musical comedy and vaudeville star,
in a fast comedy skit. "The Ham What Am."

466 FLONZALEY QUARTETTE, worid's foremost stringed
instrument ensemble, now disbanded, playing Mendels-
sohn's "Canzonetta" and Pochon's "Irish Reel."

467 FLONZALEY QUARTETTE, famous stringed ensemble,
playing Borodin's "Nocturne" and Mozart's "Minuet."

2281 FLORENTINE CHOIR. Italy's greatest ensemble of
choral voices, singing "Adoramus te Christe" and tha
"Toreador Song" from the opera, "Carmen."

2282 FLORENTINE CHOIR, oldest choral organization in the
world— more than 800 years old—singing, "Ninna, Nan-
na" and "Santa Lucia Luntana."

283!> FOLSOM, BOBBY, musical comedy actress In "A
Modern Priscilla." contrasting the Puritan Priscilla and
the same girl today.

788 FOLSOM, BOBBY, in "Typical Types"; Ziegfeld beauty
in songs and imitations.

3238-39 FORD, HARRISON, in "The Flattering Word." two
reels of clever comedy by George Kelly,

557 FORD, SENATOR, famous humorist and after-dinner
speaker, in an original monologue.

1018 FORD, WALLACE, in 'Fore."
973 FORD. WALLACE, in "Absent Minded," comedy of an

absent-minded youth.
1035 FOX, HARRY, in 'The Lucky Break."
1039-40 FOX, HARRY, in "The Play Boy."
2819 FOX, ROY, the whispering cornettist, in three selectiona

and two band numbers,
828 FOX, HARRY, & HIS SIX AMERICAN BEAUTIES.

Musical comedy star and six chamber maids in a trav-
esty on the modem chorus girl.

829 FOX, HARRY, & BEE CURTIS, in "The Fox and the
Bee" ; clever chatter, songs and a dance interlude.

1012-13 FOY, EDDIE, JR.. in "Tlie Heart Brealser."
2575-76 FOY, EDDIE, & BESSIE LOVE, in a clever playlet

of back-stage life, "The Swell Head." starring the
famous stage clown and the screen leading woman.

2579 FOY FAMILY, THE, in "Foys for Joys," a satire on
talking motion pictures, with Eddie Foy's family, di-
rected by Bryan Foy.

2580 FOY FAMILY. THE. in "Chips of the Old Block."
presents the children of the famous comedian. Eddie
Foy, in songs and dances and a monologue by Eddie
Foy. Jr.

2705 FRANKLIN, IRENE, famous American comedienne, sup-
ported by .Terry Jarnigan, in three of his songs.

777 FRANKLIN, IRENE, stage artist, in a duo of song
characterizations.

2271 FREDA & PALACE, In "Bartch-a-Kalloop." their na-
tionally famous vaudeville act. Comic antics and songs.

625 FREEMAN SISTERS, "Sunshine Spreaders from Roxy'i
Gang." in popular selections with piano and ulntlele.

1030 FRIGANZA, TRIXIE, in "Strong and Willing." Two
songs.

2791 FRIGANZA, TRIXIE. stage and variety star, in "My
Bag 0' Trix." with two songs.

1019-20 FRISCO, JOE, in "The Song Phigger." Two songs,

939 FRISCO, JOE, in "The Benefit," comedy—three songs.

445 FROOS, SYLVIA, "The Little Princess of Songs," child
vaudeville headliner. In three songs,

446 FROOS, SYLVIA, clever child entertainer. In three songs.

2188 GABY, FRANK, popular ventriloquist, in "The Tout,"
a skit of comedy moments at the race track.

610 GALE BROS,, juvenile comedians, in fast dancing and
song.

3825 GARON. PAULINE, in "Letters," a comedy of wife 78.

stenographer.
3336 GENTLE, ALICE, grand opera soprano, singing "Haba-

nera." from "Carmen."
2132 GIBSON, HOOT, TRIO, the Hawaiian Serenaders en-

gaged by Hoot Gibson, screen star, to play at his ranch
on ukuleles and steel guitars,

414 GIGLI, BENIAMINO. famous Metropolitan opera tenor,
in scenes from Act II. of Mascagni's opera, "Cavalleria
Rusticana."

415 GIGLI. GORDON, TALLEY AND DE LUCA, in the
Quartet from "Rigoletto."

498 GIGLI. BENIAMINO, celebrated tenor, in four songs In
English. French. Spanish and Italian.

499 GIGI, BENIAMINO. AND MARION TALLEY, in the
duet. "Verraiino a Te SuU'Aura.

547 GIGLI, RANIAMINO, in selections from Act II. of
Poncliielli's opera. "La Gloconda."

518 GIGLI & DE LUCA. in a scene from Act I. of Bizet's
opera. "The Pearl Fishers." accompanied by the Vita-
phone Symphony Orchestra.

2260 GILGERT, MASTER, sensational child artist from
vaudeville, in an unusual rotitine of songs and dances.

2338 GILLETTE, BOBBY, famous banjoist from the variety
stage, assisted by Doris Walker, radio and stage artist,

in four selections.
2107 GIVOT, GEORGE, PEARL LEONARD AND NINA

HINDS, "The College Boy" and "The Melody Girls,"
in popular songs.

480 GLANVILLE, RUTH, America's premiere saxophonist. In
three selections.

3829 GLASS GASTON, in "South Sea Pearl." a Technicolor
romance of the South Seas, with Charlotte Merriam.

704 GOLD IE, JACK, in "The Ace of Spades." a fast singing
and chatter act. with the variety headliner in blackface.

832 GOTHAM RHYTHM BOYS, kings of harmony, in three
songs, directed by Murray Roth.

2670 GOTTLER, ARCHIE, famous song writer. In a melody
of the songs which have made him celebrated.

562 GOULD, VENITA, famous impersonator of stars, in
impersonations of four stars in some of their songs.

4097-98 GRAHAM. EDDIE, in "An 111 Wind."
4168 GRAHAM, EDDIE, In "Twixt Ixive and Duty."
1037 GREEN, EDDIE, in "Temple Belles." Three songs.
2746 GREEN, JANE & CO., in "Singing the Blues." The

Broadway star in three numbers. Directed bv Bryan Foy.
2750 GREEN, JANE, "The Melody Girl," in three songs.
825 GREEN, CORA, the famous Creole singer, in three

negro songs.
830 GREEN, EDDIE, & CO,, of "Hot Chocolate." a Broad-

way negro musical comedy, in "Sending a Wire," a
comedy sMt.
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3719 GREENWAY, ANN. in "And How." a tuneful singine

and dancing sliow in Technicolor.
2600 GREY, ANN, and her boy friends, in five songs. JIiss

Grev is a popular radio artist.

985 GROGAN, OSCAR, exclusive Columbia recording artist,

in "Footnotes," a snappy song and dance number.
3278 GUZMAN. ROBERTO, Mexican tenor, in "The MUitary

Post." sings two songs, with a picturesque bacl;ground
in Technicolor.

3279 GUZMANN, ROBERTO, sings "La Paloma" and "Te
Quiere" in "A Spanish Fiesta," filmed in Technicolor.

H
392 HACKETT. CHARLES, tenor of Chicago Civic Opera

Co.. in two solos from "Eigoletto"—"Questa O Quella"
and "Tja Donna E Mobile."

552 HACKETT, CHARLES, noted tenor, sings. "Song of the
Nile." by Cadman. and the "Song of India." by
Rimslcy-Korsalvow.

2379 HACKETT, CHARLES, noted tenor, assisted by .Toyce
Compton. in two numbers. "Who Is Sylvia?" and "Ser-
enade."

890 HACKETT, CHARLES, in two numbers, "I Looked Into
Tour Garden" and "I Heard You Singing,"

9(6 HACKETT, CHARLES, in a concert recital of two
numbers, with Solon Albertini at the piano. He sings,
"II Mio Tesoro Intanto" and "0 Paradise."

899-900 HACKETT. CHARLES, sings two scenes from
"Faust." assisted bv Chase Baromeo.

«209 HAGER. CLYDE, in "Railroad Follies."
2319 HAINES, ROBERT, noted stage star, in "Ten Min-

utes," a gripping drama of a prisoner in the death cell.

2269 HALEY & McFADDEN, musical comedy and vaudeville
headliners. in "Halevisms." witticisms and wise-cracks.

835 HALL. BILLY (SWEDE) & CO., in "Hilda." Hall
and his burlesque characterization of a Scandinavian
chambermaid.

873 HALLIGAN. WM. & MARY MULHERN. in "Some-
where in .Terser." a comedy directed bv Bryan Foy.

863 HALPERIN. NAN, noted star of stage and variety, in
comic character songs. Directed bv Murray Roth.

740 HAMPTON HOPE, screen and opera star, in the fourth
act of :M.Tssenet's opera. "Manon."

536 HAPPINESS BOYS (Billy Jones and ETnest Hare), sing
four popular songs.

537 HAPPINESS BOYS, favorite radio stars, in four new
songs.

986 HARDIE. RUSSELL, the hit of the "Criminal Code,"
:n a one-reel drama titled "The No-Account."

2262 HARRINGTON SISTERS, from "The Passing Show," in-
a garden of songs.

783 HARIRS & RADCLIFFE. colored comics, in "At the
Party." with two songs.

1044 HARMON, JOSEPHINE, in "Harmonizing Songs." Three
songs

2757 HARRIS, VAL, & ANN HOWE, in "Fair Days." Val
Harris is a noted "nibe" comedian.

2758 HARRIS. VAL. &. ANN HOWE, in a comedy sketch,
"The Wild Westerner."

769 HAVEL, ARTHUR, & MORTON, of the msical comedv
stage, in a peppy plavlet with songs. "Plavmates."

761-2 HAYAKAWA. SESSUE Ik CO.. in a two-reel dra-
matic playlet. "The Man Who Laughed Last."

2762 HAYNES, MARY, in her original sltetch, "The Beauty
Shop." with songs.

192 HAYS. WILL. President of Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, in an address welcoming
Vitaphone to the motion picture industry.

512 HEARST NEWSPAPER RADIO KIDS, popular radio
youngsters in a song recital.

774 HEATHER. JOSIE. character com.edienne. in three songs.
1047 HELLINGER. MARK, in "At tb» Pound T.nble."
3413 HENDERSON. DICK, in "The Musio Shop," a recital

of snappy songs.
3280 HENDERSON, DICK, famous vaudeville comedian, in

"At the Church Festival," a peppy recital of songs and
nests.

933 HENLERE. HERSCHEL, "The Madcap Musician," in a
musical novelty.

2517-18 HERBERT. HUGH, character comedian, in a sketch
of married life. "The Prediction."

2578 HERMAN, AL, blackface comedian, in two songs.
4097-P8 H1RBARD. EDNA, in ".An Til Wind"
715 HILLBILLIES, THE ORIGINAL, novel musical num-

bers by players from the Nnrfh Carnlina hills
760 HITCHCOCK. RAYMOND, noted mii-iical comedv star,

in a monologue, "An Evening at Home with Hitchie."
2110 HJLAN'S BIRDS. "Cockatoos at their Best," an un-

usual bird act. Directed bv Brvan Fov.
2753 HOLLINGSWORTH & CRAWFORD, in a playlet of

familv life, "Bedtime."
4230 HOLMAN, HARRY, in "The Big Deal "
954 HOLTZ. LOU. in "Idle Chatter." a hilarious mono-

logue by famous Broadway comedian.
1047 HOPPER. DeWOLF, In "At the Round Table"
763 HORLICK. HARRY. & GYPSIES, popular radio group,

in five songs.
2237 HORTON, EDWARD EVERETT, noted stage and screen

star, with Lois Wilson, in a playlet. "Miss Information."
4168 HOWARD, ESTHER, in "Twixt Lnye and Duty"
4240 HOWARD. ESTHER, in "Who's the Boss."
2596 HOWARD. JOSEPH E., composer of musical comedies,

in a recital of his own songs.
962 HOWARD, LORRAINE, & FLORENCE NEWTON, in

"Wedding Bells," a song burlesciue of modem matri-
monv.

349 HOWARD. WILLIE & EUGENE, musical comedy stars.
in a comedy sketch titled "Between the Acts of the
Opera."

543 HOWARD, WILLIE & EUGENE, stage stars, in a
comedv sketch, "Pals."

572 HOWARD. WILLIE &. EUGENE, in a comedy sketch
with songs.

722-23 HOWARD. WILLIE ». EUGENE, in "The Musio
Afakers." a two-reel comedy directed by Bryan Foy

750-51 HOWARD, WILLIE Kc EUGENE, in a dramatic
playlet. "My People," directed bv Brvan Fov.

972 HOYT. WAITE. «. J. FRED COOTS, the boy Wonder of
baseball, in "A Battery of Songs "

2837 HUGHES & PAM, in "The Fall Guv, a sketch in which
or^ 2l7..?J.'^'"''' ^'"-^ ='"'5 ''"es his comedy falls.
850 HUNTER. FRANK & CO.. in "Moving Day," a com-

„.«„ .I.^,,.^',!?
'li" well-known Broadway merrymaker.

2180 HURLEY. PUTNAM & SNELL, popular song trio. In
jazz .nnd cornedv songs.

867 HURST ». VOGT. vaudeville players. In a comedy skit
entitled "Before the Bar."

2247 HYAMS & MclNTYRE. stage and screen players. In a
short satire, "All In Fun."

2264 HYMAN, JOHNNY, in "Plaving Pranks with Webster,"
'n which he writes words, breaks them Into syllables.

2572 INGENUES. THE. girls' orchestra from Ziegfeld "Fol-
lies." In four numbers.

2573 INGENUES. THE, nve or^'hestra selections
4160 IRVING, WILLIAM, In "Ginsberg of Newberg

"

4139 IRVING, WILLIAM, in "Won to Lose."
2555 IRWIN, CHARLES, "the debonair humorist" of variety

stage. In a comedy monologue.

3359

901

534

355

535

566

869

735

JANIS. ELSIE, musical comedy star, in four of her
popular songs.
JANS & WHALEN, "Two Good Boys Gone Wrong," a
presentation of spicy songs, triclw steps, and Irrepressi-
ble wit.
JESSEL, GEORGE, in a comedy, monologue and solo.
"A Few Minutes with George Jessel."
JESSEL, GEORGE, stage star, in a comedy monologue,
"At Peace with the World."
JESSEL, GEORGE, in a comedv skit, "A Theatrical
Booking Office."
JEMIMA, AUNT, "the original funny flour-maker," with
Art Sorenson at the piano, in five songs.
JOHNSTON. GRACE, and the Indiana Five in vocal
and orchestra selections, directed by Murray Both.
JUNE, English musical comedy star, in two songs.

K
560 KAUFMAN. IRVING & JACK, harmony songsters. In

three selections.
849-50 KEANE, ROBERT EMMETT, stage star, in a playlet,

"Gossip."
921-22 KEANE. ROBERT EMMETT, & CLAIRE WHIT-

NEY, in "Boom 909," a comedv of humorous situations
and flip cracks.

907 KEATING. FRED. In "Illusions"; the famous magician
performs some of his adept magical feats.

4200 KENT. BILLY, in "Dining Out."
1044 KING. JACK. In "Harmonizing Son<rs "

2650 KJERULF'S MAYFAIR QUINTETTE, consisting of
three harpers, violinist and a vocalist, in three numbers.

826 KLEE. MEL. Imown as "The Prince of Wails." in
blackface monologue and song, directed bv Murrav Roth.

981 KNAPP, EVALYN, in "System," a humorous satire on
modem business methods.

515 KOUNS. NELLIE & SARAH, concert sopranos, singing
"T/a Paloma" and "Swiss Echo Duet."

847 KRAFT & LAMONT, rope thrower and his partner, in
"Parin' to Go." Director, Murrav Roth.

2737 KREMER & BOYLE, stage comedians. In a skit. "Idle
Chatter."

475 KREMER, ISA, famous interpreter of ballad and folk
sonss. In three numbers.

984 KUZNETZOFF AND NICOLINA, popular concert artists,

in "A Russian Rhapsody," four songs.

4123 LADOUX. GENE, in "The Body Slam"
904-905 LAHR. BERT, in "Faint Heart." Two reels of

fast and furious comedv.
4200 LAKE. ALICE, in "Dining Out."
4160 LAMBERT, EDDIE, In "Ginsberg of Newberg."
4123 LAMRERT, EDDIE, in "The Body Slam."
4139 LAMRERT. EDDIE, in "Won to Lose."
702 LAMBERT. EDDIE, famous concert pianist. In four

selections.
3895-96 LANE. LUPINO, in "Evolution of the Dance"; two-

reel Technicolor revue.
fll5 LANG Ik HEALY. in "Who's Who." riotous comedy.
739 LA RUE. GRACE, musical comedy star. In two songs.
2250 LA VALLES, THE, in a Spanish serenade, a group of

Spanish songs.
2150 LEE KIDS, the famous movie children, Jane and Kath-

erine. Two songs.
611 LE NARR. ADELE, "the wonder kid in vaudeville,"

singing and dancing.
472 LEWIS. BERT, Broadway comedian. In three songs.
473 LEWIS. PERT, new selections of three comic ones.

2708 LEWIS. FLO. Broartwav comedienne, in a humorous
sketch. "Give Us a Lift."

2868 LEWIS. JOE. night club favorite, in four songs.
.383 LEWIS. MARY, grand opera star, singing "Dixie" and

"Carry IVfe Back to Old Virginny," with male chorus
sincring ".Swing Along, Sue."

2234 LEWIS, MITCHELL, .staee and screen star. In a dra-
matin playlet, "The Death Ship."

2591 LIGHTNER. WINNIE, musical comedy and screen star,
in three comic songs.

2592 LIGHTNER, WINNIE, "Broadway's Tomboy," In three
of her inimitable comedy songs.

2310 LIPTON AND TERRILL. Five song numbers, with
Lipton imitating all kinds of musical Instruments.

3300 LITTLE BILLY, in "The Head of the Family." comedy
behind the scenes of a traveling circus. The most famous
midcet in the leading role.

4162-63 LITTLEFIELD. LUCIEN. in "His Big Ambition."
4099-4100 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN. in "Out for Game."
3800-01 LITTLEFIELD. LUCIEN. "The Potters" in "Getting

a Raise," adapted from ,T. P. McEvoy's newspaper
stories.

3827-28 LITTLEFIELD. LUCIEN. "The Potters." the second
of the .1. P. McEvov newspaper stories. "At Home."

3881-82 LITTLEFIELD. LUCIEN. "The Potters' in "Done
in Oil." third of the series.

3983-84 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN. "The Potters" in "Pa Gets
a Vacation."

4009-10 LITTLEFIELD. LUCIEN. "The Potters." in "Big
Money." This time Pa Potter is the third in a love
triangle.

968 LOBO—the do-i of dogs, in a flash novelty.

3931 LODER. LOTTI, in "Lonely Gigolo." "The Giri from
Vienna" in a gorgeous Technicolor flash.

792 LOFTUS, CECILIA, noted stage star, in "Famous Im-
personations."

532 LOOMIS TWINS, vaudeville child entertainers, in three
songs.

4097-98 LORCH. THEODORE in "An 111 Wind."
2575-6 LOVE, BESSIE, AND EDDIE FOY, in a two-reel

comedy playlet, "The Swell Head."
2278 LOVE, MONTAGU, stage and screen star, in "Character

Studies."
2565 LOWRY, ED, "the happy jester," in three song selections.

2620 LYDELL AND HIGGINS. in their popular rustic act,

"A Friend of Father's."
2789 LYONS, AL. AND FOUR HORSEMEN, introducing the

noted accordionist and his three accompanists in "Mu-
sical Melange."

2347 LYONS, JIMMY, varieties "general of hilarity," In an
amusing monologue on war and statesmen.

2408 LYONS, JIMMY, in a monologue packed with satire.

945 LYTELL, BILLY, AND TOM FANT, in "Two of a
Kind." Song and dance.

M

21 1 1 MARSHALL. S. L.. & THREE BAD BOYS, the "sUver
voiced American soprano" and "the Hollywood enter-

tainers." in three songs, directed by Bryan Foy.
1024 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, grand opera star in two

songs from Scene I. Act IV. of "Aida."
198 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, famous tenor of Metropoli-

tan Opera Co., singing an aria, "Vest! la Giubba"
from "I PagliaccL"

204 MARTINELLI. GIOVANNI, grand opera star, singing
"Celeste Aida" from Verdi's opera. "Aida."

474 MARTINELLI & JENNIE GORDON, in a scene from
Act II. of Bizet's "Carmen."

509 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, assisted by D'Angelo, basso,
in a duet from Act IV. of the opera, "La Juive."

510 MARTINELLI GIOVANNI, in the aria, "Va Proncer
Ma Mort" from Act IV. of the opera. "La Juive."

943 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, in selections from "Mar-
tha," assisted bv Livia Marraccl, soprano.

944 MARTINELLI. GIOVANNI, in arias from "II Trova-
tore," assisted by Livia Marraccl.

953 MARTINELLI GIOVANNI, singing "Celeste Aida,"
from Verdi's opera. "Aida," assisted by Adam Dldur,

974 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, In the prison scene from
Gounod's "Faust."

2731 MAUGHAN, DORA, star of the English music haUs, In
"The Bad. Bad Woman." She sings three songs.

2732 MAUGHAN, DORA, in song impressions, assisted by
Walter Fehl. tenor.

492 MARVIN, JOHNNY, musical comedy and phonograph
star, in four popular songs.

961 MASON, HOMER, AND MARGUERITE KEELER, In
"Money. Money, Money," a hilarious comedy of a too-
rich pair.

951 MAY, JOE, AND DOROTHY OAKS, in "A Perfect
Understanding." an offering of snappy Jokes and songs.

2339 MAYER & EVANS, "The Cowboy and His Girl," In a
new selection.

2336 MAYER & EVANS, In a comedy sMt xvitli songs.
728 MAYHEW, STELLA, musical comedy star. In songs.
965 MAYOR. LEW. in "Gym Jams," a novel exhibition by

the ace juggler.
2239 McAVOY, MAY, screen star, in a comedy. "Sunny

Califomia," with Richard Carle In the cast.
2169 MclNTOSH. BURR, stage and screen star, in his own

dramatic plavlet, "Non-Support."
708 McKAY AND ARDINE. popular variety team, in a fast

comedv. "Back from Abroad."
423 McKEE. MARGARET, the famous whistler, in a whist-

ling and singing number.
946 McLALLEN. JACK AND SARAH, in a wise-cracking

skit, "Oh. Sarah."
2694 McLEOD. TEX. premiere rope spinner, in a singing and

lariat-throwing act.
1000 McWILLIAMS JIM. In "Grand Uproar."
612 MERLE TWINS. s.yncopating songsters, in three popular

numbers.
4035 MERRIAM. CHARLOTTE. In "Bridnl Ni-iht."
2593 MEYERS AND HANFORD. "The Arkansas Travelers,"

in barefoot dancing and down-south songs.
3190 MIDDLETON, CHAS. B., in "The Frame." a gripping

crook drama.
3740 MIDDLETON. CHAS. B.. in "Christmas Knight," s

novel drama with a powerful punch.
2263 MILJAN. JOHN, screen star, in a comedy sketch with

songs, "His Night Out."
623 MILLER AND FARREL. popular entertainers with

mandolin and miniature piano, in three selections.
862 MILLER AND LYLES, negro comedians. In a comedy

skit, "They Know Their Groceries," directed by Bryan
Fov.

879 MILLER AND LYLES, in a comedy sMt with song.
"Harlem Knights."

923 MILLER AND LYLES. In "The Midnight Lodge." a
comedv sketch with a song.

881 MILLER. EDDIE. "The One Man Quartette." one man
singing a quartette arrangment of popular songs.

619 MONTGOMERY. HARRY, "The Humorologist," present-
ing a comedv of words in monologue.

519 MOORE, FLORENCE, & LT. GITZ RICE, "Broadway
comedienne and soldier-composer." in two songs.

963 MOORE, CLARENCE, presenting "Lobo—the Dog Of

Dogs," in an exhibition of canine Intelligence.

884 MORAN. EDDIE. AND HIS ORCHESTRA, "Shake It

Up." in a snappy offering of three popular songs.

2297 MORAN. POLLY, screen comedienne, in a monologue
with songs.

4209 MORGAN. GENE, in "Railroad Follies."

712 MORGAN, JIM AND BETTY, vauderiUe headliners. In
"Songs As Ton Like Them."

3988 MORGAN. PHIL, AND HEINE CONKLIN, in "Duct-
ing Duty." a comedy skit of doughboy life.

2199 MORRISON, ALEX, famous trick golfer, and a clever
comedv act. "I,esson in (3olf."

485 MORRISSEY AND MILLER, nopular vaudeville team,
in "The Morrissev and Miller Vitaphone Revue."

2293 MORRISSEY AND MILLER NIGHT CLUB, a varied
revue with songs and monologue.

1004 MORSE. LEE. in "The Music Racket."
490 MOSCOW ART ENSEMBLE, famous group of Russian

singers In New York, in a dancing and singing ofter-

in!T. "A Russian Wedding Celebration."
608 MOULAN, FRANK, musical comedy star. In three

songs.
2695 MOUNTED POLICE QUINTETTE, offering characteristic

sonirs in 'The Northern Patrol."
873 MULHERN. MARY, AND WM. HALLIGAN, in a com-

edv skit, "Somewhere in Jersey." Directed by Bryan
Foy.

1007-08 MUNSON, ONA, In "The Collegiate Model." One
song.

4140 MURRAY. JOHN T.. in "The Sen-ant Problem."
2108 MURRAY AND LA VERE. accordionist and girl Imi-

tator, in songs and accordion solos.

849 MURRAY. JOHN T.. & VIVIEN OAKLAND, screen and
stage plavers. in "Satires."

889 MURRAY. JOHN T.. & VIVIEN OAKLAND. In a bur-
lesque murder trial. "The Hall of Injustice."

3873 MURRAY. JOHN T.. & VIVIEN OAKLAND. In a
comedv skit. "Who Pays."

2256 MUSSER. CLAIR OMAR, world's foremost marlmba-
phonist, in three selections.

N

617 MAC GREGOR. BOB. radio Scotch comedian, in comedy
monologue and songs.

613 MAC GREGOR, KNIGHT,
baritone, in three songs.

Ma nd a lav."
2795 MACK AND PURDY, variety headliners.

of fast chatter. "An Everyday Occurrence."
716 MARCELLE, MISS, singing southern syncopated songs.

Director. Bryan Foy.
2741 MARLOWE AND JORDAN. English music hall favorites,

in "Songs and Impressions."

musical comedy and concert
including "On the Road to

parade

2190

2116

719

2548

2296

2766
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2662
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2756
2707

classicalNAVARRA. LEON, talented piano player,
and jazz tunes.
NAZARRO. CLIFF. AND TWO MARJORIES. Nazarro
gives a number of piano selections, while the Two Mar-
jories sing negro spirituals.
NEAL SISTERS, vaudeville headliners. in a singing
act, "Blondes That Gentlemen Prefer."
NELSON. EDDIE, AND COMPANY, in a comedy sMt,
"Stop and Go."
NEWELL. BILLY AND ELSA. "Those Hot Tamales"
of vaudeville, in a comic song niunber.
NEWHOFF AND PHELPS, varietv favorites in an
original sketch with songs, "Cross Words."
NICHOLS. "RED." & HIS FIVE PENNIES, In three
samples of shivering syncopation.
NORMAN, KARYL, the famous "Creole Fashion Plate,"
in "Types." He gives his famous female impersona-
tions, and sings.
NORMAN, KARYL, In "Silks and Satins," further
female Impersonations and songs.
NORTH, JACK, banjo wizard, in "The Ban-jokester."
NORWORTH, JACK, stage and variety matinee idol, in
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three songs.
1014 NORWORTH. MR. AND MRS. JACK, in "The

Xag.iiers.*'

787 NORWORTH, MR. & MRS. JACK, in "Odds and Ends,"
peppv patter, with several of Nonvorth's songs.

2289 NOTRE DAME GLEE CLUB, popular collegiate glee

club; semi-classical and collegiate songs.
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842
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338

895
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3781

2119

2710
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OAKLAND. VIVIEN, in "The Servant Problem."
OAKLAND. VIVIEN. AND JOHN T. MURRAY, stage
and screen players, in "Satires."
OAKLAND AND MURRAY, in a burlesaue murder
trial. "The Hall of Injustice."
OAKLAND AND MURRAY, in "Who Pays," a comedy.
OAKLAND, WILL, popular radio tenor, in three selec-

tions.
OAKLAND. WILL, in tour songs.
08 OBER, ROBERT, stage and film star, in a two-reel
playlet, "A Regular Business Man."
O'BRIEN. NEIL, AND JAMES J. CORBETT, famous
minstrel and the former heavyweight champion, in com-
edy chatter.
O'CONNELL. HUGH, in a newspaper comedy, "The
Familiar Face."
O'CONNELL, HUGH, in a newspaper playlet, "The
Interview."
O'CONNELL. HUGH, in third newspaper series, "Dead
or Alive."
O'CONNELL. HUGH, in "Find the Woman," another
of the newspaper series comedv.
OHMAN AND ARDEN, "the piano duetists," In three
selections.
O'MALLEY, PAT. In "The People Versus," dramatic
playlet.
O'NEIL AND VERMONT, famous blaclrface comedians,
in hvo songs.
ORTH. FRANK, in "Meet the Wife," an original one-
act play.
OSTERMAN. JACK, in "Talking It Over." male vocal
two songs.

PADDEN, SARAH, stase star, in "The Eternal Bar-
rier." a dramatic monologtie.
PADDEN. SARAH, in a plavlet entitled "Souvenirs."
PAINTER. ELEANOR, musical comedy star, in three
songs.
PALM BEACH FOUR, Night Club Quartet, in songs.
PANGBORN. FRANKLIN, in "Who's the Boss?"

•75 PANGBORN, FRANKLIN, in "Poor Aubrey," com-
edy playlet based on the plav, "The Show-off."
43 PANGBORN, FRANKLIN, In "Reno or Bust," a
two-reel farce comedy.
PARAGONS, THE, in an atmospheric presentation with
songs. "In the Tropics."
PAULO. PAQUITA & CHIQUITA. in romantic tunes
of Spain and Mexico.
PEABODY. EDDIE, in "Banjomania." Five selections,
PEABODY, EDDIE, banjoist, and his partner, Junmie
Maisel. in "In a Music Shop,"
F^EABODY, EDDIE. Ijing of banjo players, with his
partner. .Timmie JIaisel, in five selections.
PENNINGTON, ANN, in "Hello, Baby," "Technicolor
flash,

PERCIVAL. WALTER, in "Twixt Love and Duty."
PERFECT. ROSE, in "The Girl With the Golden Voice."
prima donna of George ^^liite's Scandals; sings three
songs,
PETERSON, CHARLES C, billiard champion, in an
e-xhibition of fancy shots.
PICON. MOLLY, comedienne. Two songs.
PLANTATION TRIO, in "The Land of Harmony." Four
songs,
POLICE QUARTET, four singing cops from Hollywood,
in four selections.
POLLARD, DAPHNE. English comedienne, in an act
for which she is internationally famous, "Wanted—

a

Man."
POLLARD, DAPHNE, English comedienne, in a comedy
sl^etch. "Cleo to Cleopatra."
01 POTTERS, THE. in "Getting a Raise." first of the
Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

3827-28 POTTERS. THE. in "At Home," second of the
Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

3881-82 POTTERS. THE. in "Done in Oil." third of the
Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

3883-84 POTTERS, THE. in "Pa Gets a Vacation." fourth
of the Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy
newspaper stories.

4009-10 POTTERS. THE, in "Big Money." fifth of the
Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

841 PRICE. GEORGIE, stage star in "Don't Get Nervous."
Two songs.

2106 PRIOR, ALLAN, Australian tenor, musical comedy star,
in two songs.

4093 PROUTY. JED. in "No Questions Asked."
1007-08 PRYOR. ROGER, in "The Collegiate Alodel."
2101 PULLMAN PORTERS. THOSE. "Kings of Harmony."

in a selection of songs.
2128 PURSELL. JUNE, "Hollywood's radio girl," in three

songs.

2574 QUILLAN, EDDIE, AND FAMILY, in "A Little Bit of
Everything." Two songs.
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RAISA. ROSA. &. GIACOMO RIMINI, in a duet from
Act IV. of Verdi's "H Trovatore."
RAISA. ROSA, opera star, in two popular pieces,
"Good-bye" and "Eli Eli."
RAISA, ROSA, singing "Plasir d'Armour" and "I.a
Paloma."
RANGERS. THE, in "After the Round-Hp," a cowboy
carnival with songs.
RATOFF. GREGORY, in "For Sale." Comedy.
RAWLINSON, HERBERT, screen star in a monologue.
RECORD BOYS. THE. "the radio winners." presenting
popular and comedv songs,
RECORD BOYS. THE, in a second group of popular
and comedv songs
REDMOND & WELLS, in "The Gyp," a satire on fake
forttme telling.
REGAN. JOSEPH, America's foremost Irish tenor. In
three songs.
RENNIE. JAMES, in "Two Rounds of Love." Comedy
of a scrappily married stage pair,
REVELERS. THE, radio and phonograph artists, in
three harmony numbers.
REVELERS, THE, radio and phonograph artists in
three harmony numbers.
RICE, FANNY, vaudeville headliner. in character songs.
RICE, LT. GITZ. AND FLORENCE MOORE, in comedy
monologue and songs.
RICE. IRENE, screen star, in dramatic playlet, "The
Beast."

2368 RICH. IRENE, in a playlet by Jack Lait, "Lead,
Kindly Light."

4033 RICH. LILLIAN, In "The Eternal Triangle." Novel
playlet.

2270 RICHARDSON, FRANK, tlie "joyboy of song," In a
program of popular song hits.

2329 RICHARDSON, FRANK, in a program of varied mod-
em tunes.

3799 RICHMOND, WARNER, in "Vengeance." Dramatic
plavlet of a trio of circus dare-devils.

2248 RICHARD. VERNON, in "The Hunt." offering several
himting songs.

2277 RICHARD. VERNON, in "In the Mines." Richard and
the Black Diamond Four in a selection of songs.

415 RIGOLETTO QUARTET, from "Rigoletto." with Ben-
iamino Gigli, Jeanne Gordon, Marion Talley, Giuseppe
De Luca.

524 RIMINI. GIACOMA. & ROSA RAISA. opera stars, sing-
ing duet from Act IV. of Verdi's opera ."II Trovatore."

2267 RIN-TIN-TIN, dog start of the films, and his master.
Lee Duncan. Rlnfy performs some of his tricks, flash-
liacks showing scenes from some of his pictures.

1005 RIPLEY. ROBERT L.. in "Believe It or Not."
813 ROBERTSON. GUY. in "Highwater." a song-poem of

the soutliland.

2550 ROGERS. CHARLES, in a light comedy satire, "The
Movie-man,"

2541 ROGERS. CHARLES, in his popular vaudeville comedy.
"The Ice-man,"

420 ROLLICKERS. THE. harmony singing quartet, with
piano accompaniment.

421 ROLLICKERS. THE. harmonv tiuarter. Two numbers.
516 ROSELLE & MACK, songs and dnnces.
558 ROSENBLATT. CANTOR. JOSEPH, most famous singer

of Hebrew chants, singing "Omar Rabbi Elosor."
2203 ROSENBLATT. CANTOR. JOSEPH, and male choir,

sincrine "Hallelujah,"
910 ROSENER. GEORGE, in "The Fallen Star." Drama

Charncterization of a fallen star,

1007-08 ROSENTHAL. HARRY, in "The Collegiate Model."
2348 ROWLAND. ADELE, jazz singer and musical comedy

star, in "Stories in Songs."
2539 RUBIN. BENNY, stage comedian. In monologue and

soncs,
2790 RUBIN, JAN. violin virtuoso, assisted by Vernon

Richard, Iri'^li tenor, and Monn Content, in tliree songs.
2568-69 RURGLES. CHARLES, & CO., stage star, in a play-

let. "Wives, Etc."
1047 RUNYON. DAMON, in "-*t the Round Table."
726 RYAN. DOROTHY. «. ROSETTE, in a charming song

act, ":Mirtb and Melodv,"
874 RYAN. COLETTA, & DUKE YELLMAN. in "Song-

niocrv." soncs and piano numbers,
1029 RYAN & LEE, 'n "1 Tenpment Trinjle."
998 RYAN. BEN K HENRIETTE LEE. in "Websterian

students," Comedy.

2160 SABIN. FRANK & TEDDY, vaudeville headliners. in
prncram of songs.

733 SANDERSON. JULIA. & FRANK CRUMIT. famous
musical comedy team, in a song prcgram. "Words of
Love."

919 SANTLEY. ZELDA. in "Little Miss Everybody." Sbc
ntmibers.

424 SCHEPP. REX, famous banjoist, in a program of his
own conception.

745 SCHMELI NG. MAX. German heavyweight champion.
d'sniars bis puffili'Jtio skill

379 SCHUMANN-HEINK. MME.. opera star, sings "Danny
B"v." •Rosarv" and "Stille Nacht,"

521 SEDANO CARLOS, famous concert violinist, in Snanish
rtnnoes, Mozart's "Minuet" and Beethoven's "Turkish
Afnrch."

796 SEDLEY. ROY. & HIS NIGHT CLUB REVUE; catchy
tiiTiog, Dpppv dnpping and rollicking comedv.

548 SEELEY BLOSSOM, stage and variety star, in a pro-
irram of songs.

495 SEGAL. VIVIENNE, & JOHN CHARLES THOMAS.
mu'^'cnl comndv star and the .American baritone, in
"Win Ynn R^^membpr Me?" from "Mavtime."

2814 SERENAOERS. THE. in red hot comedy, presenting a
double Quartet of male voices.

1027 SHAW AND LEE. in "Goinjj Places," Song and
,1nn"ing,

2686 SHAW &, LEE. known as the "Beau Brummels," in
two songs.

1012-13 SHEA OMVF. in "The Heirf Eroal-»r "

713 SHELLEY. FRANCES, leading lady of "Rain or Shine,"
in two songs.

846 SHELLEY. FRANCES. AND FOUR ETON BOYS, stage.

radio and night club entertainer, assisted by a male
nnartet in three songs. Directed bv Murray Roth.

819 SILK. FRANK X.. burlesque tramp comedian in a
monologue of songs.

752 SINCLAIR &. LA MARR. two wise-cracking ladies from
vaudeville, in "Tn at the Seashore."

463 SISSLE & BLAKE, international stars of syncopation,
in three ditties.

464 SISSLE & BLAKE, well-known song writers and en-
tertainers, in their version of the "Big Parade,"

302 SMECK, ROY, "the wizard of the strings," in "His
Pastimes," popular solos on Hawaiian guitar and ukelele,

394 SMITH. JACK, the whispering baritone of radio and
vaudeville fame, in comedv and popular songs.

817 SMITH. KATE, songbird of the South, singing two
"hot" songs.

2109 SNOWDEN. CAROLYNNE & CO., In "colored synco-
pation." with dance orchestra.

438 SPALDING. ALBERT, renowned American violinist,

plays Chopin's "Nocturne No. 12 in G Major" and
Franz Scliubert's "Hark, Hark, the Lark."

439 SPALDING. ALBERT., two violin solos, "Gypsy Airs,"
bv Sarasate. and "Souvenir." by Drdla.

801 SPALDING. ALBERT, playing his own composition,
"Alabama," and Chopin's "Valse in G Flat,"

798 SPALDING. ALBERT, playing Mozart's "Minuet in D."
and Kreisler's "Leibesfreud."

797 SPALDING. ALBERT, plays on the violin "Ave Maria"
and "Waltz In A."

799 SPALDING. ALBERT, In two sparkling violin solos,

"Traumerei" and "Roman2M, Andalura."
800 SPALDING. ALBERT, great American violinist, playing

"Liebeslied" and "Cavarina,"
484 STANBURY & GAMBARELLI. "the Doug and Gamby"

of the Roxv Gang, in a program of songs and dance.
861 STANBURY. DOUGLAS, & HIS VETERANS, singing

"I'm Marching Home to Tou."
918 STANBURY, DOUGLAS, in "Pack Up Tour Troubles,"

sinning five numbers.
714 STANLEY & GINGER, a variety song and dance team,

in "A Few Aljsurd Moments."
2586 STANTON, VAL & ERNIE, variety and musical comedy

comedians, in a comedy sketch, "Cut Yourself a Piece
of Cake,"

2587 STANTON, VAL & ERNIE, in an act In which they
have appeared on the stage, "English as She is Not
Spoken."

4140 STAUBER. MARY, in "Tlie Servant Problem."
2349 STOLL. FLYNN & CO., the jazz-mania quintet. In a

program of songs.
2783 STONE. IRENE, musical comedy star, in "Songs as

You Like Them."
929 SUMMERS AND HUNT, in "Some Pumpkins." Barn

dance. Two songs.
539 SUNSHINE BOYS, in a group of songs.

540 SUNSHINE BOYS, radio stars in a song program.
3334 SWEET, BLANCHE, in "Always Faithful." Comedy

drama.
2544 SWOR. BERT, musical comedy star, in "Ducks and

Deducts." _, ,

2543 SWOR. BERT, in his famous comedy sketch, A Color-

ful Sermon."
731 SYNCO, PETS, THE FOUR, variety artists in a semi-

classical instrumental number, "Musical Moments."

415 TALLEY. GIGLI. DE LUCA & GORDON, in quartet

from "Rigoletto."
499 TALLEY. MARION. & BENIAMINO GIGLI, in a duet

from Act I. of the opera, "Lucia Di Lammermoor."
767 TATE. HARRY, famous comedian of the London music

halls, in a laughable skit, "The Patent Office."

754-55 TATE. HARRY. EngUsh comedian In a comedy
sketch. "Motoring."

2666-67 TERRY, ETHEL GRAY, dramatic sketch, "Sharp
Tools,"

41 THOMAS, JOHN CHARLES. American baritone, singing

the prologue to "I Pagllaci."
. ,

493 THOMAS. JOHN CHARLES, baritone of the musical
comedy stage, singing "Danny Deever" and "In the

Gloaming." , ^

495 THOMAS, J. C, AND VIVIENNE SEGAL, in a duet,

"Will You Remember Me?" from "Maytime."
827 THOMAS. QUINTETTE. NOMAN. in "Harlem Ma-

nia." negro songs and dances.
955 TIMBERG, HERMAN, In comedy songs and dances, in

"The Love Boat."
2755 TIMBLIN AND RAYMOND, vaudeville headliners, in

"A Pair of Aces," Sing three songs.

955 TIMBERG. SLIM, in "Revival Days," a colored comedy.
784 TINY TOWN REVUE. "Pageant" of the Lilliputians,"

clever dancing and singing by midgets.
766 TISDALE. CLARENCE, a negro tenor. In southern songs.

992 TOLER, SIDNEY, in "The Devil's Parade."
897-98 TOLER, SIDNEY, in a burlesque on the old-time

melodramas. "In the Nick of Time."
1036 TRACY, SPENCER, in "The Hard Guy."
936 TRAHAN. AL, vaudeville and musical comedy feature.

in "The Musicale." songs and patter.

940 TRAPS, BUDDY, marvel drummer in "Sound Effects.

2105 TRIGG & MAXWELL, in "hot songs" and hot fingers.

909 TRUEMAN. PAULA, in "A Glimpse of the Stars." in

which she impersonates famous stage and screen stars.

2359 TUMANOVA. RENEE & CO., "three Russian gypsies,

famous all over Europe, in a program of songs.

u
2758 ULIS & CLARK, musical comedy stars, in a sketch

with songs. "In Dutch."
. , ^.. ,.

479 USHER, MAY, vaudeville comedian, in "Lyncs of Life.

503 UTICA JUBILEE SINGERS, negro spiritual singers, m
a program of Southern plantation songs.

395 VAN & SCHENCK, stage and vaudeville

gram of songs.
465 VAN & SCHENCK. famous radio and

a group of popular songs.

904 VARSITY THREE. THE (Babe, Bob &
In "Blue Streaks of Rhythm," songs and

717 VELIE. JAY, musical comedy tenor, in

Songs."
2784 VELIE, JAY. in a group of songs.

718 VELIE. JAY. in songs of love.

4036 VERNON. BOBBY, in "Cry Baby."
2815 VERNON, HOPE, variety star, in a group of four

songs and imitation of violin sounds.

709 VI0LIN3KY, SOL, eccentric composer
star, who plays the piano and viollu
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WALDRON. JACK, talented stage actor In a song

number. "A Little Breath of Broadway."
WALTHALL. HENRY B., famous screen star—the Little

Colonel of the screen epic. "Birth of a Nation"—in a

dramatic playlet. "Retribution."
WALTHALL, HENRY B.. in a crook drama. The
Pay Off

"

WARD. FANNIE, perennial flapper of the English and
American stage, in "The Miracle Woman."
WARD. SOLLY, vaudeville and stage headliner. m one

of his best known comedy sketches, "At the Party."

WATSON, BOBBY, in "The Baby Bandit."
WASHBURN, BRYANT, in "Christmas Knight, a

novel drama. . ^ ^ j „
WASHBURN. BRYANT, in a human mterest drama,
"Niagara Falls."

. , ,,^ »

WATSON, BOBBY, In a Technicolor musical. Contrary

Marv," , ,„_ .,,

WATSON, BOBBY, in a domestic comedy, 'Maids
Night Out." J „ „ „
WAISUN, FANNY & KITTY, in "Bigger and Better.'

h.armonizing in popular song numbers.
WATTS AND GILBERT, "the talldng viobn and blues

singers." Bobby Gilbert plays the violin, while Wade
Watts croons the blues. „ +, . . .,,„. c^^^
WEBB. CLIFTON, in George S. Kaufman's The Still

Alarm."
, , j » „WEBER AND FIELDS, famous musical comedy stars.

in "Mike and Meyer."
WELLMAN AND RUSSELL, in the "Sweet Long Ago,

a picturesque offering of colonial costumes and old-time

tunes and modem rielodies.

WELLS. GIL, popular blues singer, in three of his

WERREn'raSH, REINALD, famous baritone, singing

"On the Road to Mandalav." and "Duna."
WERRENRATH, REINALD. American baritone, singing

"Long, Long Trail" and "Heart of a Rose."
WEST. PAT Sc MIDDIES, syncopated blues players, in

a lively program.
WEST. ARTHUR PAT, in "Russian Around." Four
songs.
WEST, ARTHUR. PAT. in a singing atmospheric com-
edy, "Ship Ahoy."
WFSTON A- LYONS, in !> "Bowery Bouncer and His
Belle," Apache dances and songs.
WHEELER. BERT, stage star. In a comedy of theatrical

life. "Small Timers."
WHITE. EDDIE, variety and musical comedy star, in

a monologue with songs. "I Thank Tou."
WHITING AND BURT, in "Song Sayings," an act

from the big time vaudeville circuit.

WHITMAN, FRANK, "the surprising fiddler" who
plays his violin with a card, bottle or a bow. Four
selections.
WHITMORE, DOROTHY, popular prima donna, in a
group of songs.
WILDLEY &. SHEEHAN, radio and vaudeville artists

in a crroun of sonas.

WILLIAMS, FRANCES, "Broadway's Queen of Jazz,"
in a group of songs.
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"Moments of Mimicry," dl-882 WILLIAMS, ROGER.
reeled by Murray Both.

2237 WILSON, LOIS, screen star, with Edward Everett Hor-
ton, in a comedy playlet, "Miss Information."

2126 WONG, JOE, "Chinese Jazz Boy," In a group of songs
2129 WOOD. BRITT, in "The Boob and His Harmonica,'

an offering; that is different.

979 WORK, MILTON C famous international bridge ex-

pert, gives highlights and humors of the popular pastime,

992 DEVIL'S PARADE, THE, with Sidney Toler. A musi-
cal revue set in Hades.

4200 DINING OUT, comedy, with Billy Kent and Alice Lake.
2566 DIXIE DAYS, the negro spirituals of the South are

sung by a group of Southern darkies, four songs.
2590 DON'T BE JEALOUS, with Joe E. Brown, musical

comedy star, in a one-reel playlet. Directed by Bryan
Foy.

3988 DUCKING DUTY, a comedy of doughboy life after the
signing of the armistice. With Heinle Conklin and
Phil Morgan.

8899 JAPANESE BOWL, THE, a tender romance of old Japan
told in enchanting love songs. Filmed in Technicolor.

8760 JAZZ REHEARSAL, THE, a snappy singing and danc-
ing rehearsal in Technicolor.

839 JUST LIKE A MAN, a comedy of a man who thought
he could run his vvlfe's job at home. Directed by
Arthur Hurley. Written by John Hobble; with Martin
May, Mary Mulhem and Sybil Lee.

527 YACHT CLUB BOYS, a popular instrumental and vocal
group in a program of comedy songs,

528 YACHT CLUB BOYS, in four popular songs.
874 YELLMAN, DUKE AND COLETTA RYAN, in "Song-

ology.

"

928 YORKE AND JOHNSON, vaudeville stars and radio
artists, in a program of three songs.

876 ZARDO, ERIC AND GUIDO CICCOLINI, concert
pianist and new leading tenor, in three classic songs.

//.

—

Playlets and Flash Varieties

A
973 ABSENT MINDED, with Wallace Ford, stage star, in a

riotous comedy skit.

2664-65 ACROSS tHE BORDER, with Sarah Padden. stage
star in a thrilling playlet. Directed bv Brvan Fov.

2648-49 AIN'T IT THE TRUTH, a comedy of manners, in
two reels, written by Ralph Spence.

2677-78 ALIBI, THE, a stirring dramatic playlet in which
Kenneth Harlan, famous screen star, has the leading
role.

903 ALLEN'S, FRED. PRIZE PLAYLETS with Fred Allen
in three of his original blackout sketches.

818 ALL GIRL REVUE, all-singing and aU-dandng show
with four songs.

3289-90 ALL SQUARE, a hishlv dramatic playlet.
3334 ALWAYS FAITHFUL, with Blanche Sweet, screen star.

in a comedy drama.
2130 AMATEUR NIGHT, with William Demarest. noted

screen star. Comedy presenting the old-time weekly
feature of amateur night.

.3719 AND HOW ^th Aii'i Greenway. A sinsins and danc-
ing show in Technicolor.

3736—AND WIFE, with Frank Davis and Bernice EUiot.
A brand new comedy an^le on domestic relations.

920 APARTMENT HUNTING, with Fisher and Hurst, vaude-
ville headliners. in an amusing skit and songs.

875 APOLLON. DAVE, AND HIS RUSSIAN STARS, Dave
Apollon, comedian musician playing American jazz;
fnllr sntTTS.

3280 AT THE CHURCH FESTIVAL, with Dick Henderson,
vauderille favorite, in an offering of jokes and songs.

988 AT YOUR SERVICE, with a Broadway cast. A trav-
esty on modem hotel serrice. Good comerlv.

2252 AUTHOR, THE. comedy with Walter Weems, noted
variety star. Directed by BiTan Foy.

B
3758 BABY BANDIT, THE, with Bobby Watson and Anne

Cornwall. One reel bedroom farce.
3640 BARBER SHOP CHORD, THE. snappy song and dance

entertainment in a musical barber shop.
2279 BEAST, THE, with Irene Rich, known' "as the screen's

lovelist lady," in a drama supported by John Miljan.
Directed by Brvan Fov.

1005 BELIEVE IT OR NOT (Robert C. Ripley) No. 1.
Drawings of strange things.

939 BENEFIT. THE, with Joe Frisco. Broadway star, in
song and dance with a screaming imitation of Helen
Morgan.

4230 BIG DEAL, THE, comedy, with Harrv Holman.
S40 BIG PARADERS, THE, a flash of songs and dances

with six heavyweight boys and girls.
925 BIGGER AND BETTER, with Fanny and Kitty Wat-

son, harmonizing comediennes in a presentation of com-
edy songs.

4123 BODY SLAM, THE, with Eddie Lambert. Gene Ladoux
and William Irving. A slapstick comedy of the wrest-
ling racket.

2273 BOOKWORM. THE, with Harry J. Conley, a comedy
sketch written by Willard Mack. Directed by Bryan
Foy.

4035 BRIDAL NIGHT, with Johnny Arthur and Charlotte
Merriam. A honeymoon in a haunted house.

960 BROADWAY'S LIKE THAT, with Ruth Etting. She Is
supported by an excellent cast.

967 BUBBLE PARTY. THE, comedy, three songs. Brings
back the Gay Nineties.

3898 BUBBLES, Technicolor flash, with the Vitaphone
Kiddies.
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CAVE CLUB, THE, singing and dancing act with a
Broadway cast.
CEBALLOS' REVUE, LARRY, musical revue with the
Vitaphone Girls, eight numbers.
CEBALLOS' REVUE. LARRY—ROOF GARDEN REVUE
a flash act classic song and dance show.
CEBALLOS' CRYSTAL CAVE REVUE, LARRY, flash.
Larry Ceballos is famous for his exotic and eccentric
arangeraents.
CHEER LEADER. THE. a drama with a background of
collpge life, with Tom Douglas.
08 COLLEGIATE MODEL, THE. with Ona Munson.
Musical comedy with a college background.
COMMUNITY KNIGHT, with Bryant Washburn. Helen
Jerome Eddy and Charles B. Mlddleton. A one reel
dramatic playlet.
COMMUNITY SINGING, with Lynn Cowan In five songs.
Directed by Bryan Foy.
CONGO JAZZ (Ixjoney Tunes No. 2). Animated song
cartoons ha.sed on screen song bits.
CONTRARY MARY, with Bobbv Watson in a lavish
fong and dance presentation in Technicolor.
CRY BABY, with Enliby Vernon and Mary Louise
Trcfn. Dompsti'- rnwpdv nf a wailing Wd
CRYIN' FOR THE CAROLINES, musical novelty.

D
3669 DANCE OF THE PAPER DOLLS, with the talented

-,~. H^lV.'i'JI]^
Kiddies. Songs and dances in Technicolor.

3529 DANGER, romance portrayed In drama with a Broad-
way cast.

3333 DEAD LINE, THE, a thrilling drama of the under-
world.

895 DEAD OR ALIVE, a comedy playlet with Hugh O'Con-
nell. adept intcrprPtcr of "drunk" roles.

2234 DEATH SHIP. THE, with Mitchell Lewis, .Tason Eo-
bards. screen «tars. In a thrilling dramatic playlet.

989 DESERT THRILLS, romance in the desert with capti-
vating singing and dancing.

E
4033 ETERNAL TRIANGLE, THE, with Lillian Rich, Wynd-

ham Standing and Armand Kaliz. A humorous satire
of love in three countries.

183 EVENING ON THE DON, flash act of 11 performers
and an orchestra.

1022 EVOLUTION, presenting the development of motion pic-
tures, with scenes from early productions contrasted
with up-to-date talkies.

3895-96 EVOLUTION OF THE DANCE, a Technicolor re-
view of the development of the dance through the ages.
Lupino Lane finishes the number with a burlesque of
interpretative dancing.

904-05 FAINT HEART, with Bert Lahr. two reel comedy
playlet. In the cast is also Bobbe Arnst.

910 FALLEN STAR. THE, with George Rosener, drama.
Characterization of a fallen star.

807 FAMILIAR FACE. THE. witii Hush O'Connell, comedy
drama of a metropolitan newspaper office.

1006 FIGHT, THE, with Norman Brokenshire. famous radio
personality. Supported by Hazel Forbes, Ziegfield beauty.
From a Ring Lardner story.

3179-80 FINDERS KEEPERS, with Helen Ferguson, a two
reel comedy by George Kelly, Pulitzer prize winner.

978 FIND THE WOMAN, with Hugh O'Connell in another
comedy role of the sou.se newspaper reporter.

3238-39 FLATTERING WORD, THE, with Harrison Ford in
a satire of the touring actor. George Kelly wrote the
playlet.

985 FOOTNOTES, a dancing and singing novelty with a
Broadway musical comedy cast.

1018 FORE, with Wallace Ford. A farce comedy of the
husband who next to his goir loved h's n-ife best

3335 FOR SALE, a comedy with Gregory Ratoff, stage star.
1023 FOWL TRIANGLE, slapstick comedy of a husband ex-

perimenting a two-yolk egg.
3190 FRAME. THE. a crook drama with William Boyd, as-

sisted by Charles B. Middleton.
2149 FRENCH LEAVE, a rememberance of the war days with

comedy situations and songs.

G
GATES OF HAPPINESS, musical revue.
GAY NINETIES, THE. or the Unfaithful Husband, a
burlesque of the plays in the gay nineties, with three
songs.
01 GETTING A RAISE, the first of the .L P. McAvoy
"The Potters" series with Luoien Littlefleld and Lucille
Ward in the principal roles.
GINSBERG OF NEWBERG. with Eddie Lambert and
William Irving. Comedv of real estate business.
GOING PLACES, with Shaw and Lee. Song and danc-
ing.

64 GIVING IN, Harry Delf. the Broadway comedian,
in an engaging playlet directed by Murray Both. Hedda
Hopper is in the cast.
50 GOSSIP, a two reel comedy with Robert Emmett
Keane. who is supported by John Miljan. screen star.
GRAND UPROAR, with Jim McWilliams. Burlesque of
grand opera.
GYM-JAMS, fun and trick juggling in a gymnasium
with Lew Mayor.
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H
889 HALL OF INJUSTICE, THE, starring the stage and

screen players John T. Murray and Vivien Oakland, a
take-off on a modem murder trial. Directed by Murray
Roth.

879 HARLEM KNIGHTS, a comedy with Miller and Lyles,
famous colored comics of the legitimate stage.

422 HAWAIIAN NIGHTS, selections bv native Hawaiian
orchestra and dances by Hawaiian girls.

330O HEAD OF THE FAMILY. THE. a comedy with Little
Billy, vest pocket comedian of the stage.

990 HEAD MAN, THE. Hugli O-Compll in a new comedy.
role. He is supported by Kitty Kelly.

1012-13 HEART BREAKER. THE. with Eddie Foy. Jr. Two-
reel musical comedy, with four songs

3641-42 HELLO BABY, peppy songs and dance by Ann
Pennington.

930-31 HELLO THAR, a two reel comedy of the Yukon
with Eddie Buzzell.

4034 HER RELATIVES, s slapstick comedy of pesty in-laws
with Neely Edwards.

4162-63 HIS BIG AMBITION, a Potters comedy, with Luclen
Littlefleld and Lucille Ward.

38M HOLIDAY IN STORY LAND, a Technicolor song and
dance presentation with the talented Vitaphone Kiddies.

3897 HOLLAND, a Technicolor musical number with a pic-
turesque Dutch setting.

2235 HOLLYWOOD BOUND, a satire on male beauty contest
starring Gladys Brockwell with James Bradliury, Neely
Edwards and others.

2660 HOW'S YOUR STOCK? a story of the pitfalls of Wall
St. as told by the ticket tape with Eugene Palette,
Mary Doran. Charles SeUon and others.

2248 HUNT, THE. a program of hunting songs offered by
Vernon Richard. Dimcan Sisters and the Frolickers
Quartet.

907 ILLUSIONS, with Fred Keating, magician in some of
his trick offerings.

4097-98 ILL WIND. AN, or NO MOTHER TO GUIDE HER,
burlesque on the oldtime "mcllprs"

938 IMAGINE MY EMBARRASSMENT, a comedy attrac-
tion with Ann Codec and Frank Orth.

2117 IN A BLACKSMITH SHOP, a sextette of soloists fea-
turing T. Delos Jewkes. Directed by Bryan Foy and
accompanied by the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
"The Anvil Choras" and the "Armour's" song from
"Robin Knod" are Included.

2142 IN A MONSTERY CELLAR, a monastery quartet with
bass singer in a picturesque presentation of monastery
life, with five songs.

838 INTERVIEW, THE, Hugh O'Connell as the drunken
reporter in a newspaper comedy, written by Russell
Crousp. directed by Arthur Rurley.

2277 IN THE MINES. Vernon Rickard and the Black Dia-
mond Four In "A Few Minutes in the Mines." with
seven songs.

897-898 IN THE NICK OF TIME, with Sidney Toler. A
two-reel comedy burlesque on the old blood and thun-
der meUers.

K
963-64 KEEPING COMPANY, with Eddie Buzzea A com-

tdy of a pet girl and a pet dog.
878 KIDDIES KABARET, THE, Kiddie Night Club Review

with a cast of youngsters who sing and dance. Di-
rected by Murray Both.

2133 LASH, THE, Hal Crane stars in his own dramatic
playlet which has been one of vaudeville's biggest hits.
William Davidson and Richard Tucker are In the cast.

2368 LEAD. KINDLY LIGHT, human and moving playlet by
Jack Lait starring Irene Rich.

2259 LEMON, THE. Hugh Herbert and Walter Keems are
featured in this playlet of a man who buys a cigar
store from an unscrupulous salesmaiL

934 LETTER BOX, THE, with little Sybil Lee in a comedy
of a little girl who wins the blessing of her groucl^r
grandfather for the runaway marriage of her parents.

3825 LETTERS, a comedy presenting the question of life

against secretary with Pauline Garon.
444 LINCOLN'S GETTYSBURG ADDRESS, an interpreta-

tion and an Impersonation of Abraham Lincoln by
Lincoln Caswell in which he reads the famous Gettys-
burg Address.

919 LITTLE MISS EVERYBODY, impersonations of stars
with Zelda Santley offering six vocal selections.

968 LOBO, DOG OF DOGS. Clarence Moore offers his
clever canine who is featured with Horace Heidt and
His Califomians.

3931 LONELY GIGOLO, with Lotti Loder in a Technicolor
presentation in song and dance.

95 LOVE BOAT, a pirate ship manned by a crew of
lovely girls, Herman Timberg in humorous songs and
dances.

914 LOW DOWN, "a bird's eye view of Harlem." Well
Imown negro entertainers in a song and dance number.

1035 LUCKY BREAK, THE, with Harry Fox. A comedy of
the unluclrv inventor of an unbreakable mirror.

2284 LUCKY IN LOVE, starring Clyde Cook, film star.

Written by Hugh Herbert and directed by Murray Roth.
Cast of ten.
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MADCAP MUSICIAN, Herschel Henlere presents his
one-man band in ti novelty comedy act.

MAID'S NIGHT OUT, with Bobby Watson in a snappy
domestic comedy.
MAN OF PEACE, A, starring Hobart Bosworth. dean
of cinema actors. Dramatic playlet of a quiet man
who becomes involved in a feud.
MARRIED, comedv with novel situations.
MASTER SWEEPER. THE, with Chester Conklin. screen
star, in a satirical comedy.
MATINEE IDLE, with Henry Hull and James Dale. A
sophisticated comedv of the idle matinee idol.

MATTER OF ETHICS. A, Vivien Oakland and a large
supporting cast in a drama of the unfaithfiH wife and
her vengeful doctor husband.
MIDNIGHT LODGE. THE. with Miller and Lyles,
colored comics, in a fun offering.
MILITARY POST, THE. with Roberto Guzman. Mexi-
can tenor, in a picturesque offering of songs. Filmed
in Technicolor.
MINSTREL DAYS, a colored cast in songs, dances,
and gags.
MISS INFORMATION. Lois Wilson and Edward Ever-
ett Horton In a dramatic playlet by Hugh Herbert.
MONEY. MONEY, MONEY, with Homer JIason and
Marguerite Keeler in a humorous skit.

82 MORE SINNED AGAINST THAN USUAL, a bur-
lesque on the old time mellers with Charlotte Merriam,
Charles B. Mlddleton and Theodore Lorch.
MOVING DAY, Frank Himter and Company in a com-
edv skit.

MUSIC RACKET. THE. with Lee Morse, the "South-
em Aristocrat of Song." in two songs.
MUSIC HATH CHARMS, Vitaphone's favorite comedy
stars. Ann Codee and Frank Orrh. in a farce comedy.
The bashful music student takes violin lessons from
a gold digging instructress.
MUSIC SHOP. THE, a humorous musical offering with
Dick Henderson.

N
NAGGER, THE. with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth.
Bedroom farce.
NAUGHTY. BUT NICE. Georges Carpentier. prize
fighter, in a song and dance offering with a bevy of
girls,

NEW RACKET, THE. crook drama with Gardner James,
James Bradburv. Jr., Irene Homer and others.

NIAGARA FALLS, a human interest drama with
Bn-ant Washburn and Helen ,Terome Eddy.
NIGHT AT COFFEE DAN'S. A, WUliam Demarest Is

featured as master of ceremonies.
NIGHT COURT. THE, William Demarest as a lawyer
brings a Night Club gang to night court.
NIGHT ON THE BOWERY. A. old time favorites are
simg bv WUliam Aubrey and Company.
NILE GREEN, a comedy tour of Egypt with Helen
Broderlck of "Fifty Million Frenchmen."
NINETY-NINTH AMENDMENT. THE. a comedy Of
Charles Richmond. Veree Tesdale and Hugh O'Connell.
NO-ACCOUNT, THE. a drama of a lad who steals for
his sweetheart, with Russell Hardie and Josephine
Hutchinson.
NO QUESTIONS ASKED, with Little BiUy. Comedy
featuring midget.
NON-SUPPORT, a one act playlet written and played
by the screen star. Burr Mcintosh. A drama of
divorce.

o
1002 OFFICE STEPS, an ultra -modem office with singing

and dancing typists and bosses.
4169 OLD SEIDELBERG. entertainment set in a German

beer garden. Two songs.
946 OH SARAH, .Tack McLallen and Sarah in an offering

nf songs and wisecracks.
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3880 ONLY THE GIRL, ft technicolor musical presentation

contrasting love in the old fasliioned way with the

modem Jazz love.

2275 ON THE AIR. comedy In a broadcasting station with

Hugh Herbert as a comedy chief of police.

952 ON THE RANCHO, Will and Gladys Ahem, rope-danc-

ers, singers and comedians, in a humorous offering.

947 OPERATION. THE, Edgar Bergen, ventriloaulst. In a

comedy Blietcb with his dummy.
834 OPRY HOUSE, THE, with Lew Hem. Doris WalSer

and the Mound City Blue Blowers. Jazz Kings of

radio, phonograph and musical comedy, three songs.

4099-4100 OUT FOR GAME (Potters No. 6). with Lucien

Littlefleld. Siith of the J. P. McEvoy's newspaper

stories.

782 OUTLAW IN-LAW, THE, a clever comedy of mothers-

in-law.

2287 OVERTONES, a dramatic playlet of characters as they

are and as they would appear to others. Ursula

Faucit. stage actress has the feature role.

2290 PAPA'S VACATION, riotous comedy by Hugh Herbert

and Murray Eotli with WiUiam Demarest as a letter-

carrier on his vacation.

2517-18 PREDICTION, THE, comedy of a man whose life is

changed by the telling of his fortune. Hugh Herbert

is featured.

982 PAULO. PAQUITA AND CHIQUITA, in romantic tunes

of Spain and Mexico, songs and dances.

3793 PAY OFF. THE. with Henry B. Walthall, dramatic

playlet on the lives of ei-conricts.

3781 PEOPLE VERSUS, THE, with Pat O'Malley and Frank
Campeau. Drama.

951 PERFECT UNDERSTANDING, A, with Joe May and
Dorothy Oaks, song and dance.

3674-75 POOR AUBREY, with FranilLn Pangbora. a comedy
playlet from the pen of George Kelly.

1010 POOR FISH. THE. comedy playlet with Hobart Cavan-

augh. Stanley Ridges and others.

3687 POOR LITTLE BUTTERFLY, a technicolor flash with

songs and dances.

1039-40 PLAY BOY, THE, comedy of Itleptomaniac in love,

with Harry Fox and Beatrice Curtis.

3827-28 POTTERS, THE, "At Home, second of the series in

which Pa Porter invites his boss for dinner. Comedy
with Lucien Littlefleld.

3881-82 POTTERS. THE, "Done in Oil." more comedy with

Lucien Littlefleld as Pa Porter Investing in an oU
field.

3983-84 POTTERS. THE. In "Pa Get3 a Vacation." the

Potters proride fun in the country.

4009-10 POTTERS. THE. in "Big Money." the eternal tri-

angle involves Pa Potter in more humorouj adventures.

2238 QUESTION OF TODAY. THE. a comedy drama with

Audrey Ferris. Wampas Baby star, featured. Georgie

Cooper is in the cast.

R
2141 REALIZATION, a comedy drama sketck directed by

Bryan Fov with Hugh Herbert featured.

2607-08 REGULAR BUSINESS MAN, A, dramatic playlet of

a man who wins both wife and fortune on a quick

Wall St. turnover. Starring Bobert Ober.

3942-43 RENO OR BUST, with Franklin Pangbom and
Beraice Elliot in a two reel farce comedy of marriage.

2418 RETRIBUTION, a clever dramatic playlet starring

Henry B. WalthaO.
3679 REVIVAL DAY, with Slim Timblln. bumt cork character

comedian in a comedy presentation.

4122 ROAD KNIGHTS, a gathering of talented tramps who
offer singing and dancing specialties.

921-22 ROOM 909, Robert Emmett Keane and Claire Whit-
ney in a light comedy with clever gags.

975-6 ROYAL FOURFLUSHER. THE. with Eddie BuzzeU
in the role of a mad modem in a mythical court.

4150 RUSSIAN AROUND, with Arthur Pat West. Burlesque

of Russian songs and dances.

849 SATIRES, sparkling satire on Broadway mystery plays,

starring .John T. Murray and Vivien Oakland, popular
stage and screen artists.

796 SEDLEY, ROY. AND HIS NIGHT CLUB REVUE, a
complete night club revue with Roy Sedley as master
of ceremonies assisted by Beth Miller, a blues singer,

and Billy Smith, eccentric dancer.

2139 SERPENTINE. THE, Vltaphone Girls, featuring Elmira
Lane, soprano, in a novel dance creation accompanied
by a jazz orchestra.

4140 SERVANT PROBLEM. THE, with John T. Murray.
Vivien Oakland and Mary Stauber. Comedy.

1031 SCOTCH LOVE, a tight triangle of Scotch love, with
Eric Blore. Nora Swinburn and Ray Collins.

4210 SCHOOL DAZE, musical flash set in country school.

884 SHAKE IT UP. Eddie Moran's Orchestra in three popu-
lar songs.

3989 SHAKESPEARE WAS RIGHT, a Technicolor offering

that proves Shakespeare had pep in songs and dances.

2666-67 SHARP TOOLS, Ethel Grey Terry. WiUiam Davidson
and others in a dramatic sketch in which two crooks are

brouglit to justice by the children of an officer killed

by the gang.
4127 SINKIN' IN THE BATHTUB {Looney Tunes No. 1).

first of a series of animated song cartoons based on
screen song hits.

3900 SHE WHO GETS SLAPPED, slapstick comedy with
Tom Dugan.

1017 23—SKIDOO, with Lew Fields. Comic beer garden
skit.

1015-16 SLICK AS EVER, with Harry J. Conley and Com-
pany. Comedy of a lad who sought the truths of life.

2240-4! SOLOMON'S CHILDREN, a dramatic playlet written
especially for Vltaphone by Hugh Herliert in which Mr.
Herbert plays an old Jewish father who believes his

family likes him only for his money.
178 SONG OF THE VOLGA BOATMAN, a double male

Quartet of Russian singers offers this song while men
are seen pulling the boat along the Volga.

1019-20 SONG PLUGGER, THE, with Joe Frisco. Two songs.

3829 SOUTH SEA PEARL, THE, with Gaston Glass. Musi-
cal comedy set in the South Seas. Filmed In Techni-
color.

2268 SOUVENIRS, Sarah Padden. stage star. In a dramatic
playlet of a mother of a skiftless son.

3279 SPANISH FIESTA, A, with Roberto Guzman. Mexican
tenor, in a presentation of two popular songs of
SpaiiL FOmed In Technicolor.

3279 STAND UP, THE, drama against the glittering back-
ground of New Tear's eve with Bobby Watson and
Wilbur Mack.

1025 STILL ALARM, THE, with Clifton Webb and Fred
Allen. Comedy.

3636 STIMULATION, with Johnny Arthur In a comedy of a
husband who leaves tls wife at home and tries to hare
some fun with other women.

1030 STRONG AND WILLING, with Triile Friganza. Two
songs.

3850 SULTAN'S JESTER, THE, songs and dances In •
Persian background Filmed in Technicolor.

2575-76 SWELL HEAD, THE, a two-reel playlet starring

Eddie Foy, son of the famous clown of vaudeville, and
Bessie Love, fllm star, with five musical numbers.

3883 SURPRISE, a slapstick comedy with Tom Dugan and
Barbara Leonard.

803 SYMPATHY, a laugh-a-mlnute comedy with a hen-
pecked husband out on a spree. The cast: Hobart Cava-
naugh. Beglna Wallace. Harry Shannon and Wynne
Gibson.

981 SYSTEM, with Dudley Clements and Evalyn Knapp In

a comedy satire on big business methods.
2239 SUNNY CALIFORNIA, a comedy of California starring

May McAvoy and Richard Carle. Neely Edwards and
Arthur Collins in the cast.
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TAKING WAYS. Ann Codec and Frank Orth In a
comedy of love-making burglars.
96 TAXI TALKS, comedy-drama, with Mayo Methot.
Kathern Alexander. Roger Pryor and others.

TEN MINUTES, starring Robert Haines, famous char-

acter of the stage, who plays a part of a prisoner in the
death house.
THANKSGIVING DAY. a delightful comedy by Addison
Burkhart in which two young doctors and an under-
taker play the chief roles. Harry Kelly is In the cast.

THANK YOU. DOCTOR, comedy skit set in a private

sanitarium for the insane.
THEN AND NOW, Billy and IHsa Newall In a song
offering contrasting the courting days of 1890 with the
flaming youth of today.
TENEMENT TANGLE, A. with Ryan & I^ee. Comedy,
TINY TOWN REVUE, clever dancing and singing by
midgets less than three feet tall, four musical numbers.
23 TRIFLES, a drama from the pen of Susan Glaspell.

with Jason Robards. Sarah Padden. Blanche Priderici.

Frank Campeau and others.
TWIXT LOVE AND DUTY, with Esther Howard. Eddie
Graham and Walter Perdval. One reel burlesQUe of old

Western melodrama.
TWO ROUNDS OF LOVE, with .Tames Rennle and .Tean

Dixon in a comedy of a sorappily married stage pair.

TUNING IN. a comedy sketch of a radio broadcasting
room, four musical selections.

TWO OF A KIND, with Billy Lytell and Tom Fant In

a novelty song offering.

u
926-27 UNDER DOG. THE. a two reel comedy with James

Barton, musical comedy star.

2134 UNDER THE SEA. the submarine quartet with Gus
Reed and his froUckers in sailor chanteys and sea

songs.

3780 VANITY, a drama of a vain wife, with Ruth Lyons.
Vivien Oakland and Rudolph Cameron.

1032-33 VARSITY SHOW. THE. two reel musical comedy.
977 VARSITY VAMP. THE. Lionel "Mike" Ames. Michi-

gan U football player, in a female imrersnnatinn.

3799 VENGEANCE, drama In the circus with Warner Rich-
mond, Natalie Moorhead, Gardner James and Mickey
McRann.

2104 VISIONS OF SPAIN. Lina Basquette Is featured In

this carnival of Spanish songs and dances. Sam Ask
appears with Miss Basquette.
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WEBSTERIAN STUDENTS, Ryan and Lee in a comedy
tkit.

WEDDING OF JACK AND JILL, THE, a Technicolor
musical offering with the clever Vltaphone Kiddles.
WHAT A LIFE, musical travesty on prison reform.

WHEN THE WIFE'S AWAY, a comedy sketch

husband throwing a party while the xvlfe's away,
liam Demarest. songs and beautiful girls.

WHITE LIES, a drama of a Russian peasant girl In

an American factory who finds her prince.

WHO PAYS. .John T. Murray and Vivien Oakland in a,

comedy of extravagant wives who make their husbands
pay. , .,

WINDOW CLEANERS, THE, Neely Edwards and Lew
Brlce in a presentation of two warbling window-wash-
ers singing about their profession.

69 WIVES. ETC.. starring Charles Ruggles of stage fame
with a supporting cast of four. Ruggles plays a young
man who gets married while drunk and finds his wife

a complete stranger.
WHO'S THE BOSS?, slapstick comedy, with Franklin
Pangbnrn and Esther Howard.
WHO'S WHO, with Lang and Healy in a comedy rou-

WON TO LOSE, a race track comedy, with Eddie Lam-
bert and William Irving. ^ ,

WORK. MILTON C, international bridge expert giving

the humors and tragedies of the game while explaining

some difficult hands.

1009 YAMEKRAW, a negro rhapsody with song and dance

music by James P. Johnson, negro composer.

833 YOU DON'T KNOW THE HALF OF IT. Ann Butler

and Jav Brennan in a comedy number with song.

///.

—

Orchestras

Release No. Orchestra

2584 Amheim. Gus. Cocoanut Grove Orchestra.

2585 Amheim. Gus and His Ambassadors.

2136 Amheim. Gus. Cocoanut Grove Orchestra.

2797 Bernie. Dave. Orchestra

2796 Bernie Dave, Orchestra.

958 Bernie. Ben. Orchestra.

549 Brown Brothers. Six Original.

2285 Burnett. Earl. Orchestra.

2286 Burnett. Earl. Orchestra.

2294 Burnett, Earl, Orchestra.

2295 Burnett. Earl. Orchestra.

752 Cummins. Bernie and Orchestra.

823 EUis, Segar and Hotel Embassy Orchestra.

710 Green's Faydettes.

711 Green's Plapperettes.

2112 Green. Hazel & Co.

729 Hallet. Mai and Orchestra.

730 Hallet. Mai and Orchestra.

2114 Halstead. Henry, Orchestra,

422 Hawaiian Nights.

902 Heidt. Horace and His Californians.

908 Heidt, Horace and His Californians.

732 Henry. Tal and Orchestra.

468 Kahn. Roger Wolfe and Orchestra.

469 Kahn. Roger Wolfe and Orchestra.

2280 Imperial Russian Cossacks.

869 Indiana Five. The.

2572 Ingenues. The.

2573 Ingenues. The.

705 Lerdo's Mexican Orchestra.

390 Lopez. Vincent and His Orchestra.

2561 Lowry, Ed and Orchestra.

2274 Lyman. Abe and Orchestra.

2338 Lyman. Abe and Orchestra.

707 Mexican. Tiplca Orchestra.

2276 Moore, Prof, and Orchestra.

2266 Morgan. Gene. Orchestra.

2300 Newsboys Harmonica Band.
870 Nichols, "Red" and His Five Pennies.

872 Pollack. Ben and His Park Central Orchestra.

770 Reisman. Leo and Hotel Branswick Orchestra.

2594 Rich. Dick and Orchestra.

2595 Rich. Dick and Orchestra.

2291 Rose, Vincent and Jackie Taylor's Orchestra.

2292 Rose. Vincent and Jackie Taylor's Orchestra.

736 Rosenthal. Harry and Orchestra.

2123 Spikes. Reb and His Follies Entertainers.

2730 Stafford, Jesse Orchestra.

706 Tajado's Tipica Orchestra.

742 Tremaine. Paul and Aristocrats.

771 Vallee. Rudy and His Connecticut Yankees.

427 Waring's Pennsylvanlans.

428 Waring's Pennsylvanlans.

2261 Wayman's Debutantes. Harry.

79 1 Wliite. Jack and Montrealers.

844 White. Jack and Orchestra.

IV.—Overtures, Marches and Concerts

Release No. Title

2499 Ameer. The _ _ *Witkout
Brice Fannle-M.V.E. 49338-2-3 _ Without

2479 Burlesco Pomposo _ Without
2459 By Wireless Galop _ _ _ Without
2450 Cinderella Blues Without
2470 Cloister Episode. A, _ Without
2480 Cohens and Kellys. The - Without
2389 Dance of the Hours „ Without
29 1 8 D'Amour . __ . ....Without

2930 Desert Song Overture Without
462 Evolution of Dixie _ _ With Film
2380 Firefly Overture - _ Without
2530 Ftmiouli E\inlcula Without
2527 God Save the King..._ Without
2428 Gold and Silver. _ _ Without
2360 High Jinks Without
2400 Katinka _ _ Without
2469 La Barcarolle Without
2528

' La Marsellalse _ Without
448 Light Cavalry Overture With Film
2460 Lindbergh Forever _ _ Without
2438 March Lorraine _ _ „ _ Without
2529 Marcla Beale of Italy „ _ .Without

2440 Mariette-French 2 Step. _ _ Without
2489 Mexlcana _ Without
263 Mignon _ Without
2437 Mile. Modiste _.._ _ Without
2510 Moon Maid _ Without
450 Morning. Noon and Night...- _ _ With Film

2390 Morris Dance Without
2429 National Emblem March _ Without

2490 Nocheclta _ — — -Without

46 1 Orpheus Overture „ _ With Fllm

2488 Our Gang Kid Comedy _ Without
2 1 70 Phedre Overtiu-e _ ....With Film
447 Poet and Peasant With Film
449 Raymond Overture _ _ With Film
2410 Sari Overture _ Without
2439 Semper Fidelis _.._ Without

2399 Shepherd's Dance _ Without
2519 Speed Maniacs _ _ _ Without
381 Spirit of 1918 _ With Film

2449 Spirit of St. Louis _ _ _... Without

2330 Stars and Stripes. Overture _ Without

2520 Star Spangled Banner „ ....Without

2448 Suite From the South Without

314 Tannhauser Overture With Film

2509 Three Twins _ Without

2378 Torch Dance Overture __ Without

2419 Under the Starry Banner. - Without

Without means record without fllm.



SONG HITS IN
Picture

ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT

ANIMAL CRACKERS

BIG BOY

BIG PARTY

BIG POND

Producer

Universal (18

BLAZE 0' GLORY

BORDER ROMANCE

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT

BRIGHT LIGHTS

CALL OF THE WEST

CAPTAIN OF THE GUARDS

CHEER UP AND SMILE

CRAZY THAT WAY
CUCKOOS, THE

CZAR OF BROADWAY

DANCING SV/EETIES

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW

DEVIL MAY CARE

DIVORCEE. THE

DOUBLE CROSS-ROADS

D0UGH-B0Y3

EYES OF THE WORLD

FLORODORA GIRL

FREE AND EASY

FROZEN JUSTICE

GIRL FROM WOOLWORTH'S

GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL

GOLDEN DAWN

GOOD INTENTIONS

GRAND PARADE

GREAT GABBO

HAPPY DAYS

HARMONY AT HOME
HELL HARBOR
HELLO. SISTER

HIDE-OUT

HOLD EVERYTHING

Paramount

Warner Bros.

( 7

(19
(19
(19
(19,

(12
(12:

(12

Paramount ( 7

( 7

( 7

(16
(16
(16

Sono Art

Tiffany ( 3

First National ( 9

( 9

First National

Columbia

Universal

Fox

R K

Universal

Warner Bros.

Paramount

M G M

M G M

Fox

M G M

(18
(18
(18

(12;

(12
(12
(12
(12

(12

( 9

( 9:

(18

(18
(18

(19
(19

( 7

( 7

(14
(14
(14

(10

(12

(14:

United Artists ( 8

M G M

M G M

Fox

(10
(10

(I

(14

( 5

First National (19

(

(19

Paramount ( 6:

Warner Bros.

Pathe

Fox (12

United Artists ( 8;

Sono Art (16

Universal

Warner Bros.

(IB
(18

( 5

( 5,

( 5

( 5
( 5
( 5

( 5:

( 5

Songs

All Quiet on the Western
Front

Why Am I So Romantic

Little Sunshine
Tomorrow Is Another Day
Liza Lee
Hooray for Baby and Me

Bluer Than Blue Over You
Good for Nothino But Love
Nobody Knows But Rosie

You Brought a New Kind of

Love to Me
Livin' in the Sunlight
Mia Cara

Wrapped in a Red. Red Rose
Dough-Boy's Lullaby
Put a Little Salt on the
Blue-Bird's Tail

Yo Te Adoro

Brokenhearted Lover
Dream Away
When Hearts Are Young

Nobody Cares If I'm Blue
Every Little Girl He Sees
Song of the Congo

Sittin' on a Rainbow

For You
You. You Alone
iVIaids on Parade

Where Can You Be
Scamp of the Campus
You May Not Like It

Shindig
When I Look Into Your Eyes

Let's Do

I Love You So Much
Dancing the Devil Away

That Homestead Steady of

Mine
Collegiate Love
Melancholy

Kiss Waltz
Hullabaloo

Dangerous Nan McGrew
I Owe You

Charming
Shepard's Serenade
If He Cared

Won't You Give In

My Lonely Heart

Sing

Love Alone

My Mother Was a Lady
Also seven other old-timers

The Free and Easy
It Must Be You

The Right Kind of Man

Someone
You Baby Me. I'll Baby You
Oh What I Know About Love

There Must Be Someone
Waiting

Aftica Smiles No More
In a Jungle Bungalow
My Heart's Love Call

A Slave to Love

Molly
Moanin' For You
Alone in the Rain

I'm In Love With You
Web of Love
Icky
New Step
Every Now and Then

Mona
I'm On a Diet of Love
We'll Build a Little World of
Our Own
Happy Days
A Toast to the Girl I Love

A Little House to Dream

Caribbean Love Song

What Good Am I Without
You

Can It Be
Just You and I

When the Little Red Roses
Sing a Little Theme Song
To Know You Is to Love You
Take It on tile Chin
Physically Fit
Isn't This a Cockeyed World
Girls We Remember
You're the Cream in My
Coffee

Key Numbers to the Publishe
[NOTE.—The following music publishers are listed alphabetically.

The songs are listed according to the motion picture production in
which they are featured and these films are listed alphabetically by
title in the adjoining columns. The number preceding the tide of

each song is the key number indicating the publisher of the song.]

No. I—AGER, YELLEN, BORNSTEIN COMPANY. 745 Seventh avenue, New York. N. Y.

No. 2—IRVING BERLIN.. INC., 1607 Broadway. New York City, N. Y.

No. 3—BIBO-LANG MUSIC COMPANY. 1595 Broadway. New York. N. Y.

No. 4—DAVIS, JOE (formerly Triangle) 1659 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

No. 5—DESYLVA, BROWN & HENDERSON, INC., 745 Seventh ave. (Subsidiary of
Warner Brothers).

No. 6—DONALDSON, DOUGLAS AND GUMBLE, 1595 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

No. 7—FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION. 719 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y. (Sub-
sidiary of Paramount Publix).

No. 8—LEO FEIST, INC., (RADIO MUSIC COMPANY) 231 W. 40th street. New
York. N. Y.

Picture

HONEY

HOT FOR PARIS

ISLE OF ESCAPE

IT'S A GREAT LIFE

JAZZ CINDERELLA

KING OF JAZZ

LADIES IN LOVE

LEAVE IT TO LESTER
LET'S GO NATIVE

LET'S GO PLACES

LOVE AMONG THE MILLIONAIRES

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

LOVE COMES ALONG

LOVE FINDS A WAY
LOVE IN THE ROUGH

LOVE PARADE

MAN TROUBLE

MARIANNE
MASK AND THE DEVIL

lVl^T^^l!V1o;^llAL bed

MAYBE IT'S LOVE

MELODY MAN
MERRY-GO-ROUND

MONTE CARLO

MOUNTED STRANGER

MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930

MY MAN
NAVY BLUES
NEAR THE RAINBOW'S END

Producer

Paramount

Fox

Warner Bros.

M G M

Chesterfield

Universal

( 7

( 7

( 7.

( 7

( 6:

( 6
( 6

( 9

( 9

( 2
( 2

( 2:

( 3

( 3

( 3

( I

( I

( I

( I

( I

( 8:

( 8

( 8

Chesterfield ( 3

Paramount
Paramount

Chesterfield

R K

Pathe

M G M

Warner Bros.

M G M

M G M

Warner Bros.

Warner Bros.

Columbia

Universal

Paramount

Universal

Fox

Warner Bros.

M G M
Trem Carr

( 7

( 7
( 7

( 7

(12:

(12
(12

( 7

( 7

( 8

( 9

(10

(14

(14

(14
(14

( 7

( 7

( 7

( 2:

( 2

( 2.

Songs

Sing You Sinners
Let's Be Domestic
In a Little Hope Chest
I Don't Need Atmosphere

Sweet Nothings of Love
I'm the Duke of Ka-Ki-Ak
If You Want to See Paree

Drink to the Isle of Love
My Kalua Rose

I'm Following You
Hoosier Hop
I'm Sailing on a Sunbeam

True Love
Too Good to Be True
I'm a Hot and Bothered
Baby

Song of the Dawn
A Bench in the Park
I Like to Do Things
Musical Charms
Happy Feet
It Happened in Monterey
Ragamuffin Romeo
My Bridal Veil

How I Love You

I'm Yours

Let's Go Native
It Seems to Be Spring
1 Got a Yen for You

Fascinating Devil
Boop Boop a Doopa Doo Trot
Snowball Man

Love Among the Millionaires
Believe It Or Not, I've Lost
My Mind

Love at First Sight

Until Love Comes Along

A Kiss Before Dawn

Go Home and Tell Your
Mother
I'm Learning A Lot From
You
I'm Doing That Thing
One More Waltz

Dream Lover
My Love Parade
March of the Grenadiers

To My Mammy
Let Me Sing and I'm Happy
Across the Breakfast Table

(12) Pick Yourself Up, Brush
Yourself Off

( 5) Marianne

(10 )Frasquita Serenade
Also known as. My Little

Nest of Heavenly Blue

(19) Fleur D'Amour

(13) Maybe It's Love

( 2) Broken Dreams

(18) Let's Go On a Merry-Go-
Round

( 7) Beyond the Blue Horizon
( 7) Give Me A Moment, Please
( 7) Always, I'm Always

(10) Wonderful Star of Love

(12) Here Comes Emily Brown
(12) I'd Like to Be a Talking

Picture Queen
(12) Doing the Derby
(12) Cheer Up and Smile

(11) I'm an Indian

( 5) Navy Blues

(16) Ro-Ro-Rolling Along

rx



CURRENT FILMS
the Songs in This Directory

No. 9—HARMS. INC., 62 W. 45th street, or 1571 Broadway, New York, N. Y. (Sub-
•jdiary of Warner Brothers).

No. 10—EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC COMPANY, 225 W. 46th street. New York, N. Y.

No. II—MILLS MUSIC, INC., ISO W. 46th street. New York, N. Y.

No. 12—RED STAR MUSIC COMPANY. 729 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y. (Sub-
sidiary of Fox).

No. 13—JEROME H. REMICK MUSIC COMPANY, 219 W. 46th street. New York, N. Y.
(Subsldieiry to Warner Brothers).

No. 14—ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION, 799 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y. (Sub-
sidiary of Metro- Goldwyn- Mayer).

No. IS—SANTLY BROTHERS, 755 Seventh avenue, New York, N, Y.

No. 16—SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN AND COMPANY, INC., 1567 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.

No. 17—SHERMAN, CLAY AND COMPANY, 745 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y..
and Kearney and Sutter streets, San Franeisco (main office).

No. 18—UNIVERSAL MUSIC, LTD. (formerly Handman, Kent & Goodman) 745 Seventh
ave.. New York, N. Y.

No. 19—M. WITMARK AND SONS, 1659 Broadway, New York, N. Y. (Subsidiary of
Warner Brothers).

No. 20—VINCENT YOUMANS, INC., 67 W. 44th street. New York, N. Y.

Picture

NEW YORK NIGHTS

NIGHT WORK
NOT DAMAGED

OH SAILOR BEHAVE

OTHER TOMORROW

PAINTED ANGEL

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE

PARDON MY GUN
'I PARTY GIRL

PLEASANT SINS

PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ

aUEEN HIGH

REMOTE CONTROL
RICH PEOPLE

RIO RITA

SACRED FLAME
SAFETY IN NUMBERS

SAILOR BEHAVE

SAP FROM SYRACUSE

SEA BAT

SEE AMERICA THIRST

SEEING STARS

SHOWGIRL IN HOLLYWOOD

SHOW BOAT

SLEEPING CUTIE

I

SONG 0' MY HEART

i;

k

Producer Songs

United Artists ( 2) A Year From Today

Pathe (16) Tired of My Tired Man

Fox (10) Sugar Foot Strut
(12) Whisper You Love Me
(12) Nothing's Goin' to Hold Us

Down

Warner Bros. ( 5) When Love Comes in the
Moonlight

( 5) Highway to Heaven
( 5) Leave A Little Smile

First Natienal (in) Down South
(10) Kiss Before Dawn

First National (13) Only the Girl

(13) Help Yourself to My Love
(13) Everybody's Darling

Paramount ( 7) Sweepin' the Clouds Away
( 7) Any Time's the Time to Fall

in Love
(10) Apache Dance

Pathe (16) Deep Down South

Tiffany (16) Oh How I Adore You
(16) Farewell

Superior (10) Hello Margot

(British) (in) In Each Other's Arms
(10) Gin and It

United Artists ( 2) Puttin' on the RItz

( 2) With You
( 2) There's Danger in Your Eyes,

Cherie
( 2) Alice in Wonderland
(15) Singin' a Vagabond Song

It Off

M G M
Pathe

R K

First National

Paramount

( 7) Seems to Me
( 7) Brother, Just Laugh
( 7) I'm Afraid of You

(14) Just a Little Closer
''^

( 5) One Never Knows

( 8) You're Always in My Arms
( 8) Rio Rita
( 8) If You're in Love You'll

Waltz
( 8) Sweetheart We Need Each

Other
( 8) Ranger's Song
( 8) Kinkajou
( 8) Following the Sun Around

(13) The Sacred Flame

( 7) My Future Just Passed
( 7) Do You Play, Madame
( 7) Bee in My Boudoir

Warner Bros. ( 5) Love Comes in the IVioOi, light

( 5) Leave a Little Smile
( 5) Highway to Heaven

First National ( 9) Sally
( 9) If I'm Dreaming
( 9) Wild Rose
( 9) Look For the S'lver Lining
( 9) All I Want to Do Do Do Is

Danoe

Paramount ( 7) I Wish I Could Sing a Love
Song

(14) Lo Lo

(18) Let's Take the Whole World
for a Ride

(18) Do Ya, Don't Cha, Won't
Cha?

(10) Dancing Butterfly

( 5) I've Got My Eye On You
( 5) Hang Onto a Rainbow
( 5) In Hollywood

(10) Down South

(10) Wonderful Star of Love

(12) Song 0' My Heart
(12) I Feel You Near Me
(12) A Pair of Blue Eyu
(12) Rose of Tralee

M G M

Universal

Universal

First National

Universal

R K

Fox

Picture Producer

SONG OF THE CABALLERO Universal (18)

SONG OF THE FLAME First National ( 9)

( 9)

( 9)

( 9)

( 9)

( 9)

SONG OF THE ISLANDS Tiffany (10)

SONG OF THE WEST Warner Bros. (19)
(20)

(20)

SONS OF THE SADDLE Universal (18)
(18)

SO THIS IS PARIS GREEN Paramount ( 3)

SOUTH SEA ROSE Fox ( 5)

SPORTING YOUTH Universal (10)

STORM, THE Universal (18)

SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS Fox (12)

SUNNYSIDE UP Fox ( 5)

( 5)

( 5)

SUNNY SKIES

SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE
SWING HIGH

TALK OF HOLLYWOOD

TANNED LEGS

THEIR OWN DESIRE
THEY LEARNED ABOUT WOMEN

TIGER ROSE

TOP SPEED

TRESPASSER, THE

UNDER A TEXAS MOON

UNTAMED

VAGABOND KING

VAGABOND LOVER

VIENNESE NIGHTS

WER WIRD DENN WEINNEN

WAY OUT WEST
WHAT A WIDOW

WHAT MEN WANT

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU
WHOOPIE

WHY LEAVE HOME
WILD COMPANY

WOMEN EVERYWHERE

YOUNG DESIRE

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN

Tiffany

Columbia

Pathe

( 5)

( 3)

( 3)

Songs

Mi Caballero

One Little Drink
When Love Calls
Palace Song
Liberty
Passing Fancy
Harvest Song

Song of the Islands

Come Back to Me
The One Girl

West Wind

Trail Herd Song
Down the Home Trail

La La Mama

South Sea Rose

Dancing Butterfly
(instrumental)

Pierret and Pierrote

Cinderella By the Fire

Sunnyside Up
Aren't We All

If I Had a Talking Picture

of You
Turn on the Heat

Wanna Find a Boy
Must Be Love

M G M
M G M

Warner Bros.

First National

United Artists

Warner Bros.

M G M

Warner Bros.

British Inter-
national
(made in

Germany)

M G M
United Artists

Universal

Universal

Ziegfeld-
Go'dwyn

( 8) Sweethearts on Parade

(16) It Must Be Love
(16) Do You Think I Could Grow

on You
(16) There's Happiness Over the

Hill

(17) Shoo the Hoodoo Away
(17) With My Guitar and You

( 8) Sarah
( 8) No, No, Babie
( 8) Daughter of Mine
( 8) They Say Goodnight in the

Morning
( 8) I Get It From My Daddy

( 9) You're Responsible

( 9) With Me—With You

(14) Blue Is the Night

(DA Man of My Own
( I) There Will Never Be Another

Mary
( I) Harlem Madness
( I) Does My Baby Love

( I) He's That Kind of Pal

( I) AIntcha Baby

(19) Day You Fall In Lov»

( 9) Looking for the Lovelight in

the Dark
( 9) As Long As I Have You
( 9) Knock knees

( 2) Love, Your Spell Is Erery-
where

(19) Under a Texas Moon
(19) I Want a Bold Caballero
(19) Esia Noche De Amor

(14) Chant of the Jungle
(14) That Wonderful Something It

Love

( 7) Only a Rose
( 7) Song of the Vagabonds
( 7) Some Day
( 7) Vagabond King Waltz
( 7) Love Me Tonight
( 7) Little Kiss Each Morning

( 9) I Love You, Believe Me I

Love You
( 9) Then I'll Be Reminded To

You
(II) Nobody's Sweetheart

( 9) I Bring a Love Song
( 9) You Will Remember Vienna
( 9) Here We Are
( 9) Regimental March
( 9) I'm Lonely
( 9) Ja Ja Ja (Yes Yes Yes)

(10) No Use Crying

Fox

Fox

Universal

Paramount

(14)

(20)
(20)
(20)

(18)

(18)

(18)

( 6)

( 6)

( 5)

(12)

(12)
(12)

(10)

( 7)

( 7)

Singin' a Song to the Stars

Love Is Like a Song
Your the One
Say, Wee Cherie

My Baby and Me
What a Perfect
Love

Night for

Loving You
My Baby Just Cares For Me
She's a Girl Friend of a Boy
Friend of Mine

Look What You've Done to Me
That's What I Like About
You

Beware of Love
One Day

Hello Margot

I've Got It

I'll Bob Along With a Bob-
-Link



YOUR '^OVE

RUBE GOLDBERG'S
merry movietone menu . . .

for a sure jump in

box office receipts

: Liia
^ with TED HEALY
^ FRANCES McCOY

STANLEY SMITH
CHARLES WINNINGER
. . . and a big cast enacting ttte

story and dialog by Rube Goldberg

Directed by BENJAMIN STOLOFF

Here's a gold mine from Goldberg!

The celebrated humorist's first full

length, all talking movietone farce.

Not a cartoon, not a revue, not a

musical comedy, but a brand new

kind of entertainment such as only

the Wizard of Wit could create. A
youthful love story played against

a background of goofy Goldberg

gags and pretty girls.
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IP Box Office Jumps 30 Per Cent in Two Weeks

EXH IBITORS ©Kir

RALDW
HOW WOULD YOU
GET THESE NEXT S

^,

Another "Caught Short"

2 from DRESSLER-MORAN

Another "Divorcee," "Let Us Be Gay"

2 from NORMA SHEARER

Another "Big House"

4 from COSMOPOLITAN
The First u'ith GRACE MOORE

Another "Blushing Brides"

4 from JOAN CRAWFORD

Another "Way Out West," "Girl Said ISIo"

4 from WILLIAM HAINES

And Marion Davies in "Rosalie"

3 from MARION DAVIES

Another "Anna Christie," "Romance"

3 from GRETA GARBO

Another "Pagan," "Devil May Care"

3 from RAMON NOVARRO

Another "Unholy Three"

1 from LON CHANEY

And a greater-than-ever Gilbert I

2 from JOHN GILBERT

Another "Free And Easy," "Doughboys"

2 from BUSTER KEATON

And Tibbett in the great "Netc-Moon"

2 from LAWRENCE TIBBETT

METRO -GOLDWYN -MAYE
When M'Q-M stars therriy they stay starred!

L ':^^i::'"~~rpsrmpi

k^nl inn Mr» Q Entered as second-clast matter, August 20. 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3, 1S79. Published Aiirtii*:! TO IQ"^fli» w». t\j\j, \^\j. ^ weekly by Quigley Publishing Co.. at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription. $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cexts. -^UgU^l ^"f IZJ^\J



^BIG4 _:^

announces
cof^'

\\^<^
!

^.^..^.c^AUUSTAR/
SOUND ON
FILM AND
DISC PRINTS

BOOKALL
TWELVeMOVf/

MORe COOD
NiWSCOMMC/

SEYOHD^WOGRAMDE

BUFFALO &1LLJR-.

FRANKLYNFARNUM

RIP IN' LAW
JACK PERJilN
VAK\MAGANOTr
CD6EV2T WALKER

/./>efr7rp/»K HARRY WEBB

FIREBRAMDJORDAN

LANE CHANDLER
YAKIMA CANUTT
SHELDON LEWIS

PIRECTED ^r ALY(N J.NEIT21

BAR L RANCH
BUFFALO BILL, JR.. '

YAKIMA CANUTT
WALLY WALES

P/RECTeP BY HARRY WEBB

CANYON HAWKS
YAKIMA CANUTT
&UZZ 5ARTON
VVALLY WALES

''_!_''£CTEDBYAi.Vm\MV=s-r^

'RAILSs^DANCER'
VVALLY WALES

VIRGINIA BROWN FAIRE
JACK PERRIN

1
^^^^^^^^^^^^

BOOK ALL TWLLVL NOW AT
FIRST GRAPHIC EXCHANGE

Buffalo, N. Y.
FIRST GRAPHIC EXCHANGE

Albany, N. Y.
ARTHUR C. BROMBERC ATTRACTIONS

Atlanta, Ga.
ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS

Charlotte, N. C.
ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS

New Orleans, La.
ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATFRACTIONS

Tampa, Florida
ARTHUR C. BROMBERG ATTRACTIONS

Birmingham, Ala.
WORLD-ART PICTURES OF N. E., INC.

Bof^ton, MaHs.
SECURITY PICTURES

Chicago, III.

SECURITY PICTURES
Indianapolis, Ind.

FISCHER FILM EXCHANGE CO.
Claveland, Ohio

FISCHER FILM EXCHANGE CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio

ALLIED FILM EXCHANGE, INC.
Dallas, Texas

ALLIED FILM EXCHANGE, INC.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

SHEFFIELD EXCHANGE SYSTEM
Donver, Colo.

SHEFFIELD EXCHANGE SYSTEM
2418 Second Avenue
Seattle Wash.

SHEFFIELD EXCHANGE SYSIUM
462 Clisan Street
Portland, Ore.

SHEFFIELD EXCHANGE SYSTEM
Sail Lake City, Utah

EXCELLENT PICTURES CORP.
Detroit, Mich.

MIDWEST FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Kansas City, Mo.

CONTINENTAL REPRODUCER CO.
102 Ninth St..

Milwaukee, Wis.

HOME STATE FILM EXCHANGE, INC.
Little Rock, Ark.

CELEBRATED FILM EXCHANGE
Minneapolis, Minn.

CAPITAL FILM EXCHANGE, INC.
New York City

CAPITOL PICTURES CORP.
Omaha, Nebr.

GOLD MEDAL FILM CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

GOLD MEDAL FILM CO.
Washington, D. C

COLUMBIA FILM SERVICE, INC.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

PROGRESSIVE PICTURES, INC.
St. Louis, Mo.

CO-OPERATIVE FILM EXCHANGE
San Francisco, Calif.

CO-OPERATIVE FILM EXCHANGE
Los Angelas, Calif,

(fl

BIG 4 FILM CORPORATION 130 W. 46th ST., NEW YORK CITY
John R. Freuler, President
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Funnier than the"'Coeoanuts'"

GSKOrCHOU HARPO

CHICO

ZEPPO

XHE
MARX BROS
ff
IftANIMAL CRACKERS 59

Remember the records smashed by "The Cocoanuts"! Now the merry, mad stars of that

clean-up are back in an even madder and merrier mirth-quake—"Animal Crackers". From
their latest stage success that kept Broadway broad-grinning for over a year and mopped up
on the road. Directed by Victor Heerman. Based on the comedy by George S. Kaufman,
Morrie Ryskind, Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby.
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A CiRAXD BOX OFFICE TOM€ FOR
THE ENTIRE PICTURE INDUSTRY!

XUST what we need to bring mobs piling into theatres. To

•^ send them out laughing and satisfied, resolved to come

again. To send receipts soaring up to boom-time figures!

That's ^'ANIMAL CRACKERS"! And that's the opinion of

every showman who has seen it at previews. A big, joyous

festival of fun that will please all kinds of men, women and

children right down to their toes! One of those rare surefire

naturals that makes a barrel of dough for everybody. And

coming just at the right time! CASH IN!

LILLIAN
ROTH

PARAMOUNT'S GIANT GIFT
TOTHEATRE PROSPERITY!

KfTfU



NEXTII on the ''BIG HIT''
Pathe Schedule

Another Showman s Picture from Pathe
Something "different" differently done— Dramatizing men's thoughts of "women irt

moments of danger—Visualizing the vagaries of women in their adoration of men.

Surprises on the brink of suspense—Laughs in the midst of thrills.

A production of wide dramatic scope and unusual showmanship elements to

promote big box office business.

31
PATHE



BEYON

Played by a Great Cast of Twenty-Five Dramatic and Comedy
Stars headed by Pathe's popular artists featuring:

WILLIAM BOYD FRED SCOTT ZASU PITTS

HELEN TWELVETREES RUSSELL GLEASON DOROTHY BURGESS
JAMES GLEASON LEW CODY JUNE COLLYER

Adapted for screen presentation by: Garrett Fort, James Gleason, James Seymour,

Lynn Riggs, Thomas Lennon and Mauri Grashin, from the story by Hope Bennett DOROTHY



^^

i

A SUPER ATTRACTION
Founded on Basic Human Emotions

MAN'S PRIMAL DEMAND FOR LOVE-
WOMAN'S CRAVING FOR AFFECTION-
JEALOUSY THE SYMBOL OF PASSION
AND THE ENEMY OF HAPPINESS.

// BEYOND VICTORY" IS THE TRIUMPHAL
SURRENDER TO HUMAN DESIRES

Produced by

E. B. DERR
Directed by

JOHN ROBERTSON



1

PRODUCTIONS WITH POPULAR APPEAL!

Novelty and Variety— the

secret of showmanship— are

found in Pathe productions.

On the ''BIG HIT"
Schedule for 1930-31
Five Features Completed—
Five in v/ork and ten in active

preparation for production.

HOLIDAY
A Joyous Record Breaker. Featuring Ann
Harding, Mary Astor, Edward Everett

Horton, Robert Ames and Heddo Hopper.

Directed by EDWARD H. GRIFFITH Produced

by E. B. DERR.

HE R M A N
A tale of tigerish love in pleasure-mad Hav-

ana. Featuring Helen Twelvetrees^Marjorie

Rambeau, Ricardo Cortez, Phillips Holmes,

James Gleason, and Franklin Pangborn.

NIGHT WORK
Laughs and more laughs of the kind that

the world demands and gladly pays for

starring Eddie Quillan.

SWING HIGH
The glitter, thrills and riotous merriment

of Circus and Carnival life with an all-star

cast of sixteen.

I

I iMKiii I . S. A.
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"Parley Vous" with Slim Summerville/

Eddie Gribbon and Pauline Garon gave

them the laugh o( their lives at the Carthay

Circle, FoxWest Coast Roadshow House.
And so will the rest of the series o( ten.

SLIM
SUMMERVILLE

2-reel

UNIVERSAL
Comedies

Right Out

Of the World's

Greatest Picture

Smack

Into the

Fun n iest

Keep Your Eye on Universal Short Subjects!

George Sidney Oswald the

and Charlie Murray
in 10 2-reel Talkies

The Leather Pushers
10 2-reel Talkies

UNIVERSAL

Lucky Rabbit
36 1-reei Cartoon Comics

Strange as It Seems
13 1-rcel Color Novelties

FIRST IN SHORTS!
FIRST IN FEATURES!



MIGHT OF TITAN IN M
' DIXIANA'' DUMPS PROFl
OFF LIKE A JIM DANDY AND RUNNING
THE WHOLE FIELD RAGGED.

GROSSES HIT DIZZY PEAK IN FESTAL

PREMIERE, RKO DOWN-TOWN, DETROIT.

JOE PLUNKETT,ON THE GROUND, WIRES:

DIXIANA TURNED THE WHOLE TOWN
TOPSY TURVEY. WE HAD TO USE THE
COPS TO KEEP THEM IN LINE. YOU CAN
TELL THE WHOLE WORLD, DETROIT IS

GOING STRONG FOR THIS ONE!

TWO GREAT RKO RADIO BROADCAS
[



ilLUON-VOLT SWEEP a5
TS INTO NATION'S KEYS

LIKE A CONQUERING HERO INVADING
THE SOLID SOUTH ... ALL TEXAS IN THE

SWEEPING SPELL OF DIXIE SONG AND
DRAMA . . . HURLS HUGE CASH TRIBUTE

INTO YAWNING B. O. TILLS . . . SAN
ANTONIO . . . FORT WORTH . . . HOUSTON
AND DALLAS VOTE STRAIGHT ''DIXIANA''

TICKET AND TURN OPENINGS INTO ONE
VASTMARDI GRAS. NEVER IN THE SPAN
OF SHOW ENTERPRISE SUCH A SHOT
AT THE HEART OF DIXIE.

SPELLBOUND! OVERWHELMED! ENCHANTED THOUSANDS
^^** PAY TRIBUTE TO THE ALADDIN WONDERS OF

RADIO'S MIGHTY DRAMATIC SPECTACLE!

America Doesn't

Wake Up In The

Morning And
Say: Let's Go To

A Show!

YOU'VE GOT TO
SELL 'EM TODAY.
THESE TITAN ADS
ARE "PULLERS"
AND "CONVINC-
ERS." TURN 'EM

LOOSE AHEAD
OF "DIXIANA.

iSTS EACH WEEK FOR YOU
2!

TUESDAY NIGHT
FRIDAY NIGHT
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Mere,Mr.Dolte, is Our
Fred J. Dolle, President D.H.LONG.Secr.S Treas.

INCORPORATED

Alamo Theatre Building

August 18,1930

Mr .J".R.Grainger

,

^ox J^'ilm Ciorporati on ,

Few York ^ity

I'e'ar llr .Grainger

:

Thru various trade papers it has been brought
to my a.ttention that your company has spent
approximately two million dollars on the pro-
duction of THE BIG TRAIL. Indirectly J- have
been informed that it is your intention to
r oa d sh o\7 th i s subject,

Tv;o million dollars is a lot of money to spend
on any nioticn picture procucti on',yet despite
this fact I am of the opinion that the motion
picture theatre owner is entitled to the first
shov/ing of this subject and that it should be
given to him rather than after road show pre sen
t ?. t i on »

If your sales policy regarding THE BIG TRAIL
is ssteblished,! v/ould like for you to advise
me at your earliest opportunity just how same
is s:C)ing to be handled.

Yours

PJD : :'P.

Fresideiit. '

FOT.T?,TH AVSmiS AI^TUSElffiMT .€0.

Th BIG TRAI

L

Vhe Most Important Picture Ever Produced
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Slant on Road Shows"
office of

James R.Grainger
VICE PRESIDENT

IN CHAP^e OF DISTRIBUTION

Fox FTlm Cdrpdratidn
650 TENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

TELEPHONE COLUMBUS 3320 CABLE AD D RE S S, F OX Tl L M N EW YORK

August 21, 1950*

Mr. Fred J, Dolle,
Fourth Avenue Amusement Co*,
Alamo Theatre Building,
Louisville, %•

% dear Fred:

In reply to your letter of August 18th wherein you inquire if our
production, TEIE BIG TRAIL will be road showed, I am happy to ad-
vise you that notwithstanding the fact we have expended in excess
of $2,000,000. on this production, THE BIG TRAIL will be given
to the customers of Fox Film Corporation without any atteiqpt

made to road show it in any city outside of the city of Los
Angeles, where it will play a reserved seat engagement at the
Chinese Theatre, operated by Fox West Coast Theatres*

THE BIG TEIAIL will be shown solely on percentage and the writer
feels confident that every fair minded exhibitor will be only
too glad to give to Fox Film Corporation e(iuitable terms to
enable us to show a fair return on this huge investment.

Insofar as I ];>ersonally am concerned, I consider road showing
of pictures an obsolete practice due to the fact that sound
pictures to be properly presented to the public, must be shown

in a theatre that uses their sound equipnent all the time, and

with the finest theatres now situated all over the country,

with the very finest kind of equipment, I can see no excuse
for road showing !IHE BIG TRAIL except in any situation that

may be so controlled that Fox Film Corporation could not work

out a fair and equitable deal*

I cm leaving for Los Angeles today to look over TEIE BIG TRAIL

and vill wire you later on vdien you wlli be able to book this

production*

JBG/S

Qreatest of all

Movietone pictures
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THE SHORTEST—AND SUREST—DISTANCE
BETWEEN TWO POINTS

The Seller

Classified Advertising

Section of
Exhibitors Herald-World

The Buyer

The Proof: In a single issue the HERALD-WORLD carries
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LUCKY STAR
Productions

MARION DAVIES (3)

NORMA SHEARER (2)

JOAN CRAWFORD (4)

GRETA GARBO (3)

JOHN GILBERT (2)

WILLIAM HAINES (4)

RAMON NOVARRO (3)

LON CHANEY (1)

LAWRENCE TIBBETT (2)

BUSTER KEATON (2)

COSMOPOLITAN (4)
(GRACE MOORE)

DRESSLER & M0RAN(2)

SPECIALS: GOOD NEWS
MERRY WIDOW
NAUGHTY MARIETTA
BILLY THE KID
TRADER HORN
MADAM SATAN (Cecil DeMille)

LOVE IN THE ROUGH
TAMPICO

^CVC<'iM/?
THE CRISIS
MARCH OF TIME
PASSION FLOWER
MONSIEUR LE FOX
DARK STAR
WAR NURSE
THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS
BALLYHOO
WORLD'S ILLUSION
DANCE FOOLS DANCE
THE GREAT MEADOW
DIXIE. THE DARK HORSE

SHORT
6 M-G-M DOGVILLE COMEDIES
HAL ROACH COMEDIES
6 LAUREL & HARDY COMEDIES
8 CHARLEY CHASE COMEDIES
8 OUR GANG COMEDIES
8 "BOY FRIENDS" COMEDIES
NOVELTY GROUP (4)

BURTON HOLMES (12)

FLIP THE FROG (U CARTOON)
HEARST METROtONE NEWS (104)

M-G-M COLORTONE REVUES (8)
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY.

The Anti-Trust Suit

THE termination of the Government's anti-trust suit

against a group of leading motion picture interests,

marked by the entering of a consent decree in a Los An-
geles court last week, puts an end to what might have been
a protracted, expensive and commonly unsatisfactory siege

of litigation. However long and thorough the trial of the

case might have been it is hardly conceivable that any
verdict would have been entered which would have ma-
terially changed the industry's plan of doing business. The
removal of the uncertainty which naturally attends any
such governmental procedure leaves the industry virtually

free to work out its own plans and arrangements which,
after all, is the only line at all likely to lead, in a complex
business like the motion picture industry, to the adoption
of trade practices which are equitable and workable.
No reasonable person contends against the proper right

of the Government to turn an inquiring eye upon trade

practices in all business and particularly those of great

scope and those whose operations strike close to the public
welfare. The record of the Government's interference in

business, however, is not a bright or encouraging one.

Trade practices for the most part have a sound economic
basis currently if not indefinitely. If they do not rest on
such a basis they do not last long, neither do the firms

and individuals which attempt to impose them.
If, for instance, in the motion picture business distribu-

tors give to affiliated theatres an unreasonable advantage
over unaffiliated houses this latter source of income will be
impaired in the long run, leaving the distributors constant-

ly more dependent upon such returns as they are able to

get out of their own houses alone—a situation which, in

light of recent theatrical history, no sane distributor would
deliberately bring about.

The Los Angeles consent decree should not of course be
given any liberal interpretation to the effect that outside of

a few formalities the present practices of the industry are
sound, equitable and should not be interfered with. Many
and thorough changes should be made, not only to the re-

lief of aggrieved persons but also for the general welfare
of the industry—immediately and for the future.

But these changes can best be made—and probably only
can be made—from within the business, where there is in-

timate knowledge of and experience in the problems which
are peculiar to this business.AAA

The Stage Managers

MR. LEE SHUBERT, or his press representative, has
let it be known that he intends to produce talking

pictures for use in the Shubert theatres. Mr. Shubert is

not entirely alone in some such announcement. Since the
public's reception of talking pictures has become well-

known—even to the stage producers who had been too
busy sneering at pictures to note the public's reception

—

several of the leading personal stage managers have had
notices in the press about their plans in connection with
talking pictures.

Outside of what pleasure these notices may give to the
producers they may be set down as meaning practically

nothing. Successful pictures will not be produced for ex-

hibition in any particular group of theatres because if

any of the talked about pictures are really made and are

actually successful pictures they will be shown—like all

other pictures are—in every theatre in which, by dint of

every possible eflFort, the owner can get a booking.

The motion picture parade has entirely passed the stage

managers. Some of them are now tagging along breath-

lessly after the calliope but they are not likely to catch up.

Even if they do it is more unlikely that there will be room
for them in the whole length of the parade.

Mr. Shubert and others doubtlessly could contribute

much to talking picture production. But it would be only

as Mr. Shubert of Hollywood and not as Mr. Shubert of

Broadway—and the former person would be of decidedly

smaller stature than the latter. If Mr. Shubert and the

others want to get into motion picture production they
will have to go in as a cog in the machine and not as the
engineer.

The reason for this, briefly, is because the making of suc-

cessful talking pictures now involves more than these men
dream of.

We don't expect them to make pictures for their own
theatres and we don't expect them to make any pictures

at all—unless they bring their subjects to the doors of the

studios and there engage those facilities for production
which are indispensable and which are nowhere else

obtainable. AAA
Admission Prices

DESPITE a lot of misunderstanding which exists—fed

largely by misinformation which has been published
—there has been a widespread lessening of theatre admis-

sion prices. Decreased scales of prices have been put out

by all types of exhibition interests from the greatest to the

smallest.

That this should be the case is not at all surprising in

view of general business conditions during the past several

months and in view, also, of the fact that prices in various

instances had, with the first burst of talking picture en-

thusiasm, been raised to a point which practically lifted

pictures out of the sphere of popular priced entertainment.
The strict necessity of maintaining the popular appeal

of pictures is, of course, everywhere accepted in the pic-

ture business. Yet in many cases theatres had screwed up
prices to a point at which there was no popular appeal to

the millions of small wage earners whose support means
the life of the business. AAA
THE announced appearances of various motion picture

screen celebrities upon the speaking stage will be
watched with much interest. While many, and possibly
all of these, will be able to give creditable performances it

is not quite clear just where their popular support will

come from. In most cases their chief admirers are repre-

sented in classes of people who do not even know where
the stage theatres are located and who regard the price of

a Broadway show ticket as the equivalent of the cost of
a month's entertainment.
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Box Office Receipts Increase
30 Per Cent in Last Two Weeks

Credit Better Product, More
Tieups and Cooler Weather

Big Saving in Theatre

Operation Effected
By Publix Campaign

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. Aug. 28.—A tremendous
sa\ing has been effected by Publix in the last

few weeks through a campaign just concluded
to trim excess costs and needless effort. All

emergency costs which were necessary during
the period of expansion have been eliminated.

Operating costs have been reduced, according
to executives, to the point of normal efficiency

without in any way impairing the morale of
the organization. Publix is saving, it is said,

without drastic salary cuts. Until the cam-
paign has closed, figures will not be available.

Pact Clears Payroll

Of Musicians Not
Used by Theatres

(Special to the Herald-World)

JERSEY CITY, Aug. 28.—An agreement
has been reached between deluxe theatres and
the musicians' union whereby houses will not
be forced to carry musicians oh the payrolls
when not using them. This concession by the
union is expected to effect a big saving for
the theatres.

(Details of labor situation throughout
the country on next page.)

Injunction Suit Against
Craft Film Is Denied by
Judge to Cinema Patents

(Special to the Herald-U'orhl)

WILATINGTON, DEL., August 28.—The
motion made by Cinema Patents Company,
Inc., in its suit for an injunction against
Craft Film Laboratories, Inc., on the grounds
of alleged infringement of patent has been
denied at the Wilmington United States
district court.

Judge Nields in his filed opinion stated, "An
examination of the pleadings and affidavits

fail to convince me of the propriety of issuing
a preliminary injunction. The motion must
be denied."

License Lacking; Film
Projectionist Fined

especial to the Herald-World)

SHREVEPORT, LA., Aug. 28.—Judge D.
B. Samuel overruled a motion to quash a
charge against E. D. Nunn, negro, of oper-
ating a projection machine without first ob-
taining a license as an operator.
Nunn, who was found guilty and fined

$10 in the city court, appealed the case to
Judge Samuel, who refused the motion to
quash the charge. Judge Samuel said he
could find nothing unconstitutional in the
city ordinance which provided for operators
to first obtain a license.

20 Years an Exhibitor
(Special to the Herald-World)

SOUTH BEND, IND., Aug. 28.—Edward
Szamecki, owner of the White Eagle theatre
here for the past twenty years, died recently
in Michigan City, Ind.

Growing Number of Holdover Pictures Shows Public
Willing to Pay to See Good Films

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—Box office receipts in general have shown an

increase of about 30 per cent during the past two weeks, investigation

has disclosed.

Company executives in the best position for observing conditions in the theatres

have noted three principal factors which they consider to be for the most part

responsible for this decidedly satisfactory increase in revenue.

First—better product.

Second—intensive exploitation.

Third—climatic conditions.

Reports from all sections of the country would seem to indicate that the first of

these conditions is the predominating factor. Recent arrivals on Broadway tend

to bear out this belief, and New York may be said to serve as a good index for pro-

duction quality throughout the country.

Series of New Tieups

Brings Definite Results

Probably by reason of the business depression of the past summer, new and

more intensive exploitation programs have been instituted by the leading pro-

ducing and distributing companies. In the key centers, indications are that this

improved form of promotion has had definitely satisfactory results. A series of

new tieups to reawaken sharp public interest in screen stars and pictures has

shown its value at the box office.

The summer weather this year has been anything but conducive to large motion

picture theatre attendance, despite the increase of the installation of cooling

systems. With the approach of cooler weather, there must inevitably be an

increase in public attention to the motion picture. This is a natural condition

which has been unusually trying this season, but which already has shown definite

signs of righting itself within the past few weeks.

Holdover Attractions

Show Public Interest

The increase of the number of holdover attractions in many of the key cities

throughout the country is sufficient proof that the public is eagerly awaiting good

product, and will without hesitation pay its money to see it.

It is understood that Publix has had a 30 per cent increase in revenue in its

theatres throughout the country, while Fox in the Metropolitan New York area

shows a jump of 43 per cent at the box office.

Whether or not, insofar as the companies are concerned, these figures are exact,

cannot be certain, yet the indications are that the theatres are unquestionably

recovering rapidly from the combination of circumstances which caused a letdown

during recent months.
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Musicians Going Into Action to
ReinstateMen Ousted by Sound

National FoUow-Up of Advertising Campaign Seen in Demands
Where Contracts Expire—St. Louis Stage Hand

Dispute May Ban Acts
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—No new developments may be anticipated be-
fore next week in the discussion now going on between the projectionists
union and the theatres of greater New York. New contract demands
were submitted within the week to the theatre excutives from the New
York local headquarters.
An agreement has been reached between the stagehands' union and the

theatres for a period of two years. This arrangement, it is understood,
calls for no increase in wages.

Vigorous effort is being made by the organized musicians to return to the

theatres a large number of those members ousted following the establishment

of sound. Concerted action nationally is believed to underlie the demand for

an increased employment minimum being made where contracts are now
expiring.

In St. Louis, Philadelphia and Milwaukee, where this week theatre heads
were confronted with bitter disputes with musicians' locals, the principal de-

mand is that the theatres employ a greater number of musicians than they have
been using. The musicians, it is interpreted, are now prepared to use the

expiration of contracts as occasions on which to follow up with action the

institutional advertising campaign which the American Federation of Musi-
cians has been conducting the past year.

An ultimatum was served this week on time in years, it is pointed out, the theatre
the Fox and Warner Brothers organiza-
tions by the Philadelphia Musicians Pro-
tective Union, declaring that if those
theatres did not renew their contracts, now-
regarded as liberal under talking picture
conditions, a strike would be called with
the demand that employment be increased
25 per cent.

45 Wanted—210 Demanded
The Philadelphia contract signed last

September and expiring August 30, guaran-
tees employment of 44 musicians by Fox,
and of 210 by Warners. Fox wishes to

An example of the manner in which
the daily press circulates misinfor-
mation concerning theatres: "Chi-
cago musicians employed in motion
picture and legitimate theatres in
Chicago have renewed their wage
agreements with the theatre owners
for a one-year period beginning next
Monday."—Chicago Tribune, August
27.

The musicians' contract in Chi-
cago, made in September, 1929, was
a two-year agreement, so does not
expire until 1931.

employ only 18 men, according to union
officials, while but 45 are wanted by the
Warner houses.
The union ultimatum was signed by 400

members after a heated session of the
organization at its headquarters Tuesday.
Previous to this meeting agreements had
been made with the Carman theatre and
the Freihofer houses.

In St. Louis the labor situation is further
aggravated by the imminence of a battle
with the stage hands, who indicate they
will resist the expected attempt of the
theatres to cut their back-stage staffs. It is

freely predicted in St. Louis theatrical cir-
cles that stage show houses there will be
presenting pictures only for an indefinite
period following expiration of the stage
hands' contract September 1. For the first

executives will present a united front in

their conferences with both the stage hands
and musicians.

Seek Employment of 20

The musicians, concentrating upon an in-

crease in employment, will direct its attack,

it is reported, upon certain situations in

which present terms permit none or only a
few musicians. One such situation is the
St. Louis theatre, for which the musicians
will demand a new classification as a deluxe
picture house, instead of a vaudeville the-

atre, placing it on the same basis as the
Fox, Ambassador and Missouri. Such a
reclassification would mean that the St.

Louis employ 20 or more men. The thea-
tre management declares that if necessary
to prevent the employment of this num-
ber, it will do as Loew's State did in a

similar situation a year ago-^-drop the stage
bill.

Samuel P. Meyers, president of the musi-
cians' local, asserts that his organization
will attempt to get a new contract with
Loew's State.

The St. Louis projectionist contract also
expires next month, but no controversy is

expected.

In Milwaukee the musicians are demand-
ing that a minimum of seven pit or stage
men be employed in all houses using an
organist.

Bearg City Supervisor
For Publix at Montreal

(Special to the Herald-World)

.
MONTREAL, Aug. 28.—Appointment is

announced of L. I. Bearg, formerly of the
Metropolitan theatre, Boston, as city super-
visor in the organization of Famous Players
Canadian Corporation under Publix control.

Bearg will have direction of the Capitol,

Palace and Loew theatres in Montreal, which
are among the largest m the whole Canadian
chain.

George Rotsky, manager of the Montreal
Palace, denied he is to become director of
exploitation for the whole chain of 195
theatres.

And Now Laborites

Start Blue Law Stew
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Aug. 28.—A serious
menace to theatres is seen here in
the zealous activities of labor union
representatives to enforce Sunday
closing.
A union business agent recently

was instrumental in having a cob-
bler brought into court on a charge
of having repaired shoes on Sunday.
Judge Dubinsky styled the prosecu-
tion absurd, but said from the bench:
"Go out and bring in the big fellows,
the operators of large amusement
places instead of a man who makes a

living by providing a necessity."
On the same day Circuit Judge

Sprague issued a temporary order re-

straining the police from enforcing
against delicatessen dealers a Sunday
closing ordinance which applies to

meat markets and grocery stores.

The plea for injunction was filed by
270 delicatessen shop owners. Hear-
ing on a permanent injunction will be
held September 4.

Klangfilm and Tobis

Criticized in Berlin;

BadSound, Is Charge
(By Special Correspondent)

BERLIN, Aug. 28.—Bad sound projec-
tion in first run houses here wired by
Klangfilm is ibecoming a calamity, which
seriously impaired the effect of more than
one premiere last week. The pictures suf-

fering through it are Tobis productions and
trade papers ask if the manufacturers of

the projectors do not work in harmony
with the recording firm.

The "Berliner Tageblatt" is taking up the
complaint and reminds the two companies,
exercising a highly paid monopoly, of their

responsibility towards the public.

Similar reports are coming from the
provinces. Poor sound projection and
badly dubbed pictures frequently cause
ironical applause ' and disturbances in

country halls.

WisconsinMPTO to

Meet at Gonring's
September 9 to 10

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Aug. 28.—The M P T O
of Wisconsin has selected Gonrings' Re-
sort, on Big Cedar Lake near West Bend,
as the site for its annual convention Sep-
tember 9 and 10.

Zoning is expected to be one of the big
issues at the meeting because of the protec-

tion plan for Milwaukee and the state which
is now pending. A committee of exhibitors
and exchange men, which has investigated
zoning plans for the past six weeks, will

present its report.

Abram F. Myers, president of Allied
States will be the principal speaker.

Guy Fowler Joins Pathe
(Special tc the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, August 28.—Guy Fowler,
who has novelized such pictures as "The
Dawn Patrol," "Lilac Time," "The Sky
Hawk," "Four Devils" and "The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney," has joined Pathe to do special

publicity work.
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

From 300 to 3SO Silent Films
Are Available for This Season

The 4,000 Unwired Houses Can
Still Get Non-Audible Product

Survey Also Shows 30 Per Cent of Current Sound Instal-

lations in Theatres of 500 Seats or Less
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW \ORK, August 28.—The silent picture, described by one executive as

"dying fast on its feet as a natural course of events," will yet be in sufficient quan-

tity during the new season to provide for the approximately 4,000 theatres yet to

be wired. A list of these pictures, available to silent houses, appears in an adjoin-

ing column.

However, with 30 per cent of the present sound installations being made in the

theatres of less than 500 seating capacity (which comprise a majority of those

houses still unwired), it is predicted that this will be the last season for the silent

departments of the producing and distributing companies insofar as the regular

motion picture theatre is concerned.

Between 300 and 350 silent pictures will be on the shelves of the ex-

changes during the coming 12 months for those theatres which have not yet

installed sound.

Of this total, the majority of pictures included will be reissues and silent

prints on 1929-30 product. Only a very small portion of the total will be
1930-31 product.

While a number of companies have announced that no silent versions would be

made on the new season's product, others have stated that so long as there was a

demand, provision would be made for the silent houses.

In this connection, it is learned that no advance plans are made for silent ver-

sions. Decision is left to the silent department, which studies the script and has a

representative on the lot at all times. If it is decided that a scenario warrants a

silent version, a person versed in silent production is assigned to the set and scenes

applicable to production without sound are stressed.

For the new season Paramount will have something like 32 silent pictures for

the unwired houses; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 90; Radio pictures, 15, and so on.

Universal, it is learned, is making silent versions on all of its new product

and will continue to do so as long as the market demands it.

Fox likewise has not discontinued productions of silent versions.

A majority of the other companies, however, deny that silents are being pro-

duced. Prints of reissues on their silents, however, will be available.

Producers point out that most of the silent accounts left today are the $7.50 to

$15 houses. Rental from these houses, they say, makes continuance of the silent

version inadvisable. The "A" house that is silent is exceptional, leaving only the

"B", "C" and similar houses to meet the cost of production and distribution on

silents. Hardly the negative cost can be obtained from these theatres, they say.

Beau Broadway
Single Man
Bellamy Trial

Wonder of Women
Bridge San Luis Key
Dancing Daughters
Voice of the City
Tide of Empire
Brotherly Love
All at Sea
China Bound
Elxcess Baggage
Alias Jimmy Valentine
Duke Steps Out
Man's Man
Cameraman
Spite Marriage
Marianne
Not So Dumb
Their Own Desire
Last of Mrs Cheyney
Ship from Shanghai
The Kiss They
This Mad World
Single Standard
Wild Orchids
Mask of the Devil
Loves of Casanova
Flying Fleet
The Pagan
Show People
Woman of Affairs

West of Zanzibar
Thunder
Morgan's Last Raid
Sioux Blood
White Sister

Honeymoon
Trail of '98

Navy Blues
Speedway

Girl Said No
Our Modern Maidens

Untamed
Montana Moon
Free and Easy

Devil May Care
In Gay Madrid
Anne Christie

Caught Short
His Glorious Night

Redemption
Woman Racket
Lady to Love

Children of Pleasure
The Viking

Bishop Murder Case
Thirteenth Chair

Unholy Night
Divorcee

Girl in the Show
Learned About Women

It's a Great Life

Hallelujah
Mysterious Island

Desert Nights
Dynamite

Chasing Rainbows
So This Is College

The Wind
Bushranger

Desert Rider
While the City Sleeps

Spies
Wliere East Is East
Broadway Melody

Overland Telegraph
Shadows of the Night

RADIO PICTURES
Case of Sergeant Grischa
Lovin' the Ladies
Love Comes Along
Lawful Larceny
Delightful Rogue
Night Parade
Beau Bandit

Framed
Dead Game

French Gertie
Side Street

Half Marriage
Girl of the Port

Midnight Mystery
Seven Keys to Baldpate

PARAMOUNT
Four Feathers Hungarian Rhapsody
The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu Illusion

The Soul of France Welcome Danger
The Dance of Life Fast Company
The Love Doctor Why Bring That Up
Woman Trap The Saturday Night Kid
The Return of Sherlock Holmes Sweetie

The Virginian Half Way to Heaven
The Mighty The Marriage Playground
Glorifying the American Girl Applause
The Kibitzer Light of the Western Stars

The Love Parade Seven Days Leave
Burning Up Street of Chance
Dangerous Paradise Slightly Scarlet

Only the Brave Sarah and Son
Young Eagles With Byrd at the South Pole

The Devil's Holiday The Big Pond
Ladies Love Brutes Charming Sinners

Laughing Lady The Greene Murder Case

WARNER BROTHERS
Say It With Song Honky Tonk
Hearts in Exile General Crack

Gold Diggers of Broadway Mammy
Show of Shows Is Everybody Happy
Song of the West She Couldn't Say No
Under a Texas Moon Golden Dawn

Evanston's Long Sunday Show Battle

Now Goes Before Master in Chancery
Evanston £nally is going to have Sunday shows—perhaps. A master in chancery

has been appointed by Circuit Judge David Brothers to settle the issue which prac-

tically everyone thought had been settled at the polls months ago when a recount

showed that Sunday shows had won out in the referendum, only to be held up by a

technical legal question—questionable legally, theatre men say—based upon the

fact that not all wards bad been favorable to shows and the slender margin of 56

votes was not conclusive. It seems that the council decided that majority rule did

not govern after all.

Arguments on the petition are to be heard next week by Master Julius Meiner

and Corporation Counsel William Lister will be instructed to oppose the petition.

So the erudite suburb of Chicago will get its Sunday shows. But then again .
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BROADWAY

PRODUCERS are showing a hesi-

tancy in going ahead with any

comprehensive production schedule of

musical films.

One company, in fact, has postponed

plans for two musical shows which were

to be among the ace attractions on its

new season's program.

It is learned from a reliable source

that Radio Pictures, which had an-

nounced an elaborate schedule of musi-

cal comedies and operettas, had reached

a decision to drop for the time being at

least plans for "Babes in Toyland" and

"Hearts of the Rockies."

Many reasons are given for the public

not accepting the musical film with any

degree of enthusiasm. One person will

tell you that there has been an overpro-

duction of this type of entertainment.

Another will tell you that if overproduc-

tion is responsible it is overproduction

of pictures lacking quality.

The latter will tell you that the musi-

cal film will always find public favor,

just as the stage musical has, but that

greater thought must be given to their

production.

There must be real story value first,

and then tunes by the foremost com-
posers. AAA
Warner Brothers is back on the Big

Stem with two money attractions, "Old
English" at the Warner Brothers the-

atre and "Moby Dick" at the Holly-

wood.
Both, insofar as Broadway is con-

cerned at least, are box office.

On the shelf, waiting for an oppor-

tune time to hit Broadway, are four or

five other big time attractions.

It looks like a healthy season for the

Brothers. AAA
Sam Warshawky, that fast talking

right bower of Hy Daab, has been host

to none other than royalty.

Although Sam may not be a scholar

of the Rifif language he did not let that

interfere with his being the congenial

guide for His Highness, Abdeslam Ben
Mohammed Khoubarik, battle-scarred

Riff chieftain who is en route to Holly-
wood to assist in the production of
"Beau Ideal" for Radio Pictures.

The Riff leader will assist Herbert
Brenon to obtain an authentic touch to

the battle scenes.AAA
Do you remember Ben Lyon when he

was running a mimeographing estab-

lishment on Broadway—that is, accord-
ing to Ben's own admittance, running it

into the ground. That was before Ben
had dreams of his name in lights.

^ A A

Gordon White of Educational is do-
ing a vacation turn. That delays the
company's newsreel announcement an-
other week. JAY M. SHRECK.

"The Road to Paradise»

Spoken of many times, but everyone seems to have his own conception of the "highway,"
which, in some cases, is a sunlit lane bordered by fragrant flowers, with lovely secluded bypaths
leading from it. The pictures below seem to belie this version (scenes taken from the First

National picture by that title), for it looks as though it might be a weary and diflScult path.

Loretta Young, Jack Mixlhall, Ben Hendricks

Raymond Hatton, Loretta Yoimg, George Barraud
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$4,600,000 Is Value

Of U.S. '30 Exports

In Sound Equipment
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Aug. 28.—American
manufacturers exported over five million
dollars worth of motion picture cameras,
projectors and sound equipment during the
first six months of 1930, according to fig-

ures just released by the motion picture
division of the Department of Commerce.
Of this total, $4,585,576 represents sound
apparatus.
Europe purchased $3,001,324 worth of

sound equipment from America, while the
Far East and Near East exports had a

value of $702,588; Latin America, $561,843;
Canada, $283,847; and Africa, $35,974. The
United Kingdom led Europe, its imports
f^om America having a value of $1,771,721,
while France was second with a valuation
of $601,391.
During this period of 1930, a total of 1,218

projectors were exported, valued at $313,-

116, as compared with 702 in the corre-
sponding period of 1929, valued at $178,591.
Europe took the most, 646, while Asia, first

in 1929, took 352 to hold second ranking.
Canada, which absorbed 217 in 1929 to be
second biggest buyer, dropped to fourth in

1930 with only 63.

Europe also bought the most American
cameras, its purchases being valued at $11,-

942. Total exports were valued at $194,608.

• PICTURES.

Shubert to Screen "Ladies
All" with Swiss Inventor's

New Recording Device
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—Lee Shubert, New
York legitimate producer, plans to convert his

play "Ladies All" into a talking picture, the

script of which Elmer Harris has already
written, it is understood.

Shubert is negotiating with Oscar Lissau, a

Swiss inventor for a new recording device,

and Lissau is expected in New York next
month to supervise the installation in a near-

by studio. Shubert's production schedule also

calls for the screening of "Stay Overnight,"

by Naomi Royde-Smith, and two other pic-

tures.

Opt

Old Oriental in Detroit

Remodeled by R K O and
tens as "Downtown"

(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, August 28.—R K O is repre-

sented here with a modern new playhouse in

the R K O downtown theatre, opened on
Saturday, August 23. Located on Adams and
Park streets, one of the busy corners of the

city, the theatre, formerly the Oriental, was
completely altered and reconstructed to meet
the requirements of the organization. The
latest model of R C A Photophone equipment
has been installed, and the ventilating system

and seating arrangements are said to be the

most modern available.

Eastman Kodak Branch
Buys Gelatine Plant
Of Eastern Glue Firm

(Special to the Herald-World)

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Aug. 28.—The East-

man Gelatine Corporation, a newly organized
subsidiary of the Eastman Kodak Company,
has purchased the gelatine plants and business

of the American Glue Company, says a state-

ment issued to stockholders of the latter

company.

^ The Old Master returned in triumph

to Broadway last week. In other words,

Mr. David Wark Griffith, creator of

"The Birth of a Nation," presented his

"Abraham Lincoln"-— a subject which

restores the olden glory to the name of

Griffith. After an interlude character-

ized with work of a more or less indif-

ferent quality, Mr. Griffith in this new
pictvtre reasserts his right to be num-
bered among the finest creative geniuses

of the screen.

In discussing "Abraham Lincoln" two

names should be set up in bold type.

They are

:

Joseph M. Schenck

David Wark Griffith

We list the name of Mr. Schenck first

because that is where it logically be-

longs. Had not Mr. Schenck in a spirit

of most commendable courage and

vision elected to produce Griffith's

"Abraham Lincoln" there would have

been lost to the Screen a distinguished

work, and there would have been lost to

Mr. Griffith the opportunity which he

has put to very great advantage.

In a great many cases "Presented By"
on the main title of a motion picture

does not mean much. In this case,

"Presented by Joseph M. Schenck"
means a great deal because Mr. Schenck
in authorizing Mr. Griffith to undertake
this production struck out boldly against

a prevailing prejudice. Confident of the

man and the subject, Mr. Schenck cour-

ageously went ahead on "Abraham Lin-

coln" and the happy result is a distin-

guished cinematic document and a

splendid entertainment.

Every bit of Mr. Griffith's oldtime

mastery of action, composition, light,

character delineation and heart interest

is exemplified in "Abraham Lincoln."

It is intelligently, shrewdly and convinc-

ingly directed. The director's love and

feeling for the story of Lincoln and the

stirring events attending the public life

of the Great American are evidenced in

every foot of the film. That Mr. Grif-

fith knows his subject there is no doubt.

And knowing his subject as he does he

was able to preserve historical fidelity

as far as necessary for a motion picture

and he was able also to so plot his pic-

ture as to make it engrossingly interest-

ing and entertaining.

The story as done by Stephen Vincent

Benet is a notable accomplishment.

Facing a dialog job of almost discourag-

ing proportions there has been accom-

plished in this production a distin-

guished result. Great acting, and much
that is very nearly great, is contributed

by Walter Huston, an extraordinarily

fine addition to the gallery of dramatic
Lincolns, Una Merkel, Kay Hammond,
Hobart Bosworth, Ian Keith, Henry B.

Walthall and others.

Mr. Griffith has very skillfully blended
many elements of unvarying popular
appeal into this historical play. It is

first of all a great character study—an
element of every great play. No effort

has been made to tell the story of Lin-

coln's life ; the picture is entertainment
•—-not history. As a purely fictional nar-

rative, stripped of the historical signifi-

cance of the Great American, Griffith's

picture would be completely justified.

Probably more effectively than it has
been previously done Mr. Griffith has
blended the best of the silent picture

with the screen's great new asset of the

voice and sound accompaniment. There
is in this production the very generous
use of a head, a heart and an imagina-
tion.

Millions of the public and the whole
motion picture industry will be grateful

to Mr. Schenck and Mr. Griffith for this

"Abraham Lincoln."

MARTIN J. UIGLE Y.

Hear Rumblings of More Film Infringement

Actions in Wisconsin as Oshkosh Man Is Sued
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Aug. 28.—Following the Bling of three civil suits against

Charles G. Bauman, operator of the Star theatre in Oshkosh, Wis., for alleged

infringement of motion picture copyrights, it has been reported that similar

charges will follow against other exhibitors in the state.

Bauman is charged with exhibiting 18 different films without the permission of

the copyright owners and $250 is asked for each exhibition as well as an accounting

of the profits and an injunction against continued use of pictures without per-

mission.

The complaining companies are Pathe, R K O and Universal. Several suits

against various other Wisconsin theatre operators which had previously been Bled

for infringement of copyrights and bicycling of films are still pending.
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44 Features and 62 Shorts for
'30 -'31 in Tiffany Expansion

Production Plans, Completed After Sales Survey, Call for Ten

Super Specials, 16 Feature Productions, 12 Westerns in

Two Series, and Six Outdoor Action Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. Aug. 28.—Tiffany Productions, Inc., is expanding its studio

activity for the 1930-31 season, according to Grant L. Cook, executive vice

president, who has just announced a schedule of 44 feature-length attractions

and 62 short features of one and two reels,

pictures will be

"CHIC" CHATS

The feature length
grouped as follows:

10 super specials.

16 feature productions.
12 Western features in two scries.

6 outdoor action features.

"The Third Alarm" and "Extravagance"
liave been completed, and "Aloha Oe" is

now in production.
Tiffany has delayed its production an-

nouncement, according to Cook, in order

to select only such story material as was
Icnown from a detailed canvass of the

United States sales territory to be most
greatly in demand at the box office.

"We held a sales convention in Chicago,"
said Cook, "and put the matter of produc-
tion up to our field men, who, after a

thorough investigation in their various ter-

ritories, were able to feel accurately the

pulse of the public insofar as picture prefer-

ences were concerned, and in the announce-
ment made of the pictures we are to make
and release in the coming year the pro-
gram meets the conditions as they now
exist."

Following is the complete list of Tiffanv
product for^ 1930-31:

Big Ten Super-Productions

"The Third Alarm," directed by Emory
Johnson and featuring James Hall, Anita
Louise, Jean Hersholt, Paul Hurst, Hooart
Bosworth, Yola D'Avril and Blanche
Frederici.

"Circus Parade" (subject to change) by
Jim Tully. A Jaines Cruze super-produc-
tion directed by Cruze.
"Aloha Oe," a story of Hawaii, directed

by Al Rogell.
"A Girl of the Limberlost," by Gene

Stratton-Porter.
"Leftover Ladies," by Ursula Parrott,

author of "Ex-Wife" and "Strangers Mav
Kiss."
"The Barbarian," a story of banditry and

adventure in North China. Story by A. P.
Younger; screen play by Harvey H. Gates;
directed by Bert Glennon.

Jaines Whale Super-Production, story
and cast to be announced.
"Moran of the Lady Letty," from the

famous novel of the sea by Frank Norris.
James Cruze Super-Production, story and

cast to be announced.
"The Unpardonable Sin," from the war

story by Rupert Hughes.
Sixteen Special Feature Pictures

"Extravagance" with June Collyer, Lloyd
Hughes, Owen Moore, Dorothy Christy,
Jameson Thomas and Gwen Lee.

"She Got What She Wanted," from the
Broadway stage production by Edward
Rosner. A James Cruze Production, super-
vised by Ouzo.
"Caught Cheating," with George Sidney

and Charlie Murray. The adventures of
this comedy team in Wall Street.

"Steel," an epic story of the steel
industry.
"The Drums of Jeopardy," by Harold

MacGrath. A mystery story featuring the
doings of MacGrath's detective "Cutty."

"Lasca," taken from the poem of the old

Southwest by Frank Desprez.
James Cruze Production, story and cast

to be announced.
"The Single Sin," a modern society

drama.
"The Beloved Enemy," by Ferdinand

Schumann-Heink. A story of the American
Army of Occupation in Germany. An Al
Rogell production, directed by Al Rogell.
"The Keeper of the Bees," from the

novel by Gene Stratton-Porter.
"Wild Youth," a story of the jazz age.

"Hi-Jack," a story of one of America's
greatest outdoor sports.
An Al Rogell Production and two Cruze

productions, the stories and casts of which
are to be announced.

Twelve Westerns
Six Western productions starring Bob

Steele: "Near the Rainbow's End," "The
Ridin' Fool," "Oklahoma Cyclone," "The
Sunrise Trail," "Headin' North" and "The
Land of Missing Men."

Six Western productions starring Rex
Lease: "Lawless Valley," "Thundering-
Hoofs," "The Fighting Grin," "The Utah
Kid," "Branded Men" and "Blazing Guns."

Six Outdoor Action Melodramas
"The Lure of the Yukon," "Roaring Bar-

rier," "The Danger Signal," "The Arctic
Patrol," "The Ojibway" and "The Ghost
Ship."

[Details of short feuture progrum on page 47]

38 Stars, 11 Writers,

5 Directors Work on
Educational Comedies

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—Thirty-eight
players are now lined up for starring or
featured roles in Educational comedies,
while 11 writers and five directors consti-
tute the remainder of the stafif for the pro-
duction of new comedies.
Assignments are yet to be given Ford

Sterling, Bert Roach, and Buster and John
West in playing parts, but the remainder
of the list of actors and actresses has either
just completed or is at present engaged in

making comedies.
William Watson has already finished

"Johnny's Week End," featuring Johnny
Hines, and "Love Your Neighbor," starring
Charlotte Greenwood. Nat Ross has
started directing "Tearing to Go," the sec-

ond in the series of Vanity productions.
Stephen Roberts is directing the new series

of Educational-Ideal comedies.

Arrest Song Salesman
On Copyright Charge

{Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Aug. 28.—William Kriter,

38 years old, has been arrested here on a

warrant charging him with violation of the

federal music copyright laws after allegedly

having sold a list of 60 copyrighted songs
without permission.

W'HEN Norman Pearce, the wellknown
radio announcer, stepped into his little

booth on the edge of the marquee in front of

the Strand Tuesday at noon for the purpose
of setting a nonstop endurance talking record,

he v/as well primed. He had newspapers,
books, and whatever ;

physically he was per-

fectly fit, mentally ready for the great test,

but he forgot one little thing, which, however,
was sufficient to stop the show. He failed to

reckon with the most efficient police depart-

ment of New York. It was planned to broad-
cast the endless discourse over the radio at

15-minute intervals during the day and night.

He was confident he could continue for at

least 36 hours. He had rambled on for only
about three hours, when he was served with
a summons, which he protested on the con-*

stitutional grounds of free speech. Nothing
daunted, the brave policeman came back later

and arrested Pearce for violating a city

ordinance, known, for want of a better
name, as the anti-noise-on-Broadway regu-
lation. Anyway, he eclipsed Floyd Gib-
bons' speed record during the first IS min-
utes, spoke for three hours without pausing
for breath, and was clocked at 316 words
per minute.

Purely incidentally, of course, Warner's
Strand picked up some cracking good pub-
licity, which may even have been the reason
for the arrest. Perhaps not, but it helped
anyway. We wonder who bailed Pearce out
of jail. It cost $500. That's the price of
talking too much, without saying anything.
Rather a good idea.

We learned, quite accidentally, that Yasha
Hunchuk, decidedly popular baton wielder
at the Capitol, had quite a spat with Louis
K. Sidney, production manager of the thea-
tre, last Friday. Press releases had an-
nounced Bunchuk to conduct the orchestra
for the week and to play a cello solo during
the stage show. He was conspicuous by
his absence on Friday evening, Don Albert
playing the part of a not unworthy substi-
tute, tossing his hair in fine style. He
deserves commendation especially since we
understand that he did not know he was
to lead the boys till about 12:30 on Friday,
with the matinee opener due at 1:08. The
bit of excitement took place about 11 in
the morning, with Yasha, after refusing to
conduct a certain number, walking off the
stage from the last rehearsal in a great
huff. However, he is still present during
the weekly radio broadcast, so perhaps the
storm will blow over.

Incidentally, in theatres where the stage
presentation runs as an important added at-
traction to the feature picture, the orchestra
leader is a most vital figure.

AAA
Florenz Ziegfeld is credited with the

statement that when motion picture produc-
ers make screen versions of musical com-
edies, they come into direct competition
with the legitimate theatre, and that it is

necessary for them to turn out 500 success-
ful pictures of this type a year. Consider-
ing the way the public is greeting the out-
put so far, they will be extremely fortunate
if they can make five successful musical
pictures in a year. It would be interesting
to know, however, what the reaction of
the small locality audience is to these films.
In and around New York there is an un-
conscious comparison with the stage shows,
as is true in other metropolitan centers, but
in small communities where they cannot see
the legitimate productions, they may per-
haps really take the musical films to their
hearts. We would like to know, just for
curiosity's sake.—"CHIC" AARONSON,
Nezv York City.
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Herald-World Golf Tourney
"Sell-out" 2 Weeks Before Play

Awards Still Pour in as Hour
For Lakeside Tee -off Looms

Theatres Are Civic

Factors, He Tells Hays
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—Will Hays
has received a telegram from Mayor
James Rolph, Jr., of San Francisco,
commending the industry in general
on its progress and noting his call to

the people of that city to join in the
celebration of Greater Talkie Season.
He said in part, "Now Greater Movie
Season has become Greater Talkie
Season and commands a new and
added interest because of the remark-
able improvements which have been
made both scientifically and artisti-

cally in the production of sound and
talking motion pictures The
theatres of San Francisco represent a

great many millions of invested cap-

ital ; give employment to thousands
of our fellow citizens, and their pros-

perity, like the prosperity of all our
other public institutions, is a real

concern to all who have at heart the

welfare of our city."

Sp
Spi

oor and Metro
onsorNew Sound

Method, Wider Film
Mechanical System of Recording An-

nounced^—Wide Film Is for

Mass Shots
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—Two new tech-

nical developments which their sponsors
believe will have a decided effect on future

motion picture production have been an-

nounced by Louis B. Mayer, vice-president

in charge of production for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, and George K. Spoor of Chi-

cago.
The Mayer development, called "Real

Life," a new type of wide film which, it

is understood, will make possible the pro-

jection of wide screen pictures on the pro-
jection machines now in use. Only a few
changes will be necessary, the same pro-

jector being capable of handling both the

regular and the wide film.

Sees Greater Naturalness
This wide film, said Mayer, will have the

advantage of greater naturalness and will

create a better perspective through a greater
depth of focus.
"We will have a greater sweep and scope

in motion picture photography, permitting
the effective screening of mass spectacles,"
said Mayer.
The device, which has been developed

under the leadership of Spoor, is a new
sound-on-film method of recording. This
development is noteworthy, it is said, in

that the mechanical rather than the elec-

trical method is used.

Tones Recorded in Grooves
This new recording method will function

similar to that of disc recording, it is said,

with ones recorded in grooves rather than
in the density of the shading in the sound
track.
Demonstration of this new method will be

made in Chicago theatres shortly, according
to Spoor, who has been in New York the
last few days in connection with the in-

vention.

Los Angeles Newspapers Generous with Advance Infor-

mation on Filmdom's Greatest Sports Event
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—The fourth annual HERALD-WORLD
Film Golf Tournament is a sell-out.

For the past week, George Marshall's pockets have been bulging with signed
entry blanks. The S. R. O. sign is out. Two hundred and fifty golfmaniacs
will tee off at Lakeside September 14.

The rush to be in on the party was so great
that for a while it looked like a mob scene
in a super-spectacle.

The fame of the tourney has been spreading
so fast that anyone who sends in an entry
blank now has about as much chance as a
shirt in a Chinese laundry.

It has been necesasry to limit the entry list

to 250 because if some limit wasn't determined
the course would look like Hollywood Boule-
vard during the rush hour.

And Prizes Fill Office

Entry blanks aren't the only things which
have been pouring into the Herald-Wqrld
office?. There's a prize in e\'ery corner, and
some in the middle of the floor.

Here's a partial list of donors:

K. E. Sedlack, Jack White Come-
dies, All Christie, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, Fox-West Coast, Paramount
Purchasing Department (Ike Buell),
Paramount Studios, B. H. Dyas,
Schwabs, Hollywood Plaza Hotel,
Roosevelt Hotel, Richard Arlen,
Walter Huston and R K O.
Muller Brothers, Henry's Restau-

rant, First National, Universal, Fox,
Souchet and Shafer, Alexander and
Oviatt, Warner Brothers, the Brown
Derby and Jack Dempsey.
The main battle, of course, will be centered

around the Herald-World trophy. Johnny
Mescall has two legs on it and George Mar-
shall one.

At least 20 more prizes will be offered with-
in the next two weeks. They will range
from cocktail shakers to solid leather golf

bags, and from silver cups to matched sets

of clubs.

18 Holes at Medal Play

Douglas Hodges, chairman of the commit-
tee, was obliged to close the entry list last

week instead of 48 hours before the play
begins because of the rush of entrants. Not
more than 250 persons can play the course
in a single day.

The tournament will consist of 18 holes of
medal play, at handicaps, conducted under the

Dempsey Offers Gloves
Of Tunney Training Period

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Jack

Dempsey's contribution for the Her-
ald-World Film Golf Tournament is

the pair of autographed gloves he
used to train for the last fight with
Gene Tunney. Dempsey. incidentally,

leaves Thursday for Chicago on the
Chief and will spend a month there.

rules of the Southern California Golf Asso-
ciation.

The members of the committee, besides

Hodges and George Marshall, wh© is treas-

urer, include Alfred Cohn, Jack Boland, Larry
Urbach, Hal Howe, Huntly Gordon, Conway
Tearle, Harold Goodwin and Howard Strick-

ling.

The tourney has been so successfully con-
ducted during the past three years that its

fame has spread not only through the indus-

try but throughout Southern California out-

side of the motion picture field.

Another reason for the overwhelming flood

of entries this year was the support given
the event by the Los Angeles press. Public-
ity appeared in all of the daily newspapers in

Los Angeles and Hollywood, indicating that

the affair is considered as one of the out-

standing sports events in this section.

Ben Grimm Returns

To U Sales Staff to

Assist Phil Reisman
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—Universal an-

nounces the return to the staff of Ben H.
Grimm, who will assume the position of man-
ager of sales promotion under Phil Reisman,
general sales manager of the company.

New MPTO Offices Are
Ready in Memphis; Hold

Convention in October
(Special to the Herald-World)

OXFORD, MISS., Aug. 28.—The MP
T O of Mississippi, Tennessee and Arkansas
has opened offices at 409 South Second
street, Memphis, near the offices of M. A.
Lightman, president of M P T O A.
Miss Annie Mae Day, editor of Film and

Radio Review, a local trade publication, will

be in charge of the new office in the ca-
pacity of assistant secretary.
The association plans to hold its annual

convention in Memphis in October, with
headquarters at the Hotel Peabody.
The officers are: J. F. Norman, England,

Ark., president; Ed E. Kuykendall, Colum-
bus, Miss., W. F. Ruffin, Covington, Tenn.,
and H. D. Wharton, Warren, -A.rk., vice-
presidents, and R. X. Williams, Jr., Oxford,
Miss., secretary-treasurer.

Change Name of Saenger Theatre
J[ONROE, LA.—Announcement has befn midc

that the name of the Saenger theatre here has bee-i

changed to Paramount. This house, and the Capitol,

were purchased recently by Paramount-Publix.
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Warners Win When Justice

Dismisses Receivership Bill

Stockholder's Demand Is Thrown Out on Motion by Morris

—

Charges Were "Apparently Maliciously Made to Injure

Stock," Says Harry Warner
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—The bill of complaint seeking the appointment of

a receiver for Warner Brothers has been dismissed by Chief Justice James

Pennewill of the Delaware supreme court, acting for Chancellor J. O. Wolcott,

who was disqualified because of his interest in the film company's stock.

Receivership had been asked by Ira T. fendants, Renraw, Inc., in excess of a milHon

Nelson, a stockholder owning- 300 shares dollars for real estate, leases or theatres at

of the Warner common stock. grossly excessive prices, denial is made. On
Dismissal of the receivership bill fol- the other hand, the answer says, property

lowed presentation of a motion by Hugh purchased through Renraw was_ acquired at

M. Morris, counsel for Warners, based on "an exceedmgly reasonable price,

the ground that the complaint as filed in The sole stockholders of Renraw, the an-

Wilmington "was neither signed nor veri- swer says, are Harry M. Warner, Albert

fied by the complainant as required by Warner and Jack L. Warner.
Rule 31 of this court."

Eugene Savory of Wilmington, counsel for

Nelson, said the bill had been dismissed "be-

cause of certain changes (technical) made in

it after it was drawn," that the bill had been

drawn in Massachusetts and that the changes
were required by difference of procedure in

Delaware.
Previously the Warner office in a state-

ment had said:

"The grounds of the petition appear to be

that the directors of the corporation have
wilfully mismanaged it. No application was
made for the appointment of a temporary
receiver.

"Mr. Warner states that the allegations are

false and apparently maliciously made, and
that the presumption is the petition was filed

for the purpose of injuriously affecting the

price of the stock."

Some doubt of the ownership of the 300
shares is expressed in the Warner answer. "This
defendant admits," says the answer, "that 300
shares of its common stock now stands in the

name of the complainant on this defendant's
books but whether the complainant is in law
or in fact the legal or beneficial owner thereof
this defendant is not advised save by the

allegations in the bill of complaint and leaves
the complainant to proof thereof."

In answer to the complaint that the Warner
organization has paid to another of the de-

Third of 84 New
SMPE Members
Are Foreigners
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, August 28.—The Society of

Motion Picture Engineers is rapidly becom-
ing an organization of international scope.

Of 84 new members added since May
J,

28 are from foreign countries. The rapid

growth of the society forecasts a record at-

tendance at the fall meeting in New York
October 20 to 23.

Residence of the new members follows

:

United States, 56; England, 11; France, 3;

New Zealand, 2; South Africa, 1; India, 2;
Scotland, 1 ; Poland, 2 ; Norway, 1 ; Germany,
2; Japan, 2; Brazil, 1.

Mary Pickford in "KikV
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, August 28.—Mary Pick-
ford is to make a talkie of "Kiki," the suc-

cessful silent in which Norma Talmadge
scored. Sam Taylor, who will direct, is now
writing the adaptation of the play.

Fox Current Assets

Grow 30 Per Cent
In First Half Year

Clarke Points Out $1.11 Additional

Earnings on Fox Shares

by Loew Equity
(Special to the He> aid-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—An increase in

current assets of more than 30 per cent is

shown by Fox Film Corporation in a de-
tailed report for the first six months of
this year. The current assets total $30,-

444,121, with current liabilities of $12,229,-

245, as against current assets at the end of
1929 of $23,408,565 and liabilities of
$46,101,586.

Cash at the end of June was $6,965,126,
compared with $2,492,600 at the close of
1929. Accounts receivable on June 30 were
$3,564,633 and inventories, otherwise re-

ferred to as unamortized costs, aggregated
$19,914,362.

$114,151,000 in Investments

Under current liabilities as of June 30 there
were notes payable of $1,589,500, accounts
payable and accrued expenses $5,486,588, divi-

dends payable on July 15 $2,525,560, reserves
for 1929 federal income taxes $425,049 and
portion of funded debt maturing in 1930

$2,202,549.

Investments in and advances to affiliated

companies and enterprises amounted to $114,-

151,146. Lands, buildings, leaseholds, equip-

ment and furniture and fixtures, less depreci-
ation of $8,747,914, were carried at $43,876,642.

Including certain other assets, Fox Film and
subsidiary companies had at the end of June
total assets of $192,524,313, compared with
$124,243,716 at the close of 1929, an increase
of $68,280,597.

Loew's Adds $1.11 Earnings

The earnings of the company for the first

half of this year, recently announced, did not
include the equity in the earnings of Loew's,
Inc., Harley L. Clarke, president, stated.

Fox's holdings of 660,900 shares of Loew's
represent an equity of 48 per cent in the
earnings of Loew's, he explains. Such equity

for the first twenty-six weeks of 1930 approxi-
mated $3,304,500, he added, which is a gain of
more than $2,800,000 over the income actually

reported by Fox from such holdings. This
is equivalent to additional earnings of $1.11

a share on the earnings of Fox Film.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending August 27

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—Announcement of dismissal of day's trading Warner shares were up 2y^ points, AT&T
the receivership action against Warner Brothers was one of 2^, Eastman Kodak 4j^, General Electric Ij^, Radio Cor-
the developments of the week which were followed by poration three-fovirths of a point, and Westinghouse Manu-
noticeable gains in amusement stocks. At the end of Tues- facturing 43/^.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

American Seating
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film _

Do. pfd
Eastman Kodak _
Fox Film "A" „

Sales
100
700
400
400

... 15.400
,.134,000

Gen. Theatre Equipment 37,.500
Keith Albce Orpheum 300
Loew's, Inc _ 65,800
Do. pfd. ww..._ '3QQ
Do. pfd. xw ." 800

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayar, pfd _ 100
Paramount _ _ _ 50,900
Pathe Exchange „ 3,100

Corporation .~ 541 ,300
pfd . "A "._ _ 1,500
pfd. "B" „„ „ „ „ 1,600
Keith Orpheum _ 540,100

Radio
Do.
Do.

R;wlio

High

leVz
!«%
20%
215%
47Vr
33%
116
75%
105Vt
98
26%
59%
4%
8%

4178
55%
75%
34%

Low
8%
16%
18%
20
207%
41
30

113
67%
104
95%
26%
56%
4
8

38%
54%
71%
30%

Close
8%
16%
18%
20V8
214%
47%
33%

116
75%
105%
97%
26%
59%
4%
8%

40'"l

55%
71%
34%

Sales
Shubert Theatres 7,600
Universal Pic, 1st pfd .._ 50
Warner Brothers _ 404,500
Do. rts 238,800
Do. pfd 1,000

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Gen. Theat.. Inc 3,250
Marks Brothers cvt. p _ _ 50
Morgan Litho 2,250

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures 100
Do. cvt 400

Film Insp. Mch 100
Fox Theatres 9,400
Loew's rts 1,000

Do. war _ 1,400
National Screen _ _ 700
Sentry Safety _ _ 500
Technicolor, Inc _ 3,800
Trans-Lux 31,900

High Low Close
19 15% 18%
47 45 45
27% 24% 26%
1% % 1%

48 47% 4774

34 30 34
8% 8% 8%
14% 12% 13

38 36 38
39 35 39
1%

10
1%
8^ 9?t

40 33 40
9% 8%

26%
9%

26% 26%
3 2% 3
27% 25 27%
12% 10% 11%
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V^
Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

How completely Fred Kohler fills the role

of the character which he portrays in

First National's "The Right Way." The
ruggedness and strength of all out-doors

seetns to be symbolized in this study.

The crowning glory of a glorious actress.

Ami Harding, star of Pathe's splendid

picture, "Holiday," still has her beautiful

tresses of ash blonde hue, despite the

boyish bob rampage.

Much of Robert Montgomery's time,

when not engaged on the M G M lot, is

used in zooming about the Hollywood
skies, putting his sporty bi-plane through
its paces, and we'll bet they're some paces.

It'll be pretty swell, as Mack Sennett predicts in his new Educa-
tional Comedy, "Hello Television," when all a feller has to do is

turn a dial, and there is his girl smiling and talking, right before

his eyes. Nick Stuart has just tried it out, and as you can see, Ann
Christy didn't disappoint him.

In between shots, during the filming of the picture "Adios," which
is being made by First National, Richard Barthelmess, in his swanky
Spanish attire, Marion Nixon, demure and very sweet, and the man
responsible for the direction of the film, Frank Lloyd, the camera-

man got them to pose like this.

UMi
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A picture of a gallant gentleman and a superb actor,

who recently departed on a long journey. How-
ever, he will always live in the pictures he loved so

well, and in the hearts of his admirers. (Story

may be found on page 33.)

Can it be a dream, or is it just a mirage which flickered in front of the camera on
a very hot day? This reproduction of an 1880 saloon for the new DeSylva, Brown
and Henderson musical production for Fox-Movietone was so realistic that Lew
Brown, left, David Butler, the director (sittin' on a keg), and Buddy DeSylva

couldn't resist the temptation to sample the brew. Yes. It was "neah beah."
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Back home again after a very thrilling trip to Europe—her very
first one—is charming eleven-year-old Betty Warner, who accom-
panied her father, H. M. Warner, president of Warner Brothers,
on his six week business trip on the Continent, the itinerary in-

cluding France, Germany and England.

Joan Peers seems very confident of her support, although he is

looking at the camera. But trust Joe Cook, the nimble comedian
of Columbia's "Rain or Shine." Frank Capra, who is now engaged
on "Dirigible," directed the picture. Others in the cast are Tom

Howard, Dave Chasen and Louise Fazenda.
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The gentleman with Ann Harding has played an
important part in her screen career. He is Norman
Brodine, who photographed the blonde star in her

first picture, "Paris Bound," and also her most re-

cent film venture, "Holiday," for Pathc.

Little Lotti Loder can't be accused of being impartial, and there doesn't seem to be
any need of her turning the other cheek, and it doesn't look as though she could
if she would, for Olsen and Johnson seem to have her pretty well hemmed in.

This pair of inimitable comedians will be seen soon in Warner Brothers' "Oh Sailor

Behave," with Irene Delroy and Charles King heading the cast. .

We don't believe we ever saw a Hawaiian arrayed in a cossack cos-

tume before, but on closer inspection, you'll find we are wrong in

both cases. It's none other than Joe Cook in his circus togs, singing

a little song to petite Joan Peers in the Columbia roadshow pro-

duction based on the musical comedy, "Rain or Shine."

The M G M studios have the very best of fire fighting teams and
protection, as you can see. One would almost be willing to be
burned up if there was a possibility that thei alarm would be an-
swered by this group, consisting of Dorothy McNulty, Raquel

Torres and Catherine Moylan, M G M, featured players.
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Kansas City Protection Held Down to

Minimum Under Approved Plan
Twenty-Eight Days Is Largest Amount Granted First Runs—Kansas City,

Kan., and North Kansas City, Mo., Still Undecided
[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

KANSAS CITY, Aug. 28.—Endeavoring to restrict protection for each the-

atre to the point where the theatre is injured unless granted it, and setting 28

.days as the maximum for Kansas City first-runs over second runs, the uniform

zoning plan now stands complete except for two situations, Kansas City, Kan.,

and North Kansas City, Mo.
As both these are almost within the metropolitan radius of Kansas City

they present difficult problems of policy.

Any complaints on the code will be heard
by a permanent zoning committee consisting
of E. Van Hyning, president of Amotion Pic-
ture Theatres Association of Kansas and
Western Missouri ; R. R. Biechele, former
M. P. T. O. president and regional vice presi-

dent of the MPTOA; Ed Dubinsky, inde-
pendent circuit operator; E. C. Rhoden,
representing Fox theatres ; L. J. Finske, rep-
resenting Publix; Charles Gregory, Universal
branch manager, and M. C. Sinift, Warner
branch manager.
The plan in detail follows

:

RUNS AND PROTECTION IN KANSAS
CITY, MO.

(Metropolitan Area)
First run theatres in Kansas City, Mo. (ex-

cluding road shows) playing the initial run
in the city shall have a maximum protection
over all city theatres as follows

:

Maximimi protection for first run theatres
over second run theatres shall be 28 days

;

14 days additional protection on subsequent
run theatres for each 5 per cent less admis-
sion charged.
The week immediately following the expira-

tion of the protection of the first run theatre
over the second run theatres charging 40 cents
admission as defined above shall be known
as the first week of release.

Subsequent run theatres shall have their
pictures available and run and protection in

accordance with the following schedule

:

Week of Release

1st and 2d weeks, theatres charging 40 cents
admission ; 3rd and 4th weeks, theatres charg-
ing 35 cents admission ; Sth and 6th weeks,
theatres charging 30 cents admission ; 7th and
8th weeks, theatres charging 25 cents admis-
sion ; 9th and 10th weeks, theatres charging
20 cents admission; 11th and 12th weeks, the-
atres charging 15 cents admission; 13th and
14_th weeks, theatres charging 10 cents ad-
mission.

All protection between second and subse-
quent run theatres shall expire 14 days after

Better Business

Ahead, Says Franklin
(Special to the Heyald-llutld)

LOS ANGELES. Aug. 28.—Ex-
pressing complete confidence in the
return of business prosperity, Harold
B. Franklin, president of the Fox
West Coast Theatres said:
"There is no denying the fact that

through the summer the theatre, to-
gether with all the other industries,
felt the effect of business depression,
but already, we of the theatre are
feeling a return of confidence in the
mind of the public. Business is bet-
ter. Much better. We look for con-
tinued improvement and, I dare say,
that by the middle of September or
the first of October we will have a
return to normalcy."

their available date. The available date shall

be the first day of the first week of release

they are entitled to by their admission prices.

Colored Theatres

First colored theatre run to be available

14 days after first run in the city, and to have
14 days' protection over all other colored
theatres in Kansas City, Mo., or Kansas City,

Kan., charging the same admission, and 7

days additional protection for each 5 cents

less admission price charged, and 21 days'

protection over first colored run in Kansas
City, Kan., provided pictures are dates within
14 days of availability.

First run theatres in Kansas City, Mo., may
take 28 days' protection on surrounding towns
as follows : Bonner Springs, Kan. ; Lees Sum-
mit, Mo. ; Nashua, Mo. ; Overland Park, Kan.

;

Shawnee, Kan. ; Blue Springs, Mo. ; Platte

City, Mo. ; Olathe, Kan. ; Independence, Mo.

;

Belton, Mo. ; Liberty, Mo.

RUNS AND PROTECTION OUTSIDE
KANSAS CITY

Maximum Protection for First Run
Theatres

Wichita, Kan.

Over surrounding towns

:

Within radius of 30 miles, 21 days.

Over theatres within the city

:

60 days over theatres charging 30 cents

or more.
90 days over theatres charging 25 cents

or more.
14 days additional for each 5 cents less

admission charged.

St. Joseph, Mo.
Over surrounding towns

:

Within radius of 25 miles, 21 days.

Over theatres within the city

:

60 days over theatres charging 50 cents

or more.
90 days over theatres charging 25 cents

or more.
14 days additional for each 5 cents less

admission charged.
A

Topeka, Kan.; Springfield, Mo.
(Includes protection over Ash Grove,
Mo.); Joplin, Mo. (Excluding Car-
thage, Mo., from any number of days
protection, but Joplin may be given a
prior run. Webb City, Mo., is con-
sidered a part of Joplin as a subse-
quent city run); Hutchison, Kan.
(Includes protection over Halstead,
and Sterling, Kan.)

0\-cr surrounding towns;
Within a radius of 21 miles, 21 days.

Over theatres within the city:

60 days over theatres charging 30 cents

or more.
90 days over theatres charging 25 cents

or more.
14 days additional for each 5 cents less

admission charged.
A

Sedalia, Mo. (Also seven days' pro-
tection over Warrensburg, Mo.)

;

Arkansas City, Kan.; Atchison, Kan.;
Chanute, Kan.; Coffeyville, Kan.

Black Eye Is

Bandit's Undoing
(Special to the Herald-World)

BURLINGAME, CAL., Aug. 28.—
A blackened left eye led to the arrest
of a bandit after he had robbed the
Peninsula theatre of $30.
The thief, with an adhesive plaster

over his left eye, held up the cashier.
Miss Marie McAl, just as the last
show started, took the $30 and es-
caped, although more than 30 men
pursued him.

Over surrounding towns

:

Within a radius of 15 miles, 21 days.
Over theatres within the city

:

60 days over theatres charging 30 cents

or more.
90 days over theatres charging 25 cents

or more.
14 days additional for each 5 cents less

admission charged.
A

Emporia, Kan. (Also includes protection
over Madison and Cottonwood Falls, Kan.)
Over surrounding towns :

Within a radius of 15 miles, 21 days.
Over theatres within the city

:

90 days over theatres charging 25 cents
or more.

30 days additional protection for each 5

cents less admission.
A

Eldorado, Kan.'—^15 miles, 17 days.
Fort Scott, Kan.—15 miles, 21 days.
Independence, Kan.—15 miles, 21 days.
Leavenworth, Kan.—15 miles, 21 days.
First run theatres shall have a maximum

protection of 60 days over subsequent runs
within the city charging 30 cents or more, 90
days over theatres charging 25 cents and 14
days additional protection for each 5 cents less

admission.
Parsons, Kan.-—IS miles, 17 days.
Pittsburg, Kan.—20 m.iles, 21 days. Protec-

tion provided over surrounding towns extends
to 20 mile radius.

Salina, Kan.—20 miles, 21 days. Also pro-
vided radius extends to 20 miles and includes
7 days' protection over Abilene, Kan., and
Lindsborg, Kan.
Woberly, Mo.—-15 miles, 17 days.
Dodge City, Kan.—15 miles, 17 days. Also

includes 7 days' protection over Kinsley,

Spearville, Bucklin, Cimarron and Offerle,

Kan.
Lawrence, Kan.—15 miles, 21 days.
Carthage, Mo.—15 miles, 17 days.
Manhattan, Kan.—15 miles, 21 days. Also

includes prior run over Wamego, Kan.
Towns With Population Between 10,000

and 7,500
Maximum protection to be granted : With-

in a radius of 15 miles, 17 days.
Towns With a Population 5,000 to 7,500
Maximum protection to be granted : With-

in a radius of 10 miles, 14 days.
Towns with a Population Between 5,000

and 4,000
Maximum protection to be granted : With-

in a radius of 10 miles. Prior run only on
theatres charging same admission ; 7 days' ad-
ditional protection for each 5 cents less ad-
mission charged.
Towns With a Population of Less Than

4,000
Maximum protection allowed shall not ex-

ceed 10 mile radius and 7 days' protection for

each 5 cents less admission price charged.

Shauer Returns East
From Visit at Studios

(Sfccinl to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, August 28.—Melville A.
Shauer, in charge of foreign production for
Paramount Publix Corporation, is due to ar-

rive in New York this week from the Para-
mount West Coast studio in Hollywood.
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Producers Without Theatres
Show Increase in Strength

Columbia Net Doubles in YearPathe Hunts Heroine
For Revival of Serials

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—Pathe is

conducting a wide search for a girl

who, in beauty and nerve, can dupli-
cate the work of the once famous
Pearl White. The producers an-
nounce that the old serials will be
revived, this time with sound. The
new "Perils of Pauline" and "Ex-
ploits of Elaine," well known titles

back in 1913 and 1915, will be mod-
ernized to meet the current situa-

tions, at the same time retaining the
Savor of romance and daring which
carried Pearl White into the heart
of the nickelodeon fan of a bygone
day. "The Exploits of Elaine" series

was based on the Craig Kennedy de-
tective stories of Arthur B. Reeve.
With the addition of sound and dia-

log, it is planned to bring the new
heroine, when she is found, into the
air and under the sea, and Patbe will

not stint if they £nd her.

Six Stars to Be Featured
In Jantzen Tieup with
F N on Swimming Suits

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, August 28.—First National
has arranged a national tieup with the Jant-
zen Knitting Mills for the season of 1930-31

with Loretta Young featured as the "Jantzen
Girl" in all national advertising by the com-
pany. The same tieup will also exploit Doro-
thy Mackaill, Ona Munson, Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., David Manners and Leon Janney.
The agreement is said to call for an expendi-
ture of $750,000 by the Jantzen company, to

embrace every phase of their advertising
effort.

Lloyd Lewis Quits Puhlix
To Become Drama Critic

Lloyd Lewis, for a number of years on
the publicity staff of Balaban & Katz in

Chicago with direct supervision over ex-
ploitation of the Chicago theatre, B & K
ace house, has left that organization to be-
come dramatic critic of the Chicago Daily
News. He begins in his new position Sep-
tember 1.

Lewis is the author of several books
which have attained wide-spread critical

attention. His interest in the period di-

rectly subsequent to the Civil War led to
"Myths After Lincoln," which he plans to
follow with other works on the same period.
He also is the author, with Henry Justin
Smith, of "Chicago—A History of Its

Reputation."

Depinet and Sears Start
On Survey Trip for F N

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—Ned E. Depinet,
general sales manager of First National Pic-
tures, Inc., and Gradwell L. Sears, Western
sales manager, left New York last week for
St. Louis. They plan to make a swing around
the Western circuit, contacting the exhibitors
and looking over the field.

To Reach Its Highest Records
Net Earnings Pass Million Dollar Mark—Stakes Future

on Successful Plays, Novels and Stories
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—That the independent producer, or rather producer
without theatre affiliations, is gaining strength is clearly evidenced by the finan-

cial statement just issued by Columbia Pictures Corporation for the years
ended June 29, 1929, and June 28, 1930.

The consolidated statement shows a net profit for 1930 almost 100 per cent

greater than in 1929 for the company and its subsidiaries.

"Your company has just completed the most
successful year in its history," reads the state-

ment. Its net earnings, after provision for
taxes and other charges, have totalled $1,029,-
958.74 as against $551,822.67 for the preceding
vear.

"Incidentally, it is worthy of more
than passing comment that this is

the first year that net profits have
exceeded $1,000,000, which is the goal
that we set for ourselves at the open-
ing of last season.

"During ihe year ending June 28, 1930, we
have charged off against income the sum of
$429,617.80 of the total sum of $824,879.93
expended by us in the purchase of film dis-

tribution rights from franchise holders who
formerly distributed Columbia pictures in cer-

tain territories of which $145,462.19 was writ-

ten off during the previous year. This leaves
only the balance of $249,799.94 to be charged
against the profits of the ensuing year. These
charges to profit and loss are in line with
the policy of our board of directors to carry
the value of all of our exchanges at the
nominal value of $1.

"Through a contract consummated with the

Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation, our pro-
ductions for the coming year will be shown
in each of the theatres in their powerful Coast
to Coast chain, thus insuring first run repre-

senation in practically every important city

and town in the United States and further
enabling us to advantageously sell our product
to subsequent run and neighborhood theatres

located in the territories influenced by these

first runs. This deal is especially significant

in that Radio-Keith-Orpheum is itself a major
producer of motion pictures, and therefore
most discriminating in its selection of product
to augment its own.
"An extended and comprehensive survey

conducted by Columbia during the past 12

months has disclosed the fact that the public

is more readily attracted to the theatres by
those motion picture productions which are
adapted from successful stage plays or from
novels and magazine stories which have pre-

viously attained a wide and popular circula-

tion, and it is upon these demonstrated facts

that Columbia has based its production policy

for the season of 1930-31."

Approach of Fall Show
Season Stirs Up Action

In Theatre Operations Columbia Signs Nihlo, Jr.

quired by Thomas Urbansky and his asso-

ciates, John Kalafat and John Urbansky, at

a reported cost of $161,379. Theatres in the
chain include the Dennison Square, Capital,

Lincoln, Southern, Five Points, Un-No,
Knickerbocker, Jewel, Savoy and Garden.
Morris Kaplan, who operates the Arion and

Camera houses in Akron, O., has also taken
over the Crown house there, which is to re-

open soon with Western Electric sound
equipment.
The Ohio Publix Corporation has taken

out a permit to build a $250,000 suburban
house in Cincinnati. It will seat 2,100 and
will be known as the Paramount.

R K O Opens Two in Toledo
R K O will open the Rivoli and Palace the-

atres in Toledo soon, the former with pic-

tures and stage presentation and the latter

with pictures only. The Vita-Temple in

Toledo is under renovation prior to opening
for the new season.

R. Lyberger, manager of the Gem house
in New Washington, O., has re-opened his

theatre after several weeks of darkness.
The Madison theatre in Mansfield, O., is

being rebuilt after destruction by fire. Scareb
Amusement Company has a long term lease.

A new house, seating 1,000, is to be con-
structed in Xenia, O., by Hibbert Theatres,
Inc., at an estimated cost of $175,000.

Remodeled and redecorated, the Stork the-

atre at Cleveland has re-opened under the
sponsorship of the Community Theatre
Circuit.

$350,000 Enterprise in Seattle
Farwest Theatres, a new operating company

in Seattle, has purchased eight neighborhood
houses in that city at a reported consideration
of $350,000. L. O. Luken, formerly with the
First National exchange in Seattle, is presi-

dent and manager of Farwest.
The Rivoli Theatre Company, Inc., has been

chartered in Tampa, Fla., with a capital of
120 shares at a $100 par. The directors are
E. A. Cerf, P. Game and N. V. Darley. A
similar corporation has been formed by the
Ritz theatre in Miami to operate houses. It

has been chartered with a capital of 50 shares
at a par value of $100. The board of direc-

tors includes J. P. Kessler, B. Becker and
J. A. Campbell.

Publix has re-opened the Fenway house in

Boston after a new marquee and a new screen
have been installed and other improvements
made.

The approach of fall and the passing of the

socalled "dull" season in the motion picture

business has marked itself by a swarm of
improvements and transactions in theatre
operation.
The 10 houses owned by the Ohio Amuse-

ment Company in Cleveland have been ac-

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—Fred Niblo, Jr.,

son of the well-known director, has been
signed by Columbia Pictures to its writing
staff, on a long term contract. He will

work at the Hollywood studios of the

company.
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Picture Theatre Acts Must Take
Lower Salaries^ Says Silver

William Morris Agency Executive Calls Dual Wage Standard Bar to

Increase in Bookings—Sees Old Condition Changed by Sound

WILLINGNESS to play picture houses at smaller salaries than those that

have obtained in the past, is asserted by Morris S. Silver as the only

way stage show performers can increase their booking's. Silver is man-
ager of the Chicago office of the William Morris Theatrical Agency.

COMMENTING on the present working
conditions of the vatideville performer

playing picture houses, Silver said that the

system by which film theatres pay more for

acts than vaudeville houses do, would have

to be changed to a single standard prac-

tice, with salaries applying to all theatres

alike, regardless of policy.

Wrote Own Ticket Once

"There was a time," he said, "when
vaudeville acts of real standard value were
in a position to write their own ticket, so

far as motion picture theatre engagements
were concerned. By this I mean that acts,

particularly those with box office value,

would not take the chance of jeopardizing
their standing with certain leading vaude-
ville circuits unless they were offered

salaries that in many cases amounted to as

high as three or four times more than what
they were actually receiving for the ful-

filling of vaudeville engagements. It was a
known fact that name acts that appeared on
the stages of film theatres were either

taken off the books of the vaudeville circuit

with whom they have been previously
identified, or refused engagements in cities

where they had entertained film theatre
audiences.

Talkies Changed Conditions

"This state of affairs eventually brought
about a peculiar change of conditions,
resulting in motion picture theatres being
made the goat. It was not long before acts
of lesser value insisted and held out for
twice and thrice the amount they were be-
ing paid for vaudeville engagements, giving
as their reason for these demands, that the
film theatres were running four or five per-
formances daily, as compared with two and
three performances in vaudeville houses.
"With the invasion of talkies and the

inability of countless theatres whose former
policy was that of offering vaudeville talent
in conjunction with pictures, to cope with
the stupendous salaries demanded by acts,
both good and bad, it came to an issue of
either going picture-dry or giving up the
ship. Now the shoe was on the other foot.
And with what result? Opportunities for
the securing of engagements kept dwin-
dling down to a minimum, until those
whose living depended upon the playing of
theatre engagements outnumbered by far
the amount of available openings for talent.
And that is the condition at the present
moment."

Business Aspects
Of Film Surveyed

In Harvard Volume
A comprehensive- survey of the business

aspects of the motion picture industry has
been made the subject of a new volume in
the Harvard Business Reports, compiled by
the Graduate School of Business Administra-
tion at Harvard University.
The book, known as Volume 8 of the Re-

ports, presents 66 cases of financial and func-
tional problems that have appeared in all
branches of the industry. Commentaries are
given with each case, explaining theoretical
causes and results of the problems involved.

In connection with stories of a number of

producing, distributing and exhibiting organ-
izations, occasion is found for discussion of
such subjects as percentage rentals on films,

which is now a prominent phase of the in-

dustry
; production loans ; market consolida-

tion with competitors to maintain sales, and
cooperative associations of independent exhib-
itors.

Concerning the value of such groups as the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners Association
and Allied States, the following is said : "Not
only is an independent association of exhib-
itors desirable, but there is reason to believe
it is necessary to success. The fact that the

box office receipts of unaffiliated theatres rep-
resent a minority percentage of the total box
office receipts for all theatres does not war-
rant a conclusion that such theatres are unim-
portant, or that they do not continue to be
a factor of outstanding significance in the

industry. Data are not as yet conclusive,

furthermore, that the independent theatre

must operate at an expense substantially

greater than that of the affiliated theatres."

The volume, containing nearly 700 pages, is

unique in that it presents many business
phases of the motion picture industry which
are ordinarily not touched upon, including as
it does, an extensive compilation of interest-

ing data from all branches of the industry.

Charles Insco Gragg is the editor, while
Professor Howard Thompson Lewis is author
of the commentaries.

Ben Wilson, Once Noted
Star, Dies as $7 Extra

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Ben Wilson,
54 years old, once a noted film star and
owner of his own studio, died here almost
penniless as a $7 a day extra.

Twenty years ago Wilson produced pic-
tures and was featured in many of them
with Ruth Stonehouse, May Allison and
Dorothy Phillips. Surviving are his wife,
Mrs. Jessie McCallister, New York actress,
whom he wed in 1904, and a son, Ben.

"Little Accident"
Serialized in Papers

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—A national
newspaper serialization tieup has
been arranged for the £rst of Uni-
versal's new season specials, "Little
Accident." The two arrangements
were recently effected with "The
Daily Mirror" in New York, and the
Philadelphia "Daily News," with
other similar tieups soon to be com-
pleted. "The Daily Mirror" is dis-

tributing several thousand window
cards to news stands and dealers
throughout the metropolitan area, in

another arrangement covering "The
Storm," Universal's new picture with
Lupe Velez, now at the Globe here.
The serial story of "Little Accident"
will begin in the New York paper
simultaneously with the showing of
the picture over the R K O circuit in

and around New York.

Know Your
Exchange

—Managers—
The exchange manager is the direct

contact between exhibitor and distrib-

utor, and therefore it is to their mu-
tual advantage to know each other.

The Herald'World presents a series of
brief sketches of exchange managers
and their outstanding activities in the
motion picture field.

W. B. Zoellner

TEN years in the motion picture business
produced the experience that makes W. B.

Zoellner manager of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer exchange at

Oklahoma City, his

duties in that capac-
ity having started in

March, 1926.

Zoellner was sales-

man for Goldwyn
when he entered the
field in August, 1920,

handling the Virginia
territory. Subsequent-
ly he was made Bal-
timore city salesman
for Goldwyn, which
later became Gold-
wyn - Cosmopolitan,
and then Metro-
Goldwyn - Mayer.
After five years in this capacity he was trans-

ferred as special representative to the Pitts-

burgh, Cleveland and Washington territories.

EARL PENROD, one of the oldest men in

point of service in R K O, is St. Louis
manager. He joined the old Robertson-Cole

Corporation as assist-

ant manager of the

Chicago branch in

June, 1922, but his as-

sociation with Joseph
I. Schnitzer, presi-

dent of RKO Radio
Pictures, had started

ten years earlier with
Universal in Indian-
apolis. After three

years in the shipping
and booking depart-
ments he became as-

sistant to Schnitzer.

When Schnitzer left

for New York in

1919 Penrod stayed
Earl W. Penrod

as office manager, resigning in 1922 to join
Robertson-Cole.

TWELVE years as a theatre owner was
R. J. Morrison's introduction to the trade,

and that experience helped him to man-
agership of the Den-
ver exchange of Fox
Films. He had owned
and operated the Isis

theatre at Aspen, Col.,

before going into

sales work with First

National. In the four
years he worked out
of the Denver office

he took prize after

prize in sales con-
tests. In 1927 he be-

came Fox manager
at Denver and his

exchange won the

Jimmy Granger
Week prize in 1928,
'29 and '30, as well as Fox Week in Septem-
ber, 1929, and the silver cup in Fox Anniver-
sary Week, January, 1930. In prize money the

office was fourth nationally in 1929.

R. J. Morrison

J
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Y^
NEW PRODUCT

This department does not attempt to predict the public's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter.

D

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A MASTERPIECE! Produced by

David Work Griffith for distribution by
United Artists. Director, D. W. Griffith.

Adaptation and dialog by Stephen Vin-

cent Benet. Story and production ad-

visor, John W. Considine, Jr. With
Walter Huston, Una Merkel, Hobart Bos-

worth, Kay Hammond, Lucille La Verne,

Ian Keith, Helen Freeman, W. L. Thome,
Frank Campcau, Otto Hoffman, E. Alyn
Warren, Charles Crockett, Henry B. Wal-

thall, Helen Ware, Jason Robards, Rus-

sell Simpson, Gordon Thorpe, Oscar

Apfel, Fred Warren, Edgar Deering,

Cameron Prudhomme and James Brad-

bury, Sr.

HERO OF THE WEEK

AVID WARK GRIFFITH has taken epi-

sodes from the life of the great martyred presi-

dent and woven them into a story and picture

which for sheer entertainment is one of the

finest things this producer has ever done.

This is not alone the opinion of this reporter,

for the audience at Monday night's premiere at

the Central theatre burst into applause with

unusual regularity, the spontaneity of their

acclaim being a mark of appreciation for this

notable screen attraction.

The picture primarily is not an historical

document. It is only natural that history enters

into it but first and last it is a showman's

picture.

There is in the picture the humanness which

has always been associated with Lincoln; there

is romance—but not an over-abundance; there

is the spectacular and at times the melodra-

matic. There are sufficient showmanship in-

gredients to make it entertainment for man,
woman or child.

Outstanding is the Lincoln portrayal by Wal-

ter Huston. He makes you feel that the living

Lincoln is before you. He takes you through

the life of Lincoln from youth to the night of

the assassination, and in portraying this physi-

cal change Huston is convincing. The role has

been handled with superb skill.

Una Merkel, although appearing only in the

early part of the picture, gave a creditable per-

formance in the role of Ann Rutledge. In

fact, the entire cast, shrewdly assembled by a

man who knows his picture characterization, is

to be complimented.
Forgetting for a moment the secondary char-

acters, let us revert to the hero for whom the

picture was dedicated. Lincoln was more than

just a man—^he was a nationwide symbol of

understanding, courage, honesty and purpose.

He was a man interested in the safety of his

country, striving to unite the states in one

cause; to create a bond of sympathy among
them and to provide for their safety. After

many hardships and struggles he achieved his

purpose only to meet with death at the height

of his success.

After viewing this picture one can appreciate

just what Lincoln meant to the nation as a

whole.

In the early sequences of the picture, GriflRth

WALTER HVSTON, portrayer, "with superb
skill," of the title character in D. W. Griffith's
United Artists production, "Abraham Lincoln."

uses some very fine storm scenes to symbolize
the strife which is growing between the North
and the South over the slave issue. In conclu-

sion he pictures the dying storm, the little log
cabin in which Lincoln was born, and as a

final smash the gorgeous Lincoln Memorial in

Washington.
The CivU War scenes are in pure Griffith

style. Here we find the melodramatic to hold
the audience. The rout of General Lee and
his army is gripping and has every element of

audience appeal.
Griffith in his first talking picture has not

disappointed. On the contrary he has again
displayed his keen knowledge of screen crafts-

manship, whether it be in the sUent or the

talking picture.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York
City.

* « *

ROMANCE
GARBO! Produced and distributed by

Metro-Goldwyrv-Mayer. Directed by Clar-

ence Brown. Author, Edward Sheldon.
Adaptation, Bess Meredyth, Edward Jus-

tus Mayer. Dialog, Bess Meredyth and
Edward Justus Mayer. Editor, Hugh
Wynn. Camera, William Daniels. With
Greta Garbo, Lewis Stone, Gavin Gor-
don, Elliott Nugent, Florence Lake,
Clara Blandick, Henry Armetta, Ma-
thilde Comont, Countess de Liguoro. Re-
lease date, July 26, 1930. Footage, 6977.

G,TRETA GARBO comes to the talking screen

for the second time and scores personally as

an alluring and sincere foreign opera singer

in old New York, in this film adaptation of
Edward Sheldon's play. As Rita CavaUini, an
Italian, she attempts a broken English rendi-
tion of the dialog which is not aU that it

might be, partly because at times it is difficult

to understand her, and also by reason of the
fact that her effort does not quite create the im-
pression of an Italian struggling with the
English language. She even speaks a few lines
of Italian, but not the way a native of the
country might. However, her voice is always
interesting in its slightly deep tones, which
compensates to a great extent for the other
failings.

The Capitol audience, composed for the
most part of women, gave the picture, and par-
ticularly the star, their complete attention.
There can be little doubt that women every-
where wUl flock to see and hear this captivat-

ing personality. Given more than able sup-
port by Lewis Stone as the millionaire bache-
lor, who is Cavallini's oldest and best friend,

Garbo handles her role sympathetically and ex-

pertly, drawing the most out of the theme,
romance, which she in a sense impersonates.
The story opens on New Year's eve, when

Harry (payed by Elliott Nugent) comes to the
home of his grandfather, an elderly bishop, to

tell him he is about to marry an actress. Ex-
pecting opposition, he assumes a defensive at-

titude, intimating that the bishop can know
nothing about young love because of his posi-

tion. Then the old man relates the tale of his

first adventure in love. As he speaks, the scene

fades, to be replaced by one of old Manhattan,
50 years ago, on another New Year's eve.

Cornelius Van Tuyl is giving a dance at his

Fifth avenue home, in honor of Rita CavaUini,
the "golden nightingale." Tom Armstrong,
young rector of St. Johns, enters into conver-
sation with a guest, who intimates various un-
complimentary situations in the past of the

singer. Armstrong denounces him as a scan-

dal monger and an old woman. Later in the

evening, he accidentally meets CavaUini and
they fall in love with one another, without him
being aware that she is the great singer. When
he does discover her identity, he is even more
fascinated by her than before, by reason of her
beautiful voice. (Here the direction slipped, in

that it is obvious Greta Garbo is not singing.

Unfortunately, a soprano was chosen to sub-

stitute for her instead of a contralto.)

The young clergyman enjoys several weeks
of sleighing and playing with the singer. He
asks her to marry him, and it is then that he
learns the truth of her past, which is aggravated

by the discovery of her relations with his

friend. Van Tuyl. Entirely disillusioned, he
leaves her and she accepts a situation she knew
to be inevitable. The film returns to the fire-

side of the old bishop and he shows the young
man a newspaper item telling of the death of

Rita CavaUini in a convent in Italy. The con-

clusion is effective and rounds out the story

extremely well, which is the final indication of

the excellent direction which is, for the most

part, sustained throughout.

The photography is good. Old Manhattan is
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a true picture, with the sleighs and the brown-

stone fronts creating a fine impression of the

days of the "400." Gavin Gordon as the young

rector, and again as the bishop who relates the

story, does a sincere piece of work, with the

rest of the cast decidedly capable. Lewis

Stone can only be commended for his portrayal

of Van Tuyl.

Masculine audiences will find very little in

this story to appeal to them, since it is essen-

tially a woman's narrative, but there are a suffi-

cient number of women in the motion picture

public and a great enough Garbo following in

the country to make this a real attraction.

—

Charles S. Aaronson. New York City.

LILIOM
HOBART AND TAYLOR GOOD!

Directed by Frank Borzage. Distributed

and produced by Fox Film Corporation.

Scenario and dialog by S. N. Behrman.

Continuity by Sonya Levien. Music by

Richard Full. Principal players. Charles

FarrelL Estelle Taylor and Rose Hobart.

1 OUTED as one of the big pictures of the

coming season, with an ace director assigned

to it and a hot box office name heading the

cast, Liliom doesn't click. The story isn't one

that can be put on the screen to please motion

picture audiences. It is light and whimsical.

Liliom doesn't please the critics, the intel-

lectuals, the intelligentsia, or whatever you call

the more sophisticated picture-goers. They

praise Rose Hobart's poignant voice, the Circe-

like personality of Estelle Taylor (which is

enhanced by her liquid tones), the beauty of

the sets and the fantasy of what action there

is. But they are bored by the endless flow of

words and are floored by the constant succes-

sion of close-ups.

Charles Farrell hasn't a voice suitable for

this part. There is nothing of virility, of devil-

try, of charm, of hardness, leadership and

domination in him. There is nothing to make
any woman like him, to say nothing of wor-

shipping him as Julie (Rose Hobart) does.

He looks, acts and speaks as if he were spine-

less and inferior. But Farrell's vocal de-

ficiencies are more than compensated for by

Rose Hobart. Well known on the stage, she

is under a long-term contract to Universal.

"Liliom" is her introduction to the screen, un-

dertaken before the beginning of her work

at Universal.

If talkies were merely talking pictures Miss

Hobart would over-night become one of the

most popular stars on the screen. But 90 per

cent of the picture audiences also pay for what

they see as well as for what they hear. And
there lies Miss Hobart's misfortune. Not that

she is hard to look at. She has charm and

character and poise and a thousand admirable
characteristics expressed in every line of face,

in every movement of her body. But not

beauty—at least, not the beauty of the sort that

brings money to the box office. She may be

—

in my opinion, she is—a great actress. But she

is not Box Office in this picture.

Given the necessary footage, Estelle Taylor
would have stolen the picture. She has the

luscious, fascinating personality which Miss
Hobart lacks. Four out of the six important
sequences in which she originally played
landed on the cutting room floor. But in the
two which are left, Miss Taylor reveals that

she has a voice which matches her personality
—warm, seductive, yet powerful.
"Liliom" is a great play. It made the repu-

tation of Eva LeGallienne and Joseph Schild-
kraut. It acquainted America with Molnar, the
>atirical Viennese playwright. But as a picture
it doesn't hold up. Farrell makes the colorful
personality of Liliom as uninteresting as a bare
rc-ume of the play.

Liliom is a barker for Mme. Muskrat, who
runs a merry-goround in Budapest. She is in

love with him but does not resent the atten-

tions he pays to her servant-girl patrons, for

that is what makes the merry-go-round. But
she becomes jealous of Julie and tells Liliom
to throw her off if she tries to ride the horses.

HEROINE OF THE WEEK

ESTELLE TAYLOR, tvho needed only a few
more feet of the footage of "Liliom*^ to steal

the honors in that Warner production.

Liliom, obstinate, quits, falls in love with Julie

and marries her.

They live with her aunt. He thinks he is an
artist and won't take the janitor's job Julie
finds. He will do nothing but work at the

merry-go-round. And though Mme. Muskat
calls and offers him his job back, he is loyal

enough to Julie to refuse it—and Mme. Muskat.
Julie tells him she is going to have a child

and he falls in with the scheme of a pal to rob
a factory cashier of a payroll. He is wounded
in the attempt, dies, goes to Heaven, begs a

chance to return and do one noble thing for

his child and after ten years in Hell, returns.

Irritated by the child's refusal to allow him to

be good to her, he slaps her, and tells her
mother that it felt like a kiss. That's all.

It is too bad that Frank Borzage was obliged
to make a picture out of that. He did what
he could with Heaven and Hell and Budapest
and Farrell. But it wasn't much.

—

Douglas
Hodges, Hollywood.

* * *

THE MATRIMONIAL BED
WHAT A MAN! Produced and dis-

tributed by Warner Brothers. Directed
by Michael Curtiz. Authors, Yves
Mirande and Andre Mouezy-Eon.
Adapted by Seymour Hicks and Harvey
Thew. Dicdog by Harvey Theiv. Photog-
rapher, Dev Jennings. W^ith Lilyan Task-
man. Florence Eldridge, James Gleason,

Beryl Mercer, Frank Fay, Marion Byron,
Vivian Oakland. Arthur Edmund Ca-

rewc, James Bradbury. Release date,

August 2. Footage, 6242.

W,ITH an able cast featuring Frank Fay, and
with James Gleason doing much to add to the

merriment, this screen adaptation of a French
farce comedy is good entertainment, which has

a sufficient touch of the serious to make a

rather engaging story. There is not a great

deal to the story itself, but the acting carries

the film far enough to make it go over with

audiences generally. It is one of those things

which might easily be overdone, but Frank
Fay, around whom the action centers, handles

his role as the amnesia victim who causes the

complications, with skill and finish.

Adolphe Noblet was badly injured in a rail-

road accident, being reported dead. His wife,

after two years, had married again. But Noblet

had merely lost his memory, and in the course

of a five-year period, had married and become
a well known hairdresser. Called to the home

of his first wife for purely business reasons,
he is recognized, and an old friend, who is a
physician, hypnotizes him and causes him en-

tirely to forget the past five years.

He immediately assumes the place he had
occupied in the home before the accident,
which does not make the present husband any
too happy. Finally in a burst of rage, the
irate husband tells Noblet that he is supposed
to be dead, that his wife is no longer his wife
and that there is no place for him in the house.
At that moment the hairdresser's better half
comes in searching for her husband, and the
unhappy victim discovers himself with two
wives, two sets of twins, and the innumerable
sweethearts which he had gathered during his

career of five years as the handsome hair-

dresser.

In order to set things right, Noblet asks the
doctor to restore him to the mental condition
in which he had been up to the time of enter-

ing the house. The doctor tells him it is im-

possible but they arrange to fake the change
so that the happiness of Corinne, the first wife,

may be unbroken. Noblet drives off with the

necessity of again becoming acquainted with
the woman he had married several years before
and the four little boys who call him father.

The direction has been well handled, combin-
ing the humorous with the somewhat pathetic

features of the play in a manner which tends

to balance the whole film. James Gleason as

the angry husband, is, as usual, natural and
real in his role. Beryl Mercer, who plays the

first wife, gives a sincere performance, par-

ticularly when she atterripts to reply to the

affectionate advances of her returned first mate,

and at the same time to prevent her present

husband from getting beyond control. Withal,

light but amusing—and well acted. Therefore
this film should be good for an hour's enter-

tainment almost anywhere.

—

Charles S. Aaron-

son. New York City.

* * *

SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS
WITHOUT DOUBT! From David

Belasco's stage play, taken from Edger-
ton Castle's novel, "The Bath Comedy."
Directed by Alfred Green. Adaptation,
continuity and dialogue by J. Grubb
Alexander. Songs by Weaker O'Keefe
and Bobby Dolan. Photography by
James Van Trees. With Claudia Dell,

Walter Pidgeon, Perry Askam, June
Collyer, Ernest Torrence, Arthur Ed'
mund Carewe, Lionel Belmore, Douglas
Gerrard, Edgar Norton, and others.

Running time, one hour and five minutes.

W,ARNER Brothers spent three-quarters of a

million on this all-musical all-Technicolor ver-

sion of Belasco's stage success. Whether the

exhibition of the picture will return them a

profit is not within the province of this re-

viewer to say. It bucks the old taboo against

costume pictures and the new one against mu-
sicals, but it is altogether delightful. Songs
which seem dragged in by the reels in modern
musical comedy seem natural in the time and
locale in which the picture is laid. It's ro-

mance, plus.

Not only does the picture entertain. It in-

troduces to the public the best bet brought
from the stage in the era A. D. (After Dia-

logue, you know). Miss Dell is beautiful. So
are the other importations. She can sing. As
before. She can act. So can the others. But
the girl has something which transcends these

fundamentals, a rare combination of beauty,

personality and technique which stamps her as

a potential star. I believe Warners could take

this girl, with the proper stories, and forget

any failures they may have had in the past.

I mean as a coquettish comedienne, in the tjTJe

of thing that Constance Talmadge used to do.

The story is duelish. It's an Al Woods plot
laid in a Jeffrey Farnol setting. Perry Askam,
who doubles as a captain in the British army
and a highwayman, is Pidgeon's rival for the
hand of Miss Dell. The plot is complicated by
Ernest Torrence's jealousy of his wife, played
by June Collyer. This is aroused by the de-
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liberate plan of Dell to overcome his indiffer-

ence to June. Torrence is funny as a swash-

buckling bravo who challenges at the drop of

a hat. So is Lionel Belmore as a doughty, and
gouty, colonel.

The story differs from the usual type of early

English play, in that the highwayman doesn't

win the capricious beauty. Askam has a splen-

did baritone voice, which he displays to the

best advantage in a song entitled "I Am the

King of the Highway." Miss Dell's best num-
ber is a counterpoint duet sung with Pidgeon,
"No One But You."

The color reproduction is somewhat better

than usual. It fits the background perfectly

and ably enhances the pulchritude of Misses

Dell and Collyer. Director Al Green knew
his materials and has handled them with the

same understanding that has marked his pre-

vious directorial successes.

—

Hunter Lovelace,

Hollywood.
* * *

THE STORM
THE NORTHWEST! Produced and

distributed by Universal. Directed by
William Wyler. Story by Langdon Mc-
Cormick. Adapted by Charles Logue.
Dialog, Wells Root. Camera, Alvin

Wyckoff. With Lupe Velez, Paul Cav-

anagh, William Boyd, Alphonz Ethier,

Ernie S. Adams. Release date, August 18.

Footage, 7203.

W,HAT might have been good Northwest

drama, petered out into nothing much at all,

with the inevitable situations following one

after the other in the expected form. The pic-

ture, however, is featured by several scenes

which are so far above the average in photo-

graphic excellence that they almost make the

whole picture worthy of commendation. In

addition, the storm effects were very good,

marred only by too heavy piling on of snow
(to the detriment of the action) in outdoor

sequences.

Lupe Velez as the daughter of a French-

Canadian poacher, speaks in broken English,

and though at times rather appealing in her

attempts at ingenuousness, she is on the whole
approximately fair. Direction is good up to

the point where the picture falls away into the

old-time men-and-a-woman-alone-in-the-wilder-

ness sort of thing.

Dave Stewart, played by Paul Cavanagh, and

Burr Winton are old war time friends. When
Winton is in danger of losing his mine through

a bet, Stewart saves the day with the neces-

sary cash. They go to Burr's cabin for a va-

cation, where Stewart, an Englishman of large

city inclinations, rapidly becomes bored. At
the same time, Manette Fachard is living with

her father in the woods. The mounted police

arrest him and the girl follows down the river

in a canoe to effect a rescue.

Here is perhaps the best photographic work
of the entire film. First the girl, racing down
stream, caught in the rapids, with the canoe

running and tossing like a feather, then her

being rescued by her father, and the two escap-

ing from the police and finally smashing

against the rocks. This is effective stuff.

They find their way to the cabin of the two

men, where the father dies. The storms of the

winter set in and the three are marooned in the

cabin. Dave Stewart, used to women and at-

tracted by Manette, offers to take her away to

the city, with no intention of marrying her.

Winton falls in love with her as well and the

men are at sword points. Winton draws a line

in front of the girl's room, beyond which

neither is to pass. One night Burr discovers

his friend in the girl's room, and believing she

loves Dave, leaves the cabin. Manette makes
Stewart realize that she loves Burr and the

city man goes out into the storm to bring him
back.

In some way or other. Burr is rescued—but

because of the heavy snow the actual happen-

ing can only be understood by guessing. The
stormi clears and Stewart leaves the two alone,

as expected.

Cavanagh does the best work of the cast,

while William Boyd falls short in that he does
not always hold to the characteristics of speech
and manner with which he first appears on the
screen. The film as a whole is altogether too
like what one is led to expect from the opening
moment to be rated more than—well, just an-

other picture.

—

Charles S. Aaronson, New York
City.

* * *

OLD ENGLISH
ARLISS AT HIS BEST. Produced

and distributed by Warner Brothers. Di-
rector, Alfred E. Green. Author, John
Galsworthy. Adaptors, Walter Anthony
and Maude Howell. Editor, Orn Marks.
Photographer, James Van Trees. With
George Arliss, Leon Janney, Doris Lloyd,
Betty Lawford, Ivan Simpson, Harring-
ton Reynolds, Reginald Sheffield, Murray
Kennell, Ethel Griffies, Henrietta Good-
win. Release, September 27, 1930. Foot-

age, 7926.

M ARK down another hit for Warner
Brothers. "Old English," an adaptation of the

stage play, is, I believe, George Arliss' most
entertaining picture. Certainly his character

study of the old sinner with a heart of gold

ranks above anything he has done for the

screen.

Arliss is the whole picture. Without his con-

ception of the difficult role which he portrays

the film would be only mildly satisfying. Such
is not the case, however, and the result is one
of the early season's outstanding attractions.

The picture is chockful of very fine comedy,
which the star handles deftly. The dialog is

clever and brisk and at no time does the action

drag.

Alfred Green has given the picture studied

direction. He had plenty to work with, both in

cast and in story, and much to his credit, he

took advantage of this opportunity.

"Old English" is the story of a shrewd old

sinner who resorts to shady deals as a means
of raising money with which to stave off his

creditors who are seeking his bankruptcy.
Arliss' role is that of an old man of 80, whose
mind is still keen, but whose body is weakened
through years of high living. At the confer-

ence table he is always master of the situation.

Younger men are unable to cope with his

shrewdness.
The climax comes when Arliss, realizing that

his last off-color deal is about to be exposed,
purposely eats and drinks himself to death. It

is one of the best sequences of the picture

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

* * *

THE SANTA FE TRAIL
A WESTERN! Produced and distrib-

uted by Paramount Publix Corporation.
From a novel by Hal G. Evarts. Directed
by Otto Brower and Edwin H. Knopf.
Screen play by Sam Mintz. Dialog by
Edward Paramore, Jr. Photographed by
Bert Willis. With Richard Arlen, Rosita

Moreno, Eugene Pallette, Mitzi Green,
Junior Durkin, Hooper Atchley, Luis

Alberni, and Lee Shumway.

This new football series, with Knute Rockne,
lette driving an enormous herd of sheep in

search of pasturage, and hints at a war with

cattlemen, which never develops. Instead, the

picture turns into a stereotyped Western, with
a land-poor Senor, a mortgage-grabbing cafe

proprietor, villainy galore, and a near-massacre

by Indians to wind it up.
Arlen's pictures of late are almost purely

adventure stories. They seem to be aimed at

the requests of theatre owners for more pic-

tures which appeal to children. This one
probably will please the juveniles, with its

chases and gun-drawings. The comedy pro-

vided by Junior Durkin and Mitzi Green pro-

vides amusing sidelights throughout the picture.

Arlen and Pallette make a deal with the

Senor to use the only portion of his enormous
Spanish grant not under mortgage to the villain

to graze their sheep. Appreciating that their

payments to the Don may enable the gentleman

to escape his Shylock clutches, the villain kills

the chief of an Indian tribe who reside nearby.
He tells them Arlen did it because the old
Indian was not thoroughly sold on the sheep-
grazing deal. The Indians take to the warpath
and are firing on the ranch house, when Junior
and Mitzi, eye-witnesses of the murder, ride in

with the true story. Arlen in the meantime
has got the best of the villain and all ends
happily. Arlen gets the girl and the sheep get

the grass.

—

Hunter Lovelace, Hollywood.

COLLEGE LOVERS
TIE GAME! Produced and distrib-

uted by First National Pictures, Inc.

Directed by John G. Adolfi. From an
original story by Earl Baldwin. Adapta-
tion, continuity, and dialogue by Earl
Baldwin. Photography by Frank Kessen.
Art director, Anton Grot. With Marion
Nixon, Jack Whiting, Frank McHugh,
Guinn W^illiams, Richard Tucker, Wade
Boteler, Phyllis Crane, and Russell Hop-
kins. Running time, one hour, 10 min.

*- HIS picture essays a departure from the

conventional college story, but does not fully

realize its premise. Instead of the usual foot-

ball hero, it features the activities of a go-

getter who goes in for management rather than

athletics. Due to a combination of miscasting

and weak story development, the theme is not

realized sufficiently to subordinate the football

game, as was evidently intended.

The hero. Jack Whiting, is the manager of

the football team, which features a wizard
passing team, Guinn Williams and Russell Hop-
kins. Whiting, breezing into a pepless fra-

ternity dance, inculcates jazz into the orchestra

and romance into the heart of Marion Nixon,

a wallflower. Given the runaround by Phyllis

Crane, Williams leaves in a huff, declaring

loudly his intention of quitting college on the

eve of the big game. Whiting frames the pair

with a fake suicide on the part of Miss Nixon.
Williams and Hopkins "save" her, then fall in

love with her. Their rivalry gets so tense that

their game suffers. Whiting has the girl write

each an identical love-note on the morning of

the big day. This works well until the pair

compare notes between the halves. In the

second half, they play so badly that the other

team ties and threatens the game. They are

benched and all is lost until Whiting leads the

girl before them and announces that he is to

marry her. Both plead then to get back in

the game, and do, but fail to change the tie.

Whiting pats the girl on the back for her aid,

until he sees she loves him. Then he discovers

he loves her.

The features of the football game are

warmed-over. They are slowed up by an inept

radio announcer. McHugh is patently too old

for college. Whiting is not snappy enough for

the role he attempts. Adaptation and direction

are such that the passing pair dominate the

picture. The coach (played by Wade Boteler)

was a bit wishy-wash for the job. Nixon adds
pulchritude to the picture; Phyllis Crane, pep.—Hunter Lovelace, Hollywood.

ROCKNE FOOTBALL SERIES
(No. 1 and No. 2)

Pathe—Talking

L HIS new football series, with Knute Rockne,
famous Notre Dame coach for many years,

describing a running fire of comment the suc-

cessive pictures, will undoubtedly prove of

great interest to football fans. With the open-
ing of the football season very shortly gridiron

devotees (and who isn't one?) will greet these

close shots with attention. Rockne opens the

first of the series, "The Last Yard," with a

word regarding the value of football, as he
sees it, to the average young player on the

college squad. Then follow, for the most part

in slow motion, detailed pictures of the vari-

ous plays used at Notre Dame and at other

colleges that are considered by the coach to be
particularlv noteworthy. Rockne explains the

play and the Notre Dame squad, divided into

two teams, runs through the play. The final
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scene indicates the tenacity and doggedness
with which a defending team attempts to pre-

vent a touchdown by the offense when its goal

is in danger.

The second of the series, called "The Hidden
Ball," pictures certain plays where deception

is the main attacking point, with the offensive

team cleverly screening the play in such a way
as to make it very difficult for the defending

team to be certain of the position of the ball.

This is a novel series, and because it should

make clearer to the average spectator at a foot-

ball game just what goes on behind the line

and in the huddle, it should be extremely

popular. Running time, 20 minutes.

* * *

A ROYAL FLUSH
Pathe—Talking

Another comedy that is not particularly

better than the average, this time featuring a

matron who plans a dinner party, only to dis-

cover at the same time that both her cook and
her most important guest, the Countess, will

not be present. She finds a cook, and in order

to prevent her friend from having an oppor-

tunity of laughing at her discomfiture, has the

same supposed cook impersonate the countess.

A baron is present who is supposed to know
the countess, which fact complicates the situa-

tion. But the baron is a good sport and does

not give the matron away to her guests. A
trick kitchen, with stoves and other appliances

appearing at the touch of a button, and a

butler who takes falls at every opportunity, do
little to relieve the situation. It is not par-

ticularly clever, and the girl who played the

part of the matron looked very much as though

it was her first time before a camera. (Exam-
ple: The would-be cook, following a book,

bakes hot biscuits with cement instead of flour.

Oh, well—•) Running time, 20 minutes.

^ 3^ ^

AUDIO REVIEW NO. 35

Pathe—Sound

This issue of the review opens with intimate

pictures of the pheasant, the semi-domesticated
bird which originated in Asia and is now found
in New Jersey. Done in color by the Pathe-

chrome process, rather good effects are ob-

tained, particularly in several close shots of

the plumage of the birds and of the chicks in

the process of hatching from the eggs. "Marsh-
land," quite short, merely shows a few scenes

on marshy water, with water flowers growing
on the surface. We are not told where the

picture was taken. An amusing bit called "A
Day of Rest" pictures the manner in which the

average American spends his supposed seventh

day of rest in the week. Grand Central station

in New York, one of the popular beaches, a

"country lane" with hundreds of cars flying in

all directions, and the business man at his

Sunday morning golf, serve to indicate that

people do more rushing about in search of

amusement and pleasure on Sunday than they

do work during the week. Another group of

marionettes dance on the ends of their strings

to the tune of popular melodies, in "Dumb
Dancers." They are made to do different steps

in a rather clever fashion. Running time, 9

minutes.
* * *

THE LAUREL-HARDY MURDER
CASE

Hal RoachM G M Comedy—Talking

Laurel and Hardy make a good comedy team
whether their lines are funny or not. They
are amusing to watch, so this is rather better
than the average comedy. Oliver and Stan are
helping each other do nothing on the edge of
the dock when Oliver suddenly discovers in the
papers that there is to be a reading of the will
of the late Ebeneezer Laurel, recently deceased.
Hey find their way to the house all set to col-

lect but discover that Ebeneezer has been mur-
dered. A detective is in charge at the home
and they are suspects. Shown to a room where
the dead man wag supposed to have been mur-
dered, they begin a hectic night, with the able
assistance of sheets, black cats, a bat and a

weird-looking butler. Each of the heirs is

called to the phone and disappears. Oliver,
deciding to investigate on his own account,
picks up the phone and the trap door swallows
him. Stan replaces the phone and Oliver re-

appears. The housekeeper starts for Oliver with
a knife, and Oliver and Stan wake up on the
edge of the pier, wrestling with each other.
Running time, 29 minutes.

* * *

PARLEZ VOUZ
A SUMMERVILLE: COMEDY

Universal—Talker

A few more comedies like this one and Uni-
versal will have nothing to worry about over its

short feature program for the new season, if

it has had any reason to worry about before
this. For downright fun it ranks with the best
of the short reelers, if not a notch or so higher.
Slim Summerville as the dumb bugler in this

20 minute burlesque of the war is a scream.
The gag man, whoever he was, should receive
the hearty congratulations of everyone. What
a job he has done! Albert Ray in his direction

has timed the laughs well. The sequences just

preceding the climax and the climax itself are

the most hilariously funny of anything seen re-

cently in the short feature. Here is a comedy
that should be billed. Running time, 20

minutes.
* « *

GIVE ME ACTION
Pathe—Talker

The pretty stenographer softens the boss'

heart, and then proceeds to read him a lecture

on love and romance being so much better than
a lot of money. Wliy, we don't know. Any-
way, she gets the weekend off, and enough
money to marry the sweetheart, and cook flap-

jacks over a one hole gas burner. The sweet-

heart, it seems, is the son of the boss' old class-

mate, who runs the elevator in the building.

Has no money, but has love and so forth. Score

one for the latter. Harry Holman, John Hyams,
and Marcia Manning are the cast. Frank T.

Davis directed. No really good reason for this.

Running time, 18 minutes.

* * «

GOOD-BYE LEGS
MACK SENNETT COMEDY

Educational—Talker

All about a dancing cutie who wore leg-pads

"for fun" and sued the producer because he
fired her. Of course, the young lady's pins were
models of perfection and she got the job back
when it was finally discovered.

Mack Sennett didn't miss in getting funny
situations but they are few and widely scat-

tered. The comedy has an excellent cast of

leading' funsters. Ann Christy, as the show
cutie, has the leading role and handles it well.
—Tom Hacker, Hollywood.

* * *

FLIP THE FROG
MGM Animated Cartoon—Sound

A great many very lively frogs, aided by vari-

ous and sundry rodents, insects and the like,

dance, play the piano, violin and drums. They
manage to make quite a bit of noise without

being very amusing. The pianoi does all sorts

of stunts, and the orchestra leader keeps the

time for the most part with an elongated neck.

Nothing to give an audience a sideache. Run-
ning time, six minutes.

* * *

ALL FOR MABEL
A CAMPUS COMEDY

Pathe—Talking

Sy Willis and Charles McClelland are the

two freshmen who sing a few songs and do a lit-

tle tap work, while they rush the best girl of

the champion boxer of the college. Later, at a

dance at the girl's home, to which the freshmen

have been forcibly invited as entertainers, the

offended senior does a little rushing on his own
account. Anyway, the little freshman supposedly

whips him in another room, and takes the girl.

Not particularly clever, and most of the lines
really fail to click as they were meant to. The
two boys are fair, and act as though they knew
why they were in front of the camera. The
same holds true for Sally Starr as Mabel, but
not of the rest of the cast. Running time, 19
minutes.

* « »

DOLLAR DEZZY
Hal Roach-MGM Comedy—Talking

Charley Chase inherits $2,000,000 and is

warned to beware of gold diggers. He goes to

a mountain resort with that on his mind. At
the same time, Thelma Todd, rich and evading
fortune hunters, arrives. She is put into the
suite occupied by Chase while he is strolling

about. His things are placed in another room.
Of course he returns to his apartment to find
the girl disrobing. Each takes the other for a
gold digger and they proceed to throw each
other around till they discover their mutual
error. Chase returns to the girl when he finds

out her identity and she sends him out through
the window into the lake. When she discovers
it is eight and not two million that he has in-

herited she dives after him. This approaches
slapstick. A few laughs but not clever enough.
Running time, 25 minutes.

^ * *

LAUNDRY BLUES
AN AESOP SOUND FABLE

Pathe

A group of harmonious laundry men in

Chinatown, singing over their ironing, on the

washboard, and using Chinese lanterns as ac-

cordions, make this short quite the usual thing.

These cartoons, with the furniture dancing
about and the yawning mouths of the figures

are apt to become somewhat tiresome since they
are all more or less patterned one after the

other. There is not sufficient originality in this

one to bring it above the ordinary one. It

winds up with an explosion which demolishes
the town, from the debris of which the Chinese
quartet disentangles itself and continues its

song. Running time, 9 minutes.

Madrid Congress Aims
To Lay Foundation of

Spanish Film Industry
(Special from the Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON, Auff._28.—A congress of
Spanish and Latin American motion picture

interests is now being prepared in Madrid.
The initiator and president of this event is

Jose Franco Rodriguez. It is the aim of this

congress to lay the foundations of a national

Spanish motion picture industry. The meet-
ing in question is to establish a contact be-
tween Spanish and South American persons.
It is stated that the South American press is

giving much attention to this venture.

A consequence of sound film exhibitions in

Spain is the increase of patronage for first-

run houses. The public has noticed that it

could only see the newest film at one certain

house, and that many weeks, i£ not months,
would have to pass before it would be able
to see the same feature in more popularly
priced neighborhood houses. This is analagous,
in some respects, to the condition in America.

Another House Reduces
Prices 10 to 25 Cents
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Aug. 28.—Admission prices
at the R K O Palace theatre here were re-

duced Aug. IS from 10 to 25 cents with a
bottom price of 25 cents and a top of 50
cents. According to Earl Payne, manager of
the Palace, the reductions are in line with a
new policy adopted by the R K O organization
after experiments in Chicago and elsewhere,
where reductions not only have brought a
larger. volume of business but a better return
financially.
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HOLLYWOOD
Big Films Alleviate

Elxtras' Problems
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—The
"lower crust" of Hollywood, the ex-
tra list, is looking up. The exterior
of RKO this week presents an
aspect strange to Hollywood since
the advent of talkies. The street is

jammed with extras congregated with
the hope of steady work in "Cimar-
ron," shortly to go into production.
R K O's predictions of the number to
be used justihes their optimism.

Further, there is a belief permeat-
ing their ranks that this large-scale
production is merely the forerunner
of many more to follow, now that
musicals and murder trials are out.
Quite a few of them are humming
"Cheer up, good times are coming."

New Contract but Old
Roles for Bow; Starts

Fifth Paramount Year
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, August 28.—With a new
series of roles being prepared for her, Clara
Bow has signed a new contract with Para-
mount. The agreement goes into effect on
October 1, marking her fifth year as a Para-
mount player and her fourth year as a star.

The new vehicles will be of the same type
as "Her Wedding Night," and others in

which she did her best work.

Margaret DeMille to Wed
B, F, Fineman in December

(Special to the HeraM-Worid)

HOLLYWOOD, August 28.—Margaret
DeMille, 20 year old daughter of William
C. DeMille, will marry B. F. Fineman in

New York in December. Miss DeMille is

at present in New York appearing as a
junior member of the Theatre Guild. Fine-
man is an assistant producer at M G M.

Beau Brummell Bandit
Robs Lyman and Friend

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Abe Lyman, or-

chestra leader, and a friend were robbed of
$300 by an elaborately made up bandit who
made his way into the musician's dressing
room at the Carthay Circle theatre.

Sign NewM G M Contracts
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLY'WOOD, August 28.—Jules White
and Zion Myers have signed new contracts
with M G M. White and Myers are the
creators and directors of M G M's two-reel
dog comedies.

<(Liliom" at Carthay Circle
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Fox plans to put
"Liliom" into the Carthay Circle following
"Holiday."

West Coast Plans Openings of

"Madame Satan", "BillytheKid"
Report King Vidor Production Will Be Shown on New "Realife"

Film at Criterion—Cecil De Mille Production at

Carthay Circle—Both Premieres in September
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Fox West Coast theatres are preparing for the

world premieres of M G M's "Madame Satan" and "Billy the Kid" here during

September.

Great interest is being given the report that King Vidor's "Kid" will be

shown on the new "Realife" film at the Criterion. This new development per-

mits "wide screen" results with ordinary projection machines.

Cecil DeMille's "Madame Satan" will has been made as to what picture he will

open at the Carthay Circle. direct.

Paramount Realignment Completed
Realignment of executive duties for

world wide production activities of Para-
mount Publix has been completed. Walter
Wanger will continue as general manager
of production with headquarters at the New
York home offices and will coordinate the
work of the studios. He will spend more
of his time in the various plants of the
company.

B. P. Schulberg, general manager of
West Coast production, has been appointed
managing director of production and will

be in active charge at the various studios.

Christie Directs "Charley's Aunt"
Al Christie will direct the talker version

of "Charley's Aunt" at the Metropolitan
studios. Production will begin within
three weeks with additions to the cast
which now consists of Charles Ruggles,
lead, Lucien Littlefield, Halliwell Hobbs
and Phillips Smalley.
Edwin Carewe is in Texas for a short

stay prior to his directing "Resurrection"
for Universal. Finis Fox is finishing the
script and dialog for the Tolstoy story
which will co-star Lupe Velez and John
Boles.

George Fitzmaurice
M G M for a long term

Wesley Ruggles began "Cimarron" this

week at R K O with the unit on location

at the San Fernando ranch. When casting

is completed on the film it is expected to

contain 30 wellknown names.

Betty Roberts has been put in charge of

the new fan-mail department at RKO.
She still heads the script department.

has signed with
No announcement

Two-Thirds of 35 Warner
Specials Already Finished

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Of the
35 Warner Brothers Vitaphone spe-
cials scheduled for 1930-31, two-
thirds have already been completed,
four are in production, and nine are
to begin shortly. Those completed
include "The Matrimonial Bed,"
"Three Faces East," "Oh, Sailor,
Behave," "Moby Dick," "A Soldier's
Plaything." "The Office Wife," "Cap-
tain Applejack" and "The Doorway
to Hell." In production are "Ex-
Mistress," "Illicit," "Children of
Dreams" and "Fifty Million French-
men."

Studios Balk When
Lonsdale Demands

Writing Royalties
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Frederick Lons-
dale, eminent English playwright, was more
eagerly besieged with writing offers during
his recent Hollywood visit than any member
of the playcraft in late years. Executives
who are generally too busy to see anyone
broke up important conferences when he was
announced, in an effort to get his name on
the dotted line. He was variously reported
signed up with United Artists, M G M, and
other studios, but left without signing with
anyone.

The stumbling block, in all cases, was Lons-
dale's adamant demand for a royalty arrange-
ment, instead of weekly salary and cash offers
for his stories. The various producers, know-
ing that no such arrangement could be kept
secret, balked at setting a precedent for other
writers.

Injury to Ann Christy
Postpones Production

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Production
on "The Fourth Alarm" has been indefinite-
ly suspended due to an automobile acci-
dent in which Ann Christy, leading woman,
suffered a fractured nose. The picture is

being produced at the Larry Darmour
studios by Continental Pictures.

Sloane Sails on Vacation
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28—Paul Sloane will

leave this week for a vacation in Europe.
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* ihe Sounc/ ^ox'-*
HOLLYWOOD.

NOW they're having election campaigns here You get a ticket for speeding

and on the back of it there's a reminder, "Vote for Bungle, the ideal coro-

ner, more dead than alive." Every time I get on Hollywood boulevard I have

to rush the Ford through at fifty an hour or it gets covered vi^ith paper.

At every corner, at every stop signal, there are a dozen wild-eyed kids armed
with stickers and wet sponges. Your car stops, or even hesitates, and they're

on 3'ou. "Sticker on your car, mister?" And without waiting for an answer
they splash the literature over your windshield.

It doesn't make any difference if you have other stickers on your windshield

;

these kids are open minded. Anyway, they figure, you may have changed your

party standing since the last sticker. I drove twice around the block this morn-
ing and I find I'm a Republican by four tags and a red banner. Day before

yesterday I was a Democrat until three o'clock, which I parked the Ford on the

corner of Vine and Sunset. Boy !—that's a Republican corner, I was just

swamped under.

It's getting so I don't remember the color of the car. I can't look through

the windshield anymore, I keep my head out on the side. But the minute a kid

tries to slap a sticker on me—look out.

A friend of mine out here finally got fed up when a half-wit plastered a

sticker on the leather part of the top. It's a pretty Buick and this cheap-look-

ing sticker doesn't help a bit. He drove down to a sign-making place on Wil-

shire boulevard and had a three foot placard made with a cut out at the bottom
to fit the sticker. In big red letters he had printed "DO NOT VOTE FOR"—
which made the whole sign read "DO NOT VOTE FOR BLANK FOR GOV-
ERNOR." He put this on the car and proceeded to parade up and down the

boulevard.

Halfway down, a lady runs out waving her arms at him. He stops. The
lady was the wife of one of the campaign managers. In fact, she was on the

women's committee herself. "How dare you," she demanded, "print such a

libel?" The fellow shrugged his shoulders. He denied everything. All he
did, he said, was to put a sign on his car "DO NOT VOTE FOR." Was it his

fault if some rowdy had put a sticker under that? No mam, he didn't author-

ize anybody to put any stickers on his car. He was allowed to put up a

"DO NOT A'OTE FOR" sign on his own car. No mam. He kept this up for

half an hour and the lady gave up in disgust.

* H: *

The very best theatre line I ever heard in all my life. A man is listening to

the show while two ladies jabber behind him. He stands it as Avell as he can
for a while and finally stands up. "Madam," he says, not in a soft voice, "you'll

have to speak louder. The people on the screen are making so much noise I

can't hear a word you're saying."

—NORMAN KRASNA.

Gets ''Charleys Aunt"
Role; Trip Postponed

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, August 28.—Lucien Lit-
tlefield has postponed his trip to Europe for
a featured character assiRnment in Chris-
tie's "Charley's Aunt." He portrays the
f-ame role he had in the silent version of
the film. Littlefield will move to Para-
mount for a part in "Tom Sawyer" after he
completes "Charley's Aunt."

Fox West Coast theatres. The new
000 Fox Wilshire opens September 1. On
September 5, the remodeled California

opens in Berkeley.

In Centralia, Wash., the new $250,000 Fox
will make its bow September 10, as a part

of the State's Greater Talkie Season. The
house will be under the direction of Fox
West Coast in conjunction with Finkelstein

and Rosenberg. A $250,000 Fox theatre in

Stockton opens September 15.

Fox Houses Open for
Greater Talkie Season

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, August 28.—In Pasa-
dena, the remodeled Fox theatre opened
August 15 simultaneously with the official

opening of Greater Talkie Season of the

Jean Hersholt Has Male
Lead in ''Third Alarm'*

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, August 28.—Jean Hers-
holt completed his role in Universal's "Cat
Creeps" in time to accept the male lead in

Tiffany's "Third Alarm." Production began
this week.

Craze to Make Six

More for Tiffany

With New Director
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Sam Zierler an-
nounced today that, in addition to the four
pictures James Cruze will direct for TifTany
this year, the James Cruze Company will pro-
duce six to be directed by another director.

The ten pictures will be produced on the
unit producer system ; negative costs to be
advanced to Cruze. Phil Goldstone, Grant
Cook and Zierler are attempting to complete
the year's production plans by agreeing upon
a director for the other six pictures.

Bradley King to Adapt
"East Lynne** for Fox

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, August 28.—Bradley
King, scenarist, has signed with Fox to do
the picture version and dialog for "East
Lynne" which Frank Lloyd will direct.
Miss King recently completed a three
month vacation. Lloyd is loaned from First
National.

Don McElwaine Boosted
To Pathe Production Job

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Don McElwaine
is being advanced by Pathe to a responsible
production job similar to that of a supervisor,
although the exact title has not been deter-
mined. Phil Gersdorf is sitting on the press
job while McElwaine is trying out the new
trick.

<(Night of Love" Plagiarism
Charges Are Dismissed

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Federal court
today ruled that Samuel Goldwyn and Lenore
Coffee, writer, did not commit plagiarism in

producing "The Night of Love," as was al-

leged by Gabriel De Barbadillo, and assessed
costs against the plaintiffs.

Pathe "Painted Desert**

Off to Arizona Location
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—A large company
leaves the latter part of this week for Flag-
staff', Ariz., to shoot Pathe's "Painted Desert."
Howard Higgin directs and Tom Buckingham
is on the script. It is financially a big pro-
duction and the location trip is an expensive
one.

Colleen Moore to Play
In "Foam" for Selwyn

Colleen Moore passed through Chicago this

week on her way to New York, where she
is to take the lead in "Foam," an Arch Selwyn
stage production, this fall. The stage play
will go on a road tour after its run in New
York, Miss Moore said.

Dolores Del Rio III
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Dolores Del Rio
was taken from the United Artists studio to

her home this week when she complained of
feeling ill, ptomaine poisoning being blamed.
Her condition is not serious, it is said. She
was working on the screen adaptation of the

stage play, "The Dove," when she became sick.
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Hollywood Mourns
As Chaney Passes

From the '^Screen
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28—The death of
Lon Chaney, whose name has been a byword
for years, and who has probably given more
theatre-goers more thrills than any other
screen actor, has cast a sort of pall over gay
Hollywood, for he was beloved by all who
lived there, as well as by thousands of his

admirers throughout the world. Known be-

fore the day of talking pictures as the "man
of a thousand faces," he had recently, after

his work in "The Unholy Three" been given
the title of the "man with a hundred voices."

His character studies were superb, and no
matter what type of picture he played in,

one was always sure that from one of the

actors, at least, would come an irreproachable
and finished bit of work. He has left a

splendid legacy.

The funeral services were held here at

the Cunningham and O'Connor chapel, and
interment was at the Forest Lawn ceme-
tery, where Chaney was laid to rest beside
his father. The pall bearers were John
Jeske, Clinton Lyle, H. L. Hinkley, Wil-
liam Humphrey, Phil Epstein and Claude
T. Parker.
The list of honorary pall bearers con-

tained the names of those prominent in the
industry, both executives and actors. Those
from other walks of life were also included.
He was born in Colorado Springs, Colo.,

on April 1, 1883, where he spent the early

part of his life and attended the schools
located there. Chaney's career as a panto-
mimist began in his boyhood in efforts to

communicate with his parents, both deaf and
dumb. He associated with his brother in a

stage production of "The Little Tyconn" in

1890. Thereafter he worked in various capac-
ities on the stage until his first association

with pictures in an unimportant part in "Hell
Morgan's Girl."

"Miracle Man" Is Success

Followed several unimportant productions
until he gained important recognition as the

cripple in "The Miracle Man." Following
this he starred in an unbroken string of suc-

cesses for Universal and Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, among which were "The Penalty,"

"Hunchback of Notre Dame," "Phantom of

the Opera," "Monster," "The Unholy ThreCi"
"The Tower of Lies," "The Road to Man-
dalay," "Blackbird," "Tell It to the Marines,"
"Mr. Wu," "The L'nknown," "Mockery,"
"London After Midnight," "Laugh, Clown,
Laugh," "West of Zanzibar," "While the City

Sleeps," "Big City," "Thunder," "Where East
Is East," "He Who Gets Slapped," all silent

features. His last finished picture was his

first talker, a dialogue version of his former
success. "The Unholy Three." Rehearsals on
his next, "Chiribibi," were interrupted by his

illness, comDlications which followed a recent

attack of lobar pneumonia, and aggravated by
pernicious anemia, from which he had lieen a

sufferer for manv vears.

Tiffany in Snag on
Stratton - Porters;

Meehan Has Rights
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Tiffany an-

nounced recently that it would release four
Gene Stratton-Porters on its current schedule.

At the time it had a verbal agreement with
Bob Welsh to produce them. Welsh had an
option on the four Porters. Welsh's option

expired and he is now unable to deliver the

screen rights to Tiffany. Phil Goldstone is

attempting to buy the rights from J. Leo
Meehan. representative of the Porter estate,

but to date has been unable to do so.

Old Edison Studios Rebuilt by
Audio-CinemaAs Complete Unit
Two Stages Equipped for Simultaneous Shooting—Paramount

Starting "The Royal Family"—Sam Sax Imports Alf Gould-

ing to Direct Varieties—Joe Frisco Makes Two
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.—New York is to have another studio with the rebuild-

ing of the old Edison Studios in the Bronx by Audio-Cinema. The building will

house a group of the most complete sound production units in the East, it is

understood. All of the features, short subjects and Terrytoons planned for next

season will be made on the two stages which are equipped for simultaneous

shooting.

A special department for the development
of "talking marionettes" has been estab-
lished, and from tests already completed,
the new season, it is anticipated, will see
some novel shorts from this division. As
heretofore, the two new stages will be avail-

able for visiting producers with all facili-

ties to assist them in doing the most efifi-

cient work in the shortest possible time.

Starting "The Royal Family"
The Paramount Eastern Studio in Astoria

is about set to commence work on the next
production, "The Royal Family." Mary
Brian and Ina Claire both arrived in town
this week to take prominent parts in the
film, this being the first time that either
has made a talking picture in the East.
George Cukor and Cyril Gardner, who will

co-direct the picture, expect to begin re-

hearsals within a few days. Frederic March
and Henrietta Crosman will also have fea-
tured roles, the latter taking the part of
the talented grandmother in the screen ver-
sion of the comedy by Edna Ferber and
George S. Kaufman.
Nancy Carroll is also busy in Astoria,

where she is the featured player in "Laugh-
ter," now in production. When she ap-
peared recently at an uptown store, it is

reported, enthusiastic admirers made police
protection necessary.

Sax Imports Alf Goulding
In Brooklyn, Warner Brothers Vitaphone

studios are continuing their fast pace in

turning out Varieties. Sam Sax, production
manager, has imported Alf Goulding from
Hollywood as an addition to the directorial
staff. Alf is a cousin of Edmund Goulding,
the director of many features. He already
has begun work, and judging from observa-
tion, he is a stickler for detail in production.
"My Mistake," a playlet by Chester Er-

skin, recently bought by Murray Roth, has
been completed. Donald Brian, musical
comedy player, is featured, with Arthur
Hurley as director. Lon Hascall, stout
comedian of the legitimate stage, is appear-
ing in a number of the Varieties. "One on
the Aisle," by Paul Gerard Smith, has been
finished by Roy Mack, director.

Joe Frisco Makes Two
Joe Frisco, vaudeville and musical com-

edy actor, has made two Vitaphone Vari-

So He's Given Up
Autographing, As 'twere

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 21.— Ken
Murray, RKO comedian, hired Frank
Canat to autograph his fan photos.
Jimmy Bligh, Hollywood detective
bureau, says that Canat became so
proficient with his work that it was
not long until he was copying Mur-
ray's signature on hundred dollar

checks. Canat is being held on $1,000

bail.

eties comedies, "The Benefit" and "The
Song Plugger," while on a vaudeville tour

in Los Angeles. Robert L. Ripley, whose
"Believe It or Not" series have been made
as Vitaphone short subjects, appeared at

the Warner theatre when "Old English"
had its premiere. Another of the same
series is running with "Moby Dick," fea-

tured at the Hollywood.

Another Broadway musical star of the
legitimate stage, in the person of Andrew
Tombes, has been added to the list of

Varieties featured players. He will be seen
in "Knocking Them Cold," set for early

production at the Brooklyn studio. The
cast includes Kitty Kelly, Frank Howson,
C. W. Secrest and Camilla Grume, with
Arthur Hurley directing.

"A Tip to Paris," a comedy satirizing the
Continental tourists, is being made by Mur-
ray Roth, with a large cast.

$250,000 Is Asked
For Sound Rights

On "Street Scene"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—Several of the
leading studios are in keen competition to

acquire the screen rights to "Street Scene,"
Wm. A. Brady's smash production of Elmer
Rice's play. Brady's asking price is $250,(X)0,

which would set something of a record,
if met.

One of the studios is reported to have gone
close to $200,000 in an offer, but the deal
struck a hitch when Brady refused to allow
the play to be screened until after stage pos-
sibilities are thoroughly combed throughout
this and foreign countries. M G M and Uni-
versal are said to be among the leaders in

the bidding.

Screen Mirror to Radio
Hollywood News, Gossip

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 28.—As the result
of an agreement with KMTR, the official

broadcasting station of the Los Angeles
Evening Herald, Screen Mirror, the fan
magazine from Hollywood, will invade the
other in a series of broadcasts.

The first of the series was recently held,

with Rube Wolfe, nationally known musi-
cian and performer, acting as master of

ceremonies. This tribute was accorded
Wolf in honor of his return to Loew's
State theatre, Los Angeles, for an indefinite

engagement after a triumphant tour of the

Eastern circuit of Fox theatres.

It is planned to fashion these Screen
Mirror programs into fan magazines of

the air. Thereby serving radio fans with

all the latest production and social news
that emanates from Hollywood.
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

R K Studios

'The Silver George Evelyn Brent
Horde" Archainbaud Jean Arthur

Louis Wolheim

"Amos 'n' Andy" Melville Brown Amos & Andy
Sue Carol

"Losing Game" Lowell Sherman Hugh Trevor
Marion Nixon
Lowell Sherman

July 30

August 1

August 7

Fox Studios

"Renegades"

"Fair Warning"

'Jnst Imagine"

"L'p the River"

"Play Called
Life"

Warner Baxter
Myrna Loy

George O'Brien
Louis Huntington

Maureen O'Sullivan
John Garrick

George McFarland
William Collier
Humphrey Bogart

Chandler Sprague Lois Moran
Mrs. Patrick Campbell
Walter Byron
Phillip Holmes
Mae Clarke

Victor Fleming

Alfred Werker

David Butler

John Ford

"Scotland Yard"

"Lightnin' "

W. K. Howard

Henry King

Edmund Lowe
Joan Bennett

Will Rogers

July 21

July 22

June 23

July 29

July 29

July 29

Aug. 18

Universal Studios

"See America William Craft Slim SummervJlle
Thirst" Harry Langdon

July 18

'The Cat Creeps" Rupert Julian Lupe Velez (English Version) Aug-ust 2
Lew Ayres
Jean Hersholt

'The Cat Creeps" George Melford (All star
Spanish cast) (Spanish Version) August 2

"Boudoir Mai St. Clair Mary Duncan
Diplomat" Betty Compson

Jeanette LofE
Ian Keith

Aug. 4

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

"Those Three
French Girls"

'"Dark Star"

"War Nurse"

"Trial of Mary
Dugan"

"Trader Horn"

"New Moon"

"The Passion
Flower"

Harry Beaumont

George Hill

Edgar Selwyn

Arthur Robison

W. S. Van Dyke

Jack Conway

William DeMille

Fifi Dorsay
Cliff Edwards
Reginald Denny

Wallace Berry
Marie Dressier
Dorothy Jordan

(German Version)

"Wn Li Chang" Nick Grinde

All Star

Norma Gregor
All Star

Harry Carey
Edwina Booth

Lawrence Tibbett
Grace Moore

Charles Bickford
Kay Francis
Kay Johnson

Ernesto Vilches Spanish version
(All Spanish cast)

Aug. 21

August 1

July 26

July 26

July 22

Aug. 18

Aug. 9

Paramount Studios

"The Virtnonj
Sin"

"Morocco"

"Her Wedding
Night"

Gardner

Josef von
Sternberg

Frank Tuttle

Kay Francis
Walter Huston

Gary Cooper
Marlenc Dietrich

Clara Bow

"Tom Sawyer" John Cromwell All Star

Auk. 16

Aug. 16

August 2

August 2

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

"Social Errors" Gardner-Knopf All Star

Untitled Victor Heerman Jack Oakie

Untitled Corrigan-McLeod Charles Rogers

"Typhoon Bill" Rowland V. Lee George Bancroft

Untitled Victor Heerman Jack Oakie

Pathe Studios

"Looking for
Trouble"

Russel Mack Eddie Quillan
Robert Armstrong
James Gleafion

United Artists

"The Bat
Whispers"

Roland West Chester Morris
Una Merkel
Gustav von Seyfertitz
Ben Bard

Metropolitan Studios

'Feet First" Clyde Bruckman Harold Lloyd

"Tearing to Go" Nat Ross Marian Shockley
Eddie Tanbalyn

(Christie)

Warner Bros. Studios

"Children of
Dreams"

"Illicit"

Alan Crosland

Archie Mayo

"Men of the Sky" Alfred Green

"Fifty Million
Frenchmen"

Lloyd Bacon

Margaret Schillings
Paul Gregory

Barbara Stanwyck
James Rennie

Irene Delroy
Jack Whiting

William Gaxton
Helen Broderiek
Olson & Johnson
Claudia Dell

Columbia Studios

"Lawless Valley" Art Rosson

"Brothers"

"Dirigible"

Walter Lang

Frank Capra

Buck Jones
Louise Lorraine

Bert Lytell
Dorothy Sebastian

(All Star)

Jack Holt
Ralph Graves

(Co-etarring)

Hal Roach Studios

"Loser Than
Loose"

James Horn Thelma Todd
Dorothy Gregor
Charlie Chase
Dell Henderson

First National Studios

"Little Caesar Mervyn LeRoy

'Mother's Cry" Hobart Henley

Edward G. Robinson
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Sidney Blackmer
Ralph Ince

Dorothy Peterson
Edward Wood

Tec Art Studios

"Voice of
Hollywood"

'Mickey Mouse"

Louis Lewyn All Star

Disney Bros.

STARTING
DATE

August 2

Aug. 2

Aug. 16

August 2

August 2

August 2

August 7

July 28

August 8

Aug. 25

Aug. 11

Augusts

August 12

Aug. 15

July 21

July 14

Disney

mmm^
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NELIGH, NEBIL
DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
Speaking of golf, we're peeved, that's what we are, we are just

downright peeved. We see by the HERALD-WORLD that Andy
Anderson up at Detroit Lakes, Minn., has pulled oflf another golf
tournament and never said a word to us about it. He and Herb
and Bonnie Benfield are scared of us and were afraid that the best
prizes would come to Nebraska if they let us in, and that ain't no
fair way to do. Andy has always pretended to be a friend of ours
but this don't look much like it. We've been itching for a number
of years to get a crack at those woodchoppers up there but it don't
look like we ever will.

Then we note that Doug Hodges is going to stage another
HERALD-WORLD tournament out at Hollywood and he is trying to

keep that under cover also.

Just why these "dubbers" want to bar us is more than we can
imderstand, unless it is that their jealousy gets mastery over their

courtesy. '

When we were out in Hollywood last fall Doug and Larry Urbach
took turns hatching up excuses to keep us from accepting invitations

of the stars to dine with them, and they were pretty durn successful,

too. We did, however, shake 'em long enough to go over to Henry
Walthall's home and eat roast mallard duck with him and Mary,
and the flavor of that dinner and our visit with those lovely folks

still lingers. If they have ever made 'em any better than this pair

we have never met 'em yet.

And now we are up against it, for the boys out here are all afraid

of us and the only way we can get a game is to spot 'em a stroke

a hole, and that's working us rather too hard this hot weather, but
some day we will meet that Andy Anderson and what we will tell

him will be entirely too much.
* • •

If they will tie some cocoanuts on those trees down in Chicago
where those hoys are sitting it will strengthen the Darwin theory

very much. In fact, her city administration is pretty good evidence

as it is.
* * *

There has got to be something done to stop Will Rogers and
Irene Rich from making pictures and having them shown during

golf season. Yesterday we played 27 holes of golf when it was 108

in the shade, and last night the Moon theatre played "SO THIS IS

LONDON" and it took the mayor, city marshall and old Mrs. Mc-
Ginnis to get us out of the car and into the theatre.

We had seen that picture several times before but we never quite

caught what Bill said to that English lord after they both got pretty

well tanked up. What we especially like about Bill is that he looks,

acts and talks just like those other Sooners down in Oklahoma.
If you have ever seen those natives around Claremore you would
know that Bill is one of 'em. In fact, we believe he is related to a

lot of 'em, for when we were down there some time ago we noted

quite a resemblance.

Then again, there's Miss Rich. With us no picture is quite com-

plete with her left out, and our marital relations with the lady who
makes our flapjacks and requires us to pull the pusley out of the

onion bed, prevents us from going further into the suhject, except

to say that it is our humble opinion that it is such ladies as she

that prevents Hollywood from annexing Tewanee (English pronuncia-
tion) and lowering the standard of both places.

As we recall it now. Miss Rich and Miss Vidor are the only stars

who ever thanked us for our complimentary remarks about them-
selves and their pictures, which fact possibly accounts for our being
less complimentary than we otherwise would be. Anyhow, if they
ever separate this Rogers-Rich combine on the screen we'll be a
blowed-up sucker, and that's all there is to it.

* * *

Our good friend "Pop" Dibble of Bradford, Conn., seems to be
laboring under a misapprehension of the facts. He claims, as we
understand it, that he operated the first motion picture theatre in
the United States. The facts are that the late C. M. Patee of Law-
rence, Kan., bought the first motion picture machine ever used in

this country from a Frenchman, who brought it over here from
France, and he opened a theatre in Jersey City, N. J., and exhibited
two reels of pictures of about 50 feet in length and it was from this

machine that Mr. Edison got his ideas for the machine he later

made. Mr. Patee later on came west and established a theatre in

Lawrence, Kan., which was called, and is still called, the Patee, and
which was the first moving picture theatre west of Chicago.

* * «

Damages are still piling up against George Schutz for running that

Abe Martin picture in the southwest corner of our Colyum, but let

'em pile up boys, let 'em pile up, we can use the dough.
* « *

There is this about this hot wave we are passing through to recom-
mend it. When it gets 30 below next January we can look back on
this period and rejoice that we didn't have to buy any coal. That's

about the only redeeming feature we can see in it.

k * *

For the love of Pete, what's coming next? We note that some
theatres are installing miniature golf courses in connection with
their theatres and are going to operate them as an added attraction.

Some others are exploiting "tree sitters" and "pole sitters" in connec-
tion with their picture programs to try and draw business. The next

thing we know they will be staging a terrapin race on the stage

and a dog race in the back yard.

If pictures have lost their appeal to the public to the extent that

they have to be bolstered up with such damphoolishness as that,

why not give the press agents who claim that this, that and the other

picture "is packing 'em in nightly," a leave of absence, subject to

call and then never call 'em. We told you six months ago that this

slump was coming. Did you save up enough dough to buy coal

with this winter?
* * *

Out here in Nebraska politics is getting all jimmed up. The
Democrats wanted to nominate a Democrat on the Republican ticket

for U. S. Senator, and the Republicans objected to it. Senator

George W. Norris (the Democrat) of McCook was to be renominated
on the Republican ticket, and George W. Norris, a grocer at Broken
Bow, thought he wanted to be treated likewise, until some influence

got to him and he filed his withdrawal. Senator George W. Norris

seems to be more of a favorite with the Democrats than with the

Republicans. Senator Nye of North Dakota came down here as a

Senate investigating committee and stuck his oar in until he ran

the craft on the beach and then went fishing and left the Ship of

State stranded.

Personally, we've got our fingers and both legs crossed and are

going to let 'em fight it out in the general election and let the tail

go with the hide. The public will get the worst of it, anyhow, no
matter who whips whom.
That foursome is waiting for us.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD covers the field LIKE AN APRIL
SHOWER.

Ml
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SOUND REPRODUCTION

F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
FROM MOUNTAINS ACROSS DESERT TO IDAHO

[Continuing Richardson's reports on his tour

of the country lecturing before projectionist
groups.]

MONTROSE, COLO.
MOXTROSE is a small city (population

4,000) in a very productive valley where
much fruit is grown. It has two thea-

tres, one a Fox house. In the Fox theatre
I met up with a most genuine suprise. It

is the most beautiful small city theatre I

have seen in all my travels. Also, it is well
managed by George Frantz, with whom I

had a long and most pleasant chat.
The front of the theatre is well designed

and has an attractive color design. Its

ticket booth is pleasingly draped with what
seemed, from a casual glance, to be brown
velvet bordered with a narrow stencil de-
sign in color. Its doorman was not the
usual more or less careless looking individ-
ual often found in small town theatres. He
was a well dressed man of middle age and
pleasing personalit}-.

The projection room, in charge of Shel-
don Knight, whom Manager Frantz himself
designated as chief projectionist; and Wesly
Meng, assistant, is of good dimensions and
was orderly and clean. Reflector type arcs
are employed, taking current from a Forest
double 25 rectifier, which Frantz declares
have given perfect satisfaction through the
ten months he has had them.
The projectors are Simplex. Projection-

ists Knight and Aleng certainly deliver the
goods. The picture was well illuminated
and the sound was excellent. Sound equip-
ment is Western Electric. I compliment
both Manager Frantz and the projection
crew upon the excellence of both screen
and sound results.

And now I want to tell you about the
auditorium, for it is unique in a town of
4,000 population. I have seen many a big
city theatre auditorium which was very far
behind it in beauty. Its ceiling is curved
in a .shallow dome, around the lower edge
of which is a cove in which are varicolored
lights giving very little illumination but a
nice color effect. The screen is in an open-
ing (I did not ask but believe there is a
st3ge), and at its sides are the folds of the
front draw curtain, upon which is a design
in color. This is illuminated and is very
pretty, indeed.

On either side, about one-third of the
length of the auditorium from the screen,
are two arched alcoves, maybe four or five
feet wide by perhaps six or seven feet high.
These are, at a guess (I did not measure
them) three or four feet deep. They are
family lighted in colors. In three of them
are simple decorative effects. In the other
is a small, home-made fountain. The whole
effect is charming. The fountain imparts
to the audience a sense of coolness. I
would respectfully suggest to other theatre
managers the advisability of emulating this
example, which is entirely practical and not
at all costly.

The lights in the ceiling cove, on the draw
curtain and in the little alcoves are left

burning throughout the show. They affect

the picture slightly, though being all col-

ored lights and dim, not very much, and
the added beauty imparted to the auditor-
ium, plus the fact that it provides a well
lighted house, makes them worth while.

I again wish to compliment Manager
Frantz, as well as the Fox corporation,
upon the excellence of this little theatre. I

enjoyed the show there just as thoroughly
as I would have enjoyed it in one of our
great, costly big city theatres.

Incidentally, as I watched the show
("The Girl Said No," I think the title was,
shown with a comedy and newsreel) I was
deeply impressed with the marvel of it all.

In this little theatre, through the genius
of our scientific men in providing us with
motion pictures and sound, people away out
here in the very center of the Rocky Moun-
tains are able, in effect, to see and hear
the highlights of the news happenings over
all the earth, besides viewing plays put on
by the very best talent the earth is able

to provide. Not only that, but they may
also both see and hear the very same or-

chestras and bands and the same divas

available to our great cities, without the

payment of any huge admission or other
fee, either. And if the projection and
sound reproduction be excellent, as it was
in this little theatre, they see and hear, to

all intents and purposes, just as perfectly as

they would were they right there on the

spot when the thing occurred.

The most 'umble citizen may "meet" with
the greatest ones of earth, or at least they
may see and hear them. Verily, it is a

splendid and a marvelous thing.

And mark you well, gentlemen, when I

speak words of praise for a theatre, or for

a proiectionist or manager, it is not m_ere

"bull." It is not to please anyone that I

write thus. If, for example, the little thea-

tres in Gunnison and the Fox Montrose
theatre and their managers had not de-

served commendation, they most emphat-
ically would not have gotten it.

,

While it is quite true that thus far on
this trip I have avoided visiting theatres

which I suspected it might be impossible
to say kind things about, still the fact re-

mains that whatever is said in commenda-
tion is always well deserved, make no mis-
take about that.

Oh, yes. there is another small theatre
here in Montrose, the Empress, which is

owned and managed by Miss Gray. Miss
Gray is a charming woman. She admits
being new to the motion picture game.
She is running silent pictures only and
they are very well projected.

I sat in that small house a few moments.
How queer and unsatisfactory those silent

shadows seemed; They do not draw well
and it is becoming increasingly difficult to

book good silent pictures. I wish Miss
Gray every success but am afraid the wish
will be in vain unless she adds sound to

her program.

THE DESERT
WE pulled out of Montrose, Colo., the

morning after a cloudburst. The road
was not so good. Every once in a while
the front wheels would leap into a foot or
so of water mixed with considerable Colo-
rado soil. After three or four such ex-
cursions I got out, examined "The Princess"
and after much searching I found almost
a square inch that was not plastered with
mud. True that inch was inside the closed
"grumble" seat, but it was dry. Oh, boy,
what a road! Clear across that 350 miles
or so of desert, canyons, etc., we found
just one damthing after another. Bridges
galore were washed out. In one place we
forded a river at least 18 inches deep, and
it wasn't clean either. On the opposite
side we climbed a steep muddy bank. In
many places, after saying a short prayer,
we would plunge down into a gully from
six to ten feet deep and literally climb out
on the opposite side. But "The Princess"
did her work and did it well. I'll tell the
enduring world it was some desert! I never
saw a muddy one before.

We halted for the night at Grand Junc-
tion, Colo., and since the run had been
short, though strenuous, we visited the
Mesa theatre, managed by Luther Strong.
Johnnie Sneath and Mickey Stronge man
the projection room. I want to compli-
ment both Manager Strong and the projec-
tion staff. The work was excellent, both
in sound and in picture. The Mesa is evi-
dently well managed. It also has very
capable men in the projection room.
We continued westward next day, until

fi^nally that great rock formation. Castle
Gate, Utah, was behind us and before us
stretched the great Salt Lake Valley, one
of the most fertile spots on the face of this
earth and a beautiful one as well.

Whether or not we may agree with all

the ideas of the father of the Mormon
Church, Brigham Young, anyone who has
seen Salt Lake Valley and the city of Salt
Lake will agree that he knew how to select
a home for his people, and that he was
a planner and organizer par excellence.
Friend Daughter and I were parked in the
beautiful Hotel Utah. Our rooms faced
those two very wonderful buildings, the
Mormon Temple and the Mormon Taber-
nacle. We were taken out to Salt Lake,
where I fulfilled the promise I had made to
drop Friend Daughter in the lake. But she
crabbed the act, grabbed your Editor
around his neck, and it was your scribe
who got the worst ducking of the two.
Gosh! That infernal water is said to be
22 per cent salt and I accept the estimate.
I nearly strangled to death! You can lie

down on the water, raise both your arms
and legs out of the water and set there
very comfortably.

The meeting was attended by every mem-
ber of local No. 250, plus two of the man-
agers. (The Salt Lake local is having some
trouble, which I most sincerely trust will
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be straightened out to the satisfaction of

all concerned.)
^ ^ ^

POCATELLO, IDAHO.
THE next stop after Salt Lake City was

Pocatello. We had had reports of wash-
outs near Ogden, Utah, but personally I

would call them wash-ins, because at none
of them was the road washed out, though
in many places from six inches to nine feet

of mud and rock had been washed onto the
road. It being made passable only the

morning we left Salt Lake.

The projectionists of Pocatello treated us
nicely. The meeting was small, of course,

but all of the projectionists and, I believe,

the managers as well were there. The
men expressed themselves as exceedingly
pleased. In fact, one of them remarked
after the meeting, "Gee, Mr. Richardson, I

wish you would come here every three
months!"
The Pocatello men, if I may judge by

their appearance and what they said, are
wide awake and progressive. I did not see
much of their v^-ork but what I did see was
good.

* * *

IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO
IDAHO FALLS is a city of 10,000 people.

It lies just north of the Black Feet In-
dian reservation, has an enormous amount
of water power and is surrounded by very
rich agricultural sections farmed by irriga-

tion. Local 629 invited us to stop and we
did so.

Idaho Falls has four theatres, the Para-
mount, which is a Publix house managed
by W. J. Cowdy; the Gayety theatre, man-
aged by Leroy Whittle; the Rex theatre
managed by Albert Hager (who, when I

met him, shook hands very warmly and re-

marked, "I have been reading your articles

for more than 20 years"); and one Fox
theatre, which at the time of my visit was
being remodeled.

I visited onl\- one projection room, that
of the Paramount, where C. J. Slifer, sec-
retary of the local, is in charge. Vergil
Dick and Calvin Dick completed the staff.

Mr. Slifer tells me he has been projecting
motion pictures for 25 years. The motion
picture work there was excellent and the
sound very good.

The projection room itself is rather odd
and quite roomy. The projectors are
Motiograph. The projection room ceiling

is very low at the front end. The projec-
tors are set in a depression in the floor,

and the men cannot see the screen when
standing up, though when seated a good
view is had. The arrangement is not half
as bad as it sounds.

The meeting was in the Paramount thea-
tre. It was attended by every one of the
projectionists, but the managers evidently
considered the matter of projection as of
too small importance to justify their losing
two hours of their sleep. At least, not one
of them honored the meeting by their

presence.

That was, as I have before said, their
privilege, but also it was a most unbusiness-
like thing to do. Things were said and
shown there that night which would have
been highly valuable to them and might
have enabled them to reap larger box office

returns—that is, of course, assuming they
would act upon the suggestions made. Up
to this time every theatre manager who has

attended and remained until the end of the

afiair has agreed that the information pre-

sented was very helpful and that he would
be enabled to improve his work in con-

sequence of his attendance.

Let it be clearly understood that this

lecture is for both projectionists and theatre

managers. Its greatest value is had when
both are there. Up to this time I am un-

able to remember a single meeting at which
all managers were absent.

SONIDO SATISFACTORIO

THE EMBLEM OF PERFECT SOUND

PHOTO PH
INC

SOUND EQUIPMENT,

EN ESTE TEATRO
These RCA Photophone plaques, in black and gold, are appearing in theatres of Spanish-

speaking countries. They're sent out by Photophone for exhibition above the box offices and
in lobbies. "Sound satisfaction in this theatre" is the wording at the top and bottom.

Army to Make Sound Pictures

For Instruction of Officers
Sound pictures are constantly developing in their importance for educational

purposes. They are being used as supplements to classroom lectures and in many
other similar ways. One of the uses, although not a new one, which has been

found for them is in connection with the maneuvers and work of the United

States Army.

The motion picture division of the Signal

Corps is now laying plans for the production

of instructional talking pictures for the vari-

ous branches of the Army, especially the

Officers' Reserve Corps.

As the first step in the program, two offi-

cers will be given a thorough technical course

in sound film production in studios in Holly-

wood. This is made possible through the

cooperation of the Association of Motion Pic-

ture Producers and Distributors of America,

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences, and the various production studios

in Hollywood.

Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Prosser, head of

the photographic division of the Signal Corps,

is now in Hollywood making advance arrange-

ments for the project, after which production

will get under way on the films for the Offi-

cers' Reserve Corps. Instructional pictures

are also to be made for other branches of the

Army.

of study he has presided over during the past

year. Shaver has taken a keen interest in

sound motion pictures because of his belief

in their potentialities in connection with
education.

"Wind Cages'' Stop

"Whistles'' in Mike
At Metro Studios

Metro-GoIdwyn-]\Iayer engineers are em-
ploying "wind cages" or latticed boxes to

protect microphones from the breeze as the
latest engineering stunt on a production tem-
porarily titled "The Derelicts."

The picture set is located at Terminal
Island, near San Pedro, Cal., where it has
been found that ocean breezes set up "whis-

• ties" in the microphones. The new device, in-

.-j. T/ 1 TT ' /^/ vented by Douglas Shearer, chief recording
new York University LtlaSS engineer at the studio, permits sound to enter,

Given Practical Instruction in "^^^ "°^ ^"^^^ °^ "'"'

Sound by RC A Photophone jyr r\ i rr
A group of 30 New York University stu- lieW ijrieanS UOUSe

dents, attending a class in visual instruction

as part of their summer course, were recently

given a practical demonstration of motion pic-

ture sound reproduction in the RCA Photo-

phone studio theatre on Fifth Avenue in New
York.

Harry Braun of RCA Photophone gave a

comprehensive talk on the subject of sound

after a number of subjects had been screened.

The screenings were made with the com-
pany's portable sound reproducing equipment.

Braun's subject was, "What Makes the Movies
Talk?"

Prof. J. H. Shaver of the department of

visual instruction at the university accompa-
nied the class. In connection with the courses

Films Stage Plays
Mrs. Ethel Crumb Brett, art director of the

Little Theatre at New Orleans, and Henry
Garic, one of its actors and founders and a

member of its board of directors, are mak-
ing talking pictures of scenes, acts and whole

plays at their house.

Amateur actors and actresses of the Le
Petit Theatre du Vieux Carre (or Little The-

atre) will be shown these pictures so that

they may see and correct their acting faults.

The screening is being done by Harcol

Films, Inc., of New Orleans.
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METHODS OF SILENCING ARCS
V. DETAILS OF FILTER DESIGN

[Continued from last issue}

The inductances developed by Mr. Walter
Quinlan and his assistants in the Fox studios

are desig^ied in 40-ampere units, permitting

the use of a single coil on a broad, two in

parallel on a rotarj', and four on a sun arc.

The coil designed to mount in an out-of-the-

way place in the grid box of the lamp stand

;

Fig. 5 shows a lamp stand with two such
coils mounted upon it. The weight of the

units is so small as to have no effect on the

portability of the lighting equipment. Their
cost is estimated as being in the neighborhood
of $5 apiece. These units, the first to come
into general use, are employed in a number
of studios, and apparently have given complete
satisfaction.

Two larger units of different type have been
designed by the Bureau of Power and Light.

There are available, then, filter coils of ade-
quate inductance, yet reasonable size and heat-

ing loss. The lamps with their coils will be
moved about from stage to stage and rented
from studio to studio, and will thus be used
on many dift'erent generators. It seems that in

general the most practicable method of arc
silencing is to standardize the coils to meet
the variation in ripple among generators by

FIGURE 6
Fcx Studios Electrolytic Condenser. The tele-

phone indicates the size of the unit

the use of a suitable number of condensers
across each generator.

_
To afford a practical short-circuit to the

ripple current, the condensers must have an
impedance very small compared to that of the
load. The impedance of the load itself is cer-
tainly less than 0.1 ohm, and that of the con-
densers must be at most one-fifth of this.

This means that the capacitance across the
mains must be of the order of 2000 to 4000
microfarads. The condensers, however, must
be able to withstand voltages up to (as a
margin of safety) 150. Paper condensers of
such endurance would cost in the neighbor-
hood of two to four thousand dollars, an ex-
pense which was a stimulus to further search.

Suitable condensers of electrolytic type have
recently been developed in several laboratories.
Mr. Walter Quinlan of the Fox Film Corpo-
ration (which employs a very high percentage
of arcs in its hghting), has produced a suc-
cessful design. Fig 6 illustrates this con-
denser in assembled form; Fig. 7 is an in-
terior view showing the plates. According to
Mr. Quinlan, this unit has a very high capaci-
tance, estimated as 2000 microfarads when the
unit is properly formed, and as 1000 micro-
farads for a safe value. The condenser is

constructed in portable form, in a copper case,
with a bakelite top fastened in water-tight
with pitch. The plates are aluminum and are
spaced approximately 5^-inch apart. The elec-
trolyte is a solution of sodium bicarbonate
(ordinary baking soda) in distilled water.
Ten other electrolytes were also found prac-

METHODS OF SILENCING ARCS, Report No. 2
of the Academy Producers-Technicians Committee.
Published by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, Hollywood, May 14, 1930. Sixteenth paper
of Technical Digest.

FIGURE 5

Fox Studios choke coils mounted upon a lamp
stand

ticable ; but this soda has the great advantages
of cheapness, safety, and inability to throw
off gas, and finally, it can readily be obtained,

when necessary on location, even in remote
places.

When a number of such condensers suffi-

cient for no-load conditions has been applied,

the same number will usually serve the same
generator at full load and overload. The unit

is expected to last from three to ten months,
or more, without service. At the end of that

time, it is necessary to dissemble the unit,

clean it, and reform the plates. The life

of the condenser is materially affected by the

manner in which it is assembled, and by the

care given to it during the first few months
of operation. Some of the condensers have
already been functioning for ten months, and
seem good for at least double that period, in

spite of the fact that they are being moved
frequently. The cost of each unit is estimated
as $25 or $30.

Another type of electrolytic condenser suit-

able for filtering commutator ripple has been
developed by the Bureau of Power and Light.

The capacitance of this is stated as 500 micro-
farads, and its cost as $45-$S0. A descrip-

tion of this condenser appears as Table V,
and a photograph of the unit is shown in

Fig. 8.

Yet another design is manufactured by the

General Electric Company. This condenser
has a capacity of approximately 300 micro-
farads. Further data regarding it are given
in Table VI (next issue). Table VIII de-
scribes a condenser planned by the Sprague
Specialties Company.
The number of condenser units to be used,

whichever design is employed, will depend
on the generator ripple. It will in general
be satisfactory to place the units across the
generator, one by one, until the hum at the

arcs (fitted with the choke coils as above de-
scribed) becomes inaudible. As an example,
Mr. Quinlan states that a bank of two to

four condensers, plus the individual arc coils,

produces a reduction in hum level ample to

cover all studio needs.

TABLE I

Technical^
RepresentativeStudio

Columbia Pictures Corpora
tion Denver Harmon

Educational Studios George Mitchell
Fox Studios Walter Quinlan
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios L. J. Kolb

FIGURE 7

Fox Studios Electrolytic Condenser, showing
the interior

Metropolitan Sound Studio..

Paramount Studio
R K O Studios -

Hal Roach Studio, Inc
Mack Sennett Studio..l

Tec-Art Studios _

Tiffany-Stahl Studios
United Artists Studio
Universal Studios
Warner Bros, and First

National

R. S. Clayton
R. W. Kratz
William Johnson
W. P. Lewis
Paul Guerin
Lester Tracy
L. E. Meyers
Thomas Moulton
Frank Graves

Frank Murphy

FIGURE 8
Bureau of Power and Light Electrolytic

Condenser

TABLE II
Amount of Arc Lighting in Use

Per Cent
Arcs Studios

None Warner Bros, and First National
Studios

5- 10% MGM, Educational, Columbia,
Tiffany-Stahl, Tec-Art, Univer-
sal, and Roach

25-50% RKO, Pathe, PEL, Metropoli-
tan, United Artists, Sennett

90-100% Fox Studios

TABLE III
Types of Filter Used on Arcs

Type Studios
None Warner Bros, and First

National, Roach
Individual choke coils

for each lamp -RKO, PFL, Univer-
sal, MGM, Educa-
tional. Columbia, Tif-
fany-Stahl, United
Artists, and Fox

Chokes to handle a
group of lamps Pathe, Tec-Art, and Edu-

cational

Filter at generator Metropolitan and Fox
[Continued in next issue]
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Pageant of Radio 's

History to Feature

GE Program Sept. 6
A review of many of the events which have

featured the progress of radio broadcasting

since its beginning will be given in a radio

pageant to be presented by the General Elec-

tric Company over the NBC network Satur-

day evening, September 6. The program will

begin at 8 :30 eastern daylight time.

Floyd Gibbons, traveler and writer, will act

as master of ceremonies. The program will

present such broadcasting stars as Phil Cook,

Jessica Dragonette, Billy Jones, Ernie Hare,

Little Jack Little, Vincent Lopez, Graham
McNamee, Paul OHver, Ohman and Arden,

Olive Palmer, Roxy, The Revelers, Gladys
Rice and B. A. Rolfe.

Among the orchestras to play will be the

Lucky Strike dance orchestra, Rudy Vallee

and his Connecticut Yankees and Nat Shil-

kret and his orchestra.

The program will last an hour and a half

and will come from the Times Square studio

of the National Broadcasting Company on the

^msterdam hotel. New York.

Sound Film Samples

Viewed by Academy
For Annual Awards

An exhibit of a thousand feet of the best

sound recording done by each of the studios

in Hollywood is being viewed by the tech-

nicians of the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences for the purpose of select-

ing the best piece of sound recording made
during the past year.

Announcement of the best sound film will

be made when the Award of Merit for Out-

standing Achievement in Sound Recording is

given by the Academy. Sound recording is

a new addition to the list of achievements in

motion pictures which are annually rewarded

by the Academy.

"Blatant Radio Ads''

Will Bring Federal

Control: De Forest
Striking at "the evil of direct and blatant

advertising on the air" in an address before

the Radio Institute of Engineers at Toronto,

Dr. Lee De Forest, consulting engineer for

the De Forest Radio Company, prophesied that

radio broadcasting is headed for government

control.

Dr. De Forest expressed the opinion that,

unless this evil is eliminated, radio programs

will eventually be subject to rigid censorship

and higher taxes. He said the problem must

be "voluntarily cured."

UFA Gets Disc Scores

An agreement has been reached between
UFA Films, Inc., of Berlin, and Lignose-

Horfilm, another German film company,
whereby the latter will make disc scores for

all UFA talking pictures recorded by the

sound-on-film method.

"Tarzan" Rights Taken
Complete distribution rights in Ohio and

Kentucky for "Son of Tarzan" have been
taken over by Select Pictures, a Cleveland
firm. The film is a 15-part sound serial.

When the HERAL,D-WORLD Mark of Honor for Better Sound Reproduction tvas

presented to the Publix Strand theatre at Des Moines, Iowa. Left to right: R. M.
Copeland, manager of the Paramount exchange; Jack Roth, Publix district manager;
Ted Emerson, manager of the Strand theatre, and Mayor Crouch, presenting the

Plaque.

Exhibitors are finding that the Award of Merit is an important factor in

eflfecting a high morale in the projection and service departments of the

theatre.

Ted Emerson, manager of the Strand at Des Moines, says that "the moral

efifect on the projection department and the service department in any theatre

receiving this award is one of the finest things I know of in the industry."

Emerson writes as follows to the Committee of Awards:

"To say we are proud of receiving the Herald-World plaque for better

sound reproduction is putting it mildly. Everyone around the theatre from

the night cleaning crew up to the boys in the projection room are as elated

as a bunch of kds.

"On Monday of this week our honorable Mayor Crouch formally made the

presentation to the Strand staff in front of the theatre. Mr. Jack Roth, dis-

trict manager of Paramotmt Publix, and R. M. Copeland, manager of the

Paramount film exchange, were also present to add their congratulations.

The plaque has been mounted on a beautiful black velvet background and

occupies a conspicuous place in our foyer.

"And now every member of the staff is on his toies to live up to our reputa-

tion of giving perfect sound performances."
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A real test of installation efficiency was met by Erpi engineers in equipping the V. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis ivith Western Electric

sound. The one view is of backstage, showing the horns. The men are Chief Electrician Busch; Paul E. Gardiner of Erpi; Lieut.-Com-

mander E. B. Nixon, aid to Capt. V. H. Newton; Mr. Davey, superintendent of maintenance, and Mr. Bebbet, sheet metal foreman. The other
picture is of the auditorium.

Erpi Performs Engineering Feat in

WiringNavalAcademyAuditorium
Engineers for Electrical Research Products found themselves confronted with

an unusual task in their recent installation of Western Electric sound equip-

ment in the auditorium of the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.
The original design of the auditorium as

a trophy and relic room had to be main-
tained. It became necessary to build an
entire new projection booth and light, port-
able horn boxes were constructed. Steel
plates were used in the floor of the booth,
being laid on top of one-half inch sheet
asbestos. One-eighth inch galvanized iron
sheets were built on an angle iron frame-
work for the walls. Similar construction
was employed in the battery room, adjacent
to the main projection room. A ventilating
system was installed to exhaust the lamp
and battery room gases to the outside air.

Provision for amateur shows by the mid-
shipmen was made by running the sound
system conduit above the booth and cover-

ing the entire set of conduit runs with
another steel "deck" to be used as a spot-
light platform. This upper deck is remov-
able in sections to make the wiring runs
easily accessible.

Outside walls of the projection booth
were treated with Celotex and draped with
a heavy velour curtain to harmonize with
the auditorium appointments.
The horns were so arranged that they

may be removed whenever the entire stage
is needed for the Midshipmen's shows.
The horn boxes were made from port-

able rectangular frameworks of three-

quarter inch pipe, which were cross-braced
on five sides with aeroplane cable and turn-

buckles. The cable was wound and taped

to prevent vibration. The boxes were cov-
ered with Celotex and bolted to a polished
copper framework. They were suspended
at a definite height and made level with
stout manila ropes. Whenever it becomes
necessary they may be removed by "Dol-
lies" with rubber wheels that can be placed
under each one.

With the new arrangement, talking pic-

tures will be shown at the Academy about
twice a week.

Officials of the school cooperated with
ERPI engineers in making the installation.

William Pelzer Joins

Legal Department
Of General Pictures

William Pelzer, patent attorney who success-
fully prosecuted the Elias E. Ries sound film

claims before the ,U. S. Patent Office, has
joined the legal staff of General Talking Pic-
tures, owners of Ries patents.

Everybody's there. Where? Why on location with the Western Electric portable sound truck at the Metropolitan Sound Studios. The subject is

"The Freshman's Goal" and the view on the left sliows the crew in action. The car on the extreme left contains the featured players making a scene
with a hiddt-n mike. Next on the right is the camera car with the cinemalographers. The mixer is seen at the roadside in the right foreground.
The photo on the right shoics Marion Shockley, the Kansas City beauty who plays the feminine lead in the Educational-Christie comedy. Donald

Peters, the mixer, is picking up the voice coming over the mike.
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W^
BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Head Off Tiny Golf by Cooperation—Not by

Strife, Advises Benjii at Oshkosh
Just how much can the exhibitor do

today to meet and defeat the numerous
competitions which spring up almost as a

mushroom over night? It cannot be de-

nied that such pastimes as miniature golf,

night baseball and the like have played a

devastating part in stealing summer
profits from the box offices of some
theatres.

And once in awhile the thought un-

doubtedly comes to everjr exhibitor,

"What is the use of fighting and strug-

gling with all this ? Why not get out of

the game and forget everything?"

But why give up the ghost in such a

hurry ?

There are lots of ways and means for

successfully combating competition. One
system, which can be worked on miniature

golf, is to meet the competition on its own
ground by operating a golf course in con-

nection with the theatre. Another way is to

tie in with the putt-putts and get them co-

operating in the advertising of shows, and

so on.

Publicity From Tiny Courses

Ed Benjii, manager of Fox's Oshkosh and
Strand theatres in Oshkosh, has tied up
with a course in his city in such a way that

he cashes in on what his competitor has to

offer. Vestpocket golf holds no fears for

him. He gets free advertising space on all

scorecards and in return cooperates with

the course in newspaper advertising. A
sample of the ad copy used is this: "After

the show play Peter Pan golf at— .
High

and low scores will win guest theatre

tickets to the Oshkosh and Strand thea-

tres." In addition Benjii sells Don Pause,

manager of the golf course. Thrift Books
and tickets to the Fox houses at regular

prices, to be used as prizes to players mak-
ing certain holes on the course in one.

Numerous one-sheet cards are posted

about the course plugging coming attrac-

tions at the Fox theatres. The Thrift

Books are given to golfers getting the best

foursome score for the week. The course is

operated on a 24-hour schedule. Conse-

quently the one-sheets on the course adver-

tising the theatres are particularly effective.

Tudor Has Different Idea

The management of the Tudor house in

New Orleans has its own ideas on how to

compete with miniature golf. A one-hole

putt-putt has been installed in the lobby.

There is a platform on which to tee off, a

hazard, a nice stretch of green and a mark-
er, to say nothing of golf clubs and a multi-

tude of balls. A circle of palms lends

atmosphere. All patrons who make the

hole in one receive a guest matinee ticket

to the next picture at the theatre.

Exhibitors on the west coast have also

This cool-appearing front tvas soothing to many an overheated person during the warm
weather at Portland, Ore. It isn't funny, is it, that a lot of people deserted the hot streets

and went to see "With Byrd at the South Pole" when it was shown at the Paramount thea-

tre? Manager Conrad Holmes and Bert Henson, director of advertising, made good use

of the white backgrounds to emphasize the cool effect.

taken steps to meet the challenge of minia-

ture golf by tying in with it. Several thea-

tre men have just been elected officers of

the San Francisco Miniature Golf Course
Owners Association. Carol Nathan, theatre

owner in the Marina district, has been
named vice-president, and E. E. Williams,
another showman, is a director.

Ushers in Convict Suits

Lend Color to "'Big House''

Showing at Wichita House
Nat Holt, city manager of Fox houses in

Wichita, Kan., dressed all the ushers in con-

vict suits for the showing of "The Big

House" at the Fox Orpheum there. On the

opening day of the film, the ushers were
loaded into a city police patrol wagon and
transported to the front of the theatre.

An electric sign above the marquee told

the public of the picture in letters four feet

high. A newspaper also aided by running

several advance stories on the film.

Utica Stanley Gets
Front Page "Extra "

Ad on "Dawn Patrol^^
The management of the Stanley house in

Utica, N. Y., believes it has just about
reached the ultimate in tying exploitation

knots, and here is the basis for that belief:

On the day that the premiere of "Dawn
Patrol" was to take place one of the daily

newspapers in the city agreed to run a

single column notice on the lower part of

the front page with the following words
appearing in large type: "Extra! 'The

Dawn Patrol' Lands Tonight at 11:30. For

Details See Page 10."

This went out to the entire circulation

of the paper. In return for the front page

notice on the film, the newspaper received

a good amount of advertising and it all

helped to make the showing of "Dawn
Patrol" a real epoch at the Stanley.
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11 Countries Start

Contest to Boost
Gloria Swanson Film

A popularity contest as advance exploita-

tion has been started in 35 newspapers of as

many cities in 11 countries preparatory to the

showing internationally of Gloria Swanson's
picture "What a Widow."
Newspapers in the 35 cities will sponsor the

contests for selection of the girls most typ-

ical of their communities. The winners are
to be given trips to Paris, New York or Hol-
lywood with all expenses paid. The city they
will visit of these three will depend upon
the decision of the committees in charge,
which includes executives of United Artists.

In every one of the 35 cities, the theatre
which will play "What a Widow" has tied up
with the newspaper sponsoring the contest for
mutual publicity, the paper being given adver-
tising on the screen.

Wardrobes for the girls to use on their
trips are being arranged for by tieups with
local merchants.

The exploitation stunts illustrated in
these three pictures may be out of reach
of the average exhibitor, but they show
ivhat can be done by the larger houses.
The picture at the upper left portrays
the use made of the Midwest theatre's

marquee at Oklahoma City in publicizing
"Dawn Patrol." It isn't every house,
however, that has a marquee which will

accommodate a whole airplane. On the
upper right is the lobby display of the
R KG Orpheum at San Diego, Cal., for
the Barthelmess film. The layout came
through a tieup with the U. S. Army Air
Corps there and was said to be valued at

$100,000. Beloiv is the RKO Orpheum'

s

exploitation plane which made excur-

sions to neighboring cities to advertise

the First National production.

Contest to Catch Errors

Also Catches Patrons for

Lawrencef Miss., House
Randolph Mailer, manager of the Broad-

way theatre at Lawrence, Miss., has found
a new use for his house artist.

Through a tieup with a local newspaper,
the artist draws a cartoon each day in

which there are a number of errors. The
first five persons to submit correct answers
to the puzzles, or "errorgrams," as they are
called, are given a pair of guest passes to

the Broadway.

Each errorgram pertains to the current
picture at the theatre. The stunt is costing
Mailer 10 passes a day, but he believes the
increased interest in his pictures which the
puzzle arouses makes it profitable. When
the contest began the theatre was featured
in a front page story.

"Miss St, Louis" Heads

Ambassador Program
A special feature of the program at the

Ambassador house here a few days ago was
the appearance of Miss Fern Auen, who has
been chosen "Miss St. Louis."

The girl was elected "Miss St. Louis" in a

contest conducted by the St. Louis Amuse-
ment Company. She will represent the city

at the Galveston International Pageant of

Pulchritude.

Calls Ambulance for Rogers
Harry Niemeyer of the Midwest theatre

at Oklahoma City, arranged for exclusive

use of several ambulance wagons to drive
through the streets on the opening day of

the picture "So This Is London." These
carried the following notice in large letters:

"Rushing to the Midwest theatre to pick

up those who laughed themselves sick see-

ing Will Rogers in 'So This Is London.' "

Tieups SoEasyat
Modjeska It Has

Them by the Week
Leonard Grossman, manager of Fox's

Modjeska in Milwaukee, celebrated the an-
niversary of his theatre with attractions
that were both economical and interesting,
and nearly all the features came through
tieups.

The celebration, which opened on a Sun-
day, got started like a roller-coaster down
a greased runway when Grossman distrib-
uted free ice cream to all patrons as they
left the house. This came through a tieup
with a local manufacturer of the product.
On the following evening a large birth-

day cake was cut on the stage by an alder-
man of the ward. The cake was donated
by a bakery in the community.
Tuesday evening each woman attending

was persented with a rose, and on Wednes-
day autographed photos of film stars were
given away.
Thursday was "Surprise Night." A vari-

ety of gifts, promoted from merchants, were
awarded. The next evening 20 baskets of
fruit were given to holders of the right
tickets. The fruit was donated by a fruit

market.
On Saturday, the last night, everybody

participated in an auction. A number of
fake bills were given with each ticket. With
this "money" the patrons staged a bidding
contest for a group of prizes. Those with
the highest amounts of auction money re-

ceived the gifts. This stunt was said to be
exceedingly popular with the crowd.
The publicity obtained, the interest cre-

ated and the swelled box office profits made
Grossman wish that birthdays came oftener
at the Modjeska.

Glenn, Walsh Change Jobs

In RKO Managerial Switch
Allen Glenn, former manager of the Palace

theatre at Akron, is the new director of the

Hippodrome house in Cleveland as the result

of a recent switching by R K O. Ralph Walsh,
manager of the Hippoldrome was sent to

Akron to replace Glenn there.

The Hippodrome has undergone extensive
repairs, including the adding of 600 new seats.

The screen has been moved back a consider-
able distance.

Gives Baseball Tickets
When the Cincinnati Capital house

showed "Dangerous Nan McGrew," the
rnanagement gave free tickets to the Cin-
cinnati Reds' baseball game to the first 250
boys between 15 and 16 years of age who
attended the first Saturday morning show-
ing.
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After The Sho^w
PLAY

Peter Pan Golf

Main and Fulton Streets

Open Day and Night
18 Holes of Genuine Peter Pan Golf

HIGH AND LOW SCORES
WILL WIN GUEST THEATRE TICKETS

TO THfi

Oshkosh or Strand Theatres

ALWAYS
REFRESHINGLy

coot NOW
OSHKOSH

SEE CLARA AT HER BEST
All the Sailors Loved Her

and So WIU Xonl

Charles Chase — Comedy

Foi Movietone News

STARTING
MIDNIGHT SHOW

SATURDAY

STRAND

•AN IRISH FANTASY"

HEARST MOVTETONE NEWS

\OurXlushing
Brides

THE SHOW OF SHOWS'

tiwMouosr

Sunday Only

H. B. WARNER

'Wedding Rings'

One Woman's Wit Against

Another's "It" for the Love
of the Same Man!

The game the whole country is talking about and
playing. Has the same sporting thrills as the big

game — actually improves youi;' game on the big

links. Special lighting that is absolutely shailow-

less makes night play equally as pleasurable as

play in the daytime.

"DON" PAUSE, Manager

Here's newspaper evidence of the hookup
of Ed Benjii of the Fox's Oshkosh and
Strand in Oshkosh, Wis., with the midget

golf folk (story on page 41).

Tacoma Celebrity

Appears on Stage

As House Reopens
Douglas Kimberly, manager of the Fox

Broadway in Tacoma, demonstrated how
effective town celebrities can be in exploi-
tation when he secured Olof Bull, 78 years
old, who was a noted violinist in the city

40 years ago to feature the program for
the reopening of the theatre.

The Broadway, which opens after a year
of darkness, existed in Tacoma 40 years
ago, but under a different name. It was
then called the Tacoma. The old violinist

is said to have played on the same stage
when the house was first opened. It was
a clever piece of promotion on the part of
Kimberly, bringing this pioneer back to the
same house for its reopening.

The old musician recounted from the
stage the story of his first appearance there
and described theatres as they were way
back in the old days. Naturally, this un-
usual feature brought large crowds.

A selected group of business and profes-
sional men in the city were invited to at-

tend the show as guests.

Billboard spreads, a display of night fire-

works from the roof of the theatre and free
transportation by street car were among
the highlights of the promotion campaign.

When an exhibitor has come to the stage where he can do things such as this with the

street cars in his town he must certainly have a firm foothold among "those who run things."

This surface car, speeding through Charlotte, N. C., with immense banners on the First

National feature, "Top Speed," brought the citizenry speeding to the box office.

Limericks for Shearer Film, Fish

Yarns for ''Moby Dick " Hit Spot
Contests in writing, such as telling "best" stories or filling out limericks, have

been found highly successful in exploitation of pictures. The idea cannot be

overdone, of course, but, put over in effective style once in awhile, the stunt can

be made a big asset to the box office.

J. E. Watson, manager of Loew's Broad
theatre, Columbus, O., tied up with the Colum-
bus Citizen in a limerick contest and received
advance limerick notices in the paper such as

this: "Do they intrigue you? When you see

four lines of one with the fifth and 'punch'

line left to the reader, do you itch to seize a

pen or pencil and fill in the missing words?
If you do, here is your chance."

44 Ducats to Winners
The advance stories went on to explain that

the contest would run for four days and that

readers sending in the best last lines would
receive tickets to the Broad theatre. A total

of 44 ducats were awarded during the con-

test, with four being given each day to win-
ner of first prize, two for second and one
ticket each to the next five, persons.

Here is the first limerick t^^at was published

:

Norma Shearer is coming, tb^ say.

In a picture called "Let Us Be Gay";
So now is the time
To round out this rhyme

teresting. The contest is conducted under the

supervision of Jack Brawley, editor of the

Angler and Hunter department of the daily.

One of the prizes is a rod and reel auto-

graphed by John Barrymore.

Pass Given for Every Ace
On Small Golf Courses

"An advertisement for my theatre at

every baby golf course in the city" has been
the slogan of Lloyd Dearth, manager of

the Capitol house in Vancouver, B. C, and
now he has reached his goal.

Dearth has selected the most difficult hole

of each course as a site for posters which
announce a standing offer of one compli-
mentary pass to the Capitol to every player

who makes the hole in one. The average so

far has been one pass daily for each course.

Watson reports that hundreds of replies

to the limerick were received and that it was
one of the best ads the Broad theatre has

received in a long time.

Another stunt along the line of getting

newspaper readers to write in contests, not

necessarily of a literary nature but highly

entertaining, was an idea carried out by the

publicity department of Warner Brothers in

a tieup with the New York Arnerican to

exploit that company's new production "Moby
Dick."
The film is a story of whaling, and the

Warner publicity department arranged with

the newspaper to feature a special fishing

story contest as a precursor to the premiere

at the Holljovood theatre.

The contest, which is still running, lasts a

month. Weekly awards are made to the best

exaggerators of fishing yarns, or even to the

individual who makes his true fish story in-

POSTER PRINTING
Cards—1-2-3-4-8-24 Sheets

Type or Special Designed Engraved
Posters

CHICAGO SHOW
PRINTING CO.

222-224 W.Madison St.

RANDOLPH 3217
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Johnnie Ely Issues

Booster Cards in

Contest for Fans
Johnnie Ely, manager of the Gaiety thea-

tre at Dickson, Tenn., may not be located
in the biggest town in the world, but that's

no reason he can't put over his exploitation
campaigns in a big way—sa\'s he.

His latest is a popularity contest for film

stars. Below is shown one of the cards he
distributed. The "puller" is printed on thin
cardboard. Besides boosting Buddy Rogers,
it announces the star's next picture at the
Gaiety.
Writing to the Box Office Promotion De-

partment, Ely says: "This being a small
town, this little idea created quite a bit of

talk and amusement among voters. I have
had quite a number of phone calls asking
how Buddj' came out in the race. It's a
novelty, maybe it has been used before and
maybe it hasn't, I don't know.
"You are welcome to pass it on to my

fellow exhibitors if you wish. I have used
lots of ideas from your pages and appreciate
them. Keep up the good work."

Mayor, Newspaper
Proclaim Seattle^s

Greater Talkie Week
Greater Talkie Season in Seattle was con-

sidered of such importance by a newspaper
there that it devoted a three-column car-
toon on the editorial page to the subject.
The mayor hailed the event in a state-

ment in which he said: "The advent of the
annual Greater Talkie Season gives me the
opportunity to commend to the people of
our city their hearty cooperation and ob-
servance of this event. . . . The advance of
the talking motion picture during the past
year has been tremendous . . . greater
prosperity is promised by the leaders in all
branches of this wonderful industry. I wish
to urge the citizens to take part and benefit
by a new season of prosperity.

It is such things as these which have
helped Greater Talkie Season to offset min-
iature golf, night baseball and other com-
petition in Seattle.

N. 0. Turner Puts Kick
In "Unholy Three'' with

Three Useless Radios
X. O. Turner, manager of the Fox State

theatre at Stockton, Gal., put over his show-
ing ofLon Chaney's picture, "The Unholy
Three" with a gag so clever that it almost
ought to qualify him as a radio salesman.
The connection, in this case, between

radios and "The Unholy Three" isn't as
far-fetched as it seems. Turner found a
radio dealer who had three obsolete radio
sets of unknown make which could not be
disposed of by regular methods and were
scheduled for the junk heap.
So what did Turner do but concoct a

window display, a "blind auction"—if you
want to call it that—in which the radio sets
were sold to the hiehest bidder They
v.-ere dubbed "The Unholy Three." The
layout contained numerous stills of the film,
hilt the radios were the center of the whole!
The highest bidders were presented with
the relics on the Fox State stage. This
v.as done on the last night of the film's
showing.

One set brought $10, another $7.60 and
the third $7.50.

Turner should be a radio salesman.

^o CLWiksMcCULLaJGH s»
COMEDY ,„"A PEEP ON THE pttK
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Douglas Kimberly, manager of the Fox
Broadway house in Tacoma, announced
the reopening of his theatre. Note the

simple art work and the catch headline.

Pennant on Balloon

Tells Paris, OnL, of
Capitol Re-opening

A captive balloon, 12 feet in diameter,
proved a big help to Joe Bolinsky, manager
of the Capitol theatre, Paris, Ont., in telling
his city that the house was re-opening after
repairs.

Suspended from the balloon was a 20-foot
pennant bearing the name of the theatre
and the date of the re-opening. A cloth

banner across the main thoroughfare in

town was an additional plugger, while 500
cards and 250 half-sheets were spread
within a radius of 10 miles.

A special section of advertising in a news-
paper featured the Capitol, with the ads
being contributed by merchants. Embossed
invitations were sent to city officials, in-

viting them to attend the opening program.
On the night of the first show a 30-piece

band headed a procession to the theatre
for the ceremonies in which the mayor and
other officials participated. The feature pic-

ture was "The Social Lion," the first talk-

ing film for the house.

Boys Without Heads!

Impossible? No, They
Lost Them at "^Top Speed*'

A lot of funny things can result from a

hearty laugh but it took the publicity man
at the Broadway theatre, in Charlotte, N. C,
to find out that boys laughed their heads
off at Joe Brown's First National picture,

"Top Speed."

The boys didn't really do it, of course,

but here is what the Broadway man did

to exploit the idea: A group of four boys
were sent through the city in headless cos-

tumes. Each of the lads carried a wax
head under his arm and signs, both front

and back, told the public, "I have just

laughed my head off at Joe Brown in 'Top
Speed' at the Broadway."

In addition a street car was almost com-
pletely covered with banners announcing
the picture. An illustration of this stunt

is shown elsewhere in this department.

An illustration of what can be done by u tieup between producer and exhibitor has been
given at St. Louis where Educational Pictures cooperated with the Waldo, neighborhood
house, to stage boys' harmonica playing contests. The 24 best boys were placed in a band
called the Fox Midwest Boys Harmonica Band, which gave numerous theatre performances
with huge success.

Parents^ Merchants Cooperate in

Waldo Harmonica Playing Contest
Development of child talent has become a popular form of exploitation in a

number of theatres throughout the country. In some communities it has become
so well established that it receives the indorsement of school authorities, parents'

associations and business men's organizations.

tap dance specialty. They close the act by
dancing 16 different steps while going through
the motions of playing ball. Another feature

of the act is the singing of a boy soprano.
It is said that a movement is under way to

make this band an official civic organization
in Kansas City.

Sponsler is now at work assembling a sim-
ilar musical group at his new location in

Trenton, Mo. He has obtained the assistance

of the supervisor of music in the public

schools to hold another series of six Educa-
tional harmonica playmg contests.

Louis B. Sponsler, recently made manager
of the Fox Plaza house in Trenton, Mo., de-

veloped the plan to unusual proportions when
he was in charge of the Waldo, Kansas City

neighborhood house.
Educational Pictures sponsors harmonica

playing contests in various sections and
Sponsler decided to take up the stunt at the

Waldo. Assisted by the local branch man-
ager for Educational, he conducted a series

of six harmonica contests, which were in-

dorsed by the Parents and Teachers Associa-
tion of the neighborhood. Tieups with
newspapers, local merchants and civic organ-
izations gave the scheme ample backing, for

the children of many of the leading citizens

were entered.

24 Selected for Band
After the six contests had been completed,

24 of the best players were selected and given

natty sailor uniforms by the Waldo Business

Men's Association. The group was organized

into a permanent band and each boy's uni-

form wears the insignia "Fox Midwest Boys
Harmonica Band, Sponsored by Educational

Comedies." The official standard is a large

banner with the same copy as the insignia, to

which has been added the familiar lamp
trademark of Educational.

After being given "post-graduate" music
training for eight weeks by Duke Wellington,

a radio artist in Kansas City, the boys are

now being featured in many of the deluxe

houses of the Fox circuit in the middle west.

Tap Dancing, Too
The boys in the band play four-part music,

reading their music as regular musicians and
playing many of the difficult popular numbers.

Two of the boys have been trained to do a

Ontario House to Re-open
Loew's theatre, London, Ont., which has

been closed for repairs, will soon re-open
without stage entertainment. Manager
Jackson made this decision after he had
sounded out his patrons.

MOVIE STAR ROTOGRAVURES
JUST OUT. 25c SELLERS. READY FOR FRAMING

Up to 1,000 5c Each
1,000 or Over 4c Each
Nancy Carroll, Janet Gajmor.
Charles Farrell, Greta Garbo,
John Barrymore, Manrioe Chev-
alier, Dolores Costello, Bebe
Daniels, Conrad Nagel, John
Boles, Mariljrn Miller, Clara Bow.
Ronald Colman, Wm. Haines,
Ramon Navarro, John Gilbert,
Buddy Rogers, Rudy Vallee,
Richard Dix, Richard Barthel-
mess, Mary Brian, Alice White,
Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer.

Write for Set of "FREE SAMPLES"
One-Foorth Deposit on C. O. D. Orders.

M. E. MOSS © PUB. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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Two girls and a pair of young men, plus one automobile, a chauffeur and some posters.

It doesn't take an adding machine to see that this combination totals up into a novel pro-

motion stunt. Arthur Catlin, manager of Loetvs Allen theatre, Cleveland, used it for "Our
Blushing Brides," a Metro-GoldwyitrMayer picture.

Radio Dealers Tie Up With Kelley;

Everybody Tunes in at Houston
What can be done with tieups if one really goes after them has been aptly

demonstrated by the publicity department of the Metropolitan theatre in Hous-
ton, Tex., where a single tieup with a radio company brought the house all the

publicity it needed.

Besides receiving the radio, the winner was
to have his prize joke sent to Moran and
Mack in Hollywood, with the possibility of
its being used in a forthcoming Paramount
production by the two.

400 Enter Contest
So successful was this gag that it drew

some 400 entries into the contest. While
the contest was going on, the radio to be
given away was displayed in the lobby with
a poster announcing that it was to be
awarded to the creator of the funniest joke.

One angle in the exploitation, and the
only one which did not have direct connec-
tion with the radio tieup, was the arrange-
ment with magazine stands whereby 2,000
book marks were placed in magazines, with
their end extending over the edge. An eye-
catching "Laff," printed in large letters, ap-
peared on the protruding part of the book
mark. Additional copy called attention to

the Moran and Mack film.

The picture being played was "Love
Among the Millionaires" with Clara Bow.
"Despite the bugaboo about business depres-
sion," says Bob Kelley, who had charge of
the promotion, "the Post Dispatch, morn-
ing newspaper, sold an eight page section of
advertising on the show with merchants co-
operating on the project."

Seven Dealers in Tieup
The seven dealers for the radio company

in the city all carried full window displays
plugging the picture and the stage show.
Five thousand heralds, provided by the
theatre, were placed in all packages sent
out by the radio stores. Banners were car-
ried on all their trucks advertising the show.

In the Post Dispatch's special 8-page ad-
vertising section, the Metropolitan received
the lion's share of the mention, being al-

luded to in nearly every ad, while the radio
company paid for an entire page which the
theatre used. The only material the Metro-
politan had to provide for in this part of the
tieup was the 5,000 heralds and the cards
for window display.

Radio Set for Best Gag
The following vv^eek the theatre exploited

its current film, "Anybody's War," starring
Moran and Mack, by further tieups with the
same radio company. All dealers again car-
ried full window displays and ran ads in the
newspapers plugging the picture.
The company donated a radio set to be

given as the prize in a contest conducted by
one of the papers. The gag in the contest
was to fill in the balloons appearing over
the likenesses of Moran and Mack in a
special three column cut with the funniest
joke. Publicity on this ran for a full week.

What, No Butter?

Oh, It's All Melted!
The Paramount theatre in Des

Moines, la., provides for women
shoppers who may want to hurry
home after the show by offering free
use of a Frigidaire in the lobby to
take care of perishable groceries.
The idea is proving popular, even

though one ffustered woman did put
her pound of stationery in the refrig-
erator and carry her pound of butter
into the show.

2 Girls, Pair of Men
Are" Just Married''

For "Blushing Brides''
Two girls, a pair of young men, an auto-

mobile and the rest of the accessories that
go with four young people "just married"
made a nifty exploitation stunt for Arthur
Catlin, manager of Loew's Allen theatre,
Cleveland, in connection with the showing
of "Our Blushing Brides."
Tieup with an automobile agency pro-

vided the necessary automobile and the two
young couples, designated as "just mar-
ried," were driven through the streets in

the height of style, with chauffeur, et al.

On the sides of the auto were posters plug-
ging the picture at the Allen.
A shoe tieup brought the theatre a spe-

cial window display on the picture. Stills

were used of Anita Page and Joan Craw-
ford with cards reading "Joan Crawford
and Anita Page, stars in 'Our Blushing
Brides,' admire and wear I. Miller's beau-
tiful shoes.

Catlin also learned that some of the se-

quences of the film were made in the May
department store in Los Angeles. On this

basis he arranged with the May department
store in Cleveland for special notices to be
placed on its bulletin boards to that effect.

The store also publishes a weekly shoppers'
guide and this carried a story referring to
the sequences.

Heat Forgotten as

Patrons Get Drinks

On Ice at Wisconsin
The management of Fox's Wisconsin

theatre in Milwaukee has worked out a
"cool" stunt for increasing summer matinee
business that provides patrons with cold
drinks and an opportunity to win a Frigid-
aire.

A tieup has been accomplished with the
Lindsay Automatic Refrigeration Company,
Frigidaire dealers, for the display of one of
their models as well as a water cooler on
the mezzanine floor of the theatre.

Conditions of the tieup provide that the
Lindsay Company will furnish iced tea and
cookies for refreshments at all matinees.
The mezzanine has been fitted with tables,

chairs and all the trimmings to make it an
inviting and cool place for a brief tete-a

tete. Cards are available here which carry
information on Frigidaire as well as on the
coolness of the Wisconsin theatre. These
cards also make the holder eligible to par-
ticipate in a contest for the Frigidaire.
The scheme is made complete by the

presence of two fortune tellers on the mez-
zanine who prophesy the future of the
women who come to them.
Although the expense of this "cool" stunt

is only nominal to the theatre, it has been
a wonderful aid to the box office, officials

of the house say. It is especially tempting
to the women who drop in to have a cool
drink, pass the time and incidentally inspect
some equipment which they may be lacking
in their kitchens. And of course the for-

tune telling feature has its attractions.

The Wisconsin expects to continue this

tieup with the Lindsay company until the
end of August.

Granada Is Under Repair
The Granada, neighborhood house in

Milwaukee, which was recently taken over
by Warner Brothers from Harry Hart, is

being completely renovated. Western Elec-
tric sound equipment is to be installed. The
house is expected to re-open late this month
and will feature daily matinees.
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\^
THE SHORT FEATURE

Newspictures

KINOGRAMS NO. 5634--PIanes swarm at National
Air Meet in Chicago—Wholesale dip is welcomed
by Japanese children—Grandmam "motorman-con-
ductor," drives car twelve years—Gallant days of
old come to life again in Schwetzingen, Germany

—

Plane plunges through high school roof but two
aboard are unhurt—28 tribes join in great Irdiai
Show in New Mexico—English girl, Betty Nuthall,
wins U. S. tennis title.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS No. 294—Bel-
gium's army has 100th birthday—.Presenting styles
for next winter—-Kid swim stars frolic at Panama

—

Japanese girls are stepping out—Woman bosses
capital paper—Army of pilgrims seek miracle aid
at Lourdes shrine in France.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 295—English
woman wins U. S. tennis crown in Forest Hils
singles—Welsh celebrate their day of song—Sky
armadas open exhibition of thrills at Chicago Na-
tional Air Races—Wreckers bring down 205-foot
chimney at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Navy gridders bring
King Football out of hibernation—Dayton wild ani-

mal tamers decide to risk married life.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 68—
Young.sters vie in horseshoe pitching finals at Jones
Beach, N. Y.—Mussolini's men do double time on
intricate maneuvers—280 Navy gridders start early
pigskin practice—Speyer animal hospital shows latest

veterinary methods in New York—Rotor aircraft
without wings being built in Mamaroneck, N. Y.

—

Brooklyn views miniature figures of sport stars

—

Germany celebrates eleventh anniversary of consti-
tution day—Brooklyn dock workers stage weekly
fist fights to settle grudges.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 67—
"Hotsy Totsy'' wins New Jersey speedboat race at

52-mile pace—Mobs storm International Workers
Relief Camp and young Reds who reviled flag flee

Van Etten, N. Y.—Scythes swing in mowing con-
test at University of New Hampshire—Japan's
emperor reviews Reservists in annual ceremony—

•

Dot Dickinson sets new record to win two-mile
swim at Ventnor, N. J.—5.000 storm New York
city bureau in battle for 100 jobs—Gallant Fox
loses Saratoga race to long shot.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 72—Train air cadets
in blind flying at Kelly Field—-Trio to sail tiny
ship around globe—Boy Goliath new British boxing
hope—Scrap last ships of war patrol—Beauties on
ice fair and cooler at Burke Glen, Md.—Navy
launches gridiron practice at Annapolis—-Oldest

settlers enjoy big picnic at Chicago—United States
yachts set mark in cup trials—City sues to stop
smoking engines in Chicago.

Sportlight Tie up
With Railroad Wins

Broadway Interest
A short reel exploitation stunt which really

seemed to go over was that recently effected

covering the Grantland Rice Sportlight, "Dude
Ranching," released by Pathe. A triangular

tieup between the Northern Pacific Railroad,

the Van Beuren Sportlight unit and the

Strand theatre on Broadway carried it over.

At the ofiSce o£ the railroad at 46th street

and Broadway was an unique window display,

while in front of the Strand a panel was
placed in a frame, the panel having attached

to it a branding iron used on dude ranches,

stirrups, an Indian peace pipe, Indian biirial

moccasins and a scalping ax. The articles

were placed around two stills taken from the

short feature, and the entire frame on an
easel was given space in an outer lobby facing

the street.

Music^ Comedy and Travel in

Tiffany ^s 62 Short Features
Sixty-two short features comprise the ambitious program in this field to be

offered to exhibitors by Tiffany Productions, Inc., in the 1930-31 season. Music
comedy and travel will play a large part in the product.

Eight series will make up the short reel
program of Tiffany. These will include two
series by the Kentucky Jubilee Singers,
one group being in one-reel and the other
in two-reels, with three subjects under each.

The Voice of Hollywood will be heard
again in 26 one-reelers, and H. C. Wit-
wer's "Classics in Slang" again will ap-
pear—six of them, all in two reels.

It will be recalled that at the Tiffany
sales convention in Chicago during the
summer there was much favorable com-
ment from the field forces on the new
series of Tiffany Chimps, in which chimpan-
zees provide the talking comedy. The first

of the series was shown to the salesmen.

The first plans for the season were held
up at that time in order to permit of a
complete survey of exhibitor and public
desires in the field of long and short prod-
uct. Hence the announcement at this time.

The short product also will include a

group of six one-reel musical Fantasies, the
same number of Color Symphonies with
Technicolor, and six one-reel Rolling
Stones, Multicolor travel pictures.

A resume of the Tiffany short product
follows:

Twenty-six one-reel "The Voice of Hol-
lywood"—Station S-T-A-R.

Six two-reel H. C. Witwer's "Classics in

Slang," starring Paul Hurst and Pert
Kelton.

Six two-reel Tiffany Chimps, all-talking

monkey comedies.
Six one-reel Musical Fantasies.

Three one-reel Forbes Randolph's Ken-
tucky Jubilee Singers.

Three two-reel Forbes Randolph's Ken-
tucky Jubilee Singers.

Six one-reel Color Symphonies, Techni-
color subjects.

Six one-reel Rolling Stones Series, Multi-
color travel subjects.
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Speaking of live window displays, here is one that all but moves. The four cutouts—all

action photographs—adorned the window of the Alex Taylor sporting goods firm on Forty-

second street near Fifth avenue in New York as a result of a tieup promoted by Educatiorud
Pictures. As the card in the window indicates, the film advertised was Mack Sennett's

"Match Play," the golf comedy. Eight stills from the picture add to the attractiveness of
the window. Follow-up displays were used in other districts of the city.

I.,' WIL»U^. .
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MUSIC AND TALENT

Two Bands on Stage Tickle Audience
STAGE SHOWS

-

New York Capitol
Week Ending August 29

The stage presentation at the Capitol this week
is featured by some remarl<able lighting effects that

drew spontaneous applause from a pleased audience.

The popular Don Albert conducts his orchestra on
the stage with an elaborate back drop. It is most
unusual for the orchestra to desert the pit but this

innovation was well received. The Chester Hale girls

do a neat number with their usual good team work.
After another selection led by Don Albert, three boys

exhibit some excellent tap work to music, first work-
ing together, then following one another in unusual

steps. Edna Thomas, "The Lady from Louisiana,"

renders a few selections from negro spirituals and
Creole melodies which are not more than fair. When
the girls danced out in four groups of six, alter-

nating groups wearing different colored dresses, the

lights at short intervals causing a complete change
in color, the audience broke out again and again

in approval. The finale is extremely effective, with

the chorus wearing flowing plumes for head dresses

and each one beating a drum. Behind the orchestra,

against an attractive drop stood a girl in white with

wings spread to represent an eagle. A good show.

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending August 29

With a touch and a breath of Old Spain the Dixie

Rockets assisted by the Saenger Stage Band thrill

the patrons who crowd the Saenger this week to one
of the most colorful events of the season. Nestling

in a valley with rugged mountains as a background,
with the rays of the setting sun coloring the clouds

in a robe of gold and purple, Castillian Moonlight
provides the theme that carries a vaudeville par excel-

lence. The Dixie Rockets, twelve shapely lasses, clad

in the costume of the peasants of the land of ro-

mance, dance to the music of the castinets, accom-
panied by the orchestra, a relief to the harsh
melodies, sometimes heard in theatres devoted to the
lighter vein of amusement. The vaudeville is small,

three turns only being on the bill, which features

Bernardo de Pace, a wizard on the mandolin, the
best seen in this city for many a season.

The comedy is in the hands of Bert Gordon and
Vera Kingston. A him and a her, the him being
of the half pint variety while the lady could easily

be quoted by the gallon, but for all that it is a
fifty-fifty break on the team.
Herbie on the organ again demonstrates his ability

as one who carries his audience with him, in the
community singing, despite the fact that this week,
owing to a severe cold, he is obliged to use a mega-
phone to make his voice carry to the extreme end
of the theatre.

The stage band costumed as citizens of a city or
bull fighters, four legged bulls, make a handsome ap-
pearance, while Ben Black—well Ben doesn't repre-
sent anything but himself.
For some time Paramount has been producing its

unit.3 in this city and has recruited the handsomest
set of chorufi girls that can be found on any stage,
graceful, good lookers and above all responding to
the teaching of Charles Niggermeyer, the producer
for this section.

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending August 26

The Fanchon and Marco "Romance Idea" does a
great deal to make this a big week for the Pantages.
It contains more real entertainment than has been
Been here in one bill for some time. At the opening,
a mediaeval castle is to be seen in the background,
behind an atmospheric thin curtain. Romantic

(Continued on next paye, column 1)

Bob West
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If
"The Magician of the Organ," "The Cheer

Leader," "The Man You Can't Help Singing
With," "The Man You Love to Sing With,"
"The Organ Maestro," etc.—that is what Bob
has been named in Brooklyn, N. Y., where he
has been instrumental in making the public
organist conscious. West, though not the

originator of the new type of organ presenta-
tion, nevertheless, is about the most successful
of the boys featuring that type of entertain-
ment. He has played for the past six years
in many of the Paramount-Publix ace houses
throughout the country. For the past six

months he has most successfully featured him-
self and his entertaining solos at the Brooklyn
Fox theatre, where his friends and admirers
have grown from hundreds to thousands. Bob
is now stimulating the programs at the new
Fox theatre in Washington, D. C.

Bob Billings

Organ Soloist

Noiv (It

Piiblix Balaban SC Katz
CRYSTAL THEATRE

CHICAGO

Stage Show at

Oriental Gets

Much Acclaim
Novel Presentation by Two Masters

Of Ceremony, Harry Rose
And Al Kvale

By JAMES LITTLE
That people do like variety was evi-

denced to perfection during the week
of August 22 at the Oriental theatre in

Chicago. Most people seem to like

things that cause them some befuddle-

ment (if we may be permitted), some-
thing that they can't quite encompass
all at one time with the sweep of an
eye. Perhaps a circus would fill this

analogous gap, for at a circus, if it is

big and has three rings, it isn't hu-
manly possible to see everything that

is going on, and in not being able to,

see everything that is going on, all that

is left is to remain in that happy, sort

of helpless state, where you know that

you're following everything, or trying

to, but anyway, getting your money's
worth. And that probably is the

premise that most people who go to

circuses go on.

But perhaps it would be better to leave
circuses alone for a while, for it may become
apparent that we are writing about one. That
is not the case, if you will glance back to the
first paragraph. There never has been a three
ring circus held at the Oriental, so far as
we know, but, this theatre was the scene of
one of the first, if not the first, times when
two masters of ceremony cavorted about
simultaneously, directing each other's bands
and having what looked like a whale of a
good time. Of course, during the beginning
of the year, the Oriental had five masters of
ceremony gesticulating about the stage, and
this caused a good deal of comment, all favor-
able, as far as we can find out.

This two band affair did the same thing,

but on a little more intimate scale. Harry
Rose, the Jester of Broadway, and Al Kvale,
the King of Syncopatia (something with synco
in it, anyhow) are about as different as any
two persons could be, which probably is the
secret of their popularity. Harry, a great lit-

tle bundle of oep that couldn't keep still if

he was in a plaster cast, and Al, who bears
himself with more or less dignity, and who
plavs beautifully.

This unique stage show, a Paul Oscard pro-
{Continucd on parje 52, column 1)
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couples are stationed about upon convenient bal-

conies for the opening song. This effect is repeated
for a finale. A variety of features make up the
i-est of the bill.

The Petitt Sisters sing and do some very funny
clowning in a manner all their own. They are
original and funny, and cute in the bargain, which
is surely a well-rounded recommendation.

Robert Cloy sings several numbers, and the
Mack Bissett danceis do the choruses. One collegiate

number is well done, especially since the boys and
girls in the chorus are youngsters with enough pep
and with nimble enough toee to put over the campus
impression. Another number they do is in gob cos-

tume, the outfits half white and half blue, which
works into some tricky effects as they turn.

Jerome Mann puts over two imitations very well,

an impersonation of Ted Lewis and one of Pat
Kooney. He also sings "Hungry Women" as if he
know about them.
A team of comedy dancers and acrobats, Castleton

and Mack, get more laughs and more applause than
any other act on the bill. They perform some skilled

tricks and conclude their number with a "slow mo-
tion" stunt which is excellent in motions and in

facial expressions.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending August 21

A devilish good stage show is on the bill at the
Fox this week, the offering being Fanchon & Marco's
"Green Devil Idea." The featured principals are
high class and the settings are characteristically dis-

tinctive.

The Pacific fleet is in port and the musical prelude
to the stage show is in the form of a medley of
nautical airs, with Walt Roesner and his men at-

tired in sailor garb on the deck of a fighting ship.
The concert closes with a tableau in which sailor
girls assist the orchestra with some splendid drum-
ming.
The curtain goes up on a stage setting representing

THEATRES CORPORATION

FANCfiONV MARCO

iour glorious weeks at the FOX
Washington. D.C, the Nation's
Capita! was fully convinced that
there IS something new in
organ specialtief . .....

"featurinq

iheir Babu Console. ^^
^ ^r THE FOX.Bt>>0<>^!^

the devil at home and Rita Lane, lyric soprano, sings
about fate, followed by a dance by the Hollywood
Studio Girls, dressed in red and green.
A contest among band members for the hottest

mufiical number features Bobby Gilbert, who proves
a talking fiddle comedian. Miss Lane sings "Dancing
the Devil Away" and the girls demonstrate just how
it is done.
Peg-Leg Bates, a negro tap dancer, proves the hit

of the show, and is as agile on his wooden peg as
on his one real foot. Pity quickly gives away to
admiration when his dance gets under way.

The Hollywood Studio Girls give an excellent ex-
hibition of drumming and Miles and Cover offer an
adagio. Harvey and Karels, impressionistic dancers,
do a novel number, featured by expert handling of a
huge whip that carries a wicked crack.

The Devil Dancers, dressed in green, offer a sinuous
dance, and the act comes to a startling close with a
display of fireworks which outlines the setting on
which the principals pose.

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending August 22

The Mastbaum puts on an unusually strong stage
bill in celebration of Warner Brothers Silver Anni-
versary, featuring Bernice Claire in person with
Charlie Kaley acting as master of ceremonies.
The Foster Girls, perfectly trained and ipeppy as

ever, form an important factor in this week's enter-

tainment. Their petite figures clad in silver tights

studded with rhinestones, form a pleasing contrast
with the midnight black of the backdrop and when
three groups of four girls each engage in rhythmic
sword play the flash of jewels and swords and the
swaying bodies is delightful. Their graceful and
agile trapeze stunts are also well worth mentioning.
The Kemmys and Eva Ivey are the real features

of the program with their gi-aceful adagio dancing.
The stage setting shows a Grecian influence with blue
lighting and the dancers in silver helmets appear
as statues of Roman gladiators which come to life

in a marvelous exhibition of coordination and team
work. One of the Kemmys is supported horizontally

stretched at full length, with feet against the head
of one brother and head against the head of another
and turns over while balanced in that position. Still

in that position Miss Ivey is suspended below held

by an ankle on each side. They know their stuff

and are rewai-ded by bursts of applause at intervals

during their performance.
Gilford and Gresham are the weakest point in the

program but they have the usual fund of wise cracks

and horse play redeemed by a rather clever ven-

triloquist burlesque.

Five Sizzling Syncopators, colored, consisting of a

pianist, two tap dancers, a soloist and last, least but
most entertaining, Freddie Gump, a miniature drum-
mer boy, who brings down the house. He taps on
anything and everything and we even find him under
the piano tapping the pedals. He is like a flea and
as quick as lightning and many a more talented en-

tertainer would be delighted to receive the applause
accorded him.

Bernice Claire is here in person as well as on the

screen and sings "Kiss Me Again" and "Tea for

Two" in a lovely soprano voice in an unsophisticated

manner.
Vito La Monaca's orchestral presentation "Missis-

sippi Suite" consisting of four parts (a) Father of

Waters, (b) Huckleberry Finn, (c) Old Creole Days,

and (d) Max-di Gras, was well received.

Cincinnati R K O Albee
Week Ending August 29

Owing to extra length of screen features, "King
of Jazz" and newsreels. current bill contains four in-

stead of customary five acts—none startlingly orig-

inal, but each act bang-up in its particular class.

Clyde Cook, erstwhile screen comedian, in person,

headlines. He opens in song about Hollywood, then

goes into pantomime, eccentric dancing and comedy
acrobatics, closing to rounds of heavy laughter and
applause.

Art Frank & Co., close second for headline honors,

in comedy skit "The Maine Squeeze," in four scenes.

Frank's delineation of Civil War veteran highly ef-

fective, as also band of "Yankee Volunteers," fur-

nishing music for Frank's nimble tap dancing.

Helen Carroll, Vivian Peterson and Tom Ross are

able assistants, in addition to company of eight.

Closed to thunderous applau.se, with curtain speech.

Booking act for this week master stroke of show-

(Continiied on next page, column 1)

KISS WALTZ
From Warner Bros.

—

Vitaphone

"DANCING SWEETIES"

and

—

NOBODY CARES IF

I'M BLUE
From First National's

"BRIGHT LIGHTS"

Two of the g-reatest songs we have

ever published

Still the "Ace" Song in the
Music "Deck"

DANCING WITH
TEARS IN MY EYES

The song RUDY VALEE is featuring

UVING A LIFE OF
DREAMS

By RUBEY COWAN

ALONG THE
HIGHWAY OF LOVE
A Swingy-SIngy Fox-Trot Melody

Chorus sets on these songs are ready

—Organ copies sent on request.

WRITE. FOB.
ADD. INFORMATION

TO
wTA/A WARD

Vitaphone" recd trade mark

n^A/lTnAKKe;yoNy'
1659 BROAD W A Y

NEW YORK.
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manship as G. A. R. vets and aides holding annual
encampment here.

Loringr Smith in song-, dance and rapid-fire repartee

skit, "Waiting' at the Church." gets over nicely, with
June Paisre, Dolores Hart and Pat Whalen giving-

good support.

Mary Blank, juggler, does some especially difficult

tricks, proving that the female of the species can be

as deft as her more strenuous brothers. Act is re-

. lieved here and there by toe dancer -who is not

programmed.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending August 21

Fanchon & Marco's "City Service" Idea opens -with

a dance routine in front of the city hall, the mixed
chorus attired in street cleaners' costumes. The
mayor of the Idea does a bit of quick stepping after

which a newsboy comes on the scene to play the

harmonica and uke, offering "Should I Reveal."

De Quincey & Stanley get a big laugh with their

dance act because of the variance in their heights.

They are followed by another dance number by the

chorus in which the mala half represents policemen
and the female, maids.

Seb Mcza imitates a drunken clubman to perfection

after which Shapiro & O'Malley engage in a bit of

clever comedy and sing "Where the Golden Daffodils

Grow."
Frank Richardson, Fox screen favorite, is the big hit

of this week's show. He has plenty of pep and a
fine personality and isn't a bit stingy. He sings

"Keep Your Sunny Side Up," "Mona," "I'm In the
Market for You," "When I'm Walking With Susie,"

"I Can't Give You Anything but Love," and "St.

Louis Blues." He gets various members of the
orchestra to accompany him on these latter num-
bers and gets a big hand.
The finale is a setting inside a firehouse and the

chorus as fire lads and lassies do their stuff to

"There's Danger in Your Eyes, Cherie." The feature

of the finale is a bit of dancing and juggling atop a
ladder by Laddie Lament.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending August 28

The stage offering is called "Hello, Girls," in

honor of the Enright Rockets (eight chorus girls)
who return after a lengthy vacation. The girls do
some pretty and well-drilled ensembles and get a big
hand.
Dick Powell, master of ceremonies, is much in

evidence with his beautifiJ crooning voice, as well
as his saxophone solos. He sings a duet with
Madob-n Ward (local girl) "How I Wish I Could
Sing a Love Song," which is a beautiful thing to see
and hear.

The stage band deserves special mention for their
rendition of "Kansas City Kitty," each one of the
boys singing one of the "nut" choruses. They put
this over great.

Miss Roberts, a dazzling blonde, who according to
annoxuicement, has been in America but two years,
having come here from Poland, does some unusually
good "blues" singing. Her imitation of Maurice
Chevalier singing "You Brought a New Kind of
Love" is a classic, and the audience clamors for
more.
"Twenty Fingers of Sweetness," two charming

young ladies (local radio stars) perform on two
grand pianos, and their offering is very pretty and
entertaining. They get a big hand.

Cosci and Verdi, violin and viola, put on a real
comedy act. Their antics are of the belly laugh
type, and their encores are many.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending August 28

There are thrills aplenty in this week's stage
offering, "Gems and Jama Idea," with the unexpected
popping in from the wings, coming down from the
flies or appearing from below. The thrills begin
when Walt RocsnGr leads his orchestra through a
novel blending of compositions by Felix Mendelssohn,
culminating in the famous "Wedding March." The
thrill In this comes when a church appe.vrs on the
stage, with a real organ console, organist and choir
and finally, a wedding party. Forty-two, by actual
count, take part in this nuptial tableau.

Beatrice Franklin and Florence Astell launch the
stage show with .song and girls in black, with head-
dresses of gems, do a hoop-rolling act against a
background of gems, the hoops being in the form
of gem-studded wedding rings. One comes down
from the flies in a huge ring and rolls about the
stage inside of this.

Will Cawan says it with footsteps and gets a good
hand for a novel presentation of tap dancing. Jim
Penman proves a whiz on the unicycle, going through
all sorts of difficult maneuvers with a wheel on each
foot, at the same time juggling hats, rubber balls

and Indian clubs. Twelve girls in full dress male
attire then appear on unicycles and give a lively

exhibition.

Joe and Jane McKenna offer a roughneck tum-
bling act, interspersed with singing and dancing.
They show up best in a burlesque adagio.
The act comes to a close with the Sunkist Beauties

appearing in elaborate and fanciful costumes against
a setting of silver and gold. A great head is in the
background and girls pose on this in the form of
hair ornaments.

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending August 20

"Dollies' Follies" is the entertainment offered this

week. The scene depicts a toy shop with the band
in the rear stage dressed in green uniforms. Four
arches contain three girls dressed as dolls with a
chorus of 12 girls dancing, comprising the opening
scene. The chorus, attired in pink stockings, blue
shorts and yellow hats, is clever with eccentric
dancing.
A boy and a girl enter. The girl then makes

various requests, desiring certain kinds of dolls.

First dolls representing six different nations are ex-

PAUL ASH says:—

"Howdy''

"I'm still at the

PARAMOUNT

Brooklyn, N. Y.'

hibited. One of the arches, which had been covered,
falls forward, revealing three Spanish dolls, dressed
as two girls and one boy. They contribute the gem
of the entire revue, playing castanets continuously
and cleverly in rhythm with the dance steps.
A songster, accompanied by a guitar, then enter-

tains, being encored twice. The comedy part of the
show then takes the floor, one comedienne borrowing
the violin from the orchestra leader, only to have
it fall apart, the bow break and apparently be totally
ruined. A pusher adds to the entertainment -with
a patter of humor. Then comes the grand finale, a
huge block being erected in stage center, with the
girls, dressed as dolls, draped on both sides.
Max Geissler is the orchestra leader, and entertains

by having various members of his band play solos,
which are well received.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending August 28

The Publix unit "Moonbeams" is an exceptional
show this week and rates high in entertainment
value. Joe Brown is making his personal appear-
ance, his first it is said, in any movie house. Brown,
of course, is a seasoned trouper, so he is not lost
before an audience as are so many of the shining
stars of Hollywood who go on the road to meet their
dear public.

His act is clever and diverting, he being especially
good in pantomime and his pitching performance in
which he imitates Jack Keefe in an exciting inning
of a baseball game and makes every detail real and
laughable.

There are other interesting features also. Eddie
Lambert, the eccentric comedian of the piano, whose
antics got a lot of laughs. The show has attractive
sets and appealing music and good dancing. The
chorus is picked from the most apt pupils of Dorothea
Berke, who drills ensembles for Publix and ie the
danseuse of the show. The prima donna is Senorita
Carita and the unit also shows some good tap
dancing by Mae Wynn and Bnddy and a virtuoso
of the xylophone in Ashley Paige.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending August 21

The Majestic RKO-lians are again under the genial
direction of Jean Sarii, who has succeeded Eddie
Sauer as conductor of the Greater Majestic aug-
mented orchestra. He puts them through the Signa-
ture march number overture and other popular mu-
sical hits in a very pleasing manner.
Vernon Geyer, master of the huge organ, renders

his usual selection of late airs in the way that only
he knows how.
Now for the stage show ; those featured in this

joy week program are, Derickson and Brown, for-

merly of the Greenwich Village Follies, who go over
big and please the patrons to the utmost ; Audrey
Wyckoff and Company in Dainty Steps present a
number of new fancy and novel dance turns which
are well received by the audience ; Manny King and
Company billed as "The Cyclonic Laff Wizard," draw
a nice hand for their funny chatter and other com-
ical gestures ; O'Neil and Manners came in for an
equal share of the honors with their fun and songs
which have the natives in a joyful mood all during
their number.
There is not a dull moment in the entire show,

shade which he tears In rhythm with orchestra num-
bers. Their act could be repeated without boring

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending July 31

Walt Roesner and his orchestra create a happy
frame of mind in the audience by offering a medley
of familiar Scotch airs under the title, "The Spell

of Scotland." This overture is illustrated by a dozen
kilted girls dancing the Highland fling to an ac-

companiment of bagpipes and Scotch drummers.
Fanchon and Marco's "Cadets Idea" brings the

galaxy of boy and girl steppers to the front in

snappy drills and dances. Much of the charm of

the act is in the precision, the grace and the accu-

racy with which these young people go through their

paces.

The Milee Sisters, two acrobatic dancing girls with
extremely limber torsos, bend and twist in some mar-
velous evolutions.

Wallin and Barnes, two youthful tap dancers, go
through their steps with remarkable grace and ease.

A pair of "nut" comedians, who hail to the name
of Rognan and Trigger, create some hearty laughter

for their slow remarks and slower motions.

Mabel and Marcia, harmony singers, are pleasing

{Continued on next page, column 1)
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in a charming setting beneath a shady tree as they

carol of Old Mexico.
Jack Born and Elmer Lawrence perform follow-

ing the announcement that they sing with motions
and dance with feeling. They are excellent burlesque
acrobats and the audience likes them.
The finale brings forth the entire ensemble of

cadets and in between their dances and drills the star

players return to do a turn. Suddenly shots are
heard, lightning flashes, the scene changes, the en-
tire company rush to the center of the stage and
take their posing positions as the curtain falls.

Portland Fox Broadway
Week Ending August 20

"Cadets Idea," as rejuvenated by Fanchon & Marco
has a snapipy military flavor, with intricate drills and
good musical numbers. Wallin and Barnes con-
tribute some clever dancing. Johnnie Dunn coaxes
music out of an ukulele to accompany his own buck-
and-wing dancing and stop time steps. Bom and
Lawrence, comedy team, furnish the laughs in abun-
dance and so do Rogman and Trigger, tumblers.
The Milee Sisters (real ones) do some tall acrobatic
dancing. Don Wilkins presided as m. c. and his

stage band furnished peppy music.

San Antonio Publix
Week Ending August 14

This week on the stage, "Vic" Insirilo and His
Monarchs take the audience on a jaunt through
sportland in "Sport Carnival," which opens with a
"bathing girl revue" and summer sports, and works
on into the winter sports with the band "frozen" in

a huge cake of stage property ice.

Charlie Hill, musical comedy player, is the trage-
dian" of the show.

Llora Hoffman, soprano, is back with a cycle of
semi-classical and classical songs.

The Three White Flashes, roller skate boys, get a
nice hand for their unusual and daring stunts, and
The Little Rockets did their part for the show.
Ernest Hauser and the Texas Orchestra were on

the magic pit. Leo Weber, the ace organist, manip-
ulated the big Wurlitzer in his own pleasing manner.

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending August 21

Another Charles Niggemeyer unit stage show is on
the boards with "Vie" Insirilo and His Monarchs of

Melody playing up to the minute numbers on the

Texas stage.

Ernest Hauser and the symphony orchestra render
the overture on the magic pit with Leo Weber

accompaning them at the organ. Weber also pre-
sents his own organ ideas in the form of solos that
always go over big here with the Texans.

This Publix presentation is entitled "The Toy
Shop," in which appears Mildred Smith, personality
blues singer ; George Ali, canine impersonator who
with his novelty number created quite a bit of fame
and drew a nice hand for his efforts ; "Dimples" also

gets a good hand for her act ; Roy Conlin, comic
ventriloquist supreme has everyone laughing with his

funny voice throwing antics. As an added attrac-

tion the management puts on The Earle Cobb Kiddie
Revue from a local dancing school, in which 25 cute
children go through a routine of clever dance steps

that make the patrons well satisfied ; The Little

Rockets bring the well balanced program to a close

with dance and song.

San Antonio RKO
Week Ending August 14

The Meyakos, three Japs, opened this variety pro-
gram with a medley of oriental songs and dances
with orient syncopation.

Jarvis, Harrison & Co. have an act filled with
comedy chatter ; some dance interpolations by Sonny
Jarvis was clever and well received.

Tyler Mason, headliner, popular burnt-cork artist

who has happened here several times before, drew
well with his new routine of songs and patter assisted

by one unbilled lady in the upper left-hand box.
Tinova and Baikoff closed the bill with a preten-

tious dance treat. This sensational dancing team was
featured in international revues and went over great
with the patrons all during the week.

Eddie Saner is back again from his vacation and
offered the overture march number. Vernon Geyer
played several song hits on the organ.

Dancing Teacher Chosen
Division Captain of

Publix Units
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 28.—Marilyn Ruth Kruse,

dancing teacher, has been appointed to the captaincy

for the New Orleans division of Publix units. She
is now one of the four captains of the Dixie Rockets,

organized at the Saenger theatre by Charles Nigger-

meyer and Mrs. Niggermeyer. The duty of the

captains is to learn the routine as Mrs. Nigger-

meyer teaches it to the girls at the Saenger, and
then the captains go to other shows featuring stage

units, and train the chorus with the same routine.

This saves transporting an entire chorus, as the

captain knows the original routine and trains them
accordingly. The captains never appear on the stage,

but their work is extremely important.

ALii

HELLO EVERYBODY—This week I am going to

offer you a distinct departure from my regular col-

umn. Many of my readers correspond with each
other ; yet, they have never met. Therefore, so that

the memibers of this large family may become better

acquainted I am going to print occasionally a biog-

raphy and photograph of one or another of them.
I know that many of you have never seen these per-

sonalities and will welcome this means of getting

them "face to face."

HAVE YOU MET?
Sammy Lerner, who until recently was organ and

slide manager of and director of exploitation for

DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc. Sam was born
on January 28, 1905, at

Detroit, Mich. He at-

tended the public schools

of the Michigan metrop-
olis and was graduated
from the College of the

City of Detroit. While
in school he discovered

quite accidentally that

he could write lyrics,

and after graduating he
turned his endeavors to

the music field. Sammy
made a thorough study

of all popular song
constructions, and he
finally became known as

a walking encyclopedia.
Incidentally, there are

. , , , . Sammy Lerner
right now few men in

the music business who know song construction as he

does. He is unlike many song writers whose minds
work only on songs, because Sammy has proved him-
self a capable executive. In proof of this, Danny
Winkler, general manager of DeSylva, Brown &
Henderson, who first discovered Lerner, was so sure
of this young fellow that he brought him to New
York and gave him the post of manager of the organ
and slide department and direction of exploitation.

OTTO
and His

STAMPEDE

GRAY
Oklahoma Cowboys

THE EAST
A Sensation from the General Electric 4 Broke All House Records RKO Proctors
Station WGY, Schenectady, N.Y. f Theatres, Albany, Troy and Schenectady, N. Y.

Week Aug. 30th, RKO Palace, Rochester, N. Y., and Broadcasting from WHAM
Week Sept. 6th, Broadcasting from WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y.

Week Sept. 13th, Keith's Theatre, Syracuse

The One and Only Act Under the Personal Management of Otto Gray

Title and Act Fully Protected by Copyright

Permanent Address, Stillwater, Okla., or Care Elxhibitors Herald-World, Chicago.

P.AT BOYLE, Advance F. N. McCULLOUGH, Publicity
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Two Bands on the Stage
Tickle Audience at

Chicago Oriental
CContinucd from page 48, cotuiim 3)

duction, was entitled "Two Kings of Jazz,"

and when two kings of this popular realm co-

operate, and this particular kingdom has many
rulers, something is bound to happen, and ii

did. Fun from beginning to end, and inter-

spersed with some excellent music, a few solos

from Harry and a few instrumental numbers
from Al.

In the opening number, the Lambert Ballet,

dressed very prettily in green and blue, six

green and six blue (problem: How many girls

were in the group?) did a fast routine of

tapping that served as a staccato for the two
royal personages to enter. Which, of course,

they did, mounting steps to their respective

thrones, where thej' sat and didn't act a bit

kingly. No, they sat and clowned. Probably
their jesters had gone on a strike, and they

found to their dismay, and evident pleasure,

that each was better than the other's jester.

(That's somewhat involved, but it is so.)

Finding that they weren't such dull com-
pany, after all, they descended and conde-
scended to entertain their subjects. And the

first thing along this line of royal democ-
racy was a number called "Betty Co-ed," which
Rudy Vallee has been using lately. The dual

orchestras played, then sang in unison, and
then played again while Harry sang the song
through. During this Al left, but, we are to

hear from him shortly.

Whether Laddie Lciiwiit's first name is as-

sociated in any way with the act that he
performs superbly we don't know, but it has
a faint likeness (we forget the exact etymo-
logical term) to the word "ladder," and a

ladder plays a most important part in his act.

And the reason for this is that Laddie climbs

a ladder when he comes out on the stage,

and remains aloft, with no apparent effort,

until he slides down some ten minutes later.

That's all he has, just a ladder, and—o yes,

an elongated night affair, like ladies wore
some time back, which goes on over the head
and comes off the same way—in other words,
a night dress, or is gown proper? However,
this "ladderite" did everything, from imitating
Will Rogers as he acts while imitating him.
which included a sombrero and lasso, and you
can well believe that it was some lasso. He
went over big, and he should have.

Attired in attires, of which one-half was
a boy and the other half a girl, the same per-
son we are speaking of, the Lambert Ballet
put on a delicate little dance, assisted ably
by Harry and Al. Al, a petite? demure little

thing, gowned in crinoline, and beautifully
shy, "foiled" Harry's rendition of "I Remem-
ber You from Somewhere," done cleverly and
in a most convincing manner. By the time
Harry finished, everyone thought that it must
be a past romance, and then the disappointing-
news was forthcoming that Al was Harry's
"wife."

Things that do not

happen.

School Teacher:—"Now children, for

what is Australia famous?"

Bright Child :—"Please teacher, that's

the country EDDIE FITCH went to."

The class will now rise and
sing the first verse of Humor-
esque.

Butts & Hadley gave a fine performance of
eccentric dancing, which brought down the
house, and made one wonder how it was pos-
sible for human bodies to get into such jams,
and then fall out of them so quickly. After
tumbling about in very seedj' looking outfits,

they disrobed to their tuxedos and then did
a nimble routine of tapping.
Al Kvale next appeared, and dashing up to

his saxophone, he put it through gyrations
which were exceeded only by Butts & Hadley
(and they didn't use saxes), then played a
trombone, then what looked like a bass horn,
and finished by rambling on his clarinet.

A most colorful group, gorgeous costumes,
martial music and an attracti\-e setting. The
orchestras were arranged on steps, and above
them was a huge caldron, the lid of which
was just bursting to lift off. On came Al
and directed the augmented and colorful
bandsters, while Harry mounted way up above
the kettle, and directed, too. The ballet, each
dressed in a costume colored to represent
the colors of different countries, did dances
indigenous to that particular locale, and
finally the great melting pot gave forth
America's tribute to the world of music

—

Jazz. A lively dance ensued, all members par-
ticipating, the ballet dressed in abbreviated
costumes of silver and black, and to the
strains of the "Rhapsody in Blue," the cur-
tain fell, bringing to a close an unique and
wholly entertaining innovation in stage shows.

Gray and His Oklahoma
Cowboys Give WGY

Fans Thrill
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Aug. 28.—That people like something
different is evidenced by the fact that Otto Gray and
His Oklahoma Cowboys are getting literally reams
of letters from admiring fans, who listen to them
over Station W^GY. In fact, it seems that they have
broken all existing records at that station for receiv-

ing fan m.ail.

They played at R K O Proctor's theatre in Schenec-

tady, and during three days played to over 33,000

people, which set something like a record. At the

R K O Proctor in Albany they did a record "drawing
'em in" act, and they are doing the same thing in

Troy.

Don Galvan, Banjo Wizard,
Is Now on Tour of

R K O Western
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE. Aug. '28.—Don Galvan, otherwise

known as the "Spanish Banjo Boy," which is only

a synonym for a wizard on the banjo, is at the

present time touring R K O's western circuit, after

having spent two years as a master of ceremonies

with Publix, and 30 weeks at the Majestic theatre in

San Antonio, Texas.

"Little White Lies," Latest

From Walter Donaldson,
Still-*er Lying

The new song from the music stick of Walter
Donaldson, and being handled by Donaldson, Douglas
and Gumble, has all the appearances of lifting into

the hit category, and "lying" there. Hardly a radio

program goes by without lying at least once, and
the progress of the song along the Best Sellers list

has been rapid in the last few weeks. Art Stiller,

Chicago manager for the comipany, is waxing more
enthusiastic each day.

/Hii^^^
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By BOBBY MELLIN
Irving Aaronson and his Commanders are certainly

commanding the attention of every radio fan in this

part of the country by their rendition of popular
songs of the day especially arranged for his com-
bination. Irving is the feature attraction at Al
Quodback's "Casa Granada" on the near south side,

and is slated there for an indefinite period—^Our

good friend Phil Saxe, who lives up to his monicker
by playing the "saxe" in the above band, when he
doesn't have to conduct the orchestra while Irving
is playing a couple of extra holes with Willie Horo-
witz, is indeed a very fine fellow and an unusual
musician.

* * *

Ilomay Bailey, a protege of the Paul Ash regime,

and her pianist husband, Lee Sims, are a weekly
attraction at station WBBM—Amos 'n' Andy have
signed a new contract with the Pepsodent Company
for a five-year term at a reported salary of Oh Oh
O O O O O Nought Nought O Oh—Miss Freedel,

who furnishes the newspapers with news of station

WBBM, is as charming as can be—Harry Sosnik i^

In New York City at the present time, visiting the
publishers with a couiple of new songs.

* « «

Marcella Lally, auburn haired beauty of station

WMAQ, is to be featured on that station's television

programs. Mr. Wade, president of the Television

Company, is very much impressed with Marcella and
feels that she is a perfect television subject. Mar-
cella has a rich contralto voice that is more than
pleasing to the ears and she should be an asset to

any radio program. Paramount-Publix will broadcast
a new series of programs over a wide national chain
every Tuesday evening, in addition to their regular
Saturday night broadcaet.

* • •

Tom Gerun's orchestra, setting a good pace at the
Lincoln Tavern, Chicago, goes into the Balloon Room
at the Congress Hotel, September 20th, replacing
Jules Albert!, who is under contract with the Co-
lumbia Broadcasting System of New York—Trianon
Ballroom, Chicago, is back to the quick change sys-

tem again with a group name bands managed by
the Music Corporation of America. Uip to the present
writing the following bands have played there,

Maurie Sherman, Ted Weems and Don Bestor in

succession. Wayne King to head the September
program.

* * *

Al & Pete, of Columbia Chain fame, have written
a song in honor of Jerry Buckley, announcer, who
was bumped off by gangsters. Name of the tune
is "Jerry, Me Lad," the royalties to go to the
Buckley fund.—Zaro, the 156-year-old Turk, may go
on the air when he learns English, to describe the
customs of 1790—Pat Barnes, famous Chicago radio
light, is devoting his time to electrical transcription
activities—^A beautiful voice is that of Olive Marshall,
heard on WJZ from the Goldman Band concert.

if * *

Queer are the ways of some radio fans. Every-
day names often twist themselves into complicated
likenesses in the minds of listeners who pay little

attention to details. Such was the case of one lis-

tener in a small western town who liked Marty
Stone's Efigewater Beach Hotel Orchestra on KYW.
Night in and night out he listened to its strains.

Finally, he decided to tell Marty how well he en-
joyed the music and addressed the letter "Mighty
Stone Orchestra, Chicago." It reached the celebrated
batoneer without delay.

* * *

Danny Russo has gone on a tour of the Southwest
with his music makers—Herbie Kay of the Aragon
Ballroom, should change his name to Okay in the
opinion of radio fans of station KYW who tune in
nightly to hear him broadcast the latest tunes of the
day. Herbie is a great personality and methinks that
it will not be long before he is rated among the
choice bands of the country—Eddie Berny, attached
to the local office of the NBC is a musician of note
and has hopes some day of being a great radio
artist. Good luck, Eddie.

* * #

The Wanderers, Chicago's famous quartette, have
been given a berth on the Florsheim Shoe Frolics.
Joe Sanders and Carleton Coon and their Kansas City
Night Hawks will again be the main feature. The
first broadcast is scheduled for the first week in

September—Dell Lampe is to handle two commercial
accounts for the National Broadcasting Company this
fall. ITiis will in no way interfere with his re-
cordings for the Brunswick people.
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Xo.j
''Von Brought a Nczv Kind of Love

fo Me" (Famous).
No. 2

"My Future Just Passed" (Famous).
"Dancing with Tears in My Eyes" (M.

Ji'itmark).
No. 3

"Down the River of Golden Dreams"
(Leo Feist).

"Szvinging in a Hammock" (L Berlin).

No. 4
"Little White Lies" (Donaldson,

Douglas and Gumble).
No. 5

"I Love You So Much" (Harms).
"Ro-Ro-Roiling Along" (Shapiro,

Bernstein).
No. 6

"I'm in the Market for You" (Red
Star).

"Springtime in the Rockies" (Villa

Morel).

"If I Had a Girl Like You" (Feist).

"Anchors Aweigh" (Robbins).
"I Remember You From Somezvhere"

(DeSvlva, Brozvn and Henderson).
No. 7

"Just a Little Closer" (Robbins).
"Moonlight on the Colorado" (Shapiro,

Bernstein).
"Exactly Like Yon" (Shapiro, Bern-

stein).

"Bye, Bye, Blues" (Berlin).

"Rollin Down the River" (Santlv).

"Kiss Walts" (M. Witmark).
No. 8

"Around the Corner" (Feist).

"Singing a Song to the Stars" (Rob-
bins).

"Betty Co-Ed" (Carl Fischer).

"Song Without a Name" (Feist).

"Old Nezv England Moon" (Berlin).

"I Still Get a Thrill" (Dazns, Coots
and Engel).
"I'm Needin' You" (Remick).
"Whafs the Use" (Feist).

"Absence Makes the Heart Grozv
Fonder" (Remick).

Danny Russo at Houston
Danny Russo, who for the past seven or eight

months has been holding forth at the Edgewater
Beach hotel, left last week for Houston, Texas, where
he will probably charm the natives as he charmed
them here. And when he charms them, they stay

charmed, and his admirers in the Windy City will

miss him.

RADIO SURVEY
For Week Ending August 23

Through Radio Stations

WEAF, WJZ, WABC, WOR, WMCA
From 6 to Closing

Times
1—"Little White Lies" (Donaldson, Doug-

las and Gumble) _ 36
2—"I Stai Get a Thrill" (Davis, Coots

and Engcl) _ 34
3—"So Beats My Heart for You" (DeSyl-

va. Brown and Henderson) _ _ 31
4—"Just a Little Closer" (Robbins) 31
5—"Whafs the Use" (Feist) - 25
6—"Confessin' I Love You" (Berlin) 23
7—"Swinging in a Hammock" (Berlin).... 23
8—"Where Can You Be" (Bed Star) 22
9—"Somewhere in Old Wyoming" (Joe

Morris) 21

10—"In Memory of You" (Harms) 21

ORGAN SOLOS
RON AND DON (Brooklyn, N. Y., Fox) two

young fellows from the West Coast who have been
giving their audiences throughout the country a new
and novel type of organ solo. Their opening solo

at this, their first house in these parts, was entitled,

"The Phantom Organ." Don first appeared at the
regular console as the strains of "Howdy-do Every-
body Howdy-do" were heard throughout the house.
Don was facing the audience and it wafi not until
the stage curtain parted, disclosing Ron at a port-
able console that the audience understood where the
music had come from. During the entire solo, Don
acted as master of ceremonies and song leader as
Ron played the songs on the portable organ, and the
audience joined in choruses.

The idea of having one organist act as master
of ceremonies and the other play is not an entirely
new idea but the natural manner of Don's introduc-
tions and speeches and Ron's pleasing delivery of
songs had the audience sold right from the start.

The boys open their solo with "Exactly Like You"
and follow it with a special version of "My Fate
Is in Your Hands." "Give Yourself a Pat on the
Back" was offered with three special choruses, as was
the "Stein Song." The reception accorded the boys
proved the audience's acceptance and pleasure of a
well played and cleverly done solo.

LEO WEBER (San Antonio Texas) recently of-

fered as his organ solos on the mammoth Texas
theatre Wurlitzer organ the following popular song
hits: "The Moon Is Low," "It Happened in Mon-
terrey," "Sweet Adeline," and then wound up with
"I'm a Dreamer, Aren't We All?"

Weber had a thermometer erected in plain view
upon the stage ; he called it a "lung tester" and the
red mercury would rise and lower, according to the
volume of singing done by the patrons.

Leo also had the women sing some certain song
slides, then asked the men to try their hand with
another song slide.

The theatre now has an 11 o'clock sing club for
the kiddies every Saturday, which is proving quite

a sensation for the youngsters.

Kae Studios
125 W. 45th St.

New York City

Are my organ solos going over?

Ask:

BERNIE COWHAM
LOUISE M. ROESCH
LEO WEBER
WILL GILROY
AL FOREST
CHAS. WILLIAMS
HAL FRIEDMAN
"SINGING BILL"
"WILD OSCAR"
KATHERINE KADERLY
BILL MEEDER
STAN PINHERO

and many others

Have you used our latest novelty
presentation

"LET'S DO SOME
IMITATIONS"

It's an entirely new and novel type
of organ solo.

If you haven't written as yet,

DO SO
and let's get acquainted.

MILTON KAE

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending August 23

No. I

"When It's Springtime in the Rockies"
—(Villa Moret).

No. 2

"Dancing With Tears in My Eyes"—
(Witmark).

No. 3

"Stifinging in a Hammock"— (Berlin).

No. 4

"Little White Lies"—(Donaldson).
"You Brought a Nezv Kind of Love"—(Famous).

No. 5

"Stein Song"—(Carl Fischer).

No. 6

"I Love You So Much"—(Harms).
"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous).
"Somezvhere in Old Wyoming"—(J.

Morris).
"It Happened in Monterey"—(Feist).

No. 7
"Betty Co-Ed"—(Carl Fischer).
"Around the Corner"—(Feist).

"So Beats Mv Heart for You"—
(DeSylva).
"Dozvn the River of Golden Dreams"

-(Feist).

"If I Had a Girl Like You"— (Feist).

No. 8

"Kiss Waltz"—(Witmark)

.

"I Remember You From Somewhere"—(DeSylva).
"Bye, Bye, Blues"—(Berlin).

"Nobody Cares If I'm Blue"—(Wit-
mark).
"Song Without a Name"— (Feist).

"Old New England Moon'—(Berlin).

"Just a Little Closer"—(Robbins).
* * *

"OUT OF BREATH"—(Harms, Inc.)—The hit

song of the Broadway production GABRICK
GAIETIES. Is well written and should develop into

a big number. Words by John Mercer, music by
Everett Miller.

* « *

"OUT OF A CLEAR BLUE SKY"— (Remick Music
Corp.)—^The hit song of the new Earl Carroll Vanities
now playing in New York. Is a good song, well

written and should sell. Music by Jay Gorney,
Harold Koehler, lyrics by Edgar Harburg and Ted
Koehler.

* * •

"THE WEDDING OF THE BIRDS"— (Sherman
Clay & Co.)—A piano solo with a lyric on the order

of the famous WEDDING OF THE PAINTED
DOLLS. These type numbers always have a certain

sale and every once in a while step out for a big
hit. Words by Harry Tobias, music by Henry Tobias
and Charley Kisco.

* * *

"BACK HOME"— (Famous Music Corp.)—A wel-
come home song to the great e.xplorer RICHARD E.
BYRD. Having accomplished a wonderful feat, he is

at least entitled to a song in his honor. Words
and music by Irving Kahal, Sammy Fain and Pierre
Norman.

* # *

"SITTIN' ON A RAINBOW"— (Aser, Yellen &
Bornstein)—An optimistic song that is the theme
song of the picture, CALL OF THE WEST. Written
by two good writers, it has real merit. By Jack
Yellen and Dan Dougherty.

* * *

"KISS WALTZ"— (M. Witmark & Sons)—Al Dubin
and Joe Burke have for some time been very con-

sistent in writing hits. Their last one was
DANCING WITH TEARS IN MY EYES and this

one seems destined to be just as great.

j/<^ /^>
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

^^ $1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept. ^^

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Mail Order Bargains

FACTORY TO YOU—CUT OUT THE MIDDLE-
MAN—BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE—5ound-on-
Film Heads. $198.50; Photocells, $14.95; GE Exciter
Lamp, 98c; Optical Systems $29.50; Head Amplifiers,
$29.60; % h.p. Synchronous Motors, $29.50; Rochester
Built Turntables, $69.50; Samson 250 push-pull ampli-
fier, $54.45; Audak Tuned Pickups, $33.95; Standard
Audak, $17.95; Speedometers, $9.95; Wright-DeCoster
Horns, $17.64; Jensen Speakers, $17.80; Exponential
Horns, $48.80; Giant Exponential Units, $46.35;
Junior Units, $21.95; Constant Faders, $13.90; Sound
Mixers, $19.50; W. E. Approved Sound Screens,
$49.00; R. C. A. Licensed Tubes, 50% off; Acoustical
Felt, 29^c sq. yd.; Bargains. Demonstrators, Rebuilt
Booth Equipment. Theatre Carpet, $1.19 per sq. yd.
Write us your needs. Address Service-on-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound
screens a foot. 75c. Synchronous 54 H.P., motors,
$50.00. 'A HP. variable speed motors, $27.50. Large
hub two-thousand foot reels, $2.00. Imported Mirror
Arc mirrors guaranteed finest made 7", $6.00. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, ud-
per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,
$25.00. Gundlach lenses, $5.00. Mazda regulators,
$37.50. Lens polish, a pint, $2.00. New Strong
rectifier tubes for 30 ampere, $13.50; for IS ampere,
$7.25. Heavy film splicers, $6.00. Mazda globes for
any machine, discount 10%. Sure-fit Simplex parts,
discount 10%. Two Simplex machines like new with
new Strong Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-in-
tensity generator, $1175.00. Powers 6B Mazda ma-
chine good as new, $300.00. Two Powers 6B bases,
$150.00. Any size carbons National Bio. Electra
Discount 10%. Two Strong low-intensity lamps,
demonstrators, $300.00. Two Strong 30 amperes rec-
tifiers slightly used, $250.00. Two Powers 6B ma-
chines complete with heavy Grimes Turntables ready
for sound projection guaranteed best made, $900.00.
Write or wire us your needs. Twenty years in the
theatre supply business. You take no chance when
you order from the Western Motion Picture Co.,
Danville. 111.

Theatres for Sale or Rent

FOR SALE—250 SEAT THEATRE. Perfect
sound. No competition. Address Lathrop theatre,
Lathrop, Mo.

FOR SALE OR LEASE—FIRST RUN THEATRE
located in one of the fastest growing cities in the
iouth. Population of 20,000. Draw sixty miles
square. $5,000 cash will handle if purchased if
leased, will lease very reasonable. Terms to suit
purchaser. Reason for selling, retiring. If inter-
ested answer quick. Address Box 498, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE—LIVEST CITY IN SOUTHWEST.
Population 12,000. Best location. One other show
Selling to dissolve partnership. Address State Thea-
tre, Fampa, Texas.

FOR RENT—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE
—Seats 400; silent equipment. County seat town;
center of four highways, no competition; 30 miles to
nearest show, forced to give up as I have too many
other business interests to look after. Equipment for
sale. An opportunity. Address Mrs. Mary Miller
Napoleon, N. D.

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK
—Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25%
of value. West Virginia town, drawing population
ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers save
postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply
Address Box 627, Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 Sa
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

GOOD PAYING 350 SEAT HOUSE, 50c and 25c,

SPECIALS 75c and 35c, silent, no competition, near-
est sound sixty mountain miles. Building 55 ft. x
110 ft., three lots, store, six room house, dance hall,

weekly dances, shows seven nights. Must sell ac-

count of
_
altitude. Less than half cost. Snap. Ad-

dress Rainbow Theatre, Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Lo-
cated in the finest game and fishing country in the
United States.

FOR SALE—250 SEAT HOUSE and equipment.
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to appreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Hemdon,
Virginia.

A REAL NICE THEATRE IN TOWN 2500 POP-
ULATION. Talking Pictures. Six other towns to

(Iraw from. At a bargain. Address R. W. Floyd,
Dyer, Tennessee.

TWO THEATRES—TOWN 5,000; must be sold

to settle estate; absolutely genuine bargain. Ad-
dress Box 488. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

623-SEATER
no opposition.
Theatre, Belding

WITH SOUND-
Sunday town.

, Mich.

-Population 4,200;
Address Emnress

Theatres Wanted

WISH TO BUY OR LEASE THEATRE IN
TOWN OVER 3,000 POPULATION. Cash proposi-

tion. Address Box 499, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

WANT TO RENT TALKIE THEATRE,
EOUIFPED. Town of S,000. No opposition. Ad-
dress Box 496. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE IN NORTH CAROLINA OR VIR-
GINIA. Address Box 52, Ahoskie, N. C.

New Equipment

THE LATEST INVENTION—THE PERFOR-
ATED SILVER SOUND SCREEN. Invisible seams,
unexcelled for colored pictures. Clear sound, depth
and reflection. The only perfect screen for third
dimension. For particulars apply Sunbeam Silver

Sound Screen, 48 Montgomery St., Newburgh, New
•^ork.

Positions Wanted

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT IN ORGAN SOLOS? I have it!

Eight years experience any style of solo. Can be
billed as M. C. Singing Organist. Will go anywhere.
Address Box 501, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

LOBBY ARTIST DESIRES CHANGE. Experi-
enced house manager. Will consider either position

or combination. Address Rex Mosher, Imperial
Theatre, Alliance, Nebraska.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE ME
WORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8

years' experience on Powers, Motiograph, Simplex,
also Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Age 24i/4, mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St.. Rock Hill, S. C.

AT LIBERTY—Experienced Manager for park,
carnival, summer resort. Dance pavilion, hotel or
club. Other amusement propositions considered. Dy-
namic personality. Age 38. Married; have car; go
anywhere. References exchanged. Salary and per-
centage. State all first letter. Write, wire or phone
Hemlock 5721. Guy Hallock, Duluth, Minn.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-
tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhib-
itors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE MANAGER, ORGANIST. AD WRIT-
ER, WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND OPERATOR—Non-Union, married, aged 35, desires two or three
year contract south of Mason-Dixon line or outside
continental United States. At liberty about Sep-
tember 15th. Highest references. Address full par-
ticulars. Box 486. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

ATTENTION. THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, theatre advertising men, theatre
service men, available for employment at short notice.
No lervice charges. Address Theatre Managers In-
stitute, 325 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS. Specially
trained managers, assistant managers, advertising
men, service men, available for employment at short
notice. Address Theatre Managers Institute, 325
Waihington St.. Elmira. New York.

PROJECTIONIST—Al—LONG EXPERIENCE all

machines and sound. Address Fred T. Walker, 2124
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

Equipment for Sale

JENSEN 14" SPEAKERS, $35.00. FADER
BOXES, $950.00. Address Lee, 302 Harwood, St.,
Dallas, Texas.

ONE PACENT DISC TALKING EQUIPMENT
IN PERFECT CONDITION—for $600.00 cash. One
extra good Simplex only slightly used for $400.00;
one Simplex good condition for $300.00; one Powers
6B including GE Mazda unit for $200.00; one Re-
producco Pipe Organ for $150.00. Address Royal
Theatre, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTIOGRAPH. $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters. New De Vry suit-
case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minn.

GENNETT DISC EQUIPMENT—A REAL BUY—Will sell very reasonable—perfect condition. Ad-
dress Box 497. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—TWO SETS OF TALKIE TURN-
TABLES—One set for Simplex with motors and
pickups, $150.00. One set for Powers or Simplex
with pickups, $75.00. Address W. T. Zimmerman,
Warrenton, Mo.

ADDITIONAL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ON FOLLOWING PAGE

n
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PACENT DISC MACHINES COMPLETE OR
PARTS—Will sell cheap. Address Community Thea-
tres, Inc., 530 Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, \Visc.

NEW EQUIPMENT BARGAINS—TUBES, 30 day
replacement guarantee. No. 227, 90c; 226, 78c; 250,
$3.85; 210, $2.70; 281, $2.22; 245, $1.50; 244, $1.50;
171, 90c. ACCOUSTIC matting highly efficient, ab-
sorption co-efficient, 43%; guaranteed at 7J'2C per
square foot. ARC lamps, pick-ups, speakers, sound
screens approved by Western Electric, and many more
items at greatly reduced prices. Name your require-
ments. Address Apparatus Sales & Service Co., 1223-
1227 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE — ONE SIMPLEX MACHINE
PRACTICALLY NEW—One second-hand Powers
6A in good shape. One Photophone practically new
all motor driven 110 A.C. For quick sale, $500.00
takes all. Address Pastime Theatre, Loreauville, La.

FOR SALE—LOBBY ADVERTISING THIS
YEAR'S FOX AND PARAMOUNT, good as new.
Address Ritz, Clearfield, Pennsylvania.

SIX BRAND NEW $55.00 record cabinets for
$35.00 each. FOUR NEW TYPE $25.00 lens holders
for $20.00 each. Address Box 489. Exhibitors Her-
ald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

BRAND NEW RECORD CABINETS—$14.00 each.
Cost $35.00. Address Vitadisk Company, Inc.,
Rochester, New York

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NO.\-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde. New York

FIRST HUNDRED DOLLARS TAKES BEAU-
TIFUL Phototone Non-Synchronous Speaker Tubes,
Record Cabinet. Fifty Records, periect condition.
Address Ritz Theatre. Clearneld. Pa.

"BESTLITE- SHl'TTERS GIVE MORE LIGHT,
minimum flicker, perfect Technicolor. $15.00, the
price. Address Bestl.'te Shutter Co., 3900 Third Ave.,
Sioux City, la.

PRACTICALLY NEW HALF SIZE CINEPHOR
lenses, also quarter size. 2 good used Simplex Pro-
jectors with G. E. Mazda 2 Simplex Mazda with
National regulators like new. 2 new rariable speed
motors. Prices right. Address Box 492, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

DON'T PAY HIGHWAY ROBBERY PRICES
FOR PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS. We supply
standard replacements all leading systems same price
to manufacturers, dealers or exhibitors—$14.95. State
make and type wanted. Address Serrice-on-Sound
Corp-, 1600 Broadway New York City, N. Y.

THE TALK OF THE TALKIES—Synchronized
reproducers, new 1930 models for lease at $5.70 a
week. Rentals give you ownership. Address Life-
tone Serrice Incorporated, Oregon, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT BARGAINS. We can
save you money on anything you want. Write for
prices. Oldest independent theatre supply house in
America. You take no chance when you buy from
the Western Motion Picture Company, Danville, 111

"CAN YOU INSTALL YOUR OWN SOUND?"
Others have at a great saving. Detailed prints and
photographs are furnished. Write lor prices and
terms. Address The Liieione Co.. Oregon, Illinois

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in

guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps with or without machines at

reasonable prices. Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fans for AC and DC current. Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all

at bargain prices lor immediate shipment. Write for

bargain list. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company. 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Oper?
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re
fleeting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co.. 844 Wabash.
Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps ana accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Toseph Spratler.
1214 E. Ninth Street. Chicago. Illinois.

TWO LATEST MODEL SYNCRODISK SENIOR
TURN-TABLES With Pick-Ups and Fader, $65.00
each. Mason, 240 Columbia Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

PAIR VITADISC TURNTABLES WITH PICK-
UPS, Fader: $125.00. Address Lee, 302 So. Harwood
St., Dallas Texas.

organs

ORGAN WANTED—MUST BE IN FIRST
CLASS CONDITION. Also effect machine, will pay
cash. Address Box 502, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

PIPE ORGAN—LATE MODEL WURLITZER,
style "W." Slightly used, good as new. Cost
$2,600.00. Real bargain. Will consider some trade.
Address Texas theatre, Killeen, Texas.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED TO BUY—60 ampere or larger genera-
tor. Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.

.
WANTED—GOOD USED DRAPES. Send price,

sizes, colors in first letter. Address Silver Hill
theatre, Oshkosh, Nebraska.

WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices. Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machines. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.
844 Wabash. Chicago. Illinou

WANTED—Sampson No. 19 or 20 Amplifier, 60
cycle. Address Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

Chairs for Sale

FOR SALE—325 THEATRE CHAIRS. Used
about three years. Like new. Leather upholstered
box spring seats, figured velour backs. Address
Strand theatre, Platteville, Wisconsin.

OPERA CHAIRS FOR SALE—SIX HUNDRED
LIGHT Veneered chairs at very reasonable prices.
Address Windus Bros., Johnson City, N. Y.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

FOR SALE— 1000 UPHOLSTERED SEATS. Im-
itation Spanish leather, veneered backs. $1.85 each.
1500 5-ply veneered chairs 95c each. Address Illi-
nois Theatre Equipment Company, 1029 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, III.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs, 600 up-
holstered, 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago. Illinois.

1,000 used high-grade spring constructed theatre
seats covered in imitation Spanish leather. The seats
are all brand new with metal bottom boards. Very
reasonable prices. 500 spring edge seats covered in
imitation Spanish leather made by Heywood-Wakefield
Companv. 1,000 upholstered seats in imitation leather,
veneer backs. 750 heavy 5-ply veneer theatre chairs
V5 backs. Also several smaller lots of upholstered
chairs, panel backs, at very attractive prices. We can
furnish you with your needs—everything for the thea-
tre—in the used line—at a great saving. For more
information and prices, write Illinois Theatre Equip
ment Comoany. 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III

Manasers' Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn
modern theatre management and theatre advertising.
The Institute's training leads to better nositions.
Write for particulars. Address Theatre Managers
Institute. 323 Washinzton St.. Elmira. N. Y

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" C'Neargravurembosso" plate-
less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes. 500 S'A-x7^4" letterheads $3.33, or 8;4xll"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidavs. EXH-124. Knox. Indiana.

Films for Sale

BIG STOCK OF WESTERNS, SERIALS, CAR-
TOONS AND COMEDIES priced low for quick sale.
Write at once for our list if you are in the market
to buy for CASH. Address Security Pictures, Film
Exchange Building, Omaha, Nebr.

,
COMEDIES, ACTION. WESTERN and Sensa-

tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition
film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co.. 630
Ninth Ave.. New York. N. Y.

Films Wanted

WANTED _ USED MOVIE FILMS, ALSO
EQUIPMENT. Address Claude & Caeser. Kirklin.
Indiana.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case, like
new. Address National Equipment Co., 409 West
Michigan St., Duluth, Minn.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supnly Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago, Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring vour work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, Illinois.

Pop-Corn Equipment Wanted

WANTED—POP-CORN ELECTRIC POPPER, up-

right glass enclosed prefered. Address Ben Brinck,

West Point, Iowa.

Insurance

THE BIGGEST SAFEGUARD for your business
is the sure protection afforded by insurance. BUT
insurance improperly written is itself a loss of money
to you. For ten years we have made a study of the
theatre's insurance needs. Call on us or write us.

Address Jules Juillard & Co., Room 937, 175 W.
Jackson Blvd.. Chicago. 111.

Would Like to Trade

$120 PER MONTH INCOME PROPERTY leased

to government, 10 years for Post-Office. Will trade

for Theatre building or Theatre business. Address
Box 493, Exhibitors Herald-Worid, 407 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Illinois.

Partner Wanted

WANTED—A PARTNER TO BUY ONE-HALF
INTEREST in my Theatre in Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan. Will sell one-half interest in Theatre business

or building, or half interest in both. This Theatre
has been a paying proposition for twenty-five years.

Partner must be sober and reliable and willing to take

an active part in management of same. If interested

communicate with George C. Nichols, 1029 Madison
Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miscellaneous

ADVERTISE IN RURAL \VEEKLIES—Lists free.

Address Meyer Agency, 4112 H. Hartford, St. Louis,
Mo.

THEATRE ADVERTISING — FLASHY 3x8
BILLS: 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4.25, postpaid. King
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10, cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-
ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Signs Shop,
Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES—Manufacturer to
you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service, Box 4673, Kan-
sas City, Mo.
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS

Keeps Plaque Before Patrons

IT IS WITH A GREAT DEAL OF
pleasure and pride that we hereby acknow-

ledge receipt of the Herald-World plaque,

and we wish to extend our hearty thanks for

this honor.

We consider this plaque a very beautiful

piece of work, and we shall be pleased to keep
it before our patrons always.

Again thanking you kindly for this consid-

eration, we beg to remain.—F. M. Perry,
Foxboro Orpheum theatre, Foxboro, Mass.

A Note from Phil Rand
THE FOLLOWING COMMENTS ARE ON

pictures recently shown. Studio Murder
Mystery, Paramount uses the slogan "New
Show World-Beater." This play is no show
world-beater—not by a long shot. If Para-
mount would put the brains and money in

their plays that they put in their publicity

and sales department we might receive real

good entertaining pictures. The real fault

with this picture is in direction—Neil Hamil-
ton talked so fast when he summed up the

evidence that one could not understand him,

hence could not understand what it was all

about. Hamilton's voice very indistinct for

first reel or two. Comments, none. Poorest
attendance of any talkie run. People don't

like murder stories—that is, in this town.
Some of the block of Paramounts are a great

disappointment so far, for so many fail to

attract people.

Such Men are Dangerous is a good play,

though we took an awful licking, due to a
tent show. This has a fine plot. The ladies

liked it especially. High-class society play,

with a novel story. Warner Baxter fine.

Leading lady, Catherine Dale Owen, not quite
the one for the part but not bad. Hedda
Hopper good. No comedy relief. In Arizona
Kid Fox again gave us one that pulled and
that is what exhibitors want and must have
if they are to make talkies pay. Good picture.
I wish there had been more music and less

Mexican dialect. Book this sure. Close Har-
mony is old but very good. One of Para-
mount's best. Buddy Rogers and Nancy
Carroll a dandy team. May Paramount not
make a great blunder and split them up.
Love Parade is a beautiful musical picture,
half-way between grand and comic opera.
Not a costume picture. Very smart and so-
phisticated and spicy. Beautiful costumes and
sets. Chevalier a great dance hall artist and
here a humorous Prince Charming. Jeannette
McDonald is lovely and sings beautifully.
Lupino Lane and Lillian Roth as valet and
maid put forth a dandy comedy song and
dance act. We did no business on this as
fans were afraid of it. You will have to use
your judgment whether type will go in your
town. 110 minutes, with news.

Paramount on Parade is a mighty fine re-
vue. A glorified vaudeville. My patrons
were kept busy guessing who was who, and
as Paramount made the big mistake of not
clearly announcing what act was next, etc.,

I will give them to you in order:

1. Lillian Roth and Buddy Rogers—Song
and dance with big chorus. Fine. 2. Mystery
drama take off on Fu Alanchu—Powell,

Brook, Oakie. Depends on whether people
like "take offs." 3. Chevalier and E. Brent
in a song and comic satire on apache dance.
Fair. 4. New French singer, Nino Martini,
in a sad gondolier song, with marvelous voice.
Technicolor, good. 5. Leon Errol in a death
bed satire comedy. Fair. 6. Technicolor
musical extravaganza burlesque on Carmen

—

Harry Green and Kay Francis. Fine. 7. Ruth
Chatterton as the French girl abandoned by
a marine. Sad but very fine. 8. Chevalier
as a park policeman, sings. Fair. 9. Little

Mitzi Green impersonates Chevalier. Ex-
cellent. 10. Helen Kane as teacher in a
boop-boop-a-doop school. Only fair. 11.

Denis King in a French Revolution song
act. Technicolor. Not good entertainment.
12. Nancy Carrol and Abe Lyman's band.
Nancy sings and dances. Fine act. 13. Hunt-
ing song in Technicolor, with hunters first

drinking to their lady loves, then dancing with
them. Old English scene and charming.
Gary Cooper, James Hall, Richard Arlen, Jack
Oakie. Jean Arthur, Fay Wray and Mary
Brian. They sing and drink to the girl of
my dreams. This took best of all. 14. Clara
Bow in a Navy battleship song and dance
chorus act. Good. 15. George Bancroft and
others in parlor stunts. Different, provoked
many laughs. 16. Chevalier in a chorus girl

act, singing "L-p on Top of a Rainbow."
Lovely scene.

You can tell from above just about what
what it is like. Did not draw especially. Re-
marks from those who came, "beautiful," "too
much Chevalier," "Denis King the bunk,"
"gorgeous," "could not tell who was who,"
"worth the money," etc.

Shipm-ates is one of the finest and funniest
comedies I ever saw. This Lupino Lane is

a corker. A great acrobat, singer and dancer
and is funny. If he makes them all like this,

he'll be a wow

!

In the Good Old Summer Time, screen
song. Good. Don't Believe It, with the Glea-
sons. Socalled "society comedies" do not
take well here. For the type this is pretty
fair. Cold Shivers, much to my surprise,

caused audience to laugh all the way through.
I thought it was very poorly constructed and
failed to register fright, thrills or amuse-
ment. Glad my people enjoyed it, however.—
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

A Brain Teazer
MY OPINION OF A FEW PICTURES I

have shown. Meti Without Women, a fea-

ture that will keep your patrons on edge and
make them do a lot of thinking. Our patrons
liked this feature very well and the box office

did the average. Light of the Western Stars,

a picture made from the story by Zane Grey
of the same name. Picture well made and
acting by principals in cast good. Average
business at box office. We did a very good
business with Honey and a number of our
patrons liked it better than Sweetie. This
picture was made from the story, Come Out
of the Kitchen. We gave this feature four
showmgs.

I also played these shorts. The Beauty
Spot, a good comedy with lots of laughs.
Two fellows run a beauty contest to find a
girl witli a strawberry birthmark on her kg.

She is found and one of the boys marries her
after he finds out she is an heiress. Jungle
Jazz, not so good as the average but our
patrons liked it. Mickey sings "Down by the
VVinegar Woiks" and does it right proper.
Getting a Ticket is a slick one and the first

of Cantor's that we have run. If they are all

like this one they are O. K. Cantor sings
"My Wife is On a Diet."—E. R. Tinkham,
Chico theatre, Milo, Me.

What Did Mae Say?
WE HAVE BEEN CASTING BACK OVER

the year's pictures, and incidentally over
L^niversal, and we wonder if any of the ex-
hibitors have had the same experience with
Uncle Carl's product that we have had.

In the 1929-30 season we have the follow-
ing absolute flops, both from box office and
audience values

:

"One Hysterical Night," "Embarrassing
Moments," "Shanghai Lady," "The Last Per-
formance," "Phantom of the Opera" and
"Tonight at Twelve." These we have played
to our sorrow and we have still yet to come,
"Climax," "Devil's Pit," "What Men Want"
(and you should see what Mae Tinee said
about that one !).

Looks to me that Universal has a lot to
live down from the quality of their 1929-30
product. These pictures did more harm to
our business than anything we have run this'
year and certainly there is no excuse for put-
ting such stuff on the market. They have a
good idea before they release what they will
do but they get their money out of them and
the exhibitor pays the score for their faults.
—A. E. Hancock, Columbia City theatre, Co-
lumbia City, Ind.

To Play Byrd Film Again
I WOULD LIKE TO GIVE MY OPINION
concerning some recent pictures I have

played. So This is London did a nice busi-
ness. It is the type of picture that appeals
to many who seldom go to shows but who
enjoy a good laugh. I used the telephone to
reach these and suggested they see the show.
Byrd's Trip to the South Pole played three
days to capacity business when everything
was wilted with heat and drouth. It has no
appeal for flappers or lounge lizards but at-

tendance of church people, educators and the
children offset the loss of the regulars. Am
bringing it back in October to show the en-
tire school in special matinees. Will add
prestige to any theatre. The Girl Said No
proved to be an ideal Sunday-Monday show.
Impossible but entertaining and satisfied

Haines fans. Border Legion is an excep-
tionally high class Western. Pulled and
pleased. The Divorcee is a real picture that
brought in many people who had previously
seen it in larger cities. I had more favor-
able comment on it than on any comedy-drama
played here in a long time. Norma Shearer
is on the up-grade. Locked Door, good story,

good cast, but did not go over at all. Montana
Moon is the exhibitor's birthday cake. It has
ingredients that appeal to every class of the-
atregoer. Society drama, Western action and
cowboy comedy and songs, spiced up with
sex and sugar-coated with pleasing personali-
ties in Joan Crawford and Johnnie Mack
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Brown. And it is put together right. A
great picture.

Here are a few of the shorts I played. Silly

Symphonies are still in a class by themselves
but have several poor imitators. Paramount
Song Cartoons are draggy and do not get sat-

isfactory response from audience. Metro
Comedies are uniformly good. Pathe's Vaga-
bo-nd Adventure Scries starts out well. The
talking is nothing to brag about but the stories

have suspense and an atmosphere of mystery
which grips the attention of the audience and
makes them worth while, especially when
played with comedy-drama feature.

—

George
E. Fuller, Fairhope, Ala.

Comment from- Wood
HERE ARE A FEW REPORTS ON Pic-

tures that I have played. Played Sunny Side

Up late but am glad I did at that, as they sure

did rave about the picture and many asked
me to get it again. Better to play it late

than not at all. Big News, not much to this

one. Love Comes Along is not as good as I

expected but have played many pictures that

were worse. Seven Keys to Baldpate is a

good picture, much better in sound than in

silent version. Girl of the Port pleased about
50 per cent. Night Parade is a very good
program picture. Red Hot Rhythm surprised.

It is good and has some color. In They Had
to See Paris Will had them laughing all the

way, except the time we were stopped. Played
the picture late and received a print accord-
ingly and had four stops, which ruined the

show. Lone Star Ranger is the kind they
have been asking for. Have always had some
Western fans and they liked it. Others said

it was fair. It will draw extra money if you
have anv patrons who like Westerns.—^H. B.
\\^0OD, Gem theatre. Calico Rock, Ark.

On "Journey's End''

I NOTICED SEVERAL REPORTS ON
Journey's End but I could not believe it

was as bad as they said. It is worse. Of all

the drivel that was ever put on the screen
this is the worst. Kicks and walkouts were
the highlights. Like Will Rogers says, "These
people don't even talk our language." This
is proven here. They open their mouths and
words come out but no one can tell what they
say. For 13 long reels a bunch of men sit

around a table and eat and drink and mumble
and that is about all there is to it. Take a
tip from one that knows and P'et you another
program handy so you will have something
to run and not have to wire for a picture,

like I did. If this is
_
valued at $2,000,000,

then "Border Romance" is worth a billion.

What are we going to do about Tiffany fur-

nishing such stuff? I wish others would
write me their experience with this service.

There must be some way of securing relief.

Who is willing to take on a law suit to break
up this thing?—E. N. Collins, Tumble, Tex.

Hangs Plaque in Lobby
JUST RECEIVED OUR AWARD FOR

excellent presentation of sound pictures. I

want to thank you very much for this beauti-

ful bronze plaque. I have it hanging in the

lobby and it certainly is attractive. People
tell us that our sound deserves it and that

makes me feel more proud. I am not only
proud of the plaque but also proud that I am
a subscriber to the Exhibitors Herald-World.
—E. J. Williams, Tivoli theatre, Knoxville,
111.

Lines from Silver

I AM WRITING TO GIVE MY VIEWS
on some pictures just played. Fast Com-

pany is a very good program talking picture.

Bean B<indit is a good action picture. Star

and cast fine. Hard to understand the dia-

lect but the picture gave satisfaction to Satur-

day audiences. The Bad One is a good pic-

ture that took a bad box office flop after the

first show. That certainly tells the story

of how this town liked the picture. I called
the picture great, the stars fine. Story rough
but well acted but these kind of pictures do
not draw film rental here. That's that. We
are through buying them.

Bachelor Girls is the joke talking picture.

A verj' good silent picture ruined by trying to

make a talking picture out of it. The story
is good, the acting very good, and played as
a silent picture it will give satisfaction. But
this is not the first and only one of this kind
we ha^e suffered through in the past year.
From 100 per cent to 500 per cent raise in
film rental and nothing for it.

Here are three shorts, also. Adam's Eve,
a good drunk comedy, funny in spots. Clancey
at the Bat, a very funny comedy. Duke of
Dublin, a funny comedy by a real comedian.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.

Come On, Tiffany
I AM SENDING A FEW REPORTS ON

pictures. Hot Curves, good baseball pic-

ture. Plenty of comedy when Benny Rubin
is around. Good acting by Alice Day and
Rex Lease. Near the Rainbovs's End—if they
want action they sure will see it in this pic-

ture. Good quartet singing. Give us some
more like these, Tiftany. Paradise Island is

very good. Laughs, action and drama all in

one. Beautiful Hawaiian music and singing.

Come on. Tiffany, you're doing good. Keep
it up. If it wasn't for Tiffany we sure would
have had a closed house. We sure appreciate
their help during the summer. Will write
again later.

—

Mrs. S. Kelloff, The Colorado
theatre, Aguilar, Col.

Fears for Novarro
HERE ARE SOME REPORTS ON Pic-

tures I have played. Shoiv Girl in Holl^'-

zvood was sold as a special but it is a very
ordinary picture that is not saved by the little

technicolor that is in it. Most evident that

color will not make a poor picture a good
one. So Long Lctty is better than program
grade but did not do business. But nothing
does business today but outstanding pictures.

Caught Short is a very good picture but they

need some support in feature pictures, or the

public will tire of them. Fell off the second
night. The Divorcee is an all-around good
picture that pleased everyone. Norma Shearer
is a real actress. Under a Texas Moon has
no action but has a good title. Disappointing
at box office. Murder Will Out is a very
ordinary production that did not do any busi-

ness. Redemption is a sad, depressing picture

that the people panned.

Mammy—the same old story. Jolson suf-

fers and suffers and so does the public and
they told me so. Spring is Here is a sprightly

little picture that has a lot of good humor
due to Ford Sterling. In Gay Madrid indi-

cates that Metro is killing Ramon Novarro
by the type of pictures they are putting him
in. We had "Devil May Care," "In Gay
Madrid," and next, "Singer of Seville," and
people do not like these stories of foreign

countries. Song of the West is a poor pic-

ture. Has no action. It is all-color but this

does not save it. Man Hunter—these dog
pictures are expensive. This one runs only

48 minutes and it takes so many shorts that

the program costs too much.

Back Pay is Corinne Griffith's last picture

and I am sorry she did not quit before she

made this. It is the sorriest no-account ex-

cuse for a picture that we ever used. And
then First National sold it for a special ! No
tears here at Griffith's retirement. We just

used The Gold Diggers of Broadway for the

second time and it flopped miserably this

time. We were led to believe from salesmen

that it was a clean-up but we lost money on
it. Follies of iQjo does not compare with

"Follies of 1929." First half very slow_ and
has no musical hits. We did a poor business

on it but nothing does business today. Forest

fires burning all around keep farmers at home,
as they fear their homes will burn. Sweet-

heats and Wives is a good picture that was
liked, but drought in this section has hurt

business in every line, so we did nothing.

Here are a few shorts. Frying 'cm Out,

the poorest comedy ever, with an all-English

cast that cannot be understood. Fables, all

these are excellent and getting better. The
General, a Colortone Revue away below stand-

ard of these productions. Manhattan, another

Colortone Revue that is not very much. It

is apparent that Gus Edwards is not making
these late ones.—H. R. Cromwell, Bedford
theatre, Bedford, Pa.

HERE ARE SOME REPORTS ON RE-
cent pictures at the New Bonny. Spring Is

Here, great entertainment. Drew good for

Tuesday and Wednesday but still didn't quite

pay out. Pleased and satisfied. Broadway, a

fair picture and pleased some but it was no
great special. We have had pictures at half

the price that drew and pleased more. Very
little technicolor. Advertising misleading. I

didn't raise the admission price, although we
paid a stiff price for it. Embarrassing Mo-
ments, real good. Had a fair house the first

night but bucked a negro ministrel show the

second and didn't get enough to run. Can't
do anything on Tuesday and Wednesday.
People haven't any money and it's too hot
and dry and there are too many other places
to go, tent shows, revival meetings, picnics,

night golf, swimming, etc. Well, I thought
Anna Christie was awful. No one liked it.

Had more walkouts than on any picture since
going sound. Too much dialect and hard to
understand. Very dreary and tiresome. No
music or comedy. In fact, no entertainment.
But they don't make them more entertaining
than The Girl Said No. We can count on
Bill and Joan Crawford to draw a crowd
every time. They are the only ones that will,

though. It's sure hard to get people out now.
There are two scenes that are rather raw and
should have been left out. Don't know
whether our patrons objected to them or not.
They always turn out when Bill comes to
town. Skinner Steps Out was a good little

comedy that pleased those that came but we
never make expenses on Tuesday and Wednes-
day. We ran Free and Easy on the fourth of
July and did pretty well. Don' know whether
it pleased or not. They didn't say anything.
It would be better with the last two reels off,

as they arc tiresome.

—

Robert K. Y.\ncey, New
Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.

Albany Houses All Set
For More Exploitation
During Coming Months

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Aug. 28.—First run houses are
planning to go in for exploitation on a greater
scale than in the past this coming season.
This is particularly true of the Warner houses,
which under the form.er ownership were in-

clined to be conservative when it came to
exploiting a picture.

All motion picture theatres in Albany, Troy
and Schenectady, N. Y., will open their fall

and winter season on Labor Day, according
to a survey made of these three cities last

week. All first run houses will start off on
Labor Day with big pictures. Some of the
theatres have been in the red a good part

of the summer, while others have just barely

paid running expenses. This has been due.

it is said, to abnormally hot weather as well

as new competition from golf courses of the

pee-wee variety, carnivals and night baseball.

Some of the second run theatres in Albany
have been playing up programs intended for

children and have cashed in fairly well on
these. The fact remains, however, that there

isn't a refrigerated motion picture theatre in

Albany, a fact recently commented upon by-

tourists stopping at the hotels and seeking an

evening's entertainment.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By JIM LITTLE

CHICAGO has had a busy week. Everything from air races to music fes-

tivals and track meets. And attractions Hke these usually weld a ticket

line of considerable proportions. 150,000 people is no mean attendance,

and that is approximately the number that received the thrill of a lifetime at

Soldiers Field w^hen 5,000 voices were lifted in song. And the air races are af-

fording another kind of thrill, bringing into actuality some of the things that

people have been seeing in pictures of late.

idiosyncrasies of the projection was undoubt-
edly due to the fihn itself. Therefore, before
the title was flashed on the screen, a brief

T X' considering this, it is quite possible that
^ those attending the air meet at Curtiss Field
have had their appetites whetted by viewing
pictures whose main themes have been the air

and those gallant and gay people who sail

therein.

Also, there is a possibility that the attend-
ance at the music festival was enhanced by
the fact that people have come in more or
less intimate contact with this phase of art in

the pictures.

In vague ways, perhaps, but not so vaguely
as one might think, all things are linked
together in one way or another, and it takes
no great stretch of the imagination to realize

that such "tie-ups" as mentioned in the two
preceding may have a firm foundation.
But despite these "added" attractions, the

theatres have been doing excellent business,
as has been usual for the past few weeks,
which goes to show that even though there
are distracting things in the way of entertain-
ment (as far as the exhibitor is concerned),
people still fall back upon their everyday diet.

Pictures play such an important part in their

lives, that outside forces may augment, but
not detract.

* * *

Al SteflFes dropped down from Minneapolis
last week, and spent part of a day wandering
around the Row and saying hello.

The Jackson Park theatre is celebrating its

first anniversary of the installation of talking
pictures.

* * *

George Miller, brother of Jack Miller, and
manager of the Lido theatre, has been con-
fined to his bed by one of those pesky strento-
rocci colds, 1 ut it is expected that he will be
back at his desk soon.

* * *

The Gem, which is being remodeled ex-
tensively by Sid Selig, and which already has
a most attractive front adorning it, is ex-
pected to open the latter part of September.

* * *

The work of editing and cutting Willis
Kent's new talking version of "Ten Nights
in a Barroom" is now going on, and it is

expected that it will soon be ready for an
early release.

* * *

Alfred Platzmann, of the Universal
exchange, is now enjoying a well earned
vacation.

* * *

A Chicago exhibitor recently did something
that was quite novel fat least we had never
heard of its being done before), and it no
doubt gave his patrons more confidence than
ever in him. and, incidentally, gave them more
enjoyment from the picture than they other,
wise would have crotten.

Tlie picture which he was running was
faultv in its sound. Tt was not ud to the usual
standard of the picftircs he had been showing,
and as his equipment was in Al condition, the

Al HofFman

trailer was shown, which told the patrons
that the picture about to be witnessed and
heard was faulty in some parts, and that it

was due to the picture, and not to the equip-
ment. Thus, even though the recording was
poor, pe«>ple sat through it and listened, merely
because they knew that this man knew what
he was talking about, and that when a good
picture was shown (good as regards record-
ing) it would be as perfect as possible.

* * *

The other day we found this cut of Al
Hoffman, and this week we were all set to

run it, interpolating into the paragraph which
surrounded it a few
remarks on the gen-
tleman in question,

most of them good,
so far as we know.
And then the other
day we were in-

formed that Al was
no longer connected
with the Chicago
branch of United
Artists. He had left

all of a sudden, on
very short notice (at

least it was to us)
and when we looked
into his ofifice, he was
no longer there. But
what is misfortune for one is good fortune
for another, so 'tis said, and thus Minneapolis
is the "another" in this case, for Al is now
Minneapolis manager for United Artists.

We'll miss his beaming face, but probably he'll

be dropping around now and then to say
hello, and—-well, anyway, we wish him all the

success there is, and of course the very best

of luck.
* * *

Max Balaban, Floyd Brockell, Bill Burford
and John Dromey are back from New York,
after having spent some time down there on
business.

* * *

Incidentally, James Coston made another of
his living trips to the metropolis of the East.

Henri Ellman said something a while back
to the effect that "Jimmie" had bought a book
of tickets, and from casual observation, we
should say that he had, and must enjoy the
ride between here and there. He can probably
call out all the stops, and tell what the exact
grade of the road is in any given place.

The Roxy in Berwyn, owned by the Las-
kcrs, opened last week, and it was a gala
event. Everyone seemed enthusiastic about
the house, which might well he entered into

the category of a model neighborhood house.
* * *

Herb Ellisbtirg, lately connected with War-
ners, we understand, in Milwaukee, is now

Mr. Glett Writes a Letter to

Mr. Ellman
Dear Henri:

—

You must know that I have your inter-

est at heart, if, at this time, the busiest

days I have had in a year, I take the
trouble to write in an effort to save you
from what threatens to be a terrible end.
They tell me that you are my cousin.

This, being no fault of mine, I have con-
stantly denied it. However. I suppose
there is an ounce of truth in the old
"blood is thicker than water" proverb,
and I am now talking to you as a rela-

tive, with your future happiness as the
all important thing. I beg you to give
up your literary ambitions.
As a columnist you're a complete wash-

out. Your style is impossible and your
english is really a very sad affair. Col-
umning belongs to the Winchells and
the Hellingers. After all, you have never
been an actor so how can you expect to

match their wit. Why don't you spend
more time selling "Specials" to "poor"
unsuspecting exhibitors and leave writ-

ing to them what knows how.
I recken you have your reasons, but,

when I know why Charlie Chaplin wants
to play Hamlet; why some people eat

herring with their hands and why we are

made to suffer thru "theme" songs, I'll

know why you want to be a columnist.

Affectionately,

Charles.

Henri got a great kick out of this and
thought perhaps you*d like to read it.

special promotional man for Essaness thea-
tres, with headquarters in the Standard Oil
Building. He is associated with Al Blasko,
publicity director for the circuit.

* * *

Morris Sussman (not Maurice), has re-

turned from a vacation in Sheboygan, Wis-
consin, where he visited his brother-in-law,

Julius Lamm.

Morris Hellman, formerly country sales-

man for United Artists, has been transferred
to the city territory, succeeding Al Hoffman.

* * *

The Lyons theatre, in Lyons, Illinois, owned
and operated by Manager Bambero, is being
remodeled.

"The Blimp Mystery," Tiffany all talking
monkey comedy which has been playing at the
United Artists, is a pretty clever piece of
work. It is remarkable how closely the
dialogue follows the movements of the mon-
keys' lips. It is a novelty, a rather decided
novelty, to sit and watch monkeys walking
around and talking to each other. Seeing a
picture like this would even cause one to

believe more profoundly than ever in Mr.
Darwin's theory.

* * *

And speaking of Tiffany, Henri Ellman is

all "het up" about the new season's product.
Paramount in importance is the signing up of
James Cruze and Al Rogell on the staff of
directors. Cruze is to fashion 10 of the new
films, while Rogell is all set to wield the
megaphone for four.

* * *

Wp I'-^rlprcf^nd thqt "Hell's Aneels." which
was to have been shown at the United Artists
theatre very soon, is not to be shown there,
but will be road-showed in some other house
in the citv, with a top of $2. In its place,

"Eves of the World," a United Artists picture,
will be shown.

* * *

Two Essaness houses opened last Friday
evening, the two being the Lamar, formerly
the Oak Park, and the Davis, at Lincoln
avenue and Wilson, formerly called the
Pershing.

hMMWIWi



There Is No Substitute

For Circulation

—

—as proof of the service a

publication is rendering

a field

—as proof of just where a

publication stands in the

estimation of a field

EXHIBITORS HERALD -WORLD Has

The Largest Circulation In The Motion

Picture Trade. (Proof by the Audit

Bureau of Circulations*)

*The HERALD-WORLD is the only motion picture trade publication whose circulation state-

ments are audited by the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
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Johnny llincs

An Al C.hrinlie I'roiluction

'UMMER and its heat
and its troubles will soon
be over. You want to get

away to a new start, put
new pep in your program
and new life in the old

box-office. Then just get

an eyeful of this two-reel

comedy layout for the first

month of EducationaVs
greater laugh season. Did
you ever see anything
that would help you
more to laugh Summer's
grief away?

You get more big star

names, more big comedy
ideas, more production
value, MORE ENTERTAIN-
MENT, in this greater
comedy program. You
get amusement that will

appeal to adults and
children alike. Advertise
it to the kids and their

parents NOW.

i

EDUCATIONAL
FILM KXCIIAIVGES, Inc. J

'THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"
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The Popularity of Stage Shows
has increased - not diminished

It is box office profits that

proves stage show sue

cess. The FA Major
System is the greatest aid

you could have to proper

presentations. Every

good feature of light

control is there.

W..

^anki^dam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
Offioat in tmonty-fivs prineipmi Htl^a

The Control of Lighting in Theatres

Vol. 100, No. 9 August 30, 1950
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The First and Best Screen Adjuster Backed
By Over 150 Successful Installations

The Peter Clark Magnascope Picture Sheet

Frame was the Firsts and has remained the best

screen enlarging device, during six years of pro-

gressive improvement/ for magnascope, grandeur

or any other size picture.

Over one hundred and fifty of these

units, of which sixty have been installed in

Paramount Publix Theatres and the rest in

leading theatres throughout the country in-

cluding those operated by Warner Brothers,

Stanley Company, Fox Corporation, Lowe's
Inc. and Radio-Keith-Orpheum are substan-
tial proof of the superiority of our product.

The Peter Clark Magnascope Frame is rigidly

constructed of steel trusses with provision made

for lacing the sheet to the inside of the frame.

The masking curtains are of black flame proofed

velour. These masking curtains are attached to

movable trusses which always insure true vertical

and horizontal edges on the picture. The mask-

ings, which move simultaneously, are instantly

opened and closed by pushing an electric con-

trol button. The control buttons are located on

the stage and in the projection booth.

The masking machine has adjustable, auto-

matic stops limiting the size of both large and

small pictures. The motor and mechanism are

mounted on the frame. These frames are also

made with provision for mounting the talkie horns

on the frame directly behind the screen thereby

incorporating all the necessary talking picture

stage equipment in one unit. The whole frame

is hung on one of our fast working, heavy duty,

counterweight sets and is easily flown.

A letter will bring any further information

you may desire about this, or any other Peter

Clark product.

544 West 30th Street

"Stage Equipment with a Reputation"

PETER CLARK, INC.
Stage Equipment Specialists for over 25 Years

New York Gty
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The Dumbarton Theatre

Washington, D. C.

This theatre,because ofits archi-

tectural plan, presents extreme

difficulties in acoustical correc-

tioru But Acousti-Celotex prop-

erly applied has reduced rever-

beration . . . provided splendid

hearing conditions.

Lhey proved for you

that Acousti-Celotex pulls crowds

TODAY, many theatres have been treated

with Asousti - Celotex to provide ideal

hearing conditions for sound pictures.

In every one ofthese installations, results

have more than met the expectations of the

management.

Applied according to the recommenda-

tions of Acousti-Celotex engineers, this re-

markable material prevents words and music

from being reflected back toward the

audience—causing a meaningless jumble of

sound.

The managers of these theatres will tell

you that now each note, each spoken word

travels clear and distinct to the farthest

seats.

Increasing crowds, increasing profits

prove the value of assuring each patron's

pleasure — with better hearing conditions.

These managers have proved for you that

Acousti-Celotex insures the results you are

after.

These facts have outstanding

importance

:

Quick, easy installation—Acousti-

Celotex comes in single, finished tiles,

quickly and easily installed in new or old

buildings— fastened directly over existing

walls and ceilings.

Decorative adaptability — Acousti-

Celotex brings distinctive beauty to the

theatre. Its decorative adaptability assures

harmony with almost any architectural or

decorative scheme.

Permanent and "fool-proof"—This

treatment is a permanent treatment with a

very low cost of upkeep. Acousti-Celotex

tiles can be painted and repainted — even

with lead and oil paints— without impairing

their efficiency.

Tested in many fields— Architects and

builders are familiar with Acousti-Celotex.

Long before the advent of sound pictures

they have used this remarkable material to

provide "better hearing" in auditoriums.

THE CELOTEX COMPANY
919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

In Canada:

Alexander Murray & Company, Ltd., Montreal

Sales distributors throughout the World

Acousti-Celotex is sold and installed by approved

Acousti-Celotex contractors

Submit your problems to the Acoustical Engineers

of The Celotex Companyfor study and analysis . . .

without charge orfurther obligation.

FOR LESS NOISE-BETTER HEARING

Ceil®TEX
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

s the trademark of and indicates manufacture by The Celotex Company, Chicago, Illinois

THE CELOTEX COMPANY ehw-s-so

919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Gentlemen: Please send me further information on the value of Acousti-Celotex

in the presentation of sound pictures.

Name..-

Address -

City - — — ...State - --
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Every light in this section of town out but the audience

never even KNEW it!!

SATURDAY night . . . capacity

house . . . lobby crowded with

waiting patrons. All lights in that sec-

tion of the town went out. But inside

the theatre, patrons never even knew

it. For that wise theatre owner had

automatically protected lights and pro-

jector. His house was guarded by

reliable Exide Batteries.

In up-to-date theatres, owners and

managers make it impossible for

power failure to interrupt the show or

irritate their patrons. Exide Emer-

gency Lighting Batteries are on the

job, ready, any minute to maintain

steady current at all important points.

Should normal current fail, Exides

take over the entire emergency load

. . . instantly and automatically. With-

out a hand touching a switch, lights

continue to burn . . . the show goes on

without a break.

This automatic protection involves

no extra personnel. Simple devices

control and maintain Exide Batteries

in a fully charged condition . . . your

present electrician can secure reliable,

economical operation. And the initial

cost of installing these long-lived bat-

teries is moderate, depending solely

on the extent of protection desired.

We will gladly mail you a copy ofour

Emergency Lighting Bulletin . . . or,

ifyou prefer, a technical representative

will consult with you at your conve-

nience. Write today. No obligation.

£xi5e
EMERGENCY LIGHTING

BATTERIES
This is a typical 115 -volt Exide Emergency Lighting Bat-

tery — economical, long - lived, absolutely dependable.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, Philadelphia
THE WORLDS LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF STORAGE BATTERIES FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto
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PANTAGES
Interior of The Pantages Hollywood Theater, Hollywood,
California. A 3000 seat house equipped throughout with
comfortable, attractive, acoustically correct American Seating

Company Chairs. Marcus B. Priteca, Seattle, Wash., Architect.

HOLLYWOOD
The luxury within matches

the beauty without!
The Pantages Hollywood Theatre installs comfort-

able, attractive, American Seating Company chairs

'T'HE Pantages Hollywood Theater opened—a monu-
-*- ment to Pantages achievement ... a revelation in
ornate, resplendent luxury—a show house so beautiful
and attractive that it is certain to bring and hold patrons.

To attract the public ... to make them comfortable
and bring them back again and again, Pantages selected
American chairs . . . the finest, most beautiful chairs the
market affords. Roomy chairs—deep chairs that relax
tired bodies . . . that send the audience home rested and
contented. Acoustically correct chairs that help bring
music and voice to the audience, clearly, naturally and
undistorted!

When considering seating a new theater or bringing
more patrons to the old, get the facts about American
Seating Company chairs and service. There is a model
and style to fit any taste and any pocketbook. Send for
free booklet "Acoustics and its Relation to Seating."

American Seating Company
Makers of Fine Sealingfor Churches, Schools and Theatres

^ GENERAL OFFICES:

14 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
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The successful theatre today is the
one that pays strict attention to
its physical features. Cinema pa-
trons demand more than pictures.
They must be given every degree of
comfort, convenience and atmos-
phere.

To the enterprising exhibitor the
Better Theatres Section of Exhib-
itors Herald-World presents numer-
ous ideas and suggestions for in-

creasing profit through better public
service and management.
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The movie auditorium on the Steel Pier at
Atlantic City is finished throughout with

Insulite,
To the left is shown the Wright DeCoster

Horn usedfor theatre installations

II

INSULITE ACOUSTILE
. . has a MORE UNIFORM Sound Absorbent

Coefficient throughout the entire frequency range

. . . than any other material"
say Wright DeCoster

One of the beautiful sets in the Paramount
picture, "The City of Silent Men", starring

William Powell. The set was built of In-

sulite and shows the decorative possibilities

of the material.

CONSULT OUR ENGINEERS
If you have an acoustical problem in your

theatre, let the Insulite Engineers assist you.

This staff of acoustical experts will gladly

analyze your trouble and recommend the

simplest and most economical solution.

There is no chargefor this service.

THE INSULITE CO.
{A Backus-Brooks Industry)

1200 Builder; Exchange, Dept. 50H Minneapolis, Minnesota

Please send me ddditional information on the value of Insulite

Acoustile for the treatment of Theatres shov/ing sound pictures;
also a sample.

Name

Address

.

City State .

World famous makers oF loud speakers who use

Insulite in their horns and recommend Insulite

Acoustile (or correcting acoustics in theatres

NSULITE Acoustile makes sound pictures sound right. This superior

acoustical correction material is easy and economical to install and

its decorative possibilities are unlimited. Because Insulite Acoustile

effectively absorbs excess sound energy^ and has a more uniform sound

absorbent coefficient throughout the entire frequency range than any

other material/ it is especially adapted for the treatment of sound pic-

ture theatres. When Insulite Acoustile is applied in your theatre, you

banish "dead spots" and the annoying jumble of sound reverberations

that result from improper acoustics.

The Wright DeCoster Engineers, after a thorough investigation of all

kinds of materials, adopted Insulite in the manufacture of their horns,

which are in use in theatres in all sections of the country.

In the making of sound pictures both in America and abroad, Insulite is

used in the construction of sound stages, camera booths, sets, etc. —
and theatres all over the world are correcting their acoustical prob-

lems with Insulite Acoustile.

Your acoustical problem can be easily and economically solved by the

proper application of Insulite Acoustile. Our Engineering Department

is at your service — free of charge —• use this coupon.

THE INSULITE CO.
{A Backus-Brooks Industry)

1200 BUILDERS EXCHANGE, Dept. 50H

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CiTIES
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A NECESSARY PART OF ANY
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

IS a set of

Richardson's Handbooks on Projection

To thoroughly know all the fundamentals of both silent and soimd projec-

tion, this set is most essential.

In treating this subject the author deals profusely with every angle of

projection—illustrating his lessons with diagrams and pictures.

Some of the many angles dealt with are: Arc Light Source; Carbons;

Condensers; Electrical Action; Projection Angle; Generators; Fuses;

Insulation; Lenses; Light Action; Optics; Picture Distortion; Practical

Projection; Resistance as it applies to the projection circuit; Spotlights;

Switches; Wiring; The Microphone; Recording Sound; Sound Reproduc-

tion; Light Valve Recording; Disc Record Recording; Cleaning and Splic-

ing Sound Film; The Photo-Electric Cell; Electrical Condenser; Amplifiers

and Their Care; Horns and Loud Speakers; Motor Control Box; etc.

You cannot afford to longer delay having the help of these books at your

finger tips at all times.

Tear off and use the hlan\ helow.

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Deatfcom St.

Chicago, nL

Please send me the books checked hereunder, and for which I am enclosing my remittance of $ _

Richardson's Handbook—vol. 1 and 2 of the 5th edition $ 6.20

Richardson's Handbook—vol. 3 (on sound) of the 5th edition _...$ 5.10

Combination rate (complete set) _ _ $10.20

Signed _

Address _

City _ State _

Prompt shipment will be made if order is accompanied with certified chec\, money order or draft. We will also ship C O. D.
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Spent behind

That your Public

FOR twenty-eight years Cutler-
Hammer has been working behind

theater switchboards—building better

theater dimmers that better shows may
be produced.
Smooth, even changes of light play

an important part in keeping every show
well knit together. And no theater can
have smooth lighting control unless the

heart of the switchboard—the dimmer
plate—is properly constructed. So for a

quarter of a century, Cutler-Hammer has
been building dimmer plates with this

idea uppermost in mind—"flickerless"

light control.

Better dimmer plate construction to

lessen the danger of burnouts—direct

rack and pinion drive to prevent play

or backlash—110 steps to insure velvet

smooth changes of light from full bril-

The Auditorium of the Pub-
lix Marbro Theater, Chicago,
lllinoiSf where C-hl Simplicity
Dimmers are installed.

C-H Simplicity Dimmer Plates
are supplied by leading suJitch-

board manufacturers "with the
board they install. Fig, 1 shows
the front of a typical board. Fig.
2 the rear vieiv shoiving C'hl
plates and Fig. 3 the complete
plate. Dimmer plates are the
heart of any lighting control
board. Make sure the C-H trade,
mark is on your plates for long
life, smooth lighting control and
loiv maintenance.

Years
a Switchboard
May be Pleased
liance to blackout.These are a few of the
features of C-H "Simplicity" Dimmer
construction which make them the

choice of leading showmen. These
showmen look beyond the panel board
for the C-H trade-mark on the dimmer
plates.

Your theater—whatever its seating

capacity or decorative scheme—can
have smooth, even light control by in-

stalling C-H Dimmers. They are easily

adapted to your future needs. Your
architect or electrician knows about
C-H Dimmers. Ask him and then write
for the Cutler-Hammer booklet "Illumi-

nation Control for the Modern Theater".

CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc.
PioneerManufacturers ofElectric ControlApparatus

1254 St. Paul Avenue
MILWAUKEE : WISCONSIN

CUTLER HAMMER
Perfect Illumination Control for the Modern Theater^ */ {A-306)
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A "PERIOD" THEATRE ?

SPLENDID decorative efforts can be attained by following a definite

period style in the furnishings of your theatre. Whether the period

selected be Louis XV, Spanish or modern ... or any other ... if it be faith-

fully carried out in all the furnishings, a most pleasing and harmonious

interior will result.

The Bigelow-Sanford lines of theatre floor coverings include a large

number of authentic designs for the period theatre. Every period in cur-

rent favor is well represented, making it a simple matter to find the exact

carpet . . . correct to the last detail . . . for use with other period furnishings.

Our Contract Department will be glad to extend its advice on the

choice of appropriate period carpets for your theatre and provide the name

of a nearby dealer. Write to us freely at any time.

BIGELOW-SANFORD
Rugs and Carpets

Woven in the mills of (he Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co. Inc., an organization which embodiea the combined resources and ex-

perience of America's oldest rug and carpet weavers— (he Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Co. and Stephen Sanford & Sons, Inc. J'/iV/j-

,i/Thompsonvil!e, Conn.; Amsterdam , N.Y .; Clinton. Mass. /}Iain Sales Office: 38.S Madison Ave., N.Y. Sales Offices: Boston
Philadelphia -Pittsburgh. Atlanta. Dallas St. Louis. Chicago- Detroit Minneapolis- Denver- Los Angeles- San Francisco -Seattle

A spirited Spanish interior can well be d

with the aid of this Bigelow-Sanford theatre

pet, "Hartford-Saxony", Pattern 1515,

authentic Spanish design. Its bright hues

and gay pattern accord perfectly with

furnishings of Spanish inspiration.



NOTE^oN WRITERS AND

XUBJECT^ IN THi/ l,^UE :

^ The subject of modern motion
picture theatre illumination is

immense—made immense chiefly

because of late developments in

this vast art and science, which
has application to the film theatre
building perhaps more than to any
other type of structure. There are,

however, fundamental conditions

t'hich must be met in even the
simplest and most unconventional
type of theatre lighting, and it is

to point out these that we offer

the concise, authoritative article

by Guy Cadogan Rothery ("Basic
Considerations in Theatre Light-
ing"), whose experience in decora-
tion and allied arts has embraced
many motion picture theatres.

In England he will be remembered
for his fine series on cinema deco-
ration in The Bioscope, leading
film trade journal in that country.

^ The development of theatre
lobby displays during the last few
years has been most noteworthy,
as all observers know. To a large
extent, the poster has displaced the
one-sheet, particularly in the more
pretentious theatres. Posters,
moreover, have contributed much
beauty and doubtless added effec-

tiveness to the ballyhoo display.

This has been brought largely
through the development of the so-

called "creative poster"—an origi-

nal graphic expression of the
dramatic significance of a photo-
play, combined with an announce-
ment of the title, star, etc. The
creative poster came into being with
the employment by the larger thea-
tres of talented artists, and since

their advent into the business many
of much less talent have endeavored
to emulate them. It is therefore
not surprising that many posters
do not realize the first purpose of

this medium of advertising, be-

cause their creators are too often
merely imitating a style, while
they cannot comprehend the

method that underlies that style.

Recently we had brought to our
attention the poster methods of

Victor Bonetta, who is employed
by the Newman theatre in Kansas
City. The article, "Emphasis in

the Modem Theatre Poster," is the
result. Bonetta's work is interest-
ing from several points of view.
But it is his thematic method, his
concentration on effects which will
create an emotional correlative of
the drama itself, that seems to
command a special interest. . . .

Al Steen is a contributor to vari-
ous journals on motion picture
affairs.

•I A new theatre in Hollywood is

always worth reading about, of
course, but the new Pantages
("Hollywood's Newest Temple of
Its Own Art—the Pantages") has
more than theatrical significance,
since architects will find it a pro-
vocative interpretation of the mod-
ernistic manner. Tom Hacker is a
member of the editorial staff of
the Herald-World, in Los Angeles.

flThe article by W. E. Green
("Preparing Today for Tomor-
row's Theatre") concludes the
series of three discussions by Mr.
Green on the development of mo-
tion picture equipment manufac-
ture and •distribution. Mr. Green
is president of the National The-
atre Supply Company.

^ Besides presenting very inter-
esting architectural and decorative
features, some typical of motion
picture theatres in England, some
really original, the Astoria at
Streatham ("Egyptian Luxury in
Britain") has timely interest as
a theatre property because of the
reports that Publix Paramount is

angling for the string of four
Astoria theatres operated by one
circuit. W. H. Mooring is a Lon-
don journalist of long attachment
to the English film trade press.

^ Such a marvelous contrivance
as a projector to reproduce the
heavens, dramatically, on the vault-

ed ceiling of a planetarium, is in-

teresting enough to anyone, of
course. But it doubtless has more
than casual interest to many in

the motion picture industry be-

cause of its significance to light

projection and lens technology.
We have decided so, at any rate,

and we took advantage of the re-

cent opening of America's first

planetarium in Chicago to have
the instrument described ("Map-
ping the Sky With

_
Lens and

Light"). Howard Oiseth is a
member of the editorial staff of

the Herald-World.

[11]
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Tfl€ fELLOW
WITH

ALADDIN'S
LAMP

You remember Aladdin... thaf big Wish and Rub Man from

the Orient. One day he saw an old-fashioned lamp in the

window of an antique shop. He offered to buy it but the

shop owner wanted too much. "Aw g'wan an' die!" says

Aladdin, scoring his point with customary politeness. Then

he picked up the lamp and the fellow did die. Aladdin was

delighted. After that he spent his spare time wishing and

rubbing, in this way he produced practically everything

from a stone-age Packard to his idea of a Night Club,

completely equipped except for the cover charge ... It is

frequently pointed out that times do change. Aladdinistic

tendencies have sought new outlets. But today, as far as the

theatre equipping business is concerned, they still exist—in

more rational and far more

practical form. Every time

your National Representa-

tive calls on you, you are

talking to a modern Aladdin.

It's true he has traded his lamp for an order book. It's true

also that the system is somewhat reversed: (1) He wishes

(that you'd use his order book), (2) you use it and (3) he

brings you anything you want ... I don't know whether

the quality of Aladdin's lamp-produced merchandise was

guaranteed or not. Authorities differ. But this Modern

Aladdin guarantees his. Every bit of it. And back of his

guarantee stands the integrity, the fmancial power, the

intelligent organization of the largest theatre equipping

company in the world. Further than that, this Aladdin of

today is a walking source-book of accurate information

covering theatre equipment, present and future. His mind

is full of today's necessities, his eyes are on tomorrow's

trend and his vision is clear.

He'll help you correlate the

two. He'll keep you abreast

of the times. He'll lead

you to tomorrow's profits.

A)li* . Wherever you
see it, this

stamp of ap-

highest quality,

thorough prac-

ticability and
proval means \*\P«TBI«UTO««/>y a fair price.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUF^PLV COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities

i&h^^Kj
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BASIC CONSIDERATIONS IN THEATRE LIGHTING

By GUY CADOGAN ROTHERY

Setting forth the special problems of motion picture theatre illumination

EXPERIMENTAL data of illumi- as being the principal sources of glare. White blotting paper 82 %
nating engineers controlled by ac- Practically the balance of the rays are White draiving paper 80 %
tual experience places the amount reflected on the walls and ceilings, there L^^ht"

^^^^^
f^ ^

of artificial light required in a motion to be observed or deflected. YeUow ^waflpaper "!!."..I!!!!!!!!'!.!!!!.40 %
picture theatre at between one and two j Light pink ...."!!!!!!!."!!r...!!!...36 %
candles per square inch, and for lob- J.T is this problem of absorption and Emerald green 18 %
bies and lounges at between three and deflection that particularly concerns Dark brown 13 %
four candles. Now electric incandescent those responsible for decoration, because Dar™green

"!
5 %

lamps give an intensely brilliant light, both phenomena depend partly on color Maroon "!!!!!!!!!!"!!"..."!!!"!!!!""! 5 %
some having an actual efficiency up to and partly on the physical nature of the Dark blue 3.5%
2,000 candles per square inch. Obviously surface,

pj^'^v
^^°}^. """ i,^

direct radiation from lamps greatly in- Now undue absorption or reflection of ^*^ ^^ ^^

ferior to those high-powered ones would light may not only destroy beauty of a From this table we may perceive that

be intolerable. decorative scheme but also cause optical the power of color to reflect light is

The light must be diffused, at least to discomfort, so that color and texture of modified by the surface. Taking white
some extent, and for this purpose appro- wall and ceiling surfaces (and draperies, and black, we see that open textures tend
priately designed shades are necessary, if used to any great extent) must be to absorb light and to lessen reflection.

As we have already seen, diffusion is taken into consideration from the light- We must go further than this. We find

also secured in some cases by means ing, as well as the beautifying point of that the more highly polished the sur-

of indirect illumination; that is, from view. This opens out a fresh series of face the more light will it reflect, the
concealed or partly concealed lamps troublesome questions that have to be shiny surface acting like a mirror.

whose rays are deflected from some form solved in a practical way, without too g-^
of reflector. much loss on either side. UnE of the characteristics of mirrors

All this concerns the decorator, for It is generally recognized as a matter is their smoothness. But smoothness is

he must in the first place see that the of daily experience that some rooms re- not essential to high degrees of diffusion

lighting fittings and shapes harmonize quire much more lighting than others, of light. If we have an even, wavy,
with their surroundings. Here com- and that the difference is due to the fact rough or pitted surface covered with
promise is often necessary, for though that some colors light up much better very glossy enamel or brilliant varnish,

it is easy enough to copy the wall than others. In other words, some col- diffusion is increased, because the rays
sconces and ceiling pendants of the ors absorb light and others reflect it, of light striking the surface at different

Eighteenth Century and the wax candles so that from the illuminating angle some angles, diffusion becomes more perfect,

of the period, whether gas or electricity colors are economical, some are not, and A rough, highly glossy surface will re-

is used, all periods and styles are not so it may be added that both may be ob- fleet more light and produce less glare

readily accommodated. But as most jectionable from the decorative stand- than a highly polished smooth surface,

lamps necessarily attract attention they point, by losing detail in obscurity or in- A surface covered with several coats

must be made to fit into the scheme ducing glare. In public buildings it is of good transparent varnish will afford

convincingly. necessary to avoid sharp contrasts be- a better diffusion of light than one cov-

There is rather less trouble with in- tween light and shade. ered with highly colored varnish or

direct light, although that requires man- Broadly speaking, it is known that enamel, because the light passes through
agement, and in any event a system of white reflects light and is apt to produce the several coats of varnish to the col-

illumination by diffused light must al- glare, and that, as xve add a little yel- ored substance beneath, which acts as a

ways be supplemented by some degree low or red, warmth is imparted to the foil, and the reflected light in passing

of concentration at certain spots, espe- quality of the illumination, which be- out through the different coats of var-

cially when the illumination demanded comes soft and comforting when re- nish is split up, dispersed, and we have
reaches between three and four candles fleeted from pink surfaces, while browns efficient lighting without glare. The
per square inch, as in the lobbies and and most tertiaries deaden light, this opaque varnish and polished enamel act

lounges. becoming most marked with dark blues as foils and we have direct reflection

These wall brackets, or ceiling pen- and blacks. As we gradually increase accompanied by glare,

dants, are inevitable, and with these, the percentage of white in color we have Here we have invaluable clues in

apart from the question of design, the to increase light to produce an equal guiding us in the choice of colors, sur-

great problem is that of prevention of amount of illumination. Then comes that faces and materials. Such data enables

glare, which is attained by using shades, other factor, the influence of the nature the skillful decorator to assist in the

The trouble with most shades and of the surface; whether it is rough or difficult problems of illumination, while

screens is that they divert a large per- smooth, dull or polished. The following insuring conditions under which any

centage of the already small amount of table will show the percentage of light type of ornamentation may be best ap-

borizontal rays, about 25% of the total, reflected from surfaces of different col- predated under natural or artificial

which provide direct illumination, as well ors and textures

:

lighting.

[13]
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EMPHASIS IN THE MODERN THEATRE POSTER

By AL STEEN

Exploitation displays by Victor Bonetta and the methods they represent

^ihritt

vIlfN. S074'

THEATRE posters so often fall

down on the very thing they are

most expected to do—that is, if we
waive in this consideration the obvious

ultimate purpose of attracting people

into the theatre. Patrons are attracted

(theoretically, at least, and for the most
part, practically) by some special quality

in the picture, which is selected after

study of the production as that to em-
phasize in selling the picture to the com-
munity in which the theatre is located.

It is this quality that a poster, charming
though it usually is in appearance, often

fails to represent convincingly.

To interest the passerby, or attract the

person shopping for amusement, it

doubtless is not enough merely to indi-

cate the quality in the picture being sold.

Any experience with the public will have
persuaded one that this quality should be

recreated in the poster, to live domi-
nantly in every line and color, so that

MYSTERY-DAN6ER-THRILLS/

this quality of the picture is also the
whole theme of the poster.

The achievement of this emphasis is

a notable feature in the development of

the modern creative poster and is well

illustrated in the accompanying selection

of posters and displays by Victor
Bonetta.

Bonetta, who is associated with the

Newman theatre in Kansas City, has
done considerable striking work repre-

sentative of the new creative trend in

poster design, most of it combining a
fine craftsmanship with a shrewd sense
of values. Originally educated in Italy

as an engineer, he had, to start with, an
understanding of niechanics, which he
applies a good deal in creating unusual
mechanical advertising effects. Later
studying at two schools of art, he be-

came affiliated with the show business
and has developed a keen grasp of the
peculiar needs of sidewalk theatrical ad-

vertising.

The salient features of the posters and
displays by Bonetta are simple, bold

Four posters by Victor Bonetta, all de-
signed to bring- out the feeling of
mystery, albeit different kinds. The
three reproductions grouped show two
posters for the Dr. Fu Manchu pic-
tures, emphasizing the dread mystery
thereof, and how the whole display
appeared. The other, emphasizing
action, is for "Gentlemen of the Press,"

SB
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Upper group: Two posters
and a display by Victor
Bonetta illustrating' this
exploitation artist's shrew^d
use of stills, introducing'
them into the art-work as
an essential part of it, to
hold the interest aroused.

Lower group: An action
display and its mechanism.
Bonetta started as an en-
gineer and likes to con-
trive novel action bally-
hoos. The figures in this
display seem to be dancing
up steps to grasp the world
that twirls high above them.

effects to catch the eye, and the incorpo-
ration within the poster itself of the
often neglected stills which he employs
to continue the interest that the poster,
as a whole, has aroused. And all these
elements are selected and composed to
express emphatically the emotional sig-

nificance, the spirit of the quality in the
picture being emphasized.
The introduction of stills to create

added interest in the poster itself and
ultimately to arouse further curiosity

concerning the story

of the photoplay, is

well illustrated by the

accompanying repro-

duction of one of

the posters for "The
Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu." Fu Man-
chu's face is done in

bold relief, and above
the head are torn

and pasted stills from
Victor Bonetta the feature, fitted into

the design. The posters

for "Slightly Scarlet" and
"Disraeli" further illus-

trate the device.

In his exploitation of

"The New Adventures of

Dr. Fu Manchu," Bonetta
created a striking effect

for the Newman's front, executed en-

tirely in black and white (see illus-

tration). Silhouettes were introduced,

especially the shadow-hand, while above

the box office a pair of huge eyes fol-

lowed the passer-by and seemed to be

staring at him from all angles. At
either side, beneath the shadow-hand,
the head of Fu Manchu rose and lowered

mechanically, displaying the words,

"Alive Again," with each disappearance.

A somewhat similar effect, very strik-

ing in its simplicity, was gained for

"The Benson Murder Case." A large

wooden model of the book, 6x8 feet, was
built above the box office. Only the face

{Continued on page 61)
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Hollywood's newest

temple of its own
art—the Pantages

The Pantag^es on opening^ night.

An original modernistic treatment by E. Marcus Pritica

THE greatest difficulty encountered

in the planning of the new Holly-

wood Pantages theatre was in the

style of architecture. Most of the es-

tablished schools, such as Byzantine,

French, baroque, Italian Renaissance,

Louis XIV, had already been employed
in the design of Pantages theatres.

Consequently, the architects eliminated

them or any adaptation of them from
consideration.

The final decision centered upon mo-
tifs that were modern. As a result the
new theatre embodies the ultra-modern
in an advanced, yet common sense, stage.

The architect, B. Marcus Priteca,

eschewed the more bizarre phases of
modernism and made use of new
material and modern lines and coloring.

Cast aluminum, with detail in bold
relief, was selected for the marquee
surface on the front of the theatre.
Flashing neon tubes disappear through
apertures which are barely visible.

Current attractions are featured in

handsome interchangeable letters fin-

ished in glazed black and mounted upon
well fitting sections overlaid with gold

leaf.

Leaving the reality of a carpeted

sidewalk and entering the lobby of

courtly marble, the eye catches the

stately box-office, a three-window design
in gold, silver and black metal with a
base of marble. The lobby floor is also

in marble. The grand lobby, or foyer,

is flanked on each side by a massive
staircase. Gold, silver, black and burnt-
orange are the colors used in the decora-
tion scheme here. Lounges and rest

rooms extend off the grand lobby, with
the staircase leading to the mezzanine
and balcony. Balcony exits are located

on the same level with the street.

The theatre, built by Alexander Pan-
tages at a cost of $1,250,000, has been
given to his two sons, Rodney and
Lloyd. It seats 3,000, with 2,000 of the
green, red and blue velour chairs on the
main floor. These are large and well

cushioned, but, to obtain roominess be-

tween seats, the house has, for floor

By TOM HACKER

area, almost 300 less seats than any
other theatre in the world. It is not
necessary for patrons to rise in permit-
ting their neighbors to pass. Seating is

by American Seating Company.

ECLINING in the comfortable mez-
zanine seats, one is only 14 feet above
the lower floor. The construction of the
mezzanine brings it close to the stage,
with no supports of any kind, it being
swung on cantilever beams.
High above the mezzanine is the bril-

liancy of the rainbow in a massive
double-domed ceiling. There are 1,800
square feet in the makeup of the great
curtain designed to depict the evolution
of man, architecture and art from the
most primitive time to the present. It
is hand-woven in different shades of
green, which alternate with fine silver
strands. The technique is heavy ap-
plique and stands out in bold relief.
The two side panel areas show this sub-
ject of evolution in its development, and
the central section its culmination.
On the left side of the curtain indi-

vidual panels portray jungle and primi-
tive life, with its cavemen, animals and
jungle. There are signs of progress
blending into the more cultured ele-

ments of life. Hindu, Chinese, Egyp-
tian and other civilizations emerge.
Against a silver background the center
panel depicts today and tomorrow. It
took 8,000 square yards of special
sound absorbing carpet to cover the
floors in the house. Seventy-five sets
of scenic lines stretched overhead above

-4MiB
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The auditorium as seen from the stage, showing the rich ceiling' treatment.

Forward view of the auditorium. (Note the piano location.)

the stage include the screen, which is

30 by 60 feet in size. A motor control

masking device diminishes or increases

its size, according to the picture,

whether standard or wide film.

The "working" stage measures 60 feet

wide and reaches a depth of 75 feet.

Dressing rooms are capable of accom-
modating several hundred people. The
automatic hydraulic elevator used to lift

the orchestra pit to stage level, may be
swung back on the stage when neces-

sary. Two miniature stages on either

side of the main stage are used in

presentations, or for poster disf)lay in

announcing coming attractions. A
mono-rail carries eight reproducing
horns directly behind the screen. These
are supplemented by five additional

speakers lining the proscenium arch.

A public address system with seven
horns provides an arrangement for

broadcasting to any part of the audi-

torium, rest rooms and lobby. These

\ I
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The handsome simplicity of the lounge.

horns are concealed in the walls with
grilled openings. The rest room and
lobby horns are used for the reproduc-

tion of popular phonograph records.

Supplementation of the sound system
to obtain special effects is also possible.

There are four projectors in the pro-

jection room equipped to handle sound-
on-film, disc and wide-film. The booth

is 16 feet wide and 50 feet long. Its

construction was supervised by Castle

Hayes, chief consulting engineer for the

Pantages circuit. Spots, floods and a

special effects lamp are included, with
nine remote control change-over stations

in the equipment. The public-address

monitor room and the film storage vault

adjoin the projection room.
One also finds a profusion of smaller

lobbies, lounging rooms and countless

other convenient appointments in the

huge edifice.

Looking- through the arches of the vaulted foyer toward the grand staircase.
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PREPARING TODAY FOR TOMORROW'S THEATRE

By W. E. GREEN

The third and concluding article series on the equipment field

OUT of classical mythology come
those Three Sisters who weave
the lives of humans, who bleach

the color from the fabric when the time
for bleaching comes, and who ca-

priciously snip off the thread according

to their humor. The Fates. The human
Destinies. In those days each man's life

was written by other hands than his.

His deeds were all fore-woven in the

fabric of these spinning Three.

The intervening centuries have chang-

were still mounted on their special pro-

tective balconies, all-remote dead-front
switchboards were in the making for fu-

ture use. When the older types of pro-

jectors were still good enough, the new
models were being groomed to bring its

improvement to projection. We're in the

future of talking pictures as we know
them, now. The men who invented and
perfected sound equipment built this

future for us. Today, wide film pictures

are being perfected for tomorrow's use.

picture industry did not support it in

some measure of truth. This organiza-

tion is doubly representative of the

methods peculiar to the motion picture

industry. In the first place, it represents

the cooperative method of equipment dis-

tribution peculiar to the film theatre

business. And secondly, it developed

this method to the point where it is the

most far-flung and best known in its

field. Its functioning therefore displays

the character of equipment distribution

One who has the privilege, as I do, of going behind the scenes, cannot help but marvel at the activities now going on

in the laboratories and factories of manufacturers of motion picture equipment, and to note how far into the future

these fellows are looking. Better pictures and better projection are in store for us. It behooves all of us, gentlemen, to

keep our ears close to the ground and to study these new developments as they appear, in order that we may progress

with the industry.—F. H. Richardson, in this issue (page 43).

ed the general conception of how our
lives are lived and our successes made.
It's true the things we do are limited

by circumstance. It's true also that we
can't control the future. But tvith the

work of today we can modify it.

Waiting for what the future brings is

like fishing without a bait. The future
doesn't bring anything. It is only an
extension of time. The things that count
are those things we bring to the future
—those things in preparation today to

be improved and used tomorrow.

Such things are the sign posts that

point the way to the continued success

of the show business. Other factors are

of equal importance. Current trends in

public opinion, the whims of popular

demand, general economic conditions

must also be charted and accurately

analyzed by the men who mold the

amusement destinies.

It's a big job. A job that rests its re-

sponsibility largely on two groups within

the industry—the producers of motion
pictures, and the makers and dis-

in the motion picture industry of the

United States and a description of one

must be a description of the other.

Let me therefore briefly discuss this

organization as it relates to the plan-

ning, the production and the distribution

of motion picture theatre equipment

—

not so much for the present, since this

phase has been involved in the two pre-

vious articles—^but for the future.

The success of any theatre attraction

cannot be adequately judged except from
the actual response it receives from ex-

Waiting for what the future brings is like fishing without a bait. The future doesn't bring anything. It is only an

extension of time. The things that count are those things we bring to the future—those things in preparation today to

be improved and used tomorrow.

No successful industry allows the future to take care of itself. Within an industry like ours, in which the element of

novelty plays so tremendous a role, someone must today prepare tomorrow's attraction.—W. E. Green.

No successful industry allows the fu-

ture to take care of itself. Within an
industry like ours, in which the element
of novelty plays so tremendous a role,

someone must today prepare tomorrow's
attraction.

When unsurfaced, "light - leaking"

screens were being used in theatres,

metallic surfaces were being perfected in

workshops. They were, at that time, a
part of the future. While hazardous
open-knife type of theatre switchboards

tributors of theatre equipment. It is

the second group with which we are here

directly concerned.

Who molds the future of theatre

equipment? It is obvious that this job

fixes itself upon the dominating factors

in this field. It is natural that I should

feel that these factors are the organiza-

tion with which I am associated and the

manufacturers with which it is allied.

But I could scarcely say so with any
conviction if the situation in the motion

hibitors throughout the country. Local
acceptances of new ideas are in them-
selves poor indications of a success suf-

ficient to serve as a basis for the further
promotion of those ideas. The company
that undertakes to bring out new equip-

ment on the basis of today's successes

must have a national scope and vision.

Throughout the country National repre-

sentatives, with the 30 National branches
as their centers of activity, study their

(Continued on page 66)
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Pee-Wee Golf and Resourcefulness
FOX-WEST COAST THEATRES has constructed a minia-

ture golf course in the heart of Hawthorne, Cal., to be op-

erated by the management of that circuit's Plaza theatre there.

This is not the first of the Tom Thumb courses to be oper-

ated in connection with a theatre, of course, but it is one of

the most recent of these queer little enterprises to be so

established, and it represents as well as any the resourceful-

ness—the showmanship, if you will—which makes some the-

atre concerns highly successful, while others fail.

Does the establishment of a totally alien amusement enter-

prise by a motion picture theatre operator signify a kind of

defeat? The appeal of this novel form of entertainment to

many people in an age of "golf-widows" cannot be denied.

But its appeal can scarcely mean that motion pictures have
given up some of their lure. The funny little game of putt-

putt is new, different, offering the patron a chance to try his

skill readily at what may be today's most popular sport, but a

sport which is one to which most people do not have easy

access. Theatres, moreover, cannot expect success in com-
peting with the special lure of summertime pleasures.

One can scarcely censure an exhibitor, however, for regret-

ting loss of income to others, and aside from other considera-

tions, as for example that of exploitation, the theatre opei'a-

tor might well consider it smart to be on both sides of the

stream—over in his box office and in the ticket booth of a

miniature golf course at the same time. But there are still

other factors, and these are well represented in the Haw-
thorne, Cal., situation.

The manager of the Plaza, Walter D. Kofeldt, was con-

fronted with the problem cited above—that of a summertime
depletion in patronage—and also with the prospect of a minia-
ture golf course under the ownership of others. And quite

likely the golf course would have further diminished atten-

dance at the theatre. So Kofeldt got permission from the

municipal authorities to lay out a course around the theatre,

using adjacent parking strips. But it was really after the

course was ready that Kofeldt applied the principles of show-
manship. He added an immense amount of interest to the

game—and therefore to his course—by injecting new elements
in it. He made playing the course a trip "around the world."
The player putts off from "Sandy Hook," then negotiating

his ball over a billowy "ocean," he arrives in "France." And
so on he goes, arriving at length in "Alaska," with its iceberg
hazards. Ultimately he completes the trip across the "United
States" via "Lincoln Highway." Resourcefulness, this is. And
thus extended, it becomes showmanship of the kind that meets
the counter diversions that offer competition. It must have
been to point out the need of resourcefulness like this that
Harold B. Franklin, president of Fox-West Coast Theatres,
spoke editorially as he did in a recent issue of that circuit's

house organ. Now.
"Particularly at this time," he cautioned, "it is necessary

that those who operate Fox-West Coast theatres exercise the
courage and the vision that will see through the pitfalls and
dangers of present conditions. . .

"Courage controls conditions, therefore it behooves us to

recognize that the time has come when we must exercise our
best efforts to the end that we prove our right to leadership.

[•20]

"Courage can only come from knowing the facts, one cannot
express courage if one is not familiar with one's business and
the problems that have to be met. All the weaknesses and
waste in a business can only be determined by understanding
the problems that beset it. . .

"The business of conducting a theatre requires vision, vision

of a nature that permits of an immediate analysis of the

product you are selling, a vision that outlines in your mind
a clear-cut method of offering it to your buying public. This
knowledge and this vision without the courage of your con-

victions is useless."

Whether it be economic deflation, or pee-wee golf, there can
be no denying that what we have called resourcefulness, and
what Mr. Franklin has called vision-plus-courage, determines
to a vast extent the effect that either phenomenon is going to

have on the motion picture theatre business.

Money for New Buildings

AN important aspect of the present building situation

,. pointed out on this page some time ago has had authori-

tative corroboration. There is plenty of money available at

reasonable rates for building projects—but the projects must
have a sound reason for their construction. That sounds so

obvious that it seems to us necessary to ask it to be remem-
bered that not so much assurance was demanded during the
few years just prior to the fall of 1929.

The General Building Contractor, published by the F. W.
Dodge Corporation, leading building construction statisticians,

declares editorially in a recent issue that contrary to belief

in many quarters, money for building projects is not scarce.

The statement is based on a survey conducted by the National
Association of Real Estate Boards. To quote in part:

"The Real Estate Boards' survey which is stated to be sup-
ported by documentary evidence from individual banks and
mortgage houses, revealed that $843,712,000 is at present
available for non-speculative building. In Chicago, where the
scarcity of building funds has been reported to be most acute,

the report shows that $300,000,000 is ready to be loaned for
building purposes. Herbert U. Nelson, Secretary of the Real
Estate Boards, believes that most of the talk about money be-
ing tight is due to timidity on the part of the average man
in the street. Not only is this false impression regarding
available building funds current with those not intimately
connected with the industry, but it is also held by many who
might otherwise be contemplating construction.

"As previously stated, money is available, but the project
must be sound from an economic standpoint. In view of pre-

vious experiences, bankers and money lenders are looking more
closely into the contemplated project before advancing the

necessary funds. On the whole this is a beneficial influence

and serves to aid responsible contractors by eliminating shoe-
string projects and those highly speculative movements that
have been a disruptive force in the building business."

This is dependable information that should help clear away
the clouds of pessimistic hesitancy—particularly since it is

followed by a warning against a repetition of the former
recklessness.

mm
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The

PARAMOUNT
in Lynn

Photographic studies of a
theatre in that Massachu-
setts city designed for Para-
mount Publix by C. W. &
George L. Rapp, sketches of
which, with an article, were
pubh'shed in an earh'er issue,

before the house was opened

Above: View of the lobby, designed under conditions calling for a flat ceiling. The archi-
tects overcame the limitations thus imposed upon them by introducing a series of step-
downs, or breaks. These are set off, one from the other, by a contrasting color scheme of
gold, silver and black. These breaks form practically all of the decorative treatment here.

Left: The exterior, showing the facade as a series of vertical elements grouped around the
sign, w^hich forms an architectural essential of the front, a treatment admirably adapted to
the narrow space available. Lighting effects enhance the beauty of this section at night.

• THE Paramount theatre in Lynn is one of several

late houses designed by C. W. & George L. Rapp,
Chicago and New York architects, of modernistic trend.

The theatre was comprehensively discussed in Bet-
ter Theatres of February 15. The recent comple-
tion and opening of the house made these photographic
studies available. The theatre seats 2,500 on two floors.

The general layout provides a main foyer leading to

the first floor of the auditorium, and up stairways on
either side to a mezzanine floor. Despite the fairly

large seating capacity of the house, the balcony holds

only 475, hanging but very little over the lower floor.

The auditorium decorative treatment is in modified
modernistic motifs, emphasizing the beauty of line,

sharply contrasted coloring and lighting- effects. Ven-
tilation is by the downfeed method, with the air being
cooled in summer by the carbon dioxide type system.
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Paramount, Lynn
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Paramount, Lynn
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LAW INVOLVING EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

By LEO T. PARKER

Also liability II injuries, taxation, circular distribution and others

THE courts invariably hold both

parties obligated to fulfill the terms

of a lease contract, particularly

with respect to provisions which relate to

necessary repairs of the building during

the occupancy of the tenant. For in-

stance, in Monnig v. Easton Amusement
Company (27 S. W. [2d] 495), the own-
er of a motion picture theatre building

leased it to the Easton Amusement Com-
pany. The lease contract contained a

clause, as follows:

"Should replacement of the heating

plant now located in said theatre build-

ing become necessary through ordinary

wear and tear, the lessor (owner) agrees

to replace the same with another or

others of at least equal efficiency and
capacity to the present heating plant.

. . . Should the lessor (owner) fail or

neglect to make any repairs to the

demised premises by it to be made under
the provisions hereof, then the lessee

(theatre operator) may at its option

make such repairs, and the lessor shall

reimburse it for all reasonable expenses
thereby incurred."

The old heating plant was a hot air

system, located in a brick room built

adjacent to the theatre building proper
and consisting of two units, or cast-iron

furnaces. The theatre building was 130
feet long and 65 feet wide. The plant
was adequate for heating the premises at

the time it was installed in 1922, but as
early as 1926 the theatre operator began
to complain to the owner that it had be-

come inadequate and would have to be
replaced. The owner, or lessor, failed to

install a new heating system. Finally,

in the summer of 1927, a modern steam
heating plant with 14 radiators was in-

stalled by the theatre operator at a cost
of $4,020. The lessee, or theatre oper-
ator, demanded that the owner reimburse
him for this expenditure in accordance
with the terms of the lease contract.
Upon failure of the owner to repay this
amount, the operator began to apply the
amounts of subsequent rentals against it.

The owner of the building filed suit to
collect the rent due, contending that the
reason the heating plant proved in-
adequate was due in part to the opera-
tor's act in changing the stage of the
theatre in such a way that it interfered
with the circulation of the air. Other
witnesses testified that the whole fault
lay in the grate bars over which the
ashes and cinders had been allowed to
accumulate, causing the bars to burn out.

However, the lower court held the

owner bound to repay the operator the

cost of installing the new plant and the

higher court sustained this verdict, say-

ing:

"The court finds from the evidence in

this case that the heating plant which
was in the premises at the time of the

making of the lease thereafter became
inadequate to heat the premises through
ordinary wear and tear. . . . Clearly the

finding of the court had ample evidence

to support it. Not only was there abund-
ant testimony that cracks had developed

in the fire boxes above the fuel level,

which had the same efl:ect as dampers,
and materially interfered with the effi-

ciency of the plant, and that the entire

system had deteriorated to the point

where it was more expensive to repair it

than to install a new plant, but even
from plaintiff's own side of the case

there was positive testimony on the part

of one witness at least that the furnace
had become worn out by ordinary wear
and tear."

Electrical Wiring

IjENERALLY speaking, a company or

person who installs electric wires is

liable for defective work to the same de-

gree of care as the electric company
which makes and distributes the current,

because the danger to be guarded against

is the same. Various courts have recog-

nized that electricity is not only danger-
ous, even deadly, but it is invisible,

noiseless, and odorless, rendering it im-

possible to detect the presence of the peril

until the fatal work is finished. It is for

this reason that the high degree of care

is required of a person who installs elec-

tric wiring in a theatre building. So held

the higher court in the recent case of

Conn V. Lexington Utilities Company
(25 S. W. [2d] 370).

In this case it was disclosed that a
building was destroyed by fire as a result

of a short circuit in recently installed

electrical wiring. The owner of the

building sued the contractor who had per-

formed the work. The contractor at-

tempted to avoid liability by proving that
he exercised ordinary care to install the

wiring. However, although the lower
court held the contractor not liable, the

higher court reversed this decision,

saying

:

"One who installs an instrumentality

for a known use, which involves a great

danger to life and limb, must exercise a
degree of care commensurate with the

danger for the protection of those who

rightfully may be subject to the peril.

The duty rests upon those who make and
distribute the dangerous current, and
upon those who provide the appliance and
facilities as well. . . . There is no reason
why the duty of exercising the same
high degree of care to secure safely elec-

tricity should not be required under all

circumstances."

Lease Cancellation

It is important to know that a contract

can never be rescinded or cancelled except

in case of fraud or palpable mistake.

This established rule of the law applies

to all kinds of contracts, particularly to

leases.

For instance, in Snider v. Freehold

Theatre Company (150 Atl. 415), suit

was filed by the owner of a theatre build-

ing for the cancellation of a lease entered

into between him and Clarence A. Cohen,
who subsequently assigned the lease to

the Freehold Theatre Company. The
suit was not based upon fraud or mistake.

Therefore, the higher court refused to

cancel the lease, saying:

"The lease in the present case is admit-
tedly valid. No fraud or illegality is

alleged in its making. The breaches of

the contract are alone the subject of com-
plaint. For these the lease itself as well

as statutory and common law provided
complete redress."

Safeguarding Pedestrians

J- HE rule of law is settled that the

traveling public have a right to presume
that there is no dangerous impediment
in any part of the highway or sidewalk.

This principle applies to all interferences

with safety of travel arising from tem-
porary uses of the highway or sidewalk

that are not normal and usually it re-

lieves persons passing along the highway
from any obligation to look for such in-

terferences with travel. On the other

hand, a pedestrian is not entitled to

recover damages from a theatre owner
where the evidence clearly indicates that

the injury resulted from negligence of

the injured person.

For example, in Nerney v. Stanley-

Fabian Corporation (150 Atl. 370), the

evidence showed that a woman, who was
walking in front of a theatre building

saw a coal truck standing at the curb.

She did not observe that the coal chute
in the sidewalk was open and she fell

into it. She sued to recover damages
contending that a warning should have

{Continued on page 54)
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Two views of the new
Astoria at Streathani,
slnowing- a typical Brit-
ish treatment of the
exterior with its
stepped approach, the
lobby enclosed and the
box office inside. The
architecture clings to
modernized classical
lines, thoug'h the in-
terior is unreservedly
Eg-yptian. Striking- is
the vista shown in the
lower view, in which
we look down through
a long- series of arches
in the unusual vestibule.

EGYPTIAN LUXURY IN BRITAIN

By W. H. MOORING

Another Astoria that carries
yet further the growing use
of period motifs in the grand
manner. Capacity of this
suburban house is 1,750.

THE third addition to suburban
London's chain of Astoria theatres

has been opened at Streatham, in a

southwest artisan residential quarter. It

thus beats the huge new Astoria now
being completed, by night and day
gangs, in the more popular and crowded
district of Seven Sisters Road, Finsbury
Park, North London. This will open in

August.

The Streatham house, like those al-

ready opened by the same company, at

Brixton and Old Kent Road, is built on

most lavish lines, in order to put up
definite local opposition to the London
West End theatres. Standing on the

main Streatham Road, this latest super

is approached by a carriage drive, which
enhances the effect of the fine front and
side elevations worked out in stone and
multi-colored bricks. The architect was
E. A. Stone, now famous for the long

list of London halls to his credit, who
chose to plan this Astoria exteriorly on
traditional lines with modern relief

work.
For the interior, Egypt supplies the

motif. The auditorium walls look like

a tourist agency's poster on the Tomb

of Tut! But there is no denying that

it is daring, and that its adoption as a

decorative motif, quite apart from the

striking boldness of the colors cnosen,

will perform the function of arresting

public attention.

From a purely artistic point of view,

there is little doubt that the entrance
hall, with its boldly curved and heavily

fluted cornice resting on gxooved p-uarj

. t>!.. .M
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Above: View of the audi-
torium toward the rear.
Notable here is the sus-
pended ceiling, a novel
decorative device consist-
ing in a hanging treillage
suspended two feet below^
the main ceiling, the lat-
ter being undecorated. Be-
tween the two are the
sources of light, and the
ceiling reflects the light.

Left: Main section of the
foyer-lounge, where tea is

served (an Old English
custom that extends even
to the modern theatre).
The vaulted ceiling Is

chased in gold and ap-
pears to be supported by
elaborately modeled pillars.
Striking electroliers also
act to draw^ the eye up-
ward from the barren part.

Onft of the Egyptian murals in
the auditorium, flanking the bal-
cony. ThiH in a favored section.

capped with black, green and silver

decorations, will make a strong appeal.

The plain wall surfaces in the vesti-

bule are colored a pale beige with green
and silver relief in plastic paint texture.

Mosaic rubber flooring has been chosen
to harmonize with the walls, and the

box office, which is unobtrusively placed

centrally in the vestibule, is carried out

in quietly colored woodwork and metal.

Staircases lead to the inner foyer.

Balustrades of silver create an effect

which is emphasized in the silver-lighted

and glazed fountains on the half land-

ings. The decoration of the foyer walls

is in a strong red tint, surmounted by
a frieze in shades of green, black and
gold. The semi-vaulted ceiling is elab-

orately chased in gold, an effect of rich-

ness added to by striking pillars, which

appear to support it. Lighting is con-

cealed in a fluted architrave, and heavy
electroliers are also introduced.

The women's lounge has walls of

cream color, with mural relief sugges-

tive of Egyptian figures at a bathing

resort. There is an Epsteinian flavor

about the figures, which in form rival

the famous Hyde Park Rima.
To return to the auditorium (which

takes up this Egyptian note without any
apparent reticence), perhaps the most
striking point about the decoration

scheme is its high color. Vermillion is

predominant among a series of greens,

golds and splashes of black. The most
novel feature of the whole theatre is

the vast suspended ceiling. This con-

sists of an elaborate hanging treillage

suspended two feet below the main ceil-
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Above: Looking into the
lobby from the entrance.
The ticket booth is at the
left, surprising- one with
its bank-like untheatrical-
ness, so to speak. It is
constructed of woodwork
and metal. The walls
are colored a pale beige,
which is relieved by re-
lief figures in green and
silver. Flooring is rubber.

Right: Looking at the
proscenium arch from the
balcony. Elaborate scrolls
feature the organ grilles,
which are just forward to
mural paintings of con-
ventional Egyptian pat-
tern. It will be noted that
instead of the ceiling
coming down to join the
arch, the two are sepa-
rated by a sort of rotunda.

ing, which is perfectly plain, and re-

flects the marvelous colored and ever-

changing lights concealed between the

two ceilings.

This hanging ceiling is supported be-

tween two decorative arches, one at the

proscenium end and the other at the

balcony end.

On the flank walls of the balcony,

which is divided into three panels, there

are represented tableaux from ancient

Egyptian history. These are carried

out in vivid shades, with splashes of

gold and silver leaf picking out the arms
of the ancient soldiery.

Seating throughout the hall is in

green satin brocade, said to be about the

best that Shoolbreds (leading seaters)

can supply. This house seats 1,750.

The stage is bigger than that at the

famous Drury Lane theatre and is

equipped with the most modern appa-
ratus. Knight counterweighting system
is used for scenery removing. Dress-

ing rooms, stage lighting and back stage

appointments are the "last word" in

luxury. The projection room is packed
with the latest spots and light effect

projectors, as well as the most modern
sound reproducers. Carpentering, cut-

ting and joining rooms have been pro-

vided, and there is a private view thea-

tre fully equipped.

The Streatham Astoria, like its sister

hall at Brixton, has a most amazing
organ, a Compton. The works occupy
three large rooms over the proscenium
arch, and there are two ornate consoles,

one for the stage and one for the use

of the orchestra.

A corner of the women's lounge,
showing one of the Egyptian
murals—remindful of Gauguin.
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Warner Brothers'

New Midwest in

Oklahoma City

View of this territory's most
pretentious motion picture the-

atre, designed by M. C. McKee
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Above: View of the mezzanine lounge,
with niches and arches for ornamentation.

Right: A corner of the mezzanine floor,
showing a detail of decorative treatment.

• The Midwest theatre in Oltlahoma City be-
longs to the group operated by Midwest Thea-

tres, whicb is allied with Warneri Brothers. It

is by far the most pretentious theatrical edifice

in that territory. The design is atmospheric in a
Spanish pattern, which in the auditorium is car-
ried out in relief. M. C. McKee was the architect.

The theatre seats approximately 1,800 and is

situated in a ten-story ofHce and shop building
of conventional modern American architecture.

From a lobby fully opening upon the street, the
patron enters a spacious foyer of Spanish motifs
represented principally in niches, metal grilles,

antique chandeliers and tapestry. The inner
foyers and corridors are of similar design, with
the addition of pieces of Spanish period furniture

and carpets. The auditorium represents decora-
tively a Spanish garden, with the usual foliag9,

piegons, statues set in niches and similar details

typical of the atmospheric design. The stage is

equipped for full-sized productions. The lounges
are off the mezzanine floor. Equipment includes

projectors and allied apparatus by National Thea-
tre Supply Company, seats by Heywood-Wakefield,
sound equipment by Western Electric.

nm
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MAPPING THE SKY WITH LENS AND LIGHT

By HOWARD OISETH

The construction and operation of the new planetarium projector

GROWTH in the popularization of

. science is constantly exacting

from science itself more and bet-

ter means for that popularization, and
perhaps one of the most interesting

means in this direction is the projector

which can reproduce the astral organiza-

tion.

Because of its intricate lens system
and its application to a novel form of

light projection, the device is especially

interesting to those motion picture tech-

nicians whose work lies in related fields.

The astronomic projector, housed in a

suitable structure called a planetarium,

provides an aid of immeasurable impor-

tance to the laborious textbooks which
have struggled so long to explain the

mysteries of the firmanent. The first

planetarium to be established in America
is the Adler Astronomical Museum re-

kl/esf 3

cently opened to the public in Chicago.

To scan the heavens as reproduced by
the planetarium projector is an experi-

ence peculiarly similar to that of seeing

a motion picture. It is like witnessing a

drama in which the celestial bodies are

the actors.

Planetaria projectors are, in the larger

sense, mechanisms for artificially con-

trolling and accelerating the motions of

the "stars" and the "planets" as repre-

sented by light images on a vaulted

screen. Constellations and the solar

system are made to sweep across the

dome of the observatory at sensational

speed, thus showing in a condensed form
the movements that would ordinarily

consume years. Centuries and years are

reduced to minutes and days, and hours
to seconds. Hence astronomical occur-

ences can be compressed into minutes, or

even seconds, by
accelerating the so-

lar system from
125,000 to 4,000,-

000 times.

In other words,

in planetaria one

witnesses a clear,

simplified picture

of the operation of

the galaxy of

astral units on a

contracted scale.
Although not more
than 3,000 stars

are visible from
any one place on

the earth at the

same time, if one

could watch from all points of the

earth at once, he would see 9,000 stars

with the naked eye. These are all

shown simultaneously in the planetarium

by the aid of the bulbous ends of the

machine which project stars visible from
either the northern or southern hem-
isphere. Let us refer to the accompany-
ing diagram.

At No. 6 (in the diagram) there are

18 small special projectors for star

clusters, for naked eye nebulae, and for

the brightest star, Sirius. At 7 and 8,

the small sphere on the extreme ends,

there are 32 projectors for the constella-

tion names. Thus, by pressing a button,

the man at the control board, who lec-

tures as he operates the machine, may
instantly label every constellation in

bright letters on the dome.
Cylindrical projectors for the Milky

Way are shown at 9 and 10, on the re-

spective bulbs. At 13 and 14, near the

middle, are 12 projectors for technical

features, used mainly by classes in as-

tronomy. They project the ecliptic,

celestial equator, north and south polar

points, and the noon meridian line.

The little projector at 17, is for the

scale of years, by which the planets and
the solar system are sent through a

rapid succession of years at a greatly

accelerated pace, a feature previously

mentioned. The little projector throws
on the dome, during the imaginary pass-

age of the astral bodies, a bright lighted

date which constantly changes, somewhat
like the mileage dial on a speedometer.
The circles at 18, 19, 20 and 21, rep-

resent small motors which drive the ap-

Wesf

the projector xn <Ji,i^ram

1—1

3—3

0, in
11

12
13, 11

15, 10
17
18
1!)

20
il

22
23
iA
25
2(1

27

.Polar axis, perpendicular to the terrestrial equator.
Axis of the ecliptic, perpendicular to the ilane of the Earth's orbtt.
Axis for varying the geographical latitude. All of the projection apparatus of tie
star-carrier and of the planetu,ry frame may be rotated at will about this axis, so
that the aspect of the heavens as seen from any point on the Earth's stirface can be
exhibited. The intersection point of the Ihree axes, 1, 2, 3, is placed in the center
of the dome and precisely 3 meters above the floors.
32 projectors, distributed over two star-carriers, for the representation of 9,000 stars,
from magnitudes 1 to 6.5. of the northern and southern sity (N and S).
IS projectors for nebulae. star-cliLsters, and the brightest star, Sirius.
32 projectors for constellation names and the circle described 1^ the pole in con-
se<iuence of the gyroscopic motion of the Earth.
2 projectors for the MilUy Way.
10 projectors and the mechanisms for the Sun, its lialo. the Moon, Saturn and the
Zodic.il 1 Light.
S projectors and the mechanisms for Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
12 projectors for the central line of the Zodiac (ecliptic) and the celestial equator,
the north and south polar points.
i projectors for the noon-day (meridian) line.
1 projector for reading the scale of years.
2 motors for tlie diumal motion, a d.iy in 1. 2. 3, or 4 minutes.
3 motors for the annual -motion, a year in 7.3 seconds. 1.3. 4, or 7 minutes.
1 motor for the gyroscopic motion of the Earth. 26.000 years in 4 minutes.
1 motor for the rotation about Uie axis (3—3). variation of geographical latitude, one
rotation In 7 minutes.
th(^ eleclrlc wires from the fixed franie to the movable part.
The fixed frame, or pedestal.
.The carriage for moving Uie entire instrument along a track.
Gear to drive the carriage with the aid of a crank.
Common conduit for all the electric wires.
Bolt to fasten the carriage to the floor in the position in which the Instrument is
to bo used.
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paratus. Together all the- motors con-

sume four kilowatts of electricity. A
series of pickup rings (shown diagram-

matically at 22), permits the current to

reach the motors in all positions of the

instrument.
Rotating planet projectors are con-

tained in the cylindrical, or handle part,

of the "dumbbell," from top to bottom,

for Saturn, the Sun and the zodiacal

light, the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars
and Jupiter, respectively. Uranus and
Neptune are purposely omitted, because

they are visible to the naked eye. The
planet projectors are arranged in tiers,

all being driven from a common shaft,

but each has its own individual gears,

which must be especially designed for it.

Xt is noteworthy that only the Earth-

Sun projector is placed squarely at right

angles with the main axis. All the others

are at odd angles, which correspond to

the respective angles of the orbits of

their planets. The entire apparatus is

on wheels, which run on a track.

Now let's witness an actual perform-

ance of the planetarium. At the begin-

ning of the performance the operator at

his control board gradually dims the

lights until all is dark in the observatory.

Suddenly the firmament flashes into ex-

istence on the dome. Myriads of stars

flash before the eye in a whirlpool of

illumination. With another manipula-

tion at his control board, the operator

sets the mass of stationary stars in mo-
tion. Swarms of stars are shown rising

from the eastern skyline, climbing to the

zenith, then sv/inging below the western

horizon. All this takes place in only one

minute, made possible, of course, by the

acceleration of which the projector plane-

tarium is capable. Among all the stars,

only one, the Pole Star, remains fixed

in a pivotal position.

A little more than a minute passes and

the spectator becomes aware of a soft

glow on the eastern skyline, presaging

the appearance of the Sun. It is an

artificial davni! The Sun rises and
starts its ascent of the sky, moving with

unaccustomed rapidity toward and past

its highest point, finally to slide below

the western horizon. In similar fashion

the moon also is shown.
During the brief space of four min-

utes, or less, an entire normal day and
night has been faithfully reproduced.

One of the outstanding features of the

planetarium instrument is its flexibility.

As has already been stated, it can be

manipulated to encompass all the heaven-

ly bodies that are visible at any one time

from all the points on the Earth. This

is brought about by merely pressing a

button on the control board, causing a

small motor to start the gigantic "dumb-
bell" to tip in an end-over-end manner.
In 30 seconds the tilting "dumbbell" can

travel southward until it projects con-

stellations above the equator. In a few
seconds more it can reach still farther

southward and pick up stars visible

above Buenos Aires, and so on. This
can be done in any direction.

HAVEMAN
Modern creator of the heavens—an im-
pressionistic photographic study of the
Zeiss projector in America's first plane-
tarium, the Adler museum in Chicago.

The dome of this "theatre," really an
artificial sky, is constructed of a three-

inch thickness of concrete sprayed on a

network of pre-assembled enforcing

rods. It is thinner and stronger in pro-

portion than the shell of an egg. Within
the structure a concentric hemisphere of

white linen is attached, leaving a space

of two feet between it and the concrete

dome. It is on this linen that the optical

images of the stars are projected. A
cutout silhouette of prominent buildings

and the like is often drawn on the hori-

zon line of the linen. This serves an
important purpose, for the local scene

enhances the illusion of a starry sky.

Sheet iron baffle plates, placed in the

two feet of space between the linen and
the concrete dome, have been found an
excellent measure for eliminating echoes.

The acoustics have been developed in

this way to such an extent that occa-

sional concerts have been held under
these domes.
The idea of improvising a moving

model of the planets and the stars was
first conceived by Professor Max Wolf,

a noted astronomer at Heidelberg Uni-
versity, who presented his plan for ex-

periment to the German Museum in

Munich. Professor Wolf's idea was to

construct a model that should be more
than a mere mechanical assemblage of

gears and spheres, one that should faith-

fully reproduce, under control, the move-
ments of the whole astral system.

Dr. Oscar von Miller, the founder, the
director of the German Museum, laid the

problem before Carl Zeiss of Jena. Dr.

Walter Bauersfield, working under Zeiss,

invented planetarium optical mechanism
which, outside of minor alterations, was
essentially the same as the one in use

today.
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Wright'DeCoster Reproducers

TRIUMPHANT EVERYWHERE

Wright-DeCoster Reproducers backed

by other good sound equipment in-

sure the theatre owner, peace of

mind, continued patronage and large

profits.

The letters below show very pi inly

the real worth of Wright-DeCoster

Speakers in the minds of many of the

leading Theatre Sound Equipment

Manufacturers.

The Speaker of the Year

ULTRAPHONE, INC.
Manufacturers and Distributors of Sound Equipment and Parts

Minneapolis, Minn.

Wright-DeCoster, Inc.

St. Paul, Minnesota

Gentlemen:

We have recently, at the request or rather insistence

ers on several of our recent installations. In some of the

four times as much as your No. 107 unit. We, therefore,

of these experiments.

Last week we made our two hundredth installation wh
of installations there were some of the finest independent
eluding the following:

Miner Amusement Co.—theatres at Spooner and Ladysmtth, Wis.

J. S. Johnson—theatres at Blaire and Galesville, Wis.

E. R. Mitchell—theatres at Bayfield and Washburn, Wis.

TK:D

on the part of our customers, made tests with other speak-
se instances, these other speakers used cost from three to
thought it only fair to you that we write and let you know

ere Wright-DeCoster speakers were used and in this list

and chain owned theatres in this northwest territory in-

E. H. Hill—theatres at Milaca, Staples and Hold'ngford, Minn
B. J. Benfield—theatres at Gracevill and Elbow Lake, Minn.
L. G. Darling—nineteen theatres in North Dakot i.

Yours very truly,

ULTRAPHONE, INCORPORATED.
T. Karatz

WEBER MACHINE CORP.
Syncrodisk Sound Equipment

Rochester, New York
July 14, 1930.

Wright-DeCoster Company,
St. Paul, Minnesota

Gentlemen

:

It has been our pleasure to note that r'urin

the past year, in which time we have supplie
Wright-DeCoster reproducers, with our so d
equipment to many theatres throughout the
United States, that we have not received
single complaint, nor have we been called
upon to replace any of these reproducers fj

any reason.
We believe this to be more than just com

mendable, as in their really fine reproducin
qualities, coupled with their dependabilty, we
have developed a sense of comfort and a feel-

ing that all is well with our equipment.

Very truly yours,

WEBER MACHINE CORPORATION".
CMWiDW By: C. M. Wejar

THE ROYALTONE CO.
Wichita, Kansas

July 14, 19:0.

Wright-DeCoster, Inc.

St. Paul, Minnesota

Gentlemen :

You must know, from the number of speak-
ers you have shipped to us, that the list of

theatres where we have installed Wrigh -

DeCoster Reproducers would require at least

two pages.

We have been using your speakers for the
past two years and have been more than
pleased with them.

There are numerous Royaltone installations
throughout the States and in Canada equipped
with Wright-DeCoster speakers. They repro-
duce faithfully and their quality is never ques-
tioned by the purchaser.

Very truly yours,

THE ROYALTONE COMPANY.
W. P. Huston, Secy-Treas.

GOOD-ALL, ELECTRIC, INC.
Ogallala, Nebraska

July 14, 1930.

Wright-DeCoster, Inc.
St. Paul, Minn.

Gentlemen

:

The Goodall Reproducer is now in use in
over six hundred theatres throughout the
United States. Most of these theatres using
the Goodall reproducers are equipped with
your Wright-DeCoster Speakers, as a part of
our standard equipment. Every theatre owner,
without exception, expresses entire satisfac-
tion with the entire operation and reproduction.

We heartily recommend the use of Wright-
DeCoster Speakers, especially your talkie and
musical dynamic models.

Yours very truly,

GOODALL ELECTRIC, INC.

CAB-PP C. A. Bronson

Write for Full Information and Address of Nearest Sales Office

Wright-DeCoster, Inc., ''f.S'Mif

-

Export Depl. M, Simons & Co., 25 Warren St., New York. Cable Address, Simontrice, N. Y,

'^"To xs NO. 2 OF A SERIES OP SIMILAR ADVERTISEMENTS
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SOUND IN THE THEATRE
w^t

WHEN THE MOVIES" FIRST TRIED TO TALK

By DAVID S. HLLFISH

A contemporary treatise on the "sound pictures" of twenty years ago

\_This article is a discussion on sound
motion pictures ivritten about 20 years

ago and copyrighted in 1911 by the

American School of Correspondence
(Chicago). This discunsion formed a

chapter in "Motion Picture Work," pub-
lished by the American Technical So-
ciety (Chicago) in 1915, under Mr.
Hvlfish's authorship.~\

THE histrionic stage holds a mirror
up to nature. That is the text upon
which a preliminary description of

the art of the talking picture will be

based. The motion picture reproduces,

as a mirror would reproduce, the his-

trionic stage; the actors of the drama
are voluble of lip and expressive of face

and gesture, but they are silent. The
motion picture scene of the water fall

shows the tossing waves and the plung-

ing masses of turbulent water, but the

splash of the rapids and the roar of the

cataract are not heard. In the motion
picture of the rural summer landscape

the trees may wave their boughs upon
motion picture scene of the waterfall

the grove seems almost to pervade the

theatre, but the murmur of the breeze in

the tree tops and the buzz of the cicada

are not there.

The motion picture truly holds a mir-

ror up to nature, but it is only an ordi-

nary looking-glass giving back the
scenes, but not the sounds. The talking

picture promises nothing new from the

picture screen, but promises to supply
the missing sounds, to couple the senses
of sight and hearing, and to make the
reproduction of the subject complete, at

least so far as drama and vaudeville may
be concerned.

To get a close understanding of the

problem of the talking picture the ex-

perimenter may assume a position before

a mirror, and, being in such position in

fancy or in fact, he may talk, sing, laugh,

or dance before it. If he should talk or

sing, the lip movements would be re-

flected by the mirror exactly as produced
by his lips. These movements he will

see in the mirror. At the same time, he

will hear his own voice, but not in the

mirror or from the mirror. If he should

dance, the faithful mirror gives back
every movement to his eye, but does not

give back to his ear the sounds of his

feet upon the floor; those sounds are

heard by his ears directly.

Now let the experimenter bring into

his service the motographic camera.
Again, he may talk, sing, laugh, or dance.

The mirror is replaced by the sensitive

photographic film, which receives the

light much as the mirror did, but which

records it as received. By processes of
photographic development and printing
and then by projection, the motographic
film is made to give its record to vision,

long after the experimenter has ceased
talking, singing, laughing, or dancing.

What is this projected motion picture,

recorded by the motographic camera and
the sensitive photographic film? Just
what the mirror gave back—the scene
but not the sound. The photographic
film was sensitive to light but not to

sound, and recorded light but not sound,

ultimately reproducing its record in light

but not in sound.

Recording Sound.—The phonograph,
or graphophone, is hardly older than the

motion picture camera. Like the motion
picture camera, the graphophone has a
recording surface but the surface is of a
different nature and the method of re-

cording upon it is different. The camera
record surface makes a record of light;

the graphophone record surface makes a

record of sound. Like the camera, the

graphophone may be made to give back
its recorded message in the language of

the record, light for the one and sound
for the other.

How easy it seems for the experimen-
ter to procure both a camera and a

graphophone, and to talk, sing, laugh, or

dance before both of them and then have

Smile, of course, you will at these crude attempts to create motion pictures with the sounds as

well as the actions of reality. Compare them with the present—and smile. But they represent

human aspiration as fine as ours today. And tomorrow there will be others to smile — at us!
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both of them reproduce their respective

records at the same time, whereby not

only the sight but the sound of the

speech, song, laugh, or dance may be re-

produced at will from the inert records

for the entertainment of the experimen-

ter or others. With the first experiment

at this duplex making of records, the

feature of synchronism will become a

prominent and probably an inharmonious

one.

Synchronism.—When the experimenter

stood before the mirror, he heard the

spoken word at the same instant that he

saw the lips in the mirror move. He
heard the sound of the step of the dance

at the same instant that he saw the mir-

rored foot strike the floor. But in the

reproduction, such a difference! The
graphophone begins the song before the

pictured man upon the screen has opened

his lips; or the picture shows the experi-

menter singing or dancing in a manner
familiar to all theatregoers, and in the

midst of the motion picture the grapho-

phone begins a song or a clatter which
seems to have no relation to the picture.

Synchromism is lacking. The experi-

menter now has learned that his two
records must start together, or in proper

relation, and must keep together, for

when they are only a second apart in

time, they are more ludicrous than when
so far separated that they seem to have

no relation at all.

The graphophone has not been per-

fected for the minor sounds of nature.

The human voice is about the limit for

the sound record. Voices and musical

instruments are the standard repertoire

of the talking machine, other records be-

ing the exception rather than the rule.

This limitation of the graphophone lim-

its the combination sight-and-sound en-

tertainment to dramatic and vaudeville

incidents as well as in dancing and
singing.

1 HE tremendous demand for motion
pictures which do not talk, the large

number of theatres projecting motion
pictures as the principal part of their

program, and the avidity with which the

theatre manager investigates novelties to

please his patrons, all indicate that a

successful talking picture with a reli-

able system of projection to maintain
synchronism between picture and speech

would meet with a royal welcome and
bring a rich reward to its promoters.
Thus it has become the dream of in-

ventors to combine those two devices, the
motion picture and the graphophone, suc-

cessfully, but always the stumbling block

has been synchronism.
Not only must the picture film and the

talking record be capable of synchro-
nism, but means must be provided where-
by they may be kept in synchronism
either automatically or with a minimum
amount of skill on the part of the theatre
operators. Synchronism, therefore, must
be considered in two phases: first, mak-
ing the photographic record and the
sound record in such relation that repro-
duction in synchronism is possible, and.

second, reproducing them properly as in-

tended in their manufacture.
If the graphophone record and the

picture film must be projected at the

same speed to keep them in unison or in

synchronism as required, may not both

be put in a single machine equipped with

sound reproducer and a projecting lan-

tern? In toys this is practicable, or in

a home exhibition, but in a large theatre

the motion pictures are projected from
behind the audience, passing over their

heads to the picture screen and being ap-

preciated by the audience only as rays

passing from the screen to the eye. If

the graphophone were located with the

projecting machine for the pictures, the

sound would come to the audience from
behind, which would be unnatural. In-

stead, the sound must come from the

front of the theatre. This limitation

compels the location of the phonograph
at or near the picture screen, while the

projection machine must be at the back

of the theatre.

Only by projecting the pictures upon
the back of a translucent curtain and
permitting the graphophone to talk

through the curtain may the two devices

be located together.

The two machines, motion-picture pro-

jector behind the audience and grapho-

phone in front of the audience, may be

kept together in speed by some relation

of propelling or controlling means. It

is in this feature that inventors have

been most active, and it is in this feature

there are no limitations of length of a
talking picture, for the second talking

machine may be started just as the first

talking machine is stopped, and the third

disc of the series may be placed upon the

first talking machine to be started just

as the second one has stopped. Likewise,

with two projecting machines, the second

reel of film may be started just as the

first is stopped, and the first projecting

machine then may take up the third reel

just as the second is finished.

With a single talking machine and a
single projecting machine, the limit is

reached with the talking machine first.

The maximum talking record in America
is the 12-inch disc running five minutes.

The 10-inch disc runs three to four min-
utes, while the "four-minute" cylinder

record lives up to its name, running four
minutes or longer. European records

running fifteen to twenty minutes have
been reported and will be of value in the

talking-picture art when adopted for that

purpose. Cinephone films are offered

upon 10-inch disc records, each accom-
panied by 150 to 250 feet of motion-
picture film.

-M- HE possibility of the longer talking

picture is assured, for it has been done
before this. As for long, continuous

sound records upon a number of discs,

there are already offered to the general

public for use in private talking ma-
chines, records for the complete operas

of "Faust" and "William Tell." These

Illustration referred to in text as Fig. 105, showing "The Photophone" (no relation
to RCA, of course), an example of a unitary talking picture machine—er—believe

it or not.

that the differences will be found in ana-

lyzing and comparing the different "talk-

ing picture" machines and systems of-

fered now and those which will be

offered upon the market.

Length of Records. — Theoretically,

records may have motion pictures fitted

to them, according to the methods of the
manufacture of talking pictures, or rec-

ords of equal length may be made from
the same or other subjects, complete
with picture films.
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before buying or replacing your

sound equipment -have your theater

checked for proper acoustics
Regardless of the type or quality of your sound equipment you

cannot have satisfactory results until your auditorium is cor-

rect acoustically. Find out now by the easy Auditec Question-

naire method the sound conditions. This test costs you noth-

ing, simply send in the coupon.

H you do need correction there is the modern, efficient

Auditec.

<^il}i)
for Acoustical Corrections

Most of the reasonably priced acoustical materials are make-

shift adaptations and have to be suitably covered. Auditec

comes decorative in tones to match your theater interior. Six

beautiful solid colors or panels of special designs in multiple

colors are available. It comes cut in panels to fit your walls

complete with moulding, ready to install. The price is so low

that it usually can be bought out of current income. Do not

delay this important matter. Have your theater tested by

experts—get ready for your fall business now.

THE NATIONAL RUG MILLS, Inc.

2494 South 5th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

y The National Rug Mills, Inc. "^
2494 South 5th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Gentlemen

:

Please send me the Auditec questionnaire and book, "Correct-

ing the Acoustics in the Auditorium.

Name of theater

Owner

"
s^ Address j
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Classification

All of the suggestions as yet made for

producing talking pictures may be

brought under one of the following three

classes

:

(1) The two machines are driven from
the same source of power and are so re-

lated to this source that their speed of

reproduction is identical.

(2) The two machines are so related

that one drives the other or controls the

speed of the other directly.

(3) Index hands or the equivalent are

provided for the two machines, and an

attendant, by constant supervision, keeps

these index hands in proper relation.

(1) Unitary Machines.—In the uni-

tary machine, the two machines, pro-

jector and graphophone, are built to-

gether and are driven bj^ the same main
shaft of the combined machine, which

may be turned by a crank or motor of

any kind. In such a device, it is neces-

sary to be able to secure exact syn-

chronism at the starting of the picture

and sound records, or to provide some
means of adjusting in order to enable the

operator in charge to get his picture to

catch up with his graphophone, or to per-

mit his picture to slow down to let the

graphophone catch up with the picture.

Long Main Shaft : An invention which

places two machines in the first class is

the system of providing a long main
drive shaft under the floor of the theatre,

gearing it at one end to the graphophone
and at the other end to the projecting

machine. At the projecting machine end,

a clutch should be provided, and if the

start is not made in synchronism, so that

an adjustment is required, the operator

may throw out the clutch and turn the

projector by hand faster or slower until

he gets the picture in synchronism with

the speaking record ; then he may throw
in the clutch again, and the main shaft,

driven by a constant-speed motor of suf-

ficient power, keeps the two machines in

constant speed relation, projecting their

two records at the same speed and in

synchronism.

When a splice in the film passes, where
a few images have been cut from the film

in repairing it, the picture film will run
ahead of the graphophone record and the

operator must detach his projector from
the main drive shaft until the two rec-

ords are brought into synchronism again.

A new film should run in synchronism
from start to finish under this method
of driving, but an old film which has
many breaks and splices becomes harder
and harder to operate in synchronism as

its splices increase. A matter of three
to six pictures cut from the film—one-
fifth to two-fifths of a second in time of

projection—is sufficient in most talking-

picture records to render them very
noticeably out of synchronism.

Synchronous Electric Motors: There
is an electric motor which is called a
synchronovji motor because when carry-

ing its load it runs always in exact ac-

cordance with the speed of the dynamo
which is furnishing the electric current
for driving the motor. It is a motor

operated by an alternating current, and

its speed always is proportional to the

speed rapidity or frequency of alterna-

tion of the current which drives it.

When two such motors, just alike, are

placed in service upon the same power
circuit, driven by alternating current

from the same central station electric

dynamo, it follows that each will run at

exactly the speed of the other. With one

such motor driving the graphophone and
another upon the same power mains
driving the projecting machine, the

speed of the record of the graphophone
and projecting machine will be identical,

proper speed gearing to the motors being

provided. Any slight change in speed of

Illustration referred to in text as Fig.
106, showing' diagrammatically tallying
picture reproduction by two reproduc-
ers driven from a long power shaft

the electric generator at the power sta-

tion which is supplying the current for

the motors, which of course would result

in a slight change in the frequency of

the current upon the power mains, is

equally effective upon both the grapho-
phone and the projecting machine, so

that the two machines always move in

unison, keeping the reproductions of

their records in synchronism, if the
records have been made properly.

Illustration: In the unitary machine,
shown in Fig. 105, the motion head of

the projector portion of the apparatus is

built upon the support for the grapho-
phone horn. The moving parts of the
motion head are driven from the grapho-
phone motor which turns the flat disc

record under the reproducing needle of
the talking machine. It is necessary
only to set the graphophone needle to a
marked point upon the talking record
disc and to bring a marked picture image
into the film window of the motion head,
then start the motor.

L produce a compact combination de-

vice without permitting the horn of the
phonograph to interfere with the beam
of light of the projected picture, the

lenses are arranged to project the pic-

ture through the horn, as shown in Fig.

105.

In this device if the motion head be
disconnected from the graphophone mo-
tor, a crank may be attached to the mo-
tion head and the skill of the operator
then may attain and maintain a synchro-
nism which approaches perfection only
by the degree of skill of the operator.

Two machines driven by the same
source of power are shown in Fig. 106.

The source of power in this instance is

the operator's arm turning the crank in

the projection room at the upper left-

hand corner of the figure. The crank is

attached to one of a pair of bevel gears

in the operating room, and thus drives

the vertical rod extending down through
the floor of the operating room to a point

below the floor of the theatre. There,

it transmits its power to the long hori-

zontal main shaft extending under the

floor of the theatre to a point under the

graphophone. The graphophone takes

its power from this long horizontal shaft

by means of a short connecting vertical

shaft. Thus the projecting machine and
the graphophone are driven by the same
crank through an arrangement of gear

wheels and shafts.

Any variation in the speed of the

graphophone will change the pitch of the

sounds being produced, a result which
cannot be permitted in reproducing mu-
sical records, and which would be very
objectionable in any sound record. On
the other hand, the motion pictures must
be projected at about the speed for which
they were intended when made. This
distinction exists, however, that while

a small variation may be permitted in

the speed of the motion pictures, no
variation at all should be permitted in

the speed of the graphophone reproduc-

tion. Hence, the graphophone must be
driven at a speed as nearly constant as

can be obtained by an acceptable motor,

and the speed of the motion picture must
be varied to bring the two reproductions

together whenever for any reason or by
any accident they lose their relation of

synchronism.
A splice upon an injured film will cut

out a few images. Whenever this splice

in the film passes through the motion
head, the motion picture film will begin
to project its picture record ahead of the

sounds from the graphophone, and the
projector must be slowed down in speed
until the graphophone catches up. Should
the graphophone needle "jump a thread"
or by any accident or a defect in the
record fail to follow the record accu-
rately, the projection operator must turn
the projector faster or slower to vary
the speed of the motion picture until the
two records again are being produced in

synchronism. It will be seen that in

Fig. 106, to adapt the arrangement to

practical work in a theatre, the handle
must be geared permanently to the shaft-

ing, and the motion head of the projec-
tion machine must have such a relation

that it may run slower or faster in order
to be capable of adjustment for synchro-
nism.

(2) Dependent Machines.— In this

class of reproducing mechanisms for talk-

ing pictures, one machine must drive the
other, or must control the other. As the
variation in speed due to control, if any,
must be impressed upon the picture pro-
jector and not upon the graphophone the
problem resolves itself into a constantly-
driven graphophone either driving or
controlling the picture projecting ma-
chine. Such a pair of dependent ma-
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chines is shown in Figs. 107 and 108, the

former showing the graphophone, and

the latter, the picture projector motor.

The machine illustrated is one brought

out in Paris and invented by Captain

Couade. The crank seen in Fig. 107 is
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Illustration referred to as Fig. 107,

showing a phonograph for talking pic-
ture reproduction, sending' current to

distant projector by cable.

the crank for winding up the motor of

the graphophone, and not for turning

the graphophone directly. This grapho-

phone runs in the usual manner, and may
be quite an ordinary type of talking ma-
chine, with the addition of a commutator
for electric current which changes a con-

Illustration referred to as Fig. 108,
— showing motor for projector driven in

I

synchronism with phonograph through
li. electric cable.

stant potential to a system of intermit-

tent potentials upon different circuits,

the relation of the potentials produced by
the commutators of the graphophone be-

ing likened to the related potentials of a

three-phase alternating current. The
electric commutator is inside the grapho-
phone cabinet, the electric terminals and
switches being seen in the figure upon
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the outside of the cabinet. The wires
which lead from the graphophone down-
ward carry the electric potential impulses

created by the graphophone commutator.
In Fig. 108 is shown the motor for driv-

ing the motion-picture projection ma-
chine. This figure does not show the

projection machine, nor is it necessary to

do so, since any projection machine may
be used to project the picture film, pro-

vided only it is coupled to this special

motor and driven by that motor at

exactly the speed which the graphophone
dictates by means of its electric commu-
tator. The electric cable rising from the

bottom of Fig. 108 to terminals upon the

side of the motor is connected at its

other end with the commutator of the

distant graphophone, located near the

picture screen of the theatre.

In operation, the motion-picture film is

placed in the film gate and framed with
a marked image in the film window. The
needle of the graphophone then is placed

upon the record disc at a marked point.

These two marked points, one on the

picture film and one on the sound record,

were obtained in manufacture and placed

upon the records when the records were
made. They are points to which the

records are in unison in time with refer-

ence to the light and sound of the

subject.

The phonograph now is started and
driven in the usual manner. The motion
head of the projection machine, driven

by the motor, gains speed as the phono-
graph gains speed, until both are run-

ning fully. If the projection machine is

provided with an automatic fire shutter,

the shutter will be lifted and permit the

projection of the picture upon the screen

as soon as sufficient speed has been at-

tained.

In this device, the motion-picture pro-

jector is started by the graphophone, and
it is run with the graphophone, stopping
with the graphophone. The power for

running the motion-picture projector is

not created by the graphophone, nor by
its motor, but it is so controlled by the

commutator of the graphophone as to

drive the motor and the picture machine
at the required speed. The motor is so

constructed as to be unable to turn
under the influence of any direct current
which may leak to it through the grapho-
phone commutator while the grapho-
phone is at rest. The operator at the

projection machine must note any lack

of synchronism and correct it, after

which the records will stay together.

(3) Dial-Regidated Machines. — In

this class of reproducing devices for talk-

ing pictures, the talking machine and the

picture machine are separate, and each
has an index hand. The index hands
need have no direct relation to each other
nor any direct connection with each
other, but each serves to show the speed
at which its associated machine is being
driven. The graphophone being driven

at a constant speed, its index hand will

revolve at a constant speed, and the pro-

jection machine operator then must turn

his crank at such speed as will make the

picture machine index hand keep up with

the pace of the graphophone hand, and
not run ahead of it.

Greenbaum: In Fig. 109 is shown a
diagram of the system and some detail

of the apparatus of the Greenbaum de-

[Uustration referred to as Fig. 109,
representing diagrammatically the
Greenbaum mechanism for synchroniz-

ing talking pictures.

vice. In the figure, at the upper left-

hand corner, is shown a commutator
upon a shaft which is mounted in con-

nection with the shaft of the motion-
picture projector. At the upper right-

liand corner of the figure is shown a
similar commutator which is mounted
upon a revolving shaft which is asso-

ciated with a shaft of the graphophone.
The device forming the lower part of the

figure is a dial which is mounted in the

operating room, in front of the operator
who is turning the crank of the motion-
picture projector. Upon the dial are seen

two index hands, 24 and 29. The hand
24 is driven by the picture projector and
the hand 29 is driven by the grapho-
phone. When the two machines are
running in synchronism, the two hands
will maintain a constant angle between
them, preferably being together, that is,

the hand 24 should cover the hand 29.

By reason of splices in the film, or by
accident, the hands may become sepa-
rated, in which case the angle between
them must be kept constant by the pro-

jection-machine operator.

Electric incandescent lamps also are

provided—as shown by the circles 50, 51,

and 52 in the figure—and are so ar-

ranged that lamp 51 will glow when pic-

tures and talking record are in unison;
lamp 52 will glow if the pictures are be-

hind time; and lamp 50 will glow if the
pictures are ahead of the talking record.

The lamps, as well as the hands, serve
to guide the projecting operator to keep
the two records in synchronism.
The mechanical arrangement of parts

in the Greenbaum device is as follows:
In the case 1, the two electromagnets 2
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and 3 are mounted. Electromagnet 2

is connected by electric wires 12 with

the electric commutator device of the

shaft 4 pertaining to the projector, in

such manner that every time the com-

mutator of the shaft 4 closes the electric

circuit an impulse of electric current will

flow from the battery A through the

wires 12 and the commutator and the

magnet 2 to cause the armature 16 of

the magnet 12 to be attracted. This, by the

action of the pawl 17, drags the ratchet

wheel 18 down one tooth ; this ratchet

wheel in turn by a pair of gear wheels

drives the shaft of the hand 24, moving
the hand 24 a short step over the dial 30.

One such step of the hand 24 is made
for each revolution of the shaft 4 of the

projector, hence the speed of the move-

ment of the hand 2Jf is a measure of the

speed of the projector.

In like manner, electromagnet 3 is con-

nected by electric wires lA and 15 with

the electric commutator device of the

shaft 8, pertaining to the talking ma-
chine, in such manner that every time

the commutator of the shaft 8 closes the

circuit an electric impulse will flow from
the battery B through the wires H- and

15 and the commutator and the magnet
3 to cause the armature 16 of the mag-
net 3 to be attracted. This by the action

of the pawl 17 drags the ratchet wheel

IP up one tooth; this ratchet wheel in

turn by a pair of gear wheels turns the

tubular shaft of the hand 19, moving
the hand 29 a short step over the dial 30.

The hands 2U and 29 move in the same
angular direction, and when the records

are being rendered in unison they move
at the same speed.

It is necessary, in starting the devices

to render a talking picture, to place the

film in the motion head with a marked
image in the film window, to place the

needle of the talking machine, upon a

marked place in the record, then to place

the two hands of the indicator together.

After that, if the hands are kept to-

gether, the records will be kept together

as the records are reproduced. The
passing of splices where images have

been cut from the picture film will cause

the hands to separate if synchronism is

maintained by the operator, since the

projection operator must slow down his

machine to regain synchronism, after

which the relation of the hands is main-

tained at the new angle.

Cinephone: The cinephone system of

talking-picture production will appeal

alike to the projection operator and to

the practical theatre manager, and for

the same reason, namely, that it has a

minimum of special apparatus in the

theatre, and it requires the least special-

ization of skill on the part of the projec-

tion operator.

The cinephone as offered to the public

is in substance only an attachment for a

well-known type of talking machine. As
built it is a quick-starting talking ma-
chine having an unusually heavy spring

which permits it to obtain its full speed

and volume of sound almost instantly
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upon the release of the ordinary brake

which sets the disk record revolving. It

may be used for ordinary disc records

for entertainment between pictures, or

for illustrated songs, without the cine-

phone motion picture films, which in con-

nection with the talking machine produce

the talking pictures.

The cinephone talking machine stands

at the side of the picture screen and
faces the audience and the projection

operator. It has an illuminated dial upon
its front face, upon which there is an
illuminated revolving hand. The course

of the hand is marked by four green

bullseye lamps, readily discernible by the

projection operator in a darkened audi-

torium, even at a distance of two hun-

dred feet.

The illuminated dial and hand are for

the purpose of registering the exact

speed at which the talking machine is

operated. A similar dial and hand are

photographed into the motion-picture

film, the hand of the motion picture film

traveling over a circle which is marked
by four white bullseye spots upon the

picture screen. This second dial and
hand appear in the lower left-hand

corner of the film picture and of the

screen when the picture is projected

upon it.

As the picture is shown, the dial hand
in the screen and the dial hand upon
the front of the talking machine both

move in the same direction and at the

same speed. The projection machine is

operated at a speed calculated to keep
both dial hands at the same point upon
the dial circumferences at all times. So
simple is this, that anyone can be taught
to produce cinephone synchronism in a

few moments.
Any projection machine already in use

may be used under this system of syn-

chronism and any ordinary operator can

master the additional detail quickly and
show a finished talking picture.

There are no connections, electrical or

otherwise, between the cinephone talking

Illustration referred to as Fig. 110,
showing players producing a record for

a talking picture.

machine and the picture screen, nor be-

tween the cinephone talking machine and
the projection machine. The operators
required are the projection machine op-

erator and the pianist or other musician
or regular attendant of the theatre to

make the change of records and rewind
the talking-machine motor, and to start

the talking machine when the starting

flash is received from the picture pro-

jector. It is the intention of cinephone

design that the number of employes of

the theatre need not be increased, and
that no special skill be required of any
of them.

Manufacture

The theoretical method of recording

action and speech, by locating a record-

ing graphophone and a motion picture

Illustration i^eferi'-d to as Fiu- 111,

showing players rehearsing before a
phonograph to attain unison with the

record before the action is filmed.

camera properly near the speaking actor,

has limitations. The graphophone must
be near the speaker, or it will not record

the speech, while the camera requires

some intervening distance in order to

secure a proper rendering of the picture.

Yet the graphophone must not appear as

an object in the picture obtained by the

camera.
Small Subjects.—A very delightful

and thoroughly successful talking pic-

ture, or better "singing" picture, is that

of a canary bird singing in its cage. The
actual area pictured by the camera is

only about a square yard, with the bird

near the center, so that the graphophone
recording horn could be brought within
18 inches of the bird without appearing
in the picture made by the camera. In
this manner, the two records could be
made simultaneously, and when repro-

duced they are capable of absolute uni-

son when properly synchronized and
uniformly driven at the proper speed.

A talking picture of a "laugh" in

which the laughing face is taken by the
camera at close range, to fill the entire

space of the picture image, being then
projected to fill the entire picture screen,

may be made in the same manner. Even
in the case of a monologue by a single

actor, where the actor standing before
the camera fills the picture image space
to the top line, the limit of the field of
the camera may be determined very accu-
rately and the recording graphophone
horn may be placed just above the limit

of vision, that is, just above the picture
as projected upon the screen.

Large Subjects.—In producing a talk-

ing picture where several actors are in-

volved, the method of manufacture is to

make the talking record first, and then
fit a motion picture to it. To do this,

the actors are well drilled in their parts,

so that they will be able to produce the
performance twice, once in sound for
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the sound record and once in action

for the picture record.

The actors being thus trained, the

sound record is produced without any
reference to what the appearance of the

actors may be while producing the

record, the end desired being only that

the best possible record be obtained.

tiirliiis: (Kiint now is markixl u[-ioii the smiiul r.-iuiil amlj

Illustration referred to as Fig-. 112.
This shows a camera connected up in

synchronism with a phonograph.

A group of actors producing a sound

record is shown in Fig. 110. They are

standing compactly grouped, facing the

recording graphophone. The stage di-

rector stands coatless above them. ,
In

Fig. Ill, the next step of the process is

shown, namely, that of training the

actors into unison with the sound record

already produced. In the foreground is

seen the horn on the talking machine. It

is rendering the sound record. Before

the horn stand the stage director and a

group of the actors. The actors are re-

A Specimen
Cinephon'e Film

Illustration referred to as Fig. 114,

as it appears on a page from Mr,
Hulfish's book. The illustration shows
a piece of film employed in the old-

time Cinephone process.

peating the words which they used in

making the sound record, repeating them
in unison with the talking machine, and

at the same time suiting the actions to

the words. As yet the camera has not

been brought into use, for the sound

record may be made indoors, and the re-

hearsal for action may be made indoors

as well, but the making of the picture

must be done in the field before a suit-

able background or in the studio in a

proi)€r stage setting.
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Talking-Pictv/re Camera.—The combi-

nation camera and talking machine for

the final step, namely, the making of the

picture record, to fit the talking record,

is shown in Fig. 112. At the left is the

reproducing graphophone ; at the right is

the motion picture camera. Both are

mounted upon tripods, for use in field or

studio. Connecting the two machines is

a driving shaft, and upon the tripod with

the camera is mounted an electric motor

for driving the shaft. This combination

machine is started, the actors act and

speak in unison with the talking machine,

and are photographed by the camera.

Even the words of the talking machine
must be repeated in unison with the ma-
chine, that the lip movements of the actor

in the motion picture may be syn-

chronous with the spoken words of the

talking machine.
The photographic negative is developed

and prints are made. The starting point

now is marked upon the sound record

{Continued on page 66)

I^EVi/ln the

\4/Qrld ofSound
Conducted by G . J . R e i d

4M0NG products which have been

/\ added to those of the Miles

jr\. Manufacturing company of New
York, is a new air column speaker,

which, it is claimed, has a complete

range of highs and lows, is well balanced

for speech and music, and has an

unbreakable diaphragm. The others

include the Miles Electro-Chromatic

pickup, with an adjustable needle pres-

sure for records of 33 1/3 revolutions ; a

dynamic unit (MlOO), designed exclu-

sively for theatre use and which operates

from a 6-volt storage battery, taking

one, four amperes, or with an exciter,

from the direct current of 110 volts.

This unit will handle up to 30 watts.

The Miles theatrical horn M9 is de-

signed for all houses and especially for

those that are long and narrow. It has

a 9-foot exponential air column and a

30-inch bell, which is 40 inches high and
36 inches deep.

A giant horn (MIO), also manufac-
tured by this company, is also for all

houses, but especially for those that are

square, or wide and shallow. This has a

10-foot exponential air column, and a

bell 42 inches square and 36 inches deep.
A

A New Pickup

• The Hydro-Positive magnetic pickup,

a new product of the Unit Repro-

ducer Company of Rochester, is designed

to lessen the number of parts needed
and also the amount of rubber. The
armature is of one-piece construction,

either hollow tubed or oil filled. A 36%
cobalt steel magnet is used. An up-and-

down motion of the armature is em-
ployed to diminish wear on the record.

sound

talks
by F. H, RICHARDSON

Get Rid of Old Fuses
• Did you ever have a fuse blow, rush

for another, install it and find it too

was a blown fuse? If you did, it is be-

cause you failed to throw the blown
fuses away, but permitted them to be-

come mixed with the good ones. When
you remove a blown fuse, heave it out!

Throw it away! Don't permit it to lay

around—^that is, unless you are one of

those who like to flirt with trouble. The
blown fuse has no value. Why keep it?

Advice on Acoustics

• Exhibitors who accept advice regard-

ing treatment of the walls of their

auditoriums to correct bad acoustical

effects from any but an acoustical engi-

neer of repute, or from the acoustical

engineers of companies who make a busi-

ness of installing sound equipment, are

entitled to no sympathy if they don't get

satisfactory results. I know of one case

an exhibitor who expended what was to

him a large sum of money on acoustical

treatment, upon the advice of a know-it-

all salesman of equipment, only to find

the treatment worse than the original

condition. Then he called in an acous-

tical engineer!
A

The Price of Good Sound
• Remember that unless your sound (be

it music, voice or what) does not

sound almost as you would expect it to

be when issuing from real actors or in-

struments, then your sound is not right.

Don't think, either, that because the

sound distribution was exactly right last

week, it is right this week. Eternal

vigilance is the price of good sound.

Improved Parts
• Projectionists should make every pos-

sible effort to keep up-to-date concern-

ing improvements in lamps, tubes, etc.

Things are changing more or less con-

stantly and unless they keep informed,
they may find competing theatres getting

the crowds. Discarding the old and re-

placing it with newer, better equipment
parts, as better ways are discovered,

should not be retarded by immediate
costs. It's what the improvement will

save in operating expenses, or how much
it adds to the box office, that counts.

A

Worn Parts
• Good results in sound are impossible

unless the equipment is overhauled
thoroughly once in a while, or if new
equipment parts are not installed to take

the place of worn ones merely because
wear can't be viewed by the naked eye.

In sound we are dealing with error tol-

erances measured in ten-thousandths of
an inch. Invisible wear may raise merry
hallelujah with results.
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BETTER PROJECTION
A Department Conducted for the Projectionist and the Exhibitor

By F. H. RICHARDSON

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CARBONS
ONE who has the privilege, as I do,

of going behind the scenes, can-

not help but marvel at the activi-

ties nov? going on in the laboratories and
factories of manufacturers of motion
picture equipment, and to note how far

into the future these fellows are looking.

Better pictures and better projection are
in store for us. It behooves all of us,

gentlemen, to keep our ears close to the
ground and to study these new develop-

ments as they appear, in order that we
may progress with the industry.

We do not have to go outside of the
projection room, nor to go back many
years to emphasize the progress that has
been made in machines and equipment.
It can be said without fear of contradic-
tion that these developments are as
marked in contrast as is the appearance
and appointments of the most modern
theatre as compared with the nickel-

odeon of early days.

Possibly the most homely thing we
have to do with in the projection room
is the carbon which, when fed electric

current, supplies light to project the
pictures to the screen. How homely and
yet how important are these sticks of
carbon! If we look at a modern carbon
and compare it with one used in the
early days of the industry, we will find

little apparent difference on the surface.
Yet we know that in the modern high
intensity projector we are dealing with
currents ranging from 100 to 200 am-
peres and are using carbons much
smaller in diameter than those used in

the early days of the industry, when the

J^EGULAR readers of this department have often read

J\_ of Frieitd Daughter, and those who have been fol-
lowing reports in the Herald-World of mt/ trip this

summer across the country in the interests of projection,
have been reading a lot about this same Friend Daughter
and her dad. Some of those tvho have not already met
Friend Daughter may have thought that I have been tot-
ing around an infant with me. In fact, I suspect that
several of the reception committees had a tin rattle and
a toy balloon concealed behind their backs. To dispel all

such ideas, I am giving you a look-see at us both, once by
ourselves, and again with Hugh Usher (extreme right),
Mrs. Usher and Hugh Sedgwick of Hamilton, Ont,, whose
fellow Canadian, F. Baldassari, snapped these hand-
some portraits (?) when I was in Hamilton.—F. H. R.

highest amperage
rarely exceeded 30.

Consider what this

means. We are now
able to concentrate

at the arc ten or

more kilowatts of
energy, compared
with a kilowatt, or

less, in the old projec-

tion arcs, which is

more than a ten-to-

one ratio—and this

with smaller diameter
carbons. This spells

very real progress,

and they tell me that
the end is not yet, be-

cause with further
development in the

"talkies" and "widies," and the demand
for longer projection distances over

larger screen areas, the power at the
arc will eventually reach searchlight

intensities.

We are too much inclined to take al

of these developments for granted, with-

out proper appreciation of the enoi-mous
amount of research and study it has
taken to bring them about.

It is not a long way back to the old

sputtering direct current arc, or to the

old roaring alternating current arc. You
must sit alongside the fellows whose
job it has been to produce these carbons

and talk shop with them to learn what
they have done for us toward the end
of better projection. I was reminded
of all this during my visit to the labora-

tories of National

Carbon Company in

Cleveland while on
the trip I have been
taking this summer.

Let us go back a

bit and follow through
some of the develop-

ments and improve-
ments made in the

carbons for the low
intensity direct cur-

rent arcs. In the very
early days of the in-

dustry, solid carbons

of large diameter were used for both the
upper and the lower. It was found dif-

ficult, or perhaps I might better say im-
possible, to maintain a steady arc under
these conditions. To overcome this, the
cored carbon was developed.

The core of a carbon is the material
which occupies the space provided by the
central opening through the length of
the carbon. This core material in the
low intensity carbon is generally a softer
carbon material than that which sur-
rounds it. The carbon surrounding the

core is known as the shell. The object
of the core is to provide a more volatile

carbon material for maintaining arc
steadiness. Other effects, which will be
mentioned later, are also made possible

by changing the composition of the ma-
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terial contained in the core. While
steadiness in operation was materially

improved with the advent of the cored

carbon, there was still much to be done
in carbon development before it was
possible to obtain the maximum quantity

of light on the screen.

After considerable study it was found
that the negative carbon due to its large

diameter, interfered with the crater

formed on the positive carbon (the

crater of the positive carbon of the low
intensitj' arc, as you know, furnishes

practically all of the useful light for pro-

jection). This resulted in the recom-
mending of smaller diameter carbons for

use as negatives, and with reduction in

diameter of the negative carbon, a prob-
lem in current carrying capacity pre-

sented itself. Our authorities tell us
that the ability of an electrical conductor
to carry current is dependent on its

cross-sectional area. When the area of

a conductor is reduced, without reduc-
tion in amperage, more amperes per
square inch flow through it, which re-

sults in the development of a greater
amount of heat in the carbon.

Jj ERE, then, was a problem of getting
as small a negative carbon as possible to

get the maximum light and steadiness

from the low intensity arc, and still one

that would carry the same amount of

current that a carbon of larger diameter
formerly carried. This problem was
solved by the National Carbon Company
with the invention of its Silvertip Nega-
tive carbon which was later improved by
the advent of the Orotip Negative car-

bon. The" latter device consisted of

the application of a metal coating to the

negative carbon. With this development
the current carrying capacity was so in-

creased as to make it possible for a

5/16-inch diameter Orotip carbon to

carry the same amount of current as a

%-inch diameter plain carbon.

Simultaneously with this research and
improvement on negative carbons, other

studies were being made on the com-
position of both the shell and cores of

all carbons, looking to improving the

steadiness and quietness of the arc and
increasing the burning life of carbons
to increase candle-power and to provide

for better operation in general.

One of the most marked examples of

what can be done by a thorough study of

core materials for carbons is the work
done on alternating current arcs for pro-

jection. I have casually mentioned the

old roaring alternating current arc. It

roared, and how! By proper adjustment

of the core material, introducing other

elements with the softer carbon material,

it has been possible to make the alter-

nating current arc as quiet in operation

as the direct current arc. The carbons

which silenced the alternating current

arc are now well known to us and are

called the white flame A. C. carbons.

All of what I have told you above on

the development of low intensity carbons

for both direct and alternating current

is an indication of what is going on be-

hind the scenes in a carbon manufactur-
ing plant.

I learned, while at the laboratories in

Cleveland, of the studies leading to the

developments of the carbons for the mir-

ror, or reflector, arcs, as well as for the

high intensity, super-high intensity and
super-reflector arcs.

Interesting are the experiments being

made with the carbon arc light. Re-

search men are continually studying the

composition of carbon shells and cores,

watching crater formation, measuring
candle-power and the quality of light.

And they are following through on these

experiments with the lamp manufactur-
ers and with the projectionists in the

theatre,—all looking toward better pro-

jection. The future is never far away
to these fellows.

FILAMENT SHOWS ON SCREEN
THIS letter comes from Maine:

"Friend Richardson, can and will

you help me out of a little difficulty?

Am studying projection to the end that
I be enabled to work as spare projec-

tionist in the local theatre. I work in

the projection room every night With the
two regular men. Am getting along
pretty good, so they say.

"We have two Powers 6B projectors,

with Mazda light sources. Use the Kine
Tone disc equipment for talkies. We
use a stereopticon attachment on one
of the projectors and when slides are
projected the filament shows on the
screen. A projectionist at one of the
theatres in one of our nearby large cities

told the manager of the local theatre
there was no way to stop this. I believe

this is not true and if there is a way I

want to know what it is.

"Have the fourth edition of the Blue-

book and hope soon to get the fifth edi-

tion."

This man will some of these days be
a real projectionist. He is studying and
when something comes up that he does

not understand he does not accept the

word of someone he knows nothing about,

except that he is a projectionist in a

large city theatre—which may or maj'

not be a recommendation. He does not
sit tight and let something go on which
he believes to be wrong. He seeks in-

formation. He is not afraid or ashamed
to ask questions.

He should, however, keep strictly up-

to-date in the matter of the Bluebook.

The fourth edition was a good book,

Much of it is unchanged in the fifth edi-

tion. Nevertheless, much new matter is

added and some of the old brought up-

to-date. Projection affairs move rapidly

these days.

And now as to the matter asked about.

Certainly the filament image can be re-

moved from the projected picture. The
wrong focal length condenser is being

used. In other words, the stereo optical

lineup is not correct. But in order to

advise as to exactly what is needed I

must have further information. (Write

me telling me what stereopticon unit

you have and I will advise you as to

exactly what you need to remove the

filament from the screen. Also tell me
your condenser lens focal length.)

NUMBER OF TEETH IN MESH
FROM a high grade projectionist of

Boston comes this letter: "Dear
'Father' of Projection—I see in the May
issue of the Journal of the S M P E ,

page 566, chart 15 shows nine teeth on
one side of a sprocket apparently in mesh
with it, though just what sprocket it is

supposed to be I don't know. Certainly
I know of no projector sprocket having
any such number of teeth in mesh. Will
you put me wise to the meaning of this?"
The thing is a chart presumably set-

ting forth an idea that all the teeth of
a sprocket which stick through a sprocket
hole are "in mesh." It is illustrative of
one of the adopted definitions (see page

548 of the same publication), which
reads

:

"The number of teeth in mesh with
the film (commonly referred to as 'teeth

in contact') shall be the number of

teeth in the arc of contact of the film

with the drum of the sprocket, the pull-

ing face of one tooth being at the origin

of the arc, as shown in chart 15."

Um, well, that definition may be all

right, but in my opinion it is quite mis-
leading unless further explained. Cer-
tainly the chart figure is both wrong
and misleading, for the reason that an
examination of it conveys the idea that

all those teeth are in "contact" with the

working edge of the sprocket teeth and
also that these same teeth are pulling

the film along.

Now that could and would only be true

with an absolutely unshrunken piece of

film, and it is a matter for debate

whether or not such a film is ever pro-

jected. As a matter of fact, I very well

remember where, in a paper illustrated

by slides presented at one of the S M P E
conventions, it was shown to us that in

reality, using ordinary film, only one
tooth on each side of any intermittent

sprocket was really in contact with the

film sprocket hole edges and, theoretical-

ly at least those two teeth did all the
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work of pulling the film down. And
that is very logical when we consider the

matter in the light of common sense,

though as a matter of fact I believe that

unless the film be very badly shrunken,

at least two intermittent sprocket teeth

on each side do some of the actual work.

Possibly I am in error, but it seems

to me Editor Jones might well have

shown two views of that sprocket (chart

15), one a side and one a front view,

showing the teeth, all but the first (two

or three on each side, anyhow) out of

contact with the sprocket hole edges.

Also, it would seem that a definition

of the term "in mesh" might be in order.

It seems to me that to be really "in

mesh" a tooth must have actual pulling

contact with the working edge of the

sprocket tooth. Possibly I am wrong
there, but if I am I would be delighted

to be advised as to just how and why I

am.

MAZDA LAMPS
10UIS J. MAURIN of the Liberty

J theatre in Reserve, La., writes

:

"Would appreciate your advice relative

to Mazda lamps. We are using them at

present—projection distance 40 feet. We
may enlarge and install sound. If so,

the projection distance will be 80 feet.

Would you advise installing Mazda under
that condition? Also, what size picture

in a building seating 350 on the lower

floor, and 150 in balcony. Width of

building about 44 feet, inside measure-
ment. We operate in a small town, open
three nights a week and must hold ex-

penses to a minimum."
While I can appreciate the fact that

expenses must be kept at a minimum,
still it must be remembered that when
the minimum reaches the point where
the quality of the show is affected so as

not to get the maximum possible attend-

ance, or not to get the admission prices

a better show would bring—well, then I

hold it to be not a proper minimum.
One must understand that distance of

projection has nothing to do with the

amount of light required until it becomes
so great that the lens system cannot
longer be made economical in the use of

the light produced by the light source.

In this case, a Mazda would work with
fair efficiency at 80 feet, provided the

picture size be such that a fairly short

focal length projection lens is used.

If the picture be small, and the lens

focal length be lengthened by reason of

that fact, then the lens system would in-

evitably waste more or less light. I

merely set this forth as illustrative of

the real points involved.

Light, as you know, travels millions

upon millions of miles from the sun and
arrives on time and in good order. What
difference would an additional 30 feet

make?
I should have been told the dimen-

sions of the seating space. That is all

I am interested in. However, if the

auditorium is 44 feet wide and the seats

number only 350 on the main floor, then
certainly it cannot possibly be much

THAT GALLON
OF GAS

which the PubHc buys more readily than any

thing else today

may drive one out into the country or to your

doors "It all depends on you."
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Make every picture a mechanical success on

your screen by rendering perfect projection.

TRANSVERTERS -«' "-eip y-
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KUeg'light your Stage
IT pays to use the best—pays in box-office returns, pays in

decreased maintenance costs, pays in a longer useful life

and pays in the complete satisfaction which you are assured

when you use Kliegl stage lighting specialties. Everything

can be furnished from a color cap to a dimmer bank. Write

for catalogue and descriptive literature.

Spotlights
Floodlights
Sciopticons
Footlights
Borderlighu
Exit Signs

Aislo Lights
Dimmers

Color Wheels
Color Frames
Color Rolls
Color Boxes

Music Stands
Connectors

Plugging Boxes
Floor Pockets
Scenic Effects

Shutters

Color Mediums
Color Caps

Lamp Coloring
Terminal Lugs
Resistances
Stage Cahle

OES.*-

Universai. Electric Stage Lighting Co.,in&

32r West 50tn Stre&t
NEW YORK,N.^

more than from 60 to 80 feet from the

rear seats to the screen—^probably even
less, and if that is true, and it were my
own theatre, I would use a picture not
in excess of 12 feet wide, with 15 as an
absolute maximum.

I would prefer the 12-footer for sev-

eral reasons. In the first place, it is

plenty large enough to permit those in

the rear seats to see all picture details

plainly. It can be brilliantly illuminated

without excessive cost for current. There
will be less magnification of faults in

the screen image, and such a picture will

be more comfortable to those in the front

rows if they happen to be near the

screen. The picture could, in fact, even
be reduced to ten feet wide.

I would install refiector arc lamps, for

the reason that they supply pure, bril-

liant white light and will illuminate a

12-foot or 15-foot picture brilliantly if

handled properly, with from 15 to 20
amperes of current.

Mazda gives a soft, rather yellow light.

At its best it supplies only a limited

amount of light and the picture is not

brilliantly illuminated, even in scenes

where the films have little density. With
dense films the illumination cannot be
sufficient to bring out all the photo-

graphic detail.

With Mazda there is no surplus light.

With the light source suggested there is

plenty of surplus to boost illumination

when there are dense films.

IMAGE SIZE
FROM New Orleans comes this letter:

"I am a student of the Bluebook
School and have the Bluebook. The
theatre at which I work has changed its

picture size, enlarging same until the

screen illumination is cut in half. Here
is what we are working with and I want
to know the following: First, what con-

denser combination should I use? Sec-

ond, what is the proper arc voltage?

Third, what should be the distance from
arc to aperture?
"Here is what we have at present:

Two Westinghouse motor generators,

two Hall & Connolly Type FR6 lamps,

carbons 13.6x20 and 7/16 cored. Lenses
are 4-inch Ross. We are using 120 am-
peres. Arc voltage is 55 to 60. Our
condenser combination is 4.5-6.5 and 5-9.

They were in use before we made the

change and they are still in use.

"The screen is 21 feet, 7 inches by 17

feet, 4.5 inches. Projection distance is

106 feet. We also installed an arrange-

ment by means of which our sound and
silent pictures are of the same shape and
size."

This is not all of the letter but it sets

forth the salient facts. In the first place,

why that great big picture? It results

in less illumination and increases graini-

ness appreciably, which conditions oper-

ate to reduce the beauty and visibility

of the picture very much.
Many exhibitors do not seem to realize

that a brilliant picture of smaller size

can be seen more plainly at a distance
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than can a dull one at less distance. They
increase picture size in an endeavor to

accommodate patrons in the rear seats,

but as a matter of fact it works more or

less exactly to the opposite. I have not

been informed as to what the distance

from the screen to the rear seats is, but

unless it be very much in excess of 125

feet I would not consider a picture wider
than 18 feet.

As to the condensers, they should be

changed. They should be 4.5-6.5 and a

5-9.5, or 5-10. There should be 13 inches

from the front condenser surface to the

projector aperture. The arc should be

from 3.5 inches to 3.75 inches from the

condenser. The arc voltage should be 65.

I am unacquainted with the arrange-

ment installed for changing from silent

to sound-on-the-film, with same dimen-
sions maintained for both. It must be

remembered that to do this it is neces-

sary to move the optical axis slightly.

In other words, the projection lens must
be moved slightly to the right when the

change to sound is made. If the equip-

ment does not do this it might result in

the slight fuzziness the correspondent

says he is troubled with. In purchasing

such equipment the projectionist will do

well to insist upon it being passed upon
by someone expert in the consideration

of such matters. After equipment has

been bought and paid for it is often too

late to make an effective kick.

CARBON TROUBLES
FROM Lester Borst of Manitowoc,

Wis., comes this tale of trouble.

"Dear Brother Richardson : I am pro-

jectionist at the Rivoli theatre in Two
Rivers, seven miles from here. I am in

trouble and seek your advice. We have
Simplex projectors with the old Type S
lamphouses. Use 45 amperes at arcs,

%-cored positive, and 5/16-cored Orotip

negatives.

"The trouble is this : Every time a

new positive is installed there is a queer
sort of flutter at the arc for about 20
minutes. The crater itself is perfectly

normal. There is no appreciable taper-

ing of the lower carbon. Have tried

using solid Orotip negative but without
success.

"If we were using rectified A. C. there

might be some plausible reason figured

out, but as it is a perfect current sup-

ply from a 75-75 Transverter, I am un-

able to arrive at any reasonable reason
for the trouble. I would greatly appre-
ciate your help in the matter.

"Before closing may I add words of

commendation for your department and
your books. I have all three volumes of

the fifth edition of the Bluebook; also

both the third and fourth edition. In
my opinion these books surpass any-
thing of their kind, both from the prac-
tical and the theoretical viewpoint. This
may sound like a lot of hooey, but really

it is not. I have seen every textbook
published on motion picture projection
—in this country, at least. I sincerely

believe, Mr. Richardson, you are the
only writer connected with the motion
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"The most complete and informative book of its kind ever

published" . . .
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The Bifocal F2.0

Super-Ute Lens
THIS new convertible Projection Lens that

meets all the requirements presented with
the use of both Sound and Silent Film, without
changing the Projection Lens in the machine.

TTie manner in which the sound picture is

shifted and centered on the screen is just anoth-
er quality of this wonderful product.

Projection Optics Co., Inc.
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ROCHESTER, N. Y., U. S. A.
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The Lens that put Perfection

in Projection

ILEX F:2.5
PROJECTION

LENSES
Furnished in the Standard and Dual

Focus Series

Ilex EKial Focus Features

Sharp, Brilliant Pictures.

Instant changeover from sound-on-

disc to sound-on-film.

Complete screen covering with both

kinds of film.

No shrinkage in size of picture with

sound-on-film.

All of above accomplished with one

lens.

PATENTS PENDING

Standard Ilex F:2.5 Features:

Same perfect projection.

Maximum sharpness and brilliancy.

Adjustable feature to insure exact

screen covering within its focal

range.

Show the fine and costly present day

productions at their best with

Ilex Lenses

Literature at your dealers

or sent on request

ILEX OPTICAL
COMPANY

Rochester New York

Established 1910

picture industry who takes a real heart-

felt interest in the men who project pic-

tures and reproduce and project sound.

Here's hoping for your success. May
j^ou live to be a centenarian."

(That's all right, Brother Borst, but

I don't want to. None of this "old an^
only in the way" for mine. I wanna
kick off while I'm well, strong and able

to lick the living blazes out of all and
sundry—if I have to. Thanks, though,

just the same. And now as to your
question:)

Two things occur to me as within the

range of possibilities in such a situa-

tion. First, are the carbons perfectly

dry? Dampness might possibly cause

such a trouble. It might be well to lay

a few carbons in the lamphouse for a

day or two and see if that helps. Second,
assuming the carbon jaws to be clean

and in good condition generally, and the

wires leading to the lamp and all con-

nections in good shape, I would try an-

other make of carbons. I don't think it

is that, though. So very little carbon

trouble has come my way of late that I

guess I'm a bit rusty on the subject.

However, it seems to me moisture is the

probable answer. Carbons should be

stored and kept in a perfectly dry place.

However, an active projectionist to

whom I spoke on this matter, suggested,

"Possibly this bird merely thinks his

amperage is 45. An overloaded carbon
would produce this effect, all right ! Tell

him to test that amperage."
And possibly the good brother is

right. I had not considered that phase
of the matter because if it were correct,

it seemed to me there should be needle-

ing of the carbon, which the correspon-

dent says there is not. He might make
the test, however, for resistance de-

creases as the carbon gets hot instead of

the contrary, as with other current
carrying vehicles and, also carbon resis-

tance is very high.

LACK OF PROPER UNDERSTANDING
MANUFACTURERS of motor gen-

erator sets have been experiencing

considerable trouble with complaints

from projectionists which apparently

are founded upon nothing less than lack

of understanding of the electric arc as

it applies to motion picture projection

work. One large manufacturer says, in

the course of a letter:

"It seems as though of late projec-

tionists, or some of them, anyhow, have
specialized to such an extent on sound
reproduction and projection that they

are forgetting some of the fundamental
principles involved in obtaining the best

possible results when using the electric

arc as a light source for projection.

"We have had quite a few letters from
projectionists complaining that the gen-

erator of their motor generator set did

not give them sufficient voltage across

the arc. However, in every case in

which we have asked them to tell us

the generator voltage and the arc volt-

age, they have replied that the genera-

tor voltage was 85, and the arc voltage

between 40 and 45.

"We regret to say that this lack of

fundamental knowledge of the operation

of the electric arc is not confined to the

projectionist. It goes on down the line

to the salesmen. They fail to realize

that the arc voltage is dependent to all

intents and purposes wholly upon the

arc length, and that changes in current

do not alter arc voltages unless the arc

length also be changed.

"It therefore is necessary for us to

enter into a long discussion in the at-

tempt to convince the men that their

trouble is not due either to the genera-
tor voltage or to the rheostat, but en-

tirely to wrong adjustment of their arc

control.

"Both the National Carbon Company
and Mr. McAuley recommended for the
reflector type arc lamp an arc voltage
of between 52 and 54. We have found
projectionists operating such arcs all the

way from 45 to 65 volts, each one claim-

ing that he can get good results only at

the voltage at which he operates his arc.

"On the face of the matter it would
not seem as if this amount of arc volt-

age variation would cause any serious

trouble, but when it is realized that with
an 85-volt generator and a 45-volt arc

there must be a 40-volt drop across the

ballast resistance, and if the projection-

ist uses a 55-volt arc the voltage drop
across the resistance is 30 volts, and in

one case, if the rheostat is built for,

say, 30 amperes at a 30-volt drop, and
he operates with a short arc, he suc-

ceeds in overloading the resistance 67%
by decreasing the arc length to the 40-

volt point."

That is the story the manufacturer
tells, and I don't blame him for uttering
complaint. There is neither any use nor
any sense in pulling such stunts. The
National Carbon Company, Mr, Mc-
Auley and others have made very care-

ful, exhaustive tests and have deter-

mined exactly what length of arc will

give best results under normal condi-

tions of motion picture projection. (You
will find these results set forth in the
Bluebook, page 400, Vol. 1, or you may
obtain the very latest figures by address-
ing the National Carbon Company,
Cleveland, O.)

There is absolutely no possible excuse
for the projectionist not having the
proper data available and not applying
it in his daily work. Don't get the idea
that you can improve very much upon
the work of the laboratories, for you
can't do it, except that under some con-
ditions of operation there might be a
small possible deviation from laboratory
figures made with advantage. But even
that does not mean that the laboratory
is wrong, but that your conditions are
not right.

Regardless of what sort of a lamp
you may use, if you carry too short an
arc you are going to bring your negative
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tip too close to the positive carbon, un-

der which condition it will act as a sort

of curtain, shutting off an undue portion

of the light. Under any condition the

negative tip will stop some of the light,

of course, but the closer it is to the posi-

tive crater the more light it will stop.

In the straight arc, or the high intensity

arc, it is between the light source

(crater) and condenser, and the nearer

it is to the crater the greater percentage

of light it will stop. If you have a re-

flector type lamp, then the negative is

between the crater and reflector, and of

course the closer it is to the crater, the

greater the percentage of light it pre-

vents from reaching the reflector.

Oil the other hand, if the arc be too

long it is unstable and the results are

not of the best. It should be just as

long as is possible with steady opera-
tion, and the laboratories have set forth

for us reliable figures of arc voltage

which under proper, normal operating
conditions, establish the longest arc it is

practicable to carry—and there you are!

As the manufacturer says, if the
generator is producing its normal volt-

age, then any trouble you may have
most certainly is not and cannot be due
to generator voltage. Also, assuming
the resistance to be in good working
condition (no shorts or grounds), it is

not due to the rheostat. It then is and
must be due to wrong adjustment of the
arc control. It is carrying either a too
short or a too long arc and it is up to

you to reset it so that it will carry the
exact arc voltage suggested by the
engineers.

AS TO PATENTS
I
RECEIVE many applications from
inventors to examine and pass judg-

ment upon the value of various ideas
they have in mind and believe to have
value. However, they have not sufficient

confidence to risk the expenditure neces-
sary to the procurement of a really good
patent—if it can be done—and want me
to bolster up their own ideas of its

value, to tell them it is no good, which
statement nine out of ten of them would
promptly discount.

Now, gentlemen, I cannot do this. The
way of the inventor is an exceedingly
hard one and often small is the profit

at the end of his pathway. There is but
just one way. You must have sufficient

faith to protect your idea, or find it has
already been "done." Here is the
process, and it is a pretty costly one if

it be well done. If it be not well done
it may be a darned sight more costly in

the end.

Have your idea reduced to under-
standable writing and drawings. Then
employ a competent patent attorney to

make a search of the patent office rec-

ords, which may cost anywhere from one
hundred to a thousand dollars, depend-
ing upon the difficulty of the search. I

believe a good search will average per-
haps between $200 and $500, but that is

more or less of a guess. When it is done
you will have all the records of previous

C I N E P H O R
« « LENSES » »

ACCURACY THAT DEMANDED
NEW STANDARDS OF PRECISION

IHE rigid requirements and close limits of
accuracy to which Bausch & Lomb lenses and
scientific apparatus are built made necessary

standards of precision entirely new to this country.

Product of this precision, Cinephor Lenses reflect the craftsmanship of the
world's master precision instrument builders.

No need to inspect Cinephor for quality. Precision testing at the factory insures

that each lens is the same as another. The Cinephor stands alone as the best lens
you can buy.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL COMPANY
679 St. Paul Street « » Rochester, N. Y.

BAUSGH&LOMB
Makers of Orthogon Eyeglass Lenses For Better Vision

2-Bearing 30/50 to 100/150 Ampere Actodsctor

DEPENDABLE PROJECTION
Roth Actodectors are widely used by the largest circuits,

because of their ability to meet the particular power
requirements in the projection booth .... They
are liberally designed .... provide a steady direct cur-

rent which produces an arc of uniform intensity which
gives a brilliant white light on the screen .... without
noticeable decrease in the illumination during change-
over .... Their quiet operation, resulting from high
commutator frequency, liberal proportions and d5mamic
balance, makes them especially suitable for use with
sound equipment We solicit an opportunity to

discuss your problems with you.

ROTH BROTHERS and COMPANY
Division of Century Electric Company

1400 W. Adams Si. Chicago, III.

THEY KEEP A-RUNNING''

fT
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PROJECTION LAMPS
That give more light for Stand-

ard Film and Wide Film Pro-

jection.

HALL & CONNOLLY, Inc.

24 Van Dam St., N. Y. C.

perfPctiqn

Almost every day motion picture

theatre owners and projectionists

are discovering that Perfection

Rheostats have superior qualities

not found in other rheostats.

There's no other just like them

—

no other their equal. Hence their

leadership.

HOFFMANN & SOONS
387 First Avenue New York City

Mfg. Division
Contracting Electrical Engineers—Moving Pic-

ture Theatre Electrical Specialists

patents along the same lines and will

know exactly what chances you have for

obtaining a patent of value. You then

must secure a patent of your own, if the

thing is not already "covered" (more or

less) and that will require more money
and a lot of time—from six months to a

year.

But when you have done all this, you
still have to sell your idea to someone,
and believe you me, that is not always
so easy. They have to be darned good
and well shown. They will not rush up,

throw both arms around you, kiss you

on both cheeks and pile money in your
lap. The inventor is pretty darned lucky

if he even gets back the money he has

expended, and I most emphatically don't

mean maybe, either!

There, gentlemen, that sounds dis-

couraging. Well, the patent thing is a

discouraging game all the way through.

I'm telling you just a little cool, hard
truth about it. Now if you still feel

like it, go to it, and more power to you,

but please stop asking my opinion. In

this matter it is not worth Adam
anyhow.

I AM INTERROGATED
RECENTLY an exhibitor wrote me

. and I answered. He now comes
back with this

:

"Thanks very much for yours of re-

cent date. It was very valuable infor-

mation and probably saved me quite a

few dollars. Now I have another bundle
of questions, as follows

:

"My amplifier has an input impedance
of 2,800 ohms. What impedance pickup
will I need? Note in one of your articles

that the impedance does not have to be
the same, but should be related. Thought
it best to ask your advice before buying.
"My speaker, of course, matches my

amplifier. It is a dynamic type and re-

ceives its field supply of 110 volts from
the amplifier. In using two or more
speakers from this, would it weaken it

any? It has ample volume and I am
wondering if additional speakers would
operate to lower it.

"Do you ordinarily get best results by
using two or more speakers? Should
they be wired in series or multiple?
How may one determine what is best to

use, baffles or horns? The acoustics of

my theatre are perfect. Am wondering
which would be best, baffles or horns.

"Could I use a 500-ohm pickup with
this 2,880-ohm amplifier and get good
results ? Would I want a 500-ohm fader,

or more? I have been told by different

concerns that a high impedance does not

give good results, due to the fact that it

makes the pitch of the voice too high,

and there is not so much difference be-

tween the voice of a man or a woman.
Yet the Sampson amplifier has 5,000

ohms and many are in use.

"I know you have made a study of the

SAF mixer. Would you advise me to

buy one of them to go with my installa-

tion, or do without it at first, adding it

later if needed?

COMMUNICATIONS to

the editor of this depart-
ment should be addressed
(until further notice) as

follows:

F. H. Richardson

Box 100
South Lyme, Conn.

"I have Powers 6B projector mechan-
isms, driven by friction drive. The Mel-
laphone turntables I shall install are

driven by the main crank shaft of the

projector. Do you think this will pull

it all right? In other words, does the

turntable require much power to drive

it?"

I wonder how many realize the futility

of answering many of these questions.

They were asked honestly enough, and I

might answer them, too, and my an-

swers might be right—if everything hap-
pened to be one way. But if things, or

any one of them, happened to be another
way, as they very well might be, my an-

swers would be misleading and wrong
and I would get my "fingers burned"
trying to pull chestnuts out of the fire.

If I were right, the inquirer would bless

me, doubtless, but if I happened to be
wrong he might well denounce me as an
impostor.

You see, gentlemen, so much depends
upon the characteristics of each one of

the various items in sound equipment,
when we come to consider the perform-
ance of the assemblage as a whole. Each
item must be selected, after careful tests,

to match the characteristics of each
other item of the assemblage if we are
to secure real excellence in results.

Taking the questions in their order:

As a general thing, if you have an am-
plifier with 2,800 ohms impedance, you
should have a pickup with the same.
However, there are many hookups in

which this would not be at all right and
I am not a good enough sound equip-

ment engineer to describe them to you.

I would have to say, if I answered the

question at all, that the pickup imped-
ance should be the same, or nearly so.

The second question is one that the

manufacturer of the apparatus should

answer—the one concerning the speaker,

I mean. They could and might be built

to connect either in series or in parallel.

There should be ample power to oper-

ate more than one speaker or horn.

There is no way that I know of to

determine whether baffles or horns are

better except to try them. However, if

the theatre is wide, one certainly could

not get good results with one horn. The
horn is very much more directional than
the cone speaker.

As to the fader, again I say the manu-
facturer should be consulted. I know
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too little about the proposed assemblage
to even attempt to answer.
As to the effect of high impedance, I

know there is some very good apparatus
constructed which has high impedance.
It is not the matter of the amount of

impedance, but the way it is used.

It requires very little power to oper-

ate a Mellaphone turntable. Certainly

the tables could be driven in the way
suggested.

Regret it though I do, yet more than
this I cannot say.

OPERATOR ?!!

ONE would think the Projection Ad-
visory Council, being a new, up-to-

date organization, would at least not
permit men to be affronted in public

print by one whom it had undertaken to

teach the mere rudiments of projection.

The Council called one of the writers
of the New York Evening Post to task

for his unintelligent handling of projec-

tion in his articles in the paper, all of

which was quite proper and right. It

then undertook to initiate him suf-

ficiently into the mysteries of projection

to induce and enable him to write cor-

rectly concerning it. The Council placed

him in charge of our old friend, William
Smith, of the projection staff of the As-
tor theatre in New York, who piloted

him through some of our great projec-

tion plants and "opened his eyes" to the

fact that image and sound faults are not
always the fault of the projectionist.

But the amusing part of it all is that

when it was all finished, this writer,

having evidently been totally uninformed
in some matters, came out with an ex-

cellent article—excellent in most ways

—

in which the public was introduced to

the "machine operator" and was told all

about his verj- difficult work "operating
a machine."
Wait until I catch Will Smith! I'll

bite him and he'll have at least hydro-
phobia !

The spirit of rebellion against the
title, "machine operator," is growing,
however. For example, Bernard Omlor,
of Tiffin, O., says: "I agree with you
that the title 'operator' ought to be
exterminated. A beginner may be called

a student, or apprentice projectionist.

True some men are unworthy of the title

projectionist, but there are plenty of
other names we may call them other than
'operator'."

Now, I wonder just what Brother
Omlor meant by that last! Certainly
there are plenty of names, and they often
would fit, too! But are they polite?

PICTURE WIDTHS
HM. WADE, projectionist, who has

• written the name of his home
town "Oyen," Alta., but which I suspect

is really Oven, Alta., asks, "What would
"be the correct size of a picture for a

theatre seating 400 people and having a
72-foot projection distance?"

This is a matter I have dealt with

New Developments
of the

SUPERIOR PROJECTOR
soon to be announced will

make this outstanding pro-

jector UNIVERSAL for

all types of sound equipment

without the aid of altera-

tions or special attachments.

This marks another big step

forward in maintaining
leadership and faith in the

industry to serve the exhib-

itor well.

Manufactured by

Coxsackie Holding

Corporation

Coxsackie, N. Y., U. S. A.
"Day by Day SUPERIOR in every way**

Offers New, Better Lighting

At New, Lower Prices

New designs—new materials—new and even higher standards of

quality—more light from fewer kilowatts—^better controlled light

—and price revisions that would have made Bel-Sun-Lites the best

buy even at the old standards of quality.

That is the policy we have adopted to meet present conditions

in the show business. The Bel-Sun-Lite Line for 1930'31 is as-

tounding in the values it offers.

Ask our nearest representative, or write us. His name is in the

classified phone book of the cities listed here. Let him show you

how you can do your relighting on your present budget.

Belson Manufacturing Company
802 Sibley Street Chicago, 111.

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore. Md.
Buffalo, N. T.
Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Houston, Tex.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Miami, Fla.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N. T.
Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Richmond, Va.
St. Louis, Mo.
San Antonio, Tex.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle. Wash.
Tampa, Fla.

CANADA
Montreal, Que.
Toronto, Ont.
Vancouver, B. C.
Winnipeg, Man.
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"Gentlemen Will Please

Remove Their Hats"

Remember the days . . . "One mo-

ment, please, while we change reels"

. . . the asthmatic piano . . . peanuts

in the aisles . . . loud hisses for the

leering villain . . . the local tenor and

the song slides . . . the Saturday

serial . . .

Are you using ladders which belong to

that "nickel'tO'get-in-and-please'don't-

spit-on-the'floor" era?

The Dayton Safety Ladder is designed

for modern workmen performing mod'

em jobs in modem safety. It is light,

strong, steel'braced, with a roomy,

guarded platform. Will not slip or

slide on any surface. Straight-backed,

for next-to-wall work. Made in sizes

3 to 16 feet. Moderately priced.

Type "B" Dayton Ladder is smaller,

popular priced, with similar safety fea-

tures. Seven sizes.

Write Dept. BT—8b for complete

information

The Dayton Safety Ladder

Company

4 121-123 W. Third St.

Cincinnati, Ohio

DAYTXJN
{SafetyLadder

(Patented)

Stock carried by Pacific Coatt representativa,
E. D. Bullard Co., Lot Angeles and San Fran-
eitcoy.and by 160 other distributors from coast
to coast. Made and distributed in Canada by

Percy Hermant, Ltd., Toronto.

many times in the years past but inas-

much as new men are constantly coming
into the business I shall very likely deal

with it many times in the future. The
matter of picture size best suited to

small auditoriums is one of the things

that always has and probably always
will cause considerable argument.

In this particular theatre there are

two windows in the back wall of the

stage, with 12 feet of wall between them.

The sketch provided by Friend Wade
does not show the windows to be equi-

distant from the two sides of the theatre.

However, it is only a rough sketch and
perhaps the 12-foot space is really cen-

trally located. If it is, I would let the

picture extend right up to the sides of

these windows, with the screen border

overlapping the windows. In my opinion

a 12-foot picture is large enough for a

75-foot or even a 100-foot, viewing dis-

tance, for the reason that the projec-

tionist can illuminate a picture of that

size brilliantly. Also, minor faults in

the film, such as scratches, will not show
nearly as much in the small picture as

they would in a larger one.

There is, however, no special objection

to a larger picture in such auditoriums

as this, provided the size be limited to

16 feet wide. The two things to be re-

membered are the possible brilliancy

with which the smaller picture may be

illuminated, and the fact that all faults

in the smaller screen image will be less

visible than they will be in the larger.

Any one with normal eyes can see

every detail of a twelve foot brilliantly

illuminated picture at one hundred feet

just as plainly as they can see the de-

tails of the larger less brilliantly illu-

minated picture.

OPAQUE SPLICE
WHILE in Rochester I got in touch

with the Eastman Kodak Company
to find out what the outcome of the

publication of the opaque sound splice

might have been and I was immediately
assured that sufficient response had been
received as a result of that publication

to cause the company to proceed with the

matter.

As a reminder, you know some while

since I wrote a description of a method
of opaque sound splioes developed by the

Eastman company. The thing was un-

questionably good. Also, it was badly
needed, as the present painting of sound
splices varies through a wide range from
good to just plain punk. The Eastman
company, however, doubted if enough of

them would be used if made available,

to justify the rather heavy cost of tool-

ing up. So I asked projectionists to

write the Eastman Company, saying they
would use such an opaque method if it

be made available. So many responses
were had that the company is now tool-

ing up and the thing will be available to

you in from two to three months.
The cost to the theatre will be between

$2 and $3 for the blpck. The opaques
will cost only a small fraction of a cent.

Equip Your Theatre

with

the Powerful, Proved

Cooling and Ventilating

System

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORP.
2105 Kennedy St N. E.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

"Silent as the Sphinx"

Ihieves

know
and
avoid i

Eound
Door

Chests

L
M:

Large theatre chains '

have noticed a marked
decrease in thenumber
of attacks by burglars
on their theatres fol-

lowing the installation

of York Round Door
|

Chests.
I

Insurance companies
{

grant it their lowest
burglary rate.

Write your name and
j

address on the margin
of this advertisement
for complete informa-
tion.

York Safe & Lock
Company
York, Pa.
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PLANNING THE THEATRE
A Department of Architectural Assistance Conducted

-By PETER M. HULSKEN, A. I. A.litfB *mm

QUESTION: I have read with great

interest in your last issue of Bet-

ter Theatres the article in regard

to the selection of a site for a proposed

theatre- and I received through this ar-

ticle very much valuable information.

Still I would like to have your opinion

in regard to the following premises

which I contemplate buying. I have in

mind purchasing a lot 90 feet wide and
220 feet deep. Alley in the rear and a

right of way 12 feet wide to the right

side of the lot, but this right of way
stops 98 feet from the front of my lot.

I am figuring on building a theatre seat-

ing 1,500 seats and about a 75-room ho-

tel. Would I be able to plan this build-

ing on these premises? Thanking you
very kindly for your suggestions, which
I trust you can give me at your earliest

convenience.—B. F. A.

ANSWER: The size of your lot is

. well proportioned. Since you only

have a right of way to the right of your

lot you will have to plan a court between
9 feet and 10 feet wide to the left of

your lot for exit purposes from your

theatre and your hotel. I would sug-

gest that you start your theatre about

70 feet to 75 feet from the front of your

lot. Build on this 75 feet your theatre

lobby and hotel lobby and the necessary

coffee shop or stores which you might
require.

Then I would advise you to build your
house with about 1,200 seats on the lower

floor and about 300 seats in the balcony.

The reason I stipulate this amount, 300

seats, in the balcony is that the majority

of the state codes require two exit stairs

for every 300 seats, each exit stair to be

situated on the opposite side of the thea-

tre. If you should increase the size of

your balcony it would necessitate two ad-

ditional fire stairs and this, of course,

would take more room either from your
theatre or from your exit courts, and I

further think the relation of your seats

on auditorium floor and balcony is well

proportioned.

For economical construction the bal-

cony should be kept as far to the rear

wall as possible to eliminate extra gird-

ers, and as patrons in the last seats in

your auditorium must be able to see the

full proscenium arch (on account of the

large screens) , the height of your ceiling

could be kept to the minimum. If the

balcony were to project too far from
the rear wall it would mean that the

theatre should be built a great deal

NOTE:
• IN THIS DEPARTMENT "Better

Theatres" will be glad to answer
questions pertaining to the preliminary
considerations involved in the plan-

ning of a new theatre or in the remod-
eling of an existing one. Only requests
for ideas will be answered, since this

department cannot assume the prac-
tical functions of an architect. ..AH
communications intended for this de-

partment should be addressed to "Bet-
ter Theatres," 407 S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago. They will be answered in the
department. None will be answered
by mail. Although only initials will be
used in signing the questions pub-
lished, it is a requirement that all

letters bear the signature and address
of their writers. The replies will be
prepared personally by Mr. Hulsken,
who is a practicing architect and a
member of the American Institute of
Architects.

higher to obtain good vision lines under
your balcony.

This department cannot advise you in

regard to the hotel as it devotes itself

only to theatres. It would be well for

you to consult an architect who has had
experience in hotel designing.

QUESTION: We will build a new
theatre and are interested in plans,

etc., for a small moving picture

theatre of about 800 seats, 200 in the

balcony.—M. G. R.

ANSWER: It does not occur very of-

. ten that we receive inquiries in this

department from foreign countries and
we regret that you did not send any fur-

ther information in regard to the size of

your lot so that we could advise you
accordingly. You state that you would
like to have a house with a seating ca-

pacity of 800 seats in the auditorium
floor and 200 in the balcony. This will

make a well balanced house.

In your climate I would suggest you
build an atmospheric theatre typical to

the style of architecture of your country
so that the spirit of outdoor life can be

continued inside of the theatre. Of
course it is unnecessary for me to recom-
mend a cooling system.

We have repeatedly stated in our col-

umns that this department does not fur-

nish any plans and it would be well for

you to consult with a reputable theatre

architect to go into detail about your

proposed building. If there is no theatre
architect in your community, this de-

partment would be very glad to give you
further information upon receipt of your
requirements. The main information
we would like to have is the size of your
lot and the approximate amount of

money which you wish to expend. If

you will send us this information we will

be glad to give you more extended and
more direct advice.

QUESTION: I am operating in New
York state a theatre which has
been built during the war and is of

non-fireproof construction. On account
of the high cost of construction this

theatre was built very cheap and to save

expenses the roof trusses were elimi-

nated and large wood girders were in-

stalled with heavy iron truss rods, which
don't look good. The balcony is also very
cheaply constructed and the sides along

the walls are very narrow and only al-

low two seats along the railing, which
seats of course are absolutely imprac-
tical. By looking over the construction

I find that the sides rest on columns
carrying the front of the balcony. Would
I be able to remove those side balconies ?

Fortunately the bottom of the iron truss

rods do not interfere with my projec-

tion. I have about an 18-inch clearance.

Could I do this ceiling construction by
hanging scaffolding from the truss rods?

—E. L. H.

ANSWER: In regard to the ceiling

. of your theatre in which you would
not like to use plaster, I would suggest

to furr down from your heavy timber
girders to the bottom of your truss rods,

and as you state that your theatre is not

fireproof, you could build in wood ceil-

ing joists and apply some heavy plaster

board, or some other approved insula-

tion boards. If your contractor will be
careful in applying this material you
could easily decorate it after buttering

the joints and nail holes. This work
could toe installed by hanging scaffold-

ing and I believe it could be done in time
after closing at night until opening the

next day. If all material is at hand
and you employ a large number of car-

penters you will be surprised in how
short a time this could be accomplished.

It would be just as easy to do it in sec-

tions by removable scaffolding but I be-

lieve if you would close your house for

a week it would be td your advantage.
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Law Involving Equipment Installation

been given of the dangerous condition.

The court held the injured woman not

entitled to damages, stating the follow-

ing important law

:

"We are not unmindful of the line of

decisions holding that a person walking

along the sidewalk of the public street

is not bound as a matter of law to look

out for obstructions in the nature of a

nuisance; but in the present case that

rule is inapplicable, because .... where
the pedestrian had notice of an unusual

condition, saw it in fact, and was thereby

charged with the duty to exercise reason-

able care to avoid injury, cannot be

denied that reasonable care required

visual scrutiny, and yet the plaintiff said

she did not look for any hole at the place

in question, it was her duty to do so in

the circumstances present."

y J
Icy Sidewalks

U SUALLY where a pedestrian is in-

jured as a result of a defect in a side-

walk abutting theatre property, the

proprietor is not liable, unless the testi-

mony shows conclusively that negligence

of the theatre owner or city in failing to

repair the defect was the sole cause of

the injury. Therefore where an injury

results from two causes (one of which is

negligence of the property owner in fail-

ing to fill in a depression in which water
collects, or to remove the ice from the

sidewalk, and the other is negligence of

the pedestrian, for which neither the city

nor the theatre owner is liable, unless

their negligence is proximate cause of

the injury), no liability exists.

For illustration, in Turner v. Winter-
set (229 N. W. 229), it was disclosed that

a depression in a sidewalk occasionally

filled with water when it rained, or when
snow and ice melted and ran therein.

Aside from the condition of this spot the
walks on either side usually were dry.

One day a pedestrian slipped on the ice

which had frozen in the depression and
fell, sustaining severe injuries. She sued
for damages, but the court held the
woman not entitled to damages, saying

:

"It seems to be the general rule that
where the defect in a sidewalk is so slight

as to be harmless in itself, the fact that
it concurs with a slippery condition of

the walk in producing an accident does
not make liability. ... In other words,
to be a concurring cause within the gen-
eral rule, the depression must be such as,

for the city to allow it to remain, it

would be guilty of 'culpable negligence,'
and this term, as we understand it under
the decisions, means negligence which,
when an accident occurs therefrom, the
city will be called upon to respond in
damages."
But the law is well established that a

municipality is liable in damages for an
injury sustained by a pedestrian who
slips on ice on a sidewalk in front of a

{Continued from page 24)

theatre building, provided the municipal
officials were informed of the dangerous
condition of the sidewalk and failed to

remedy it. Otherwise, the city is not

liable and the responsibility may rest

solely with the theatre operator.

For instance, in Updegraff v. City of

Ottumwa (226 N. W. 928), a pedestrian

was injured when he slipped and fell on

ice which froze on a sidewalk. The testi-

mony proved that the tenant of a build-

ing permitted water to drain from a

hydrant upon the sidewalk and failed to

clean the pavement. The municipal of-

ficials were not informed of the danger-

ous condition.

Therefore, it is interesting to observe

that the court held the tenant liable and
held the city and the property owner not

responsible, stating important law as

follows

:

"The duty of maintaining the streets

and sidewalks in a reasonably safe con-

dition is imposed by statute upon cities

and towns. . . . The duty thus imposed
by statute upon municipalities does not,

however, relieve property owners or

others from the duty not to obstruct or

place dangerous instrumentalities thereon

so as to endanger the safety of the public

rightfully using the same, nor from lia-

bility for damage occasioned thereby.

. . . This rule has been applied in many
cases and under a great variety of facts.

. . . The law is doubtless well settled in

this and most, if not all other, jurisdic-

tions that the landlord who has parted

with full possession and control of his

premises by lease to a tenant is not liable

for injuries to third persons caused by
the negligence of the tenant."

_. Double Taxation

XT is important to know that if a the-

atre corporation operates theatres in a

foreign state and this latter state taxes

it for that property, the state in which
the corporation is domiciled cannot tax

the same property. In other words, two
states cannot legitimately tax a person

or corporation for the same property. So
held the supreme court of the United
States in the recent case of State of

Minnesota (50 S. Ct. 98).

In this case a corporation in the state

of New York held bonds issued by a cor-

poration in Minnesota. The Minnesota
state court held that although the state

of New York had taxed the bonds, the

state of Minnesota also was permitted to

tax them. The United States supreme
court reversed this decision and ex-

plained the law, as follows:

"It is not permissible broadly to say

that, notwithstanding the Fourteenth
Amendment, two states have power to tax

the same personalty on different and in-

consistent principles. . . . Taxation is an
intensely practical matter, and laws in

respect of it should be construed and

applied with a view of avoiding, so far

as possible, unjust and oppressive conse-

quences. We have determined that in

general intangibles may be properly

taxed at the domicile of their owner, and

we can find no sufficient reason for say-

ing that they are not entitled to enjoy an

immunity against taxation at more than

one place similar to that accorded to

tangibles. . . . Tangibles with perma-

nent situs therein, and their testamentary

transfer, may be taxed only by the state

where they are found."

. Arbitrary Taxation

A. WELL established rule of the law is

that an occupational taxation law is void

and unenforceable by the terms of which

persons who own more than one theatre

are required to pay a greater tax for

each theatre than is required to be paid

by a single owner.

For example, in Jackson v. State Board

of Tax Commissioners (38 F. [2d] 652),

it was disclosed that a state enacted a

law which required the owner of one

business to pay a tax of $3 per year, the

owner of two or more $10 per year for

each business establishment, and the

owner of five or more $15 per year for

each business. This law was held void

and the court said:

"Authority is given the state to enact

laws which may be enforced in the exer-

cise of its police powers. The act in

question cannot be sustained, however,

upon that theory. It does not relate to

the public health, the public welfare, the

public morals or the public safety. If

sustained, it must be solely as a revenue

measure. ... All persons engaged in the

operation of one or more mercantile

establishments within the state belong to

the same class for occupational tax pur-

poses and should pay the same license fee,

regardless of the number owned and

operated by them. Any other classifica-

tion is arbitrary and is in violation of

the constitutional rights of the plaintiff."

r^ Stopping Payment on Check
1 HE law is well established that a bank
is liable for failure to observe an ordi-

nary notice given by a theatre owner to

stop payment on a check. However, if

the check is certified, or the theatre

owner agrees not to hold the bank liable

for its failure to stop the payment on

such check, the depositor is not entitled

to recover from the bank. Therefore,

the usual printed forms supplied by
banks for this purpose should not be

signed by a depositor who desires to stop

payment on a check.

For illustration, in Gaita v. Windsor
Bank (167 N. E. 203), it was disclosed

that a depositor of a bank drew and de-

livered to a creditor a check on his

account. The next morning, before the

check had been presented for payment.
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he signed a paper received from the

teller, which was the bank's regular form
"stop payment notice," It read:

"Please stop payment on check No. 220

for $500.00 dated July 1st, drawn by me
to the order of E. Schneider & Son and
I hereby agree to indemnify The Windsor
Bank against any loss resulting from
nonpayment of said check. Should you
pay this check through inadvertency, or

oversight, it is expressly understood that

you will in no way be held responsible."

Five days later the check was paid by
the bank and the amount charged against

the depositor's account. The depositor

sued the bank for $500. However, in

view of the form of the stop notice, the

higher court held the depositor bound by
its terms and said:

"Undoubtedly the drawer of a check
which has not been certified has a legal

right to stop the payment thereof by giv-

ing a seasonable stop payment notice to

the bank upon which it is drawn, and if

the bank thereafter pays such check, it

is liable to the drawer thereof. . . . Such
liability grows out of the relationship of
the parties, which is that of debtor and
creditor. . . . The common-law liability

of a bank in regard to a specific transac-
tion may be limited, provided the limita-

tion has the assent of the depositor. . . .

The notice served on the bank by the
plaintiff is clear and unambiguous. There
can be no mistake in regard to its mean-
ing. ... If a drawer desires to hold a
bank to its common-law liability and im-
pose upon it the absolute duty of stop-
ping payment of a check, the notice
served on the bank should be positive and
unqualified. ... On the other hand, if

the drawer serves a qualified or limited
notice like the one in question, the obliga-
tion of the bank is thereby limited, and
it will not be liable to the drawer if the
check is inadvertently paid."

If, however, a check is certified a dif-

ferent situation arises. By certifying a
check the bank guarantees to pay its face
value upon presentation by the holder.

Therefore, a bank cannot and will not
honor a stop payment notice for a certi-

fied check. If the holder loses a certified

check, the bank may compel him to fur-
nish an indemnity bond before issuing a
duplicate certified check, or returning the
money to the depositor's account.

With respect to an ordinary check, the
bank usually is bound to honor an ordi-

nary written notice or letter requesting
that the bank refuse to pay an issued

check upon its presentation by the holder.

The check should be clearly identified in

the written notice by the number of the

check, the date and payee's name.

Distributing Circulars

Since it is customary for many theatre

owners to distribute circulars for the

purpose of advertising special features, it

is important to know that while a law is

valid which requires circular distributors

to obtain a license, yet a law is void which
is intended to regulate distribution of

circulars in stores, or prevent advertisers

from handing the circulars to pedestrians.

For illustration, in Almassi v. City of

Newark (150 Atl. 217), it was disclosed

that a city ordinance prohibits unlicensed

"distributing or circulating posters, cir-

culars, hand bills, samples, printed or

engraved notices or other advertisements
of any kind" in the streets.

A person who failed to obtain a license

to distribute circulars was arrested and
convicted of violating the ordinance. He
appealed to the higher court on the

grounds that the law was invalid. How-
ever, the higher court upheld the lower
court's decision, saying:

"Had the city a right to enact such an
ordinance? Has the city such right of
supervision over its streets as to provide
for the licensing of persons desiring to

use them for the distribution of circular

notices? .... Circulars may be in such
quantity and of such size and character
as to render the streets so unsightly as

to be almost universally objectionable,

entailing substantial expense to the city

in clearing them away. It is obvious the

city must exercise some control of the

subject, and an ordinance requiring a

license is a reasonable police regulation."

However, in Coughlin v. Sullivan

(126 A. 177), the question presented the

court was whether the distribution of

pamphlets in stores and the giving of one
pamphlet to a pedestrian on the street

violated an ordinance prohibiting the dis-

tribution of pamphlets in the public

streets. It was held that these acts did

not violate that ordinance.

Verbal Real Estate Contracts

Few persons realize that a verbal

agreement to sell real property ordi-

narily is void and unenforceable, unless

one of the contracting parties partly per-

forms his obligations. For example, in

Forbes (282 Pac. 528), it was disclosed

that a corporation employe made a verbal

contract, by the terms of which he agreed

to sell the company's real estate. Later

the corporation filed suit to rescind the

agreement on the contention that the con-

tract was void because it was not in

writing. It is important to know that the

higher court held the oral contract void,

stating the following important law:

"It was necessary to prove . . . .either

that the contract was in writing or that

it had been partially performed. . . .

The case is reduced to an action to en-

force a parol contract to convey real

estate. Such an action is maintainable

only where there has been a part per-

formance sufficient to take the agreement
out of the statute of frauds."

Modern Installations

TALKING PICTURE
COMPANY OF N

Masonic Hall, Weld, Me. .

Sherman Station, Me. . . .

North Conway, N. H. . .

Hampton Beach, N. H. . . .

Hampton Beach, N. H. .

Island Falls, Me.

EQUIPMENT
. E., INC.

. . Opera House,
Masonic theatre,

. Casino theatre,
Olympia theatre,

. . Opera House,

K
HEALTHFUL A •

poier-A're
NATURE'S RtfRIGERATION

A Tonic to the Audience!

LIKE a fine old wine, Kooler-Aire

_j exhilarates and refreshes—
keeps audiences keen and respon'

sive—gives perfect air conditions

that drive away sleepinees, head'

aches, and drowsy indifference.

Big capacity—low cost—powerful

—silent—cheap to run. Used by
Publix, Warner, R-K-O, Fox—

a

national success. Write us for

details.

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp.
1915 Paramount BIdg., New York, N. Y.

B. F. Shearer Co., Coast Representative

Seattle Portland Lo« Angeles

Good Taste is

not expensive!

When you buy uni'

forms you pay for

cloth, buttons, braid

and labor. The more
you pay the more yo'i

get.

But when you buy
uniforms from Maier-

Lavaty, you get a

bonus in the shape of

original design and ex'

pert craftsmanship.
This bonus costs you
nothing!

In addition, our large

volume of uniform
business often enables

us to purchase fabrics

at a decided saving

—

which we pass along

to you.

M'L uniforms help keep
up appearance and keep
down expenses for many
leading exhibitors. Let
us send you sketches,

samples and prices.

MAIER-LAVATY COM-
PANY, 2139 Lincoln
Ave., Chicago.

Maier - wL^j-' lava-ty
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NOTES ON THEATRE
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ENT
a Bell & Howell product and has but
recently come from this company's en-

gineering laboratories.

Another new product of Bell & Howell
is a new 400-foot reel for 16-mm. film,

designed to obviate the necessity of

threading the hub slot. The operator

Conducted by G . J . Re id

COLOR effects to interpret musical

chords chromatically, will soon be

a fact in Severance Memorial hall

in Cleveland, which is now being built

by the Musical Arts Association. At a

color console installed by the Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing com-

pany a director of color effects will sit,

and when the musicians play, the audi-

torium will be bathed in hues of emo-

tional effect corresponding to that of the

music.

The console itself will be provided

with 36 individual controls, and by

means of a remote relay board it will

be possible to connect one or more of the

110 circuits to any of the 36 controls.

In addition to the hand controls, foot

pedals will allow for varying the volume,

in other words, the intensity, of the

color. The horizontal foot pedals are to

be divided into nine groups, so that each

pedal will control the effect of four keys

on the color console. Slanting foot

pedals are to be arranged so that some

of the lights can be dimmed and others

made brighter at the same time. The
intensity of all the lights may be varied

by a master control.

Thus does this undeniable association

of music and color receive still further

appreciation.
A

Ushering in New Season
• As a few suggestions for the coming

months, and as a sort of antidote for

the past months, during which pes-

simism has been more or less rampant,

the National Screen Service has planned

a variety of trailers to boost business as

the new season begins. The trailers an-

nounce the opening of a "Greater Movie
Season," tell about bookings of outstand-

ing attractions, etc. There also are new
trailers for an institutional campaign,
imbuing the patrons with a feeling of

friendliness and interest toward the
theatre, inviting comment as to opera-
tion and policy.

National Screen Service has recently
installed additional modern equipment
and has allocated larger floor space to
facilitate the handling of increased or-

ders for special service.

16-MM. Cleaner
• A new device for the amateur pro-

jectionist is an arrangement for
cleaning automatically 16-mm. film as it

is being projected. It is attached to a
Filmo projector, and by means of a pair
of tapes, through v/hich the film runs
under pressure, the film is wiped clean
of dirt and grease. This film cleaner is

B & H cleaner mounted on a projector,
which is open, showing- the film pass-

ing through.

simply has to press the film against the

hub where it is securely held, ready for

either projecting or rewinding. The new
reel is made of aluminum and is heavier

by one gauge than the reels heretofore

used.

Also after having created a block let-

ter titler outfit for black and white work,
Bell & Howell has designed colored block
letters for Kodacolor moving picture
titles. The outfit may now be had with
blocks in colors of red, green and blue,

as well as in white. They are available

in complete solid color sets of 182 letters

and 17 numerals, in any one or all of the
above colors.

A

A Carbon Jaw Lap
• PITTED carbons is one of the buga-

boos which the projectionist has to

put up with. It involves expense and re-

quires a rather limpid disposition to han-
dle it when the trouble develops in the
midst of a showing. But another item
added to the list of projection room ap-
pliances manufactured by the Golde
Manufacturing Company of Chicago, is

said to offer a solution to troubles which
beset the projectionist from this source,

and a mitigation of the expense of re-

newing carbon jaws.

It is well known that pitted carbon
jaws give only a partial electric contact
and the roughness causes carbons to

break and feed unevenly. Owners find

that the frequent renewal of carbon jaws
is expensive, adding up to a rather tidy
sum by the end of the year. And in

the matter of pleasing patrons, burned
carbons act so as to reduce the intensity

of the light and serve to dim the picture.

Interruptions on the program result,

many of them due to broken carbons
caused by the friction of the rough,

pitted jaws. The new Golde Carbon Jaw
Lap is designed to do away with these.

This new device trues the tip of the

carbon jaws so that the tip of the carbon

is held at the focal point of the reflec-

tion. It polishes the jaws evenly and
regularly, without friction, yet has all

the possible area of contact surface for

the free flow of current, according to

my information. This point is impor-
tant, for the erosion due to arcs form-
ing between the carbon and the jaw is

cumulative. Because of this the maker
recommends frequent use of the jaw lap

—at least twice a week. The complete

operation takes only three minutes.

As long as the contact is closed, the

air gap necessary to form an arc does

not exist, and arcing is slight when it is

present at all. However, if pits do form
and are not promptly polished away, they
provide the necessary air gap, which is

constantly increased by the melting ac-

tion of the arc. Thus the arc gains

erosive power as it increases its size,

and increases its size as the erosion pro-

ceeds, until in a few days what was a

tiny spark becomes a flame. This the

Golde jaw lap tends to prevent by re-

moving the pits while they are still too

small to allow destructive arcs to form
in them.

The jaw lap fits the spindle of either

the hand or power rewind. It is a steel

mandrel bored in one end to fit the re-

wind spindle, and slotted throughout its

length. One half its length is the right

diameter to fit the 13.6-mm. carbon jaw,

the other half being sized for the 9-mm,
carbon jaw.

In operation, the device is slid onto the

rewind spindle. Then enough emery
cloth to go round it once is attached by

slipping one end of it into the slot. The
emery cloth is held round the jaw lap,

while the jaws are sprung apart and the

jaw lap gripped between them. The jaws

are held in place while the spindle is

given a few hundred revolutions, enough

to produce a smooth, bright surface. As
this operation removes only one- or two-

thousandths of an inch from the metal,

the life of the jaws is proportionately

increased.

By Way op News

• The Illinois Theatre Seat Exchange
has moved into more commodious

quarters on the ground floor at 1150 S.

Michigan avenue, Chicago.

ads will tell you
. . . about things yon perhaps never
thought of regarding your theatre. Are
you taking advantage of the new prod-
ucts—of the new improvements in long-

established products? Articles tell you
about these. But so do the advertise-

ments, if not so comprehensively, at least

far more quickly. Advertising has
grown because business men have real-

ized this. The "live" business man reads
the ads. For they are chockful of ideas.
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booklets
. . . briefly describing the new brochures and bulle-

tins issued by manufacturers and distributors on
their product. Those of further interest may be pro-

cured directly from their publishers or through Better

Theatres. Manufacturers and distributors are invited

to send in their publications immediately upon their

issuance for review in this department

The Photolytic Cell
• A comprehensive description of the

construction, operation and applica-

tion of the new Photolytic (photo-

electric) cell is now available in book
form, in a brochure just issued by the

Arcturus Radio Tube Company (New-
ark, N. J.), and written by H. L. Halter-

mann.
The new Arcturus cell presents certain

distinctive characteristics. Among them
the manufacturer lists ruggedness of

construction and a superior sensitivity.

The booklet describes and charts the re-

action of the Photolytic cell to various

tests for static sensitivity in current

against light, light against developed

potential, and so on, while the nature of

the cell in operation is similarly graphed
and detailed. Much of the matter is pre-

sented to enable the technician to dem-
onstrate the cell himself.

The brochure is attractive in appear-

ance, with paper covers in color and
durable body stock. There are 40 pages.

(The title page announces a charge of

25 cents for the booklet, though one
suspects that the publisher does this

with his tongue in his cheek and that

those interested rfiay have the volume for

the asking.)
A

Floodlights

• Floodlights for both exterior and
interior use form the subject of a

four-page folder just issued by the

Major Equipment Company (Chicago).
The specific product discussed is the

Major Wide Angle Areaflood, an all-

aluminum lamp with a one-piece alum-
inum spun reflector. The lamp is

illustrated with photographic reproduc-

tions and described in captions. Those
interested in the modern floodlighting

will find the folder helpful in crystalliz-

ing their ideas on the subject.-
A

Panelboards and Cabinets
• The new Leader Type of panelboard

and cabinet is the subject of a pam-
phlet issued by the Frank Adam Electric

Company (St. Louis). It comprehen-
sively describes the design and construc-

tion of the panelboard-cabinet, with
illustrations, and also presents added
data as to the various types available,

their arrangment, size and price.

In the new Frank Adam panelboard-

cabinet none of the parts are removable
from the front, an arrangement which
the pamphlet declares to be feasible be-

cause all the parts are built for long

life. This model has ^ new wire terminal
connector for branch circuit connections.

The connector is of the clamp contact

type and is made from a single piece of

copper, without joints.

The Wise Exhibitor Who Aims to More Than Satisfy His
Patrons Usually Chooses the

I^nTR^^ SCREEN

Pat. U. S. and Canada

FOR SOUND
and Insures the Best Results in Sound and Projection

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
1476 Broadway New York City

In 500, 1000, ISOO
2000 watt capacity

THE EASY
ELECTRIC HEATER
Designed especially for Theatre
Organ Chambers, Box Offices, etc.,

but will prove useful in many
other places.

AISLE LIGHTS
For Theatre Chairs, Ramps &

Stairways

KAUSALITE
MFG. CO.

8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.

_JJ

FLUSH WALL
AISLE LIGHT

STANDARD CHAIR TYPE

You should have a copy of

Building Theatre Patronage for

handy reference

This is not a book to be read over once. It is a treatise

embracing theatre management in all details. It is

needed on every managers desk to be consulted when'

ever inspiration is needed. The wise manager will

consult it many times daily.

Have this inexpensive assistant at your command

—

price $5.10 at

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Order accompanied, by certified ch.ec\, money order or d^raft receives

immediate attention. Will also mail C.O.D., if desired.
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The Market for American Motion Picture Equipment

In the Far East

[The folloiving is a compilation of re-

pm-ts on the markets in Asia for American
motion picture equipment, following a sur-

vey conducted by the U. S. Department of
Commerce. The reports began in the

August 2d issue. The survey also included

the markets of Africa and Oceania. This
material on the Asiatic and African con-

tinents ivill coviplete presentation begun
in Better Theatres over a year ago,

when goveimment reports on similar mar-
kets in Europe and South America were
published. The compilation of the reports

is by Nathan D. Golden, assistant chief of
the motion picture division of the Depart-
ment of Commerce."]

Netherlands East Indies
From report by Don C. Btiss, Batavia, Java

1 HERE are only three makes of motion

picture projectors in use in the Nether-

lands East Indies; the most popular are

the Ernemann projectors. It is said that

the increasing popularity of those ma-
chines is largely due to the excellent

service given by its agent. Next in pop-

ularity are the Pathe projectors. There

are some American machines in use, but

they are all old models, and the make is

not sold in the territory at the present

time.

Selling prices of the leading types of

projectors are as follows:

Krupp-Ernemann

:

Doppel-Imperator I $1,280

Imperator II, model 3375 800

Imperator I, model 3083 560

Imperator I, model 3139 680

Hahn Goertz 622

President, model No. 3098 360

President, model No. 3409 480

Pathe:
Projector, type A. B. R 150

Professional projector, type A.

B. R 560

Small projector, type N. A. F 336

Simplicity of construction and opera-

tion is the principal selling point in mar-
keting motion picture projectors, in view

of the fact that native operators are

used exclusively in motion picture the-

atres throughout the Netherlands East

Indies. The operators are not skilled me-
chanics, can be taught only with difficulty

to handle complicated mechanisms, and
are not obliged to undergo any examina-
tion or test or to go through any course

of training.

Most of the theatres are not equipped
with more than one projector, and it is

estimated that no more than 12 theatres

have two projectors. These are all to be
found in the larger cities, such as Ba-
tavia, Soerabaya, Semarang, and Ban-
doeng.

By far the majority of the theatres

are using old-model apparatus, although

a considerable number of new models
were installed during 1927 and 1928. In
general, it may be said that there is a
fairly constant demand for a small num-
ber of new projectors each year.

American projectors are considered too

complicated and their operation too in-

volved for satisfactory use by native ope-

rators. This factor outweighs any other

considerations, such as the possibility of

securing superior results by the use of

better equipment.

Generators.—It would be almost im-

possible to sell American generator sets

for use in motion picture theatres to con-

vert alternating current to direct cur-

rent, in view of the fact that equipment
from Germany and France is well estab-

lished in the market, has been demon-
strated to be satisfactory, and is sold at

prices considerably below those which
American manufacturers can quote.

Arc lamps and screens.—A number of

high-intensity and mirror reflector arc

lamps are used in motion picture theatres,

but only in the larger towns, and almost

exclusively in connection with Ernemann
projectors. Screens are, for the most
part, of local manufacture, and consist of

a simple cloth screen stretched on a

frame.

Visual education.—The Department of

Education has under its supervision mat-
ters pertaining to education. Purchases
by the Department of Education are

made either in the local market through
the central purchasing department or in

the Netherlands through a similar pur-
chasing organization. Bids submitted to

either of the government purchasing
institutions can be entered only through
local agencies representing foreign man-
ufacturers.

Practically no attempt has been made
to develop organized visual education in

the Netherlands East Indies, although a

few films, such as a picturization of the

Olympic Games at Bandoeng, have been
screened by the Department of Educa-
tion. Although films of an educational

nature have not as yet been introduced,

special provision has been made in the

censorship laws for such films, and it is

possible that representations made to the

Department of Education would receive

favorable attention. Before American
films could be marketed, some provision

would have to be made to overcome the

language diflliculty, and all titles would
have to be made in Dutch, at least

;
pref-

erably in Dutch and Malay, if the films

were to receive wide distribution in the

schools.

British Malaya
r^^^^'^'"^

"report by Donald W. Smith, Singapore

1 HE possibilities for the sale of motion
picture projectors and equipment in Brit-

ish Malaya are small and limited.

Projectors. — Although there are a

number of different projectors to be

found on the market, the scarcity of the-

atres in the territory necessarily restricts

the sales of such machines to about a

dozen a year. The Pathe projector is the

most popular machine in the territory

because of its simplicity of operation and
its low price. As the local representative

of the Pathe projector is also the distrib-

utor for films, his machines are readily

sold through his close contact with ope-

rators of cinemas.

An American machine is probably the

next most popular projector. Its high
price and complicated mechanism, how-
ever, tend to retard its sales.

German machines also find favor in

the territory, the Bauer and the Hahn
Goertz projectors both being popular, the

former on account of its price and the

latter because of certain distinctive me-
chanical features. There are several other

makes of projectors for sale on the mar-
ket, such as Aubert, New Austral, Indom-
itable, and another American machine,

but the total sales of these projectors are

so small that they cannot be considered

as important.

The local retail prices of the leading

makes are as follows: Pathe, $450;
American make, $850; Bauer, $450;
Hahn Goertz, $550.

Owing to the fact that the majority of

the theatres in Malaya cater to native or

Chinese audiences, the theatre owners in

selecting a projector are governed mainly
by price ; on the other hand, as all of the
operators are usually Malay natives, sim-
plicity of construction and operation are
also essential selling points.

There are no firms handling projectors

and equipment exclusively in the terri-

tory. Such goods are sold through the

local film distributors.

In British Malaya there are only

about six theatres equipped with more
than one projector, these being the two
leading theatres in Singapore, Kuala
Lumpur, and Penang. It is doubtful
whether the smaller theatres will ever

find it necessary to be equipped with
more than one machine.
Most of the projectors now in use in

the territory are old models. Even the
first-run houses are using old equipment

;

one of the leading theatres in Singapore,
for example, is using a machine over six

years old. Second-hand projectors find a
ready market among the small native

theatres.

The American projectors in operation
are giving complete satisfaction. A local

film distributor, however, who stocks

spare parts for almost every machine,
states that, according to his experience,
the American machines are giving no
better service than the other makes.

Generators.—The sale possibilities of
American generator sets are small, owing
to the fact that in the smaller towns the
theatre owners would have to install their
own engines to operate the generators.
The larger theatres in Singapore, Penang
and Kuala Lampur are already using
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generator sets and apparently are not

inclined to make a change.

Arc lamps and screens.—High-intens-

ity arcs are not used, but mirror arcs of

low amperage are used by most of the

houses. The screens in use are very

crude and are locally made. It is ex-

tremely difficult to induce exhibitors to

purchase a screen costing more than $50.

Visual education. — The government
has made no attempt to introduce visual

education in the schools. In any case,

owing to the strong pro-British influence,

it is not likely that American films would
be allowed to be exhibited in local

schools.

Japan
From reports hy Paul P. Steintorf, Graham H.

Kemper and Leonard N. Green

X HE motion picture industry in Japan
is a comparatively new development,

most of the producing companies having
been established within the past five or

six years. At the present time there

are 4 larger companies and about 12

smaller ones. However, even the larg-

est is quite small judged by American
standards. Their production methods
are not highly developed and their finan-

cial resources are relatively small. In

consequence, laboratory and other equip-

ment is comparatively simple.

Standard projectors.—Below is a list

of the standard 35-millimeter motion
picture projectors now being sold in

Japan

:

American make $1,150
A. G. (German) 900
Pathe Simplex (French) 800
Power (German) 1,000

Royal (Japanese) 650
Aurban (Japanese) 300
Walk (Japanese) 150

Of the above, the Japanese Royal pro-

jector is the most popular at present,

since it is of satisfactory quality and the

price is very much lower than that of

imported machines. Furthermore, the

manufacturers supply unlimited service

and parts and accessories are readily

obtainable. The better-class theatres in

the principal cities are now using either

the German or the American projectors.

Both machines are of excellent quality

and are very popular, the only difficulty

being that they are comparatively ex-

pensive and for that reason are beyond
the means of the smaller theatres. The
only other machines sold in any appre-
ciable quantities are the Pathe and the

Japanese Aurban.

Price is the deciding factor in prac-
tically all sales of motion picture pro-
jectors in Japan. This accounts for the
popularity of the Japanese Royal ma-
chine. Since price is the deciding con-
sideration there are no particular fea-

tures which would lead to increased sales

of American projectors.

Practically every motion picture the-

atre in Japan is equipped with two pro-

jectors. In a few cases they have as
many as three projectors. However, the
great majority of the projectors now in

use in the theatres are old and more or

less out of date. Many of the new the-

atres which are being built from time

to time are equipped with projectors of

the latest type, but most of the older

theatres are not particularly prosperous

and are not, therefore, in a position to

replace their present antiquated equip-

ment.
Most theatre operators appreciate the

superior quality of American projectors

and freely admit that they are very

much better than the Japanese ma-
chines. However, there seems to be a

more or less widespread opinion that

the German machines are more durable

and trouble-proof than the American
projectors now in use.

Generators.—Japanese theatres gener-
ally use alternating current, although
most of them are aware that direct cur-

rent is much better. A few of the larg-

est theatres in the principal cities are
now using alternating current and are
equipped with American converting gen-
erator sets. There is a very promising
outlet for American generator sets, pro-

vided they can be sold at a reasonable
price. Theatre owners would very much
prefer to use direct current, but feel

that they can not afford the high price

which is now demanded for generators.

Generator sets are not being manufac-
tured in Japan at present, although the

Japanese electric industry is equipped
to turn out such sets if the market be-

comes sufficiently large to make such
manufacture profitable. If there is any
American generator which can be sold

at a low price, it is probable that sales

in the Japanese market could be mark-
edly increased.

Electric current of 100 volts is stand-

ard throughout Japan. The alternating

current of 60 cycles is generally used
throughout the country with the excep-

tion of the Tokyo-Yokohama district, in

which the current of 50 cycles is sup-

plied.

Arc lamps.—Practically all of the

more important theatres are now using

high-intensity and mirror-reflector arc

lamps.

Screens.—The majority of the motion
picture screens now in use in Japan are

of white cotton cloth, which is manu-
featured locally especially for that pur-

pose. Many theatres are also using a

plain white plastered wall as a screen.

There is also some use of a type of screen

called daylight screen, apparently some
fabric with a silvered surface.

Visual education.—Practically no prog-

ress has been made in introducing visual

education by means of motion pictures

into Japanese educational institutions.

However, the various boards of educa-

tion and school authorities realize fully

the advantage of motion pictures for

educational work. In the city of Tokyo
the municipal board of education has

introduced a plan, in collaboration with
the theatre owners, whereby twice a

month special exhibits are held for

school children. These shows are usu-

ally held on the second and fourth Sun-
day and start about 10 o'clock in the

COLOR •

- LIGHTING
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Made of the finest quality of na-
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value. A unit to solve every color
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ffrite for Bulletin 80

ELECTRIC COMPANY

2651 W. Congress St. Chicago, 111.
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BESTEROPTICON
Slide Projector
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Price $26.00 at All Dealers

BEST DEVICES CO.
200 Film Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
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Motion Picttire Patents My Specialty

PATENTS
William N. Moore

Patent Attorney

Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D, C.

The first important step is to learn

whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with
$ 1 0, and 1 wrill examine the pertinent

U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost

and manner of procedure. Personal at-

tention. Established 35 years.

Copyright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00

Every Theatre Needs These
as a Part of Its Equipment

RICHARDSON'S
MOTION PICTURE
HANDBOOKS

Vols. 1 and 2 $ 6.20
Vol. 3 (on sound only) _ $ 5.10
Combination price (the 3 volumes) $10.20

Building Theatre Patronage _ _..$ 5.10
(By Barry & Sargent)

We Are Handling Them for the Convenience of
the Trade

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

Theatre Equipment
NEW AND USED

Most complete stock in the U. 8.
Moving Pleturo Mscbliie*, Scretai,
Booths. Opera Chairs, Spotligbts,
Stereoptlcons, Film Cabinets. Port-
able Projectors, M. P. Cameras, Gen-
erator Sets, Reflecting Are Lsmpd,
Carbons, Tickets, Mazda Lamps aHtl
Supplies.
rrojection Macblnts repaired and
overhauled. Repair parts for al^

maiieii opera chairs. Attractive 8 i 10 ft. muslin ban-
ners $1.60: on paper 60 cents.

We Pay Higheit Prices (or Uied
Projection Machines, Opera Chairs, ett.

Everything Jor the Theatre—Write lor Catalog "H"
Movie Snpply Co., 844 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Humphrey Davy & Associates
Con»ulting Electrical Engineer*

4324 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lay Out Plans and Prepare Specifications, incl.

Projection Room, etc., details

Each Project STUDIED INDIVIDUALLY
Correspondence Solicited

morning and run for two hours. The
films shown are ones which have been

specially selected as educational. The
plan has proven very popular with the

school children. However, there is very
strong- opposition to this plan by the

Christian community on the grounds
that it prevents the children from at-

tending Sunday school. The Depart-
ment of Education is now formulating

a national plan for the use of motion
pictures in Japanese schools and col-

leges.

Education in Japan is under the con-

trol of the Department of Education.

That department collaborates with and
supervises the various educational insti-

tutions. In addition, each of the Prefec-

tures, which correspond to our States,

has a local board of education and all

of the larger towns and cities have mu-
nicipal boards of education. All of these

local boards are more or less under the

direction and control of the central de-

partment.

Laboratory equipment.—There is a

very fair market for motion picture lab-

oratory and other equipment. That
market will undoubtedly increase as the

Japanese studios develop and become
more thoroughly acquainted with mod-
ern production methods. However, the

market will always be confined to the

more complex and elaborate machinery
since all of the simpler equipment can

be manufactured locally at very low
prices. It is believed that there is an
outlet in Japan for a considerable num-
ber of polishing machines, although, of

course, it will be rather severely lim-

ited by the small purchasing power of

most of the studios. It is safe to say

that at present there is no market for

automatic developing machines, although

it is possible that sales could be made
by sending an American representative

to demonstrate the advantages and su-

periority of such equipment. However,
the present developing methods are sat-

isfactory and undoubtedly considerably

cheaper, owing to the low price of labor.

Automatic printing machines are

being used in most of the larger studios.

Machines which will print from 35-

millimeter positives to the 16-millimeter

amateur size have a potential market,
since amateur cinematography is becom-
ing very popular ; undoubtedly a number
of the Japanese productions will eventu-

ally be printed for amateur projection

purposes.

There does not seem to be an appreci-

able market for perforating machines.
Very little imported steel equipment of

any sort is used, and it is probable that

the market for such material will always
be very small. The developing tanks,

racks, and similar equipment are all

manufactured locally at very low prices,

and, in consequence, there is no market
for similar American products.

Below are the names and addresses of

the leading studios: Shochiku Kinema
K. K., Shintomicho, Kyobashiku, Toyko;
Nippin Kinema K. K., Eirakucho, Koji-

machiku, Tokyo; Toa Kinema K. K., 1

Munekore cho. Kitaku, Osaka; and

Teikoku Kinema Eigwa K. K., 43 Shio-

machidori, 4 chome, Minamiku, Tokyo.

The following are smaller companies and
individual producers: Makino Kinema
Co., Shimo Kamo, Kyoto; Ichritsu

Shokai, Sonezakicho, Kitaku, Osaka;

Asahi Kinema Co., 47 Kotobukicho, Asa-

kusaku, Tokyo; Azuma Studio, 1000

Azumachi Kosmurai, Tokyo-fu; Chiyoda

Eigwasha, 5 Kitchiracho, Shibaku Tokyo

;

Kata Eigwa Sesakusho 951 Tenoju,

Sumuyoshi, Osaka; Daido Eigwasha, 92

Sannomiya 3 chome, Kobe; and Sanryu

Shokai, Kyoto. The first four companies

comprise a syndicate.

Portable and amateur equipment.—
Amateur motion picture cameras have

been on the Japanese market in quanti-

ties for only two or three years, and
consequently there has not been suffi-

cient time to secure a wide distribution,

even within the natural limitations im-

posed by the economic character of the

market. On the other hand, the demand
for such cameras, and with them pro-

jectors, has been found to be good, and
the trend of business volume is upward.
The general opinion prevailing in the

trade is that the prospects for the sale

of amateur motion picture equipment
are encouraging. The low average pur-

chasing power of the people, however,

will for some time confine purchases to

the wealthier classes, and the more en-

thusiastic patrons of motion pictures.

The Japanese are distinctly fond of

photography of all kinds, and through-
out the entire country cameras of all

kinds are widely used. As a result, there

are, of course, many shops or stores

handling them. The matter of price and
cost of operation are the only obstacles

to a fairly large volume of business in

cameras and projectors.

Chosen
From, report by C. H. Stephwn, Seoul

Standard projectors.— Japan-
ese hand-operated projectors are used

practically exclusively by theatres in

Chosen, the most prominent machine
being the Urban. The local price of the

Urban projector, complete with all neces-

sary appurtenances, is 290 yen ($145).

The Walk, another Japanese projector

similar to the Urban, is sold for 280 yen
($140). One-sixteenth horsepower mo-
tors for use with either of these pro-

jectors are sold for 100 yen ($50).
One of the leading Japanese theatres

in Seoul uses a Japanese automatically

operated Royal projector. The local

price of this machine is 1,250 yen
($625), and payment is being made in

monthly installments.

Two American-made automatically op-

erated portable projectors are used
practically exclusively by the Govern-
ment General. The local price of either

of these projectors is 950 yen ($475).
Other American-made projectors are

used by educational and private business
organizations, prices of which are under-
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stood to be about the same as the other

two makes.
All of the theatres are equipped with

two projectors to permit of continuous

exhibition.

Generators.—While it is recognized by
the theatres that clearer projection may
be obtained from direct current, all of

them are using alternating current.

Principally because of the lack of capi-

tal, it is not likely that large sales, if

any, of American generator sets for

converting alternating current to direct

current could be made.
Arc lamps and screens.—Motion pic-

ture theatres in Chosen do not use high-

intensity and mirror-reflector arc lamps.

Most of them are equipped with 1,000-

watt lamps, while some of them have arc

lamps with reflectors. The Gaumont arc

is used almost exclusively. There are

no new t3T)es.

The screens used are also practically

all made in Japan of damask cotton cloth

or canvas coated with silver paint, and
sell for 30 to 50 yen ($15 to $25), de-

pending on the size.

China
shanghai
From reports by Jerome Marcs

Projectors.— The motion picture

projectors in general use throughout
China are two American makes, Pathe
(French), and Zeiss Ikon, Nitzsche, and
Ertel (German). Prices vary in accord-
ance with the model, but costs to theatre
owners in Shanghai are approximately
as follows:

STANDARD MACHINES
American $450-$l,050
French

:

90-ampere Aubert double post,
twin projectors 562

90-anipere Pathe, C. M. outfit.. 382
45-ampere Pathe, A. B. R. out-

fit 281
90-anipere Pathe, A. B. R. out-

fit 306
30-volt, 30-ampere, Pathe in-

candescent outfit 281
110-volt, 10-ampere, Pathe in-

candescent outfit 281

PORTABLE PROJECTORS
Pathe self-generating outfit, with
hand generator, type NAE 229

Exhibitors Herald-World

Pathe University, No. 1 225
Pathe University, No. 2 229
Pathe University, No. 3 216
Pathe University, No. 4 220
Eureka outfit. No. 1, 110 volts.... 140
Eureka outfit. No. 2, with hand
generator 225

Zeiss Ikon 611
Nitzsche 470- 1,175

The superior quality of American
projectors appeals to the theatre owner,
but, on the other hand, this is offset by
the somewhat cheaper prices prevailing

for European machines, with quite sat-

isfactory performance.
Theatres located in the larger cities

in China, such as Shanghai, Hankow,
Tiensin, Peping, and Hong Kong, gen-

erally use two projectors, while those

in the interior and in smaller ports use

only one. First and second run the-

atres have fairly new models, smaller

houses being equipped with rather old

machines.
Generators, arc lamps, and screens.—

Possibilities for the sale of American
generator sets are good, but somewhat
limited. Prices must be exceedingly low
to compete with German, Swedish, Bel-

gium, and other European makes. High-
intensity arcs are not used, while

mirror-reflector arc lamps are being in-

troduced at the present time. Screens

are produced locally and are a white or

silvered surface on cloth.

Visiutl education.—It will be readily

appreciated that the financial and polit-

ical condition of China during the past

years and at the present time has been
such that scant attention has been paid

to education; in consequence, motion
pictures have rarely been used in the

educational field. Supervision of educa-
tion under the present Nationalist Gov-

ernment is in the hands of the Ministry
of Education in the Central Government
and comes under the control of the Com-
missioners of Education in the various

Provinces, under whose jurisdiction the

purchase of equipment would come. The
heads of missionary organizations in the
United States may also be approached,
since their educational institutions in

China are the most advanced there.

[To be continued]
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Emphasis in the Modern Theatre Poster

(Contimted from page 15)

of William Powell and the large side-

lettering were added to this. All was
superimposed upon a background of dark
green fabric.

The front of the Royal, exploiting

"The Texan," was done in a different

vein. The front shovra in the reproduc-
tion presented here was done on a large
scale, 30x12 feet. Outdoor colors were
chosen, and atmospheric and scenic ef-

fects were obtained. The faces and let-

tering struck marked contrasts.

The cut for "Paramount on Parade"
shows three of Bonetta's characteristic

tricks, the use of oil cloth cut-outs, the
use of metallics and mechanical devices.

At the base, the steps are covered with
oil-cloth cut into modernistic patterns,

and in contrasting colors. (Bonetta uses

oil cloth for theatre advertising consid-

erably and is quite likely the only one

resorting to this novel means.) The sil-

houetted figures are done in metallics,

and the world and star are made to ro-

tate mechanically in opposite directions,

while the lettering remains stationary.

This is an example of one of the artist's

more elaborate and detailed effects. He
likes to accomplish results with intricate

details as well as by simple lines, and he
often contrasts one method against the

other, in the very same poster.
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l^t^TT 1 1 I T tlJl Hif_f I I3 . . illustrated descriptions of devices related

to motion pictures and allied crafts, recently published by the U. S. government and
selected for Better Theatres by William N. Hoore, patent specialist of Washington, D. C.

1,768,403. FILM-DRIVING MEANS. Charles
L. Hcisler, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to Gen-
eral Electric Company, a Corporation of New
Yerk. Filed Sept. 18, 1928. Serial No. 306,684.
8 Claims. (CI. 271—2.3.)

1. Film driving means including a drum, a
film roll and a driven member over which mem-
bers a film is adapted to pass serially, said mem-
bers having friction rolls associated therewith and
arranged in engagement with one another to sup-
ply a driving torque to the drum from the driven
member through the film roll.

1,767,546. SOUND-REPRODUCING DEVICE.
Herman C. Mueller, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Oct.
21, 1926. Serial No. 143,103. 12 Claims. (CI.
179—115.)

4. In a device of the character described, an
armature of thin sheet material provided with a
rigidifying surface disposed lengthwise thereof,
the opposite sides of the armature being slotted, a
yieldable element arranged transversely of the
armature with the ends thereof disposed through
the slots in the armature and bent in lateral
directions to permit tUting of the armature.

1,768,377. SOUND REPRODUCING AND RE-
CORDING DEVICE. James T. Serduke, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor t6 General Electric Com-
pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 22,
1929. Serial No. 334,250. 6 Claims. (CI. 179—
110.)

6. The combination of means for producing a
magnetic field, two magneto-strictive members
rigidly mounted at one end and respectively oper-
able to contract and elongate when subjected to
said field, a movable member, and driving means
arranged between said movable member and the
free ends of Haid magneto-strictive members.

1,764,232. SYSTEM OF TELEVISION. Pedro
Torrabadella. Concepcion Del Uruguay, Argen-
tina. Filed Jan. 21, 1927. Serial No. 162,617. 1

Claim. (CI. 178—6.)

A system of television comprising a transmit-
ting and receiving apparatus, said transmitting
apparatus comprising a light sensitive cell having
a plurality of cells sensible to the different varia-
tions of the intensity of light and adapted to be
varied by the passage of light through images
brought in its vicinity, each of said cells being
connected in ciTcuit with the primary of a trans-
former, a tuning fork having a predetermined
frequency and a source of supply, each of said
transformers having their secondaries connected in
zones with an amplifier, an antenna connected
to said amplifier, whereby upon the change of
intensity of light upon said light sensitive cells,

the different vibrations of the tuning forks in-

duce different impulses into the secondaries of
said transformers, said receiving apparatus com-
prising an aniplifier connected to an antenna for
receiving the waves from said transmitting ap-
paratus, a relay in circuit with said amplifier, a
plurality of tuned reeds having frequencies cor-

responding to the frequencies of the tuning forks

in said transmitting apparatus connected in cir-

cuit with said relay, through a corresponding
number of transformers, and a source of supply,

each of said reeds being connected to correspond-

ing light cells in. a light sensitive cell, a source
of light, and a reproducing screen, said light be-

ing adapted to cast light rays through said cell

whereby the picture transmitted is reproduced on
said screen dot by dot with the same position and
luminosity.

1,768,200. SOUND-REPRODUCING MACHINE.
Michael Hoffman, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Oct. 11,

1927. Serial No. 225,407. 16 Claims. (CI. 274—
22.)

1. In a sound reproducing machine, the com-
bination with the reproducer arm and feed mech-
anism therefor, of means for automatically dis-

continuing and resuming sound reproduction at
predetermined points while continuing the forward
feed of the reproducer arm, and thereby auto-
matically eliminating from reproduction certain
parts of a sound record.

1,762,050. LOUD-SPEAKER. Charles G. Cook,
Portsmouth, N. H. Filed Aug. 24, 1928. Serial
No. 301,901. 3 Claims. (CI. 274—25.)

1. In a device of the character described, a
central cylindrical casing, a diaphragm mounted
within said casing, tone chamber forming mem-
bers mounted on the opposite ends of said casing,
including tubular members, sound propagating
horns associated with said members, and actuat-
ing means for said diaphragm extending through
one of said members.

1,766,612. SOUND-REPRODUCING DEVICE.
Lee De Forest, New York, N. Y., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to General Talking Pictures
Corporation, a Corporation of Delaware. Filed
Dec. 10, 1927. Serial No. 239,017. 13 Claims.
(CI. 179—113.)

1. In a sound reproducing device employing
compressed air, the combination with means for
producing a magnetic field of means under the
influence of said means for controlling the escape
of compressed air for producing sounds.

1,768,273. SOUND RECORDING. Roy V.
Terry, Montclair, N. J., assignor to Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York,
N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Aug.
20, 1927. Serial No. 214,434. 5 Claims. (CI.
179—100.4.)

1. In a sound recording device, a source of
ligtit, means to direct a beam of light, an audi-
tory circuit and a light sensitive element therein
to receive said light beam, an engraving tool,
and means intercepting only a portion of the light
beam actuated in accordance with the movement*
of said tool.
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THEATRE PROJECTS
m0t

FOLLOWING is a list of new proj-

ects in motion picture theatre con-

struction compiled from reports

available on August 26. The list also

includes remodeling projects and con-

tracts awarded. An asterisk before the

item indicates that additional informa-

tion has been received since a previous

report.

THEATRES PLANNED
Arkansas

MANILA.—C. W. Tiptin plans the erection of a
brick theatre on Main Street.

Calijornia

BEVERLY HILLS.—Gore Brothers, Inc., have
plans by Balch & Stanberry, Film Exchange Build-

ing, Los Angeles, for a two-story reinforced concrete
theatre, with seating capacity of 2,000. Estimated
cost, $300,000.

BTJRBANK.—Fox-West Coast Theatres, Inc., Wash-
ington and Vermont Streets, Los Angeles, has plans
by Balch & Stanberry, Film Exchange Building, Los
Angeles, for a two-story stone and reinforced con-
crete theatre, with seating capacity of 1,200, to be
located on Burbank Street. Estimated cost $200,000.

LOS ANGELES.—William Fox. care William Fox
Studios. 1417 North Western Avenue, has plans by
S. T. Norton and S. C. Lee, 1210 Financial Center
Building, for a two-story reinforced concrete theatre,

125 by 150 feet, with seating capacity of 2,000. to
be located on Broadway, south of Sixth Street. Les-
see Gumbiner Amusement Enterprises, Inc. Estimated
cost, $400,000.

LOS ANGELES.—C. MacQuarrie, 1779 North High-
land Avenue, plans the erection of a three-story
theatre, 60 by 150 feet, to include studio and dance
floor, to be located at Highland and Franklin Ave-
nues. Architect not selected. Estimated cost,

$185,000.

LOS ANGELES.—Fox-West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

Washington and Vermont Streets, has plans by Balch
& Stanberry, Film Exchange Building, for a two-
story reinforced concrete theatre and store building
to bel located on La Brae Avenue. Theatre will

have seating capacity of 2,000. Estimated cost,

$250,00'0.

Kansas

WICHITA.—Fox-West Coast Theatres, Inc., plans
the erection of a new house on site of the old Wichita
Theatre. Estimated cost, $100,000.

Massach/usetts

NEW BEDFORD.—State Theatre Corporation, B.
Zeitz, 674 Purchase Street, has plans by F. A. Walker,
225 Union Street, for rebuilding two-story brick and
concrete theatre. Estimated cost, $150,000.

Missouri

MARYVILLE.—Clarence Cook plans the construc-
tion of a modern picture house of Spanish design.

New Hampshire
MANCHESTER.—Salem Realty Company, J. Deery,

president, 71 Washington Street, Boston, Mass., has
plans by C. W^ and George L. Rapp, 190 North
State Street, Chicago, III., for proposed new thea-
tre. Lessee Paramount Theatre Corporation, Para-
mount Building, New York.

Ohio

FREMONT.—Paramount-Publix Corporation has
acquired site for the erection of a new modern
theatre.

Wisconsin

PLATTEVILLE.—Will Tracy plans the erection of
an up-to-date picture house at South Second and
West Main Streets, with seating capacity of 750.

REMODELING
Alabama

GADSDEN.—The Gadsden Theatre, owned by the
Alabama Industrial Theatres, Inc., has been remod-
eled, sound equipment installed and house recently
reopened.

MONTGOMERY.—The Empire Theatre, a Publix
house, will be renovated and redecorated.

Arkansas
LITTLE ROCK.—The, Arkansas Theatres, Inc.,

Thomas W. Freeman, president, has plans by Petter
& McAninch, Pyramid Life Building, for remodeling
Kempner Building on Louisiana Street, between
Capitol Avenue and Sixth Street for theatre to be
known as the Arkansas, with seating capacity of
1,600. Cost of remodeling, including equipment, es-

timated at $160,SOO.

Florida

JACKSONVILLE.—C. M. Lewis, 911 Main Street,
has awarded contract to A. D. Perry, Jr., Bisbee
Building, for an addition and improvements to thea-
tre at West Ashley and Jefferson Streets.

Georgia

BRUNSWICK.—Community Theatre Enterprises
will remodel interior and exterior of Ritz Theatre.
COLUMBUS.—The Publix Theatre Corporation, 57

Ellis Street, N. E., Atlanta, Ga., Milton H. Kress,
local manager, plans remodeling Grand Theatre, in-

creasing seating cajpacity, new decorations, marquee,
enlarge foyer, new chairs, heating and ventilating

systems. Work to be in charge of Arthur Jones,
Publix engineer.

Illinois

DANVILLE.—Modern cooling system costing $15,-

000 has been installed in the Fischer Theatre.
SALEM.—The Lyric Theatre, a Fox-Midwest house,

has been improved, redecorated and modern cooling
system installed.

Indiana

FORT WAYNE.—The Capitol Theatre is being
remodeled and redecorated.
LA FAYETTE.—Modern cooling system has been

installed in the Mars Theatre.

Iowa
DES MOINES.—Cooling and ventilating system

costing $10,000, has been installed in the Strand
Theatre, a Publix house.
DUBUQUE.—More than $50,000 will be expended

for improvements to the Grand Theatre.
MALVERN.—New cooling system has been in-

stalled in the Empress Theatre.
OTTUMWA.—Interior of the former Orpheum

Theatre has been redecorated, acoustics improved and
new sound equipment installed. Phillip Papich has
reopened the house as the Star.
WEBSTER CITY.—The Hranada Theatre has been

remodeled and redecorated.

Michigan

DETROIT.—Extensive alterations to the Savoy
Theatre include booth reconstruction and relocation
of exits.

Missouri

PRINCETON.—The Grand Theatre has been re-
modeled and sound equipment installed.

SPRINGFIELD.—Approximately $20,000 will be
expended for improvements to the Electric Theatre.

New Jersey

NEWARK.—The Fox Terminal Theatre is being
remodeled and redecorated.

New York
BUFFALO.—The Roosevelt Theatre, recently taken

over by Publix, has been renovated and redecorated.
Will reopen and feature audiens.
HORNELL.—Approximately $200,000 will be ex-

pended for extensive improvements to the Shattuck
Theatre, a Warner Brothers house, including the two
balconies being replaced with one with greater seat-
ing capacity.
LAKE PLACID.—The old Happy Hour Theatre

has been remodeled.

North Carolina

CHARLOTTE.—The Grand Theatre, formerly the
New York, has been remodeled, sound equipment in-

stalled and house recently opened under the man-
agement of John Von Barre.
WILMINGTON.—Modern cooling system has been

installed in the Bijou Theatre.

North Dakota
MINOT.—New ventilating system and sound equip-

ment has been installed in the Strand Theatre.

Ohio
TOLEDO.—R K O Theatres, 1564 Broadway, New

York, has awarded contract to E. H. Voss, 612
Huron Street, to remodel the Palace and Rivoli Thea-
tres on St. Clair Street. Estimated cost of improve-
ments, $300,000.

Pennsylvania

JOHNSTOWN.—The Grand Theatre will be re-
modeled and redecorated.
PHILADELPHIA.—A modern cooling system has

been installed in the Victoria Theatre.
PHILADELPHIA.—The William Penn Theatre at

Forty-first Street and Lancaster Avenue, and the
Colonial Theatre at 5526 Germantown Avenue, both
Warner Brothers houses, are to be improved and
redecorated.

Texas
ALICE.—The Hall Industries, Beeville, Texas, plans

remodeling the Texas and Queen Theatres.
AUSTIN.—Permit has been issued for improve-

ments to the Majestic Theatre at 711 Congress Ave-
nue, to cost $100,000.
DALLAS.—A new pipe organ, costing $65,000, will

be installed in the Palace Theatre.
DALLAS.—A modern cooling and ventilating sys-

tem has been installed in the Old Mill Theatre.
GREENVILLE.—The Gem Theatre has been re-

modeled and a modern cooling system installed.

MERCEDES.—The Empire Theatre has been re-
modeled and sound equipment installed.

West Virginia

HUNTINGTON.—Frank Richardson Estate, 1929
Third Avenue, has awarded the contract to Persum
& Sheets, 604 Seventh Avenue, for remodeling the
Orpheum Theatre. Improvements estimated to cost,

$10,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
California

*HUNTINGTON.—W. Mayork, 510 South Spring
Street, Los Angeles, Calif., has awarded the contract
to O'Neal & Son, 3839 Wilshire Boulevard, Los
Angeles, for the erection of a two-story marble and
reinforced concrete theatre, with seating capacity of
2,000. Lessee Fox-West Coast Theatres, Inc., Wash-
ington and Vermont Streets, Los Angeles. Esti-
mated cost, $300,000.

LOS ANGELES.—Hollywood-West Coast Theatres,
Inc., has awarded the contract to Beller Construction
Company, 5613 Hollywood Boulevard, for the erec-
tion of a reinforced concrete theatre at Livonia
Avenue and Pico Boulevard. Estimated cost, $250,000.

MADERA.—C. Miller has contract to erect a brick
theatre and store building on Yosemite Avenue for
N. and A. Barsotti.

OCEANSIDE.—Bernard Nessa Estate has awarded
the contract to Pozzo Construction Company, 421
Macy Street, Los Angeles, for the erection of a four-
story reinforced concrete theatre, office and hotel
building, 100 by 220 feet. Estimated cost, $300,000.

*POMONA.—Fox-West Coast Theatres, Inc., Wash-
ington and Vermont Streets, Los Angeles, has
awarded the contract to the Beller Construction
Company, 5613 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles,
for the erection of a two-story tile, stone and rein-
forced concrete theatre, 105 by 190 feet, with seating
capacity of 2,000. Estimated cost, $171,000.

*SANTA BARBARA.—Fox-West Coast Theatres,
Inc., Washington and Vermont Streets, Los Angeles,
has awarded the contract to the Beller Construction
Company, 5613 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles,
for the erection of a Class A reinforced concrete the-
atre, with seating capacity of 1,250. Estimated cost,

$300,000.

SANTA MONICA.—H. A. Beldin and I. A. Mar-
shall have awarded the contract to J. M. Cooper
Company, Inc., 321 Rives-Strong Building, Los An-
geles, for the erection of a one-story reinforced con-
crete theatre, 80 by 150 feet, with seating capacity
of 1,500, including a fifty foot stage, to be located

at Wilshire Boulevard and Euclid Avenue. Estimated
cost, $150,000.

Florida

TAMPA.—Logan Brothers Company has been
awarded the contract for the erection of the New
Rivoli theatre at the southwest corner of Seventh
Avenue and Fifteenth Street, according to E. A. Cerf
and N. C. Darley, who are to operate the house.
The theatre will have seating capacity of 1,500. Esti-
mated cost, $70,000.

Kansas

*SALINA.—The Midland Circuit of Theatres, 610
Midland Building, Kansas City, Mo., has awarded
the contract to Bushboon Brothers, Fairbury, Neb.,
for the erection of a two-story brick and reinforced
concrete theatre and office building, 120 by 125 feet.

Theatre will have seating capacity of 1,500. Esti-

mated cost, $400,000.

Kentucky

ASHLAND.— Ashland Theatres Corporation, W.
H. Dawkins, president, has awarded the contract to

Kaiser & Ducett Company, Joliet, III., for the erec-

tion of a new theatre and store building at Thir-
teenth and Winchester Streets. Theatre will have
seating capacity of 1,500. Lessee Publix Enterprises,
Inc., Paramount Building, New York.

New Mexico

ROSWELL.—Construction work will start soon on
the new theatre for the Griffith Amusement Com-
pany, to be completed and opened by January 1, 1931.

Pennsylvania

ROCHESTER.—J. M. DeAngeis, architect 49 East
Avenue, Rochester, N. Y., has awarded the contract
to Rubenstein Construction Company, Park BuiWing,
Pittsburgh, Pa., for the erection of a two-story brick
and tile theatre, store and office building, 80 by 1S5
feet, with wing 17 by 40 feet. Estimated cost,

$500,000.

Tennessee

NASHVILLE.—Paramount Theatres, Inc., 1375
Broadway, New York, has awarded the contract to

Kaiser-Ducett Company, Joliet, III., for the erection

of a brick theatre on Church Street, near Eighth.
Estimated cost, $200,000.
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71 Dynamic speakers.

E
79 Electric circuit tcctlag Inctra-

ments.
80 Eieotrio tans.
81 Eieetrisai flowers.
82 Eleotris pickupc.
83 Electric power lencratlnt

plants.
14 Electrloal recording.
88 Electric signs.
88 Electric cignal and ccitrM

systcBc.
87 Emergency lighting plants.
88 Exit llgkt cigns.

8* Film cleaners.
80 Filmspiloing machine.
91 Film tools (state kind).
12 Film waxing Baahlne.
93 Fire alarms.
94 Fire escapes.
95 Fire extlngulshart.
96 Fire hose.
97 Fire hose reclc. cart*.
98 Flreprocf curtains.
•9 Fireproof doors.

100 FIreprooflng materials.
101 Fixtures, lighting.
102 Flaihlights.
103 Flashers, elestrlc slga.
104 Flood lighting.
105 Floorlights.
lOS Floor covering.
187 Floor runaers.
108 Flowers, artlflclal
109 Footlights.
(10 Fountains, decorative.
111 Fountains, drinking.
112 Frames-poster, lobby display.
113 Fronts, metal theatre.
114 Furnaces, coal burning.
115 Furnaces, oil burning.
116 Furniture, theatre
!I7 Fuse*.

118 Generators.
Ill Qrllles. brass.
120 Gummed labels.
!2I Sypsum product*.

H
122 Hardware, stage.
123 Heating system, coal,
124 Heating systea, oil.

125 Horni.
126 Horn lifts.

127 Horn towsrs.

I

128 Ink. pencils for slides.
129 insurance, Fire.
130 Insurance, Rain.
131 interior decorating service.
!32 Interior iiluniaatcd sign*.

J

133 Jaaltcr*' suRplies.

134 Labels, fllm cautloa.
136 Ladders, safety.
136 Lamps, dcooratlve.
137 Lamp dip coiorini.
138 Lampc, general lighting.
139 Lamps, incandeccent projec-

tion.

140 Lamps, high Intensity.
141 Lamps, reflecting arc.
142 Lavatory caaipmeat, turaish^

Ings.

143 Lavatory fixtures.
144 Ledgers, theatre.
145 Lenses.
146 Letters, ohangsable.
147 Lights, exit.

148 Lights, spot.

149 Lighting fixtures.

150 Lighting installations.
181 Lighting systems, complete.
152 Linoleam.
153 Liauid scap.
154 Liauid soap container*.
155 Lithographers.
166 Lobby display franc*.
157 Lobby gazing bail*.
158 Lobby furniture.
159 Lobby decorations.
160 Lubricants (state kind).
161 Luminous numbers.
182 Luminous signs. Interior, ex-

terlcr.

If

163 Machines, display oataut.
164 Machines, ticket.
166 Machines, pop corn.
166 Mashines. sanitary vending.
167 Make up, boxes, theatrical.
168 Marble.
169 Marquise.
170 Matt, leather.
171 Matt and runners.
172 Mazda projection adapter*.
173 Mazda regulators.
174 Metal lath.
176 Metal polish.
178 Mirror, shades.
177 Motor generators.
178 Motors, phonograph.
179 Motion picture cable.
180 Musical instruments (state

kind).
181 Musio aad sound reprodudni

devices.
182 Music publishers.
183 Music rolls.

114 Music stands.

185 Napkins.
188 Needles, phonograph.
187 Non-synchronous souad de-

vices.

188 Novelties, advertising,
189 Nursery farnlshlnis and cauia-

ent.

ISO oil burners.
191 Orchestral pieces.
192 Orchestra pit fittings, tarnish-

ingt.
(13 Organs.
194 Organ novelty slides.

195 Organ lifts.

196 Organ shamber heater*.
197 Ornamental fountains,
lif Ornaiceatal metal wark.

Ill Ornamental
treats.

I c t a I theatre

200 Paint, ccrcen.
201 Paper drinking cop*.
202 Paper towels.
203 Perfumers.
204 Phonograph motor*.
205 Phonograph needle*.
206 Phonograph turntablM.
207 Photo frame*.
208 Pianos.
209 Pieture sets.

219 Player pianos.
211 Plastic fixture* and deaara-

tions.
212 Plumbing flxturM.
213 Positive film.
214 Posters.
216 Poster frame*.
216 Poster lights.

217 Potter paste.
218 Portable projector*.
219 Pottery decorative.
220 Power generating plant*.
221 Printing, theatre.
222 Programs.
223 Program ccvcrc.
224 Program cigns, iilumlnatod.
225 Projection lampc.
226 Projection machine*.
227 Projection machine aart*.
(21 Projcotlan room etalpaicnt.

229 Radiatars.
230 Radiatcr covert.
231 Ralls, brass.
232 Rails, rope.
233 Rain Insuranco,
234 Restlfiers.

236 Reconstractlon lervla*.
236 Rccordc.
237 Record cabinet*.
238 Recording, electrical.
239 Redecorating servlc^
240 Reflectors (state kind).
241 Refurnishing service.
242 Regulators, Mazda.
243 Reels.
244 Reel end signals.
245 Reel packing, carrying caac*.
246 Resonant orchestra platform.
247 Reseating service.
248 Rewinding fllm.
249 Rheostats.
250 Rigging, stage.
261 Roofing aiateriais.

8
282 Safes, fllm.

263 Safety ladders.
254 Scenery, itage.
256 Scenic artists' ervit*.
256 Screens.
257 Screen paint.
258 Screenc for laand pictnrcc.
259 Seat covers.
260 Seat indicator*, vacant,
261 Seats, thsatre.
262 Signs (state kind),
263 Signs, parking.
264 Signals, reel eld.
265 Sign flasher*.

266 Sign-cloth.
267 Sign lettering servloe.

261 Sidewalk machiac*, earn pap-
pers.

289 81 1 dec

270 Slide Ink, pencils.
271 Slide lanterns.
272 Slide making outfit*.

273 Slide mats.
274 Shutters, metal fire.

275 Soap containers, ilduld.
276 Sound and mud* reproAiglM

devlcec.

277 Sound-proof inctallatien*.
278 Speaker*, dynamic.
279 Speed Indicator*.
280 Spotlight*.
281 Stage doors-valances, eta.

282 Stage lighting equipment.
283 Stage lighting systems.
284 Stage rigging-blocks, pallcyl,

285 Stage scenery.
286 Stair treads.
287 Statuary,
288 Steel lockers.

289 Steroptlsons.
290 Sweeping compound*.
291 Switchboards.
292 Switches, automatic.
293 Synchranous sound dcvlea*.

Z94 Talley counter*.
295 Tapestries.
296 Tax free music.
297 Telephonec, Inter-cammanlaat-

Ing.

291 Temperature regalatlti lyc*

ten.
299 Terra Catta.
300 Terminals.
301 Theatre aacounting ayctcai.
302 Theatre dimmerc.
303 Theatre scats.

304 Tickets.
305 Ticket booths.
306 Ticket chcppers.
307 Ticket holder*.
308 Tl*ket Racks.
39* Ticket selling aiacklaca.

310 Tile.

311 Tile stand*.
312 Tone arms.
313 Tool cases, aperatan'.
314 Towels, paper.
315 Towels, cloth.

316 Trailers.

317 Transformers.
318 Tripodi.
319 Turnstiles, registeriai.

320 Turatabies. phonagraak.

821 Unifara

S22 Valances, for fcaxc*.

323 Vases, stone.

324 Vacuum cicaaers.

325 Ventilating fane.

326 Ventilating, cooling system.

327 Ventilating systems, complcta.

328 Veading machines, coap, taW'
els, napkin, etc.

329 Vltrolitc.

330 Vaiumc caatral*.

331 Wall kariap.
332 Wall leather.
333 Watehmaa's claakt.
334 Water caoicrs.
£35 Wheels, calar.

"BETTER THEATRES" DIVISION, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago

Gewtlkmin : i should like to receive reliable information on the followmg item*
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When the "Movies'' First Tried to Talk

and upon the picture film, and the two
records are ready for delivery to the

theatres for the production of talking

pictures.

Reproduction of Talking Pictures

Operation of the Cinephone.—The pic-

ture screen and talking machine of a

theatre with the cinephone in operation

are shown in Fig. 113. [This illustra-

tion was not available for reproduction

here. However, the Cinephone film is

shown in Fig. 114.—The Editor.] Note
the dial upon the talking picture, and
the similar dial in the lower left-hand

corner of the picture upon the screen.

Note also that the hands upon the two
dials are occupying the same relative

positions.

Starting in Synchronism: The pianist

assists the projection operator by manag-
ing the talking machine. The talking

machine is turned slowly by the motor
or by hand until the index hand is in

an upright position, pointing to the top

lamp of the four which surround its dial

* * * The disc record then is placed on
the carrier with its marked point under
the needle. A groove is cut in the disc

to guide the needle to the starting point

of the record. The motor of the talking
machine is wound and the talking ma-
chine is ready for action.

During this process a small incan-

descent lamp has been burning upon the

(Continued from page 42)

top of the talking machine; when all is

in readiness, this lamp is turned out by
the pianist as a signal to the projection

operator in the operating booth that the

talking machine is all in readiness to

fulfill its function.

The projection operator threads his

leader through his motion head in the

usual manner, there being no special

marked points to be observed, and begins

projecting the film at the cinephone speed
of eighteen pictures per second, or about
66 feet per minute—a speed one-third

greater than the usual picture speed. All

initial leader and title having passed, and
the portion of the picture having been
reached where the talking machine is re-

quired, there appears upon the picture

screen, for a fraction of a second only,

the words, "The Cinephone." This is

the "starting flash," usually stained yel-

low and, therefore, called the "yellow

flash," which is the signal for starting

the talking machine. The pianist, who
has been waiting with hand on starting

brake of the talking machine, draws the

brake away from the record carrier.

The talking machine starts at full

speed, and the index hand of the talking

machine also starts revolving. At the

time of the starting flash, the index

hand of the picture film is vertical * * *

and so corresponds with the vertical po-

sition of the index hand of the talking

machine.

Maintaining Synchronism: The oper-

ator turns the projecting machine at the

proper speed to keep the two index hands
together, and the two records will remain
in synchronism through the entire pic-

ture. The cinephone speed is faster than

the ordinary picture speed, the cinephone

film running 15 minutes to the reel while

the ordinary film runs 20 minutes to the

reel, but the ordinary projecting machine
will stand successfully the strain of the

somewhat higher speed.

The index hand for the picture screen

dial is photographed into the cinephone

picture film, and requires nothing special

upon the projection machine for the pro-

jection of the index hand. Splices are

self-correcting in the cinephone film, be-

cause when a few images are cut out of

a strip of film, the index hand for those

images is cut out also.

The index hand makes one revolution

upon the picture screen for every 14 feet

of picture film. This gives the hand a

speed of revolution of about 4% turns

per minute, or one turn in about 13

seconds, the talking-machine hand having
the same speed also. If, by some acci-

dent, the projection operator is com-
pelled to cut out a piece of cinephone

film, say even as much as three feet of

it, the splicing of the film will cause a

jump in the pictures which will take

them out of synchronism with the talk-

ing machine.

Preparing Today for Tomorrow's Theatre

respective territories with a view to

needed improvements. They know at

first hand the exhibitor's problems and
his needs. They are as familiar with the

defects in theatre equipment as they are
with its advantages and superiorities.

They have two major functions: Bring-
ing the exhibitor the best equipment the
present market offers, and estimating his

needs for the future.

Through these men in every part of
the United States the executive offices

keep their fingers on the pulse of the
industry. From their efforts come a

part of the data that results in equip-
ment revision and equipment improve-
ment. Since the bulk of all American
theatre equipment is distributed through
National, statistics covering the national
and sectional sales of every equipment
item becomes another accurate gauge on
which to base a demand for new equip-
ment.

Recommendations for definite improve-
ments based on information from such
sources as these are submitted for the
consideration and approval of the manu-
facturer from whose factories the equip-
ment in question comes. He is in many
cases an actual working partner of

(Continued from page 19)

National Theatre Supply Company.
In other cases he may simply be

distributing his products exclusively

through National, Under either circum-

stance, he profits by this nation-wide

vision that penetrates to future needs.

The suggested improvements are shortly

forthcoming.

This vital business of molding the

future of theatre equipment does not re-

strict itself to the major equipment
units. It covers the accessory field also.

Last year sound film necessitated

many changes in booth accessories.

Manufacturers associated with National

Theatre Supply Company produced them.

A new non-rewind development, new
reels, new film cleaners, new film wipers,

new film cabinets—they were all ready
simultaneously with the need that arose

for them.
There were larger equipment revi-

sions, among them a projector that

brought the rock-steady projection de-

manded by sound, sound screens, strong-

er light sources, better lenses, silent

ventilating blowers, automatic masking
devices for stage-size pictures, lobby dis-

plays at popular prices.

Such lists could be multiplied, all of

them showing how the motion picture

industry has enjoyed a great amount of

preparation, so that when the future

became the present, making new de-

mands upon it, there was a past in

which had been stored the knowledge fit

to meet them.
Thus from crude haphazard practices

the theatre equipment field has de-

veloped, keeping pace with studio and
theatre themselves. But in keeping this

pace, it has learned to run a little ahead
of itself at times, in preparation for fu-

ture conditions.

In the coming of sound we have seen

what has appeared to be a head-on colli-

sion of present and future. But there is

still a future well ahead—new things to

disrupt the even tenor of the present and
make men change their ways. Rapid
adjustment to such changes requires a

business organization sensitive to daily

currents and an organization of in-

ventive genius capable of responding
beforehand to what this sensitiveness

reveals. Without either kind of organi-

zation, the equipment field could not ex-

pect to cope with the changes likely to

take place in the motion picture industry

as time goes on.



Every Theatre OMrner
Manager and Projectionist

SHOULD SECURE FULL INFORMATION REGARDING
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AND THE NEW

REAR SHUTTER ATTACHMENT
FOR

TRADE MARK REGD.

REGULAR PROJECTOR
SEND FOR BOOKLETS

TAe/nternationa/J}-q/'eetor

International Projector Corporation
90 GOLD STREET NEW YORK
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DE LUXE
SOUND

PROJECTOR
\

With

Complete Sound Equipment

Priced for the Largest

Smallest- Theatre

YOU HAVE NOT HEARD
REAL SOUND REPRODUCTION
UNTIL YOU HAVE HEARD
MOTIOGRAPH DELUXE
SOUND EQUIPMENT

Write Us For
Further Information

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO
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' Oil Magnate ^ Son Plans i^ihort Feature Chain

r EXH IBITO RS

H RALDWO
DAYS ARE HERE

AGAIX!

1
THE MARX BROS. #» ^^Aniinal Crackers'^
With Lillian Roth. Bigger and funnier even than **^The Cocoanuts"! Having
sensational pre-release long run at McVickers, Chicago. Doubled theatre's

average week's business in three days at Paramount, Detroit.

••AJ^YBODY'S W^a^N^- Starring RUTH CHATTERTON
and CLIVE BROOK. Dramatic Rage of,me Hour! Nearly all-time high record

first week at Paramount, N. Y., and held second tremendous week. $1,300
over full week's average business in four days at Paramount, Los Angeles.

ERNST LVBITSCH'S *'Monte Carlo." With jack
Buchanan, Jeanette MacDonald. S. R. O. crowds at $5 grand gala opening at

Rivoli, N. Y. Marvelous reviews. " Sure to bowl them over," says Film Daily.

Three More Reasonis Shoiv-
menare Rushing to Sign PARAMOUNT

'ot fnO Mr» in Entered as second-class matter. August 20, 1917, at the Pett Office at Clinai/o. lit., under the act of March 3, 1879. Published C r>r^»^.nK^.. Ci. t(\'\f\yjt. t\j\j, \^\J. %\j ^ggkly by Quigley Publishing Co., at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription. $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents. •><EpiemDer O, liUU



ON YOUR BACK
with

IRENE RICH H. B.WARNER
RAYMOND HACKETT
Marion Shilling Ilka Chase

Directed by Guthrie McCiintic

A peep behind the curtains of a Fifth Avenue

Modiste. What women will do for fine clothes!

Pageant of proud beauties in gorgeous garb

to pry open wallets of millionaires who know

the way to women's favor. Rita Weiman wrote

this ultra-modern Liberty Magazine story.

September 14

RUBE GOLDBERG'S
MERRY MIRTHMAKER

SOUP TO NUTS
with

TED HEALY FRANCES McCOY
STANLEY SMITH CHARLES WINNINGER

Directed by Benjamin Stoloff

Watch this one pull up the laughs from below

the waistline! Gogs, comic situations, nutty in-

ventions, goofy comedians, pretty girls tied to

fast action in an hour and a quarter of pure

fun. Goldberg's name is known wherever news-

papers and magazines are read.

September 28

JACK LONDON'S
GREATEST STORY

THE SEA WOLF
with

MILTON SILLS JANE KEITH
RAYMOND HACKETT

Directed by Alfred Santell

"What I wont I take!" he told her. She a woman
alone and helpless on his ship. Wolf Larsen had
the strength of a grizzly, the heart of a wolf, the

brain of a genius. His crew broken and subdued.

The woman's only defender a youngster whom
Larsen could break between his fingers. Jack

London's story is one of the world's best-loved.

What a mighty picture it has made!

September 21

CHARLES FARRELL
in

L I L I O M
FRANZ MOLNAR'S TRIUMPHANT STAGE SUCCESS

with

ROSE HOBART H. B.WARNER
Estelle Taylor Lee Tracy

Directed by Frank Borzage

The play was the hit of its season. Remarkable

combination of screen's most popular man star,

director who twice won Photoplay Medal, and
box office title"Liliom"make this notable among
season's offerings. Selected by exclusive and
celebrated Carthoy Circle of Los Angeles for

long-run engagement beginning September 15.

October 5
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TURNING SHORT8 FROM A
PRORLEM INTO A PLEASURE!

^ Paramount's entrance into the sound shorts field, with its mighty production

organization and high standard of quality. Paramount's showmanlike action in con-

ducting a nation-Avide survey of theaters to find out what kind and what numbers of

shorts were >vanted, and then basing its 1930-31 program on the results. Have turned

shorts from a problem into a pleasure for every exhibitor booking Paramount Shorts

for the new season. ^ PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS is the one news reel geared up to

modern times. 104 PARAMOUNT ACTS give you the world's greatest headliners in

single-reel form. 26 PARAMOUNT COMEDIES, each two reels, are made with the

same methods and largely with the same stars that have made Paramount supreme

in the feature comedy field. They're aimed at belly laughs and hit the mark. 18 PAR-

AMOUNT SCREEN SONGS and 18 PARAMOUNT TALKARTOONS, produced by Max

Fleischer, are admitted the most popular single-reel novelties on the market. 12 PAR-

AMOUNT PICTORIALS are a brand new contribution to the gayety of sound shorts

that will click from thejump- off. ^ If you're still worrying around with inferior shorts,

you're foolish. Join the wise boys and book PARAMOUNT SHORTS.

PARAMOUNT CBEATER
New SHOW WORLD SHORTS



AN ALL MMt
SUCCESS

MONTA BELL

UNIVERSAL, this year, can boast the finest

directors in motion picture history, masters oi

showmanship who put that indescribable touch of

greatness into a picture that makes it a box-office

success. Thewholetrade knows it and istalkingabout it!

Universal has the stars,- it has the stories. But it

takes just that subtle touch of directorial genius to

mark the difference between a tremendous success

and a flop. Universal, through its directors, has elimi-

nated a\\ uncertainty about its 1930-31 product.

Look over this list of direc-

tors and see what they are

TOD doing on the next page.

BROWNING

ERICH VON
STROHEIM

JOHN M.
STAHL

HOT OFF THE WIRE
OUTSIDE THE LAW" stands them

up in boiling hot weather at R. K. O's
Globe Theatre on Broadway,
York.

''LITTLE ACCIDENT" going like a

house afire all over the R. K. O.
metropolitan circuit.

JOHN
MURRAY
ANDERSON

EDWARD
LAEMMLE

WM.
WYLER

THAT^S WHY THE WHOLE
W O R L D IS TALKINGABOUT

wm
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ELIMINATED!
ALL QUIET

on the

WESTERN FRONT
More than sixty foremost news-

paper and magazine critics all

over the country prosounce it

the greatest picture ever made.

A record breaker as a road

show in more than 23 key cities.

LOUIS WOLHEIM
LEWIS AYRES

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
JOHN WRAY
Directed by

LEWIS MILESTONE

STRICTLY

DISHONORABLE
Preston Sturgis'

Broadway Stage Sensation

The Drama League's prize win-

ning play because "it makes

the audience a little brighter and

more cheerFul than when they

came into the theatre." A prac-

tical guarantee oF a good time.

More than a year on Broadway

and still going strong.

THE CAT CREEPS
—while the Canary Sleeps.

Suggested by John Willard's

shivery, chilling, intriguing stage

HELEN TWELVETREES
JEAN HERSHOLT

RAYMOND HACKETT
LILYAN TASHMAN
NEIL HAMILTON

Montagu Love Elizabeth Patterson

Lawrence Grant Theodore Van Elz

Directed by RUPERT JULIAN

SEE AMERICA
THIRST

The name describes it! A couple

oF queer looking biims on a side

door pullman Fall heir to a cargo

oF wet stuFf which belongs to a

gang oF hijackers and then tRe

fun begins. With

HARRY LANGDON
SLIM SUMMERVILLE
\ BESSIE LOVE
MITCHELL LEWIS

Directed by

WILLIAM JAMES CRAFT

OUTSIDE THE LAW LITTLE ACCIDENT LADY SURRENDERS
Unquestionably the daddy oF

all underworld thrillers, with

searing, searching dialogue.

MARY NOLAN
EDW. G. ROBINSON
OWEN MOORE

ROCKLIFFE FELLOWES

Directed by TOD BROWNING

RESURRECTION
Count Leo Tolstoy's immortal

story. Incredible, Fantastic,

unmatchable...a man rises From

the muck despite unbelievable

obstacles. As a play it built the

reputations oF dozens oF stage

people. As a story it takes its

place among the literary classics

oF the ages. As a picture it is

drama extraordinary.

JOHN BOLES
LUPE VELEZ

Directed by EDWIN CAREWE

THE COHENS
AND KELLYS

HUNTING BIGGAME
IN AFRICA

GEORGE SIDNEY and

CHARLIE MURRAY
doing their stuFF as only they

can do it.

Erich Maria

REMARQUE'S
New Novel

The aFtermath oF the war by the

author oF "All Quiet on the

Western Front." Serialized in

Collier's magazine . . . with a

circulation oF 2,000,000 and
also in newspapers thru United

Press. Title will be announced
shortly.

MERRY-GO-ROUND
An outstanding story that cap-

tivated all manner oF audiences

... a wistFul girl, a sideishow

barker . . . men who were all

alike until the right man came
along ... a short-lived romance.

But why spoil it by telling more.

Last season's comedy stage hit

by Floyd Dell and Thomas
Mitchell. ..made into the scream

oF the screen! with

ANITA PAGE
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

ZASU PITTS

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
Solly Btone Roscoe Kams
Joan Marsh Myrtle Stedmon

Albert Gran

Directed by

WILLIAM JAMES CRAFT

OURANG
They've actually gone into the

heart of wildest forests to

shoot this savage, romantic

story where wild, gigantic near-

man monsters rule the jungle.

The expedition is headed by

Harry Garson who is also

directing. Dorothy Janis plays

the feminine lead.

EAST IS WEST
The perfect story For Fiery Lupe

Velez, with dialogue written by

Samuel Shipman author oF the

original stage play. With

LUPE VELEZ
JEAN HERSHOLT
LEW AYRES

Directed by MONTA BELL

Another sensational social

drama! Made From John Erskine's

best-selling novel. Sincerity.

Modern, highly dramatic, so-

phisticated, delightFul. With

CONRAD NAGEL
GENEVIEVE TOBIN
BASIL RATHBONE
ROSE HOBART

Carmel Myers Vivian Oakland
Franklyn Pangborn

Directed by JOHN STAHL

KING OF JAZZ
First and only screen appear-

ance of Paul Whiteman and his

famous orchestra with a host of

stage and screen celebrities in-

cluding John Boles and the first

dramatization of George
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue.

Devised and directed by

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON

BOUDOIR
DIPLOMAT

The battle ground of love!

Heaps of spicy fun in this so-

phisticated smash stage hit by

Rudolph Lo-thar and Friti

Gottwald.

BETTY COMPSON
IAN KEITH

MARY DUNCAN
JEANETTE LOFF

Lawrence Grant Lionel Belmore

Andre Beranger

BLIND HUSBANDS Directed by MAL ST. CLAIR

The forerunner of all modern,

sophisticated matrimonial

dramas. An intelligent all-ab-

sorbing expose for wives, wo-

men and sweethearts . . . for

men, lovers and husbands.

Directed by

ERIC VON STROHEIM

SAINT JOHNSON
Written by W. R. Burnett,

author of last year's best seller,

"Little Caesar". . .the romance

of Western bad men and girls

who were good. Teeming with

high class thrills.

JOHN WRAY

Directed by EDWARD LAEMMLE

DRACULA
There's more than just mystery

to this classic tale, and famous

stage play. There's the uncon-

querable love of a man (or a

maid ... his flaming passion

bringing light to a city o'er

shadowed by evil and dread.

Louis Bromfield, Famous novel-

ist is adapting it From Bram

Stoker's original.

TOD BROWNING will direct it!

—and two more

bis ones to be

announced later.

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE

UN I VERSA L I
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1 Hl^illIget regular service
by thoroughly trained engineers to

maintain high quality and prevent

costly break-downs?

• • •

^ Has the cotnpang enough
installations to support an

efficient nation-wide service organi-

zation for the 10 year life of the

contract?
• • •

O MEas the equipment a
provedperformanee ree-
ortl of less than one interruption

per thousand shows in several thou-

sand theatres?

• • •

4 HVill a real stoeh ofspare
parts be available nearby

and a service engineer on call for im-

mediate emergency service during all

theatre hours ^

O HVill the patrons of tng
theatre be satisfied that
the gualitg of reproduction is

the best and ecjual to that in deluxe

theatres?
• • •

O Will I get engineering
supervision of my installation

equal to that in deluxe theatres?

• • •

7 Has equipwnent been de-
signed to reproduce the high

quality recording of the best pictures ?

• • •

o Has the cotnpang the
resources to carry on a large

program of research and development

to assure constant improvement in

recording and reproducing and pro-

vide mechanical and electrical de-

vices for future developments in

the amusement field?

T 1.

mma^
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1-1 ?
7

1

tfoumewsOi 'Ji^una earn.Y't

O HV^illmy contractprotect
tne by immediate free replacements

in case of fire?

lO Bus the company the
Stabitity to adequately protect

me on all patents?

11 Bas the conupany a uni-
form policy and contract for

every exhibitor?

12 Wiil t have
acoustical
enyineeriny
assistance to

correct structural and

other acoustical de-

fects?

13 Will I yet advertisiny
accessories to cash in on a

manufacturer's name popularized by

national advertising?

• • •

14 Will I be able to arranye
easy tertns so I can pay out of

box-office receipts stimulated by

quality performance?

• • •

13 Willmy equipwnent be an
investment paying dividends

over a period of 10 years— or will I

—like 2,000 other exhibitors—soon

have to replace it to meet the com-

petition of better quality?

sou N D
^tectric
SYSTEM

Northern Electric in Canada

<\
Distributed by

Electricat Research Products tttc.

250 W. 57th Street, New York
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rostat
Telegraph

ALL AMERICA
CABLES

COMMERCIAL
CABLES

MACKAY RADIO

CRISS-CROSSING

THE CONTINENT

Postal Telegraph unites

the nerve centers of the

Motion Picture Industry

COMPETITION in the motion picture industry is

keener every day! Success depends on modern
business methods . . . aggressive sales promotion . . .

speedy contact with producers, exchanges and exhibi-

tors throughout the country. Orders . . . inquiries . . .

confirmations . . . reports ... all communications must
be rapid, accurate

—

and leave a printed record for

future reference.

Criss-crossing the continent from Portland, Maine
to Portland, Oregon . . . reaching 70,000 points in the

United States, 8,000 in Canada . . . Postal Telegraph's

efficient service between "key" markets establishes

the speedy contacts that up-to-date executives demand.

Alert messengers . . . highly trained operators . . .

second-splitting equipment. ..a sense of responsibility

evident in every transaction— these make Postal Tele-

graph as modern as the industries it serves.

Tlie only American telegraph company offering a

world-wide service of coordinated record communica-
tions . . . through affiliation in the International Sys-

tem. ..to Europe, Asia and the Orient over Commercial
Cables; to the West Indies, Central and South Amer-
ica over All America Cables; to and from ships at sea

via Mackay Radio.
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DIRECT
MetrO'Qoldwyri'Mayer^s

''Lucky Star'' Booklet is

shown to the left,

32 pages, printed in two

colors, telling the public

all about the great

1930-1931 product from

V



TO YOUR PUBLIC!
Millions of copies of M-G-M's ''Lucky

Star''booklet are sellingthe stars and at-

tractions of M-G-M in an unprecedented

direct-to-your- public promotion drive

The name that is emblazoned across the amusement
world ! The company that has stood like a Rock of

Gibraltar in a period of stress. The one dependable

source of picture supply under any conditions!

Metro-Goldwyn'Mayer^s new season line-up is keenly

awaited by a public which has learned to look to it

for the important pictures. M-G'M has provided a

showmanship method of telling your patrons of the

splendid M-G'M entertainments of the new season.

Get in touch with your nearest M-G-M Branch Man-
ager and arrange for distribution in your theatre.ager and arrange for distribution in your theatre.

They're headed for your box-office

!
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THE
Sdll proving it* claimM the Leader of All,
M-O-M brings Tou a
breath- talcing enter*
tainmeni. entirely
different from any-
thiog chat ha* gone
before. A Giani
Screen Carnival,
CDneful, thrilling.
•peclacD lar , sta.
Mudded! An event of
thescreeni Charle*
Rictner, director.

The Biggest Picture EverMade

MARCH of TIME
WORLD-FAMOUS NAMES IN A

CAST TO HLL A BOOK!
Weber & Flelda, William Collier, Sr.,
WillUm Collier, Jr., FayTempleton, Bar.

ney Pagan, Marie Dressier, De Wolfe
Hopper,Loui« Mann, Albertina Rasch
Ballel, the Dodge Sisters, Ramon
Novarro, Betty Healy, Gus Shy,
Carlotta King, Clyde Cook, Cliff
Edwards, Josephine Sabel, Benny
Rubin, PoMy Moran, Karl Dane.

Jn addition to many
other M.ri.Vf war

MJ'i-i*.,
ii > I 4 i dl i k:-. a A M

THeTrueLifeStory

if a
Western

Bad Man
Theonebig^fSffereat

We«*- iiffof a notorious
tUereaUifeota ^.^^r^

.'bad ma"; a^asterpiece
Vvas created

am ee

StalUngs a^«^^at price

Pa'^^'^,1'..TheCock.BYed

ToHl^MACKBKOW^

The 3**"

Burns

A METRO.GOLDWYN.MAYER PICTURE
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NORMA
SHEARER
Beautiful

First Lady

of the

Talking

Screen

Her popularity has
grown even greater
than ever since her
glorious speaking
voice was heard. In
"The Divorcee" and
in "Let Us Be Gay"
Norma Shearer gave
her public never-to-
be-forgotten pictures.
When Norma Shearer's
name is up in electric tights
the wise picture-goerknows

real talkie in store.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES

JOAN ,

CRAWFORD I

Tlve'lJntomed"Beauty
.--y' %,^
,^0>

GREAT DAY
Stunningjoan as a Southern

heiress,wildat»dwonderftal.

in a Brand romance, based

rnthT^reat stage suc^
bv William Carey Duncan,

jihn WelU. V ncent

Youmans. Directed by

^:;ryPollard.Thebr^^e
-t .K» Mississippi levee is
Harryfoiiaru. ^

"-
"J
—;^ -^

of the Mississippi lev^ *!

tustone thrillofmany^nd
what songs! "Great Day,

^ore Than You Know,

«WUhout A Song." "Happy

Because I'm In Love -all

hyVinccnt Youmans. John

LLckBrown.CliffEdwards.

W^nlittlefieldin the cast!

HER FORTUNE
Imagine a pert telephone

girl winning a formne in a

Wry and off «o Palm

Beach! Joan never played a

^reron^nricallythrilme
Tole in all her glorious

screen career. And when

she gets into action down

where the music and wme
flow -keep your eye on

Joan! Story by James

a the cast:
Montgomery.

METRO.GOLDWYN.MAYER PICTURE

WILLIAM

HAINES iiA
REMOTECONTROL
A rollicking, romantic melodrama ! Broadway gasped at the stage
glav by Clyde North, Albert C. Fuller, and Jack T. Nelson. The
Talking picture, with Mary Doran. Charles King, Polly Moran.
J.C Nugent. Edward Nugent, takes you into a radio broadcasting
room with Bill Haines as announcer! Just his style! Bill unknow-
ingly thwarts the Ghost Gang operating by radio. And of course
there s a girl in the story. She's his ! Mai St. Clair, Director.

A METRO<;OLDWYN.MAYER PICTURE



The Voice ofthe
Great Lover RAMON
NpVARRO

CALL OF THE FLESH
A iruly greal picture. M^G-M isproud lo present this amazini;
drama in which Novarro does his
best work. In all preliminarv try.

g"'.,1*',?r''"«» "The Singer of
Seville has created an audience
sensation.

Story by Dorothy Famum
Dialogue by John CoUon

Directed by Charles Brabin •

ujith DOROTHY JORDAN
RENEE ADOREE
ERNEST TORRENCE^
NANCE O'NEIL

SONG OF
INDIA

AchmedAbdulUih'sromance
is a perfect role for another
picture in which handsome

ajRamon Novarrowillappear!

METRaGOLDWTN-MAYER PICTURES

TALKS'.

_^^mMrwKK^^' faThousand

,
{arned foreign picTURF-

rut

Soul
tKe taii'^"

HiU, director

GRACE MOORE
the beautiful new star in a
picture based on the life of

JENNY LIND
The Metropolitan Opera which gave Law-
rence Tibbett to the screen now brings you
Its greatest feminine celebrity Grace Moore
also famed as star of the Music Box Revue.
Glorious to gaze upon! Marvelous to hear!
Grace Moore is to be the new sensation of

u ^^J'^'i"
^"'* ^" ^"' picture based oii

the life of "Jenny Lind" with its romantic
tale of love gives Miss Moore a glamorous
introduction to you. In the cast are Regi-
nald Denny, George F. Marion, Jobyna
Howland. In this drama of thrills and
heart-throbs a new star is bom. Director,
Sidney Franklin. Dialogue by John
Meehan. Scenario by Hans Kraly and
Claudme West. Original music by Herbert
bwthart, Arthur Freed and Harry Woods.
This IS one of four Cosmopolitan Produc-
tions to be shown in coming months.

A METRO-
GOLDWYN-
MAYER
PICTURE



New

REMEMBER THESE SONGS?
"I'm Falling In Love Wif/i Some One"

'Sweet Mystery of Life" "Italian Street Song"

Victor Herberts
NAUGHTY
MARIETTA
By RIDA JOHNSON YOUNG

Nothing could be more perfect
for the Talking, Singing screen
than this famous sayit-with-
musicromance of colorful New
Orleans in the dangerous days
when France ruled there. An
out'law pirate (good-looking,
too)andastrong>willed French
lass (Naughty Marietta!) go
through a dashing, thrill-
packed love duel. It's fuUofgay-
ety and go, with Victor Herb-
ert's best songs. Something to
watch for!

A METROGOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

l(

Those Laughing "Caught Short" Girls-

Marie DRESSLER
Polly MORAN in

RAZZLE-DAZZLE

^ETh
^Oot'^Z^'S

''eati

^^''Vr.'^eo

Everybody's still shrieking
with laughter over "Caught
Short." Their new one is

even funnier. Don't miss a
Dressler-Moran comedy^

""•e ri.-

BUSTER
KEATON
The "Surprise Star"

of Talkies

In "Free and Easy" and "Dough
Boys" he revealed a thousand new
talents of song, Jance and mimicry.
Watch for some new Keaton capers!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES
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LOVE INTHE ROUGH
Laughs and Music

Robert Montgomery, Dorothy Jordan,
Benny Rubin and a flock of funsters in ft

rousing film treat based on the play "Spring
Fever." Wait 'till you hear: "Go Home and
Tell Your Mother," "One More Waltz"
and other happy hits by Jimmy McHugh
and Dorothy Fields. Directed by Charles
Riesner who made "Caught Short."

The true story of a
woman who lived, loved
and suffered on the

Western Front

WAR NURSE
Now it has been told! The woman's side of the
•World War! The big story—hith'erto only

I whispered—of the heroism, the romances, the
passions of beauties under hell-fire! An anony-
mous woman novelist has dared to write the
whole story and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is

the one to give it to you in a masterful talking

picture

!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES



north ''^^^t And
Directed ^7

WINSTON CHURCHILL'S
Soul-searing love drama

of Civil War days

THE CRISIS
Look forward to one of the most dramatic
productions of all your picture-going days I

The throbbing love story of the Southern
girl and the Northern fooy as told in
Winston Churchill's immortal novel of
Civil War days is to be one of the things
to watch for on the talking screen.

The Epic of Race Tracks
by Gerald Beaumont

Dixie, The Dark Horse
The colorful drama of
the Old South when
horse racing, the sport of
kings quickened the
pulses of fair ladies and
sporting gentlemen. It's

a thriller!

4

METRO<K>LDWYN.MAYER PICTURES
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THE BOOK theyWe aU
talking about!

THE DARK STAR
One of the tenderest love-stories told in
our time.

_
The girl without a lover, sud-

denly whirled into a dramatic romance
with a hero of her dreams! In the great
cast, Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery,
Dorothy Jordan, Robert Montgomery.
Director, George Hill.

TheGREAT
MEADOW

Elizabeth Madox Roberts* novel
IS in its 100,000th copy!

^?'e hai appeared on the horizon
cl the book world a new romantic
novel that is holding America
•pell.bound. A ule of frontier
days, of a g,rl who braved Indianaand unknown danger.1 A storv
out of the bed-rock of America,
out pf.iu Mrusgie,, sacrifice* and
sJorie*.

METR&GOLDWyN.MAYER PICTURES
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actor,

Plots!

f^ndsofp^"'"/ thou.'
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b
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"THE ROUNDtRS"

NOVELTY
GROUP

"GEMSOFM-G M"

4 Tabloid
Film Treats

in M-G-M's
Far from the beaten track are these little gems of

entertainment! They feature stars you like in

distinctive tabloid attractions, musical and
dramatic!

COLORTONE
E' REVUES
Their popularity is so nationwide that

M-G-M is bringing you more of these

gay, happy song and dance revues,

entirely in color

!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES

"SONG WRITERS'
REVUE"
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY.

B. 0. and S. A.

THERE is no doubt, of course, that love interest is a

very great and important element in popular enter-

tainment—perhaps the greatest and most important. This

fact, very obviously, is recognized in Hollywood but a

serious difficulty has been introduced into the situation

because Hollywood, in a lately attained spirit of sophistica-

tion, has come to confuse the element of love interest in

dramatic entertainment with what it has been pleased to

call "sex appeal." It may be added that Hollywood has

not only been pleased to describe this element as "sex

appeal" but by the dint of a great deal of effort—which
might have been better spent in other ways—it has suc-

ceeded in giving this phrase tremendous currency almost

throughout the world.

Continuous—and tiresome—use of this phrase in Holly-

wood has led to impressing it upon the language of the

trade. Salesmen, and unfortunately sales managers, calmly

and coolly list as a sales point of a picture the supposed

quality, "sex"—in about the same way that an automobile

salesman might mention speed or dependability.

If all of this simply meant a harmless misuse of a term,

the matter would be of little importance. But the prac-

tice becomes one of real importance and real danger

because it tends to cause the motion picture business, in

the eyes of many people, to be listed in that precise and

most unpleasant classification in which are placed persons

who traffic in sex.

As a matter of fact, the term, sex appeal, should never

have been permitted to become fastened onto the language

of the trade if for no other reason than that it is plainly

in bad taste. But, in addition, the term does in no way
fit the meaning in which it is used. Beyond all of this, it

works destructively against the standing and reputation of

the business and, consequently, against its permanence as

the principal amusement of the American public.

As a box office stimulant emphasis upon the sexy charac-

teristics of a picture is a most unsatisfactory practice, as

thousands of exhibitors have testified. Outside of a few

cosmopolitan centers, to represent to the public a picture

as it is frequently represented in the trade is exceedingly

hazardous, usually resulting in a directly adverse effect

upon the box office.

The nmnber of pictures in which there has actually been

made a deliberate effort to capitalize sex, outside of what
is properly described as love interest, is so few that the

whole group alongside of the industry's product is negligi-

ble. And almost without exception they are rank failures,

both as commercial ventures and as entertainment. "Hell's

Angels," for instance, in its exceedingly rank story makes
such an effort. The net result here is that some very

marvelous air scenes, worthy to command attention every-

where, are burdened down with the dead weight of a

story which was intended to add interest but merely
accomplishes the opposite result.

A different case is the current successful attraction,

"Common Clay," a story which admitted of many oppor-

tunities and temptations for rough handling, but expertly

and shrewdly produced as it has been there has been
retained the full possible effectiveness of every sequence

and at the same time there is no leaning toward offensive-

ness. "Conunon Clay" might be referred to as a sex story,

but with just as much reason, strictly speaking, "Evange-
line" might be referred to in the same way. In neither

case would there be a correct use of the term.

And in any case, while the use of the term may seem
to offer a momentary advantage at the box office, in the

long run it has never yet paid out, and the indications

point very definitely that it is not going to pay out as far

as the picture business is concerned.
AAA

The Verdict

WITH the novelty attraction value of the talking pic-

ture now well passed there has arrived an oppor-
tunity for a check-up as to the real and permanent
financial advantages which they have brought to the indus-

try. The verdict is that talking pictures have vastly

increased the scope and possibilities of the industry and
this new advantage is shared by every branch and factor

in the business.

An authoritative word on this new state of affairs has
recently come from Mr. Jesse L. Lasky who has stated his

unreserved conclusion that the success of talking pictures

may be regarded as an established fact.

The recent state of general business, together with the
seasonal slump which severely affected the picture busi-

ness late this Spring, caused some apprehension but at

this time, before the new theatrical season has fairly

started, there has been a most gratifying up-turn in

patronage. One Eastern circuit of theatres reports a thirty

per cent increase in business in the last two weeks in

August.

There is no doubt that the old patronage of the motion
picture, together with the new patronage won by talking

pictures, will be awaiting, during the coming season, the

industry's best efforts. Hence, there remains only the one
great problem—good pictures.

AAA
''The Old Master"

THE reception which the New York trade has accorded

Mr. David Wark Griffith's latest production, "Abraham
Lincoln," should be and doubtlessly is the source of no
little gratification to this director who has long been
referred to as "The Old Master." While Mr. Griffith for

several years has been freely credited with great contribu-

tions to the screen of other days, there was a widespread
impression that he belonged to the screen of other days.

But with "Abraham Lincoln" Mr. Griffith returns to the
front rank of the best directors of the day with a produc-
tion which ranks with the best pictures of the day.
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Short Feature Theatre Chain
Planned

"Too Silly

for Comment"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Gossips
broke out this week with the re-

port that Howard Hughes, pro-

ducer of "HelFs Angels," was buy-

ing Universal, to which Universal

officials replied:

"It's too silly for comment."

Fox Theatres Gain

40 Per Cent Over
Business in 1929
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—More than 40 per

cent increase over last year in business done is

reported by Fox theatres throughout the coun-

try, according to a statement from Oscar S.

Oldknow, executive vice president. Return of

prosperity and excellent business at all houses

is forecast by Fox officials.

The statement said in part: "We are con-

vinced that the outlook for motion picture

theatres is better now than it has been in our

entire history. Theatres in which we are con-

fining our policy to showing nothing but sound

pictures prove by their incomes that the pub-

lic has unreservedly accepted all-sound pro-

grams and that their interest in sound films

is increasing regularly."

RKO Organizes

Company to Produce
Legitimate Plays
(Special to the Herald-World)

^'EN^ YORK, Sept. 4.—RKO Productions,

Inc., has announced the organization of a new
subsidiary company for the production of

plays in the legitimate theatre. The name of

the new producing company will be Metro-

politan Productions, Ltd.

The plan of operation will fee the produc-

tion of original plays on the stage in Los

Angeles, and those that show promise will be

brought to New York for Broadway presen-

tation. William LeBaron will be in charge of

activities for the new producing company.

As many plays as possible will be turned out

m Los Angeles, with most of them later to

be made into talking pictures by RKO.

Circuits Awaiting
Better Conditions

For Hiring 'Tlesh''
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—While several^ of

the circuits would like to return more rapidly

to flesh entertainment, there is a hesitancy

about doing so owing to labor difficulties, ac-

cording to an official of one of the chains.

"We are just sitting back and waiting," said

this official. "However, you can mark my
word there will always be flesh entertainment

in the motion picture theatres."

by Oil Magnate's Son
Would Place Series of Houses

In Railway Terminals of U. S.
Arrangements Reported Made to Place First in Grand

Central Station in New York
By JAY M. SHRECK

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Henry Rogers, son of H. H. Rogers, the

Standard Oil magnate, will enter the field of motion picture exhibition

within a short time, according to information from reliable sources.

It is Rogers' proposal, it is understood, to launch a circuit of short

feature theatres in railway terminals of the country.

Arrangements have been made, it is said, to open the first of these theatres in

the Grand Central Station in New York, with other houses to open subsequently

in terminals of the New York Central.

Theatre on Second Floor

To Be Financed by Father
The theatre in the Grand Central here will be located on the second floor.

Rogers is financed in the venture, it is said, by his father and a group of his

father's friends.

It will be a month before complete details of the project are made public,

according to Rogers.

"At this time," he said, "I am in no position to talk."

"You are, however, planning such a venture, are you not?" he was asked.

"I think I have heard something about it," was his reply.

Fox Newsreel Circuit

Nearest to Chain Plan
If Rogers' project materializes he will have accomplished a thing which has

stumped others who have sought space in the Grand Central here for motion

picture exhibition.

Film men have considered this location a gold mine, but up until now no one

has been able to negotiate for the required space.

A circuit of short feature theatres has been proposed for years, but the nearest

approach to it today is the chain of Fox Newsreel houses.

There have been occasional reports that E. W. Hammons would open a short

feature theatre on Broadway, but if the president of Educational ever had such

plans they did not materialize.

Injunction Asked Against Alleged

Attempt to Force Admission Raise
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOUSTON, Sept. 4.—A petition asking an injunction to restrain an alleged

attempt to force a raise in the admission prices at the Texan, Iris and Ritz theatres

has been Sled by the Preston Amusement company and the Horwitz-Texas Thea-

tres, Inc., which control the three houses. The petition was directed against Para-

mount Publix, RKO, First National, M G M, Columbia Pictures, United Artists,

Universal and Vitagraph.

The petition alleged that the companies controlling these three houses are, in

effect, given the choice of raising their admission price from 15 cents to 25 cents,

or suffer a penalty of being unable to obtain second run pictures until they have

largely lost their value. Hearing is set for September 10.
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BROADWAY
'"T^HOSE who think up the rumors in

X this business are a prolific lot at the

present time. From their fertile minds
have come many stories concerning

Howard Hughes, the young man who
produced "Hell's Angels," and who at

the moment is sojourning in Europe.

If one were to believe the gossips

Hughes would have put in his bid for

practically every company in the busi-

ness. First it was United Artists that

he was buying. Not being successful

there he turned his attentions toward
Universal. And the U executives are

having a hearty snicker.

It probably will be Paramount, Fox
or Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer next.

An active year is in prospect for the

Associated Motion Picture Adver-
tisers, which this month is celebrating

its fifteenth anniversary.

In order that there may be closer as-

sociation among the members, a serv-

ice paper will be published, it is under-
stood, under the editorial direction of

Walter Eberhardt of Western Electric,

at one time president of the AMPA.
The new house organ, it is said, will

not be the wisecracking bulletin of past

years. The contents will be composed
of constructive articles by prominent
figures in the film business.

The controversy continues relative

to the value of flesh entertainment in

the motion picture theatre.

Current comment is by James R.

Grainger, general sales manager for

Fox.
" 'Common Clay,' " he says, "is the

best evidence that it is the picture, and.

not a lot of supplementary acts and
presentation, that draws."
This feature drew crowds to the

Roxy theatre in New York for four
weeks, with each week's receipts top-

ping those of the previous seven day
period.

Although S. L. Rothafel, had an ex-
cellent show during the run of "Com-
mon Clay," there is no doubt of the
fact that the picture was the draw.

A

Thursday night added another to the
growing list of long run attractions on
Broadway.

Radio Pictures gave New York its

first view of "Dixiana" at the Globe
theatre, an R K O house which of late
has been playing Columbia and Uni-
versal features.

In addition to "Dixiana," the extend-
ed run pictures now on Broadway are
"Abraham Lincoln," "Hell's Angels "

"Moby Dick," "The Dawn Patrol/'
"The Big House," "Old English,"
"Monte Carlo" and "Animal Crackers "

—JAY M. SIIRECK.

Now You Can See Them
Every evening about ten o'clock or ten thirty, a great radio network marshals itself for a
broadcast that is the source of much pleasure and entertainment to millions of people. We
don't need to tell you what that is, but in explaining the title in the box above, we'll remind
you that "Check and Double Check" is under way at Radio Pictures studios, and the picture

features—do we need to tell you?—Amos 'n' Andy.

i!
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Drop Pit Orchestras and Stage
Shows in Showdown at St. Louis

Two Fights Carried to Courts;
Temporary Pacts in Two Cities

Champion Pit Sitters Walk Out After Occupying Chairs
Six Hours Daily for 12 Weeks Without Playing Note

Labor Situation

In Key Centers of

U.S. and in Canada

ST. LOUIS—All motion picture theatres

discontinue pit orchestras and stage

shows when musicians union refuses

to extend time for consideration of

new contract.—Stagehands' contracts

are extended for one year and opera-

tors agreement for two years.

PHILADELPHIA — Temporary agree-

ment keeps 240 musicians in theatres

until Septemher 11 pending negotiat-

ing of new contract.

CINCINNATI—Operators in suburban
houses refuse to continue the special

agreement whereunder a 10 per cent

reduction of pay was accepted during
July and August. Original contract

goes back into force.

SAN FRANCISCO—Terms of present

agreement continue pending working
out of new contract.—Union musicians
take picketing fight against Nasser
Brothers and other neighborhood the-

atres to district court of appeal.

OAKLAND—Broadway theatre sues op-

erators' union, charging $150,000 de-

cline in profits due to picketing and
blacklisting.

MONTREAL—Musicians' demands for

increase delay opening of Publix

stage units at Capitol.

OTT^r^—Musicians of B. F. Keith's

walk out after 12 weeks of six hours
daily in pit without playing a note.

NEW YORK—Operators negotiate agree-

ment of their own with representatives

of leading chains following completion

of new working agreement between
stagehands and theatre owners.

MILWAUKEE^Vnion agrees to permit

outlying theatres to employ organist

without putting in four-piece orchestra.

New York Operators

And Chain Owners
Reach Agreement

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Following comple-

tion recently of a new working arrangement

between the stagehands and theatre owners of

New York, the Motion Picture Operators

Union, with local headquarters here, has satis-

factorily negotiated an agreement of their own
with representatives of the leading chain

companies.

It is understood that the new agreement is

essentially similar to the preceding arrange-

ment, and will cover a two year period, ap-

parently involving no wage cut. Under the

new contract, the usual salary will be $85 a

week for a six hour working day, with prac-

tically no exceptions.

Negotiations were completed by Sam Kaplan
and Charles Eichorn, acting for the union,

and on the other side, C. C. Moskowitz for

Loew, Major Thompson for R K O, Harry
Charnes, representing the Warner-Stanley in-

terests, Harry Sherman of Publix, and Ken-
drick, Fritsch and Rinsler for the Fox chain.

Discontinuance of pit orchestras and stage shows by all the St. Louis thea-

tres because of the failure of the musicians' union to reach new agreements
with the Fox and St. Louis theatres was the outstanding development of sev-

eral showdowns and settlements in the past week over the labor situation

throughout the country.

In Philadelphia a temporary agreement has been reached, effective only un-

til September 11, and the same situation maintains in San Francisco, though
musicians have carried their fight against Nasser Brothers and other neighbor-

hood theatres to the state district court of appeal.

Musicians' demands at Montreal have de- orchestra for a year, its last contract with
layed the stage show opening at the Capitol
until September 13 at least. At Ottawa the
musicians at B. F. Keith's have walked out.

At Oakland, Cal., the owner of the Broad-
way theatre charges that the operators' union
have cut profits $150,000 by their blacklisting

and picketing. In Cincinnati, operators re-

fused to continue the agreement whereby a
reduction of 10 per cent was accepted during
July and August.

St. Louis Musicians Dropped
(Special to the llerald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 4.—The long expected
showdown on the question of whether the
public wants manual orchestras or will

support motion picture shows, with sound
musical accompaniments only, has been
reached in St. Louis.
On September 1 all the St. Louis motion

picture houses discontinued their pit or-
chestras and stage shows because of the
failure of the Musicians Mutual Benefit As-
sociation to reach new working agreements
with the Fox and St. Louis theatres. The
contracts with these houses expired at mid-
night August 31.

A last ditch conference that lasted from
8 p. m. August 31 to 3 a. m. September 1

failed to bring about a settlement.
The musician contracts with the Skouras

houses, the Ambassador and Missouri in

the first run field, and the leading houses
in the St. Louis Amusement Company
chain do not expire until September 19, but
while the members of the orchestras in

those houses will report regularly until

September 19 they will not be used. Their
pay will go on, however.

Refuse Extension of Time
The action of the Skouras management

is based on the refusal of the musicians'
representatives to grant the Fox and St.

Louis an extension of time, musicians to
remain at work pending the negotiations.

The chief point in dispute was the
effort of the musicians to change the
status of the St. Louis from a vaude-
ville to a deluxe motion picture house
and thus increase its orchestra from
12 to 20 pieces. The St. Louis is a
Radio-Keith-Orpheum circuit house.
Approximately 150 musicians have

been thrown out of work because of

the refusal of their committee to
grant the extension of time for

further negotiations.

The Ambassador theatre is charging 50

cents until 2 p. m. and 60 cents thereafter,

while the Missouri, Fox and St. Louis are

maintaining a 50 cents top price.

Loew's State has been without a pit

the Musicians Mutual Benefit Association
expiring at midnight, August 31, 1929.

Stagehands and Operators Agree

In the meantime the St. Louis theatre
owners have reached new agreements with
the stagehands and projectionists organiza-
tions.

John C. Nick, business agent for the

Stage Hands union, announced the peace
agreement at the close of a conference held
in his office.

Under the present contract stage
hands are paid $65 a week and fore-

men $75 a week. The operators'
scale is based on the size and type
of the house, number of shows daily,

etc.

"We waived the promise of a $5 a week
raise made two years ago, because of the
business depression, and the theatre own-
ers agreed to continue the stagehands' con-
tracts for another year starting from Sep-
tember 1 and the operators' contracts for

two years," Nick said.

Settlement at Milwaukee
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 4.—According to

Frank J. Hayek, president of the Milwaukee
Musicians' union, difficulties between the union
and exhibitors have been satisfactorily settled.

Under the new agreement, the union agrees

to permit the theatres to employ an organist

in the outlying districts without the necessity

of putting in a four piece orchestra.

In the downtown theatres the situation re-

mains unchanged, with the Wisconsin obliged

to employ a minimum of fourteen musicians
and the Riverside a minimum of seven.

Clyde Weston, international representative
of the Operators' union arrived in Milwaukee
Sept. 2, to confer with the operators. An ex-
tension has been granted the operators by the
Milwaukee Motion Picture Theatre Owners
association until Sept. 7, pending the outcome
of the conference with Mr. Weston.

New San Francisco Contracts
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 4.—New con-
tracts are being planned by members of
the Allied Amusement Industries of North-
ern California and Musicians' Union Local
No. 6 and definite working agreements are
expected to be adopted within a short time.
The old contracts, in force for the past
three years, expired August 31.

The new contracts will be made between
circuits and the union and between indi-

(Continued on page 32, column 1)
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B. O.Explodes IdeaThatWomen
DislikeWar and Crook Pictures

Feminine Attendance at Four Productions Classed as Lacking in

Love or Romantic Interest Averages 61 Per Cent of

Total at Matinees and 59 Per Cent at Night

WOMAN PATRONAGE AT FOUR SUCCESSFUL FILMS
Matinee, Night,

Per cent Per cent

"The Dawn Patrol" 75 50

"All Quiet on the Western Front" 60 60

"Journey s EncT' 60 60

"The Big House" 50 65

By CHARLES S. AARONSON
XEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Smashing a traditional theory of the box office,

investigation has brought to light some pertinent facts to disprove the idea

that women, who decide the fate of motion pictures, object as a rule to war
pictures, crook dramas and films in which the love or romantic interest is

conspicuous by its absence.

There can be no argument with the
accepted thought that women patrons
make or break a picture, because women
make up the majority of the vast motion
picture public, particularly at the matinee
performances. It may be safely estimated
that the average matinee attendance
throughout the country is composed of 70

per cent women, and that at the evening
shows they also are slightly predominant.

But investigation brings out some
pertinent facts to explode the old idea
that women dislike war and crook
pictures and non-romantic produc-
tions. A combination of reasons is

found responsible for this new light

on the situation, including the attrac-

tiveness of a particular masculine star

as well as the desire felt by many
women to view that type of human
action about which they have an un-
bounded curiosity, but with which
they are totally unfamiliar.

Here are several specific instances of pic-

tures which are decidedly to be classed in

the category of screen stories toward
which women are supposed to have a par-
ticular aversion, which nevertheless have
attained a box office success that is unmis-
takable. Women must be to a great extent
responsible for this success, aside from the
fact that a really good production will go
over anytime, anywhere. These films par-
ticularly have an utter absence of that sort
of romantic interest which is supposed to
be the chief drawing power in bringing
women to the box office.

Four Films Show Trend
"The Dawn Patrol," which has been more

than holding its own for the past ten weeks
at the Winter Garden, having played in the
first nine weeks 482 performances to 440,-
000 persons, with the end not yet in sigrht,

has grossed more than $320,000. The
attendance estimate here is figured as high
as 75 per cent women at the matinees, with
50 per cent in the evening. Considering
that reports indicate heavy attendance at
this war drama in houses throughout the
country, the figures in respect to percent-
aee of women may be assumed to hold to
the same proportion. Those in the best
position for observation insist that the lure
of Barthf-lmess and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
has been sufficient in itself to draw such a
large portion of the feminine section of
motion picture fandom.

"All Quiet on the Western Front," Uni-

versal's tremendously successful war trag-

edy, during its long tenure at the Central
has shown to audiences which have been
figured as composed 60 per cent of women
on an average at all performances and as
high as 70 per cent at matinees. Yet this

film has probably as little love interest
involved as any picture could. Here we
have as responsible the desire on the part
of women to see what they have heard so
much about, and of which they can know
nothing.

Play to Capacity

"Journey's End" falls into the same class
as "All Quiet," yet it, too, played to capac-
ity houses for many weeks in New York.
According to authoritative advice, all

women, practically without exception, who
have seen "The Big House" at the Astor
here, have called it a great picture, with the
figures, strangely enough, higher in favor
of women at the evening performances
than at the matinees. Three reasons have
been assigned in this instance for the large
attendance by women. In the first place,
the comedy relief in the film is an attrac-
tion. Secondly, women like the he-man
type of portrayal given by Wallace Beery,
and finally, Chester Morris apparently is

well-nigh irresistible to the average
woman.

In the matter of crook dramas, particu-
larly, women cannot resist the temptation
to find out through this medium, in a sense,
"how the other half lives."

It is interesting to note in this con-
nection that women in different

stages of life and culture prefer dif-

ferent types of pictures, yet at the
same time the sex as a whole is los-

ing interest in the old time, saccha-
rine, heavily sentimental screen story.
They are tending definitely toward
the more active and virile story, as
the basis of their motion picture
entertainment.

Going more into detail, it is discovered
that the flapper still has a flair for the
romantic picture, as is true of the elderly
women, past the age of 50. The better
educated woman does not care for that
type of thing, however, as is generally the
case with women of more mature years
than the flapper.

Feel Need of Amusement
One of the most vital reasons for the

fact that women, who are responsible for
the success of motion pictures, are much

Paul Ash to Desert

Stage for Radio and
Juvenile Instruction

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Paul Ash, for the

past six years master of ceremonies with Pub-
lix stage presentations, is deserting the foot-

lights for the radio, and the training of young
talent with a view to placing them on the cir-

cuit stages.

Using the same Publix band he has led for

so long, Ash will handle the entertainment for

several radio hours, as yet unannounced. With
headquarters in New York, and with the co-

operation of Publix, he will take under his

wing such youngsters as show promise, bring-

ing them to the point where they will go over

at the large houses. Ash insists he is not do-

ing this as a booking agent, but merely as a
manager, having those he develops under con-

tract, from which he will take a nominal com-
mission.

He left the Brooklyn Paramount last week
at the close of his engagement there, and is

already set to function on the air and in the

backstage. He has no intention at present, at

least, of returning to the front of the house.

Smith Resigns Fox
Post for Presidency

Of Trans-Lux Corp.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Courtland Smith
has resigned from his post at Fox Film Cor-
poration to become president of Trans-Lux
Daylight Screen.

In announcing Smith's resignation, Harley
L. Clarke, president of Fox, said:

"I regard Mr. Smith as one of the out-

standing figures in the motion picture indus-

try and it was largely through Mr. Smith's

efforts that Fox Film developed sound on
film. Mr. Smith founded and had charge of
Fox Newsreel, which is today one of the out-

standing features of the Fox business. Mr.
Smith was responsible for opening the first

Newsreel theatre in America, the Embassy in

New York City, and it became a tremendous
success where many had predicted its failure.

I sincerely wish Mr. Smith the greatest suc-

cess in his new work."

Fred Niblo, Jr., to Wed
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Fred Niblo, Jr.,

who has left the writing staff of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer after two years to accept a
similar assignment with Columbia, is to be
married day after tomorrow to Patricia
Henry, a Beverly Hills society girl.

more fond of screen entertainment than
men, is the continuous need for amusement
felt by the sex, partly because they have a
great deal more free time than men, which
accounts for the heavy matinee attendance
in particular.
The fair sex, however, will not spend

much money for their pictures. If a
vvoman enters the theatre with the inten-
tion of spending 75 cents for a seat, she
will not pay $1, at least not without strong
criticism of the management, policy and
divers other things. At the same time,
she ^vill always insist on a good seat, and
especially when the house is not well
filled, will return again and again to the
box office to have her ticket changed. The
wealthiest dowager is the most difficult of
all motion picture theatre patrons to please,
seeming to consider it her right to disturb
the equanimity of a harassed manager.
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Bedford, Va. ; Orpheum and Parthenon at

Hammond, Ind.
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Fox Qets Control of 100 Hoyt Houses

In Australia in $700,000 Deal
Will Produce Pictures Tliere Also—Paramount Takes Over G. B. Thea-

tres in Massachusetts—Warner Acquires 18 New Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Three important moves by producer-exhibitors in

the past week have resulted in the following: Fox obtains control of

Hoyt's Theatres, Ltd., with its 100 theatres in Australia, as well as fa-

cilities for producing pictures in that country ; Paramount-Publix acquires sub-

stantially all net assets of G. B. Theatres Corporation operating several thea-

tres in Massachusetts and one in Utica, and in addition all class A stock of

Saenger Theatres, and Warner Brothers acquires eighteen more houses, fifteen

of them in Pennsylvania.

THE syndicate between Fox and Hoyt's will

be formed with the objective of producing

pictures in Australia. The director for Hoyt's

stated that every facility for the production

of pictures there is now available. Fox Filnis

have given assurance of practical support, in

that the Australian operators will be trained

in the latest developments of successful pic-

ture making. The merger represents one of

the largest of its kind in Australia, and when

it is completed. Fox will have obtained ap-

proximately $700,000 worth of shares in

Hoyt's.

Paramount's acquisition of the G. B. "Thea-

tres in Massachusetts amounts to practically

all the net assets of the company. This, along

with the taking over of all the class A stock

of the Saenger Theatres, Inc., of Louisiana,

was disclosed by the admission of 29,608 ad-

ditional shares of Paramount stock, used in

the transaction, to trading on the New York
Stock Exchange.

Warner Brothers has acquired 18 additional

theatres in a series of new deals, says an an-

nouncement from Spyros Skouras, managing

director of Warner Brothers Theatres.

Fifteen of these are located in Pennsyl-

vania as follows : Hippodrome, Strand and

Victor at Pottstown; Majestic, Gettysburg;

Opera House, State and Strand at Hanover

;

Seltzer, Palmyra; Lion, Red Lion; Capitol,

Rialto, Scenic, Strand and York at York;

Kenyon, Pittsburgh.

The remaining three houses are : Liberty,
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D. W, Griffith Ends 23
Years in Motion Picture

Industry with This Fall
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4—The fall of 1930

marks the 23rd anniversary of the entrance

of D. W. Griffith into motion pictures. It

was in 1907 that the famous director of

"Abraham Lincoln" attempted to sell his first

scenario at the Edison studio in the Bronx.

He was informed then that the great number
of scenes and their elaborate character-made,

it impossible of production, but he did re-

ceive an assignment to act in a one-reel pic-

ture being produced, called "The Eagle's

Nest." For this three day period before the

camera he received the sum of $5.00 a day.

That was the beginning of the career which
has carried him so far in the motion picture

industry.

McLaglen and Lowe to

Play Together in Fox's
''Women of All Nations"

(Special to the Hera'd-lVorld)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Fox Films will

again cast Victor McLaglen and Edmund
Lowe in their old roles. Captain Flagg and
Sergeant Quirt, in a forthcoming production,

"Women of All Nations."
Raoul Walsh, who directed the two in "The

Cock-Eyed World," will handle the new film.

British International

Shows Quarter Million

Profit at End of Year
Company Produced 24 SUents,

Then Changed to

Sound Films

A statement of accounts issued by the

directors of British International Pictures,

Ltd., London, shows that the company has a

net profit of approximately $240,000 for the

year. This, the directors state, is in face of

the fact that the concern has changed from
silent to sound pictures since the year began.

The gross profit for the year was approx-
imately $516,000, but from this amount had to

be deducted the preferred dividend of $100,-

000 and the common stock dividend at the

rate of 8 per cent.

A brochure shows that British International

produced a total of 24 silent pictures during
the year at its studio in Elstree, near London,
while 32 talking films were made.

The company and its subsidiaries employed
a total of 14,344 artists at Elstree during the

year. Theatres operated by the subsidiaries

had a seating capacity of 165,000, with average
weekly admissions numbering 1,250,000.

fy

200 N. Y. Unemployed
Used by Columbia for

Scenes in "Dirigible
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4—Columbia Pictures

recruited 200 people from the city's unem-
ployed as extra players to act as "atmos-
phere" for scenes of "Dirigible" which were
made at the city hall here. Certain scenes of

the film called for shots depicting the return

of a famous flyer, giving Columbia an oppor-

tunity to hire the large number of unem-
ployed.

Metro Begins Payroll
Slashing; Many Minor

Employees Dismissed
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.-^Metro started

slashing payrolls this week with dismissal of

many minor employees such as writers, techni-

cians and laborers.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending September 3

Return to trading after the Labor Day holiday failed to

make any appreciable change in the New York market in the

early part of the week. After Tuesday's business, in which
profit taking followed a slight bullish activity in the amuse-
ment shares, several stocks showed a bit of a drop. A. T. & T.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
SaleB High

American Seating 300 8%
Bn»n»wick-Balkc-Collender 1.500 16'^
Celotex _ 43,300 17
Coruiolirlattd Film 2,200 18%

Do. pfd 1,600 201/4

Eautman Kodak „ 46,700 220%
Do. pfd 100 12854

Electric Storage Battery 2,000 68%
Fox Film "A".^ 194,500 52%
f;en. ThcatrtH Efiuipment..... _ 2.57.400 36%
Ixjcw'o, Inc _ _ 92,800 79%
Do. pfd. WW 900 107
Do. pfd- tw _ 1,000 98

Mctro-Ooldwyn-Mayer, pfd. 800 2B%
Mohawk Carpet 1,800 18%
Paramount 11 1 .100 62
Pathc Exchange — 7.200 4%

Do. "A" '1,400 10%
Radio Corporation 611,000 41%

Do. pfd. "A"..._ 1,300 55'^

Low
8
16
13%
17%
19%

2091/2

I28V1,
641/2

43%
30 1^
71%

10514
96%
25%
18
57%
4

k

CIcee

was off J^ of a point, Eastman Kodak 1%, General Electric

lyi, Radio %, and Westinghouse Manufacturing two points.

In Chicago General Theatres Equipment showed strength fol-

lowing the announcement of the Fox earnings increase.

Following is the resume for the past week

:

Sales High Low Close-
Do. pfd. "B" 1,400 72% 71 72

Radio Keith Orpheum 718,700 37 38% 36
Shubert Theatres 6,500 19 17% 18%-
Universal Pic. lat pfd _ 30 45 41 41
Warner Brothers 676,900 32% 24% 32

Do. pfd 600 47% 47% 47%
CHICAGO STOCK MARKET

Gen. Theat., Inc 24,350 37 30% 37
Marks Brothers cvt. p 125 9% 8% 9%
Morpran Litho 1,250 13% 10 12
U. S. Gypsum _ 17,300 46% 43 45%

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures 1,200 41% 38 38
Film Insp. Mch 100 2% 2% 2%
Fox Theatres 30.000 11% 9 11%:
Loew's rts 2,000 43 38% 42

Do. war _ 6,400 11% 8% 11%
Sentry Safety 1,500 3 2% 2%
Technicolor. Inc 3,100 28% 27% 28%-
Trane-Lux _ 17,600 11% 10 10%,
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The grand old sinner, Heythorp
(George Arliss), in Warner Broth-

ers' "Old English." Below, a new
study of Jeanette Loff, who appeared

in Universal's "King of Jazz."

Otis Skinner and Marilyn Miller arrive in

New York from California, where the ad-

mired veteran of the stage has completed
"Kismet" for First National. Miss Miller has

just finished work in FN's "Sunny."

We can't imagine what connection an airplane

has with the apparent embarrassment which
Olsen and Johnson are suffering, but the

problem of the shorts will probably be solved

in Warner Brothers' "Oh, Sailor, Behave.'*H1 |.
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A very unique but very tedious method, we should imagine, of
heating coffee for the morning. From the look on Lloyd Hamilton's

face, that co£Eee is going to be boiled in this manner despite the fact

that he may have a most important date. From the Educational-

Lloyd Hamilton Comedy, "Prize Puppies."

Arthur Lange, musical director for M G M, and Dimitri Tiomkin,
composer, discuss Tiomkin's "Suite Charegraphic," which was writ-

ten especially as an accompaniment for the sixty Albertina Rasch
dancers in their recent Hollywood Bowl presentation, in which

Lange directed the orchestra.
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O, Boy! What a study in checks this is, but at least

we're certain that there is no checkered disposition

here. Joe Brown, as he will appear in Warner
Brothers' "Maybe It's Love," in which an all-

American football team plays.

Where huge trees brush the sky, and where one can look away forever, into a dusky
horizon that beckons with its purple enchantment. Under these rugged sentinels, a

soft springy carpet is laid, where men walk and make no sound. This gorgeous vista

is from the picture of the great outdoors which First National is making, entitled

"The Right of Way."

Slinking figures vanish in the mists around the docks, and raucous voices are up-
lifted; dim bits of wild music float in the heavy air, and ghostly ships lie anchored
at the quays. This is an exact duplicate of a Chinese waterfront, used in Universal's
"East Is West." While the setting came from China, the Oriemtals came mostly

from Los Angeles.

A dignified gentleman, who has travelled this gay
earth from one end to the other. Burton Holmes,
as he ap{>ears in one of the series of talking travel-

ogues which he is making for M G M. He is cos-

tumed for the prologue.
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Rodin would probably have been most pleased to

have such a serious little fellow for a model for,

let us say, "The Thinker." Wheezer, however,
couldn't sit still that long, being a prominent mem-

ber of Hal Roach's-M G M "Our Gang."

Here they are, all present and wearing their very best behavior for the cameraman.
At the very top is Pete, the dog, then cames Farina and Chubby Chancy. In the
center are Jackie Cooper and Mary Ann Jackson, while at the bottom are Dorothy
DeBorba and "Wheezer." Hal Roach's-M G M Rascals will next be seen in action

in "Teacher's Pet."

Soft breezes rustled in the trees, and a limpid moon
casts flickering lights on rippled water, and the man
in the moon winks as two lovers, Laura Lee and
Joe Brown, sit unawares in First National's "Top

Speed."

Money is supposed to be the root of all evils, and unless we miss our guess, Franklin

Pangborn's wad will soon be dissipated. Marjorie Beebe seems to like her sugar

daddy. Bud Jamison, Miami Alvarez, Franklin Pangbom and Marjorie Beebe make
this foursome in the Educational-Mack Sennett Talking Comedy "The Chumps," in

which Andy Clyde is featured.
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5500 See Free Sunday Shows
As Merchants Are Arrested

Theatres Play Without Charge Under American Legion Sponsorship

—Drug Store Operators and Others Released Under

Bond Pending Trial in Enforcement Drive
(Special to the Herald-World)

LAUREL, MISS., Sept. 4.—In compliance with the edict of Mayor W. W.
McLaurin several weeks ago that the state's Sunday Blue law must be enforced,

arrests were made on Sunday, August 31, of several drug store, meat market

and soft drink operators and out-of-the-city newspaper vendors. However,

despite this fact, it was estimated by the management of the local amusement
company, which runs two theatres, that over 5,500 persons witnessed the two
free shows which were given on the Sabbath.

Those arrested immediately made bond delicatessens paid $3 costs when brought
and signified their intentions of fighting the before Provisional City Judge Foster on
issue in the police court. The decision on charges of violating a Sunday closing ordi-

the part of the city officials to enforce the nance.
blue laws came as a result of the announce-
ment on the part of the theatre manage-
ment that their shows would be open un-
der the auspices of the American Legion,
and to settle a controversy that began over
whether it should be permitted or not. The
theatres were allowed to keep open, al-

though establishments charging for goods
were closed.

Ministers Still Busy
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOUISVILLE, Sept. 4.—Ministers took
the law into their own hands in Owens-
boro, Ky., when, three weeks ago, the city

officials refused to further prosecute em-
ployees of the Strand Amusement Com-
panj--, which operates the Empress and
Bleich theatres.
Now, for the third successive Sunday, a

committee of ministers and laymen have
visited the houses, and during the last visit

they secured the names of six workers,
against whom warrants have been sworn.

Editorial Comment
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 4.—The Morn-
ing Post of Shreveport, La., under the
date of August 27, printed an editorial con-
cerning the condition of affairs in Laurel,
Aliss., mentioned in the leading paragraph.
The editorial, which was entitled "Making
People Virtuous by Law," said, among
other things, that "according to press re-
ports, the attendance at the theatre repre-
sented more than one-third of the popula-
tion of Laurel, and obviously those who
attended were not in sympathy with Blue
Law enforcement."

Market Owner Balks
(Special to the Herald-World)

GRANITE CITY, ILL., Sept. 4.—W. H.
Mayfield, proprietor of an open-air market
here, has filed an injunction suit to prevent
city offiicals from enforcing a recently en-
acted Sunday closing ordinance. His suit
filed in Madison County Circuit Court at
Edwardsville, III, declares the ordinance
discriminatory.

In St. Louis, Mo., on August 28 the own-
ers of 105 groceries, confectioneries and

"CHIC" CHATS

Work on Multicolor's

New Laboratory Being
Rushed; 90 Day Finish

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—To be ready for

occupancy within 90 days, construction work
on the new $500,000 laboratory plant now be-

ing erected in Hollywood for Multicolor,

Ltd., is being rushed by contractors, accord-

ing to H. B. Lewis, general manager of the

company.
Production plans for Multicolor, Ltd., the

controlling interest in which is owned by
Howard Hughes, call for the extensive manu-
facture of Multicolor film to supply not only
the professional and large studio demand,
but also to serve the industrial, educational

and amateur fields.

"Eternal Fools" Judea
All-Yiddish Production,
Given Preview Showing

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—The Judea Film
Company gave a preview last week of the

first complete Yiddish all talking picture ever
produced. The showing was held at "the the-

atre in the clouds," atop the Chanin Building
here before a distinguished audience.

"The Eternal Fools," a comedy drama by
Harry Kalmanowitch was the feature, accom-
panied by several short subjects, the entire

program having been directed by Sidjiey M.
Goldin.

Mermac Is Decorated
After Moorish Pattern

The Mermac theatre. West Bend, Wis.,

after being under reconstruction for three

months, has reopened completely redecorated
in Moorish style. Acoustics, ventilation and
seating have also been improved. Manager
A. C. Berkholtz has arranged special lighting

effects for the stage.

Walter Damrosch Urges Musicians to

Drop Fight on Sound; It's Futile, He Says
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEVf YORK, Sept. 4.—Walter Damrosch, renowned orchestra conductor, upon
returning from a European visit, implores musicians to quit their battle against
sound reproducing devices.
"Nothing can stop the progress of these inventions," he asserted. "The £ght is

as futile as the efforts of the hand weavers once were to stop the development of
the machine age. Furthermore, I am convinced that the sound devices which have
been and are being perfected will help in the musical development of the American
people."

OVER on Broadway, there is a big house,
inside that big house is another "Big

House," and one of the most charming little

women on the street is running both of them.

Grace Niles has been manager at the Astor
for more than a year, and we didn't even
know it till the other day, which merely indi-

cates how near we may be to the best things

in life without being aware of it. That same
ether day, we posted over there to gather in-

formation in re marriages, divorces, prison

record, if any, likes, dislikes and all the rest

of it. But we got none of that, meaning the

divorces, etc. It's just too bad, boys, but

Grace Niles is much too busy to even think

of marriage. In the notes we took, we were
led to print in caps, WORK, as the consuming
interest in this girl's life.

She takes one day off a week, however, and
is very fond of dancing, moving pictures (she

sees most of them on the street at the mid-
nights), and wonder of all wonders, house-
work, which shows that you never can tell.

We did force her to admit, though, that she

wouldn't care for housekeeping as a steady

diet. Score one for the career in the great

battle, career vs. home. But let's go back to

the beginning, or this will be all mixed up, and
the subject is anything but that.

On a small farm in Oxford, N. Y., a little

girl was born to Mr. and Mrs. Niles, and the

happy parents named her Grace. Subsequently
she spent four years at high school, which
time she describes as "wasted." Being a wise
young woman, she went into the motion pic-

ture business instead of to college, and that

was ten years ago. Yes, we can do simple

arithmetic ourselves.

Here's a little success story in itself. Grace
Niles started as an usher at Fox's Ridgewood
theatre in Brooklyn, but was early drawn to

the box office end of the business. She did go
behind the bars after only three or four

months as usher. We gathered the impression

from our chat with her, that she gets just

about anything she really wants, being very

much that kind of a girl. After a short period

of ticket handling, she went with the Loew
people, working at one time or another in al-

most every house in New York and Brook-
lyn. For three seasons she was treasurer at

the Alhambra, subbing as chashier's assistant

here and there when the Alhambra closed

during the summer.

Then came Broadway in 1925, and there we
find her today. Grace was made treasurer at

the Embassy in that year, followed by her

first contact with the house she manages now,
as treasurer again with "The Big Parade,"

which lasted six months. Back to the Em-
bassy across the street as manager for two
years, and over the trolley tracks once more to

the little office back stage at the Astor, where
one cannot help but feel at home, thanks to

the personality of the occupant. No wonder
she has girls working for her in the theatre

for years. Who wouldn't

!

Her deep interest in her work as manager
of the theatre goes hand in hand with her

liking for psychology. There is no more fas-

cinating study than people themselves, and no
better position from which to observe reac-

tions than from the manager's angle at a mo-
tion picture house. Grace Niles has gathered
together innumerable ideas on pictures and

people who see them, but we deliberately neg-

lected to take too many with us when we re-

gretfully left, in order to have a good excuse

for going back for another chat.

Looking this over, it appears that we have
given Grace the entire column. Well, we can

only regret that we have not two columns to

give to her story.—"CHIC" AARONSON,
Nezv York City.
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N. Y. Houses Pull

Labor Day Crowds
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—At every
house on Broadway where a two-a-
day picture is the attraction, advan-
tage was taken of the Labor Day
week-end, with three performances
on both Sunday and Monday. The
Central, where "Abraham Lincoln" is

holding forth, led the list with a mid-
night showing on Saturday in addi-
tion to the regular two of the day,
and three on Sunday and Monday,
making nine showings of the picture
for the week-end. "The Big House"
at the Astor, "Old English" at the
Warner, "Moby Dick" at the Holly-
wood, "Hell's Angels" at the Gaiety
and Criterion, all ran three perform-
ances on Labor Day in addition to
the usual Sunday three.

Tom Thumbs Getting

Ready for Winter;
Report 5,000 Closed

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—During the last

two weeks 5,000 miniature golf courses have
closed, according to reports from the Film
Boards of Trade.
While the exact number of courses

throughout the country is not known, it is es-
timated that there are at least 65,000.

Plans $15,000 Course
(Special to the Herald-World)

WICHITA, Kan., Sept. 4.— T. C. Hart-
man, owner of the new NoMar theatre, a
neighborhood house, who has recently re-
turned from a two weeks vacation in Gal-
veston, Texas, has outlined plans for a
Tom Thumb golf course on the site he
uses for parking cars. Next season he plans
to begin on this project, which he expects will
cost him $15,000, more or less. The lot on
which it is to be built is 250 feet by 160.

Wants $100 License Fee
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, Sept. 4.—This city is

not the only Indiana city that has taken
cognizance of the miniature golf course as
a source of revenue. The city council of
Evansville, according to word received here,
has enacted an ordinance providing for a
license fee of $100 annually for such
courses.

No More Stage for
MaryPickford; Only
Super Productions

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Mary Pickford
has abandoned all idea of stage production and
intends to limit effort to super productions,
similar to "Kiki," her next dialog picture.

Four Branch Changes
Announced by Warner

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Warner Brothers
has announced through Claude C. Ezell, gen-
eral sales manager, the following changes in
branch personnel

:

J. V. Allan is in temporary charge at De-
troit; H. F. Neil is the new branch manager
at Indianapolis; A. Weinberger has been
placed in charge at St. Louis; M. A. Raymon
is new director of the Omaha branch.

"U" Shows Half Million Loss;

Warner, General Theatres Up
Consolidated Net of Warner Brothers Is Million Above Same 39

Weeks Last Year—General Theatres Equipment Profits

$4,024,333 for Six Months Period
Financial statements of several companies in the past week show the follow-

ing : A net loss of $578,848 by Universal for the six months fiscal period and
at the same time an estimated $3,000,000 forthcoming in film rentals by its

RKO contract, $11,765,265 consolidated net profits by Warner Brothers for

39 weeks, and $4,024,333 consolidated profit by General Theatres Equipment,
Inc., for six months, and a 75 cent quarterly dividend on common by Loew's,

Inc.

$578,848 Net Loss
Reported by Universal

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—A net loss of

$578,848.23 for the six month fiscal period
ended Maj' 3, 1930, has been reported by Uni-
versal Pictures Company, Inc., in a statement
just issued. This figure is obtained after giv-

ing effect to write off of loss on the cancella-

tion of a theatre leasehold in the amount of

$220,868.59, and giving effect to profit on sale

of capital assets of $616,372.38.

This compares with a figure for the same
fiscal period of 1929 of $46,171.05. Total cur-

rent and working assets as of May 3, 1930,

were $11,335,692.72 and current liabilities

$4,511,764.33. Earned surplus was $3,156,809.70,

total surplus $4,510,809.70, which includes $1,-

354,000 surplus arising through revaluation of
land.

It is understood that the condition which
caused the loss was foreseen by the company
and was the reason for the drastic change
in production policy from supplying all types
of service mainly to the smaller theatres, to

a policy of supplying a limited number of
high grade large productions for first run
houses

Executives point out the first run contracts
which have been signed with the RKO cir-

cuit of first run theatres in all the large cities

of the United States, as an indication of a
decidedly brighter future for Universal than
it has enjoyed for five years past. It is esti-

mated that the RKO contract alone will re-

sult in film rentals of at least $3,000,000 dur-
ing the year.

Warner Consolidated Net
$11,765,265 in 39 Weeks

(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Consolidated net

profits for the 39 weeks ending May 31, 1930,

amounting to $11,765,265, have been an-
nounced by Warner Brothers in a report just

issued. This figure is equal after preferred
dividends to $4.27 a share on 2,673,927 shares,

the average number of common shares out-
standing during the period.

On May 31, 1930, there were outstanding
104,473 shares of preferred stock and 2,871,-

182 of common. Based on this capitalization,

the earnings for the period involved would be
equal to $112.61 on preferred stock, and after

preferred dividend requirements, to $4.03 per
share on the common.
This figure compares with net profits of

$10,759,705 for the corresponding period last

year. Including equity in earnings of affili-

ated companies during the period prior to

date of acquisition, in the amount of $1,198,-

054, the earnings for the corresponding 1929
period were $11,957,760.

The net earnings noted above for the 39
weeks ended May 31, 1930, do not include any
equity in earnings of new affiliated compa-
nies during the period prior to date of
acquisition.

General Theatres Profit

$4,024,333 in Half Year
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4—General Theatres
Equipment and subsidiary and controlled

companies reports consolidated profit of

$4,024,333 for six months ended June 30, 1930,

after expenses, fixed charges and other deduc-

tions have been accounted for. Capital stock

outstanding reaches the figures of 2,847,055

shares of no par value common stock.

The consolidated income account of Gen-
eral Theatres for the six months period in

question includes the following: Total reve-

nues, including film rents of Fox film, $30,-

067,481 ; costs of sales, amortization of film and
participatings, $16,740,123; gross profit, $13,-

327,358; selling, general and administration

expenses, $7,098,361; operating profit, $6,228,-

907; other income, $2,872,790; total income,

$9,101,787; financial and miscellaneous ex-

penses, $775,310; profit of subsidiaries before
Federal taxes, $8,326,468; balance accruing to

General Theatres based on its holdings in

these subsidiaries, $4,654,787; other income of

General Theatres, $26,701; total income of

$4,681,488; operating, general expenses and
fixed charges of General Theatres, $657,155

;

profit, $4,024,333, equal to $1.41 a share.

The corporation explains this showing as

in spite of considerable reduction in income
of certain equipment subsidiaries, which,
however, was more than offset by earnings
of the corporation's principal subsidiary. Fox
Film, which showed record earnings during
this period.

Loew's Pays 75 Cents on Common
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4—The board of direc-

tors of Loew's, Inc., has declared a quarterly
dividend of 75 cents per share on the out-
standing common stock payable on September
30 to stockholders of record on September 13.

West Coast Now Uses
Los Angeles Alhambra
For Revival of Talkers

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.— West Coast
theatres is reopening the Alhambra, downtown
Los Angeles house, with revivals of past talk-
ing picture successes. The plan at this time is

to confine the bookings of the house strictly
to this class of pictures, in the belief that the
floating population which missed the pictures
at the time of their initial showing will pro-
vide ample attendance to support it. "They
had to see Paris" is the initial offering, to be
followed by "Caught Short," "The Trespas-
ser," "The Cock-Eyed World," and others.
Admission prices are IS cents in the after-
noon, 25 cents at night.

This makes the second downtown house in

which West Coast has inaugurated a radical
change of policy, the first having been the
President, formerly devoted to stage produc-
tions, now strictly a newsreel house.
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Drop Pit Orchestra and Stage

Show in Showdown in St Louis

(Coi'ttnucd from payc 2i, column 3)

vidual theatres and the union, the Allied
Amusement Industries taking no part. The
pacts between the downtown houses and
the union will be made before negotiations
are launched with district house owners,
according to Walter A. Weber, president
of the Musicians' Union.
"We have an amicable understanding and

will continue under the terms of the pres-
ent contract until the new ones are pre-
pared to the satisfaction of all parties con-
cerned," said A. M. Bowles, Northern
California manager of Fox West Coast in-

terests, and spokesman for downtown
theatre owners.

Montreal Case to Government
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, Sept. 4.—The dispute between
the orchestra at the Capitol theatre, Mon-
treal, and Famous Players Canadian Corpora-
tion has been carried to the federal
government by the deputation representing
the Montreal musicians, which laid complaint
before Hon. G. D. Robertson, minister of
labor, that the orchestra has been locked out,
despite an agreement to refer the case to a
board of conciliation.

Federal statutes prohibit any action by
either side until the board makes its decision.
In the meantime Manager Harry Dahn of the
Montreal Capitol has announced an exclusive
talking picture poHcy and stage shows
scheduled to return next month have been
called ofif.

Theatre Sues Union
(Special to the Herald-World)

OAKLAND, CAL., Sept. 4.—Five execu-
tive officers and 25 members of the Moving
Picture Operators Union, Local 169, have
been made defendants in a $100,000 damage
suit filed in the Alameda County courts
by the Broadway Amusement Company,
owner of the Broadway theatre. The
action sets forth that when the theatre
changed from silent pictures to sound, the
union demanded that four operators and a
relief operator be employed, instead of two
regular operators and a relief operator.
When the theatre owners refused to

shoulder this additional expense, the union,
't 's alleged, blacklisted the theatre and
established pickets, seriously interfering
with business and causine: profits to dimin-
ish to the extent of $150,000.

Carry Fight to High Court
(Special to the Herald-World)

.
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 4.—Union mu-

sicians have carried their fight against
Nasser brothers and other neighborhood
theatres to the district court of appeal by
applying for a writ to enjoin Superior Judge
W. T. O'Donnel! from granting a perma-
nent iniunction prohibiting picketing. In
June, Nasser brothers obtained a tempor-
ary order restraining the Musicians' Union
from interfering in any wav with the oper-
^t'O"

u
*^^"" theatres. They since have

asked that the injunction be made perma-
nent and the union, in turn, has made a
request for a writ prohibiting the judge
from taking this action.

Reject Pay Decrease
(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI, Sept. 4.—Operators in
Cincinnati suburban houses working under
a two year contract entered into as of
Sept. 1, 1929, agreed to accept a reduction
of 10 per cent during July and August, at
insistent request of exhibitors on account
of the poor condition of business. Ex-

hibitors were hopeful of continuing on this

basis for another year, but at a meeting
held Monday the operators refused to con-
sider continuance on this basis. The orig-
inal contract was therefore put back into
effect, and will continue until expiration on
Aug. 31, 1931, unless unforeseen conditions
make an emergency change compulsory.
The present contract as affecting subur-

ban houses calls for a graduated scale
ranging from $55 to $80 a week per man,
according to seating capacity of the house,
and makes it necessary to have two men in'

the booth at all times. Operators in down-
town houses, who have not accepted the
cut, continue as before. The contracts for
downtown houses specify a rate of $84 per
week per man, with four men in the booth,
and two shifts, or eight men per day, plus
a man on the stage at rate of $70 per week.

Champion Pit Sitters

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, Sept. 4.—The) musicians of
B. F. Keith's theatre, Ottawa, walked out
August 30 after capturing an endurance
contest which gave them the title of world's
champion pit sitters. They had occupied
their places in the pit six hours daily for
12 weeks without playing a note after a
disagreement with Manager J. M. Franklin
regarding cancellation of contract when
vaudeville was discontinued in June. Since
then the house has been playing talking
pictures exclusively and this policy will be
continued.

Philadelphia Pact Temoprary
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 4.—Although
the agreement between Philadelphia union
musicians and motion picture managers ex-
pired August 30. a temporary agreement
has been reached by which approximately
240 musicians will remain in the theatres
until September 11 without contract during
a true period for further negotiations. Dur-
ing this period it is hoped that negotiations
will prevent the threatened strike. The
local arbitration committee composed of
Romeo Cells, Harry Swerdlow and Ralph
M. Dalton, will meet with David Idzal of
the Fox theatre, and William Goldman, of

the Stanley-Warner interests in Philadel-
phia in an effort to reach a new agreement.
The same terms as those in last year's

contracts are being sought by the musi-
cians, while the moving picture managers
are seeking to reduce the number of mu-
sicians employed by 65 per cent.

And Then Perhaps

He Gets Some Sleep
(Special to the Herald-World)

ELKVILLE. ILL., Sept. 4.—R. E.
Atkins, owner-manager of the Lyric
theatre here, has recently been elect-

ed to the office of county assessor.
Which only is one more little job for
him to do. No, he's not so busy, for
outside of running his theatre he op-
erates an electrical equipment shop,
is timekeeper at the l/nion Electric
mine, undertaker, and he also oper-
ates a shoe repair shop, but has hired
a shoe repairer to do that particular
task. At the present time he says that

he thinks the above duties will be
sufficient to keep him busy for 24
hours.

Know Your
Exchange
—Managers—

The exchange manager is the direct

contact between exhibitor and distrib-

utor, and therefore it is to their mu-
tual advantage to know each other.

The Herald-World presents a series of

brief sketches of exchange managers

and their outstanding activities in the

motion picture field.

G. C. Brown

GC. BROWN, who directs the work of

. the Pathe exchange at New Orleans,

took his first bow in the motion picture in-

dustry in 1920 when
he became salesman

for Fox. Two years

in that capacity and

he decided he want-

ed to learn some-

thing of inside op-

eration of an ex-

change, so he

requested a transfer

to the booking de-

partment. He was
booker for two years

and then resigned

when an opportunity

came his way to be-

come a branch man-
ager for Producers
Distributing Corporation. When P D C
merged with Pathe Brown was retained as

New Orleans branch manager.

Brown is president of the New Orleans

Film Board Trade but is more interested at

the moment in the fact that his daughter is

celebrating her first birthday.

A

IT was as an employee of the Canadian
Northern and Grand Trunk Pacific Railways

at Winnipeg, now known as the Canadian
National Railways,
that J. H. Huber,
Winnipeg branch
manager for Fox,
first became interest-

ed in the film busi-

ness, possibly because
of the photographic
beauty of the coun-
try he traveled over.

Joining Vitagraph
in February, 1920, as

a salesman, Huber
after a year and a

half transferred to

Fox in a similar ca-

pacity. A year later,

in September, 1922,

he was appointed branch chief at Calgary,
where he remained until October of 1928,

J. H. Huber

Many Houses Wired
In Anticipation of

Heavy Fall Business
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—The recent increase

in contracts for sound installation received by

Western Electric indicates that many motion
picture houses are wiring in anticipation of

heavier business in the fall.

Five more Publix houses are on the list

for new equipment, including the State at

,
Willmar, Minn., and four Texas theatres, the

Grand at Paris; Queen at Tyler; Ideal at

Corsicana; Gem at Brownwood.
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Again United Artists score with Technicolor. And again

the fascinating Jeanette MacDonald brings her sparkling

personality to the top . . . creates of her role a vital pres-

ence in the true image . . . natural color! Technicolor!

"The Lottery Bride" will wed millions more to the vast
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4 '^^ ^fan-following of Technicolor pictures. Joe E. Brown and

<>^/Zasu Pitts take the laughs for a brand new glee-ride.

While setting and theme hit the high spots of another

B. O. natural, "The Lottery Bride" brings in the money.

Watch for it. Schedule it. It's another big special with

^ o elaborate Technicolor sequences.
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Backs up the Critics' Verdict
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"^Atlanta (Ga.) Georgian (Robert G. Nixon).

"Under a Texas Moon ... it is Warner Bros,

first all-talking, singing outdoor picture in

Technicolor. When we say Technicolor we

mean color. Out in Texas, if you must know,

they waggle some dazzling scenery.

c

o

if

Butte (Mont.) Standard. On with the Show

... a lavish spectacle for the eye. The colors

^ _u by this new Technicolor process take on an

enlarged variety extended to shades hither-

to not obtained . . . brilliant without being

garish.

o '~
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c
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Denver (Colo.) Post. "Gold Diggers of

Broadway . . . the entire production is in

natural color by the Technicolor process,

blended in the most exquisite taste."

Detroit (Mich ) News. "Song of the V^esi

. . . the Technicolor efFects are superbly

handled. One shot of the San Francisco

waterfront in the early days stands out in

particular as one of the most Rembrandt-

esque shots the screen has ever presented.

Houston (Texas) Chronicle. "Under a Texas

Moon is a convincing argument for Techni-

color. Costumedrama of the colorful border

country gains in realism as it is released

from the black-and-white medium."

Indianapolis (Ind.) News. ' Under a Texas

Moon . . . the Technicolor process, by which

the whole picture was photographed, gives

theeyeamagnificenttreat,forwestern scen-

ery is, after all, what westerners insist it is."

Long Beach (Calif.) Press-Telegram (Verne

Wickham). Paramounton Parade...you can

expect even more gorgeous scenic effects

via Technicolor than you have ever seen."

Los Angeles (Calif.) Examiner. "Hold Every-

thing . . . color photography adds the final

touch of realism to the talking screen."

jn^

Boston

• . . Te,

and ch<

Newark (N.J.) Ledger (Jerome Kurtz). "Para-

mount on Parade... those marvelousTechni-

color episodes . . . 'Dream Girl' and 'The

Rainbow Revels' are two outstanding scenes

enriched with smart colorings."

^/

vT
New York (N. Y.) Sun (John S. Cohen, Jr.).

Bride of the Regiment . . . another highly

lighted, stunningly costumed TechnicoloE.* '^®.<

operetta.
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Technicolor, BERtJICE CLAIRE, ALEXANDER GRAY and NOAH BEERY is a
combinolion whic ^ r^,o^es "The Song of the Flome" a real event.

"Song of the West," a Warner Bros. Technicolor triumph — in which JOHN
BOLES, VIVIENNE SEGAL and JOE E. BROWN take leading roles.
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New Bedford (Mass.) Mercury. Gold Diggers

of Broadway . . . gorgeous and amazing in the

beauty and fidelity to nature, of its natural

coior.The many colors and tintswere thrown up-

^<^^i' on the screen with absolutely realistic effect."

New York (N. Y.) News (Irene Thirer). "Sa//y

. . . with Technicolor in its loveliest hues."

s '"•' *^

po^ ^O/ New Orleans (La.) Tribune. The Vagabond
e>j.

^ King . . . one of the most beautiful as well as

I

one of the most spectacular of photoplays.

Its beauty and graphic coloring a re outstanding

I even in this day of film miracles."

'llobe. 'G,

jgives thi

Portland (Ore.) News. "Glorifying the Ameri-

can Girl . . . the overwhelming wealth of color."
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DENNIS KING, in Paramounfs all-Tech-

nicolor hit, "The Vagabond King."

PAUL WHiTEMAN scores heavily in the

sensational "King of Jazz,"

¥
0" .^

J'V^i

New Orleans (La.) Times-Picayune. "On Witli

fhe Show ... is no more to be compared with

the previous color film than the gaudy cover

of a cheap magazine is to be compared with

the fine coloring plates in the National Geo-

graphic Magazine.
"Under a Texos Moon," Warner Bros, outdoor all-

Technicolor production. Packs them in.

WINNIE LIGHTNER in Warner Bros.

Technicolor "Hold Everything."

<5f

New York (N. Y.) American (Regina Crewe).

The Rogue Song . . . the Technicolor in which

the picture has been filmed throughout is more

nearly perfect from start to finish than any

which occurs to memory."

o New York (N. Y.) Herald Tribune (Marguerite

V" c? Tazeloor). "King of Jazz ... an eye-filling spec-

tacle done in Technicolor ... pastel shades...

as lovely as reality and as June."

New York (N. Y.) American (Regina Crewe).

"The Vagabond King . . . photographed en-

tirely in Technicolor, its eye-filling wonders

never cease. Its prismatic brilliance is a lyric

in color. Each setting is an achievement."

(R. ^.V^^^-^-'^'^re in'
Techn.coior.

the

. the
numbers are < . ^^e-

-g^rfwe in the v^°y

"The Rogue Song," M-G-M. This sensational all-Technicolor musical drama has intensified the

demand for color. LAWRENCE TIBBETT— CATHERINE DALE OWEN.
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ECHNICOLOR
PRODUCTION S
BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT, with Vivienne Segal (First National); BRIGHT LIGHTS,

with Dorothy Macicaili (First National); DIXIANA, with Bebe Daniels (Radio Pictures);

FIFTY MILLION FRENCHMEN, all-star cast (Warner Bros.) ; FOLLOW THRU, with

Charles "Buddy" Rogers and Nancy Carroll (Paramount); GOOD NEWS, all-star

4 cast (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),Technicolor Sequences; GOLDEN DAWN, with Walter

^ ^ Woolf and Vivienne Segal (Warner Bros.); HELL'S ANGELS, with Ben Lyon, James

Hall, Jane Winton and Thelma Todd (Caddo), Technicolor Sequences; HOLD

li

; >
« I
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Or. EVERYTHING, with Winnie Lightner, Georges Carpentier and Joe E. Brown (Warner
6

Bros.); KING OF JAZZ, starring Paul Whiteman (Universal); LEATHERNECKING,

with Eddie Foy, Jr., Irene Dunne and Benny Rubin (Radio), Technicolor Sequences;

i(vNO^ LOTTERY BRIDE, with Jeanette MacDonald (United Artists), Technicolor Sequences;

MAMBA, with Eleanor Boardman, Jean Hersholt and Ralph Forbes (Tiffany);

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE, all-star cast (Paramount), Technicolor Sequences;

SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD, with Alice White (First Notional), Technicolor

Sequences; SONG OF THE WEST, with John Boles and Vivienne Segal (Warner

Bros.); SONG OF THE FLAME, with Bernice Claire and Alexander Gray (First

6^
Beautiful DOROTHY MACKAILL, more charming than ever in

Technicolor, scores one of her greatest triumphs in "BRIGHT
LIGHTS," her latest First National and Vitaphone production.

rno
oo

aCO'

National); SWEET KIHY BELLAIRS, with Claudia Dell and Perry Askam (Warner ^o^® j^o<^^
"^

Bros.); THE CUCKOOS, with Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and Dorothy Lee (Radio);

THE FLORODORA GIRL, starring Marion Davies (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Tech-

nicolor Sequences; THE MARCH OF TIME, all-star cast (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),

Technicolor Sequences; THE ROGUE SONG, with Lawrence Tibbeft and Catherine

Dale Owen (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer); THE SINGER OF SEVILLE, starring Ramon

Novorro (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Technicolor Sequences; THE TOAST OF THE

LEGION, with Bernice Claire, Walter Pidgeon and Edward Everett Norton (First

Nulionalj ; THE VAGABOND KING, starring Dennis King, with Jeanette MacDonald
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o n (Paramount); UNDER A TEXAS MObN, with Frank Fay, Noah Beery, Myrna Loy <?° -»">
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°- i and Armida (Warner Bros.); VIENNESE NIGHTS, all-star cast (Warner Bros.);
o n

^ , WOMAN HUNGRY, with Sydney Blackmer and Lila Lee (First National); WHOOPEE,

o 3 sforring Eddie Cantor (Samuel Goldwyn).
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"There is no doubt that the old patronage of the motion picture, together with the new patronage won by

talking pictures, will be awaiting, during the coming season, the industry's best efforts. Hence, there remains

only one great problem—good pictures.^'—From an editorial by Martin J. Quigley, page 20.

American Stars Lack
European Versatility,

Declares H. M. Warner
Producer, in Trip Abroad, Finds

Best Actors Play Most Diver-

sified Roles
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—"Stars of the

European stage and screen—act in a greater

variety of roles than American players," is

the observation of H. M. Warner, president

of V/arner Brothers upon his return from a

European visit.

"In Europe," Warner says, "stars are not

expected to perfect themselves in a single

role and then go on for the rest of their

days repeating that sterile pattern. A first-

rate player is supposed to be a student of

humanity and as such is expected to be able

to interpret youth and age. wealth and pov-
erty, the sophisticated and the naive. Nothing
is beyond his reach, and nothing beneath his

pride.

"I think there is something good in this.

I noticed that a man like Michael Bohnen
might leave his operatic role of, say Hans
Sachs in 'Die Meistersinger' and turn to some
comedy stage, .^nd of course there is the

infinite variety of the great Moissi, vi'ho is

at home in any conceivable role.

"Here in America we are in the grip of the

'star system.' Whether the fault lies with the

public or the plaver or the manager is not
for me to say. The danger is the possibility

of becoming stereotyped We need more
players like the late Lon Chaney. a character
actor of great parts. George Arliss repre-

sents what I mean. Leslie Howard, too, is

an examtjle of versatility.

"I think, however, that the emphasis on the

'star system' i^ fading in this country, and
we are anproachine the ideal of a player w'th
imusual talent who can enrich any role he
attempts."

Columbia Works on Big
Schedule; 7 Units Are
Shooting; 3 More Ready

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Columbia has
started work on one of the heaviest feature

production schedules in its history, with seven
units actually shooting and three more slated

to begin within a week.
Among pictures in production at the studio

are : "Brothers," starring Bert Lytell ; "Fight-

ing Through," with Buck Jones ; "Dirigible,"

featuring Jack Holt and Ralph Graves, and
"Charley's Aunt," which is being made at the

Metropolitan studio.

Work begins next week on "The Criminal

Code," "The Lion and the Lamb" and
"Tol'able David."

F N Writers, Directors

Instructed to Lay Off
6 Weeks, Return Nov, 1

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Most writers anc
directors whose contracts with First National
expire December 1 have been instructed to

take six weeks' layoff now and return -to the

lot November L A clause in the contracts per-

mits such practice.

Edgar Allen Wolf's contract expires this

week. He is dialog director for First National.

General Uptrend Is Indicated
By New Moves in Film Field

Opening of New Theatres in Connection with Expansion

Programs and Profits Which Top Last Year's Totals

Uphold Franklin's Optimistic Outlook
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 4.—In support of the contention made by Harold
B. Franklin that business in general is on the uptrend, are a fevi^ observations

of what recent weeks have brought forth. Fox Film company's assets grew
30 per cent during the first half of the year ; a recent investigation showed
that in general, box office receipts have increased 30 per cent ; Columbia Pic-

tures net earnings for the year ending June 28 passed the million dollar mark,

double that of the previous fiscal year, and the opening of new houses here and

there, coupled with proposed expansion programs gives excellent foundation

to any remarks concerning the revival of business, at least a trend toward

normalcv.

In commenting on the Greater Talkie
Season, and the response to the attractions
that have been launched, Franklin said "we
noticed a decided trend upward at the box
office of our theatres from the coast to the
Mississippi."
Sound equipment installations are in-

creasing, in this country, and the amount
of exports along that line from the United
States during 1930 reached a figure of over
four million and one half dollars. Para-
mount declared a quarterly dividend
amounting to one dollar payable to stock-
holders on September 25, stockholders of
record September 5.

In the matter of "extra-curricula" activi-
ties in the theatre, such as stage shows and
organ presentations, an apparent revival is

under way. Reports come in each day of
an organ being played for the first time
since, etc., and of a house bringing back
stage shows, as the public demands them.
And, upon the premise that people usually
pay to see what they want to see, it is

reasonable to suppose that the period of
greatest depression is over, and that things
are returning to a normal status.

Sooor^s Film Inventions
Draw Extended Comment
From Writer in "Time"

Referring to George K. Spoor's contribu-
tions to motion picture inventions the publica-
tion "Time" says the following: "Long ago
one George K. Spoor experimented with a
primitive projection machine, started the first

film distributing company, became a con-

Hint Censors Favor
Both Disc and Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—Eighty per
cent of the recent Western Electric
installations are combination sound
on disc and on £lm. Previously a
bis: majority were sound on Sim only.
What has prompted the exhibitor to
favor the combination outfit is not
explained by officials, although it is

hinted that censorship may be the de-
ciding factor.

trolling factor in the old Essanay Company.
In 1916 he quit film production but continued
experiments to find new tools. Last week he
announced some new cinema devices developed
with the aid of two engineers, which, coming
from George K. Spoor, may well prove im-

portant
"One of these is a three-dimension repro-

duction of objects on film by use of a camera
with two lenses. . . . Another is a mechanical
instead of the usual electric system for re-

cording sound on film. . . . Inventor Spoor
predicts that by January 1 he will have per-
fected a third new device by which natural

color may be combined with the depth of the

new sound camera."

11 Theatres in Brill

Chain Book Entire
F N Prosperity Group

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—The entire First

National Prosperity Grouo of 35 pictures has
been booked for the Sol Brill chain of 11 the-

atres, located for the most part on Staten
Island.

The arrangement was completed for the
producing company by A. W. Smith, eastern
and Canadian sales manager and Jason C.

Vergesslich, New York state division sales

manager.
The houses involved are the Strand, Lake-

wood, N. J. ; Park Lane, New York ; Strand,
Port Jervis ; Oasis, Brooklyn ; St. George, St.

George, S. I. ; Ritz, Port Richmond, S. I.

;

Liberty, Stapleton, S. I. ; Capitol, West
Brighton, S. I.; Strand, Great Kills, S. I.;

Stadium, Tottenville, S. I.

General Release for

"Hell's Angels" Through
U. A, May Be January

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—"Hell's Angels,"
Howard Hughes' four million dollar air epic,

will be turned over to United Artists for gen-
eral release in Januarj' or February, accord-
ing to present plans.
The picture opened this week at the Tre-

mont in Boston, with Jean Harlow appearing
in person at each performance. On Septem-
lier 15, it opens in Detroit.
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NEW PRODUCT

This department does not attempt to predict the pubh'c's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter.

MONTE CARLO
DIFFERENT AND FINE! Produced

and distributed by Paramount. Director,

Ernst Lubitsch. Adapted from Hans
Mueller's "The Blue Coast" by Ernest

Vajda. Dialog by Vincent Lawrence.
Photographer, Victor Milner. With Jack
Buchanan, Jeanette MacDonald, Zasu
Pitts, Tyler Brooks, Claud Allister,

Edgar Norton, John Roche, Albert Conti,

Helen Garden, Donald Novis, David
Percy, Erik Bey. Release, October 4,

1930. Footage, 7971.

i HERE has been much conversation of late

on the rapid decline in popularity of the screen

musical and its eventual death unless "some-
thing different" were produced. Credit Para-

mount and Ernst Lubitsch with that "some-
thing different."

"Monte Carlo" above all is a screen comedy.
And what director has a keener sense of com-
edy values and situations than Lubitsch? Music
is logically interpolated to further the action

of the story but at no time does one lose the

trend of the story through the introduction of

these songs. They are as necessary to the de-

velopment of the plot as the dialog itself.

Lubitsch's flair for comedy is responsible for

many clever bits, which add twofold to the

gayety of the picture. The action is smooth
and the laughs well timed.

With the opening of the picture one realizes

he is to see a screen musical that is "different."

Here again is a Lubitsch touch. In this scene

you find a train speeding across France carry-

ing Countess Vera von Conti to Monte Carlo
and away from an undesirable marriage. As
the train travels on your hear Jeanette Mac-
Donald singing "Beyond the Blue Horizon," a

melody which should catch on. This sequence
is a beautiful piece of work.

Buchanan and MacDonald will gain in pub-
lic favor through their portrayals in this attrac-

tion. Both have screen personalities and pleas-

ing voices. It is their type of picture.

Here is also a screen musical without danc-
ing "chorines." This is a refreshing feature of

the picture and is a big factor in keeping the
action constantly moving toward the climax.

"Monte Carlo" is the simple story of a count
who poses as a hairdresser to win the heart of
a countess. Not in itself an elaborate theme,
but adaptation and direction have made of it

one of the most enjoyable of recent pictures.

Leo Robin, Richard Wliiting and W. Franke
Harling are responsible for the music, which,
in addition to "Beyond the Blue Horizon,"
includes "Always in All Ways," "Give Me a
Moment Please," "A Job with a Future,"
"Trimmin' the Women" and "She'll Love Me
and Like It." Although "Beyond the Blue
Horizon" is considered by this reporter as the
best of the group, "Always in All Ways" is a

romantic number, sung by Buchanan and Mac-
Donald, which may enter the hit class.

A picture that should not be overlooked.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

HERO OF THE WEEK

ERNST LUBITSCH whose skillful direction of
"lilonte Carlo" has given Paramount a screen
musical comedy that is different, and one which

should win public favor.

MONTE CARLO
Produced and distributed by Para-

mount Publix. Directed by Ernst Lu-
bitsch, Cast: Jeanette MacDorudd, Jack
Buchanan, Zasu Pitts, Tyler Brooke,
Claud Allister, Edgar Norton, John
Roche, Albert Conti, Helen Garden.
Story by Ernest Vajda. Dialog by Vin-

cent Lawrence.

WiHILE this is filled with Lubitsch comedy
and Lubitsch style it proves that even such a

master director as he can draw a bad picture

idea and turn out an under the average Para-

mount picture.

It is, in a word, injured by the use of too

much lyric. The music is beautiful and in

itself a thing of which to be proud; yet the

music comes into the picture at times when
you prefer to know what will happen to the

girl, the money and the Duke. It was the only

way for Lubitsch to sell Jack Buchanan to the

public. His voice is well suited to the talking

screen and to the character. But his personal-

ity and pantomime fall short. He bears no

resemblance to Chevalier; and carries neither

love interest nor comedy.

Lubitsch has made good use of Jeanette Mac-

Donald. Her pulchritude and her voice are the

highlights of the show. Her acting ability,
however, as great as it is, has its limitations.
He refrains from scenes showing her emoting.
His stuff seldom runs to that anyhow but it is

no doubt fortunate for her that she had a
Lubitsch to guide her.

The story suggests the old "Blue Coast" plot.

It follows a girl. Miss MacDonald, the Countess,
from the marriage altar, where she has for-

saken her affianced Duke, through a visit to
Monte Carlo.

Monte Carlo because she has spent all but
10,000 francs and is gambler enough to stake
it all on the hope of regaining a fortune. The
money would give her freedom. She is not in
love with the Duke but his wealth would fortify

her in her social position.

Buchanan, the Count, falls in love with her
in the Casino and in an effort to charm her
becomes her hairdresser. Most of the story
deals with the amusing incidents that that re-

lationship incurs.

The cast, with the exception of Buchanan, is

an able one and is familiar to the customers.
Miss Pitts does her whining lady's maid role

with characteristic competence. Brooke fills in

comedy as a friend of the Count. Edgar Nor-
ton is exceptionally adequate for his role. John
Roche is the sleepy-eyed barber who permits
the Count to do his barbering.— Douglas
Hodges, Hollywood.

* * *

ANIMAL CRACKERS
MARX NONSENSE! Produced and

distributed by Paramount. Directed by
Victor Heerman. From the musical play
by George S. Kaufman, Bert Kalmar,
Morrie Ryskind, Harry Ruby. Screen
play by Morrie Ryskind. Continuity by
Peirre Collings. Camera, George Folsey,
With the Four Marx Brothers, Lillian

Roth, Margaret Dumont, Louis Sarin,

Hal Thompson, Margaret Irving, Kathryn
Reece, Richard Greig, Edward Metcalf.
Release date, September 6. Footage,

8897.

1 F audience reaction means anything, the Four
Marx Brothers, in their screen version of the

popular show, "Animal Crackers," will go its

long happy way for a long while. Repeated
bursts of laughter at the Rialto greeted these

brotherly comedians over every silly but vastly

amusing stunt they tried.

Their comedy in this film is not greatly dif-

ferent from their previous work, but that is in

itself enough to incite boisterousness in any

house. Particularly those who have seen and
enjoyed the Marx Brothers before will appre-

ciate their antics in the new film. Groucho, as

Goeffrcy Spaulding, an African explorer and'

the honor guest at the home of Mrs. Ritten-

house, 'carries the burden of the dialog and'

puts it over delightfully with his amusing ex-

pression and his rapid fire chatter of nonsense.

It is all nonsense, of course, but nobody
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cares. It is all silly, but everybody laughs,

whether they want to or not. Chico Marx, as

Ravelli, an Italian musician entertains on the

piano in his usual burlesque manner, at the

same time, howerer, giving evidence of his re-

markable skill at the instrument. Chico an-

nounces his rates for playing as higher each

time he does not play, and when he does begin,

goes over and over the same tune because he

does not know how it ends, or must have gone

right by the finish without knowing it, while

Groucho has a mild case of hysterics.

A valuable painting, intended for initial ex-

hibition at the house party, is mysteriously
replaced by an imitation, then the imitation is

stolen. The honorable Spaulding attempts to

solve the mystery and goes into a huddle with
Ravelli, who decides, after much deliberation

that the painting, if it is not in the house, must
be next door. But Groucho informs him that

there is no house next door. Then, says the

brilliant Ravelli, one must be built, from which
point the two lay plans on the table for the

new home. However, they cannot agree as to

who will occupy which room.

Harpo plays the part of professor and is

brilliantly effective without speaking a line. As
usual, his capacious clothing hides innumer-

able objects, from fish to cutlery to what-not

and he drops exactly the right article at exactly

the right moment. After rendering a harp

solo, which is really a fine piece of work,
Harpo opens his month in a vast yawn, and the

audience knows that even for a moment, it

must not take this film seriously.

One of the most amusing sequences of the

picture is the attempt on the part of Harpo and
Chico to teach Mrs. Rittenhouse and her friend

how bridge should be played. Harpo finally

makes a grand slam with a hand composed of

some 13 aces, having dealt the hand in his own
peculiar manner.

It develops that there are three paintings in

a continual state of disappearance, one being

the copy of the original made by the sweet-

heart of Mrs. Rittenhouse's daughter, who
takes an opportunity to sing a number with

her young friend, which is well done, despite

the fact that the melody is not particularly

catchy. At the conclusion, all four of the

Brothers Marx tell the police that they are the

culprits in the matter of the stolen masterpiece,

and Harpo brings forth from somewhere all

three of the pictures.

Lillian Roth, as the daughter, is attractive

and possessed of a good voice, while Margaret

Dumont does excellently as Mrs. Rittenhouse

(to whom Groucho makes one of the most amus-

ing marriage proposals imaginable). Zeppo, the

fourth of the brothers, is as near to being re-

spectable in dress and manners as is possible

for a Marx. He takes the part of a secretary

to the great Captain Spaulding.

This film is all nonsense and very silly. But

it is funny and scores definitely, not so much
as a musical comedy on the screen but as a

vehicle for the four inimitable Marx Brothers.
—Charles S. Aaronson, New York City.

ANIMAL CRACKERS
A CRACKERJACK! Produced and

distributed by Paramount Publix. Di-

rected by Victor Heerman. Based on
musical play by George S. Kaufman,
Bert Kalmar, Morris Ryskind and Harry
Ruby. Screen play by Morris Ryskind.
Continuity by Pierre Collings. Photo-
graphed by George Folsey. Cast:

Groucho Marx, Harpo Marx, Chico Marx
and Zeppo Marx, Lillian Roth, Margaret
Dumont and Margaret Irving.

T WICE since the advent of talking pictures

have the Marx Brothers determined upon a

fling at the screen. In each venture they have
been successful. Their latest work is "Animal
Crackers," which opens at one or two theatres

in California this week.

The finished print was shipped here from the

Astoria, L. I., studios a few days ago and was

HEROINE OF THE WEEK

FIFi D'ORSAYf for her fine accent and rolling
eyes in M C M's "Three French Girls," though
the reporter says that **the cameraman did not
give her the pictorial breaks," adding that

"she's better looking in real life."

previewed this week in Hollywood. I am as-

sured therefore that nothing remains to be
done to the show and that what I saw will
henceforth be a part of the picture.

Heerman has done a good job on it but not
so good a job as the actors themselves, with
especial emphasis on the work of Groucho.
It is needless to say that Harpo and Chico add
greatly to the picture. They are good minors
to carry on the action when Groucho has been
worked to death. Both men are exceedingly
funny. But neither of them, in my estimation,
would ever reach starring roles individually
while I believe Groucho would.

Heerman's virtue lay in his ability to balance
the work of the comedians in a manner that
did not rob the story of its action. His failure

was in permitting Margaret Dumont to stand
on one foot through eight reels of photograph-
ing. He could have well used Lillian Roth
to better advantage. She is an able comedi-
enne and carries love interest when the occa-

sion arises. In this picture she appears far

too seldom.

But what Heerman has done, regardless of

such comparatively inconsequential oversights,

is to turn out a show that is every bit as funny
and entertaining as "Cocoanuts." A man in the

prime of life, with a good liver, a bank bal-

ance and with an evening for a picture show
would no doubt laugh continuously from the

opening to the fadeout. He naturally would
call that his "money's worth."

Paramount has permitted the wise expendi-

ture of money in beautiful sets. Production
value was given considerable attention because
of the contrasting raggedness of the Marx
Brothers themselves. The picture's setting is

in a wealthy woman's mansion. The scenes

continue in various parts of her estate

throughout.

In order to satisfy the romantic strain in the

audience the oil painting sequences are intro-

duced. A large group of people have gathered

at the Rittenhouse Estate to witness the un-

covering of a famous oil. Among the guests

are the explorer (Groucho), his secretary

(Zeppo), a noted professor (Harpo), and a

musician (Chico). The hostess' daughter is in

love with a young artist who has made a fine

copy of the painting to be unveiled. He is

as yet unrecognized for his artistic ability. His

fiancee attempts to switch the original with the
copy in order to play a practical joke on the
guests and art critics. It is natural that her
endeavors result in the recognition of the

young artist, and the happy ending ensues.—
Douglas Hodges, Hollywood.

THREE FRENCH GIRLS
EYES 'N ACCENT! Produced and

distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
From a story by P. G. Wodehouse. Di-
rected by Harry Beaumont. Screen play
and dialog by Dale Van Every and
Arthur Freed. With Reginald Denny,
Fifi D'Orsay, Clifford (Ukelele Ike) Ed-
wards, Yola D'Avril, George Grossman,.
Roscoe Ates, Polly Moran, Sandra Ravet
and Eddie Brophy.

U'ET P. G. Wodehouse, in his inimitable style,

write a story about the not-so-dissolute young
nephew of a duke, the creaking duke, a pair
of East Side toughs and three pretty damsels,
with a French background tossed in, and you
have something at which to laugh. Harry Beau-
mont, in directing the motion picture version
by Van Every and Freed, has missed much of
Wodehouse's delicate humor, but the show has
its laughs just the same.
The story itself is not highly original. The

young Briton, Denny, falls in love with the
very French Miss D'Orsay, but they quarrel
because Miss D'Orsay believes Denny a phil-

anderer. Denny, with exceptional artistry,

ironically makes love to her at a rehearsal of

her proposed spite wedding to his decrepit
uncle. She finally capitulates. Denny's deli-

cate interpretation of his role is splendid.
Cliff Edwards has his usual humorous and

musical moments. Backgrounds featuring jails

and mule-infested barns help his comedy. His
impersonation of a monkey to get his com-
panions and himself out of the jail packs a

laugh. But why, when it is patent from the
picture that there is no orchestra within, let us
say, 12 miles of the ukelele-player, must Beau-
mont have an orchestral accompaniment for

him? Edwards needs no such bolstering.

The title is rather misleading. There are
three French girls in the picture, but Miss
D'Orsay and Denny and their love are the

whole thing. The other young women spend
most of their time bearing the brunt of the
humor of Edwards and his rough little pal,

Eddie Brophy. George Grossman, cast as the

antique duke with a young heart, gives stand-

ard portrayal No. 1856 of an antique duke with
a young heart and misses many an opportunity.

Fifi's accent is fine and her eyes roll well,

but the cameraman didn't give her the pictoried

breaks. She's better looking in real life. Ros-
coe Ates and Polly Moran have a few feet of

celluloid and m^anage to be funny for that

very short time. Polly, who has been clicking

so heavily of late, seems out of place in such a

limited part.

Beaumont was so busy injecting humor that

he let plot and motivation suffer. The plot is

decidedly frothy—but, all in all, the picture is

good entertainment.

—

Edward Churchill, Holly-
wood.

TOP SPEED
FAST MOVING COMEDY! Produced

and distributed by First National. Direct-

ed by Merviyn LeRoy. From the stage

play by Bolton, Kalmar and Ruby.
Screen version by Humphrey Pearson
and Henry McCarty. Editor, Harold
Young. Camera, Sid Hickox. With Joe
E. Brown, Bemice Claire, Jack Whiting,
Frank McHugh, Laura Lee, Rita Flynn,
Edmund Breese, Wade Boteler. Cyril

Ring, Edwin Maxwell, Billy Bletcher.

Release date, August 4. Footage, 7200.

JOE E. BROWN, in a loud checkered golf

suit and making the most of his extraordinary

mouth and comic grin, is to a great extent re-

sponsible for the undoubted success of this
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screen version of the legitimate stage hit of a

short while ago. Light, with just enough plot

in the story to give Brown and Jack Whiting
something to work with, the film moves at a

fast pace, ending with a speed boat race which
brings in gome really good photography, the

comic relief being supplied very ably by the

comedian in another boat %vithout a wheel to

steer by.

Brown and Whiting are two clerks from Wall

street on a vacation, who decide to spend at

least one night "in the money." In other other

words, to engage a room in a very fashionable

hotel. Bro\\Ti spins a yarn to all the girls pres-

ent regarding the great financial deals in which
the firm of Brooks (Whiting) and Peterson

(Brown) have been involved. At the moment
an automobile, attempting to climb a tree, and
failing, brings Virginia Rollins and Babs Green
into the lives of the pair. Virginia's father is

a motor manufacturer who stands to win or

lose a fortune, more or less, on the stock ex-

change, depending on the performance of his

i^peedboat in the race scheduled for the follow-

ing day.

Brooks is introduced to Rollins, and the

daughter tells her father how much of a motor

expert the young clerk is, having derived her

information from that fertile source, Peterson.

Rollins decides to permit Brooks to handle his

boat in the race, and a business rival of the

manufacturer attempts to bribe the young man,

who accepts in order to save the race for

Rollins.

Meanwhile, Peterson is having a great time

with Virginia's friend, Babs, and here again we
have song and dance numbers, which, for once,

seem not to be too burdensome, particularly

a bit with Brown and Laura Lee, who plays

Babs, doing a dance number. Brown's comedy
is real and amusing. His very appearance is

cause enough for laughter, but beyond that, he

possesses a manner all his own for putting his

lines across which makes for extremely effec-

tive comedy.
Brooks wins the race, the truth about the two

broker's clerks is known, and everybody is

happy, with the exception of the sheriff, who is

disappointed in his anticipation of arresting

the two lads.

Bernice Claire sings well, and acts better.

Laura Lee is amusing and teams very well with

Brown, and Frank McHugh does a bit as in a

state of intoxication which rates praise. Jack

Whiting has an attractive singing voice which

he uses to advantage.

Taken as a whole, this picture is good fun

which should make the public laugh, and laugh

again, for Joe E. Brown has that something

of which real comedians are made. That, com-

bined with a good cast and a fast action story,

rates this as a comedy hit.

—

Charles S. Aaron-

son, New York City.

MELODIE DES HERZEN
MELODY OF HEARTS

GERMAN TALKER. Produced and
distributed by UFA. An Erich Pommer
production. Directed by Hanns Schwarz.
Author, Hans Szekely. Musical compo-
sition and direction by Werner R. Hey-
niann. Sound, Fritz Thiery. Camera,
Guenther Rittau. With Dita Parlo, Willy
Fritsch, Geroe Maly, Marosa Simon,
Janoes Koermendy, Juliska D. Ligeti,

Anni Meves, Ilka Gruening, Laszlo

Dezsoeffy, Ufatone orchestra. Release
date, August 29. Footage, 8.061.

-L HIS is UFA's first talking picture, and it

must be said that it by no means measures up
t<> the standard expected from the foreign pro-

flucing company, as judged by such pictures as

"Variety" and "Metropolis," which rated de-

cided commendation as silents a few years back.

Something much finer might well have been
expected from the supervision of Erich
Pommer.
The film is being shown in both German and

English versions, runninc simultaneously at

two of the smaller New York cinemas. At a

preview, a combination of the two languages

was used, the first half in English and the lat-

ter portion in German. The scene is set in
Budapest, Hungarian capital, and the pho-
tography here is one redeeming feature of the
production. Several excellent panoramic views
of the city as seen from a height, the trysting
place of the young soldier and the peasant girl,

are noteworthy.
The story is an old one, involving the coun-

try girl, Julia, played by Dita Parlo, who finds

work in the big city as a house maid. At the
fair, she meets Janos, Hungarian soldier, and
they fall in love, planning ahead to the time
when they can return to the farm life from
which they both have come, with their own
horse and cart in which to drive about. But
Julia loses her job, and knowing little of the

life of the city, is easily led by a mercenary
landlady into an easy way of earning a living.

On one occasion, Janos is dragged, much
against his will, into the Paradise Cafe, where
he sees a girl ascending the stairs, dressed in

the cheap finery which has an unmistakable
identity. He recognizes Julia as the girl, and,

his illusions shattered, returns to the farm. In

despair he agrees to marry as his parents de-

sire, when Julia suddenly appears and the

ending is as expected.

There is nothing original in the story to

bring it above the average picture of this type.

German people in this country will undoubt-
edly derive pleasure from it, if for no other

reason than because it is a typically German
setting. Especially will this be true of Ger-

man-born Americans. But the American audi-

ence will find nothing to recommend itself in

the film. The romantic interest too heavily

predominates to the exclusion of all else. The
action drags, numerous songs introduced at

every opportunity helping to a considerable

extent to slow the pace of the picture.

However, Dita Parlo does a sincere piece of

work in her portrayal of the peasant girl,

though Willy Fritsch as the soldier lover is not

more than fair. The balance of the cast is at

least satisfactory.

This first UFA venture into the realm of

the talking picture cannot be rated very highly,

particularly by reason of too much dragging

romance in a decidedly weak story.

—

Charles S.

Aaronson, Neiv York City.

ON YOUR BACK
A FIFTH AVENUE MADAM! Pro-

duced and distributed by Fox Film Cor-

poration. From a story by Rita Wei-
man. Directed by Guthrie McClintic.

Screen play and dialog by Howard J.

Green. Photographed by Joseph August.

With Irene Rich, H. B. Warner, Marion
Schilling Wheeler Oakman. Ilka Chase,

Rose Dione, and Arthur Hoyt. Release

date, September 14.

T
*- HIS story was probably a good short one
of the type favored by the magazine of sniall

size and large circulation in which it was pub-
lished. It was not a happy selection for pic-

ture material, however, with censors prowling
around looking for every argument they can

find against the industry. Weiman's story may
have been original, but if the sex of the

principal characters were reversed and the high

class costume shop dressing omitted, one would
have "The God of Vengeance," a play which
had so repugnant a theme that seven years

ago its Broadway production was stopped by
police.

Here is the story: Irene Rich, a woman of

poor birth, by hard work and clever ideas,

together with an acquired French accent, works
her way from a clothing shop on the Bowery,
via 14 Street, to ownership of a successful

theatrical gown shop in the Forties. The ma-
jority of her clientele is of the show world,

and she is doing well, but her vaulting am-

bition can see nothing but the smartest shop

on Fifth avenue. She is hesitating to make
the move, fearing her inability to attract Park
avenue women, when her bookmaker suggests

another way which she accepts. This is to

draw the philandering Park avenue men, in-

troducing them to the pretty but poor Broad-

way girls while they are trying on the gowns.

The scheme works, she gets the cash, the girls

get the gowns, and the men get the girls.

Everything is fine until her son comes home
from Yale. He gets a job from Irene's big-
gest broker customer. The latter is wooing a
little show girl whom Irene presented to him.
At the time of the presentation, she persuaded
the girl to buy gowns for which she could not
pay, offering to defer payment until the girl's

fall production opened. Everything is serene
until the boy, Raymond Hackett, while dancing
with his mother meets his boss and the girl,

portrayed respectively by H. B. Warner and
Marion Schilling. Tbe meeting reveals to the
elder pair that the youngsters were sweet-
hearts at New Haven. Panicstricken at this

danger to her ambitions for the boy, the mother
sends for the girl the next morning and de-

mands immediate payment, knowing there is

but one place for her to get it.

The girl confides in her roommate, who calls

Warner. The latter brings the check while
Hackett is with the girl. He demands to know,
and the girl explans that Warner is lending
her money to settle an urgent debt. Warner
reveals his true purpose, the girl tears up the
check, and the boy goes to his mother for the

money. She is upbraiding him, when the girl

calls; she sees the girl alone, and forces her
to acquiesce in their wedding by threatening
to tell the boy the true situation. They de-

part, and three minutes later Rich is singing

that "she's sitting on top of the world."
The direction is good, but the story develop-

ment is bad. The first part drags badly. Rich
overacts at times, as does Hackett. The char-

acters do not ring true.

—

Hunter Lovelace,

Hollywood.
^ ^ ^

LET'S GO NATIVE
A WOW! Produced and distributed

by Parajnount. Director, Leo McCarey.
.Authors, George Marion, Jr., and Percy
Heath. Adaptation and dialog same.
Music and lyrics by Richard Whiting and
Marion. Editor, Merrill White. Pho-
tographer, Victor Milner. With Jack
Oakie, Jeanette MacDonald, James Hall,

Skeets Gallagher, William Austin, Kay
Francis, David Newell, Charles Sellon,

Eugene Pallette. Release, August 16,

1930. Footage. 6787.

P-L ARAPHRASING an old saying about a per-
son knowing his onions. Paramount knows its

comedies—and how!
In "Let's Go Native," the company has one of

the neatest burlesques that this reporter has
had the privilege of seeing in many moons.

It would be hard to put the finger on the
one person responsible for this howl. Prob-
ably no one person is. Just read the introduc-
tory paragraph and credit every name with a

share of the success.

The story is inconsequential, which disproves
the theory that the story's the thing. It's the

gags and the dialog that one remembers after

the fadeout.

Just who might be classed as the star, or

stars, of the piece is problematical. It is one
of those pictures in which each player, whether
in bits or in featured roles, must be an expert.

The burden of the responsibility of course is

upon Jack Oakie and Jeanette MacDonald, and
no one can doubt their ability. Oakie ranks
among the topnotchers of the comedians
brought to the screen through the audible film.

One cannot imagine Oakie as acting. He is so

natural in everything he does before the

camera.
Nothing but praise can be accorded each

player. One in particular cannot be over-

looked and that one is Eugene Pallette who,
as boss of the furniture movers, offers some of

the best comedy of the picture.

"Let's Go Native" is an easy going comedy.
It seems that the whole cast was out for a

good time, and not conscious that a camera
was grinding on them.
This was Paramount's second comedy hit to

ooen on Broadwav last week, the other beina

"Monte Carlo." which is having an extended

run at the Rialto.

For honest-to-goodness fun don't slip up on
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"Let's Go Native." Laughs of the audience
may shake the roof, but the box office will pay
for the repairs.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.
^ * ^

OUTSIDE THE LAW
GOOD CROOK DRAMA! Produced

and distributed by Universal. Director,
Tod Browning. Story by Browning and
Garrett Fort. Photographer, Roy Over-
bough. Recording supervisor, C. Roy
Hunter. Synchronization and score by
David Broekman. Editor, Milton Car-
ruth. Art director, W. R. Schmitt. With
Mary Nolan, Edward G. Robinson, Owen
Moore, Edwin Sturgis, John George, Del-
mar Watson, DeWitt Jennings, Rockcliffe
Fellowes. Frank Burke, Sydney Bracey.
Release, September 18. Footage, 7095.

T,OD BROWNING brings an entertaining
crook drama to the screen in "Outside the
Law," his own story which previously had been
filmed as a silent.

Always a good director. Browning excels in
this type of story. He has incorporated skil-

fully closeups as introductory to each sequence
which add to the picture both pictorially and
dramatically.

"Outside the Law" is not the usual crook
drama. There runs through it a more definite
love interest than is generally found in pic-

tures of this type. It brings out the human
element of the underworld character, and it

accomplishes this without in any way making
a hero of him.

Browning in his direction has made the story

move rapidly. At times, however, he has per-

mitted Mary Nolan to over-emphasize her
dramatic scenes.

Edward Robinson, transplanted from the

stage to the screen by Universal, is one of the
best of those who have portrayed the role of
gangland leader. His is a difficult role, that of
an Eurasian, yet he handles it with keen
perception.

It makes one happy to know that the talker
has not robbed the screen of a member of the
Moore family. In this instance, Owen is the
cleancut actor of the silent picture. May we
see more of him.
The story of "Outside the Law" revolves

around the robbery of a metropolitan bank by
a crafty cracksman and the complications aris-

ing after his refusal to split fifty-fifty with the
leader of the underworld.

"Outside the Law" ranks as one of the best
of the crook dramas. Browning's direction is

superb. His comedy, through suggestion only,
offers some of the cleverest bits in the picture.
In introducing many of the sequences he

intrigues you through the use of the closeup

—

perhaps the closeup of only a pair of hands,
or feet. In like manner the climax is por-
trayed—a scene showing only the hands of
Moore and Nolan on the court bench as they
are sentenced to prison.

A fine picture.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York
City.

* * *

SPURS
WESTERN! Produced by Hoot Gib-

son for distribution through Universal
Pictures. Inc. Written and directed by
Reeves Eason. Photographed by H. Neu-
mann. With Hoot Gibson. Helen Wright,
Philo McCullough, Robert Homans,
Franke Clarke and others. Running
lime, one hour.

I WAS not impressed by this Western. It has
much remarkable scenery, good photography.

and some very skilful riding by Gibson, as
well as others, through a canyon strewn with
boulders, but the story is silly. It teems with
improbabilities, and with deferments of indi-
cated action for no reason that we could de-
cipher at the time, or later.

The picture deals with Gibson's efforts to

eradicate a gang of rustlers who have shot his

father's friend, and who have an impregnable
hideaway in a rocky canyon, defended by a

machine gun. At the start of the picture, Gib-
son has located a secret entrance and, while
the main gang is away, captures three of them.
He discovers that his father's foreman is the
head man, and the murderer. However, in-

stead of taking his prisoners to the sheriff,

with sufficient evidence to hang the rest of the

gang, he ties them in an abandoned shack,

guarded by his buddy. Moreover, he gives

them an oportunity to escape by taking away
the buddy to ride with him in a rodeo. As
if this were not enough, he hints at his dis-

coveries to his father in front of the foreman,
thus giving the latter provocation to shoot at

him from ambush.

The draggy rodeo over, the news is flashed

that the three have escaped, and that the whole
gang has escaped and is on the way to the

hideout, with the murdered man's small son

and the buddy as condemned prisoners. This

gives rise to rapid riding, miraculous feats, and
the extermination of the band via Chicago
methods.

Of course, starting the story at the end, as it

were, it was necessary to do something to keep
it going for five reels, but it is a pity to waste

Gibson's extraordinary personality and talents

on such material as this.

—

Hunter Lovelace,

Hollyivood.

Lubitsch Now Heads
Eastern Production

OfParamount Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Ernst Lubitsch,
Paramount's ace director, is leaving the West
Coast permanently next week. He has been
transferred to the Astoria studios, with the
assignment of general director of Eastern
production. Along with Lubitsch goes Hec-
tor Turnbull, who will supervise Clara Bow's
next picture, to be produced in the Long Is-

land studio. It is likely that Turnbull will

also remain permanently at Astoria.

1500 Disabled Soldiers

See First Talking Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Fifteen hundred
disabled veterans of American wars saw and
heard their first talking picture when "Reno"
was shown in the auditorium of the National
Soldiers' Home at Sawtelle, Cal.

The Sono Art-World Wide film, which is

scheduled for fall release, was personally ex-
hibited by Ruth Roland, star of the picture.

A short feature, "Voice of Hollywood," in

which Miss Roland acts as announcer and
introduces a number of actors, was also
shown. RCA portable sound equipment was
loaned by the company for the showing.

ffJiggs in ''Big Dog House
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Jiggs. a dog,
will make his debut as a villain in "The Big
Dog House," which Zion Myers and Jules
White are directing for M G M. Jiggs had
the hero role in "College Hounds" and "All's
Quiet on the K-9 Front." Oscar will be
"leading lady" in the "big prison drama" of
dogland.

Producers Draw Rigid
Lines on Conduct of Their
Employees at the Studios

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Concrete actions
taken by certain studio heads, members of the

producers' organization, since the adoption of
the new code indicate that many producers
are taking a greater moral interest in the in-

dustry than is requested by the code. In or-

der to enforce the spirit of the code, produc-
ers are stamping out any association which
might possess the incipient ingredients of
scandal. They also have determined to pre-
clude the fan magazines from making use of
copy of this sort.

In one instance, an employee whose amours,
it is believed, could not possibly hurt his value
to his employers even if they reached the
public prints, has been summarily dismissed
by the head of the organization. In another,
a writer under contract to the same studio as
his inamorata, had been notified that if he
were seen with her in Dublic again, his dis-

charge would follow. He was seen, and is

now off the lot. In still another, a man
whose associations have been none too savory,
was employed by a studio with the specific

understanding that his first misdemeanor, or
indication of slipping, would be regarded as
cause for dismissal. He was seen several
times with a featured player on the lot. Re-
garding his intentions as plain, the studio
head wasted no words, but discharged him
immediately.

_
Hollywood at large, impressed bj' these in-

cidents, is revising opinions erroneously held
of these studio heads prior to their decisive
actions.

«i'Liliom" for "Holiday"?
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. Sept. 4.—Tt is reported
that "Liliom" will replace "Holiday" at the
Carthay Circle theatre here. "Liliom" is a
Fox picture directed by Frank Borzage.

Many FN Players
And Directors Busy
At Others ' Studios

(Sfccial to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Following the

seasonal shutdown at the First National
studios at Burbank, studio officials this week
made public the following disposition of
personnel

:

Frank Lloyd, loaned to Fox to direct Ann
Harding in "East Lynne" ; Howard Hawks,
loaned to Columbia to direct "The Criminal
Code" ; David Manners to Paramount to play
opposite Ruth Chatterton in a current pro-
duction ; Dorothy Peterson to San Francisco
to play in "Young Love," stage show ; Dick
Barthelmess on vacation in Canada, Texas
and New York.

Joe E. Brown, on personal appearance tour
through the East ; Sydney Blackmer to New
York to play opposite his wife, Lenore Ulric,
in "Keys to Paradise," legitimate ; Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., to be loaned; Walter Huston
to United Artists for "The Dove"; Jack
Whiting and Ona Munson to New York City
for Warner Brothers musical presentations;
Fred Kohler to Fox; Marilyn Miller, East
for the theatrical season; Otis Skinner, same;
Edward G. Robinson, same.

Scenario writers remaining for work on
productions scheduled to start in November
are Humphrey Pearson, Henry McCarty,
Francis Edward Faragoh, Waldemar Young
and John Monk Saunders. The publicity de-
partment remains intact so far.

Directors William A. Seiter, Clarence Bad-
ger, Mervyn LeRoy, Hobart Henley and Wil-
liam Beaudine are on vacation. Hal B. Wal-
lis and C. Graham Baker, in joint executive
control, leave for the East for vacations with-
in three weeks.
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R K O Starts on "Cimarron";
Warners and "U" Studios Busy

Warner Plant Starting Barrymore and Bebe Daniels-Ben Lyon
Pictures—Universal Puts Five More in Work

And Has Five in Cutting Room
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Production highlights at the major film factoriiesi

this week included the actual start o£ filming on R K O's much-heralded "Cimar-

ron." Warner and Universal topping shooting schedules with a heavy increase in

filming were the onl}' outstanding activities along production lines.

Warners, on the last lap of their 1930-31 his newest comedy now filming at Educa-
schedule, have 22 pictures finished, four
filming and nine to start immediately. A
John Barrymore work and a Bebe Daniels-
Ben Lyons film are on the list to start.

Universal has put five pictures in the cut-
ting rooms during August and have four
new ones in work this week. Edwin
Carewe's "Resurrection" and a chapter-
play, "Finger Prints," will start within a
few days. Kenneth Harlan and Edna Mur-
phy are featured in the serial.

Two Versions of "East Lynne"
"East Lynne" will have two versions

made by different companies. Fox has
borrowed Frank Lloyd from First National
to direct it, which will border close to the
stage original. Halperin Brothers, of Lib-
erty Productions, have the same story in
preparation under the title of "Ex-Flame."
No conflict is expected between the two
pictures as Liberty has modernized its

story quite a bit.

Ernst Lubitsch and Hector Turnbull are
in New York looking after their new jobs.
Lubitsch has been appointed supervising
director of the Paramount eastern plant
and is preparing to direct an untitled fea-
ture. Turnbull is with him to take charge
of films starring Clara Bow, Ruth Chatter-
ton and Claudette Colbert. Mary Brian is

also a new arrival there with Clara Bow,
Jean Hersholt, Ruth Chatterton and others
packing their bags to make pictures at
Long Island.

Lloyd Hamilton Tree-Sitter

Lloyd Hamilton has turned tree-sitter. In

Camera Planes to

Show Settler Rush
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—In film-
ing the Oklahoma land rush scenes in
"Cimarron," RK O will make use of
camera planes to portray the immens_s
line of would-be settlers as it dashes
across the Northern border of the
state. Air shots have hitherto been
unused in pictures of the early West,
overhead shots being taken from
mountain peaks. This line, being in
width instead of length, cannot be
pictured in the former method, and
this necessitates the resort to a me-
dium not in existence during the
period of the story.

tional, all kinds of endurance contests take
place with Hamilton doing ten months
among the leafy branches.

Melville Brown, directing "Check and
Double Check" for R K O, contends that it

would be a sore disappointment to the

many Amos 'n' Andy fans to find them
different on the screen than they have been
visualized on the air. Says he : "I feel

confident that when the film is released, the
two black-face artists will be recognized as
the taxicab promoters that everyone knows
over the radio."

Eddie Quillan will be "Looking for
Trouble" in his next for Pathe. It starts

soon with Russell Mack directing. Sup-
porting Quillan are Margaret Livingston,
Robert Gleckler, Miriam Seegar, James
Gleason, Bob Armstrong, Dorothy Christy
and Morgan Wallace.

Fred Niblo Leaves
After 6 Years With

MGM;May Go to UA
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
_
Sept. 4.—Fred Niblo,

whose association with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
dates back to 1924, leaves that organization
with the expiration of his contract this month.
After directing several highly successful pic-

tures for Douglas Fairbanks, Niblo was
called on to take over the direction of the

Metro production problem "Ben Hur," which
he turned into one of the biggest pictures of
all time. Since that time, he has directed pic-

tures for the organization which ran the gamut
in type.

Upon his return from a vacation of a month
in the East, it is expected that Niblo will

again make his headquarters at United
Artists.

Lon Chaney's Last Film
Holds Over in Hollywood

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Lon Chaney's
"Unholy Three" is being held over for an-
other week or more at the Rialto here due
to popular request. The house operates un-
der a one week showing policy.

Now Comes Perfume
To "Match Picture"

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.— West
Coast Perfume Company has begun
the manufacture and distribution of

scented pellets used by theatres to

"match their pictures." It is not a

sequence odor particularly— merely
a "picture odor." A picture starring

Jack Gilbert may have a distinctly

fragrant aroma of rose and honey-
suckle. A picture starring George
Bancroft may as well have a sulphur

and glycerine odor.

This week at a preview the Fox
theatre in San Bernardino, Cal., ex-

perimented with it for "Three French
Girls." In that case, however, advan-

tage was taken of the sequence rather

than of the picture. When a long se-

quence opened with the entire cast in

a haymow set the smell of stored

clover was distributed through the

ventilating system with remarkable

results. Not one person who watched
the picture had suspected the use of

the incense, according to an inquiring

Herald-World reporter who met
them directly after the show.

The pellet does its work and is im-

mediately removed from the vent.

The odor almost as quickly vanishes.

No staleness followed in the case

reported.

Academy Summons
Technicians to Talk

OnWide Film Facts
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—The Papers and
Program Committee of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences has arranged
meetings of technicians in the industry on
September 10 and 17 to discuss production

problems and possibilities in connection with

the use of wider film.

Every major company to date has experi-

mented with the wide film and rumors have
been flying thick and fast. The object of the

sessions is to get at actual facts in connection

with the film by calling on those who have
used it.

Paramount Refuses Offer
For ''American Tragedy**

;

Eisenstein May Direct
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Refusing an at-

tractive offer from Universal for the rights to

"An American Tragedy," Theodore Dreiser's

outstanding novel of a few years ago, Para-
mount has practically decided to turn the

story over to Sergei Eisenstein to write and
direct as his first American vehicle.

Bsea mam
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ENTIRELY too much comment has recently

- been circulated, editorially and soap

boxially, on "What's wrong with the movies.

In no case have the critics uttered a sound

thought or drawn a reliable conclusion. In

most cases the remarks spring from pens and

tongues that have little else to occupy them.

The plaint is as old as the cinema but I have

yet to find one who takes time to find evils in

the industry who has ever been meagerly suc-

cessful in it afterwards.

This is a trade based upon initiative and

ideas; and system and efficiency follow in

importance.

Whenever a man begins arguing Business

Methods, Actors Equity or Whatnot in this

industry he should at once advise himself lo

go back to the lumber mills or the tanneries.

The high price here is set on ingenuity and

novelty. The town has no use for penurious

timekeepers. They work on railroads.

A

People in Los Angeles County play about

$600,000 worth of miniature golf a month. A
million is the estimated number of fans.

Mary Pickford opened a course this week

on Wilshire and La Cienega. It cost her

$50,000. (It's a nice little course.)

Jackie Coogan's course, which is equally

nice, opens the middle of this week.

I have been snubbing Mr. Tom Thumb to

keep faith with Frank Whitbeck and Clayton

Sheehan but so far results have been dis-

couraging.

Norman Krasna tried once to break down

my resistance but the evening ended with him

and me looking at a First National preview.

His stamina that night was low.

A

Mark Larkin asked a youngster what paper

he represents and when the cub replied :
"The

Evening Record," Mark said: "That's good. I

used to be city editor of the Record myself."

The cub rejoined: "Yeh, I'm meetin' them

all over town
!"

A

George Marshall will sign a contract next

week with a studio. Three offers have been

made him. Whether it is directing, supervis-

ing or writing depends on which of the three

he accepts.

There . are 300 people here classed as fan

magazine writers. None of them is earning

more than $3,000 a year from the fan stuff,

except cases of salaried writers. Many of

them earn less than $300 a year. The less

competent of the fold are a constant annoy-

ance even to press agents.

Studios, unable to get rid of them, have

made restrictions which prevent them from in-

terviewing players without having sold the

idea first to the Western editor of a maga-

zine.

There are 16 magazines ; next month there

will be 18. Two years ago there were only

45 people writing regularly for fan magazines.

Glamour rather than money has attracted so-

ciety editors from every corner of the globe.

Too, possibly, the quality of material printed

by the journals has encouraged countless in-

ferior writers to attempt it. The magazines

themselves probably could quickly solve the

problem by merely demanding manuscript that

it is well written; and paying to get it.

But, then, perhaps, the readers would object.

—DOUGLAS HODGES.

ColumbiaCompletes Shootingof
"Dirigible"With U. S. Navy Aid

Two Hundred Extras Chosen from Among New York City's Jobless

In Cooperation with City Hall—Ruth Chatterton Signs New
Paramount Contract—Healy in Varieties Comedy

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—^Columbia Pictures takes its place in Eastern pro-

duction with the completion of shooting at the United States Naval Air Station

at Lakehurst, N. J., for the new picture, "Dirigible."

In an efTort to relieve the unemployment situation to a certain extent, 200

extras were chosen from among the city's jobless with the cooperation of the

New York City employment bureau, to act as atmosphere for scenes of

"Dirigible" which were made at City Hall.

The plot of the picture calls for some shots

of the return of a famous flier, and Frank
Capra, director, conceived the idea of using
New York's welcome center, and at the same
time affording employment to a number of
jobless.

Music by Navy Yard Band
By courtesy of the United States Navy

department, the Navy Yard band supplied the

atmospheric music. A large crowd of curious
people did its unwitting share in making the
sequence realistic and effective, while the New
York police department gave its assistance to

the extent of more than 100 officers. The
entire "Dirigible" company, including Jack
Holt and Ralph Graves, the featured players,

have left for the Coast, where the production
will be completed.
Ruth Chatterton, whose latest starring

vehicle, "Anybody's Woman," was held over
a second week at the New York Paramount,
has signed a new contract to appear as a
Paramount star. She is now on her way to

New York, where her next production, as

yet undecided, will be filmed.

Starrett Gets a Big Role
With production due to start within a few

days at the Astoria studio of Paramount on
"The Royal Family," Charles Starrett, former
stage leading man recently signed by Para-
mount, has been awarded one of the principal

roles. Starrett will play opposite Mary Brian
in the film version of the legitimate comedy,
sharing honors with Ina Claire, Frederic
March and Henrietta Grossman. This marks
the second screen assignment of Starrett since

he joined Paramount, having recently appeared
with Miriam Hopkins and Frank Morgan in

"The Best People."

Four members of the cast of Will Mor-
rissey's latest Broadway musical show, "Hot
Rhythm," travelled over to the Astoria studios

this week to film a comedy short for Para-
mount. The quartet, composed of Sam Paige,
Slaps Wallace, Willie Taylor and Joe Miller,

are featured entertainers in the colored

musical. In the short they sing several of the

numbers which seem to go over quite well

in "Hot Rhythm."

Dan Healy, well known on both stage and
screen, is starred in "The Unfair Sex," a new
Vitaphone Varieties comedy, part of the heavy

All Studios in West
Pay Tribute to Chaney

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Paying
tribute to the late Lon Chaney, every
studio in the West suspended work
for one minute at 3 p. m. on the day
of his funeral. The entrance gates to

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio at

Culver City were closed for the £rst

time in history the afternoon of the
services.

schedule at the Warner Brothers Brooklyn

studio. Playing with Healy is Dolly Gilbert,

a young actress discovered by Murray Roth in

a Broadway musical show. Roy Mack is

directing this short feature.

A new comedy called "Sweet Sixty" has

been especially written by Burnet Hershey
for Thomas W. Ross, the veteran of the

legitimate who recently has been signed for

the Varieties. Supporting Ross are Donald
Foster, Carroll Ashburn, Nana Bryant and
Helen Deddens, with Arthur Hurley directing.

Alf Goulding Makes First

"The Headache Man" is the title which has

been affixed to the first short production of

Alf Goulding, recently imported from the

coast to wield the megaphone at the Varieties

film plant. A number of Broadway players

are featured with Hobart Cavanaugh, who
appeared in the title role of "Remote Control."

"The Headache Man" was written by Wallace

Sullivan and A. D. Otvos.

A novel short is being turned out as one

of the Varieties, in the shape of a picture to

be known as "Stuttering Romance," featuring

Joe Penner, the voice contortionist. Arthur
Hurley is directing the piece from a script by

Stanley Rauh. Dorothea Chard, Oscar Rag-
land, and Gertrude Fowler are appearing in

support of Penner.

Eight Producers
Show Best Dialog
ForAcademyAward

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—Eight producing

companies have run off 1,000 feet of what
they consider their best dialog before the

Technicians Branch of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences in competi-

tion for the first annual award of this nature.

Nominations for the award will be made in

September, and the Academy as a whole will

vote on this and eight other awards early in

October.
Companies competing and production sec-

tions entered follows:
United Artists—"Raffles" ; Warner Broth-

ers—-"Gold Diggers of Broadway" ; Caddo-
Metropolitan—"Hell's Angels" ; R K O—"The
Case of Sergeant Grischa"; First National

—

"Song of the Flame" ; Paramount—"The
Love Parade"; M G M—"The Big House";
Columbia—"Rain or Shine."

"The forthcoming award of merit for best

dialog marks a milestone in talking picture

production," declared Col. Nugent H. Slaugh-
ter, chairman of the committee. "The pur-

pose of the award is not to exploit the in-

dividual but to improve dialog."

Hamrick Installs Movietone
Movietone sound equipment has been installed in

Hamrick's Music Box theatre, Portland, Ore., along
with a special screen considerably larger than the
average.
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- The Sound ^o^^ STAR GAZER

HOLLYWOOD.
"Why don't you go down to Agua Caliente and see the film stars at play?"

the office asked. "You'll never know anything about the stars' social life until

5'ou do."

So I went, so I came back, so I'm writing this, only—mind you—only so that

you too should know something of film stars at play.

Skipping lightly over the 150-mile trip through a bunch of towns called De-

tour I arrived at the beautiful estate called Agua Caliente. A Mexican came
up to the car and held out a ticket. "Siete cinco," he said. "No," I told him,

"I just ate."

He began to jump up and down. "Crook, robber, siete cinco, thief, stealer,

siete cinco!" I was just about to massage the baby when a genuine American
comes over and tells me the Mex only wants 75 cents for parking my car.

"Why doesn't he say so?" I ask. "He seems to know some other quaint

American words !" "It's an old Mexican custom," he says. "They don't men-
tion prices in anything but Spanish." So I give the immigrant 75 cents, which

is just about the cost of a wheel on the can, and I watch him take of¥ a fender

parking it.

The office warned me that I should reserve room at the hotel early. I walk
into the lobby, a swell place full of tiles like a bathroom, and holler for the

clerk. "I'd like a room," I say.

"A room," he repeats, "surely, 14 dollars." At first I thought "14 dollars"

was Spanish for two and a half bucks but it seems as though the Spanish

language doesn't have numbers that high and the clerk had to use English.

I take out 14 fish and float them over.

Four flunkies dressed up like tango dancers jump on my pajamas and rush

them to my room, waiting in single file until I deliver an additional four fish.

After combing my hair, with my own comb—free, and the only thing that

is—I go down to the Casino, where the stars, you remember, are at play.

The room has about 20 tables and there are 4,000 people in the place. The
minute I walk in three ladies from Cincinnati say, "Wesley Barry!" and hand
me autograph books to sign. I write Wesley Barry on all three, all different

spellings.

Forty times I went around the room. Stars at play! Where? A bunch of

gaping tourists all thinking each other a film star in disguise. Two 18-year-

old girls trying to look risque by drinking warm beer that's choking them. A
bookkeeper and his wife who drove over the border for what must be their

second outing since the 1910 honeymoon. Three nice old ladies playing hookey
from the School Teachers' Convention in Los Angeles. Ten guys like me just

looking.

Stars at play ! Hooey ! I spend a weekend and 90 bucks and didn't see a

soul that merited a name on a 24-sheet—-not even in six point. Tia Juana ! A
fourth-rate Coney Island with twelfth-rate liquor. Three quarters of the

gambling goes through the nickel machines that are manufactured in Gary,
Ind. You put in a nickel, if you lose you get a package of mints, you can win
up to a dollar.

See Mexico—a breath of Old Spain—the glamour and romance of tropical

skies and swaying palms—the land of the Purple Mountains. Phooey ! I'd

rather play a rack of good old American pool.

—NORMAN KRASNA.

tiFighting Caravans*' by
Paramount in Bid for
^'Covered Wagon" Glory

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—After having
been once indefinitely postponed, Zane Grey's
"Fighting Caravans," Paramount's bid for a
successor to "The Covered Wagon," will go
into production next week with Gary Cooper
and Lily Damita in the featured roles. Ernest
Torrence and Tully Marshall, both of whom
scored in the former production, will have

prominent parts. The picture will be directed

by Otto Brower and David Burton.
This makes the third special dealing with

the settlement of the West to be produced
during 1930. The others are "The Big Trail,"

now being edited by Fox, and "Cimarron,"
now shooting at R K O.

Former Actor in Jail
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.—James Murray,
one time popular actor, has been sentenced to

serve six months in the county jail here for
dri\ing while intoxicated.

/^HARLIE ROGERS was named "Buddy"^ because he looks that way.
We dropped in to watch him at work on

his new picture, "Along Came Youth," at

Paramount, and we were disappointed. W'e
bad hoped that Buddy was acting the part of
the clean, manly young fellow who could do
no wrong, and that maybe there was a little

of the tough egg in him. We were wrong.
Paramount doesn't give him a part and sav:
"Act this

!"

Kind-hearted scenarists and directors of
the caliber of the rotund and jolly Lloj'd
Corrigan build his stories right around him.
When at ease, he is a very somber young

man.
He drapes himself gracefully in a chair, taps

his feet and tears up bits of paper while he
waits for the technicians to get through their
work. Perhaps because we saw him Saturday-
afternoon, just before the two-day Labor Day
vacation, he had a "Gee, I wish this was over"
expression on his face.

Anyway, he doesn't go in for horseplay.
Charlie has starred for two years now—ever

since he crashed into the front ranks with
"Wings." We think his drag is especially with
the womenfolk. Mothers find he looks exactly
like they expected their freckled-faced sons
to look.

_
Sweethearts try to make their long-

eared suitors measure up to him. He looks as
wholesome as apple pie and a glass of milk.
He'd be in character helping a blind man
across Hollywood boulevard.

It was great to watch him work.
He acted himself. He didn't have to act

any other way.
A

Lilyan Lunches
nPHE other day we had lunch with Lilyan
-*- Tashman, that vampish person who plays
havoc with other women's husbands whenever
she visits your theatre. This week, she and
her husband celebrate six years of welded
life. The man in question is Edmund Lowe.
They had an anniversary party scheduled, but
both had to work.

Lilyan confided that she sings in "Lilli," the
next release in which she is featured.
"We didn't know you sang," we said.

"I don't," was the startling reply of the
out-spoken Miss Tashman. "Name five oldtime
motion picture players who can."
Ramon Novarro and Gloria Swanson and

—

Oh, what's the use?
Lilyan is a mighty sweet person. So, she

says, is her husband. She characterizes that
great big "Tell-it-to-the-Marines" he-man as
"naive," "gentle" and "adorable."

A

Preview
T> EGINALD DENNY, in knickers, polo
•*-^ shirt, and a soft brown hat, gave us a
surprise when we saw him in the lobby of the
Fox theatre at San Bernardino after the pre-
view of "Three French Girls" the other night.

After seeing countless oldtime Universals in

which he appeared we thought he was swag-
gering and slap-stick and pretty much of a

clown. Maybe you thought so, too.

Denny is extremely mild-mannered and
stands well the test of being a celebrity. By
that, we mean that he conversed with friends
in the crowded lobby and beneath the marquee
of the theatre while scores of star-gazers like

myself gaped and, at the same time, gave no
indication that he knew he was being watched.
The crowd was staring rudely. But he was
gentlemanly enough not to make a fuss about
it.

Denny is trying to improve his work and is

succeeding with intelligent direction. An indi-

cation of this is shown in the fact that he
often writes to those who review his picture.s

thanking them for pointing out his weak
points, and analyzing their own criticisms.

In the Denny party was Fifi D'Orsay, ten
times more attractive than she was on the
screen. Oh, the eyes have it !—CHURCHILL.
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

R K O Studios

"The Silver George Evelyn Brent
Horde" Archainbaud Jean Arthur

Louis Wolheim

"Amos 'n' Andy" Melville Brown Amos & Andy
Sue Carol

"Losing Game" Lowell Sherman Hugh Ti-evor
Marion Nixon
Lowell Sherman

July 30

August 1

August 7

Fox Studios

"Renegades"

'Fair Warning''

"Just Imagine"

"Up the River"

"Play Called
Life"

Victor Fleming

Alfred Werker

David Butler

John Ford

Warner Baxter
Myrna Loy

George O'Brien
Louis Huntington

Maureen O'SuUivan
John Garrick

George McFarland
William Collier
Humphrey Bogart

Chandler Sprague Lois Moran
Mrs. Patrick Campbell
Walter Byron
Phillip Holmes
Mae Clarke

"Scotland Yard"

"Lightnin' "

W. K. Howard

Henry King

Edmund Lowe
Joan Bennett

Will Rogers

July 21

July 22

June 20

July 20

July 29

July 29

Aug. 18

Universal Studios

"See America William Craft
Thirst"

"The Cat Creeps" Rupert Julian

"The Cat Creeps" George Melford

"Boudoir Mai St. Clair
Diplomat"

Slim Summerville July IS
Harry Langdon

Lupe Velez (English Version) August 2
Lew Ayres
Jean Hersholt

(All star
Spanish caet) (Spanieh Version) August 2

Mary Duncan Aug. 4

Betty Compson
Jeanette Loff
Ian Keith

Metro-Goidwyn-Mayer Studios

"Those Three
French Girls"

"Dark Star"

"War Nurse"

"Trial of Mary
Dugan"

"Trader Horn"

'New Moon"

"The Passion
Flower"

Harry Beaumont

George Hill

Edgar Selwyn

Arthur Robison

W. S. Van Dyke

Jack Conway

William DeMille

Fifi Dorsay
Clife Edwards
Reginald Denny

Wallace Berry
Marie Dressier
Dorothy Jordan

(German Version)

"Wu Li Chang" Nick Grinde

All Star

Norma Gregor
All Star

Harry Carey
Edwina Booth

Lawrence Tibbett
Grace Moore

Charles Bickford
Kay Francis
Kay Johnson

Ernesto Vilches Spanish version
(AH Spanish cast)

Aug. 21

August 1

July 2U

July 26

July 22

Aug. 18

Aug. 9

Paramount Studios

"The Virtnoos
Sin"

"Morocco"

"Her Wedding
Night"

Gardner

Josef von
Sternberg

Frank Tuttle

Kay Francis
Walter Huston

Gary Cooper
Marlene Dietrich

Clara Bow

"Tom Sawyer" John Cromwell All Star

Aug. 16

Aug. 16

August 2

August 2

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

"Social Errors" Gardner-Knopf All Star

Untitled Victor Heerman Jack Oakie

Untitled Corrigan-McLeod Charles Rogers

"Typhoon Bill" Rowland V. Lee George Bancroft

Untitled Victor Heerman Jack Oakie

Pathe Studios

"Looking for
Trouble"

Russel Mack Eddie Quillan
Robert Armstrong
Jamee Gleason

United Artists

'The Bat
Whispers"

Roland West Chester Morris
Una Merkel
Gustav von Seyfertitz
Ben Bard

Metropolitan Studios

"Feet First" Clyde Bruckman Harold Lloyd

"Tearing to Go" Nat Ross Marian Shockley
Eddie Tanbalyn

(Christie)

Warner Bros. Studios

"Children of Alan Crosland
Dreams"

"Illicit" Archie Mayo

"Men of the Sky" Alfred Green

'Fifty Million
Frenchmen"

Lloyd Bacon

Margaret Schillings
Paul Gregory

Barbara Stanwyck
James Eennie

Irene Delroy
Jack Whiting

Williajn Gaxton
Helen Broderick
Olson & Johnson
Claudia Dell

Columbia Studios

"Lawless Valley" Art Rosson

"Brothers"

"Dirigible"

Walter Lang

Frank Capra

Buck Jones
Louise Lorraine

Bert Lytell
Dorothy Sebastian
(AH Star)

Jack Holt
Ralph Graves

(Co-etarring)

Hal Roach Studios

'Loser Than
Loose"

James Horn Thelma Todd
Dorothy Gregor
Charlie Chase
Dell Henderson

First National Studios

"Little Caesar" Mervyn LeRoy Edward G. Robinson
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Sidney Blackmer
Ralph Ince

"Mother's Cry" Hobart Henley Dorothy Peterson
Edward Wood

Tec Art Studios

Louis Lewyn All Star

"Mickey Mouse" Disney Bros.

"Voice of
Hollywood"

STARTING
DATE

August 2

Aug. 2

Aug. 16

August 2

August 2

August 2

August 7

July 28

August 8

Aug. 25

Aug. 11

August 8

August 12

Aug. 15

July 21

July 14

Disney
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum

NELIGH, NEBR.
DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
We realize that there is a certain page in the HERALD-WORLD

that has to be filled regularly every week whether it is filled with
anything of importance or not, and we realize also that it is up to

us to fill it, and the thoughts of this makes the cold shivers run up
and down our spine like rubbing an icicle across the back of your
neck.
We don't mind writing when we have anything to write about, but

just now our mind is as blank as it was this morning when we filled

our out primary ballot and had to vote for candidates we had never
heard of before. That's one reason why we are opposed to the

primary system.

We have just sent our wife down to vote and we instructed her how
to vote but the chances are she won't pay any attention to our
instructions and will vote as she pleases, which is quite apt to be
more intelligent than our own ticket, as she is part Republican, part

Democratic and part mugwump. That's one reason why we are

opposed to women voting. You never can tell 'em anything.

We believe a woman's place is in the home, or else pulling pusley

out of the garden, and not monkeying with politics, unless they will

take instructions from their husbands, which a lot of "em won't do.

Well, that's a starter, and now for something else.

* * *

A writer from Hollywood tells us that the producers out there have
started to curtail expenses in the matter of star salaries and that

many of the salaries have been cut to a point where they are forced

to live on five thousand or less a week. There should be a Senate

investigating committee to look into this. They have investigated

everything else.

The other night at the Moon theatre we saw "SWEET MAMA,"
with Alice White, and we don't know what they are paying Alice,

but if she is drawing less than five thousand a week a cut may be
tough on her but it will be all right with us. Just why a star's serv-

ices are worth more than the salary paid the governor of California,

or why some star's salary is more than the combined salaries of the

supreme court of the United States, is a little too deep for us to

figure out, which is probably evidence that we are not good on
figures.

But speaking of "SWEET MAMA." If you should pass a threatre

and see the front posted with paper bearing this title, what kind of

a picture would you surmise it was? Is there anything about the

title that would incline you to spend 35 cents and a couple of hours

to see it? They say there is nothing in a name. Maybe not, but if

our parents' name had been Ache and they had named us Tummy
we would have been mad about it the balance of our life.

What Hollywood needs most is a title writer, one who can write

a title that has some little connection with the story. Next to this

they need a story. These hodge-podge pictures are getting too much
like Heinz' mixed pickles. If you wanted pickled cucumbers you
don't want half-pickled onions.

* * *

If we were to try to pass an examination in Biblical history, the

chances are we'd flunk, but as we recall it now it says something

about the Israelites going down into Egypt to buy corn at one time

when the drought hit 'em up North. But maybe we've got this

wrong, it might have been the Democrats or Republicans, but it

doesn't matter, since they all like corn anyway and the only reason
for mentioning the incident is to call attention to the fact that it

won't be necessary to go to Egypt if you want any corn. Come out
to Nebraska and we will furnish you all the com you want. There
is this about the United States that makes us proud of her. When
all the other states fail we have Nebraska to fall back on.
For the 47 years that this state has tolerated us, we have never

seen but one crop failure, and that was in 1894. This year Nebraska
harvested a good crop of wheat, oats and rye and her com crop will
be up to normal in spite of the talk that the heat and dry weather
has ruined it. There is one thing, however, that Nebraska would
like to get rid of, but according to the returns from the primary
election we will have to wait until the coming November election to

do it. Out here politically we are aU mixed up. One of the candi-
dates for sheriff went out to do a little electioneering and he called
at a farm house and found the man away from home. He told the
lady that he was calling on the boys for a little support in his cam-
paign for sheriff and she said to him, "Well, mister, this household
is somewhat divided politically. I am a Republican, my husband is

a Democrat, our hired girl is a Socialist, the old cow is dry and the
baby is wet, but we will do what we can for you." That shows just
how accommodating these Nebraska folks are.

* * *

Our old-time friend, R. S. Wenger of the Miami theatre at Union
City, Ind., says that we are getting childish. By gosh, we've surmised
that ourselves for some time, and when he says so that settles it

without any further argument. There are two periods in every man's
life that he passes through, one when he doesn't know anything and
the other when he knows less than that. We have passed through
both of 'em. Brother Wenger seems to have enjoyed the leg meas-
uring scenes in the "GOLDEN CALF" but we passed that period some
years back, although we are still fond of corned beef and cabbage.
We called on Brother Wenger when we were in Union City a few

weeks ago and had a delightful visit with him and his "esteemable"
wife, and the only regrettable part of it was that the visit was of too
short duration.

* * *

Those gamblers down on the Chicago Board of Trade did more
for the farmers in ten minutes than Legge's farm relief committee
has done all summer when they raised the price of corn one cent a
minute for ten minutes. But this isn't an argument in favor of
gambling. We have always been opposed to gambling, unless they
dealt us a straight flush, in which case there is some excuse for it.

^ $ ^

We have made a lot of predictions in our time, many of which
have gone haywire, but we are going to predict that the coming win-
ter is going to be mighty tough for the major part of the country
and it behooves us all to sit tight and not upset the boat. Then when
the flowers bloom in the spring of 1931, we are going to see a revival
of business such as this country has not seen in years. Just now we
are loaded with a surplus of everything but money, but next year
there will be a shortage that will stimulate business beyond our
fondest hopes. What strengthens us in this belief is that we are
going to make our two suits of underwear hold out until spring if

the buttons will only stick tight, but

—

When winter comes we know the breeze
Will chill our spine and liver;

We'll wade the snowdrifts to our knees,
'Twill make us shake and shiwer;
But let 'er come, for we don't care.

We've go two suits of underwear.
J. C. JENKINS,

The HERALD-WORLD man.
P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD covers the FIELD like an April
SHOWER.
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SOUND REPRODUCTION

F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
FROM YELLOWSTONE PARK TO CANADA

[Continuing Richardson's reports on his

tour of the country lecturing before projec-
tionist groups.]

YELLOWSTONE PARK.
AFTER leaving Idaho Falls our trail

/"^ wound northward through what was and
in many places still is a desert country.

There are, however, some dry farms and con-
siderable irrigated land. The road was about
a forty mile one. That is to say we could
make forty miles an hour, though thirty was
at times all we could manage with safety.

About noon we landed in West Yellowstone,
took on food and, driving on about two miles,

came to the gates of Yellowstone Park, paid
three dollars of good U. S. money and were
given a permit to enter the park as many times
as we wanted to until December 30th this year.

We spent two full days in the park and in

"Jackson Hole" country. My impression of
Yellowstone Park is that there are something
like a half a dozen things that are very won-
derful to see. In addition to these there are
lots of other things that don't amount to so

\ery much. The few best things are well
worth the trouble of going there, however.
We saw the Riverside Geyser do its stuff. We
watched "Old Faithful" shoot a very respect-

able size column of water high up into the

air. We drove over the top of Mount Wash-
burn on a road about seven feet wide. In
many places the grade was rather terrific, and
a little too far to one side and the "Princess"
would have dropped like a plummet for hun-
dreds of feet and rolled the good Lord only
knows how much further. The one redeem-
ing feature was that it was a one way road

—

it had to be ! The last two or three hundred
feet rise was accomplished by going around
and around a place something like one hun-
dred yards in diameter. Yea verily, that drive
was some stunt. I am told that very few
drive to the very top.

We did the sylvan pass, looked into pools
which were all wonderful. One of them was
the most beautiful thing I have ever laid my
eyes on during sixty-three years of life.

It was about eight feet across. The water
was beyond description. All I can say is, it

is the most beautiful shade of topaz imagin-
able. It was crystal clear and underneath it

were rocks of varying hues of yellow and
Freen. It is a sight that will remain in the
memories of both friend Daughter and myself
as long, I think, as life shall last.

We drove down into the Jackson Hole coun-
try, which at least has one thing out of the

ordinary. We were very graciously permitted
(friend Daughter says, "not so graciously") to

pay ten dollars per person for one room and a
cubby hole with a cot in it in a log cabin.

There was not even electric light. They
threw in a fairly good supper and a breakfast
I won't brag about. The Jackson Hole stunt
cost us 75 miles of travel with some of the
roads very decidedly poor. In return for the
drive and twenty dollars nlus gas et cetera we
had the privilege of gazing on a short but very
rugged range of mountains. I have seen a
lot of mountains in my life, and so has friend

Daughter, so we charged that stunt up to

profit and loss—heavy on the loss

!

Oh yes ! I nearly forgot, we "did" the
"Canyon" in Yellowstone, and believe you me
it is one magnificent sight. It alone is well
worth a trip to Yellowstone. In the evening
of the second day we rode over the Mammoth
Hot Springs, which proved to be quite uninter-
esting. It is merely a cascade, not very bril-

liantly colored, over which a trickle of water
runs. On several occasions we encountered
bears in the road. They would move very lei-

surely out of the way and if we stopped would
come right up to the car, stand with their

front paws on the car door and wait with
open mouths to receive "bear candy" from the
hand of friend Daughter. Of course friend
Daughter just hated this! I thought she was
going to buy all the candy in the park.

Driving out of the park we went down some
grades which were, to say the least, GRADES.
The road twisted in and out along the canyon
walls imtil I was almost cockeyed looking to

see where friend Daughter would land us
next—she was driving. At one point we al-

most dived down the left hand wall of the

canyon, jerked the car around to the right

over a bridge, swung around a very sharp
curve and then went under the same bridge
we had just gone over. We had seven or

eight miles of this sort of thing, and believe

you me we won't soon forget it. If any of
you think I have gof entirely away from pro-

jection, you can get out your flivver and try

and project it up or down that grade. I think

it will change your mind and you'll conclude
you have been "projecting" alright.

At the foot of this grade we found a hunt-
ing lodge which Buffalo Bill erected and
lived in for some time. Between that and
Cody, about SO miles beyond we drove
through a canyon lined with some of the most
remarkable forms of rock erosion I have ever
seen. The whole distance was just full of

"lookouts," first from one and then the other.
^ 3)C Hi

BILLINGS, MONTANA.
DUE to an error in addressing the let-

ter of notification, the Billings local had
only two days of our arrival. They had

planned to have both the managers and projec-

tionists from half a dozen small outside

towns present at the meeting, but were unable
to accomplish this on such short notice. The
meeting therefore was small, consisting, how-
ever, of a one hundred per cent attendance of
Billings men.

In the afternoon I visited the Lyric theatre,

managed by Max Tregger, who also has
charge of the Regent theatre. Also visited

the Regent, in which the meeting was held,

but I made no notes. Billings projection rooms
are small, or at least the two I saw were.
They were, however, in good order. In the

Lyric theatre I found Simplex projectors,

equipped with Peerless lamps. Pacent repro-
ducers are used. They are using Weaver
changeover and like it very well. Results on
the screen and from the horns were very good.

Russel Stevenson is chief projectionist, with

Seivert Potts as his assistant. Allen D. Potts

is the relief man. He shook my hand very

warmly and remarked, "I have been reading

your department for years and from it have
derived great benefit."

* * *

GREAT FALLS, MONTANA.
OUR next place to pause was Great Falls

and I want to pay that city a well de-

served compliment, for in the Fox Lib-

erty theatre we heard and saw a better general

result than has been encountered in quite some
considerable while.

The road from Billings to Great Falls was
long (260 miles) but it averaged fair to good.
In many places we could knock out 55 of

those miles per hour. However, we had al-

lowed two days for the run, not knowing what
sort of a path it might be, so we stopped over-
night in Lewistown, but put in the spare time

working, and missed the two theatres it boasts,

at least one of them being a Fox house.

I addressed the Great Falls local in 1917,

but that fact had slipped my memory. Great
Falls has four Fox theatres, namely the Lib-

erty, where I addressed the men, the Rainbow,
the Alcazar and the Grand, all under the man-
aging directorship of William Steege.

If what we saw and heard in the Liberty
may be taken as a sample of them all, then I

wish to tell the Fox organization that in Mr.
Steege they certainly have a valuable man.
Friend Daughter and I attended the show. We
both agreed that it was the best rendition of
sound we had heard in any theatre in a good
while. I wish to pay a sincere compliment to

projectionists A. I. Calcott, B. J. Steinmetz,

John H. Case and C. W. Frost, all of the
Liberty. They are doing their work well. The
picture itself also was well lighted and pro-
jected. Such a result only could be obtained
by careful, competent projectionists, working
under a manager who provides good equip-

ment and permits it to be kept in the pink of
condition.

The lecture was attended by all the members
of the local except one. I heard the manager
asking who that man was and why he was ab-
sent, in tones which portended a talking to

for that individual, which would be right and
just, because it does not argue well for a pro-
jectionist who will not attend such an affair,

especially when it occurs only once in several
years. If I were a theatre manager and one
of the projectionists under me was absent on
such an occasion—well, I would consider it my
RIGHT to know just why he failed to attend,
because of the fact that a man who holds pro-
jection knowledge so lightly that he feels un-
able to spare two hours or so one night in

maybe ten years for such a lecture, cannot be
a very enterprising projectionist. Even though
a man might believe such a lecture would not
benefit him, still he could not possibly know
that to be true except by attending, and if

thousands of other men have found benefit,

why not he as well?

Please understand that I am not seeking to
get the goat of this individual, whom I do not
even know. I am merely using the incident
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tc point out the foolishness of such a proce-

dure. Possibly this man really did have some

legitimate excuse for climbing into his gas

buggy as soon as his show closed, and going

home but if so no one was aware of the fact.

GLACIER PARK.

JUST before we got to Glacier Park old man
Trouble climbed aboard. We had had but

one puncture in 8,500 miles. We had three

(3) in one day just before reaching the park;

also a cobble stone leaped enthusiastically up

from the road and punched a hole in one cell

of the battery. Oh joy!

We stopped at St. Mary's, in Glacier Park,

for the night and next morning had to be

towed to get the engine started. Glacier Park

is a wonderful scenic spot. We drove into it

at Two Medicine also, but that battery was
nothing to monkey around with, so we pro-

ceeded to raise a cloud of dust straight

through to Calgary, where we camped in a

magnificent Canadian Pacific hotel and got it

all fixed by noon next day.

!}! SK ^

WESTERN CANADA.

AND now comes Canada—again—and Can-
ada always is welcome, for the reason

that her men are wholesouled, kindly

and courteous. Also they are always generous.

I have said before and say again that Cana-

dian men always greet their guest in a way
which makes him feel at home and thoroughly

welcome. Every little detail looking to the

comfort of the visitor is looked after with

the most careful attention.

Even the Canadian customs men, except at

the "Peace" bridge, Toronto, are always cour-

teous. This time they did not even examine
our baggage. Will it be examined with the

most minute care when we return into our

own U. S. A.? Huh, I'll bet ten dollars to

ten cents that it WILL.
What's that? Oh yes, I am a good United

States of American, but there are some things

about our brothers to the north that I like

mighty well, and I don't mean maybe either.

We had written the Lethbridge, Alberta, lo-

cal three times, offering to stop in that city,

but our letters were not even answered^ap-
parently the first case of discourtesy ever en-

countered in Canada, so we pounded right on
through to Calgary. Because of the broken
battery we would have had to skip Lethbridge,
anyhow, so all's well that ends well.

Calgary was slated for Saturday night and
we arrived Tuesday evening got the battery

fixed by noon the next day and at 3 p. m.
pulled out with the intention to drive half of

the 204 miles to Edmonton and camp for the

night. At Red Deer, however, our intended
stopping place, the hotels were filled up so we
kept on and—listen to this and take off your
lid to the "Princess" : it was oiled gravel
road, with much loose gravel and a great
many right angle turns. The last 50 miles or
so was almost all very crooked. We took gas
once, stopped to change a tire—puncture—and
once to chat with a farmer, who told us that

60 bushels of wheat per acre was a not un-
common yield. We made that 204 miles from
3 p. m. to 8 p. m., and everything consid-
ered that's going some. I'll bet some of this

gravel our tires threw up hasn't come down
yet!

Edmonton is about 400 miles north of the
U. S. A. line. It is a thoroughly modern,
right-up-to-the-minute city of 93,000 souls.

It has seven theatres and a live wideawake
Motion Picture Projectionists union, I A T S E
& M P M O. I am advised that there is wheat
farming, with splendid results, as much as 400
miles north of here. Edmonton will, one day,
be a great city.

I was received by M. L. Adamson, president
of Local Union No. 360, the letterhead of
which latter reads : "Edmonton Motion Picture
Projectionists, Local Union No. 360 I A T S E
& M P M O, Chartered Direct, August 15,
1914." Brother Adamson did the honors and
looked after us well.

I visited the Capitol and the Rialto thea-
tres, both of which have most excellent equip-
ment and good projection rooms as well. In

Change Date of

Photography Congress
(Special to the Herald-World)

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—The date of
the eighth International Congress of
Photography has been changed in
order to make it possible for mem-
bers to visit the third International
Radiological Congress, which will be
held in Paris from July 27-31. The
eighth International Congress of
Photography will be held August 3-8

in Dresden.

both the sound and picture were good. I also

met Mr. A. Entwisle, who manages the Mon-
arch, the Empress, the Princess and the

Dreamland theatres. Brother Adamson told

me privately that Entwisle was "one prince of
a good fellow." I believe, after conversation
with the gentlemen, that the descriptive title is

correct.

I also met and talked with W. P. Wilson,
manager of the Capitol theatre, and W. J.

Long, manager of the Rialto, both of which
houses provide visual evidence of excellent

management.

The projection staff of the Capitol is com-
posed of F. C. Packebusch, F. P. Broadbent,
W. B. Allen and M. M. McLean. The room
is itself excellent and shows evidence of good
care. They use Super Simplex, equipped with
Peerless H. I. lamps. There is a motor gen-
erator room, a toilet and a battery room, all as

neat as can be.

There is a separate compartment for the ex-

amination of film which is by far the best I

have yet seen. It consists of a table maybe
18 inches wide by 2 feet 6 inches long, so

placed that as one stands working at it he
faces the rear end of the projectors. This
table is just back of the rear projection room
wall, in which an opening is cut and filled with
wired transparent glass, so that the man at

the table has a good view of the projection
room. The sides are metal covered, and over-
head, about two feet from the table top, is a
sheet of ground glass, or its equivalent, above
which are two incandescent bulbs. It seemed
to me to be a most excellent arrangement. I

compliment whoever designed it. I have not
quoted exact measurements, but describe it

from memory.
At the Rialto I found a most excellent pro-

jection room; also when I entered it was quite

dark—a most excellent projection condition.

The room is of goodly proportions and clean

as it could be. The equipment appeared to be

in excellent condition. Both sound and pic-

ture were excellent, as I have already said.

The projectors were Simplex, equipped with
Peerless H. I. lamps. Sound quipment West-
ern Electric. The rewinder runs at reduced
speed, is inclosed and has the cleverest auto-

matic cut-off switch I have yet seen. I have
been promised a description of it for the Bet-
ter Theatres Section Projection Department.
Watch for it.

The cue sheet arrangement was most ex-

cellent. It was spread on an inclined desk-like

shelf attached to the front wall between the

projectors. Over it was laid a sheet of glass

which could be instantly lifted away. Over it

was a 2-watt carbon filament incandescent bulb

attached to a swinging bracket and covered
with a small semi-opaque shade, open at its

lower end. Aside from the rewinder automa-
tic switch and this, there were other clever

lighting arrangements, of which I have been
promised descriptions for our B. T. depart-

ment very soon.

I visited only the two projection rooms, but

if they are a fair sample, then I must most
smcerely congratulate both Local Union No.
360 and the Edmonton exhibitors.

I talked with Managers Long and Wilson,

both of whom impressed me as livewire men.
In the early evening, at 6 p. m., we took

dinner with President .Adamson and wife, Mr.

and Mrs. W^ H, Duplesis, vice president, Mrs.
F. C. Packebusch and Mr. George Cox, all

members of Local Union No. 360. It was a
most enjoyable affair.

At midnight every Edmonton projectionist

and all theatre managers except one, who was
out of town, foregathered in the Rialto theatre
where they formed a most attentive audience
until 2 a. m., when we adjourned and all went
to an eatorium where a luncheon was served.

I might mention, as an item of interest, we
now are in a city so genuinely northern that

during two months of the summer it does not
get dark until 10 p. m., and is light again at

2:30. Even now we were in sunlight on the

way up here until almost 8 o'clock.

Miles Perfects New
Amplifier Set for

Singing Organists
The Miles Reproducer Company of New

York announces that it is ready to place on
the market a recently perfected line of dyn-
amic units, horns and microphones.

Chief among the new products is the Miles-
phone, a sound amplifying system for feature

organists who sing while they play. The Miles-

phone consists of a microphone, an amplifier

and two special Miles speakers.

3 Pictures Recorded by

RCA Photophone Picked

As Britain's Best of Year
The first three positions in a public ballot to

determine the best British produced sound
pictures of the year have been awarded to

RCA Photophone sound recorded films, says

an announcement in an English motion picture

trade paper.

The paper makes the following editorial

comment : "So many really well-acted pro-

ductions are very often spoiled by bad record-

ing that it is as much a compliment to the re-

cording system when a public ballot selects the

best film. The best British film of the year,

in the opinion of the readers of one of the

well-known fan papers, was "Blackmail," re-

corded at Elstree in the B. I. P. studios, which
are equipped with RCA recording apparatus."

Seven production studios in England are

equiped with RCA Photophone sets.

RCA Installs Photophone

Equipment in 10 Theatres
RCA Photophone sound equipment has re-

cently been installed in 10 more theatres as

follows : Lake, Ellago and East Lake houses,

Minneapolis ; Ritz, Indiana, Pa. ; Dixie, Fam-
ily and Star theatres, Fhnt, Mich.; Creigh-
ton and Capitol houses. Fort Wayne, Ind.

;

Fifth Avenue Playhouse, New York.

Natives Play in Spanish Film
Andres de Sigurola, formerly an opera

basso, and said to be a Spanish nobleman, has

been signed for the role of Esteban in Ramon
Novarro's Spanish production of "The Call of

the Flesh" for M G M. Luana Alcanez, Justa
Montenegro, M. Garralaga and Mario Calvo
are other Spanish actors who will appear in

the film.

Frissell Has New Film
Varick Frissell, whose productions, "The

Great Arctic Seal Hunt" and "Lure of the

Labrador," were released last year, is now
completing negotiations for the release of an-
other picture, "A^ikings of the North."
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600 of 1,000 Houses

In Canada Are Wired,

Says Col. /. A. Cooper
Six hundred theatres out of a total of 1,000

in Canada are wired for sound, a recent sur-

\ey has revealed. Official announcement of

the figures was made by Col. J. A. Cooper,
president of the Motion Picture Distributors

and Exhibitors of Canada. He pointed out

that was a particularly high ratio of sound
houses, contrasting with Australia, which has
only 300 installations for a total of 1,250 the-

atres.

The Award of Merit

RKO Cast of 20 for New
Comedy Is Believed to Be

Record for Short Subjects
Lou Brock, producer, and Mark Sandrich,

director, set what is reported to be a prece-
dent in the matter of big casts for short sub-
jects wHen they started work on "Moonlight
and Monkey Business" for RKO Radio
Pictures.

Twenty players were given parts in the

story written by Johnnie Grey. Heading the
cast are Nick Basil and Henry Armetta.
Among those in supporting roles are June
Clyde, Lita Chevret, Roberta Gale, Phil Dun-
ham, Ed Kennedy, Monte Collins, Bertram
Johns, George O'Dell and Ronnie Rondell.

Two Ocean Liners Equipped

With RCA Centralized Radios

The Morro Castle and the Oriente, steam-
ships of the Ward line, have been equipped
with centralized radio systems by the RCA
Mctor Company. Central radio receiving

stations of the new superheterodyne type, to-

gether with electric phonographs are included
in the equipment. Special types of music and
other entertainment are made available from
the large record library of the phonograph.
Improved electro-dynamic reproducers are

concealed in the furnishings of the smoking
room, main salon and tourists' lounge.

Milwaukee House Installs

"^Theatrephones'^ for Deaf
The Wisconsin theatre at Milwaukee has

followed in the path of several other theatres
throughout the country in using special ear-

phones for patrons hard of hearing.
Patrons partially or totally deaf are notified

through newspaper ads to consult ushers at

the theatre who will direct them to seats in a

special section equipped with earphones, or
"theatrephones." The phones are hooked up
back stage, making it possible to hear both
the film and stage show to better advantage.

Menzies to Design Sets

For Next Fairbanks Film

William Cameron Menzies has been named
to design the sets for "Reaching for the

^loon," the new United Artists picture in

which Douglas Fairbanks is to be starred.

The production will include Joseph M.
Schenck, Irving Berlin, Bebe Daniels, Edmund
Goulding. William McGuire, Edward Everett
Horton and Fairbanks.

UFA Makes Plant Film

WASHINGTON.—"Secret of the Plant Body" is

the title of an educational film to be produced by
U F A in Berlin, which will reproduce minute move-
ments of plant behavior. A slow motion microscope
camera is used for the shots.

"We mounted the plaque on some wallboard, making a very neat looking

bit of furniture," writes A. J. Mason, manager of the Capitol theatre at Spring-

hill, Nova Scotia, and the Opera House at Parrsboro.

"The trade's Paper is the Exhibitor's bible, just as Richardson's Hand Book is

the operator's bible," says Manager A. J. Mason of the Capitol theatre. Spring-

hill, Nova Scotia, writing to the Herald-World following the presentation of

the Herald-World Award of Merit for better sound reproduction to the Capi-

tol by Mayor D. M. Smith.

"Money won't buy it; it is strictly an Award of Merit and an honor to be proud
of," the Springhill Record stated in an issue preceding the presentation. The
plaque was reproduced in that issue.

The newspaper writer compliments both Manager Mason and James Oakley.

projectionist,"both of whom thoroughly understand the talkie mechanism and

keep the equipment in perfect shape."
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METHODS OF SILENCING ARCS
TABLE IV

Bureau of Power and Light Choke Coils
for Arc Lamps

(These data furnished by the Bureau. The
80-ampere coil is illustrated in Figs. 9

and JO.)

Carrying capacity 80 150 amperes
Inductance 1.0 1.3 millihenry

Resistance - 0.02 0,02 ohm
Core diameter 3 4 inches

Overall diameter 8j4 11^ inches

Width, or thickness

of winding 234 3?4 inches

Weight 24 66 pounds
Cost $13-20 $30-35

TABLE V
Following is the description of the Bureau

of Power and Light electrolytic condenser.
"At least 14 gauge aluminum should be used

for the plates to give rigid construction. The
plates should be suspended vertically to pre-

vent particles which fioat about in the solu-

tion from settling on the plates and starting

corrosion. The positive plates should be as

clean and smooth as possible.

"The plates will be chemically cleaned and
treated by the Bureau of Power and Light at

cost. After this treatment they should be
handled as little as possible. It is suggested
that the plates, both positive and negative, be
supplied bolted to their covers ; in this manner
no handling of the plates will be necessary
after treatment.

"The porcelain covers will be stocked by the

Bureau of Power and Light at cost. While
Bakelite may be used for covers it can not
be sealed as effectively as porcelain without
expensive machine work. The small porcelain
spacers will be supplied at cost by the Bureau.

"The electrolyte is ammonium-borate and
consists of 750 grams (1 lb. 9 oz.) of chemi-
cally pure boric acid and 400 cubic centi-

meters (.8 pt.) of 28^% ammonia to 5 gals,

of distilled water. Each condenser will re-

quire about 6 gals. The boric acid is added
to the water and then the ammonia, and
stirred till dissolved. The ammonia controls
the resistance of the electrolyte and also pre-
vents pitting of the positive plates where they
enter the solution.

"The condensers will have a capacity of
500 microfarads at 115 to 140 volts and a
resistance of 0.25 ohms. The direct current
leakage will be .035 amps. (35 milliamps) at

110 volts and room temperature of 70° F.

"Units of capacitance 1,250 and 1,500 micro-
farads have also been constructed.

"No electrolytic condenser should operate
in a room where the temperature goes above
106° F.

"The life of the unit is estimated as several
years. The cost is $45-$50."
This condenser is illustrated in Fig. 8 in

preceding issue.

TABLE VI
The General Electric condenser unit is de-

scribed as having a capacity of approximately
300 microfarads at 115 volts, an internal re-

sistance of .84 ohms, and a leakage current
of 40 milHamperes. The plates are aluminum

;

the electrolyte is an ammonium borate solu-
tion of low specific resistance.

The condenser consists of a rectangular
shaped glass jar with curved bottoms, and the
top is made of porcelain with cork gaskets.
Its^ dimensions are IOI/2" wide by 8" thick by
14" high over all, and consists of a number
of electrodes formed up in a corrugated man-
ner so as to permit a greater amount of sur-
face in given amount of jar. The anode con-
sists of four plates having a surface of 1,872

METHODS OF SILENCING ARCS, Report No. 2
of the Academy Producers-Technicians Committee.
Published fcy the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, Hollywood, May 14, 1930. Sixteenth
paper of Technical Digest.

FIGURE 9

Bureau of Power and Light 80-Am.pere Choke
Coil: Top View

square inches, and the cathode consists of

five plates- having a surface of 720 square
inches.

TABLE VII

A letter, dated April 30, 1930, from_ the

Sprague Specialties Company, of Quincy,
Mass., describes a design for a 500-microfarad
electrolytic condenser bank assembly. The as-

sembly consists of thirty units in parallel,

placed together to form a unit about 10"x9j4''

x6" high. This unit is described, in part, as

follows

:

"Operating Voltage:
160 to 170 volts D. C.

"Capacity:
510 MFDS.

"Leakage Current:
After five minutes, less than 100 milHam-
peres. It is probable that after the bank
has been in service for one-half to one
hour that the leakage current will be

even considerably less than this value,

probably around 50 milliamperes.

"Price:
Complete assemblies vary $23.50 to $26.50

each, without the cover, depending upon
the quantities involved. The cover could

be furnished at a small additional cost."

A further description, a print of the unit,

and a sample of a similar type of condenser,

were also submitted.

TABLE VIII
Oscillographic Data on Studio Direct

Current Generators

The tables given below summarize the data

obtained from oscillographs of the busbar
voltage waves of the d.c. generators at twelve
studios. In each table, the first column con-
tains the serial number of the test; the sec-

ond column designates the generator tested.

^
\

^^^H
^VIHBHHp^^

FIGURE 10

Bureau of Power and Light 80-Ampere Choke
Coil: Side Vieiv

(Name-plate data for the generators accom-
pany the tables.) Subsequent columns give the
load on the machine during test (in percent
of full load), and state the frequency (cycles
per second), nature (as regards harmonics),
and amplitude (in percent of the d.c. mean
voltage), of the ripple from each busbar to
neutral.

Typical prints of the oscillograms from
which these data were obtained, together
with an explanation of the curves shown, are
given in the August 23 issue.

METROPOLITAN PICTURES COR-
PORATION

Osc. 538, 539, 540, 541. Allis-Chalmers D. C.

Generator. M.G. Set. No load voltage 115.

Full load voltage 115-125. Amp. 1,200.

R.P.M. 1,000. 216 commutator bars 6 pole.

Postive No. 117688. Negative No. 117688.
Synchronous motor drive.

Osc. 542, 543, 544, 545, 546. Allis-Chalmers
D. C. Generator. Portable M.G. Set. Volts
no load 115. Volts full load 118. Amp. 700.

R.P.M. 1,465, 120 commutator bars 6 pole.

Positive No. 117289. Negative No. 117289.

Induction motor drive.

Osc. 547, 548, 549, 550, 551. General Elec-
tric Wound D. C. Generator. Portable M.G.
Set—Property of Mole-Richardson. Type
CD1S5. Form A. Volts 115. R.P.M. 1,500.

Amp. 760. 96 commutator bars 6 pole. Posi-
tive No. 1540433. Negative No. 1540432. In-

duction motor drive.

This studio was the first one investigated
and the oscillograms for the generators on
this lot were taken in a slightly different

manner than that described. The reason for
this was that at the time the filter designed
and built by J. C. Albert and his assistants

was on the lot and it was desired to demon-
strate the efficiency of this filter in removing
the hum from the arc.

Oscillograms 538, 539, 540, 544 and 545 were
taken with the filter in. In oscillogram 546
the filter was in the reactor only. Osc. 549
shows filter in; 550 filter in, arc load; 551,

filter in, incandescent load.

Nature Approi.
Percent Ripple of Percent

Oso. MacUne Load Frequency Hippie Variation

538 Allis-Chalmers —71 1800 Even
+ 79 1800 Even

539 Allis-Chalmers —54 - _

-I- 1800 Even 3.0
540 Allis-Chalmers —0

-f 1800 Even 3.0
541 Allis-Chalmers — 146 1800 Even 0.2

+ 152 1800 Even
542 Allis-Chalmers —0 1500 Even 0.S5

Portable + 1500 Even 0.4
543 Allis-Chalraers —93 1500 Even 0.7

-1-93 1500 Even 0.6
544 Allis-Chalmers —

-f 1500 Even
545 Allis-Chalmers — 71 1500 Even

Portable -f 1500 Even

Nature Approx.
Percent Ripple of Percent

Oso. Machine Load FreQUency Hippie Variation

546 G.E. Portable.. — 64 2400 Even
+ 2400 Even 1.5

547 G.E. Portable.. —0 2400 Even l.S
-j- 2400 Even l.S

548 G.E. Portable.. — 86 2400 Even 0.5
4-86 2400 Even O.S

549 G.E. Portable.. —86 .- _
-f 2400 Even 1.5

550 G.E. Portable.. —20 _

+ 2400 Even 1.5
551 G.E. Portable.. —20 — _

-fO 2400 Even 1.5

TEC-ART STUDIOS. INC., OF CALI-
FORNIA

Osc. 552. 553, 554. Ridgway D. C. Gener-
ator. M.G. Set. Volts no load 125. Volts
full load 130. Amp. 800. R.P.M. 1200. KW.
100. Design 15E10. 93 commutator bars 6
pole. Positive No. 3556. Negative No. 3555.

Synchronous motor drive. Actual R.P.M. 1(X)0.

Osc. 555, 556, 557. Westinghouse D. C.

Generator. M.G. Set. Volts 125. Amp. 600.

KW. 75. R.P.M. 960. 198 commutator bars.
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Positive No. 2372781. Negative No. lilim.
Induction motor drive.

Osc. 558, 559, 560. General Electric D. C.
Generator. M.G. Set Portable. Type RC-36.
Form A. Volts 115. Amp. 652. 120 com-
mutator bars. Positive No. 1219395. Nega-
tive No. none. Induction motor drive.

Both the positive and negative generators
were loaded at the same time, that is, the
load was a three wire load. An extra oscil-

logram of each machine was taken to deter-
mine the effectiveness of reactors with which
the studio was experimenting. The effect of
the Tec-Art reactor is shown in Oscillograms
554, 557 and 560.

Nature Approx.
Percent Ripple of Percent

Oso. Alachine Load Frequencj Ripple Variation
552 Ridgway _. — 3000 Jagged 0.5

4- 3000 Jagged 0.4
i5J Ridgway — 88 3000 Jagged 0.4

-1-113 3000 Jagged 0.4
554 Ridgway— — 88

-1-113

Nature Approi.
Percent Ripple of Percent

Osc. Maolilne Load Frequency Ripple Variation
555 Westinghouse.. — 3300 Jagged 0.8

+ 3300 Jagged 0.9
556 Westinghouse.. —166 3300 Jagged

-1-150 3300 Jagged
=iS7 Westinghouse.. —166

-(-150

558 G. E. Portable — 1000 Jagged
+ 1000 Jagged

S59 G. E. Portable —138 1000 Jagged
-fl22 1000 Jagged

560 G. E. Portable —138 1000 Even
-1-122 1000 Even ....

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM COR-
PORATION

Osc. 561, 562. General Electric D. C. Gen-
erator. M.G. Set. Type MPC. Form L.

Volts 115. Amp. 1300. R.P.M 1000. 132
commutator bars. Positive No. 1181009.
Negative No. 1181010. Synchronous motor
drive.

Osc. 563. 564. Westinghouse D. C. Gener-
ator. M.G. Set. Volts 125. Amp. 1200. KW.
150. R.P.M. 1000. 132 commutator bars. Posi-
tive No. 2468788. Negative No. 2468789. Syn-
chronous motor drive.

Osc. 565, 566. General Electric D. C. Gen-
erator. M.G. Set. Type MPC. Form L.

Volts no load 115. Volts full load 120. Amp.
2080. R.P.M. 750. 112 commutator bars 8
pole. Positive No. 1448589. Negative No,
1448588. Synchronous motor drive.

Osc. 567, 568. General Electric D. C. Gen-
erator. M.G. Set. Type MPC. R.P.M. 1000.

Volts 125. Amp. 1200. 87 commutator bars.

Positive No. 1608167. Negative No. 1608166.
Synchronous motor drive.

The positive and negative generators were
loaded separately.

Nature Approi.
Percent Ripple of Percent

Osc. Machine Load Frequency Ripple Variatior

561 Gen. Electric... — 1100 Even 2

-F 1100 Even 1.1

562 Gen. Electric..-. —138 1100 Jagged 1.1

-1-140 1100 Jagged 1.0
563 Westinghouse.. — 1100 Even 1.0

-1- 1100 Even 0.6
564 Westinghouse.. —150 1100 Jagged 0.6

-fl50 1100 Jagged

Nature

0.6

Approi.
Percent Ripple of Percent

Oso. Machine Load Frequency Ripple Variatioi

565 Gen. Electric- . — 1400 Even 0.6
-1- 1400 Even 0.7

566 Gen. Electric... —180 1400 Jagged 0.6
-1-187 1400 Jagged 0.5

S6X Gen. Electric — 2900 Jagged ....

-1- 2900 Jagged
568 Gen. Electric- —182 2900 Jagged i'i

4-165 2900 Jagged 0,5

PARAMOUNT-FAMOUS-LASKY
CORP.

Osc. 569, 570. Westinghouse D. C. Gen-

erator. M.G. Set No. 1. Volts 125. Amp.
1200. KW. ISO. R.P.M. 1000. 132 commu-
tator bars. Positive No. 4300058. Negative
No. 4300054. Sjmchronous motor drive.

Osc. 571, 572. Westinghouse D. C. Gener-
ator. M.G. Set No. 2. Volts 125. Amp.
1200. KW. 150. R.P.M. 1000. 132 commu-
tator bars. Positive No. 2468790. Negative
No. 2468791. Synchronous motor drive.

Osc, 573, 574. Westinghouse D. C. Gen-
erator, M.G, Set No. 3. Volts 125, Amp.
2000. KW. 250. R.P.M. 1000. 120 commu-

Western Electric Wires 38 More
Houses; U. S. Total Reaches 4^333

Western Electric has announced the wiring of 58 more theatres for sound,

bringing the total of Erpi installations in the United States to 4,335. The 58 new
equipments have all been added since the last report was issued two weeks ago.

Among the larger theatres listed in the re-

cent installations are the Gaiety, Kansas City,

with a capacity of 1,525 ; Washington, Chester,
Pa., 1,575; Orpheum, Oklahoma City, 1,867,

and the Byrd, Chicago, 1,376. The complete
new list is as follows

:

Seating
Munising, Mich., Delft 525
.Knoxville, la., Grand 701
Wilson, N. C., Carolina
Yoakum, Tex,, Grand 535
Pasadena, Cal,, Egyptian
New Braunfels, Tex,, Capitol 690
Cincinnati, O., Rex
Farmville, Va,, Eaco 764
Burbank, Cal,, Loma
Eudora, Ark,, Crystal 307
Buffalo, N, Y., Keith's 530
Guilford, Me., Guilford 253
Amhersdale, W. Va,, Amherst 315
Steubenville, O,, New Rex
Long Beach, Cal,, Strand
Chicago, 111,, Byrd 1,376
Roseville, Ga„ Ritz 499
Harvey, N. D,, Bijou 430

* * *

Greenville, N. C, New 437
Washington, D, C, ''M" Street 240
Daly, Cal,, Daly
Oakland, Ca!,, Broadway ;

Big Timber, Mont,, Arcade
So. Fallsbtirg, N, Y,, Rivoli 378
Winfield, Kan,, Zimm 320

Newton, Kan,, Star 363
Rock Hall, Md,, Mechanic's Hall 333
Cumberland, Md., Capitol 491
Oakland, Cal., Rialto
Grants Pass, Ore., State
Detroit, Mich., Chopin 400
Milwaukee, Wis., Granada j 916
Chester, Pa., Washington : 1,575
Richmond, Va., Broadway 608
Norristown, N. J., Lyons Park 1,295
San Saba, Tex., Palace 432

Chicago, 111., Indiana 686
La Crosse. Wis., Bijou 508
Chanute, Kan., Dickinson 541
Richmond, Ind., Pastime 298
Oklahoma City, Okla., Orpheum 1,867
Rochester, N. Y., Arnett
Brooklyn, N. Y., Academy of Music 1,328
Cadiz, Ohio, Community 646
So. Orange, N. J., Cameo
Tonawanda, N. Y., Star 702
Essex, Conn^ Essex Square 611
La Grange, Ga., La Grange 995
Lenora, Kan., Lenora O. H 403
Albany, N. Y., Regent 752
Shreveport, La., Star
Frankfort, Ky., Grand
Pittsburgh, Pa., Manor 1,146
Blackstone, Va., Nottawa
Curtis Bay, Md., Pennington
Upper Montclair, N. J., Bellevue 980
Marion, 111., Orpheum 1,272
Kansas City, Mo., Gaiety 1,525

tator bars. Positive No. 4326197. Negative
No. 4326199. Synchronous motor drive.

Osc. 575, 576-i, 576-11. Westinghouse D, C.

Generator. M.G. Set No. 4. Volts 125.

Amp. 2000. KW. 250. R.P.M. 1000. 69 com-
mutator bars. Positive No. 4654041. Nega-
tive No. 4654043. Synchronous motor drive.

The positive and negative generators were
loaded together.

Oso.

569

570

571

572

573

574

Machine
Westinghouse-

Westinghouse-

Westinghouse..

Westinghouse..

Westinghouse..

Westinghouse..

Percent Ripple
Load rrequency

+
—146
-1-150—
+
—201
-1-201—
+
—165
-1-163

1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1000
1000
1000
1000

Nature
of

Bipple
Even
Even
Jagged
Jagged
Even
Even
Jagged
Jagged
Jagged
Jagged
Jagged
Jagged

Approi.
Percent
Variation

1.3

0.8
0.8
0.2
1.3

0.8
0.9
O.S

0.4
0.4
1.5

0.6

Osc. Machine
.S75 Westinghouse..

576 Westinghouse..

Nature Approx.
Percent Ripple of Percent
Load Frequency Ripple Variation— 2300 Even 0.6

-f 2300 Even 0.3

—190 2300 Jagged 0.4

-1-195 2300 Jagged 0.4

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORPORA-
TION

Osc. 577, 578. Westinghouse D. C. Gener-
ator. M. G. Set No. 1. Volts 125. Amp.
1200. KW. ISO. R.P.M. 1000. 132 commu-
tator bars 6 pole. Positive No. 4243486.

Negative No. 4243474. Synchronous motor
drive.

Osc. 579, 580. Westinghouse D. C. Gener-
ator. M.G. Set No. 2. Volts 125. Amp.
1200. KW. 150. R.P.M. 1000. 132 commu-
tator bars 6 pole. Positive No. 4243487.

Negative No. 4243475. Synchronous motor
drive.

Osc. 581, 582. General Electric D. C. Gener-
ator. M.G. Set No. 3. Volts 115. Amp 2170.

KW. 250. R.P.M. 750. 112 commutator bars

8 oole. Positive No. 1357673.
_
Negative No.

1357674. Sychronous motor drive.

The positive and negative generators were
loaded separately.

Nature Approx.
Percent Ripple of Percent

Oso. Machine Load Frequency Ripple Variation

577 Westinghouse.. — 1100 Even 0.8

-f 1100 Even 0.8

578 Westinghouse.. —158 1100 Jagged 1.1

+150 1100 jagged 1,2

579 Westinghouse,. ^0 1100 Even 1.1

+ 1100 Even 1.7
580 Westinghouse.. —167 1100 Jagged 0.7

+ 167 1100 Jagged 0.8
581 Gen. Electric... — 1400 Even 0.3

+ 1400 Even 0,2
582 Gen, Electric,,. —138 2800 Jagged 1.0

+ 152 2800 Jagged 0.4

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
Osc. 583, 584. Allis-Chalmers D. C. Gener-

ator. Portable M.G. Set No. 2. Volts 115.

Amp. 760. R.P.M. 1465. 120 commutator bars.

Positive No. 121514. Negative No. 121515.

Induction motor drive.

Osc. 585, 586. Allis-Chalmers D. C. Gener-
ator. Portable M.G. Set No. 1. Volts 115.

Amp. 760. R.P.M. 1465. 120 commutator
bars. Positive No. 119741. Negative No.
119742. Induction motor drive.

Osc. 587, 588. Allis-Chalmers D. C. Gen-
erator. M.G. Set. No load volts 115. Amo.
600. Full load volts 125. R.P.M. 1465. 120
commutator bars. Positive No. 117702. Nega-
tive No. 117703. Induction motor drive.

The positive and negative generators were
loaded separately.

Nature Approi.
Percent Ripple of Percent

Oso, Machine Load Frequency Ripple Variation
583 Allis-Chalmers,. — 1500 Even 0.4

Portable + 1500 Even 0.4
584 Portable — 24 1500 Even 0.3

+ 66 1500 Even 0.5
585 Portable — 1500 Even 0.3

+ 1500 Even 0.4
586 Portable — 72 1500 Even 0.4

+ 49 1500 Even O.S
587 Allis-Chalmers.. — 1500 Jagged 1.4

+ 1500 Tagged 1.2
588 Allis-Chalmers.. — 67 1500 Even 0.4

+ 67 1500 Even 0.3

[Continued in next issue]

Neiv York Mirror Prints

Theme Song of Picture
Theatres in New York and vicinity show-

ing "Bride of the Regiment," a First
National picture, derived some profitable
publicity from a tieup made by First
National with The Daily Mirror to adver-
tise "Broken Hearted Lover," theme song
of the film.

The Mirror carried display announce-
ments for a week and followed up by print-
ing words and music of the song, which
attracted wide interest among the readers.
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W^
BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Do Big Campaigns Pay? Hollywood Theatre

Sets B. O. Record in Spectacular Drive
Exhibitors who are "onto their pub-

licity" are on a perpetual hunt for new
ideas. In the small community; clever-

ness and persistence are big factors in

exploitation while in larger cities, it is a

combination of cleverness, persistence

and spectacularity that keeps things hum-
ming at the box office.

That the elements of cleverness, persistence

and spectacularity are cardinal points in big-

city campaigns has been shown by the Holly-

wood theatre at Los Angeles. The picture

publicized was First National's "Top Speed."

\\'arner Brothers silver anniversary was cele-

brated at the same time, making it possible to

have an ample budget. Hubert Voight, West
Coast publicity director for Warners was
placed in charge and a dozen publicity men
were put to work. The drive ran without

slackening for 10 days. There were 12 feature

stunts and a host of lesser ones.

Robot Calls for Police Cordon

The cardinal attraction was a robot, built

of metal, seven and a half feet high and con-

trolled by a studio sound truck. The robot

paraded through the streets shouting that he

was the mechanical man and on his way to

the Hollj^ood theatre to see "Top Speed."

No one ever heard of a mechanical man being

mobbed, but, just the same, enthusiastic

crowds more than once came close to up-

setting the robot's equilibrium. It finally be-

came so bad he had to have a police escort.

Another gag was a high stretcher containing

a man with canvas sheets on the sides carrying

signs "I laughed myself sick at 'Top Speed'."

Two chorus girls carried the stretcher. The
man walked under the canvas cover. His head

protruded at one end and empty shoes peeped

up out of the cover at the other end.

2 Men Carry Huge Heads

Two huge papier mache heads of Joe
Brown, star of the film, were carried through

the city by two men. The heads measured
four feet around. Posters on the men's backs

advertised the picture.

To contact the thousands at the bathing

beaches, a large motorboat, trailing a balloon,

was patrolled outside Santa Monica, from
Malibu to Venice. Suspended from the bal-

loon was a framework supporting a "Top
Speed" sign.

A "Top Speed" night was staged at the

Blossom room of the Hotel Roosevelt. Sonu:

hits from the picture were played and several

of the stars appeared in person. In addition

a "Top Speed" hour was broadcast over the

Columbia chain from Station KHJ. Jack
Whiting and Laura Lee were featured on the

program.
Brown's Ball Club Plays

Even athletics was resorted to. A baseball

team, called "Joe E. Brown's Ball Team,"
played the Los Angeles Elks two exhibition

innings at Wrigley field prior to a regular

Pacific Coast League game.
One hundred 11 \>^' 14 mounted photos of

the stars, autographed, were placed in shop
Avindows of leading Hollywood boulevard

,5?Exploitation Is Just One "Tsk, Tsk

After Another to This L, A. Writer

"IndoChina Hails Joe E. Brown," a blat-

ant scare head in The Daily Beagle, the

ofHcial "Nose for News" exploitation sheet

on "Top Speed," informs its 25,000 ardent
readers in Los Angeles. Maybe Indo China
did hail Joe E. Brown, but it looks as

though the editor of the Beagle could make
almost anybody hail almost anything after

a few doses of his clever promotion stories.

This editor might even make a sheep bark,

or an elephant to whinny, who can tell?

"Tsk, tsk." Try a sample of one of his

editorials:

"What 'n heck is this pool table golf so

many sensible people have been using?
Pushing around a little white ball with a

stick! Grown people! Tsk, tsk.

You aU wanna be hunchbacks? You all

wanna have fallen arches? The editor asks

you. If not, keep off the grass. Go down
to Warner Brothers Hollywood theatre, buy
a nice new ticket, and sit down to see Joe
E. Brown in "Top Speed." You see a pic-

ture; it's cool, you have your head in the

shade, your eyes on entertainment and your
arm around your girl. Tsk, tsk.

Don't forget the girl. How can a feller

have his arm around a girl and also try to

edge a moth ball into a hole? This minia-
ture golf business is undermining the coun-
try's morale. We are becoming a nation
of putters. Putt-putt, putt-putt, is that the
work of men? Leave putt-putting to motor
boats, where it belongs.

And another thing. The editor don't want
to appear personal seeing how it ain't his

business nohow—but—are you happy? The
editor asks you—are you happy? Is there
a little bitty witty bit of a cloud over your
happiness? Maybe you can't sleep well at

night. Do you lose your appetite after eat-

ing? Perhaps a mother-in-law has come
into your life.

Tell all, because there is a remedy that
will wipe out your blues as fast as you get
them. It's surefire, great, marvelous, all

right. Come around close while the editor
whispers

:

(Editor's note to printer: Please set this
in whispering type.)

See Joe E. Brown in "Top Speed" at

Warner Brothers Hollywood theatre. See
"Top Speed" and die laughing. Joe E.
Brown, cure for insomnia, liver trouble,
down and out blues, dandruff and mosquito
bites. Joe E. Brown, half man—^half mouth."

Dark backgrounds are the thing for news-

paper advertising in the West as shown
in this four-column layout run by the

Hollywood theatre, Los Angeles, to boost

First National's "Top Speed."

stores. Two hundred production stills were
set in windows of other stores.

And of course the campaign had to have
an endurance contest. A Packard dealer pro-
vided a car which was decorated with the
words, "Top Speed," in colors on its sides.

The car was run for two weeks on a marathon
that took it through all the districts of the
city.

A television stunt was arranged in the lobby
to give the impression that an audience, shown
on a specially designed screen, and the accom-
panying laughter, actually came from the thea-
tre auditorium itself. An enlarged framed
facsimile of a genuine life insurance policy

was also hung in the lobby, on which it was
announced that the policy would "cover" any
one who died from laughter.

25,000 Throwaways Flood City

Small round cards, 25,000 of them, were
distributed at night ball games, prizefights and
music concerts as well as wherever the me-
chanical man traveled. All traffic semaphores
in the city had placards attached "Go at 'Top
Speed' to Warner Brother Hollywood thea-

tre." Through tieups special window displays

were obtained in a number of cosmetics shops.

Several thousand posters on the film were
tacked up throughout the city, and at one
street intersection an enormous cutout head
of Joe Brown was displayed.
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Campaigning at ^^Top Speed^^ in Los Angeles

It would take more space than this page contains to illustrate all the billyhoo stunts used by the Hollywood theatre in Los Angeles for the

First National picture "Top Speed." The campaign was one of unusual proportions, for Warner Brothers' silver anniversary was celebrated

coincident tciih the shoiving of the comedy. All sorts of contrivances were employed to attract attention. The gags included everything from a
robot to—well, see for yourself. (Story on preceding page.)

The fruit of thorough exploitation. One of the crowds lined up for a matinee. The ban-

ners on the front of the building made one good reason for them to come.

Another angle of the cam-
paign was the printing of a

tabloid called The Daily
Beagle. This ballyhoo sheet

featured a "Relieve It or
Not" art section, a take-off

on a current cartoon strip,

which carried illustrations

of ludicrous situations thai

might (but most likely

ivouldn't) be caused by see-

ing "Top Speed."

The robots songs and speeches were a big

attraction.

Joe E. Brown, star of the picture, and his two ballyhoo
"buddies" in their private car.

The robot kept up a continual line of chatter as he (or it?) led the

parade through the streets.

Symmetry in a neat front display. Note the effectiveness of the

cutout head in the center.
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"Beat them at their own game" is the war cry of Everett Sharp, manager of the Fox theatre, a member of the Fox West Coast circuit, in San
Bernardino, Cal., against the "golfies" (or putt putts). And above is shown the weapon he uses. His nine-hole course, laid out in the

foyer, has floored the tiny golf operators, for he gives his patrons their golfing gratis. All patrons who go in to see the show have the privi-

lege of playing—and lots of them, do. The course was constructed by the theatre staff. It cost $300.

9'Hole Lobby Golf Course at Fox
Floors San Bernardino Putt-Putts

Many theatres have installed miniature golf courses of their own to override

the competition of the putt-putts. Some of these courses are nine or 18-hole

layouts adjacent to the theatre, while others are small two or three-hole affairs

constructed in the lobby. Now houses are going a step farther and installing

larger courses of nine and sometimes 18 holes in the lobby. These indoor courses

have the added advantage that weather never interferes. They will have even

more appeal this winter, while most of the regular tiny courses will go out of

business when cold weather comes.

But lobby golf is not alone a cold weather
sport—far from it. The Fox theatre, San
Bernardino, Cal., has been equipped with a
nine-hole lobby course that has already been
a potent factor through which many tiny
courses in that city have been "put on the
spot."

Charles Wuerz, city manager for Fox West
Coast Theatres, and Everett Sharp, manager
of the Fox house, tried the "golf with your
movies" plan as an experiment and it has
proved an overwhelming success. The golf
is given free with every ticket. Prices remain
the same, but there is the added treat of golf
for every patron.

The course is open from 1 o'clock in the
afternoon until 11 o'clock at night. There is

time to play before the matinee as well as
after the last show. Tickets need not be
used the same day they are purchased but
may be held for a later date.

The entire staff of the Fox cooperated in
constructing the course. Operators, ushers.

doormen and even janitors went out and
played other courses in a search for the trick-

iest holes on each of them. These were com-
bined in the plans for the theatre's layout to

make it as fascinating as possible.

Materials such as lumber, ornaments and
hazards were purchased and put together by

the staff. The total cost was $300, a figure

which many exhibitors will agree does not

begin to represent the amount that would have

been necessary to buck the competition in

other ways.

MOVIE STAR ROTOGRAVURES
JUST OUT. 25c SELLERS. READY FOR FRAMING

Up to 1,000 5c Each
1,000 or Over 4c Each
Nancy Carroll, Janet Gaynor,

I

Charles Farrell, Greta Garbo.
John Barrymore, Maurice CheT-
alier, Dolores Costello, Bcbe
Daniels, Conrad Nag-el, John
Boles, Marilyn Miller, Clara Bow,
Ronald Colman, Wm. Haines,
Ramon Navarro, John Gilbert,
Buddy Rogers, Rudy Vallee,
Richard Dii, Richard Barthei-
mess, Mary Brian, Alice White,
Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer.

Write for Set of "FREE SAMPLES"
Onc-Fonrth Deposit on C. O. D. Orders.

M. E. MOSS © PUB. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Subscriptions Plus Passes

Help Theatre, Newspaper
Manager Jack Stewart of the Capitol house

in Peterboro, Ontario, has a plan for adver-

tising his theatre that brings results not only

to himself but to the Examiner, daily news-
paper in his city.

Stewart offers three ducats to the Capitol

as a premium with every three months' sub-

scription to the Examiner. The plan has

brought both front page publicity in the news-
paper and larger show attendance. The the-

atre is also mentioned in display announce-
ments by the paper. The pleasing thing about
this cooperative stunt is that the Examiner
pays for all tickets at full cash value.

Wrestling for Business

The house organ of the Auditorium theatre

at Tampa, Kan., for this month carries the

following item : "There will be a wrestling

match in this theatre between 'Kid' Baker
and 'Bull' Rosie, a battle royal." Yessir, it

takes a lot of tricks to keep the wheels
turning in this weather.

San Francisco Fox Does

Big Business on Promotion

Gags as Pacific Fleet Lands
When the Pacific fleet anchored recently in

San Francisco Bay, the management of the

Fox theatre, San Francisco, lost no time in

advising the much-traveled gobs that the op-
portunity was at hand to visit "the finest

theatre in the world." Instead of waiting for
the boys to come ashore, men were sent out
to the vessels and stories about the Fox ap-
peared in the tabloid papers published on ship-

board.
Results were quite up to expectations and

sailors soon located the house. Street cars

carried them without chqrge and car announc-
ers at the Ferry Building called out the cars

that pass the theatre. As many as seven hun-
dred sailors in uniform were clocked at the

Fox in a day.

New Orleans Saenger

Gives Orphans Matinee
The Saenger theatre at New Orleans ad-

mitted 150 children from an orphanage as

its guests for the picture "Sap From Syra-
cuse." The Public Service Company of that

city tied up with the house to provide trans-

portation gratis.

West Indies Get N. Y.
Capitol's "Dutch Treat"
The Capitol theatre in New York

offered a "Dutch treat" Sunday eve-
ning, August SI, following a request
from the Dutch West Indies for a

radio rendition of Holland's national
anthem.
"We Dutch folk," wrote W. A.

Connor from Philipsburg, St. Martin.
Dutch West Indies, "would be very
much pleased to hear 'Wilhelmus,'
which is our national anthem, broad-
cast over your Family hour. We
believe it would be a great hit and
treat among the Dutch folk at least."

Major Edward Bowes, managing
director of the Capitol, accordingly
put Yasha Bunchuk and the Capitol
Grand orchestra to work on rehear-

sals and the Dutch got their "Dutch
treat."
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Here is some plain and very simple "com-
mon clay" for Joe Hewitt's showing of
the Fox picture, "Common Clay," at his

Lincoln theatre, Robinson, III. Boxes
filled with clay were set outside stores

and along sidewalks with only the label

"Common Clay." Curiosity did the rest.

Scrip Books Make
Greater Talkie Week
Greater in Richmond

There's no gift or premimum that can quite
equal scrip books. That's the idea that A. V.
Brady, of the Fox CaHfornia theatre, Rich-
rrjond, Cal., is propounding and he claims
more scrip books are being sold there than
in many places much larger in size.

Recently, when a local apparel shop was
preparing to observe its anniversary, Manager
Brady proceeded to sell the owner the idea of
giving away scrip books as premiums, instead
of silverware, dishes and similar merchandise.
The idea was put over and the store owner
advertised in the local newspaper that during
the anniversary event a $5 scrip book good
for admission to Fox theatres would be given
with every purchase of $25 or more. The the-

atre carried on its Greater Talkie Season ad-
vertising in the same paper, making a double
shot of publicity.

The plan resulted in much more business
for the store than was expected and many
scrip books went to people who had never had
them before. All Richmond seemed to get

scrip book wise of a sudden and sales at the

box office took on a spurt suggestive of the

holiday season.

St. Louis Fox Honors

Champion Plane Builder
The Fox theatre at St. Louis recently spon-

sored a city-wide rally of youth to honor
Joseph Ehrhardt, 17 years old, world's cham-
pion builder of model airplanes. The pro-
gram was held on a Saturday morning and
admission was free. IMotion pictures were
shown, and addresses were made by Ehrhardt,
his mother and civic and aviation officials.

The stunt produced several news stories in

St. Louis papers.

Give Away Bantam Car
An Austin Bantam automobile will be given

away by the Brown theatre, Louisville, Ky.,
as a prize to theatre-goers. While the contest

is in progress, the tiny car is exhibited in a
roped-off space on the sidewalk outside the
house, where an attendant explains its work-
ings and keeps it polished.

"Common Clay'' Gag
Is Very Common But
It Works for Hewitt

Joe Hewitt, manager of the Lincoln theatre,

Robinson, 111., has written to the Box Office

Promotion department to pass along a very
"common" stunt which he found an excellent

exploitation gag for "Common Clay."

Here is what Hewitt did : Two weeks be-

fore the picture was scheduled to open he took
30 boxes of various sizes, filled them with
clay and set them along sidewalks and in front

of stores. The boxes were painted green,

while an upright stick in the center of the

heap of clay carried the words "Common
Clay." That's all there was to it.

At the same time several dozen pie plates

were also filled with dirt and marked with
similar signs.

The old element of curiosity started its

work and Hewitt reports the stunt created

ntore comment than anything he has attempted
in several years. Storekeepers were kept busy
answering questions on the teaser and some
wag even started the report that it was a

sample of Hoover money that was to be used
by the farmers this winter.

Hewitt allowed public curiosity to mount
higher and higher without breathing a word of

the secret. The mystery was carried farther

when clay banks along the highways were let-

tered in white with the words "Common
Clay."

Then a few days before the film's opening
the whole thing was explained in newspaper
ads and heralds.

With one exception, the receipts on "Com-
mon Clay" exceeded those of any other pic-

ture the Lincoln has shown in several years,

Hewitt savs.

Information Booth Helps

Sailors During Fleet Week
During Fleet Week, when more than 25,000

sailors were in port, in addition to many visi-

tors attracted by the presence of the Pacific

fleet, the California theatre, San Francisco,

maintained an information booth in the lobby.

This was presided over by a girl attendant
and a man in sailor dress. Questions of all

kinds were answered at the booth.

Sailors came to get information about the

city, how to reach places. These questions

were answered by the girl, while the man told

civilians about the ships, how to get aboard
and where friends or relatives among the

visiting sailors could be located. The service

proved of great value and the location of the

booth near the box office advertised the enter-

tainment.

Revives City's Business

With Greater Talkie Fest

A front page story fell to the lot of the

Strand theatre, Gilroy, Cal, when it launched
Greater Talkie Season. The paper also car-

ried a double page spread, filled with con-

gratulatory messages addressed to the Strand
theatre and Manager Ben Levin.

When the theatre arranged to have the

Greater Talkie celebration, business men stam-

peded to lend assistance. The best part of it,

so Levin says, was that, while Greater Talkie

Season brought increased theatre patronage to

a marked degree, other lines did not suffer.

In fact, a general revival in business resulted.

PERFUMES
Entire Theatre in 5
minutes costs

only a few
centh [»rr

shoH

. . . the magic floating

pt^rfume . . . introduced

at Grauman's Egyptian

makes tremendous hit.

Instantly adopted by

leading Hollyivood and

Los Angeles theatres.

VLcx

K[O more disinfectants . . .

deodorants... sprays. This

new per-fu method kills all

crowd odors ... delicately scents

your entire theatre for hours

... So simple, easy to use.. . Just

put a few pellets of new so-

lidified perfume on dissemi-

nator in ventilating system.

That's all. Lasts for several

shows. Instantly appeals to

every patron. A new, novel

feature. Why pay for deodor-

izing when per-fu does a het-

ter job for a few cents a day.

Send for . . .

~4i

I

J
A

Uses ^'Country Store" Idea
The State house at San Antonio, Tex., a

recent addition to the Publix system, is putting

on a weekly "Saturday night country store"

program each Saturday evening. Although the

idea is an old one, Manager Purcell has found
it a handy gag for the box office.

COJIPLLIL s$12.50 OLllIT
REDUCED TO $10

West Coasl Perfume Co., Lld.^
6331 HollywocmI Blvd.,

Hollywood, California

Send U8 month's supply pound
package ot per-fu and Electric

Disseminator. Bill at Special
Introductory $10 price.

Check which odor: ( ) Carnation.
( ) Jasmin.

( ) Rose. (

Theatre

Address

City -

Signed

Lilly
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The house artist of the Fox Lincoln, Springfield, III., turned his talent into aviation channels
for this striking lobby display on Paramount's "Young Eagles." The airplane, a homemade
affair, looked like the real thing from a distance with its propellor, wings and all. The box

office was in the cockpit of the plane.

Berman Promotes

"Florodora GirV by

Newspaper Hookup
A questionnaire on the "Gay Nineties"

versus the "Gayer Thirties" was employed
by M. E. Berman, manager of the Princess
house at Joliet, 111., to exploit "The Flo-
rodora Girl."

The questionnaire contained six ques-
tions, which were run in the classified ad-
vertising section of the local newspaper.
Twenty-five pairs of theatre tickets were
oflfered to those answering correctly. This
idea not only added more readers to the
paper's classified section but brought results
at the box office.

Berman also tied up with a furniture store
in his city to get a full window display in
its August furniture sale. The window fea-
tured furnishings of the "Nineties" in com-
parison with the new modernistic designs.
Cutouts of Marion Davies and Lawrence
Gray, stars of "The Florodora Girl," were
placed in the window as stills, along with
photographs from the production.

Springfield Lincoln Artist

Builds Poster Airplane for

''Young Eagles" Promotion
A cleverly constructed imitation of an air-

plane, made by the house artist of the Fox
Lincoln theatre at Springfield, 111., resulted in

excellent business for the house during the
showing of "Young Eagles." The plane was
made largely of cardboard but, when viewed
from a distance, carried the appearance of a
real airplane. It was placed in the outer
lobby of the theatre and the box office was lo-

cated in its cockpit. The cashier was attired

in aviation uniform.

A number of relics used in air warfare
were obtained from the state arsenal in

Springfield by J. B. Giachetto, city manager
for Fox West Coast. The souvenirs were
placed on display in the lobby and show win-
dows. Boy Scouts stood guard over the col-

lection.

A week before the picture opened a minia-
ture air field with toy planes was set up in the
lobby. Copy called attention to the coming of
the film.

Fresno House Turns Over
Billboards for Civic Drive

George Wilson, manager of the Fox Wil-
son house in Fresno, Cal, turned over the bill-
boards of his theatre recently for the use of
the community's leading industry, grape grow-
ing, in order that the grape growers might
promote a campaign for relief from the Fed-
eral Farm Board.

It was necessary to secure the signatures of
a certain percentage of the growers on a plan
of crop control before the Farm Board would
ofifer assistance, and Wilson's billboards did a
lot to make the campaign successful. He after-
wards received a letter from the chairman of
the drive in appreciation of the effort and this

made some more good ad\crtising for his
theatre.

Realistic Lesson in

Thrift Given by This

Manager for Matinees

Manager Jake Rosenthal, of the Iowa the-

atre, Waterloo, Iowa, believes, evidently, that

to give a practical demonstration of the old

adage "Save your pennies" is one way to

create good afternoon business, especially on
Sunday. Therefore, he distributed small en-

velopes, which contained the following notice

:

"Save your pennies, and some day you'll be
mighty glad you did. Right here's your start

(in between 'here's' and 'your' is pasted a real

penny) and you'll save many more if you at-

tend the Early Bird Matinees at the Iowa
Theatre in Waterloo. Two admitted for the
price of one, 40 cents, between 1 and 2 o'clock

each Sunday. Be an early bird and feather

your nest with savings."

RKO CAPTURES WORLD'S
AMUSEMENT POWER FOR
DETROIT « ^ « "DIXIANA/'
FIRST TITAN PICTURE FLASHES
INTO TOWN SATURDAY « «

AU STANDARDS TOPPLE « *

PRICES WEEKDAYS 2SC TO
S PM « 50C AFTER « « «

SAT« AND SUN« SOC ALL DAY
* ^ CHILDREN ISC ANYTIME

DIIXIIANA
BEBE DANIELS . . . EVEBEn MABSHAU . . . BEBT

WHEELEB . . . BOBT WOOISIY . . . DOROTHY
LEE . . . JOBYNA HOWIAND . . . JOSEPH
CAWTHORN . . . BILL BOBINSON . . . 15,000
SUPEBNUMEBARIES . . . MASSIVE SCENES IN

GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR

Many theatres are adopting the type of
advertising carried by producers and dis-

tributors in the trade press to sell their

programs to the public. An example of
this is the three-column ad exploiting

Radio Pictures' "Dixiana," which was
published in Detroit newspapers when
the film opened at the RKO Downtown
theatre. Another indication that live

showmen are ever seeking more forceful

advertising methods.

Solomon Features Beauty

Contest With Bow Picture
S. S. Solomon, manager of the State theatre

at Youngstown, O., used an appropriate stunt

in connection with the showing of Clara Bow's
"Love Among the Millionaires" when he held

a contest to pick the most beautiful waitress
in the city.

Contestants appeared on the stage about a
week before the date set for the picture, the

winner being selected by applause.

Dallas Majestic Has Birthday
Tlie Majestic theatre at Dallas, Tex., has just com-

pleted celebrating its twenty-fifth anniversary. Man-
ager Curt Beck booked "Common Clay" as the feature
picture during the birthday fete.
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HERE'S YESTERDAY'S WINNER

C 1

THE CONTEST
For the Best "Classified" Ad in

The Portland News
This is your last chance. Your ad must be in News
office before 11:30 tomorrow morning.

1ST PRIZE

$5.00 IN GOLD
prizes—2 tickets each to "Good News"

You know the rules

Bring or phone your ad.

There's always "Good News"
for some one, in ever;

*Tortland oNews
Cl-A$$lflED AD

PHONE AT 4151

Another good week of '^Good News" was
the reward of the United Artists theatre

in Portland, Ore., for running a series of
clever tieups such as the one illustrated.

Prizes were given to persons writing the
best classified ads for the Portland News.
The theatre provided the prizes, includ-

ing $5 and 10 passes each day, while the

paper gave the space. People not only
read the want ads but they went to see

the M G M picture. So everything was
satisfactory.

Film Endorsement

By Women 's Club Is

Lift for Fox House
When "Across the World With Mr. and

Mrs. Martin Johnson," was booked into the

Fox Capitol theatre, Sacramento, Cal., the

management arranged for a preview by the

Better Films board of the Women's Council
and the local Boy Scout organization. The
Women's Council notified all its members of

the picture's showing and spread the news that

it was a worthwhile film.

In all of this publicity the authenicity of the

picture was stressed. This, says Manager M.
B. Hustler, made the film a huge success at

his house, in spite of the fact that a previous

travel and educational picture had received

some extremely unfavorable publicity because

it was charged with being unauthentic.

Cincinnati R K O Houses Give

100 Ducats Daily in Tieups
All R K O houses in Cincinnati have tied

up with a daily paper in a stunt whereby 100

theatre ducats are given away each day. The
newspaper prints 50 names daily of local

citizens. The names are dropped in various
places in the classified advertising section.

For each of these, two tickets are given.

Realistic is the adjective to describe this display at the Iowa house, Waterloo, la., for

Tiffany's "Journey's End." Sandbags were used to make battlefield barricades, while ma-
chine guns and other war paraphernalia added realism to the whole. Jake Rosenthal, oper-

ator of the theattre. found tliat the idea stopped every passerby in his tracks and brought
many to the box office.

Theatre Greets "Journey^s End^^

Patrons with Mock Battle Front
Fitting the exploitation to the nature of the picture frequently makes a very

desirable system of advertising. Stunts of a general nature are the kind most often

used because there is no alternative. However, films depicting a certain type of

life, as for example, those of the sea, the underworld or war situations, are best

advertised in special displays. Window displays, theatre fronts, lobby exhibits

and the like should be adapted to the peculiarities of the picture.

Jake Rosenthal, manager of the Iowa thea-
tre, Waterloo, la., capitalized on the system
cf fitting the exploitation to the nature of the
picture when Tiffany's war film, "Journey's
End," came to his house. Replicas of trenches
were thrown up on a mock battlefield, which
in this case was the concrete walk in front
of the theatre. Dozens of sandbags were used
tc make the barricade more realistic.

Arrangements with the local American
Legion post made it possible to collect a num-

Coldest August Is

"Hottest" for Boston B. O.
Boston first run houses in the

Paramount-Publix chain recently re-

ported that they did a record-break-
ing business during August, and at
last the reason has been discovered:
The weather bureau for that sec-

tion burst out the other day with
the announcement that New England
has just gone through the coldest
August in the history of weather
prognosticating.
The Paramount-Publix houses re-

port that there have been frequent
holdovers of pictures and many
transfers of current films to other
theatres in the chain within the city

limits.

ber of war pistols, bayonets and machine guns.
These were placed behind the sandbag forti-

fications with their muzzles protruding. Am-
munition boxes, water cans and cartridges

helped to swell the exhibit.

Posters of war scenes from the production
were worked into the background with strik-

ing efi^ect.

After the patrons got past these "outposts"
(if they weren't already shot with the desire

to see the picture), they met face to face with
more exploitation when they entered the lobby,

for the cashier was entrenched in a machine
gun nest, where she sold tickets from behind
a barricade of logs, wire and more sandbags.
One just couldn't refrain from walking up to

see if the machine guns would actually shoot,
and of course the next thing was to buy a
ticket—just as easy as that.

15 Cuckoo Clocks Tell

Niagara of "Cuckoos'*
Patrons who came to the Fox Strand at

Niagara Falls to see "Cuckoos" got all the
cuckooing they bargained for and then some.
Manager Al Breckerich had arranged fifteen

cuckoo clocks in the lobby and set them so that

the little birdies would make their appearance
one minute apart. The stunt not only went
over but had the whole town talking. And
that's not an easy thing to bring about in

Niagara Falls where there are plenty of other
things to go cuckoo about.
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A loadfid of Fanchon and Marco chorus girls carried through Milwaukee streets in a truck
materially boosted interest in the stage programs at the Fox Wisconsin theatre. The trans-

portation came without cost to the theatre, being one of the terms of a tieup between the
stage presentation, "Box 0' Candy Idea," and the Ziegler Candy Company.

Chorus Girls Cooperate to Get

Stage Show Tieups at Wisconsin
Stage shows make good subjects for publicity, and when it is possible to obtain

the stage performers themselves for the exploitation the effectiveness increases.

Tieups often come easier for stage presentations than for motion pictures

because the actors are present in the flesh, and the realism of it grips both the

merchant who is a tieup prospect and the public.

Fox's Wisconsin house at Milwaukee has tieup for the "Good Fellowship" idea, bu_t^ it

utilized stage show exploitation to the fullest

extent for its presentation of the Fanchon and
Marco "Ideas." The names of the "Ideas"
have been a big aid in obtaining the tieups.

For example, there were the "Milky Way,"
"Good Fellowship" and "Box o' Candy" ideas,
each of which was made to have a definite
meaning in the tieups.

In connection with the "Milky Way" show,
a tieup was arranged with a dairy company
and a large milk wagon, with two teams of
horses pulled members of the stage chorus up
and down the main streets. The chorus girls
were attired in milk maid costumes. Placards
on_ the wagon advertised the show at the
Wisconsin.
Upon first thought one would probably

think it a difficult task to find an appropriate

S. O. S. Gets Relics

For "Journey's Elnd"

When "Journey's End" came to
the Capitol theatre, Windsor, Ont.,
Manager E. W. Gilmore sent out an
S. O. S. for war souvenirs to use in
a lobby display. The response was
more than gratifying. Gilmore was
flooded with an assortment of relics
of every description.

All were ticketed with the name of
the owner and placed in the huge col-
lection. Men were enlisted from
the city's unemployed to stand guard
over the souvenirs.

Disabled soldiers were admitted as
guests during the engagement.

was no sticker for this publicity staff. The
Blatz Brewing Company was contacted and a

sign was carried on the inn, a part of the

stage show, with the words "Old Heidelberg."
This is the name of a soft drink manufactured
by the brewing company. In return for the

advertising, Blatz permitted the Wisconsin to

run strips on all company billboards in the

city plugging the stage show.

The "Box o' Candy" idea was an easy one
for tieups. A local candy manufacturer agreed
to provide a truck for transportation of the

chorus about the city. Large placards adver-
tised the show. The candy company also do-

nated several thousand small boxes of candy
for distribution in the theatre lobby. Several

members of the chorus were taken to the

candy factory and photographed while engaged
in various operations of making candy. The
photographs were featured in several news-
papers.

Travel Bureau Tieup Gives

San Francisco Fox House
Wide Publicity in the West

Arrangement with a travel bureau has made
it possible for the Fox theatre at San Fran-
cisco to distribute folders describing the house
throughout the entire Pacific coast territory,

as well as Alaska and Hawaii.

The folder is an elaborately finished roto-

gravure booklet, showing views of the lobby,

auditorium, stage and exterior of the theatre
and calling it the "World's Finest Theatre."

Tieup with the travel bureau provides dis-

tribution in hotels, railroad offices, resorts and
steamships.

Arthur Catlin, manager of Loew's Allen
I house, Cleveland, gave away 2,000 bags
of candy daily for a week to publicize
the Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer production
"Let Us Be Gay." The candy came
through a tieup and went via this young
lady who was stationed in the lobby.
Printed copy on the bags read: "A greet-
ing from Norma Shearer, who appears
next week at Loew's Allen in 'Let Us

Be Gay'."

Toledo Paramount Has
Identification Puzzle

With PowelVs Picture
An exploitation stunt that was employed

with good effect by the Paramount house
at Toledo provided for an identification
contest in connection with William Pow-
ell's picture, "Shadow of the Law." Those
who could identify the star at the age of
16 from pictures published in the Toledo
Times, and who could also write an essay
on Powell's last six pictures, were awarded
prizes. The winner received $10. Tickets
went to 100 other contestants.

Loew's Valentine house, also at Toledo,
used an art contest to exploit Lon Chaney's
"Unholy Three." Character studies of
Chaney were printed in the Toledo News-
Bee. Contestants were to reproduce these
in water colors, oil, pencil or charcoal.
Loving cups were awarded for the three
best sketches, while the 15 next best won
ducats to the Valentine.

And Now—R K Guarantees

Its Pictures in Cincinnati
R K O at Cincinnati put its stamp of recom-

mendation upon the picture "Romance" by
advertising its as "A Guaranteed Attraction,"
when the film came to the Lyric in that city.

All advertisements carried an R K O seal

with ribbons and the note that the picture was
personally endorsed by R K O.
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MUSIC AND TALENT

Says Stage Shows Will Always Click

STAGE SHOWS
Philadelphia Masthaum

Week Ending August 29
Eddie Cantor made his last personal appearance

at the Mastbaum this week before leaving the stage

for three years, during which time he will be under
contract to make motion pictures.

Milton Charles at the organ sang and played "It

Happened in Monterey" with a Spanish street scene

on the screen.

The stage presentation, "Noah's Lark," opened with

the stage band under the leadership of Charlie Kalcy,

seated on the lower deck of the Ark and an old man
predicting rain. There were several numbers of un-

usual merit but no further references to the Ark idea.

The Fred Evans Ensemble put on a Blue Bird

Ballet that was charming. Twelve toe dancers dressed

as blue birds danced with perfect precifiion and grace

as Margaret McKee, "the whistling blue bird," trilled

and warbled an accompaniment. Miss McKee, in a

simple white dress with blue birds at waist and
shoulders, imitated a blue bird's eong very beauti-

fully as a drop of blue girds was lowered from
above. The ballet served as an introduction to

Berinoff and Eulalie, adagio dancers and International

Revue etars. At the close of the ballet, Berinoff, an

archer, bounded on to the stage and took aim at

Eulalie dressed as a blue bird. Throwing aside her

coetume of feathers, she joined Berinoff in an ex-

hibition of spectacular adagio dancing that deserved

the spontaneous applause that greeted it.

Billy Farrell and His Dad, famous dancing son and
his father, a wiry little man of 74, put on a song

and dance art that made the audience sit up and take

notice. Their buck and wing and clog dancing, an-

cient and modern, brought down the house.

Eddie Cantor, the king of hilarity, and probably

the greatest comedian to appear on the Mastbaum
stage, kept up a steady stream of side-splitting com-
edy, repeated the latest Hollywood gossip, sang "Roll-

ing Along" and so captivated his hearers that it was
with difficulty they could be persuaded to let him go.

There is no doubt about it, Eddie is the world's

champion "blues" chaser.

Just for good measure, there was also Larry, a

talented juvenile harmonica player and Pansy, a
performing horse.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending September 4

It's a far cry from a Wagnerian Overture, built

up on airs from the "Rienzi Overture," "Evening
Star" and "Pilgrim's Chorus" to the "Wild and
Woolly Idea" of Fanchon and Marco, but both are
on the bill at the Fox this week and both come in

for a lot of applause. The Fanchon and Marco
offering also covers a lot of territory, with action
first in our own wild and wooly West and later on
the equally wild pampas of the Argentine.
Ray Angwin, robust cowboy tenor, sings "When

Its Springtime in the Rockies" in a Far Western
setting and the Bud Murray Dancing Girls offer a
novelty, six pairs do a dance each holding a dunamy
of a cowboy between them, giving it the appearance
of a trio.

A cowboy does a wild dance and tumbling act and
is followed by Bud Carell, who throws a mean
lariat, spins ropes and ties fancy knots. He explains

that cowboys are fancy nowadays because the cows
have become so particular. The girls cast off their

ten-gallon hats and do a dance with derbies,

manipulating these cleverly as they dance to the
strains of "The Moon Is Low" from "Montana
Moon." They end by skipping rope to the flapping

(^Continued on next page, column 2)

Eddie Hill

Perhaps—but that is out of the questilon,

never having heard of Eddie Hill. And per-
haps isn't such a good way to begin a para-
graph, or a caption, either. But then, per-

haps we can use perhaps in the right place
before this is finished. Eddie's "crying songs"
are—well, you've just got to hear them, for

they can't be described by words. He played
Publix for a while, and then went the Fan-
chon and Marco rounds, accompanied by Mrs.
Hill, or Eva Thorne, prima donna. He hasn't
been through Chicago (that's where this is

being "writ"), for some time, and PERHAPS
(here we go) he'll be coming this way soon on
a Publix round, and—we hope so.

C^

Hal Pearl
Chicago's Youngest Organist

Organ Sensation

Featured at the

Fox Sheridan Theatre

Chicago

RKO Director
Says Public
Demands Them

Schwartzwald Sees Great Future,
As People Are Tiring of

Mechanical Music

By CHARLES S. AARONSON
NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—The stage

show as an added attraction accom-
panying the feature picture at the large
metropolitan theatre is far from a thing
of the past, in the opinion of Milton
Schwartswald, general musical director
of R K O. On the contrary, there will
always be a demand on the part of the
motion picture public for flesh and
blood stage presentations.

However, though he does not believe that
a stage show in itself is sufficient to make
any theatre a paying proposition, he notes cer-
tain instances, even in New York, whereRKO houses have made considerable gain
at the box office when one or another of the
competmg houses dropped the stage presen-
tation. The average small exhibitor cannot
afford to put on a show to draw the public,
by reason of the fact that it is an extremely
expensive proposition. In the case of the
large organization, the moment a stage bill
fails to show a profit, it is done away with,
but only the resources of the chain company
can permit of such rearrangements at will.

RKO, the director reports, will have ap-
proximately the same number of orchestras
m its theatres as last year, when 76 leaders
started the performance with the raising of
the curtain. There will be about 16 changes
in orchestras and leaders this year, stage
shows going into theatres in Houston and San
Antonio, Texas, and Minneapolis, among
others.

Schwartzwald stressed particularly the im-
portance of the orchestra leader in putting
over the show as a whole. When the open-
ing curtain goes up, he is the one who first

comes into contact with the audience, which
has become in recent years of a highly critical
turn. With reference to the comparatively
few changes being made by R K O in the mat-
ter of orchestra leaders, he pointed out as
the most important reason the fact that im-
portations of leaders necessitates the securing
of permission from the local union. The
unions as a rule are rather reluctant to grant
such permission, and for that reason his or-

ganization is making a concerted effort to

develop home talent in the various communi-
ties. Divisional supervisors are being sent out

this year with that end in view, giving the

{Continued on page 61, column 2)
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Before the

Mike
By BOBBY MELLIN

George Devron and his Dance Kings, will on

September 10th, replace Ralph Foote's orchestra at

the Terrace Garden—Olive O'Neal, the possessor of

a lovely pair of pipes, combined with a charming
personality, will again headline the floor-show with

an entirely new repertoire—Ray Perkins, the writer

of "Under a Texas Moon" and "Lady Luck" has

carved his own niche in the facade of broadcasting.

Listeners declare he is a perfect one-man show.

* # *

Mary Williams, "queen of the blues." ie quite a

favorite with WBBM radio fans—Joel Lay, baritone,

who is heard thrice weekly on Columbia chain hook-

ups is a vocalist of unusual ability and is gaining

wide prestige for himself by his original interpreta-

tions of the modern song—Henri Gendron and his

Ambassadors is not only an organization famed for

its blending together of harmonious sounds, but as a

band it is considerable of a melting pot of races,

which includes all nationalities.

* * *

"And Now" has been barred from the vocabulary

of the announcers of station KYW, Chicago. An
order signed by the general manager and posted on
the bulletin board to the attention of the station's

announcer reads : "And now we will have no more
"and-nowing."—Gingrer Rogers, though still in her

teens, has become one of the most popular stars over

the New York key of the CBS. Ginger is another
Paul Ash protege.

* « «

"The new broadcasting studios of the National
Broadcasting Company on top of the world's larg-

est office building in Chicago will bring to the
Middlewest the most modern and pretentious broad-
casting equipment in the world. All of the latest

developments in this rapidly growing industry have
been incorporated into the new Chicago division

plant." says Don Bernard, program manager in a

statement recently issued from his office.

« 4< «

The gorgeous woman replacing Al Melgard, WBBM
organist while the latter is away on a well de-

served vacation, is no one else but Bernice Yanacek
—Pat Flanagan, of the same station, is going to

school. Pat is attending the famous Northwestern
University coaching school under the direction of

Major J. L. Griffith. And when he starts his noted
graphic word-pictures of the games this fall, he will

be equipped with all the lingo and official knowledge
of the professionals, so that this year WBBM fans
will "see" football as a player himself sees it.

* • •

There's another new novelty program on the air

—

Each Friday evening the LeLewer Lads, none other
than Clem and Harry, two former employees of the
Remick Music Corporation, Chicago, present a pro-

gram of both old favorites, and newly written novel-
ties, including many original parodies of their own
and those sent to them by their fans. If I were
to judge the popularity of these two boys by their

avoirdupois, I think they will be a "huge" success.

* • *

It has been said that the red-headed music maker
Wendall Hall, gets five hundred dollars per broadcast.
This sum being paid to him by the Shell Oil com-
pany. I would say that he is the red-headed money
maker—Ross & Fred, a harmony team that has won
much popularity over station KYW, offers an un-
usual repertory of novelty singing—Letters received
by Jules Herbuveaux indicate that he is a favorite
of listeners in New Zealand.

» * «

If you should happen to meet Wallace Butterworth,
popular NBC announcer, on the street some day.
let the writer advise you never to speak about
"aviation" to him, for Wallace will surely fly up in
the air. You see, Wallace officiated as announcer at
the National Air Races, Chicago, and after seeing,
hearing, talking and dreaming about aeroplanes for
the pa.st ten days, says he would rather hear plain
talk instead of plane talk.

M. Spitalny Leaves House
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, Sept. 4.—Maurice Spitalny, well-
known fixture in Cleveland's musical circles, and for
many years conductor of local theatre orchestras,
has left Locw's State. He is succeeded by Don Felice,
Wanhington, D. C.

STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from preceding page, column 1)

of holsters and red bandanas, which make up the
bulk of their costume.

Hart's Crazy Cats go wild and the stage is filled

with leaping, tumbling cowboys, led by Felix the Cat.
Davis and LaRue ride in on hobby horses and chase
the cows around the pasture to pasteurize the milk
and put on a lot of laughable stunts, including a
slow motion horse race. Their act is a wow.
Ausie and Czech, attired in South American style,

offer a clever whip-snapping stunt and axes are
thrown at stumps with reassuring precision. The
Bud Murray Dancing Girls in South American cos-

tumes, including tinseled skirts and huge hats, do a
lively dance and the act comes to a close with a
spectacular forest fire scene in which the burning
trees fall and the picturesque settlement is quickly

wiped away.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending August 28

WalHc Vernon, the Nut Master of Ceremonies, has

a novelty stage entertainment glorifying vaudeville.

Headlined are Winfred and Mills, a pair of blackface

comedians. Other entertainers who go across in good
style are Jo© Wong, the Chinese Rudy Vallee

;

Pickard's Chinese Syncopators, Hazel Wong, Sun
Haw, Kee and Shaw Low, and a fast stepping

chorus.

Portland Fox Broadway
Week Ending August 29

Celebrating their fourth anniversary the Fox
Broadway, in addition to the great five-layer cake

especially baked for the occasion and placed in the

foyer where the steady patrons were given gen-

erous slices on the final evening, were served with

another most enjoyable Fanchon & Marco stage idea

known as "Victor Herbert," and was offered in

tribute to the famous composer of light operas.

Some score of his popular melodies were played by

(Continued on next page, column 1)

PAUL ASH says—

"Adieu"

Will See You

Over the Air

HELLO EVERYBODY:—Of late there has been a
great increase in the number of golf addicts (if you
can call them that), due to the popularity of Tom
Thumb golf courses. These miniature links are at-

tracting thousands of patrons who welcome the new
game with almost rabid enthusiasm. ... It is no
wonder, therefore, that Leo Diston, Mitchell Parish
and Frank Perkins were inspired to write a song
entitled "I've Gone Goofy 0\er Miniature Golf."
As may be surmised from the title, it is a comedy
number, with a catchy melody and lots of funny
choruses. . . . The ditty is published by Mills Music,
Inc., and is being considered by the National Tom
Thumb Golf Association for adoption as their official

song.

Incidentally, while looking for the notice of my
42 in the daily publishing of scores in the Journal.
I ran across the score of Herb Kern, organist at

the Park Plaza, in the Bronx. Herb turned in a
score of 32, for a 44 Par course. He must be good.
. . . Well, I had better get down to the business
( ?) of writing this column. . . . First, I'd like to
mention a few changes for your organist lists. . . .

Bernie Cowham is back at the Keith-Albee, Flushing
... as is Ted Meyn, at the Loew's Jersey, Jersey
City, Bill Mecder is back at the R K O, Richmond
Hill. L. I. . . . Katherine Kaderly is now featured
with another girl at the new Paramount, Denver.
. . . Max Marlin is at Katherine's old stand, the
Metropolitan, Brooklyn. . . . Ron and Don are at

the Fox, Brooklyn, for the next four weeks and Bob
West is at the Fox, Washington, D. C Dick
Liebert is at Loew's State, Cleveland. . . . Louise
M. Roesch is no longer at the Strand, Brooklyn,
and it is rumored that no Warner houses will have
organists, henceforth. . . . Oh, yes, I also heard
that Hy C. Geis is no longer at the Stanley, Jersey
City. Don't know for sure, but I'll probably have
more definite information for the next issue. . . .

Paul Ash is through at the Brooklyn Paramount
and next week will see Rudy Vallee back at this

house. . . . Benny Ross is still m. c'ing and stop-

ping shows at the Stanley, Jersey City. . . . Teddy
Joyce is now M. C. at the R K O, Youngstown,
Ohio. . . Sam Jack Kaufman, m. c. at Fox, Brooklyn.
is wowing them ... as is Charlie Melson at the

RKO, White Plains.

I have found out where to find most any music
man around noon each day. ... A lot of them dine

at Le Men's restaurant on the Subway Concourse,

at 47th and B'way. . . LeMon's is one reason (and
a good one, you'll admit, after eating there) why all

the boys have that well fed appearance. . . . Lon
Mooney, former manager of Forster's, is now in

charge of the Organ and Slide Department of Red
Stai-. and after the organists get acquainted with
him, I'm sure they'll all agree that he is regular

and a great plugger. . . . Lon was one of the best-

liked song pluggers in the business and it will not

be difficult for him to gain the same reputation

with the pedal-pushers.

Marty Beck, popular leader of the Playboys, has

just returned from a much needed vacation and is

back at the Rain-Bow Inn with hie orchestra. . . .

Marty was formerly at the Mayfair Roof and also

was the "Heart" of half the girls in Newark when
he was M. C. at the Branford. . , . Heard Jack
Whiting- and Bernice Claire sing "Looking for the

Lovelight in the Dark" in the new First National

picture, "Top Speed." at the Strand last night and
now I know why Will Rockwell up at Harms is

plugging this song so much, it's a peach and Will

may be congratulated on his enthusiasm for it. . . .

Joe Burke and Al Dubin are the writers of this

tune, oh yes. and they are the writers of "In Mem-
ory of You," another of the Harms hit tunes. . . .

Joe Davis, who is known to the music world as a

discoverer of many great artists and song writers,

has just added another feather to his cap by sign-

ing up for a period of years, Alex Hill, who hails

from No. Little Rock, Ark.
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the Broadway Stage band under the leadership of

Jimmy Taft.

Buddy Howe, an energetic and extremely clever

tap dancer put over some snappy numbers to the
Herbert tunes, and repeatedly stopped the show.
Other entertaining dancers were Ernest Belcher and
the clever and extremely good looking line girls.

William Powell, trick trombone player, had a spot.

Ralph Richards, talented pianist scored in novelty

numbers. A Walt Disney fish cartoon and Tom
Terriss travelogue helped the bill which accom-
panied the screen fare, George O'Brien in "Last of

the Duanes." Henri LcBel recovered from recent

illnees again brought out some wonderful waltzes

on the Wurlitzer.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending September 5

Harry Carroll's Revuette was the biggest title on
the week's bill at the Mainstreet. The revue is built

around the noted song writer and utilizes his old

and new musical compositions. In his company are
alfio Maxine Lewis, singer, and Eddie Bruce, come-
dian, as well as twelve chorus beauties, a bo»b come-
dian, and a Negro mammy. The act is well balanced
and achieves an effect of finish and beauty, partly
accounted for by the charming young dancers and
the colorful backdrops. Miss Lewis sings two groups
of songs, in one of which she is assisted by the
negro mammy, who does old-fashioned plantation jigs.

Mr. Bruce has a line of jokes which prove amusing
to the audience.

The stage bill is opened by the Kanazawa Boys,
Japanese juggling acrobats, who present "Novelties
from the Far East." They do some neat and nimble
balancing and whirling.
Harry Foster Welch, the "famous one-man band,"

achieves the effect of a full band without the aid of
any instruments.

Emily Van Loese does an esthetic dance. She is a
lovely blonde who wins the entire approbation of the
audience.

Eleanor Smith appears in a tap dance which is

considerably above the average.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending September 4

The stage offering is called "Rumba Rhythm,"
and derives its name from the so called "Rumba
Dance." which is exploited by Miss Vanessi, assisted

by the Enright Rockets. Miss Vanessi portrays a
weird dance, which might be called a combination
of the hula and the shimmy. Not anything very
much unusual, but she got away to a pretty good
hand.
Hal Leroy, a young man who looks like Lind-

bergh, shows some nifty tap dancing. Hal per-
forms many fast and difficult steps and gets better
than average applause and deserves it.

The big hit of the show is Joe Penner. Penner's
routine never varies much, but he has such an un-
usual way of putting his foolishness across that his

popularity grows on every visit. He is really

worth while, and comes closer to stopping the show
regularly than any other offering we have had here
for some time.

Dick Powell, m. c, and his stage band are also

JULIA DAWN
The Golden Voiced Orirnniy 1

STILL DOING
NOVELTIES

FOR
DELUXE
THEATRES

^K ^^^ ^^1

NOW AT
PARAMOUNT'S

PRINCE
EDWARD
THEATRE
SYDNEY

AUSTRALIA

much in evidence, the band peppier than ever and
Dick crooning as charmingly as ever. Their best
number is "Little White Lies," and the large audi-
ences have been applauding generously.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending August 23

Fanchon and Marco's "Smiles" Idea opens with
the chorus of ten Smiling Sweethearts, five of which
wear masks, doing their stuff to the tune of "Smiles."
Walter Bradbury does a bit of fast stepping after

which the chorus goes into dance routine to the
tune of "I Want to Be Happy" and "When My Baby
Smiles At Me."

McGrath & Deeds engage in some general wise
cracking, play a number of instruments and do a
bit of dancing besides. They are clever and draw
good applause.

Dorothy Neville sings "Smiling Through," "Sun-
shine of Your Smile" and "Last Rose of Summer,"
amid an elaborate setting of yellow and green with
the chorus attired in varied colored costumes.

Two unannounced songsters and funsters engage
in a bit of good humored nonsense after which the

chorus attired in natty black costumes with um-
brellas do their turn to "Let a Smile Be Your
Umbrella."

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending August 28

Ed Lowry, back from a brief vacation, offers as

the chief attractions on the stage his own Boys Band,

an organization of aibout one hundred St. Louis

youngsters. What they lack in quality the lads

make up in volume.

The Ambassadorians also play.

The stage show is restricted because the film at-

traction is "All Quiet on the Western Front."

Believes Stage Shows
Will Always Click
{Continued from page 59, column 3)

orchestra men the benefit of the knowledge
of the home office.

Schwartzwald further noted the faikire of

the screened versions of musical comedies to

take hold with the motion picture public as

an indication that they want that type of

thing in the flesh and that the screen cannot

satisfactory produce the personality which is

the life of the stage show. RKO itself has

cancelled plans for a number of musical com-
edies they had anticipated screening, due to

the general adverse reaction noted by execu-

tives. For this reason as well, many stage

stars who flocked to the Coast for such work,

have returned to the vaudeville and presenta-

tion field with such circuits as RKO.
Because he believes the public is to a cer-

tain extent becoming satiated with the me-
chanical music which has replaced the living

orchestra in the continuously more numerous
wired houses throughout the country, the

RKO musical director sees the stage show as

having great possibilities ahead, though he
contends it can never be more than an accom-
paniment to the feature picture at any house.

Jolson to Record "Big Boy"
Songs for New Company

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—The United Record com-
pany, a new concern which will manufacture disks,

features among its early releases two songs sung by
Al Jolson from his forthcoming Warner Brothers
Vitaphone special, "Big Boy." "Tomorrow's Another
Day," and "Hooray for Baby and Me," are the titles.

August 30 is the release date of "Big Boy."

"Yon Can't Go Wrong

With Any Feist Song'*

IF I HAD A GIRL
LIKE YOU

DOWN THE RIVER OF
GOLDEN DREAMS

THE SONG WITHOUT
A NAME

AROUND THE
CORNER

IT HAPPENED IN

MONTEKEY

A BIG BOUQUET FOR
YOU

WHY HAVE YOU
FOKGOTTEN WAIKIKI

WHAT'S THE USE

SINCE MAGGIE BE^

CAME MARGUEKITE

I WONDER WHATS
BECOME OF SWEET

ADELINE

FORGIVE ME

THE WALTZ YOU
SAVED FOK ME

I'LL BE BLUE JUST
THINKING OF YOU

Leo Feist, Inc.

56 Cooper Square

New York, N. Y.
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BEST SELLERS

Week Ending August 30

No. I

"Little White Lies"—(Donaldson).

No. 2

"IVlien It's Springtime in the Rockies"

—(Villa Morct).
No. 3

"Dancing With Tears in My Eyes"—
(Witmark).

No. 4

"Swinging in a Hammock"—(Berlin).

"You Brought a New Kind of Love"
—(Famous).

No. 5

"Stein Song"—(Carl Fischer).

No. 6

"Betty Co-Ed"—(Leo Feist).

"Somewhere in Old Wyoming"— (J.

Morris).
"Around the Corner"—(Leo Feist).

"Bye, Bye, Blues"—(Berlin).

"Down the Ri^'er of Golden Dreams"
—(Feist).

"Kiss Walts"—(Witmark).
"It Happened in Monterey"— (Feist).

No. 7

"Just a Little Closer"—(Robbins).
"What's the Use"—(Feist).

"I Love You So Much"—(Harms).
"If I Had a Girl Like You"—(Feist).

"Nobody Cares If I'm Blue"—(Wit-
mark).

"A BIG BOUQET FOR YOU"—(Leo Feist, Inc.)—
These two well known writers have a chance of this

song- going over very big-. It has an excellent story

and the melody is suitable. Lyric by Gus Kahn,
music by Seymour Simons.

* * *

"SWEET JENNIE LEE"—(Donaldson, Douglas &
Gamble)—This writer is now in his stride, having
the biggest hit in the country at the present time.

This one looks like another to add to his laurels.

By Walter Donaldson.

"GO HOME AND TELL YOUR MOTHER"— (Rob-
bins Music Corp.)—This song is featured in the Metro
picture LOVE IN THE ROUGH. A great lyric and
melody by two writers who are very consistent. This
number looks like a hit. Words by Dorothy FHelds,

music by Jimmy McHugh.

"ON THE RAINBOW TRAIL"— (J. Morris Music
Co.)—A pretty numiber of the type that this firm has
been very successful with in the past. Should last a
long time once it gets started. By Coleman Goetz
May Singhi Breen and Peter De Rose.

"IF I COULD BE WITH YOU (One Hour To-
night)"—(Remick Music Corp.)—An old number that
suddenly came to life and now looks like a real hit.

Getting a big radio plug. By Henry Creamer and
Jimmy Johnson.

• » *

"WHEN THE ORGAN PLAYED AT TWILIGHT"
— (Santly Bros., Inc.)—This numjber taken over from
an Enfrlish publisher has real merit. A beautiful

story and melody. This type of song has a real

chance of being very big. By Raymond Wallace,
Jimmy Campbell and Reg Connelly.

BERNIE COWHAM (Flushing, L. I. Keith-Albee)

presented the most novel and entertaining solo of his

career, this week. (This reviewer has heard Cow-

ham's solos all over the country for the past four

years). This presentation told of Cowham's entire

vacation trip in parody form to the airs of popular

tunes. Opening with a special version chorus to the

tune of "Singing a Vagabond Song." Special lyrics

which told of his vacation and actual photographs had

the audience in a most happy mood. Finally turning

toward the audience, Bernie was met with a burst of

applause, and then orally he exT>lained that he had

choosen an appropriate song for them to sing, "I Re-

member You From Somewhere." The manner in

which the audience sang proved conclusively that he

was all wrong and that the audience had not for-

gotten him. "My Future Just Passed," "Little White
Lies" and "Around the Corner" rounded out Cow-
ham's entertaining program. At the finale, the ap-

plause warranted an encore and Bernie responded

with two more choruses (specials) of "Around the

Corner."

RUSS KERSHNER (Capitol, Pottsville, Pa.) pre-

sented this week a unique novelty entitled "Forget-

Me-Nots"—a musical bouquet. Just the first sixteen

bars of each chorus w^ere used, enough to make the

tune recognizable. The reaction of the audience was
interesting, each listener being in a constant state

of expectancy, and eager to identify each number as
it came along. The tempo was stepped up in the
latter fast numbers to give the proper finale effect.

The numbers used were "Rememiber," "Just a Love
Nest," "I Love You, Believe Me," "Aren't We All,"
"Under a Texas Moon," "A Little Kiss Each Morn-
ing," "Love," "There's Danger in Your Eyes,
Cherie," "Rio Rita," "I'm Dancing With Tears in

My Eyes," "The Moon Is Low," "That Wonderful
Something," "I'm in the Market for You," "I'm Fol-
lowing You," "My Love Parade," "Sing You Sinners"
and "Happy Days."

PRESTON SELLERS (Chicago Oriental) put on
his usual excellent program, as is always evidenced
by the response which he receives from his audience
—or should we say pupils. You just seem to feel that
for fifteen minutes you are going to be entertained
highly, when you hear the first notes fly out from the
corners, and see the organ rising slowly from its

hiding place. And you always seem to know that
man at the console is rising into public favor as
well. But to the numbers sung and played. The
first one which drew forth dulcet harmonies from
myriad throats was that popular little tune, "Swing-
ing; in a Hammock," followed by the rollicking "An-
chors Aweigh," which makes you think for a minute
that you're about to start off on a delicious boat
ride—where you don't know—and furthermore, you
don't care. Then came "Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes," which was whistled, and strange as it may
seem when speaking of most whistling, it wasn't bad
at all. A parody of "Exactly Like You" caused a
good deal of merriment, giving all those participat-

ing, as well as those listening, a splendid round of

fun. The ever poojular "Stein Song" (it still seema
to be, judging by the vocal "cords") preceded the

last number, which carried them away, by just "Ro-
Ro-Rolling Along."

EDDIE MEIKEL (Chicago Uptown) gave an inter-

esting program, interspersed by novel effects, such as

boys singing, then girls, etc., and the audience just

ate it up, because, as has been said before, audiences

just eat up anything that is different. Eddie played,

in the order that these titles are written, "Swinging
in a Hammock," "Around the Corner," "Sunny Boy,"
"Sweethearts on Parade," "Constantinople," "With
You" and "You Brought a New Kind of Love to Me."
As you can see, some of the songs played are not so

new, but they nevertheless are still popular. "Con-
stantinople" was made up into a delightful tongue

twister, and the audience got a great kick out of it.

"Around the Corner" has a certain lilt to it that

compels even those staid and stern people, who
usually sit around and enjoy hearing the others, to

WEEK ENDING AUGUST 23

(Donaldson,

No. I

"Little White Lies"

Douglas and Gumble).

No. 2

"You Brought a New Kind of Love to

Me"— (Famous Music Co.).

"Swingin' in a Hammock"—(Berlin).

No. 3

"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous).

No. 4

"Dancing with Tears in My Eyes"—
(M. Witmark).

No. 5

"So Beats My Heart for You"—
(DeSylva, Brown and Henderson).
"I Still Get a Thrill Thinking of You,"

—(Davis, Coots and Engel).

"I'm Needin' You"—(Remick).

No. 6

"Kiss Waltz"—(M. Witmark).
"Nobody Cares If I'm Blue"—(M.

Witmark).
"Just a Little Closer"—(Robbins).

No. 7

"Old New England Moon"—(Berlin).

"If I Had a Girl Like You"—(Feist).

No. 8

"I Love You So Much"—(Harms).

No. 9
"/ Remember You From, Somewhere"—(DeSylva, Brown and Henderson).
"Be Careful With Those Eyes"—

(Gene Austin).
"Ro-Ro-Rolling Along" — (Shapiro,

Bernstein).
No. 10

"Carribean Love Song"—(Feist).

"Exactly Like You"—(Shapiro, Bern-
stein).

"Bye, Bye, Blues"—(Berlin).

"Confessin' That I Love You"—
(Berlin).

"What's the Use"—(Feist).

sing their heads off. And, incidentally, Eddie's play-

ing is partly (very much so) responsible for thl»,

also.

LEO TERRY (Granada, Chicago) presented "Shades
of Blue" for his organ solo, his first week at this

deluxe theatre. Playing in a blue spot, "Sing You
Sinners" with special lyrics illustrating the meaning
of Shades of Blue. The numbers he used were "My
Blue Heaven," "Blue Is the Night," "When the Little

Red Roses Get the Blues for You" and others. Then
for contrast he offered "Tiger Rag" real low down
like only Terry can offer with mutation stops. He
was forced to encore and played the finale of the

William Tell overture. From observations this re-

porter might state that it would be a wise thing for

B & K to leave Terry at this theatre as his reception

was great and he would be a drawing card in this

theatre with its all sound policy.

Johnny Sylvester Dies
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Sept. 4.-^ohnny Sylvester,

nationally known accordionist, and for the past nine

years leader and director of Cole McElroy's Band,

died suddenly at the Benjamin Franklin hotel, Seattle,

age 31.

He was noted as a recording artist and traveled

for years on the Orpheum Circuit.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS
1437 B'way
N. Y. City
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THE SHORT FEATURE

Editorial Just Fits

"Parlez Vous" Ballyhoo

Fred S. Meyer, manager of the Al-

hambra theatre, Milwaukee, found
that an editorial on comedies, pub-

lished in a local newspaper was pre-

cisely the material be needed to ex-

ploit Slim Summerville in the Uni-

versal comedy, "Parlez Vous."
An 11-year-old boy had written to

the newspaper as follows: "Please

write a series of editorials telling

motion picture houses that they are

not giving us a square deal when they

leave the comedy off the program."

In response the paper published an

editorial under the title "Here's Your
Help, Young Man."
Meyer read the editorial and got a

brilliant idea. He reproduced the

editorial on a three-sheet panel. Be-
side the editorial a large head carried

the words, "Here's Your Help, Young
Man," and below in smaller type was
the following: "Come to the Alham-
bra theatre and see Slim Summerville

in Universal's comedy mirth-quake,

"Parlez Vous," guaranteed to satisfy

all from 11 to 111.

Newspictures

PATHE SOUND NEWS—NO. 73—Gotham hails

Germans who flew Atlantic—Pick America's most

perfect back at Los Angeles—Legionnaires mass Hags

for buddies at Harrisburg, Pa.—Couple wed in

cage of tigers at Dayton, Ohio—14-year boy wins

trapshoot title at Vandalia Field, Ohio—British girl

takes United States tennis crown—United States

merman first in $10,000 swim at Toronto—Big loop

parade opens Chicago air meet.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5635—Iowa swimmer wins $10,000

Toronto race—Two die in crash at National Air

Races—Estonia's warriors parade for Poland's

president—Acrobats gamble with death at Escanaba,

Mich., fair—Enterprise picked to defend America

cup against Lipton's Shamrock—French driver wins

Klausenpass mountain climbing test—Del Monte,

Cal., fetes "good old days"—Von Gronau and crew

flies from Germany to America in seaplane.

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL NO. 69.—Betty Nuthall

wins U. S. tennis crown—Tokyo school authorities

launch health drive—German couple wed in plane

high over Berlin cathedral—^Giant grotesque figures

parade in mid-summer festival at Brussels, Belgium

—50,000 see opening of $6,000,000 Mid-Hudson
bridge at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Furious seas pound

Maine coast as deluge floods New England after

long drought—Crack fliers in great sky review at

opening of National Air Races.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 296—India
in uproar as British battle new uprisings—The silly

season in gay Paree—Fancy trimmings for bull

fight—German seaplane reaches New York after

oversea flight—Speediest trotters race for big purse

at Goshen, N. Y.—Here's the champ baby mermaid
of Rye Beach, N. H.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5636—Firemen risk lives to save

government files in Washington fire—Half million

sheep in Wales get annual dipping—^Stockholm folk

dance Swedish folk dances—Lindy and Anne see

national air meet in Chicago—Hold seven-mile swim
on Tiber river in Rome—New York's "Little Italy"

honors St. Anthony—Engineers blast dam into

Saguenay river in Canada—Pennsylvania Grangers
hail Pinchot.

Novel Subjects Feature Columbians

104 Short Releases forNew Season
Unusual subjects feature Columbia Pictures' lineup of 104 one-reel releases for

the coming season. Answering the public's demand for novel entertainment, the

company has produced a group of short subjects featuring such varied topics as

Voodoo snake worshippers, self flipping flapjack machines and featherless

chickens.

Comedy subjects such as the Disney
"Mickey Mouse" cartoons and the "Silly

Symphonies" are now to be supplemented by
"Curiosities," "Specialties" and "The Rambling
Reporter," a talking travelog. The "Curiosi-
ties" series deals with freaks of the world,
while "Specialties" is a series of unusual com-
edy skits.

Eddie Buzzell, who was recently engaged by
Columbia for comedy work, is working on a

series known as "Bedtime Stories for Grown-
ups." Two in this group have already been
released, "Never Strike Your Mother" and
"Faith, Hope and Charity." The novelty ele-

ment is introduced by a radio announcer who
talks throughout the picture. After having
tucked in his juvenile audience with a bedtime
story, he relates another especially prepared
for their seniors.

In addition to these attractions there will

be the established comedy and other short sub-

jects such as the "Krazy Kat Kartoons,"
"Mickey Mouse," "Silly Symphones" and
"Talking Screen Snapshots." The latter goes
into its tenth year.

Publix Sound News
Unit Put in Toronto

After Quota Ruling
Acting to meet the Canadian requirement

that from 25 to 35 per cent of all sound news
shots must be British or Canadian topical

scenes. Paramount Publix has established a

complete Paramount News sound unit in

Toronto for permanent use.

J. C. Boylan, chairman of the Ontario
Board of Motion Picture Censors, has inti-

mated that others may follow suit.

A cowboy's outfit and photographs of outdoor life made this an attractive window display

for the Grantland Rice Sportlight, "Dude Ranching," a Pathe release. The New York
Strand theatre used it through a tieup with the Northern Pacific Railway. The insert shows

one of the street frames at the Strand with its layout of ranching equipment.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

^^ $1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Mail Order Bargains

WE UNDERSELL THEM ALI^-BRAND NEW
MERCHANDISE—FACTORY TO YOU. Accous-
tical Felt, 29!4c sq. yd.; Theatre Plush Carpet, $1.19
per yd. ; Duvetyn fireproof Drapes, 49c sq. yd.

;

Theatre Burlap, 27 ^c sq. yd.; W. E. Approved
Sound Screens, 44c sq. ft.; Sound Mixers, $19.50;
Sound-On-Film Heads, $198.50; Photocells, $14.95;
G. E. Exciter Lamps, 98c; Optical Systems, $29.50;
Head Amplifiers, $29.60; H h. p. Synchro-
nous Motors, $29.50; Rochester-Built Turntables,
$69.50; Samson-Pam 19 Amplifiers, $69.15; Audak
Tuned Pickups, $33.95; Standard Audak, $17.95;
Wright-DeCoster Horns. $17.64; Jensen Speakers,
$17.80; Exponential Horns, $48.80; Giant Ex-
ponential Units, $46.35; Constant Faders, $13.90;
Bargains, Demonstrators, Rebuilt Booth Equipment,
Projectors, Arcs, Rectifiers, Lens, etc. Write _ us
your needs. Address Service-On-Sound Corporation,
1600 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound
screens, a foot, 75c. Synchronous 54 hp. motors,
$50. ii hp. variable speed motors, $27.50. Large
hub two-thousand foot reels, $2. Imported Mirror
Arc mirrors, guaranteed finest made, 7 in., $6. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, up-
per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,
$25. Gundlach lenses, $5. Mazda regulators, $37.50.
Lens polish, a pint, $2. New Strong rectifier tubes
for 30 ampere, $13.50; for 15 ampere, $7.25. Heavy
ft'm splicers, $6. Mazda globes for any machine
discount 10%. Sure-fit Simplex parts, discount 10%.
Two Simplex machines like new with new Strong
Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-intensity gener-
ator $1,175 Powers 6B Mazda machine good as
new, $300. Two Powers 6B bases, $150. Any size
carbons National Bio. Electra. Discount 10%. Two
.'strong low-intensity lamps, demonstrators, $300. Two
Strong 30 ampere rectifiers slightly used, $250. Two
Powers 6B machines complete with heavy Grimes
Turntables ready for sound projection guaranteed
best made, $950. Write or wire us your needs.
Twenty years in the theatre supply business. You
take no chance when you order from the Western
Motion Picture Co., Danville, 111.

Theatres for Sale or Rent

OWNER OF BUILDING WILL LEASE THE-
-•VTRE to responsible party. Two years old. Every-
thing new, 1931 DeForest Sound-On-Film. 650 seats.
No agent need apply. Address Ritz Theatre, 2323
W. Eleventh Ave., Gary, Indiana.

RENT THEATRE-PERFECT SOUND. County
seat town. Closest competition 65 miles away. Have
to see location to appreciate deal. Talking equipment
for sale. Address Post Office Box 241, Santa Rosa,
New Mexico.

THEATRE FOR SALE—750 seats, Northern Indi-
ana town of 6,000 population. Sound equipped. New
projectors, rugs and decorations. Long lease. Clears
$1,000 monthly. Good reason for selling. $12,000
cash, balance terms. Address Albert Goldman, 1402
Mailers Building, Chicago, Illinois.

FOR .SALE OR LEASl^-FIRST RUN THEATRE,
located in one of the fastest growing cities in the
South. Population of 20,000. Draw sixty miles
square. $5,000 ca.sh will handle if purchased, if
leased, will lease very reasonable. Terms to suit
purchaser. Reason for selling, retiring. If inter-
ested answer quick. Address Box 498. Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

TITEATRF.—LIVEST CITY IN SOUTHWEST.
Population 12,000. Best location. One other show.
Selling to dissolve partnership. Address State Thea-
tre, Pampa, Texas.

FOR RENT—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE
—Seats 4U0; =ilent equipment. County seat town;
center of four highways, no competition; 30 miles to

nearest show, forced to give up as 1 have too many
other business interests to look after. Equipment for
sale. An opportunity. Address Mrs. Mary Miller,
Napoleon, N. D.

FOR SALE—250 SEAT THEATRE. Perfect
sound. No competition. Address Lathrop theatre,
Lathrop, Mo.

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK
—Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25%
of Talue. West Virginia town, drawing population
ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers save
postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply.

Address Box 627, Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

GOOD PAYING 350 SEAT HOUSE, 50c and 25c,

SPECIALS 75c and 35c, silent, no competition, near-
est sound sixty mountain miles. Building 55 ft. x
110 ft., three lots, store, six room house, dance hall,

weekly dances, shows seven nights. Must sell ac-

count of altitude. Less than half cost. Snap. Ad-
dress Rainbow Theatre, Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Lo-
cated in the finest game and fishing country in the
United States.

FOR SALE—250 SEAT HOUSE and equipment.
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to appreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Herndon,
Virginia.

A REAL NICE THEATRE IN TOWN 2500 POP-
ULATION. Talking Pictures. Six other towns to

draw from. At a bargain. Address R. W. Floyd,
Dyer, Tennessee.

TWO THEATRES—TOWN 5,000; must be sold

to settle estate; absolutelv genuine bargain. Ad.
dress Box 488. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St.. Chicago. Illinois.

623-SEATER WITH SOUND—Population 4.200;

no opposition. Sunday town. Address Empress
Tlieatre. Belding. Mich.

Positions Wanted

Theatres Wanted

WANTED—TO BUY OR LEASE, THEATRE IN
Northwest or Western State. Population over 5,000.

Give full details in first letter. Address Box 503,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, Illinois.

WISH TO BUY OR LEASE THEATRE IN
TOWN OVER 3,000 POPULATION. Cash proposi-

tion. Address IJox 499, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

WANT TO RENT TALKIE THEATRE,
EQUIPPED. Town of 5,000. No opposition. Ad-
dress Box 496. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE IN NORTH CAROLINA OR VIR-
GINIA. Address Box 52, Ahoskie, N. C.

New Equipment

THE LATEST INVENTION—THE PERFOR-
ATED SILVER SOUND SCREEN. Invisible seams,
unexcelled for colored pictures. Clear sound, depth

and reflection. The only perfect screen for third

dimension. For particulars apply Sunbeam Silver

Sound Screen, 48 Montgomery St., Newburgh, New
York.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT IN ORGAN SOLOS? I have it!

Eight years experience any style of solo. Can be
billed as M. C. Singing Organist. Will go anywhere.
Address Box 501, Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

LOBBY ARTIST DESIRES CHANGE. Experi-
enced house manager. Will consider either position
or combination. Address Rex Mosher, Imperial
Theatre, Alliance, Nebraska.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE ME
WORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8
years' experience on Powers. Motiograph, Simplex,
also Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Age 24^. mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St.. Rock Hill. S. C.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-

tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhibi-
tors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS Specially
trained managers, theatre advertising men, theatre
service men, available for employment at short notice.

No service charges. Address Theatre Managers In-

stitute, 325 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS Specially
trained managers, assistant managers, advertising men,
service men, available for employment at short notice.
Address Theatre Managers Institute, 325 Washington
St., Elmira, New York.

PROJECTIONIST—Al—LONG EXPERIENCE all

machines and sound. Address Fred T. Walker, 2124
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—TALKING EQUIPMENT. Enquire
of Post Office Box 241, Santa Rosa, New Mexico.

JENSEN 14"
BOXES, $950.00.
Dallas, Texas.

SPEAKERS, $35.00. FADER
Address Lee, 302 Harwood, St.,

ONE PACENT DISC TALKING EQUIPMENT
IN PERFECT CONDITION—for $600.00 cash. One
extra good Simplex only slightly used for $400.00;
one Simplex, good condition, for $300.00; one Powers
6B including GE Mazda unit for $200.00; one Re-
producco Pipe Organ for $150.00. Address Royal
Theatre, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTIOGRAPH, $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters, New De Vry suit-

case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minn.

GENNETT DISC EQUIPMENT—A REAL BUY—Will sell very reasonable—perfect condition. Ad-
dress Box 497, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn .St., Chicago, Illinois.

ADDITIONAL

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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FOR SALE—TWO SETS OF TALKIE TURN-
TABLES—One set for Simplex with motors and
pickups, $150.00. One set for Powers or Simplex
with pickups, $75.00. Address W. T. Zimmerman,
Warrenton, Missouri.

PACENT DISC MACHINES COMPLETE OR
PARTS—Will sell cheap. Address Community Thea-
tres, Inc., 530 Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Wise.

NEW EQUIPMENT BARGAINS—TUBES. 30 day
replacement guarantee. No. 227, 90c; 226, 78c; 250,
$3.85; 210, $2.70; 281, $2.22; 245, $1.50; 244, $1.50;
171, 90c. ACCOUSTIC matting highly efficient, ab-

sorption co-efficient, 43%; guaranteed at lYiC per
square foot. ARC lamps, pick-ups, speakers, sound
screens approved by Western Electric, and many more
Items at greatly reduced prices. Name your require-
ments. Address Apparatus Sales & Service Co., 1223-

1227 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE — ONE SIMPLEX MACHINE
PRACTICALLY NEW—One second-hand Powers
6A in good shape. One Photophone practically new
all motor driven 110 A.C. For quick sale, $500.00
takes all. Address Pastime Theatre, Loreauville, La

FOR SALE—LOBBY ADVERTISING THIS
YEAR'S FOX AND PARAMOUNT, good as new.
Address Ritz, Clearfield, Pennsylvania.

BRAND NEW RECORD CABINETS—$14.00 each.
Cost $35.00. Address Vitadisk Company, Inc.,

Rochester, New York

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NON-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde. New York

FIRST HUNDRED DOLLARS TAKES BEAU-
TTFtTL Phototone Non-Svnchronous Speaker Tubes,
Record Cabinet. Fifty Records, perfect condition.
.Address Rit? Theatre. Clearfield. Pa.

DON'T PAY HIGHWAY ROBBERY PRICES
FOR PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS. We supply
standard replacements all leading systems same price

to manufacturers, dealers or exhibitors—$14.95. State
make and type wanted. Address Service-on-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway New York City. N. Y.

THE TALK OF THE TALKIES—Synchronized
reproducers, new 1930 models for lease at $5.70 a

week. Rentals Rive you ownership. Address Life-

tone SerTice Incorporated, Oregon, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT BARGAINS. ^Ye can
save you money on anything you want. Write for
prices. Oldest independent theatre supply house in-

America. You take no chance when you buv from
the Western Motion Picture Company, Danville, 111.

"CAN YOU INSTALL YOUR OWN SOUND?"
Others have at a great saving. Detailed prints and
photographs are furnished. Write for prices and
terms. Address The Lifetone Co.. Oregon, Illinois.

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in-

PHJaranteed condition, as well as use_d low intensity
arc reflector lamps with or without machines at

reasonable prices. Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fans for AC and DC current. Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all

at bargain prices for immediate shipment. Write for
bargain list. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
1214 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

PART VITADISC TURNTABLES WITH PICK-
UPS. Fader: $125.00. Address Lee. 302 S. Harwood
St., Dallas, Texas.

FOR SALE—CHEAP—Several sets Moviephone
Equipment. Perfect condition. Address Columbia
Amusement Co., Inc., Paducah, Kentucky.

Will Trade—Equipment

W^LL TRADE—STANDARD DEVRY MOTION-
PICTURE CAMERA for pair Simplex Mazda Lamp-
houses with regulators. Address Diamond Theatre,
Lake Odessa. Michigan.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-
less embossing) process. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 8J4x7'4" letterheads $3.33, or 8^x11"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

Equipment Wanted

WANT SEVERAL SIMPLEX MECHANISMS in
good or poor condition or incomplete. Address Pred-
dey, 187 Golden Gate, San Francisco, California.

WANTED TO BUY—60 ampere or larger genera-
tor. Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED—GOOD USED DRAPES. Send price,
sizes, colors in first letter. Address Silver Hill
theatre, Oshkosh, Nebraska.

WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices. Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machines. Ad-
Iress .Toe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

WANTED—Sampson No. 19 or 20 Amplifier, 60
cycle. Address Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

Chairs for Sale

FOR SALE—325 THEATRE CHAIRS. Used
about three years. Like new. Leather upholstered
box spring seats, figured velour backs. Address
Strand theatre, Platteville, Wisconsin.

OPERA CHAIRS FOR SALE—SIX HUNDRED
LIGHT Veneered chairs at very reasonable prices.
Address Windus Bros., Johnson City, N. Y.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

FOR SALE—1,000 UPHOLSTERED SEATS. Imi-
tation Spanish leather, veneered backs. $1.85 each.
1,500 5-ply veneered chairs, 95c each. Address Illi-

nois Theatre Equipment Company, 1029 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs, 600 up-
holstered, 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois

1,000 used high-grade spring constructed theatre
seats covered in imitation Spanish leather. The seats
are all brand new with metal bottom boards. Very
reasonable prices. 500 spring edge seats covered in

imitation Spanish leather made by Heywood-Wakefield
Company. 1,000 upholstered seats in imitation leather,
veneer backs. 750 heavy 5-ply veneer theatre chairs,
'/2 backs. Also several smaller lots of upholstered
chairs, panel backs, at very attractive prices. We can
furnish you with your needs—everything for the thea-
tre—in the used line—at a great saving. For more
information and prices, write Illinois Theatre Equip-
ment Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111.

Managers' Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn mod-
ern theatre management and theatre advertising. The
Institute's training leads to better positions. Write
for particulars. Address Theatre Managers Institute,
325 Washington St. Elmira, N. Y.

Organs

ORGAN WANTED—MUST BE IN FIRST
CLASS CONDITION. Also effect machine, will pay
cash. Address Box 502, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

PIPE ORGAN—LATE MODEL WURLITZER,
style "W." Slightly used, good as new. Cost
$2,600.00. Real bargain. Will consider some trade.
-Addres? Texas tbe.ntre. Killeen. Texas.

Films for Sale

BIG STOCK OF WTESTERNS, SERIALS, CAR-
TOONS AND COMEDIES priced low for quick sale.

Write at once for our list if you are in the market
to buy for CASH. Address Security Pictures, Film
Exchange Building, Omaha, Nebr.

COMEDIES, ACTION, WESTERN and Sensa-
tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition
film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co., 630
Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Films Wanted

WANTED _ USED MOVIE FILMS, ALSO
EQUIPMENT. Address Claude & Caeser, Kirklin,
Indiana.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case. like

new. Address National Equipment Co., 409 West
Michigan St.. Duluth. Minn.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can oifer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, Illinois.

Insurance

THE BIGGEST SAFEGUARD for your business
is the sure protection afforded by insurance. BUT
insurance improperly written is itself a loss of money
to you. For ten years we have made a study of the
theatre's insurance needs. Call on us or write us.

Address Jules Juillard & Co., Room 937, 175 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois.

Would Like to Trade

$120 PER MONTH INCOME PROPERTY leased

to government, 10 years for Post-Office. Will trade
for Theatre building or Theatre business. Address
Box 493, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Illinois.

Partner Wanted

WANTED—A PARTNER TO BUY ONE-HALF
INTEREST in my Theatre in Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan. Will sell one-half interest in Theatre business
or building, or half interest in both. This Theatre
has been a paying proposition for twenty-five years.
Partner must be sober and reliable and willing to take
an active part in management of same. If interested
communicate with George C. Nichols, 1029 Madison
Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miscellaneous

THEATRE ADVERTISING—FLASHY 3x8
BILLS: 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4 25, postpaid. King
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10 cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-
ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Sign Shop,
Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES—Manufacturer to
you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service, Box 4673,
Kansas City, Mo.
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS

Hinds Buys at Whitewater
YOU MAY RECALL THE WRITER AS A

frequent and rather lengthy contributor to

your columns about three or four years back
when owner of the Cresco theatre, Cresco, la.

I left Cresco a year ago, during which time
I have been a city manager for Publix.
Thought you might be interested in knowing
that I have just closed negotiations with Jack
Yoe of Beaver Dam, Wis., for his Strand
theatre at Whitewater, Wis. As you are un-
doubtedly aware, Yeo just recently sold his

Odeon and Davison theatre at Beaver Dam
to Midwesco. The sale of his Whitewater
Strand to the undersigned cleans up Yeo's
Wisconsin theatres. He is undetermined as
to future activities except that he's going to

take a long vacation.
Yeo recently did the Whitewater Strand

over in a Spanish type of architecture with
interior decorations to match. RCA sound
is installed, 500 seats. It is a very attractive
litle place.

—

Fred Hinds, Strand theatre,
Whitewater, Wis.

Whew!
BEING AN EXHIBITOR I WAS NATUR-

ally surprised to come across the following
statement in one of the country's largest news-
papers :

"The talking picture has worked itself into

a slump and there is a dazed group of New
York producers who would give a right eye
or two to know just what to do about it."

The surprise is not at the slump, of course,

but at the fact that the producers would ever
admit that they were not quite sure of them-
selves.

We'll gladly admit that we're a little that

way ourselves. And here are a few of the

queries that have occurred to us while hiding
under the desk as the people were leaving
during and after some of the shows we have
run.

Why all the talk about the struggle be-
tween Broadway and Hollywood, when the
latter took the count long ago? (The k. o.

blow came when the higher ups permitted
themselves to be made conscious of higher
things and learned how to be highbrow over
night.)

Did it ever occur to those whose brain
throbs are supposed to average twice as many
as normal that if people wanted stage plays
based on sophisticated dialog, the legitimate
theatre would have profited at the expense of
the movie house, when just the reverse is

true?
Why did the exponents of canned stage

plays and hot house movies deliberately sac-
rifice the biggest advantages the movies have—outdoor settings and action?
Why is most of the emphasis still on all

talking and all dialog when these terms are
enough to give both exhibitors and public
profound headaches?
And last but not least, why do the pro-

ducers place the blame for expiring box office

receipts on shrimp golf, hard times, the
v/eather, radio and nearly everything else un-
der heaven, while they gracefully overlook
the one real reason—which is the wrong type
of pictures.

There's one consolation—some select few of
the producers have apparently seen the light

and are going to make some motion pictures
next year. But with the rest it looks like

more bunk, louder ballyhoo and worse pictures.

In the meantime, while things are getting
back to normal, if ever, I have a few sug-
gestions that might be tried. Perhaps these
things will be new to that "dazed group of
New York producers" but I'll bet that the
dumbest exhibitor in the country knew them
six months ago.

Seize all the dinner suits and cocktail shak-
ers in Hollywood, load them on a barge and
take them out and dump them into the Pacific

ocean.

Round up the English and other accents and
quietly exterminate them by some humane but
effective method.
Hunt out all the Broadway-ites—the song

writers, scenarists, crooners, stage directors,

gaggers, big party boys, and the socalled actors
and actresses, and send them back to Broad-
way.

Offer a substantial reward for grand opera
singers, dead or alive.

Chop up 75 per cent of the drawing rooms,
boudoirs, and tea tables into very fine kindling
wood and offer same for sale.

Set fire to 50 per cent of the sound stages
and invest in some outdoor sound recording
equipment even though the results may not be
so good technically.

Find some of the old directors who used to

make motion pictures, give them some stories

written by somebody who doesn't think that
talk, talk, talk is the main requirement for a
good movie, and tell them to go to it.

Unless I am very much mistaken, the result

will be pictures that will occasionally be hack-
neyed, trite, or what have you ; but they will

be pictures in which something happens and
they may bring people back into the movie
houses. K. M. Wickware, Capitol theatre,

Utica, Mich.

Music at Low Prices

MUSICIANS AND THEATRE MEN: BE
on the lookout for Ray E. Worthington who

pretends to represent a firm called The Music
Exchange Company of Madison, S. D. He
contracts for cash to deliver music at low
prices by a publisher's club plan such as actu-
ally used by music publishers. Worthington
has a pleasing manner and is a plausible talker.

He evidently understands the music business
to some extent. Worthington is fairly tall,

of stout or heavy build, has light hair and
blue eyes, wore a light colored suit and drove
a Dodge four sedan of bout 1926 model. He
was headed for eastern Nebraska in July.

—

MuRREL P. Simpson, Conductor, Clearwater
Bands, Manager, Palace theatre, Clearwater,
Neb.

All Patrons See Plaque
I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE WITH

grateful appreciation your presentation of
the bronze plaque for better sound reproduc-
tion. This acknowledgment should have been
made sooner, and I ask that you accept an
humble apology for my negligence.

The plaque has been situated in a very con-
spicuous place in the theatre where all of the

patrons may view it. All seem to be loud in

their praises at the selection of the Allen
theatre, but their praises are as a whisper

compared to mine. I am proud of the fact

of being permitted to be a subscriber to your
trade paper, a periodical which has been so

helpful, and whose executive force have done
so much for the exhibitor.

Again asuring you of my very keen appre-
ciation, and wishing you continued success.

—

Frank H. Allen, The Allen theatre, Solvay,

New York.

Creates Better Morale
I CERTAINLY APPRECIATE THE
Award of Merit sound plaque which you

recently gave me and it has been of real

advantage in creating a better morale among
the crew. They have a reputation now and
they feel the responsibility of making good.
I know I am getting lots better service out
of the booth because I have the plaque in my
lobby and I was getting good service before.

The public does not seem to thrill over it

but I know it has a nice influence on them.

I notice a little clipping in your recent issue

in which you comment concerning the admis-
sion tax situation in South Dakota. I might
state that our big problem is that we now have
the best theatres in the state in the hands of

the Publix Corporation and the local law-
makers have a tendency to want to put the

tax burden on the other fellow. With the

big theatres of the state in the hands of
foreign capital it gives them the idea that

the theatres are "foreign" and I know it 's

going to be a bitter fight this winter to keep
the admission tax off the books.

Thanks again for the sound plaque.

—

Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

South Dakota.

Glad to Be Out
ALTHOUGH I HAVE NO REPORTS TO

offer, due to the fact that I am closed and
have been since July the first, I still have a
little interest—about $2,500 once, now about
25 cents, as it is a silent house—and I am still

a subscriber to your magazine. My chief in-

terest lies in The Voice of the Industry, which
is practically the only page I read, and always
was, together with "What the Picture Did
for Me," my greatest pleasure. I do not re-

ceive pleasure from it now, but I do like to

see those old familiar names in print, boys
that, while I did not know them personally, I

felt were almost my brothers, and many of
them with their reports surely did me some
mighty good returns.

This last issue, contains reports of 13 ex-
hibitors. A March issue of the year 1928 con-
tained over 300, yet I believe there is more
bitterness and more worry and discouragement
m those 13 reports than was contained in all

of the 300. Just peruse the letter of Mr. G.
A. Duncan of Carlisle, Ky., in this last issue.

What do you other exhibitors think of it?

This is what I think. He expresses my old
sentiments as an exhibitor and today, while
broke, I would rather be in my condition than
to further have to contend with conditions as

he is finding them and as I also did. His let-

ter, written after 20 years in the business, is

not based upon a sudden grouch, but is based
upon facts, honesty and sincerity as he has
found them and due to the fact that he is in

a game with all of the cards marked against
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him, and if I was offering advice I'd say, get

out as I did. Close her up. Why? I am now
running a Httle one-chair barber shop, with

an investment of only $150 that is returning

me more weekly than my theatre did any
week in the last year just past. With the

money I lost in the last two years placed be-

hind a hair tonic that I was the manufacturer
of and had worked for 30 years to perfect, I

could purchase and run a slide in every one
of those theatres from which 300 reports came
from and would have been glad to do it.

Just think of this, my being broke and want-
ing to get back in the manufacture of Hygro-
scopiline Hair Tonic ! Suppose I would come
to you exhibitors and try to sell you stock in

my company—you would all give me the gate

and think me crazy, even if I should show you
the actual sales of my product was $1,200
worth in a year's time in Saffordville, Kan., a

town of about 30 houses, but if I would come
to you and was representing any of the film

producers and had fooled you for 20 years

you, would still bite and believe the most ridi-

culous statements that the salesman could
think of. Why you do this is a mystery to me.
I did not. If they did not want to sell me
what I wanted at my price, I told them all

to jump in the creek. I bought films right, as

far as that is concerned, but I never was able

to overcome the prestige lost by one bad fea-

ture, especially after receiving 20 bad ones for

every good one. Count the good ones of last

year—remember the bad ones. 1930-31 will

equal about the same percentage, and at pres-

ent prices they will holler longer and louder
than they would at old prices. Hygroscopiline
Hair Tonic you may never hear of, but I con-
trol it and there is 30 years of honest effort

behind it and I would rather have stock in it

and my money than in film stock because I

think many of them, like the poor exhibitor,

are broke and don't know it.

Where is Fox? Not broke, no, but he was
glad to get out. Hygroscopiline earned 500
per cent on the investment in one year, and
while I may be broke, thank the Lxird I have
something with a chance in it, and in looking
back I honestly believe I had no chance. Gil-

lette Safety Razor Company started out sell-

ing the blade holders for $5. Now if you
will buy a dozen blades they will give you that

$5 handle, and I predict that if you exhibitors

that are still silent will remain so, the day
will come when the producers will give you
a talkie outfit if you will contract for their

products. Personally, I say as I did two years

ago—-I wouldn't have a talkie outfit if Western
Electric would give me one—and I had to run
it.—H. B. Wilson, Golden City, Mo.

Floivers and Lights
PATRONS OF THE FAYETTE THEA-

tre, on entering the lobby this week, have
been duly apprised of the award made us by
Exhibitors Herald-World. The bronze
plaque, flanked by standards of flowers, and
embellished by lights, has been the cynosure
of all eyes, and the chief subject of comment.

We are mailing you, under separate cover, a
clipping from our local newspaper, The Wash-
ington C. H. Daily Hearld, also a two-column
mat which was used by them August 22, in

regard to this award.

The plaque will always occupy a prominent
place in our theatre. We shall be desirous
of reminding the people of our community
that the Exhibitors Herald-World has dis-

tinguished our theatre in conferring this honor.
—H. O. Simons, Fayette theatre, Washington
Court House, Ohio.

Calls Survey Misleading
WITH REFERENCE TO YOUR SURVEY
and report on the theatre situation in Amer-

ica in your issue of July 26, pages 14, 15 and
16, it seems to us the report is very mislead-
ing, one-sided and incorrect.

You have compared the number of producer-
owned houses against the number of inde-
pendently owned houses, whereas, if you had
ascertained the value of the 2,252 producer-

owned theatres and compared that with the

value of the 6,769 independently owned thea-

tres and the gross receipts of the independ-
ently owned theatres, we think you would
have found the producer-owned theatres of
greater value and doing a large gross than all

other theatres combined. If that be true, the
producer-owned theatres have passed the ma-
jority mark and are dominating the industry.

The most unfair and misleading thing pos-
sible to imagine is to compare little houses
in outlying districts and hamlets against the
chain owned deluxe houses in key cities. The
only reasonable and fair way is by comparison
of values and gross receipts. That will show
you who is in the majority and whether or
not the independents should pay half the film

rentals.

—

Charles A. Peeler, Lenoir Amuse-
ment Company, Lenoir, N. C.

Would Convert Producers
AL JOLSON IN "MAMMY" IS A WAR-
ner Brothers all-talking and singing ten-reel

picture, and I notice some say this picture

should please the "Jolson fans." Well, there

are not enough of the Jolson fans left after

seeing this one to even pay the express on
this picture one way. Well, what is the dif-

ference? The whole world of exhibitors have
been preaching through Exhibitors Herald-
World for a long, long time the same old

story but they have not converted the produc-
ers of it, and now the 1931 booking season
is on, what are you going to do—^buy at their

price, or buy at a price you know you can pay
and have a few pennies left to buy bread
and drink water with? Let's preach on and
on and be converted ourselves and remember
we must practice what we preach and demand
what we ask for.^WALTER Odom & Sons,
Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.

Comment from Held
I \yOULD LIKE TO REPORT ON SOAIE

pictures that I have played in my theatre.

Aviation is a good comedy but only worth
half what I p^id for it. Conditions and busi-

ness are so poor that it is impossible to make
money on any picture. Untamed is pretty

good but Joan Crawford does not mean any-
thing at my box office. Hold Your Man is a

pood little program picture. Devil May Care
is good and did a little extra business. Ven-
geance is also good but no drawing card. New
York Nights is a good program but no spe-

cial. Worth half the rental I paid for it. I

am sure glad that I am just about through
with United Artists pictures. Not a one of
their pictures is making money for me.

The following one-reel Vitaphone acts are
very good: Nos. 2661, 923, 827, 1001. And
the following two-reel Vanities are good: No?.
1032, 4097, 4098, 975, 976.—P. G. Held, New
Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

A Perfect Picture
HERE ARE MY OPINIONS OF A FEW

pictures I have recently shown. The Squall,

poor entertainment. Lost lots on this one.

Black Watch is my idea of a perfect picture.

Business the best yet on a program since

sound was installed. Romance of the Rio
Grande is a very good picture marred. Voices
clear enough but ground noise was bad and
no judgment was used in mixing by the re-

cording engineer. The hardest recording we
have yet had to handle. Picture did_ not gross

expenses but all who came enjoyed it. Painted
Faces is a good program picture which holds

interest all the way through. Hope the fran-

chise furnishes others as good at the price.

If so we need no Grand Parade. Fair pro-

gram picture.

I also played the following shorts: Haunted
House, excellent. Second Hungarian Rhapsody,
poor entertainment. Clyde Doerrs Saxophone
March, very good. Fast Work, good comedy
hut hard to keep in sync. Coming Home, good.

Purely Circumstantial, fairly good comedy. In

Old Madrid, silly act.—B. R. Johnson, Or-
pheum theatre, Kerrobert, Sask., Canada.

Bert Silver Reports
I WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT ON A
few pictures and short subjects. Little

Johnny Jones is a fine entertaining picture.

Both stars and cast extra-good. Story inter-

esting and would call it better than the average
talking program picture. Lady Lies is the

best and most entertaining picture I have ever

seen. The story is great and the actors live

their parts, but it is a hard picture to put

over, as the title means nothing and the stars

are unknown in this size of town, but it gave
100 per cent satisfaction to those that saw
it. Sound-on-film and good. Son of the Gods
is a mighty fine picture. Star and cast splen-

did and should draw well where people have
the money to go to a good show, if there

are any of those towns left. This prosperity

thing has not hit us yet, but it is no fault of
this picture, because it is a good one.

A few shorts I have shown are Romance
De Luxe, a very funny comedy; Party in Per-
son, a good singing and talking comedy by an
artist; Scotch, a good comedy; Vitaphone
Acts (Ben Bernie band. Stimulation, Havells),

all good short subjects.

—

Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.

Something Tangible
WE WISH TO THANK YOU VERY
much for the sound plaque recently sent us.

This is a three hundred seat house in a

very small town (377 population) dravnng
considerable tourist business. The plaque

gives us something tangible to advertise to

transients about our sound, and fills a need we
have long felt.

This town is located on Whidby Island

about sixty miles west of Seattle. If J. C.

Jenkins comes this far west this summer, we'd
be real pleased to have him visit us. Tell

him we have neither excessive heat, nor ex-

cessive cold, and pretty good roads.

—

How^ard
L, Maylor, Oak Harbor theatre. Oak Harbor,
Wash.

Byrd Film Clicks

I AM WRITING TO REPORT ON A FEW
pictures that I have shown recently. Around

the Corner is a cracking good story, one of

those Irish and Jewish friendship sort like

"Abie's Irish Rose," but they eat it up and it

makes them laugh right out loud and that

makes good business. They go out with the

thing under their skin and boost it. Every-

one connected with the making of this picture

was or is good. Lovin' the Ladies is a pic-

ture, and what a picture ! Real entertainment

with many a good laugh. Entire cast per-

forms right up to expectations. Those small

town exhibitors who have been doubtful about

With Byrd at the South Pole this offering

need not be, for we gave it five days—two

days longer than we show most pictures. We
got behind it with a large advertising cam-
paign, .going into surrounding towns, and the

box office results were very satisfactory, do-

ing the best business day by day that we have

done on any picture since putting in talking

pictures last winter. The Byrd picture is, to

begin with, wonderful entertainment and also

a history for all to see
—"The World's Great-

est Achievement."-—W. H. Brenner, Cozy the-

atre, Winchester, Ind.

Newspaper, Trailer and Lobby
WE WISH TO EXTEND OUR THANKS
and appreciation for the beautiful bronze

plaque awarded us.

It is with great pride that we are display-

ing this through newspaper, trailer and lobby.

We assure you that we shall always prize

this award and pledge that we shall always
present our programs in a way that will be

in keeping with the standards for which this

plaque stands.—W. R. Paara, Paramount
theatre. Gushing, Okla.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By JEM LITTLE

WBGEN we dropped in to see Gene Coeur the other day, we found him pon-

dering (that'll have to do) over some book with a lot of intricate dia-

grams shuffled into the pages. It didn't seem quite right to disturb him,

but if you do, he has a way of making you feel right at ease, so it isn't as em-
barrassing as it might be. However, when we asked him about the air races, he
just smiled, and when we put up the old question, "What's new?" he replied that

as far as news goes, there was no sign of "depression."

WHETHER the cry is bad business, or
good, things continue to happen, regard-

less of depressions or boom. At least it is

possible to put your finger on one thing that
seems to keep at a pretty even trend. While
there may be a dearth of "notes," as we find
frequently, of late, along the Row, especially
after a holiday, things in general, like earth-
quakes, ball games, auto accidents (and air-

planes,) keep up public interest, and make
plenty for people to talk about.

* jji

It seems that Nat Levine arrived in Chicago
from the coast by airplane, but he didn't stay
very long for again it seems that he flew
right on and over.

* * *

And as one subject usually leads into an-
other, we might say that about all Frank
Young talked about when we saw him last

week was airplanes. He went to the races
on Labor Day, and what he didn't see isn't

worth talking about. His descriptions of the
flying are as good as seeing the actual flights

yourself, and his enthusiasm makes it even
better. Frank's son probably has his future
all cut out for him, and it looks as though
he would have a pretty enthusiastic backer.
Frank saw the unfortunate crash of Page's
plane, and he tells us that after it happened,
no one spoke. Which is a pretty good indica-
tion that although crowds get excited and
inconsiderate, and noisy and bothersome, it

just takes a bit of tragedy to straighten them
out.

* * *

William Lendon, auditor for Universal, hav-
ing spent two years in the Orient, was a
visitor recently at the Chicago office, and while
here was entertained by Robert Funk at Fox
Lake over the week-end holidays.

* * *

Tom North, who has bc^n the special rep-
resentative of the VanBeuren corporation
of the Mid-West with headquarters in Chi-
cago, resigned last week. This comes as a
big surprise t:i the inhabitants of Film Row
where North has been most popular. He was
known as "Sportlight" on account of the
Grantland Rice Sportlights which he super-
vised the selling of through the Pathe ex-
changes in Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Des Moines, Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Detroit and Indianapolis. In some parts he
was called "Aesop" because of Aesop's
Fables which he also sold. And in later days,
to the buyers and bookers of the big circuits,
he became known as the "Vagabond" be-
cause of the Vagabond series, another of the
VanBeuren corporation's product. North was
A?-T[f/^ ^ ^^°^^ ^''"^ ^So by Harry Lorch,
Mid-Western division manager of Pathe, with
a Tom North month in which the combined
sales forces of Pathe centered their activities
on Sportlights, Fables and Vagabond sales.
This proved so successful that Harry Gra-
ham, the Central division manager of Pathe
followed suit in his division with excellent
results. Tom has been a resident of Chicago

for some time now, and it would be hard to

find someone in the film business who is bet-

ter known than he. Although he has defi-

nitely severed his relations with Pathe, it

does not mean that the many friendships he
has made will be affected. What he plans to

do in the future, we do not know, but what-
ever he undertakes, we're sure that it will be
done as it should be done. Someone said
that it would be a tough grind to have Tom
"selling against" them.

* * *

The game last Sunday, or the last game
which Chicago played with St. Louis, when
the Cards defeated the Cubs 8-4, was attended
by—well, it really should have been called
exhibitors day at Wrigley field, with a goodly
portion of Film Row thrown in for good
measure. The way these motion picture peo-
ple ("or those in the show business) eat up
baseball is a caution. The old saying con-
cerning satisfied exhibitors was probably true
that day, if they were Cub fans, for we should
imagine the score was unsatisfactory to many
of them.

And speaking of baseball, Walter Hyland,
the popular booker at Universal, who never
gave baseball a thought in his life (you can
take that statement with a grain of salt, or
two) lost at least five pounds when he heard
that the Cincinnati Reds scored two in the
ninth during the last game of last Monday
(Labor Day). Incidentally, he showed us a
baseball hieroglyphed from one end to the
other (problem : find the ends of a baseball)
with names of all the Chicago players. Hack
Wilson signed his name right on the official

stamp on the ball, which was probably re-

sponsible for the fact that Walt knew the sig-

nature was on there, but he didn't know ex-

Whoopee—Look
Inside This Box

There is to be a trade preview, or
it might be called a "dual" trade pre-
view, in that it all happens within a
week, at the United Artists theatre.
It's one, or two, of those things from
which you get home in time to get
ready to go to the office. But in this
case you'll probably be willing to
stay up all night. On Monday eve-
ning, September 8 (the day you get
this magazine), D. W. Griffith's

"Abraham Lincoln" will be shown at
midnight, and on the following Fri-
day, September 12, "Whoopee,"
(that's right, Eddie Cantor is in it)

will be shown at the same hours.
When Eddie Grossman told us this,

we knew that there would be at least

two nights when we wouldn't be in

bed by—10 o'clock.

actly where. An unconfirmed report gives u
the news that a certain radio set that happenc

|

to be in Walt's way when the game ende
hasn't been seen or heard since.

* * *

Among other things, and taking into con-
sideration the hue and cry about poor business
the business men of Rochelle, Illinois, are
conclusively demonstrating their belief thai
it (business) is no worse, and probably is a
lot better, by backing the new Hub theatre in

that town. This house opens on September 8,

is equipped with Western Electric and will

undoubtedly be a distinct addition to com-
munity life there. At least, that is what those
backing the project must think, and it most
certainly doesn't look as though the business
men of that community were trying to sell

it short. They have confidence, and do not
allow themselves to become depressed by de-
pression.

* * *

Irving Barr, brother of Percy Barr, is now
manager of the Roxy theatre, a Lasker house,
located on the south west side of Chicago.

* * *

We understand that Julius Lamm, manager
of the Fox Sheboygan theatre in Sheboygan,
Wisconsin, has severed his affiliations with
that house, and with the Fox Company, and is

now in (Cleveland, connected with Warner
Brothers.

* * *

Also, Grad Sears, whom probably every-
body knows, dropped in for a few chats dur-
ing the week. Grad, as you all know, was
formerly manager for First National in the
Windy City, and is now Western Sales Man-
ager for the same organization.

And now for a few Universal notes en
masse. (We hope Charley Loewenberg won't
lay for us with a gun for using "en masse,"
but occasionally it's fun to just tuck in a

word like that now and then—well, Charley
knows, because we'll bet he does it himself.)
It seems that Harry Taylor changed his mind
about making Chicago his permanent head-
quarters, and returned to New York. Louis
Laemmle has returned from his annual vaca-
tion, and while on the subject of vacations,
Alfred Platzman, cashier for Universal here
is enjoying his annual fling at leisure. The
many friends of Oscar Kuschner, branch man-
ager for Universal in Indiana, will be glad to

hear that he is back on the job again follow-
ing a rather severe automobile accident.

* * *

Which leads us to the observation, by no
means new, but oft times repeated, that now-
adays an automobile accident is looked upon
as more or less a matter of course. Airplane
accidents still get a good deal of space, but
the auto accident is merely a note, although
many times it is as fatal, or moreso, than an
ordinary crackup. Which goes to show that

as we progress, daily contact with anything
makes it no longer news but a matter of
course. So, we suppose, in time, a casual
drop from 50,0(X) feet will just be mentioned
as another airplane, fell, four killed, one hurt,

and then we can read on to see how much
the price of eggs will be in March.

* * *

The mini theatre, a 1,(XX) seat house in

Sterling, Illinois, has been sold to C. J. Kon-
tos, C. T. Greanias and James Gregory of
Ottawa, who will make extensive alterations,

expecting to reopen the theatre sometime
toward the end of September. The deal was
put through by Albert Goldman.

H. M. Herbel, who has almost completely
recovered from his recent serious illness (we
should like to leave the completely unqualified,

but some recoveries don't come that quick),
left for New York last week upon the closing
of a circuit deal for Chicago.

* * *

A recent addition to the sales force of the
United Artists Chicago office is Max Goos-
man, at one time foreign representative for
U F A, who will be engaged in country selling.
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Screen moods

expressed in

COLOR
ifY means of Sonochrome Tinted Positive

Films every mood of the screen can be ex-

pressed in color. Sonochrome's delicate over-

all tints, varying from warmest red to coldest

blue, satisfy the demand for color and lend

subtle, inescapable atmosphere to every

scene Sonochrome gives splendid sound

reproduction, of course and it costs no

more than black-and-white positive,

HASrMA\ KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood

„



[ADVERTISEMENT]

NOVARRO'S "CALL OF THE FLESt " BOX-OFFICE WINNER
Kansas City, Portland, Seattle, Cleveland, Colimbus, Louisville, New Orleans

Among First to Report Sensational Receipts!

EXH IBITO RS

RALD
FROM THE TALK OF THE
INDUSTRY TO THE TALK
OF AMERICA!

The Avalanche of Praises Continues

EAST WEST
N. Y. DAILY MIRROR says:

A unique situation has arisen in the cinema
industry. We have a real pace setter, a

genuine bell-weather that is showing the
way to all its rivals. The pace setter is

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. The leadership of
M'G'M received recognition from its rivals

in the industry itself. . M-G-M's succession
of box-office wows includes in recent
months "Our Blushing Brides," "Caught
Short," "Anna Christie," 'The Big House"...

LOS ANGELES RECORD says:

At the present writing Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer is the one firm

which has "caught on" and
can boast of the best product

of the year. More good pic-

tures have come from this lot

than any other.

METROGOLDWYNMAYER



Films Instrumental in Shift ofBuyingMarkets

EXH IBITORS

RALDWO
-G HAS THE $2

QUALITY SHORT SUBJECTS!
O, JR. iS GIVING
EM ALL THE RiTZ!

I

THEY'VE -JUST PICKED

ANOTHER MG-M SHORT

FOR A BROADWAY *2

PROGRAM !

Whenever they need

a comedy for a $2
Broadtvay program they

come to M'-Qr-M

FOR INSTANCE:
:HARLIE chase in "DOLLAR DIZZY"

Now Playing Twice Daily at $2 Central Theatre, N. Y.

vl-G-M Dogville Comedy "COLLEGE HOUNDS"
Now Playing Twice Daily at $2 Astor Theatre, N. Y.

'OUR GANG" played at $2 Gaiety Theatr.e

'HOT DOG" (Dogville Comedy) played $2 Earl Carroll Theatre

LAUREL-HARDY played $2 Astor Theatre

IN SHORTS AS IN FEATURES IT'S ALL M-G-M

WK/d-^l inn KJ<-k II Entered as second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago. III., under the act of March 3, 1879. Published Cp,otcrnllPr !"> 1930r >Oi. l\J\J, V>Ki. II ^.cekly by Quigley Publishing Co., at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription, $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents.
-5c:|Jiciiiu»-. .^, ^^
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gee.if'we could only
PLAY AT*a SOME YEAR!"



BOOTS, JAMES!

OH, see the well dressed man!

HE'S going to finish off his costume

WITH street-cleaner's boots!

DID you ever stop to think that

AN expensive theatre and a

GOOD show are absolutely ruined by

CARELESSLY selected comedy shorts!

DEMAND quality comedies!

DEMAND comedy stars that are known!

^ T. Hal Roach makes 'em—
M-Q-M releases 'em—

6 LAUREL HARDY 8 CHARLIE CHASE

8 ''OUR GANG" 8 THE BOY FRIENDS

-^s^
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ENTIRE
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^ THE YEAR
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"Funniest "Twice as "Audiences "One "Rafters "If you

show in good as standing glorious of theatre liked

town. Will 'Cocoanuts'. eigh^ howl! nearly 'Cocoanuts',

create Marxes are deep in Funnier collapsed you'll have

sensation. funniest rear of than under a woftderful'

i Standees clowns on orchestra 'The steady time at

eight the screen". before Cocoanuts'". barrage of 'Animal

deep". —IS. y. Sun, noon". —iV. y. Mirror laughter". Crackers'".

—iV. Y. World —N.Y. Telegram —B'klyn Eagle —N.Y.Eve.World
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The merriest

foursome in movie-

dom are back again,

needling mobs into

stitches of mirth!

APPY DAYS

%IIE HER£

AGAIN!

THE
MARX
BROS.

if!

ffAXIMAL
CRACKERS99

PARAM
OIANT GIFT TO



y4iOOM-TIME

CROWDS ARl
PACKIXG

PLAYHOUSES!

'VER $10,000 ahead of the average

full summer week IN FIVE DAYS at

Rialto, New York.

Telegram from Century, Minneapolis:

"Biggest opening day in history of theatre.

And getting bigger. Gross limited only by

seating capacity".

Tremendous at long run McVickers,

Chicago. Full week's business IN THREE
DAYS at Paramount, Detroit! Sensation

of the hour in Boston and other key spots.

Just the money-making shot in the arm

that the picture business needed. JOIN

THE ARMY OF SMART SHOWMEN
RUSHING TO PLAY THIS CYCLONIC

CLEAN-UP!

OUNT'S
[Theatre Prosperity!



DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN!

ERXST LUBITSCH'S
MONTE CARLO

I

?f 99

With JACK BUCHANAN and JEANETTE Mac-

DONALD. Got $7,500 over full average week's

summer business in 5 days at Rivoli, New York.

Smash hit. ''Real delight. Women adore it",

says N. Y. Mirror. "Sure to bowl them over".

Film Daily. "Belongs in highest rank", Motion

Picture News. Lavish comedy - romance of

boudoirs, beauties and bold boy friends.

ANYRODYS
WOMAN

Starring RUTH CHATTERTON and CLIVE

BROOK. Dramatic rage of the hour. Played

one-week-policy Paramount, N. Y., two weeks;

second week topped winter highs! $1,300 over

full week's business in 4 days at Paramount,

Los Angeles. Records in San Francisco, Salt

Lake, Omaha, everywhere.

ORE HITS ON THE WAY
Features:

HAROLD LLOYD 'LADIES' MAN"
"THE SPOILERS" ED WYNN
"FOLLOW THRU" "KID BOOTS"!
MAURICE CHEVALIER "RODEO ROMANCE"
"FIGHTING CARAVANS" "LAUGHTER"
"TOM SAWYER" "THE ROYAL FAMILY"
"HUCKLEBERRY FINN" "HONEYMOON LANE"
"HEADS UP" 2 GEORGE BANCROFT
"MOROCCO" 4 CLARA BOW
"THE VIRTUOUS SIN" 2 NANCY CARROLL
"SOCIAL ERRORS" 2 CHATTERTON-BROOK
"SCARAB MURDER CASE" 3 JACK OAKIE
"THE RIGHT TO LOVE" 2 WILLIAM POWELL
"SKIPPY" 3 CHARLES ROGERS
LUBITSCH-CHEVALIER 4 RICHARD ARLEN

More ! More!

•
mmi

'Cparamount
•
it

4-

Shorts:
104 PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

The industry's admitted leader

104 ONE-REEL ACTS
With showdom's greatest stars

26 TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Making the whole world happy

18 PARAMOUNT SCREEN SONGS
Most popular single reeler made

18 PARAMOUNT TALKARTOONS
You can bill them like features!

12 PARAMOUNT PICTORIALS
Smashing new novelty reel

f

i I AM o r N T
Ji PICTURE HBAPgUARTKRS U 1



AMONG

SOUVEN/RS

AWARD
of Academy
of U. P. Arts

& Sciences

YEAR'S
GREATEST
PICTURE and now look!
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7 SUCCESS
PICTURES
IN A ROW!

r BOX-OFF**'*- ,bvboxoffice

repotts over *e V g^QKT, °^;~^5^s1 Smashes

CH^^^nvUE SSI MODERN ^^^f^^ess done

^OOD
^J^f; °, basis of -«-t"^r,o»monlv -«''

,,e
considered

on ^ ^^^^
^^,„,es as

Holdovers and pUy_ -
^ '

4 nUv t<5
standees.

Success Pictures,

Seven in a Row I

By

TNFORlvIATION of the first

-»- importance to the motion piC'

ture exhibitor is invariably word
of success pictures. On return-

ing to our labors after watching

the apples grow and contemplat-

ing the progress of the vegetables

in the country, our first thought

was the success picture situation.

TV7E WERE pleased but not

" surprised to note that Metro-

Goldv.'yn-Mayer has stepped in

with a success series that begun
with '"Caught Short" which was
rollowed by "The Divorcee" as

i. preliminary to "The Big House"
und Norma Shearer's new triumph
Let Us Be Gay." Added to this

IS Joan Crawford's "Our Blush-

ing Brides" and now Greta
Garbo's "Romance," and on the

immediate horizon is another suc-

j.^ssful entertainment with Wil-
lam Haines as the star and "Way
Out West" as the vehicle.

•' * »

nPHERE we have them, seven in
-*-

.1 row! And we would fail

of our plain duty to the picture

industry if we did noil reel

thus prominently, theseli bictt

successes for their infor\\Vtio\

/pWO of
*
them* "Th\\ B:

- House" and "Romance^^\.wi

saw at neighborhood houses

New England during our holiday.

What might be called the ".sticks

audience" reaction to both these

offerings, marked them as definite

successes aside from and plus any
Broadway triumph.s. We had no
doubt whatever about the mass

appeal of "Tlie Big House" but

as "Romance" is a different type

of picture we were interested to

watch the audience as well as the

picture and to observe that the

high, the middle and the low re-

sponded emotionally to the pic-

ture. And how they responded!

•pEPORTS from all the sections

'- *- where these pictures have run

corresponds to our own observa-

tions and this is extra good news
in this heated season.

* * •

A GAIN we repeat, success pic-

^*- tures help not only the com-
panies who produce them but the

entire industry, as they restore the

public quickly to the habit of at-

tendance on motion picture thea-

tres. M-G-M is not only doing a

service to itself but to the entire

industry in presenting product of

this amazing and satisfactory type.

K#

THERE'LL BE
A LOT MORE
CUPS WON
IN 1930-31

BY

IVIi^ilO
G0LI3|lVYN
MA
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AND THE AVALANCHE OF
PRAISES CONTINUES!

24 out of 32
EXTENDED RUN
HITS are M-G-

,.,eles
1^-:-''

M-G-M is rhe one firm which can
boast of the best prodiict of the year.

More good pictures have come "from
this lot than from any other.

The pace-setter is M-G'M, showiivg

the way to all its rivals.

M-G-M pictures saving the industry;
If there are any loving cups to be
given, the exhibitors of America
should collectively send one to
M-G-M.

ifs a pleasure!



The Screen^s Famous
Thrillers Re-made to
Revive Big Business

The Great Pathe Serials that popularized motion pictyre

entertainment and promoted steady theatre patronage

AMPLIFIED by exciting dialogue — INTENSIFIED by startling sound eifects

—

MODERNIZED in action, acting and staging » EMBELLISHED by a new Hero and

Heroine for youngsters to idolize and grown-ups to applaud and follow week after

week — Each serial complete in Sixteen 2-reel High Tension Sound episodes.



FAST ACTION-NERVE TINGLING ADVENTURES

-CLEVERLY SUSPENDED SUSPENSE TO MAIN-

TAIN INTEREST AND KEEP THEM COMING

TheNew

PERILS of PAUIINE
TheNew

EXPLOITS of ELAINE
TheNew

POISON PEN
Produced by E. B. DERR

Sight and sound at 100%
shov/manship efficiency

PATHE

%
La Maison des Nouvelles Creations

(Tlxe Hon.J of New Hits)



: SHOW WORLD GREETS D
AS PROSPERITY STRID



awn of mighty season
Ies behind the titan
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DELIGHT FOR EYE AND EAR'

JOHN
McCORMACK

IN

Song O' My Heart
with MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
J. M. KERRIGAN - JOHN GARRICK

TOMMY CLIFFORD * ALICE JOYCE

FARRELL MACDONALD
Story by TOM BARRY

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE
World's greatest tenor charms Roxy audiences with his

voice gloriously recorded in movietone.

Eleven songs rendered by him kindle enthusiasm in music-mad multitudes

— "Then You'll Remember Me", "Just For Today", "A Fairy Stoty

by the Fire
'

'.

'

'Kitty My Love " , "The Rose of Tralee
'

',

' 'Loughi Sereni

Carp", "Ireland, Mother Ireland", "A Pair of Blue Eyes", " I Feel

You Near Me ", "I Hear You Calling Me" and "Little *Boy Blue"

Box office draw of picture attested by 3 big weeks at

United Artists Theatre, Chicago, 5 great weeks at

Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles, 2 weeks

at Tivoli, Toronto and 2 weeks at Harmanus Bleecker

Hall, Albany.

Hit after Hit from Fox —And This is One of Them !

-:rf^4-f^^^.*^^



with GEORGE O'BRIEN Beau Ideal of Rough-Riding Stars

WALTER McGRAIL
NOTED HEAVY

Before they started to ask what was being done by the producer to

bring back the kids and the lovers of clean outdoor melodrama. Fox saw
the chance and the answer. Pioneer
as usual. Fox pictures today show
the film fashions of tomorrow. Now
you can get back to the good old
days when the children mobbed the
doors whenever you advertised a
real two-gun picture.

And how audiences at World's
Greatest Theatre eat it up! Watch
it, at the Roxy now,

PRODUCT !
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WE RATTLE NO CANS

The First
and Only
ALL TALK-
INGNEWS-
REEL !

Presented by Carl
Laemmie and produced

under the supervision of

Sam B. Jacobson. By
arrangement with National

Broadcasting Company.

(No. 697 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmie,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

UNIVERSALS NEWSREEL IS THE SENSATION OF THE TIMES!

IT IS THE GROWING MARVEL OF THE INDUSTRY.

IT IS, IN MY OPINION AND IN THE OPINION OF THOUSANDS
of exhibitors, the one straigfhtforward way to solve the sound newsreel problem

. . . sacrificing none of the speed of the old silent newsreel.

LIKE MOST GREAT THINGS ITS SUCCESS LIES IN ITS UTTER
simplicity and honesty.

TO THE BEST NEWS SHOTS THAT THE BEST CAMERAMEN
can shoot, we add the buoyantvoice of Graham McNamee/the ace of

announcers of the National Broadcasting Company.

WE RATTLE NO TIN CANS FOR SOUND EFFECTS. WE BLOW
no studio whistles.

WE GIVE YOU THE NEWS SHOTS OUICKLY, ACCURATELY,
with no padding, no propaganda, no bunk.

GRAHAM McNAMEE THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF THIS
newsreel is giving laughs, thrills and enjoyment to millions upon milNons of fans.

THEY APPLAUD UNIVERSALIS NEWSREEL AS THEY APPLAUD
a mighty satisfying feature picture.

THEY KNOW THEY ARE GETTING THE SPOT NEWS WHEN IT IS

hot on the spot . . . and they start their applause with the first flash of the main

title and keep it up with each succeeding kick I

THEY DON'T READ MAGAZINES FOR NEWS. THEY READ
newspapers for that. If you hope to give them news, you've got to give it to

them through the Universal newsreel I

Wlith

Graham McNAMEE
UNIVERSAL NEWSPA
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FOR SOUND EFFECTS!

And the Exhibitors say

BEST ON THE MARKET

''This is without a doubt the best

n'ewsreel on the market. Grahairi

McNamee's way of describing

events hold the house spell bound

and his humor brings a laugh. I

have had more favorable comments

for this subject than any I have

ever run."
Chat Greime, Mattager

Vifophon* rheafre, Wenolches, Wath,

FINEST SHORT SUBJECT

"Graham McNamee in the Talking

Newsreel is one of the best^short

subjects and also one of most in-

teresting items of any program."

R. S Roddick, Manager

CapiM rheafre, loncfoofOnf.

RUN AS A FEATURE

"We r^jn as a feature, your Graham

McNamee Newsreel. It gets a

greater response than many
features."

Geo. E. Porter, Manager

Temple Theatre, Perry, fla.

GETS THE NEWS FIRST

"Universal Newsi^eel gets the

events faster and covers more
ground."

J. L Schanberger, Manager

Keith's Theatre, Baltimore^ Md.

NEVER HAD A BETTER

"The Universal Newsreel is the best

I have ever used."

J. F Fleitas, Manager

Monroe and Strand Theatres, Key West Fla.

GETS MANY REQUESTS

"\ have received more favorable

comments and more requests for

this newsreel than any other we
have ever shown. It is the best

newsreel on the market today."

W. F. Harris, Manager

Harris i Crewe Theatres, Petersburg, Va.

MOST ENTERTAINING

"I regard this newsreel as one of

the most entertaining subjects that

f have seen or heard on any
theatre screen, not only for its en-

tertainment value but for its time-

liness."
James E Lynch, Manager

Punnymede Theatre, Toronto

ALWAYS APPLAUD IT

"My patrons claim this newsreel

is the best of them all. It always

ends with " applause. Once in a

while something unusual happens

in motion picture business and it is

happening with the Universal

Newsreel."
J. E. Lewis, Manager

Milford Theatre Co., Milford, Del

BIGGER THAN FEATURE

'^We receive many calls every day

asking if the McNamee Newsreel

is being shown. On one day we
had thirty-one calls about the

newsreel as against eight asking

what the feature was. Universal

Newsreel is a real box-office

attraction."
H. F. Beaumont, Manager

Colony Theatre, Chieogo, ///.

as the talking reporter in

Here are

a few

selected

letters

from the

hundreds

already

received

with more

coming

in daily!

Well be

glad to

show them

to you

on request!

NEWSREEL
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/ll»fr<Ont " IS iMt HEGISUPED THADE MARK OF

IHt viIA^MONt COCf oeSlGNAlING Its PRODUCTS

Every one a direct hit. First National's mighty

squadron swoops across the country in a blaze

of box-office glory. Leading the way to show-

man prosperity. Setting new profit standards

that only First National's shock troops will

surpass. Still the ONLY backbone product of the

country's progressive shopmen. .^>. j^ .^^ Jk.

FIRST NATIONAL'S SQUADRON OF HITS



W4IAT A l>OW€RFUL FIRfT
NATIONAL LINC-UP

DAWN PATROL
Its unsurpassed record of accomplishments— its spectacu-

lar flying scenes PLUS a human, thrill-packed story PLUS

the most popular stars on the screen PLUS a powerful

supporting cast make it "The Ace of all Air Pictures."

Richard BARTHELMESS
DOUGLASf FAIRBANKS, Jr.

NEIL HAMILTON

TOP SPEED
Topping the top everywhere. Broken records in Pittsburgh,

Washington, Los Angeles attest the power of theA First

National ace. Going like wildfire at New York and

Brooklyn Strands.

JOE E. BROWN
BERNICE CLAIRE
JACK WHITING

THE BAD MAN
Booked by the Who's Who of Circuit Buyers, for the

genius of Walter Huston, the power of the great stage

play, the unusual blending of hilarious comedy and

dramatic pathos. He's irresistible.

WALTER HUSTON
DOROTHY REVIER, JAMES RENNIE
SIDNEY BLACKMER, O. P. HEGGIE

BRIGHT LIGHTS
Big business in Los Angeles and Pittsburgh tipped off the

industry to its box-office magnetism. Set for "A" playing

time everywhere. All in Technicolor. Introduce.s a snappier,

brighter, cleverer Dorothy Mackaill in a carnival of Congo
love and New York frivolity.

DOROTHY MACKAILL
FRANK FAY, NOAH BEERY
FRANK McHUGH, JAMES MURRAY

LEAD THE ADVANCE ON BOX-OFFICE RECORDS



It^s here
and

It's GREAT

that's all we
need say of

WlIth

HELEN TWELVETREES
MARJORIE RAMBEAU
RICARDO CORTEZ
PHILLIPS HOLMES
JAMES GLEASON

Directed by TAY GARNETT
Produced by E. B. DERR

MAN //
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY

Business

THE expert observers on general business conditions

continue unconvincing in their forecasts. Their re-

marks fail to carry conviction because, quite obviously,

these prophets on business conditions have as yet been

unable to convince themselves as to just what is likely

to happen ^vdthin the next few months. Consequently,

about the only purpose being served in the deluge of

prognostications that are being written and being spoken

is to aid the uncertainty.

In our immediate concern, however—the film business

—the situation both practically and theoretically continues

very different to that in the general business world. The

seasonal slump of the early summer has proven to be only

the regular seasonal slump and nothing more. It is true

that the seasonal slump was intensified somewhat because

of the general conditions but it did not in any substantial

wav bring about a changed status for the film business

under which it was to become subject strictly to the for-

tunes of general business.

The proof of this assertion may be found in the fact

that immediately upon the return of early fall and cooler

weather the theatres generally experienced an increased

patronage. Theatre business generally has picked up at

a very satisfactory rate and in various instances record-

breaking attendance is to be noted.

The latter fact is accounted for by a very fair number
of exceptionally strong pictures that are now playing the

theatres. An unusually large number of repeat bookings

and extended runs is an outstanding development of this

opening of the new theatrical season. If the attractions,

therefore, keep up the prospect for the picture business

is exceptionally bright.
AAA

Feminine Interest

A RECENT inquiry relative to the feminine interest in

such pictures as "The Dawn Patrol," "All Quiet on

the Western Front," "Journey's End" and "The Big House"

has brought out some very interesting information.

Three of these subjects which are classed as war pic-

tures and the fourth which is a crook story are all enter-

tainments of a type against which there is commonly
levelled the charge of limited interest on the part of

women. The record, however, is that each of these sub-

jects are attracting heavy women patronage.

A subject which is not a particularly strong one may
be redeemed if it has some especial appeal to women. But
if the subject in question is an outstanding entertainment,

as each of these subjects are, then whether or not it con-

tains the accepted elements of woman-appeal is a matter
of very little importance. The general merit of the sub-

ject is the test that tells the story.

The picture business will be taking another long step

toward maturity when it drops forever all of these arbi-

trary rules for pre-judging what a picture must, sup-

posedly, contain in order to be successful. A few years

ago anyone proposing a picture without a single feminine
character would have been considered insane. Yet two
of these outstanding successes mentioned above contain
no feminine characters. "Men Without Women," one of

the finest pictures of last season, likewise had no feminine
characters.

Women, of course, incline toward the romantic story

but when a picture like "The Big House" comes along it

.

matters not whether it is a crook play; its strength of

theme, character portrayal and masterful treatment make
it a real attraction for the public, irrespective of sex.

The picture made to any specific formula has, increas-

ingly, less chance of success.

On the other hand, the "big picture," regardless of its

component elements is—very obviously—what the public,

and the whole public, wants.

AAA
Mr. Abramson

^T^ HE suit of Mr. Ivan Abramson against the Hays asso-

X ciation, which is scheduled to commence shortly in

a federal court in New York, comes just a bit out of sea-

son. This effort might appropriately have been confined
to the "silly season."

Mr. Abramson's attorney, Mr. Nathan D. Perlman, is

evidently being effectively served by an expert press agent.

This press agent succeeded in getting into the newspapers
recently a long statement which included, among other
diverting assertions, one to the effect that the Hays asso-

ciation receives annually more than $100,000,000 from the
motion picture business.

Elsewhere in the statement Mr. Perlman is quoted as

saying that there never has been any public knowledge
of how the motion picture industry obtained its funds and
disbursed them.

It has always seemed to us that theatre box offices are

quite sufficiently in evidence; also that in announcing the
cost of various pictures, for one thing, producers have been
none too reticent in making known where at least some of

the money goes.

Mr. Abramson may very sincerely feel aggrieved; the
plain fact is, however, the procession has passed him by.

PERSONS who have been apprehensive about the Soviet

propaganda menace represented in the appearance of

Sergei Eisenstein in Paramount production will be inter-

ested in learning that it is under consideration to assign

this director to the making of Theodore Dreiser's "The
American Tragedy."

If Mr. Eisenstein could succeed, even if he wished to,

in twisting this story into Soviet propaganda he would
have to be both a very clever propagandist and a magician
as well.
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Pictures Help Change Buying
Markets to Smaller U. S. Cities

Wide Film Tried

By Warner-FN
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—War-
ner Brothers and First National

have been experimenting with 65

millimeter film on two produc-
tions, "Kismet" and "Adios," it is

reported from Hollywood.
Whether or not these pictures

will be shown on wide film in

key center theatres has not been
determined.

American Seating

Tarns Deficit Into

Profit of $98,243
American Seating Company Tor the eight

months ended August 31, reports net profit of

$98,243 after interest charges but before fed-

eral taxes, despite a net loss of $161,394 for

the first six months, as compared with a net

profit of $59,855 for the same eight months in

1929. Current assets were $5,812,505 on Au-
gust 31 of 1930 as against $5,874,569 last year
in the same period. Current assets for that

date this year were $186,430 as against $322,-

858 in 1929.

$318,297 Is Grossed in

"Dawn Patrol's" 9 Weeks
Of Run at Winter Garden

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—"Dawn Patrol," the

First National aerial war special, closed to-

night at the Winter Garden after chalking up
a gros*" of $318,297 during its run of nine

weeks.

In this 1,411 seat house, more than 500,000

persons saw the picture.

The picture ran grind from 10 :30 in the

morning to 2:30 the following morning, with
$10,000 passing through the box office on some
days.

Prices during the run were: 35 cents to 1

o'clock; 65 cents from 1 to 6; 75 cents to $1
from 6 to 10:30, and 65 cents to close.

The First National exchange took a per-

centage of between $80,000 and $90,000 out
of the gross.

Interference Charged to

Paramount in Two Million

Suit by Portland Strand
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, Sept. 11.—Paramount-Publix is

charged with violation of the Sherman anti-

trust law in an action filed in United States

district court here by attorneys for the Strand
Amusement Corporation of Portland, Maine.
In asking damages of two millions, the plaint-

iffs stated that "the Strand theatre was earn-

ing a substantial profit until interfered with
by Paramount-Publix."

Reduced Protection and Chain
First Runs in Towns Aid Move

Exhibitors Prove to Bankers That Films Contribute to

Prosperity, Declares One Executive
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.— Buying markets of the country again are

changing.

Whereas during the last few years the buying markets have been centered in

the metropolitan cities, there is now a reversal of this condition with the mer-

chants in the smaller cities and towns again becoming supreme in their own

domains.

The motion picture, according to executives who have observed this

trend, must be given a great deal of the credit for bringing back busi-

ness to the retEiil stores in the less populated zureas.

An official of one of the large film companies is speaking:

"Let's take Kansas City as an example.

"Kansas City offered to people living in the surrounding area not only a

specialized buying market, but also the latest in motion picture entertainment

in large and beautiful theatres.

"Protection of from 50 to 100 miles was given these theatres, and you know
as well as I do that second run doesn't mean anything today.

See Latest Films Where

They Do Their Shopping

"Therefore, it was a combination of circumstances which caused people to

drift from their own communities to the metropolitan centers. There they could

do their buying and, in addition, see the latest pictures far in advance of showing

in their home town theatres.

"Several things have caused the buying markets to return to the smaller cities

and towns.

"One is that under rezoning protection has been cut.

"Another is that such compemies as Universal, First National,

Columbia, United Artists and Warner Brothers are saving theatres in

the smaller communities first run, therefore giving the houses in these

localities a break with the cities.

"Important is the fact that the theatre men in the smaller cities and
towns have proved to their bankers and merchants that the motion
picture contributes to the prosperity of a community.

"They have proved to these bankers and merchants that with uptodate thea-

tres and equipment, and with late pictures, they can bring back the business

which has drifted to the metropolitan centers.

Brings Financial Support

From Local Businessmen

"This has brought financial support from the local businessmen, with the

result that the smaller communities are again assuming their positions as buying

markets."

The shift in buying markets, it was pointed out, also strengthens the film

market in these localities.
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Chicago^s Auditorium to Become
Miniature Qolfer^s Paradise

Home of City's Stage Tradition Will Harbor Two Links and Lilliput

Country Club House— Negotiations Await Completion

/% FTER thirty-eight years, during which time it has been the home of opera,

L\ and the mecca of all music lovers in the city of Chicago, the old Audi-
-^ -^torium is about to become the site of two miniature golf courses, with all

the appurtenances that go with them. A six-hole course is to be built in the

foyer, and on the main floor is to be an eighteen-hole course, while on the stage,

from which Patti and Mary Garden, and all those in between, poured golden

notes, is to be a country club house, of diminutive size, where pop and hot dogs
may be purchased after a trying "round" of golf. This club house will have a

veranda, a background of artificial trees, privet hedge and greensward.

FROM the time it was built in 1889, by
Louis H. Sullivan, much has passed

-vvithin its walls, and persons whose names
have been closely associated with the ad-
vancement of the art of the city have col-

"Now to See What
Miniature Golf Can Do"
In commenting on the coming of

miniature golf to the Auditorium in

Chicago, an editorial in the Chicago
Tribune says, "A country club of
stucco will rise where fame, from
Patti to Mary Garden, has trod pas-
sionately; arias in pop and ginger
ale, in true American rhythm, will

Boat out over the golf course on the
main floor. On the bonds for $834,-

000, issued forty years ago. and due
and payable some time since, grand
opera has never made much head-
way. Now the receivers will see
what miniature golf can do."

World's Fair. It is now obsolete, and since

it was built, the old style foundation ha?
sunk into the earth a full 22 inches. Look-
ing down from the proscenium which spans
the 110 foot stage are the figures of Handel,
Gluck, Beethoven, Shubert, Wagner, Lis_zt,

Mozart and Verdi.

Technicolor's

Box Score
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—That tech.
nicolor is steadily increasing in favor
is indicated by the present box score
on Broadway. The list of attractions
now playing, or to open, on the Street
this week which are all, or in part,
made by this natural color process
includes

:

"Dixiana" (Radio), which leaves
the Globe tonight.
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs" (WB), at

the Beacon.
"Good News" (M G M), which

leaves the Capitol tomorrow.
"Hell's Angels" (U A), at the

Gavety and Criterion.
"Follow Thru" (Par), which goes

into the Paramount Friday.

lected in the lounge and ambled about the
foyer after an evening of opera, or a stage
play, or even a roadshowing of a great
picture. On the opening night, Adelina
Patti appeared in "Romeo and Juliet," and
afterward sang "Home, Sweet Home," In
the audience were "His Excellency, Ben-
jamin Harrison," as the program called him,
president of the United States, and the
vice president, Levi P. Morton. In the
boxes could be found the George M. Pull-
mans, the Marshall Fields, the Potter Pal-
mers, the Martin Ryersons, the Lyman
Trumbells, the N. K. Fairbanks, the R. T.
Cranes and the John B. Drakes.
At one time, in the orchestra pit, which

will probably be the ninth hole of the
course, Campanini and Polacco waved their
batons, while on the stage, which is to be
the site of the hot dog stand, Mary Garden
triumphed with her Carmen, and Muzio
with her Aida.

In 1889 the structure was hailed as the
"world's largest theatre," and in 1893 it

wa6 called the wonder building of the

M. A. LightmanMain
Speaker at MPTO
St Louis Convention

(Special to the Heiald-VVorld)

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 11.—M. A. Lightman,
president of the M P T O A, will be the
principal speaker at the convention of the

MP TO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois, to be held here Mon-
day and Tuesday, Sept. 15 and 16.

Among the other speakers and guests
will be Dr. Lee De Forest, Mike Comer-
ford, C. C. Pettijohn, Dave Palfreyman and
Oscar R. Hanson, general sales manager
for Tiffany Pictures.
The zoning committee will give its re-

port and it is expected that a grievance
committee will be appointed to settle con-
troversies. The new uniform contract will

also come up for approval.

House Bombed with Tear
Gas After Operators Had
Struck for Higher Wages

(Special to the Herald-World)

GADSDEN, ALA., Sept 11.—A near panic

ensued at the Princess theatre here when a

tear gas bomb, the kind used by the U. S.

Army, loosed its blinding vapor throughout
the house. The bomb was afterward found in

almost the exact center of the theatre, having
apparently been placed there by a spectator

who left the theatre only a few minutes before
it discharged the gas. A timing device was
attached to it.

The operators in the picture houses here
went on a strike the same day.

H. G. Knox Succeeds
Lyng as Head ofErpi
Research Division

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—H. G. Knox, vice-
president of Electrical Research Products, will
take charge of the engineering and research
department for the
company, succeeding
the late J. J. Lyng,
according to an an-
nouncement by J. E.

Otterson, president.

Lyng, who served
as vice-president in

charge of engineering
for the Western Elec-
tric subsidiary, died
early last month. He
was for many years
identified with the
Bell Telephone Com-
pany, later going to

the Erpi laboratories

where his work was
outstanding in the design of sound recording
and reproducing apparatus.

H. G. Knox

Court Upholds Erpi in Defense of
Victor in Vreeland-Dyer Patent Suit

(Special to the Herald-World)
PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 11.—Electrical Research Products has been upheld by

the United States circuit court of appeals of the third circuit here in the case of
Frederick K. Vreeland and Frank L. Dyer against the Victor Talking Machine
Company, whose case has been defended throughout by Erpi.
The action was based on the Vreeland and Dyer United States Patent No. 1,593,-

735 dated July 27, 1926, for "Art of Recording Sounds." Previously the district
court held the patent valid and infringed on.
Erpi has defended Victor because of the recording licenses granted Victor and

the talking picture producers. Involved is a mixing arrangement.

Sunday Shows Pass,

But Evanston Still

Battles Over Them
Evanston, that northerly suburb of Chi-

cago, is still suffering about motion picture

shows on Sunday, despite the fact that a
recent referendum drew a majority of 56
in favor of having them. However, it was
argued yesterday that the majority is not
binding on the city council at an injunction
hearing before the Master in Chancery, who
was selected by Circuit Judge Brothers to

hear evidence after an injunction had been
asked, restraining the city from interfering

with Sunday shows.

Among the arguments put up against the
vote, was the fact that only two out of
seven wards voted, which showed that the
town as a whole doesn't want them. It is

claimed that it was only an advisory vote,

and that Evanston has a constitutional right

to enforce an anti-amusement blue law.

A delegation of Evanston church mem-
bers, led by Mrs. Catherine Waugh Mc-
Culloch, applauded counsel William Lister,

who is taking the stand against the ma-
jority, frequently. The hearing was con-
tinued.
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All Get Chances at Best Prizes
In Herald-World Golf Tourney

Handicaps Raised to Thirty;

Thirty Tee Off on First Day
Committee Considers Giving Two Days to Meet Next

Year Because of Record Response
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. IL—Because of the large number of prizes which
have been offered by Hollywood merchants, studios, stars, and friends of

Exhibitors Herald-World, it was decided at the annual meeting of the execu-

tive committee of this year's Herald-World Film Golf Tournament to raise

handicaps to 30 instead of holding them to 24. This gives the "dub," accus-

tomed to shooting a 110, a chance at one of the expensive prizes which have

been so generously donated.

In presenting the George Arliss pro-
duction of "Old English" Warner

Brothers have done something which
challenges attention. It challenges atten-

tion to an extraordinarily fine motion
picture and it emphasizes the fact that
there is no need whatsoever in attempt-
ing to conform to any fixed formula in

the making of a motion picture.

"Old English" is simply and plainly a

character study. But it is no common or
ordinary character study—it is an un-
usual characterization, portrayed by one
of the really great actors of the gen-
eration.

"Old English" has not the sweep and
the strength of theme of "Disraeli" but
is equally fine in the performance of
Arliss and in the production as a whole
which has been staged.

This production properly advertised
and correctly presented is a subject that

will widen the extent of the motion pic-

ture audience; it will treat the patrons
of any theatre to an inspiring example
of fine acting and it will, very certainly,

add to the reputation of the motion
picture.

A

^ "Monte Carlo," the latest Ernst
Lubitsch musical comedy, presented

by Paramount, is a beautifully produced
and directed subject which offers as its

principal attraction the voice and per-

sonality of Jeanette MacDonald.

"Monte Carlo" is a very satisfactory

subject although it leaves a feeling that

somehow, somewhere it just missed being

a very outstanding attraction. It con-

tains several tuneful numbers and is

photographed against the glamorous
background of the French Riviera and
Monte Carlo. "Beyond the Blue Hori-

zon" is an especially pleasing number
which Mr. Lubitsch has given an un-

usually effective setting.

Miss MacDonald continues in this pro-

duction her rapid rise toward eminence
in talking pictures.

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.

Gomersall Leaves Fox
To Supervise Universal'

s

Central Western Division
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11—E. T. Gomersall,
for ten years with Fox, has joined Universal
as supervisor of the Central Western Division
with headquarters in Chicago.

The annual meeting revealed that affairs

in connection with the fourth annual meet,
which will be held at Lakeside Golf Club on
Sunday, are in excellent shape. So great has
been the response that 30 entrants have been
asked to play on Saturday, and the course will

be crowded from sunrise to sunset on Sun-
day. More than 300 entries have been ac-
cepted, according to George Marshall, the
treasurer. Douglas Hodges, chairman, has
been working on plans to get as many per-
sons as possible onto the course.

At the annual meeting, held at the Holly-
wood Plaza Hotel Thursday, the possibility
of giving two days to the meet next year was
discussed. Those who attended were Alfred
A. Cohn, Larry Urbach, George Marshall,
Howard Strickling, Douglas Hodges, Hal
Howe, K. E. Sedlacek and Gene Hornbostel.

Prize List Mounts
A revised list of prize donors has been

made public. There are 48 on the list.

Indications_ are that there will be at least
65 prizes given.

Prizes are valued at fifty dollars apiece,
and total $3,000 or more.
The list to date includes:

Fox-West Coast Theatres, Fox
Studio, R K O Studio, M G M, Para-
mount, Jack Dempsey, Al Christie,
Richard Arlen, Jack Warner, Schwabs,
Paramount Purchasing Department
(six prizes through Ike Buell),
Henry's Cafe, Rancho Club, K. E.
Sedlacek, Roosevelt hotel, Plaza ho-
tel. Max Factor, Hollywood Reporter,
B. H. Dyas, M. H. Cutter (three
prizes), The American Cinematog-
rapher. Exhibitors Herald-World
(grand prize).
Brown Derby Cafe, Alexander and

Oviatt, Be Hannesey, Raffe Rug com-
pany, Art Schaffer, Innes Shoe com-
pany, Doug Fairbanks, Eastman Ko-
dak company, United Costumers, Tec-
Art Studios, Stromberg Jewelry, Ed
Wise, Bill Aronson, Los Angeles

Rubber Stamp company, Mcintosh
Clothing company. Otto K. Olsen,
company, Otto K. Olsen, Sam Gold-
wyn, the Blache company, Hepners.

Hollywood is excited about the outcome
of the tourney and the 300 entrants include

leaders in every department of the industry

here. There is much speculation as to

whether Johnny Mescall, who has two legs

on the Herald-World trophy, will get it as

a permanent possession or whether George
Marshall will get a second leg.

They're All Enthusiastic

Despite the interest in who gets the grand
prize, every entrant is thoroughly enthusi-

astic over his own chances. The number
of prizes has made everyone interested in

the outcome, because everyone has a chance
to carry home a trophy, whether it be a
leather golf bag or a silver cocktail shaker.

Most entrants are aiming at the shaker.

Reisman on U Board;

2 Per Cent Dividend
On First Preferred

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Phil Reisman,
general sales manager of Universal, was
elected to the board of directors at a board
meeting September 9. Pursuant to a reso-

lution adopted at the same meeting, a quar-
terly dividend of 2 per cent per share will

be paid on outstanding first preferred stock
of the company, the dividend to be due and
payable October 1 to preferred stockhold-
ers of record at the close of business Sep-
tember 20. Transfer books of the company
for first preferred stock will be closed at
the close of business September 20 and
opened on the opening of business Octo-
ber 2. *

Roxy's Billing of ''The Indians Are Coming''
Shows Sound Serials Gaining Prestige

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—The talking serial is due to gain a prestige never real-
ized by its silent brother. One is now booked for the world's largest motion
picture theatre.

Universal's excellent all-talking chapter play, "The Indians Are Coming," star-
ring Tim McCoy, opens for a Broadway first run on Saturday, at the Roxy.
The booking is considered as significant, and indicates the recognition by the

big houses of the importance of juvenile attendance. Carl Laemmle, Jr., has
emphasized the youth angle throughout his production career.

IL
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BROADWAY-

[E WHO GETS SPANKED."
That might well be the subject

of discussion this week. It concerns the

advertising code drafted by the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors of

America and ratified by advertising and
publicity men associated with member
companies of the Hays organization.

There has been much argument as to

whether this was just a gesture, or

whether something concrete might be ac-

complished.

Records reveal that the code is work-
able, and is functioning throughout the

country.

Constant vigilance is maintained by the

Hays organization, and immediate action

is taken in the case of any infractions

of the code.

Advertising men in only three cities,

it is learned, have been spanked for vio-

lations through the display or publication

of what is termed "obnoxious advertis-

ing."

And "he who gets spanked," it is

pointed out, does not repeat these in-

fractions.

Violation of the code, it is learned, has
centered in three cities—St. Louis, Wash-
ington and Chicago. When the Hays or-

ganization, through its policing, learns of

a violation the home office of the guilty

theatre is notified and immediately the

long distance wires begin to sputter.

Warning is given to the advertising

man responsible, and this warning serves

to impress upon him the necessity of ad-
hering to the regulations—and a preco-
cious child does not always relish a sec-

ond spanking for in all probability it will

be more severe.

AAA
Several years ago a man in the motion

picture business sat in his office in a

reminiscent mood.

Said he : "I'm a producer, not a busi-

ness man.

"My heart is in production, not in busi-
ness."

Today this man ranks among the fore-

most business men and financiers in the
United States.

This man is Adolph Zukor, producer,
business man, financier, philanthropist
and above all a human being.

AAA
Dinner is served

!

With Labor Day, 1930, gone and for-
gotten, the Motion Picture Qub dining
room is again serving its hungry guests
Saturday nights.AAA

Credit Phil Reisman with a scoop in

booking a Universal talking serial into

the Roxy. And credit Roxy with know-
nig a good subject when he sees it.

JAY M. SHRECK.

iiEast Is West»

Which might be considered as an antithetical statement, but on considering it, if one does go
West, one comes sooner or later to the East, but in this particular instance, it is not a catch
phrase, but the catchy title of Universal's picture, which is wrapped up in a Chinese costimie.

Lupe Velez is starred and is supported by Jean Hersholt and Lewis Ayres, while Monta Bell is

responsible for the direction.

Seeking aid from the padre

Off to the love-slave market
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F N's 400
Reflects

Show "King of Kings"
At Abyssinia Coronation

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD. Sept. IL—Cecil

B. De Mille, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
producer-director, has been notiSed
that a showing of his picture of the
Christ, "King of Kings," is planned
as the main event during the corona-
tion of the king of Abyssinia.
The £rst formal request for show-

ing of the production came to the
Will Hays ofHce in New York, from
the secretary of the Pan-American
Union. The request was transmitted
to De Mille, who promptly granted
it.

Foreign Language
Versions Best Bet
In Europe 's Market

George E. Quigley, of Vitaphone,

Believes Films Made in Native

Tongues in America Will Click
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—The future of
the motion picture as far as the European
market is concerned lies definitely in the
production of talking films, in the opinion
of George E. Quigley, vice-president and
general manager of the Vitaphone Corpo-
ration, recently returned from abroad.

In addition to participation in the Paris
conference and discussion with the German
authorities relative to contingent legisla-

tion, Quigley has been supervising the joint

production of Warner and Tobis of Berlin.

He believes that Europe is still a profit-

able field for silent versions of American
films, but points out that theatres^ through-
out the contingent are rapidly being wired
for sound. In this connection he said:

"Those who make silent versions^ for the

European market instead of foreign lan-

guage talking pictures are pursuing a short

sighted policy sacrificing a future market
for temporary profits. I am convinced that

the big field of the almost immediate future

for American pictures in Europe is for

those made in the language of the country
where they are to be shown."

Hear Hays Office and
U. S. Thacher Decree
Appeals on Oct. 27

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—The United States

supreme court has set October 27 as the date

for the hearing on the two appeals filed in

connection with the Thacher decree. The Hays
organization has appealed from the decree
finding compulsory arbitration illegal and the

government has also filed an appeal in regard
to the decree approving the credit system.

Cadawallader, Wickersham & Taft, Hays or-

ganization attorneys, will file its appeal on the
arbitration decree on October 6, with the
government following on October 20. On the
credit case, the government will file on Octo-
ber 6 and the Hays office on October 20.

Cent Booking Gain
Exhibitors' Optimism
Earlier Buying and Good Films

Also Help in Business Spurt
Offering Pictures With Sound on Film As Well As on

Disc Also Declared Big Factor
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—That the exhibitor today is more optimistic than
he has been during the last few months is illustrated in the bookings which
First National has chalked up on its new season's pictures.

This week, it is learned from authoritative sources, bookings of the company
are 400 per cent ahead of the same period last year.

Three reasons are assigned for this big
increase by those familiar with conditions.
They are

:

More optimism among exhibitors.

Exhibitors are buying quicker be-
cause of this feeling, and
Product looks good.

One reason upon which no comment was
made but which undoubtedly has had a bear-
ing upon the increase in the number of con-
tracts signed is that First National this year
is offering its pictures with sound on film as
well as on disc.

"Opens Season with a Bang"

Last year this condition did not prevail, and
those theatres having film-only installations
found themselves in a position of being unable
to play the First National product.
An exhibitor who has booked the 1930-31

program said : "First National has opened the
new season with a bang. Look at 'Dawn Pa-
trol,' 'Top Speed,' 'Girl of the Golden West'
and 'Bad Man.' In addition, I can play
these, for they are sound on film."

This week there has been a noticeable

change in First National advertising copy. A
policy of creating what might be termed
"blood and thunder" advertisements has been
adopted.

Specials to 10,000 to 12,000 Houses
It is understood that officials are of the

opinion that this type of copy is more in keep-
ing with the show business, and carries greater
sales value.

Estimates are that First National this sea-

son will have an average booking of 8,000.

theatres, with specials playing between 10,000

and 12,000 houses.
Practically 100 per cent of the First Na-

tional bookings are on a percentage basis.

Deny Rumor That
Courtland Smith Is

Planning Newsreel
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Reports that
Courtland Smith, new head of Trans Lux
Corporation since his retirement from Fox,
was planning the development of an R KG
newsreel service, were denied today at the
Trans Lux offices.

It had been further understood in this

connection that Smith, as new head of the
company, anticipated the establishment of

a chain of newsreel theatres to be located
in key cities throughout the country. This,

too, was branded as having no foundation
in fact at the present moment.

Rose Hohart Quits U
Despite 5-Year Contract

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11. — Rose Hobart
has left the Universal lot and returned to

New York. She recently signed a five-year

contract, but before the contract got underway
she underwent a change of heart and did not
even wait for her first week's pay check.

Film Circles Amused by Abramson's
Attack on Hays Office's "100 Million"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Motion picture circles here are more amused than per-
turbed over the announcement by Nathan D. Perlman, attorney for Ivan Abramson,
that action would be started next week in the federal court against the Motion Pic-
ture Producers & Distributors to ascertain the manner of disbursing more than
$100,000,000, which, it is charged, is the annual income of the organization from
its members.
Abramson and the Graphic Film Corporation already are plaintiffs in a $1,300,000

suit against the Hays organization.

In commenting upon the action announced to start next week. Max D. Steuer,
attorney for the M P P D A, said that he was "not responsible for the extravagant
statements of others which sound utterly ridiculous" and that he was certain that
the Hays organization "is not going to get frightened about such statements."
He said he was prepared to meet any charges made in court.
Perlman and Abramson estimated that the Hays organization has an income of

$1,000,000 a day, this representing 5 per cent of the incomes of member companies.
There never has been any public knowledge of how the motion picture organi-

zation obtained its funds and disbursed them, Perlman said. The money collected,
"running into millions of dollars yearly," he said, if not spent on the motion pic-
ture industry, was used to build up "a tremendous investment trust or will be
distributed among members when the organization is dissolved."
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Committee's Zoning Plan for Milwaukee

PROTECTION OUTSIDE OF MIL-
WAUKEE COUNTY

All cities of 7,000 or more population
shall be designated KEY TOWNS.

All cities of 20,000 or more population

shall be designated MAJOR KEY TOWNS.
There shall be no protection of one ma-

jor key town over another.
Major key towns may have protection

over towns other than major key towns.

Key towns up to 10,000 population may
have a maximum of 10 miles radius of pro-

tection and over 10,000 one mile for each

1,000 of population with a maximum of 20

miles.
The radius shall be determined by the

accurate drawing of a circle on a standard
map in accordance with scale of miles

thereon, as provided for hereafter.

MAJOR KEY TOWNS
Radius Protection

1 to 10 mile 10 to 20 mile
radius radius

Appleton Ne-'iah. Me-'^s'ia Hilbert, New Lon-
Kimberly, Little don, Horton-
Chute, K a u- vilie, Brillon
kauna

Beloit Clinton Augusta, Colfax
Eau Claire Chippewa Falls Cadott, Mon-

dovi.

Fond du Lac No. Fond du Lac Ripo", Waupu-i
Green Bay De Pere Denmark, Sey-

mour, Pulaski,
Luxembovf

Janesville Brodhead, Edger-
ton, Evansville,
Ft. Atkinson,
Orfordville,
Whitewater

Kenosha
La Crosse Onalaska, Stod- Galesville, West

dard. No. La Salem, Bangor,
Crosse Trempeleau

Madison Oregon Lodi, Sun Prairie,
Marshall. De-
Forest, Stough-
ton, Mt. Horeb

Manitowoc Two Rivers
Oshkosh Chilton, Omro,

Winneconne
Racine Union Grove
Sheboygan Sheboygan Falls Kiel, Plymouth.

Elkhart Lake
Wausau Mosinee, Merrill.

Marathon City,
Birnamwood

KEY TOWN RADIUS PROTECTION
Antigo 10 miles
Beaver Dam 10 miles Fox Lake
Chippewa Falls. 10 miles
Marshfield 10 miles Spencer
Menasha -10 rriiles

Merrill 10 miles
Neenah 10 miles
Rhinelander 10 miles
Two Rivers 10 miles
Wis. Rapids 10 miles Nekoosa, Pt.

Edwards
Ashland 11 miles Washburn
Watertown .11 miles
Marinette 14 miles Peshtigo
Merominee
Mich 14 miles Peshtigo

Stevens Point.... 14 miles
Waukesha 17 miles

1 to 10 mile 10 to 17 mile
radius radius

Pelafield Oconoinowoc
Eagle
Hartland
Menominee Falls
Mukwenago
Musket;o
Pewaukee

Protection in Marinette, Wis., and Me-
nominee, Mich., to be the same as second
or subsequent run in a major key town.

UPPER PENINSULA OF MICHIGAN
1 to 10 mile 1 to 15 mile

radius radius
Calumet Mohawk

Abmeek
Hubbel
Lake Linden

Escanaba Gladstone
Hancock So. Range

Chasell
Painesdale

Iron Mountain.. Norway
Vulcan
Niagara
Florence

Ironwood Bessemer
Wakefield
Montreal

Marquette Negaunee
Ishpeming

Soo

Hancock and Houghton, Mich., to be considered as
one town.

Lauraum and Calumet, Mich., to be considered as
one town.

Ishpeming and Negaunee, Mich., to be considered as
one town.

Iron Mountain and Breitung, Mich., tc be considered
as one town.
Same to come under single town status.

TOP ADMISSION SCHEDULE FOR
KEY TOWN, MAJOR KEY TOWN
AND RADIUS PROTECTION

1 to 10 mile 10 to 20 mile
City radius zone radius zone

1. Same v. same.... 30 10 3

2. 5c less SO 17 10
3. 5c less 60 24 15
4. 5c less 70 31 18
S. 5c less 80 38 20
6. 5c less 95 45 23
7. 5c less 110 55 28
8. 5c less 140 70 35
9. 5c less 180 90 60

Tent Shows, contributions, free will offer-

ings and less than 10c admission, 365 days.

After first run key town and major key
town—where the top admission is less than
50c the schedule commences as of the top
of the scale.

Any theatre in key town or major key
town charging less than 30c average nightly
admission shall not receive any radius pro-
tection in 1 to 10 or 10 to 20 mile zones.

Top admission price shall be the top
nightly admission plus the top nightly Sat-
urday and Sunday admission and pro-rated
on a one-tenth basis. (See page 7.)

To determine protection in overlapping
situation the protection is to be computed
from the nearest key town or major key
town.

When a smaller town has purchased
product with protection on a larger town
and subsequently the larger town purchases
the same product, any protection given
to the larger town does not supersede that
given the smaller town.

Availability and runs in key towns or
major key towns shall be governed by con-
tracts in existence between those key towns
and distributors. The following rules shall
apply for illustration:

(a) If a first run has contracted for pic-

tures on a basis of three per month start-
ing with a certain month—then not later
than 10th of previous month distributor
must send availability notice of the three
pictures.

(b) If due to runs longer than antici-

pated only two pictures can be absorbed
during that certain month, the exhibitor
may then set one of those pictures into
the month immediately following, auto-
matically making four pictures available for
the month immediately following.

(c) If exhibitor cannot absorb the four
pictures during the month immediately fol-

lowing, he may then move down one of
those pictures to the next month, etc.

The established release date of a picture
to subsequent runs shall be governed by
the release or plaving of such picture in

the key towns, and shall become available
to subsequent runs in the sequence shown
by the key town run.

Pictures shall be played in key town or
major key town within 90 days from the
first run Milwaukee showing.

CITIES LESS THAN 7,000 POPULA-
TION

Cities of less than 7,000 where competi-
tive situation exists may obtain protection
over each other of a maximum of 14 days
when repeat difference in admission is 15c
or less than the first run and 21 days if

the difference in admission is more than
15c. The matter of direct competition is to
be left to the discretion of the continuing
zoning committee.

MILWAUKEE FIRST RUN PROTEC-
TION OVER MILWAUKEE

COUNTY
All first run theatres in Milwaukee shall

have a maximum protection of 30 days
over all subsequent run theatres in Mil-
waukee County, and an additional 14 days
where there is an extended run.
A run of two weeks or longer shall be

deemed to be an extended run.
The above does not apply to roadshow

attractions.
The following theatres are designated as

first run theatres in Milwaukee:

Alhambra Palace
Davidson Riverside
Garden Strand
Majestic Warner
Pabst Wisconsin

SUBSEQUENT RUN PROTECTION
45c on 40c 14 days
40c on 35c 7 days
35c on 30c 7 days
30c on 25c 7 days
25c on 20c 14 days
20c on 15c 28 days
15c on 10c 42 days

Tent Shows, contributions, free will offer-

ings and less than 10c admission, 365 days.
Where subsequent run top average night-

ly admission is 50c then protection over
45c theatre shall be 14 days and from then
on down to 25c admission of 7 days for
each Sc difference in admission.
Top admission theatre protection over

top admission theatre shall not exceed
seven (7) days.
Where the admission price is equal be-

tween competing houses protection shall

not exceed 14 days one against the other.
The average admission price of a the-

atre shall be construed to mean the price
prevailing for four or more consecutive
weeks. (This applies to subsequent runs
only.)
where more than one admission prevails

between 6:00 p. m. and closing of box office,

the admission charged 65 per cent of the
time shall be considerel the admission of
such theatre.

Admission schedule shall not impair the
right or personal privilege of any exhibitor
in so far as it applies to direct competi-
tion.

Admission schedule' shall become effec-

tive immediately after playing of pictures

in first subsequent run according to First

Run City Protection.

GENERAL
Two for Ones

The issuance of two for one tickets,

whether regularly or occasionally, shall be
considered as one-half of admission price

regularly charged and subject theatre to

reclassification by Continuing Zoning Com-
mittee.

Evasion of a True Admission Classification

The issuance of a ticket or tickets or any
other device to admit one or more persons;
so-called Lamp Nights, giving away of

groceries, glassware, chinaware, silverware,

blankets, Country Store Nights, Aluminum
Nights, Pay Nights, Weekly Passes and all

such other inducements are considered an
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evasion of a true admission and subject the-
atre to reclassification.

Coupon or Thrift Books
The sale of coupon or thrift books shall

not constitute an evasion of true admis-
sion classification unless more than a 16 2/3
per cent discount is given on actual face
value of such coupons or books.

Double or Triple Programs
Double or triple programs shall not be

permitted unless all features on said pro-
gram shall be one j-ear old.

Continuing Zoning Committee
The Continuing Zoning Committee shall

consist of six; two independent exhibitors
and two affiliated circuit operators as may
be designated by the Board of Directors
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Wisconsin and two distributor representa-
tives to be appointed by the Milwaukee
Film Board of Trade. Any theatre owners
not affiliated with any organization shall
have the right to designate two other non-
affiliated theatre owners to act with the
Continuing Zoning Committee with refer-
ence to the determination of a classifica-
tion or complaint and with power to vote.
Alternates shall be elected or appointed

and they shall have the same power and
authority to act in place of absentees.

Distributor representatives appointed to
the Continuing Zoning Committee shall not
be affiliated with the same companies as
the affiliated circuit members.
A two-thirds majority vote shall be re-

quired to make a ruling of the Continuing
Zoning Committee effective.

Full membership of the committee shall
constitute a quorum.

All findings of the Continuing Zoning
Committee shall be binding and final.

The committee shall settle all disputes
with reference to true admission, unreason-
able protection, determining what consti-
tutes direct competition and such other dis-

putes which shall arise with reference to
the zoning and protection plan and re-
classify theatres in accordance with their
findings.

The committee shall be and is obligated
to promptly as possible act upon any and
all recommendations or suggestions re-

ferred to said committee by the committee
of eighteen and at all times take equity
and justice into consideration in any and
all of its dealings.

Admission Prices
The admission price that is stipulated

at the time of entering into contracts shall
prevail during the existence of such con-
tract and any change shall subject theatre
to reclassification.

Franchises
Where a first run theatre has a franchise

without protection designated and it does
not conflict with the provisions of a sec-
ond run franchise the first run exhibitor is

entitled to the same protection in accord-
ance with this schedule as given under a
vearly contract. Future franchises shall

be governed by the general protection plan
applicable to that oarticular selling season
and subsequent selling seasons.
The Following Clause Shall Be Incorpo-
rated in Contracts for the 1930-31 Selling
Season:

If prior to the expiration of the terms
of this License Agreement, a Zoning and
Protection Plan for the territory in which
the exhibitor's theatre is located, shall be
generally adopted by the distributors and
exhibitors in said territory, then and in

such event and from the time of the adop-
tion of such a plan, the protection period,
if any herein specified for the exhibitor's

theatre, shall be substituted for protection
ppriod hereinabove granted the exhibitor,

with the same effect as if herein fully set

forth.

Computation of Admission Prices
Computation of admission prices on a

one-tenth basis shall be: Sunday, 3/10;
Saturday. 2/10; week days, 1/10; holidays
same as Sunday.

WisconsinMPTO Puts Zoning
Plan in Effect September 17

Election of Fred S. Meyers As President Marks New Policy of

Dropping Affiliated-versus-Independent Exhibitor in Favor

Of Strong Organization—New Constitution Drawn
[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-Worldl

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 11.—Wisconsin's new zoning plan goes into effect

September 17, following adoption at the two-day convention of the M P T O at

Gonring's Resort at Cedar Lake, Tuesday and Wednesday. The plan, agreed

upon by a joint committee of the Film Board of Trade and the exhibitors,

brought forth some firy oratory in the two-hour discussion. A permanent
board of arbitration, to be named by the directors, will thresh out all perplexing

questions.

The discussion on zoning brought out some
objections to clauses on double features, some
conflict of opinion on the proper period of
time and protection for subsequent run houses
and the agitation by Racine, Wis., exhibitors
over what they called an unsatisfactory ad-
justment of their special situation.

Election of Fred S. Meyer, manag-
ing director of Universal's Alhambra
theatre at Milwaukee, as president of
the MPTO marked a new depar-
ture in exhibitor organization policy
and was cited as evidence of the
elimination of the issue of affiliated

versus independent in favor of one
of strong organization. On Tuesday
the convention unanimously tabled a
resolution advanced by F. J. Mac-
Williams, a former president, which
would have made it impossible for a
producer - exhibitor's representative
to head the M P T O.
Adoption of a new constitution

was another important action. A fea-

ture was the decision to elect 15

directors from a nomination list of

30, the elected directors then choos-
ing the officers of the association.

Governor Kohler in his address declared
daylight saving had not been a success in

Milwaukee and that if he is re-elected his

"door will be wide open" to exhibitors seek-

ing a change.

The association took important action on
by-laws, changing them regarding dues which
are to be fixed on the seating capacity at a

rate to be determined. The association also

decided to change the articles of incorporation

and reincorporate.

The principal talks at the banquet Tuesday
night were made by Ernest A. Rovelstad,

managing editor of Exhibitors Herald-
World, who discussed the importance of the

independent exhibitor and whose remarks
were later quoted on the floor of the conven-

"All Quiet" Gains
International Favor

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Univer-
sal's "All Quiet on the Western
Front" has now played in its tenth
world metropolitan center, having
just opened in Manila. It will open
shortly in the eleventh, Singapore.

In Buenos Aires the special is in
its seventh week; in London, thir-

teenth. It plays two weeks in Mexico
City where a repeat run is scheduled.
Sydney, Australia: Wellington,

New Zealand; Melbourne, Ottawa,
and other metropolitan centers have
given the picture a great reception.

tion by Abram F. Myers, president of Allied

States Association, upholding his argument on

the importance of non-chain exhibitors, and

Oscar R. Hanson, general sales manager of

Tiffany Productions, who discussed Tiffany's

attitude toward exhibitors. Fred S. Meyer
acted as toastmaster at the banquet and Fred

MacWilliams of Madison was in charge of the

presentation of an engraved billfold to Steve

Bauer, retiring president. Al Steffes, manager

of the Northwest Exhibitors Association,

Charles Trampe, president of the Film Board

of Trade, and projectionist-guests also were

introduced.

Zoning Pact Argued

The convention, attended by 60 exhibitors,

settled right down to business Wednesday
morning with reading and explaining of the

zoning pact.

Abram Myers took the floor at 12:15 and
for an hour and a half held the exhibitors'

attention, not a man leaving the floor despite

the lunch hour. Myers sketched the history

of Allied and held that the Tififany franchise

was of immense value to the industry in that

it brought prices down and resulted in benefits

to holders and non-holders alike.

He outlined a new arbitration p'an
with a board consisting of a slate

named by the Hays organization, a

slate named by the M P T O A and a

slate named by Allied, with the

exhibitor allowed to select his

arbitors.

On protection Myers hinted that he thought

the new Milwaukee zone plan rather compli-

cated but he did not oppose it outright. He
raised several questions, however, most perti-

nent being : "What rule can any zoning board

formulate as to what is direct competition"?

Must Be Reasonable, Says Myers

"There isn't half the competition in metro-

politan cities that has been assumed," he said.

"Any rule on protection must first subscribe

to a requirement that it be reasonable.

He went into detail on the Thacher decision,

chiding trade papers for dwelling on the

exception in the consent decree instead of

elaborating upon the injunction feature of it.

The following directors were chosen : F. J.

MacWilliams, Madison; George Huebner,
Oconomowoc ; William Ainsworth of Fond du
Lac ; Jim Boden of South Milwaukee ; and
these from Milwaukee, Steve Bauer, August
Berkholtz, Bert Fisher, Ernest Langmack, Al
Kavool, Hy Goldenberg, Andy Gutenberg, Ed
Maertz, Fred S. Meyer, Jack Keegan, George
Fisher and Etta Wiesner.

The directors at a meeting following the
business session elected Fred S. Meyer as

president; Andy Gutenberg, vice-president;
Ernie Langmack, recording treasurer ; and
Jim Boden, recording secretary.
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Canadian Independents Carry
Tax Relief Appeal to Premier

Owners Call Order for Fireproofing Before Spring Drastic and

Unwarranted—Declare Requirement for Grading Pro-

jectionists Would Boost Overhead Costs

[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

OTTAWA, Sept. 11.—A group of real independents is now organized for the

purpose of discussing various problems with Premier G. Howard Ferguson and

Hon. J. D. Monteith, Ontario Provincial Treasurer, no less than 60 exhibitors

being represented at the rally which was held in Toronto.

After a thorough discussion, it was decided to organize a deputation to wait

on the Provincial Government and P. J. Nolan, proprietor of three theatres in

Ottawa, was the choice of chairman for the committee in charge.

Three subjects will be taken up with the

Government:

Further relief from the amusement
tax;

Revision of the order requiring fire-

proof theatres before May, 1931;

Abandonment of the order provid-
ing for the grading of projectionists
into four classes after examination.

The committee on arrangements com-
prises the following: P. J. Nolan, Ottawa,
chairman; T. Walton, National theatre,
Toronto; T. Ross, Royal theatre, Bowman-
ville; James Sullivan, King George theatre,
St. Catharines; T. H. Moorhead, Capitol
theatre, Brampton; W. C. Ball, Revue thea-
tre, Toronto; Fred Guest, Delta theatre,
Hamilton; R. W. Weller, Trenton theatre,
Trenton; A. Bugg, Model theatre. Midland.

R. C. Buckley, chief inspector of On-
tario theatres, Toronto, was present at the
meeting by invitation and took an active
part in the discussions. Owners of small
theatres claimed that the order compelling
all theatres to be fireproof before next
spring was too drastic and unwarranted.

Several years ago the tax on tickets up
to 25 cents was abolished by Premier Fer-
guson but it was pointed out that, with the
advent of talking pictures, the general ad-
mission price was now 35 cents, which came
under a 2 cent tax.

The grading of operators would ulti-

mately mean additional overhead cost to the
exhibitors, it was claimed, as men obtaining

Class "A" rating would demand higher

wages. The deputation will wait on the

Government in three weeks.

«Africa Speaks'* to Be
Released for Long Runs

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Columbia Pictures

has decided to release the first sound and talk-

ing film to be made in the African jungle,

"Africa Speaks," as an extended run picture.

At first scheduled for a special, after several

previews it was placed among the company's
roadshow productions, which include "Ari-

zona," "Dirigible," "Rain or Shine," "The
Flood" and "Tol'able David."

"Africa Speaks" is centered about the lives

of the natives who are among the 800 or more
tribes which inhabit the region of central

Africa. Paul L. Hoefler, noted explorer, and
Walter Futter, working under the sponsorship

of the Colorado African expedition, supervised

the making of the picture. The expedition

spent 15 months and travelled more than 18,000

miles through darkest Africa.

George Marshall Signs

To Make RKO Shorts
(Special to the Herald-Wo.ld)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—George Mar-
shall signed a contract with RKO this

week. He will make short features. Louis
Brock heads the department. Others in it

are Mark Sandrich and John Gray.

Pathe Issues 8-page

Press Sheet for "Her Man"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. ll.—Patbe pub-
licity department has inaugurated a

new style press sheet with the ap-
pearance of the exploitation material
on "Her Man," new Pathe picture.

The sheet is about 14x13 inches in

size, eight pages in color and eight
devoted to publicity and accessories
displays. Folded double, it will £t
comfortably into a brief case. It is

expected to prove especially helpful
to exhibitors and theatre publicity
staffs. The first section, in two col-

ors, shows reproductions of posters;

a double page broadside detailing the
merits of the production; and a page
covering exploitation and a display
of stills, window and lobby cards. To
facilitate handling, the publicity sec-

tion is stitched to the inside back
of the color section at the top. The
publication was edited by Charles
Kenmore Ulrich under the general
supervision of Charles Giegerich,

advertising and publicity director of
Pathe.

New National Screen
Service Trailer Popular

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—National Screen

Service reports country-wide response to its

talking Greater Movie Season trailer, which is

designed to impress the public with the ex-

cellence of the pictures promised during

1930-31.

In addition to a voice discoursing on the

wealth of forthcoming entertainment, there is

a background of animation, art and editorial

matter, making this a novelty in announcement
presentation.

9f

Howard Hughes Plans
Talker on "Front Page

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Howard Hughes,
26-year-old producer of "Hell's Angels" is at

nresent on a vacation. Upon his return to

Hollywood, he plans to make a talking version

of "The Front Page," Jed Harris's newspaper
play.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending September 10

Constructive forces continue to be persistent in their
efforts in the market and have succeeded in the past week
in keeping prices up but the forward movement has been
slow. Por example, on Tuesday of this week amusement

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales

Brunswick-Balke-Collender 1,200
Celotex 1,2,300
Consolidated Film 700
Do. pfd __ 700

Ea.stman Kodak 19,600
Do. pfd

'

'

90
EHectric Storage Battery 1 700

T°^ Ci!'"
"^"

151,500
Gen. Theatre Equipment 47 300
Do. pfd 100

Loew'8. Inc 76,500
Do. pfd. WW _ 400
Do. pfd. xw

[ 200
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd 100
Mohawk Carpet _ 290
Paramount .' 55,700
Pathe Exchange 3.500

Do. "A" 1,400
Radio Corporation _ 376,400
Do. pfd. "A" 'lOO
Do. pfd. "B" 600

High Low Close

leVs 16 16

UV2 12% 13%
18% 18 18%
2078 20 20%
221% 213% 219
128% 128% 128% «

lOVs 68% 68%
62% 49% 51%
37% 3478 36

117% 117% 117%
81 75% 80%
109 106% 109

97% 96% 96%
26% 26y8 26%
16% 16% 16%
61% 59% 61

4% 4% 4%
10% 10 10

42% 3878 41%
54% 54% 54%
72 71 72

shares showed the following fractional increases : A T & T,

1^ ; Eastman Kodak, ly^ ; General Electric, % ; Paramount
Publix, ^2 ; Radio Corporation, %.

Following is the summary of the past week:

Sales High Low Close

Radio Keith Orpheura 277,800 37% 34 37%
Shubert Theatres _ _ 9,900 19 17% 18%
Universal Pic. Ist pfd 150 67 40% 53
Warner Brothers 260,000 32% 29% 30%

Do. rf! _ 138,800 3 2% 2%
Do. pfd _ 100 48 48 48

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Gen. Theat., Inc 7,850 37 35 36
Marks Brothers cvt. p _ 165 10 9% 10
Morgan Litho _ 2,250 14 11% 13%
U. S. Gypsum 2,650 45% 44% 45%

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures cvt 300 42% 42 42
Fox Theatres _ _..- _. 10,200 11% 10% 10%
Loew's rts. ..._ _. 200 45 42 45
Do. war 6,600 12% 10% 11%

Sentry Safety 1.900 3% 2% 3%
Technicolor, Inc _ ...- 1.000 27% 26% 27%
Prans-Lux 8.100 11% 10% 11%
U. S. Gypeum 100 44 44 44
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V^
Film News rM /""^"TTi'^I^ I A I C^ETI/'^T^Ii'^lk. I Stories Told

in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION by the Camera

Attention! Present arms! This
is Buster, all dressed up for his

role in the IVI GM "aU Barkie"
comedy, entitled "So Quiet on

the K 9 Front."

This smiling group posed for the cameraman between scenes

of "The Hot Heiress," a First National picture. You prob-

ably recognize Ben Lyon on the left, very happy beside his

charming mother, and the smiling gentleman on the right is

Clarence Badger, who directs the picture.

A brave, brave dog, and well

decorated. "Whippet" appears

also in "So Quiet on the K 9
Front," MGM "all barkie," di-

rectors, Jules White, Zion Myers.

«(
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C Mm ;tr^

This looks like a pretty effective piece of apparatus, and if it is im-

proved it'll be just too bad for, let us say, the little boy who lives

in 1950. The synthetic "grandfather" (WiUiam Haines) is trying

out his new automatic spanker on his bad little "grandson,"

Nugent, between scenes in M G M's "Remote Control.'

Eddie

Just see how comfortable anyone can be if the telephone is kept on
the floor. We can't tell whether Monte Collins is getting good news
or not, and as for T. Roy Barnes—well, instead of surmising, we'll

wait until we see the new Educational-Mermaid Comedy, "His
Error," in which both are co-featured.
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Well, well. Look what we have here. Just a little contest in—guess we'd better not try

to give it a name. However, Mickey E>aniels, who will be seen shortly in the latest Hal
Roach-M G M Boy Friend comedy, entitled "Ladies Last," is making a splendid eflort to
outdo his pup in making fierce faces, and from the looks of things, the poor pup hasn't

got a chance. The gayly hieroglyphed sweat shirt will also appear in the picture.

Do you recognize this exotic and transpar-

ently clothed lady? She resembles Thelma
Todd, and (we'll tell you) she is Thelma
Todd. What a difference a black wig makes.
She appears in F N's "The Hot Heiressi"

These charming ladies are none other than
Ina Claire and Mary Brian, as they arrived
in New York to begin work on Paramount's
screen version of "The Royal Family," in the

Eastern Studio.

Televitaphone apparatus. Virgil Thompson, electrical engineer, explains to Val Paul, assis-

tant manager of First National Studios, the working of the control board for the equipment
used as a lobby display for "Top Speed," the First National picture featuring Joe E. Brown
and Bernice Claire at the Warner Brothers Hollywood theatre. This device reproduced for

the crowds outside the mirthful throng inside the theatre.
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A few years back, but we won't venture the
year. Walter Pidgeon and Vivienne Segal as

they appear in "Vieruiese Nights," written

for Warner Brothers by Sigmund Romberg
and Oscar Hammsrstein, 2nd.

An intriguing study in shadows, and a real shadow from out the shady past. Cecil B.

De Mille, M G M producer-director, is possessed of a noted collection of firearms. This par-

ticular duelling pistol, together with its mate, were made by Boutet, the famous armourer
of Louis XIV of France. If they could> only be turned into pens, what an interesting story

they might be able to write. And perhaps tragedy would be the theme.

Permanent waves are getting out of fashion, but temporary tattoos are just coming in, at

least that is what you would suppose from this picture. From appearances, this looks like

a thirty minute egg, but perhaps that's what he would have to be, playing the role of a

tough seaman in Alfred Santell's production of "The Sea Wolf" for Fox-Movietone. This
operation had to be gone through each morning.

What can be frightening her? It will all be
clear when "The Cat Creeps" across the fin-

ish line at Universal City. Helen Twclvetrees
plays in this nerve tingling thriller; Rupert

Julian directs.
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Radio Suit Is Continued as Schuette

Charges ^^Patent Racketeering
yy

Secretary of Radio Protective Association Says Patents Are Being Used as

Smokescreen for Anti-Trust Law Violation

/t CONTINUANCE granted by Federal Judge Nields at Wilmington, Del.,

l-\ according to dispatches, is the latest move in the suit of the Government
-^ -*- against the Radio Corporation of America and other radio companies,

charged with violation of the anti-trust law. This action follows an address

over WCFL last week by Oswald F. Schuette, executive secretary of the Radio
Protective Association and director of public relations of the Audio Research
Foundation, in which Schuette called upon his radio listeners to use their influ-

ence with congressmen and senators "to see that the government puts an end

to this outrageous form of patent racketeering."

THE continuance in the suit at Wilmington and the useful arts," but that large corpora-
was granted at the request of Charles S. tions "use patents ... as a club to destroy

Curley, of counsel for the defendants. Curley competitors."

said the latter were taking depositions, accord-
ing to the dispatches.

Schuette Charges Smokescreen Used

Schuette, in his address from WCFL, Amer-
ican Federation of Labor station in Chicago,
charged that patents are being used as a

smokescreen to cover violations of the anti-

trust laws.

After tracing the development of A T & T,
RCA, General Electric and Westinghouse,
Schuette declared

:

"In all of this, the patents are merely a pre-

tense to conceal the violation of the anti-trust

laws. The radio trust pretends that because
these contracts cover patents, they are not
liable to prosecution under the anti-trust laws.

The courts have held that this pretense is

worthless."

Schuette said that "you can sit in a moving
railroad train in Soviet Russia and telephone
by long distance wireless to your home, your
office or your hotel. You can do the same in

Germany. But you can't do it in the United
States. Why? We have made as much radio

progress as Russia or Germany but those
countries have no radio trust to stop com-
petition and to stifle progress. We have."

Patents Used as Club, He Says

The speaker charged that "the telephone

monopoly has extended its patent racketeering

. . . particularly into the talking movie field.

The telephone company boasts that through its

subsidiaries, the Western Electric Company
and Electrical Research Products, Inc., it has
already equipped more than three-fourths of
all the large talking motion picture houses in

the country, and that 115,000,000 admissions
a week are paid in these theatres. Each of
these admissions helps to pay tribute to the

telephone monopoly."

Schuette said that "when the Government
grants patents to inventors, it issues these
patents to promote the progress of science

Negotiations Begun
To End Patent War,
Wall Street Thinks

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Wall Street today
still seemed confident, despite denials, that

negotiations were underway, or would be
shortly, between Western Electric, General
Talking Pictures, and RCA Photophone to

end sound patent litigation.

M. A. Schlessinger, president of General
Talking Pictures, branded today's reports as
malicious. Persistence of reports of negotia-
tions in financial circles has prompted many
in the business to recall the warning given
in 1924 by the banking house of Kuhn, Loeb
and Company to Western Electric that the
Ries patent now held by General might be the
source of endless litigation in the future.

Kuhn-Loeb's warning, it is understood, was
given after it had made a thorough investiga-
tion. General Talking recently won its suit

for infringement of this patent in District

Court in Wilmington. Western Electric has
appealed this decision.

Advertising Agencies
Of McCann, Erickson

To Be Merged Oct. 1
(Special to the Herald-VVorld)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Confirming ru-
mors current in recent weeks, H. K. McCann
and A. W. Erickson have announced that the
advertising agencies bearing their names will
be merged on October 1. It is understood that
with this combination, they will be one of the
first five or six agencies in the country in

point of size. One of their important ac-
counts is Technicolor, Inc.

Stench Bottles Exploded in Theatre;

Ownel Blames Labor Sympathizers
(Special to the Herald-World)

FORT WAYNE, IND., Sept. 11.—The Creighton theatre here was thrown into
confusion recently when Hvo stench bottles exploded during the hist evening
show. Tony H. Neilesen, owner of the theatre, declared that the bottles were
carried into the show by two persons who are in sympathy with the union motion
picture operators released by the theatre management Aug. 31. Since that time
the theatre had been picketed. The offensive odor caused a number of women
and children in the theatre to faint.
The management had refused to grant demands for higher wages to the machine

operators and since Sept. 1, had been operating with non-union operators. The
wage demand was $65 weekly for 4Vz hours a day. The men had been receiving
$50 a week, having been raised last March from $41 a week. Neilesen said he
positively would refuse to employ union labor at his theatre from now on.

Know Your
Exchange
—Managers—

The exchange manager is the direct
contact between exhibitor and distrib-

utor, and therefore it is to their mu-
tual advantage to know each other.

The Herald-World presents a series of
brief sketches of exchange managers
and their outstanding activities in the
motion picture field.

Marty Solomon

FROM the speaking stage to the selling of
motion pictures was the step taken by

Marty Solomon, Warner Brothers branch
manager at St. Louis,

when he severed con-
nections with the le-

gitimate show business

to become associated

with Universal at

Washington, D. C.

Resigning from
LIniversal,he was with

Warner Brothers in

New York for a num-
ber of years, then
pulled stakes to join

up with Red Seal Cor-
poration as manager
of its New York of-

fice. Leaving this, he
allied himself with the

Vitaphone Corporation as a sales representa-

tive.

ROY E. CHURCHILL, RKO's exchange
manager at Kansas City, started in the

film business in 1918 in Denver with Fox, but

a few months later

was with Goldwyn out

of Salt Lake City,

covering Utah, Idaho
and Montana. Trans-
ferred to Dallas, he
became the Goldwyn
traveling representa-

tive in Texas, Arkan-
sas and Oklahoma.
Resigning in 1920 to

manage Robertson-
Cole's Kansas City

office, Churchill has
been with R K O ever

since, through the

amalgamations, ex-

cept for a short time
as Goldwyn manager in Omaha, leaving that

post to manage F B O's Kansas City office.

Ror E. Churchill

Mike Simmons Is New
President of A M P A,
Succeeding Eddie Klein

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Mike Simmons to-

day at the annual meeting of the A M P A was
elected president of the organization, succeed-
ing Eddie Klein. The vote was unanimous.

C. W. Barrell was named vice-president,
George Bilson, treasurer, and Ed Finney, sec-

retary. The new board includes the foregoing
and Ralph Lunk, Hank Linet, Paul Benjamin,
Eddie Klein and Vincent Trotti.

Other officers elected were Tom Wiley,
trustee; Fred Baer, Myles Lasker and Joe
Fine, auditing committee; P. L. Thomson,
counselor to National Chamber of Commerce

;

Clarence Schottenfels, business manager, and
Walter Eberhardt, editor of Motion Picture
Advertising.
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Both Sides Stand Pat in Fight
On St. Louis Musician Demands

100 Players Report but Aren't
Used; Pay Is About $1,200 a Day

CHIC" CHATS
HERE'S a little incident which just goes to

prove that "he who has, gets," and that

some folks did survive the historical and hys-

terical market avalanche of not so distant

memory. A certain chap, who has more money
than he knows what to do with (we could
tell him) bought 10,000 shares of Warner
Brothers at 25. In case arithmetic comes hard,

that makes $250,000. He bought this on a tip

!

The purchase was made on a Tuesday. On
Thursday of the same week, the market closed

with Warner Brothers stock at 30. More sim-

ple arithmetic : $50,000 in two days. He was
told to hold the stuff for three months, and is

doing it. There's no moral in the tale. We
merely thought it might be interesting.

Out in Ohio, the censors, who seem to take

themselves very, very seriously, have prohib-

ited the showing of the prison riot picture,

"The Big House," fearing it will have a dis-

turbing effect on the 3,000 inmates of the state

pen. We fail to see how the presentation of

the film will cause any revolutions in Ohio,
since it hasn't in any other state. Censorship
may be all right, but it usually becomes too
enthusiastic about its job. A good idea would
be the establishment of a commission to cen-

sor the censor. Anyway, the "verboten" de-

cree indicates that there is something to the

picture, which has been filling the Astor on
Broadway for the past three months, and still

going strong.

It just occurred to us that when the winter

sets in, it will be rather difficult to flood the

minnow golf stations and turn them into skat-

ing rinks, so the only thing to do will be to

replace the stones and the empty tin cans, and
permit the places to revert to the status of

empty lots, which they were before the disease

became virulent. Apparently the crisis has
passed, and the recovery of Mr. and Mrs.
United States and the family is confidently

expected. Wonder what is next.

Dropped in at one of the half dozen Fox
houses which were re-opened Labor Day after

extensive alterations during the summer. This
particular one, the Audubon on Washington
Heights, has a new dress which is said to have
cost in the neighborhod of $150,000. New seat-

ing arrangements, ventilating system and so

forth should help in meeting the uptown com-
petition. It is getting off to a good start with

"Common Clay" as the opening attraction,

followed by "Grumpy," both real box office

films. With the return of many vacationists,

neighborhod managers see good times coming.

If they get the pictures, they will get the

crowds, there is no doubt in any of their

minds about that—"CHIC" AARONSON.

Warner Production Is

Halted by Tobis Studio

Fire in Epinay, France
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Warner Brothers

production plans in France have been tem-

porarily disrupted due to the fire which re-

cently damaged the Tobis studio in Epinay,

where Warner is shooting.

New Move Doubted Until Skouras' First Run and Neigh-
borhood Contracts Expire on September 19

[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 11.—The end of the first week of musicianless motion pic-

ture theatres in St. Louis found both sides of the controversy still standing pat

and the general show-going public somewhat mixed in its attitude.

Of course the theatre owners and managers know best what effect the absence

of pit music, organ solos and stage shows has had on their box offices and how
much red ink has been used on the ledgers. So a casual guess that the gross

business of the various houses hasn't been so good is just a guess. For many
months real accurate official figures on the business done by the leading St.

Louis houses have not been available because of the chains' policy.

for matinees instead ofThe Musicians Mutual Benefit Association,

of which more than 100 members were thrown
out of work at midnight August 31 through
the failure of the union to reach a new work-
ing agreement with the Fox and St. Louis
theatres, is expecting an early renewal of
negotiations looking to peace. However, it is

very probable that no new move will be made
until about or after September 19 when the

contracts of the Skouras Brothers first run
and neighborhood houses with the musicians
expire.

Report But Are Not Used

Since September 1 the musicians regularly
employed by the Skouras interests, including
the St. Louis Amusement Company, have been
reporting for work but haven't been used.

Their pay is said to approximate $1,200 a day.
Charles P. Skouras, local head of the Skouras-
Warner theatres, ordered the pit music
dropped when the musicians failed to agree
with the Fox and St. Louis. Skouras attended
a business conference in Philadelphia the past

week.

In the meantime, A. E. Jeffers, chairman of

the Negotiating Committee of the Musicians
Union, has issued a statement setting forth

the musicians' side of the controversy. The
general public is registering its votes at the

box office. Maybe.
The general public has interpreted as an

indication that they are missing something in

the absence of stage shows and pit and stage

orchestra the fact that the St. Louis, Ambas-
sador and Missouri theatres have reduced
their admission prices since the musicians have
been dispensed with.

The new scale of prices at the three houses

is in line with the reductions put into effect

by the Fox theatre several weeks ago.

The Missouri has cut its evening and Sunday
price from 75 cents to 50 cents and is charg-

ing but 25 cents

35 cents.

The Ambassador, which has lost Ed Lowry,
drawing card as master of ceremonies, is

charging 25 cents to 1 p. m., 40 cents from
1 to 6 p. m., and 60 cents at night. The old
rates were 35 cents, 50 cents and 75 cents. The
St. Louis charges are 25 and 50 cents instead
of 35 and 75 cents. Children are admitted to

all of the theatres for IS cents at any time.

The Fox rates are 25 and 50 cents and
Loew's State 25 and 40 cents.

No Question of Non-Unionism
There is no question of unionism or non-

unionism involved in the St. Louis contro-
versy, as none of the theatres plans to use
non-union musicians and all are employing
union stagehands and projectionists.

In the emergency the stage stars of the local

theatres have been scattered to the four winds.
Eddie Lowry has gone to Philadelphia to

become master of ceremonies in a Warner
Brothers house while Wallie Vernon of the
Missouri theatre will be used for a short time
in Pittsburgh until a new Warner-Skouras
house in Oklahoma City is opened.

Milton Slosser and Stuart Barrie will go
East to show the natives what the Middlewest
is producing in the line of real organ music.

Orchestra Film Used
In Place of Orchestra

(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, Sept. 11.—With the house
orchestra on the outs with the management,
the Capitol theatre here featured an orchestra
film reel as an added attraction to "Let's Go
Native" during the week of September 6. The
orchestra film number was "Tannhauser" by
the New York Philharmonic Orchestra.

With the pit orchestra out, Manager Harry
Dann announced a new admisison price scale

representing a reduction of approximately 15c.

$250,000,000 in Budgets Portends

Big Year for Films, Says Syndicate
(Special to the Herald-World)

" HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—Film budgets that stagger the imagination are the

best indication that the coming year will be a prosperous one in the motion picture

industry, says a syndicated newspaper story.

The article points out more than $250,000,000 will be spent by studios on next

season's product, which will include 400 feature pictures in addition to numberless

short subjects. Louis B. Mayer, vice-president of M GM, as saying: "Increasing

prosperity in the motion picture industry is, to my mind, a barometer measuring

a generally increased prosperity throughout the country, and in all lines."

Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of Paramount, is also mentioned as predicting "a

new era of genuine prosperity as a result of stabilization of business and the con-

fident frame of mind of the public."
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Exhibition 25 Years Ago
OUT of the dim past of the beginnings of motion picture exhibition come the

handbills reproduced below. Not such a dim past, at that, however, for

'"Pop" Dibble, sometimes known as John P. Dibble, of Branford, Conn., has a

keen memory, backed up by a large number of mementoes of those days, all of
which makes everything fresh to "Pop," despite his 77 years.

Dibble took exception to the claim that the late C. M. Patee, who began show-
ing pictures in 1898, was the "oldest exhibitor" prior to his recent death in Kansas
City. "Pop" wrote the HERALD-WORLD, at the time, that he had been show-
ing 50-foot features in the East two years earlier, in 1896.
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Above, ladies and gentlemen, is

one of the bills for the Dibble
motion picture shows of 1905.
And the other side of this poster
was headed by the wording:
"All New, this our NINTH Suc-
cessful Season l"" That was the
exact style of setup, and below
appeared these words : "AN UP-
TO-DATE 1905 EXHIBITION."
Note also the portrait cut, and
how well it fits into the quaint-
ness of the entire poster! What
a story of those days Dibble can

tell!

It was a long time after the ex-

ploitation material of the ad-
joining column that this ap-
peared, three whole years. It

was in 1908 that "Pop" issued
the four-page bill from which
the inside spread is used in the
reproductions above and be-
low. "Our New Mechanism is

a revelation in moving pic-

ture machines," it stated, with
"no vibration, no flicker." And
below: "Our exhibitions are
nearly 2 hours each in length,
and we use only our own select-

ed films."

Under the Personal Direction of

The Original Moving Picture Operator

and Manatiier,

JOHN P. DIBBLE
FIRST on the Road in this Business, the

MOST SUCCESSFUL and still

THE LEADING MAN in the Business.

Always tbe LATEST, and always the

BEST
IN MOVINQ PICTURES
Thia elhibition in iia cIiuk by itaolf, IINEXUKLLGU—anil should

not be vluHard with the common atoro ahow enterpriaca >fhich f^ivo

onC'bair-hour rxbibltlons of ItENTKU FILMS. Our cxliibiliolu

am nnarlj 2 hoiiraoarh in Icnglh.anil WE USE ONLY OUK OWN
CAREFDI,LY-SBI,ECTE1) FILMS inclmiinK ALL that ia BEST in

Comedy, Sconea of Travel, Iliatorlim), Mofiiicnl and DoacriptiTo.

Change of Programine Daily

Sono Ares "Big Fight;'
**Once a Gentleman," Get
Eastern House Bookings

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. IL—Following are re-
cent bookings of Sono Art-World Wide
products

:

First ran on "Big Fight" to the Effinger
circuit for the following towns: Shamokin,
Pa., Mt. Carmel, Pa., Mahoney City, Pa.,
Lansford, Pa., Tamaqua, Pa.

"Great Gabbo" and "What a Man"—first run
Oil City, Pa., also "Big Fight" at Easton,
Pa. "What a Man," "Cock o' the Walk,"
"Dude Wrangler" first run at Eugene, Ore.
Sold the Publix organization the following:

"Big Fight" and "Once a Gentleman" for
Boston; "Once a Gentleman" for Miami,
Fla.

; "Big Fight," "Once a Gentleman,"
"Reno," "Rogue of the Rio Grande," "What
a Man" for the following towns : Marshall-
town, la., Norfolk, Neb., Kearney, Neb.,
Fremont, Neb., Hastings, Neb. Also with
Publix: "Big Fight" for Lincoln, Neb., Okla-
homa Cit3', Okla., St. Joseph, Mo.
"Cock o' the Walk," "Once a Gentleman"

and "Big Fight" to Palace theatre, Baltimore
first run.

Sold Warner-Stanley, Philadelphia territory,
"Once a Gentleman," "Big Fight" and "What
a Man."

Sold Universal Theatres for their subse-
quent runs in Atlanta territory the entire
output.

"Once a Gentleman" and "Hello Sister" first
run at Easton, Pa.
Entire output sold to the Olympia theatre,

Utica, N. Y., for first run.

Marco May Sub for Roxy,
And Stay If Latter Goes
With Rockefeller Project

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—When S. L.
Rothafel takes his extended vacation from
the Roxy theatre there is every possibility
that Marco of Fanchon and Marco, pro-
ducers of Fox stage units, will assume tem-
porarily the managing directorship of the
big Broadway house.

It is reported also, though not confirmed,
that when and if Rothafel becomes associ-
ated with the Rockefeller Amusement Cen-
ter here, Marco may become permanent
managing director of the Roxy.

Popularity of "jRio Rita"
Promises Big Year for
R K O Abroad: Dowling

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Ambrose J. Bow-
ling, general manager of RKO Radio Pic-
tures, on his recent return from a three
months' trip to Europe, forecast the breaking
of all previous records for foreign distribu-
tion of RKO films.

Dowling was especially enthusiastic over
the manner in which he was received on the
trip, noting that sales resistance was very low,
due principally to the fact that showmen were
so well pleased with "Rio Rita." This picture
did so well at the Cameo in Paris that it was
chosen for the opening of the Gaumont
Palace.

Albert Lewis to Head
Fox Story Department

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—Winfield Shee-
han, vice-president and general manager of
Fox, has announced the appointment of Albert
Lewis as chief of the story department of the
company's Hollywood studios.

L
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This department does not attempt to predict the pubh'c's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter.

SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS
COLORFUL! Produced and distributed

by Warner Brothers. Directed by Alfred

E. Green. From the Belasco play. Based
on the novel by Egerton Castle. Screen

adaptation by J. Grubb Alexander. Songs

by Bobby Dolan and Walter O'Keefe.

With Claudia Dell, Earnest Torrence,

Walter Pidgeon, Perry Askam, June Coll-

yer, Lionel Belmore, Arthur Eu Careiv,

Flora Finch, Douglas Gerrard, Christiane

Yves. Release date, August 9, 1930.

Footage, 5772.

1 HIS light, but wholly delightful and amus-

ing film, which began as a novel by Egerton

Castle, ran through many performances as a

Belasco stage success, and now appears on the

screen, is featured by the finest color we have

yet seen in any picture. Done completely in

Technicolor, it is a most encouraging indica-

tion of the potentialities of this form of pro-

duction. Clear cut, sharp and distinct through-

out, the color has been suited perfectly to the

scenes, without being the least overdone.

That alone is sufficient in itself to make this

film eminently worthwhile, and it is further

evidence that certain types of musical produc-

tions may very successfully be transplanted to

the screen. It would seem that the successful

application of Technicolor to pictures depends

to a great extent on the type of story involved.

This is pure entertainment. The spectator is

under no necessity of attempting to unravel

complications or think deeply. He is simply

carried along the eighteenth century flirtatious

way of the charming little coquette, Kitty Bel-

lairs, who comes from London to Bath, the

famous English watering place, treats the adora-

tion of all men in the same happy go lucky

manner, and finally in a choice between an

engaging highwayman and a bashful poet, de-

cides upon the latter.

Perhaps it is the early English settings and
costumes appropriate to that time, which lend

themselves so happily to the use of color, but

whatever the reason, it is certainly beautifully

done.

Kitty, in addition to her own perfectly harm-

less affairs, undertakes to reform her friend,

Julia Standish, whose old-fashioned, mouse-like

ways have caused her voluble and thirsty hus-

band, excellently played by Ernest Torrence,

to become somewhat cool in his affection for

her. Kitty succeeds admirably in her effort,

but has a still more difficult time steering the

shy poet around to the point of declaring him-

self. The handsome highwayman in the person

of Perry Askam, who uses his fine singing voice

to advantage, had held un the stage in which

Kitty had been riding to Bath, and in exchange

for a kiss, had returned the spoils. Lord Ver-

ney, the poet, was in the same coach, and had

had his sword wrenched from his hand by the

robber.

When finally Captain O'Hara of the high-

road, kidnaps Kitty and attempts to take her to

London, Lord Verney holds up the coach,

turns the tables on his rival in another duel.

HERO OF THE WEEK

ERICH VON STROHEI\t, the director-actor, for
his work as an actor in Warner Brothers*
"Three Faces East,** directed by Roy del Ruth.

and the girl continues on her way to London,
but this time with another companion, this one
more to her liking.

There are several songs, which serve to

enhance the jollity and entertainment of the

film. An excellent cast, and numerous good
voices, particularly Claudia Dell, who plays

Kitty, and Walter Pidgeon, who makes a de-

cidedly attractive and capable bashful poet,

does its share toward ranking this picture high
in the list of screen versions of stage successes

of the lighter and brighter musical variety.

This film should go a long way, if for no other

reason, than for its novel and entertaining

form, which indicates expert direction, and its

well nigh perfect color.

—

Charles S. Aaronson,

New York City.
* * *

A PEEP ON THE DEEP
Radio Pictures—Talker

Clark and McCuUough in a brand of foolish-

ness that brings a constant stream of guffaws.

These clowns can put over their comedy with-

out any setting whatever; but put them in com-

mand of a boat, about which they know noth-

ing, and you will have scenes and dialog which

will keep anyone in the best of humor. A
good laugh-getter for your program. A Louis

Brock production. Length, 2 reels.

LILIOM
UNIQUE STORY! Produced and dis-

tributed by Fox. Director, Frank Bor-
zage. Author, Frank Molnar. Screen
plan and dialog by S. N. Behrman. Con-
tinuity by Sonya Levien. Original music
by Richard Fall. Photographer, Chester
Lyons. Sound by George P. Costello.
Art director, Harry Oliver. With Charles
Farrell, Rose Hobart, Estelle Taylor,
Walter Abel, Lee Tracy, Nat Pendleton,
Mildred Van Dorn, Guinn Williams, Lil-

lian Elliott, Bert Roach. Release, Octo-
ber 5, 1930. Footage, 8472.

M<LOLNAR, in "Liliom," presents an unusual
theme, a theme which has offered many obsta-

cles to successful screen adaptation.

An excellent job, however, has been done by
Frank Borzage and those associated with him
in the production of this Fox feature. It is a

story which might have been farcical in its

final treatment had it not been handled with
such finesse.

The picture wiU appeal strongly to women,
more so to the feminine patronage than to the
male. However, the latter will find in it an
uniqueness which will satisfy his desire for

entertainment of the finer tjrpe.

"Liliom" as a stage play was successful. The
screen, through its very nature, has given the
play a greater scope and thereby enhanced it

as entertainment. There is a beauty in it now
that could not be matched in stage confines.

This is a story that appeals to the imagina-
tion. It tells of a Hungarian carnival barker
loved by two women, one a sinner and the
other a saint. Both appeal to him and influ-

ence his life. He marries the saint, however,
mistreats her, attempts robbery and, when
caught, commits suicide. As he travels toward
Heaven he pleads for another chance on Earth.
The "magistrate" decides to make him the one
exception, but tells him that first he must spend
10 years in Hades. Upon his return from Hell
the barker is taken back to Earth to see his

wife and a daughter born after his death. Here
the faithful love of his wife is vindicated and
he travels to Heaven contented and happy.
Wonderful photographic work has been done

throughout the picture, but especially in the

scenes depicting trains Heaven-bound and Hell-

bound. The effects in these sequences are

extraordinarily impressive.

Charles Farrell has been slightly miscast

owing to the fact that he lacks strength and
fullness in his voice. His acting for the most
part, however, is sufficient.

A newcomer to the screen. Rose Hobart,

gives an appreciative performance. She is an

acquisition from the stage that will never be
regretted. Both in dramatic work and in voice

she is the trained artist.

Others who will not be forgotten are E«telle

Taylor, Walter Abel, Lee Tracy, Lillian Elliott

and H. B. Warner.

This is one of the season's finer productions.
—Jay M. Shreck, New York City.
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THREE FACES EAST
SPY MELODRAMA! Produced and

distributed by Warner Brothers. Directed

by Ro^- Del Ruth. From the play by
Anthony Paul Kelly. Screen adaptation

by Oliver H. P. Garrett. Camera. Bern-

ard McGill. W ith Constance Bennett,

Erich von Stroheim, Anthony Biishell,

William Courtenay, Crauford Kent, Char-

lotte Walker, William Holden. Release

date. July 26. Footage, 6520.

J- HIS screen adaptation of the successful

stage play of the same name is brought to a

fair standard of film entertainment principally

through the splendid performances of Con-

stance Bennett and Erich von Stroheim, who
share the lead as the British and German secret

service agents respectively.

As far as the story itself is concerned, for

tho^e who are particularly partial to this type

of wartime spy intrigue, carried to a line point

of melodramatic action, this wiU be heartily re-

ceived. But there is really nothing new in the

picture; it has been done before. The theme
centers about the choice on the part of Frances

Hawtree, British spy, between permitting the

destruction of American transport ships or kill-

ing the German, Valdar, whom she loves. Duty
wins and the German is killed, which is not

entirely unexpected, and concludes the film in

the manner in which it had progressed, with a

note of suspense and undercover action which
bespeaks good direction. The final scene, in

which the girl threatens her lover with death

if he should send the information regarding the

whereabouts of the American ships, his refusal

to comply, and the shooting, is quite effectively

done.
Frances Hawtree is assigned the difficult task

of capturing Blecker, famous German spy. Dis-

guised as a German agent she is sent to England
and the home of the first Lord of the British

Admiralty to discover information concerning
movement of American troops, to be conveyed
to German U boats. She effects an entrance to

the house as the sweetheart of the minister's

son, who died in a German prison hospital.

There she contracts with Schiller, German agent
with whom she is to operate, and who has the
position of butler in the minister's home.
She is anxious to meet the great Blecker, but

is told no one ever sees him. It is not until the
close of the story that Schiller is forced to re-

veal himself as Blecker in order to persuade
the girl to give him the necessary information
which she has extracted from the minister's
private safe. When he attempts to transmit these
facts by means of the powerful sending set he
has hidden in the cellar, she first warns him,
then kills him.
There is a good deal of seemingly rather un-

necessary running about the house at night,
with spies chasing spies, and no one apparently
knowing the real identity of anyone else. In
the approved manner, complications pile them-
selves one upon the other till the final moment.

This is a fair hour's entertainment, but be-
yond the most excellent performances of Con-
stance Bennett and Erich von Stroheim, it does
not rate very high.

Anthony Bushell as the younger son of the
British minister gives by no means his best
performance, and the balance of the cast is

competent, without being worthy of special
mention. The picture should go over with the
smaller town folk, but is a trifle too melodra-
matic for the city dweller, who sees much and
is highly critical.

—

Charles S. Aaronson, New
York City.

* * *

HER MAN
IT'S DIFFERENT! Directed by Tay

Garneli. Produced by E. B. Derr. Dis-
trihutf'd by Palhe. Scermrio by Tay Gar-
nctl and Howard Higi^in. Cast: Helen
Twi'lvelrees. Marjorie Rambeau, Ricardo
Corlez, Phillip Holmes, James Glewion,
Harry Sweet, Thelma Todd, Mathew
Betz. Footage, 7,300.

HERO OF THE WEEK

N,O attempt has been made here to make
another "Holiday" as some reports have had it.

RICHARD ARLEN, who does a fine bit of acting
with Eugene Paliette in Paramount's "The Sea

God."

It is a different kind of picture and one that

has at least as fine direction as the Ann Hard-
ing production but depends more on panto-

mime than hers.

Honors for acting go to Rambeau and Cortez.

They have been cast ingeniously. Rambeau's
cry when Cortez falls on his own knife is one
of the most beautiful bits of acting the talking

screen has given us. Cortez is the villain you
like hating. His characterization is worthy of

more such parts.

Twelvetrees is adequate for the sad eyed
little girl who wants freedom from the hold of

a lecherous kind of livelihood. It is Phillip

Holmes, the sailor sweetheart, who tells her of

his rose gardens, a pathway in the moonlight
and his dreams of the future. Were it not for

his frequent negligence of his ain'ts and don't

nevers he would come in for a greater share of

the praise. But after all the preview audience
cared no whit whether he stuck to his illiteracy

—and they loved him in his part. He received

more admiration that evening than any other

in the cast.

To my mind Garnett's fight sequence outdoes
any heretofore. I back up that conclusion with
figures and facts. I well recall five of the men
in it were rushed to the hospital where it

became a matter of days of convalescence.
Two of them being friends of mine, I know
they pulled no punches. Tom Tyler hurled
Jimmy Casey across the room against a wall
and when you see that Casey boy zooming
toward you you'll understand why ribs were
broken.

The fight develops into an elimination affair.

Cortez and Holmes finish it by almost destroy-

ing one another before your eyes. It ends with
Cortez pinned and practically suspended on the

wall with a knife in his back.

The picture cost Pathe many thousands of

dollars but the preview proved the money had
been well and wisely invested.

There is a routine of Gleason and Harry
Sweet that keeps time with the movement of

the nicture as if graphed to scale. It is a

simple little piece of business but foolproof
for the purpose it serves. Gleason labors try-

ing to win a handful of nickels in a slot

machine. Nothing more complex than Sweet's

frequent entrance, a nickel in the slot and a

load of coins falling in his hat. Thev laugh
at that. The business is varied slightly each
time and the repeat gets a howl. It goes that

way into the last reel. Even in the climax,

when a life or two is in danger, the slot ma-

chine stops the tears, and the belly laughs
reissue.

The picture incidentally has one of the
sweetest endings I have seen for a long time.

—

Douglas Hodges, Hollywood.

* * *

THE SEA GOD
ISLAND FICTION! Produced and

distributed by Paramount. Directed by
George Abbott. Based on the story "The
Lost God" by John Russell. Screen play
by George Abbott. Photographer, A. J.

Stout. With Richard Arlen, Fay Wray,
Eugene Paliette, Robert Gleckler, Ivan
Simpson, Bob Perry, Maurice Black,
Fred Wallace. Release date, September
13, 1930. Footage, 6534.

A LITTLE too fantastically unbelievable to

be really taken seriously, this screen adaptation

of John Russell's story of the Pacific Islands

will nevertheless be an undoubted hit with the

children. It is asking too much, however, to

expect anyone past the age of 16 to sit with

bated breath while the tale of the mysterious

pearl hunt unfolds. There are several novel

shots taken on the floor of the Pacific, with,

it is understood, camera and sound device

mounted on a tripod while unprotected by the

diving bell generally used in this type of

sequence.

This picture cannot rate as one of the best of

the fine achievements of George Abbott, who
has made such a success with screen produc-
tions. However, the fault lies with a story

which is decidedly inplausible from start to

finish rather than with direction.

"Pink" Barker, played by Arlen, runs a small

boat about the Pacific islands, picking up a

cargo here and there and selling it for what it

will bring. Schultz is his rival, and attempts

to upset his plans whenever possible. After

taking all Barker's cash via the dice route, he
proposes a race to a certain port, the loser to

forfeit his boat and cargo. Pink is ahead when
he stops to pick up a man drifting in an open
boat. The delay causes him to lose, and an

argument with Daisy, the girl he loves, com-

pletes the loss.

The derelict he had rescued, known as

"Pearly" Nick, in gratitude tells Barker of a

spot near a distant island where pearls are

more than plentiful, and shows him several

real stones to prove his story. Barker buys

back his boat with the proceeds from the sale

of the stones and sets out. Meanwhile Schultz

has discovered the secret and follows. Some
way out Daisy is found as a stowaway. As
these is nothing else to do she accompanies

them.

When they reach the location. Barker goes

below in a diving suit to send up shells for

examination. Here are some fairly effective

underwater shots as he steps about on the floor

of the ocean. While he is below, cannibals

attack the ship, killing all of the crew, and
taking Daisy and "Square Deal" McCarthy,
Barker's first mate, as prisoners. Barker takes

a chance cuts his air line and walks to shore,

where after wandering about, he conies upon a

ceremonial dance with the two captives as the

center of attraction. The natives are awed by
the appearance of the walking diving suit, and
take Barker for a god. When Schultz's boat

arrives and fires into the forest, the three make
their escape, but are later captured by Schultz.

Again the natives attack, and Barker and the

girl make good their escape to Schultz's boat,

his own having been burned by the natives.

Schultz and his party are killed by the savages.

Richard Arlen as Barker and Eugene Paliette

as McCarthy do excellent work, but Fay Wray
as the girl in the story does not go over very
well. It appeared in some instances that she

was overdoing her role. The balance of the

cast is merely background for the story. George
Abbott does a fine job of direction, but his

story is so implausible that it is quite impos-

sible to make it ring true. There are redeem-
ing features, but, after all, the story is the

thing.

—

Charles S. Aaronson, New York City.
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FOLLOW THRU
VERY ENTERTAINING. — Produced

and distributed by Paramount. Directed
by Lawrence Schwab and Lloyd Corri-

gan. Music by DeSylva, Brown and Hen-
derson. Eltvood Eliscu and Manning
Sherwin. Dialog by George Marion and
Richard Whiting. With Charles Rogers,
Nancy Carroll. Jack Haley, Eugene Pal-

lette, Thelma Todd, Zelma O'Neal.
Photographed by Technicolor.

GHARLES ROGERS, a golf pro, and Nancy
Carroll, student, take honors in a very enter-

taining and well produced program picture.

But they are certainly not the only members
of the cast who do themselves credit.

Zelma O'Neal and Jack Haley, Eugene Pal-

lette and Thelma Todd deliver excellent per-

formances. The O'Neal girl and the Haley
boy, in particular, have contributed scenes to

the picture that have given it a breath of life.

The story is light and unpretentious. It con-

cerns the rivalry of Carroll and Todd for the

championship. Practically the whole show is

set on the course. A few scenes are within the

club.

Both girls, primarily interested in the charm
of Rogers, are secondarily interested in golfing

honors. Todd is a soubrette trying to impair

her rival's golf game by intermittent coughing

speels at the tee and the green. A misunder-

standing instigated by Todd causes a break

between Rogers and his pupil. The big match
is on and Carroll is losing due to the absence

of her instructor. At the right time something
happens. Rogers rushes back to the 18th hole

in time to bolster up the spirit and play of

Miss Carroll. She wins the game and the love

affair goes on.

It is a well directed picture and well

written, though there are no big punches in it

and the climax is easily buiU up but fails to

cause much excitement.

—

Douglas Hodges,

Hollywood.
* * *

THE SOUEALER
THE UNDERWORLD. Produced and

distributed by Columbia. Director. Harry
Joe Brown. Author, Mark Linder.

Screen treatment by Dorothy Howell.

Dialog by Joe Swerling. Continuity by
Casey Robinson. Photographer, Teddy
Tetziaff. Sound recorder, E. L- Bernds.

Film editor, Leonard Wheeler. With Jack

Holt, Dorothy Revier. Davey Lee, Matt

Moore. Zasu Pitts, Robert Ellis. Matthew
Betz. Arthur Housman Louis Natheaux,

Eddie Kane. Eddie Sturgis. Release,

August 20. Running time, 68 minutes.

OEVERAL unusual incidents and bits of

action have been incorporated in "The

Squealer," which is Columbia's picture of the

underworld.
Outstanding of these is the ending, when the

gang leader, after a prison break, walks delib-

erately into the path of his own henchmen's

bullets that his death may bring happiness to

his wife and his best friend.

Another is the method used by the leader in

killing those who would overpower him. A
delivery wagon on which is displayed promi-

nently the sign, "Mother's Homemade Pies,"

is in fact an armored car from which the

machine gun sends its deadly bullets.

Jack Holt adds another to his long list of

characterizations. In this he is the powerful

and shrewd gangster who outwits all but the

law. It is not an extensive role, yet Holt does

well, as always, with it.

Next in imoortance is Dorothy Revier as the

gangster's wife. Hers is a more dramatic role,

although she is lestrained, as always should be,

in her emotional scenes.

Matt Moore, Davev Lee, Zasu Pitts and
Arthur Housman fulfill the requirements of

important parts. The youngster, Lee, is clever

in his scenes, which have so much to do with

the development of the plot. One sequence in

particular he steals—the scene in which he

divulges the hiding place of his father. This

he handles admirably. It is a dramatic moment
of the picture, yet it is given a comedy tone
that is effective.

"The Squealer" is the story of a gang leader,
who becomes a marked man after being
squealed on by one of his henchmen. To pro-
tect his own life he is forced to kill a rival

gang leader. The police apprehend him and
he is sent up for seven years. He learns that

he was caught in the police net only after his

wife had made known his whereabouts. Be-
lieving that she told so that she might marry
his best friend, he determines to get revenge,
and the prison break follows. Back in his own
home he overhears the two talking and learns

for the first time that his wife told police of

his hiding place only to save him from rival

gangsters, who were on his trail. Knowing that

his men were waiting outside to kill his friend,

he puts on the friend's topcoat and hat and
leaves the apartment. His men, mistaking him
for the friend, fire, and thus the story ends.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

* * *

THE SPOILERS
COOPER. Produced and distributed

by Paramount. Directed by Edwin
Carewe. Story by Rex Beach. Screen
version by Agnes Brand Leahy. Adapta-
tion and dialog by Bartlett Cormack.
Edited by William Shea. Photography
by Harry Fischbeck. With Gary Cooper,

Kay Johnson, Betty Compson. William
Boyd, Harry Green, James Kirkwood,
Slim Summerville, Knute Erickson,

Lloyd Ingraham, Oscar Apfel, Hal Davis

and John Beck.

In spite of imperfect direction and weaknesses

in dialog "The Spoilers" remains an entertain-

ing piece of work. But Carewe, who made
"Resurrection" and "Ramona," has slipped in

this one. He can complain of no lack of story

in "The Spoilers." Its history is too conclu-

sively outstanding to be criticized.

The big fight stuff, so well remembered for

the work of Tom Santchi and William Farnum,
is far superior to the fight between Bill Boyd
and Gary Cooper. While the lights are on,

both Cooper and Boyd save injuring one an-

other by pulling and missing close-in jabs and

cuts. Before the fight has gotten well under-

way the room becomes darkened so that the

identity of neither can be determined. It is a

fight but not the kind of fight that Rex Beach
would enjoy seeing on the talking screen. To
me the fight would better have been cut

entirely out of the picture. No one got excited,

least of all the actors doing the fighting.

Boyd's work is otherwise excellent. He is

one of the ablest actors in the cast. Betty

Compson is good, as usual. Kay Johnson is

the most seasoned actress on the Paramount
lot, except Ruth Chatterton, to my way of

thinking. James Kirkwood conies back to his

own in a role here that is a reminder of the

Viarts he used to do that made him famous.
The man is a born trouper. A number of

things may be said on 'behalf of the comedy in

the picture. The stuff was done by Harry
Green and Slim Summerville. — Douglas
Hodges, Hollywood.

THE LAST DANCE
CINDERELLA , TAXI-DANCER! Pro-

duced by Audible Pictures, Inc. From a

story by Jack Townley. Directed by
Scott Pembroke. Screen play and dia-

logue by Jack Toivnley. Photography
by M. A. Andersen. With Vera Rey-
nolds, Jason Robards, George Chandler,
Gertrude Short, Harry Todd, Lillian

Leifihton, Miami Aharez. Lyntnn Brent,

and James Hertz. Footage, 6.700. State

rights picture.

several twists that are responsible for hearty
chuckles.

Vera Reynolds, taxi-dancer, buys an engage-
ment ring on the instalment plan and announces
to her family and friends that she is engaged
to the scion of a rich tea family, the name
invented on the spur of the moment. The
proprietor of the ball room, seeing a chance
for publicity, spreads the story in the papers,
and the young millionaire decides to investi-

gate. His friends treat it as a great joke, he
gives the girl the wrong name, and she is

invited to his apartment, where the friends put
her on the pan. She upbraids them, and the
millionaire, contrite, accompanies her home.
He falls in love with her. She persuades him
to masquerade before her folks as his real self,

but the orchestra leader spills the beans by
giving his assumed name. In the meantime,
her father and mother are dressing up the old
flat and pricing Rolls-Royces, providing some
amusing moments.

The vamp, Miami Alvarez, tries to break up
the budding romance by having Reynolds sign

a complaint for breach of promise under the

impression that it is a release. The hero seeks

her out, however, and all ends happily.

Miss Reynolds seems thinner on her return

to the screen. Jason Robards is a bit stiff.

Harry Todd is funny as an Irish father, and
James Hertz makes an amusing drunk. Miami
Alvarez harks back to Theda Bara days.

The direction is just fair. There is one song,

intended to be sentimental, but as sung by the

leader, George Chandler, it misses its objective.
—Hunter Lovelace, Hollywood.

* * *

PLAYBOY OF PARIS
CHEVALIER! CAVALIER! WOW!

Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Directed by Ludwig Berger. Original

play by Tristan Bernard. Adapted by
Percy Heath. Screen play by Vincent

Lawrence. Lyrics by Leo Robin. Music
by Richard A. Whiting and Newell
Chase. Photographed by Henry Ger-

rard. Cast, Maurice Chevalier, Frances

Dee, O. P. Heggie, Stuart Erwin. Eugene
Pallette, Dorothy Christy, Cecil Cunning-

ham, Tyler Brooke, Frank Elliott, Wil-

liam B. Davidson, Erin La Bissoniere,

Charles Giblyn, Fred Lee. Edmund
Breese, Olaf Hytton, Edward Lynch, Guy
Oliver and William O'Brien.

M.

H,ERE is a fair program oicture. The story

is the sure fire romance of Cinderella, this time
a taxi-dancer in a public ball room, who invents

a rich fiance to discourage the unwelcome
attentions of the orchestra leader. It is devel-

oped in a conventional way, but introduces

AURICE CHEVALIER is in the picture,

so what else matters? "Playboy of Paris" is

one of those plays which make you smile from
beginning to end, and yet you never laugh

uproariously. The plot is light, but interest-

holding. There isn't a great deal of music, and

what there is did not seem outstanding to me.

However, Chevalier introduces his numbers
smoothly and there's none of that "breaking-

into-action-with-a-solo."

The picture moves easily from beginning to

end. There isn't an unnatural moment, a

strained scene or a poor shot in it. Ludwig
Berger has blown plenty of life into his char-

acters.

Chevalier, waiter in a small cafe in Paris, is

left a million francs. Before he is told of this,

he is inveigled into signing a contract with the

cafe owner which states that if he quits in the

course of 20 years he must pav the cafe owner
400,000 francs. Cadeaux, played by Tyler

Brooke, is the crooked lawyer who draws up
the contract and persuades Philbert, the cafe

owner, played by O. P. Heggie, to go into the

scheme.

Philbert has a daughter, Yvonne, who sup-

plies the love interest. Frances Dee does an
excellent job in the role. Both Chevalier and
Cadeaux are suitors, although Chevalier doesn't

realize that he loves her. In fact. Chevalier
and Dee bicker throughout most of the story

and the byplay is one of the highlights.

After receiving his legacy. Chevalier sur-

prises both Cadeaux and Philibert by keeping
his job. This proves difficult, as Chevalier
tosses a tray about all day and does the night
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clubs after hours. He's always sleepy. He is

snccessful in his pursuits, particularly the pur-

suit of a ravishing blonde, until Yvonne
announces to the blonde that he is a waiter.

A fight follows and Chevalier swings a mean
fist.

Chevalier finds he must fight a duel—

a

typical musical comedy duel—and so does

Yvonne. About this time she discovers she

loves him. She stops the affair of honor before

any triggers are pulled and all ends merrily.

Stuart Erwin, as cook, bottle washer and best

friend of Chevalier, wins plenty of credit for

his work. Eugene Pallette, as chef, handles his

part well.

The French comedian again displays that

knack of taking the audience into his confi-

dence, his chief fascination. He seemsi to say:

"Come on, folks. Life's a lot of fun. Help me
enjoy it."

The preview audience's applause was de-

cidedly hearty.

—

Edward Churchill, Hollytvood.

• * *

STORM OVER ASIA
SILENT BUT ENTERTAINING. Pro-

duced in U.SS.R. by Mejrabpomfilm.
Distributed by Amkino. Director, Vse-

volod Pudovkin. Scenarist, O. Brik.

Photographer, A. Golovnia. American
titles by Shelley Hamilton. With V.

Inkizhinov, A. Tchistiakov, L. Dediseff,

L. Belinskaya, A. Sudakevich. Release,

September 5, 1930. Footage, 7156.

A,iMKINO offers in "Storm Over Asia" a very
interesting subject, and at times a very absorb-

ing one.

Even though the picture is Russian propa-
ganda it is much better entertainment than
many American features which are shown daily
on the screens. If the picture were shown in a
community without the foreign element, or
without those sympathetic with the so-called
Russian rebels, the propaganda would not be
so apparent.

"Storm Over Asia" is a silent picture with
musical sjTichronization. After hearing the
talking picture for so long it is difficult to

appreciate the silence of the screen. It requires
several scenes before one is certain that the
sound apparatus is not at fault. "When this is

realized, however, the dialog is seldom missed.
A silent picture of this type is more engross-

ing than an inferior talking film.

The acting of a few of the characters is good,
as is the photography. The portrayal by
Inkizhinov especially is commendable. He, as
well as other characters, is at times more melo-
dramtic than is necessary. Undoubtedly the
purpose of this was to stress the propaganda
phase of the picture.

It is the story of the commander of the
"White army who endeavors to use a Mongolian,
supposedly a descendant of the great fighter,
Afgha Khan, as a catspaw in quelling the
rebels.

The climax offers rather an effective bit, a
heavy windstorm being symbolic of the battle
between the rebels and the "Whites.—Jay M.
Shreck, New York City.

* * *

THE DOORWAY TO HELL
THE BEER RACKET! Produced and

distributed by Warner Brothers. From
an original story by Raymond Brown.
Directed by Archie Mayo. Screen play
and dialog by George Rosener. Photog-
raphy by Chick Magill. With Lewis
Ayres, Noel Madison, Dorothy Mathews,
Leon Janney, Robert Elliott, James Cag-
ney, and Tom Wilson. Running time, 1
hour, 15 minutes.

T,HIS is a gangster picture in which the hero,
after organizing the gangs of the city into a
super-pang, with himself at its head, tries to
retire and move to a sunnier clime. The organ-
ization goes to pieces and rival gangs start the
process of elimination. Two weaker leaders,
who are getting the worst of it, plot to compel
the hero to return and take charge again.

They try to kidnap the small brother of the

hero from the military academy which he
attends, but only succeed in chasing him in

front of a runaway truck, which kills him. The
hero returns to find his organization broken
up. He doesn't care, as his sole ambition is

to kill the two men responsible for his

brother's death. He succeeds in this, but in

the end is put on the spot himself and volun-
tarily walks into a rain of machine-gun bullets.

The picture bears some resemblance to the
life of Al Capone, with the exception of the
return, of course, and shows up gangsters in

their true colors, effectively disproving the old
saying about "honor among thieves."

Love interest is lacking, as the wife of the
hero is carrying on an affair with his chief

lieutenant all through the picture and the

latter eventually betrays his chief to the law.

Lewis Ayres, who portrays the leading role,

has an ingratiating personality, and almost
overcomes the handicap of a very unsympa-
thetic role. Noel Madison gives a good per-

formance as his lieutenant. Dorothy Mathews
is believable as a consort of gangsters, but
lacks the type of beauty and acting ability.

Archie Mayo's direction is capable, but the
picture moves slowly. This handicap can be
eliminated with further cutting.

The story is not of the type to enlist general
audience appeal.

—

Hunter Lovelace, Hollywood.
^ ^ ^

TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM
FARNUM-SANTSCHI Produced by

Willis Kent at Tec Art Studios. Directed
by William O'Connor. Adaptation and
dialog by Norton S. Parker. Edited by
Arthur Huffsmith. Photographed by
Verne Walker. With William Farnum,
Tom Santschi, John Darrow, Phyllis Bar-
rington, Patty Lou Lynd, Rosemary
Theby, Robert Frazer. Frank Leigh,
Lionel Belmore, Fern Emmett, Kathrin
Clare, Harry Todd, Tom Jefferson, Va-
leda Duncan and Alice Keating. Foot-
age 7000.

jT air programmer with its few redeeming
high spots hidden by production mistakes, weak
direction and a saloon atmosphere that just

wouldn't get by. It drags a capable cast of old
silent favorites into what appears to be an
inglorious attempt at glorifying prohibition or

"down with the demon rum." William Far-

num loses the film to Tom Santschi by an
over-dramatic performance.

It's the old meller style of the early 80's

period with the little girl visiting the drink
parlor each night to drag her drunken father

home. The girl connects with a carelessly

fired beer-stein and is at the point of death
when her bar-fly father realizes what has hap-
pened. A typical "Spoilers" battle ensues
between Farnum and Santschi with Santschi
knocked cold and his "devil" saloon burned to

the ground.

—

Tom Hacker, Hollywood.

BILLY THE KID
GOOD PHOTOGRAPHY! Produced

and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
From the novel "The Saga of Billy the
Kid," by Walter N. Bums. Directed by
King Vidor. Continuity by Wanda
Tuchok. Dialogue by Laurence Stallings.

Additional dialogue by Charles Mac-
Arthur. Recording director, Douglas
Shearer. Art director, Cedric Gibbons.
Photography by Gordon Abil. With
Johnny Mack Brown, W^allace Beery,
Kay Johnson, Karl Dane, Wyndham
Standing, Russell Simpson, Blanche
Frederici Roscoe Ates, Warner Rich-
mond, James Marcus, Nelson MacDowell,
Jack Carlisle. John Beck, Marguerita
Padula, and Aggie Herring.

A N ambitious effort from the standpoint of

cast and production values which does not
realize fully its possibilities because of poor

character delineation and faulty story develop-
ment. Vidor has whitewashed the despicable
character of "Billy the Kid" to the point where
it is hard to understand why he was outlawed.
Wallace Beery, the sheriff, is friendly with
Johnny Mack Brown, who essays the leading
role, even while he is trying to bring him in
for hanging.

The picture abounds with hard riding, shoot-
ing, running the gauntlet from a burning
house, and hairbreadth escapes. Its photog-
raphy is noteworthy, depicting the vigorous
scenery of the early "West under lighting that

gives it the quality of a Remington portrait.

In the early part of the picture, the hero
has a great love for Standing and Simpson, who
incur the enmity and the bullets of two bad
hombres, portrayed by Warner Richmond and
Nelson MacDoweU. The two are killed by
the bad men in a siege of their house, with
Brown escaping as the house burns. He then

takes to the caves in the desert, where Beery
compels him to surrender by frying bacon so

that the hungry man has to smell it. He is

sequestered in the sheriff's office, but escapes

by striking Beery with his handcuffs during a

two-handed poker game. The picture does not
carry through to the ignominious death of

"Billy," but winds up with his riding away
to the desert again.

Kay Johnson is in love with Brown through-

out the picture, but nothing comes of it. He
rides away and leaves her. Brown's southern

accent is so thick that it is hard at times to

understand him. The balance of the cast is

acceptable, with the heavies consistently and
thoroughly villainous.

The picture moves slowly, but is in about
ten reels at present, so that further cutting may
help it. The direction is faintly reminiscent of

"The Big Parade," particularly one shot where
Johnson walks alongside Brown's horse as he
is being taken to the jailhouse.

—

Hunter Love-
lace, Hollywood.

* * *

FLYING FLEET
NO. 3 OF KNUTE ROCKNE FOOTBALL

SERIES
Pathe—Talking

Equally as interesting as the first two reels

of this series, this one opens with excellent
views of the crowds at a large stadium before
a game, with the evolutions by the cheering
section, making it still more spectacrdar.

Rockne first describes, then the Notre Dame
squad runs through several of the best ground
gaining plays of the famous "four horsemen."
Red Grange is next shown making his memor-
able run for a touchdown from kickoff in the

Illinois-Michigan game of some years back.

The reel ends with a huddle conference, and a

neat line play taken from different angles.

Slow motion shots again add to the effectiveness

of the picture, as does the clear, incisive voice
of Knute Rockne. He explains also the method
used in punting and passing the football. This
series is something new and extremely interest-

ing in the short feature. Pathe will not regret

the idea. Running time, 19 minutes.

* * *

SELF DEFENSE
GRANTLAND RICE SPORTLIGHT

Pathe—Talker

A Major Norman A. Imbrie, of the Wood-
crafters Camp at Culver, Ind., explains the

value of the sport of amateur boxing to the

growing boy, noting that the training of the

fighting instinct is the best way to insure self

control and reliance in the man. Follows a

series of pictures of the camp boys engaged in

bouts in the squared circle, showing excellent

footwork for youngsters and plenty of action.

Admiral Hugh Rodman disapproves of profes-

sional boxing but advocates the amateur bouts

as conducive of self confidence through life

under all conditions. Closes with a fast bout
between two 16-year-old contestants. The boys

will get a real kick out of this. It is a great

advertisement for boxing as a sport. Running
time, 10 minutes.
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HOLLYWOOD
John Considine, Jr.,

Leaves UA Studio
To Produce for Fox

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. IL—John Considine,

Jr., executive studio head of United Artists,

resigned this week. He has signed a short

contract with Fox Film Corporation where he
will be attached to Winfield Sheehan's office

in the capacity of an executive producer. His
new duties begin October 1. Until then he
will enjoy a vacation with relatives in Seattle.

Considine has been with United Artists several

years. He is succeeded by Sol Lesser.

Lesser has lately been assisting in the pro-

duction of "The Dove" at United Artists.

Producer Didn't Want
Scenarist; Then Decides
He Did—At a Big Figure

Executives Hold Bidding Joust for

Film Services of Discharged

Writer
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—Pen and pencil

circles are chuckling over the luck of a cer-

tain scenario writer whose contract expired

and was not renewed through oversight. The
writer packed up and left, seeking new
pastures.

The company which had overlooked him was
a large one. He found a berth in another

company just as large. A publicity man sent

out a story on his change of business address,

and a high executive of the company he had

left, read it. He suddenly realized that he

wanted that writer back. Wanted him ten

times as much as he did before. He called

the writer's new boss.

"What do you mean by stealing my scenario

writer?" he demanded. Words flew hot and
fast. Bidding was furious. The upshot of the

affair was that the writer got a long term

contract at a surprising figure.

Not so very long ago the writer was a New
York newspaper man.

Bradley King Say Films
Need Hero-Villain Story

(Special to the Htrald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—"The screen

can never afford to dispense with that ele-

mental type of story in which villain and hero

are brought into sharp conflict. We may
polish it and disguise it, but its appeal is too

universal to be ignored." This statement

comes from Bradley King, authoress and

scenarist who is how writing the film version

and dialog for "East Lynne," which Frank
Lloyd will direct to Fox.
Miss King believes that the hero and vil-

lain type of story is the one with universal

appeal and an essential for drawing both chil-

dren and adults to theatres.

Two More Films Get Underway
On RKO Lot; Others Prepared

Paramount Will Make "North of 36" As a Talker—Second Louise

Fazenda Comedy Begun—Fay Wray Signs for Feminine Lead

In Columbia's "Dirigible"—John Marsh Goes to M G M
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. IL—There is steady push in production on the

R K O lot and all indications point to a continuance of it with two more films

underway this week. Herbert Brenon started a sequel to "Beau Geste." Louis

Wolheim is making his debut as a director on an untitled sea story.

her first, "Pure and Simple," is at the mega-
phone again. Darmour is also busy with the
Mickey (Himself) McGuire series. A tieup
with 400 newspapers that carry the Tooner-
ville strip is being negotiated. Darmour has
an eye on the juvenile patronage.

Fairbanks Story Ready
Doug Fairbanks is on the last lap of prep-

aration for his "Reaching for the Moon" at
United Artists. Bebe Daniels, after complet-
ing her Warner assignment, will play the lead
opposite him. Edmund Goulding directs and
Irving Berlin is contributing the music.

Tierney Back at Studio
Harry Tierney is back in his office at R K O

after a short vacation in New York. He
wrote finis to his musical score for "Heart
of the Rockies," which will begin soon with
Everett Marshall starred.

Other pictures in actual filming are "Cimar-
ron," third of the "Nick and Tony" series,

and "Aunts in the Pants " Lowell Sherman
is editing "Losing Game" besides preparing
for his next directorial-acting vehicle, "The
Queen's Husband."

"North of 36" As Talker
Paramount will do "North of 36" as a

talker. William Slavens McNutt and Grover
Jones are writing the adaptation and dialog.

12 Foreign Versions by U
Universall will make 12 foreign versions for

the 1930-31 schedule. The Spanish "Cat
Creeps" was finished, while filming began on
the Spanish version of "East Is West" with
Lupe Velez and Barry Norton featured.

"Resurrection" will also be given a Spanish
translation.

Fay Wray in "Dirigible"

Harry Cohn has signed Fay Wray for the
feminine lead in Columbia's "Dirigible."

Frank Capra, director, with Jack Holt and
Ralph Graves, has returned from Lakehurst,
N. J., where exterior scenes were shot.

Joan Marsh to M G M
Joan Marsh has transferred her makeup-box

from Universal to M G M for a long term.
Her father, Charles Rosher, is at the same
studio supervising the camera work on "War
Nurse."

New Fazenda Comedy
Larry Darmour got underway this week

with the second Louise Fazenda cotnedy, "A
Fall to Arms." Lewis Foster, who directed

Frank Joyce III
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept, U.—Frank Joyce is

quiet ill at his beach home.

Actor Loses Long Court
Fight to Save His Trees

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—James
Neill, veteran actor of the screen, has
lost a seven year fight here that has
aroused the interest of Hollywood. It
is a struggle to prevent the city gov-
ernment from cutting down Euca-
lyptus trees in the front of his home
where he has lived for 19 years. Neil!
has kept local courts acting on in-

junctions since 1923 because of his
natural civic pride but has at last lost

the battle against the influence of
politicians who determine to £11 the
space with a gigantic concrete street.

Neill is a lovable old character man.

American Foreign
Production Mounts;
UMaking 12 Talkers

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—The list of for-

eign language pictures to be made and dis-

tributed this season by American producers is

mounting rapidly.

Carl Laemmle has just announced that, fol-

lowing a preview of "La Voluntad Del
Muerta," the Spanish talking version of "The
Cat Creeps," it has been decided to make 12

foreign language films for the 1930-31 season.

The Spanish version of "East Is West" is

now in work. After completion of this Span-
ish versions will be made of "The Storm" and
"Resurrection."

Picking Cast for Sound
A Hard Task: Del Ruth

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—Roy Del Ruth,
Warner Brothers director who is now filrning

"Ex-Mistress," declares the problem of pick-

ing actors today is i^r more complex than it

was in the old silent era.

"Before sound entered the field, virtually

every actor in Hollywood was mentally cata-

logued by studio executives," Del Ruth re-

calls, "but today the higher standard of acting

and greater number of actors makes it a real

task to pick the right cast."
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STAR GAZER

HOLLYWOOD.

ON Hollywood boulevard, about two blocks up from the Roosevelt, is a little

dairy shop. There's a Neon light sign in front of it saying, "Macormack's

Malted Milks." Their specialty is malteds, and it takes about fifteen minutes to

make one. A lot of my friends drop in there often.

Last Tuesday I felt like a chocolate malted and went in. On one of the stools

was a slight fellow, in a tweed topcoat and tweed cap, the cap pulled over his ears

and the collar of his coat turned up. HI had met this fellow in the dark I

might have been nervous. But there are so many mirrors in the place that I

could see the fellow's face even under the cap and collar.

The malted milk took fifteen minutes to make, and having read the sandwich

signs a few times I looked around. After two glimpses of the tweed fellow I'

sensed a familiarity of the nose, or something. And then I had it—it was Charles

Chaplin

!

Very, very nice. I was two empty stools away from a pretty big shot in this

movie world. Chaplin didn't look around, he just had his head down, waiting

for the malted milk.

I leaned over to my friend and said, "Chaplin, there's Charlie Chaplin." "Chap-

lin?" my friend repeated, pretty loudly. Behind him was a nattily dressed young

fellow who overheard the magic "Chaplin." He took a look at the tweed coat.

Then he rushed over from next to my friend and sat next to me, making him
only one stool away from the famous actor.

And then a peculiar thing happened. This fellow began to sing. First, as

though he didn't have enough nerve, he humed. Then he whistled for a few
seconds, and after that he broke out into song. The first song he sang was "I'm

Dancing with Tears in My Eyes." He began it softly, but just about the fifth

line he had his head thrown back, his coat open, and his voice in the ceiling.

It wasn't a bad, but it certainly wasn't a good voice. Medium, say. By this

time everyone in the store was looking at him, and some persons were looking at

ine, thinking I was the singer's friend. Only Chaplin didn't look, he had been

iserved his malted.

' After "I'm Dancing with Tears in My Eyes" he sang "On the Road to Manda-

lay." Now "On the Road to Mandalay" is no song to be sung on a stool in a

dairy shop. It's pretty much of an acrobatic number. So, after the first few

lines he got off the stool, faced Chaplin, and j'odeled all of the song to him, with

gestures.

After "On the Road to Mandalay" he stopped for about two seconds, took a sip

of water from his glass, looked doubtfully at Chaplin, and began on "When Irish

Eyes Are Smiling." Just as he got halfway through the song Chaplin got entirely

through with his malted milk, reached into his pocket, put two dimes on the marble

counter, and walked out. Immediately the fellow stopped singing.

He shook his head sadly. He got back onto the stool, put the straw into his

mouth and continued drinking his malted. After about a minute he turned around

to me. "You can never tell," he said, "Sometimes a guy like Chaplin may think

I'm just the fellow he needs. I once read a story like that."

NORMAN KRASNA.

"Discontent" Is Cruze's
First Film for Tiffany
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sent. IL—James Cruze's
first under his new contract with Tiffany will
he "She Got What She Wanted," a Broad-
way play of the past season by George
Rosener. Cruze is using the temporary title

"Discontent" in shooting. Innumerable tests
have been taken to decide on a leading lady
for the opus and the plum has gone to Betty
Compson.
The story, as it will be shot, is that of a

discontented wife. She is not satisfied with
what her husband gives her and leaves him to

play around with other, and younger, men.
Eventually, she finds that her husband, not
the younger men, has everything, and returns
to him.

Pearl Eaton's Dancing
Chorus Dissolved by R K O

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—Pearl Eaton's

dancing chorus at RKO will be dissolved.

The girls who have been used in 15 pictures

during the past year and a half are under con-

tract and are being dropped as the contracts

expire. Although no statement issues from

the studio regarding the abandonment of

music in pictures it is well known that RKO
as well as all other lots are planning less than

20 per cent of the musical sequences that have

been in vogue during the period dating back

to "Broadway Melody."

The move is likely to affect Victor Barra-

valle's department.

PXHIBITORS throughout the nation
-L-* may look forward to "Cimarron" as
one of the finest productions ever under-
taken by any film producing company.
Directed by Wesley Ruggles, with the stal-
wart Richard Dix and the attractive Irene
Dunne in the leading roles, "Cimarron"
looms on the production horizon as one of
the finest as well as one of the most stupen-
dous undertakings in motion picture his-
tory.

Scenes are being shot at this writing at
the RKO ranch at Encino. A city of ten
square blocks has risen on the plains there.
More than 7,000 persons bring the town to
life. Window displays, wagons, costumes,
animals, flashing weapons, and properties
blend with the characters to put life blood
into the reproduction of Edna Ferber's fa-
mous novel.

Howard Estabrook, the scenarist who has
to his credit "The Street of Chance," "Kis-
met," "The Bad Mian" and "The Virginian,"
had adapted the book and personally took
me over the huee set. Estabrook declares
that he is clinging to the book with a fidel-

ity which will establish a new precedent in

adaptation. There will be only one novel
variation, and that will be the offering of
two endings to exhibitors. They will select

the endings according to taste.

"Cimarron" is the story, primarily, of a
man who is a pioneer—who plunges into
Oklahoma life, following the land rush
when the territory was thrown open to
settlers in the '80's. He helps, as lawyer,
clergyman, editor and two-gun man to give
Osage, Oklahoma, law and order.
Estabrook confided that he had spent six

months preparing to shoot. Seven research
workers helped him. Two volumes of early
Oklahoma photographs were accumulated
for the study of personalities, clothes,
houses, means of transportation and such
data.
Book rights, we are told, cost RKO

$225,000, and that this, with one excep-
tion, is the highest price ever paid for such
rights. The production itself calls for an
expenditure of approximately $1,500,000.
One scene is shot from the baskets of
blimp balloons so that a seven mile parade
of emigrating Kansans can be brought to

celluloid.

Estabrook praised the selection of Miss
Dunne as feminine lead.

"We found, after months of experiment,
that she was best fitted to grow older with
the book. 'Cimarron' covers a period of
41 years, and Miss Dunne must age this

much in the course of her part. Screen
tests revealed that she could do this."

This 41 year transition is said to be the
longest ever encompassed by a motion pic-

ture. The city of Osage grows throughout
the period and already, today, they are
laying street car tracks which will be used
when Osage becomes modern. This also
is a proceeding, untried before the arrival

of "Cimarron."
One of the biggest laughs will be when

you see a window display of 1S89, in which
bustles play a prominent part. "Bustles
have come to stay," proclaim bills in the
window. And there are high, button
French shoes selling for $2.75. But the
bustles will give the real kick to the modern
flapper. You know all about bustles, If

the hips were heavy, they were used some
place else, and if the hips were thin they
were used right there. Sort of bridgework,
as it were.
Estabrook says that his study of bustles

has qualified him for a job as structural

engineer.
—EDWARD CHURCHILL.
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Paramount National

Prosperity Week Is

All Set for Oct. 5-11
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. IL—Paramount Pub-
lix will have a "Prosperity Week." The dates

are October 5 to IL All Paramount Publix

theatres will feature it.

Jesse L. Lask}', vice-president in charge of

production, declares business is improving in

practically every industry.

Local organizations, public leaders and im-
portant merchants everywhere are being asked

to join the corporation in making the week a

success.

Lasky asserts that the public's reception of

"Animal Crackers," "Anybody's Woman" and
"Monte Carlo" indicates that the nation is

prosperous.

M. P. Academy Changes
Date of Conference on
Width of Film to Sept. 17

(Sfccial to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. IL—While nothing

has been said about the costs to exhibitors if

wide film is to be adopted, the problem is ex-

pected to be discussed at a meeting of the

Technicians Branch of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences on September

17. This meeting, which was to have been

held last night, was postponed.

Subjects which will be up for discussiori are

the adaption of wide film to studio practices;

probable width ; artistic values, and whether or

not the film will improve entertainment.

Speakers include Karl Struss, United Ar-

tists photographer; Douglas Shearer, head of

the M G M sound department ; J. O. Taylor,

who has shot more wide film than anyone else

in the industry, and Alax Ree, R K O art

department head.

Operetta Team Goes
East to Do Original

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. IL—The Sigmund
Romberg-Oscar Hammerstein unit of Warner
Brothers, which is making two original oper-

ettas a year, is leaving this week for New
York City following the completion of "Vien-

nese Nights" and "Children of Dreams."

While in the East the organization will do a

third operetta and will return to Hollywood m
January. The name of the third vehicle has

not been disclosed.

On the eve of his departure, Romberg told

representatives of the Herald-World he was
having difficulty finding characters who can

sing and at the same time have screen person-

Ity.^1
Two Players Take Up

Writing for Magazines
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. IL—Two players

have joined the writing fraternity. Lilyan

Tashman has contracted with Pictorial Review
for four stories under the title of "Gangway
for the Chorus Girl."

Neil Hamilton has been supplying ideas for

film magazines and has written his own biog-

raphy. Now he is taking time off between
takes of "East Lynne" to write more copy.

King Vidor and Metro
Agree on Contract Terms

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. Sept. IL—King Vidor's

contract has at last been arranged. Vidor and
Metro came to terms today after a controversy

lasting several weeks.

Astoria Plant Uses All Space as

Hollywood Vanguard Arrives
Dorothy Arzner Will Handle Claudette Colbert in Her Next Picture

—"The Best People" Now "Pampered Youth"—Eddie
Foy, Jr., in Collegiate Vitaphone Variety

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—With the vanguard of a decided movement toward

the East on the part of Paramount production forces already in the city, the

Astoria film plant is utilizing all available space.

Dorothy Arzner, Coast director, has reached
town for her first visit to New York since
the war. On the same train was Hector
Turnbull, associate producer. Miss Arzner
recently directed Ruth Chatterton's starring
vehicle, "Anybody's Woman," which followed
her successful direction of "Sarah and Son."

Incidentally, after Ruth Chatterton com-
pletes her next picture, "The Right to Love,"
she will locate at the Paramount Eastern
studio for subsequent productions.

Will Direct Claudette Colbert

Miss Arzner is due to handle the direction

of Claudette Colbert in her next film, the title

and nature of which has as yet not been dis-

closed. Claudette is expected to start pro-
duction work immediately on her arrival from
her round the world tour about the middle
of the month.
The title of "The Best People" has been

changed to "Pampered Youth." This produc-
tion, starring Miriam Hopkins, Frank Mor-
gan and Charles Starrett, was completed re-

cently at the Eastern studio. Fred Newmeyer
directed. The Paramount big chiefs thought
so much of her work in this picture that they
have signed Miss Hopkins to a new long
term contract. Under the agreement, she will

continue her stage work for the current sea-
son, but will appear before the camera and
"mike" in at least one more Paramount fea-
ture during the fall. While she was doing
her bit in the production of "Pampered
Youth," the blond star continued to play one
of the principal roles in the stage play, "Lysis-
trata," on Broadway.

Conroy in "The Royal Family"
"The Royal Family," now in rehearsal at

Astoria under the direction of George Cukor
and Cyril Gardner, has had a cast addition
in the person of Frank Conroy. Conroy is

well known for his legitimate stage work with
the Theatre Guild, and several Broadway suc-
cesses. He will assume one of the principal

roles in "The Royal Family" along with Ina
Claire, Frederic March, Mary Brian, Charles
Starrett and Henrietta Crosman. Arnold
Korff, stage character actor, has been awarded
the important role of the theatrical producer
in the same film. With his arrival in New
York from California, the cast of this pro-
duction is complete.

Irene Bordoni has been signed by Para-
mount to appear in a one reel personality

short, according to Larry Kent, head of the

short subject department at the New York
studio. The production program has been
changed to the extent of having Nancy Carroll

remain here for the next two months to

star in an original screen story by Dana
Burnet, tentatively titled, "Two Against
Death," which will be filmed at the Eastern
studio. George Ahbott will also remain to

direct Miss Carroll. As a result of this shift,

Clara Bow will not come to New York for

the filming of "Usherette," as originally

announced.

Foy in Collegiate Variety

Out at the Brooklyn studio of Warner
Brothers, where the Vitaphone Varieties are

recorded, Eddie Foy, Jr., is appearing in a

collegiate comedy called "My Hero," with Alf
Goulding, recently on from the coast, direct-

ine the short.

Stanley Rauh, staff scenarist, has written

"Number Please," a comedy telling the tale

of the telephone girl, with Sheila Barrett play-

ing the lead, and Roy Mack directing.

"The Honeymoon Trail," which Murray
Roth is running off at the studio, was writ-

ten by Burnet Hershey, the writer who re-

cently married Adele Allerhand. It was writ-

ten while they were on their own honeymoon.
Robert L. Ripley has just completed the

sixth of the series of "I5elieve It or Not"
Vitaphone Varieties. The latest introduces

several more of unusual "queeriosities," in-

cluding a youngster known as the "clock-eyed

boy," who is said to have the Roman numerals
1 to 12 around his eyes. Arthur Hurley
directed this as he did the othet Ripley shorts.

3 M G M Pictures Are
Postponed for Rewrite

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. Sept. 11.—Several produc-

tions at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have been
temporarily called off for various reasons.

"The New Moon," Lawrence Tibbett's second

starring vehicle, is being rewritten. The same
is true of "Remote Control," with William
Haines. "The Great Day," with Joan Craw-
ford, after being rewritten three times, has

been indefinitely postponed.

"The March of Time," the pretentious suc-

cessor to last year's "Hollywood Revue," is

being held to await a re-awakening ofpub-
lic interest in filmusicals. ' - \

'

Herman Ruby to Write
Dialog at Metro Studio

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. IL—One song writer

who descended on Hollywood with the advent

of talkies is remaining here. Having seen the

writing on the wall for lyricists, he developed
another t^'ent overnight.

He is Herman Ruby, who has signed a

contract to write original stories and adap-
tations for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Ruby,
while under contract to First National as

a song writer, was responsible for some of

its biggest hits.

Hearing Sept, 26 for

3 in Film Script Case
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—Charges of con-

spiracy to steal the $20,000 script of the

"Dawn Patrol" against Joseph Marsh, scenario

writer ; Forrest J. Easley, private detective,

and Edith Higgins, studio secretary, will not

be heard until September 26. The case was
adjourned this week on stipulation of counsel.

They are charged with planning to steal the

script from First National.

Tower Has First Runs
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—The Los Angeles

Tower returns to first run this week with the

showing of Cosmopolitan's "Sins of the Chil-

dren." The house has been playing second
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

R K Studios

'The Silver
Horde"

George
Archainbaud

"Amos 'n' Andy" Melville Brown

"Losing Game" Lowell Sherman

Evelyn Brent
Jean Arthur
Louis Wolheim

Amos & Andy
Sue Carol

Hugh Trevor
Marion Nixon
Lowell Sherman

July 30

AugTiet 1

August 7

Fox Studios

'Renegades" Victor Fleming Warner Baxter
Myrna Loy

'Fair Warning" Alfred Werker George O'Brien
Louis Huntington

'Just Imagine" David Butler Maureen O'Sullivan
John Garrick

'Up the River" John Ford George McFarland
William Collier
Humphrey Bogart

'PUy Called
Life"

Chandler Sprague Lois Moran
Mrs. Patrick Campbell
Walter Byron
Phillip Holmes
Mae Clarke

•Scotland Yard' ' W. K. Howard Edmund Lowe
Joan Bennett

'Lightnin' " Henry King Will Rogers

July 21

July 22

June 23

July 29

July 29

July 29

Aug. 18

Universal Studios

"See America
Thirst"

William Craft Slim SummervMle
Harry Langdon

July 18

"The Cat Creeps" Rupert Jxilian

"The Gat Creeps" George Melford

(English Version) August 2Lupe Velez
Lew Ayres
Jean Hersholt

(All star
Spanish cast) (Spanish Version) August 2

"Boudoir
Diplomat"

Mai St. Clair Mary Duncan
Betty Compson
Jeanette Loff
Ian Keith

Aug. 4

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

"Those Three
French Girls"

"Dark Star"

"War Nurse"

"Trial of Mary
Dugan"

"Trader Horn"

"New Moon"

"The Passion
Flower"

Harry Beaumont

George Hill

Edgar Selwyn

Arthur Robison

W. S. Van Dyke

Jack Conway

William DeMille

(German Version)

"Wu Li Chang" Nick Grinde

Fifl Dorsay
Cliff Edwards
Reginald Denny

Wallace Berry
Marie Dressier
Dorothy Jordan

All Star

Norma Gregor
All Star

Harry Carey
Edwina Booth

Lawrence Tibbett
Grace Moore

Charles Bickford
Kay Francis
Kay Johnson

Ernesto Vilches Spanish version
(All Spanish cast)

Aug. 21

August 1

July 26

July 26

July 22

Aug. 18

Aug. 9

Paramount Studios

"The Virtnona
Stn"

"Morocco"

Gardner

Joeef von
Sternberg

Kay Francis
Walter Huston

Gary Cooper
Marlene Dietrich

'Her Wedillng Frank Tuttle
NiKht"

"Tom Sawyer"

Slara Bow

John Cromwell AH Star

Aug. 16

Aug. 16

August 2

August 2

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

"Social Errors" Gardner-Knopf AH Star

Untitled Victor Heerman Jack Oakie

Untitled Corrigan-McLeod Charles Rogers

"Typhoon Bill" Rowland V. Lee George Bancroft

Untitled Victor Heerman Jack Oakie

Pathe Studios

'Looking for
Trouble"

Russel Mack Eddie Quillan
Robert Armstrong
James Gleason

United Artists

'The Bat
Whispers"

Roland West Chester Morris
Una Merkel
Gustav von Seyfertitz
Ben Bard

Metropolitan Studios

'Feet First" Clyde Bruckman Harold Lloyd

"Tearing to Go" Nat Ross Marian Shockley
Eddie Tanbalyn

(Christie)

Warner Bros. Studios

"Children of
Dreams"

Alan Crosland
is"

"Illicit" Archie Mayo

"Men of the Sky" AUred Green

"Fifty Million Lloyd Bacon
Frenchmen"

Margaret Schillings
Paul Gregory

Barbara Stanwyck
James Rennie

Irene Delroy
Jack Whiting

William Gaxton
Helen Broderick
Olson & Johnson
Claudia Dell

Columbia Studios

"Lawless Valley" Art Rosson

"Brothers"

"Dirigible"

Walter Lang

Frank Capra

Buck Jones
Louise Lorraine

Bert Lytell
Dorothy Sebastian

(All Star)

Jack Holt
Ralph Graves

(Co-starring)

Hal Roach Studios

'Loser Than
Loose"

James Horn Thelma Todd
Dorothy Gregor
Charlie Chase
Dell Henderson

First National Studios

"Little Caesar" Mervyn LeRoy Edward G. Robinscai
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Sidney Blackmer
Ralph Ince

"Mother's Cry" Hobart Henley Dorothy Peterson
Edward W»od

Tec Art Studios

"Voice of Louis Lewyn
Hollywood"

"Mickey Mouse" Disney Bros.

AU Star

STARTING
DATE

August 2

Aug. 2

Aug. 16

August 2

August 2

August 2

August 7

July 28

Augusts

Aug. 25

Aug. 11

Augusts

August 12

Aug. 15

July 21

July 14

Dieney
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NELIGH, NEB.
DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
For the past two weeks Nebraska has been "Singing in the Rain,"

and when a feller comes home to spend two or three or four weeks'
vacation during the hot dry weather to try and get a little rest, 'taint

no fun to have the greens and fairways all soaked up so he can't

play more than 36 holes a day. Yesterday we played 36 holes and
last night it rained all night and today we will have to wear rubber
boots or use a boat.

Since we have been away from this state so much she has gone hog
wild. On primary election day she went haywire and nominated
every doggone candidate we voted against, which is liable to force
us to throw in with Swedes and Irish temporarily at the November
election this Fall.

But speaking of golf. Joe Krohn, the village fisherman, caught a
catfish in the Elkhorn river the other day and when he dressed him
he found 13 golf balls in his stomach. Eleven of 'em had our name
on 'em. That's what makes our catfish out here look so fat. AU
the boys who fish the Elkhorn along the golf course are using golf

balls for bait. Outside of that, and a few more things, Nebraska
is all right.

* * *

Pictures like "WILD COMPANY" are what builds public confi-

dence in the industry. It is too seldom we see pictures built on as

sensible a theme as "WILD COMPANY" and it is seldom we see a

better cast than Frank Albertson, H. B. Warner, Sharron Lynn and
George Fawcett.

This picture portrays the waywardness of a son who has been over-

indulged by his parents and has been given a free hand to work out
his own destiny without the parental guiding influence. The lecture

given the parents by George Fawcett, the judge, at the trial of the

son for murder, ought to be heard by every father and mother in

the land. To our mind it is the best bit of advice that has as yet

come from the screen and it was delivered in a way that none but
George Fawcett could deliver it.

As usual, H. B. Warner gives a remarkable performance as the

father of the wayward son, and when H. B. Warner has the leading

role in a cast, you need have no fears of its entertainment value.

We can't recall the name of the gentleman who played the part of

the gangster leader, but whoever he was, he is entitled to a front

seat among the best "heavies" on the stage or screen. His voice

registers better than any we have ever heard, not excepting Conrad
Nagel. There is that "something" about the man and his manner and
voice that gets hold of you and grips in spite of the character he
plays. Sorry we can't give you his name; but we are going to look

him up and keep track of him.
If you are expecting comedy in this picture you will be disap-

pointed. It isn't a picture that will appeal to the flappers and the

dizzy. It is built on good, common sense and drives a lesson home
that should be driven home to every parent in the land. The Fox
company is to be commended for giving the industry another boost

forward. Let's have more like "WILD COMPANY." Wish we could

say as much for "DANGEROUS NAN McGREW."
* * *

According to press reports. Ma Kennedy wanted her face "lifted"

and Aimee Semple decided to accomodate her and save expenses,

landed an upper cut to Ma's proboscis and a left hook to the
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right eye and Ma went down for the count in the first round. The
account of the fracus doesn't state whether the melee was staged
according to Marquis of Queensbury or the Four Square Gospel
rules, but we judge from the report that it wasn't a one-sided scrap
at that, for Aimee limped over to her corner minus a few hunks of
hair and a rufiSed temper that didn't dovetail well with "PRAISE
GOD FROM WHOM ALL BLESSINGS FLOW."
When Aimee can't make the front page any other way she stages

a pugilistic jamboree with Ma, and we believe that Ma herself
kinda likes it.

The only place where we can see that this pair is lame is in not
getting Rev. Bob Schuler for referee. The Rev. Bob has had the
Los Angeles city administration on its knees so many times that he
ought to know the Queensbury and Gospel rules by heart. Let 'em
fight if they want to, but if they don't want 'em to fight, keep 'em
off the front page.

* « *

We bought a watermelon yesterday for 65 cents that was so big
we had to use a block and tackle to get it up on the kitchen table,

and now our wife won't let us go into the kitchen until dinner time.
Doggone the luck, anyway! It didn't used to be that way when we
were a boy and Jim Halleck's melons were ripe. We could always
tell when Jim was away from home, but our wife sticks around the

kitchen all the while.
Id * *

TO NORMAN KRASNA OF HOLLYWOOD
Dear Norm: If you think you saw Doug Hodges and Aimee Semple

McPherson riding a tandem bicycle, you're just crazier than a bedbug
and your gourd must be full of ocean water. If you could have seen

Hodges riding Larry Urbach around Hollywood, gathering herbs for

their Swamp Root Bitters, as we did last fall, you would know that

he and Aimee wouldn't waste any time with any tandem bicycle.

« * *

We note that some good brother down in Kentucky writes to the

HERALD-WORLD and inquires, "Who is that monstrosity you call

J. C?"
Now we have looked up that word, "monstrosity," in Webster and

find that it is taken from the word "monstrous," which is a combina-
tion of two words, "mon" and "strous" the "mon" being Scotch, and
the "strous" being Pennsylvania Dutch, and Web says it means, "out

of the common course of nature; wonderful; huge; horrible; enorm-

ous." And we thank the brother for the compliment. The consensus

among those who have not had the good fortune to meet us person-

ally is that we have horns and paw up the sand and beller every

time the herd goes by, but such is not the case.

Our angelic disposition could well be likened unto that of a little

lambkin. We spit out the prune and peach pits, eat soup with a

spoon and wear breeches just like other folks who have been well

raised.

The town in which our good friend lives is the place where the

local freight stops every Tuesday and Friday, and the chairman of

the village board wears whiskers, drinks moonshine and still thinks

that Thomas Jefferson is President of the United States, and that

Kalamazoo is a new kind of ague cure. Those Kentucky boys are

mighty fine chaps.
* * *

We placed a ball up on a tee

And hit the thing an awful whack.
It sailed off through a big elm tree

And hit Tom Davis on the back.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S—The HERALD-WORLD covers the field LIKE AN APRIL
SHOWER.
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SOUND REPRODUCTION

F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
SOMETHING NEW AND GOOD

WAY back in 1922, I examined an ap-
paratus which in those days we called

a "non-rewinder." I found the apparatus
to be excellent and gave it my hearty
commendation.
There is, as we all know, a tremendous

amount of damage done in the rewinding of
film. No need to go into the matter and
explain in detail just in what way this dam-
age occurs. You all know that just as well
as I do. I have preached against the evils

of rewinding for 20 years and have, I be-
lieve, accomplished some reduction by
getting a good many projectionists to re-
duce the speed of rewinding and thus re-
duce the damage done to the film. This
new apparatus, to be known as the Film
Rewind Eliminator, has been taken over
by the National Theatre Supply Com-
pany, which company will act as its

distributor.

It consists in a large, horizontally lo-

cated magazine at the top of the projec-
tor, inside of which is a turntable, which
is connected by positive gearing with a

five-inch hub, pressed steel reel in the
lower magazine, so that the turntable and

the reel both run at absolutely the same
speed. The film is taken from the upper
magazine from the center of the film roll,

which at the start is exactly five inches in

diameter. The diameter of the hub of the
empty reel in the lower magazine is five

inches in diameter. You will thus see that,

whereas with each layer of film taken from
the center of the upper roll of film the
diameter of the hole in that roll is in-

creased by the thickness of the layer of

film, at the same time the diameter of the

roll of film in the lower magazine is also
increased by exactly that much. There-
fore the two will work clear through the
process of projection in exact synchronism,
and at no point, except the intermediate
sprocket, will there be any stress or strain

upon the film. Neither the upper nor the
lower sprockets have any work to per-
form, except merely in the matter of guid-
ing the film. More than this, the rewind-
ing of the film on the lower reel is accom-
plished evenly and firmly, without any
slippage whatsoever.
The whole mechanism of this apparatus

is very simple. When the projection of
the reel is finished, the lower reel is pulled

out and placed in the storage cabinet as
usual. Then when it is desired to again
place the reel in the upper magazine for
projection, one side of the reel is rotated
slightly and pulled away. The film is then
just plain "dumped" off the reel but onto
the turntable in the upper magazine. A
small lever is then pulled, which centers it

exactly and holds it in proper position.
The process of threading is very simple.
It will take only a few seconds longer than
the present process of threading.
Gentlemen, I feel that I cannot too high-

ly recommend an apparatus of this kind.
It is well made. It is practicable. It is

not costly. With decent usage there is

nothing much to get out of repair. I am
assured it can be made to work just as
well with the new wide film as with the
present standard film. It is something that
should have been adopted years ago.

It seems to me that with such apparatus
as this available, it is about time we
abandoned the old rewinding operation,
when by so doing we can not only relieve
the projectionist from that task, but re-
duce the fire hazard and eliminate the
enormous amount of damage to the film.

STICK TO KNOWN EQUIPMENT
T GET a great many inquiries as to
i whether it is advisable to purchase vari-
ous makes of more or less unknown equip-
ment. I must decline, of course, to give
advice with regard to various makes of
equipment. However, it is both permissi-
ble and very much right that I advise you
to be very careful about purchasing equip-
ment put out by more or less unknown
manufacturers in competition with well
known equipment put out by well known
and responsible companies or individuals.
By this it is not meant to convey the idea

that new manufacturers cannot be toler-
ated. Nothing of the sort. But before
they have the right to receive considera-
tion it is but right and fair that they sup-
ply very full, complete, detailed descrip-
tion of their goods and that they offer at
least a reasonable guarantee concerning
several things.

First of all, the prospective buyer has
the right to have some evidence that what
he buys will not be left a mechanical "or-
phan" within a relatively short while be-
cause the maker, finding the field less
profitable than he supposed, or that for
some other reason, is unable to continue,
shuts down and fades out of the picture'
leaving those he has sold machines to un-
able to secure repairs or replacement parts.
Under such a condition the said machines
quickly become to all intents and purposes
useless, except for their value as junk. This
particular thing has happened many, many

times. It has cost exhibitors thousands of

dollars.

Then, too, the new equipment maker,
introducing something to the trade, should
be willing and able to supply convincing,
detailed advice as to just exactly how and
and why his new equipment is better than
some other equipment already well known
and thoroughly tried out. General, bom-
bastic "statements" are not worth Adam
in such matters, if for no other reason
than that the enthusiastic manufacturer
may himself he mistaken and unable to

make a really fair comparison of his

article with the goods made by other
manufacturers.

First cost, whether you may believe it

or not, cuts little figure. I personally
know of no high grade apparatus before
us which is not made fully as cheaply as
conditions and the class of apparatus will

permit. Cheap apparatus is just exactly
that. Make no error with regard to that.

Give any new apparatus and any new
manufacturer a reasonable opportunity, but
don't lay yourselves open by taking all the
chances yourselves. Look to the excellence
of apparatus first, its price afterwards. Too
much inclination to save in first cost may
prove a boomerang that will knock you for
a goal upon its return trip!

FROM a Missouri projectionist comes
this letter:

"I am a student of the 'Bluebook school'
and from it I have had miich help. For

some time I have had a problem which I

shall now lay before you. I experience
considerable trouble with surface noise in

our sound equipment. In fact, it is so bad
it is heard above the average presentation.
It is very annoying, particularly in the
front of the house. I have asked the serv-
ice men about it but have got little or no
satisfaction.

As an afterthought, can you tell me
whether or no the weight of the needle
point on the record would have any effect
upon the amount of noise heard."

It would be very hard to answer such a
question in detail, because so many things
can cause surface noise. About all I could
say is that you must make certain that all

electrical connections are in perfect con-
dition, remembering that "perfect condi-
tion" means tight and perfectly clean
equipment. You must be sure there is no
current leakage caused by oil filled with
dust or dirt. You must be certain that
your records are perfectly clean—free from
all dust or dirt.

Surface noise will be set up by current
leakage or anything which operates to in-
terfere with steady current flow. It will
be set up by a scratched or dirty film sound
band. Too much or too little weight on
the needle point will, I believe, set up
noise, though I am not certain as to the
exact effect. I know, however, that too
much weight will create a condition that
will cause the record to set up noise in
future reproductions.
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Silent Camera Part

Of Roach Expansion

For 30 MGM Shorts
A thirty-three and a third per cent expan-

sion in technical facihties and adoption of new
silent recording cameras are among the de-

partures that greet the new motion picture sea-

son on the Hal Roach lot in Culver City, Cal.,

where 30 comedies of varying length will be

produced for M G M release in 1930-31.

The Roach studio reports excellent results

with the silent recording camera in closeup

shots of "Our Gang" scenes, which were
formerly ditftcult to obtain. The new noiseless

cameras make "head-on" shots of the actors

possible without the bungalow attachments on
the camera. The slightest whisper will record

perfectly, it is said.

Arrangements are now going forward for

the construction of a fourth sound stage on
the Roach lot, to be 110 feet square. The
recently completed third sound stage has an
area of 110 by 140 feet. Plans also call for

another complete recording outfit. This will

make two sound trucks and two sound stage

recording outfits available.

With the other equipment for the new sea-

son which Roach is installing, there will also

be a musical library, one of the aids for writ-

ing scores on comedies. Roy Shields, musical
director for the Victor Company, is in charge
of music for Roach. He has already scored
two "Our Gang" pictures and one in the new
"Boy Friends" series.

EXHIBITORS HERALD -WORLD

South Bend, Ind., Sees

First Release of Fathers

Knute Rockne Grid Series
The first of a series of six talking short

features entitled "Football with Knute K.
Rockne," was presented in the Granada thea-

tre, South Bend, Ind., to members of Rockne's
coaching school and prominent business men
of the city.

The series, produced at Notre Dame Uni-
versity under the direction of Terry Ramsaye
for Pathe, portrays some of the most famous
football plays used by the leading teams of
the country.

Rockne explains each play. His voice reg-

isters well on the talking screen, it is said.

Metrotone News Films

Tahiti Sinking with Sound
A detailed sound film story of the sinking

of the S.S. Tahiti in the South Pacific is the

chjef feature of the Hearst Metrotone News
^^jpue. No. 298. The camera shows the great

^^hip at the mercy of the seas and describes

pictorially and with sound the rescue of 300

passengers.

Fast airplane and train service brought the

reel containing these unusual scenes to first

run exhibitors and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ex-

changes in the United States.

Buster West Starred in

New Educational Comedy
"Little Beau Peep" is the tentative title of

the first comedy in a new series being pro-

duced for Educational at the Metropolitan

studios.

The comedy features Buster West and his

father, John West. In the supporting cast are

Vera Marsh, Carol Wines, Vera Steadman,
Marian Shockley and Iris Adrian. The com-
edy is based on an original story by Jimmy
Starr. William Watson is directing.

The lobby display at the Family theatre at Pine City, Minn., owned by H. N. Turner.
A mass of floivers presented by the townsfolk when the theatre ivas honored with the

HERALDWORLD Award of Merit for better sound reproduction.

Citizens of Pine City, Minn., appreciated the honor bestowed upon the

Family theatre when it won the Award of Merit for the excellence of its

sound reproduction, and presented the theatre with many bouquets of flowers

when the award was made known.

"The flowers came as a surprise," writes G. N. Turner, manager, "and were
placed in my lobby just before showtime one evening with cards attached

from each one sending the flowers. It is needless to say that we were pleased

to know that the public took notice of our efforts to give them the best there

is in the way of a theatre for a small town."

"Since receiving the Award," he adds, "we have added a new sound screen.

We now show a picture 12 x 16 and we are covering every inch of the new
screen."

announce

ii/Hnnouncemeni

O/ic ^rflanagemeni oj cJhe Cl/alace is nappy lo

inal we nave been presented wiin Ine

"(AwaJ of QfYleril"

a beauiiful bronze pla<fue, by ine CDxnibilors (S/Lerala-^MUorla of i^nicago,

ine largest ^ffloiiOn C/iciure' ^i rlagazme, for attaining

Gferjeci QJouna

One Cfalace ts ine only inealre m K 'klaltoma inal has been so honored up to ine

present time. G/ee it on display in our lobby.

^JJ]/eslern (Dleciric G/erjeciea QJouna Qj^slevn

This is a reproduction of the tasteful announcement card that was sent out by the
Palace theatre of R & R, at McAlester, Okla., when the Palace was honored with the

HERALD-WORLD plaque. S. L. Stokes, of R & R, writes that the "plaque was
awarded us at a regular meeting of the local Chamber of Commerce and caused quite

a bit of favorable comment." He says there was, besides the announcement, a regular

advertising campaign through the newspapers, trailer and other means.
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DEVICES FOR SILENCING CAMERAS
When sound picture recording burst upon

Holli-wood little was known about stage moni-
toring and camera silencing. Monitoring
rooms and camera booths both appeared.
Later developments moved most of the moni-
toring to booths on the stage, which, together

with the camera booths, occupied too much
valuable space. Besides being clumsy, camera
booths were both inconvenient and expensive.
In the early daj's, even while working nights

to build camera booths for immediate use,

the studios began experimenting with port-

able covers that would fit over the camera
and be sufficiently sound-proof for average
shots. Thus not only the devices themselves
came into existence, but with appropriate
names, such as "bungalows" for the rigid type
of camera housing, and "blimps" for the less

rigid constructions. Today the word "blimp"
seems to designate any type of camera cover-
ing.

Most of the stage development since the be-
ginning of sound pictures has been aimed at

restoring liberty of movement. Never, prob-
ably, will the actor, director, technician and
writer be able to manipulate their dramatic
materials quite so freely in sound pictures as
in silent, but the steady trend is toward a
restoration of mobility.

When the problem of reducing camera noise
was taken up by the Producers-Technicians
Committee of the Academy, late in December,
1929, there had been no comparison of the
efficiency of the different equipments. The
several camera departments were doing the best
they could under difficulties and building cov-
ers by trail and error. In many cases a lack
of knowledge of the fundamentals of sound
insulation offset liberal expenditures for both
labor and material.

The work on the project through the
Academy has served to focus the attention of
studios and executives on camera quieting as
an immediate practical problem. Technical
competition among studios has greatly stimu-
lated the improvement of blimps. For the
first time in the industry quantitative noise
measurements of cameras and equipment have
pointed out specific defects and specific ad-
vantages. Duplication of expensive experi-
mental work has been reduced and the de-
velopment of more satisfactory covers has
been hastened. Many of the fundamentals

Here's quality at a production price for
— ~i%J8U

the medium-house
^^ ^

—

*•"
''^-^J

^ exhibitor.

I ORDER I

I now!

450
Per Pair
Complete with
Audak Pickups
and Faders

i VITADISC
VTv TURX'1AJ!LE,S are smooth and vibra-
J-y) tionless throu(.;hout hard continuous op-
K^x eration. Clear full tones. Quickly installed,
J%ll simple to operate. Today's biggest value in

X(j\
Turntables. Special prices on Amplifiers

r&Z and Speakers. Wire today.

©VITADISC CO.
J^ 92 MORTIMER ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Mr. Irving G. Thalberg, Chairman
Academy Producers-Technicians Commit-

tee

Sir:

We present herewith a report to date
on the project sponsored by the Academy
Producers-Technicians Committee to en-

courage improvement of portable silenc-

ing devices for cameras. Tests of twenty-
one equipments have been made during
the past three months at the Electrical

Research Products, Inc., Test Laboratory
following a survey of eighteen studios

by the sub-committee. The tests were
made by Dr. C. R. Daily, development
engineer.

Much of the information contained in

this report has been distributed in pre-

liminary reports during the course of
the project. The hearty cooperation of
all the studios has been available

throughout and major credit for the

progress made is due to the engineers

and studio representatives who have
shown continued interest in the tests and
developments.

H. G. KNOX
F. M. SAMMIS
LESTER COWAN

Sub-Committee on Camera Silencing.

involved in the insulation of sound, previous-

ly being Violated, are now being observed.

The experiments herein described were
conducted on standard makes of cameras
using 35 mm. film. No color cameras nor
cameras using film wider than 35 mm. were
tested.

The noise of the quietest studio camera;
tested, if housed in the best blimp yet de-

veloped, would then approximately be 15 to

20db lower than average whispering. If care-

fully serviced and covered by any one of

several good blimps the average camera in

use in Hollywood can be made to operate
at a level 6 to 10 db. less than whispering at

6 feet from the microphone. The sound
emitted by a serviced camera and a good
blimp is low enough to take care of most
requirements and give back to the camera-
man nearly all the mobility he lost when
sound pictures forced him into "ice-box"
booths.

The photographs included in this report are
intended to illustrate the different types of
construction and have no bearing upon their

comparative efficiency.

It will be obvious from the data presented
that the efficiency of the present equipment in

the majority of the studios is far below that

desirable for free use of the covered camera
in taking close-ups. A close-up was recently

shot of a hand writing on paper. The scratch
of the pen was required to stand out alone.

The microphone was eighteen inches from the

camera. Even at the high recording level

necessary, camera noise was not apparent.
The camera was not especially quiet. The
blimp was obviously one of the best.

This report recommends no particular sil-

encing device. The test figures, descriptive

data, and final recommendations will indicate

desirable features in many of those recently
developed. Acoustic excellence, mobility,
convenience in operation, cost, type of con-
struction, materials used, are only a few of
many factors.

The object of the investigation has been
to arrive at a quantitative analysis of the
situation surrounding camera operation, estab-
lish so far as possible some definite scientific

standard and in a measure blaze a pathway
for individual procedure. These objectives, it

is hoped, have been accomplished, and the

results are a unified cooperative presentation
which it is believed will be of value to the
industry.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Although the problem given the Sub-Com-

rnittee was the investigation of silencing de-
vices for cameras, it seems pertinent in pass-
ing to call attention to the large improvements
which await the construction of a more nearly
silent camera. Work is already under way in
this direction and will be touched upon at
another point in this report. It is the Com-
mittee's observation that the following sources
of noise in the camera and driving mech-
anism predomixiate : the intermittent mech-
anism

; gears, journals and bearings; drive
motor; film and reels rubbing in magazines,
and film passing through the camera mech-
anism. As many of the rotating parts gen-
erate sounds in the middle of the useful band
of frequencies, dynamic balance of rotating
parts is desirable. Laboratory tests indicate
that cameras in every-day use in studios vary
over a wide range of noisiness. The periodic
servicing of cameras is urged as a simple
means of reducing troublesome noises.
Light waves and heat waves can be re-

flected and refracted in ways well known in
the sciences and arts. Sound likewise obeys
well-known physical laws, but these laws are
sometimes difficult to interpret.

In any silencing device the endeavor is

made to prevent transmission of sound by
conversion of the sound energy, minute as
it is, into heat.

For our purposes sound is propagated
through insulating structures in three ways:
transfnission, diaphragm action, leakage.

Transmission.
_
The direct transmission of

sound through insulating materials may be
likened to the conduction of heat, or to the
passage of electric current through a resist-
ance. Successful sound insulators therefore
must offer a high resistance to the passage
of sound waves, primarily by air friction in
the tiny openings in such material as wool or
felt, or by internal friction in substances like
rubber. In either case sound attenuation is

obtained by conversion of sound energy into
heat. To be effective in absorbing both low
frequencies and high frequencies, a consider-
able thickness of soft absorbing material is

indicated as desirable.

Diaphragm Action. Roughly described, dia-
phragm action means the propagation of sound
by a vibrating surface. To carry out the
comparison previously used, diaphragm action
may be compared to the radiation of heat or
to the action of a condenser in an electric cir-
cuit. Sound striking a hard metallic surface
is partly reflected back and partly transmitted
by diaphragm action (also by direct trans-
mission). To minimize this form of propa-
gation metal laminations, if used, should be
thick, non-resilient and dense. Lead is prob^
ably the best material answering these require-
ments. Metal layers, if used, should be in
contact with softer materials, which, in addi-
tion to their own absorbing qualities, serve
to damp out any vibrations which may be
set up in the diaphragm. Flat outer surfaces
are undesirable on account of their tendency
to diaphragm action, but are often unavoid-
able. Flat surfaces when used should be of
relatively thick metal, and when possible
braced by fins, angles, or in some other way.
Curved surfaces are obviously better than flat

ones.

Under the heading of diaphragm action
should be considered all forms of radiation,
and this includes the tripod. The tests indi-
cate the necessity of an efficient sound in-
sulating pad between the camera and the tri-

pod head ; otherwise the tripod itself not only
radiates sound, but also transmits it to the
floor, which in turn may act as a resonator.

Leakage. On one excellent blimp a test
was made with the door clamps slightly loos-
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ERPI ENGINEERING
LABORATORY

FIGURE 1

ened. An immediate increase in noise trans-
mission in the order of 10 db was noted.
Few designers realize the necessity of having
a sound insulating structure as nearly air-

tight as possible. Holes or cracks of negligible
size may materially reduce the efficiency of
an otherwise excellent blimp. The avoidance
of leakage obviously means that lens, finder
or any similar openings in the walls must
be carefully sealed with heavy glass.

While a wide variety of blimps were exam-
ined, nearly all of the small effective ones
were of a multi-layer construction. It there-

fore seems safe to conclude that a multi-

layer construction is desirable. In addition

to the more conventional solid insulating ma-
terials used, one blimp of relatively high
efficiency utilized multiple air spaces for in-

sulation. In designing coverings of this kind

it is expedient that each layer be air-tight,

and that the mechanical construction should

minimize the conduction of sound through

supports from one wall to the next.

At the outset the tests indicated that the

flexible drive shaft commonly used in inter-

connecting motors and cameras was a large

producer of noise. Direct connection of motor
and camera, including the housing of the

motor within the same insulating cover with

the camera, is recommended.

The weight which the blimp has added to

the tripod load has necessitated the redesign

of tripods, and the committee is glad to re-

port that several very satisfactory types of

tripod are illustrated.

^ EFFECT OF MAINTENANCE
IN QUIETING CAMERAS

The following statement on camera main-

tenance was furnished by G. W. Jonson of

the Mitchell Camera Company.

The life and usefulness of a camera depend
much on the care it receives. As a test for

endurance we put a camera on a milling ma-
chine, running it at 24 pictures a second con-

tinuously for five weeks, equivalent of two or

three years' use. During the run the camera
was well taken care of and oiled once or

twice a day. At the end of five weeks we
compared measurements with those made at

the beginning and were unable to detect any
wear. A camera properly constructed and
cared for will last a lifetime and give very

little trouble. If not oiled and cleaned when
necessary it will become noisy in a short time.

The unit of a camera that receives the

most wear is the movement. This mechan-

ism pulls the film down and dowels it in

place while the picture is photographed, 1,400

times a minute. The movement, therefore,

should be oiled frequently while in use.

The main parts in the camera itself, where
there is any great amount of wear or fric-

tion, have oilless bearings that take care of
themselves. Any other bearings used are
minor ones that are oiled when the camera
is cleaned, which should be done at least

twice a year.

The aperture plate of the movement should
be taken out, and the aperture itself wiped off,

after every 1,000 foot roll. This should be
done so that no small particles of dirt remain
in the aperture and consequently show in the

picture.

The roller pressure plate behind the film

should be inspected to be sure that the roll-

ers are turning freely and not clos-ged with
any particles of dirt or lint that would prevent
perfect action. A drop of oil should be put
on the film roller and sprocket guides about
once a week.

If these precautions are taken, camera noise

will be reduced to the minimum.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT
The sound proof room at E. R. P. I. Labo-

ratory was utilized for all of the tests. Fig. i

shows the arrangement of the camera and
microphone in the room. The microphone
was suspended at normal camera height and
placed as shown, 6 feet from the center of

the tripod supporting the camera. Since this

setup was used for all of the tests, the results

are directly comparable from the point of
view of sound insulation for the various

camera silencing devices.

Fig. 2 presents a schematic diagram of the

circuit employed, which, it will be noticed, is

similar to a standard recording channel, with
the introduction of an accurate variable at-

tenuator. The mixer and volume control dials

were not used for the quantitative measure-
ments, but were set on their minimum loss

positions.

The method used in determining the noise

from a given camera, and associated motor,
was to measure the noise with the volume
indicator. A variable attenuator was adjusted
to give standard deflection to the volume
indicator, sufficient gain being provided by the

amplifiers so that a definite attenuator read-

ing could be obtained even for a quiet room.

SOUND ROOM

TEST CIRCUIT

AMPLIFIER ROOM

FIGURE 2

The amplifier gains ' and volume indicator
readings were kept constant throughout the
series of tests. The sound insulation value
of the device under test, whether it was a
blanket, bag, composition bungalow or metal
housing, was thus the difference between the
attenuator readings for the camera and motor
without and with the silencing device. Room
noise during the tests was in all cases 5 to
10 db below the quietest camera condition
measured.

TABLE ONE
I. Rigid Camera Silencing Devices

Rela-
Insulatins tion of
value of covered

Principal sound blimp camera to
insulating materials in db's whispering

Balsam wool, hair
felt, masonite 19 —11

Sheet aluminum;
kapoc 15

Cast aluminum,
hair felt 18 — 4

Aluminum, sheet
lead, rubber 21 — 4

Duralumin, sponge
rubber, celluloid 15

Aluminum-felt 18 — 3

Aluminum, lead,
acoustic felt 21 — 8

Felt, sponge rub-
ber. Yucca 14 •— 3

Aluminum, rubber,
fibre, felt 12 4-8

10. Tec-Art 15 -f S

11. United Artists Rubber, ozite, felt,

white cedar 11 — 3

12. Warner Bros. Cellulose-acetate;
air spaces 17 — 2

[Continued in next issued

CAMERA SILENCING DEVICES. Report No. 3

of the Academy Prcducers-Technicians Committee.
Published by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, May 14, 1930. Seventeenth paper of Tech-
nical Digest.

Studio

1. Columbia

2. Educational

3. MGM
4. M G M No.

5. Paramount

6.

7.

Pathe No. 1

Pathe No. 2

8. RKO
9. Tec-Art

MELLAPHONE EQUIPMENT
OFFERS FULL PATENT PROTECTION TO EXHIBITORS

UNDER FULL TONE REPRODUCTION
COMPANY PATENTS

MELLAPHONE
SOUND ON FILM
Advanced mechanically, and embodying the lat-

est units of best known manufacturers in the
sound field. Finest Photo Electric Cells. All
aluminum filmheads, uses no chains. Latest
Samson Head Amplifiers. ^4 H. P. motors. Fin-
est Optical System attainable. Gleason gears.

MELLAPHONE
TURN TABLES

Steady and vibrationless operation, balanced
flywheels, Gleason gears, ballbearing through-
out. Res5mchronizer. Spring Suspended Fil-
ter. Audak or Electrical Research Lab. Pick-
ups. Leveling pedestal screws. Guard, lamps,
and needle cups.

Write or wire for full information. Territory for dealers.

Quality, accuracy, and simplicity are fore-

most in the construction of Mellaphone
Equipment. It is tlie stt.ndard equipment,
by which all others are compared, for the
medium sized house.

MELLAPHONE CORPORATION It^^S^
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METHODS OF SILENCING ARCS

(Concluded from last issue)

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIOS
Osc. 589, 590. Westinghouse D. C. Gener-

ator. M.G. Set No. 1, Plant No. 2. Volts

125. Amp. 1200. KW. 150. R.P.M. 1000.

132 commutator bars. Positive No. 2430836.

Negative No. 2430885. Synchronous motor
drive.

Osc. 591, 592. General Electric D. C. Gen-
erator. AI.G. Set, Plant No. 3. No load volts

120. Full load volts 125. Amp. 800. R.P.M.
500. Type MP Class 6-100-500. Positive No.
177517. 180 commutator bars. Negative No.
60456. 204 commutator bars. Induction motor
drive.

Osc. 593, 594. Westinghouse D. C. Gener-
ator. M.G. Set (2 wire) with balancer set,

plant No. 3. Volts 230. Amp. 1365. Style

LA5y877. R.P.M. 395. Serial No. 416916.

288 commutator bars. Induction motor drive.

Balancer Set. Volts 125. Amp. 200. KW.
25. R.P.M. 1100. 98 commutator bars. No.
417382. No. 417387.

Osc. 595, 596. Ridgwav D. C. Generator.

M.G. Set No. 2, Plant No. 1. No load volts

120. Full load volts 125. Amp. 1200. R.P.M.
1000. Design 18E01. 99 commutator bars.

Positive No. 3037. Negative No. 3036. Syn-
chronous motor drive.

Osc. 597. Ridgway D. C. Generator. M.G.
Set No. 1, Plant No. 1. No load volts 120.

Full load volts 125. Amp. 1200. R.P.AI. 1000.

Design 18E01. 99 commutator bars. Positive

No. 3463. Negative No. 3462. Synchronous
motor drive.

Osc. 598, 599. Ridgway D. C. Generator.
M.G. Set No. 3, Plant No. 1. No load volts

120. Full load volts 125. Amp. 1200. R.P.M.
1000. Design 18E01. 99 commutator bars.

Positive No. 3544. Negative No. 3543. Syn-
chronous motor drive.

Osc. 600, 601. General Electric D. C. Gen-
erator. Portable M.G. Set. Volts 115. Amp.
1310. R.P.M. 1000. Type MPC-6-1SO-1000
Form L. 132 commutator bars. Positive No.
1202282. Negative No. 1202283. Synchronous
motor drive.

Osc. 602, 603. Allis-Chalmers D. C. Gener-
ator. Portable M.G. Set. Volts 115. Amp.
760. R.P.M. 1465. 120 commutator bars.

Positive No. 119466. Negative No. 119467.

Induction motor drive.

Osc. 593, 594, with balancer set.

The positive and negative generators were
loaded together.

Nature Approx.
Percent Bipple of Percent

Osc. Machine Load Frequency Bipple Variation

589 Westinghouse.. — 1100 Even 2.4

-t- 1100 Even 1.8
590 Westinghouse.. —108 1100 Even 1.5

4-108 1100 Even 1.3
591 Gen. Electric.... — 750 Even 0.5

-I- 850 Tagged 0.9
592 Gen. Electric... —110 750 Jagged 0.5

-1-110 850 Tagged 0.4
59.3 Westinghouse.. — 700 Jagged 1.7

(Single unit) -|- 700 Jagged 1.4
594 Westinghouse.. —128 700 Jagged 1.6

4-128 700 Tagged 1.6
59d Ridgway — 3300 Even 0.3

4- 3300 Even 0.9
j96 Ridgway —117 3300 Even 0.4

-1-117 3300 Even 0.4
597 Ridgway — 3300 Even 0.5

4- 3300 Even 0.7

Nature Approx.
Percent Ripple of Percent

Oic, .Machine Load Frequency Ripple Variation

598 Ridgway — 3300 Jagged 1.9

rr.^ „.j + 3300 Even 1.1
599 Ridgway —117 3300 Tagged 5.7

^,,. „ _, +112 3300 Tagged 1.0
600 Gen. Electric... — 1100 Even 14

I'ortablc + 1100 Even 1 3
601 Gen. Electric... — 69 1100 Even 6+ 69 1100 Even 5
602 All'S-Cha'mcrs., — 1 500 Even 1

Pc-table 4- 1500 Even 5
603 Allis-Chalmcrs.. —145 1500 Even 11

+ 145 1500 Even 0^6

METHODS OF SILENCING ARCS. Ret'ort No 2
of the Academy Producers-Technicians Committee
Published by the Academy of Motion Pictnre Arts
and Sciences, Ilollyn'ood, May 14, 1930. Sixteenth
paper of Technical Digest.

PATHE STUDIOS, INC.
Osc. 604, 605. Allis-Chalmers D. C. Gener-

ator. M.G. Set No. 1. Volts 115-125. Amp.
1200. KW. 150. R.P.M. 1000. 109 commu-
tator bars. Positive No. 119780. Negative No.
119779. Synchronous motor drive.

Osc. 606, 607. Allis-Chalmers D. C. Gen-
erator. M.G. Set No. 2. Volts 115-125. Amps.
1200. KW. 150. R.P.M. 1000. 109 commu-
tator bars. Positive No. 121543. Negative No.
121542. Synchronous motor drive.

Osc. 608, 609. Allis-Chalmers D. C. Gen-
erator. AI.G. Set No. 3. Volts 115. Amp.
2174. KW. 250. R.P.M. 750. 112 commu-
tator bars. Positive No. 124015. Negative
No. 124014. Synchronous motor drive.

The positive and negative generators were
loaded separately.

Nature Approx.
Percent Eipple of Percent

Oso. Machine Load Frequency Bipple Variation

604 Allis-Chalmers.. — 1800 Even 2.1

-I- 1800 Even 1.8

605 Allis-Chalmers.. —100 1800 Even 0.4
-1-100 1800 Even 0.3

606 Allis-Chalmers.. — 1800 Even 2.1 -

4- 1800 Even 2.1
607 Allis-Chalmers.. —100 1800 Even 0.2

-flOO 1800 Even 0.6
608 Allis-Chalmers.. — 1400 Even 1.2

+ 1400 Even 1.2

609 Allis-Chalmers.. — 55 1400 Even 1.2

-f 55 1400 Even 0.8

UNITED ARTISTS STUDIO CORP.
Osc. 610, 611. General Electric D. C. Gen-

erator. M.G. Set No. 1. Volts 115. Amp.
1300. KW. ISO. R.P.M. 1000. 132 commu-
tator bars. Positive No. 1201884. Negative
No. 1201886. Synchronous motor drive.

Osc. 612, 613. Westinghouse D. C. Gener-
ator. M.G. Set No. 2. Volts 115. Amp. 1200.

KW. 150. R.P.M. 980. 132 commutator bars.

Positive No. 2566963. Negative No. 2566962.
Induction motor drive.

Osc. 614, 615. Westinghouse D. C. Gener-
ator. M. G. Set No. 3. Volts 125. Amp.
1200. KW. 150. R.P.M. 980. 132 commu-
tator bars. Positive No. 2372763. Negative
No. 2372764. Induction motor drive.

Osc. 616, 617. Ideal Portable D. C. Gener-
ator. M.G. Set. Volts 125. Amp. 600. KW.
75. R.P.M. 1480. 80 commutator bars. Posi-
tive No. 33478. Negative No. 33477. Induc-
tion motor drive.

Osc. 618, 619. Allis-Chalmers Portable D.
C. Generator. M.G. Set. Volts 115-120. Amp
1250. KW. 150. R.P.M. 1450. 120 commu-
tator Bars. Positive No. 115985. Negative
No. 115984. Induction motor drive.

The positive and negative generators were
loaded together.

Nature Approx.
Percent Bipple of Percent

Osc. Machine Load Frequency Bipple Variation
610 Gen. Electric... — 1100 Even 1.7

-|- 1100 Even 1.7
611 Gen. Electric... —65 1100 Even 1.1

-f- 65 1100 Even 0.3

612 Westinghouse... — 1100 Even 1.0

+ 1100 Even 0.9
613 Westinghouse.... — 43 1100 Even 0.6

-I- 46 1100 Even 0.7
614 Westinghouse.... — 1100 Even 3.2

-I- 1100 Even 3.1

615 Westinghouse... — 58 1100 Even 3.1

+ 67 1100 Even 2.7
6!6 Ideal Portable... — 2000 Tagged 0.3

-I- 2000 Tagged 0.1

617 Ideal Portable... — 50 2000 Tagged 0.6
-1- 50 2000 Tagged 0.4

618 .Mlis-Chalmers.. — 1500 Even 0.6
Portable + 1500 Even 0.5

619 Portable — 25 1500 Tagged 0.7

-I- 32 1500 jagged 0.9

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS
Osc. 620, 621. Allis-Chalmers D. C. Gen-

erator. M.G. Set. Volts 115. ./^mp. 1300.

KW. 150. R.P.M. 1000. 216 commutator bars.

Positive No. 121468. Negative No. 121467.

Synchronous motor drive.

The positive and negative generators were
loaded together.

Nature Approx.
Percent Bipple of Percent

Osc. Machine Load Frequency Bipple Variation
620 -Mlis- Chalmers.. — 1800 Even 2.8

-t- 1800 Even 2.1

621 Allis-Chalmers.. — 75 1800 Even 1.0
-)- 65 1800 Even 0.6

EDUCATIONAL STUDIO, INC.
Osc. 622, 623. Westinghouse D. C. Genera-

tor. M.G. Set. Volts 125. Amp. 1200. KW.
150. R.P.M. 1000. 132 commutator bars.

Positive No. 2468792. Negative No. 2468793.
Synchronous motor drive.

Osc. 624, 625. Westinghouse Portable D. C.
Generator. Portable M.G. Set. Volts 125.

Amp. 600. KW. 75. R.P.M. 950. 119 com-
mutator bars. Positive No. 4340104. Negative
No. 4340105. Induction motor drive.

The positive and negative generators were
loaded together.

Nature Approx.
Percent Bipple of Percent

Osc. Alachine lioad Frequency Ripple Variation
622 Westinghouse... — 1100 Even 0.5— 1100 Even 0.8
623 Westinghouse.... — 92 1100 Jagged 1.3— 80 1100 Jagged 0.6
624 Westinghouse.... — 1325 Even 0.6

Portable — 1325 Even 0.6
625 Portable — 90 650 Jagged 1.3— 88 650 Jagged 0.8

MACK SENNETT FILM CORP.
Osc. 626, 627. General Electric D. C. Gen-

erator. Volts 125. Amp. 360. KW. 45.
R.P.M. 960 (West motor). 116 commutator
bars.

_
Positive No. 29009. Negative No. 29008.

Westinghouse induction motor drive.

Osc. 628, 629. Westinghouse D. C. Genera-
tor. M.G. Set. Volts 125. Amp. 400. KW.
SO. R.P.M. 950. 76 commutator bars. Posi-
tive No. 2205821.

_
Negative No. 2205820. In-

duction motor drive.

The positive and negative generators were
loaded together.

Nature Approx.
Percent Ripple of Percent

Osc. Machine Load Frequency Ripple Variation
626 Gen Electric... — 1950 Jagged 0.2— 1950 Jagged 0.6
627 Gen. Electric... —145 1750 Jagged 0.4

—169 1750 Jagged 0.4
628 Westinghouse... — u 650 Jagged 0.7— 650 Even 0.9
629 Westinghouse.... — 93— 85
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1931 Victor Radio-Electrola

Carries Home-Recording

Device; Has Better Tone
Victor Radio-Electrola sets for 1931 will

carry a home-recording attachment, says an
announcement from Harry C. Grubbs of the
RCA Victor Company.
With the home-recording device on the new

RE-57 models, any one in the home may record
his, or her, voice. The records need no
"developing" and may be played back as soon
as the performer finishes. They are unbreak-
able.

The Victor radio, which is a part of this

set, retains its micro-synchronous principle of
last year, but other fundamentals have been
altered. Five tuned circuits are employed,
with four screen grid tubes, including the new
power detector. An improved corrugated cone
loudspeaker and better tone control are other
new features.

^^French Fried,^^ Terry-Toon s

Latest, Billed in 2 Houses
"French Fried," the latest Educational

release in the Paul Terry-Toon group, is billed

for a week's engagement, beginning Septem-
ber 12, at the Strand theatres in New York
and Brooklyn.
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Pacent Sound Sales

Pick Up; 6 Sets Go
To Spain ^ 2 to Cuba

Pacent Reproducer Corporation reports a

sharp increase in sales of sound sets abroad
during the last few weeks and announces there

is a possibility that a company branch may be

established in Cuba.
H. C. Hogencamp, Pacent engineer, has been

sent to Cuba to supervise installation of two
new sound systems which are to be placed in

the Rivoli Cinema theatre and the Cine Cuba
house, both in Havana. The company plans to

keep Hogencamp in Cuba to oversee its future

activities, it is said.

Seven Pacent installations have also been
made in Porto Rico, one is in Santo Domingo,
one in the British West Indies and three in

Venzuela, with more sets to follow.

Six sound systems have also been shipped by
Pacent to Spain, where James Cullen is in

charge of installation.

Frank E. Mauer has been added to the

Pacent sales staff, while Ernest Lehne has
joined the company's engineering service

department.

W. E. Gets Order for
30 Installations in

SouthAmerican Chain
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Contracts have
been received by Electrical Research Products
for Western Electric sound installations in the
theatres of the Cinematographica Nacional
Espanola, S. A., which operates in the neigh-
borhood of Barcelona. It is understood that
the Western Electric system was decided upon
for 30 houses run by the company, after ex-
perimentation for a year with five different

types of equipment.
Immediate installation will be made in the

Tivoli, Cordal, Excellsior, Cataluna, Capitol
and Pathe Palace in Barcelona with other con-
tracts to follow.

Second Semester

OfR CA Projection

Course Completed
Second semester instruction has been com-

pleted in the course for sound projectionists

conducted at the RCA Photophone installa-

tion and service offices, 438 West Thirty-
seventh street, New York.
The course, which extended over a period of

17 weeks, covered the fundamentals of sound
and electricity, the theory and operation of
rectifying and amplifying tubes, as well as a

detailed study of all types o'f Photophone
reproducing sets.

W. E. Harkness Made
Sales Head of Erpi
Educational Division

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—W. E. Harkness

has been appointed general sales manager of
the educational department of Electrical Re-
search Products. He will work under the
supervision of Colonel F. L. Devereux, general
manager of that department.

Harkness has for years been associated with
the American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany and the Western Electric Company.

Erpi Service Calls Drop from One
A Month per House to One a Year

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—An indication of the rapid development and improve-
ment in sound reproduction is contained in a report just issued by H. M. Wilcox,
operating manager of Electrical Research Products.

"In December, 1928," said Wilcox, "the Vitaphone branches will have been established

service department of Electrical Research in every exchange center to service exhibi-
Products cleared 1000 emergency calls among tors with Vitaphone Varieties,
theatres that were then equipped. That rep- The newest to open is at Des Moines with
resented one call per month per theatre. In

j^,];_ j Comer as mana^-er.
July, 1930, the department cleared 480 emer-
gency calls from 4500 theatres, an average of
about one call per theatre per year."

Wilcox admonished the exhibitor against

having the sound in his theatre too loud, a
situation which impairs the quality.

"One of the contributing causes to this con-
dition," he said, "is the fact that many the-

atre managers try to regulate their sound
volume by starting the fader at a louder in-

tensity than will be necessary. From that

they expect to lower it imtil they are satisfied

with the volume.

"The fallacy of this procedure is that the

ear, attuned to over-volume at the start, be-

comes volume-proof. Sensitivity is deadened,
with the result that the listener is satisfied

with the volume before it has actually been
diminished to a level that should be used.

"The proper way to regulate volume is to

start the fader low and work it up to the

proper volume. Another trait that is retard-

ing the realization of entirely satisfactory re-

production is the tendency to adjust sound
volume to meet the requirements of the worst
seats in the house instead of the best.

"The individual judging volume quality

often stands in the rear of the balcony or
some other place where good reproduction is

notoriously hard to obtain. The volume is

adjusted where it is satisfactory to the hearer
there, instead of being adjusted so that it

will be satisfactory for the vast majority of

the seats.

"The desirabilitv for conservative volume
should be obvious."

Warner to Give Vitaphone

Service in All Exchanges;

New Branch at Des Moines
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 11.—Within four weeks,
according to Claude C. Ezell, general sales

manager of Warner Brothers, Vitagraph-

Wisconsin Houses
Turn to Sound as

Better Season Looms
A steady line of transition from silent to

talking pictures is going forward in Wisconsin,
as in other states, where exhibitors are making
preparations to get their share of the good
business in the coming show season.

The Mikadow house, Manitowoc, Wis., has
reopened with sound pictures after being
closed for two weeks during which the change
from silents was effected. Francis Kadow,
manager, also arranged several minor changes,

such as staggering two rows of seats to elim-

inate poor vision and planting two outside

rows.

Work on the new Orpheum theatre, Green
Bay, Wis., is almost completed. The house is

to have sound and will be equipped with a

three-manual Barton organ. Its modernistic

decorative scheme was planned by the United
Studios of Chicago. Seating capacity is 1,200.

Arrangements have been made for the showing
of vaudeville.

In LaCrosse, Wis., the Bijou, Strand and
Riviera houses opened early this month after

being dark long enough to permit installation

of Western Electric sound in all three.

Under the new name of R K O Main Street,

the old Orpheum theatre at Racine, Wis., com-
pletely repaired, has reopened with RCA
Photophone sound apparatus and a cooling

system. The policy of the house will be to

present vaudeville with the regular shows on
Sundays.

Hay Fever? Good
Publicity Material

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOUISVILLE, Sept. 11.—In a re-

cent discussion of hay iever in one of
the Louisville newspapers Dr. N.
Douglass Abell, one of Louisville's
most noted physicians, and a very
Bne surgeon, was quoted as having
stated that some hay fever victims
find relief in the downtown theatres,

where the washed air is purified and
free of all dust, pollen, etc., and also
moist. He also stated that by cor-
recting defects in nasal passages it

is often possible to produce relief,

through pollens no longer affecting

the membranes.
So far none of the theatres have

taken advantage of the opportunity
of advertising temporary relief from
hay fever by attending their shows.

Pathe opens Large
Sound Studio Near
Paris; R CA-Equipped

The Pathe Cinema Studios at Joinville-le-

Pont, located five miles from Paris, have be-
gun production of French talking pictures,

after undergoing reconstruction. The studios,

said to be the most completely equipped on the

continent, contain six separate studios of

varying sizes. The largest is 50 feet wide and
80 feet long.

RCA Photophone sound equipment, to-

gether with a number of sound recording
trucks have been installed. Five separate pro-

jection booths with RCA Photophone sound
apparatus are among the improvements in-

cluded in the rehabilitation of the old Pathe
Cinema Studios.

One of the features of Studio D, the largest

of the six, is a huge tank installed for making
under water shots. Studios F and G are so

arranged that they may be converted into one
huge studio having a floor space of 3,500

square feet.

Each of the six studios has its own technical

organization, rooms for artists, administration

offices, and so on.
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BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Tieups, Ads, Stunts Make Seven Big Days

For "Dixiana" Advance Showing
"First with the latest" is a good slogan

for a newspaper or a style shop but it fits

equalh^ well for motion picture exhibi-

tion. The exhibitor who can be first in

his community with a picture or first in

putting over a new exploitation stunt is

the man who gets results at the box
office. People like to see "first" things,

and "first" pictures are not excluded.

Earl Payne, manager of the Palace-
Orpheum theatre in Milwaukee capitalized

on the "first" idea in a big campaign for
the advance showing in Milwaukee of
"Dixiana." The film was billed as a "pre-
view," although it ran seven days. News-
paper ads, tieups and throwaways all

featured the preview as a popular-priced
show.

Hostess Contest Is Popular

One of the principal features, and one
which could profitably be picked up by
other exhibitors, was the staging of a
hostess contest in a hookup with a news-
paper. The paper ran stories for eight
consecutive days prior to the opening
night, explaining that the public would
select the most popular contestant to act
as hostess in the Palace-Orpheum lobby on
opening night.

The winner of the contest was given a

$150 evening ensemble, the result of an
apparel shop tieup, and a cash prize of $50.

Sid Stein, publicity manager for the Palace,
who is evidently quite a versatile fellow,

acted as master of ceremonies in a radio

broadcast under the marquee on the first

night. As prominent city and theatrical

figures reached the theatre they were
brought to the microphone to add their

share to the ballyhoo on the picture. The
hostess assisted Stein at the mike and did
her bit to make things sociable in the

lobby.

21 Walgreen Stores Tie Up
Twenty-one Walgreen stores were con-

tracted for the distribution of 50,000 nap-
kins with copy on the show as an advance
feature. Four of these stores also featured
a line of toiletries in window displays with
stills from the picture scattered in the
array. The remaining 17 stores carried

window strips advertising both the toilet

goods and "Dixiana." In addition each of

the drug establishments prepared a "Dixi-
ana Mint Julip" which was served before
and during the showing.

Fifteen Victor dealers, when they mailed
out 5,000 monthly statements to customers,
also mailed a statement on the picture, fea-

turing the song hits from "Dixiana." These
same dealers posted window strips inside

and out at their stores plugging the song

hits. Forty-five other music stores in the

city, most of them dealers in sheet music,

carried similar advertising.

Print Biography of Bebe Daniels

A biography of Bebe Daniels, featured

player in the film, was run in one of the

newspapers five days before the opening,

while another daily had 300 of its newsboys
placard their bags two weeks in advance
with signs, "Don't Miss 'Dixiana' at the

R K O Palace-Orpheum."

In the lobby of the theatre, a phono-
graph played every day for two weeks in

advance featuring numbers from "Dixiana."

On the evening of the opening show,
which began at 10 o'clock, orangeade was
served free through a tieup. Another tieup

brought a refrigerator to cool the drinks.

Confetti and balloons decked the lobby and
motion pictures of the crowds were taken,

a stunt that certainly helped to boost the

attendance, for a lot of people think there

is nothing quite like being in a "movie," no
matter how lowly.

Carl Biron, who did the art work, devised
a special button for the ushers reading
" 'Dixiana' Is Coniing," which was worn
several weeks in advance.

Newspapers considered the advance
showing so important that they devoted six

pictures and 11 stories to the event.

V BEBE DJIIEIS V;

TOMITE 10 P.M. "DIXrANA" PRElflEII
aRiMie PUBLIC AT IIGULAII PRICE

The RKO Palace-Oplmum theatre in Milwaukee gave an advance showing of seven days duration for RKO Radio Pictures' "Dixiana," and
kept the crowds coming continuously by running the show at popular prices. A hostess contest was run prior to the opening and the winning
girl acted as hostess in the lobby on opening night. She is shown at the right in a radio stunt. Sid Stein, publicity manager for the Palace, is

at the mike.
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Robert Clarke Keeps R K O
Exploitation Moving in

Los Angeles with His Art
Folks, meet Robert (Bob) Clarke, head

of the art department for RKO theatres
in Los Angeles. Clarke is the "man behind
the gun," so to
speak, in the load-
ing of all exploita-
tion ammunition for

RKO houses in his

city. One of his lat-

est masterpieces, the
12 newspaper ads
for the Orpheum
theatre's "Dixiana"
campaign, was re-

cently reproduced in

these columns. In
addition to ads, he
handles window dis-

plays, lobby layouts
and miscellaneous
art work of every
description.
His middle initial, "H.," by the way,

stands for "Horiginality," so they say.

Wonder if that's his real name or just an
adopted one. Anyhow it's a good one for
any theatre artist.

Robert Clarke

600-Pound Birthday Cake

Feeds Multitudes at 8th

Anniversary of Orpheum
Six hundred pounds of birthday cake, all in

one chunk, that's what Nat Holt, city manager
of Fox theatres in Wichita, Kan., used to ex-
ploit "Let's Go Native" at the Fox-Orpheum.
The eighth anniversary of the theatres was
celebrated simultaneously.
The mammoth cake was made by a local

bakery. Pieces from it were served with coffee

to all patrons, and it contained enough to serve
hundreds.
During anniversary week a girl pianist and

a male singer were featured in the lobby and
a local quartet was one of the principal fea-

tures on the stage.

Forhan Gives Prizes to

Youngsters for Regular

Attendance at Matinees
George J. Forhan, manager of the Belle the-

atre, Belleville, Ont., is endeavoring to pro-
mote juvenile interest in his shows by offering
prizes to those who attend 10 consecutive
Saturday matinees.
He has organized a Saturday matinee club.

Each child member is given a card which is

punched each time the youngster attends a
show on Saturday afternoon. As an added at-

traction, Forhan one Saturday offered cash
prizes for all bouquets brought in by kiddies.

The bouquet also entitled its holder to free
admission. After the flowers had been gath-
ered in, they were sent to local hospitals.

Four dollars is what it cost W. F. Haycock, manager of the Star theatre. Callaway, Neb., to

decorate his automobile in this fashion. The imitation locomotive pulled two cars which
carried additional ballyhoo on the theatre and its pictures'. Haycock himself is shown

crouching near the rear wheel of the car.

Star Theatre Has
Parade for Pictures

At Callaway, Neb.
W. F. Haycock, manager of the " Star

theatre, Callaway, Neb., set out to tell his

town about pictures at the Star theatre
and organized a parade, with the lead car
decorated to represent a locomotive.

The "locomotive" carried a huge banner
on its side with the words: "Bringing loads
of good pictures for the Star theatre."

Two old lumber wagons were hooked be-
hind to represent freight cars, these being
covered with advertising for coming at-

tractions. On the "cab" of the lead car

was a large photograph of Charles Farrell.

Four dollars is all it cost to decorate the

car, says Haycock, and the publicity it

brought made it a paying stunt.

"I have a small house here, only 175

seats," explains the Star manager in his

letter. "I used to be a regular contributor

to the columns of the Exhititors Herald be-

fore it was merged with the World, and after

several years' absence I have now come back
into the exhibition business. Best wishes for

the continuation of your good magazine."

Thanks, W. F., and come again.

splendidly for a while, but alas, the syndicate
owning the cartoons was not pleased with the

idea at all, and said so. This led Harvey to

try the bear stunt and it's a bearcat, he says.

Home Talent Kiddie Revue
Packs Fort Wayne Palace

L. S. Brown, manager of the Palace theatre.

Fort Wayne, Ind., has found that stage shows
with juvenile actors are still a popular draw-
ing card. At a special presentation of the

RKO Kiddie Revue, capacity crowds attended

almost every performance. There were 100

juvenile entertainers in the show, all of them
local children between the ages of five and 15

vears.

Bear in Newspaper Ads Is

Bearcat Idea for Picture

Exploiting in San Francisco

The bear, an animal whose likeness is found
on the state emblem of California, is being
used as an exploitation means by Robert
Harvey, director of the Northern California

division of Fox West Coast Theatres.

Harvey has taken the bear under his wing
in an advertising plan whereby the animal
holds forth in theatrical sections of San Fran-
cisco Sunday papers. Each week the bear is

drawn in a set of new poses and antics.

Several months ago, Harvey tried the idea

of putting comic strip characters into news-
paper ads for shows. The plan worked out

M. A. Lightman, Pres., M.P.T.O.A.,

just played it over his entire circuit!

EXHIBITORS SAY—
Another "ROAD TO RUIN"

A Few Good State Rights Left

"The PRIMROSE

PATH'
\f9 ALL TALKING

SENSATION with
HELEN FOSTER

Territories Available

Wisconsin, Indiana, Missouri, Arkansas, West Vir-

ginia, Washington, D. C, Delaware, Maryland,

Virginia, Nortli and Soutli Carolina., Mississippi.

Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Minnesota, North and
South Dakota.

Reasonable advance balance on lime

ROADSHOW PICTURES
ALBEET DEZEL, General Manager

724 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
Phone Harrison 825r—CHICAGO
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These two pictures show the lobby display at the Rialto theatre, Oklahoma City, for "Ingagi," film produced by Congo Pictures, Ltd. Although
almost every detail is ivorked out in cardboard the element of reality is certainly significant. Paul Ketchum, assistant manager, directed

plans for the layout which included cutouts of an elephant, a giraffe, an ape and a human being (guess his nationality.)

Has Anybody Any More Puzzles ?

Ben Schwartz Eats Them Up in Ohio
Here conies another exhibitor with a puzzle. Ben Schwartz writes from Mans-

field, O., to explain how he worked out a clever stunt to draw juvenile atten-

dance at his Majestic theatre. Puzzles are always an attraction to kiddies, if they

are not too difficult and they can be a real factor in bringing the youngsters to

shows, as Schwartz has illustrated.

Ad Campaign Plays

Up Actors Only for

Animal Crackers ^^

He ran his puzzle contest in connection with
the showing of "Dawn Patrol." Several days
before the opening Schwartz invited all young-
sters to try their skill at the gag. The puzzles,
in anagram form, appeared in newspaper ads
^yith copy explaining them. Further informa-
tion of the contest was given on posters and
screen notices. Only boys and girls under 14
years of age were eligible, and the first 20 to
submit correct answers by 6 o'clock on the
night of the opening were given passes good
a; any time.

A Simple Puzzle—But

Here is the puzzle as Schwartz presented
it—try it yourself.

Mix "S" into "Dawn" and get magic
sticks.

POSTER PRINTING
Cards—1-2-3-4-8-24 Sheets

Type or Special Designed Engraved
Posters

CHICAGO SHOW
PRINTING CO.

222-224 W.Madison St.
RANDOLPH 3217

Mix 'W' into "rinses" and get what we
all are.

Mix "S" into "tablet" and get what
Dick Barthelmess saw plenty of in "Dawn
Patrol."

Mix "W'" into "share" and get what
the plumber puts into your faucet.

Mix "K" into "fine" and get what we
use every day.

Schwartz didn't send along any answers, so

we were obliged to work out some of our own.
Here is what we got: For the first one on
"Dawn," we got the word "wands" ; for

"rinses," "sinners" ; for "tablet," "battles" ; for

"share," "washer"; for "fine," "knife." Appar-
ently these are correct, but maybe you can get

other words from the puzzle. At any rate, it's

a good little teaser for the kiddies.

Brings Whole Family to Show

When youngsters start on a puzzle such as

this they invariably drag their parents or older

brothers and sisters in on it before they finish.

The fact that there were two allusions to

"Dawn Patrol" in the problem made it still

better.

The Majestic manager followed this line of

reasoning that parents of children who won
tickets usually felt obligated to attend the

show, too, either to chaperon their youngster
or to reciprocate to the theatre for the free

admission to the child. Juvenile friends of the

winners also were attracted to the show. That
line of reasoning is pretty accurate; get the

kiddies interested in a contest and you have
their families in on it, too.

This stunt holds good for many other ex-

hibitors. The puzzle need not be used exactly

as Schwartz made it, for it is easy enough to

figure out another of the same kind to fit

whatever attraction is on the bill.

ii

When you have a picture by a set of actors
whose reputation is established, don't play up
the bigness or greatness of the show; just
play the names of the actors and the film.

That is the policy of the CaHfornia theatre,
San Francisco.

The policy is a good one, no doubt about it,

states Robert E. Hicks, manager, and J. Gault,
director of publicity. They tried it on "Ani-
mal Crackers," advertising only the Marx
Brothers and the name of the film and leaving
the public to form its own conclusions con-
cerning the entertainment.

All stress was laid on advertising. Many-
likely tieups were passed up. Poster and
newspaper display was doubled and all of it

announced only the picture and the names of
the comedians.

Practically the only stunt used outside the
display ads was the placing of a dummy on
the marquee. Before the picture went into
the house, he sat for days staring skyward.
A large sign at his feet said : "Believe it or
not, I'm looking for the Marx Brothers in

'Animal Crackers'."

One other little item was the distribution at
the exit of cards with small bags of peanuts
attached.

This is one instance where a particular type
of exploitation was more effective than a lot

of varied schemes. There were continuous
crowds from beginning to end of the billing.

Berkeley House Has Matinee

For 300 Juvenile Policemen
When 300 members of the Junior Traffic

Police at Berkeley, Cal., representing patrols
from 19 schools of the city, gathered at the
city hall to shake hands with August Voll-
mer, police chief, the Fox U. C. theatre got
busy and arranged a special free matinee for
the youngsters.

Clarence W. Laws, manager, had them
march through the downtown section on their

way to the theatre. The stunt gave him a

good ad and brought the friendship of the
youngsters.
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5,000 Free Samples

Of Cosmetics Go in

Theatre-Drug Tieup
Tieup with a wholesale drug company

gave Charles C. Couch, manager of the
United Artists theatre, Portland, Ore., a

wealth of advertising on "Let Us Be Gay."
The tieup exploited both the picture and

a new line of cosmetics manufactured by
the company. A set of 12 stills showing
Norma Shearer, star of the film, in the
act of making up for the street was the
feature of a series of window displays.
Twelve of these window displays were
situated in key locations above the city.

Posters called attention to the fact that
Miss Shearer was using Valiant Black
Tulip cosmetics. 22x28 colored poster
from the local film exchange gave the nec-
essary information of the picture.

At the theatre, girl ushers gave special
heralds to all women, entitling them to re-

ceive a free bottle of perfume at any of the
12 drug stores listed.

The tieup stunt was such a success that

the various stores of the drug company
gave away over 5,000 free samples of

toiletries. All in all, the cost to the drug
concern was $1,800, while the only cost to

the theatre was the expense of printing the

heralds. The worth of the idea at the box
box office was evident in the fact that hun-
dreds of subsequent requests were received
at the box office for the heralds by women
who stated their friends had received the
t^ratis perfume and had commented upon
it.

RELIEVE IT OR NOT -byGypley

^'They Learned About Women*
And TieupSy Too, at Lynchburg
"They Learned About Women" and they

also learned about tieups in Lynchburg,
Va., when J. B. Trent, manager of the
Trenton theatre, set to work exploiting the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film.

As the playing date of "They Learned
About Women" approached, Trent enlisted

the aid of the Power Laundries in promot-
ing an anagraphic puzzle. A large herald
showing the puzzle and carrying copy of

the picture was attached to each package
of clothes laundered by the company's
plants. The Power Laundries also carried
newspaper advertising on the stunt and
passes to the show were given as prizes.

Shreveport Manager Has
Birthday and Some Party

A. Browne Parkes, manager of the Strand
theatre in Shreveport, La., recently was ten-

dered a surprise birthday party by officials

and employes of the Saenger-Ehrlich Enter-
prises. The party of 50 left immediately after

the last show and drove out to the Moor-
ingsport road from Shreveport, where water-
melons and other refreshments were served.
And Parks got a real sendof? into another
year of show business.

MOVIE STAR ROTOGRAVURES
JUST OUT. 25c SELLERS. READY FOR FRAMING

Up to 1,000 5c Each
1,000 or Over 4c Each
Nancy OarroII. Janet Gaynor>
Charles Farrell, Greta Garbo,
John Barrymore, Maurice Cher-
alier, Dolores Costello, Bebe
Daniels. Conrad Na^l, John
Boles, Marilyn Miller, Clara Bow,
Ronald Colman, Wm. Haines,
Ramon Navarro, John Gilbert.
Buddy Rogrers. Rady Vallee,
Richard Dix, Richard Barthel-
mess, Mary Brian, Alice White.
Joan Craivford. Norma Shearer.

Write for Set of "FREE SAMPLES"
One-Fonrth Deposit on C. O. D. Orders.

M. E. MOSS © PUB. CO., Hartford, Conn.

AN ENTIP-E ROW OF PEOPLE- AO*

WARN?R BROS. HOULYWOOt> THtA^TRg

LAUGREP TMEIR. HEADS. OTP AT
''"TOP '^^£Zt> " I

AM INDIAN STooo OM
HIS HEAvV ON A PrtONO&RAPH
NEEPLE FOK \S YSARJ ATT
G-AR.'Y, ihjDIAv^A, EATING-
WARMEB. PROS. HOUtYWOOO
TUt/^TRe TICKETS AWC>
Mi;mblim(? "top spEtt>

"

HE FiNALLV Got in

To It ft THE ?«0W./

lOOO PEOPLE

2 HOURS

2ooo PEOPLE

A WARMEir BRO?- HOUYWOOO
THEATfte AU01EUC& INCEEA?EC>

ITSELP TWOFOLD WrtKIM TW» HOUBf

IT JAW "Top ^peep'anp wac
POVBLED WltH UUffHTEU. /

A ^TfAM nwwL AT Httiyweop

AMP ViME 9r. HJf ^EEU CRrfNe-

ptIttMro MOKTHf $INCe IT SAW
JOE •B- PBOWNj MOUTH /

Here is a profitable stunt for house artists in spare time. Run as a newspaper ad or throw-
away, the idea is a capital one for exploitation. That's what the Hollywood theatre at Los
Angeles found it to be for promoting First National's "Top Speed," starring Joe E. Brown.

A rather clever take-off on a certain cartoonist, isn't it?

Safety Pin Insures

All Patrons Against

"Little Accident^^
A "Little Accident" insurance policy is

one of the promotoin gags being tried by
Universal Pictures to exploit its new film,

"Little Accident."
The "policy" comes in a small envelope

labeled: "Free 'Little Accident' insurance
policy." Upon opening the envelope, one
finds that it contains a strip of cardboard
with a safety pin attached. Additional copy
says: "Your protection against any little

accident." (A sketch of an infant appears
on the reverse side of the card.) "Keep this

safety pin as a reminder to see the laff hit

'Little Accident.' Roaring, riotous, rib-

tickling." These words appear in varying
sizes of type to make a clever little gag.
Joe Weil, director of exploitation for

Universal, explains that the little envelope
and the cards with the above copy can
all be printed up locally to send out to

patrons. And of course every manager
knows where he can buy the safety pins
to attach to the cards.

$50 Prizes Given 2 Girls

In Toledo Hostess Contest

Hostess contests have been employed
with success in both the Rivoli and Palace,

R K O houses in Toledo. The winning
girl of each theatre was awarded $50 and
made official hostess in the lobby for one
evening during a special show. Both the

contests were conducted in a tieup with a

newspaper.

In a hookup with another newspaper,
R K O gave a $25 savings account to the

baby born nearest the hour of another
theatre's opening.

I
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Wash day along the pioneei* trail a pause in the hazardous journey. Scena from the forlhooming Fox
production of Raoul Walsh's *'The Big Trail.'*
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Eight Reasons Why Houston Saw This Fihn
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Tieup with city officials enabled the Metropolitan theatre, Houston, Tex., to make traffic safety the keynote of
its exploitation for the Paramount film, "Manslaughter." Above are replicas of a few campaign ads, news

stories, posters and whatnot. (Story on opposite page.)
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Al Ringling Exploits

Films; Showmanship
Still Runs in Family

Years ago the Ringling Brothers and Bar-
num and Bailey circus annually made Bar-
aboo, Wis., its winter headquarters. Al-
though Baraboo no longer shelters the
troupe in cold weather, descendants of the
circus owners must still inhabit the place,

for there has come a letter from Al Ring-
ling (the name sounds familiar). Instead
of being a circus man he is a theatre owner,
operating the Al Ringling theatre in

Baraboo.

Apparently showmanship still runs in the
family. An illustration is given here of an
exploitation gag he used. The envelope
shown was made up so that it appeared
as if the ends of two red tickets protruded.
At the foot of the envelope was a note
reading: "Examine your tickets and change
before leaving window." Another note on
the envelope said: "Kindly remove tickets

from envelope before handing to door-
keeper."

Anyone who tried to remove the "tickets"

found that they were only imitation, but
they fooled the eye and aroused curiosity.

The envelopes were given away with each
regular admission ticket purchased for sev-

eral days in advance of the Paramount pic-

tnre "Queen High."

Fliers Duplicate Stunts of

"Dawn PatroV* in San Antonio
Five planes maneuvered over the downtown

district in San Antonio, Tex., to herald the

opening of the "Dawn Patrol" at the Palace

theatre in that city. The planes performed
some of the same flying stunts executed

_
in

the air epic, with the main features taking

place directly above the theatre. Manager
Raymond Stinnett found this a most success-

ful ad on the picture.

The Palace recently inaugurated a policy

which calls for only first runs, most of them
First National films.

Palace Theatre Cup Race

Is a Feature at Montreal
A feature of the fall meet of the Blue Bon-

nets Jockey Club, Montreal, was the Palace
Theatre Cup handicap, an annual turf feature

there. As is his custom, George Rotsky, man-
ager of the Palace, was present in an official

capacity to present the owner of the winner
with a set of silverware and to hang a floral

horseshoe over the winning horse. The race
received its due share of publicity in the sport
realm.

Judge Sentences Speeders to

See "Manslaughter^^ at Houston
Who said city officials will never cooperate with the theatre man in show ex-

ploitation? Maybe they won't some places but it's all in the way you go after

them believes the management of the Metropolitan theatre, Houston, Tex.

Everybody in Houston's law enforcement
department, from the greenest copper to
the oldest judge, cooperated with the Met
ropolitan when Paramount's "Manslaugh-
ter" came to the house. It even went so
far that one of the judges sentenced speed-
ers to see the picture.
The feature of the campaign was a

"Traffic Accident Preventon Week," a
stunt conceived by Bob Kelley, publicity
manager of the Metropolitan, and carried
out with the assistance of the Houston
Chamber of Commerce and the city govern-
ment.

60 Industrial Plants Tie Up
The Chamber of Commerce tied 60 in-

dustrial plants into the project, with a total
of 15,000 employees. These companies car-
ried posters in their windows urging citi-

zens to observe "Traffic Accident Preven-
tion Week" and further advised people to
see "Manslaughter" at the Metropolitan.
The Chamber of Commerce also sent
speakers to all of the plants to give short
lectures on careful driving and the moral
of "Manslaughter." The commerce or-
ganization printed several hundred large
posters carrying information on "Traffic
Accident Prevention Week" and the addi-
tional words: "Drive carefully or you may
be charged with 'Manslaughter.' " (The
last word appeared in large type.) Below
this was the statement: "See 'Manslaugh-
ter' at the Metropolitan theatre."

Speeders Go to "Manslaughter"
Judge Fowler, justice of the police court,

provided the champion stunt of the whole
campaign when he sentenced 60 speeders
to see "Manslaughter." The sentences were
meted out the day before and the opening
day of the picture. Newspapers picked up
the gag, and a news service sent the item
out to all of its subscribing papers. A
member of the Metropolitan publicity staff

approached Judge Fowler beforehand to

broach the subject of this legal procedure.
It appears that the judge had seen the film

a month before while on his vacation in

Wyoming and when the idea of the novel
sentence was suggested he was enthused
at once.

Traffic Ordinance on Throwaway
The city Safety Council gave further

assistance when it provided the Metropoli-
tan with 5,000 copies of the Houston traffic

ordinances and allowed the theatre to im-
print them with "Manslaughter" copy.
These were placed in parked cars along
the main thoroughfares.
Besides the city and Chamber of Com-

merce tieups, IS newsboys were handed
tabloid sheets at 10 o'clock the night before
the picture opened to place in the midnight
editions of morning papers. Building their
"Wuxtra" cry on the information in the
tabloid's headline, the newsies shouted
through the streets, "Society Woman Con-
victed of Manslaughter." It proved a great
come-on for the business of the newsboys
and in addition plugged the show. Five
thousand of these same tabs were also dis-

tributed by a chain of Walgreen drug
stores.

Drawings Symbolize Film

Titles in Warner-F N Tieup

With New York Newspaper
Symbolizing names of films in art work is

the latest exploitation stunt attempted by War-
ner Brothers and First National. Through a
tieup with the New York Evening Graphic,
daily newspaper, the producing companies pub-
lished each day for three weeks a drawing
which was to give the reader an idea of the
film title it was meant to represent. The en-
tire Warner and First National product was
used to choose subjects for these drawings.

Prizes in the contest included flying trips to

the National Air Races in Chicago, two-day
flying vacations to Atlantic City, Washington,
D. C, and Boston, as well as a large number
of theatre tickets for "Dawn Patrol," "Mobj
Dick" and "Old English."

/

An average of three full columns was al-

lotted to the contest each day by the news-
paper.

Tea Cup Fortune Teller

Averages 350 Persons

Daily at Calgary Capitol
Employment of a "tea cup reader" has

brought favorable comment and considerable
added business to the Capitol house, Calgary,
Alberta, Can. C. L. Straw, manager, has ar-
ranged to have the reader, or fortune teller,

appear on the mezzanine floor of the theatre
five days each week. Tea is served and the
reader tells fortunes by "reading" the tea
leaves in the bottom of the cup after its

contests have been drained.

The lady reader averaged 350 cups a day.
The tea itself costs the Capitol nothing for
it comes through a tieup.

Arrofir rn«JI«»^n 4l««*rl vaflt«i«, lh« long caravan itf pion«*r wagons mov
Fox |ira<hicllan, "Tli* Big Trail

Seen* of iuftjlirin^ bvaulv from iLa
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Singing Popular with Audiences
Chicago Times

Answers Carry-

Same Opinions

Horace Heidt

Men and Women Alike Enjoy Vocal

"Calisthenics" During Organ

Solo Presentations

By W. S. RUSSELL
People like to sing. That is a com-

monly conceded fact, and from the evi-

dence that is given during the organ

feature of a program, a good many of

them can sing, and sing well. It is a

rather intimate proceeding, this sing-

ino- together in the theatre, and it has

a value in it that makes for a more
congenial and solicitous audience. And
in having a good time together in this

manner, it reminds people that others

like the same things, and consequently,

there is probably more consideration

given in this day of talking pictures,

when it is so easy to disturb someone.
But concrete statements serve to explain a

point to advantage, so if we may be permitted,

we should like to quote a few of the answers
given to reporter for the "Times Talkies,"

a department of the Chicago Daily Times, in

which the replies to a question asked by the

reporter, together with the photograph of the

person asked, is printed. In the paper dated

August 30, the following question was asked

:

Do you pnjoy singing with the audi-

ence in theatres?

And here we have six representative answers
which were printed in the column. We might
say that the group is mixed, including three

men and three women. The women's answers
come first. Here they are.

"The theatre is a place of amusement, and I

have a great time singing with the rest of the

people. Singing alone I would feel bashful,

but when everybody is singing, I am braver.

I prefer to sing the latest songs, and enjoy

every new one more when I hear a great

number of people singing it. It sounds like

opera."

"I think singing with the audience in the

theatre is loads of fun and at the same time

we are receiving singing lessons. Most people

just can't resist singing in theatres, because

everybody else is singing. It makes people

more friendly and everyone is happy. Some-
times it reminds me of singing in church.

Everyone from the smallest to the tallest is

singing."
"Singing with the audiences m the theatres

is one of my favorite sports. It affords an

(Continued on payc 61, column 1)
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After charming the "natives" of that
fashionable and discriminating resort of the
Old World, known as Monte Carlo, which is

usually spoken of with bated breath, and per-
haps a twinge of envy, Horace Heidt, leader
of the group of excellent artists, and His
Californians, is back on home soil, and is pro-
ceeding to charm the audiences in the Publix
houses where he puts on his show—and that is

just what it is. Cooperatively speaking (for
that is the way the orchestra works) it is a
band par excellence, and when they sing
"Johnny Smoker," well—Horace expects to ro-
tate with Rudy Vallee at the Paramount after
he returns to New York.

DON GALVAN
The Spanish Banjo Boy
Now R.K.O.ing on West Tour

Thanks Very Sincerely

—

Ray Willie, Bob O'Donnell and Lou Remy
For Wonderful Stay at San Antonio Majestic

as M. C.

Borris Morros and Milton Feld

For Successful Two Years in Publix Theatre
as M. C.

And Now Chas. Freeman for My Western Route

P. S. I don't forget my representatives and
how

Hugo MnrriH .Sam RobcrlH
N. V. R. K. O. Chicago K. K. O.

Murray Fell Wm. Morris
WcBl CoaHt IN. y.

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Uptown

Week Ending September 4

The stage show for the week was entitled "Coney
Island," and we were pleasantly surprised to find

that throughout the whole performance, the idea
which the title conveyed was upheld. Sometimes a
show has one title, and an entirely irrelevant rou-
tine, which detracts considerably, but this filled the
bill very nicely. The opening was most effective,

the orchestra, attired in circus red costumes com-
ing down from the rear of the theatre as the cur-
tain rose, marching and playing in tent band
fashion. Mark Fisher led the procession, and acted
as ballyhoo man (we'll use that for a synonym for
master of ceremonies.) The stage was dressed up
to represent an amusement center, with the cus-
tomary side shows, ferris wheels, roller coasters, etc.

The first act was a clever piece of work by
Messrs. Lewis, Cero, Smith and Stevens, ably as-
sisted by a big brown bear, named Jim. Three sail-

ors did a little well timied slapstick, and then at-

tempted to wrestle the bear, who seemed pretty bored
by the whole proceeding, but when it came time
for him to do the "Black Bottom," he just stood
up on his hind legs, and did it. Stevens was dressed
as an Italian, the owmer of the bear, A clever act
that went over well.

Marietta gave a remarkable exhibition of dancing,
so remarkable that the audience sat spellbound. (You
can sort a' feel when an audience is interested.) Her
grace was superb, and her artistry—well, it was a
rare treat, and the applause that she received at the
end of her number showed that it was. She was
supple, beautiful, graceful, an artist, and—oh, well,

we guess you know that v/e enjoyed seeing her.

Mark than pardoned himself for intruding on the
program to sing "Nobody Cares When I'm Blue,"
but everybody seemed to care, for they sympathized
with him by applauding plenty. That "Fisher touch"
does something to a song and to an audience that

—

(these dashes are life savers) well, anyhow, every-
body liked it.

Clyde Hager kept the house in an uproar from
the time he landed on the stage from the audience
side of the pit. His long suit was selling some kind
of an economic potato peeler, and when he actually

peeled a ixjor little inoffensive spud right on the
stage, it brought a howl. Reading excerpts from a
book of testimonials that had been written in to him,
as well as a few jokes, took about 10 minutes, but
it was an entertaining "ten."
Sonny O'Brien sang "Liza," with a great deal of

fervor, while the Fred Evans Boys and Girls did a
dance routine. The costumes were of the "bustley"
type, or period, and were cleverly made, so that
part of the time the girls were pretty little white
lassies, and part time "dark brown babies."
Moore and Lewis then put on a semi-military tap

dance that fairly took everybody's breath away. Up
and down steps, and back and forth across the stage
they flew, and how human legs could move so fast

and not get all tied up, we don't know. They re-

ceived the applause they deserved, which was a great
deal. A splendid act.

Then came the finale, with all the acts present ex-

cept Jim, the Bear, and another highly entertaining
stage show came to an end.

Philadelphia Masthaum
Week Ending September 5

A special feature of this week's program is the
return of Fabien Sevitzky, this time as permanent
musical director of the Mastbaum Symphony Orches-

{Continued on next page, column 2)
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STAGE SHOWS

By BOBBY MELIN

Gus Arnheim and his wonderful dance orchestra are
stimulating business in the Cacoanut Grove, Ambas-
sador Hotel. With nineteen men Gus is providing
classy entertainment that causes the dancers to stray
in the steps to look and listen. Jimmy Garrigan and
his orchestra reopened at the Via Lago Cafe two
weeks ago, filling the vacancy left open by Barney
Richards and his playboys.

Will Osb«rne and his Columbia broadcast orchestra
have been following Rudy Vallee and his NBC radio
band the last few weeks. Osborne and his boys open-
ing their road engagement at the same place in New
Haven that Vallee did. It was in New Haven that
Will became engaged to Margaret Ekdahl, "Miss
America 1930" and since then he has dedicated his
Saturday night programs to her. Last week Osborne
and his band were at Castle Farms, Cleveland, Ohio,
known as the high class spot of the middlewest.

Kay Kyser and his orchestra supplants Barney
Rapp at the Hotel New Yorker. This is a NBC unit

—I understand that Teddy Fiorito (America's gift to

songland), and his Victor recording orchestra, is

knocking 'em dead at the Hollywood Gardens on
Pelham Parkway, N. Y.—Leo Murphy and band are

booked in at the Beachview Gardens September 12th,

playing there until October 5th, when Louis Panico,
the king of trumpists, makes his debut on the north
side.

« *

Bobby Dukes, three and one-half year old young-
ster who attracted wide attention as the juvenile

singing star of station WCAU in Philadelphia, has

been signed to a picture contract by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.—The Lambs Club may go on the air if it

accepts an offer of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany for an hour each week. If the "right names"
are on the radio program, the organization can real-

ize a $200,000 profit.
* *

Gloria Swanson will arrive in New York City on or

about September 15th from Los Angeles. She has
been signed by the National Broadcasting Company
for radio appearances and she will be featured over

a coast-to-coast hook-up. Miss Swanson is under
contract to the United Artists picture corporation and
will return to the coast the latter part of October

to start a new picture.

I* * *

Guy Lombardo, orchestra director, broadcasting

over WABC, has built a special miniature golf course

on his private bathing beach at Long Beach, L. I.

The first hole is a snare drum buried in the sand

with the sides kicked through. The second hole is

played through a series of drum sticks. The third

hole is played into the big round end of a trombone.

An old broken xylophone with notes arranged in

mounds covering the hole, is the fouth. The fifth

hole is one of the most difficult on the lot, the hole

being the wide end of the piccolo.

* *

Madame Ernestine Schumann-Heink, operatic con-

tralto, at seventy years of age will appear on the

Enna Jettick Melodies program for seventeen con-

secutive weeks, starting Sunday evening, September

7th. Twice previous she has appeared as guest artist

on the Enna Jettick programs but the coming series

is the longest radio engagement she has ever ac-

cepted. Each week this celebrated contralto, who is

known the world over, will sing one selection, which

will in all probability be a request number.

* * *

Alfonso Romero, well known Mexican tenor of

opera and concert fame is broadcasting over station

WOR every Sunday afternoon.—William Wrigley, Jr.,

sponsors a new Friday evening program on Columbia

Broadcasting System. It Is called "Prediction Inter-

views" and will bring famous football coaches to pick

the winner of the big games the day before they are

played. This is a rather novel broadcast and should

attract a number of listeners who are interested in

football.

(Continued from prcci

tra. An unusually spirited interpretation of Elgar's
"Pomp and Circumstance" is given, and a rearrange-
ment of the seating of the orchestra appears to have
improved the tone.

The stage bill "High Speed" lives up to its title,

with various types of dancing predominating. Milton
Charles at the organ pleases with "Just a Little

Closer, Dear," which he plays, sings and whistles, by
way of variety.

The Dave Gould Girls add life and zest to the

program with their snappy red devil costumes. They
shoot time to their dancing with small repeating
pistols. Another novelty dance is one in which each
girl holds a transparent disc with a flashlight back of

it. The stage is in darkness except for the flashlights

and a small silhouette figure dances in each disc.

The Blue Steppers—two men and a girl, dressed in

various shades of blue—are perpetual motion enter-

tainers, for as soon as one stops another takes his

place and keeps up the rapid-fire dancing. Then all

dance together, tap dancing, turning cart wheels and
Charlestoning.
Deno and Rochelle do a very thrilling "Racketeer

Dance." with plenty of cave man stuff that appeals
to the audience.

Eddie Stanley and Virginia Ray contribute a lot of

wise cracking that leaves the audience in a good
humor. Eddie is a Philadelphian and gets a good
hand.
Another novel dance that fills the audience with

envy is a cocktail dance, with the Dave Gould Girls

in dresses of dark blue sequins and with two waiters
circulating cocktails as the girls dance.

Wilbur Hall, formerly of Paul Whiteman's band, is

a clever trick violinist who juggles his bow between
counts, plays on a variety of instruments, including a
tire pump, and even dances to his own accompani-
ment.

Chicago Stake-Lake
Week Ending September 4

A few more comic entertainers like Joe Young or

Jack Waldron and the audiences at the State-Lake
would have been a sorry sight this week. As it was.
the crowds laughed themselves silly at these two
clowns, who would make some team if they were
matched in the same act.

Joe Young and Company (not incorporated) pre-

sented "Hokumology," with Myra Langford in the

assisting role, singing a touching song called "Broad-
way Has Claimed Me." a number that twanged more
than one heart string. Joe Young, as the weak-kneed
man who is willing to try anything once, clowned his

way through a clever love scene with Miss Langford
doing all the love-making. His loose-jointed acrobatics

provoked mirth galore, especially his short-legged

walk, or whatever the correct term is for a gait in

which one apparently walks on his left foot and his

right knee.

Jack Waldron was fully as clever in his act, which
featured a flow of gags to fit whatever he happened
to be doing. Miss Harriett, the other half of the

team, was excellent in her singing of "Babe in the

Woods," and an accompanying dance. Waldx-on did a

few funny impersonations and wound up with the

warbling of a ditty he had chosen to call "All's Quiet

on the Restaurant Front."

Bomby and His Radio Gang added variety to the

program with the singing of a group of classical

numbers. Each singer, and there were four, for this

clitig page, column 3)

was a quartet, sang a solo in turn. Bomby himself
was the chief attraction with his tenor rendition of

"Rainbow of Dreams," his own composition. The
act required the entire stage, with drapes and lux-

urious lounges that blended into a colorful back-
ground. It was a beautiful setting, but the situation

was slightly trying at times, for three of the singers

always lounged in the background while waiting for

the fourth to complete a solo. At times they appar-
ently found it difficult to appear attentive to the
solo—^but there was nothing else for them to do. It

wasn't awkward, but it was slightly strained. The
finale was a beautiful rendition of the "Italian Street

Song" that brought down the house.

Danny Small and Harry Mays, a pair of colored

boys gave the audience a treat in "Taking It Easy,"
Their lazy dialog and singing and dancing that was
not so lazy, got them a big hand. "Swingin' in a
Hammock" was one of their best songs.

An excellent acrobatic act was presented by Paul
Remos and his Toy Boys, three of them. The midgets
gave all that one could ask in the way of muscle
antics. One of them shinnied up a 15-foot pole and
played a xylophone at the top while Remos supported

the pole at the bottom. The whole act was well done
and met with unstinted applause.

The R-K-OIians, house orchestra, played the over-

ture, with Sam Haase directing.

Chicago Uptown
Week Ending August 28

The night we went to the Uptown to see a stage

show, we were in just the mood to see just—another
stage show. And what a surprise we got ! And
when it was all over, we felt like staying all the way
through again to hear "Johnny Smoker" sing just

once again. But we'll come to that later. This

brief preface was brought forth by none other than

the famed Horace Heidt and His Californians. In-

stead of just another stage show, we found an hour
or more of rare entertainment, and "It was jWod.

Up went the curtain on a snappily dressed (perhaps
attired would be more appropriate) orchestra and
from the time they started to play until they fin-

ished, it was one round of applause after another.

"Weary Weasel" was the opening number, and we
rather think that any weasel would be weary if it

attempted to follow along at the pace Heidt set.

This was followed by an exceedingly clever "Crew
Number," in which the orchestra swung itself into

the motion of a crew and after three or four yells

from the coxswain, there was a crew, rowing for

dear life to splendid music. A curtain had dropped
almost unseen, and motion pictures of a real race

were before the audience. The illusion was unique,

and the audience got what might be termed a real

kick out of it.

A band number followed this, with a violin solo

and a sax, and then whistling by everyone. Heidt
played both the instruments. During this number,
various members of the band sneaked out, only to

return in the next act in the most variegated garb.

Dressed appropriately, each gave a symbolical dance
representing a Jew, Scotchman, Russian, St. Vitus,

Spring and Hoola, Hoola. And that just about

brought down the house.

In the next scene Lobo appeared, what we would
call a very clever police dog. He did everything but

(Continued on next page, column 2)

I owcring a wagon train down the face of a precipice one of the thrilling moments in tlie Fox production

of Raoiil Walshs "Th« Big Trail."
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ORGAN
NOVELTIES

are coming back

We start the season

with

"An Endurance Contest"
(in singing)

Introducing 4 HITS

including

"DON'T TELL HER
WHAT'S HAPPENED

TO ME "

and

SO BEATS MY HEART
FOR YOU "

PICKIN' THE HITS
featuring

I REMEMBER YOU
FROM SOMEWHERE

Small Slide Sets on the Above
and

WHEN LOVE COMES
IN THE MOONLIGHT

HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN

GEE BUT I'D LIKE TO
MAKE YOU HAPPY

For real co-operation

write

SAM WIGLER
Mgr. Special Service Dept.,

De Sylva, Brown &
Henderson, In^

745 7lh Ave., New York City

STAGE SHOWS
{Continued from preceding page, column 3)

talk at the behest of his master, Clarence Moore, and
then he died very prettily. Dead dog was no act

with him. He just lay right down and passed out,

only to come to life very quickly at the word. One
of the members of the band put on a Helen Kane
burlesque, with Heidt as the foil, and it drew plenty

of laughs. Such a dainty, demure impersonation.

Well, it can't be described. It's just one of those

things. The orchestra then got into a glee club for-

mation, and put over selections from the "Student

Prince" to perfection. For an encore, they sang the

popular old round, "Scotland's Burning." Then came
a trumpet solo of "Exactly Like You," which was
followed by the talented members of Heidt's crew
doing a clever tap dance—unusual for an orchestra.

One of the treats of the evening appeared

in the person of Stewart Grow, who can "cornet"

like nobody's business. How he can play. It's no
wonder that Heidt mentioned him as being without a

peer. He played a selection from the "Carnival of

Venice," and when he hit C above high C at the

finale, everybody just rose right out of their seats

—

trying to get the C down again.

As a grand finale, the group, which seems to be

excellent at anything they undertake, sang "Bells

of St, Mary's," and the curtain fell. Applause con-

tinued, and the applauders were rewarded with

"Johnny Smoker." And what an ending for a show.

Well, it's about time to stop, for this poor re-

porter is running out of words. Adjectives are no

good in a case like this.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending September 11

The stage offering this week is called "College

Capers," and proves to be a lively, colorful affair.

The Enright Rockets are seen in several somewhat
different enserablee. Once they are dressed as coeds

in sweaters, singing "Betty Coed." Another time

they appear in gymnasium suits and carrying dumb-
bells, performing some different steps and arm move-

ments. Even the orchestra boys join the girls in

one of the ensembles.

Dick Powell, m. c, scores as usual with his beauti-

ful crooning. He does "Tomorrow's Another Day,"
and for an encore sings "Little White Lies."

Clifford and Marion tell some good jokes and put

them over well. The feminine half is the real star

and makes a big hit. She also does two quick changes

of costume, changing her personality entirely. This

is a good number and makes a big hit,

Byron and Byron, a couple of tap dancers, are very

good. These boys show some extremely difficult

steps which they perform with apparent ease.

A young blonde lass, introduced as Miss Hotsy
Totsy, late of a New York Night Club, sings a

couple "blues" songs, and though she seems to put

them over fairly well doesn't get much of a hand.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending September 11

This week's stage act at the Fox is prefaced by an
offering by Walt Roesner and his orchestra, entitled

"The Dance Eternal," a combination of "The Blue

Danube," "The Merry Widow Waltz" and "Valse

Trieste," the latter being danced by ten girls on the

stage with an appropriate setting.

The Fanchon and Marco offering is "Modes in Hol-

lywood," and is at once a fashion show and an
exposition of fancy dancing. Haline Frances, mistress

of ceremonies, sings an original song before the cur-

tain and the orchestra appears on the stage tor a
change, in a modernistic setting. Sylvia Shore and
Helen Moore do a graceful dance, and the Unison

Steppers, ten boys, offer some lively steps.

The mistress of ceremonies introduces her pappa,

who uncorks some new ideas in tumbling and who, in

(Continued on next page, column 2)

HELLO EVERYBODY—Well, this week I have an-
other personality for you all to become better ac-
quainted with but first I want to tell you of a few
of the happenings of the week.
Rudy (Vagabond Lover) Vallee is back at the

Brooklyn Paramount and has all the flappers and
their grandmothers heart's fluttering again. While
the crowds are waiting to see and hear Rudy, the
special entertainment committee. Including Frankie
Judnick, Don Baker, Fritzi Kane, Hal Kearns, Phillip
Howard Becker and Jim,my Chefalo, keep the audi<
ences in a happy humor. I supi>ose I'll have to sit

myself down and write a song, everyone else is doing
it and why shouldn't I. The latest to succum/b to
this is Howard R. Grode, a golf pro. Grode wrote a
beautiful song called "Love's Melody" which Donald-
son, Douglas and Gumble are publishing. Of course
being a golf pro can't be held against Grode, but
then one can never tell where a song's coming from
next, "Uncle Moe" Gumble anticipated great things
of this number. He says it's following "Little White
Lies" into number one place . . . and that's no little

white lie. . . . Boris Moris, head of all musicians for
Para-Publix has just returned from a trip which
circled the entire country, and rejwrts things are
starting to look much better for the entire industry.

. . . Sam Shayon, assistant to Moris dropped into
town for one day after a much needed vacation, but
hopes to finish up his vacation either the coming
week or in the near future, . . . Katherine Kaderly
and Eloise Rowan are now known as Jackie and
Jean and are featured organists at Para-Publix brand
new Paramount theatre in Denver. . . . Lee Wood-
bury is now featured organist at the Warner-Stanley
in Jersey City. . . . Frank Fay is headlining this
week at the Palace (Top of the world in an actors
dream). Fay is featuring two of Witmark's latest

songs, "Nobody Cares If I'm Blue" and "Pleur
D'Amour" which he featured for the first time in
"Bright Lights" and "Matrimonial Bed," both War-
ner, First National pictures, . . . Well,

HAVE YOU MET? . . . SAM WARD
Ward is very well known around town as a regu-

lar fellow, and the man with a million friends. He
is now in full charge of the Organ and Slide depart-
ment of M. Witmark &
Sons. Sam was born
June 24, 1893 right here
in N. Y. C, went
through the public

schools and after gradu-
ating from high school,

he decided to study law
at the College of the
City of New York, and
did, until the war came
along and he joined the
navy (to see the world).
All of the world Sam
saw was the bit around
Pelhara where he was
stationed, and that bit,

mainly from the top of
a coal pile. That's a
helava way to see the
world. One day, while seeing his buddies shovel coal

(Sam was peeling spuds that day) he got the in-

spiration of a great tune, and believe me, that tune
was plenty popular, especially with the sea-going

sailors, around the close of the great war. The
title of it was, "Your Boy Is on the Coal Pile" and
the title page carried the photo and name of "Sea-
man Sam Ward."
The song became so popular that the firm of Leo

Feist grab it up. At the duration of war, Mc-
Carthy and Fischer, who at that time had their own
publishing firm took Ward on as a writer. From
there Sam went with Irving Berlin and then with
Witmarks as special material writer. Since Jimmy
Clark's promotion, Sam Ward has had full charge
of the O. and S. Department.

Sam Ward
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RADIO SURVEY
For Week Endingr Augast 30

Throug-h Radio Stations

WEAF, WJZ, WOR. WABC, WMCA
NEW YORK GITY
From 6 to Closing

Times

1—"Little White Lies" (Donaldson,
Dongrlas & Gumble) „ 32

2—"Where Can You Be" (Red Star) _. 29
3—'a Still Get a Thrill" (Davis, Coots
& Engle) _ _ 27

4—"So Beats My Heart" (DeSylra, Brown
& Henderson) 24

5—^'Confcssin' I Love Yon" (Berlin) 23
6—"I Don't Mind Walking in the Rain"

(Robbins) „ _ „... 18
7—"If I Could Be With You" (Remick).. 17
8—"What's the Use" (Feist) 17
9—"In Memory of You" (Harms) 16

10—"My Future Just Passed" (Famous) 16

Singing Is Popular with
Audiences in Chicago

{Continued from page 58, column 1)

opportunity for everyone to exercise their

vocal cords and have lots of fun at the same
time. Whenever I go to a theatre and the

audience sings to the music of the organ I feel

at home because everyone is singing and I

have my exercise too."

And now we hear from the men.

"Although I am not a frequent visitor to the

theatre, every time I do go, and the audience
IS singing, I try to do my best, too. It is all

in fun, and usually the organist has some
funny songs up his sleeve which makes every-

body laugh. Even when I do not feel like

singing I do just the same, because I do not

like to appear different from other people."

"I enjoy singing with the audience in the-

atres. It is a maker of fraternity, and gives

the more backward ones more confidence to

express their pleasure. It also gives occasion

to people who have no other opportunity to

participate in what we call congregational sing-

ing in churches. Let the theatres keep it up,

louder and funnier."

"It gives me a great deal of pleasure to

sing with the audience in theatres or at any
other gathering where singing is permitted. I

enjoy singing and not having a particularly

good voice, I get a lot of fun out of singing

in a crowd where my voice cannot be dis-

tinguished from the others. However, some
people sing in theatres at the wrong time and

thereby spoil the fun for others."

Thus, judging from the foregoing, organ en-

tertainment in the theatres is a considerable

asset. With a popular man at the console,

and a few catchy slides on the screen, ten or

fifteen minutes develops into a regular singing

lesson, only there seems to be no drudgery to

it. Incidentally, it puts people in an excellent

frame of mind for viewing something (we

really shouldn't make the suggestion) that

might not be too interesting.

Imperial Introduces Publix

Units and Uptown Drops
Presentations

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, Sept 11.—With the introduction of

PubMx stage shows at the Imperial theatre here,

which seats 3,500, on September 5, stage presenta-

tions are being tlropi)ed at the Uptown, where they

have been featured for years. A split week all-film

policy has been adopted by the Uptown and the top

price has been reduced from 65 cents to 50 cents.

Robert Knevels, formerly of Hamilton, Ontario, Is

now manager of the Uptown.

The first stage show at the Imperial is called

"Hello Toronto," and the new admission prices scale

up to 65 cents, with 75 cents for Saturdays and

holiday^. Tom Daley, formerly of the Tivoli, Is the

new Manager of the house.

STAGE SHOWS
{Continued from preceding page, column 2)

turn, introduces Rln Tin Tin's mother-in-law, who
proves about the size of a healthy fist. The diminu-
tive canine proved full of tricks and gets a lot of
applause in her own right.

The Unison Boys swing into action and demonstrate
how they acquired the name, dancing to music from
"William Tell" and taking parts in groups, like an
orchestra. Haldine Frances does an inebriate act that
pleases some and introduces two San Francisco boys
who have won fame for their eccentric dancing,
Barto and Mann. TheM boyB headline the show, and
there's a reason. One is very, very tall and slender,
and the other is correspondingly short and fat. They
make the most of the two extremes, and are very
funny, but they can also dance and tumble.
Miss Summer, Miss Autumn, Miss Winter and Miss

Spring appear as brides, in appropriate costume, with
their attendantc, and the act comes to a close with a
cathedral setting after the Unison Boys have done a
turn. The show packs an eyeful of beauty, with some
dance and tumbling specialties out of the ordinary.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending September 4

This week the R K O Greater Majestic theatre is

celebrating its Silver Anniversary which marks their
twenty-five years service as a vaude-film house.

The vaudeville program for the current week is

billed as an all-star show, so here goes: Among the
entertainers are Joe Termini, who they say has re-
cently returned from a tour of the world. This leisure
lad presented a melody turn that pleased the patrons
and gained some nice applause.

Cherry Blossom and June, the two youthful danc-
ing stars that played here last year, have now added
another sister to their team which goes to make this
trio even more better than before. Their act runs
from dance to song, and they all received a good
hand.

Texas' musical comedy favorite, who is none other
than Danny Duncan (no relation to the Duncan sis-

ters), who, with his company of four artists, has a
number of mirth that runs the gamut of this attrac-
tion. Good act, nice hand.

Zastro and White, two more stars of the dancing
world, were also assisted by a quartet of petite maid-
ens, did their dances and songs real well. Plenty of
dances in the whole show ; could be more songs.
Jean Sarii and his R-K-Olians rendered the over-

ture march and Vernon Geyer was at the console of
the giant organ.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending September 4

A medley of "rose" songs by the Joyboys in the
pit under the direction of Jimmy Innes introduces
Fanchon & Marco's "Rose Garden" Idea. The opening
episode, in which the sixteen American Beauty danc-
ers garbed in costumes simulating huge American
Beauty roses, dance and tableau, finds Harold Stan-
ton singing the chorus of "For You Alone" which
containfl reference to a garden of roses. After a
few moments of dance and posture the girls break

to the wings disclosing Three Jacks and a Queen,
adagioists, with some new features in the tossing

about of the Queen who is hurled through the air

and about the stage in a manner calculated to thrill

the most blase. The chorus returns to the stage for

a few numbers in the opening costume before the

curtain falls on the Three Jacks and a Queen.
Dressed as a Union soldier, the one-legged male

half of Hall & Essley make a tremendous hit with
the audience. His one-legged dancing, tapping out

the "rose" melody with the wooden leg is unique
and entertaining.

The chorus in white and tinsel scanties offers a
striking routine before an immense blue drop on a
bare stage, making a striking effect. Harold Stanton
gives his interpretation of "Old Man River" while

the chorus is making its change. Bed Donahue &
Uno, a blackface and a trained mule, present one of

the finest comedy acts ever offered locally. They
bring down the house.
The finale of the "Rose Garden" idea is novel and

thrilling. After a routine to the melody of "Beauti-

ful Garden of Roses" sung by Harold Stanton, the

back drop is raised, revealing a trapeze accomodat-
ing 10 girls. Swinging in unison, faster and faster,

they reach the climax by going over the top of the
frame negotiating the complete circle, as Stanton
sings, and the curtain falls. The audience liked it

immensely.

Symphony Orchestra Goes
Over Big with Patrons

Of Seattle House
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, Sept. 11.—The public reaction to "living

music" in the picture theatre was demonstrated by
the success of Max Dolin and the symphony of 50

Seattle musicians at the Fox Fifth avenue.
Some ten years ago, augmented orchestras were

prominent features in this and other theatres, out
this is probably one of the first times that instrumen-
tation of this type has appeared on the stage of any
playhouse in connection with a motion picture i)er-

formance, and the first time in a number of years
that an opportunity for seeing and hearing such an
assemblage of artists and their instruments, outside
of the regular symphony concerts, has been presented.
That such music is in demand was evidenced by the
enthusiasm accorded the men appearing under Con-
ductor Dolin's baton.

Stage Shows Re-Instated in

Two R K O Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI, Sept. 11.—RKO, which features
stage shows only at the Albee here, will extend its

operations soon by adding this type of entertainment
to the Palace and Lyric theatres. Palace, which
played vaudeville and pictures, before adopting
straight picture policy, is already equipped with
dressing rooms which are being extensively re-
modeled, (jomplete stage equipment is being in-
stalled at the Lyric, which several years ago was
one of the city's leading legitimate houses, but sub-
sequently converted into a movie theatre.

Bahind barrlracl<< ul pruirU dchsoncr*, th« IriixirUng |>i»n««ra, foughl olT navaga ln<llu

from "Th« Big Trnll," Fax produMloa.
hordes. S<icia»
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BEST SELLERS
Week Elnding September 6

/
"Little White Lies"— (Donaldson).

2
"When It's Springtime in the Rockies"

—(Villa Moret).

3
"Dancing With Tears in My Eyes"—

(M. Witmark).

4
"SziAnging in a Hammock"—(Berlin).

"Betty Co-Ed"—(C. Fischer).

5
"Somewhere in Old Wyoming"-—(J.

Morris).
"Kiss Waltz"—(M. Witmark).

6

"Down the River of Golden Dreams"
—(Feist).

"If I Could Be With You"—(Remick).
"You Brought Me a New Kind of

Love"-—(Famotis).
"It Happened in Monterey"— (Feist).

7
"Stein Song"—(C. Fischer).

"So Beats My Heart for You"—(De-
Sylva).

"Confessin' That I Love You"—(Ber-

lin).

"Just a Little Closer"—(Robbins).

"I Love You So Much"—(Harms).
- - "jjT^j ^^fi ^ Qiyi j^ij^g You"—(Feist).

"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous).
"I Remember You from Somewhere"

—(DeSylva).
"What's the Use"—(Feist).

"Moonlight on the Colorado"—
(Shapiro).
"Old New England Moon''—(Berlin).

"Bye, Bye, Blues"—(Berlin).

"IN A DIFFERENT WAY"— (E. B. Marks Music

Co.)—A simple but melodious tune with a cute lyric.

Ruddy Vallee likes it and sings it so it has a good

chance to be a hit. Lyrics and music by Betty

More Laidlaw.
* • *

"I WONDER HOW IT FEELS (To Be Head Over
Heels In Love)"—(Robbins Music Corp.)—A great

iance tune with a suitable lyric that looks commer-
cial. Is already getting a big radio plug. By Al
Sherman and Al Lewis.

* * *

'TVE GONE GOOFY OVER MINIATURE GOLF"
— (Mills Music, Inc.)—A little bit late, but expected.

This is one of the first of several that are now on
the market. Has extra choruses that are funny.
By Leo Diston, Mitchell Parish and Frank Perkins.

* * *

"MY BLUEBIRD WAS CAUGHT IN THE RAIN"
— (Irving Berlin, Inc.)—A pretty fox trot melody
and an excellent lyric. Looks like a selling song.
Words by Henry Creamer, music by Max Rich.

* * •

' "MY JEAN"—(DcSylva, Brown & Henderson)—
This number written by two local people has a good
chance. A beautiful melody with a good story.
(Commercial too. Lyric by Walter Hirsch, music by
Gertrude Lincoff.

* * •

"I WONDER WHAT'S BECOME OF SWEET
ADEUNE"— (Leo Feist, Inc.)—This trio, one of the
best known chain artists have started this song sing
handed. With this organization now back of same,
it should go a long way. Words and music by Tom,
Dick and Harry.

ORGAN SOLOS
EARLE ESTES (Gateway Chicago) presented "Al-

laddin's Lamp" for his solo last week and as usual
it made an instant hit \vith the audience. The
numbers used were "I Love You So Much," "Sunny
Side Up," "You Brought a New Kind of Love to

Me" and "Dancing with Tears in My Eyes," the
boys and girls singing alternate lines of special ma-
terial that injected comedy into the solo. He closed

the solo with "Anchors Aweigh," and every person
in the theatre exercising their lungs. The applause
warranted an encore but due to the feature being
"All Quiet on the Western Front" this was impossible.

HAL PEARL (Sheridan Chicago) had an appro-
priate solo entitled "Bad Times" with special ma-
terial telling the audience that singing would
brighten things up and believe me they took his

advice and sang to their hearts content. Pearl'.i

following at this theatre is equal to the following of
some of the name organists around town. The num-
bers he xised were "Swinging in a Hammock," "I

Remember You from Somewhere," "You Brought a
New Kind of Love to Me," and followed with a new
and novel tongue twister, closing with the "Stein
Song." This is about the fourth solo this reporter has
caught of Pearl's, and I still say he should take an
encore.

ADOLPH GOEBEL (Atlanta, Ga., Paramount)
offered for this week's solo an original presentation
which he entitled, "The New World Fantasy."
Through the new style presentations which Goebel
first presented at this house were widely acclaimed,

the audiences seem to prefer straight legitimate solos,

and this one has aroused more favorable comment
than any which this organist or any other in this

city has ever offered. Opening with the "Largo"
from the New World Symphony, Goebel followed with
"Pale Moon," "Dagger Dance," "Waters of Perkio-
men," and closed with a beautiful rendition of

"Chloe." While playing this last named song, a
swamp-land film was super-imposed on the magna-
scopic screen, and a male voice seemed to rise from
the scene. Goebel's organ novelties have pleased his

audiences, but it is his beautiful and masterful organ
playing which has reached deep into them and made
him an integral part of their lives.

JACKIE AND JEAN (Denver, Colo., Paramount).
These two young ladies inaugurated organ solos at

the twin consoles of this, one of the finest of new
Paramount-Publix houses, with a novel and entertain-

ing- solo which brought the house down with applause.

The young ladies, each at their own mammoth con-

sole, rose to an appreciative reception and opened
their solo with a special introductory slide to the tune
of "Heigh-ho Everybody. Heiuh-ho." N?xt. Jean
turned smilingly to the audience and pleasingly spoke
a few words into the "mick" attached to the organ
and introduced "Cheer Up" for the audience to sing.

The audiejice seemed a little slow in starting, but after

Jackie introduced Jean, who beautifully sang "My
Future Just Passed," the audience seemed to warm up
and lustily sang, "I'm Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes." Jackie followed with a snappy, well played
chorus of "I Love You So Much." to which the audi-

ence sang very well. For the finale, both played
"Ro-Ro-RoUing Along," as the audience (every one of

them) joined in the chorus.

Jackie (Katherine Kaderly) and Jean (Eloise

Rowan) are known as the "paramount Twins," and
from all appearances have t-aken this town by storm,

and will be here from now on.

HAYS WATSON (Atlantic City, Warner) pres-

ented an entertaining solo this week, which he built

around a local figure. He entitled this presentation,

"A Rolling Chair Pushers Dream," and carried the
theme throughout the solo. Each number was clev-

erly introduced, via mick, with a continuity of the
aforesaid pusher's dream. Hays numbers, which he
played in a pleasing style, were: "In Memory of

You," "Nobody Cares If I'm Blue," special to "Am I

Blue," "Girl of My Dreams" and "I Remember You
From Somewhere."

^^d^ /I

"SINGING BILL" (St. Paul, Minn., Paramount)
presented one of the most clever novelty organ solos

this week that this city has ever heard. Bill en-
titled this presentation, "ITie Song War," and it was
chock full of clever talk and continuity in which the
audience were supposed to "fight the enemy" with
the singing of the following songs: "Dancing With
Tears in My Eyes," "I Love You So Much," "By All

WEEK ENDING SEPT. 6
I

"Little White Lies" (Donaldson,
Douglas & Gumble).

2
"Kiss Walts" (M. Witmark & Sons).

3
"So Beats My Heart for You" (De-

Sylva, Brown & Henderson).

... 4
"Swtngm' in a Hammock" (I. Berlin).
"I'm Needin' You" (Remick).

5
"I Remember You from Somewhere"

(DeSylva, Brown & Henderson).
"Ro-Ro-Rolling Along" (Shapiro,

Bernstein).
6

"Confessin' That I Love You" (Ber-
lin).

"Exactly Like You" (Shapiro, Bern-
stein).

"What's the Use" (Feist).

7
"If I Had a Girl Like You" (Feist).

"Just a Little Closer" (Robbins).
"Doivn the River of Golden Dreams"

(Feist).

"Betty Co-Ed" (Feist).

8
"Nobody Cares If I'm Blue" (Wit-

mark).
"Still Get a Thrill" (Davis, Coots &

Engel).
"You Brought a New Kind of Love"

(Famous).
"Old New England Moon" (Berlin).

"I Love You So Much" (Harms).

the Stars Above You," and "Exactly Like You."
"Singing Bill's" personality and showmanship have

taken the city by storm, in fact there has been only

one other organist (Eddie Dunstedter) who has been

as popular in these parts, and Bill is slowly but
surely getting abreast of him.

MILTON CHARLES (Philadelphia, Mastbaum).
Charles, after being with the Balaban and Katz
and Para-Publix Circuits and playing throughout

the country, he is now being featured at this beau-

tiful Warner theatre and from the audiences reac-

tions after his first week, it appears perfectly plaus-

ible that Charles will be hei-e for some time to come.

His first solo is a revelation to this audience, who
have been accustomed to hokum solos and their re-

ceptions should be most gratifying to this organist.

Charles gives the audience something different than

the usual, a solo chock full of "class." He opened

his solo with an oral announcement (via Mic) of

the titles of the song he was about to sing. The
number was, "Just a Little Closer" with Charles

singing, in a pleasing, melodic voice, the first chorus

and whistling the second. His second song was,

"Song of the Dawn," which he first played in a

rhymic style and then sang, for his finale.

LEONARD SMITH (Avalon Chicago) presented

"School Daze" for kids from six to 60 as his solo

last week, which was rather appropriate as school

had opened the same week. He used the following

numbers "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi," "Absence
Makes the Heart Grow Founder," "So Beats My
Heart," "You Brought a New Kind of Love to Me"
and "Anchors Aweigh." Using a number of slides

with special material and gags he closed the solo

with three college songs, Illinois, Chicago and Notre
Dame. The applause that follows Leonard's solos at

their close shows his popularity and following in this

neighborhood. He recently inaugurated a request and

organ club.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS
1437 B'way

N. Y. City

L
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THE SHORT FEATURE

Newspictures

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 74—Trotters pace in

$56,000 classic at Goshen, N. Y.—Iowa youth wins
15-mile title swim at Toronto—Biggest vet band
plays at capitol—Firemen get gay with firewater

at Corvallis, Ore.—Shoot fireworks for little folks

in Toronto—-Briton tests new speedboat—Human
sirens seek hog calling title at Winchester, Va.

—

G. A. R. musters in 64 reunion at Cincinnati.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 75—Hail Coste after

first non-stop Paris-New York flight—Greeting de-

lights French sea fliers—Youth of 23 takes auto
speed title at Altoona, Pa.—Hoover reviews defend-
ers of flag—United States beats Britain in speed-
boat race at Detroit—Boy champions of Dallas
athletic club fall for movies—American wins bal-

loon classic at Cleveland—Test Shamrock V and
Enterprise.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 76—Hurricane rakes
Santo Domingo—French fliers win $25,000 air prize

—Giant floats bud in blossom fete at Cleveland

—

Italian speedster wins road classic at Ulster, Ire-

land—Accordian aces trump Gotham air at Glen-
dale, Cal. — Recall ox-cart era in town fete at

Old Lyme, Conn.—Train boy to fly Tom Thumb
style in London—Morgan yacht grounds on reef

—

Cowboys thrill in roaring roundup at Pendleton,
Ore.—Balloon racers land in Bay state—German
sea fliers tour middle west.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5637—Van Orman wins Gordon
Bennett cup in balloon classic at Cleveland—Hun-
gary honors saint in Budapest festival—Mammoth
parachute brings stalled airplane safely to earth

—

Auto racers make 12-mile dash up Pike's Peak for

national title—Champion hunter of wildcats shows
how it's done—French fliers hailed in New York
after flight from Paris.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 298—Giant
parachute "saves" airplane at Detroit—Here's good
news for homely girls—Speed kings race up Pikes
Peak—French aces hop to New York from Paris

—

Sea disaster filmed for Metrotone.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 71—
Norse oarsmen break record to win international

lifeboat contest on Hudson river—31 injured as

flames gut federal trade commission offices—Half
million sheep get chemical dip in Wales—"Falcon"
wins San Francisco Harbor Day regatta—British

air ace chases motorcycle cop in thrilling stunt

feature at National Air Races—Gianni breaks Tiber
river record in swim at Rome—12,000 tons of con-

crete dropped into Canadian river by blasting en-

gineers.

2 New Universal Shorts

Playing Publix in Chicago

Two of the new season Universal short

subjects are being played by Publix in two of

its extended run theatres in Chicago.

"Parlez Vous," first of the new Slim Sum-
merville comedies, is in the second week of an

indefinite run at the United Artists theatre.

"Strang as It Seems," sound color novelty

series by John Hix, is also in its second week

at the Roosevelt.

28-Year-Old Film Placed in

Columbia "^Curiosity" Series

Columbia Pictures claims the "first talkie"

in existence in its second production of "Wal-

ter Putter's Curiosities" series. The short is a

melodramatic thriller made in 1902. The
Columbia staff of comedy writers, including

LeRoy Barnes and Paul Gerard Smith, are

writing the dialog with comedy effects and
gesticulations.

14 Educational Shorts Are Ready
For Release; 8 More in Production

[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—The September and October short feature releases

of Educational have been completed, this two months' schedule comprising 14
of the 104 to be produced during 1930-31.

Eight additional subjects are in one
phase or another of production.

Completed and ready for release this
month are:

"The Freshman's Goat," introducing the
new Educational-Vanity series; "Johnny's
Week End," the first of the Gayeties, star-
ring Johnny Hines; "His Error," teaming
Monty Collins and T. Roy Barnes, and in-
troducing the Mermaids; "Si, Si, Senor," the
first Ideal with Tom Patricola and Joe
Phillips; "French Fried" and "Dutch
Treat," two new Terry-Toons, and "A Fly-
ing Trip," the first in the new Lyman H.
Howe's Hodge-Podge series.

Sennett Comedies Ready Soon
October will see the release of the first

two in the new series of Educational-Mack
Sennett comedies, "Grandma's Girl" and
"Divorced Sweethearts." Andy Clyde, Nick
Stuart and Margie "Babe" Kane are in the
former, while in "Divorced Sweethearts"
appear Ann Christy, Charles Irwin, Daphne
Pollard and Marjorie Beebe.

"Love Your Neighbor," with Charlotte
Greenwood; "Irish Stew" and "Fried
Chicken," two Terry-Toons; and "Over the
Air," a Hodge-Podge, also are scheduled
for October.

"Racket Cheers," featuring Clyde, Pol-
lard, Beebe and Patsy O'Leary, will be the
third of the Sennett series to be completed.
"Won by a Neck," first in the new group
of Lloyd Hamilton comedies, has been
completed, while the second, "Up a Tree,"
treating with the subject of endurance con-
tests, is in production.

Second "Ideal" Nearly Done
The second Ideal, featuring Lee Moran

and James Bradbury, Jr., is in the last

stages of production under Stephen Rob-
erts' direction, while "Tearing to Go," sec-

ond of the Vanity series, featuring Al Chris-
tie's find, Marian Shockley, also is nearing
completion under the direction of Nat
Ross.

"Little Beau Peep," starring Buster and
John West, has started work under the
direction of William Watson. In the cut-
ting room is "Love a la Mode," second of
the Mermaid shorts. This features Ber-
nard Granville, Dick Stewart and Kathryn
McGuire.

Roach on Another Air Trip

To Contact M G M Exchanges
Hal Roach, comedy producer for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, is on another flying expedi-
tion to visit M G M exchanges. He recently
hopped from California to New York in 27
hours, flying time, with stopovers in New
Mexico, Kansas City and Pittsburgh.

When he arrived in New York, he made a
flying trip to Boston to confer with the assem-
bled M G M sales staff regarding the new
product. He plans to visit numerous other
exchanges on his return flight to California.

Marian Shockley to Play in

Fisher Stage Production
Marian Shockley, promising young Educa-

tional player, has been engaged by David Gra-
ham Fisher for the leading role in "The
Missing Witness," Roman Romeo's original
stage production, which is to play at the Egan
theatre in New York.

Fisher, who is producing the play and
appearing in the featured role, obtained per-
mission from Educational to use Miss Shock-
ley's services on the stage.
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY

LETTERS FROM READERS

Picture Horsemen in Australia

HEREWITH YOU WILL FIND BANK
draft on Chicago for $5 covering a further

year's subscription to the Herald - World. I

would like to say now, that as long as I am
in any way connected with the picture busi-

ness that I will take the Herald-World.
I am somewhat late in sending this along

and I thank you for sending the paper mean-
W'hile, the reason for delay being the remote-

ness of this small village and its lack of bank-
ing facilities. I expect that Hivesville would
be one of the smallest villages in the world
supporting a permanent picture show. This one
is run by my son and myself more in the way
of a^hobby than for the profits (?) we make.

Still, here you will see the saddle horses

hitched to the fences and surrounding trees

while their owners are at the pictures, and
still here you will hear the skill or lack of

skill of picture horsemen discussed heatedly.

The "Pictures" are a God-send to these places.

L^nfortunately, it would appear that the end
is in sight for them. The exchanges say that

the suppl}" of silent films is running low, and
then what? I feel inclined to wire for sound
on disc, but the opinion of many in the busi-

ness is that sound on disc is already finished,

and the cost of sound on film is altogether too
much in this country to give small showmen
any chance whatever of making ends meet.

I would like your opinion on this matter of

"sound on disc." Yours faithfully.— A. A.
Johnson, Queensland, Australia.

A Surprise for Wenger
\\.\S SURPRISED TODAY ON OPENING
your letter telling of the recommendation of

our Grand theatre for the plaque for better

sound reproduction. I don't know who sent in

the recommendation but we have had a lot of
compliments by salesmen and especially stran-

gers who step in.

Quite a lot of people have told us that it is

the best they have heard.

The Grand is an old opera house, has one
of the largest stages of any small town in the

state—larger than many in the cities. The
acoustics seemed to be ideal, as we had to treat

only a little.

We have the same kind of outfit in the
M:ami, have treated walls and stage, but have
never been able to get anything near the re-

sults that we do at the Grand, consequently
the Grand has almost put the Miami out ot
business, and the Miami is much the nicest

theatre.

But we close the Grand Monday, September
8, and will tear out the lower floor completely,
rebuild and reseat with plush trimmed spring
seats and backs, move the present lower floor

seats to balcony. So suppose the Miami will go
completely. However, will make a cheap house
of it when the Grand is finished.

Expect to have our opening on September
22, and hape I will have this plaque to adver-
tise and display with our big opening adver-
tising campaign.

I wish your committee could be here to hear
and compare with city houses, as I have heard
nothing in Indianapolis, or Dayton, Ohio, that

compares with our results. Many thanks.

—

R. S. Wenger, Miami and Grand theatres.

Union City, Ind.

Buck Fills the Bill

WELL, WELL, WELL—HOORAY AND
hallelujah! If my old pal in desert dust

and crime, Buck Jones, didn't pay me a royal
visit after a lapse of a century or more

!

Never was so glad to see an old timer in my
life for I always was partial to that hard
riding prairie scooter. He came via the talkies

route in Columbia's "Lone Rider" and
brought a darned pretty little Western girl

along too by the name of Vera Reynolds.
Buck, old scout, I admire your choice.

I wasn't the only one glad to see you either.

Your old friend, Mrs. Al Jinegar was right
there and Al himself would have been there
but was sick-a-bed. Other loyal friends
turned out until it was a regular procession

!

Now_ you put on a darned good show,
Buck—it sure seemed like the good old days
of 1922. Some horse you have, too, Buck

—

but say, did you see what Photoplay's re-
viewer had the nerve to hand you in the
September issue? Well—perhaps you had
better not read it or your trigger finger might
incidentally get nervous and Shucks, Buck,
that Photoplay critter ain't no judge of speed
nohow. Perhaps he or she was lit up on
synthetic Third Avenue snake poison and fell

asleep in the loges. She or he just said your
movie moved "with all the rapidity of a tired
snail." Suffering snakes ! If that is a fair and
honest report then I am the handsomest man in
the Rockies ! However, Buck, if you do decide
to go to Broadway and clean up the town, for
Pete's sake wire me and I'll amble along with
you for I sure have a grudge against that crit-

ter for some of his misleading reports and
I'm rarin' to go.

Guess I'll be oiling up the old 44 for I
feel it in my bones that I'll be seein' you
pronto. So long.

—

Phil Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.

A Tale of Troubles
THIS IS TO THE BOYS AT LARGE FOR

they are mostly larger than I am, "Troubles
of a small town Exhibitor." First the big
towns and cities try to draw all the trade
from us, but when there is any legislation to
be pulled that will hurt them they call on us
little fellows to help them out, we are the big
show then. Then school opens and with it

comes basket ball two or three nights a week
all winter, then the 8th grade has to have a
show to get class pins, and everybody goes.
Then the senior class has two or three plays
during the winter and they all go to see them.
Then the penny lunch has a play, then the
P. T. A. has to have a play made up of old
maids to draw the crowd.

By this time spring has come and they have
to get ready for the tournament. Another
four days and nights of empty seats. Then
comes the commencement and all of its

attributes for another week.

I forgot to say that most of the shows are
given on a 30-70 basis with outside enter-
prises, and no tax. Is this fair to the tax
paying Exhibitor? They say we can come to
the movies when we want to, our expenses

go on just the same. Then comes summer
and with it comes the street fairs, Tom
Thumb golf, tent shows and that wonderful
educational thing called Chautauqua that pays
no tax to the town and has to have a guaran-
tee to the full of the contract and split in the
gate receipts.

Who guarantees us anything? Can't get a
guarantee on getting a good print. Then we
have the county school pie and ice cream sup-
pers every Saturday night to pay for new
blinds, for the schools, then comes fall and
the agricultural fair for four nights and days.
Then comes the old fiddlers contest. Well
there are a few more I could mention but I

am ashamed to let the public know what the
exhibitor is up against for fear they will bring
on something else to take up the other three
days left in the year and still they say we
make more money than anybody with no ex-
penses. I wish they would make a thirteen
month calendar; then perhaps we would get a
month. It would be the thirteenth for bad
luck, that is the month we would get.

Here is the most wonderful cold storage
egg I ever ran, "High Treason" UFA, if you
know what that means I figured it out "rot-
ten." Oh, well, I haven't had a good picture
for so long I wouldn't know what to do if I

got one. Why do the producers go across
the pond to get lemons? I thought they pro-
duced enough for ever>' exhibitor in the
United States to get at least seven, boxes each.
I stopped buying fresh lemons, I use the
canned kind they kill the business quicker.
That is what the chain outfit says we must
use as they produce them.

I am afraid thev are biting the hand that
feeds them, and killing the goose that lays
the golden egg, the small exhibitor. What
will they do when these two are out, "the
nublic and the small exhibitor." I think I
have said enough about our troubles. If
there is another exhibitor that can beat this

bunch of trouble come out with it and ease
my mind.—G. A. Duncan, Lyric theatre,
Carlisle, Ky.

His Idea of Garbo in Sound
I WOULD LIKE TO GIVE YOU MY

opinion of the picture Romance (M G M)
with Greta Garbo. We did some husiness on
her first picture "Anna Christie," but from
what "Romance" is doing that was sufficient.

They are certainly not going for her in "Ro-
mance."

_
They don't like the voice and the

vehicle is too much slush and the type that
doesn't get by in a small town. And can you
imagine^ Garbo singing soprano with that bari-
tone voice of hers? That's what happens in

"Romance." Altogether it looks like Garbo
is not going to be so popular in sound as she
was in silent. Certainly they are not going
for "Romance" the way the box office looks
on the close of the run.

—

^Columbia The.\tre,
Columbia City, Ind.

"A Mighty Good Western'
OF THREE PICTURES TUST PLAYED,
Liqht of Western Stars (Par) proved to be

a mightvgood Western picture. Owing to
large edition of the book this one will stand
all the straight out and out advertising you
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can give it and will hold up for a long run.

Does not, if I may tell you, come up to "The
Virginian" for real honest to goodness enter-
tainment but will satisfy most all of your
customers. Applause (Par) with Helen Mor-
gan. This one deals with the sordid life of a
burlesque queen and Helen Morgan here takes
the part of one of the poorest characters that
has been on the screen. She may be good,
but this certainly does not show her best side.

The picture must have been made before
much was known about making talking pic-

tures. We could not get satisfactory results
with the sound of this picture. This picture
was not made for the entertainment of folks
with brains but morons only. Seven Days
Leave (Par) with Gary Cooper. This one
serves as a vehicle to give Beryl Mercer a
wonderful part and one cannot say enough
for her; she plays one of the sweetest char-
acters since the old days of the outstanding
mother parts. Gary Cooper as usual very
good, the picture very well done. A good
picture, poor entertainment.—W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

An Understandable Voice
HEREWITH A FEW REPORTS ON Pic-

tures. The Mounted Stranger (U) with
Hoot Gibson is a satisfactory offering. Hoot
having an understandable voice, and the pic-

ture plenty of action. Rough Waters (W B)
a good drawing card. The Green Goddess
(WB) with George Arliss was a much better
attraction for the smaller community than his
earlier release "Disraeli." The Arizona Kid
(Fox) with Warner Baxter is about the best
Western show played here, to date, and it

registered at the box office. Dumbbells in
Ermine (WB) just fair, without too much
drawing power. The Case of Sergeant Gris-
cha (_RKO). Just a lot of fine acting and
direction gone to waste on the most gruesome
and morbid theme ever presented here. The
ending of this pictur was something positively
terrible. Second Choice (W B) with Dolores
Costello, nothing to rave about. Dolores very
weak in the leading: role. The Girl Said No
(MGM) with William Haines, a great hit,

especially in the sequence which offered Marie
Dressier, whom none can excel.

—

Playhouse
The.'^tre, Clyde, N. Y.

Bert Silver Says

:

MAY I GIVE MY OPINION OF SOME
pictures I have played recently? The

Awful Truth (P). This feature with an all-

star cast of stage stars did not give satisfac-
tion here. An awful story, awful print,

awful sound. Awful box office flop, etc.

Wall Street (Col). A good program picture.

General satisfaction, very poor print. The
Cuckoos (R K O) ; this picture gave good
satisfaction here. Good singing and dancing.
Good music and a lot of funny comedv. These
two guys are real comedians and they had
good support. Fair print and sound. Here
are some shorts I'd like to report on also.

Vitaphone Act No. 783: a very fine act. The
best singing we have had. Vitaphone Act
No. 77^: just another played on the contract.
Hot and Hozu (E) : another bedroom comedy,
slap stick. Some stayed, some went out on it.

Don't Believe It (Par) : a very funny comedy,
all liked it. Land O'Lee (Fav) : a beautiful
one-reel subject.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Phil Rand at Bot
FELLOW EXHIBITORS, HERE ARE
some of my exoeriences with pictures.

Voting Man From Manhattan (Par) a mighty
fine picture. Good plot, strong cast. Clau-
dette Colbert will bear watching. Norman
Foster fine. Charles Ru^gles very funny.
Lost badlv. Priced too hieh. Around the

Corner (Col) only fair. Will take in factory
towns but not for high class trade. A "Cohen
and Kelly" kind of nlay. Larry Kent as the
hero seemed too old or too unattractive for
his role. Others in the cast were good. High

Tribute to Chaney

OUR OLD PAL, LON CHANEY, HAS
gone ! Out here in the Rockies our cowboy

hats are off, our heads are bent and our hearts

are sad.

We, out in the west, loved that lad ; he was
as one of us. We loved his sterling qualities,

his gameness, and he never let down on us,

not once, for in every picture he gave his

all, sometimes against big odds and sometimes
with weak support, but always he acted his

part thoroughly and to the very limit.

Every inch a man, we shall honor his mem-
ory, and how we shall miss him !

—

Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, la.

Society Blues (FN) a mighty fine picture.

Farrell and Gaynor a treat for sore eyes.

Direction flawless. Cast excellent. Popular
kind of plot. Ladies especially pleased. Not
as popular as "Sunny Side Up," however.
Too bad the comedy bunch in that play were
left out. Priced too high altogether. Don't
pay but half of what you paid for "Sunny
Side Up" for vou won't do half as much
business on it. Fox trv to cash in on strength

of "Sunny Side Up." Road House Nights
(Par) a peach of a gangster picture. Good
plot. Charles Ruggles as drunken reporter

puts it over. Lost money as I do on all

crook plays. You know best whether this

type goes well with you or not. Here are
some shorts: China Fantasy (Par) good.
Toot Sweet (E) with Lloyd Hamilton. Not
so eood. Hamilton is the bunk. A Million
Me's (Par) fair to awful. Big Palookn (E)
bard to report on. Personally did not like it.

.Saturdav nieht crowd ate it up.

—

Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

A Hot Dan^e. Says Collins

I AM SENDING IN A FEW REPORTS
as follows: .S"o This 7.c London (Fox) is a

fair picture. Not nearly the oicture "They
Had to See Paris" was. Guiltv (Col) fair

program picture. Crosby's Corners (P) is

poor, like most of these comedies. Undoubt-
edly the most vulgar dance ever shown on
our screen appears in the last of reel one;
watch for it and better douse it when it gets

too hot.—E. N. Collins, Star theatre. Humble,
Tex.

Says He Was Embarrassed
AS I HAVE BEEN A SUBSCRIBER TO

the Herald-World a good many years and
have profited by what others have had to say
about pictures they have shown in the column
"What the Picture Did for Me," I would like

to comment on a few myself. One Embar-
rassing Night (MGM) has no plot, no cast

and is about the biggest lemon I ever played.

Bv the time the first show was over about all

of the few I had to start with had departed.

My advice would be to you; if you don't

want to be embarrassed as well as your
patrons you had better either shelve this one
or hide when it is over with. I pulled it off

after one night's showing. The Big House
(MGM) is one mighty fine show, will please

the people and get you some extra business.

The Lone Rider (Col) if all Buck Jones pic-

tures are as good as his first we are okay
with that contract.—C. R. Gregg, Liberty

theatre, Caney, Kan.

Beautiful, Says Odom
HERE IS A REPORT ON UNDER A
Texas Moon (WB). This is a beautiful

all Technicolor picture. Everyone who sees

this picture will be compelled to say how
beautiful the color is. But this Mexican love

will never satisfy the American love makers.

Why don't they give us small town showmen
pictures in true American style. It seems
they have plenty of American talent to do
away with. This Spanish-Mexican language
just won't go in my house.

—

Walter Odom &
Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.

His Best and Worst
SOME OF THE GOOD SHOWS I

played during 1930 and the ones that pleased-

the most were : Sunnyside Up, Sweetie, Vir-

ginian, High Society Blues, Sallv, So This Is

London, Cuckoos, Welcome Danger, Lone
Star Ranger and Loose Ankles. The big flops

that I played and which were so called deluxe

specials were: Sona of the Flame, Love Pa-
rade, Bride of the Regiment, Vagabond King,
and Happy Days.

In the small towns we find that massive
spectacles in color and pictures based on revo-

lutions with Grand opera singers are poison

to the box office and do not please anyone.

The producers may as well save some of their

money and produce more shows along the

lines of the first mentioned ones above. Good
Westerns and shows with romance, pathos,

comedy and some music, like "Sunnyside Up,"
and less of the gangster plays. Grand opera,

massive spectacles, etc., is what the people in

small towns want. There were more poor,

good-for-nothing films produced in 1930 than
was ever produced in any one year in the

silent days.—H. J. Eagan, The American the-

atre, Wautoma, Wis.

Second Runs Put in Old
Hollywood Legit House

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 11.—American Thea-
tres, Ltd., are opening the once legitimate
Majestic here as a second run house. Wil-
liam H. Siegel heads the American company
which also operates the Spreckles theatre in

San Diego. William Jenner is resident man-
ager of the Majestic.
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Mail Order Bargains

WE UNDERSELL THEM ALI^BRAND NEW
MERCHANDISE—FACTORY TO YOU. Accous-
tical FeJt, 2914c sq. yd.; Theatre Plush Carpet, $1.19
per yd.; Duvetyn Fireproof Drapes, 49c sq. yd.;
Theatre Burlap, 27J4c sq. yd.; W. E. Approved
Sound Screens, 44c sq. ft.; Sound Mixers, $19.50;
Sound-On-Film Heads, $198.50; Photocells, $14.95;
G. E. Exciter Lamps, 98c; Optical Systems, $29.50;
Head Amplifiers, $29.60; 54 h. p. Synchro-
nous Motors, $29.50; Rochester-Built Turntables,
$69.50; Samson-Pam 19 Amplifiers, $69.15; Audak
Tuned Pickups, $33.95; Standard Audak, $17.95;
Wright-DeCoster Horns, $17.64; Jensen Speakers,
$17.80; Exponential Horns, $48.80; Giant Ex-
ponential Units, $46.35; Constant Faders, $13.90;
Bargains, Demonstrators, Rebuilt Booth Equipment,
Projectors, Arcs, Rectifiers, Lens, etc. Write us
your needs. Address Seryice-On-Sound Corporation,
1600 Broadway, New York City. N. Y.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound
screens, a foot, 75c. Synchronous % hp. motors,
$50. \-i hp. variable speed motors, $27.50. Large
hub two-thousand foot reels, $2. Imported Mirror
Arc mirrors, guaranteed finest made, 7 in,, $6. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, up-
per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,
$25. Gundlach lenses, $5. Mazda regulators, $37.50.
Lens polish, a pint, $2. New Strong rectifier tubes
for 30 ampere, $13.50; for IS ampere, $7.25. Heavy
film splicers, $6. Mazda globes for any machine
discount 10%. Sure-fit Simplex parts, discount 10%.
Two

_
Simplex machines like new with new Strong

Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-intensity gener-
ator $1,175 Powers 6B Mazda machine good as
new, $300 Two Powers 6B bases, $150. Any size
carbons National Bio. Electra. Discount 10%. Two
Strong low-intensity lamps, demonstrators, $300. Two
Strong 30 ampere rectifiers slightly used, $250. Two
Powers 6B machines complete with heavy Grimes
Turntables ready for sound projection guaranteed
best made, $950. Write or wire us your needs.
Twenty years in the theatre supply business. You
take no chance when you order from the Western
Motion Picture Co., Danville, III,

Theatres for Sale or Rent

OWNER OF BUILDING \VILL LEASE THE-
ATRE to responsible party. Two years old. Every-
thing new, 1931 DeForest Sound-On-Film. 650 seats.
No agent need apply. Address Ritz Theatre, 2323
W. Eleventh Ave., Gary, Indiana.

RENT THEATRE—PERFECT SOUND. County
seat town. Closest competition 65 miles away. Have
to see location to appreciate deal. Talking equipment
for sale. Address Post Office Box 241, Santa Rosa,
New Mexico.

THEATRE FOR SALE—750 seats. Northern Indi-
ana town of 6,000 population. Sound equipped. New
projectors, rugs and decorations. Long lease. Clears
$1,000 monthly. Good reason for selling, $12,000
cash, balance terms. Address Albert Goldman, 1402
Mailers Building, Chicago, Illinois,

FOR SALE OR LEASE—FIRST RUN THEATRE,
located in one of the fastest growing cities in the
South. Population of 20,000. Draw sixty miles
square. $5,000 cash will handle if purchased, if
leased, will lease very reasonable. Terms to suit
purchaser. Reason for selling, retiring. If inter-
ested answer quick. Address Box 498, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

PROFITABLE SALES AND PURCHASES OF
THEATRES quickly arranged. Address Albert Gold-
man, S S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—250 SEAT HOUSE and equipment
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to apnreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Heradon,
Virginia.

FOR RENT—MODERN BRICK-TILE THEATRE
—Seats 400; silent equipment. County seat town;
center of four highways, no competition; 30 miles to

nearest show, forced to give up as I have too many
other business interests to look after. Equipment for
sale. An opportunity. Address Mrs. Mary Miller,
Napoleon, N. D,

FOR SALE—250 SEAT THEATRE. Perfect
sound. No competition. Address Lathrop theatre,
Lathrop, Mo.

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK
—Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25 "^r

of value. West Virginia town, drawing population
ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers save
postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply.
Address Box 627, Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 So,
Dearborn St., Chicago. Illinois,

A REAL NICE THEATRE IN TOWN 2500 POP-
ULATION. Talking Pictures, Six other towns to
draw from. At a bargain. Address R. W. Floyd,
Dyer, Tennessee

fi23-SEATER
no opposition.
Theatre, Beldinj

WITH SOUND-
Sunday town,

, Mich,

-Population 4.200:
Address Empress

Theatres Wanted

WANTED—TO BUY OR LEASE. THEATRE IN
Northwest or Western State. Population over 5,000.

Give full details in first letter. Address Box 503,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, Illinois.

WANT TO RENT—SILENT OR TALKIE theatre
in town over 4,000 population. Give full details

in first letter. Address Box 483, Exhibitors Herald-
World. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago. Illinois.

BEFORE YOU BUY A THEATRE, CONSULT
US. Profitable houses always on hand. Address Al-

bert Goldman, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

WANT TO RENT TALKIE THEATRE,
EQUIPPED. Town of 5,000. No opposition. Ad-
dress Box 496. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE IN NORTH CAROLINA OR VIR-
GINIA. Address Box 52, Ahoskie, N. C.

New Equipment

THE LATEST INVENTION—THE PERFOR-
ATED SILVER SOUND SCREEN, Invisible seams,
unexcelled for colored pictures. Clear sound, depth
and reflection. The only perfect screen for third
dimension. For particulars apply Sunbeam Silver
Sound Screen, 48 Montgomery St,, Newburgh, New
York,

Help Wanted

WANTED — SOUND PROJECTIONIST, sober,
married. Address Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

Positions Wanted

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT IN ORGAN SOLOS? I have it!

Eight years experience any style of solo. Can be
billed as M. C. Singing Organist. Will go anywhere.
Address Box 501, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

LOBBY ARTIST DESIRES CHANGE. Experi-
enced house manager. Will consider either position
or combination. Address Rex Mosher, Imperial
Theatre, Alliance, Nebraska.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE ME
WORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8
years' experience on Powers, Motiograph, Simplex,
also Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Age 24^, mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St., Rock Hill, S. C.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-

tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhibi-
tors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS Specially
trained managers, theatre advertising men, theatre
service men, available for employment at short notice.
No service charges. Address Theatre Managers In-
stitute, 325 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS Specially
trained managers, assistant managers, advertising men,
service men, available for employment at short notice.
Address Theatre Managers Institute, 325 Washington
St., Elmira, New York.

PROTECTIONIST—Al—LONG EXPERIENCE all

machines and sound. Address Fred T. Walker, 2124
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, III.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—TALKING EQUIPMENT. Enquire
of Post Office Box 241. Santa Rosa, New Mexico.

JENSEN 14" SPEAKERS, $35.00. FADER
BOXES, $950.00. Address Lee, 302 Harwood, St.,

Dallas, "Texas,

ONE PACENT DISC TALKING EQUIPMENT
IN PERFECT CONDITION—for $600.00 cash. One
extra good Simplex only slightly used for $400.00;
one Simplex, good condition, for $300.00; one Powers
6B including GE Mazda unit for $200.00; one Re-
producco Pipe Organ for $150,00. Address Royal
Theatre, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTIOGRAPH, $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters, New De Vry suit-

case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minn.

FOR SALE—TWO SETS OF TALKIE TURN-
TABLES—One set for Simplex with motors and
pickups, $150.00. One set for Powers or Simplex
with pickups. $75.00. Address W. T. Zimmerman,
Warrenton, Missouri.

FOR SALE — ONE SIMPLEX MACHINE
PRACTICALLY NEW—One second-hand Powers
6A in good shape. One Photophone practicallv new
all motor driven 110 A.C. For quick sale. $500.00
takes all. Address Pastime Theatre, Loreauville, La,

ADDITIONAL
CUSSIFIED ADVERTISING

ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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GENNETT DISC EQUIPMENT—A REAL BUY
—Will sell very reasonable—perfect condition. Ad-
dress Box 497, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE — 2 Powers 6A Machines, Mazda
equipped, $100 each; 225 Veneer Seats, $100; New
Phototone, 100 records, $175; sell separately or take
all with wiring, decorative lamps, etc., $400. Every-
thing in good shape. Address D. B. Dyer, Grover,
Colorado.

TWO SIMPLEX MACHINES—Mazda lights, A-1
condition. Price is right. Address Rialto Theatre, Tell

City, Indiana.

PACENT DISC MACHINES COMPLETE OR
PARTS—Will sell cheap. Address Community Thea-
tres, Inc., 530 Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Wise.

NEW EQUIPMENT BARGAINS—TUBES, 30 day
replacement guarantee. No. 227, 90c; 226, 78c; 250,
$3.85; 210, $2.70; 281, $2.22; 245, $1.50; 244, $1.50;

171, 90c. ACCOUSTIC matting highly efficient, ab-

sorption co-efficient, 43%; guaranteed at 7^20 per
square foot. ARC lamps, pick-ups, speakers, sound
screens approved by Western Electric, and many more
items at greatly reduced prices. Name your require-
ments. Address Apparatus Sales & Service Co., 1223-

1227 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—LOBBY ADVERTISING THIS
YEAR'S FOX AND PARAMOUNT, good as new.
Address Ritz, Clearfield, Pennsylvania.

BRAND NEW RECORD CABINETS—$14.00 each.
Cost $35.00. Address Vitadisk Company, Inc.,

Rochester, New York

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NON-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde, New York,

FIRST HUNDRED DOLLARS TAKES BEAU-
TIFUL Phototone Non-Synchronous Speaker Tubes,
Record Cabinet. Fifty Records, perfect condition.
Address Ritz Theatre. ClearUeld. Pa.

DON'T PAY HIGHWAY ROBBERY PRICES
FOR PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS. We supply
standard replacements all leading systems saitie price

to manufacturers, dealers or exhibitors—$14.95. State
make and type wanted. Address Seryice-on-Sound
Corp., 1600 Broadway New York City, N. Y.

THE TALK OF THE TALKIES—Synchronized
reproducers, new 1930 models for lease at $5.70 a

week. Rentals give you ownership. Address Life-
tone Service Incorporated, Oregon, Illinois

THEATRE EQUIPMENT BARGAINS. We can
save you money on anything you want. Write for
prices. Oldest independent theatre supply house in

America. You take no chance when you buy from
the Western Motion Picture Company, Danville, 111.

"CAN YOU INSTALL YOUR OWN SOUND?"
Others have at a great saving. Detailed prints and
photographs are furnished. Write for prices and
terras. Address The Lifetone Co., Oregon, Illinois.

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in-

guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps with or without machines at

reasonable prices. Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fans for AC and DC current. Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all

at bargain prices for immediate shipment. Write for
bargain list. Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

PART VITADISC TURNTABLES WITH PICK-
UPS, Fader; $125.00. Address Lee, 302 S. Harwood
St., Dallas, Texas.

FOR SALE—CHEAP—Several sets Moviephotie
Equipment. Perfect condition. Address Columbia
Amusement Co., Inc., Paducah, Kentucky.

Will Trade—Equipment

WILL TRADE—STANDARD DEVRY MOTION-
PICTURE CAMERA for pair Simplex Mazda Lamp-
houses with regulators. Address Diamond Theatre,
Lake Odessa, Michigan.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-
less embossing) process. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 Sy2x7l4" letterheads $3.33, or S'/^xll"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED—Powers A. or B. head. Address Ben
Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

WANT SEVERAL SIMPLEX MECHANISMS in

good or poor condition or incomplete. Address Pred-
dey, 187 Golden Gate, San Francisco, California.

WANTED TO BUY—60 ampere or larger genera-
tor. Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED—GOOD USED DRAPES. Send price,
sizes, colors in first letter. Address Silver Hill
theatre, Oshkosh, Nebraska.

WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices. Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machine.=i. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Chairs for Sale

FOR SALE—325 THEATRE CHAIRS. Used
about three years. Like new. Leather upholstered
box spring seats, figured velour backs. Address
Strand theatre, Platteville, Wisconsin.

OPERA CHAIRS FOR SALE—SIX HUNDRED
LIGHT Veneered chairs at very reasonable prices.

Address Windus Bros., Johnson City, N. Y.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

FOR SALE—1,000 UPHOLSTERED SEATS. Imi-
tation Spanish leather, veneered backs. $1.85 each.
1,500 S-ply veneered chairs, 95c each. Address Illi-

nois Theatre Equipment Company, 1029 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs, 600 up-
holstered, 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

1,000 used high-grade spring constructed theatre

seats covered in imitation Spanish leather. The seats

are all brand new with metal bottom boards. Very
reasonable prices. 500 spring edge seats covered in

imitation Spanish leather made by Heywood-Wakefield
Company. 1,000 upholstered seats in imitation leather,

veneer backs. 750 heavy 5-ply veneer theatre chairs,

yi backs. Also several smaller lots of upholstered
chairs, panel backs, at very attractive prices. We can
furnish you with your needs—everything for the thea-

tre—in the used line—at a great saving. For more
information and prices, write Illinois Theatre Equip-
ment Company, 1029 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Managers' Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn mod-
ern theatre management and theatre advertising. The
Institute's training leads to better positions. Write
for particulars. Address Theatre Managers Institute,

325 Washington St. Elmira, N. Y.

Organs

PIPE ORGAN—LATE MODEL WURLITZER.
style "W." Slightly used, good as new. Cost
$2,600.00. Real bargain. Will consider some trade.
Address Texas theatre, Killeen, Texas.

Films for Sale

BIG STOCK OF WESTERNS, SERIALS, CAR-
TOONS AND COMEDIES priced low for quick sale.
Write at once for our list if you are in the market
to buy for CASH. Address Security Pictures, Film
Exchange Building, Omaha, Nebr.

COMEDIES, ACTION, WESTERN and Sensa-
tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition
film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co., 630
Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case, like
new. Address National Equipment Co., 409 West
Michigan St., Duluth, Minn.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, Illinois.

Insurance

THE BIGGEST SAFEGUARD for your business
is the sure protection afforded by insurance. BUT
insurance improperly written is itself a loss of money
to you. For ten years we have made a study of the
theatre's insurance needs. Call on us or write us.

Address Jules Juillard & Co., Room 937, 175 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois.

Would Like to Trade

$120 PER MONTH INCOME PROPERTY leased
to government, 10 years for Post-Office. Will trade
for Theatre building or Theatre business. Address
Box 493. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Illinois.

Partner Wanted

WANTED—A PARTNER TO BUY ONE-HALF
INTEREST in my Theatre in Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan. Will sell one-half interest in Theatre business
or building, or half interest m both. This Theatre
has been a paying proposition for twenty-five years.
Partner must be sober and reliable and willing to take
an active part in management of same. If interested
communicate with George C. Nichols, 1029 Madison
Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miscellaneous

THEATRE ADVERTISING—FLASHY 3x8
BILLS: 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4.25, postpaid. King
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10 cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-
ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Sign Shop,
Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES-Manufacturer to

you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service, Box 4673,

Kansas City, Mo.
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V^
CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By JEM LITTLE

DURING the coming week, somewhat of an innovation (as far as we know)
attends the opening of the Punch and Judy theatre on Van Buren street,

near IVIichigan. Formerly the old Central theatre, M. Louis Machatt, who
is connected with the Cinema theatre on Chicago avenue, has had it remodeled
into a 350 seat house; modern, cosy, and extremely intimate. The interior con-

struction is very simple, in appearance, and while we were not able to get a
glimpse of the finished work, it was far enough progressed to give us some idea
of the "theme." Simplicity might be the term.

'T^HE innovation alluded to in regard to the
-1- opening on Thursday evening, September
18, is the scale of prices. In considering
th€m. it might be well to delve into the some-
what opaque study of psychology, but not find-
ing the time, or the material at hand, we
may just say that the initial price for the
initial showing at the initial opening of the
Punch and Judy theatre is $5.50 for orchestra
seats and $11.00 for the loges. Not exactly
breath-taking, but enough to incur a bit of
contemplation. Thereafter, the price scale will
range from $2.00 for orchestra and $2.50 for
loges in the evening, and $1.00 and $1.50 re-
spectively for matinees, exclusive of matinees
on Saturdays and Sundays.

In choosing a picture for such an opening,
or the opening of such a house, it seems that
no more appropriate choice could have been
made than D. W. Griffith's "Abraham
Lincoln."

This playhouse, which can be considered as
being in the category known as unique, is one
of the first moving picture theatres in Amer-
ica to be built- for the express purpose of
establishing a policy of one afternoon per-
formance, and one evening performance,
coupled with a reserved seat idea.

From all "p r e v i e w" appearances, Mr.
Machatt's newest venture seems to bear the
trade mark of success, and we hope that such
may be the case.

^ ^ ^

While talking to Charley Loewenberg the
other day (somehow or other, that is a fail-
ing that we can't seem to rid ourselves of), a
rather distinguished looking gentleman came
up to Charley's desk, and we were presented
to E. D. Leishman, supervisor of all Univer-
sal exchanges, who is in Chicago arranging
for new quarters for the local exchange.
Rambling along a conversational road that
had no particular bypaths, we finally turned
aside into one with the sign post "Television"
at its

_
corner. Mr. Leishman augmented it

most interestingly by telling of a television
experiment which he witnessed while in Ger-
many last year, which consisted of being in
one room and having the picture come from
another. Although it was by no means per-
fect, it was distinguishable, and when the
German inventor was questioned concerning
it, he remarked that all it needed was per-
fection.

Which shows that once a basic idea has
materialized, the necessary improvements will
come in due time, whether rapidly or not, con-
sidering the amount of application that is

extended in the improvement.

Thf idea that tf-lcvision mitrht be an en-
croachment upon the field of the theatre was
mentioned, and Mr. Leishman gave us the
essence of a remark that Roxy dropped at
some recent convention concerning the same
thing. In brief, it was that althoufrh inven-
tions may seem to have a desultory effect upon
the usefulness of other things, they somehow

stimulate activity which takes care of a threat-

ened calamity. Thus, the coming of television

may be considered as inevitable in the course
of progress, and a complement of the theatre
rather than a competitor.

* * *

One night, at least, when we didn't be-
grudge staying up and losing those precious
minutes before twelve (we wonder if any-
body ever does sleep before then) was the
previw of "Abraham Lincoln." The title of
the picture alone no doubt conveys the names
of David Wark Griffith and United Artists.

One remark was overheard that perhaps is

the greatest compliment that could be paid
to the production, and that was that "seeing
such a film made one proud to be an Amer-
ican." The two hours needed for the pro-
gram passed in an inconceivably short time,

but in that brief space, we were carried
through the gamut that marked a man's life,

a life that carried a climax that would stagger
a writer of fiction. The introductory short
feature, a United Artists product, was some-
thing of a masterpiece, entitled "Samba," and
was a visualization of an overture which was
written some time ago concerning the depreda-
tions of a characteristic "bad man" who lived

in the not too recent days of France. All in

all, a wholly enjoyable early morning, and
much too much to think about to be fatigued
when it was over. Not having seen
"Whoopee," which was to be presented on
Friday evening of the same week, we merely
look forward to it with a great deal of
anticipation.

* * *

And, of course, the first, or one of the
first persons we saw when we walked into

the "smoking gallery" of the United Artists
theatre was—well, none other than Fred Mar-
tin, comfortably ensconced for the evening.
And, incidently, we had the pleasure of sit-

ting with him throughout the performance,
and we rather think Fred approved of the
short feature, even though it wasn't an Educa-
tional product.

* * *

Walter Hyland, that indefatigable (pardon,
Walter, but that must be the right word)
purveyor of all that is information in the
realm of baseball, is becoming enthusiastic

about the opening next Monday night of the
bowling interests of the Row. The exchange
teams will again battle with the pins, and it

seems that some very substantial prizes are
to be awarded. Officers of the league will be
chosen at the conclave.

And while we're on the Universal subject,

and if we may be permitted to mention
Charley Loewenberg's name just once more,
Charley, upon his return from exploiting "All
Quiet" in the Wisconsin territory, was all en-

thused about the showmanship of some of the
managers up there. He mentioned several,

Being a poem by one of the members
of the industry who is sojourning in the

Far East, namely, one Del Goodman,
who, by the way, has charge of all the

Fox exchanges in the Orient. This, which
has a vague touch of genius about it, was
given us by Henri Ellman, who has long

been a friend of Del's, and who corre-

sponds with him regularly. We present

it to you with no apologies.

The Exile

I'm sick of the Mongol and Tartar,

I'm sick of the Jap and the Malay
And faraway spots on the chart are

No place for yours truly to stay.

I've had enough undersized chicken
And milk that comes out of a can.

The East is no region to stick in

For this particular man.
I'm weary of curry and rice, all

Commingled with highly spiced dope,

I'm weary of bathing with Lysol

And washing with carbolic soap,

I'm tired of itch, skin diseases.

Mosquitoes and vermin and fi,ies,

I'm fed up on tropical breezes

And sunshine that dazzles my eyes.

Oh, Lord, for a wind with a tingle

An atmosphere zestful and keen.

Oh, Lord, once again just to mingle

With crowds that are white folks and
clean.

To eat without fear of infection

To sleep without using a net

And throw away all my collection

Of iodine, quinine, et cet.

To know all the noise and clamour

The hurry and froth of the West
I'll trade all the Orient glamour
That damned lying poets suggest

They sing of the East as enthralling

(And that's why I started to roam)
But—/ hear the Occident calling

Oh, Lord, but I want to go home.
Del Goodman

among whom were Scharnberg and Knudsen
of Madison, McKevitt of Racine—by the way,

McKevitt called Charley and spoke_ of the

opening at the Venitian theatre as being phe-

nomenal, considering that the new RKO
house there opened at the same time, or some
time near it—Bullenbeck of Sheboygan and

Westfall of Kenosha. We sorta think Charley

is there just a little bit when it comes to

exploiting.

L. E. Goetz is back from his sojourning in

California, where he has been during the filrn-

ing of "Ten Nights in a Barroom." Willis

Kent, who has also been out there, is ex-

pected back in a few weeks, presumably with

the completed film. Those who have seen parts

of the uncut picture seem to think that it

has great promise, and will develop into box
office, as it has much of human interest in it.

Charlie Lindau had a faraway look in his

eyes last Monday, and we found out why
when he told us that the day before had been
spent at Silver Lake, up in Wisconsin. We
hardly blame him, for pavements and office

walls are somewhat drab aftermaths of an
outing—especially at Silver Lake.

Manager Straus of the Alcyon theatre in

Highland Park is deeply engrossed in plans

for the celebration of the fifth anniversary
of his theatre within a few weeks. The
Alcyon, by the way, is a Universal house.

Louis Mack, brother of Irving, is on the

road to recovery after having his toasils re-

moved. We understand that he did it in

order that this page might have another news
item. That was a splendid idea, for it just

fills out the page (and we hope he gets better
rapidly, if he isn't already).
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/
CLEAR across the country Andy Clyde is

steadily building up a following that is bring-

ing them in at the box-office. With every new
picture more big first run houses acknowledge

the money making power of ^"^the grand old man
of comedies" by putting his name in the lights.

When Andy raised his squeaky voice in *'The

Bride's Relations'* a year and a half ago, MACK
SENNETT COMEDIES gave exhibitors a new idea

ofjust how funny a comedy could be. Since then

his portrayals of the wheezy ''Mr. Martin" have

been one steady forward march in popularity

for Clyde and for SENNETT COMEDIES.

Play Clyde for one ofyour biggest comedy bets

this season. And start now with the first SENNETT
COMEDY of the new season, ^'Grandma's Girl."

It's a laugh knockout about a fast-stepping

grandma, an old-fashioned son and a beautiful

girl, in this modern jazz age.

MACK SENNETT
TALKING COMEDIES

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, live, E. W, HAMMONS, President
Member Mution Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc.. Will H. Hays, President
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RALD
HEADLINES
that mean BOX
OFFICE LINES!

MARX BROS. "ANIMAL CRACKERS" FAR EXCEEDING "COCOA-

NUTS" GROSSES N. Y., CHICAGO, BOSTON, EVERYWHERE!

LUmfsCH'S "MONTE CARLO^AYING TO sXo. CROWDsl
AND RAVE REVIEWS. 3rd BIG WEEK RIVOLI, NEW YORK

"ANYBODY'S WOMAN," CHATTERTON - BROOK *

DRAMATIC SMASH,75% ABOVEAVERAGE BUSINESS
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With the season s

Sensational Smash

"RENO"
Cornelius

From the Best-Seller Novel by

VANDERBILTj
Was syndicated serially to over

20,000,000 newspaper readers!

Marks the triumphant return to the screen of

ig '^ jgRUTH RC-A
With KENNETH THOMSON, SAM HARDY,

DORIS LLOYD, JUDITH VOSCELLI
Directed by GEO. J. CRONE

The Scion of one of America's great families has com-
bined the might of a great message with the lilt of love,

the swan song of mismating and the excitement of tense

drama. A "natural" for all audiences.

NATIONAL TIE-UPS GALORE!
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CLARA BOW
brings a IVEliV

KIXD
ofSHORT
t4*YOU

!

Clara's the star in the first gala issue

of the industry's sensational new
short, PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL.
Your audience swims and romps
with Clara in an intimate way. And
gets an eyefuU and earfull of other

breezy entertainment besides. A
fresh type of single-reel short, as

swift and snappy as the "It" girl

herself.

PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
comes to you 12 times a year—one

a month. The latest addition to

the greatest quality program of

shorts on earth!

Booh
PARAMOUNT ALL-STAR SHORTS



NEW TITAN SMASHES

AMOS N ANDY AND

IN>

WHEELER
WOOLSEY

CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK IN'

HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE



LED INTO SHOW ARENA

HOT TIP FROM COAST!

The Amos ^n^ Andy Show is in

the Bag! Now Watch for the

Most Sensational Develo|>-

ments in the Span of All

Show Ages!

LEATHER-
NECKING
ALL-STARCOMEDY BOMBSHELL
KEN MURRAY. . .NED SPARKS . . . BENNY
RUBIN . . . LILYAN TASHMAN . . . OTHERS

SILVER
HORDE
REX BEACH'S TERRIFIC MELODRAMA

EVELYN BRENT . . . LOUIS WOLHEIM

DANGER
LIGHTS
FIRST RAILROAD DRAMA OF THETALKIES

LOUIS WOLHEIM, JEAN ARTHUR, KOBT. ARMSTRONO
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I DusinessisOrcat!

THE TIFFANY

<HIMPS
TKey've Kit tlie trade like S.R.O. in August. Cliimpan*

Xees— live monks— that dress, act/, talk like Humans

!

Every move is a laugfi/ every word a Kowl.

Exnibitors are asking for tliem, seeing tKem, roaring at

tnem, signing for tliem in a great big way. You betclia

>usiness is great

Six —count em!—six fast ones entitled: THE BLIMP

MySTERy. THE LITTLE COVERED WAGON.
THE LITTLE BIG HOUSE. CHASING AROUND.
THE LITTLE DIVORCEE. SWEET PATOOTIE.

This is monkey business that's h.o. business. Men, a

month from now they'll he calling it {lie sliot-l IwarJ

\roima ilte tcoAal

SIX 2-REEL ALL-TALKING

MONKEY COMEDIES FROM
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UNITED ARTISTS
HAS WHAT IT

TAKES TO BUILD
CAPACITY BUSINESS

GREAT
The greatest that have ever been recorded

in the log of the motion picture industry

IC

I

uRES



VoIM^B^IkmdSud
"An amazing picture! Every man, womanand child

in scope . . A truly great adventure . . Leaves you fi

"A thrilling chapter of adventure . . . Limned in cle

Sensational."

"Some of the most remarkable scenes that have ev

greatest feature that has ever been brought to the sc

"The jungles and veldts of the Dark Continent, wit

give up their secrets in ^Africa Speaks*. It is a great

"Carries a terrific dramatic punch replete with fast

spellbound for two hours . . .There will be long lines

C

cAnother COIL



should see it Authentic, instructive and sweeping

lied with awe* Don^t miss ^Africa Speaks\^^

—Ada Hanifin, San Francisco Examiner

ar-cut photography A remarkable transcript

—Fred Johnson, San Francisco Call Bulletin

er been recorded on film* I willingly admit it is the

reen*
»

—Robert D» Dwyer, San Francisco News

h their natural sounds, their beauties, their horrors,

picture* —George C. Warren, San Francisco Chronicle

action that is absorbingly interesting * * Audience sat

at the doors of the theatres * * * It will make history*^^

—A. De Bernardi, Jr., Denver Post

NEW YORK
PREMIERE

GLOBE THEATRE
SEPT., 19th

BIA ^T^iMMfph f



It never rains ^

but it pours"!

The successful "All Star" plus story

policy of producer E. B. DERR has

now been extended to include Pathe

shorts as well as Pathe features—This

move means money — big money to

every man merchandising amusement.

Watch for New Stellar

Talent in Current

RAINBOW COMEDIES
WHOOPEE COMEDIES
MANHATTAN COMEDIES
FOLLY COMEDIES
RODEO COMEDIES
MELODY COMEDIES
CAMPUS COMEDIES
CHECKER COMEDIES



DAPMN E

POLLARD
Reigning Queen of Roaring Laughter

The Internationally Famous Comedy Genius

will now appear in a series of twelve 2-reel

Pathe Comedies.

The first number "Breakfast in Bed"—

a

RAINBOW comedy, will be followed by

eleven others of big time headline quality.

Produced by

E. B. DERR

PATHE
La Malson des Nouvelles Creations

(The Home of New M~ts)
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FROM
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in one week at the Albee,

R.K.O. House, Cincinnati

SETTING NEW
SUMMER HIGH
And It's the Same the Country Over!

THE GREATEST PICTURE
OF ITS KIND SOARS TO

NEW HEIGHTS

R-S T
A S i

A L W AYS
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Better Theatres The industry's Merchandising Magazine

THE FALL BUYERS NUMBER
of

Better Theatres
Wm be Issued OCTOBER 25th, 1930

This will be another DeLuxe Edition of Better Theatres

It is, however, one of the thirteen regularly scheduled issues, to which is added a number
of special and important features.

Among" special editorial features for this

number are the following:

Names and addresses of active theatre

architects, with pictures and details of

their handiwork.

A complete list of dealers and distribu-

tors of theatre supplies and equipment.

Personnel of firms supplying theatre

products and services.

Up-to-date and authoritative stories

covering the installation and operation

of modern sound equipment.

Informative stories on theatre products,

with alphabetical list of manufacturers.

Other constructive features conducive

to judicious buying.

The Spring and Fall Buyers Numbers of

Better Theatres always contain a wealth of

reference and informative material that is

invaluable to the theatre architect, contrac-

tor, engineer, electrician, manager, projec-

tionist, purchasing agent and the owner.

The Buyers Numbers of Better Theatres

are the most complete, most up-to-date and

most valuable aid available for the selection

and purchase of all products for the theatre.

The importance and unusual value of the

Fall Buyers Number warrants the careful

consideration of all manufacturers and dis-

tributors of theatre products.

October 25th is the Publication Date

October 15th is the Closing Date
for

THE FALL BUYERS NUMBER
of

BETTER THEATRES
Published in Conjunction with Exhibitors Herald-World by

Quigley Publishing Company
407 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Industry's Merchandising Magazine Better Theatres



. . . and you

can lick any

opposition

on earth!
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Pictures count these days! NOTHING BUT
PICTURES! Yesterday's receipts won't pay to-

morrow's bills— wailing and waiting won't

keep the opposition from throttling you!

Don't envy the opposition— BE THE OPPOSI-
TION! You've got to have a product better

than your competitors best-^—otherwise you're

licked! 1

iUJY WITH iUtt /\S
You're back in the picture business! Pick your

product! Loud barking never filled a theatre

— but pictures!—''HONEST TO GOD" attrac-

tions kept you alive! ,.^__.

FIRST NATIONAL HAS TWENTY
READY-TO-SHOW HITS (OUT OF 35)

TO BACK ITS CLAIM TO LEADER-

SHIP! WE'VE GOT THE EDGE ON
THE INDUSTRY AND OUR EDGE IS

YOUR EDGE-IF YOU BUY WITH
THE BRAINS GOD GAVE YOU.

REMEMBER:
_^ First National is respon-

"^S sible for most of our sue-

S cessful sliowmen — FIRST
I'lTAi

national
Pictured

NATIONAL IS GOING TO CONFIDENTIAL:
KEEP THEM SUCCESSFUL!

Your First National sales-

man can show you an

opportunity of a lifetime!

Tomorrow may be too late.

"Vitophont" ii lh« r*gl«l<r*d ifod» mork of lh« Vifophon* Corp. dMignoting iti products.



THE DAWN PATROL
—llth week N. Y. Winter Garden; 4th week Orpheunv

lo$ Angeles. Sensation Everywhere.

TOP SPEED
—Two weeks Hollywood, Hollywood. Big at the

Stanley, Pittsburgh; big N. Y. Strand. A mop up.

GIRL OF THE
GOLDEN WEST
—Ann Harding and great cast. . Will set the industry

talking and records falling.

WAY OF ALL MEN
—Opens N. Y. Strand next week; bettered Los

Angeles business by many thousands. A Natural.

SCARLET PAGES
—Marks Elsie Ferguson's return to the screen. A sen-

sational theme that's sure to get the women coming.

THE BAD MAN
—Walter Huston doing his stuff in great fashion. BigJ

at the Midwest, Oklahoma City; big everywhere.



UP THE RIVER
with

SPENCER
CLAIRE

TRACY
LUCE

WARREN HYMER - HUMPHREY
BOGART < WILLIAM COLLIER, Sr.

JOAN ("CHERIE") LAWES
Story by MAURINE WATKINS
Directed by JOHN FORD
Bootleggers, rubber check writers, second story men,

card sharps and plain muggs, all gathered together

within the ivied walls of the dear old Alma Mater—
Sing Sing on ttie Hudson and Up The River.

As many guffaws as there are crooks, and they're plenty.

You'll laugh until you cry and cry because you con

laugh no more. OCTOBER 12

OCTOBER IS
GET A BIG ONE

THE PICK OF

CHARLES FARRELL

L I L i O M
with

ROSE HOBART * H. B. WARNER
ESTELLE TAYLOR < LEE TRACY
Directed by FRANK BORZAGE

play by FRANZ MOLNARFro the

Forrell, voted most popular male star by readers of newspopers

in America's two biggest cities.

Borzoge, twice winner of Photoplay Medal for the leading picture.

LILIOM, the stage hit of Its season-

Great cast.

The strangest, saddest love story ever filmed. How the women will

love it! OCTOBER 5

Vm\ HAS



HARVEST TIME
WITH FOX PICTURES
THE CROP

SCOTLAND YARD
with

EDMUND LOWE . JOAN BENNETT

BARBARA LEONARD
From the play by DENISON CLIFT

Directed by WILLIAM K. HOWARD

Another man's face. Another man's wife thinking him her husband,

begging him to live with her! What strange pranks Fate played

upon this man whom a surgeon gave a face not his own!

Temptation, for she was beautiful. Action and suspense because he

was a crook at heart and wished to live two lives at the same time.

RENEGADES
with

WARNER BAXTER
MYRNA LOY < NOAH BEERY
GREGORY GAVE • GEORGE COOPER

From the novel by ANDRE ARMANDY

Directed by VICTOR FLEMING

Renegades but men. A woman devilishly beautiful

but d spy. She would ruin him twice, first through her

hate and then through her love. Tempestuous pas-

sions, heroism, treachery and loyalty in the Foreign

Legion. A great picture with a great favorite, Baxter,

and the director who made that cyclonic success

"Common Clay"

OCTOBER 26

114,6



COM ING
A New

I
Criterion

yl new motif in the

new mode of superior screen attractions

so successfully established by "Holiday"

. . . Something exceptionally forceful in

its appeal to the modern intelligence of

today's talking picture patrons . . . An

amazingly clever play that will set a new

criterion for rare quality in long run fea-

tures, will be presented in

"R E B O U N D"
— a dramatic vehicle inspirationally

suited to the subtle, exquisite artistry of

ANN HARDING
who will have the superior support of

masculine stars of world-wide popularity.

"Rebound" will also have E. H.

GRIFFITH'S genius in its direction, the

talent of HORACE JACKSON in its

adaptation, and the keen showmanship

of E. B. DERR in its production details

— the personalities who share credit for

the great success of Pathe's "Holiday".

ANN HARDING

E. B. DERR

Producer

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH

Director

Donald Ogden Stewart

Author

HORACE JACKSON
Scenarist



The Season's

De Luxe SPECIAL

REBOUND
DONALD OGDEN STEWART'S SUPERB STAGE SUCCESS
Adapted for Talking Picture Presentation with the Author's Personal Assistance

* A Wide-awake, Ultra-Modern Play that won high praise from the great dramatic critics. •«

HEYWOOD BROUN said: "I'm distinaly for Donald Ogden Stewart's new play 'Rebound'.

This IS the best light comedy by anybody hereabouts in ten or twenty years. And it's not so

damned light either." « ALEXANDER WOOLCOTT wrote: "I had a good time at your play.

The finale of the second act is one of the most exciting things I ever saw in the theatre." «

ROBERT BENCHLEY declared: "I like 'Rebound' enormously. It is only a humorist like Mr.

Stewart who can be serious simultaneously with being funny." « JOHN ANDERSON assert-

ed: "Altogether delightful. Its sly mixture of superb idiocy and compelling drama makes an

evening of rare quality." <• CHARLES DARNTON said; "Wholly refreshing and delightful. It

is highly modern in being quite sensible about what it

does and how it does it." Praise that's praise indeed! PATHE
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Remember when
Chaplin and Lloyd

made short comedies

HAL ROACH
produces 'em

NOW ITS
LAUREL and

HARDY-
Kings of Comedy Shorts

-G-
releases ^em
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Editorial .BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY.

Foreign Distribution

''f^HE continuation of a healthy market abroad for

J- American films is a question of the greatest possible

significance. This question is of such significance not
merely to any one branch of the business, nor to only
several branches of the business—but to the entire busi-

ness of motion pictures and to every person engaged in the
business.

Hence, it is a matter of commonsense procedure that all

persons in the industry should take note of the matter
and, when the opportunity presents itself, extend every
possible assistance and cooperation toward the accomplish-
ment of a permanently satisfactory solution.

The prosperity of the American industry depends upon
\vide distribution abroad of American films. In event of

any serious dislocation of American distribution abroad
either one of two things necessarily would follow:

Either the domestic market would have to be charged
substantially higher rentals than now being paid, or pro-
duction costs would have to be lessened materially. This
latter course, naturally, would mean a curtailment in screen
value.

Obviously, then, overseas distribution must not only be
safeguarded on its present basis but it must be promoted
and developed in every possible way.
As a first consideration it seems very plain that to con-

tinue to enjoy successful distribution in the foreign mar-
kets American producers must be prepared to supply
good pictures. The dialogue contained in these pictures
must, of course, be spoken in the language of the country
in which they are exhibited. The language must not only
be the language of the country but it must be spoken cor-

rectly and faithfully.

It is possible to produce talking motion pictures prac-
tically anywhere in the world. Conceivably, pictures could
be made al, the north pole, at the south pole and anywhere
in the intervening territory.

But motion pictures may best be produced in Hollywood.
This is not because of any extraordinary natural advan-
tages of Hollywood which cannot be matched elsewhere;
it is not because Hollywood happens to be the American
production center and it is not merely because the best
pictures have thus far been made there.

The reason why Hollywood offers advantages which can-
not be equalled elsewhere is because there is in Hollywood
the world's chief concentration of all of the principal ele-

ments of motion picture production.
Every country very naturally would like to have motion

picttirea which are shown in its theatres, and to its people,
produced within its own borders. Every country would
like to have its particular nationalistic thought and spirit

impressed upon the pictures which its people see. Every
country, also, would like to have money spent for produc-
tion expended within its own borders.

But successful motion pictures cannot be produced for
local consumption in the smaller countries. Domestic reve-
nues are not adequate to support such production. In
attempting to produce for local consumption the inevitable

result is a cheapened product which is not satisfactory to

the public and, consequently, not profitable to the local

theatres which are caUed npon to run it. Hence, while

under such a plan some additional money is expended in

the country, there is an off-setting loss of profit to the busi-

ness men of the country who are engaged in the operation

of theatres.

Good American pictures, upon which foreign exhibitors

may earn a profit, can be made available to foreign theatres

at considerably lesser rentals than would have to be paid
for less adequate subjects produced locally. This fact is

due, of course, to the American market paying a large

percentage of the cost of production.

For the benefit of theatres the world over foreign distri-

bution of American pictures must be maintained.

To accomplish this in the era of talking pictures it it

necessary only that the problems involved in multi-lingual

production be solved.

On the record it is plain that Hollywood has the facilities

for the making of the best pictures. To perfect there the
necessary arrangements to include foreign languages, cor-

rectly and faithfully spoken, is a decidedly lesser problem
than to attempt foreign production under circmnstances

which do not afford the chief essentials of sHccessful

motion picture production.

Musical Pictures

THE pendulum swings and swings intemperately in the
amusement business. A year ago the musical motion

picture held the limelight. The gift of music to the motion
picture was being revelled in exceedingly. This year the

motion picture depending chiefly on song and music is

being looked at apprehensively. Now the dramatic subject

is in the limelight of popular favor.

It is probably a fact that as sound production got well

under way an inordinate amount of stress was placed on
the musical stdiject. It is probably also a fact that the
vogue for musical pictures was somewhat undermined by a

lot of pretty bad pictures of that type.

Musical accompaniment is a great asset of the sound
picture and while musical pictures may now, in a manner,
be occupying a back seat it is not at all likely that they
will stay there long. AAA
THE election of Mr. Fred S. Meyer, an able and enter-

prising young theatre man, to the presidency of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin is a promising

development.
Mr. Meyer was selected for the office despite an appre-

hension felt in some quarters relative to the desirability of

placing at the head of the Wisconsin organization a m^an

identified with a circuit of affiliated theatres.

Much depends upon the man in such a case. In selecting

Mr. Meyer the organization has taken a happy course. We
feel sure that his administration will be marked with solid

and constructive effort in behalf of the organization and
all of its members.
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RKO Newsreel Is Planned by
Smith and Connolly, Is Report

Trans-Lux Also May Establish

Chain of Newsreel Theatres
W B Reverses Showing
System on "Office Wife"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—Warner
Brothers is following an unusual
course in playing "The OSce Wife"
at the Beacon theatre uptown for the
week of September 26, then bringing
it down to the Strand commencing
October 10.

Generally, pictures open £rst at
the Strand, then follow with an en-
gagement at the Beacon further north
on Broadway. It is understood that
the him has been remarkably success-
ful in its showings outside New
York, taking Brst place in receipts
at the Mastbaum in Philadelphia.

New Orleans First

Runs Ask 6Months
Protection Films

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 18.—First run
houses in this city have demanded six

months' protection on all first run pictures
before they are released to second run
houses. The present protection is 30 days.
Second run houses are objecting strenu-

ously, with many exhibitors predicting it

will bring the downfall of the second run
theatre. It is understood that an increase
in admission prices is also asked of the
second runs.

72-Page Booklet Is

Issued in California

Daylight Saving War
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 19.—A 72-page
booklet has been issued by "California's All

Right," a league organized to combat the day-
light saving movement here. In it are testi-

monial letters from leaders in many industries,

voicing their opposition to daylight saving.

The question will come up for ballot

November 4.

»

Paramount, 3rd N. Y.

Theatre Used Only for

Specials, Has ''Spoilers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—The Paramount
theatre is being used this weekend for the

first time as a house for the introduction of

big special productions to Broadway, when
"The Spoilers" opens there tomorrow. Up
to now the Rialto and the Rivoli only have
been use for that purpose by Paramount.
The reason is understood to be the num-

ber of specials which must be pre-released
in order to give exhibitors throughout the
country a chance to get them on schedule
time, making necessary the use of all the
company's New York theatres for special

showings.
The success of "Monte Carlo" at the

Rivoli and "Animal Crackers" at the Rialto
has closed these houses to further bookings
for several weeks.

Undertaking Project As Subsidiary of R C A, Film Cir-

cles Hear—Connolly Slated As Editor
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—Despite continued official denial from the

office of Courtland Smith, new chief executive of the Trans-Lux Cor-

poration, it is definitely understood that this company will shortly begin

production of an R K O newsreel.

Announcement of this new project is expected to be made next week, when
final arrangements will have been made.

Jack Connolly, formerly a Washington representative of the producers and
distributors, and more recently associated Avith Fox Film Corporation, is slated

to edit the newsreel, it is said.

Report Persists That Trans-Lux

Plans Newsreel Theatre Chain

The report also persists that in addition to the production of a newsreel, Trans-

Lux will open and operate a chain of newsreel theatres in key centers of the

country.

It was Smith who, before the reorganization of Fox Film Corporation, opened
the first newsreel theatre in the Embassy here. Following the success of this

undertaking, a chain of such houses was planned, it is understood. These plans

did not materialize at that time, however, owing to the Fox difficulties.

Production of an R K O subject would bring the total of newsreels

in the industry to seven, with news events already being presented on
the screen by Paramount, Fox, Metro, Universal, Pathe and Edu-
cational.

RKO theatres now have a long term contract with Pathe sound news. The
new product would give these houses the choice events from two subjects, which
is the general policy of a majority of the larger houses.

Report Project Undertaken by

Trans-Lux As RC A Subsidiary

Connolly, while with Fox, formed many newsreel associations, as well as con-

tacts with official circles in foreign countries. This, added to his earlier experi-

ences and associations in this country, has given him the necessary background
for the post of editor.

Trans-Lux, it is said, is undertaking this new project as a subsidiary of RCA.
Executives, however, have not verified this report.

Newsreel Theatres for All Foreign

Capitals and U. 5. Cities Predicted
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—A newsreel theatre in every foreign capital as well as
the larger cities of this country, in the near future, is the prediction of E. L. Har-
vey, managing editor of Fox Movietone News and the Embassy, New York's
newsreel theatre.

"Paris and Berlin will shortly follow the lead set by London in providing the-
atres for the exclusive showing of sound newsreels," said Harvey, who recently
returned from supervising the opening of the British Movietone News theatre in
London. He pointed out as the basis for this statement, the enthusiasm with which
the public of the English capital greeted the new house, and the capacity crowds
it has accommodated since.

It Is planned to present the news of the day at the London house, which seats
less than 600, in much the same manner that it is shown at the New York Embassy.
Harvey noted that thrill pictures seem particularly to appeal to the British, as

well as scenes of skyscrapers and the doings of American girls.
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-BROADWAY-

MIKE SIMMONS, the peppy new
president of A M P A, burst one

bubble in his talk accepting the chair

from Eddie Klein.

It seems that Mike has gained an in-

dustr\'-wide reputation for the use of

words which would have thrown Roget
and Webster into a fit of despair, and
as a result he has become known as "Six

Syllable" Simmons.

Mike, however, has put at rest the

rumor that he spends 20 out of every

24 hours devom'ing the works of the

world famous lexicographers. "Six Syl-

lable," he advises you, was tacked on to

him at about the time he entered the

motion picture industry—at a time (be-

lieve it or not) when he was of a very
retiring nature.

So modest was Mike when in the pres-

ence of overlords of the business that

speech was an effort, and he would find

himself stuttering. It was then that even
one syllable words were painfully pro-

nounced by him in multiple syllable.

And thus was created the halo about
Mike, and the phrase, "Six Syllable."

Incidents which at the moment may
seem of little consequence often become
a dominating influence.

Take the case of the Ries patent,

which is now creating more or less of a
disturbance in the sound field. This pat-

ent was purchased by DeForest and
placed on the shelf, little thought being
given to what it might eventually mean
to the talking motion picture. Later,
William Fox gave DeForest $50,000 for

an option, which was never exercised,
on this patent.

Today, the Ries patent is the crux of
the sound patent situation.

A

Paramount reversed the usual proce-
dure in advertising "The Spoilers,"
which opened Friday, September 19, at

the Paramount theatre. A trailer shown
the preceding week announced that this

picture, which rated a $2 Broadway
showing, was to be presented at popular
prices in appreciation of the public's pat-
ronage of the Paramount and other
Publix houses.

This is the first of a group of specials
to be booked into the Paramount. With
its outstanding pictures scheduled for
this theatre, and the Rialto and Rivoli,
it would appear that the company, like a
numl>er of other producers, favors the
extended run at popular prices rather
than the roadshow at $2 top.

A

M. A. Schlesinger of General Talk-
ing Pictures is always the genial host.
Ask the press.

JAY M. SHRECK.

Leave It to the Marines

We were going to use the old standby about telling it to the marines, but, unfortunately, there

is no telling them about anything, but there is the very real possibility that we can leave it up
to them to give us some pointers on "Leathernecking," which is the title of Radio Pictures'

film which opened at the Globe in New York on Thursday evening, September 11, its world
premiere, which began at ten-thirty. Here are some of the players.

Eddie Foy, Jr., and charming Irene Dunn

Front row, beginning left: Lilyan Tashman, Carl Gerrard, Irene Dunn, Ken
Murray, Eddie Foy, Jr., and Benny Rubin.
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Dark Horse Wins Herald-World
Golf Tourney, Best Ever Held

Gene Ruggiero, Bert Glennon
Get Low Gross and Net Prizes

Division Winners

PRODUCERS AND EXECU-
TIVES

First low gross: Jack Warner Silver

trophy: Mike Farley.

Second low gross: Jack White silver

compote: C. L. Lewis.
First low net: Tec-Art silver Trophy:

Gordon Jennings.
First low gross, Division B: Western

Costuming Co., riding boots: J. K. Mc-
Guinoess.

DIRECTORS AND ASSIST-
ANT DIRECTORS

FuTeI low gross: Hollywood Reporter
silver cocktail shaker: Robert McGowan.
Second low gross: Fox silver loving

cnp: Frank Borzage.
First low net: Fairbanks silver loving

cup: Norman McLeod.
Second low net: E. J. Ford.
Third low net: K. E. Sedlacek silver

vase: Ray McCarey.

CAMERA AND SOUND
First low gross: Smith and Aller cock-

tail shaker: Johnny Fulton.

First low net: Souchet and Shafer
sweater; Wesley Miller.

First low gross, Division B, Cinema
Props silver cup: Norman Brodine.

WRITERS
First low gross: Art Clarkson matched

clubs: John Monk Saunders and Richard
Whiting.

First low net: Cutter-Brady lamp:
Andy Bennison.

First low gross. Division B; Joseph M.
Schenck silver decanter: Dick Hunt.

Second low gross: Cinema Mercantile
silver compote: James Seymour.

EXHIBITORS
First low gross: Set of matched irons

donated by R K O studios ; Jack Rosen-
berg.

AGENTS AND PRESS
AGENTS

First low gross: Alexander and Oviatt

cocktail set; James Fidler.

First low net: Bc-Hannesey Studios
iron bench; James Townsend.

First low gross, division B : Thalian
silver statue; Howard Strickling.

Second low gross: Hollywood Plaza
hotel golf ash tray; Pete Smith.

ACTORS
First low gross: Pathe golf bag; Doug-

las Fairbanks.

Second low gross: Paramount water
set; T. E. Requa.

First low net: Al Christie cup; Harold
Miller.

First low gross, division B: Raffe Ori-

ental rug; Ricardo Cortez.

Second low gross: Max Factor make-
up kit; Harry Gribbon.

Third low gross: Roosevelt Hotel sil-

ver loving cup; Bert Wheeler.

TECHNICAL
First low gross: Brulatour-Eastman

silver cocktail shaker; Bob Robinson.

Winners of the grand prizes were

:

Low gross: Gene Ruggiero,
film editor, United Artists studio

;

HERALD-WORLD Gold Medal
and leg on HERALD-WORLD
silver loving cup for three-time
winner.
Low net : Bert Glennon, di-

rector; HERALD-WORLD gold
medal and M G M silver cocktail

set.

Ruggiero won over Gene Hornbostel,
George Marshall, who holds one leg on
the cup, Johnny Mescall, who holds two,

Pictures
The story of the Herald-World

Film Golf Tournament as told by
the camera will be found on pages
34 and 35.

Los Angeles Newspapers Call Event with 241 Entrants
"Most Successful Ever Conducted"

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Gene Ruggiero, film cutter, and dark horse in a

field of 241 wildly enthusiastic entrants in Exhibitors Herald-World's fourth

annual motion picture golf tournament, defeated the field in the big event held

Sunday at the Lakeside Golf Club.

Jack Warner, Eddie Quillan, Buddy Rog-
ers, Frank Borzage, Robert Edeson, Rich-

ard Arlen, Harry Langdon, Graham Baker,
Leon Errol, Leo Forbstein, Sol Wurtzel,
Eddie Cline, Frank Capra, Victor Fleming,
Robert Montgomery, Ben Bard and Andy
Clyde.

Fascinating Putting Match

A gallery of 200 watched the finishing con-

tests which among other things including a

fascinating putting match won by Wilbur
Mack, with Eugene Forde second.

It was 7 o'clock when prizes were awarded.
Due to darkness, large incandescent studio

lamps were used. They had been supplied by
United Artists Studio.

"B" division was added to give the "dubs"
a chance at the large assortment of prizes.

Those with handicaps of from 1 to 23 were
classified in "A" division and those with
24 handicaps were placed in the "B" classi-

fication.

Entrants, classified under their respective

divisions, were as follows:

Producers and Executives

E. Butcher, Sam Briskin, Graham Baker,

E. J. Bleger, Sid Brennecke, L. H. Buell,

Sam Bischoff, Louis Brock, Andy J. Cal-

laghan, Henry M. Clark, Leo F. Forbstein,

Walter Futter, Robert L. Fairbanks, Mike
D. Farley, W. F. Fitzgerald.

Jack Gardner, Max Golden, Gus Gardner,
Danny Gray, Harry Ham, Gordon Jennings,
Sidney Kass, William Koenig, Albert Kauf-
man C. L Lewis, Douglas McKinnon, J. K.
McGuinness, Herman Politz, Robert Pal-

mer, Frank Rubin.
Alton Rinker, Louis Sarecky, Hector

Turnbull, Elmer Tambert, Sol Wertzel,
William P. White, Jack Warner.

Directors and Assistants

George Marshall, John G. Adolfi, Jack
Boland, Dave Bennett, Frank Borzage, Eddie
Cline, Frank Capra, Lonnie D'Orsa, Victor
Fleming, John Ford, E. J. Forde, Bert Glen-
non, Virgil Hart, Howard Hawks, Frank
Lloyd.
Ray McCarey, Norman McLeod, Leo Mc-

Carey, Robert F. McGowan, George Mar-
shall, Don Sandstrom, Mark Sandrich,
Eddie Sutherland, George Stevens, James
Tinling, W. S. Van Dyke, Raoul Walsh,
Sam Wood, Ward Wing, Al Werker.

Actors
Richard Arlen, Robert Armstrong, Rob-

ert Burns, Ben Bard, T. Roy Barnes, Tony
Bushell, Edmund Breese, Humphrey Bo-
gart, Ricardo Cortez, Andy Clyde, E. H.
Calvert, Hugh Cameron, W. B. Davidson,
Robert Edeson, Leon Errol.

Douglas Fairbanks, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Harry Gribbon, Harold Goodwin, Walter
Huston, Brandon Hurst, John Halliday,
Mahlon Hamilton, Armand Kaliz, R. E.

(Continued on next page, column 3)

Douglas Fairbanks and other promising
material, and will hold the cup until the
fifth annual event, plans for which already
are underway.
Los Angeles newspapers characterized

the event as "the most successful ever con-
ducted in the history of the film colony"
and paid other tributes to the work of

Douglas Hodges, chairman, George Mar-
shall and others who gave their time to

assist him. The entire program went
smoothly from shortly after sunrise until

T. Roy Barnes, master of ceremonies,
awarded the 51 prizes, long after dark.

Ruggiero's score was 74—5—69.

Bert Glennon, the director, nosed
out Bob McGowan, also a director,

to capture low net.

Douglas Fairbanks, who boasts a
six handicap, won the actors' division
with 77.

Ricardo Cortez was victorious in

the Class B actors' division.

John Monk Saunders won the
writers' division with an 81.

Among those prominent in the industry
who competed in addition to these were

Second low gross: Paramount golf

bag; James Ross.

First low net: Schwab's leather golf

coat; Dick Fantl.

First low gross, division B : West Coast

theatres silver cup; Chester Gore.
Second low gross, division B: Henry's

sweater and socks; Duncan Cramer.
Third low gross, division B: Universal

cup; L. H. Creber.
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Will H. Hays, on an equestrian vacation at Cody, Wyoming, accompanied by
—no, not one of the leading Western stars!—young Will H. Hays, junior.

Careful Preparation Stressed

By Cohn in Sound Production
Talking Pictures Require Individual Treatment, Says Columbia

Official—Months Consumed in Merely Getting Ready

—

Rise of New York as the Studio Center Scouted
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—-One of the most important changes in production
methods wrought by sound was stressed this week by Jack Cohn of Colum-
bia, who has just returned from the company's Hollywood studios, where he
has spent the past few months. This change is the tendency to devote more
time to the preparation preceding actual production.

To illustrate his point, he called attention move inadvisable in the first place, he
to the fact that Columbia, for a period of
between four and five months, did not turn
a camera on pictures
tor the new season.
During this time stu-
dio staffs—scenarists
and directors—w ere
working on story and
play treatment, a pro-
cedure to which more
thought must be
aiiven, he said, than
during the days of
the silent film.

The talking picture,

Cohn pointed out, re-
quires individual
treatment, a situation
which throws into
the discard the film
which can be slapped together to meet release
dates.

Columbia in producing its schedule for 1930-
31 will spend as much, or more, than it has
on all product during the last five years, said
Cohn. The demands of the theatre, with the
introduction of sound, have made this neces-
sary. Treatment alone, he said, has added an
enormous cost to the production budget.

Although there has been much talk
of late of New York becoming a pro-
duction center, Cohn accepts it all
*'with a grain of salt."

Investments in production facilities
on the West Coast would make such a

said. It would mean the abandoning
of property valued at many millions
of dollars.

Evidence that such a move is not contem-
plated is the fact, he said, that companies
are constantly improving and adding to their

present plants on the Coast. The limited
number of studios now in New York would
also be a drawback, he said.

Columbia has few players under contract,
preferring to adhere to the policy of employ-
ing actors suitable for roles, rather than find-

ing roles suitable for the players.

Jack Gokm

Major Bowes Will

Address S. M. P. E.

Fall Meeting in N. Y.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—Major Edward
Bowes, managing director of the Capitol the-
atre here, will deliver the address of welcome
before the fall meeting of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers October 20 at the
Hotel Pennsylvania.

Sessions of the convention will be held in

the Salle Moderne on the roof garden of the
hotel. Golf privileges have been arranged at
several country clubs.

Election of officers is to take place on the
afternoon of October 22. The meeting will

close the following day.

241 Players Vie in

Herald-World Golf

Tourney on Coast
(^Continued from preceding page)

Keene, Edgar Kennedy, J^Xati Lane, Harry
Langdon, Harold S. Miller, Robert Mont-
gomery.
Wilber Mack, Kenneth McKenna, Rich-

ard Maybery, D. E. Palmer, Eddie Quillan,

Bruce Rogers, C. P. Requa, Alan Roscoe,
Charles Rogers, John Swor, George Sum-
merville, Eddie Shubert, David Torrence,
Ernest Torrence, Robert Woolsey, Bert
Wheeler, Glen Woodhall.

Technical
Harry Boemler, Frank Barnes, Ferry

Connor, Bud Courcier, Charles Cadwallader,
Duncan Cramer, L. H. Creber, Carroll Dun-
ning, Everett C. Douglas, Charles K. Dex-
ter, Dodge Dunning, John Ewing, Richard
Fantl, George H. Gibson, Chester Gore.
Gene Hornbostel, Sol Hoopie, Andrew

Horn, G. B. Howe, Thomas Held, Sam
Hess, Ernest Laszlo, E. J. Litton, W. E.

Lewis, Virgil Miller, Tim Manatt, William
D. McPherson, A. LaVerne Nichols, Tim
O'Donnell, BoIj Robinson.
James A. Ross, Gene Ruggiero, Moe

Reingold, Marty Styer, Wesley Smith, Jack
Shultze, A. R. Tipton, C. C. Thompson,
George W. Todd, Francis Verhaeren, Earl
Wooden, Carl Walker, Charles Woit, Louis
Witte, Russell Wooden, W. T. Wookey,
Paul Weatherwax, Lee Zaritz.

Writers and Press
Andy Bennison, Charles Frances Coe, Al-

fred Cohn, Jack Cunningham, Scott Dar-
ling, Darsie L. Darsie, Louis Edelman,
Charles Furthman, Jules Furthman, Tom
Geraghty, Richard Hunt, William A. Johns-
ton, E. M. MacDermott, James Seymour,
John Monk Saunders, Richard Whiting,

J. V. A. Weaver, Tim Whelan, Jim Whalen.

Camera and Sound
Norman Brodin, Eddie Blackburn, Ed

Croninweth, Hap (E. L.) Depew, Edward
M. Egan, William Foxall, John P. Fulton,
Chip Gaither, G. Gaudio, M. Gerstad, Roy
Johnston, Glen Kershner, Reggie Lanning,
Ernest Laszlo, Alfred Lebowitz.
John J. Mescall, Wesley C. Miller, Virgil

Miller, William McPherson, F. B. Mac-
Kenzie, Jim Manatt, Ray Ries, Bert Six,

Kark Struss, William E. Snyder, Len
Smith, Robert W. Shirley, Bill Thomas,
A. L. Von Kirbach, Dewey Wrigley.

Agents and Press Agents
George B. Brown, Robert Burkhardt,

Harry Collins, Ollie Carter, Ray CofEn,
Scott Dunlap, Don Eddy, James Fidler^ Phil

Gersdorf, Oliver Garver, William Gibbs,
Roy L. Hoadley, Ben Hershfield, Bod
(J. A.) Hutchins.

Carlisle Jones, Don McElwaine, Lew
Maren, William Newberry, James Ryan,
Robert Ritchie, Howard Strickling, Pete
Smith, Joseph Steele, Fritz Tidden, Jimmy
Townsend, Charles West.

Fox Newsreels Open
In 60 German Houses
After U. S. Agreement

(Special to the Hci aid-World)

BERLIN, Sept. 18.—As a direct result of

the recent accord reached between American
and German talking picture interests. Fox
Movietone newsreels made their appearance
last week simultaneously on 60 German
screens. The program contained scenes of
the recent Bombay riots, as well as the pic-

tures of the arrival of Captain Coste in New
York.

It is understood that the German public will

shortly see a number of the great successes,

including "All Quiet on the Western Front."
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Strikes Silence Pits in Warner,
FoxandFamous PlayersHouses

Musicians QuitWhenManagers
Sit Tight in Contract Disputes

Tree Sitter Quits Perch

To See "Dawn Patrol"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NORFOLK, VA., Sept. 18.—First
National achieved a good bit of pub-
licity for its highly successful "The
Dawa Patrol." when James Bunkley
of this city sacriGced an endurance
tree sitting record for the declared
purpose of seeing the picture before
it closed here. It was his original
intention to remain in the top of a
tall tree for 1,044 hours continuously.

Choose Permanent
Zoning Committee
Of Wisconsin MPTO

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 18.— A permanent
zoning committee, chosen at the first meeting
of the board of directors of the M P T O of
Wisconsin yesterday, consists of Fred S.
Meyer, president-elect of the board, and H. J.
Fitzgerald, of the Fox Midwesco theatres. The
alternate for these two members is Bernard
Deplin, Jr., connected with Warner Brothers.
Representing the independents are A. C. Gu-
tenberg of Milwaukee and F. J. MacWilliams
of Madison. Alternates for these two, respec-
tively, are L. K. Brin and George Huebner of
Oconomowoc. These four delegates and two
from the Board of Trade will constitute the
permanent zoning committee.
The first meeting of the zoning committee

will be held at the Randolph Hotel on Friday,
Sept 26, It has been decided that the alter-
nates shall attend all meetings, being present
Avithout voice or vote, in order that they may
familiarize themselves with proceedings

Bauer Made General Manager
Steve Bauer was appointed by the board as

Its executive secretary and business manager
for an indefinite period, on a contract basis.
Henry Staab was to be relieved of his

duties on Sept. 20, and in lieu of faithful
services rendered, was given a four weeks
salary. It was decided to retain his services
as lobbyist at Madison.
The board unanimously approved the fol-

lowing appointments made by the president.
On the president's advisory committee are
Henry Goldenberg, chairman, A. C. Guten-
berg, George Fisher, Jack Keegan, all of Mil-
waukee, and G. Huebner of Oconomowoc. On
the legislative committee are F. J. MacWilliams
of Madison, chairman; J. P. Adler, Marsh-
field

; W. Wiske, Red Granite
; J. Hickey, New

London; and J. Boden, S. Milwaukee.; Al
Kvool, Henry Goldenberg, C. W. Trampe
and Jack Keegan, all of Milwaukee.

Membership Committee Chosen
On the membership committee are George

Huebner, chairman ; W. Ainsworth of Fond du
Lac; A. Berkholtz, West Bend; Frank Wel-
ter, Wausau; Percy Palmer, Edgerton; AI
Roser, Baraboo, and George Fisher, Milwau-
kee. The committee on finance consists of
E. Weisner, chairman; E. Langnach, Bert
Fisher, Al Kvool, A. Berkholtz, F. J. Mac-
Williams and W. Ainsworth.
The committee of Milwaukee affairs is made

up of A. C. Gutenberg, chairman ; L. K. Brin.
Bert Fisher, E. Weisner, J. Silliman, E.
Maertz, Al Kvool, Jack Keegan and Harrv'
Billings.

Projectionists Take Reduction in Milwaukee, Win
Increase in Louisville—Official Jailed

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 18.—An ultimatum has been served upon the

managers of deluxe and semi-deluxe houses by the Stage Hands Local
of Milwaukee demanding that they be put to work on a weekly basis,

regardless of whether a stage attraction is used or not. Furthermore, it

is demanded that all canopy work, such as the changing of signs, light

bulbs, etc., be done by the local instead of the janitor or property man.

The calling of strikes by musicians' unions in Philadelphia and Montreal,

and agreements with projectionists in Louisville and Milwaukee, mark the

latest developments in the labor situation involving motion picture theatres.

The walkout in Philadelphia, where the dispute between the musicians and
the Fox and Warner-Stanley theatres has been particularly bitter, removed
252 men from the Fox and the Warner houses in both Philadelphia and
Camden, N. J.

The theatres affected in Montreal are Loew's, the Palace and the Imperial,

and these houses, along with the Capitol, from which the musicians had been

dismissed in a dispute over a new contract, have been forced to abandon
vaudeville for a straight talking picture policy, at reduced prices.

The Philadelphia strike order followed the demand for not less than two projecUonists

refusal of the managers to comply with the
union's demands that all musicians be retained
until September 25, pending further arbitration
of the employment issue. The musicians de-
mand the renewal of the preceding contract,

while the Warner-Stanley group wishes to

reduce the number of musicians employed to

86, and the Fox to 20.

Threaten General Strike

'Talking pictures not only do not require
musicians, but do not permit musical accom-
paniments," declared William Goldman, dis-

trict manager of the Warner-Stanley string.

A general walkout within two
weeks was predicted by union offi-

cials, unless an agreement is reached.

The managers state that thus far
the absence of the musicians has not
affected attendance.

The walkout in Montreal, where the issue

is one of wages, came when Loew's, the Pal-
ace and the Imperial refused to grant the
musicians' demand for increases from $61.90
to $85 a week. The theatres tried to com-
promise. Famous Players Canadian offering

$70 for 22 performances, or $80 for 28.

Projection Scale Dowm 10 Cents

The theatres now assert that in walking
out, the musicians are disregarding an agree-
ment for a federal board of arbitration. This
is denied, however, by the musicians.

The agreement between the theatres and
projectionists in Milwaukee brought a 10-cent

reduction in the hourly scale in the better-

class straight picture houses. The contract,

which will run for two years, divides all the-
atres into five classes, those in class 1 paying
$2.05 per hour, instead of $2.15; class 2, $2,
instead of $2.10; class 3, $1.90, instead of $1.80,

during the first year, with a five-cent increase
in these three classes the second year; class 4,

$70 a week for sound-on-film only, and $90
with disc; class 5, $65 for sound-on-film only,

and $82.50 with disc.

In order to get the wage cuts, the straight
picture house managers agreed to the union's

to each theatre.

The scale for combination houses was in-

creased. The terms in this class, however,
were not divulged.

Louisville projectionists not only obtained

two men per theatre but got an increase of

$2.50 per week per man, giving them $70.

These terms affect only the downtown houses,

however, the contract for the outlying theatre

having a year to run.

At Hamilton, Ont, William P. Covert,

third international vice president of the

I A T S E, was remanded for one week in

police court today on the hearing of a charge
of intimidation, to which he pleaded not guilty.

Fred Baldassari, union organizer, denied

statements by complainants but admitted he

had been fined recently for trouble at the

Lyric, Hamihon. Magistrate Burbidge declared

"you were the sawed-off shotgun and Covert

was the machine gun."

The tense situation between St. Louis the-

atres and the musicians' union is expected

to come to a head the first of next week.

Reject Musicians' Proposal
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—Proposals made by

the vaudeville and motion picture house op-

erators in an effort to reach an agreement
with local 16 of the American Federation of

Labor, affecting musicians in Newark, N. J.,

have been rejected.

Bombs Mar Evening Show
(Special to the Herald-World)

VANCOUVER, Sept. 18.—As a sequel to

the trouble the Colonial theatre has been
undergoing operating with non-union ope-
rators, two stench bombs were thrown into

the house from a rear exit while the house
was full and in the middle of the evening
performance.

Order Restrains Picketing
(Special to the Herald-World)

FORT WAYNE, IND., Sept. 18.—Tem-
porary restraining order against picketing

of the Creighton theatre here, has been
issued in circuit court on complaint of Tony
H. Nellesen, owner of the theatre.
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Protection Plan Completed for Sl Louis and
Adjoining Illinois and Missouri Area

Final Ratification

Of System Expected

First of Next Week
What is considered by many exhibitors

and exchange officials as the best bal-

anced zoning and pa-otection plan ever

designed for Metropolitan St. Louis and

the St. Louis territorj'' in Eastern Mis-

souri and Southern Illinois, has been

agreed to by a special committee of the

St. Louis Film Board of Trade and the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St.

Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern

Illinois. The plan will be signed by the

first of next week and the papers for-

warded to New York, it is understood.
The zoning and protection plan committee

was composed of Fred Wehrenberg, president

of the M P T O of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois, chairman; Miss L. B.

Schofield, secretary of the St. Louis Film
Board of Trade, secretary; Charles Skouras,

J. P. Dromey, Oscar Lehr, Clarence Kaimann,
Thomas James, M. Schweitzer, L. J. McCar-
thy, Louis Ansell, S. E. Pirtle, C. T. Lynch,
D. P. Rathbone and C. D. Hill. The plan as

worked otJt by the comm_ittee is as follows

:

City of St. Louis
Class A

Class A theatres—First-run in St. Louis,

28 days protection after last day of exhibition

over all theatres in the city ; 28 days protection

over all theatres within an area of 25 miles

(automobile mileage) from city limits, 14 days
protection over all theatres within an addi-
tional area of 25 miles (automobile mileage)
from city limits. (Following theatres are
classified as Class A—Ambassador, Missouri,
New Grand Central, Fox, Mid-Town, St.

Louis, Loew's State.)

Class B
Class B theatres—Second-run in St. Louis,

with not more than two feature changes a
week, and with a minimum night admission
charge for orchestra seats of 35 cents. Given
14 days protection after last day of exhibition
over all subsequent-run theatres in the re-

spective districts within the boundaries de-
scribed as "South St. Louis District," "North
St. Louis District," "West St. Louis District"
and "Down Town St. Louis District."

Class B Districts

South St. Louis—Beginning on Market
street at the Mississippi river, thence west-
wardly along Market street to Jefferson ave-
nue, thence northwardly along Jefferson ave-
nue to Olive street, thence westwardly along
Olive street to Euclid avenue, thence south-
wardly along Euclid avenue to Oakland ave-
nue, thence westwardly along Oakland avenue
to Clayton road, thence westwardly along
Clayton road to city limits, thence south-
wardly along citv limits and eastwardly along
city limits to Mississippi river, thence north-
wardly along Mississippi river to the point of
beginning.
North St. Louis—Beginning on Olive street

at Jefferson avenue, thence westwardly along
Olive street to Newstead avenue, thence north-
wardly along Newstead avenue to Kings high-
way, thence westwardly along West Florissant
avenue to city limits, thcnrc northwardly
along city limits to the Mississippi river,

thence southwarrlly along Mississippi river to
Cass avenue, thence westwardly along Cass

avenue to Jefferson avenue, thence southwardly
along Jefferson avenue to the point of begin-

ning.

West St. Louis—Beginning on Newstead
avenue at Olive street, thence northwardly
along Newstead avenue to Kings highway,
thence westwardly along West Florissant ave-

nue to city limits, thence southwardly along
city limits to Clayton road, thence eastwardly
along Clayton road to Oakland avenue, thence

eastwardly along Oakland avenue to Euclid

avenue, thence northwardly along Euclid ave-

nue to Olive street, thence eastwardly along
Olive street to the point of beginning.

A Class B theatre may play day-and-date
with another Class B theatre in a different

district, and a Class B theatre may play day-
and-date with a Class B theatre in the same
district by mutual agreement of the the_atres

affected. (Following theatres are classified as

Class B—Arsenal, Capitol, Granada, Hi-Pointe,
Lindell, Ritz, Shenandoah, Union and West
End Lyric.)

Class C
Class C theatres—Second-run in St. Louis

on any picture or pictures NOT exhibited in

Class B theatres. Given 14 days protection

after last day of exhibition over all subse-

quent-run theatres in their respective districts

within the boundaries described above. (Fol-

lowing theatres are classified as Class C-

—

Aubert, Down Town Lyric, Maplewood, Shaw
and Tivoli.)

When a theatre classified as "Class C" does
not exhibit a picture second-run, the theatre

then takes its place in its respective zone,

with zone protection along, district protection

applying only to pictures exhibited second-run.

Key Zones
Key theatres—First-run in zone, 14 days

protection after last day of exhibition over all

subsequent runs in their respective zones.
Zone 1.—Capitol, Down Town Lyric, Rivoli and

Senate; Zone 2.—Comet, Star, Booker T. Washington,
Movie and Strand; Zone 3.—Marquette, Criterion,
Palace and Roosevelt; Zone 4.—Congress and Ar-
cade Airdome; Zone 5.—-Lindell, Maffit, 'Novelty,
Montgomery and Webster; Zone 6.—Grand-Floris-
sant, O'Fallon, Bremen, Mogler, Rex-Ashland,
Queens Baden, Pauline and Robin; Zone 7.—Mikado,
Fairy Wellston, St. Johns and Overland; Zone 8.

—

Union, Aubert, Easton-Taylor and Palm; Zone 9.

—

West End Lyric, Tivoli, Pageant and Embassy; Zone
10.—-Douglas and Venus; Zone 11.—Shaw and Man-
chester; Zone 12.—Columbia and Macklind; Zone 13.

—Hi-Pointe, Maplewood, Powhattan, Ozark, Ivan-
hoe and Kirkwood; Zone 14.—Broadway Shenandoah,
Peerless, Whiteway, 18th Street, Maryland, Hudson
and Merry Widow; Zone IS.—Lafayette and Park;
Zone 16.—Gravois; Zone 17.—Arsenal, Ritz, Shen-
andoah, Melba, Cinderella and Melvin; Zone 18.

—

Granada and Annex; Zone 19.—Michigan, Virginia,
Red Wing and Lemay.

Theatres for Colored People

Theatres catering to colored people are given
first-run after Class A and Class B or Class

C theatres, seven days protection after last

day of exhibition over all theatres catering to

colored people charging admission of 20 cents
or over, 14 days protection over all theatres
catering to colored people charging admission
of 15 cents. Following theatres are classified

as first-run theatres catering to colored people
—Comet and Star (or any other theatre cater-

ing to colored people that buys first-run after

Class A and Class B or Class C theatres).

Theatres closed and new theatres opened will

l>e classified and placed in proper zone by the

continuing zoning and protection committee as

the theatres open, according to the plan. The
system for places outside of St. Louis is as

follows

:

Illinois

Alton—First-run theatres, 28 days protection
after the last day of exhibition over second-
run theatres within the corporate limits of
Alton only (which includes East Alton and
Upper Alton).

Belleville—First-run theatres, 28 days pro-

Is Best Balanced of

Any for This Region,

Say Many Film Men
tection after the last day of exhibition over
second-run theatres within the corporate limits

only.

East St. Louis—First-run theatres, 28 days
protection after the last day of exhibition

over second-run theatres within the corporate

limits only.

Benton, Christopher, Duquoin, Herrin,

Johnston City, Marion, Murphysboro and
Zeigler. First-run theatres, 28 days protection

after the last day of exhibition over second-
run theatres within the corporate limits of

each individual city; seven days protection

after the last day of exhibition over all the-

atres with a radius of ten miles from the

corporate limits of each individual town. (An
exception to be made in the case of Carbon-
dale, where protection will be worked out be-

tween the theatres concerned.)
Cairo—Seven days protection after the last

day of exhibition over the towns of Mounds,
111., and Mound City, 111.

Decatur—Protection as it affects Blue
Mound, Lovington, Macon, Moweaqua, Pana,
Sullivan and Taylorville, 111.

Springfield—Protection as it affects Athens,
Edinburg, Lincoln, Pawnee, Petersburg, River-
ton, Taolulla and Waverly, 111., and subsequent
runs.

Quincy—Towns affected by its protection

not listed.

Missouri
Bonne Terre, Desloge, Flat River and El-

vins—Be considered one zone and the first-

runs have maximum protection of 14 days
from the last day of exhibition over the other
theatres.

Crystal City and Festus—Be considered one
zone and the first-runs have maximum pro-

tection of 14 days from the last day of exhi-

bition over the other theatres.

Caruthersville—Protection not listed.

The agreement as outlined was tentatively

approved at the annual convention of the

M P T O of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, held here at the Coronado
hotel, September 16.

MGM Presents
''Billy the Kid'' on
New Realife Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—It is understood
that great success was attained in the use of

the new "realife" wide film in the production
of "Billy the Kid," the King Vidor picture

which is among the three Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer pictures definitely set for October re-

lease. There is a possibility of a fourth be-

ing added to the list.

John Gilbert's new starring vehicle, "Way
for a Sailor" and the Cosmopolitan farce com-
edy, "Those Three French Girls," are the

other two to be released next month.

Warner Get Vosper Play
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Scot. 18.—Warners has an-

nounced 'acquisition of Frank Vooper's
"Murder on the Second Floor." It is

planned to make the picture as a Vitaphone
special in the Warner's English studios.
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Elect Wehrenberg at St Louis;
Price Heads New Unit of Allied

Independent
Wants Allied,

Says Steffes

Independent
Power Cited
By Lightman

Unions Will Dominate Until Latter

Properly Organize, M P T O
Told

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 18.—With Al Stef-

fes, chief of staff of Abram F. Myers,
taking initial steps for the formation of

an Allied group in the St. Louis territory,

the M P T O of St. Louis, Eastern Mis-

souri and Southern Illinois concluded its

ninth annual meeting at Hotel Coronado,
September 16, with the re-election of

Fred Wehrenberg of St. Louis as presi-

dent for a fourth term.
The annual banquet of the M P T O was

held Tuesday night in the ballroom.

In the meantime in Room 945, Steffes aided
by H. M. Richey,
manager of the M P
T O of Michigan, and
Col. H. A. Cole, presi-

dent of the Allied
Theatre Owners of
Texas, was lining up
independent exhibi-
tors for the proposed
St. Louis Allied
group.
The meeting of the

Allied chieftains with
exhibitors was behind
closed doors. At the
close of the organiza-
tion meeting Steffes

announced that he
had nothing official to say at that time, but
that he would leave on a late train for Chi-
cago and give out a complete statement in
that city. (Details of the formation of the
Allied States unit, as announced to the Her-
ald-World in Chicago Wednesday by Stefifes,

are found in the third column on this page.)

It is known that the exhibitors
meeting with the Allied leaders were
told that if they would decline to sign
contracts for new film until after
October 1 the saving they could
effect in film rentals would more
than offset the cost of membership
dues in the new Allied Group.
In addition to President Wehrenberg, the

M P T O elected the following officers :

Louis C. Hehl, St. Louis, secretary-
treasurer; vice-presidents, S. E.
Pirtle, Jerseyville, 111.; I. W. Rogers,
Cairo, 111.; J. F. Rees, Wellsville,
Mo.; J. C. Hewitt, Robinson, 111.;

sergeant-at-arms, G. M. Luttrell,
Jacksonville, 111.

Executive Committee: Charles P.
Skouras, St. Louis; J. C. Hewitt,
Robinson, 111.; Louis J. Menges, East
St. Louis, 111.; Charles Goldman, St.

Louis; Harry Greenman, St. Louis;
W. O. Reeves, St. Louis; Thomas D.
Soriero, St. Louis; Harry E. M'ller,
Festus, Mo.; Hector M. E. Pasze-
moglu, St. Louis; I. W. Rogers,
Cairo. 111. ; Louis K. Ansell, St. Louis,
and Victor Thien, St. Louis.

President Wehrenberg will name the delc-

M. A. Lightman

Says Independents
Need Not Fear Chains

"Independent community theatres
need not fear the competition of large
chain operators," President M. A.
Lightman of the M P T O declared
at the St. Louis convention. "The
small houses are secure in their posi-
tions so long as they give good, clean
programs. Public opinion, naturally
opposed to monopoly, is in their
favor and they have the added ad-
vantage of personal relations between
the audience and the owner."
Lightman also advised the theatre

men to state in their advertisement
whether the pictures being shown
may be viewed by children. He urged
the exhibitors to cooperate with par-
ent-teacher associations. Boy Scout
groups and similar organizations in

selecting pictures for chi'dren. He
deplored the apparent apathy on the
part of most exhibitors concerning
the pictures booked for their theatre,

declaring that the exhibitors can con-
trol, if they so desire, the types of
pictures to be produced.

gates to attend the M P T O A convention in

Philadelphia, November 10, 11 and 12.

The program of the St. Louis meeting
proved somewhat of a disappointment to the

out-of-town exhibitors, as most of the sched-

uled top liners were unable to appear. C. C.

Pettijohn of the Hays organization at the

last minute found he couldn't come. M. E.

Comerford, a national director of the M P
T O A, also was prevented from attending

the meeting. He sent a telegram expressing

his well wishes. Dr. De Forest was detained

in California.

Lightman Urges Organization

However, M. A. Lightman, national presi-

dent, was prominent in both sessions, speak-

ing on Monday and Tuesday. He stressed

the necessity of organizations of exhibitors

and asserted that ihdividual independent the-

atre owners need not fear the chains if they
are on the job.

At its closing session the St. Louis meeting
adopted a resolution denouncing the musicians'

union for picketing some of the St. Louis
theatres.

R. R. Biechele, former president of the
M P T O of Western Missouri and Kansas,
urged the necessity of exhibitors supporting
their organization.

"The big fellows know that they need you
now more than ever," he said. "They have
found that they cannot operate the smaller
theatres as efficiently and economically as
you can."

The exhibitors adopted resolutions of con-
dolence for members who died during the
past year, including Former State Senator
Joseph Mogler of St. Louis, Ben Stromberg,
Ritz theatre, St. Louis, and William Mad-
dock, interested in the King Bee theatre, St.

Louis.
Others who spoke were Oscar R. Hanson,

general sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl ; J. De
Fresne of Mexico, Mo., who told of his fight

for Sunday shows in that city; Fire Chief Alt
of St. Louis

; Jules R. Field, secretary to

Mayor Victor J. Miller; Charles F. Hatfield,
St. Louis Convention Bureau and Chamhcr of
Commerce; and Thomas D. Soriero of Radio-
Keith-Orpheum. Also Dr. L. Lee Krauss of
the Bureau of Moral and Hygienic Education,
Inc., Newark, N. J.

"Seems We've Got to Invade Every
Territory," Myers, Chief of

Staff, Says

_
A new branch of Allied States Asso-

ciation has been organized at St. Louis
by independent exhibitors of the Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois territory.
Details of the formation of the latest
unit of Allied, which came into being
at the time of the M P T O's annual
convention at St. Louis, September 15
and 16, were given to the Herald-World
by W. A. Stefifes, one of the Allied lead-
ers, on Wednesday in Chicago.
While the MPTO was in session at the

Hotel Coronado in St. Louis, Steffes was
meeting exhibitors in his room. With him
were H. M. Richey,
business manager of
the M P T O of Mich-
igan, and Col. H. A.
Cole, president of the
Allied Theatre Own-
ers of Texas.

Invited by a num-
ber of independent
exhibitors to attend
the St. Louis M P
T O convention, Stef-

fes said that he and
the other Allied lead-

ers decided not to

attend the sessions

but rather to meet in-

dividually with exhib-
itors. The response,

he said, showed the

same enthusiasm which he had met from in-

dependents in other parts of the country.

Eighty-five per cent of the exhibitors at-

tending the MPTO convention came in to

confer with the Allied representatives, Steffes

declared in Chicago.

A complete list of officers was chosen for

the new Allied unit, with Dr. J. L. Price of
East St. Louis, 111., as president. The officers

are:

President, Dr. J. L. Price.
Vice president, J. DeFresne, Mex-

ico, Mo.
Secretary, Mrs. Rogers of Carroll,

111.

Treasurer, Mrs. Joseph Mogler,
widow of the state senator from St.

Louis.
Delegate to Allied States, Joe Des-

berger, Belleville, 111.

"The experience at St. Louis and other
cities shows that the independent exhibitors

are hungry for Allied," said Steffes. "It seems
that we've got to invade every territory.

There will be no fight. If some exhibitors

want to have another organization that's their

privilege. But the St. Louis meeting shows
that the independent exhibitors want a strong
independent body organized on a business

basis."

Steffes said that Allied had invitations from
independents in several cities, and that the

next move was not yet decided.

W. A. Steffai
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Amusement Profit Record Cited as

^^At Least as Qood as Others^^
Chicago Association of Commerce Finds at Least One Chain Running

at 90 Per Cent of Capacity This Summer
Amusement enterprises are showing "at least as good a profit this year as the

average of those producing the essentials of life," says the Chicago Tribune's

market observer who calls himself "Scrutator." He declares they "are organized

as efficiently as any of the great basic industries."

"Chicago has 330,000 motion picture

theatre seats," the writer goes on. "The
Association of Commerce has found that

this summer finds those in at least one
chain running at 90 per cent of their

capacity, filling more than four times a day.

Such conditions may not prevail for the

whole lineup of theatres, but the business

does not seem to have been appreciably

affected by depression."

Calling attention to the fact that under
'amusement enterprises" he also includes

golf, baseball, passenger automobiles and
radio, as well as races. Scrutator states:

"Considerations of health are important

when the family car and the golf game are

mentioned, yet their vogue is based on their

being pleasant. So great is the appeal of

modern amusement, fostered and financed

by experts as astute as those in any other
line, that it takes 15 per cent at least, and
possibly 20 per cent, of the national income.

Mrs, Carl Milliken Dead;
Buried at Augusta, Maine

(Special to th* Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—Mrs. Carl R Mil-

liken, wife of the secretary of the M P P D A,

died here following a long illness. Burial was
in Augusta, Maine.

Censors in Chicago Get
Sound System from City
Chicago censors will in the future hear

as well as see the films they must review.

Upon recommendation of the committee
on finance, the aldermen of the city author-
ized the commissioner of police to pur-
chase a 3-U Western Electric sound system

for the use of the censor board. Western
Electric notes this as the first time one of

the company's sound equipment systems
has been purchased by a city order.

RCABusiness Outlook
For Late Months of
1930 Better: Sarnoff

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—David Sarnoff,

president of the Radio Corporation of

America, has announced in a report that

the business outlook of the company for
the remainder of 1930 is considerably im-
proved over the earlier months of the year.

ButterReld Officials

Meet in N, Y. Oct. 13;
Chain Opens 3 Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—The W. S. But-
terfield Theatres, Inc., and the Butterfield

Michigan Theatres Company will hold a meet-
ing here October 13, it has been announced
by W. S. Butterfield.

Butterfield has also announced the opening
dates of three houses in the Michigan circuit

One is a new theatre at Ionia, which is ex-
pected to be ready January 15. The remodeled
Franklin house in Saginaw was reopened
August 30, with a first run policy.

The old Orpheum house at Bay City is be-

ing almost entirely rebuilt and will open Octo-
ber 9 under the name of the Bay theatre.

Seating capacity will be 1,200.

The Butterfield management is considering
turning one or two of its closed theatres into

miniature golf courses for the winter.

Four Bankers Join

Directorial Board
Of General Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18. — Four banking
authorities have been elected to the board of
directors of General Talking Pictures. They
are Norrie Sellar, George L. LeBlanc and
William Baxter, all of New York, and Robert
Eaton Saunders of London. Baxter is to be
treasurer of the corporation, while Saunders
will act as secretary.

A statement from the company says the
following concerning the appointments: "The
move is an indication of the extreme optimism
of M. A. Schlesinger, president, in regard to

the outcome of the appeal made by Western
Electric against the recent decree of the

Federal Court adjudicating the validity of the
Rics patents. Should the decree be upheld by
the Circuit Court of Appeals, the task of ac-

counting profits and damages will assume
titanic proportions and require the ultimate in

banking experience."

Report Big Sale of R K O
Films on Coast; Cohen in

N, Y, for Conference
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—With reports that

the reception of Radio Pictures on the Coast
has far exceeded expectations, Harry Cohen,
Pacific Coast sales supervisor for R K O, has
arrived in New York. The purpose of his

visit is a conference with executives on the
furtherance of the company's product west of
the Rockies.

Paramount Stockholders
18,200 on September Sth

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—Paramount Publix
stockholders numbered 18,200 on September 5

as against 16,486 Jnne 6 and 13,731 on March
7. This is the largest number the corpora-

tion has had to date.

Katberine White to RKO
HOLLYWOOD.—yirginia Lane has resigned as

ecreen magazine writer's contact woman for RKO
and will be replaced by Katherine White, formerly
holdiog the same position at First National studios.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending September 1

7

(Special to the

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—Amusement shares again have
shown the way in the market in the fore part of the week,
though the trading was marked by dullness. Fractional gains
in amusement shares were the rule in Tuesday's trading, for

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales

American Seating 100
BruniTwick-Balke-Collender _ 3,300
Consolidated Film
Do. pfd.

Celotex _ _
Eautman Kodak _ _.

Electric Storage Battery
Fo3C Film "A"
General Theatre Equipment
Loew's. Inc. _,

Do. pfd. WW _
Dd. pfd. xw _

Metro-fJoldwyn-Mayer, pfd. ..

Mohawk Cari>et .

Pa ramount _
Pathe Exchange

Radio Corporaticm _
Do. pfd. "A"
Do. pfd. "B"

Ra/Jlo Keitb Orpheum

_ 8.100
3,600— 2,100— _ 20.800
400

85,000
16,600
41,100

- - 700
400

.- _... 600
2,400

_ 62,300
3,300
2.800

665,400
300
900— -.222,900

High
9

16J4

22
14

22014
67%
52%
35%
81
109%
98
26%
19
62
4%

10

48%
55
70
37%

Close
9
16%
isys
21%
12%

214
67%
49%
34
78%

109
98
26%
18%
60%
«%
9%
39%
66
69
35

Herald-World)

example, whereas slight gains and losses were about evenly

divided in other lines. AT&T was up half a point, Eastman
Kodak one, General Electric %, Radio %, Warner 5^.

Here is the table of the week's trading:

Shubert Theatres 16,000
Universal Pic. 1st pfd 50
Warner Brothers „ 248,000

Do. rts. _ 135,300
Do. pfd. _ „ 100
Do. cash 100

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Gen. Theat., Inc 1,800
Marke Brothers cvt. p 120
Morgan Litho 2,000
U. S. Gypsum. _ „ 2,600
Do pfd. _ 86

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures _ 800
Do. cvt 1,900

High
19%
53
30%
2%
47%
30

125

Pox Theatres
Loew's rtB. -
Do war.

National Screen
Sentry Safety
Te«hnlcolor, Inc.
TramB-Iiax _.

6,600
800

2,100
200
600

8,600
8,000

Low
14%
63
27%
1%
47%
30

34%
10
11
43%
125

Cloee
16%
63
80%
2%
47%
30

34%
11%
12
44%
126

37
39
9%
89%
11%
26%
8
20%
9%
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Y^
L'^T^ PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

Richard Cromwell, above, has been given
the lead in Columbia's "Tol'able David."
To the left is Arthur Edmund Carew, as

he appears in the Warner film, "Captain
Applejack." On the right is Paul Sloane,
Radio Pictures director, and Mrs. Sloane,
who have recently sailed for Europe.
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This pair writes and acts in comedies for Pathe. Here they are. Si

Wills and Bob Carney, collegiate, and nothing but, as they will

appear in the two-reel comedy, "All for Mabel." Two reelers are to

be their forte, and at present, they are on location in the Arizona
desert making "Under the Cock-Eyed Moon."

Milton Sills, famed actor, former Chicagoan and at one time instruc-

tor at the University of Chicago, with his wife, Doris Kenyon. This
photograph was one of the few taken during the interim of his re-

turn from convalescence in the Adirondacks and his sudden death.
Story may be found on page 44.
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57 prizes donaited by Hollywood merchants on display at Lakeside and in window of
Souchet-Shafer for two days prior to play.

L t» R: Max Coldun, F. D. l^acKenxie, Don Eddy and E. W. Bultcher. Eddie Quillan has a tough time with autograph seekers. Note
happy expression on Eddie's face.
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at the Herald-World Golf Match

Doug Fairbanks is all smiles because he shot a 77. (Best in a long
(I'me, he admitted.)

The **Cuckoo*i L to R-—Robert Woolsey, Tim Whelan, Bert Wheeler^ and
Louis Sarecky.

Jack Boland served as one of the committee find

also played.
L to R: Moe Reingold^ Jack L. Warner^ Graham Baker and Herman Politz (Early birds)

.

Mr$. Richard Arlen (Johyna Ralston) adds to the attractiveness of the prize
display.

Buddy Rogers and his foursom.e u>ith one player missinti. L to R: E, M.
McDermott, Buddy Rogers and Ben Hershfield.
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The Award of Merit

Is Available to All
Each motion picture theatre has the same opportunity as any other to win

the Herald-World Award of Merit for excellent sound reproduction. It is

NOT awarded on a competitive basis. The Committee on Awards bases its

decision solely on whether a theatre is giving its community meritorious

presentation of talking pictures.

Do you believe your theatre deserving of the plaque? If you are not a

theatre o^\Tier or manager, is there a theatre in your community which you
believe deserving of the Award? If so, write to The Committee on Awards,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

Pathe Field Divisions Are Reduced
To Four After Rearrangement

E. J. O'Leary, General Sales Manager, Puts All Branches of Former
Central Division Into Midwestern Except Buffalo

(Special to the Herald-World)

NE\\'
YORK, Sept. 18.—-The number of Pathe field divisions has been

reduced to four, foUoM^ing a rearrangement by E. J. O'Leary, general

sales manager for Pathe. The absorption of the Central division, which
was vmder Harry Graham before his resignation, has been responsible for the

reduction.

E. J. O'Leary

ATUMBERING four, the Pathe divisions
-'-^ are now the Eastern, Southern, West-
ern and Midwestern. The Central division

has been taken up al-

most entirely by the
Midwestern, with
the exception of

Buffalo, which has
been added to the
Eastern division.

The exchanges
transferred to the
Midwestern group,
which is directed by
Harry S. Lorch, are
Cincinnati, Cleve-
land, Indianapolis,
St. Louis and Pitts-
burgh.

James Reilly has
been transferred
fiom Buffalo to Cleveland as branch man-
ager, replacing Oscar Ruby, resigned.
Harry Dickson, formerly with R K O, has
been appointed to succeed Reilly as man-
ager of the Buffalo branch.

The four division managers continuing in

charge are E. L. McEvoy, Eastern; W. E.
Callaway, Southern; J. H. Maclntyre, West-
ern, and H. S. Lorch, Midwestern. Divi-
sional headquarters are maintained in New
York, Dallas, Los Angeles, and Chicago,
respectively.

The field managerial personnel is now as
follows: Eastern Division: Albany, L.
Garvey; Boston, R. C. Cropper; New
Haven, Harry Gibbs; New York, R. S.
Wolff; Philadelphia, R. Mochrie; Washing-
ton, C. W. Srombaugh; Buffalo, Harry Dix-
son; Southern Division: Atlanta, C. W.
-Allen; Charlotte, R. C. Price; Dallas, W. E.
Callaway; Memphis, A. M. Avery; New Or-
leans, G. C. Brown; Oklahoma City, W. R.
I'ittinger. Western Division: Denver, F. H.
I'.utler; Los Angeles, J. S. Stout; Portland,
H. L. Percy; Salt Lake City, A. J. O'Keefe;
San Francisco, M. E. Cory; Seattle, C. L.
Thcucrkauf. Midwestern Division: Chicago,
J. J. Clarke; Des Moines, Lou Elman; De-
troit, Harris Silverberg; Kansas City, Ray
V. Nolan; Milwaukee, T. Greenwood; Min-
neapolis, M. E. Montgomery; Omaha, R. S.
Baliantyne; Cincinnati, S. Jacques; Cleve-

land, J. B. Reilly; Indianapolis, G. L. Levy;
Pittsburgh, S. Lefko; St. Louis, W. E.
Branson.

Big 4 Executive Sails

For England to Boost
Return of Westerns

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—With the idea of
the return of Western action pictures to the
British screen in mind, C. A. Stimson, vice-

president of the Big 4 Film Corporation, sailed

for England last week. Following the launch-
ing of a program of Westerns a year ago by
John R. Freuler, president of the company.
Big 4 is now producing these films at the rate

of one a month, as a result of the success of
the initial productions.
Stimson pointed out that in his negotiations

with several English distributing agencies, he
has discovered that good outdoor Westerns
will find a ready market in that country.

U A Is "One Up"—Denials

Will Precede All Rumors
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.— Warren
Nolan, who handles publicity for
United Artists, is all set to beat the
rumor distributors to the gun with a
new idea. He has organized a rumor
department, with himself at the helm,
which will be open from 9 a. m. to
5 :30 p. m. daily. He plans to issue
denials before any rumor is pub-
lished, thus saving everyone a lot of
trouble. There is only one rule in

the game: The sleep of the stout fel-

low must not be disturbed by inqui-
ries as to whether Howard Hughes
has traded Mary Pickford and Charlie
Chaplin to the Boston Red Sox for
somebody or something or other.
Strangely enough, signed contracts
and definite facts will be announced
when and as they come into being.

Know Your
Exchange

—Managers—
The exchange manager is the direct

contact between exhibitor and distrib-

utor, and therefore it is to their mu-
tual advantage to know each other.

The Herald-World presents a series of

brief sketches of exchange managers
and their outstanding activities in the

motion picture field.

p. M. Baker

PM. BAKER, who rules the destinies of the

• R K office in Memphis, made his intro-

ductory bow to the motion picture business in

the distributing phase _
when he started work
for the Goldwyn Pic-

ture Company. He
was with that organ-
ization for eight
months, which in-

cluded the consolida-

tion into Metro-Gold-
wyn. At this time

Baker turned his eyes

to other fields, but

only for a short time.

He became a commis-
sion broker and in a

year he was back at

the old stand, though
with a different com-
pany. On May 25, 1925, he obtained a posi-

tion as salesman with Film Booking Offices of

America, covering Louisiana and a part of

Texas.
A

IT was in 1914 that C. L. Theuerkauf, Seat-

tle manager for Pathe, went into the motion

picture business, as a salesman for World Film
Corporation. Three
months later he was
made Los Angeles
manager after a year

he joined Universal

as a salesman. In

thirty days he was
named manager of

Bluebird Feature
Productions and con-
tinued as such for

two years. Made as-

sistant manager of

the Los Angeles office

of Universal he con-
tinued in that capacity

for three years before

becoming manager
for five more.
The next step was to be made district man-

ager of Universal Theatres in the West.

THE Robertson-Cole organization was the

first love of Harry J. Shumow, now
M G M's manager at Omaha, and he was with

Robertson - Cole
originally as booker
and six months later

as a salesman. In

January, 1923, Rob-
ertson - Cole discon-

tinued its Milwaukee
office and Shumow
signed up with Selz-

nick Pictures, Inc.,

as assistant manager.
Half a year later the

company went into

the hands of receiv-

ers.

Meantime Robert-
son-Cole had been re- „ , „.

J T-..| H. J. Shnmow
organized m bilm
Booking Offices and Shumow returned.

C. L. Theuerkauf
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"CHIC" CHATS
IT IS beginning to look very much as though

the Fox Theatres organization is about to

establish a new department, to be known, we

suggest, as the "pass police." House managers

here and there have had word passed down

from the home office that they are here and

now to become hard-boiled on the subject of

passes. No longer can they pay off old debts

with a clean conscience by handmg out free

tickets. An occasional "crash" is bad enough,

say the big bosses, but this business of season

entree pasteboards is too much of a good

thing, and has got to stop. And that's that!

They are probably right, anyway, when they

say the recipient of a free admission very

seldom praises what he sees for nothing, which

carries out the idea that a thing must be paid

for to be appreciated. No more additions to

the pass list ! Who knows, the day may come

when the deadhead will be but a memory, and

the old grev-bearded grandfather will tell the

child upon his knee the thrilling story of how

he once entered the portals of the Blank the-

atre with a PASS, a sample of which extinct

article may be seen at the Motion Picture

museum. AAA
One more former legitimate house in town

is succumbing to the box office possibilities of

the motion picture. The George M. Cohan

theatre has been leased by British Interna-

tional Films, Ltd., for the showing of English

talking pictures. "Young Woodley" will open

on September 26. The only possible obstacle

that occurs to us as being in the way of the

success of the new venture is the danger that

many of the New Yorkers who make up the

picture-going public of the city will have great

difficulty in understanding British English,

since most of them speak American a la New
York AAA
A foreign invasion of New York seems to

be in progress. Up where Fifth avenue ceases

to be high class and becomes of, by and for

the large mass, a Spanish talking picture the-

atre, embellished with the name San Jose,

opens this week. "Common Clay" in pure

castilian is to be the opening attraction, with

a group of stage acts to bolster the program.

We wonder if the list of stage numbers will

include a couple of Spanish athletes.

AAA
Suggestion to the rabid motion picture fan

of New York: Go to the Warner Brothers

Winter Garden for the last performance of

any film. Sit tight after the picture ends, close

your eyes and count to one, open them again,

and see a brand-new show, all for the price

of one admission. It's a real bargain, but you

probably will get home about 1 o'clock, so

don't do it to© often. If the Warner outfit

produces enough of the sort of films every

good producer would like to, you won't be

able to do it too often.

AAA
It's getting so that in order to properly see

pictures in Siis town, one either has to be a

linguist or carry four or five different foreign

language dictionaries around in his pockets.

The Eighth Street Playhouse is running them
in German, the 55th Street theatre in French,

Uptown in Spanish. The only thing missing

is a theatre or two down on Mott or Pell

street, playing Chinese films to a select audi-

ence of tong members.—"Chic" Aaronson.

Carl Laemmle Arrives

In N, y. Universal Office
(Special to the Hej aid-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal, arrives in New York
tomorrow on his semi-annual visit to the

home office.

Fox Finishes Shift of Theatre
Advertising to the Home Office

Only New England and Midwesco Excepted in New Method of

Handling Exploitation—Each Manager to Choose

From Campaigns Submitted
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—With the definite decision on the part ot Fox ex-

ecutives to abolish all division advertising departments, with the exception

of New England and Midwesco, complete organization of the home office the-

atre advertising department has now been accomplished.

This change in policy, it is expected, will have the effect of widening the

scope of the work of the home office department, in that it will now function,

not to serve a group of advertising men in the field, but to reach every house
manager in the organization. The requirements of the smallest theatre in the

circuit, as well as the deluxe houses, will become directly the business of the

advertising stafl: under the new system.

Each week it is the intention to submit to

the entire circuit organization two or three
complete campaigns on pictures, in addition to

special campaigns on shows, seasonal drives,

trailer material, lobby suggestions and the like.

The use of this suggestion material will be
entirely up to the managers in the various
houses.

The work of the advertising de-
partment, under the general direction
of G. S. Yorke, will fall into five gen-
eral groups. First, the gathering of
promotional ideas from within the or-
ganization, which will be carefully ex-
amined and rewritten for distribution
throughout the circuit. Second, the
development of campaigns on pictures,

as well as special campaigns for par-
ticular events. Every picture which
plays 40 per cent or more of Fox
houses will be covered by campaign
suggestions from the home office.

The third division of the department will

consist of the handling of Fanchon and
Marco publicity, the representative of which
organization is associated with the Fox Cor-
poration advertising department for the pur-

pose of closer cooperation.

The publication of the Eastern edition of

Screen Mirror, motion picture magazine which
has been gaining rapidly in circulation and
seems to be extremely popular on the West
Coast, occupies the attention of the fourth

division of the department.
The maintenance of contact with

the various film compsmy studios for

the purpose of gathering press books,
photographs and other material for

use in the development of picture

campaigns and for the Screen Mirror,

is the function of the last group in

the department.
Advertising budgets for the deluxe houses

are set by the newly organized department,
which also keeps a watch on the manner in

which the money is spent for advertising, not
only for these houses but for all others
throughout the circuit.

RKOPlansNational

Tieups for Coming
Amos Vi 'Andy Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—R K O Radio Pic-

tures is organizing a nation-wide exploitation

campaign for its forthcoming picture "Check
and Double Check," starring Amos 'n' Andy.
Through tieups, Yellow taxis and Checker

cabs in every important city will carry display
banners on the production.
The National Broadcasting Company and

Victor Talking Machine have pledged their

cooperation. The Williamson Candy Com-
pany, manufacturer and distributor of the
Amos 'n' Andy candy bar, has contacted all

RKO Radio branch managers, sending them
sample display boxes of the candy bars.

The Marx Company, makers of Amos 'n'

Andy toys, will arrange special local drives

during the big city runs.

Virginia Morris Baclz

On Warners' Ad Staff
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.-^ After a six

months' leave of absence, Virginia Morris
has returned to the Warner Brothers adver-
tising staff. She is now advertising man-
ager, under A. P. Waxman, director of
publicity and advertising.

With thsir wagons ae a barricade, the pioneers await an impending attack by savage tribes,

breathless moments in the Fox dramatic spectacle, *'The Big Trail.**

One of many
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Y^
NEW PRODUCT

This department does not attempt to predict the pubh'c's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter.

CALL OF THE FLESH
FINE, PERFORMANCE! Produced

and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Directed by Charles Brabin. Story by
Dorothy Farnum. Dialog by John Col-

ton. Music and lyrics, Herbert Stothart

and Clifford Grey. With Ramon No-
varro, Dorothy Jordan, Ernest Torrence,

Nance O'Neil, Renee Adoree, Mathilde
Camont, Russell Hopton. Release date,

August 16, 1930. Footage, 9061.

IVAMON NOVARRO gives further evidence

of his consummate ability as an actor, and his

fine speaking and singing voice in this story

of the convent and opera house in Spain. No
less excellent work is seen in the performance

of Ernest Torrence, who plays the part of an

old and broken former operatic star with a

finish and sincerity which is worthy of the

highest commendation. In fact, it is not too

much to say that Torrence gives the best per-

formance in the film, and considering the ex-

tremely able cast, that is saying a great deal.

Novarro has a slightly Spanish accent in his

speech, which serves rather to add to its effect-

iveness than detract therefrom. He lends a

humorous turn to many of his lines, particularly

in the opening scenes in Seville, and does it so

well that the Capitol audience gave repeated

evidence of its appreciation of his skill.

The story is simple, but by reason of the

manner in which it has been directed and ren-

dered by the players, it becomes tremendously

effective. Novarro, or Juan, is a singer and
dancer in a cafe in Seville, where he lives a

happy-go-lucky and highly conceited existence,

teasing his dancing partner, Lola, played by
Renee Adoree, till she is often on the verge
of hysterics. Across the street from the cafe is

the Convent of St. Augustine, to which Maria's

brother has brought her after the death of their

mother. He is a soldier and away for long
periods. Maria each night had been in the
habit of climbing the wall of the convent gar-

den to listen to the voice of Juan as he sings at

the cafe. Finally, no longer able to stand the
close life of the convent, she runs away with the
intention of finding Juan. As the singer is

escaping from the scene of one of his numerous
market place escapades, which are delightfully

done, he comes upon the ingenuous girl.

Dorothy Jordan as Maria seems to fit excel-

lently into the role of the naive and very much
alive girl. She persuades Juan to permit her to

etay and keep house for him and Esteban, the

old opera singer who lives with Juan and has
hopes of one day seeing him on the operatic

stage. Meanwhile the convent authorities,

Maria's brother, and Lola search for them, after

they go to Madrid. The brother finds them

HERO OF THE WEEK

RAMOS NOVARRO, uho nives further evidence
of his ability as an actor in M G M's "Call of
the Flesh," as well as asserting again his

speaking and singing ability.

there, and just before the marriage of the two,
persuades Juan that if he loves Maria, he should
permit her to return to the convent.

They part, and Juan sinks into a state of

despondency in which he does very effective

work, particularly by contrast with his light-

hearted manner of before. He is finally given
an opportunity to sing at the opera house, the
chance being purchased by Esteban without the
knowledge of his protege. The sequence in

which he renders the clown number from
Pagliacci, is in color and very attractive, which
serves to enhance the splendid work of Novarro
in the scene. At the conclusion of the song,

Juan faints and takes to his bed for many
days, till Lola, going to the convent, convinces
the Mother Superior, played by Nance O'Neil,

that Maria should return to Juan. She does,

and that concludes the story.

It is an exceptional performance throughout,
giving every evidence of care and attention to

detail in production. Russell Hopton plays the

comparatively minor role of Maria's soldier

brother in a capable manner, but the work of

Novarro, and Torrence in particular, stands out

as fine as we have seen on any screen.

—

Charles

S. Aaronson, New York City.

DER TIGER VON BERLIN
(THE TIGER MURDER CASE)
Produced and distributed by Ufa. Di-

rected by Johannes Mayer. Scenario by
Rudolph Katscher and Egon Eis. Cam-
era, Carl Hoffman. With Charlotte Susa,
Harry Frank, Trude Berliner, Erich
Kestin, Max Maxmilian, Hertha v. Wal-
ter, Henry Pless, Max Wilmsen, Ethel
Helton, Ernst Behmner, Jens Keith, Leo
Monosson, Fritz Kurih, Ernst Dernburg,
Victor Gehring, Alfred Beierle. Release
date, September 12, 1930. Footage, 5,485.

x\ MURDER mystery, characterized by able
direction and a fine cast, set in the heart of
Berlin, is Ufa's latest all-German-dialog film to
be shown here. It is far superior to the pre-
vious Ufa attraction at the Eighth Street Play-
house, "Melody of Hearts," despite the fact that
the two are of a wholly different type, and
not easily compared.

One is able with no great difficulty to follow
closely the thread of the story without know-
ing the German language, which fact in itself

is high praise for the careful manner in which
the plot is worked out, and the excellent qual-
ity of the performances rendered by the fea-

tured players.

"The Tiger" is a shrewd murderer who has
the Berlin police on edge. All his killings,

principally for the motive of robbery, are ac-

complished by a pistol shot through the cen-
ter of the forehead of the victim. A young
and clever detective succeeds where the police
forces otherwise have failed.

The film opens with a scene in the street,

where several detectives are gathered around
the body of the latest victim of the Tiger.
Late at night, the only illumination is the flash-

light carried by an oiBcer. The shadowy mov-
ing figures of the players and the light play-

ing here and there make this a most effective

bit of photography.

The scene shifts to a cafe, where a well

dressed and powerful looking man offers the

bartender a 100 mark note in payment for

drinks. A pickpocket at a nearby table notes

the fact and calls the police, but the detective

who appears finds that the particular note does

not correspond to any of those taken from the

murdered man. Harry Frank portrays this role

with skill and a fine sense of tonal value. His
voice is clear and well modulated, his action

giving every evidence of ability, and his ap-

pearance is a decided asset.

His attention is attracted by a fascinating

woman who enters a side booth, and invites

him with her eyes to join her. Resembling
Vilma Banky in appearance, Charlotte Susa,

who takes this part, is decidedly attractive,

and equally able in her role, also being the

possessor of a good voice, which she uses to

advantage.

Following a well rendered Apache dance on

the floor, a shot is heard, and a woman, who
had been with a man in an adjoining booth.
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is found dead on the floor, another Tiger kill-

ing. The scene moves to a fine residence in
apparently the suburbs of the city. The tall

stranger is seen entering the house via a win-
dow, followed a moment later by the beautiful
woman. She confronts him in a room, holds
him up at the point of a pistol, and then the
lights go out. Here is perhaps the finest pho-
tography of the entire picture. The screen is

black, only voices are heard, with an occa-
sional pistol flash lighting the figure of the
woman. When the lights go on again, the
Tiger is captured.
The suspense action is very well sustained,

the identity of the murderer unknown till the
end, and very difficult to guess. The film
moves swiftly, every person in the cast doing
excellent work, with the two featured players
giving as capable performances as could be de-

sired.

—

Charles S. Aaronson, New York City.

* * *

WHOOPEE
GOOD MUSICAL COMEDY! Pro-

duced by Florenz Ziegfeld and Samuel
Goldtvyn for United Artists. Directed
by Thornton Freeland. Music by Walter
Donaldson. From the musical comedy
by William Anthony McGuire and found-
ed on Owen Davis' stage play, "The
Nervous Wreck." Adapted by Stuart

Reiser. Cast, Eddie Cantor, Eleanor
Hunt, Paul Gregory, John Rutherford,
Ethel Shutts, Spencer Charters, Chief
Caupolican, Albert Hackett, Will H.
Philbrick, Walter Law and Marilyn Mor-
gan. Length, 12 reels.

H,. ERE is a musical comedy that is very much
worth seeing on the screen despite the recent

swing of public sentiment to dramatic pictures.

It is Eddie Cantor's show all the way. He is

the central figure in almost every piece of

action, clowning and jesting as only a Cantor
can. There is one hearty laugh for about
every 30 seconds of the picture.

Cantor is the nervous, egocentric hypochon-
driac who imagines himself a victim of all the

ills that flesh is heir to. The pleasure he gets

from complaining of his physical troubles is

also the pleasure of the audience. Most of the

fun comes from the ridiculous situations

brought on by his imaginary bad health. As
he aptly explains it himself, he could die from
any one of six ailments in no time at all. Can-

tor carries his humor farther than most come-

dians, but he does it without impairing the

efifect.

Plot is incidental. The picture opens with

a ranch scene. Cowgirls and cowboys gather

for a song and dance act of the type that has

made Ziegfeld famous on the stage. The pro-

ducers, however, had the sagacity to hold this

part of the entertainment to a minimum.
Eleanor Hunt, the daughter of a wealthy

rancher, elopes with Cantor to escape forced

marriage to the county sheriff (John Ruther-

ford). There is some clever comedy in the

scenes of their dash across country in an old

Ford to escape the pursuing sheriff. On the

road. Cantor holds up a millionaire rancher

to get gas and drives on to a ranch, to find

that it is owned by his holdup victim. The

owner arrives and Cantor, disguised as a cook,

draws him into a discussion of operations,

which is one of Cantor's favorite subjects in

the picture. They get to boasting of their

operations scars. It finally goes so far that

both sprawl on the floor, tearing each other's

clothes to find more scars. This is the funniest

scene of all. The preview audience roared

with laughter as the cook and the dignified

rancher rolled and squirmed on the floor.

Appearance of the sheriff and his posse forces

Cantor to flee with the girl to an Indian tribe

in the mountains. The sheriff trails them. The

chief of the tribe, whose son, "Wanenis, played

by Paul Gregory, is the true love of Eleanor,

then makes the confession that Wanenis is not

his son but a white man. This destroys the

antipathy of Eleanor's father toward hiin.

Wanenis gets Eleanor and Cantor gets his

nursemaid.
Cantor sings several funny songs, one of

CHARLOTTE SVS4, decidedly attraetlv; U
equally able in her role as the faminine Imad

in Ufa's **The Tiger Murder Case.*'

them about operations and another entitled

"Whoopee." The latter is long, but not too

long for Cantor's way of singing. At the end
of each verse one waits and hopes for more.
There was too much of Paul Gregory's sing-

ing. It lacked a sufficient amount of the life

and fire necessary to make it go well on the

screen.

The picture is all in technicolor, connect-

ing it all in a background of beauty, particu-

larly in the ensemble and melody settings. It

is undoubtedly one of the best comedies of

the season.

—

Howard Oiseth, Chicago.

* * *

FOLLOW THRU
COLORFUL. Produced and distrib-

uted by Paramount. Directors, Laurence
Schwab and Lloyd Corrigan. From the

musical comedy by DeSylva, Brown,
Henderson and Schwab. Dances by David
Bennett. Photographer, Henry Gerrard.

With Charles Rogers, Nancy Carroll,

Zelma O'Neal, Jack Haley, Eugene Pal-

lette, Thelma Todd, Claude King, Kath-

ryn Givney, Margaret Lee, Don Tomkins,
Albert Gran. Release, September 27,

1930. Footage, 8386.

D<ONE in technicolor throughout, "Follow
Thru" is at times a beautiful spectacle. Para-

mount has taken advantage of the scope of the

screen and has improved immeasurably upon
the stage production, which was in the hit class.

Schwab and Corrigan had a well rounded out
cast to work with. First, Charles Rogers, who
is one of Paramount's ace drawing cards. Sec-
ond, Nancy Carroll, one of the screen's prettiest
players and on top of that a nice little actress,
either in musical comedy or in straight comedy-
drama. No better comedians could have been
selected than Jack Haley, who was in the stage
attraction, and Eugene Pallette. Thelma Todd,
who, with Rogers, was a member of the first

Paramount Pictures School, does excellent work
as the vampire.
One should not stop there, for every member

of the cast merits praise.

Briefly, "Follow Thru" is the story of a golf
pro who falls in love with his pupil.

Outstanding in spectacle and beauty are the
dance scenes during Zelma O'Neal's singing of
"I Want to Be Bad," the best of a group of
good songs. This is a gorgeous sequence, and
gives Miss O'Neal the best spot of the whole
picture. She is a clever trick transplanted from
the stage, and she knows her musical comedy.
As I recall it was in the stage production of
"Follow Thru" that she first made her bid for
fame.

Pallette in recent pictures (and we believe
that he has been working overtime) has proved
himself one of the keenest of the comedy play-
ers. He gets his laughs, and plenty of them,
without forcing either action or dialog. He is

a smooth worker who wins over the audience
the moment he walks before the camera.

"Follow Thru" makes an entertaining eve-
ning, or afternoon.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York
City.

* « *

LEATHERNECKING
MUSICAL MARINES! Produced and

distributed by Radio Pictures. Directed
by Eddie Cline. Original stage play by
Herbert Fields, Richard Rogers, Lorenz
Hart. Screen adaptation, Alfred Jackson.
Continuity by Jane Murfin. Photog-
rapher, E. LeRoy Hunt. With Irene
Dunne, Ken Murray, Louise Fazenda,
Ned Sparks, Lilyan Tashman, Eddie Foy,
Jr., Bennie Rubin, Rita LeRoy, Fred
Santley, Baron Von Brinken, Carl Ger-
rard. Release date, September 25, 1930.

Footage, 7255.

AvADIO adds one more to the numerous
screened musical shows which have lately been
offered for the edification and entertainment of

the motion picture public. The cause this time
is "Present Arms," the soldier musical which
rather successfully trod the Broadway legiti-

mate boards not so long ago.

It is doubtful that "Leathernecking" will at-

tain the same sort of popularity among picture-

goers that the stage original enjoyed. That per-

sonality which seems to be the very life of

musical comedy does not carry across on the

screen, despite attempts at elaborate settings

and smart dialog. On the other hand, if there

is any story attached to the average screen ver-

Indian braves in full battle array-—leaders of the tribes which enart an important part

**The Big Trail,** Fox drama baaed on the winning of the West.
in RaonI VTalah**
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sion it is lost among tlie song and dance num-

bers which are introduced at every opportunity.

This film, partly in color, has to do with the

United States marines stationed in Honolulu,

with the comedy furnished by Ken Murray,

Bennie Rubin and Louise Fazenda, and the

storj- centering about the obstacle-ridden ro-

mance of Eddie Foy, Jr., as a buck private and

Irene Dunne in the role of the English lord's

daughter. Lilyan Tashman contributes her lit-

tle bit as the fixer. Eddie is just a leatherneck,

but he falls for the wealthy girl and she recipro-

cates. Unfortunately, however, he had given

her to understand that her soldier boy is a

captain. Consequently, when she invites him
to a dance at her home for the purpose of meet-

ing her father, he is under the necessity of first

taking lessons in the manner in which to greet

the lord, and then of stealing a -captain's uni-

form. He does both with the help of his bud-

dies, even to the extent of appropriating the

distinguished service medal which seems to

have been on the uniform.

At the dance, he is getting along well enough

when the same buddies break into the house

accompanied by an equal number of girls. They
proceed to stage a small private show of their

own, with Murray singing, one of the girls

dancing, and Bennie Rubin, who is really amus-

ing, making faces and indulging in a variety

of antics. It is discovered that Foy is imper-

sonating an oflficer, and the girl suggests that

he leave. In order to bring them together

again, Lilyan arranges for both to meet aboard

her vacht. Meanwhile, the colonel orders pur-

suit of the yacht and the arrest of Foy for his

uniform trick.

The yacht is wrecked in a storm, and the

featured individuals float to an island. Louise

Fazenda, who plays the part of the chattering

southern belle, and provides some of the best

comedy in the film, is very humorous as she

is rescued by Rubin and a pal and brought in

on a life raft. On the island is staged what is

supposed to be a ceremonial dance. The se-

quence is done in color and develops into a

usual musical show dance routine, which is

spoiled by a too decidedly artificial setting.

Foy is brought back to the marine station, but
instead of being courtmartialed, is decorated
^vith the same medal he had stolen and raised

to the rank of captain by the war department
for his bravery in the Nicaraguan campaign.
Since the order had been dated before his

escapade, Foy was really entitled to the officer's

liberties he had assumed.

The cast is well chosen, and the featured

players are capable in their roles, but the film

as a whole does not seem to go over with that

personal punch which puts musicals across in

the legitimate. It would appear that the screen

is not an ideal Tnedium for this type of enter-

tainment, and "Leathernecking" is a good ex-

ample of that contention.

—

Charles S. Aaronson,
Neiv York City.

* * *

BIG BOY
100% AL JOLSON. Produced and dis-

tributed by Warner Brothers. Director,
Alan Crosland. Author, Harold Atte-

rid^e. Adaptors, William K. Wells and
Perry Vekeroff. Dialog by Wells and
Vekeroff. Photographer, Hal Mohr.
Sound recorder, Hal Bumbaugh. With
Al Jolson, Claudia Dell, Louise Closser
Hale, Lloyd Hughes, Eddie Phillips, Lew
Harvey, Franklin Batie, John Harron,
Tom Wilson, Carl White, Colin Camp-
bell, Noah Beery. Release, September 6,

1930. Footage, 6275.

OAY what you wiU, Al Jolson works harder
to amuse than anyone on the screen today.

In "Big Boy" he has corking good entertain,
ment, due, undoubtedly, to the fact that the
blackface comedian is before the camera for
nearly every foot of the picture.

It is Jolson, his wisecracks and his songs that
pnt the fjicture in the money class. The story,
ba-ed on the racetrack, is fair, but that is of
little ronsfquence, for plot is forgotten the

moment the star steps into a closeup to sing

"Tomorrow Is Another Day," the hit song, or

one of the other tunes.

It is worth mentioning in passing that there

are no "Mammy" songs in "Big Boy." His
"Tomorrow Is Another Day" is perhaps the

best of the tunes which he has had in any of

his pictures. It should catch on without any
trouble, for it is that kind of a number.

Although an excellent cast supports the star

its members have but few sequences in which
to show off their wares. As a stage musical
"Big Boy" was built around Jolson, and the

screen production has been handled in like

manner.

The gags and jokes are both old and new.

On the opening night it was the old ones which
brought down the house. The audience was in

an uproar through a greater portion of the

feature.

An unfortunate thing in the picture is that

the dialog has not been timed for the laughs.

The audience, because of laughter, loses most
of the conversation immediately following each

joke or gag. This does not detract from the

picture as entertainment, but it does cause the

annoyance of ear strain.

"Big Boy" is excellent entertainment for

everyone.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

* * *

THE GORILLA
THRILLS AND LAUGHS! Produced

and distributed by First National. Di-

rector, Bryan Foy. Original story, Ralph
Spence. Adaptation and dialog, B. Har-

rison Ortow. Camera, Sid Hickox. Edit-

ed by George Amy. Art director. Jack

Okey. Cast, Lila Lee, Joe Frisco, Harry
Gribbon, JFalter Pidgeon. Purnell Pratt,

Edwin Maxwell, Roscoe Karns, William

H. Philbrick, Landers Stevens.

Y,OU can brand "The Gorilla" as good enter-

tainment.

It is packed with plenty of hair-hoisting

thrills and there are laughs, most of them
smashed across by Joe Frisco, the eccentric

dancer and funster, who is a natural before the

microphone and lens. Harry Gribbon, a grad-

uate of comedy shorts which were good in

themselves, is a clever foil, boastful and noisy

as ever.

Because gorillas are scarce and quite rough
in manner, it is necessary to fur-line a man
for the part. Nevertheless, the excellent cam-
era work, which sends shadows of the gorilla

onto the walls of the mansion where almost
all of the action takes place, sends shivers up
backs of the audience.

William H. Philbrick, as the frightened
Negro servant, is good for almost as many
laughs as are Frisco and Gribbon. His lines

are clever, built around the tendency to make
his feet work when danger is in the offing.

A technical detail. Many writers have been
newspapermen at one time, and here we have
reporters carrying cameras and flashlights.

That job belongs to the newspaper photog-
raphers, as a rule.

The plot suffers because there have been
so many in a similar vein since the days of
the "Bat" and "Cat and Canary" ideas of the

stage plays. It wasn't hard to guess the villain.

Lila Lee is stunning, but doesn't have much
chance to do anything except register freight

and amazement. Walter Pidgeon, cast as her
sweetheart and as a famous detective from
Scotland Yard, is smooth in his part, but
could well be more flexible. What little love

making he does is not convincing. Lila Lee
should have been inspiration for him.

The best comedy scenes arrive when Joe
dresses as a gorilla to attract the male of the
species, and when he gets into a tree only to

find the male- climbing after him. Joe forgets

to coo in gorilla manner, and shouts frantically

and vainly for help instead.

The diretcor did well to inject plenty of

comedy.

—

Edward Churchill, Hollywood.

GOOD NEWS
FAIR MUSICAL. Produced and dis-

tributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Di-
rectors, Edgar J. MacGregor and Nick
Grinde. Authors, Lawrence Schwab, Lew
Brown, Frank Mandel, B. G. DeSylva and
Ray Henderson. Scenarist, Frances
Marion. Dialog by Joe Farnum. Pho-
tographer, Percy Hilburn. Release,
August 23, 1930. Footage, 7931. With
Mary Lawlor, Stanley Smith, Bessie Love,
Cliff Edwards, Gus Shy, Lola Lane,
Thomas Jackson, Delmar Daves, Billy

Taft, Frank McGlynn, Dorothy McNulty,
Helen Virgil. Vera Marsh, Abe Lyman
and his band.

VjTOOD NEWS" is the type of musical com-
edy which makes a better show as a stage at-

traction than it does as screen fare. Based on
little or no story, it requires the intimacy of

the stage to put over the personalities of the

players.

This does not mean that "Good News" is not
entertaining, for it is, but it lacks that some-
thing which is required to put the screen musi-
cal in the hit class. With so many song and
dance pictures on the boards today a picture

must be exceptional if it is to hold up.

Having seen the stage production it is difficult

not to draw comparisons. In the first place,

it seemed that the stage attraction developed
more smoothly than does the filmi, which goes
from one sequence to another too abruptly.

The music throughout is very catchy and was
written by DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, with
interpolations by Nacio Herb Brown, Arthur
Freed, Felix Feist, Jr. and Ward & Mont-
gomery.

Unfortunately, none of the principals has an
exceptional singing voice. The songs, there-

fore, are not as effective as they otherwise would
have been.

Bessie Love and Gus Shy can be credited with-

the best work of the cast. Shy rates as a good
comedian, especially in the type of role which
he plays in "Good News."

Fair entertainment only.

—

Jay M. Shreck, Nem
York City.

* * *

FARM FOOLERY
AN AESOP SOUND FABLE

Paths
A quartet of animated farmyard animals,,

dancing chickens, noisy ducks, cows and bulls
that contrive all sorts of antics to music make
this more or less the usual fable thing. There
is still a good deal of room for some real
originality in this type of short subject. A
small dog plays a tune or two on an old flivver

which turns into a piano at a touch and uses
the steering wheel for a stool. Another dog
woos a very fat pig, but they are blown up
with a firecracker. When they return to earth
the pig has become a string of frankfurters,
which stand on end and dances to the tune of
"Ain't She Sweet." These still draw a laugh
or two from audiences that are not too particu-

lar, but they are apt to become tiresome. Run-
ning time, 7 minutes.

* * *

FROZEN FROLICS
AN AESOP SOUND FABLE

Pathe—Sound
Another set of animated cartoons, this time

the dog and cat on a trip to the North Pole.
They encounter more or less the usual in the
form of a bear ballet on the ice, penguins
dancing, walruses that sing and use their tusks
for drumsticks, and a pair of bears doing some
tap work. When the barber sees them coming
he rides off on his chair, leaving the north or
barber pole behind him. A large and thread-
bare bear arrives full of fight, beats up the
little dog, then does the same to the cat. Less
than usual of the animated musician stuff in
this one, which will do if the folks are not too-

particular. Not as good as many, however..
Running time, 8 minutes.
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Color Issue Finessed in

Amos 'n' Andy Contract
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Coinci-
dent with the completion of "Check
an' Double Check," and on the eve of
the departure of Amos 'n' Andy from
Hollywood, it was learned by the
HERALD-WORLD that their con-
tract with RKO was one of the most
rigid in the history of the industry
and was drawn up to avoid offending
Southern exhibitors and audiences.
In a picture released some time

ago two Negro impersonators slapped
Caucasians on the back and were
guilty of other untoward familiarari-
ties. Southern audiences complained
vehemently that this familiarity gave
Negro audiences "big ideas" in re-

gard to the relationship between the
two races.

No stills released by RKO show
Negroes and Caucasians together.
Furthermore, there is only one scene
in the picture in which members of
the two races mingle. The famous
radio team only tip their hats.

Amos 'n' Andy are leaving here
this week for Chicago to devote all

their energy to radio broadcasting.

Elvin Gets So Much Data
On Stars That He Plans
26 Weeks of WKFB Talks

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Ralph Elvin,

sports and feature announcer of station

WKFB at Indianapolis, flew to Holly-

wood recently with Mrs. Elvin and is busy
collecting data on motion picture stars and
their habits for a 26-week series of talks

over WKFB.
"My original plan was to get enough

material for 13 weeks," he declared. "I

find, however, that I have gathered so much
material that I cannot confine myself to

that amount of time."

Elvin, well known to exhibitors in the

Indiana territory, promises to "tell the

truth about the stars and the industry"

when he returns to the microphone.

Hal Roach Studio Gets
Set for Lot of Shooting

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—With "The
Rap," a comedy starring Laurel and Hardy,
off their chests, Hal Roach officials are pre-

paring for plenty of work this fall.

Charlie Chase will start shooting a

comedy in about four days. "Boy Friends,"

a grown up version of the "Our Gang"
comedies with many former kid stars in it,

including Mickey Daniels, Mary Kornman,
Grady Sutton and David Sharpe, will be
shot shortly.

Laurel and Hardy are preparing a series

of shorts.

Foreign Casts and Directors
Lead Week's Work at Studios

Letdown Is Noted in English Language Productions—Doug Fair-

banks, Jr., Is Out of "Beau Ideal" Personnel—British

Company Asks Del Ruth to Make Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—English played a minor role in the babel of lan-

guages recorded, at practically all of the major studios this week. Foreign
casts and directors dominated the shooting schedules and a decided letdown
was noted in the regular or English language production.

French, German and Spanish versions of Whether or not he will accept depends
First National's "The Bad Man," "Sinflood'
and "Those Who Dance" have been com-
pleted under the supervision of Henry
Blanke, head of the foreign department.
Slim Summerville is also speaking Span-

ish in the Latin version of his first com-
edy of the German front lines, "Parlez-
Vous," at Universal. This marks the first

of a series of Summerville comedies to
start.

Doug, Jr., Out of Cast
Verbal contracts were broken this weelc

between RKO and First National when
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., was pulled out of the
cast of Herbert Brenon's "Beau Ideal" at

upon his completing "Ex-Mistress" for
Warners. The final shooting for this opus
is scheduled for September 28.

Arvid Gillstrom will direct a series of

two-reelers for Christie to be released by
Educational.

Mildred Cram's story, "Girls Together,"
will go into production soon at M G M.
It is intended to follow "Our Blushing
Brides," "Modern Maidens" and "Dancing
Daughters."

Production on "Discontent" began this

week under the direction of James Cruze.
It is the first of a series to be released 'by

RKO. First National, who had farmed 5^.'^^"^
""^.t" ^" arrangement with Sam

Fairbanks, decided to film a sequel to
Z'^rler Betty Compson heads a support-

"T^ -n' t „]•' „j J J j-u 1
ing cast which includes Gaston Glass, LeeDawn Patrol and needed the player. ™^ ., ^^ , , ^^ ^u r-u • i

c. <- J t t'TD Tj 1" u u i racy, Alan Hale and Dorothy Christy.
Starting date on Beau Ideal has been " ^ j j

delayed as a result.

Melville Brown is supervising the cutting

of "Check and Double Check" at R K O.
He will spend three weeks editing the
Amos 'n' Andy film which he directed.

Jean Hersholt will have the lead in "Sut-
ter's Gold" for Universal. He leaves this

week for a prominent role in "The Royal
Family" which is being produced at Para-
mount's East Coast studios.

English Offer Del Ruth Contract

Roy Del Ruth, under his present con-
tract with Warner Brothers, is permitted
to direct one film a year for an outside
company. Brochen Film Company, English
concern, has offered Del Ruth a contract.

Academy Election Polls

Will Close on October 18
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—The annual
election of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences will be held in October.
Official ballots will be mailed to all active
members October 3, and the election polls
will close October 18 at 6 p. m.

It is planned to hold the first meeting
of the Academy during the first week in

November when officers, elected by the
new board, will be installed, and Academy
awards to the industry will be bestowed.

With thundsr of hoofs and thrilling savagery, Indian tribss sweep to the attack of the wagon train—scene in

the stupendous Fox movietone, Raoul Walsh's "The Big Trail."
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Speaking Stage Now
Bids Against Screen

For Talent's Return
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—So many
pla3'ers, directors and executives deserted
the legitimate stage during its slump and
during the advent of talking pictures that

now it is suffering from a severe shortage
of talent and is bidding against Hollywood.

The latest successul talking picture di-

rector to be approached is Joseph Santley,

footlight veteran. He was offered a lead

and the job of stage director in E. Ray
Goetz's "New Yorker," written by Donald

Ogden Stewart, playwright who has gained
a strong foothold in the West. He refused.
He is with Pathe.

Alice White, who has been free lancing,
is considering the offer of a vaudeville con-
tract through the East during the winter.

Olive Borden will return to New York
within a few days to play in an as yet un-
titled legitimate production for A. H.
Woods.

Recently, many of the players who had
been with First National were snapped up
immediately by legitimate producers when
news of that studio's seasonal shutdown
was disclosed.

Other noted stars, some who have scored
in talking pictures, and others who have
the legitimate stage as a background, have
been importuned. A few have accepted
offers and have deserted the film capital.

STAR GAZER

Steel Fingers of

Microscopic Precision

OTEEL fingers perforate

miles of celluloid ribbon

that will be sent to Holly-

wood to catch the voice

and charm ofa celebrated

actress. In Hollywood,

steel fingers move this

ribbon past a sensitive

camera lens, recording

the movements ofactors

on "location". In a little

town in Vermont, steel

fingers move this ribbon

past a projection lens,

and scores of theater-

goers thrill to the life-

like action before them. '

The success of this cycle of movie making

rests, in great measure, upon the similarity of

the steel fingers which perforated the film,

those which moved it through the camera,

• Bell & Howell craftsman using a tool-maker
microscope in the inspection of an automatic
screw machine circular form tool. This tool is used
in making the blanks for the take-up sprockets
for Filmo 70-D Cameras. This measuring instru-
ment serves to ascertain the structute of metals
and flaws in tools and is used for measurements
of gauges, gear teeth, angles, and contours.
Measurements can be taken to .0001 of an inch.

machine. A flaw in the

first two sets of fingers

would have rendered

the last set of fingers

clumsy and ineffectual.

But there were no flaws,

and the movie goes on

the screen without a

hitch.

Microscopic precision

is the only phrase which

adequately characterizes

the design and manu-

facture of Bell & Howell

cinemachinery, from

Standard Perforators to

Standard Studio Cameras,

Printers and Splicers. For only microscopic

precision could have guaranteed that the

theater-goers in that small town in Vermont

would thrill to the life-like shadows which

those which moved it through a projection moved across the screen.

BELL & HOWELL
Bell & Howell Company, Dept. U, 1851 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111. - New York, 11 West 42nd Street

Hollywood, 6324 Santa Monica Blvd. • London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.), 320 Regent Street • Established 1907

t'TZ" " SAID Oliver Norville Hardy to
"-*» me, "is Spanish for 'what'."

"I thought," I replied, that you spelled it

'que'."

"Ho! Ho!" said Oliver Norville Hardy.
"You are not phonetic. You know nothing
of these things. You've never been in jail

in five languages
—

"

"We," interrupted Stanley Laurel, "have
been in jail in five languages, including the

French, the Spanish, the English, the

Italian and . .
."

"Shut up!" commanded the plump Mister
Hardy, known on the Hal Roach lot as

"Babe."

"How," suggested Stanley Laurel, "would
you make a noise like a raspberry in

Italian?"

"Try eating spaghetti," replied Babe.

Mister Laurel turned to me.

"I've used the raspberry so much," he
said, "that it's all worn out

—

"

"Boy, order the man another quart of

raspberries," said Mister Hardy.
A

Raspberries were at a premium in "The
Rap," a takeoff of "The Big House," the

first full length feature Laurel and Hardy
have done for Hal Roach.

"I'm sorry," said Mister Laurel, "that

my raspberry's all worn out. I'd like
—

"

"Shut up!" said Mister Hardy. "I'll talk

to this young feller."

Mister Laurel paid no attention.

"In the foreign versions of 'The Rap'
it was necessary for us to explain why we
were put in jail for selling liquor," said

he. "You see, they forget over there
—

"

"How can you blame 'em for forgetting

that we have prohibition over there when
we can't remember it here?" interrupted

Mister Hardy.
Mister Laurel and Mister Hardy have

been working together for four years.

Mister Laurel came to this country with
Charlie Chaplin and left him to get out of

the way of the latter's big feet. Large
Mister Hardy has been in vaudeville and
such.
Their shorts have brought exhibitors

laughs aplenty. They injected humor
into "The Rogue Song" for M G M and an-

nounced later that Lawrence Tibbett

couldn't look like a bandit with a mask
on. You know 'em.

We found them injecting Spanish into

the Spanish version of "The Rap." They
were like the Spanish in a Spanish omelet,

folded up among their director, Jimmy
Parrott and nine interpreters and 12 cups

of coffee.

We peeked over Mister Hardy's shoulder

and found he printed very neatly so we
took notes. This is what we got:

COMO DOS MESSES YO CRAO.
"What's that?" we asked.

"That's neither Spanish nor English,"

said Mister Hardy. "My tutor pronounces
the sentences I must say in Spanish and
I write them as they sound—phonetically.

Then I read them before the microphone."
"It's very funny," said Mister Laurel.

"It really is. The Spaniards laugh and
laugh and laugh. It's very funny."

"Shut up!" importuned Mister Hardy.

"Foreigners don't mind their leading

characters speaking with a slight accent.

We get away with it all right. But the

seconds and the other characters
_
must

speak perfectly, or the foreign audiences

don't like it."

—CHURCHILL.
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Rule Stands, with Coats

Provided by Management
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—A res-

taurant here which since its opening
has forbidden gentlemen service with-
out coats is experiencing difficulties.

It has begun the custom of providing
the coatless gentlemen with coats in

order to avoid turning away the extra
business. A closet-load of Alpacas is

at hand.

Warner-F N Schedule
Calls for 18 Spanish,

French, German Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18. — Production
of foreign language picture for export by
Warner Brothers and First National is

moving along rapidly at the studio of the

latter company in Burbank, Cal.

Already near completion are German,
French and Spanish versions of "Those
Who Dance," a Warner picture. A Spanish
version of "The Bad Man" ("El Hombre
Malo"), a First National film, is finished,

with Antonio Moreno playing the part

taken by Walter Huston in the English.

The foreign language production schedule
calls for the making of 18 pictures during
the present season, including six German,
six French, and six Spanish. Each foreign
edition, it is understood, requires a separate
cast, director, and operating force.

Big 4 Begins Work on
"Breed of the West"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—The Big 4

Film Corporation, vi^hich specializes in one
all-talking Western release a month, has
begun casting on "Breed of the West,"
starring Wally Wales. Bud Osborne, well
known for his work as a heavy in this type
of production, and Edmund Cobb, recently
with Universal, have been added to the cast

of this action film. The stage coach which
was used in filming "Trails of Danger" is

said to be the same vehicle which carried
passengers and mail on the old overland
trails in the days when the stage driver
was the only mail carrier.

Ann Harding Starting

"Greater Love" for Pathe
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Arthur Ungar
ing, star of "Holiday," directed by E. H.
Griffith, who is now in the East gathering
story material, will soon begin "The Great-
er Love" for Pathe, under the direction of

Rollo Lloyd.

Blaisdell on Camera Paper
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Silas Snyder
has resigned as editor-in-chief of the

cameramen's union publication. Interna-
tional Photographer. George Blaisdell,

formerly wiili Variety, succeeds him.

Ungar Starts U Job
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Arthur Ungar
joins Universal next Monday. He takes a

newly created associate producer's post. He
has been on Variety for many years.

Lasky Return East Speeds Up
Production at Astoria Plant

Executive Will Confer with New York Chiefs on Expansion of

New York Studios—Murray Roth Starts Fall

Schedule At Brooklyn Vitaphone Plant
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—With the return to New York last Saturday of
Jesse L. Lasky, vice president in charge of production for Paramount, concen-
trated picture making effort is expected to be the rule of the day at the Eastern
Studio in Astoria. Lasky, while in Hollywood, had been looking after such
elaborate productions as "The Spoilers," Jack Oakie's latest film, "Sea Legs,"
"Monte Carlo" and "Fighting Caravans." The Paramount executive will con-
fer with Eastern chiefs relative to the plans for the expansion of the New York
studios and forthcoming productions in Astoria.

"The Royal Family," featuring Ina Claire
and Frederic March, is at present holding the
center of attention at the plant in Queens.

Varieties Fall Schedule Starts

Director in Chief Murray Roth of the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in Flatbush has in-

augurated the fall schedule of short produc-
tion by putting three new Varieties before the
cameras.

First of them is a special two-reeler, titled

"Half Partners," starring Ruth Etting, Zieg-
feld featured player of the legitimate, and re-

cording artist. Jay Velle, vaudeville actor, is

playing opposite Miss Etting, with Maurice
Barrett and Bob O'Brien also in the cast.

Stanley Rauh wrote the script from which Roy
Mack is directing.

A second subject from which the Brooklyn
bosses expect much is "Straight and Narrow,"
which has been written by Burnet Hershey as
a vehicle for Allen Jenkins, the legitimate star

who replaced Spencer Tracy when the latter

left the cast of "The Last Mile," successful
prison play running on Broadway. Arthur
Hurley is directing this one, with Leo Curley,

Ed Robins and Hershel Mayall in the cast. It

is said to be a crook melodrama.

Flagpole Sitter Is Theme

"Sitting Pretty" is a comedy which uses for
its theme the latest species of individual to

come to the attention of the world, the flag-

pole sitter. Two comedians of Broadway re-

vues, Harry Short and Joe Phillips, are fea-
tured with Ruth Donnelly and Cesar Romero.
Alf Goulding, the directorial Coast importa-
tion, who is working very nicely into the
Brooklyn scheme of things, is holding the
strings, guided by the script of A. D. Otvos.
Murray Roth has plans, in addition, for the

starring of at least six more players prominent
on Broadway, who have already signed con-
tracts, in a series of one and two reel Vita-
phone Varieties. It is apparently getting to be
quite the thing for Manhattanites of the stage,

who are desirous of a lasting record of their
abilities, to pack up and move over to Brook-
lyn for a few days while the cameras do their
work.

Los Angeles Newsreel
Closes; Business Drops
After Three Days' Rush

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—The Los An-
geles Newsreel theatre has closed its doors
after three weeks of poor business. The
house reported favorably after the first
three days with 11,600 admissions. The
theatre reverts to its former name, The
President, this week with the opening of
D. W. Griffith's synchronized version of
"Birth of a Nation."

«
Costello Case" Ready

For Sono Art Release
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18. — The latest
production of James Cruze's "The Costello
Case" has been completed and will be ready
for release on the Sono Art-World Wide
schedule late next month.
The film is from the story by F. McGrew

Willis. Tom Moore plays the lead with
Lola Lane opposite. Walter Lang directed
the production.

Sues Fanchon & Marco
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Eva Parshalle
IS suing Fanchon and Marco for $15,000,
claiming producers stole her ideas and
lyrics for the "Busy Bee Idea." She alleges
she submitted "Beehive Idea" and it was
rejected.

Ills Indiana are roinlngl" The cry that struck terror to stout haart« of pioneers nounds again from tha
screen in Raoul Walsh's "The Big Trail," forthcoming Fox epic.
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^ ^e Sound ^ox'
THE HOLLYWOOD CREDO

ACO^IPILATIOX of the superstitions and mannerisms that make up this,

our oddest town. The native Hollywoodian believes :

—

That the buttons placed in the middle of the street to divide traffic were
arranged for by rubber tire companies, who realize that these buttons tear

many tires.

That the motion picture companies are not rivals at all, being really owned
by one man, who is putting on this show of competition to fool the government.

That every big star owes his or her success not to ability but to a certain

knowledge of dark doings in the producer's life. This is referred to as know-
ing "where the body is buried."

That every company has Television perfected to a point where it could be

put on the market tomorrow, only there is too much money tied up in films

that haven't been released yet.

That a certain actress is a deaf mute, but her popularity is so great the com-
pany used a voice double for her these last two years, and now the voice

double died and the star has to retire.

That the man who invented sound on film is in an insane asylum although

he is perfectly normal. He was put there by certain "interests."

That he's the same man who invented color films.

That film critics who write nice notices of pictures are only hirelings of the

company who owns these same pictures.

That every once in a while all the producers get together in a secret hotel

room and plot out their campaigns together.

That no matter how much money is put into a picture each company makes
a certain profit, and when that figure is reached the film is taken off the market.

That the foreign countries, especially Germany and India, are putting out

pictures that are much better than American product, but there has been "fix-

ing" in Washington and these films cannot be admitted here.

That the electrical interests are" lending the producers a lot of money and
urging them to buy everything in sight, and when a certain point is reached

—

zowie ! the electrical interests are going to take over the whole industry.

That nobody knows what the public wants.

Tha musical films will come back next year.

That people who write pieces like this know what they are talking about.

NORMAN KRASNA.

Book on Pronunciation
Of Spanish in Pictures
Is Published in Madrid

English Translation Made by
Stanford University

Professor
(Special to the Herald-World)

MADRID, SPAIN, Sept. 18.—A book
called "Spanish in the Talking Films" has
been published here in two languages. The
original Spanish work, written by T. Na-
varro Tomas, appears also in an English
translation done by Aurelio M. Espinosa,
Jr., a professor at Stanford University in

California.

The publication takes up the question of
whether motion picture dialog should be
Spanish or .Spanish-American. A discussion
is given of the diversity of reeional accents
included in the vague term ".Spanish-Ameri-
can" pronunciation. Distinctions are
pointed out between ordinary and artistic
pronunciations. Correct pronunciations of
various letters in Spanish are explained.
Concerning use of .Spanish-American, the

following is said: "Apart from normal
Spanish pronunciation, which is not exactly
Castilian in the local sense of the speech
of this region, phonetic uniformity exists
neither among the regions of Spain nor

among the Spanish countries of America.
There is no one tvoe of pronunciation with
definite, regular characteristics, used uni-
formly from Mexico to the Argentine.
What we have been calling Spanish-Ameri-
can pronunciation is not one phonetic sys-
tem of definite structure and physiognomy,
but a mixture of regional accents dififering

more or less widely from each other."

Pickford and Fairbanks
Films Start October 6

(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Mary Pick-
ford and Douglas Fairbanks will start
shooting their new pictures simultaneously
at United Artists studios. The date is

October 6. Mary will do "Kiki" and Doug,
"Reaching for the Moon." Chaplin has

, completed the shooting on "City Lights."

MacLean Obtains Talking
Rights to Rinehart Story

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Douglas Mac-
Lean has acquired dialog rights to
"Twenty-three and a Half Hours Leave"
from Mary Roberts Rinehart. MacLean
produced the silent version several years
ago. No releasing arrangements have been
annoimccd for the talker version.

Trade Mourns Death
Of Milton Sills; Star
Of Many Pictures

Veteran Actor Had Been in Films
Since 1914—"Sea Wolf

His La^t
(Pictures on Page 33)

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Hollywood is

mourning the passing of another of its pio-
neer actors, Milton Sills, who died in Santa
Monica Monday. He was to be buried
Saturday.

Sills is survived by a widow and two chil-

dren, one of which, a two-year-old son, is by
Doris Kenyon Sills.

The last picture in which Sills acted was
completed two weeks ago by Director Alfred
Santell at Fox. It is "The Sea Wolf," the
only picture he had made since his return a
few months ago from a sanatarium to which
he retired a year ago. He has been affiliated

with motion pictures since 1914.

He received his early training on the stage
as leading man in Belasco, Shubert, Frohman
and Brady shows. Among his more recent
pictures were "The Barker," "Burning Day-
light," "The Hawk's Nest," "His Captive
Woman" and "Love and the Devil."

Bachmann Is Out of
Paramount, Goes East

To Meet Europeans
(Special to the Herald-Woi Id)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—J. G. Bach-
mann, associate producer for Paramount,
who has been handling the George Ban-
croft pictures, is out, following completion
of work on "Rolling Down to Rio," Ban-
croft vehicle.
Bachmann, with Rowland V. Lee work-

ing under him as director, has scored many
successes, including "Anybody's Woman,"
"Let's Go Native" and "The Vagabond
King." Bachmann will leave at once for
New York to confer with representatives
of two European producers.
While at Paramount, Bachmann had

headed production units which has included
such European stars, directors and writers
as Emil Jannings, Maurice Chevalier, Ernst
Lubitsch, Ernest Vajda and Hans Kraly.
He recently supervised both French and
English versions of "Playboy of Paris."

Tay Garnett to Direct
Gloria Swanson, Report

(Special to the Heiald-Wo.ld)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Tay Garnett
will return from a vacation in Mexico City
next week and shortly afterwards will begin
work on Gloria Swanson's next Pathe pro-
duced picture. Garnett will direct according
to present reports at the studio. Patsy Ruth
Miller, his wife, is with him.

June Clyde and Freeland
Go on Month Honeymoon

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—June Clyde,
R K O player, married Thornton Freeland,
director, here this week. The couple left

for a one month honeymoon.

Fox Scenarists Busy
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—All is quiet
at the Fox lot so far as shooting is con-
cerned, and scenario writers are working
overtime on new vehicles for contract
players.
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SOUND REPRODUCTION

F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
FROM CALGARY TO VANCOUVER

[Continuing Richardson's reports on his tour

of the country lecturing before projectionist

groups.]
CALGARY, ALTA.

CALGARY is the city where, when I paid
it a visit in 1917, they arranged with the

Canadian National Railway officials, staged
a train hold-uo eleven miles out of the city,

had a bunch of real, honest-to-goodness
cowmen kidnap me off the train and scare

me out of two full years' growth. That cer-

tainly was some considerable doings. Then
they hauled me to town over roads sorne-

thing like sixteen inches deep in mud—it's

gravel now—where the Mayor gave me a

"key to the city" (I've never been able to

discover the keyhole it fits, unless it is the

hearts of those splendid Alberta men) and
they had an elaborate ceremony at which I

was made a member of the Sarcee Indian
tribe, which then had its reservation near
Calgary. They equipped me with a stone

war club, a feather war bonnet and a bead
apron, as well.

From Edmonton to Calgary is 200 of

those miles, all gravel roads and not at all

a bad path. Aside from the rather frequent
right-angled bends, which, being well

banked, are themselves mostly good for

forty, it is good for 50 to 55 miles per hour
in almost any weather.
However, as we left Edmonton Friday

afternoon and were not due into Calgary
until Saturday, we just idled along about 45

per and stopped fair the night in Red Deer,

a small city exactly half way.
Across from the inn was a small theatre,

the Crescent, so when the wants of the

inner man had been satisfied, I ambled
across to say hello to its manager, and
mayhap its projectionist as well.

No one was about, but inasmuch as every-
thing was unlocked I wandered in and in

due course entered that Holy of Holies, the
manager's office. It too was empty, but on
the desk was a Blue Book prominently
displayed.
Returning to the sidewalk I waited, as

the theatre soon must open for business,

until a prosperous looking gentleman
headed in, whereupon I gave him pause and
the following conversation ensued:
"Pardon, sir, but are you the manager?"
"I am one of them. My name is P. W.

Johnston."
"Do you by any chance happen to know a

chap named F. H. Richardson?"
A few seconds of thought, meanwhile

viewing me with what seemed to be a spec-

ulative eye, and then: "F. H. Richardson?
Do you by any chance mean the Mr. Rich-
ardson who writes the books on Pro-
jection?"

"That's the fellow, all right! Is he any
good?"

"Well, sir, I think he is, but I'm a man-
ager—not an operator?"
"You operate this theatre, do you not?

You are an operator then, are you not?"
"Oh, I see. I should have said projec-

tionist."

Then, of course, I disclosed my identity,

A GOOD MAN
DEPARTED

Some years ago the projection depart-

ment of the Moving Picture World ivas

favored by a great many very excellent

cartoons drawn by George W. Walker of
Middletown, New York. Mr. Walker did
all of this work without remuneration be-

cause he enjoyed motion pictures, desired
to see them well projected, and was will-

ing to do his bit toward that end. His
cartoons were projectionally educational.

Later Mr. Walker entered the exhibitorial

field and became owner of the Capitol

theatre at Haverstraw, New York.

I have just learned with deep regret,

that our old friend Walker passed over

the great dividing line on July the 28th

after an illness of five months.

I desire to extend to the family of
friend Walker my most sincere sympathy.
He was a fine upstanding man, a cartoon-

ist of very real ability and one who loved
motion pictures. May he rest in peace.

whereupon we both indulged in a hand-
shake and a smile. I'm wondering, though,
just what I'd have done had his answer tc

my "is he any good" been different. I cer

tainly would have been sunk! Just then his

partner, Morris Beatty, came up, and we
talked for a spell.

That night the Alberta weather man
accumulated a deep grouch and worked up
a cold drizzle of rain which in spots turned
to a soft mushy sleet. Not so good ! We
had been used to warm weather and darned
near congealed before the City of Calgary
graced the horizon, which it did fairly soon,
for we did no "idling along" that a. m. I

drove the first 50 miles fast, as I thought.
Friend Daughter drove the second, and she
did whatever is equivalent to sitting down

on the throttle. Wow! Some of these Al-
bertian motorists must have thought a
cyclone passed them.

Upon arrival at that very classy Calgary
inn, The Pallister, Friend Daughter found a

lovely bouquet of roses parked in the room
reserved for her bearing this legend: "With
best wishes from Local 302." That is the
Calgary Projectionist Union IATSE&
M P M O. By golly, I am beginning to think
Friend Daughter is stealing the act! I

didn't get one measly sunflower!

Calgary is a city of about 110,000, strictly

modern and up-to-date. It has seven the-

atres. The local has 32 members.

The only theatre I visited and made notes
about was the Capitol, of which Harold
Bishop is house manager, and over which
Division Manager John Hazza has general
charge. It is a Famous Players house,
which, in effect, means a Publix theatre.

Its projection staff comes within one of
comprising the executive board of Local
302. It is composed of Don E. MacKinzie,
who is secretary of the union; R. McGregor,
its treasurer; W. E. Johnson, its president,,

and A. Brown, its business manager.

The room is of fair size, has a black front

wall and battleship gray ceiling and walls.

One think I especially liked was that the
wash basin was located immediately at the

rear of the projectors. If a wash basin be in

an inconvenient location it will not be used
as often as is necessary for the conserva-
tion of films and records. You know, dirt

and oil, and especially a mixture of the two^
are mighty bad for sound bands and records.

The motion picture projectors are Sim-
plex Super, the sound equipment Western
Electric, which up here is called "Northern
Electric." There is a new Brenkert effect

projector about to be installed. There is-

the usual rewind room, a battery room (bat-

teries clean as a new pin), motor generator
room and toilet room.

With their faces toward the West, dreaming of a new home beyond wide rivers and snow-capped mountain

Marguerite Churchill and John Wayne in the Fox prodnction, "The Big Trail."
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When the HERALD-1VORLD Award of Merit for Better Sound Reproduction urns

presented to Manager Tuttle of the New Grand theatre at Desloge, Missouri^ the

address was given by D. P. Rathbone, manager of the First National office at St. Louis,

after he had been introduced by Frank Manson, president of the Lions club.

Newspaper cooperation, that much-desired asset of any theatre, large or

small, is one of the important by-products of the awarding of the Heraxd-

WoRLD Mark of Honor to theatres which are giving their communities the

best possible sound.

One of the many examples of the cementing of close relationship between

theatre and newspaper is the following, the first paragraph of an article on
the first page of the Lead Belt News, published at Flat River, Mo., in con-

nection with the presentation of the Award of Merit to the new Grand theatre

at Desloge, Mo.

:

"Last Thursday evening on the stage of the New Grand theatre at Desloge,

a bronze plaque, the highest distinction of honor that can be awarded a mov-
ing picture theatre, was presented to Mr. Tuttle for expert and efficient

service."
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The New Grand theatre at Desloge takes on new significance to its patrons and the
people of the Lead Belt in Missouri since it has been adjudged worthy of the plaque

because of the excellence of its presentation of sound pictures.

Here is Friend Daughter (and everyone
reading F. H. Richardson's report of his

Travels in Projection Land knows that

she is Miss Nellie Richardson), posing
with the posies. Flowers were showered
upon her in Canada, at Cranbrook, B. C,
and at Calgary, by the projectionists. This
was taken at Cranbrook. All lovely, both

gift and recipient.

Erpi Cuts Service

Charges in England
About 20 Per Cent

Western Electric in England has an-

nounced reduction of service charges by
approximately 20 per cent. The new rates

become operative in theatres only after

their installations have been in operation

two months.

E. S. Gregg, managing director of West-
ern Electric, Ltd., the British division of

Erpi, states the service charges for West-
ern Electric equipped houses in Great Brit-

ain are now lower than for Western Elec-
tric equipped houses in any other country.

"We have motorized our service depart-
ment," says Gregg, "with a fleet of 43
British cars. We have replaced the original

American engineers with British engineers.

We have a greater density of installations,

which has reduced traveling expenses."

The latest report of installations shows
that there are now 1,006 Erpi sound sets in

England.

10-Horn Amplifier Put in

Luna Park, Coney Island
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 18.—Outdoor amplifi-

cation has just been installed in the SO-acre
Luna Park at Coney Island by the Macy
Manufacturing Corporation. Ten huge horns
are hidden in recesses along the midway
buildings so that concerts, radio broadcasts
and featured artists may be heard throughout
the park above the din and roar of the rides.

H. T. Pinkham, amusement manager at the

park, in commenting on the system said : "It

delivers more than I anticipated any installa-

tion of this kind would be capable of repro-

ducing so effectively."
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DEVICES FOR SILENCING CAMERAS

FIGURE 3

This lAew of the Warner Brothers
camera cover shows the case open, in-

dicating the accesibility of the finder and
other parts of the camera and showing
also the method of bringing in the cable
which supplies electrical energy to the

interlocked type motor

[Continued from praceding issue]

II. Semi-Rigid Camera Silencing Devices
Rela-

Insulating tion of
value of covered

I'lincipal sound blimp camera to

5!tiidio insulating materials in db's whispering
13. Darmour Heavy blanket,

open front and
back 1 4- 3

14. Educational 14 4-1
15. Fox (1) Canvas, kapoc 9 +1
16. Fox (2) Canvas, kapoc 12 — 2
17. Fox (3) Special, khaki

cloth, kapoc floss 14 — 4
18. Metropolitan Sponge rubber,

felt, rock wool 11
19. United Artists Canvas, daisy

cloth, sheep's
wool 10 — 4

20. Universal Canvas, balsam
wool 11 +7

III. Experimental New Silenced Mitchell
Camera

21. Mitciell camera special silenced movement
I. Rigid Camera Silencing Devices
Uncovered Approii-
camera, mate

db's louder weight
than of blimp

average or bag. Type of Coupling Camera
Studio whispering pound.<; tripod to motor used
1. H- 8 150 Std. Direct M
2. IS 100 Spec. Cable M
3. 14 130 Spec. Direct M
4. 17 175 Spec. Cable M
5. IS 150 Spec. Direct B-H
6. IS 150 Spec. Direct M
7. 13 225 Spec. Direct M
8. 11 85 Std. Direct M
9. 20 85 Std. Direct M

10. 20 85 Std. Cable M
11. 8 SO Std. Direct M
12. 15 27 Std. Direct M
II. Semi-Rigid Camera Silencing Devices

¥ncovered Approii-
camera. mate

db's louder weight
than of blimp

average or bag. Type of Coupling Camera
Studio whispering pounds tripod to motor used
13. 4 Std." Direct F
14. IS Std.* Direct M
15. 10 Std.« Cable M
16. 10 Std.» Cable M
17. 10 IS Std. Cable M
18. II 135 Spec. Cable M
19. 6 30 Std. Direct M
20. 18 12 Std.* Cable M
III. Experimental New Silenced Mitchell

Camera
21. + I Std.* Direct M

'Camera not insulated from tripod head.

CAMERA SILENCING DEVICES, Report No. 3

of the Academy Producers-Technicians Conumittee.
Published by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, May 14, 1930. Seventeenth paper of
Technical Digest.

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW
MITCHELL CAMERA

The following statement by George Mitchell,

president of the Mitchell Camera Company,
was made to the Producers-Technicians Com-
mittee :

Mr. Mitchell : "It appears that everybody
else has accomplished something toward quiet-

ing the camera but the camera manufactur-
ers. We are way in arrears on this. One
of the things we are up against is that we
have about reached the limit of accuracy in

machine work. When we allow only ".0002

tolerance in machining metal that is pretty
close to the practical limit. Two-tenths of a

thousandth of an inch clearance in a cam
will make an outside noise, but if it is held
closer than that you haven't much chance for

a lubricant and you are liable to have seizure

of the metal. One direction of improvement is

clearly indicated. While any machine will have
friction and hence vibration the frequency can
be lowered to advantage. Plain bearings are
being substituted for ball bearings. Alternate
gears are made of Bakelite instead of metal.
Special attention is paid to proper lubrication.

We have accomplished some things but we
cannot get a quiet camera in the next few
months, neither do I expect it will ever be
possible to make a camera that will be satis-

factory without any covering. We have a re-

cent development with the same fundamental
movement but eliminating gearing and ball

race. This camera is made for news work.
A studio model will not be on the market for

some time, but progress is being made."

WARNER BROTHERS BUNGALOW
Weighing only 27 pounds without camera

and tripod, this cover consists of a very light

framework of special alloy which supports a
quadruple shell composed of sheets of cellu-

lose acetate. The three air spaces formed by
the four cellulose layers serve as sound insu-

lation. The alloy frame is coated by a patent
process with a cellulose material so that there
are no metal to metal contacts except in the
door clamps.
The camera cover is airtight and water-

proof. One of the cases containing a camera
was completely immersed in water for a num-
ber of minutes, yet the interior remained dry.

The cellulose material used will not support
combustion.
When provided with a new motor of the

interlocking type, weighing nine pounds, the
complete assembly of camera, motor, tripod

and case can be carried by one man. The
case is very strong and will stand rough usage.

The follow-focus device consists of a sys*

tem of levers and clamping rings which en-

gage the lens mounts. Optical glass a six-

teenth of an inch thick is used at both front
and rear of the finder barrel and in the

cylindrical matte box mounting. A tight cyl-

inder, equipped to hold a standard form of

FIGURE 4

The Warner Brothers bungalow en-

closed in its waterproof cover, with the

plug door for changing the lens opened

matte box, slides within the rigid outer cell

of the mounting. A plug door on the side

may be opened for changing lenses. To take

the camera from the case the magazine is

first removed through the door at the top

and then the camera is removed through the

side and end doors.

fContinued in next issuel

Short Feature Portraying

Sound Recording Is Under

Production at R K Studios

R K O is completing a novel short, which
will reveal the secrets of sound recording

in a non-technical manner. The subject was
suggested by Dr. Alfred Goldsmith, vice-

president of the Radio Corporation of

America, in the belief that motion picture

audiences have a real interest in what makes

the talking picture talk.

The "sound track" will be flashed on the

screen, so that it may be seen in the process

of transforming light waves into sound.

Japanese Director in U.S.
Y. Omegarasu, director of Japanese fea-

ture productions, has come to the United
States to make a study of American meth-
ods in sound pictures.

Amid stifling sand and under a merciless sun, the pioneers crawled slowly toward their goal,
is an actual record of their adventure, produced by Fox movietone.

"The Big Trail"
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Y^
BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Newspaper Classified Ad Sections Offer

Wide Exploitation Field
Newspapers are always searching for

methods to attract attention to their

classified ad sections and anyone with

a new idea for making classified pages

more interesting is welcomed with

open arms. This makes an excellent

field for the exhibitor who is after ex-

ploitation. It often gives him more
leeway than he could obtain in display

advertising and there is the added pos-

sibility of obtaining a page wide

streamer, besides small notices scat-

tered throughout the page.

Puzzles are the vogue in stunts of this

kind. They are adaptable to the flexibility

of a classified section and add the life that

newspapers want to bring readers. Here
is what four exhibitors have done in this

branch of exploitation:

Ungerfeld Gets Good Ads

Robert Ungerfeld, manager of the Fox
State house, Racine, Wis., has mastered the
local situation so well that he now gets an
average of two eight-column banner lines

a week. In addition, he gets a three-column
five-inch display ad on the classified page
daily for 10 weeks. All of this came
through a series of contests, one each week,
which the State conducted in cooperation
with the newspaper.

Still Carried Each Week
Each week the ads carried a still from

the current picture at the State. Puzzles
of one kind and another were used and the

winners got passes. Song hits from one
of the pictures, "The Big Party," were
featured over a local radio station with no
cost to Ungerfeld.

Robert Miller, manager of the Fox
Strand, Madison, Wis., worked out a classi-

fied ad idea along much the same lines as
Ungerfeld. He featured a photograph of
convicts escaping from a prison in a dis-

play ad in connection with showing of "The
Big House." The idea was to count cor-
rectly the number of men in the picture.

Passes were awarded.

Has Identification Contest

For Lon Chaney's "Unholy Three," Mil-
ler printed seven stills, portraying Chaney
in different makeups for seven pictures.
These were placed in a two-column 11-inch
ad on the classified page. Scattered
throughout the page were the titles of the
seven pictures, the object being to affix

the titles to the proper stills. This stunt
brought an eight-column streamer reading:
"Read Want Ads—See Lon Chaney in 'The

Try This Scrambled

Ad Contest

the same page. A banner across the top
of the page read: "Scrambled Ad Contest
Now On—Win Venetian Theatre Tickets
for 'The Dawn Patrol.'

"

10
Free Ticket^ Daily to See

RICHARD BARTHELMESS in

"THE DAWN PATROL"
Now I'laylng at iLe. Vcuetlan

LOW CONVENIENT

FORD HUDSON

CHEVROLET PONTIAC

SPORT MANY 'AT

OPEN '$45 TO A

Every ^vorc! In the aliovc square can bo found in

0.\E Want Ad on tlie Classilied Pages ol tills ncwH'
I>ai»9i-.

Roai-l-ango tbo words In the SQuare, add tlie mUslng
words to duplicate this ad and 11" yours is one ot tlie

10 neatest ansivers you will receive a free ticket
for Uie Venetian Theatre to see "Tiic Daw-n Patrol,"
a AMtaplione picture now showing.

.Answers for today's ScrainblPd A^ must be
oflice not later than Wednesday evening.

Winners of Scrambled Ad Contest
of Friday

Roniayno Seidel, 812 College Ave,
JiUr. J. Atonic, Route 4, B(A 274
Mrs. Wni. A'oss, 2301 Mead St.
Anlhonj W. Wirrv, ic.5.1 N. clialham St.
Genevieve Potman 202(i lOtli St.
ricvcrlcy June Andersen, 1718 FIctt Ave.
Kuyinond Andersen; 231!) 1^. 20(h St.
Mrs. M. Chrlstcnsen. 1023 Charles St.
Comehus Vnnderburg. 1910 lyinden .\\c.
Mi-3. Calvin Thoniiis, 820 S. Main St.

Uclcel at Tlie Jou al-.Vc

A scrambled word ad carried in the clas-

sified section of a Racine, Wis., news-
paper for the showing of First National's
"Dawn Patrol" at the Warners Venetian
theatre. A duplicate of this ad, as ex-

plained above, appeared on another part

of the same page.

Unholy Three' at Fox Strand Theatre."

John Scharnberg, manager of the
RKO Capitol, Madison, Wis., scattered
fragments of a story on "Let Us Be Gay"
through the want ads. These were to be
pasted together to make a complete story.
Passes were given to those with correct
solutions.

Owen McKivett, manager of Warners'
Venetian theatre, Racine, Wis., had a local
paper carry a scrambled word layout in

the classified section for "The Dawn Pa-
trol." A two-column eight-inch ad car-
ried the jumbled words. This ad was du-
plicated by another appearing elsewhere on

Four Redskins Add
Realism to Gags for

"The Silent Enemy ^^

Four Indians were present in person to
help exploit Paramount's "The Silent
Enemy" at the Rialto theatre, Portland,
Ore. The film deals with Indian life and
Maiiager James O'Connell's stunt of ob-
taining the four redskins from the Yakima
tribe proved an ideal stunt to fit the nature
of the picture.

The Indians didn't do much; they just
ambled around the lobby and out in front
of the theatre, but that was enough to stim-
ulate public curiosity. They wore their
native robes, carried bows and arrows and
had their snow shoes and other parapher-
nalia about the lobby.

A large Boy Scout troop put more of
the back-to-nature angle into the exploita-
tion by lighting camp fires on Council
Crest, one of the high spots inside the city
limits.

Members of the clergy were invited to

see the picture in a body. Boys under 12

years who came dressed in Indian costume
were admited free to morning perform-
ances. A group of entertainers from a

local radio station moved their studio to

the theatre lobby during the picture's stand

and broadcast "Indian Love Call" and simi-

lar numbers. This stunt brought many to

the open doors of the house who later

registered at the box office.

Baltimore Hampden Breaks

Into News When Byrd Visits

Charles A Hicks, manager of the Hampden
theatre, Baltimore, had the honor a few days

ago of being host to Rear Admiral Richard E.

Byrd at the showing of "With Byrd at the

South Pole."

Charles A. Hicks, manager of the Hampden
heralded the appearance of a two-column cut

and story on Byrd's visit, with the fact men-
tioned that he had seen his own picture at the

theatre. The story said in part : "The world-

famous North and South Pole flier. Rear
Admiral Richard E. Byrd, slipped quietly into

Baltimore last night to get a glimpse at the

pictures of his Antarctic expedition. He found
them being shown at the Hampden theatre."
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6RIATER MOVIE SEASON I

A BETTERw S H (P W AT &JCQ

The publicity department for
R KO houses in Dayton, Ohio,
made up an effective two-column
newspaper ad using the back-
ground shown above. The concise-

ness of the individual ads is also

noteworthy.

Ralph Ayer to Manage
Kansas City Newman

Ralph Ayer has been appointed manager of

the Newman theatre, Kansas City, succeeding

George Baker, who has been transferred to the

Paramount, Denver. Ayer is a recent grad-

uate of the Publix school for managers.
Prior to attending the Publix school, he was
connected with the Eastman house, Rochester,

N. Y. Martin Anderson, formerly of the Pic-

adilly theatre, Rochester, N. Y., will be assist-

ant manager of the Newman. He is also a

graduate of the Publix school.

A "crashing" promotion gag for "Dawn Patrol." The wrecked airplane was phuced near a
street intersection in Los Angeles to ballyhoo the First National film when it came to the
Orpheum theatre. Of course it isn't every theatre that's lucky enough to have an airplane

wrecked just when it is needed for exploitation.

Two Des Moines Houses Tie With
Schools to Make ByrdFilm Success
Given an educational type of picture, the theatre operator has a splendid road

to both exploitation and actual gate receipts through the public schools—if he
makes use of this opportunity. Visual education through films is growing in

popularity, but very few schools have their own projection machines for such

purposes. Educators realize, however, the value to the student of seeing pictures

which will supplement studies and usually tieups on films partly or wholly edu-

cational are not hard to obtain.

"With Byrd at the South Pole," is one such
picture offering good possibilities of exploita-

tion through the schools. Irving Grossman,
publicity manager for the Paramount theatre,

Des Moines, took advantage of the qualities

of the Byrd film in a tieup that brought hun-
dreds of children.

Picture Is Brought Back
"With Byrd at the South Pole" had been

shown at the Paramount house in Des Moines
early this summer. Local interest in the sci-

entific and educational merits of it induced
the management to return it for a September
showing.
At the earlier showing the attendance con-

sisted almost entirely of adults. Grossman de-
termined to make the return showing one for
the juveniles. School officials, informed that

the picture was returning, first planned to only
send notices to the various public schools.

Grossman later arranged to have tickets sold

in all the schools. The final plan involved the

use of two theatres simultaneously, with two
showings at each house. The special shows
were given on a Saturday morning with chil-

dren from the fourth to ninth grades attend-

ing. The two theatres, with two showings each,

accommodated one-fourth of the pupils in the

elementary schools, but it was found that this

did not nearly take care of all who wished to

come.
Schools Handle Tickets

Tickets were sold in the schools, saving con-
gestion at the box offices. On the day of the
showing the pupils met their teachers, just as
if they were about to attend a regular class,

and went to the theatres on street cars which
the local traction company provided in a tieup.

The first morning show was at 8 :30 o'clock

and the other at 10:30.

As a preliminary to the sale of tickets,

teachers of geography, history and science

classes discussed the Byrd expedition, to give
students a clear conception of it before they
went to see it. This served the additional pur-
pose of getting all children interested.

A straight price of 10 cents was charged all

students in the school tieup, so the theatres
made no large amount of profit, but the ad-
vertising brought to the homes through the
youngsters stimulated business for the re-
mainder of the showing. At all subsequent
showings children were admitted at the regu-
lar prices.

SPECIALS FOR
"RAIN OR SHINE" "DIXIANA" "RENO"

"LITTLE ACCIDENT"
"MADAM SATAN" "SWING HIGH"

"INDIANS ARE COMING"
Fill Ynur Sants with Original Box-Office

EXPLOITATION NOVELTIES
Made for Every Picture Produced

Now Serving

Pathe— R-K-O— Universal
M-G-M— Tiffany— Sono-Art

and Many Others

Economy Novelty & Printing Co.
340 W. 39th Street, New York, N. Y.

Tel. Medallion 3664
Oolf Tees Whistles Hats Tags
Jtegaphones Balloons ppn^n. Tickets
Optical Illusions Badaes

rwiuiis
Buttons

Pennants Fans Labels Masks
Lobby Decorations Mirrors Bock Rfatches Puzzles
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What Four Theatres Did inWindow Display

Many cxiiibiiors find window display a problem. Here are some tieup exhibits that should answer a few questions. No. 1 is a drug
store tvindt>w in Los Angeles for M G M\s "The Big House" at the Criterion theatre; 2, window models on "The Floradora Girl," MGM
picture, wlien it showed at the Pantages, Hollywood; 3, a Warner tieup with a department store for the Warner Brothers and Vitaphone
tpecial, "Moby Dick" (note the long harpoon); 4, a novel layout for First National's "Sally" at the Fox Lincoln, Springfield, III.; 5

and 6, two more "Big House" windoivs obtained by the Fox Criterion, Los Angeles.
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4 Marx Brothers,
But Not in Person
Four employees of Newman house,
Kansas City, walked the streets in

"Marx disguise" and gave "Ani-
mal Crackers" a big boost.

Odom Advocates Reproducing of
Paper Records for Film Ballyhoo

Phonograph records to exploit pictures, a short story contest on coming feature

attractions, and a plan for better calendar advertising. These are some of the

promotion ideas described by exhibitors who have written to the Box Office Pro-

motion department the last few days. Walter Odom, Sr., manager of the Dixie

theatre, Durant, Miss., suggested the phonograph plan; Jack Edwards, manager
of the Uptown house, San Antonio, writes of the short story contest, and A. G.

Miller, manager of the Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb., is the man who passes hii

calendar idea along.

Odom explains in his letter the following
plan which he conceived but has not as yet
tested : "Thinking over some good ways to

advertise coming pictures for theatre playing
dates and getting the public familiar with the
picture and act, I would suggest this

:

"Get some reproducing company to make
these small paper records and word them
something like this—Playing tonight at your
theatre 'Under a Texas Moon,' stating the
cast and also playing the theme song and tell-

ing all about what a good picture it is, etc.

Need Only Reproducer
"You see in every town now there is a vic-

trola or some kind of reproducing radio record
machine in every store and with each picture

you may be playing you could give out five or
six of these records to the places equipped to

play them, the day you are playing the picture.

Also have them made for your coming play

dates for your weekly program."
With the price of paper phonograph records

down to what it is at the present time, Odom's
plan appears to be a plausible one. It should
work out very well wherever the reproducing
apparatus is available. It might even be a

good tip for film producing companies to make
these paper records in large quantities and
ship them out in advance for pictures. Then
they might be distributed in the lobby to make
a good advertising stunt.

Writing on another exploitation scheme,
Edwards describes the Titleogue short story

contest he had at his Uptown theatre in San
Antonio. Here is his letter:

Has Titleogue Contest
"Perhaps you may be interested in a little

exploitation stunt that I used with great suc-

cess at the Uptown last week. Of course I do
not claim that the idea has never been used
before—perhaps you have heard of it a num-
ber of times. However, I have not, and I

thought it worth passing along.

"We distributed 10,000 handbills house to

house with a list of our past attractions for

the last three months and also titles of our
coming attractions for the next month. The
coming attractions being separated from the

others by a ruled line. The idea vras called

The Uptown Theatre Titleogue Contest,' and
contestants had to use every title on the list

and make a short story. Neatness, continuity,

fewest number of nouns, adjectives, verbs,

etc., all counted in favor of the winner. A
cash prize of $10 in gold was awarded the

winner. Of course the winner had to be in

the audience on the night the prizes were
given. Second prize was a pass for one month.
"We received a number of great 'titleogues.'

The newspaper went for the idea strong as it

was really a novelty. One afternoon paper
published a sample titleogue to start them off,

and we also used a short sample on the her-
alds. The paper also published the winning
storA'. We received hundreds of answers. I

think it an excellent stunt for neighborhood
houses, although it might not go so well in

the downtown theatres."

Miller Has Calendar Gag
A. G. Miller, manager of the Lyric theatre,

Atkinson, Neb., prints a monthly calendar of
coming attractions. In his letter he says this

:

"On my monthly calendar this month I had
a blank space and instead of using it for my
own advertising I put in all the celebrations
of neighboring towns that I draw from. This

created a feeling of good will and brought
considerable new business. An editor of an
out-of-town paper also gave me a very nice

story recently when the Lyric reopened after

installing Western Electric sound.
"I have managed to get a lot of newspaper

publicity gratis and during these hectic times
it all manages to help a lot. A local paper ran
three large cuts of the projection room, lobby
and auditorium after I had installed sound.
"My father, A. W. Miller (who, by the way,

is a buddie of J. C. Jenkins, your 'colyumist'),

both being of Kankakee, 111., pioneered this

country 50 years ago. He once pitched his

tents on the lot where my theatre is now
located."

^'Big House'^ Serial

Told Over Radio for

Terre Haute House
Radio broadcasting was the medium

chosen by the manager of the Indiana
theatre, Terre Haute, Ind., to exploit "The
Big House." A tieup was arranged with a
local radio station, controlled by a news-
paper.
For three consecutive days, the station

gave interesting highlights from the serial

story of "The Big House." During these
broadcasts, descriptions were given over
the air of characters interpreted by Wal-
lace Beery, Robert Montgomery and
Chester Morris. With these descriptions,
the announcement was made that the first

SO persons sending or bringing the correct
names of all three actors described would
be given passes.
The Terre Haute Tribune, operator of

the radio station, at the same time carried
an anagraphic puzzle. The same number of

prizes were awarded in this contest.

Willie Succeeds Thoma
Raymond B. Willie has succeeded John

H. Thoma as manager of the RKO Greater
Majestic theatre, San Antonio. Thoma
has gone to Atlanta.

Speed

Accuracy

Reliability

Tostat Telegraph
Commercial ^^K' dUCtmerica
Cables ^^W Cables

tJJackay Radio
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Helping Leo Roar for Theatre

''Leo/' Famous M. G. IW. Lion, Arrives Wednesday, 6:30 P. M.
Majestic King of Beasts Will Give

Thrilling Performance In Front of

Fax-h.Baker heater at 6:h P. M.

VISITOR EATS 25 POUNDS MEAT DAILY

TkriSi W1KB« Oieiti Sp«ctitt>n lo fret Act When

$t.0««.0«0 Imani Uo Will PeHora Trkki iDd

. Eftt Tfrtnt;-fne Poudi «t Raw B«eL

I* larft ^rS«. lbl1UH*"Jr u

^^^w-tTr « '-^T';;;;;;^^^;

LEO HAS APPETITELIKEA LIOII|LEff, DINNER 6UEST

,„. -_.„ ... , ,.,,. »,,.-•-'. '- ••" » OF WEISFIEIO

GREETINGS to

LEO the LION!

Din'l FiO lo Vuit

BUBTEJISHAW i SUNEL S

CLEARANCE SALE!
f OfOts EM Sot.

Including ihe Famous Society Biand ai

33'/^% DEDUCTION

Burtenshaw & Sunel, Inc.
J08 W>,i H>Ur St>Ki

Leo
-\Vho kni his JiB-

is ihc king ol Ua.i.

ra(k-nu,iL limilix lo

aJ]"iaUuf"fans, wilU^Hi

&;][jngham Wednesday e*enin'g. AuguM 27lh. al

Mouni Bake, Thealii

Tiie ca/avon ihnt cariies Leo is equipped "todi

deiKoetile WILLARD BATTtRlES

STORAGE BATTESX
SUPPLY CO., Inc.

IN PERSON np^
In Fronl ol he W^'- ^s
MT. BAKER
Wed., Aug. 27th Pi^# 1

e:3t P. M. y^'^iit-J
Il's All Fret ili^iiiAiw

IN PERSON

In Front ot the

MT. BAKER
Wed., Aug. 27lh

6:30 P. M.

Il's All Fite

LEO
THE FAMOUS METAO-COLDWrN TRAOE-MARK LION

See Him Do His Tricks!
See Him Eat 25 Lbs. Raw Meat!

Leo Bri&gi You Hii Grectioj loi Create, TaUiinf Seaioi

"COMMON CLAY" Opens Wednesday— Mount Bake,

SiriS OF THE CHILDREN." Wednesday - Aneiiei.

Startini Sahuday— Mount Bake,

"LET US BE CAY "— Norma Sbeare, and Mane Ciile,

Stflrttoi Saturday— Ameeican

"BEAU BANDrr"- Roti LiRoequ,

STOP indSHOP GROCERT
B^Hniliani Pobde Market

m
THE LIONS

ROAR
lor

M. J. B.

COFFEE

m |r/\>> Spends Ik. Nlikl
^SJSJ Wik U.

See Him Here at 9

o'clock, Wed. Eve.

Spike -Nash Motor Co.
1S15 CorwwiJJ— Plseuw S70

See ''LEO 97

e 30 Wednriday Evening. Auguit tHh. u> Front

ol Iht MouDt Baker Theater Uo Rjde* on

U.S.

Royal Cord
TIRES

Payton-Rose
SUPER SERVICE, be.

>r CtiampioR and Proiptcl Strtr

DUtrtbutori oi U.S. Tire*

Celebrating our -

Million Dollar Protection
for the Wearers of

Weisfield & Goldberg
DIAMONDS

other MiUien Dottar

de Mark L,on—
27tk

'LEO'

BELUNCHAM UONS

"Leo," the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer trademark lion, got the "lion's share" of the publicity
when he came to Bellingham, Wash., but the Mount Baker theatre also got some valuable
advertising out of the stunt. Merchants were more than willing to tie in with Art Hile,

manager of the theatre, in financing this cooperative ad idea.

Cardboard Animals
Cavort in Rialto^s

Lobby for "Ingagi'^
"When a picture has exceptional exploi-

tation possibilities and the exhibitor doesn't
play them, he is siinply letting a percentage
of the receipts slip by to the next theatre,"
says Paul Ketchum of the Rialto theatre,
Oklahoma City.

Ketchum recently put on a campaign for
"Ingagi" that included some good promo-
tion ideas the film offers.

A cardboard ape was the center of a
lobby display, which was close enough to

the street so as to be plainly visible to all

passersby. The handmade animal, placed
behind imitation prison bars, attracted
unlimited attention, helped to tell what the

nature of the picture was and provided just

the sort of "teaser" needed to draw
interest.

Artificial palm trees were set up and
marsh grass placed at the foot of them to

produce the jungle atmosphere. A huge
cutout head of a savage, with the art work
done on exaggerated lines, decorated one
side of the lobby, while a large cardboard
elephant challenged the spectators' atten-

tion on the other side. Another cardboard
cutout pictured a girafife posed between two
palms.

Flagpole Sitter Is

Good Ballyhoo for

Sherman Theatre
Shows may come and shows may go, but

the flagpole sitter sits on at the Sherman
theatre, Chillicothe, O. He is just one of an
army of marathoners who are making them-
selves promiscuous throughout the country
today, but what if there are hundreds of
others like him so long as he makes good
exploitation material, says Manager Barhydt
of the Sherman.
The flagpole sitter, Ernest Fiser by name,

has been perched atop a flagpole above the
front of the theatre for over a week. He
is 69 feet above the street level. Manager
Barhydt has supplied him with all modern
conveniences. Through tieups he has been
provided with an electric heater, a radio
loud speaker and a thermos bottle. He
also has a safety belt to prevent falling
while asleep, and an overstuffed chair for
comfort. One store even gave him a pair
a dumbbells to keep in physical trim.
A battery of searchlights floods the "sit-

ter" with light from evening until dawn.

Wire-from-Star Tip

Aids "Caught Short''
A short telegram purporting to cotnc

from Marie Dressier did the work for G. M.
Fisher, manager of the Capitol theatre,
Cumberland, Md., in his promotion cam-
paign for "Caught Short."

Fisher arranged to have the telegram ar-

rive from Miss Dressier stating that she
could not appear at the reopening of the
theatre after installation of Western Elec-
tric sound equipment, but that she appre-
ciated the fact that "Caught Short" had
been selected as the opening attraction. A
local newspaper picked up this telegram
and carried a feature story on page one on
the subject, together with a picture of
Miss Dressier. The telegram was framed
and placed at the front of the ticket booth.
A classified ad contest further helped to

sell the picture. A display ad was broken
up, with parts of it scattered between the
classified ads. The idea was to put the ad
together correctly. This contest ran for

three days, ending on the opening night
of the film, when the newspaper ran a long
story announcing the winners.

G. A. Dunning Takes Charge

Of RKO Capitol in Cincinnati

R K O has made a number of managerial
changes in Cincinnati. G. A. Dunning has
been brought from the Princess house,
Nashville, Tenn., to replace Tom Davis at

the Cincinnati Capitol. Davis resigned to

take a rest before assuming direction of

the St. Bernard theatre, suburban house
now under construction.

Is Host to Canadian Pilots

C. L. Straw, manager of the Palace theatre,

Calgary, Alberta had the pilots of the National

Air Tour as his guests for "Dawn Patrol"

when they arrived in Calgary. Lloyd Comba,
president of the Calgary Aero club, gave an
address of welcome in the theatre. "There was
a display of model planes in the lobby.

Brings Back Stage Shows
The Majestic house, LaCrosse, Wis., is

returning to a policy of Saturday and Sun-
day stage shows. Five presentation acts
and the feature picture compose the week-
end program.
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One still, some effectively used type and
a funny cartoon of a stork make this ad
a good boost for Universal's "Little Acci-

dent." It was run by the Avalon theatre,

Chicago.

Honor Washington in 1932
A large number of short subjects are ex-

pected to be produced for the two hundredth
anniversary of the birth of George Wash-
ington, which will be celebrated in 1932.

The anniversary is over a year away, giving

exhibitors ample time to book patriotic film

features. A celebration lasting from Febru-
ary 22 until Thanksgiving day is being
planned for 19.32 by the federal government.

'^Revival Week" at Douglas

The Douglas theatre, Racine, Wis., is

planning a "Revival Week," bringing back
old favorite films, and is soliciting the pub-

lic's choice of the pictures.

Everything has to be done a first time, and Dick Wright of the Strand theatre, Akrom, O.,

claims this is the first time the city of Akron has ever permitted an electric sign such as the

one shown above to be strung across a street. Letters in the sign were five feet high and
three feet wide, coated with silver and bordered in black. It wa^ a big boost for Warner
Brothers' twenty-fifth anniversary but it also boosted programs at the Strand. The lights cast

illumination over the whole vicinity.

Cooperative Ad Section Brings
Town Out to Greet MGM's Lion

Cooperative advertisinjj; is probably one of the oldest promotion stunts in the

show business and still remains one of the most effective.

The Mount Baker theatre, a Fox house
in Bellingham, Wash., got a page of co-
operative advertising almost without try-
ing when "Leo," the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
trademark lion, came to town in his travel-
ing cage. A local newspaper aided in so-
liciting the ads, making the task easy for
Art Hile, manager of the Mount Baker.
The event at the same time marked the
advent of Greater Talkie Season in Belling-
ham.
The page of ads, reproduced elsewhere

in this section, carried a streamer at the

top giving information on the date of the

arrival of Leo. A majority of the ads had
a closeup of the lion's head, making it a

"lion" of a page altogether.

Merchants Eager to Advertise

Companies which supplied the various
equipment for the truck which Leo rode
were eager to advertise in the scheme.
Here is a sample of the copy on the ads:

"Leo—who lends his dignity as the king
of beasts to a trademark familiar to all

'talkie' fans, will be in Bellingham Wednes-
day evening, August 27, at the Mount Baker
theatre. The caravan that carries Leo is

equipped with dependable WILLARD
STORAGE BATTERIES."
Leo is said to be insured by his owners

for a million dollars, and a jewelry con-

cern made use of this idea in its ad with
the heading: "Celebrating our MILLION
DOLLAR PROTECTION for the wearers
of Wiesfield and Goldberg diamonds."

News Stories Describe Leo
The ads did not cover the entire page.

Enough space was left at the top to make
room for a photograph of Leo in his cage
and for three news stories. A sample of

the propaganda these stories contained is

shown in the following quotation: "With
all the pomp of royalty and the homage
paid to any movie celebrity in the flesh,

Leo, the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer trademark
lion now on a seven-year world tour, will

honor Bellingham with his august presence

for one day, Wednesday. Leo brings greet-

ings of Greater Talkie Season in the form
of a few roars, several thrills and a per-
formance in front of the Mount Baker
theatre.

Lions Club Meets Lion

"At 6:15 Leo will be met by members of

the Lions Club at the city limits, on Chuck-
anut drive, and will be escorted to the
theatre by a police and state highway
patrol. Arriving at 6:30, he will be put
through a series of tricks. His reward
will be 25 pounds of raw meat. . . . How
would you like to pay butcher bills or
restaurant checks for an- appetite that re-

quired 25 pounds of beef as a daily diet?

Yet when you consider that the owner of

the appetite tips the scales at 735 pounds,
it is not surprising that such a menu should

be required. The meat for Leo's evening
meal was furnished by Joe Hermensen of

the Empire Meat Market."

The cooperative advertising campaign was
complete in almost every detail, but here is

one suggestion: Since Leo's appetite was
such a proriiinent point in the advertising,

why not have the butcher who provided the

meat also provide an ad for the special

section?

MOVIE STAR ROTOGRAVURES
JUST OUT. 25c SELLERS. READY FOR FRAMING

Up to 1,000 _..5c Each
1,000 or Over 4c Each
Nancy Carroll, Janet Gaynor,
Charles Farrcll, Greta Garbo,
John Barrymore, Maurice CheT-
alier, Dolores Costello, Bebe
Daniels, Conrad Nagel, John
Boles, Marilyn Miller, Clara Bow,
Ronald Colman, Wm. Haines,
Ramon Navarro, John Gilbert,
Buddy Rog:ers, Rudy Vallee,
Richard Dix, Richard Barthel-
mess, Mary Brian, Alice White,
Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer.

Write for Set of "FREE SAMPLES"
One-Fonrth Deposit on C. O. D. Orders.

M. E. MOSS © PUB. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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NELIGH, NEBRASKA.
DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
There now, we feel better. What we have long hoped for and long

looked for has finally happened, thanks to the Fox Film Corporation,

for producing "ON YOUR BACK" and giving Irene Rich a part com-

mensurate with her ability as an actress.

Some years back when Miss Rich and Will Rogers made "Jes Call

Me Jim" we were so impressed with that picture that when we re-

ported it we referred to Miss Rich as "That Womanly Woman of the

Screen" and that impression has struck with us, and her acting in

"ON YOUR BACK" has impressed this thought more firmly on

our mind.
"ON YOUR BACK" isn't much for a title, as it doesn't give one

much of an idea as to what the picture is. It is another evidence of

the lack of ability in writing titles that producers should take notice

of. Had Miss Rich not appeared in the cast and her name not ap-

peared in the title card, we doubt if we could have been induced

(after 27 holes of golf) to have gone to see it, for with us, golfitis is

a serious ailment that requires a drastic remedy to overcome, and

Miss Rich is the remedy.
WhUe we realize that our opinion will not weigh very heavily with

reviewers of pictures, and since we will be violating no confidence in

making the statement, we wish to go on record as saying that we never

have, nor never expect to see a character better portrayed than was
portrayed by Miss Rich in this picture.

She was the proprietress of a fashionable ladies costume shop in the

bon ton-upper-ten-brass-collar district of New York, and the doting

mother of a son upon whom she lavished all of her affections, and
practically all of her money, and for whom she worked her finger

nails to the quick that he might enjoy the things she had been denied.

The son (Raymond Hackett) wasn't a bad hombre, likewise he
wasn't a bad actor, far from it, and he was very fond of his mother,

which he should be, and he was also quite fond of another lady

(Marion Shelling) and if he hadn't been we might have lost some
interest in the picture and have lost confidence in his judgment to

pick 'em that were just right.

Marion was a poor working girl who had a fondness for glad
regalias that would knock 'em cold, just as some other girls we know,
but her purse had been stepped on by an elephant and was as flat as

a burned pancake. She had a chum, however, who was being looked
after by a "boy friend," who persuaded her to visit Irene's establish-

ment where she was assured that her credit was A-1, and she went the

limit and got herself togged out with finery that stopped the traffic

on Broadway.

Mr. Prior (H. B. Warner) was a wealthy broker who called on
Irene in regard to some business matters just as Marion emerged
from the dressing room clothed in the best that Paris and New York
could think of, and they can think of a lot, and when H. B. lamped
the bunch of gorgeousness before him he lost all sense of latitude,

longitude and rectitude, just as thousands of other wealthy New
Yorkers have done, and still do, and requested Miss Rich to give him
an introduction to Marion, after which he planned some sumptuous
feeds at wellknown resorts where girls too often forget their mothers
and the training received under the parental roof of the old homestead.

At the time H. B. was introduced to Marion the prodigal son was
returning from college with a lot of enthusiasm and minus a two bit

tip for the porter. Like all college boys he was broke but with a

bright future before him. His doting mama had obtained a position
for him in the brokerage oflSce of Mr. Prior. That evening sonny and
mama went out to dinner to a fashionable resort where they found
Mr. Prior and Marion tripping the light fantastic to seductive music
that would bring goose pimples out on a brass monkey.
As soon as mama found out that sonny and Marion were in love she

called Marion over to her establishment and demanded payment for
her gowns, which, of course, she couldn't pay. She then suggested
that she call on Mr. Prior to assist her, suggesting that wealthy men
did those things for girls who treated them properly, and suggesting
to her what her son might think if he knew she was in debt for the
clothes she wore.
When sonny found out that Prior had given Marion a check for

twenty-five hundred dollars when she wasn't in his employ, he began
to wonder about it and ask rather leading questions. The answers he
got led him to surmise for the moment that there was something
rotten in New York, and the scenes between him, Marion and his

mother would be worth going miles in the snow to witness, and, but,

oh well, what's the use going further with a crude description of the
picture? Let's just leave it with this short synopsis.

"ON YOUR BACK" is a most delightful picture with a bum title.

Irene Rich never did finer work than in this picture, and she never
needs to.

H. B. Warner has a delightful voice that registers well and a pecu-
liar style of acting that gets hold of you and grips. He never does
anything poorly.
Raymond Hackett is a delightful performer but his voice does not

register as well as some others.

Marion Shelling looks well, acts well, dresses well and—well, she's

good enough, and that's well enough. Well, we'll let it go at that.

* * *

We've a notion to quit right here, and. we would, only it requires
a little more to fill this colyum, and you know it has to be filled or
we will get a long, sarcastic letter from George wanting to know why
in @lb&|* we don't stop playing golf and do a little work. And
besides that, we are pretty sore. April Shower got her dander up and
stripped a gear just because we wanted her to pull a mudhole that

the mudturtles couldn't go through, and we have been held up here
waiting for a new gear from the factory. Western Nebraska, Colo-
rado and Kansas are getting impatient for us to come.

* * «

This is the season of the year when the small town theatres will be
afllicted with all kinds of opposition. Fairs, carnivals, peewee golf,

rodeos, mumps, measles and the chicken pox. But don't get discour-

aged, boys, think of what Job had to contend with. And then too,

think of Solomon and the cold winter coming on and imagine how
you would like to warm as many feet on the small of your back as

he did. Gosh, how old Sol ever could tolerate it is a mystery. One
wife keeps us busy, but buck up boys, stay with the old ship, sink

or swim.
* * *

Harry Emerson Fosdick said in a recent issue of the American
Magazine, "Today I walk the streets of New York to watch the boys
and girls. It is estimated that out of every 100 boys on Manhattan
Island, 80 spend their leisure time on the streets and that of all the

things they can do there, 50 per cent are inimical to character, 20

per cent are downright illegal."

When Fosdick said this he was making an argument in favor of the

influence of the wide open spaces on the juvenile mind. A boy with

a fishpole along a creek is much safer than the boy with the com-
bination to the back door of the speakeasies in the cities. Send your

boy to the country.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD Man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD covers the field like an April shower.
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THE SHORT FEATURE

Newspictures

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 300—Holland
celeljrates fiftieth birthday of its queen—Dixie
Niskern trains teacher's pet to be "singer"—Metro-
tone goes on aerial sight-seeing tour over Wash-
ington—10-year old Hindu "rebel" gives "lowdown"
on revolution in India—Yanks again cop polo cham-
pionship by defeating Britain.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 301—Upton's
Shamrock beaten by Enterprise in first America's
Cup yacht race—-French Alps army on parade

—

Senator Wheeler of Montana, once Prohibition
champion, renounces drys—Metrotone presents air

view of New York skyline—Metrotone finds real

vamp in far Baroda—Jamestown wins $121,000 fu-

turity stake at Belmont.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 74
—Belgian track star wins 26-mile marathon at Paris
—Mussolini calls together Italian youth to extol
Fascism—$2,000,000 blaze razes storage depot in

Hanover, Germany—Multi-millionaire opium king re-

views private army of 40,000 on Mongolian
domain—Navy begins junking warships to abide
by London treaty—Rocket car explodes in mid-
air in Germany but no one is hurt.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5639—Belgian wins second time
in foot race around Paris—Pedic society hunts
New York girl with most perfect foot—Brockton,
Mass., police troop shows class in drill and riding—New York Riverside church given 20-ton bell

by J. D. Rockefeller, Jr.—Diving suit perfected at
Genoa, Italy, makes diving at 1,000-foot depth pos-
sible—Firefighters of Mineola, N. Y., put on ex-
hibition for folks at the fair—Tilden beats Irish
giant in straight sets in U. b. title tourney,

KINOGRAMS NO. 5640—Enterprise defeats Sham-
rock in first yacht race for America's Cup—Tommy
Armour wins professional golf title at Flushing,
N. Y.—General Pershing hale and hearty at 70
years—4,000 die as hurricane destroys Santo Do-
mingo—21-year-old Johnny Doeg wins U. S. tennis

title—Venice, Italy, swarms with gondolas in annual
pageant—Jamestown wins by six lengths in $121,-

760 Belmont race, year's richest stake.

PATHE SOUND NEWS—NO. 77—United States

four wins world polo title—Sousa leads big news-
boy band—Baptizes flock in Pacific Ocean at Long
Beach, Cal.—Argentina seethes with revolution

—

Old ball stars twinkle again at Boston, Mass.

—

British dogs vie in bow-wow derby—Hoover greets

French flyers.

feature the mechanical chimp at the toy fairs

in New York and Chicago.

30,000 Stores Sell Toy Chimps in

Tiffany Tieup on Chimp Comedies
Tiffany Productions has completed an international tieup t,o exploit its Chimp

two-reel talking comedies, whereby a mechanical toy similar to the chimp ap-

pearing in the Tiffany series will be sold in 30,000 retail stores of the United

States and Europe.

The Gund Manufacturing Company will co-

operate with Tiffany in the project, which will

provide for the making of literally thousands

of the toys. Stores in all cities will have

them on sale, including such institutions as

Marshall Field, Chicago ; Stix, Baer and
Fuller, St. Louis; R. H. Macy, New York,

and A. I. Namn, Brooklyn. Toy stores and

a majority of the larger drug companies will

also feature them.

Production and distribution of these toys

on a large scale will assure exhibitors of help-

ful exploitation in window displays, snipes,

streamers, and so on, all carrying stills of

the chimp in various comedies. A button with

information on the comedies will be attached

to each toy.

Tiffany has arranged to conduct prize con-

tests wherever exhibitors of the comedies ask

for them. It is planned to carry these out at

a minimum cost to the theatre. In addition

there will be free publicity through the co-

operative advertising of stores handling the

toy. A press book on the series has been

made up giving details of local application of

the tieup.

The Gund Manufacturing Company will

Columbians Shorts

Play 22 Houses
OfManhattan Chain

Manhattan Playhouses, Inc., large New
York circuit, has contracted with Columbia
for several series of short subjects. The
Manhattan chain consists of many impor-
tant theatres in the Metropolitan area and
the contract gives Columbia's single reel

novelties representation in 22 houses of that
company's circuit. The series booked include

"Mickey Mouse," "Disney Silly Sympho-
nies," "Snapshots," "Curiosities" and
"Krazy Kat."

Among the theatres of the Manhattan
chain scheduled to play the Columbia shorts
are the Clinton, Apollo, Palestine, Second
Ave., New Delancey, Hollywood, Florence,
New 14th Street, Ruby, Sunshine, Orpheum,
Bijou, Mt. Morris, Jewell, Regun or Harlem
Sth Ave., Harlem Opera House, Cosmo,
Stadium, King and Palace or Harlem
Grand.

Two views of the interior of Educational's Boston exchange, which has recently been completed and is now open at 57 Church street. There
are Florentine glass partitions, a decorative reception set, craftex and mahogany finish in the private offices. Fred Sliter is manager of the

exchange.
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MUSIC AND TALENT

Musicians Come Back in Toronto
Orchestras to

Be Revived in

Famous Houses
Jobs Waiting for 100 Musicians at

14 Theatres on October 1,

According to Plan
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, Sept. 18.—In keeping

with apparent public opinion concerning

music in the theatres, such as the, organ,

orchestra and stage show, the Famous
Players Canadian corporation is putting

into definite form its reaction to such

opinion, according to an announcement
of the Toronto Musicians Protective

Association, which represents the organ-

ized musicians with whom negotiations

have been conducted.

After having been "musically" idle for

some time, 14 theatres operated by Famous
Players are to install orchestras again in

the pits, which have been silent for so long,

and October 1 will see living music re-

vived in the first of these houses.

Toronto Regent Reopens

Indicative of the growing interest in

stage shows is the reopening of the old
Regent theatre in Toronto as a studio for

the organization and rehearsal of Para-
mount-Publix stage units for Famous Play-
ers theatres in Toronto, Montreal and
other Canadian cities. The work will be
under the supervision of John Arthur, su-
pervisor of presentations and music for
Canadian Famous Players. This old house
was the original home of stage presenta-
tions way back in 1916.

William Mills to Assist

Arthur will be assisted by William Mills,
a former Canadian, who has spent consider-
able time at the Avalon and Marbro thea-
tres in Chicago. Tremaine Garstang is the
art director, while William Hart, until re-
cently at the Toronto Uptown, which has
dropped stage shows, will have charge of
the actual construction of the sets. Mack
McLean, Toronto, is the scenic artist and
Harry Fisher, also of this city, will devise
the electrical effects.

The units will first play the Imperial
theatre where a new stage, with art
moderne transparencies has been con-
structed. A new flood lighting system, in

colors, for the whole theatre has been in-

stalled as well

Benny Ross

BENNY ROSS, featured for the past thre« year*
as master of ceremonies at the Warner-Stanlsy
and Branford thoatre, Jersey City and Newark,
N. J., has just resigned and is anticipating a
season of vaudeville or a continuance of m.c^lng
with some other circuit. Ben has made his

name a byword with the people of these two
cities and would be an acquisition and a box-
office draw to any circuit for which he should

work.

h^

Harry Zimnieriiian

Solo Organist

BELMONT THEATRE
Publix Balaban & Katz

CHICAGO

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Oriental

Week Ending September 18
Joe Rome, the shorter half of the Rome & Gout

comedy team, danced away with the honors on th«

Oriental stage this week. The diminutive Rome did

a clever dancing act with all the leg twists imairin-

able. Hie partner, Lew Gout, a fellow with be-

tween six and seven feet of slim height, made a good

helper for little Joe.

Harry Rose, master of ceremonies, was featured in

an act called "Ginger Snaps." He sang a number

entitled "I am the Gingerbread Man." He waa

garbed in a chef's uniform, ae were all members of

his stage orchestra. The chief feature was the play-

ing of a medley in which various sections of th«

orchestra played different songs. The comets played

"Mary Lou," the trombones "Picadilly," and so on.

Edith and Dick Barstow were excellent in a toe-

dancing performance of highest calibre. They danced

all the way up a flight of stairs and then back down

again, keeping perfect harmony in their movements.

They certainly left little undone in a dancing way.

Dick gave an exhibition of the Russian dance on his

toes that brought hearty applause. Edith and Dick

received such an ovation that they returned to the

stage three times. They are brother and sister.

The Harrington Sisters, a pair of petite little brun-

ettes were pleasing in a group of vocal numbers.

They were towed onto the stage seated in a small

wagon with an artificial horse, singing "What Do I

Care." Another of their songs was "Gold Diggine

Is the Best." For this they were attired in miner'*

clothes, with search lamps on their caps.

The Gamby Girls provided the ballet side of th«

show. Their toe dancing was good.

The Oriental orchestra played "Orpheus" as th«

overture, with Louis Adrian directing.

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending September 18

"Novelties of 1930" is the title of the stage show

at the Publix Texas Theatre thie week. Those fea-

tured in the cast are as follows: Cecil Blair, billed

as "The Peppy Little Songbird," who can dance as

well as sing. Gus and Will do a specialty offering

and display a lot of new dance steps. Joe May and

Dotty do well with their comical dances and songs.

The Twelve Texas Novelettes are in line with some

new and novel dance numbers that were arranged for

this special stageshow. The entire bill as a whole_ is

most entertaining and pleasing to the Texans. "Vic"

Insirilo and His Band Boys, Ernest Haiiser and The

Pit orchestra and Leo Weber at the huge organ, com*

in to put the program over in a nice way.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending September 18

Dick Powell, m. c, calls his stage attraction "Roof

Garden Nights," and, though rather short, the offer-

ing is entertaining and lively.

The hit of the show is Wilbur Hall, erstwhile of

Paul Whiteman's band, and now doing strange tricks

with the tromibone, violin and a bicycle pump. His

offering is a riotous laugh and exceptionally elever.

He's the best show-stopper we've seen in many a day.

The Bennett Brothers, trio of tap dancers formerly

with Earl Carroll, do some loose-jointed dancing

(Continued on next patie, column 2)

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS
1437 Wvmj
N. Y. aty
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HELLO EVERYBODY:

DID YOV KNOW THAT:—
"Kiss Waltz," the song by Al Dubin and Joe Burke

that moves through Warner Brothers "Dancing

Sweeties," -was not the original song designed for

this Vitaphone special, but followed the elimination of

the Bong "Dancing With Tears In My Eyes." . . .

Executives decided to eliminate this number inasmuch

aa its sentiment failed to harmonize with the motif

of the picture. . . . The song was therefore put on

the market by M. Witmark & Sons as a popular song,

independent of any motion picture tieup, and has

rapidly climbed into the vanguard of the season's

best sellers. . . . Incidentally these two writers, who
have to their credit some of the outstanding song hits

of recent years, are vacationing in New York, after

a season of strenuous activity at Warner Brothers

Hollywood studios. . . . Louis Silvers, musical direc-

tor of Warner Brothers Weet Coast studios, appears

in Warner's "Viennese Nights" as a conductor, baton

in hand, leading an orchestra. . . . The composition

he is seen conducting is this original romance by

Sigmimd Romberg and Oscar Hanunerstein 2nd, is

"Poem Symphonic," through which run the thematic

threads of a number of the principal songs of the

piece. Among them are "I Bring A Love Song" and

"Yon Will Kemember Vienna." . . . Harms, Inc.,

are the publishers of the score of Viennese Nights

which includes also "I'm Lonely," "Regimental

March," "Ja, Ja, Ja" and "Here We Are." . . .

Leo Peist, Inc., (Radio Music Co.), publishers of

"Around the Corner," have the one song in recent

years that has had more special choruses and ver-

sions written for it than any other song. . . . Nearly

all organists and orchestras that have used the num-

ber have their own special verses for it and we'll

venture to say that there are one thousand specials to

this one song. . . . Incidentally Joe Decatur, one of

the best>thought-of men in the music business, is

back on the job after a very serious illness. ... In

addition to playing brilliant football, the eleven hus-

kies of the AU-American football team in Warner

Brothers special, "Maybe It's Love," reveal an enviable

talent in vocalizing. They sing in chorus the Re-

mick songs of this name. . . . Cliff Hess says that

requests from college bands are already coming in

and that the bands intend featuring the song in the

season's coming football games. ... We saw the

Paramount-Publix picture "Monte Carlo" recently

and we have never seen a song get the marvelous

treatment that "Beyond the Blue Horizon" gets when

Jeannette MacDonald sings it in the picture. . . .

Other outstanding songs in this production are, "One

Moment Please" and "Always in All Ways." Larry

Spier, general manager of Famous, can be justly

proud of these tunes because they have all the ear-

marks of being hits. . . . Earl Abel, the popular

organist at the Brooklyn Paramount, has just placed

one of his latest compositions with Santly Bros. The

tune is called "When I Close My Eyes and Dream."

. . Les, Joe and Henry anticipate great things of

this song. . . . That reminds us that Santly's have a

song called "When the Organ Plays at Twilight"

which is one of the most beautiful compositions we
have ever heard. Every organist in the world should

build an entire solo of this number. . . . Theodore A.

Metz, composer of the grand old song, "A Hot Time

in the Old Town Tonight," has recently arrived in

this country from Germany, where he has made his

home for many years. Mr. Metz is one of the last of

the old guard of minstrel entertainers, having been

for many years musical director with the great

troupes that were the leading attractions of that day.

He is making his headquarters with the Edward B.

Marks Music Company, publishers of his famous "Hot

Time." While here, even though he is past 80, he is

organizing a dance orchestra to be known as the

"Hot Time Band." . . . Last week we mentioned that

Lee Woodbury had taken Hy C. Geis' place at the

Jersey City Stanley theatre. Well, Lee did, for two

weeks, but the firm found that the audiences wanted

Hy and his clever novelties so Hy is back.

STAGE SHOWS
(Continued front preceding page, column 3)

which is above the ordinary and the boys get a good

hand.
The Graham Dancers, three charming young women,

do a classic dance, prettily garbed in flimsy robes.

With beautiful lighting effects worked with the spots

the offering is a pretty and graceful one, though the

applause is not very enthusiastic.

The Rockets do several nice dance ensembles and
are well-drilled. One number, with the girls dressed

as bellboys doing a tap dance on large trays is rather

effective.

Dick Powell, as usual, scores with his crooning and
saxophone solos. The band is "hotter" than ever and
is getting more jxjpular each week.

Cincinnati RKO Albee
Week Ending September 19

Crowds are trekking to the Albee in droves, both

on account of the seasonable weather and on account

of the high caliber of the programs. The net result

is that the Albee receipts are reaching the highest

figures in the history of the house.

The stage show for the current week is headed by
Ann Seymour, who, with her brother Harry, as also

Mann Holiner, Alberta Nichols and Lou Cobey, tick-

ling the ivories, romps through a cycle of humoristie

songs, some of which she used when starring in the

musical comedy, "A Night in Venice." Her work
brings rei)eated encores, ending in a neat curtain

speech, but this does not satisfy the customers, who
call for more and get it.

Bert Nagle and the English Tivoli Girls, aided and
abetted by Icky Forbes in the getaway spot, start

things off at an exceptionally lively tempo with "Mid-
night Serenaders," a novelty dancing act, ending with
cat impersonations, which goes over with a bang.
The one huge cat running through the audience,

perching atop the seats, and scampering along the

box rails brings howls of laughter. The act is un-
usually clean both in costuming and action.

Bernard Granville and Necly Edwards, comics of

stage and screen, are breaking in a new act here thii

week under title of "On and Off." It is a series of
rapid-fire wise cracking, with liberal interpolations of

song and dance numbers, their featured song being
"Good Night Jeremiah." They are rewarded with
encores galore, which bring them before the footlights

for a brief talk in which they refer to their screen
career, and especially to the picture, "The Desert
Song."
Margie and Teeps Lucile, both comely, possess good

voices and know how to use them. After opening in

a song number in one, they work in full stage, mak-
ing a quick change before the audience in an impres-
sion of the Duncan Sisters, in which one of the girU
works in blackface, the skit being a clever reproduc-

tion of scenes from "Topsy and Eva."
The Four Camerons in the closing spot have a

hodgepodge of foolishness and clowning, with some
very clever dancing and acrobatics by the one femi-
nine member of the company. Their skit, "Like
Father, Like Son," pleased mightily.

Philadelphia Earle
Week Ending September 12

The outstanding feature of "Raisin' the Roof,"
Jay Mills stage show at the Earle this week, is

Neryda, sensational contortionist dancer.

The show opens with a gay night club scene and
the Littlefield Girls dancing with many-colored
balloons.

The Three Bennett Brothers are clever collegiate

dancers with a style all their own and their fast

stepping and burlesque stunts get a fine hand. Their
act individually and collectively is good.

One of the best acts seen on the Earle stage for a
long time features Neryda, contortionist dancer, and
Wesley Boynton, tenor. The Littlefield Girls in orien-
tal costumes with castanets introduce the act as they
dance to the strains of "Scheherezade" by the Earle-
tonians under the direction of Lou Schrader. Cur-
tains at the rear of the stage are drawn aside, dis-

closing Wesley Boynton in tropical English sporting
attire with helmet. He sings "Pale Hands I Loved
Beside the Shalimar" in a clear tenor. Neryda re-

clines on a couch under a canopy but as the song is

finished she springs to her feet with bound hands,
descends to the front of the stage and executes a
marvelous contortionist dance. She portrays the
struggles and emotions of a trapped animal, writhing,

straining desperately to free herself and as she finally

succeeds she collapses from sheer exhaustion. Con-

{CentvnKed on next page, colwmn 2)
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'Too Can't Go Wrong

With Any Feist Song"

IF I HAD A GIRL

LIKE YOU

DOWN THE RIVER OF
GOLDEN DREAMS

THE SONG WITHOUT
A NAME

AROUND THE
CORNER

IT HAPPENED IN

MONTEPsEY

A BIG BOUQUET FOR
YOU

WHY HAVE YOU
FORGOTTEN WAIKIKI

WHAT'S THE USE

SINCE MAGGIE BE^

CAME MAPsGUEKlTE

I WONDER WHATS
BECOME OF SWEET

ADELINE

FORGIVE ME

THE WALTZ YOU
SAVED FOP. ME

I'LL BE BLUE JUST
THINKING OF YOU

Leo Feist, Inc.

56 Cooper Square

New York, N. Y.

STAGE SHOWS
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summate artistry indeed, but mental torture to the

sensitive onloolcer.

Lewis and Ames are two Broadway comedians who
malce a great hit with the audience with their gen-

uinely funny wisecracks and unusually good stage

personalities.

Midnight and Daybreak are two dusky dancers still

early in their teens who go through their paces with

such vim and enjoyment that the audience is delighted.

Jay Mills, master of ceremonies, who keeps the

show moving at a fast pace, has also blossomed forth

aa a pianist and radio broadcaster and gives a very

creditable performance.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending September 11

Fanchon & Marco's "Brunettes" Idea opens to a

beautiful desert-type setting dominating by a huge

centerpiece representing a cactus leaf and two
flowers, before which the 14 Hirsch-Arnold dancers

in Spanish costume do a Castanet routine. After

some very snappy dancing, during which Jose Mercado

in bottle green Spanish costume struts among the

dancers flirting in the approved romantic manner
Armanda Chirot in dainty Spanish dress costume

sings excerpts from Carmen. The dancers leave the

stage to her.

At the conclusion of her song. Mercado joins her

in a duet singing "In Old Monterey." During the

last chorus the back drop rises, displaying a heroic

size head of a beautiful Spanish girl. The dancers

reappear in new costumes. Two of them are en-

sconced in the huge comb on the dancer's head ; two
more with head-dress of green form the pendant

ear-drops for the cut-out ; two on top and two on

the bottom hold a shimmering veil about the head,

while four of the dancers range two to a side,

holding five or six-foot combs. The setting is one

of the most unique the Wisconsin has offered and

draws a big hand.
Before this setting some of the "million dollar"

fur models exhibit the latest in wearing apparel

through a co-operative tieup with Reels. The duet

returns with a chorus of "In Old Monterey" as the

curtain falls. At this point Sam Jack Kaufman
springs himself cold upon the audience as a new
master of ceremonies and gets away big. He runs

the show from then on, introducing Charlie Career,

who puts over a marvelous exhibition of juggling,

much to delight of audience, particularly children.

More furs. Then the Slade Brothers offering some
rough and tumble comedy and closing with the

finest trio dancing seen in Milwaukee in some time.

ICaufman after considerable clowning proves that he

can really tickle the piano keys somewhat as Dave
Schooler used to delight Wisconsin patrons. More
furs then All Hassan's Blue Streaks, tumblers and
acrobatic novelty artists who get a nice hand, and

who close the offering with the assistance of Ben
Jack Kaufman, Armanda Chirot and Jose Mercado,

and the fur models. The Joyboys in the pit help

out throughout with hits from "Fifty Million

Frenchmen."

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending September 18

Theatregoers are certainly getting their money's

worth at the Fox this week with Walt Roesner's

soul-stirring overture, "Echoes of France," the "Busy

Bee Ideal" of Fanchon and Marco on the stage and
"Doughboys" on the screen. It's a show without a

dull moment.
The overture, in which Saint Saens' "The Swan."

Massenet's "Phedre Overture," "La Marseillaise" and

"Paree" are cleverly blended, is distinguished by three

stage tableaus. In the first, Elsa Behlow Trautner,

local soprano, sings with rare feeling. Then follows

one in which ten girl drummers and eight trombon-

ists, in French uniform, help crash out "La Marseil-

laise," and the climax is reached with the presenta-

tion of Joan of Arc, astride a magnificent white

horse, surrounded by soldiers and peasants. Storms

of applause demand a rei>etition of the drumming
act.

The stage act proper is opened with Liana Galen,

soprano, singing before an immense beehive, with

girla making their appearance dressed as flowers.

They dance to the tune of "Honey" and Phil Arnold
demonstratea just how he acquired the title of "The
World's Fastest Tap Dancer." Terry Green does

some unusual tumbling and kicking stunts and gets

some laughs for the postures into which he falls.

The girls do a butterfly dance number, in costumes

to fit the part and one of the company offers an

( Continued on next page, column 1)

Before the

Mike
By BOBBY MELUN

I came, I heard, and I went away from the White
House tavern, Kansas City, singing the praises of the

most versatile of dance orchestras conducted by Harold
Stokes, one of the country's youngest and beet band
leaders. Harold and the boys have the knack and
ability of bringing the throngs up around the stage
and holding them there any time they desire to oipen

up with their original arrangements of the modem
harmonies, which are plenty hot. What a band, folks

!

I want you to believe me when I say that when it

comes to dance music, Harold is a past master.
* * *

Dick Smith, announcer and program director of
station KMBC, is one of the most likable chaps you
would ever care to meet.—-Hans P. Flath, orchestra
conductor and organist at the above mentioned sta-

tion was formerly Kansas City's highest paid theatre
organist, playing the ace moving picture houses of
that city. Hans is the only organist that could make
the Kansas Citians sing.

« * *

Tiny Renier, tenor of the station WDAF is by no
means as small as his name suggests. No sir-ee, for

Tiny's weight is in the neighborhood of 300 pounds.
Yes eir-ee, he weighs that in anybody's neighborhood.—"John Wahlstedt and Clark Sparks are two boyi
who can really sing high class ballads in a manner
that is most pleasing," says H. Dean Fitzcr, director

of WDAF. Dean should know for he is considered
to be a man who knows his business.

* * «

Kenyon King's orchestra playing in the Plantation
Room of the Muelbach Hotel is the first bunch of local

boys to get a break in this hotel in the space of four
years. The choice bands of the country have ap-
peared at this hotel, but Ken prevailed on the man-
agement's sympathy for an opportunity to do his

stuff, and the result is that his band has been there
now for the past two months and from all reports
may be there for an indefinite period.

* « «

Del Reed, a lyric tenor who made a name for him-
self with Danny Russo's band when the latter was
hibernating at the Edgewater Beach hotel, is now
singing at station KMOX, St. Louis, located in the
Mayfair hotel, and doing a very fine job of it. Del
is married and is taking good care of his health, for

he soon expects to leave this station for another radio
job at Hot Springs, Arkansas. Del is under the
impression that the dry climate is the best thing for

him.—The Vagabonds are also a. very big hit at
KMOX, broadcasting locally every day and are on
the Columbia chain every Friday evening.

* * •

Harry Kaufman's entrance into the radio field has
])roved to station WDAF, owned and operated by the

Kansas City Star, that in Harry they have an
orchestra leader who has great production ideas with
a high standard of quality. Harry's showmanlike
actions in conducting a local survey of radio fans to

find out what kind of talent and music was wanted,
brought results and plenty of fan mail for Harry, and
I hope an increase in salary.

* * *

I have been informed that Emil Chaquatte, orchestia
leader of the Sin-a-bar Gardens ,has fallen heir to a

quarter of a million simoleons, left him by soma
departed relative. Chick Scoggin of the Playmors
Ballroom complains that he has fallen plenty of

times but the best he received for his troubles wae a
broken ankle and a bill from the doctor. Ted Wilmot
of the El Torreon has tried to pry Emil loose from a
little kale, but Emil's singing John Sandusky's song
"Cheer Up, Good Timee Are Coming," and Ted thinks

Emil is "Tight Like That."
* * *

Visiting station KMBC I found I^ew Blasco of

J. W. Jenkins company. Earl Hayden of De SylTa,

Brown and Henderson and John Sandusky, of Robbins
Music Company, teaching Wells and Bingham, a duet
composed by two blind boys, their latest plug songs.

Lew, Earl and John are three great music men and
the firms they represent should be proud to have them
as their representatives in this territory, for they are
well liked by everybody wherever they go.

* « «

Ever since the news came out that Phil Stenart,

KYW's Scotch announcer, was born where people are

said to be "close," listeners have been twitting the

"mikeman." Hardly an applause letter is received by
him which does not contain a bit of string, street car

transfer, buttons, cigar coupons or some description

of "free" offer.
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acrobatic dance that pleases. Cooper and Orcn, offer-

ing mimiabastic oddities, are well received, but their

act is almost identical with one offered last week.
The beehive opens and the girls appear, this time

as musicians, and offer a lively concert, with several
60I0 numbers. They give wellknown college yells and
play the familiar "Stein Song" on musical steins.

An upper section of the beehive opens and men from
Walt Roesner's organization swell the orchestra and
the act comes to a close with all on the stage and
girls clad as butterflies swarming around the hive.

Seattle R K O Orpheum
Week Ending September 5

Tiny Burnett's orchestra with Myrtle Strong at
the console of the Wurlitzer opened the show with
a pleasing medley of popular songs. Including "Sing-
ing a Song to the Stars" with Stan McCune taking
the vocal honors. This was followed by a brass trio
for Charles Decker, Sherm Herrick and Don Peterson,
"It Happened in Monterey" and ending their num-
bers with "My Future Just Passed," a trumpet solo,

all of which received a heavy hand.
Constance Evans, a blonde acrobatic dancer,

worked exceptionally fast and held the interest
every minute, with the assistance of Rex McGaogh
at the piano and Monty Wolf, a clever singer who
offered a clever medley of songs.
Jean Maddox and Florence Clark presented Harry

W. Conn's "The Life of Any Party," which gave
the fans a hilarious time from beginning to end.
The closing spot found Sig^nor Friseoe xylophone re-

cording artist and his Guatemalan ensemble offer-
ing a high class musical spree. Also the Signor
tied in with the Fall Style show which helped the
box office. The six men in the band offered "St.
Louis Blues," "El Organito," "Chant of the Jungle"
and "Humoresque." Rather lengthy but enjoyable
withal. The film attraction was "Outside the Law."

Des Moines Paramount
Week Ending September 6

Running wildly to blond personal appearances as
its spotlight entertainment recently, the Paramount
theatre presents Rosetta and Vivian Duncan, cut
and zippy sister act, following close on the heels of
Esther Ralston's single of a short time ago. The
Duncans, with practically no props at all, shoot some
typical stuff, rare and slick through its sheer non-
sense in contrast with the elaborately staged solo

effort of E. R.
But the newly-wed Vivian suddenly lost her voice

and the act had to be changed out of a clear sky
to eliminate most of the harmonics and give Rosetta
a chance to do most of the talking.

Borrowing men's coats and hats from the audience
is successfully put over by Rosetta as well as a rich

explanation of the act which was to follow. The
borrowing stunt does not seem to be a plant, and
that makes for much audience interest in the per-
formance. The skit is a take-off on the "Strange In-
terlude." This leaves the fans screaming for more
and more they get.

Rosetta directs wise cracks toward Vivian, calling
her Mrs. Asther and suggesting a new name for
herself, Dis Asther. Black eyes are discussed with
impunity. The girls come to a grand finale with the
Iowa Com Song with the help of the band boys.
The band, versatile and snappy, stage a stunt of

their own led by the popular Al Morey. The skit

deals with members of his "League of Nations" band
and includes a Russian dance by the tronvbone
player, a farmer fiddle number by the first violinist,

a Spanish solo dance by Morey and a Hawaiian en-
semble by six of the boys in straw skirts over move-
able hips. An encore in which Morey helps, shows
a fast moving version of East Side, West Side with

fancy steps. The boys are a decided hit.

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending September 12

In the lobby of the Saenger this week a miniature
golf course, or to be more explicit a putt-putt field,

has been placed for the benefit of the devotees of
the sport, and many are there waiting their turn for

a drive at the darned contrivance before entering the
coliseum devoted to super films, Ben Black, Herbie
"the demon organist" and the Dixie Rockets, sup-
ported of course by the stage band and incidentally

visiting artists who drop in to the greatest, and hot-

test city south of anywhere.
The Pnblix Unit this week ia presenting what is

known as "The Country Club," a melance of pretty
girls, peppy music, gorgeous settings and a bang
up entertainment even at that.
Tex McLeod, a rope manipulator, is the feature

and is very good though the act has been seen in
this city several times, not only on the Saenger stage
but in other houses as well. Nevertheless it goes
over big as Tex is a glib talker and rings in some
very nice remarks relative to the political situation
which is now dominant in the minds of the villagers.
The Darling Twins—oh, yes, they were here not

60 very long ago, and this column proclaimed them
darling by name as well as by nature. The girls
are good singers, dancers and lookers, and assisted
by the Dixie Rockets put over a very nifty specialty
which was well received at all performances.
A speedily acrobatic act is that of Grauman, Hess

and Valee, two hes and a her, who received praise
from the local papers, all seeming to agree on their
merits—something unusual with the four reviews.
A comedy act with E. Fontana, member of the

stage band, as star and supporting company, drew
rounds of applause and had it not been for the col-

lector for an installment house demanding either
money or the clothes, the audiences would have been
treated to some superb vocal selections but thanks to
a trusty umbrella a portion of the act was given.
The Dixie Rockets, one of the best choruses seen

on the stage, both as regards wardrobe and neatness
went over with a bang, several of them in fact.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending September 18

The outstanding act on the program this week is

Frank Gaby, who does his bristling turn of absurdi-
ties in "The Gab Fest," proving himself a very subtle
comedian who knows his art in a Broadway manner.
"The Ex-Wife," featuring Ken Christy and his com-

pany of players, score a hit with the patrons with
their matrimonial mix ups. This number is hilarious
throughout.
Boyd Senter, billed as "The One Man Band," pro-

vides all the ear-marks of being an orchestra all his

own. He receives a good hand for his efforts, which
he puts over in a very pleasing way.
An international dancing team. The De Toreos pre-

sent an act of sensational and whirlwind dance steps

and also do a few songs and then go into an adagio
number which Is most elaborate throughout.
Jean Sarli and His Majestic R-K-Olians offer "The

Bells of St. Mary," and several other popular musical
selections.

Vernon Geyer at the console of the giant Robert
Morton seems to get better from time to time as he
now is playing organ solos and singing through a

"mike" which is near the organ.

Oklahoma City Orpheum
Week Ending September 13

Feminity—melodious, acrobatic, mirthful and highly

entertaining feminity—holds the spot and the week-
end Orpheum bill of R K O attractions, providing an
hour or so of unusually meritotrious entertainment.

The dear sisters have it all their way in this truly

rreat offering, as here is not a man on the program.
It has been moons since we've enjoyed such a com-
petent group of outstanding i)erformers.

Babe Egan and her jazz band—^the Hollywood Red-
heads—syncopate in ultra fashion. Each member
of the band does a worthwhile divertisement.

Grace and Marie Eline are delightful in their

foolishment. Most enjoyable, indeed, with their

Martha and George Washington skit.

Grace Barrie brings us something different—upside
down tap dancing, if you please. She also gives us
a snappy line of chatter while performing her acro-

batics.

Refreshing Flo Mayo delights the audience with her
songs.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending September 11

This is the Majestic theatre's second week of

celebrating its 25th anniversary which brings a well

diversified vaudeville program.
Roth and Shay, billed as "America's Beau Brum-

(Qmoiry
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mells," are seen featured with their comical antics

in athletics. Good act, good hand.
Headlining this current stage show presentation

are eleven entertainers from radio station WLS,
Chicago ; this number is known as "WLS Show-
boat," in which one of the featured player" 'i

Thelma Bow (no relation to Clara, I suppose). The
Showboat's medley of motion, mirth and melody is

the radio attraction that brings these singing, danc-
ing and talking stars as well as musicians from
the radio station to the vod-vil stage in person. The
entire number is speedy with continuous presenta-
tion of music and talent.

Jean Sarli and his Majestic R-K-Olians are again
heard in the overture, while Vernon Geyer gives

musical gems on the giant organ.

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending September 11

"Castilian Nights," the Publix Unit bill features

"Vic" Insirilo and his Stage Band playing one of

"Vic's" own compositions, "My Happiness Means
You," which Ewen Hail sang and got several en-
cores. "Comic Cai>ers," in which appears the genial

comedian, Bert Gordon, who has been seen here be-

fore, and he is ably assisted by Vera Kingston. The
recording artist, Bernardo De Pace, does real well

with hie mandolin.
Ernest Hauser and pit orchestra offer an overture

and Leo Weber renders an organ novelty which he
terms "The Song Clock."

Kansas City Pontages
Week Ending September 11

Fanchon and Marco's "Hollywood Collegians" Idea
proves one of the snappiest entertainments the Pan-
tages has had in months. The band on the stage,

composed of sixteen young men, keeps things moving
swiftly through a succession of unusually attractive

specialties. Every member of this band seems ac-

complished along some line, with instruments, voice,

or hoofing, and some of the boys were so versatile

that they joined in everything that went on.

"California Here I Come," and "St. Louis Blues"
two of the songs which lend themselves to variations

and specialties particularly well. The band takes

the audience for a trip around the world with the

"St. Louis Blues," giving impressions of Chinese,

Egyptian, Turkish, Eskimo, and French people.

The only girls in the cast are Miss Dorothy Crooker
and Miss "Tut" Mace, two attractive blond dancers.

Each has a solo number, and Miss Crooker does an
acrobatic waltz with one of the members of the band.
An unusual feature of the presentation is the

lighting effects.

New York Paramount
Week Ending September 12

This Boris Petroff Publix revue, known as "Hello

Paree," is one of the weakest stage presentations

seen behind the Paramount footlights in many a day.

Senator Murphy, old time vaudeville star, is the one
redeeming feature with his humorous campaign
speech, though he becomes a bit tiresome with his

endless cracks about prohibition. The three Samuels
Brothers are also rather good with their coordinated

routine of tap work. Alice Weaver, with an Alber-
tina Rasch Ballet in support, does some toe dancing
which is not particularly noteworthy. Jesse Craw-
ford renders his usual organ solo, with the words
of his pieces flashed on the wide screen. Rubinoff

conducts the Paramount orchestra in something rem-
iniscent of Rudy Vallee, but it is hardly inspiring.

The finale of the stage show was not really worth the

title of finale, since there was nothing leading up to

it, and hence apparently no reason for the effort.

Vi

PARAMOUNT-PUBLIX SAYS:

LOU BREESE
CONDUCTS OVERTURES THAT

ARE OUTSTANDING and

PAUL ASH SAYS:
"He is an 'Ace' Master of Ceremonies"

Now Featured at the

MINNESOTA THEATRE, Minneapolis
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Hollywood Tunes
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 18.—Howard Esta-

brook is nearing the completion of his book,

"Illusion of Hollywood." An Eastern pub-

lisher, after reading the manuscript, agreed

to print 25,000 copies for the first issue. Ac-
cording to Estabrook, his story embodies the

features of both success and failure in the

most publicized city in the world, revealing

substantiated statistics to prove his assertion

that never has any one spot been so unjustly

maligned.

Louis Armstrong has signed with Meyer
Synchronizing Service for "Ex-Flame," now
in production. Armstrong is packing the Cot-

ton Club here every night with his toe-tick-

ling hand.
* * *

"When They Merge Mazeltof With the

Wearing of the Green" is the title of a ditty

that Lou Handman wrote for the next Mur-
ray-Sidney picture opus at Universal.

ifi -^ ifi

Chester Morris playing the lead in "The
Sheik" is being talked about at the United
Artists studio.

* * *

Will Burn is fire chief at the R K O studios.

Bum has been with R K O for almost a year

now and the name coincidence was unearthed
last week.

* * *

l.Tncle Carl Laemmle is now a grandfather.

A baby daughter was born to Mrs. Stanley
Bergerman, Laemmle's only daughter.

* * *

Disney, New York hatter, is opening a shop
here catering to musicians. The latest head
gear for trombones and trumpets will be
featured.

* * *

Hugo Riesnfeld is in New York. En route
he passed Nat Finston returning to Para-
mount here.

* * *

Johnny Johnson and his band opened at the
Roosevelt Hotel here this week.

* 5f;

Max Ree will design sets and costumes for
R K O's new venture. The Mason theatre has
been leased to premiere stage plays which
will, if satisfactory, be filmed by the studio.
A_ New York run will follow the Mason
priorto filming. November 1 will witness the
premiere.

"Hit of the Week," 15 cent paper and Dur-
ium processed phonograph record, is being
sold on Hollywood news-stands. The disc,

coated on one side only, featured "Ro-Ro-

LEONARD
SMITH
Solo Organist

AVALON THEATRE

Fifth Year with

National Playhouses

(Novi Affiliated with Warner Bro», Theatran

}

Rolling Along," "Swinging in a Hammock"
and "Cheer Up" as the first three numbers to

be heard here.

Edward O'Brien, Darmour scenario staff,

is the inventor of a new type parachute. He
will try it out this week. The fact that 20

writers made application for Ed's job the

other day is only a coincidence.
* * *

Amos 'n' Andy's film at R K O reveals the

two comics with "suh-names." The new
handles are Amos Jones and Andrew Brown.

* * *

Walter Catlett stars in an R K O comedy
titled "Aunts in the Pants." "Funny titles for

funny films," says the studio.

* * *

Slight earthquake here last week chased
many of the cash customers out of the local

matinee houses. No injuries reported although
one studio electrician ripped the seat out of

his new overalls in scampering down a parallel

when the first shock swayed the flimsy set

he was perched on.

Maria Grever, Spanish diva, will sing

"Jurame" in the Spanish version of "East Is

West" for Universal."
* * *

Ann Christy is back on the job after under-
going plastic surgery operations on her nose.

Ann smacked into a steam roller about three

weeks ago.
^ ^ ^

Tom Mix is on his way back to Hollywood
after a long term with Sells Floto circus.

Wally Beery will take the lead in "Cheri
Bibi" at M G M. Lon Chaney was due to

film this as his second talker.

^ ^ ^

A Spanish version of "The Cohens and
Kellys in Africa" is being considered by Uni-
versal. A Jew and and Irishman speaking

Spanish in an African locale

!

TOM HACKER

Pat Rooney and Son Go
Big in Cincinnati

(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI, Sept. 18.—R K O-Albee received
plenty of word-of-mouth advertising and illustrated

newspaper stories recently when the theatre's head-

line act, Pat Rooney and Pat Rooney III. father

and son, appeared on program of Public Recreation

Committee's Traveling theatre, a city-sponsored

project which moves to different streets nightly to

give the public free entertainment.

Ransley in New Studio
The Ransley Studios, makers of parody and gag

slides, are now located at their new quarters on 308

W. Randolph street, Chicago, where the equipment
and space will allow for the turning out double the

output which was allowed by the former location, and
will also enable them to give prompt service. Special

material is kept in stock which may be gotten on
short notice, such as slides, sets for solos, which may
be rented for any period of time.

ARMIN HAND
Musical Conductor

at Warner Brothers

CAPITOL THEATRE
CHICAGO

Orchestral Features, Pit and Stage

RADIO SURVEY
For Week Ending Septrmbar 12

"I'm Confessing That I Love Yon" (Berlla) 55
"Loving You the Way I Do" (Sh..pir«-

Bernstein) 32
"Little White Lies" (Donaldson, Douglaa
and Cumble) 32

"What's the Use" (Feist) _ „ S*
"If I Could Be with You One Hour To-

night'* (Remick) „ 30
"Just a Little Closer" (Robbins) 28
"I Still Get a Thrill Thinking of You"

(Davis, Coots and Engel) 27
"I'll Be Blue Just Thinking of You" (Fciit) 2S
'Where Can You Be" (Red Star) _ .. 25
"So Beats My Heart for You" (DeSylva
Brown and Henderson) 25

Strong Name Acts from
East Added to N. O.

Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, LA., Sept. 18.—The Publix stage
shows which are being produced in New Orleans un-
der the direction of Charles Niggermeyer, and which
are routed through Texas and other Southern states,

are being reinforced with strong "name" acts, who
come to New Orleans direct from New York.
A lineup of acts which will be seen at the Saenger

theatre in the near future include Freddie Lightner,
Margie Green, Francis Shelly, O'Donnell and Blair
in "The Home Wreckers," and Andrew and Louise
Carr, Ray Bolger, Helen McFarlan and others. New
Orleans theatregoers are afforded a privilege that
only one other city in the United States offers in

viewing of these stage offerings at their premiere.
The other city is New York.

Song Lifted from Picture
Goes It on Its Own

"Kiss Waltz," the song by Al Dubin and Joe
Burke that moves through Warner Brother's "Danc-
ing Sweeties," was not the original song designed
for this Vitaphone special, but followed the elimina-
tion of the song "Dancing With Tears In My Eyes."
Executives decided to eliminate the "Dancing With
Tears" song inasmuch as its sentiment failed to

harmonize with the motif of the pictiire. The song
was therefore put on the market by M. Witmark &
Sons as a popular song, independent of any motion
picture tieup, and has rapidly climbed into the van-
guard of the season's best sellers.

Adolph Goebel in Recital
From Theatre by Radio

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, Sept. 18.—Already recognized as one of

Atlanta's most popular theatrical figures, Adolph
Goebel, former New York organist, added greatly to
his popularity with a brilliant recital over radio sta-

tion WSB, Atlanta when he inaugurated the now
regular relay service between the station and the
Paramount theatre, where Goebel is rounding out his

fourth week as master of the mighty Wurlitzer.
For his initial broadcast, Goebel arranged a bril-

liant repertoire, combining the works of modem
composers with those of the classicists.

iiMiss Universe" Signed by
Fanchon & Marco

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 18.—Dorothy Dell Goff.

chosen "Miss Universe" for 1930, has been signed
by Fox-Fanchon and Marco which will take her to

Hollywood for training, together with ten Galveston
girls, six of whom were prize winners, who will be
trained for the unit in which Miss Universe is to

api)ear. She ynW first be seen on the stage for 30

weeks, and then, after thorough training, will bo
seen in pictures. She will be the honored beauty
of next year's pageant, and will present the crown
to Miss Universe for 1931.

Kansas Team Places New
Song with Handy Bros.

A song-writing team known as Stomp Bailey and
CJlavelle Isnard, two young men from a little city in

Kansas, have placed a song, it Is rep»rted, with
Handy Brothers, and the title is "Lovely One. I

Love You."
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BEST SELLERS
Week Ending September 13

No. 1

"Little White Lies" — (Donaldson,
Douglas & Gumble).

No. 2

"When It's Springtime in the

Rockies"—(Villa Moret).

No. 3
"Dancing With Tears"—(Witmark).

No. 4
"Betty Co-Ed"—(C. Fischer).

"If I Could Be With You"—(Re-
mick).

No. 3
"Swinging in a Hammock"—(Berlin).
"Kiss Waltz"—(Witmark).
"Somewhere in Old Wyoming"— (J.

Morris).
No. 6

"You Brought a New Kind of Love"—(Famous).
No. 7

"So Beats My Heart"—(DeSylva,
Brown & Henderson).

"Just a Little Closer"—(Rohhins).
"Down the River of Golden Dreams"

—(Feist).
"Old New England Moon"—(Berlin).
"It Happened in Monterey"— (Feist).

"Moonlight On the Colorado"—(Sha-
piro).

No. 8

"Around the Corner"— (Feist).

"Confessin' That I Love You"—(Ber-
lin).

'Stein Song"—(C. Fischer).
"Bye, Bye, Blues"—(Berlin).
"My Future Just Passed"—(Famous).

"MOON OF SPAIN"— (Milton WcU Music Co.)—

A

pretty number that has as one of its writers the
famous Rndy Vallce. With him to start this song it

ehould sell. Words and music by Rudy Vallee and
Buddy Valentine.

* * *

"THE WALTZ YOU SAVED FOR ME"—(Leo
Feist, Inc.)—^This waltz was used as a theme song by
one of the big Chicago orchestras, namely Wayne
King's. With a lyric by one of America's best writ-
ers, it's a 6ong that looks commercial. Lyric by Gus
Kahn, music by Wayne King and Erail Flindt.

• • •

"GOOD EVENIN' "—(Davis Coots & Engel, Inc.)—
A eons: on the style of "Blue Heaven." A beautiful
lyric that makes you think of home and loved ones.
By Tot Seymour, Charles O'Flynn and Al Hoffman.

* • •

"LOVING YOU"—(Ager, Yellen & Bomstein)—

A

fox trot melody with an excellent lyric. Makes a
good dance tune and also singable. Words by Jack
Yellen, music by Ted Shapiro.

• « *

"THAT MINOR MELODY"— (Reniick Music Corp.)
—^A love song written around a well known melody.
Very pretty both as to lyric and melody. Lyric by
Harry De C!osta, music by Harold Solomon.

Helen Kane Draws 'Em
In Jersey City

Helen Kane, the Boop-Boop-Ba-Doop girl with the

baby stare and cute pout, is the headline act at the

Jersey City Stanley theatre this week and drew the

people of this town in to see her as sugar draws
flisa. Eal«*i was as successful as she &Iwaya Is with
h«ir V}a9-«-dooping.

ORGAN SOLOS
BOB BILLINGS (Crystal, Chicago) entertained his

audience with a pleasing solo last week entitled "Ex-
periments" that was chock full of surprises and
comedy and judging from the laughter of the audience
as well as their applause it was more than a huge
success. The opening slides tell of an experiment that
he is going to make with a new song, the song being
"White Lies," and believe me it was no experiment
they really sang it. Then followed that popular
number "Around the Corner and Under a Tree,"
straight community. The next experiment purported
how loud the girls in various professions could sing,

like clerks, stenographers, and telephone operators,

etc., to the music of "Sonny Boy." Then followed
the boys test to the tune of "Sweethearts on Parade,"
bootleggers, etc., with comedy that brought down the
house. Next the spelling of Constantinople backwards
and closing with "It Happened in Monterey." This
solo made a sensational hit with this audience and
they applauded well into the picture, but being the
last show he was unable to please with an encore.

KENNETH T. WRIGHT (Lloyd's, Menominee,
Mich.) pulls 'em in and keeps 'em happy, and they
just sit and sing, sing, sing. As an opening num-
ber, Wright used "When the Organ Plays at Twi-
light" for his solo, and arrangement which he got
up himself, which was intersi)ersed with strains
taken from "Just a Song at Twilight." It was
played in the form of a straight that went over big
with the audience, although there was no singing.
In his Midnight Song Fest, which are becoming most
popular, the novelties are preceded by a trailer of

Wright at the organ, bowing, and then turning
around and commencing to play. As the picture on
the screen begins to play, he does, and then the
spotlight hits the console. Something different, and
quite effective. (People do like something different.

Q. E. D.) In case the audience isn't up on the
song, Wright sings it for them, and then on the
second lime around anyone can see how well they
pay attention and how easily they learn their lesson.

The songs used were "You Brought a New Kind
of Love to Me," "You Darling," an original parody
on "Honey," "Dancing with Tears in My Eyes,"
"Swinging in a Hammock" and the opening was
the theme song of the theatre, "We Won't Go Home
Until Morning."

TED MEYN (Jersey City, N. J., Loew's Jersey)
presented a "Ted Meyn Novelty Creation" which fea-

tured "One More Waltz." Meyn opened his solo

with an oral introduction of the above song and
then played it in a most pleasing melodic style to

an appreciative reception from the audience. Fol-

lowing this with a song-fest of "Swinging in a Ham-
mock," an especially clever lyric to the tune, "Ex-
actly Like You," and seven or eight original choruses

to the tune, "Around the Corner" Ted earned an
encore and played for it, "Bye Bye Blues."

EARL AND ELSIE (Brooklyn, N. Y., Paramount)
presented "School Daze," a novelty solo chock full of

entertainment and by far the best that they have yet

offered as a team. Dressed as children, both Earl

and Elsie made a "cute" appearance and when they

api>eared in miniature school houses, which were
built around the organs, they were greeted with a

good round of applause. After a well played solo

of "School Days," by Earl, both Elsie and he offered

community singing in which the audience joined

heartily. As an English lesson, the audience sang
a modern version of "School Days," a "slang" version

of "Broken Hearted" and finished with a number
of choruses of "Betty Co-Ed." Clever gags, a school-

ORGANISTS
GET A LOAD OF THIS

CHARLES WILLIAMS OF LOEW'S
STATE, N. Y., says:—-

"LET'S DO SOME
IMITATIONS'

is the greatest organ novelty I've ever played."

WRITE! — WIRE!
for cue sheets on this and other novelties

MILTON KAE
KAE STUDIOS

125 W. 4Sth St. New York City

WEEK ENDING SEPTEMBER 13
No. I

"Little White Lies" (Donaldson, Doug-
las & Gumble).

No. 2

"Confessin' That I Love You" (Ber-
lin).

No. 3
"I Still Get a Thrill" (Davis, Coots &

Engel).

"Kiss Waltz" (M. Witmark & Son).

No. 4
"My Future Just Passed" (Famous).
"You Brought a New Kind of Love"

(Famous).
"Swingin' in a Hammock" (I. Berlin).

"Ro-Ro-Rollin' Along" (Shapiro, Bern-
stein).

No. 5
"Just a Little Closer" (Robbins).

"If I Could Be With You" (Remick)
"Whafs the Use" (Feist).

No. 6
"Bye, Bye, Blues" (Berlin).

"Where Can You Be" (Red Star)

No. 7
"Nobody Cares If I'm Blue" (Wit-

mark).
"I Remember You From Somewhere"

(DeSylva, Brozvn & Henderson)
"Betty Co-Ed" (Feist).

No. 8
"I'm Yours" (Famous).
"Moonlight on the Colorado" (Sha-

piro, Bernstein).

"So Beats My Heart" (DeSylva,
Brown & Henderson).
"Dancing With Tears in My Eyes"

(Witmark).
"I Love You So Much" (Harms).
"Springtime in the Rockies" (V.

Moret).

room scene on the magnascope screen and a film of

college pennants superimposed on the word slides of

the song "Betty Co-Ed" proved helpful additions, and
last but by no means least, Elsie crooned "Just a
Little Closer" in a pleasing manner. This was on«
of the best receptions accorded this team.

PRESTON SELLERS (Chicago Oriental) used "Test
Your Voice for the Talkies" as the title of his organ
presentation this, week, with Harry Rose, master of

ceremonies, assisting him. Sellers ran through a
few chords as a preliminary and then announced
Rose, who appeared on the stage with a microphone.
He went through the audience with the "mike,"
holding it up to the mouth of first one person and
then another. The idea was to sing the words
flashed on the screen while Sellers played them. The
singer's voice was amplified in horns backstage, mak-
ing it seem like a regular "talkie." This stunt was
something new in organ solos. That it was popular
cannot be questioned for the crowd applauded en-
thusiastically after each person had completed his

"test" before the mike. Among the songs used were
"Exactly Like You," "Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes," "I Remember You from Somewhere" and a
new composition, "After All You're All I'm After
Now."

EDNA SELLERS (Senate, Chicago) offered "Bird
Seed" as her solo one day last week using "Swinging
in a Hammock," "Anchoi's Aweigh," "Ro Ro Rolling
Along," and the ever popular "Stein Song." "Danc-
ing with Tears in My Eyes" was interspersed with
the audience whistling the music, doing beautifully,

also a parody between the boys and girls to the tune
of "Exactly Like You" with a lot of laughs in it for

the audience. Edna has the biggest foUowiHg of any
woman organist that I have ever heard ol, and all of

the folks in the neighborhood welcomed her back
home. Watch this column for more news of this

delightful ontertainer.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

'^^
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Mail Order Bargains

WE UNDERSELL THEM ALI.—BRAND NEW
MERCHANDISE—FACTORY TO YOU. Acoustical
Felt, 29!4c sq. yd.; Theatre Plush Carpet, $1.19 per
yd.; Duvetyn Fireproof Drapes, 49c sq. yd.; W. E
Approved Sound Screens, 39c sq. ft.; Sound Mixers,
$19.50; Sound-On-Film Heads, $198.50; Photocells^

$14.95; G. E. Exciter Lamps, 98c; Optical Systems
$29.50; Head Amplifiers, $29.60: 54 h. p. Synchronous
Motors, $29.50; Turntables with Resynchronizer,
$49.50; Samson-Pam 19 Amplifiers, $69.15; Audak
Tuned Pickups, $33.95; Standard Audak, $17.95
Wright-DeCoster Horns, $17.64; Giant Exponential
Units, $46.35; Constant Faders, $13.90; Jensen Speak
ers, $17.80; Exponential Horns, $48.80. Bargains,
Demonstrators, Rebuilt Booth Equipment, Projectors,
Arcs, Rectifiers, Lens, etc. Write us your needs.
Address Service-On-Sound Corporation, 1600 Broad
way, New York City, New York.

DA-TONE sound screens a foot, 60c. Beaded sound
screens, a foot, 75c. Synchronous 54 hp. motors,
$50. ii hp. variable speed motors, $27.50. Large
hub two-thousand foot reels, $2. Imported Mirror
Arc mirrors, guaranteed finest made, 7 in., $6. Film
Speedometers, $14.75. New Simplex magazines, up-
per, $19.75; lower, $29.75. Large half size lenses,

$25. Gundlach lenses, $5. Mazda regulators, $37.50.
Lens polish, a pint, $2. New Strong rectifier tubes
for 30 ampere, $13.50; for 15 ampere, $7.25. Heavy
film splicers, $6. Mazda globes for any machine
discount 10%. Sure-fit Simplex parts, discount 10%.
Two Simplex machines like new with new Strong
Low-intensity lamps and G. E. low-intensity gener-
ator $1,175 Powers 6B Mazda machine good as
new, $300. Two Powers 6B bases, $150. Any size

carbons National Bio. Electra. Discount 10%. Two
Strong low-intensity lamps, demonstrators, $300. Two
Strong 30 ampere rectifiers slightly used, $250. Two
Powers 6B machines complete with heavy Grimes
Turntables ready for sound projection guaranteed
best made, $950. Write or wire us your needs.
Twenty years in the theatre supply business. You
take no chance when you order from the Western
Motion Picture Co., Danville, III.

Theatres for Sale or Rent

RENT THEATRE—PERFECT SOUND. County
•eat town. Closest competition 65 miles away. Have
to see location to appreciate deal. Talking equipment
for sale. Address Post Office Box 241, Santa Rosa,
New Mexico.

THEATRE FOR SALE—750 seats. Northern Indi-
»na town of 6,000 population. Sound equipped. New
projectors, rugs and decorations. Long lease. Clears
$1,000 monthly. Good reason for selling. $12,000
cash, balance terms. Address Albert Goldman, 1402
Mailers Building, Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE OR LEASE—FIRST RUN THEATRE,
located in one of the fastest growing cities in the
South. Population of 20,000. Draw sixty miles
•quare. $5,000 cash will handle if purchased, if
leased, will lease very reasonable. Terms to suit
purchaser. Reason for selling, retiring. If inter-
ested answer quick. Address Box 498, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

PROFITABLE SALES AND PURCHASES OF
THEATRES quickly arranged. Address Albert Gold-
man, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—230 SEAT HOUSE and equipment
Population 1100—big drawing power—perfect sound

—

no competition. Have to se it to appreciate it. An
opportunity. Address T. Edgar Reed, Herndon,
Virginia,

FOR SALE—250 SEAT THEATRE. Perfect
sound. No competition. Address Lathrop theatre,
Lathrop, Mo.

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK
—Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25%
of Talue. West Virginia town, drawing population
ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers save
postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply.

Address Box 627. Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

623-SEATER WITH SOUND—Population 4,200;
no opposition. Sunday town. Address Empress
Theatre, Belding, Mich.

Theatres Wanted

WANT TO RENT OR BECOME PARTNER in

talkie theatre in New York State or New Jersey.
State full particulars. Address Box 1, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 565 Fifth Ave., New York City, N. Y.

WANTED—TO BUY OR LEASE, THEATRE IN
Northwest or Western State. Population over 5,000.
Give full details in first letter. Address Box 503,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, Illinois.

WANT TO RENT—SILENT OR TALKIE theatre
in town over 4,000 population. Give full details

in first letter. Address Box 483, Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

BEFORE YOU BUY A THEATRE, CONSULT
US. Profitable houses always on hand. Address Al-
bert Goldman, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

WANT TO RENT TALKIE THEATRE,
EQUIPPED. Town of 5,000. No opposition. Ad-
dress Box 496, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

New Equipment

THE LATEST INVENTION—THE PERFOR-
ATED SILVER SOUND SCREEN. Inrisible seams,
unexcelled for colored pictures. Clear sound, depth
and reflection. The only perfect screen for third
dimension. For particulars apply Sunbeam Silver
Sound Screen, 48 Montgomery St., Newburgh. New
York.

Help Wanted

WANTED — SOUND PROJECTIONIST, sober,
married. Address Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

Positions Wanted

AT LIBERTY—EXPERIENCED MANAGER &
ADVERTISING MAN—A go-getter. Age 33; can
take complete charge—Wife and I "know our stuff"

—

Honest, sober, reliable. Make offer—prefer West.
Address Box 504, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT IN ORGAN SOLOS? I have it!

Eight years experience any style of solo. Can be

billed as M. C. Singing Organist. Will go anywhere.
Address Box 501, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

LOBBY ARTIST DESIRES CHANGE. Experi-
enced house manager. Will consider either position
or combination. Address Rex Mosher, Imperial
Theatre, Alliance, Nebraska.

WANTED—SOMEONE WHO WILL GIVE ME
WORK—ANYWHERE—AT ONCE. Operator with 8
years' experience on Powers, Motiograph, Simplex,
also Sound. Paint cards, advertise. Age 2454. mar-
ried, sober, no drifter. Address Lad Merritt, 456
Gettys St.. Rock Hill, S. C.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-

tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhibi-

tors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS Specially

trained managers, theatre advertising men, theatre

service men, available for employment at short notice.

No service charges. Address "Theatre Managers In-

stitute, 325 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

PROJECTIONIST—Al—LONG EXPERIENCE all

machines and sound. Address Fred T. Walker, 2124
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—-150 square yards quarter-inch acoustic
fell, 50c per yard, f.o.b. One Bell & Howell Induc-
tor Compensator, 220 volts, 60 cycle, 40-60 amperes.
Address John A. Greve, Rio Theatre, Oak Creek,
Colorado.

FOR SALE—Minusa Sound Screen, 12 x 16, with
frame. Two 4.90 series 3 Super Lite Lenses, been
used sixty days, 70 ampere General Electric Generator,
price reasonable. Address Liberty Theatre, Provi-
dence, Rhode Island.

FOR SALE—TALKING EQUIPMENT. Enquire
of Post Office Box 241, Santa Rosa, New Mexico.

JENSEN 14" SPEAKERS, $35.00. FADER
BOXES, $950.00. Address Lee, 302 Harwood, St.,

Dallas, Texas.

ONE PACENT DISC TALKING EQUIPMENT
IN PERFECT CONDITION—for $600.00 cash. One
extra good Simplex only slightly used for $400.00;
one Simplex, good condition, for $300.00; one Powers
6B including GE Mazda unit for $200.00; one Re-
produce© Pipe Organ for $150.00. Address Royal
Theatre, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

ADDITIONAL

CUSSIFIED ADVERTISING
ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTIOGRAPH, $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters, New De Vry suit-

case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minn.

FOR SALE^New Roth Multiple Arc Generators,
Double 20, $275.00. Double 25, $310.00. Double 30,

$410.50. Double 75, $615.00. Send for literature.

Western Motion Picture Company, Danville, Illinois.

BIG BARGAINS—Re-built Simplex Motor Driven
Machines with type "S" Lamp Houses with late type
flat belt friction drive speed controls, $300.00 each.
Re-built Powers 6 B Motor Driven Machine, $235.00
each. Re-built Powers 6 A, $115.00 each. Deluxe
Motiograph machine, $225.00 each. Big stock of re-

built exhaust and oscillating fans for DC and AC
current Generators, all makes, ticket selling ma-
chines, film containers, etc. All at bargain prices for
immediate shipment. Write for bargain list. Illinois
Theatre Equipment Co., 1150 South Machigan Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—TWO SETS OF TALKIE TURN-
TABLES—One set for Simplex with motors and
pickups, $150.60. One set for Powers or Simplex
with pickups, $75.00. Address W. T. Zimmerman,
Warrenton, Missouri.

GENNETT DISC EQUIPMENT—A REAL BUY
—Will sell very reasonable—perfect condition. Ad-
dress Box 497, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE — 2 Powers 6A Machines, Mazda
equipped, $100 each; 225 Veneer Seats, $100; New
Phototone, 100 records, $175; sell separately or take
all with wiring, decorative lamps, etc., $400. Every-
thing in good shape. Address D. B. Dyer, Grover,
Colorado.

TWO SIMPLEX MACHINES—Mazda lights, A-1
condition. Price is right. Address Rialto Theatre, Tell
City, Indiana.

PACENT DISC MACHINES COMPLETE OR
PARTS—Will sell cheap. Address Community Thea-
tres, Inc., 530 Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Wise.

NEW EQUIPMENT BARGAINS—TUBES, 30 day
replacement guarantee. No. 227, 90c; 226, 78c; 250,
$3.85; 210, $2.70; 281, $2.22; 245, $1.50; 244, $1.50;
171, 90c. ACCOUSTIC matting highly efficient, ab-

iorption co-efficient, 43%; guaranteed at 754 c per
square foot. ARC lamps, pick-ups, speakers, sound
screens approved by Western Electric, and many more
items at greatly reduced prices. Name your require-
ments. Address Apparatus Sales & Service Co., 1223-
1227 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NON-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde, New York.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

PART VITADISC TURNTABLES WITH PICK-
UPS, Fader; $125.00. Address Lee, 302 S. Harwood
St., Dallas, Texas.

FOR SALE—CHEAP—Several sets Moviephone
Equipment. Perfect condition. Address Columbia
Amusement Co., Inc., Paducah, Kentucky.

Will Trade—Equipment

WILL TRADE—STANDARD DEVRY MOTION-
PICTURE CAMERA for pair Simplex Mazda Lamp-
houses with regulators. Address Diamond Theatre,
Lake Odessa, Michigan.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-

less embossing) process. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 854x7i4" letterheads $3.33, or 854x11"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

Equipment Wanted

USED DISC EQUIPMENT for Powers Projectors,
must be reasonable. Address Alamo Theatre, Plain-

field, Illinois.

WANTED—Powers A. or B. head. Address Ben
Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

WANT SEVERAL SIMPLEX MECHANISMS in

good or poor condition or incomplete. Address Pred-
dey, 187 Golden Gate, San Francisco, California.

WANTED TO BUY—60 ampere or larger genera-
tor. Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED—GOOD USED DRAPES. Send price,

sizes, colors in first letter. Address Silver Hill

theatre, Oshkosh, Nebraska.

WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices. Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machines. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition

and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-

third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,

projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Chairs for Sale

FOR SALE—1000 Upholstered Squab Seats, Panel
Backs covered in imitation Spanish Leather, $2.00

each; 500 Upholstered Chairs with Squab Seats, cov-

ered with imitation Spanish Leather, Veneer backs,

$1.80, each; 1500 Used 5-ply Veneer Chairs, $0.90

each. Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 1150 South
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

1500 High Grade Heywood-Wakefield Spring Con-
structed Chairs covered in imitation Spanish Leather;

500 Andrews Spring Constructed Panel Back Chairs

in imitation Spanish Leather; reasonable prices. Illi-

nois Theatre Equipment Co., 1150 South Michigan
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—325 THEATRE CHAIRS. Used
about three years. Like new. Leather upholstered

box spring seats, figured velour backs. Address
Strand theatre, Platteville, Wisconsin.

OPERA CHAIRS FOR SALE—SIX HUNDRED
LIGHT Veneered chairs at very reasonable prices.

Address Windus Bros., Johnson City, N. Y.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,

five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs. 600 up-

holstered, 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Managers' Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn mod-
ern theatre management and theatre advertising. The
Institute's training leads to better positions. Write

for particulars. Address Theatre Managers Institute,

325 Washington St. Elmira, N. Y.

Films for Sale

BIG STOCK OF WESTERNS, SERIALS, CAR-
TOONS AND COMEDIES priced low for quick sale.

Write at once for our list if you are in the market

to buy for CASH. Address Security Pictures, Film
Exchange Building, Omaha, Nebr.

COMEDIES, ACTION, WESTERN and Sensa-

tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect conditioa

film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Cov, 63*

Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Cameras for Sale

DEVRY standard movie camera in leather case, like

new. Address National Equipment Co., 409 Weit

Michigan St., Duluth. Minn.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machinei.

Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie

Supply Co., 844 Wabash Are., Chicago, lUinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tods, and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you

nothing but the best in repair work. That is what 1

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling

of your motion picture machinery equipment. One

of the oldest repair men in the territory, and servinf

some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph

Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, Illinois.

Partner Wanted

WANTED—A PARTNER TO BUY ONE-HALF
INTEREST in my Theatre in Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan. Will sell one-half interest in Theatre busines*

or building, or half interest in both. This Theatre

has been a paying proposition for twenty-five years.

Partner must be sober and reliable and willing to take

an active part in management of same. If interested

communicate with George C. Nichols, 1029 Madison

Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miscellaneous

THEATRE ADVERTISING—FLASHY 3x8
BILLS: 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4.25, postpaid. King
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10 cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scea-

ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Sign Sho^,

Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES—Manufacturer t«

you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805

Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. ReasonaU.
rentals. Address Worldscope Service, Box 4673,

Kansas City, Mo.
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS

Seek One-Man Operating
THE THEATRE OWNERS IN THE

vicinity of Miami, Fla., have formed an
organization known as "The Greater Miami
Theatre Owners and Managers Association."
At the present time, we are trying to secure a
cut from the Operator's union from two men
on the shift to one man on the shift. Most
contracts expire September 1, but the men are
working until an adjustment can be secured.
The following houses are affected: Rosetta,
Biltmore, Capitol, Olympia, Fairfax, Fotosho,
Tivoli, Tower, Biscayne, Plaza and Coral
Gables.

We are having no difficulty with stage
hands, nor musicians' union.
The writer would like to request that you

furnish him with names of towns where one
operator is employed in the booth and, at the
present time, would appreciate this informa-
tion very much as it would probably be of
assistance to all parties in our negotiations.

—

MiTCHEi.i. WoLFSON, Miami, Florida.

Fitting Piece for Lobby
WE WISH TO ACKNOWLEDGE RE-

ceipt of the plaque recently received from
you, and to express our sincere appreciation
of same. We consider it a fitting piece for the
lobby of our theatre.

We again thank you for your interest in the
exhibitors of the country.—S. S. Stevenson,
Stevenson theatre, Henderson, N. C.

Likes the New Style
DO YOU KNOW, I RATHER LIKE THE

elimination of the "What the Picture Did
for Me" department, and the use of letters
instead. Here are a few our our summer ex-
periences. Man From Wyoming (Par) a bet-
ter picture than "The Texan," with Gary
Cooper. The latter was a distinct disappoint-
ment to us and to the box office, though the
rental Paramount got should have satisfied
them. Anybody's War (Par) fair entertain-
ment though no riot. This partnership has
changed its personnel too many times. Not
worth what they ask for it. Shadow of the
Law (Par) very good indeed. Powell is popu-
lar and deserves it. Safety in Numbers (Par)
pretty thin stuff. Could have been good in
about eight reels with fifty per cent of the
endless singing cut out. The Bad Man (F N)
is mighty good and will hold both the Satur-
day crowd and their more particular brethren
as well. Huston excellent in anything he
does. Alias French Gertie (RKO) is a bet-
ter program bit of an evening's entertain-
ment than the critics have said. The Border
Legion (Par) about as good an outdoor pic-
ture as has yet been made; they put action
into this one. Under a Texas Moon (WB)
fair enough but no riot even if all technicolor.
Street of Cliance (Par) : Just the fact that
William Powell is in it is enough, but it's a
dandy good yarn too. Happy Days (Fox)
another revue headache. These things are
finished as we well know. Hot Curves (T)
is full of Benny Rubin and laffs; book it

for the world series week. The Texan (Par)
mentioned above is a poor special. Wings of
Adventure (T) is a Western that will go over
in the small town even if Variety panned it

to beat the band. Near the Rainbow's End
(T) is another Tiffany and the same goes for

it. Runaway Bride is a good little picture.

True to the Navy (Par) proved Clara is

through even though she and Publix don't

admit it. Around the Corner (Col) is mighty
good family entertainment. Lovin' the Ladies
(RKO) is a good Dix picture and pleased.

That should be enough for a while on
features.

But say, RKO is making much better

comedies than at the start of the year, not
just a few but most all of them, and they've

finally got them to look as if they were in

synch. Vitaphone Varieties are getting worse
and worse, all straight comedies, dramas, etc.,

as if we don't get enough of that in the fea-

tures. We need more music shorts now that

they are cutting them out in features and
more variety as the word implies.

Still running and have been all summer for

no good reason. Most of them folded around
this part of the state. Hoping for better

things and every once in a while asking the
wife if she remembers the good old infantile

silent days when we made a little money and
gave the folks some entertainment once in a

while, without much, if any, of the 1930-31

headaches. No we haven't bought Western
Electric yet ; one was taken out of a neighbor-
ing town and RCA closed up another neigh-
bor for a month or so, what a life, what a

life. There's no business like this one, and
yet we all stick. Cordially yours

—

Henry
Reeve, Mission theatre, Afenard. Tex. P. S.

Ts Doug Hodges still alive? I'm afraid to

ask him.

The Carnival Question
JUST A FEW BRICKBATS AND FLOW-

ers for some of the pictures I have shown
lately. First I would like to suggest that your
magazine conduct a campaign of inquiry and
education on the best way to face a problem
that faces every exhibitor many times each
year, that is, the carnival and tent show op-
position. Every town from 15,000 on up is

hit many times each year by these traveling
shows and I believe that if you would use
the wonderful influence and resources of your
paper in this matter some good may come
of it.

My idea is that if all exhibitors would agree
to fight these shows by cutting prices, giving
prizes, putting on special attractions, and stay-
ing open all night, instead of closing as some
small town shows do, it would eliminate many
of them. Of course, the carnivals for com-
munity fairs are necessary and must be ex-
pected, but even free open air or inside vaude-
ville acts would be better for the towns and
fairs. I would like to hear from other ex-
hibitors as to this suggestion.

Business in this section of the country has
been pretty hard hit by the drought and low
price of cotton. Two film companies have
given me reductions but Warner Brothers did
not even do me the courtesy of answering
my letters when I asked them for one, which
means no more Warner Brothers pictures for
my town. I found that it paid me to keep
closed the two nights each week that I had
Warners booked for the past two months. I

couldn't hardly take in film rental and ex-
press on them.
Had a nice business on Buddy Rogers in

Young Eagles (Par). Buddy draws very well
and the picture had some action to it Some-
thing unusual in talkies these days. Jean
Arthur and Neil Hamilton also good. Clara
Bow in True to the Navy (Par) drew just

fair, not like she used to draw. Nothing
much to the story. Harry Green and Frederic
March were fine in support. Too good fights

livened it up a bit. I believe with good stories

Clara would come back to her own again be-

cause she is popular and can act, too. Richard
Dix with Lois Wilson and Rita LaRoy pleased
a nice crowd in Loving the Ladies (RKO).
Lots of fun for all and well made. But I

believe that Dix in action pictures, as of old,

would be a much better draw. Alias French
Gertie (RKO) with Bebe Daniels and Ben
Lyon was just fair. The acting was good but
the story direction was not much. They ex-
pect to hear Bebe sing in every picture and
she should.

Mickey McGuire Comedies are continuing
to go good. Everybody likes them and so do
I. I am still hunting that laugh in the Rec-
ord Breakers comedies. Nancy Carroll was
great in The Devil's Holiday (Par). Every-
body liked it. Philip Holmes almost stole

the picture and Hobart Bosworth, as usual,

was fine. This picture pleased much more
than Honey, which also starred Nancy Car-
roll. It was very foolish and even the fine

work of Miss Carroll, Stanley Smith and Mit-
zie Green could not put it over. Hoot Gib-

son in Courtin Wildcats (U) was a big dis-

appointment. No action at all. Gibson had
better take a tip from Maynard and do some
work in his pictures. W^esterns must have ac-

tion. In fact, all pictures must have action,

and the sooner the producers realize it, the

better it will be for all. Ken Majmard in

Fighting Legions pleased our Saturday
crowds. Drew very well. Maynard puts some
pep in his pictures and we sure hope he makes
some pictures for next year. Under a Texas
Moon (W B) was sold to us as a special by
Warner Brothers but wasn't even as good as

our regular run. Very silly and slow. Even
the pretty effects of the all-technicolor could

not make you forget that Frank Fay would
fit in well between two slices of rye bread.

Armida, Raquel Torres, and Myrna Loy all

fine. Did not draw much.—L. L. Levy, Iris

theatre, Kerens, Tex.

Clara Bow Film "Too Gooif'
I WOULD LIKE TO REPORT ON SOME

pictures recently played. The Saturday
Night Kid (Par) a very good program pic-

ture. The star is very good in her part. Jean
Arthur nearly stole the picture. The Bow
fans did not like her in this type of a picture.

I claim it was too good. Szveet Mama (FN)
with Alice White. A very good program
picture. Good acting, but why make this

girl sing? She can't and why insist? Poor
singing queers all the pictures. You can't

kid the public and make them like it. The
Fighting Legion (U) a regular rip roaring
Saturday talking Western. Yes, they liked it.

Talking did not improve it as an entertain-

ment. Young Eagles (Par) a very good pic-

ture. Splendid cast, (jfave good satisfaction.

The Czar of Broadway (U) a good picture of
its kind. But these crook stories do not draw
film rental. All are a flop at the box office.

Red Hot Rhythm (P) just another jazz pic-
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lure. Very poor sound on film, could not
understand the talking. Singing out of tune.

Gave poor satisfaction. Personality (Col) a
very good comedy program picture. Captain

of the Guard (U) a good big picture. Too
big to try to make a talking picture of. Stars
and cast fine, but these big things will not
draw. The public has been overfed on big
stuff in the past year, and they all are losers.

The better they are, the smaller the business.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.

Want Slapstick, He Says
HERE ARE REPORTS ON PICTURES
we have run so far in August. The Hide

Out (U) is a good picture of college life

today. Young crook goes to college to hide
from the cops and through interest in sports
at college gets the right outlook on life and
makes a man of himself. Well acted and good
story. The Cohens and Kellys in Scotland
(U). This is what people want. It is slap
stick comedy and well done. People laughed
at it and enjoyed it. Some vnll walk out on it

but the paper and title all are honest and the
majority like it a lot. What Men Want (U),
this is just another picture. Nothing to say
against it, but nothing to enthuse over. Run
it on a poor night and you will not be ashamed
of it as it isn't bad, just weak. Wings of Ad-
venture (T). This is a satisfactory picture
from a firm that sells them cheap. Outdoor
photography was exceptionally fine. The
Storm (U). Lupe Velez carries this along
nicely.

_
The story is a gripper. It has some

relief in it, though generally heavy. It ends
nicely and people like it. The canoe shooting
the rapids is as gripping as any action picture
I ever saw. Young Desire (U) not so hot.
Mary Nolan does her part well and after get-
ting the crowd all with her the fool director
kills her. Picture is well done but my crowd
don't like bad endings, and the fool directors
who think they can make people like what-
ever the directors want to feed them, can just
try to swim the Atlantic "by request." Hell's
Heroes (U). This is one lovely picture. Ray-
mond Hatton and Fred Kohler are fine. The
rest of the cast, including a month old baby,
are also fine. The picture was actually taken
on the desert and it was the great untracked
outdoors, too. It is a heavy picture and was
saved from tragedy by the fact that the audi-
ence became interested in the little kid and
his final safety, even at the death of the three
villains, was a good ending. King of Jazs
CU). This is the papa of the musical re-
view Technicolor pictures. I feel sure anyone
will appreciate this as it shows class every-
where. It is box office, too. I ran it one
day longer than any other show I have ever
used and the gross was not great because
of the weather but the fourth day—Tuesday

—

did more than any two Tuesdavs have done
for me this summer when running third day
on such pictures as "The Storm," "Devil's
Holiday," "Be Yourself," "Hit the Deck." It

looks as if more money had been used in its

making than any other picture I have ever
seen. John Boles is class. The technicolor
is the best yet and it has some dandy comedy.—Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre.
S. D.

Calls "Big House'' B. O.
IN THE BIG HOUSE (MGM), PRISON

story, Wallace Beery is very good. It's a
box office picture. A special. Broadway
Scandals (Col) backstage story. Weak cast,
light story, no box office draw. Program
only. Captain of the Guard (U) musical cos-
tume picture. Weak cast. Photography very
good. No box office for small towns. Picture
is clean and would make a great tieup with
schools or churches. The Divorcee (MGM)
one of the best casts ever assembled in any
one picture. They will eat this one up. It has
box office value. New York Nights (UFA)
John Wray steals this picture. He sure is

good. No box office, although it is a very

good picture. So This Is London (Fox) by
far the best thing Rogers has ever done.
Good story, good cast, any good box office

value. Cuckoos (RKO). I still claim that
this is the best all around show ever put on
my screen. In the nine months that I have
been running sound pictures, this one is the
best, then Street Girl, Showboat, Sunny-side
Up, Montana Moon, High Society Blues,
Chasing Rainbozvs, Lone Star Ranger.
Will try and get you more reports as soon

as I play the pictures.—A. G. Miller, The
Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.

Missed It; Now He Has It

BY ALL MEANS SEND THE HERALD-
WORLD on to us just as fast as you can.

In the confusion of getting organized here
in Arlington Heights, we have neglected, so
far, to place our subscription for the paper

—

just incidentally, we've missed it but just

couldn't figure out what was lacking in our
daily routine until this morning. Now we
know, and aim to correct the matter just as
quickly as we can because, after all, there's
something mighty refreshing in poring over
the pages of your helpful magazine.

—

George
F. Strandt, Northwest Theatrical Enterprises,
Arlington Heights, 111.

"Great" and "Also Great"
HERE ARE A FEW OF MY RECENT

impressions on pictures. Puttin' on the Ritz
(UA) great. Be Yourself (U A) also great.

Three Live Ghosts (UA) enjoyable but don't
play up the comedy end too much. Evan-
geline (U A) enjoyed by all. Singing rather
faint. Condemned (UA) story good but disc

recording only so-so. Hell's Island (Col)
pleased all but not as big as "Flight." Guilty
(Col) they ate it up. Royal Romance (Col)
good comedy. Personality (Col), pleasing.

The Girl Said No (MGM) a dandy. In Gay
Madrid (M G M) did not please. A Lady
to Love (MGM) not too bad, not too good.
Devil May Care (MGM) good. Chasing
Rainbows (MGM) a real one. Children of
Pleasure (M G M) pretty good. The Idle

Rich (M(^M) pleased. 'Marianne (MGM)
play this, never mind the age. Montana Moon
(MGM) very good. Navy Blues (MGM)
pleasing. Not So Dumb (MGM) liked this

personally so did forty per cent of my patrons.
Wise Girls (MG M) too long to hold interest.

So This Is Collepe (MGM) okay. Their
Ozvn Desire (M G M) very good. Women
Racket (MGM) a dandy. Untamed (MGM)
drew well. I hope these brief comments will

help.—J. W. Farr, Strand theatre. North Syd-
ney, Nova Scotia, (Canada.

Would Repeat Casts
HERE IS A SUGGESTION FROM A
layman who pays his money at the box of-

fice, that I think might be given considera-
tion by the producers of motion pictures.

In almost every picture we (the audience)
discover a standout performance by some sec-

ondarv or minor character whose name we

would like to recall, but don't remember, at

the end of the picture. It would contribute

largely to the enjoyment of picture goers if,

immediately after the words "the end" have
been flashed, the cast of characters could be

re-shown with some such caption as: "You
have just seen "Common Clay" with the fol-

lowing cast (here flash cast again).

We, of course, always know who^ is _play-

ing the important parts, but how satisfjang it

would be, for instance, to know the name of

the little old lady who played that splendid

witness stand scene in "Common Qay." A
re-flash of the cast would give us this infor-

mation and enhance our enjoyment of the

picture.

Some producers may object that there are

already too many titles and "credit lines" on
the film, but we are not interested in, and
could well do without knowing, who was the

camera man, who did the costumes and re-

search, who built the sets and many other un-
necessary lines that do not contribute to our
enjoyment of the picture.

But the flashback of the cast would be a
real step forward, that is from the audience
viewpoint.

—

Ioseph A. Decatur, Lynbrook,
L. I., New "York.

Something Missing

FOR THE PAST FEW MONTHS I HAVE
been busy with my miniature golf course

and have not spent my usual time in my of-

fice, but I have felt there was something miss-
ing and, sure enough, my Herald-Wqrld sub-
scription had run out and I am lost as to the
current news. Enclosed find check for two
year's subscription for the Herald-Wqrld.—
Charles A. Hicks, Hampden theatre, Balti-

more, Md.

W^'ill Maintain Standards
THIS ACKNOWLEDGES WITH GRATE-

ful appreciation the beautiful bronzed
plaque, which was received yesterday. We are
very proud to display this Award of Merit
in our lobby, and will always endeavor to be
worthy of the standards it represents. Again
assuring you of our sincere appreciation and
wishing you continued success with your ex-
cellent magazine.—L. W. Holland, Madison
theatre, Madison, Ga.

Wouldn't Be Without Either

WE RECEIVED YOUR BEAUTIFUL
Award of Merit some time ago and we

thank you very many times for it. At the
time the plaque was received we were running
part time, and we did not exploit it until now
as we are resuming full schedule. Our pa-
trons are well satisfied with our sound and
they are pleased to see our Award of Merit.

Although we are well pleased it is difficult to

tell which we enjoy most, Exhibitqrs Her-
ald-World or the plaque, since we wouldn't
want to be without either. Again thanking
vou.

—

Louts R. Buchholz, Rialto theatre,

Nekoosa, Wis.

WRITE ^T^ for Their

PHONE llmCI Latest Talking

WIRE ^{^ Pictures

Now releasing:

"MELODY OF THE HEART" English Version

"MELODIE DES HERZENS" German Version
UFA'S BEAUTIFUL MUSICAL ROMANCE

"DER TIGER VON BERLIN" German Version

'THE TIGER MURDER CASE" English Version
UFA'S THRILLING MURDER MYSTERY

UFA FILMS, INC., 1540 Br'dway, New York
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\^ Film Knights

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By JIM LITTLE

WITH the advent of the first cool breezes, howling bounds into prominence,
and especially with the eight teams which make up the Chicago Motion
Picture League, which held its first match last Monday evening at the

Bensinger alleys. Baseball will soon be over, football will come and go, but
bowhng will be of primary interest when the others are forgotten. In fact, it

looks as though it was of primary interest now, for the teams were so busy that
other night rolling up scores that they didn't have time to elect permanent officers,

but just let it go temporarily.

isrht's

Lost Perc.
1.000
1.000
1.000

1 .666
2 .333
3 .000
3 .000
3 .000

'T'HOSE holding office in a temporary
-*- capacity are A. Van Dyke, president,
who is connected with Fox; C. B. Lyman,
vice president, connected with Warner, and
Charlie Vetrover, secretary, with Metro.
This was as far as they got, for judging
from what those who were there said, it was a
pretty full evening, and judging from the
scores below, some of the teams got a
pretty good start
Here are the results of the first

work:
Won

Balaban & Katz 3
Brunswick _ 3
Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer 3
Warner Brothers 2
Great States 1
Fojc Film _ _ O
I'niversal O
Paramoant O

Reports on the standings of the various
teams, together with some of the outstand-
ing individual scores will be published on
this page from time to time. The League
will meet every Monday night at the Ben-
singer alleys at 235 South Wabash avenue.

^ !¥ ^

Carl Laemmle, a very proud grandfather,
and incidental to that, the president of Uni-
versal, visited in Chicago for a short while
during the past week, en route to New York.

Ji« ^ ^

Robert Funk, country sales manager for
Universal, was discovered in deep conference
with Jimmy Gregory of Ottawa, 111. What it

was all about, we don't know, but we'll say
the "results" will be announced in the next
issue. (Perhaps.)

* * *

WhHe the Lane Court is putting on a "new
front," that is, draping itself with a new
marquee, we understand that the Vista theatre
has again closed its doors.

* * *

An exhibitor, coming into town, saw an
immense throng gathered outside the State
and Lake, and he thought it must be a great
picture that would draw a crowd like that. So
he walked over to where the congregation was
standing, very patiently, waiting as he pre-
sumed, for the program to begin again. But
then he noticed that the attention was not on
the box-office window, or the entrance, but
e\'eryone was looking across the street toward
the Chicago theatre. And there was a crowd
over on that side too. Thinking it most re-
markable, a holdout like this at two houses, he
happened to plancc upward, and he saw—

a

.scoreboard.
* * *

,.J^'*^
»^'' '^''. ""'"y '^^^^^ pleasure of meeting

Tippv
' Harrison the other evening, a rather

charmint' little fellow who is, as probably
everyone knows, the manager of the ATar.shall
.Square theatre. We thought that we'd try to
find someone that Tippy didn't know, but it

was no u.sc. He says hello to this one and that
one, and just has thnt certain way about him

that makes people feel that the only reason
he is running the house is for them and their
pleasure. And in a neighborhood, it only goes
to show what a man in a manager's position
can do to make congeniality a byword. The
particular evening that we called on him, "All
Quiet" was the attraction, and the house was
full. It was interesting to sit and listen to the
audience reaction, especially the children, who
would laugh at the most unexpected times.
But it is said that all tragedy is interspersed
with bits of comedy, so, if the children can
see the fun in the picture, or make it funny to
themselves, and the adults can get a smatter-
ing of the wisdom contained therein, why

—

we should think the film had served its

purpose.
* * *

On Tuesday evening, of last week, the
New Liberty theatre, owned by Charles
Benesch and Son, gave a splendid preview
opening party at 8 o'clock, which formally
threw back the doors on the (as the invita-
tions said) "Northwest Side's Newest Talkie
Palace." It was a very fine affair, and was
handled nicely. Clifford Listing was the
publicity chairman.

^ ^ ^

A new "exhausting" system (we think that
is an excellent synonym, but it is not original)
has been installed in the Picadilly theatre.

^^
The Lynn theatre, which is under the

"jurisdiction of James Stepanek, is now
being installed with RCA equipment, this
being a replacement, however, as the Lynn
has had sound for some time.

Maurice Choynski, who is known, we ven-
ture to say, to everyone on Film Row, and
at least to all the old timers (that is written
advisedly) was once again on the famous ave-
nue during the week.

A Fine Gentleman,
But Where Is He?
As Dave Bubin was perambulating

through Lincoln Park, so 'tis said, in
his Junior Lincoln, a very fine gen-
tleman, so Dave says, bumped into
his Ford (now we've given it away)
and the damage amounted to about
one hundred dollars. There was some
excitement, of course, but the gentle-
man was so very fine that Dave for-
got to take his license number, taking
only his name and address. And now—well, the moral of the story is that
Dave is trying to locate this "fine
gentleman," but doesn't seem to have
much luck in finding him. And thus
endeth the story— unless he bumps
into him again.

Jack Miller

We've always had an antipathy for

writing biographies, and one of the liveliest

reasons is that there is always the possi-

bility that we can't

write as good a

biography as the one
we're writing about
deserves. (Of course
we say possibility,

in order to fortify

ourselves a bit.) But
there is really no
reason for an in-

troductory para-
graph, for there is

so much to say
about the "knight"
in question that we
cannot hope to get
it all in one short
column, so we might

just as well put in the few salient facts
that are supposed to go into biographies,
and let it go at that.

Before we begin on weight, height, etc.,

we might just mention that Jack, among
his many other duties, always has time for

just one more, and this time it is a re-

election as Chairman of the Theatrical
Group for the Salvation Army Charity
Fund Appeal. That certainly is a. long
title. If we only had enough of those, we
could just copy them down and fill up the
column that way. But now to try to be
really "biographish."

Jack Miller was born in Erie, Pa.i on
April 13 (we don't know whether it was
Friday or not) 1888. He attended Public
High School in Buffalo, N. Y., and his

first position was selling pennies in a penny
arcade. (We'll bet most of them were
Indian heads, and how valuable they'll be
about World's Fair time.) This, of course,

was not the film industry, but Jack no
doubt gained many points, especially about
human nature, which is a mighty elusive

thing anyhow, to help him greatly when
he turned to pictures.

His first position in filmland was as an
operator, and from that he became ac-

quainted with roadshows, and then came
the acquaintanceship with showmanship by
being a theatre owner. Thus, as the presi-

dent of the Exhibitors Association of Chi-

cago, there are not many problems that

arise in which he has not had some first-

hand experience or at least some first-hand

knowledge.

But if we keep on this way there won't

be room for—well, let's get right ahead.

Jack is 5 feet 6^ inches tall and tips them
at 195 pounds. Married in 1908, he has one
son, Elmer D. Miller, who has almost
reached man's estate, if he hasn't already,

for when this biography blank that Jack
so kindly made out was received, it stated

the number of years as twenty. Which is a

good deal of information in a few words,
and now: his pet peeve is film salesmen
(where have we heard that before) his

hobbies are "the dogs," and sports include

horses, poker, fights, and—you can't guess?
Well, it's golf. Yes, we rather think Jack
does like golf.

And finally, his favorite president, that
is, one of those men who live in Washing-
ton for four or eight years, is Calvin
Coolidge, and his favorite movie star is

—

the best box office attraction.

(We really didn't need a caption under
the cut, but it's customary, so we included
it.)



Screen moods

expressed in

COLOR
OY means of Sonochrome Tinted Positive

Films every mood of the screen can be ex-

pressed in color. Sonochrome's delicate over-

all tints, varying from warmest red to coldest

blue, satisfy the demand for color and lend

subtle, inescapable atmosphere to every

scene Sonochrome gives splendid sound

reproduction, of course and it costs no

more than black-and-white positive,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J.E.
New York

Inc.^ Distributors

HollywoodChicago
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"THOSE 3 FRENCH GIRLS" IS NEW INDUSTRY WOW!
M-G-M Starts Season with Another "Caught Short" Cosmopolitan Promoted Comedy

EXH IBITO RS

RALDW
IT'S CATCHING!

The fame of

WALLACE
BEERY

in ^^The Big House^^

has spread from
Coast to CoasU A
nam.e that represents

drawing power! He
is an exclusive star of

METRO-GOL

WALLACE BEERY
is featured in these

New Season
M'G'M attractions:

John Gilbert's

WAY FOR^A SAILOR
BILLY THE KID
THE DARK STAR

Grace Moore's Cosmopolitan
Production. And others.
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''Widow'' steps into

Los Angeles and is

the toast of the town

Gloria Swonson's 2nd all-talking production opens

to tremendous business at United Artists Theatre

and has whole city in uproar of enthusiasm.

7/7

SWANSON
WnAT A
\A/inn\A//''

An Allan Dwan Production

"A mile a minute farce.

Smart production will

excite comment."
— Eve. Herald

"Gloria Swanson has

a new surprise for

the town. Grand fun

throughout."

— Eve. Record

UNITED
ARTISTS
lead the field

"Swanson genuine hit.

An aristocrat of the

species gorgeously

done. — Examiner

"A splendid successor

to 'The Trespasser.'

Aims to amuse and

succeeds."

—Daily News

"Boasts a tempo that

might well be studied

to advantage by other

movie makers."

—Times
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A Veteran Film Man's Appraisal

Tremendous Accomplishment

"« BIG TRAIL
Glenn AUvine/ Fox Film Corp . : Have just had the pleasure of previewing Raoul

Walsh's Big Trail. I am still dazed by the scope and magnitude of the picture touching

episodes in the westward march of the early pioneer trail blazers. Their hardships,

thrilling buffalo hunt and stampede, realistic thunder and lightning storms in the
plains, Indian attacks, beautiful love story, all wonderfully picturized in a production
destined to bring everlasting tribute to Fox Film Corporation. The Big Trail is un-
doubtedly the biggest thing ever done in motion pictures and by far the most im-
portant picture made by any company. Box office records will fall by the way side

when this picture is released and freely predict will outgross any picture mode to

date. I have in mind marvelous records established by Sunny Side Up, Cock Eyed
World, Ben Hur, Four Horsemen and Covered Wagon. Regards . . . JOHN NOLAN

y^]\h JOHN WAYNE
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL

EL BRENDEL
Tully Marshall, Tyrone Power

Sfor/ by Dovld Rollins

Hal G. Evarts
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•A FRAGMENT OF AN EMPIRE (D) AmWno
ABRAHAM LINCOLN (D-AT) United Artists

•ACQUITTED (D-AT) Columbia

ACROSS THE WORLD WITH MR. AND MRS. MARTIN
JOHNSON (Trav-PT, M) - Talking Picture Epics

•AFGHANISTAN (E) AmMno
AFTER THE VERDICT (ME) - International

•ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE (Mel-AT) BKO
•ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE (Mel-AT) MQM
•ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT (D-AT)..Dniversal

ANIMAL CRACKERS (MO Paramount

•ANNA CHRISTIE (D-AT) - MQM
•APPLAUSE (D-AT) _ Paramount

•ARGYLE CASE, THE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers

•ARIZONA KID. THE (0) - F»i

•AROUND THE CORNER (C-AT) _...Columbia

•AROUND THE WORLD VIA GRAF ZEPPELIN (Trav) ....

Talking Picture Epics

•ARSENAL (D) Amkino

AVIATOR. THE (CD-AT) Warner Brothers

Alphabetical

Listing of

Pictures

COMMON CLAY (D-AT) Fox
CONDEMNED (D-AT) _ _.. United Artists

CONSPIRACY (D-AT) BKO
COURAGE (D-AT) _ -...Warner Brothers
•COURTIN' WILD CATS (WCD-AT) Universal
•COVERED WAGON TRAILS (W) 3ell Pictures

•COWBOY AND OUTLAW (W) _ BeU Pictures

CUCKOOS, THE (MC) _ JR K O
•CRAZY THAT WAY (C-AT) Foi
CRIMSON CIRCLE, THE (PT. M) International
•CZAR OF BROADWAY (D-AT) Universal

•GIRL FROM HAVANA (D-AT) Fox
•GIRL FROM WOOLWORTHS (D-AT) _ First National
•GIRL IN THE SHOW, THE (CD-AT). MGM
GIRL OF THE PORT (Mel-AT) JB K
•GIRL SAID 'NO.' THE (CD-AT) _ MQM
•GIRL WITH THE BAND BOX, THE Amkino
•GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL (MC) Paramount
•GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY (MC) Warner Brothers
GOLDEN CALF, THE (MC) Foi
GOLDEN DAWN (MC) .Warner Brothers
GOOD NEWS (MC) M G M
GOOD INTENTIONS (Mel-AT) Jox
GRAND PARADE, THE (D-AT) Path*
GREAT DIVIDE (Mel-AT) First Nationsl
GREAT GABBO (D-AT) Sono Art
GREAT POWER, THE (D-PT) Bell Pictures

•GREEN MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT) Paramount
GREEN GODDESS, THE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers
GRIT WINS (W) Universal
GRUMPY (C-AT) Paramount
GUILTY? (D-AT) ColumbU

H

B

BACK PAY (D-AT) - First National

BAD MAN, THE (WCD) Jirat Nattlonal

•BAD MEN'S MONEY (W) .Bell Pictures

BAD ONE, THE (CD-T) United Artists

•BARNUM WAS RIGHT (F-AT) Universal

BAR L RANCH (W-AT) - -- 31g 4

•BATTLE OF PARIS (D-AT) - Paramount

BE YOURSELF (CD-AT) - - United Artists

•BEAU BANDIT (CD-AT) Jl K O
•BEAUTY AND BULLETS (W) - Universal

BEHIND THE MAKEUP (D-AT) —Paramount

•BELLAMY TRIAL (D-AT) MQM
BENSON MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT) Paramount

BEYOND THE RIO GRANDE (W-AT) 3ig 4

BEYOND VICTORY (D-AT) - -- •Pt"'6
BIG BOY (CD-AT, S)..- Warner Brothers

BIG HOUSE, THE (D-AT) JI Q M
•BIG PARTY, THE (CD-AT, M) Foi

BIG POND, THE (CD-AT, S) Paramount

BIG TIME (D-AT) _ Joi
•BISHOP MURDER CASE (My-AT) 31 G M
BLACKMAIL (My-AT) - Sono Art

BLAZE O'GLORY (CD-AT) Sono Art

•BLUE ANGEL, THE (D-AT, S) - Ufa

BORDER LEGION, THE (W-AT) Paramount

•BORDER ROMANCE (R-AT, S) ....Tiffany

•BORN RECKLESS (D -AT) Jox
•BORN TO THE SADDLE (W) _ Universal

BREAKUP, THE (Trav-PT, M) Talking Picture Epics

•BREEZY BILL (W) _ ....- Bell Pictures

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT (C)..- ...First National

BRIDE 66 (MC) United Artists

BRIGHT LIGHTS (CD-AT) : ...First National

•BROADWAY MELODY (MC) - M G M
•BROADWAY SCANDALS (D-AT) Columbia

•BURNING THE WIND (W) Universal

•BURNING UP (C D -AT) Paramount

D

•DAMES AHOY (F-AT) Universal
DANCING SWEETIES (CD-AT) _ Warner Brothers
DANGEROUS NAN McGREW (C-AT, S) Paramount
•DANGEROUS PARADISE (D-AT) Paramount
•DARKENED ROOMS (My-AT) Paramount
DARK RED ROSES (AT) International
DAWN PATROL, THE (D-AT) First National
'DEMON OF THE STEPPES, THE (D) Amkino
DEVIL MAY CARE (D-AT) MGM
DEVIL'S HOLIDAY, THE (D-AT) -Paramount
DEVIL'S PIT, THE (ME) - Universal
DEVIL WITH WOMEN (D-AT) Fox
•DISRAELI (D-AT) _ Warner Brothers
DIVORCEE, THE (CD-AT) _ M G M
DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS (D-AT) Warner Brothers
DOORWAY TO HELL (D-AT). _ Warner Brothers
DOUBLE CROSS ROADS (D-AT) _ Fox
DREAM MELODY (D) .Excellent

DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION United Artists
DUDE WRANGLER, THE (CW-AT) Sono Art
DUMBBELLS IN ERMINE (CD-AT) Warner Brothers
•DYNAMITE (D-AT) M G M

E

EASY GOING (C-AT) M G M
•EMBARRASSING MOMENTS (C-AT) Universal
•EVIDENCE (T) Warner Brothers
•EYES OF THE UNDERWORLD (W) Universal
EYES OF THE WORLD United Artists

HALF WAY TO HEAVEN (D-AT) Paramount
•HALLELUJAH (D-AT) M G M
HAPPY DAYS ( M C) Joi
•HARD TO GET (CD-AT) First National
•HARMONY AT HOME (C-AT) Fox
HAWK ISLAND (My-AT) BKO
HE KNEW WOMEN (Mel-AT) Jtt K O
•HEART'S MELODY (D-AT. S) ...Uf»

HELL HARBOR (D-AT) United Artists

HELLO SISTER (CD-AT) Sono Art
HELL'S ANGELS (D-AT) United Artiste

•HELL'S HEROES (D-AT) Universal
HER MAN (D-AT) Pathe
•HER OWN DESIRE (D-AT) MGV
HER PRIVATE AFFAIR (D-AT) Pathe
•HER PRIVATE LIFE (D-AT) First National
HER UNBORN CHILD (D-AT) Windsor Pictures
•HER WAY OF LOVE (D) Amkino
•HIDE OUT (C-AT) Universal
HIGH ROAD, THE (CD-AT) MGM
HIGH SOCIETY BLUES (AT, S) Jox

•HIGH TREASON (D-AT) Tiffany
•HIS FIRST COMMAND (D-AT) Pathe
•HIS GLORIOUS NIGHT (D-AT) MGM
HIT THE DECK (MC)..._ BKO
HOLD EVERYTHING (MC) Warner Brothers
HOLIDAY (CD-AT) Pathe
HOLLYWOOD REVUE (MC) M G M
HONEY (CD-AT) Paramount
•HOT CURVES (CAT) Tiffany
•HOT FOR PARIS (CD-AT) _ Fox
•HOUSE OF HORRORS (MyC-ME) First National
HOUSE OF SECRETS (D-AT) Oiesterfleld
•HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (D-S) -...Paramount
•HUNTED MEN (W) ..3eU Pictures
HUNTING TIGERS IN INDIA (Trav-PT. M)

- - — Talking Picture Epics
•HURRICANE (D-AT) ColumbU

•CALL OF THE DESERT _ BeU Pictures

•CALL OF THE WEST (AT) - Columbia

CAMEO KIRBY (D-AT) - Fox

CANYON HAWKS (W-AT) - ^^ig 4

•CANYON OF MISSING MEN, THE (W) BeU Pictures

•CAPTAIN COWBOY (W) - —JBeU Pictures

•CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD (MC) - - Universal

•CA PTA IN SWAGGER (D-M E) Pathe

•CARELESS AGE, THE (CD-TME) -...First National

•CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (D-AT) — Jl K O
•CAUGHT SHORT (C-AT) - M G M
•CH ASI NG RAINBOWS (CD-AT) M G M
CHEER UP AND SMILE (CD-AT, S) - Fox
•CHILDREN OF PLEASURE (CD-AT) - MGM
•CHINA BOUND (CD) -.._ M G M
•CHINA EXPRESS (D) - -...Amkino

•CHRISTINA (D-PT) - Fox
CIRCLE, THE (CD-AT) - - - MGM
•CITY GIRL (D-AT) - - - Fox
CLANCY IN WALL STREET (C-AT) Aristocrat

•CLEANUP, THE (D) JtxceUent

•CLIMAX, THE (D-AT) _ Universal

•COCKEYED WORLD, THE (CD-AT) -Fox

COCK 0' THE WALK (CD-AT) - Sono Art

•CODE OF THE WEST (W) _ BeU Pictures

•COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC CITY Universal

•COHENS AND KELLYS IN SCOTLAND (F-AT)..-Universal

•COLLEGE COQUETTE (CD-AT) Columbia
COLLEGE LOVERS (CD. AT) First National

•FAME (D-PT) Warner Brothers

FALL GUY, THE (C-AT) Jladlo Pictures

FAR CALL, THE (D-ME) _ _..Jox
FAST COMPANY (CD-AT) - Paramount
FAST LIFE (D-AT) First National
FATHER'S DAY (CD-AT) - M G M
FIGHTING FOR THE FATHERLAND...- Sono Art
FIGHTING KID. THE (W) .BeU Pictures

•FIGHTING LEGION, THE (WCD-AT) - Universal
•FIGHTING TERROR, THE (W) _ 3eU Pictures
FIREBRAND JORDAN (W-AT) 3ig 4

FLAME OF THE FLESH (D-AT) United Artists

•FLIGHT (D-AT) _ Columbia
•FLIRTING WIDOW, THE (D-AT) Jirst National
•FLORADORA GIRL THE (C-AT, S) - JH G M
FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS (D-AT) —.First National
•FOREST PEOPLE ( E) - .Amkluo
FOREVER YOURS - - United Artists

•FORWARD PASS (CD-AT) - J-irst National
•FOUR D EVI LS ( D-TME) Fox
•FOUR FEATHERS. THE (D-ME) _ .Paramount
•FRAMED (Mel-AT) -.._ _„Jl K O
•FREE AND EASY (C-AT) _ JM G M
•FROZEN JUSTICE (D-AT) __ Fox
FURIES (D-AT) First National

GAY NINETIES. THE (CD-AT) JM.QU
•GENERAL CRACK (D-AT) Warner Brothers

•IDLE RICH (D-AT) M G U
•ILLUSION (CD-AT) _ -Paramount
•IMMORTAL VAGABOND (D-AT, S) Uf»
IN GAY MADRID (CD-AT) „ MQU

•IN OLD CALIFORNIA (D-AT) _ Audibl*
•IN OLD SIBERIA (D) _ -iroMno
INSIDE THE LINES (D-AT) BKO

•IN THE HEADLINES (D-AT) Warner Brothera
•IN THE NEXT ROOM (My-AT) Jirst Nation*)
•INVADERS, THE (W) —.BeU Picture!
•IS EVERBODY HAPPY (CD-AT) Warner Brothers
•IT'S A GREAT LIFE (CD-AT) _ MQM

JEALOUSY (D-AT) - Paramount
•JIMMY HIGGINS ( D) AmMno
•JOURNEYS END (D-AT)...- _ _ _ Tiffany

K
•KIBITZER (CD-AT) _ _ - Paramount
•KING OF JAZZ (MC) .Univertil
• K ISS. THE (D-M E) _... M Q M
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LADIES IN LOVE (CD-AT) - Chesterfield

LADIES LOVE BRUTES (D-AT) - Paramount

•LAD ES OF LEISURE (D-AT).....- - Columbia

[aDY LIES. THE (CD-AT) -.- P"^°"?
LADY OF SCANDAL. THE (CD-AT) MGM
LADY TO LOVE. A (D-AT) -.. _...M G M
•LAST COMPANY. THE (D-AT. S) - -^{^^
•LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY. THE (D-AT) MGM
LAST OF THE DUANES (Mel-AT) .....Fox

•LAST PERFORMANCE (D- AT) - Universal

•Last roundup, the (W)...-... Bell Pictures

LAUGHING LADY. THE (D-AT) - .Paramount

•LAW OF THE PLAINS (W). BeU Pictures

LET US BE GAY (CD-AT)..._- - MGM

tITI ^S ^^vl '^A^^^s[=:r==:i^i^^
•LIGHT FINGERS (D-AT) •.•.. -^01'^™"*

LIFE OF THE PARTY. THE (C-AT) \\ arner Brothers

•LILIES OF THE FIELD (D-AT) First National

•LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS. THE (W-AT) P^a^J^f
LITTLE ACCIDENT (C-AT). \!}^;f"""

•LITTLE JOHNNY JONES (CD-AT) J?irst National

LOCKED DOOR. THE (O-AT)...- Umted Artists

•LONEHORSEMAN. THE (W) -..- Bell Pictures

•LONE STAR RANGER (W-AT) .....Foi

• LO N ESO M E (C D -TM E) .- -...Umversa

•LONG. LONG TRAIL. THE (W-AT) Universal

•LOOSE ANKLES (CD-AT) First National

•LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY (CD-AT).... MGM
LOST GODS (Trav-PT. M) .TalMng Picture Epics

•LOST ZEPPELIN. THE (D-AT) Tiffany

LOTTERY BRIDE .United Artists

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT (MO Unlverial

•LOVE COMES ALONG (Mel-AT) 1! K O

LOVE COTTAGE. THE (MO United Artista

•LOVE DOCTOR, THE (CD-AT) B K O

•LOVE IN THE CAUCASUS. (D) Amlnno

LOVE. LIVE AND LAUOH (D-AT, 8) Fox

•LOVE PARADE. THE (D-AT)..._ Paramount

•LOVE RACKET, THE (D-AT) Jlrst National

•LOVE WALTZ (CD-AT) Ufa

•LOVIN' THE LADIES (C-AT)...- BKO
•LUCKY LARKIN (W-AT) Universal

•LUCKY STAR (D-PT. ME) Fox

LUMMOX (D-AT) United Artiists

M

N

•ONE HYSTERICAL NIGHT (C-AT)..
'^'^^r^M

ONE EMBARRASSING NIGHT (C-AT) -"^ ^^
•ONE MAD KISS (CD-AT. M) -

v;V"7-^' "«;^^?
ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S (CD-AT) ;?^?'^^'f^f£
ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT (CD-AT).... ....United Artists

•ONE SPLENDID HOUR (0) EiceUent

ONLY THE BRAVE (D-AT) - Paramount

•OTHER TOMORROW (D-AT) ...Jirst National

•OUR MODERN MAIDENS (D-PT).... - MGM
•OUTSIDE THE LAW (D-AT) -..- - Universal

•OVERLAND BOUND (W-AT) 3eU Pictures

•PAINTED ANGEL (D-AT) First National

•PARADE OF THE WEST (WC-AT) Universal

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE (R)...- Paramount

PARDON MY GUN (WC-AT) Pathe

•PARIS (D-AT) - Fu'St National

* PA 1 NTE D FACES (C D-AT) - - Tiffany

PARTING OF THE TRAILS (W) BeU Pictures

PARTY GIRL (D-AT) Tiffany

PEACOCK ALLEY (D-AT) V;^''"*'
PENNY ARCADE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers

PERSONALITY (CD-AT) - Columbia

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (My-PT) Universal

PHANTOM RIDER. THE (W) Bell Pictures

PICK 'EM YOUNG (C-AT, S) Pathe

PIONEERS OF THE WEST (W)...- BeU Pictures

PLAYING AROUND (D-AT) - First National

POINTED HEELS (D-AT) Paramount

PRINCE OF DIAMONDS (AT) Columbia

PRINCE OF HEARTS. THE (D) BeU Pictures

PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ (MC) United Artists

MADAME SATAN (CD-AT) _ M G M
•MAMBA (D-AT) Tiffany

•MAMMY (CD-AT) Warner Brothers

•NAN FROM BLANKLEY'S. THE (F-AT)...Warner Brothers

•MAN FROM NEVADA. THE (W) Bell Pictures
•MAN FROM NOWHERE. THE (W) BeU Pictures
•MAN FROM THE RESTAURANT, THE AmMno
•MAN'S MAN. A (CD-ME) - - MGM
MANSLAUGHTER (D-AT) Paiaiiiouiii

MAN TROUBLE (D-AT) Im'x

•MAN WITH THE CAMERA, THE - Amiano
MARCH OF TIME (R) MGM

•MARIANNE (CD-AT) M G -M

•MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND. THE (CD-AT) Paramount
MARRIED IN HOLLYWOOD (D-AT, S).— Fox
MATRIMONIAL BED. THE (C-AT) Warner Brothers

MAYBE IT'S LOVE (CD-AT) - Warner Brothers
MELODY OF HEARTS (D-AT) UFA
MEN ARE LIKE THAT, THE (CD-AT) _ I'aramount
•MEDICINE MAN. THE (CD-AT) _ Tiffany

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN (CD-AT) J-oi
•MEXICALI ROSE (D-AT) Columbia
MIDNIGHT MYSTERY (My-AT) Radio I'l.tures

•MIDSTREAM (D-PT) TiOhuy
•MIGHTY. THE (D-AT) _.._ Paramount
•MISSISSIPPI GAMBLERS (D-AT) Unl»!rsal
•MISTER ANTONIO (D-AT) Tiffan.y

MOBY DICK (D-AT) Warner Brothers
MONSIEUR LE FOX (Mel-AT) JI G Jf

•MONTANA MOON (0) MGM
MONTE CARLO (MC) Paramuinit
•MOONLIGHT MADNESS (D-AT) .Unlverial
•MOST IMMORAL LADY, A (D-AT) ..Jlrst NationiU
•MOUNTAIN JUSTICE (W-AT) Unlv»rfal
•MOUNTED STRANGER (W-AT) Universal
MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930 (R) Fox
•MURDER ON THE ROOF (D-AT) - ..ColumtiU

MURDER WILL OUT (My-AT) First National
•MY MAN (CD-AT) Warner Brother.'

•MYSTERIOUS ISLAND (D-PT) UGM

NAUGHTY FLIRT. THE (CD-AT, S) First National
•NAVY BLUES (C-AT) - _ M G M
"NEATH WESTERN SKIES (W) BeU Pictures
NEW YORK NIGHTS (D-AT) United Artlgti
•NIGHT RIDE ( D-AT) Universal
NIGHT WORK (C-AT) ....Pathe
NIX ON DAMES (D-AT. S) _ Fox
•NO. NO. NANETTE (MC) First National
•NOAH'S ARK (D-PT. ME) Warner Brothers
NOT DAMAGED (D-AT) Fox
•NOT SO DUMB (CD-AT) MGM
NOTORIOUS AFFAIR. A (CD-AT) First National
NUMBERED MEN (D-PT) _ First National

OFFICE WIFE, THE (D-AT) _ Warner Brothers
•OFFICER O'BRIEN (D-AT) Pathe
OH. SAILOR BEHAVE (C-AT) _ Warner Brothers
•OH. YEAH I (CO-AT) „ Pathe
•OKLAHOMA KID. THE (W) BeU Pictures
•OLD AND NEW _ Ajnkino
OLD ENGLISH 'DAT) _ Warner Brothers
•O'MALLEY RIDES ALONE (W) — Bell Pictures
ONE NIQHT AT SUSIE'S (CD-AT) - Universal
•ON THE LEVEL (CO-AT) Fox
ON YOUR BACK (D-AT) Vnx

R

RACKETEER, THE (D-AT) Pathe

RAFFLES (D-AT) United Artists

RECAPTURED LOVE (D-AT).... Warner Brothers

RED HOT RHYTHM (MC) -._ ...Pathe

REDEMPTION (D-AT) M G M
RENO (D-AT) - ...Sono Art

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU, THE (Mel-AT)
Paramount

RETURN OF SH ERLOCK HOLMES, TH E (D-AT)Paramount

RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD, THE MGM
RICH PEOPLE (CD-AT) - -...Pathe

RIDERS OF THE RIO GRANDE (W) BeU Pictures

RIDERS OF THE STORM (W) -BeU Pictures

•RIDIN' KID (W-PT, ME) Universal

RIDIN' LAW (W-AT)... -...Big 4

RIGHT OF WAY, THE (D-AT)— First National

RIVER. THE (D-PT, ME) Fox
ROAD TO PARADISE (0) - Universal

ROADHOUSE NIGHTS (CD-AT) -...Paramount

ROARING ADVENTURE (W) Universal

•ROARING RANCH (W-AT) Universal

ROGUE SONG (0) MGM
ROMANCE (D-AT) - MGM
ROMANCE OF RIO GRANDE (D-AT, S) Fox
ROUGH ROMANCE (D-AT. S) JFox
•ROYAL ROMANCE, A (F-AT) Columbia

SACRED FLAME. THE (D-TME) Warner Brothers

SAFETY IN NUMBERS (CD-AT, S) Paramount
•SAILORS HOLIDAY (CD-AT) Pathe
SALLY (D-AT) First National

SALUTE (D-AT) _ JFox
SANTA FE TRAIL. THE (W-AT) Paramount
SAP FROM SYRACUSE, THE (C-AT. S) Paramount
•SAP. THE (CD-AT) Warner Brothers

•SARAH AND SON (D-AT) Paramount
•SATURDAY NIGHT KID, THE (D-AT) Paramount
SCA N DAL ( D ) _ Amkino
SEA BAT, THE (Mel-AT) MGM
SEA WOLF. THE (D-AT) Fox
SECOND CHOICE (D-AT) Warner Brothers

•SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY, TH E (My-AT) Warner Brothers

SECOND WIFE (Mel-AT) E K
SEEDS OF FREEDOM (D)...- Amkino
SENOR AMERICANO (W-AT) Universal

SEVEN FACES (D-AT) —.Universal
•SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (MyCD-AT) .,.. RKO
SHADOW OF THE LAW (D-AT) - Paramount
•SHANGHAI LADY. THE (CD-AT) Universal
•SHANNONS OF BROADWAY (C-AT) Universal
SHE COULDN'T SAY NO (MC) - Warner Brothers
•SHIP FROM SHANGHAI. THE (D-AT) MGM
SHOW FOLKS (CD-ME) - Pathe
SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD (D-AT) First National
'SILENT ENEMY. THE (D) Paramount
SINGER OF SEVILLE (D-AT) MGM
•SINGLE STANDARD. THE (D-ME) MGM
SKIN DEEP (D-PT. M) Warner Brothers
•SKINNER STEPS OUT (AT) _ Universal
SKY HAWK (D-AT) Fox
•SLIGHT LY SCARLET ( D-AT) „ Paramount
•SMILING IRISH EYES (D-AT) Jirst National
SOCIAL LION. THE (C-AT) _ ....Paramount
•SOLDIERS AND WOMEN (D-AT) - Columbia
•SO LONG LETTY (D-AT) Warner Brothers
SONG 0' MY HEART (D-AT, S).... - Fox
SONG OF THE WEST (0) Warner Brothers
SONS 0' GUNS (MC) United Artists
•SO THIS IS COLLEGE (C-AT) MGM
•SON OF THE GODS (D-AT) First National
•SOPHOMORE. THE (C-AT) _._ Pathe
SONG OF KENTUCKY, A (D-AT).... Fox
•SONG OF LOVE (D-AT) Columbia
SONG OF SONGS (MC) _ _ Warner Brothers
•SONG OF THE FLAME (D) - First National
•SONGS OF THE SADDLE (W-AT) Universal
SO THIS IS LONDON (C-AT) Fox
SOUP TO NUTS (C-AT) Fox
SOUTH SEA ROSE (D-AT)..._ ....Fox
•SOUTH SEAS (Trav-PT, M) .Talking Picture Epics
•SPEEDWAY (CD-ME) M Q M

•SPIES (Mel) M G M
SPRING IS HERE (MO-.- -Flret NatlonaJ

SPURS Universal
•SQUALL, THE (D-AT)... - -..- First NaUon«l
•STORM OVER ASIA (D) - - Amkino
STORM. THE (D-AT) Universal

STREET OF CHANCE (D-AT) - Paramount
STRICTLY MODERN (CD-AT) First National

STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL (CD-AT) MGM
SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS (D-AT) Fox
•SUNNY SIDE UP (D-AT) Jox
SUNNY SKIES (CD-AT) - —TUrany
SWEETIE (CD-AT) .Paramount
SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS (CD-AT).... Warner Brothers

SW E ET MAMMA (CD) Universal

SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES (D-AT) First National
•SWELLH EAD (CD-AT) Tiffany
SWING HIGH (CD-AT. S) Pathe
SYNTHETIC SIN (D-ME) First National

TAKE THE HEIR (C-ME) BiB 4

TALK OF HOLLYWOOD (CD-AT) Sono Art
TAMING OF THE SHREW (C-AT) United ArtisLs

TEMPLE TOWER (Mel-AT) Fox
TEXAN. THE (D-AT) _ Paramount
TEXAS COWBOY, A (W) BeU Pictures
BAD MAN. THE (WCD).... _ Universal
DAWN PATROL, THE (AT) Jirst National
NAUGHTY FLIRT, THE (CD-AT, S) Universal
NEW BABYLON. THE (D)-.. Amkino
RIGHT OF WAY, THE (D-AT) - Universal
WAY OF ALL MEN, THE (0-AT)..._ - -Universal
THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS (CD-AT) Jfox
•THIRTEENTH CHAIR (Mel-AT) M G M
THIS MAD WORLD (D-AT) - ..- JH G M
THIS THING CALLED LOVE (CD-AT) Pathe
THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS (C-AT) MGM
•THOSE WHO DANCE (Mel-AT) Warner Brothers
THREE FACES EAST (D-AT) .Warner Brothels
THREE OUTCASTS (W) - BeU Pictures

•TH REE SISTERS (D-AT)— Fox
•THUNDER (D-ME) -.- M G M
•TIGER ROSE (D-AT)-._ Warner Brolheri
•TIME. PLACE AND GIRL, THE (D-AT)..Warner Brothers
TOAST OF THE LEGION (D-PT) Universal
•TONIGHT AT TWELVE (CD-AT) Universal
TOP SPEED (C-AT) First National
•TRAIL OF '98 (D-ME).._ MGM
•TRAILING TROUBLE (W-AT) Universal
TRAILS OF DANGER (W-AT) -.-Big 4

•TRANSPORT OF FIRE (D)...- .Amkino
TRENT'S LAST CASE (My-PT, ME) Fox
TRESPASSER. THE (D-AT) United Artists

TRIGGER TRICKS ( D-AT) Universal
•TROOPERS THREE (D-AT) Tiffany
TRUE TO THE NAVY (C-AT, S) Paramount
TWIN BEDS tC-PT, ME)— Tiffany
TWO O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING (My-AT). ...BeU Pictures
TWO WEEKS OFF (CD-ME) First National

u
•UNDER MONTANA SKIES (0) Tiffany
•UNHOLY THREE. THE (Mel-AT)... MGM
UNKNOWN RIDER, THE (W) BeU Picture.
UNMASKED (D-AT) ArlcJasH
•UNTAMED (D-AT) - M (J M
UNDER A TEXAS MOON (F-AT, S) ..Warner Brollieri
•U N D E RTOW (D-AT) Universal
•UP THE CONGO (Trav-PT) Sono Art

VAGABOND KING, THE (D-PT, ME)
•VENGEANCE (D-AT) .

•VENUS (ME)
VIKING, THE (D-ME)
VIRGINIAN, THE (D-AT)

P.iiaiiioLmt

('oluiiil)ia

United Attlita
MGM

I'aramount

w
WAGON MASTERS. THE (W-ME) - Universal!
WALL STREET (D-AT) Columbia
WAY OF ALL MEN (D-AT) First National
WEDDING RINGS (D-AT) First National
WELCOME DANGER (C-AT) Paramount
WESTERN HONOR (W) BeU Pictures
•WESTERN METHODS (W) .BeU Pictures
WHAT A MAN! (CD-AT)...- Sono Art
WHAT A WIDOW (CD-AT) United Artisti

•WHAT MEN WANT (D-AT) Universal
WHEN YOU GIVE YOUR HEART AWAY (CD-AT) Ufa
WHISPERS United Artists

WHITE CARGO (D - AT) ...- - JiisceUaneous
WHITE DEVIL (D-PT ) _ Ufa
WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU (D-M) Universal
•WHITE OUTLAW (W) Universal
WHOOPEE (MC) - United Artists

WHY BRING THAT UP (CD-AT) Paramount
WHY LEAVE HOME (MC) Fox
WIDE OPEN (CD-AT) _ Warner Brother!
W I LD CO M PA N Y (Mel-AT) Fox
WILD MEN OF KALIHARl (Trav-PT, M)

Talking Picture Eplos
WISE GIRLS (CD-AT) M G M
•WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE (Trav-PT, ME)..-

Paramoiint
•WOMAN RACKET (O-AT) -.31 Q M
•WOMAN TO WOMAN (D-AT) Tiffany
WOMEN EVERYWHERE (Mel-AT. S) - Jox
WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT (C-ME) _ BIf «

•YOUNG DEARIE (D-AT) Universal
•YOUNG EAGLES (D-AT)..._ Paramount
YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN (CD-AT) Paramount
•YOUNO NOWHERES (D-AT) First National
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Amkino
Silent Sound

•IN OLD SIBERIA (D) 6500
(R) July, 1929. With A. ZhiUnsky and Taskin.

•HER WAY OF LOVE (D) _ 6000
(R) Aug., 1929. With E. Cessarskaya.

•MAN WITH THE CAMERA. THE (EX)....6OO0
(B) Sept., 1929. No Star.

•GIRL WITH THE BAND BOX, THE 6000
(R) Sept., 1929. With Anna Stenn.

•SEEDS OF FREEDOM (D) 690O
(R) Sept.. 1929. With L. M. Leonidoff.

•AFGHANISTAN (E) 6000
(R) Sept., 1929. No Star (Travelogue).

•FOREST PEOPLE (E) 5800
(R) Sept.. 1929. No. Star.

•SCANDAL (D) 7200
(R) Oct.. 1929. With L. Filkovskaya.

•ARSENAL (D) 6900
(R) Nov. 2. 1929. With S. SvazhenI;o.

•NEW BABYLON. THE (D) 8000
(R) Nov. 30. 1929. With A. Sovolevski and E. Kuzmina.

•LOVE IN THE CAUCASUS (D) 7837
(R) Nov. 30. 1929. With K. KaralashviU and Kira
Andronedashvili.

•MAN FROM THE RESTAURANT, THE....6000
(R) Jan. 4. 1930. With 11. Checkov and V.
Malinovskaya.

•DEMON OF THE STEPPES, THE (D) 6800
(R) Jan. 18. 1930, With Dikolai Saltvkov.

•A FRAGMENT OF AN EMPIRE (D) 7000
(R) Jan. 25, 1930. With Feodor Nildtin and L.
Semonova.

•CHINA EXPRESS (D) _ 6000
(R) Nov. 9. 1930. Special cast.

•OLD AND NEW (DD) 7500
(R) May 2. 1930. No star.

•STORM OVER ASIA (D)
•JIMMY HIGGINS (D)
•TRANSPORT OF FIRE (D)

Aristocrat Pictures

Silent Sound
CLANCY IN WALL STREET (C-AT) 7100

(R) April 1, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Charles Murray, Lucien Littlefleld.
THEJIE: A plumber goes Wall Street and becomes
a millionaire.

Artclass
Silent Sound

UNMASKED (D-AT) _ 5449
(R) Dec. 15. 1929. Sound on disc and film. With
Robert Warwick, Sam Ash. Milton Krims, Lyons
Wickland, Susan Corrow. William Corbett, Charles
Statley. Kate Boemer. Waldo Edwards, Roy Byron,
Clyde Dellson, Helen Mitchell, Marie Burke.

Audible Pictures
Silent Sound

•IN OLD CALIFORNIA (D-AT) 5400
With Henry B. Walthall. Helen Ferguson, George
Duryea. Bay Hallor. Orrol Humphrey. Larry Steers.
Bichard Carlyle, Harry Allen, Lew Stem, Paul
BUis, Charlotte Monte, Gertrude Chorre.
THEME: A story of stolen love and a youth's
heroic rescue of a girl from a nmawav coach, with
the Mexican border as the background.

Bell Pictures

Silent Sound
•BAD MEN'S MONEY (W)..._ 5 reels

(R) October, 1929. With Yakima Canutt.
•BREEZY BILL (W) „ _...5 reels

(R) March, 1930. With Bob Steele.
•CALL OF THE DESERT _.S reels

(B) April, 1930. With Tom Tyler.
•CANYON OF MISSING MEN, THE (W).5 reels

(R) March. 1930. With Tom Tyler.
•CAPTAIN COWBOY (W) _...5 reels

(R) November. 1929. With Yakima Canutt.
•CODE OF THE WEST (W) 5 reels

(R) February, 1930. With Bob Custer.
•COVERED WAGON TRAILS (W) 5 reels

(E) April. 1930. With Bob Custer.
•COWBOY AND OUTLAW (W) 5 reels

(R) January, 1930. With Bob Steele.
•FIGHTING KID, THE (W) 5 reels

(R) Octoljer. 1929. With Fred Church.
•FIGHTING TERROR, THE (W) _ 5 reels

(R) November. 1929. With Bob Custer.
GREAT POWER, THE (D-PT) _... 8 reels

With Minna Gombel.
THEME: A story of Wall street

HUNTED MEN (W) 5 reels
(R) May 15. 1930. With Bob Steele.

•INVADERS. THE (W) 5 reels
(R) December, 1029. With Bob Steele.

•LAST ROUNDUP, THE (W) 5 reels
(R) November. 1929. With Bob Custer.

•LAW OF THE PLAINS (W) 5 reels
(R) November, 1929, With Tom Tvler.

•LONE HORSEMAN, THE (W) .5 reels
(R) December. 1929. With Tom Tvler.

•MAN FROM NEVADA THE (W) 5 reels
(R) November, 1929. With Tom Tyler.

•MAN FROM NOWHERE, THE (W) 5 reels
(Rl Anril. 1930, With Bob Steele.

••NEATH WESTERN SKIES (W) 5 reels
(R) .Tanuarv. 1930, With Tom Tvler

•OKLAHOMA KID, THE (W) _'...5 reels
(R) .Tanuarv, 1930, With Bob Custer.

•O'MALLEY RIDES ALONE (W) 5 reels
(R) March. 1930. With Bob Custer.

•OVERLAND BOUND (W-AT) 5200
With Leo Maloney, Jack Perrin. Allene Ray, Wally
Wales.

•PARTING OF THE TRAILS (W) 5 reels
(Rl December. 1929. With Bob Custer.

•PHANTOM RIDER. THE (W) 5 reels
(R) December. 1929. With Tom Tyler,

•PIONEERS OF THE WEST (W) 5 reels
(R) February. 1930. With Tom Tyler,

PRINCE OF HEARTS. THE (D) 5 reels
THEUTE: A society drama.

•RIDERS OF THE RIO GRANDE (W) ,5 reels
(R) December. 1929. With Bob Custer.

•RIDERS OF THE STORM (W) 5 reels
(B) November. 1929, With Yakima Canutt.

The Feature

Key to Symbols
The following appear immediately after ths

title to indicate the nature of the production:
C—Comedy
D—Drama
CD—Comedy draii

F Farce
Mel—Melodrama
My—Mystery
Trav—^Travel
W Western

AT—All-talking
FT Part-talking
M^Music
E Sound effects

MC^^Musical comedy
O—Operetta
R Revue
S Singing

EXAMPLE: CAT, all-talking comedy. FMy-
AT, all-talking farce mystery. CD-AT. S, com-
edy drama, all-talking with singing.

(R) signifies release.

(NP) signifies picture was discussed in the
department. New Product (formerly T. O. Serv-
ice) in the issue indicated by the date.

NOTE: An asterisk preceding the ti:le in-

dicates either that there is a silent version or
that the picture was produced only in silenl
version. Pictures marked with an as:erisk which
have sound versions are indicated by the sound
symbols appearing after the title.

•TEXAS COWBOY. A (W) 5 reels
(R) February. 1030. With Bob Steele.

•THREE OUTCASTS (W) _ 5 reels
(R) September. 1929. With Yakima Canutt.

TWO O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING (My-AT) 7 reels
With Edith Roberts. Noah Beery, Margaret Livingston.

•UNKNOWN RIDER, THE (W)..._ 5 reels
(R) September. 1929. With Fred Church,

•WESTERN HONOR (W) 5 reels
(R) May, 1930, With Bob Steele.

•WESTERN METHODS (W) 5 reels
(B) December, 1929. With Fred Church.

Big 4 Corporation
Silent Sound

BAR L RANCH (W-AT) 5 reels
(R) July. 1930. Sound on film and disc. With
Yakima Canutt. BulTalo BiD, Jr., Wally Wales,
Ben Corbett, Fern Emmett, Betty Baker, Robert
Walker.

BEYOND THE RIO GRANDE (W-AT) 5 reels
(R) April. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Jack Perrin, Starlight, Franklyn Famum, Charline
Burt, Emma Tansey, Buffalo Bill, Jr., Pete Morri-
son, Henry Roquemore. Edmund Cobb, Henry Taylor.

CANYON HAWKS (W-AT) _ _ 5 reels
(R) August. 1930. Sound on film and disc. With
Yakima Canutt, Buzz Barton, Wally Wales, Robert
Walker, Robert Duim, Robert Reeves, Rene Bordon.

FIREBRAND JORDAN (W-AT) 5 reels
(R) June, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Lane Chandler, Alino Goodwin, Yakima Canutt,
Sheldon Lewis, Marguerite Ainslee, Tom London. Lew
Meehan, Frank YaconaUi. Alfred Hewston, Fred
Harvey. Cliff Lyons.

RIDIN' LAW (W-AT) _ 5 reels
(R) May. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Jack Perrin. Starlight. Yakima Canutt, Rene Bordon,
.Tack Mower. Ben Corbett. Bobert Walker. Fern
Emmett. Ppte Morrison, Olive Young.

TRAILS OF DANGER (W-AT)..._ 5 reels
(R) September, 1930. Sound on film and disc. With
Wally Wales, Virginia Browne Paire. Jack Perrin,
Bobby Dunn, Pete Morrison. Lew Meehan, Joe Rlck-
son, Frank Ellis, Buck Connor.

TAKE THE HEIR (C-ME) 6 reels
(R) January. 1930. With Edward Everett Horton.
Dorothy Devore. Frank Elliott. Edythe Chapman, Otis
Harlan. Kav Deslvs. Margaret Campbell.

WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT (C-ME) 6 reels
(R) March. 1930. With Walter Forde. Pauline
Johnson.

Running Time
The fixed speed for sound film is 90

feet per minute.
This makes the running time of 1,000

feet 11 to 11% minutes.
Knowing the length of a picture and

the running time per 1,000 feet, the run-
nine time of the picture can be easily

computed.
The variance in the speed at which

silent film is run through the projector
makes it difficult to compute the run-
ning time of a silent picture with any
decree of accuracy.

Projectors are now designed for a film
speed of 90 feet per minute—the same
as the fixed speed for sound film—but
the rate at which silent film is actually
run varies from 70 to 110 feet per min-
ute, and infrequently as high as 125 feet

per minute.

Chesterfield
Silent Sound

HOUSE OF SECRETS (D-AT) 6100
With Marcia Manning, Joseph Striker. Elmer Gran-
din. Herbert Warren, Francis M. Cerdi, Richard
Stevenson. Harry H. Southard, Edward Ringham.

LADIES IN LOVE (CD-AT) 6300
(R) May 15, 1030, With Alice Day, Johnny Walker,
THEME; A radio love story.

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT (MC) 6039
(R) February 15, 1930. Sound on disc and film.

With Suzanne Keener, Norman Foster, Doris Ran-
kin, Lester Cole, Abe Reynolds,, Hooper Atchley,
Burt Matthews, Dorothee Adams.
THEME: The story of a song writer, the girl he
loves, a selfish and designing mother and a cabaret
owner.

ColumLia
Silent Sound

•ACQUITTED (D-AT) 5781
(R) Octoljcr ie, 1929, With Lloyd Hughes.
Sam Hardv. Charles West, George Rigas, Charles
Wilson. Otto Hoffman.

•AROUND THE CORNER (C-AT) 6419
(R) April 25, 1930. With George Sidney, Charles
Murray, Joan Peers, Larry Kent, Charles Delaney,
Jess De Yorska. Fred Sullivan.
THEME: An Irish cop and a Jewish pawnbroker and
a prize flgh',.

•BROADWAY SCANDALS (D-AT) 6395
(K) November 10. 1929. With Sally O'Neil. Jack
Egan. Carmel Myers, Tom O'Brien. J. Barney Sherry,
John Hyams, Charles Wilson, Doris Dawson, Gordon
Elliott.

THEiO): Story of a boy singer, who is attracted
by a vamp stage star, who taltes him away from his
girl friend. But the girl makes good and wins her
lover away from the vamp.

•CALL OF THE WEST (D-AT) 6500
(R) April 15. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Dorothy Rcvier, Matt Moore, Katherine Clare Ward.
Tom O'Brien, Alan Roscoe, Vic Potel, Nick De
Ruiz. Joe De La Cruze. Blanche Rose. Ford West,
Gertrudp Bennett. Connie Le Mont, Buff Jones.
THEME: A love epic of the open spaces,

•COLLEGE COQUETTE (CD-AT) 5566 6149
(R) AiiRu.st 5. 1929. With Ruth Taylor, John Hoe-
land, WUliam ColUer. Jr., Jobyna Ralston, Edward
Plel, Jr.

THEME: A story of a girl who Idlls herself be-
cause her boy friend falls in love with another girl.

Story takes place on a college campus.
•FLYING MARINE (D-PT, ME) 5736 5951

(R) Jime 5. 1929. With Ben Lyon, Shirley Mason.
Jason Robards.
THEME: Story of one brother risking his life and
giving up the girl he loves for another brother.

•GUILTY? (D-AT) 6371
(R) March 3. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Virginia Valli, John Holland, John St, PoUs, Lydia
Knott, Erville Alderson, Richard Carlyle. Clarence
Muse. Eddie Clayton, Robert T. Haines, Frank
Fanning, Ed Cecil, Gertrude Howard.
THEME: A drama of social contrasts and adapted
from "Bla-ck Sheep."

•HURRICANE (D-AT) 5842 5735
(R) September 30, 1929. With Hobart Bostworth,
.Johnny Mack Brown, Leila Hyams, Allan Roscoe.
Tom O'Brien, Lelia Mclntyre, Joe Bordeaux and
Eddie Chandler.
TEEMD: Story of a father who offers his daughter
to a pirate to get revenge on his former wife. But
daring rescue follows when it is revealed that she is

his own daughter.
•LADIES OF LEISURE (D-AT) 9118

(R) April 5. 1930. (NP) April 19. 1930. Sound on
diso and film. With Barbara Stanwyck. Lowell
Sherman. Ralph Graves. Marie I»revost. Nance O'Neil,

George Fawcett, Johnnie Walker, Jtiliette Compton.
THEME: A drama of New York's gay social whirl.

Adapted from the David Belasco stage play by
Milton Herbert Gropper.

•LIGHT FINGERS (D-AT) 5578 570O
(R) .Tuly 29. 1929. With Ian Keith. Dorothy Revier,
C.n rroll Nye. Ralph Theodore. Tom Ricketts.

THEME: A story of a girl, who discovers a thief,

but saves him from the police to win his love.

•MEXICALI ROSE (D-AT) 5126 5735
(R) December 26. 1929. Sound on disc and film.

With Barbara Stanwyck, Sam Hardy, William Jan-
ney, Louis Nathea.ux, Arthur Rankin, Harry Vejar,
Louis King, Julia Beharano.
THEME: A drama of Old Mexico.

•MURDER ON THE ROOF (D-AT) -.5400
(R) .January 19, 1930. (NP) February 8. 1930.
With Dorothy Revier, David Newell, Raymond Hatton,
Edward Dohcrty.
THEME: A story of a lawyer, who is framed by
a crook, but whose daughter saves him by a clever

plot.

•PERSONALITY (CD-AT) 6304
(R) February 14. 1930. Sound on disc and film.

With Sally Starr. Johnny Arthur. Blanche Frederic!.

Frank Hammond. Buck Black. Lee Kohlmar. John
T. Murray, Vivian Oakland. George Pearce.
THEME: A comedy of married life.

•PRINCE OF DIAMONDS (AT) 6418
(R) March 26. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Aileen Pringle, Ian Keith. Fritzi Ridgeway, Tyrrell
Davis. Claude King. Tom Ricketts. E. Alyn Warren,
Gilbert Emery. Frederick Sullivan, Sybil Grove,
Colonel McDonnell, Joyzelle,
THEJfE: A romance of adventure.

•ROYAL ROMANCE, A (F-AT) 63S9
(R) March 17. 1930. Sound on disc and film.

With William Collier. .Jr.. Pauline Starke. Clarence
Muse. Ann Brody. Eugenie Besserer. Walter P.
Lewis. Betty Boyd, Ullrich Haupt, Bert Sprotte,
Dorothy De Borda.
THEME: A farce based on "Private Property."

SOLDIERS AND WOMEN (D-AT) 6671
(R) April 30; 1930. With Aileen Pringle. Grant
Withers. Helen Johnson, Walter McGrail, Emmett
Corrigan. Blanche Friderici. Wade Boteler, Ray
Largav. Willia.m Colvin. Sam Nelson.
THKI\€E; A story of the U. S. Marines in Haiti.

•SONG OF LOVE (D-AT) 7720
(R) November 25. 1929. With Belle Walker. Ralph
Graves. David Durand. Eunice Quedens. Arthur
Houseman, Charles Wilson.

•VENGEANCE (D-AT) _ 6169
(B) February 22, 1930. (NP) March 8. 1930.

Sound on disc and film. With Jack Holt. Dorothy
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Eerier, Phillip Strange, George Pearce, Hayden
Ste\enson, lima A. Harrison. Ernest A. Conly.

THBilE: A drama of revenge in the Congo.
•WALL STREET (D-AT) - _ 6336

(R) December 1, 1929. With Ralph Ince and Aileen
Prijigle.

First National
(Sound pictures are on disc only)

Silent Sound
BACK PAY (D-AT) 5672

(R) June 1, 1930. Sound on disc. With Corinne
Griffith. Grant Withers. Montagu Love, Hallam
Coolev. Geneva Mitchell, Vivian Oakland.

THE BAD MAN (WCD) _ _ _ _ 7007
(R) October 5, 1930. With Walter Huston, Dorothy
Revler. O. P. Heggie. Marion Byron, Sidney Black-
mer. James Remiie. GuJnn Williams. Arthur Stone,
Edward Lynch. Harry Semels. Erville Alderson.
THEJIE: A Mexican bandit tries to act as match-
maker. The humorous way he goes about it forms
the basis of the story.

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT (0) _ 7418
(R) June 22, 1930. (NP) June 14. 1930. Sound on
disc. With Virienne Segal. Walter Pidgeon. Ford
Sterling, Louise Fazenda. Lupino Lane, ilyma Ley,
Ai-n I'vinr Ham- Cmriing.

BRIGHT LIGHTS (CD-AT) 6416
(K) August 24. 193U. With Dorothy Mackaill. Frank
Fay. Noah Beery. Eddie Nugent. Inez Courtney, Tom
Dugan, James Murray. Frank BIcHugh. Daphne Pol-
lard. Jean Bary, Virginia Sale, Edmund Breese,
Philip Strange.
THEJIE: A chorus girl's rise to fame—from the
chorus, to a dancing role in a dive in Africa, to hula
dancing back in New York and finally to stardom
on Broadway.

•CARELESS AGE. THE, (CD-PT, ME) 6308
(R) September 16, 1929, With Douclas Fairbanks,
Jr., Loretta Yotuig. Carrael Mvers. Holmes Herbert,
Kennith Thomson. George Baxter. Wilfred Noy, Doris
Llovd. Ilka Chase. Ravmond Lawrence.
THEME: Story of a youth who falls in love with a
gold digger, who gives him the runaround.

COLLEGE LOVERS (CD-AT) _

(NP) August 30. 1930. With Marlon Nixon.
.Tack Whiting. Frank MoHugh. Guinn Williams,
Rir-hard Tucker, Wade Boteler, Phyllis Crane, Rus-
sell Hopkins.
THEME: A story of the love of two college foot-
ball players for one girl, and the near loss of a
game because of their tense rivalry.

DAWN PATROL. THE (D-AT) 9500
(NP) July 19, 1930. (R) August 10. 1930. With
Richard IBarthelmess. Douglas Fairbanks, ,Tr. , Neil
Hamilton. William Janncy. James Finlayson. Clyde
Cook. Gardner James. Edmund Breon. Frank Mc-
Hugh,, Jack Ackroyd. Harry Allen,
THEilE: A Squadron of youthful aviators risk their
lives with the British Air Forces. Barthelmess goes
up in place of young Fairbanks and sacrifices him-
self for love of his comrade.

•FAST LIFE (D-AT) 6702 7541
(R) September 29, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP)
October 5. 1929. With Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,

Loretta Young. Chester Morris. William Holden,
Frank Sheridan. Ray Hallor. John Sainpolls.
THEME: A boy and girl, secretly married, are ac-
cused of Improprieties, A fight ensues, and a friend
Is mortally shot. The boy. conrtcted of the murder.
Is doomed to execution when another friend con-
fesses to the crime.

•FLIRTING WIDOW. THE (D-AT) 6664
(K) May 11. 1930, Sound on disc. With Dorothy
Mackaill. Ba,sil Rathhone. William Austin. Leila
Hyams. Claude Gillingwater. Emily Fitzroy. Anthony
Bushell. Flora Bramley.
THEME: Tlie amtising complications cau'^ed when
a sninster announces the death of a phantom hus-
band in order that her youncer sister may marry.

•FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS (D-AT) 6950
(R) November 11. 1929. Sound on disc. (NP)
January 4. 1930. With Colleen Moore, Frederic
March, Raymond Hackett.
THEME: The story of an Irish girl posing as a
French actres,''. who finds her sweetheart is a crook,
and later weds a rich admirer.

•FORWARD PASS (CD-AT. S) 4920 7246
(R) November 10, 1920, Sound on disc. With
Douglas Fairbanks. .Tr.. I^oretta Young. Guinn Wil-
liams. Peanuts Byron. Phyllis Crane. Bert Rome.
Lane Chandler. Allen Lane. Floyd Shackleford,
TFIEIME: The story of a boy who resolves to quit
football but. urged on by the girl of his dreams,
wins the honors for his college.

FURIES (D-AT) 6606
(R) March 16. 1930, Sound on disc. With H. B.
Warner, Lois Wilson. Jane Winton, Purnell Pratt,
Natalie Moorhead,

GIRL FROM WOOLWORTH'S (D-AT) 6171
(R) October 27. 1929. With Alice White. Charles
Delaney. Wheeler Oakman. Ben Hall. Rita Fl.vnn,
Gladden .Tames. Bert Moorehead. Patricia Caron,
William Olmond. Mllla Davenport,
THEJrE: Pat Is separated from her first love. Bill
Harrigan. and goes in a night club as an enter-
tainer. After a bit of trouble BiU succeeds In
winning Pat back

•GREAT DIVIDE (MEL-AT) 6722
(TOS) Nov. 16. 1929. (NP) March 1, 1930. With
Dorothy Mackaill. Ian Keith, Lucien Littlefleld. Ben
Hendricks. Myma Loy, Frank Tang. Creighton Hale,
Gf-orge Fawcett. .Tean Laverty, Claude Gillingwater,
Roy Stewart, James Ford.
THEME: A boy steals a girl to make her love him.
His plot proves successful after three days.

•HARD TO GET (CD-AT) 5981 7324
(TOS) Sept. 28, 1929. With Dorothy Mackaill,
Jlmmle Finlayson, Louise Fazenda, Jack OaWe. Ed-
mund Bums. Clarissa Selwynne. Charles Delaney
THEME: A (drl meets two boys, one's rich, the
other poor. The poor proves to be her man.

•HER PRIVATE LIFE (D-AT) 6488
(R) August 25. 1929. With Bllllc Dove. Walter Pid-
geon. Holmes Herbert, Montagii Love, Roland West,
Thelma Todd, Mary Forbes, Brandon Hurst, ZaSu
Pitts.

THEME: I.ady Helen attempts to kill herself when
she catches the man she loves cheating In a card
game. He explains later that he did It to shield
bit sister.

•HOUSE OF HORROR (MyC-ME) 5919
(Ul April 23. 1929. With Louise Fazenda, (Chester
Conklln, James Kord, Thelma Todd, William V
Mong. Emilc Chauiard, William Orlamond, Dale
Fuller. Tenan Holtz.
THK.ME: Two country hicks visit their uncle who
owns an antlaue shop In which many mysteries occur.

•IN THE NEXT ROOM (My-AT) 7498
(R) January 26, 1930. (NP) April 10, 1930 with
Jack Mulhall, Alice Day, Robert O'Connor, .Tohn S.
Polls, Claude Alllaler, Aggie HcrrlnK, DeWitt Jen-
nings, Web«tCT C»mDb«ii 'Aiclen PrevaJ.

THEME: Jack, a young reporter, helps solve the
mysteries in the home of his sweetheart, Alice.

•LILIES OF THE FIELD (D-AT) _ _ — S996
(B) January 6, 1930. (NP) March 1. 1930.

With Corinne GiifBth, John Loder, Freeman Wood,
Patsy Paige, Erve Southern, Rita LeRoy, Jean Barry,
Betty Boyd, Mary Boley, Virginia Bruce.
THEME: Mildred's husband divorces her and takes
their child. Mildred makes a living by working in

a cafe. Her child dies and she marries Ted.
•LITTLE JOHNNY JONES (D-AT) 6621

(R) November 17. 1929. (NP) February 13, 1930.

With Eddie Buzzel, Alice Day, Edna Murphy, Rob-
ert Edeson, Wheeler Oakman, Donald Reed.
THEilE: Johnny rides his sweetheart's horse and
loses. They think he framed to lose and the Rider's
club suspends him. He comes back and wins the
biggest race of the year.

•LOOSE ANKLES (CD-AT) 6 1 90
With Loretta Young. Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. Louise
Fazenda. Ethel Wales. Otto Harlan. Daphne Pollard,
Inez Courtney, Norman Douglas, Eddie Nugent. Ray-
mond Keane.
THEME: Story of a girl who is bequeathed a million
dollars providing she marries the man her aunt con-
sents to. And what a time she has getting lier man.

•LOVE RACKETT, THE (D-AT) _ 6118
(R) December 8, 1929. With Dorothy Mackaill. Sid-
ney Blackmer. Edmund Bums, Myrtle Stedman.
Alice Day. Edith Yorke, Martha Mattox, Edward
Davis, \Vebster Campbell, Clarence Burton, Tom
Mahoney, Jack Curtis.
THEME: A story of a girl who reveals her past
wrongs in order to save an innocent girl from a man
she killed. But her lover asks her to marry him
anvwuv,

•MOST IMMORAL LADY, A (D-AT) _ _...7I45

(R) September 22. 1929. With Leatrice Joy, Walter
Pidgeon. Sidney Blackmer, Montague Love, Josephine
Dunn. Robert Edeson, Donald Reed, Florence Oak-
ley. Wilson Benge.
THEJIE: Story of a girl who blackmails a rich
banker and then falls in love with his son. The
father forbids the boy to see the girl. Later the
two meet in Paris and riiarry.

MURDER WILL OUT (My-AT) 6200
(R) April 6. 1930, Sound on disc. WUh Jftck
Mulhall. Lila Lee, Noah Beery, Malcolm MacGregor,
.Mec R. FrancFs.

NAUGHTY FLIRT. THE (CD-AT, S) _ _ 5187
(11) September 21. 1930. With Alice White. Paul
Page, Robert Agnew. Myma Loy, Douglas Gilmore,
George Irving,
thjdJIE: Ali"e White gets her man, but not before
several interesting and exciting events take place to
prevent this.

•NO, NO NANETTE (MC) 9100
(NP) January 11, 1930, With Bernlce Claire. Alex-
ander Gray. Lucien Littlefleld, Louise Fazenda,
Lilyan Tashman, Mildred Harris.
TTIKME: Two m.arried men, with strict wive?^. se-
cretly consent to back a show for a boy and girl

who Intend to marry. The wives hear of the work,
but It ends happily.

NOTORIOUS AFFAIR, A (CD-AT) 6218
(R) May 4. 1930. (NP) May 3. 1930. Sound on
disc. With Billie Dove. Kenneth Thompson. Basil
Rathhone. K.tv Francis. IMontngu Tx)ve. Philip
.Strange. Gino Corrado. Elinor Vandivere.
THEME: She was the daughter of luxury, he a mu-
sical genius. Though she belonged to him. he be-
longed to the world. It is a story of how she saved
him from himself—for herself.

NUMBERED MEN (D- PT) 5942
(11) September 7. 1930. With Conrad Nagel. Ber-
nlce Claire. Raymond Hackett. Ralph Ince, Tully
Marshall. Maurice Black. William Holden. George
Cooper. Frederick Howard, Blanche FredericI, Ivan
Linow .

THEME: A JaJlbreak at prison results in some un-
pleasant moments for some of the characters involved
in the prisoner's lives,

ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S (CD-AT)...- - - 5769
(Rl September 14. 1930. With Billie Dove, Douglas
Fairbanks. .Tr, . Helen Ware, TtUly Marshall, James
Crane . Claude King.
THEME: A young architect, son of a convict, is

kept on the straight road but goes to jail anyway
in defense of his sweetheart who has committed
murder. But unknown circumstances bring about his
rcleasf^

•OTHER TOMORROW (D-AT) 5800
(It) .Tnnunry 19. 1930. With Billie Dove. Grant
Withers. Kenneth Thomson, Frank Sheridan. Otto
Hoffm an. William Grainger Scott Seaton.
THEME; Storv of a girl who marries another man
when her sweetheart quarrels with her. But in the
end she goes to her former lover and admits her
love,

•PAINTED ANGEL (D-AT) _ 6470
(R) December 1, 1929, With Billie Dove. Edmund
Lowe, George JMacFarlane. J. Farrell MacDonald,
Cissy F^tzTerald. Nellie Bly Baker. Will Stanton,
Norma Selbv. Douglas Gerrard, Shep Camp, Peter
H'ggins. Red Stanley.

•PARIS (D-AT) 9007
(R) November 24. 1929. With Irene Bordon!. Jack
Buchanan. Louise Closser Hale, Jason Robards,
M-TL-an't Fielding, ZnSu Pitts.

THEME: A young chap goes to Europe and falls
In love with a dancer. His mother attempts to
break the affair. The girl overhears the plot and
gives the bov the air,

•PLAYING AROUND (D-AT) 5972
(NP) April 5. 1930. With Alice White, Chester
IMorris, William BakewelL Richard Carlyle. Marion
Bryon, Maurice Black. Lionel Belmore, Shep Camp,
Ann Brodv, Nellie V, Nichols.

RIGHT OF WAY. THE (D-AT) 6142
(R) October 19. 1930, With Conrad Nagel. Loretta
Young. Fred Knhler. William Janney. George Pearce,
Dmmett King, Harry Cording. Brandon Hurst. HoUi-
welt Hobbes. Olive Tell, Yola D'Avril. Snitz Ed-
wirdg,
THEArE: A brilliant lawyer becomes a victim of
amnesia as a result of a fight. How his life while
In this state affects his real life forms the theme
of the slorv.

•ROAD TO PARADISE (D-AT) _,. 6935
(R) .Tuly 20. 1930. With Loretta Young. .Tack
Mtilhall. George Barraud. Ravmond ITatton, Kathlyn
Williams. Dot Farley. Winter Hall. Ben Hendricks,
Tr . Georgette Rhodes. Purnell Pratt. Fred Kelsey.
THEME: Loretta Young, In a dual role, Imper-
Bonafes a society girl and robs her wall safe. She
Is caught but not prosecuted, and thereby hangs
the tale,

•SALLY (D-AT) 9277
(R) January 12, 1930, With Marilyn Miller. Alex-
ander Gray, .Toe E, Brown. T. Roy Barnes, Pert
Kelton. Ford .Sterling. Maude iHiraer Gordon, Nora
Lane. E, J, Radclifl-e. Jack Duffy.
THEME: A former waitress makes good as a Follies
dancpr and wins the man she loves.

•SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD (D-AT) _ 7213
(R) April 20, 1930. (NP) Mav 10, 1930. Sound
on disc. With Alice White. .Tack Mulhall, Ford
Storlin? Blan^-he .'5wpet, .Tohn MIMnn. Virirlnia Sale,
Spec O'Donnell, Lee Shumway, Herman Bing,

TIIEMB: The story of a girl who, when starred,
becomes unbearably temperamental. Shown the
stupidity of her attitude by her sweetheart, she goes
hdck to work and becomes a spectacular success.

•SI N FLOOD (D-AT) _

(R) 1930. Sound on disc. With Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. Dorothy Revler, Noah Berry, Anders Randolph.

•SMILING IRISH EYES (D-AT) _...7932 8550
(E) July 28, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP) Septem-
ber 7, 1929. With Colleen Moore, James Hall,
Claude GilUngwater, Robert Homans, Aggie Herring,
Betty Francisco, Julanne Johnston, Robert O'Connor,
John Beck, Edward Earl, Tom O'Brien. Oscar Aplel.
THEME: The vicissitudes of a romance between an
Irish colleen and a young violinist.

•SON OF THE GODS (D-AT) _._ _ 8344
(E) March 9, 1930. Sound on disc. With Richard
Barthelmess, Constance Bennett, Dorothy Mathews,
Barbara Leonard, Jimmy Eagles, Frank Albertson.
Mildred Von Dorn, King Hoo Chang, Geneva Mitchell
THEMD: The heartbreaks of a young American who
has been reared by a Chinese.

•SONG OF THE FLAME (D-AT) 6503
(E) May 25, 1930. (NP) May 17, 1930. Sound
on disc. With Bernice Claire. Alexander Gray, Noah
Beery, Alice Gentle, Bert Roach, Inez Courtney,
Shep Camp, Ivan Linow.
THEME: A story of a scheming revolutionist In
Russia.

SPRING IS HERE (MC) 6386
(R) April 13. 1930. Sound on disc. With Lawrence
Gray, Bernice Claire, Alexander Gray, Louise Fazenda,
Ford Sterling, Inez Courtney.

•SQUALL, THE (D-AT) _.7085 9456
(E) May 26, 1930. Sound on disc. (NP) June
29, 1929. With Myrna Loy. Alice Joyce, Richard
Tucker, Carroll Nye. Loretta Young.
THEMID: The story of a gypsy girl who. fascinated
by a rich country gentleman, nearly ruins his home
life.

STRICTLY MODERN (CD-AT) _ 5632
(R) March 2. 1930. Sound on disc. With Dorothy
Mackaill. Sidney Blackmer, Julanne Johnston, War-
ner Richmond.

SWEET MAMA (CD-AT) _ _.._ 5012
(R) July 6. 1930. (NP) July 19. 1930. With Alice
White. David Manners. Rita Flynn. Kenneth Thomp-
son, Lee Moran, Lee Shumway, Lou Harvey, Eichard
Cramer, Robert Elliott.
THEME: Alice White rescues her boy friend from
the clutches of a gang of crooks.

SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES (D-AT) 7003
(R) June 15, 1030. (NP) July 5. 1930. Sound on
disc. With Billie Dove, Clive Brook. Sidney Black-
mer. Leila Hyams, John Loder, Craufurd Kent.

SYNTHETIC SIN (D.ME)...__ 6724 7035
(R) January 6. 1929. Sound on disc. With Col-
leen Moore. Antonio Moreno, Kathym SIcGuire,
Edythe Chapman, Montagu Love, Gertrude Astor,
Gertrude Howard, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Raymond
Tucker,
THEME; A stage-strack girl encounters gang life

In New York, and after experiences which lead almost
to a murder charge against her. she is freed to be-
come the wife of her sweetheart, a playwright.

TOAST OF THE LEGION (D-AT)
(R) Octobir 12. 1930. With Bemlce Claire. Walter
Pidgeon. Edward Everett Horton, Claude Gillingwater,
Franli McHugh, Judith Voseli. June Collyer, Albert
Gran, "G" Sisters.
THEJIE; A French mannequin becomes an opera
singer but loses her sweetheart, but she inadvertently
gets him back at a banquet in her honor,

TOP SPEED (C-AT) _ 7200
(R) August 4, 1930. (NP) September 6. 1930. With
Joe E. Brown. Bernice Claire. Jack Whiting, Frank
McHugh. Laura Lee. Rita- Flynn. Edmund Breese.
Wade Boteler. Cyril Ring, Edvrin Maxwell, Billy
Bletcher.
THEJIE: The .story of two clerks from Wall Street
who. on a vacation, decide to spend one night "in
the money,"

•TWIN BEDS (C-PT. ME) _ 5902 7266
(E) July 14, 1929. Sound on disc. With Jack
Mulhall. Patsy Ruth Jliler, Armond Kallz. Ger-
trude Astor, Knute Erickson, Edythe Chapman,
Jocelyn Lee, Nita Martan. ZaSu Pitts. Eddie Grib-
bon. Ben Hendricks, Jr., Carl Levines, Alice Lake,
Bert Roach.
THEJIE: A drunk, entering the wrong apartment
at night—the apartment of newlyweds—creates a
situation which nearly ends in estrangement of bride
and groom.

•TWO WEEKS OFF (CD-ME) _ 6701 8081
(R) Mav 12. 1929. Sound on disc. (NP) June 8
1929. With Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall, Ger-
trude Astor. Jimmy Finlayson. Kate Price. Jed
Prouty, Eddie Gribbon, Dixie Gay, Gertrude Mes-
slnger. 1 1

THEME: A comedy situation created by mistaken
identity In which a plumber is thought to be a
famous film star.

WAY OF ALL MEN. THE (D-AT) 6032
(R) August 3, 1930. With Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,
Dorothy Revier. Anders Randolf. Robert Edeson,
Henry Kolker, Noah Beery. Wade Boteler, WUliam
Orlamond. Ivan Simpson. WiUiam Courtney, Julanne
Johnston. Eddie Clayton.
THEJIE; In the face of an impending flood, a hand-
ful of trapped men alter their characters and swear
love for one another and extend forgiveness for past
wrongs. The flood is averted and the old characters
Ilmmediately appear and squabbling continues.

•WEDDING RINGS (D-AT) _ 6621
(R) December 14. 1929. (NP) May 17. 1930.
Sound on disc With H, B. Warner. Lois Wilson,
Olive Borden. Hallam Cooley, James Ford, Kathleen
Williams. Aileen Manning.
THEJIE: The efforts of two girls, one a senseless
flapper, the other a sane young woman, to win the
love of a wealthy clubman.

•YOUNG NOWHERES (D-AT) 5256 7850
(R) October 20. 1929. Sound on disc, (NP) No-
vember 23. 1929. With Richard Barthelmess. Marian
Nixon. Bert Roach, Anders Eandolf, Raymond
Turner. Joselyn Lee.
THEJIE; The romance of an elevator boy. and the
troubles encountered when he gives a party for his
sweetheart In the apartment of a wealthy tenant.

Fox
Silent Disc Film

•ARIZONA KID. THE (W-AT) 7902 7902
(E) April 27, 1930. (NP) Jlay 24, 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Warner Baxter. Mona Marls,
Carol Lombard. Theodor Von Eltz. Arthur Ston», Jlrs.

Junlnez, Walter P. liewis. Jack Herrlck. Wilfred
Lucas. Hank JIann. De Sacia Jlooers, Larry JIc-

Grafh. Jim Glbaon.
THEME: The exploits of a reckless, love making
bandit and two of his sweethearts, painted with
sweeping strokes against the brilliant t^ckground of
the old West.
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•BIG PARTY. THE (CD-AT, M) -....6656 6520

(K) FebruaiT 23, 1930. With Sue Carol, Walter
CaUett. Dixie Lee, FranS Albertsou. Hichard Keene,
Whispering" Jack Smith, Charles Judels, Douglas

Gllmore. Illia Chase. Dorothy Brown, Elizabeth
Patterson.

BIG TIME (D-AT) 8038 78IS
(Bl September 29, 1929. Sound on disc and film.
With Lee Tracy, Mae Clarke. Daphne Pollard.
Josephine Dunn. Stepin Fechit.
THEME; Hoofer teams up with another while wife
Ib 111. Wife goes to Hollywood, becomes star, he
drifts in as an extra, and she finds she still loves
him.

•BORN RECKLESS (D-AT) 7123 7123
(R) May 11, 1930. (NP) June 21. 1930. Sound on
disc and film. With Edmund Lowe. Catherine Dale
Owen, Warren Hymer, Marguerite Churchill, Lee
Tracy, William Harrigan, lioy Stewart, Frank Albert-
son. Paul I'age. Ferike Boros, Paul Poreasi, Joe
Brown, Eddie Gribben. Pat Somerset. Ben Bard,
Mike Donlan.
THEME; A portrayal of the bonds of gangdom and
their lifelong entanglement.

CAMEO KIRBY (D-AT)..._ _.._ 6078 6120
(R) January 12, 1930. (NP) February 13. 1929.
With J. Harold Murray. Norma Terris. Douglas
Gilmore. Robert Edeson. Charles Morton, Stepin
Fechit. John Hyams. Mmme. Daumery, Myma Loy,
Beulah Hall Jones.
THEME: The stormy life of a gambler who finally
wins the girl of his heart.

CHEER UP AND SMILE (CD-AT. S) 5730
(Rl June 22, 1030. With Dixie Lee. Olga Baclanova.
Johnny Arthur. John Darrow. Franklin Pangbom,
Arthur Lake, Whisperlns Jack Smith, Charles Judels.
Sumner Getchell, Buddy Jlessinger.
THESfE; A college boy finds night club life too
hectic and goes hnck to college and to his sweetheart.

•CHRISTIANA (D-PT) 7105 7911 7651
(B) December 15, 1929. With Janet Gaynor, Charles
Morton, Rudolph Schildkraut, Lucy Dorraine, Harry
Cording.
THEME: A bit of a Cinderella story. In which
marriage that mieht have been unhappy is avoided,
with a background of Holland and a circus.

•CITY GIRL (D-AT) 8217 6240 6171
(R) February 16, 1930. With Charles FarreU. Mary
Duncan. David Torrence. Edith Torke, Dawn O'Day.
Guiim Williams. Dick Alexander. Tom Magulre. Ed-
ward Brady.
THEME: A case of bringing the city to the old
farm, in the person of the farmer's daughter-in-law,
and Anally the couple decide to stay and help father.

•COCKEYED WORLD, THE (CD-AT) .9240 1 1 109 10702
(R) October 30. 1929. (NP) October 5. 1929.
With Victor McLaglen, Edmimd Lowe. Lily Damlta.
Leila Kamelly, El Brendel. Bobby Burns. Jeanette
Dagna. Joe Brown. Stuart Erwin. Ivan Linow, Jean
Bary.
THEME: Two marines constantly vleing with each
other over some girl.

COMMON CLAY (D-AT) 7961
(R) August 17. 1930. With Constance Bennett. Lew
Ayres, Tully Marshall. Matty Kemp. Purnell B.
Pratt. Ber^-l Mercer. Charles McNaughton. Hale
Hamilton. Genevieve Blinn. Ada Williams.
TPT^^nr,; \ dr.ima depicting the story of a girl's
struggle to overcome the stigma of her first sin.

•CRAZY THAT WAY (C-AT) 5800
(R) March 30, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Joan Bennett. Kenneth MacKenna. Regis Toomey,
Jason Robards, Sharon Lynn. Lumsden Hare. Baby
Mack.
THEME: The story of a young society girl who Is

much courted but neither loves nor is Interested In
any man—until the right ones arrives and she Is
forced to use all her wiles to win him.

DEVIL WITH WOMEN (D-AT) 7140
(R) With Victor JfcLaglen, Mona Maris.
THKME; The romance of a soldier of fortune in
Centrol Amprica.

•DOUBLE CROSS ROADS (D-AT) 5800 5800
(B) April 20, 1930. (NP) May 3. 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Llla Lee. Robert Ames,
Montagu Love, Ned Sparks. George McFarlane. Edith
Chapman, Tom Jackson, Charlotte Walker, William
y. Afong. Thomas .Jefferson.

THEME: The story of an ex-eonvlct, who has
determined to go straight, and his sweetheart, a
young cabaret singer, who outwit a gang of crooks
endeavoring to get the ex-convlct "ptill" one more
safe-cracking joh.

•FOUR DEVILS (D-PT, ME) 9496 9298 9295
(B) September 15. 1929. (NP) November 9. 1929.
With Janet Gaynor. Mary Duncan. Charles Morton,
Barry Norton. Farrell MacDonald, Nancy Drexel.
THEME: Circtis acrobats, brought up from childhood
together, eventually coming tn love each other, and
realizing It all the more after vampire steps into
picture.

•FROZEN JUSTICE (D-AT) 6129 7583 7368
(R) October 13. 1929. With T^onare Ulrio. Obert
PVazer, Louis Wolheim. Ullrich Haupt. Laska Winter.
Tom Patricola. All'-e Lake, Gertrude Astor. Adele
Windsor. Warren Heymer. Neyneen Farrell. Arthur
Stone .

THEJfE: Story oi the frozen north, unscrupulous
trader and an Eskimo.

•GIRL FROM HAVANA (D-AT) 6545 6060 5986
(R) September 22. 1929.^ With Paul Page. Lola
Lane, Natalie Moorheati. Renneth Thompson, Warren
Hymer. Joseph Girard, Adele Windsor.
THEMIE; Girl solves jewelry murder mystery, and
finally marries the son of the murdered man, who
was also looking for the crooks.

GOLDEN CALF, THE (MC) 6552
(B) March Ifi. 1930. Sound on disc and film.
With Jack Mulhall. Sue Carol, Walter Catlett, El
Brendel. Marjorie White, Richard Keene, Patil Page,
nka Chase.
THEME: An artist's secretary, secretly in love
with her employer, reverts from her puritanical ways
to become a daslilng model and by so doing be-
comes the artist's favorite.

GOOD INTENTIONS (Mel- AT) 6340
(B) June 29, 1930. (NP) AugU-st 2, 1930. With
Edmund Lowe, Marguerite Churchill, Regis Toomey,
Eddie Gribbon, Owen- Davis, Jr.. Earle Fox, Bobert
McWade, Henry Kolker, Pat Somerset. J. Carrol
Naish , (Georgia Caine, Hale Hamilton.
THEME: A gangster falls in love with his victim
and sacrifices himself.

HAPPY DAYS (MC) _ 7650 7514
(R) March 2. 1930. (NP) Fehniary 22, 1930,
Grandeur (wide film) version, 7514 feet. With
Charles FarreU, Janet GajTior, Will Bogers, El
Brendel. Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe, J. Harold
Murray. Jack Smith, David Rolling. Ann Pennington.
George Jessel, Sharon Lynn. WilUam Collier, James
Corbett.

HARMONY AT HOME (CD-AT) 6550 6395
(R) January 19. 1930. Marguerite Churchill, Charles
Eaton. Charlotte Henry. William CoUier. Sr.. Bex
BeU. Dixie Lee, Dot Farley. Elizabeth Patterson.

Clare Kununer. Edwin Burke. Elliott Lester, Charles
J. McGuirk.
THEME: Father's promotion makes family want to
put on ths ritz, which they do for a while, but
finally decide that the old way of living is best.

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES (CD-AT, S) _ _.._ 9238
(B) March 23, 1930. (NP) April 26, 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Janet Gaynor. Charles Far-
rell, William (Collier, Sr., Hedda Hopper, Lucien
Littlefleld. Louise Fazenda. Joyce Compton. Brandon
Hurst.
THEME: A musical romance In which the love of a
boy and girl reconcile their families, one a family
of aristocrats and the other a famiy of new rich.

•HOT FOR PARIS (CD-AT, S)..._ 5613 6639 6697
(B) December 22, 1929. (NP) January 11, 1929.

With Victor McLagen, Flfl Dorsay, El Brendel, Polly
Moran, Lennox Pawie, August ToUaire, George Faw-
oett, Charles Judels, Eddie Dillon, Rosita Marstini,
Agostino Borgato. Tola D'Avril, Anita Murray. Dave
VaUeg.
THEME: SaUor wins lottery and when they try to
find him to give him his prize money, he leads them
a merry chase, tliinking they want to jail him.

LAST OF THE DUANES (Mel-AT) 5500
(R) August 31, 1930. With George O'Brien. Lucile
Browne. Lloyd Ingraham. Jlyma Loy, Walter Mc-
Grail, James Bradburs', Jr., Blanche Frederici, Frank
Campeau, James Mason, Wiliard Robertson. Nat
Pendleton.
THEME: The romance of a heroic young outlaw
and the beautiful girl he daringly rescues from the

leader of a dangerous band of cattle thieves.

LET'S GO PLACES (CD-AT) - 6745 6620
(R) February 2. 1930. (NP) March 8. 1930. With
Joseph Wagstaff, Lola Lane, Sharon Lynn. Frank
Richardson. Walter Catlett, Dixie Lee. Charles Judels,

Ilka Chase. Larry Steers.

THEME: Mistaken identity and changed names
causes much misvmderstanding but it comes out all

right In the end.
•LONE STAR RANGER (W-AT) 5948 5904 5736

(R) January 5. 1930. With George O'Brien, Sue
Carol, Walter McGrail, Warren Hymer, RusseU
Simpson, Lee Shumwav, Rov Syewart, Colin Chase,
Richard Alexander, Joel Franz, .Toel Rickson, Oliver

Eckhardt, Caroline Rankin. Elizabeth Patterson.

THEMB: Bold, bad bandits brought to time by a
fast shootin' he-man. upholder of the law.

LOVE, LIVE AND LAUGH (D-AT, S) 8390 8217
(R) November 3. 1929. With George Jessel, Llla

Lee, David Rollins. Henry Kolker, Kenneth Mac-
Kenna, John Reinhart, Dick Winslow Johnson, Henry
Armetta, Marcia Manon, Jerry Mandy.
THEME: Italian goes to Italy, gets in the war, re-

turns home disabled and finds his wife, who thought
him dead, married to another.

•LUCKY STAR (D-PT, ME) 8824 8940 8644
(R) August IS. 1929. (NP) September 28. 1929.

With Charles Farrell. Janet Gaynor, Hedwlga Relcher,

Guinn (Big Boy) Williams. Paul Fix. Gloria Grey.
Hector V. Samo.
THEME: Hero and coward In the war. Hero
wounded. Gird falls In love with him. but mother
wants her to marry coward. Hero gets well, and
everything is lovely.

MAN TROBULE (D-AT) 7890

(R) AuguFt 24. 1930. With Jfilton Sills. Dorothy
">r-,ekaill. Kenneth MacKenna. Sharon Lynn, Roscoe
Karns, Oscar Apfel, .Tames Bradbury, Jr.. Harvey
riJTk. Edvthe Chnnman. Lew Harvey.
THEME; The uniaue position of a girl beiiig in

debt to a gangster because he had saved her life.

MARRIED AT HOLLYWOOD (D-AT. S) 10064 9747

(R) October 27. 1929. Sound on disc and film.

Part color. (NP) January 18. 1930. With Harold
Murray. Norma Terris. Walter Catlett. Irene Palaska.

Tom Patriocola, Lennox Pawle. John Garrick.

THEME: Heir to throne wishes to marry American
girl. Mother objects and ptits things in his way but

he finally has his wish, becoming player in picture

In which she stars.

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN (CD-AT) 7438 7246

(R) February 9, 1920. With Kenneth McKenna.
Frank Albertson. Paul Page. Walter McGrail, War-
ren Hymer Farrell MacDonald, Stuart Erwin. George

La Giiere, Ben Hendricks, Jr.. Charles Gerard. Pat
Somerset. , . j. ., , ,,

TTTOME: Fourteen men trapped in a disabled sub-

marine. ^
MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930 (R) - 7522

(B) Mav 4, 1930. (NP) June 28. 1930. Sound on
film. With El Brendel, Marjorie White, William
Collier. Jr.. Noel Francis, Frank Richardson, Miriam
Seegar.
THEJIE: Fascinating, fervent youth at play, with

plentiful Interludes of bright comedy and romance.

Fun and fast-stepping action against the background
of a Broadway show.

NIX ON DAMES (D-AT, S) - 6236 6071
(R) November 24. 1929. With Mae Clarke, Robert
Ames, William Harrigan, Maude Fulton, George Mao-
Farlane, Camille Rovelle. Grace Wallace. Hugh Mc-
Cormack. Benny Hall, Gilly Colvin, Frederick Graham,
Louise Beaver.
THEME: Two-man acrobat team has difrerences

over same girl, but happiness comes to aU in the end.

NOT DAMAGED (D-AT. M) 6866
(B) May 25, 1930. (NP) June 14. 1930. Sound on
film. With Lois Moran, Walter Byron, Robert Ames.
Inez Courtney. George "Red" Corcoran, Rhoda Cross.

Ernest Wood.
THEME: A poor, hard working youth may not
always have a heart of gold—and a wealthy young
man-about-town may not always be a botmder.

•ON THE LEVEL (CD-AT) _ 5813
(R) Sound on disc and film. (NP) July 19. 1930.

With Victor McLaglen, Lllyan Tashman, William
Harrigan, Arthur Stone, Leila Mclntyre, Mary Mc-
Alister, Ben Hewlett, Harry Tenbrook, R. O. Pennell.

THEME: The story of a steel worker who becomes
Infatuated by a beautiful woman and thereby in-

volved in a real estate racket.

ON YOUR BACK (D-AT) - .6600

(H) September H. 1930. With Irene Rich. Ray-
mond Hackett, H. B. Warner. Marion Shilling.

Wheeler Oakman. Ilka Chase, Charlotte Henry, Rose
Dinne, Arthur Hoyt.
TITRAfE: The story of mother love for her only son
and her de,slre to see that he receives all the advan-
tages of life.

•ONE MAD KISS (D-AT. M) 5766
(R) July 13, 1930. (NP) July 26, 1930. Sound on
disc and film. With Don Mojlca. Mona Maris, An-
tonlo Moreno, Tom Patricola.
THEME: Romance of a political outlaw leading a
sucessful revolt against a tyrannical dictator and
winning the love of a beautiful dancer in a Latin
country.

•RIVER. THE (D-PT, ME) 6536 6807 6597
(R) October 6. 1929. (NP) November 23. 1929,

With Clharles Farrell, Mary Dimcan, Ivan Linow.
Margaret Mann, Aldredo Sahato.
THEMB: The part the river plays in the lives of

a man and a maid, including a whirlpool and a

murder.

ROMANCE OF RIO GRANDE (D-AT, S)..7757 8862 8652
(B) November 17, 1929. With Warner Baxter. An-
tonio Moreno, Mary Duncan, Mona Maris, Robert
Edeson, Agostino Borgato, Albert Roccardl. Mrs. Jlm-
inez. Majel Coleman, Charles Byers, Merril MoCor-
mick,
THEME: College bred son of a Mexican mother
and American father is attacked by bandits. Taken
to grandfather's ranch, where there is a clash between
grandfather and nephew.

ROUGH ROMANCE (D-AT, S) 4800
(B) ilay 18, 1930. With George O'Brien. Helen
Chandler. Antonio Moreno. Noel Francis. Eddie Bor-
den, Harry Cording. Roy Stewart. David Hartford,
Frank Lannlng.
THDAIE: The life and death struggle between two
men of the great open spaces; one a stalwart young
lumberjack, the other a menacing desperado—and the
love-inspired bravery of a lonely woodland lass.

•SALUTE (D-AT) _ _ 6438 7678 772T
(R) September 1. 1929. (NP) October 26. 1929.

With George O'Brien, William Janey, Frank Albert-
son, Lumsden Hare, Stepin Fechit, David Butler,

Rex Bell, John Breedon.
THEME; One brother at West Point, the other at
Annapolis.

SEA WOLF, THE (D-AT) 8000
(R) September 21, 1930. With Milton Sills, Jane
Keith, Ravmund Hackett, Mitchell Harris. Nat Pen-
dleton, John Bogers, Harold Kiimey. Sam Allen.

Harry Tenbrook.
THEME: The experiences of a woman, a boy whom
she is trying to save from going to the dogs and a
ci-uel sea captain. ^^

•SEVEN FACES (D-AT) 8219 775T
(R) December 1. 1929. With Paul Muni. Mar-
guerite Churchill, Lester Lonergan. Eugenie Besserer,

Gustav von Seyffertltz, Bussell Gleason, Walter
Rogers,

SKY HAWK (D-AT) 6966 7100 692T
(R) January 29, 1930. With .John Garrick. Helen
Chandler, Gilbert Emery, Leimox Pawle, Lunsden
Hare, BiUy Bevan, Daphne PoUard, Joyce Compton.
THEME: Lone pilot in combat with giant dirigible

proves his courage.

SO THIS IS LONDON (C-AT) 8298 829S

(R) June 8. 1930. (NP) May 31, 1930. Sound on
disc and film. With Wm Rogers, Irene Rich, Frank
Albertson, Maureen O'Sullivan, Lumsden Hare.
Martha Lee Sparks. Mary Forbes, Dorothy Christy,

Ellen Woodsten.
THEMB: A story of misunderstandings between
Americans and Britons, with many pierced shafts

thrown in, but ending in a happy compromise and
mutual understanding.

SONG OF KENTUCKY. A (D-AT) 7519 7281

(R) November 10. 1929. With Lois Moran. Joe

Wagstaff. Dorothy Burgess, Douglas Gilmore, Hedda
Hopper, Edward Davis, Herman Bing. Bert Wood-
ruff. ^ . ,.

THEME : Race track romance centered ansuca the

Kentucky Derby.

SONG 0' MY HEART (D-AT, S) .77«
(E) Seritember 7, 1930. With .John MoCormaek.
Alice .Tovce, Maureen O'Sullivan. Jean Clifford. J.

M. Kerrigan. .John Garrick. Edwin Schneider, Far-

rell Macdonald. EfRe Elsler. Emily Fitzroy, Abdrea

de Regurola, Edward Martindel.
THEME: A story laid tn the Ireland of beauty,

tradition and sentiment.

SOUP TO NUTS (C-AT) .^ -^ ..=...6340

IR) September 28, 1930. With Ted Healy. Frances

McCov Stanley Smith, Lucile Browne, Charles Win-
ninaer,' Hallam Cooley, George Bickel, William H.
Tooker.
TH35ME: A sentimental love story between two ae-

ligbtful vounffsterg played against a background of

farce, wit and downright "nut" humor.

SOUTH SEA ROSE (D-AT) ...6489 «35S

(B) December 8, 1929. With Lenore Ulnc. Charles

Bickford. Kenneth McKenna, Farrell MacDonald.

Elizabeth Patterson, Tom Patricola, Ilka Chase,

George MacFariane, Ben Hall. Daphne Polard. Roscoe

Ates, Charlotte Walker, Emil Chautard,

•SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS (D-AT). ..---. —--7400
(R) March 10, 1930. (NP) March 15. 1930 With
Warner Baxter, Catherine Dale Owen, Albert tontl,

Hedda Hopper. Claude Allister. Bela Lugosti

THEME; Uglv but wealthy man has his face re-

made by a plastic surgeon to win the love of the

girl he loves.

•SUNNY SIDE UP (D-AT) ^^--iv--.^ '""
(R) December 29, 1929. Sound on film. With Janet

Ga.vnor. Charles Farrell. Sharon Lynn, Frank Rich-

ardson, El Brendel. Marjorie White. .Toe Brown,
Marv Forbes. Alan Paull, Peter Gawthome.
THEME: Wealthy young man. after wondering what

it Is all about, comes to the realization th!st he really

loves the East Side girl.

•TEMPLE TOWER (Mel-AT) 5200 5200
(B) April 6, 1930. Sotmd on disc and film. With
Kenneth MacKenna, Marceline Day, Henry B. Wal-
thall, Cyril Chadwick. Peter Gawthome. Ivan Linlow.

Frank Lannlng. ^ ^ , . i

THEME; The breaking up of a sinister band of jewel

thieves, led bv an Apache, the Masked Stranger,

by a dauntless young man and operators from Scot-

land Yard.

THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS (CD-AT) 8602
(R) September 8, 1929. Sound on disc and fUm.

(NP) December 7. 1929. With Will Rogers. Irene

Rich, Marquerlte Churchill, Flfl Dorsay, Owen Davis.

Ivan Lebedetf. Rex Bell, Christiane Ives, Edgar Ken-
nedy, Marcelle Corday, Marcia Manon, Theodore Lodl,

Bob Kerr, Andre Cheron, Gregory Gay.
THEME; Oil is discovered, and then the family has

to go to Paris. The mother wants the daughter to

marry a marquis, but they all see the folly involved

and the worth of the old home town.

•THREE SISTERS (D-AT) —
Sound on film. With June CoUyer, Tom Dresser.

Louise Dresser. Kenneth McKeima. Joyce Compton.
Addie McPhail^ Clifford Saum, Paul Porcasl, John
Sain polia, Sidney DeGrey.
THEJ^IE; Three sisters, two of whom marry and the
third studies opera. War breaks out, trouble ensues,

but after the armistice, everything Is righted and
happiness conies.

•TRENT'S LAST CASE (My-PT, ME)....5809 5894
(R) May 31. 1929 Sound on film. With Raymond
Griffith, Raymond Hatton, Marceline Day, Donald
Crisp, Lawrence Gray. Nicholas Soussanin, Anita
Garvin. Ed Keimedy.

WOMEN EVERYWHERE (Mel-AT, S) - 7500
(R) .Tune I. 1930. With J. Harold Murray. Flfl

Dorsay. Clyde Cook, George Grossmith, Walter Mc-
Grail. Rose Dione, Ralph Kellard.
THEME: A romantic story of love and gun-running
in Morocco.

•WHY LEAVE HOME (MC) _ _ - 6388
(B) August 25, 1929. With Walter Catlett, Sue
Carol, David Rollins, Richard Keene. Dixie Lee,
Nick Stuart, Jean Bary. Ilka CJhase,
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WILD COMPANY (Mel- AT) 6666
(K) . (NP) July 2G. 1930. With Frank Albert-
son. EL B. W.iruer. Sharon Lynn, Joyce Conipton,
Claire McDowell, Frances McCoy, Richard Keene,
KenneUi Thomson, Mildred Van Dorn, Bela Lugosi.
Bobby Callahan, George Fawcett.
THEME: A pleasure loving young man gets en-
tangled with a gang of racketeers and a murder. His
father's self-condemnation saves him and reunites him
with his sweetheart.

International Photo Plays
Silent Sound

AFTER THE VERDICT (ME) 7174
(R) June 1, li)3U. With Olga Tschechowa.

CRIMSON CIRCLE, THE (PT, M) _ 6800
(R) Februarj- 1, 1930. With Stewart Rome.

DARK RED ROSES (AT) _ 5747
(R) March 1, 1930. With Stewart Rome.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Silent Sound

•ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE (MEL-AT) 8000
(R) January 26, 1929. (NP) March 9. 1029. With
Wliliani Haines, Karl Dane. Lionel Barrymoe, Leila
Hyams. TuUy Marshall, Howard Hickman. Billy
Butts , Evelyn Mills.
THEME: A successful bank crook goes straight for
the girl he loves and marries.

•ANNA CH RISTIE (D-AT) 6700
(R) February 21. 1930. (NP) February 13, 1930.
Sound on disc. With Greta Garbo. Charies Bickford,
George Marion. Marie Dressier.
THEJIE: A girl, who lived a life of hardsliips, goes
to her drunken father, who is a sea captain. Here
she meets the man she loves and marries him.

•BELLAMY TRIAL. THE (D-AT) _ 7542
(R) March 2. 1929. (NP) AprD 13. 1929. Sound
on disc and film. With Leatrice Joy, Betty Bronson.
Edward Nugent.

BIG HOUSE, THE (D-AT)..„ 7901
(R) June 21. 1930. (NP) July 5. 1930. Sound on
disc and film. With Wallace Beery, Chester Morris.
Robert Montgomery. Karl Dane, lievrts Stone. Ijella
Hyams.
THEME: A gripping story of convict life and at-
tempted escape from a big prison.

•B'SHOP MURDER CASE, THE (Mel-AT) 5727 7901
(R) January 3. 1930. Sound on film and disc. With
Basil Rathbone. LeUa Hvams. Raymond Hackett,

,

Polly Moran, Charles Quartemalne.
THEME: Several suspects in a murder case. Philo
Vance, young attorney, finds the guilty party after
many sleepless nights.

•BROADWAY MELODY, THE (MC) 5943 9372
(R) March 9. 1929. (NP) April 20, 1929. Sound
on disc. With Anita Page, Bessie Love, Jed Prouty,
Kenneth Thomson, Edward DUlon, Mary Doran,
Eddie Kane. J. Emmett Beck. Marshall Ruth.
THEME: A song writer gets a Job for his sweetie
and sister in a Broadway show. The act is cut out
and one sister left out. Then the writer realizes that
he loves the other sister. But they're all reunited
after a bit.

CALL OF THE FLESH (D-AT) 9178
(R) Augtist 16. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Ramon Novarro. Dorothy .Tordon. Renee Adoree.
Ernest Torrence. Nance O'Neill. Marie Dressier.
THEME: The romantic career of a young Spanish
student with an operatic voice.

CAUGHT SHORT (CAT) _ 6873
(R) May 10, 1930. (NP) June 28. 1930. Sound OQ
disc and film. With Marie Dressier, Polly Moran,
Anita Page. T. Roy Barnes, Owen Ijee.

THDME: Two housewives caught in the stock market

•CHASING RAINBOWS (CD- AT) _ _.8IOO
(R) January 19. 1930. (NP) March 1, 1930.
Scond on film and disc. With Bessie Love, Charles
King, Jack Benny. George K. Arthur, Polly Moran.
Gwen Lee. Nita Marfan. Eddie Phillips. Marie
Dressier.

THEME: A vaudeville team Is broken after many
years together. The male part marries another woman.
Their marriage goes wrong and the original pair get
together again.

•CHILDREN OF PLEASURE (CD-AT) 6400
(R) April 12. 1930. Sound on dlso and fUm. With
Lawrence Gray, Helen Johnson. Gwynne Gibson,
Benny Rubin.
TH3;ME: a New York song writer finds disappoint-
ment in bis love for a society girl and turns to a girl
of his own set.

•CHINA BOUND (CD) _ 6000
(R) May 18, 1929. With Karl Dane, George K.
Arthur. Polly Moran, Josephine Dunn. Hatty Woods.
Carl Stockdale.
THEME: The boss fires Eustis because he loves
his daughtsr. The boss" daughter is sent on a trip
to China. Eustis also goes on the same boat. A
revolution starts and Eustis saves the girl.

DEVIL MAY CARE (D-AT) 8813
(R) February 7. 1930. Sound on film and disc.
With Ramon Novarro. Dorothy .Jordan, John Mlljan,
Marion Harris. WUllam Humphrey. George Davis,
CUfford Bruce.
THEME: A soldier who is to be shot, escapes and
marries the girl who tried to give him up to the
police.

•DIVORCEE. THE (CO-AT) 7533
(R) April 2B, 1930. (NP) April 12, 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With Norma Shearer, Chester
Morris, Robert Montgomery, Zelda Sears, Mary Doran.
J'iiJr,>rp;: Emotional experience of a young woman
who \i divorced from her huiiband.

•DYNAMITE (D-AT) 10771 11550
(R) December 13. 1929. (NP) .January 4. 1930.
Sound on disc. With Charles Bickford. Kay John-
son. Conrad Nagel, .TuIIa Faye.
TKFrsm: Rich girl marries doomed man so .she can
lnh<;rit money. But the man is freed and the girl
ii-nm" fr> lov" him.

•FLORADORA GIRL. THE (C-AT, S) 7260
(R) May 31, 1830. (NP) Juno 7. 1930. With Marion
Dav1e«.
THEXTO: A love story of old New York In the gay
nineties.

•FREE AND EASY (C-AT) .._ 5240 8413
(R) March 22. 1930. (NP) April 28. 1930. Sound
on disc .-ind film. With Buster Keaton. Anita Page.
Trixle Frignnza. VMben Montgomery, Marion Schll-
jlng. Owen T>K»,.

THEArE: Story of a girl who seeks fame In Holly-
wood, with a manager who Is continually getting Into
trouble.

•GIRL IN THE SHOW, THE (CD-AT) 6163 7574
(B) August 31. 1929 (NP) August 31. 1929
Sound on film and disc. With Bessie Love and
Charlea King.
THBMT): A girl who gets Jealous because she Is
t«ken from the mar ro)e and marries the manajter
to get revenge on blm.

..8100GOOD NEWS (MC) _
Uv) August 23. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Mary l>a\vlor. Stanley Smith. Bessie Love. Gus Shy.
Cliff Edwards. Delmcr Daves.
TH33ME: A fast musical comedy adapted from the
stage hit of the same name.

•GIRL SAID "NO," THE (CD-AT) 5722 8382
(R) March 15. 1930. (NP) April 12, 1930. Sound
on dlso. With William Haines, Leila Hyams, Phyllis
Crane, Willard Mack.
THEME: Misadventures of a young college gradu-
ate seeking to establish himself in the business world,
and to win the girl of his choice,

•HALLELUJAH (D-AT, S) _ 6570 9555
(R) November 30, 1929. (NP) January 18, 1930.
Sound on disc With Mae McKinney. William
Fountaine. Daniel L. Haynes. Harry Gray. Fannie
Bell De Knight. Everett McGarrity, Victoria Spivey.
Milton Dlckerson.
THEME: A singer, accused of murder, turns evan-
gelist and preaches against the type of girl he once
loved.

•HIS GLORIOUS NIGHT (D-AT) 5353 7173
(B) September 28, 1929. (NP) October 26, 1929.
Sound on fUm and disc. With John Gilbert. Kath-
erine Dale Owen, Nance O'Neill, Gustav von Seyf-
fertitz, Hedda Hopper. Tyrell Davis. Gerard Barry,
Madeline Seymour. Richard Carle. Eva Dennison,
THEME: A princess, who dismisses her lover be-
oausa he is of peasant birth, only to learn after-
wards that he is a respected military officer of
means.

HOLLYWOOD REVUE. THE (R) - _...II699
(R) November. 1929. (NP) November 16, 1929.
Sound on disc. With Bessie Love. Charles King,
Marion Davis. Norma Shearer. William Haines. Joan
Crawford. Jolin Gilbert. Marie Dressier. Polly Moran,
Brox Sisters. Anita Page. Buster Keaton.
THEME: A series of acts with singing, dancing,
comedy, done by the above stars.

•IDLE RICH, THE (D-AT) _ ....7351

(R) June 15. 1929. (NP) June 22, 1929, With
(ionrad Nagel, Bessie Love. Leila Hyams. Robert
Ober, James Neill, Edythe Chapman, Paul Kruger,
Kenneth Gibson.
THEME: A young chap who gives his fortune to
the poor so the family of the girl he loves will come
to an understanding with him.

IN GAY MADRID (CD-AT) _ 7654
(R) May 17. 1930. (NP) .Tune 14, 1930. With Ra-
mon Novarro. Dorothy Jordan. Beryl Mercer, L.
Howell.
THDME: Adventures of Spanish college students and
their loves.

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (CD-AT) _ 6106 8575
(R) December 6. 1929. (NP) .January 25. 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With Duncan sisters,
Lawrence Gray, Jed Phouty, Benny Rubins.
THEME: Two sisters, one who loves the piano player.
Jimmy, the other, despises him. They quarrel, but
come to realization that the three must stick to-
gether.

•KISS. THE (D-ME) _ _ 7200
(R) November 16, 1929. (NP) December 21. 1929.
Soimd on disc. With Greta Garbo. Conrad Nagel.
Anders Randolf. Holmes Herbert. Lem Ayres, George
Davis.
THEME: A wife who shoots her husband to save a
man she loves. She is acquitted by the Jury, but
finally admits that she did the killing.

LADY OF SCANDAL, THE (CD-AT) 6858
(R) May 24. 1930. (NP) June 21. 1930. With Ruth
Chatterton. Ralph Forbes. BasU Rathbone. Moon
Carroll. Cyril Chadwick. Nance O'Neil.
THEJVCE: Complications attending the romance be-
tween an aristocratic young Britisher and an actress.

LADY TO LOVE, A (D-AT) .._ 8142
(R) March 8, 1930. With Vilma Banky. Edward G.
Robertson. Robert Ames. Richard Carle. Lloyd Ingra-
ham. Anderson Lawler, Henry Armetta, George Davis,
THEME: A lovely lady has been tricked into mar-
riage. Her beauty and the overwrought typically
Neapolitan expostulations of her beridden hitsband
furnish the key to the entertainment.

•LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY, THE (D-AT) ...6484 8651
(R) July 6, 1929. With Norma Shearer, Basil Rath-
bone, George Berraud. Herbert Brunston. Hedda
Hooper. Moon Carrol. Madeline Seymour, Cyril Chad-
wick. George K. Arthur, Finch Smiles, Maude Turner.
THEME: Mrs. CHieyney marries the man who catches
her robbing.

LET US BE GAY (CD-AT) _ _ 7121
'Nri Auunst fl. 1930. With Nornn, Shearer, Marie
Dressier. TyreU Davis. Raymond Hackett,
THEJCE: Adaptation of the stage play In which a
divorced couple are unexpectedly brought together at
a Westchester house party.

•LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY (CD-AT).._ 7069
(R) February 23. 1930. (NP) March 15. 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With Ethelind Terry.
Charles Kaley, Bermie Rubin, Cliff Edwards. Marion
Schilling.

MADAME SATAN (CD-AT) _ _
Sound on disc and film. With Roland Young. Regi-
nald Denny. Kay Johnson. Lillian Roth. Elsa Peter-
son.
THEME: Spectacular adventure story with musical
background and several sequences on board the Zep-
pelin.

•MAN'S MAN, A (CD-ME) _ 6683
(R) May 25. 1929. (NP) June 22. 1929. With
Wiliam Haines. Josephine Dunn. Sam Hardy. Mae
Busch.
THEJME: A soda Jerker and his stage-struck wife
are fooled by phoney picture director. But this en-
ables them to start life anew.

MARCH OF TIME, THE (R) _
Sound on dlso and film. With Weber and Held,
De Wolf Hopper, Louis Mann. JIarle Dressier, Trtxie
Fncanza. Fay Templcton, .Josephine Sahel.
THEME: A revue in three sections dealing with the
celebrities, dances and humor of the past, present
and future.

•MARIANNE (CD-AT) 6563 I0I24
(B) .July 20. 1929. (NP) October 10. 1929. Sound
on film and disc. With .Marion Dans. Oscar Shaw.
Robert Castle. Scott Kolk. Emll Chautard. Mack
Sw.iln. Oscar Apfel, Robert Ames.
'I'HiwTR; A French nurse In the army.

MONSIEUR LE FOX (Mel-AT)
With Gilbert Roland, Barliara Jjeonard. Arnoiij
Knr.ss, Robert Elliott. George Davis, Nena Quar-
tjirn. Robert Graves. Jr.
TTTTTrMK: A meloHrama of the North woods.

•MONTANA MOON (0) _ 791

7

(R) March 20. 1930. (NP) April 19. 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With .Joan Crawford. Johnny Mack
Blown, Dorothy Sebastian, Benny Rubin, Cliff Ed-
wards.
TTTEArR: Story of a New York girl camping out in
the West, who chooses between her Eastern and her
WntJtem suitors.

•MYSTERIOUS ISLAND (D-PT) 8560
(Rl October 6, 1929. (NP) November 23, 1929.
Sound on disc. With Jjlonel Barrymore. .Jane Daly.
J.loyd Hucbes. Montagu Tx>vp. Harry Gibbon, Snitz
Frlward. GIKson Oowland. Dolores P.rinkman.
THEME: Mysterious adventures under the sea.

•NAVY BLUES (C-AT) 6195 6936
(B) December 20, 1929. ,(NP) January 18, 1930.

Sound on fUm and disc. With WUliam Haynes, Anita
Page, Karl Dane, J. C. Nugent. Edythe Chapman.
Wade Boteler.
THEME: A sailor's day leave on shore. He meets
the girl and they're married.

•NOT SO DUMB (CD-AT) _ - 6875
(B) January 17, 1930. (NP) February 13, 1930.
Sound on film and disc. With Marion Davies. EUiot
Nugent. Raymond Hackett. Franklin Pangbom, Julia
Faye, William Holden, Donald Ogden Stewart, Sally
Starr. George Davis.
THEME: A nice, but dtimb girl, whose mouth gets

her into endless trouble.
ONE EMBARRASSING NIGHT (C-AT)

(R) June 21. 1930. With Tom Walls, B,alph Lynn.
Winifred Shotter.
THISME: Embarrassing adventures of a young man
off for a rest cure, and a nmaway girl.

OUR BLUSHING BRIDES (CD-AT) -...9138

(R) July 19. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Joan Crawford. Anita Page. Dorothy Sebastian.
Robert Montgomery. Raymond Hackett. John Miljan,
Hedda Hooper. Martha Sleeper.
THEME: (Conflicting romances of three girls who have
been working together as models in an exclusive dress
shop.

•OUR MODERN MAIDENS (D-PT) -.6978

(R) Augu-st 24. 1929. (NP) November 9. 1929.

Sound on disc. With Joan Crawford. Rod La Roque.
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. Anita Page, Edward Nugent.
Josephine Dunn. Albert Gran.
THEME: A girl who falls in the wrong path with
a boy who don't love her.

•REDEMPTION (D-AT) - 6819 6019
(B) April 5. 1930. (NP) April 12, 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With John Gilbert, Eleanor
Boardman, Renee Adoree. Conrad Nagel.
THEME: A debauche atones for his wayward life by
a noble sacrifice.

ROGUE SONG. THE (0) _ - 9723
Sound on disc and film. With Lawrence Tihbett,
Catherine Dale Owen. F. Lake, Laurel and Hardy.
THEME: Story of a bandit chief who woos by means
of his glorious voice.

ROMANCE (D-AT) 6977
(H) .luly 21;. 1930. With Greta Garbo. Garin Gor-
don. Lewis Stone.
THEME: Adaptation of the stage play, dealing with
the love of an actress for a clergyman.

SEA BAT. THE (Mel-AT) - - 6253
(R) July .'), 1930. With Charles Bickford. John
MLljan. Raquel Torres. Nils Asther.
THEME: Dramatic love story against a tropical back-
ground.

•SHIP FROM SHANGHAI, THE (D-AT) 6225
(R) January 21. 1930. (NP) May 3. 1930. Sound
on film and disc. With Louis Wolheira. Conrad
Nagel. Carmel Myers. Holmes Herbert. Zeffle Tilbury,
Ivan Linow. Jack MaoDonald.
THEME: A half-crazed saUor piloting a ship on
which are many people.

•SINGLE STANDARD, THE (D-ME) _
With Greta Garbo, Nils Asther, John Mack Brown,
Dorothy Sebastian, Lane Chandler, Robert Castle,
Mahlon Hamilton, Kathlyn Williams, Zeffle Tilbury,
THEME: A girl who meets a sailor she loves. He is

called away and she marries another man. The
sailor returns, but against her wishes and girl sticks
to her husband and baby.

SINS OF THE CHILDREN (D-AT) 7716
(R) June 28. 1930. (NP) June 21. 1930. Sound on
disc and film. With Elliott Nugent. Louis Mann,
Mary Doran, Leila Hyams. Robert Montgomer>,
Jeanne Wood. Francis X Bushman, Jr.

THEME: A German emigrant sacrifices everything
for his children and is saved by one of them; when
it appears certain he will lose his home and business.

•SO THIS IS COLLEGE (C-AT) 6104 9143
(R) October 26. 1929. With Elliott Nugent, Robert
Montgomery. Sally Starr.
THEfME: Two college pals who get Into a quarrel
over a girl. But they succeed in winning the
championship football game.

•SPEEDWAY (CD-ME) _ - _ 6982
(B) September 7. 1929. Sound on disc. With Wil-
liam Haines. Anita Page, Ernest Torrence, John
Mlljan . Karl Dane,
THEME: A youth who wins the first victory for
an old racing veteran. And also the girl.

•SPIES (Mel) — 7999
(B) June 15. 1929. With Rudolph Klein Rigge.
Gerda, Maurus. Lien Deyers. Louis Ralph, Craighall
Sherry. WiUy Fritsch. Lupu Pick.
THEME: A criminal with a strong gang tries to
run a (Jerman city. But you "can't beat the law."

STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL (CD-AT) 4970
(R) April 19. 1930. Sound on dlso and film. With
Catherine Dale Owen. Alison Skipworth, Paul Cav-
anagh. Lewis Stone. Ernest Torrence.
THEME: Adaptation of Somerset Maugham's bril-
liant comedy of English society folk.

•THEIR OWN DESIRE (D-AT) - ..„ _ 5850
(R) December 27. 1929. (NP) January 4, 1930.
With Norma* Shearer. Robert Montgomery, I^wis
Stone. Belle Bennett. Ernest Torrence.

•THIRTEENTH CHAIR (Mel-AT) 5543 6571
(R) October 12. 1929. Sound on film and disc. With
Conrad Nagel, Leila Hyams. Margaret Wycherly,
Helen Milliard. Holmes Herbert, Mary Forbes. Bela
Lugosi, John Davidson. (Jharles Quartermaine. Moon
Carol.
THEME: A murder trial In which the guilty parson
Is found after a hard battle.

•THIS MAD WORLD (D-AT)...- 544t
(R) May 3. 1930. Sound on disc and film. With
Basil Rathbone. Kay .Johnson. Louise Dresser.
THEME: A drama during the world war as seen
from the German side.

THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS (C-AT).... ••

(NP) Si'pteniber n, 1930. With Beiinald Denny.
Fifi D'Orsay. Clifford Edwards. Tola D'Avril.
George Grossman, Roscoe Ates. Polly Moran. Sandra
Ravel, Eddie Brophy.
THEME: P. G. Wodehouse's story of a not-so-dls-
solute nephew of a duke, the creaking duke, a pair
of East Side toughs and three pretty damsels. The
picture has a French badvground.

•THUNDER (D-ME) - 77»5
(R) Jvme 25, 1929. (NP) Augast 17, 1929. With
Lon Chaney, James Mtirray, Phyllis Haver, George
Duryea, Francis Morris, Wally Albright.
THEME: An old engineer who loves his work, but
is put on the retired role when his eyes weaken.
Then he comes to the aid of thousands of helple-ss

people and rescues them from a fiood. He gets his
old Job back again.

•TRAIL OF '98. THE (D-ME) 8799
(R) .January 5. 1929. (NP) March 23. 1929. Witli
Dolores Del Rio. Harry Carey, Tully Marshall, Ralph
Forbeq, Tenen Holtz. Karl Dane. Georee Holtz. Rus-
sel Simpson. .John Down. George C!ooi>er.

THEME: The days of the Gold Rush and the boy
who makes good to win his sweetheart.
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•UNHOLY THREE, THE (Mel-AT)

(K) Jul)- 12, 11)30. (NP) July VJ. 1930. With Loa
Chaney, Lila Lee, Ivan Linow, Harry Earles. Elliott

Nugent In addition to Lon Chaney.
'I'MMiVrE - Tliree crooks led by a ventriloQuist.

•UNTAMED (D-AT) _ 5348 7911

(B) November 23, 1929. (NP) December 14, 1929.

With Joan Crawford, Robert Montgomery, Ernest
Torrence, Holmes Herbert, Jotm Miljan, Gwen Ijee,

Edward Nugent, Don Terry, Grertrude Astor, MUton
Pamey, IJoyd Ingram. Grace Cunard, Tom O'Brien,
Wilson Benge.
THEME; The escapades of a girl, reared in tlie

Soutli Seas, who is brought to New York by her
guardian.

•VIKING. THE (D-M E) - 8 1 86

(E) November 28, 1929. (NP) October 26, 1929.

All Technicolor. With Pauline Starke, Donald Crisp.

LeKoy Mason, Anders Bandolf, Richard Aleiander,
Harry Lewis Woods. Albert MaoQuarrie. Roy Stewart.

Torben Meyer, Claire MacDoweU, Julia Swayne
Gordon.
THEME: A story of the tenth century revolving

around the explorations of Lief Ericson.

WAY OUT WEST (C-AT) .._ 6407

(R) August 2, 1930. With William Haines, Kath-
erine Moylan.
THEME: A new type of Western comedy, with a
rotnantic and adventurous background.

•WISE GIRLS (CD- AT) - _ 8818
(R) September 25, 1929. Sound on disc and film.

With Elliott Nugent, Norma Lee. Roland Young. J.

C. Nugent, Clara Baldniok, Marion ShiUing, Leora
SpeUman, James Donlan.
THEME: A family comedy revolving around two
sisters desirous of marriage, a testy old father, and
a young man, brave at heart but not in spirit.

•WOMAN RACKET. THE (D-AT).._ 6387
(B) January 24, 1930. Sound on disc and film.

With Tom Moore, Blanche Sweet, SaUy Starr. Bobby
Agnew, John Miljan. Tenen Holtz, Lew Kelly, Tom
London, Eugene Borden. John Bryon, Nita Martan,
Richard Travers.
THEME: A wife deserts her husband to return to

me life of a cabaret entertainer. She becomes in-

volved in criminal machinations, but through her
husband, a detective, the case is solved and she re-

turns to him.

Paramount-Publix
Silent Sound

ANIMAL CRACKERS (MC) - 8897

(R) September G. 1930. (NP) September 6, 1930.

With the Four Marx Brothers. Lillian Roth. Mar-
garet Dumont. Louis Sorin. Hal Tliompson, Margaret
In'ing, Kathryn Reece, Richard Greig, Edward Met-
calf.

THEME; A nonsensical story, but it seiTes amply
as a vehicle for the crazj' antics of the Marx
Brothers. _„„

•APPLAUSE (D-AT) - 689B 7066

(R) January 4, 1930. With Helen Morgan, .loan

Peers, Fuller MeUish, Jr.. Henry Wadsworth, Jack

Cameron, Dorothy (Jumraing.
THEME; The story of a girl who is bom as her

father dies in the electric chair for murder, and
the sacrifice the girl makes for her mother.

•BATTLE OF PARIS (D-AT) - - 6202

(K) November 30, 1920. With Gertrude Lawrence,
Charles Ruggles. Walter Petrie, Gladys Dy Bois,

Arthur Treacher, Joe King.
THEME: A Paris street singer, after the theft of a
wallet from an artist, returns it to him and the two
fall in love, only to have their happiness broken by
the war and an American dancer. An injury to the
artist, iiowever, reunites the sweethearts.

BEHIND THE MAKEUP (D-AT) 6364

(B) January 11, 1930. With Hal Skelly, Fay Wray,
William Powell, Kay Francis, Paul Lukas, E. H.
Calvert, Agostino Borganto.
THEME: The tragic death of an actor, whose thiev-

ing proclivities break the heart of his teammate, re-

unite the teammate and hig first love, the girl who
had married the unscrupulous actor.

BENSON MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT) 5794

(R) April 12, 1930. With William Powell, Natalie

Moorhead, Eugene Pallette. Paul Lukas. William
Boyd E. H. Calvert. Richard Tucker. Mav Beatty,

Mischa Auer, Otto Tamaoka, (Charles McMurphy,
Dick Bush. „ .

THEME: The mysterious murder of Anthony Benson
and its puzzling aftermath. From S. S. Van Dine's
novel.

BIG POND. THE (C-AT, S) _ _ -; v ^^S*

(R) May 3. 1930. (NP) May 24, 1930. With
Maurice Chevalier. Claudette Colbert.

THEME: Foreigner makes good in American big

business but almost loses in love.

BORDER LEGION. THE (W-AT) _ _ ...6088
(E) June 28, 1930. (NP) July 5, 1930. With Rich-

ard Arlen, Eugene PaUette, Jack Holt, Fay Wray,
Stanley Fields.

•BURNING UP (CD-AT) _ - ;;5338 5251

(B) February 1, 1930. Sound on film. With Blchard

Arlen. Mary Brian, Tully Marshall, CHiarles Sellon,

Sam Hardy. Francis McDonald.
THEME: An automobile race, with events leading

up to it. between an unscrupulous driver and one

whose integrity cannot be questioned, the latter win-

ning the girl of his choice.

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW (CD-AT, S)..._... _-......657l

(E) July 5. 1930. (NP) July 19, 1930. With Helen
Kane, James Hall, Stuart Erwin. Victor Moore, FranS
Morgan.
THEME: Helen Kane hoop boopa doops her way
to the Eoyal Canadian Mounted.

•DANGEROUS PARADISE (D-AT) - ^^„, „, ^244

(E) February 22, 1930. (NP) February 22. 1930.

Sound on flim With Nancy Carroll, Richard Arlen,

Warner Oland. Gustave von Seyffertitz.

THEME: The experience of a girl, a member of a

night club orchestra and a wealthy guest of the

club who, against odds, outwit three unscrupulous

men seeking to kidnap the girl.

•DARKENED ROOMS (My-AT).... ..._ ^^..6066

(R) November 23, 1929. With Evelyn Brent, David
NeweU, Neil Hamilton, Doris HUl, Gale Henry, Wal-
lace MacDonald, Blanche Craig, E. H. Calvert.

Sammy Bricker.
THEME: A story revolving around a fake medium

DEVIL'S HOLIDAY, THE (D-AT)...- 6743

(R) May 24, 1930. (NP) May 17, 1930. With
Nancy Carroll, Phillip Holmes, James Kirkwood,
Hobart Bosworth, Ned Sparks, Morgan Farley, Jed
Prouty, Paul Lukas, ZaSu Pitts, Morton Downey.
Guy Oliver. Jessie Pringle, Wade Boteler, Laura La
Vami e.

THEME: The story of a manicurist, grafter and pro-

fessional "good girl," In whose life suckers, sinners

and saints play strange parts. Sh« scoffs at them
and laughs at love. But lore triumphs.

•FAST COMPANY (CD-AT)..._ _ 6459 6863
(R) September 14, 1929. Sound on disc. With
Jack OaUe, Richard (Skeets) Gallagher, Evelyn
Brent, Gwen Lee.

•FOUR FEATHERS. THE (D-ME) _ „...7472
(R) December 28. 1929. With Richard Arlen. Fay
Wray, WUllim Powell. CUve Brook, Theodore von
Eltz, Noah lieeiy, iSack iViJliaiiii,. A'uu.e .luiinson,
George Faweeit.
THEME: The tribulations, and llnaj victory, of a
young man overcome by cowardice.

GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL (MC) 6780 7727
(B) December 7, 1929. With Mary Eaton, Edward
Crandall, Olive Shea, Dan Healy, Kaye Renard,
Sarah Edwards. In revue scenes, Eddie Cantor,
Helen Morgan, Rudy Valee.
THEME: A girl's ambitions carry her to the pin-
nacle in Broadway shows.

•GREEN MURDER CASE. THE (My-AT) 5383
(R) August 31, 1929. With WiUlam Powell, Flor-
ence Eldridge, TJllrich Haupt, Jean Arthur, Eugene
Pallette, B. H. Calvert, Gertrude Norman, LoweU
Drew, Morgan Farley, Brandon Hurst. Augusta Bur-
mester, Marcia Harriss. Mildred (Jolden. Mrs. Wil-
fred Buckland, Helena Plullips, Shep Camp, Charles
E, Evans.
THEME; Several members of a family are kUled,
and . Well, Pliilo Vance ferrets out the mur-
derer.

GRUMPY (C-AT) 6651
(R) August 23. 1930. With Cyril Maude, Phillips
Molmes, Francis Dade. Paul Lukas, HaUiwell
Hobbes, Paul Cavanagh. Doris Luray, Olaf Hytton,
Robert Bolder, Colin Kenny.
THEME: The story of a stolen jewel and the suc-
cessful efforts of a retired London criminal lawyer
in apprehending the thief.

•HALF WAY TO HEAVEN (D-AT) 5179 6254
(B) December 14, 1929. With Charles (Buddy)
Rogers, Jean Arthur, Paul Lucas. Helen Ware, Oscar
Apgel, Edna West, Irvin Bacon, Al Hill, Lucille
Williams. Richard French, Freddy Anderson, Nestor
Aber. Ford West, Guy Oliver.
THEME: A circus story in which a conniving
aeriaUst loses, not only his Job, but the girl he is

trying to win.

HONEY (CD-AT) _.._ _ 6701
(R) March 29, 1930. (NP) April 6, 1930. With
Nancy CarroU. Lillian Both, Mitzi. Richard (Skeets)
Gallagher. Stanley Smith, Harry Green, Jobyna How-
land, ZaSu Pitts, Charles Sellon.

•HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY: See Ufa.

ILLUSION (CD-AT) 6141 6972
(B) September 21, 1929. Sound on disc. With
Charles (Buddy) RoKers. Nancy CarroU, .Tune Collyer,

Knute Erickson, Eugenie Besserer, Kay Francis,
Maude Turner, William McLaugtilin. Katherine Wal-
lace. WUliam Austin, Frances Raymond. Eddie Kane,
Michael Visaroff.
THEME: A story of backstage in vaudeville.

JEALOUSY (D-AT) 6107
(B) September 28, 1929. Sound on disc and fltoi.

With Jeanne Eagels, Frederic March, Halliwell

Hobbes, Blanche Le Clair, Henry Daniell, Hilda
Moore.

THEME: The struggle for love induced by three

persons—an artist, a rich man and the sweetheart of

the artist.

•KIBITZER (CD-AT) 6569 7273
(B) January 11, 1930. Sound on disc. With Harry
Green. Mary Brian, Neil Hamilton, David Newell.
THEME: A humorous series of experiences result-

ing from stock market transactions and love.

LADIES LOVE BRUTES (D-AT) _ 7171

(E) April 26. 1930. (NP) April 19, 1930. With
George Bancroft, Frederic March, Mary Astor, Stanley
Fields.

LADY LIES, THE (CD-AT) 7004
(B) September 21. 1929. Sound on disc. With Wal-
ter Huston, Claudette Colbert, Charles Ruggles,

Patricia DeerinK. Tom Brown. Betty Garde, Jean
Dixon, Duncan Fenwarden. Virginia True Boardman,
Verne Deane.
THEME: Two children Intervene between father and
relatives and the father, a widower, marries the

girl of his choice, bringing happiness to his family.

LAUGHING LADY, THE (D-AT)
'

(R) December 28, 1929. With Ruth Chattertop

Clive Brook.

LET'S GO NATIVE. (C-AT, S) 6787

(R) August IC. 1930. (NP) September 6. 1930.

With Jack Oakie. Jeanette MacDonald. James Hall.

Skeets Gallagher. William Austin. Kay Francis.

David Newell. Charles Sellon, Eugene Pallette.

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS. THE (W-AT)..5035 6213

(B) April 19, 1930. (NP) May 3. 1930. With
Richard Arlen. Mary Brian. Harry Green, Fred
Kohler. Regis Toomey. William LeMaire, George

Chandler, Sid Saylor. Guy Oliver. Gus SaviUe.

THEME: A Zane Grey story of the West.

•LOVE DOCTOR. THE (CD-AT)..._ 5503 5378

(R) October 6, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP) Octo-

ber 19, 1929. With Richard Dix. June Collyer, Mor-
gan Farley. Miriam Seegar, Winfred Harris, Lawford
Davidson, Gale Henry.
THEME: Doctor Sumner determines that love shall

not interfere with his career, but Grace and Vir-

ginia are in love with him.

LOVE PARADE. THE (D-AT) 7094 10022

(R) January 18, 1930. Sound on disc. With Maurice
Chevalier, Jeanette MacDonald, Lupino Lane, Lillian

Roth. Edgar Norton. Lionel Belmore, Albert Roc-
cardi. Carleton Stockdale. Eugene Palette. Russell

Powell. Margaret Fealy, Virginia Bruce.
THEME: Almost a fairy story of a prince charm-
ing and a lovely queen.

MANSLAUGHTER (D-AT) 7954

(R) August 9. 1930. With Claudette Colbert. Frederic

March, Emma Dunn, Natalie Moorehead, Richard
Tucker, Hilda Vaughn. G. Pat ColUns, Gaylord
Pendleton. Stanley Fields, Arnold Lucy, Ivan Simp-
son, Irving Mitchell.
THEMEi; The story of a girl who has too much
money, a fast roadster and a selfish viewpoint.

MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND. THE (CD-AT)..«6I0 7182

(B) December 21, 1929. (NP) December 21, 1929.

With Mary Brian, Frederic March, Lilyan Tasliman,

Huntley Gordon, Kay Francis, William Austin,

Seena Owen. Little Mitzi. Billy Seay, PhilUppe de

Laoey, Anita Ix>uise. Buby Par.sley, Donald Smith,

Jocelyn Lee, Maude Turner Gordon, David Newell.

THEME: The theme deals with one of Cupid's

vagaries.

MEN ARE LIKE THAT (CD-AT) 5467

(B) March 22, 1930. With Hal SkeUy, Doris Hill,

Charles Sellon, Clara Blandick, Morgan Farley,

Helen Chadwick, WiUlam B. Davidson, Eugene Pal-

ette, George Fawcett.
THEME: The sunny side of American family life,

presented humorously and humanly.

MIGHTY, THE (D-AT) __ 6097 6802
(R) November 16. 1929. (NP) November Ifc, 1929;
January 11, 1930. With George Bancroft, Esther
Ralston, Warner Oland, Raymond Hatton. Dorothy
R«vier, Morgan Farley, O. P. Heggie, Cliarles Sel-
lon, E. H. Calvert, John Cromwell.
THEME: A gunman returns from the war a hero,
and remains a hero.

MONTE CARLO (MC)..._ __ _ 7971
(R) October 4, 1930. (NP) September 6, 1930. With
Jack Buciianan, Jeanette MacDonald, Zasu Pitts,
Tyler Brooks, Claud AlUster, Edgar Norton, John
Roche. Albert Conti. Helen Garden, Donald Novis,
David Percy. Erik Bey.
THEME: The story of a count who poses as a hair-
dresser to win the love of a countess.

ONLY THE BRAVE (D-AT) _ 6024
(R) March 8. 1930. With Gary Cooper, Mary Brian,
Phillips Holmes, James Neill, Morgan Parley, Guy
Oliver, Virginia Bruce, William Le Maire, Freeman
S. Wood, John H. EUiott.
THEME; A young Union cavalry man who, dis-
appointed in love, volunteers to go as a spy into the
Confederate lines.

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE (R) 9125
(NP) May 10. 1930. With Richard Arlen, Jean
Arthur, WUliam Austin, George Bancroft, Clara Bow,
Evelyn Brent, Mary Brian, Clive Brook, Virginia
Bruce, Nancy Carroll, Ruth Chatterton, Maurice
OhevaUer, Gary Cooper, Leon Errol, Stuart Erwin,
Kay Francis, Skeets Gallagher, Harry Green, Mitzi
Green, James Hall. Phillips Holmes, Helen Kane.
Dennis King, Abe Lyman and Band, Frederic March,
Nino Martini, Mitzi Mayfair. David Newell, Jack
OaMe, Warner Oland, WUliam PoweU, Charles
Eogers.
THEME: This picture is described as a tallring,
singing and dancing festival of the stars.

POINTED HEELS (D-AT) 5689
(B) December 21, 1929. With William Powell Pay
Wray, Helen Kane, Richard "Skeets" GaUagher.
Phillips Holmes, Adrienne Dore, Eugene Palette.
THEME: A story of the stage.

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU. THE (My-AT) 6576
(B) May 17, 1930. (NP) May 10, 1930. With
Warner Oland. Neil HamUton. .lean Arthur, 0. P.
Heggie, WiUiam Austin, Evelyn Hall. David Dunbar,
Tetsu Komai, Toyo Ita, Ambrose Barker.
THEME: More and stranger adventure of the in-
sidious one.

•RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, THE (D-AT)
- - 6378 7012

(R) October 26, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP)
November 16, 1929. With CUve Brook, H. Reeves
Smith. Betty Lawford, Charles Hay, PhiUips Holmes,
Donald Crisp, Harry T. Morey, Hubert Dnice, Ar-
thur Made.
THEME: In which Sherlock Holmes in some of hig
clever disguises apprehends the viUain.

ROADHOUSE NIGHTS (CD-AT) _. 7202
(E) February 22, 1930. (NP) March 1, 1930.
Sound-on-fllm. With Helen Morgan, Charles Ruggles,
Fred KoiUer, Jimmy Durante, Fuller MeUish, Jr.
Leon Donnelly, Tammany Young, Joe King, Lou
Clayton, Eddie Jackson.
THEME: A story of a newspaper reporter break-
ing Into a roadhouse for a story.

SAFETY IN NUMBERS (CD-AT, S) 7074
(B) June 21. 1930. (NP) May 3. 1930. Witii
Charles Rogers. Josephine Dunn. Roscoe Karns, Vir-
ginia Bruce, Carol Lombard, Katherine Crawford.
THEME: Three beauties of the Broadway stage try
to mother Buddy Rogers.

SANTA FE TRAIL, THE (W-AT)
(NP) August 30, 1930. With Richard Arlen,
Rosita Moreno, Eugene Pallette. Mitzi Green, Junior
Durkin, Hooper Atchley, Luis Alberni. Lee Shumway.
THEME: The story of a land poor Senor, a mort-
gage grabbing cafe proprietor and a near massacre by
Indians.

SAP FROM SYRACUSE, THE (C-AT, S) 6108
(R) July 26. 1930. With .lack Oakie. Ginger Rogers.
Granville Bates, George Barbier, Sidney Riggs, Betty
Starbuck, Veree Teasdale, J. Malcolm Dunn, Bernard
Jukes, Walter Fenner, Jack Daley.
THEME: It is a story of a sap, a gi-oup of prac-
tical jokers, a pair of crooks, a girl and a mine.

•SARAH AND SON (D-AT) 6868
(R) March 2, 1930. (NP) March 2, 1930, With
Euth Chatterton, Frederic March, E^iller MeUish, Jr,,
Phillip de Lacy.
THEME: A story of mother love.

•SATURDAY NIGHT KID, THE (D-AT) ...6392 6015
(R) October 26, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP) No-
vember 2, 1929. With Clara Bow. James HaU.
Jean Arthur, Charles SeUon, Ethel Wales, Prank
Ross, Edna May Oliver, Heymen Meyer, Eddie Dunn,
Leone Lane, Jean Harlow.
THEME; The ever present triangle In the lives of a
boy and girl.

SHADOW OF THE LAW (D-AT) 6120
(R) June 14, 1930. (NP) June 28. 1930. With Wil-
liam PoweU. Marion Schilling.
THEME: WUliam PoweU tries to go straight after
a spectaciUar jail break.

SILENT ENEMY, THE (D) 7551
THEME: The story of the enemy that has long con-
fronted the red skinned natives of the Hudson Bay
country.

•SLIGHTLY SCARLET (D-AT) 5234 6204
(B) February 22. 1930. (NP) March 8, 1930.
Sound-on-fUm. With Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook,
Paul Lukas. Eugene Palette. Helen Ware. Virginia
Bruce. Henry Wadsworth, Claud AUlster, Christiane
Yves. Morgan Parley.
THEME: A charming American girl and a debonair
Englishman fiirt in Paris.

SOCIAL LION, THE (C-AT) _ 5403
(B) June 7, 1930. (NP) June 21, 1930. (With Jack
Oakie, Mary Brian, Skeets Gallagher, Olive Borden.
THEME: Smart cracldng Jack Oakie in a story of
an amateur pugilist trying to go society.

•STREET OF CHANCE (D-AT) _ 5962 7023
(R) February 8. 1930. Sound-on-fllm. With Wil-
liam PoweU. Jean Arthur, Kay Francis, Regis
Toomey, Stanley Fields, Brooks Benedict, Betty Fran-
cisco. .Tohn EiBso, Joan Standing, Maurice Black. Irv-
ine Bacon.
THEME: The story of the aU-absorbing power in
a man's life—gambling.

•SWEETIE (CD-AT) _...6303 8859
(B) November 2. 1929. (NP) December 7, 1929.
With Nancy CarroU, Stanley Smith, Helen Kane,
.Toseph Depew, Jack Oakie, William Aastin, Stuart
Brwi n, Wallace MacDonald, Aileen Manning.
THEME: a high school picture in wliioh footbaU
plays a big part.

TEXAN, THE (D-AT) 7 142
(B) May 10, 1930. (NP) May 24, 1930. With
Gary Cooper, Pay Wray. Emma Dunn.
THEME: Touching story of boy who cannot deceive
another's mother.
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TRUE TO THE NAVY (CD-AT. S) 63S5

(R) Mav 31, 1930. (NF) May 31. 1930. With Clara

Bow, Harry Green, Frederio March, Sam Hardy.
THEME: The gobs have a sweU time trying to keep

up with Clara Bow.
VAGABOND KING, THE (D-PT. ME)

^;v,•••;^L^'"^
(K) April 19, 1930. (NP) March 1, 1930. With
Dennis King. Jeanette MacDonald. O. P. Heggie,

Lillian Roth, Warner Oland, Arthur Stone, Thomas

THEME: Based on the life of Francois ViUon. a

Parisian poet who lived in the 15th century.

•VIRGINIAN, THE (D-AT) _ 7404 ,„,„ 8717

(R) November 9. 1929. (NP) January 18. 1930.

With Garv Cooper, Walter Huston, Kichard Arlen,

Marv Bria'n. Chester Conlilin, Eugene Palette, E. H.

Calvert, Helen Ware, Victor Potel, Tex Young, Charles

Stevens.
THEME: A rustler t5T>e of western, with Texas as

the setting. A typical story of the cattle ranches

in the latter half of the nineteenth century.

•WELCOME DANGER (C-AT) _ 10796 9955

(H) October 19, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP)
Januarv IS. 1930. With Harold Lloyd. Barbara
Kent, Noah Young, Charles Mlddleton, William Wal-
ling.

WHY BRING THAT UP (CD-AT) 6124 7982

(R) October 12, 1929. Sound on disc. (NP) No-
vember 2, 1929. With Moran and Macl;. Evelyn

Brent, Harry Green. Bert Swor. Freeman S. Wood,
Lawrence Leslie. Helene Lym-h, Selmer Jacljson,

Jack Luden. Monte Collins, Jr., George Thompson,
Eddie Kane. Charles HaU.

•WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE (Trav-PT. M)....74ll

(B) June 28, 1930. (NP) June 28, 1930.

THEME: The complete pictorial record of the famous

Bvrd expedition.

•YOUNG EAGLES (D-AT) 6710 6406

(B) April 5. 1930. (NP) March 22, 1930. With
Charles (Buddy) Rogers. .Jean Arthur, Paul Lukas,

Stuart Erwln, Frank Boss, Jack Luden, Freeman
Wood, Gordon De Main, George Irving, Stanley

ISlystone.
THFilE ' An air epic.

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN (CD-AT) 7306

(E) May 17, 1930. With Claudette Colbert, Norman
Foster, Ginger Rogers, Charles Ruggles, Leslie Austin.

Four Aalbv Sisters. H. Dudley Hawley.
THEME: The story of a yotmg sports writer and his

motion picture columnist wife, wliose asgressiveness

keeps the family in funds. A drink of poison liquor

and temporary blindness afford the climax of the

story.

Path(
Silent Disc Film

BEYOND VICTORY (D-AT) _

William Bovd. Helen Twelvetrtes, James Gleason,

Fred Scott, Russell Gleason. Lew Cody. Zasu Pitts,

Dorothy Burgess, June CoUyer.
THEME: Five men facing death on the battlefield

go back home on the wings of remembrance.

•CAPTAIN SWAGGER (D-ME) 6312 6312

(R) October 14. 1929. With Rod LaRocque, Sue
Carol. Richard Tucker. Victor Potel, Ulrich Haupt.
THEME: A story of the aftermath of the world
war, with an American aviator, both In war and in

civil life, the nemesis of a German warrior.

GRAND PARADE, THE (D-AT. S) 7650 7450
(R) February 2. 1930. (NP) February 8, 1930.

With Helen Twelvetrees. Fred Scott. Richard Carle,

Marie Astalre, Russell Powell, Bud Jamleson, Jimmy
Adams.
THEME: A minstrel, who hag surrendered to drink,

stages a comeback after his marriage and is the hit

of the show.

HER MAN (D-AT)
Helen Twelvetrees, Marjorie Rambeau, Ricardo Cor-
tez, Phillips Holmes, James Gleason.
THEME: She was his girl and he forced her to bow
to his will until love for another blossomed within
her heart, to purify and transform her nature.

HER PRIVATE AFFAIR (D-AT) 5662 6543 6440
(R) October 5, 1929. (NP) November 9. 1929,

January 18, 1930. With Ann Harding. Harry Ban-
nister. Kay Hammond. William Orlamond, Lawford
Davidson, Elmer Ballard, Frank Reicher.
THEifE: A story of blackmail and murder, and the
part they play in bringing together again a judge
and his estranged wife.

•HIS FIRST COMMAND (D-AT) 5577 5995 5850
(R) January 19. 1930. With William Boyd, Dorothy
Sebastian. Gavin Gordon, Helen Parrish, Alphonz
F.thier. Howard Hickman, Paul Hurst, Jules Cowles,
Rose Tapley, Mabel Van Buren, Charles Moore.

HOLIDAY (CD-AT) 8870
(NP) Jime 14, 1930. With Ann Harding, Mary As-
tor, Edward Everett Horton, Robert Ames, Hedda
Hopper. Monroe Owsley. Wm. Holden and others.

TFTEME; A boy. who would rather enjoy life in his
youth than settle down to providing for old age,
breaks his engagement to a girl who doesn't agree
with him. and goes off with her sister who does.

NIGHT WORK (C-AT) _ _ 7564
Eddie Qulllan. Sally Starr, Frances Upton, John T.
Murray, George Duryea. Ben Bard, Robert McWade,
Douglas Scott, Addle McPhail, Kit Guard, Georgia
Caine, George Billings. Charles Clary, Tom Dugan,
Arthur Hoyt, Billie Bennett, Tempe Pigott, Ruth
Lyons, Nora Lane, Babe Kane, Jack Mack, Arthur
lytvejoy. Marian BaUou, Martha Mattoi, James Don-
lin Harry Bowen. Ruth Hiatt, Vincent Barnett.
THEilE: A young man of moderate circumstances
unwittingly agrees to support an orphan, but he
doesn't mind when he meets the baby's nurse.

•OFFICER O'BRIEN (D-AT) 5440 6776 6740
(R) February 15, 1930. (NP) March 8, 1930.
With William Boyd. Ernest Torrenoe. Dorothy Sebas-
tian. Clvde Cook, Russell Gleason, Paul Hurst,
Arthur Houseman, Ralf Harolde.

•OH. YEAH! (CD-AT) 5657 7001 6890
(R) October 19. 1929, (NP) October 26, 1929.
With Robert Armstrong, James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts,
Patricia Caron. Bud Fine, Frank Hagney. Harry
Tyler, Paul Hurst.
TKBME: Two hoboes, one accused of a theft in
a railroad town, wring a confession from the re.il
tUef. but And themselves In a hospital as the result
of a wreck. This reunites them with their sweet-
hearts.

PARDON MY GUN (WC-AT, M).... 5650
With Sally Starr. George Duryea. Mona Ray, Lee
Moran, Robert Edeson, Hank MacFariane. Tom Mac-
Farlane, Harry Woods, Stomple, T^ew Meehan. Ethan
Laldlay, Harry Wat,Hon, Ida May Chadwick, Al
"Rnhb<T Leei" Norman, Ahe Lyrrian's Band.
TUKME: The Intense rivalry between two ranches
brings treachery Into the annual rodfo contest which
Is won by the hard riding hero who i.^ rewarded
by romance. Featuring muslo by Abe Lyman's Band.

•RACKETEER, THE (D-AT) _ 6035 6118 6119
(R) November 9, ia29. With Robert Armstrong,
Carol Lombard, Roland Drew, Jeanette Loff. Patil
Hurst, Jotin Loder.
THEME: The killing of a gangster by police brings
love into the life of a young violinist who had been
befriended by the gangster.

•RED HOT RHYTHM (MC) 5783 6981 6981
(R) November 23, 1929. With Alan Hale, Walter
O'Keefe, Kathryn Crawford, Josephine Dunn, Anita
Garvin, Ilka Chase.

•RICH PEOPLE (CD-AT) _ 6306 7122 7074
(R) January 5, 1930. (NP) October 19, 1929.
With Constance Bennett, Regis Toomey, Robert Ames,
Mahlon Hamilton, Illia Chase. John liOder. Polly
Ann Young.
THEME: A story of a sailor's off day.

•SHOW FOLKS (CD-ME) 6581 6581 6581
(R) October 21, 1929. With Eddie Qulllan, Lina
Basquette, Robert Armstrong, Carol Lombard, Bessie
Barriscale, Craufurd Kent.

•SOPHOMORE, THE (C-AT)..._ _...5799 6653 6526
(B) October 24, 1929. (NP) August 24, 1929.
With Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Nell, Stanley Smith.
Jeanette Loff, Russell Gleason, Sarah Padden, Brooks
Benedict, Spec O'Donnell.

SWING HIGH (CD-AT, S) 8100
(B) May 18, 1930. (NP) May 24, 1930. With Helen
Twelvetrees, Fred Scott, Chester Conklin. Ben Turpin,
Dorothy Burgess, Nick Stuart, Robert Edeson. Stepin
Fetchit, Daphne Pollard. Sally Starr. John Sheehan,
Mickey Bennett. George Fawcett, Bryant Washburn,
Littl e Billy and William Langan.
THEME: Life and Inve under the Big Top with all
the glamour of the circtis as a background.

•THIS THING CALLED LOVE (CD-AT). 6687 6875 6697
(R) December 15. 1929. With Constance Bennett,
Edmund Lowe, Roscoe Kams, ZaSu Pitts, CarmeUta
Geraghty, John Roche, Stuart Erwin. Ruth Taylor.
THEME: A girl who would not believe that mar-
riages were made in heaven finds that after all real
happiness is in the arms of her husband, rather
than in the arms of other men.

Radio Pictures (RKO)
Silent Sound

ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE (Mel-AT) 6416
(A) April 20. 1930. (NP) April 19, 1930, With
Bebe Daniels, Ben Lvon.

•BEAU BANDIT (CD-AT) _ 6169
(B) March 2, 1930. (NP) June 21, 1930. With
Conrad Nagel. Doris Kenvon.

•CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA (D-AT) 8191
(R) Febru.^ry 23, 1930. (NP) March 8, 1930, With
Chester Morris. Betty Compson.

CONSPIRACY <D-AT) _
With Huph Trevor. Bpssie Love. Ned Sparks. Ivan
Lehedeff. Rita LaRoy. Martha Howard.
THEME: The .ston- of a young woman's enrteayors
to wipe out the leaders of a drug ring with the help
of her brother.

CUCKOOS. THE (MC) 9170
(R) May 4, 1930. (NP) May 3. 1930. With Bert
Wheeler, Robert Woolsey.

DIXIANA (0) _ _
(NP) August 2, 1930. With Bebe Daniels. Everett
Marshall. Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey. Joseph Caw-
thorn, .Tobyna Howland, Dorothy Lee, Ralf Harolde.
Edward Chandler, Ravmond Maurel.
THEME: A story of the love of a circus girl for the
son of a Southern gentleman.

FALL GUY. THE (C-AT) 6175
(B) .Tune 15. 1930. (NP) May 31. 1930. With Jack
Mulhall. Pat O'MaUey, Ned Sparks, Wynn Gibson.
Mav Clark.

•FRAMED (Mel-AT) 6136
(R) March 16. 1930. With Evelyn Brent, R. Toomey.

•GIRL OF THE PORT (Mel-AT) 6174
(R) February 2. 1930. With Sally O'Neil, M Lewis.

HE KNEW WOMEN (Mel-AT) _ 6342
(R) Miiy 18, 193(1. (NP) AprU 26, 1930, With
Lowell Sherman. Alice .Joyce.

HIT THE DECK (MC) 9327
(Rl February 2. 1930. With Polly Walker, Jack

INSIDE THE LINES (D-AT)
With Betty Comnson, R.nlph Forbes. Montagu Love,
Mischa Auer, Ivan Simpson, Betty Carter, Evan
Coma.s. Reginald Saiiand
THEME: A story of the spy system durinir the late
war.

•LOVE COMES ALONG (Mel-AT) 7038
(R) .January 5. 1930. With Bebe Daniels, Lloyd
Hughes.

•LOVIN' THE LADIES (C-AT) _ 6139
(R) April 6. 1930. (NP) AprU 26, 1930. With
Richard Dix. Lois Wilson.

MIDNIGHT MYSTERY (My- AT) 6463
(R) .Tune 1. 1930. With Betty Compson, Alice Joyce.

SECOND WIFE (Mel-AT) _ 6058
(R) February 9, 1930. With Conrad Nagel, Betty
Compson.

•SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE (My CD-AT) 6579
(R) January 12, 1930. With Richard Dix, AL
Seegar.

Sono Art-World Wide
Silent Sound

BLACKMAIL (My-AT) 7136
(R) October, 1929. Sound on disc and film. With
Donald Calthrop, Anny Ondra, .John Lnngden.
THEME: A mystery drama of London's Scotland
Yards.

BLAZE O'GLORY (CD-AT) 8800
(R) December. 1929. Sound on disc and Mm. With
Eddie Dowling, Betty Compson. Henry Walthall.
Frankie Darro.

COCK OF THE WALK (CD-AT) _ _..7200
(R) May 15, 1930. (NP) April 26. 1930. Sound
on disc and film. With .Toseoh Schildkraut, Myma
Loy. Olive Tell, Edward Peil. Wilfred T>ucas.
THEMD: The story of a conceited philanderer who
employs his physical charms to a great Intrinsic
advantage.

DUDE WRANGLER. THE (WC-AT) - -.._.6200
(R) July, 1930. Sound on disc and film. With Lina
Basquette, Francis X. Bushman, Clyde Cook, George
Duryea. Ethel Wales.

FIGHTING FOR THE FATHERLAND (ME) 6000
(R) April, 1930. Synchronized. With cast of promi-
nent Germans engaged In the world war.
THEME: This war story presents actual shots from
the front.

GREAT GABBO (D-AT) 9950
(B) October, 1929. Sound on disc and film. (NP)
December 21. 1929. With Erich von Strohelm, Betty
Compson, Margie Kane.
THEME: The rise and fall of a great ventrlloaulst.

HELLO SISTER (CD-AT) eSM
(R) January, 1930. Sotind on disc and Aim. With
Lloyd Hughes, Olive Borden, George Fawcett,

ONCE A GENTLEMAN (C-AT)
Everett Horton, Lois Wilson.

RENO (D-AT) _ _ _ -.7000
(R) September 1, 1930. Sound on disc and fUm.
With Ruth Roland, Kenneth Thompson, Montagu
Love, Sam Hardy,
THEME: A story of America's divorce haven, and
adapted from Cornelius Vanderbilt. Jr.'s noTel of the
same title.

TALK OF HOLLYWOOD (CD-AT) 6SS8
(R) December. 1929. Sound on disc and fllm. With
Nat Carr, Fay Marbe, Hope Sutherland,

UP THE CONGO (Trav-PT) _ _5800
(R) December 15, 1929, With African natives.
THEME: A novelty Jungle picture.

WHAT A MAN! (CD-AT) 8800
(R) June 1, 1930. Sound on disc and fllm. With
Reginald Deimy, Miriam Seegar,

Talking Picture Epics
Silent Sound

ACROSS THE WORLD WITH MR. AND MRS.
MARTIN JOHNSON (Trav-PT, M) _ .8208

(R) September 1, 1930. Sound on fUm.
THEME: Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson and three
boy scouts who visited them in Africa. Cannibals,
animals, and natives of various countries. An authen-
tic adventure picture.

•AROUND THE WORLD VIA
GRAF ZEPPELIN (Trav-ME) ...4950

(R) February, 1930. Sound on disc and Him.
THEME: The historical trip of the Graf with the
Hearst cameraman aboard.

BREAKUP, THE (Trav- M E) _ „....4900

(R) May 15. 1930. Sound on film,

THEME: Captain .Tack Robertson and dog. Skooter,
in an Alaskan adventure picture.

HUNTING TIGERS IN INDIA (Trav-PT, M) 8020
(R) January 1, 1930. Sotmd on disc and fllm.

THEME: Commander G. M. Dyott and animals and
natives of India In an authentic adventure fllm.

LOST GODS (Trav-PT. M) -...6000
Sound on fllm. (NP) July 12, 1930.
THE.ME: Count Khun De Prorok and natives in a
romance of archeology In the Carthaginian district.

•SOUTH SEAS (Trav-PT. M) 5890
(R) September 1, 1930. Sound on fllm.
THEME: Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Pinchot and their
son. Giffy, in an informal account of their cruise

WILD MEN OF KALIHARI (Trav-PT, M)..._ _ 5300
(R) May 15. 1930. Sound on fllm.

THEME: Dr. Ernest Cadle and natives and animals
of the Kallhari desert in an authentic adventure fllm.

Tiffany Productions
Silent Sound

•BORDER ROMANCE (W-AT, S) -.._ 5974
(Rl May 18. 1930. With Armida. Don Terry. Mar-
jorie Kane, Victor Potel, Wesley Barry, Nita Marian,
Frank Glendon, Hary von Meter, William CosteUo.
THEME: American horse traders rescue beautiful girl

from Mexican bandits.

•HIGH TREASON ( D-AT) _ — 8263
Sound on disc and fllm. With Benlta Hume, Basil
Gill, Jameson Thomas, Humberston Wright.
THEME: Spectacular forecast of love and life in 1940.

•HOT CURVES (C-AT) _ 7893
(R) June 1, 1930. With Benny Rubin, Rex Lease,
Alice Day, Pert Kelton, Paul Hurst, John Ince, Mary
Carr.

THEME: World series baseball and a love affair.

•JOURNEY'S END (D-AT) - 1 1455
(R) About April 1, 1930. (NP) April 19, 1930.

With Colin Clive, Ian Madaren, Anthony BusheU,
David Manners, Billy Bevan, Charles Gerrard, Robert
A'Dair. Thomas Whitely. Jack Pitcaim. Warner
Klinger.
THEME: R. C. Sheriff's world famed play of the
war.

•LOST ZEPPELIN, THE (D-AT) 6882
(R) December 20, 1929. Sound on disc and film.

(TOS) February 13. 1930. With Conway Tearle,
Virgi nia Valli. Ricardo Cortez.
THEME: A Zeppelin lost in the antarctic, and a
man's sacrifice.

•MAMBA (D-AT) _ 7014
(R) March 10, 1930. (NP) March 22, 1930. Sound
on disc. All Technicolor. With Jean Hersholt,
Eleanor Boardman, Ralph Forbes.
THEME: The revolt of South African natives against
a bestial plantation owner.

•MEDICINE MAN, THE (CD-AT) 6211
(R) .Tune 15. 1930. With Jack Benny, Betty Bronson,
Eva Novak, Billy Butts, Georgie Stone, Tom Dugan,
Will Walling. E. A. Warten.
THEME: Elliott Lester's stage play. The conquests
of a medicine show proprietor with small town belles.

•MIDSTREAM (D-PT) 7472
(R) July 29, 1930. Sound on fUm. With Ricardo
Cortez, Claire Windsor, Montagu Love, Helen Jerome
Eddy, Larry Kent.
THEME: Society drama on the order of "Faust."

•MISTER ANTONIO (D-AT) 5353 6985
(R) October 1, 1929. Sound on disc and fllm. With
Leo CarriUo, Viginia Valli. Gareth Hughes, Frank
Reicher.
THEME: An adaptation of Booth Tarkington's play.

•PAI NTED FACES (CD-AT) _ 6836
(R) November 20, 1929. Sound on disc and fUm.
With Joe E. Brown. Helen Foster, Barton Hepburn,
Dorothy Gulliver, Lester Cole, Rihcard Tucker.
THEME: A story of the lova of a circus clown for

his ward.
•PARTY GIRL (D-AT) _ 7401

(R) January 1, 1930. Sound on disc and fllm. (NP)
January 11, 1930. With Douglas Fairbanks. Jr..

Jeanette Loff, Judith Barrie, John St. Polls, Luden
Prival. Marie Prevost.
THEME: An expose of the "party girl" racket.

PEACOCK ALLEY (D-AT) 6060
(R) January 10, 1930. Sound on fllm. With Mae
Murray, George Barraud, Jason Robards, Richard
Tucker.

THEME. A society drama.
SU N NY SKIES (C D-AT) -.._ - 6994

(R) May 12, 1930. With Beimy Rubin. Marcellne
Day, Rex Lease, Marjorie Kane, Wesley Barry, Greta
Granstedt.
THEME: A college musical.

•SWELLH EAD (CD-AT) _ - .6213
(R) March 24. 1930. With James Gleason, Johnnie
Walker, Marion Schilling, Paul Hurst.
THEME: A swell headed prize fighter who forgets

the friends of his poorer days after attaining the
heights—and Ms awakening.
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•TROOPERS THREE (D-AT) „ 7239
(R) February 13. 1930. Sound on film. (NP) Feb-
ruary 1'2, IViO. With Rex Lease, Dorothj GuUiver,
Slim Siunmerville, Roscoe Kams.
THEStE: A story of the U. S. Cavalry.

•UNDER MONTANA SKIES (CD-AT, S) _ _
With Kenneth Harlan. Slim SummervUle. Dorothy
Gulliver. Nita -Martan. Christian Franh. Harry Todd.
Ethel Wales. Lafe McKee.
TH h.

'JiE: A comedy drama of a cowboy troupe meet-
ing with a troupe of stranded actors In the West.

•WOMAN TO WOMAN (D-AT) 6079 8065
(R) November 5. 1929. Sound on disc and dim.
(NP) November 23. 1929. With Betty Compson,
George Barraud, Juliette ComptoiL

UFA
(Dialog in English)

Silent
•BLUE ANGEL. THE (D-AT. S)..

Sound

Sound on disc and film. With Bmll Jannings, ilar-
lene Dietrich, Rosa Valetti, Hans Albers, Kurt Gerron.
Karl Huszar-Puffy. Reinhold Bernt, Rolf Mueller.
Rolant Vamo. Karl Balhaus. Hans Roth. Gerhard
Bienert, Robert Klcin-Loerl;. Wllhelm Diegehnann.
rise Fuerstenberg. Eduard von Winterstein.
THEStE: An elderly professor, while trying to save
his pupils from the wiles of an entertainer in a
waterfront saloon, is enmeshed by her, becomes her
companion and they wed. He is barred from the
facility and compelled to be a clown in the girl's

troupe. Returning to be billed as clown and former
professor in his Iiome town is too much for the old
man—he goes insane, runs amucl;. then slinks back
to the schoolroom and dies at his desk.

•HEART'S MELODY (D-AT. S) - _
Sound on disc and film. With Willy Fritsch. DIta
Parlo, Goery Mali. Mnrca Simon. Annie Mewes, Laslo
Dezsoeffy, Jlka Gruening, Juli Ligetti.

THEME ^ An attempt at suicide brings a renewed
romance between an Hungarian soldier and his sweet-
heart, who bad been forced to submit to improprie-
ties by an avaricious landlady.

•IMMORTAL VAGABOND (D-AT, S)
Sound on disc and film. With Llane Hald. Gustay
Froeh lich. H. A. Schlettow, Karl Gerhardt.
THEME: A young composer, absenting himself from
his home village in order to arrange for the produc-
tion of his new operetta, loses the girl of his heart
to another man. Unveiling of a monument to his
memory brings the two together again, the girl now
widowed, and they wander forth—the Immortal vaga-
bonds.

•LAST COMPANY. THE (D-AT. S) ,_...

Sound on disc and film. With Conrad Veidt. Karln
Evans. Erwin Kaiser. Else Heller. Maria Petersen.
Heinrich Gretler. Paul Hencl;els, Ferdinand Asper.
Martin Herzherg, Werner Schott. Dr. Ph. Manning.
W. Hiller. Ferdinand Hart. Alex. Granach. Gustav
Puettjer. Alb. Karchow. Horst von Harbou.
THEME: A tragedy of the Napoleonic wars of 1813.
Captain of gallant thirteen surviving men makes mill
his fort, miller's daughter falls In love with him and
refuses to nuit the mill. Outnumbered by the enemy,
thirteen, the captain and the girl are killed.

•LOVE WALTZ (CD) _ -
Sound on di.sc and film. With Lillian Harvev. .John
Batten, George Alexander, Lillian Mowrer, Gertrude
de Lalslty, Ludwig Dlehl, Hans Junkerman. Victor
Schwanneckp. Karl Ettllnger,
THEME: The story of the scion of a wealthy Ameri-
can automobile manufacturer who, tiring of home
life, becomes valet to a duke, and marries the duke's
Sweetheart, a princess.

MELODY OF HEARTS 'D-AT) 8061
(R) August 29. 1930. With Dita Pario, Willy
Fritsch. OfTop Maly, Marosa Simon, Jnnoes Koer-
mendv, .Tiili.=ka D. T.igeti. Anni Meves, Ilka Gruen-
ing, Laszio Dezsoeffy.
THEME: Thi< is Ufa's first bi-lingual picture, hav-
ing been produced both in German and English.
It is the story nf a country girl who is led astray
by a mercenary landlady.

•WHEN YOU GIVE YOUR HEART AWAY (CD-AT)
Sound on disc and film. With Lillian Harvev. Igo
Syra. Harry Halm, Alexander Sascha, Karl Platen.
Valeria Blanka. Rudolf Biebrach. Wolfgang Kuhle.
Fritz Schmuck.
THEME: The story of a little orphan who. as »
stowaway on a freighter, finds love and happiness
in her marriage to the boat's captain.

•WHITE DEVIL (D-PT. S) .._ :..._ _.._

Sound on dlso and film. With Ivan MosJuMn. LIl
Dagover. Betty Amann. Fritz Alhertl. Oeorc Reroflf.

A. Cbakatouny. Harry Hardt. Alexander Murslty. Ken-
neth Rive. Hugo Doehlin. Alexei Bondireff, Lvdia
Potpchina. Henry Bender. R. Biebrach. Bobby BurrLs.
THE>rE: A story of a leader of a rebellious band
in the Caucasian mountains, bis conflict with the
Czar of Russia and his troops, prompted by the des-
perado's marriage to the Czar's favorite dancing girl,

and the eventml mortal wounding of the leader,

•HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (D-AT. S) 6137 6165
Distributed bv Paramount-Publix. Sound on disc.
With Willv Fritsch. Li! Dacover. DIta Parlo. PYitz
Grelner. GIsella Bathory. Erich Kaiser-Tietz, Leo-
pold Kramer.
THEME: The vicis.sltudes of a romance between a
peasant girl and a coimt. who is a gay young officer

of the Honved Hussars.

United Artists

Silent Sound
ABRAHAM LINCOLN (D-AT) 8704

(R) September 8, 1930. (NP) August 30, 1930.

Produced by David Wark Griffith. With Walter
Huston, Una Merkel. Hobart Bosworth. Kay Ham-
mond, Lucille La Verue. Ian Keith. Helen Freeman,
W. L. Thome. Frank Campeau, Otto Hoffman. E.
Alyn Warren, Charles Crockett. Henry B. Walthall,
Helen Ware. Tasna Robards. Russell Simpson, Gor-
don Thorpe, Oscar .Apfel. Fred Warren. Edgar Deer-
ing. Cameron Priidhomme, ,T^mes Brari^ury ,Tr.

THEME: Episodes from the life of the great
martvred president

•BAD ONE. THE (CD-AT) _ 6673
(R) April 12. 1930. Sound on film. With Dolores
Del Rio, Edmund Lowe, UUrich Haupt, Don Alva-
rado, George Fawcett.

BE YOURSELF (CD-AT. S)...- - 5977
(R) February 8. 1930. (NP) March 15, 1930.
Sound on film. With Fannie Brice. Harry Green,
Robert Armstrong. (3ertrudc Astor.

CONDEMNED (D-AT) — _ 7448
(E) December 7. 1929. With Ronald Colman. Ann
Harding. Louis Wolheim. Dudley Digges.

DU BARRY, WOMAN OF PASSION (D-AT)
(U) Novmber IS. 193u. With Norma Talmadge.
Conrad Nagel. William Farnum, UUrich Haupt,
Hobart Bosworth

EYES OF THE WORLD _ .._

(R) August 30. 1930. With Una Merkel, Fern Andra,
Frederick Burt. Nance O'Neill.

FOREVER YOURS _ _
(Rl November 29. 1930. With Mary Pickford. Ken-
neth MacKenna. Don Alvarado, Ian Maclaren. Char-
lotte Walker.

HELL HARBOR (D-AT) _ 8354
(R) March 2. 1930. (NP) March 15. 1930. Sound
on film. With Lupe Velez. Jean Hersholt, John Hol-
land. A. St. John.

HELL'S ANGELS (D-AT) „
(NP) May 31. 1930. With Ben Lyon. James Hall,
Jane Winton. Thelma Todd. John Darrow.
THEME: The airman and his part in the world war.

LOCKED DOOR. THE (D-AT) 6844
(R) November 16. 1929. With Barbara Stanwyck,
Rod LaRocoue, William Boyd, Betty Bronson.

LOTTERY BRIDE (MC) _ „.
(R) September 6, 1930. With Jeanette MacDonald.
John Garrick. Joe E. Brown, Joseph Macauley. Robert
Chisholm. ZaSu Pitts. CarroU Nye.

LOVE COTTAGE. THE (MC) _
An Iving Berlin production.

LUMMOX (D-AT) 7533
(R) January 18. 1930. With Winifred Westover,
Dorotliy Janis. Lydia Titus, Ida Darling, Ben Lyon.
Mjita Bonillas, Cosmo Kvrle Bellew, Anita Bellew,
Robert Ullman, Clara Langsner, William CoUler. Jr.,
Edna Murphy, Trob( n iMeyer. Fan Bourke, Mvrtle
Stedman, Danny O'Shea, William Bakewell. Sidney
Franklin.
THEME: From Fannie Hurst's story of a hired girl
who manages to combat her sordid surroundings by
a series of self-sacriflcing deeds, all of which are
misconstrued,

NEW YORK NIGHTS (D-AT) 7447
(R) December 28, 19211. With Norma Talmadge. Gii-
bert Roland. .John Wray, Lilvan Tashman.

ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT (CD-AT) 6592
(R) May 3. 1930 (NP) April 5. 1930. Sound on
film. With Lillian Gish. Conrad Nagel. Rod La
Roc<]ue. Marie Dressier, O. P. Heggie.
THEME: This formerly was "The Swan."

PUTTIN- ON THE RITZ (MC) 7883
(R) March 1, 1930. Sound on film. (NP) Febru-
ary 22, 1930. With Harry Richman, Joan Bennett,
James Gleason, Lilyan Tashman.
THEME: The story of a musical comedy and night
club star who, with success, deserts his former com-
panions and teammates, only to return to them when
bad booze blinds him.

RAFFLES (D-AT) . ... .

(NP) Jidy 26, 1930. With Ronald Co'man. Kav
Francis, Bramwell Fletcher. Francis Dade. David
Torrence. Alison SIdpworth. Frederick Kerr. John
Rogers. Wilson Benge. Running time, 1 hour. 20
minutes.
THEJIE: The experiences of Raffles, the Amateur
Cracksman, who falls in love, and gives up the life
of crime only to return to it to save a friend from
prison.

SONS 0' GUNS (MC) _.

With Al Jolson.
TAMING OF THE SHREW (C-AT) 6116

(R) October 26. 1929. With Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks.

TRESPASSER. THE (D-AT) 8223
(R) October 5. 1929. With Gloria Swanson. Robert
Ames. Kav Hammond.

•VENUS (ME) 6814 6882
(R) October 12. 1929. With Con.stance Talmadge.
Andre Roanne, Jean Murat. Max Maxudian.

WHAT A WIDOW (CD-AT) _
(R) July 3, 1930. Sound on film. With Gloria
Swanson, Owen Aloore. Lew Cody. Margaret Liv-
ingston.

WH ISPE RS
(R) December 26.' 1930.''''with'Ches^^^

WHOOPEE (MC)
(R) September 27. 1930. With Eddie Cantor, Ethel
Shutta. Paul Gregory. C^ief Caupollcan.

Universal
Silent Disc Film

•ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT (D-AT) 12423
(R) Sept. 1. 1930. (NP) May 10. 1930. With Louis
Wolheim. Lewis Ayers. .Tohn Wray. Slim Summervllie.
Russell Gleason. William Bakewell. Walter Brown
Rogers. Ben Aexander. Owen Davis. .Jr.. Heinle Couk-
lin. Bodil Rosing. Beryle Mercer. Marion Clayton.
Edwin Maxwell. Bertha Mann, Arnold Lucy. Joan
Marsh. Tola D'Avrii, Poupee Andriot.
THEME: An epio of the world war. showing its

effects on the younger generation drawn in before
they had actually grown to manhood.

•BARNUM WAS RIGHT (F-AT) 4316 5042 4938
(R) September 22. 1929. With Glenn Tn'on. Mema
Kennedy. Otis Harlan. Basil Radford. Isabelle Keith.
Lew Kelly. Clarence Burton, Gertrude Sutton.
THEME: Poor boy wants to marry rich girl. Leases
old estate, hunts for hidden treasure, house blows
up in the end but the boy gets the girl.

•BEAUTY AND BULLETS (W) 4277
(R) December 16, 1929. With Ted Wells, Duane
Thompson, Jack Kennedy, Wilbur Mack.
THEME: Girl finds brother member of gang of rob-
bers which has robbed stage coach.

•BORN TO THE SADDLE (W-ME) 4126
(R) March 10, 1930. With Ted Wells, Duane Thomp-
son, Leo White, Merrill McCormick, Byron Douglas.
Nelson McDowell.
THEME: An eastern millionaire and his daughter are
rescued from outlaws by a wealthy Chicago broker
posing as a cowboy.

•BURNING THE WIND (W-AT) 5202
(R) February 10, 1930. With Hoot Gibson. Cessare
Gravlne. Virginia Brown Faire. Boris Karloff, Robert
Holmes.
THEME: The story of a son who returns from school
in the east and saves his father's homestead from
being usurped by land robbers.

•CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD (MC) 5813 7513 7519
(R) April 20. 1930. (NP) March 29. 1930. With
Laura La Plante. John Boles, Sam de Grasse. James
Marcus, Lionel Belmore, Stuart Holmes, Evelyn Hall,
Claude Fleming, Murdock MacQuarrie, Richard
Cramer, Harry Burkhardt. George Hackathome, DeWitt
Jennings.
THEME: The love story of Rouget de I'llse, com-
poser of the 'Marsellaise" song, and Marie Marnay,
the "torch of the revolutionists."

•CLIMAX, THE (D-AT) 5013 5974 5846
(R) January 26. 1930. With Jean Hersholt. Kathryn
Crawford. Henry Armetti. I^eRoy Mason. John Rein-
hardt. William Worthington, George Gillespie, Ervln
Eenard, Jean Bordet,

•COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC
CITY (F-AT) 7752 7400

(R) March 17, 1030. With George Sidney, Mack
Swain, Vera Gordon, Kate Price, Cornelius Keefe,
Nora Lane, Virginia Sale, Tom Kennedy.
THEME: Bathing suit manufacturers and a beauty
contest, in which a $25,UO0 prize rehabilitates busi-
ness.

•COHENS AND KELLYS IN
SCOTLAND (F-AT) 6584 7600 7600

(R) March 17. 1930. (NP) March 15. 1930. With
George Sidney. Charlie Murray. Vera Gordon. Kate
Price. E. J. RatclLffe. William Colvin. Lloyd Whitlock.

•COURTIN' WILD CATS (WCD-AT) 5142 5226 5118
(R) December 22, 1929. With Hoot Gibson, Eugenia
Gilbert. Harry Todd. Jos. Girard. Monte Montague,
John Oscar, Jim Corey, James Earley. Pete Morrison,
Joe Bonomo.
THEME: Story of a boy who is supposed to be ill,

sent to Join a circus by his father. There he meets
a wildcat (the heroine) and finally subdues her.

•CZAR OF BROADWAY (D-AT) 7106 7314
(R) May 31. 1930. (NP) July 5. 1930. With John
Wray. Betty Compson, John Harron. Claude AUlster,
King Baggot. Wilbur Mack. George Byron, Duke Lee,
Henry Herbert.

•DAMES AHOY (F-AT) _.527l 5895 5773
(R) February 9, 1930. (NP) April 5. 1930. With
Glenn Tiyon, Helen Wright, Otis Harlan, Eddie
Gribbon, Gertrude Astor.
THEME: Three gobs, a blonde and $500.

DEVIL'S PIT, THE (ME) 5597 5780 6642
(R) March 9. 1030, With entire cast made up
of natives of Maori. New Zealand.
THEME: Maori folk story.

•EMBARRASSING MOMENTS (C-AT). 5521 5330 5230
(III February 2. 1930. With Reginald Dennv.
Mema Kennedy. Otis Harlan. William Austin. Vir-
rinla Sale. Greta Granstedt, Mary Foy.
THEME: Fictitious marriage finally results in real one.

•EYES OF THE UNDERWORLD (W) 4208
(R) April 28, 1930. With Bill Cody, Sally Blane.
THEME: Wealthy sportsman falls in love with pub-
lisher's daughter, whose father is killed bv gangsters.
Gangsters capture girl and sportsman rescues her.

•FIGHTING LEGION. THE (WCD-AT)..6937 . . 6763
(11) April 6, 1930. With Ken Maynard, Dorothy
Dwan. Harry Todd, Frank Rice, Tarzan the horse,
Les Bates.

'GRIT WINS (W-ME) 4595
(R) Febniary 27. 1930. With Ted w'elis, Kathleen
Collins, Al Ferguson. Buck Connors, Nelson Mc-
Dowell. Edwin Moulton. "

THDJIE: Oil is discovered, and things begin to hap-
pen.

•HELL'S HEROES (D-AT) 5836 6289 6148
(R) January 5, 1930. With Charles Bickford. Ray-
mond Hatton, Fred Kohler, Fritzi Ridgeway.
THE.ME: Three bandits and a baby girl.

•HIDE OUT (C-AT) 5759 5297
(R) March 30, 1930. With James Murray. Kathryn
Crawford. Carl Stockdale, Lee Moran, Edward Heam,
Robert Elliott.

•KING OF JAZZ (MC) 9100
(R) 1930. With Paul Whitefljan, John Boies. Jeanette
Loff, Laura La Plante, Glenn Tryon, Merna Kermedy,
Kathryn Crawford. Otis Harian, Slim Summerrille,
Stanley Smith, George Sidney, Charlie Murray, BiUy
Kent, Grace Hayes, Sisters G. Rhythm Boys.
Bros Sisters. George Chiles. Jaques Carrier. Wynn
Holcomb. Al Norman. Frank Leslie. .leanle Lang
Charles Irwin. Paul Howard. Walter Brennan, Marian
Statler, Don Rose, Tommy Atkins Sextet, Nell O'Dav,
Wilbur Hall. John Fulton. RusseU Markert Dancers,
Hollywood Beauties.

•LAST PERFORMANCE (D-AT) 5790 5628 5999
(R) October 13, 1929. With Conrad Veidt, Mary
Philbin, Leslie Fenton. Fred MacKaye, Anders Ran-
dolph, Sam de Grasse. George Irving. Wm. H, Turner,
Eddie Boland,
THEME: A magician sacrifices the love he held for
his assistant, and finally sacrifices his life.

LITTLE ACCIDENT (C-AT) 7397
(R) September 1, 1930. With Douglas Fairbanks.'
,Tr., Anita Page. Roscoe Kams, Zasu Pitts, Sally
Blane, Slim Summerville, Henrv Armetta, Joan
Marsh, Albert Gran.
THEME: The story of a reconciliation between
estranged husband and wife following the birth of
a child.

•LONESOME (CD-PT, ME) 6142 64SI
(R) January 20, 1930. With Glenn Tryon, Barbara
Kent.
THEME: A fellow and girl who are just working
along without life meaning very much to them, and
then—they fall in love.

•LONG, LONG TRAIL. THE (W-AT) ...5286 5495 5785
(H) October 27. 1929. With Hoot Gibson, Sally
Filers, Kathryn McGuire, James Mason, Walter Bren-
nan. Archie Riclis,

THEME: A waster makes good and finally marries
his employer's daughter.

•LUCKY LARKIN (W-ME) 5779 5897 597S
(It) March 2, 1930. With Ken Maynard, Nora Lane,
Tarzan the horse. James Farley. Harry Todd. Charlea
Clary.

•MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER (D-AT) 6825 5506 5384
(R) November 5, 1929. (NP) November 16. 1929.
With Joseph Sohildkraut. Joan Bennett. Carmelita
Geraghty. Alec B. Francis. Otis Harlan. BiUy Welch,
Charles Moore. Gertrude Howard.
THEME: River boats and a gambler who finds the
girl of his dreams.

•MOUNTED STRANGER (W-AT) 5554 5905 5984
(R) February 16, 1930. With Hoot Gibson, Louise
Lorraine, Fancis Ford, Malcolm White, James Correy.
THEME: Heroine is wounded in saving her lover
from rival gang, but she finally recovers, and villain
is slain.

•MOUNTAIN JUSTICE (W-AT) 5804 6797
(R) May 30, 1930. With Ken Maynard, kathryn
Crawford, Otis Harlan, Paul Hurst, Les Bates,
THEME: Ranch owner's son, aided by heroine,
avenges his father's death. Cowboy songs and humor
prominent in picture.

•NIGHT RIDE (D-AT) 5278 5534 5429
(R) January 12. 1930. (NP) January 25, 1930. With
Joseph Schlldkraut, Barbara Kent, Edward G. Robin-
son. George Ovey, Hal Price. Ralph WeUes. Harry
Stubbs. DeWitt Jennings.
THEME: A newspaper reporter taken for a ride by
gangsters, but he escapes, and gets commended by
his chief for his story.

•ONE HYSTERICAL NIGHT (C-AT) 5242 5283 5279
(R) October 6. 1929. With Reginald Denny. Nora
Lane. E. J. Ratclifre. Slim Summerville. Fritz Feld,
Lloyd Whitlock, Leo White. Rolfe Sedan.
THEME: Jealous aunt tris to get $2,000,000 Inheri-
tance away from nephew by making him appear
insane, but the plot fails.
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•OUTSIDE THE LAW (D-AT) 7095
(R) September IS. 1930. (NP) September 6, 1930.

With Mary Nolan, Edward G. Eobinson, Owen
"Moore. Edwin Sturgis. John George, Delmar Watson,
DeWitt Jennings, Eockclift'e Fellowes, Frani; Brnke,

Svdney Bracey.
THEME: The story revolves around the robbery of a

metropolitan bank by a crafty cracteman and the

complications arising after liis refusal to split with

the leader of the underworld.
•PARADE OF THE WEST (WC-AT) 5582 6906 6785

(E) January 19. 1930. With Ken Maynard. Gladys
McConnell. Otis Harlan, Jackie Hanlon, Frank Eice.

THEME: A wild west show, a horse named Man
Killer, a villain, a hero and a girl.

•PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (My-PT) 8479

(E) December 15, 1929. (NP) February 13. 1929.

WitH Lon Chaney, Mary Phllbin, Norman Kerry.

Arthur E. Carewe, Virginia Pearson. Snitz Edwards.
Gibson Gowland. Bernard Siegel. Caesare Graiiue,

Edith Torke.
THEME: ilystery concerning a beautiful singer at

L'Opera in Paris.

•ROA Rl NG ADVENTURE ( W)...- 4344

(E) October G, 1929. With Jack Hosde, Mary Mc-
Allister, Marin Sais, Francis Ford.
THEME: A rancher's son, who lives in the East,

visits his father, and while there, breaks up a gang
of cattle thieves and finds the girl of his heart.

•ROARING RANCH (W-AT) 5242 6094 6094
(E) April 27. 1930. With Hoot Gibson. Sally Eilers,

Wheeler Oalonan, Bobby Nelson, Frank Clark, Leo
Whits.
THEME: Hero foils villain's attempt to rob him of

rich oil lands, after they set Are to his ranch build-

ings.

•SENOR AMERICANO (W-AT) 5412 6592 6450
(E) November 10. 1929. With Ken Maynard, Kathryn
Crawford, J. P. McGowan. Gino Corrado, Tarzan the
horse . Frank Beale. Frank Taconnelli.
THEME: Young American wins the heart of a Span-
ish girl by saving her father from losing his ranch
because of a crooked land dealer.

•SHANGHAI LADY (CD-AT) 5847 6043 5926
(E) November 17, 1929. (NP) December 7. 1929.

With Mary Nolan, James Murray. Wheeler Oakman.
Anders Eandolph, Tola D'Avrll, Mona Eico, Jimmle
Leong. Irma Lowe, Lydia Yeamans Titus.
THEME: Two people, a man and a girl who have
strayed from the straight and narrow find love in
spite of odds, which reforms them.

•SHANNONS OF BROADWAY (C-AT) ...5653 6278 6155
(E) December S, 1929. With James Gleason, LucUle
Webster Gleason, Mary Philbln, James Breedon, Harry
Tyler. Helen Mehrmann. Slim Summerville. Tom Ken-
nedy. Walter Brennan. Alice AUen, Eobert T. Haines.
THEME: A Broadway musical comedy team buys an
hotel In a little New England town, and after many
tribulations, sell It for $25,000.

•SKINNER STEPS OUT (AT) 6645 6652 6521
(E) December 4. 1929. With Glenn Tryon. Jfema
Kennedy. E. J. Eatcliffe. Burr Mcintosh. Lloyd
Whit lock. Kathryn Kerrigan. Edna Marian.
THEHrE: Skinner finally wins the position which
he makes his wife believe he has.

•SONS OF THE SADDLE (W-AT)
(E) August 3. 1930. With Ken Maynard. Doris Hill.
Joe Girard. Francis Foid. Harry Todd.

SPURS - _
(E) July 20. 1930. With Hoot Gibson and Helen
Wright.
THEME: Conflict of two men for love of the same
girl whose choice Is not made until the storm reveals
it to her.

STORM. THE (D-AT) 7203
(E) August 18, 1930. (NP) August 30, 1930. With
Lupe Velez, Paul Cavanagh, William Boyd, Alphonz
Ethier, Ernie S. Adams.
THEME: The stoiy of two men and a girl ma-
rooned bv storms in a lonely cabin in the Northwest.

•TONIGHT AT TWELVE (CD-AT) 5172 7051 6984
(E) September 29, 1929. With Madge Bellamy,
CJeorge Lewis, Eobert EUis, Margaret Livingston, Vera
Eeynolds, Norman Trevor, Hallam Cooley. Madeline
Seymour, Don Douglas. Josephine Brown.
THEME: "Tonight at twelve." written on a letter,

causes some dissension in the Keith family, but ex-
planations straighten out the matter.

•TRAILING TROUBLE (W-AT) 5336 5354 5198
(E) March 23, 1930, Hoot Gibson, Margaret Quinby,
Pete Morrison, Olive Young, William McCall.
THEME: Adventures of cowboy in city, where he
saves Chinese girl from gang of ruffians and returns
to ranch, where plot against him is exposed.

TRIGGER TRICKS (W-AT)..._ _...5I23 5461
(E) June 1, 1930. With Hoot Gibson. Sally Filers
Walter Perry, Max Asher, Monte Montague.

•UNDERTOW (D-AT)..._ 6233 5132 5025
(E) February 23, 1930. (NP) March 8, 1930.
Mary Nolan, Eobert Ellis, John Mack Brown.
THEME: The wife of a lighthouse keeper thinlfs she
wants to run away when her husband becomes blind,
but she realizes at the end that she was wrong.

•WAGON MASTER. THE (W-ME) 5697 6519 6335
'E) September 8. 1929. With Ken Maynard. Edith
Eoberts, Fred Dana, Tom Santschie, Jackie Hanlon,
Bobbie Dunn. Al Fergxison.
THEME: A story of a wagon express, and how It

Is saved from bandits; a pretty girl and the hero of
the express outfit.

•WHAT MEN WANT (D-AT) 6041
(R) July 13. 1930. With Pauline Starke. Ben Lvori,
Hallam Cooley, Eobert Ellis, Barbara Kent, Car-
rnellta Geraghty,
THEME: Sister gives up the man she loves so that
the younger sister may wed him.

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU (D-AT) 7549
(R) .Tune 1, 1930. (NP) June 14, 1930, With leni
Rlefenstjih), B. Spring, Ernst Peterson.

•WHITE OUTLAW (WC-ME) 4541
(R) May 25, 1930. Ee-lssue. Jack Hoile. Marce'line
Day William Welsh. Duke Lee, Floyd Shackleford.
(Tharll e Brlnley,
THEME: A cowboy befriends a wild horse, and
breaks up a gang of horse rustlers.

•YOUNG DESIRE (D-AT) 6110 6529
(R) June 1.^, 1930. With Marv Nolan. William ,Tan-
ney, Mae Eusch, Ralph Harrold, Claire McDowell,
George Irving,
THEME: Dancine girl in carnival show gives up
marriage with college youth rather than ruin his
career, and dies In spectacular leap from balloon,
freeing the man she loves.

Warner Brothers
(Sound Pictures are on disc only)

Silent Sound
AVIATOR. THE (CD-AT) 6743

(NP) .Tanuary IS. 1930. with F,<Iwarrt Everett Hor-
ton. I'atjsy Ruth MlUcr. Armand Kallz. .lohnny
Arthur. T,ee Moran. Edward Martlndel, Phillips Smal-
ley, William Norton Bailey.

ARGYLE CASE, THE (Mel-AT) 7794
(TOS) August 31, 1929. With Tliomas Meighan, H.
B. Warner. Gladys Brockwell, Lila Lee, Bert Roach.

BIG BOY (CD-AT, S) -..- —
(R) August 30. 1930. Al Jolson starring.

THEME: Al Jolson in the role of a lovable jockey.

COURAGE (D-AT) _ 6639
(NP) May 31, 1930. With Belle Bennett, Marian
Nixon, Bichard Tucker, Leon Janney.
THEME: A drama of mother love and the struggle
of a woman whose children are taken from her.

DANCING SWEETIES (CD-AT) • 5656
(li) .lulv 1:1. l!):;o. Witli Grant Withers, Sue Carol,
Edna Murphy, Kate Price.
THEME: Eomance revolving around a dancing con-
test.

DISRAELI (D-AT) 8044
(E) November 1, 1929. (NP) December 14, 1929.
With George Arliss, Joan Bennett, Anthony Bush-
nell, Doris Lloyd.
THEME: Historical drama of the life of the one-
time prime minister of England and author.

DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS (D-AT)
(R) October 25, 1930. With James Hall. Irene
Delroy, Lew Cody, Natalie Moorhead, Edward
Martindel, Margaret Seddon.
THEME: Drama 15 minutes before the final edi-

tion, while New York is asleep, with the newspaper
the clearing house for the triumphs and tragedies
of the world.

DOORWAY TO HELL (D-AT)
(E) October 4, 1930. With Lewis Ayres, Charles
Judels, Dorothy Mathews, Leon Janney, James
Cagney.

DUMBBELLS IN ERMINE (CD-AT) _...5200

(R) May 10, 1930. With Eobert Armstrong, Barbara
Kent, Beryl Mercer, James Gleason, Clayde Gilling-
water, -lulia Swayne Gordon, Arthur Hoyt, Mary Foy.
THEME: Comedy-drama adapted from the stage play,
"Weak Sisters," by Lynn Starling,

•EVIDENCE (D-PT) 7152
(NP) October 26, 1929. With Paulino Frederick,
Lowell Sherman, Conway Tearle,
THEME: A lawyer believes the evidence against his

wife instead of believing her.

•GENERAL CRACK (D-AT) 9809
(E) Januarv 25, 1930. With ,Tohn Barrymoe,

•GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY (MC) 9009
(E) October 5, 1929. (NP) November 23, 1929.

With Nick Lucas, Ann Pennington, Winnie Llghtner,
Conwav Tearle, Nancy Welford,

GOLDEN DAWN (MC) 7447
(E) .Tune 14, 1930. With Walter Woolf. Vivienne
Segal. Noah Beery, Alice Gentle, Lunino Lane,
Marion Byion. Lee Moran, Nigel de BruUer, Otto
Matieson, Dick Henderson, Nina Ouartero, Sojin,
.Tulanne Johnston, Nick de Euix, Edward Martin-
del. All technicolor.
THEME: A light sforv with an African background.

GREEN GODDESS. THE (Mel-AT) 6653
(E) March 8, 1930. (NP) February 22, 1930. With
George Arliss. Alice Joyce, H. B. Warner. Ralph
Forbes, David Tearle, Betty Boyd, Reginald ShefSeld,
Nigel de Brulier, Ivan Simpson.
THEME: A suave and graceful Indian rajah plots a
charming end for three English travelers in a plane
crash—death for one, tortures for the second, and
life in his castle with him for the third—a woman.
From William Archer's stage play.

•HOLD EVERYTHING (M C) 75 1

3

(E) May 1, 1930. (NP) March 29, 1930, May 3.

1930. With Winnie Lightner and Joe E, Brown, SaUy
O'Neil, Dorothy Eevler, Georger Carpentier, Bert
Eoach. Edmund Breese,
THEME: All-Technicolor production from the musi-
cal comedy of the same name, with additional music
by Henderson and Brown,

•IN THE HEADLINES (D-AT) _.6427
(II) August 31, 1929. (NP) October 12, 1928. With
Grant Withers, Marion Nixon, Clyde Cook. Spec
O'Donnell, Edmund Breese.
THEME: The newspaper reporter, his girl friend and
the boss solve a murder, and have a great time
accomplishing it.

•IS EVERYBODY HAPPY? (D-AT. M) 7371
(NP) December 21, 1929. Ted Lewis and his band.
Also Ann Pennington and her dances.

LIFE OF THE PARTY. THE (C-AT)
Technicolor. (R) October 11, 1930. With Winnie
Lightner. Irene Delroy, Jack Whiting, Charles But-
terworth, Charles Judels.
THEME: Two girls decide to go in for professional
gold digging.

•MAMMY (CD-AT) _ 7570
(B) May 31. 1930. (NP) April 5, 1930. With Al
Jolson, Louise Dresser, Lois Moran, Lowell Sherman,
Hobart Bosworth, Tully Marshall, Mitchell Lewis.
THEME. Tale of a minstrel troupe and its end man.
from the story by Irving Berlin. Songs also by Berlin.

•MAN FROM BLANKLEY'S. THE (F-AT) _ 6167
(E) December 15. 1929. With Fannie Brlce. Guinn
Williams. Andre de Segurola. Ann Brody. Bichard
Tucker. Billy Sealy, Edna Murphy, Arthur Hoyt.
THEME: Drawing room farce based on the play by
F. Anstey.

MATRIMONIAL BED. THE (C-AT) 6242
(E) August 2. 1930. (NF) .August 30. 1930, With
Lilyan Tashman. Florence Eldridge, James Gleason,
Beryl Meroer, Frank Fay, Marion Byron. Vivian
Oakland, Arthur Edmund Carewe. James Bradljury.
TFTEME: Tlie story of an amnesia victim, and the
rnmip.nl situations developing.

MAYBE IT'S LOVE (CD-AT)
(E) September 20, 1930. With Joan Bennett, Joe
E. Brown. James Hall, and All-American Football
Team .

THEME: Girl, to save her father's position as col-
lege president, flirts with eleven girdiron stars, and
brings them to a jerkwater college town, with sensa-
tional results.

MOBY DICK (D-AT)..._
(R) August 14, 1930. .John Barrymore starring,
thkME : Duel of man against fate, personifled In
the bloodthirsty whale, Moby Dick.

•MY MAN (CD-AT) 6136 9247
(R) December 15, 1929. With Fannie Brice, Guinn
Williams. Andre de Segurola, Ann Brody, Elchard
Tucker, Billy Sealy, Edna Murphy, Arthur Hoyt.
THEME: "Big Boy" is Just a demonstrator but
Fannle's big sister steals her from him anyway.
When Fannie gets her big chance to sing in a show,
"Big Boy" realizes his mistalte as Faimy sings "My
Man" to him,

•NOAH'S ARK (D-PT. ME) 7752 9478
With Dolores Costello. George O'Brien, Noah Beery,
Louise Fazenda, Guinn WlUlams, Paul McAllister,
Anders Eandolf, Nipel de Brulier, .A.rmand Kallz,
Myma Loy, William Mong, Malcolm White.
THEME: The Flood and the Ark, paralleled with
the story of modern life heading into the World War.

OFFICE WIFE. THE (D-AT)
(R) AugiLst 23, 1930. With Dorothy Mackaill and
Lewis Stone.

THEME: The problem that confronts a man devoted
to his private secretary and not realizing he is in
love.

OH. SAILOR BEHAVE! (C-AT)..._
(R) August 16. 1930. With Olsen & Johnson. &ene
Delroy. (Jharles King. Lowell Sherman. Lotti Loder,
Vivien Oakland.
THEME: Escapades of two American sailors In
Naples,

OLD ENGLISH (D-AT) 7926
(R) September 27, 1930. (NP) August 30. 1930.
With George Arliss, Leon ,Tanney, Doris Lloyd, Betty
Lawford. Ivan .Simpson. Harrington Reynolds. Reg-
inald Sheffield, Murray Keunell, Ethel Griffles, Henrl-
etta Goodvrin.
THEME: A grand old sinner gets into difflctilUes

and debt,
PENNY ARCADE (Mel-AT) (Temporary Title)

(R) September 6, 1930. With Grant Withers, Evalyn
Knapp, James Cagney, Joan Blondell.
THEME: Weak-willed lad, influenced by liquor, lets

himself in for underworld career ending in a Irilling.

•RECAPTURED LOVE (D-AT) 5993
(B) ,Tune 14, 1030. With Belle Bennett, ,Tohn Halli-
d ay. Junior Durkin.
THEME: Drama of modern marriage with a novel
triangle twist.

SACRED FLAME, THE (D-PT, ME) 6015
(R) November 30, 1929. With I'auline Frederick.
THEME: She loves one of two brothers, and when
he's crippled and urges her to go about with the
other she comes to love him instead. The cripple's
death casts suspicion upon them, but the mother ex-
plains she innocently was the cause.

•SAP, THE (CD-AT) 7310
(E) November 9, 1929. With Edward Everett Horton,
Patsy Ruth Miller, Franklin Pangborn. Edna Murphy,
Alan Hale, Eussell Simpson, Louise Carver, Jerry
Mandy.
THEME: When the struggling inventor finds that Ws
brother-in-law has embezzled from the bank of which
he is a clerk, and that the cashier has done ditto,
the inventor frames a fake holdup, gets his share.
succeeds in speculations, and buvs cut the bank.

•SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY, THE (My-AT) 5268
(R) April 26. With Grant Withers, Lnretta Young,
H. B. Warner, Claire McDowell, Sidney Bracy,
Craufurd Kent.
THEME: Mystery-drama based on the novel, "The
Agonv Column." bv Earl Derr Biggers.

•SECOND CHOICE (D-AT) 6150
(R) January 4. 1930. With Dolores Costello.

•SHE COULDN'T SAY NO (MC) 6413
(B) February 15, 1930. (NP) February 22. 1930.
With Winnie Lightner. Chester Morris, Johnny Ar-
thur. Sally EilfTs, Tully Marshal- Louise Veavers,

•SKIN DEEP (D-PT, ME) _ ..„ 5940
(TOS) October 5, 1929. With Monte Blue, Betty
Compson, .John Davidson. Tully Marshall,

•SO LONG LETTY (D-AT) 5865
(R) November 16, 1929. (NP) January 11 and Feb-
ruary 8, 1930. With Charlotte Greenwood, Bert Roach,
Grant Withers. Claude Gillingwater, Patsy Ruth
Miller. Helen Foster, Marion Byron.

SONG OF SONGS (MC) 11692
(R) December 28, 1929. With 77 stars, including
John Barrymore, Monte Blue, Ted Lewis, Richard
Barthelmess, Sally Blane, Irene Bordonl, Dolores Cos-
tello, Frances Lee, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Frank Fay.
Winnie Lightner. Nick Lucas, Jack Mulhall, Hin-Tin-
Tin. Ben Turpln. Grant Withers.

SONG OF THE WEST (0) 7185
(R) Marcfh 15. 1930. With .Tohn Boles. Vivienne
Segal. Joe B. Brown. Edward Martindel. Harry Grib-
bon. Marie Wells. Sam Hardy. Marion Byron.
Rudolph Cameron.
I'HEME: The story of a man. discharged from the
army, who becomes an Indian scout. Mils his enemy
by accident, masquerades as a parson, marries a
colonel's daughter becomes a gamljler. goes to the
dogs after estrangement from his wife and finally
stages a comeback and is reinstated in the army.

SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS (CD-AT) _
(B) August 9. 1930. With Claudia Dell and Perry
Askam.
THEME: An over-flirtatious girl of Merry Old
England over-reaches herself by coquetry.

•THOSE WHO DANCE (Mel-AT) 6876
(E) April 19. With Monte Blue. Lila Lee. Betty
Compson. Wmiam Boyd. DeWitt Jennings. William
Janney. Wilfred Lucas.
THEME: Underworld melodrama based on the story
by George Klbbe Turner.

THREE FACES EAST (D-AT) _
(B) July 26, 1930. With Constance Bennett and
Erio von Stroheim.
THEME: The European spy system against the
background of the World war.

•TIGER ROSE (D-AT) _ 5509
(E) December 21. 1929. With Lupe Velez, Monte
Blue.

•TIME, PLACE AND GIRL, THE (D-AT) 6339
(NP) June 22, 1929. With Grant Withers. Betty
Compson. James Kirlnvood, Bert Boach.

•UNDER A TEXAS MOON (F-AT, S) 7498
(E) April 1, 1930. (NP) April 6, 1930. With
Frank Fay, Eaquel Torres, Myrna Loy. Noah Beery.
Fred Kohler, Armida, TMIly Marshall.
THEME: Musical farce all in Technicolor, based on
the story by Stewart Edward White.

VI ENNESE NIGHTS (0)
(NP) May 24, 1930. With Alexander Gray. Vivienne
Segal. Jean Hersholt, Bert Eoach, Louise Fazenda,
Walter Pidgeon, June Purcell, Alice Day. Milton
Douglas.

•WIDE OPEN (CD-AT) _ _...634l
THEME: Comedy farce presenting complications in
tha life of a mild mannered bridegroom.

Windsor Pictures
HER UNBORN CHILD (D-AT) 8000

(E) December 26. 1929. With Adele Eomson. Paul
Clare. Pauline Drake, Doris Eankin. Frances TTnder-
wood
THEME: A boy and a girl in love, forgetting every-
tklng else.

Miscellaneous

>i:

Silent Sound
WHITE CARGO (D-AT)

Produced by W, P. Film Company, Ltd.. London,
(NP) May 24. 1930. With Alexander Grav. Vivienne
(E) February 21, 1930. (NP) July 12, 1930. With
Leslie Fai)er, John Hamilton, Maurice Evans, Se-
bastian Smith, Humberston Wright, Henri De Vrica.
George l^imer. Tom Hermore, Gypsy Bhouma,
THESrE: The struggle of white men to Ijecome ac-
climatized In the horrible oven which is West Africa.
A forerunner of the South Sea stories.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Columbia

Victor Gems

(One Reel)

AT A TALKIE STUDIO, Buddy Doyle, directed by BasU
Smith, Released Aug. 14, 1929.

PARLOR PEST, Boyce Combe, directed by BasU Smith. Be-
leased Aug. 28, 1929.

HARMONY CLUB, Geoffrey O'Hara, directed by Basil Smith.
Eeleased Sept. 11, 1929.

LISTEN LADY, Grace LaRue, Halo Hamilton, directed by
BasU Smith. Released Sept. 25, 1929.

ON THE BOULEVARD, Sweet and AIoNaughton, directed by
BasU Smith, Eeleased Oct. 9, 1929.

BOY WANTED, Joe Phillips, directed by Basil Smith. Re-
leased Oct. 23, 1929.

DAY OF A MAN OF AFFAIRS. A, Maurice HoUand,
directed by BasU Smith. Eeleased Nov. 6, 1929.

With Sound

Silly Symphonies

(One Reel)

SKELETON DANCE. Eeleased Aug. 29, 1929.
EL TERRIBLE TORREADOR. Eeleased Sept. 26, 1929.
SPRINGTIME.
HELL'S BELLS.

Krazy Kat Kartoons

(One Reel)

RATSKIN. Eeleased Aug. 15, 1929.
CANNED MUSIC. Eeleased Sept. 12. 1929.
PORT WHINES.
SOLE MATES.

Educational

Mack Sennett Talking Comedies

LUNKHEAD, THE (1370). Harry Gribbon. Andy Clyde and
Thelma HIU cooking a stew in a restaurant. Harry
wants to marry Thelma, but she has other plans. She
"frames" Harry in a manner that cures him of her for

life. 1840 ft. Eeleased Sept. 1, 1929.

GOLFERS. THE (1371). Harry Gribbon. Andy Clyde and
and Tlielma Hill. Comedy as a matter of course. They
aU "play at" pasture pool, but Charlie Guest, well-known
California pro, shows them how it should be done. 1874
ft. Released Sept. 22, 1929.

HOLLYWOOD STAR, A (1372). Harry Gribbon, Andy Clyde
and Marjorie Beebe. Satire on the old cowboy meller and
the talking picture in which everything that could tro

wrong, does go wrong. 1790 ft. Eeleased Oct. 13, 1929.

BULLS AND BEARS (1378). Marjorie Beebe, Andy Clyde,
Daphne PoUard. Daphne makes plenty in paper profits,

but Andy's stock is potatoes—much more substantial.

1838 ft. Eeleased March 2. 1930.

HE TRUMPED HER ACE (1379.) Marjorie Beebe, .Tohnny
Burke. Marjorie could stand a lot, but when Johnny
trumped her ace, she sued him for divorce. The judge
was the kibitzer who had misled Johnny. P. S.—Marse
didn't get the divorce. 1895 ft. Released March 23, 1930.

CLANCY AT THE BAT (1373). Harry Gribbon and Andy
Clyde. EoUing the baU of fun on the diamond. As a
batter, Harry poves to be slightly batty. 1954 ft. For
release Nov. 3. 1929.

NEW HALF-BACK, THE (1374). Harry Gribbon and Andy
Clyde. Football taken not too seriously. 2 reels. For
release Nov 24 1929

UPPERCUTT O'BRi'eN (1375). Harry Gribbon, Andy Clyde,
Marjorie Beebe. The two boys are opposing fight pro-
moters. 1601 feet. Release December -5, 1929.

SCOTCH (1376). Billy Sevan and Andy Clyde co-featuietl.

Both partake freely of the fluid that ages in the bathtub,
and when they begin to "see things" they hastUy leave

the home of the honeymooners. much to the latter's

delight. 195G ft. For release January 19, 1930.

SUGAR PLUM PAPA (1377). Andy Clyde. Harry Gribbon
and Daphne Pollard. Daphne married the wealthy Andy
so that she could marry off her sailor son to a princess.

But the maid had "It." 1932 feet. Released Feb. 16,

1930. (TOS) Feb. 8, 1930.

MATCH PLAY (789). Walter Hagen, Leo Diegel, Andy Clyde.
Marjorie Beebe. Mack Sermett special, with Hagen and
Diegel, two of world's golf champs, play golf that thriUs.

while Andy Clyde and Marjorie Beebe score heavUy in

laughs. 2002 ft. Eeleased March 16, 1930.

HONEYMOON ZEPPELIN (1380). Marjorie Beebe, Daphne
Pollard, Nick Stuart. Nick makes a 1930 rescue, swinging
from a hydroplane to a fast-moving blimp in order to

save Marge from marrying a man she doesn't love. 1976
ft. Released ApU 13, 1930.

RADIO KISSES (1381). Marjoria Beebe, George Duryea,
Rita Carewe. Marge conducts an advice to the lovelorn

service over the air, but she almost fails when she tries

to get her man. 1891 ft. Eeleased May 14, 1930.

FAT WIVES FOR THIN (1382). Andy Clyde. Marjorie
Beebe, George Barraud. Marge gains so much weight,

she almost loses her husband, when hubby is intrigued

by the charming slendemess of another. 1980 ft. Re-
lea,sed May 25. 1930.

CAMPUS CRUSHES (1383). Marjorie Beebe, Andv Clyde,

Nick Stuart. Pop Martin disapproves of Marge's crush
on Nick, but Nick proves he's worthy and pop consents

to the match. 1929. Released Jime 15. 1930.

THE CHUMPS (1384). Marjorie BeelM. Andy Clyde, Frank-
lin Panghom. Marge and Franklin are the rictlms of

city slickers. The country Bumpkins decide to beat the

racketeers at their own game—and succeed. 1888 ft.

Released .Tuly 6. 1930.

GOODBYE LEGS (1385). Andy Clyde, Daphne Pollard,

Nick Stuart. Ann Christy. A breach of promise and a

breach of contract .suit caused by a long skirt. 1961 ft.

Released .Tuly 27. 1930.

HELEO TELEVISION (1386). Andy Clyde. Ann Christy.

Nick Stuart. Anticipating the complications and inter-

esting developments resulting from the ultra-modern de-

vice. 1844 ft. Released Aug. 17. 1930.

AVERAGE HUSBAND (1387). Andy Clyde, Natalie Moore-
head. Albert Conti. Pat O'Malley. NataUe loves her
husband, but almost spoils it when she tries to im-
prove him in order to impress her old flame. 1046 ft.

Released Sept. 7. 1930.

VACATION LOVES (13SS). Andy Clyde, Betty Boyd, Patsy
O'Leai-y. John Darrow. Andy is at that dangerous age
when men make easy victims for designing women. He
is saved from the siren by his own daughter. 1904 ft.

Eeleased Sept. 28. 1930.

Coronet Talking Comedies

Starring E(]ward Everett Horton

GOOD MEDICINE (451). Edward Everett Horton as a
patient-less doctor who gets a position in a hospital
through Olive TeU. linid Bennett plays the part of the
wife. H68 ft. Released Dec. 8, 1929.

RIGHT BED, THE (448). Edward Everett Horton found
a blonde. But his wife (Betty Boyd) was a brunette.
1523 ft. Released AprU 14, 1929.

TRUSTING WIVES (449). Mixing love sonnets with marsh-
maUow cake. Edward Everett Horton and Natalie Moor-
head in a battle of wits. 1699 ft. Released June 23. 1929.

PRINCE BABBY (450). A siUt-hat burglar who came to
steal, but stayed to conquer. 1615 ft. Released Sept. 15,
1929.

Gayety Comedies

JOHNNY'S WEEK END (2684). Johnny Hines, Adrienne
Dole, Vernon Dent, Estclle Bradley. Reluctantly. Johnny
accompanies his wife to the home of friends for a week
end party, and immediately proceeds to get himself into
compromising situations. 1653 ft, Eeleased Sept. 14,
1930.

Jack White Talking Comedies

LOVERS' DELIGHT (1665). Johnny Arthur and Pauline
Garon are a pair of the one-year-old lovebirds whose
neighbors are 'cats." 1523 ft. Released June 30, 1929.

LOOK OUT BELOW (1666). Raymond McKee Is used by
Thelma Todd to make her husband jealous and it develops
into a whoopee party on skyscraper girders. 1614 ft.

Released Aug. 18, 1929.

HUNTING THE HUNTER (1667). Raymond McKee and
Harold Goodwin. Their wives d.dn't mind their hunting
wild animals, but they drew the line at wild women.
1506 ft. Eeleased Oct. 20, 1929.

MADHOUSE, THE (1668). Eddie Lambert and Monty
Collins. Everything, including the kitchen sink, mili-
tates against a peaceful Sunday morning. 1643 ft. Ee-
leased Dec. 1, 1029,

HOT AND HOW (2616). Co-featuring PhyUis Crane and
Harold Goodwin. The younger generation makes whoopee,
but changes the speed to slow motion when the older
generation makes its appearance. 1528 ft. For release
Jan. 12. 1930.

OH DARLING (2617). Addie McPhaU, Norman Peck. He
was too bashful to make love to his wife, hut he found
it easy to say "darling" to another. 1565 ft. Ee-
leased Feb. 15, 1930.

DAD KNOWS BEST (2618). Taylor Holmes. Helen Bolton.
Dad promises to show son how to win his woman, and
acquires one himself. 1840 ft. Eeleased March 30,
1930.

HAIL THE PRINCESS (2610). M.iy Boley. Monty Collins.
Alma Bennett. May puts on the ritz, and almost gets

away with it, until Montv. her butler, queers it for her.

1575 ft. Released May 11, 1930.

Lloyd Hamilton Talking Comedies

HIS BIG MINUTE (1005). Lloyd Hamilton, a lad from
the country, comes to Bloody GTilch and gets in wrong
with a couple of bad men. 1805 ft. Eeleased May 5,

1929.

DON'T BE NERVOUS (1006). Lloyd Hamilton, who is afraid
of his own shadow, is mistaken for a gangster. Even the
gangster's moll makes the mistake and makes violent
love to him. 1718 ft. Released July 7, 1929.

HIS BABY DAZE (1007). Hamilton is nursemaid to little

Billy, who turns out to be circus midget, bent on a
nefarious mission. 1751 ft. Eeleased Aug. 18. 1929,

PEACEFUL ALLEY (1008). Lloyd Hamilton tries to reform
little Douglas Scott, who has "tailing ways." 1835 ft.

Released Sept. 29, 1929.

TOOT SWEET (1009). Lloyd likes Lena and she plays him
for all he's got and then leaves him flat for her apache.
1802 ft. Released Nov. 10, 1929.

GRASS SKIRTS (1010). Ruth Hiatt marries Lloyd, an In-
valid, in the thought that his death will make her
eligible for the Jolly Widow's club. Lloyd, however, gets

well. 1667 ft. Released Deo. 22. 1929,

CAMERA SHY (1349). Lloyd Hamilton. Ruth Hiatt, Lloyd
has written a story for the screen which he thinks is

better than Stella Dallas, And he thinks he can play
the lead better than Barrymore. 1654 ft. Released Feb.
9, 1930,

POLISHED IVORY (1350). Lloyd Hamilton. Lloyd was
engaged to deliver a piano which he did—but the In-
strument was in parts. 1642 ft. Released March 16,

1930.

FOLLOW THE SWALLOW (1351). HamUton took the fam-
ily to an amusement park and won the luclc number
ticket for an auto, but his two-year-old thought it was
something to eat. 1886 ft. Released April 27. 1930.

GOOD MORNING, SHERIFF (1352). Hamilton is involun-
tarily made sheriff of a tough burg, and unconsciously
makes a hero of himself. 1735 ft. Eeleased May 25,

1930.
HONK YOUR HORN (1353). Lloyd Hamilton, Ruth Hiatt,

Lloyd is a philanthropic soul and goes about causing
damage to automobiles to help a struggling garage-owner.
1716 ft. Released June 29, 1930.

Lyman H. Howe's Hodge Podge

A FLYING TRIP (2736). One reel. Released Sept. 7, 1930.

Ideal Comedies

SI. SI. SENOR (2704). Tom Patricola. .Toe PhiUips.
Chiquita De Montez. Tom and Joe. quite accidentally,
find themselves in Mexico where they are mistaken for
a couple of Spanish caballeros. Before they can sas
"carramba" Tom is wedded to Chiquita—but he suffers
no regrets, for she is both beautiful and rich. 1755 ft.

Released Sept. 21, 1930.

Lupino Lane Comedies

SHIP MATES (2613). Lupino Lane is a goofv gob, and his
fellow-sailors make the most of his sappiness. 1570 ft.

Eeleased Jtme 2, 1929.
BUYING A GUN (2612). Fun In a gun shop with the

brothers Lupino (Wallace and Lupino Lane). 1531 ft.
Released July 14, 1929,

FIRE PROOF (2614). Lupino Lane starts an opposition fire
house, and his little four-year-old playmate tries to boost
his business by starting flres. 1598 ft. Eeleased Sept.
8 1929

PURELY CIRCUMSTANTIAL (2615). Lane is a newlywed
against whose happiness circumstances seem to conspire.
2 reels. Released Nov. 17, 1929.

Mermaid Talking Comedies

CRAZY NUT, THE (1436). Franklin Panghom imagined he
had every Imaginable Ulness. When the doctor told him
he would die, he promptly proceeded to get well. John
T. Murray and Vivien Oakland in the cast. 1480 ft.

EdcQ/SPd TtiDs 2 I'JS^

TICKLISH BUSINESS (1437). Monty ColUns and Vernon
Dent are a couple of Tin Pan AUey guys, and women and
songs are their major troubles. 1843 ft. Eeleased Aug.
25 1929.

TALKI'es, THE (1438). A funny Idea of how a talking
picture is made. Monty Collins and Vernon Dent are
the goofy "sound experts." 1522 ft. Released Oct. 27,
1929.

ROMANCE DE LUXE (1439). Monty Collins and Nancy
Dover. Love and danger generously mixed. ThriUs of
the high and dizzy type. 1335 ft. Eeleased Dec. 29,
1929.

BIG JEWEL CASE, THE (1440). Eddie Lambert. Fred
Kelsey, Anita Garvin. Eddie is a detective by profession,
but a coward by nature. 1480 ft. Eeleased Feb. 23,
1930.

WESTERN KNIGHTS (1441). Eddie Lambert, Al St. John,
Addie McPhail. Eddie suddenly bcomes a cowpuncher
and outwits the vlUain. 1661 ft. Released April 20,
1930.

PEACE AND HARMONY (1442). Eddie Lambert. Monty Col-
lins, Addie McPhall. A lovenest with four lovebirds
turns into a battle field. 1660 ft. Eeleased May 18,
1930.

HOW'S MY BABY? (1443). Monty Collins, T. Eoy Barnes,
Addie McPhail. The boys buy an institution which,
they are told, houses twenty beautiful blondes. When
it's too late, they discover the blondes are infants. 1667
ft. Released .Tune 22, 1930.

HIS ERROR (2006), T, Roy Barnes, Monty CoUins. "nie
firm of Barnes and Collins are bankrupt. Barnes schemes
to marry Collins off to a rich spinster, declaring him-
self in on the profits. The scheme goes haywire and
Barnes flnd.s himself wed to a poor old-maid, while
Collins is espoused to a beautiful heiress. 1750 ft.

Released Sept. 14. 1930.

Terry-Toons

CAVIAR (1585). One reel. Released Feb. 23, 1930.
PRETZELS (1586). One reeL Eeleased March 9, 1930.
SPANISH ONIONS (1587). One reel. Eeleased March 23,

1930.
INDIAN PUDDING (158). One reel. Released AprU 6,

1930.
ROMAN PUNCH (1589). One reel. Released April 20, 1930.
HOT TURKEY (1590). One reel. Eeleased May 4. 1930.
HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE (1591). One reeL Released May

18, 1930.
SWISS CHEESE, One reel. Released June 1, 1930.
CODFISH BALLS. One reel. Released June 15. 1930.
HUNGARIAN GOULASH. Eeleased June 29. 1930.
BULLY BEEF. One reel. Released July 13, 1930.
KANGAROO STEAK. One reel. Released July 27. 1930.
MONKEY MEAT (15971, One reel. Released Aug. 10. 1930.
CHOP SUEY (27101. One reel. Released Aug 24. 1930.
FRENCH FRIED (2711). One reel. Released S™t. 7, 1930.
DUTCH TREAT (2712), One reel. Released Sept. 21, 1930.

Tuxedo Talking Comedies

SOCIAL SINNERS (1880). A bug exterminator mingles In
high society. Raymond McKee. Cissy Fitzgerald, Marlon
Byron. 1710 ft. Released Sept. 1, 1929.

DON'T GET EXCITED (1881). Lloyd Ingraham sails for
Hawaii to get away from an annoying guitar-strumming
neighbor, only to find him occupying the adjoining cabin
on the boat. Harold Goodwin. Addle McPhail and EsteUo
Bradley, 1444 ft. Released Nov. 10, 1929.

DRUMMING IT IN (1882). Raymond McKee and Phillip
.Smalley work for Mr. Plrtle, the drum manufacturer.
The boys visit their employer's country estate, and almost
wreck the place. 1600 ft. Eeleased Jan. 26, 1930.

TROUBLE FOR TWO (1883). Eaymond McKee. Anita «us-
pects her husband of flirting, and decided to do the
same. Both find themselves in the same party, with
different partners, and then the real fun begins. 1527
ft. Relea.sed .

BITTER FRIENDS (1884). Eddie Lambert, Addle McPhail,
Edward Clark. Eddie and Edward are partners in busi-
ness, but they mi.ght just as well be competitors for all
the teamwork they do. 1607 ft. Released April 27,
1930.

FRENCH KISSES (1RS5). Monty Collins, Betty Boyd.
Bobby Agnew, Boliby fits up a studio with a live model,
canvas and butler, believing the girl he loves might be
intrigued by an "artist." His purpose is almost de-
feated when the model turns out to be a vamo. and the
butler a fake. 1084 ft. Eeleased June 15. 1930.
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Vanity Comedies

THE FRESHMAN'S GOAT (2690). Marian Shockley, Eay
Cooke A goat foolislUy wanders into college the open-

ina day. and the sophs fight hard to take it from the

freshmen for their mascot. An auto race is to decide

the fate of the goat The race is fast and furious, with

a freshman winning the laurels. P.S. He also got the

girl. 17S9 ft. Released Sept. 7. 1930.

FitzPatrick

PEOPLE BORN IN SEPTEMBER: Horoscope, obtainable on

disc and flira. One reel. For release August 26.

BARCELONA TO VALENCIA: Traveltalk. On disc only.

One re<l. Released August 26,

LABOR DAY: Holiday short. Obtainable on fllm only. For
release August 26.

PEOPLE BORN IN OCTOBER: On fllm and disc. One reel.

For release September 14. , ,,

VALENCIA TO GRANADA: Traveltalk. On film and disc.

One reel. For release September 21.

COLUMBUS DAY: Holida.v short. On disc only. One reeL

For release on September 21.

PEOPLE BORN IN NOVEMBER: Horoscope. On film and
•disc. One reel. For release October 3.

GRANADA TO TOLEDO: Traveltalk. On film and disc.

One reel. For releas" October 15.

ARMISTICE DAY: Holiday short. On disc only. One reeL

For release Oct. 15.
, „

THANKSGIVING DAY: Holiday short. On disc only. One
reel. For release October 13.

PEOPLE BORN IN DECEMBER: Horoscope. On fllm and
disc. One reel. Released Oct. 2.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR: Holiday short. Disc only.

One reel. For release November 9.

IN OLD MADRID: Traveltalk. Film and disc. One reel.

For release November 15.

PEOPLE BORN IN JANUARY: Horoscope. Film and disc.

One reel. For realease December 1.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

M G M Colortone Revue

CLIMBING GOLDEN STAIRS (R-1). Released Aug. 3. 1929.

MEXICANA (R-2). Released Aug. 31. 1929.

DOLL SHOP. THE (R-4). Released Sept. 2S. 1929.

GENERAL. THE (R-4). Released Oct. 25. 1929.

SHOOTING GALLERY. THE (R-5). Released Nov. 23, 1929.

THE ROUNDERS (R-7). Released Jan. 18. 1930.

KIDDIES REVUE (R-10). Released March 15, 1930.

THE CLOCK SHOP (R-12). Released May 10, 1930.

Charley Chase-Hal Roach Comedies

STEPPING OUT (1847). Going out without wife to have

a good time. Release November 2.
, . ^,.

LEAPING LOVE (1847). Charlie falls in love with both

mother and daughter, but marries cigarette girl. Release

June 22.

THE BIG SQUAWK (1710). In which bashful Charley wins

his girl. Release May 25.

SNAPPY SNEEZER (1729). Charlie has hay fever in this

one. Release July 20. 1929.

CRAZY FIGHT (17f)2). Charlie In a role as a dancer.

Release September 7, 1929. „^
REAL McCOY, THE. Charley Chase. Telma Todd. Edgar

Kennedy. Charley being chased by a cop for speedmg.
Directed bv Warren Doane.

GREAT GOBS (I'^'U). Release December 28. 1929.

WHISPERING WHOOPEE (1907). Release March 8. 1930.

ALL TEED UP (1S95). Release. April 19, 1930.

50 MILLION HUSBANDS (1840). Release May 24, 1930.

FAST WORK (ISCG). Release June 28. 1930.

Laurel and Hardy Hal Roach Comedies

BERTH MARKS (ISO"). The life of two fellows sleeping

in an upper berth in a speeding train. Release June 1.

THEY GO BOOM (!,<64). Hardv playing doctor in helping

Laurel with his terrific cold. In which the bed goes

boom. Relea.ee September 21.

ANGORA LOVE (1884). Trving to hide a goat from the

hardbolled landlord. Release December 14, 1929.

MEN C WAR (1822). Two sailors gn rowing into other

people's boats. Release June 29, 1929.

NIGHT OWLS. Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy. The two
boys volunteer to rob a house so a police officer can gain
fsme bv the arre«:t. Directed hv James Parrott.

PERFECT DAY (1845). Laurel and Hardy going plcknicWng
In an old flivver that causes a delay that never ends.
Roleasp August 10. 1029.

BACON GRABBERS (1862). Two detectives sent to bring
bark an unpaid radio that is owned by a hardbolled In-

dividual. Relea.se October 19.

THE HOOSEGOW (1865). Release November 16, 1929.

BLOTTO <26.';4>. Release February 8. 1930.

THE BRATS (1928). Release March 22. 1930.

BELOW ZERO (1889). Release April 26, 1930.

HAY WIRE. Release May 31, 1930,

Harry Langdon Hal Roach Comedies

8KY BOY (1881). Harry landing on an iceberg with his
rival h<-iv friend. Release October 5.

HOTTER THAN HOT (1765). Harry and a beautiful blonde
locked In a building that's on Ore.

FIGHTING PARSON. THE. Harry Langdon, Nancy Dover.
Thclma Todd. F.ddle Dunn. Harry as a traveling min-
•tr'-l DIrertcd by Fred Gulol.

SKIRT SHY (f;-223). Released November 30, 1029.
THE HEAD GUY (1878). Relcaso January 11. 1930.
THE EIG KICK (1827). nclca.sc March 20, 1930.
THE SHRIMP (1738). Release May 3. 1930.
THE KINO (1787). Relia.sc June 14. 1930.

Our Gang Hal Roach Comedies

SATURDAY'S LESSON (l.';77). The Gang refuses to work
until > d<Tll "carcs them Into working. Release July 9.

LAZY DAYS (1870). The Gang helps Farina earn flfty
bucks. Ilcli>4u August IS.

RAILROADIN' (1736). The Gang goes riding in a train

with a crazy driver. Release June 15.

SMALL TALK (2330), The Gang in an orphan home.
Wlieezer is adopted and the Gang go to visit him at

his elaborate home. Release May 18,

BOXING GLOVES (1603), The Gang runs a prize fight In

wliich Joe Cobb and Chubby are the puglists. Release
September 9.

BOUNCING BABIES (190S). \\'heezer getting rid of his

baby brother, who gets all the attention in his home.
Release October 12.

CAT, DOG & CO. (1919), Release September 14. 1929,

MOAN AND GROAN. INC. (1914). Release December 7,

1929.

SHIVERING SHAKESPEARE (1870), Release January
25 1930

THE 'first SEVEN YEARS (1843). Release March 1.

1930,

WHEN THE WIND BLOWS. Release April 5. 1930,

BEAR SHOOTERS (18S1), Release Mav 17. 1930,

A TOUGH WINTER (ISSO), Release June 21, 1930.

Metro Movietone Acts

GEORGE LYONS (79), Numbers: a, "Beloved"; b, "Ah.
Sweet Mystery of Life": c, "Don't Be Like That"; d.

"St, Louis Blues"; e, "Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder,"
646 ft. For release August 3, 1929.

CECIL LEAN AND CLEO MAYFIELD (SO). Number: "ULs
Lucky Day." 1735 ft. For release August 10, 1929.

GEORGIE PRICE (81). Numbers: a. "The One That I

Love Loves Me"; b. "I'm Marching Home to Tou." 714
ft. For release August 17, 1929.

PHIL SPITALNY and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).

Numbers: a. "Medley of Musical Comedy Hits"; b,

"Farewell Blues," 71 ft. For release August 24. 1929.

VAN AND SCHENCK (S3), Numbers: a. "That's How Tou
Can Teli They're Irish"; b. "Rainbow 'Round My
Shoulder"; c, "Ramona"; d. "The Dixie Troubadours."
838 ft. For release August 31, 1929.

GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON (84). Numbers: a, "Ju,st

Be a Builder of Dreams"; b, "Down Among the Sugar
Cane." 632 ft. For release September 7, 1929,

TITTA RUFFO (85). In 'Credo" from "Othello." 525 ft.

For release September 14. 1929.

METRO MOVIETONE REVUE—"Bits of Broadway" (86).
For release September 21. 1929.

MADAME MARIA KURENKO (87), Numbers: a. "The
.Jewel Song." from Faust; b, "II Bacio" ; e, "The Last
Rose of Summer," 840 ft. For release September 28.

1929.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH (88). Numbers: a. "How
D'Ta Do"; b. "Ka Krazv for Tou"; c. "If I Had Tou."
727 ft. For release October 5. 1929.

YVETTE RUGEL (89). Numbers: a. "Paradise Lost"; b.

"Marie"; c. "The Parting." 713 ft. For release Oc-
tober 12. 1929.

SONG WRITERS REVUE. THE. Gus Edwards, Dave Dryer.
Fred A. Ahlert. Roy Turk, Roy Ileindorf. Nacio Herb
Brown. Arthur Freed. Roy Egan. Fred Fisher and Jack
Benny. Directed by Sammy Lee.

BILTMORE TRIO (90). Number: "Jail Birds." 860 ft.

For relea.se October 19. 1929.

CLYDE OOERR (91). Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "Saxo-
phone March"; b. "Sunny South"; c "Technicalities";
d. "Bye, Bye, Sweetheart," 795 ft. For release Octo-
ber 26 1929,

JIMMY HUSSEY (97). Number: "Uneasy Street," 841 ft.

For release December 7. 1929,
ROY EVANS (assisted by Al Belasco) (98). In comedy

sketch. Exclusive Columbia artist. 795 ft. For release
December 14, 1929.

THE REVELLERS (89). Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
a Four Leaf Clover": b. "Rose of Waikikl" : c. "Breez-
ing Along With the Breeze," 607 ft. For release De-
cember 21. 1929.

MADAME MARIA KURENKO (100). Numbers: a. "Shadow
Song" from "Dinorrah" ; b. "Song of India." 714 ft.

For release December 2. 1929.
WALTER C. KELLY (101). In "The Virginia Judge." 803

ft. For release January 4, 1930.

VAN AND SCHECK (102). Numbers: a. "Everything's
Going to Be All Right"; b. "Ain't Got Nothin' Now";
c. "St. Louis Blues." 709 ft. For release January 11,
1930.

CLYDE DOERR (103). Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "Wed-
ding of the Painted Doll"; b. "If I had Tou"; c.

"Original Music." 572 ft. For release January 18,
1930.

BILTMORE TRIO (104). In "College Romeos." 853 ft. For
release January 25. 1930.

TOM WARING (563). Release November 2. 1929,
TITTA RUFFO (520). Release November 9. 1929.

EARL & BELL (700). Release November 16. 1929.
DUCI DE KEREKJARTO (622). Release November 23. 1929.
AARONSON'S COMMANDERS (696). Release November 30.

1929.

Paramount

Christie Talking Plays

LET ME EXPLAIN. Starring Taylor Holmes, with John T.
Murray and Vivienne Oakland. Adapted from Ken.von
Nicholson's domestic sketch, "The Annonymous Letter."
Released .Tanuary 23. 1930. Two reels.

THE DUKE OF DUBLIN. Starring Charlie Murray. Comedy
sketch of Irish ditch digger who suddenly gets a million
and runs a wild apartment house. Released February 1.

1030. Two reels.

DON'T BELIEVE IT. Starring James Gleason with Lucille
Gloason and John Litel. A husband becomes invisible

when be returns from a bust in Florida in a rented taxi-
cab. Gleason's sketch which was played on stage. Re-
leased February 8, 1930, Two reels,

SCRAPPILY MARRIED. With Johnny Arthur. Bert Roach.
Ruth Taylor and Mabel Forrest. Two warring couples
across tlie hail from each other in an apartment house.
From playlet by Wilson Collison. Released February 22.
1930. Two reels.

THE BEARDED LADY. Louise Fazenda in a sideshow bur-
lesQue with all typical characters of a dime museum.
Released March 1, lO.'iO. Two reels.

DOWN WITH HUSBANDS. With Johnny Arthur, Bert
Roach and Frances Lee. Based on Howard Green and
Milton Hocky's sketch. "Wives on Strike." Men im-
porting fair strikebreakers to Paducah to break their
wives' walkout. Released March 8. 1930. Two reels.

THE STRONGER SEX. Carmel Mvers. Bert Roach. George
Stone and Frances Lee. in comedy sketch by Florence
Rycrson and Colin Clements of a free-love author and
her real life and home longings. Released March
15. 1930. Two reels.

HIS HONOR, THE MAYOR. Charlie Murray in a politlcan
campaign comedy sketch. Released March 22, 1930. Two

JED'S VACATION. Charley Grapewin, Anna Chance, in their
own vaudeville sketch about adopting a baby. Intro-
duction on musical comedy stage. 1909 ft. Released
April 13. 1929.

DEAR VIVIEN. Raymond Hatton and Sam Hardy in a
clever comedy skit about a business man who wrote let-

ters, with which a blackmailing blonde is holding him
up. 1891 ft. Released June 23, 1929.

THE SLEEPING PORCH. Raymond Griffith, Barbara Leon-
ard and John Litbel in sketch about a husband who Is

sleeping out in the snow to cure a cold and his scheme
with a convict to get him out of it. 150 ft. Released
Sept. 7, 1929.

FARO NELL, or In Old Californy. Louise Fazenda, Jack
Luden and Frank Rice in a travesty revival of an old
western melodrama. Laid on the desert and in an
old-fashioned movie western saloon. 1819 ft. Released
Oct. 5, 1929.

ADAM'S EVE. Johnny Arthur. Frances Lee. in a comedy
sketch starting with a bridegroom's pre-marriage cele-
bration and ending in a mixup in the apartment of two
chorus ladies. 1618 ft. Released Oct. 12, 1929.

HE DID HIS BEST. Taylor Holmes. Carmel Myers and
Kathryn McGuire, in farce comedy playlet of Holmes
entertaining a friend's wife for the evening, ending in a
comedy sword duel. 1616 ft. Released Oct. 19, 1929.

THE FATAL FORCEPS. Ford Sterling. Bert Roach and
Will King, in comedy of a dentist on trial for nearly
murdering a saxophone pla.ver. whose music had driven
him crazy. 1664 ft. Released Nov. 2, 1929.

THE DANCING GOB, Buster and John West, in combina-
tion of West's stage dancing and comedy taking place
at a naval training station where she actors are mistaken
for sailors. 1823 ft. Released Nov, 9, 1929,

DANGEROUS FEMALES, Marie Dressier and Polly Moran
in a comedy of two old spinsters about to entertain either
the evangelist or a dangerous criminal, with Dressier
getting a little intoxicated with the visitor, 1873 ft.

Released Nov. 16, 1929,
BROWN GRAVY. All colored cast in Octavus Roy Cohen

story about a fake medium swindling the guUlble
patrons, novel feature is inclusion of Georgia Jubilee
Singers in spirituals, 1627 ft. Released Nov. 23, 1929.

HE LOVED THE LADIES. Taylor Holmes, Helene Milard
and Albert Conti, in farce comedy sketch of a near
elopement of a wife and how Holmes, the husband,
cleverly bandies the situation, 1764 ft. Released Nov.
30. 1929.

WEAK BUT WILLING. Will King. Billy Bevan and Dot
Farley in a comedy in a carbaret. with the Hebrew
comedian in a role of a husband being given a birthday
partly and not being able to get any food, 1627 ft.

Released Dec, 14, 1929,
MARCHING TO GEORGIE. Buster and John West and

Frances Lee in a comedy starting on a battleship, with
Buster as a salior and John as comic captain, and end-
ing in a mixup in a girl's boarding school. 1850 ft.

Released Dec. 21, 1929,
THAT RED HEADED HUSSY. Charley Grapewin and Anna

Chance as a couple of old-time vaudevillians in a martial
sketch staging a fake quarrel in front of their fighting
daughter and son-in-law. 1521 ft. Released Dec, 28,
1929,

FOR LOVE OR MONEY. Lois Wilson, Bert Roach and
Ernest Wood, in a comedy at the race track, with horse
race atmosphere and Bert Roach proving his friend's
wife's love, 1827 ft. Released .Tan. 4, 1930.

SO THIS IS PARIS GREEN, Louise Fazenda, Bert Roach
and George Stone, in a burlesque of the Parasian Apache
theme, laid in the cabarets and Latin quarter of Paris.
Released Jan, 18, 1930. Service talks, Feb. 15, 1930.

Pathe

George LeMaire Comedies

AT THE DENTIST'S (0501). George LeMaire and Louis
Simon. Scene: Dentist's office. Louis Simon, suffering
from a toothache, goes to George LeMaire for treatment.
For relase March 24, 1929. Two reels.

DANCING AROUND (05O2). George LeMaire and Joe Phil-
lips. Scenes: Exterior and carbaret. George LeMaire
and Joe I'hillips take girls out for big time. Ivan Bnin-
nell's Alontrealers play "My Album of Dreams" and
Vivienne .lobnson sings "Marie." For release April 21,
1929. Two reels.

GO EASY DOCTOR (0503). George LeMaire, Louis Simon.
George LeMaire as the bone-breaker—Louis Simon as the
nut—and howl For release Jtily 14, 1929.

THE PLUMBERS ARE COMING (0504). George LeMaire,
Louis Simon. LeMaire and Simon, two burglars, trying
to act like plumbers. For release August 18, 1929, Two

GENTLEMEN OF THE EVENING (0505), George LeMaire,
Lew Ream, Evalyn Knapp, George LeMaire as the house
detective. Lew Hearn as a delegate in Association of
Inventors of America convention and En'alyn Knapp as
the girl in the case. For release Oct. 20, 1929, Two
reels.

BARBER'S COLLEGE (0506), George LeMaire, Lew Heam,
Sam Raynor. Gladys Hart, Lew Hearn as "Good Time
Charlie," graduate of a barbers* college, creates havoo
in a barber shop. For release Dec, 15. 1929, Two reels.

TIGHT SQUEEZE, A (0507). George LeMaire. Jimmy Conlin,
Evalyn Knapp, The adventures of a pair of impectmious
young men who borrow dress suits to call upon their
best girls. For release Feb, 2, 1930, Two reels.

THE NEW WAITER (0508). Rebla. Leonard Henry. Robert
Hine. Quentin Tod. Reginald Smith. Ann Maitland. Reg.
Casson. Barrie Oliver, Betty Oliver, Betty Frankiss, Joy
Spring. Moyra Gillis. the Chariot Chorus. Escapades of
a would-be waiter. For release June 8. 1930. Two reels.

Manhattan Comedies

[First Series]

HER NEW CHAUFFEUR (0511). Louis Simon, Verree Teas-
dale, Averill Harris. He thinks she is his bride-to-be and
she thinks he is her chauffeur. Then her husband arrives.
Release Mav 19. 1929. 2 reels.

WHAT A DAY (0512). Louis Simon, Kay Mallory. They
wanted to go on a picnic and what a picnic they had.
Release .Tune 16. 1929. 2 reels.

HARD BOILED HAMPTON (0513). Harry Holman. Evalyn
Knapp. Doris McMahon. Alice Bunn. Andy Jochlm.
Holman Is a hard boiled lawyer with a fast line. For
release July 28. 1929. Two reels.

BIG TIME CHARLIE (0514). Lew Hearn, Dick Lancaster.
Evalyn Knapp. A hick comes to New Tork to make
whoopee on New Tear's Eve. Eddie Elkins' Orchestra
plays in night club sequence. For release October 6.
1929. Two reels.
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LOVE, HONOR AND OH, BABY (0515). Herbert Tost.
Fraaklyn ArdeD, Evalyn Knapp. Kay Mallory. A very
modern version of "the worm that turned" theme. For
release Decemoer 15. 1929. Two reels.

A PERFECT MATCH (0516). Paul Baron, Ann Butler, Clara
Langsmer, George Mayo. The bridegroom borrows his
friend's apartment to stage the marriage festivities. He
loses his job and wife leaves him. For release April 6,

1930. Two reels.

[Second Series]

LIVE AND LEARN (1511). Ed Deerins. Addie McPhaU,
Maurice Black. Gertrude Astor, George Towne HaU. David
Durand. A jealous husband endeavors to reach his wife
who is quarantined in an apartment with her former
spouse. Release June 15. 1930. 2 reels.

SWELL PEOPLE (1512). Harry Gribbon. Dot Farley. John
Hyams. Leila Mclntyre. Marcia Manning, A millionaire
brick-layer invites a bank president and tiis wife to dinner
at his manson. Relea.=;e August 24, 1930. 2 reels.

A ROYAL FLUSH (1513). Ethel Davis, Dul;e Martin.
Norma Leslie. Be^<rie Hill, Hugh Allan, Wm. Von Brinken.
Jimmy Aubrey, Vincent Bamett. A maid masquerades
as a countess to help her lion-hunting mistress. Release
October ID, 1930. 2 reels.

HAUNTED (0552). Bob MillUrin, Evalyn Knapp, Charles
Kemper. Mystery comedy embodying all the thrills of
The Cat and the Canary. The Gorilla, The Bat and
others. For release Sept. 1. 1929. Two reels.

END OF THE WORLD (05531. Ale.xander Carr. Lorln Baker,
Marcia Manning. A wealthy Hebrew, believing the world
is about to end, gives his son thousands and his consent
to the latter's marriage to an Irish maid. For release
Sept. 29, 1929. Two reels.

HIS OPERATION (0554). Charles Kemper. Sally Noble,
He must have quiet, but what a racket they raise. For
release Nov. 24. 1929. Two reels.

WEDNESDAY AT THE RITZ (0555). Charles Kemper. Eva-
lyn Knapp. The almost-married young man and some
girl and they meet "Wednesday at the Eitz." Release
Dec. 22, 1929. Two reels.

DOING PHIL A FAVOR (0557). Mackenzie Ward and Val
Lester. A British society man is jealous of his wife and
uses his friend Phil to test her fidelity. Release Feb.
16. 1930. Two reels.

HIS BIRTHDAY SUIT (0558). Dr. Carl Herman. Steve
MiUs. Billy M. Green, Cliff Bragdon. What happens
at a vaudeville show when two little boys attempt to aid
the Great Hokey in his mystery act. For release May 4.
1930, Two reels,

HER HIRED HUSBAND (0556). Noel Francis. Jerry Norris.
Ethel Norris. Harry McNaughton. James Coughlin, Austin
Fairman. She must have a husband immediately so she
hires her maid's man and complications set In. For
release Jan. 1. 1930. Two reels.

DARKTOWN FOLLIES (0525). Buck and Bubbles. Broke
and hungry. Wildcat and Denny show their samples of
song, dance and joke and stumble onto the rehearsal of
a Darktown Follies and get the job. Numbers: "St.
Louis Blues," "I'm Caazy For You," "Rachmaninoff's
Prelude." "Mean To Me," "Som.e Rainy Day." Release
Jlarch 2. 1930. Two reels.

HONEST CROOKS (0526). Buck and Bubbles. A mysteri-
ous black bag. buried in a haystack by a, couple of
crooks, IS found by the boys, full of money. When they
try to return it. things happen—and howl Numbers:
"Turkey in the Straw." "Old Black Joe." Release March
23 1930

BLACK MARCISSUS (0521). Buck and Bubbles. Wildcat
is enmeshed in the wiles of a siren while trying to
rescue his pal. Denny, from matrimony with another
dusky charmer. Numbers: "Dixie," "That's How I
Feel About You. Sweetheart," "If I Had You," "Chopin's
Funeral March." and "Wagner's Wedding March." Re-
leased Sept. 15, 1929. Two reels.

IN AND OUT (0522). Buck and Bubbles. Buck and
Buhble> as Wildcat and Demmy do some funny stepping
"in and out" of jail. Numbers: "Prisoner's Song."
"Hap-Hap-Happiness" and 'The (^ood Old Summertime."
Released Nov. 3, 1929. Two reels.

Rainbow Comedies

Checker Cojnedies

[First SeriesJ

THE SALESMAN (0531). Franit Davis, Helen Eby-Rocke.
He knew nothing about cars but he sold one to her. Re-
lease July 21. 1929, 2 reels.

TURKEY FOR TWO (0532). Frank T. Davis. William Fraw-
ley. Noel Francis. Two escaped convicts with a fond-
ness for turkey comes to a Westchester inn at Thanks-
giving. Jack LeMaire's Golden Rooster Orchestra fea-

tures "I'll Say She's Pretty." For release August 25.

1929. Two reels.

SMOOTH GUY, THE, (0533). Frank T. Davis and Evalyn
Knapp. A bean salesman with a grand spiel tries his

line on a small town girl. For release Oct. 27. 1929.

Two reels.

ALL STUCK UP (0534). Harry McNaughton, Olyn Landick.
Charles Howard, Evalyn Knapp, Lester Dorr. Joe B.
Stanley. How paper hangers go on strike and guests

at newlyweds' housewarming try to finish the job with
mirthful results. Release Jan. 19, 1930. Two reels.

RICH UNCLES (0535). Richard Carie, Addie McPhail. Ed
Dearing, George Town all. Spec O'Donnell, Peggy
Eleanor. The rich uncle arrives and finds the bridge in

the company of one of her former suitors who he mis-
takes for the bridgegroom. For release May 11, 1930.

Two reels.

TRYING THEM OUT (0536) Billy Caryll. Duncan and
Godrey. Charles Rego. BUlie Eego, Jessie Hitter. Harry
Rogers. Archie McCaig, Don and Luis, the Plaza Boys.

An amateur performance in an English music hall. For
release May 25, 1930. Two reels.

[Second Series]

AMERICA OR BUST (1531). Daphne Pollard. .Jimmy Aub-
rey. Buster Slavln. Bobby Dunn. Lee Shumwav. Bobljy

Hale. Tempo Pigott. Norma Leslie. 'Arrlet 'Emingway
makes six attempts to beat the quota and finally gets into

America on her seventh try briniring with her 'Arold, her
precious son. who wants to see the Hinjims. Release July

27, 1930, 2 reels,

DANCE WITH ME (1532). Arthur Wanzer, Mabel Palmer.
CMpid Ainsworth. Kewpie Morgan. .John Morris, Mary Gor-
don. The story tells what happens at a truck drivers' ball.

Release October 5, 1930. 2 reels,

ONE NUTTY NIGHT (1533). Si Wills. Bob Carney.
Two correspondence school detectives try to apprehend a

maniac and land him in the insane asylum. Release No-
vember 30. 1930. 2 reels.

Melody Comedies

[First Series]

SYNCOPATED TRIAL (0571). Morgan Morley. Lew Sey-
more. A musical mock trial, Eddie Elkins' Orchestra
and Ed Prinz Dancers feature. For release Sept. 8.

1929. Two reels.

AFTER THE SHOW (0572). Jack Pepper. Morgan Morley.
Paul Gamer. Jack Wolf. Numbers: "Can't Find a
Girl," "A-Himting We Will Go." "Here We Are,"
"Jig-A-Boo-Jig," "Ain't That Too Bad." "Mississippi
Mud." For release Nov. 10. 1929. Two reels.

A NIGHT IN A DORMITORY (0573). Ginger Rogers, Ruth
Hamilton. Thelma White. Morgan Morley. Eddie Elkins
and Orchestra. The adventure of a school girl in &
night club as related by her to her school mates in the
dormitory. For release Jan. 5. 1930. Two reels.

SIXTEEN SWEETIES (0574). Thelma White, Bob Carney,
Si Wills. Harry McNaughton, George McKay, Eddie El-
kins and Orchestra. A miniature revue. For release

April 20. 1930. Two reels.

PICK 'EM YOUNG (0575). Bobby Agnew. Alary Hutchinson,
Mona Ray. Carmelita Geraghty. Fanchon Frankel. Vera
March. George Hall. Bobby must marry in order to

inherit a fortune. He seeks the aid of a matrimonial
bureau, much to his grief. Music—"Boy of My Dreams."
"Little by Little." "Wedding March." "Moaning" for

You." "She Might Be Bad for You." For release May
4, 1930. Two reels,

MUSICAL BEAUTY SHOP (0576). Ethel Baird. Leonard
Henrv, Pope Stamper, Sammy Lewis. Barrie Oliver. Joy
Spring. Betty Oliver. Joyra Gillis. the Chariot Chorus.
Modem business and music combined to make manicures
and massages easy to take. For release June 1, 1930.
Two reels.

[Second Series]

MIND YOUR BUSINESS (1571). Robert Agnew. Dorothy
Gulliver. John Hyams. Mary Foy. William Eugene, Guy
Voyer. A real estate salesman, who loses his job and his

girl, masquerades as a female singer at a dance for pros-

pective customers in order to win them both back. Re-
lease July 20. 1930. 2 reels.

Variety Com,edies

BEACH BABIES. Charles Kemper. Evalyn Knapp, Naomi
(jasey. Charles Kemper tries to shine in , the eyes of
Evalyn Knapp while Naomi Casey makes him appear
ridiculous. For release Aug. 6. 1929. Two reels.

Folly Com.edies

[First Series]

FANCY THAT (0541). William Frawley, Earle Dewey.
What a party would look like if two hobos suddenly
became millionaires, Frawley sings "Dearest One." For
release Sept. 22. 1929. Two reels.

SO THIS IS MARRIAGE (0542). Guy Voyer. Norma PaUat.
Earle Dewey. Miniature musical comedy of marriage and
its problems. Theme song: "After You Say 'I Love
You,' " For release Nov. 17. 1929. Two reels.

BEAUTY SPOT, THE (0543). Special Cast. Releasing April
6. 1930.

RIDE 'EM COWBOY (0544). Thelma White. Bob Carney.
Lester Dorr. Ormar Glover. Eddie EUdns and orchestra.
Release April 13. 1930. Two reels.

CHILLS AND FEVER (0545). Al Shean. Mary CHark.
Evalyn Knapp. An amateur theatrical society rehearses
in a deserted house which is thought to be haunted by
two travelers who have lost their way in the rain. For
release April 27. 1930. Two reels.

REDHEADS (0546). Nat Carr, Charles Kaley, Joan Gay-
lord. Katherine Wallace, Bessie Hill, Mona Ray, Ethel
Davis. Trouble starts when the wife of a fashion shop
owner discovers that hubby has engaged show girls as
models. Music—"Since I Met You." "Shake Trouble
Away." "Wedding March." For release May 18, 1930.
Two reels.

[Second Series]

TWO FRESH EGGS (1541). Al St. ,Tohn. Jimmy Aubrey.
Ernest Young. Hrlen Patterson. Billy Taft. Ella Van. Two
starved friends in search of a free meal become chef and
waiter in a cafe but even then they don't eat. Release
July 6. 1930. 2 reels.

THE BOSS'S ORDERS (1542). Gene Morgan. Addle Mc-
Phail. Arthur Tloyt, Gertrude Astor. Meeka Aldrich. Ni-
nette Faro. Dick .Stewart. Two married salesmen enter-
tain a couple of French women in the Interest of their
company and their wives find them with the female for-
eigners in a cafe. Release August 31. 1930. 2 reels.

Golden Rooster Comedies

GARDEN OF EATIN' (0561). James Gleason. Lucille Web-
ster Gleason. The story of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie's bean-
ery that tried to become ritzy—and what happened when I

Orchestra plays "Pntiring Down Rain." For release Aug.
11. 1929. Two reeels.

RUBEVILLE (0563). Harry B. Watson. Reg. Merville. .Tere

Delaney. Josephine Fontaine. Miniature musical comedy.
Numbers: "Sally." "Maggie." "Sweet Long Ago." "Rag-
ging the Scale." "She May Have Seen Better Days."
"Sweet Sixteen." "Wabash," "Bedelia," "Yaka Hoola
Hiclrv Doola." "Over the Waves." For release Dec 8.

1929. Two reels.

FIFTY MILES FROM BROADWAY (0566). Harry B. Wat-
son. Re'i Merville. Olga Woods. Miniature musical com-
edy. Niirnhers: "How Is Everything Back Home." "Trail
to Yesterday," "Carolina Moon," "Oh. Tillle." "School-
days," "Summer Time." "Rosle. You Are My Posle."
"Stars and Stripes." "Wait Till the Sun Shines Nellie."

"Give Mv Regards to Broadway." Release March 16,

1930. Two reels.

RUBEVILLE NIGHT CLUB (0564). Harry B. Watson, Reg
Merville, Josephine Fontaine, Olga Woods. Miniature
musical comedv. Numbers: "I'm Just a Vagatmnd
Lover," "It's Always Fair Weather," ".Sunrise to Sun-
set," "Maggie." "Harmonists," "Nola." "Doln' the

Raccoon," "Under the Double Eagle." "Turkey in the
Straw," "Mocking Bird." Release Jan. 26. 1930. Two
reels.

CROSBY'S CORNERS (0505). Reg Merville. Felli Rush.
Josephine Fontaine. George Patten. Miniature musical
comedies. Numbers: "Down On the Farm." "I'll Do
Anything For You," "Every Day Away From You,"
"What a Dav," "T Ain't Got Nothing for Nobody But
You," "Sweet 10." "Here We Are," "Ragging the

Scale." "Good Night Ladies." "Merrily We Roll
Along." "Jingle Bells." "Auld Lang Syne." Release
Feb, 23. 1930. Two reels.

FAIRWAYS AND FOUL (0562). James and Lucille Webster
Gleason. The Gleasons on a golf course. Release Oct.

19. 1929.

Buck and Bubbles Comedies

FOWL PLAY (0523). Buck and Bubbles. The boys have
to deliver an ostrich. On the way they become en-
tangled with a yaller-skinned vamp. What happerus is

plenty. Numbers: "Suwanee River." "Oh. You Beauti-
ful boll." "When I Get You Alone Tonight." "Give
Me a Little Kiss Will You. Hun." "Coal Blacl; Mammy
of Mine." "Chicken ReeL" For release Dec. 29. 1929.

Two reels.

HIGH TONED (0524). Buck and Bubbles. When his dusky
rival not only grabs his job of butler, but also his

lady friend. Wildcat brings in Deimy and Lilly the goat
to start something, Numirers: "Afv Old Kentucky
Home." "Home, Sweet Home." "12th Street Rag."
"Clarine Marmalade." "Lonely Me." Release Feb. 9.

1930.

THE BEAUTIES (1501). Ruth Hiatt. Dick Stewart. Charles
Kaley, Bessie Hill. Harrj' Masters, Biilie Gilbert. Muggins
Davies. An artist is painting a masterpiece which he will
enter in an international contest. Three conspirators plot
against his success. Songs and dance numbers throughout.
Release .Tune 29. 1930. 2 reels.

HOLD THE BABIES (1502). Robert Agnes. Phvllis Crane,
Addie McPhail, Dick Stewart. Richard Carle. Spec O'Don-
nell. A young, newly married man finds iiimself serving
as an impromptu nursemaid for liis sister-in-law's bawling
baby. Release August 17, 1930. 2 reels.

GIVE ME ACTION (1503). Harry Holman. John Hyams.
Marcia Manning. A clever stenog softens the heart of a
grouchy lawyer who sends her on a vacation with pay to
marry the young hero son of his old classmate. Release
September 28. 1930. 2 reels.

Whoopee Comedies

BIG HEARTED (1551). Harry Gribbon, Vivian Oakland.
Dorothy Gtilliver. Ray Hughes. A nervy salesman and his
wife take possession of one-half of a duplex bungalow and
start borrowing from the young married couple who oc-
cupy the other half. Release Jime 22, 1930. 2 reels.

CARNIVAL REVUE (1552). T. Roy Barnes. Ruth Hiatt. Rav
Hughes. Frank Sabini. Eddie Clark. A young m.an who is

in love with a headliner of a circus follows the show and
gets a job as mystic mind-reader. Release August 3. 1930.
2 reels.

SOIKE BABIES (1553). Little Billy, Bob Carney, Richard
Carle. Ruth Hiatt. .John Hyams. A hungry actor enters
his midget partner in a baby contest where they meet a
pretty girl whose rich tmcle wants a jester. Release Sep-
tember 21. 1930. 2 reels.

Rodeo Comedies

RANCH HOUSE BLUES (1561). Mildred Harris. Don
Douglas. Harry Woods. Nick Cogley. Billle Burt, Empire
Comedv Four. Tom Mahoney. An unsuspecting rancher

sells his ranch to his unscrupulous neighbors who know it

has valuable oil veins but the hero, heroine and kid
brother save the dav. Release .Tnly 13. 1930. 2 reels.

HEARTS AND HOOFS (1562). Cornelius Keefe. Mona Rico,
Fred Warren. George Rigas, Hector Sarno. A gypsy girt

elopes with a cowboy when her g>'psy lover thinks she is

going to kill him (the cowboy) for insulting her. Release
September 7. 1930. 2 reels.

HALF PINT POLLY (1563). Tom Tyler. Mona Ray, Hank
& Tom McFarlane. Marcia Manning. Cliarles Clary. Bobby
Dtmn, Harry O'Connor. Al Smith. IBud Osborne. The story
concerns the rivalry of two ranchers who endeavor to de-
feat each other's entry in the atmual rodeo horse race.
Release October 9. 1930. 2 reels.

Campus Comedies

TWO PLUS FOURS (1521). Nat Carr. Thelma Hill. Ed
Deering. Harry Barris. A. Rinker and Bing Crosby (the
Rhythm Boys). Spec O'Donnell. Giving credit to college
boys nearly breaks Tailor Ginsburg until his pretty nieoe
si>eaks to the bovs. Released August 10. 1930. 2 reels.

ALL FOR MABEL (1522), Si Wills. Sally Starr. Cupid
Ainsworth. Charles McClelland. Leila Mclntyre. Bob and
Si butt into the love affair of the college athletic champ
and accidentally best him. Released October 12, 1930.
2 reels.

Pathe Audio Review

ISSUE NO. I. Elephant—It's the Climate—Songs of the
Steppes.

ISSUE NO. 2. Notes from Paris—The Street That Jack
Built—Fences.

ISSUE NO. 3. Safari—Winter White—Blow the Man Down.
ISSUE NO. 4. Borneo. High Life in Borneo—Paris. Spires
—New York. Cossacks,

ISSUE NO. 5. Tivoli—Gats and Gims—Hills of Home

—

Machine.
ISSUE NO. 6. Spooks—He Styles (Pathechrome)—On With

the Dance.
ISSUE NO 7. We Knew Them When—The Land of Tester-

day—Whiskey Johnnie.
ISSUE NO. 8. Fancy Steppers—Red Hot Hollywood-

Nocturne.
ISSUE NO. 3. Things We Liye With—Indian—Lauder and

Fimnier—"Gator."
ISSUE NO. ID. Imported Noise—'Way Up There—Scoring

the Picture.

ISSUE NO. II- Grey Mystery—^Home Sweet Home—Lore
Finds a Way.

ISSUE NO. 12. Do You Remember?—Art Comes to Pole-
cat Creek—Cape Cod.

ISSUE NO. 13. Fairy Story—A Night Out In Paris.
ISSUE NO. 14. Flight—Heaven Will Protect the Working

Girl—Hay and Sunshini.—Designing Mermaids.
ISSUE NO. 15. America—Riotous Drama from Old Nippon

—Ye Olde Newspaper.
ISSUE NO. 16. Sweet Alice Ben Bolt^Tiber—Jungle Out-

rage.

ISSUE NO. 17. Rough English Art—Two Story Plani>—
Jewels—^Men of Darmouth.
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ISSUE NO. 19. Fish and How—Inttle Bo-Peep—^Violins. .

ISSUE NO. 19. The Grapes—Artful Athletjcs—Loneness
Pines,

Frogs—Anchors Aweigh—Havana.
Busy Bee—Coal Belt Art—Artful Mud—

ISSUE NO. 20.
ISSUE NO. 21.

Eio Grande.
ISSUE NO. 22.

ISSUE NO. 23.
lumbus.

ISSUE NO. 24. Xiagara—Ere's Leaves—Washington—^Danca
of the Daily Dozen.

ISSUE NO. 25. Chateui-—Literary CoUles—Ethermlst.
Musical America—Sailor Tal;e Care—Temple

In Sweden—La Paloma—Chemical Forest.
Away with the Wind—^Mandy Lee—Co-

ISSUE NO. 26.

Emanu—^EL
ISSUE NO. 27
War.

ISSUE NO. 28.

ISSUE NO. 29.

Poppies—Very Limited—Very Sad—Port of

Desert Giants—Cellos—Double Trouble.
Prehistoric—^Neapolitan Classic—Music

—

Etrvrttian Derbv.
ISSUE NO. 30. Wets Win in Egypt^-Love's Old Sweet Song
—The Perpetual Xewsreel.

ISSUE NO. 31. High .ind Wild—Sea Tag—Big Timber Ex-
pose—The Tucker—Nayanza.

ISSUE NO. 32. Persian Art in Old Bagdad—Two and the
Moon—The Prince Business.

ISSUE NO. 33. •Only a Bird in a Glided Cage"—Eip Van
Winkle's Game—^Kock Garden.

ISSUE NO. 34. Once Tliere Were Three Bears—^Around the
World in Eighty Looks.

ISSUE NO. 35. Pheasant—Marshland—The Day of Best—
Dumb Dancers.

Pathe Silent Revietv

ISSUE NO. I. Zooming Over Luzon—The Bowerj-—High Up
—Fish Fight

ISSUE NO. 2. Making Hon. Movie—A Dot on the Map-
Headless.

ISSUE NO. 3. Snappv Scenery—It's the Climate—Elephant.
ISSUE NO. 4. Fences—Temple of India—Chicken—The

Strert that Jack Built.
ISSUE NO. 5. Very Shapely—Safari—Winter White.
ISSUE NO. 6. High Life In Borneo—Hon. Stenog In Japan

Birds and Bees and Blos.'iom^.

ISUE NO. 7. Tivoll—JIachine—The Otlser Side of It—Bust
and How—Where Babies Come From.

ISSUE NO. 8. Spooks—Spring in Normandy—Circus.
ISSUE NO. 9. Land of Yesterday — Dps and Downs — We

Knew Them '^'hen.
ISSUE NO. 10. Fancy Steppers—He Styles—Nocturne.
ISSUE NO. II. Things We Live With—Indian—Gator.
ISSUE NO. 12. Way Up There — Bird Hunt — Hon. Qtilck

Chancre—Oranges.
ISSUE NO. 13. Grev Mystery—Love Nest—Love Finds a Way.
ISSUE NO. 14. Do Tou Remember?—Very Dizzy—Cape Cod.

5. Hell on Earth — Big Fly Spectacle — FairyISSUE NO
Storr

ISSUE NO. IS
ISSUE NO. 17.

Flight—Comic Section—Te Olde Newsreel.
Tiber—Jewels—Designing Mermaids.

ISSUE NO. 18. Bough English Art—Bedtime Story—Hlotous
Dramn from Old Nippon.

ISSUE NO. 19. Desert Giants—Fish and How—Odd Timers
—Little Bo Peep.

ISSUE NO. 20. The Grape—Artful Athletics—Lonesome Pines.
ISSUE NO. 21. Frogs — Hay and Stmshlne — Catch as Can

Catch^Havana.
ISSUE NO. 22. Busy Bee—Educated Mud Pie—Fancy Fan

for Miladv, etc.

ISSUE NO. 23. Big Health Picture— Chemical Forest— In
Sweden.

ISSUE NO. 24. Niagara—Eve's Leaves—Dance of the Daily
Dozen—Washington.

ISSUE NO. 25. Columius—Away With the Wind—Half Shot.
Snappy Snaps—Ethermlst—Artful Angles.
Chateau—Ugly Duckling—Bark to Back.
Sailor Take Care—Muddy Mixtures—Temple

ISSUE NO. 2«.

ISSUE NO. 27.
ISSUE NO. 28.

Emanu-El.
ISSUE NO. 29.

Trouble.
ISSUE NO. 30

Poppies—Very Limited—^Port of War—^Double

Hodzu Bapidg—The Sealln' Racket—Lulworth
Cove—Poker Face.

ISSUE NO. 31. Bygone Bijour—^Pampered Pets—In Sunny
Iberia—Egyptian Derby.

ISSUE NO. 32. Hurtling Hercules—Me and My Shadow

—

Cantering Canaries.

Aesop's Fables

Dinner Time, Stage Struck. Presto Chango. Skating Hounds,
Faithful Pups, Custard Pies, Woodohoppers, Concentrate,
Jail Breakers, Bug House College Days, House Cleaning
Time, A Stone Age Romance, The Big Scare. Jungle Fool,
Fly's Bride, Summer Time, Mill Pond. Tuning In, Barn-
yard Melody, Night Club, Close Call, Ship Ahoy, The
Iron Man, Singing Saps, Sky Skippers, Good Old School-
days, Foolish Follies, Dixie Days, Western Whoopee, Tke
Haunted Ship. Oom Pah Pah, Noah Knew His Ark,
A Bugvllle Romance. A Romeo Robin, .Jungle Jazz.
Snow Time, Hot Tamale. Laundry Blues.

Vagabond Adventure Series

Featuring Tom Terris as the Vagabond Director. The Golden
Pagoda, locale, India; Streets of Mystery, locale, India;
The Glacier's Secret, locale. South Pole; Tke Lair of
Chang-Ow, locale. Cliina; Temples of SUence, locale,
Anghor; Sacred Fires, locale, Benares; Valley of the
Bangs, locale Egypt; Satan's Fury, locale. Volcanoes of
White Islands; Jiuigle Fury, locale, Rangoon; The Lotus
Dream, locale. Hong Kong; Love That Kills, locale, Malay
Forest; Drums of Fear, locale. New Guinea; The For-
bidden Shrine, locale. Arabia.

Radio Pictures

Record Breakers

[Alberta Vanghn-Al Cookl

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

AS YOU MIKE IT (0602). Released Sept. 8, 1929.
MEET THE QUINCE (0603). Released Sept. 22. 1029.
LOVE'S LABOR FOUND (0604). Released Nov. 10. 1929.
THEY SHALL NOT PASS OUT (0505). Released Nov. 24,

1929
EVENTUALLY BUT NOT NOW (0606). Released April 13,

1930
CAPTAIN OF THE ROLL, THE (0607). Released Dec. 22,

1929.
THE SLEEPING CUTIE (0G07). Released Jan. 5. 1930.
LOST AND FOUNDERED (0608). Released Jan. 19. 1930.
OLD VAMPS FOR NEW (0609). Released Feb. 2, 1930.
THE SETTING SON (0610). Released Feb. 16, 1930.
THE DEAR SLAYER (0611). Released March 2. 1930.
CASH AND MARRY (0012). Released March 16. 1930.
LAND OF SKY BLUE DAUGHTERS (0613). Released March

30. 1930.

Mickey McGuire

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

MICKY'S MIDNITE FOLLIES (0701). Released Aug. 18,
1929.

MICKEY'S SURPRISE (0702). Released Sept. 15, 1929. Serv-
ice Talks. Feb. 15. 1930.

MICKEY'S MIXUP (0703). Released Oct. 13. 1929.
MICKEY'S BIG MOMENT (0704). Released Nov. 10. 1929.
MICKEY'S STRATEGY (0705). Released Dec. 8. 1929.
CHAMPS (0706). Released Feb. 2. 1930.
MASTER MIND (0707). Released March 2, 1930.
LUCK (0708). Released March 30, 1930.
WHIRLWIND (0709). Released April 27. 1930.
WARRIOR (0710). Relea.sed May 25. 1930.
MICKEY THE ROMEO (0711). Released .June 22. 1930.
MICKEY'S MERRY MEN (0712). Released July 20, 1930.
WINNERS (0713). Released Aug. Vt. 19S0.

RCA Shorts

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

BURGLAR. THE (0801). Released Aug. 11, 1929.
ST. LOUIS BLUES (0802). Released Sept. 8, 1929.
TWO GUN GINSBURG (0803). Released Oct. 13, 1929.
HUNT THE TIGER (0804). Released Nov. 10, 1929.
BLACK AND TAN (0806). Released Deo. 8, 1929.
GUNBOAT GINSBURG (0808). Released Jan. 12. 1930.
OLD BILL'S CHRISTMAS (0807). Released Feb. 9. 1930.
CAMPUS SWEETHEARTS (0813). Released Marck 9, 1930.
GENERAL GINSBURG (0810). Released April 13. 1930.
HOT BRIDGE (0805). Released May 11, 1930.
BARNUM WAS WRONG (0809). Released June 4. 1930.
OFF TO PEORIA (0811). Released July 13, 1930.
WHO'S GOT THE BODY (0812). Released Aug. 3, 1930.

RCA Novelties

(All-Talking—One Reel)

HEADWORK (0001). Released Sept. 15, 1029.
GODFREY LUDLOW & NBC ORCHESTRA (0902). Re-

leased Nov. 10, 1929,
THE FAIR DECEIVER (0903). Released Jan. 5, 1930,
THE STRANGE INTERVIEW (0904). Released March 2,

1930.
PALOOKA FLYING SCHOOL (0906). Released April 27,

1930.

HOT FOR HOLLYWOOD (3990). Oswald. Release May 1».
1930.

ANTHONY 4 CLEOPATRA (3991). Released May 26, 1930.
Re-issue.

HELL'S HEELS (3992). Oswald. Release June 2, 1930.

COLUMBUS AND ISABELLA (3993). Release June 9, 1930.
Ke-issue.

MY PAL PAUL (3994). Oswald. Released June 16, 1930,
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (3995). Release June 23, 1930. Re-

issue.
NOT SO QUIET (3996). Oswald. Release June 30, 1930.

SHOULD POKER PLAYERS MARRY? (3997). Release July
7, 1930. Re-issue.

SPOOKS (3998). Oswald. July 14, 1930.

SONG OF THE CABALLERO. Released June 29, 1930.

SONS OF THE SADDLE. Release July 20, 1930,

SPOOKS. An Oswald Cartoon. Silent and sound. 1
Release July 14, 1930.

SINGING SAP. Oswald. Released September 8, 1930.

FANNY THE MULE. Released September 15, 1930.

Collegians

(AU Star)

reel.

(Talking—Two Reels)

ON THE SIDELINES. Released Aug. 5, 1929.
USE YOUR FEET. Released Aug. 19, 1929.

SPLASH MATES. Released Sept. 2, 1929.
GRADUATION DAZE. Released Sept. 16. 1929.

Special

(Talking)

SWEETHEARTS: Rooney Family, two reels. Released Sept.
2, 1929.

LOVE TREE, THE: Rooney Family, two reels. Released Sept.
16. 1929.

ACTOR, THE: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Sept. 16, 1929.
INCOME TACT: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Sept. 30.

ROYAL PAIR. THE: Rooney Family, two reels. Released
Sept. 30, 1929.

DELICATESSEN KID, THE: Benny Rubin, two reels. Re-
leased Oct. 14, 1929.

LOVE BIRDS: Rooney Family two reels. Released Oct, 14,

POP AND SON: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Oct. 28,

MARKING TIME: Rooney Family, two reels. Released Oct,

BROKEN STATUTES: Benny Rubin, one reeL Released Nov.
11. 1929.

THREE DIAMONDS, THE: Rooney Family, two reels. Re.
leased Nov. 11, 1929.

PILGRIM PAPAS: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Nov. 25

HOTSY TOTSY: Benny Rubin, one reel. Released Dec, 8,

Universal Comedies

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

BABY TALKS: Sunny Jun. Released Sept. 11, 1929.
WATCH YOUR FRIENDS: AU star. Released Oct. 9, 1929.
NO BOY WANTED: Sunny .Tim. Released Nov. 6, 1929,
SUNDAY MORNING: All star. Released Dec. 4, 1929.
STOP THAT NOISE, with Sunny Jim. Silent and sound.

2 reels. Release July 16, 1930.

Sporting Youth

(AU Star)

(Talking—Two Reels)

LADY OF LIONS. Released Nov. 26, 1929.
Hi JACK AND THE GAME. Released Deo 9. 1929.

Grantland Rice Sportlight

Winning Patterns, Three Aces. Crystal Champions, Clowning
the Game, Sport Almanac. Modem Rhythm. Hoot, Line
and Melody, Duffers and Champs, Boyhood Memories.
Gridiron Glory, Body Building, Stamina. Feminine Fitness,
Sport A-L»-Carte, Carolina Capers. Interesting Tails.
HapRv Golf. Bow and Arrows, The Feline Fighter. Splash-
ing Through, Dogging It, Big Top Champions. Spills and
Thrills, Fish, Fowls and Fun. Fairway Favorites, Hooked,
Sporting Brothers, CHiamplon Makers. Campus Favorites.
Somewhere Out, Let 'Er Buck, Chasing Rainbows, Dude
Ranching.

Topics of the Day
Topical Hits, Topical Tips, Topical Bits. Topical Quips. Prees-

jn* J^» Suit. Topical Nips, Topical Cnips, Topical Pips,
Topical FllPfi, Topical Slips, Topical Rips, Topical Pits,
Topical Wits. Topical Plu, Topical Slips, Topical Licks,
The Pett^rs. Topical Kicks, Topical Ticks, Topical Hlckn,
Topical Mcki. On the Air. In the Park, Cover Charge.
Home Sweet Home, What, No Bait I, Van Beuren News.

Song Sketches

MANDALAY: K'-aturing James Stanley baritone

InM^^Vn'^c^ MnTulb.''^#'";;'y ''^S?^"
Stanley, baritone,SONGS OF MOTHER: Featuring Francis Luther and Ellza-

hffh lyTnoi.

LOVE'S MEMORIES: r».aturing Franda Luther, Lois Ben-
n<t', and I.valyn Knapp.

SniW ®nF"V!i> «aV'"?. '?'"J'''
S'»'"'^ jna 1^1« Bennett.VOICE OF THE SEA: Featuring James Stanley and Mar-

garet Ol.ien.

RCA Marc Connelly

(All-Talking—Two Reels)

TRAVELER, THE (0907). Released Aug. 18, 1929.
UNCLE, THE (0909). Released Oct. 13, 1929,
SUITOR, THE (0910). Released Dec. 8. 1929.
THE BRIDEGROOM (0908). Released Feb. 2, 1930.
THE MAGNATE (0911). Released March 30, 1930.
THE GUEST (0912). Released May 25, 1930.
GOOD TIME KENNETH (0913). Released July 20, 1930.

Universal

Snappy Cartoon Comedies

(Oswald the Rabbit, Fanny the Mule)

(Synchronized Only—One Reel)

WEARY WILLIES. Released Aug. 5. 1929.
SAUCY SAUSAGES. Released Aug. 19, 1929.
RACE RIOT. Released Sept. 2. 1929.
OILS WELL. Released Sept. 16, 1929.
PERMANENT WAVE. Released Sept. 30, 1929,
COLE TURKEY. Released Oct. 14, 1929.
PUSSY WILLIE. Released Oct. 28, 1929.
AMATEUR NITE. Released Nov. 11, 1929.
SNOW USE. Released Nov. 25, 1929.

NUTTY NOTES. Relea.sed Dec. 9, 1929.

UNDER THE WHITE ROBE (3990). Oswald. Release May
19, re-Issue.

Serials

TARZAN THE TIGER (Synchronized and Silent). Frank
MerriU. Consists of 15 episodes released from Dec. 9
1929 to March 17, 1930.

JADE BOX, THE (Synchronized and Silent). Consists of
10 episodes, released from March 24, 1930, to May 26.
1930.

THE LIGHTNING EXPRESS. Featuring Louise Lorraine.
Silent and soimd. two reels.

TERRY OF THE TIMES. Featuring Reed Howes.

Western Featurette

FIGHTING TERROR. THE. Featuring Billie Sullivan. A
Re-issue. Silent only. Release Juy 19, 1930. Two reels.

Vitaphone

/.

—

Stars of Varieties

Release
Number
2703 ABBOTT, AL. In "Small Town Rambles": songs and

characterizations

2629 ADAIR, JANET, In "Here Comes the Bridesmaid,"
told in narrative song.

952 AHERN. WILL AND GLADYS. In 'On the Rancho"—
song ancl dance.
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910 ALBRIGHT, "OKLAHOMA" BOB, and his Bodeo Do
Flappers, song aud dance.

943 ALDA, MIHE. FRANCES, singing "Ave Maria" by
Verdi.

805 ALDA. MME. FRANCES, singing 'Tile Last Rose of
Slimmer" and "Birtli of Mora."

1036 ALEXANDER. KATHERINE, in "Tlie Hard Guy,"
drama.

1036 ALEXANDER, KATHERINE, in "The Hard Guy."
903 ALLEN, FRED & CO., Fred Allen's Prize Paylets. Co-

author and comedian of "The Little Show." in three
brief travesties.

1025 ALLEN. FRED, George S. Kaufman's comedy. "The
Still Alarm." One song.

977 AMES. LIONEL "MIKE," in "The Varsity Vamp"—
female impersonator in a college comedy.

2255 ARDATH, FRED & CO.. in "Men Among Men." com-
edy of a man alibiing an intoxicated friend to his wife.

913 ARNST. BOBBE & PEGGY ELLIS—female vocal-
three Eongs.

3972 ARTHUR, JOHNNY, in "Paper Hanging"—comedy-
large cast.

4035 ARTHUR, JOHNNY, In "Bridal Night."
3636 ARTHUR. JOHNNY, stage and screen star, in a do-

mestic comedy, "Stimulation."
4260 ASTOR, GERTRUDE, in "The Doctor's Wife," comedy.

B

2556 BAILEY AND BARNUM in "The Globe Trotters,"
singing three songs.

2557 BAILEY AND BARNUM in "Without a Band," a
comedy singing and talldng act.

2558 BAILEY AND BARNUM hi "The Tivo White Ele-
phants," in "high yaller" malse-up they sing popular
jazz songs.

2910 BARD, BEN, "The Champion Golfer," an original com-
edy sketch.

2700 BARRIOS, JEAN, in "Femhiine Types." Female Im-
personator sings three songs with his impersonations.

941 BARRY AND WHITLEDGE, in "Jest for a While."
Male and female—two songs.

989 BARTLETT, EDWIN, in "Desert ThrUls"—flash act-
four songs.

926-27 BARTON, JAMES, in "The Under Dog"—comedy
(two reels).

2144 BARTRAM & SAXTON, "the two Kentucky boys of
jazz" in three song numbers, with guitar and orchestra
accompaniment.

2768 BAXLEY, JACK, in "Neighbors," a comedy sketch with
songs,

2697 BELL & COATES, "The California Songbirds," in
popular songs.

2597 BENNY, JACK, comedian in "Bright Moments," his
noted monologue.

947 BERGEN, EDGAR, in "The Operation." Ventriloquist.
Amazing novelty.

2869 BILLY. LITTLE, versatile midget star in "The Flaming
Youth," original songs and fast tap dancing.

4093 BILLY, LITTLE, the famous midget, in "No Questions

1064 BOND, LILLIAN, in "Lost and Found," comedy.
1070 BOND, LILLIAN, in "Putting It On." comedy.
2885 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "The Country Gentlemen." a

comedy skit with songs.
2940 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "Pigskin Troubles." a com-

edy of campus and gridiron.
2920 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "The Side Show." in which

these musical comedy comedians recite, dance, sing and
swap jokes.

2640 BORN & LAWRENCE, in "The Aristocrats" in which
they employ their pantomime stunt in accompaniment
to their songa.

2233 BOSWORTH, HOBART, In "A Man of Peace." A
quiet man of the mountains becomes suddenly em-
broiled in a feud.

2870 BOWERS, BRUCE, In "Artistic Mimicry." In which he
does a variety of imitations.

3190 BOYD, WILLIAM, in "The Frame." with Charles B.
Middleton—Drama.

2699 BRADY, FLORENCE. In "A Cycle of Songs."
2734 BRADY, FLORENCE, stage and variety star in "Char-

acter Studies."
2745 BRADY, STEWART, "The Song Bird." boy soprano in

three songs.
2733 BRIAN, DONALD, musical comedy star in a quartet of

songs.
2235 .JCKWELL. GLADYS, in "Hollywood Bound." a sat-

ire on male beauty contests, with a cast of five
987 BRODERICK. HELEN, in "NUe Green"—humorous tour

of Egypt—seven scenes.

1006 BROKENSHIRE. NORMAN, in "The Fight"—satire on
modern prize fights, by Ring Lardner.

2232 BROOKS & ROSS, vaudevUle headUners. in "Two Boys
and a Piano."

1074 BROOKS. ALAN, in "Mr. Intruder," comedy.
2589 BROWNE, FRANK &. KAY LAVELLE. in "Don't

Handle the Goods," xylophone, singing and patter act.
970 BROWNE. JERRY & BETTY, in "Let's Elope." col-

legiate Idds, cutting up in best campus manner.
2590 BROWN. JOE E., in "Don't Be Jealous." Famous

stage and screen comedian as dancing teacher to a
pretty wife with a jealous husband.

2265 BROWN & WHITAKER. in "A Laugh or Two." Vaude-
ville headliners in gags and jokes.

2328 BROWN & WHITAKER, in "In the Park," a humor-
ous sidt with music.

2570 BROX SISTERS, THREE, in "Glorifying the American
Girl." Popular trio of stage and variety in a trio of
songs.

2571 BROX SISTERS, THREE, in "Down South." in which
they sing three haunting southern melodies.

2888 BROX SISTERS. THREE, in 'Headin' South." harmon-
izing in Southern songs.

3816 BUCHANAN, JACK, in "The Glee Quartette"—London's
favorite comedian—two songs.

2679 BURNS AND KISS EN. popular comedians in comedy
Greek makeup, singing funnv songs.

930-31 BUZZELL, EDDIE, in "Hello Thar"-comedy in two
reels.

963-64 BUZZELL, EDDIE, in "Keeping Company" with
Evalyn Knapp and Clay Clement. Comedy—two reels.

975-6 BUZZELL, EDDIE, In "The Royal Fourflusher."

1066 BUSLEY. JESSIE, in "Seeing-Ofl Service." comedy.

2704 BYRON. ARTHUR & CO., in "A Funny Affair." a
comedy of mixed identities. The star is supported by
Kate, Eileen and Kathryn Byron.

1063 CAMERON. HUGH, in "The Emergency Case." comedy.
1075-76 CAMPBELL. FLO. in "His Public." comedy with

songs.

2781 CAMPEAU. FRANK, in "The People Versus"—drama-
four scenes.

2179 CARLE. RICHARD, in "Stranded." playlet of a
stranded opera producer, with two songs.

2239 CARLE. RICHARD, with May McAvoy, in "Sunny Cali-
fornia," story of a wife who induces her husband to

quit cold New York for glorious Califorina.
2551 CARLE. RICHARD, stage star, in a comedy sketch.

"The Worrier." a man who does the worrying for others
at so much per worry.

3761 CARPENTIER, GEORGES, in "Naughty, but Nice."
popular as a prize fighter, stage and screen star. One
song.

2309 CARR. NAT, popular comedian, in a monologue of
latighable incidents.

2369 CARRILLO, LEO, in a dialect monologue. "The For-
eigner."

2552 CARRILLO. LEO, noted stage star, in a recitation of
the most dramatic poem of the world war. "The Hell
Gate of Soissons."

935 CARROLL, ALBERT, in "Impersonations." Impersonates
four famous stars.

1046 CARSON. JAMES B.. in "Everything Happens to Me,"
comedv.

2562 CEBALLOS, LARRY, REVUE. In which Vltaphone Girls
and Al Herman, sing and dance.

2627 CEBALLOS. LARRY, "Roof Garden Revue." Beautiful
girls and an adagio team in songs and dance.

2661 CEBALLOS, LARRY. "Undersea Revue." Noted variety
stars and a chorus in a spectacular revue.

2693 CEBALLOS. LARRY. "Cn'stal Cave Revue," with songs.

2739 CHANDLER, ANNA, In "Popular Songs."

2696 CHASE. CHAZ. "the unique comedian." who eats every-
thing—Are, paper, violins, flowers, shirts, etc.

2598 CHIEF CAUPOLICAN. "the Indian baritone." the only
Indian who has sung in grand opera, in three classic
songs.

1051 CHURCHILL. BERTON. in "Five Minutes from the
Station." drama.

2242 CLEMONS. JIMMY, vaudeville star, in "Dream Cafe."
songs and dance.

1061 CLUTE. CLUSTER, in "The Jay Walker," comedy.

2709 CODEE &. ORTH. in "Zwei und Vierstigste Strasse."
in German, with three songs.

2798 CODEE & ORTH. in "Stranded in Paris." comedy skit.

885 CODEE & ORTH, in "Music Hath Charms." comedy
playlet.

280O COHEN, SAMMY, in "What Price Burlesque"; imi-
tations.

2244 COLEMAN, CLAUDIA, in "Putting It Over," comedy
impersonations.

2249 COLLEGIATE FOUR. THE, in "Campus Capers," the
college spirit in songs.

2121 COLONIAL GIRLS, THREE. In "The Beauty of Old
Time Music" : harp, flute, cello and coloratura soprano.

4270-71 OOMPTON, BETTY.
revile

969 CONKLIN, CHESTER,
comedy playlet.

The Legacy," musical

In "The Master Sweeper"

—

"Ducking Duty" rollicking com-3988 CONKLIN. HEINIE. in
edy of doughboy life.

1015-16 CONLEY. HARRY J., in "Slick as Ever."

2273 CONLEY. HARRY J., in "The Bookworm." comedy
playlet which was the hit of "LeMaire's Affairs."

2577 CONLIN &. GLASS, in "Sharps and Flats." in amusing
antics and songs.

1055-56 CONNOLLY. WALTER, in "Many Happy Returns."
comedv-drama.

2583 CONNOLLY & WENRICH. musical comedy star and fa-
mous composer in a number of Wenrich's songs.

563 CONRAD, EDDIE, assisted by Marion Eddy, in four
songs.

2284 COOK. CLYDE, in "Lucky in Love": comedy of a hus-

band who extract.": $200 from his wife for a poker game.
2159 COOPER & STEPT, song hit writers in several of their

popular songs.
1047 CORBETT, JAMES J., in "At th« Round Table "

1047 nORBETTE. JAMES J., in "At the Round Tal)le."
flnsh-nnvpltv.

2769 CORCORAN. RED, in "I'm Afraid That's All." Four
banjo niunbers.

991 COREENE. MARCELLE. in "Rural Hospitality." com-
edv,

3758 CORNWALL. ANNE, in "The Baby Bandit."

2272 COSCIA & VERDI, in a burlesque of operatic airs and
the artistic temperament.

2659 COSLOW, SAM. in "The Broadway ATinstrel." present-

ing four of his most popular compositions.
2245 COWAN. LYNN, vaudeville headliner. in three of Ms

original songs.

2258 COWAN. LYNN, the "Community singer," in Ave popu-
lar songs.

2547 COWAN. LYNN, leads audience in choral singing—four
numbers.

2680 COWAN. LYNN, in a new collection of old songs.

2253 COYLE ft WEIR, songs and dances by clever team of

youngsters.

2133 CRANE, HAL. in "The Lash," a dramatic playlet of

the Tombs, written by Crane, a big hit in vauderille.

2118 CRAVEN. AURIOLE, the dancing violinist and singer,

in three numbers.
2685 CROONADERS. THE, in "Crooning Along." Four boys

in five lilting songs.

2736 CROONADERS, THE, in "Melodious Moments": for

songs.

2140 CROWELL & PARVIS. vaudeville's talented children,

in songs and dances.
2120 CRUSE BROTHERS, the "Missouri sheiks." In "Old

Time Melodies in an Old Time Way." with violin,

guitar and banjo.
2126 CRUSE BROTHERS. In popular melodies and ditties.

2299 CUGAT, X. & HIS GIGOLOS, in "A Spanish Ensem-
ble." Famous violinist in Spanish selections, assisted

by several talented musicians and dancers.

2125 CUMMINGS. DON, the "drawing room roper," in a
lariat exhibition, accompanied bv Vitaphone orchestra.

1039-40 CURTIS. BEATRICE, in "Tlie Play Boy."

D
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2290

DALE. JAMES, in "Matinee Idle."

DAVIS, FRANK, in "—And Wife." with Bemice Elliott

—comedy angle on domestic relations.
DAVIS, ROGER, in "Tlie Woman Tamer," comedy.

DEIRO, GUIDO, famous piano-accordionist in two de-
lightful selections.

DE LA PLAZA & JUANITA, in "Siesta Time." Fa-
mous tango artist and his company in thrilling dances
and some songs.
DELF, HARRY, Broadway comedian. In songs and
comedy monologue.
DELF, HARRY, In "Soup," which displays his remark-
able mimicry of a whole family eating soup.
64 DELF, HARRY, in "Giving In," supported by Hedda
Hopper, directed by Murray Roth. An engaging playlet.

DEMAREST, WILLIAM, in "Papa's Vacation." a riot-

ous comedy playlet by Hugh Herbert and Murray Roth.
Directed by Bryan Foy.

2143 DEMAREST. WILLIAM, in "When the Wife's Away,"
comedy playlet directed by Bryan Foy; with three songs.

2138 DEMAREST, WILLIAM, in "The Night Court." comedy
sketch directed by Bryan Foy.

1064 DEMAREST. WILLIAM, in "Lost and Found," com-
edv.

2609 DICKERSON. HOMER, "Broadway's Smart Musical
Comedy Star." in three songs.

912 DERICKSON AND BROWN, in "A Song Drama,"
Charles Derickson. dramatic tenor, and Burton Brown,
pianist, offer two selections.

2122 DISKAY, JOSEPH, famous Hungarian tenor, concert
and radio artist, in two songs.

980 DIXON. JEAN, in "Two Rounds of Love," comedy vrith
James Rennie.

2668 DONER. KITTY, in "A Bit of Scotch." Male Imper-
sonations and six songs.

2669 DONER. KITTY, famous male impersonator, and two
assistants in four songs.

2298 DONER. TED, dancing comedian and his Sunkist Beau-
ties, in a singing variety.

1068 DONNELLY, LEO, in "Stepping Out," comedy.

993 DOUGLAS. TOM, in "The Cheer Leader." drama of
college life.

2146 DOVES, THE TWO, in "Dark Days," comedy dialogue
and original songs.

2178 DOVES, THE TWO, in "Flying High." Blackface com-
edy of two aviators stranded at the North Pole.

2257 DOVES, THE TWO, in a comedy of two negroes to a
haunted house.

2127 DOWNING, HARRY & DAN. in "High Up and Low
Down"; songs, laughs and female impersonations.

1094-95 DRESSLER. ERIC, in "Compliments of tlie Sea-
son," drama.

2889 DREYER, DAVE, in "Tin Pan Alley." Popular com-
poser in popular compositions of his own.

3900 DUGAN, TOM. in "She Who Gets Slapped"—comedy
of a husband who is afraid of his wife.

3883 DUGAN. TOM, and BARBARA LEONARD, in "Sur-
prise"—comedy.

4284 DUFFY. JACK, in "Tlie .Skin Game." comedy.

2115 DUNCAN, HERRING & ZEH, popular California sing-
ers in solos, a duet and some trios.

E

3778 EDDY, HELEN JEROME, in "Niagara Falls"—drama
in three scenes.

3740 EDDY. HELEN JEROME, in "Christmas Knight"—
drama.

3668 EDWARDS, NEELY. & LEW BRICE, in "The Window
Cleaners"—comedy of two warbling window washers
singing about their profession.

4034 EDWARDS, NEELY, in "Her Relatives"—slapstick com-
edy of pesty in-laws who come to spend the evening and
stay a month.

3676 ELLIOTT. BERNICE. in "-And Wife," comedy In
four scenes on domestic relations.

3942-43 ELLIOTT. BERNICE, in "Reno or Biist"—a two-
reel farce comedy.

960 ETTING. RUTH, in "Broadway's Lilre That"—star of
"Whoopee." in a dramatic playlet with two songs.

1041-42 ETTING, RUTH, in "Roseland," comedy with songs.

1055-56 EVANS. MADGE, in "Many Happy Returns." com-
edy-drama.

2283 FASHION PLATES OF HARMONY, a quartet of dis-

tinctive concert voices in famous and original com-
positions,

3179-80 FERGUSON, HELEN, in "Finders Keepers," a two-
reel comedy drama from the pen of George Kelly.

2238 FERRIS, AUDREY, in "The Question of Today," •
dramatic playlet.

1017 FIELDS, LEW, in "23—Skidoo."
1028 FIELDS, LEW, in "The Duel."
2147 FIELDS, SALLY, comedy entertainer, in "The Hostess."

a laughing sketch with songs.

2588 FIELDS & JOHNSTON, vaudeville headliners in a com-
edy skit. "Terry and Jerry."

1028 FIELDS. LEW. in "The Duel." comedy.
920 FISHER & HURST, in "Apartment Hunting," song and

dance.
2581 FLIPPEN, JAY C, musical comedy and vaudeville star,

in a fast comedy skit. "The Ham What Am."
2281 FLORENTINE CHOIR, Italy's greatest ensemble of

choral voices, singing "Adoramus te Christe" and the
"Toreador Song" from the opera. "Carmen."

2282 FLORENTINE CHOIR, oldest choral organizatio» in the
world— more than 800 years old—singing. "Ninna. Nan-
na" and "Santa Lucia Luntana."

2839 FOLSOM. BOBBY, musical comedy actress In "A
Modern Priscilla." contrasting the Puritan Priscilla and
the same girl today.

3238-39 FORD, HARRISON, in "The Flattering Word." two
reels of clever comedy by George Kelly.

1018 FORD. WALLACE, in "Fore."

973 FORD. WALLACE, In "Absent Minded," comedy of an
absent-minded youth.

1057 FOSTER, PHOEBE, in ••Grounds for Murder," comedy.

1035 FOX, HARRY, in "The Luclty Break."

1039-40 FOX. HARRY, in "The Play Boy."
2819 FOX, ROY, the whispering cornettist, in three selectioni

and two band numbers.
1012-13 FOY, EDDIE, JR.. in "The Heart Breaker."

2575-76 FOY, EDDIE. & BESSIE LOVE, in a clever playlet

of back-stage lite. "The Swell Head." starring the
famous stage clown and the screen leading woman.

2579 FOY FAMILY, THE, in "Foys for Joys," a satire on
talking motion pictures, with Eddie Foy's family, di-
rected by Bryan Foy.

2580 FOY FAMILY, THE. in "Chips of the Old Block."
presents the children of the famous comedian. Eddie
Foy. in songs and dances and a monologue by Eddie
Foy. Jr.

2705 FRANKLIN, IRENE, famous American comedienne, sup-
ported by Jerrv Jarnigan. in three of his songs.

2271 FREDA & PALACE, in "Bartch-a-Kalloop." their na-
tionally famous vaudeville act. Comic antics and songs.

1030 FRIGANZA. TRIXIE. in 'Strong and Willing." Two
songs.

2791 FRIGANZA. TRIXIE, stage and variety star, in "My
Bag 0' Trix." with two songs.

1019-20 FRISCO, JOE, in "The Song Plugger." Two songs.

939 FRISCO. JOE, in "The Benefit," comedy—three songs.

2188 GABY. FRANK, popular ventriloquist, in "The Tout,"
a skit of comedy moments at the race track.

3825 GARON, PAULINE, in "Letters," a comedy of wife Tl.

stenographer.
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3336 GENTLE. ALICE, grand opera soprano, smging "Haba-
nera," from "Carmen."

2132 GIBSON, HOOT, TRIO, the Hawaiian Serenaders en-
gaged b.v Hoot Gibson, screen star, to iilay at his rancb
on ukuleles and steel guitars,

4249 GILBERT, BILLY, in "Tlie Woman Tamer," comedy.

2260 GILGERT, MASTER, sensational child artist from
raudeville. in an unusual routine of songs and dances.

2338 GILLETTE. BOBBY, famous banjoist from the variety
stage, assisted b.v Doris Walker, radio and stage artist,
in four selections.

2'°^ ^\XPJ- GEORGE. PEARL LEONARD AND NINA
HINDS. "The College Bo.v" and "The Melody Qlrls,"m popular songs

3829 GLASS GASTON, in "South Sea Pearl." a Technicolor
rom.ince of the South Seas, with Charlotte Merriam.

105/ GLENDENNING. ERNEST, in •Grounds lor Jltuder

"

comedy.
2670 GOTTLER. ARCHIE, famous sons writer, in a melody

of the songs which have made him celebrated.
1055-56 GOTTSCHALK FERDINAND, in -Jlanv Happy Re-

turns." coniedv-fir.nma.
4097-98 GRAHAM. EDDIE, in "An HI Wind."
4168 GRAHAM, EDDIE, in "Twirt Love and Duty."
1037 GREEN, EDDIE, in "Temple Belles." songs and

d.in^es,

2746 GREEN. JANE & CO., in "Singing the Blues." Tk»
o-zn ^'nii'l^^ .^Iir^'°

""'"^ numbers. Directed by Bryan Foy.
2y50 GREEN. JANE. "The Melody Girl." in three songs.
3719 GREENWAY, ANN, in "And How," a tuneful singing

and dancing show in Technicolor.
2600 GREY. ANN. and her boy friends. In five songs Miss

Orev IS a popular radio artist
885 GROGAN. OSCAR, exclusive Columbia recording artist.

a-j-o 'irii-F««"ir°'£^,;',^n.''„5"''P'''' ^™8 and dance number.
3278 GUZMAN. ROBERTO. Me.'sican tenor. In "The Military

•
^%^-

,. ?"'f^ ^° songs, with a picturesque backgroundm Techmcolor.
3279 GUZMANN, ROBERTO, sings "La Paloma" and "Tegmere in A Spanish Fiesta," filmed in Technicolor.

H
^^^

Cn^'^^'^C CHARLES, noted tenor, assisted bv Joyce

enlde " numbers, "Who Is Sylvia?" and "S'er-

916 HACKETT. CHARLES, In a concert redtal of twonumbers, with Solon Albertinl at the^pUno He sin^
.«,, J' .^'^"' ^<^^''"> Intanto" and "O Paradise "
«'»-?^,,"*:=«"T CH 3 ^^^^^ two scenes from

,.onn u .^^U ^^^5'^'' by Chase Baromeo.
4209 H^AGER. CLYDE, in "E.ailroad Follies." musical com-

^'\"es'"^®'J'n°?„"J- •""•"? ''^'^^ «*=>•• 1" "Ten Min-
2269 HAi'fv r^M c'; ^Jfi?'.^

"' * prisoner in the death cell,

headliners in '
4'',°^-'*''

T."^"'.^' ™'"''dy and vaudevHle

986 HARm?' micc^f,"'''""''
™«irfsms and wise-cracks.S86 HARDIE. RUSSELL, the hit of the "Criminal CnA<- ••

790 HAR^Tr='*\,i""" ""^<^ '"^' No-AccounT"^'
^°'''-

'W HARKInS. JIM. in "Tlie Family Ford." comedy.

f^ Ha^^.'.r""
S'STERS. from "The Passing Show." In-

"""
s"ng1'"°"-

JOSEPHINE, in "Harmonizing Songs." Three

'"^"l"""''' JOSEPHINE, in "Harmonizing Songs."

2757 HARRIS. VAL, & ANN HOWE, in "Fair Days

1083 H^ASSELL. GEORGE, in "Where There's a Will." com-

"""
s"h^r."'^th"^o"nIs '° ''^ °"^^' '^'^"^^ "^^ Beauty

1047 HELi INGER. MARK
noreitv

3413 HENDERSON. DICK,
of snappv songs.

3280 HENDERSON. DICK. ,

"At the Church Festival
Jests.

'"'m'i.si^.'i^^^.eu';""""^'- "^^ ^^^''-P *I-'^'an," In a

III. OP u.L'"''
*- '"^''"^''' «""'^'"'"'- ^ t™ -on,s.

4097-98 HIBBARD. EDNA. In "An III Wind "

^^"frm^,^'?,?e^^PB"eJt7me'^..^-w7ogD"^ a playlet of

Z Z';'^:''-
"*'"'^^" T'>o Big Deal," comedy.

n.v^^rv"'
°'*°'-''- '" •^' 'he Round Table." flash

'°'star°''J°"-l/,? w'}>^''n
EVERETT, noted .stage and screen

4168 HOWARD F^'TufJ^' ,'" ^.JH"^"^-
"^''^^ Information."

:1°„ ""^*RD' ESTHER, in "Twlit Love and Duty."
4240 HOWARD. ESTHER, in "Who's the Boss "

ESTHER
ESTHER
ESTHER,

Val

in "At the Round Table." flash

in "The Musio Shop," a recital

famous vaudeville comedian. In
a peppy recital of songs and

an un-

4285 HOWARD
4286 HOWARD
4249 HOWARD
2596 HOWARD

in "Ship Ahoy." musical comedy,
in "The Victim." comedy,
n "The Woman Tamer." comedy

in-. recl7.,-'o'?'h'^"ow^",„-'J'»^"
°' """^'^al comedies.

"W«l5lng' Bella""
*^''^' •S^, "FLORENCE NEWTON, In

mony • '^ °°°* buriesque of modem matri-

lo" Br\^^ la!'- "---• " "" ~'

"

z ^^e^-p^m/---:--- :,--—
4770 l^u^.^l^r^r """" "" <^'""> 1" comedy fam.

tV^u.^ °'-^^' '°*^'^- '" ^"e I*gac-." musical revue.

''""ra^.^^7co^"Jy'^?o^g,^
^NE^-- ---ar song trio, in

""
-n^'whlrh i°"^/- '" /"'i:'"''

P^"""' '^th Webster,"»n Which he writes words, breaks them Into syllables.

991 IMHOF. ROGER. In "Rural Hospitality," comedy.
2572 INGENUES. THE. girls" orchestra from Zlcgfeld "Fol-

II", In four number*.
2573 INGENUES. THE. five orchertra nelcctlona.

4160 IRVING, WILLIAM, In "Ginsberg of Newberg."
4139 IRVING, WILLIAM, in "Won to Lose."
4284 IRVING, WILLIAM, in "Tile Sliin Game," comedy.
2555 IRWIN, CHARLES, "the debonair humorist" of variety

stage, in a comedy monologue.

3359 JANIS. ELSIE, musical comedy star, in four of her
popular songs.

901 JANS & WHALEN, "Two Good Boys Gone Wrong," a
presentation of spicy songs, tricky steps, and Irrepressi-
ble wit.

1070 JARVIS, BOBBY, in "Putting It On." comedy.

K
921-22 KEANE. ROBERT EMMETT. & CLAIRE WHIT-

NEY, in "Room 909," a comedy of humorous situations
and flip cracks.

907 KEATING, FRED, In "Illusions"; the famous magidan
performs some of his adept magical feats.

4200 KENT, BILLY, in "Dining Out."
1044 KING, JACK, In "Harmonizing Songs."
1077 KING. ROSE, in "Tintypes." song and patter.

2650 KJEROLF'S MAYFAIR QUINTETTE, consisting of
three harpers, violinist and a vocalist, in three numbers.

2737 KREMER & BOYLE, stage comedians, in a skit, "Idle
Chatter."

1074 KRUGFR. OTTO, in "]\rr. Intruder," comedy.
984 KUZNETZOFF AND NICOLINA, popular concert artists,

in "A Russian Rhapsody," four songs.

4123 LADOUX. GENE, in "The Body Slam."
904-905 LAHR. BERT, in "Faint Heart." Two reels of

fast and furious comedy.
4200 LAKE. ALICE, in "Dining Out."
4160 LAMBERT, EDDIE. In "Ginsberg of Newberg."
4123 LAMBERT, EDDIE, in "The Body Slam."
4139 LAMBERT. EDDIE, in "Won to Lose."
702 LAMBERT, EDDIE, famous concert pianist. In four

selections.
3895-96 LANE, LUPINO, In "Evolution of the Dance"; two-

reel Technicolor revue.
1094-95 LANE. LENITA, in "Compliments of the Season,"

drama,
915 LANG & HEALY, in "Who's Who," riotous comedy.
739 LA RUE. GRACE, musical comedy star. In two songs.

2250 LA VALLES. THE, in a Spanish serenade, a group of
Spanish songs.

in.S4 LAWPENHE, CHARLES, in "The Substitute," comedy,
2150 LEE KIDS, the famous movie children, Jane and Kath-

crine. Two songs.
1048 LcMAY. ROY in "Bright Sayings." comedy.
611 LE NARR. ADELE. "the wonder Md In vaudeville."

singing and dancing.
1059 LFSIJE. nOREE. in "Let's Jfnree." comedy,
472 LEWIS. BERT, Broadway comedian, in three songs,
473 LEWIS. BERT, new selections of three comic ones.

2708 LEWIS, FLO, Broadway comedienne. In a humorous
sketch, "Give Us a Lift."

2868 LEWIS, JOE, night club favorite. In four songs.
383 LEWIS, MARY, grand opera star, singing •Dixie" and

"Carry Me Back to Old Virglnny," with male chorus
singing "Swing Along, Sue."

2234 LEWIS, MITCHELL, .stage nnd screen star. In a dra-
matic playlet. "The Death Ship."

2591 LIGHTNER. WINNIE, musical comedy and screen star,

in three comic songs.
2592 LIGHTNER, WINNIE, "Broadway's Tomboy," In tSiree

of her inimitable comedy songs.
2310 LIPTON AND TERRILL. Five song numbers, with

Lipton imitating all kinds of musical Instruments.
3300 LITTLE BILLY, in "The Head of the Family," comedy

behind the scenes of a traveling circus. The most famous
midget in the leading role.

4162-63 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN, In "His Big Ambition."

4099-4100 LITTLEFIELD. LUCIEN, in "Out for Game."
3800-01 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN, "The Potters" In "Getting

a Raise," adapted from J, P. McEvoy's newspaper
stories.

3827-28 LITTLEFIELD. LUCIEN, "The Potters," the second
of the J. P. McEvoy newspaper stories, "At Home."

3881-82 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN. "The Potters" In "Done
in Oil." third of the series,

3983-84 LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN, "The Potters" In "Pa Gets
A Vacation."

4009-10 LITTLEFIELD, LUGIEN, "The Potters." In "Big
Money," This time Pa Potter is the third in a love
triangle.

968 LOBO—the dog of dogs, in a flash novelty.
3931 LODER, LOTTI, In "Ixmely Gigolo," "The Giri from

Vienna" in a gorgeous Technicolor flash.
792 LOFTUS. CECILIA, noted stage star. In "Famous Im-

personations."
532 LOOMIS TWINS, vaudeville child entertainers, in three

songs.
4097-98 LORCH. THEODORE, in "An III Wind."
2575-6 LOVE, BESSIE, AND EDDIE FOY. In a two-reel

comedy playlet. "The Swell Head."
2278 LOVE. MONTAGU, stage and screen star. In "Character

Studies."
2565 LOWRY, ED, "the happy jester," In three song selections,

2620 LYDELL AND HIGGINS, In their popular rustle act,
"A Friend of Father's."

2789 LYONS, AL. AND FOUR HORSEMEN, Introducing the
noted accordionist and his three accompanists in "Mu-
sical Melange."

2347 LYONS, JIMMY, varieties "general of hilarity," In an
amusing monologue on war and statesmen.

2408 LYONS, JIMMY, in a monologue packed with satire.

945 LYTELL, BILLY, AND TOM FANT, in "Two of a
Kind." Song and dance.

M
617 MAC GREGOR, BOB. radio Scotch comedian. In comedy

monologue and songs.
613 MAC GREGOR, KNIGHT, musical comedy and concert

baritone, In three songs. Including "On the Road to
Mandalay."

2795 MACK AND PURDY, variety headllners. In a parade
of fast chatter, "An Everyday Occurrence."

716 MARCELLE, MISS, singing southern syncopated songs.
Director, Bryan Foy.

2741 MARLOWE AND JORDAN, English music hall favorites.
In ".SongR and Impressions."

2III MARSHALL. S. L.. & THREE BAD BOYS, the "silver
voiced American soprano" and "the Hollywood enter-

tainers," In three songs, directed by Bryan Foy.

1024 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, grand opera star In two
songs from Scene I, Act IV. of "Alda."

943 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, in selections from "Mar-
tha," assisted by Uvia Marraccl. soprano.

944 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, in arias from "H Trova-
tore," assisted by Liria Marraccl.

953 MARTINELLI GIOVANNI, singing "Celeste Alda,"
from Verdi's opera. "Alda." assisted by Adam Dldor.
basso,

974 MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI, In the prison scene from
Gounod's "Faust."

2731 MAUGHAN. DORA, star of the EngUsh music haUs, In
"The Bad. Bad Woman." She sings three songs.

2732 MAUGHAN, DORA, in song Impressions, assisted by
Walter Fehl, tenor,

961 MASON, HOMER, AND MARGUERITE KEELER. In
"Money, Money, Money," a hilarious comedy of a too-
rich pair.

951 MAY, JOE, AND DOROTHY OAKS, in "A Perfect
Understanding," an offering of snappy Jokes and songs.

2339 MAYER & EVANS, "The Cowboy and His Girl," In a
new selectloiL

2336 MAYER & EVANS, In a comedy sMt with songs,
965 MAYOR, LEW. in "Gym Jams." a novel exhibition by

the ace Juggler.
2239 McAVOY, MAY, screen star. In a comedy. "Sunny

California." with Richard Carle In the east.
2169 MclNTOSH. BURR, stage and screen star. In his own

dramatic playlet, "Non-Support."
946 McLALLEN. JACK AND SARAH, in a wise-cracking

skit, "Oh, Sarah."
2694 McLEOD, TEX, premiere rope spinner. In a singing and

lariat-throwing act.
1066 McNAUGHTON, HARRY, in "Seeing-OfF Serrice," com-

eriv.

1000 McWILLIAMS, JIM, In "Grand Uproar."
4035 MERRIAM. CHARLOTTE, in "Bridal Night."
2593 MEYERS AND HANFORD, "The Arkansas Travelers,"

in barefoot dancing and down-south songs.
3190 MIDDLETON, CHAS. B,, in "The Frame," a gripping

crook drama.
3740 MIDDLETON, CHAS. B., in "Christmas Knight," a

novel drama with a powerful punch,
2263 MILJAN. JOHN, screen star, in a comedy sketch with

songs, "His Night Out."
862 MILLER AND LYLES, negro comedians, in a comedy

skit, "They Know Their Groceries," direot,ed by Bryan
Foy.

879 MILLER AND LYLES, In a comedy sHt with song.
"Harlem Knights."

923 MILLER AND LYLES, In "The Midnight Lodge." a
comedy sketch with a song,

4260 MITCHELL. GENEVA, in '"nie Doctor's Wife." com-
edv,

963 MOORE, CLARENCE, presenting "Loho—the Dog of
Dogs." in an exhibition of canine Intelligence.

2297 MORAN. POLLY, screen comedienne. In a monologtie
with songs,

3988 MORGAN, PHIL, AND HEINE CONKLIN. in "Duck-
ini! Duty," a comedy skit of doughboy life,

4209 MORGAN, GENE, in "Railroad Follies," musical com-
edy,

1075-76 MORRIS. JOE. in "His Public." comedy with songs.

2199 MORRISON, ALEX, famous trick golfer, and a clever

comedy act. "Lesson In Golf."
2293 MORRISSEY AND MILLER NIGHT CLUB, a varied

revue with songs and monologue.
1004 MORSE. LEE. in "The Music Racket."
2695 MOUNTED POLICE QUINTETTE, offering characteristic

songs in 'The Northern Patrol."
1007-08 MUNSON, ONA, in "The Collegiate Model." One

song.
4140 MURRAY, JOHN T., in "The Servant Problem."

2108 MURRAY AND LA VERE. accordionist and girl Imi-
tator, in songs and accordion solos.

3873 MURRAY. JOHN T.. & VIVIEN OAKLAND, In a
comedy sMt, "Who Pays."

2256 MUSSER. CLAIR OMAR, world's foremost marimba-
phonlst, in three selections.

N
2190 NAVARRA, LEON, talented piano player. In classical

and Jazz tunes.
2116 NAZARRO. CLIFF. AND TWO MARJORIES. Nazarro

gives a number of piano selections, while the Two Mar-
jories Ring negro spirituals.

2548 NELSON. EDDIE, AND COMPANY, in a comedy skit.

"Stop and Go."
1045 NEWBERRY. BARBARA. in "Fashion's Mirror."

musical revue.
2296 NEWELL, BILLY AND ELSA, "Those Hot Tamales"

of vaudeville, in a comic song number.
2766 NEWHOFF AND PHELPS, variety favorites In an

original sketch with songs, "Cross Words."
4285 NORDSTROM, CLARENCE, in "Ship Ahoy," musical

comedy,
2662 NORMAN, KARYL, the famous "Creole Fashion Plate,"

in "Types," He gives his famous female impersona-
tions, and sings.

2663 NORMAN. KARYL. In "Silks and Satins," further
female Impersonations and songs.

2756 NORTH, JACK, banjo wizard, in "The Ban-Jokester,"

2707 NORWDRTH, JACK, stage and variety matinee Idol, in
three songs.

1014 NORWORTH, MR, AND MRS. JACK, in "The
Naggers."

2289 NOTRE DAME GLEE CLUB, popular collegiate glee
club; semi-classical and collegiate songs.

4140

3873

430

2607-

1072.

1094-

978

3781

2119

1003

2710

4287

4286

1072

950

1051

o
OAKLAND, VIVIEN, In "The Servant Problem."

OAKLAND AND MURRAY, in "Who Pays," a comedy.

OAKLAND. WILL, in four songs,

08 OBER, ROBERT, stage and film star. In a two-reel
playlet, "A Regular Business Man,"
73 O'BRIEN, PAT, in "The Nightingale," drama.

95 O'BRIEN, PAT, in "Compliments of the Season,"
drama.
O'CONNELL, HUGH, in "Find the Woman," another
of the newspaper series comedy,
O'MALLEY, PAT, In "The People Versus." dramatic
playlet.

O'NEIL AND VERMONT, famous blackface comedians.
in two songs.

"Strong Arm." drama.

Meet the Wife." an original one-

O'NEIL, HENRY, i

ORTH, FRANK, in
act play,
ORTH, FRANK, in

ORTH, FRANK, In

73 OSBORNE, VIVI
drama.
OSTERMAN, JACK, In
two songs.
OVERMAN. LYNNE, ii

tion," drama.

'The Salesman," comedy.

"The Victim," comedy.

ENNE. in "The Nightingale."

"Talking It Over," male vocal

"Five Minutes from the Sta-
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2246 PADDEN, SARAH, stage star, in "The Eternal Bar-
rier," a dramatic monologue.

2268 PADDEN. SARAH, in a playlet entitled "Souvenirs."

4240 PANGBORN, FRANKLIN, in "Who's the Boss?"
3674-75 PANGBORN, FRANKLIN, in "Poor Aubrey." com-

edy playlet based on the play, "The Show-off."
3942-43 PANGBORN FRANKLIN, in "Keno or Bust," a

two-reel farce comedy.
4260 PANGBORN, FRANKLIN, in "The Doctor's Wife,"

comedj'.
2883 PARAGONS, THE. in an atmospheric presentation with

songs. "In the Tropics."
928 PAULO, PAQUITA & CHIQUITA, in romantic tunes

of Spain and Mexico.
2103 PEABOOY, EDDIE, in "Banjomania." Five selections.

2539 PEABODY, EDDIE, banjoist. and his partner, Jimmie
Maisel. in "In a Music Shop."

2560 PEABODY, EDDIE, king of banjo players, with his
partner. .limmie Maisel. in five selections.

1068 PENNER. JOE. in "Stepping Out." comedy.

1066 PENNER. JOE. in "Seeing-Off Seniee," comedy.

3641 PENNINGTON, ANN, in "Hello. Baby," "Technicolor
flash.

4168 PERC1VAL, WALTER, in "Twlxt Love and Duty."
940 PERFECT, ROSE, in "The Girl With the Golden Voice."

prima donna of George ^^'llite's Scandals; sings three
songs.

1068 PHILLIPS, MARY, in "Stepping Out." comedy.

917 PICON, MOLLY, comedienne. Two songs.

3816 PLANTATION TRIO, in "The Land of Harmony." Four
songs.

2320 POLICE QUARTET, four singing cops from Hollywood.
in four selections.

2554 POLLARD, DAPHNE, English comedienne. In an act
for which she is internationally famous. "Wanted—

a

Man."
2567 POLLARD. DAPHNE. English comedienne, in a comed,v

sketch, "Cleo to Cleopatra."
3800-01 POTTERS, THE. in "Getting a Rais=." first of the

Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

3827-28 POTTERS, THE, in "At Home," second of the
Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

3881-82 POTTERS, THE, in "Done In Oil." third of the
Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

3883-84 POTTERS. THE, In "Pa Gets a Vacation," fourth
of the Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy
newspaper stories.

4009-10 POTTERS, THE. In "Big Money," fifth of the
Potters series adapted from the J. P. McEvoy newspaper
stories.

2106 PRIOR. ALLAN, Australian tenor, musical comedy star,
in two songs.

4093 PROUTY, JED, in "No Questions Aslied."

1007-08 PRYOR, ROGER, in 'The Collegiate Model,"

2101 PULLMAN PORTERS, THOSE, "Kings of Harmony,"
In a selection of songs.

2128 PURSELL. JUNE. "Hollywood's radio girl." in three
songs.

2574 QUILLAN. EDDIE, AND FAMILY, in "A Little Bit of
Everything." Two songs.

1029 RYAN & LEE, in "A Tenement Tangle."

998 RYAN, BEN. & HENRIETTE LEE, in
students." Comedy.

"Websterian

R
twoopera star,

"Eli Ell."
singing "Plasir d'Armour"

popular pieces,

and "La

"After the Hound-Up," a cowboy

in "For Sale." Comedy.

"Joyboy of song." In a

program of varied mod-

"Vengeance," Dramatic

offering several

2545 RAISA, ROSA,
"Good-bye" and

2546 RAISA, ROSA,
Paloma."

2900 RANGERS, THE, in
carnival with songs,

3335 RATOFF, GREGORY.
2356 RAWLINSON. HERBERT, screen star in a monologue,

2748 REDMOND & WELLS, in "The Gyp." a satire on fake
fortime telling,

2628 REGAN, JOSEPH, America's foremost Irish tenor, in
three songs,

980 RENNIE, JAMES, in "Two Bounds of Love," Comedy
of a scrappilv married stage pair.

2243 RICE, FANNY, vaudeville headllner. In character songs.

2279 RICE, IRENE, screen star, in dramatic playlet, "The
Beast."

2368 RICH. IRENE, in a playlet bv Jack Lalt. "Lead.
Kindly Light."

4033 RICH, LILLIAN, in "The Eternal Triangle." Novel
playlet.

2270 RICHARDSON. FRANK, the
program of popular song hits.

2329 RICHARDSON. FRANK, in a
em tunes.

3799 RICHMOND. WARNER. In
playlet of a trio of circus dare-devils,

2248 RICHARD. VERNON. In "The Hunt,'
hunting songs,

2277 RICHARD. VERNON, in "In the Mines." liichard and
the Black Diamond Four in a selection of sones.

1059 RIDGES, STANLEY, in "Let's Merge." comedy.
2267 RIN-TIN-TIN, dog start of the films, and his master,

Lee Duncan. IJlnty performs some of his tricks, flash-
backs showing scenes from some of his pictures.

1005 RIPLEY, ROBERT L., In "Believe It or Not."
1038 RIPLEY. ROEERT L.,

flash novelty.
1053 RIPLEY. ROBERT L..

flash novelty.
1091 RIPLEY. ROBERT L.,

flash novelty.
1034 ROEBUCK. BOB. In "Horse Sense." flafh n-vel'y.

2550 ROGERS. CHARLES. In a light comedy satire. "The
Movie-man."

2541 ROGERS. CHARLES. In his popular vaudeville comedy.
"The Ice-man."

2203 ROSENBLATT. CANTOR. JOSEPH, and male choir.
singing "Hallelujnh."

910 ROSENER. GEORGE, In "The FaUen Star." Drama
Characterization of a fallen star.

1007-08 ROSENTHAL, HARRY, In "The Collegiate Model."
2348 ROWLAND. ADELE, Jazz singer and musical comedy

star, in "Stories In Songs."
2539 RUBIN, BENNY, stage comedian, in monologue and

songs.

2790 RUBIN, JAN, violin virtuoso, assisted by Vernon
Richard. Irish tenor, and Mona Content, in three songs.

2568-69 RUGGLES. CHARLES, & CO., stage star, in a play-
let. "Wives, Etc."

1047 RUNYON, DAMON, in "At the Bound Table," flash
novelty.

726 RYAN, DOROTHY, & ROSETTE, in a charming song
act, "Mirth and Melody."

•Believe It or Not.' No. 2,

'Believe It or Not,' No. 3,

'Believe It or Not," No. 5,

2160 SABIN. FRANK & TEDDY, vaudeville headllners. In
program of songs.

956 SANDERS, SCOTT, in "Scotch Taffy," song and jokes.

919 SANTLEY, ZELDA, In "Little Miss Even-body." Six
numbers.

521 SEDANO. CARLOS, famous concert vioUnlst. in Spanish
dances. Mozart's "Minuet" and Beethoven's "Turkish
March."

796 SEDLEY. ROY. & HIS NIGHT CLUB REVUE; catchy
tunes, peppy dancing and rollicking comedy.

2814 SERENADERS, THE, in red hot comedy, presenthig a
double Quartet of male voices.

1027 SHAW AND LEE, in "Going. Places." Song and
dancing.

2686 SHAW & LEE, known as the "Beau Brummels," In
two songs.

1012-13 SHEA. OLIVE, in "The Heart Breaker."
1048 SHIRLEY. IRENE, in "Bright Sayings," comedy.
1051 SIDNEY. SYLVIA, in "Five Minutes from the Sta-

tion." drama.
819 SILK, FRANK X,, burlesque tramp comedian in a

monologue of songs,
2109 SNOWDEN, CAROLYNNE & CO., In "colored synco-

pation." with dance orchestra.
4285 SPERLING. HAZEL, in "Ship Alloy." musical comedy.
918 STANBURY, DOUGLAS, in "Pack Up Tour Troubles."

sinslng five numbers,
1050 STANBURY. DOUGLAS, in "The Wanderer," songs,

1087 STANBURY. DOUGLAS, in "Alpine Echoes." three
songs.

2586 STANTON, VAL & ERNIE, variety and musical comedy
comedians. In a comedy sketch, "Cut Yourself a Piece
of Cake."

2587 STANTON. VAL & ERNIE, in an act in which they
have appeared on the stage. "English as She is Not
Spoken."

4140 STAUBER. MARY, In "The Servant Problem."
2349 STOLL. FLYNN & CO., the jazz-mania quintet. In a

program of songs,
2783 STONE. IRENE, musical comedy star, in "Songs as

Tou Like Them,"
929 SUMMERS AND HUNT, in "Some Pumpkins," Bam

dance. Two songs,
3334 SWEET, BLANCHE, in ".Always Faithful," ComedT

drama,
2544 SWOR, BERT, musical comedy star, in "Ducks and

Deducts,"
2543 SWOR, BERT, in his famous comedy sketch, "A Color-

ful Sermon,"

1072-73 TALBOT, LYSLE, in "The Nightingale," drama.
1074 TEASDALE, VEBEE, in "Mr, Intruder." comedy.
1028 TEASDALE, VEREE. in "Tlie Duel." comedy,
2666-67 TERRY. ETHEL GRAY, dramatic sketch. "Sharp

Tools,"
1048 TIGHE, HARRY, in "Bright Siyings," comedy,
1045 THOMPSON, JACK, in "Fashion's Mirror," musical

re^-ue

955 TIMBERG. HERMAN, in comedy songs and dances. In
"The Love Boat,"

2755 TIMBLIN AND RAYMOND, vaudeville headllners. in
"A Pair of Aces." Sing three songs,

955 TIMBERG. SLIM, in "Bevlval Days," a colored comedy,
992 TOLER, SIDNEY, in "The Devil's Parade."

1036 TRACY, SPENCER, in "The Hard Guy," drama,

936 TRAHAN, AL. vaudeville and musical comedy feature,
in "The Musicale," songs and patter,

940 TRAPS, BUDDY, marvel drammer in "Sound Effects,"

2105 TRIGG & MAXWELL, in "hot songs" and hot fingers,

909 TRUEMAN, PAULA, in "A Glimpse of the Stars," In
which she impersonates famous stage and screen stars,

2359 TUMANOVA, RENEE & CO.. "three Russian gypsies."
famous all over Europe, in a program of songs.

u

2758 ULIS & CLARK, musical comedy stars. In a sketch
with songs, "In DiUch."

503 UTICA JUBILEE SINGERS, negro spiritual singers. In
a program of Southern plantation songs.

904 VARSITY THREE. THE (Babe. Bob & .Tack Hauser).
in "Blue Streaks of Bhythm," songs and dances.

2784 VELIE. JAY. in a group of songs.

4036 VERNON. BOBBY, in "Cry Baby."

4287 VERNON. FLORENCE, in "The Salesman," comedy,

2815 VERNON. HOPE, variety star. In a group of four
songs and imitation of violin sounds,

1089 VITAPHONE KIDDIES in ".Slioivln' Off," sens ands
dances.

w
2691 songWALDRON, JACK, talented stage actor in

number. "A Little Breath of Broadway."
2418 WALTHALL. HENRY B.. famous screen star—the Little

Colonel of the screen epic. "Birth of a Nation"—in a
dramatic playlet. "Retribution."

3798 WALTHALL, HENRY B., in a crook drama. "The
Pay Off."

2148 WARD. SOLLY, vaudeville and stage headllner. in one
of his best known comedy sketches, "At the Party."

3758 WATSON. BOBBY, in "The Baby Bandit."

3740 WASHBURN, BRYANT, in "Christmas Knight," a
novel drama.

3778 WASHBURN. BRYANT, in a human Interest drama.
"Niagara Falls."

3753 WATSON. BOBBY, In a Technicolor musical, "Contrary
Mary."

3680 WATSON, BOBBY, In a domestic comedy, "Maid's
Night Out."

925 WATSON FANNY A. KITTY, in "Bigger and Better."
harmonizing in popular song numbers.

2135 WATTS AND GILBERT, "the talking violin and blues
singers." Bobby Gilbert plays the violin, while Wade
Watts croons the blues.

1025 WEBB, CLIFTON, in George S. Kaufman's "The StlU
Alarm."

2145 WELLMAN AND RUSSELL, in the "Sweet Long Ago."
a picturesque offering of colorUal costumes and old-time
tunes and modem rielodles.

2735 WELLS, GIL, uopular blues singer, in three of his
latest songs.

2189 WEST, PAT & MIDDIES, syncopated blues players, in

a lively program.
4150 WEST, ARTHUR PAT, In "Russian Around." Four

songs.
2919 WEST, ARTHUR. PAT, In a singing atmospheric com-

edy, "Ship Ahoy."
2318 WESTON & LYOMS. in a "Bowery Bouncer and Hifl

Belle." Apache dances and songs
2689 WHITE. EDDIE, variety and musical comedy star. In

a monologue with songs, "I Thank Tou."
4270-71 WHITE. JACK, in "The Legacy," musical revue.

4284 WHITE, JACK, in "The Skin Game," comedy.

4285 WHITE, JACK, in "Ship Ahoy," musical comedy.

2538 WHITMORE. DOROTHY, popular prima donna. In a
group of songs.

2113 WILDLEY & SHEEHAN. radio and vaudeville artists

m n giouiJ of songs.
2237 WILSON. LOIS, screen star, with Edward Everett Hor-

ton. in a comedv plavlet. "Miss Information."
2126 WONG. JOE. "Chinese Jazz Boy." in a group of songs.

2129 WOOD. BRITT. in "The Booh and His Harmonica,"
an offering tliat is different.

979 WORK. MILTON C famous International bridge ex-
pert, gives highlights and humors of the popular pastime.

1043 YACHT CLUB BOYS in "A Private Engagement." com-
edv with songs.

928 YORKE AND JOHNSON, vaudeville stars and radio
artists, in a program of three songs.

1077 YORKE, CHICK, in "Tintypes," songs and patter.

876 ZARDO, ERIC AND GUIDO CICCOLINI. concert
pianist and new leading tenor, in three classic songs.

//.

—

Playlets and Flash Varieties

973

2664

2648

2677.

903

3289.

1087

3334

2130

3719

3736-

920

3280

1047

988

2252

3758

3640

1062

2279

1005

1038

1053

1093

939

4230

925

4123

2273

4340

4035

1048

ABSENT MINDED, with Wallace Ford, stage star. In a
riotous comedy skit.

•65 ACROSS THE BORDER, with Sarah Padden, stage

star in a thrilUng playlet. Directed by Bryan Foy.
.49 AIN'T IT THE TRUTH, a comedy of manners. In
two reels, written by Ralph Spence.
78 ALIBI, THE, a stirring dramatic playlet in which
Kenneth Harlan, famous screen star, has the leading
role.

ALLEN'S, FRED. PRIZE PLAYLETS with Fred Allen
in three of bis original blackout sketches.

90 ALL SQUARE, a highly dramatic playlet.

ALPINE ECHOES, three songs strung on a thread of

a story of sentiment, with the popular baritone, Doug-
las Stanbur\'.
ALWAYS FAITHFUL, with Blanche Sweet, screen star,

in a comedy drama.
AMATEUR NIGHT, with William Demarest, noted
screen star. Comedy presenting the old-time weekly
feature of amateur night.
AND HOW. mth Ann Greenway. A singing and danc-
ing show in Technicolor.
—AND WIFE, with Frank Davis and Bernice Elliot.

A brand new comedv angle on domestic relations.

APARTMENT HUNTING, with Fisher and Hurst, vaude-
ville headllners, in an amusing skit and songs.

AT THE CHURCH FESTIVAL, with Dick Henderson,
vaude^'ille favorite, in an offering of jokes and songs.

AT THE ROUND TABLE, comedy with four outstand-

ing personalities. Mark HpUinger, DeWolf Hopper.
Damon Rnnvnn and J.imes J. Cnrhptt,

AT YOUR SERVICE, with a Broadway cast. A trav-

estv on modem hotel service. Good comedy.
AUTHOR, THE, comedy with Walter Weems, noted
variety star. Directed by Bryan Foy.

B
BABY BANDIT, THE, with Bobby Watson and Anne
Cornwall. One reel bedroom farce.

BARBER SHOP CHORD, THE, snappy song and dance
entertainment in a musical barber shop.

BAREFOOT DAYS, comedy of a hov and his dog with
a juvenile cast. Director, H.nrold Beaudine.
BEAST. THE. with Irene Rich, Imown "as the screen's

lovellst lady." in a drama supported by John MilJan.
Directed by Bryan Foy,
BELIEVE IT OR NOT (Robert C. Ripley) No. 1,

Drawings of strange things.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT. No, 2 of the Ilol)ert L. Biplty
flash novelty series in which he proves some more of

his entertaining facts.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT. No. 3 of the Robert L. Ripley
flash novelty series. Director. Murray Roth.
BELIEVE JT OR NOT. No. 5 of the Robert L. Ripley
flash novelty series. Director. Murray Roth.
BENEFIT. THE, with Joe Frisco. Broadway star. In
song and dance with a screaming Imitation of Helen
Morgan.
BIG DEAL. THE, comedy with Harry Holman. Direc-
tor Bryan Foy. A prospective son-in-law proves his
mettle before his t^-I's r(ad consents to th" niarriao-e.

BIGGER AND BETTER, with Fanny and Kitty Wat-
son, harmonizing comediennes in a presentation of com-
edv songs.
BODY SLAM. THE. with Eddie Lambert, Gene Ladoux
and William Irving, A slapstick comedy of the wrest-
ling racket.
BOOKWORM. THE. with Harry J, Conley. a comedy
sketch written bv WiUard Mack, Directed bv Bryan
Foy,
BOOZE HANGS HIGH THE No. 4 of the "Lnoney
Times" series of Vitaphone Song cartoons with Bo9?o
m''king meri-T down on the farm.
BRIDAL NIGHT, with Johnny Arthur and Charlotte
Merriam, A honeymoon in a haunted house,
BRIGHT SAYINGS, comedy with Roy Le Sf-y, the
child actor. Harry Tighe, Irene Shirley. Direc'or,
Arthur Hurley. Dad collects money from the news-
papers for the sayings of his wise-cracking kid.
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960 BROADWAY'S LIKE THAT, with Ruth Etting. She Is

supported by an excellent cast.

967 BUBBLE PARTY, THE, comedy, three songs. Brings
back the Gay Nineties.

3898 BUBBLES, Tectinicolor flash, with the Vitaphone
Kiddies.

999 CAVE CLUB, THE, singing and dancing act with a
Broadway cast.

2562 CE8ALL0S' REVUE. LARRY, musical revue with the
Vitarhone Girls, eight numbers.

2627 CEBALLOS' REVUE, LARRY—ROOF GARDEN REVUE
a flash act classic song and dance show.

2693 CEBALLOS' CRYSTAL CAVE REVUE, LARRY, flash.

Larry Ceballos is famous for his exotic and eccentric
arancements.

993 CHEER LEADER. THE. a drama with a background of
college life, with Tom Douglas.

4124 COLLEGE CAPERS, musical comedy in Technicolor with
a star cast. Commencement exercises a quarter of a
century aw and todnv. Director, Carl McBridc.

r007-O8 COLLEGIATE MODEL, THE. with Ona Munson.
Musical comedy with a college backCTOund.

3740 COMMUNITY KNIGHT, with Bnant Washburn. Helen
Jerome Eddy and Charles B. JJiddleton. A one reel

dramatic playlet.
2288 COMMUNITY SINGING, with Lynn Cowan In five songs.

Directed by Bryan Foy.
I094-&5 COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON, drama of a con-

rict trying to po straight, by Paul Gerard Smith, with
Eric Dressier. Loiiita Lane and Pat O'Brien.

4167 CONGO JAZZ (Looney Tunes No. 2). Animated song
cartoons based on screen song hits.

3753 CONTRARY MARY, with Bobby Watson in a lavish
song and dance presentation in Technicolor.

4036 CRY BABY, with Bobby Vernon and Mary Louise
Treen. Domestic comedy of a wailing kid.

4161 CRYIN' FOR THE CAROLINES, musical novelty.

D
3669 DANCE OF THE PAPER DOLLS, with the talented

"Vitaphone Kiddies. Songs and dances in Technicolor.
3529 DANGER, romance portrayed in drama with a Broad-

way cast.

3333 DEAD LINE, THE, a thrilling drama of the under-
world.

2234 DEATH SHIP, THE, with Mitchell Lewis, Jason Ro-
bards. screen stars, in a thrilling dramatic playlet.

989 DESERT THRILLS, romance in the desert with capti-
vating singing and dancing.

992 DEVIL'S PARADE, THE. with Sidney Toler. A musi-
cal revue set in Hades.

4200 DINING OUT, comedy, with Billy Kent and Alice Lake.
2566 DIXIE DAYS, the negro spirituals of the South are

sung by a group of Southern darkies, four songs.
4260 DOCTOR'S WIFE, THE. comedv with Franklin Pang-

born. Gertrude Astor. Geneva Mitchell. Billy Gilbert.
Director. Del Tyord. A pliilandering cliiropractor flirts
with a wrestler's wife

2590 DON'T BE JEALOUS, with Joe E. Brown, musical
comedy star, in a one-reel playlet. Directed by Bryan
Foy.

3988 DUCKING DUTY, a comedy of doughboy life after the
signinir of the armistice. With Heinle Conklln and
Phil Morgan. "

1028 DUEL, THE. comedy starring Lew Fields as a timid
Chicagoan who meets with adventure in Paris, with
Veree Teasdale.

E
1063 EMERGENCY CASE. THE, comedv with Hugh Cameron

Al Ofhs, Loretta Shea. Director, Arthur Hurley. A
book agent gets into difBculties posing as a doctor

4033 ETERNAL TRIANGLE, THE, with LiUian Rich. Wynd-
ham Standing and Armand Kaliz. A humorous satire
of love in three countries.

1046 EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO ME. comedv with James
B. Carson. Leo Ho.vt, Jjucille Lortel. Director, Arthur
Hurley. The unluckiest man in the world gazes into
the cn-sfal bail and finds his fuhire a sad past.

1022 EVOLUTION, presenting the development of motion pic-
tures, with scenes from early productions contrasted
with up-to-date talkies.

3895-96 EVOLUTION OF THE DANCE, a Technicolor re-new of the development of the dance through the ages.
Lupino Lane finishes the number with a burlesque of
Interpretative dancing.

904-05 FAINT HEART, with Bert Lahr, two reel comedy
n.n "ii'v.H''^.. '" '^'' '^^^' ''^ ^''J" Bobbe Arnst.
910 FALLEN STAR, THE, with George Eosener, drama,

Characterization of a fallen star
790 FAMILY FORD, THE, comedy of a decayed tin Uzzie

in,= cAcJ.'jr..,'!'''.':'.'!?;,^^'"''
°"'="' ''"'I 'Tof Kavanaugh.

1045 FASHION'S MIRROR, musical revue showing the latest
In milady's styles with Barbara Newberry and JackThninmrm. Director, Rov Mack.

1008 FIGH'T, THE, with Norman Brokenshlre, famous radio
personaUtr Supported by Hazel Forbes, Zlegfleld beauty.From a Ring I^ardner story.

3179-80 FINDERS KEEPERS, with Helen Ferguson, a two
re<-l com'-flv by Genrse Kellv. Piilitz( r prize winner

978 FIND THE WOMAN, with Hueh O'Connell in another
.«,. ^°.w_^' '^''^ "' ""= '^'>''^'' newspaper reporter.
1051 FIVE MINUTES FROM THE STATION, drama of a

husband and a irifc with initiative, with Lynne Ovcr-
m.'in.

3238.39 FLATTERING WORD, THE, with Hanlson Ford In

"l "'fi-'P
touring actor. George Kelly wrote the

98S FOOTNOTES, a dancing and singing novelty with a
i!r'.,i'iwav mijBir-al comedv cast.

lOia fORE, with Wallace Ford. A farce comedv of the

«or t'i, „•' ol. ."i'"
"'*' •" '1''' <">" '""'l his Wife liest.

iSf rS2,i t^'aS,.?'?^''''' ^"*' QrcKory Ratoff, stage star.
1023 FOWL TRIANGLE, slapstick comedy of a husband ex-

pmmcnting a two-yolk egg.
3190 FRAME, THE. a crook drama with William Boyd, as-

uliited bv CharlcB B. Middlcton.
2149 FRENCH LEAVE, a rcmemberance of the war days with

comedy altuatlon.'! and songs.

4140 GATES OF HAPPINESS, musical revue.
3800-01 GETTING A RAISE, the first of the J. P. McAvoy

"The Potters" sericB with Ltidcn Llttlcfleld and Ludlle
ward In ths principal roles.

4160 GINSBERG OF NEWBERG, with Eddie Lambert and
William Irving. Comedy of real estate business.

4080 GIRLS WE REMEMBER, musical comedy filmed in

Technicolor. A riuartette sings of the different girls

that have entered their lives.

1027 GOING PLACES, with Shaw and Lee. Song and danc-
ing.

2563-64 GIVING IN, Harry Delf, the Broadway comedian,
in an engaging playlet directed by Murray Both. Hedda
Hopper is in the cast.

2849-50 GOSSIP, a two reel comedy with Robert Emmett
Keane. who is supported by John Miljan, screen star.

lOOO GRAND UPROAR, with Jim McWilliams. Burlesque of

grand opera.
1057 GROUNDS FOR MURDER, comedy of a wife with a

mania for attending the latest murder trials, with
Phoebo Foster and Ernest Glendenning. Director,

Harold Beaudine.
965 GYM-JAMS, fun and trick Juggling in a gymnasium

with Lew Mayor.

914 LOW DOWN, "a bird's eye view of Harlem." Well
Imown negro entertainers In a song and dance number,

1035 LUCKY BREAK, THE, with Harry Fox. A comedy of

the imlucky inventor of an unbreakable mirror.

2284 LUCKY IN LOVE, starring Clyde Cook, film star.

Written by Hugh Herbert and directed by Murray Roth.
Cast of ten.

M
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HARD GUY, THE, drama of an army veteran out of

work, witli Spenc«r Tracy and Katherine Alexander.
Director. Arthur Hurley.
HARMONIZING SONGS, with Josephine Harmon. Two
songs. Director. Murray Roth.
HEAD OF THE FAMILY, THE, a comedy with Little

Billy, vest pocket comedian of the stage.
HEAD MAN, THE. Hugh O'Connell in a new comedy,
role. He is supported bv Kitty Kelly.
13 HEART BREAKER, THE, with Eddie Foy, Jr. Two-
reel musical comedy, with four songs.

42 HELLO BABY, peppy songs and dance by Ann
Pennington.
31 HELLO THAR, a two reel comedy of the TuSon
with Eddie Buzzell.

HER RELATIVES, s slapstick comedy of pesty tn-laws
with Neely Edwards.
63 HIS BIG AMBITION, a Potters comedy, with Lucien
Littlefleld and Lucille Ward.
6 HIS PUBLIC, comedy with songs, with .Toe Morris
and Flo Campbell. Director, Harold Beaudine.
HOLD ANYTHING. No. 3 of the "Looney Tunes"
seiies of Vitaphone song cartoons with Bosco as a.

jolly riveter.

HOLIDAY IN STORYLAND, a Technicolor song and
dance presentation with the talented Vitaphone Kiddies.
HOLLAND, a Technicolor musical ntunber with a pic-
turesque Dutch setting.

HOLLYWOOD BOUND, a satire on male beauty contest
starring Gladys Brockwell with James Bradbury, Neely
Edwards and others.
HORSE SENSE, novelty flash, with Bob Roebuck and
.Sporting Life, his trick horse. Director, Murray Roth.
HOW'S YOUR STOCK? a story of the pitfalls of Wall
St. as told by the ticket tape with Eugene Palette,
Mary Doran, Charles SeUon and others.

HUNT, THE, a program of hunting songs offered by
Vernon Richard, Duncan Sisters and the Frollckers
Quartet,

907 ILLUSIONS, with Fred Keating, magician In some of
his trick offerings.

4097-98 ILL WIND, AN, or NO MOTHER TO GUIDE HER.
burlesque on the oldtime "mellers."

938 IMAGINE MY EMBARRASSMENT, a comedy attrac-
tion with Ann Codec and Frank Orth.

2117 IN A BLACKSMITH SHOP, a sextette of soloists fea-
turing J. Delos Jewkes. Directed by Bryan Foy and
accompanied by the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
"The Anvil Chorus" and the "Armour's" song from
"Robin Hood" are included.

2142 IN A MONSTERY CELLAR, a monastery quartet with
bass singer in a picturesque presentation of monastery
life, with five songs.

2277 IN THE MINES. Vernon Rickard and the Black Dia-
mond Four in "A Few Minutes In the Mines." with
seven songs.

8899 JAPANESE BOWL. THE. a tender romance of old Japan
told in enchanting love songs. Filmed in Technicolor.

1061 JAY WALKER. THE, comedy by H. I. Phillips, with
Chester Clute. Director, Roy Mack. A Inirlesque on
Grover Whalen's edict against jay walkers.

8760 JAZZ REHEARSAL, THE, a snappy singing and danc-
ing rehearsal in Technicolor,

K
963-64 KEEPING COMPANY, with Eddie Buzzell. A com-

edy of a pet girl and a pet dog.

2133 LASH. THE. Hal Crane stars in his own dramatic
playlet which has been one of vaudeville's biggest hits,
William Davidson and Richard Tucker are in the cast.

2368 LEAD, KINDLY LIGHT, human and moving playlet by
Jack Lait starring Irene Rich,

4270-71 LEGACY, THE. musical rerae .starring Betty Comp-
tnn with John Hundley and Jack White. Director, Carl
McBride.

2259 LEMON, THE, Hugh Herbert and Walter Keems are
featured in this playlet of a man who buys a cigar
store from an unscrupulous salesman.

1059 LET'S MERGE, comedy with Doree LesUe and Stanley
Ridges. Director, Roy Mack. Burlesque on the modern
trend of eorporiition mergers.

934 LETTER BOX, THE, with little Sybil Leo In a comedy
of a little girl who wins the blessing of her grouchy
grandfather for the runaway marriage of her parents.

3825 LETTERS, a comedy presenting the question of life

against secretary with Pauline Garon.
919 LITTLE MISS EVERYBODY, impersonations of stars

with Zelda Santley offering six vocal selections.

968 LOBO, DOG OF DOGS, Clarence Moore offers his
clever canine who Is featured with Horace Heldt and
His Callfomians.

3931 LONELY GIGOLO, with Lottl Loder In a Technicolor
presentation In song and dance.

1064 LOST AND FOUND, comedy with William Demarest
and Mlllan Bond. Director. Arthur Hurley. Romance
In a "lost and foiinii" bureau.
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MADCAP MUSICIAN, Herschel Henlere presents his
one-man band in u novelty comedy act,

MAID'S NIGHT OUT, with Bobby Watson in a snappy
domestic comedy.
MAN OF PEACE, A, starring Hobart Bosworth, dean
of cinema actors. Dramatic playlet of a quiet man
who becomes Involved in a feud.
6 MANY HAPPY RETURNS, drama of the modern
American faniily with Walter Connolly, Madge Evans
and Ferdinand Gottschalk. Director. Arthur Hurley.
MARRIED, comedy with novel situations.

MASTER SWEEPER, THE, with Chester Conklin, screen
star, in a satirical comedy.
MATINEE IDLE, with Henry Hull and James Dale. A
sophisticated comedy of the idle matinee idol.

MATTER OF ETHICS, A, Vivien Oakland and a large
supporting cast in a drama of the unfaithful wife and
her vengeful doctor husband.
MIDNIGHT LODGE, THE, with MUler and Lyles,
colored comics, in a fun offering.

MILITARY POST, THE, with Roberto Guzman, Mexi-
can tenor, in a picturesque offering of songs. Filmed
in Technicolor.
MINSTREL DAYS, a colored cast in soncs, dances,
and gags.

MISS INFORMATION. Lois Wilson and Edward Ever-
ett Horton in a dramatic playlet by Hugh Herbert.
MODERN BUSINESS, musical comedy of ultra-modern
sales i>sychology filmed in Technicolor. Director, Roy
Mack.
MONEY, MONEY, MONEY, with Homer Mason and
Marguerite Keeler in a humorous skit.

82 MORE SINNED AGAINST THAN USUAL, a bur-
lesque on the old time mellers with Charlotte Merriam,
Charles B. Middleton and Theodore Lorch,
MR. INTRUDER, comedy of an editor in search of a
story from real life, with Otto Kniger. Veree Teasdale.
Alan Brooks. Director, Arthur Hurlev.
MUSIC RACKET, THE, with Lee Morse, the "South-
ern Aristocrat of Song," in two songs.
MUSIC SHOP, THE, a humorous musical offering with
Dick Henderson.

N
1014 NAGGER, THE, with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth,

Bedroom farce.

3761 NAUGHTY, BUT NICE, Georges Carpentier, prize
fighter, in a song and dance offering with a bevy of
girls,

3686 NEW RACKET, THE, crook drama with Gardner James,
James Bradbury, Jr., Irene Homer and others.

3778 NIAGARA FALLS, a human interest drama with
Bryant Washburn and Helen Jerome Eddy.

2102 NIGHT AT COFFEE DAN'S, A, William Demarest la
featured as master of ceremonies.

2138 NIGHT COURT, THE, William Demarest as a lawyer
brings a Night Club gang to night court.

1072-3 NIGHTINGALE, THE. drama with songs with Vivi-
enne Osborne. Lysle Talbot and Pat O'Brien.

987 NILE GREEN, a comedy tour of Egypt with Helen
Broderick of "Fifty Million Frenchmen."

776 NINETY-NINTH AMENDMENT, THE, a comedy of
Charles Richmond, Veree Tesdale and Hugh O'Connell.

986 NO-ACCOUNT, THE. a drama of a lad who steals for
his sweetheart, with RusseU Hardie and Josephine
Hutchinson.

4093 NO QUESTIONS ASKED, with Little Billy. Comedy
featuring midget.

2169 NON-SUPPORT, a one act playlet written and played
by the screen star. Burr Mcintosh. A drama of
divorce.

o
1002 OFFICE STEPS, an ultra-modem office with slnglni

and dancing typists and bosses.

4169 OLD SEIDELBERG, entertainment set In a German
beer garden. Two songs.

946 OH SARAH, Jack McLallen and Sarah In an offering
of songs and wisecracks.

3880 ONLY THE GIRL, a technicolor musical presentation
contrasting love in the old fashioned way with the
modern Jazz love.

2275 ON THE AIR, comedy hi a broadcasting station with
Hugh Herbert as a comedy chief of police.

952 ON THE RANCHO, Will and Gladys Ahem, rope-danc-
ers, singers and comedians, in a humorous offering.

947 OPERATION, THE, Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist. In s
comedy sketch with his dummy.

4O99-4I0O OUT FOR GAME (Potters No. 6), with Lucien
Littlefleld. Sixth of the J. P. McEvoy's newspaper
stories.

2287 OVERTONES, a dramatic playlet of characters as they
are and as they would appear to others. Ursula
Faucit, stage actress has the feature role.

2290 PAPA'S VACATION, riotous comedy by Hugh Herbert
and Murray Roth with William Demarest as a letter-
carrier on his vacation.

2517-18 PREDICTION, THE, comedy of a man whose life Is

changed by the telling of his fortune. Hugh Herbert
is featured.

982 PAULO, PAQUITA AND CHIQUITA, in romantic tunes
of Spain and Mexico, songs and dances,

3793 PAY OFF, THE, with Henry B. WalthaU, dramatic
playlet on the lives of ei-con\icts.

3781 PEOPLE VERSUS, THE, with Pat O'Malley and Frank
Campeau. Drama.

951 PERFECT UNDERSTANDING, A, with Joe May and
Dorothy Oaks, song and dance.

3674-75 POOR AUBREY, with Franklin Pangborn, a comedy
playlet from the pen of George Kelly.

1010 POOR FISH, THE, comedy playlet with Hobart Cavan-
aiigh, Stanley Ridges and others.

3687 POOR LITTLE BUTTERFLY, a technicolor flash with
songs and dances.
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1039-40 PLAY BOY, THE, comedy of kleptomaniac In love,

with Harry Fox and Beatrice Curtis.

3827-28 POTTERS, THE, "At Home, second of the series In

which Pa Porter invites his boss for dinner. Comedy
with Lucien Littlefleld.

3881-82 POTTERS, THE, "Done in Oil." more comedy with

Lucien Littlefleld as Pa Porter investing in an oU
field.

3983-84 POTTERS, THE, In "Pa Gets a Vacation," the

Potters provide fun in the country.

4009-10 POTTERS, THE, in "Big Money," the eternal tri-

angle involves Pa Potter in more humorous adventures.

1070 PUTTING IT ON. comedy of a shoe store clerk putUiis

on the ritz with Bobby Jarvis and Lilliun Bond.
Director, Arthur Hurley.

2238 QUESTION OF TODAY, THE, a comedy drama with

Audrey Ferris, Wampas Baby star, featured. Georgie

c'ooper is in the cast.
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RAILROAD FOLLIES, musical comedy with Gene
Morgan and Clyde Hager. Director. Bryan Foy.

REALIZATION, a comedy drama sketck directed by

Brian Foy with Hugh Herbert featured.

OSREGULAR BUSINESS MAN, A, dramatic playlet of

a man who wins both wife and fortune on a Quick

Wall St. turnover. Starring Robert Ober.

43 RENO OR BUST, with Franklin Pangbom and
Bernice EUiot in a two reel farce comedy of marriage.

RETRIBUTION, a clever dramatic playlet starring

Henry B. Walthall,
REVIVAL DAY, with Slim Timblin. burnt cork character

comedian In a comedy presentation.

ROAD KNIGHTS, a gathering of talented tramps who
offer singing and dancing specialties.

22 ROOM 909, Robert Emmett Keane and Claire Whit-
ney in a light comedy with clever gags.

'2 ROSELAND, comtdv with songs starring Iluth Etting.

Director, Boy Mack. Romance in a taxi dance hall.

6 ROYAL FOURFLUSHER, THE, with Eddie BuzzeU
in the role of a mad modem in a mythical court.

RURAL HOSPITALITY, with Roger Imhof and Marcelle

Coreene. Director, Edmund .Joseph. The inconveniences

of a suburban hotel.

RUSSIAN AROUND, with Arthur Pat West. Burlesque

of Russian songs and dances.

4287 SALESMAN, THE, comedy of a timid salesman, with

Frank Orth and Florence Vernon. Director. Del Ix)rd.

1031 SCOTCH LOVE, a tight triangle of Scotch love, with

Eric Blore, Nora Swinbum and Kay Collins.

956 SCOTCH TAFFY, scotch songs and jokes, starring Scott

Sanders.
4210 SCHOOL DAZE, musical flash set in country school.

1066 SEEING-OFF SERVICE, with Joe Penner. Jessie Bus-
ley and Harry McNaughton. Director Harold Beaudine.

2139 SERPENTINE, THE, Vltaphone Girls, featuring Elmira

Lane, soprano, in a novel dance creation accompanied
by a jazz orchestra.

4140 SERVANT PROBLEM, THE, with John T. Murray.
Vivien Oakland and Mary Stauber. Comedy.

884 SHAKE IT UP, Eddie Moran's Orchestra in three popu-

lar songs.

3989 SHAKESPEARE WAS RIGHT, a Technicolor offenng

that proves Shakespeare had pep in songs and dances.

2666-67 SHARP TOOLS, Ethel Grey Terry, William Davidson
and others in a dramatic sketch In which two crooks are

brought to justice by the children of an ofBcer kmed
by the gang.

4285 SHIP AHOY, musical comedy with Clarence Nordstrom.
Hazel Sperling, Esther Howard. Jack White. A merry
mix-up of sailors and their sweethearts.

1089 SHOWIN' OFF, flash with the Vitaphone Kiddies. Di-

rector, Roy Mack,
4127 SINKIN' IN THE BATHTUB (Looney Tunes No. 1),

first of a series of animated song cartoons based on

screen song hits.

3900 SHE WHO GETS SLAPPED, slapstick comedy with

Tom Pugan.
1017 23—SKI DOG, with Lew Fields. Comic beer garden

sMt.
4284 SKIN GAME, THE, comedy of two bunco men at a

circus side show, with Jack White. Bill Irring and
Jack Duffy. Directed by Del Lord.

1015-16 SLICK AS EVER, with Harry J. Conley and Com-
pany. Comedy of a lad who sought the truths of life.

2240-41 SOLOMON'S CHILDREN, a dramatic playlet written

especially for Vitaphone by Hugk Herbert in which Mr.
Herbert plays an old Jewish father who believes his

family likes him only for his money.
1019-20 SONG PLUGGER, THE, with Joe Frisco. Two songs.

3829 SOUTH SEA PEARL, THE, with Gaston Glass. Musi-
cal comedy set in the South Seas. FUmed In Techni-
color.

2268 SOUVENIRS, Sarah Padden. stage star. In a dramatic
playlet of a mother of t, skiftless son.

3279 SPANISH FIESTA, A, with Roberto Guzman, Mexican
tenor, in a presentation of two popular songs of

Spain. FUmed in Technicolor.

3279 STAND UP, THE, drama against the glittering back-
ground of New Tear's eve with Bobby Watson and
Wilbur Mack.

1068 STEPPING OUT, comedy of a rube in the big city,

with Joe Penner, JIary Phillips and Leo Donnelly. Di-
rector, Roy Mack.

1025 STILL ALARM, THE, with Clifton Webb and Fred
Allen. Comedy.

3636 STIMULATION, with Johnny Arthur In a comedy of a
husband who leaves tls wife at home and tries to hare
some fun with other women.

1030 STRONG AND WILLING, with TrLrle Friganza. Two
songs.

1003 STRONG ARM, drama of prison life with John Har-
rington, Henry O'Neil. E. L. Fernandez. Director Ed-
mund Joseph.

1054 SUBSTITUTE, THE, comedy of an air-frightened radio

announcer. Written by H. I. Phillips, featuring

Charles Lawrence. Director, Harold Beaudine.

3850 SULTAN'S JESTER, THE, songs and dances in s
Persian background. Filmed in Technicolor.

2575-78 SWELL HEAD, THE, a two-reel playlet starrini

BddlB Foy, eon of the famous clown of vaudeville, and
Bessie Love, film star, witk five musical numbers.

3883 SURPRISE, a slapstick comedy with Tom Dugan and
Barbara Leonard.

981 SYSTEM, with Dudley Clements and Evalyn Knapp !
a comedy satire on big business methods.

2239 SUNNY CALIFORNIA, a comedy of California starring
May McAvoy and Richard Carle. Neely Edwards and
Arthur Collins in the cast.

983 TAKING WAYS, Ann Codec and Frank Orth in a
comedy of love-making biu-glars.

995-96 TAXI TALKS, comedy-drama, with Mayo Methot,
Kathern Alexander, Roger Pryor and others.

1037 TEMPLE BELLES, with Eddie Green, comedy with sons
and dance—a Harlemite burns up China. Director. Roy
Mack.

1029 TENEMENT TANGLE, A, with Ryan & Lee. Comedy,
2319 TEN MINUTES, starring Robert Haines, famous char-

acter of the stage, who plays a part of a prisoner in the
death house.

2599 THANKSGIVING DAY, a delightful comedy by Addison
Burkhart in which two young doctors and an under-
taker play the chief roles. Harry Kelly Is in the cast.

1026 THANK YOU, DOCTOR, comedy skit set in a private
sanitarium for the insane.

937 THEN AND NOW, BiUy and IHsa NewaU In a song
offering contrasting the courting days of 1890 with the
flaming youth of today.

1077 TINTYPES, comedy with songs and dance, with Chic
Torke and Rose King. Director. Roy Mack.

3722-23 TRIFLES, a drama from the pen of Susan Glaspell,
with Jason Robards. Sarah Padden, Blanche Fridericl,
Frank Campeau and others.

4168 TWIXT LOVE AND DUTY, with Esther Howard, Eddie
Graham and Walter Perdval. One reel burlesaue of old
Western melodrama.

980 TWO ROUNDS OF LOVE, with .Tames Rennie and Jean
Dixon in a comedy of a scrappUy married stage pair.

2137 TUNING IN, a comedy sketch of a radio broadcasting
room, four musical selections,

945 TWO OF A KIND, with Billy Lytell and Tom Fant In
a novelty song offering.

u
926-27 UNDER DOG, THE, a two reel comedy with Jamei

Barton, musical comedy star.

2134 UNDER THE SEA, the submarine quartet with Gus
Reed and his frollckers in sailor chanteys and sea
songs.

3780 VANITY, a drama of a vain wife, with Ruth Lynns,
Vivien Oakland and Rudolph Cameron.

1032-33 VARSITY SHOW, THE, two reel musical comedy.
977 VARSITY VAMP, THE, Lionel "Mike" Ames, Michi-

gan V football player, in a female impersonation.
3799 VENGEANCE, drama in the circus with Warner Rich-

mond, Natalie Moorhead, Gardner James and Mickey
McBann.

4286 VICTIM, THE, comedy of a hen-pecked husband, with
Frank Orth, Esther Howard and Florence Vernon. Di-
rector. Del Lord.

2104 VISIONS OF SPAIN, Lina Basquette Is featured In
this carnival of Spanish songs and dances. Sam Ask
appears with Miss Basquette.

w
1050 WANDERER. THE, Douglas Stanbur.v in songs. Direc-

tor. Rov Mack.
998 WEBSTERIAN STUDENTS, Ryan and Lee in a comedy

tkit.

3826 WEDDING OF JACK AND JILL, THE, a Technicolor
musical offering with the clever Vitaphone Kiddles.

3849 WHAT A LIFE, musical travesty on prison reform.

2143 WHEN THE WIFE'S AWAY, a comedy sketch of >
husband throwing a party while the wife's away. Wil-
liam Demarest, songs and beautiful girls.

1083 WHERE THERE'S A WILL, cximedy of a sick man on
a health farm, with the famous stage comedian. Georsi'

Hassell.

3667 WHITE LIES, a drama of a Russian peasant girl In
an American factory who finds her prince.

3873 WHO PAYS, John T. Murray and Vivien Oakland In a
<K5medy of extravagant wives who make their husbands
pay.

3668 WINDOW CLEANERS, THE, Neely Edwards and Lew
Brice in a presentation of two warbling window-wash-
ers singing about their profession,

2568-69 WIVES, ETC., starring Charles Ruggles of stage fame
with a supporting cast of four. Ruggles plays a young
man who gets married while drunk and finds his wife
a complete stranger.

4240 WHO'S THE BOSS?, slapstick comedy, with Franklin
Pangbom and Esther Howard.

915 WHO'S WHO, with Lang and Healy in a comedy rou-
tine.

4249 WOMAN TAMER. THE, a circus comedy, with BUly
Gilliert, Esther Howard, Roger Davis. Director, Bryan
Foy,

4139 WON TO LOSE, a race track comedy, with Eddie Lam-
bert and William Irving.

979 WORK, MILTON C, international bridge expert giving

the humors and tragedies of the game while explainlni
some difficult hands.

1009 YAMEKRAW, a negro rhapsody with song and dance
music by James P. Johnson, negro composer.

1043 YACHT CLUB BOYS in "A Private Engagement," com-
edy witli songs. Director, Arthur Hurley.

///.

—

Orchestras

Release No. Orchestra

2584 Amheim, Gus, Cocoanut Grove Orchestra.

2585 Amheim, Gus and His Ambassadors.

2136 Amheim, Ga's, Cocoanut Grove Orchestra,

2797 Bernie, Dave, Orchestra

2796 Bernie Dave, Orchestra.

958 Bernie, Ben, Orchestra.

549 Brown Brothers, Six Original.

2285 Burnett, Earl, Orchestra.

2286 Burnett, Earl, Orchestra.

2294 Burnett, Earl, Orchestra.

2295 Burnett, Earl, Orchestra,

752 Cummins, Bernie and Orchestra,

823 Ellis, Segar and Hotel Embassy Orchestra,

710 Green's Faydettes.

7 1

1

Green's Flapperettes.

2112 Green, Hazel & Co.

729 Hallet, Mai and Orchestra.

730 HaUet, Mai and Orchestra.

2114 Halstead, Henry, Orchestra.

422 Hawaiian Nights.

902 Heidt, Horace and His Califoraians.

908 Heidt, Horace and His Califoraians,

732 Henry, Tal and Orchestra.

468 Kahn, Roger Wolfe and Orchestra.

469 Kahn, Roger Wolfe and Orchestra.

2280 Imperial Russian Cossacks.

869 Indiana Five, The.

2572 Ingenues. The.

2573 Ingenues, The.

705 Lerdo's Mexican Orchestra.

390 Lopez, Vincent and His Orchestra.

2561 Lowry, Ed and Orchestra.

2274 Lyman, Abe and Orchestra,

2338 Lyman, Abe and Orchestra.

707 Mexican, Tlpica Orchestra.

2276 Moore, Prof, and Orchestra.

2266 Morgan, Gene, Orcltestra.

2300 Newsboys Harmonica Band.
870 Nichols, "Red" and His Five Pennies.

872 PoUaok, Ben and His Park Central Orchestra.

770 Reisman, Leo and Hotel Brunswick Orchestra,

2594 Rich, Dick and Orchestra.

2595 Rich, Dick and Orchestra.

2291 Rose, Vincent and Jackie Taylor's Orchestra.

2292 Rose, Vincent and Jackie Taylor's Orchestra.

736 Rosenthal, Harry and Orchestra.

2123 Spikes, Reb and His Follies Entertainers.

2730 Stafford, Jesse Orchestra.

706 Tajado's Tlpica Orchestra.

742 Tremaine, Paul and Aristocrats.

771 Vallee, Rudy and His Connecticut Yankees.

427 Waring's Pennsylvanians.

428 Waring's Pennsylvanians.

2261 Wayman's Debutantes, Harry.

79 1 White, Jack and Montrealers.

844 White. Jack and Orchestra.

IV.—Overtures, Marches and Concerts

Release No. Title

2499 Ameer, The _ _ •Without
Brice Fannie-M.V.E. 49338-2-3 Without

2479 Burlesco Pomposo „ _ Without
2459 By Wireless Galop _ __.. Without
2450 Cinderella Blues __ Without
2470 Cloister Episode, A Without
2480 Cohens and KeUys, The Without
2389 Dance of the Hours Without
29 1 8 D'Amour _ Without
2930 Desert Song Overture Without
462 Evolution of Dixie _. With Film

2380 Firefiy Overture _ Without
2530 Funiculi Funicula ..._ Without
2527 God Save the Klng..^ Without
2428 Gold and Silver...- _ Without
2360 High Jinks Without
2400 Katinka _ Without

2469 La Barcarolle

2528 La Marsellaise

448 Light Cavalry Overture

2460 Lindbergh Forever

2438 March Lorraine _

2529 Marcia Reale of Italy _

2440 Mariette-French 2 Step _ ._

2489 Mexicana _ - _

263 Mignon _

2437 MUe. Modiste

2510 Moon Maid _...

-Without

Without

With Film
Without

Without

.Without

Without

.— Without

— _ Without

, - Without

- Without
450 Morning, Noon and Night

2390 Morris Dance
2429 National Emblem March
2490 Nocheclta

461 Orpheus Overture _

2488 Our Gang Kid Comedy
2170 Phedre Overture

447 Poet and Peasant

449 Raymond Overture .

2410 Sari Overture

2439 Semper Fidelis

2399 Shepherd's Dance
2519 Speed Maniacs

With Film
_ Without

Without

Without

'With Film
Without

With Film
.....With FUm
-...With FUm

Without

Without
.Without

Without
381 Spirit of 1918.... — With Film

2449 Spirit of St. Louis _ Without
2330 Stars and Stripes, Overture Without

2520 Star Spangled Banner .Without

2448 Suite From the South Without

314 Tannhauser Overture With Film
2509 Three Twins Without
2378 Torch Dance Overture .Without

2419 Under the Starry Banner

'Without means record without film.

_ Without



Picture

AFRICA SPEAKS

ALL aUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT

ANIMAL CRACKERS

BIG BOY

BIG PARTY

BIG POND

BLAZE 0' GLORY

BORDER ROMANCE

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT

BRIGHT LIGHTS

CALL OF THE FLESH

CALL OF THE WEST

CAPTAIN OF THE GUARDS

CHEER UP AND SMILE

CRAZY THAT WAY

CUCKOOS. THE

CZAR OF BROADWAY

DANCING SWEETIES

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW

DEVIL HAY CARE

DIVORCEE. THE

DOUBLE CROSS-ROADS

DOUGH-BOYS

EYES OF THE WORLD

FLORODORA ttlRL

FOLLOW THRU

FREE AND EASY

FROZEN JUSTICE

eiRL FROM WOOLWORTH'S

GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN 6IRL

GOLDEN DAWN

GOOD INTENTIONS

BRAND PARADE

REAT GABBO

HELLO. SISTER

HIDE-OUT

HOLD EVERYTHING

SONG HITS IN
Producer Songs

Columbia ( 8) African Serenade

Universal (18) All Ouiet on the Western
Front

Paramount ( 7) Why Am I So Romantic

Warner Bros. (19) Little Sunshine
(19) Tomorrow Is Another Day
(19) Liza Lee
(19) Hooray for Baby and Me

Fox (12) Bluer Than Blue Over You
(12) Good for Nothing But Love

(12) Nobody Knows But Rosie

Paramount ( 7) You Brought a New Kind of

Love to Me
( 7) Livin' in the Sunlight

( 7) Mia Cara

Sono Art (16) Wrapped in a Red. Red Rose

(16) Dough-Boy's Lullaby

(16) Put a Little Salt on the

Blue-Bird's Tail

Tiffany ( 3) Yo Te Adoro

Fir»t National ( 9) Brolienhearted Lover

( 9) Dream Away
( 9) When Hearts Are Young

First National (19) Nobody Cares If I'm Blue

(19) Every Little Girl He Sees

(19) Song of the Congo

M G M (14) Lonely

Columbia ( I) Sittin' on a Rainbow

Universal (18) For You
(18) You, You Alone
(18) Maids on Parade

Fox (12) Where Can You Be
(12) Scamp of the Campus
(12) You May Not Lille It

(12) Shindig
(12) When I Lool( Into Your Eyes

Fox (12) Let's Do

R K ( 9) I Love You So Much
( 9) Dancing the Devil Away

Universal (18) That Homestead Steady of

Mine
(18) Collegiate Love
(18) Melancholy

Warner Bros. (19) Kiss Waltz
(19) Hullabaloo

Paramount ( 7) Dangerous Nan McGrew
( 7) I Owe You

M G M (14) Charming
(14) Shepard's Serenade
(14) If He Cared

M G M (10) Won't You Give In

Fox (12) My Lonely Heart

M G M (14) Sing

United Artists ( 8) Love Alone

M G M (10) My Mother Was a Lady
(10) Also seven other old-timers

Paramount ( 7) A Peach of a Pair
( 7) It Must Be You

M G M (14) The Free and Easy
(14) It Must Be You

Fox ( 5) The Right Kind of Man

First National (19) Someone
(19) You Baby Me. I'll Baby You
(19) Oh What I Know About Love

Paramount ( 6) There Must Be Someone
Waiting

Warner Bros. ( 9) Aftica Smiles No More
( 9) In a Jungle Bungalow
( 9) My Heart's Love Call

Fox (12) A Slave to Love

Pathe ( I) Molly
( I) Moanin' For You
( I) Alone in the Rain

Sono Art (17) I'm In Love With You
(17) Web of Love
(17) lcl<y

(17) New Step
(17) Every Now and Then

Sono Art (16) What Good Am 1 Without
You

Universal (18) Can It Be
(18) Just You and I

Warner Bros. ( 5) When the Little Red Roses
( 5) Sing a Little Theme Song
( 5) To Know You Is to Love You
( 5) Take It on the Chin
( 5) Physically Fit
( 5) Isn't This a Cockeyed World
( 5) Girls We Remember
( 5) You're the Cream in My

Coffee

Key Numbers to the Publishei
[NOTE.—^The following music publishers are listed alphabetically.

The songs are listed according to the motion picture production in

which they are featured and these films are listed alphabetically by
title in the adjoining columns. The number preceding the title of

each song is the key number indicating the publisher of the song.]

No. I—ACER, YELLEN. BORNSTEIN COMPANY, 745 Seventh avenue, New York, N. Y.

No. 2—IRVING BERLIN,, INC, 1607 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

No. 3—BIBO-LANG MUSIC COMPANY, 1595 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

No. 4—DAVIS, JOE (formerly Triangle) 1659 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

No. 5—DESYLVA. BROWN &. HENDERSON, INC., 745 Seventh ave. (Subsidiary of
Warner Brothers).

No. 6—DONALDSON. DOUGLAS AND GUMBLE, 1595 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

No. 7—FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION, 719 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y. (Sub-
sidiary of Paramount Publix).

No. 8—LEO FEIST, INC.. (RADIO MUSIC COMPANY) 231 W. 40th street. New
York, N. Y.

Picture

HONEY

HOT FOR PARIS

ISLE OF ESCAPE

IT'S A GREAT LIFE

JAZZ CINDERELLA

KING OF JAZZ

LADIES IN LOVE

LEAVE IT TO LESTER

LET'S GO NATIVE

LET'S GO PLACES

LOVE AMONG THE MILLIONAIRES

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

LOVE COMES ALONG

LOVE FINDS A WAY

LOVE IN THE ROUGH

LOVE PARADE

MAN TROUBLE

MARIANNE

MASK AND THE DEVIL

MATRIIVIO>>IIAL BED

MAYBE IT'S LOVE

MELODY MAN

MERRY-GO-ROUND

MONTE CARLO

MOUNTED STRANGER

MY MAN

NEAR THE RAINBOW'S END

Producer

Paramount

Fox

Warner Bros.

M G M

Chesterfield

Universal

Chesterfield

Paramount

Paramount

Chesterfield

R K

Pathe

M G M

Warner Bros.

Songs

( 7) Sing You Sinners
( 7) Let's Be Domestic
( 7) In a Little Hope Chest
( 7) I Don't Need Atmosphere

( 6) Sweet Nothings of Love
( 6) I'm the Duke of Ka-Ki-Ak
( 6) If You Want to See Parse

( 9) Drink to the Isle of Love
( 9) My Kalua Rose

( 2) I'm Following You
( 2) Hoosier Hop
( 2) I'm Sailing on a Sunbeam

( 3) True Love
( 3) Too Good to Be True

( I) Song of the Dawn(DA Bench in the Park
( 1) I Like to Do Things
( 1) Musical Charms
( 1) Happy Feet
( 8) It Happened in Monterey
( 8) RagamufDn Romeo
( 8) My Bridal Veil

( 3) How I Love You

( 7) I'm Yours

( 7) Let's Go Native
( 7) It Seems to Be Spring
( 7) I Got a Yen for You

(12) Fascinatino Devil
(12) Boop Boop a Doopa Doo Trot
(12) Snowball Man

( 7) Love Among the Millionaires
( 7) Believe It Or Not. I've Lett

My Mind

( 8) Love at First Sight

( 9) Until Love Comes Along

(10) A Kiss Before Dawn

(14) Go Home and Tell YMir
Mother

(14) I'm Learning A Lot From
You

(14) I'm Doing That Thing
(14) One More Waltz

( 7) Dream Lover
( 7) My Love Parade
( 7) March of the Grenadiers

( 2) To My Mammy
( 2) Let Me Sing and I'm Happy
( 2) Across the Breakfast Table

Fox (12) Pick Yourself U
Yourself Off

p. Brush

M G M ( 5) Marianne

M G M (ID )Frasquita Serenade
Also known as.

Nest of Heavenly
My Little

Blue

Weu-ner Bros. (19) Fleur D'Amour

Warner Bros. (13) Maybe It's Love

Columbia ( 2) Broken Dreams

Universal (18) Let's Go On a
Round

Merry- Eo-

Paramount ( 7) Beyond the Blue Horizon
( 7) Give Me A Moment, Please
( 7) Always, I'm Always

Universal (10) Wonderful Star of Love

Warner Bros. (II) I'm an Indian

Trem Carr (16) Ro-Ro-RoIIing Along



CURRENT FILMS
f the Songs in This Directory

No. »—HARMS. INC.. 62 W. 45th street, or I&7I Broadway, New York, N. Y. (Sub.
•idiary of Warner Brothers).

No. 10—EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC COMPANY. 225 W. 46th street. New York, N. Y.

No. II—MILLS MUSIC. INC., 150 W. 46th street. New York, N. Y.

No. 12-RED STAR MUSIC COMPANY, 729 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y. (Sub-
sidiary of Fox).

No. 13—JEROME H. REMICK MUSIC COMPANY. 219 W. 46th street. New York, N. Y.
(Subsidiary to Warner Brothers).

No. 14—ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION. 799 Seventh avenue, New York, N. Y. (Sub-
sidiary at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer).

No. 15—SANTLY BROTHERS, 755 Seventh avenue. New York. N. Y.

No. 16—SHAPIRO. BERNSTEIN AND COMPANY. INa, 1567 Broadway, New York.
N. Y.

No. 17—SHERMAN. CLAY AND COMPANY, 745 Seventh avenue. New York. N. Y..
and Kearney and Sutter streets. San Francisco (main offlc«).

No. 18—UNIVERSAL MUSIC. LTD. (formerly Handman. Kent & Goodman) 745 Seventh
ave.. New York. N. Y. (subsidiary of Universal Pictures Corporation).

No. 19—M. WITMARK AND SONS. 1659 Broadway. New York. N. Y. (Subsidiary of
Warner Brothers).

No. 20—VINCENT YOUMANS. INC.. 67 W. 44th street. New York, N. Y.

Picture

NIQHT WORK

OH SAILOR BEHAVE

OTHER TOMORROW

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE

PARDON MY GUN

PARTY GIRL

PLAY BOY OF PARIS

PLEASANT SINS

PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ

QUEEN HIGH

REMOTE CONTROL

RICH PEOPLE

RIO RITA

SACRED FLAME

SAFETY IN NUMBERS

SAP FROM SYRACUSE

SEA BAT

SEE AMERICA THIRST

SEEING STARS

SHOW BOAT

SLEEPING CUTIE

SONG 0' MY HEART

Songs

(16) Tired of My Tired Man

( 5) When Love Comes in the
Moonlight

( 5) Highway to Heaven
( 5) Leave A Little Smile

(10) Down South
(10) Kiss Before Dawn

( 7) Swecpin' the Clouds Away
( 7) Any Time's the Time to Fall

in Love
(10) Apache Dance

(16) Deep Down South

(16) Oh How I Adore You
(16) Farewell

( 7) It's a Great Life If You
Don't Weaken

( 7) My Ideal

(10) Hello Marqot
(10) In Each Other's Arms
(10) Gin and it

United Artists ( 2) Puttin' on the RItz
( 2) With You
( 2) There's Danger In Your Eyes.

Cberie
( 2) Alice in Wonderland
(15) Singin' a Vagabond Song

Paramount ( 7) Seems to Me
( 7) Brother. Just Laugh It Off

( 7) I'm Afraid of You

M G M (14) Just a Little Closer

Pathe ( 5) One Never Knows

R K (8) You're Always in My Arms
( 8) Rio Rita
( 8) If You're in Love You'll

Waltz
( 8) Sweetheart We Need Each

Other
( 8) Ranger's Song
( 8) Kinkajou
( 8) Following the Sun Around

First National (13) The Sacred Flame

Producer

Patho

Warner Bros.

First National

Paramount

Path*

Tiffany

Superior
(British)

Paramount ( 7) My Future Just Passed
( 7) Do You Play. Madame
( 7) Bee in My Boudoir

First National ( 9) Sally
( 9) If I'm Dreaming
( 9) Wild Rose
( 9) Look For the Silver Lining
( 9) All I Want to Do Do Do Is

Danoe

Paramount ( 7) I Wish I Could Sing a Love
Song

M G M (14) Lo Lo

Universal (18) Let's Take the Whole World
for a Ride

(18) Do Ya. Don't Cha, Won't
Cha?

Universal (10) Dancing Butterfly

Universal (10) Down South

R KO (10) Wonderful Star of Lova

Fox (12) Song 0' My Heart
(12) I Feel You Near Ms
(12) A Pair of Blue Eyes
(12) Rose of Tralee

Picture Producer Songs

SONG OF THE CABALLERO Universal (18) Mi Cabal lero

SONG OF THE FLAME First National ( 9)

( 9)

( 9)
( 9)

( 9)

( 9)

One Little Drink
When Love Calls
Palace Song
Liberty
Passing Fancy
Harvest Song

SONG OF THE ISLANDS Tiffany (10) Song of the Islands

SONG OF THE WEST Warner Bros. (19)
(20)

(20)

Come Back to Me
The One Girl

West Wind

SONS OF THE SADDLE Universal (18)
(18)

Trail Herd Song
Down the Home Trail

SO THIS IS PARIS GREEN Paramount ( 3) La La Mama

SOUTH SEA ROSE Fox ( 5) South Sea Rose

SPORTING YOUTH Universal (10) Dancing Butterfly
(instrumental)

STORM, THE Universal (18) Pierret and Pierrote

SUNNYSIDE UP Fox ( 5)

( 5)

( 5)

( 5)

Sunnyside Up
Aren't We All
If 1 Had a Talking Picture
of You
Turn on the Heat

SUNNY SKIES Tiffany ( 3)

( 3)

Wanna Find a Boy
Must Be Love

SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE Columbia ( 8) Sweethearts on Parade

SWING HIGH Pathe (16)
(16)

(16)

It Must Be Love
Do You Think 1 Could Grow
on You
There's Happiness Over thr

Hill

Shoo the Hoodoo Away
With My Guitar and You

(17)
(17)

TANNED LEGS R K ( 9)

( 9)

You're Responsible
With Me—With You

THEIR OWN DESIRE M G M (14) Blue Is the Night

THEY LEARNED ABOUT WOMEN M G M ( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

A Man of My Own
There Will Never Be Another
Mary
Harlem Madnesa
Does My Baby Love
He's That Kind of Pal
AIntcha Baby

TIGER ROSE Warner Bros. (19) Day You Fall In Lovt

TOP SPEED First National ( 9)

( 9)

( 9)

Looking for the Lovelight in

the Dark
As Long As 1 Have You
Knock Knees

TRESPASSER, THE United Artists ( 2) Love, Your Siioll It Every-
where

VAGABOND KING Paramount ( 7)

( 7)

( 7)
( 7)
( 7)
( 7)

Only a Rose
Song of the Vagabonds
Some Day
Vagabond King Waltz
Love Me Tonight
Little Kiss Each Morning

VAGABOND LOVER R KO ( 9)

( 9)

(II)

1 Love You, Believe Me 1

Love You
Then I'll Be Reminded To
You
Nobody's Sweetheart

VIENNESE NIGHTS Warner Bros. ( 9)

( 9)

( 9)

( 9)
( 9)

( 9)

1 Bring a Love Song
You Will Remember Vienna
Here We Are
Regimental March
I'm Lonely
Ja Ja Ja (Yes Yes Yes)

WER WIRD DENN WEINNEN British Inter-
national
(made in

Germany)

(10) No Use Crying

WAY OUT WEST M G M (14) Singin' a Song to the Start

WHAT A WIDOW United Artists (20)
(20)
(20)

Love Is Like a Song
Your the One
Say, Wee Cherie

WHAT MEN WANT Universal (18)
(18)

My Baby and Me
What a Perfect Night for

Love

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU Universal (18) Loving You

WHOOPIE Ziegfeld-
Goldwyn

( 6)

( 6)

( 8)

My Baby Just Cares For Me
She's a Girl Friend of a Boy
Friend of Mine
I'll Still Belong to You

WHY LEAVE HOME Fox ( 5) Look What You've Done to Me

WILD COMPANY Fox (12) That's What 1 Like About
You

WOMEN EVERYWHERE Fox (12)
(12)

Beware of Love
One Day

YOUNG DESIRE Universal (10) Hello Margot

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN Paramount ( 7)

( 7)

I've Got It

I'll Bob Along With a Bob-
-Link



Famous funmakers from the stage

as -well as the screen's favorite comedians

Llotte

Jirccnwoo
in-

"LOVE YOUR
NEIGHBOR"

• li" elongated star of ''So Long,

Letty" gives one of the finest per-

formances of the year in this comedy
and shows that when you want com-
edies that are long on laughs, you
can't go wrong with the new

Ttixedo
1. Comedies

-HE SPICE OFtAe program-

Educational gives you in its comedies

for 1930-1931 the biggest line-up of box-

office names you ever saw in any group

of short features. Not only the pick of the

popular veteran screen comedians, such as

Lloyd Hamiltoiif Johnny Hines and Andy
Clyde, but famous stars selected from the

stage as well.

TOM PATRICOLA
with Joe Phillips

eiior
//

Yes, yes, mister, you'll find this famous team
just as funny in this screen story as they ever

were in person on the stage. And the same tal-

ent that made them so popular in vaudeville

pulling for you in the new

COMEDlEy^

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHATVGES, IXC, E. W. HAMMONS, President

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributers of America,4nc., Will H. Hays, President
^



Deny Sound Concerns Seek Patent Agreement

EXH IBITO RS

RALDW
READ IT AND LEAP

right into your lobby and hang
up a banner advertising M-G^M^s

"Those 3 French Girls"

REVIEW
IN
HOLLYWOOD'
REPORTER
Sept. 15th

METRO
GOLDWYNT MAYER

Here is a box office wow if there
ever was one. The title promises lots

of fun, and the picture itself never
lets down for a minute. "Those Three
French Girls" accomplishes the al-

most impossible in a feature length
talkie-comedy, maintaining as it does
a furious pace from beginning to end,
and balancing perfectly in by-play and
speech.

The picture starts out as a gag
comedy, turns musical for a moment,
becomes farce, slapstick and ends as

straight comedy-drama. It has every-
thing in it but the proverbial "kitchen
stove" and is, on the whole, a riot

of ridiculous, hilarious fun.

The direction is splendid—Beau-
mont seems to have injected into the
entire cast the spirit of a silly jag,

never for a moment allowing his play

crs or himself to take their comedy
"seriously." This has resulted in a

spontaneity which makes the picture

the laugh-getter it is.

The yarn concerns three little

French girls, ambitious to obtain a

modiste's shop in Paris, an English

earl, his gay old Uncle, and a couple
of wandering musicians from Brook-
lyn, U. S.A. The "story" takes them
from, a little country jail, where the

sextette first meets, to the Earl's

palace in Paris, and exploits all their

high-jinks en route There are some
swell gags and a lot of very funny
dialogue. Also a cute song, "You're
Simply Delish."

The cast is large yet so good that

each one stands out in his own way.
The three girls are perfectly at home
in their parts, being not only French,

but possessed of personality and fasci-

nating voices; Denny comes through
in a big way as the bouncing young
Earl; and the team of Edwards and
Brophy, especially Edwards and his

ukulele, furnish a lot of guffaws.
Polly Moran is a scream in the one
scene alloted to her, and the funniest
line of the picture emanates from her
"husband" in this particular shot.

The cast works together perfectly,

with no stealing of thunder, or yet a

let down on personal "put over."
Last nights preview audience

doubled up with laughter all the way
through. And there is no reason why
audiences anywhere should not do the
same-. Viva la ridiculous!

Cast; Reginald Denny, Fifi Dorsay,
Yola D'Avril, Sandra Ravel, Cliff Ed-
wards, George Brophy and George
Crossmith.

Running time; One hour, thirty

minutes.

Vr»l inn Mr» n Entered ns second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3, 1879. Published^ t-.,-.it:^mnl^£ir 07 IQ'^n«J|. t\J\J, \^\J.
-»;t,(.fi/3, by Quiyley Publishing Co., at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription, $3.00 a year. Single copies. 25 cents. -^^V*^*^"*"*^* ^' ' '-'-"^



Will Hit 50,CXX),000 Women
Between the Eyes!

• Big hits of 1930, move over and make room for "Extravagance," one of the sixteen,

special specials on the Tiffany program! Millionaire fashions . . . Gorgeous models ..ut*

Golden backgrounds . . . Luxuries guaranteed to draw the women back into the theatre!

And a plot so vital it's a pleasure . . . The story of a luscious lady who buys and buys and

buys . . . Romance . . . Humor . . . Tragedy . .

headed by peaches-and-cream June Collyer . .

yours -^ and your patrons' ! • Are American

women extravagant?.. . .They'll eat this alive!

Punch! . Done to a turn by a huge cast .^jsy,

The girl who turned royalty's head will turn

with JUNE COLLYER • OWEN MOORE • GWEN LEE •

LLOYD HUGHES • JAMESON THOMAS • DOROTHY
CHRISTY* directed by PHIL ROSEN -story by A. P. YOUNGER

ONE OF THE 16
SPECIALS FROM TIFFANY
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HITS
BEFORE THEY LEAVE

THE STUDIO!
PARAMOUNT PICTURES Are Packed with Stars

and Showmanship Making them Surefire

Even Before the First Preview!

^^AXIMAL CRACKERS''
For the Box Office At the Box Office

THE MARX BROTHERS. Stars of "The Cocoa-

nuts." Lillian Roth. A gorgeous show with a

thousand laughs.

4th S. R. O. riot week at Rialto, N. Y. Mopped

up at long-run McVickers, Chicago. Greatest

comedy smash of 1930.

efANYBODY'S WOMAN"
RUTH CHATTERTON. CLIVE BROOK. Great

title. Sensational story with mighty appeal to

women. Splendidly acted.

Not a single engagement so far where it has

failed to break 1930's high records. Biggest

dramatic success of the vear.
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^^MONTE CARLO''

For the Box Office At the Box Office

ERNST LUBITSCH. Jack Buchanan. Jeanette

MacDonald. Cleverest boudoir talking comedy

ever made. Daringly new.

4th smashing week at the Rivoli, N. Y., world

premiere. Not a performance without standees

eight deep. A certain triumph!

ffFOLLOW THRU99

CHARLES ROGERS, NANCY CARROLL. All

Technicolor. Famous Schwab and Mandel golf

romance that ran 54 weeks on N. Y. stage.

Caught on like wildfire at Paramount, N. Y., and

soaring to records. Golf-mad America and Rogers-

Carroll fans love it.

feTHE SPOILERS99

GARY COOPER. Kay Johnson, Betty Compson,

all-star cast. Rex Beach's mighty novel in talk.

Edwin Carewe Production. That fight

!

Has 'em hanging on rafters first week at McVick-

ers, Chicago, and getting bigger by minute. In

the bag for any class of house.

^TT Hits aren't made in theatres. They're made in studios. ^ They're

j1 made out of popular real stars, money, live box office stories, smart

showmanship and rigid high standards of quality. ^ There's one company

in this business that has all of these and thus can guarantee hits in advance

—PARAMOUNT.

TVs Better to Be Certain
Than to Trust to Luek. Buy

PARAMOUNT



A HELLUVA GOOD PICTURE

ABOUT HEAVEN!

"OUTWARD BOUND" is the talking picture

that has caused all the talking. Its amazing success

at the Hollywood Theatre on Broadway is a forecast

of the tremendous sensation it will cause from coast

to coast.

The critics have used only superlatives to describe

this remarkable picture. That the public shares the

enthusiasm of these expert judges is reflected in the

capacity crowds at every performance since the

opening day.

"OUTWARD BOUND" is the something different

so eagerly sought for by every exhibitor. Nothing

quite like it has ever been seen on the screen before.

It is based on Sutton Vane's internationally celebrated

play and was directed by Robert Milton. Its distin-

guished cast includes Leslie Howard, Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., Beryl Mercer, Dudley Digges, Alison

Skipworth, Helen Chandler, Alec B. Francis and

Montagu Love.

"OUTWARD
BOUND"

Heavenly Picture of a Heavenly Hell

!

VfK^Sx̂^H



MIGHTIEST ALLTIME STA
SCREEN AND RADIO UNKF

Amos 'n' Andy March Across the Pages of Motion Picture History • • Blazing Glamorous
New Trails of Entertainment for the Peoples of All 'the World! That the Motion Picture

Industry at Large Takes Pride in the Success of Their First Screen Venture Goes With-

out Saying ./Xheck and Double Check'^ PresentsThem Not as Mere Black-face Come-
dians But as Authentic CharactersWhoWill Dwell Immortally in the Hearts of Millions.



RS IN TITAN TRIUMPH ,

.

D IN STUNNING VICt^ikY



y^y^x\e -the Canary Sleeps

Wotch the Killing

when It Springs

UNIVERSAL FIRST
I



JOHN WILLARD'S STAGE SUCCESS

Directed by Rupert Julian

Presented by Carl Laemmie and Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

on Broadway

/

Blanche

Frederici

IN FEATURES! FIRST IN SHORTS
IN FIRST RUNS EVERYWHERE/
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There Is No Substitute

For Circulation

—

--as proof of the service a

publication is rendering

a field

-^as proof of just where a

publication stands in the

estimation of a field

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD Has

The Largest Circulation In The Motion

Picture Trade. (Proof by the Audit

Bureau of Circulations*)

*Tht' HERALD-WORLD is the only motion picture trade publication whose circulation state-

ments are audited by the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
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The finest stars in the new

art of talking pictures— an

art demanding far greater

talent than the silent drama

— are grouped under the

sterling, time-honored Pathe

trade mark.

ANN HARDING stands

out in a glorious blaze of popularity. Hei

melodious voice, winsome personality and

exquisite beauty have captivated the nation.

Her current dramatic triumph in "HOLIDAY"

stands supreme.

CONSTANCE BENNETT has taken the

country by storm. Her subtle dramatic ar-

tistry, enchanting personality, and liquid

diction have established her name as a

box office attraction of unsurpassed value.

HELEN TWELVETREES has registered a

great dramatic achievement in the newest

Pathe production, "HER MAN", now ready

for a sensational premiere.

BILL BOYD an established star before the

advent of sound, passed the acid test of talk-

ing picture technique with flying colors and

remains a stellar light of splendid brilliance.

EDDIE QUILLAN is without a peer in the

realm of feature comedies. His exhilarating

youth is contagious. His manner of speak-

ing humorous lines and his style in comedy

situations are irresistible.

HARRY BANNISTER, ROBERT ARM-
STRONG, and JAMES GLEASON are

brilliant personalities from the speaking

stage whose names have graced the lights

of America's finest theatres. Their disting-

uished performances have thrilled countless

thousands who now follow them in Pathe's

feature productions. Then there Is FRED

SCOTT and RUSSEL GLEASON; both artists

of magnetic prowess.
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By the Dean of American Playwrights

EUGENE WALTER

The enthralling lines of a

brilliant dramatist, spoken

with perfect cadence by

superb dramatic artists to

enchant the mind and flood the heart

with a tide of surging emotions.

^ojtAZ

(5"V3 <^nn ShCarding (^JTo)

ANN HARDING— reigning idol of the talking screen, is

even more perfectly cast in "THE GREATER LOVE", with

CLIVE BROOK and HARRY BANNISTER—than she was in her

current triumph, "HOLIDAY."

A greater triumph— a more magnificent success— will

follow her portrayal of the complicated emotions of an al-

luring woman clinging to the dream of a vanishing passion,

yet longing for the happiness of a new love.

Produced by

E. B. DERR
Directed by

ROLLO LLOYD

Four splendid ANN HARDING
ploys will be presented this season:

HARRY BANNISTER "HOLIDAY''

''REBOUND'

'THE GREATER LOVE'

'ROMANCE HARBOR'
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with KENNETH MacKENNA and BASIL RATHBONE

HORACE JACKSON who wrote the bnlhant adaptation of

"HOLIDAY" prepared this screen vehicle from the story by
Robert Milton and Dorothy Cairns.

(d'^Iv^ Gonstance 'Bennett (^JTo)
Directed l>\

PAUL STEIN
Produced h\-

E. B. DERR

T,he sparkling champagne COnversa- ^^^ "°^®' '°'® °^ ° secretary who marries to oblige her

employer and pretends indifference in the deal, is admirably

tion and artful actions of a SOphisti- '"'^^^ ^° *^^ consummate artistry of Constance Bennett

—Star of Stars.

cated smart set. An audacious play that

listens in on the amazing dialogue of

social adventurers in counterfeit love.

During the current sea-

son CONSTANCE BENNETT

will be presented in a

series of four ch/c attrac-

tions :

''SIN TAKES
A HOLIDAY"
IN DEEP" and

//ADAM & EVE
// ^a±kjL



'th jVekn Twehetrees
PHILLIPS HOLMES • JAMES GLEASON
RICARDO CORTEZ • MARJORIE RAMBEAU

PRODUCED BY E. B. DERR • DIRECTED BY TAY GARNET

Simply marvelous
entertain merit

Nothing bigger or better could
be ordered written or produced

31

PATH e

Ll
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The advertisement reproduced above

appeared in motion picture trade

papers during July and August.

ou^l270!



BOX-OFFICE RECORDS GO "PHOOF

**lf xt exhibitor have xt wife—
Pancho Lopez make love to her

perMonallefHe fix everything!"

Hes

I

- - one of the good things from FIRS1

WALTER
HUSTON
in ''The Bad Man" gives

you the personality the

world is talking about!
with

DOROTHY REVIER
SIDNEY BLACKMER
JAMES RENNIE

Baf«d on the playky Porter Emerton Brown

Directed by Clarence Badger

and TOP SPEED"
"girLt^h^golden wEsr
SCARLET PAGES'
• -fIRST H
at^^^ the edge on

"Vilo^yione"' is the registered trode morh of the Vitophone Corp. designoting its products.



when PANCHO LOPEZ COMES TO TOWN
!

'Paneho Lopez mak you 'oppy!

H* break ze record*—exhibitor

buy ze wife jewelry—presto!—

everything joke."

"Wett if z* competition have ze

BadMan—**too had! that'sone

thing Pancho no can feex.

"

NATIONAL if you BUY WITH BRAINS!

//

y/

DAWN PATROL
BRIGHT LIGHTS
"COLLEGE LOVERS

TIONU
the industry!

//

//

LOS ANGELES
opened to record break-

ing business at Warner's

Downtown—women
force picture into second

week at de luxe house
—Huston sensation

—

looks like record run/'

MOE SILVER
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E EVENING SENTINELi

EXTRAORDINARY

ANNOUNCEMENT

TO THE GENERAL

PUBLIC

"The

LAUREL
HARDY
MURDER

WILL SHOCK

THE COUNTRY

FROM ITS FOUNDATION

?3,000,000

LEH TO THE HEIR

OF LAUREL ESTATE

WHAT HAPPENS

IN THIS BAFFLING

, GREAT mmm
CASE WILL BE

EXPOSED AT THE

LATCHIS
ITHEATRE

WED. AND THURS.

THIS WEEK BY

MESSRS LAUREL

AND HARDY

Hal Roach Comedies
are often billed

above the

feature!

HAL ROACH
makes 'em

M-G-M
releases 'em
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Editorial BY MARTIN J. QUICLEY.

"Big House' in Ohio

THE rejection of "The Big House" by the Ohio Board

of Censors is a graphic example of the consequences

of political censorship.

Here is a motion picture which is great as entertainment

and also great in the lesson it conveys relative to the wages

of crime. The educational and instructive aspects of the

picture have been enthusiastically commented upon by

leading clergymen, educators and sociologists.

From the high office of the President of the United States

word has been passed out that crime and disrespect of law

constitute one of the great problems confronting the nation.

"The Big House" is a powerful warning against a life of

crime and it, consequently, contains an effective lesson on

law observance. Yet a group of political appointees in

Ohio, with one eye on the picture and the other eye on

the state political situation, determine that "The Big

House" shall not be shown in Ohio.

In this case the motive of the censors is plain.

Several months ago there was a disaster in the peniten-

tiary at Columbus in which several hundred prisoners lost

their lives. The state as well as the nation was shocked.

The finger of responsibility was pointed sharply at the

state administration. Perhaps the disaster was an Act of

Providence but more probably political carelessness and

inefficiency were to blame. With elections approaching the

administration does not want the people of Ohio to be

reminded of the Columbus disaster. So, when "The Big

House" is submitted for the approval of the censor board

this board decides that the display of such films is "harm-

ful to the boys and girls of Ohio."

While censors may be expected to do many extraordinary

things it is not at all conceivable that the board could be

sincere in its position that "The Big House" would be

harmful to the boys and girls of Ohio. There would

be grounds for this suspicion if the Columbus disaster

were not in the record. In face of the fact of this disaster

the political expediency of the Ohio censor board's action

is indeed obvious.

Censorship of motion pictures is a dangerous influence

when left in the maelstrom of politics. This Ohio case

indicates how it may be used. While this case is bad
enough it is very easy to imagine possible cases in which
even greater harm might be done to motion pictures and
to the public.

Theatre interests in Ohio make a serious mistake when
they only worry about the censor board upon those infre-

quent occasions when it does something that strikes at

their immediate interests. They should make the existence

of the board a constant worry to themselves—just so long

as the board exists. Because just so long as the political

scheme of censoring motion pictures exists, a menace exists

which may break out into unwarranted and unreasonable
action at any time.

Labor Readjustments

THE Tacoma Theatre Owners Association is now engag-
ing in a serious struggle against working conditions

called for by operators. Mr. J. C. Osborne, secretary of

the association, states the case as follows: "We are fight-

ing for our lives and the life of the industry."

in Tacoma, as well as elsewhere, exhibitors are seeking
to be released from burdensome conditions involving the
employment of operators beyond the requirements of the
actual work to be done. In the State of Washington
the effort is being made to arrange to have only one man
in the booth in all of the theatres with the exception of a
few of the largest theatres.

Ehiring the recent years of marked prosperity exhibitors

were not only fair but generous in sharing their prosperity
with labor. The motion picture industry as a whole has
no alternative other than to deal fairly with labor because
out of those groups represented by Labor comes the bulk
of its own support.

But one feature of this industry's and every other indus-
try's arrangements with organized labor which must be
corrected is the elimination of unsound and uneconomic
working conditions.

Under existing business conditions, and under those
which we are likely to encounter for some time, men in

every work must be profitably employed. Money paid out
in wages must be repaid in constructive work. There is

no booming prosperity to take care of men who are put
in non-productive work as the result of a union's ability

to create such a condition.

Every union organization rightfully seeks to keep alj of

its members employed. But if there is not enough work
to go around, it is not economically possible to keep every
member on the payroll.

We trust that the problem in Tacoma will be worked
out equitably and fairly.AAA

Stockholders

IT is quite a long step from the conditions reflected in

the recent announcement of Paramount that its list of

stockholders has reached the total of 18,200 from only

about a dozen years ago when there was no public financing

for motion pictures.

Hardly more than twelve years ago production and dis-

tribution was entirely financed privately. Until sometime
later banks and brokers kept discreetly apart from motion
picture ventures.

That condition, of course, had to change. And the

change which did come brought with it the opportunities

for the developments of the past few years. The motion
picture industry could never have maintained the service

which the public expects without public financing.

Together with business generally the public's investment
in motion picture securities is both a promotional and a

stabilizing influence. It brings to the industry greater

opportunities and at the same time the lengthening list of

the stockholders in motion picture securities means greater

active cooperation from a larger public on all those ques-

tions affecting the industry's interests.

Exhibitors HERALD-WORLD MARTIN J. QUICLEY, Publisher and Editor
Incorporating Exhibitors Herald, founded 1915; Moving Picture-World, founded 1907; Motography, founded 1909; The Film Index, founded 1906.
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Sound Companies Deny Patent
Peace Conferences Underway

No Desire to Confer: Otterson;
Malicious Rumor: Schlessinger

W E Spikes Report It's

Training Non-Union Men
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—"Western
Electric and Electrical Research
Products are in the business to pro-
duce and sell sound equipment and
for no other purpose."

That is the reply of H. M. Wilcox
of Western Electric, to the report
that that company was training men
to replace striking projectionists in
theatres encountering difBculties with
unions.

^'Prosperity Here ''

Says Scollard After

Completing Survey
Pathe Vice-President Bases Remark

On Growing Number of
Holdover Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Basing his opin-
ion on a three months survey of conditions
in the motion picture industry, C. J. Scol-
lard, executive vice
president of Pathe,
has made the state-
ment that "Prosper-
ity is not on the
"way; it's here."
The executive

points to the num-
ber of long runs
given to the current
Ann Harding pic-

ture, "Holiday" and
to other productions
as indicative of the
fact that the public
is willing to spend
money for addi-
tional value re-
ceived."

Speaking of a recent analysis of Pathe
bookings, Scollard said: "It is notable that
these increases in the length of runs (on
"Holiday") are spread over all types of

communities but particularly in the 'home
tovirn' localities such as Rockford, 111., or

Perth Amboy, N. J., v^rhich is conclusive
proof that the public has money and is

willing to spend it if given a little extra

value in the matter of quality."

He also noted the great success of "Com-
mon Clay" and "Three Faces' East" in

which Constance Bennett is featured, and
"The Big House" of M G M in bringing
out his point on hold over pictures.

"The public," stated Scollard, "Is prone
to neglect theatrical entertainment in times

of industrial stress. Therefore, when the

records of the past three months show
vastly increased patronage for the better

grades of motion picture entertainment, it

is an obvious sign that prosperity is here

in a spirit that only needs the incentive of

offering better values for it to take con-

crete form in the shape of public buying."

C. J. Scollard

Emphatic Denial Leads Many to Believe Something Is

In the Wind—Offices Reticent
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—More emphatic denial than heretofore has been
made of the report that equipment interests—Electrical Research Products.
General Talking Pictures, and RCA Photophone were conferring this week
in an effort to reach an agreement on the patent situation.

J. E. Otterson, president of Erpi, said no more truth in the statement that Fox
that in the first place he had no knowledge
of such a meeting and in the second place
he had no desire for such a conference.
Although M. A. Schlessinger, president

of General Talking, could not be reached,
his most recent statement made to the
writer was to the effect that such reports
originated in Wall Street and were started
maliciously.

It is apparent that the attitude of
these two, at least, is to let the patent
situation run its course through the
courts, both feeling that nothing can
be gained at this time through arbi-
tration conferences.

It is understood that a new factor has
arisen in the patent situation. A man con-
versant with motion picture patents, includ-
ing sound, both in this and foreign coun-
tries during the last fifty years, holds that
the Reis patent upon which General Talk-
ing is basing its priority claim is only "a
nuisance patent," declaring that another de-
vice antedates the Reis.
No indication of who holds this patent

Avas given, although it was said that it is

being held in readines to "sprmg at the
right time."
The decidedly emphatic denial that there

had been resumption of conferences be-
tween Erpi, General Talking Pictures, and
RCA has led many to believe that some-
thing is in the wind. There has been an
extreme reticence around the offices of the
companies concerned in the last few days.

was taking over Warner theatres than there
would be in a statement that Warner was
taking over the Fox houses."

Tiffany Jewelers Go
To Court Against Film

Firm on Use of Name
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Tiffany and
Company, New York jewelry firm, has
filed application in supreme court for an
injunction restraining Tiffany Productions,
Inc., from using the name Tiffany in con-
nection with its business and the picture
of a gem as a trade mark.
The complaint says use of the name has

led people to assume that the plaintiff con-
cern has an interest in the producing com-
pany.

Tiffany Productions was incorporated in

1921 and the other concern in 1868.

Deny Warner Bros.

And Fox Theatre

Offers $500 in Prizes

For Three Best Slogans
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Warner Broth-
ers are offering three prizes totalling $500
to readers of New York daily papers for
the three best brief slogans descriptive of
their latest Vitaphone release, "Outward
Bound."

The contest has been announced in the
newspaper advertising relative to the pic-

ture now playing the Hollywood theatre.

First prize is $250; second, $150; and third

$100.

Chains Will Merge ^^„^^ i^^^^ y^^m j^ake
(Special to the Herald-WoHd)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25—Exectuives of

both Fox and Warner Brothers treated as
"one of those things" the report that War-
ner theatres were to be merged with the
Fox Circuit, when asked about it today.
"Too ridiculous to require even an an-

swer," said one Warner official. "There is

12 Educational Shorts
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Laura Lewis,
formerly a New York club entertainer, has
been cast in a series of 12 short subjects
to be made at the West Coast Educational
studios.

Ban on Crime Films Will Cost Ohio
Showmen $1,500,000, Says MP TO Official

(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, O., Sept. 25.—Action of the state board of censors in barring crime
and underworld pictures will mean a loss of more than $1,500,000 to Ohio exhib-

itors, declares P. J. Wood, business manager of the M P T O of Ohio. He brands
the board's action as "an insult to the people's intelligence."

The censors have recently reasserted their stand on "The Big House," prison
film which they banned a few weeks ago. They have also ordered that no picture

depicting gang or racketeer activities can be shown, claiming that such films exert

a harmful influence on children.
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-BROADWAY

HOW good is a picture?

Is it intuition, picture "sense," or

box office that supplies the answer to

this question?

There is no doubt that the box office

is the true barometer of picture values.

Yet, if this were the only gauge in de-

termining popular appeal producers

would be handicapped, as would exhib-

itors, in planning advance schedules.

That intuition and picture "sense"

are deciding factors is evidenced by the

advertising carried on the individual

picture in certain magazines of na-

tional circulation. This copy, naturally,

is placed far in advance of release be-

cause of printing requirements; there-

fore, box office is ruled out.

To prove that the producer and dis-

tributor know pretty well in advance

the money value of the individual fea-

ture, we will cite the advertising rec-

ords of one magazine

:

No advertising: Picture terrible.

One-half page : Picture fair.

One page: Picture good.

In checking box office performance,

it is found that advertising appropria-

tion and picture value conform in a

majority of cases to the foregoing

schedule. Occasionally someone
guesses wrong.

AAA
Gordon White of Educational and

his press luncheon—"a good deed a

day," as Charlotte Greenwood would
say.

AAA
And the night before, Joe Brandt,

Jack Cohn, Joe Gallagher and "Africa

Speaks" treated everyone to broiled

chicken at the Dixie.

AAA
Ben (who tells the world about

"Abraham Lincoln") and Mrs. Atwell
cordially receiving guests in their pent-
house atop the Dixie.

So as not to embarrass Mike Sim-
mons, we are voting for Heywood
Broun for Congress.

AAA
Changes in the newsreel field are

likely at any moment. While officials

will admit nothing, it is known that
negotiations between two companies
have been under way for some time.
Agreement, however, would bring no
change in the newsreel lineup.AAA

"If it's Technicolor it's the best show
in town."—Blake McVeigh (with apol-
ogies to Russell Holman of Para-
mount).

—JAY M. SHRECK.

Grandpa Pays a Little Call

\

What's a little thing like conducting the affairs of a leading motion picture producing
corporation when there's a granddaughter in the family? Carl Laemmle, president of
Universal, now in New York on his semi-annual visit at the home office, called at the
hospital in Hollywood to pay his respects to his three-day-old granddaughter. She's

the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bergerman.
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Oldknow Directs West Coast
As Harold B. Franklin Resigns

Oldknow to Return East When
New Regime Is Functioning

No Changes Contemplated—**Satisfactory Agreement"
Reached on Unfinished Contract, Says Franklin^ "Lilioin" falls into no routine classi-

fication of motion pictures. This Fox
production, based on Molnar's extra-
ordinary story, is, in all respects, an
extraordinary subject.

First, we would like to commend
"Liliom" to the attention of those per-

sons, outside and inside the industry,
who indulge in remarks about the mo-
tion picture in Hollywood being made
according to some established mould
and pattern. "Liliom" is thoroughly
distinct and unusual. It truly repre-

sents the character of creative effort

for which the Theatre Guild of New
York is constantly saluted.

Quite obviously no machine-shop
type of mind has been permitted to

impress itself upon this production.

From the first selection of the play to

be done into a motion picture, through
the final editing of the subject," Liliom"
has been the beneficiary of a lavish in-

vestment of intelligence, discrimination

and artistry.

The amusement world expects a lot

from Frank Borzage. "Liliom" will be

no disappointment. Borzage's fine tal-

ent has taken this story, which is a

thoroughly difficult one for translation

into motion pictures, and has produced
a fine and appealing drama.

Generally, the players of "Liliom"

are very good. Rose Hobart as Julie is

a very splendid portrayal. Her fine re-

straint in acting and her beautifully

appealing voice enable her to offer one

of the most distinguished performances

of recent date. Charles Farrell as

Liliom, probably selected for the part

largely because of his popularity with

the motion picture theatre going pub-

lic, is disappointing. He looks the part

and acts it very well but his vocal re-

sources are so meagre that there is

much left to be desired in his perform-

ance. His role here is somewhat remin-

iscent of his part in "Seventh Heaven"
but his effectiveness is greatly lessened

because of his shortcomings in voice

and reading ability.

"Liliom" is a tragic and a fantastic

play which will have a great appeal to

the thoughtful and imaginative. On the

stage it had a most sympathetic appeal

to women and this quality will now be

brought to the many who did not see

the play on the speaking stage.

"Liliom" in motion pictures is an-

other important influence, adding its

weight to the widening of the motion

picture audience.
MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Oscar S. Oldknow left here Tuesday for Los Angeles

to take charge of Fox West Coast theatres.

His departure followed a day after the official announcement of the resigna-
tion of Harold B. Franklin as president, a post which he had held for more than
three years.

Harold B. Franklin

Other than the relinquishment of the
presidency by Franklin, no changes in

West Coast theatres or Fox theatres are
contemplated at this

time, it is under-
stood.
Oldknow's trip

West in no way
changes his status
as executive vice
president of Fox
Theatres and West
Coast Theatres, and
immediately the
Coast organization
is functioning under
the new regime he
will return to his

New York head-
quarters.

Franklin, who
went to West Coast from Publix, has no
definite plans for future affiliations, it is

said. He plans first a vacation abroad, and
not until his return is an announcement
expected.

"Satisfactory Agreement" Reached
Although Franklin's contract had a year

and a half yet to run, a "satisfactory agree-

ment" was reached between the theatre

man and Harley L. Clarke, president of

Fox.
It became officially known that Frank-

lin had severed his relations with West
Coast the first of this week when state-

ments were issued by him and Clarke.

"The association that I enjoyed with Mr.
Harley L. Clarke during the past six

months has been pleasant," said Franklin's

statement. "While my contract as presi-

dent of Fox West Coast Theatres does not

expire until February, 1932, Mr. Clarke and
myself have worked out a satisfactory

settlement. I have the highest respect for

Mr. Clarke and believe that his activities

in the motion picture industry are very

constructive. I believe that Fox West
Coast Theatres is one of America's finest

circuits and will continue as one of the

important pillars of the motion picture in-

dustry."
Clarke's statement said:

"I am very sorry Mr. Franklin has seen

fit to resign as president of the Fox West

Coast Theatres as I regard him most high-
ly personally as well as his unquestioned
ability as a theatre operator. I wish him
the greatest success in his future ventures
and I am sure I bespeak the sentiments of
the entire organization."

It is expected that Clarke will become
president of West Coast, as he is of other
Fox subsidiaries, with management of the
circuit under the direction of Oldknow and
Harry C. Arthur, general manager of Fox
Theatres Corporation.

Sono Art Plans New
Group of 10 Called
'Thrill-0-Dramas"

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Sono Art-World

Wide plans the addition of a group of 10
features, to be known as "Thrill-O-
Dramas," to its forthcoming production
schedule, according to Bud Rogers, director
of sales.

Rogers pointed out that pictures of this

type, set in the outdoors and embellished
with the thrill, action and situation, have
been almost entirely overlooked since the
advent of talking pictures. "These films,"

he said, "since the beginning of the screen,
have ever appealed to all ages and classes,

and both sexes."

Production of these features will be in

charge of George W. Weeks, who will

shortly start for Hollywood to begin work.
Arthur Hoerl has been assigned to write
the adaptation of "Hell Bent for Frisco,"

which will be among the first to be shot.

Each of these pictures will be patterned
on a particular story theme, without the
introduction of the star series idea. Each
film will be a complete entity in itself,

as regards star, cast, director and writers.

200 Honor Hoefler in N. Y.

NEW YORK.—More than 200 civic and educa-
tional leaders joined in a banquet honoring Paul L.
Hoefler at the Dixie Hotel here immediately preced-
ing the formal opening of Columbia's "Africa Speaks"
at the Globe. Hoefler was director of the African
expedition for the filming.

Loeto's Net Profit for 40 Weeks Ended
June 6, 1930, Amounts to $11,781,924

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Loew's Incorporated, in their statement of comparative

earnin'^s just issued, show a net profit of $11,781,924 for the 40 weeks ended June 6.

This compares with a figure of $8,215,034 tor the corresponding period ended

June 2 1929. Operating profit for the 1930 period is listed at $15,568,856, as com-

pared with $11,345,942 for 1929. Depreciation and taxes accounts for the difference

between operating and net profit in each period.
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8,000 Theatres Found Market for

Independent Sound Westerns
Box Office Outdoor Pictures Produced by Independent at Saving of

$20,000 to $40,000, Says Freuler of Big Four
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Between eight and nine thousand theatres in this

country comprise the market for sound and dialog, Westerns or out-

door pictures coming from the studios of independent producers.

Theatres included in this market are units of nationally and independently

owned circuits as well as individually owned houses.

THESE figures and facts are based on a

survey now being concluded by John
R. Freuler, pioneer in film production and
distribution and now president of Big Four
Film Corporation, who has just returned to

Xew York from Hollywood, where he has
supervised production on the initial prod-
uct of the 1930-31 program.

Big Four maintains now what approxi-
mates a national system of distribution

with exchange affiliations in 31 key cities.

Incoming revenue to these state

right exchanges is limited only by the
nature and quality of the product
they offer, in Freuler's opinion.
Through a system of independent

production, says this pioneer, box of-

fice Westerns can be produced at a

saving of between $20,000 and $40,000,
a fact which makes the independently
produced picture an economically
sound proposition for theatres play-
ing this type of product.

Big Four, however, will not confine itself

to pictures of the outdoor variety. Two
specials now are in work and there will

be additional series announced shortly.

In his recent travels over the country,
Frueler has been encouraged by the re-

ception of the first of his Westerns to be
shown. It stars Wally Wales. On double
bills, he says, Big Four Westerns have been
the draw and have held the interest of the
audience.

An indication of the demand for product
of the type produced by Big Four is given
in recent bookings, Freuler points out.

Eighteen Publix houses in New England,
which territory is handled by Marcel
Mekelburg of World Wide, have booked
the first series of six Big Four action fea-

tures.

-And the Butterfield circuit, operating 80
theatres in Michigan, has signed for Big 4
westerns in most of the towns.

Only first class state right exchanges,
those operated by men with initiative, will

survive the present reorganization of the
industry, in the opinion of Freuler. These
exchanges, however, now have an oppor-
tunity to establish themselves solidly, he
believes, for independent producers have
met the demand for box office product
without making pictures of inferior quality.

Sound, however, he believes, has brought
an end to the "quickie" producer.

Angry Czechs Wreck Four
Theatres Showing German
Films in City of Prague

(Special to the Herald-World)

PRAGUE, Sept. 25.—A mob of several

thousand Czech Nationalists ran riot in this

city, invading four houses showing German
films, wrecking them, and in one case beating

up the customers. Several German and Jew-
ish shops suffered as the rioters passed along
the streets, smashing windows and doing other

damage. A cafe frequented by German speak-
ing customers was also wrecked.

It is thought that the demonstration was
held, beacuse of a desire for American made
pictures.

Syndicate Pictures to

Begin Shooting on Three
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Syndicate Pic-

tures will have three units, under the super-
vision of Trem Carr, regularly in produc-
tion, starting at once. One picture is

scheduled to go into production each week,
until the 16 planned are completed.

Two pictures, "The Lonesome Trail" and
"Beyond the Law" have already been
finished. The third, "The Code of Honor,"
starring Mahlon Hamilton and Doris Hill,

will be directed by J. P. McGowan. "The
Phantom of the Desert," "God's Country
and the Man" and "Riders of the North"
are other features planned for early pro-
duction.

''Screen Mirror" Will
Have Eastern Edition
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Screen Mirror,
a motion picture fan magazine published by
Fox West Coast Theatres, will appear in

an eastern edition with publication of the
October issue next week. An estimate
indicates a total circulation of 265,000 over
the country.

One Confesses, Another Reported

Identified in $4,000 Theatre Robbery
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. JOSEPH, MO., Sept. 25.—One bandit has confessed and another man is said
to have been identified in connection with the $4,000 robbery of the Electric the-
atre here.
Two holdup men entered the theatre a few days ago, bound and gagged three

employees in the manager's office and escaped with the money, which represented
two days' receipts. The following day police in Atchison, Kan., arrested a man
giving the name of Francis A. Kissane, who they say confessed to the holdup and
was later identified by one of the theatre employees. A companion, giving the
name of Fred Nelson, is alleged to have been identified as the other man in the
holdup pair, although he claims he did not participate in the robbery.

Here's "Illicit"

Bet on "Grand" Scale
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—A novel
example of confidence has just been
illustrated in a $2,000 bet between
Claude C. Ezell, general sales man-
ager of Warner Brothers, and a
prominent exhibitor, relative to the
box office merits of the forthcoming
Vitaphone special, "Illicit."

Each has put down $1,000, with
Ezell wagering that during the first

30 days following its release, "Illicit"

will do more business than any other
picture of any company since the
advent of the Vitaphone talking pic-

tures. Two exhibitors, two producers
and two distributors will judge the
contest.

2,116 Photophones
Installed; Average
Is 132 Per Month

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—R C A Photo-
phone, Inc., announces 2,116 installations
completed up to September 24, which is

an average of 132 installations per month
for the past nine months. This carries out
the expansion program announced last

February.

Sydney E. Abel, general sales manager,
in commenting on the growth of business,
noted that company engineers have per-
fected refinements in two distinct parts of
reproducing mechanism, which have en-
hanced functioning of equipment to a re-

markable degree. A speaker has been pro-
duced which delivers clear sound from the
low frequency range of SO cycles to a high
of 7,000 cycles. An improved sound head
has been made by addition of an impedance
roller eliminating distorted sound.
Abel said: "Quality sound reproduction

is demanded by the patron of the motion
picture theatre today and the exhibitor is

bending every effort to secure only the best
type of sound reproducing equipment."

Vitagold Opens Offices

For Exportation in N. Y,
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—The Vitagold
Corporation of Chicago, manufacturers of

a portable sound recording apparatus, are
opening a New York office for exportation
purposes. Negotiations are under way with
the Soviet Government for the sale of 50
of these outfits, which will be used, it is

understood, in a number of Russian cities

in connection with Soviet propaganda work.
The firm already has orders for 100 ma-

chines to be shipped to South America.

Warner Club Sponsors
Dance at Pennsylvania

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—-The Warner
club will hold a dance this evening in the
Butterfly room and roof garden of the
Hotel Pennsylvania. There will be a dis-

cussion in reference to re-election of
officers.

Fire Damages Newman
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEWMAN, CAL., Sept. 25.—The New-
man theatre, operated by Paul Beuhler and
A. Angenent, has been damaged by a $5,000
fire.

to
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Survey Reveals the World-Wide
Formation of Talker Industry

Full Setup
Is Given for

Foundation
In Hundreds
Of Patents

Vast World Network of Inter-

lacing Pacts and Licenses,

Says Dr. Irby

The talking cinema has made the
motion picture industry one of the
most complex corporate machines in

the world. Time was when motion
pictures, in matters of control and man-
agement, were based on relatively

simple contractual agreements. But
today, says Dr. Franklin S. Irby, asso-

ciate editor of Electronics, in announc-
ing the results of a recent world-wide
study, the industry is a vast interna-

tional network of interlacing patent
agreements and licenses, extending in

its influence to thousands of theatres

serving hundreds of millions of people
in every center of population outside
the jungles and deserts.

Hundreds of patents, all based on appli-

cations of the vacuum or electronic tube,

form the foundation of the talking picture

industry, a field in which American and
foreign companies today have an invest-

ment stake variously estimated at around
$100,000,000. The names of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Company, General
Electric Company, Western Electric Com-
pany, Siemens and Halske (the great Ger-
man manufacturing organization), the
Radio Corporation of America, Allgemeine
Elektricitats Gesellschaft (German com-
pany in which General Electric has a share)

General Talking Pictures and De Forest,

and the great Klangfilm, Tonbild Syndicate
A.-G. (Tobis) and Kuechenmeister patent

and finance combines of Europe, figure

prominently in the development of the

talkies. German, Swiss and Dutch capital

plays an important part in the world sound
film situation.

One outstanding agreement which ties in

both American and foreign producers,

manufacturers and exhibitors, is that

reached at the Sound Picture Conference
in Paris last July by Electrical Research

Products, Inc., wholly-owned subsidiary of

the Western Electric Company; the Radio

Corporation of America, and the Tobis and
Klangfilm interests.

The First Agreement

The history of the motion picture indus-

try as a really important factor in business

and finance, says the editor of Electronics,

dates back to the earliest licensing agree-

ment on record. It was reached some time

prior to the advent of the sound film, be-

tween the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company and the Radio Cor-

poration. The General Electric andWest-
inghouse organizations participated in this

agreement.
Electrical Research Products (Erpi), sig-

natory to the Paris Conference sales and

license pact, was formed to handle licens-

ing of Western Electric sound apparatus,

and its licensees include Warner Brothers,

Electronics Figures Vary
With Herald-World Data

Electronics, in its chart, places the
total number of motion picture thea-
tres in the United States at 22,624.
This is at variance, however, with
the Bgures compiled by Exhibitors
Herald-World, following its survey.
As of July 1, the Herald-World sur-
vey showed a total of 14,500 motion
picture theatres, with only 2,252 be-
ing operated by the five circuits—
Publix, Fox, Warner Brothers, RK
O and Loew's. Circuits independent-
ly operated, this survey revealed,
have only a total of 1,213 houses.

Fox, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount,
United Artists and others. R C A-Photo-
phone is an organization similar to Erpi,
but is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
Radio Corporation of America, with its
licensees including Radio Pictures, Pathe,
Tiffany, Educational and others.

In their international licensing agree-
ments, Erpi and RCA Photophone tie in
with the world-wide sound picture setup,
such producing units as British and Do-
minion Films of London, Braunberger-
Richebe of France, and the Paramount-
owned Kane studio in Joinville, France, all
licensed by Erpi; and HMV Gramophone,
Twickenham Film Studios, British Lion
Films, British International Pictures, the
Gaumont Company and Gainsborough Pic-
tures, all R C A-Photophone licensees, as
are Etablissement Jacques Haik, France;
Pathe Cinema, France; and S. A. Immo-
biliare Cinematographia, Italy.

European Groups
In Europe as in America, Dr. Irby

points out, the foundation of the sound
picture industry came through large elec-
trical companies. These controlled a great
number of patents covering tubes, ampli-
fiers, electrical recording and other develop-
ments, without which there could be no
talking cinema. These companies set up
licensing machinery, which is domi-
nated by the Klangfilm-Tobis-Kuechen-
meister groups. They have effected agree-
ments with the American licensing units
and the result is an industry which blankets
the world.
The Kuechenmeister combination was

formed as a holding company in 1928 by
the banking house of Oyens and Sons and
represents one of the earliest patent pools
in the European field. Talking machine
and phonograph disc manufacture, as well

as that of radio devices, are elements in

the Kuechenmeister setup, which has its

financial center in Holland, and its manu-
facturing center in Germany. This group
owns about 26 per cent of the Tobis capi-

tal stock. Another 30 per cent of the Tobis
capital is held by a German banking syndi-

Exhibitors Herald-World is grate-

ful to Electronics for permission to

publish the comprehensive chart re-

produced on the following two pages.

This chart on the sound patent and
license situation was prepared by the

staff of Electronics following a

world-wide study of the talking pic-

ture field.

U. S., Europe
Talking Cinema One of Most Com-

plex Corporate Machines,
Says Electronics Editor

cate under the Commerz and Privatbank.
Tobis, founded with German, Swiss and
Dutch capital, consolidates 500 sound pic-
ture patents, builds reproducing apparatus,
and has an agreement for the sale of Ger-
man domestic pictures and sound film ap-
paratus. Klangfilm, founded in London in

1929, is controlled jointly by Siemens and
Halske, Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesell-
schaft and Polyphone A.G.

United States Groups

In the United States, the sound picture
setup ties in a majority of the well known
producing companies with either Erpi or
RCA Photophone. In the background of
RCA Photophone is the Radio Corpora-
tion of America, of which 31.9 per cent is

owned by General Electric, and of which
19.5 per cent is owned by Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company. In
the background of Erpi, is the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company. Tied
in to the American sound picture industry
through A. T. & T. and Western Electric,

are the Bell Telephone Laboratories, which
furnish the research, engineering and
science background for the Erpi licensees.

There are 22,624 theatres in the United
States, Dr. Irby states. Of these, he says,

12,448 are equipped for the presentation of
sound films. He further asserts that there
is a total of 5,805 houses under chain con-
trol, and of this total, smaller chains con-
trol 2,773 theatres, while a total of 3,032
chain houses have producer affiliations.

They all offer pictures which, in the
phases of manufacture, production and
presentation, come under the control of the
great world-wide patent and license
machine.

Number of Theatres Wired

Compared with the United States in the
number of motion picture theatres equipped
for sound film. Dr. Irby pointed out. Great
Britain comes second in the list. In a
total of 4,426 motion picture theatres within
the boundaries of Britain, 1,400 are today
giving sound picture presentation. Ger-
many comes next with 612 of 5,266 thea-
tres equipped for sound film.

In the far East there is a total of 4,000
motion picture theatres. Of this number,
550 theatres have installed sound film

mechanism. Canada has within its borders
1,100 motion picture theatres, of which 450
give talking film programs. Russia has a
negligible portion of its 2,131 theatres wired
for the talkies. In Spain, 80 of the 2,074

houses are equipped for sound films.

France has 300 of its 3,113 theatres giving
talking picture programs. Other Euro-
pean states, with a total of 6,702 theatres,

offer talking picture programs in approxi-
mately 400 of that total. The countries of

Latin-America have a total of 4,402 movie
houses. Of these, 275 present talkies in

their programs. All of these figures are

based by Dr. Irby on the survey made by
his organization.
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Louisiana Allied Appoints Buyer ''Whoopee" Opening

For All Independent Houses
Henry Lazarus Given Temporary Position— Hope to Remedy Booking

Conditions by This Move—Buck United Theatres, Inc.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 25.—The appointment of Henry Lazarus as tem-

porary buyer by the Louisiana Allied Association of Motion Picture Ex-

hibitors at its meeting last week is one of the steps which are being

taken to fight the present film booking conditions. Lazarus, who is chairman

of the Board of Directors, will receive no salary, but if the idea of co-operative

film buying proves successful, a salaried position will be created later.

Some of the independents, however, have ship since the recent reduction in dues, and
voiced a doubt about the advisability of

this latest move, basing their dubiety on
the possibility that the distributors will

refuse to sell to their association in block
form. They assert that their rivals, the

United Theatres, Inc., which controls 21

theatres, have the favor of the distributors.

Confusion About Protection

There is some confusion on the protec-

tion objected to, though the protection on
the first run houses operated by the United
Theatres is the main worry of the inde-

pendents. It would seem to be that first

run houses under the terms contemplated
would be 60 days.

What the independent exhibitors fear is

that United Theatres will be able to book
their houses in such a manner that the

independent theatres will be approximately
135 days behind first runs. The zoning is

supposedly done according to prices,

houses charging 10 cents facing a six

months' wait.

Rumor Allied Will Invade Kansas
(Special to thr Herald- World)

KANSAS CITY, Sept. 25.—Rumors have
become current here that Allied States

plans to enter Kansas City territory, fol-

lowing the report that it has signed up 10

members in St. Louis. It has been said

that Allied has been seeking a nucleus for

a unit here for some time, and according
to those who attended the St. Louis con-
vention, Kansas City seems to be the next
objective.

The M P T O of Kansas and Western
Missouri has been increasing its member-

those not belonging to the organization are

considered to be exhibitors who would not
join any group.

Columbia Pictures
Elected to MPPDA;
Makes 25 Companies

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Columbia Pic-
tures this week was elected to membership
in the Motion Picture Producers & Dis-
tributors of America. This increases the
membership of the Hays organization to

25 companies.

Daughter of Moe Mark
To Wed Oct. I in East;
Father on Warner Board

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Mr. and Mrs.
Moe Mark, the former a member of the
Warner Brothers board of directors, have
announced that the wedding of their daugh-
ter. Miss Thelma Ray Mark, to Dr. Theo-
dore L. Cohn will take place October 1 at

the Ritz-Carlton hotel.

Only members of the immediate family
will attend the ceremony, which will be
followed by a wedding breakfast. Court-
land Mark, a brother of the bride, is flying

from California for the wedding. The
bridal couple will spend a six weeks' honey-
moon in Canada.

Is Delayed to Show
More ''Monte Carlo''

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Ernst Lubitsch's

"Monte Carlo" continues to be so popular at

the Rivoli theatre that the world premiere of
Eddie Cantor's "Whoopee" has been delayed
until September 30. Samuel Goldwyn and
Florenz Ziegfeld, its sponsors, will be on hand
for the premiere.

Cantor, who is to make one appearance on
the Rivoli stage during the showing, has been
forced to prolong his personal appearance tour
in the Middle West to fit the new premiere
date.

With the showing of "Whoopee" and the
opening October 2 at the Rialto of Gloria
Swanson's "What a Widow !" United Artists

will have four pictures on Broadway next
month for long runs. Howard Hughes' "Hell's
Angels" continues to draw crowds at the
Criterion and Gaiety, while Griffith's "Abra-
ham Lincoln" is holding the lines at the
Central.

?>

*'U" Planning German
Version of "All Quiet
And Others on Berlin Lot

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Sept 25.—Universal will

make a German version of "All Quiet on
the Western Front" as well as a number of
films each year for the German market in

its Berlin studios, according to Carl
Laemmle, recently arrived from Hollywood.
The president of Universal announced

that Erich Maria Remarque, author of the
book, has been engaged to write the dialog
for the German version, in which German
actors will "ghost" the voices of the play-
ers in the picture as originally made.

Laemmle also plans to go abroad this

fall to supervise the recording of the Ger-
man dialog, and at the same time to confer
with John Drinkwater, his biographer.

(t ff
Lilli" Now '^Escapade

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—"Escapade" is

the final title of Evelyn Laye's picture,

for which the story was written by Louis
Bromfield. It supplants "Lilli."

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending September 24

Conun<^ out of the several days of bear activity, the market
turned to an upward march after a Monday of decline. The
result was that on Tuesday the losses of Monday were wiped
out in a number of instances and the list was generally up to

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales High Low Close

American ScatinK 1,000 9 8% 8%
BrunHwick-Balke-Collender -. l.-'JOO 16% 1.5% 16%
Celotex - _ .5,900 13% 12 12
ConBolidated Film 4,400 19% 17% 18

Do. pfd _ _ 2,000 21% 19% 20
E.istman Kodak _ 16,400 216 20314 207%
Do. pfd. .30 130 128% 130

Electric Storajfe Battery 400 65 63 63
Fox Film "A" 11.5,000 .5014 4,5% 47%
f;eneral Theatre Equipment _ 21,600 33% 30 31
Keith-Albe<i-Orphetim 100 108% lOS'/i IO814
Lfiew'B. Inc 47,'200 79% 71% 741/4

Do. pfd. WW _ ,500 108% 107% 10778
Do. pfd. xw ..._ 1,000 99 97% 97%

Melro-Ooldwyn-Mayer, pfd _ 100 26 26 26
Mohawk Carpet 1.100 19 18 18
Paramount 87.400 60% 54% 66%
Pathe Exchange 6,900 4% 4 4

Do. "A" ~ ~ 800 10 SVf SVa,

Radio Corporation 415,100 40% 34% 35%
Do. pfd. "A" 500 56 55% 55%

two points higher. AT&T gained 3% points, Eastman
2^, General Electric 1, Radio 1% and Westinghouse
facturing 2%.
Here is the table of the weeks trading

:

Sales High Low
Do. pfd. "B" _ 1,300 70 67

Radio-Keith-Orpheum 257,500 35% 29%
Shubert Theatres 6,200 15% 14
Warner Brothers _... 234.200 31 26%

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
General Theatres, Inc _ 2,'200 33% 30%
Marks Brothers cvt p _ 1,010 12 8%

Do. Cash „.- 50 11 11
Morgan Litho _ 1,350 11% 10
U. S. Gypsum 2.500 44% 41%

Do. pfd - -.._ 137 120% 120

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures 200 38% 38
Do. vtc 1,200 40 37

Film Insp. Mch 100 2% 2%
Fox Theatres 4,700 9% 8%
Loew's war. ..._ 2.000 11% 9%
National Screen _ 200 25% 25
Sentry Safety 500 3 2%
Technicolor, Inc - 3,900 22% 19%
Trans-Lux 3,900 9% 9

Kodak
Manu-

Close
67
31
14%
27%

30%
8%

11
10%
42
120

38%
38%

25

19%
9%
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V^
Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

Hal Roach, M G M comedy producer, certainly be-

lieves in getting where he wants to go in nothing
flat, so he used his new Travelair plane in making
a recent visit to New York City. Standing beside

him is his pilot, Jack Rand.

It isn't very difficult to see that these three charming "young" ladies bear a marked
resemblance to each other (we've already given away their identity by the use of the

quotation marks) but in case you are still in doubt, may we tell you that they are

the lovely Young sisters, Polly Ann, Loretta and Sally Blane. Loretta has just com-
pleted work in First National's "Kismet," which stars Otis Skinner.

If this had happened in a scull, it seems to us that it would have

been just too bad. From this it can be seen that indoor athletics

have their advantages. George Grossmith ultimately regains his

composure with the help of Peter Gawthorne. The scene is from

MGM's "Those Three French Girls."

According to all reports, the number of telephone calls received by
Marie Dressier, M G M comedienne, reaches a staggering total. To
all intents and purposes, and from the looks of things, it would
almost seem that this particular call isn't very entertaining. She is

now working on "Dark Star."
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No. Not quite as serious as you might think at first, although it does look

pretty realistic This is just a sample of the detail that goes into making a

picture. Edgar Selwyn cUscusses with Michael Vivitch and June Walker the

technique of a scene in M G M's "War Nurse." Hermine Staub, right, a

Swiss nurse for three years in European hospitals.
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A gorgeous background for a gorgeous creature, who may
be the Oriental's conception of fate, or "Kismet," which,
by the way, is the title of First National's picture, featuring

Otis Skinner in the role he made famous on the stage.

Here is Mary Duncan and the veteran actor.

On the left, looking quite sophisticated, is Harry Lang-
don, and he is looking at a rather disgusted (so it seems)
Slim Summerville. They appear in Universal's "See
America Thirst," which will portray life in America as it

is today. Bessie Love is cast. William Crafts directs.

Once upon a time, children, there was a—but why go on? Just look at Tay
Garnett! If he's feigning a look of surprise, or andcipadon, or what have you,
he's doing some feigning. And the chap in the battered derby? None other
than Jimmy Gleason, and on the other side, Harry Sweet, toasdng their direc-

tor at the Havana Bar set used in Pathe's "Her Man."
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Looks as though pilot and navigator were already to take off for Cocoanutia,
but in this case, they are getting their plane warmed up, so that they may fly

to a solution of "The Blimp Mystery," which is the title of the second Tiffany
Chimp all-talking comedies, the second in a series of six. If Darwin was only

around, he'd probably see it through twice.

A mother and a son (perhaps) in the feeble light and
heavy shadows of a prison corridor. But the stem looking
man, with his hand on the gate is not the jailer, but
Hobart Henley, directing Dorothy Peterson and Edward
Woods in a rehearsal scene for F N's "Mothers Cry"

"Under Cover" might be the title of this picture, or "Miami Hurricane,"

only—the top looks as though it was just about ready to fall down, but why
it should chose just this particular moment is somewhat of a puzzle. But per-

haps that is what Lloyd Hamilton is trying to figure out. From the Educa-
tional-Lloyd Hamilton Talking Comedy, "Honk Your Horn."

What a charming drummer "boy." Sydney Franklin said

"beat it," so lovely Grace Moore practices her drum solo

in M G M's "Daughter of the Regiment," which Franklin
is directing. This new production is a story based on the

life of the famous Swedish nightingale, Jenny Lind.
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All Have Chance at

The Award of Merit
Each motion picture theatre has the same opportunity as any other to win

the Herald-World Award of Merit for excellent sound reproduction. It is

NOT awarded on a competitive hasis. The Committee on Awards bases its

decision solely on whether a theatre is giving its community meritorious

presentation of talking pictures.

Do you believe your theatre deserving of the plaque? If you are not a

theatre o^vTier or manager, is there a theatre in your community which you
believe deserving of the Award? If so, write to The Committee on Awards,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

//CHIC" CHATS

Hundred Years War Nothing
Like Evanston Blue Law Fight

Now Council Votes Against Sunday Shows Despite Popular Refer-

endum's Decision in Favor of Them—It's Great

Job for the Master in Chancery
And still Evanston, the Chicago suburban home of the intelligentzia, doesn't

know whether it is going to have Sunday shows. The fact that a popular refer-

endum in April showed a victory for the theatre men—though it took a recount
to prove it—meant nothing to the pillars of the city council. Now comes a coun-
cil vote of 10 to 4 against Sunday showing, taken Monday night, this to provide
ammunition for the corporation counsel for his appearance before the master in

chancery designated by the courts to solve the problem.

There has been one climax after another
in the blue law drama at the fashionable
Chicago suburb and this appears to be just
one more. Every time the turmoil begins
to settle down to a peaceful expectation
for the exhibitors some society leader
crashes through with a new way to kill

off "those wicked Sunday shows."
Not Settled Yet

The latest spasm by the city council in

the Evanston blue law colic does not, how-
ever, settle the fuss. The disputes have
taken on the semblance of a scramble in

which each group of opponents of Sunday
shows takes its turn at trying to see how
far it can carry its jurisdiction. A popu-
lar referendum won a narrow decision in

favor of Sunday shows. Then the alder-
men thought it was about their turn again
Monday night and they balked that verdict
by stalling their motor right on the tracks.
Now a master in chancery, George E.

Gorman, is going to have his finger in the
theatrical pie. He is supposed to be the
final intelligence in the matter. He is to
determine and recommend whether or not
the city of Evanston shall be enjoined from
interfering with Sabbath shows. Propon-
ents of Sunday entertainment are pinning
their hopes on the possibility of getting a
court decree enforcing the recent referen-
dum. William Lister, corporation counsel,
was to appear before the master in chan-
cery this week.
History of the case dates back several

years, the Herald-World files show, as does
the censorial mania which afflicts the mu-
nicipality. Both the dictatorial Sunday
policy and the unreasoning censorship are
generally attributed to Mrs. Carleton Ran-
dolph, member of the Women's club, who
has called her women voters to arms at

every hint of rebellion favoring the the-

atres.

The popular referendum took place in

April of this year. At first it was an-
nounced that Sabbath shows had been de-

feated by 50 ballots. Then came the dis-

covery that there had been an error in the

counting and announcement followed that

the issue had won by 56 votes. When the
bellicose women's organizations learned of

this, they caused the city clerk to be served
with the subpena ordering him to produce
before the grand jury the petition as a

result of which the question was placed on
the ballot.

The adverse action of the city council
this week means little to the case itself.

It is regarded merely as an expression of
that body's opinion on the anti-motion pic-

ture ordinance to guide Corporation Coun-
sel Lister when he appears before the
master in chancery.

Meanwhile suburbanites continue to

come across the boundary line into Chicago
for their Sabbath entertainment, and Evans-
ton exhibitors gasp at the banging-around
they are getting.

Deny Injunction Asked by Will Horwitz
Against Distributors for Alleged Plans

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOUSTON, TEX., Sept. 25.—A temporary injunc'tion asked here by Will

Horwitz, theatre operator, was denied by Federal Judge J. C. Hutcheson. Horwitz
sought to restrain a number of moving picture distributors from executing dis-
tribution plans which Horwitz alleged were intended to force increase of admission
prices at the theatres operated by him. The court's decision declared that evidence
introduced by the plaintiff failed to show that there had been agreement between
the distributors pertaining to the plan objected to.

'pERRY RAMSAYE, who supervises the
-* production of Pathe short features, and is

principally concerned with the construction of
the Pathe Sound News, has a thought or two
on the development and future of the news-
reel that is worth the attention of anybody.
The newsreel has become practically an es-

sential in the program of any motion picture

house, and with the advent of the talking

picture the producers have been more or less

experimenting in an attempt to develop a per-

fect news service on the screen. In this they
utilize those means which modern sound and
recording invention have made available.

Ramsaye points out that, in the beginning
of talking picture development, the exhibitor

wanted above all, in his newsreel, noise and
more noise, but now that the audible has
reached a solid basis, content becomes the
paramount interest of the exhibitor. It is no
longer necessary to record every detail of the

operation of a boiler factory, but rather to

give just a small sample by way of creating

atmosphere. The best method to be followed
in making the newsreel as acceptable as pos-

sible, says this chief, is the sensible use of

the three tool of news accompaniment, sound
recording, off stage voice and incidental music.

One of the uptown house managers who
has handled in his time 41 theatres in the

metropolitan district, and certainly knows his

picture going public, sees a necessity of mak-
ing talking pictures more readily understand-

able to the somewhat illiterate portion of the

audience. In the old silent pictures, he claims,

nothing was left to the imagination, and
there was no need for mental effort in un-

derstanding the film. But with the advent of

the talker, the motion picture approaches

more nearly than ever before the manner of

the legitimate theatre, and consequently cer-

tain classes of the picture public which did

not attend the legitimate for fear they would
not understand the production, are being

forced away from the film house. No exhibi-

tor can afford to lose any part of his attend-

ance, and there arises the necessity on the

part of the producer of so simplifying his

dialog as to make it easy for the illiterate to

understand the trend of the story, vvithout

damaging the film from the standpoint
_

of

the more intelligent. Every local exhibitor

has a certain proportion of the former class

in his audience. Catering to both is not by

any means a simple task, but it can be done.

Do you know that foreigners will pay more
at a picture house with less hesitation, than

the average American, and that the Chinese

will gladly come across with another green-

back if necessary if they can be assured a

seat in the center of the house. Don't ask us

why. It may be that they desire the spotlight.

Or then again, they may merely have poor

eyesight or hearing. Any man's guess is as

good as another. What's yours?

A

On the front of the marquee at the Gaiety,

in letters of no small size: YOU MAY BE
SHOCKED AT HELL'S ANGELS-BUT
YOU'LL NEVER FORGET IT. Which
seems to us a neatly worded invitation to a

certain youneer element of the
_
population

with imagination. Just how one is_ supposed

to be shocked is not recorded, which is the

reason the above is a good exploitation line.

—"Chic" Aaronson, New York City.

Exhibitor's Wife Hurt
ADA, OHIO.—Mrs. Carl Moore, whose husband

is the owner of several theatres in this vicinity, is in

a serious condition after being clubbed by an uniden-

tified man.
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Fox Pays $1 Dividend;
Earnings Up, Says Clarke

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Fox Film

Corporation has declared a regular
quarterly dividend of $1 a share on
its class A and B stocks, payable
October 15 to stockholders of record
September 30.

Harley L. Clarke, president of the
company, states that contracts already
in hand indicate earnings for the cur-
rent quarter will exceed those of the
second period. Results for the final

half of this year probably will exceed
earnings for the corresponding period
of 1929, he said.

Appoints Prominent
Canadian Lawyer to

Look Over Industry
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, Sept. 25.—Peter White,
prominent Toronto barrister, was today ap-
pointed by Honorable Gideon Robertson,
new federal Minister of Labor, Ottawa, as
a commissioner to hold an inquiry into the
whole moving picture business in Canada,
under the Combines Investigation Act, as
requested of the previous Federal Govern-
ment by various independent exhibitors in

a complaint regarding booking handicaps.
White was instructed to examine into the
affairs of the Famous Players Canadian
corporation and of the film exchanges, the
latter being un-named. Officials of the Fa-
mous Players corporation said some time
ago, that they had nothing to hide.

Uly S. Hill, Widely
Known Pioneer, Dies
In Hunting Accident

(Special to the Hernld-World)
ALBANY, Sent. 25.—Uly S. Hill, former

manager of the Stanley theatres in Albany and
Troy, N. Y., and well known throughout the
entire country through a life time spent in

managing theatres and roadshows, died this

week at a hospital in Troy, N. Y., as the re-

sult of an accident while woodchuck hunting
near West Sand Lake on the outskirts of
Troy. As Mr. Hill was climbing through a
barbed wire fence his rifle was discharged
and the bullet entered his brain.

Columbia Books in Publix
And Manhattan Chains

r'^Pecifl to the Hcald-Wo^-h'

)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Columbia Pic-

tures has closed a deal with the Manhattan
Playhouses, Inc., whereby all houses in that

chain will play the company's Superior
Twenty.
Columbia has also contracted with Pub-

lix for the showing of eight Buck Jones
outdoor specials in 11 southern Publix
theatres.

Barrymore to Direct

Barbara Stanwyck Film
f^h'^ri-^l to the Hciald-Wo'ld)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25—Lionel Barry-
more will direct Barbara Stanwyck in her
first starring picture for Columbia, the title

of which has not yet been announced. This
will mark Barrymore's first production for

Columbia.

DisapprovalMeets Zoning Plans
Submitted in Four Territories

San Francisco Meeting Votes Tentative Rejection—Owners' Organ-

ization Decides Against Des Moines System—Series of

Parleys Projected in Kansas City
(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 25.—A stinging resolution condemning the
principle of protection whereby producers protest the larger exhibitors
for a radius of from 25 to 50 miles was adopted yesterday at a meeting of
the Northwest Theatre Owners association, which was attended by 100
exhibitors representing 235 theatres.

The resolution was aimed principally at the Publix chain in the North-
west, and also backed a move to have the bill introduced and passed in

state legislatures forcing any chain operating more than 10 houses in

any state to pay a special tax on all theatres over that number.
Al Steffes left town immediately after the meeting in order to catch a

train for Niagara Falls.

Disapproval of zoning and protection plans is being registered by exhibitors

in several territories, it became known this week following submission of the

plans by the committees of Film Board, exchange and exhibitor representatives

appointed to draw them up.

In the Des Moines, la., and San Francisco districts, the plans submitted met
with flat rejection, the Allied Theatre Owners of Iowa voting negatively in the

former territory, and a general meeting doing so in the latter. Besides these

negative reactions, considerable dissatisfaction is reported to be expressed by
exhibitors in the Kansas City region over the plan submitted to them.

Rejection in San Francisco, however, was ers of Iowa, Inc., is opposed to protection
tentative, it being voted to reconsider the between towns as drafted and submitted
plan at a later general meeting. Independ- for consideration, and hereby rejects the
ent theatre owners declared that the plan same." The letter was signed by Clifford

was too lengthy and complicated to be
passed on before it had been carefully
studied. In Kansas City a series of meet-
ings is planned for the next few weeks for

the purpose of working out a protection
system which will meet with greater favor.

What steps will be taken in the Des Moines
area as a result of the owners' organization
vote, has not been determined.

Say Shorter Clearances Needed
The principal point reported at issue in

San Francisco is the clearance provided for

first-run houses. Owners of smaller houses
declare that this is twice as long as it

should be. It is asserted that the short

life of songs and incidental music featured

in many pictures makes it necessary that

first-run clearances be of even shorter

periods than in the case of silent pictures.

San Francisco is also declared to offer

a peculiar situation in that it is extremely
compact, making the distances between
first-run downtown houses and subsequent

neighborhood theatres relatively short.

Continuing Committee Narned
Decision of the owners' organization to

reject the Des Moines plan was announced
in a letter to the Film Board of Des
Moines in a letter which said, "The protec-

tion committee of the Allied Theatre Own-

L. Niles of Anamosa, la., a director; F. P.

Hageman of Waverly, la., vice president,

and E. O. Ellsworth.

In Milwaukee operation of the new zon-
ing and protection plan has begun with
the appointment by the Film Board of a

continuing zoning committee. It is com-
posed of Jack O'Toole, manager of the

Tiffany exchange, and Charles W. Trampe
of the Mid-West Distributing Company,
president of the board, with Thomas Green-
wood of Pathe, as alternate.

An idea of what the St. Louis committee
appointed to draft a plan, had to deal with

is indicated in reports from Belleville, 111.,

a city in the St. Louis territory. Protec-

tion of 90 days was sought by the first-run

houses, but this period the committee
finally cut to 28 days.

The St. Louis plan has been tentatively

approved.

Philadelphia Re-Zoned
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 25.—The zoning
committee has rearranged the zoning in this

city. It is expected that re-zoning of sur-

rounding territory will be commenced at

the next meeting of the committee.

Secretary Davis Said to Disagree with

Attorney General Regarding ''Radio Trust"
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON. Sept. 25.—According to Oswald F. Schuette, executive secre-

tary of the Radio Protective association, a new issue has been injected into cam-

paign against the "Radio Trust" by the fact that Secretary of Labor Davis has

championed the cause of the "trust" against the request of Attorney General

Mitchell to the Federal courts to dissolve it.

Secretary Davis was the principal speaker at the celebration of the opening of

the consolidated plants at Camden, N. J., which replaced the radio plants formerly

operated by the Radio corporation, Victor. General Electric, Westinghouse and

the American Telephone and Telegraph companies.

Said Schuette: "The country is entitled to know whether Mr. Mitchell or Mr.

Davis represent the administration. If Secretary Davis did not intend to give the

Radio Trust a promise of immunity he should proclaim that fact . . . Otherwise

he should resign from the cabinet."
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First Run Houses Prosper as

Others Drop in Musician War
Strong Picture Policy Being Adopted in All Theatres—Neighbor-

hood Houses Miss Presentation Most—First Runs
Don't Suffer From Strike

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 25.—First run theatres are encountering little difficulty

maintaining patronage in the ahsence of stage attractions, while neighborhood

houses have recorded a distinct attendance drop since the musicians' dispute

arose to white heat a few weeks ago. In an effort to overcome what they lack-

in presentation, all houses are booking- the best pictures available.

Removal of stage shows, pit orchestras and Royal, Castro and Alhambra theatres. It

organ music from St. Louis theatres has led was set forth that the injunction granted
exhibitors to experiment with the relative the Nasser Brothers houses recently was
drawing power of strictly film programs and too sweeping and did not permit the musi-
incidental music as against presentation acts cians to get their side of the question be-
while they are marking time in the labor fore the public,

controversy.
No real move toward settlement of the

music situation has been made. All musicians
are idle. Contracts of the St. Louis Amuse-
ment Company chain and the Skouras houses,
including the Ambassador and Missouri in the

first run afield, expired September 19.

Since September 1, the musicians regularly
employed by the Skouras interests, including
the St. Louis Amusement Company, have been
reporting for work but have not been used.
A number of the large first run houses have

cut their prices materially and this is consid-
ered an important factor in the continued good
business at the first run theatres, although
subsequent runs with admissions unchanged,
are suffering.

One consideration which may have serious

effect on box offices is that many local stage

stars have been lost, being forced out of town
by the emergency, and have found positions

in other cities.

Operators Back Musicians
(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 25.—President
Shanahan of the local Operators Union has
announced that operators and stage hands
would support musicians in their demands,
with indications at present of a sympathy
walkout the latter part of this month.

Cut Staffs in Wichita
(Special to the Herald-World)

^WICHITA, KAN., Sept. 25. — The
Kansas theatre here has reduced its projec-
tion staff from four to two men on Movie-
tone, one projectionist to each shift. The
Nor Mar projection crew has been reduced
to one man on Movietone and two on
Vitaphone.

Musicians Ask Change
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 25.—The Musi-
cians' Union has demanded a modification
of the injunction restraining it from pick-
eting or displaying propaganda near the

Warners Plan Million

Dollar House in Akron
(Special to the Herald-World)

AKRON, Sept. 25.—Warner Brothers has
signed a 99-year lease for a site on South
Main street on which it is planned to erect

a $1,000,000 theatre. Construction will be-
gin in the spring. The lease is said to

represent a sum of more than $5,000,000.

Open Bids on Warner House
(Special to the Herald-World)

MORGANTOWN, W. VA., Sept. 25.—
Bids will be opened this week for the 1800-

seat theatre which Warner Brothers plans
to build here.

Dorothy Mackaill May
Be Seen on Broadway

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Dorothy Mac-
kaill, First National star, now in New York
after a European vacation, may appear in

a Broadway stage production in the near
future. At least two plays have been sub-
mitted to her in manuscript by Broadway
producers, and it is expected she will ar-

rive at a decision shortly.

Miss Mackaill is not scheduled to start

her new First National picture until

January 1.

Oliver and Kirby Open
New Little Rock Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

LITTLE ROCK, ARK., Sept. 25.—Eu-
gene T. Oliver and Sam B. Kirby have
opened a new theatre, the Arkansas, with
"King of Jazz" as the opening attraction.

Announcements done in art work of mod-
ernistic design were sent out in advance.

Milwaukee Houses Hire Additional

Stage Hands to End Union Dispute
(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 25.—The dispute between chain operators and the stage
hand union has come to a close after five Fox deluxe houses each agreed to hire one
more stage hand and five other theatres entered an agreement to employ a stage
hand for four hours each week.
The five theatres which will hire stage hands on the four hour basis are the

Zenith, an independent house; Milwaukee and National, operated by George
Fischer; Avalon, operated by J. H. Silliman, and the Egyptian, Warner Brothers
house. The wage scale will be $1.25 an hour, or a total of $5 a week for each
house. The smaller theatres will not have to employ stage hands.

This agreement is regarded as a settlement of the strike scare which followed
a break between the union and George Fischer, operator of the Milwaukee and
National.

Know Your
Exchange

—Managers—
The exchange manager is the direct

contact between exhibitor and distrib-

utor, and therefore it is to their mu-
tual advantage to know each other.

The HeraldrfForld presents a series of
brief sketches of exchange managers
and their outstanding activities in the
motion picture field.

George T. Landis

THERE'S a record of steady service for one
company in the case of George T. Landis,

manager of the Fox branch at Indianapolis.
Born in Memphis just

forty years ago, on
July 13, Landis went
to Christian Brothers
College and was grad-
uated in June, 1908.

Seven years later,

in 1915, he was asso-
ciated with World
Film Corporation and
that was his first jolj

in the motion picture

industry.

Leaving for miH-
tary service from 1917
to 1919. Landis re-

turned to join Select

Picture Corporation,
remaining with that company until 1922. Since
then he has been with Fox for eight years of
uninterrupted dutJ^

WARNER BROTHERS' branch manager
at New Haven, J. A. Davis, started active

selling of motion pictures with Famous out of
the Cleveland office

about ten years ago.

He must have done a
good job of it be-

cause two years later,

in 1922, he was trans-

ferred to the Boston
office.

In Boston, Davis
acted as sales man-
ager under the super-
vision of Herb Elder,

district manager, as

extended run produc-
tion salesman.
The next step was

, . „ • the promotion to di-

rection of the New
Haven office of. the Warner organization.

THERE'S a fund of information regarding

executive positions in the career of W. H.
Mitchell, branch manager for R K O at

Toronto. Starting in

1912 he was manager
in Western Canada
for Pathe but a year
later we find him with
the Canadian Expe-
ditionary Forces. In

1917 began a long

connection with First

National, the first

year as branch man-
ager at Vancouver,
the next in charge of

the Winnipeg office.

He was made district

manager for Western
Canada in 1919 and
for Eastern Canada
in 1923.

'

To London was the next move, as assistant

to the general sales manager, and from that

sales manager in India-Burma and Ceylon.

Vr. H. Mitchell
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PICTURE NEWS

RENEGADES
DRAMATIC
WHIRLWIND

FOX
MOVIETONE

BETRAYED BY BEAUTY—Love of woman was stronger than love of

country to the dashing, reckless officer of the Foreign Legion. Warner

Baxter and Myrna Loy as they appear in "Renegades", from thrilhng new

novel by Andre Armandy. just published by Brentano's.

FASCINATING SIREN—Men's hearts
were her playthings, and she tossed them
aside when she grew tired of them. Myrna
Loy, the exotic charmer.

GALLANT STEPSONS OF FRANCE—From all

corners of the world they come to join the Foreign
Legion, hiding their bitter past and blotting out

its memories in the fever heat of fighting, Gregory
Gaye, George Cooper, Noah Beery and Warner
Baxter line up for inspection.

GUERILLA OR GORILLA?—The Arab chieftain was both—
guerilla in warfare, and a gorilla when the beautiful spy fell

into his hands. Bela Lugosi and Myrna Loy in a scene from
"Renegades."

[Adi't-'Ttisemeiit)



ON THE MARCH—Across the parched Sahara, the renegade leads his

native troops to surprise attack on his former buddies.

PING! PING!—Answering gunfire beats a tattoo against the rocks which
afford temporary shelter to swarthy fighters.

WITH HIM OR AGAINST HIM?—
Confronted once more by the siren

with streaming hair, the fighter reads
an enigmatic appeal in her eyes.

ANOTHER
CONQUEST
—No matter
what the
uniform, the
heart be-
neath falls
easily into
the snare of
beauty. And
since Myrna
Loy is the
fascinating
reason, who
can blame
them?

TRYING TO FORGET—Forced by trickery
to desert his regiment, Warner Baxter is not
very gay company for the pretty cafe enter-
tainer. Noah Beery thinks he could make a
better showing.

THE EYES SPEAK—Myrna Loy and Warner Baxter in one of the

breathless moments of "Renegades," Fox movietone thriller directed by
Victor Fleming, based on life in the Foreign Legion.

[Advertisement^



FOUR MUSKETEERS IN BAD—Warner Baxter, George Cooper, Noah Beery
and Gregory Gaye line up in front of the commandant for the usual offense

—

breach of discipline.

OASIS IN THE DESTERT—Welcome
sight to the thirsty and dust-covered
caravan after a day's march.

THE BIGGER THEY ARE—the harder they fall.

Myrna Loy proves the truth of the old adage in
scene from "Renegades."

ALL FOR LOVE—Though she betrayed him, and he sought to

kill her, the primal urge of love was stronger than their hate.

One of the exquisite scenes betv^^een Baxter and Myrna Loy.

WITHIN THE FORTIFICATIONS—Scene of
action in the dashing, dramatic Fox movietone,
"Renegades."

[Advcrtisemc'nt]



DESERT SIREN IN GAME
OF LOVE AND BETRAYAL

SOMETIMES ITS FIGHT—Arguments arise

even among the best of friends, and the quick-
est way for hot-headed men to settle them is

with fists. That's what happens in "Renegades."
Noah Beery, Warner Baxter, Gregory Gaye and
George Cooper.

ON THE OTHER HAND—The boys are there
with the harmony. They might not get by on
Broadway, but in a North African outpost,
anything goes for this quartet (left to right)
Noah Beery, George Cooper, Gregory Gave and
Warner Baxter

HE WAS HER MAN—He bartered his
honor as a soldier for her favors, only to
discover that she was ready to trick him
for a price. Yet even as she betrayed him,
the power of her exotic beauty exerted a
spell stronger than his hate.

PENSIVE— But
that doesn't mean
that Myrna Loy is

through with plots.

THE COUNTER-ATTACK—
Defenders of the fort make

a surprise sortie, and drive the renegade fighters back. One of the
thrilling action scenes from "Renegades," Fox Movietone in which
Warner Baxter plays h dashing warrior of the desert.

[Advcrti. c-nt]
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NEW PRODUCT
This department does not attempt to predict the pubh'c's

reactions to pictures. It does, instead, present detailed and
accurate information on product, together with the frank and

honest opinion of the reporter.

OUTWARD BOUND
WONDERFUL! Produced and dis-

tributed by W^arner Brothers. Director,

Robert Milton. Author, Sutton Vane.

Adaptor, J. Grubb Alexander. Editor,

Ralph Dawson. Photographer. Hal Mohr.
With Leslie Howard, Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr., Helen Chandler, Beryl Mercer, Alec

B. Francis, Alison Skipworth, Lyonel

Watts, Montagu Love, Dudley Digges.

Footage, 7,568. Running time, 1 hour, 22

minutes.

''Outward bound" in theme and pro-

duction is magnificent.

It clearly demonstrates the desires of the pro-

ducers to give the theatre and the public film

fare that is away from the beaten path.

Sutton Vane gave this most unusual story to

the stage, where it received wide acclaim. In

bringing it to the screen Warner Brothers has

followed the play closely, and in doing so has

retained the elements which make "Outward

Bound" a gripping and absorbing story.

One of the primary considerations in bring-

ing this play to the screen was the selection

of director and cast. An error of judgment in

either would have been detrimental to the fin-

ished product. It is extremely good fortune

that no such error was made.
At no time in his direction has Robert Mil-

ton permitted anything approximating the spec-

tacular. Though a fanciful story, it is simply

told, which adds twofold to its impressiveness.

An excellent cast is headed by Leslie

Howard, who was in the stage attraction, and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Although the roles

played by these two are decidedly unlike, each

required deftness in handling. The same may
be said of every part.

In many pictures the star and principal sup-

port can carry the story over its rough spots,

but that does not hold true in "Outward
Bound." It required such players as Howard,
Fairbanks, Beryl Mercer, Helen Chandler, Alec

B. Francis, Alison Skipworth, Lyonel Watts,

Montagu Love and Dudley Digges to make it

the wonderful picture that it is. His work in

this picture is proof again that Fairbanks, Jr.,

is one of the most promising of the younger
actors.

"Outward Bound" is the story of a group of

persons on a boat bound for no one knows
where. Because of the unusual circumstances,

one of the men investigates and discovers that

all are dead and bound for "the other world."

The reactions of each upon discovering this arc

among the most impressive scenes of the pic-

ture. Finally the boat arrives at its destination

and each person appears before the "examiner"

to be assigned his place in Heaven. There is

no earthly record, however, of a boy and girl

and it is discovered that they are "half way"
people—suicides—and will have to remain on
the boat, traveling eternally between Heaven
and earth. After the boat has started on its

return trip these two disappear, however, and

the fadeout reveals that their suicide pact had
not been successful.

HEROES OF THE WEEK

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Leslie Hoicard, for
their worh in Warner Brothers' **Outward

Bound."

Throughout the picture there is a tense love

interest provided by these two and by a mother
who has not seen her son, also aboard, in many,
many years.

"Outward Bound," though fanciful in theme,

is a fine picture in every sense of the word.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.

T.

AFRICA SPEAKS
EXCEPTIONAL! Produced by the

Colorado African Expedition, Inc. Dis-
tributed by Columbia. Photographed by
Paul Hoefler and W alter Futter. A thrill-

ing all talking picture of darkest Africa.
General release date not announced.
Footage, 7,054.

HE PICTURE was completed. The ending
would indicate that the entertainment was over.
Yet, a cosmopolitan first night audience at the
R K O Woods theatre, Chicago, September 19,

kept its seats for a noticeable length of time
and then seemed to rather regretfully get to its

feet.

Few pictures have reached the screen which
sustain interest and compel audiences to forget

elapsed time as "Africa Speaks" does. In an
interview, Paul Hoefler stated that he photo-
graphed more than 60,000 feet. Columbia gives

the official footage as 7,054 feet. Rapidity of

action gave the writer the idea that it had been
compressed into 4,000 feet.

There are four or five sequences any one of

which a few years ago would have been regard-

ed as sufficiently important to build feature

length African pictures around, using common-
place scenes to complete it.

Landing at Lagos, on the western coast of

Africa, the expedition worked its way across
the continent to Mombasa on the east coast. It

photographed a tribe of pigmies; it caught with
the camera an entire Ubangi tribe with duck-
billed women, making it possible for the small-

est hamlet to eventually see these freaks who
are attracting thousands to Ringling Brothers'
circus in the larger communities; it found a

sunken lake where thousands of flamingoes
breed and die; white rhinoceri; zebras by the

thousands; gnus and giraffes; a species of deer
which seem to literally fly through the air. All

this interspersed with slow motion pictures

from time to time. The sound apparatus mean-
while reproduces the sounds of the animals,

and carries the human voice, which carefully

The law of the wilderness, "Work or go hungry," was enforced during the pioneer trek westward.
front the forthcoming Fox production of Raoul \^"alsh's "The Bis Trail."
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and at times humorously explains what is go-
ing on.

As a finale, a visitation of locusts, a remark-
able sight, is followed closely by a series of
pictures of lions which gives a punch seldom
achieved. The ending is indeed a thriller,

—

E. S. Clifford, Chicago.
:¥ * *

A LADY SURRENDERS
EXCEPTIONALLY FINE! Produced

and distributed by UniversaL Director,
John M. Stahl. Author, John Erskine.
Continuity by Gladys Lehman. Dialog
by Arthur Richman. Photographer, Jack
Rose. Sound by C. Roy Hunter. Film
editor, Maurice Pivar. With Genevieve
Tobin. Rose Hobart, Conrad Nagel, Basil
Rathbone, Edgar Norton, Carmel Myers,
Franklin Pangbom, Vivian Oakland,
Grace Cunard. Release, October 6, 1930.
Footage, 8.485.

U,NIVERSAL offers in this adaptation of
John Erskine's novel, "Sincerity," one of the
most pleasing and satisfying pictures on the
current schedule of screen entertainment.
Aside from excellent direction and acting,

the picture has to its credit dialog that is spon-
taneous. A fine piece of work has been done
by Arthur Richman in this respect.
"A Lady Surrenders" has two in the cast who

are comparatively new to the screen—Gene-
vieve Tobin and Rose Hobart. Both have given
such finished performances that it is safe to
predict that they will be in demand in future
castings.

Miss Tobin is at her best in the serio-comic
role such as she portrays in this picture. She
has a personality that is more adaptable to the
screen than to the stage. Her diction is well-
nigh perfect.

The dramatic role is the more suitable for
Miss Hobart and she, like Miss Tobin, has been
excellently cast in this film. She has a full
voice that records well. In appearance, she
has a peculiar type of beauty which is apparent
whether the part she is playing requires beauti-
ful gowns or the dress of a servant.
The screen can well accept stage players of

this calibre.

Conrad Nagel is the other outstanding player
of this cast, and in the opinion of this reporter,
his portrayal ranks among his best. "A Lady
Surrenders" really offers only three roles of
importance, and the choice of the casting direc-
tor was commendable.
"A Lady Surrenders" is unusual as all of

John Erskine's stories are. Briefly, it is the
story of a man who unwittingly becomes a
bigamist when his wife, who had advised him
from Paris that she was divorcing him, resorts
to the woman's prerogative and changes her
mind. Stubborn at first, the wife finally sur-
renders and departs for Reno for a divorce so
that her husband and his new love may live
happily ever after.

Action of the picture, due to the fine direc-
tion by John M. Stahl, runs exceptionally
smooth.
"A Lady Surrenders" ranks high as entertain-

ment.

—

Jay M. Shreck, New York City.
* * *

DOUGH BOYS
SOLDIER COMEDY! Produced and

distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Di-
rected by Edward Sedgwick. Authors,
Al Boasberg, Sidney Lazarus. Adapted by
Richard Schuyer. Dialog, Al Boasberg
and Richard Schayer. Editor. William
Levnnway. Photographer, Leonard Smith.
With Buster Keaton, Sally Filers. Cliff
Edwards. Edward Brophy. Victor Potel,
Arnold Korff, Frank Mayo, Pitzy Katz,
William Steele. Release date, August .3(1

1930. Footage, 7,325.

1 HOUGH this latest Buster Keaton comedy
of soldier life in the war is not new as regards
theme, it i" nevertheless qpiite amusing and con-
tains a Kuffifient number of humorous incidents
to have drawn a rontinuous round of laughter
from the Capitol audience.

In a great many sequences the action borders
on slapstick, but it is well done, and merely
adds to the hilarity of the situation. Keaton is

his usual comedy self, which may best be de-
scribed as "playing dumb." He is the wealthy
young man who accidentally enters a recruiting
office, mistaking it for an employment agency
when he is in need of a chauffeur. Before he
realizes it, he is in the army. Then follows a
succession of incidents, first in the American
army camp and then in France, in each of
which Keaton takes the falls, to his physical
discomfort and the enjoyment of the audience.
Victor Potel as a tall Scandinavian, Cliff Ed-

wards, who does a few numbers with his uku-
lele, Pitzy Katz and Keaton make up a four-

some which for stupidly comic facial expression
is well-nigh unbeatable. When they merely
stood still without saying a word, wearing uni-

forms which fit each in its own peculiar way,
the house showed its appreciation. Edward
Brophy as the hard-boiled top sergeant who
does his best to make Keaton's life as miserable
as possible, is the foil against whom the come-
dian works in most of his action.

The dialog is good, with the humorous gags

properly spaced to provide breathing space for

the audience and carry the thread of the story.

The latter is unimportant, merely giving the

picture a start and conclusion. Sally Eilers plays

the part of the girl of the soldier's dreams, but

as is the case with all others in the cast, she

has only a supporting role.

Perhaps the most amusing scene of the entire

film takes place in a canteen in France, where
the members of Keaton's company stage a

chorus act, with Buster as one of the "girls."

When he proceeds to do an apache dance with

a burly six-footer opposite, he touches a high

point in pantomime comedy action. His ex-

pressionless face as he is mauled by his dancing

partner is really the key to his effectiveness in

this scene in particular.

Direction is good, in that it carries the story

easily, without making it obtrusive, and at the

same time gives Keaton every opportunity to

get across. For an hour's excellent entertain-

ment and a good laugh, "Dough Boys" is a most

happy medium. — Charles S. Aaronson, New
York City.

* *

THE BAD MAN
EXCELLENT ACTING. Produced by

First National. Directed by Clarence
Badger. Photography hy John Feitz.

Adaptation and dialog by Howard Esta-

brook. Art direction by Jack Oakey.
Cast: Walter Huston, Dorothy Revier,

Sidney Blackburn, O. P. Heggie, James
Rennie.

w.'ALTER HUSTON is "The Bad Man" on
the screen. Holbrook Blinn was he on the

stage. Not having seen Blinn in it I regret

that I cannot compare their work. I do know
that the work of Huston is excellent. It is the

kind of stuff that made the people in the au-

dience of the preview I witnessed say they won-
dered how a man could enact such a role as

this as well as he does and yet do such a wide-

ly different one as he had in "Gentlemen of the

Press" and do it so well.

Huston is surrounded with a very good cast.

It has in it the reliable Arthur Stone, Sidney
Blackmer and James Rennie. Dorothy Re-
vier does well. O. P. Heggie does not suc-

ceed fully in his tries for laughs, apparently

only part of the audience enjoying his en-

deavor.

First National has given Huston the best of

it in the picture, possibly with the thought of

building him into one of their stars. I haven't

the least idea whether the latter is true. How-
ever he looks like that kind of material. He
takes the role of a good bad-man very seriously.

He plays it in such a way that you believe he
wants to rob rich people in order to make the

poorer people happy. He undertakes to iron

out the problems of a lot of unhappy people
like a Solomon. It is a theme that is popular.

The picture has no music written into the

story.

Clarence Badger's work at the megaphone is

in a general sense greatly responsible for turn-
ing out a good show.

As a whole the picture is entertaining.

—

Douglas Hodges, Hollywood, Cal.

* * *

LAST OF THE DUANES
HARD RIDING O'BRIEN! Produced

and distributed by Fox. Direction, Al-
fred L. Werker. Author, Zane Grey.
Adaptation and dialog by Ernest Pascal.
Sound by Barney Fredricks. Photograph-
er, Daniel Clark. With George O'Brien,
Lucile Browne, Myrna Lay, Walter Mc-
Grail, James Bradbury, Jr., Nat Pendle-
ton, Lloyd Ingraham, Frank Campeau,
James Mason, Blanche Frederici, Willard
Robertson. Release, August 31, 1930.
Footage, 5,500.

TX HE FOX production force has not lost its

flair for making Westerns, or outdoor pictures.

There is enough action crammed into "Last
of the Duanes" to satisfy anyone, especially the
Western fans who are legion.

George O'Brien is the hard-riding, quick-on-
the-trigger hero, and he has all the stuff neces-
sary to the success of a picture of this type.

In addition to the popularity of O'Brien, the
exhibitor has the name of Zane Grey to use in
promotion. Successful Westerns and the name
of Grey are synonymous. This writer, in many
places, is as big a drawing card as star names.

Sound has brought to the Western something
that it lacked in silent form. It is not so much
the dialog as the sound of the horses' hoofs in
chases that makes for improvement over the
silent film. There is in the audible picture an
added thrill.

"Last of the Duanes" is a well produced at-

traction. The fact that it had its Broadway run
at the Roxy is evidence that it was made with
playing time in every type of theatre in mind.

For those who have forgotten, "Last of the
Duanes" is the story of Buck Duane, who kills

his father's assassin and is forced to become a
hunted man. Love for a girl convinces him
that he must square himself with the law, and
he returns to bis home town only to find that

his aid in capturing a band of outlaws has won
a pardon for him.

Playing opposite O'Brien is Lucile Browne,
who is an attractive personality. She, as well
as all other members of the cast, lends ex-

cellent support to the star.

—

Jay M. Shreck,
New York City.

HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE
HOKUM AND DOUGHBOYS. Pro-

duced and distributed by Radio Pictures.

Directed by Paul Sloane. Story by James
Ashmore Creelman. Music by Harry
Tierney. Lyrics by Anne Caldwell. Dia-
log by Anne Caldwell and Ralph Spence.
Scenery and costumes by Max Ree. Edited
by Arthur Roberts. Musical direction by
Max Steiner. Photography by Nick Mu-
suraca. Recorded by Hugh McDowell,
Jr. With Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,
Dorothy Lee, Edna May Oliver, Hugh
Trevor, E. H. Calvert, Alan Roscoe,
Roberta Robinson, Leni Stengel, George
McFarlane, Eddie DeLange, John Ruther-

ford.

JtvADIO PICTURES presents its masters of

comedy and silly nonsense, Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey, in a capably and deftly han-

dled bit of fantasy and song featuring the

lighter side of the late World War. The co-

medians are seen as AWOL doughboys on the

loose in Paris during the big battle.

Their vain efforts to remain behind the lines

and the constant chasing by military police
allow for the bulk of the comedy matter. Dor-
othy Lee is again the heart interest and does a

good job of playing target for the slapstick
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gags. No formal introductions are attempted in
bringing the song numbers into the fihn. Of
the group, written by Anne Caldwell and Harry
Tiemey, "Kiss Me, Cherie" is particularly
appealing. This number is sung by Wheeler
and Lee.
The dialog and wise remarks are woven per-

fectly into the uproarious action. No let-up in
laughs until the boys turn heroic in visiting the
front lines with an important letter from an
irate colonel to his superior. There is a bit of
pathos here until the "important" letter turns
out to be a perfumed love-note, the colonel s

mistake. The boys fail to deliver it and return
to Paris, where the colonel has threatened to

have them shot at sunrise. In the meantime,
peace has been declared and the letter proves
a life-saver. Edna May Oliver, as the colonel's
wife, draws a laugh every time she appears in

a brief performance. The settings by Max Ree
and photography are unusually fine. — Tom
Hacker. Hollywood.

* * *

WAY OF ALL MEN
DOUG, JR.'S FIRST. Produced and

distributed by First National. Directed
by Frank Lloyd. Author, Hemming
Berger. Adaptation and dialog by Brad-
ley King. Editor, Ray Curtis. With
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Dorothy Revier,
Noah Beery. Anders Randolph, Robert
Edeson, JFilliam Courtenay. William Or-
lamond, Julanne Johnston, Ivan Simpson,
Henry Kolker, Wade Boteler. Release
date,'September 7, 1930. Footage, 6,032.

It is rather unfortunate that Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., had to be given for his first starring

vehicle a story weak in plot and in adaptation.
Fairbanks in this is as competent as can be ex-

pected, considering the material he has to work
with, but the balance of the cast is not more
than fair.

The film is confined almost entirely to one
setting, a saloon in a Southern city, in which
several men are marooned when a levee breaks,

flooding the city. For the most part they are

stockbrokers, with one or two bums and a half

insane former preacher included in the gather-

ing. The last named calls upon the Lord end-

lessly and most monotonously, until the group
of men break down one by one and promise
each other to reform. Fairbanks suffers a

change of heart toward a girl, also driven in

by the storm, whom he previously had
promised to marry, then forgotten.

It must be recorded that during the scenes

where the preacher was getting in some of his

best work, and the cruel stockbrokers were in

the process of reforming, the audience laughed

long and loudly, which was not at all on sched-

ule. Begun in all seriousness, the film degen-

erated into something approaching very close

to the ridiculous. At the conclusion, after the

group has decided under the urging of young
Fairbanks to die like men instead of like rats,

the doors are opened, and it is discovered that

the storm has cleared.

As is expected, all of them immediately for-

get the lessons of the previous night and return

to their former ways with the exception of

Fairbanks, who drags the girl up the steps of

the city hall to end the picture.

The whole thing is much too great a strain

on the imagination, in that the series of coin-

cidences by which the marooned men pair off

very neatly for their brotherly love act is hard-

ly within the realm of the believable. How-
ever, the preacher, in the person of William

Courtenay, does well despite the fact that the

nature of his lines causes the action to drag,

stumble, and very nearly come to a complete

standstill. Noah Beery as one of the stock-

brokers renders his lines in a stilted, recitative

manner which decidedly weakens his perform-

ance.

One had every reason to expect that some-

where along in the film would be seen at least

a sequence or two of fast and vigorous action

dealing with the efforts of the group to extri-

cate themselves from their predicament. But

when this possibility develops into a forlorn

hope, and the picture becomes nothing more or

HEROINES OF THE WEEK

€E\EI IhJE IOB/\ (left) and KOSE HOB4RT,
far their acting in Vniversal's ".4 Lady Sur-

renders."

less than a drawn-out sermon.

Direction is only mediocre, and though it is

through no fault of his own, the reputation of

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will in no wise be en-

hanced by this vehicle. As has been the case
in the other performances of this young star,

he gives the impression of utter sincerity in the

manner in which he handles this role, but it re-

quires more than the efforts of one man to

make at least plausible the weakness of this

story.

—

Charles S. Aaronson, Netv York City.

RIVER'S END
GOT HER MAN! Produced and dis-

tributed by Warner Brothers. Director,

Michael Curtiz. Photographer, Bob
Kurrle. Original story by James Oliver

Curwood. Adaptation and dialog, Charles

Kenyan. Cast, Charles Bickford, Evelyn
Knapp, J. Farrell MacDonald, Zasu Pitts,

Walter McGrail, David Torrence, Junior

Coghlin, Tom Santschi.

1 ICTORIALLY well done, logical in motiva-

tion from beginning to end, and with the acting

far above par, "River's End" stands out as one

of the finest all-around pictures of its type we
have ever seen. Charles Bickford, in comment-

ing on the production, declared that he felt he

had done the best work of his career, and we
agreed heartily.

Evelyn Knapp, who has been doing routine

work for the past four years, also gives her fin-

est performance and is heading for her right-

ful place—the front rank. She is attractive and

she proves that she can act. Junior Coghlin is

well nigh perfect in his role. Zasu Pitts packs
a laugh. Walter McGrail lias been villaining
so long that it's second nature with him—and
yet he doesn't overdo it.

David Torrence, as the lovable old drunk,
is on par with the rest of the splendid cast.

Tom Santschi has worn the uniform of the
Northwest Mounted Police so many times that
he fits perfectly—even if his part isn't large.

Michael Curtiz, the director, was handi-
capped by theme—the old "get your man" idea
—but he got away from it, and did not make
the famous old lines seem a bit trite.

Bickford plays the part of the hunted man,
who is supposed to have committed a murder,
and the "mountie" who is after him.
The best part of the picture—the item which

stands out above all else—is that Curtiz did
not make too much of a hero of Bickford in

either role. At the climax, he is not feted and
cheered. He is not the toast of the garrison.

No one knows who he really is. It doesn't

make any difference.

The two who love him join him, and go with

him to seek new fields. That's all the specta-

tor needs.

The mounted police are human. They are

not tin soldiers in trick uniforms who can do

no wrong. Thus is the realism enhanced.

Kurrle's photography—especially of Bickford

playing cards with himself—is exceptionally

good.

—

Edward Churchill, Hollywood.

CAPTAIN THUNDER
BOLD CABALLERO! Produced and

distributed by Warner Brothers. Direct-

ed by Alan Crosland. With Victor Var-

coni. Fay Wray, Charles Judels. Natalie

Moorhead, Don Alvarado, Robert Elliott,

Bert Roach, Frank Campeau, John St.

Polis, Robert Emmett Keane. Original

story by Hal Davitt and Pierre Couderc.

Adapted by Gordon Rigby. Dialog by
William K. Wells. Photographed by

James Van Trees.

C^APTAIN THUNDER" is a surprisingly

different "bold caballero" story. It's that way
principally because director Alan Crosland has

intentionally poked fun at its "gay bandit"

theme with farce comedy and occasional out-

bursts of ridiculous slapstick. The story and

dialog are choppy, however—unfortunate for a

director whose ability has been demonstrated

in a number of productions.

Victor Varconi has been given the leading

role, that of Captain Thunder. He is the pro-

verbial good-bad Robin Hood and manages to

do everything but accompany the soft tango

music that plays through the picture. His ex-

ploits at breaking prison doors and feminine

hearts form the story background. Charles

Judels, as the would - be captor of the bold

bandit, puts laughs into the film.

Fay Wray contributes the feminine charm.
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Independent Producers Active;
Tec-Art and Liberty Are Busy

Burr Prepares Six Sport Logs—Columbia Starts on '"Roseland"

Special—Multicolor Expects to Complete Million

Dollar Laboratory by November 15
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—Production in the independent field is looking

up, according to a survey of studio filming charts this week. Tec-Art is the

busiest of the group with six pictures shooting and one finishing. James Cruze

is directing "Discontent" with Betty Compson and Gaston Glass. Liberty

Productions is starting "East Lynne" this week with Neil Hamilton and Marian
Nixon featured.

C. C. Burr is preparing a series of six

one-reel Sport-Logs, each of which will
depict an international sport star instruct-
ing a motion picture player in the intri-

cacies of his game. Completed so far are
one with Mickey Walker, middleweight
champion, and Ben Lyon, and another with
Merna Kennedy and Johnnie Weismuller.
Richard Barthelmess is also scheduled to
appear.

Gordon in "Great Meadow"

Gavin Gordon will portray one of the
featured roles in M GM's "Great Meadow."
He shares honors with William Bakewell
and John Mack Brown.

"Roseland," one of Columbia's specials,

began filming this week under the direction
of Lionel Barrymore. Barbara Stanwyck,
Monroe Owlsey, Ricardo Cortez, Phyllis
Crane, Sally Blane and others are in the
cast. Columbia is also busy with Walter
Futter's "Curiosities," short features.

Mtdticolor Rushing "Lab"

Multicolor is expecting to complete their
new $1,000,000 film laboratory by Novem-
ber 15. The plant will employ 200 men
and will have a capacity of 3,000,000 feet
of film per week. Meanwhile the com-
pany is operating at its old location, sup-
plying Multicolor to Universal, Premier,
Monarch, Brown-Nagel and other pro-
ducers.

Luther Reed is preparing to direct Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey in "Hook,
Line and Sinker" for R K O. Dorothy Lee
will again be seen opposite the comedians.
Daphne Pollard started work on "Break-

fast in Bed" at Pathe this week. It is the
first of a series of six two-reel comedies
in which she was featured. Fred Guiol
is directing.

M G M Signs Virginia Sale

Virginia Sale has signed for "Great
Meadow" at M G M. Charles Brabin will
direct.

Paul Gregory, New York stage star, will
have the star role in Warner Brothers' "Sit
Tight."

Vin Moore, Universal writer, has been
appointed to the post of director on "The

Cohens and Kelleys in Africa." Moore
also collaborated on the story.

Max Ree, R K O art director, is design-
ing sets for four films now in production
at that studio.

Lecture Tour of Middle
West by Clinton Wunder

Set to Begin on Nov. 9
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 25.—A lecture
tour by Clinton Wunder, executive man-
ager of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, is scheduled to begin
on November 9 and end December 1. The
tour will include principal cities through-
out the middle west, including Denver,
Kansas City, Milwaukee, St. Paul, Chicago,
Madison, St. Louis and Cincinnati. Other
points will be determined later.

Invitations for these addresses have been
received from groups combining religious
leaders, educators, clubs and women's or-
ganizations in these cities. Wunder, who
has been speaking for the past 10 years
on motion pictures throughout the coun-
try, will tell the story of the achievements
of the screen in matters of art and science
as recorded in the activities of the Academy
since its inception three years ago.
The trip is a good-will tour, and is in-

tended to develop public appreciation of
the contribution of the creative artists of
the motion picture profession.

Beranger, Gribbon and
George Cooper Return

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—Among those
who are going back to work this week after
seasonal vacations are George Beranger,
who will be in William Powell's next Para-
mount release; Harry Gribbon, who will
do a comedy for Mack Sennett, and George
Cooper, slated for the butler's part in
"Within the Law."

See 65 mm Shooting

And 35 mm Printing

To Settle Wide Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—The possibil-

ity that the wide film controversy will end
with producers shooting on 65mm nega-
tive and printing on 35mm positive to save
the exhibitor the cost of expensive wide
film projectors loomed this week follow-
ing the wide film discussion sponsored by
the technicians' branch of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Although more than 400 members of the
industry attended the session and scores
of opinions were voiced, no definite action
of any kind, for or against adoption of wide
film, was taken. Discussion indicated that

wide film was good for spectacular outdoor
work but that interiors would suffer if

placed on wide print. Max Ree, art direc-

tor, said that the present standard 35mm
was best for all intimate dramatic situa-

tions.

Douglas Shearer of the M G M studios
declared himself in favor of 65mm nega-
tives and 35mm prints. Dr. Lee De Forest
told of various difficulties which engineers
had encountered with the wide film, and
of possible remedies. He sided with
Shearer and with Ree. It was generally
admitted that present projectors could not
be rebuilt to handle both sizes of film.

The exact cost of changing projectors

was not given out.

The next step in controversy will be the
appointment of .a committee by the Acad-
emy to work out a standard width for wide
film, it is reported.

Bader and Ross in N. Y

,

With Laemmle for Session
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Accompanied by
David Bader and his secretary. Jack Ross,
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Pic-
tures, has arrived here for his semi-annual
business conference with distribution exec-
utives of the company. Laemmle expects
to visit a number of Universal exchanges
before returning to his home in Hollywood,
it is said.

Laemmle has for the past two months
been making an analysis of the plots of

motion picture stories in an endeavor to

learn whether the American theatre-going
public is adopting the European sophistica-

tion or if the current demand for sophis-
ticated dramas and comedies is merely a

vogue. The success of "All Quiet on the
Western Front" has led him to make this

survey, it is understood.

Rita La Roy as Duchess
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—Rita La Roy
has signed to play the part of the duchess
in "Hook. Line and Sinker" with Wheeler
and Woolsey, an R K O production.

Joan Marsh on Long Term
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Joan Marsh has
been placed under a long term contract by
M G M. She has appeared in such recent
pictures as "King of Jazz," "Little Acci-
dent," "Eyes of the World" and "All Quiet
on the Western Front."
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24 Players, 11 Directors
And 9 Writers of Warner
Get Vacations Till Jan. 1

(Special to the Herald-lVoild)

HOLLYWpOD, Sept. 25.—With the
completion of shooting on "Ex-Mistress,"
production will cease at the Warner
Brothers W'est Coast studios, and will not
be resumed until about January 1. Twenty-
four stars and feature plaj^ers have been
given vacations until this time.
Eleven directors also will be on vaca-

tion, as will nine writers. Arthur Caesar
will continue work, having been loaned to
Paramotint for "The Fighting Caravan."
The publicity staflf has been cut to 50 per
cent of normal. Twenty-three executives
and writers in the music department have
been released temporarily.
The company has about half a dozen

stories on hand, which will be shot fol-

lowing the layoff. Among them are "Red
Hot Sinners," featuring Winnie Lightner
and Olsen and Johnson, and "Bad Women,"
with May Boley, Claudia Dell and Walter
Huston.

Legit Theatre to Test
Film Plays Is R K O Plan

(Special to the Herald-World

j

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25^—William Le-
Baron, vice-president of R K O Radio, will

act in a dual capacity as production chief

of the R K O studios and supervising head
of the company's project to stage original

legitimate plays in Los Angeles prior to

their filming as talking pictures, it has been
announced here.

The Mason theatre in Los Angeles has
been leased, with the first play scheduled
for about November \. Successful plays
at the Mason may be brought to New York.
Frederick G. Latham, veteran play pro-

ducer, will be general stage director.

Hamhone Johnson Winning
Favor in McGuire Shorts

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—Hambone
Johnson, featured colored lad in the Mickey
(Himself) McGuire comedies, is winning
increasing popularity among the people of

his own race because he is played in a

way that does not show him up for ridi-

cule on account of color, say exhibitors in

letters to Larry Darmour, producer of

R K O comedies.

Change Premiere Date
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 25.—The premiere

date for "Just Imagine," the Fox-DeSylva,

Brown and Henderson special, has been

moved ahead from October 7 to October

10 at the Carthay Circle. Cecil De Mille's

"Madam Satan" opened at the Criterion

September 24, while another Fox picture,

"The Big Trail," has been set for the

Chinese theatre, Hollywood, October 2.

Academy Members Join

Sills Memorial Services
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—Members of

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences attended a memorial service for

Milton Sills at All Souls Church Tuesday
evening.

Berthelon with Liberty
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—George Ber-
thelon, former R K O, Pathe and PDC
executive, has joined Liberty Productions
at th-e Metropolitan st-udi-os.

Paramount Finishing Shorts
At Astoria Within One Week

Department in New York Will Be Suspended Until Spring While
Lasky's Long Features Go Into Action Under Schedule

—Four Vitaphone Varieties in Work
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—With the greater portion of the 1930-31 short sub-
ject production already completed, and an intensive program now being car-
ried through, Paramount expects to finish the season's one and two reel product
by the first week in October. Jesse L. Lasky, recently arrived from the Coast,
made this announcement in connection with the planned schedule for the
Eastern studio in Astoria.

A number of people directly connected with
the production of short subjects have been
let out of the Eastern plant as a result of the
near completion of the program. The short
subject department at the New York studio
will be suspended until next spring, leaving
the operating force free to carry on the en-
larged schedule of feature pictures slated for
filming there. The concentration on short
production has been possible during the past
few weeks since "The Royal Family" is the
only feature now being produced at the plant.

Subsequent Features Planned
Early in October Nancy Carroll will star in

an original screen play by Dana Burnet ten-
tatively titled "Two Against Death." Follow-
ing that, a Claudette Colbert vehicle and
Ernst Lubitsch's first New York-made pro-
duction will be filmed. Plans are now being
completed for subsequent features. Frederic
March will appear with Miss Colbert in the

forthcoming film, which will mark the third

consecutive screen role March will have por-

trayed in New York, and the second joint

appearance of the two who co-starred in

"Manslaughter." Miss Colbert is due in New
York some time in October.

^'\''alton Butterfield, short subject staff

writer, has completed a sketch for Ted Lewis,
to be made in Astoria shortly.

As a result of her work in a one reel

musical short, "Laugh It Off," June McCloy,
has been awarded a long term contract by
Paramount. The former musical comedy
player has left for the Coast where she will

report at the California studio of the

company.
Four New Varieties in Work

At the Brooklyn studio of Warner Brothers,

where the Vitaphone Varieties are born into

the motion picture world under the direction

of Murray Roth, four new shorts are in pro-

duction. Judith Anderson, whose last Broad-

way legitimate appearance was in the Thea-
tre Guild production of Eugene O'Neill's

"Strange Interlude," is appearing in a Vita-

phone Varieties drama, "Madame of the

Jury." With her in the cast are John Pat-
rick, Allen Wood and Phil Leigh. Arthur
Hurley is directing from the adaptation of
Betty Ross.
Another Broadway celebrity, Lynn Over-

man, now appearing in Belasco's stage play,

"Dancing Partner," will star in "Horseshoes,"
a newspaper story written for Varieties by
A. D. Otvos. Hurley is also directing this

one, which casts Paul Clare, El Jerome and
Claire Nole.

Roy Mack is directing "The Pest of
Honor," with Harry Short, Ray Collins, Geor-
gia Lee Hall and Edward Fielding appearing.
A comedy with music called "Service Stripes"

is being run off under the supervision of
Alf Goulding. Joe Penner, stuttering come-
dian who has been seen in several other
Vitaphone Varieties, has the leading role,

supported by Anthony Hughes and Joan
Carter Wandell among others.

itBig Trail" Premiere Set
At Chinese on October 2;
Will Be on Grandeur Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—"The Big
Trail" will have its world premiere at

Grauman's Chinese theatre here on Octo-
ber 2. It will be shown on Grandeur film.

Fox's "Just Imagine" will have its world
premiere at the Carthay Circle on Octo-
ber 7.

Three Roles in One Film;
Can He Get Triple Salary?

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—Stan Laurel,
of Laurel and Hardy, wants to draw three
pay envelopes at the Hal G. Roach studios,

because he is playing a triple role in his

next comedy with Oliver Hardy. He is

maid, butler and gardener.

A cloudburst in the desert threatens to destroy the wagon train one of many big thrills in the filming

Raoul Walsh's "The Big Trail," forthcoming Fox movietone spectacle.
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STAR GAZER

TA 1

- HOLLYWOOD.

'HE man who ivrites the movie advertisements sends a letter to his zvife, who is

in the country:

Dear Mabel, Dream Woman

:

How is my One and Only, the Incomparable, the Inimitable, the Never-to-

be-Forgotten Mabel feeling today? How is the kid, the Bond that Welds Us
Together, the Light of Our Lives, feeling today? I hope you are both feeling

O. K., Reaching the Summit of Joy.

There is nothing new really to write about, just a Mighty News Void, sort

of. My laundry came back all torn, Tattered Beyond Belief, which, of course,

does not Lift One to Exalted Heights of Happiness.

The Rubins, The Family in the House Next Door, have a Heaven Sent

Blessing, about seven pounds, a boy—A Man Among Men.
I forgot to stop the milkman, He Comes in Stealth at Dawn, and the stuff

sure piled up. But Rover, Man's Best Friend, is going to drink it up, it looks

like.

I don't see what you're hollering about more money for. The Eternal Cry
for Gold, when I sent you forty bucks the week before last. Maybe you had bet-

ter stop blowing it in on bridge. The Gambler's Blood Within Her Rose to

the Surface, and spend more of it on groceries. Food for Children, a Mother's

First Law.
I had a little trouble myself with dough this week. Lucre Rears Its Ugly

Head. I met Joe Spiltz, an old school guy I used to hang out with. Boyhood
Chum, and the poor guy is dead broke. Penniless and Forlorn. Well, I had
to give him a few bucks, Aids His Bosom Friend, and that sort of put a crimp

in my own budget for the week, He Faces Financial Disaster. If you cvin

calm down on the expenses for two weeks we'll be better off, Will She Sacri-

fice Her All to Save Him?
Your cousin Susie, Her Own Blood, is running around with that Jones kid.

Youth's Mad Escapade, and if you think I can stop her you're crazy. No
Power On Earth Can Defeat Love. I spoke to his old man about it but he

says he threw the kid out of the hpuse the minute he was over 21 years of age.

Cast Into the Streets by a Mad Parent. I locked Susie in her bedroom. Fate

Hemmed Her In, but the darn kid got out with a hair-pin. Love Laughs at

Locksmiths.

The office is pretty quiet except that Mannie Halper got laid off and is

hanging around without a job. Cast from Society, Roams the Streets. Man-
nie's a good kid, One of Nature's Noblemen, and if )i3ur fat brother needs-

someone good why doesn't he hire him? Will Her Own Brother Stand the

Test?

Don't worry about your curtains, I'm keeping the windows closed, like you
said, Shut from the World, and the kitchen sink is just as clean as when you
left, A Bare White Expanse of Spotless Marble.
Otherwise nothing is new. I'm feeling fair, Fine, Stupendous, Magnificent,

but I'll be feeling better soon, I think. Colossal, Tremendous, Unparalleled.

Regards, Love, Worship,

NORMAN KRASNA.

Four Feature and Three
Two-Reeler Units Busy
Filming on Pathe's Lot

(Special to the Herald-World}

CULVER CITY, CAL.. Sept. 25.—Pathe's
lot presents a busy spectacle with four fea-
ture companies and three two-reeler units
busy with the camera, and the story de-
partment is rushing as many more to be
ready for filming in the immediate future.

A heavy production schedule has been
launched with the return of E. B. Derr
from New York. "Rig Money," featuring
Eddie Quillan, Robert Armstrong and

Jimmy Gleason, is .being wound up under
the direction of Russell Mack, and "The
Painted Desert," an elaborate production
starring William Boyd, is going strong in

the Painted Desert, where the company is

on location.

Rehearsals have begun on "The Greater
Love," starring Ann Harding, and "Sin
Takes a Holiday," with Constance Bennett,
is being made ready for the fire. Rollo
Lloyd is to direct the first, and Paul L.
Stein the latter.

"Breakfast in Bed," the first of a two-
reel series featuring Daphne Pollard, is

being handled by Fred Guiol, while Wal-
lace Fox is directing "Under the Cock-
Eyed Moon," a two-reel western burlesque.

^^HIS week we found the most patient
-'- man in the world.

His name is Robert McGowan. For eight
years he has been directing "Our Gang"
comedies for Hal Roach. He has been
combination nurse-maid and genius. He
has shown an ability to chide his children
and yet at the same time make them love
him. He has put more boys and girls

through their paces than any other director
in history.

We dropped onto the Hal Roach lot to
watch him work.

We located the stage by the sounds
issuing therefrom.

"I'm going to do acrobatics," Farina an-
nounced, just as we arrived. She promptly
fell ofif a high stool, to the consternation
of everyone but herself.

Little Jackie Cooper wanted to get his

face into the picture and was poking his

head through curtains which were back-
ground in the scene which McGqwan was
shooting. At minute intervals, he had to
be told to stand behind the portieres and
stand quietly until he received his cue.

Petey, the dog, wandered about the stage,
trying to command the attention of some-
one. Mothers and governesses hovered just
beyond camera range and tried to make
order of chaos. Stagehands went this way
and that, usually with their feet on a doll

or mixed up with a toy railroad train.

Chubby Chaney, the rotund laddie, had
fallen in love with his teacher, Miss Crab-
tree (June Marlowe). He was saying, again
and again, after the patient McGowan:
"There is something heavy on my heart
—there is something I have got to tell

you."

These were the lines which, with appro-
priate gestures, he must say to Miss
Marlowe. Jackie was to stay behind the

curtains until he got these lines out, inter-

rupting him several times with a blast on
a low pitched, vibrant whistle.

Mary Ann, Wheezer, Shirley, Stymie and
Dorothy (Echo) "pipe down." The camera
and the microphone go to work.

Chubby and Jackie and the others gather
around him—all save Wheezer. This young
fellow has found that a stagehand welcomes
his attentions, and he is seated on the
stagehand's stomach, bouncing up and down
merrily.

There isn't any attempt to work. It's all

just play, for everyone, including McGowan
himself.

As you might expect, McGowan is a
sentimental person.

"The hardest part of my job," he says,
"is discouraging over-enthusiastic mothers,
guardians and other interested persons in

Keokuk, Oshkosh and points East and
West to get their children into motion
pictures.

"For the first time in many months we
have added to our cast. We are trying
out three new young actors and actresses.

We do not know, even now, whether they
will be successful or even mediocre. This
is a small percentage when you consider
the hundreds upon hundreds of letters

which I receive.

"I'm sorry for these people who write
to me, but—" here he smiled and pointed to
the youngsters around him, "you can see
readily that eight are enough for one man
to handle."

We left the studio with the impression
that eight would be just seven more than
we would be able to make behave in the
course of a day's work.

—CHURCHILL
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Uses 3 Cameras at Once

With New Perambulator
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. Sept. 25.—A com-
bination earnera-and-sound perambu-
lator, eliminating the building of

tracks for traveling shots in the £lm-
ing of talking pictures, has been de-

signed and built by William Johnson,
bead of the electrical department at

RKO. The base is so constructed
that three cameras may be used
simultaneously.

**The Bat Whispers" Is

Finished; First U A on
New 65-Millimeter Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—United Artists

has finished its first experiment on wide
film with the completion of shooting on
"The Bat Whispers," Roland West's new
picture. The story was recorded simul-

taneously on the wide 65-millimeter film

and on the standard 35-millimeter film.

Robert H. Planck was cameraman for the

large screen version and Ray June for the

standard.
Under West's direction, special cameras,

sound mechanism, projection machines and
a 38-foot screen were installed in one of

the larger stages of the studio. The stage

was necessary, since there was no projec-

tion room large enough for showings of the

magnified film.

Secrecy was the policy during produc-

tion of "The Bat Whispers." The cast re-

ported at 6 p. m., and daily rushes were
shown only at night.

No Film Is Over Heads
Of Audience Today, Says

Director of "Holiday"
(Special to the Hctald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—"No picture is

more intelligent than the minds of its ob-

servers. What is more, that 'above the

heads' idea is a bugaboo created by some
producers to impress their employees.

This statement was made by E. H. Griffith,

Pathe director, in commenting upon the na-

ture of current films.

"Small towns," he said, "are now peopled

by folk fully as cosmopolitan in thought as

those living in our largest cities. Attending

a movie has become a weekly or bi-weekly

habit even in the smallest communities.

This is simplified by easy transportation.

Everyone knows what is doing in the world

through the instant dissemination of news
and village folks are as fully equipped to

understand things as their metropolitan

cousins.

"A number of people within the industry

predicted that 'Holiday' would never be a

success because—as they said—it would be

over the heads of the average audience.

Facts have proved differently. No picture

is more intelligent than those who see it

today."

Exclude Billboards for

"Madame Satan" in L. A.
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 25.—Executives

of Fox West Coast Theatres have decided

that there will be no outdoor advertising

in the campaign of "Madame Satan," Met-

ro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture which is to play

at the Criterion. The budget contains a

.large appropriation for newspaper adver-

tising but none for billboards.

600 Academy Members Voting
To Select Winners of Awards

Five Nominations Made in Each of Seven Classes—Tie in Art

Direction Achievement—Special Committee on Best

Scientij&c or Technical Attainment
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—Six hundred members of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences are balloting this week to select the winners among-
the five highest nominees in each of seven of the annual Academy awards for

distinguished achievement in motion pictures during the past year, ended

July 31.

A tie was the result of nominations for
the eighth award, that of art direction
achievement, and the tellers are deciding
upon this question.

Included upon the final ballot are the
following individuals and pictures nomi-
nated for performance and achievement:

Performance by Actress
Nancy Carrall (Paramount), "The Devil's

Holiday."
Ruth Chatterton (Paramount), "Sarah

and Son."
Greta Garbo (MGM), "Anna Christie"

and "Romance."
Norma Shearer (MGM), "The Divorcee"

and "Their Own Desire."
Gloria Swansom (United Artists), "The

Trespasser."

Performance by Actor
George Arliss (Warner Brothers), "Dis-

raeli" and "The Green Goddess."
Wallace Beery (MGM), "The Big

House."
Maurice Chevalier (Paramount), "The

Love Parade" and "The Big Pond."
Ronald Colman (United Artists), "Bull-

dog Drummond" and "Condemned."
Lawrence Tibbett (MGM), "The Rogue

Song."
Achievement by Director

Clarence Brown (MGM), "Anna Chris-

tie" and "Romance."
Robert Leonard (M G M), "The Divor-

"Anna Christie," MGM.
"Hell's Angels," Caddo.
"The Love Parade," Paramount.
"With Byrd at the South Pole," Para-

mount.

Sound Recording Achievement

"The Big House," M G M.
"Case of Sergeant Grischa," RKO.
"The Love Parade," Paramount.
"Raiifles," Samuel Goldwyn.
"Song of the Flame," First National.

Writing Achievement
"All Quiet on the Western Front," Uni-

versal.

"The Big House," MGM.
"Disraeli," Warner Brothers.
"The Divorcee," MGM.
"Street of Chance," Paramount.
From the office of Frank Woods, secre-

tary of the Academy, it was announced that
individual credits for cinematography,
sound recording, art direction and writing
will be investigated and made known after

the final voting.

A special committee is considering the
ninth award, for the best scientific or tech-

nical contribution to the industry.

Ernst Lubitsch (Paramount), "The Love
Parade."
Lewis Milestone (Universal), "All Quiet

on the Western Front."

King Vidor (M GM), "Hallelujah."

Outstanding Production
"All Quiet on the Western Front," Uni-

versal.

"The Big House," MGM.
"Disraeli," Warner Brothers.

"The Divorcee," MGM.
"The Love Parade," Paramount.

Cinematographic Achievement
"All Quiet on the Western Front," Uni-

versal.

Five Pictures in English
And 14 Foreign Versions
Are Launched by M G M

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 25.—Lights, ac-

tion, sound and camera are working over-
time at M G M these days.

Five new productions are being shot in

English, while 14 foreign versions are in

the making.
The English films are "New Moon," with

Lawrence Tibbett and Grace Moore;
Johnny Mack Brown and Eleanor Board-
man in "Great Meadow"; Bill Haines in

"Remote Control," Joan Crawford in

"Within the Law," and "The Passion
Flower," with Kay Francis, Kay Johnson
and Charles Bickford.

Pioneer life bred lie tough customers. Sparks fly when John Wayne and Tyrone Power speak tl:eir mindj
in a scene from '*The Big Trail," eagerly awaited Fox production.
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum

GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA.
DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
We want to give the readers of this, the greatest magazine of its

kind on earth, a little fatherly advice. When it gets dry and the

whole country is parched and the crops on the verge of ruin, just

wire for April Shower and us to drive over into your neighborhood
and right away you want to start building an ark.

After six weeks of excessive heat and more or less dry weather,

we left home last Monday for Denver and points southwest and we
hadn't been on the road more than three hours until it started rain-

ing and has kept it up ever since.

The boys anchor their boats on the Lincoln highway between here

and North Platte and are catching catfish for the market as they

run across the road, and, believe it or not, a five-pound catfish

jumped through the window of our car yesterday and we had him
for breakfast this morning, and Elmer Gailey at Wayne, Nebraska,

is the only one we know of who can tell a bigger fish story than that.

This Lincoln highway has caused more people to take to drink than

the path father used to travel in "TEN NIGHTS IN A BARROOM."
There is only one sure way to travel the Lincoln highway, and that's

by airplane.

Whoever told you that the Lincoln highway was a good road must
have swallowed a lot of dried apples and they swelled on him. We
understand that Governor Weaver has notified the state road depart-

ment that he will give them just 48 hours to start work on this

road, they have had thirty years up to now. Here's hoping that the

department got the Governor's message. HURRAH FOR THE
GOVERNOR.
There is this to recommend the Lincoln highway to people who

know Nebraska simply as so much space on the map. It follows the

Platte valley for about 350 miles through the finest country on earth

except the Elkhorn valley from Omaha to Neigh, and that's the

valley where the Lord finished up after having experience with all

the other countries.

The Platte valley looks like a garden. Ears of corn as long as

a sled-tongue are hanging down, small grain has been threshed, the

third cutting of alfalfa is in the stack and the fourth about ready to

cut and after that comes pasture kneedeep, and this is all located

in what used to be known as "THE GREAT AMERICAN DESERT."
We'd like to meet the guy who made that map we used to study back
in the old Wade school house in Newton county, Indiana, we'd like

to ask him if he still thinks that everything is chaos west of 42nd
and Broadway; some still do.

Well anyhow, that's the Platte valley, and we are not a real estate

agent, and we are getting stronger every day for Horace Greeley for

giving the young men the best advice ever given up and until George
Schutz advised us how to make home brew, but we haven't made
any yet.

As soon as the catfish and buffalo stop running across the Lincoln

highway we are going to start for Scotts Bluff, Nebraska, where we
hope to spend Sunday, and show Billy Ostenburg of the Egyptian
theatre a few points on golf that have heretofore escaped his atten-

tion. We will trim that boy so he will know he has been trimmed,
you just watch and see if we don't.

Last night we called on our old friend Tine Hayman of the livda

theatre. Tine is one of these boys that makes you glad you are in

the business. He says business has been better but it would have to
get a whole lot worse before he'd throw up the sponge, and he says
also that it is going to get better, and Tine is right. When they start

shooting this corn crop on the market there will be money out here
to throw at the birds and Tine's box office will catch a lot of it.

We also called on Mr. Gettier who operates the Capitol and Majes-
tic for Paramount, and we found him the hardest working boy in

town. His office looks like a busy day at the county fair. As well as

making good pictures. Paramount seems to know how to pick good
managers.
When we were here before Mr. and Mrs. Gettier had us to their

house for dinner, but we are not going up there this time, not on
your life, we are on a diet, and we remember what that dinner did
to us before. Our belt was just six inches too short after we left

their table, and we can't be buying belts all the time, they cost money.
* * *

ARREST SUSPECT IN A MURDER CASE. Headline in the morn-
ing paper.

We wish they would leave these "suspects" alone and go and arrest

the criminal. WTien old man Lee Henry used to miss his watermelons
we were the village "suspect" and it has taken us years to live that

down and it has made us have a lot of sympathy for "suspects." The
difference between a criminal and a suspect is that the suspect is

afraid they will prove it. We always watched Lee pretty close when
he came over to our house to quiz the folks as to our whereabouts
the night before. If you are going to be a suspect you always want to

have a good alibi. We have always been strong for alibis.

* * *

This is an era of machine-made pictures. First they grind out
a batch of war stuff, then they change the mould and give us a grist

of chorus girl "hootchy cootchy go-as-you-please"; then they reverse

the machine and run it backwards and we get a lot of fake airplane

stunts that are supposed to go as entertainment. But thank the Lord,
they have lost their moulds for the time being for making "triangle"

entertainment, and here's hoping they never find them.
Occasionally, when everybody has left the lot, some benefactor slips

in the moulds for "COMMON CLAY," "SUNNYSIDE UP," "THEY
HAD TO SEE PARIS," "HIGH SOCIETY BLUES," "ON YOUR
BACK," and "RIO RITA" and starts the mill going and grinds us out

a real grist that gives us confidence in the future of the industry.

"Feed it to 'em and make 'em like it" has been the slogan that is

making the box offices sicker every A&y, and there is only one remedy,
put more money and thought into production and less into hundreds
of super-numeraries who are deadwood in the industry. Sometimes
a fool says something that is worth considering. Did you ever think

of that?

The other evening when the audience came out of the Moon theatre

at Neligh from witnessing the showing of "COMMON CLAY" we
noted a pleased and satisfied expression on everybody's face. The
same was true with all the pictures noted above. We wonder if that

means anything to producers of entertainment.
Exhibitors have been crying out for better pictures for years. They

have seen their audiences dwindle day by day and ruin stares a lot

of them in the face and it is about time that producers come to real-

ixe that they "can't make 'em like it." The time was when the

picture show was the chief amusement in every community, when
anything in the nature of a picture would get by, but that time is

past. Now it requires pictures of merit to draw them from dozens
of other lines of entertainment that have sprung up recently, and if

producers don't wake up and recognize this then God help the indus-

try, the producers won't.

So now, after that, we'll go down to the dining room and see if

they've got any corned beef and cabbage.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

The HERALD-WORLD covers the field like an April SHOWER.
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SOUND REPRODUCTION

F. H. RICHARDSON on PROJECTION
TRIBUTES FROM CALGARY

[Continuing from last week Mr. Rich-

ardson's account of his visit to Calgary]

THE Calgary Capitol seats 1,791 persons.

The admission is 25 cents at matinees from
1 :00 to 2 :00. At other times it is 65 cents plus

a 5-cent governmental tax—loges 75 cents

plus at other times. I sat through part of a

show and found the projection excellent.

The sound also, while the volume might
have been altered to its advantage by a

competent, careful observer, was very good.

And, mark you well, I am not criticizing

the projection work when I speak of pos-
sible improvement in the handling of vol-

ume. That matter is- up to the management.
The projectionists cannot possibly judge accu-

rately of volume requirements at different

times during a show. The results, however,

were not at all bad.

The lecture was given at midnight at the

Palace theatre, of which Charles Straw is

manager. It also is a Famous Players the-

atre. Its projection staff is composed of

C. M. Anderson, L. W. Hicks, J. S. Alillar

and W. Brown. I made no notes of either

its equipment, or the screen and horn re-

sults, except that at the meeting the films

were very good.

The meeting was not as large as it should
have been because of the fact that the date

was Saturday night before a Monday holi-

day—Labor Day—and many left the city on
Labor day excursions. However, under the

adverse circumstances, the attendance was
excellent, probably 30 men being there, one

of whom, Dale Lesch, was from Local
Union No. 406, Moose Jaw, Saskatoon. An-
other man, A. Wise, came from Medicine
Hat, a distance of 180 miles, for the lecture.

When the talk was done, the president of

Calgary Local No. 302, W. E. Johnston, had
Friend Daughter brought down front and
in a nice speech presented her with a very

fine portable writing outfit, on which was
embossed her name. It is a beautiful set.

You will recall the fact that I told you
about the train holdup pulled some years

ago. Well, when thev had finished with

Friend Daughter they, through President

Johnson, to my very genuine surprise, in a

neat speech presented your editor with two
splendid book-ends made of some sort of

semi-transparent stone, on each of which

was mounted a bronze Indian, tommyhawk
and all. To one of them was attached a gold

plate bearing the legend, "Bro. F. H. Rich-

ardson, from Local Union No. 302, Calgary,

Alberta."

I was advised they were designed as a

reminder of Calgary, the fact that I ain a

member of the Sarcee Indian Tribe, and of

the "holdup" of years ago.

I wish to express my appreciation and the

appreciation of Friend Daughter for the

kindness and generosity of the men of

Local 302.

After the meeting was ended we were

escorted to a some place, I don't know

where, our feet placed under a table, or we
placed them there, and lots of good food
was utterly ruined. At our table were Larry
Grayburn, manager of the Strand theatre;

Harry Creasy, accountant for the Capitol
and Palace theatres; W. E. Johnston, presi-

dent, L. U. 302, and his wife; William
Campbell, theatrical editor, Calgary Alber-
tan; George Lynch, assistant manager,

Famous Players Canadian Corporation, and
Dale' Lesch, Local Union 402, Moosejaw,
Sask., and myself and daughter.
The following members of 302 were pres-

ent at the dinner: W. Hay, H. Lee, H.
Boyse, R. Maxwell, M. Burluck, B. Moxon,
C. M. Anderson, L. W. Hicks, W. Brown,
T. Addison, A. Wise, V. Poyser and T.
Kirkham.

SCENERY PAR EXCELLENCE
SUNDAY morning, August 31, Friend

Daughter and I headed the Princess west-
ward into what was to us the unknown.
Vancouver, B. C, was our next official stop,

and it was something like 800 to 900 miles
away.

Gentlemen, I could not describe that trip

if I tried. It would take many pages, and
language of which I am not the master.
From Calgary to Banff the last thirty

miles is through a valley with giant, rugged
and majestically beautiful mountains on
either side. From Banff we decided to make
a 44-mile excursion to Lake Louise, which
we did. We will never regret or forget it,

for Lake Louise is the finest gem of lake

beauty imaginable. It is small. Its waters
are 265 (memory quotation) feet deep and of

most peculiar color. On three sides gigantic

mountains rise, literally from the water's

edge. Near the summit of the rear one lay

snow-capped ice, which we were advised

was more than 200 feet deep. Immediately
in front of the lake is a huge inn, w^ith

charming grounds and a wonderful swim-
ming pool. It was all literally a dream of

beauty, including the ride up to it.

Half-way back to Banff we took the road

to Vancouver, which was really to us the

road to the unknown, and that day drove
through canyons surrounded by giant moun-
tains, as rugged as they are made, I think.

The road was just one d d curve after

another, and some of those "curves" almost
met themselves coming back. SOME ride

!

At Cranford we paused for the night. It

boasts one small theatre, but with results

both on the screen and through the horns
which are not at all negligible. My compli-
ments to Manager A. C. Blaine and Pro-
jectionists W. A. Burton and J. A. Ward,
all of whom knew your editor by the
Bluebook and the Exhibitors Herald-World,
and greeted him most cordially. The sound
was clear and very well regulated as to

volume. The picture was small, though
plenty large enough for the size of the audi-

torium, and illuminated pretty close to

perfectly.

It is encouraging indeed to find so many
small town theatre projectionists putting

on such excellent screen and horn results.

I have seen more poorly illuminated screens
in large cities, on this trip at least, than I

have in small towns. I also have found the

sound results, in those small town theatres

visited, to be fully as good or perhaps a lit-

tle better, on the average, than the results

in large cities.

However, that last should not be stressed

too much, because the theatres in cities arc

larger and the distibution of sound is

therefore harder to govern perfectly; also

it must be remembered that in the larger

city theatres there is the temptation to man-
{Contmued on page 50, column 3)

A clearing in the wilderness a promise of harvest and home. Scene from the Fox movietone, "The Eig

Trail," soon to be released.
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DEVICES FOR SILENCING CAMERAS

H»£

FIGURE 5

A complete view of the United Artists

camera in its small blimp

(Continued from preceding ieeuej

UNITED ARTISTS' BLIMP AND BAG
The latest blimp in use at the United

Artists studio has a cross-section, from
outside to inside, as follows: Black cloth:
%" gray sponge rubber; ^" three-ply
veneer wood; %" Ozite; i/2" white cedar;

•K" Ozite; 3/^" red sponge rubber; black
felt. This total thickness of the entire

combination is about 2^4 inches.
The outer part of the United Artists'

camera bag has the following layers (out-

side to inside): Brown canvas (12 oz.);

daisy cloth; 12 oz. white canvas (impreg-
nated with beeswax); daisy cloth; white
canvas (impregnated with beeswax); daisy
cloth; and 12 oz. white canvas. The inside

bag consists of alternate layers of daisy
cloth (3 layers in all) and sheep's wool (]^
of No. 1 bat; 2 layers).

FIGURE 6
The United Artists camera bag

PATHE STUDIOS' BLIMP
Developed subsequent to the first series of

Academy tests the Pathe No. 2 has an outer
covering of No. 6 gauge aluminum with a
laminated internal structure of y^" Johns-
Mansville acoustical felt, a tV" layer of lead;
%" of acoustical felt, and an internal pro-
tecting cloth layer. Angle iron is used to
brace the corners. Eccentric clamps fasten
the door securely in place, compression being
obtained against soft rubber. The weight of
the bungalow, without tripod or camera, is

225 pounds. The camera shoots through a
•Pgx]4x\9" -sheet of Belgian optical glass. A
special steel tripod with a bronze tilt head is

used to support the bungalow. The tripod
weighs 250 pounds. The camera rests on an
aluminum plate which in turn is supported by
a special balsam wool and rubber support to
reduce the transmission of vibration from
the camera to the tripod.

•Camera not insulaterl from tripod head.

CAMERA SILENCING DEVICES. Report No 3
of the Academy Producers - Technicians Committee.
Published by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, May 14,1930. Seventeenth paper of
Technical Diyest.

COLUMBIA PADDED BUNGALOW
The side wall construction of the Columbia

bungalow" consists of layers of muslin, hair

felt, masonite, studding and balsam wool, bal-

sam wool, studding and balsam wool, balsam
wool and finally muslin on the inside. The
total thickness is 3J^ inches. The lens of
the camera extends through the bungalow and
is carefully padded to increase the sound
insulation. A removable glass front lens

housing has also been' devised for use when
desired.

The motor is suspended in an auxiliary
housing inside the bungalow, the flexible cable
of the standard Western Electric equipment
being fastened in a coil. The bungalow was
found to be very effective in insulating sound
but clumsy because of its bulk. A glass win-
dow in the rear door serves the finder.
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FIGURE 7

Columbia Pictures Corp. padded hous-
iiin 7(<ith rear and side doors open. The
housing is mounted on the framework

shown
INTERIOR OF COLUMBIA

BUNGALOW

FIGURE 8
A closeup of the interior of the Colum-
bia bungalow shows the ingenious man-
ner in which the motor drive was
mounted. The camera is shozvn without

magazines

FOX-CASE CORPORATION CAMERA
BAG

The most efifective type of camera bag tested
was furnished by the Fox Movietone Studio.
It consisted of an outer covering of rubber-
ized khaki cloth, a layer of burlap, five inches
of Kapoc floss compressed to three inches,
a layer of monk's cloth, and finally a layer
of brown denim on the inside. Zipper and
snap fasteners are used to tie it to tripods.

FIGURE 9

The improved camera bag developed by
Fox studios fastens tightly about the

camera

RKO STUDIOS' BLIMP

FIGURE 10

RKO tripod and blimp with side and
back removed

The RKO camera cover is of the rigid

type with open turret for access to lenses.

Standard mattes are used. The drive is direct

and completely enclosed. The finder is rig-

idly mounted outside the cover.
The cover is designed for use with the

Mitchell camera. The camera is mounted bn
an insulated base inside the cover which is

mounted on the tilt-head. The insulating ma-
terial is composed of laminated layers of light

fibrous wood, sponge rubber and felt. This
is supported by a fabricated frame of three-
ply wood and aluminum. The blimp weighs
85 pounds and is used with a three-wheeled
tripod-jack.

The side wall construction of this bunga-
low consisted of a ^-inch cast aluminum
housing with /4-inch ridges added to increase
the rigidity and reduce the tendency to vi-
brate. One-inch felt was fastened inside. A
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PARAMOUNT STUDIOS' BLIMP
DESIGNS

MOLE-RICHARDSON ROLLING
TRIPOD

FIGURE 11

The RKO camera blimp, front viezv.

Note insulated base and exterior finder

piece of carefully selected 54-inch plate glass

was used in front of the camera lens. The
doors of the bungalow were very carefully

machined to provide a sound-tight fit.

MGM CAST ALUMINUM BLIMP

1

1
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FIGURE 14

T/ie Paramount rigid construction blimp
shozi'n here has been superseded by a

smaller and lighter model

The Paramount blimp which was included
in the tests has been displaced by a subse-
quently designed smaller and more efficient

type.

The dimensions of the model now in use
are : Length 17.5 inches, width 12.5 inches,

height 20.25 inches, weight approximately ISO
pounds. The construction is alternate layers

of red sponge rubber and celluloid, with a
one-eight inch duralumin outside case.

FIGURE 12

This front side viezv of the MGM cast

aluminum blimp shozvs the plate glass

fitted in front of the camera lens
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FIGURE 15

This photograph shozvs the method used
by Paramount Studios of mounting the

motor directly on the camera inside of
the blimp

FIGURE 16
Complete viezji) of the Mole-Richardson

rolling tripod and tilt head

A rolling tripod and tilt head of heavier
design is manufactured by the Mole-Richard-
son Co. to support cameras housed in blimps.
The equipment is a modification of designs
developed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio.
Pathe also collaborated.
The tripod is constructed of Shelby tubing

vvith bronze castings. It is mounted on three
eight-inch rubber-tired casters. At the three
supporting points screws are provided for lev-
eling. In the center is a telescoping elevating^
tube construction operated by a hand-wheel.
To give additional rigidity six telescoping
struts attached direct to the base of the tilt

head and provided with clamping sleeves brace
the tilt heads to the supporting fittings.

The tripods may be made in various sizes.

One will operate a camera from a lens height
of 70 inches down to 48j/^ inches. A lower
tripod will operate from a height of 48^
inches down to 373/^ inches. For supporting
the camera lower than 37^4 inches a high-hat
is inade consisting of a series of aluminum
sections. Combinations of these sections cover
the range from 37}^ inches to 20 inches.

The tilt head which has been developed per-
mits either free or mechanical tilt 28 de-
grees below level, and 19 degrees above level,

and either mechanical or free panning move-
ment through the entire 360 degrees. The
changing from mechanical operation to free
motion on the tilt head is accomplished by a
clutch mechanism in the case of the tilt move-
ment, and by withdrawing a locking pin in,

the case of the panning movement. Suitable
hand-wheels are provided for control on either
of the movements.

f Continued in next i»8ue]

FIGURE 13

A rear viezv of the MGM blimp and
its interior

Jolin Wayne and Marguerite Churchill, vouthtul players in featured roles of the coming Fox movietone.

Raoul Walsh's "The Big Trail."
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Calgary Honors

F. H. Richardson

The exclusive Westchester Country Club at Rye, iV. i., was the setting for this layout of
RCA Photophone portable equipment for a program recently presented.

Sidney K. Wolf Heads ErpVs
Acoustic Consulting Division

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—So successful have been the results obtained by the

theatre acoustic department of Electrical Research Products, which has made
surveys in and recommendations tO' more than 4,000 theatres, that this service

has been expanded with the organization of the acoustic consulting department.

The purpose of the new division, which
will be under the direction of Sidnej^ K.
Wolf and his two associates, G. T. Stan-
ton and A. P. Hill, will be to make sur-

veys and recommendations for acoustic ef-

ficiency and noise elimination or abatement.
Its services will be available to architects,

builders, office and factory managers, con-
tractors, private home owners and civic

institutions.

Economic Noise Level Is Basis
In every instance the department aims to

make its surveys and recommendations on
the basis of economic noise level. Defined
in lay language, that means the minimum
to which it is profitably possible to reduce
noise and improve acoustic conditions.
For the furtherance of its work the de-

partment will have not only the experi-
ence of its trained engineers and the engi-
neers of the Bell Laboratories but also
.special apparatus developed by the Bell
Telephone Laboratories for measuring the
quantity of noise as well as a complete
acoustic analysis of practically every ma-
terial that goes into home or building
construction or furnishing.

In announcing the formation of the new
department Director Wolf laid emphasis
upon these two points.

Provides Accurate Measurement
"Without this special apparatus devel-

oped by the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
but relying solely on our ears, it would
be impossible for us to accomplish our
present results," he said. "The apparatus
\v4iich we have been using for a year in

our theatre acoustic work enables an or-

jfanization of this nature for the first time
to accurately measure the quantity and
quality of noise, distribution of sound,
amount of reverberation and to determine
the necessary corrective measures.

"In our files we have a complete acous-
tic analysis of materials used for building
and furnishing. The fact that we have no
connection with the sale of any of these
materials enables us to make our recom-
mendations impartially."
The department's consulting services al-

ready have been approaching on several
projects of irpportance. Among these have
been the main ballroom in the proposed
new Waldorf-Astoria Hotel being built on
Park avenue in New York City, the Qual-
ity Baking Company of America, and the
auditorium of the School for Social Re-
search in New York.

Theatre Builders Seek Advice

As an outgrowth of its, acoustic surveys
and recommendations to motion picture
theatres, its advice is now being sought by
builders of new theatres, auditoriums, con-
vention halls, etc., before the plans are
completed.
An indication of one possible future ac-

tivity lies along the lines of the survey of
civic noises recently conducted by the Bell
Telephone Laboratories in conjunction with
the New York Noise Abatement Commis-
sion.

A further possibility for its consultation
services lies among machinery manufactur-
ers who are anxious to consider the reduc-
tion of noise in machinery from the stand-
point of its manufacture as well as from
its actual operation.

In the field of laboratory work the de-
partment aims through the resources of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories to experiment
still further on the problein of acoustic ef-

ficiency and noise elimination. This branch
of the work will include theoretical research
and also the development of further in-

struments to be used in measuring noise.

{Continued from page 47, column 3)

agers to increase the picture size to a point
where brilliancy of screen illumination be-
comes very difficult, if not impossible. I

have said many times, and I again make the
assertion that a small, well illuminated pic-

ture is far better than a large, poorly illu-

minated picture. This, however, must be
qualified by the statement that in a large
auditorium a very small picture would not
look right. I have, nevertheless, always held
that an 18-foot wide picture is large enough
for all but a few very large theatres, such
as, for example, the Roxy, the Paramount,
and the Capitol of New York City. Such
theatres as these, seating from 4,000 to 6,000
people, require a 20 to 22-foot picture.

I hold, however, that a 22-foot picture
should be the absolute maximum of size,

exclusive, of course, of the coming wide
film, which is an entirely different proposi-
tion. If you will figure out the number of
square inches in a 22-foot wide picture, and
then calculate the exact area of the pro-
jector aperture, dividing the one by the
other, I think you will come to the conclu-
sion that the magnification set up by such
a picture is not only all that it should be,

but considerably more.
This is being written in Cranbrook, Brit-

ish Columbia. Last night, as I told you.
Friend Daughter and I went over to the
little "Star" theatre, the only one in the city.

Just now came a knock on the door and
the delivery by messenger of one of the
loveliest bouquets of flowers I have seen in

many a long day, bearing the legend, "From
Cranbrook Projectionists." So lovely is this

bouquet that when I consider it came from
two small town projectionists, I am having
a picture taken, just to show it to you,
together with its recipient—another, in my
opinion, very lovely creation. Both myself
and Friend Daughter were deeply touched
by this thoughtful act of the Cranbrook
projectionists.

I might add, as an afterthought, that the
Star theatre equipment is W E sound and
Simplex projectors equipped with Ashcraft
lamps. The walls of the projection room
were very tastefully decorated by Projec-
tionists Burton and Ward. They must, one
or the other of them, or maybe both, have
some artistic ability, for each of the port
fire shutters bears a very well painted scene.

P. S.—I thought this account of Cran-
brook was all finished and done, but later

Projectionist Burton, accompanied by his

son, who was partly named after your edi-

tor (second name Richardson), came over
to the hotel and, after some conversation,
invited us back to the theatre, then, of
course, not in operation. We stepped into

the darkened auditorium. The lights flashed
on and we were really astounded, because
here in this little town of less than 4,000

was a little theatre auditorium seating 427,

the decorations of which would do no dis-

credit to some of our New York City
Broadway theatres — and that's not mere
idle words, either. The screen was set back
IS feet on the stage. Its surroundings were
tastefully artistic. At the front was a velvet
draw curtain which, together with the other
drapes around the auditorium, cost approxi-
mately $500. And, mark you well, this little

theatre has absolutely no competition. I

want to compliment Manager Blaine again.
If he does things this way in a 4,000 popu-
lation town, I am wondering what he would
do on Broadway. He is a manager who
knows his business and does it. It is one of
the finest small town theatres I have looked
at in many thousands of miles of travel. In
fact, it and one or two others are very dis-
tinctly in a class by themselves. Projection-
ist Burton just informed me that the pro-
jection angle is only five degrees.
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Alfred Newman Has
2 Films Finished as

New UA Music Head
Alfred Newman ha^ succeeded Hugo

Riesenfeld, recently resigned, as head of the
music department at the United Artists
studios in Hollywood. Newman, a protege
of Paderewski, is only 29 years old.
The young composer's first work has

just been completed on "Whoopee" and
"The Lottery Bride," for which films he
conducted the orchestras. His next task
will be scoring, conducting and supervising-
music in "Reaching for the Moon," "Kiki,"
a Jolson picture, a De Sylva, Brown & Hen-
derson film and a picture by Dolores Del
Rio and Walter Huston.

J. C. Smith Advanced to

Managership of Royalty

Division for Photophone
J. C. Smith has been advanced to the

position of manager of R C A Photophone's
newly-organized Royalty Administration
department, it has been announced by C. J.
Ross, executive A-ice-president.
This branch will include the administra-

tion of all royalties in connection with the
motion picture producer licensees and sub-
licensees, royalty matters in connection
with the phonograph record recording li-

censees and all matters related to the use
of copyrighted music in sound pictures pro-
duced by the licensees of the company
throughout the Avorld.

Smith has been identified with RCA
Photophone since its beginning. Prior to
that time he had been active in various
branches of Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica. During the World War he served as
a radio executive.

Publishers See Sound as

Greater Aid Than Silents

To Newspapers, Magazines
Sound pictures will be employed by lead-

ing industrial and commercial organiza-
tions to a far greater extent than the silent

picture in the opinion of members of the
National Publishers Association following
an RCA Photophone demonstration at the
association's annual convention at Skytop
lodge, near Cresco, Pa.
A member of the association, who gave

an address after the practical demonstra-
tion of the Photophone set, said he be-
lieved the portable reproducing equipment
provides the greatest means for the trans-

portation of personalities that has yet been
conceived, and that as an adjunct to the

magazine and the newspaper, the sound
picture possesses potentialities far beyond
anything conceivable today.

TalJdng Pictures Big Aid

In Education but Will Not

Supplant Teacher—Dubray
"Talking pictures will never supplant the

textbook or the teacher, but they will_ certainly

be a tremendous aid to both and will permit

bringing educational facilities into many parts

of this and other countries where they would
not otherwise be available."

This was the assertion of Joseph A. Dubray,

manauer of the technical service department

of the Bell and Howell Company, Chicago, in

a recent address to the student body in the

summer school at the University of Minnesota.

Dubray recommended that a nucleus of

educational sound films be made by leading

educators in their research laboratories.

The Award ofMerit
r.'.Gt EIGHT THE TIMES AND DEMOCRAT. ORANGEBURG, S, C, ^Vm^T^W M-'-.U.ST :. i".10

-BKi ONES COMING

-

OUR BLUSHING BRIDES
iMlh JOAN" CRAW FORD

THE UNHOLY THREE
with LON IHANEV

RIO RITA
uKiuRN enc:ac;emi;m'

KING OF JAZZ
«U1, PAL'LWHITEiMAN

LET US BE GAY
»ith NORMA SHEARER

ROMANCE
with CRETA <;ARB0

CAPTAIN OF GUARDS
Milh JOHN BOLES

ALL QUIET ON THE
WESTERN FRONT
Dl?:IANar

-vilh BEUE UAN'ml.S

AMOS AND ANDY
nilli n'HEELEB and WOOLSEY

WE TOLD YOU SO!
And we have the actual proof that the Reliance has the best-

most natural Talking Pictures in this section of South Carolina

Western
SOUND

Electric
SYSTEM

Movie patrons of lliis section <lii not have to po to the

larger cities to hear sound naturally anrt perftetlj; repro-

duced. The Western Llcctric Sound Si-stcni, as in the

Reliance Theatre, is the-best c(]uipment that money can

buy.

In l^^latlin;; the most exiieii.^ivf sound system, the

Kiliance believed that the public would appreciate it and

patronize it. This faith has bten entirely, justified, and

eich eveninj; and afternoon iticreasiiii^ crowds come to the

Reliance where soitnd is naturally reproduced

The iubstilu(c forthebest. Thcgrcatesti

theatres in Ihc nation use the "same sound .system as the.

Reliance offers the people of this section. Orangeburg is

one of the few cities of its size tjtat has such m»dern, up-

to-date sound equipment. Every word, every tone, every

stiund can he plainly and distinctly heard.

Of .course. The Reliance Theatre appreciates this

Award of Merit for its sound equipment, and is gratified

a- this recognition from the Exhibitors Herald World. It

doesn't take a scientist to recoffntz« ^wfA sound, however.*

and we appreciate even more the patronage' of'the movie

pMtrons who demonstrate that they, too, appteciat* the";

best.

RELIANCE THEATRE

With this full-page and smashing ad in the Times and Democrat, the Reliance theatre an-

nounced the winning of the HERALD-W^ORLD Aivard of Merit to the citizens of Orange-
burg, S. C, and neighboring cities. The presentation of the plaque was made to J. I. Sims
of the Reliance-Bluebird Corporation by Mayor R. H. Jennings. The community tieup is

expressed in the ad by the words, "We appreciate even more the patronage of the movie
patrons who demonstrate that they, too, appreciate the best."

When Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Saunders, owners of the Saunders Theatres, learned

that their theatre at Harvard, 111., had been awarded the Herald-World plaque
for excelle<nt sound reproduction, they delayed their acknowledgment because
they wanted "to note just what effect it would have on the public." The news-
paper told them the story!

A top column story on the first page of the Harvard Herald contains these

illuminating paragraphs:

"Installation of the plaque in the Saunders theatre lobby during the present

week has resulted in a multitude stopping and examining the unique piece of

bronze material. The inscription has been read and reread and its substance

digested by many who have found pleasure and gratification in its perusal. . . .

"With a continuance of this service and the accommodating spirit of the theatre

owner, it is certain the crowds will follow highways which lead to Harvard and
will continue as theatre patrons of Mr. Saunder's movie house."
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Erpi Installations Near 4^500
In U. S.; World Total Past 6, 700

Western Electric installations are now at or over the 4,500 mark, with the lat-

est report of Electrical Research Products showing 4.496. The total of installa-

tions in the world has passed the 6,700 figure

Great Britain has passed the 1000 mark with
a total of 1006 completed installations. Two
were made in Iceland, and Malta takes its

place on the list of countries where installa-

tions have been contracted for. The figure in

Poland has increased to 24. In Spain renewed
acti\aty is indicated by 23 sound equipment
contracts, and in Austria 31 Western Electric

systems are now in operation.

Following are latest installations in the
United States :

Seating

In the following tabluatiun, all equipment
is both sound and disc.

San Diego, Cal., Casino 562
Lone Pine, Cal., Lone Pine •

Glendive, Mont., Rex
Portland, Ore., Sellwood
San Diego, Cal., Broadway 808
New York, N. Y., Second Ave 1,890
Port Arthur, Tex., Pearce 525
Frankfort, Ind., Princess 419
Graiiam, Cal., Kineraa
Los Angeles, Cal., Majestic
Groveton, N. H., Alley 352
Beaumont, Tex., Peoples 798
Ozone Park, L. I., Farrell 540
Sparrows Point, Md., Lyceum „ 716
Council Bluffs, la.. Liberty 965
New York. N. Y., Morningside 550
\V. Warwick R. 1., Gem 792
Port Arthur. Tex., Majestic 438
Herrin, 111., Hippodrome 1,752
Dover-Foxcroft, Me., New Star 417
Savannah, Tenn., Churchwell 326
Spokane, Wash., Avalon
Wallace, Ida., Grand _
Rosemary, N. C, Rosemary 708
Lexington, N. C, Lexington 1,198
Paris, Ky., Opera House
Philadelphia, Pa., Byrd 1,814
Coffeyyille, Kan., Tackett 936
Brookings, S. D., State 750
Muskegon, Mich., Michigan 1,837
Richmond, Mo., Farris 687
Cleveland, Ohio, Keystone 778
Greenville, Pa., Strand 349
Gonzales, Tex., Crystal 586
Waukesha, Wise., Avon
New York, N. Y., Mecca 1,890
Marysville, Kan., Fox Liberty 933
New York, N. Y., City 1,724
Williamsburg, Va., Imperial 446
Lawrence, Kans., Orpheum 650
Greenville, Pa., Mercer Sq 598
Hudson, Wise, Rex 390
Fayette, Mo., Alamo 598
Bangor, Pa., Strand 588
Marinette, Wise, Rialto 673
Safford, Ariz., Safford
Centralia, Wash., Fox
Whitehall. Mont., Yellowstone
Rigby, Ida., Royal
Los Angeles, Cal., Newsreel _ 1,177
San Fernando, Cal., Cody
Lawrence. Kans., Patee 504
Fort Scott. Kans., Empress 417
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Milo, Me., Chic
Philadelphia, Pa., Earl .' 1,002
Philadelphia, Pa., Iris
Hobart, Okla., Oklahoma 624
Detroit, Mich., Graystone 398
Ayden, N. C, Princess
Luling, Tex., Princess 431
Tyler, Tex., Queen , 372
Chicago, 111., Ridge 1,308
Brownwood, Tex., Gem 362
Murphysboro, 111., Hippodrome '. 1,262
Mullan, la. Liberty
Nashua, N. H., Colonial 854
Littlefield, Tex., Palace 680
Jersey City, N. J., Majestic 1,867
Maplewood, N., J., Maplewood 1,412
Chicago, III., Liberty 618
Calumet, Mich.. Calumet 1 032
Rochelle, 111., Hub : ""l i',001
Chicago, 111., Punch & Judy „ \

Athol, Mass., Yorlc ""]

Ashtabula, C, Caste "
466

Cleveland, C, Jewel "
903

Sacramento, Cal., Rialto .....[[

El Dorado. Kans., Palace ."
........

Moberly, Mo., Fourth Street „,.
Springfield, Mo., Grand 629
Allentown, Pa., 19th Street 916
Woodland, Me., Opera House 388
Bronx, N. Y., Art 605
Cleveland, 0., Knickerbocker 1,010
Findlay, O., New Royal 298
Philadelphia, Pa., .Star 676
Newark, N. J„ West End 1,033
Newark, N. J., Little 299
Moville, la., Moville 294
Carteret, N. J., Ritz 1 ,i)4<t

Canajoharie, N. Y., Strand
Brooklyn, N. Y.. Subway 581
Brooklyn, N. Y., Parkway 599
Merced, Cal., Strand 543
El Paso, Tex., Palace 831
Greensburg, Ind., K. of P 615
Dubuque, la.. Grand O. H
Medford, Ore., Holly
Long Beach, Cal., Stanley 783
Los Angeles, Cal., Royal 848
White Sulphur Springs, Mont., Strand
Springfield, Ohio, Hippodrome 289
Detroit, Mich., Stanley 599
Garden City, Kans., State 659
Searcy, Ark., Rialto 590
Mercedes, Tex., Capitol 501
La Crosse, Wis., Riviera 788
Whitefield, N. H., Star 345
Chicago, 111., Academy 594
Nazareth, Pa., Royal 600
Brooklyn, N. Y., American 560
Providence, R. I., Bijou 1,126

Rocliester. N. Y., Lyric 576
Brooklyn, N. Y., Flatbush 1,609
Malvern, Ark., Liberty
Oakley, Kans., Main Street 428
Buffalo, N. Y., Happy Hour 330
Berwyn, 111., Roxy 840
Hot Springs, Va., Liberty 491
Binghamton, N. Y., Riviera 1,682
Detroit, Mich., Harper 773
Royal Oak, Mich., Baldwin 1,134
Brooklyn, N. Y., Imperial 588
Silver Springs, Md., Seco 750
Hartshorne, Okla., Ritz 401
Detroit, Mich., West End 995
Bayonne, N. J., Embassy 701
Brooklyn, N. Y., Endicott 1,436
Salem, 111., Lyric
Quakertown, Pa., Palace 706
Tacoma, Wash., Broadway
Newport, Wash., Rex

Choteau. Mont., Royal
Sawtelle, Cal., Nuart
San Francisco, Cal., Avalon 395
Lakeview, Ore., Marius 5 10
Los Angeles, Cal., Electric
Los Angeles, Cal., Empire
Sisterville, W. Va.. Paramount 372
Belhaven, N. C, Cameo 418
Hot Springs, Va., Homestead Hotel 279
Quakertown, Pa., Karlton 723
Kinston, N. C, Paramount 714
El Paso, Tex., Plaza 2,274
Bridgeport, Conn., Rome 463
Dover, Ohio. State 365
Glen Falls, N. Y., Empire 969
New York, N. Y., New Hudson
Pawhuska, Okla., Ki-He-Mah 756
Lake City, Minn.. Grand 490
Detroit. Mich.. Rialto 1,381
Philadelphia, Pa., Rex
Goldsboro, N. C, Carolina 508
Port Arthur, Tex., Dreamland 554
Niles Center, 111., Niles...: 321

Paramount 2.096
Indiana 980

Denver, Colo

„... ,. ^ Kokomo, Ind

Adelplir^^ ""' Mountain Grove. Mo., Cameo
'{77 Dodge City, Kans.. Cozy 417
-^"^

Wellsville, N. Y., Temple
Albion, Nebr., Rex 379
Milford. Conn., Capitol 734

200 Miles Away But
Fixes It the Same Day
Electric Research Products points

to an instance of remarkable service
in emergency installation of equip-
ment as rendered by N. A. Robinson
of the San Francisco branch. The
Senator theatre, located in Chico, 200
miles away, reported on a Saturday
morning at 10 o'clock that vandals
had destroyed the Western Electric
equipment in the house. The destruc-
tion was so complete as to require
the replacement of all amplifiers, con-
trol cabinet, sound units and a major
part of the wiring. Material and engi-
neers were rushed from San Fran-
cisco and by 9 o'clock the same eve-
ning the theatre was showing talking
pictures as usual.

Rochester, N. Y., Rivoli
Indianapolis, Ind., Terminal

—

Gillespie, 111., Pert _ _
Cleveland, Ohio, Rex.
Cleveland, Ohio, New "Y"
Forsyth, Ga., Forsyth
Rochester, N. Y., Roxy.
Cleveland, Ohio, Union
Willmar, Minn., State
Ipswich, Mass., Strand..

512
521
608
397

North Bergen, N. J., Embassy— — 2,

Newark, N. J., Court —
Newark, N. J., American
Cliambersburg, Pa., Capitol 1

Phillips, Wise, Idle Hour _ —
Vergennes, Vt., City _
Manchester, N. H., Notre Dame
Concord, Mass., Veteran's Bldg
Chicago, III., Casino _
Laurel, Miss., Strand
La Grange. Ga., Golden No. 1

.Mamosa, Colo., Rialto
Detroit, Mich., Colonial 1

Lexington, Ky., Ada Meade
Louisville. Ky., Parkland
Allerton, Mass., Bayside
Clarcmoiit, N. H., Magnet
E. Kiilherford, N. J., Rex 1

.S.iii Antonio, Tex., Palace 1

New Orleans. La., Fine Arts
C;iiro, 111., Gem I

M.uinii, O., Ohio
Salem, liid., Wasliington
I'liiladelpliia, Pa., Lorraine
GmIIou, O., State
Uochesler, N. Y., Strand..._ 1

Wailsiiuig, Wash., Neace
May wood, Cal., Egyptian
New York, N. Y., American Movies
New York, N. Y.. Village
I'lymoiUli, Ind., Rialto
Detroit, Midi., Medbury
llinton, W. Va., Masonic
Wilson, Okla., Thompson
Wilmetle, III., Wilmette
I'loydada, 'I'ex., Palace
Abbeville, S. C., Opera House
Evansville, Ind., Rosedaie
Brooklyn, N. Y., Sunshine
Medford, Okla.. Alva
Chicago. 111., Harper 1

Ames, la., Capitol
Kearney, Nebr., Empress
Glen Cove, N. Y., Glen
Grand R.ipids, Mich., Stocking
Princess Anne, Md., Preston
Glenmor.i. La., Rialto
Detroit Lakes. Minn., State
Girard, Pa., Denman
Monterey Park. Cal., Mission
Los Angeles, Cal., Brentwood
Oakland, Cal.. Capitol
Los Angeles. Cal., Cairo

524
465
586

148

,026
300
443
678
550
276
807
775
608
,564
794
448
550
959
,010
,370
755
,093
816
405
436
659
,616
315
64.^:

573
543
731
371
899
480
550
800
726
714
410
275
,106
491
847
582
731
500
350
397
390
849
400
921
820

German Sound Film
Production Jumps;
12 Plants Now Busy

[By Berlin Correspondent]

T31l!\LTN. Sept. 2.S.—Activity in the making
of sound pictures has been strong during the

past few months, and 12 of the studios here
were busy, only one wired studio not being
in use. Of the 351 working days, only 46
were idle. The wiring of four more studios

here is under way, and while those at Staaken
are still closed, it is understood that Tobis
maj' equip them so that the German Al Tolson
picture may be produced there. Klangfilm is

reported to be negotiating for the Jofa studio.

Out of the 18 domestic sound pictures re-

leased during the month of August, none
were from the United States, and among the

five silent films, one or two were from
America.

Herr Zimmerman, president of the Ger-
man Censors' Committee, in a series of ar-

ticles printed in the German dailies, expressed
his disgust at the low quality of domestic
sound pictures. He finds nothing but senti-

mental stories with sugared coatings in the
latest domestic comedies, and similar opinions
are voiced less openly by the trade press.

Warner Brothers, it is understood, is be-
ginning a German production with a talking
version of "The Beggar's Opera," under the
direction of G. W. Pabst and with the pic-

turization of another popular play, "Flachs-
man as a Teacher," an amusing skit of Ger-
man school life by Otto Ernst. Universal's
sound film, "Die Grosse Sehnsucht" (The
Great Longing) proved quite popular in Ber-
lin. Another German Universal picture is

being produced by Erich Waschneck. "Zwei
Afenschen." from a novel by Richard Voss.
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Y^
THE SHORT FEATURE

Newspictures

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 303—Athletics
cinch another American League pennant—New
Mexico cowboys end summer season with dance
that recalls old days—Sir Thomas Lipton pays
tribute to conquerors after yacht defeat—Metro-
tone visits natives of Australian wilds—^Vincent
Richards beats Karl Koseluh for U. S. professional
tennis title—Catholics hold festival in Germany.

HEARST METROTONE NEWS NO. 302—Califor-
nia Automobile Association gives lesson in safety
first—Bluejackets keep fit on two-acre deck of
mighty Saratoga, airplane carrier—W. R. Hearst
returns home—Dude cowboys learn how on Kelly
ranch, Helmville, Mont.—Roumanian doughboys
know their terpsichore—Gridders at work in New
York and Los Angeles.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. 79—Rockne starts

football drill at Notre Dame—-British honor Scout
founder, Lord Baden-Powell—Pennsylvania inven-
tor explains method of learning to fly in glider on
auto—Milkmaids battle for championship at Po-
mona, Cal.—Hurley inspects United States water-
ways—Young harmonica players seek Pittsburgh
title—Yachts fill sea as Enterprise wins cup races.

PATHE SOUND NEWS—NO. 78—Favorite takes

$100,000 classic at Belmont Park, N. Y.—Society
scions swap punches at Piping Rock club. Long
Island—California youth wins tennis title at Forest
Hills, N. Y.—Kilties rally at biggest Scotch clan
meet—Study model to save Niagara—Schwab of-

fers advice to racers—New York chorines get in

shape for season—Navy recruits fight sliam war.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL, NO. 76

—Shamrock V losses third yacht race to Enterprise
when mainsail collapses—Cherokee braves play
rough-and-tumble old time Indian ball game—Ter-
centenary celebrated in Boston—Hotsy Totsy wins
President's gold cup in Annapolis river race

—

Slap-as-slap-can is the boxing vogue at Montpelier,
O.—New York steel workers defy death in work-
ing on world's tallest structure.

UXIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO. 75—
Enterprise humbles Lipton's Shamrock in second
meeting of yacht series—Tommy Armour trims

Gene Sarazen to win U. S. professional golf title

—

Begin relief work and reconstruction for hurricane
damages in Santo Domingo—Johnny Doeg cap-

tures U. S. tennis title—Driver thrown from car

but cheats death in Mineola, N. Y.. races—Venice,

Italy, revives ancient pageantry for gondola re-

gatta—Jamestown takes rich Belmont stake.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5642—Californian wins Philadel-

phia boat race for Lipton's outboa'd t ophy—Jap-

anese fencing champ finds disciples in Hollywood

—

Vincent Richards beats Czech star for pro title

—

Party arrives in Norway with bodies of men lost

in Arctic 33 years ago—Thomas Edison turns mo-
torman as new Hoboken electric line opens— Hobby
Jones goes after fourth major crown in year

—

Classy dogs at Connecticut canine show—Fascis's

and Communists rout democratic forces at Ger-

many's polls.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5641—America keeps sailing

trophy by winning four races in row from English
Shamrock—Boston marks three hundredth birthday

—Cherokee Indian youths play ancient ball game

—

German warship, "Hindenburg," 1 1 years on bot-

tom, raised at Scapa Flow—Holil beauty contest

for girls under five at Ponca City, Okla.—Mont-
pelier, O., has its own style in bo.ving matches

—

French army maneuvers at Luneville—1,000-foot

structure, world's highest building, nearly ready in

New York.

Daphne Pollard Scores

In Two 2-Reeler Series

(SpCLlal to the llci aid-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 23.—Daphne Pol-

lard is scoring heavily in the two-reelers.

The comedienne will do six for Pathe, the

first, "Her Hero," being in production. On
completion of this schedule she will go

to the Sennett lot for six more two-reel-

ers. Arch Heath is directing her for Pathe.

First William J. Burns Thriller

Set by Educational for Oct. 26
William J. Bums, whose detective work is popularly known more widely than

that of any other criminologist of the day, will appear personally in each of a

new series of detective mysteries to he released by Educational. The group is

produced by George Clifford Reid.

The 26 single reel subjects, the first of ymous Letters," which will be one of the
which will be released October 26, will early releases in the new series. "The Wil-
each delineate the solving of a tragedy or kins Murder Mystery" and "The Lancaster
crime by Burns after long and unsuccessful Counterfeiting Case" will also be released

efforts by the police. early in the series.

The human elements involved, and facts

leading up to the crime, as well as the false

clues followed by the police, and finally the
unraveling of the mystery, will all be
shown, accompanied by the explanation of
Burns himself.

The popularity of detective and mystery
stories has been growing in recent years,

judging by the new detective stories and
magazines, says Education, this fact assur-
ing a ready-made audience for the new
series, with the drawing power of William
Burns' name added.

Educational cites the tremendous exploi-

tation possibilities. Already an important
tieup has been effected with the Bernarr
MacFadden publication. True Detective

Magazine, which is read by two million

people. This magazine will publish many
of the cases to be included in the series.

The November issue will carry "Two Anon-

U Bills ^'Tarzan the Tiger"

In 50 Churches, Y.M.C.A.'s

An unusual booking of a silent serial, "Tar-

zan the Tiger," has just been completed by

Universal. It will play 50 bookings in

Y. M. C. A.'s and Polish churches, in and
around New York, and will be shown 16 reels

at a time.

Eight episodes will be pictured at the first

performance, to be followed by seven episodes

at the second showing in each of the book-

ings. Admission price will be 50 cents for

each performance, and six prints will be used

to cover the bookings.

Frank Merrill and Natalie Kingston play

the leads in "Tarzan, the Tiger," which was
directed by Henry McRae.

Short Shooting Time for Short

Is All Wrongs Darmour Urges
Short shooting schedules for short features are all wrong, for on the contrary

successful short product requires as much time and preparation per reel as do

the long productions, says Larry Darmour, R K O's producer of the Louise

Fazenda, Dane-Arthur and Mickey (Himself) McGuire comedies.

"The tastes of the average movie audi-

ence have developed to the point where
there is a noticeable demand for cleverness

and general smoothness in comedy shorts,

just as that same demand exists in the

multiple-reel feature picture," Darmour
says, "to obtain proper results in making
our product, more time is required than

ever before.

"Any one of our pictures, be it a Fa-
zenda, a Dane-Arthur, or one of the Mickey
(Himself) McGuires, may require eight to

ten weeks before it is complete. Four weeks
and sometimes more is necessary for story

preparation, several weeks for the building

of sets and the casting of the picture, ten

days to two weeks for shooting, and a week
later the picture may arrive from the cut-

ting room ready for audience projection.

"We have no compunction about shooting

additional scenes if we find that after a

preview new scenes and material are neces-

sary. Here may be another four days to

a week for further preparation and shooting.

"It is clearly a mistake to gain the im-

pression that a two-reel comedy can be
made with a two to three day shooting
schedule, and with little additional time for

preparation and cutting. It is true that

that is what is happening. One does not

have to be told which will have the better

chance for success—the well prepared fea-

ture or one made under 'quickie' methods.
It's also true of two-reel talking comedies."

Rapid Film to Make Shorts

And Sound Recording Units

A motion picture concern called the

Rapid Film Company has been organized in

Cincinnati for production of short features,

newsreels and industrial subjects. Manufac-
ture and distribution of projection and
sound recording units will be carried on in

conjunction with production operations.

Headquarters will be maintained at Find-
lay street and Central Parkway. George
Kaufmann is president.
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BOX OFFICE PROMOTION
Lions and Social Lions Figure in Preview
Of "Africa Speaks" at Chicago House

This is not a story that is especially

supposed to be of invaluable assistance

to theatre managers in staging a cam-
paign. Rather, it is a resume of a very

clever and effective piece of exploita-

tion for that somewhat elusive, but

powerful asset known as "good will."

The main factors in this stor}^ are the

Columbia film, "Africa Speaks," the

Woods theatre in Chicago, an R K O
house, and last, but decidedly not least,

the man responsible for the whole af-

fair, J. J- Hess, Western exploitation

director for the R K O houses. Inci-

dentally, this deals with lions, and
flashlight pictures, and dress suits and
a very appreciative audience, but we'll

come to them separately as we proceed.
The first showing of "Africa Speaks" in

Chicago was on the evening of September
19, ar the Woods theatre. Invitations had
been sent out, but not indiscriminately, for
this was to be a preview par excellence,
and therefore, a good deal of care and time
was used in deciding where to send the
pleasingly gotten up invitations, a replica
of one of which may be found in the cen-
ter column of this page.

15,000 Miles Through Jungles
In considering the people who were in-

vited, it might be well to first consider
the picture which they were invited to see.
"Africa Speaks," as perhaps you all know,
is the record of a journey covering some
15,000 miles through the African jungle,
an expedition led by Paul Hoeffler. It is

a camera record of many unbelievable
things, of "floating" deer, of tiny men who
tip their arrows with poison, so that there
need be only a tiny wound made to cause
death. Animals of all kinds, animals that
many sportsman have attempted to get,
and many others who would like to try.
In fact a picture that would interest any-
one who is the least bit vaguely interested
in the great outdoors.
Thus, in sending out his invitation. Di-

rector Hess selected a representative audi-
ence, with the thought of the picture ap-
peal in mind every minute. Consequently,
he brought together under one roof, per-
haps the first gathering of its kind for
such a purpose, to witness a moving pic-
ture.

Representative Crowd Attends
There were members of the Adventurers'

Club, the Explorers' Club, Izaak Walton
League, the professorial staffs of four uni-
versities, Chicago, Northwestern, De Paul
and Loyola, judges, principals of all the

The honor of your presence is requested dt the premiere

invitation performance of

"AFRICA SPEAKS'
the first sound motion picture record of African

life, including remarifdblc scenes never before .

screened and endorsed by members of the Smith-

sonian Institute,

AT THE

R-K-O WOODS THEATRE
FRIDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 19

AT 6:30 P. M.

RADIO KEITH ORPHEUM

MB. KmdIjI (ill out belox anJ ,mm,di»l.]il relum m .nclo-«l wUr^w!
.n-Oclcce. T«o r»erv,d »,t &,i ^,\\ xh^n be m.llcd.

The imitation sent out to all people of
social prominence by J. J. Hess, director

of publicity for all the RK O theatres in

the West for the preview showing of
the Columbia film, '^Africa Speaks," at

the R K O Woods theatre in Chicago.

high schools, city officials, foreign country
representatives, chamber of commerce, and
also, everyone of any social prominence.
In fact, it was strictly a layman's preview,
the gathering being almost wholly devoid
of exhibitors or people connected with the
film industry.

Yes, the Real Lions Saw It, Too
And now we come to a very interesting

and unique part of the publicity program,
although not directly connected with the
evening affair. It might be said that the
picture was shown to the lions in the after-
noon and the social lions at night.

An RCA portable Photophone appara-
tus was taken to the Lincoln Park zoo in

the afternoon by Larry Lipton, assistant
to Hess, and the picture was projected
upon a screen in front of the lion's cage.
The reaction of the king of beasts was
interesting. Upon seeing his counterparts,
he reached through the bars with his paw
and tried to touch them, and when any of
the little animals upon which lions prey
came within his vision, he made a distinc-

tive effort to get them. The director of
the zoo was highly impressed with this

setup, and wrote a hearty letter of com-
mendation concerning the picture. News-

papers gave much space to the affair, both
the afternoon and evening performance.
Thus, with just a little bit of originality,
the storj^ was played up before the public,
which in turn showed its efl?ect by patron-
izing the theatre for a box office record.
With the theatre invitation was a letter,

which was clever in that it aroused enough
interest for the recipients to write in to have
tickets reserved, which is a pretty good way
to do, for you then know whether those to
whom you send tickets will show up at the
performance. Here it is:

"Africa Speaks" is without doubt one
of the strangest and most fascinating rec-

ords ever brought to civilization. It was
made by Paul L. Hofler, the eminent
African explorer, for the Colorado Afri-

can Expedition. By skill (and also by
accident) an amazing series of happen-
ings were recorded.
For the first time deer that leap in the

air and fly like airplanes were photo-
graphed; Kiga, the king's son, is seen
torn to pieces by a lion in front of the

camera's eye; a biblical plague of locusts

desolates an entire country before the

camera; for the first time the habits and
customs of the duck-billed women are

shown; in fact, "Africa Speaks"' is an

authentic and rare record of hitherto un-

discovered monsters, disfigured folk, and
customs of odd humans. Its authenticity

has been endorsed by members of the

Smithsonian Institute.

The guest premiere, for which an invi-

tation is enclosed, is being specially given

for Chicago's leading scientific men,
educators, travellers and literati.

So that we may have the pleasure of

putting two good seats at your disposal,

we ask that you fill out the invitation

enclosed as indicated and return immedi-
ately. Reserved seat tickets will be

mailed immediately.
Trusting that you will honor us by

your presence next Friday night, we
remain

Yours very truly,

RADIO-KEITHORPHEUM CORP.
By William Elson

Flash Pictures Taken
By this procedure, the exploitation direc-

tor built up an interest that demonstrated
itself in the notable gathering that appeared
at the theatre the night of the aflFair. As
each limousine drew up to the curb, a

battery of flashlights would explode, per-

haps making the occupants think for_ a

moment that they were to see a war pic-

ture. However, it succeeded in serving a

double purpose, passersby who heard the

dull booms became curious, and on arriving

at the theatre, would see that the follow-

ing day the picture would be open to the

general public, and, we may mention now,
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that the attendance for the two days fol-

lowing established records.
Interspersed throughout this assembly

were members of the city papers, editors
and owners, society writers, sports writers,
etc. They were so placed that the society
people would be among the social lions,

the sports writers among the sportsmen,
the advertising men among the merchant
princes, and the fashion editors were
placed at strategic position so that they
might glimpse a "preview" of the styles

for the coming season. By this time you
may have gathered that the affair was
formal.

Testimonial Letters Come In

As an aftermath to this successful ven-
ture, letters, giving views and opinions on
the picture were solicited from those pres-

ent, and to date many of them have come
in, and almost to a letter, they are heartily

enthusiastic about it. And, quite inciden-

tally, you can easily see what splendid pub-
licity copy they will make.
The ads enclosed in the two-thirds page

box were used in the newspaper campaign
on the picture, and the rather hideous fig-

ures, half naked and wearing horns, in ap-

proved African fashion, were used as part

of the campaign in front of the theatre.

And when the marquee didn't attract at-

tention, these two figures did, both from

their looks and from the fact that they

w-ere handing out small pictures (stills)

from the picture itself.

All in all, a most interesting brief cam-
paign, concerned only with the immediate

locality, for unusual circumstances, such

as the approach of fall, the appropriateness

of staging a formal affair, and the unusual

type of picture, all these combined to make
a perfect setting for a well-nigh perfect ex-

ploitation stunt, and Director Hess is to

be complimented upon the dispatch and

neatness with which he put the whole thing

over. It created a genuine interest in pic-

tures for some people who seldorn attend

the cinema, and also gave a prestige to a

picture that well deserves it.

San Francisco Warfield

Has Children s Matinee

For ''Song o My Heart''

Matinees for children have again come

into their own at the Warfield theatre, San

Francisco, where Richard Spier, manager,

conducted a special juvenile showmg for

the John McCormick picture "Song o My
Heart." ^, , .

Advertising boosted the film as having

special appeal for children. Tieup with a

candy companv resulted in distribution of

small packages of sweets together with

photographs of screen stars.

Manager Spier reports the house was

packed.

Jack O'Connell Buys Ohio

Theatre; His 2nd in Toledo

Jack O'Connell, manager of the Vita-Temple

theatre, Toledo, has purchased the Ohio house

there and will operate it in connection with the

Vita-Temple Elmer Smith has been appointed

house manager of the newly-acquired theatre.

The Vita-Temple is under extensive repair.

Camera Man Is ''Shot''

Many "shots" were made in Milwaukee

when Royal Babbitt, native of that city,

came home from his Hollywood camera

duties for a visit. Babbitt was a camera-

man on "Hell's Angels" and also shoots

newsreels. When he came home several ot

the newspapers sent reporters and photog-

raphers and the latter got their shots.

A cameraman's existence is just one shot

after another, it seems.

See How '^Africa Speaks
>f

Just a few ads taken from some of the local Chicago papers, giving an idea of the effective

use of black and white, and the variation in kind of type in advertising the Columbia pic-

ture, "Africa Speaks," at the R K O Woods theatre.

A Strange and
Sensational Record!
The sound camera makes the dark continent give

up its most amazing and closely guarded secrets

... an authentic and rare record of hitherto undis-

covered monsters . . . misshapen and marvelously

disfigured folk . . customs of odd humans and
? queer beasts never before ^^av

seen or photographed . . . ^^^
and weird wonders with-

out end . . . prepare to be

amazed I

IMS
Women With the Horny Bills

of Ducks—

>ver5 who trode tame hyenas for

/Irglns- Impala deer that leap

in the air and fly like airplanes

-A bibllcol plague of billion*

of locusts lay waste an entlrq

country before your very eyes

-See Kiga the king* son,

torn to pieces by a Hon In

front of the camera I

Tomorrow . . . Africa

Speaksand a Spellbound

icago Will Listen!

will listen to its strange tale . . . will

see deer that fly like airplanes . .

.

gaze at a billion locusts as they lay

waste a whole country . . . will see

Kiga killed by a lion before the cam-

era . . . will hear the first sound pic-

tures of African life — records of

hitherto undiscovered monsters

...misshapen and marvelously

disfigured folk ... customs of odd
humans . . . weird ceremonies ... queer

beasts never before seen or photo-

graphed. ..and wonders without end.

AFRICA
SPEAKS

Tonight the Woods
Theatre Stops Selling

Tickets at 6 P. M.

Unusual! Sensational!

Extraordinary!
Today the last stronghold of savagery yields its

closely guarded secrets . . . for the first time the

world sees undiscovered monsters . . . misshapen

and marvelously disfigured folk . . . customs of

odd humans and queer beasts never before seen

or photographed . . . and wonders without end . , .

be sure to see it . . . and prepare to be amazed!

WOMEN WITH THE HORNY BILLS

OF DUCKS!

Pigmies \hat eal handFuls of raw jail . . . fight ela-

rovfi fQ)t«r

THE EXTRAORDINARY IMPALA
DEER-THAT LEAP INTO THE AIR

AND GLIDE LIKE AIRPLANES!
A biblicol plague of billions of lo'

rrifying dro ofo

s youf . ir the

AFRICA
SPEAKS"

For at 8P M its doors will open fot the most Ji'jfin-

guished audience of guests ever placed within the four

watts of a theatre prominent citizens . . clubmen

. judges . men of science . . .

of i/niversifies and schools . . travellers

.CIVIC and political leaders., scholars

. iheflower of Chicago's citizenry . .

)nger avoilable for this preview—

BUT TOMORROW THE PUBLIC

WILL SEE THIS NOTABU PICTURE

50c TO 2 P. M. 85c AFTER
CHILDREN 25c

EXTRA] W. C. FIELDS IN "GOLF SPECIALIST"
50c TO 2 P. M.-85C AFTER-CHILDREN 25c

p r €WOODS >Vo-.t)l)$
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This portable theatre cost $25,000 but the Los Angeles Downtown house apparently found it

worthwhile to advertise Warner Brothers' "Moby Dick." The vehicle carried a miniature

screen on which was shown a trailer of the picture.

Hookup with "Sky Climbers^ ^Boosts

"Dawn Patrol ^^ to Skies in Madison
Aviation films offer many opportunities for tieups with local flying clubs,

glider clubs and model plane building organizations. Promoters of flying schools

and aviation clubs are almost always willing to cooperate in exploiting such

pictures because they know the value of the enterprise to their own business.

When "Dawn Patrol" came to the Parkway
theatre, Madison, Wis., Manager E. W. Kel-

zenberg tied up with the F. W. Karsten Com-
pany, a concern which sponsors the Madison
Sky Climbers Club. The store carried window
displays of toy planes made by the Sky Climb-
ers, a group of boys. Stills from "Dawn Pa-
trol" were mingled in the array, together with
art on posters plugging the film. The entire

membership of the club attended one of the

matinees as guests of the Karsten Company.

Club Gives Toy Planes for Lobby
Miniature airplanes constructed by the Sky

Climbers were on exhibition in the lobby sev-

eral days before and during the picture's bill-

ing. Two of the tiny planes were placed on
rods and made to revolve by electricity.

Kelzenberg gave the film a flying start by
going to Milwaukee and bringing the prints

POSTER PRINTING
Cards—1-2-3-4-8-24 Sheets

Type or Special Designed Engraved
Posters

CHICAGO SHOW
PRINTING CO.
1335-45 West Lake Street

Chicago, Illinois

MONROE 2257

back by airplane. When the airship arrived at

the airport a police escort guided the parade
to the theatre.

Newspaper advertising was started four
days before the opening, while a trailer was
run seven days in advance. A contest in the
classified ad section helped the exploitation
along. In a news story was narrated the
attempt of thieves to steal the script of "Dawn
Patrol" in California while it was in, produc-
tion.

Fifty one-sheets and 100 window cards
helped to tell the city of the show. These were
distributed not only in the city itself but at
the airport as well.

Attendants in Flying Habits
The marquee was decorated with banners

at either end for the picture. Flags were dis-
played at the front of the house, and the
cashier and doormen were attired in white fly-
ing suits, white helmets and goggles.
On opening night, 25 aviators, members of

the Royal Airport Club, attended the theatre
in a body as guests.
During the last four days of the showing, a

county fair put in its appearance at Madison.
But that was not static on Kelzenberg's promo-
tion set, for it only gave him another opening
for exploitation. He distributed 20,000 throw-
aways on the fairgrounds carrying a brief
message concerning "Dawn Patrol." Four boys
carried banners every afternoon and evening,
bearing the following words : "See the 'Dawn
Patrol.' Greatest picture in screen history.

Ace of all talking pictures brought to Madison
for Fair Week."

Louis B. Christ Moves
Louis B. Christ, formerly located at Green

Bay, Wis., has assumed managership of the
Rialto theatre, Elyria, O.

Basil Lowry says it with circles and tri-

angles in Publix ads at Oklahoma City.

The ad was two columns wide and ran

the full length of the page. The programs

of five theatres are shown, yet there is no

congestion. It isnt like some of the dis-

play one sees where- every iota of space is

jammed full of copy, making the whole

appear only as a big ink blot.

Wallace Reopens Strand
The Strand theatre. Alliance, O., closed for

several months, has reopened with R. S. Wal-
lace as general manager. Glenn Quick is his

assistant. Warners may take over this house
within a few months, it is reported.
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Silhouette Artists,

Many Tieups Boost

"Animal Crackers^^
A mercantile tieup that included 125

stores was the moving force in exploiting

"Animal Crackers" in Milwaukee. Sid Stein,

publicity man for R K O's Palace and River-

side theatres and Earl Payne, manager of

the Palace, were the individuals who tied

up the tieup. All the stores carried window
cards and counter cards pushing the picture.

All Walgreen drug stores in the city also

assisted by distributing 20,000 rotos to their

patrons on the film. The Orange Grove, a

food establishment in the loop, as well as

all White Tower food shops helped by post-

ing 150 cards announcing the show.
Two silhouette artists were kept busy in

the lobby of the Palace sketching pictures

of patrons who desired likenesses of them-
selves. This feature was played up in the

theatre's newspaper ads and aroused more
interest and more box office.

1,000 Newsboys See

Weekly Matinee at

New Orleans House
The Orpheurn theatre. New Orleans, has tied

up with the local branches of the Saturday

Evening Post and the Ladies Home Journal to

give special matinees for its newsboys.

At a recent matinee showing of "Little Acci-

dent," more than 1,000 newsies were in at-

tendance. The theatre parties are to be given

once each week. Besides the regular feature,

the youngsters will see a Western serial. The
matinees occur on Saturday mornings.

Heavy Stage Schedule Is

Ahead for New Season

At New Orleans Tulane
Col. T. C. Campbell, manager of the Tulane

theatre, New Orleans, has arranged a com-
prehensive schedule of stage attractions for

the coming season. He recently returned from

New York and negotiated for the personal

appearance of three film stars. Colleen Moore,

Vilma Banky and Rod La Rocque.

Among the stage productions he plans to

have are: Eugene O'Neill's "Strange Inter-

lude"; "Spices of 1930"; Mitzi Green in "Ser-

vice for Two" ; New York Grand Opera Com-
pany; "Strictly Dishonorable"; Earl Carroll's

"Sketch Book," and several of George M.
Cohan's plays.

Two Cincinnati Theatres

Lower Admission Prices

Lowered admission prices have been put in

effect at the Family and Strand houses of the

RKO group in Cincinnati. Both theatres

formerly charged 30 and 50 cents. They now
charge 25 and 40. The Family theatre also

has a special rate of 20 cents up until 1 p. m.

This house has changed from a weekly to a

bi-weekly change policy and will feature West-

erns only.

Have Lobby Entertainment
Lobby entertainment is being provided for

the overflow patrons at the Lyric and Albee

theatres in Cincinnati. String quartets play at

both houses during the Saturday and Sunday
rush hours. Other RKO theatres are plan-

ning similar box office promotion. This type

of entertainment is now being used by_ the

larger theatres in many of the other big cities.

A Remarkable NEW
Discovery • • • Originated in

Hollywood for
GRAUMAN^S EGYPTIAN

"At last, the first real qual-

ity perfume, that no modern

showman should be without
—'per-fu'—nothing like it in

the past," says A. S. Wieder,

manager Fairfax Theatre,

Los Angeles, California.

The Magic
Hi Floating Theatre Perfume

Now Adopted by Leading
Theatres Because It Also
Solves the ^^Body Odor''
Problem at Least Expense

SOFTLY scented air instantly appeals

to every patron entering your the-

atre. Different scents provide appropri-

ate "atmosphere "for each picture. Over
40 big houses report an enthusiastic re-

ception of this new idea.

It's so simple. Merely put a few pel-

lets oiper-fu .

.

. the newly created solidi-

fied perfume ... on the disseminator by
your ventilating system or fan. In a mo-
ment or so the exotic fragance reaches

every corner of the theatre . . . stays there

. . . for hours! Disagreeable crowd "body-
odors" disappear.

No need for disinfectants...no more
spraying . . . per-fu does a better job for

only a few cents a day.

Your Theatre Supply House can supply you at
once with a "per-fu" electric disseminator for $2.50.
"per-fu" comes in pound packages . . . enough for
overone month., .andyouhavechoiceof four odors...
Carnation, Jasmin,Rose,Lily. Price $7.50 per pound
. . . Manufactured by West Coast Perfume Co., Ltd.,
6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
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Tieups Come^ "Rain or Shine^ ''

In Successful L. A. Campaign
A campaign for "Rain or Shine" used at the Orpheum theatre, Los Angeles,

gives some good tips on how to turn tieups into profits at the box office. The
management of the Orpheum, under the direction of George Landy, worked out

a large number of hookups, with the expense held to a minimum.

Probably the best single tieup was one
with the Los A<iigeles Examiner. The news-
paper customarily carries an institu-

tional display layout on the classified page.
For this occasion, the paper split the
"honors" with the Orpheum. On the day
before "Rain or Shine"' opening, the paper
ran a three-column 10-inch ad containing
a large head sketch of Joe Cook, star of

the picture. Above the picture were these
words: "Whether old Jupe Pluvius chooses
to spra}^ us with gentle rains, which he
does about twice a year, or John J. Sol
smiles his benign rays, there are many
things to be done throughout the year.

Houses must be built and sold. Cars must
be traded in. Apartments must be rented.

Cooks must be hired. And as Joe Cook,
king funnyman of filmdom, will tell you,
"Rain or Shine" Examiner Classified Ads
will do your work for you."

Distribute 20,000 Throwaways
The Los Angeles Times printed 20,000

throwaways and distributed them through-
out the city, with no charge to the theatre.
Still another newspaper carried a streamer
on its classified page for several days in

succession on a tieup with the Orpheum.
Tying up with the local branch of Kel-

logg's Pep, breakfast food, the theatre ob-
tained two-column 12-inch ads on the
drama pages of three newspapers in the
city. In line with this same stunt, 400 win-
dow cards were displayed in grocery stores.
Sample packages of the cereal were also
distributed in the lobby. The makers of
this product financed practically all of the
exploitation.

Owl drug stores cooperated by serving
a "Rain or Shine" sundae. Their soda
jerkers all wore buttons with the name of
the picture.

But that wasn't all of the tieups. Here
are some more.

Get Window in Power Plant
A special window display was obtained

at the Municipal Power and Light plant.
By photographs an explanation was given
of how talking pictures are made. An
RCA exhibit was used, with stills from
the Columbia picture. This is the second
time the Orpheum has obtained this win-
dow, the first time being for advertising
en "Hit the Deck."
Three hundred windows in McKesson

drug stores carried stills from the picture
and 100 groceries had special window
strips.

SPECIALS FOR
"Rain or Shine" "Dixiana" "Eeno" "Little Accident"
"Madam Satan" "Swing Higli" "Indians Are Coming"

Rin-Tin-Tin in "Lone Defender"

Fill your seats with original box-office

EXPLOITATION NOVELTIES
Made for Every Picture Produced

Now Serving

PATHE - R-K-O - UNIVERSAL - M-G-M
TIFFANY - SONO-ART - LOEWS

and Many Others

Economy Novelty & Printing Co.
340 W. 39lh Sire«t, New York, N. Y,

Tel. Medallion 3664

Whistles Hats
Balloons Penella

Fan? Label.=

Mlrrori (iook Matches

Golf Tees
MeRaphooe.s
Optical Illusion-
I'ennant«
I^bby Decora: ions

Tags
Tickets
Buttons
Masks
Puzzles

The Conn music store tied up for an ad
the day before the film's opening. Radio
announcements were run from the five sta-
tions daily during the run. Thirty banners,
three by five feet, were placed on trucks
operated by a company handling spring
water. Sixteen banners, 3x10 feet, were also
placed on eight Columbia studio trucks.

Posters Do Advance Work
That makes a lot of tieups altogether,

but there were a few other angles to the
campaign too. Several days in advance
of the showing a three-sheet poster of New
York reviews on the picture was placed in
the lobby.
Two large cutout heads of Joe Cook

were placed at either corner of the mar-
quee. The art work on them was done in
such a way as to make it appear as if they
were partly hidden by rain and partly in
the sunlight, carrying out the "Raiii or
Shine" idea.

In the lobby was more art work, with a
modernistic cloud effect. A beaver board
cutout, bearing suspenders, etc., was laid
out to represent Cook.
The_ Oroheum management estimated

that, in all, approximately 850 show win-
dows in the city carried advertising on the
film. Then there was all the additional
exploitation in newspapers and so on. No
wonder they flocked to see "Rain or Shine,"
rain or shine, in Los Angeles.

Yellow Cabs Tag All
Houston Bags With

Metropolitan's Bill
The Metropolitan theatre, Houston has

arranged with the Yellow Cab Company for
the tagging of all incoming trunks with
information concerning current shows at
the theatre. The shipping tag is provided
by the Metropolitan. The Yellow Cab
drivers simply put it on all baggage they
handle.
On the tags is printed a welcome to Hous-

ton and to the Metropolitan theatre. Copy
concerning the stage show and the film ap-
pear upon them. There is no expense at-
tached to this tieup, save the cost of print-
ing the tags and the donating of two passes
each week to the Yellow Cab concern for
Its courtesy.

This is a good angle for reaching new-
comers in the city. It hits them almost as
soon as they get into town. Bob Kelley
of the Publix publicity department at
Houston is responsible for its innovation.

Showman Becomes Radio Man
Edgar Roemhold, former cellist in the

Alhambra theatre orchestra in Milwaukee
and once a manager of houses in Chicago
and Omaha, has been made director of pro-
duction for WTMJ, Milwaukee radio sta-
tion. In his new capacity he writes con-
tinuities, tests new programs, arranges
musical scores, plays the cello and an-
nounces.

Ham or Shine
Wlwllipr oM Jiipf Pliiviiiii clioosrs to »i|)ray iis wilU ji:cntl<* rains,

«!iicli he docs ahoiit l«"icc a 5<'nr, or John J. Sol smiles Iii.s bf>

iii^ii ray?, ihorc nrv many ihiiigs lo he clone lliroiighoiil the year.

Houses mniiit he hiiill and sohl. tars must I)p traded in. Apart-

ments niUJit he rented. Cooks niiist he hired. And as Joe Cook,

king funnyman of fihndom, \» ill tell you, *'Rain or Shine" Ex-

aminer Classified A<ls will do your wo»k for you. ^ ^ ^ a

One of the many tieup ads obtained by
the Orpheum at Los Angeles for the

Columbia picture, ''Rain or ShineJ'

California Exhibits

Snapshot Contest

Entries in Its Lobby
Robert E. Hicks, manager of the Cali-

fornia theatre, San Francisco, has tied up
with a local newspaper for display of pho-
tographs entered in a snapshot contest. The
newspaper offers prizes for the best snaps
turned in each week at a designated photo-
graphic studio. These are placed on exhibi-
tion in the lobby of the California together
with all the other entries in the contest
which failed to take prizes.

Each week the collection grows until

Hicks now has an imposing array of the
snapshots. The newspaper is to give grand
prizes at the conclusion of the contest.
There is no expense to the theatre, but men-
tion is made in the paper that the pictures
are being displayed at the theatre.

Skouras Man in Civic Drive
Thornton W. Sargent, publicity director of

Skouras Brothers Enterprises, has been ap-
pointed to the publicity committee of the
Community Fund campaign in St. Louis.

''There Is Something New
Under the Sun,^' Declares

Texas House in News Ad
"There is something new under the sun"

is the contention of the Texas theatre at

San Antonio and it has featured this state-

ment in newspaper ads in connection with a
Kelvinator show in its lobby. This idea in

advertising makes a good new twist to an
old saying.

The Texas house also had a stage wed-
ding to exploit "Our Blushing Brides."
Stores tied up to present gifts to the bridal

pair.

The management of the Aztec theatre,

also in San Antonio, obtained the coopera-
tion of war veterans in getting battlefield

relics for a display on "All Quiet on the
Western Front."
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AU CUIIETON THK
WCSTEBM rROMT

V ^^/^~Jtl.t UMIVEQSAL. PICTUfSE ,

V^^ i. UNtVEQSALUY acclaimed!

A pair of reasons in black and
white why thousands went to see
Universal's "All Quiet on the West-
ern Front" when it showed at the

Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee. The
testimonial letter on black back-
ground is effective. Note the catch-

word at the top of the other ad,

"SELECTED," with the "S" in

parenthesis. Playing up the num-
ber of people who already had seen
the film in Milwaukee was another

good idea.

(S) E L E C T E D
BY OVERWHELMING MAJORITY AS THE
OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION OF ALL TIME

•i.25c
167,354

PEOPLE WAVE GLORIED
IN THIS PICTURE TO'

DATE

See It Now

IT CANT STAY FOREtfER

And hi Now in It.

6th MILWAUKEE WEEK

iM.o.s.»,i5«/Z Ol//£T

mSTEfiN FRONT

iT«

Ed Lewis Borrows Prison

Tools from Joliet to Plug

"Big House" at Aurora, III.

Edwin Lewis, manager of the Tivoli

house, Aurora, III, arranged with the war-
den of Joliet penitentiary at Joliet, 111., for

the borrowing of prison equipment to

exploit in an effective way the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer film, "The Big House."
The warden loaned a convict suit and a

prison keeper's uniform, two riot guns, two
sawed-off shotguns and a straight jacket.

The articles were placarded and placed in

the Tivoli lobby. In return for the cour-

tesy, Lewis invited the warden and a party

of friends to attend the show as guests.

Stills from the film were set behind a

framework representing prison bars. When
illuminated with a green spotlight, this dis-

play further enhanced the appearance of

the lobby.

Fred S. Meyer, manager of the Alhambra theatre in Milwaukee and president of the Wis-
consin M P T O, greets Governor Walter Kohler at a showing of Universal's "All Quiet on
the Western Front." The program was a special Governor's Performance in tribute to Carl
Laemmle, a native of Wisconsin. The Universal picture ran seven weeks at the Alhambra.

"Humorads^^ Humor
Public and Ad Snap
To Ads in Cincinnati

"Humorads" is the name of a stunt inaug-
urated by William Danziger, R K O publicity

director in Cincinnati, to attract attention to

"Animal Crackers."
The contest was worked with the Commer-

cial Tribune cooperating. Readers were to re-

write any large ad in the Tribune in a hu-
morous vein, without ofifense to the advertiser

or reader.

Prizes were given by the newspaper for the

"Humor-ads" and the Palace theatre, where
the picture was being shown, donated show
admissions.

TIEUPS

Appleby at Seattle House
George Appleby is the new manager of the

Follies theatre, Seattle, Wash. His past film

experience includes connections with various

exchanges in the Pacific Northwest. He has

also been manager of Hamrick's Blue Mouse
theatre in Portland and general manager of

the Sterling circuit in Seattle.

MOVIE STAR ROTOGRAVURES
JUST OUT. 25c SELLERS. READY FOR FRAMING

Up to 1,000 _ 5c Each
1,000 or Over 4c Each
Nancy Carroll, Janet Gaynor,
Charles Farrell, Greta Garbo,
John Barrymore, Manrice CheT-
alier, Dolores Costello, Bebe
Daniels, Conrad Nagel, John
Boles, Marilyn Miller, Clara Bow.
Ronald Colman, Wm. Haines.
Ramon Navarro, John Gilbert,

Buddy Rogers, Rudy Vallce,
Richard Dix, Richard Barthel-
mess, Mary Brian. Alice White,
Joan Crawford. Norma Shearer.

Write for Set of "FREE SAMPLES"
One-Fourth Deposit on C. O. D. Orders.

M. E. MOSS © PUB. CO., Hartford, Conn.

A RRANGEMENTS have just been completed
by Tiffany for two big national tieups, one with
the Stetson Hat Company on the Rex Lease
westerns and the other with the Koch Lug-
gage Manufacturers of San Francisco on Tif-

fany stars.

Fifteen thousand Stetson stores throughout
the country are expected to co-operate with
window displays which will tieup with the first

Rex Lease feature.

Special frames and other display material has
been prepared for the Koch company, who
have used Tiffany stars in connection with their

product known as "Hollywood Luggage." Such
well-known department stores as Marshall
Field, Chicago, and Bullock's in Los Angeles,
arc co-operating in this tieup.

Radio will be used principally in a tieup on
"Her Man," by Pathe, the producers, in co-oper-
ation with "Jo-Cur," a beauty preparation.
Helen Twelvetrees, star of the film, will be
played, up in the advertising announcing the
air program.

Broadcasting is expected to begin shortly
over the following stations: WLW, Cincinnati;
WOW, Omaha; WCCO, Minneapolis; KMOX,
St. Louis; WTAM, Cleveland; WJSV, Wash-
ington; KOL, Seattle; WGY, Schenectady;
KMBC, Kansas City; KRLD, Dallas; WJAS,
Pittsburgh; WBBM, Chicago; KLZ, Denver;
WWVA, Wheeling; KDYL, Salt Lake City;

woe, Davenport; WTMJ, Milwaukee; WJR,
Detroit: WTIC, Hartford; KFWB, Hollywood;
WBBC, BrooUyn ; WOV, New York.

Gardner Has Beauty Contest
Hugh Gardner, manager of the Orpheum

theatre, Neosho, Mo., has used a bathing
beauty contest to advantage in boosting his

theatre. This is the second year he has
employed this stunt. The American Legion
helps to sponsor the idea.
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Two Qood Front Displays

There is life and action in these

two front displays by the Tivoli

theatre, Richmond, Ind.

Do you catch the clever art

work for First National's "Dawn
Patrol"?

The display below for Vniver-

sal's "All Quiet on the Western

Front" is another sample of the

work R. A. Howard is doing as

city manager for Publix in

Richmond. In a letter Howard

says: "Your Box Office Promo-

tion department is a thing of

great interest to me and has

been the source of many ideas.

Possibly these pictures, may be

an aid to some of the other boys

who are planning campaigns on

these two attractions."

Newspaper Ties Up
To Make Short Film
Boosting "Top Speed''
Robert Hicks, manager of the California

theatre, San Francisco, had a short subject
produced in sound to exploit "Top Speed" and
the way he tied up on it made the expense so
small that the stunt m.ore than paid for itself.

An arrangement was made with the San
Francisco Chronicle for producing a sound
film "Fifteen Minutes to Go," illustrating how
a newspaper uses top speed when a story

"breaks." The picture was originally planned
to run 300 feet, but the newspaper manage-
ment became interested and increased the foot-
age to 1,000, paying the extra cost.

A local sound studio handled the filming and
most of the shots were made in the newsroom.
When it was finished the studio ran large ads
in several other newspapers, as well as the
Chronicle. All mentioned that the picture was
to be shown at the California during the bill-

ing of "Top Speed."
The Chronicle helped to put the idea over,

too, by publishing a series of stories on the
filming and running display in its ad section.

Popularity Contest

A Hit; Tivoli Winner

Gets 211,000 Votes
Anyone who doubts whether popularity

contests' are popular should see the man-
agement of the Tivoli theatre, South Bend,
Ind.
The Tivoli, in cooperation with the South

Bend Tribune, staged a contest to find the
most popular employed girl in the city,

with the result that the winner polled
211,835 votes.
The winning girl received a trip to Holly-

wood with expenses paid. Second prize
was a $100 diamond ring and third was a
year's pass for two persons to the Tivoli.

Tieups with merchants brought other
prizes for those winning lower places in

the contest. All awards were made from
the stage by the Tivoli master of cere-
monies.

'Way Back When'' Parade

Boosts '^Floradora GirV*

At Minneapolis Orpheum
Automobiles that dated way back to 1896,

and bicycles so old there were no records
to show their age were part of "oldtime"
parade staged by Emil Franke, manager of
the Hennepin-Orpheum theatre at Minne-
apolis when "The Florodora Girl" came to
town.

Franke claims he rounded up all the old
cars in the city. Among them was an Olds-
mobile, born in 1896, which an obliging

citizen piloted right up to the front door
of the theatre for the display. Then there

were antiquated Fords, Pierce Arrows,
Cadillacs, Dodges and Franklins.

Bicycles from "way back when" and two
tandems helped to swell the motley array.

When all were assembled they were stretched

into a long parade, the machines being driven
by boys and girls dressed in oldstyle costumes.
Each vehicle was labeled with copy on the
picture.

A bathing beauty contest was held at the

Hennepin-Orpheum prior to the showing and
six of the girls were engaged to appear at a
beach in oldfashioned bathing suits with the
long skirts appended. On each suit was an
announcement of "The Florodora Girl."
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Y^
MUSIC AND TALENT

Organist Problems in Australia

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Marbro

Week Ending September 25

And once again we come to a report on a stage
presentation, and in this the particular show the
moving spirit was Benny Meroff, one of the most
versatile and competent masters of ceremony in the
business. There was a dearth of acts owing to the
presence of Lillian Roth, screen celebrity, who has
been malting a tour of Publix houses. For some
reason, when a screen personality is scheduled to

give a personal appearance, the rest of the bill is

cut commensurately, the idea being, presumably, that
his or her presence will make up for any gap. How-
ever, any noticeable lack in this particular bill was
filled in by the very fact that Benny was around,
and—but let's get on with the presentation.

It was a Paul Oscard production, done with the
Oscard touch, with the Lambert Ballet furnishinq:

the dainty femininity for the show. The settings

were lovely, the costumes gorgeous, and the band

—

well, it's Benny's band, and consequently is good.
The title of the show was "Hotter 'n Hot," and the
affair started off with Falovis, noted juggler, doing
his stuff. And how he can do it. Throw anything
into the air, and it will come down in any position,

place, time, and so on that he wants it to. All the
audience does is sit and marvel. Francisco was an
integral part of the bill, and did his work with
applause from the audience.

The band swung into "My P\iture" for an opening
number, and during the course of the show played

"I Feel Blue Just Thinking of You," and then a

little number where Benny played a tatoo on the

heads (pardon us) the hats of the orchestra, on which
were bells. As he'd need a note, one member of the

band would bend down, and sock—the right tune
would ring out.

The ballet did a beautiful feather dance, it might
be called, black and white ostrich plumes waving
prettily to the rhythm of the music. It was splendidly

done, and garnered some very spontaneous applau*-e

from the audience.

Then Lillian Roth appeared, and sang some of

her songs from pictures she has appeared in, in-

cluded in which were "Any Time's the Time to Fall

in Love," and "Sing, You Sinners." She puts hev

act over smoothly, and as an encore, stages a

"wrestling" match with Benny which was very funny,

and which brought a howl from the crowd.

The finale found all the players, including the

ballet on the stage, doing a clever little routine, and
as the curtain fell, applause came showering up over

the footlights, and Benny had once more endeared

himself to his audience. We hope to see Benny again

soon, for he has got a lot of stuff up his sleeve,

including a string of bottles, which he has meticu-

lously filled with water so that they give a certain

tone.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending September 25

Patrons at the Fox this week were rather surprised

to learn that Walt Roesner, musical director and

master of ceremonies, had gallivanted off to New
York by the air route on a vacation. He left behind

one of his absorbing musical arrangements, however,

entitled "Fi-ontier Fancies," and Hermie King, of the

Fox Oakland, fills the role of guest conductor quite

capably. The overture is filled with strains dedicated

to the redskin, with "Indian Love Call" sung off

stage and with a tableau participated in by tom-

toming braves, covered wagon pioneers and well fed

horses.

The stage act is Fanchon & Marco's "Gobs of Joy,"

written around Pat West, rotund sailorman, and a

{Continued on next page, column 2)

Charlie Crafts

The smiling gentleman above, with baton all

poised, is none other than Charlie Crafts, who
for some time, was the very popular Master
of Ceremonies at the Capitol and Avalon
theatres in Chicago. After a year or more
at these houses, Charlie left for New York, to

make a screen test for the Fox Film Company,
and the occasion of his leaving was a mem-
orable one, with the farewell party which was
given him at Coffee Dan's. During the past

summer, he has been vacationing with his

folks in the East, but—Chicago people, espe-

cially those who knew him at the two theatres

where he appeared, will be more than pleased

to hear that he is coming back to this city

again, but this time it is an extended engage-

ment at the Oriental. In fact, he is back,

having begun his capable m.c'ing last Friday.

EARLE ESTES
Publix B & K Gateway Theatre, Chicago

Organ

Novelties

Accordion Saxophone

The Organist With Not Only "IT" But **THEM'

Theatre Has
Limited Time
For Programs

Eddie Fitch, Formerly of Chicago^
Says Audiences Duck Singing—

He Makes Them Like It

By JAMES LITTLE
In far away Australia, it is some-

what more difficult to plan an organ
solo than it is here, according to Eddie
Fitch, who was formerly organist at

the Sheridan theatre in Chicago, and
who left that post to go to Adelaide
and later, Sydney, Australia. While in

Adelaide, he appeared at the Regent
theatre, where he made himself very
popular. But this is not telling why it

is more difficult to plan a program
there. However, before we do begin
on that, we might just say that Eddie
is homeward bound and plans to land
in New York about December 1, if his

plans go through.
Regarding organ solos, the restricted time

makes it somewhat difficult to put on a real
program. The theatres are only open about
three hours, beginning at 8 P. M. and closing
at 11 P. M. This 11 o'clock closing hour is

compulsory, and must be complied with. The
show itself consists of two feature pictures,

two reels (one American and one Australian)
and possibly a short. Besides this, there is

usually an intermission which has to last at

least 10 minutes. So there isn't so much time
left over in which to play. When he is not
planning on an actual solo, Eddie plays during
the intermission, playing usually a mixture of
classical and popular music.
However, this much traveled organist doped

out a 20 minute program, which is somewhat
of a cross between a stage presentation and
an organ solo, and it has gone over big with
the patrons of the houses where he has ap-
peared. This idea uses a cast of about 10
people, and has several complete changes of
scene. Briefly, in Fitch's own words, it is

this:

Open with slides descriptive of a wedding,
the organ, of course, playing the slides.

Scene 1. (Behind scrim) Shows couple
standing in front of a huge stained

glass window, the marriage cere-

mony being performed by a priest,

while the Wedding March is played
softly. Close in and the organ plays

slides, descriptive of the couple go-

ing on their honevmoon, the first

stop they make being

—

{Continued on page 64, rolutiin 2)
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Before the

Mike

By BOBBY MELLIN
Dad Pickard and his family of hill-billy entertainers

are scheduled for a personal appearance as headliners

in the program for the Louisville. Kentucky, radio

show, October 2, 3 and 4. The Pickard Family re-

cently packed them in at the amusement park at

Stevens, Penn., where they made a personal appear-

ance. Although they wei-e scheduled for a single

appearance, they were so popular that they re-

mained for another night at the request of the

management of the park.

Although they have been i)erforming in the same
radio broadcast for several months, Wendall Hall, the

red-headed music maker, and Ray Perkins, the "Old

Topper," two nationally known humorists of the

Sign of the Shell program, met for the first time

when the program went on the air Monday, Septem-

ber 15th, from the Chicago studios of the National

Broadcasting Company. It had been the custom in the

past, for Mr. Perkins to broadcast from a New York

studio each week, while the remainder of the pro-

gram is sent from Chicago. The opening of the

new NBC studios in Chicago was the reason for Mr.

Perkins' trip westward.

Lee Sims, "Wizard of the Ivories," listens to the

wishes of his radio audience in his Tuesday broadcast

over WBBM. The entire program, in which Sims

is joined by his radio and vaudeville partner, Ilomay

Bailey, will be constructed from the fan mailbag.

Popular, near-classics and classic will be merged in

the distinctive Sims arrangements. In twenty weeks

of broadcasting, it will be only the third time that

Sims and Miss Bailey have repeated any of their

selections.

The appendix operation of Phil Stewart, one of the

announcers of KYW, Chicago, at Mayo Brothers

Hospital, Rochester. Minn., was entirely successful

and the hospital reports Mr. Stewart to be con-

valescing nicely. The patient's voice may be recalled

by listeners as the one which is a "dead ringer" for

that of Bill Hay, nightly introducer of Amos 'n'

Andy. Both Stewart and Hay were born in Scotland,

and I understand the air was pretty "close" when
they were born.

Red-headed Bernadine Hayes, of radio station

"WBBM, Chicago, was chosen the most beautiful

radio artist in America, fi'om among hundreds of

entries from stations all over the counti-y, during
the nation-wide search through the studios directed

by Arthur Stringer of Radio World's Fair. Miss
Hayes, with her copper-red hair, large blue eyes,

fair skin, five feet three and a half inches, and all

of her hundred and fourteen pounds, reigned a;;

"Miss Radio" at the Radio World's Fair at Madison
Square Garden.

Ben Bcmie, one of New York's pet orchestra lead-

ers, will winter in Chicago this year. Arrangements
have been made to present him and his famous picked
orchestra nightly over the air starting September
30th. Bernie was specially engaged to formally open
the new College Inn in the Hotel Sherman, and all

his broadcasts will come direct from the cafe.—Louis
Armstrong, colored trumpet tooter at the Cotton
Club, Culver City, is doing a great business.

Chief Kiutus Tecumseh, who is 28, is said to be
the only Indian announcer in America. He is the
fn-eat-grandson of the famous war-chief of the
Cherokee Tribe—Louis Dean, one of the younger an-
nouncers of the NBC, had the Roxy program and
also subfitituted for Roxy himself on a few programs
—On October 11, WHN will broadcast six hours
rtraiprht, the Harry Hirshfield testimonial dinner,
jtiven the illustrator by his many friends—Connie
Mack, manager of the Philadelphia Athletics was on
the air recently.

Norman Brockenshirc has made some electrical

transcriptionfi—Paul Boloffncsc, ia conducting a dance
orchestra composed of wood strings only, an interest-

in)? combination— Leo O'Rourkc is a native of Ver-
mont. Mmc. Schumann-Hcink heard as a youngster
and waH responsible for getting him a scholarship

at the Cincinnati Conservatory—^Marty Stone will soon

leave the Ekigewater Beach Hotel, being rejilaced by
a New York orchestra headtd by Phil Spifalny.

STAGE SHOWS
{Continued from preceding page, column 1)

lot of writing it took to get around him. The set-

ting is the deck of a battleship, with the orchestra
in action beneath a couple of big guns. Jolly tars

do a lively dance and leave the suggestion that if

they fight as well as they dance the country is safe.

A girl in a newspaper costume strikes Pat's fancy
and he gets lots of live news by tearing ofE a few
pages. Dolly Kramer is introduced as the world's
smallest singer of blues and for a wonder she proves
small, plump and cute. Scotty Weston comes on as

a French seaman and does a lively dance, assisted by
French brethren who jig on coils of rope. Scotty

gets a big hand when he imitates a fife and drum
corps with dance steps.

Pat West opens a forbidden door and releases "a
crazy woman" w^ho "serves eoup to nuts in an insane

asylum." When Mary Treen gets over her mental
aberration she does a novel dance in the manner of

Charlotte Greenwood. Three Jolly Tars sing and
offer an acrobatic novelty in which their legs get

hopelessly tied together. A funny situation develops

when seven feet are counted.

The gobs and the Sunkist Beauties dance with sig-

nal flags and the act comes to a close with other

vessels appearing in the distance and the big guns
coming into action in a rather startling manner.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending September 26

Bob Murphy headlines the Mainstreet bill as the
Prince of Humor, although his list of jokes does
not entertain the audience as much as some of the
other acts. He sometimes borders on the type of

the not-quite-funny comedian.
Bob Ripa is a boy juggler whose act is exciting

and a little out of the ordinary as juggling acts go.

The audience is impressed with his stuff.

Tom Kerr and Edith EnsigTi perform a humorous
turn called "With Women," which is fair.

Top line should have gone to Joe Daly and the
R K O Discoveries. Daly acts as unobtrusive master
of ceremonies for the "discoveries," who are doubles
for some of the big names of the stage and screen.

Little Ann Little does a Helen Kane which would
do the famous Helen credit anywhere, and Little

Ann has real looks. Dorothy Parker imitates Helen
Morgan with all of the requisite sob effect. She is a
slightly heavier model than Miss Morgan. Honeybee
Finberg is a double for Clara Bow. Her act is an
adagio dance with her brother and another young
man, "Skeets" Genaro dances and Dick and Dot
Libby are a pair of singers.

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending September 26

An innovation that is pleasing this week is the
sinking of the stage band and Ben Black to the pit

with a clear stage for the vaudeville, which gives
a more advantageous showing to the acts and the
chorus, a real honest-to-goodness theatre look, which
is appreciated by the thousands who attend these
pleasing presentations. Charlie Niggermeyer is pro-
ducing some pretty good stage material.
Opening the bill are Andrew and Louise Carr,

tap dancers, who have many new steps and twists.

Billed as the feature are O'Donnell and Blair, the
"Homewreckers," not the heart breaking variety but
the boys who rip and tear up the outside portions
of a beautiful mansion with hammer, pick and dyna-
mite, assisted in their act by a property horse.

Bob Billings

Organ Soloist

Now at

Publix Balabaii & Katz
CRYSTAL THEATRE

CHICAGO

knock-kneed, windbroken and with a propensity to

kick forward and backwards, playing no favorite to

either ladies or gents. Their act is a scream.
The Moore Sisters, singers, with excellent voices

and nifty wardrobe, put over a couple of catchy vocal-

isms which please and demand encores.

The Dixie Rockets as usual are receiving their

share of attention, presenting a likeable program of
dances and marches.
Vying with the film and the Publix Unit, is Herbie,

the organist, who has the audience with him on all

occasions with his singing and whistling specialties.

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending September 18

"The Country Club Idea" is without doubt one of

the best units brought to the Pantages by Fanchon
and Marco. It has outstanding principals, backed by
a chorus of sixteen "Sunkist Beauties" who are noth-

ing if not easy on the eyes. The polo-girl chorus is

particularly well done, especially considering the dif-

ficult routine of the dancing required.

The master of ceremonies is Frank Elmer. He is

as far as possible from the smart-aleck type, seems to

enjoy himself at his job, and has a rather pleasing

voice. One of his songs is "Nobody Cares If I'm
Blue."

Louise and Mitchell perform a strong-man act, in

which the little girl lifts her partner and tosses him
above her head with no more effort than one would
show in picking up the baby.

Masters and Grayce are a comedy team who get

much laughter from their golf lesson, he as instructor

and she as pupil. This act is the most risque on
the bill.

Ray Samuel, a skillful dancer, does one bizarre

number with Betty Wright and Rose Eliska, the two
girls ibeing dressed in slinky (and transparent) black
lace.

Leonora Cori, lyric soprano, is heard at various
times throughout the show, and some of her high
notes are particularly beautiful. One of her best-

remembered numbers is, "It Must Be Love."
A novelty number is the one named for the song,

"Let Me See A Little More of You." Although not
so shocking as sounds, it is a review of women's un-
derwear during the various past generations. The
hoops and pantalets and bustles and many petticoats

get a great many laughs.

As finale, the audience is treated to a synthetic

polo game, with real ponies galloping straight toward
the footlights. The effect is achieved by means of

tread-mills hidden from view, so that the ponies gal-

lop very naturally.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending September 25

The stage show this week is an attractively set
diversion and its various acts are good entertainment
and pleasing to the eye. The show demonstrates that
the Davis band still is one of the leading dravfing
cards in local theatrical circles. It goes on week
after week with new entertainment that brings in
the paying customers. This week the band has a
novelty called "Get Happy."

In the settings of the Publix production, "Sky
High," the unit is aided by a lot of color. The
performers include a male quartet called The Campus
Four, harmonizers who get a good reception. The
comedy part of the bill is presented by Maude Hilton
and Connie Almy, who get the usual share of laughs
given a comedy team. Paul and Ferral do a good
act in eccentric dancing. The chorus is presented by
the Fred Evans Girls and is well received and shows
a lot of good training.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending September 25

The Lambert Ballet was the feature of the Publix:
presentation. Attired in Japanese costumes with
fans the steppers went through a fan dance remark-
able for its beauty. Eddie Noll, a limber youth,
appeared with the unit as acrobatic dancer in a
pleasing series of handspring stunts.

Decked in Japanese robes, the Lambert girls

served to introduce the Six Kanazawas, a troupe of

Jap acrobats who tossed each other about with amaz-
ing abandon and drew hearty applause.
Al Evans, master of ceremonies, led his stage band

in the playing of a number called "Agua Caliente,"
following up with the singing of it in glee club style.

Jack Oakie was billed for a personal appearance
and the theatre honored him to the extent of naming-
the show "Okay Oakie." Oakie. in his carefree,

{Continued on next page, column 1)
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STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from preceding page, column 3)

funny way. galloped on the stage with an impersona-
tion of Maurice Chevalier. The crowd applauded. He
sang "Alma Mammy." More applause. He went
through some more foolishness. Still more applause.
For the encores he returned dressed in a different
costume each time.
Dalton and Craig joked through a bit of interesting

dialog, the chief angle of which was a hat-smashing
contest. They sang snatches of several songs with
harmony that really made you sit up and listen.

Their voices blend almost perfectly.

The finale was a grand spectacle, with all per-

formers back on the stage in costume. The Three
Novellettes, seated on suspended chairs in the wall

at the rear, sang. Three vari-colored wheels, with
lights playing on them, were kept rotating above the

fingers.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending September 18

Fanchon and Marco's "Romance" Idea opens before

a fairyland setting of castles with Robert Cloy and
two unannounced misses singing "Romance." Two
young ladies also do a bit of burlesque concerning

the days when "knights were bold" and a bit of fancy

stepping.

The Joyboys under the direction of Sam Jack
Kaufman play "I Kiss Your Hand Madame," after

which the chorus of 16 Mack Bissett Dancers go into

a dance routine attired in collegiate costumes to the

tune of the "Stein Song," "On Wisconsin" and "Ring
Out Ahoya," Marquette University's pep song.

Myrtle Gordon obliges with several popular selec-

tions including "I Don't Want to Get Thin" and
"Ro-Ro-RoUing Along." She gets a good hand for

her efforts and has a pleasing voice.

The chorus in its next number is attired in blue

and white nautical costumes and goes through its

routine in fine manner. The entire mixed chorus of

sixteen works in excellent unison and receives a

good hand.
Castleton & Mack, two comedians, engage in comedy

tumbling and the like as well as some neat dancing.

They end their number with a slow motion sketch

which is well done and heartily received.

The finale is identical to the opening episode with
the chorus assembled in couples in loving attitudes.

while Robert Cloy and the two female singers again

entertain in a pleasing manner with "Romance."

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending September 25

Dick Powell, m. c. calls his stage show "Revue in

Blue," the opening being very pretty with blue flood-

lights playing on the stage, while the girls in blue

tights, white wigs, etc., do a Colonial dance. The
entire offering is lavishly decked in blue, for instance,

the orchestra boys are dressed in blue, the actors

wear blue ties, blue handkerchiefs, etc. (No, the

orchestra does not play "St. Louis Blues.") Dick
sings "My Bluebird Was Caught in the Rain." and
with the excellent accompaniment of the orchestra,

scores a big hit.

The Three Taps, two men and a woman, do some
average tap dancing. Toward the end of their act,

they injected some acrobatic stuff that was pretty

good.

Dixon and Sands, team, do some talking, dancing

and singing, and the offering is nothing to get ex-

cited about.

Val and Ernie Stanton, two boys, pull off a bunch

of silly stuff that falls flat here.

The orchestra does a good takeoff on the radio.

Darkened stage. Dick in spotlight tuning in a radio.

The orchestra imitates static, etc. Very well put over.

The finale is rather pretty. The girls do a patriotic

tap dance, with "bombs" flashing and exploding back-

stage. Yes, the girls are dressed in red, white and

BLUE!

Oklahoma City Orpheum
Week Ending September 19

What is almost an all-girl all-dancing show, Fan-

chon and Marco presented "Sunshine" idea the first

half of the week. Something of the freshness of the

title slipped into the show which went off with a

smoothness that is truly commendable.

Chorus numbers are outstanding, especially the

"Baton" number closing the stage show. The

comedian's "sermon" offering is a little too rough in

spots but it drew a good laugh, and lots of "em."

On the screen is a sophisticated comedy with Alice

Joyce in the lead. It is called "A Most Immoral
Lady."

Harold Carroll, the song-writing lad who gave us
"Chasing Rainbows" and other melodies of yester-

years, brings his tabloid revue to the Orpheum for

second half of the week. There is not a yawn in

the whole bill—so what more could we say in the

way of praise.

With Maxine Lewis, whose voice is pleasing as she

is personable, sings several of Carroll's hits, with the

master of syncopation.

Eddie Bruce, the revue comedian, keeps us in an

uproar at every turn. This hard-working performer

got real results, measured in laughter.

Harry Foster Welch presents to us a one-man band
who doesn't need instruments. His simulation of the

orchestra was among the high spots of the bill.

Gaynor and Bryon win all the prizes, from onei to

10, inclusive, for their dare-devil roller skating act.

And the act was most excellent and very pleasing.

The feature picture is "Double Cross Roads," featur-

ing Lila Lee, Montague Love and Robert Ames.

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending September 25

Charley Strong and his orchestra furnished the

stage band, while the regular orchestra, under the

direction of Louis Adrian, was in the pit for the

production, "Forward March." The week's great

attraction wae Nina Olivette, who succeeded in clown-

ing her way into the hearts of her audience, and

also impressing them with the fact that she is a

very talented young lady. The show opens with

Strong and his orchestra standing out in front, sing-

ing about a certain girl, and the next scene shows

them waiting around at the foot of the stairs for

Nina to appear. They are all supposed to have in-

dividual dates with the young lady, and when she

finally appears, the stairs form a chute down which

shel slides, and then the fun starts, from wise cracks

to some excellent dancing on the part of Miss Olivette,

and some of her partners. However, she proves

to be pretty near the whole show, except that Harry

Rose had a part that won him his audience all over

again, and made them a bit sad about his leaving.

Harry furnished a good deal of the humor by a

couple of recitations, one about Goldylocks and the

other a deep dark drama, where a house falls down

and glass crashes all around. Harry is pretty clever

at this sort of stuff, and the audience just eats it up.

Jimmy McCarthy kept the audience in an interested

mood, and Eddie Michaels, dancer, and Malcolm

Massey succeeded in keeping them in that same mood.

Talent and Merit put over their old standby, that

of juggling plates and wise cracking about who has

the harder time, the man or the woman. It drew

a good many laughs, and they got a royal round

of applause. A little more clowning by Miss Olivette,

and the show was over. Unfortunately, the presenta-

tion for this particular week did not seem to be up

to the usual Oriental standard, at least in the

opinion of this reporter.

Ruth Laird Leaves Publix

To Reopen Studio
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 25.—Ruth Laird. Dallas

dancer, who filled several weeks engagement at the

Saenger theatre here and who has been directing chorus

lines for the! Southern Publix unit shows, is re-

opening her Dallas studios. She has leased the large

ballroom in Bush Temple, which she reopened on

Sept. 15. Miss Laird has been in New York coach-

ing in dancing schools.

Composers Gibbons and
Dyreforth Join M G M

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Sept. 25.—Carroll Gibbons and James
Dyreforth are the most recent song composers to feel

the call of talking pictures, and succumbing to it.

They have recently landed in Hollywood, under con-

tract to M G M. Some of their compositions include

"A Garden in the Rain," "Possibly" and "My Lip-

stick Queen."
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The Organist in Australia

HELLO EVERYBODY—Dropped over to see Hy C.

Geis, opening organ solo at the Jersey City Stanley

the other night and was pleased to see the mar-
velous manner the Jerseyites received him. Hy was
more than pleased when an usher came down the

aisle bearing an enormous box, which contained a

little bunch of flowers from his good friend Harry
Lauder; incidentally there was a collect on it and
Hy had to dig down and pay for them. . . . After

not having seen Rocco Vocco in a long time, we were
just in time to say goodby to him the other day,

just before he left for Chi. to attend to some busi-

ness. . . . You all know that Rocco has full charge

of all the exploitation for the Radio Music Company
now. . . . Benny Ross, for the past two years one of

the mainstays of the Jersey City Stanley theatre, has

resigned and after a short vacation is going to try

to decide just which one of the many offers he will

accept. . . . Gene Morgan will be the new M. C. at

this house. . . . Dropped in to see Sammy Wigler,

of DcSylva, Brown & Henderson, the other day and
was most surprised to see the wonderful change in

Miss Molly Schrager's facial expression. Molly, her-

self, informed us that she had her nose lifted to the

key of G. . . . We don't quite get it but It gives

you a rough idea. . . . Sam Ward, of Witmark, hit

on a peach of an idea the other day. He thought

it a good and needful plan to give some sort of

an introduction to songs when they were to be played

over the air. . . . Sam wrote to about 300 radio sta-

tions all over the country and was most gratified to

get 300 favorable replies.

HAVE YOU MET CLIFF HESS?
Well, here he is (and if a movie magnet sees his

photo we'll be seeing him on the screen). We have

often wondered about Cliff and now we know, he's

a Southern gentleman.
it,If you don't believe

look up the records in

Memphis, Tennessee. . . .

Cliff was born there in

1892 but he was raised

in Cincinnati, where he
was graduated with hon-
ors from the public

schools and from Wood-
ward High. . . . His first

job was as stenographer
and secretary to the
president of the Valvo-
line Oil Co. ... He went
from there to the Cin-
cinnati Car Company and
from there to the U. S.

Lithographing Company.
(Gosh, this fellow has Cliff Hass
had a variety of jobs.) He tired of office routine
and decided to become a skipper of a Mississippi
river steamboat, so for the next few years we find
him a cub pilot of the good ship Georgia Lee, plying
its blunt nose from Cincinnati to Memphis and
return. Listening to the darkies croon the blues
along the levees gave Cliff the idea for his first song.
This was "Homesickness Blues" (incidentally Handy,
in his book of the history of the blues, gives Hess
credit for being the first white man to ever write a
real Negro blues song). Cliff decided to become a
song writer, so he hied himself to Chicago and got
a job with Waterson, Berlin and Snyder and worked
at this for two years. While there he wrote those
dear old favorites, "Freckles" and "Huckleberry
Finn." In 1913 Irving Berlin paid a visit and while
in the offices needed someone to take a melody down.
Cliff was called and upon finding that he could ar-
range, take dictation and also accompany him on
the piano, Berlin decided to take him back East with
him. (This is when Mr. Berlin was on the stage.)

Cliff stayed in his employ for five years, visiting

Europe with him and traveling around it together
During the war. Cliff was an officer in the 149th
F. A. (Rainbow Div.) and saw service across the
pond, and returned safely to dear old Broadway.
Cliff is now special material writer for Rcmick and
DeSylva, Brown and Henderson.

{Continued from page 61, column 3)

Scene 2. (Scrim) Shows an impressionistic

Japanese set, the couple seated on a

bench. A Japanese girl enters and
sings "One Fine Day," from "But-
terfly." Close in, and organ plays

slides telling of a journey to Egypt,

by way of India, etc. "And next
the happy pair is found in

—

"

Scene 3. (Scrim) Showing a tent in the des-

ert, pyramids in the background,
etc. Ballet girls do an oriental

dance, while the bride and groom
sit watching them. Close in to

slides which say "through many
lands they roam, etc., etc., to

—

Scene 4. (Scrim) Which shows a street in

Venice, a gondola is pulled slowly

across the stage, the couple seated

in it and the gondolier singing "O
Sole Mia." Then comes a close in

and slides descriptive of the couple

on their way to

—

Scene 5. (Scrim) And being presented at

(iourt in England. After which

slides giving the idea of "Now
we're going back home" and

—

Scene 6. (Scrim). Shows the couple dis-

embarking on the dock, with the

boat in the background, and friends

throwing streamers. The finish is

the entire company singing "Aus-

tralia Will Be There" as the Aus-
tralian emblem in the far back-

ground lights up.

The scrim for the various scenes was a

regular picture sheet, only with the white mus-

lin part cut out and the scrim cloth inserted.

This made the scrim stage just the size of

the slide inserted. All the sets were "im-

pressionistic," being done with a black

back-cloth for a background, and lit from
the side and above with baby spots.

Among the other solos that Fitch tried

out with success is a slide introduction

about topical subjects, telling the audience

that he has declined to be the Prime Min-
ister, and is going to make a lot of new
laws, and that they should sing their ap-

proval of them. The songs used in this

were "If I Had a Talking Picture of You,"
"Singing in the Rain," "Aren't We All,"

and "Tiptoe Through the Tulips."

And still another is using no slides at

all, but going on the old organ demonstra-
tion idea, which almost amounts to a

vaudeville act, in that he talks about all

the slides that once were.

Eddie finds that it is difficult to make
people sing in Australia, that is, he found
it was difficult at first, but after he got

them trained, they warbled for him anytime

DonGalvan
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Book Solid R. K. O. 1

Playing R. K. O. Theatre Los An<?eles 1
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Hueo Morris
R. K. O. N. '

Sam Roberts
i. Chicago R. K. O.

^^i^E^ Murray Feil West Coast
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and anyhow.

This brief resume of some ideas that a
most competent organist has tried would
make anything that has been tried here
original. And after using up all the ideas
that have been used in this country, it just
remains for the organist to make up some
stunts of his own, and these three examples
show pretty conclusively that Eddie knows
what's what and what he is doing.

He plans to leave Sydney on October 4,

and return to this country by way of Eng-
land, stopping at all the Australian towns
of Melbourne, Adelaide, Freeantle, etc.,

and then to Colombo, Cairo, Port Said,
through the Suez Canal to Malta, then
Plymouth and London, and then back to
New York.

A splendid trip, and one that he is de-
serving of after having established himself
in a foreign country so successfully, carry-
ing some of the real organ music of the
United States over there.

Walter Roesner, Popular
San Francisco Fox M.C.,
Makes Debut at Roxy

(Special to the Herald-World)
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 25.—Walt Roesner is

missing this week at the Fox theatre, San Francisco,
and a brief screen announcement advises that he is

making a vacation trip to New York by plane to be
back again as musical director on October 10th.

What is omitted is the breaking of the news that
popular Walt is to be transferred to the Roxy theatre,

where Fanchon and Marco stage shows are to be
presented, commencing October 3. His popular ar-

rangements of musical classics, which have become
such an outstanding feature on the program at the
Fox, are to be introduced at the Roxy, beginning
with "Echoes of France," one of his most recent
and most successful arrangements.

The distinguished musical director and master of
ceremonies is making the trip to New York in con-
nection with the opening show and will then return
to San Francisco. A. M. Bowles, manager of the
Northern California division of Fox-West Coast, has
been firm in his demand that Walt Roesner be kept
here as long as possible, but his stay will be limited

to a few months at least.

In connection with the popularity of Walt Roesner'

s

arrangements of classical music in popular style, it

has been reported that two of his valuable books,

containing the music and data of most of his num-
bers, were stolen some time ago. Whether it is a
coincidence or something else, orchestras elsewhere
have been duplicating these concerts, but it is sug-

gested that this might have been accomplished by
the attendance of a conductor and a stenographer
taking complete notes.

Rose Leaves Oriental for

Paramount's Studio
Harry Rose, popular master of ceremonies at the

Oriental theatre in Chicago, has been released from
his contract in order that he may go to the Long
Island studios of Paramount and appear in some
short subjects. Later he expects to go to the coast.

The Oriental has been fortunate in having Harry
Rose there during the past summer, because he un-
doubtedly was a card of considerable drawing power.

It is said that he was doing almost a Paul Ash average,

and that is pretty good, considering all the hot

weather which Chicago experienced. All we can, say

is that the Oriental is losing a good man when
Harry goes away, and may we congratulate him on
his new position, and wish him all the luck in the

world.

Oldsby Back with Remick
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, Sept. 25.—Cliff Oldsby, formerly
manager of Remick's music stores here, has been
reappointed by Art Schwartz, and succeeds Art Sim-
mons, who has been transferred to the New York
branch.
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BEST SELLERS
Week Ending September 20

No. I
"Little White Lies" (Donaldson,

Douglas & Gumble).
No. 2

"When It's Springtime in the Rockies"
(Villa Moret).

No. 3
"Betty Co-ed" (Carl Fischer).

No. 4
"Kiss Waltc" (M. Witmark).
"Dancing With Tears in Mx Eyes"

(M. Witmark).
No. 3

"Somewhere m Old W\oming" (J.
Morris).

No. 6

"If I Could Be With You" (Remick).
"Just a Little Closer" (Robbins).
"Swinging in a Hammock" (Berlin).

No. 7
"Confessin' That I Love You"

(Berlin).

"I Still Get a Thrill" (Davis, Coots &
Engel).

"Down the River of Golden Dreams"
(Feist).

"When the Organ Plays at Ttvilight"
(Santly).

"You Brought a Nezc Kind of Love
to Me" (Faous).

"Stein Song" (Carl Fischer).
"Bye Bye Blues" (Berlin).
"Moonlight on the Colorado" (Sha-

piro).

"IN MY HEART IT'S YOU" (Davis, Coots & En-
gel). A beautiful thought in sonR. An excellent
lyric and melody that should sell big. Words and
music by Charles O'Flynn, Max Rich and Al Hoffman.

"I WANT A LITTLE GIRL" (Shapiro. Bernstein
& Co.). A cute little fox trot ballad by the writers
of the recent song hit "Ro Ro Rolling Along." Has
a lot of merit. Words by Billy Moll, music by
Murray Mencher.

"I DON'T MIND WALKIN' IN THE RAIN
(When I'm Walkin' in the Rain With You)" (For-
ster Music Pub. Co.). This Chicago publisher has a
nice number here that with the proper amount of

work, should sell. Words and music by Max Rich
and AI Hoffman.
"HONEST (I'm Fallingr for You)" (Harris & New-

man). Two local boys, new as publishers, have a

nice song here. It's getting quite a radio plug and
will no doubt sell in this vicinity. By Charles New-
man. Harry Harris and Frank Magine.
"WHY AM I SO ROMANTIC?" (Famous Music

Corp.). The theme song of the Marx Brothers' pic-

ture "Animal Crackers." This picture is a comedy
hit and will no doubt play the best theatres in the

country, which will certainly help the song plenty.

By Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby.
"EV'RYTHING'S O. K. WITH ME (Since I'm

O. K. With You)" (Davis. Coots & Engel). A trick

title idea written as a hot song by these two pub-

lisher writers. Words by Lou Davis, music by J.

Fred Coots.

Aarenson's Commanders
Booked for Beacon

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK. Sept. 25.—Aarenson's Commanders,

known as one of Broadway's personality bands, has

been booked for an engagement of indefinite length

at the Warner Brothers house, the Beacon theatre,

beginning October 10.

ORGAN SOLOS
HAL PEARL (Sheridan Chicago), who is known as

the youngest organist gamboling around on a con-
sole, offered in a very pleasing and consecutive way.
the following selections. But before we mention
those, may we say that the particular attraction at
the theatre was Paramount's "Byrd at the South
Pole." and that the pupils of Lakeview high school
were present in force to witness. Consequently,
Pearl varied his program to fit the occasion, and
Alma Mater songs, as well as the more popular num-
bers, gave the youths ample opportunity to expand
their lungs and fill the house with harmony. The
first number was "Swinging in a Hammock," fol-
lowed by "Betty Co-Ed," which seems to be very
popular with the younger set. Next came "Absence
Makes the Heart Grow Fonder," and then came
"Anchors Aweigh." Lakeview songs filled the bill

for a fev/ moments, and you can bet they were sung
with a will, then came an old favorite. "Let Me
Call You Sweetheart," and for a finale, Ned Miller
sang that new ballad, "Down the River of Golden
Dreams," sweetly, and the spot flashed off, but the
audience was still applauding.

RAY TURNER (Lamar Oak Park, 111.) put on a
clever program, aided by slides protraying the idio-

cyncrasies and foibles of cannibals, who instituted

the idea of community singing by singing for their
dinner, as the captive had suddenly disappeared and
they were left high and hungry. Using all this
as an introduction, Ray got his crowd into the
spirit for "I'm Needin' You," which was followed
by a parody on "I Love You Truly," which went
over in big style. The next number was "If I Had
a Girl Like You," which the youths in the theatre
sang lustily, and gave the impression that they might
be seeking their ideal. The old standby (we should
imagine that's what it is now), "When It's Spring-
time in the Rockies," fell into line, and how those
kids (some of them were pretty old kids) sang.
Right up through the roof and out onto the fire

escape. The finale, which closed a very interesting
program, was "I'm in the Market for You," which
leads us to say that the Lamar might as well
close the market as far as organists are concerned,
for Turner seems to fill the bill.

HY C. GEIS (Jersey City Stanley) presented an
oriirinal Hy C. Gels novelty called "Sing. Sing. Sing-
ing" for the first solo of his return engagement.
(Hy had previously been at this house for the past
two years and after two weeks' vacation is back at

his post for another year by popular demand of his
great following.) Hy opened his solo with a cleverly

worded lyric to the tune "Here We Are," only he
called it "Here I Am." One of the most enthusiastic
receptions accorded an organist was given him, after

his opening speech, and it was fully three minutes
before he could go on with the solo. The entire solo

was built around a jail and Hy had the audience sing
the following numbers ; "Nobody Cares If I'm Blue,"

"Prisoner's Song," "Kiss Waltz," "New Kind of

Love" and "Around the Corner" (special lyrics).

After hearing how this audience sang and the tre-

mendous applau.se given Geis, it is no wonder he
was brought back for another year.

MILTON CHARLES (Philadelphia Mastbaum) In

his first week at the theatre as organist, went over

big, with his playing and singing. His singing won
for him many enthusiasts, and his playing kept them
won. Among the numbers that he played and sung
were "I'm Dancing with Tears in My Eyes," a most
popular song, and even more so when handled by
Charles. A special arrangement of "So Beats My
Heart for You" found applause, and his singing of

it, with sympathy and feeling rewon his audienc*

all over again.

TED MEYN (Jersey City Loew's Jersey). After

a three weeks' absence, Mr. Meyn is back at the

(Qmut^

WEEK ENDING SEPTEMBER 20
No. I

"Little White Lies" (Donaldson,
Douglas & Gumble).

No. 3

"When It's Springtime in the Rockies"
(Villa Moret).

No. 3
"If I Could Be With You" (Remick).

No. 4
"Dancing With Tears in My Eyes"

(Witmark).
"Kiss Walts" (Witmark).

No. 5
"Betty Co-Ed" (Carl Fischer).
"I Still Get a Thrill" (Davis, Coots

& Engel).
"Confessin' That I Love You"

(Berlin).

No. 6
"So Beats My Heart for You"

(DcSylva, Broivn & Henderson).
"Szvingin' in a Hammock" (Berlin).
"Down the River of Golden Dreams"

(Feist).

No. 7
"What's the Use" (Feist),

".hist a Little Closer" (Robbins).
"You Brought a New Kind of Love

to Me" (Fani02is).

"Moonlight on the Colorado" (Sha-
piro, Bernstein).

.

N^- ^
"Someivhere in Old Wyoming" (Joe

Morris).
"My Future Just Passed" (Famous).
"If I Had a Girl Like You" (Feist).

"Bye Bye Blues" (Berlin).

No. 9

"Old Ne-w England Moon" (Berlin).

"Don't Tell Her What Happened to

Me" (DeSylva, Brown & Henderson).
"Stein Song" (Carl Fischer).
"I'll Be Blue Just Thinking of You"

(Feist).

"When the Organ Played at Twilight"
(Santly Bros.)

console with a lot of new and novel material. Th«
great reception given him on his opening program,
easily proved his popularity and the fact that thee*

audiences missed him. Meyn opened this pleasinn
Bolo with an explanation of his absence and a brief

outline of the way he spent his vacation. After
this he introduced each song in a showmanly manner.
The "flinging" tunes were: "Bye, Bye, Blues,"
"Sunnyside Up" (with words backwards), "Danc-
ing with Tears in My Eyes," special lyrics to
"Anchor Aweigh." and si>ecials to "Around the Cor-
ner." His community stunts are both interesting

and novel and never fail to have the full audienc*
sing.

^ILIIDIE C(D.

eiE.ILAMKIEM.

CIHIICA\(&<D.^

JESSE CRAWFORD (New York Paramount) pre-

sented an entertaining solo in his "Song Boat"
presentation. Crawford has brushed up the old idem

of a strictly professional spotlight solo with a full

stage effect slide on which a slide carrying a story

introduces each number. Crawford's songs which
he plays only as Crawford can are as follows:

"Down the River of Golden Dreams," "Old New
England Moon," "Beautiful Ohio," "Indiana Moon,"
"Somewhere in Old Wyoming." "Moonlight on the

Colorado," "Springtime in the Rockies," "It Hai>-

pened in Old Monterey" and a finale of "Down the

River of Golden Dreams."

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way

N. Y. City
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Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
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Mail Order Bargains

WE UNDERSELL THEM ALI^-BRAND NEW
MERCHANDISE—FACTORY TO YOU. Acoustical
Felt, 29Hc sq. yd.; Theatre Plush Carpet, $L19 per
yd.; Duvetyn Fireproof Drapes, 49c sq. yd.; W. E.

Approved Sound Screens, 39c sq. ft.; Sound Mixers,
$19.50; Sound-On-Film Heads, $198.50; Photocells,

$14.95; G. E. Exciter Lamps, 98c; Optical Systems,
$29.50; Head Amplifiers, $29.60; '/i h. p. Synchronous
Motors, $29.50; Turntables with Resynchronizer,
$49.50; Sarason-Pam 19 Amplifiers, $69.15; Audak
Tuned Pickups, $33.95; Standard Audak, $17.95;
Wright-DeCoster Horns, $17.64; Giant Exponential
Units, $46.35; Constant Faders, $13.90; Jensen Speak-
ers, $17.80; Exponential Horns, $48.80. Bargains,
Demonstrators, Rebuilt Booth Equipment, Projectors,
Arcs, Rectifiers, Lens, etc. Write us your needs.
Address Service-On-Sound Corporation, 1600 Broad-
way, New York City, New York.

TWO PERFECTION LOW INTENSITY LAMPS
$225.00. General Electiic low intensity generator
$175.00. Two Simplex rebuilt double bearing ma-
chines like new with Perfection low intensity lamps
$850.00. With new Strong Junior low intensity
$997.50. One Powers 6B, rebuilt with new Vitadisc
turntable, Samson amplifier, two speakers everything
complete for sound $375.00, with Powers mazda
lamphouse and regulator $450.00. Sound on film

heads complete for Powers or Simplex $500.00
Vitadisc turntables complete with pickups and fader
$75.00. Samson Pam No. 39 amplifiers $75.00. Large
'4 H. P. Fidelity synchronous motors $50.00. Audak
professional pickups $37.50. Exciter lamps $1.25.

Mazda regulators $37.50. Half size lenses $25.00.
New matched quarter size lenses a pair $19.50. Sure
fit parts for Simplex and Powers discount 10%.
National Carbons discount 10%. Recifier tubes IS
ampere for Strong or any 30 ampere rectifier $13.50.
Da-Lite Screen coating large bucket $3.50, Low
intensity mirrors 7 in. $6.00. 8 in. $14.00. Mazda
projection globes for any machine discount. Devry
sound machine 16mm with films and records $150. 00.^

Write or wire us your needs. Oldest independent
theatre supply house in America. You take no chance
when you buy from the Western Motion Picture
Company, Danville, Illinois.

Theatres for Sale or Rent

RENT THEATRE—PERFECT SOUND. County
seat town. Closest competition 65 miles away. Have
to see location to appreciate deal. Talking equipment
for sale. Address Post Office Box 241, Santa Rosa,
New Mexico.

THEATRE FOR SALE—750 seats. Northern Indi-
ana town of 6,000 population. Sound equipped. New
projectors, rugs and decorations. Long lease. Clears
$1,000 monthly. Good reason for selling. $12,000
cash, balance terms. Address Albert Goldman, 1402
Mailers Building, Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE OR LEASE—FIRST RUN THEATRE,
located in one of the fastest growing cities in the
South. Population of 20,000. Draw sixty miles
•quart. $5,000 cash will handle if purchased, if
leased, will lease very reasonable. Terms to suit
purchaser. Reason for selling, retiring. If inter-
ested answer quick. Address Box 498, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

PROFITABLE SALES AND PURCHASES OF
THEATRES quickly arranged. Address Albert Gold-
man, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—ONLY PICTURE SHOW IN
TOWN of 1,800 population. Talkies, for sale at a
great sacrifice, must be sold before Oct. l-it. Ad'rcs.
Box 505, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Illinois.

FORCED THEATRE SALE—Fireproof, new,
modern, neighborhood theatre. Good location. Near-
est theatre one mile. City of 80,000 population.
Bargain price. Unless you have $10,000 cash, don't
reply. Address Warren D. Jennings, Attorney, 43
Washington Ave., Endicott, New York.

FOR SALE—2S0 SEAT THEATRE. Perfect
sound. No competition. Address Lathrop theatre,
Lathrop, Mo.

FORCED THEATRE SALE TO SATISFY BANK
—Legitimate proposition. Make a real buy for 25%
of Talue. West Virginia town, drawing population
ten thousand. No opposition. Curiosity seekers saTe
postage. Unless you have $8,000 cash don't reply.

Address Box 627, Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

623-SEATER WITH SOUND—Population 4,200;
no opposition. Sunday town. Address Empress
Theatre, Belding, Mich.

Theatres Wanted

WANT TO RENT OR BECOME PARTNER in

talkie theatre in New York State or New Jersey.

State full particulars. Address Box 1, Exhibitors

Herald-World, 565 Fifth Ave., New York City, N. Y.

WANTED—TO BUY OR LEASE, THEATRE IN
Northwest or Western State. Population over 5,000.

Give full details in first letter. Address Box 503,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, Illinois.

WANT TO RENT—SILENT OR TALKIE theatre

in town over 4,000 population. Give full details

in first letter. Address Box 483, Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicage, Illinois.

BEFORE YOU BUY A THEATRE, CONSULT
US. Profitable houses always on hand. Address Al-

bert Goldman, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

WANT TO RENT TALKIE THEATRE,
EQUIPPED. Town of S,000. No opposition. Ad-
dress Box 496, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

Help Wanted

WANTED — SOUND PROJECTIONIST, sober,

married. Address Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

Positions Wanted

AT LIBERTY—EXPERIENCED MANAGER &
ADVERTISING MAN—A go-getter. Age 33; can
take complete charge—Wife and I "know our stuff"

—

Honest, sober, reliable. Make offer—prefer West.
Address Box 504, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

OPERATORS POSITION
Sober. Married and steady,

dress Box 506, Exhibitors
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois

Ten years experience.

Will go anywhere. Ad-
Herald-World, 407 S.

PROJECTIONIST—Al—L O X G EXPERIENCE
ALL machines and sound. Address Fred T. Walker,
2291 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

LOBBY ARTIST DESIRES CHANGE. Experi-
enced house manager. Will consider either position
or combination. Address Rex Mosher, Imperial
Theatre, Alliance, Nebraska.

VERY SUCCESSFUL THEATRE MANAGER
WOULD CONSIDER change (or partnership). Hard
worker and energetic. Showed results in every posi-

tion held. Best references. Address Box 494, Exhibi-
tors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

ATTENTION, THEATRE OWNERS Specially
trained managers, theatre advertising men, theatre
service men, available for employment at short notice.

No service charges. Address Theatre Managers In-
stitute, 325 Washington St., Elmira, New York.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—150 square yards quarter-inch acoustic
felt, 50c per yard, f.o.b. One Bell & Howell Induc-
tor Compensator, 220 volts, 60 cycle, 40-60 amperes.
Address John A. Greve, Rio Theatre, Oak Creek,
Colorado.

FOR SALE—Minusa Sound Screen, 12 x 16, with
frame. Two 4.90 series 3 Super Lite Lenses, been
used sixty days, 70 ampere General Electric Generator,
price reasonable. Address Liberty Theatre, Provi-
dence, Rhode Island.

FOR SALE—Simplex machine. Peerless lamp and
rectifier. Used only three months, excellent condi-
tion. Address E. B. Hunt, 624 Fourth Street, W.
Pittston, Pennsylvania.

ONE PACENT DISC TALKING EQUIPMENT
IN PERFECT CONDITION—for $600.00 cash. One
extra good Simplex only slightly used for $400.00;
one Simplex, good condition, for $300.00; one Powers
6B including GE Mazda unit for $200.00; one Re-
producco Pipe Organ for $150.00. Address Royal
Theatre, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

FOR SALE—ONE PHOTOTONE PRACTICALLY
NEW. With 75 records, $250.00. One Compensator
Arc in very good shape, $25.00. Address Pastime
Theatre, Loreauville, Louisiana.

ADDITIONAL
CUSSIFIED ADVERTISING

ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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TEN POWER THEATRE MACHINES AND DE
LUXE MOTIOGRAPH, $85.00 each. Portable Zenith
projectors. Edison Underwriters, New De Vry suit-

case machines and standard De Vry movie camera.
300 reels of film. Clearance sale lists. Address Na-
tional Equipment Co., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minn.

FOR SALE—New Roth Multiple Arc Generators,
Double 20, $275.00. Double 25, $310.00. Double 30,
$410.50. Double 75, $615.00. Send for literature.

Western Motion Picture Company, Danville, Illinois.

BIG BARGAINS—Rebuilt Simplex Motor Driven
Machines with type "S" Lamp Houses with late type
flat belt friction drive speed controls, $300.00 each.
Re-built Powers 6 B Motor Driven Machine, $235.00
each. Re-built Powers 6 A, $115.00 each. Delu.xe
Motiograph machine, $225.00 each. Big stock of re-

built exhaust and oscillating fans for DC and AC
current. Generators, all makes, ticket selling ma-
chines, film containers, etc. All at bargain prices for
immediate shipment. Write for bargain list. Illinois
Theatre Equipment Co., 1150 South Machigan Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—TWO SETS OF TALKIE TURN-
TABLES—One set for Simplex with motors and
pickups, $150.10. One set for Powers or Simplex
with pickups. $75.00. Address W. T. Zimmerman,
Warrenton, Missouri.

GENNETT DISC EQUIPMENT—A REAL BUY—Will sell very reasonable—perfect condition. Ad-
dress Box 497, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE — 2 Powers 6A Machines, Mazda
equipped, $100 each; 225 Veneer Seats, $100; New
Phototone, 100 records, $175; sell separately or take
all with wiring, decorative lamps, etc., $400. Every-
thing in good shape. Addres.^ D. B. Dyer, Grover,
Colorado.

Stationery

PACENT DISC MACHINES COMPLETE OR
PARTS—Will sell cheap. Address Community Thea-
tres, Inc., 530 Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Wise.

NEW EQUIPMENT BARGAINS—TUBES, 30 day
replacement guarantee. No. 227, 90c; 226, 78c; 250,
$3.85; 210, $2.70; 281, $2.22; 245. $1.50; 244, $1.50;
171, 90c. ACCOUSTIC matting highly efficient, ab-
iorption co-efficient, 43%; guaranteed at 7!/^c per
square foot. ARC lamps, pick-ups, speakers, sound
screens approved by Western Electric, and many more
Items at greatly reduced prices. Name your require-
ments. Address Apparatus Sales & Service Co., 1223-
1227 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—THREE TURNTABLE NON-SYNC.
MACHINE. One hundred-sixty record selections

—

cabinet for same complete one hundred dollars. Ad-
dress Playhouse, Clyde. New York.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalog. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best prices. Write Joseph Spratler,

12-14 E. Ninth Street, Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—CHEAP—Several sets Moviephotie
Equipment. Perfect condition. Address Columbia
Amusement Co.. Inc., Paducah, Kentucky.

Will Trade—Equipment

WILL TRADE—STANDARD DEVRY MOTION-
PICTURE CAMERA for pair Simplex Mazda Lamp-
houses with regulatsrs. Address Diamond Theatre,

Lake Odessa, Michigan.

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravurembosso" plate-

less embossing) process. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 SVixT^A" letterheads $3.33, or 8'/Jxll"

$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

Equipment Wanted

USED DISC EQUIPMENT for Powers Projectors,
must be reasonable. Address Alamo Theatre, Plain-

field, Illinois.

WANT SEVERAL SIMPLEX MECHANISMS in

good or poor condition or incomplete. Address Pred-
dey, 187 Golden Gate, San Francisco, California.

WANTED TO BUY—60 ampere or larger genera-
tor. Address Box 485, Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED—GOOD USED DRAPES. Send price,

sizes, colors in first letter. Address Silver Hill

theatre, Oshkosh, Nebraska.

WANTED TO BUY—At best cash prices, Simplex
Projectors—Mechanism or complete machines. Ad-
dress Joe Spratler, 12-14 East Ninth St., Chicago,
Illinois.

WANTED—Peerless or Simplex projectors, also

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-

third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,

projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

WANTED—GOOD SIMPLEX PROJECTOR. Ad-
dress Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa.

Chairs for Sale

FOR SALE—1000 Upholstered Squab Seats, Panel
Backs covered in imitation Spanish Leather, $2.00

each; 500 Upholstered Chairs with Squab Seats, cov-

ered with imitation Spanish Leather, Veneer backs,

$1.80, each; 1500 Used S-ply Veneer Chairs, $0.90

each. Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 1150 South
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

1500 High Grade Heywood-Wakefield Spring Con-
structed Chairs covered in imitation Spanish Leather;

500 Andrews Spring Constructed Panel Back Chairs

in imitation Spanish Leather; reasonable prices. Illi-

nois Theatre Equipment Co., 1150 South Michigan
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE—325 THEATRE CHAIRS. Used
about three years. Like new. Leather upholstered

box spring seats, figured velour backs. Address
Strand theatre, Platteville, Wisconsin.

OPERA CHAIRS FOR SALE—SIX HUNDRED
LIGHT Veneered chairs at very reasonable prices.

Address Windus Bros., Johnson City, N. Y.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,

five ply, at prices that save you money. Jobs in new
and used chairs. Address Redington Company,
Scranton, Penna.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera Chairs, 600 up-

holstered, 800 veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Managers* Schools

WANTED THEATRE EMPLOYES to learn mod-
ern theatre management and theatre advertising. The
Institute's training leads to better positions. Write
for particulars. Address Theatre Managers Institute,

325 Washington St. Elmira, N. Y.

Films for Sale

BIG STOCK OF WESTERNS, SERIALS, CAR-
TOONS AND COMEDIES priced low for quick sale.

Write at once for our list if you are in the market
to buy for CASH. Address Security Pictures, Film
Exchange Building, Omaha, Nebr.

COMEDIES, ACTION, WESTERN and Sensa-

tional Subjects at lowest prices. Perfect condition

film. List. Address Colonial Film & Supply Co., 630

Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.

Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you

nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling

of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving

some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph

Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, Illinois.

Partner Wonted

WANTED—A PARTNER TO BUY ONE-HALF
INTEREST in my Theatre in Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan. Will sell one-half interest in Theatre business

or building, or half interest in both. This Theatre

has been a paying proposition for twenty-five years.

Partner must be sober and reliable and williiig to take

an active part in management of same. If interested

communicate with George C. Nichols, 1029 Madison

Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miscellaneous

THEATRE ADVERTISING—FLASHY 3x8
BILLS: 1,000, $1.00; 5,000, $4.25, postpaid. King
Shoprint, Warren, Illinois.

BANNERS—3x10 cloth, $2.00; paper, $1.50. Scen-

ery—Lobby-Cards. Address Pueblo Sign Shop,

Pueblo, Colorado.

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES—Manufacturer to

you. Low cost. Address Gem Frame Company, 2805
Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

TRAILERS ON ALL FEATURES. Reasonable
rentals. Address Worldscope Service, Box 4673,

Kansas City, Mo.
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY

Cues and Pencil
I WONDER IF IT WOULD BE
worth while to hammer away for a while

on the subject of permanently cue marked
film and cues marked with a china marking
pencil. The latter method as you may
know can be easily erased without even in-

juring the emulsion, and by filling in a

corner of the picture solid renders it un-
seen to the audience but quite visible to

the projectionist watching for it.

I am pasting "requests" in every film

can to help matters here.

I use the pencil to cover patches on the
sound track, as I find it stays on, and I

also turn out some attractive slides.

—

James Woodside, Liberty theatre, Amherst-
burg, Ont., Canada.

Shield of Velvet and Gold
I WISH TO INFORM YOU THAT WE

received the "Award of Merit" on the 17th

inst.

It is with much pride that I am displaying

this beautiful bronze plaque which you have
been so kind to present us with. I am having
a shield made of black velvet with gold let-

ters and the plaque placed in the center. I in-

tend this to be on display in the lobby of the

theatre with a spotlight. I also contemplate
having the mayor of the town and a represen-
tative of the Northern Electric make a pres-
entation of same and having the stage suitably
decorated for the occasion.

I assure you that myself and staff appreci-
ate this award. Again thanking you and wish-
ing Exhibitors Herald-World continued suc-
cess.—W. H. Smith, Manager, Trent theatre,

Trenton, Ont., Canada.

Sez Miller to Duncan
IN ANSWER TO THE ARTICLE WRIT-

ten by G. A. Duncan of the Lyric theatre
at Carlisle, Ky. All you can hear from every-
body around this neck of the woods is the
fellow that runs that picture 'theatre is mak-
ing more money than any fellow in town.
Just drive down that street any night and

LETTERS FROM READERS

see the cars parked in front of his theatre,

then try to get in, no seats. One fellow at a

recent showing of a picture had to try six

times before he could get in.

Here's Mr. Business Man operating a gro-

cery store sitting next to a fellow that owes
him a big grocery bill. He has sent him bills

till he is black in the face, yet this same man
never misses a change of pictures. Now if you
or I when we go to the cities and attend the

shows in the big houses see three and four

thousand people attending, it never enters our
mind, 'Gee, this fellow who runs this show is

sure cleaning up.' We go in to be entertained

and we don't know a soul on the entire floor.

How quick public opinion can change ! Dur-
ing the silent days when one was just getting

by the picture theatre was a secondary item

as far as the business man was concerned.

Now since it is on a paying basis jealously,

hatred, and whatnot pops up.

I remember not so long ago I asked a busi-

ness man what was the best entertainment for

a town a band or a picture theatre, and he
said, "Why a free band concert, first every
time." Now this same man is on an enter-

tainment committee for a free day celebration

next week. Yet he figures that I ought to run
a free show all afternoon and night on this

day. I quoted them $50 for a show from 1 to

5 or $75 from 10 a. m. to 5 :30 p. m. They
accepted the $75. W^y, I am branded as a

robber, thief and whatnot just because I

wouldn't give a free show in the evening at an
extra $25 and don't you know that the ones
that are putting up the biggest holler are the

ones who are finding the sledding tough, and
the ones who never spend a dime at the box
office.

Here's my idea. Play the game cool, calm,

and crafty, watch your p's and q's, keep a

close mouth and get it while the getting is

good. Be fair and square, speak to them on
the streets, whether they are patrons or not
of your theatre, and hit the ball, and I'll

gamble that everything will come out alright.

The only thing that needs a cleaning in the

picture game is an entire new selling arrange-
ment. One company has had a salesman in to

see me seven times, and we just can't get to-

gether because I must pay 35 per cent and it just

isn't in the cards. Here's what they are going

to do and it's not far off, grab up all the small

theatres in every situation that is showing a

profit if you have a bootleg outfit they will

junk it and install one of their own and you
know which one that will be. I could go on
raving like this for a couple of hours but if

I don't stop now it will cost me two bits to

mail this on, so after all is said and done, it's

a great racket, oh yeah !—A. G. Miller, Lyric

theatre, Atkinson, Neb.

Filing "New Productf'

ALL REVIEWS ARE CLIPPED AND
filed for speedy reference in our office, so

dropping a line to report Exhibitors Herald-
World "New Product" department is some-
thing of a "bug-bear" when it comes to cHpping
account printed back-to-back.

Possibly this is a matter that cannot con-
veniently be handled any other way from your
angle—however, submitting our humble report

for whatever constructive value it might carry,

with request that you relegate it to the waste
basket in event more to your convenience, etc.

—C. L. Roser, A1. Ringling theatre, Baraboo,
Wis.

Not Powell, But Good
FOLLOWING ARE A FEW PERSONAL
opinions of current attractions, together

with box office reports. Flight (Col) is a

very remarkable attraction and drew a fine

crowd. Those Who Dance (WB), just an
average attraction, which played to below
average business. The Bishop Murder Case
(M G M), another one of those murder stories

in which Mr. Vance should have been played

by William Powell. However, it seemed to

please a Saturday night audience. The
Cuckoos (RKO) offered the best work
turned out by Wlieeler and Woolsey to a

good audience. Highly entertaining and satis-

factory. Redemption (MGM) not so good,

due probably to the repulsive speaking voice

TWO PRESIDENTS AND A GOVERNOR. The picture at the left has Governor Walter J. Kohler, of Wisconsin, flanked by the outgowing
president of the M P T O, Steve Bauer, on the left and Fred S. Meyer, president-elect. In the other picture, left to right, are Bill Kinsella,

W illiam Slreit, Paul Horwitz and Hy Goldenberg, just outside the convention hall at Gonring's summer resort at Cedar Lake, where the

annual meeting was held. (Photos by Herald-World correspondent.)
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of John Gilbert, which is harsh and rasping
and not suitable to a hero. Very poor
attendance.

Hot Curz'es (T) will stand plenty of ex-
ploitation, as it is a picture of delightful ro-
mance and comedy. The honors go to Benny
Rubin. Not one voice of complaint, except-
ing a little difficulty with regard to the repro-
duction. Courtin' Wildcats (U), an ideal pic-

ture for a five-year-old child. Absurd, simple
and ridiculous. The Divorcee (MGM), with
Norma Shearer, is 100 per cent entertainment
and registered at the box office. This is really
a picture to brag about. Dance Hall (RKO)
might have been fair entertainment were it

not for the presence of Arthur Lake, whose
insipid actions are most annoying. This pic-
ture played to worse than poor business.

—

The Playhouse, Clyde, N. Y.

Wins Public s Attention
WE V\TSH TO THANK YOU FOR THE

beautiful bronze plaque which you sent us
for this theatre.

We feel a pardonable pride in the quality of
sound which we offer and this award forcibly
calls this fact to the attention of the public.

We deeply appreciate your fine cooperation.—Gail E. Lancaster, Huntington Theatre
Company, Huntington, Ind.

More Pep in Silent Films?
I HAVE JUST FINISHED READING
H. B. Wilson's letter in the September 6th

issue of the Herald-World and read same
with much interest.

I am running silent and will continue to do
so as long as silents are available and I think
that will be a long time. In fact, I do not
believe that the silent picture will ever be
done away with entirely.

The talkies are okay and lots of people like

them best, but on the other hand lots of peo-
ple like silents best, and I myself think that
they have better stories than sound pictures
do, also, more pep and action. I feel the same
as Wilson does about a talkie outfit. I

wouldn't take one as a gift and be obliged to

operate it.

Well, I guess this is all I have to say, so
will sign off.

—

Cliff Owen, Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.

Appreciates Plaque
WE RECEIVED THE AWARD OF MERIT

for better sound. We have not had it offi-

cially presented as yet, but are making ar-

rangements for same.

Can you furnish us with a two column mat
also two one column mats of this plaque. We
want these for newspaper advertising. If you
have send them C. O. D. just as soon as

possible.

We sure appreciate and thank you for the

plaque, and if we get favorable write-ups from
papers will send clippings.—F. G. Stearns,
Auditorium theatre, Corydon, la.

His Equipment O. K.
HERE ARE SOME REPORTS ON Pic-

tures I have recently played. Anna Christie

(MGM) very good drama which drew well

from the towns people. The country folk do
not like Garbo. Heard this picture recently in

one of the big city houses over expensive
equipment and could understand very little of

the dialog, consequently was scared of the

recording but found that our equipment repro-

duced everything clearly and people mentioned
that the recording was extra-good. Fox Fol-

lies of 192Q (Fox) was a good picture in its

day but it didn't pay wages here. Smiling
Irish Eyes (FN) is an excellent picture which
barely grossed expenses. My own fault, as I

played it on bad dates, this Mad World
(MGM) is a very good program picture,

with splendid acting by the principals. Kay

Everybody Can Go to

"Lawful Larceny" Now
The socially elite of Ottawa, Ont.,

can now go without hesitation to see
"Lawful Larceny."
An official stamp of approval was

given the Elm when Their Excel-
lencies, the Governor-General and
Viscountess Willingdon, formally
opened the theatre season in Ottawa
by attending a showing of "Lawful
Larceny" at B. F. Keith's theatre.

Johnson should go a long way if Metro gives

her a chance. Played her in "Dynamite" here
recently and people are talking about her.

Rathbone very good also.

I have three shorts I'd also like to report
on. In a Plantation (T), good two-reeler.

These Kentucky singers make a nice change
from the regular comedies and acts. Voice
of Hollywood No. 7 and 8 (T)—these acts

get by, that's about all. The Lions Roar (S),
good comedy.—B. R. Johnson, Orpheum
theatre, Kerrobert, Sask., Canada.

Reminding Community
WE WISH TO THANK YOU FOR THE

beautiful bronze plaque awarded us. It is a

pleasure to know that you have sound that

merits such an award. And it's with great

pride that we are displaying this plaque in our
lobby. We are also reminding the people of

our community by newspaper, trailer, and her-

alds of your presentation. And we assure you
the plaque is getting a lot of attention by the

patrons entering our theatre, and we prize it

very highly.—W. R. Ficard, Old Home theatre.

Six Mile Run, Pa.

Plaque on Shield in Lobby
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE THIS LET-

ter as a token of our great appreciation for

the Award of Honor bronze plaque. You have
no idea how much we do really appreciate

this award. It might be interesting to know
that we have had this beautiful bronze plaque

mounted on a hardwood shield and properly

displayed in our lobby. Also we are running

on our screen a Deluxe trailer calling atten-

tion to our patrons of the award and giving

the Exhibitors Herald-World the credit they

are due. Also we will receive front page

space in the local paper and I assure you again

that this Award of Merit is not only appre-

ciated by us but by all of our patrons as well.

Thanking you again for this recognition.

—

S. B. Johnson, Regent theatre, Cleveland,

Miss.

Enormous Aid to Theatres
THIS WILL ACKNOWLEDGE RE-

ceipt of your Award of Merit Plaque for
the excellence of the sound in our theatre.

It is my opinion that such plans as yours
help a theatre enormously and have a great
deal of effect on the patrons, and we are
delighted to be able to display the plaque
in our lobby.
Thanking you for your courtesy.

—

Sophie
K. Smith, Managing Director, Little Pic-
ture House, Inc., New York City.

Plaque Is in the Lobby
WE WISH TO EXPRESS OUR SINCERE

thanks to Exhibitors Herald-World for
the beautiful plaque which we recently re-

ceived, conferring on our theatre a "Mark
of Honor" for excellency in sound reproduc-
tion.

We had an announcement trailer made
which we projected on our screen to acquaint
our patrons with the fact that their theatre
had had a distinctive honor conferred upon it

for sound reproduction, and the beautiful
plaque could be seen in the lobby.
Again thanking you.—A. M. Barton, The

Playhouse theatre, Lewal Amusement Cor-
poration, Ticonderoga, N. Y.

Jaysee! Ed Lake Is Calling!

WE WISH TO EXPRESS TO YOU OUR
appreciation for awarding us the Exhibitors

Herald-World Award of Merit Plaque. We
have received the same and have duly dis-

played it.

Please advise us when our friend, Mr. Jen-
kins, is going to make this Montana territory.

The latch-key is waiting for him. We will

greatly appreciate a visit from him at any
time.

Thanking you again for awarding us this

Mark of Honor.

—

Ed Lake, Lake theatre,

Baker, Mont.

Hear Plea in October to

Free 2 in State Bombing
f special to the Herald-Wot IdJ

MICHIGAN CITY, IND., Sept. 25.—Harry
Ames and Marwood Williams, now serving

one to three year terms in the state prison
here, after conviction in connection with
charges arising from the bombing of the $1,-

000,000 State Theater at Hammond, Ind., some
months ago, have filed habeas corpus suits in

superior court here.

The complaints allege the men have been
wrongfully imprisoned since April 9, 1929,

when the first year of their sentences ended.
Ames and Williams are petitioning under the

indeterminate sentence law which was held
illegal and void by the judge of the superior
court here. The cases will be heard in Octo-
ber.

WRITE
;;^*^J'^

for Their

PHONE llHlp^ Latest Talking

WIRE ^!^ Pictures

Now releasing:

"MELODY OF THE HEART" English Version

"MELODIE DES HERZENS" German Version
UFA'S BEAUTIFUL MUSICAL ROMANCE

"DER TIGER VON BERLIN" German Version

"THE TIGER MURDER CASE" German Version
UFA'S THRILLING MURDER MYSTERY

UFA FILMS, INC., 1540 Br'dway, New York
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By JEM LITTLE

FORTUNATE for us that we wandered down to the Row last Monday in-

stead of Tuesday, for if it had been Tuesday, we would have met with some-

what vacant reception. Everyone was rushing around, trying to get things

in shape, so that they might go home, planning to spend the day with their

families. Several Ro^^-ites, including Max Stahl, who went to his home in Farrell,

Pa., to spend the Rosh Hashona holidays, planned to be away, to return some-

time later in the week.

AXD in a few days, Yom Kippiir will be
here, so that will necessitate rushing

around some more to get caught up. There
seemed to be few exhibitors along the Row
that day, and the audiences in the thea-
tres were a great deal smaller than usual.

This two days' holiday may account for the
extra heavy crowds at the houses during
Saturday and Sunday, knowing that it

would not be possible for some of them to

go at accustomed times during the week.

By one of those twists that there seems
to be no explanation for, a very important
story was left outside in the cold last week,
although it was all in lead, and it concerned
E. T. Gommersall, who, for the past three
years has been assistant to James R.
Grainger at Fox, and now has joined Uni-
versal as mianager of the Central Western
Division, with headquarters in Chicago. He
will work under Harry Taylor.
A native of Cincinnati, he began his

career in the picture business with the Fox
exchange there, right after the war, and in

rather rapid succession, he was promoted
to positions in the Buffalo, Minneapolis and
Indianapolis offices of the Fox company,
and then to the Fox home office, where he
was given the position of short product
sales manager. From there, he became as-
sistant to Grainger, and now—well, it's told
above. We are happy indeed to welcome
him to Chicago, and of course, the best
of best wishes go along with it.

* * *

Toe Merrick, who at one time was per-
sonal representative for the Christie broth-
ers, Al and Charlie, has succeeded Henri
Ellman as the manager of the Central Divi-
sion sales force for Tiffany. Elmer Grace,
better known as "Mose" to all his acquain-
tances in the Row, is now manager of
the Chicago branch, having come from the
coast to take the position. While on the
coast, where he had been for some time, he
was connected with the production end of
the business in the capacity of studio ex-
ecutive. Charlie Lindau is the office man-
ager of the Chicago branch, and someday
we hope to go in there and find him sitting
at his desk with nobody around. Somehow
or other, no matter when you go in, you
can be sure to find Charlie busily engaged
talking to somebody, usually so earnestly
tliat you hate to disturb him.

* *

Last Monday morning, to be very exact,
about 9:.30, we wandered into Educational's
ofTirc, and who should we fmd but Freddy
Nfartin. at that hour, catching up in his
back reading, and in an excellent frame of
mind, and you must remember, it was Mon-
day morning. And during the course of the
conversation, Frcfjdy informed us that a
scries of "W^iiliam J. Burns Detective Mys-
teries" are to be made, under the super-
vision of the great detective himself. They
are original >torics that have never been

written, and consequently, they ought to

hold a lot of attraction for many people,

especially those connected with crime clubs.

They are to be produced by George Clif-

ford Reed, better known to all pioneers in

the great "canned celluloid" industry as

"Phiffy." (We never can understand why
they don't use just plain "f" instead of

"ph.") Aside from the digression, however,
"Phiffy" began his career in the film indus-
try by distributing Renfax Musical Pictures,

which were among the earlier attempts at

synchronization. His territory extended all

the way from the Barbary coast to the

Bowery, and consequently, it is no wonder
that he is known, well known.

^ ^ ^

The Langley theatre, we understand, is

to throw open its doors again under the
management of A. Cohn.

* * *

We had the pleasure of meeting C. E.
Giesseman, formerly of the Norshore the-
atre, at the Marbro the other night, where
he is now manager.

E. W. Weisner, in adding the World the-
atre, Milwaukee, and the Uptown, Racine,
to his holdings, makes himself the largest
independent theatre owner in Wisconsin.

Larry Lipton has been promoted to the
post of publicity director for the 34 R K O
houses in the Midwest division, and Robert
Haley is working in the capacity of assis-

tant to Larry. Eddie Seguin is now assistant

to Jack Hess, who is Western division exploi-

tation director of RKO houses.

Jack Gross, who was city manager for
RKO in South Bend, Ind., has gone to
San Francisco to take charge of the two
RKO houses there and the one in Oak-
land, across the bay.

* * *

Alvin D. Pople, fonnerly manager of the
Granada and Marbro theatres here, and
later the Roosevelt, has left Chicago to go
to Los Angeles, where he will take over
the management of the Orpheum in Los
Angeles.

* * *

Had a delightful chat with Fred S.

Meyer during his short visit to Chicago,
when he, George Levine and E. Weisner
came down from Milwaukee to pay their
respects to Carl Laemmle when he went
through town on his semi-annual visit to
the great metropolis. Fred told us some-
thing mighty interesting about "All Quiet"
which he showed, by the way, for seven
weeks at the Alhambra theatre in Milwau-
kee. It seems the 32nd Division of the
.American Legion, known as Les Tcrribles.
had a convention there on September 14
and 1.S, and they bought out the house for
a midnight showing. Fred, being interested
to see what their reaction was to the pic-
lure, being wholly a group of men who saw
very active service across, sat and watched

We re thinking rather seriously of devot-

ing a whole page to rumors some one of
these days, and, as a rumor can entertain

all the latitude in the world (judging
from a good many that we hear) we wish
you would think up something good, and
send it in. One rumor is as good as

another.

it through with them. When it came to the
part where Louis Wolheim views himself
on war in general, and the way in which it

should be fought (building a ring in a big
field and putting all the senators and diplo-
mats, etc., inside in their shorts, and let-

ting them battle it out) Fred says they just
went wild, and cheered until he thought the
roof would come off. And when soldiers

such as they cheer about something like

that, it must be worth cheering for.
^ ^ ^

We seldom give a thought to what we
would do if suddenly we were cut off en-
tirely from old friends that we take as a
matter of course. But when you're no
longer able to greet them every day, it's a
different story. And so Lipton Astrakin,
for many years connected with Universal
as salesman out of the Chicago office,

would be happy to hear from all his old
friends, for he is now branch manager of

the "U" exchange in Tokio, Japan, which
is a number of miles from Chicago.

Charley House, manager of the Midway
theatre in Rockford, Illinois, is pushing
nlans as fast as is permissable, so that h^
may have the installation of his new West-
ern Electric sound system completed in

time for the showing of Universal's "All

Quiet on the Western Front" bv Octo-
ber 15.

* * *

Wondering what had become of Harry
Gramp, a former executive of the Butter-
field theatre circuit, we finally discovered
that he is located at Beloit, Wisconsin, in

charge of Fox's Majestic theatre.

^ ^ ^,'

Ted Levi, formerly with Universal, is

now connected with the Filmack company
in the capacity of special representative.

^ ^ ^

The Circle ' theatre, of which Freddy
Cleveland is the owner, is to reopen soon,
after being closed for a period. Freddy, by
the way, banged up his finger in some man-
ner, and for a while he was going around
with a very distinctive looking bandage
around the injured member. We hope it's

all better now, and that the Circle is all

set to play open house to a full house for

some time to come.

Charley Loewenberg is always returning
from somewhere, sometime, somehow, or else

going, but we found him just after he had
returned from an expedition that was "All

Quiet" exploitation up in, or out in, Iowa,
and he reports that Charley Brown (every-
body seems to be named Charley), manager
of the Strand theatre in Iowa City, has
joined the ranks of "stay at homes," hav-
ing just recently returned from a honey-
moon to Montreal. Here's wishing Mr.
and Mrs. Brown every happiness.

* * *

Last week Max Stahl celebrated the anni-
versary of his coming with Educational in

his present capacity. We say he cele-

brated, but what we meant to say was that
his employees played a rather nice anniver-
sary trick on him, if it can be called that,

for when he came down to his office, a huge
basket of beautiful red roses was on his

desk, and few things look so good, or make
one feel any better the first thing in the
morning that lovely flowers, and especially
red roses. May we offer our humble con-
gratulations too, Max.
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The public loves a good crime thriller. Millions of

ready made fans will "eat up" these true stories

told by the greatest sleuth of all time, picked from

the biggest thrills of his long career in the secret

service and as a private detective.

Backed up by nation-wide exploitation, includ-

ing stories by Mr. Burns in True Detective Mys-

teries Magazine.

Every one with a title that will win any
thrill seeker. Early releases include

^'THE WILKIXS
MURDER MYSTERY"

^^TWO ANONYMOUS LETTERS"
"THE LANCASTER

COUNTERFEITING CASE"

(£^<£uyOCitlcrruz£. (f^tctuAjU-^

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

EDUCATION FILM EXCHANGES, live., E, W. HAMMONS, President 5

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distributora of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President



ANNOUNCING
THE

FALL
BUYERS
NUMBER
Though I'm the world's oldest comedian, not even

excepting DeWolf Hopper, I want to step out of

character a moment to tell my fellow showmen
seriously that there's a treat in store! No foolin'

this Fall Buyers Number is going to be good—full

of the hot ideas that stand 'em up clear to the

corner and two doors around it. I was in the

Quigley offices last week and looked over the

editor's shoulder. Now, I've been getting a hand

for 500 years and I know good stuflF when I see it.

Take it from me, this number's going to panic you.

—Punch.

Advertising Forms Close October 15

Vol. 100, No. \3 September 27, 1930



The SHOW'S the thing, u {..

Wken you nave the oest snow in town, the hox

office takes care of itself. But when you nave a

pretty good show . . . ana two or three other thea-

tres in tow^n have a pretty ^ooa show . . . what s io

bring ine crowd io your ineaire /

Tasteful, attractive furnishings have a lot to do

with it . . . they're a real box office attraction . . .

they lend a theatre a definite personality.

Bi^elow-Saniord special theatre carpets are made

to meet all the demands of the modern theatre.

Xhey oner distinctive style, smart colorings and un-

usual durability. Xhey are made by the w^orld s larg-

est ru§ and carpet w^eavers, and are displayed at

^ood dealers everywhere, ^^rite for the name of

your nearest merchant.

BIGELO W-SANFORD
<iR u cj s an d y^y ar fo ei s jot' y^keair e s

Made by BIGELOW-SANFORD CARPET CO. Inc.—Main Sales Office at 385 Madison Avenue, New York

MillB at Thompsonville, Connecticut; Amsterdam, New York; and Clinton, Massachusetts

J
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A MESSAGE TO THEATRE MANAGERS FROM
THE UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY

Hiland Theatre, Fort Thomas, Kentucky.

At Your Service on Any

Acoustical Problem
MUCH misunderstanding and many un-

scientific theories exist today on the

very important subject of auditorium acous-

tics. Acoustical correaion is a highly tech-

nical subject and only an expert acoustical

engineer can determine the treatment required

to obtain the desired results.

This is the reason the United States Gyp-

sum Company offers a complete acoustical

service—from the preliminary study of your

problem to the finished installation. We
assume complete responsibility for the final

results. We will undertake no

assignment on which we can-

not assure the predicted result.Ll6S

We find that the acoustical

difficulties in most theatres need

only a proper installation of

Acoustone, the USG Acoustical

Tile, on certain areas of the

walls, ceiling or both.

Acoustone is a light weight,

beautifully textured tile devel-

oped especially for absorbing

sound. It is easily applied with-

out interruption to business and it requires

no alteration to structural members. It is

supplied in many colors, shapes and sizes

which permit attractive, harmonious design-

The many designs, patterns and color

combinations which may be obtained

with Acoustone make its use highly

desirable in connection with any type

of masonry t as well as other interiors.

restored by vacuum cleaning.

Why not ask us to make an

inspection of your theatre and

submit a recommendation ? Such

a survey will cost you nothing

and will not obligate you in any

way. Remember, if you engage

us to improve the acoustics of

your theatre, we will assure

you satisfactory results. Samples

of Acoustone, details of successful theatre in-

stallations and particulars regarding our com-

plete acoustical service will be sent on request.

Please address United States Gypsum Com-

ing. It requires no redecoration, but is readily pany, Dept. 59N, 300 W. Adams St.,Chicago.

ACOUSTONE
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BOX-OFFICE
BLUES

Vacant seats, dwindling profits, comewhen

sudden total darkness hurts good will

POWER failure used to be the theatre manager's

nightmare. It meant that all the lights went out . . .

show stopped abruptly . . . irritated patrons demanded
refunds. The box-office suffered.

Automatic protection

In the modern up-to-date theatre, electric current

failure can pass unnoticed by the audience. Houses
equipped with Exide Emergency Lighting Batteries are

automatically protected against the risk of sudden

darkness . . . interrupted show. Should normal current

fail, Exides take over the entire emergency load, in-

stantly and automatically. Without a hand touching a

switch, important lights continue to burn, projector

keeps right on. The show goes on without a break.

Moderate cost

Exide automatic protection is not expensive to install

and costs very little to operate. Simple devices are used
to control and maintain these reliable batteries in a

fully charged condition. Your electrician can easily

attend them without special battery experience.

Write for information

A letter will bring one of our technical representa-

tives to consult with you at your convenience. He can
give you interesting information on power iprotection.

There's no obligation. Or, if you prefer, we will mail

you a copy of our Emergency Lighting Bulletin.

Exibe
EMERGENCY LIGHTING

BATTERIES This is a typical 115-volt Exide Emergency Lighting

Battery— economical, long-lived, absolutely reliable.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, Philadelphia
THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF STORAGE BATTERIES FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto
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The PRINCESS THEATRE, Joliet, Illinois

In this handsome theatre the true tones ofvoices and music travel clear and

distinct to thefarthest seats. For Acousti-Celotex prevents distorting echos

. . . keeps soundfrom being reflected back into the ears of the audience.

TESTIMONIALS...
Straight from the box-office

ENTHUSIASTIC patrons of theatres

where Acousti-Celotex provides ideal

hearing conditions will tell you how every

spoken word and note of music now travels

clear and distinct to the farthest seats.

But the verdict that counts most comes

straight from the box-office. The ticket-sell-

ers know that Acousti-Celotex pulls larger

crowds, increases profits — by insuring the

pleasure of every patron.

The Princess Theatre, of Joliet, lUinois is

one of the many where Acousti-Celotex pre-

vents distorting echos . . . makes it easy for

dialog to be clearly understood.

Thesefacts have outstanding
importance

Quick, easy installation—Acousti-Celotex

comes in single, finished tiles, quickly and

easily installed in new or old buildings— fas-

tened directly over existing wallsand ceilings.

Decorative adaptability— Acousti-Celotex

brings distinctive beauty to the theatre. Its

decorative adaptability assures harmony

with almost any architectural or decorative

scheme.

Permanent and ^'fool-proof"

—This treatment is a per-

manent treatment with a very

low cost of upkeep. Acousti-

/^cousTi -Celotex
FOR LESS NOISE-BETTER HEARING

Submit your problems to the Acoustical Engineers of The Celotex Com-

pany for study and analysis . . . without charge orfurther obligation

The word

(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

the trademark of and indicates
manufacture by

The Celotex Company
Chicago. Illinois

Celotex tiles can be painted and repainted

even with lead and oil paints— without im-

pairing their efficiency.

Tested in manyfields—Architects and build-

ers are famiUar with Acousti-Celotex. Long

before the advent ofsound pictures they had

used this remarkable material to provide "bet-

terhearing" in auditoriums, churches, schools,

colleges and many other types of buildings.

THE CELOTEX COMPANY
919 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.

In Canada:

Alexander Murray & Co., Ltd., Montreal

Sales Distributors Throughout the World

Acousti-Celotex is sold and installed by

approved Acousti - Celotex contractors

E.H.W.-9-27-30THE CELOTEX COMPANY
919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Gentlemen: Please send me further information on the value of

Acousti-Celotex in the presentation of sound pictures.

Name

Address..

City . State..
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HERALD-WORLD PLAQUE
for Better Sound Reproduction ^/

AWARDED

INSULITE ACOUSTILE
Treated Theatre

The New Orpheum Theatre, Ada, Minn., which is treated with Insulite Acoustile

is awarded the Herald-World Plaquejor Better Sound Reproduction.

F the sound reception in your theatre is bad — if distorting

echoes or reverberations are driving your patrons away, your

problem can be easily solved by the application of Insulite

Acoustile. And here's proof of how Insulite Acoustile im-

proves theatre acoustics. The Herald-World has just awarded to the

New Orpheum Theatre at Ada, Minn., the Plaque for "better

sound reproduction". This theatre is treated with Insulite Acoustile.

The new improved Insulite Acoustile, thicker and 25% more ef-

ficient, is an all wood-fiber product, scientifically constructed to

absorb excess sound energy. It is the ideal material for correcting

the acoustics in the theatre showing sound pictures, because it has

a more uniform sound absorbent coefficient throughout the entire

frequency range than any other material. This means that the highest

notes or the lowest are efficiently controlled, eliminating re-

flection or distortion, and assuring the true rendition of both music

and speech.

Furthermore, the use of Insulite Acoustile is the economical and

practical method of acoustical correction. It is not necessary to

close your theatre for remodeling as Insulite Acoustile can be

easily and quickly applied to existing surfaces.

And Insulite Acoustile not only makes sound pictures sound

right, but it will also improve the appearance of your theatre. The

rich pleasing texture of Insulite has the attractiveness of fine tile and

can be beautifully decorated to harmonize with any color scheme.

Made in various sizes, the units can be arranged in many patterns

to blend with any architectural effect.

LET OUR ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERS
HELP you

The Engineering Department of The Insulite Co. will gladly assist

you in analyzing and solving your acoustical problem. You may be

sure that their recommendations will be the simplest and most

economical way to secure the results you desire. There is no charge

for this service or obligation on your part.

JUST MAIL THIS COUPON

THE INSULITE CO.
{A Backus-Brooks Industry}

1 200 Builders Exchange, Dept. 501 MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Please send me additional information on the superior features of Insulite Acoustile, also

your free booklet and samples.

Address.

City. . . . State.

INSULITE ACOUSTILE
W
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THE FALL BUYERS NUMBER
of

Better Theatres
Wm be Issued OCTOBER 25th, 1930

This will be another DeLuxe Edition of Better Theatres

It is, however, one of the thirteen regularly scheduled issues, to which is added a number
of special and important features.

Among special editorial features for this The Spring and Fall Buyers Numbers of

number are the following: Better Theatres always contain a wealth of

Names and addresses of active theatre reference and informative material that is

architects, with pictures and details of
invaluable to the theatre architect, contrac-

their handiwork. ^ .
i ^ • •

.
, ,. .

, , , ,. ., tor, engmeer, electrician, manager, projec-
A complete list of dealers and distnbu- ^. . , , . ^ j .lu

r\_, ^ ,. J . , tionist, purchasing agent and the owner,
tors of theatre supplies and equipment. ^ & &

Personnel of firms supplying theatre The Buyers Numbers of Better Theatres

products and services. are the most complete, most up-to-date and
Up-to-date and authoritative stories most valuable aid available for the selection

covering the installation and operation ^nd purchase of all products for the theatre,
of modern sound equipment.

Informative stories on theatre products,
^^^ importance and unusual value of the

with alphabetical Hst of manufacturers. ^all Buyers Number warrants the careful

Other constructive features conducive consideration of all manufacturers and dis-

to judicious buying. tributors of theatre products.

October 25th is the Publication Date
October 15th is the Closing Date

for

THE FALL BUYERS NUMBER
of

BETTER THEATRES
Published in Conjunction with Exhibitors Herald-World by

Quigley Publishing Company
407 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Industry's Merchandising Magazine Better Theatres



NOTE^oN WRITERS AND

^UBJECTy- IN THi/ I^^UE :

fl The importance of dimmer sys-
tems to the motion picture theatre
can never be confined to those
theatres presenting more or
less elaborate stage productions.
Illumination has come to play too
big a part in the whole spectacle
of the theatre—in lobby, in audi-
torium and elsewhere. Light con-
trol now has architectural signifi-

cance approaching its meaning to
the stage director. And this sig-

nificance seems bound to grow.
Whether this increase in applica-
tion grew from the development of
the switchboard, or whether the
growth of the switchboard kept
pace with the mounting demand, is

probably a matter like the chicken
and the egg. The point is, the
story of this development is an im-
portant chapter in the history of
the motion picture theatre and we
are fortunate in having had it

written ("Development of Modem
Dimmer Systems") by one whose
intimate experience in this field has
continued from the earliest intima-
tions of the ingenious mechanism
we have today. R. B. Hunter is a
development engineer in this field.

He resides in Milwaukee, where he
is affiliated with Cutler-Hammer,
Inc.

^ One of the most complete com-
pilations of material on theatres
that it has been our good fortune
to publish in some time, presents
in plan and photograph two mod-
ern motion theatres of a very
popular type ("Lat/outs and Views
of Two Fox Theatres"). Both
houses are located in small Cali-
fornia cities, both are of medium
size, and both are of period design.
Yet there are differences, of
course, and thus the layouts, which
were especially prepared for us by
the architects, and the photo-
graphic reproductions offer an ex-
traordinary opportunity for com-
parison of method in adapting

generally similar projects to dif-

ferent physical requirements. We
acknowledge the generous coop-
eration of the achitects, Balch &
Stanbery of Los Angeles, who
have done a number of notable
houses for the Fox circuit and
other operators.

^! It is quite likely an attitude,

rather than a fixed code of style,

that will give American architec-
tural method the power to cope
with the needs and changes pecu-
liar to our scene and culture. And
this attitude is already the source
of a new feeling toward line and
decoration, utility and beauty, on
the part of our leading architects.

Showing itself at first in office

buildings and being long con-
fined to that type of structure, it

is rapidly penetrating to apart-
ment buildings, even to schools,

and with not undue precaution,
also to theatres. Wherever we find

this new manner, it is the same
in its essentials, since it must be,

being an attitude, a thing of the
spirit, rather than a precise
method. It is to present this thing
of the spirit, as it is crystallized

in a variety of structures, not to

present the structures themselves,
that we offer the group of photo-
graphic reproductions in "Modern
Perspectives." Selection was made,
of course, with structural and
decorative elements suggestive of

the motion picture theatre build-

ing in mind. But after all, it is

as expressions of the modern spirit

in architecture that the buildings
represented are most stimulating
to the motion picture theatre
architect.

fl Leo T. Parker, whose contribu-
tion to this issue ("Late Decisions
the Exhibitor Should Know") is

one of the series familiar to regu-
lar readers, is an attorney-at-law,
residing in Cincinnati.

[9]
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Here's

COMfORT
Plus-

Watch for this Stamp

of Approval in the

advertisements of

theatre equipment
manufacturers. It is an

assurance of high

quality, satisfactory

service and economy.

Almost any kind of a chair is good enough \S

to sit in for five minutes—but two hours— •

that's another matter. It's a matter that

makes personal comfort one of the showman's best

bets on steady patronage. Theatre seats have to

be roomy and properly shaped. They must be

sturdily constructed and have silent, durable

hinges. The fabrics used for upholstering need

color and pattern in endless variety in addition to

super-wearing strength. Such standards as these

are embodied in the construction of every theatre

chair made by the Steel Furniture Company. Their

exclusive selection for distribution through

National Service is of itself indicative of their

exceptional merit. And here's another thing . . .

Theatre chairs, regardless of fme workmanship,

must be installed correctly. A good chair set at

the v^rong angle is no longer a good chair as far

as its occupant is concerned. National Service

does more than sell the finest of theatre chairs—

-

it assures expert installation. It gives the exhibitor

comfort plusl New prices now apply on National

Theatre Supply Company seating.

Each of its thirty Branches offer a

wide selection of chair styles for

every class of theatre and each

style is outstandingly the best buy

on the market today.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Branches in all Principal Cities
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DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN DIMMER SYSTEMS

By R. B. HUNTER

How grew th m e c ha n behind t h th e a Ire's magical lights

WHEN electricity was introduced

for the lighting of theatres as a

substitute for gas and oil, a rheo-

stat known then, and now, as a dimmer,
was required as a substitute for the

valve used to control the intensity of gas

illumination. The fundamental design

of the dimmer rheostat is quite simple,

and it cannot be said that in principle

the dimmer in general use today is much
different from the early dimmer. The
improvements in control of the intensity

of illumination in modern
theatres have come, not

from radical changes in

the design of dimmers,

but rather from improved

methods of operation.

The dimmer is, of

course, only one element

requisite to the illumina-

tion of the stage, audito-

rium, or other public
building. The incandes-

cent lamp is the basic

lighting element. Other
essential equipment com-

prises reflectors, color

screens, and the necessary

mechanical equipment for

supporting, locating, and
focusing the lamps. How-
ever, once the location,

color and focusing of the

illumination units is de-

cided upon (at rehearsal

in advance of the public

presentation), the dim-
mer and its auxiliary
equipment—usuallyknown
as the dimmer bank or

theatre switchboard— be-

comes the medium by
which are effected the

thousand and one grada-

tions of lighting, which
form a part of the mod-
ern theatre presentation.

Likewise, in auditoriums,

churches, ballrooms, etc.,

the potentialities of mo-
bile color lighting are be-

coming fully realized more and more.
When dimmers were first used to con-

trol the intensity of electrical illumina-

tion a few large dimmers were furnished,

and the lamps were divided into a rela-

tively small number of high wattage cir-

cuits; but it was quickly realized that

by reducing the size and increasing the

number of circuits more effective illu-

mination control could be secured. How-
ever, when a multiplicity of circuits was
provided, it became difficult for the oper-

A switchboard of an early day, with the dimmer mounted above the
board and with the continuity of the circuits controlled by knife
switches. A later type of board is shown on the following page.

ator to manipulate the large number of
dimmers with sufficient rapidity to ef-

fect the desired illumination changes.
The first step toward simplicity of con-

trol was to provide master handles and
clutching mechanisms whereby, when de-

sired, a number of circuits could be con-

trolled by one handle without eliminat-

ing the possibility of controlling an in-

dividual circuit as desired. From this

first, simple provision for lighting con-

trol, to the latest multi-preset motor
driven dimmer bank with

full flexibility of control,

there have been many
steps. The modern illumi-

nation control board is

ideal in proportion to the

extent it provides

:

1. Full flexibility (by

which we mean provision

for simultaneously chang-

ing the intensity of any
combination of circuits to

any desired degree at any
desired rate, the degree

and rate of change in each

circuit being independent

of the degree and rate of

change in every other cir-

cuit) with means for auto-

matically stopping the

change in any circuit in-

dependently of the change
in every other circuit.

2. Mechanical ease of

operation.

3. A rapid succession

of illumination effects.

4. Complete and easy

manipulation by a single

operator, so that the con-

trol board can be installed

in a small space at a

point where the operator

can view the performance.
5. Compactness of con-

trol mechanism.
6. Simplicity of i)istal-

lation and maintenance,
and minimum of wiring.

7. Logical grouping of

[11]
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ape rating mechanism.

The importance of

these factors may be

realized when we con-

sider the analogy be-

tiveen the illumina-
tion control board and

the console of the pipe

organ. A pipe organ

without compactness,

flexibility, mechanical

ease of control, logical

arrangement of stops

and keys, and mech-
anism insuring facil-

ity of operation by

one player, would be

obviously impractical.

The modern illumina-

tion control board
compares on equal
terms with the pipe

organ console in these

essentials. The anal-

ogy between the pipe

organ and the illumi-

nation control board

must not, however, be

carried too far. The
color organ is an ad-

mirable conception,
and it may be that a

new art will eventually be created, play-

ing on the emotions of humanity, through
the medium of light waves, just asthrough
centuries of tradition we are now in

varying degrees affected by successive

combinations of sound waves. However,
as those in the fore-front of the devel-

opment of the color organ realize and
state, the art of light music is still in

its infancy. It is not the purpose of

this article to discuss the color organ in

any of its present or future embodi-
ments, but to present the latest develop-

ments in the control-of-illumination, con-

sidered rather as an accessory to tradi-

tional forms of amusement, than as a
new primary emotional stimulus.

The illumination changes required for

a theatrical presentation are of four
general classes:

1. Realistic (as a sunrise or the

lighting of a candle on a darkened
scene).

2. Imaginative, or interpretative

(such as may accompany a ballet).

3. Atmospheric (as in the audito-

rium of the theatre, or in a dining-room
or ballroom).

4. Intermediate (between scenes).

The first three of these are usually

effective with the curtain up and the

last with the curtain down.
To obtain the proper effect we may

have to change the intensity of 50 or
more lamp circuits and we may have to

brighten or dim some circuits quite rap-
idly (full cycle in one second), and
others quite slowly, but uniformly, over
a period of as much as five minutes, and
this requires the utmost in flexibility of

control. It is necessary that the whole
control be effectf^d by one operator; and
one operator frequently finds it impos-

r
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A later type of board than that shown on the previous page. The circuit con-
tinuity is controlled by contactors, which in turn are controlled by small pilot
switches which are located on the switchboard adjacent to the dimmer handles.

sible (without pre-setting and variable

automatic cut-off) to manipulate the

various circuits with sufficient rapidity

to secure the desired effects.

All this naturally leads to a mechan-

ism by means of which the operator can

by cut and try methods at rehearsal

determine and set up in advance the

effects which he desires to secure. At-

tempts to secure these results by me-
chanical connection between the various

dimmers are foredoomed to failure be-

cause of the difficulties in securing by
mechanical means flexible variations in

speed control between the different units,

and independent termination of the

change in each circuit.

Electrical interlocking has, however,

been very satisfactorily developed, and

to provide this type of interlocking it is

necessary to have independent power
operating means for each dimmer plate,

and, of course, to furnish mechanism for

proper control of this power. The most
practical method of applying power to

the dimmer is through an electric motor
with suitable gear reduction. The con-

trol mechanism must determine the

direction in which the dimmer plate

operates (to increase or to decrease

illumination), the speed at which it

operates, and the point in the intensity

cycle at which the change is to be

stopped. If, for example, in order to

secure the desired effect, it is necessary

to change the intensity of 50 lamp cir-

cuits, it must be possible for the operator

(alone, but with the aid of the control

mechanism) to start each of the 50

motors at the proper time (simul-

taneously, or in sequence), to allow each
to operate at its own speed (which speed
may differt from the speed of each of

the other 49 motors),
and to cause each
dimmer to stop at the

required point and at

the required time.

The latter is a most
important feature and
has been the most dif-

ficult to accomplish. It

is very easy to start

a number of motors
simultaneously and to

run them at different

speeds. But it is quite

another matter to pre-

determine that each

shall stop at a differ-

ent point in the cycle

without attention by
the operator once the

set-up has been made
(maybe days in ad-

vance). And it is ob-

vious that this auto-

matic cut-off is essen-

tial, because no one
operator can without
it handle 50 or 100
circuits, or even 10

circuits, with suffi-

cient accuracy to se-

cure passable results.

In addition to means for controlling a
large number of circuits flexibility to

obtain an illumination change, we must
also provide means for effecting several

such changes easily and in rapid
succession.

The number of changes which we must
be able to produce without an interval

wherein the operator may adjust the

control mechanism, wiU vary with the

type of performance which the control

board is to handle. It seems probable
that we will rarely have more than five

complete illumination changes without
such an interval for adjustment. How-
ever, the control mechanism should be
sufl[iciently adaptable that a greater
number of predetermined illumination

changes can be provided if necessary.

The control mechanism, in view of the

requirements outlined above, must be
very compact so that the operator can
easily reach the controls for every cir-

cuit. This has been successfully accom-
plished. For example, a board to control

150 circuits—provide 20 pre-sets of in-

tensity as described above—need not
occupy a space greated than 3 feet wide
by 6 feet high. This can be done with-

out sacrificing ruggedness or durability.

Moreover, no amount of general effi-

ciency of the board need be sacrificed.

The proper location of the control

board is the subject of considerable dis-

cussion and it seems probable that a

location under the stage with the op-

erator viewing the scene from the

prompter's hood will be found to be the

most desirable, though a location in the

front of the balcony may be preferable

in some installations. In view of the

fact that the numer of circuits may be
(Continued on page 35)
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VIEWS OF TWO FOX THEATRES

Presenting floor plans and
photographic reproductions

of the Fox in Visalia, Cal.,

and the Fox in Hanford, Cal.

Both of these houses were de-

signed by Balch & Stanbery

THE Fox theatres in the California

cities of Visalia and Hanford invite

comparison at a number of points.

Both are typical examples of the mission

style of exterior architecture rather
common (especially in the smaller cities)

in Southern California. And both con-

tain approximately 1,200 seats.

In their interiors they are alike in

being atmospheric, though the decorative

motif of the Visalia house is East In-

dian, while that of the Hanford theatre

is Spanish. The former has 350 seats in

the balcony, while the balcony of the

latter contains 420 seats. The Hanford
balcony is constructed of wood on steel

frame supports, and the roof and interior

walls of this house are also of wood. The
Visalia theatre is entirely fireproof.

The interiors of each, which, though
of different inspiration, are similar in

their general character. That is, gay,

warm-hearted luxury is in all appoint-

ments, through a plain background
against which ornament is introduced at

salient points.

LAYOUT OF THE MAIN FLOOR, FOX THEATRE, VISALIA, CAL. Balch & Stanbery, Architects.

.j>. '
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LAYOUT OF THE BALCONY, FOX THEATRE, VISALIA, CAL. Balch & Stanbery, Architects.

View of the Fox the-
atre in Visalia, look-
ing: toward the left
wall and sho^vlng
decorative treatment
based on East Indian
ornament and styles.

Fox
Visalia
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LAYOUT OF THE MEZZANINE FLOOR, FOX THEATRE, VISALIA, CAL. Balch & Stanbery, Architects.

Fox
Visa I la

Another view of the
auditorium in the
Fox theatre in Vi-
salia, showing the
treatment at tlie
organ chambers and
the proscenium arch.
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Left: Looking- down the
foyer of the Visalia
house, immediately be-
hind the auditorium.
Dominating despite
their location are rather
heavy-appearing- ceiling-
beams, -which are deco-
rated -svith representa-
tions of East Indian life.

Fox
Visalia
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Right: A vie'w in the
main foyer of the Visalia
house, setting the dom-
inating- style of the en-
tire theatre with ap-
pointments rich in East
Indian detail. The stair-
case leads to the mezza-
nine and its promenade,
and also to the balcony.

Fox
Visalia
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Above: Exterior of the
Fox theatre in Hanford,
also of mission pattern
and inviting comparison
with the Visalia house.

Left: Vievsr of the audi-
torium, looking- toward
the stage from beneath
the balcony, which is of
wood on a steel frame.

Fox
Hanford
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Above: Looking' down
into the auditorium of
the Fox in Hanford,
from the left side of the
balcony. Note the simple
treatment of the wall.

Right: A view of the
main fo.ver of the Han-
ford theatre, indicating
its relative spacious-
ness. The staircase leads
directly to the balcony.

Fox
Hanford
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Two British Film Trade Leaders Visit Us
'

I
^WO views of us on this side of the water have come re-

I cently in curious coincidence from England, both being the

result of first-hand examinations of the motion picture indus-

try and allied alfairs in the United States, by men set forth

as being leaders in the film trade over there.

Just how accurate their observations may be, and just how
much good it might do us to consider them, form a subject

worthy only, we think, of some good-natured speculation.

Nevertheless, it is a privilege to see ourselves as others see

us, and we are to be congratulated upon having been given

an opportunity by two London film trade journals to enjoy

such optical acrobatics.

The report of Mr. Claude Whincup is rather intensive.

Telling "What I Saw in U. S.," in the Kinematograph Weekly,

Mr. Whincup, who operates theatres in York and Leeds, in-

forms his British colleagues that "business in the kinemas"
of the United States is "poor." The reasons for this, he

asserts, are (1) the slump in the prices of stocks ("practically

all business people in America, from office boy to managing
director, including the stenographer, buy and sell stocks"),

(2) poor product from the studios, and (3) competition from
miniature golf courses. We beg the privilege of quoting a

bit:

"It was so obvious to me," reports Mr, Whincup, "that

many of the super-kinemas, as we call them, that possess

large and well equipped stages are holding their patronage
when screening mediocre films, by presenting elaborate stage

acts. Another factor that has had a little effect on business

is the sudden drop from popularity of a few noted stars, and in

view of the block-booking system that obtains over there,

this is no small problem for the exhibitor with late runs."

Similar observations were made by his fellow motion pic-

ture executive, who, in presenting his views in another Brit-

ish film journal. The Cineina, is described only as "a well

known Wardour street executive." This report perhaps has
special significance, because its author had made a similar

trip to this country a couple of years ago and he was care-

ful to note any changes in conditions over here.

"When I was there before," he relates, "it did not matter
where you went, whom you saw and spoke to, one and all

were simply satiated with their own extraordinary prosperity,

riches and self-importance, and were completely blind to any-
thing that was said and anything that was at that time being
done in Europe, particularly when one conversed with them
upon a possible reaction that might set in at a later date,

both of trade and feeling against the United States.

"Nothing but laughter greeted any suggestion that might
be put up at that time that the United States were bound by

the past law of averages to receive a gigantic setback in the

not distant future." It is only natural that some mention is

made of the fact that those predictions in a measure came
true. But to continue, if we may:
"Two and a half years ago all big hotels were packed with

visitors from the provinces [still speaking of the U. S. A.,

despite the nomenclature], railways were jammed with pas-
sengers, restaurants always full, and theatres in particular
were in the majority of instances crammed. Large expensive
motor cars were the rule. Many people thought it their busi-
ness to own two cars, a large one and a small one." Indeed!
But today

:

"The position today is completely reversed. Hotels are only
50 per cent full.

"Regarding the attendance at motion picture theatres: Af-
ter the enormous boom that attended the advent of the talk-
ing picture, theatres are at the moment taking a perfectly
natural slide back to normal. The big and outstanding type
of picture is, however, still taking very big money; in fact,

as each big picture like 'The Love Parade,' comes out, it takes
more money than its predecessor. The American public will

not stand for the ordinary machine-made talkie anymore."
And then, these more specific observations:
"Two years ago, when the turnover took place from silent

to sound, Hollywood was sent fairly mad. It simply poured
money into equipment and the pictures, hut at the end of two
years there are nothing like the number of theatres equipped
that the talkie prophets had led the production side of the
industry to believe would be. Of course, out of these theatres
that have been equipped, greater rentals and revenue have
been received than were ever dreamt of, but there is another
point that must be remembered: Out of the theatres
equipped, at least half of them are in opposition to each other,
and the picture only plays in a percentage of and not in aU
the theatres. Even on its first, second and third runs it does
not play in all halls, and therefore a picture is not sold to all

the halls equipped at the moment. It will thus be seen that
a big production at the moment is not salable in America to

7,000 halls, but is only salable to a percentage of these halls,

and from figures shown me, it is quite evident that, while the
profits are still very large on pictures, they are nothing like

what it was hoped they would be, and will not be so."

Thus we see ourselves as two leading British film men have
gone to some pains to observe us. And in judging the truth
of their observations, we doubtless should remember, first, that
it takes more than a visit to understand all that may be seen;
and second, that it is commonly easier for the other fellow to

see you more accurately than you can see yourself.

NEW ADVERTISERS
General Sealing Company,
3169 Montrose Avenue,
Chicafjo.

United States Gypsunj Company,
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Chicago.
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A group of views of recent archi-

tectural achievements which
show the spirit in which today's

artist in brick and stone (to which

should be added metal and glass)

is interpreting his materials anew
— selected without respect to

class of building because they

contain ideas adaptable to mod-
ern film theatre structures

LOBBY
Board of Trade Building-

Chicago
Architects

Holabird & Eoot

modern perspectives
[23]



LOBBY with STAIRCASE
700 N. Michigan Avenue Building

Chicago
Architects

Holabird & Root

[241

modern perspectives I



LOUNGE
Paramount Theatre

Toledo
Architects

C. W. & George L. Rapp

modern perspectives
[23J
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PORTICO
Civic Opera Building

Chicago .
,

Architects
Graham, Anderson, Probst & White

[26]

modern perspectives
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LATE DECISIONS THE EXHIBITOR SHOULD KNOW

By LEO T. PARKER

Statutory obligations, renters' liability, negligence and other subjects

A
GREAT majority of theatre litiga-

tions, which have terminated ad-

k-versely, might have been avoided

had the theatre owner or manager accu-

mulated commonplace legal knowledge
based upon the cause and outcome of re-

cently decided higher court cases involv-

ing similar points of law. This is true

because it is well known that courts al-

ways are governed, to a great extent, by
previously decided cases rendered by the

higher courts in other states, particu-

larly if the circumstances are the same
or approximately so.

At common law, for instance, an

owner of a building does not owe a duty

to provide the common ways with arti-

ficial light, in the absence of defective

conditions, or conditions of a peculiar

danger, that may call for special warn-

ing. Therefore, a theatre owner would

not be liable for an injury to a patron

who claims that he was injured as a

result of not being able to see in the

theatre, unless it is clearly proved that

a defect or unusual construction of the

building was the proximate cause of the

accident.

However, if a state or city law is in

force which requires lighting at the place

of the injury the situation is different.

On the other hand, in a suit of this kind

the theatre owner would not be liable

unless the complaining party proved that

the building was erected after the law

was enacted, providing such law specifies

that it should be applicable only to

buildings erected after the law was

passed.

For instance, in McCabe v. Mackay

(171 N. E. 699), it was disclosed that a

city ordinance provides

:

"Provision shall be made for the ade-

quate lighting by artificial light of all

stairways, hallways, and other means of

exit required by this article No door-

way, hallway, passageway, stairs, or

other means of exit, required by this

article, shall be obstructed or reduced,

except as to hand-rails, beyond its re-

quired width in any manner whatsoever."

The law, also, provides that its pro-

visions are not applicable to buildings

erected before its passage.

A patron, who was injured, filed suit

on the grounds that the injury resulted

because the owner failed to provide

lighting in accordance with the ordi-

nance. However, although the lower court

held the patron entitled to damages, the

higher court reversed this verdict,

saying :

"The difficulty is that this ordinance

does not apply to buildings generally, but

only to buildings erected after the date

of its enactment. . . . When the defend-

ant's building was erected, the record

does not inform us. In the absence of

such evidence, there is no basis for

charging him with a violation of the

ordinance."

When Landlord Is Liable

ij-ENERALLY speaking, the owner of

a theatre building is not liable for inju-

ries to pedestrians or to patrons of the

theatre operator, where the testimony

proves that the latter had possession of

the building under a lease which did not

obligate the landlord to make repairs.

For example, in Handlon v. Copestone

(150 Atl. 386), a pedestrian who fell

through a coal hole sued the owner of

the building for damages.

During the trial the testimony showed
that at the time of the leasing of the

property by the owner to the tenant the

doors and the bar holding them in posi-

tion were in proper condition, but during

the running of the lease a hinge on one

of these doors became broken, and for

this reason the bar did not function

properly and failed to keep the two doors

in proper position. The tenant testified

that he alone had control over the cellar,

and that no one had any right to go into

it without his permission.

In view of these facts the court held

the landlord not liable.

Also, in Durant v. Palmer (29 N. J.

Law, 545), the court stated that if a

tenant leaves open a cellar door or coal

hole or fails to make repairs which he,

and not the landlord, is bound to make,

then the tenant alone is liable for inju-

ries received by a person, as the result

of such carelessness or neglect.

In still another leading case, Ingwer-

sen V. Rankin (47 N. J. Law, 18), it was

held that if a nuisance is created by the

tenant during a lease term, no liability

falls on the landlord for the reason that

he has no legal means of abating the

nuisance. He cannot enter upon his ten-

ant's possession for that purpose and

would be a trespasser if he did so.

Therefore, the test of a landlord's lia-

bility is his power to have remedied the

defective structure which caused the

injury.

Contributory Negligence

It is well known that any person,

whose contributory negligence results in

an injury, is not entitled to damages.

Usually, the care and caution required of

a child is measured by its capacity to

appreciate and avoid the danger result-

ing in his injury. Knowledge and appre-

ciation of the danger and risk of injury,

actual or imputed, is essential in order

that a child may be guilty of contribu-

tory negligence. Mere knowledge that

injury might result, without its appreci-

ation of the risk of injury, ordinarily is

not sufficient. Yet, it is sufficient if the

danger was so obvious that an ordinarily

prudent child of the same age would
have realized and appreciated the danger
under the same or similar circumstances.

For illustration, in Turner v. City of

Moberly (26 S. W. [2d] 997), decided

during the past few weeks, it was dis-

closed that a city owns and maintains a

public park in which there is a large

artificial lake. A large tree stands near
the lake, and from a limb that extends

over the water a rope is suspended which
is about ten feet from the trunk of the

tree and about seven feet from the bank.

One day a boy, 14 years old, who could

not swim, swung on the rope and fell

into the water. Before help arrived the

boy drowned.

His parents instituted suit to recover

damages upon the ground that the city

negligently maintained a public place

dangerous to children. The counsel for

the city argued that although the offi-

cials were negligent in permitting the

rope to be suspended from the tree,

when knowing that it was used by bath-

ers, yet no liability existed because the

boy was contributory negligent. It is

interesting to observe that the lower

court held the city liable, but the higher

court reversed this verdict, saying:

"The cases wherein our courts have

allowed recovery on the ground that a

city was guilty of negligence in main-

taining a pond or fountain in a public

place where children were likely to re-

ceive injury do not exclude contributory

negligence as a complete defense. . . .

There is nothing to indicate that he did

not fully appreciate the fact that 'fire

will burn, a wasp sting, water drown or

a locomotive kill, or cold freeze.' He was
warned to stay away from the lake, and
the jui'y cannot be permitted to infer

that he swung out over the water be-

cause he did not comprehend the danger.

On the contrary, the inference is very
strong that he attempted to perform the

feat because it was dangerous, and be-

cause he wanted to maintain a reputa-
tion for daring which would not be
dimmed by the feats performed by the

other boys. . . . Deceased was guilty of

contributory negligence as a matter of

law. Except where he is so young as to

(Continued on page 48)
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We Have Given to the "Talkies" . . .

The ELECTRO-CHROMATIC Pick-Up

COMPENSATOR PIck-Up

and now we present to you

POLYPHASE
Tone - Controlled

PICK-UP

The ultimate in talking picture reproduction . . ,

demanded by exhibitors and their audiences

. . . expected from this company which for

years has pioneered in electrical and acoustical

development.

TONE control that IS tone control ... no

quibbling or working in circles, but the REAL
THING . . . with absolute accommodation for

every phase of dialogue and musical composition!

When we say tone-controlled, we do not mean a

makeshift device that sloughs one octave to empha-

size another. We do not mean a bass diluted to

stress the treble ... or vice versa. We do not

mean "robbing Peter to pay Paul."

That is not the AUDAK COMPANY'S way . . .

as hundreds of leading exhibitors and technicians

will freely testify.

Our idea of tone control is an infallible system,

fool-proof as it is simple, that absolutely controls

the multiplicity of phases, without weakening one
element to strengthen another.

In a word, dialogue and music that shall well forth

into the theatre.

NATURALLY
Our sensational new principle of POLYPHASE
(tone-controlled) Pick-up enables the projectionist

to accentuate richness in one phase, yet retain all

the charm and color of every other phase. From
ebb-tide of 50 cycles to flood-tide of 7,000 cycles

and more ... a pure, realistic stressing of ANY
desired element . . . but NOT at the expense of
any other element!

This is our new POLYPHASE principle. You have
hungered for it. It means unbelievable realism in

your "talkie" performances, increased patronage
from your public, added profits at the box-office

window. You MUST see and hear this latest

AUDAX achievement! Your theatre is really not
completely equipped till you install this remark-
able device.

The

All our pick-up models may also be used for recording.

WRITE TO US AT ONCE

We welcome inquiries from amusement executives and technicians

AUDAK COMPANY
565 Fifth Avenue, New York
"Creators of High Grade Electrical and Acoustical Equipment Since 1915"
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SOUND IN THE THEATRE

THE NEEDLE AND ITS IMPORTANCE IN

ACCURATE REPRODUCTION FROM DISCS

Facts the exhibitor should know — and the projectionist remember

A
SMALL thing is the needle used in

the reproduction of sound from
u discs, but it is a big thing in im-

portance, and it is undoubtedly desirable

that those concerned in theatre operation

know something about it, even aside

from the interests of a natural profes-

sional curiosity.

As all motion picture theatre people

know, the needle rides in a groove in the

disc record, and through its mechanical

and electrical relationship with the pick-

up and subsequent apparatus, transmits

the impulses which ultimately result in

the sounds originally recorded in the

studio. Beyond this, many exhibitors

and many theatre employes are in rather

surprising ignorance concerning this lit-

tle sliver of metal—the reproducer

needle.

In the first place, it is necessary to

know something about the disc record

peculiar to motion picture sound sys-

tems. Such discs, unlike the larger sized

phonograph records, measure 16 inches

in diameter. The largest commercial
phonograph record measures 12 inches

in diameter. Sound picture records re-

volve at the rate of 33 1/3 revolutions

per minute, while the 12-inch phono-
gi'aph record has a revolution rate of 78,

sometimes slightly more. The velocity

of the needle used in motion picture

sound reproduction increases from 13.51

to 27.47 inches per second, proceeding
from the inside groove to that at the

rim. It is desirable to keep the speed
of the motion picture record as low as

possible in order to avoid too frequent
changeovers. Hence the difference in

speed between it and the phonograph
record. It is this lower rate of speed
which makes talking picture disc repro-
duction somewhat more complex than
that from a phonograph record, since

there is considerably less space in which
to record a corresponding amount of
sound.

It is readily understood that to repro-

duce the original sound with sufficient

accuracy, the needle should follow the

groove with the utmost precision. Now
disc records are cut with a stylus of

triangular shape. The groove thus cut

is .006 of an inch wide and .25 of an
inch deep, and each groove is .01 of an
inch from the one next to it. The groove
follows a wavy course and the needle

moves laterally along it. The higher
frequencies (higher notes) result in

shorter waves, causing the needle to

waver more rapidly and thus transmit
more rapid impulses. The lower tones

cause an opposite length of wave and
thus a lower frequency of impulses from
the needle.

It should be remembered that the

higher frequencies have greater volume
than the lower ones and hence require
less amplification than the latter in or-

der to be properly recorded and repro-
duced. Moreover, with high frequencies,

the wave-length is small and the radius
of curvature of the groove is likewise

small. The wave-length is thus smallest,

of course, at the innermost groove, mak-
ing this point that where the greater
difficulties are encountered.

The diameter of needle points measure
about .003 of an inch and so is some-
times really greater than the radius of

curvature of the grooves (those for the

highest frequencies). Thus it is that the
needle cannot follow the groove accurate-
ly enough to reproduce the tones of the
highest frequencies. This inability to

reproduce the highest frequencies natur-

How Much of the Original Do Patrons Hear?

H OW much of the original sound do
we hear after it has passed
through all the processes of record-

ing and reproduction?
The difference between what was

originally said or played, and what the

patron receives of this original quantity

and quality, is a matter of mechanically
transmittable frequencies.

It is said that some of us can hear a
tone of as low as one of 12 vibrations

per second, and one as high as that hav-
ing 38,000 vibrations per second. Con-
siderably within these extremes lies the

range of frequencies which present elec-

trical systems are capable of registering.

But it is a good loud-speaker which has
a range of from 60 to 5,000 frequencies.

In considering the range of the orches-

tra, one must proceed from the bass in-

struments to a stringed instrument like

the violin. A drum lies well within the
capacity of our recording and reproduc-
tion mechanisms, while the bridge end of
the E-string of the violin touches the
upper limit.

How does this compare with what we
can hear from living sources? Well, we
can hear a tiny mouse's squeak, the fre-

quency of which quite likely would be in

the neighborhood of 8,000.
Fortunately, mice seldom play impor-

tant roles in our photoplays (except in

a well known cartoon!) Yet these higher
frequencies are important to mechanical
orchestra music, the fundamentals of
which we can hear easily and distinctly

when they come to us from the screen
in the theatre. For the greater beauty
of music lies in the overtones, and some
of them are out of the range of the
mechanism. This is true to a lesser ex-

tent of the lower frequencies as well.

Speech, as one would suppose, em-
braces a much shorter range of fre-
quencies than music—from about 130 to
1,000 cycles. However, language in-
cludes letters requiring subordinate
sounds which are outside this range. For
example, the letter w often requires the
pronounciation of the following vowel in
such a manner that the frequency limit
may reach (depending on the speaker)
several thousand cycles. The letter s is

also such a factor, sometimes an aggra-
vating one, especially when spoken by
certain players. Speech, however, is well
within the frequency range of most
sound picture mechanisms and its prob-
lems are largely those of quality and
volume, particularly when the voice is

associated with certain musical instru-
ments.

wmi
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SCHOONMAKER EQUIPMENT COMPANY:
To Electrical Research Products, Inc.

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS, Inc.:

To Schoonmaker Equipment Company.

"We mean to give the
EXHIBITORS a break."

'We're with you.

THAT'S how the campaign to sell RAYTONE FLAMEPROOF
SOUND SCREENS direct to theatre owners started! The Ex-

hibitor can now buy direct, at a price free of agents' commissions

and middleman's profits, the Raytone Flameproof Sound Screen

which the ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS, INC., selected

from all other makes as standard equipment with installation of the

Western Electric Sound System.

"Write for sample booklet and see for yourself why the RAYTONE
FLAMEPROOF is still the best washable sound screen with a tensile

strength greater than any other on the market.

FLAMEPROOF
SOUND SCREENS

SAFEGUARD LIFE AND PROPERTY

SCHOONMAKER EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Patentees and Sole Mfrs.

611-627 V/est 43rd Street, New York City

ally increases as the needle is used, since

the point wears down. Because of this

the discs are cut from inside to outside,

in a manner just opposite that employed
in cutting practically all commercial
phonograph records.

One of the most interesting charac-

teristics of the needle (perhaps because

commonly so confusing) is its pressure

upon the record. This pressure is ap-

proximately 40,000 pounds per square

inch! It will be readily seen that the

material with which discs are made
must be extremely hard and resistant.

The pressure at the needle point is ac-

tually much less than 40,000 pounds per

square inch, of course. The pressure is

distributed over a maximum area. To
accomplish this, the record mat-erial in-

cludes enough abrasive elements to cause

the needle to grind into it and thus fol-

low the groove as closely as possible.

This matter of needle pressure is ex-

tremely important, because if the pres-

sure is changed, it will affect the im-

pulses given by the needle. For example,

at the lower frequencies are the greatest

amplitudes, and if the pressure is re-

duced, these are not registered upon the

needle.

In order to reproduce the higher fre-

quencies suitably, it is important to have
the armature of the pickup possess some
stiffness. This stiffness, however, should
not be more than one-tenth of that of

the needle. Otherwise, the armature
would not be the dominating influence

that it should be. The pickup must ab-

sorb a certain amount of the effect on
the needle, and if the stiffness be too

great, this absorbing quality will be too

little and the tendency will be for the
pickup to follow the variations in direc-

tion of the grooves and its weight will

exert enough force to wear down the
walls of the grooves.

This matter of groove wear is highly

important. One of the faults of present

discs is their lack of a desirable durabil-

ity. Record wear makes it impossible

sometimes for exhibitors to get the type

of reproduction they have a right to ex-

pect, and it behooves everyone concerned
with sound picture exhibition to do
everything possible to reduce this

deterioration.

It is not only pickup drift (following
the lateral direction of the grooves) that
causes undue wearing away of the
groove walls. The mounting of turn-
tables not absolutely on a level will have
the same effect, as will the improper lo-

cation of the pickup in connection with
the record. If the turntables are not on
a level, there will be undue wear on one
side of the grooves and ultimately dis-

tortion is the only possible result from
the record. As to location of the pick-

up, the arm should follow precisely

above a line that just touches the inner-

most groove at the farthest point on the
side.

Needles should be selected with utmost
care, and usually it is the better practice
to follow the recommendations of the
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Immense "Talking Sign" at Coney Island Used to Advertise Paramount-Publix Theatres

Paramount-Publix Huge "Talking Sign*^

Equipped with

Wright'DeCoster Reproducers

PARAMOUNT PUBLIX CORPORATION
Paramount Pictures Publix Theatres

Times Square New York

August 19, 1930.

Wright-DeCoster Inc.,

St. Paul, Minn.

Gentlemen

:

I am herewith enclosing a photograph of the huge "talking sign"

that is being used by the Brooklyn Paramount Theatre at Coney

Island. I thought perhaps you might be interested to know, if you

do not already, that they are using Wright-DeCoster Speakers on

this sign, one of the largest in the world.

Publix is putting all of their sound trains in storage for a while,

which may mean for the duration of the winter. The speakers have

given marvelous service and too much cannot be said for Wright-

DeCoster speakers—nor Wright-DeCoster service.

Yours very sincerely,

(Signed) Harold E. Tillotson.

The great success of Paramount-
Publix sound trains equipped with

Wright-DeCoster Reproducers,
which have attracted much attention

throughout America, led this organ-

ization to use this equipment in con-

nection with its mammoth "talking

sign" at Coney Island.

The great volume and clearness of

reproduction of Wright - DeCoster

Reproducers is broadcasting the mes-

sages in a truly remarkable manner.

Send for Complete Information and Address of Nearest Sales Office

The speaker of the Year

Wright-DeCoster, Inc.
2225 UNIVERSITY AVE., ST. PAUL, MINN.

Export Dept., M. Simons 8C Son Co., 25 Warren St.. New York

Cable Address: Simontrice, New York
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Perfect Curtain
Control at Your
Finger Tips
Vallen curtain control units solve for all time the

important factor of controlling curtains to enhance
the beauty and appropriateness of the entertainment
presented.

Vallen Curtain Control equipment is built in four

distinct types applicable to every stage and every
entertainment requirement.

Vallen control units are practical, positively safe,

absolutely noiseless and can be operated by your
finger tip simply by pushing a button, which may be
mounted in the most convenient location.

The economy of operation, which requires no
maintenance and the safety provided to curtains
soon repays the cost of installation. Vallen will

glad!y furnish important facts of interest.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL

, FEATURES,

hiGH

NOISELESS,
DISC

CLUTCH.

O STARTING
SWITCH.

The High Speed Model Vallen
Curtain Control Unit

This is the world's fastest curtain con-
trol unit. Operates the curtain smoothly
and Quietly at a speed of 145 feet per
minute with absolute safety to curtain,
track and other equipment. This auick
magic-like control of curtains between
presentations keeps the audience in a
restful, favorable and receptive mood
greatly increasing their enjoyment and
satisfaction in the entertainment pre-
sented.

CO., INC.
Manufacturers of

Vallen Automatic Screen Modifier; Vallen Noiseless All-Steel Safety Track; Vallen Noiseless Curved
Track; Vallen High Speed Curtain Control; Vallen Junior Control; Vallen Flying Control; Vallen

Syncontrol for *'Talkies."

AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

DARES TO GUARANTEE

SYNCROFILM
FOR TRUE REPRODUCTION

—Increase your patronage

—

Equip your theatre with Weber
Syncrofilm Outfit.

Many owners have expressed

genuine appreciation of their

efficient, trouble-proof Weber
FROr^ A WHISPEl'.
TO THE BOOM OF

HEAVY ARTILLERY
FAITHFUL IN
EVERY DETAIL

ENJOY REAL PRIDE IN
OWNERSHIP

WEBER MA
59 Run

Export Dept.

:

15 Laight St., New York City

Sound on Film Equipment.

Write for Details and Prices

CHINE CORPORATION
TR ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Cable Address:
Arlab New York

Every Theatre Needs These as a Part of Its Equipment

RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE HANDBOOKS
Vols. 1 and 2 _ $ 6.20
Vol. 3 (on sound only) $ 5.10

Oombination price (the 3 volumes).
Building Theatre Patronage

..$10.20

.$ 5.10

We Are Handling Them for the Convenience of the Trade

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

manufacturer of the pickup used, since

it is likely that the pickup has been de-

signed with needles of a certain type in

mind. It should be made certain that
the needle fits the groove precisely. One
should also be sure that the needle will

not bend more than is allowed for in the

mechanism.
The points touched upon here by no

means exhaust the subject but they
probably represent a sufficient fund of

knowledge for the theatre man not di-

rectly concerned with the technic of

reproduction. And this much the person
connected with a modern motion picture
theatre ought to know. For reproducing
needles are important. Insignificant-

looking. But their effect is tremendous.

IMEVi/in the

\i/orldot\o\ind

Conducted by G. J. REID
THERE are certain humanitarian,

as well as the obvious commercial,

aspects of the efforts of the motion
picture industry to continue the motion
picture as a major source of amusement
for persons with greatly impaired hear-

ing. As capable as the patron with full

auditory faculties to enjoy the silent pic-

ture, those who are hard-of-hearing

seemed likely to lose this equality when
the talking picture became the typical

photoplay.

There is nothing particularly new
about the amplification devices which
may be attached to seats, to be used

The Acoustlcon Seatphone Attached.

with a set of headphones by the patron

with impaired hearing. A number of

theatres have such devices available.

But their installation has largely been
the result of special effort, while now
they have been so perfected and made
so easily accessible to the average thea-

tre that their installation may be ex-

pected to grow rapidly.
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ConsiderNbur Acoustica

Conditions Now/

Your Theater Needs to Be Sound-right

to Assure Your Profits
It is now the quality of the talkies

—

rather than the novelty—that is draw-

ing the crowds. Is your theatre sound-

clear? Do you want to know whether

it is or not without cost to yourself?

Then send for the Auditec question-

naire, which checks your sound absorp-

tion without expense.

Should your house need it, you will

want to know about the beautiful col-

ored Auditec that at one installation

and one cost both corrects the acoustics

and effectively decorates the wall. And
at a cost so low that it can be paid ioi

out of current income.

Send the coupon today.

National Rug Mills, Inc.

2494 South 5th St. Milwaukee, Wis.

^5^11 D
Made in

SIX
Beautiful Colors to

Match
Your Auditorium

fi[}r Acoustical Cotrections

NATIONAL RUG MILLS. Inc..

2494 Soutli 5th St.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Gentlemen:

Please send me. without further obligation, your "Acoustical Cor-
rection Questionnaire," also your book on installation.

Name of Theatre _

Name of Manager or Owner

Address _

I City State

Many
Panel Designs

and

Patterns
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You will do well to 'know about this flzx-

ible, practical, up-to-thz-minuti system;

the piont-ir; thi leader. Send for details.

Lidht is

an Alrraction
Inside the Theater

also-

People can be thrilled with light

as well as attracted by light.

Hundreds of successfulshowmen

realize this and are using the @
MajorSystem for stage and audi-

torium lighting control because

it pays profits at the box office.

ELECTRIC COMPANY
ST. LOUIS

T)istrict Offices in all Principal Cities

™TR%riQNE SCREEN

Pat. U. S. and Canada

FOR SOUND
Its Purchasers Are Enthusiastic Over its ren-

dition of the finer details of both picture and
sound.

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
1476 Broadway New York City

Eventually all Sound-on-Film equipment will use the

SAF-RAY principle because it is better. Find out why.

SIMPLIMUS, INC.
67 Church Street Boston, Mass.

Richardson's Handbooks on Projection
Some of llic many angles dealt with are: Arc Light Source; Carbons; Condensers; Electrical Action;
Projection An^le; Generators; Fuses; insulation; Lenses; Light Action; Optics; Picture Distortion;
Practical Projection; Kesistance as it applies to the projection circuit; Spotlights; Switches; Wiring;
The Microphone; Recording Sound; Sound Reproduction; Light Valve Recording; Disc Record Record-
ing; Cleaning and Splicing Sound Film; The PhotoElectric Cell; Electrical Condenser; Amplifiers and
T'i'ir f.irc: llr.rii- niKJ Loud Speakers; Alotor Control Box; etc.

\Vc Are Handling Them for the Convenience of the Ti.ade

Herald-World Bookshop
407 S. Dearborn Street, Chicatjo, 111.

A late example of this development is

the device just put on the market by
the Dictograph Products Company, called

the Acousticon Seatphone. This was de-

signed in collaboration with engineers of

RCA Photophone, Inc.

With this device, a receiver is held to

the ear by means of a lorgnette handle.

A cord in the handle connects the ear

piece with a plug which is inserted by
the patron in a socket in the arm of the

seat, this socket being connected with
the amplification system of the sound
equipment.

The patron is not dependent upon the

volume set by the theatre, for he can
control the volume of the headphone re-

ceiver by means of a lever. This lever

is capable of effecting 104 different ad-

justments of volume.

Syncrodisk Sound-on-Film

• Having added sound-on-film appa-

ratus to its disc equipment, the

Weber Machine Company of Rochester,

N. Y., maufacturer of Syncrodisk repro-

ducing machinery, is now incorporating

several new features in this addition to

its line.

Syncrodisk sound-on-film attachments

do not employ the usual friction gate

but has a rotaing drum on which the

film is controlled. This feature is de-

signed to eliminate friction. The film

rollers are precision ground ball bear-

ings and the case is of cast aluminum.
All steel parts are chrome and cad-

mium plated to prevent corrosion and to

obtain hardness. In the drive are em-
ployed three tubular endless round belts

from the synchronous motor, motive

power delivery thus being of the indi-

rect type. The projector itself is driven

by means of a silent chain from the

sound head. The photoelectric cell is

shielded in a cushion mounting, and the

exciter lamps are adjustable in all direc-

tions. An extra lamp mount is supplied,

and this may be pre-adjusted and in-

serted immediately ready for proper op-

eration in case a lamp burns out.

Syncrodisk sound-on-film attachments

are designed for Simplex and Powers
projectors, and equipment for both types

includes a General Electric synchronous
motor of 1,800 r.p.m., a fader and a

dummy furnished for either 500-ohm or

4,000-ohm output, a head amplifier in-

cluding case and matched tubes (these

are furnished in either 500-ohm or 4,500-

ohm impedance output), a General Elec-

tric charger of 12 volts, six amperes,

10-volt Exide A-batteries, 45-volt heavy
duty B-batteries, exciter lamps of 7^/^

volts, ten amperes, and photoelectric

cells, which come mounted.

A Pickup for Tone Control

• Another development in pickup de-

sign has come from the Audak Com-
pany of New York. It will be remem-
bered that some time ago this firm came
out with an electro-chromatic pickup,

which was capable of frequency adjust-

ments stressing any phase, from 50

cycles to more than 7,000 cycles.
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Development of Modern Dimmer Systems
{Continued from page 12)

quite numerous (over 100 in some in-

stallations) and since the control board
must be located in view of the stage

where it is obviously impractical to

mount the complete bank of motor driven

dimmers, it is necessary that the amount
of wiring between the two units be re-

duced to a minimum. A system has been
devised where only two wires are re-

quired per circuit, these being wires
carrying low potential so that low-volt-

age multi-conductor cable may be used.

One of these wires carries the impulse

to start the dimmer and to stop it auto-

matically— (without attention by the

operator) at the predetermined point;

and the other repeats back to the op-

erator continuously the intensity of the

illumination of the circuit.

The units used to make up the com-
plete control mechanism are all standard
control units which have proved satis-

factory in hundreds of similar applica-

tions and require very little maintenance
over a long period of time. The control

board is compact, is logically arranged,

and easily learned by an ordinarily

skilled operator. It is readily possible,

when desired, to provide for automatic
operation so that the pressing of a single

button will initiate a program which
may require several hours to complete.

It should be noted that the multi-present

motor driven dimmer with automatic
cut-off at desired intensity, offers a great

deal that cannot be obtained by pre-

setting of contactors. Obviously, to pro-

vide not only for a pre-determined
opening and closing of circuits, but for

pre-setting illumination intensity of suc-

ceeding scenes, is a great step in ad-

vance. And when to this we add
provision for pre-setting the rate of

illumination change independently for

every circuit, we have very nearly

reached the ideal in illumination control.

The pre-setting of contactors and the

mechanism used therefore (and some-
times the contactors themselves) can be

dispensed with, thus offsetting to a great

extent the cost of applying the motor
drive to the dimmer. The motor used

is of the fractional horsepower type, ap-

plicable equally well to alternating or

direct current circuits.

An essential of a practical illumina-

tion control system is that it be adapt-

able to either resistor type or reactor

type dimmers. It cannot be said that

the reactor dimmer is preferable to the

resistor dimmer for all installations. In

fact, the proper applications of the re-

actor dimmer are few as compared to

applications of the resistor dimmer. It

may be well to set down the factors in-

volved in reaching decision as to resistor

type or reactor type dimmers for every

installation. The reactor type dimmer
in the bright position consumes a little

more power than the resistor type dim-

mer, but in any dim position consumes
less power. For this reason if the dim-

mers are to be left in the dim position

for the greater portion of the time, the

reactor type dimmer will result in econ-

omy in power consumption. It must be

noted, however, that this economy in

power consumption is secured at the ex-

pense of a very poor power factor and if

power factor penalty or bonus schedules

are in effect, this point should be care-

fully checked.

The reactor type dimmer furthermore
requires the use of special voltage lamps
or else the use of a Booster to compen-
sate for the fixed drop in the reactor in

the bright position. A motor generator
set or other rectifying means is also re-

quired for the control of the reactor,

assuming the power supply is A.C. or for

the conversion of the main current to

alternating if the power supply is direct.

For these reasons it will quite likely be
found that the commercial efficiency

(that is, the dollars and cents cost over
a period of years and including interest

Racon Horns
and Uain are

covered bj U. S.

Patents Nos.
1507711
1501032
1577270

73217-73218
1722-448
1711514

Air Column slightly less than 10 ft.

Depth 30 inches. Bell 30 x 40 inches.

Weight 30 pounds.

Innumerable Theatres are equipped with
RACON Speakers Because

Products are leaders in the industry
The New Racon Horn No. 5325 is the latest member of the Racon
family—especially appealing where there is very little space between
screen and wall.

Amplifies as perfectly as the parent horn, No. 4320, on both speech

and music.

Yes, you'll find the same full, rich tones of musical reproduction

and the same clearness and distinctness of speech that is only possible

with RACON Horns and Units.

Patented non-vibratory, non-porous material and construction, plus light

weight, which make for perfect results and maximum convenience.

These outstanding features of RACON products have
made imitation and competition impossible.

Improve your Sound Equipment xmtli RACON Speakers

and Watch Results!

OUR LATEST CATALOG IS YOVRS UPON THE ASKiyC

f^AV^AN ElE^TKIV VA. INV>
Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

Factories: 18 to 24 Washington Place, New York SLODGH. BUCKS. ENGLAND
and 3 MUTUAL ST., TORONTO. CANADA

Racon Giant Electro-
Dynamic Horn Unit
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More Than
SCO Theatres Use

MACY
HORNS

Do You?

Your pictures may be "features" but if

the sound coming from behind the

screen is rasping and unevenly distrib-

uted you will lose patronage—Good
"Talkies" are possible only if you have
good acoustic equipment.

A Macy Horn Improves
Any Installation 50%
A whole new equipment is NOT
necessary. State the capacity of your
theatre and send for booklet and prices.

Our smaller model Horn S'7'2

^^^7*^ (suspension type) is designed rz:^Tyh
"•^-^ especially for small capacity 'Sl-^

houses. Ask about it.

MACY MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION

1451 39th Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

CORPORATIOM

WE UNDERSELL THEM ALL—BRAND NEW
MERCHANDISE

—

FACTORY TO YOU

AooiMtlcal Kiflt, 29'/4n sfj. yd.; Theatre IMash Carpet.
Jl,19 per yard; Duvctyn Fireproof Drapes. 49c s'l. yd.;
Theatre Burlap. 2iiV4c s<i. yd. ; W. E. Approved Sound
Screen* 39o wi. ft.; Sound .Mixers. $10..';0; ,Sound-On-
Fllm Hcada. {WS..";'); I'hotorcll.s, $14.95; O. E. Exciter
lAmtm, 98o; Optical SyBlems, $29.50; Head AmpUflers,
$29.«'); 'A h. p. Synclironou.-j Molor». $20,511; Turntables
with KeHynchronlziT, ,M;i.50: .Sain-'on-I'an) 19 Ampllllers.
tVi.ir,; AudaK Tun.d Pickups, $.'J3.fl5; Standard Audak.
$17,95; WriKht-DcOHter Horns, $17.64; Jensen .SpcakerB.
$17.80; Exponential Horns, $48,80: Giant Exponential
UnlU. t46.35; Constant Fadem. $13,90; Barualns. Dem-
oiutratort, B«bullt Booth E'lulpment. I»ro]ector3, Area,
R«ctUlers, Lena. etc. Write us your need.s. Address
H. O. H. Corporation, 1000 Broadway, N(;w York City,
N. Y.

and amortization), is in favor of the

resistor type dimmer as against reactor

type dimmer.
For high wattage circuits (10 K.W.,

or above) the reactor type dimmer
should be considered; sometimes a com-
bination of resistor and reactor type

dimmer is indicated. The Full Flexible

motor driven type of Dimmer Control is,

of course, equally applicable to the re-

sistor or to the reactor type of dimmer
or to a combination of the two. At the

present moment a discussion of illumina-

tion control would not be complete with-

out mention of "proportional dimming,"
where the rate of illumination change in

each circuit is proportional to the total

change to be effected in the circuit so

that an equal time is required to com-
plete the change in all of the circuits.

In other words, the dimming starts and
stops simultaneously in every circuit,

but the rate of dimming is faster in

some circuits than in others. In most
systems, the relative rate of change is

determined by the design of the appa-

ratus, and is not adjustable by the oper-

ator. Both mechanical and electrical

means have been devised for obtaining

these effects.

Experience shows, however, that to

start and stop the change simultaneously

in every circuit is usually not a satis-

factory method of dimming. Consider-

ing, for example, so simple a scene as a

room illuminated by the setting sun. It

is obviously not sufficient to reduce the

sunlight effect and simultaneously to

increase the effect of the interior illumi-

nation. Furthermore, the exterior il-

lumination should change in color as it

is reduced in intesity and these color

changes should be capable of infinite

variety of nature.

Likewise in transformation scenes, it

is obviously desirable to have Full Flexi-

ble Control of the rate of change; and
the time of cut-off, instead of being
simultaneous for all circuits, should ob-

viously be capable of variation and
should be predeterminable.
The desired flexibility can satisfac-

torily be secured by motor driven dim-
mers, especially since therewith we do
not have to confine ourselves to the re-

actor dimmer, but may use either the
resistor or the reactor type, as may be
best suited to conditions.

ads will tell you
. . . about things you perhaps never

thought of regarding your theatre. Are
yon taking advantage of the new prod-

ucts—of the new improvements in long-

established products? Articles tell you
about these. But so do the advertise-

ments, if not so comprehensively, at least

far more quickly. Advertising has

grown because business men have real-

ized this. The "live" business man reads

the ads. For they are chockful of ideas.

THE NEW

SOUND SCREEN
Patented January 14, 1930

Gives Better Projection

Both Visible and

Audible

THE SARASONE SCREEN IS

FLAME PROOF
SEAMLESS, ALL SIZES

Send today for a sample of the fabric from

which Sarasone Screens are made—and ask

for the price of a New Sarasone Screen for

your theatre.

Approved "Acoustically" by

Electrical-Research Products, Inc.

For Use with

Western Electric Sound System

SARASONE SCREEN CO.
80 Boylston Street Boston Mass.

TALKING NEEDLES
Especially Treated for

TALKING PICTURE
RECORDS
Approved by

Electrical Research Products Co.

For Use With

Western Electric Sound System

Wall-Kane Needle Mfg.

Co., Inc.
3922—14th Avenue, Brooklyn, N, Y.

C O L D E s
New Offering 1$

INSTANTANEOUS
SILENT SIMPLE

INEXPENSIVE
WATCH FOR IT
GoIdE Mfg. Co., 2013 Le Moyne St., Chicago, 111.
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sound

talks

by F. H. RICHARDSON
W E 205-D Vacuum Tubes

• Some projectionists have indicated

some puzzlement concerning the four
205-D vacuum tubes used in the W E
A. C. motor control cabinet. This isn't

the place to go into that very deeply,

gentlemen, but here are a few^ facts.

One of the tubes has the function of

supplying rectified current for the field

of the pilot alternator. Two are rectifiers

which deliver current to the winding of

the choke coil, and the fourth acts as an
amplifier on the tuned circuit.

Shorted Condensers
• Here's another matter that I have

been asked about too darned fre-

quently, so I am going to answer all at

once, though necessarily briefly.

As every projectionist knows, a

shorted 21-CB condenser will cause the

meter to register a drop in plate current.

The common effect is to short circuit

the rectifier output and this then causes

the 303-B transformer to be overloaded.

You can usually tell if the condenser is

shorted because of the smell of some-
thing burning. The point is to detect

this as soon as possible, so that you may
be in time to prevent the transformer

from being damaged by removing the

shorted condenser.

Another way to tell is to cut out one

bank of condensers and see if the ampli-

fier indicates the trouble is still there.

By the process of elimination—^that is,

by thus testing each condenser, the

shorted one can be found.

Cleaning Commutators
• You projectionists who may be in the

habit of—or even occasionally

—

^

cleaning commutators with emery cloth

are going to wake up some day and find

yourself in trouble. If the commutator
is given frequent enough cleaning, ordi-

nary methods will do the job. A cleaning

fluid that will not injure the metal will

usually permit the use of a cloth or piece

of canvas with satisfactory results. If

worse comes to worst, a very fine sand-

paper may be used—provided you don't

get too vigorous. But emery cloth is al-

most bound to short the bars.

Apektube Tension
• Again I think it not amiss to warn

you about aperture tension. (The

trip I have been taking this summer,
during which I had scores of chats with

projectionists concerning troubles they

were encountering, is the reason hereof.)

The result of faulty adjustment of aper-

ture tension usually means worn sprocket

teeth, intermittent movement, tension

shoes and the aperture plate. It also

means the film is getting bumped.

*

WaVILII^IEIR

SCILNDjfCPEEN
X PATENT PENDING >

THE FINEST SCREEN
EVER MADE
WILL IMPROVE
YOUR PROJECTION

'DECIDEDLY^
*A highly efficient, fire-resisting
perforated screen economically priced

Distributed by

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

WALKER SCREEN COMPANY
238 6TH ST. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Elec-Tro-Fone
Synchronous

Gear Drive
For Film or Disc

Available

for High

or Low
Model Torn

Tablen.

Universal ball

and pin joints

Genuine G. E.

Sync-Motors

Timken Roller
Bearing Speed
Reducer, Hard-
ned Tool Steel

Worm and
Bronze Gear
1800 to 90

R. P. M .

Patented Slow
Pick-up Clutch.

No Stripped
Gears or Tom

Film.

Eliminates Waver
'' and Flutter.

No rubber
"» connectors.

ITrite for full

particulara

Elec-Tro-Fone Corp.
2490 University Ave.

St. Paul, Minn.

W. B, KING
Theatrical Engineer

Consultant

Is your theatre in the red? We
can furnish plans how to put it

on the right side of the ledger.

King Studios
INC.

Designers, Decorators and Furnishers of

Theatres Complete

309 S. Harwood Dallas, Tex.

South's Largest Concern Specialising in Acous-
tical Correction and Acoustical Materials.

rr^T
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BETTER PROJECTION
A Department Conducted for the Projectionist and the Exhibitor

By F. H. RICHARDSON —

PROJECTIONISTS-OPERATORS
FROM Francis E. Hersey, projec-

tionist at the Elsinoi-e theatre,

Elsinore, Calif., comes this letter

:

"Dear F. H. : Just can't hold off any

longer from writing to tell you what I

think of the Bluebook "school" and of

the sound volume of the Bluebook. Both
have helped me more times than it is

possible to say. I would not be without

your articles for a great deal. Those
projectionists who have purchased the

Bluebook sure have done themselves a

great favor. They will never regret

having them.
"I notice you ask who ought to be called

projectionists, and who not. In reply to

that I will say I have seen and worked
with some whom I have called worse
names than machine operators. In fact,

we have some men in the profession who
would do well to take a course in some
other line of work—truck driving, for

example. Also, I have observed the work
of men in large, fine theatres which
could stand a lot of improvement. Such
men certainly do not deserve to be called

projectionists. On the other hand, I have
heard sound reproduction and seen mo-
tion picture projection in 400- to 700-
seat theatres that would do distinct

credit to the best theatres.

"It often is the case, however, that
where sound reproduction is poor, the
man in charge is without proper knowl-
edge of the equipment he is attempting
to handle ; also, in many cases the wages
paid are not sufficient to induce a real
projectionist to take the job, or even not
sufficient to support a projectionist.

Hence, the man must hold two jobs, pro-

jection in such cases representing just a

bit of extra money to be made on the

side. It is not reasonable to expect a

man to give knowledge, skill and energy
worth at least $50 per week, for from
$18 to $20.

My view, therefore, is that a man
working at projection, and nothing else,

should be termed a projectionist, always
provided he is equipped with sufficient

knowledge to justify the title. There,

now, you have my own ideas on the mat-
ter, which I hope you will treat with
due leniency.

"My view, therefore, is that a man
tated from 'Lone Star Ranger,' which
picture had been released only 23 days
when I played it. They are a fine reason
for not using such changeover cues.

What must such a print look like when
it is a few months old? If projection-

ists must mutilate film with messy
changeover marks, why not use a china
marking pencil? They then may wipe
off their own marks when through with
the print, leaving the next chap to affix

his own."

These "click" marks are outrageous.
They consist of strips of film pasted on,

some of them of different color from the
scene they are pasted over. One not
only has this, but also two great big
blobs of red pencil, which covers half a
frame each. Men who do such things are
not even fit to be called machine opera-
tors. They are a disgrace to projection.

I had many answers to the question
concerning the title. Three or four hun-

dred at least—maybe more. The prevail-

ing opinion seems to be that the title

projectionist should be retained for men
of ability in projection, for men whc
have real pride in the excellence of their

work, leaving others to be classed merely
as machine operators, though it is true

that a good many advocated the wiping
out of "machine operator" entirely. I

shall be glad to hear from more of you
on this point.

As to a man working at projection
merely as a "side line," I had thought
that practice pretty nearly stopped. It

does seem that with sound added, the
exhibitor could and would understand
the simple fact that if the box office is

to get its full quota of admissions, there
just must be a man who knows his busi-

ness and attends strictly to it, in charge
of sound reproduction and picture pro-
jection. That really seems almost child-

ishly simple.

"But," says the exhibitor, "I don't

take in enough to pay a projectionist

high wages!"
Well, suffering Gahena, how do you

expect to when you permit some cheap
,machine operator to butcher up your
sound, and probably your picture, too!

Do you really thing your potential

patrons are all Simple Simons? Do you
think they are going to feel much like

attending a "theatre" when the picture

jumps, jerks, is dim, discolored and gen-
erally unbeautiful, and where the sound
is noise, some of which can, by close

attention, be deciphered into words by
the human ear?

WHAT KIND OF EQUIPMENT

I
HEREWITH permit my readers to
look at a letter which the postman

dumped into my mail box, together with
many others. Here it is

:

"Dear Mr. Richardson: We have not
installed sound as yet. Have been wait-
ing until we can get Spanish sound films.

We do not consider a rental proposition,
with a weekly upkeep, as a business prop-
osition for a small town. We expect to
install sound-on-film only.

"It is very difficult to secure reliable

information as to equipment that can be
bought. We have many adverse reports
on some of the equipments offered. We
know you are in position to tell us
whether or no any of these equipments
are practical. We would deeply appreci-
ate this information.

"We have an operator that we know is

as good as any in the state [Texas].
Many years ago we bought this boy a set

of your books. Expect to do the same
when we install sound. We are aware of

the fact that if we install sound it will

not be a success unless it be well

handled."

Now, gentlemen, what kind of an
answer would you make to that letter?

Here is my own

:

In the first place, my friend, you
have asked for advice concerning certain

equipments. Now, much as I might like
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to, I cannot draw lines of comparison as

between different equipments. The most
I can do is tell you that certain equip-

ments are good. If I also told you that

certain equipments are bad, I would
reap a most glorious shower of brick-

bats, cobble stones and haughty glares.

However, I can, as I have already
done, say that as a general proposition

the higher the class of the sound equip-

ment, the better will the results be, and
you may guard yourself by doing as I

already have told you in this department.
When the highly enthusiastic salesman
of sound or other apparatus appears in

the offing, promising you, before Mo-
hamet, Isaac, Jacob and the other proph-
ets that his equipment will do thus and
so, just shove a fountain pen (string

attached to it) and a sheet of nice white
paper before him, saying, "Mr. Sales-

man, that's just fine! Your equipment
certainly must be the kitten's chin stub-

ble. Now you just write all those state-

ments down on that paper, in proper
order, and have the maker or dealer

guarantee, in writing, that they are all

correct, and that the equipment will do
all these various things you set forth so

glowingly."

Remember, too, that in all the affairs

of life, the best goods, the best service,

or the best of anything else is never the
cheapest. Don't buy merely upon the
assertions of a salesman, which, after

all, is mere conversation, absolutely un-
provable a week afterward.
The really best way is, however, to

visit several other theatres using sound.
Talk with their projectionists and man-
ager, observing, however, just what sort

of care the equipment seems to be receiv-

ing, since the very best sound equipment
on earth won't deliver good results with
second-rate care.

And now, as to the projector: There
are right now at least three sound equip-

ments applicable to the Powers which
can give results equal to any obtainable

by equipments of equal grade applied to

other projectors. One is the RCA Pho-
tophone, another is Western Electric,

and another is the Powers Cinephone. I

think there are others, but am not cer-

tain as to that.

As to the Bluebook, may I suggest it

is poor practice to wait until you have
installed sound to get the latest edition

of the Bluebook. Your projectionist (if

he really is a good man, why affront

him by calling him a "machine opera-

tor"?) should be studying sound noiv.

COMMUNICATIONS to

the editor of this depart-
ment should be addressed
(until further notice) as

follows:

F. H. Richardson

Box 100
South Lyme, Conn.

When you specify "TRANSVERTER"
be sure to include

Hertner Generator Control Panels

and Rheostats

They make the complete and correct combination

for your Projection Room.

Hertner Control Panels permit you to easily regU'

late the generator voltage, and will enable you to

properly adjust the arc control.

ACCURACY IS IMPORTANT and is obtainable

at all times as the volt meter used in Hertner Panels

is exceedingly reliable. Carefully watched, it will

insure economy in current used, as well as satisfac-

tory performance at the arc.

7/ you show Pictures you need the complete

Transverter group of equipment."

Canadian

Distributors,

Perkins

EUectric, Ltd.

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
%tJ-.^iU^

Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter

12700 Elmwood Avenue Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

Jbo£
X)

OzJEX
TRADEMABK

The Bifocal F2.0

Super-Lite Lens
THIS new convertible Projection Lens that

meets all the requirements presented with

the use of both Sound and Silent Film, without

changing the Projection Lens in the machine.

The manner in which the sound picture is

shifted and centered on the screen is just anoth-

er quality of this w^onderful product.

Projection Optics Co., Inc.
330 Lyell Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., U. S. A.
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CINEPHOR Lenses

Made by

AMERICA'S LEADING

OPTICAL INSTITUTION
STARTING in Bausch & Lomb's own optical glass plant, the largest in

America, every operation in the manufacture oF Cinephor Lenses is con-

trolled by experts working to the most exacting standards of precision.

As a result Cinephor Projection Lenses give remarkable flatness of

Field, maximum contrast between black and white, brilliant illumination and
critical definition. « » Write For complete literature.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
679 St. Paul Street Rochester, N. Y.

BAUSCH 6 LOMB

AUTOMATIC
REFLECTOR
ARC LAMPS

Silentlyf Automatically

,

Producing—crisp, white

light
FOR SALE BY INDEPENDENT

SUPPLY DEALERS

t5he Strong Electric Corporation
2501 LaGrange St., Toledo, Ohio

PROFESSIONAL
PRIDE

FROM Vincent M. Tate, projectionist

at the Irving theatre in Wilkes-

Barre, Pa. (which city is about in the

center of the country of Old King Coal),

has the following to say and says it

:

"I won't start with the customary, 'I

have all your books on projection and

sound; also read all the projection

and sound articles in the Herald-World
and Better Theatres,' for the reason

that every wide - awake projectionist

should by now realize that these are not

something just merely to be read. As a

matter of fact, they constitute the big-

gest part of one's job.

"Have been reading with great inter-

est and satisfaction, the questions and
answers in the Herald-World Bluebook

'school' from the very first. I think

there is nothing like the whole layout.

Am thinking seriously of tackling them
myself. They surely are fine.

"Would like to know the requirements

for joining the American Projection So-

ciety. Also, would like to know more
about its publications. Am interested in

anything tending to further elevate what
now has really become a profession. I

belong to local union No. 325, Wilkes-

Barre, and am proud to be in charge of

projection in one of our city's finest and

best sound theatres."

Brother Tate, it is well that you should

be proud of that fact. The man who
feels no pride in his work and in the fact

that he has got ahead in it will never

amount to much. One of the most dis-

heartening things I know of is to hear

men actually sneer at a man for having

real pride in projection and treating it

as a profession. Local union 325 may
well be proud that its members are mak-
ing good in such splendid fashion.

I would suggest that Tate fulfill the

mission of the Bluebook "school," as

thousands are doing, by having as com-

plete an answer to each question ready

before the answer is published, as he is

able to prepare himself. That is the

way to get real benefit from the "school."

Glad to have him send in answers if he

cares to.

BEING WRONG
ON THE trip I have taken this sum-

mer, I have been able to correct pro-

jection and sound faults in a good many
theatres—usually minor ones, however.

In one theatre in Schenectady I found

an out-of-synchronism effect. The fault

was slight and I suggested that it might
be the threading was one or two sprocket

holes out of frame. In a letter to me
H. B. Santee, who is theatre engineer for

E R P I—and, I may say, about as effi-

cient an official as I know of— says,

"Your criticism about the lack of syn-

chronism in the theatre in Schenectady
startled me a bit, because neither you,

I nor anyone else could detect the loss of

synchronism set up bj' the difference in
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the loup of two sprocket holes. I know
you will believe this is given in a spirit

of helpful criticism."

Mr. Santee then sets forth what he
believes to be the cause of the fault I

heard. Doubtless he is correct, but I

would not believe it entirely impossible

to detect the fault caused by a two-hole
mis-thread. True, I don't believe I ever
actually tested that matter; also true,

the fault would not be much, but never-
theless I would myself say it could be
detected by one seated close to the screen.

However, I have every reason to know
that Santee knows his business very
thoroughly, hence, I accept his statement.
As to believing his criticism to be

intended helpfully, why certainly. When
I get to the point where I take offense

because someone who knows more than
I do about something cannot point out to

me a blunder I have made, I'll go crawl
into a hole and pull the darned hole in

after me, good and tight.

I've made a lot of mistakes. I expect
to make a lot more. Also, I have been
able to point out very many mistakes
projectionists and theatre managers
were making, and by so doing have cor-

rected evils in literally thousands of
theatres.

I sincerely thank Santee for telling me
of my error and most sincerely trust
that he and others who believe Richard-
son to be in error at any time will point
that error out. It's a (deleted by censor)
poor specimen of a man who can't stand
to be told of his mistakes, and the man
who never makes any has yet to be ush-
ered into this pill in the universe wh'ch
we call the world.

THE JOURNAL
I
AM receiving quite a lot of inquiries

from projectionists, and some from
the theatre manager in the smaller cities,

as to whether the new S M P E Journal
is available to them, what it will cost

them, and whether it is a worth-while
thing for them to have. They don't usu-
ally put it just that way, but that is

what the average inquiry amounts to.

It is not at all easy to answer. The
JourriM is issued monthly. It costs one
dollar a copy, or, in other words, the

subscription price is $12 a year. At
least at the start, the Journal is non-

commercial in the sense that it does not

carry advertising. Presumably it will

remain that way, since the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers has always

rather prided itself upon being thor-

oughly non-commercial, and certainly it

cannot enter the advertising field with-

out entering directly into commercialism.

The Journal will unquestionably con-

tain much matter of large value. Un-
doubtedly it will be well worth $12 a

year, or one dollar a number to engi-

neers, but I don't like to advise theatre

men one way or the other, for the rea-

son that it will have a vast amount of

matter which will be entirely incompre-
hensible to either theatre managers or

^//^,

TS
{ill 1^ Nosey
KEEP IT safe/

.ARD cash—the money you take in during each

business day—presents a constant invitation to

hold-up men and burglars. They make it their busi-

ness to discover the places where cash is unguarded.

You should make it your business to see that your

money is beyond their reach.

The York Round Door Chest
meets every requirement of

the modern

Motion Picture Theatre

and has a record for success-

ful resistance to burglars

that is unexcelled. When in-

stalled, it is anchored in a

block of solid concrete which
gives complete protection

against fire and absolutely

prevents removal from the

building or attack at any
point except the heavy thief-

proof door.

Illustrated Folder describiog
the York Round Door Chest
in detail will be sent gladly
on request.

Safes
The York Chest will pay for

itself in a reasonable length

of time by the saving in bur-

glary insurance alone.

YORK SAFE & LOCK CO.
YORK • PENNSYLVANIA

Mad* la 500, 1000, 1500
and 2000 watt eapaeit;

THE EASY
ELECTRIC HEATER
Designed especially for Theatre
Organ Chambers, Box Offices, etc.,

but will prove useful in many
other places.

AISLE LIGHTS
For Theatre Chairs, Ramps &

Stairways

KAUSALITE
MFG. CO.

8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, III.

FLUSH WALL
AISLE Lionr

STANDARD CHAIR TYPE
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THE LENS THAT PUTS PERFECTION IN PROJECTION

Projectionists find that the unerring

performance and proved efficiency of

the Ilex Dual Focus Lens make it a

recognised necessity for sound equipped

theatres. The burden of perfect pro-

jection is lightened and results are

doubly effective through the use of. this

lens.

Over two hundred August instal-

lations by Ilex in leading theatres

ILEX F:2.5

DUAL FOCUS
PROJECTION

LENSES
A Proved Necessity for

Sound Equipped Theatres

throughout the country bring comments
from projection supervisors and projec-

tionists in this reassuring tone
—"Won-

derful—^would not be without it."—
"Working fine."

—
"Best ever used."—

"Very satisfactory.

Profit by the experience of others.

Install Ilex Lenses in your theatre and

show the finest productions of today at

their best.

ILEX OPTICAL COMPANY
ROCHESTER NEW YORK

20/40 to 100/200
Ampere 2-Bearing

Actodector

MEET ANY REQUIREMENT
A range of from 20 to 600 amperes makes Roth
Multiple Type Actodectors adaptable to any size

theatre. Any number of arcs can be carried within

their ampere ratings—they maintain uniform in-

tensity of illumination, even during change-overs.

Their smooth, quiet performance makes them par-

ticularly desirable for sound equipment . . . Widely
used by the large circuits because of their demon-
strated ability to meet the particular power require-

ments in the projection booth . . . Furnished in 2-

bearing and 4-bearing types.

ROTH BROTHERS AND COMPANY
Division of Century Electric Company

1400 W.Adams St. » » » » Chicaso, Illinois

''THEY KEEP A-RUNNING''

projectionists. Taking one number, for

example: It contains, first, "Theatre

Acoustics for Sound Reproduction,"

which sounds very interesting. However,
it contains a deal of formulae and simi-

lar technical matter, all of which would
be just about as intelligible to the

average projectionist or theatre manager
as free-hand Chinese. Also, it contains a

lot of diagrams, which are all very sweet

to the trained acoustics engineer, but to

you and me they don't mean much. As to

the text—well, it nearly all deals with
the diagrams and problems as above
stated. In other words, that article is of

very real value to acoustics engineers, I

have no manner of doubt, but to you
and me—blah!

The next article is somewhat more
understandable—but of no real value to

any except the engineer. It deals with
loud speakers. Then we have an article

dealing with art and science in sound
film. Small value to theatre men. Next
comes "Photographic Characteristics of

Sound Recording Film," which title tells

you and me they don't mean much. As to

ists or managers.
The "Modern Newsreel" comes next.

It is short and interesting to theatre

folks. "Film Perforation and Its Meas-
urement"'—excellent for equipment plan-

ning and construction engineers. "The
Human Equation in Sound Picture Pro-
duction" deals with studio work, but
should have value to theatre folk as well.

Those are the papers, following which
are committee reports and a listing of 17

new books issued having to do with the

motion picture and sound. Three of these

are reviewed.

Instead of subscribing to the Journal,

it might be better to join the society as

an associate member. One would thus

get the Journal free and have the mem-
bership as well.

APPRECrATION
EVERY once in a while I receive writ-

ten evidence that my work is deeply

appreciated. Recently a radio service

manager wrote asking certain informa-

tion with regard to sound installations.

The man wrote in a way that made me
think he really knew something about

both sound and theatre work, so I went
to some trouble getting the data neces-

sary for an answer. Here is a letter just

received from him.

"Enclosed please find stamps to cover

your expense as noted in your letter of

May 14, and for which we are surely

very grateful. We got quite a kick out

of your last line, 'I forgot that it was
not a projectionist I am talking to.' How-
ever, we still claim to be a projectionist,

although have been out of the game, or

rather work, for about ten years, then

was an 'operator' instead of 'projec-

tionist.'

"We thank you more than words can

tell for your information, and we are

doing all in our power to have the local

theatre install DC, as you recommend.
Thanks again!"
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Now, I'm right well pleased to have
thus helped an old "operator." In fact,

it is this phase of the work that makes
it so very interesting, for in that town,

if my instructions or suggestions are fol-

lowed, not only will the radio service sta-

tion have been helped, but also I will

have helped the little theatre, and
through it every man, woman and child

who attends its performances.
Money is all right. It is necessary in

order to live and to carry on the work
begun a quarter of a century ago and
pushed hard ever since. But such letters,

of which there are many, are worth more
than money to me. For when finally the
Grim Reaper shall beckon to me across

the mists of eternity, I shall lay me down
with the feeling that at least I have not
lived entirely in vain. I have, perhaps,
done no great things, but at least I have
in some degree helped many millions of

people, and in a greater degree, many
thousands of my friends—the exhibitor

and the motion picture-sound projec-

tionist.

MANAGERS
AND

PROJECTION
IN the motion picture theatre of today

almost everything the public pays its

coin for comes from the projection room.

Today there are two men in the thea-

tre who are directly responsible for the

excellence of what the theatre patrons

see and hear, and they are the theatre

manager and the man in charge of pro-

jection. Upon them, almost equally, de-

pends the excellence of what appears

upon the screen and what comes through
the sound projectors. Unless the man-
ager selects and supplies to the projec-

tion staff productions which can be put

before the audiences as a satisfactory

entertainment, and unless he supplies

the projection staff conditions and equip-

ment which make high grade results pos-

sible, there can and will be no thoroughly

satisfactory entertainment.

On the other hand, no matter how ex-

cellent the conditions, the equipment and
the productions, unless there be men in

the projection room who have the experi-

ence, the knowledge, and the skill nec-

essary to produce high results, plus the

energy and pride in achievement neces-

sary to make that knowledge, experience

and skill available in practice, there vi^ill

be no thoroughly satisfactory entertain-

ment, or rather the productions will not

be placed before the patrons of the thea-

tre at their full value in entertainment

and amusement.
What's that? I've said that before!

You bet I have, and I'll probably say it

many times again; also no one has, up

to this time, had the nerve to even ques-

tion the correctness of the statement.

But, taking conditions as a whole, there

is still much need to pound that bit of

truth home.

Every Theatre Owner and Manager

Should Have This Valuable Book

Determining upon just the right lighting system for a motion

picture theatre is a difficult job. It requires a background

of extensive knowledge as well as practical experience in the

designing and installing of lighting systems in hundreds of

theatres.

All of this priceless information is contained in a new light'

ing hand'book which we have just issued. It is brimming

over with facts and figures which are of interest to every

theatre man.

For the first time in the history of this busy industry all of

this information is now available to all. It will be our

pleasure to send you a copy of this excellent book with our

compHments. Just ask us and we will do the rest.

HUBtoTRlCtoMWlY
Sound

Reproduction
Equipment

Stage Switchboards

Footlights

Borderlights

Stage Pockets

Emergency and Exit

Lighting Units

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment

Factory and General Offices

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Chicago

Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2-3

Branch Offices in New York,

Toledo, Miltvauhee, Minneapolis

Cove Lighting
Exit Signs

Spotlights

Service Boards
Panelboards
Usher Signals

Directional Signs

Flood Lights

Mobile Flood Light-

ing Equipment

"Approved by Fire Officials''
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ITJUSTWONT BURN
HEWES-GOTHAM CO.

520 West 47th St., New York

BESTEROPTICON
Slide Projector

Low in Price—High in Results
Price $26.00 at All Dealeri

BEST DEVICES CO.
200 Film Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
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Hoffmann^Sbons

sV>

Rheostat leadership may be

claimed by many, but we have it

—

"Perfection" in name and perfor-

mance.

Motion picture theatre owners

and projectionists from Maine to

California endorse our claim and

know it's no idle boast.

HOFFMANN & SOONS
387 First Avenue New York City

Manufacturing Division

Contracting Electrical Engineers—Moving Picture
Electrical Specialists

THE ONLY UNION MADE RHEOSTATS

Offers a New
Compact
Flexible

Efficient

Louvre
Light

Bel'Suri'Lite engineers have made another remarkable improve
ment—this time in aisle and stair lighting. This one model of
louvre light is suited to any location. The lamp may be pointed
up, down or sidewise with exactly the same outer appearance.
This simplifies wiring, which saves money. Less current is used
to get equal visibilty because of the Bel-Crome reflector. That
saves still more money. Even if the bo.x is set crooked, the
flange gives a neat, level finish. Cover plates are furnished in

any color to match v;alls, usually at no extra cost, or can be
colored on the job. Tell your architect and contractor to look
into this. Our resident engineer will explain. His name is in

the classified phone book of the nearest listed city. Or write us.

Belson Manufacturing Co*
802 Sibley St. Chicago, 111.

Atlanta. Ga,
Baltimore, Md.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.
Denver. Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Ft, Worth. Tea.
Houston, Tex.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas Cify, Mo.
I.OS Angeles, Calif.
Miami, Fla.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N. Y.
Omaha, Neb,
Piiiladelphla, Pa.
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Richmond, Va.
St. Louis. Mo.
San Antonio, Ter.
San Francisco, Calif.
Rent He, Wash.
Tampa, Fla.

CANADA
Montreal, Quo.
Toronto. Ont.
V.Tnc.ouver, B. C.
Winnipeg, Man.

However, what I really started out to

do this time was talk to friend manager.
I want to point out to that official that,

important as is his position in the

scheme of amusement affairs, it is not

one bit more important than is the man
in charge of projection, and for the best

results it would be well if a considerable

number of managers realized that fact

and ceased treating the projectionist as

an important "hired man."
"But," retorts the manager, "that bird

up in my projection room takes no in-

terest in anything except how much he

can get and how little he can manage
to do."

Well, Mr. Manager, what are you a

manager for, anyhow? One of the most
important of your duties is to select and
employ a high grade, really competent

motion picture projectionist. Why don't

you do it, instead of sitting back on
your haunches and yawling about incom-

petency? Seems to me that is one of

your most important functions. Ability

to secure real competence in those you
select as a part of your operating staff

is one of the things which makes the

real manager.

Big executives don't succeed because

they know all the petty details of every

department of the thing they "execute."

They are chiefly big executives because

of their ability to select men who "know
their onions" in those various depart-

ments. They employ such a man to run
a department. They don't tell them how
to run it. They know they themselves

could not do that. They place the man
they have selected at the head of the de-

partment and then demand just one

thing, namely, results.

I have often wondered why so very

few theatre managers do that sort of

thing with relation to the one most im-

portant thing in their theatre. Instead,

they reverse things. They make little

or no inquiry concerning the ability of

the man they employ, but look very, very

carefully into his price, either paying
him the union minimum scale and not

one cent more, or if there be no union,

then trying hard to get him at the low-

est possible wage.

Not satisfied with this absurdity, they

insist upon treating him as a sort of

servant—a hired man without any rights

in particular they are bound to respect.

"But," wails Mr. Manager, "the ac-

cursed union won't let me select a man.
It forces me to employ whomever they

see fit to send."

Maybe, friend, if you were a little

more inclined to treat the union business

agent as a human being, and deal with

him on a friendly, or at least a purely

business basis, you wouldn't find him so

very unreasonable after all. It is true

there are union officials who are more
or less arrogant and unamenable to rea-

son, but after all that sort are few and
far between. They are the exception.

The real difficulty is in the attitude of

the exhibitor and manager toward the

A
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union officer. It is antagonistic per se.

It automatically generates a feeling of

antagonism in the mind of the union
official.

How would I go about it?

A fair question. Study my answer
with an unprejudiced mind. Upon open-

ing a new theatre as manager, or upon
taking charge of an old one, I would,

if I were to deal with the union, send for

the union business agent. I would not
receive him in any truckling spirit; also

I would not receive him as an antagonist

or enemy. I would consider myself as

the executive head of one business or-

ganization negotiating with the business

head of another business organization,

for after all that is precisely what and
all a labor union is. This "brother"
business sounds very sweet, but under
the skin it's pure bu—- and you may fin-

ish the word as suits your own idea.

What I started to spell was business.

I'll bet you guessed it "bunk."
I would converse with him something

after this fashion: "I am manager of

this theatre. I want a man to take full

charge of projection in this theatre. He
will be chief projectionist. He will hire

his own assistants, through you, and I

shall hold him responsible for their per-

formance. I want a man who knows his

business thoroughly. He must be able

to handle the equipment efficiently, and
put perfect results upon the screen and
in the sound projectors and keep them
there.

"Within reason he will have a free

hand in the matter of equipment up-

keep, but I want and will accept no ex-

cuses. It is results I want, not excuses.

I am willing to pay such a man a rea-

sonable bonus above your scale for each

week in which no projection faults ap-

pear for which blame attaches to him.

"I shall keep a record of performance
and shall expect you to remove any man
upon sufficient evidence being presented

that his work is unsatisfactory, the rea-

sons for such charge to be presented to

you."

Put in that way I think you will find

few business agents who will not, so far

as possible, meet you at least half way.

REWINDING
THE outrages (sorry, men, but that

is precisely the correct term) com-

mitted upon film in the process of its

rewinding are not nearly what they were

some years ago. Thanks be, that is

true, but they nevertheless are not as

yet by any manner of means entirely

eliminated.

Gentlemen, it is surprising that at

this late day that such abuses persist.

We rather expected them ten or 12

years ago, because men then were, for

the most part, merely machine operators

who held relatively slight interest in

anything other than that—and pay day.

Today, however, we expect, and feel we
have the right to expect, better things,

Is Your Theatre Up To Date
and Ready for the Future?

ARE you depriving your patrons of the best photographic presenta-
tion of your pictures, and yourselves of greater profits?

If you are not using a WIDE SCREEN, the answer is YES.

Modern Motion Pictures need, for their most successful presentation,

a screen of various picture sizes, automatically adjustable by the

operator, to eflFectively portray the outstanding scenes in the picture.

This new type of screen control is an absolute necessity for the showing
of Magnascope and Grandeur films, and it will play an even more
important role in the film developments of the future.

Will your theatre be properly equipped to benefit by these new
developments?

It will if you install a Peter Clark Automatic Screen Adjuster which
fulfills all the demands of the present motion picture and has antici-

pated the needs of the future. Write at once and let us send you
additional information.

"Stage Equipment with a Reputation"

PETER CLARK. INC.
Stage Equipment Specialists for Over 25 Years

544 West 30th St. New York City

MAIL YOUR TRIAL ORDER TODAY for

HAND PAINTED

^IGNS
Each on heayy poster paper in

5 or more attractiTe colors and
artistically airbrushed any site up to 36"xl0 ft.

Write for pricei on other »iiei on paper-muslin
and cards.

One Day Prites Do Not
Service Include Poitage
Get the Best They Cost Less

A/.ORYFHOUT
736 SO.WABASH AYE .CHICAGO. ILL

Impossible-To-Stall-Or-Jam

New-Tiffin

Curtain-Control

Starts, Stops, or Re-

verses at Any Point

Se«n«ry

Vpmn Request

DalmiUd
DetcriptimH

cenicStadios
TIPHN.OHIO
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PROJECTION LAMPS
That give more light for Stand-

ard Film and Wide Film Pro-

jection.

HALL & CONNOLLY, Inc.

24 Van Dam St., N. Y. C.

:^0^
COLOR •

- LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

LACO HOOD
RECO HOOD AJND

HOLDER

Made of the finest quality of na-
tural colored glass, having the high-
est possible light transmission
value. A unit to solve every color
lighting problem.

Writ,: lor BullfCin 110

ELECTRIC COMRANV

26.j1 W. Congress St. Chicago, 111.

"Everything in Theatre Color Lightinn
htfuifinn-nt**

because the men in the theatre projec-

tion rooms, taken as a whole, are some-
thing like 600 per cent better in every

way than they were years ago. They
have advanced in knowledge, in self re-

spect and in respect for their profession.

They no longer, except for some rela-

tively few isolated cases, may be justly

considered as machine operators, but
rather as Motion Picture Projectionists,

which means a very great deal more.

However, in this particular thing (re-

winding) , error for some reason persists.

Years ago I told you, told you and told

you, and I now, with all the emphasis

of which I am capable, again tell you,

that reioinding film at high speed is bad
practice and is in effect nothing less

than an outrage upon the films en-

trusted to your care. This is especially

true, if, as is often the case even in

exchange inspection rooms, the elements

of the rewinder are out of line with each

other; if the reel sides are not perfectly

true, or if the bolt faults exist.

Rapid rewinding, with its attendant

abuses, is bad enough with ordinary film,

but now that film carrying a sound band
in addition to the picture record, it just

plain won't do. With ordinary film the

things I have suggested as rewinding

faults served to scratch the photographic

record and did other and even more seri-

ous damage in the form of injury to or

destruction of the sprocket hole track.

This was bad enough, surely. It has

cost the industry, in the aggregate, mil-

lions upon millions of dollars in direct

loss through destruction of or a too rapid

deterioration of the film itself, and
through injury to the screen image
through resultant "rain" and other faults

set up by mechanical damage to the

films.

With film which carries the sound rec-

ord adjacent to one of its edges, which
same will be seriously injured and prob-

ably ruined by scratches, I leave you to

your own judgment as to the possibili-

ties if film be rewound at high speed.

Let us examine the matter for a moment.
Rewinding at slow speed—say five to

six minutes to the 1,000 feet—-using

reels with true sides, with sufficient brak-
ing pressure against the tail reel to in-

sure snug winding of the film, we have
but to place the reel on the rewinder,

start the motor and go about our busi-

ness. An automatic stop for the motor
may be easily arranged in any one of

a dozen ways. The rewinder then will

finish its task and stop long before the

next reel has been projected. In fact

there is no real reason why rewinding
speed should exceed eight or nine min-
utes to the 1,000 feet. When the next
reel is ready for rewinding, we merely
remove the one already rewound and re-

peat the process.

What about inspection, you ask?
Assuming that the film is in good con-

dition when received, or that it has been
carefully examined with a hand re-

winder there is no earthly reason that

I know of for inspecting it every time
it is used. Inspection should always be
done with a hand rewinder, and in hand
rewinding the rewinder must never he

stopped suddenly by applying heavy
braking pressure to the tail reel. That
is one of the most prolific sources of

film abuse. The projectionist rewinds
rapidly (1,000 feet to the minute or min-
ute and a half is not at all uncommon.)
He sees some fault and stops the process

suddenly by means of heavy pressure

applied to the tail reel, and the layers of

film, on both reels all slip on each other

under pressure.

Oh boy! What a nice mess of min-
ute scratches that produces, to fill with
dirt later and appear upon the screen

in the form of "rain." Never, never,

n-e-v-e-r stop a rewinder suddenly, ex-

cept you apply equal braking pressure

on both reels.

And now as to rewinder elements out

of line, crooked reels et cetera. As soon

as you read this, brother, place two
empty reels upon your rewinder.

Stretch a strip of film clear through
across their hubs and have an assistant

rotate both reels slowly. If the reels are

true and their edges do not touch the

film at all, then the rewinder elements

are in perfect line, and those two reels,

at least, are true. If this condition does

not exist, then it is up to you to get

busy and remedy the fault. If you have
an enclosed rewinder with the elements

(head and tail piece) attached to a metal
base, then the alignment should be per-

fect, but just the same it won't take long

to test it, and you should do it.

Once your rewinder elements are in

line, fasten them permanently in place.

Don't depend upon a screw tightened

clamp. Every rewinder should be made
with an aligning metallic base, to which
the elements must be attached by means
of closely fitting bolts, or by bolts and
aligning dowel pins.

Having your rewinder in alignment,

and equipped with reels with sides which
are true, arrange to apply automatic
braking pressure to the tail reel suffi-

cient to insure tight rewinding of the

film. This is most essential to the pre-

vention of slippage and consequent
scratching.

Having attended to the alignment and
reels, the next step is of even greater

importance; also it will not be at all

popular with you until you get used to

it. Habit is strong and you have px'ob-

ably been used to rewinding at from
considerably to a whole lot more than
1,000 feet of film in five or six minutes.

Gear the motor driven reivinder down
until it cannot be made to rewind at

greater speend than five minutes to 1,000

feet of film.

Don't stand there and watch the motor
work. It is unnecessary. If there is a
repair to make, or if the film needs in-

spection, do it on the hand rewinder. If

not, then g'wan about your business and
let the motor do it.
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PLANNING THE THEATRE
A Department of Architectural Assistance Conducted

By PETER M. HULSKEN, A. I. A.

QUESTION: I would appreciate it

very much if you would be kind

enough to give me the following

information

:

I have a house with a seating capacity

of about 1,200 and at the present time I

am reconstructing my projection room
and I want to make it as up-to-date as I

possibly can. I have space enough to

make my projection room about 12 feet

deep by 25 feet long. 1 am looking far

into the future and wonder if you could

give me some advice in regard to pro-

viding for television. Nobody seems to

be able to give me any information re-

garding this and I would thank you for

your kindness in telling me what you
can about it.—F. X. B.

ANSWER: I am very sorry that I

u cannot give you any information in

regard to planning for television layout.

To be frank with you, I do not believe

television will materialize within the

next three years, especially for theatre

purposes. They might perfect television

for home use in connection with radios,

but it is a long ways off for theatre

installation.

Since you are planning the new pro-

jection room I believe the size is satis-

factory, but I would advise you to make
provision for layout for four machines,
namely two standard machines and space

for two future wide film machines. It

would be well to provide necessary shut-

ters for future machines. The shutters

for the wide film machines will be the

same size as the standard. Also be sure

to provide for battery room and genera-

tor room. The manufacturer of the ma-
chines which you intend to install will

be very glad to give you the engineering
layout.

QUESTION: I want to remodel my
theatre especially because I need
more seating capacity. I have on

the ground floor 625 seats and I wonder
if I could increase this to 1,000 seats.

Fortunately, I have behind my stage 25
feet left to the alley. My present stage
is about 20 feet deep and the side of the

proscenium is only about 4 foot from the

side walls of the house. Do you think it

would be practical to extend the main
floor through the stage and build a new
stage on the 25 feet which I have left?

My present stage is only five feet higher

than the auditorium ceiling and is not

provided with any rigging loft. Please

let me have this information at your
earliest convenience.—W. M. C.

NOTE:
• IN THIS DEPARTMENT "Better

Theatres" will be glad to answer
questions pertaining to the preliminary
considerations involved in the plan-

ning of a new theatre or in the remod-
eling of an existing one. Only requests
for ideas will be answered, since this

department cannot assume the prac-

tical functions of an architect. ..All

communications intended for this de-

partment should be addressed to "Bet-

ter Theatres," 407 S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago. They will be answered in the
department. None will be answered
by mail. Although only initials will be
used in signing the questions pub-
lished, it is a requirement that all

letters bear the signature and address
of their writers. The replies will be
prepared personally by Mr. Hulsken,
who is a practicing architect and a
member of the American Institute of

Architects.

ANSWER: According to the descrip-

^ tion of your present conditions I

do not think you will have much trouble

in extending your auditorium through
the stage and would advise you to build

your new stage on the 25 foot which you
have left and to cut a new proscenium
arch in the present rear wall. Your four
foot from your side of the proscenium
arch to the wall is no handicap, as you
could flare from that point to the new
proscenium arch at side walls, which
would improve your sound.

I am sorry you did not give me the

width of your house, but in the 20 feet

which you have for the present stage

you could put in about eight rows of

seats. If this does not give you enough
increase for your seating capacity, you
will have to tear down the entire stage

and extend your auditorium as far as

you deem necessary and leave the bal-

ance for a new stage. Of course, this

construction would be more expensive.

You will have to check up your exits, as

for 1,000 seats you will need about four
six foot exit doors in your side walls as
far apart as possible.

QUESTION : Wish to ask you a ques-

tion regarding theatre I am build-

ing. Am planning on plastering

walls with regular plaster and papering
with heavy paper. Will this be o. k. for

sound pictures? Or what do you sug-

gest? The ceiling will be Celotex. Audi-

torium is 48x53.

Any information you will give me on

this line I will appreciate.—H. T. N.

ANSWER: In reply to your question,

. I believe that plastering the walls
with a regular plaster will be all

right. It would be better if you could
furr out your side walls, but since your
auditorium is such a small size I do not
believe you will experience any trouble
with your sound, especially since your
ceiling is constructed out of Celotex.

You must appreciate, of course, that
my approval of your method is based
only on the meager amount of informa-
tion you have given and on my own as-
sumptions. The actual conditions may
be different. For example, your seating,
your decorations, etc., could very well
make your walls too reflective for good
sound if treated only with ordinary
plaster.

However, since you have already
chosen a certain product made by a very
efficient company as the one with which
to treat your ceiling, you have probably
had advice from one of this company's
engineers. If not, I would suggest that
before going ahead with your present
method, you get someone who you know
to be an expert in such matters to advise
you. Such a person will be able to esti-
mate the ultimate conditions very close-
ly and calculate beforehand how much
acoustical treatment you will require and
where it should be applied.

Supplying Plans
An Editorial

THIS is your department, exhibitors,

and we are only too glad to offer

whatever assistance we can in your ef-

forts to arrive at satisfactory solutions

to your building problems. We cannot,
however, act as your architect, drawing
you working plans and giving you de-

tailed specifications for your project.

Our capacity is only that of a general
adviser.

Still such capacity leaves a great deal

of room for us to be of practical service.

To the layman, the projection of a build-

ing is always rather puzzling, while if

one is considering remodeling, he nat-

urally is wont to wonder just what the

task will entail, in time and money.
A glance at the answers to the ques-

tions appearing in this department, in

this and other issues, will indicate what
service we can give—and indicate, we
feel, that this service is considerable,

but we cannot supply specific plans.
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FROM COOL
TO WARM

or the reverse

in your theatre

with the Supreme

Combination Heating

and Cooling System

The Supreme Boiler Plate Heater

Guarantees 70° or better all

through the winter months. No
freezeups. No aisle space occupied.

Shows fuel savings up to 50%.
Heats rapidly and uniformly. Pro-

vides for perfect Ventilation.

The Supreme Cooling Unit—a part of

the combination system. 5 speed con-
trol—absolutely silent. Provides for

100% Summer Cooling.

Plan now for winter. Write for full
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combination heating and cooling sys-
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Late Decisions the Exhibitor

Should Know
{Continued from -page 27)

1915 Pine St. St. Louis, Mo.

be incapable of using any care, an infant

is required to exercise ordinary care for

his own safety."

Cancellation of Leases

A lease of a theatre property may be

cancelled by the surrender of the leased

premises and the acquiescence in such

surrender by the landlord. Such aqui-

escence is perhaps best evidenced where

it is shown that the owner took posses-

sion of the property and assumed again

all the authority over it.

Under the law a surrender of a lease

can be made onhj by express consent of

the parties, in writing, or by operation

of law, as when the parties do something
that implies that both have consented to

the termination of the lease. Also, the

law is well settled that a mere statement

by the property owner to the lessee or

theatre operator that the latter may
move out if he desires, does not termi-

nate the leasehold until a surrender and
its acceptance have actvxilly been made.
Moreover, the act of the landlord in

attempting to secure a new tenant for

the premises, which the lessee has va-

cated, is not a legal acceptance by the

owner of the surrender by the lessee.

These various phases of the law were
discussed in the recent case of Borchers
Brothers Company v. Ciaparro (287
Pac. 113).

In this case it was shown that a lessee

notified the property owner that he had
cancelled the lease. However, the land-
lord did not accept the cancellation.

Later the property owner filed suit to
collect the accumulated rent. The lower
court held the lessee not liable, but the
higher court reversed this decision, stat-
ing the following important law

:

"A surrender of a lease is the yielding
up of an estate. . . . Under the statute of
frauds it can be done only by express
consent of the parties in writing, or by
operation of law when the parties do
something which implies that both have
consented. ... If he (lessee) leaves the
demised premises vacant, and avows his
intention not to be bound by his lease,
his title still continues, unless the land-
lord has accepted the offer of surrender.
Merely attempting to secure a new ten-
ant, without taking possession or in fact
re-letting, is not an acceptance of the
surrender."

Renewal of Leases

Generally speaking, a lessee of a the-

atre building should act in strict accord-

ance with the provisions of the lease

contract in order to make the landlord

bound to renew the lease.

However, under certain circumstances
the theatre owner may require the owner
of the building to extend the term of

the lease, although the former fails to

give the written notice which may be

required in the contract.

Moreover, it has been contended in

various litigations involving this subject

that the term "renew," when used in a

lease contract, requires the lessee to

notify the landlord in writing that he

desires to renew the lease and a verbal

notification is not sufficient, whereas
under the same conditions a verbal no-

tice to "extend" the present lease is

sufficient.

In Khourie Brothers v. Jonakin (300

S. W. 612), it was disclosed that a lease

contract contained the following clause:

"The lessee has the privilege to renew
this lease upon the same terms and con-

ditions at its expiration for a further

period of three years commencing im-

mediately upon the expiration of this

lease, provided, however, that notice of

the exercise of this privilege or option

to renew this lease shall be given by the

lessee to the lessor at least 60 days be-

fore the expiration of the terms of this

lease and this notice shall be in writing."

The facts disclosed that almost a year

before this lease expired the lessee ver-

bally notified the landlord that he de-

sired to renew the lease and that he

would give the required notice in writ-

ing. However, the landlord promised that

the tenant could renew the lease and

stated that it was unnecessary for him
to give the written notice required in the

lease contract. For this reason the ten-

ant did not send the landlord written

notice. When the time arrived for re-

newal of the lease the landlord refused

to execute the papers, contending that

the tenant had violated the agreement

which stated that a written notice to

renew the lease must be given 60 days

before the lease expired. However, this

court held that the verbal notice was suf-

ficient, under the circumstances, saying

:

"If the tenant does all that he is re-

quired to do by the terms of his lease in

order to renew it, his right to hold pos-

session of the premises is complete. . . .

Does the fact that the notice was verbally

given instead of being in writing destroy

that right?"

This court also quoted the following

established law:

"We have had considerable trouble in

deciding whether in different leases the

provision was for a renewal or an exten-

sion of the lease, and while we have rec-

ognized a technical difference between

the terms, we have uniformly held that

the intention of the parties as disclosed

by the whole instrument, and their inter-

pretation thereof, is determinative of

whether such a provision is technically a

privilege for a renewal or an extension,

rather than the fact that the words 're-

newal' or 'extension' are used, and that

in any event, where the party having the
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option has done the thing which the

contract provides and the parties con-

templated he should do, to give him the

benefit of the additional period, that is

all that is required of him."

Also, in Kozy Theatre Company v.

Love (236 S. W. 243), a lease contract

simply provided that the tenant was re-

quired to give the owner of the building

"notice" to obtain a renewal of the lease.

After the theatre owner gave the land-

lord a verbal notice that he desired to

renew the lease the owner refused to ex-

ecute the renewal. In holding the land-

lord bound to renew the lease, the court

said:

"The contention that the verbal assent

to the 'renewal' construed a continuance

of the contract for an additional term
is within the statute of frauds, and
therefore without binding effect, is based

upon the theory that there could be no

renewal except by the execution of a new
lease. But obviously there is no merit in

this contention, upon the construction

given the contract by the parties, and
therefore adopted by us as the true one,

that a new lease was not required, since

the lessee, by giving notice and holding

over, holds under the original contract,

and not the notice ; and the giving of the

notice is not an agreement within the

statute of frauds."

On the other hand, it is important to

know that a theatre owner cannot com-
pel a landlord to renew a lease where the

latter verbally promises that the tenant
may have the lease renewed, and the

lease contract does not contain a stipula-

tion in which the landlord agrees in

writing upon specified terms to renew
the lease.

Fire Hazard

Moreover, where the policy contains a

condition making the policy void if the

property is so used as to increase the

risk by any means within the knowledge
or control of the insured, the act of a

third person without the knowledge of

the insured will not avoid the policy.

On the other hand, it is well settled that
knowledge of the owner's employe is

equivalent to knowledge of the owner
himself.

In Joslin v. National Reserve Company
(230 N. W. 711), decided during the

past few weeks, it was disclosed that the
owner of a building held a fire insurance
policy containing the clause

:

"This entire policy shall be void, un-
less otherwise provided by agreement in

writing added hereto . . . while the haz-

ard is increased by any means within the
control or knowledge of the insured."

The building was destroyed by fire

when a whisky still in the basement ex-

ploded. The testimony showed that the
owner of the building collected the rents

and occasionally went to the building but
never went into the basement. He em-
ployed a person to look after the building
and clean the stairways. The tenant had
access to the basement.

There was no evidence that the prop-
erty owner had any notice or knowledge

of the presence or use of a still in the

basement. There is no proof whatsoever
as to who operated the still. Under the

evidence, it was wholly conjectural as to

whether it was operated by the property
owner's employe, or by the tenant, or

other persons.

In view of the fact that no proof was
introduced showing that the landlord's

employe knew that the still was being
operated, the higher court held the
ovsrner entitled to recover, saying:

"If it was operated by any one else

than the employe, and not for his benefit

his knowledge thereof, under the circum-
stances attending his lawful employment
by the owner, it would be imputed to

him. . . . The rule that the principal is

affected with knowledge acquired by the
agent in the transaction to which his

agency relates is based upon the duty of
the agent to disclose to his principal all

knowledge and information he possessed,
at the time or acquired in relation to

the subject-matter of the agency, and
the presumption is that he communicates
it accordingly."

Rejecting Merchandise

It is true that a purchaser is permitted
to return to the seller goods that are not
equal in quantity, quality or price to the
terms of the contract. However, a pur-
chaser who, after accepting a shipment
cannot avoid liability for payment by
returning the goods to the seller.

For instance, in Jackson v. Miles F.
Bixler Company (127 So. 270), it was

disclosed that a manager ordered mer-
chandise under a regular written order.

The goods were shipped in due time.

After a short time the purchaser shipped

the merchandise back to the seller. No
notice was given the seller that the goods

were being returned.

The seller sued to recover the purchase
price and the purchaser attempted to

avoid liability on the grounds that the

seller had possession of the goods. How-
ever, the court promptly held the pur-

chaser liable, saying:

"The authorities seem to be in sub-

stantial agreement on the general rule

that, where a contract for the sale of

goods has been fully performed by the

seller, has been so completely executed

that the title has fully passed to the

buyer, the seller is entitled to recover

the purchase price under his contract,

although, because of the wrongful re-

fusal of the buyer to accept the goods,

they may be still in the physical posses-

sion of the seller. . . . "The title to the

goods had fully passed to appellant (pur-

chaser) and when he returned them to

appellee (seller), there being no notice

of it and no sort of excuse therefor, the
return was as if to an entire stranger
to the transaction."

Blocking of Sidewalks

It is well settled that the primary pur-

pose of city streets is use by the public

for travel and transportation. The gen-
eral rule is that any obstruction of a
street or encroachment thereon which

IRVING SAMUELS
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Distinction . .

.

You strive for
distinction in the

architecture of your
building and the deco-

rative effect of your
lobby. You put their

design in the hands of

experts.

Why not apply the

same rule to your
staff? Let M'L expert

designers create a uni-

form for your staff
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standing institution.
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or style.
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interferes with such use is a public

nuisance. Obviously, a theatre owner

may temporarily use a portion of the

street or highway. Likewise, a contractor

engaged in erecting or altering a theatre

building may use the sidewalk or street

temporarily for the piling or storing of

material. All these uses, however, must
be reasonable and temporary. If a pe-

destrian is injured, while walking in

the street around an obstructed part of

the sidewalk, both the theatre owner and

the contractor is liable. Moreover, the

fact that municipal officials have issued

a permit to block the sidewalk does not

avoid the liability.

For example, in O'Neill v. City of Port

Jervis (171 N. E. 694), it was disclosed

that a contractor, who was erecting a

theatre building on a main street, ob-

tained a permit from the municipal

officials to pile mat€rials on the sidewalk

resulting in necessity for pedestrians to

walk in the street at this point. A pedes-

trian, who was struck by an automobile,

y

Notes on Theatre Equipment Affairs

Conducted by G. J. R E I I)

INFORMATION arriving at this desk
the other day is to the effect that

a leading motion picture producer
has ordered a number of automatic mo-
tion picture advertising projectors,

which this firm intends to place in the

windows of stores and in the lobbies of

theatres for the exploitation of its prod-

uct. And I am con-strained to ask why
this method of exploitation has not been
used more widely than it has.

I am no exploitation expert, so per-

haps I am incapable of seeing objections,

if any, to the use of such a medium for

picture advertising. But on the face of

it, this method seems to me one of the

most effective exploitation aids. I have
always been rather partial to the use of
stills as a means of arousing the interest

of people passing a theatre—not only
arousing interest, but developing it into

irresistable curiosity concerning the
story adroitly suggested in the repro-

duction of scenes from the film. Most
theatres use stills, at least to some ex-
tent, so the professional showman must
have some such idea himself. And it

seems to me that actual motion pictures
of parts of the film would go the stills

one better.

My observations have been that wher-
ever miniature motion pictures have been
shown in shop windows by means of
an automatic projector, the attention of
passersby has usually be attained. Very
often they form quite a crowd in front
of the shop. Theatres have already rec-

ognized the value of showing in action
actual scenes from the film for adver-
tising purposes, because they customar-
ily run trailers of that nature. Whv
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while walking in the street around thef""-

pile of building material, sued for

damages.
Although the lower court held the ^^

injured person not entitled to damages
the higher court reversed the verdict,

.stating the following important law:

"In the usual and customary way of

doing such work, would not the builder

have provided .some sort of footpath at

times when work had ceased or material

was not being carried in and out? . .

When the owTier commenced construc-

tion, building material was piled in the i

street to the extent of eight feet, pur-
,

suant to this permission, and remained
there until the time of the above-stated

accident. With this act no fault can be

found, as it was within those rea.sonable

u.ses permitted by the law. As to the

sidewalk, however, we have a different

situation. There was no necessity for

storing material upon the sidewalk to

the exclusion of all use by pedestrians

for any r/reaf lerigih of time."

not show strips of film similar to the

trailers in the lobby, advertising the cur-

rent attraction? Automatic projectors

offer the means of doing so effectively

and economically.

There are a number of makes of auto-

matic projectors available, and still an-

other one has just been placed on the

market. This new product is offered by
the Auto Cinema Corporation of New
York and in some of its features is pat-

terned after the well known Kolm pro-

jector in Europe. On the board of di-

rectors of the Auto Cinema Corporation

is the prominent banker, Eugene H.

Danziger, formerly of Lehman Brothers

of New York.

The Auto Cinema projector is small

and compact. It is designed for 16-mm.
film, while the image on a transparent

screen measures ll^^ inches high and
15 inches wide. The driving motor gets

its power from an ordinary light socket.

The projector, screen, bellows, etc., are

built together as a unit and the entire

outfit can be placed on a stand two feet :

square. The projector can take 400 feet

of film at one time.

New Type of Flasher

• A new type of sign flasher has been
brought out by the Reynolds Electric

Company of Chicago and New York. In-
!

stead of applying copper to steel con- I

factors, this model makes and breaks the

circuit by means of mercury tubes.

The driving mechanism consists in a

disc tjT)e motor, employing the principle i

applied in electric light meters. The '\

motor runs at a low rate of speed and
I

thus uses relatively little current, and
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:he speed can be controlled within a
range of 25 per cent, fast or slow.

This flasher has four tubes and is

ilesigned for action borders of the travel-

ng type, sunbursts, color changes, spell-

ing, etc. The housing of the flasher oc-

cupies a space 7x8x6 inches. This flasher

is also designed for use in any present
"ntacting work.

An Aid to Display Men

• Those who are using hand methods
to cut out ballyhoo displays for lob-

i bies and elsewhere, or doing other cai--

pentering for the theatre, are certainly
'"-^ing up a lot of time and energy to do

iiething that can be done much more
-juickly and easily by a machine. Such

' 'utting machines are in use in many
atres. I have no doubt, but until the

ner day, beyond merely knowing of
their existence, I was quite ignorant of

American Motion

in the Far East
[The foUoiciug is a compilation of re-

norts on the inarkits in Asia for American
'ion picture equipment, following a sur-
conciucted by the U. S. Department of

iimerce. The reports began m the
;/ust 2d issue. Tlw survey also included

At markets of Africa and Oceania. This
material on the Asiatic wnd African co7i-

nti u'ill complete {/resentatiorn begun
ItETTER THEATR»;s over a year ago, when
> rnment reports on similar markets in
upe and South America ivere published.

I fit compiiatian of the reports is by Xatlian
D. Golden, assistant chief of the inotioyi

picture division of the Department of Com-
merce.]

HONG KONG
Baaed on n-port by John J. Muccio

Projectors.—Two American makes and
the French Pathe are the three makes of

projectors used in the 13 motion picture

theatres of Hong Kong, having a total

seating capacity of 8.350. Four of the

largest and more modern theatres use

an American machine, eight of the

smaller theatres use the Pathe. and only

one uses the other American make. The
Hong Kong Amusements (Ltd.) has re-

cently ordered several new projectors of

another American make, to be installed

in some of its larger theatres.

The Hong Kong selling prices for the

different makes are as follows:
One American make:
Old or rebuilt model $ 400
New model 550

Other American make 1,000
Pathe, 45-ampere 280
Pathe, 90-ampere 300
An inclosed type of American ma-

chine is generally held in high favor in

Hong Kong, although on account of its

higher cost it is not used in the smaller

theatres. The smaller theatres prefer

the Pathe. as it is more adaptable for

use with scratched, broken, or worn-out
films.

Dealers.—There is onlv one firm in

Exhibitors Herald-World

their ingeniousness. My introduction
to this kind of a device was through the
apparatus known as the Cutawl, a prod-
uct manufactured by the International
Register Company of Chicago.

This cutter can be used with either
a chisel or a saw, and it is about as
portable as any fair-sized tool. It

weighs around 18 pounds. All the op-
erator has to do is to place the device
over the design to be cut and turn on
the current. A swivel control allows the
operator to guide the cutting blade ac-

curately along the design.

It isn't necessary to have this cutter
upright. It operates in any plane.

There is a base which slides easily across
the material. An electric light throws
a direct beam along the line being cut.

It can be used to cut fabrics, wood and
metal. The stroke of the knife is ad-
justable.

The Market for

Picture Equipment

Hong Kong handling both theatrical and
nontheatrical types of motion picture
equipment. This is a branch office of

the Pathe-Orient. The Hong Kong
Amusements (Ltd.) has been importing
projectors and equipment for use in its

own theatres and for sale to motion pic-

ture houses throughout South China.
American theatrical equipment is not

carried in stock in Hong Kong. The
nearest stocks are at Shanghai and
Manila. A branch of an American man-
ufacturer has recently commenced to sell

nontheatrical equipment and has under-
taken a rather extensive advertising

campaign in Hong Kong.
The Hong Kong Amusements, Ltd. is

already active in the distribution of

theatrical motion picture projectors and
equipment throughout South China and
at present is the only independent firm

importing those articles. It is not known
to have the agency of any manufacturer,

but purchases direct from manufactur-
ers, generally in the United States. It

is also the principal distributor of mo-
tion picture films in Hong Kong and
South China and has the distribution of

the products of several American com-
panies. It not only owns and manages
a large number of the theatres in Hong
Kong, but also owns and manages a

number of them in Canton and one in

Macao. The firm is also interested in

the distribution of films in Shanghai and
in the management of several theatres

there.

Hong Kong is the distributing center

for imports into South China generally.

Practically all importers have branches

or agents throughout the area, and

agency agreements are usually made
with Hong Kong firms for the entire ter-

ritory. As many of the motion picture
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ThriU Stuff

In "the good old days" the "noiseless"

screen bulged with "leaps for life,"

"slides of skill," "dangerous dives,"

while eyes grew wide and jaws

champed fast.

It wasn't real—up there. But it was,

around the theatre. Employees, using

no doubles, surpassed the hero's wild-

est plunges. They had to. For lad-

ders slipped —^ bones broke-— heads

bled—work stopped.

Those days have gone. Modern work-

men work safely on the Dayton Safety

Ladder. It's built to stand up on the

job. Strong, light, braced with steel.

Has wide, guarded platform, wide leg

spread, and straight back. Made in

sizes 3 to 16 feet. Moderately priced.

Type "B" Dayton Ladder is smaller,

popular-priced, and safe for all ladder

work. Seven sises.

Write Dept. BT-9 for complete

information

The Dayton Safety Ladder

Company
121-123 W. Third St.

Cincinnati, Ohio

DATTON
SafetyLadder

(Patented)

Stock carried by Pacific Coast representative^
E. D, Bullard Co., Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco, and by 160 other distributors from coast
to coast. Made and distributed in Canada by

Percy Hermant, Ltd., Toronto,
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STAGE EQUIPMENT
ASBESTOS CURTAINS
BELAYING PINS
BLOCKS—RIGGING
CHANDELIER WINCHES
CLEATS—SCENERY
COUNTERWEIGHT SYSTEMS
CYCLORAMA FITTINGS
DRAW CURTAIN TRACKS
DRAW CURTAIN OPERATOI^
GRAND PIANO TRUCKS
KEYSTONES AND CORNERS
LOCKING RAILS
PIN RAILS
PIPE BATTENS
RIGGING—ALL TYPES
ROLLER CURTAINS
ROPE AND CABLE
STAGE BRACES
STAGE SCREWS
STEEL CURTAINS
TRIM CHAINS
WINCHES

223-233 West Erie Street

CHICAGO

Only ^20 Complete

Change the price nofire without rhancmi-, iIh nude siffn
Open gate in end of frame, ahp out one price-pane, slip in
another. Beautiful bronze and plate glass with glowing let-
ters. With plug and lamp ready to hang. Any lettering or
prices, single face, $20.00; $30.00 double face. Extra price
panes, $1.50 each. Specify prices; order now.
Cuercio & Barthel, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002

TH^TER EQUIPMENT

HOUR
SERVICE

CIRCUS H6RDL05
P/^OGR9Wf
0RT$JPO5T6R5

EXHIBITORS
Prlntii^B Service

711 South Dearborn Stareet

CHICAGO, ILL.

houses throug-hout South China are

owned or controlled by Hong Kong inter-

ests or are allied with Hong Kong firms

through film-distributing agreements,

any dealer in Hong Kong appointed as

agent would undoubtedly expect to have

the exclusive agency rights for the whole

of South China.

Equipment ttsed.—Most of the the-

atres in Hong- Kong are equipped with

two projectors; the Queen's theatre is

the only one equipped with three. The
majority are using old-model projectors.

The Hong Kong Amusements, Ltd. is

in process of replacing some of its

equipment with late-model American
projectors. Four of the larger and
more modern theatres are using what
are supposed to be rather new models of

another American make. It is under-

stood that the American projectors are

giving very satisfactory service.

Generators.—There appears to be

little opportunity for the sale of Amer-
ican generator sets for converting alter-

nating current to direct current. No
transverters nor converters are used. The
electric current supplied in Hong Kong
is alternating, single phase, 50 cycle, 200

volts for lighting, fans, smaller appli-

ances, and for motors of less than 1

British horsepower. For larger motors
and appliances the current is 350 volts,

50 cycles. As most of the theatrical

motion picture projectors in Hong Kong
call for 40 volts the current available

is worked into a motor which, in turn,

opei'ates a generator supplying the re-

quired voltage direct to the projector.

This system is used in reducing the
voltage, as it is less complicated than
using converters, and, therefore, it is

less difficult to train Chinese mechanics
to keep it in repair. Pi-actically all of

the motor-generator sets are of Ameri-
can manufacture.
Arc lamps.—Mirror-reflector arc lamps

are used in the Hong Kong motion pic-

ture theatres, but none is of high in-

tensity. This is due to the relative

higher cost of high-intensity lamps on
account of the greater consumption of
electricity. Whereas the cost of electric

current is now estimated at $2.50 per
performance, it is estimated that the
cost would be $10 if high-intensity arc
lamps were used.

Screens.—Canvas-cloth screens painted
flat white are generally used in the Hong
Kong motion picture theatres. They are
made locally. In a few of the theatres
walls painted flat white are also used in

lieu of screens.

Vistial education.—The Director of
Education has supervision over all the
educational institutions in the Colony of
Hong Kong, both government and pri-
vate. Visual education has not taken hold
in any of the schools or colleges in Hong
Kong.
The Institute of Engineers and Ship-

builders of Hong Kong, the Helena May
Institute for Women, and the Chinese
Y. M. C. A. all have projectors used in
conjunction with their lectures and edu-
cational programs. Many of the lectures

Fall

Buyers

Number
The second special
issue of Better The-
atres for 1930. bring-

ing the records of the

motion picture equip-

ment field up to date.

Containing special
editorial features be-

sides most complete
and accurate direc-

tories available of
both the personnel
and products in the

theatre equipment
business.

Published under date of

OCTOBER 25
The ISext Issue of Better Theatres

Motion Picture Patent* My Specialty

PATENTS
William N. Moore

Patent Attorney

Lean and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

TTie first important step is to learn
whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with
$10, and I will examine the pertinent
U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost
and manner of procedure. Personal at-

tention. ELstablished 35 years.

Copyright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00

Theatre Equipment
NEW AND USED

Most romplew itock In th* V. 8.
MoTlBg Pletur* MacUsea. BcrMtu,
Booths. Open Ckslrs, SpotUgktj,
Stereoptlcons. Film Cabinets. Fort-
able Projectori. M. P. Camerai, Gen-
erator Sets, RefleCTlng Arc Lampn.
Carbons. Tickets, Mazda Lamps iju]
Supplle*.
Projection Uactilnas repaired and
overhauled. Repair parts for aD

mases opera chairs. Attractive S x 10 ft. musUn ban-
ners iLSO; on paper 50 eents.

We Pay Highest Prices tor Use<
Projeetion Machines, Opera Chairs. et«.

Everything for the Theatre—Writs for Catalog "H"

Movie Snpply Co., 844 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Humphrey Davy & Associates
Consulting Electrical Engineerg

4324 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Lay Out Plans and Prepare Specifications, incL
Projection Room, etc, details

Each Project STUDIED INDIVIDUALLY
Correspondence Solicited
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and educational programs given under
the auspices of those institutions are
open to the general public.

I

India

From report by Warren G. Patterson,
Edmund Monthomery and H. H. Dick

N British India, including Burma,
there are 309 motion picture theatres
with a total seating capacity of 222,655.

The exact figure in the Indian States is

not known, but it is estimated that there
are an additional 60 theatres and some
37 seasonal theatres located in the "hill

stations," which are open only a part of

the year.

Large, lu.xuriously appointed theatres,

such as are found in the United States,

do not exist in India. There are a
few comfortable well-ventilated theatres

located in the port cities, but in the

majority of cases Indian theatres closely

resemble those in the United States of

20 years ago. Although the average
seating capacity of an Indian theatre is

800, it has been estimated that the aver-

age attendance is 200. With 309 the-

atres in operation there is a total aver-

age daily attendance of only 61,800. This

is mainly attributed to the small number
of theatres, the low earning power of

the ma.sses, and the fact that the great

majority of the population reside in small

villages where a theatre would not be

a profitable e.stablishment.

Standard projectors. — The greater

number of projectors installed in India

are Pathe. This is due primarily to the

fact that it costs the e.xhibitor ju.st about

a half of the price of a recognized Amer-
ican professional projector. Due to this

factor, Pathe became quite popular and

since the war has been increasing in

demand.
Naturally, with widespread popularity,

little difficulty has been encountered in

obtaining dealers throughout the coun-

try, with the result that in this network

of service stations, spare parts are read-

ily available, which is an additional

selling feature. The Pathe reinforced

model also has a reputation of handling

old films with greater ease than most

makes on the market.

One American projector obtains the

bulk of the high-class trade, while an-

other is second in popularity. The sales

of the latter make are much smaller than

the first. Of 17 theatres in Bombay,

seven are using the first mentioned ; and

nine out of 10 Calcutta theatres and

practically all in Rangoon use that make.

Karachi is evenly divided between the

two. Taking India as a whole, it is

estimated in trade circles that there are

in use approximately 75 American pro-

jectors of the first make. Other less

common makes in use include Gaumont,

Imperator, A. E. G., Ernemann, Mechau
and Butchers.

In the early days of the industiy and

through the war period, the British Gau-

mont was very popular in India. The
complete outfit ranged in price at that

time from 1,500 to 2,000 rupees ($543

to $724). However, Gaumont lost its

popularity directly after the war, and
most of the units previously sold have
been replaced by other makes.
The selling prices of projectors in

India are as follows

:

Rupees
Pathe Reinforced Bioscope 1,174
American 2,300
American 2,400
Mechau 3,500
Mechau E. M. model 1,500
Ernemann 1,500
Gaumont 1,500
Imperator (Krupp-Ernemann) 2,500
A. E. G 1,350

The import duty on motion picture

projectors, electrical motors, generators,

etc., is 15% ad valorem.

Most of the theatres in the port cities,

such as Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Kara-
chi, and Rangoon, are equipped with two
projectors. However, of the total 309
theatres in India it is estimated that less

than 5% are equipped with modern pro-

jectors, but in the interior 80% of the

total are more or less obsolete models
purchased five or ten years ago.

In trade circles it is generally agreed

that American projectors are superior

with regard to clear projection, mechani-
cal precision, control of the arc, ability

to get better results from mutilated

films, and their ability to function prop-

erly with a minimum of adjustment and
repair. The only obstacle to more wide-

spread use is the consideration of price

and service.

One of the chief complaints against

American projectors, aside from the

question of high price, is the almost

complete lack of service and availability

of spare parts. The chief foreign com-
petitor, Pathe, has established excellent

servicing facilities and makes it a prac-

tice to lend complete machines or heads

while overhauling an exhibitor's equip-

ment. Although the market is compara-
tively small, American manufacturers
are strongly urged to obtain a qualified

agent who is willing and able to render

service.

Progress in the field of exhibition in

India has been sadly lacking. At the

present time considerable thought and
attention is being given to the industry.

The Government of India Film Cinema-
tograph Inquiry Committee has com-
pleted and published its report, in which
many constructive recommendations are

made. It is generally expected that the

next five years will see an important in-

crease in the amount of capital invested.

Generators.—The possibilities for the

sale of American motor-generator sets

to convert alternating current to direct

are not encouraging, since direct cur-

rent is available in all of the larger

cities except Rangoon. However, a num-
ber of converters are employed to cut

down voltage to between 80 and 110.

The alternating-current system is now
the rule in most of the public electrical

schemes, partly on account of the ease

of distribution over the scattered areas

frequently met with in Indian towns and
(Continued on page 58)

Goodbye
Loose Chairs!
Firmastone has solved for good one of the
greatest problems of theatre owners. It is

the only reliable method of permanently
fastening theatre chairs to a concrete floor.

Firmastone is a nationally known product
by a nationally known company and is

used and endorsed by the largest theatre
owners and contractors everywhere. It will
serve you well.

Firmastone is a quick setting chemically
prepared cement, which is easy and con-
venient to use. Simply take out the old
metal fastening and place a bolt in the
hole upside down. Pour the melted Firma-
stone into the hole around the bolt. AUow
ten minutes for the material to set, tighten
the nut on the bolt and your chairs will
be as firm as the day they were installed.

Firmastone is sold in twelve pound con-
tainers whith also includes a small portable
stove, a can of heat and full directions.
A small aluminum pan in which to melt
the Firmastone is all that is required.
These containers retail for $7.50 each
F. O. B. Chicago.

There is no substitute for Firmastonet

GENERAL SEATING
COMPANY

3109 Montrose Avenue

CHICAGO

KH€ALTHfUL A •

poier-A'r©
NATURE'S R€f RICE RATION

Perfect Air Conditioning

at a New Low Cost

/"^ IVES pure, washed air—silently circU'

^-^ lated to every part of the house. No
dust, no soot, no chilly drafts.

Ejects all foul air and unpleasant odors. Keeps '

audiences awake, alert, contented—makes

every show a bigger hit. "The silent partner

of the talkies." You can put in this power-

ful, complete system at a new, low cost.

Write for Details

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp.
1915 Paramount BIdg., New York City, N. Y.

B. F. Shearer Co., Coast Representatlva

Seattle Portland Los Angelas
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I^^W^ InV^GnilOriS • • 'Hustrated descriptions of devices related

to motion pictures and allied crafts, recently published by the U. S. government and

selected for Better Theatres by William N. Moore, patent specialist of Washington, D. C.

1.774,759. PHOTOGRAPHIC SOUND-REPRO-
DUCING APPARATUS. Freeman H. Owens,
New York, N. Y., assignor to Owens Development
Corporation, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of
New York. Filed May 28, 1929. Serial No. 366,-
644. 1 Claim. (CI. 179—100.3.)

A sound reproducing apparatus, comprising in
combination, a light source, means for supporting
a traveling photographic sound record, means for
focusing light from said source through said sound
record, a photo electric cell in position to receive
the modulated light rays after their passage
through the sound record, a push-ball amplifier
connected with the output of said light sensitive
element, a pair of lamps in position to activate
said photo-electric cell, and feed back circuits be-
tween the respective lamps and the plate of one
of the amplifier tubes thereby to vary the intensity
of said lamps in accordance with the plate current
of the amplifier.

1,774,055. SOUND-PRODUCING DEVICE. Leo
J. Grubman, Belle Harbor. N. Y. Filed Feb. 25,
1925. Serial No. 11,416. 19 Claims. (CI. 46—46.)

18. In a sound producing device, a sounding
reed and a passage receiving sound from said
reed, a movable member to cause a flow of air
throuEh said reed in the movement of said mem-
ber in one direction, and means for controlling
the emission of sound from said passage including
two parts each movable relative to the other, one
of said parts having sound emission apertures
therein and the other of said parts cooperating
with said apertures, and means coacting with
means on each of said parts in the movement
of said member in one direction to impart a
relative movement to said movable parts in re-
verse directions and' articulate the emission of the
sound through said apertures.

1,773,335. IMAGE MODIFIER. Adelbert Ames,
Jr., and Charles A. Proctor, Hanover,i N. H.
Filed June 21, 1922. Serial No. 569,992. 4 Claims.
(CI. 9r—81.)

1. An image modifier screen having a central
clear spot not adapted to irregularly refract in-
cident light, and a surrounding region containing
refractive surfaces irregularly oriented in all di-
rectionK, the Haid Bcrccn having an increa»ing
refractive effect toward the margin of the screen.

1,766,644. SYNCHRONIZING SYSTEM. Charles
Francis Jenkins, Washington, D. C, assignor to
Jenkins Laboratories, Washington, D. C, a Cor-
poration of the District of Columbia. Filed July
21, 1927. Serial No. 207,515. 8 Claims. (CI.

178—53.)

1. In a synchronizing system the combination
of means for producing synchronizing current
variations, a motor to be synchronized, a source
of current for operating said motor, means for
translating said current into corresponding light
variations, means to translate said light varia-
tions in the current variations in the motor cir-

cuit, and means controlled by the motor to vary
the effect of said light variations upon the current
in the motor circuit.

1,774,817. DEVICE FOR EXHIBITING PIC-
TURES WITH COLORED SCENERY. Leander
Q. Steckton, Troy, N. H. Filed May 18, 1925.
Serial No. 31,105. 1 Claim. (CI. 88—19.)

A picture exhibiting device comprising a casing
provided with an opening, a glass reflector
mounted within the casing at an incline to the
line of vision through said opening scenic back-
grounds arranged in different angular relation to
said glass reflector, a dark background at the
rear and spaced from the glass reflector, spaced
angularly related roller mounted in the casing at
the rear and below the glass reflector, an endless
belt supported by said rollers, specially made pic-
tures attached to said belt and means for actuat-
ing the rollers to present the pictures successively
before the opening.

17,790. CAMERA SEXTANT. Maurice R. Pierce.
U. S. Navy, Lakehurst, N. J. Filed Sept. 6, 1928.
Serial No. 304,343. Original No. 1,653,585, dated
Dec. 20, 1927, Serial No. 92,655, filed Mar. 5, 1926.
30 Claims. (CI. 95—11.)

1. A sext-ant camera including a casing pro-
vided with an opening for the admission of light
to the interior of the casing, means normally ex-
cluding the light, prisms within the opening, other
prisms within the casing on tke opposite side of
the shutter, a horizontal level, a grid, and means
for supporting a sensitized paper for the reception
of an image of a celestial body, an image of the
horizon and an image of the grid when the shut-
ter is opened.

1,773,575. OPTICAL SYSTEM OF MOTION-
PICTURE-PROJECTION MACHINES. Augusto
Dina, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to International
Projector Corporation, New York, N. Y., a Corpo-
ration of Delaware. Filed Oct. 13, 1928. Serial
No. 312,373. 13 Claims. (CI. 88—24.)

13. A motion picture projector having a normal
aperture, the effective size of said aperture cap-
able of being modified to permit projection of
movietone film through said projector, a lens sup-
ported in alinement with the center of the normal
aperture, means to shift the lens to aline it with
the center of the aperture as modified, said lens
capable of being focused in either alined position.

1,773,910. SOUND RADIATOR. Clarence E.
Lane, Montclair, N. J., assignor to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 30, 1926.
Serial No. 138,620. 17 Claims. (CI. 181—31.)

1. A sound radiator comprising a direct act-

ing plane corrugated diaphragm hinged at a
peripheral portion to a supporting means, and
means to drive said diaphragm at a portion re-

mote from said hinged portion.
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THEATRE PROJECTS
FOLLOWING is a list of new proj-

ects in motion picture theatre con-

struction compiled from reports

available on September 23. The list also

includes remodeling projects and con-

tracts awarded. An asterisk before the

item indicates that additional informa-
tion has been received since a previous
report.

THEATRES PLANNED
Alabama

SYLACAUGA.—J. W. Pedk plans the erection of
a new theatre, with seating capacity of 800.

Arizona

PHOENIX.—Fox-West Coast Theatres Company.
Los Angeles, has plans by S. C. Lee, 714 West Tenth
street, Los Angeles. Calif., for a new theatre, with
seating capacity of 2, .500, to be located on City Hall
Plaza. Estimated cost, $4.50,000.

California

EUREKA.—G. Mann (Redwood Theatres. Inc.),
care N. R. Coulter. 46 Kearny street, San Francisco,
plans the erection of a reinforced concrete Class A
theatre, with seating capacity of 2.000. Estimated
cost. §500.000.

OAKLAND.—Publix Theatres. Inc., has plans by
Miller & Pflueger, 580 Market street, San Francisco,
for a new theatre, with seating capacity of 3,500,

to be located on Broadway. Estimated cost, $1,000,000.

SAN FRANCISCO.—Miller & Pflueger, architects,
580 Market street, are taking bids for a new re-

inforced concrete theatre to be erected on Ocean
avenue for S. Lavin. Estimated cost, $250,000.

SANTA MONICA.—C. C. C. Tatum Building In-
come Ti'ust, Fidelity Building. Los Angeles, plans
the erection of a twelve-story reinforced concrete
theatre, office and apartment building. Private plans.
Estimated cost. $750,000.

STOCKTON.—The National Theatres Syndicate,
Inc., 2.5 Taylor street. San Francisco, has plans by
Bliss & Fairweather, Balboa building, San Francisco,
for a Class A theatre to be located on North Sutter
street. Estimated cost, $175,000.

Kansas
OLATHE.—S. C. Andrews plans the erection of

a new' theatre, with seating capacity of 1,000.

Louisiana

TALLULAH.—M. M. Bloom has plans by N. W.
Overstreet, Standard Life Building, Jackson, La., for
a one-story brick theatre and arcade store building,
138 by 300 feet. Bids in. Estimated cost, $70,000.

Massachusetts

PITTSFIELD.—W. K. George, 50 Brenton Terrace,
plans the erection of a new theatre at Elm street
and Holmes road. Architect not selected. Estimated
cost, $150,000.

Michigan

IONIA.—The Butterworth Theatres Corporation is

reported planning the erection of a new theatre, with
seating capacity of 1,000.

Nevada
LAS VEGAS.—Cragin & Pike have plans by R. D.

King, Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, for a new
theatre. Estimated cost, $150,0'00.

Ohio

FOSTORIA.—N. E. George has plans by A. S.

Graven, Inc., 100 North La Salle street, Chicago, III.,

for a new brick moving picture theatre and office
building. Estimated cost, $150,000.

STEUBENVILLE.— Floto Heirs Estate has plans
by A. S. Graven, Inc., 100 North La Salle street,
Chicago, III., for a new one-story brick theatre and
office building. Estimated cost, .$150,000.

Oldalioma

DUNCAN.—The Southwestern Properties Corpora-
tion, care G. G. Antene, 105 West Twenty-fourth
stieet, Oklahoma City, Okla.. has plans by Layton,
Hicks & Forsythe, Braniff Building, Oklahoma City,
Okla.. for a five-story brick and reinforced concrete
theatre, .store and office building, 75 by 140 feet, to
be located on Main street. Estimated cost, $150,000.

ENID.—G. E. Blumenauer, Masonic building, is

preparing plans for a seventeen-story brick, rein-
forced concrete and stone theatre and store building,
125 by 200 feet. Take bids in the fall. Estimated
cost. $780,000.

OKLAHOMA CITY.—Publix Theatres, 323 West
Sixth street, Los Angeles, Calif., plans the erection
of a new theatre on Walker street. Estimated cost.
$l,OO0,'00O.

Texas
LAMPASAS.—Roy Walker plans the erection of a

new theatre in the near future.

SHERMAN.—The R. & R. Theatre Enterprise, 2009
Jackson street, Dallas. Texas, is reported will erect
a new theatre here. Estimated cost, $100,000.

•^VICTORIA.-Rubin Frels has plans by Stanley W.
Blidd, Harlingen. Texas, for a brick and reinforced
concrete balcony theatre, 50 by 100 feet. Bids in.

REMODELING
Alabama

MOBILE.—The Lyric theatre, a Publix house, has
been remodeled and redecorated.

California

BERKELEY.—The California theatre has been
redecorated.

PASADENA.—The Fox theatre has been remodeled
and redecorated.

SAN FRANCISCO.—A new magnascopic screen
has been installed in the Paramount theatre.

Connecticut

NEW HAVEN.—The old Alpine picture house at
147 Congress avenue, has been renovated, redecorated,
new sound and projection equipment installed and
house reopened as the Capitol, under the manage-
ment of M. Heitman.

Florida

EUSTIS.—The Eustis theatre, recently damaged by
fire, has been remodeled and redecorated.

loH'a

DES MOINES.—Improvements to the Des Moines
theatre include new cooling system, new floor, new
seats, glassed-in foyer and acoustic devices.

Kansas
FORT SCOTT.—The Empress theatre has been

remodeled, including new sound equipment.
LEAVENWORTH.—More than $50,fl00 is being

expended for improvements to the Orpheum and
Lyceum theatres.

Massachusetts

WOBURN.—The Strand theatre, a Warner Broth-
ers' house, recently damaged by fire, has been re-
modeled and redecorated,

Michigan

DETROIT.—The De Luxe theatre, formerly oper-
ated by Publix, has been extensively improved and
reopened by the Theatre De Luxe Company.
DETROIT.—Improvements to the Imperial theatre

include new lobby and front.

DETROIT.--The Rialto theatre, a neighborhood
house, will be remodeled.

Mississippi

GREENVILLE.—The Saenger theatre has been re-
modeled, ledecojated. renamed the Pai-amount and
reopened under the management of Dan Buigum.

Missouri

ST. LOUIS.—The St. Louis theatre, a R K O house,
will be remodeled. Improvements estimated to cost
$75,000,

Neiv Jersey

HADDON HEIGHTS.—The Haddon Heights thea-
tre, i-ecently acquired by A. Brown, will be improved
at a cost of $15,000.

Texas
BROWNWOOD.—The Gem theatre, a Publix house,

recently damaged by fire, has been remodeled and
redecorated.

'CUERO.—Approximately $80,000 has been ex-
pended for remodeling the Rialto theatre.
ESTELLINE.—The Pastime theatre, recently gutted

by fire, has been i-ebuilt with added improvements.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Arkansas

'•'HELENA.—Paramount-Publix Theatres Corpora-
tion. Paramount building. New York, has awarded
the contract to McArthur & McLemore, 611 Twenty-
second avenue. Meridian, Miss., for the erection of a
new theatre, with seating capacity of 1,500. Esti-
mated cost. $37,946.

Illinois

«'CHICAGO.—Pashen Brothers. 33 North La Sal'e
street, have the contract for the erection of a one-
.story brick, terra-cotta and reinforced concrete bal-
cony theatre for Balaban & Kat?,. 175 North State
stieet. Estimated cost, $500,000,

Kentucky
*ASHLAND.—The Hibernia Securities Corporation,

Hibernia Bank building. New Orleans, La., has
awarded the contract to Kiser-Ducet Company, Joliet,
III., for the erection of a theatre and bank building.
Estimated cost. $150,000.

New York
'ALBANY.-R K O Theatres. 1564 Broadway. New

York, will soon award the contract for a new theatre
to be erected at North Pearl street and Clinton
avenue. Estimated cost. $3,000,000.

OSSINING.—Reported that Fox interests will

shortly start construction work on a new building to
replace the present Victoria theatre, with seating
capacity of 2,500. Estimated cost. $300,000.

'SCHENECTADY.—R K O theatres, 1564 Broadway,
New York, will soon award the contract for a new
theatre. Estimated cost, $150,000.

Pennsylvania

'ROCHESTER.—The new theatre under construc-
tion for the Majestic Amusement Company, costing
about $300,000, is scheduled for completion and open-
ing January 1, 1931. House will have seating ca-
pacity of 1,600.

Texas
COMFORT.—The Comfort Theatre Corporation has

started construction work on a one-story tile and
concrete theatre. 90 by 100 feet. Plans by Hans C.
Christensen. Fredericksburg. Texas. Owner builds.

DALHART.—W. L. Hamilton has started work on
a two-story brick theatre and store building. 50 by
120 feet, located on Denrock avenue.

SEGUIN.—Alvin F. Miller is reported having
started construction work on a new theatre.

You should have a copy of Building Theatre Patronage
for handy reference

This is not a book to be read over once. It is a treatise embracing theatre

management in all details. It is needed on every manager's desk to be

consulted whenever inspiration is needed. The wise manager will consult

it many times daily.

Have this inexpensive assistant at your command—price $5.10 at

Herald-World Bookshop, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, IIL

Older accompaixied bv certified c/iec/(. inoney order ur draft receives immediate attention. Will also iiidi! COD., ij de.sired.
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Classified List of Advertisers
[In this and other Usues of Bettep. Theatres]

ACCESSORIES FOR SOUND DEVICES
Amplion Corporation of America
Basson & Stern
Divorsky Film Machine Corporation
Elec-Tro-Fone Corporation
The Oro-Tone Company
Radio Industries of Canada, Ltd.
Renter Manufacturing Company
Simplimus, Inc.
S. O. S. Corporation
The Theatre Sound Equipment Company
Van Ashe Radio Company

ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS
The Celotex Company
The Insulite Company
Johns-Manville Corporation
King Studios, Inc.

National Rug MiUs, Inc.
The Sonograph Company
Union Fibre Sales Company
United States Gypsum Company
Western Felt Works

ADVERTISING NOVELTIES
Brazel Novelty Manufacturing Co.

AISLE LIGHTS
Kausalite Manufacturing Company

AMPLIFIERS
American Transformer Company
Radio iTidustries of Canada, Ltd.
Webster Company

ANCHOR EXPANSION BOLTS
The Paine Company

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN CONTROL
Automatic Devices Company
Bruckner-Mitchell, Inc.
Vallen Electrical Company

BANNERS. SIGNS
H. Dryfhout Company

CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS
Bell and Howell Company

CARBON ADAPTERS
Best Devices Compamy
Hetves-Gotham Company

CARPETS
Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Company, Inc.
Mohanok Carpet MiUs
W. & J. Sloane

CARPET CUSHIONING
The Celotex Company
Clinton Carpet Company
National Rug MiUs, Inc.
Western Felt Works

CEMENT FOR FASTENING CHAIRS
General Seating Company

CHANGEABLE LETTERS
Crystalite Products Corporation

CHANGEOVERS
Acme Engineering Corporation
Basson & Stern
Essannay Electric Manufacturing Co
Guercio and Barthel

COLOR LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Reynolds Electric Company

DIMMERS
Cutter-Hammer Manufacturing Company

DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENTS
Guercio and Barthel

ELECTRIC FLASHERS, COLOR HOODS
Reynolds Electric Company
Time-O-Stat Controls Company

ELECTRIC PICKUPS
The Audak Connpany
Best Manufacturing Company
The Oro-Tonc Company
UPCO Products Corporation
Webster Electric Company

EQUIPMENT SUPPUES
Guercio and Barthel
Illinois Theatre Seat Exchange Company
Monarch Theatre Supply Company
Movie Supply Company
National Theatre Supply Company

EMERGENCY LIGHTING SYSTEMS
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Roth Brothers & Company

ENGINEERING SERVICE
Humphrey Davy & Associates

FABRICS, FIREPROOF
Associated Fabrics Corporation

FANS, VENTILATING
Century Electric Company

FILM CEMENT
F. B. Griffin
Heives-Gotham Company
Theatre Sound Equipment Company

FILM STOCK
.Eastman Kodak Company

FIRE PREVENTION
Sentry Safety Control Corporation

FLOOR COVERINGS
Mohawk Carpet Mills
W. & J. Sloane

FRAMING LIGHT SHIELDS
GoldE Manufacturing Company
Guercio and Barthel

GENERATORS
Automatic Devices Company
General Electric Company
Hertner Electric Company
Roth Brothers & Company

HORNS AND SPEAKERS
Miles Manufacturing Company
Macy Manufacturing Cemipany
Operadio Manufacturing Co.
Oxford Radio Corporation
Racon Electric Company, Inc.
Radio iTidustries of Canada, Ltd.
Silver-Marshall, Incorporated
Wright-DeCoster, Inc.

INSURANCE
Jules Juillard £ Company

INTERCHANGEABLE SPRING SEATS
Illinois Theatre Seat Exchange Company

LAMPS, HIGH INTENSITY
HaU & Connolly, Inc.

LAMPS, REFLECTING ARC
The J. E. McAuley Manufacturing Company
Strong Electric Corporation

LENS MOUNTS
GoldE Manufacturing Company

LENSES
Bauseh & Lomb Optical Company
Ilex Optical Company
Projection Optics Corporation

MAZDA ADAPTERS
Monarch Theatre Supply Company

MAZDA REGULATORS
Carver Electric Company

NEEDLES, PHONOGRAPH
Sound Service Syitemt, Inc.
Wall-Kane Needle Manufacturing Co.

ORGANS
George Kilgen & Son*. Inc.
The Link Company, Inc.
The Marr and Colton Company, Int.
The Page Organ Company
Robert Morton Organ Company
Rudolph Wurlitzer Company

ORGAN HEATERS
Kaueal:te Manufacturing Company
Time-O-Stat Controls Corporation

PATENT ATTORNEYS
Waiiam N. Moor*

PROJECTORS
Coxsackie Holding Corporation
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
Holmes Projector Company
International Projector Corporation

RAIUNGS. GRILLES
Zero Valve and Brats Corporation

REELS
Hewes-Gotham Company
Universal Electric Welding Co.

REWINDERS
Dicorsky Film Machine Corporation
GoldE Manufacturing Company

RHEOSTATS
Hoffmann <f Soons

SAFES. THEATRE
Kewaiure Safe Company
York Safe and Lock Company

SAFETY LADDERS
Dayton Safety Ladder Company
Patent Scaffolding Company

SCREENS
American Silversheet Company
Beaded Screen Company
Da-Lite Screen Company
E-Zee Screen Company
Radio Industries of Canada, Ltd.
Raven Screen Company
Sarasone Screen Company
Schoonmaker Equipment Company
Truvision Projection Screen Co.
Walker Screen Company

SEATS
American Seating Company
Heywood-Wakefield Company
Illinois Theatre Seat Exchange Company
Wisconsin Chair Company

SIGNS—ELECTRIC
Flexlume Corporation
MUne Electric Company

SLIDES
Quality Slide Company
Ransley Studios
Workstel Studios

SPEED INDICATORS
Essannay Electric Manufacturing Co.
Meliaphone Corporation
The Oliver Manufacturing Co.
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SOUND AND MUSIC
BBPRODtaNG DEVICES
Adtwin Corporation
AmiMii/n Corporation of America
Bettone, Incorporated
Cl)fne Engineering Company
Oue-O-Phone Company
Elec-Tro-Fone Corporation
Tke Fam Speaker Company
TKe Foto-\'oic« Company, Inc.

G&neral Talking Pictures Corporation
Gatet Radio & Supply Company
Good-All EUeirie Manufacturing Company
Grie* Reproducer Corporation
UeOaphone Corporation
ilovt»-Phone Corporation
National Motion Ad Company
Paeent Reproducer Corporation
Tke Ch-o-Tone Company
The Phototone Equipment Corporation of America
RCA Photopkone, Inc.
Powert Cinepkone E<juipment Co.
Radio Industries of Canada, Ltd.
Radiotone Pictures Corporation
Renier Manufacturing Company

Sterling Motion Picture Apparatus Corporation
Talking Picture Equipment Company of New
England, /no.

Tone-O-Graph, Inc.
Universal Film Screening Company
Universal Sound Products Corporation
Vitadisc Company
Weber Machine Corporation
Western Electric Company

STAGE AND ORCHESTRA UFTS
Bruckner-Mitchell, Inc.
Peter Clark, Inc.

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frank Adam Electric Company
Belson Mfg. Company
Chicago Cinema Equipment Company
Hub Electrio Company
Major Equipment Company
Kliegl Brothers
Wm, Wurdack Electric Manufacturing Co.

STAGE RIGGING HARDWARE
Bruckner-.Mitchell, Inc.
J. H. Channon Corporation
Peter Clark, Inc.

STAGE SCENERY
Tiffin Scenic Studios
VoUand Scenic Studios

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service
National Program & Printing Company

TICKETS
Arcus Ticket Company
Automatic Ticket Register Corporation

TICKET MACHINES
General Register Corporation

TRAILERS
.id-Vance Trailer Service Corporation
National Screen Service, Inc.

UNIFORMS
Lester, Ltd.
Maier-Lccvaty Company

VENDING MACHINES
Margaret Felch

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Arctic Nur.Air Corporation
Blizzard Sales Company
Kooler-Aire Engineering Corporation
Lakeside Company
Supreme Heater & Ventilator Company

BETTER THEATRES CATALOG BUREAU
"Belter 1 heatrei" offirs on litis page an individual service to its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any product listed
herewith uill be sent to any theatre ouner, manager, architect or projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below and mail to "Better Theatres"
Division oj Exhibitors Herald World. Readers toill find many of the products listed by this Bureau are advertised in this issue.

I AmuiMmI Innillalltii.
I Aiailtn, eirkon.
< A«ln|. laltulillif •niiM
I AdHlialen nim.
I A4<r>iilna thInM.
7 Aditrtlilni noteltlM, •ttrlilt
I Adxrtlilai (ro|teti.
I Air Mnditlailni xuiianl.
It Air «•« tinii.
II Alilt llihtl.
II Alilt ro««.
11 Alara ilintla.
14 Aaipliairi
II Are iaBd. rtllMtiii
l( ArehltMlural tarvla*.
17 Are rtgulatari.
II AniAeia! (lanti. Ilaatrt.
la Art tlllat.

M Antoaallt tartaln aanlral.
II Aalaaalla tralaallan oalMlU.
U Aataaallt ifrtaklara.

n Ballaani. tlirarllilat.
14 Bainari.
It Biiketi. iaaaritln.
It Bitttrlta.
17 B«M-kaznr ilinal lyittBi.
II BiMki. aullei*. itaia-rlgaiBi.n BlaiMra. hana.
M Boaklni aiaaaUa Iw ailalaaa.
11 Booklit atanalM (itata klaO.
12 Balitra.
13 Bella. Chair anakar.
14 BMlha. prolaetlaa.
15 Beatha. tiakat.
II Box. lota abaln.
17 Braaa arllli.

U Braaa ralla.

II Brokara-Thaatra iraaatla*.
H Ballatla kaaraa. ahaaiaakla.

«l Call*.
42 Caklnatt.
43 Calalaa llikte.

44 Caaiaraa.
41 Caaoalaa far Irantt.
41 Carbcaa.
47 Carkon aharaanara.
41 Carkan arraaahaa,
41 Carpata.
H Carpal auahlan.
11 Carpal aleanlng aaaapaanl
12 Carpet cotarlni.
13 Caaaa, flla ahlpplni.
94 Ceaiant. Ala.
II Chair a«>ara.
11 Chalra. olakar.
17 Chalra. thaatra.
II Chania aakara.
91 Changaakle lettart.

10 Changa overa.
11 Color haoia.
12 Color «h(eli.
13 Conianitra.
M Cuaing datlaea.
II Cualag aenrlaa.

II Cua anaata.

17 Cataat Baahliaa. aiaplai

II Date atrlpt.

II Oacaratlona (atata kinl).
71 Oaaaratan. tkaatra.

71 Diaiaiera.
.''2 Olalnfeatanla—aerfumra
73 Olipla; autoul aaoninea
74 Ooora, flrepraol.
79 Orapariaa.
76 Drinking loantalna.
77 Duallaadng aiaahlnaa
71 Oynaala apaakara.

71 Claatrla alraull taatlai Inatra
aieata.

M EIratrle laai
II Elaolrlaal noaara.
1^ Eleetria elatupa.
U Elaatrla pawar ganarallni

plaata.
14 Elcatrloal rtaardlni.
II Elaatrla ilgna.
19 Eltalria alinal ana aaatra«

iralaaaa.

17 Eaiariaaar llghllni plaaU.
II Exit llgkt algna.

It FIIh alaaaara.
>• Filnipllclng aiaahlaa.
11 FIlB loola (ilata klnl).
12 Flln waxing naahlna.
»i FIra alaraia.
•4 FIra aaoapai.
tl FIra axtlngulahara.
''I Fire hoaa.
97 Fire hoaa reala. aarta.
II FIraproef aurtalna.
It Fireproof doara.

100 FIreprooAng aaatarlala.
101 FIxlurei. lighting.
102 Flaahllghta.
113 Flaahera. aleatrla alta.
104 Flood lighting.
101 Floorllghla.
IIS Floor ce«erln|,
117 Floor runaera.
101 Flowera. artlflalal
lit Footllghta.
110 Fountalna, deoorall«e.
111 Fountalna. driaklng.
112 Framea-poater, lobby dlaplap.
113 Fronti, aietal theatre.
114 Farnaaea, aeal kurnlng.
IIJ Furnaara. all kurnlni.
119 Furniture, tkaatra.
117 Faiea.

III Scncratora.
Ill anilra. kraea.
120 Summed lakell.

<2I iypauB produtta.

122 Hardware, atage.
123 Healing ayitem, eoal.
124 Heating ayateai. all.

129 Horni.
126 Horn lltta.

127 Mora tpwara.

I

III Ink. peaclla for alldei.

128 Inauranae, Fire.

130 Iniuranoe, Rain.
131 Interlar deeorating lenrlaa

!32 Interlar llluHliated algni.

133 Jaaltan' iniiilai.

134 Labela. Aim oautlaa.
139 Laddcra. lalety.
139 Lamoa. daooratlve.
137 Lamp dip aolorlni.
131 Lampi. general llghtlnt.
I3B Lamga, Inaandeaoent prolea-

tloa.

140 Lampa, high Intenalty.
141 Lampa. reflecting are.

142 Lavatory eaalpaieat. furaiah
Ingi.

143 Latatery flxturei.
144 Ledgera. theatre.
149 Lenaea.
149 Lrtlrra. changaakle.
147 Lighla. exit.

141 Llghta. apot.

I4t Lighting flxturea.
190 Lighting Inatallatlnna.
111 Lighting ayiteaa, aoaipleta.
Ii2 Linoleam.
193 Llauld aeap.
194 Llauld aoap eantalnert.
199 Llthographere.
196 Lobby display fraaaei.
197 Lobby gniing kalle.
191 Lobby furniture.
199 Lobby deaoratlona.
160 Lubrlaanta (state klad).
191 Lumlnoua aumbere.
112 Luailnaua algni, Interlar, e«-

terler.

193 Maahlnaa, display eataat.
164 Maohlnea. ticket.
161 Machines, pop corn.
166 Mashlnea, sanitary vending.
187 Make up. kaxea. Uiaatrlaal.
168 Marble.
I8II Margulae.
170 Mats, leather.
171 Mats and rannera.
172 Mazda preleetlon idaptara.
173 Mazda regulatora.
174 Metal lath.

179 Metal pollah.
178 Mirror, ahadei.
177 Motor generatora.
171 Motora, phonograph.
171 Motion picture cable.
110 Mnalaal Inatramenta (itata

kind).
111 Muaio aad aounl reproduelni

devlcea.
182 Musle publlahert.
IS3 Muale rolla.

114 Muala standi.

189 Napkins.
186 Needles, phonograpk.
117 Non-synahronoua louil de-

vises.

188 Noveltiei, advertising.
Ill Nursery tirnlsklnii and aialp.

asent.

ISO oil burneri.
191 Orahestral pleoei.
182 Orohestra pit flttlngi, lirnlih.

Inga.
'13 Organs.
114 Organ novelty siilet.

199 Orgaa lifts.

196 Organ ohamber heaten.
117 Ornamental lountalia.
118 Ornaiseatal aaetal wark.

111 Ornaaental e t a I theatre
froats.

P
200 Paint, loreen.
201 Paper drinklni aaaa.
202 Paper towels.
203 Perfumera.
204 Phonograph aiotort.
209 Phonograph aeedlea.
209 Phonograph turntablaa.
207 Photo Iraaaea.
208 Pianos.
208 Picture seta.

2IB Player pianos.
211 Plastle flxturet and datara.

tlona.
112 Plumkint flxturaa.

113 Poaltlve fllai.

214 Posters.
211 Poeter frame*.
218 Poster llghta.

217 Poster paste.
211 Portable arojeatora.
219 Pottery desaratlve.
220 Power generating plant!.
221 Printing, theatre.
222 Programa.
223 Program caviri.
224 Program algna, lllumlaated.
129 Projeetlon lampa.
226 Proleatlon aaahliei.
227 ProjeatlOB naehlne aarta.
121 Projeotlan rsoai etalpmeal.

129 Radlatan.
230 Radlater cavert.
231 Ralla, braaa.
232 Ralla, rope.
233 Rain Inauranaa.
234 Reatlflera.

231 Reoonatrietioa lenrlta.
238 Reeorda.
237 Record eaWneti.
238 Reaordlng, eleatrlaal.

239 Redeaoratlno aervlae.
240 Refleotors (atata klnl).
241 Refurnlahing sorvlaa.
242 Regulatari, Mazda.
243 Riela.
244 Reel ead algnali.
245 Reel paaking, carrying aaaea.
246 Resonant oroheitra platfora.
247 Reseating aervlae.
248 Rewinding flias.

241 RheastaU.
290 Rlgtlag, etaga.
211 RoofliB Baterlala.

212 Safes, film.

293 Safety ladderi.
284 Scenery, stage.
258 Soenle artliti' larvlia.
256 Sareens,
257 Screen paint.
258 Sareeni tor taail platurei.
259 Seat aovera.
260 Seat Indloatort, vaaant,
261 Seata, theatre.
262 Sims (atate klnl).
263 Signs, parking.
264 Signals, reel ell.
265 SIga flashen.
266 SIgi-aloth,
267 Sim letterlni servlee.

261 Sidewalk aiaahliai, earn pap-
pen,

III Billaa.

170 Slide Ink, penolla.
271 Slide lanterns.
272 Slide making outflta.
273 Slide mats,
274 Shutters, metal fire.

275 Soap eontalnera, iiauil.
276 Sound and nulla reproliaataa

devices.

e77 Sound-proof initailatiana.
278 Speakers, dynamlt,
279 Speed Indieatori.
280 Spotlights.
281 Stage doora-vaianoea, eta.

282 Stage lighting equipment.
283 Stage lighting ayatema.
284 Stage rlgglng-kloeka, palleya,
285 Stage aoenery.
286 Stair treads.
287 Statuary.
288 Steel loakert.

289 Steroptiaona.
290 Sweeping compounla.
291 Switchboarde.
292 Switchea, autoaiatia.
213 Synahranoui souni levlaai.

194 Talley aounteri.
296 Tapeatrlaa.
29S Tax free asuala.

1297 Telephones, Inter-iaBasinlaat-
Ing.

Ill Temperature rainiatlan ipa-

teas,

2t9 Terra Catla.
300 Termlnali.
301 Theatre aaeountlni ayitaaa.
302 Theatre dimasan.
303 Theatre leati.
804 Tlikets.
305 Ticket keothi.
306 Ticket ohepperi.
307 Tiaket hoidera.
301 TIeket Raeki.
301 Ticket lelllng aiaaklnaa.

310 Tile.

311 Tlie standi.
312 Tone arms.
313 Tool oaaes, aperatart*.
314 Towaii, paper.
316 Toweia, tlBth.
316 Traliera.

317 Tranaformeri.
311 Tripods.
3iS Turnatiiei, reiiaterini.

320 Turatabiea, phanagraak.

811 Unlfarai.

322 Vaianees, for kaxei.
323 Vasea, atoae.
324 Vacuum olaaaera,

325 Ventilating fani.
326 Ventilating, aooilni lysteas.

327 Ventilating syatemi, eompiita.

321 Veadlng machines, laap, taa
ela, napklis, eto,

329 Vltrolite.

330 Valvast aaatrala.

331 Wall kiriap,
332 Wail leather,
333 Watehmaa'i •iaaki.
334 Water eaoleri.
S35 Wheals, aalar.

"BETTER THEATRES" DIVISION, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago

Gentlemen : I should like to receive reliable information on the following items

:

(Refer to Items by Number)

Remaiks :

Name- Theatre,

State . Seating Capacity

-City
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The Market for American Motion Picture Equipment in the Far East

partly because in many cases, such as

ths Punjab, there is a likelihood of alter-

nating-current supply in bulk becoming

available later on from a large hydro-

electric plant now under construction on

the frontier. In several of the older pub-

lic installations both alternating and

direct current are available in the origi-

nal supply areas at 450 and 225 volts

direct current, and in the areas more
recently developed at 400 and 230 volts

on a 3-phase, 4-vi'ire, 50-cycle alternat-

ing-current system.

When the alternating-current systems

are completed it should lend a stimulus

to the market for converters, but, as

stated, there are, at the outside, only

about 309 theatres in India. What share

of this business American firms may
obtain depends in large part upon their

ability to compete with British and Ger-

man equipment.
Arc lamps and screens.—High-inten-

sity and mirror-reflector arc lamps are

used in practically all of the theatres

in the large cities, and their use is now
becoming general throughout the coun-
try. They have been well received and
are very popular, owing to the fact that

they effect a saving of approximately
10% in current.

Most motion picture screens are of

the canvas type, which may be easily

lifted and dropped. That type is em-
ployed because most of the theatres from
time to time book traveling vaudeville
shows. Pathe supplies the greater por-
tion of the requirements.

'

Visual education.—Visual education is

not widespread in India, but there is a
tendency to develop it. Its promotion
lies within the scope of the Department
of Education, Health and Lands of the
Government of India. The department
possesses an education adviser styled
"educational commissioner." Each Prov-
ince also has a department of education,
which is directly under the supervision
of a director of public instruction and
an inspector of European schools.

Pathe has sold four or five projectors
to the district board of the Hassan dis-
trict in Mysore State to be used for edu-
cational purposes. It is understood that
the question of visual education for the
whole State is being given consideration
by the Government of Mysore. Gener-
ally speaking, a good market exists for
cameras and projectors, and it is thought
advisable for American manufacturers
who are interested to send catalogues
and prices to the directors of public in-
struction in the several Provinces.

Portable projectors.—At the present
time the introduction of amateur mo-
tion picture cameras and projectors into
India is in its infancy, and so far inter-
est therein has been very small. A can-
vass of dealers stocking this commodity,
discloses a very enthusiastic attitude
toward the development of a fair de-

( Continued from page 53)

mand, and they are decidedly optimistic

over the prospects of the product re-

ceiving a favorable reception within the

near future when it has been given an

opportunity to prove its merits. One
dealer feels that the market is begin-

ning to show signs of expansion. Un-
doubtedly, the future will bring a fail

demand for products of this nature, but

it is not believed that the extent of this

demand will be as great and as impor-

tant as dealers claim.

Sources of present supply.—American
cameras and projectors predominate on

the Indian market. They are considered

to be of superior quality and to possess

the most up-to-date adjustments, and
they are preferred to any of the other

makes having representation in India.

French and German equipment is offered

at very attractive prices, however, and
this undoubtedly will affect the future

market to a certain extent, but dealers

stocking American products appear to

be aware of the situation and are pre-

pared to counteract any effect which
these low prices have by strenuous sales-

manship and advertising propaganda.
Prices.—There are several American

projectors on the market which vary in

price from 1,500 to 3,000 rupees ($550
to $1,100). The prices of other ecjuip-

ment are as follows:
German

:

Kinebox .$387
Monopol

—

No. 5344/3—
With resistance 425
Without resistance 391

No. 5346/4 319
No. 5346/2 257

Kinox II 101
Vag accumulator for Kinox 11 58
Equipped with motor drive 174

Kiupp-Ernemann 670
French

:

Pathe—
Model M 485
Model 421
Model A 221
Model B 214

Ceylon
From retort by Koyiic V. Grain, Colombo

Projectors.—There are l? motion
picture theatres in Ceylon, all of which
are equipped with Pathe projectors. The
landed cost of such projectors is 900
rupees ($361). According to several
theatre managers, the Pathe projector
is preferred to other makes because it

is simple and easy to operate and be-
cause repairs and replacements can be
easily obtained in Colombo. Practically
all of the theatres in Ceylon are equipped
with at least two projectors, most of
which are new models.

Projectors must, in order to find a
ready sale, be of the type that can be
used on either direct or alternating cur-
rent, since both kinds of current are
used in Ceylon. It is not uncommon in
Ceylon for one section of a city to use
alternating current and another section
to use direct current.

Aic lamps and screens.—One theatre,

for a short time, tried high-intensity

and mirror-reflector arc lamps, but the
slight improvement gained thereby did

not warrant the expense. All of the

picture theatres in the island use ordi-

nary cloth screens.

Visual education.—Matters pertaining
to education in Ceylon are under the di-

rect supervision of the Director of Edu-
cation, Colombo. With the exception of

a few films shown recently with regard
to sanitation and antimalarial work,
visual education has not been tried in

educational institutions in Ceylon.

Three or four very .small American
projectors have been purcha.sed by local

residents for private use in their homes.

Persia
TEHERAN
From rriiort by Harri/ S. \'illard and David fViUiamiton

I HE past few months have witnessed

an extraordinary growth in the popu-
larity of motion pictures in Persia, the

number of motion picture houses hav-

ing nearly tripled in that time. Less
than a year ago there were but four

motion picture theatres in Teheran and
an estimated total of five in all the rest

of Persia, while today Teheran has ten

flourishing houses, and at least 16 others

are known to be in operation in different

parts of the country.

This remarkable change is ascribed in

part to the permission recently granted
to women to enter public places, such
as cafes, restaurants and theatres. With
their new freedom, the women seem to

find in the motion picture a particularly

strong appeal, and they compose a large

portion of the audience at every perform-
ance.

In Teheran, the capital, the names and
seating capacity of the theatres at pres-

ent doing business are as follows:

Seating
capacity

Sepah 900
Pathe 800
Maiak 700
Iran 670
Ferdovsy 650
Lalezar 600
Teheran 500
Gole.tan 350
Chahpur 350
Peri 300

Only two of these, the Iran and Peri,

were in operation in the spring of 1929.

Two others, the Grand and the Zoro-
astrian, have disappeared, and the rest

have been newly established.

The total number of seats is thus
placed at 5,820, which, however, will be

increased during the summer when films

are exhibited in an open-air theatre lo-

cated in the public park. In addition,

the Palace Cinema, now being erected

on the Avenue Hedayat. will have a seat-

ing capacity of 1.000 and when finished

will be the finest motion picture house
in Persia.

[To be onnlinued]



A PLEDGE
To Theatre Owners, Managers

and Projectionists to Maintain

TRADE MARr\ REOO.

SUPREMACY
It has been our responsibility to satisfy

the needs of the motion picture industry

and to meet many emergencies created

during a period of extraordinary expan-

sion and unparalleled activity.

With increased manufacturing facilities

and closer contact with our selling or-

ganization we pledge this great industry

that we will render even greater service

and maintain the high quality which has

won a worldwide supremacy for

TRADE MARn REG O.

THE INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 GOLD STREET NEW YORK
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FRANCE POWER UNITS
Phone Crescent 0066

H G. DILLEMUTH

79 IVYHURST Rd.,

EGGERTSVILLE. N.V.

(si'ELRC OF evFFAU))

Enterprise Optical Ufg.
564 W. Randolph St.,
Chicago, 111.

Co. ,

PIERSON AND CEDAR
CREEK CABINETS

ore* Mibe Ciptctl ShipiDcnit To

Ml rax ST., BUFFALO

August 14tb. 1930

Attention of Mr. Spahr.

Dear Mr. Spahr:

Believing that you will bo Interested lii knov.'ing how Kotiograph Sound Projectors are

performing, I am writing at this time to tell you about the installation at the
Broadway Lyceum Theatre.

No doubt you were fully convinced that you had first class quality in your DeLuxe
Sound Projectors before you released them for theatrical use, but I believe that you
will feel as I do in this, that the most important person to be considered is the

one who pays his or her admission price to hear and see the performance of the equip-
ment. This is the person who ultimately pays for the equipment, so it does seem
that his opinion is most important. It is the theatre patron who has volunteered
n:uch favorable comment on the sound projection at the Broadway Lyceum. One patron
said he had seen a certain picture twice before he saw it shown at the Broadway
Lyceum and considered this third performance the best of the three. That is what
really counts - that the theatre patron be pleased. Every day new faces appear and
they tell us that our sound has been recommended as being very good.

The interest you have shown in this installation is much appreciated, as for instance
in sending on the new polished record weights without our asking for them, and after
the equipment had been paid for in full, showing that there was no ulterior motive
for your doing so beyond the desire that we be fully satisfied. From this and the
peek the writer had into your laboratory while at Chicago, I feel that the users of

Motiograph Sound Projectors will be in a favorable position no matter what develop-
ments come about. Since the first wide film projector the writer had the pleasure
of seeing was a Motiograph Sound Projector, I know that when the change to this type
is necessary (possibly in two or three years) it will not be necessary to scrap our
present equipmsnt, and that the cost will be within our means.

Trouble? Certainly we have had some minor trouble such as amplifier tubes becoming
noisy and replacements necessary, but on only one occasion has our sound failed, and
that required only replacing a blown fuse. Locating and replacing took less than
five minutes.

From the first I was Impressed with the extreme ruggedness of the Motiograph Sound
Projector, but the more minute examination that almost four months contact has af-
forded, convinces oe that everything about the equipment is built to take care of
any emergency.

Ycurs very truly.

BROADWAY LYCEUM THEATRE.

THERE ISN'T AN EXHIBITOR IN THE
COUNTRY WHO CAN'T AFFORD TO
BUY THIS GUARANTEED MOTIO-
GRAPH DELUXE SOUND EQUIP-
MENT—
and it's hacked by 25 years of real projector-

building experience.

Write for prices

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.
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